Servicing the Kidding Chassis 9
John Coombes
The Korting Chassis 9, which was introduced in 1979, was
designed to drive several different types of tube — PIL in
the 20in. size, and 20AX/30AX in the 22 and 26in. sizes.
It was used in a range of models with serial numbers'
40,000, 41,000 and 59,000, e.g. the 22in. Model 59571
and the 26in. Model 59671. There's a main vertical panel
into which a number of subpanels are plugged — the
arrangement is shown in Fig. 1.
A self-oscillating chopper circuit (Siemens type) provides various regulated supplies, also mains isolation. See
Fig. 2. The line output stage employs a BU208 transistor
and an e.h.t. tripler. It requires a 150V h.t. supply with the
20AX tube, 155V with the 30AX — this is set with R623
on the chopper panel, at minimum brightness. Though
they all look similar, different line output transformers are
required with the different tube types. The tripler also
differs, due to the different focus voltage requirements of
the 20AX and 30AX tubes. A diode modulator is used for
EW correction, driven by a BU125S transistor. The
correction waveform is produced by an i.c., type
TDA1082. See Fig. 4. The field timebase consists of a
TDA1170 followed by a three transistor driver/output
stage. There's also an output stage flyback voltage doubling circuit. See Fig. 3. Sync separation and line generation are carried out by a TDA2591 i.c. In later versions a
different subpanel with a TDA2576A i.c. is used.
On the signals side there's a single i.c. (TDA2541) i.f.
strip and a three chip (TDA2560/TDA2522/TDA2530)
decoder. The RGB output stages are of the complementary symmetry type (BF715/BF716 or BF869/BF870
transistors). There are two alternative sound modules. The
basic one uses a TBA1.20U intercarrier sound chip followed by a TDA2611 audio chip that provides an output
of 3.5W. For up-market models there's a board with
TDA2790 and TDA2030 i.c.s delivering 15W and incorporating bass and treble controls.

off thyristor Th621 (BR303) for being short-circuit. These
two items must be replaced in pairs.
If the power supply seems to be all right, move on to the
line fimebase. Check the 12V supply to pin 1 of the
TDA2591. If missing, check the filter resistor R434 (12011)
for being open-circuit. If R434 is o.k. and the voltage at
pin 1 of the i.c. is missing or low, suspect the i.c. With the
TDA2576A the supply pin is 16 and the filter resistor
R453 (5611, 1W). With both boards there should be 17.5V
at pin 6 of the panel.
Next check the line driver stage. There should be 150/
155V at pins 9/10 of the line output subpanel. If there's
no output from the driver, check the feed resistor R1005
(1.8k11) for being open-circuit and its decoupler C1003
(0.047µF) for being short-circuit. If necessary check the
transistor (T1001, type BD232) for being short-circuit or
leaky. Check for dry-joints at the pins of the line driver
transformer U1001. On rare occasions you may find that
the primary winding is open-circuit.
The most likely cause of a dead line timebase is failure ,
of the BU208 (T1002) line output transistor however. It
usually goes short-circuit, and in this event R1008 (110) in
its base circuit is likely to be open-circuit. If the line output
transistor is all right, disconnect the lead from the line
output transformer to the tripler. If the set then bursts into
life either the tripler or the transformer is faulty. It's
usually the tripler.

Tripping
If the set is tripping, ensure that the line output stage
h.t. voltage is correctly set (test point U4) for 150V or
155V depending on tube type. Adjust with R623. If R623
cannot be adjusted for the correct voltage, check transistor
T621 (BC557) and zener diode D621 (BZX83C7.5) in
the chopper control circuit. If the h.t. voltage is varying,

No Sound or Raster
In a set of this type, the no sound or picture symptom
can be caused by many things. First check the 3.15AT
mains fuse Si601. If this is open-circuit, check the mains
filter capacitors C601 and C603, the mains bridge rectifier
G601 and the rectifier's protection capacitors C609-612.
If the mains input circuit is o.k., check R634 (1M1/) and
D632 (1N4007) in the chopper's start-up circuit. R634
can also be responsible for intermittent failure to operate.
It was subsequently reduced in value to 470k10. Next
check for dry-joints on the chopper transformer Tr601
and the chopper panel, then check the rectifier panel
where the usual offenders are the 150/155V rectifier
D651 (BY299) and its reservoir capacitor C651 (47µ,F).
They tend to go short-circuit.
If everything is in order up to this point, it's necessary to
pay closer attention to the chopper circuit. Check for
voltage at the collector of the BU326A chopper transistor
T622. If this if missing, check the continuity between pins
7 and 1 of the chopper transformer. If voltage is present,
check the chopper circuit fuse Si621 (1.6A). If this is
open-circuit, check the chopper transistor and the switch418
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Fig. 2: The power supply circuit.

check the condition of R623's carbon track.
Next check the line output transistor which could be
short-circuit or leaky, and the EW modulator diodes
D1001 (BY223) and D1002 (BYX71-600R). Finally
check the line output transformer and tripler by disconnection as previously described.

tor, both by replacement. If there's evidence of ballooning, suspect the tripler.
For EW correction faults, check the modulator diodes
D1001/2 and the driver transistor T371, then suspect the
TDA1082 chip (18371).
If the line shift control has no effect, check the control
28V

Focus Faults
The most likely cause of focus trouble is the control,
which is mounted on the tripler. Less likely is the series
resistor R1218 (IIVIC/) on the tube base panel (this resistor
is not present in all models), the spark gap FU1, or
corrosion on the focus pin. A faulty tripler is another
possibility. The focus spark gap can also be responsible for
intermittent focus variations.
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the scan, coupling capacitor C361 charges via T304, D306
and D305. Towards the centre of the scan the current
flowing via T304 is insufficient to keep D306 in conduction.
The rising voltage at its collector then drives the emitter of
T306 which begins to conduct, driving T305. The current in
the scan circuit then reverses as C361 discharges via T305.
T302 conducts during the flyback so that the voltage at the
negative plate of C312 is 28V. During the scan, C312 is
charged via D303. When T302 conducts, D303 is cut off and
the supply to the output stage is doubled. T304 conducts
during the flyback
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Fig. 4: EW diode modulator drive circuit. The switch stage in the i.c. is used to cut off the second amplifier during the field
flyback

itself and the resistor in series with its slider. With the
TDA2591 these are R435 (47k1) and R438 (180k11)
respectively. With the TDA2576A the control is R427
(100k11) and the series resistor R423 (100kfi).
Field Collapse
In the event of field collapse, first check that the 28V
supply is reaching pin 2 of the TDA1170 i.c. If the voltage
is very low, suspect the decoupling capacitor C310 or the
chip. If there's no voltage, check back to the rectifier
panel: D652 (BYW15200) could be open-circuit or C652
(220µF) short-circuit. If the supply is correct, check the
following items: the field output transistors T304 and
T305 (both BD537); the height control R321 (1001/), and
R317 (6.8k11 or 5.6k11 depending on model) which is in
series with it; the scan coupling capacitor C361 (2,200µF);
R951 (2.211) on the convergence board (20AX sets);
finally, suspect the scan coils.
Sync Troubles
For no sync at all, check the TDA2591/TDA2576A i.c.
For no field sync check the TDA1170, and C306 (0.01µF)
for being short-circuit.
Signal Faults
If the sound is all right but there's a blank raster, check
the TDA2541 i.f. i.c.
In the event of tuning drift, check that the 50V supply
from the line output stage is not varying. If it is, replace
D1039 (BA157). If the tuning voltage is varying, check
R051 and R053 (both 2.2k11) and D05 (ZTK33) by
replacement. If the tuning voltage doesn't vary, suspect
the tuner unit.
In the event of the loss of one colour, check the
appropriate first anode preset control for being opencircuit and the condition of its track, then check the
420

relevant output transistors. If necessary check the voltages
around the TDA2530 matrixing i.c. The TDA2522
demodulator i.c. is a less likely possibility.
If the brightness level rises when the set has warmed up,
check the TDA2560 chroma/luminance processing i.c. by
substitution.
For no colour, first check the voltages around the
TDA2522 demodulator/reference oscillator i.c. carefully.
If necessary replace the i.c. Other causes we've had are the
8.8MHz crystal and dry-joints on the chroma delay line.
The TDA2560 is a less likely possibility. If it's suspect
after making voltage checks, replace it.
We've had several cases of Venetian blinds. In this
event check the setting of the amplitude control R755 and
the condition of its track, then check that the phase coils
L706/7 are set up correctly. If still in trouble, check the
chroma delay line by substitution.
Sound, No Raster
If sound is present but there's no raster, check the e.h.t.
and first anode voltages. Absence of e.h.t. points to the
tripler while absence of first anode voltage is normally due
to R1031 being open-circuit. It may be 560k11 or 2701d/
depending on model.
If the c.r.t. heaters are out but the line timebase is
operative, check R1208 (2.711, 2W) on the tube base
panel.
No Sound
We'll deal with the basic sound module as we've not
had much experience with the 15W one. In the event of
no sound, check the following items: the loudspeaker for
being open-circuit; the presence of the 28V supply at pin
12 of the sound module and the 12V supply at pin 7 — if
12V is not present at pin 11 of the TBA120U, check
R504 (3311) for being open-circuit; the two chips; the
coupling capacitor C531 (220µF).
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TV Fault Finding Re
Decca 100 Series Chassis
Intermittent mains fuse blowing on these sets can be due
to the earth tag of the h.t. reservoir/smoothing block
C801/2. We've had at least six cases recently. It can also
cause the fusible resistor R282 on the decoder panel to go
open-circuit, giving the white raster with flyback lines
symptom.
Field collapse can be the result of resistors R361/8/9 in
the field scan circuit going open-circuit. They are all ill,
and are connected in parallel to provide the earth return
J.R.
path and develop a field feedback waveform.
Grundig CUC220 Chassis
We've had several cases of field collapse due to D2764
(SKE2F1/01) going open-circuit. The clue is a voltage
reading of about 7V at pin 8 of the TDA2655B field
J.R.
timebase i.c. instead of 23.5V.
Philips G11 Chassis
The fault with this set was reduced field scan. It was found
to be due to R2104 (111) going open-circuit. This is one of
two parallel-connected resistors that provide the earth
return path for the field scan current, their main purpose
being to provide feedback waveforms. Since one resistor
only was open-circuit, the amplitude of the feedback
waveform increased — and since this is negative feedback,
the field output was reduced. We discovered the cause of
the trouble by scoping waveforms and finding the one
concerned to be almost twice what it should have been in
J.R.
amplitude.
Thorn 1690 Chassis
This set had an awkward fault: it would operate quite
happily, then the sound and vision would suddenly vanish.
It had been in a couple of times already. We'd changed
the a.g.c. transistor and the video driver transistor and
everything had seemed to be o.k., but back it would come.
The problem was to pounce on the set before the fault
cleared.
A.G.C. problems can be difficult. Is the fault in the
a.g.c. circuit or the controlled stage(s)? A sort of chicken
and egg situation. The a.g.c. gating was checked with a
scope and was in order. Voltage checks weren't much
help, so the scope was used to monitor the a.g.c. voltage at
each of the two controlled transistors VT1 and VT2 (see
Fig. 1). When the fault occurred, the voltage varied
widely. The reservoir/smoothing capacitors in the a.g.c.
circuit were suspect, but proved to be o.k.
I decided to try operating both controlled transistor's
with bias from a battery/potentiometer combination instead of the a.g.c. line, whilst monitoring the a.g.c. voltage.
The biasing of the controlled stages remained erratic but
the a.g.c. voltage was stable. At least we'd cleared the
a.g.c. circuit of suspicion. The a.g.c. was then reconnected
to VT1 while VT2 was biased from the battery. The fault
persisted. The biasing arrangements were then swapped
over, with VT1 externally biased. The fault was less
apparent, but the bias at VT1 still varied. I concluded that
the fault was in the first i.f. stage. Having checked the
TELEVISION JUNE 1984

transistor, C10 was checked. It seemed o.k. when checked
with a meter, but the fault went when it was disconnected.
After fitting a replacement the set ran on soak test for
several days and was then returned to the customer.M.B.
Thorn 1590 Chassis
As far as we could see, the picture on this monochrome
portable was of about normal height and linearity. It was
displaced however so that it filled mainly the top of the
screen — as if there was a shift control that was turned to
one extreme. The only possible reason for this unusual
condition was an abnormal d.c. supply through the field
scan coils. The cause was evident on removing the back.
R95 (6.8kfl), which feeds a small current from the 95V rail
to the field scan coils, was badly discoloured. On test it
was found to have fallen to a very low value. Replacement
G.R.W.
restored normal conditions.
Fidelity CTV14R
The contrast level was low, the control itself having
negligible effect. This potentiometer varies the voltage,
normally about 6V, at pin 7 of the TDA1365 colour
decoder i.c. We found that there was little voltage at pin 7
whatever the setting of the control, due to a leak in the
electrolytic C116 which decouples its slider. The basic
cause of the trouble was that the capacitor had been
connected the wrong way round. It had managed to stand
up to the effects of incorrect polarity for some time, but
had eventually succumbed. We've since heard that this
was not an isolated case of C116 being inserted the wrong
G.R.W.
way round.

Philips G11 Chassis
There was reduced height and width, but the most
disturbing feature was the way in which the raster periodically varied in size and jumped about. Our first impression
was that the h.t. supply was incorrect and unstable, but a
check at TP1 produced a normal reading of 156V. We've
had cases of dry-joints on the line scan panel in this
chassis, particularly on the oblong, green-cased capacitors.
Applying pressure to one of them produced a distinct
eve
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rocking movement, indicating an unsoldered connection.
When this connection and one on the other similarly
encased capacitor had been resoldered we had a stable,
full-sized picture. Since the leadout wires of these capacitors fit straight into the PCB holes without bending, it
seems that they may drop away from the board, thus
leaving insufficient lead protruding for correct soldering
G.R.W.
during production.

Toshiba C1480B
If there's no channel memory, check whether the indicator
LED DA20 lights — note that it's shown as DA01 on the
circuit diagram and DA20 on the panel. If it does light,
check whether it goes out when the memory switch SA21
is operated. Replace DA20 or SA21 as necessary. If these
items are all right, check the voltages around the
TC9002P control i.c. (ICA01). Replace the i.c. if any
discrepancies are found. If necessary check the TMM841P
J.C.
memory chip (ICA02) in the same way.

part of the colour decoder, including a rather unusual i.c.
(IC941, type TCA660) which seems to be to do with
Secam operation. Scope checks showed that the
demodulated chroma signals were reaching pins 8 and 9
of this i.c., but there were no colour-difference outputs at
pins, 7, 10 and 12. Voltage checks around this i.c. were
then made. All voltages were present and correct except
for pin 6, which was at approximately 0.8V instead of
5.5V. This pin is associated with Secam operation, and the
only thing connected to it in UK models is C904 (0.01µ,F).
It turned out that this capacitor was leaky, replacement
M.S.B.
restoring normal operation.

Decca 110 Series Chassis
For a bright picture with flyback lines, check whether
R913 (220ki1) on the tube base panel is open-circuit. It's in
the earthy side of the tube's first anode supply
J.C.
network.
Toshiba C2090B

Grundig 8610
The problem with this set was no colour. A replacement
colour module was fitted, but still no colour. Next an RGB
module was tried, this time restoring the colour. So where
was the fault in the original module? This module contains

The field output transistors TR306 (2SC2073) and
TR307 (2SA940) can be responsible for field jitter on this
model. Check them by substitution. If still in trouble
suspect the TA7609P timebase i.c. (IC301). Again check
by replacement.
J.C.

TV Fault Finding
ITT CMC301 Module
I've had a number of faults on the CMC301 remote
control/frequency synthesis tuning module. Here's, a
typical one. The set wasn't tuning a station in — there
was just snow on the screen. The scope was used to
check the tuning voltage at connector TC12. For our
transmitter (Sutton Coldfield) this is normally around
10V, but in this case a ramp voltage varying between
20V and 30V was present.
Checks were made on the counted-down local oscillator signal coming back from the tuner/i.f. module (plug
FD1) but the waveform was correct — a 4V p-p
sinewave. The frequency divider switching signal at plug
FD3 was also correct — a 5V p-p squarewave. As the
ramp on the tuning line wasn't going below 20V, the
transistors in the D-A converter circuit were checked
out of circuit. T1414 turned out to be leaky.
Other faults we've had in this area are as follows:
One inch wide bars across the picture due to C1425
(2.2pF) in the tuning voltage smoothing network going
open-circuit.
Intermittent switching to standby due to. C1419
(2.7pF) in the crystal clock oscillator circuit being leaky.
Stuck on standby due to the standby power supply
mains transformer ,Tr1401 being open-circuit.
No tuning voltage due to C1072 (0.47µF blue
tantalum) on the main panel being short-circuit. P.B.
ITT CVC1100 Chassis
Here's an impossible one for you! The reported fault
was no sound on VCR operation, and sure enough there
was no sound on any signal tuned in via the VCR
button. The interstation mute was operating: this is
sensed by the TDA1940F sync separator/line oscillator
i.c. but a replacement chip made no difference. The
VCR button modifies the phase detector time-constant
of course, so something in the line generator circuit just
had to be out of tolerance. We checked the black
electrolytics in the area (usual practice with ITT sets) to
no avail. The digital voltmeter was next brought into
play so that the voltages around the i.c. could be more
carefully checked. The VCR select pin (pin 5) went high
as it should have done, but went 1V too high (to 8.5V
instead of 7.5V). The pin is fed via a potential divider
(R601/R631) and R631, which is connected to chassis,
was found to be open-circuit.
P.B.
Grundig GSC100 Chassis
This was a real pig! The field engineer said that every
three weeks he had to resolder R607. Now this resistor
normally runs very cool, because it's part of the start-up
circuit, and goes open only when the line output stage
fails. After a lot of soak testing and probing I found that
on certain fairly cold days the set would trip in this way
when first switched on. Much time elapsed before I
concentrated on the e.h.t. control module, which controls
the supply to the line output stage. It contains a 74-series
monostable multivibrator chip. Now these digital chips
like a supply of exactly 5V: go much higher or lower and
146
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they won't work. This one is supplied by a rail that's
stabilised by a 4.7V zener diode, Di2502. At times the
voltage across this diode was as low as 3V. Replacing
Di2502 cured the problem.
M.B.
Philips K30 Chassis
One of these sets had cross-modulation lines on the
picture, as if the r.f. amplifier was being overloaded. A lot
of time had been spent trying to locate the exact cause of
the fault, which was cleared by replacing the tuner unit.
The fault on another of these sets was field collapse. A
quick check revealed that there was no 32V rail, due to
R1590 (1.2(1) being open-circuit. When this was replaced
it started to cook while the raster disappeared towards the
bottom of the screen. The field scan coupling capacitor
C1521 (1,500µ,F) was short-circuit.
M.B.
Thorn TX9 Chassis
Lack of width was the customer's complaint with this set.
On test card the verticals were seen to be bowed while the
width and pincushion controls had no effect. Obviously
something to do with the EW correction circuit. A check
at the emitter of the EW modulator driver transistor TR72
(TIP110) produced a slightly high voltage reading (not
much higher than I'd have expected though — the normal
reading is quoted as 0.15V). I decided to check the
emitter resistor R251 (2.7fi) which turned out to be high
in value. The transistor seemed to be o.k., and replacing
the resistor restored normal operation.
M.B.

Philips K30 Chassis
The set was brought in because it was tripping. All the
usual things around the line output stage, even the
deflection coils, had been checked by the field engineer. It
was difficult to find the cause of the problem until I
decided to try disconnecting pin 6 (excess current protection) of IC7322 (TDA2581Q) — not something to do lightheartedly. A picture then appeared, modulated with
100Hz hum. The fault clearly lay in the power supply and
was soon traced to the 285V supply reservoir capacitor
C1460b.
M.B.
Philips K30 Chassis
A sudden drop in contrast with the control itself having
no effect led us to suspect a fault in the contrast control
network. The fault corrected itself before we could take
any further action however and the set remained all
right during a prolonged soak test. All we could do was
to return it to the customer. Six weeks later it was back
with the same fault. Beam limiting is also carried out via
the contrast control network, so attention was paid to
this. The sample point for the beam limiting is C1565
(0.068µ,F) which is connected to the earthy side of the
e.h.t. circuit. This capacitor, which is close to the
smoother at the bottom of the hinged panel, turned out
TELEVISION JANUARY 1985

to he open-circuit. We've since had the same fault on
two other K30s — in both cases it was intermittent.
K.H.-G.S.
Thorn TX10 Chassis
We were called out to a six-month old Ferguson colour
receiver fitted with the TX10 chassis. The customer had
complained that the set was dead, but on arrival we
found that it was tripping. Disconnecting the e.h.t. lead
made no difference so we humped the set back to the
workshop for a more detailed examination. Further
checks revealed that the h.t. rail was higher than the
specified 150V — the supply was building up and shutting
down as soon as the overvoltage protection system came
into action. Reducing the setting of the set-h.t. control
stopped the tripping and restored normal operation but
the control was at one end of its travel. Further checks
showed that the feedback resistor R813, connected
between the control and the 150V rail, was high in value
K.H.-G.S.
at 160kSZ instead of 121k11.
Philips K30 Chassis
"Dead" said the job card. Good we said, thinking we'd
be in and out of the house in five minutes. The cause of
this fault is usually the mains bridge rectifier's surge
limiting resistor R6291 (4.711) going open-circuit. Not
this time however. The set worked for several minutes
before the gain suddenly fell to zero, producing a blank
raster. Lowering the chassis disturbed the fault and the
picture and sound returned — but not for long. The tuner
is unpluggable so we carried out a quick substitution.
This made no difference. Back in the workshop we soon
found the culprit. No, it wasn't the TDA2540 i.f.
amplifier/detector i.c. A can of freezer (not a whole can
incidentally) and a hairdryer led us to the a.g.c. reservoir capacitor C2147 (0.022p,F) which is connected to
pin 14 of the i.c. It was going leaky.
K.H.-G.S.
Thorn TX9 Chassis
This set was fitted with the U725 remote control panel.
The complaint was line drift. The line generator i.c. had
already been changed so I put the set on soak and set up
the line oscillator. Nothing happened till I switched off
and on again. The line timebase was then slightly off
frequency. Checks were made on the components around
the chip but the only clue was obtained by changing
channels When the line was unlocked, pressing button
eight (AV) restored lock until the set was switched off.
Disconnecting R207 in the AV line resulted in immediate
picture lock, as did disconnecting the AV connection on
the remote control panel. Moving over to the remote
control panel itself brought me to D916 (F425) which
M.B.
turned out to be leaky.
Grundig 6100
We've dealt with the basic models in the Grundig range
for the past two-three years and have found them very
predictable with regard to faults. Callouts usually concern tuning troubles, especially on earlier models. With
the 6100 we would find that ITV and sometimes Channel 4 had to be retuned every few weeks. If the trouble
persisted we would change the tuning voltage supply
stabiliser — after removing the fiddly front panel and
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button unit from inside the cabinet. This wasn't the
right diagnosis however as the stations didn't drift to the
same extent. We eventually found the true cause of the
trouble. What happens is that the cabinet can warp and
distort the press-button unit mechanics as the room
temperature alters. This distortion affects mainly the
middle positions of the assembly. The only cure we
know is to remove the assembly, twist it round a little
and put it back! In stubborn cases, try telling the
customer to get the central heating thermostat checked.
Later models aren't affected in this way because the
button unit is directly mounted on to a vertical side
chassis assembly. We still get problems however. Customers somehow manage to engage all the buttons.
They follow the instructions on delatching given in the
Grundig booklet, then we're called out to a broken
button unit damaged by hairpins, screwdrivers and, by
the look of some of them, garden spades! K.H.-G.S.
Thorn 3000/3500 Chassis
Many of these BC (Before Ceefax) vintage sets are still
in use. They're prone to displaying teletext "morse code"
over the top couple of inches of the picture. I've tried a
couple of suggestions relating to the field oscillator
circuit without success but a recent consultation with the
oracle at the Ferguson service department produced a
simple and effective cure: increase the value of R441 in
the flyback pulse limiting network across the field
C.A.
output transformer from 2.2kf1 to 5-61di.
Thorn 1500 Chassis
The complaint was intermittent loss of picture, which
turned out to be due to a faulty ring trap — the plastic
had cracked with the result that the c.r.t. heater was
shorting out. Whenever a tube is scrapped I always keep
the ring trap if it's any good, so a spare was soon fitted
and the set sent on its way. It was back a few days later
however, the symptoms being no picture or sound with
a visible raster. This time the ring on the replacement
trap was grounding pin 1 of the tube so that the set's 1.t.
supplies, which are derived from the end of the heater
chain, were removed. It turned out that the tube's
evacuation pip was malformed, as a result of which the
plastic base couldn't be pushed firmly home against the
end of the tube — it sprang out. All that was necessary
was to file the plastic base till it fitted the tube, then
apply some adhesive to ensure that it stayed there. P.H.
Philips G8 Chassis
Every six months or so the 250mA fuse on the power
supply panel would blow. No shorts could ever be found
on any of the panels or in the wiring loom, a replacement fuse working for a time until it blew for the same
inexplicable reason. This went on for a couple of years!
There was obviously a fault somewhere however. Close
inspection of the panels revealed a very slight burn
mark on the component side of the combined
i.f./decoder panel, adjacent to R212. R414, which is
beside R212, was mounted horizontally instead of vertically, with the result that the earthed side of R414 was
very close to the end of R212 that carries 205V. The
205V was intermittently flashing over from the end cap
of R212 to the earthed leg of R414. Repositioning these
resistors has provided a cure — to date!
P.H.
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Goodbye to 405 lines
Pat Hawker
The first week of January 1985 sees the end of the TV
system that established television in Britain ahead of the
rest of the world. All remaining BBC and IBA 405-line
v.h.f. transmitters will be switched off. Band I (4168MHz) and Band III (174-214MHz) will be lost to
Britain for TV use, though v.h.f. will continue to
provide the main TV channels in virtually every other
country. The UK alone is firmly committing its TV
future to u.h.f. and to direct broadcasting from satellite
in the 12GHz (and later possibly 40GHz) band.
It's the end of the black-and-white system with which
the BBC launched the world's first public high-definition service in 1936. Its death has been lingering,
entering the terminal phase as long ago as November
1969 when the three-channel colour 625-line u.h.f.
service came into being. Broadcasters and the trade
have had a decade when few used the 405-line transmissions, but those few who did presented problems with
spares and the need for cannibalisation to keep ageing
sets going.
Performance

Yet surely 405 deserves a respectful and affectionate
wake before the final burial. It served us well. It was not
the system's fault that low-cost line output transformers
subjected many viewers to a penetrating 10,125Hz line
whistle, nor that the pictures viewed were too often off-

grey rather than with correct gradations from black to
white due to the use in TV sets of a.c. coupling without
d.c. restoration.
At its best, on studio or transmitter control room
monitors, 405-line pictures were far from negligible.
The positive vision modulation may have been all to
susceptible to ignition interference but could give a fine
peak white. The 4i in. image orthicon cameras of the
1960s gave superbly crisp studio and OB pictures.
Admittedly the 377 active lines did show the line
structure, though the public seemed to have little inclination to eliminate this by making use of the spot
wobble circuit that was a feature of some sets.
The 405-line transmissions could be comfortably
accommodated in 5MHz of precious r.f. spectrum. The
IBA could have provided two nationwide channels in
Band III, as originally intended, had not the BBC and
the radioastronomers intervened! Even 405-line colour
was pretty good, though in the end the IBA (then the
ITA) and ITV hopes of putting out colour on v.h.f.
were defeated when the BBC convinced the Television
Advisory Committee that Sporadic E interference
would make colour in Band I a non-starter!
The present 625-line system gives us marginally better
pictures of course, but the time to have dropped 405
without tears would have been in 1946, when EMI
proposed a 605-line system for post-war television.
History

Back at the beginning: Alexandra Palace in August 1936.
The cantilever arms on the mast supported the wire
transmitting aerials which were stretched vertically
between pairs of arms. Photo courtesy BBC.
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The 405-line system has served us for almost fifty
years, with a six and a half year interruption due to the
1939-45 war. It was "invented" one Sunday morning in
1934 in a private house in the London borough of
Ealing, the home of that brilliant electronics engineer
Alan Dower Blumlein, a member of the EMI and later
the Marconi-EMI research team led by Sir Isaac
Shoenberg. Alan Blumlein, a perfectionist, had come to
EMI as part of the takeover of Columbia records.
The EMI team started to develop television in the
mechanical, low-definition era, but soon turned to the
concept of all-electronic TV originally proposed by
A.A. Campbell Swinton in 1912. The key element was
the development of the Emitron electronic camera —
initially started as an independent project but in its later
stages gaining significantly from the work in the USA of
Vladimir Zworykin at RCA, a firm with which EMI had
patent and financial links.
Following months of bickering between Baird and
EMI, with the BBC anxious to end its agreement with
Baird to operate an "experimental" 30-line service in
the medium waveband, the government in 1934 set up a
Television Committee, chaired by Lord Selsdon, to
consider what should be done, after investigating the
work going on in Germany and the USA. In 1935 the
committee recommended an early start to a UK v.h.f.
service with a minimum of 240 lines, 25 frames. Both
Baird and Marconi-EMI were invited to supply the
transmission equipment. A Television Advisory
Committee would make final decisions.
It was intended that there should be a single standard,
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possibly 240 lines as advocated by Baird or possibly 243
lines interlaced as initially proposed by Marconi-EMI.
Electronic interlacing to reduce flicker had been patented by RCA, although an earlier form of mechanical
interlace had been used by Baird and others. But the
war between Baird and Marconi-EMI could not be
resolved. To compound the problem the EMI team next
proposed not 243 but 405 lines.
Back to the house in Ealing where, one Sunday
morning in 1934, Blumlein, Cork and Eric White had
met to discuss how to breadboard a suitable waveform
generator to test a system that would put EMI significantly ahead of the Baird company. Baird's 240-line
system was developed partly by Captain West and drew
on techniques developed by Fernseh in Germany, a
company which was loosely linked with Baird. The
easiest way of up-grading the 243-line interlaced system
proposed by EMI, while retaining this system as a basis
for comparison, was simply to change one divide-bythree circuit into a divide-by-five one. Since 243 x 5/3 =
405, this was the system developed and later confirmed
by Shoenberg and put into the specification offered to
the BBC.
The TAC urged Baird and Marconi-EMI to agree on
a single standard, but eventually agreed that both the
2404ine, 25-frame sequential and the 405-line, 50-field
interlaced systems should be used alternately. It was to
be a fight to the bitter end. Baird lost largely because of
the inflexibility of his "live" system using the intermediate, fast-processed film technique that had been developed in Germany. He also hoped to use a Farnsworth
240-line image dissector electronic camera, but this

proved to be a disaster. Baird's 240-line mechanical film
scanner (telecine) on the other hand provided better
pictures (though with more flicker) than the original
Marconi-EMI telecine.
The 240-line Baird system was dropped in February
1937, leaving the way open for the progressive improvement of the 405-line pictures, continuing right up to the
1960s. But it took time for the pre-war public to accept
television as an entertainment medium capable of challenging the then dominant cinema. With screens only
12in. or smaller, apart from a few early projection
models, and the cost of a set approaching that of the
£100 Ford motor car, it was almost three years before
the number of domestic sets in use increased from the
initial 300 to 20,000. The BBC was committed to radio
rather than television, and the service narrowly avoided
extinction. It finally ground to a halt on September 1st,
1939, starting again with the Victory Parade in June
1946.
Sadly, few of the major pioneers of British TV lived
to see its post-war success. Baird died in 1946, with his
major wartime work on colour largely overlooked. His
associate Captain West met with a mountaineering
accident at about the same time. Blumlein was killed
flight testing airborne radar in 1942. Campbell Swinton
died before television was even born. Schoenberg lived
on till 1963, Zworykin till 1982. Professor McGee who
pioneered the Emitron camera, and Lubszynski of CPS
Emitron fame, have happily survived. As also has Dr.
Eric White, who was actually present at that meeting in
Ealing fifty years ago when the 405-line system was
born.

Postscript

about a revolution in the camera field with their 41/2in.
image orthicon tube. This was to become the workhorse
of monochrome (or black-and-white as we called it
then) television world wide. It was developed by EEV
at the BBC's behest for the 405-line system.
Commercial TV also first came to us in 405-line form.
This competition stimulated the BBC to produce some
very fine programmes indeed. ITV brought some dross
but also introduced us to much that was new and
innovative, and gave us a taste for the output of that
prolific industry across the Atlantic.
But the 405-line system rendered us a TV island.
Being so different from any other system, no one else
bothered to make sets for it. Mind you in the fifties
abroad in electronics meant Europe or the USA: the
Japanese industry was just beginning to dabble with
transistor radios. UK setmakers had a captive market,
and though there was much innovation it was almost a
cottage-type industry. Who was to step in and upset this
comfy situation? It was the Pilkington committee's
report that led to the changing face of the British
television industry.
Pilkington signalled the end of 405 lines, though even
then it had given us a quarter of a century of service. It
brought information and entertainment to millions,
whatever your taste, from Quatermass to Perry Mason,
Dick Powell theatre to What's my Line, be it Kennedy
in Berlin or being shot in Dallas, the excitement of the
Tokyo Olympics and pictures via Telstar, the nation
rejoicing at a Coronation or the nation in mourning as a
barge solemnly carried Sir Winston down the Thames
for the last time. All this was brought into our homes by
the system that was developed in the early thirties by
that brilliant team at EMI.

Nick Lyons
As I write this the 405-line system is almost at the end of
its career. Few people in large urban areas like mine
stayed with it to the end, though the odd set has
survived — the subject of some sentimental attachment
maybe, or as a second or third set in the kids' bedroom,
or possibly propped up in the local chippy. It's in
circumstances such as these, often with the most pokey
bit of knitting needle or coat-hanger to serve as an
aerial, that the ability of this v.h.f. system to provide a
passable picture come what may proves itself.
As no new sets capable of receiving this standard only
have been made for some fifteen or more years, most of
the survivors of this breed inevitably now look tired.
The same seems to be true of the equipment at the
transmitting end. The standards converters used seem to
be prone to a variety of problems, with vertical lines of
missing picture elements, vision level changes, hum and
so on. It's nothing like the quality achieved when
origination was on 405 lines.
It's rather sad that the system should end like this.
Younger engineers who looked at a surviving set must
have wondered how on earth we ever put up with that
sort of picture quality. But at its height, from the midfifties to the time of its supersession in the late sixties,
the system provided very fine pictures indeed. The
fifties saw Mullard and Mazda perfecting the display
tubes, with a high standard of both picture quality and
reliability, while the English Electric Valve Co. brought
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Servicing the solid-state Indesit T24EGB
Mike Phelan
The 24in. solid-state monochrome Indesit Model
T24EGB (chassis C) looks similar to its hybrid predecessor (Model T24EGB, chassis B) both inside and
outside, but there are a great many differences. Gone
are the mechanical tuner and rotary controls, but there's
still a row of wirewound resistors along the top edge of
the chassis, and as before they do their best to burn
holes in the panel. Still present is the aerial socket that
backs away from you when it's approached with a plug,
due to the mountings bending.
Chassis Arrangement

The chassis consists of a long, narrow vertically
mounted PCB that hinges down to a horizontal position.
It looks like the PCB used in the ITT VC200 or GEC
Series 1 chassis. The i.f. strip, which consists mainly of a
TBA440C i.c., resides in the larger of the two cans along
the edge of the panel. The small can houses the TBA120
intercarrier sound i.c. Although most of these Italian
made sets should have been converted, one or two slipped
through with 5.5MHz filters fitted — a coil and capacitor
conversion was available from the manufacturers, or
6MHz filters. Sibilance can be reduced by changing the
value of C1314 in the intercarrier sound can from 0.022AF
to 0-047AF. There are separate modules, each with a
TBA800 i.c., for the audio and field output stages. These
modules are interchangeable — quite often a TBA800 that
gives slight sound distortion works o. k. in the field output
position. All cases of sound distortion can't be blamed on
the chip however — the speaker can give problems.
Another module contains the TBA950 sync/line oscillator
i.c. and its associated components.
Circuit Features

Before going farther, a brief description of the circuit,
which has some unusual features. The power supply is
shown in Fig. 1. Mains rectifier D901 is followed by a
series of dropper resistors that supply 170V to the
collector of TR901. This transistor, in conjunction with
R906, R928, TR902 and the 6.2V zener diode D904,
reduces the h.t. to a reasonably stable 120V. This is the
supply to the line output stage — the set's other supplies
are derived from the line output transformer. The 120V
rail is set by R911 which acts as the width control (set
for 120V at TP20).
D905 produces 30V across its reservoir capacitor C913.
R921/C912 drop this to 25V for the field output TBA800
while R923/C916/D907 (12V zener diode) produce a
stabilised 12V supply for most of the rest of the circuitry.
R924/C919/D909 (12V zener diode) produce a stabilised
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supply for the timebase oscillators. D906 produces 26.5V
across C917: R922/C908 and the shunt stabiliser consisting
of TR903/D902 and associated components produce a
regulated 13V supply for the audio output TBA800 — this
helps to stabilise the current demand from the line output
transformer, as the current drawn by the audio output
TBA800 is a function of the volume.
Note that the negative side of C901/2/3/4 (common
can) is connected to chassis via C921. The 2.6V present
across C921 is used as the start-up supply.
Apart from the TBA800, the field timebase consists
of a unijunction transistor oscillator (TR401, type
2N4871) and the flyback switch transistor TR501
(BC327). If the BC327 goes short-circuit the result will
be severe top foldover. The unijunction transistor can
cause field jitter —'so can the sync separator bias resistor
R1406 (1.8M1) on the TBA950 module.
The line driver and output stages (see Fig. 2) look
very strange — there's no driver transformer for a start.
The output from the TBA950 switches TR402 on and
off. When it's on, TR403 and TR404 are off. When
TR402 is switched off, TR403 and TR404 can conduct.
The key to this is D401, which produces some 4.6V
across C406 during normal operation. In addition, C404
is charged by TR404's emitter current. When TR403
switches on C404 is discharged and the emitter of
TR404 is at almost chassis potential. The arrangement is
self-stabilising up to a point, as the voltage produced by
D401 to forward bias the bases of TR403 and TR404 is
dependent on the line output transformer's load.
Common Faults

So much for the theory, now for the problems. The
usual one is a dead set. In this event check all the
wirewounds in the power supply for being open-circuit or
having dry-joints — they sometimes burn holes in the PCB.
If all is in order there should be 120V at TP20 — check
here or at one end of R907 — and a similar voltage at the
collector of TR404. Next check pin 8 of the line oscillator
module for a burst of line frequency squarewave at switch
on — if this is absent, a 9V battery connected across C919
will supply a start-up voltage for the oscillator. If everything sounds strained, switch off. A feature of this system
is that if anything stops the line output stage working the
12V 1.t. rail will disappear and stay that way until the set is
switched off, R925 discharges C903/C921, and the set is
then switched on again.
A short-circuit BU205 will open the fusible resistor
R902. Other line output stage faults give the h.t. present
but otherwise dead set symptom. The most common fault
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Fig. 2: The line output stage, showing the various supplies derived from the transformer. R922 may be 27a 6W with R930
12f1 4W in series.

of this type is a defective e.h.t. stick — unfortunately it's in
the line output transformer. All the large resistors in the
line can are worth checking for dry-joints or being opencircuit, as are TR402 and TR403. If the line oscillator isn't
working, check CI407 (0.01µF) and the TBA950.
Nothing will happen if the 2.6V supply is not generated
across C921.
If there's no supply to the audio output stage, check
D902 (ZPD12) and TR903 (BD433) in the shunt stabiliser
circuit. Repeated failure is due to R920 (3312) going opencircuit. The line/field oscillator supply regulator D909
(ZPD12) is prone to going leaky.
The signal sections are fairly reliable. The tuner occasionally fails, as also do the video driver transistor TR201
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(BC238B) and the video output transistor TR202
(BF257), failure of TR201 giving a negative picture.
The on/off switch sometimes falls to bits — or the
contacts burn out. It's a special type unfortunately.
Spares

Spares, including the line output transformer, for the
T24EGB chassis C can be obtained from RTC International Ltd., Victoria Parade, Urmston, Manchester
(telephone 061 748 1129). Certain spares for other Indesit
TV sets can also be supplied (excluding the mains lead
and aerial plug for the T12). Spares can be supplied only
as long as present stocks last.
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MISFITS
Richard Roscoe
Well over half the sets that come my way turn out to have
more than one fault. In line with the modem mania for
giving everything a fancy name I call them MISFITS
(Multiple Independently Situated Faults in Television
Sets). You know the type of thing I mean. The set finally
packs up and after you've been called in to replace the
tripler or whatever and got it going you find that the
tuning drifts, the volume control crackles, or there's a bad
hum bar. When you tackle the owner about it you get
something like: "Well it's been like that for a while but I
didn't think it was worth bothering about, not at today's
prices anyway. Mind you, now you're here . . ."
In many cases these secondary faults are the work of
moments to put right. On the other hand some can take
much longer to fix than the fault you were actually called
to see — and woe betide you if you try to charge for this
extra work. "How much?? — the whole set's not worth
that!" I recently had a concentrated burst of these MISFITS. They made a complete mess of an otherwise perfect
summer's day.

The Thom 3500
It started first thing in the morning. Everything was
bright and clear — except in the back of a Thorn 3500
where things were decidedly wintry. According to the
owner the set had gone off without any warning the
previous night. The thermal cutout hadn't tripped and
none of the fuses had blown, so I switched on. Meter
checks showed that power was getting to the chopper
transistor and that the 30V line was working. Further
checks soon revealed that the chopper driver transistor
was without collector voltage due to R607 being opencircuit — it's part of the "dropper". Well, it's nice to start
the day with an easy one, Switching on after replacing the
dropper produced sound and a good picture — but no
colour. I turned to the owner who was hovering behind.
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"Ah" he said, "it does that. If you twiddle the tuner it'll
come back."
I could see the set was on tune so I ignored that. Instead I
concentrated on the decoder board. Tap, tap on the top of
the board and R312, one of the small presets in the burst
detector circuit, fell apart. I prodded the rest of the presets
but they remained intact. So far so good, out with the
remains of R312 and in with a new 47kfl preset. Colour was
now present but was unsteady: the hue was correct but the
saturation was going up and down like a yo-yo. I was
beginning to wish I'd not started on the set.
I took a deep breath and tried to think. If the hue was
correct, most of the decoder circuitry would be in order
(burst channel, reference oscillator, etc.). Obviously the
gain of the chroma amplifier was varying, which could
have been due to a fault in the colour-killer department.
The colour-killer action depends on the operation of the
ident amplifier (no ident, no turn-on bias, no colour).
Voltage checks took me back to the ident amplifier but
the d.c. conditions here were correct. So, lacking a scope,
I tried bridging the decoupling capacitors. First time
lucky: the transistor's emitter decoupling capacitor 021
(0.22AF) was faulty. A replacement restored good, steady
colour: so much for the easy ones.

The GEC C2110
I headed for the next patient on the list, a GEC 02110
(plastic) series, with high hopes. It's one of my favourite
designs though getting a little long in the tooth now and the
fault on the card, picture rolling, is a stock one — C452
(4.7µF) in the field sync circuit. I always go equipped with
replacements for the other electrolytics on the field timebase
panel, C455 47µF, C457 47AF, C458 22µF and C462 220µF.
These usually cure the sagging height and bottom cramping
the customer didn't bother to mention. My foresight was
well rewarded — they were all well past their best in this
particular set.
"Super" said the customer as I set up the picture. "I
don't suppose you can stop the hum while you're here?"
"Hum?"
"Yes, in the quiet bits you get this hum. It's not too bad
but I thought, you know, while you're here . . ."
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Turning down the volume control (noisy, so out with
the trusty Servisol) I found that there was indeed a
definite background hum. Another electrolytic showing its
age? Bridging C195 (100µ,F) which smooths the 24V
supply to the audio output chip made no difference, but
bridging C121 (150µF) which smooths the 12V supply to
the intercarrier chip did. In went a spare 220p,F, the
nearest value I had.
Amidst smiles all round — i.e. the customer smiled, having
got two repairs for the price of one; I had more of a fixed,
glassy grin — I set off for a Sanyo CIP3101 colour portable.
By now I was feeling that this was not my day, and though
the reported fault was uncontrollable volume I feared the
worst. I was not disappointed.

The Sanyo Colour Portable
As I approached the house I could hear Play School,
accompanied by a chorus of blood-curdling screams. The
door was opened by a haggard mother who greeted me with
obvious relief. Apparently the opportunity to watch tele
with the volume at full blast without getting whacked for it
was too good for her offspring to miss — and they'd asked all
their friends around to join in the fun.
Like most modern sets this one uses a variable d.c.
voltage for volume control, acting on a voltage-controlled
amplifier within a chip, in this case IC161 (AN340). The
voltage at pin 4, from the volume control, was o.k., so in
went a new chip. The sound was now under control and the
lady of the house cheered up enormously, which is more
than I did when I caught sight of the picture. All the faces
were green.
"The ident's wrong" I squawked.
"Pardon? Oh you mean the tuning." She twisted the
rotary tuner and brought it back with perfect colours. "It
sometimes comes on with funny colours but I can always
get it right. I shouldn't bother about it. Now how much do
I owe you for the new volume control?"
It was an emotional moment. Was I to leave this longsuffering paragon of virtue with a faulty set? Of course not!
It seemed likely that the flip-flop controlling the R — Y
switching was not being synchronised by the ident signal.
The relevant circuitry is contained in IC252 (TA7161P), and
since Sanyo kindly fit holders for their chips it was easy to
verify that this was indeed the culprit.
The GEC Series 1
I managed to get back to the van before the kids could let
my tyres down. Things were looking up, or so I thought.
The next call was to another GEC set, this time a 20in.
monochrome one (Series 1 chassis). The fault on the card
was the opposite to that with the Sanyo — almost nonexistent, very distorted sound. I realised that I was in for my
fourth consecutive MISFIT when the picture came on —
rolling badly. The owner cleared his throat, but I got in
first.
"Rolls, does it?"
"For a bit, then it stops. I thought, while you're
here . . ."
I wearily opened the valve case. Into the set went a new
PCL805 and a PCL86. This stopped the rolling but the
sound was as bad as ever. Voltage checks then revealed
that the audio output pentode's screen grid was without
voltage, due to R152 (6.8kfl) being open-circuit. Replacing this brought the sound up to the normal level with no
distortion. Finished, I thought. Not a bit of it. Now the
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picture wasn't rolling I could see that the bottom was
cramped.
The usual causes of bottom cramping with a valve field
timebase are the components in the output pentode's
cathode circuit. The resistor can change value and the
decoupling capacitor can dry up. In so doing they put
more strain on each other and the valve, so that the
process is cumulative. The cramping in this case wasn't
too bad and the owner hadn't noticed it. Nevertheless the
resistor (R208) had fallen in value from 39011 to 200111 and
the capacitor (C207, 250µF) appeared to be on its last
legs. So both were replaced.

The Rank Z718
The final MIS1-11 was a 26in. Bush Model BC6438 with
the Z718 chassis, touch tuning and remote channel
change. There'd been a loud crack (damp in the e.h.t.
section) after which the set had stuck on Ch. 1 with only
snow and noise. This one couldn't be dealt with in the
field, so I whipped it back to the workshop where I could
dismantle the difficult-to-get-at Z916B touch tuning unit
in safety.
The heart of the unit is an ETT6016 i.c. which performs
the channel-switching action. There are two associated
transistors, 9VT1 (BC157) which acts as a shunt stabiliser
for the i.c.'s supply and 9VT2 (BC147B) which is used to
ensure that Ch. 1 is selected when the set is first switched
on. In view of the fact that the set was stuck on Ch. 1,
9VT2 seemed a likely culprit. A replacement restored
channel selection but a couple of channels were faulty. So
in went a new chip. Finally 9VT1 was leaky, pulling down
the tuning line but not the supply to the i.c.
After all that plus drying out and cleaning the e.h.t.
stick and its holder I set about tuning in a picture. Up it
came — with very bowed sides! No one had mentioned this
of course. So over to the EW modulator circuit.
None of the controls had any effect, while the
modulator diodes 5D5/6 and the driver transistor 4VT19
all read o.k. on the meter. Voltage checks took me right
back to the first transistor in the control circuit, 4VT15,
which was off due to lack of base bias because 4R58
(821(11) was open-circuit. This resistor is used to provide
the basic width/e.h.t. stabilisation in the set, being fed
from the 260V line.
All I had to do after this was to resolder the deteriorating joints on the line timebase plugs and set up the field
linearity — about par for the course — then return the set to
its owner.
What a day!

Book Notice
A new edition (the third) of Beginner's Guide to Colour
Television has been published by Newnes Technical Books
at £4.50. The first edition of this book was published as
long ago as 1964. This latest edition, revised by Eugene
Trundle, is thoroughly 1984 however. Much of the material in earlier editions has been condensed and a great
deal of new material has been added. Thus we get for
example single-chip decoders, the latest types of colour
tubes, teletext developments (CCIR levels 1-5), MAC,
high-definition TV and worthwhile sections on satellite
and cable TV. A good introduction to current TV technology.
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TV Fault Finding

Reports from Hugh Allison, David Rainey,
John Coombes, Tony Thompson, Mick Dutton,
Keith Hamer, Garry Smith and Malcolm. Burrell

Grundig 2200GB

Whilst waiting it's turn to be repaired this set caught the
eye of several engineers. Though old it was in such
excellent external condition it looked as though it had just
come out of the box. When it was opened up there was
really a surprise — not a speck of dust to be seen. After
three hours the engineer gave up and called in the expert
— me! The complaint was that the set would run for ages
then pack up for a while. If left on it would suddenly start
up again and work perfectly as though nothing had happened. The set hadn't packed up on the workbench, but the
engineer had noticed that white specks appeared on the
screen if the cabinet was gently tapped. Remembering an
old dodge I pulled the curtains, switched off the lights and
tapped the cabinet. A faint but clearly visible spark could
be seen between one leg of the line output transformer
and the relevant PCB solder land. With the lights on again
the joint looked perfect, but reflowing it with the iron
cured the specks and the intermittent close down. H.A.

Philips G11 Chassis
Field collapse on several of these sets has been traced to
pin 16 (output) of the TDA2600 i.c.'s holder becoming
open-circuit between the print and the top side of the
holder. This can usually be seen since the holder will be
D.R.
discoloured.

Hitachi CPT1471/CPT1473
In the event of ragged verticals, usually accompanied by a
loud whistle from the line output transformer, replace
the LA7801 sync/timebase oscillator i.c. (IC701). For no
sound or raster with the safety resistor R772 (10.Q) opencircuit replace the STA441C field output i.e. (IC681). J.C.

Hitachi NP9A Chassis
In the event of no sound or raster with a loud whistle
coming from the set you'll probably find that the 2SC2027
line output transistor 0702 is short-circuit. For lack of
width/no EW correction check whether one of the EW
modulator diodes D715 (GH3F) or D716 (GU3B) is
open-circuit. If not R756 (3051, 1W), which is in series
With the EW drive, is probably open-circuit.
J.C.

Philips KT3 Chassis
For a bright raster/cutting out, if the decoder and RGB
output panels are o.k. check whether there's an output
pulse at pin 13 of the TDA2571Q sync/line generator i.c.
If not, replace the i.c. For intermittent loss of sound check
the TDA2611AQ audio i.c. (IC5181) by replacement.
J.C.
Thorn 9000 Chassis
After replacing the tripler (a regular offender on this
chassis) we were presented with a narrow picture, the
width and keystone controls having no effect Suspecting
the EW modulator driver transistor VT702 we checked it
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and found that there was 20V on all three pins — in
addition the 2.2,Q resistor R726 in its collector circuit was
open-circuit. Great we thought, replace these two items
and switch on. When we'd done this there was a strong
burning smell followed by a click, then no raster or sound
— but the e.h.t. was present. A nasty burn to the index
finger proved that the replacement VT702 was distictly
unhappy. It was short-circuit emitter-to-collector as its
predecessor had been. The two components were changed
once again (hang the expense!) but some further checks
had to be made before switching on. As is usual with this
type of circuit, the driver transistor's supply is provided by
the diode modulator circuit. The relevant diode, W711
(MR814), disintegrated when touched. Much to our relief
T.T.
replacing this restored normal results.
Rank A823A Chassis

Poor field linearity was traced to the bootstrap capacitor
5C35 (250µF) in the field output stage. The effect was
more of a nuisance than anything else: setting the appropriate controls produced reasonable linearity but after the
set had been on for a time the linearity would start to
T.T.
drift.
Decca 120/130/140 Series Chassis
The problem was no signals. The supplies to the tuner
were correct, including the tuning voltage which varied
over the appropriate range, so we came to the conclusion
that the tuner was defective and changed it. Wrong, the
fault was still present. The BF959 i.f. preamplifier transisM.D.
tor turned out to be open circuit.

Amstrad CTV2200
The complaint with this set was field collapse. Voltage
checks on the TDA3562 field timebase i.c. (IC801)
showed that the supply was present at pin 9 but there was
nothing at pin 6, due to D809 (DFAO5G) being opencircuit. When this was replaced we still had field collapse —
M.D.
it was necessary to replace the chip as well.

Philips K30-ll with Teletext
The fault was no red and judging by the soldering on the
decoder panel it was obviously a bouncer. The
TDA3560 decoder i.c. had been changed and we subsequently discovered that the fault had been intermittent,
usually putting in an appearance five minutes after the
set had- been returned to the customer despite working
perfectly on soak test for several days. We didn't have
the exact circuit with us so we used the basic K30
manual — the circuitry around the TDA3560 is similar.
A check on the voltages at the RGB output pins
revealed that the voltage at pin 12 (red) was lower than
at the corresponding green and blue output pins. Each
output is clamped, the clamp reservoir capacitors being
connected to pins 18-20. The voltage at the red clamp
pin 20 was about 3-4V compared to the 10V present at
pins 18 and 19. We devilishly tried shorting pin 20 to pin
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19 and, hey presto!, the red came back. The clamp
capacitor turned out to be open-circuit — it's C3046 on
the standard chassis, C2171 on the teletext version.
K.H.-G.S.
Rank T20 Chassis
Sometimes something that looks straightforward turns out
to be otherwise. This set came in with the report "dead".
At switch on there was a flashing between the pins of 5Z2,
which links the h.t. supply to the line output panel, then
the whole set became dormant. The h.t. line was found to
be correct but the intensity of the flashover suggested a
breakdown in the tripler, which was thus the first thing to
be replaced. Set still dead, because the flashover had
destroyed the TBA950 line oscillator chip. Replacing this
got the set working after a fashion — with partial field
collapse amongst other things. 4VT8 and 4VT10 in the
field timebase were found to be defective. With full field

Vintage TV
Vivian Cape!

The Marconiphone Models VT59DA and VC59DA were
released exactly 33 years ago this month, in 1952. They
were very popular, no doubt due to the brand name which
had a good reputation stemming from pre-war radio
receivers and radiograms. Both were fitted with a 12in.
triode Emiscope tube, type 3/31, and employed the same
chassis — the VT was a table model and the VC a console.
There were two versions of the chassis, the later one being
identified by the prefix H17 before the serial number — the
main difference between the two versions lay in the sound
channel.
Circuitry
The receiver side employed a superhet curcuit. Three
marconi Z152 valves were arranged as r.f. amplifier, selfoscillating mixer and common i.f. amplifier, followed by a
further Z152 vision i.f. amplifier and either one or two
Z152 sound i.f. amplifier stages. In the earlier version of
the chassis the contrast control varied the common i.f.
valve's cathode bias but in the later version the range was
extended by including the r.f. amplifier valve in the
variable cathode bias circuit. At the aerial input end there
was a built-in r.f. attenuator. I think it was little used
except possibly within sight of a transmitting mast as these
sets were not over endowed with gain. The Marconi Z152
was an equivalent to the better known EF80.
The low sound i.f. gain in the earlier version of the
chassis with a single Z152 i.f. amplifier was made up for
by using a ZD152 double diode pentode to provide sound
detection and a.f. amplification. A separate miniature
metal rectifier was used for sound detection in the later
version, and sound a.g.c. was added. In both versions a
metal rectifier was used for sound interference limiting. A
D152 double diode valve was used in the vision channel
for detection and interference limiting. Both the audio
and video output stages used a Z152 valve, which certainly meant economy in valve types.
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scan we could proceed to the remaining faults — no colour
or sound, with the top half of the picture shaded!
The shading suggested a fault in the flyback blanking
circuit, which is on the decoder panel. 3D1 (BA317)
turned out to be short-circuit, and when this was replaced
we had a good picture with colour. The loss of sound was
due to the TBA120SB intercarrier sound chip.
KB.

Philips TC2 Chassis
This is the Pye "Cube" TV/radio/cassette combination.
The raster was overbright with the picture visible at the
top and shading at the bottom. Clearly a field frequency
waveform was being superimposed on the video
waveform. A look at the circuit revealed that field flyback
pulses are applied to the base of the BF422 video output
transistor (TS250) via diode D257 (BAW62). D257
turned out to be short-circuit.
M.B.
There was further economy in valve types in the
timebase section, where two Marconi LN152 triodepentode valves were used — an equivalent to the ECL80.
One of these valves acted as field blocking oscillator and
output valve. This was a straightforward circuit with
height, hold and linearity controls. In the oscillator circuit
a single capacitor provided both the charging and timing
functions, the height control setting the h.t. applied to the
circuit. A similar arrangement was used in the line
oscillator circuit, as we shall see.
The other LN152 acted as sync separator (pentode
section) and line blocking oscillator (triode section). A
miniature metal rectifier was present in the field sync
pulse feed, arranged so that the negative-going pulses
developed at the anode of the field oscillator triode didn't
interfere with the action of the line oscillator. Without this
precaution there would be a tendency for the line
synchronisation to become unstable during the field
flyback period.
The reason for the previous comment will be clear from
Fig. 1, which shows the complete line timebase circuit,
since the negative-going pulses developed at the anode of
the sync separator are fed via integrating/differentiating
networks respectively to the anodes of the field and line
blocking oscillator triodes. The pulses are transformer
coupled to the grids, with inversion, so that the oscillators
are switched on at the correct times to initiate the field
and line flybacks.
C46 in the line oscillator circuit provides both the timing
and sawtooth generating functions, the time-constant being set by the line hold control network. The complication
here is the line drive control which sets the h.t. applied to
the stage. C47 couples the sawtooth drive to the N152
(PL81) line output pentode which is unusual in being
operated with a cathode bias of some 10V. It operates in
the conventional switching mode, with the U152 (PY80)
efficiency diode producing a boost voltage of 300V at its
cathode. The U151 (EY51) provides a flyback derived
e.h.t. voltage of 8.5kV.
The two ganged coils L25 and L26 provide width
adjustment. Note that one coil is in shunt while the other
is in series with a section of the line output transformer's
secondary winding. The idea of the arrangement is to
maintain the total inductance present so that the e.h.t.
doesn't vary with adjustment of the width control. The
line scan coupling capacitor C52 is included to provide a
d.c. block. C41 is present to prevent scan coil ringing.
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Fig. 1. Line timebase circuit used in the Marconiphone Models VT59DA and VC59DA.

Component reference numbers apply to the earlier version of the chassis.
Adjustments
The line drive control was a rather misleading feature.
It consisted of a slider potentiometer that was mounted on
the same subchassis as the field linearity control. As it
altered the linearity of the line scan, it could be used as a
line linearity control and was often mistakenly so used.
This misuse would lead to premature failure of the line
output valve or transformer due to inadequate drive. The
correct procedure for setting it up was to raise the slider
until a white line appeared down the centre of the raster,
then to lower it until the line just disappeared along with
all traces of centre cramping, this being the optimum
position. There was no line linearity control as such.
There was another peculiarity in the operation of the
line timebase. The line hold control would achieve a
locked picture over a fairly wide range, but a locked
picture didn't mean that the control was correctly set.
Over part of the control's lock-in range the e.h.t. regulation would be poor. So this had to be checked by swinging
the brightness control up and down while resetting the line
hold control to find the position that gave minimum
picture expansion!
As was frequently the practice with sets of this vintage,
focusing was achieved by means of a coil that was
included as part of the tube yoke, with the h.t. current
passing through the coil and a shunt resistor to act as the
focus control.
Power Supply
Most receivers that used a series heater chain had the
c.r.t. heater at the chassis end of the chain. This was
mainly for safety, so that the tube would be unaffected by
a heater-cathode short in any of the valves. Any heater
placed above a heater-cathode leak would of course be
overrun, the leak becoming the effective end of the chain.
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In these models there were three heaters below the c.r.t.,
the two sound amplifier (not output) valves and the vision
detector diode. The desire to avoid hum in the vision
circuit with its possible effect on field sync is
understandable, but the inclusion of the sound valves
below the c.r.t. is more obscure.
H.T. rectification was performed by a large metal
rectifier mounted in a cut-out on the main chassis. This
provided good ventilation for cooling. In the earlier
version of the chassis the rectifier was a half-wave type
while in the later version a full-wave type was used.
Choke-capacitor smoothing was employed, these components being mounted at the front of the chassis. Table
models used an energised speaker, with the field coil
providing some of the h.t. smoothing, while the console
models had a permanent magnet speaker. As a result the
h.t. smoothing choke in the table models had a lower d.c.
resistance to compensate for the inclusion of speaker's
field coil.
The Chassis
The chassis itself was somewhat unusual in that the rear
corners were flattened. The mains voltage adjustment was
on one corner while most of the preset controls were
mounted on the other. At the lowest level there was a
long transparent knob with a black plunger inside. The
knob was calibrated with five black lines along its length,
rotation of the knob bringing the edge of the plunger into
line with each of the calibration marks in turn. The local
oscillator was thus tuned to each of the five channels in
use. Alongside this there was a hole through which the r.f.
coil could be tuned. The contrast and vision interference
limiter controls were mounted above this, then came a
bracket with the rotary focus and timebase controls. This
corner positioning of the controls made adjustment easier
while watching the screen in the absence of a mirror. The
only front controls were for brightness and volume.
As you'd expect, there were equivalents in the HMV
range: Models 1814 and 1816 respectively.
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walked in as I was refitting the back cover. The aerial was
disconnected so there was a raster of noise. "That's it" he
said, "that's how it goes."

Teletalk
Malcolm Burrell

"To murmur continuously like a bee" is one of the
definitions of the word "hum". In other words, although it
doesn't actually say "a low-frequency noise" this is what
we tend to think of as hum. The word "fizz" can mean "a
hiss or splutter", while "buzz" is defined as "humming of
bee . . ., confused sound of talk . . ." We all know what
"whistle" means don't we? The dictionary gives quite a
long description but the closest it comes to defining the
approximate frequency is "a sound made by forcing air
through a small hole between nearly closed lips".
Misleading Reports

What's all this got to do with TV? Well these are all
words you'll find customers using in connection with their
sets, and to my mind they don't take too much care about
selecting the most appropriate word. For example last
week I visited a customer who had a dilapidated 26in. set
fitted with the Thorn 3500 chassis. Gesticulating in the
direction of the power supply she commented "it buzzes,
usually after it's been on for a while. It gets worse as the
evening goes on."
Off came the back but application of one of my large
ears to the area indicated failed to detect any appreciable
buzz. Deciding that the mains transformer was in all
probability the cause I trekked the hundred yards or so to
the nearest point where I'd been able to park and grabbed
a replacement power unit (not being in the mood to
change the transformer). Out came the old one and in
went the replacement. Switching on I was greeted with no
sound and field collapse. Much muttering and cursing
ensued as I retensioned the pins in the edge connector to
get the set working properly. Then "that's the noise!"
exclaimed the woman.
"What noise?" I asked rather impatiently, knowing that
I'd other calls to make. It transpired that the noise was a
faint fizz from a pinhole in the e.h.t. tray on the other side
of the set! Usually any e.h.t. brushing tends to be at its
worst when the set is cold and damp. With this one it was
different. Anyway another trek to the car solved the
problem.
It seems strange to me that we're continually led up the
garden path by incorrect or inadequate descriptions of
symptoms. I've had the "whistle" on captions and "buzz"
from the line output transformer. One problem is that
we're working against the clock and often have to rely on
the customer's description of a fault. Here's another
recent example. The set was a Philips G8 and the
complaint "intermittent focus". Following lots of probing
I found that the focus VDR's silder was making poor
contact. Whilst I was putting the whole assembly back in
the set the daughter of the house walked in exclaiming
"couldn't see it last night — it was all lines". So what fault
should I have been looking for? Just to cap it all father
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Treating Symptoms

Many years ago I remember a KB VC3 chassis that
used to consume PL36 line output valves at the rate of
one every six weeks. It was my luck to be the umpteenth
caller to pop a new one in and to muse for a second or so
on the unscathed appearance of the previous valve. It was
also my luck to be lumbered with the task of having to
find out why the set was so fond of these valves.
With the set in pieces on the bench I discovered that a
lot of work had been done on the tagstrip behind the line
can. There'd apparently been a burn-up and all the
resistors had been replaced. The VDR had been left out
however because there hadn't been one in stock. When a
VDR was ordered and fitted the operating conditions
were restored to normal and the set lost its appetite for
PL36s.
This reminds me of all those old Bush TV161s that
either had defective line hold controls, a low-emission
PCF80 or leaky sync diodes. Engineers would call and
carefully explain to the customer how to adjust the line
hold. One of the many cases where adjustment either
compensates or is used instead of finding the real cause of
the problem.
Misleading Symptoms

The first time I came across a G8 with the complaint
"poor picture" I switched on and after a poke around
confidently said "it needs a new tube". With the set on
the bench I noticed that the test card looked a little large.
This symptom led me to realise the mistake I'd made. The
fault was low e.h.t. due to one of the series-connected line
output transistors being short-circuit.
More recently I'd a G8 with apparent h.t. flutter. A
little pile of components and two power boards later, the
small boy in the room asked if I knew what I was doing?
I'd done everything, including checking the h.t. and even
the mains plug — but I'd not checked the mains voltage.
Surprisingly, a check at the set's mains fuse revealed that
this was varying wildly, from about 150V to 220V. This
proved to be the case at the mains plug too.
"Your mains supply is faulty' I said to the boy, who
promptly plugged in the nearby vacuum cleaner to prove
me wrong. Behold the fault cleared — until he switched the
cleaner off again! "That's it" I said. "Get your wiring
fixed or plug the vacuum cleaner in every time you watch
TV!"
Reception Problems

A customer phoned and gave me a long, rambling
account of his trouble with a Sanyo VTC9300 VCR. So I
had to pick it up. It transpired that he'd just had installed
a Siemens' TV from another shop under a maintenance
scheme and the engineer had said the VCR was faulty.
Apparently he'd tuned the TV set to the VCR but "after
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an hour or so the picture goes to black and white then
disappears in lines". This seemed to me like a tuning fault
so I checked to see whether the TV set was tuned to the
correct sideband — it wasn't.
To keep the customer happy the VCR was checked in
the workshop for several days. No fault appeared. When I
returned the VCR I made sure that the TV set was tuned
to the right sideband then, as a check, tuned one of the
other buttons incorrectly. Within minutes of mistuning
this button the fault returned, proving that in most cases
it's essential to tune the set to the correct sideband of a
VCR's output otherwise the a.f.c. will not be able to cope.
The idea of having one button mistuned was to enable the
customer to check for himself what was happening.
Here's a VCR problem that's probably quite common.
The particular combination was a Ferguson 3V35 and an
old Decca 26in. console set fitted with the 30 series
chassis. The complaint was "lines", even on playback. At
first glance it looked as if the VCR's modulator was tuned
too close to a broadcast transmission. Removing the aerial
plug eliminated the interference but with off-air reception,
even directly by the TV set instead of via the VCR, there
was a background of "noise" and the hint of a negative of
another channel, i.e. crossmodulation. Another engineer
had called a week before and had deduced that the
modulator was "too close to BBC-2" — he'd improved
matters a bit by retuning. When I tuned through the
bands there were lots of spurious harmonics of the local
channels: in fact the VCR's modulator was beating with
one of these. The signal from the aerial was slightly too
strong for the TV set while the VCR's aerial amplifier
made matters really bad. The solution was to fit a 12dB
attenuator.
I had a similar problem with an Hitachi VCR. The
crossmodulation was less and simply caused a slight
background image. A set-top aerial was in use — Crystal
Palace could be seen about fifteen miles away. Since the
off-air signals were more or less synchronous (though the
false images were out of phase) the main disturbance was
noticed on playback. This was due to the fact that the
playback signal was not synchronous with the off-air
transmissions, so that the off-air crossmodulation signals
were superimposed on the VCR one and looked as
though they were on a slightly different line standard — a
sort of loss of line lock in the background. Again an
attenuator cured the problem, but diagnosis required
close scrutiny of the effect produced.
Here's something similar. A couple of years ago I was
called to a TV fault and after putting it right made a final
check that all was well, Suddenly BBC-1 appeared to go
unstable. With trepidation I removed the aerial plug. The
instability disappeared and with a screwdriver applied to
the aerial socket the result was not BBC-1 but the clear
image of a table-tennis game! Apparently the customer
hadn't had any problems of this sort, but then it was a
Saturday morning . . .
I prefer to have equipment on the bench so that
obscure problems and possible future ones can be dealt
with. Field servicing is really only first aid, but whatever
the situation it's vital to pay attention to the exact
symptoms if a lot of wasted time is to be avoided. Too
often the symptoms are treated rather than their cause.
With intermittent faults it's much harder of course. While
the cause can often be found, one sometimes has to go
through the motions. This is a similar business to dealing
with medical problems — but I hope doctors are a little
more thorough than some TV engineers!
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Miller's Miscellany

the first place. We could be edging towards the
throwaway situation in which sets that have gone ex=
guarantee are scrapped when they next give trouble. The
inevitable result of these processes will be a steady
diminution in the need for service engineers.

Chas E. Miller

A Calling?
"Bargain" used colour TV sets are now being sold in
many parts of the country for "less than £30", i.e. £29.99.
Now we all know that it's possible to acquire elderly
CTVs for a few pounds, but most of us would probably
think twice about renovating them and selling them to the
public. A thorough overhaul just wouldn't leave sufficient
profit if you offer delivery, installation and a worthwhile
guarantee — to say nothing of the doubtful wisdom of
placing old sets back in the market. I'm not being funny
about this: it's no secret that I'm a vintage TV enthusiast,
and in fact I have in everyday use a seventeen year old
colour set. But I wouldn't sell such old sets to anyone who
wasn't himself a vintage fan.
The trouble is that when sets are advertised at very low
prices it becomes difficult to obtain the go-ahead from a
customer for any repair that's likely to exceed about £20.
We've all heard the reply "why should I pay that when I
can get a 'new' one for only £30?". And there's no easy,
convincing answer! I'd be the last person to decry selling
second-hand sets, but let's stick to reasonably modern
ones at realistic prices. It will be to everyone's advantage
in the long run.

This and That
Test Card F is still to be seen occasionally. Thinking
back, it would seem that the young lady with the blackboard and doll must now be about 20 years of age. With
its usual love of anniversaries, couldn't the Beeb persuade
her to appear in an updated Card when her 21st falls due?
I'm sure we'd all like to see how she's changed over the
years — and anyway I still think F is better than that
electronic thing . . .
I heard recently of a one time radio and TV man who'd
had his own business for years but had quit to become a
prison officer. I've no doubt at all that he'll earn a lot
more in his new job, and there's a good chance that his'
customers will be far more agreeable as well . .

How Things Change
One of my correspondents not long ago asked me if I
had any information on the Perdio portable TV set known
as the Portarama. I found what he wanted in the 1963-64
volume of Radio and Television Servicing. How things
have changed since then! There wasn't a single imported
TV set mentioned, and only a handful of foreign radio
sets were covered. I doubt whether many of the engineers
of those days could have foreseen the present situation,
where the truly domestic product is becoming a rarity.
What will a few more years bring?

Endangered Species?
Are TV engineers becoming an endangered species? As
guarantees on new sets become longer and longer, those
repairs that do become necessary are likely to be undertaken almost exclusively by the shops that sold the sets in
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Some thinning of the ranks will take place through
"natural wastage". Perhaps we shall return to the situation that existed years ago, when being a TV (or purely
radio) engineer was virtually a calling. I can't see that final
extinction will ever occur however, for the simple reason
that the British will never accept the throwaway concept
completely. There will always be the individualists who
will try to keep something going for as long as possible,
and even though they may be a small minority they'll
guarantee a certain amount of work. But will they be
prepared to pay economic repair bills? I think this is
where we came in . . .

Guide to Coarse Servicing - cont.
When I popped in to see Ike Hodge the other day I
found him busily removing the line output transformer
can from a GEC hybrid colour set. Anxious to display my
encyclopaedic knowledge of these sets I made a guess as
to what might be amiss with it.
"Don't tell me" I said, "I bet you've a PY500 with an
open-circuit heater."
Ike shook his head, and the pliers he was using instead
of a box spanner slipped and wounded his hand. After
he'd made the customary speculation as to the parentage
of the set I asked him if the PY500 had gone soft. He
replied negatively so I went on to enquire whether a highvoltage puffer had burnt itself to ash. Once more the
answer was no.
"All right" I persisted, "the PL509 has overheated and
drawn a dimple."
"No it hasn't" he snapped back, licking an incipient
blood blister. "If you must know it's the silencer."
"The silencer?" I repeated blankly I thought I knew all
the slang terms, but this was a new one. "What's that?"
Ike gazed at me pityingly. "It's the thing that hangs
under the van and quietens the exhaust" he said impatiently. "Don't you know anything about motor vehicles?"
"Yes but what's that got to do with a colour set?"
"The silencer in my van has a ruddy great hole in it and
these line cans are just the right metal and thickness to
make a good patch. Now do you see?"
"Ike!" I exclaimed, "you wouldn't pinch a customer's
line can just to repair your van."
"Can you suggest a better method?" he demanded.
"After all line cans are only fitted to be taken out and
thrown away, aren't they?"
I was shocked and said so.
"Gertcha!" retorted Ike offensively. "Don't tell me
you've never left a line can off. As for me, I've never
knowingly replaced one since 1953, Coronation year. I
remember fitting one in a twelve inch Regentone. The
only reason I did so was because the whole transformer
fell apart if you didn't. After that it was a matter of pride
to leave 'em off. That's the trouble you know nowadays —
not enough people got a pride in their jobs." He sighed as
he started to straighten out the GEC line can with a pair
of tin snips. "How are things with you?"
"So-so" I replied, "I've still got one customer owing me
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fifty quid for a tube change job with little hope of ever
seeing it."
Ike eyed me keenly. "You haven't fallen out with him I
hope?"
"No, but I will if he doesn't cough up soon" I replied.
Ike shuddered. "That's the worst thing you could do"
he said. "Never ever fall out with someone who owes you
money. If you do you don't stand a cat in hell's chance of
seeing it. What you do is to be polite and sociable. Don't
even mention the bill. Just let nature take its course. What
kind of set was it anyway?"
When I told him Ike laughed uproariously. "Only a
berk like you would repair a thing like that" he spluttered.
"But in this case it's all to the good. A heap like that can't
possibly go for more than a month without something
going wrong with it. As I said, let nature take its course.

When it fails you take it straight into the workshop — even
if it's only a fuse. Then you send the owner a little
message to the effect that he'll get his set back if and when
he pays up. Never fails."
"Are you sure?" I asked. "Tried it yourself?"
"Hundreds of times" he said extravagantly.
"Did it always work then?"
Ike frowned. "Not always, but at least I got the parts
I'd put in back, 'cause I just kept the sets."
I suddenly realised why there were at least twenty of
the "heaps" he'd just been so scornful about at the rear of
his workshop.
"Think I'd rather have people owing me money than a
workshop full of junk" I said caustically.
"That's the trouble with you" sighed Ike. "No pride in
your job!"

Workshop Hints
G. Haigh

Here are a few servicing tips and ideas that may save you
time and money in the workshop.
Compass Checks

Most degaussing circuits used in colour TV sets are
simple enough. The odd faults that occur are usually due
to ageing thermistors or open-circuit resistors. Although
some sets give an audible bii77 from cold, some are very
quiet. A quick check in the latter event is to place a cheap
magnetic compass near the coils at switch on from cold. If
the circuit is intact there'll be a sudden dip or rotation of
the pointer.
The same effect occurs at switch on or off if the
compass is placed close to most mains transformers,
proving that current is flowing in the primary winding at
any rate of an otherwise dead set without need to touch
the multimeter.
Whilst on the subject of degaussing circuits, can anyone
say why a coil wound over a bar attached to the shield is
used in some Thorn sets instead of the usual pair of coils?
Tuner and IF Problems

The raster, no signals symptom can be an awkward
fault to tackle. One gets a rough idea of the problem area
by judging the amount of noise on the screen or at the
loudspeaker. With a non-working tuner the i.f. strip will
probably work at full gain, producing a lot of noise.
Removing a suspect tuner, obtaining another, fitting it
and carrying out adjustment for good results is very time
consuming — and the printed tracks may lift if the original
tuner has to be put back. There are many other things to
check, such as open-circuit coils and capacitors, transistors
and possible print faults.
For those who, like me, don't have a 50MHz scope it's
very useful to have a signal tracer so that you can see
what's happening between the tuner and the vision detector. Fig. 1 shows the system I use. It consists of a spare
working TV set (in my case an old Rank A640 chassis)
with the tuner disconnected and a probe applied to the i.f.
input socket instead. The defective stage in a faulty set
can be quickly located — as most i.f.s are standard there's
little problem with loading or mismatching or a.g.c./a.f.c.
effects. The contrast control in the tracer set can be used
as a gain control.
The set-up described has scored many times. In one
case the i.f. board in a Bush Ranger wasn't mating up
properly. On a Sharp portable the signal reached the first
i.f. stage but got no farther: the a.g.c. preset had been
tampered with, biasing the signal off. In a Fidelity FTV12
portable the signal could be quite clearly traced at both
sides of the SAW filter that drives the TDA440 i.f. i.c.
The chip's supply was present and the scope showed no
detected video output (the sound output pin was lively). It
seemed therefore that the i.c. was defective. It was.
The old radio dodge of proving that a local oscillator is
working can be applied to a TV tuner — see Fig. 2.
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Connect the aerial sockets of the set with suspect tuner
and a working set. Tune the working set to midband and
tune around with the other. The principle is similar to the
way in which TV licence dodgers are caught. The radiation from a working local oscillator will lie in the
passband of a similar set. The effect, if the oscillator is
working, will be patterning or, if there's broadcast breakthrough, a sort of beating effect can occur. A slight
complication might arise if the r.f. stage is open-circuit,
but the test is so easy to set up that it can be used to prove
immediately that the tuner's supply is present. It may be
possible to use a sniffer loop for direct probing.
A mechanical tuner powered by a bench supply and
connected to an aerial can be useful in proving whether a
tuner is faulty — see Fig. 3. All that's necessary is to
disconnect the i.f. lead from the tuner in the set and inject
the signal from the external tuner.
Transformer Topics

Old autotransformers from the Thorn 950 Mk. 11,
chassis are still giving good service as part of my equipment — as a "poor man's variac", see Fig. 4. Two of them
provide an ideal "gentle" mains supply for powering up
sets such as the Sony KV134OUB (78W) when expensive
replacement semiconductor devices have to be fitted.
- Redundant field output transformers are safe enough to
use with the mains supply — the insulation is usually very
good. The thick-wire secondary winding can give useful
current: if the output voltage is too high, remove turns
until you get the right voltage. Uses include power
supplies, lamps, doorbells etc. Don't use audio transformers. Note that an incomplete transformer (if one has to be
dismantled) will give an output different from that expected. The primaries of two transformers can be connected in series, the secondaries likewise, giving the
option of a split supply. The arrangement shown in Fig. 5
is suitable for test equipment, e.g. to provide a supply for
a capacitance leakage test. With the growth in lowvoltage, solid-state equipment, high-voltage isolation
transformers don't seem to be as plentiful as in the past.
Semiconductor Devices

Transistors are a not uncommon cause of failure in TV
sets etc. Most are easy to identify for replacement purposes — even Japanese types aren't too difficult despite
tending to drop the 2S from the start of the code. When
repairing an obscure set with unknown devices on the
board and you think you've located a faulty transistor it
may be worth looking around the set for an identical
device that can be swapped over (like in the old days with
valves!). Note the connections, remove the 'device and
identify its polarity and construction, using a multimeter —
or alternatively an in-situ tester. If you possess a metered
Tuner

Unplug tuner
1
.
1 1,
output

Working set

• IF input socket
Coaxial cable

Probe

Plug
101151

Chassis clip
(insulate if possible)

Fig. 1: Tuner/i.f. signal tracer using a working TV set with its
tuner disconnected.
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■

Tuner with suspect
oscillator

Coaxial cable with plug at
each end to link aerial
input sockets

400V d.c. approx.

■
Mains
input

0-400V
voltmeter

Transistor or zener diode
under test

b121 I
Working set

Fig. 7: Non-destructive breakdown tester for transistors and
zener diodes. Turn control to zero, insert device being
checked then turn up control until the meter gives a stable
reading — voltage shown is the breakdown or zener voltage.

Fig. 2: Using a tuner as a u.h.f. oscillator.
Ex-TV working mechanical tuner

Aerial input
Aerial socket

Few pFs optional

12V
t00m A
bulb

IF output
220

Probe

9V

Chassis clip
(insulate)

Do not earth
10117

Fig. 3: Tuner substitution set-up. Connect as shown: take
care as the metalwork in some chassis is at half mains
potential (fit in box). No varicap tuning voltage is required
with a mechanical tuner.

Fit switch or apply
gate lead last of all

Thyristor under test

Fig. 8: Simple thyristor tester. Short the anode and cathode
connections to check the bulb.

non-destructive transistor collector-emitter or base-collector voltage breakdown tests, i.e. the avalanche voltage is
registered. No damage occurs because the current is very
small (always use a protection resistor). As shown, zener
diode checks can also be made.
A simple thyristor tester is shown in Fig. 8. It works
fine in situ on G8s, A823s, Pyes etc. — discharge any
capacitors first.

Reclaim Tips
Fig. 4: Poor man's variac: use of two old Thorn
autotransformers to give a supply ranging from about 88V
up to full mains potential. Isolation is not provided. Output
is determined by the various combinations of taps. Take
care not to overload.
Make taps as required

Out put

Mains input

Fig. 5: Use of two transformers to give mains isolation.
Small to moderate loads can be connected. Provides 1:1 or
other ratios of mains voltage.

10k
PNP/NPN

9V

2M
Test
transistor

Fig. 6: Simple transistor gain checker. Adjust the potentiometer until one LED is just extinguished: read gain at this
point off calibrated potentiometer.

gain checker, all the better. If not, see Fig. 6. This test
enables the choice of a suitable replacement to be considered — a completely open-circuit or short-circuit device
will yield very little information of course.
The arrangement shown in Fig. 7 is useful for making
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Transistor sockets are worth reclaiming. I'm thinking of
old Grundig or Russian radios, some Rank tuners, also
i.c. sockets. When soldered to short, flexible leads the
arrangement can be tacked to the foil side of a panel and
likely substitutes can be plugged in to assess performance.
Defunct sets can supply many useful items. The plastic
tuning rods from old Rank tuners will, with the brass rings
cut off and filed at the ends, engage many ferrite cores.
Even better adjusters are to be found on early GEC
convergence units: when cut and filed at the end the metal
makes an ideal preset adjuster — the type a small
screwdriver won't fit.

Miscellaneous Tips
If you want to try adjusting a preset resistor to observe
the effect but you'd prefer not do disturb the setting if
possible, carefully remove the preset with a solder sucker
and fit another one on the print side. Then adjust away —
the original can be replaced undisturbed.
Most cheap meters don't have an a.c. range for current
measurements. An approximate answer is to insert a lowvalue resistor in circuit, say 1011 but not wirewound, and
measure the voltage across it. Use a sensitive voltmeter on
the a.c. range — let Ohm's Law do the rest.
The customer's set itself can be a useful test centre.
When confronted with a stereo unit with only one channel
working, why not use the good channel as an audio signal
tracer for going through the defective channel? One
manufacturer advocated using a TV set's own audio
amplifier, connected via protection components (a capacitor and resistor in series), for detecting 501-lz field, 7.8kHz
ident and 15-625kHz line signals.
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TV Fault Finding
Monochrome Portables

Although there are many different portable TV chassis
and each set we open up seems to be different we don't
often get caught out by awkward faults. Lately however
we've had a spate of these small sets that have caused us
headaches.
The first was a Mitsubishi Model BB1204B, a nice,
straightfoward, well laid out chassis. The line output stage
was dead so we did the usual checks around the line
output transistor and on the rectifiers fed from the line
output transformer. Everything seemed o.k. so we moved
back to the line driver stage. The voltage at the collector
of the transistor seemed about right at approximately 0-6
of the supply rail voltage so we moved back to the line
oscillator stage. After a lot of time wasting we got the
scope out. This showed that the oscillator was running and
that the waveform was reaching the base of the line driver
transistor. But there was no waveform at its collector. The
set burst into life when a replacement transistor was fitted.
Next a Bush Ranger, Model BM6714A. The complaint
was no sound. A dab at the input to the sound output
stage produced a healthy burp so we moved back to the
TBA120SB intercarrier sound chip. Dabbing around here
still produced audio noise but there was no off-air noise.
We changed the TBA120SB but there was still nothing.
We eventually found that C32 (0.02µF) at one of the
input pins (pin 13) was faulty.
The next one was a Sanyo 10-T150H which was dead
with a blown fuse. We replaced the fuse and found that
the power supply was heavily loaded down. Disconnecting
the supply to the line output transistor restored the correct
rail voltage so the fault was clearly in the line output
stage. We started by checking diodes etc. then went on to
disconnect the output transformer's secondary connections. When the scan coils were • disconnected the rail
voltage came up and we feared the worst — faulty scan
coils — but we decided to try a replacement scan coupling
capacitor first. Our luck was in and the set came back to
life — we had to order the correct item however due to its
large value (C622, 7µF, lacquer type).
The problem with a GEC 2114 was excessive height
with poor linearity. C215 (10µF, 25V) in the field linearity
M.D.
network was open-circuit.
Panasonic TC682GR

The picture on this colour portable suddenly went dark —
only slightly dark, which we found we could correct by
slight adjustment of the first anode preset. There were
several striations down the left-hand side of the screen
however. These were similar to what you get when the
damping resistor across a line linearity coil goes opencircuit, but in this set the coil is preset and doesn't have a
damping resistor. We checked the voltages around the
line output stage for a clue and found that the line output
transformer derived 190V supply was low at only 155V.
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The relevant reservoir capacitor C155 (10µF, 250V) was
M.D.
open-circuit.
Nordmende Portable CTV

This set was tripping and a loud knocking noise was
coming from the line output stage. When we removed the
back the cause of the trouble was obvious. The core of the
line output transformer had cracked in half and when the
set tried to run the two halves knocked together. We were
M.D.
able to repair the core with Araldite.
Panasonic TC2203 (U1 Chassis)

No results was the complaint with this set. It uses a selfoscillating chopper circuit and we found that while the
rectified mains supply was present at the collector of the
chopper transistor Q801 there was no voltage at either its
emitter or base. The start-up resistor R803 (150kii) had
M.D.
gone open-circuit.
Thorn TX10 Chassis

I've had two rases recently where the symptoms were low
brightness, the user control having very little effect, and
an audible hum from the speaker with the volume control
at minimum. In both cases TR654 in the blue output stage
was short-circuit base-to-emitter. This transistor forms
part of a cascode circuit with its base biased from the I2V
line and one can only assume that the symptoms were
related to the transistor's effect on the 12V supply. J.R.
Thorn 9600 Chassis
This set had a very washed out picture with no colour.
The cause was 'VT115 (BC147) in the decoder short-circuit
base-to-emitter. This transistor forms part of the pulse
shaping circuit, its failure removing the black-level clamp
J.R.
and burst gate pulses.
Thorn TX90 Chassis

The complaint with this set was "intermittently dead", but
it worked perfectly on soak and even a tap around the
board failed to produce any trouble. When the board was
slipped out for inspection I found that two of the connections to the line output transistor TR112 were dry-jointed.
.M.B.
Intermittent Shut Down

Sometimes a TV set with the complaint that it switches off
intermittently comes into the workshop but no amount of
soak testing or tapping around will make it go off. As a
matter of course these days we give the set a good cleanup around the high-voltage points such as the e.h.t.
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connector and c.r.t. base. The point of this is that some
homes still suffer from condensation in damp weather, but
when the set has arrived in the fairly warm, dry workshop
the cause of the trouble is no longer present. In fact if you
don't find the cause of the problem during a field visit it's
worth trying this. Just a single leakage is often sufficient to
cause a modern power supply to trip.
M.B.
Sanyo CTP430
Like the Hitachi CNP190/192 these old Japanese sets
seem to soldier on. They give little trouble apart from the
odd dry-joint or poor inter-board connection that causes
intermittent loss of picture or field collapse. The fault on
this set was more elusive however since the raster would
partially collapse, leaving about an inch of field scan.
Replacing the field driver transistors Q403/4 cured the
trouble — BC115s were used as they were the most
suitable transistors to hand.
M.B.
Philips TX Chassis
We had a strange fault with this monochrome portable — it
wouldn't switch off! The front mounted switch worked
mechanically but not electrically. Now we've all at some
time spiked ourselves on the sharp undersides of boards —
after all that's how new swear words are invented. The
fault was caused by excessive component lead length.
Both 2A fuses had blown, but still the set operated! The
on-off switch was ineffective in either position, the set
coming on and staying on as soon as it was plugged in.
Having disconnected the mains supply we removed the
plastic board strengthener from under the mains transformer and there was the cause of the problem: two
excessively long leads from wirewound resistors were
bypassing the fuses and it seemed much else as well.
Simplicity itself to put right with a decent pair of side
cutters.
The fault on another of these sets was a bright,
uncontrollable raster. The cause was the video emitterfollower transistor TS350 (BC558). Note that this is a pnp
transistor with its collector connected to chassis. A third
problem we encountered in one of these sets was the
switch-off spot suppression capacitor C571 (22pF) in need
of renewal.
M.P.
Thorn TX9 Chassis.
The problem with one of these sets was field bounce
which during investigation gave way to field collapse.
Replacing the TDA1170S field timebase i.c. cured the
collapse but did nothing for the bounce. The two 0.1µ,F
capacitors C215/6 in the ramp generator circuit were the
cause of the bounce.
Purity errors can be a problem with some of these sets
fitted with 22in. tubes. It seems that the chassis was not
originally intended to drive 22in. tubes and as a result
there's a marginal difference in the purity tolerance
between 20 and 22in. sets. The problem mainly arises
when housewives push the set out of the way to vacuum
the lounge — this can result in a call to the tele company!
As many of you may know, the simple 1718 ultra-sonic
handset can give a bit of trouble. On one occasion
recently the sound level would immediately fall to minimum when either of the sound function buttons was
released. There were two possibilities for this: either the
small circular pressure discs on the handset PCB were
short-circuit so that the unit was transmitting all the time,
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or the MC14029B i.c. on the remote control receiver
panel had developed a dislike for sound. It turned out that
the i.c. was defective, but it's a good idea to change the
three handset pressure disc switches anyway — prevention
is better than cure! The newer infra-red 1725 handset is
vastly superior.
M.P.
ITT CVC820 Power Board
I've had quite a few sets lately with power supply faults
caused by the h.t. smoothing electrolytic C431 (10µF). If
it goes slightly low in value the result is cogging on
verticals when the set is first switched on. If it goes opencircuit the result is a low h.t. line (80V) with an arcing
sound coming from the chopper transformer.
P.B.
ITT CVC1200 Chassis
If you have a CVC1200 series set with a blown mains fuse
as often as not you'll find that the 13U508A chopper
transistor is short-circuit. Sometimes however it's the
10µ,F filter capacitor C701 that has gone short-circuit. If
the chopper transistor goes short-circuit every couple of
days change zener diode D702 (ZPD5.1).
P.B.
Thorn 1500 Chassis
This 24in. 1500 set came in with the complaint sound but
no raster. A new tripler was all it needed, but not having
one in stock I decided to try the type used in the earlier
1400 chassis — the 1400 type is similar electronically but fits
on the line output transformer horizontally instead of
vertically. The set worked well with the 1400 unit fitted
and I was about to replace the back cover when I noticed
a few horrors. The am section of the mains dropper had
gone open-circuit and been bridged with a 4711 resistor,
while the mains filter capacitor C84 and the h.t. rectifier's
protection capacitor C85 were both missing. I assume that
the capacitors must have gone short-circuit at some time
and simply been snipped out. When these matters had
been put right the set was left running on soak. The next
thing I noticed was that there was lack of width on the
left-hand side. This didn't respond to fitting new valves in
the line output stage, and checking components in this
area revealed nothing amiss. The scan coils maybe? A
Plessey type was fitted and adjusting the line linearity
sleeve and the picture centring magnets only made matters worse. Full width was instantly restored when a set of
Thorn coils was tried.
B.R.
Binatone 01/9496
Loss of sync on this monochrome portable was traced to
D302 (1N34A) which is in series with the signal feed to
the sync separator transistor. There was also sibilant
sound due to a dry-joint on C510 which smooths the
supply to the audio circuit.
A.D.
Philips KT3 Chassis
Here's a strange one for you! When the set was tuned to a
strong signal the result was a very dark picture with just
the highlights showing, colour present and the sound o.k.
With a weaker signal there was a near normal picture —
except for the graininess to be expected. The cause of the
trouble was poor contact (a dry-joint, though it looked
perfectly all right) at the focus control pin on the main
board — the pin along the track from R1581.
G.F.
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Unscrambling Canal Plus
Sotires Eleftheriou
Towards the end of last year Canal Plus, France's new
pay-TV channel, had the December issue of the magazine
Radio Plans seized by a French court to prevent publication of a design for a decoder. The interesting thing about
the Radio Plans' decoder is that it works on principles
quite different from those used by the official decoder and
is thus in no way a copy. The complaint against Radio
Plans was not on technical grounds: it was of "incitation
to theft", i.e. that it encouraged readers to receive
programmes they had not paid for. The reply from Radio
Plans was that the design was intended for readers in
Belgium, Switzerland and Monaco: while the transmissions can be received in these countries, Canal Plus does
not issue decoders to would-be viewers outside France.
There was even the case of an enterprising retailer in
Switzerland taking out subscriptions for his customers via
an accommodation address in France, but a stop was soon
put to his initiative.
Canal Plus started operations last November 4th, using
SECAM L, both sound and vision scrambling and, for the
most part, the old 819-line v.h.f. network. SECAM L has
625 lines, positive-going video, 6.5 MHz vision-sound
carrier spacing and a.m. sound modulation. Unscrambled
programmes are broadcast between 19.10 and 20.30 each
evening. Earlier last year Sylvain Anikini, the Canal Plus

man responsible for the choice of a scrambling system,
had been widely quoted in the media as saying that the
system adopted was completely hacker proof. This made
the Radio Plans article particularly unwelcome.

Scrambling
Mr. Anikini was confident in his predictions. After all,
the official decoder uses specifically manufactured i.c.s
and contains a RAM chip powered by a battery — this is
used to store essential information that's lost if a tamperer
gets to work. Stealing or copying a decoder, or simply
keeping one after the end of a subscription to the service,
would be no good. Each decoder has a different number
stored in its memory chip: the product of this number and
the number the viewer has to type in at the beginning of
each month gives the correct decoding sequence, i.e. the
number of delays given to each line of picture information
over a six field cycle (see later). Thus when the sequence
is changed at the beginning of the month a new number
must be typed into each decoder if it is to produce clear
pictures. Canal Plus keeps records of each subscriber's
eight-digit number in a computerised data base.
During the first month of operation a simplified code
was used, enabling all the official decoders to work

The effect of Canal Plus video scrambling.

whatever number was typed in. But from December 1st
you could no longer get the correct code number from
your neighbour if you had managed to acquire (or copy)
an official decoder without subscribing to the service.
Canal Plus had been obliged to find a very secure method
of scrambling. Even, in the USA, where the public is
reputed to respect speed limits and parking restrictions,
pay TV stations estimate that they lose 25-30 per cent of
their custom to pirates. In a country like France, where
fiddling — not to mention failure to respect red traffic
lights — is considered to be a national sport, the percentage of those likely to try to get round Canal Plus
restrictions was bound to be high.

Canal Plus Reception
The Canal Plus decoder is connected to the SCART
socket that's been a legal requirement on every colour set
sold in France since 1981. It receives the scrambled
composite video and sound signals via the socket and
feeds the decoded outputs back to the appropriate socket
input pins. A 12V switching signal is applied to pin 8 of
the socket to bring this input/output arrangement into
operation. This procedure led to all kinds of problems
initially. Very few viewers had tried to use the sockets
before, and on many sets they weren't up to standard —
they couldn't provide the various outputs and inputs at the
same time and in many cases the switching function didn't
work. In some sets the contrast control was rendered
inoperative. And no monochrome sets have a SCART
socket. The alternative arrangement consists of a
"modulator" — in fact a tuner, vision/sound i.f. strip and
u.h.f. modulator: this sold at £100 but supplies dried up.
Decoding the Sound
The scrambled sound is easy enough to decode.
Scrambling consists of frequency inversion around
12.8kHz, i.e. single-sideband transmission on a 12.8kHz
subcarrier, with 75/isec of pre-emphasis. The SECAM L
standard uses a.m. for the sound, but the same kind of
scrambling could be employed with an f.m. system as used
in the U.K. True single-sideband transmission, i.e. suppressing the a.m. carrier and transmitting only one set of
sidebands, wouldn't have been a practical proposition.
The use of a.m. precludes the use of an intercarrier sound
system — the limiting used to remove vision bun would
also remove the sound modulation. So a crystal-controlled
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b.f.o. working at 39.2MHz (the standard sound i.f. in
France) and a tuner kept stable to within a few Hertz
would have been necessary. Even if these requirements
could be met, perish the thought of viewing Canal Plus via
a VCR in the E-E mode.
The official decoder uses an 8MHz oscillator phase
locked to the line frequency (15,625Hz x 512 = 8MHz),
the output being divided by 625 (8MHz ± 625 =
12.8kHz). The Radio Plans' design uses a 3.2768MHz
crystal oscillator however (3.2768MHz is a commonly
used frequency in computer circles) with a 4020 CMOS
i.c. to divide by 256. An MC1496 double balanced mixer
and a single transistor active filter to get rid of the earsplitting 12.8kHz complete the sound section.
Experience has shown that injecting 12.8kHz from an
a.f. signal, generator into a set's audio section can give
barely usable results. A frequency counter must be connected to monitor the frequency, which has to be
readjusted every few minutes.
The system has an interesting side effect. While it's
perfectly possible to decode a recording of scrambled
video the same is not true of the sound. This is because
very few VCRs have an audio bandwidth large enough to
record the whole of one sideband: on playback and
decoding the frequencies below 1kHz are so attenuated
that sound is unintelligible.

Video Decoding
Decoding the video is more of a problem. The video on
each line is delayed by either zero, 902nsec or 1,804nsec
after the blanking and colour burst, the timing of the sync
pulses being rigorously maintained. The video delay varies
from line to line over a six field sequence. The result, with
an undecoded signal, is the ragged effect shown in the
accompanying photograph.
The solution adopted by Radio Plans is to pass the
composite video through two 888nsec delay lines (there is
Coded composite video input
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of the video delay system used in the
Radio Plans' Canal Plus decoder.
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Fig. 2: (a) Coded video with variable delay at the start of
each line. (b) Decoded video with the same delay on each
line.
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some disagreement as to the exact length of the delay).
Each line is separately analysed to determine the delay
required. If the video is found to have been delayed by
one unit, the output is taken after passing through delay
line DL1 (see Fig. 1). If the video is delayed by two units
the output prior to the delay lines is used. When the line is
not delayed the output from the second delay line is used.
A little gating has to be carried out so as not to disturb the
sync, blanking and burst in the process. The result of all
this is that every line is delayed by two units (see Fig. 2) so
that the verticals are once more straight. The dark band
on the left-hand side of the screen is not objectionable —
and in most cases is lost in the overscan.
The main problem lies in determining whether the
video has been delayed once, twice or not at all. For this
purpose the Radio Plans' decoder detects the signal rise
from the blanking level to luminance at the start of each
line — in the worst case, with a low-key scene, this rise is
about three per cent.
The circuit used is shown in Fig. 3. Transistors T3 and
T4 form an active low-pass filter to remove the
chrominance information. IC4 then amplifies the resulting
luminance only signal five times, which means that we
have to detect a rise of 150mV. IC7, a 4016 CMOS switch,
samples the luminance signal during the 4µ,sec sandcastle
line blanking pulse (SC), charging C28. The output from
1C8 (a buffer) is fed to IC5, an LM360 comparator i.c.,
which compares the charge on C28 with the video signal
from IC4. Transistor T5 changes the output from IC5 to a
level suitable for IC9a.
IC9b is connected as a monostable multivibrator which
produces a fixed length pulse following the line blanking
period (it's triggered by pulse SC). This output pulse is
used to enable the other monostable multivibrator IC9a
during this period. As a result, the start of video information signal is accepted only during a window of a few
microseconds after the end of the blanking period. Two
more flip-flops are used to check whether the leading edge
of the pulse from IC9a falls within a first, second or third
window about 800nsec wide so as to decide which of the
video delay periods to use.
Outcome

The Radio Plans' circuit went down well with the public.
Enough copies leaked out for photocopies to be readily
available to anyone who wants them, and only generally
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available components are used. Component shops in Paris
openly sell PCBs — they have to reorder them by the
easeful! Fully made up boards are on sale at the flea
markets and at technical colleges. Most of the more
unusual i.c.s are now in extremely short supply — the
TDA2593 sync separator/pulse generator, TDA1034 video
amplifier — not to speak of the TDA4560 CCD delay lines.
Alternative versions have become available using luminance delay lines instead of the scarce TDA4560s.
Rumour has it that electronics engineers in every research
establishment in France, including Thomson and the
Atomic Energy Commission, spend a large proportion of
their time developing new methods of decoding Canal
Plus!
The Canal Plus pictures are almost watchable in their
scrambled state, particularly when the accompanying
sound has been successfully decoded. It has even been
said that the erotic films shown on Canal Plus during the
early morning hours have a greater effect when seen in
the "zig-zag mode". Presumably they leave more to the
imagination!
Canal Plus could still counter this illicit decoding. The
902nsec delay periods could be filled with peak white,
grey, 1MHz or whatever. But then the hackers will always
find a way round whatever is done. Another suggestion
has been to store the coding sequence. The number of
delays given to each line follows a six field sequence and
can be stored in a RAM: the two problems are to
determine each month's sequence and provide
synchronisation. Canal Plus uses line 310 for
synchronisation, but a pseudo-sync signal on a different
line could easily be transmitted to confuse the pirates —
rather like the pseudo-sync pulses that were used for
certain anti-pirate VCR systems. Random sync will give a
one in six chance of being right on changing channels: the
burden could be taken out of this by using remote control
— the viewer switching channels till the picture comes into
sync.
Another method that's been suggested for determining
the line delay sequence is to use a circuit that produces a
movable rectangle on the screen — with monostables and a
joystick, The viewer would place this over a contrasty
vertical and a comparator of the type previously described
would do the rest. The user Would have to stall again at
the beginning of each month of course.
With all this illegal decoding it's perhaps not surprising
that Canal Plus has reported heavy losses.
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Servicing the Hitachi NP8CQ Chassis
David Botto
reliability is good. Perplexing faults can occur however,
giving mystifying symptoms. There are two power supplies, the main chopper power supply and a stand-by
supply on a small printed board labelled PCO21 (nonremote control sets omit the stand-by supply). Once the
operation of these two power supplies is understood you'll
find the receiver straightforward to service. We'll list the
most important interconnections between the panels as
this can save you hours spent tracing them through to
their various destinations.
The a.c. mains supply passes via the on/off switch 5901
(see Fig. 1) to pins 1 and 2 of connector PL22 on stand-by

This chassis is used in a number of Hitachi sets such as the
C111208, CBP220, CBP222 and CBP226, in the GEC
Models C2055H, C2255H, C2057H and C2257H, and in
certain Expert sets. The main difference between the
GEC "55" and "57" series is that the latter incorporates
remote control — an almost identical system is used in
some of the Hitachi sets. Since the author is most familiar
with the remote control GEC sets this article is based on
these. Any minor differences will be noted as we go
along.
The C2057H is a 20in. model while the C2257H is the
22in. version. Picture and sound are excellent and the
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Fig. 1: Power supply arrangements used in the GEC Models C2057H and C2257H.
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power board PCO21, then via the 3.15AT mains fuse
F1601 and thermal fuse F1602 to the primary winding of
transformer T1601. A mains feed to the main board is
taken off prior to the transformer and its thermal fuse:
this goes via PL17-1/3 and P901/2 to fuse F901 (2AT) on
the main panel.
The transformer's secondary winding feeds a bridge
rectifier which produces 24V across C1603. In addition to
feeding the 18V regulator IC1601 the 24V supply is fed via
connector PL19-1 to the coil of a relay which can switch
S901 off. The other end of the relay's coil is returned to
chassis via PL19-2 and thyristor TH1601 whose gate is
connected via ZD1601, R1607, PL18-2 and PL3-3 on the
remote control/tuning panel (PC987) to pin 6 of the
SAA1251 remote control decoder i.c. When pin 6 of this
i.c. goes high on receipt of the off command TH1601 is
fired and the relay operates to switch off the receiver.
Once this occurs the set can be switched on again only by
manually operating S901. Note that some of the Hitachi
sets with remote control do not have the remote off
feature (stand-by power supply panel PC036).
The regulated 18V line powers transistors 01601/2 and
is also fed via PL19-4 to a microswitch which is part of the
mains on/off switch assembly S901. When the receiver is
switched on, the microswitch closes momentarily,
connecting the 18V supply to PL19-3. This point is
connected via PL18-4 to PL3-5 on panel PC987 where the
supply goes via R1505 (1kft) to pin 19 of the SAA1251
remote control i.c. At the same time the base of transistor
01601 is connected to the 18V line via R1611.
Q1601 produces a positive-going pulse at PL20-1. This
goes to connection RF3 on the main chassis, then via
R908 to the base of the chopper transistor Q901. The
chopper power supply is thus started. 0901 is connected
in a blocking oscillator configuration, with feedback from
the secondary winding on the transformer to its base via
R902/R909 'and 0908 (0.27pF, 200V polypropylene). The
feedback switches 0901 off, after which current reversal
in the feedback winding switches Q901 on again. Oscillation is thus sustained.
The microswitch action sets a bistable circuit in the
SAA1251, as a result of which pin 19 of this i.c. remains at
18V after the switch has opened. 01601 and 01602 are
thus held on. A remote stand-by command will reset the
bistable in the SAA1251, as a result of which pin 19 goes
low. 01601/2 switch off and the voltage at PL20-2 rises.
This voltage is fed via RF1 on the main chassis, then R915
and D913, to the base of the chopper control transistor
0903 which thus turns fully on, shorting the base of the
chopper transistor 0901 to chassis. The main power
supply then shuts down. When the user selects a channel,
Q1601/2 switch on again so that the chopper circuit starts
up.
On remote control sets the junction of R911B and R914
is connected to chassis. On non-remote control sets this
circuit is rearranged to provide the start-up action, see
Fig. 2. In this case the chopper transistor is forward biased
at switch-on via R911, R907 and R908. In the event of a
short-circuit across the 108V h.t. line D908 switches on,
reducing the chopper transistor's base bias to provide
protection against excessive dissipation.
Power is taken from the secondary winding on the
chopper transformer T901, the two rectifier diodes D906
and D907 producing 108V and 54V respectively across
C909 and C910.
The chopper circuit is synchronised to the line timebase
by feeding line-frequency trigger pulses from the line
TELEVISION JUNE 1985
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output transformer to the base of 0901 via C912. Voltage
stabilisation is provided by CP901, which samples the
108V line at pin 2, 0902 and 0903. H.T. line voltage
variations alter the bias applied to the error amplifier
transistor Q902 whose collector voltage thus changes. This
adjusts the chopper transistor's base current via the control
transistor 0903. Note that there is no h.t. preset control.
Trip Circuit
Comprehensive protection is provided by connecting
thyristor 0705 as a crowbar in series with R729 across the
108V line (see Fig. 3). When 0705 is fired the chopper
circuit's output is shorted to chassis and the circuit stops
oscillating. 0704 fires 0705 under various fault conditions: its base senses the current flowing in the line
output stage, though R714 which is in series with the
emitter of the line output transistor, the current flowing in
the field output stage, via R625 which is in series with the
field output transistors, and the voltage conditions in the
line output stage. Voltage sensing is done by CP701: pin 1
of this device is connected to C730, the reservoir capacitor
for D705 which rectifies the pulses developed at pin 2 of
the line output transformer. D706 produces a voltage
proportional to the line scan waveform.
Access
To gain access for servicing, remove the back cover by
taking out two screws at the bottom and then turning the
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four plastic "turnbuckles". When you remove the plastic
ties which keep the wiring harness tidy be sure to note
their exact positions first. Ease the plastic retainers at the
front of the chassis and slide it out. The chassis will turn
through 90° and fit into its plastic parking bracket at the
bottom left of the cabinet (looking into the reciever from
the back).
A parking hook is cunningly concealed at the top of the
cabinet: it pulls out to hold the chassis in the parked
position. You can now get at the print side of main panel
PC940, which should be on the left when the chassis is
parked upright. Sadly, your view will be obscured by
various hefty chunks of plastic; and to obtain access to
some components you'll have to remove the panel from its
plastic surround. Unfortunately these always seem to be
the parts you want to check!
Dead Set
If you've a completely dead set you may at first get that
sinking feeling! Is the fault in the main power supply, the
stand-by power supply, or is it due to an overload,
probably in the line output stage?
Start by checking F1601 and/or F901. These fuses have
been known to die of old age with no sign of blackening.
Be careful when handling the stand-by power supply panel
as the print easily cracks.
Next remove the line output transistor's collector
connection on the line output subpanel PC945, which is
mounted on the main panel near the line output transformer. Connect your d.c. meter — preferably a digital one
— to the lead you've removed. Connect the a.c. mains
supply and switch on. If you get a reading of 108V d.c.,
the fault is in the line output stage. If there's no voltage,
transfer the test lead to the cathode of rectifier D906 to
see whether the 108V h.t. is present at this point. If it is,
switch off the receiver and check for dry-joints between
line output subpanel PC945 and the main chassis. If the
108V is completely absent, experience indicates that one
of the power supplies is faulty. Since they both
interconnect, how can you decide which power supply has
failed?
Connect your d.c. oscilloscope or digital voltmeter to
the base of the chopper transistor Q901. Switch the set on
and hold the mains switch S901 in. A positive kick-up
voltage pulse should be detected. If the pulse is missing,
connect the voltmeter to Q901's collector where a reading
of about 250V d.c. should be obtained. If 250V is present
here but the kick-up pulse is missing you've a fault in the
stand-by power supply.
First make sure that the interconnecting plugs are clean
and making good contact. Next measure the d.c. voltage
at each side of the 78L18 regulator i.c. (IC1601) — 22V
and 18V d.c. should be present at the input and output
respectively. If the 22V is absent, check R1601, the bridge
rectifier diodes D1601-4 and thyristor TH1601. Examine
the panel carefully for dry-joints and print breaks. Then
check Q1601, 01602, ZD1602 and ZD1603 in that order.
The fast, reliable way to check these is with a component tester. You can easily check the operation of the
microswitch by connecting an ohmmeter (mains disconnected of course) across PL19-3 and PL19-4: press and
hold switch S901 and check for a zero reading.
If the kick-start pulse is present at the base of 0901 or
there's no 250V d.c. at its collector the fault is in the main
power supply. The first suspect is Q901 itself — it's the
usual item that fails. Before replacing it, check its emitter
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resistor R917 (0.311, 1W w.w.). Should 0901 be in order
and the 250V supply missing, check the mains bridge
rectifier diodes D901-4 and the surge limiting resistor
R901 (7.711, 8W w.w.). Although these components
seldom fail, they can do so on occasion. A fairly common
fault is dry-joint(s) at the chopper transformer's pins. In
the non-remote control versions R911, R907 and R908 are
prone to failure, with the result that the circuit fails to
oscillate. If necessary check 0903, 0902, D909-D912,
D905 and ZD901 in that order. It's possible for CP901 to
fail: the only sure test is by replacement.
Tackling the Line Timebase
The line generator lives in IC701 (HA11235) along with
the sync circuitry and the field generator. It's powered
from the 54V rail via R703 and R734 which provide 12.7V
at pin 11 in conjunction with an internal stabiliser. The
line drive output is at pin 10: it's fed via R710 to the base
of the line driver transistor Q701 (2SC1722-BK) which is
transformer coupled to the base of the line output transistor Q702 (2SC1942).
Various supplies are produced in the line output stage.
D703 and C714 develop 900V for the tube's first anoes.
D704 and 0719 develop 180V for the RGB output stages.
D707 and C729 produce the 12V supply for the low-power
stages. Fusible film resistors are incorporated in the 180V
and 12V supplies — R713 (2.211) and R717 (111)
respectively.
The most common line timebase fault is failure of the
output transistor. Before replacing it check D703 (V11N)
and the efficiency diode D702 (GH35) — they are on the
same panel as 0702.
With 0702 out of circuit, check for line drive at its base
connection using the scope with a 10:1 probe. If drive is
not present, check at the collector of the driver transistor
Q701, then at the junction of R710/R711. See Fig. 4.
Don't be in a hurry to condemn IC701: check the
associated components and voltages and look for dryjoints first. Other items to check in the line output stage
are R714 (511, 8W w.w.), D706 (RH1Z) which is part of
the protection circuit, and the fusible resistor R717 which
shuts the line output stage down when open-circuit.
The line output transformer T703 is of the diode-split
type, and sadly is prone to failure. Substitution is the only
reliable test.
Field Faults
As previously mentioned, IC701 produces the field
drive waveform. To set the field hold connect a 100k11
resistor between pins 6 and 8 (TP601/2) and adjust R605.
If the field display is unsteady or varying up and down,
suspect the thick-film field output module M601
(HM6232).
Tuner and IF Strip
The tuner, Hitachi type ET546, is mounted on the main
panel. Its output is fed to the HA11215 i.f. i.c. (IC201) via
SAW filter CP201. The 6MHz sound signal is taken from
pin 2 of IC201 via ceramic filter MF401 to pin 2 of the
HA1124A intercarrier sound i.c. (IC401). The audio
output appears at pin 12 of this i.c. and is fed via 0415
(10µF) to the audio output transistors 0401/2 (both type
2SD401 or 2SD478). Zener diode ZD401 (HZ11) in the
audio coupling network has been known to cause sound
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Fig. 4: Line drive waveforms (a) at the junction of R71011
and (b) at the collector of Q701.

distortion problems. Should the receiver tend to drift off
tune, check diodes D054 (1S2076A) and ZD051
(µPC574J). The composite video signal appears at pin 24
of IC201: it's fed via R701 to the sync separator transistor
0703 and via L207 to decoder panel PC942.
Decoder

The video signal arrives at connection B7 on the
decoder panel where it's fed via the chroma bandpass
filter T501 to the TA7193P decoder i.c. (IC501) and via
R30112 to the first luminance amplifier transistor Q301.
You won't have problems with complex colour faults in
these sets since virtually all the chroma circuitry is
contained in IC501 which is reliable and either works or it
doesn't. It has been known to cause green faces however.
It's useful to know how to set up the subcarrier oscillator.
Connect pin 21 of IC501 (TP504) to chassis via a 22141
resistor and link the junction of L501, C506 and C507
(TP503) to chassis. With a colour bar input to the
receiver, adjust R514 for correct colours. Normally you
won't have to make this adjustment unless the set has
been got at by some person unknown.
If you get a raster with a dimly visible picture and
uncontrollable brightness, check diodes D303-6 (all type
1S2473H), then zener diodes ZD301, ZD501, ZD502 and
ZD503 (all type HZ11) and transistor Q304 (2SC458).
Then suspect IC501.

supply to the cathodes. The system was not a great success
and for replacement purposes modification is recommended (see Television December 1982, page 74).
Remote Control

So far we've had no problems with the infra-red remote
control signal amplifier panel PC981, nor have we had a
faulty remote control handset.
The SAA1251 remote control decoder i.c. (IC1501)
lives on panel PC987, just above the loudspeaker. It
works hard for its living but we've yet to have one fail.
The infra-red commands enter at pin 16 in the form of
serial binary data. Commands which override the manual
brightness, colour and volume controls emerge at pins 3, 4
and 5. The outgoing information at pins 8-10 serves a dual
purpose. It's applied to IC1502 (SN76709AN) on the
same panel: this i.c. selects the correct tuning potentiometer for the channel required. It also goes via PL1 to the
LM1017 seven-segment display driver i.c. (IC1771) on
panel PC018. The FND500 seven-segment LED indicates
the channel to which the set is tuned. IC1501 also
interprets information from the manual channel selector
switches on board PC995.
Should the 4.433MHz crystal XTAL1501 be faulty the
clock oscillator in IC1501 will stop and the i.c. will ignore
all commands To check its operation connect a frequency
meter or an oscilloscope to pin 23 of the i.c. where the
clock frequency of 4.433MHz should be present.
IC1502 is easy to check using a logic probe or digital
voltmeter. With a channel selected one of pins 10-13 and
15-18 should be at binary 0 (low) and the rest at binary 1
(high).
If the channels change but the FND500 LED does not
indicate the selected channel correctly suspect IC1771 —
but first make sure that there is 5V d.c. at pin 16 (from
IC1772-78L05A). The FND500 itself is extremely reliable
— we've never known one to fail in any piece of
equipment.

CRT Base Panel

The RGB output transistors are on c.r.t. base panel.
PC015/PCO29. Should you find the 180V supply missing,
check R713 and D704 in the line output stage. Some
Hitachi models were fitted with an "instant picture" c.r.t.
— it had directly heated cathodes. This involved a different
base panel with a transformer (T805) to provide the heater

Soak Test

In conclusion, after repairs have been completed and a
thin coat of circuit varnish has been applied to all joints
soldered it's best to soak test these sets for at least three
hours.

Design of the FS-type Tube
Eugene Trundle
What does FST stand for? Full Square (Toshiba), Flatter
Squarer (ITT), Square Flat (Mitsubishi) and so on. In fact
the tube faces are not flat, nor are they square — nor even
rectangular. There are very good reasons why they are
not.
Surface Loading
Since a picture tube's envelope is evacuated, the full
force of atmospheric pressure bears on its outer surface.
At sea level the air pressure is about lkg/sq.cm, so we
have a total force of around 1,600kg on the faceplate of a
51cm diagonal tube — over 11/2 tons!
If you had to support the weight of a four-door saloon
car by means of a tea-tray sized piece of glass held only at
its edges, how would you go about it? You would need to
specify very thick glass and then dome its surface, following the engineering principle used in bridges and dams to
convey the thrust to the edges. Provided the edges were
braced strongly the system would work safely. Fig. 1
shows how bridges, dams and picture tubes contain the
forces that load them: the curved load-bearing surface
conveys the stress to the outer edge where, in the case of a
picture tube, it's contained by the combined strength of
the glass bowl rim and the rimband.
Consider for a moment a dam (or a picture tube) whose
face is dead flat. It's a daunting prospect. In this case the
force has to be sustained entirely by the material of the
wall, whose intrinsic strength must be much greater than
before. We could maybe brace a flat dam or bridge with a
series of joists — but we couldn't do this with a tube's
faceplate! Only in tubes smaller than about 17cm diagonal
(mainly scope and viewfinder tubes) is it practical to
provide an optically flat screen surface.
The FS Faceplate
The faceplate of a conventional 51cm (20in.) tube has a
glass thickness of 10mm at its centre, the radii of curvature of the inner and outer surfaces being 792 and
820mm respectively — see Fig. 2. With a comparable FS
tube (51cmV, 53cm glass diagonal) the thickness at the
centre of the faceplate is 125mm while the inner and
outer radii are 1310 and 1730mm. Thus the FST faceplate
thickness is much greater towards the screen edges. This
extra glass thickness increases the tube weight by about
fifteen per cent.
Next, the problem of square corners. This means in
effect the profile of the glass envelope — not only at the
four corners of the faceplate, but the whole transition
from faceplate to rim, both at the internal and external
edges. The question is again one of stress, not so much
from atmospheric pressure (a corner is in this respect very
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strong) but from glass internal and shock- and weightinduced stresses. It's a basic engineering rule that these
stresses will be concentrated at the point of an abrupt
change in profile or cross-section. For safety, stress must
be avoided by providing gentle contours and radii — curvy
is safe as well as beautiful. So current FS tubes have
slightly curved edges.
Front Screens
The fact that many FST-equipped TV sets have additional "smoked"-glass screens has led to a misconception
that additional protection from possible implosion is required as it was in the early days of television. In fact FST
type tubes have full BSI approval for direct viewing and
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Fig. 1: How a curved load-bearing surface transfers the
thrust to its braced edges. The pressure thus tends to
"consolidate" the structure. Examples show bridge, dam
and c.r.t.
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Fig. 2: Picture tube envelope construction — not to scale —
illustrating the greater thickness and bracing required in the
faceplate of a "flat"-faced tube. (a) Conventional tube; (b)
FS-type tube. The radii quoted are in each case for the
corner-to-corner profile.
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(a)

Conventiona
picture limits

Fig. 3 (left): Comparison of useful screen area based on the
visible screen diagonal.
Fig. 4 (right): Comparison between the optical distortion
introduced with a curved screen (a) and the true image on a
flat faceplate (b), exaggerated for emphasis.
/

1100%)

Cal

Fig. 5: Screen reflections — (a) conventional tube, (b) FS
tube. For an infinite and evenly illuminated viewing area, 30
per cent less light will be reflected from the faceplate of an
FS tube.

(a)

Fig. 6: The FS tube is legible over its entire screen area from
wider viewing angles than with an ordinary display tube. (a)
Conventional tube; (b) FS tube.

comply with BS415 and equivalent world-wide requirements. What the extra darkened "window" does is to
increase the contrast by attenuating ambient light reflection from the internal aluminised tube faceplate. The idea
is that reflected light from external sources has to pass
twice through the low-transmission glass screen while the
phosphor produced light passes only once. The additional
screen introduces the disadvantages of reducing the
brightness of the display and producing double reflections:
for this reason many setmakers provide for its removal if
wished.
Advantages

What advantages does the FS tube bring? We are told
that the squarer corners result in three per cent more
screen area. This must be based on the overall glass
diagonal, since as Fig. 3 shows a square display area will
actually reduce the size of the displayed picture if the
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diagonal dimension remains the same. The FS tube gives a
definite improvement in terms of optical distortion however, as Fig. 4 shows. When we view a conventional
screen we look at a section of a sphere and thus see the
distortion shown at (a): the more the faceplate approaches
flatness, the less the distortion, as (b) shows.
There's a further advantage with respect to reflection of
ambient light. The light "capture area" of a convex
reflector is much greater than that of a flat one, as Fig. 5
shows: an FS tube provides a reduction in ambient light
reflection of about 30 per cent. If the offending source of
light is on or near the tube axis however the reflection will
be as great, which is why it's so difficult to take a head-on
photograph of a TV set without getting a beautiful
superimposition of yourself and your photographic gear!
In this respect some very misleading adverts have been
produced by a certain setmaker who suggests that on-axis
reflections disappear like magic when an FS tube is fitted.
The situation does not of course arise when a set is viewed
in subdued or zero (as we should!) ambient light.
Light path angles are also relevant to legibility at the
corners of the screen and maximum viewing area. Screen
edge and corner display legibility are determined by the
angle of incidence formed by the tangential plane of the
faceplate at the viewing point. A flat faceplate offers
fifteen per cent better screen edge legibility in terms of
maximum viewing angle — see Fig. 6.
Other Aspects

In other respects FS tubes are similar to conventional
ones. The PTL configuration is used, with 90° deflection
angle for small tubes and 110° for the larger sizes.
Deflection yokes follow normal practice, giving pincushion-distortion free, self-converging displays, while the
screen phosphor coating incorporates all the latest features such as black matrixing, pigmented phosphors, etc.
Mitsubishi have incorporated their "blue diamond" screen
in an FST envelope while a particularly interesting FS type
tube has been announced by the pioneers of the technology, Toshiba. This is a 28in. tube, the 66cmV 110° type
E6154A, which uses (in common with other FS tubes
from the same source) a prestressed shadowmask with
ceramic coating on the screen side, an improved electron
gun design and screen phosphors with purer primary
colours. These and other aspects of modern colour tube
technology will be covered in a subsequent article.
Summary

So how do we sum up the advent of the FS tube? The
price premium for the receiver is at present about eight
per cent. For this you do get a very worthwhile improvement in overall performance. I believe however that some
of the claims at present being made for the FS tube are a
bit on the lavish side — especially the claim that it
represents the most significant development in tube technology since the introduction of colour. That honour has
to go to the invention of the in-line, self-converging tube,
pioneered by RCA.
As yet, FS tube technology is the exclusive province of
the Japanese tube makers. Mullard/Philips are currently
sitting on the fence: their stated aim is to develop a
"really" square and flat c.r.t. envelope — the next generation of FST? We're informed that much research and
investment is at present going into this and that the result
could emerge within a year. Watch this space!
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Tuning Troubles
— an historical survey
Jeff Herbert, G4JJH
One of the first things I learnt when I started TV servicing
as an apprentice thirteen years ago was how to deal with
flashing or intermittent turret tuners with poor switch
contacts. This was in the days of 405-line monochrome TV
sets of course. Numerous sets would come in with the
complaint "it cuts off, then comes back on when the
channel switch is tapped". Depending on the model,
cleaning the contacts was either quick and simple or time
consuming and extremely difficult.
Many tuners consisted of a rotating shaft that held
tuning biscuits with round contacts on one side and coils
and capacitors on the other. This type could usually be
easily removed and the contacts cleaned with RS switch
cleaner and a cloth. The fixed contacts in the unit itself
were then wiped and their tension checked. A smear of
silicone grease and the job was done. Care had to be
taken to ensure that the biscuits were refitted in the
correct order otherwise they wouldn't coincide with the
knob numbers. After this treatment good contact would
last for probably two years or so before the exercise had
to be repeated. Poor tuner contacts were so commonplace
that customers would often put up with the trouble and
were quite happy to give the channel switch a good thump
when the picture cut off.
Dual-standard Operation
The advent of 625-line operation brought dual-standard
sets fitted with large slider switches that were often almost
the length of the chassis or panel. These were necessary to
carry out switching in the i.f. strip and the line timebase.
They caused all manner of faults from no sound, low
sound, no picture, ghosting picture and weak contrast to
loss of line lock. It was amazing how many troubles
disappeared when the system switch was given a tap or
push. Cleaning these was usually a job for contact cleaning aerosols, and many cans were expelled in order to get
to all the many contacts. This was often only a temporary
cure, since if the plating had worn off it would not be long
before poor contacts were back. Due to the expense and
difficulty in replacing these switches many were permanently wired in the 625-line position towards the end of
the 405/625 change over era.
Rotary UHF Tuners
With the change to u.h.f. tuners switches went, replaced by a variable capacitor. I recall a colleague saying
"well, that's the end of all the switch contact problems".
He was right in a way but adoption of the variable
capacitor brought along a new problem. Not switch
contacts, since it didn't have any, but the earthing fingers
that earthed the shaft of the moving vanes. Both the shaft
and the fingers would tarnish. To remove, clean and
retension the fingers was a job calling for expertise. If the
moving vanes were bent during removal the result would
be at best low gain or at worst no signals at all. Many a
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unit must have been ruined by unskilled hands. These
early rotary u.h.f. tuners were difficult for customers to
use, being without the click stops they were used to with
v.h.f. tuners. Older people with shaky hands in particular
couldn't master the fine tuning — and it had to be fine to
get the sound and picture tuned correctly.
The pushbutton selector was the next step forward, but
most mechanisms had poor reset due to the mechanics. A
twist of the button was often required to restore colour
and sound after changing station and the earthing fingers
were still a problem.
Varicap Tuning
I thought that the advent of the varicap tuner would
bring an end to the troubles described above. After all
there were no switch contacts and no moving variable
capacitor. It soon became obvious however that tuning
problems were not at an end. The tuners themselves are
pretty reliable — only a few failures in comparison with
earlier mechanical types. The stumbling block with this
arrangement is the tuner control unit. The varicap tuner
requires a d.c. tuning supply to bias the diodes, between
approximately 15-33V to tune over the band. The usual
arrangement is to have a group of preset potentiometers
with switches to connect the slider of the selected potentiometer to the tuner. Back to the old switch contact
problem again. Tarnish build up and plating that flakes
introduces resistance, with the result of drift and flashing
of the picture. Unlike the early days, the increasing use of
plastic mouldings makes it impossible to remove the
contacts for cleaning. Aerosol contact cleaner can help but
is only a temporary cure. For a lasting repair the only
solution is to replace the channel selector unit complete.
These units are often expensive, but the more common
makes are available from HRS, SEME, etc. This type of
unit is still used on basic models. We find that on most
sets there are signs of contact problems after about twothree years. The tuning voltage stabiliser device, generally
a TAA550 or ZTK33, also commonly causes tuning drift:
a check on the tuning voltage supply should show whether
or not this is the cause of the trouble though leakage in
the tuner can also affect the tuning voltage.
Touch-button channel selection has been around for
some years. This gets over the switch contact problems
and, apart from dirty touch buttons, leaves only the
presets themselves to cause trouble. These can suffer from
noisy sliders and loose rivets.

Current Sets
The varicap tuner is still current and has a good
reliability record. Control voltage switching is now often
performed by various i.c.s. Remote control implies electronic channel selection and the only switches are for
initial tuning and storing in a memory. Due to the
infrequent use of these buttons they should, and to date
have, given no trouble. The source of problems now lies
not with the set but with the buttons on the remote
control unit!
With basic, i.e. non-remote controlled, sets noisy
switches are still very much a problem and you could say
that manufacturers have not learnt their lessons. But I
suppose the cost of the unit is the foremost consideration
and the reason why we still don't see better designed
units. I wonder if tuning troubles will still be around
thirteen years hence?
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Decca-Tatung Chassis Up-date
Part 1

The Decca 120 series chassis was the very latest thing back
in 1981 when we described its design in these pages. Time
and technology haven't stood still however (I sometimes
wonder which is the faster!) and the Tatung design
laboratory at Bradford has not been idle in the intervening years. The present articles bring the story up to date
by describing the 140, 150 and 160 series chassis all of
which are in current production. It's also by way of being
a swan-song for the Bradford laboratory since Tatung's
design department has now been moved to the. Telford
manufacturing complex.

Design Requirements
The design principles mentioned in the previous articles
apply today as they did four years ago. It's still necessary
to reduce manufacturing costs while maintaining or
bettering the product's performance and reliability. With
the 140 series we wanted to design a version that was a
true single-panel chassis, i.e. with the customer controls
also on the chassis. To help the stylists we wanted to make
provision for alternative plug-in control units as well as
having remote and non-remote control versions. The
usual export requirements had to be catered for, for
example tuning over the v.h.f. as well as the u.h.f. bands,
and there would be a need for mains-isolated versions as
well as live chassis. A version (the 150 chassis) to drive
110° tubes was also envisaged from the start.
The number of permutations was thus considerable.
These objectives were all achieved however and the full
range of versions is or has been part of the production
programme. If you deal with these sets you may be
interested in the chart (see Table 1) which lists the many
versions of the 140/145 series chassis, i.e. different tubes,
vertically or horizontally mounted chassis, and integral/
separate/monitor-style controls. Mains-isolated versions
with an extra interface panel for audio and video inputs/
outputs were introduced during 1985. These chassis have
the suffix X. In addition all current monitor-style models
have a remote-on facility (i.e. standby): these have the
suffix S. Only UK versions are shown in the chart:
including export models there have to date been 44
versions of the chassis.

Ray Wilkinson

panel is mounted on the board it's soldered edgewise at
the front. The panel can be mounted vertically at the side
of the c.r.t. or horizontally under the tube. The latest
monitor-style models also have a moulding on the front of
the chassis to hold the mains switch, the programme
number digital display and the infra-red preamplifier in its
screening can.

Main Changes
Fig. 1 shows the 140 series chassis in block diagram
form. The two main areas of change are the timebases and
the colour decoder. The tuning and remote control systems are also new — we'll come to these later.
In the 120 series chassis a 1DA1170 field timebase i.c.
was used, with a TDA2576A sync/line generator i.c. (sync
processor). The sync processor in the 140 series chassis is
the TDA2578A, its companion field output device being
the TDA3651. This combination produced some cost
saving and also gave us some extra features. The partitioning of the circuitry within these i.c.s is such that most of
the field timebase functions are in the TDA2578A, the
TDA3651- acting as a power output stage and flyback
generator. The main feedback from the output goes right
back to the sawtooth generator in the TDA2578A. Great
care had to be taken with the board layout to avoid
pickup problems.
It's not all that clear from the 140 circuit diagram how
this part of the set works. Fig. 2 shows the principle in
simplified form. A sawtooth waveform, synchronised to
the video input to the i.c., is generated at pin 3 of the
TDA2578A. A voltage sample of the scan current is
applied to pin 2. These signals are mixed and then applied
to the power output stage via the driver stage in the
TDA2578A. R303/4 provide d.c. feedback, the linearity
control being connected to their junction. The height
control sets the amount of sawtooth sample fed back.
There's some degree of interaction between the field
frequency and height controls: to minimise this the setting
up method recommended in the manual (hands up those
who read service manuals!) should be followed if the
frequency control needs to be tweaked, e.g. after changing the i.c.
Some of the improvements provided by the

Construction
From the photograph you can see that the positions of
some of the circuit sections have been changed around
when compared to the arrangement used in the 120 series.
The switch-mode power supply is at the top right, above
the line timebase, and the i.f. section is at the far left
(looking from the rear). One reason for this was to keep
all the high-power stuff well away from the small-signal
circuits.
The top section varies depending on whether the chassis
has mechanical push-button channel change (types 140144) or voltage-synthesis tuning with remote control
(types 145-149). The rest of the PCB is the same for all
models except for a few component value changes to cope
with different screen sizes. On models where the control
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View of the 145 series chassis, from the front.
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Fig. 2: Arrangement of the field timebase.

TDA2578A/3651 combination may not be immediately
apparent. They include: (1) Provision of a sound muting
signal when the set is tuned to noise or when the line scan
is not in sync. (2) More sophisticated circuitry for controlling the time-constant of the line oscillator control loop
under various signal input conditions (strong or weak
signals, VCR, channel change, etc.). (3) Better control of
the line drive output mark-space ratio under start-up and
fault conditions (e.g. if the flyback pulse disappears). This
gives better line output transistor protection. (4) Thermal
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and short-circuit protection in the field output stage. (5)
Video blanking if the scan coils are removed.
In the 150 chassis a TDA3654 with a larger heatsink is
used to provide the higher scan current required for the
110° Toshiba c.r.t.
The other major change in the timebase area is the use
of a diode-split line output transformer. We were one of
the last manufacturers to retain the traditional transformer/tripler combination and were unhappy to go over
to the use of a diode-split transformer until we were fully
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confident of its performance and reliability.
Removal of the transformer, tripler and focus module
has helped us to reduce the size of the chassis and simplify
its assembly.
The PAL decoder i.c. chosen for use in the 140 chassis
is the TDA3561A (a number that's easy to confuse with
the field output i.c.). This was adopted in preference to
the µPC1365C used in the 120 chassis partly because of
supply difficulties with the latter and partly due to the
TDA3561A's compatibility with the new teletext decoder
Odd bits (1,3, etc.)

T I 2T

IT

Even bits (2, 4, etc.)

3T

0.

0=T
1 =3T

0=T
1 = 2T

chip set. There are also a few less peripheral components.
The improvements we found with the new decoder chip
were mainly in the way in which the external circuitry
could be designed. For example, the sandcastle pulse is
separated into its three components (burst gate and blacklevel clamp pulse; line flyback blanking pulse; field
flyback blanking) within the TDA3561A, so that no extra
external network is needed. Then the use of an 8.81v1Hz
subcarrier crystal means that there's no need for a 90°
phase adjustment. Also the chroma delay line driver
transistor is within the i.e. — the µPC1365C required an
extra transistor for this purpose.

-1.
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Chassis types 140-144 have push-button mechanical
channel selection with multi-turn potentiometers for tuning. Whilst many of these sets are still around they have
now been superseded by the 160 chassis which we'll
discuss next month.
Chassis types 145-149 and all the 150 series have
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Table 1: Chassis variations.
140 series: mechanical channel change
Tube
(in.)

14
20
22

Vertical
chassis,
integral
controls

Integral.
controls

Separate
controls

—
141
142

—
141AH
142AH

140
143
144

Horizontal chassis

145 series: remote control with voltage synthesis tuning
Tube
(in.)

14/16
20
22

Vertical
chassis,
integral
controls

Separate
controls

Integral
controls

Monitor
controls

—
146(A)*
147(A)*

145(A)*
148(A)*
149(A)*

—
146AH
147AH

145AB
146AB
147AB

Horizontal chassis

* When the 150 series chassis was introduced the 145 board layout was modified slightly to produce a common basic
panel — hence the (A).

voltage-synthesis tuning with remote control of channel
selection and all other customer control functions. The
remote control system is known as System 40: the hand
units are numbered RC40, RC41 etc. depending on style
and so on. The system also decodes the teletext control
codes received from the hand unit.
The i.c.s in this section are of SGS manufacture. They
are used by several setmakers so some details of the
system's operation may be of interest.
Fig. 3 shows the basic elements of the tuning system.
It's been drawn in a similar way to the full System 40
circuit diagram to make it easier to relate the two. To
illustrate the principle of operation we'll go through the
sequence for tuning in and storing a channel.
Pressing "tune +" or "tune —" (or "P+", "P—") starts
the tuning voltage obtained from pin 19 of the M293
tuning voltage synthesiser i.c. moving up or down. The
actual output at pin 19 is an increasing (or decreasing)
number of pulses up to 256 per cycle: after this the
number of pulses remains the same but they become
wider. These pulses are integrated (digital-analogue
conversion), the emitter-follower QR10 supplying the
tuner with the resultant tuning voltage. While either tune
button is pressed the a.f.c. is inhibited (via RR20): when
the button is released the time-constant network CR03/
R114 delays reinstatement of the a.f.c. for a few seconds
to make fine tuning easier. The search starts slowly and
gradually quickens while either button is pressed.
When a signal has been tuned in to your satisfaction
you press the store button. On release of this button the
memory supply (pin 8) is switched on for a few milliseconds and the tuning voltage is recorded, as a pulse code,
in the non-volatile memory for that particular programme
number. If you want to transfer it to another programme
number (there are sixteen to choose from) press the store
button again and without letting go select the required
programme number. Then release the store button.
The M293 i.c, decodes the programme number, for its
own internal reference, from the four-digit code on lines
A, B, C, D. This code is generated by the M104 remotecontrol decoder i.c. from the information it receives either
from the "P+" or "P—" buttons or over the remote
control link. The local buttons index just one programme
at a time but the remote control hand unit has direct
programme access. Lines A, B, C, D are also decoded by
an LM1017 i.c. to drive a seven-segment, 11/2-digit display
for programme number indication.
Remote Control

Fig. 4 shows the main bits around the M104 i.c. which
decodes the remote control signals. The coded infra-red
signal is received, amplified and limited in the remote
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control receiver which is housed in its own screening can
and feeds an output of about 2V peak-to-peak to pin 2 of
the M104. Notice the resistor at the receiver's output and
at pin 2 of the M104: these resistors are included and split
in this way to give some protection to the i.c.s against
large transients, e.g. due to tube flashovers. Most of the
pins of these MOS i.c.s have resistors as close as possible
to them. The M104 checks the signal in several ways to
make sure it's a valid command and not noise or some
interfering signal. Only when all the checks are correct
does it decode the pulses and issue the appropriate
command output.
Channel selection comman& produce corresponding
codes on lines A, B, C and D as mentioned above. Other
control commands, i.e. brightness etc., result in a variation of the 7.8kHz squarewave present at the appropriate
analogue output — the brightness control circuit is shown
in Fig. 4 and is typical of the others. The squarewave
output's duty cycle can be varied in 63 steps: the output is
integrated by RR37/C526 and matrixed with the local
control and a preset potentiometer before being applied
to the PAL decoder i.c.
The on/off command can be used either to operate the
solenoid on the mains switch (for remote off only models)
or the standby power supply (for remote on/off models).
The programme strobe output at pin 27 is used to mute
the sound during channel change. The signals appearing at
pins 4, 11, 12 and 13 are used for the teletext decoder.
Finally this month a brief note on the way in which the
commands are sent over the infra-red link. The system
used is pulse-code modulation. Each binary command
word consists of twelve bits, the state of each bit depending on the time interval between pulses (see Fig. 5).
Having different codes for odd and even bits helps to
protect against unwanted or interfering signals.
The example of a complete word shows that before an
actual command is transmitted a preliminary pulse is sent
to warn the receiving end that something is about to
happen. This is followed by a start pulse then four address
bits are sent. Up to sixteen different addresses are possible but in the System 40 this code is permanently wired as
0000. The six command bits are followed by a parity bit to
help the checking procedure further and the word finishes
with a stop pulse.
In order to synchronise the transmitter and receiver, the
receiver measures the time interval between the start
pulse and the first data pulse and uses this as a reference
for time T.
While a button is pressed the relevant twelve-bit word is
repeatedly transmitted by the hand unit at intervals of
112ms. About 18ms after the button has been released a
code representing "end of transmission" is sent and the
transmitter returns to the standby mode.
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TV Fault Finding
Tube Reactivation
The complaint with a Panasonic TC2207 was intermittent
red, but the picture displayed revealed a very tired
Mullard A56-540X tube — after all of four years' use.
After "cleaning and balancing" (a very mild reactivation)
on the B and K Dynascan 467 analyser excellent emission
was restored to all the guns and the picture was perfect
until the red disappeared. Fortunately resoldering the red
output transistor's collector connection was all that was
required.
I originally bought the 467 instrument after reading
Eugene Trundle's review of it in this magazine (April
1984). Despite the high cost (over £400) it has proved to
be an excellent investment, even for my modest one-man
business. Incidentally I find it useful to code the tubes I've
processed by marking the neck with a permanent felt pen.
"984" for example means complete reactivation in
September 1984, "RGCB1085" means red and green guns
C.A.
cleaned and balanced in October 1985, etc.
Binatone 01/9771 Visioncorder
This combined radio/cassette/TV had no sound and on
investigation a 1052, 1W resistor (RB40) embedded inside
the case was found to have been overheating. It feeds the
UPC2002 audio output i.c., which had gone short-circuit.
Not having this type of i.c. in stock I fitted a TDA2003,
which is listed as an equivalent, replaced the scorched 1011
resistor and switched on. The sound had been restored
and after a while on test the unit was returned to the
customer.
A week later it was back again with the symptom of
intermittent low volume and distortion. To cut a long
story short, an eventual scope check across the speaker
revealed that a high-frequency oscillation (nearly 4MHz!)
was present during the low volume periods while the
audio chip then overheated. Any attempt to increase the
level of negative feedback via RB112/CB113 made matters worse. By now you clever readers will have realised
that the input/output phase relationship of the UPC2002
and the TDA 2003 is different, in fact 180° different. The
result was that my "equivalent" i.c. effectively converted
negative to positive feedback and produced an intermittent v.h.f. oscillator. Fitting the correct i.c. restored
C.A.
normal service — and taught me a lesson!
ITT VC300 Chassis
Some sets play the meanest of tricks. This ageing
monochrome portable had severe top field foldover,
caused by T12 (BC140) in the field output stage being
leaky. A replacement BC140 was fitted and the result was
— complete field collapse! After fruitless checks through
the field timebase I turned the field hold control R76 to
minimum resistance and obtained a full though unlocked
picture. In the time taken to replace one transistor the
field hold control had gone open-circuit at one end of its
C.A.
track. Must have been a frame up . . .
Ferguson TX90 Chassis
This dead set had blown the mains transformer secondary
fuse FS102. Temporarily substituting my 20mm fuse shell
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Reports from Chris Avis, Brian Renforth,
Philip Blundell, Eng. Tech., Keith Hamer,
Garry Smith, Hugh Mackfullen, Hugh Allison
and Steve Leatherbarrow
wired to a 2A cutout produced a humming, chirruping
noise from the set before the cutout tripped. My Diagnostically Immaculate Mind instantly deduced that there was
a heavy current somewhere and incorrectly directed my
attention to the 12V regulator chip IC105. The line output
transistor TR112 was then checked in situ for shorts but
appeared to be in order. Other semiconductor devices in
the power supply/line timebase were similarly checked.
After much wasted time TR112 (T9064V) was removed,
and rechecked. This revealed a 21(11 leak from the base to
the collector. Moral: always remove before checking for
C.A.
shorts — in case of a leak.
Service Tips
A noisy control is sometimes difficult or impossible to
reach with the applicator tube supplied with cleaning fluid
aerosols. A spare tube with about 40rnm of 2mm PVC
sleeving pushed halfway on one end makes, a useful
extension which can be push-fitted on to an existing
aerosol tube to reach otherwise inaccessible points.
It's difficult to find a suitable test point at which
to measure the 1.t. rail voltage on some obscure
monochrome portables. I find that the tube heater pins
3/4 provide an easily located and reliable monitoring point
(provided the tube has an 11V heater of course!). Since
one pin is connected to chassis it takes a maximum of only
two attempts to get a reading.
C.A.
ITT CVC12O2 Chassis
One of these sets had an odd fault on the CMC301 remote
control module. When the set had been on for about half
an hour the on-screen channel display stopped working:
after a further half an hour there was no remote control
operation. The cause of the trouble was traced to reduced
output (15V) from the AA7818 18V regulator chip
(IC1401).
ITT 80-90° Chassis
The ticket said dead but the set did have some life in it
The h.t. was very low (60V) and there was no sound or
picture. The h.t. voltage remained the same with a
dummy load connected instead of the line output stage, so
battle with the power supply commenced. The known
suspect components — R632 (820k11), R630 (1.5M11),
R628 (thermistor) and D611 (1N4002) — all checked o.k.
so the pulse-width modulator transistors T613/4 were
replaced — to no avail. There was a working set with the
same chassis in the workshop at the time, so the collectors
of the chopper transistors in the two sets were disconnected and the d.c. voltages compared. The voltage at the
collector of T616 was found to be low in the defective set
— it's part of the trip circuit. R651 (100k11) had gone
open-circuit.
P.B.
Rank T114B Power Panel
The set came in with the complaint of fuse blowing after
various periods of time. Having eliminated the main
chassis we got to work on the T114B power supply panel.
A 60W bulb was connected as a dummy load and the
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mains input was applied via a variac. For the first few days
the power supply would work quite happily for an hour or
so with a reduced output of 115V, after which there would
be violent fuse blowing (both fuses). Subsequently the
fault became more destructive, killing BU326 chopper
transistors. After several days just about every component
in the power supply had been removed, checked, refitted
or replaced — we all know how naughty solid-state components can be under operating conditions. We found it
difficult to check the very low voltages around the switching thyristor 7THY1. To save fuses the over-voltage
crowbar thyristor 7THY2 was removed. We then found
that the BU326 chopper transistor just acted as a rectifier
and d.c. resistance, i.e. it wasn't being switch on and off
(at about 25kHz) as it should have been. The set would
work quite happily with an input of 110V, but the e.h.t.
regulation was poor. The panel was next examined in
microscopic detail (two pairs of specs). Yes, there it was, a
tiny hairline crack in the print between the gate of 7THY1
and the set-current limit potentiometer — it was invisible
to the naked eye. The end of a long, frustrating
H.MacM.
search.
Philips K30/K35 Chassis
This fault was rather naughty: it appeared only when I
wasn't looking or the set was in the customer's lounge.
Every now and again the luminance disappeared, leaving
only weak chrominance. We eventually found that when
the fault was present the field flyback blanking transistor's
collector voltage was rather high. Replacing this transistor
(T1535 — BC558) cured the fault for good — we assume
that the transistor was intermittently shorting internally.
H.MacM.
Rank A823 Chassis
This early 22in. colour set had bowed vertical red and
green lines, which couldn't be straightened by adjusting
the R/G field tilt control, at the top and bottom of the
raster. It turned out that 7C4 (400µF) was open-circuit, a
replacement restoring satisfactory convergence after
B.R.
readjustment.
Dwek Classic TV130
Two of these sets were reported to have a line sync fault
and on investigation we found that the picture jittered
horizontally. The obvious suspect was the TBA950 sync
separator/line generator chip (IC400) but replacing this
made no difference. In both cases the culprit eventually
turned out to be C403 (0.1µF) which is connected from
K.H.-G.S.
pin 8 of IC400 to chassis.
Sinclair Microvision MTV1A
In a moment of weakness I bought one of these sets for a
tenner at a car boot sale. The seller demonstrated that it
would run on an external supply by plugging it into his
car,'s cigar lighter socket: it then produced a grotty picture
with severe sound-on-vision. He said it didn't have the
internal battery option.
When I opened it up I found that it had four
rechargeable pencells in it, but the interlocking pins that
interconnect the boards were misaligned, with the vital
battery pin bent. Straightening the pins and reassembly
cured the sound-on-vision and improved the picture — I
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presume the battery acts as the main smoothing capacitor.
It then took five short hours of sheer frustration to coax
the chassis back into the case. Incidentally, never ever
operate the exposed chassis in the the palm of your hand:
the Walton-Cockroft e.h.t. multiplier is on the bottoni
board and packs a punch — it caught me three times.
H.A.
Allison 0, Sinclair 3.
Fidelity CTV14
This colour portable was tripping. Disconnecting the line
output stage stopped the tripping but replacing the secondary supply rectifiers, the output transistor and the transformer failed to cure the fault. The culprit was the focus
S.L.
control.
Ferguson TX10 Chassis
A common problem with these sets is that discharges in
the focus control unit cause tripping or intermittent tripping. After replacing this you may find that with remote
control (later versions) only even channels are selectable,
e.g. press channel 7 and channel 8 appears. The SAA5012
is always the culprit. After replacing the above items in
one of these sets the customer complained of intermittent
mumbling and crackling on sound. Replacing the sound
i.c. cured this.
Incidentally, if a new focus unit is not to hand and the
discharge is fairly minor, removing one of the mounting
screws and positioning so that the unit is clear will suffice
until a new one can be obtained and fitted.
Whilst on these sets, note that the connections to the
thermistor in the degaussing circuit tend to deteriorate,
S.L.
giving impurity and/or fuse blowing.
Philips TX Chassis
This chassis has few real vices and is thus a particular
favourite. A fault that could easily set you off on a wild
goose chase however is no line hold. A check on the 1.t.
rail voltage will usually show that this is high, due to a
leaky or short-circuit regulator transistor (TS110,
BD434). A glance at the tube heater tells all of
S.L.
course.
Philips G11 Chassis
If the Philips Gll on your bench has slowly decreasing
width (as much as five inches on either side) which
corrects itself if you even think of touching the set you'll
not be surprised to find a dry-joint. On one occasion
recently the dry-joint was at the line driver transformer's
S.L.
connections.
Ferguson TX9 Chassis
Dead sets always form a large proportion of an engineer's
workload. A TX9 we had recently became a bit of a trial
however — the fault was intermittent. After carrying out
various tests in the power supply nothing wrong could be
found— because the set had decided to work . . . It went
off again two days later. The board was removed and
various dry-joints under plugs were dealt with. Result:
faultless behaviour. Until, that is, it was asked to work for
the customer. After several days it stayed off long enough
for us to prove that the on/off switch was faulty. It was of
the white Lorlin variety. On reflection these have caused
many a dead set with various different chassis — the Rank
S.L.
T20 and GEC C2110 series spring to mind.
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The North American TV Scene
Keith Cummins

On a recent visit to Canada and the United States I was
struck by the fact that the TV scene there is rather
different from that in the UK. Cable and satellite TV are
much more common and, upon reflection, one can see
why.
My first stop was at Vancouver in British Columbia.
One hardly sees any TV aerials of the conventional kind
there: the whole city is wired for cable TV. Since nearly
all N. American TV is commercially operated there's no
licence fee. The annual cost of the basic cable connection,
apart from scrambled pay-TV, is around 120 Canadian
dollars (roughly £60 at the time of writing). For this you
get over twenty channels from various sources — local
studio programming, the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, transmissions from the USA (e.g. Seattle and
Bellingham) and satellite transmissions.

off the utility pole they employ three phases. This is
incorrect. What they have is a biphase 117V supply, in
other words the distribution transformer has an overall
secondary voltage of 2 x 117V = 234V, which is centretapped. The centre tap is neutral and earthed. The lines
pass through a two-phase kWH meter. Lights and the
normal 117V distribution sockets (very small and neat,
with flat blade plugs) are connected between one phase
and neutral. Heavy consumption appliances are connected
across the phases, either by hard wiring or via a hefty
metal-clad plug and socket.
The utility poles carry the distribution transformers. In
most suburban areas a single h.t. cable to feed the
transformer primaries is strung along the very tops of the
poles. The other end of the primary winding is returned to
the system neutral referred to. This strikes me as being
slightly dubious practice but it obviously works all right!

Utility Poles

In most cases the wiring of a city for cable TV is
relatively easy because of that N. American facility the
Utility Pole. These are everywhere: they carry the electricity supply, street lamps, telephone lines and cable TV.
It's usually a simple matter to hang the cable TV system
from existing poles. Furthermore most N. American
towns and cities are laid out using the grid format, the
parallel avenues intersecting the streets at right angles to
divide the city into blocks, making the provision of
services easier. I have to say that utility poles are unsightly. As one goes downtown their complexity and
number increases.
Power Distribution System

While on the subject of services, it's worth mentioning
the power distribution system. As most people know, the
standard mains voltage in N. America is 117V (110V and
115V are commonly mentioned, but 117V is the standard). Quite how this voltage was arrived at is difficult to
ascertain — the truth about this would be welcome if
anyone knows! The mains frequency is 60Hz. I'd often
wondered how one copes with heavy consumption appliances like cookers and tumble driers on 117V. The answer
is to double the voltage.
People say that because they have three lines coming

The 60Hz Field Rate

The TVs naturally run off 117V and with the NTSC
system the field scan rate is 60Hz because in the old days
the field scanning was locked to the mains supply frequency in the same way that ours used to be locked to
50Hz.
The use of 60Hz, i.e. 30 complete frames per second, is
a mixed blessing. The increased scanning rate virtually
eliminates picture flicker — I'm told that a five-fold
increase in brightness can take place before the flicker
becomes as obvious as it is at 50Hz. Certainly the pictures
I saw were flicker free provided the programme source
was to N. American standards. The problems arise with
the scanning of film and with standards conversion of
programmes using the 50Hz system (like the endless
repeats of 1975-vintage Monty Python, Dave Allen and
more recent Benny Hill shows).
Standards Conversion

The original method of coping with 24 frames per
second film is first to run its average speed to provide 25
frames per second — we do this in Europe, which means
that a one hour film runs for 57.6 minutes — then, to cope
with the 30 frames rate, five frames of the film are
scanned at 30 frames per second with the last one held

Off-screen shots of N. American cable TV. Left, caption for Shaw Cable which runs a network in N. Vancouver. Centre, logos
of some of the channels available from Shaw Cable. Right, cable TV advert seen in a motel room at Kamloops.
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A typical suburban utility pole hook-up. Photograph taken
in N. Vancouver.

House in N. Vancouver, B.C., with roof-mounted dish aerial
for satellite TV reception.

and scanned again so that six frames are transmitted for
every five frames of film. This works quite well until fast
panning shots are transmitted, when 5Hz edge flicker
becomes obvious. More modern telecine equipments use
field storage techniques, i.e. they use electronic standards
conversion. These give rise to a blurred edge under fast
motion conditions, which is less objectionable. Likewise,
50-60Hz conversion introduces a 10Hz edge flicker — the
same as when we do it the other way. Our standards
converters appear to be of better integrity than some N.
American ones however.
When looking at a severely censored and edited Dave
Allan show I kept noticing that the picture appeared to be
over-scanned. Captions were lost at the top and bottom of
the screen, and sometimes parts of heads were cut off at
the top. It then occurred to me that a "poor man's
converter" must be in action: what appeared to be
happening was that the top and bottom fifty lines of our
625-line picture were being thrown away, thus producing a
525-line picture! Change the field rate and you don't need
an elaborate line store. Ugh!

just doesn't happen with PAL. So the user in fact has
three variables to contend with. Add to this the
inconsistencies in broadcasting and you'll appreciate why
some NTSC pictures look so awful! A.F.C. removes one
variable. Very often it's tied to a "colour auto" button
which also vastly reduces the range of adjustment provided by the colour and tint controls, setting them to a
central nominal position. This seems to work quite well
and one was able to flick around the channels without
seeing one sea-sick green face.
I'm told that some more recent receivers take advantage of reference signals transmitted during the field
blanking period, but no one I spoke to seemed to know
whether this was so and if so what was involved.
While on the subject of the field flyback blanking
interval, I managed to roll a few pictures and saw some
kind of teletext like signals dancing about, though there's
at present no agreed teletext standard in N. America.

NTSC Colour

So far I've said nothing about NTSC colour. It's not
that words fail me. In fact I did see some very good
pictures in N. America. There weren't many, mind you,
and it's true to say that the overall standard and consistency are not as good as in the UK. Modern receivers
have a.f.c. which helps maintain consistent results. The
reasons for this are not immediately clear until you think
about the problem, as it applies only to NTSC. I should
point out too that the turret tuner is only just being
displaced by electronic tuners — many new sets at the
cheaper end of the price range still use turret tuners.
So how does a.f.c. help an NTSC receiver? Remember
that unlike the PAL system NTSC has no colour phaseerror correction facility and is therefore very vulnerable to
colour subcarrier phase errors. Phase errors with PAL
result in colour desaturation (and have to be really bad to
be noticeable) whereas small phase errors with NTSC
produce noticeable hue errors. The user is provided with a
subcarrier phase (hue) control on his NTSC receiver.
Every such control I saw was labelled "tint". The user
thus has two colour controls to manipulate, compared to
one with a PAL set. Fine receiver tuning moves the vision
carrier and colour subcarrier positions within the receiver's i.f. passband, and as I noticed whilst twiddling this can
also produce visible colour phase errors — something that
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Cable and Satellite TV

Most towns have cable TV systems. This applies particularly because small towns can be hundreds of miles
apart and might otherwise have no TV at all. The use of a
satellite TV receiving station, local studios and a cable
network is an obvious solution to the problem. This
situation does not arise in the UK, so I'm not altogether
surprised that cable hasn't taken off here in the same way
as in N. America.
Quite a lot of people in N. America live in the middle
of nowhere — grain fanners in Idaho for example — and
buy their own dishes and receiving equipment in preference to having no TV. I was told that there's talk of
scrambling all satellite TV broadcasts and that this slowed
sales of individual receiving systems in 1985. There's a
strong lobby against scrambling however. As nearly all
TV is paid for by advertising, it's felt that the advertisers
will apply pressure against scrambling on the grounds that
it would limit audiences and thus be against their interests.
The situation is at present in the melting pot.
Most satellite transmissions are in the 4GHz band
though some are shifting to 12GHz. This introduces
further uncertainties with satellite systems.
Crosstalk

One disadvantage I noticed with several cable systems
was crosstalk. On some channels the interfering signals
were very obvious, floating around in the background of
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the main picture. This "ghost" was often negative. Severe
ringing could also occur on some channels.

Dealers
I met several TV people in my travels. My thanks go
first to Al DeHart of HiGrade TV in Penticton, B.C. who
showed me a huge Electrohome back-projection TV set
that sold for over 3,000 Canadian dollars. There were also
the large, low cabinets in the N. American tradition,
carrying various names including Zenith and Hitachi. We
chatted for a while then Al gave me a photocopy of an
article by a Mr. Paul Seelig in the July 1985 issue of
Marketrzews. The subject was future multi-standard video
recorders and TV sets to enable the standards gulf
between Europe and N. America to be bridged.
Seelig made some interesting statements in his article,
which I'll quote with minimal comment. "In Britain for
example one normally buys an electrical unit without a
plug since the sockets are different from place to place,
even from town to town." How long have we had the 13A
plug? Thirty years? "Both v.h.f. and u.h.f. are in use in
Europe, however the bandwidth is generally much smaller
than in N. America. Channels are used or reserved for use
by the governments, so television sets aren't supposed to
be able to receive them . . . France decided to use u.h.f.
channels 16 to 30 for aviation, England however decided
to use channels 61 to 79 for this purpose and leave 16 to
30 open for commercial use." "In N. America we have
settled on a 117V supply with a frequency of 60 cycles . . .
with our plentiful supply of generating facilities this lowvoltage, high-amperage system is ideal." We don't need

centre-tapped double voltage supplies in Europe — even if
we are more likely to get killed.
My thanks are also due to Gunther of Jan's TV in
North Vancouver and Ed Knippelberg of Elgered TV
Sales and Service in Priceton, B.C. for their time and
trouble. Ed makes and sells his own satellite dishes.

Summing Up
It was interesting to see a different approach to TV and
to be able to make my own assessment of NTSC. The
satellite and cable situation in N. America is quite different from the UK. In all cases it's a matter of "horses
for courses". Satellite and cable TV represent solutions to
a N. American problem. In the UK cable TV is an answer
looking for a question. The only question we have is how
to get twenty channels instead of four, though most
people I've spoken to don't want them. The British seem
to have taken to the VCR instead of cable.
VCR sales and market penetration in N. America are
much lower than in the UK. Profit margins on their sales
are small and they are regarded as a maintenance liability
by both servicemen and the public alike. Remember that
if you live in a small town in the vast area of N. America
you may need to take your equipment 100 miles to get it
serviced!
Lastly a laugh I had while looking at an ancient
monochrome Perry Mason film being broadcast by
KVOS-TV of Bellingham, Washington State. After the
end of one reel the next one started with the picture
upside down while the sound and picture ran backwards.
Who'd forgotten to rewind?!

More About RC5 Remote Control
Harold Peters

We've touched upon Philips remote control systems before (see November 1984 and February 1985). Since then
a new range of models has appeared and the RC5 digital
code has been established as a standard for Pye/Philips
sets for some years to come. Moreover "basic" sets are on
the decline and first line servicing is likely to involve more
than plugging in a module: faults often need to be traced
to component level. So, as servicing becomes more of a
bench job, it's a good time to take a second look at RC5
and to sort out the proliferation of handsets. But first a
recap for newcomers.
RC5 is a fifteen-bit digital code comprising two start
bits, one control bit, five system bits and six command
bits. The start bits provide synchronisation (like a burst),
the control bit changes state every time a button is
pressed, the system bits tell the set "TV" or "VCR" and
the six command bits permit 64 different instructions per
system. With few exceptions the same command code
gives the same instruction on every system. The most
significant exception is code ten, which is "tens/units" on
VST and "single/double figures" on TRD4. Were it not
for this and the fact that the VCR channel is 0 on current
sets and 12 on KT3/K30s one handset could be made to
work the lot. The pulses are 20msec long and are repeated
every 114msec.
We should emphasise that RC5 is the handset code. The
buttons on the set do not necessarily duplicate the bit
streams for the same function. Note also that handsets
having VCR commands on them give these out only while
the side button is pressed at the same time — more on this
later.
KT3/K30 Teletext Series

A brief note on this range first. These are not truly RC5
sets: they have a teletext and remote control system
originally designed around the Southampton codes used in
the G1 ls and others such as the Ferguson teletext range.
To translate the RC5 Dutch code into English a panel
incorporating a TMS1000 microcomputer chip is interposed between the remote control receiver and the decoder. The sets have twelve channels, with position twelve
shortening the line sync time-constant for VCR operation.
Since then, multichannel and cable requirements have
made the VCR position 0 and the switching voltage can be
made to select inputs as well as altering the time-constant.
The TMS1000 board can give rise to some odd faults.
The situation was further complicated by a chip change
half way through the production run. The 0096 and 0117
versions are not interchangeable, but Philips Service issue
only the later (0096) type with fitting instructions for
earlier models. At about the same time the 1.t. supply
connection was changed from a single pin to one pin of a
multiconnector (W8.3) to suit the K30. It pays to keep the
late version in the toolkit since it fits anything.
Other misleading symptoms on these models come
from the power supply on the floor of the cabinet. The
regulator i.c.s can give low outputs, and unless the
supplies at the decoder are within 0.5V of 5V and 12V
respectively decoding errors and unexpected trips to
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standby can occur. If the 500mA fuses on the power
supply blow for no apparent reason, replace them with
650mA anti-surge types.
The VST System

The VST (voltage-synthesised tuning) system, which is
used on medium-priced models, can be immediately
identified by the yellow tuning line that traverses the
screen from left to right during tuning. The heart of the
system is an MSM5840H microcomputer i.c. which accepts commands from both the local keypad and the
remote control system, generating data to control the
analogue functions, channel change and where relevant
teletext. For continental Europe there can also be
bandswitching with on-screen indication by changing the
colour of the tuning line. It will also select "first or second
language" with European dual-channel TV sound
systems.
Twenty tuning voltages, including VCR on 0, are
memorised together with the "Granny" or personal preference settings of the analogue functions at switch on. The
microcomputer chip has a volatile memory so a 2.4V nicad battery is float charged as the set is run, providing
data retention in the memory for many months.
There are two more chips on the VST board. The
LM339 quad operational amplifier chip handles the
blanking and a.f.c. arrangements and an SAB3013 converts the data stream into voltage levels for the main
chassis. System 4 sets have these two latter devices on
small thick-film subassemblies.
You are likely to encounter six types of VST board,
fitting the K35, CTX and System 4 chassis in either
teletext or non-teletext versions. Stock control in workshops can be simplified by stocking only the teletext
versions of each type — lift up the teletext mode control
diode fitted between pins 16 and 28 of the microcomputer
chip when fitting a board in a non-teletext set. This has to
be done for the following obscure reason: if the remote
control handset has to be returned to Philips Service for
replacement an RC5352 flat, general-purpose type will be
supplied and this provides teletext commands. If the user
of a non-teletext set puts it into the teletext mode
accidentally he'll not be able to change channel until he
presses "reset" or "TV". The result is a nuisance service
call.
The microcomputer chip, being pluggable;is not only
easy to replace but is seldom the cause of trouble. Odd
faults such as going to standby at random or reduced
handset range of operation are generally due to either of
the two 5.1V zener diodes going low. As the circuit
references vary from model to model we must identify the
diodes as the one across the eyeball receiver supply line
and the one that regulates the 5V supply to the board.
A frequent user complaint is "poor teletext" after a
new set has been in use for a while. This is usually due to
the tuner having drifted to the end of the a.f.c. pull-in
range. It can be seen when changing channel: the new
programme will be snowy at first, then suddenly clear to
normal as the a.f.c. works. The cure is to reprogramme
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the memory completely, not by using the fine tuner plus
and minus buttons but by tracking the yellow line up to
the station from the low-frequency end.
If you earth pin 16 of the microcomputer chip as shown
in the manual the board goes into the service mode,
offering a limited number of fault indications for use in
conjunction with the published repair method. Unless a
number of boards is being repaired on a flow-line basis it's
probably better to adopt the conventional approach.
The yellow tuning line stops at every acceptable station
and is halted by the state of the sound muting line which
keeps down the hiss during tuning. This in turn depends
on detection of the intercarrier sound signal, so if you get
a set in which the yellow line won't stop at stations check
the sound circuits as well as the VST board. Incidentally
this feature is used by a colleague as a signal failure
dector: should the local transmitter fail, the change of
state on this line automatically switches the output from a
pattern generator into the system instead.

The TRD4 System
TRD4 is the up-market remote control system. Why
two systems you may ask, with some justification since the
component count on the two boards is roughly the same.
Moreover both systems use the RC5 code. What's the
difference? Well TRD4 has a larger, non-volatile memory
on a separate subpanel. This EAROM (electrically
alterable read only memory) is capable of storing up to 90
cells of programme information (channel, band and system) together with the personal preference settings for the
analogue controls without need for a back-up battery.
Receivers for UK use employ only fifty memory cells for
channel selection, leaving spare capacity for novelties such
as Supertext, about which more later.
The microcomputer chip contains its own ROM which
is programmed with data corresponding to the local
oscillator frequencies required to tune in all the available
TV channels (frequency-synthesis tuning). This data is
compared with the actual local oscillator frequency via a
conventional phase and frequency locked loop. The ROM
is accurate to plus 500kHz of the nominal vision carrier
(never minus). When selecting a channel, if the system
fails to find a carrier to lock to it hops 1MHz up and tries
again. It will repeat this up to eight times if need be
(8MHz being the width of a channel) then go back and
start all over again. This process is necessary in order to
be able to tune to computers and VCRs whose outputs
may not be spot on a particular channel frequency.
TRD4 sets can be tuned up in three different ways. (1)
By changing to the Channel mode and dialling up the
required channel on the handset. In this mode a full stop
after the two digit numbers displayed on the set distinguishes Channel from Programme. (2) By pressing the
plus and minus buttons. This will advance or retard the
channel selected by one channel per push. (3) By pressing
the search button. This starts the set tuning up the band,
starting from the last channel in use. After any of these
methods the chosen programme can be stored in any of
the fifty available cells.
These sets can also suffer from tuner drift once the
works have settled down. Unlike VST sets however the
symptoms show up in a totally different and misleading
way. Horizontal chunks of picture will flash brighter or go
dark, symptomatic of a sync or video fault. What's
happening is that the a.f.c. has got to the end of its
catching range and the system has jumped up 1MHz to
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look for the carrier, as previously described. As before the
cure is to reprogramme the whole bunch of channels; with
the set fully warmed up, approaching each channel from
the station lower down.
Thus to reprogramme ch. 62, press the open store
button to open the memory, select the programme of ch.
59 (as an example), press C/P to select the channel mode,
press the plus botton thrice, press C/P again, select the cell
number in which you store ch. 62 (e.g. 3) and then press
store. During the time that the memory is open the twodigit display will flash.
Not "user friendly"? You soon get used to it.
When it comes to fault finding the TRD4 board is a
little more helpful than VST. As part of each initiation
sequence it runs through a programme of tests before
letting you have a picture. If there's a fault, an error
indication is presented on the two-digit display as follows:
E0, parity error (faulty memory unit U15 or the
microcomputer chip itself).
El, missing supply voltage — check the 13V and —22V
rails.
E2, faulty RC5 input. Check TS26 and the remote
receiver unit.
If the message-received LED doesn't light when the
handset buttons are pressed check the handset and the
eyeball remote receiver. If the LED does light but nothing
happens, suspect the microcomputer chip.
There's about a page full of different TRD4 boards
likely to be encountered. Philips Service stock five types
which between them cover the lot. Slight modifications
are sometimes needed, and in this case fitting instructions
come with the board.

Supertext
Some TRD4 sets use spare memory cells to store
programme and page details for up to twenty most used
teletext pages, using a five-figure code. The BBC-1 news
headlines would be 01101 (programme 01, page 101).
Entry into the memory is made with the store opened and
the two-digit display flashing. The Supertext button is
pressed at the end of each five-digit programme/page
selection. At the end of the store process the store button
is pressed: the set then reverts to normal use.
To display selected pages, call up the wanted channel (it
won't change channel for you), go to teletext and press
the Supertext button. The decoder will then hunt for and
eventually display the first of your . selections on that
particular magazine. Press Supertext again and the decoder hunts for the next preselected page on that channel
and so on. Note that Supertext doesn't store the whole
page of your selection for instant display, only the access
data. You still have to wait for the broadcast magazine to
reach the wanted page.
A frequent Supertext complaint is that the set displays
pages other than those you've chosen to note in the
memory. The usual reason for this is that the factory test
programme of selections is still in the memory and turns
up when you press the appropriate buttons. To erase this
involves entering a bogus programme/page number such
as 50000 and pressing the SUpertext button. Repeat this
procedure as many times as it takes to clear the memory.
Computer-controlled Teletext
Assuming that you can stand being confused even
further, the replacement for Supertext on current models
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is CCT (computer-controlled teletext). Sets with either
VST or TRD4 can incorporate CCT and the teletext
decoder does have a double memory so that you can hunt
up a page while reading another. Two new handset types
cover the extra command, RC5353 for VST and RC5373
for TRD4.
CCT sets have a double-page header, the usual one and
above it another showing your next page selection — in
green during search, turning to white when found. You
could for example be reading news headlines on page 101
while the decoder searches for the weather on page 152 at
the same time. Pressing the CCT button changes over
memories and you then watch page 152 while the decoder
hunts and stores the next selection. If you don't ask it to
do anything it will automatically store the next available
page, i.e. page 153 in our example.
It's rumoured that the CCT teletext decoders are pincompatible with their single-memory counterparts. So if
you're so inclined it should be possible to produce a set
with both Supertext and CCT.

The FST System

At the start we said that RC5 is likely to be with us for a
long time. If you inferred from this that VST and TRD4
will be with us for as long, not so. A third system FST
(frequency-synthesised tuning) is on the near horizon. It
has the direct channel selection facility of TRD4 but has
such an economic component count that it's cheaper to fit
to a basic chassis than a bank of tunable potentiometers.
It's featured in the new single-chassis models to replace
the K35 in the 22 and 26in. sizes.
FST is a three-chip system with an MAB8441
microcomputer chip on the keypad, an SAB3037 control
chip for presenting analogue and tuning voltages to the
main chassis and a PCD8571 RAM. The facilities are
about the same as TRD4 but with fewer channels. There
are basic, remote control and teletext versions, with every
possibility that further handset types will be introduced to
work the system.
VCR Control

RC5 can be used to control VCRs of both the 2000 and
VHS types. A different set of command codes is used, so
there's no interaction between the TV and VCR handsets
— unless you press them both together, when nothing
happens.
The later flat, metal-faced slim handsets issued with
recent TV sets incorporate a number of VCR command
buttons on the lower half. To control a VCR these
buttons must be used simultaneously with the button on
the side. In the same way some VCR handsets can be
made to issue a limited number of commands to TV sets
using RC5.

Table 1: RC5 handsets
Type Chassis Details
Wedge types
RC5150 K30
RC5171 K35
RC5172 K35
RC5177 K35
RC5267 K35
RC5275 K35

Teletext. VCR on button 12.
VST, 20-way. Superseded by RC5300.
As RC5171 but with first and second
language button.
VST, 20-way with teletext. Replaced
by RC5350.
TRD4, teletext, stereo. Superseded by
RC5370.
TRD4, teletext, stereo, VCR. Superseded by RC5370.

Flat types
General purpose, VST. Replaces
RC5171. VCR buttons.
General purpose, VST with teletext.
RC5350 —
Replaces RC5177. VCR buttons.
Replacement type, VST. Like RC5350
RC5352 —
plus first and second language
button. Sent by Philips Service as
replacement for RC5171/5172/5177/
5300/5350.
VST. As RC5350 with CCT.
RC5353 KT4/K40
Replacement type, VST. Issued to
RC5356 —
replace RC5353 (CCT plus stereo).
RC5370 K35/KT4/K40 TRD4, Supertext, stereo, tone
controls, VCR.
As RC5370 but printed "Matchline".
RC5371 KT4/K40
As RC5370 plus CCT.
RC5373 KT4/K40
As RC5370 plus printer button.
RC5375 KT4/K40
Issued as replacement for RC5267/
5275/5370/5375.

RC5300 —

actually incorporate the line 16 facility, so you must
check on the proposed combination before ordering it. It
also means that the TV set must be on to be able to
control the VCR. With VCRs that have their own infrared eyeball the TV handset will permit control of play,
record, forward and reverse search, channel change and
standby, but not wind or rewind. Instead there's a go-to
button with which rapid access to any tape counter
position is possible — but only on 2000 system models at
the time of writing. The handset that comes with the
VR6920 VHS machine with hi-fi sound will perform
volume, channel change and standby operations on any
RC5 TV set with which it is linked once its TV mode
button has been pressed. A word of warning here. The
insertion of batteries in this handset for first time use
leaves it in the TV mode, so unless you press the VCR
mode button (which it doesn't tell you to do) it won't
control the VCR and you'll think you've got a dud
handset.
Handset Types

Problems

The "limitations" can get you into a knot when servicing or installing a "twosome", so keep on reading. The
RC5 code can enter a VCR in either of two ways, directly
via the infra-red eyeball fitted or added to the VCR or
through the interconnecting SCART lead, where fitted. In
the latter case the RC5 code is detected within the TV set
and passed as data to the VCR via line 16 on the SCART
connector.
Not all TV sets and VCRs with SCART connectors
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In conclusion (for the time being!) Table 1 lists the
handsets used with RC5 receivers. Note that the RC5352
replacement type can't be used in place of the RC5]. 50
because of the VCR position, which is 0 on all VST/TRD4
sets and 12 on the RC5150. Wedge types suffer if damp
or exposed to gin and coke (gin and what? — editor) and
the foil often chafes at the bend. Flat types don't like
being dropped: the battery contacts go intermittent, the
small blue crystal resonator goes off frequency and the
PCB develops hairline cracks.
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Quick Tests: Hybrid Receivers
S. Simon
In the last article in this series we concentrated on two
hybrid colour TV chassis. There's another, the Pye 697
chassis, that should be mentioned before we return, via a
slight detour, to more recent designs. Since the 697 chassis
has been extensively covered in past issues we'll keep the
following notes to the bare minimum.

anode voltages, the 100kci filter resistor R227 will be
found to be damaged due to a short in the associated
0.1µF, 1kV capacitor C224. The resistor is located
above the line output transformer in the centre of the
main panel: the capacitor leads off to the right. Replacement of these two items will restore normal working.

PYE 697 CHASSIS
The important thing to remember with this chassis is
that the mains supply is taken direct to the top centre of
the right-hand vertical panel, where the 2.5A mains fuse
FS1 is to be found. Thus the fuse and its contacts, the
associated print and plugs, are live when the set is
switched off. Remove the mains plug to render this area
safe.

Field Collapse
A very common symptom is a white line across the
centre of the screen. Although the cause could be a fault
on the field timebase subpanel (under the tube's neck) the
first step should be to ensure that both the 20V positive
and 20V negative supplies are present at the plug and
socket on the right of this panel. More often than not one
of these will be absent, the cause being over on the main,
vertical panel. Concentrate on the upper centre section
where the heat is. Examine this very carefully for fine hair
cracks and test the continuity of the long tracks that go
down to the bottom. The weak points are where these
tracks pass an area that normally runs hot. To avoid
further damage, run wires from the top to the bottom.
This unsightly step will prove to have been a wise one. If
the supplies to the field timebase panel are present, check
the AC128 driver transistor under the board (this transistor is mounted under the board because it's inclined to be
heat sensitive), the two BD124 output transistors on the
vertical heatsink, the associated resistors and the electrolytic capacitors, especially those that may be black with
silver markings.

Mains Transformer
There's a thermal cut-out incorporated in the input to
the mains transformer, which is used for the 1.t. supplies.
In the event of a severe overload here, for example a
short in the 1.t. bridge rectifier, the mains fuse won't blow:
instead, the transformer will overheat and the thermal cutout will open. This is a common fault: if the tube heaters
are not alight and there's no sound, this is what has
happened. Locate the bridge rectifier, at the bottom right,
and note that its four contacts are in a vertical strip. Check
for shorts. Due to its position replacement is rather
difficult and the writer has his own pet way of doing this: I
hesitate recommending this however because it's easy to
get it wrong. So have patience and do it right.
After fitting a new bridge the cut-out must be repaired
or replaced. Access is by removal of the main smoothing
block, which is no bad thing since the condition of this
often means that it should be replaced. The cut-out was
not present in the earlier versions of the chassis (the 691
and 693). With these a short in the bridge can result in the
demise of the transformer. So be grateful for the cut-out.
If difficulty is experienced a 315mA fuse can be fitted
across the cut-out's contacts to restore normal operation.

No Al Supplies
If a meter check at the tube base reveals lack of first
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The CDA Panel
The CDA panel is the left side unit with four valves, the
PL802 luminance output valve and the three PCL84
colour-difference output valves. This is the unit that's
most likely to give trouble, due mainly to the heat from
the valves affecting the panel, causing cracks and poor
connections. Good earthing of the rear clips is essential to
avoid blue/green shading. Check the voltages at the test
points near the three 12k“ PCL84 pentode section anode
load resistors. All three test points should be at approximately 140V. The absence of any of these voltages should
direct attention to the 12k11, wirewounds: a high voltage
(say 200V) should direct attention to the relevant PCL84
and its base contacts — check for an open-circuit cathode
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tag etc. Similar remarks apply to the PL802: the brightness decreases as this valve loses emission. If you find odd
voltages on the CDA panel, e.g. negative readings at the
anodes of the triode sections of the PCL84s instead of
approximately 100V, check the condition of the main h.t.
reservoir/smoothing electrolytic C306/C315.
Weak Sync
In the event of poor sync locate the sync separator
transistor VT7 on the right side of the left side swing out
i.f. panel and check the value of its 4.7MS/ base bias
resistor R33. This regularly goes high in value.
Blown Mains Fuse
When the situation is no results with a blown fuse,
make the usual checks for shorts across the h.t. supply and
also check the resistance between the PY500's top cap and
chassis. If the reading is low, check the 0.47µF boost
reservoir capacitor which is mounted on the line output
transformer. Its voltage rating is 1kV. Disconnect one end
for a conclusive test. Alternatively the trouble could be
due to the previously mentioned 100k11 resistor (R227)
having fallen to a very low value or perhaps to the disc
capacitor (C219, 180pF) associated with the line output
transformer.
If no shorts can be found replace the fuse, switch on
and observe the behaviour of the PY500 and PL509 valves
in the line output stage. Allow time for them to warm up
then note whether one or both overheat. Check both
valves and the PCF802 (line oscillator) at the bottom of
the panel and if necessary the associated components.
R219 (33k1Z) and C214 (820pF) are suspect, also R210
(100k12).
Line Hold Problems
For line hold troubles check the PCF802 and R210
which regularly changes value. If these items are not at
fault check the value of R203 (47k11). This resistor is
farther up the panel and is mounted horizontally.
MONOCHROME HYBRID SETS
These few notes should allow these old sets to be
approached with a fair degree of confidence. But wait a
minute. The hybrids we've mentioned so far have all been
colour sets. We've not mentioned monochrome sets at all.
Yet a goodly percentage of sets that come in for service
attention are monochrome hybrids, e.g. the Thorn 1500,
ITT VC200 and Bush A640 and A774 chassis. It's all right
for more experienced engineers to shrug their shoulders
and say "kids' stuff', but what about those who encounter
these sets for the first time? For them, a few notes on the
Thorn 1500.
THORN 1500 CHASSIS
This chassis was used in a large number of Ferguson,
HMV, Marconiphone, Ultra and other models, ranging
from 24in. sets down to 17in. portables. They can be
identified by the four-button u.h.f. tuner at the front and
the rear aspect with three controls arranged vertically at
the right side — line hold at the top, field hold in the centre
and contrast at the bottom. If the set looks like that it's a
1500.
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First some stock faults with these sets: For weak sync
check R44 (47k11). For lack of contrast check C37 (64µF),
R40 (2.21d1) and R41 (5.11(11). For field linearity troubles
check R103 (30011), C79 (160µF) and R101/2 (both
18k11). For lack of width check the preset R132 (1M11).
Blown Mains Fuse
The mains supply is taken to the front on/off switch
then neutral to chassis and live to the 1.6A fuse Fl at the
top of the panel. With the set switched on the a.c. can be
checked at this fuse to prove that it's intact. If the fuse has
blown, switch off and check diodes W7 and W8, again at
the top. It's common for one of these to go short-circuit.
W7 is the "heater dropper" diode and W8 the h.t.
rectifier. The mains filter capacitor C84 (0.1µF) is near
W8. If this has gone short-circuit — as it frequently does —
the replacement must be rated at 300V a.c. or 1kV d.c.
The 600V d.c. type fitted is not reliable.
If these items are without fault, check the resistance
between the top cap of the PY801 valve or the PL509 and
chassis. A low reading indicates that C95 (180pF), a highvoltage disc capacitor wired on the line output transformer, is probably short-circuit. It could have damaged
the PY801.
These are the usual causes of Fl failing.
Heater Chain Faults
If the set appears to be dead but Fl is intact, with a.c.
at both ends, transfer attention to the long mains dropper
at the top. The centre section should read 14811. It often
goes open-circuit, thus robbing the valves of their heater
supply. Beware: the h.t. is still present — switch off to test.
Ideally the whole dropper should be replaced but it's quite
in order to mount a 15052 wirewound resistor, rated at
20W or more, securely across the defective section.
Dabbing a hot iron on the wire ends to secure the new
resistor is not acceptable: wrap the ends firmly round the
arms of the dropper, having thoroughly cleaned these to
accept the final soldering.
In rare cases the dropper may be intact and one of the
valve heaters may be open-circuit. Check at pins 4 and 5
of the PY801, then at the same pins of the other valves, to
ascertain which one is faulty. The c.r.t.'s heater is the last
one in the chain but is not returned direct to chassis: the
earth link is via R79 (left section of the dropper) which
has a value of 31711 thence R136 (6214. Pin 1 of the c.r.t.
goes to R79, and this point is decoupled by C58 (330µF)
which is at the lower left centre of the main panel. It's
very important to appreciate that the 26V supply for the
transistors is taken from this point. Why? Because R79
can go open-circuit. The excess voltage applied to the
transistors can then ruin one or more of them. Usually the
final i.f. transistor VT7 (BF179) is the one that suffers. Its
collector voltage should be 23V. If it's over 26V, check
R79 before proceeding further. Read that again and
remember it.
HT Resistors
Valves glowing, no results means that the h.t. supply is
missing. Check the right side of the dropper, second
section in. The reading should be 2011 In fact this section
rarely goes open-circuit. It's more common for either the
sound or the raster to be lost due to one of the h.t. feed
resistors going open-circuit.
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The fusible resistor R124 (8051) often springs open due
to excess current in the line output stage. The cause is
usually a faulty PL509 or lack of drive to it from the
30FL2. Lack of sound with a normal picture should direct
attention to R96 (2.2k1) which supplies the PCL82 audio

output valve. This resistor is either immediately below the
dropper (right side) or farther down the right side edge.
Although it can fail on its own there could be a contributory cause, either the PCL82 itself or leakage in the audio
coupling capacitor C64 (0.022µF).

Servicing Teletext Receivers
Part 1
The purpose of this new series will be to explain briefly
the operation of a typical teletext decoder and to give
guidance on fault finding. We will use as our example the
Philips/Mullard teletext decoder as fitted to the G1 1
chassis. Many of these sets are now available from trade
disposal warehouses at reasonable prices. They perform
quite well if thoroughly serviced — a recent article (October 1985) covered the basic chassis.
Surprising as it may seem to the unitiated, the diagnosis
of teletext faults is quite easy. Being a mainly digital
device the teletext decoder tends to produce on the screen
a display that indicates precisely what ails it. A large
percentage of faults can be diagnosed by watching the
display, those that remain needing only the application of
a logic probe. The multimeter and scope can meanwhile
gather dust (assuming that this is not their normal role!).

Teletext Basics
As most of us know, teletext is transmitted in the form
of a digital signal that occupies some of the lines following
the field sync pulse train, before the picture information
starts at line 336 or 23. The decoder basically has two
functions which it must carry out concurrently. It must
receive the digital signal and store it in a memory if the
page number matches the one selected, and it must
convert this digital signal to achieve the required page
display on the screen. The page will then remain on the
screen until another is called up or we return to the TV
mode.
The data reading and display are not, strictly speaking,
simultaneous: the data can be read into the memory only
during the field flyback blanking period, the display being
during the picture period. At the start of teletext transmissions only two lines per field carried data. This has since
been increased several times. Each TV line of data
represents one row of the display. A row is a horizontal
line of characters or graphic symbols — there can be 40 per
row. Each row occupies the centre 40ps of the active line
period, leaving a border of 6µ,s at the left and right of the
display. There are 24 rows per page, using the centre 240
lines of each field. So there's a border at the top and at
the bottom, similar to those at the left and right. This
allows for a normal amount of overscan.
As just mentioned the data is transmitted using one TV
line per row. Rows are transmitted sequentially, so the
time taken to transmit a page depends on how many lines
are being used for teletext. As the pages are transmitted
sequentially this affects the waiting time for the selected
page to appear — in practice it depends also on which page
was being transmitted when the required page was
selected.
The first row, the page header, contains slightly difTELEVISION JANUARY 1986
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ferent information from the other rows. It includes the
real-time clock information, status (BBC, ITV etc.) and
the page number, leaving little room for other characters.
A page is read into the memory only if the page
number corresponds to that selected by the viewer. The
display information is stored as ASCII codes — 32 to 127
for presentable characters or graphic symbols, the numbers below 32 being used for control codes (attributes).
Those who followed my articles on microcomputers may
recall that we spoke of series attributes. A control code
occupies one character space and can determine the
method of displaying the rest of the line, i.e. the background/foreground colours, text or graphics, or whether
the line is flashing or double height. An attribute can be
cancelled by a succeeding attribute or automatically by the
line coming to an end: the space occupied by an attribute
cannot contain anything else.
The -transmitted data consists of a train of highs and
lows corresponding to binary one or zero. If there are
several ones in succession the signal remains high — this is
called NRZ (non-return to zero) code. The data frequency can be as high as 6.9375MHz, corresponding to a
succession of alternate ones and zeros. Hence the need for
excellent front-end performance in a teletext set (I did
once receive two out of three channels perfectly on a
much modified Kuba Florence with a diode vision detector, but that's another story).
When the page has been safely stored in the memory it
must be displayed by converting the printable characters
into the correct pattern of dots and applying any
attributes. All this requires some sort of synchronisation
to the incoming data. This is taken care of by beginning
each row with two bytes of 10101010, i.e. a 6.9375MHz
signal. This causes a high-Q tuned circuit (bit clock) to
ring throughout the line, providing a master signal to
control the various functions. The arrangement is reminiscent of the passive chroma subcarrier generator used in
the Rank A823 series chassis. The two bytes are referred
to as the clock run in.

The Mullard Decoder
The Mullard decoder used in the G11 chassis employs a
set of four i.c.s which operate with matching remote
control transmitter and receiver chips and standard
RAM i.c.s for the memory. We'll go into FIL later: for
now, suffice it to say that except for the first part of the
circuit that amplifies the incoming video signal everything
runs off a 5V supply. Fig. 1 shows a simplified block
diagram. We'll consider this first then examine each
section in more detail.
The first item on the left is the VIP (video input
processor). Associated with this are a crystal oscillatOr and
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Fig. 1: Simplified block diagram of the Mullard decoder.

an LC tuned circuit — the latter is the 6.9375MHz bit clock
which is synchronised to the incoming data. This frequency has no relationship to the display function however, so we need another clock to control the character
generator (TROM — teletext read only memory). As there
are forty characters per row of 40tts the character rate is
1MHz. Each character is formed on a 6 x 8 matrix of dots
(pixels) so the pixel rate is 6MHz (dot clock). This is what
the crystal oscillator is for — but unlike the bit clock it's an
active oscillator since there's nothing within the incoming
signal to synchronise it to.
The VIP also contains a sync separator that produces
line and field sync pulses. These, together with the dot
clock signal, are passed to the TIC (timing chain) i.c.
which uses these signals to provide various control pulses
for the decoder. One of these, the DEW (data entry
window), acts as a gate for the incoming video, opening
only during the data period.
The data is clocked into the TAC (text acquisition and
control) i.c. which also receives a data stream from the
SAA5010 remote control receiver i.c., clocked in by the
DLIM (delimiter) signal. The TAC also takes care of page
number matching, timed text selection and, most important, converts the serial data stream to a parallel one of
seven bits for storing in the RAM — after parity checks on
the data.
We'll deal with the row and column decoder later. The
final i.c. in the Mullard set, the TROM, is fed with 1MHz
and 6MHz clock signals and seven bits of parallel data and
produces the correct dot patterns in the correct colours. It
also performs character rounding. As its outputs are at the
I 1 L 5V level these are followed by level-shift buffers.
The luminance and blanking signals are added here.
The DE (display enable) line goes low for the picture
mode — this causes the TROM's blanking output to go
low. As the luminance (Y) and blanking outputs are
added and inverted to give a combined signal (data inlay),
a low blanking signal causes the data inlay line to go
permanently high, switching the interface so that the RGB
signals from the normal chroma decoder are displayed.
For subtitles, newsflashes etc. the blanking signal goes high
for the duration of the box only.
In the mix mode the picture and teletext signals are
displayed simultaneously but the picture contrast must be
reduced so that the text is legible in areas of saturated
colours that match the text. In addition the parts of the
display occupied by text must not contain picture informa178

tion. The latter requirement is taken care of by the fact
that the Y output from the TROM goes high for the
duration of each text pixel, i.e. it gives monochrome
teletext. This has no apparent effect in the text mode but
in the mix mode when the blanking signal is low the Y
signal causes the TV/text output to go low for the duration
of each text pixel, i.e. it cuts "black holes" in the picture
into which the text is inlaid.
For contrast reduction the superimpose output from the
TROM goes low in the mix mode. This makes the RGB
interface reduce the contrast and also brings into operation an extra beam limiter which neatly gets round the
problem that because the normal beam limiter operates
on the brightness control, which has no effect on a text
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Fig. 2: Beam limiter modification for the G11 chassis.
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Fig. 3: Basic interfacing circuitry used in the G11 chassis.

display, it would otherwise be possible to exceed the
maximum beam current in the mix mode.
While on the subject of beam limiters we'll digress
slightly to give details of a very useful modification to all
Glls, not just teletext models. You may have noticed that
the G11's beam limiter has a slightly delayed action. This
is caused by the time-constant of Cl and the brightness
control's high impedance — see Fig. 2(a). Fortunately the
layout in module U6200 makes it very easy to arrange
things so that the beam limiter controls the contrast rather
than the brightness — see Fig. 2(b). The practical effect of
this is to give much smoother control with no time lag. It's
well worth the trouble. Simply remove the screening can
from U6200 and locate D211 and R216 behind the preset
brilliance potentiometer — see Fig. 2(c). Unsolder D211's
anode lead and solder it to the top end of R216 — Fig.
2(d). Hey presto the job's done and after seeing the
improved results you'll probably want to do it on every
Gil that passes through your hands.

interface Circuitry
Back to teletext. Fig. 3 shows the basic circuitry used at
the output of the teletext decoder and on the RGB
interface panel. Only the red channel is shown, the other
two being identical. The outputs from the TROM are all
open-drain f, e.t.s, so external load ("pull-up") resistors
are required. Where these are taken to the 12V rail the
output will be 12V peak-to-peak. The red signal is fed to
the interface panel via the emitter-follower transistor
1711. The interface panel contains the beam limiter,
blanking and three RGB interface circuits.
In the picture mode the data inlay line is high. D1 is
thus reverse biased and D5 and T11 pass the TV video
TELEVISION JANUARY 1986

signal to the red output stage. In the text mode the data
inlay line goes low, Dl conducts and the TV video is
blocked — D5 and Til are both off. The red text output
from the teletext decoder then passes to the red output
stage via T17. T17's conduction, and therefore the text
brightness, depend on the voltage at R43's slider since
the incoming signal is clipped when D29 conducts.
Mix mode is a combination of the two modes just
described. The data inlay line goes low for each text pixel,
punching holes in the display as previously mentioned.
The superimpose line also goes low, with the result that
D41 conducts and the voltage at the slider of the contrast
control, and thus the contrast, decreases. The amount of
reduction is preset by R38.
For the reason mentioned above there's an auxilliary
beam current limiter. This consists of T48 and T49 which
are active in the mix mode. In the picture mode the
superimpose line is high: D56 is reverse biased and D55
and T49 conduct, the voltage developed at T49's emitter
holding T48 cut off. When the mix mode is selected the
superimpose line goes low. D56 conducts and D55 turns
off. This leaves T49 under the control of the beam limiter
line: when the voltage on the latter falls, T49 turns off,
T48 comes on and the voltage at the slider of R43 — and
hence the text brightness — is decreased. In the text mode
the superimpose line is high and the data inlay line low:
thus D55 and D56 are both reverse biased. The beam
limiter T48/49 is active but beam limiting should occur
only if a fault occurs — or if R43 is incorrectly set.
It may look as if we've started our description of the
teletext decoder at the wrong end. It seemed sensible
however to cover the analogue circuitry before getting
involved in the detail of the digital side. Next month well
take up the digital story with the VIP.
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Vintage TV: The McMichael Story
Chas E. Miller
The Leslie McMichael company was one of the most
venerable of British radio concerns, predating even the
BBC. Over the years it had established an excellent
reputation for radio receivers, and when it came to
develop TV sets the designs avoided a lot of the
overcomplication that seemed to afflict the sets produced
by so many of its contemporaries. The company started to
make TV sets in the late thirties, but we've been unable to
unearth any details of these. The chassis used in Model
912 and its associated models, the 909 and 129, marked
McMichael's re-entry into the TV field after the war.

Model 912
During the thirties some of the best-selling McMichael
radio receivers had been housed in pseudo-antique cabinets with Queen Anne style legs. The 12in. Model 912
followed this same pattern. It had a superhet receiver
section designed for reception of the London or Sutton
Coldfield transmissions: it also provided radio reception
on three preset, switch-selected frequencies, normally the
BBC Home, Light and Third programmes though full
coverage of the medium and long wavebands was possible. Radio reception facilities were by no means uncommon on early television receivers, but the way in which
McMichael accomplished it in this set was extremely
unusual, as we shall see.
For TV reception the signal from the aerial was
switched to the control grid circuit of an EF42 pentode
that operated as an r.f. amplifier, passing next to an
ECC91 double triode arranged as a mixer/oscillator. The
local oscillator operated above the signal frequency, at
68.5MHz for London or 85.25MHz for Sutton Coldfield.
This produced 27MHz and 23.5MHz sound and vision i.f.s
(in those days it was not always the case that the sound i.f.
was higher than the vision i.f.). Two further EF42s
provided vision i.f. amplification. These were followed by
an EB41 detector/interference limiter, then another EF42
which drove the cathode of the MW31-14C c.r.t.
The sound i.f. signal was meanwhile taken to the grid
circuit of a second frequency changer, this time an ECH42
triode-hexode. The local oscillator again operated on the
high side, at 29MHz, producing a second i.f. at 2MHz
which was amplified by an EF41 variable-mu pentode
then passed to an EB41 demodulator/interference limiter.
The detected audio signal was returned to the EF41's
control grid before going to the interference limiter section of the EB41, the EF41 thus acting as both an i.f. and
a.f. amplifier (reflex amplification). The EL33 audio
output pentode drove a 10in. speaker in the base of the
cabinet, sound quality being an important feature of these
sets.
For radio reception a low-pass filter was switched into
the ECH42 frequency changer's grid circuit. Whilst it cut
off sharply at around 1,600kHz it had a substantially flat
response over the long and medium wavebands. No r.f.
tuning was employed here, station selection being
achieved by switching in one of three oscillator coils that
were tunable over ranges 2MHz higher than the long/
medium frequencies. This arrangement didn't provide a
great degree of r.f. selectivity, but for local station
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reception the wide i.f. bandwidth assured high quality.
Yet another EF42 was used as the sync separator,
operated in the conventional manner. The field and line
timebases both used blocking oscillators. Fig. 1 shows the
field timebase circuit. An interesting point here was the
care taken over synchronisation. The field sync pulses
were fed to the grid of the first section of the 6SN7
double triode, whose cathode voltage was set by the field
hold control. This triode acted as a limiter, so that equal
amplitude sync pulses were applied to the oscillator
section of the 6SN7 to ensure good interlacing. The sync
pulse coupling was to the grid of the second section of the
6SN7 via the 1:1 blocking oscillator transformer. The
sawtooth waveform developed across C70 was fed to the
EL33 output valve via the linearity control. Chokecapacitance coupling was use to the high-impedance scan
coils.
The line output stage is modern looking (see Fig. 2) but
operated in the class A mode. An EF42 was used as the
line blocking oscillator, the sawtooth developed across
C76/R76 being used to drive the EL38 line output
pentode. The overwinding on the line output transformer
developed some 4kV which was fed to a voltage doubler
circuit using two EY51s. V12 (EZ35) was included to
damp the circuit following the flyback — it's not an
efficiency diode. The EZ35 full-wave rectifier valve had a
well-insulated cathode and was primarily intended for use
in car radio receivers. Setting up this circuit, with its two
linearity controls, was not easy: the coarse linearity and
hold controls were to some extent interdependent, as
were the fine linearity and width controls.
The 912 had two power supply units that delivered
275V at 70mA and 385 at 220mA respectively. Switching
reduced the consumption for radio reception. The heaters
were supplied by a 6.3V, 9.5A secondary winding on the
main power supply transformer.
The 909 was a 9in. model that omitted the radio
reception facilities and was housed in a simple console
cabinet — no Queen Anne legs this time. It was fitted with
an 8in. speaker. A 12in. version, Model 129, was also
produced.

The Economical 512
McMichael's next effort was the 512, which was similar
in appearance to the 912. It was another 12in. set, this
time with an r.f. tuning system that gave complete coverage over Band I with simple three-knob tuning. The
number of valves used was small for the time — just
thirteen. This was achieved by the use of some ingenious
circuitry, as we shall see.
A conventional superhet circuit employed an EF91 r.f.,
amplifier followed by a 12AT7 mixer/oscillator. There
were two stages of vision i.f. amplification, using EF91s.
One then looks in vain for the detector/limiter valve
preceding the video output valve. This was the first bit of
simplification. McMichael took the very unusual step of
using anode bend detection in the video output valve
itself. This method involves biasing the valve near to its
cut-off point, the result being rectification plus amplification. It's not a very efficient form of detection but offers
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Fig. 1: Field timebase circuit, Model 912.
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TM51 and TM52 Series
The 512 set the pattern for a while. The following
512RV, which incorporated a separate five-valve radio,
and TM51 differed mainly in reverting to a conventional
EF91 video output stage with an EB91 as vision detector
and interference clipper of the time-constant type. In the
sound section reflex amplification was out, an ECL80
being used as audio amplifier/output valve.
The following TM52 series again saw little change. A
GZ32 came in as the h.t. rectifier, the vision interference
limiter was changed to an adjustable type and in the line
timebase the transitron coupling was deleted. Maybe in
earlier versions it had simply provided a start-up action?
In later versions the line sync pulse coil was omitted —
apparently this gave improved line hold performance. So
much for earlier efforts! A Metrosil was added to give
improved e.h.t. regulation and the first anode supply was
tapped from this.

102621

the advantages of high input impedance, high amplification and a good measure of self-limiting as regards
interference. A filter was included in the anode circuit to
remove the i.f. component.
The sound section was straightforward. An EF91 provided both i.f. and a.f. amplification, an EB91 provided
detection and interference limiting,, and a PL33 served in
the output stage.
A conventional pentode sync separator was used (see
Fig. 3) but the load circuitry was unusual. The field sync
pulses were tapped from the screen grid and then integrated while the line sync pulses were developed across
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a coil (L12) in the anode circuit, differentiated and fed to
the line timebase.
There was considerable simplification in the timebases,
the field timebase in particular revealing the modest scan
powers required for the narrow deflection angle tubes of
the time. It consisted of a miniature 12AU7 double triode
acting as blocking oscillator and output stage. The 12AU7
has a rated anode current of only 10.5mA at 250V, and
supposedly a maximum anode voltage of 300V.
McMichael applied 330V and presumably got away with
it. The 17V cathode bias implies that the anode current
was just over 7-7mA. No one could say that the field
timebase was not economical of h.t.! Negative feedback
for linearity correction was applied between the anode
and grid of the output triode and the scan coils were
transformer coupled.
The line timebase was even simpler. It consisted of a
PL38 in a self-oscillating arrangement and an EY51 to
provide the e.h.t. When we say a self-oscillating arrangement there were in fact two modes of operation. The
valve was connected as a transitron oscillator, with
capacitative coupling between the suppressor and screen
grids, and as a feedback oscillator with coupling from the
secondary winding on the line output transformer back to
the control grid.
H.T. was provided by a PZ30 rectifier fed from an
overwinding on the mains autotransformer — this provided
an input of 315V a.c. Secondary windings gave two 6-3V
supplies, one for the c.r.t. heater and another for use with
an optional preamplifier. The other heaters were series
connected and supplied via a thermistor and a mains
dropper resistor in the conventional a.c./d.c. manner.

A Full-specification Chassis
1953 saw the introduction of the TM53 series, of more
modem design and incorporating just about everything —
flywheel line sync of the coincidence detector type, gated
vision a.g.c., a triode vision interference limiter,
multivibrator timebase oscillators and a line output stage
with efficiency diode (PL81, PY81, EY51). The e.h.t.
regulating Metrosil was retained and a further Metrosil
(voltage-dependent resistor) was used as the cathode bias
resistor in the video output stage. As with previous designs, McMichael took care over the field sync pulses. The
circuit used here is shown in Fig. 4. This strange circuit
used a triode as second sync separator followed by
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PL83 (see Fig. 5). According to the contemporary Trader
service sheet the reason for this was to provide sufficient
drive for the c.r.t., as an alternative to using an extra stage
of i.f. amplification (weren't two EF8Os sufficient?). Anyway, a lot of effort went into the design of this curious
arrangement. There were video correction chokes in V5's
control grid circuit and in the two anode circuits and a
preset video gain control was provided (R16). Because of
the a.c. coupling between the two stages, d.c. restoration
was provided by driving the second valve into grid current.
Care was also taken over the design of the sync
circuitry. The pentode sync separator was followed by an
EB91 plus an integrating network in the field sync pulse
feed and by no fewer than three clipper and clamping
diodes in the line sync feed (all GEX34s). The timebases
otherwise followed the pattern set by the TM53 series,
with multivibrator oscillators and separate pentode output
stages. On the line output side, the contemporary
brochure claimed that the "exclusive McMichael Direct
Drive Line Output is a far greater safeguard against
Electrical Breakdown. The prestige of British research has
been enhanced throughout the world by this exclusive
McMichael development (McMichael's capitals)." Looking at the circuit diagram one finds it difficult to see what
precisely was meant here: there was no scan coupling
capacitor (there generally wasn't at the time) while the
high-impedance scan coils were wired in series with the
primary winding on the line output transformer.
The h.t. rectifier was an LW7, which will be well
remembered by all "old hands". The output from these
little fellows used to drop sharply with age, and much
engineers' time was spent in replacing them, often with
the bewilderingly small new silicon rectifiers (plus addiinductive integration with a diode that was described as a
"field pulse damper". It seems that there was trouble with
the line output transformer, since a different type was
supplied for replacement purposes.

100p

Field osc.

150k

Swan-song
The chassis introduced in 1954 for the TM54 series of
models marked the swan-song for McMichael as an
independent manufacturer: soon after, the firm was taken
over by Sobell. Yet looking at a contemporary brochure
there was nothing to suggest — much the opposite — that
the Slough firm was running out of ideas or steam. The
models were all fitted with twelve-channel turret tuners
and some incorporated f.m. radio facilities (the BBC's
first f.m. radio station, at Wrotham, Kent, was officially
opened in May 1955). The radio unit was completely
separate electrically and could thus be used independently: for models that didn't have a radio fitted a trolley
with a compact m.w./1.w. superhet built into the top
platform was available at £25. It had a mains socket for
the TV set so that only one mains lead was required, a
thoughtful touch to avoid "spaghetti" around the carpet.
As with the TM53 series, up-to-date valves (EF80 etc.)
were used but the valve complement was reduced from 22
to seventeen (plus six crystal diodes and a metal rectifier).
The tuner employed the then standard PCC84/PCF80
combination and was followed by a brace of EF8Os each
for vision and sound i.f. amplification. Crystal diodes were
used for detection in both channels. Out went the vision
a.g.c. and flywheel sync for some reason, but the chassis
was still quite a complicated affair. One strange arrangement was the two-valve video amplifier, an EF80 driving a
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Fig. 4: Field sync circuit, TM53 series chassis.
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tional 210/ surge limiter). Apart,from the odd open-circuit
dropper section and dried up electrolytic, nothing else
ever went wrong with this type of power supply. The
McMichael circuitry here was a little more complex than
that of some of its contemporaries, but it still used only
seven components apart from the rectifier and mains

dropper. I think of this sort of thing when I see circuits of
modern power supplies that take up a whole page of
Television . . .
Thus ended the story of another of the pioneering firms
in the history of TV. Following. McMichael models were
fitted with chassis developed by the Sobell team.

Decca-Tatung Chassis Up-date
Ray Wilkinson

Part 2: The 160 Series
The introduction of the 160 series chassis marked a
number of milestones for Deccacolour/Tatung CTVs. It
was intended to drive 90° tubes in screen sizes from 14 to
22in. and the original concept included neither remote
control nor export versions. In the event the chassis
proved to be so successful that such versions were subsequently called for.
In conjunction with the Production Engineering and
Test Instruments departments in the factory the PCB size
and shape were carefully worked out so that a new in-line
production line could be designed specifically for the
chassis. The test equipment is even more automated than
before to increase the reliability and consistency of the
sets.
As with the 140/145 series all the circuitry apart from
that on the tube base panel is arranged on a single PCB.
Two tube base layout designs are required however:
while the 20 and 22in. tubes have standard necks, as in the
140 series, the 14 and 16in. tubes have mini-necks and
different pin connections. The bare PCB has both types of
tube base panel attached with perforations, like postage
stamps. The production schedule determines which model
is to be made at any particular time. After assembly, test
and alignment of the whole panel and the appropriate
tube base section the base sections are broken away and
the main panel is fitted in the cabinet. The unwanted base
section is either discarded or used for spares.

line stations placed after the flow-solder and inspection
sections. Each station carries out component checks,
voltage or current measurements, waveform checks and
adjustments to coils or preset potentiometers. Most of
these tests are carried out automatically under
microprocessor control. Where an operator is required,
for example to check a critical waveform, the test gear will
be making other checks at the same time.
The chassis is supported by a pair of tapes as it moves
along the assembly line. These tapes carry the chassis to
each test station in turn. As the chassis stops over the test
equipment the pin bed beneath is raised by pneumatic
rams so that the pins contact the appropriate test points
on the copper track.

Automatic Adjusters
Each automatic adjuster for a coil or preset potentiometer is driven by a precision motor and gearbox included
within a servo feedback loop, the motors and gearboxes
being supported above the chassis in a transparent plastic
safety cover. It's fascinating to watch one of these adjusters in operation. For example, to adjust the coupling
between the tuner and the i.f. strip the system injects a
frequency sweep at the tuner test point and displays the
response on the monitoring oscilloscope. Then, as the
system measures the amplitude of the response at four
critical frequencies, the adjuster automatically tweaks the
core of the coupling coil in the tuner. You can see the
result on the scope, as the response curve gradually takes
on the correct shape.
The tests are split up so that the time spent at each test
station is the same. This is essential since the assembly line

Test Equipment
All the test equipment used in the production of the
chassis was designed and built by the factory's Test
Instruments department. It consists of six sequential inVol.
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Fig. 1: Simplified block diagram of the 160 series chassis.
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The basic 160 series chasssis.

moves continuously.

The 160 Chassis
Now to the 160 chassis itself. If you compare the
accompanying photo with the 145 chassis shown last
month you can see the simplification that's been achieved.
The main contributory factor to this simplification is the
TDA4503 chip that became available at the time we
started to design the chassis. You can see from Fig. 1 how
many circuit sections are incorporated within this chip.
The vision i.f. section of the chip is based on the
TDA2540/1 series chips we used previously, so we were
able to make use of our earlier experience in the development of this part of the set. A significant difference
however is that there is only a single coil to serve the dual
purpose of detector tank and a.f.c. coil. The phase shift
required for a.f.c. operation is generated within the i.c.
The sync processor section of the chip is based on the
TDA2578, but the second phase-locked loop is not
present. This is the loop that would control the possible
shift in flyback pulse phase as the beam current, and
hence the collector current and switch-off time of the line
output transistor, change. In other words you could get
sideways kinks in the picture as the brightness varies.
We've minimised this effect by ensuring that the line
output transistor just stays out of saturation, making its
switch-off time much more consistent.
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Fig. 2: The line driver stage and the line output transistor's
base circuit. The values of R402 and R403 depend on the
size of the tube.
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Fig. 2 shows the line output transistor's base drive
circuit. The line driver transformer T401 drives the line
output transistor 0403 hard on but the combination of
D406 and the few extra turns on T401 prevent its collector
voltage going too low — the extra turns provide enough
voltage to turn on D406. This extra winding is designed so
that Q403 remains just on the edge of saturation during
the scan period, thus reducing its dissipation to a
minimum.
The other main simplifications achieved are in the
colour decoder and RGB output stages. The TDA3565
PAL decoder chip is an 18-pin version of the TDA3561A
(used in the 145 chassis) without provision for RGB inputs
or teletext. We've removed the preset adjustments we had
on the customer controls in the 140/145 series. This means
that we can't adjust for spreads between i.c.s, but with
care in the design and the choice of test limits this hasn't
been a problem — and it does simply the test procedure.
Another alignment operation that's been simplified is
the previously mentioned tuner coupling. In earlier designs we always had an adjustable coupling coil in addition
to the one in the tuner: it formed part of a bottomcapacitance coupling between the tuner and the SAWF
driver transistor this arrangement was explained in detail
in my previous series of articles. In the 160 chassis the
second coil is fixed — it forms part of the printed circuit
track. Its value is thus very consistent between sets. A
screen is necessary to reduce interference but this is
simply fitted as a hand-inserted component.
The PAL decoder has no luminance delay line. This is
because we were able to use a SAWF that incorporates
the required delay.
Two other features that ease assembly are the single
heatsink/strengthening rail at the back of the chassis and
the use of a mains switch that fits straight on to the PCB.

Remote Control — the 165 Chassis
The success of the 160 chassis in its basic form
prompted the marketing department to ask for a remote
control version that would complement the existing range
of remote control chassis described last month. The i.c.
chosen for this purpose is a single-chip version of the
M104/M293 combination used in the 145 series.
From the system block diagram shown in Fig. 3 you can
see that most of the circuitry, including the display driver,
is contained in the M491, a 40-pin NMOS LSI chip. This
i.c. provides voltage-synthesis tuning for sixteen programmes, in a similar manner to the System 40 arrangement, with remote control of channel selection, volume
and on/off (standby).
The TDA8160 infra-red remote control receiver chip is
a small 8-pin device we've been able to fit on the main
PCB with its own screen around it.
The system's mode of operation is very similar to the
M104/M293 arrangement described last month but the
action of some of the circuitry may not be immediately
apparent.
Diodes DR02/3/4 decode some of the seven-segment
display driver lines so that on channels 14/15/16 QR04's
collector voltage falls. The collector of this transistor is
connected to the coincidence detector pin in the sync
processor section of the TDA4503 chip to give a short line
time-constant for VCR use.
When you switch the set on you normally want it to
come on fully rather than in standby. If pin 25 is
connected to OV the standby output at pin 26 will be set to
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Fig. 3: The tuning and remote control system used in the 165 series chassis.

"on" as soon as the 5V line powers up. If pin 25 is
connected to OV permanently however then with the set in
standby a mains interruption would result in the set
coming on when the mains supply returned. This is
obviously unsafe. Hence the need for QRO1 and its
associated components. When the mains switch is pressed
the momentary make contacts (SR06) on it connect a
—15V supply, potted down directly from the mains reservoir capacitor instead of from the switch-mode power
supply, to QR01's base. This ensures that pin 25 is
connected to OV when the 5V supply appears: the signal
at pin 26 is then set to on. For any mains supply
interruption other than pressing the switch, SRO6 will not
close and the set will come on only in standby.
A BF492 was chosen for use in the QR02 position
because of its reverse base-emitter voltage rating. Its
collector is connected to the a.f.c. line and so needs to
swing through about 9V under normal operation. The
signal available at pin 16 of the M491 chip is only OV or
5V however. Consequently RR20 and RR21, connected
to the 13.6V line, need to ensure that QRO2's base is
taken above the maximum a.f.c. voltage when this transis•5V
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Fig. 4: 11.5V regulator with standby switching (165 series
chassis).
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tor is switched off. QR02's emitter must be connected to
the 5V line since this is the centre voltage of the a.f.c. line
— QR02 is switched on between channel changes and
whilst tuning.
On this chassis we were able to use a much simpler
method of switching the set to standby. This was made
possible because a zener diode and transistor, with a lot of
care in the tolerancing. are used to stabilise the main 1.t.
line (11.5V) instead of an i.c. voltage regulator. It was a
simple matter to design a circuit to switch off the stabiliser
transistor (Q501) when the standby signal is received from
the remote control system (see Fig. 4).
Since the TDA4503 is operated from the 11-5V line all
the vision and sound i.f. functions and, most importantly,
the sync processing/timebase generator functions are
switched off in standby. With the removal of the line drive
signal from this i.e. the line driver and 'output stages
remain off although the supplies are still present. Since
there are no e.h.t., first anode or heater supplies the tube
remains blanked and the only current taken from the
power supply is the small amount required to maintain the
remote control system in standby. QR1O (Fig. 4) switches
the decoder's blanking pin high to avoid a nasty, jagged
bright line when the set is switched to standby.
The M491 and TDA8190 are supplied from a 5V
stabiliser chip to ensure that their supply is kept within
close tolerances.
You can see from the photo on the front cover last
month how well the design engineers were able to fit the
extra circuitry into the space vacated by the 160 chassis'
channel selector unit. The front control panel, with its
programme and channel selector buttons and seven-segment display, is fitted on the main chassis in a similar way
to the versions of the 145 series with integral controls. The
infra-red remote control beam passes through a plastic
lens that pokes through the front panel (this increases the
angle of reception) before it hits the receiving photo
diode.
The extra tests required for the 165 chassis were
provided by adding another test position after the six
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already used for the basic 160 chassis.

In Conclusion
With its reduced component count and more automated
production the 160 series has proved to be a popular
chassis within the factory. It's giving even more consistent

performance and reliability in the field than its predecessors — and we thought they were good!
Finally, I would like to take this opportunity to thank
all my colleagues at the laboratory and the factory for
their help and friendship over the years. Also my thanks
to the management of Tatung (UK) Ltd. for their permission to publish these articles.

Quick Tests: Philips Solid-state Chassis
S. Simon
This time we'll report on some of the solid-state Philips
CTV chassis that often come into the workshop — the G8,
G9 and KT3. We'll skip over the G11 (20AX chassis)
since it was thoroughly covered in these pages quite
recently — see the October 1985 issue.

THE G8 CHASSIS
The G8 has also been extensively covered in the past,
so we'll just provide some notes that may be of help.
As the tube's heaters are supplied by the mains transformer the first check to make is a visual one — are the
heaters alight? If they are we know that the mains supply
to the set is intact and that the 3.15A mains fuse (antisurge type) is o.k. If the tube's heaters are not glowing,
check the mains supply to the on/off switch and the
condition of the mains fuse. It's on the extreme left side,
under a cover. Remove this and check the appearance of
the fuse. If it's blackened, check the mains rectifier
thyristor. This is roughly in the centre of the power panel
(left side) and is usually a BT106 on a stud mounting
though occasionally a flat type, e.g. a BT116, will be
found. Check for shorts. The mains filter capacitor is
rarely at fault in this chassis: it's located bottom left, on
the inside (C1366).
Also check the condition of the large h.t. reservoir
capacitor (600gF — C1385) at the bottom left. The tags are
to the front and a mirror can be used to check the
appearance of the business end. Any burn marks, corrosion or bumps should condemn it to the waste bin. This
capacitor is now failing more regularly and should be a
"first check" in these sets.
Very often no shorts or other reasons for fuse failure
will be found and a replacement will bring the set back to
life. Suffering from the rigours of a spiky mains supply
over a long period of time tends to kill off these fuses.
If the mains fuse is intact and the tube's heaters are
alight but the set is otherwise dead, check the voltage at
the rear edge h.t. fuses. Some 200V should be found
here. If this voltage is present, transfer attention to the
right side line output panel and check the 800mA fuse
roughly half way up the rear edge. If this fuse is intact
(200V at both ends) proceed to the front end and locate
the large 4752 wirewound, vertically mounted anti-breathing resistor R5535. There may be 200V at one end but not
at the other. If this is so you're lucky, a replacement being
all that's necessary. If however there's 200V at both
ends you will probably have to look for a dry-joint. Most
often the poor contact will be found on the top line drive
panel where the black wires join to the earth tag. It may
be necessary to remove this small panel in order to
resolder the contacts on the print side. This will normally
restore the operation of the set.
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If the 800mA line scan panel fuse has failed — and this is
the usual situation — the chances are that the line output
transformer has failed. This must not be assumed however. Disconnect the tripler — remove the plug from the
nipple on top of the transformer — and check the current
drawn (meter across the fuse). If the current is still over
500mA, switch off and check the resistance to chassis
from the top end of the 47(1 resistor previously mentioned. If the reading is low, check the line shift control
(shorted to case?) and the two line output transistors.
Check these anyway.
If the transistors are o.k., examine the transformer to
see if there are any signs of burning on the top (not
essential) winding. If so, cut the winding out and run the
nipple from the original feed tag. Check the current
drawn and if this is normal refit the tripler plug and try
again (in case the tripler was the cause of the failure in the
first place). The top winding is not usually at fault
however. The majority of transformer failures are due to
shorts in the main winding. This necessitates a new
transformer — an extremely common occurrence with the
G8, as most of us in the trade know only too well. The
imported type of replacement transformers (brown) seem
to be more reliable than the original ones.
If the tube's heaters are alight but there's no voltage at
the left-hand h.t. fuses, note the front end, long vertical
dropper resistor. There should be a.c. at the two bottom
tags and h.t. (d.c.) at the upper two. It's common for a
section to fail. The value of the bottom, surge limiter
section is 2.2n while the upper, h.t. smoothing section is
68(1. If the lower section is intact, don't put the meter
across the upper two tags to check it. Switch the meter to
250V or so and then apply the leads. The reason for doing
this is that if this section has gone open-circuit one tag
may still be fully charged by the 6001uF reservoir capacitor
which must be discharged before risking an ohmmeter
check. If in doubt connect a resistor of say 5052 value
across the tags to discharge the electrolytic. You've been
warned! If both sections are intact check the print side of
the lower panel — poor connections here are not unknown.
So much then for dealing with a "dead" G8. For further
information on servicing this chassis refer to the May and
July 1985 issues.

THE G9 CHASSIS
The G9 chassis can be looked upon as a 110° version of
the G8. The signals panel is the same and the power
supply panel follows similar lines but the rest is quite a bit
different. The approach required is also different.
The left side power supply panel is obscured by the
convergence board and some care is required if this is
moved with the set on. Be very careful — don't let it flop
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around. The mains fuse is the one at the bottom of the
power supply panel and is again a 3.154 anti-surge type.
The h.t. fuse is the 1A one near the top of the panel. The
voltage here should be 205V and usually is.
The main source of trouble in these sets is over to the
right, on the line output panel. You'll find a 2,200µF
capacitor here, C5138. It's subject to the strain of trying to
hold a steady supply of about 45V across the two resistors
in series with the emitter of the line output transistor. This
45V supply is available only when C5138 is in good order.
All too often it isn't, and it should be the first suspect
when a variety of symptoms present themselves — rapid
variations in picture size etc. Much time in the past has
been spent in checking the power supply for a fault only to
find that the culprit was this large electrolytic over on the
line output panel. The associated zener diode D5134 is
also a possible suspect — type BZX79/C51. Dry-joints here
are a bit of a pain and can occur on both sides of the
panel. The audio output stage feed resistor 83141 (3911)
takes its supply from C5138 and can suffer when the
electrolytic is defective — it's on the signals panel.
The G9's line output transformer is also suspect, but
not to the extent of the one on the G8. It's smaller but
retains the tripler nipple which makes disconnection easy
if this item is suspect — note that the G8 and G9 use a
different type of tripler.
Just one word about the power supply. There's no surge
limiting resistor in the feed to the thyristor (which has a
soft-start circuit), just the bottom right filter choke. The
front end "dropper" is the h.t. smoothing resistor and has
a value of 56f).
Sorry, but that's all I have to say about the G9. Further
information on the chassis can be found in the August
1981 issue.

THE KT3 CHASSIS
Finally this month a few words on the KT3 chassis. Not
many because this is a reliable design spoilt by the
tendency of just one item to fail. Had the design of the KT2
(the earlier 14in. chassis) been followed this one item
would not have been included. The KT2 had a surge
limiter in the supply to the h.t. rectifier: it consists of two
ioci resistors jn parallel. The KT3 has a single 4.712 surge
limiting resistor that follows the main bridge rectifier. It
fails time and time again. The circuit reference number is
R6191 and it's on the bottom right subpanel.
The KT3 chassis was used in a variety of models
ranging from 14 to 20in. sets. The K30, used in larger
screen sets with 110° scanning, is similar. Later came the
CIX chassis with its single, horizontal board. All these
chassis have the devilish 4.7,fl resistor, so be prepared to
find it open-circuit in the various models in this range.
Three sixteen-pin i.c.s that have control over the twelve
channels are to be found at the rear of the selector drawer
used in some of these models. If some channels can be
selected and perform well but some can't, one of the i.c.s
is usually responsible. Care is required when handling
these i.c.s — fingers and tools should be discharged to
earth to prevent any i.c. touched being ruined by static.
Most standard models have a tuning assembly in the side
of the cabinet. Access is by removal of a panel. This is
pretty obvious however: most of the troubles are caused
by plug and socket contacts and the occasional dry-joint.
Some servicing notes on the KT3/K30 chassis appeared
in the November 1983 issue (where 86191 was incorrectly
shown in Fig. 1 as R6291).
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TV Fault Finding
Toshiba FST Sets
We've had the following faults with the latest Toshiba sets
with FST tubes.
First there was a Model 211E with tuner drift. A
common enough fault maybe, but when we removed the
33V stabiliser i.c. DA05 it was found to be a 1N4148
diode. Fitting a ZTK33B cured the fault. Over the next
few weeks we came across many new sets with the wrong
part fitted in this position. A phone call to Toshiba
confirmed that there had been a production boob — maybe
the symptom shows up only when a set is tuned to the
higher channels?
The second problem we had with this model was purity
errors. The set would degauss, but a few days later there
would be another service call for the same complaint. The
degaussing arrangement in this set consists of just one coil
around the c.r.t.: Toshiba now supply a conventional pair
of coils with connecting leads and plugs — fitting this
completely overcomes the problem.
A blown mains fuse is usually caused by the 2SC3409
chopper transistor Q802 but beware — the SI8100D control
chip IC801 will probably also be dud.
Video faults such as a smeary, negative-looking picture
should cast suspicion on the TA7699AP chip IC501,
though we did have one very peculiar negative-looking
picture due to 8210 (1.6k11) being open-circuit.
Overall the FST Toshibas give an excellent picture but
the 211E's sound quality leaves something to be desired as
a result of its rather small loudspeaker. The plate glass
screen needs to be removed quite frequently for cleaning.
Be very careful when transporting these CTVs as the light
grey cabinet finish on some versions is easily
A.S.
damaged.
Tandberg/Lowe-Opta CTV4
This example of a rare breed had been fitted with a new
tuner the week before. Now when switched on from cold
it wouldn't tune in a station though the frequencysynthesis circuit was trying very hard to find something.
For the first ten minutes the tuning voltage ramped
furiously, then suddenly the picture would appear and
would be fine for the rest of the day.
Freezing the tuner and the frequency-synthesis tuning
module had no effect but the frequency divider module
was found to be temperature sensitive: freezing the BC557
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Reports from Alan Shaw, Steve Illidge,
Philip Blundell, Eng. Tech., Hugh MacMullen,
Jeff Herbert, J. G. Grieve, Malcolm Burrell
and Steve Leatherbarrow
in this can brought the fault on, but replacing this
transistor had no effect. Scope checks then revealed that
the divided signal was being modulated by a line-frequency component which was coming in on the 5V line.
This supply comes from a winding on the line output
transformer: the associated reservoir capacitor had dried
P.B.
up.

ITT CVC820 Power Board
The problem with this set was no sound or vision and a
quick check showed that the chopper output was very low
at 40V instead of 124V. When the line output transistor
was unplugged and a dummy load was connected the
124V line returned to normal, so battle commenced in the
line output stage. The diodes fed from the line output
transformer were all blameless, so in went a new transformer (diode-split type). This failed to restore normal
operation and the cause of the trouble was eventually
found to be the horizontal shift transformer TR404. P.B.
Bang and Olufsen 7530/7802
Several of these sets have come to our attention with a
faulty character generator chip (IC3). The fault shows up
as horizontal green lines in the bottom right-hand corner
of the screen — in one case it built up over a few minutes
to a green square that covered the lower right-hand
corner.
Grundig 5010
The unusual fault with this set was field collapse after
about ten minutes. As a first check we found that by just
moving the field collapse service switch the fault would
clear, only to return some ten minutes later. So we
shorted out the switch, which quite often becomes intermittent due to dirt, but after the same period we had field
collapse again. Whilst checking voltages under the fault
condition we found that touching almost any point in the
field timebase circuit with the meter probe restored the
field scan. By being very careful we noted that under the
fault condition the two GD241 output transitory were cold
and had 30V at their collectors. We eventually found that
a gentle squeeze on the BD135 emitter-follower' driver
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transistor would restore the field scan. Changing this
transistor cured the trouble, though no fault could be
found with it.
H.MacM.

Hitachi CPT1471
This set had all the usual faults involving the chopper and
field output chips and the field flyback transistor, with
burnt resistors. But after exactly four hours the set would
switch off with the customary chopper chip symptoms.
After lengthy checks with the cabinet on and off heat was
found to be the basic cause of the problem, mainly on the
long, thin tin heatsink for the chopper and the line output
transistor. By bolting on a fairly heavy piece of 5 x 2in.
aluminium above the chopper itself to spread the heat
upwards the fault was completely cured. The chopper chip
is much too expensive to keep on having to change it, and
the manufacturers don't take kindly to the return of solidstate components.
H.MacM.
Purity Problem
Despite checking the auto-degaussing circuit and manually
degaussing this set (a Sony KV202OUB) there were
intense purity errors. On a red raster test signal ninety per
cent of the screen was blue, with lighter bands at the top
and bottom — the only red was a small round blob on the
right-hand edge of the screen. I concluded that the tube's
shadowmask must have become detached but on fitting a
replacement almost identical results were obtained.
Sony technical suggested that there was a scan coil fault
and mentioned that they'd come across a case where a
lightning strike had left the metal shield around the tube
heavily magnetized. Sure enough by manually degaussing
the shield, taking the coil over the top, sides and bottom
of the cabinet, good purity was restored. The normal
method of degaussing with the coil in front of the set had
no effect on the purity, so the shield must have become
permanently magnetised. Be sure to degauss the shield
before suspecting the tube itself if there are persistent
purity errors — it turned out to be an expensive lesson! J.H.
Philips CTX-S Chassis
This set suffered from low voltages — the e.h.t. was only
10kV and the chopper's 125V output was low, as was the
line output transformer derived 150V supply. The supply
to the chopper was high. Replacing the two transistors in
the chopper control circuit restored normal operation —
Tr7322 (BC548) and Tr7323 (BC558).
J. G. G.
Some Quickies
Rank T20 chassis: A two-inch high picture was found to
be due to one of the field output transistors being opencircuit. Fortunately they're easy to change.
Sony KV181OUB: This one had a bright, smeary display.
The 4.7µF reservoir capacitor for the h.t. supply to the
RGB output transistors was found to be the cause (C543
in earlier sets, C596 in the Mk. II version).
Kiirting hybrid CTV chassis: An intermittently dark picture was found to be the result of varying c.r.t. first anode
supplies. These arrive at the tube base via a plug and
socket arrangement at the front of the chassis (from rear).
The Paxolin panel here was discoloured: scraping the
carbonised sections provided a cure.
Recent Finlux chassis: This set was dead with a' short238

circuit chopper transistor. A circuit wasn't available but
visual examination revealed a discoloured 270kf1 resistor
that read 1.5M1/ Replacing this produced some of the
best pictures we've ever seen on the face of a c.r.t. The
resistor was of course the usual one that gives this
symptom in a power supply of this type — for example the
150kf/ resistor in the GEC 20AX chassis and the ITT
CVC20 etc. chassis.
S.L.

GEC C2110 Series
We still have a number of these sets out on rental, many
still giving good results. Whilst field roll is usually due to
C452 (4.7µF) we recently had a case where it was due to
the oscillator timing resistor R455 (4701(11). Incidentally,
opening of the thermal resistor R601, giving a bright
raster with flyback lines and no sound, has in our experience always been due to a power supply fault -usually the
thyristor giving a high h.t. voltage.
S.L.
Decca 30 Series Chassii
Slowly decreasing width with a Decca 30 series chassis,
coincident with brightness reduction and eventual springing of the line output valve's screen grid feed resistor, was
caused by two old favourites — the line oscillator valve's
33k11 anode load resistor and the 330kfl resistor in the
width circuit.
S.L.
Sony KV2704UB
One day this set developed what seemed to be a standby
fault. When standby was pressed on the remote control
unit the set went completely dead and the red LED at the
front went out. Repeated operation of the on/off switch
could bring the set to life but this required a certain
knack. I lived with it for about a year (it's my own set) but
friends found the set impossible to use. Investigation on
board M (remote control etc.) showed that there were no
supply voltages in the standby mode. This suggested a
fault on power supply panel F2, which was removed for
investigation. Since most modern sets are fairly reliable I
tend to suspect high-value resistors. The Circuit is the
Siemens self-oscillating type chopper, with the start-up
circuit consisting of D605, R605 (3301(14 R606 (470kfl),
C609 and R607 (10011). A check on the values of R605
and R606 showed that they were both open-circuit. It was
a relief to find that the set was fully operational once these
resistors had been replaced and the board refitted. M.B.
Sony KV181OUB
I'm sure we all know these sets, by reputation if not by
experience. It was with some trepidation that I received a
call from a friend to look at one of them. "it smoked" he
said, "so we switched it off". R608 in the start-up circuit
and R642 in the switch-off protection circuit were clearly
distressed, but the associated components D604, D605
and 0602 read o.k. when checked with a meter. Replacing the defective resistors and powering up resulted in a
burst of smoke from R642, which disintegrated, leaving
the set apparently working happily though R608 was
noticeably hot.
There's not a lot in this part of the circuit. The start-up
GCS 0602 also turns on when the set is switched off so
that the pulse-width modulator monostable in the chopper
power supply continues to operate to the very last —
otherwise the line output GCS Q510 can suffer. Q602 is
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switched on and off by 0601. It's also necessary to keep
the line oscillator running as long as possible at switch off,
again to protect 0510. To this end D604, which is reverse
biased during normal operation, is connected between the
chopper output and the anode of 0602 to maintain the
19V rail from which the line oscillator is run.
In normal operation the voltage at the anode of 0602/
cathode of D604 should be high — about 280V. In this case
however the voltage was very low. Clearly 0602 was not

being switched off as it should have been following the
start-up action. Its base resistor R609 was found to be
open-circuit while 0601 itself was short-circuit. A BC184
was found to work well in this position — 0602 was
replaced as a precaution. This restored normal operation
after a check for other impending troubles in the power
supply and replacement of C605 (221A,F) in the chopper
driver start-up circuit — it had lost some of its
M.B.
capacitance.

The Human Element
Nick Lyons
Who said "we're all in this together"? I can't remember,
but he should have been in the TV trade. Now we can all
make mistakes (like criticising PCL86s for example) and
I'm not alone in this respect. We humans also tend to get
into jams not of our own making — when wholesalers for
example don't have in stock the parts they should. The
individual dealer can't keep in stock every obscure part
for every set, but the importers/agents for the relevant
specimens might have the decency to do so — always
assuming that you can find out who they are. When one's
own and the agent's stock control and competence fail,
what's one to do?

Help with a Decca 100
Sometimes on the other hand one gets unexpected help.
One Saturday morning some time ago I was in attendance
on a Decca 100. I found myself caught short on highvoltage zeners — there's a 186V one on the power panel.
No wholesalers were open of course so it looked like a
loan set for the weekend. It then occurred to me that I
could perhaps prevail on the chaps on Burley Road. Now
it's a little bit off my patch and I'd never set foot in the
place before, much less did I know any of them.
I strode into the shop and explained my predicament to
the chap who said he didn't repair many Deccas and
didn't have one of them in stock. But he did have an 80
"on the pile" and I was welcome to anything off that. He
then proceeded to remove the relevant component from
the set and point blank refused any payment for it.
The day was saved and they have my thanks: what a
pity not everyone subscribes to the same ideals! On the
phone the other day to a rather close neighbour in the
business I was lectured in the most haughty manner on my
naivety in expecting any such assistance and was made to
feel rather like something you might tread in whilst
walking the dog. Never mind, next time they want
something — every dog has his day!
An Ageing Rank A823
Later that week an ageing (aren't they all?) Rank A823
chassis appeared, bearing Co-op livery and attempting to
display a picture on its 19in. tube. The owner said it made
loud cracking noises. He realised that the picture was poor
but said it would do. The cracking worried him however.
Well, in the dry atmosphere of our workshop it never
murmured for hours on end. While I was waiting for
something to happen I though it might be an idea to cure
some of the more obvious faults. The poor convergence
was easily put right by replacing the relevant potentiometers. In fact the convergence was so good that I decided
to "blast" the tube.
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At this point I should say that on the appearance of my
home-brew "blaster" the other members of the staff are
usually to be seen cowering behind substantial pieces of
furniture. The blaster has an enviable record of success
however, and this set was no exception. I was confronted
with an A823 displaying one of the finest pictures I'd ever
seen on one of these sets. My mind began to tick over:
what had caused that original cracking? Perhaps, I surmised, the customer's living room suffers from a lot of
condensation due to a gas fire, or maybe the kitchen is
close by? If I cleaned around the cavity connector and
dried it off well it should be all right.
So I reached forward to pull off the cavity connector.
Zapp — a very nasty shock. After recovering from this I
came to the conclusion that the cavity connector had
decomposed. It seemed wise to prod around the cavity
with a shorting lead to deck. Touching the plastic didn't
produce any response, but when the lead strayed near the
Aquadag — crack!
Having made sure that the 'dag and the cavity proper
were fully discharged I set about examining the tube. The
Aquadag earthing had all been removed. On trying to
clean around the cavity connector I found that the glass
was cracking in zig-zags for about two-three inches from
the cavity while chips of glass were missing from the
surface. Clearly the tube had been severely tracking across
from the cavity to the Aquadag and some lunatic had
thoughtfully "cured" the problem by disconnecting the
earth from the 'dag and just allowing it to charge to the,
e.h.t. potential. The loud cracking noises the customer
had heard were not actually the tube itself flashing over
but the charged Aquadag flashing across to the metal tube
shield!
On explaining the situation to the customer he said that
as he had two small children who often played around
near the set the possibility of the tube imploding was not
something he could risk. Could we dispose of the set as
we thought fit?
Well, the more we looked at the cracks in the tube's
glass cone the more nervous we got. Ken said he didn't
fancy having to carry it outside as it was somewhat colder
there and the glass contracting suddenly might finish the
thing off whilst he still had hold of it. In the event we
dispatched the tube in the workshop, with a couple of old
coats thrown over it and a length of Dexion — a long
length.
The most worrying aspect of this little tale is that there
are people who will carry out such work as was performed
on this set, leaving the potential (no pun intended) risk of
death or serious injury from severe shock and/or the
effects of the tube imploding. In my view "cowboy" is not
a strong enough term for such people.
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Video Scrambling Techniques
Andy Emmerson, G8PTH
The main reason for encoding or scrambling a video signal
is to prevent unauthorised viewing. Whether the material
is being broadcast or distributed via cable it's likely to be
available to those not supposed to watch the programmes.
In the USA, receiving and decoding subscription signals
without payment is legally "theft of service". In addition
to the commercial aspects there are also political reasons
for scrambling. For example, several European governments have insisted that satellite TV signals are encoded
to prevent their reception by domestic viewers — this is the
reason why Sky Channel uses such an elaborate scrambling
technique (Oak-Orion) which I believe has not to date
been cracked by enthusiasts. Other scrambling techniques
are usually less sophisticated and present little challenge to
those prepared to experiment or alternatively buy a readymade pirate decoder. It's estimated that in the USA
between 25 and 30 per cent of subscription TV viewers are
pirates.
To the broadcast professional any form of scrambling is
a profound nuisance. Not only is the encoder another
piece of equipment to go wrong, it also introduces deliberate video signal distortion. No broadcaster likes to
transmit a degraded signal, particularly if he has no
control over its linear restoration at the receiving end.

Basic Scrambling Arrangements
Video signal encoding systems can be classified in
several ways. The simplest division is between off-air and
cable-only arrangements. The former tend to be more
sophisticated. Scrambling implies the need for a key or
reference signal to be sent to make descrambling possible.
If this signal can be sent along the same cable, disguised
by being at a different frequency, the decoding circuitry
can be much simplified and the cost to the operator
reduced. This option is not available to off-air broadcasters however, making the decoders much more
complex.
A more interesting method of classification is by the
technique used. These include (1) concealed channels, (2)
traps, (3) reverse traps, (4) video inversion, (5) sinewave
sync suppression, (6) outband gated sync suppression, (7)
inband gated sync suppression, (8) variable line delay and
(9) active line rotation. These techniques can all be
applied on either a static, pseudo-random or dynamic
basis. In addition they can be used singly or in various
combinations. The accompanying audio signal can also be
handled in a number of ways.
With dynamic encoding an incomplete signal is transmitted. A complex algorithm is required at the receiving
end to reconstitute the signal in its original form. The
algorithm can be supplied in the form of a magnetic card
which the subscriber inserts in his decoder — this "smart
card" would be supplied only to paid-up subscribers.
Further, the algorithm/card can be changed regularly.
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Many systems use addressable decoders which require a
signal supplied by the broadcaster to turn them on. Each
decoder has a digital "serial number" and is activated by a
code transmitted during the field blanking interval. Stolen
decoders and defaulters can have their service instantly
withdrawn from the broadcaster's central computer.

The Concealed Channel Technique
The concealed channel techniqup is simple but effective
so long as viewers have normal TV sets. It involves using
"mid-band" channels on cable TV networks. Many frequencies cannot be used for broadcasting since they are
allocated to other radio services. There is no reason why a
subscription cable TV service should not use them however. They can be made viewable to customers by means
of an r.f. converter. This technique is becoming less
popular as TV sets and VCRs in both Europe and the
States are increasingly being supplied as "cable ready"
with all-band tuners that cover the between band
frequencies.

Traps and Reverse Traps
Traps and reverse traps are cable TV techniques. The
trap is nothing more than an effective notch filter tuned to
whatever channel is used for the premium programme.
When placed in shunt across the customer's feeder cable
he's prevented from seeing this programme: it's simply
removed when the customer pays the subscription fee.
Clearly a secure housing is required for the trap —
generally a locked case.
The reverse trap is just as crude. With this technique a
"spoiler" signal is injected in the guard band between the
upper end of the vision bandwidth and the audio
subcarrier. It distorts both signals, making the subscription channel unusable unless the cable company inserts a
notch filter to remove the spoiler. In this case however the
knowledgeable viewer can provide his own notch filter.

Video Inversion
Static video inversion is a simple technique and requires
the decoder to turn the signal the right way up again.
When performed on a quasi-random, line-by-line or
frame-by-frame basis, as in the Oak-Orion system, it is
much less simple to deal with. The clue to decoding this
mess may be supplied by signals in the line or field
blanking intervals or by an aliorithm in the decoder itself.

Sinewave Sync Suppression
With a standard video signal the most negative-going
part of the signal excursion is the sync section that's used
to control the scanning. If a line-rate sinewave is added to
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the signal — see Fig. 1 — the receiver will instead lock to
the deepest part of the video waveform, with most
unattractive results! The sinewave required for decoding is
transmitted as low-level a.m. on the audio subcarrier.
Unscrambling the video involves demodulating the
sinewave, inverting it and using it to "straighten out" the
distorted video signal.

Gated Sync Suppression
Outband gated sync suppression is another cable TV
only technique as it requires a separate pilot frequency for
the decoding signal. As we've already noted, a TV set
relies on a negative-going sync signal to time the line and
field scanning. If we suppress the sync pulses by 6dB in
amplitude the receiver will lock to random video information, producing a scrambled picture (see Fig. 2).
To restore the picture to normal, the scrambling
waveform is inverted and transmitted as a.m. on a
separate frequency known as the pilot frequency. This
pilot frequency is generally hidden in a section of the r.f.
spectrum not used for TV, often between 93-114MHz.
The demodulated signal is added to the scrambled
waveform to boost the sync pulses by 6dB.
The inband gated sync suppression technique is similar
to that just described, only in this case the descrambling
signal is contained within the bandwidth of the TV
channel as amplitude modulation of the audio subcarrier,
as in the sinewave sync suppression technique previously
described. This makes it suitable for broadcast use.
Variable Line Delay
Variable line delay is the technique used for scrambling
the French Canal Plus signals. It's also used in N.
America. The principle is to delay some lines of the TV
frame to a greater or lesser extent, on a pseudo-random
basis (see Fig. 3). This creates a picture with much
reduced definition. The decoder has to switch in delay
lines of variable length in the correct sequence in order to
reconstitute a clean picture. Further information on the
system used for Canal Plus and a pirate decoder design
that hit the headlines was given in the December 1984 and
June 1985 issues of Television.
Active Line Rotation
Active line rotation is a BBC technique proposed for
DBS use. It's the most ingenious of those described in this
article since the TV line is sliced across its length at up to
256 points. The resultant line segments are then transmitted in quasi-random sequence. A decoder provided with
the appropriate algorithm has the task of reassembling the
line segments in the correct order. The algorithm would
be provided by a "smart card" and the subscriber would
need both the card and a personal identity number (PIN)
to make his decoder work.
New Ideas
New scrambling systems are being devised all the time
to defeat the signal pirates. Here's a plaintive note from a
Canadian experimenter. "They go positive and negative
and put a sinewave into one of the fields. The result is that
the picture flashes like hell. That's not all. They go
positive and negative with a twist: one field is all positive,
the other all negative — odd and even lines are not of the
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Fig. 1 (left): The sinewave sync suppression technique. (a)
Normal video signal. (b) Line-frequency sinewave. (c) Result
of combining signals (a) and (b).
Fig. 2 (right): The gated sync suppression technique. (a)
Normal video signal. (b) Sync suppression signal. (c) Result
of combining (a) and (b).
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Fig. 3: The variable line delay
technique. (a) Normal line.
(b) Line with 11.tsec delay. (c)
Line with 2µsec delay.

same polarity. And they switch merrily at different speeds
between all these modes." No wonder it's called dynamic
encryption!

The Audio Signal
Several audio scrambling systems are in use. After the
video signal chicanery previously described these may
sound a bit tame. One system is to transmit the audio
signal on a subcarrier in the same way that US f.m. radio
stations transmit an auxiliary uninterrupted music service
or bleeps for radiopaging. The audio signal frequency
modulates a 32 or 62.6kHz subcarrier: you can't hear 32
let alone 62-5kHz, nor can the TV speaker reproduce
these frequencies, so a special decoder must be used.
Another system is to transmit the sound in the form of
suppressed carrier a.m. on a 12.8kHz subcarrier — this is
the technique used for Canal Plus. One dodge is to treat
the audio as a stereo signal and transmit the difference
between the identical left and right channels on a 19kHz
subcarrier.
In all cases the normal audio channel can be used as a
"barker" service, advertising what's being missed by not
subscribing to the premium service, or for community
news and information.
The latest systems use digital techniques. The conventional audio subcarrier is not present: instead, two digital
audio channels are carried in the line sync period. The
sound is digitised into twelve-bit words which are then
compressed into eight bits. This technique gives total
security and enhanced signal quality at low carrier-tonoise levels.
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Vintage TV: The Bush T91
Chas E. Miller

Most older engineers will remember the "Bush 9in." with
affection. The small Bakelite-cabinet models from the
TV12 onwards set standards of reliability and ease of
servicing that were seldom equalled for many years. This
vintage piece takes us back farther however, to the first
post-war Bush television set, the Model T91. It was a.
solidly built a.c. only receiver with a number of interesting
features. It had a total of eighteen valves plus the c.r.t.
and employed the twin-chassis arrangement that was to •
become a feature of Bush sets for many years thereafter.

Vision Receiver
The vision receiver was of the t.r.f. type, using the wellknown (notorious?) EF50 r.f. pentode, fresh from its
triumphant or otherwise appearance in World War Two
radar equipment. To be fair, apart from the poor base
connections due to the short pins the valves had a useful
performance, with a slope of 6.5mA/V. Stagger tuning
was used to get the required bandwidth.
Four EF5Os were used to provide r.f. amplification in
the receiver section, the first two handling both the sound
and vision signals. The strip was designed for dualsideband reception from the Alexandra Palace transmitter, the alignment frequencies being 43MHz and 47MHz,
i.e. 2MHz on each side of the vision carrier. Curiously
enough there were no sound rejectors as such, the
alignment instructions stipulating that the first two common r.f. amplifier stages should provide a gain of at least
ten at the sound carrier frequency of 41.5MHz — if this
was not achieved you had to retrim the stages until
satisfactory results were obtained at the vision and sound
frequences. Thereafter we must assume that the sound
take-off coil provided adequate rejection before the signal
was passed to the other two vision only r.f. amplifier
stages.
The arrangement of the coils in the t.r.f. strip was
simplicity itself. Tuned anode, tuned grid coupling was
used for all except the second stage, the coils being
designed to produce the required bandwidth without
being shunted by other components.
The decoupling arrangements used in the t.r.f. strip
were characteristically elaborate, a forest of 500pF
decouplers being connected between just about everything
in sight and chassis. Following the normal practice of the
time, each valve had a common earthing point to avoid
spurious inductances being established via badly arranged,
chassis connections.

Tube Drive
The vision detector was a miniature diode, type EA50,
another fugitive from radar sets. Another EF50 was used
as the video amplifier, with the very low-value anode load
resistance of 3.3kik (R22, Fig. 1). The output was d.c.
coupled to the c.r.t.'s grid, so no d.c. restoration was
required.
The cathode of the MW22-7 c.r.t. was strapped to the
heater (no naughty heater-cathode leaks for Bush owners!) and was isolated from direct earth by a separate
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mains transformer winding which was returned to an h.t.
potential divider: it was set to 160-270V by the action of
the brightness control. The tube's first anode was supplied
with around 200V from a tap on a bleeder network across
the e.h.t. supply. The latter employed a separate mains
transformer which delivered 3.7kV to the anode of an
HVR2 rectifier and 2V to this rectifier's highly-insulated
heater. The e.h.t. obtained from this arrangement was
4.5kV, with a brace of 0.02µF reservoir/smoothing capacitors capable of holding a nasty shock for the unwary
engineer.
The contrast was controlled by means of a potentiometer which set the cathode bias applied to the second and
third r.f. amplifier. An additional local/distant switch
varied and bias supplied to the first r.f, amplifier by a
large factor.

Sound Receiver
For the sound strip the Bush designers decided to use a
superhet circuit. The sound signal from the second r.f.
amplifier was fed to a standard radio type ECH35 triodehexode frequency changer. To prevent breakthrough of
the local oscillator signal into the vision strip a rejector
was fitted close to the hexode's grid coil. The i.f. was
725kHz, with an average bandwidth of 40kHz. Thus the
full a.f. radiated by the transmitter could be realised with
ease, and in Alexandra Palace days the sound didn't have
to travel via frequency-limiting land lines (as radio programmes did!).
The ECH35 was followed by an EF39 i.f. amplifier
stage, then an EBC33 double-diode-triode which provided
detection, a.f. amplification and a.v.c. clamping. All akin
to standard radio practice of the period. The output stage
used an EL33 to provide approximately 4W of audio. A
tone control was fitted, no doubt so that those unfamiliar
high a.f.s could he reduced to the comfortable "mellow
bellow" apparently beloved by contemporary radio
listeners.

Sync Separator
The sync separator was simplicity itself (see Fig. 1),
consisting of another EA50 diode (V7) which produced
the line and field sync pulses at its cathode. The video
signal, with positive-going sync pulses, was capacitively
coupled to its anode from the cathode circuit of the video
output pentode. A side benefit of this arrangement was
reduced capacitive loading on the tube's video feed. In
fact quite a bit of care went into the design of the video
output stage. There was frequency-selective negative
feedback in the cathode circuit and, in the, anode circuit, a
series peaking coil and 1.f. boost.

Timebases
Both timebases employed thyratron oscillators, either a
Mullard EN31 or Mazda T41 according to availability —
minor adjustments to one or two component values were
required depending on which type of valve was used. The
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Fig. 1 (left): The Bush T91's video amplifier and sync separator circuits. A simple diode (V7) sync separator was used, the
video signal developed across R20 being coupled to its anode via C32, but what a lot of trouble went into the design of the
video output stage! At very low frequencies R21/C28 form part of the output valve's anode load, increasing the If. gain. The
small-value screen grid and cathode decoupling capacitors introduce selective (medium-/low-frequency) negative feedback
however. The stage's frequency response was obviously given careful consideration by the designers.
Fig. 2 (right): The T91's field output stage. Linearising negative feedback was introduced by returning the scan coupling
circuit to the cathode of the output pentode.

gas-filled triode makes a simple oscillator circuit that's
easy to synchronise. The problem occurs when the valve
ages and becomes somewhat erratic in its firing.
An EL33 was used in the field output stage and an
EL38 in the line output stage. The field output stage used
RC plus transformer coupling (see Fig. 2) with negative
feedback in the cathode circuit. A simple two-winding
transformer was used for coupling in the line output stage,
which looks particularly uncluttered to the modern eye in
the absence of boost and flyback e.h.t. circuitry. Lowimpedance scan coils were used for both line and field
deflection.
One snag with the type of set where the e.h.t. continued unabated in the event of line timebase failure was the
vertical white line that would be displayed if the set was
left running in the fault condition. Fortunately the low
e.h.t. voltage and the vigilance of early TV owners
reduced the likelihood of a permanent burn on the screen.
The Power Supply

The hefty power supply had two mains transformers,
one for the e.h.t. and the other for the h.t. and heater
supplies. 310V was presented to the anodes of the two
IW4/350 h.t. rectifiers which were used in a full-wave
circuit. There was a great deal of h.t. smoothing employing no fewer than six large value electrolytics, two chokes
and the focus electromagnet. The latter fed the h.t. to the
line timebase and was shunted by a focus control network.
Anyone who had experience of this type of focusing will
recall that the heating-up effect of the electromagnet
caused the sharpness of the picture to deteriorate frequently during an evening's viewing, calling for much
adjustment. One could never bring oneself to leave the
setting alone when the set was next used from cold and
rely upon the warm-up to bring the picture into focus,
because the programmes were so sparse one couldn't
afford to miss out on anything!
Later Bush Sets

The T91 was one of the last TV designs to have a
"traditional" power pack. The following TV1 (9in.) and
TV2 (12in.) were of the live chassis type. While most of
the circuitry remained as in the T91 an important change
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was the move to flyback derived e.h.t. These sets retained
the focus coil and required even more electrolytics because a half-wave mains rectifier was used. They were
followed by the TV12, the first of the classic Bakelite
cabinet 9in. sets, which had lots of EF5Os (again) and was
of the a.c./d.c. type (but still had the focus coil!). This
model and its companions were followed by the TV22
series, which employed mostly miniature valves and a
circuit that remained largely unchanged for many years,
even when Band I/III models appeared.
A Vintage Restoration
405 may be dead but it won't lie down! Vintage sets are
still being used to display vintage pictures, thanks in no
small measure to articles that have appeared in Television
on recording 405-line material. Steve Rowley tells me he's
just restored a 1939 Ekco Model TA201. This was a small
(7in.) table model that provided a vision display only — the
accompanying sound had to be fed to the pickup sockets
of an ordinary radio receiver. Steve's set up consists of a
Philips VCR and a professionally made modulator. It
enables him to view genuine archive material, including
good old Andy Pandy and the Flower Pot Men, as well as
the fondly remembered BBC Test Film of the early fifties.
Congratulations Steve — may your success encourage
others.
Thirty Years of Independent TV

On September 22nd last Independent Television celebrated its thirtieth birthday. It was on that day in 1955 that
the then ITA came on air for the first time from the
Croydon Ch. 9 transmitter. The occasion was marked by
special compilations of archive material on Channel 4 and
S4C, mostly of official opening ceremonies but interspersed with actual programme extracts and early
commercials. This was followed by a special showing of
the first episode of the made-for-TV Robin Hood series.
Sadly, the man who played the hero in this series,
Richard Greene, didn't live to see this replay. He passed
away earlier last year after a lengthy illness, in his 67th
year. For those of us who were around when ITV started
Richard Greene's Robin Hood will always typify the
occasion. Episode one was shown in the Midlands area on
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the very first night, 17th February 1956, and seemed to
revolutionise television for us. It's difficult to believe now
that this was the first filmed series to be seen on our
screens, opening up a vast new dimension. Prior to this,
drama productions had been made in comparatively
cramped studios, with all the limitations that this implies.
Technicalities alone wouldn't have made the new series
succeed however: Richard Greene brought to the part the
experience of nearly twenty years in films, much of his
time having been spent in Hollywood — a thoroughly
professional and engaging performance.

An Early Home-built Set
Reader E. Bligh has sent me details of a home-built set
he made in the late forties — from the floor up, including
the mains transformer. It used the well-known VCR67
radar tube which gave a green picture with a diagonal
measurement of about 6in.
Much of the circuitry is reminiscent of the Bush T91
we've been considering, with EF50 vision and sound t.r.f.
strips and EA50 detector diodes. The video amplifier used
another EF50 while the sound was taken care of by a 6J5
driving a 6V6 output tetrode. The sync circuit was rather
more elaborate, with a brace of EA50s and yet another
EF50. Both timebases used T41 thyratrons followed by
6SN7 push-pull output stages.
The power supply was a most impressive piece of work

— winding the transformer must verily have been a labour
of love! It provided all the voltages required in the set,
including the e.h.t. — according to Mr. Bligh's notes the
e.h.t. winding alone required some 12,000 turns of wire.
The five other secondary windings provided 2V at 2A for
the heater of the e.h.t. rectifier, 4V at lA for the c.r.t.'s
heater, 63V at 3A and 4V at 4A for the valve heaters,
400-0-400V at 150mA for the h.t., and 4V at 2.3A for the
h.t. rectifier. The vision and sound stages were operated
at 280V h.t. while the timebases received the full 400V.
The loudspeaker field coil formed part of the smoothing
network. A U21 was used as the e.h.t. rectifier and an
MU14 as the h.t. rectifier.
Interestingly, the contrast control varied the h.t. applied
to the first three r.f. amplifiers. An 0-1mA meter was
wired into the video amplifier's grid circuit, presumably to
monitor the strength of the incoming signal. Mr. Bligh
used the set in Cricklewood, London NW2, so reception
from Ally Pally must have been excellent at a distance of
only four-five miles.

Comments Welcome!
One can imagine Mr. Bligh's sense of achievement
when he first saw pictures on this genuinely homeconstructed set. I'm most grateful to him for letting me
see the circuit, and would welcome letters from other
readers on such sets and vintage topics generally.

Servicing Teletext Receivers
Part 2

Mike Phelan

This month we'll consider the functions of the VIP (video
input processor) and TIC (timing chain) chips in the
Mullard/Philips teletext decoder.
The VIP is an SAA5030 or, in earlier versions, an M913
— the pin connections of these devices are the same. A
block diagram is shown in Fig. 1. The incoming video is
fed to pin 16 — the input comes via a 6MHz notch filter to
remove the sound carrier which would create problems in
a chip containing a 6MHz oscillator! It then follows three
different paths.
The shortest one leaves the i.c. at pin 12, provided pin
10 is low as it is in the G1 l's teletext decoder. When pin
10 is high, an AHS (after hours sync) output is obtained at
pin 12 — this is generated in the TIC by division of the
6MHz signal. The G1 l's decoder doesn't use this facility
The second path takes the video to an adaptive data
slicer. The input to this is a.c. coupled so that the ones
and zeros of the data signal become positive- and negative-going excursions. The amplitude and quality of the
signal can vary enormously at this point (see Fig. 2). After
rectification each half of the signal charges the capacitors
connected to pins 23 and 24: these maintain the slicing
level at half of each opposite-going excursion of the signal.
This gives us a much cleaner signal, though still one of
varying amplitude — approximately half the original data
signal amplitude. What we require is a FIL compatible
signal of 5V peak-to-peak, with fast rise times, suitable for
driving logic circuitry. The answer to this requirement is
to pass the signal through a series of limiting amplifiers to
square the signal before it emerges at pin 19.
It's important to appreciate that the data signal leaving
the VIP at this pin still contains the remains of any low-

level composite video as no attempt has so far been made
to gate this out — this is done in the TAC (text acquisition
and control) chip. The signal will not contain chroma
information since this would be of sufficient amplitude to
be removed by the slicer. The burst would still be present
however: we'll see how this is removed later.
The data signal from the slicer/squarer is also passed to
the high-Q tuned circuit Cl/R1/L1 connected to pin 21.
The clock run-in at the beginning of each row (10101010)
causes this to ring — it continues to do so until the arrival
of the next clock run-in — shades of the passive chroma
subcarrier generator used in the Rank A823 chassis! This
signal is very important: after squaring, it's fed to the
TAC chip.
The final path for the video input at pin 16 is to a sync
separator. The field sync output obtained at pin 13 is
adjustable in phase — this is necessary because it resets the
line counter in the TIC chip. The line sync output is used
to phase lock the 6MHz crystal oscillator (dot clock). Part
of the phase-lock loop is in the TIC which (see Fig. 3)
divides the 6MHz signal by six, then by 64, to obtain a
l ,625Hz output. A sandcastle pulse is produced from this
— externally to the TIC. This is fed back to pin 5 of the
VIP.
The sandcastle pulse is separated into its two components within the VIP. The portion between 2.5V and 5V
(CBB — colour burst blanking) goes to the adaptive data
slicer to remove the burst from the video signal before
slicing — a low-level 4.43MHz signal with no luminance
content would upset the operation of the slicer. The
bottom half of the sandcastle pulse (0-2.5V — PL, i.e.
phase lock) is used as the reference signal for the phase
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of the SAA5030 video input processor i.c.
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detector. This is followed by the customary d.c. amplifier
and varicap diode and what should be a familiar looking
network hung on pin 7 (loop filter).
As you probably know, any phase-locked loop has the
conflicting requirements of a wide pull-in range and
stability. Most flywheel line sync circuits, VCR servo
circuits etc. use a two-stage process to avoid the need for a
compromise. The SAA5030 achieves this by using the
AHS output from the TIC i.c. This enters the chip at pin
11: it's a composite sync signal produced by processing the
6MHz dot clock signal and, when the loop is locked to the
incoming video, should be an exact facsimile of the off-air
sync. The two signals are compared in a coincidence
detector in the VIP: if they differ, a 4.611sec pulse is
produced at pin 3 of the chip. This is used to reset the
counter in the TIC i.c. so that the sandcastle pulse falls
within the pull-in range of the loop. The reset pulse is
called FLR (fast line reset) and should be present only at
initial switch on or after a channel change.
A block diagram of the SAA5020 TIC i.c. is shown in
Fig. 3. As we've already noted, this chip generates various
pulses, most of them by dividing the 6MHz dot clock
signal from the crystal oscillator in the VIP i.c.
The 6MHz signal enters the TIC chip at pin 2. After
buffering it emerges at pin 3 and is passed to the TROM
(teletext ROM) chip to control the pixel (dot) repetition
rate. Within the TIC the 6MHz undergoes three stages of
division, first down to 1MHz. This signal is used by the
TROM chip to control the repetition rate of the characters displayed, also by the TAC chip to process the
remote control signals received by this i.c.
The next stage provides division by 64 to give linefrequency pulses. This is followed by 625 division to
produce a field-frequency output. These two sets of pulses
are processed in a sync generator to produce a normal
sync signal — AHS. The line-frequency pulses also go to a
couple of monostables to produce the PL and CBB signals
— these are added externally via a 6.8kil resistor to
provide the sandcastle pulse for the VIP. The sync
generator can be reset by the previously mentioned FLR
pulse.
The off-air field sync pulse from the VIP enters the TIC
at pin 10 — this maintains the correct relationship
between the generated and off-air field sync signals. The
field sync pulses are also differentiated and divided by two
to produce a 25Hz squarewave called CRS (character
rounding select). We'll return to this when we get to the
TROM.
Most of the intermediate signals produced by the chain
Good signal

Input

Expanded

1
1 slicing level

Slicing
0 slicing level

Squaring

Fig. 2: The principle of adaptive slicing.
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Fig. 3: Block diagram of the SAA5020 timing chain chip.

of dividers are fed to a decoder which consists of a
collection of counters and monostables. Another group of
inputs to this decoder arrive at pins 15, 17 and 18. They
are all to do with the double-height character function. As
you probably know, double-height characters can be
transmitted by preceding the character with the appropriate control code (serial attribute), the result being that
instead of the whole character being displayed only the
top or bottom half appears on the screen depending on
whether the row of characters is odd or even. The
attribute remains in force until the end of the row or until
a normal height attribute is sent, whichever occurs first.
In addition to this the user can select double height for
the complete page, with the option to display either the
top or the bottom half of the page. Pin 17 received a BCS
(big character select) signal from the TAC chip when
either of these options is selected. The BCS signal also
goes to the TROM. Pin 18 T/B (top/bottom) tells the TIC
which half of- the page is required (low for top). This
signal also comes from the TAC: there's no need to tell
the FROM this — the signals sent from the TIC to the
teletext decoder's RAM determine which bits of page are
read out. The signal at pin 15 (TCL — text character large)
goes low when the TROM detects a broadcast largecharacter attribute.
The decoder produces several outputs. The DEW (data
entry window) output at pin 14 goes high for sixteen lines
of each field — this output is used by the TAC chip to gate
out the data and by the TROM to reset its counter. It's
also divided down in the TROM to give the flashing
character attribute.
The five-bit row address is fed out to the teletext
decoder's RAM i.c.s when pin 16 goes low. As pin 16
(HE — high impedance enable) is connected to the DEW
output the row address is switched off during the data
entry period and on during the' read period (the active
part of the field when the teletext is displayed). During
the DEW period the address lines go high impedance and
the RAM is "written into" by the incoming data. RAM
i.c.s need clock inputs to clock data in and out. The out
clock is provided by pin 24 of the TIC chip: this is called
RACK — read address clock. It's at 1MHz (the character
257

rate) and is switched off during the DEW period when
WACK (write address clock) from the TAC chip takes
over. Don't forget that a teletext decoder has two functions which don't occur simultaneously — to receive and
store signals, and to produce the teletext displays.
The final output, at pin 13 — LOSR enable (load output

shift register enable) — goes to the TROM chip to reset its
control character flip-flops prior to the start of each line of
the display. This signal also defines the character display
period. At the end of this series we'll provide a glossary of
all these strange mnemonics and abbreviations as a quick
reference guide.

Servicing the Hitachi NP6C Chassis
John Coombes
The NP6C chassis was used in a number of Hitachi
models that were on sale from late 1976 to 1980, including
the CWP132, CRP143, CTP203, C1'P213, CTP215,
CTP216 and CTP217. Tube sizes range from 13 to 20in.
and some models have an ultrasonic remote control
system for channel selection, volume and standby. The
chassis is in two main sections, the power supply and
deflection circuits being on klarge horizontal panel at the
base of the cabinet while the signal stages are on a
vertically mounted panel at the left-hand side — the
chroma panel, which includes some but not all of the
decoder circuitry, is mounted on this. The RGB output
stages are on the c.r.t. base panel. Our front cover
photograph shows the general arrangement.
The circuitry is mostly in discrete component form.
Early sets have just two i.c.s, an HA11580A (IC501) in
the decoder and an HA1124D (IC401) as the intercarrier
sound/audio preamplifier channel In later sets an
HA1126DW (IC001) a.f.c. chip appeared while a
APC1351C (IC502) took over most of the decoder circuitry not contained in IC501. There's a transistor line
output stage with diode-split transformer and a chopper
power supply. The latter includes a multivibrator start-up
arrangement. Two thick-film voltage divider/reference
voltage modules (CP901, CP902, type. HM9102) are used
in the power supply. They are none too reliable. Another
thick-film module is used for the field driver and output
stages (M601, type HM6231) — faulty connections can give
problems here.
Poor Soldered Joints
Poor soldered joints-are in fact a common problem with
these sets — dry-joints on the chopper (T902), chopper
driver (T901) and line output (T703) transformers are
often responsible for intermittent operation. Dry-joints
also tend to occur on the resistors mounted above the
board in the power supply — R918, R924, R928, R933 and
R935. R937 is another resistor in this area whose connections are worth checking. Suspect joints should be cleaned
and fluxed before resoldering.
Power Supply Circuitry
As with most modern TV receivers the chopper power
supply is the heart of the set. The circuit is shown in Fig. 1
and to assist with fault-finding it's helpful to appreciate
how this works. Mains bridge rectifier CR901-4 produces
across C909 a d.c. supply which is fed to the collector of
the chopper transistor TR906 via the primary winding of
the chopper transformer T902. CR908 rectifies the pulses
developed across the secondary winding, producing a
stabilised 110V h.t. supply across C925. Stabilisation is
achieved by adjusting the mark-space ratio of the drive to
the chopper transistor, i.e. its on/off times.
TR905, is the chopper driver transistor while TR904 is
responsible for adjusting the mark-space ratio of the
drive. Pulses from the line output transformer are integrated by R910 and C915 to produce a sawtooth at the
base of TR903. This transistor acts as an inverting
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amplifier whose output is coupled to the base of TR904
via C916. The point at which TR904 conducts during the
sawtooth at its base is set by TR907, which is controlled
by the thick-film unit CP901. The latter produces a
reference voltage for the emitter of TR907 and a feedback
sample for its base, derived from the h.t. line via a
divider. The use of this thick-film unit enables precise
control of the h.t. to be achieved without the need for any
adjustment.
During normal operation the circuit depends on the
presence of pulses from the line output transformer, so a
start-up system is required. For this purpose R908/R935/
R909/CR906 provide a supply for TR904 and TR905 while
the multivibrator TR901/2 provides a squarewave to drive
TR904. At switch on C910 begins to charge via R902,
enabling TR901/2 to operate. Once C901 has charged
TR901/2 can no longer function. When the h.t. line has
been established TR904 and TR905 are supplied via
CR907.
Overload protection is provided by TR908/9, CP902,
CR709, CR712, CR713 and the associated components.
CR709 rectifies pulses from the line output transformer,
producing across C753 a d.c. supply which is divided down
in CP902 and applied to the internal zener diode (via pins
3/2). In normal operation the voltage is insufficient for thee .
zener diode to conduct. Excessive voltages in the line
output stage will result in the zener diode conducting,
producing a voltage across R931 to bring TR908/9 into
conduction. These transistors latch on, shorting the supply
to TR904's emitter so that the chopper drive is removed.
CR712 is linked to the earthy end of the e.h.t. rectifier
system in the line output transformer. CR713 senses the
voltage developed across R726 (20f1, 10W) which is in
series with the emitter of the line output transistor TR704.
In the event of a leaky or short-circuit line output
transistor CR713 will conduct to bring the protection
circuit into operation.
The 12V supply for the small-signal stages in the set is '
derived from a winding on the line output transformer.
CR705 (VO9C) is the rectifier diode and C735 (1,000pF,
16V) the reservoir capacitor. Smoothing is provided by
L705 and C736 (2,200pF, 16V). The 1f1 fusible resistor
R733 provides protection/surge limiting.
If it's necessary to replace any of the following components only Hitachi supplied/approved types should be
used: CP901, CP902, TR907, TR908, TR909, CR705,
CR709, R928, R931, R932, R934, 0753, C932 and T703
(line output transformer).

No Results
The most common fault with these sets is no sound or
raster. The first thing to do is to check for dry-joints
around the higher-wattage resistors in the power supply.
Next check the voltage at the collector of the chopper
transistor TR906. If there's no reading, F903 is probably
open-circuit — check TR906 before replacing this. If F903
is all right check the mains fuse F901. If this has blown.;;
check the mains bridge rectifier diodes CR901-4. If both
fuses are o.k. check TR906 by replacement and check the.,::
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Fig. 1: The switch-mode power supply circuit used in the Hitachi NP6C chassis.

continuity of the chopper transformer's primary winding.
If the voltage at the collector of TR906 is correct —
something between 230V and 360V should be recorded —
check whether CR908 is open-circuit. If CR908 is all right
but there's no voltage at its cathode, remove R941 and try
again. If you now get a reading of 110V and the line sync
is normal check TR908 and TR909 by replacement, then
CP902. If there's still no voltage at the cathode of CR908
replace R941 and short out C910 briefly. If this fails to
restore the voltage at CR908's cathode check TR901 and
TR902 by replacement. If necessary go on to check
TR904, TR905 and TR907, then both CP901 and CP902
by replacement.
If shorting out C910 produces a reading of about 60V at
the cathode of CR908 check the 12V line at terminal B1.
If there's no voltage here check CR705 and R733. If the
reading is 5V or so check TR903 by replacement.
In our experience the line driver and output stages are
remarkably trouble free.

than 70V check the field oscillator transistor TR601
(2SC458B/C) by replacement — if necessary check capacitors C601 (0.068AF), C602 (1AF), C603 (0.01AF), C604
(1,000AF) and C605 (470AF) by replacement.
The field output thick-film module can usually be
repaired on an outside call — look for dry-joints around
the field output transistors. You may get intermittent or
permanent field collapse, lack of height, bottom cramp,
top foldover or picture jitter. It's best to replace the
module however.
If the sync and height are not correct though the •110V
line is o.k. check the setting of the hold control R605 and
the height control R607. If still confronted with poor sync
and excessive height check C602 (1AF) and C611 (0.1AF)
by replacement. For poor sync and lack of height check
C601 (0.068AF), C604 (1,000AF), C607 (100µ,F) and C611
(0.1µF) by replacement. For top foldover check C606
(10AF) and C610 (22µF) by replacement.

Field Faults
In the event of field collapse, check that the 110V line is
correct then check the temperature fuse TF601. If this is
open-circuit, check whether the decoupling capacitor
C610 (22AF) is short-circuit, then check the thick-film
module M601 by replacement. If TF601 is all right check
the voltage at pin 1 of M601. If the voltage here is less
thin 70V check the preamplifier transistor TR602
(2SA673B/C) for being short-circuit: if the voltage is more

Sync Faults
For loss of field sync first try adjusting R605 then check
C602 (1AF) and R601 (6.81(1-2) for being open-circuit and
C601 (0.068µF) by replacement.
For incorrect line lock try adjusting 1701 then check
TR701 (2SC458B/C) and TR702 (2SA844D/E) by replacement. If necessary check the flywheel line sync discriminator diodes CR701/2 (1N34A) which can be leaky, then go
on to check the other components associated with
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TR701/2. Note that 'TR701 handles both the line and field
sync pulses.
If there's complete loss of sync short out diode CR253.
If this restores sync check CR253 (1S2076) and the noisecanceller transistor TR251 (2SC458E/C) by replacement.
If shorting out CR253 makes no difference check the
voltage at the collector of the sync separator transistor
TR252 (2SA673B/C/D). If there's no voltage check
TR252: if the reading is normal (0.7V) check whether
TR701 (2SC458B/C) is open-circuit. If necessary check
whether R701 (15kft), R702 (1.5k(1) or R703 (4301l) is
open-circuit. The voltage at the base of TR252 should he
about 8.8V. If this is incorrect check the a.g.c. transistors
TR254 (2SC458B/C) and TR253 (2SA836/2SA844D/E). If
the picture is dark check the first two i.f. transistors
TR201 and TR202 (both 2SC1855).
Brightness Faults

If the sound is all right but the brightness cannot be
adjusted check TR304 (2SA836/2SA844D/E) and TR305
(2SA673C/D) either of which can go open-circuit. If
there's no raster check the setting of the brightness control
R328 then the voltage at the collector of TR304. If the
voltage is high at around 10V check TR304. If the voltage
is slightly high at around 7-8V check TR305. If the voltage
is correct at about 6.5V check TR305 and IC501
(HA11580A). If a raster still cannot be obtained, the line
output transformer T703 could be defective — if the c.r.t.
heaters are out check fuse F701 (630mAT).
Colour Faults

In the event of no colour or floating colours connect a
20k[l resistor from pin 21 of IC501 (HA11580A) to
chassis. If there's still no colour check for about 0.2V p-p
of chroma at pins 19, 2 and 3 of the i.e. If any of these
waveforms are absent, replace the i.c. If adding the 20k[l
resistor produces unlocked colour check for a 1.8V p-p
reference oscillator signal at pin 8. If the waveform is
correct, check the adjustment of the phase control R525
and if necessary the associated circuitry around pins 9 and
10 of the i.c. If no faults can be found here replace the i.c.
If the waveform at pin 8 is incorrect check the 4.43MHz
crystal X501 and associated components as necessary.
For Hanover blinds first check the setting of the gain
balance control 8564 and the adjustment of coil L551. If
necessary check the chroma delay line DL551 by replacement. Other things worth checking are T551, IR551
(2SC458B/C) and the condition of R564's track.
Sound Faults

In the event of no sound make a hum check at terminal
F3 on the signals panel — apply a screwdriver with finger
on the blade. If hum is present check the intercarrier
sound i.c. (IC401, HA1124A). If there's no hum check
the voltages around the audio output transistors TR401
and TR402 (both either 2SD478GD or 2SD401K/H) and
the coupling capacitor 0415 (10,uF). There should be
110V at the collector of TR401, 40V at its emitter and at
TR402'8 collector. If these voltages are missing, check
R422 (10011, 1W), the temperature fuse TF401 and the
transistors. If everything is in order check the continuity of
the speaker — a reading of 852. should be obtained across
terminals D1 and D2. C415 can be responsible for poor/
distorted sound.
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Servicing Teletext Receivers
Part 3

Mike Phelan

This month we'll look at the TAC — text acquisition and
control — i.c., type SAA5040 or SAA5040A (M914A in
very early decoders), which is probably the most complicated of the chips in this decoder set. We'll also look at
the row/column decoder system.
The TAC Chip

A block diagram of the TAC chip is shown in Fig. 1.
The processed data from the VIP chip enters at pin 2 and
goes to one of the inputs of an AND gate. The DEW
(data entry window) gating signal goes to the other input,
via pin 7. Serial data passes through the gate, when the
DEW signal goes high. The data is required in parallel,
not serial, form however, so the next step is to feed the
data into a shift register. If this holds eight data bits, the
register will make one byte of teletext data available. As
the data arrives at the rate of 6.93MHz the shift register
must be clocked at this frequency. The clock signal from
the VIP chip enters at pin 3.
Before any use. can be made of the data checks on its
6•93MHz
clock
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S if t
reg ster
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Gate
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28
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integrity must be carried out. And before this can be done
the electronics must be synchronised with the data, i.e.
the electronics must know which is the first bit of each
byte. The "framing code" — see Fig. 2 — is used for this
purpose.
When the framing code detector recognises the presence of the framing code (11100100 binary) it provides a
reset pulse for the divide-by-eight section of the i.c. This
section divides the 6.93MHz clock signal, which has
already been synchronised with the data by the. VIP chip,
by eight, i.e. one "tick" per byte. The reset pulse ensures
that the correct groups of eight bits are accepted as bytes.
The 870kHz signal is used for various timing functions
within the i.c.
There are two forms of error checking — a Hamming
check and a parity check. The former, more elaborate,
system is used to check the row address information, the
latter the display data. Minor display errors are not too
important but if the rows of information weren't presented correctly the display would be useless.
The eighth bit of each teletext data byte is a parity bit
whose state is made such that the total number of one bits
in the byte comes to an odd figure. If the total comes to
an even figure there's an error in the byte which can thus
be rejected instead of being fed into the page memory.
With the Hamming system four of the bits in each byte
are parity bits, the other bits comprising the message: the
message and parity bits are interleaved. Error checking
consists basically of carrying out four sets of additions of
the bits in each byte. If there's no signal corruption the
result of each addition check is an odd number. The
advantage of doing it this way is that the checks will
indicate which bits are in error and the corrective action
required. If more than one bit is wrong the byte is
rejected. Otherwise correction consists of inverting the
incorrect bit — this is accomplished within the TAC.
The display data emerges at pins 16-22 of the TAC —
seven bits now instead of eight since the parity bit has
been dropped.
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of the SAA5040 text acquisition
control (TAG) chip.
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Page Selection

The pages are transmitted in numerical sequence (more
or less). If we were unable to select the page we required
they would all flash before our eyes as transmitted. This
would clearly be of no use at all. Page selection is done by
keying the appropriate number into the remote handset.
The remote control signals from the SAA5010 remote
control receiver chip arrive at pins 5 and 6 of the TAC
chip. The data at pin 6 is in the form of a serial code at a
,frequency of 62.5kHz. It's converted to seven bits of
parallel code within the i.c., using another shift register.
As with the serial teletext data, a clock signal is required
to drive this. It comes in from the SAA5010 chip at pin 5
and is referred to as the DLIM (delimiter) signal. The
seven data bits comprise two that specify TV/text/mix and
five for the text functions, including page numbers.
A page is displayed when the transmitted page number
(in the page header line) matches the selected page
number. The four ones from the Hamming code parity
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Fig. 2: Data composition of the page header and an ordinary display line.

check go to an AND gate: if all are ()I. the output goes
high to enable the page selector. This carries out comparison between the page number in the header and the
selected page: when they match the WOK (write OK)
signal appears at pin 15. Note the second AND gate: the
other input to this is high only when the parity check on
each display byte is o.k. — thus corrupt bytes are rejected.
The WOK output goes low to write data into the memory
during the DEW period, also during the EDIL period
(line 40) when status data is transmitted to show which
channel is in use.

Addressing the' Memory - Row and Column
Decoding
We have display data leaving the TAC at the correct
times then: where do we put it? We' need some sort of
clock to keep track of the locations in the memory. The
RAM i.c.s used to store the display data have to be told
whether to read or write data and the correct addresses.
The seven RAM i.c.s used have a capacity of 1Kbyte
each (1,024 bytes). This is unfortunate since 960 bytes (40
columns by 24 rows) are required to store a page of text.
The TAC provides a five-bit row address (counting 0-23)
but there's no way in which this can be used to address a
RAM. Consider for a moment why this should be. Each
1,024 byte RAM stores one bit of the seven-bit character
display code. To address each location in the RAM we'd
need a ten-bit address — to put it another way, to count up
to 1,024 in binary we need ten bits — 1,024 is 1000000000
in binary. We can't use so many bits for rows and the rest
for columns as 1,024 won't factorise into anything like 40
x 24. The nearest we can get is 32 x 32, which is of no
use to us.
To get round this snag a clever bit of circuitry is used
employing three 1-IL i.c.s (see Figs. 3 and 4). Two of
these form a counter which counts up to 39, for which six
bits are required. Each 74LS161 four-bit counter will
count up to 15, so we pass a carry pulse from the first to
the second and use only two bits from the latter. This
gives us the six bits to count from 0 to 39.
After a byte from the TAC has been written into the
RAMs, WACK (write address clock) sends a pulse to the
counter i.c.s to prepare the next address. The GLR
(general line reset) pulses reset the two counters at the
end of each line. Note that during the display period,
when the RAMs are being read, WACK is replaced by
the RACK (read address clock) signal from the SAA5020
TIC chip.
We still have the 40 x 24 problem however. Back to
the counters, which provide a count of 0-39 in six bits,
from WACK or RACK which give one "tick" per byte.
The TAC chip provides at pins 23-27 a five-bit row
address to count up to 23 (during the display period a fivebit row address comes from pins 19-23 of the TIC i.c. —
this was not shown in Fig. 1, Part 1). Note that the two
sets of row addresses and the WACK and RACK outputs
are directly connected between the i,c.s, so tri-state
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Fig. 4: The row/column decoder arrangement.

outputs are required with the outputs not being used
switched to the high-impedance state.
To convert from the six column and five row bits to the
ten bits required to address the RAMs we use the lowest
four row bits as they are — this, counts up to 15. The first
four column bits will also count to 15. We add the highest
three column bits to the highest two row bits to give two
row and two column bits respectively, thus converting the
24 x 40 matrix to 32 x 32 (1,024). X0-X4 and Y0-Y4 in
Fig. 4 are the RAM address lines.
Next month we'll discuss the final chip in the decoder.
the TROM, and servicing aspects of this decoder.
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The Network EMS System
Denis Mott
The four input lines PA-PD receive a binary-coded
input to address the memory. Pulses are applied to pin 9
when a new programme is to be stored. The timing of
these pulses depends on the store output at pin 14: the
pulse trains differ for memory erase and memory store -during a store cycle the previously stored programme is
first cancelled then the new one is written in. The band
select, a.f.c. and auto-tune facilities incorporated in the
i.c. are not used.
Fig. 2 shows a basic block diagram of the EMS system.
The EMS panel is used in both remote and non-remote
control versions of these sets. For remote control the
preamplifier unit is added.
The EMS system is shown in rather more detail in Fig.
3 to enable its operation to be understood. The
µPD1937C remote control receiver/decoder i.c. (IC1301)
receives both the remote control commands and the
programme/volume up/down signals from the touch
board. The i.c. is clocked by a 455kHz resonator (X1301)
connected between pins 10 and 11. Pin 13 receives the
remote control input signals from the preamplifier while
pins 1-5 receive the local commands — pin 1 power on/off,
pin 2 channel up, pin 3 channel down, pin 4 volume up,
pin 5 volume down. The outputs are at pins 6, 7, 14 and
15. Pin 6 goes high when an on command is received. Pin
7 provides an 18msec pulse output for volume control: the

Network NWC1402 series colour receivers employ an
electronic programme memory system (EMS). It's a voltage-synthesis tuning arrangement based on the SGS M193
i.c. Inevitably faults can occur and the service engineer
then has to try to cope. The service manual will probably
be consulted but it's seldom obvious from a circuit
diagram how things are supposed to work. It's about this
time that my phone goes . . .
The M193 incorporates a non-volatile memory, i.e.. the
memory retains the information stored in it when the
power supply is interrupted — SGS quote the memory
storage time as being ten years. With a volatile memory,
i.e. one using RAMs as in the earlier Network NWC1401
series, a back-up battery is required to ensure that the
stored information is not lost when the main power supply
is switched off.
Fig. 1 shows a simplified block diagram of the M193.
It's been simplified because some of the facilities incorporated in this i.e. are not used in the NWC1402 — data
display control and band switching for example. The
memory is organised as 17 bits of information, 12 to
provide the varicap tuning voltage, three for fine tuning
and two for band selection. A digital-to-analogue converter (DAC) provides the tuning output at pin 15: the
output depends on the twelve bits of information obtained
from the memory.
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Fig. 1: Simplified block diagram of the M193 programme memory chip.
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Fig. 3: Interconnectiont between the various i.c.s used in the EMS system.

mark-space ratio is short for low volume, long for high
volume. Pins 14 and 15 both provide 18msec pulses, pin
14 when channel up is selected, pin 15 when channel down
is selected. There should be a 20V peak-peak 455kHz
sinewave at pin 10.
The up/down pulses from 1C1301 go to pins 5 and 6 of
the thick-film hybrid i.c. HIC1301 whose job is to gate the
up/down signal on to a single line - the output is at pin 2.
In addition it provides a clock signal at pin 7. The
up/down and clock outputs pass to IC1302 which provides
an interface with the M193 memory chip. This is an
TELEVISION MARCH 1986

MC14516B 4-bit bi-directional counter whose outputs are
taken from pins 2, 6, 11 and 14. These outputs go -to the
M192 LED driver i.c. IC1501 as well as the memory chip.
When a data input is applied to pins 5-8 -of the memory
chip IC1601 an output will be obtained at pin 15. This
comes via a digital-to-analogue converter, but since this is
clocked the output at pin 15 consists of pulses rather than
d.c. The mark-space ratio of these pulses alters to provide
the tuning voltage required. The following thick-film
hybrid i.c. HIC1601 inverts and integrates the pulses frompin 15 of IC1601, producing the tuning voltage at pin 6. It
315
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Fig. 4: Power supply arrangement for the M193.
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Fig. 5 (top left): Memory erase signal at pin 9 of the M193.
Fig. 6 (lower left): Memory write signal at pin 9.
Fig. 7 (top right): Ramp waveform at pin 12 of the M193.

can also be used for band changing on v.h.f./u.h.f. sets.
When data stored in the memory is to be changed, i.e. a
channel location is to be retuned, pin 28 (search up/down)
of the M193 is connected to a comparator i.c. (IC1701) via
the mode switch SW1702 — an indicator LED then lights.
The power supply arrangements for the M193 chip are a
bit ticklish. It requires 12V at pin 13, 18V at pin 10 and a
30V supply for memory write/erase. The 12V supply must
arrive first (D1601 provides the initial supply for pin 10).
The 18V supply is derived from the set's 112V h.t. supply,
which is delayed slightly. The 32V tuning voltage supply is
also derived from the 112V line, in the usual manner. Fig.
4 shows the main items in the power supply system.
M193 Pinning
The M193 is a 28-pin device but not all pins are used in
this application. Useful pin information to note is as
follows:
Pin 2: Voltage falls to OV when the memory switch is
operated.
Pins 5-8: Data address signals from IC1302 at 12V logic
levels. A low on all inputs gives programme one, a high
on all inputs programme 16. Programmes 2-15 are given
by different combinations of 1 and 0 on the four lines.
Pin 9: 30V peak-peak pulses are applied to this pin for
memory erase/write. For the erase part of the cycle the
pulse duty cycle is 0.4msec (see Fig. 5). For the write
part of the store cycle the pulse duty cycle is 0.6msec
(Fig. 6).
Pin 11: Clock oscillator pin. A 3.58MHz crystal is connected to this pin. If you suspect that the crystal is
faulty, connect a X10 scope probe to this pin via a 1Mi2
resistor. A 150mV p-p sinewave should be displayed. If
the 1M12 resistor isn't included the oscillator will stop.
Pin 12: An RC network is connected to this pin to set the
frequency of an internal oscillator which produces the
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scan ramp in the search mode. The ramp is normally of
0.6msec duration (Fig. 7) but shortens to 0.2msec
initially (see later).
Pin 14: Pulses as at pin 9.
Pin 15: 5V p-p pulse train. A small mark, wide space will
eventually tune in channel 68: for channel 21 a wide
mark and small space are required.
Pin 27: Sound muting. Goes high (5V) when changing
channel.
Pin 28: Memory data up/down selection. When low the
data clock counts down, when high the data clock
counts up. At 6V the data clock is inhibited.
The Comparator Chip
The final i.c. on the EMS panel, IC1701 (LMN324), is a
quad comparator of which three sections are used.
Comparator A provides the up/down information for
pin 28 of the memory i.c. The non-inverting input of this
comparator is fed by VR1701. The inverting input is
supplied with a potted down portion of the tuning voltage.
If the non-inverting input is positive with respect to the
inverting input the output will go high and the memory
data will scan up to provide a new channel. The opposite
applies with reversed inputs.
Comparator C provides sound muting for approximately one second when the channel up or down button is
pressed.
Comparator D alters the search speed at pin 12 of
IC1601 for approximately one second after the up, down
or mode switch is operated.
Fault Finding and Modifications

The two most common failures are no output from pin
15 of the M193 memory i.c. and failure of some memory
locations to store data.
When there's no output from pin 15 of the M193 the
device usually gets very hot due to an internal short.
Failure to store data at some memory locations is
caused by an internal problem which can be checked by
monitoring the waveform shown in Fig. 6. New data will
not be entered if the memory erase waveform (Fig. 5) is
seen.
Tuning drift has been a problem with some of these
sets. There are two possible reasons for this: (1) temperature drift; (2) a.f.c. locking range.
When the temperature within the set reaches 40°C the
varicap tuning voltage starts to drop. This is caused by the
inverter transistor in thick-film module HIC1601 not
turning on fast enough. Eventually, the changed output
voltage will be too much for the a.f.c. to handle and the
set will go off tune. To eliminate this effect remove the
thick-film module HIC1601 from the EMS panel and add
a tantalum bead capacitor as shown in Fig. 8: any value
between 0.22µF and 2.2AF will do.
The other problem arises from the fact that on one
Add tanta'um capacitor

n

EI:117

11 11

11 11

Fig. 8: Temperature drift modification.
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Fig. 9: A.F.C. disable modification.

version of the chassis there's no a.f.c. disable when
programming the memory. This may cause the set to
appear to have drifted off tune when changing channel — it
usually happens when going from a higher to a lower
frequency. To overcome the problem add diode D171
(1N914 or 1N4148) in the vision i.f. screening can, add
R174 (22k52) near P104, add link J3 and add a connection
wire from P104/4 to SW1702. See Fig. 9.
There's a version of the EMS panel which is electrically
correct but R1713 (82011) is incorrectly sited so that the
a.f.c. disable doesn't operate. To correct this, remove
R1713 from the panel and replace with a wire link. Fit
R1713, with extended leads, in place of link J10 (see Fig.
9).
To ensure correct operation, check as follows:

TV Fault Finding
Rediffusion Mk. 4 Chassis
We've had several chopper transistors fail in this chassis.
In every case the cause of the problem has been poor
soldered joints on the chopper transformer. It's a good
idea to remove the transformer, clean the legs then
M.D.
resolder it.
Philips CTX Chassis
A portable set fitted with this chassis was brought in
because it was tripping. It was fairly new and we were
surprised to see the rust marks on the chassis — it must
have been kept in very damp conditions. To cure the
tripping we had to change the tube (cracked glass), the
TDA2577 sync/timebase generator/chopper control i.c.,
the TDA3651 field output chip and the 26V rectifier
D6590.
Another of these sets had an intermittently dark picture. Flexing the PCB would produce the fault but we
could find no cracks or dry-joints. After a lot of probing
around we found that C2656 (0.039p,F) on the earthy side
of the e.h.t. circuit had never been soldered through the
panel — the beam limiter line is linked to this capacitor.
M.D.
Panasonic U3W Chassis (TC2211)
The complaint with this set was line tearing. We found
that the supply lines were low which led us to check the
h.t. reservoir capacitor C853 (100,u,F). It had gone rotten,
dropping to pieces when we removed it from the panel.
The h.t. smoothing capacitor C854 (47µ,F) also had to be
TELEVISION MARCH 1986

(1) The voltage at P104/4 should be 11-12V when the
mode switch is pressed.
(2) The voltage at TP14 should be 5.5V ± 0.5V when the
mode switched is pressed.
(3) The voltage at TP14 should remain as at (2) when the
mode switch is released after tuning.
If the voltage at TP14 is incorrect or tuning drift still
occurs the a.f.c. coil L171 may be incorrectly tuned. The
following procedure is suggested:
(1) Desolder the a.f.c. pin of the tuner from the PCB pad.
(2) Connect a variable bias supply to the a.f.c. pin. A PP9
battery and 101(12 potentiometer can be used.
(3) Set the bias at 5.5V with respect to chassis and tune
the set to a good signal.
(4) Alter the a.f.c. bias and note the effect. The tuning
should shift visibly. If not, suspect the a.f.c. varicap circuit
in the tuner.
(5) Reset the bias to 5.5V.
(6) With the set correctly tuned, monitor TP14 with a
meter. The reading should be 5.5V ± 0.5V. If the voltage
is incorrect, retune L171 slightly to bring the voltage back
to 5-5V.
(7) Disconnect the a.f.c. bias and reconnect to the PCB.
I hope the information provided in this article will be of
help to engineers who come across the NWC1402 and its
variants. Hopefully my telephone will cool down a bit! My
thanks to Network Industries for permission to publish
these service notes,

Reports from Mick Dutton, P.A. Smith,
Bob McClenning and Maurice Kerry

replaced. These blue high-voltage capacitors used by
Panasonic often seem to give trouble, causing all manner
M.D.
of weird effects

Thorn 9000 Chassis
Fuse blowing in this set was caused by a shorting chopper
transformer. We've never had that one before though the
M.D.
sets have been around for a long time now.
NordMende 3602 (F8 Chassis)
This colour portable, fitted with the F8 chassis, had no
luminance with red flyback lines showing. The set employs a TDA3300 colour decoder chip, which we first
suspected, but the problem turned out to be due to the
TDA1170 field timebase i.c.
The problem with another set fitted with this chassis
was blue smearing that looked like a low-emission tube.
RV43 (47k11) in the blue output stage had gone high in
M.D.
value.
Philips G8 Chassis
The owner of one of these sets complained of picture
jitter. We were short of time so we swopped the power
panel, but the owner phoned back to say that he still had a
problem. The cause of the trouble was the 600µ,F h.t.
smoothing capacitor C5536, which is mounted on the line
output panel — it had gone open-circuit. A clue is given by
the fact that the power supply won't set up correctly,
with jitter at 200V or less and no jitter at 205V.
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supply. Replacing IC701, also the STA441C field output
chip IC681, cured the problem. If the line output stage in
these sets is unloaded the power supply doesn't regulate
properly, so it's essential to reduce the mains input,
preferably by using a variac, to prevent damage to the line
output transistor whilst testing. With the sort of fault we
had (field timebase) Hitachi recommend replacing the
flyback switching transistor Q681 (2SC1213A) as well.
M.D.
Zanussi 22ZT505
This was an oddball — we'd never seen one of these sets
before. The complaint was intermittent no results. After a
long soak test and much prodding around we found that
the collector of the chopper transistor was dry-jointed,
causing the set to go into standby.
M.D.
Philips G11 Chassis
We came across an unusual fault recently on a Gll power
panel. The screen symptom was a small picture and a check
on the h.t. voltage at fuse F4037 revealed that this was low
at 130V instead of 153V. After much scratching about we
discovered that zener diode D4048 in the trigger pulse
phase control circuit had decided to become a 6.1V zener
instead of a 7.5V zener. Replacing this item cured the
trouble — a large brandy settled my nerves.
P.A.S.

Another of these sets, fitted with the combined
i.f./chroma panel, suffered from loss of colour. This led us
a merry dance until we found that the voltage at pin 7 of
IC3540 (TBA560C), the burst output, was low while the
voltage at pin 5 of IC3550 (TBA540), the input to the
burst detector, was high. The two pins are connected by a
filter, U3008, which contains a series 220pF capacitor. It
M.D.
turned out that this capacitor was leaky.
Hitachi CPT1471
This 14in. colour set was tripping. When switched on the
e.h.t. came up then the power supply shut down. On two
previous occasions we've had faulty chopper chips in these
sets, IC901 (STR6020), but with both these cases the
power supply would shut down intermittently when warm.
We changed IC901 just in case but this made no
difference.
No shorts etc. could be found in the line output stage so
we decided to try disconnecting the various rectifiers fed
from the transformer. When we lifted D771 the set came
to life. This diode provides the main 12V line so we
started to disconnect the various sections of the set this
feeds. When R604 was lifted the set ran with sound but no
raster. At this point we took a closer look at the circuit.
R604 feeds IC701 (LA7801) which contains the sync
circuitry, the line oscillator and the field oscillator and
driver stages. It's in two "halves" with separate supplies,
12V via R604 to pin 12 for the field circuits and a supply
from the emitter of the line driver transistor to pin 15
where an internal zener diode provides the supply for the
rest of the chip — the line driver transistor is fed from the
main 115V h.t. rail so there's no need for a start-up
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ITT CVC1100/CVC1200 Chassis
These sets incorporate the CMR800/1 EL/if. module.
When the problem is low volume with distortion, before
leaping to change the TDA1035T sound i.c. replace C228
(100µF, 16V) which stabilises the audio feedback. The
symptom sounds like a very badly stuck speech coil. This
module is used in a wide range of ITT models. B.McC.
Hitachi NP83CQ Mk. II Chassis
This set produced a bright, high-contrast picture and loud
sound, with the sound, brightness, colour and contrast
controls inoperative. A PCD8571 memory i.c. mounted
on a panel (difficult to get at) under the c.r.t. stores the
digital level codes for the above controls. These are fed to
the SAB3037 chip on the main panel, where they are
converted to analogue signals. The memory chip (IC1502)
M.K.
proved to be at fault.
Hitachi NP81CQ Chassis
An STR441 chopper chip (IC901) had been ordered by
another engineer but when I fitted it the set remained
dead. There was a supply of 345V at pin 1, which is
connected to the collector of the chopper transistor in the
i.c., but no voltage at its base (pin 4). Apart from
feedback and bias components a standby switching transistor (Q901) is connected to this pin. There's a zener diode
(ZD901) between the base and collector of this transistor
and a check revealed that it was leaky (150I1). The set
remained dead when a replacement was fitted and it then
seemed that Q901 had a base-emitter short-circuit, though
it checked all right out of circuit. The apparent short was
due to link J907 touching IC901's heatsink — this link goes
to the base of 0901. After removing the short and
switching on the set was still dead, due to R905/6 in the
chopper feedback path being open-circuit. Replacing
these restored normal results with a good picture. M.K.
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Vintage TV: The Vidor CN377
Vivian Capel
To start with, Vidor was a name associated solely with
batteries and torches. Then other things came along such
as boiling rings and grillers, and like their rivals Ever
Ready they started to produce a range of portable radio
sets. It was something of a surprise when the first
television sets were announced in the late forties, and
some people felt that the firm might be overreaching
itself. The manufacture of Vidor television sets continued
until 1956 however. By that time a number of models'had
been released and the sets had become quite popular.
One of the first sets to appear was the CN377, a twochannel, 9in. table model that was very like a table radio
receiver in appearance. There was a large, fabric-covered
speaker baffle at the front left and to the right of this,
where you'd expect to find the station scale, there was the
screen. Four knobs were arranged along the bottom of the
cabinet — contrast, volume-on/off, focus and brightness.
To further increase the resemblance to a radio set there
was a wavechange switch with wafers similar to those used
in the radio counterparts. It was mounted at the back of
the r.f. subchassis however, and operated with a
screwdriver as a preset channel selector — the two channels
were London and Birmingham of course.
The Receiver Unit

Being of superhet design, the receiver unit was more
advanced than its many t.r.f. contemporaries. It used
what would later have been considered rather low i.f.s
however — 9.75MHz vision and 6.251Yffiz sound. There
were nine valves on this compact subchassis, seven EF42s,
a couple of EB91s and the EL41 audio output valve. The
first three EF42s were used as the r.f. amplifier, local
oscillator and mixer. There were two vision only i.f. stages
using EF42s and a single EF42 sound i.f. amplifier stage.
The final EF42 was used as the video amplifier. The two
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EB91s acted as detectors and interference suppressors in
the vision and sound channels. The use of the largish,
eight-pin EF42 was an odd choice — the contemporary
console Model CN370 used seven-pin EF91s in the same
positions (this difference led to surprisingly few circuit or
even component value changes). A sensitivity control was
provided in one corner of the subchassis: it set the cathode
bias applied to the r.f. amplifier valve.
Video and Sync Circuitry

The video and sync separator circuits are shown in Fig.
1 — V7 and V8 were on the main chassis. The negativegoing detected video developed across the load resistor
R25 was applied to the video output valve's control grid.
Series and shunt peaking coils, L9 and L10 respectively,
were included in the valve's anode circuit, R27/8 being the
load resistors. C23 coupled the positive-going video signal
to the c.r.t.'s grid — the voltage at the c.r.t.'s cathode was
set by the brightness control. The coupling to V7, which
acted as the sync separator, was via C22.
As so often in those early days the sync circuit was a
little unusual. The video signal, with negative-going sync
pulses, was fed to the cathode of the first section of the
EB91 sync separator. It's anode was biased by the voltage
developed across R38. This section of the valve remained
cut off during the positive-going section of the video
waveform, conducting when a negative-going sync pulse
appeared at its cathode. The pulse output was d.c.
restored by the second section of the EB91 and applied to
the control grid of V8, which acted as a sync pulse
amplifier. Note that the d.c. restoration action also affected the c.r.t. drive, via R31. The line sync pulses developed across R36 were differentiated by C28 and R39 and
fed to the line oscillator. The field sync pulses were
integrated by R34 and C26 and coupled to the field
TELEVISION MARCH 1986
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Fig. 1: The video amplifier and sync separator circuits used in the Vidor CN377.

oscillator by C27. In the absence of a sync pulse input V8
was conductive since its control grid and cathode were
linked via R35.

Ti rn ebase Circuits
Thus positive-going sync pulses were developed at the
anode of V8. These were applied to the control grids of
the T41 gas-filled triodes (thyratrons) used in the line and
field oscillator circuits. While it was quite common to use
a thyratron as the field oscillator it was not so common to
used one as the line oscillator — a hard-valve oscillator was
generally preferred here. The use of the same type of
valve in each timebase is an advantage from the servicing
point of view however, since the valves can be swapped
over to provide a quick check. Thyratrons tend to be
temperamental, and it could well be that one is more
effective at line than field frequency or vice versa.
The two timebase oscillator and output stages were very
similar, and it was easy to get them mixed up from a brief
glance at the circuit. Even the two sets of deflection coils
were both series connected. An EL33 was used in the
field output stage and an EL38 in the line output stage —
easily distinguishable by its top cap connection. Both
output stages used transformer coupling — in the otherwise
similar CN370 RC coupling was used in the field output
stage.
The main presets were situated at the rear of the main
chassis and consisted of four linear sliders with locking
control knobs. From the top to bottom they were field
hold, line hold, height and width. The last two functioned
by varying the h.t. applied to the appropriate output
valve. They were in the cathode rather than the anode
circuits: since the control grids were returned to the
positive ends of these controls they did not affect the bias
applied to the valves.
Each timebase also incorporated a linearity control.
These were mounted on the main chassis alongside the
respective output valves — they were screwdriver operated
rotary presets. The field linearity-control was part of an
RC network in the output valve's control grid circuit: as it
varied the amplitude of the waveform it also affected the
height. The line linearity control was part of an RC
damping network across the line scan coils: it controlled
the left-hand part of the screen. The line output valve was
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operated as a class A amplifier, the damping network
being used to remove the post-flyback overshoot.

The Power Supply
Perhaps the most significant feature of this receiver was
the transformer power supply, complete with mainsderived e.h.t. — never a very popular feature with service
engineers! A 6.4V winding on the transformer supplied
the parallel connected valve heaters, a separate 4V winding being used for the thyratrons. A third heater winding
was used for the h.t. rectifier, a GZ32 in a full-wave
circuit. This produced 360V across its 16AF reservoir
capacitor. There was choke smoothing with the choke
tuned to a minimum frequency of 100Hz by a pdrallel
capacitor combination (0.2µF plus 0.5AF in parallel). The
focus coil also formed part of the smoothing circuit.
Further RC smoothing was incorporated in the feeds to
the anode of the field output valve and to the receiver
subchassis.
An HVR2 rectifier produced some 5kV across its 0.1AF
reservoir capacitor. A point to note here is that the earthy
end of the e.h.t. winding on the mains transformer was
connected to chassis via a 270kfl resistor. If this went
open-circuit it could be wrongly assumed that the winding
itself was open-circuit — if a check was made from the hot
end to chassis.
Switch-off Spot Suppression
A form of switch-off spot suppression was incorporated:
a switch opened to add a 10MS/ resistor in the c.r.t.'s
cathode circuit to ensure that the cathode bias didn't fall
too rapidly.
The CN390 Series
The following CN390 series was similar in many respects but in some ways moved to what was to become
standard practice — it used cathode c.r.t. drive and a
conventional pentode sync separator for example. The
EL38 line output valve was used in a self-oscillating
arrangement, with feedback to its control grid from the
line output transformer's secondary winding:. an
overwinding and an EY51 rectifier produced the e.h.t.
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Modern Receiver Circuitry
Part 1: Power Supplies
Over the last decade the switch-mode power supply has
come into general use in TV sets for mains only operation. The advantage over alternative systems, for example the use of a series or parallel regulator or a thyristor
circuit, is increased efficiency. There are two basic versions of the switch-mode power supply, the series and the
shunt type.

Series Chopper
The series type was the first to be adopted in TV sets,
starting with the Thorn 3000/3500 series chassis. Fig. 1
shows the basic circuit. Chopper transistor Q1 is switched
on and off at a comparatively high frequency, usually at
line rate. Its collector is connected to an unregulated d.c.
supply derived from the mains by rectification. When Q1
is switched on current flows through the reservoir inductor
Ll and the load. When it's switched off the magnetic field
built up around Ll collapses and a negative voltage pulse
appears at the emitter of Q1. Diode D1 conducts, maintaining the flow of current through Ll and the load. Cl is
present to provide smoothing. Regulation is achieved by
varying the chopper transistor's on/off times, i.e. the
mark-space ratio of the squarewave drive waveform applied to its base. Turning the chopper transistor on for a
shorter time during each cycle of operation (duty cycle)
reduces the energy transferred to the load. Thus the h.t.
falls. Increasing the transistor's on time increases the
energy transferred to the load so that the h.t. rises. A
resistive network is used to sense the h.t. (via R2) and
adjust the on/off timing so that the h.t. is kept constant
despite variations in the load demand and the mains
input. The series chopper circuit has now fallen into
disuse. The alternative shunt circuit has a number of
advantages, mentioned below.

J. LeJeune
squarewave drive waveform with variable mark-space
ratio is applied to the base of the chopper transistor Ql.
When Q1 is switched on, current flows in the transformer's primary winding. Because of the winding's inductance, the current flow builds up in the form of a ramp
(see Fig. 4). If the chopper transistor was left on for too
long the current would, after a short while, settle at a
steady value: this is not allowed to happen in a switchmode power supply. At some point during the ramp the
chopper transistor is switched off: since this interrupts the
flow of current in the transformer's primary winding
there's nothing to maintain the magnetic flux in the
transformer. The flux collapses, at a rate determined
mainly by the inductance of the primary winding, self- and
stray-capacitances and the loading on the secondary
winding(s). The phasing of the secondary winding is
arranged so that rectifier diode D1 then conducts, charging its reservoir capacitor Cl. The greater the flux density
in Tl's core at the instant when Q1 is switched off the
greater will be the rate of change of its collapse and hence
the greater will be the output from the circuit. Since the
flux density established in Ti is directly proportional to
Ql's on time, the output obtained can be adjusted by
varying the mark-space ratio of Q1's base drive waveform.
Q1

LI

Unregulated
cLc.input

Fig. 1: Basic elements of a series chopper circuit.

Shunt Chopper
The shunt version (see Fig. 2) became popular because
of its flexibility and high efficiency. It's also safer in the
event of the chopper transistor going short-circuit. The
use of a transformer is a bonus in that several secondaries
can be used to provide various regulated supplies: it also
offers the possibility of mains isolation. Early shunt-type
circuits operated synchronously with the line timebase and
were difficult to isolate from the mains because of the
voltage sensing and synchronising requirements. More
recent designs use asynchronous switching and incorporate the highly desirable feature of mains isolation.
Most of these later designs are based on the use of the
Siemens TDA4600 chopper control chip. We'll look at the
operation of this device in greater detail later.
A major difference between the series and shunt circuit
is that in the former energy is supplied to the load when
the chopper transistor is switched on whereas in the shunt
circuit energy is stored in the reservoir inductance when
the chopper transistor is switched on and is supplied to the
load, after transformation if a transformer is used, when
the chopper transistor is switched off — this type of circuit
is sometimes referred to as a flyback converter.
*lg. 3 shows the basic shunt circuit with transformer. A
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Fig. 3 (left): Operation of the shunt chopper.
Fig. 4 (right): Rise of primary winding current.
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Fig. 5: Synchronous chopper circuit.

By feeding a proportion of the output voltage to a sensing
circuit the system will provide self-regulation within limits.
Synchronous Chopper Circuit

In a line-frequency synchronised system it's convenient
to use a sawtooth waveform as the basis of the control
system since this can be conveniently obtained by integrating the line flyback pulses. The sawtooth waveform is
applied to the base of a switching transistor along with a
bias voltage which consists of d.c. feedback from the
circuit's output. The point at which the transistor switches
on during the sawtooth depends on the feedback bias.
Regulation is thus achieved. Fig. 5 shows a way of going
about this.
Line flyback pulses are integrated by R1, Cl, R2, C2 to
produce a sawtooth signal at the base of the transistor 01.
The base bias for 01 is obtained from the slider of the seth.t. control R9. Q1 is connected as an emitter-follower,
providing current gain and a medium input impedance: it
drives the base of the amplifier/inverter transistor Q2. The
voltage at the base of Q2 required to turn this transistor
on is set by zener diode ZD1 in its emitter circuit: this is
usually a 6.2V type as these have a near-zero temperature
coefficient and are thus ideal as reference elements. The
base of the chopper transistor 03 is forward biased by R4
and ZD2. When Q2 is turned on by Q1 when this
transistor conducts, its collector voltage will fall and both
ZD2 and Q3 will switch off. ZD2 is included to make
Q3's switching action sharper: its value can be chosen for
the correct drive amplitude at the base of Q3.
The line-frequency sawtooth waveform and the
feedback bias together provide a variable mark-space
ratio squarewave drive for Q3. Fig. 6 clarifies this. The
sawtooth waveform sits on top of the bias obtained from
R9. As the bias rises or falls, in accordance with a rise/fall
in the output from the switch-mode regulator, so the point
at which Q2 conducts during the sawtooth is either
Q3 on/off times

Off On

0

advanced or retarded. Fig. 6(a) shows the case where the
output and the d.c. bias have fallen: only the peaks of the
sawtooth cross Q2's turn-on voltage, with the result that
Q3 conducts for a longer period to restore the output
voltage to the correct level. Fig. 6(b) shows the normal
operating conditions, with a 50-50 mark-space ratio setting
the control circuit at the centre point in its regulation
range. In a well-designed circuit this would be the operat
ing point with a standard mains input voltage and average
load current demand. Though d.c. coupling is shown
between the driver transistor Q2 and the chopper transistor Q3 transformer coupling is normally used to improve
circuit efficiency and reliability.
The type of circuit considered so far has fixed-frequency
drive. D.C. feedback is required, so that mains isolation is
not possible. In some circuits the drive for the line output
transistor is obtained from a winding on the chopper
transformer, eliminating the need for a line driver stage.
Self-oscillating Chopper

Most recent TV receiver switch-mode power supplies
are of the self-oscillating type, using a separate sensing
winding on the chopper transformer to provide information on the output conditions. The widely used TDA4600
chopper control chip was developed by Siemens for use in
this application. Both isolated and non-isolated versions of
this type of circuit are found: Fig. 7 shows a non-isolated
circuit. The oscillation frequency is nominally 25kHz but
varies under different load conditions.
01 is the chopper transistor and Ti the chopper
transformer. Pin 9 is the i.c.'s d.c. supply pin. A start-up
supply is provided by R1, D1 which charge C4 at switch
on — some setmakers provide a more elaborate system for
goading the i.c. into life. When the voltage at pin 9 is
sufficient to operate the internal stabilisers the chip will
come into operation, driving Q1 from pins 7 and 8. The
turn-on drive is via R9 and C3: turn-off occurs when the
voltage at pin 7 falls below 2V. Once the circuit has got
going the output from pin 4 of the transformer will be
rectified by D3, producing a higher voltage across C4 than
the start-up voltage: D1 is then reverse biased. The i.c.
now operates from a supply stabilised by itself: all the
internal systems within the i.c., apart from the output
amplifier connected to pin 8, are fed from an internal
stabiliser. This feature makes the i.c. independent of
mains supply voltage variations over a wide range.
Winding 3-5 on the transformer provides the feedback
for regulation. The signal at pin 5 is rectified by D2 to
produce a negative voltage across C2. This is applied to
the bottom of the set-h.t. control VR1. An internal 4V
reference supply is available at pin 1 of the i.c. and is
applied via R5 to the other end of the control network. As
a result pin 3 receives a voltage which is set by VR1 and
depends on the output provided by the transformer —
under normal operating conditions the voltage at pin 3 is

On

Q2's base turn-on voltage-0.

103221

(a)

(c)

Fig. 6: Production of a variable mark-space ratio drive waveform.
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nominally 2V.
An increase in the output provided by the transformer
will increase the negative voltage across C2. The reduced
voltage at pin 3 is sensed by the control logic within the
chip and the mark-space ratio of the drive waveform for
Q1 is adjusted accordingly.
When Q1 is switched off the interruption to the flow of
current through winding 1-2 of the transformer results in a
collapse of the flux developed in the transformer. Positivegoing outputs appear at pins 1, 4, 7 and 8. The rectifiers
connected to pins 7 and 8 provide the supplies for the
receiver, across C5 and C6. D3 provides the supply for the
chip, as we've seen. CS is included to delay the rise time
of the voltage at the collector of Q1: this reduces the
transistor's dissipation at switch off.
The output at pin 5 of the transformer is also fed to pin
2 of the chip via R8 to provide zero-crossover information
for the control circuitry within the i.c. Zero voltage at pin
2 of the chip corresponds with zero energy in the transformer: the zero-crossover detector within the i.c. delivers
an output to the control logic which in turn switches Q1
on again. This method of detecting the zero transition has
the advantage that Q1 acts as a damping element. Thus
the transistor's off period is determined by the time taken
for the energy stored in the transformer to decay to zero,
the zero-crossover point signalling that Q1 should be
turned on again.
Should a short-circuit occur on the output side of the
power supply the output at pin 5 of the transformer will
fall, as will the negative-going voltage produced by D2.
The voltage at pin 3 of the chip will rise and at 2.3V an
internal bistable will be set, putting the chip's control logic
in the short-circuit mode. In this condition the mark-space
ratio falls to 1:244, the frequency of operation is reduced
to 1.4kHz and the power consumption is just 4W. The
unit can operate in this mode indefinitely.
The RC, network R4/C7 produces a sawtooth at pin 4 of
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the chip when Q1 is conductive — when Q1 is off pin 4 is at
chassis potential. The sawtooth has a dual purpose. The
rising portion provides the base drive for 01, via the base
drive amplifier. This holds Q1 in the saturated condition
during its conductive period, preventing excessive dissipation. The amplitude of the sawtooth is also sensed within
the i.c. to gauge the transistor's dissipation limit: should
the peak-to-peak amplitude of the sawtooth exceed 4V
the drive will be clamped to a safe level by the control
logic, protecting the transistor and the transformer. This
arrangement relies on the stability of R4 and problems
with failed chopper transistors in sets employing a
TDA4600 can often be traced to this resistor having
increased in value from its usual 270k1l or so to something
much higher.
Pin 5 of the chip is concerned with under-voltage
protection. If the voltage at pin 9 is low the TDA4600
may not operate correctly: pin 5 is supplied from pin 9 via
potential divider R2/3 and when the voltage at this pin
falls below 2V the under-voltage shutdown circuit comes
into operation.
As previously mentioned the nominal operating frequency of the circuit is 25kHz. Under no-load conditions
the frequency rises to in excess of 76kHz. Although this is
well outside the normal operating limits no harm will
result provided the chopper transistor and transformer are
suitable for operation at this frequency. Under stand-by
conditions, with consumption of 5-10W, the operating
frequency is around 60kHz: some designers include a preload resistor on one of the main supply rails to limit the
frequency rise in this condition to a value acceptable to
the whole circuit.
With a typical efficiency of 83 per cent, low dissipation
and temperature rise, high stability, ability to handle a
wide range of input voltages and an economical component count it's no wonder that this type of circuit has
proved to be so popular.
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Quick Checks: Fidelity CTV14R
S. Simon .
These sets continued in production for some time. Apart
from a few common faults they've given good service. The
weak link is undoubtedly the type of line output transformer originally fitted. The type of transformer used in a
set can be immediately ascertained by noting where the
focus and first anode preset controls are situated. If they
are on the tube's base panel the transformer is of the
original type. With later types and replacements the
controls are integral with the transformer: two knobs are
present to prove the point and there are no controls on
the tube base panel.
Symptoms
The symptoms when line output transformer trouble is
brewing are many and varied. The usual initial warning
comes when it's reported that the screen flashes and the
receiver goes off intermittently, the channel selector
returning to 1. This could mean something other than
transformer trouble of course. It could mean nothing
more than a dry-joint, the location of which may call for
the removal of the main panel from the plastic frame as
the faulty connection may be under one of the struts of
the frame. Fortunately however the trouble may well be
in full view when the chassis is upended: it's often around
the BUX84 chopper transistor or one of the wire-wound
resistors.
When we first started to sell these sets the main
troubles seemed to centre around the front control panel,
with cracked tracks and the like. Since then the real villain
has turned out to be the line output transformer.
We've mentioned that replacement line output transformers have the focus and first anode controls built in.
This is not the only difference. They also have a different
base, so that a subpanel has to be added when fitting. The
existing focus and first anode preset controls have to be
removed from the tube base and the wires from the
transformer fitted directly to the panel. Unfortunately the
replacement type of transformer, though far more reliable, seems to be particularly sensitive to dampness. If a
set is constantly used in the kitchen, which is quite
common, the transformer tends to arc and spark to nearby
chassis mounted components etc. This is more often the
case with the Mk. II version of the similar CTV14S, where
the transformer is situated farther to the rear and closer to
other items.
Chain Reactions
It's often the case that other components will fail when
there's a short in the line output transformer. The h.t.
feed resistor R901 (4.70, 5W) very rarely fails; the
preceding h.t. smoothing resistor R828 (1012, 2W) often
does, as its rating would suggest. If this resistor is found to
be open-circuit, with h.t. at one end and nothing at the
other, switch the set off and measure the resistance to
chassis, using the low ohms range. If the reading is very
low, check also at R901 to see whether the reading here is
lower. If it is, suspect the BY127 efficiency diode D29 or
the BU208 line output transistor TR14 (disconnect to test)
before condemning the line output transformer.
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To check the BU208, remove the collector lead (body)
and measure the resistance between the collector (black
probe) and the emitter or base (red probe). Any reading
should condemn the transistor. If the transistor is in order,
disconnect one end of the BY127 and check this (black
probe to the cathode). If these two items are o.k. it's
likely that the transformer is at fault with a short between
windings.
Troublesome Controls
The focus control contacts are a frequent cause of
intermittent channel changing and a dry-joint will quite
often be found at one end — we refer to the original type
of focus control mounted on the tube's base board. Other
causes of this trouble include faults on the front control
board — the cracked tracks etc. previously mentioned.
The on/off switch (1000 relay at rear end) can give
trouble, sometimes going completely open-circuit to give
the no results symptom, sometimes arcing to give the
symptoms described for a defective line output transformer. This is a separate item secured by two screws: it
has four contacts for the mains supply and two on the rear
for the "off" relay.
The Signals Panel
The right side signals panel produces its share of faults:
problems include cracked tracks and poor connections.
One connection problem we've had on several occasions
concerns the supply to the TDA3190 sound channel chip
IC7. The supply comes via a 1011 resistor (R509), through
the flexi lead on the front end. It's our habit to run a short
lead on the underside from the edge connector direct to
the resistor. This seems to overcome, the problem, despite
there being no visible sign of a break in the track.
Field Timebase
The TDA1170S field timebase chip IC9 is heatsinked
and mounted on the rear edge.. Its 25V supply is derived
from the line output transformer via rectifier diode D35
(RGP10B). If the chip shorts, which it can do, the
resultant load can shut the receiver down or perhaps result
in the rectifier diode going open-circuit. If the receiver
continues to operate there will be a white line across the
centre of the screen and the somewhat tedious task of
removing first the heatsink and then the chip must be
undertaken.
Power Supply
The regulated power supply is of the series chopper
type, with a secondary winding on the chopper transformer providing the drive for the line output transistor.
The BUX84 (or BUV46) chopper transistor is at the rear
left side. The chopper and line timebase circuits are
controlled by a TDA2581 chip. There's also a BF460
chopper driver transistor (TR11).
The TDA2581 is occasionally the cause of faulty operation — but in our experience not as often as rumour
would have it. We've more often found that the associated
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BC558 transistor TR12 is the cause of trouble due to its
base being dry-jointed. This transistor is located farther to
the centre at the rear edge.
The supply to the collector of the BUX84 chopper
transistor comes from a bridge rectifier via a 211, 2W
resistor (R802 or R830) and a 1A fuse. The supplies for
the chopper driver transistor TR11 and the TDA2581 chip
are tapped from a point between the 211 resistor and the

fuse. A 12V zener diode (ZD5) stabilises the voltage
applied to the TDA2581 and also the voltage at the
emitter of TR11. The feed resistors for the 12V zener
diode and TR11 are those on the rear left edge. They are
rated at 8W and although they rarely go open-circuit they
can develop dry-joints which give the effects already
described, i.e. intermittent operation or a dead set. The
mains bridge rectifier consists of four BY133 diodes.

TV Fault Finding

Reports from Les Grogan, Alan Shaw,
J.R. Armagh, Philip Blundell Eng. Tech.,
Mick Dutton and Roger Burchett

Hitachi NP81CQ Chassis
The most common fault on this chassis is intermittent field
collapse due to problems with the field output mod-'
ule. Another fault we've had several times recently is
severe top cramping: in each case this was cured by
replacing C608 (22µF, 160V) which smooths the supply to
L.G.
the field output module.
Philips CTX-S Chassis
The complaint with this colour portable was normal
sound, no vision. A careful check on the voltages around
the TDA3560 colour decoder chip revealed that pin 7 was
at —0.5V instead of 1.7-3V (varies with the setting of the
contrast control). Beam limiting is carried out at this pin,
which is connected to the earthy side of the e.h.t. system
via D6238 and R3239. A line pulse was found to be
present at D6238, due to 02565 (0.039µF) being opencircuit. As a result the beam limiter was operating at
L.G.
maximum, turning off the contrast.
Grundig CUC220 Chassis
The 5V regulator IC663 (MC78M05CT) that feeds the
microcomputer chip should be replaced if intermittent
faults such as the set going into standby and incorrect
channel display arise.
Field collapse on one of these sets was — after wasting
time replacing the field output chip twice — traced to
R2779 (18k11) on the field timebase subpanel being opencircuit. This resistor should be removed for test as it reads
L.G.
18kil in circuit.
Fidelity Audio-Visual Systems
One of the latest "in things" in home entertainment
electronics is the audio-visual system. Fidelity have been
making and selling such units for some time now. To date
there have been three versions, the AVS1600 which has
been superseded by the AVS1650, and the AVS2000. The
first two models have 16in. c.r.t.s: the AVS2000 has a
20in. tube and a different layout of the tape/radio/record
player sections. The TV chassis is basically the ZX3000 as
used in many Fidelity 14in. portables.
The most common faults in the TV section are as
follows. (1) No sound or vision with faint power supply
tripping: h.t. rectifier diode D13 (RGP15J) short-circuit.
(2) Power supply inoperative due to the BU508A chopper
transistor TR3 being leaky. This could have damaged the
TDA4600 chopper control chip. The chopper transistor's
base coupling capacitor C93 (100µF) should also be
checked. (3) Sound and raster but no picture. The main
suspect is the TDA3562A colour decoder chip IC7 but if a
video signal can be fed into pin 20 of the scart socket with
the TV/video switch in the TV position the TEA1014
switching i.c. (IC5) is suspect.
The real nightmare starts when you are faced with no
sound on any system and the TV channel LED stuck on
ch. 8 which can be tuned in. The 2A audio fuse F2,
mounted on a small panel attached to the side of the TV
chassis, will probably be found open-circuit due to one of
the TDA1908A audio amplifier/output i.c.s (IC4 and IC5
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on the main audio PCB) being short-circuit. That's the
easy bit. In the case of the AVS1600 remove no less than
18 back screws. Then to gain access to the panel remove
five screws in the record storage compartment, one screw
at the rear of the record player base assembly and two
Allen screws on the cabinet side panels. Disconnect the
green earth wire near the mains input socket, then remove
the two-pin mains supply to the audio assembly. The
entire audio unit, with record and tape decks, can then be
slid out of the front of the cabinet — after removing three
small plugs from the a.f. panel. The audio chassis can be
serviced on the bench after reconnecting the two-pin
mains socket.
Measure the resistance between pin 1 of either
TDA1908A chip and chassis. A low reading indicates that
one of them is short-circuit. Since both i.c.s are connected
across the 28V rail it will be necessary to open-circuit pin 1
of one of them to establish which one is at fault.
After carrying out the repair reassemble the unit in the
reverse order to that given above. But be warned. When
you return the AVS unit to the customer's home, measure'
the resistance across the loudspeakers before connecting it
to the mains supply. The reading should be about 41l. If
very low and you haven't checked this you will be back to
square one. The point is that some people extend loudspeaker leads with odd pieces of wire, the joints insulated
with Elastoplast or Sellotape, then tuck the wires under
the carpet where the joints can short together.
Other faults we've had to date are: (1) Severe sound
distortion on both channels due to the TDA3810 pseudostereo generator chip IC7 (audio board) being faulty. (2)
No TV channel change with the remote control inoperative and the receive LED dot permanently lit. This was
A.S.
caused by a leaky stereo balance switch.
Some Quickies
Rank T24 chassis: Loss of colour can be caused by R229
(3.61M) on main board T144A going high in value. This
resistor feeds line pulses to the chroma module.
Pye 713 series chassis: No e.h.t. If disconnecting the e.h.t.
tray results in plenty of r.f. from the line output transformer, giving the impression that the doubler is faulty,
check C695 (0.001/1F, 1.6kV) for leakage. This capacitor
decouples pin 2 of the doubler.
Grundig CUC series chassis: For repeated failure of the
BU208A transistor and TDA4600 chip in the chopper
circuit replace the metal film resistor R646 (270k0) with a
carbon film type. The original tends to go open-circuit,
very often intermittently.
A.S.
Hitachi NP82CQ Chassis
Tuning drift with these sets is often due to one or more of
the 1N4148 blocking diodes D1503-8/D1511-2 being leaky.
It's best to replace the lot. If the drift has persisted for
some time before being reported it may well be that the
first four or six tuning potentiometers are worn/noisy.
Check them carefully and replace any that are doubtful.
In one case after checking all the above the tuner turned
out to be the cause.
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Inability to tune above a certain frequency occurs when
one of the zener diodes ZD1508-1514 is leaky. Note that
the leakage may not measure on an Avo.
Mitsubishi CT2101TX
A fault I've had on a number of occasions is no sound and
vision and no channel display, with a blank raster on the
screen. Each time this has been the result of no 12V
supply to the i.f. strip and display, due either to R178
being open-circuit or a crack in the print between R178
P.B.
and the regulator Q241.
GEC 3135
The picture produced by this portable was dark and a
check on the c.r.t. base voltages suggested that something
was amiss in the video output stage. R361 (470W) which
links the tube's cathode to chassis had gone open-circuit.
M.D.
ITT CVC45 Chassis
Intermittent loss of raster was the complaint. We eventually found that the tube's heaters went out in the fault
condition, due to a dry-joint at pin 1 of the line output
M.D.
transformer.
Sanyo CTP6102
As this set warmed up the screen gradually blanked from
the bottom until only the top two inches were visible. A
can of freezer was used to check the transistors in the field
timebase. One of the transistors in the Darlington driver
stage, Q422, was going leaky when warm.
M.D.
Sharp C1891
These sets seem to have only one fault — rio colour. A lot
have been sold in our area and they come in for repair
after a couple of years. In every case we've had the loss of
colour has been due to either 1801 (RH-IX0109) or Q407.
M.D.
More Quickies
Rank T26 chassis: The problem was no luminance. An
easy one — the luminance delay line was open-circuit.
Ferguson TX9 chassis: The set concerned was a 14in.
portable with no focus. The focus spark gap had gone
dead short due to corrosion. It was impossible to clean it
and a new c.r.t. base panel had to be fitted.
ITT Model CT3315: The fault was a dark picture. A
270k12 resistor in the tube's first anode supply had increased in value to over 2MS/.
Mitsubishi CT2101: We took delivery of a batch of these
sets and rigged one up for display in the shop. An hour
later the line output transformer went faulty, filling the
M.D.
shop with thick, evil-smelling smoke.
Philips KT3 Chassis
The problem was no picture, just a blank white raster,
with normal sound. The 155V rail was low and the —20V
rail absent. The two rectifier diodes that provide these
supplies are fed by pin 15 on the line output transformer
via the surge limiter resistor R1583 (2.212) which had
never been soldered to the panel.
The remote control light on a remote control version of
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this chassis was permanently on and none of the control
functions worked. This was caused by transistor 7768
(BF422) on panel U752 being short-circuit — we've had
this problem before.
No teletext was the complaint with a teletext version of
the chassis. We proved that the problem was in the text
decoder panel by exchanging it with one from another set.
Luckily the i.c.s are all pluggable: replacing IC7040 put
matters right. Pin 16 of the faulty chip had gone rusty and
we wondered whether there had been liquid spillage at
some time.
M.D.
GEC C2110 Series
The complaint with one of these sets was intermittent loss
of colour. There was colour when I called of course, and
tapping around the decoder produced an unstable picture
with line pairing, tearing and field bounce for good
measure. It looked like an a.g.c. fault and closer examination revealed that one leg of the a.g.c. reservoir capacitor
C117 on the i.f. panel had corroded right through. Its
value is 47AF or 150AF depending on panel. Incidentally
a Calor gas heater was working nearby: I hope it's, not
causing corrosion.
Intermittent loss of colour on these sets is usually due to
dirt on the set-a.c.c. control P252.
C411 (0.01µF) going short-circuit will stop the line
oscillator. This can be intermittent and very confusing:
freezer and a hairdryer will prove whether C411 is the
culprit.
A dry-joint on the line driver transistor's feed resistor
R411 (2.2k11) is sometimes the cause of line timebase
failure in these sets. If the user has been in the habit of
thumping the set to get it going this will finally kill the
R.B.
TBA920 line oscillator chip.
Alba CTV12
A "dead" set with a channel display is usually due to one
or more dry-joints on the line driver transformer. The
soldering in these sets is poor and a quick visual inspection
pays dividends. The set is manufactured in Hong
R.B.
Kong.
Hitachi NP9A Chassis
Here's a tip I've not seen mentioned previously in Television. In the event of one of these sets going to standby at
switch on, first check whether 0919 on the power supply
subpanel is 22AF. If it is, change it to 220AF. This will
usually clear the trouble.
R.B.
Rank T20 Chassis
When faced with excessive brightness and flyback lines
check that the set black-level control 3RV13 is working. If
it has no effect, 3R76 (1.2kil) which is in series with it is
either high in value or open-circuit. This problem can be
confusing if you start checking back to the TCA800 i.e. as
I did: most of the voltages betweon the chip and the RGB
output transistors will be slightly wrong.
Dry-joints on sockets continue to plague these sets. The
latest to come my way was at pin 12 of connector 4Z2 on
the timebase board. Result: intermittent field collapse.
The same set was intermittently stopping due to dry-joints
on the chopper transformer — this was in turn due to the
power board bending under the weight of the transformer
because of the lack of a stiffener at the front.
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Servicing Teletext Receivers
Mike Phelan

Part 4
This month we'll look at the memory i.c.s used in the.
early Philips/Mullard teletext decoder and the operation
of the SAA5050 TROM (teletext ROM, i.e. the character
generator) chip.

the seven bits of each data byte are stored at like
addresses in the seven RAM chips (it would be rather silly
not to do this!) all pins of the seven 2102 chips except the
data input and output pins can be strapped together.

Memory Chips

The TROM Chip

The memory chips used in early teletext decoders such
as the one we've taken as our example were the very same
types as those used at the time by the computer industry.
This was fortunate, since taking advantage of these chips
meant much more RAM capacity for a given cost. The
decoder in the G11 chassis used type 2102 memory chips,
with a 1K or 1,024 bit capacity — seven of these store
1Kbyte, this being equal to one screen of display with the
help of the row and column address juggling we described
last month.
Fig. 1 shows the essentials of the 2102. As you can see,
the idea is very simple. The required address information
is presented to the row and column address pins. This
gives access to a unique location in the chip, known as a
cell — it consists of nothing more than a bistable. If pin 3 is.
then held low the data signal at pin 11, either a one or a
zero, is written into that cell. When pin 3 is taken high the
data contained in the addressed cell appears at pin 12. As

The TROM chip (see Fig. 2) carries out several
functions, not the least important of which is conversion
of the ASCII code for the required character to the
correct pattern of dots for each scanning line of the
display. If the code is a control code rather than a
printable character this has to be interpreted and the
necessary action taken so that the red, green, blue and
luminance outputs are at the correct levels to give the
colour required in accordance with the colour attribute.
The information required to convert from ASCII code to
a pattern of dots on ten successive scan lines is held in the
ROM within the SAA5050.
During the display period (240 lines from 49 to 288 or
362 to 601) the RACK (read address clock) signal from
the TIC chip makes the memory pass one Kbyte of
information to the TROM chip, this operation being
undertaken by the FIL counter/adder row/column decoder circuit discussed last month. As each character
occupies part of ten successive scanning lines (unless in
the double heigh mode), clearly each line of forty characters must be read ten times before we proceed to the
next line of characters — hence the 1MHz clock signal.
The divide-by-ten section of the TROM gives an output at
the end of each line period to clock in the next row of
characters.
Since only one dot or pixel can be displayed at a time
it's necessary to convert the parallel output from the
ROM within the SAA5050 chip to serial information. This
is done by the output shift register. The 6MHz dot clock
signal is used to read the pixel value from the ROM, a

Column address
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Data out
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Row address

Fig. 1: Type 2102 RAM chip block diagram.
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Fig. 2: Simplified block diagram of the SAA5050 TROM chip.
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counter reset by GLR (general line reset) enabling the
correct pattern of dots to be read for the current line of
ten.
Most of the TROM's output connections were discussed in Part 1 (January), when we considered the
buffer/level-shift stages that handle the output from the
TROM. The different ways of double-height character
operation were also discussed. This leaves only a few
connections to this chip to be explained.
Pin 3 receives the data signal from the remote control
receiver. This signal is used here only to select functions
such as mix and reveal. As with the TAC chip described
last month the DLIM signal is required to clock in the
remote data signal: this enters at pin 11.
The DEW signal is fed to pin 13 to reset the row
counter within the TROM at the start of each display
period. It's also divided in the TROM for use when the
"flash" attribute is transmitted. The flash effect is
achieved by alternately displaying the character and a
space (ASCII 32).
Pins 17 and 26 are strapped and receive line frequency
information from the TIC chip during the display part of
the field only. The DB10 input increments the line
counter: it's this input that's divided by ten to provide a
row counter. The LOSE (load output shift register enable) signal has two functions. First, it allows information
to be displayed only during the part of each line that's
used for teletext, i.e. the centre 40msec. Secondly, it
cancels the attributes at the start of each display row.
In very early G1 ls the teletext decoder had chips with
type numbers prefaced by M instead of SAA. The TROM
chip was an M915. These panels can be instantly
recognised by the fact that since the M915 requires a
6.25V supply there's a small subpanel with a voltage
regulator on it. This panel takes its supply from the 12V
feed to the decoder and plugs in vertically.
Character Rounding
A rather important function of the teletext decoder is
character rounding. If we consider the fact that each
character is displayed in a 10 x 6 matrix of dots the need
for this may not be too clear. Most of the alphanumeric
characters use only five pixels horizontally and seven
vertically however: this is because we need spaces
between the characters and rows. In addition, alternate
fields have the displayed characters displaced vertically by
the width of one line. If things were left like this the
display would look rather ragged, particularly with graphics, i.e. weather maps etc.
To overcome this problem we need to do something to

•
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Fig. 3: Principle of character rounding.
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the pixels whenever a diagdnal line forms part of a
character, irrespective of Whether the character is alphanumeric or graphic. Fig. 3(a) illustrates the problem. By a
diagonal line we mean that the pixels on two successive
lines are displaced one pixel to the left or right. The
solution is to add smaller dots to fill in the corners — see
Fig. 3(b). But, we hear you cry, this will require twice the
video bandwidth and twice the dot frequency — 12MHz in
fact! Not so.
As with so many good ideas the solution is elegant but
simple. First, the vertical resolution must be doubled. This
is easy: all we need to do to produce half-height dots is to
display them on alternate sides of the pixels on odd and
even fields. The CRS (character rounding select) signal
from the TIC chip is high on even fields, low on odd ones.
The dots are produced by extending the pixel width to one
and a half times normal. This is achieved with no requirement for extra bandwidth.
The character rounding process we've described applies
only to normal height characters. With double-height
characters each dot is actually two pixels, one above the
other. When a diagonal occurs in the character a halfheight dot can be produced by displaying one pixel instead
of two: this is done on both odd and even fields, so the
CRS signal is not used. The single pixel dots must still be
half width however, but are displayed in right and left
mode on all fields.
Trailer
This completes our description of the circuitry used in
this decoder. Next month we'll see how simple it is to
service this part of the receiver.
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Vintage TV: US Sets of the 50s
Chas E. Miller
Since American design tends to reflect the "big is beautiful" school of thought (cars, buildings, etc.) one might
think that their TV sets have all been on large and opulent
lines. In fact the range of sets on offer around 1950
extended from some genuine monsters to sets that were
much smaller than anything to be found in the UK at that
time. But whatever the picture and cabinet size, there
were certain design features common to all US sets —
dictated by the different conditions in the States.
From the start American TV had been organised on
commercial rather than public service lines. This meant
that in large centres of population viewers could receive
programmes from several different stations while in more
remote, rural areas viewers required very sensitive receivers if they were to get acceptable pictures (the situation
mirrored that of the early thirties, when powerful,
selective radio sets were developed to provide reception of
the proliferating number of radio stations on air).
Thus from the start all US sets had to be capable of
receiving twelve channels (2 - 13, ch. Al never being used
for scheduled TV transmissions). This made the use of
superhet tuning essential (in the UK the BBC's monopoly
in the early days made it possible for many setmakers to
opt for t.r.f. designs). To provide sufficient gain and
selectivity, the tuner units and i.f. strips employed large
numbers of valves compared to the designs with which
UK servicemen were familiar.
The sets had to work from mains voltages between
110V and 120V — no problem with an a.c. supply since a
mains transformer could be used, but liable to cause
problems if the designer opted for the a.c./d.c. type of
power supply. Those unfortunates who had d.c. supplies
were likely to remain only would-be viewers since most
sets eschewing a mains transformer tended to use a
voltage-doubling circuit that would not, of course, work
on anything other than an a.c. supply.
Pilot Table TV
We'll take a look at a couple of sets that illustrate
opposite extremes of US TV receiver design of the period.
First a small-screen set. The Pilot Model TV37 was a
small table model fitted with a tiny three-inch c.r.t. with
electrostatic deflection. It used a total of twenty valves,
many of them double-triodes, and was suitable for use
with 105-125V, 60Hz supplies.
The tuner unit employed three 12AT7 double triodes.
Three triodes were used for low-band (55.25-87MHz)
operation and the other three for high-band (175.25215-75MHz) operation. Tuning across the bands was
continuous, by means of ganged capacitors, the front band
selection and tuning knobs being concentric. Each r.f.
amplifier triode was used in the earthed-grid mode, with
the input to its cathode via broadband transformer conTELEVISION APRIL 1986

pling. Similarly the other two double-triodes were split
between the two bands, as local oscillators and mixers.
This arrangement enabled a commendably simple band
switching system to be used: only the aerial input circuit
and the h.t. supplies to the two local oscillators were
switched.
The tuner was followed by a four-valve i.f. amplifier
using 6AU6 r.f. pentodes. These were similar to but not
as sensitive as the EF91 found in many contemporary UK
sets. The vision detector used the only solid-state device in
the set, a 1N34 diode. The following video amplifier stage
employed a 6BA6 pentode, a valve more commonly
employed as an i.f. amplifier in radio sets — it had a varimu characteristic. Its output was a.c. coupled to the tube's
cathode, with the brightness control setting the d.c. level
here. Intercarrier sound was a feature of many US sets
from the start. In this one the intercarrier sound signal
was tapped from the video amplifier's anode and fed to a
single 6AU6 i.f. pentode. This was followed by a 6AL5 in
a ratio detector circuit and a 35B5 as the output beam
tetrode. Negative feedback was provided by returning the
output valve's cathode to chassis via the secondary winding on the output transformer. The video output valve
also provided the input signal for the sync separator
pentode, a 6AU6 which was operated under unusual
conditions — upside down in effect!
The technique used in this set to get round the low
mains voltage was to obtain both negative and positive
h.t. rails from the mains supply. The sync separator valve
was operated from the negative rail: its anode load
resistor and screen grid were taken to chassis while its
cathode bias network was connected to the negative h.t.
line.
The two timebases were basically similar, each using
two 12SN7GT double triodes. Both oscillators consisted
of cathode-coupled multivibrators, but while the field
oscillator was operated from the positive h.t. rail, with the
cathodes returned to chassis, the line oscillator was operated in the upside down mode, like the sync separator,
its anode load resistors being returned to chassis. The two
output 12SN7GTs were used as push-pull amplifiers to
drive the deflection plates, and to get an adequate voltage
swing both stages were connected between the negative
(-120V) and positive (112V) lines. Even this wasn't quite
enough for the field output stage, where the anode load
resistor of one of the triodes was connected to a potential
divider network across the e.h.t: supply. Fig. 1 shows the
line output stage — the likes of which we've not seen
before in this long-running series! A d.c. supply was
connected across the deflection plates to provide centring
(the same technique was used with the field deflection
plates).
The negative supply was useful for several other reasons. It provided the supply for the contrast control,
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Fig. 1: Line deflection circuit, Pilot Model TV37. The c.r.L
used in this set employed electrostatic deflection.

which set the bias at the control grids of the first three i.f.
amplifier valves, and also for the volume control which
likewise provided a variable bias for the audio output
valve's control grid. These were both front-mounted
controls, as was the brightness potentiometer which was
part of a resistive network connected across the negative
and positive h.t. lines. The negative rail also provided the
bias voltage for the control grid of the video output valve
where, in the absence of cathode bias, it was most helpful
in preserving the response and gain in harmony.
A 25Z6GT with its anodes and cathodes strapped
together was used to provide the positive h.t. line: the
speaker's field coil was employed as the h.t. smoothing
choke. A 35W4 rectifier provided the negative h.t. rail,
this time with resistive smoothing. The valve heaters were
arranged in an intricate series/parallel configuration that
would undoubtedly have excited the admiration of that
arch-exponent of the method in the UK, the gentleman
who designed Ekco TV receivers. His opposite number at
Philips would probably have liked the cord-drive used for
the TV37's tuning system!
A 25L6GT beam tetrode and a 1B3GT rectifier were
used to provide the 2.5kV e.h.t. Fig. 2 shows the circuit.
The 25L6GT was employed as an r.f. oscillator and, like
the sync separator, was operated from the negative h.t.
supply. Note than the feedback to the 25L6GT's control
grid was obtained from the glass of the 1B3GT, where
pulses were picked up. The variable capacitor in the tuned
circuit was used to set the e.h.t.
The Dumont Bradford

The TV37 used quite a lot of electronics to produce its
three inch picture. It was nevertheless cheap and cheerful
— no vision a.g.c. for example and no flywheel sync,
features that were common in the USA long before they
came to be adopted in the UK. At the opposite end of the
scale was the mighty Dumont RA108A Bradford — odd
how that fair city seems to inspire TV setmakers, even
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those 3,000 miles away! Dumont also used names like
Mansfield and Sussex. The Bradford was a 19in. set in a
huge console cabinet of colonial style. Its 36-valve chassis
had just about every feature including those just mentioned. The cabinet also housed an a.m.-f.m. radio and a
record player.
The tuner unit was common to TV and radio — it
covered 44-216MHz continuously by means of ganged
variable inductors. It employed three valves, a 6J6 double
triode with the two sections strapped, again used in the
earthed grid mode; a 6AK5 pentode as mixer; and a
6AB4 triode as the local oscillator. Three vision i.f.
amplifier stages using 6AG5 valves were followed by a
6AL5 as the vision detector (only one half of this double
diode was used). Not quite as many i.f. amplifier stages as
in the little Pilot set — but the i.f. strip was followed by a
string of three video amplifier stages: first a 6AB6
pentode; then half a 12AU7 double triode as a cathode
follower, with the contrast control as its cathode load; and
finally a 6AG7 pentode. The latter was a metal octal valve
that operated with the low anode load resistance of
2.35k1/: one shudders to think how many service engineers seared their fingers on this hot little number! The
video output was a.c. coupled to the grid of the picture
tube, with the other half of the video 12AU7 strapped as a
d.c. restorer diode. The brightness control set the voltage
at the c.r.t.'s cathode.
This upmarket set didn't use the intercarrier sound
technique. The sound i.f. was tapped from the coupling
between the first and second vision i.f. stages and fed to a
two-stage sound i.f. amplifier using two 6AU6 valves.
This was followed by a further 6AU6 as a limiter then a
6AL5 in a Foster-Seeley f.m. discriminator circuit. The
audio section consisted of a 6AT6 triode amplifier and
6V6 output stage. A special type of "magic-eye" tuning
indicator (6AL7GT) was used to ensure accurate tuning of
the f.m. radio stations.
The a.g.c. and flywheel sync arrangements were quite
different from anything seen in UK sets and elaborate
indeed. The starting point in this area is a 6AU6 in a
tuned amplifier stage fed from the final vision i.f. amplifier stage. It was referred to as the sync amplifier and
was used to optimise the sync output. Its tuned circuit fed
a couple of rectifier diodes (a 6AL5). One provided the
a.g.c. voltage, which was used to control the first and
second vision i.f. stages (remember that negative-going
vision was a feature of the US TV transmission system
from the start, so a sync tip rectifier could be used for
a.g.c. purposes). The second diode fed a conventional
6AG5 sync separator. This was followed by a buffer stage
(half a 6SN7GT double triode) which provided the sync
pulse outputs to the line and field timebases via
differentiator and integrator circuits.
The field timebase at any rate was fairly conventional.
The second half of the 6SN7GT just mentioned was
Line sync
pulses
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Fig. 2: The e.h.t. generator stage used in the Pilot 71/37 was
operated from the negative h.t. line.
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Fig. 3: The Dumont Bradford used a sinewave line oscillator
that was phase locked to the off-air sync pulses.
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employed as a blocking oscillator. The sync input was to a
tertiary winding on the blocking oscillator transformer. A
further 6SN7GT was used as the field output valve, with
the two sections strapped together in parallel. Transformer coupling was used to the 'scan coils, with a d.c.
component added for centring.
If the field timebase was conventional the line timebase
was anything but. It was wondrous to behold! A sinewave
line oscillator (6K6GT power pentode) was employed.
This was controlled by a 6AC7 reactance valve in the
tuned circuit, the latter being controlled by a 6AL5 phase
detector which compared the phasing of the oscillator with
the incoming sync pulses — no feedback from the output
stage, so the feedback loop was much shorter than what
we're used to (until chips with double loops came along).
Assuming that it worked correctly this must have been a
very stable system. Fig. 3 shows the basic idea in block
diagram form.
The oscillator was followed by a triode (half a 12AU7)
which acted as a discharge valve, providing a sawtooth
drive for the 6BG6G line output valve. A secondary
winding on the line output transformer drove the line scan
coils, a d.c. component being added for centring. The
e.h.t., a comparatively measly 10kV, was provided by a
voltage doubling circuit (two 1B3GT rectifiers) driven by
the line output stage.
A conventional boost diode was used, except that it
consisted of a 5V4G double diode. Since this valve lacked
the highly insulated cathode of say the PY81 its heaters
had to be fed from a separate small mains transformer
(which also provided the heater supplies for the other
valves in the line output stage). The boost obtained in this
way was only 140V, from the 400V h.t. rail to 540V,
which wasn't considered sufficient. Two 6X4 double diodes with their anodes strapped were used to produce a
negative bias voltage for the line output and discharge
valves, raising the effective voltage across the line output
stage to some 730V.
A 6AS7G double triode with the two sections paralleled

was connected across the line output transformer's secondary winding as a damper: its grids were fed by an RC
phase shift network which included a line linearity control
(there was also a conventional inductive linearity control).
This seemed an odd sort of valve to use for such a job so I
looked it up in the RCA handbook of 1949. Lo and
behold, the 6AS7G is described as being suitable for
regulation work in power supplies, as a booster valve in
TV scanning circuits, and as a push-pull output stage in hifi amplifiers. A versatile device!
This highly complex line timebase must have presented
problems when anything went wrong. I dread to think
what it must have been like trying to service one of these
sets after an exhausting day at the bench.
In case you're wondering what the other half of the
12AU7 was used for, the circuit describes it as the "time
delay rectifier". It took its supply from the negative bias
provided by the 6X4s and was used to actuate a relay in
the main h.t. line. The idea was to prevent the valves
coming into operation until they had fully warmed up.
The main power transformer supplied 460-0-460 to a
pair of 5U4G double-diode rectifiers connected in parallel. It was tapped at 190-0-190 to feed the previously
mentioned 6X4 rectifiers. The valve heaters were all
supplied in parallel from one or other of the two power
transformers, which provided mains isolation.
The tube was a 19AP4, a kind of transatlantic cousin of
the Mullard MW41-1, with metal-cone construction. The
16in, Mullard type, operated at 12kV, provided a reasonably bright picture. One wonders what the 19in. 19AP4
was like at 10kV. Still, even that potential was dodgy with
a metal envelope that had to be insulated from everything
else in sight.
The Pilot TV37 and Dumont RA108A provide quite a
contrast in TV technology. It seems that US TV engineers
of the period were likely to encounter a very considerable
diversity of circuit techniques. In conclusion, my thanks to
Anthony Bullock for his invaluable assistance in providing
data on these sets.

TV Fault Finding

Reports from Philip Blundell, Eng., Tech.,
Leonard Allsopp, Steve Leatherbarrow,
Roger Burchett and Steve Midge

Finlux 1000 Series
The complaint was a blue screen. Now these sets have a
tendency to produce a coloured raster if the first anode
preset is incorrectly set, but with this receiver it was very
difficult to find the correct setting. We also noticed that
with a test card there was a slight green tint to the white
sections of the picture and a blue ghost to the right of any
vertical line. The semiconductor devices in the red and
blue channels were swapped over one by one but the fault
persisted. A burst of resistance checks finally revealed
that Rb47 (1.8k12) in the coupling to the blue output stage
was high in value.
Field collapse can be a difficult fault to trace in these
sets. If the sound is working you've probably got a run-ofthe-mill field fault such as a defective TDA3652 field
output chip or loss of the 26V supply due to Rzll and Rz12
(111) being open-circuit — modified types are available
from Finlux. There's one trap for the unwary however.
Parts of the field timebase are in two different chips, the
TDA3652 output chip and the TDA2578A sync processor/
timebase oscillator i.c. The driver stage in the latter chip
monitors the feedback from the output stage and if this is
wrong the driver shuts down. So a fault in the output
stage, open-circuit print or failure of resistors Rk17/18/19
in the feedback network can be responsible for lack of
drive from the TDA2578A. The fun really starts when
the fault is field collapse and no sound. You could have a
TDA2578A supply problem. Check the voltage at the
cathode of D21 in the 11.5V regulator circuit on the video/
i.f. board — the reading should be 11-5V. If this voltage is
missing fusible resistor Ra3 is probably open-circuit. If
o.k. check the voltage at pin 10 of the TDA2578A. A low
voltage here, at some 6V instead of 10.7V, should lead to
a check on the associated circuitry including transistors
Th6/7 etc. Diode Dh7 (1N4148) in this circuit can be
responsible for this when leaky.
E.H.T. but no sound or vision was the complaint with
one of these sets. Turning up the first anode preset
produced a coloured raster — so it wasn't a field fault this
time! The interstation muting was disabled by disconnecting pin 13 of the TDA2578A i.c. This produced sound, so
out came the scope. The video signal was present at the
output of the TDA3541 i.f. chip but was missing at pin 19
of the scart connector. Ri20 (10010 turned out to be
open-circuit — it fell apart when unsoldered from the
board!
P.B.
Tatung 160 Series Chassis
This set, actually a GEC 2296, was only a month old when
the top of the picture began to fold over. All the voltages
around the TDA3651 field output chip were low, including the 25V supply. This was due to the h.t. line being
low. After many d.c. and resistance checks in the switchmode power supply we discovered that the h.t. control
itself, R813, had gone low in value.
P.B.
Philips KT4 with VST
This set was dead — stuck in standby. An initial check on
the power supply revealed that the VST module wasn't
giving the on command. The momentary contact on the
432

power switch was working and the supplies to the
microcomputer i.c. were normal, but the voltage at pin 7
(reset) was low at 2V. C2121 was leaky.
P.B
Panasonic TC48G/TC862G
The trouble with this set was line hold drift. All the
voltages in the line generator department were within
tolerance and the flywheel sync discriminator diodes were
o.k. Use of freezer eventually identified C505 (1µ,F, 50V)
as the cause of the trouble. This electrolytic couples the
feedback pulse from the line output stage to the discriminator circuit: it measured all right but a replacement did
L.A.
the trick.
Hitachi NP8CQ Chassis
This set wouldn't start up. There was h.t. at the collector
of the 2SC1942 chopper transistor but precious little else.
After a check on the three high-value start-up resistors
R907/8/11 the chopper transistor's base lead was disconnected to that a resistance check could be made. We
discovered that there was base-emitter leakage, but when
the lead was touched back on with the power still applied
the set sprang to life. Fitting a new chopper transistor
restored normal operation.
S.L.
Rank T20 Chassis
The symptom here was a vertical scan covering only a
third of the screen but perfectly linear. Adjustment of the
height control made matters worse! Its 470k11 feed resistor
checked out perfectly but when the height control was
removed from the panel some sort of substance could be
seen between the pins. Dismantling and cleaning the track
and metal case solved the problem. One of those "suitable
for TV" type aerosols had been used in the past. There
had then been a build up of conductive gunge which ate
up the height circuit, volts.
Fidelity ZX3000 Chassis
We had fitted a new tube to this receiver and had just
completed the setting up procedure when we noticed that
black lines appeared across the screen at low beam
current levels and that if the brightness control was used
quickly to darken the picture the black level sort of
floated around with picture content. Our fault of course:
we'd left off the aquadag earth tag at the tube base. S.L.
Philips KT4 Chassis
No picture but normal sound was the problem here. With
the set on and the back off horrible dry-joints and nasty
blue sparks were seen around the connections to the line
output transformer. Set off, joints resoldered, switch on
and no blue sparks — but no picture either. Turning up the
first anode preset on the tube base panel gave us a new
symptom — field collapse. Checks around the field
timebase chip at the top right of the board gave hope —
there were no voltages anywhere. Moving back to the line
output transformer derived 26V supply was a short step
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and we soon found that the 3.9fl surge limiter resistor was
open-circuit. Replacing this and resetting the first anode
supply gave good results. The blanking circuit within the
TDA3650 field timebase chip had presumably removed
S.L.
the raster.
Fidelity AV System
Whilst removing the back cover on one of these units I
hoped I was going to find something recognisable inside.
Amongst the jumble of wires I could just make out a
ZX3000 chassis. Not too bad really, but a glance at the
audio side shoWs that it leaves a lot to be desired regarding
accessibility. Anyway, the TV side was dead. Not totally
dead, as the power supply was delivering a "quiet" 112V
to the line output transistor. No line drive maybe? The
TDA8180 "do all" sync/timebase oscillator i.c. was getting
its 25V supply from the chopper transformer but not
doing a lot with it. Replacing this chip along with the
BF460 line driver transistor produced line drive but then
the set tripped. After many fruitless checks in and around
the line output stage we discovered that the h.t. supply
was low. Resetting it gave good results — apart from the
usual vicious geared-down tuning arrangement. Maybe
the set interpreted low h.t. as excessive current flow? S.L.
Decca 100 Series Chassis

This set was brought in off rental when it blew a 3.15A
mains fuse for the second time in three weeks. Suspecting
a problem in the crowbar circuit we connected a 60W bulb
in series with the thyristor and left the set on test. Sure
enough after a couple of days the bulb lit, indicating that
the thyristor had fired. As a first go the thyristor and the
transistors in its trigger circuit were changed. Result:
perfect operation till it did the same thing again! Replacing the 186V over-voltage sensing zener diode D617
S.L.
finally cured the fault.

breaking the print and disconnecting the line output
transistor from the transformer: C3131 was a misshapen
mess and the smell must have been pungent, but still they
used the set!
Difficulty in setting up the EW and width controls (you
can almost get it right) is due to one of the EW modulator
R.B.
diodes (D3132, type BYX55-600) being leaky.

Thorn 9000 Chassis
After a number of complaints about muffled sound on this
set I consulted a friend at R*** R***. He suggested a
check on the soldering of the coil (L712) that lives at the
left-hand front corner of the Syclops panel, viewed from
the back. The fault was present next time I called and
tapping under the board here cured it: resoldering the coil
provided a permanent cure. The chassis connection for
R.B.
the audio circuit is made via this coil.

A fault that's becoming more common as these sets age is
low, sometimes varying contrast, with a noticeable difference in contrast between channels. The culprit is the
R.B.
a.g.c. smoothing capacitor C60 (22µF).

Philips TX Chassis

Hitachi CPT2248 (NP83CQ Chassis)

A common fault with these sets as they age is no field scan
with uncontrollable brightness. The cause is a break in the
95V line just behind the aerial socket bracket. This
disconnects the supply to the video output transistor and
the field driver transistor.
Line collapse to a vertical bar about half an inch wide
was caused by the line scan coupling capacitor C455
(47µF) leaking. Fortunately there's nothing too close to
get corroded, and as the panel is horizontal the gunge
R.B.
doesn't spread.

The fault with this set was no channel change, just a blank
raster with the green video light illuminated. The 12V rail
was low and the 211 resistor R716 which feeds the 12V
regulator transistor Q703 was found to be high in value.
Replacing this didn't cure the problem however: the 12V
rail was still low and Q703 ran hot. The cause was found
to be Q1454 on the CITAC board assembly. This transistor is used as a 5V regulator, fed from the 12V rail. It was
short-circuit.

Decca 10/30 Series Chassis.

Sony KV2207UB
Philips G11 Chassis

I've come across several cases recently of dry-joint trouble
at the lower end of the line flyback tuning capacitor
C3131. In one set it had burnt a large hole in the panel,
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The complaint with this set was dark pictures. A check on
the voltages at the tube base revealed that the foctis
voltage was low. The feed resistor R724 (1MQ) had gone
S.I.
high in value.

Open- and Short-circuit Checks
S. Simon
According to theory only two basic faults can occur in an
electrical circuit — either an open-circuit or a short-circuit.
Complication is added by the fault's degree. For example,
a resistor can go high in value — a partial open-circuit. Or
a capacitor can leak — a partial short. Thus the faults that
blight our daily lives are only variants on a very old
theme. Let's look at some examples.

Ticking Thorn 9800
You have a set fitted with the Thorn 9800 chassis in for
service. It just ticks and does nothing else. You apply an
external 25V d.c. source to pin 5 of plug 4 on the decoder
panel, negative to chassis, and the set then works with
sound and a picture. This means that the 25V supply is
absent of course. It's derived from the 48V supply generated in the line output stage, via a series stabiliser circuit
in the power supply. So you check the left side power
supply panel, in particular the series regulator transistor
VT702 and the driver/error detector transistor VT703.
Without the external supply you find that the supply from
the line output transformer is pulsing up but that nothing
is reaching the base of VT702. When R708 is removed, or
isolated at one end, it's found to be open-circuit. Fitting a
new 1.8kil resistor restores normal operation. We mention this as an example of an open-circuit fault because it's
becoming extremely common, and can be puzzling when
first encountered.
It's most helpful to have available a source of 25V d.c.
when handling these sets. Pin 5 of plug 4 on the decoder
panel is the mauve lead at the bottom right. Plug 4 is at
the centre of the board, almost.
Severely Reduced LT Supply
A small Ferguson portable, Model 3845 (1690 chassis),
is received suffering from severely reduced 1.t. supply: the
sound is very low and the tube's heater barely lights.
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Removal of the e.h.t. lead from the tube restores normal
supplies, i.e. the e.h.t. rectifier has gone short-circuit.
Snag: it's located within the line output transformer. You
have two options: replace the transformer, or fit an
external stick rectifier (well insulated in its own housing)
in series, i.e. if the internal diode is short-circuit you fit
another suitable diode in series with it. This will restore
normal operation.
If removing the e.h.t. cap makes no difference, check to
see whether the 95V supply rectifier is overheating. If it is,
disconnect one end and check for leakage — you should
get a low reading one way round, infinity the other way
round. If the diode is without fault, check the associated
reservoir capacitor which may have shorted.
These nice little sets often show signs of poor smoothing, i.e. a background hum and a badly distorted picture.
This tends to direct attention to the 4,7001iF reservoir
capacitor or perhaps the series regulator transistor, either
of which could be at fault. All too often however the
cause of the trouble turns out to be an improper clip
contact on the front right feed from the mains transformer, i.e. the full-wave mains rectifier has become a
half-wave circuit due to an open-circuit connection. The
cause may be at the transformer itself, where the centre
tap may not be securely soldered.

No Line Drive
On many imported portables the supply to the line
driver transistor passes via a small resistor raised on
insulated legs. This resistor often goes open-circuit,
depriving the line output transistor of its drive (sound
o.k., no picture). It's always worthwhile to check the
driver transistor's collector voltage as a start.
No LT Supply
A fairly large Murphy Acoustic De Luxe (Rank A823
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chassis) was brought in with the complaint "no results".
The mains lead and plug were in a dangerous condition
and were changed, but still no results. Voltage checks
showed that h.t. was present at the top fuse and that a.c.
1.t. was present at the fuse that supplies the bridge
rectifier, but there was no 1.t. output from the bridge.
Since this provides the supply for the line oscillator and
driver stages (amongst other things) the absence of e.h.t.
as well as sound was explained. In this case the bridge
consisted of four BY126 diodes, two of which were opencircuit.

Primary and Secondary Faults
It's often the case that a primary fault will cause a
secondary one that's more obvious. Here's a simple
example. No results again, this time with a Fidelity
CTV14R colour portable. An initial check found the
obvious bit: the h.t. filter resistor R828 (1011, 2W) was
open-circuit. There was a low-reading to chassis at one
end and a lower one at R901 (4.711, 5W) which feeds the
line output stage. The line output transistor was suspected
but proved to be blameless, as did the BY127 efficiency
diode in parallel with it. Further checks brought us to the
primary fault, the line output transformer — as so often in
these sets. The replacement and more reliable transformer
has built in focus and first anode supply presets — the
originals on the tube base have to be removed. The new
transformer also has different pin connections: an adaptor
board is supplied to enable it to be married into the main
board.
One Thing Leading to Another
The Philips G8 chassis often gives us an example of a
short causing an open-circuit. If the right side 800mA h.t.
fuse in the line timebase is found to be open-circuit,
examine the top winding on the line output transformer.
If this is scorched, cut the wires to it and keep them clear.
Wire an insulated link from the lower to the upper tag and
fit another fuse. Try again. In many cases the fuse will
hold and the set will function normally. If a spark is seen
in the lower winding you've no option but to replace the
transformer — if this is in fact the cause of the trouble.
There are several other possible causes, for example faulty
line output transistors or perhaps a shorted line shift
control: it's prudent to check these possibilities before
replacing the transformer.
If the left side mains fuse has failed a check for shorts
must be made, starting with the thyristor h.t. rectifier, but
often there's no fault and a new fuse will restore normal
operation. Another open-circuit that's frequently encountered with this Chassis occurs in the front, vertical dropper,
where the 2.21-/ lower section often goes open-circuit to
remove the supply to the thyristor. If the upper section
(h.t. filter) goes open-circuit one tag will be left charged
due to the 600µF h.t. reservoir electrolytic having nowhere to discharge itself — except perhaps through you.
Shunt this section with a resistor to discharge the capacitor
before handling.
In Conclusion
The short or open-circuit rule holds good for most parts
of a set but doesn't take into account such things as phase
errors in the decoder or incorrect alignment. For the vast
majority of faults however the theory holds good.
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Modern Receiver Circuitry
Part 2: Tuners and IF Arrangements
With the total shift to u.h.f. transmission for TV in the
UK easy selection of the input frequency has become
imperative: for a number of years now the familiar "tuner
box" has made this possible with a good level of reliability. The Mullard ELC1043 and Thorn SC4 are excellent
examples of mass-produced u.h.f. tuners.

Tuners
The purpose of the u.h.f. tuner is to select and amplify
the off-air signals available at the aerial socket and convert
the required signal to a fixed intermediate frequency (i.f.).
Most u.h.f. tuners employ some pre-mixer
selectivity to reduce image or "second channel" interference due to an input signal whose frequency equals the
sum of the local oscillator and intermediate frequencies.
The local oscillator frequency is always above the required
input signal frequency, so both inputs will produce the
same i.f. and thus interfere with each other. The
preselectivity or r.f. stage in the tuner provides some gain.
Its input is designed for optimum low-noise performance
rather than an accurate match to the aerial and feeder.
Early u.h.f. tuners used ganged rotary capacitors for
tuning, with bandpass circuits at the input and to couple
the two stages (r.f. amplifier and self-oscillating mixer).
They were of sturdy mechanical construction. The very
earliest types used valves and had poor long-term stability
— as the valves aged their internal capacitances altered and
the tuning drifted. Subsequent transistor versions provided better stability: heat was less of a problem and
transistors do not age in the way that valves do.
The adoption of varicap diodes for tuning brought
about a minor revolution in u.h.f. tuner design. A.F.C.
was easy to apply and an even response was obtained right
across the u.h.f. TV bands. But the main feature of the
varicap tuner is tuning by means of an adjustable voltage,
making preset tuning very easy to provide in the receiver.
In essence however the basic circuit configuration remains
the same.
The r.f. amplifier or preselectivity stage employs a
transistor in the grounded-base mode. Fig. 1 shows a
typical circuit, with untuned coupling between the aerial
input and the emitter of the transistor. C2 and C3 are
feedthrough ceramic decoupling capacitors. C3 is particularly important: in a grounded-base stage the base
connection is common to both the input and output
circuits, and as there's no signal inversion in such a stage
any appreciable impedance in the base lead will provide a
coupling between the input and output — the ideal con-

Aerial input

Fig. 1: Grounded-base r.f. amplifier stage.
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ditions for oscillation. It's essential therefore to achieve
efficient decoupling of the base connection, with the
decoupling component as close to the transistor as
practical.
The mechanical tuner circuit shown in Fig. 2 uses pnp
transistors with the collectors returned to chassis. This was
a common arrangement with older tuners. It was convenient for two reasons. First the tuned lines could be
grounded directly to the tuner's body. Secondly the
preferred transistors at the time for u.h.f. use were
germanium pnp types — the most common being the
AF139 and AF239 — that required the collector to be
negative with respect to the base and emitter. Varicap
tuners ushered in some changes. Silicon npn transistors
with improved gain and lower noise figures had by then
become available, and a move was made to the use of
printed-circuit tuned lines. The compartmentalised box
that forms the body of the tuner was retained to provide
screening between stages and to keep the whole assembly
stable.
The grounded-base stage is ideal for use as an r.f.
amplifier in a u.h.f. tuner. The gain is principally the
result of the large change in impedance, from a low input
impedance of typically 25f/ to a high output impedance of
the order of 5kfJ. Although the input impedance is not a
correct match to the aerial and feeder the degree of
mismatch is not too serious and the design of the stage is
optimised for low noise performance rather than a low
voltage standing wave ratio at the input. The output
impedance is such that tapping too far down the collector
tuned line to achieve critical damping of the bandpasscoupled interstage circuit is not required.
Various types of mixer circuits are to be found in UK
made and imported receivers. Most UK made receivers
employ a self-oscillating mixer. An alternative approach is
to use a diode mixer followed by an i.f. amplifier to make
up the loss. Use of a Schottky diode as the mixer gives
improved results since the cross-modulation performance
is better.
The self-oscillating mixer is essentially a grounded-base
amplifier stage with positive feedback to make it oscillate
at a frequency determined by a tuned line in the collector
circuit. Common-mode feedback, i.e. via the base circuit,
is not used as this is unreliable and does not provide stable
operation across the u.h.f. bands. Two other methods are
used, providing positive feedback between the collector
and emitter. One is to incorporate a "window" in the
screening wall between the oscillator and input sections so
that the emitter coupling line receives some of the oscillator signal: the other is inductive or capacitive coupling
between the emitter and collector circuits. Thelatter has
become the general practice. The window method has the
virtue that it can be adjusted to give the optimum degree
of feedback to maintain an even response throughout the
tuner's range: it requires skilled setting up however, which
is not possible under modern production-line conditions.
The window technique is used in the circuit shown in Fig.
2, with a.f.c. applied to a varicap diode to "pull" the
oscillator to the correct frequency — the diode is inductively coupled to the oscillator tuned line.
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Fig. 2: Typical mechanical tuner circuit, with a.fc. applied via varicap diode Dl.

The mixer transistor's collector current will contain
input and oscillator signal components and, because of the
non-linearity of the device, the sum and difference products of the two frequencies. Since the oscillator frequency is always at a fixed difference above the input
frequency, the difference frequency is constant across the
unit's tuning range. This difference frequency is maintained by "tracking": in mechanically tuned units this is
done by adjusting the split outer rotor vanes of the
variable tuning capacitor; with varicap tuners it's done
either by a tracking capacitor in series with the varicap
diode or by using a dedicated varicap diode formulated
for the purpose.
The standard vision and sound i.f. carrier frequencies in
the UK are 39.5MHz and 33.5MHz respectively. The
mixer's output circuit contains an adjustable pi filter
whose response is centred between these frequencies: the
tuning is broad to cover them without much loss. Frequencies present in the tuner's i.f. output range from
about 33MHz to 40.75MHz, i.e. the sound and vision
carriers and their sidebands. With teletext there's another
carrier at 32.6MHz, the clock signal.
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Fig. 3: Block diagram of a modern if strip.
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The IF Strip
The bulk of the amplification occurs in the i.f. strip
where the signal is raised to a suitable level for detection.
Until five or six years ago the i.f. amplifier section would
consist of three-four transistor stages with tuned interstage
coupling. Forward a.g.c. was applied to the first or the
first two stages. The a.g.c. detector operated on the sync
tips which represent peak signal level with negative-going
vision: gating the detector so that it operates only during
the sync pulse period reduces the influence of noise.
Current practice has moved on to the use of i.c.
amplifiers with, generally, a surface acoustic-wave filter
(SAWF) at the input to determine the passband. Fig. 3
illustrates a typical integrated circuit i.f. amplifier/detector
arrangement. IC1 is a preamplifier stage which serves a
dual purpose: it provides enough gain to compensate for
the loss in the SAWF and also gives a balanced output to
drive the SAWF correctly. Some designs use a discrete
transistor preamplifier and do not provide a balanced
drive for the SAWF, but a glance at Fig. 4 will show that
this is essentially a balanced device. The loss introduced
by the SAWF is typically 20dB: the preamplifier's gain
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Fig. 4: Principle of the surface acoustic-wave filter.

will be a little higher — some 26dB. Some preamplifier
i.c.s provide an a.g.c. output to control the tuner.
Fig. 4 shows an idealised SAWF arrangement. The
filter's substrate is a slab of piezoelectric material —lithium
niobate. The filter elements are deposited on the surface
of the substrate so that in some ways it resembles a
printed circuit. The relatively broadband tuner output is
amplified and fed to the input transducer which produces
an electrical field between its interleaved fingers. This
field in turn induces mechanical vibrations in the
substrate; The resultant wave-like motion passes both
forwards and backwards: only the forward wave is used,
the back wave being absorbed at the edge of the substrate
by the acoustic absorber. This is necessary since without
the absorber the wave would be reflected by the edge of
the substrate back into the filter — but with a time delay.
The loss of the backward wave does however contribute
to the filter's high through loss.
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Fig. 6: Principle of the i.c. synchronous demodulator.

The forward wave travels across the output transducer
and is then similarly absorbed at the edge of the substrate:
without absorption here the wave would bounce back
towards the output transducer and produce a second,
delayed signal. On its path from the input to the output
transducer the forward wave encounters some tuned,
parasitic elements which lie partially in its path. These
behave as loosely coupled rejectors: one is the sound
attenuator, which introduces a loss of 20-26dB at the
sound carrier frequency; the other is the lower adjacent
sound carrier rejector. The dimensions of the parasitic

elements are such that they are resonant at the required
frequency: the extent to which they intrude into the path
of the forward wave determines the attenuation provided.
The ouput transducer produces a filtered electrical signal
between its interleaved fingers. The coupling lines shown
provide broad-band resonant coupling across the required
i.f. range. Fig. 5 shows an electrical analogue of the
SAWF.
The output signal from the SAWF passes to 1C2 where
it's amplified to a suitable level for application to the
integrated synchronous demodulator. An internal gated
a.g.c. system holds the signal level constant. The vision i.f.
chip nowadays usually incorporates an a.f.c. circuit, whitespot limiter and video preamplifier. The use of synchronous
demodulation gives improved results compared to the use
of a diode detector, with virtually no odd-harmonic
distortion.
The basic principle of a TV synchronous demodulator is
shown in Fig. 6. The i.f. signal is fed to a differential
amplifier which acts as a phase splitter and to a limiting
amplifier which strips off any a.m. The latter is followed
by a carrier amplifier which produces sinewave outputs at
39.5MHz. The external tank circuit — Ll/C1 in Fig. 3 — is
used to adjust the phase of the carriers — correct adjustment of this gives the excellent odd-harmonic suppression
of which the system is capable. The carriers are used to
control a pair of sample-and-hold circuits which switch on
at the peaks of the carriers. As a result, the hold circuits
are charged to the peaks of the incoming, modulated i.f.
signal. The detected outputs are combined and fed to the
following video amplifier, whose output will contain the
luminance signal, the chrominance signal on its 4.43MHz
subcarrier and the 6MHz intercarrier sound signal. There
are differences in the way in which synchronous detection
can be carried out but the basic idea, as indicated, is to
use a carrier to control switching circuits that sample the
incoming i.f. signal — the switching circuits sample alternate half cycles of the i.f. signal, thus providing
demodulation.

Modern Receiver Circuitry
J. LeJeune

Part 3: Video Signal Processing

The use of integrated circuits has enabled some sophisticated techniques to be adopted in TV receivers, techniques that might not have appeared had the use of
discrete component circuitry continued. For a good few
years now video signal processing in TV sets has been
carried out in i.c. form: while RGB output chips have
been devised, the advantage at the end of the video chain
still lies with discrete component circuitry, due to the
dissipation and high voltages involved.
Filtering the Video Signal

The output obtained from the vision detector of a
colour receiver consists of the baseband luminance signal
(50Hz-5.5MHz), the chrominance signal on its 4.43MHz
carrier with sidebands extending some 1.1MHz on either
side, and the 6MHz intercarrier sound signal which is a
beat frequency between the vision and sound i.f. carriers
(39.5MHz and 33-5MHz). We'll return to the sound signal
in a later article. The chrominance subcarrier and its
sidebands are interleaved with the upper luminance signal
frequencies: because of the line structure of the TV
picture, there are gaps in the luminance signal spectrum
into which the chrominance signal is slotted.
The various components of the vision detector's output
have to be separated for individual processing. Filtering
arrangements vary from chassis to chassis but a typical
way of going about this is shown in Fig. 1. The composite
video signal is fed to the base of transistor Q1 via the
bridged-T notch filter L3/C6/C7/R10 which removes the
6MHz intercarrier sound signal. The chrominance signal
feed is via C2, the attenuator R8/R7 and C4 to the
following signal processing i.c., with the series rejector
circuit C3/L2 included to remove the 1.f. video components — this arrangement is used in preference to a lossy
bandpass acceptor circuit. C2 is of low value to contribute
to the filtering. Q1 provides the sync and luminance feeds.
It's made unresponsive to signals at the 4.43MHz chroma
subcarrier frequency by the inclusion of the parallel tuned
circuit Ll/C1 in its emitter circuit: this introduces frequency selective negative feedback, reducing the stage
gain at 4-43MHz. The unbypassed resistor R5 provides
overall negative feedback — Q1 has low gain but good
linearity and is primarily used as a buffer to prevent
interaction between the sound and chroma subcarrier
rejectors. Delay line DLI is incorporated in the luminance
signal path to compensate for the different bandwidths of
the chrominance and luminance signal circuits.

signals to provide R, G and B signals for the output
stages.
Before we look at the processing of the chrominance
signal let's just recap on its composition. Two colourdifference signals, B Y and R — Y, are transmitted. At
the transmitter these signals amplitude modulate two
4.43MHz subcarriers which have a phase difference of 90°
— this means that when one subcarrier is at its peak the
other is at zero. The two signals are then added to give the
composite chroma signal — the technique is known as
quadrature amplitude modulation. There's further 'complication with the PAL system since the phase of the R Y signal is shifted by 180° on alternate lines. About ten
cycles of 4.43MHz subcarrier (the colour burst) are transmitted during the post line sync pulse back porch period
to act as a reference for the decoding process. The only
modulation on this carrier is the 180° PAL signal swings,
as a result of which the phase of the burst swings ±45° on
alternate lines.
Within the TDA3560 the chroma signal is fed first to a
gain-controlled amplifier (a.c.c. — automatic chrominance
control). The control potential is obtained by rectifying
the colour burst since this is not amplitude modulated.
The burst signal has to be separated from the chroma
signal for this purpose: this is done by using a suitably
timed line pulse to open a gate. The separated,
burst signal is also applied to a phase detector which is
part of a phase locked loop controlling the phase and
frequency of a reference oscillator. In earlier decoders this
oscillator operated at 4.43MHz: for reasons that will
become clear shortly in the TDA3560 and similar chips
the frequency is 8-86MHz.
Returning to the chroma channel itself, the signal is
next subjected to saturation and contrast control — the
latter so that the correct luminance to chroma ratio is
maintained. The control stage is gated by the burst gate
pulse so that operation of the contrast and saturation
controls does not affect the amplitude of the burst. The
chroma signal then leaves the i.c. for application to the
delay line circuit which serves two purposes: it separates
the B — Y and R — Y components of the signal and, by
averaging the signal over pairs of lines, converts any phase
error to slight desaturation. The separated signals are then

R

Luminance-chroma Processing Chip

Today's sets generally use a single chip to process both
the chrominance and luminance signals. A good example
of this type of i.c. is the Mullard TDA3560. Fig. 2 shows a
block diagram of this widely used i.c.
Processing of the luminance signal is straightforward:
amplification with d.c. clamping to restore the correct
conditions following a.c. coupling (C5, Fig. 1), d.c. contrast control, then matrixing with the colour-difference
486
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Fig. 1: Separating the outputs from the vision detector.
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Fig. 2: Block diagram of the TDA3560 luminance and chroma signal processing chip.

applied to two synchronous demodulators. These require
inputs from the reference oscillator, which takes us back
to the a.p.c. loop.
The main purpose of the colour burst is to synchronise
the reference oscillator which drives the synchronous
demodulators. These operate on the sample-and-hold
principle, sampling the modulated colour-difference signals at the peaks of the carriers to detect their amplitudes.
The reference signal drives to the demodulators must have
a phase difference of 90° — the same as the original carriers
at the transmitter. In earlier decoders this was achieved by
incorporating a 90° phase shift network in one of the
reference signal feeds. The use of an 8.86MHz oscillator
avoids the need for this and provides more accurate
results: its output is fed to two flip-flops which provide
8.136MHz signal

Output from FF2 — B-Y reference signal

Output from FF1 — R-Y reference signal
103791

9P
'
,(quarter cycle of FF1/2 outputs)

Fig. 3: Obtaining quadrature reference signals to drive the R
— Y and B — Y demodulators by using two fliptlops to
divide by two the output from an 8.86MHz oscillator. FF2 is
positive-going edge triggered to produce an in-phase
4.43MHz signal; FF1 is negative-edge triggered to produce
a signal with a 90' phase difference.
B Y
Composite chroma signal

Delay line —
63 943250 delay
at 4.43MHz
R Y

Fig. 4: Principle of the chroma delay line circuit.
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division by two. By taking opposite polarity outputs from
the flip-flops two drive signals with an exact 90° phase
difference are obtained. See Fig. 3.
It's also necessary to invert the drive to the R — Y
demodulator on alternate lines to counter the effect of the
180° switching at the transmitter. This must be
synchronised with the switching at the transmitter. The
burst swings provide an identification signal for this
purpose: the 7.8kHz (half line frequency) ident signal
synchronises the PAL switch (inverter) which is driven by
line frequency pulses.
The presence of the burst/ident signals is a convenient
way of establishing that the transmission is a colour rather
than a monochrome one. No burst means no colour: the
colour-killer then switches off the chroma delay line driver
stage. If this is not done the a.c.c. circuit will operate the
chroma amplifier at maximum gain and the monochrome
display will be marred by colour noise.
Fig. 4 shows the operation of the delay line circuit. The
composite chroma signal is fed directly and via the oneline duration delay line to add and subtract networks.
Because of the R — Y signal inversion (180° shift) on
alternate lines the R — Y signal cancels out in the adder
circuit while the B — Y signal cancels out in the subtract
circuit.
Matrixing and Data Insertion

The third colour-difference signal (G Y) is obtained
by matrixing the demodulated R — Y and B — Y signals.
The luminance signal is then added to obtain RGB
signals. These pass to the data insertion circuit which
consists of three fast electronic changeover switches -- they
can operate at 10MHz. The state of all three switches is
controlled by the voltage at the insertion control pin —
1.5V at this pin changes the switches from off-air RGB to
external inputs, the mode generally used for teletext. For
mix-mode teletext a monochrome version of the text is fed
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Fig. 5: How long video leads and a tube's input capacitance
form a low-pass filter that attenuates hi. components of the
signal.
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Fig. 6: Basic class AB video output circuit.
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Fig. 7: Video output circuit used in the Thorn TX100 chassis.

to the insertion control pin. From the data insertion
section the RGB video signals pass to the i.c.'s output
stages where line and field flyback blanking is carried out.

Video Output Circuits
The external RGB output stages drive the tube's cathodes. For optimum results the tube's heater-cathode and
cathode-grid capacitances must be charged and discharged
in the shortest possible time. It helps to mount the RGB
output stages on the tube base panel. This eliminates the
long leads otherwise required — these long leads, in
conjunction with the tube's input capacitances, form lowpass filters that affect the set's h.f. performance — see Fig.
5.
The problem with a simple class A output stage of the
type shown in Fig. 5 is that while the tube's input
capacitance is quickly discharged on a negative-going
signal transition, when the output transistor is rapidly
driven to saturation, on a positive-going transition when
the transistor is switched off the capacitance has to charge
via the load resistor, which is typically about 121di in
TELEVISION JUNE 1986

value. Class AB output' stages are favoured as a way of
overcoming this disadvantage. Fig. 6 shows the basic
circuit. Adding the emitter-follower transistor Tr2 in Trl's
collector circuit provides a method of rapidly charging the
tube's input capacitance on positive-going transitions.
Another advantage of the circuit is reduced dissipation.
Fig. 7 shows one of the RGB output stages used in the
Thom TX100 chassis. The pnp transistor Tr60 is used to
hold the emitters of all three output transistors at 2-5V.
Video from the chroma-luminance processing i.c. is applied to the base of the output transistor Tr65 via RV63:
negative feedback via R609 sets the gain of the amplifier
and stabilises the d.c. operating conditions. No adjustment of the grey-scale black level is required because the
stage is designed to operate with the later TDA3562A

processor i.c. which incorporates automatic black-level.
control. If such adjustment was required, R610 could be
made variable. Tr65 provides a peak-to-peak drive of
150V at the base of the emitter-follower transistor Tr69.
Up to this point the circuit follows a similar arrangement
to that shown in Fig. 6. The final transistor Tr66 serves a
dual function. It provides signal coupling to the tube via
its base-emitter junction, acting as an emitter-follower on
negative-going transitions — diode D603 provides coupling
on positive-going transitions. The other function is to
provide feedback from its collector to the beam current
sensing (in the TDA3562A chip) and beam limiting
circuits. The feedback to the chip is part of the black-level
correction system. The power consumption of the stage is
around 600mV.

Servicing the NordMende F1 0/E11 Chassis
Christopher Holland
Despite its prominence in several West European markets
the NordMende brand name has made relatively little
impact in the. UK, though NordMende chassis have
appeared in sets sold with other names on the cabinet —
most notably the Ferguson 3787 colour portable. This lack
of market impact has not been helped by the fact that
different firms have acted as importers/agents at various
times. In addition NordMende TV sets have traditionally
been v.h.f./u.h.f. receivers, which means extra complication and cost in the UK market. NordMende is a leading
brand in Ireland however and it's interesting that their
colour chassis have always been at the forefront of TV
receiver technology — some of the circuit techniques used
in these chassis will be new to many TV technicians.

Chassis Specification
The F10/11 series chassis have been in production since
1981. They are to be found in other makes of set, notably
Thomson and Saba. Hitachi have also used the Fll chassis
in some of their sets for markets where v.h.f./u.h.f.
receivers are required. The design brief was to produce an
international chassis with a single mother board on to
which colour decoder, tuner and sound decoder panels
could be fitted to suit the requirements of individual
countries. Remote control sets can be converted for
teletext use by fitting the relevant panel. All sets have a
scart socket for direct connection of composite video,
RGB or audio signals.
The F10 chassis was designed for use with 90° tubes in
sizes from 14 to 22in., the Fll for 110° tubes in sizes from
20 to 27in. The Fll thus requires a higher output from its
power supply and an EW correction circuit. Otherwise it's
essentially the same as the F10. There's a later version of
the F11, the F11B: more on this later.
The notes in this article will be based on the F10
chassis, with F11' chassis differences noted in brackets as
they arise. Most of the circuitry is fairly conventional,
particularly the signal stages, and can be quite easily
understood by referring to the appropriate circuit diagram. The only areas where these chassis vary greatly
from normal practice are in the power supply and field
output stages. We'll look at these in greater detail.
Power Supply Circuit
The power supply is of the step-up chopper type: the
voltage level supplied to the chopper circuit by a mains
transformer and bridge rectifier is raised to and stabilised
at a level suitable for the line output stage which then
produces other d.c. lines. Line flyback pulses provide the
necessary switching. The principle of the chopper arrangemein is shown in Fig. 1: the complete circuit is shown in
Fig. 2.
The bridge rectifier delivers a d.c. level of 80V (F11 —
100V) to coil LP01. When the chopper transistor TPO1 is
switched on current flows through the transistor and this
coil. Consequently energy builds up in the coil in the form
of an electromagnetic field. When the chopper transistor
is switched off by a flyback pulse from the line output
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transformer the voltage at its collector will swing positively
due to the collapsing field around LP01. This positivegoing pulse is rectified by DP14 which charges CP14 to
produce the 109V h.t. line (F11 — 140V). As is usual with
W. German sets, this is referred to as the Ul rail. Note
that the h.t. obtained in this way results from a combination of the 80V (100V) d.c. supply and the switching
action of TPO1.
The centre-tapped secondary winding on the mains
transformer supplies a bridge rectifier which provides a
24V line (F11 — 31V) to power the audio output stage.
The centre-tap is used to provide an 11.5V line for startup purposes. This feeds the emitter of TP21 via diodes
DP21, DP24 and DP03, with a chassis return via RP26,
RP24 and RP21. The current flowing through RP26
develops a voltage to switch TP21 on, as a result of which
CP10 charges via DP12. This line starts up the TDA1950
sync/line oscillator chip via RP27. During the start-up
period the collector of the line driver transistor TL01 is
fed from the centre tap via DP13. Once the line output
stage comes into operation a line output transformer
derived 13V supply takes over from the 11.5V line, via
diode DP15. RP25 is included in series with CP10 to
provide a slow-start action.
When CP10 has charged sufficiently transistor TP05 will
switch on, charging CP12 via RP23. The positive-going
voltage developed across CP12 will eventually switch on
TP06, and in turn TP02 and the chopper transistor TPO1
will switch on. Positive-going line flyback pulses are fed to
the base of TP04, which is thus switched on once per line
scan, discharging CP12. Drive to the chopper transistor is
thus provided by the sawtooth waveform generated across
CP12. The charging of CP12 is controlled by TP05 whose
base samples the h.t. voltage whilst its emitter is held at a
constant voltage by zener diode DP20 and DP19. Regulation is thus achieved since TP01's switch-on time is
determined by the conduction of TP05: TPO1 is switched
off by negative-going line flyback pulses which are applied
to its base via diodes DP43 and DP42. Note that this
power supply arrangement is very tolerant of varying
mains supply voltages. The mains level is monitored via
the 11V start-up tap on the mains transformer: diodes
DP21, DP24, DP03 and resistor RPO7 provide a d.c. bias
at the base of TP04 proportional to the level of the mains
DP14

LP01

80V

Current
flow

Current flow
Ul

Ul

CP14

(a)

ov
(c)

373

Fig. 1: Principle of the step-up power supply. (a) Chopper
transistor on. (b) Chopper transistor off. (c) Waveform at the
collector of TP01.
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input. The line flyback pulses thus switch TP04 on sooner
or later as the mains input is varied over the range 150260V.
There are a couple of other points to note in this power
supply. First, in remote control sets TP21 is used to switch
the set to the standby condition: in this condition resistor
RP21 is not connected to chassis, so there's no voltage
developed across RP26 and TP21 is switched off.
Secondly, transistor TP18 and zener diode DP18 provide excess voltage protection. The emitter of TP18
monitors the line output transformer derived 21V supply:
should this rise above about 24V TP18 switches on and
diode DP25 conducts. TP21 then switches off, removing
the supply to the TDA1950 i.c. with the result that the
line timebase closes down.

The Field Timebase
The field output stage uses a form of pulse-width
modulation with a thyristor for the switching. It has great
reserve of amplitude, which enables essentially the same
circuit to be used with tubes from 14 to 27in. It also uses
very little energy as the output switching is carried out at
line frequency — note that no heatsinks are required.
The complete field timebase circuit is shown in Fig. 3.
Field sync pulses from the TDA1950 sync/line oscillator
i.c. are inverted by transistor 'TF02 and applied to the base
of TF04. The field sawtooth waveform is produced by the
charging' circuit RF12/CF04: when the voltage across CF04
exceeds that at the slider of the hold control TF04/03
switch on to discharge CF04, producing the flyback.
Transistors 1'F05 and TF09 simply act as amplifiers for the
field sawtooth waveform, which appears inverted (negative-going) at the collector of TF06. Line pulses via DF06
and RF13 are added to this waveform. The result of
adding these two waveforms is to produce a form of pulsewidth modulation at the base of TF07 (see Fig. 4). TF07
in turn triggers thyristor DF08. When DF08 conducts,
current flows via the thyristor, coil LP01, winding 4-7 on
TELEVISION JUNE 1986

Line flyback pulses
Pos going
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the diode-split line output transformer, the field scan coils
and resistor RF21 to the U3 line. CF10 with the inductive
components form a filter to integrate the pulse waveform.
DF08 is switched off by the negative-going line flyback
pulses applied to its anode by winding 4-7 on the line
output transformer. DF09 is incorporated to ground the
circuit during the field flyback. The power consumption is
low since DF08 switches on for relatively short intervals of
time.

Later Chassis
As mentioned earlier, the Flt 110° chassis has been
superseded by the F11B. The basic changes are that a
different EW correction i.c. is used (a TDA4950 instead
of a 'TDA4610) while much of the circuitry is now
incorporated in a TEA2026 i.c. This device contains' the
line oscillator, the field timebase with the exception of the
thyristor and the step-up chopper power supply circuit
with the exception of the chopper transistor itself. The i.c.
uses a 500kHz crystal oscillator with internal divider
circuits, eliminating the need for line and field hold
controls. If the chassis is fitted with a PAL/N'TSC decoder
panel in place of the standard PAL panel the presence of
an incoming NTSC signal will be detected and the field
frequency will be automatically switched to 60Hz.
In addition to the new version of the 110° chassis, the
F10 is being replaced by the F12 for non-remote control
14in. sets and the F14 for remote control sets with 14-20in.
tubes. Also the F15 was introduced recently, designed
with the new generation of square tubes in mind. No F13
chassis you'll notice: I never realised before that the
Germans are superstitious!
Servicing Aspects
As with other modern TV chassis designs the reliability
of these sets is good. Stock faults are not something one
can list. A few faults have occurred on several occasions
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however and the following notes should prove helpful.
Any line output stage problems that cause the d.c.
supplies derived from the line output transformer to rise
in value will result in TP18 conducting, thus switching off
the line oscillator via TP21. In this condition the full Ul
value of 109V (F11 — 140V) is not developed due to the
absence of line pulses. As there's no load on the power
supply the U8 80V supply will rise to almost 90V. Note
also that if there's a power supply fault that prevents the
step-up switching taking place, e.g. transistor TPO1 opencircuit, the 80V present on the Ul line is enough to allow
the line output stage to operate. The result is a small
raster with a severe hum bar. These symptoms are a sure
sign that the, line timebase is operating correctly and that
the fault is in the power supply.
Fault Notes
The following is a comprehensive list of the problems
most likely to be encountered when working on sets fitted
with these chassis.
Set dead, fuse FP02 blown: Check whether the chopper
transistor TPO1 is short-circuit. If it has to be replaced,
check the other transistors in the power supply and
resistor RPO6 before switching on. A short-circuit line
output transistor will also blow this fuse (the F10 chassis
uses a BU208D, the Fll a standard BU208 and the F11B
a BU508AV).
Set dead, fuse FP02 intact: Check for 80-90V (F11 100110V) at the collector of the line output transistor. If
absent check for broken tracks around the diode-split line
output transformer — it's heavy and in early sets the PCB
was not very well supported in this area. Check for 11V at
the collector of the line driver transistor TL01. If there are
no line pulses at pin 2 of the 'TDA1950 chip IL01 check
the d.c. level at pin 14. This is normally 12V but 8V will
enable the line oscillator to start up. The start-up voltage
is obtained from the 11V tap on the mains transformer via
transistor TP21. If sufficient voltage is present at pin 14
but there's no output at pin 2, change the i.c.
Set dead, remote control models: Check whether transistor
TP21 is being switched off by the front remote control
decoder panel. If so, suspect the 400kHz crystal first with
microcomputer controlled systems.
Set pulsing on/off: Remove the field scan coil plug (connector BFO1). If the set now starts up with field collapse
there's no field sawtooth for modulation by the line
flyback pulses so the line output stage is being loaded
down. Check resistors RF12' and RF15 followed by the
transistors in the field timebase. The culprit could also be
thyristor DF08 loading the line output stage via winding
4-7 on the transformer.
If the set continues to pulse with the field scan coils
disconnected check resistor RP11 in the power supply. If
this is open-circuit the h.t. line will be too high. The
supplies derived from the line output transformer will also
be too high with the result that transistor TP18 will switch
on. A fault of this type can be seen by monitoring the U1
line with an analogue meter: the voltage will flick between
80-130V as the set pulses on and off (F11- 100-160V). If
the power supply appears to be all right check for
something in the line output stage causing TP18 to
operate the trip circuit. The line output stage can be
checked by disconnecting the base of the chopper transistor TPO1: if the set now starts up, albeit with a reduced
raster size and a hum bar, the line output stage is all right.
Line tearing with excessive hi ripple: Check the U8
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supply reservoir capacitor CP11 — it could be dry-jointed.
Also check CP12.
Field collapse: The usual field collapse symptom of a thin
horizontal line across the centre of the screen is not often
encountered with the type of circuit used in these chassis.
If experienced check for something open-circuit between
the anode of thyristor DF08 and the field scan coils via
coil LP01 — this coil is a separate winding on the same
former as the coil used in the switch-mode power supply
and the PCB tracks to its pins should be checked.
Picture shifted upwards, with field roll: This is the most
common field fault with these sets: it's caused by transistor TFO9's d.c. biasing being incorrect. Check RL52 (150
— this is the U3 supply surge limiter resistor), RF20, RF21
and RF10, also the height preset control PF02. In earlier
chassis PF02 was a 10052 preset: it was changed to 4711
with a fixed 4711 resistor in series.
The transistors used in the field timebase seldom give
trouble: unfortunately when they do they often appear to
be good when checked with an ohmmeter, so substitution
is the only effective test.
Uncontrollable field roll: Check transistor TF02 and
capacitor CFO1.
No raster except for a wide horizontal band near the
bottom of the screen: Check whether the U4 (200V)
supply surge limiter resistor RL51 (390) is open-circuit.
E.H.T. but no raster: Check RL54 if the tube's heaters
are out. If the tube's first anode voltage is absent or low
(should be 350-400V) check the adjustment of the lower
preset on the diode-split line output transformer: if adjustment is not possible the transformer will have to be
replaced. Otherwise check transistor TV81 (BC557B) and
resistor RV82 (100) on the tube base panel. Note that a
fault in any of the three RGB output stages on the tube
base panel can cause the TDA3506 RGB matrixing i.c.
IV02 to cut off all three guns, thus giving a blank raster.
Excessively bright raster with flyback lines and no luminance: Check for excessive first anode voltage. If this
cannot be adjusted, or adjusts to the correct level then
drifts again, replace the diode-split line output transformer. This fault can also be caused by failure of the
TDA3506 RGB matrixing i.c. IV02: first check whether
its d.c. supply resistor RV23 (100) is open-circuit. In the
unlikely event of IV02 failing after replacement check
whether CV91 (0.001p.F) on the tube base panel is shortcircuit.
One primary colour weak: Check CV38, CV39 or CV40
(0.68pF) associated with the TDA3506 chip as appropriate. Could also be caused by the chip itself.
Excess of one primary colour: Check CV47, CV48 or
CV49 (0.022µF) associated with the TDA3506 i.c. as
appropriate.
No colour: Suspect the 4.43MHz crystal QCO2 or the
AN5620X colour decoder chip IC01 on the PAL decoder
panel. If the positive-going line flyback pulses are missing
at pin 7 of this i.c. check transistor TL41 (BC548B).
Raster but no noise spots: Suspect the combined tuner/i.f.
block which produces a composite video signal at pin 23,
but first check the d.c. supply to the tuner. Can also be
caused by the TEA2014 video switching chip IV03 — this
i.c. is used to switch off the video signals from the tuner/
i.f. block and switch in the signal from the scart connector
when the correct switching level is connected to pin 8 of
this connector.
No tuning: Before changing the tuner block, check that
the Ul supply is reaching the front panel where, it feeds
the 33V zener diode (the circuit reference number for this
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Fig. 3: Complete field timebase circuit, F10 chassis. RF12 is 3-30 in the F11 chassis — there are other minor variations.

diode varies with different models). If the Ul supply is not
present at the front panel check RL53 (10On) and CP24
(0-01µF). Check the 33V zener diode itself, also the
u.h.f./v.h.f. band selection circuit on the front panel. The
usual culprit however is the tuner block itself. Note that it
is also almost the only cause of tuning drift.
No sound: These sets all have a sound mute system which
operates when no video signal is received. It compares the
composite video signal with line flyback pulses within the
TDA1950 chip: if the sync pulses in the video signal don't
coincide with the flyback pulses pin 7 of this i.c. goes to
OV (it's normally at 11V) and the sound is muted via pin 2
of the TBA12OUB intercarrier sound i.c. This muting
circuit should be kept in mind when fault finding: for
example, on a set with no sound and a video fault don't
chase a sound fault as the muting circuit will operate due
to the absence of the video signal. The muting circuit can
also give clues however: for example, a set with no video
but good sound means that the fault is in the latter part of
the video channel, certainly after pin 6 of the TEA2014
switching chip IV03 (this is the take-off point for the video
feed to the muting circuit).
Where there's no sound and the muting is not in
operation, i.e. pin 7 of the TDA1950 chip is at 11V, check
the TDA2006 audio output chip IS01. Note that many of
these sets have been built with stereo use in mind: a
second audio output chip is often fitted but not connected
up — this is a convenient source of a replacement if you do

not have one readily to hand.

Spares
The agents for NordMende sets in Ireland are Reynolds
Electronics Ltd., Finnabair Industrial Park, Dundalk, Co.
Louth (042 31 281). The UK agents are Hayden Laboratories Ltd., Hayden House, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St.
Peter, Gerrards Cross, Bucks SL9 9UG (0753 888 447).

Line pulses added
field sawtooth
Field
sawtooth

Point at which TF07 switches on

Waveform at collector of TF07

Fig. 4: Showing the way in which adding line pulses (three
only shown) to a field sawtooth waveform gives pulse
width modulation at the collector of TF07 so that DF08 is
switched on progressively earlier as the field scan
progresses.
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The Development of Colour Tubes
Part 1

The picture tube is the very heart of a colour set or
monitor, its characteristics dictating not only the shape
and size of the set but the design of every other section of
the receiver apart from the tuner, the i.f. amplifier and
the control system. Even the sound system is related to
the tube in that the loudspeaker usually has to be
accommodated alongside and its shape, size and magnetic
field must conform, while the audio amplifier is (or should
be) tailored to the type of loudspeaker in use.

The Early Days
Colour picture tubes have been with us since late 1949,
when Dr. Harold B. Law made the first shadowmask tube
at the RCA company's Princeton, New Jersey laboratories. The picture was small, about 11cm in diameter,
and the resolution and convergence performance were
very poor by today's standards. Most of the ingredients of
subsequent tube technology were there however: three
guns, one for each primary colour; a tri-colour phosphor
screen; and above all the shadowmask. In one form or
another the shadowmask has been present behind our
screens ever since.
The original RCA design was based on an idea by A.
C. Schroeder, patented by him, for a delta-gun/mask/
triad-phosphor-dot screen configuration. A much earlier
patent for a colour display tube, filed in Germany by
Werner Flechsig in 1938, proposed the shadowmask in an
aperture-grille form: this uncannily anticipated the
Trinitron tube introduced by Sony of Japan some thirty
years later.
The first delta-gun tubes had an internal phosphor-dot
screen which was flat, as was the shadowmask mounted
some 1.2cm behind it: the curved glass faceplate acted
merely as a clear window. It wasn't until 1954 that tubes
with the phosphors deposited on the rear of the curved
faceplate went into production. These had a deflection
angle of 70°, a circular 21in. (53cm) screen, a huge 51mm
diameter neck and a metal cone. An all-glass version went
into production three years later.
Tube Evolution
Gradual improvements in the phosphors, mask and
faceplate light transmission characteristics were introduced before the next big step in 1964, the 90° deflection tube with a rectangular 25in. (63cm) screen. This was
followed shortly after by a 19in. (49cm) version. The
popular 22in. (56cm) 90° tube came in 1967.
1968 was a significant year. In April the Sony Trinitron
tube was released, initially in a 33cm (13in.) rectangular
format with 90° deflection. With its in-line gun assembly
and striped phosphor screen it was the precursor of all the
current tube designs: a grille with slots from top to bottom
performed the same function as the shadowmask. The rest
of the world followed: RCA's PIL (precision in-line) tube
with its slotted shadowmask and striped screen was introduced in 1972 and was followed over the next few years
by many variants. The great advantage of the PIL tube
was the elimination of the need for the convergence
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circuitry required with delta-gun tubes. '
The first 110° shadowmask tube was introduced in 1969
— especially for Europe, as the US market wasn't at that
time into wide-angle colour tubes. It was a delta-gun tube
with a thick neck (36.5mm). 110° tubes with 29mm neck
diameters appeared as early as 1970. The seventies saw a
succession of developments: saddle-toroidal yokes in
1973; internal magnetic shields, quick-heat cathodes and
the Philips 20AX tube in 1974; "soft flash" in 1977; the
Philips 30AX system with no need for setmaker or service
technician adjustments in 1978, along with pincushiondistortion free (pin-free) tubes from Japan. In 1979 the
mini-neck tube (22.5mm diameter) came from Japan and
in 1982 Toshiba introduced the FST (flat square tube)
screen. To bring us up to date, the Philips 45AX tube was
introduced in 1984 and in 1985 Sanyo demonstrated small,
prototype beam-indexing tubes — this type of tube has a
single gun with switched RGB inputs and no shadowmask
(the idea is not new but its realisation has always proved
difficult, mainly because of the problem of switching the
video signals at the high frequency required).

The Delta-gun Tube
Since we're going to describe the components and
techniques used in colour tubes in some depth it's important that their basic operation and principles are understood. Although delta-gun tubes are now obsolete as far
as domestic TV sets are concerned they are still in
production for use in monitors and advanced computer
displays since they are capable of giving very high definition displays when fitted with a fine-pitch shadowmask.
Let's start then with a brief rundown on delta-gun tubes.
The virtue of all types of direct-viewing colour displays
(as opposed to multi-tube projection systems) is that the
tube used simultaneously produces on its screen light in
the three primary colours red, green and blue. This
implies the presence on the screen of three different
phosphors, and the trick is to ensure that the electron
beam from each gun strikes only the appropriate phosphor material. Hence the shadowmask which, for each
beam, casts a shadow over the phosphors the beam
shouldn't reach. The delta-gun tube has three electron
guns arranged in equilateral triangular formation in the
tube's neck — see Fig. 1. The guns are each tilted towards
the tube's major axis so that their electron beams converge at the shadowmask. Because the beams come from
three different "aiming points" their approach angles
differ: this is the key to the operation of the mask (see
Fig. 2). The beams cross over at the shadowmask and
diverge beyond it, each to strike its correct phosphor dot.
Colour Purity
So far as the mask and screen are concerned the origin
of the beams is not the delta-gun assembly itself but a
point in space in the tube neck, at the centre of the
deflection yoke, called the deflection centre. By fitting a
lamp at the apparent source of each beam in turn the
positions of all the phosphor dots for each colour can be
TELEVISION JUNE 1986
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Fig. 2: Trajectories of the beams in a delta-gun tube. In
practice each beam is larger than one shadowmask hole.
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Fig. 3: The inherent raster geometry errors with a delta-gun
tube.

fixed photographically with reference to the perforated
shadowmask. This is done during manufacture and ensures that provided each beam is correctly aligned at the
deflection centre perfect colour purity will be produced in
operation, with no overshooting of the electron beams on
to phosphor dots of the wrong colour at any point on the
screen. Purity setting is easy to adjust: we manipulate a
pair of ring magnets to align the beam trajectories through
the deflection centre, then adjust the position of the
deflection centre itself by sliding the deflection yoke along
the tube's axis.
Convergence

The problem with the delta-gun picture tube configuration is its inherent registration errors. The three rasters,
red, green and blue, are traced out by separate electron
beams coming through the deflection centre at three
different angles — each is subject to different aberrations in
the scanning process. This results in the complex raster
geometry errors shown in Fig. 3. Each colour raster has a
different combination of trapezium and pincushion distortion. To pull these odd and divergent rasters into registraTELEVISION JUNE 1986
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Fig. 4: Principle of the Trinitron tube.

Fig. 1: The thick-neck, delta-gun arrangement. (a) Positions
of the three guns in the tube neck (b) Configuration of the
gun electrodes and convergence pole-pieces. (c) Axial view
of the pole-pieces mounted at the end of the guns: the polepieces guide the magnetic fields from the adjacent radial
convergence coils.
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tion, i.e. to overlay them, calls for individual and close
control over the positioning of all three beams as they
enter the- deflection field. A static magnetic field will
suffice to pin together the raster centre points (static
convergence) but to make the edges of the three individual rasters register each beam must be subjected to a
continuously varying magnetic field (dynamic convergence). A parabolic correction waveform is required to
iron out the pincushion distortion while a sawtooth correction waveform will cancel trapezium distortion. Hence the
"tilted sawtooth" current waveforms in the radial dynamic
convergence correction yoke. These are required at both
line and field rate, and must be adjustable in amplitude
and tilt — and in shape in the case of the blue horizontal
correction waveform for 90° tubes and for most functions
with 110° tubes.
The difficulties, the compromises necessary, the expense of providing the convergence hardware, the skill
needed in aligning the many presets, the power loss in the
entire convergence network and its vulnerability to drift
prompted the tubemakers to investigate different arrangements for the picture tube. The goal was to produce a
tube that has an inherent self-converging characteristic. So
long as there are three beams travelling along the tube on
different paths this is very difficult! The solution adopted
was to mount the guns in line so that the three beams
travel abreast and to build correction into the tube and its
yoke, something that calls for a very high degree of
manufacturing accuracy. Before we come to the selfconverging PIL tube however we should look at the first
in-line tube to be, mass produced, the Sony Trinitron.
The Trinitron Tube

The principles of the Trinitron tube are shown in Fig. 4.
The tube has several advantages over the delta-gun type
of tube. These spring from its use of a single in-line
electron gun assembly and an aperture-grill form- of
shadowmask. The electron gun has three separate cathodes arranged side-by-side: all the other electrodes are
common to the three beams. This facilitates the use of a
single, large-diameter electron lens (see later) in the
centre of which the beams cross over, making for minimum aberration and a reduction of the scanning spot size
(in comparison with the delta-gun tube) of about 25 per
cent. The two diverging outer beams are redirected by an
electronic prism (a set of electrostatic deflection plates) so
that they converge and cross over at the aperture grille.
The aperture-grille shadowmask consists of a metal
sheet with a large number of evenly-spaced vertical slits to
provide shadowing for groups of three (RGB) phosphor
stripes. This form of construction has little stiffness in the
vertical direction and has thus to be kept under considerable tension to prevent sag or buckle. One consequence is
that a parabolic faceplate contour cannot be used —
Trinitron faceplates have a cylindrical contour with the
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vertical profile straight. The transparency of the aperture
grille was about 33 per cent greater than that of the
shadowmasks used in contemporary delta-gun tubes, giving a brighter image for a given beam current. This and
the 25 per cent smaller spot diameter gave the Trinitron
tube a considerable advantage, which was widely
acclaimed.
Having the three beams in the same horizontal plane
brings two benefits: first the purity is virtually -unaffected
by horizontal magnetic fields such as the Earth's; secondly
the need for vertical convergence correction disappears
because the deflected beam trajectories remain in a single
horizontal plane. The fact that the three beams are very
close together on their journey through the deflection
field also minimises horizontal misregistration of the three
rasters. Total errors are reduced to those shown in Fig. 5.
The standing voltage on the prism electrodes is adjusted
to achieve correct static convergence on the vertical centre
line, leaving a relatively simple dynamic convergence
correction problem which can be solved by applying a
parabolic waveform to the prism electrodes, see Fig. 6.
Minor trimming is carried out by tilting the deflection
yoke and adjusting the line-rate (and, in large-screen
versions, field-rate) sawtooth current in a single four-pole
convergence coil associated with the deflection yoke.
These are purely trimming adjustments to take up tube
and yoke manufacturing tolerances, not correction for
inherent geometrical errors as ,in delta-gun tubes.

Anode voltage 119kV)
N
1:-

1

÷_s_
4
35::
7
i

I.

I
1 line period

Fig. 5 (left): The Trinitron tube's basic convergence errors.
The absence of crossover with the 1:1 and B verticals is due
to the use of an astigmatic vertical deflection field.
Fig. 6 (right): Voltage and waveform applied to the prism
electrodes to correct the misregistration shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 7: Configuration of the
slots in a PIL shadowmask.
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The PIL Tube
The Trinitron design showed the advantages of the inline gun configuration. It was not long before the PIL tube
came along. The main differences between the two tubes
are as follows: in the PIL tube there are staggered
crossties in the mask assembly (see Fig. 7) to provide
sufficient mechanical rigidity to enable a conventional
parabolically curved faceplate to be used, and the elimination of all need for dynamic convergence correction. This
is achieved by a very special deflection yoke design in
which the density of the magnetic flux in the tube's neck is
not homogeneous, as in a monochrome or delta-gun tube,
but astigmatic.
The degree of deflection applied to an electron beam is
proportional to the deflection field's magnetic flux density. To scan a picture tube horizontally and vertically
both deflection field strengths change continuously
according to a sawtooth law, but at any given instant the
total flux density present is proportional to the distance
from screen centre to the point at which the beams strike
the screen. If the magnetic field required is carefully
distributed in the tube's neck it's possible to achieve good
convergence all over the screen area. Fig. 8 shows the
effect of a uniform deflection field in a tube cross-section:
the three beams converge at the screen centre and since
each is affected equally by the deflection field they will
converge at a point along a circular line (the image field)
whose radius is the deflection centre to screen centre
spacing. Beyond this crossover point the beams will
diverge, striking the relatively flat tube screen at points a,
b and c.
The operating principle of the PIL tube depends on a
special deflection yoke design which produces magnetic
flux lines distributed in the tube's neck in the manner
shown in Fig. 9, which is again a tube cross-section drawn
looking from above the tube to show horizontal deflection. In this astigmatic field the deflection force acting on
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Fig. 8 (left): An in-line gun array projecting three beams
through a homogeneous deflection field.
Fig. 9 (right): With careful distribution of the deflection field
flux density, convergence is automatically achieved over
the entire screen area.

Fig. 10 (left): Errors arising from vertical deflection of in-line
beams by a homogeneous magnetic field.
Fig. 11 (right): Opposing astigmatic line and field deflection
fields in a fully self-converging yoke/tube system.

a given beam depends on the path taken by the beam
through the deflection field. The centre beam, taking this
first, passes through the relatively weak field in the middle
of the deflection centre and is deflected to point A on the
screen. The right-hand beam will start to turn left as it
enters the deflection field. It then passes into an area of
reduced flux. As a result the deflection force acting on it is
reduced and it turns through a lesser angle than the centre
beam. If the flux density in the deflection field is tailored
to be just right the beam will converge with the centre
beam at point A instead of crossing the centre beam's
path to strike the screen at some point B. As the left-hand
beam starts to turn left it encounters an increasingly
strong magnetic field. This bends it farther to the left with
the result that it's aimed precisely at point A on the screen
TELEVISION JUNE 1986

Fig. 12 (left): Earliest form of toroidal deflection yoke for a
PIL tube.
Fig. 13 (right): Saddle-wound yoke for a 110° 20AX selfconverging tube, showing the horizontal deflection coils.

— if it passed through a homogeneous field it would strike
the screen at some point C. The same principle applies
when the three beams are deflected to the right instead of
to the left.
Now for vertical deflection. As the beams are deflected
upwards or downwards from screen centre the yoke-toscreen beam path becomes progressively longer, which
would lead to horizontal displacement of the three images
due to crossover of the beams before they reach the
screen, see Fig. 10. To counter this the horizontal lines of
magnetic flux, which produce the vertical deflection, are
given an increasing vertical component away from the
tube's axis — the field is increasingly barrel shaped.
The horizontal and vertical field patterns required are
shown in Fig. 11. These astigmatic fields are achieved by
the deflection yoke's winding pattern: the configuration of
the toroidally-wound yoke is shown in Fig. 12. The
effective field pattern (and hence dynamic convergence
trimming) can be adjusted by tilting the front (screen) end
of the deflection yoke to achieve optimum registration of
the three rasters. In the original PIL tube design this was
carried out at the tube factory, using a yamming jig (YAM
= Yoke Alignment Machine), after which the yoke was
wedged and sealed to the tube with a thermosetting
adhesive. The tube and yoke thus became effectively a
single assembly and replacement tubes came with sealed
on yokes. In subsequent designs the yoke and tube were
treated as separate components, with alignment left to the
setmaker or TV technician.
Purity (initial alignment of all three beam paths) and
static convergence (individual control of the effective
point of origin of the two outer beams) is provided by a
combination of two-, four- and six-pole magnets mounted
on the tube's neck behind the deflection yoke. These were
sealed in the original type of PIL tube but can be adjusted
in later in-line tube designs.
To summarise, the PIL type tube trades the complications of delta-gun tube convergence for very tight manufacturing tolerances in both the tube and yoke design.
We'll return to both of these later, but before doing so we
must examine the approach taken by Philips/Mullard in
their 20AX in-line tube design.

line and field rate in a four-pole convergence correction
coil built on to the deflection yoke and by differential
adjustment of the sawtooth scanning currents flowing in
the separate halves of each deflection coil pair. These
current controls are provided by half a dozen preset
potentiometers or links. Static convergence and purity are
catered for by a cluster of two-, four- and six-pole ring
magnets of similar design and working on the same
principles as those used with the PIL tube.
The 30AX Design

All the adjustments required with the 20AX tube were
eliminated when the next Philips design, the 30AX, came
along some four years later. This is similar in principle to
its predecessor but with such close yoke design tolerances
that dynamic convergence trimming adjustments are no
longer necessary. The cluster of ring magnets on the tube
neck was replaced by a special magnetic ring mounted
inside the tube, on the top of the triple-gun assembly. This
has a combination of two-, four- and six-pole fields
printed into it during manufacture, using a computercontrolled external magnetising jig. These fields are
"customised" for each tube, which is thus brought to
design centre tolerance in respect to picture geometry,
purity and static convergence: the magnetic characteristics
of the ring do not drift during the tube's life. With the
30AX system any tube will work with any yoke (for a
given tube size) without need for setting-up adjustment —
the yoke is precision located by three bosses moulded into
the tube's glass flare.
20AX and 30AX tubes use saddle-wound yokes with
the distribution of the wires controlled by the precision
mandrel on which they are wound. Fig. 13 shows the
winding pattern for the 20AX tube: it's the "bunching" of
the individual wires that provides the astigmatic deflection
field required.
FS Tubes

The next significant change in tube design came in 1982
with the FST glass envelope. This was pioneered by
Toshiba of Japan and involved increasing the radius of the
faceplate to make it flatter while squaring off the corners
in order to approach the rectangular shape of the transmitted picture more closely. The reduced bracing effect of
the flatter faceplate necessitated an increase of around 30
per cent in the thickness of the front glass and a corresponding increase in tube weight. Benefits of the new
design include reduced reflections from the tube screen, a
greater angle of legibility and less pattern distortion in the
picture. The characteristics of the FS tube were described
in an article in the June 1985 issue of Television.
The 45AX

20AX System

This was the first European successor to the delta-gun
tube. It has three separate guns mounted in-line in a thick
tube neck (36.5mm diameter). The deflection angle is 110°
(the deflection angle with the original, smaller screen size
PIL tubes was 90°: the later larger screen tubes have 110°
deflection). With the 20AX tube the manufacturing
tolerances are sufficiently tight not to require any tilting of
the yoke assembly. Instead, manufacturing tolerances are
taken up by introducing adjustable sawtooth currents at
TELEVISION JUNE 1986

The latest example of an FS type tube is the Philips/
Mullard 45AX design, in which the triple-gun assembly
and thick neck have finally been abandoned in favour of
single-gun, narrow-neck technology.
This article has briefly set the scene in outlining the
main developments in colour tube technology over the
years. Next month we will start to look in greater detail at
the individual components that go to make up a picture
tube and its deflection system. This will give greater
insight into design philosophy and the continuing quest for
better performance with lower power consumption.
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Servicing Teletext Decoders
Part 5: Fault Finding

Mike Phelan

In this concluding article in the present series we'll
examine methods of tackling faults that affect teletext
reception. By now many readers will be well versed in
servicing digital circuitry since this is becoming more and
more common in consumer electronics equipment. An indepth knowledge of this is not essential for teletext
servicing however. There are two main reasons for this.
First the use of LSI chips means that we cannot go down
to gate-level fault-finding: most decoder faults are caused
'by failure of one of the LSI or memory chips. Secondly
there's the advantage that since teletext is basically a
display function the screen usually tells us what's happening. Thus many faults can be diagnosed without even
removing the set's back cover.
It must be said at the outset that many of the faults that
affect teletext reception are not caused by a decoder
malfunction. Ignoring for the moment faults with the
power supplies, earths etc. we should emphasise that the
digital signal obtained from the vision detector must be of
good quality with few errors: thus everything from the
transmitter to this point must be working reasonably well.
Faults in the early stages of the set show up as text
display errors, such as wrong characters or graphic blocks,
possibly not on all channels and possibly very intermittent.
Incorrect characters can be caused by a decoder fault but
in his case the errors repeat themselves, i.e. either the
fault occurs at the same screen position, the same character or group of characters are wrongly displayed • or
maybe rows or columns are repeated. More on this later.
Starting at the front, the aerial must provide a ghostfree signal. It's difficult laying down any hard and fast
rules here: various things affect reception and the type of
set is also relevant. It's true to say however that signal

800mA

strength is not the most important thing: excessive patterning due to beats with other transmissions, i.e. crossmodulation, and ghosts — especially those close to the
original signal — can wreak havoc with teletext reception.
The tuner and i.f. strip must have good h.f. performance. In general this means that if we were to look at
the reproduction of a perfect staircase signal, using a
perfect oscilloscope, there would be slight overshoot on
each step but it would be possible to tune the vision
detector to obtain square corners. Every stage from the
aerial socket to the vision detector has a bearing on this.
To return to teletext versions of the Philips G11 chassis,
which we took as our basic example of a teletext receiver,
in these the i.f. panels (incorporating the tuner) were
selected for teletext performance and so labelled. This
doesn't mean that an i.f. strip not so labelled won't work -it probably hasn't been tested for text performance.

Gil Teletext Conversion
We'll digress here for a moment to mention, for the
benefit of anyone wishing to make up a teletext G11, that
the other differences lie in the colour decoder, the text
power supplies and the additional remote control circuitry. The colour decoder has the RGB interfacing panel
described in Part 1 added — this can be done on a nonteletext panel by removing the links to the bases of the
RGB output transistors.
Power Supply Arrangements
In early models with ultrasonic remote control there's
a separate power supply panel that lives in the bottom of
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Fig. 1: The teletext decoder/remote control power supply arrangement used in early teletext versions of the Philips G11
chassis. The circuit is shown in basic outline only.
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the cabinet — a simplified circuit is shown in Fig. 1. The
mains transformer feeds a bridge rectifier which produces
19V across C12. IC19 provides a regulated 12V supply
from the 19V supply: this voltage is used to power the
remote control receiver and is also passed to the VIP chip
in the decoder. R25 drops this supply to 5V for the M911
remote control decoder chip. The 19V supply is also fed
to the emitter of the chopper transistor T50. This is part of
a series chopper circuit with L54 the reservoir inductor
and D51 the "efficiency diode". The 11V output developed by the chopper is applied to the 5V regulator IC61
whose output powers the rest of the teletext decoder. At
least it does once the line timebase has started up. The
delay is necessary to allow C12 to become fully charged
before the chopper starts. Note that the supply for the
18kHz astable multivibrator T41/43 comes from the set's
main 12V line, which is derived from the line output
transformer. So T50 is without drive until the line output
stage is operative. There's elaborate over-voltage protection — teletext decoders were worth a fortune at that time!
Later models with infra-red remote control have a
simpler arrangement — the decoder's 5V supply is derived
from an extra winding on the line output transformer,
making the line output panels non-compatible. The pulses
from the line output transformer are fed to a small panel
at the bottom of the cabinet. This panel contains a large
diode, a 5V regulator and a few other bits. The teletext
decoder's 12V supply comes from the set's main 12V line
via the remote control receiver.
Servicing either of these power supplies should pose no
problems, but we'll mention the effect of either teletext
decoder supply being absent: no 5V rail produces a bright
blank raster, no 12V supply gives absence of text only.
TELEVISION JUNE 1986

Needless to say any voltage change or defective
decoupling can cause some very strange faults indeed! The
moral is to check both lines, preferrably with a scope,
when presented with an inexplicable fault symptom.

Misadjusted Clock Coil
An odd effect occurs when the 6.93MHz clock coil is
incorrectly adjusted: the errors increase towards the righthand side of the screen. This shows up clearly when the
clockcracker page is selected. Don't forget that adjustment will have no visible effect until the page is
reselected. Leave any adjustments on the decoder alone
unless absolutely necessary.
Memory Faults
Most of the faults on the G1 l's teletext decoder panel
are due to the 2102 memory chips. If wrong characters are
persistently displayed at a particular row/column position
one of the memory cells is stuck at one or zero. Many
characters wrong but always the same errors means that
one of the data bits is stuck. This may occur during read
or write but this makes no practical difference. If row or
column address pins are shorted to either rail groups of
text will be repeated.
A "hard" RAM failure means the device is permanently damaged. This sort of thing usually occurs during
the initial test period — the so-called burn-in. There are on
the other hand "soft" failures that recover or occur only
once. Soft failures can be caused by mains noise, static,
c.r.t. flashovers or cosmic particles. No, we're not entering the realms of science fiction: it's a fact that our seven

Table 1: ASCII code for the SAA5050.
Dec.
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Means

Binary
0000000
0000001
0000010
0000011
0000100
0000101
0000110
0000111
0001000
0001001
0001010
0001011
0001100
0001101
0001110
0001111
0010000
0010001
0010010
0010011
0010100
0010101
0010110
0010111
0011000
0011001
0011010
0011011
0011100
0011101
0011110
0011111

Red*
Green*
Yellow*
Blue*
Magenta*
Cyan*
White*
Flash
Steady
End box
Start box
Normal height
Double height

Redt
Greent
Yellowt
Bluet
Magentat
Cyant
Whitet
Conceal
Norm. graphics
Sep. graphics
Black backg'd
New backg'd
Hold graphics
Release graphics

Dec.

Binary

Means

Dec.

Binary

Means

Dec.

Binary

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

0100000
0100001
0100010
0100011
0100100
0100101
0100110
0100111
0101000
0101001
0101010
0101011
0101100
0101101
0101110
0101111
0110000
0110001
0110010
0110011
0110100
0110101
0110110
0110111
0111000
0111001
0111010
0111011
'0111100
0111101
0111110
0111111

Space
!

64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95

1000000
1000001
1000010
1000011
1000100
1000101
1000110
1000111
1001000
1001001
1001010
1001011
1001100
1001101
1001110
1001111
1010000
1010001
1010010
1010011
1010100
1010101
1010110
1010111
1011000
1011001
1011010
1011011
1011100
1011101
1011110
1011111

@
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
0
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z
<-1/2
--

96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127

1100000
1100001 a
1100010 b
1100011 c
1100100 d
1100101 e
1100110 f
110011 1 g
1101000 h
1101001 i
1101010 j
1101011 k
1101100 I
1101101 m
1101110 n
1101111 o
1110000 p
1110001 q
1110010 r
1110011 s
1110100 t
1110101 u
1110110 v
1110111 w
1111000 x
1111001 y
1111010 z
1111011 1/4
1111100 II
1111101 3/4
1111110
1111111 •

"

£
$
%
&
'
(
)
*
+
,
—
.
/
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
:
;
<
=
>
?

T
#

Means

t Graphics.
* Alphanumerals.
Notes: Graphics see Fig. 2. ASCII = American Standard Code for Information Interchange.

2102s, innocently sitting there, are occasionally hit by
charged particles from space or from other sources — even
i.c.s emit them! The result can simply be that one of the
cells is flipped over without damage. More often however
one of the gate layers is punctured: this is not always
permanent.
Equipment for fault-finding can consist of just a meter
(or logic probe) and, most importantly, an ASCII table
(see Table 1 and Fig. 2). It's important to know which
memory chip deals with which bit. We refer to the bits of
a byte by number, starting with the left-most bit which is
also referred to as the most significant bit (MSB) as it
represents 64. This is bit number one. The least significant
bit (LSB), the right-most one, is equal to one. This is bit
seven (our character set is a seven-bit one so we don't use
a full-sized byte, i.e. one with eight bits). The RAM chips
in this decoder are numbered IC6671-106677: IC6671 is
Examples
1+ 2 +32
2
4

8

16

32

■

= 35

All blocks full = 95

1+8+16+32

= 57

Fig. 2: Graphics characters are from 33 to 127 (ASCII code)
and are built of six blocks. To ascertain the ASCII value of a
graphic, add together the blocks and add 32 to the total.
These are displayed if preceded by attribute 30 (hold
graphics).
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for bit seven;, IC6672 for bit six, etc.
In the event of wrong characters note at least two
wrong characters and decide what they should have been.
Then see what the difference is in the binary ASCII code.
You should find that only one bit differs between the
correct and incorrect versions, and that this applies to all
the wrongly displayed characters. Note that some characters will be correct despite the presence of the fault:
these correspond to the ones in which the stuck cell or
data line is stuck at the correct level. For example, bit
seven stuck at one means that the even numbered codes
can't be displayed. The displayed alphabet will consist of
AACCEE etc. At the other end, bit one stuck at zero will
make it impossible to count above 63, so that codes from
64 to 127 will be displayed as zero to 63. This means that
the alphabet cannot appear. All you'll get is numerics,
attributes and some punctuation marks. Clearly the possibilities are legion. For example, bit two stuck causes all
letters to be in upper or lower case: bit two stuck at zero
makes an attribute of anything with bit one low — this
gives a very strange display, with psychedelic colours
everywhere — whereas if bit two is stuck high the display is
in monochrome with everything in lower case and no
graphics.
The way in which the errors, are displayed depends on
whether a memory cell or data line is stuck. If a memory
cell is stuck, one location only will show errors. A stuck
data line will affect the whole screen. Returning to our
earlier example of bit seven stuck high, if say row six
column two shows D when it should show C one memory
cell is defective and will produce display errors only when
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it should contain an even code. If the bit seven data line is
high however no even codes will be displayed anywhere
on the screen.
When row or column address lines are stuck the effect
is that groups of rows or columns are repeated depending
on which bit is stuck or missing. The addresses can count
only in steps of 2, 4, 8, 16 or 32, remembering the bit of
wizardry carried out in this decoder to make the RAMs
compatible with the screen format. Problems here are
usually due to faults in either one of the three 74LS chips
in the row/column address decoder or because one of the
five little white chokes in the column address lines is opencircuit. A logic probe with a pulse indication is useful
here. The chokes can safely be shorted out.
There are many other fault possibilities. When two pins
of one of the 2102 memory chips short together internally
there will be all sorts of weird effects, the usual one being
an almost blank screen with just one character repeatedly
displayed at random. Check by removing each RAM i.c.
in turn, followed by reselecting a page: when the faulty
i.c. has been removed the display will return to the one
byte missing condition, as when a data line is stuck low.
So this part of the decoder is not' too bad after all — a
little thought and detective work will sort out any
problems.

LSI Chip Faults
The various LSI chips can fail. The VIP and TIC chips
usually give a blank screen with no text and the TAC chip
inability to select text or pages. An interesting variation
occurs when an SAA5040 is fitted instead of an
SAA5040A. The only difference is that the status displays

for channels two and three (BBC-2/ITV) are transposed the converse is also true of course.
The TROM chip is first in the firing line in the event of
any c.r.t. flashovers, so the output pins are prone to
getting stuck. The funny one is when pin 16 (TLC —
transmitted large characters) which is connected to the
TIC chip gets stuck, either due to a duff TIC or TROM
chip: the RACK stops and the header row is repeated all
down the screen. Remember that the outputs can be high,
low or open-circuit. No luminance output affects only the
mix mode: the result is not too obvious — the picture can
be seen through the text. No blanking output (pin 25)
gives mix mode instead of text; if this pin is stuck high
there's text only, with no picture; if stuck low the text in
the mix mode is faint. The results of the RGB outputs
packing up should be fairly obvious.

TV Fault Finding
Thorn TX100 Chassis
This is the best TV chassis produced to date by ThornEMI-Ferguson. It's used in sets fitted with various types of
tube, certain component values being changed to suit. As
with most new TV chassis there's no such thing as a
common "stock" fault. Anyone with experience of the
later TX9 and the TX10 chassis will be at ease with the
TX100. I hope the following notes will be of interest to
those who are not too familiar with Ferguson colour sets.
One interesting feature is the automatic grey-scale
adjustment. If you reduce the height of the picture you'll
see three test lines above the picture area. These test lines
(23; 24 and 25) are used to produce a beam current of
10µA to set the c.r.t. cut-off point for each gun. The only.
variable controls are for the highlights. A start-up delay
circuit (TR3 etc.) earths pin 18 of the colour decoder chip
when the set is first switched on to prevent the rapid
warm-up c.r.t. producing a bright picture that drifts down
to black level.
The power supply is built around the popular
TDA4600-2 self-oscillating chopper control chip. A replacement must have the suffix -2: the early TDA4600 will
not work in the chassis. Start up is via a thyristor (SCR1)
which provides a supply to pin 9 of this chip — around 56V at this pin is sufficient to get the circuit going. D10
stops SCR1 working once the chopper circuit comes into
operation. When the h.t. voltage rises so does the voltage
across pins 10-8 of the chopper transformer: this voltage
controls the mark-space ratio of the output from the chip.
The chopper circuit's normal operating frequency is
20kHz, rising to 60kHz with remote-control versions in
standby and dropping to 4kHz when there's a heavy load
on the 119V line, e.g. a short-circuit line output transistor.
Important servicing note: the 15V regulator chip IC9,
the sound channel chip IC5 and the field output chip IC6
are all temperature conscious — never apply freezer to any
of them under fault conditions. 106 will automatically turn
off when the temperature exceeds 175°C. If you apply
freezer you'll turn it back on, with possibly alarming
results — the i.c. can literally explode, with consequent
damage to the board.
Faults we've had to date are as follows. (1) Blown
mains fuse due to the chopper transistor TR6 being leaky
or short-circuit. Check the TDA4600-2, R121 (2751) and
R114 (0.4751 or 0.39,11 depending on chopper transformer), also R115 (330k1/ or 2701ffl depending on chopper transformer) — repeated failure of TR6 is likely if this
latter resistor is out of tolerance. (2) Grainy picture due to
the r.f. amplifier transistor in the tuner or the SL1432 i.f.
preamplifier chip IC1 being faulty. (3) Intermittent field
collapse due to C95 (0.01/./F) being intermittently leaky.
(4) A small picture due to D28 (BY299) being leaky — this
A.S.
diode is present only in 110° models.
Some Quickies
Ferguson TX90 chassis: We've had a couple of these,
portables in with the mains fuse blown due to one of the
c.r.t. fixing screw washers trapping the degaussing coil and
shorting it to the earthed c.r.t. rimband.
ITT CVC32 chassis: Blank raster, sound o.k. Check
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Reports from Alan Shaw, Michael Dranfield
and Philip Blundell, Eng. Tech.

whether R28 (82051, 1/2W) on the mother board is opencircuit.
Amstrad CTV1400/Orion 14PC portable: Intermittent
flashing and drifting is usually caused by faulty eight-way
channel selection switches but can also be due to a faulty
tuning potentiometer bank. Note that while they look the
same the potentiometers in non-remote control models
are 100k1/ each while those in remote-control versions are
20k11 each.
Pye 725/737 chassis: For weak field sync check 0941
(4.7µF).
Thorn 9000 chassis: Line off speed. C715 (22µ,F, 275V)
open-circuit.
Philips KT4/K40 chassis, remote control versions. Unable
to tune any stations, on-screen line not moving and no
channel display — the 5V regulator on the VST panel is
open-circuit. Remote receive light permanently lit, channel change slow to react — D6103 (BA317) on the VST
A.S.
panel leaky.
Thorn TX90 Chassis
A few of these sets have been in for repair with the same
fault — intermittent collapse of the bottom half of the field
scan and height variations from the bottom upwards. This
is caused by dry-joints around the field output transistors.
As there aren't many components in the field output stage
M.D.
we generally resolder the lot.
GEC C2110 Series
Some quickies on these sets.
Field collapse: Check the voltage at the collector of the
discharge transistor TR452. If abnormally high (33V)
change R455 (47010.
Slight field jitter at the top of the picture: Replace the midpoint voltage preset P454 (47051).
Height shrinks as the set warms up: Change the field
driver transistor TR453 (AC188).
Picture only ten inches high, with unlocked colour and
distorted sound: Replace the 40V supply rectifier D601 on
the line timebase panel. A BY210-800 is suitable.
Loss of one primary colour with a dark picture, the
relevant first anode voltage being low: Replace the tube
base spark gap associated with the missing colour. M.D.
Thorn 1790 Chassis
We've had a lot of these sets in for repair lately, all with
the no results symptom. In every case the cause has been
bad cracking around the mains transformer. One set came
in with an intermittent fault: no signals, no video and a
jumping picture. When the fault eventually appeared we
found that the 90V rail was missing. This was traced to a
crack around one of the line output transformer's pins.
M.D.
Philips G9 Chassis
There was a very odd fault on this set. The top quarter of
the field scan was missing: it wasn't compressed or folded
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over, and the rest of the picture was normal. The set was
left on and after ten minutes the scan had filled more of
the screen, leaving a circular patch at the top left. A quick
timebase panel swap proved that the fault was in this area
and a number of electrolytics in the field timebase were
changed: the fault was cleared when C22 (10AF) and. C51
(47µF) were replaced. Surprisingly if either one of these
capacitors was replaced the fault remained• the two
capacitors had to be replaced as a pair and we couldn't
M.D.
find anything wrong with the originals.
(Editorial note: In this chassis changes in the conditions in
the field timebase affect the line blanking.)
Philips KT3 Chassis
This set led me a merry dance: there were intermittent
black lines at the top of the picture. As usual the fault
disappeared as soon as the chassis was disturbed. Over a

period of time the decoder panel and the blanking
transistor were replaced to no avail. Then one day the test
card was on when the fault appeared and I noticed that
the top of the picture was bending over to the right.
Examination of the soldering on the sync separator and
i.f. modules revealed that C2148 at the input to the
TDA2540 chip, inside the i.f. can, hadn't been soldered
P.B.
in.
Philips K35 Chassis
This set had no colour till you turned up the brightness.
Then along with the colour came flashing horizontal lines.
Substitution proved that the fault was in the decoder
module. A new TDA3560 decoder chip stopped the
flashing lines but a replacement for C66 (100AF) was'
required to bring back the colour — this electrolytic
decouples the 12V supply to the chip.
P.B.

Servicing Sonatel and Morphy Richards
Monochrome Portables
Ian M. Rees
The brand name Sonatel was used by House of Carmen,
the monochrome portables sold under this name being
amongst the first to break the £50 price barrier. They were
sold widely through the big retail chains and mail order
catalogues. When House of Carmen took over the electrical goods manufacturer Morphy Richards the Sonatel
brand name was dropped in favour of the well known
Morphy Richards name.

Range Covered
The original Sonatel Model T750 12in. monochrome
portable was at first continued in a restyled Morphy
Richards cabinet and was given the model number T730.
This chassis was of discrete component design. A subsequent chassis used mainly i.c.s: this was put in the T730
case and given the model number T730/2. When ordering
spares for these models, be very careful to state whether
the parts are for the T730 or the later T730/2. Model T739
followed, incorporating a digital clock/timer and a modified T730/2 chassis.

Sonatel Model 7750
We'll start with the T750 which employed conventional
technology and apart from a few quirks was very reliable.
The fault you'll encounter most often is failure of the
line output transistor TR801, especially if it's a BU409.
Replace it with the better BU407. Other alternatives often
fail after a time.
If the 1511, 0.5W feed resistor R716 in series with the
line driver transformer shows signs of overheating, with
no line drive, check the driver transistor TR703 and the
associated components.
The B+ voltage (stabilised l.t. rail) should be set at
11.6V (VR901) otherwise the efficiency diode D801
(VO6C) will fail — it becomes discoloured.
A gaggle of repetitive dry-joints occur on this chassis,
showing up after movement of components or heavy
handling of the set.
Intermittent line hold when tapped is usually the result
of a poor joint on C801 (2,200AF) which decouples the
supply to the line output and driver stages.
No line lock can be traced to a poor joint at pin 8 of the
line output transformer (pulse feedback to the flywheel
sync discriminator circuit).
For no line scan examine the connections to the line
scan coupling capacitor C805 (6.8µF, 25V).
Horizontal cramping is caused by mis-setting of the line
hold control 1701 which has a wide locking range. The
most accurate way to set it is to disable the sync input to
the flywheel sync circuit by connecting an 0.1AF capacitor
between the base of the phase-splitter transistor Tg701
and chassis, then adjust T701 for a stationary lock.
The power supply gives few electrical faults. Rough
handling causes the plastic battery panel to break, making
the power supply chassis drop down and putting a strain
on the front panel. Beware when working on the power
supply panel as live mains is present at fuse F901 (0.5A).
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Failure of this fuse can be caused by a faulty primary
winding on the mains transformer: the d.c. resistance
should be a nominal 6511 Absence of the B+ supply is
usually due to dry-joints at the external supply socket or
failure of the socket itself.
A low-gain transistor in position TR604 (2SD476B) in
the field output stage causes cramping at the top of the
picture.
Some sets went out with the wrong value resistor in
position R621 in the field flyback blanking circuit. If
flyback lines are visible check that the value is correct
(1001Z).
An improvement in field linearity can be made by
increasing the value of the field scan coupling capacitor
C611 from 1,000AF to 2,000AF.
No or distorted sound is in nearly every case due to
failure of the pnp transistor TR403 (2SA673C) in the
audio output stage. Loss of sound can also be due to
failure of the earjack speaker cutout to remake after jack
insertion. Note that this model uses a 25f/ speaker.
A very dark picture can be caused by incorrect a.g.c.
level setting (VR301). This is adjustable from under the
set with the back on.
Vertical black lines on the picture can be easily cured
by repositioning the c.r.t. cathode lead away from the line
output transformer.
A blank raster with flyback lines visible and low or no
sound should direct attention to the 1N60 vision detector
diode D101 and filter coils L106, L107 and L108 which go
open-circuit. If the picture only is affected, check coil
L203 in the video output stage.
Sound breakthrough on vision can be due to a dry-joint
on C403 (100AF) which decouples the supply to the audio
circuits: alternatively C403 may be open-circuit.
An effect similar to soot and whitewash can be due to
peaking coil L202 in the video output stage being opencircuit — or, dare I say it, a faulty tube . . .
A small i.f. preamplifier stage rides on the back of the
tuner. This is present to compensate for the loss of gain a
v.h.f. tuner in a different version would have given. If the
output coil L002 is not correctly set you can get a.
multitude of symptoms from lack of gain through to
instability and ringing. A slotted adjustment tool is reAF panel
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Fig. 3: Power supply circuit used in the Morphy Richards
Model 7739 which incorporates a digital clock/timer.

quired to reset the core, which will break if the locking
wax is not softened before adjusting. Don't screw the core
down as it will jam against the PCB and be very difficult
to remove. Normal setting will be found near the top of
the former or even with the core protruding.
Transistors TR1 (2SC1070) and TR2 (2SC1730) in the
tuner do give trouble and can be replaced provided care is
taken to fit the replacements in exactly the same position
(a new tuner is expensive). Look out for poor or
unsoldered connections on the aerial panel and the phono
type connector on the tuner in the event of low gain.

Morphy Richards Model T730
The comments above also apply to the Morphy Richards Model T730. Spares should be distinguished by
model however.
Morphy Richards Model T730/2
The newer chassis used in Model 1730/2 uses some of
the same parts as the earlier chassis, including the c.r.t.,
the tuner, the line output transformer and the scan coils.
As with any new model this one suffered from teething
problems which were overcome in later production.
The most perplexing fault came about as a result of
flashover in the tube, particularly when new. This will
cause loss of most of the i.c.s and the tuner and some of
the transistors. To reduce the likelihood of this pin 7 of
the c.r.t. should be disconnected and linked to the earthy
end of the heater. This is shown as pin 4 on the circuit
diagram but in practice it may be pin 3.
To improve the field lock change C301 from 1µF to
0.1µF — this is the sync separator transistor's input
coupling capacitor.
Video and field breakthrough on sound require a
number of actions. Video breakthrough can be simply
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adjustment of the sound detector coil L401 or filter coil
L201 (if L201 won't peak, check C201/2 — both 47pF). If
still in trouble dress the video output transistor TR201 and
coupling capacitor C207 away from the TDA3190 sound
chip (IC401) by bending them and trapping the video lead
to the c.r.t. between, taking care not to take it too close to
the line output transformer. The problem can also be due
to a defective video output transistor (2SC2229-0) or
vision i.f. chip IC101 (µPC1366C).
A blank raster with flyback lines can be caused by
IC101, TR201 or TR301 (2SA1015-Y) in that order of
likelikhood.
If C705 (3,300µF,16V) which decouples the supply to
the line output stage becomes disconnected or faulty two
or three vertical lines or bars will appear on the picture,
visible only on certain scenes.
No line timebase operation with a charred 1011 l.t. feed
resistor R601 means a new TDA1180P line generator chip
(IC601).
Check that the boost diode D702 (V09E) isn't
overheating: if it is, check the boost capacitor C704
(330µF) for dry-joints.
The sound chip seems to be reliable but unstable or
harsh sound can be due to C406 (47µF, 10V) in the
feedback circuit being faulty. The speaker is a 16,0 type
this time.
Failure of choke L105 in the l.t. line will give a blank
raster, flyback lines and no B+ supply to the i.f. section.
The previous notes on tuner faults (Models 1750/V30)
also apply to this set.
The solid-state regulator chip IC801 (2200C) seldom
fails but it should be noted that there is no switch in the
supply to the mains transformer which has an internal
thermal fuse (not removable). If the transformer fails,
check the diode bridge and associated components and
that the wiring to the 2A d.c. fuse F801 is in order.

Morphy Richards Model T739
Apart from the power supply and the addition of a
clock the 1739 is identical to the 1730/2, so the previous
comments apply.
In later production additional modifications to those
incorporated in the 1730/2 were included in this model.
These should be made to any set returned for service.
Drifting hum bars that move slowly down the screen
can be cured by isolating the negative side of the. mains
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bridge rectifier D8D1-4 by cutting the track. Make the
connection via a short jump lead directly to the negative
tag of the reservoir capacitor C805. If R901 (180I1)
overheats and falls in value, causing increased ripple on
the supply, replace it with a 1W resistor. If R905 is
positioned between the clock PCB and the front panel it
should be removed and soldered on the top side to
prevent it melting the plastic front.
The clock is built on a small PCB and mounted with its
set switches directly on the front panel. A few problems
do occur with this unit which by nature of its construction
is difficult to service. The set buttons can get stuck in the
on position, jamming in their cutouts. Release the PCB
fixings and manipulate the panel until free operation is
achieved. If the clock steps forward by itself this is usually
because either C902 or 0903 (both 0.01µF) is leaky.
Replacement of the Texas clock i.c. or display is tricky.
It's probably better to replace the complete module.
If the set is dead but the fuses are intact have a look for
a short between the clock PCB and the chassis.

AGC Modification.
Late production versions of the 1730/2 and 1739 had
improved a.g.c. fitted to compensate for very strong or
weak reception conditions. This so improves performance
that all sets will benefit from incorporating it. The change
involves modifying the tuner to accept a.g.c. at the base of

TV Fault Finding
Hitachi NP81CQ Chassis
The card was completely blank under the column marked
"fault": the shop assistant had obviously intended this one
to be a surprise! In fact the set was dead. In the past I've
found that the best way to prove that the power supply in
these sets is all right is to disconnect it from the rest of the
set and provide it with a load consisting of a 100W bulb.
We did this, switched on and found that the bulb lit and
the h.t. was correct at 110V. To be able to work on the
line timebase separately we connected an external 110V
supply to the set. With the exception of a little hum on the
picture caused by our supply's poor regulation the set
worked perfectly. So why wouldn't the set work with its
own power supply? The only conclusion we could come to
was that the power supply wasn't able to deliver sufficient
current to start the line output stage. Taking a closer look
we discovered that the surge limiter resistor R901 measured 11f/ instead of 7.711 — though it looked as new as
the day it was made. A replacement cured, the fault. S.I.
Lloytron 142C
A fault we've had on several of these colour portables is
failure to start from cold — the power supply can be heard
ticking. The problem is caused by R228 (lka) going opencircuit or by dry-joints around this resistor or the line
driver transformer.
M.D.
Fidelity ZX3000 Chassis
By now we are quite familiar with the chopper transistor
going short-circuit at switch on when the collector load
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the r.f. amplifier transistor TR1: the a.g.c. comes from the
vision i.f. amplifier chip.
Fig. 4 shows the relevant parts of the tuner and main
PCB print. Proceed as follows:
(1) Open the top of the small i.f. preamplifier fitted to the
tuner. If a 15011 resistor is fitted in series with the output
from the tuner remove it and terminate directly at C001/
L001. Reset L002 as previously described.
(2) Remove the tuner from the chassis. Open the cover
and carefully remove R1, R2 and C2.
(3) Fit a small-bodied 1k11 resistor as shown in Fig. 4,
allowing the body to come through the side of the tuner
(without shorting).
(4) Add an 0202AF capacitor, a 47AF (10V) electrolytic
and a 120k11 resistor external to the tuner as shown.
(5) Cut the track on the main PCB and add a lkt/ resistor
and 10k11 preset as shown (the preset has to be reversed
on the 1730/2 — the diagram shows the 1739).
(6) Connect an unscreened flylead as shown.
(7) Set the preset for best a.g.c. action, using strong and
weak signals and noting the background grain.

Spares
Spare parts for Sonatel and Morphy Richards sets are
available from Morphy Richards Consumer Products
Ltd., Technical Services, 6 Albany Parade, Brentford,
Middlesex (01-560 5331).
Reports from Steve Illidge, Mick Dutton,
Chris Avis, Philip Blundell, Eng. Tech.,
Roger Burchett, Paul Hardy and
D.R. Bracknell
simulation resistor (usually 2701(11) has gone high in value
or open-circuit in self-oscillating chopper circuits using the
TDA4600 control i.c. We were surprised to find that the
relevant resistor (R91) in the Fidelity ZX3000 chassis is a
tiny little half or even third watt type. In one set that came
our way this resistor was open-circuit, the TDA4600 chip
had been destroyed, the BU426A chopper transistor had
gone short-circuit and R90 (2211) between the BU426A's
base and emitter was open-circuit.
We've had to change a number of line output transformers in these sets. The symptoms in each case were no
results with the h.t. low and the power supply making a
noise to show its distress. A point to note is that the
and 22in. chassis use different transformers.
An improved mains filter panel was introduced to
prevent medium-wave radio interference.
M.D.

Panasonic TC361
This set was tripping. It's an elderly model with a thyristor
line output stage, but it has proved to be very reliable.
The tripping problem with this one was due to the 24V
M.D.
supply rectifier D554 being short-circuit.
Philips TX Chassis
This portable gave no results, though there was hum from
the speaker. The 11V line was found to be high at 15V
and couldn't be reduced. After fruitless checks on the
transistors in the regulator circuit realisation dawned that
there was no line whistle. The set was then powered more
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safely from the 11V bench supply and attention was
turned to the line timebase. A scope check showed that
there was line oscillation at the base of the line driver
transistor but not at its collector. A replacement BC337
cleared the fault and restored correct regulation. To
improve the e.h.t. regulation, the error detector transistor
in the series regulator circuit samples the 26V boost line
instead of the 11V rail. With no line drive the boost
voltage was absent and the regulator circuit inoperative —
the supply was coming via the parallel, unloaded resistor,
hence the misleading 15V.
C.A.
Sanyo CTP6132 (80P Chassis)

At switch on or anything up to four hours later line lock
would suddenly go out beyond the range of the main hold
control. Adjusting the preset VR410 would then produce
a locked picture displaced about 4in. to the right. A
previous repairer had already replaced the LA7800 sync/
timebase generator chip so the fault had to be elsewhere.
Various strange faults on this chassis can sometimes be
caused by poor connection of the metal strap from the line
output transistor heatsink, but unfortunately not this time.
After 'a lengthy search the culprit was found to be an
erratically open-circuit capacitor (C4012, 0.039µ,F) in the
"AV Control-2" circuit on the deflection subpanel. C.A.
Teleton CPL144
This colour portable gave no picture until the sub-brightness preset VR305 was wound up, producing plenty of
monochrome picture but no colour. Backing off the killer
bias preset VR304 then produced unlocked colours.
Waveform checks around the ktPC1365 colour decoder
i.c. revealed a lack of line pulses at pin 19. These pulses
come from the line oscillator on the timebase subpanel via
a 15mH filter choke, L502, which was open-circuit. C.A.
ITT CP9210
This oddball 14in. portable of W. German origin had no
line lock. Positive- and negative-going pulses from a
centre-tapped winding on the line output transformer are
fed to the flywheel line sync discriminator circuit via two
22kSZ resistors, R518 and R519. Both were open-circuit.
The owner later confirmed that the picture had been
"wriggling for several weeks". . .
C.A.
Philips CTX-S Chassis

I knew I'd got trouble as soon as I took the back off this
one: there was the mains fuse, wrapped in blackened
silver paper! The chopper transistor was short-circuit but
when it was replaced the set was still dead. The trip
transistors Tr7330 and Tr7331 were both short-circuit and
thq associated resistors R3334/7/8 were open-circuit: coil
L5355 which is in series with the chopper transistor was
also open-circuit.
P.B.

open-circuit; two of the first anode supply switches were
leaky; one of the 1MS1 first anode control feed resistors
was open-circuit; most of the electrolytics in the field
timebase had dried up; the volume control was noisy.
Any idea what the owner could see on the screen? R.B.

Philips G8 Chassis
I had a filthy, smelly, nicotine filled G8 in for overhaul
recently and decided to add D.R. Bracknell's soft-start
circuit suggestion (September 1985, page 613). I can
confirm that the h.t. supply now builds up slowly and
without the tendency to overshoot he describes, so I'll be
modifying other suitable candidates that come in. Thanks
Mr. Bracknell!
The problem with another G8 was picture size variations. The h.t. voltage was found to be varying and an,
examination of the power supply revealed that one of the
charging/phase shift resistors, R1373, had a burn nearly
right round. It was rated at 0.5W though all the panels
I've checked since have had 1W resistors in this position.
The h.t. reservoir capacitor C1385 (600µF) had already
dried up.
R.B.
ITT CVC9 Chassis

Les isn't the only one (page 698, October 1985) to have
trouble with the power supply electrolytics not being
earthed: intermittent fuse blowing can be traced to an arc
at the tags if these are dry-jointed.
R.B.
Grundig GCS100 Chassis
I must admit that I never got to the bottom of this one.

The complaint was low contrast, and sure enough the
picture had a washed out look with the customer contrast
control doing nothing. It seemed that the beam limiter
might be operating, but disconnecting this made no
difference. Discrete component checks on the RGB board
revealed nothing, so we decided to change the TDA2800
matrixing i.c. This is not the most common of chips, but I
eventually found that Telepart of Wolverhampton had
some. By this time I'd noticed an intermittent fault in the
blue output stage and as business was pressing I decided
to get a new RGB board. Sendz Components were able to
supply a board at a much cheaper price than the Grundig
exchange service (they were in short supply at Grundig
anyway). Fitting this restored normal operation but
whether it was the chip or the board that was at fault
remains a mystery. Any comments?.
R.B.
Sony KV181OUB

To remove teletext interference on these sets check all the'
electrolytics in the field timebase, replacing any that are
suspect. If this doesn't work increase the value of C559
from 1µF to 4.7µF.
P.H.
Sony KV182OUB

Thorn 3000 Chassis

This case is ideal as a reminder of what some people will
put up with before requesting service. The trip was
operating and the following faults were dealt with. The
tripler had a number of pinholes; one video output
transistor was short-circuit; all three driver transistors
were leaky; one of the thick-film unit load resistors was
566

The problem with this set was a ripple on the line scan
accompanied by a loud whistle from the power supply
five-ten minutes after switching on. A check on the h.t.
line during the fault condition revealed that the voltage
was normal: reducing it by means of VR601 cleared the
fault, producing a stable but smaller picture. Although the
switch-mode power supply is normally locked to the line
frequency I decided to check it out of circuit using a 100W
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bulb as the load, across pins 1 and 3 of connector CNF3.
When operated in this way the power supply worked
correctly, with an adequate range of h.t. adjustment. The
same results were obtained using a 200W bulb as the load.
It seemed therefore that the fault was independent of the
output voltage and load.
After much examination of the power supply panel
D612 in the kick-start circuit was found to be shorted, but

replacing this didn't clear the fault. The pulse-width
modulator waveforms were o.k. — but not when the power
supply was restored to the set, with the line sync feed
connected. There was now ripple, whistle and a horrible
waveform. Further checks revealed that the 18V supply to
the pulse-width modulator had a 2V ripple on it. Replacing the reservoir capacitor C612 (3.3gF, 25V) restored
D.R.B.
normal, "quiet" operation.

Thorn 8000 Series PSU Modifications
Tony Livesley, GSJAI
The Thorn 17in. 8000 chassis has been around for a long
time but continues to give good service — apart from its
notorious power supply. Most of the trouble here is
caused by failure of two h.t. resistors that are vertically
mounted on the panel — R727 and R729. In the later
8000A/8500/8800 chassis these resistors are part of the
mains dropper assembly. The fact that the 8000's power
supply is not interchangeable with those used in its largerscreen relatives is also a problem.
Most 8000 chassis will by now have been fitted with a
replacement dropper of the 8000/8000A type which has
four sections. When this type of dropper is used in the
8000 chassis the 1k12 and 5652 sections are not used — in
this chassis they are the previously mentioned vertically
mounted R727 and R729. Using these sections of the
dropper in the 8000 chassis gives improved reliability
however: details are given below. The two types of
dropper are shown in Fig. 1. A further modification
enables the 8500 or 8800 power supply to be used in the
8000 chassis. This is the best course to adopt since it
means that only one type of power supply needs to be
kept in stock.
First the modification to use all sections of the dropper
in. the 8000's power supply. Having succeeded in coaxing
the power supply from the bowels of the set, remove
resistors R729 (1k11) and R727 (5652). Check the panel
carefully for faulty connections and cracks, especially at
plugs PL8/9/10 and resistors R701, R730 and R704. Refit
the power supply in the set and turn the h.t. preset R725
fully anticlockwise (minimum h.t.). Disconnect and isolate
the lead that goes to the collector of the line output
transistor VT401 — this will ensure that it's not damaged in
the event of excessive h.t.
Using the continental metric type push-on terminals at
each end, make up a 2.5in. wire link covered with heatresistant sleeving. Fit one end of this on to the double tag
at one end of the 470 section of the dropper resistor. The
existing lead here should be yellow: it goes to C704
(700pF). Fit the other end of the new link to the centre of
the 56.011k1l sections of the dropper.
Using another terminal and sleeve, run a length of wire
from the top tag of the dropper's 5652 section to either one
of the right-hand tags on D106, which is fixed to the
chassis frame at the bottom of the timebase panel adjacent to the contrast control. The existing lead on the tag
required is red/grey or red/white — depending on how
faded the colour is!
By the same method fit another length of wire to the
lower tag of the dropper's lkfl section and run this across
the bottom of the chassis: solder it to the print side of pin
5 on plug 11 at the bottom of the timebase panel.
Now check your wiring! Monitor the h.t. at the double
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tag on the 4711 section of the dropper. The reading should
be about 120V when the set has been switched on. If o.k.,
switch off and reconnect the lead to the collector of
VT401.. Power up again and adjust the h.t. 'for a reading
of 170V. This completes the dropper modification.
Now for the modification to enable an 8500/8800 power
supply to be used in an 8000 chassis. You will first have to
carry out the modification just described.
Remove the red/yellow lead and its socket pin from
position one of plug 10 on the power supply. This can be
done by inserting the blade of a very small screwdriver or
a hat pin between the socket pin and plug moulding at the
opposite end to the wire outlet and carefully pressing
down the small tab which can be seen through the plug's
semi-opaque material. Be careful not to distort the socket
during this operation as it will then be impossible to
remove.
By the same method remove the brown wire and its
socket pin from position 8 of plug 10. Slightly retension
the tab and insert this brown wire into position one of
plug 10 — where the red/yellow lead previously went.
If difficulty is experienced the leads can be cut, the one
from 10/1 about an inch from the top of the plug, that
from 10/8 flush with the top. The brown wire can then be
joined to the remaining stub of the red/yellow, wire. A
neater way of going about this is to remove the previously
described wire to pin 5 of plug 11 on the timebase panel,
shorten it as required and join it to the now dormant red/
yellow wire that originally went to pin one of plug 10 on
the power supply.
Now fit an 8500 or 8800 power supply to the set. Adjust
R725 for minimum h.t. and set up as described for the
8000 panel.
Some 8000 series power supply panels can be converted
to the 8500 arrangement simply be refitting R730 (8.2k11)
in the alternative horizontal position indicated. R727 and
R729 will of course have to be removed.

R727 56n
R709 47n.
R729 1k n

r
These tags, if fitted,
are not used

12n
R721 or
2 x 6n.

03061

R709 47n

12n
R721 or
2 x 6n.
la

(hi

Fig. 1: Different types of dropper used in the Thorn 8000
chassis. (a) Early type. (b) 8000A type.
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Modern Receiver Circuitry
Part 4: Line Output Stage Operation
The line scan and e.h.t. generator sections of a TV set
have been linked since the early days of television, though
many sets produced in the thirties and forties derived the
e.h.t. from a mains transformer. This was a dangerous
arrangement and had to be respected by the engineers of
the day. The danger was reduced when the e.h.t. came to
be produced by rectification of the line flyback pulse,
though contact with the 10kV or so produced by early
flyback e.h.t. systems was still a very unpleasant matter —
and it's the same today. The other bonus of flyback e.h.t.
is greater efficiency. This is also true of the technique of
using an efficiency diode to recover the flyback energy to
contribute to the scan. In older sets the line output
transformer did what its title suggests, driving the scan
coils via a secondary tap. The component that goes under
the same title today acts mainly as a feed choke between
the h.t. supply and the line output transistor.
Before we consider the line output stage it's as well to
make clear that although the screen is scanned from the
left-hand side to the right-hand side, with a rapid flyback
to the left-hand side to start the following line„ the
scanning spot's rest position is at the centre of the screen.
This is the position where the current flowing in the scan
coils is zero,

Basic Circuit
The basic elements of a modern transistor line output
stage are shown in Fig. 1. Inductance Ly represents the
scan coils which are connected in series with capacitor Cs.
The latter is commonly referred to as the scan-correction
capacitor or d.c. blocking capacitor: both terms are
correct but the capacitor does more than this, as we shall
see. Ti is the line output transformer, Q the line output
transistor, D is the efficiency diode and Ct provides
flyback tuning.
With transistor Q switched off capacitor Cs will be
charged from the h.t. rail via Tl and Ly. When Cs has
fully charged no current will flow in the scan coils and the
spot will rest at the centre of the screen. To move the spot
across to the right Q is switched on, discharging Cs via Ly.
The transference of energy from Cs to Ly is what shifts
the spot to the right-hand side. At this point Q is switched
off to initiate the flyback. Ct, which had previously been
short-circuited by Q, is now rapidly charged by the energy
stored in Ly. The current flow is reversed, with the result
that the spot moves rapidly from the right-hand side to the
centre rest position. We want it back at the left-hand side
of course, and since Ct and Ly form an oscillatory circuit
this is precisely what we get from the second part of the
half-cycle of oscillation that occurs when Q is switched off.
During the flyback, a positive-going voltage pulse is
produced at the junction of Ct and Cs. The second halfcycle of oscillation would produce a negative-going pulse
at this point. The efficiency diode D is then forward
biased, damping the tuned circuit Ct/Ly. The resultant
decaying current flow moves the spot back from the lefthand side towards the centre of the screen.
During the forward scan, either D or Q is conductive.
The charge on Cs is replenished during the flyback period,
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when both Q and D are off. Cs is in series with Ct but has
little effect on the flyback action since its value is forty to
fifty times that of Ct. The value of the latter capacitor is
chosen so that it will receive and return all the energy
stored in Ly during the 12p.sec allowed for the flyback. D
remains conductive for about the first 45 per cent of the
forward scan, after which Q is switched on. In some
designs the line output transistor's collector-base junction
provides the efficiency diode action.
Looked at another way, Ly is made to resonate at two
widely different frequencies — see Fig. 2. The forward scan
is really a portion of a low-frequency sinewave ring
produced by Cs and Ly. Since the value of Cs is large the
frequency is low, probably just under half the line scan
frequency. The portion of scan achieved by this action is
shown between A and C in Fig. 2. At C the line output
transistor is switched off, D is already off and Ct appears
in series with Cs. Ct and Ly then provide a half-cycle of
oscillation at a much higher frequency to produce the
flyback. Switching between the two resonant frequencies
is provided by D and Q. Flyback tuning is generally at an
harmonic of the line scan frequency, up to the seventh.

Flyback EHT
During all this action Ti plays the part of a feed choke,
but more can be got from it. With D or Q conducting, the
full h.t. appears across Tl's primary winding. Current
flows in the primary, causing a build-up of magnetic flux
in the transformer's core. When Q is switched off to start
the flyback the field rapidly collapses, producing a large
back-e.m.f. in the primary and any secondary windings.
By using a secondary winding with many more turns than
the primary winding a useful e.h.t. voltage with adequate
current for the c.r.t. is generated. The value of the e.h.t.
voltage produced in this way depends on the flyback time.
Thus if the flyback time varies for any reason the e.h.t.
will also change. Returning to Fig. 1, diode G rectifies the
flyback pulse produced across the secondary winding,
charging the capacitance formed by the Aquadag coatings
on the inside and outside of the c.r.t. bowl (with the glass
as the dielectric). In many respects the operation of a
flyback e.h.t. generator is that of a chopper circuit without
any stabilisation measures.
Raster Correction
Raster correction is required with most 110° tubes. The
cause of the problem is illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows
that uncorrected scanning produces a pincushion-shaped
raster. When the electron beam is scanning the top or
bottom line of the raster, A and C, the distance of the
beam from the centre of the deflection coils to the screen
is greater than when the beam is scanning the centre line
B. With present-day 90° tubes the design of the yoke
provides the compensation required, but this is more
difficult with 110° tubes. Yokes for 110° tubes provide
north-south correction but east-west correction must be
done in the deflection circuit.
The fact that with a wide-angle tube the deflection
centre is much closer to the screen than the screen radius
TELEVISION JULY 1986
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Fig. 1: Basic transistor line output stage circuit.
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Fig. 4: Diode modulator circuit to provide EW correction.
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Fig. 2: One cycle of line scan, showing the two resonant
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Fig. 3: Pincushion distortion with a wide-angle tube. (a) The
effect on the display. (b) Showing how the distance from
the deflection centre to the screen varies during the course
of the scan.

also means that without correction the speed of the spot
will vary as it scans the screen, i.e. the raster would be
stretched towards the left- and right-hand sides. Correction
for this is achieved by making the value of Cs less than
that needed to give a linear scan waveform. This imposes
curvature on the line scan ramp waveform — the effect is
shown in Fig. 2.

Diode Modulator Circuit
Whilst scan-correction is simple to achieve the way in
which east-west pincushion distortion is overcome is
somewhat less easy to follow. We come now to the EW
modulator. In essence this places a variable impedance in
series with the scan coils to modulate the scan current.
Fig. 4 shows a typical arrangement. One of the problems
with adding an impedance in the line scan circuit is that
the flyback time will be altered. This will in turn vary the
e.h.t. and thus the raster size. The diode modulator is
designed to prevent this.
If the circuit shown in Fig. 4 is compared with that
shown in Fig. 1 it will be noticed that the line scan coils Ly
are now returned to chassis via Lb and Cb. You'll recall
that Cs is charged during the flyback time, when 0 and D
are off. This charge will now be shared by Cs and Cb, i.e.
the charge on Cs is reduced. Q1 provides the variable
element. When fully conductive Cb is shorted out: hence
the charge on Cs is increased and so is the width. By
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Fig. 5 (left): Diode-split e.h.t. generator.
Fig. 6 (right): Line output stage with boost diode Db.

applying a variable field-frequency parabolic drive to the
base of Q1 width correction throughout the field scan
period is achieved. Cm is added in series with Ct and Lb
in series with Ly to maintain the correct flyback tuning
conditions. Cm and Cb have the same sort of relationship
as Ct and Cs. Lf is simply a filter choke to protect 01
against line-frequency transients.
The drive circuit is straightforward, consisting of the
differential amplifier 02/3. The width control sets the d.c.
level at the base of Q3: since 03/2/1 are d.c. coupled,
moving the slider towards the 12V end increases the
conduction of Q1 and thus the line scan amplitude. A
field-frequency parabola is a.c. coupled to the base of Q3
via the pincushion control, which is adjusted to produce a
raster with straight sides. A field-frequency sawtooth
waveform is fed to the base of 02 to counteract keystone
distortion. Links to the h.t. line and to a point sensitive to
beam current changes are often provided to stabilise the
width.

Diode-split LOPT
Trouble-free e.h.t. generation is a feature of modern
colour sets and is very largely due to the use of a line
output transformer with a "diode-split" e.h.t. winding. Fig
5 shows the arrangement. The e.h.t. secondary is divided
into four identical windings each of which delivers a
quarter of the required e.h.t. voltage. Each winding has
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its own built-in rectifier and is wound on a precision
bobbin which controls the capacitance between the bottom ends of each of the four windings.
When the line flyback occurs the high pulse voltage
developed by the primary winding • causes each of the
secondary sections W1-4 to produce a 6kV pulse. These
pulses are rectified and added to give a final output of
24kV which, because of the good insulation, is available
with greater safety — and also at a substantially lower
output impedance than was available with previous
methods of e.h.t. generation. The diodes are operated
well within their ratings and the separate capacitors used
in a tripler, with their attendant insulation problems, are
done away with. Present day diode-split line output
transformers go a step further in incorporating the first
anode and focus controls within the transformer's
encapsulation.

Circuit with Boost Diode
Transistor line output stages in colour sets are normally
operated from a stabilised h.t. supply of around 120V.
With a mains-battery monochrome portable the main
stabilised supply rail is only around 11V. It's desirable to

operate the line output stage at a higher voltage than this
and the incorporation of a boost diode and capacitor will
provide an effective supply of around 24V which can also
be used in other parts of the set. The boost technique was
originally developed for valve receivers, where a single
diode acted as both the boost and efficiency diode,
providing energy recovery to contribute to the scan and a
supply of up to 1kV for the output stage and other
purposes.
Fig. 6 shows the type of circuit generally used in
monochrome portables. D is the efficiency diode and Db
the boost diode. During the forward scan either D or Q is
conductive and pin 3 of the transformer is at chassis
potential. Db is forward biased. By simple
autotransformer action pin 1 of the transformer will be at
a voltage multiplied by the turns step-up ratio. Db
provides conventional rectifier action with current flowing
in the direction shown. As a result a voltage of about 13V
is developed across the boost capacitor Cb. This voltage is
in series with the 11V supply, giving a total of 24V with
respect to chassis. During the flyback Q, D and Db are all
off and the charge on Cs is replenished from Cb. Thus in
effect the line output stage is operated from the 24V boost
line.

The Grundig CUC Series Chassis
Peter Stubb and Steve Beeching, T.Eng.
CUC? Yes, it stands for Compact Universal Chassis. As
my mate Steff said you either know these Grundigs or
trust to luck. Well, as every engineer should know luck
plays a very small part in electronics servicing. So to help
understand these confounded Grundigs we'll provide a
run-down on the section that's the usual cause of concern,
the switch-mode power supply. The whole CUC range
uses a simple but effective flyback converter circuit. The
main elements in this are a transformer, a chopper
transistor and a Siemens TDA4600 control i.c.

Circuit Operation
The circuit is shown in much simplified form in Fig. 1.
When the chopper transistor T634 switches on current
flows in the primary winding of transformer TR651. As a
result energy, in the form of a magnetic field, is stored in
the transformer. During this process the h.t. rectifier
D656 and the 1.t. rectifier D661 are reverse biased.
Therefore the secondary windings can draw only a maximum current whose value is related to the energy stored
in the transformer while T634 is switched on. When T634
is switched off C634 provides circuit continuity and the
rectifier diodes are forward biased by the collapsing field.
The reservoir capacitors C657 and C662 are thus charged.
Pulse feedback is taken from pin 13 of the transformer
to the bistable in the TDA4600. This toggles, switching
T634 on when the magnetic field has completely collapsed. Thus T634 is automatically switched on and the
only problem that remains is to time its switch-off to
provide regulation. The on time is determined by the
secondary current required.
Regulation is determined by feedback from winding 1315 on the transformer. This monitors the rate of change of
flux during T634's off period, providing a voltage propor584

tional to the current being drawn. If the secondary current
is low the induced voltage is high and vice versa. D647
provides rectification, producing across C647 a voltage
which is subtracted from the reference voltage at pin 1 of
the i.c. The resultant voltage is applied to the noninverting input of the voltage comparator within the i.c.
The output from this comparator resets the bistable and
turns off T634 once the ramp voltage at its inverting input
(pin 4) exceeds the voltage at its non-inverting input (pin
3).
The ramp is produced by C646 which is charged by
R646 from the mains-derived 300V line — this gives
stabilisation against mains voltage variations. This ramp
forms part of T634's drive waveform. For correct timing,
C646 must start at OV at the beginning of each duty cycle.
The second output from the bistable triggers a transistor
within the i.c. to discharge C646 during T634's off time.
The output voltages obtained from the circuit are
adjusted by setting R647 which controls the feedback to
pin 3 of the i.c. With the CUC chassis this is always set
with reference to the +A voltage (h.t.) required. This is
the supply for the line output stage and varies according to
the screen size and tube beam current requirements.
By counting the variable mark-space switching pulses
the i.c. can ascertain the set's working conditions. The
frequency of operation is approximately 35kHz for normal
operation with a nominal load. For protection the i.c.
checks this frequency which falls to about 20kHz if the
load increases: if the load , increases further the i.c.
switches the bistable itself at a rate of about 18kHz,
limiting the maximum output current. The power supply
will run even with a short-circuit line output transistor,
though a PTC thermistor ensures that a load of greater
than 100ct is present at all times.
For over-voltage protection, if a supply from the transTELEVISION JULY 1986
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Fig. 1: Switch-mode power supply used in the Grundig CUC series chassis — simplified circuit.

former goes missing so that less current is drawn the
frequency of operation increases. The upper limit is 6070kHz, which equates with a remote control set in the
standby condition or running the power supply with no
load.
Note however that if all the rectifier diodes connected
to the transformer's secondary windings are disconnected
the result will be instant destruction of the power supply.
This is because the transformer is without damping and
the collapsing field is so large that the voltage pulses
generated destroy T634 and the i.c.
In the event of the drive coupling capacitor C631 going
low in value the i.c. will shut down: it will then cycle and
keep trying to restart.
Further protection is necessary because the i.e. can
operate effectively only with mains inputs between 165V
and 265V. This protection is coupled with the start-up
system. The i.c.'s supply pin 9 is provided with a start-up
supply by D616. This supply is 9V with an internal cut-off
at less than 7V. Further protection is provided by the link
to pin 5 via R632. If the voltage here is less than 2.2V the
i.c. shuts down. Because of the slow-start action the
voltage across C633 does not initially reach 9V: the i.e.
will try to get going five or six times before the charge on
C633 rises above 7V. Once the circuit has started up D633
charges C633 to just over 12V.

Fault Finding
So much for basic operation, now for fault conditions.
With all chassis that use this type of circuit the charging
resistor connected to pin 4 of the i.c. is notorious. If R646
goes high in value or open-circuit T634 is left switched on
and instantly turns into a piece of wire. If C646 goes opencircuit switching will occur at a very high frequency — too
fast for the i.c. to regulate — and T634 will turn into a
heating element before again turning into wire. C631 or
R631 open-circuit will cause the power supply to shut
down and hunt, as will C633 low in value or D633 opencircuit.
Checking is best done in a systematic fashion as follows:
(1) Check the voltage at pin 9 of the i.e. To start up it
must be greater than 7V and for normal running it should
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be 12V. If it's at 40V the i.c. is open-circuit.
(2) The voltage at pin 5 (safety circuit) of the i.e. must be
greater than 2-2V.
(3) During start-up 4V squarewave pulses should be
present at pin 1 of the i.c.
(4) Check that a squarewave of greater than 1V is present
at pin 7 of the i.c. and the base of T634.
(5) If still in doubt check the frequency at which the
power supply is running

Some Symptoms
Finally a résumé of symptoms with the power supply
running.
Uncontrollable h.t.: D647 or C647 leaky or open-circuit.
Intermittent start-up from cold: C633 low in value (it was
increased to 2201/F in later production) or R647 intermittently open-circuit (faulty connecting rivet, usually with
110° remote control sets).
Relay on 110° remote control sets chatters at switch on:
R647 faulty.
All components in the power supply o.k. but won't start
up: One of the diodes fed from the transformer's secondary windings short-circuit.
Screen patterning which varies in frequency with the
brightnessicontrast: H.T. or l.t. reservoir capacitor open
circuit, i.e. 35kHz ripple on the l.t. line.
Set intermittently goes to standby (C range remote control
models): D661 going high-resistance. Replace R661 at the
same time and upgrade D661 to a Motorola MR824-400
or Siemens GI824.
D634 and R633 should be checked whenever it's necessary to replace T634. If T634 goes short-circuit base-tocollector C631 and the i.e. should also be replaced.

Voltage Conditions
All voltage checks on the primary side of the power
supply circuit are with reference to the —300V line, i.e.
the negative side of C626: all voltage checks on the
secondary side of the circuit, including the setting of
R647, are with respect to chassis.
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The Development of Colour Tubes
Part 2

Eugene Trundle

Last month we provided a brief outline of colour tube
evolution, looking at the main features of successive types
of tube. We intend next to consider in greater detail the
various items that go to make up a tube and its deflection
system. The best place to start is where the beams
themselves do, at the electron gun.
The gun is an assembly of electrodes that produce,
modulate, accelerate and focus an electron beam. The
electrons that go to make the beam are produced at the
coated surface of the cathode, as a result of thermal
agitation caused by the heating element inside. The beam
is controlled by the grid (really a cylinder or plate with a
pinhole in its face) and accelerated towards the screen by
a series of cylindrical anodes which together form an
electron lens. We should perhaps qualify the phrase
"controlled by the grid". The beam is modulated by
varying the voltage applied between the cathode and the
grid. So we can hold the cathode at a fixed voltage and
vary the grid voltage or hold the grid voltage steady and
vary the cathode voltage. The latter technique is generally
used.

Heater-cathode Assemblies
The heater is a spiral of tungsten wire coated with an
insulating layer of alumina (aluminium oxide). The first
colour tubes used gun assemblies similar to those in
contemporary monochrome tubes, and for many years
each colour tube heater drew 300mA at 6-3V. The
cathode assembly was large and thermally inert, taking
some thirty seconds to reach operating temperature.
Modern heater-cathode assemblies are very small and
light, with a typical energy requirement of 33mA each,
corresponding to about 0.65W — see Fig. 14. The active
part of the heater is concentrated in the "hot spot"
immediately beneath the centre of the small, light cathode. This runs cooler than a conventional cathode while
the operating temperature is reached in about five seconds
— the normal operating temperature for a tube cathode is
around 1,100°K. The cathode is coated with oxides,
typically of barium and strontium, which at high temperatures are prolific emitters of free electrons.
The grid, still sometimes called a Weinhelt cylinder, is a
cup-shaped nickel shroud or plate. For small spot size its
central hole is of typically 0.5mm diameter. For high gain,
i.e. lowest voltage drive requirement, the grid-cathode
spacing when hot is around 0.1mm — not a lot!
Electron Lens
In an optical lens system the paths of the light rays are
modified by the characteristics of the glass through which
they pass. In manipulating an electron beam the same
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Fig. 14: Progress in heater-cathode
design. Left a 2W assembly, right
the 650mW type.

effects are achieved by electrical fields produced by
(usually) cylindrical anodes — hence the term electron
optics. Except in the Trinitron, separate lenses are provided for each of the beams in a colour tube, whether the
tube has separate (delta, 20AX and 30AX) or unitised
(PIL, 45AX etc.) gun assemblies. In the description that
follows we are concerned with focusing an individual
beam to form a sharp spot at the tube's phosphorescent
screen. Aiming the three separate beams so that the
coloured images they produce overlay (convergence) is a
deflection rather than a focusing process and will be dealt
with separately.

Effect of Potential Gradient
Lines of electric force exist in the space between two
electrically charged plates, each line forming an imaginary
voltage boundary in similar fashion to the contour lines on
a geographical map. When an electron, which has a
negative charge, is present in this region it will be
attracted to the positive plate. If it's travelling through the
lines of force however (see Fig. 15) the effect will depend
on its direction. When the electrons in a beam are
travelling up a potential gradient, i.e. through regions of
increasing voltage, the effect will be to straighten the
beam and direct it at right-angles to the lines of force. The
electrons are accelerated and set on a converging path to
form a point of focus at some plane beyond the lens.
Conversely when a beam is travelling through a field of
decreasing electrical strength, i.e. travelling down a potential gradient, the electrons will experience a lateral deflection force that tends to align them with the lines of electric
force.
Unipotential Gun
A simple electron lens system is shown in Fig. 16. After
leaving the cathode the electrons travel on a diverging
path through the pinhole in the cylinder grid and are then
rapidly accelerated by the high voltage applied to the first
anode. The cathode-grid-first anode combination forms a
strong positive lens (steep potential gradient) that brings
the beam to a point of sharp focus in the vicinity of the
first anode disc. This region is often called the prefocus
lens, and since the spot at the tube's screen is an image of
this beam crossover point it's important to have minimum
aberration here.
After passing through the first anode disc the diverging
beam is greatly accelerated by the second anode which,
like the fourth anode, is at the full e.h.t. potential. As it
approaches the third (focus) cylinder, which has about
500V applied to it, the beam finds itself travelling down a
potential gradient. As a result, it decelerates and diverges.
It soon comes under the influence of the fourth (final)
anode which produces an increasing potential gradient,
sending the outer electrons in the beam on a converging
path, the focal point being at the screen. The A3 (focus
electrode) region is called the main lens: its focal point can
be varied by adjusting the voltage applied to this electrode. This is the principle of the unipotential,lens, as used
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electrons in the beam tremendous acceleration and sets
them on a converging path.
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Fig. 15: Electron trajectories through electric fields. The
electron travelling to the left is decelerated and takes a
divergent path. That travelling to the right is accelerated
and aligned along the axis of the cylindrical electrodes.
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There are more elaborate electron-lens systems in
which multistage (compound) lens principles are used. A
hybrid lens is formed by coupling a unipotential lens to a
bipotential type, see Fig. 18. A multistage focus system
can be made up as shown in Fig. 19. These more
elaborate gun systems are generally required only for
high-definition tubes with small screens, though consumer
tubes with large deflection angles and narrow necks
sometimes use them to compensate for the necessarily
small lens diameter in mini-neck (22.5mm) systems — as in
light optics, the larger the lens diameter the better the
performance.

A3

Beam

IF—E

A refinement of the bipotential lens system is the highbipotential focus (HBF) system in which the focus cylinder (A2) is made much longer (hence a longer gun and
neck) to form a weaker lens with less beam aberration.
This involves the use of a higher focusing voltage
(between 27 and 32 per cent of the e.h.t. potential) and is
capable of better performance. It's used in certain 90° PIL
type tubes and also in 30AX tubes, which accounts for the
longer tube neck and higher voltage requirement for these
compared to the 20AX.
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Fig. 19: Multistage system consisting in effect of three
bipotential lenses in series.

in monochrome, many Trinitron and some types of deltagun tubes. They are characterised by a low and noncritical focus voltage which is sometimes provided by fixed
voltage taps rather than a potentiometer.
Bipotential Gun

The widely used bipotential gun system requires a focus
voltage approximately 20 per cent of the final anode
voltage. See Fig. 17. Here the focus anode (A2) comes
directly after the first anode and takes the form of a long
cylinder, often with its rear end protruding into the cupshaped first anode to give a steep potential gradient at this
point. The final anode A3, at about 25kV, gives the
TELEVISION JULY 1986

Since the lenses in modern tubes are side-by-side the
diameter of each is limited to slightly less than one third of
the internal diameter of the tube neck. In their 45AX
system Mullard/Philips use a specially designed unitised
gun incorporating an aberration reducing triode (ART)
focusing system. With this the prefocusing lens is designed
so that the aberrations in the cathode image, prefocus and
main lens partially cancel each other: the main lens is a
high-bipotential type requiring 31 per cent of the e.h.t.
potential — approaching 8kV.
The design of the electron gun varies considerably
between different manufacturers and depends on many
variables — screen size, neck diameter, phosphor dot pitch
and particularly the yoke characteristics. Sometimes the
gun is called upon to predistort the beam shape to
compensate for deflection distortion: this can be achieved
by providing slit apertures rather than circular holes in
certain of the gun's electrodes.
Neck Diameter

The choice of tube neck diameter is a very difficult one.
A wide neck (36.5mm) permits relatively large diameter
electron lenses for minimum spot size and least aberra-.
tion. The widely spaced beams are difficult to converge
however, since they take such different paths through the
deflection field. Much deflection power is needed to
generate the required field .strength in the large neck
cross-section, particularly with wide-angle tubes. Narrow
neck (29mm) and mini-neck (22.5mm) tubes require much
less deflection energy and their closely spaced beams need
less convergence correction. Their necessarily small diameter electron lenses do not make for a small spot size
however, hence the multistage focus lenses described
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permanent magnets whose function is to prealign the
beams so that they enter the deflection region correctly
aligned and at the right angles. With in-line tubes the
fields are provided by pairs of ring magnets which are
adjusted and sealed by the tubemaker or at the TV
factory.

Purity

Fig. 20: The three sizes of gun for in-line tubes — 36-5, 29
and 22.5mm. Note that the gun on the right has a multistage electron lens.

First we must orientate all three beams so that they pass
through the points in the deflection centre corresponding
to the positions of the light sources used to fix the
phosphor on the screen. This requires a pair of two-pole
ring magnets, see Fig. 21, by means of which the strength
and direction of a simple vertical field can be set to move
all three beams together horizontally so that they strike
the correct phosphor stripes. This is the purity adjustment
of course.
Static Convergence

above. New electron lens technology permits the effective
lens discs to overlap each other however. In this way the
5.5mm lens diameter typical for a 29mm neck is effectively increased to 8.2mm (plus 50 per cent). Similar
improvements have been made in mini-neck guns. Fig. 20
shows the three basic gun types — large, narrow and mini.
Gun Flashover Protection

Two main flashover phenomena exist in a picture tube.
They show up mostly during the first few hundred hours
of operation. The rocky-point discharge (as it was called
for many years) is due to high electrostatic field strength
at a micro-protrusion on an electrode. This can break
down the vacuum insulation to an adjacent electrode, the
result being sparking. The likelihood of this is reduced by
providing a high surface finish to all electrodes, by
rounding the ends of anode cylinders (see gun on left in
Fig. 20) to prevent steep voltage gradients, and by spotknocking — the deliberate use of excessive voltage to
induce flashovers and break down micro-protrusions.
The second main cause of flashovers is called the trigger
arc and arises from a complex insulator charging phenomenon. It takes place on the inside surface of the glass
neck, or more commonly on the multiform glass rods that
support and space the gun electrodes. To prevent it the
glass rods are fitted with an electrically floating conductive
path or a wire conductor from a nearby anode. This
prevents the build-up of high static charges and forestalls
trigger arcing. The wires around the two support beads
can be seen on the gun on the right in Fig. 20. More
flashover-reduction technology will be described later in
this series.
Neck Magnets

On their journey through the tube's neck the beams
encounter a series of carefully tailored fields produced by

Since the centre beam (which we'll assume to be green)
is always on the tube axis it undergoes least geometrical
distortion in the scanning process and can be likened to
the single beam in a monochrome tube. The images
formed by the two outer beams, blue and red, are made
to conform to that of the green beam in the convergence
process, so the magnetic fields generated by the other
rings (the static convergence rings) are designed to affect
only the paths of the outer beams — no flux is set up at the
tube's axis, so the trajectory of the centre, green beam is
not affected.
To align the blue and red rasters so that they overlay
the green raster exactly we need complete control over
the positioning of the outer beams. First comes a pair of
four-pole ring magnets (Fig. 22). Both are identical, so
that by rotating them with respect to each other the
effective fields can be cancelled or doubled to get the
required field intensities: the direction of the fields thus
established can be adjusted by rotating both magnets
together. As the intensity of the four-pole fields is varied
the outer beams are moved differentially in a horizontal
plane: as the direction of the four-pole fields is varied the
outer beams are moved differentially in a vertical plane.
Thus by relative and co-adjustment of the four-pole rings
the blue and red beams can be superimposed to give a
magenta cross at the centre of a crosshatch display. This
will not necessarily coincide with the green cross however,
and this where the third ring magnet pair comes in.
The correction fields required this time come from a
six-pole ring magnet pair. Once again the strength and
direction of the fields can be set by relative and coadjustment of the two rings as described for the four-pole
pair. The six-pole pattern is shown in Fig. 23, where it can
be seen that the outer beams only can be deflected
together in the vertical and horizontal planes as required.
This superimposes the magenta on the green cross at
screen centre to complete the static convergence process.
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Fig. 21: Effect of a two-pole ring
magnet.
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ID4131

Fig. 22: Effect of a four-pole ring
magnet.

Fig. 23: Six-pole field pattern.
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Fig. 24 shows the order of the ring magnets on the neck of
a typical PIL type in-line gun tube (Hitachi).
Raster Symmetry Magnet

The same two-, four- and six-pole fields are used with
20AX tubes. Also required is an additional ring magnet
pair with a two-pole field to generate horizontal lines of
force to deflect all three beams vertically. This raster
symmetry control compensates for any curvature of the
Deflection yoke

4 pole convergence magnets
6 pole convergence magnets

horizontal centre line of the raster due to the barrelshaped vertical deflection field acting on an off-centre
beam formation — the three individual guns used in this
type of tube cannot be assembled and positioned with as
much accuracy as with a unitised gun system.
The 20AX multipole assembly, as the ring-magnet
cluster is called, incorporates gearwheels to give automatic
contra-rotation of each ring pair, with the gearwheel
frame rotatable by a second lever in each case. This
greatly simplifies purity and convergence adjustments on
the rare occasions when they're required. The sequence
and effect of the ring magnets in the 20AX system is
shown in Fig. 25.

2 pole purity magnets

Internal Magnet System
in4141

Fig. 24: Assembly of magnets on the neck of a 90' PIL type
colour tube.

Raster symmetry pair

In later Mullard/Philips designs the multipole assembly
is dispensed with altogether. The 30AX (triple gun) and
45AX (unitised gun) tubes have a single magnetic ring
mounted at the end of the gun assembly. At a late stage in
manufacture all beam-alignment tolerances are taken up
by a computer-controlled magnetising jig which prints into
the ring a combination of two-, four- and six-pole fields to
bring beam alignment to centre tolerance. This not only
eliminates all manual adjustments on the tube neck but
also permits any 30AX/45AX deflection yoke (of the
correct type for the tube size) to be used.

-Red-blue static pair
Colour purity pair
Red-blue static in relation to green pair

Red Gun Centre
ID4151

Fig. 25: Multipole cluster on the neck of a 20AX tube,
showing the effects on the electron beams.
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Note that with some P1L type tubes the red gun is the
centre one.
Next month we will be considering deflection yokes.
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Modern Receiver Circuitry
Part 5: Timebase Synchronisation

Faithful reproduction of a television picture depends not
only on adequate video bandwidth, accurate colour
decoding and luminance-chrominance registration but also
on precise synchronisation of the line and field scanning in
the camera and the receiver. The use of integrated circuits
has led many service engineers to take synchronisation for
granted, but a knowledge of the basic circuits and principles is always an advantage.
One requirement for precise synchronisation is that the
received sync pulses are free from impulsive electrical
interference and noise generated in the receiver's tuner
and i.f. strip. With simple, direct sync the effect of noise is
ragged verticals and occasional loss of field sync. An
important step in improving the line synchronisation is to
use an indirect system to control the line oscillator — the
flywheel line sync system, in which the timing of the
received line sync pulses and the line flyback pulses is
compared by a phase detector which produces an error
voltage to pull the oscillator back into lock. With this
arrangement the oscillator is controlled by a voltage that's
proportional to the phase difference between the incoming sync pulses and its own operation. The speed of the
correction can be slowed down by including a timeconstant in the phase detector's filter circuit: the effect of
this is to give correction of longer-term drift while making
the system immune to short-term disturbances such as
interference and internally generated noise.

Simple Transistor Sync Separator Stage
Before any synchronising arrangement can work it
requires a clean sync pulse which has been separated from
the composite video signal. A simple transistor sync
separator stage is shown in Fig. 1(a). The demodulated
composite video signal, with positive-going sync pulses, is
fed via Cl to the base of the transistor. The important
thing is that the output should consist of sync pulses only,
i.e. with no picture information. Cl, R1, R2 in the base
circuit provide the conditions required for this. R1 and R2
apply a small bias voltage to Trl's base — too small to bias
Trl as a normal class A amplifier. Trl conducts when a
positive-going sync pulse appears at its base. The combination of the small bias provided by R1, R2 and the
positive-going sync pulse drives Tr1 into saturation. As a
result, the tip of the sync pulse is clipped, thus removing
noise — see Fig. 1(b). When Trl saturates the coupling
capacitor Cl will be charged by Trl's base current,
acquiring a negative charge on its right-hand plate. This
holds the transistor cut off during the picture part of the
line scan. During this period Cl discharges via Rl. The
time-constant is such that Tr1 will saturate rapidly as soon
as the next sync pulse arrives. The value of R1 is thus
important — it's a common cause of sync problems in some
chassis.
Flywheel Line Sync
The sync separator stage itself cannot provide sufficient
immunity against interference — which with negative-going
vision modulation is of the same polarity as the sync
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pulses. Thus for good line locking the flywheel sync
system already touched upon must be used.
Fig. 2 shows a typical discrete component flywheel line
sync phase detector circuit. The inputs consist of negativegoing line sync pulses which are coupled to the cathodes
of diodes Dl and D2 by Cl and a flyback pulse from the
line output transformer. The flyback pulse is integrated by
R4 and C4 to produce a sawtooth waveform that's
coupled to the detector circuit by C2. Capacitive coupling
removes any d.c. component, ensuring that the waveform
at the junction of D1, R1 swings positively and negatively
about zero volts. Dl and D2 conduct when a negativegoing sync pulse arrives. If the sawtooth voltage is at zero
at this time synchronisation is correct and the circuit
produces zero output. If the sawtooth is positive with
respect to zero volts when the sync pulse arrives the circuit
will be unbalanced: Dl will conduct more than D2 and Cl
will acquire a positive charge. This is filtered and used to
adjust the phasing of the line oscillator. Conversely if the
sawtooth is negative with respect to zero when the sync
pulse arrives D2 will conduct more than D1 and Cl will
acquire a negative charge. C2 fulfils two functions in this
circuit configuration: it acts as coupling capacitor for the
sawtooth and as the reservoir capacitor for the output —
the charge established on Cl when D1/2 conduct is
transferred to C2 during the picture period. R3/C3 provide filtering and R5/C5 add a time-constant to the
filtering action to damp the effect of short-term
disturbances.

The Modern Approach
The circuit just described is rather crude in comparison
with the arrangements used in modern sync processing/
timebase generator chips. It nevertheless forms the basis
of flywheel line sync action. A typical modern sync
processing chip may provide line and field drive signals,
AV switching, between-channel sound muting and a
sandcastle pulse that's used for flyback blanking and
burst gating.
A block diagram of a typical sync processor i.c., the
TDA2578A, is shown in Fig. 3. Composite video is fed in
at pin 5 where it goes to the sync separator. The slicing
level is determined by the components connected to pins 6
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Fig. 1: Simple sync separator circuit using a transistor (a),
operating conditions (b).
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Fig. 2: Typical discrete component flywheel line sync circuit.
Note the RC time-constant network in the filter.

and 7: this level is maintained over a wide range of video
input signal levels. The output from the sync separator
goes to a pair of phase detectors, 1 fast and 2 slow, to a
coincidence detector, and to the field sync pulse integrating stage. It also goes to a burst timing circuit which
produces a pulse to coincide with the colour burst: this
pulse forms part of the sandcastle pulse output at pin 17.
Phase detectors 1 and 2 have different response times
and are used to lock the line oscillator to the incoming line
sync pulses. The gating circuit determines which phase
detector is used. For good noise immunity with off-air
reception the phase detector with the slow response time
is used. With an off-tape signal a faster response time is
required: the AV switching thus brings phase detector 1
into operation. The fast-acting phase control loop is also
used to restore sync rapidly after momentary loss of signal
due to a change of channel and when the set is first
switched on.
In the absence of a video signal the coincidence detector brings the muting circuit into operation. The voltage at
pin 13 will then be at about zero and can be used to give
inter-station sound muting.
26V

Although the line oscillator has been locked a further
problem has to be overcome before a completely stable
picture can be guaranteed. With a power transistor such
as the type used in the line output stage there's a time
delay between the removal of the base drive and the
cessation of collector current. This delay lengthens as the
demand made on the line output stage increases. Nearly
all line output stages are called upon to generate flyback
e.h.t., and the beam current requirements will vary
rapidly from one moment to the next. The timing of the
line drive switch-on is not too critical since there's some
overlap in the operation of the line output transistor and
the efficiency diode. The timing of the line drive switchoff, i.e. the start of the flyback, is critical however since it
governs the position of the picture within the raster. A
second control loop is used to offset the effect of delays in
the line output device. Phase detector 3 compares the
output from the line oscillator with the line flyback pulses.
Its output adjusts the timing of the trailing edge of the line
drive pulse via a pulse width modulator circuit. The
central position of the picture is thus maintained. A d.c.
voltage can be applied to pin 14 for horizontal shift
purposes.
The field sync pulse integrating capacitor is connected
to pin 4. The field oscillator stage is simply a discharge
circuit for the field ramp capacitor connected to pin 3: the
capacitor is charged from a relatively high voltage via a
high value resistor. The sawtooth produced in this way is
scan-corrected before passing to the linearity correction
section where feedback from the field scan circuit is
applied. The voltage at pin 2 is also monitored for tube
protection purposes: if the voltage at pin 2 is less than
2.5V or more than 5V the screen blanking circuit produces 2.5V at pin 17 to give a blank screen.
The sandcastle pulse generator produces a composite
blanking and burst gating pulse at pin 17. The output here
is at three levels: 2.5V gives field flyback blanking and
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Fig. 3: Block diagram of a modern sync/timebase generator chip, the TDA2578A.
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4.5V line flyback blanking. The 10V burst gating pulse sits
on top of the line flyback blanking pulse.
Fig. 4 shows the voltage levels at pin 18 under various
conditions. With the set receiving a TV transmission the
synchronised condition will be marked by the presence of

7.5V, phase detector 2 will operate and the muting circuit
will be inoperative. When the receiver is detuned the
voltage at pin 18 will fall: phase detector 1 is switched in at
3.5V and muting operates at 1.2V. With no signal the
voltage is approximately zero, rising again as another
signal is tuned in. Muting ceases at 1.7V and return to
control by phase detector 2 occurs at 5V. Application of
an external AV voltage of approximately 3V for VCR or
disc playback purposes should produce control by phase
detector 1 without muting: the AV voltage should obviously be stable — to prevent unwanted switching to control
by phase detector 2 or muting.
This then is the contemporary way of generating and
synchronising the set's scanning signals.

TV Fault Finding

Reports from Steve Leatherbarrow,
Philip Blundell, Eng. Tech., Hugh
MacMullen, Keith Hamer, Garry Smith
and J. K. Potts
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Fig. 4: Voltage conditions at pin 18 of the TDA2578A for
flywheel sync phase detector switching and sound muting.

Ferguson TX9 Chassis

Intermittent colour can be a problem and this case was no
exception. A fellow engineer had attacked the set with
freezer and a hairdryer: after demonstrating his ability to
produce colour at will he replaced the crystal. The set
then worked all right in the shop for a couple of days after
which the colour went off. With the set back on the bench
we found that heating the TDA3560 decoder chip brought
back the colour. Unfortunately heating the replacement
chip had the same effect.
Careful examination of a test pattern revealed what
looked like a slight hum bar. Like a man possessed I
stabbed the meter on the 115V rail. Bingo! — a good 6V
low. Resetting the h.t. voltage removed the hum from the
picture and put an end to the thermal sensitivity of the
decoder circuitry.
This time the set gave four days' service before the
colour went off again. I'll save you from reading through
the rest of the torture. Suffice it to say that if similar
problems come your way it pays to replace the chroma
delay line before going any further. It seems that everyone
was aware of this except me.
S.L.

feed to the deflection module which, in an attempt to
isolate the fault, was removed. The output from the
power supply then returned to normal so attention was
turned to the deflection module. The rectifier that produces the 25V supply for the TDA2655 field output chip
lives on this module — D2751. When it goes short-circuit,
as in this case, it loads down the line output transformer.
S.L.
A BY298 seemed to be a suitable replacement.
Tandberg CTV2 Chassis

The problem with this set was intermittent contrast variations — the fault was tappable (dry-joints are common in
this otherwise excellent chassis). After carrying out some
resoldering however the fault was still present. The board
was particularly sensitive around the 12V regulator
transistor's heatsink and a meter check revealed that the
rail would rise to 14-5V. The transistor itself was responsible.
S.L.

ITT 80-900 Chassis
ITT CVC32 Chassis

This set had the rather daunting symptoms of no bottom
scan accompanied by distorted sound. The remote control
unit worked outside the set but not when in the "parked"
position. What field scan there was in the top half of the
screen was non-linear and "synchy". We eventually
discovered that the 35V supply reservoir capacitor C64
(2,200µF) was responsible for all the symptoms, the only
clue being that the 35V rail was 3V low.
While on this chassis, the symptom of low h.t. when
cold (or sometimes when warm just to add to the fun),
often intermittent and looking like a fault in the chopper
control module, is often due to the h.t. smoothing capacitor C52 (47µF). This capacitor can also produce the fault
permanently of course.
S.L.
Grundig CUC41 Chassis

There was low output from the power supply and a loud
whistling. The latter is symptomatic of a loaded h.t. rail.
A check around the line output transformer revealed an
0.3312 safety resistor that was burning. This provides a
646

If you're faced with one of these sets that suffers from
tuning drift a good place to start looking is in the line
output stage! If the 90V supply reservoir capacitor C514
(10µF) has dried up the supply will be low, affecting the
regulation of the tuning voltage stabiliser.
P.B.

Decca 80 Chassis

This set had suffered from poor field lock for several
years. When the set came to us however the report was
"dead". The usual faulty tripler had killed the line output
transformer and BU208. There was also the common
burning of the now famous orange wiring and connectors.
After all this had been sorted out the set worked perfectly
but with very poor field lock. A hole had been cut in the
back for the customer to adjust the field hold control (a
very unwise action) — the customer had mentioned that
the trouble had been present from new.
The sync output from the TBA920 sync/line generator
chip goes to the TDA1170 field timebase chip via an
active field sync pulse integrator stage comprising Tr301
and associated components. A check here revealed that
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Tr301 had no collector volts and about 2V at its base. In
other words either the transistor was hard on or its load
resistor R328 was open-circuit. Both the resistor and the
transistor were o.k. however. We then found that the field
sync pulse at the base of Tr301 was almost non-existent.
The next step was to discover why Tr301 had a positive
voltage at its base. Every resistor and capacitor in the base
circuit was removed, also the transistor itself. We were
alarmed to find that there was still a positive voltage at the
base print — and the reading was now 100V. This voltage
disappeared when the print was cut away 1/sin. back from
the base hole. There was no sign of any burning, even
when the panel was examined with a magnifying glass, but
drilling a few small holes between the base print and the
nearby red first anode print cured the fault. I can only
assume that the panel had been defective from the start.
Incidentally there was no discolouration around the first
anode controls and their series resistors — a common
H.MacM.
problem with these sets.
Philips G11 Chassis
A Gll with persistent h.t. fuse blowing caused us quite a
problem because the BU208A line output transistor was
always o.k. The usual h.t. reservoir electrolytic on the
power panel and other components here had been
changed and a new BU208A tried just in case. Normal
operation might last for days or in some cases weeks and
there were never any faulty components to blow the fuse.
Once again two pairs of specs and a magnifying glass came
to the rescue. There was a microscopic pip on the
BU208A's cooling plate. When this was compressed via
the insulating pad the result was occasional earthing of the
BU208A's collector — with no damage to the transistor
H.MacM.
itself.
Field Judder — sort of
I hesitate to include this item in a fault-finding section —
but it shows that you sometimes have to study the owner
as well. His complaint was of field judder, but only at
certain times of viewing — his set was a brand new Philips
receiver but could have been one of any type. We gave it
a thorough soak test in the workshop and checked all
relevant components but couldn't find anything amiss.
After its return the customer made the same complaint — I
might add that his previous set, which he'd traded in, had
been an old 22in. GEC model with a very dim tube.
When conversing with the owner I noticed that he chewed
all the time. When he stopped chewing the field stopped
bouncing! If you try chewing a tough boiled sweet while
looking at the screen you'll find that the crack does cause
H.MacM.
a definite bounce.
Ferguson TX9 Teletext Chassis
The complaint was simple — no sound. Without further
ado the sound channel chip's feed resistor R156 was
checked for being open-circuit, which it wasn't. The
loudspeaker and associated connections proved to be
innocent but a check at pin 6 (volume control) of the i.c.
produced a very low reading. Operation of the volume
control had no effect whatsoever so our efforts were
directed to the PC1515 remote control processing board.
To prove that the sound chip was o.k. the lead between
panel PC1515 and the d.c. volume control input pin on
the main panel (pin 5 of PL8) was disconnected. This
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restored the sound at full blast. On checking around the
volume control output transistor (TR106) on panel
PC1515 we found that its emitter voltage was absent. This
was due to a dry-joint at one end of D123 (AA143). A
dob of solder soon put matters right and the musical
K.H.delights of boring Ceefax blared out once more.
G.S.
Philips CTX-S Chassis
The symptom was a dead set and our first reaction was to
check the 4•70 surge limiter resistor which commonly
goes open-circuit. It was o.k. this time and there was
voltage at the collector of the BUX84 chopper transistor.
But not at its base and emitter. The BF422 driver
transistor had the same voltages at its collector and base
K.H.-G.S.
due to a collector-base short-circuit.
Panasonic TC2031
A quickie on these sets. If you get called out because the
remote-control unit is stuck inside turn the set upside
down to release it. Then tighten the screw holding the
remote control casing together. The screw works loose
due to vibration: it then catches in the housing
K.H.-G.S.
mechanism
GEC C2110 Series
An elderly GEC Model C2121 came our way recently.
The customer insisted that the picture flashed up green
intermittently and that water had entered the set from a
burst pipe. We couldn't find any sign of water damage and
as usual the fault refused to appear during our call (we did
notice a dry-joint on the RGB output panel, but this was
purely coincidental). Our attention was also drawn to the
fact that the local "poke-and-hope" brigade had tried to
trace the fault without success — a quick check revealed
that the fuseholder had been linked with wire and a MI
fusible resistor mounted between dropper sections had
been shorted out. These matters were attended to and the
video drive presets were then cleaned — these are a
common cause of colour flashing in this chassis.
The repair bounced and when we got the set back to
the workshop we were able to analyse the fault more
carefully. The picture's green content was indeed increasing, especially from cold. The voltage at pin 13 (green
output) of the TBA530Q i.c. was erratic, and further
discrepancies were encountered when we traced back to
the preceding TBA990Q demodulator chip. We swapped
over the drive connections between these two i.c.s and the
picture then began flashing in blue. The demodulated
colour-difference outputs from the TBA990Q are passed
to the TBA530Q via simple RC filter networks: C313
(27pF) in the G — Y filter was the offending item — it read
leaky on the AVO.
K.H.-G.S.
Some Quickies
Sharp C2072: For lack of height check C511 (22µF) in the
field output stage — it tends to dry out. For no sound
check whether R319 (27051, 0.5W) is open-circuit.
Sharp C2095: Set dead — check whether the 130V, 1W
zener diode ZD702 in the line oscillator supply is shortcircuit.
Saba T51S20: A two-inch high unmodulated raster was
traced to RL27 (4.7n, 1/sW) being open circuit. Don't be
misled by no sound on this set due to interstation muting.
J.K.P.
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The Development of Colour Tubes
Part 3
The basic job of the yoke is to deflect the electron beams
so that they scan out a raster on the screen. In very small
colour tubes the deflection angle may be as small as 50°.
The most common deflection angle is 90°: 100° is widely
used in the USA and 110° is popular for minimum cabinet
depth, particularly in Europe. The widest deflection angle
tubes in regular production are some Trinitron types that
have a deflection angle of 114°. These deflection angles
refer to the angle through which the beam is deflected in
scanning the tube's diagonal. For a 90° tube the horizontal
scan angle is 78°, the vertical scan angle 60°.
As we've seen, the key to the self-converging picture
tube lies in the distribution of the magnetic field produced
by the yoke. The principle was understood and proved as
long ago as 1954, when Haantjes and Lubben filed a
patent in the USA describing an in-line gun array operated in conjunction with an astigmatic deflection field.

The Precision Static Toroid
Some of the earliest in-line gun tubes used toroidally
wound deflection yokes. The precision static toroid (PST)
was shown in Fig. 12. It depends for its precision on the
exact positioning of every single turn of copper wire in
moulded slots at each end of the core. By this means the
flux field shown in Fig. 11 is created with sufficient
accuracy to need only a trimming adjustment at the
factory — the flare end of the yoke is panned and tilted for
optimum screen-edge convergence before being wedged
and sealed to the glass with hot-melt adhesive.
The PST gives the best possible precision and
repeatability in yoke manufacture but does have some
drawbacks. Its deflection sensitivity is low, due to the
relatively small number of turns that can be wound; it has
a powerful stray field and strong coupling between the line
and field coils; it runs very warm, due to low efficiency
and resulting 12R losses; it allows the designer almost no
freedom in terms of impedance optimisation and restricts
the setmaker to low-voltage, high-current output stages;
and inherent in it is an effect called coma, i.e. the rasters
produced by the outer beams are larger than the raster
produced by the centre beam. To correct for coma, early
PIL type tubes were fitted with internal magnetic field
shapers that were incorporated in the guns — shunts and
enhancers for the outer and centre beams respectively.
Unfortunately these tended to have a deflection
defocusing effect on the outer beams.

Eugene Trundle
for line deflection. The semi-toroidal yoke halved the
power required for vertical deflection and improved the
efficiency of the horizontal deflection by 25 per cent.
In their 20AX design Philips/Mullard introduced saddle/
saddle yokes. These were refined and improved for the
30AX series. Modern in-line gun tubes use semi-toroidal
and saddle/saddle yokes in a variety of designs.

Producing an Astigmatic Field
How is the astigmatic field produced? Fig. 26 shows the
basic form of a symmetrical pair of single-turn deflection
coils. The angle subtended by each is a. The critical angle
for a is 120°: this will generate a homogeneous magnetic
field in the gap between the coils. If the angle a is made
less than 120° the magnetic field produced will be barrelshaped: the wide spacing of the coil edges — see A in Fig.
27(a) — permits some of the flux to "escape" at the edges
of the field gap, as shown. This is what's required for the
field deflection coils. If on the other hand the angle
subtended by the coil halves is greater than 120° the
distance between the coil edges is small — B in Fig. 27(b) —
and the result is a concentration of flux in this region.
Here the diametric centre line is subject to the least flux
density and the result is a pincushion-shaped 'field, as
required for line deflection in a self-converging tube.
Astigmatism and coma both depend on the magnetic
flux distribution. Whereas the main influence on astigmatism is the field distribution at the front (screen side) of
the yoke, coma depends on the field distribution throughout the length of the yoke. Here lies the key to generating
a coma-free astigmatic field. In the yoke design evolved
for 20AX and 30AX tubes the field shape developed by
each pair of deflection coils has both forms of astigmatism
— see Fig, 28. To achieve this result the line coils are
wound with an a angle of 90° at the electron gun end

Tube axis

IC)416 I

Fig. 26: Elementary scan-coil configuration.

Semi-toroidal and Saddle Yokes
The traditional saddle-wound yoke is much more efficient and adaptable. More copper can be got into it and its
greater length means that the electron beams stay under
its influence longer, giving high deflection sensitivity. The
problem is to achieve sufficient precision in the winding of
a layered coil to provide the astigmatic fields required for
self-convergence. Semi-toroidal yokes made an appearance initially. These have a layered toroidal winding for
field deflection and a carefully wound pair of saddle coils
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Fig. 27: Winding arrangements for generating astigmatic
deflection fields.
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Pincushion shape
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Horizontal field

20mS
Screen
0

Barrel shape

Vertical field
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Fig. 28: Field shape engineering for minimum coma. The
beam deflection characteristic depends mainly on the
curves at the right.

Fig. 29: Four-pole correction field generated by elecromagnets. In some tube/yoke designs the outer faces of the
ferrite U cores are capped by rotary permanent magnets for
static convergence adjustment.

Delta gun

increasing to 150° at the screen end. Conversely the field
coils have an angle of 150° at the rear end narrowing to
90° at the flare end. This winding arrangement imparts the
necessary astigmatism to the deflection field without introducing the coma effect.
The required winding precision is achieved by the socalled "pin-shooting" technique. Each winding is divided
into many sections, the starting point and direction of
each being defined by a separate index pin. Cumulative
errors are thus avoided.
(b)

(a)

Four-pole Convergence Coil
Not all in-line gun tubes are fully self-converging. In
some consumer tube designs provision is made for dynamic line convergence by means of a four-pole coil — see
Fig. 29. This has the effect of pulling the outer beams into
registration with the central one and operates at both line
and field frequency, as the waveforms show. Parabolic
waveforms adjustable for tilt are fed to the coil which
becomes the main source of convergence correction. In
such tubes the deflection fields are wholly or nearly
homogeneous for minimum aberration — Trinitron finepitch monitor tubes are an example.

Shadow
grill
1

1
1

1
E1

(c)
(c)
Fig. 30: Basic gun/mask/screen arrangements. (a) Delta-gun
configuration. (b) In-line gun with dot screen. (c) Slotted
shadowmask. (d) Trinitron system.
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Pincushion Distortion
The flatness of the screen's curvature relative to the
image field gives rise to pincushion distortion. It's worse
with 110° tubes than with 90° types and is more pronounced with FST screens than with the older, more
radiused types. How much correction is called for in the
scan drive circuits, in the form of amplitude modulation of
the deflection current, depends very much on yoke design. The astigmatic fields required for self-convergence
compensate for much of the NS pincushion effect while
increasing the amount of EW pincushion distortion.
Various means of countering pincushion distortion can
be built into the yoke: cutting and shaping the ferrite cup
core; fitting permanent magnets; adding field sharpers on
or within the yoke; and varying the' density of winding
across the coil's span are examples. By these means
pincushion-distortion free tubes have been produced —
mainly with 90° deflection. Wider deflection angle tubes
require some EW correction, typically a modulation depth
of 6-10 per cent of the line scan current for a 110° tube.
Shadowmasks
The four current shadowmask configurations are shown
in Fig. 30. Delta-gun arrangements are now used only in
special purpose tubes where very high resolution is required. Sophisticated dynamic convergence circuitry is
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required in this case. The phosphor dot screen/in-line gun
arrangement is used for medium and high resolution
applications. The slotted mask is used in most domestic
and monitor tubes and the Trinitron system in Sony TV
sets and monitors.
Whatever form it takes, the task of the shadowmask is
not to "guide" the electron beams to the correct phosphor
dots/stripes but rather to provide a solid barrier to prevent
the beam from any gun striking any but the appropriate
phosphor. The apertures in the mask are not straight
sided but chamfered in a special way to prevent electrons
bouncing off the side walls and scattering on to surrounding phosphor material — see Fig. 31. Each mask is
chemically etched from both sides to achieve this precise
aperture profile.
The mask material is low-carbon steel which is washed
and dried before being coated on both sides with
photoresist material. The sheet is then clamped between
two photographic glass plates and the image of the
required shadowmask pattern is then fixed on both sides
by pulsed xenon lamps. The resist areas exposed in this
way are insoluble: a wash removes the unexposed areas to
leave dots, slots or stripes, as the case may be, of bare
steel for the acid etchant. These are smaller at the back
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(gun side) than at the front of the mask to give the profile
shown in Fig. 31(b). Thus exact alignment of the two
photographic glass plates is crucial. It's held to better than
2.5 microns by accurate alignment of registration marks
on the plates.
A development in the mask pattern for in-line gun
slotted screens is the contoured-line type in which the
vertical phosphor lines are bowed to match the profile of
the screen edges — see Fig. 32. The effect is pleasing to the
eye whether the set is on or off. The biggest problem here
is in the mathematics involved in computing and plotting
the geometry of the master photographic plates used for
mask etching. The bow at the sides must be gradually and
evenly reduced until the lines become straight at the
screen centre line. The etching pattern must also take into
account the fact that the mask is domed, not necessarily to
the same profile as the screen. Once the required pattern
has been obtained however the contoured-line mask is
easier to etch and the phosphor-fixing (lighthouse) process
is also simpler.

Phosphor Fixing
For slot-mask tubes the ultra-violet lamp used for
phosphor fixing is not a point source, as for phosphor-dot
and Trinitron screens, but a vertical line source. This
prevents the slot-bridges in the mask casting shadows on
the phosphor and permits the formation of continuous
lines of phosphor.
Phosphor fixing is not quite as simple as the usual
description suggests. The problem (see Fig. 33) is that the
apparent deflection centre varies with the deflection
angle. A correction lens must therefore be interposed
between the light source and the mask/screen ensemble.
The beam landing accuracy at the corners of the screen
depends very much, on the design of this lens. For highresolution tube manufacture Hitachi use a segmented
correction lens that gives a closer simulation of the
deflected beam paths.
Pitch Grading
To ensure correct purity at the screen edges and corners
a reduced beam landing tolerance can be provided by
decreasing the size of the mask apertures here. The
presence and degree of this "pitch-grading" varies with
different makes and types of tube. In current FS tubes a
grading factor of 20 per cent is applied at the screen
edges. The consequent 20 per cent loss of brightness goes
virtually unnoticed by the human eye, largely because of
the very gradual transition.

Mask Dissipation
The main problem with shadowmasks relates to heating
effects. Depending on the tube design, around 80 per cent
of the beam energy is intercepted by the mask. Since the
total of the three beam currents with a bright scene and a
large-screen tube can exceed 1.2mA at 25kV, mask
dissipation can reach 24W. The average dissipation is way
below this — say 5-10W for normal pictures and control
settings — but the steel of which the mask is made expands
as it gets hotter, and particularly where the beam current
is strong in a small area (a stationary highlight on the
screen) local overheating can occur. The mask then bulges
to upset the colour registration at this point — in practice
white usually gets a red tint.
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Mask
Phosphors
Screen

104201
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Fig. 31: Shadowmask hole contouring. To prevent the
impurity and loss of definition caused by beam scattering —
see (a) — the apertures in all types of mask are chamfered. A
typical pattern for a slot mask is shown at (b), viewed from
the screen side.
104211

Contoured lin; phosphor S aigh me phosphor

Fig. 32: Phosphor line patterns, new and old. Note the ugly
foreshortening of the stripes at the right: contoured line
phosphors were introduced in the late seventies.

Deflection
plane
Effective deflection centre for
small deflection angle

Gun
Effective deflection centre for
large deflection angle

04221

Mask

Screen

Fig. 33: The deflection centre appears to move forwards as
the scan angle increases — the effect is due to the varying
curvature of the beam paths.

Fig. 34: Heat compensating suspension system for a
shadowmask: bimetal mounting strips are used.

Fig. 35: The areas at risk of
being impure during the
initial warm up of a
conventional shadowmask.
104241
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Fig. 36: Conventional shadowmask arrangement (a). Mask
expansion has a greater effect on beam landing with this
than with the Super Arch Mask shown in (b).
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Conventional shadow mask
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most at risk are not at the screen centre, where mask
doming has little effect on beam landing, nor at the
extreme edges, where the heatsinking effect of the frame
prevents rapid rise of temperature. It's the midway areas
that suffer (see Fig. 35), and various remedies have been
devised by tubemakers.
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Fig. 37: Applying a ceramic coating to reduce hot bulge.
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An early one was RCA's Super Arch Mask, in which a
very pronounced curvature is given to the cold mask. As a
result, short-term, localised and warm-up expansion
effects have much less effect on beam landing. This type
of mask has greater slot spacing at the sides, which helps
with beam-landing tolerances here but does slightly
reduce the brightness at the extreme edges of the picture.
Fig. 36 shows the Super Arch principle.
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Fig. 38: Invar as an alternative mask material is less affected
by high power dissipation.

Heat conductivity away from a hot spot is more difficult
with a grille type mask (Trinitron), where in large-screen
sizes three horizontal microfine tiebars are welded across
the screen to stiffen the fine vertical grille strips. Local
conductivity is better with other types of mask due to their
continuous nature, though a concentrated stationary highlight can cause impurity with early types of tube, especially when the purity is not set up at centre tolerance or
when the beam limiter is not doing its job properly.

Some alternative approaches to the problem involve
surface treatment of the mask. A simple and widespread
technique is to blacken the mask. Many tubes have the
back of the phosphor screen (after aluminising) painted
black as well to act as a heatsink of sorts — the large glass
screen has the makings of an excellent heat radiator. A
further step is to coat the surface of the mask with a low
thermal expansion ceramic material then fire it on the
steel surface at high temperature in an oven. This leaves
considerable residual tension in the mask material when
cool — to be relieved in operation as the coated mask
warms up. The presence of the ceramic coating reduces
the mask temperature for a given dissipation while mask
expansion is minimised by the relief of internal tension.
The principle is not unlike that of continuous welded
railway track. It gives a reduction of about 20 per cent in
beam landing error (see Fig. 37).

Design Aims

Invar Mask

Designers of shadowmasks have the triple aims of
making the mask more "transparent" to the electron
beams, minimising the heat developed in the mask and
minimising the effects of their inevitable expansion when
they do heat up. Some types of delta-gun tubes have
masks with hexagonal rather the circular holes. This gives
a small gain in transparency. Even so delta-gun mask
transparency never exceeded more than about 17 per cent
at the centre and 12 per cent at the corners. This
compares with about 21/16 per cent for Trinitron tubes
and 19/14 per cent for slot-mask tubes. "Hi-Bri" slot
masks just exceed 20 per cent transparency.

For fine-pitch tubes Toshiba use an alternative metal
(Invar) for the mask — its coefficient of expansion is much
lower than that of steel (see Fig. 38). Invar is more
expensive than steel and more difficult to handle, hence
its restriction to expensive fine-pitch tubes.

Mounting the Mask
The mask would buckle as expansion occurs if it was
rigidly mounted, completely upsetting the purity. To
prevent this the frame on which the mask is mounted is'
fitted with bimetal temperature compensating elements on
spring arms (see Fig. 34) to permit the whole mask
assembly to move along the tube axis (towards the
phosphor screen) as it heats up. There are usually four
such mounting points that clip on to tapered studs heatsealed into the panel side walls.
The bimetal mount system doesn't work until the mask
and its heavy and thermally inert frame have reached
thermal equilibrium. This leads to a risk of purity errors in
the first five or ten minutes of operation. The regions
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45AX Mounting System
A better way to avoid localised and transient
overheating of the mask is to do away with the heavy
metal frame and bimetal spring support system with their
thermal inertia and long thermal paths. Philips/Mullard
have adopted a completely new approach to mask suspension in their 45AX tube system. Here the mask is attached
to a light diaphragm which defines the picture borders and
is suspended at each corner by a swing link that pivots on
a stud fused into the glass. As the mask warms up its
expansion forces the suspension links to rotate about their
mounting studs, moving the enlarged mask forward towards the screen to maintain correct beam landing. This
system reaches thermal equilibrium within fifteen minutes
of switch on and is unaffected by ambient temperature.
The closer control and more precise placement of the
mask allow a larger beam landing reserve.

Coming Next Month
Next month we will continue with screen phosphors.
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Saturday Plight
Fever
Chris Avis
Why does it all happen on Saturdays? From Monday to
Friday business is just hectic: on Saturday the temperature
rises to a fever pitch that no self-respecting fusible resistor
would tolerate. Witness a few events during a typical
Saturday in the life of yours truly.. .
8.30 a.m. Open shop-cum-workshop, then open bleary
eyes and see Friday's leftover Ferguson 3765B (TX10,
early version) on the bench. Complaint intermittent tripping. Find h.t. rail correct at 150V. Original focus unit
replaced with improved version a few months before. Try
further replacement anyway, just in case. Leave set on
test.
9.00 a.m. Reconditioned Philips 550 (G8 chassis) running
on display appears to have slight lack of height. About to
remove back and adjust when first customer arrives with
Rank T20 chassis (fortunately in cabinet).
"It's been going off for several weeks, but we could
always get it back with a thump. Now it's gone right off."
Resist temptation to say it's probably concussed,
agreeing instead with owner's request to collect set after
lunch in time for wrestling — or boxing? TX10 trips again,
but no tube flashover. T20 reveals an assortment of classic
faults, including a short-circuit BU208A line output
transistor and burnt pin 1 of connector 5Z1 on the line
output panel. The BU208A's 112 base resistor (5R8) has
been replaced with a 2-212 resistor and the 91012 resistor
(4R16) in the 12V regulator circuit with two paralleled
47012 1W resistors in series with one 68012 2W resistor!
5R8 replaced with a 151, 4W resistor and 4R16 with a
1k11, 1W resistor mounted half an inch off the board. New
BU208A fitted, set switched on and adjusted. Good
picture, left on test.
10.00 a.m. TX10 back on bench. Decide to disconnect
e.h.t. and focus leads from tube and try again.
10.15 a.m. Philips 550 definitely loosing height — and
width too. Must investigate before potential buyer appears but diverted by arrival of Prinz T125 monochrome
portable and Amstrad CTV1400 colour portable, closely
followed by respective owners. Prinz "comes on then
blacks out", Amstrad "makes loud buzzing noise but
there's no sound or picture". Both owners happy to
collect on Monday — considerate, my customers.
Tackle Prinz first and discover sound o.k. but dark,
fluctuating picture with low e.h.t., then no picture. Start
signing "Some day my Prinz will come on", beat time on
chassis with screwdriver and picture appears. Remember
common fault associated with TO3 cased line output
transistors and tighten this one's mounting nuts and bolts:
e.h.t. now normal with good picture.
11.00 a.m. Amstrad CTV1400 sounds like wasp sprayed
with freezer. H.T. rail at zero. Switch off, extract nearly
twenty sewing pins from surface of main PCB and switch
on — wasp still shivering. For two pins feel like giving up,
but lengthy search reveals just those very items still
clinging to the line linearity coil's magnet and shorting
across to the collector of the line output transistor. No
damage caused, thanks to power supply protection circuitry. (Female owner later confessed to keeping needlework box on top of set — makes a 'change from flower
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vases.)
12.00 a.m. TX10 hasn't tripped for two hours. Reconnect
e.h.t. lead only and try again. Philips 550 now no picture
or sound with the h.t. down to 100V on the BA13 power
supply panel. Parallel 100k12 resistors R1386/1373 in the
charging/phase shift network look immaculate but one is
open-circuit. Replacement restores status quo (and
picture).
12.30 p.m. Early lunch break, necessitated by diabetes
and early breakfast.
12.45 p.m. Investigate previously reconditioned Thom
1590 12in. monochrome portable that had misbehaved
recently when demonstrated to an interested customer.
The picture rolled erratically, though the set had appeared
to be o.k. on test earlier. Sync crushing in the i.f. stages
suspected, perhaps due to an a.g.c. fault? The voltage
readings around the first two i.f. amplifier transistors VT2/
3 were o.k. but closer inspection revealed that they had
both been replaced at some time with BF194s. The correct
BF196 is appropriate for forward a.g.c., the BF194 isn't,
hence ineffective a.g.c., excessive i.f. amplification and
crushed sync pulses. Fitting the correct transistors cured
the trouble. The set was put back on the shelf to await
further interest.
1.45 p.m. Still no hiccups from the TX10: reconnect focus
lead and switch on again — set trips once then runs
normally. Watch closely for ages (at least two minutes)
but no repeats. Interrupt vigil to serve customer with
Shure N7OB stylus at £6.24 including VAT (Valuable Avis
Time). "I've tried everywhere but nobody has them. One
place said they could order it for £15 then tried to sell me
a new cartridge." No wonder I'm still struggling. TX10
takes another trip. Remove focus connector cover on tube
base but no clue at spark gap. Could it be?. . . Order new
base from HRS and hope.
2.30 p.m. Mr. Karate calls and collects his satisfactorily
performing T20. Says he can manage to load set into car
boot unaided but tries to take shop door frame with him
as he passes through.
Door remains intact enough to admit gentleman with
Sony TV121 12in. monochrome portable. "The picture is
very bright with poor contrast and won't keep still, then it
almost disappears. Someone has looked at it and says the
high gain control may be faulty but it would have to be
looked at by a Sony approved dealer." Doubt whether
Sony would approve of several Ghastly Catastrophic
Semiconductor conversions I've successfully done to
KV1810s, KV2000s etc. thanks to helpful Television articles but promise to search diligently for "high gain
control". Fortunately this proves unnecessary as the picture is large enough for a 20in. tube and the l.t. rail is 15V
instead of 11.6V due to a faulty error detector/driver
transistor (0602, type 2SC1209) in the series regulator
circuit. Fit BC338 and find set none the worse for
overdose of electronic adrenalin but put it on soak test to
convalesce.
3.30 p.m. Mr. Karate returns with T20 and red face. "It's
just the same as when I brought it in to you and paid good
money for you to fix it." Well he didn't quite put it that
way but that's what it amounted to. Set immediately
checked on bench. Trips when switched on. Find plug
5Z2 on line output panel half off and EW modulator
driver transistors 4VT17/18 damaged. Customer had put
set into car boot on its back, which had pushed against
5Z2's plastic locating peg. Transistors replaced, 5Z2
refitted (peg length cut by 50 per cent) and set placed face
down on back seat of car, all "under guarantee". We live
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and learn — though live and earn would be better.
4.00 p.m. Just the set to end the week comes in — a Sony
KV1810 Mk. I with no sound or picture. Set plugged in
with sinking heart and preparation for last rites when
gloom is pierced by noise on sound and raster on screen,
though attempts to tune in signals are thwarted by wildly
erratic tuning voltage variations. Voltage at tuning supply
stabilising zener diode D209 o.k. so channel selector unit
replaced with one from scrapped set. No difference.
These sets have a tuning meter to show the approximate
channel positions. It's driven by a transistor (Q215, type

2SA678) whose base is connected to the selected tuning
voltage. Fitting a BC213L in this position restored stable
tuning and good performance to this ten year old Senior
Sony, but how long before Guesswhats Commit Suicide?
So another week drew to a close as a weak and drawn
engineer locked up and tilled up. Good, there's enough to
see us through Sunday and some left over for the VAT
return and the morgage and the rates and the Inland
Revenue and. . . Oh well, at least the replacement TX10
tube base eventually cured the tripping. Makes it all
worthwhile, doesn't it?

Resistor Troubles

circuit I had showed this as a "black box" — no internal
details were given. Experiments with universal types were
not successful — the original is a special (it's a special price
too at nearly £60). Feeling lumbered with the set and
having a bit of spare time I decided to attempt an
economy repair. After painstakingly removing the soft
rubbery filler from the original tripler I found that all the
original components could be recovered and that the
design was conventional though with three additional
47M1/ resistors to provide a feed for the focus control (see
Fig. 2). Using a universal tripler as a replacement, with
the three recovered 47W1 resistors, a stable, well focused
picture was obtained though there are annoying brightness
changes with camera switches (any ideas?). A complete
waste of time? Not quite: I found out how the tripler had
failed — the series resistor R had burnt out.
Harnesses and leads: I've been caught out on occasion
through not tying up harnesses. I always now watch that
the wires near the dropper in the G8's power supply don't
touch the dropper — amongst other things the field output
transistors don't then need to be changed. When the
chassis is hinged up in solid-state Decca sets I always
watch the RGB leads.

Gordon Haigh
A good number of TV faults are due to resistor troubles
of one sort or another. Here's a collection of resistor faults
worth noting.
Thorn TX9 chassis: In the event of a poor, dark degraded
picture with perhaps only the highlights present check the
value of R233 (3901d2, changed in late production sets to
300kfl) which is in series with the first anode preset
control. For reduced height or almost complete field
collapse check R268 (1.5M11) and R269 (1.8M(l) which
are in series with the height control — in the early version
of the chassis (main panel PC1001) a single 3.3Mi1
resistor is fitted in this position (R268). If R223 (panels
PC1001 and PC1040) is burning or distressed it's certain
that the line driver transistor VT67/TR67 is faulty, also
the 15V zener diode W87/D87: the replacement resistor
should be a 4701-1 type.
Thorn 3500 chassis: If the 1011 wirewound resistor R751
on the convergence panel fails plenty of smoking, burning
and damaged components will need replacing.
Fidelity CTV14R/CTV14S (ZX2000 chassis): If R826 (3911,
1W) goes high in value the chopper transistor TR13 will
soon fail.
Grundig 2210/2222/2252R/5012/6022: The trouble with
one of these sets was no +B supply (14V) for the line
generator/driver circuits. This supply is derived from a
mains transformer which also supplies the c.r.t.'s heaters.
The mishap here was that the fine primary wires were too
close to R615 (4W) and R643 (7W): having got toasted
and brittle they'd finally gone open-circuit.
A point to note with any Grundig set using a cluster of
vertical wirewounds and with an unstabilised h.t. supply is
that the h.t. can be alarmingly high, say over 300V when it
should be around 280V, if surge limiter/dropper resistors
have been replaced with types of the wrong value. I had a
case where over-generous resoldering had unwittingly
shorted one out.
Autovox 2284GB/2684GB etc.: Failure of the resistors in
the focus control network is a common problem and
getting replacements is often difficult. The focus VDR
(type E298ZZ/103) from a GEC, Decca or ITT hybrid
colour chassis can be used instead with a series resistor —
see Fig. 1.
JVC 7440GB: The problem with one of these sets, which
had been fitted with a newly regunned tube, was alarming
picture size expansion accompanied by clicking noises. I
turned the h.t. down from 120V to the correct 110V but
there was no change. All roads led to the tripler but the
TELEVISION AUGUST 1986

From
2M2-4M7
1W

E298ZZ/103
Focus
VDR

EgT
Fig. 1: Autovox focus circuit conversion — original circuit
shown on the left. Bolt the focus v.d.r. to the right-hand
heatsink on the Autovox chassis, high up, using a plastic
nut and bolt.

EHT
overwinding

Fig. 2: JVC 7440GB tripler circuit.
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Servicing the Fidelity ZX3000
David Botto
and you'll find these sets straightforward to service. Many
other chassis nowadays use the same basic power supply
circuit, so you'll find this information of wide application —
failures are usually due to the same causes.

The ZX3000 chassis is used in many Fidelity colour TV
sets including the CTV14S (later versions), the CTV20,
the CTV2022, the CTV2OR, the CTV2024, the CTV22,
the CTV22R and the CTV2224. Several of these models
incorporate remote control.

Power Supply Circuitry
The Usual Symptoms

The power supply circuit, with a simplified block diagram of the TDA4600 chip, is shown in Fig. 1. The 240V
a.c. mains supply is fed via a push on-off switch and fuse
Fl to the mains filter coil Tl. In remote control models a
relay mounted on the mains switch provides remote switch
off. In some sets the mains filter capacitor C81 is fitted
across the output from T1 whilst in others it's designated
C251 and is fitted across the input — the alternative
arrangment is shown in Fig. 2. So far we've had no
trouble due to the mains filtering components.
Bridge rectifier D3-6 develops, via the surge limiting
resistor R80, about 350V d.c. across its reservoir capacitor
C86. Note that if fuse F2 has been removed or has blown
and the set is switched on then off it takes some time for
C86 to discharge via R81. To avoid giving yourself a nasty
shock, use a 2.2k11 resistor to discharge C86 before
handling the chassis.
The positive side of the power supply is connected via
fuse F2 and the primary winding 12-14 of the chopper
transformer T2 to the collector of the BU426A chopper
transistor TR3. The emitter of TR3 is returned to the

Whilst the chassis is generally reliable it does have one
nasty tendency. It likes to go dead, blowing the expensive
chopper transistor and fuse. After careful tests the service
engineer fits a nice new BU426A transistor and a 1.6AT
fuse. When he switches on he's rewarded with a good
picture and prepares to refit the back. Then suddenly,
after anything from five to thirty minutes, a loud bang is
heard and to his dismay both the fuse and the chopper
transistor have once more failed.
To make life more interesting, in all the chassis we've
handled the components on the main PCB are not
identified by letters or numbers. You'll now understand
why Pete recently sat by his bench sadly contemplating a
ZX3000 chassis together with a little heap of useless
BU426A transistors and 1.6AT fuses.
The ZX3000 chassis uses a self-oscillating chopper
power supply circuit based on the Siemens TDA4600
chip. Regulation is achieved by varying the mark-space
ratio and frequency of the drive waveform provided by
the TDA4600 chip. Follow the procedure outlined below
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Fig. 1: Power supply circuitry used in the Fidelity ZX3000 chassis
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negative side of the 350V supply. Notice that T2 isolates
the rest of the set's circuitry from the a.c. mains supply.
Since the power supply circuit itself is not isolated from
the a.c. mains supply an isolated bench supply transformer should always be used when servicing the ZX3000
chassis. Notice too the special isolator units.
As soon as mains power is supplied and the set is
switched on D7 charges C87 via R82 and R83. When the
voltage at pin 9 of the TDA4600 i.c. reaches 4V with
respect to pin 6 an internal reference voltage of 1.12V
switches on within the chip's complex circuitry. More
internal reference voltages then appear within the i.c., and
as the voltage across C87 rises to 11.8V internal switching
turns on an extremely accurate, temperature stabilised 4V
supply which is used to power all the internal circuitry
except for the chopper transistor's base drive amplifier.
It's this stabilisation that makes the circuitry within the
TDA4600 largely independent of mains input voltage
variations over quite a wide range.
Resistor R91 is connected between the positive side of
the 350V supply and pin 4 of the i.c. It charges C90 to
produce a sawtooth voltage waveform at pin 4. This
sawtooth is added to a switching waveform within the i.c.
and appears at pin 8 as the drive waveform for the
chopper transistor — the drive is via R84, choke L (L2 on
some Fidelity circuits, L13 on others) and capacitor C93.
As TR3 commences to switch on and off energy is
generated in the chopper transformer's primary winding
12-14. The current induced in winding 11-10 charges C87
to 12V via D8, taking over from the start-up supply.
Feedback is obtained from winding 9-8 of the transformer. Pin 2 of the chip is linked to tag 8 of the
transformer via R89 and R92: when the voltage at pin 2
falls to zero, corresponding to zero energy in the transformer, the cross-over detector tells the control circuitry
within the i.e. to switch TR3 on again. D10 rectifies the
voltage across tags 9-8, producing a voltage of some
—22.6V across C91 for regulation purposes. This voltage
is applied to pin 3 of the chip via R88 and the preset PRI_
Pin 1 of the i.c. provides a reference voltage for the other
end of the resistive chain R86/7/8/PR1. R86 with C89 form
a delay circuit while C88 stabilises the frequency under
excess and no-load conditions.
An excessive overload across the secondary windings 72 will reduce the voltage developed across winding 11-10
and thus the voltage at pin 9 of the i.c. When the voltage
at pin 9 falls below 7.5V the drive to TR3 is removed.
Normal load variations simply vary the voltage developed
across winding 11-8 and thus across C91. This in turn
varies TR3's switch-off time, via the internal control/
triggering circuitry.
The h.t. rectifier D13 charges C100 from one of the
three taps 2, 3, 4 on the transformer — the correct tapping
for the c.r.t. size must be selected. The h.t. should be
112V for a 14in. tube, 119V for a 20in. tube and 150V for
F1

T1

Degauss
cirtit

D3-07

Mains
isolators

Pzs71
Fig. 2: Alternative mains filter arrangement.
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a 22in. tube. To set the voltage, turn down the brightness
and contrast controls, connect a digital voltmeter across
C100, then use a plastic tool to adjust PRI for the correct
voltage. Check the voltage after the set has been operating for half an hour.
R93 and ZD2 provide the 33V tuning supply. D11 and
C98 provide a 25V supply for the sync/timebase generator
chip IC4. Note that a major change occurred fairly early
in the production of the ZX3000 chassis. In the early
version the sync/timebase generator chip IC4 is a
TDA8180 and the field output chip is a TDA2170 or
TDA2270 (in this version the TDA4600 is referred to as
IC7): in the later version IC4 is a TDA2578 and IC6 a
TDA3651, the TDA4600 being referred to as IC8.

Tackling a Dead Set
So what to do when confronted with a "dead" ZX3000?
Remove the back and examine the mains fuse Fl. If it has
failed with no signs of blackening the cause may simply be
ageing. Fit a new fuse and if the set starts to work you're
entitled to heave a sigh of relief. Let it run for several
hours before returning it to the customer.
If F2 has failed however you'll almost certainly find that
TR3 has zero resistance between all its connections. You'll
now need to unslot the aerial socket from the chassis and
take out the two little screws at the side and near the front
of the PCB surround to withdraw the chassis. To get at
the components you'll then have to take out the five
screws that hold the circuit board to its frame.
The line output stage can be isolated by removing or
disconnecting one end of R97. This enables the power
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Fig. 3: Positions of the main components, and those referred to in the text, in the power supply. TH1 is the
degaussing circuit thermistor.
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Fig. 4 (left): Waveform at the base of the chopper transistor
TR3 with F2 removed from its holder.
Fig. 5 (right): Applying an external 12V supply when checking for line drive.

supply to be operated when there's an overload in the line
output stage.
If TR3 and F2 have both blown, replace the following
components — do this even if they appear to be in order
when you check them (Fig. 3 shows their positions on the
component side of the board). First R91 — strange things
tend to happen to this resistor. Secondly C88 — if you've a
capacitor checker to hand, check the value of the replacement before fitting it. Thirdly R85 — again check the value
before fitting. You'll find it essential to replace these
components or else you'll almost certainly end up with a
pile of dud BU426As, as Pete did. Fit a new BU426A of
course, but don't replace F2 for the moment.
Next carefully check D7, D8, D9 and D10. Then check
R84 out of circuit, using a digital multimeter with low
ohms compensation or allowing for the resistance of the
meter leads.
Use your component tester or a capacitor tester to
check C93, C87, C89 and C91. Finally measure the values
of R82/3 to ensure that they are correct. If you've the
slightest doubt, change them. You'll generally find however that R91, C88 and R85, which must all be replaced;
are the cause of the trouble.
With F2 still out of circuit, connect your scope to the
base of TR3 via a 10:1 probe, with the chassis clip to
TR3's emitter. Connect the set to the mains via a variac or
tapped transformer, switch on and increase the supply
voltage slowly. As the voltage is increased you should see
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the hefty waveform shown in Fig. 4. Note that this is not
the waveform you'll see when the set is working normally.
Though you might tend to suspect the TDA4600 when
faced with a dead set we've yet to have one fail.
Disconnect the set from the mains supply, discharge
C86 and replace F2. Check the BU508 line output transistor TR5 with your component tester, then refit R97.
Connect a digital voltmeter across C100.
Reconnect the set to the mains supply via the variac or
tapped transformer and gradually increase the input. You
should now obtain both picture and sound. If you've been
tempted to omit replacement of the components we've
mentioned, just turning the TV set up on the variac to see
what happens, you might well get the picture and sound
accompanied by a loud whistle from T2, indicating that
the power supply is working off frequency. This will be
followed by the usual loud bang from F2.
Line Drive Checks
If removal of R97 proves that the fault is not in the
power supply (it almost always is), check the BU508 line
output transistor TR5 and the BY228 efficiency diode
D16. Also make sure that 25V is present at the cathode of
Dll (incidentally there are two 25V lines in this chassis,
the other one being derived from the line output transformer via D18).
To check for line drive, first carefully desolder and
remove the MC7812 12V regulator, with R97 still disconnected. Connect a mains-isolated, regulated 12V supply as
shown in Fig. 5. Switch the set on and check once more
for 25V across C98. Connect the scope's 10:1 probe to the
base of TR5 to see whether the base drive waveform is
present. If not, move the probe to the collector of the
BF460 line driver transistor TR4. This transistor can fail.
If necessary go on to check for drive at the base of TR4.
This comes from pin 7 of IC4 if it's a TDA8180 or pin 11 if
it's a TDA2578. You'll easily see which i.c. you've got —
the TDA8180 has 24 pins while the TDA2578 has 18. In
addition with the 'TDA8180 there's no line hold control
while with the TDA2578 the 5V regulator, transistor TRI
and the ceramic resonator are omitted. The test procedure
for line drive is identical whichever type of chip is used.
Where a TDA8180 is used, make sure that the 5V
regulator supplying pin 24 is in order. The two types of
i.c. used in position IC4 seldom fail, so don't suspect them
until all else has been checked.
If there is line drive at the base of TR5 the next step is
to check the rectifier diodes fed from windings on the line
output transformer — D17, D18 and D19, all type
RGP15J. It's easy to check for an overload elsewhere in
the circuitry by removing D17 and D18 in turn, with the

mains switched off first of course.
Because the line output transformer is of the diode-split
type we anticipated problems when we first started handling the ZX3000 chassis. But to date we've not had one
failure. As mentioned before, when you've got a dead
ZX3000 you'll usually find that the fault is in the power
supply rather than the line timebase.
Protective Varnish

In conclusion, when the repairs have been completed
spray a little circuit varnish on the connections you've
soldered. With this particular chassis, be sure to leave the
varnish to dry for at least an hour before switching the set
on again.
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The Development of Colour Tubes
Part 4: Behind the Colour Screen
Just behind the tube's faceplate is the point where it all
happens! The rear of the glass surface is coated with dots
or stripes of phosphor materials that glow when
bombarded by the electron beams. Phosphor brightness is
proportional to the beam current and the accelerating
voltage (e.h.t.).

Eugene Trundle
(we'll come to this in a minute) the negative-tolerance
screen produces a crisper picture due to the absence of
"spread" and light scattering across the now sharply
defined phosphor glow areas. The dimensions given in
Fig. 41(b) relate to the Videocolour A66-FS10 tube.

Improving the Contrast
Phosphors
A wide range of phosphor colours is available, but for
colour tubes the three phosphors used — classified X in
Europe, P22 (Jedec) in the USA and B22 in Japan — have
very specific coloured light emission characteristics that
are based on the EBU chromaticity co-ordinates — see Fig.
39. All the colours within the solid triangle can be
reproduced on the screen — this compares well with the
range of colour pigments, dyes and inks available. Monitor tubes are sometimes provided with a lighter blue
phosphor (sky blue) whose desaturated colour gives much
more legible alphanumeric displays while still offering a
usuable hue for graphics displays. Purer colour phosphors
have been developed since the EBU co-ordinates were
finalised: these are also shown in Fig. 39 (enhanced red
and green).
What the co-ordinates defining the colour triangle don't
show is the purity (spectral bandwidth) of each phosphor.
The spectral/energy emission characteristic for a typical
modern tube is shown in Fig. 40. It can be seen that red
has the narrowest bandwidth and lowest efficiency. To
produce a standard colour-temperature white raster (Illuminant D6500) a typical anode current contribution by the
red gun is 42 per cent, with the green and blue guns
contributing 35 and 23 per cent respectively. When you
recall that white light consists of 30 per cent red, 59 per
cent green and 11 per cent blue you get an idea of the
relative phosphor efficiencies. Other factors (many of
them!) being equal, picture brightness depends largely on
the chromaticity and efficiency of the green phosphor.
Since the earliest colour tubes there has been a fifteenfold
increase in white brightness due to phosphor improvements. Many phosphor materials have been used over the
years: the current favourites (in Europe, America and
Japan) seem to be yttrium/oxysulphide/europium (rare
earth) for red, zinc sulphide/silver for blue and zinc
sulphide/copper/aluminium for green.
With early in-line gun tubes the RGB phosphor stripes
were laid on the screen continuously, i.e. with no gap
between them — see Fig. 41(a). To provide some beam
landing tolerance to take account of mask expansion,
imperfect setting up and stray magnetic fields the mask
slots were made narrower than the stripe width. For a
domestic tube this resulted in a beam landing tolerance of
about 60 microns at the centre of the screen and 140
microns at the edges. This approach is called a positivetolerance system. The alternative approach shown in Fig.
41(b) is the negative-tolerance system where the mask
slots are wider than the phosphor stripes, which now have
a "guard-band" between them. In this case the beams
slightly overlap their intended phosphor stripes. Apart
from the advantage of making black matrixing possible
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Achieving a high contrast TV picture is largely a battle
to reduce the reflection of ambient light from dark
(unenergised) sections of the screen. The first step taken
to improve matters was the black matrixed screen, in
which the spaces between the phosphor dots or stripes are
filled with a light absorbing black pigment (usually based
on carbon or graphite) to reduce screen reflectivity. The
phosphor material itself is very light in colour however,
and it was not long before dyes were added to the
phosphors, making each absorb incident light other than
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Fig. 39: The CIE chromaticity diagram.
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Fig. 40: Spectral emission and relative efficiencies of the
phosphors. Although red peaks far higher than the others
its very narrow emission band makes it the least efficient of
the three.
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black matrixing can reduce the reflectivity of the tube face
by as much as 30 per cent without sacrificing brightness.
This advantage can be used to improve either the brightness or contrast depending on the faceplate glass light
transmission characteristic, as we shall see.
The rear surface of the phosphor is aluminised, the
conventional practice for many years now, to reflect the
phosphor light forwards, to equalise the charge over the
whole screen area and to form an ion barrier. The gun
side of the aluminising layer is often sprayed black, as
mentioned last month in connection with mask
heatsinking.
Stripe Pitch
0)1

Fig. 41: Positive-tolerance screen-mask system (a) compared with a negative-tolerance system (b) for use with a
black matrixed screen.
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Fig. 42 (left): To achieve a comparable number of vertical
picture lines the dot pitch of an in-line gun tube must be
much finer than with a delta-gun tube.
Fig. 43 (right): Effect of two widely different faceplate glass
densities on the contrast ratio. Ideally we need to change
the filter density to suit the ambient lighting conditions — a
separate glass filter introduces multiple light reflections
however.
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Fig. 44: Light transmission characteristic of a selective filter
faceplate.

that of its own colour. These are called pigmented phosphors, and can be recognised by the RGB coloured
appearance of the phosphor pattern on the face of an
unenergised tube. The use of pigmented phosphors and
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With tubes intended for domestic TV use the phosphor
stripe pitch is 0.8mm for screens above 50cm diagonal and
about 0.6mm for smaller screen sizes. Individual phosphor
stripes are typically 0.19mm wide in a large-screen,
matrixed tube. Since no-picture element can be smaller
than the width of a stripe triplet, the structure of the
screen and mask is a limiting factor for the tube's resolution. A standard 66cm stripe tube is capable of resolving
about 350 lines, a 51cm tube about 270 lines and a 37cm
type about 250 lines. These figures allow for a pixel to
cover two stripe triplets, for easy viewing and to avoid
spurious effects.
High resolution tubes with the stripe pitch down to
0.31mrn are available at high price to give 370 lines with a
37cm screen and 550 lines with a 50cm screen, again
allowing two triplets per pixel. They are expensive not
only because of the precision of the screen and mask but
also because of the special gun and yoke required to
produce a suitably small spot size and matching convergence performance.
Delta-gun tubes give better definition for a given triad
spacing — see Fig. 42. One 50cm delta-gun tube on the
market has a dot pitch of 0.2mm, offering a 1,680 dot
count across its width: sticking to our two-dot per pixel
criterion, this gives a resolution of 840 lines. It must be
interesting to converge!
Faceplate Glass Characteristics

The faceplate glass characteristics have an important
bearing on picture tube performance. In effect the glass
panel acts as a neutral-density filter, having grey glass with
a light transmission characteristic that can vary, depending
on tube design, between 40 and 85 per cent.
The basic idea of the tinted faceplate, which inevitably
reduces picture brightness, is to reduce the screen's reflectivity and thus increase the contrast. Use of glass with
a low light transmission characteristic helps because reflected light has to pass through the glass twice while the
light emitted by the phosphors passes through only once.
Thus if the glass light transmission characteristic is 50 per
cent a fourfold reduction in reflected light is achieved for a
halving of the available light from the phosphors.
The tendency in Europe seems to be to use a high light
transmission glass for maximum light output (it seems,
especially from their factory "granny-button" settings,
that our German and Dutch cousins watch TV in a very
subdued light). The USA and Japan on the other hand
have generally opted for a better contrast ratio using low
light transmission glass. Fig. 43 shows the effect of two
different glass densities on the contrast ratio for a modern
screen with black matrix infill and pigmented phosphors.
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Mitsubishi go a step beyond the neutral-density filter
principle with their Blue Diamond tubes. Into the
faceplate glass mix go the rare-earth element neodymium
oxide plus colourants, giving selective light transmission
properties. These faceplates provide increased attenuation
at wavelengths around 580nm (see Fig. 44), offering
enhanced contrast where the ambient light level is high.
Also relevant to the faceplate is the question of reflections from the outer polished surface. The mirror effect of
this surface will show an image of the room, the viewers
and particularly any light sources. For domestic use the
flat type screen (FST) has advantages because of its
narrower capture angle. With monitor tubes, especially
those used to display small alphanumerical characters,
various treatments are available to break up the outer
glass surface so as to diffuse reflections. All except the
most expensive tend to impair the definition however, so
careful design and control are required. The two most
common treatments are chemical etching and silica coating. Fig. 45 shows the effect of the latter treatment on a
half-coated screen by Mitsubishi.
Glass Envelope

The primary purposes of the glass envelope are to
contain the vacuum essential for the tube's operation and
to provide a flat viewing screen. There are many secondary functions. One is to provide the e.h.t. reservoir
capacitor, whose plates consist of the conductive graphite
coatings on the inner and outer surfaces of the bowl: with
a large tube the capacitance value can be 2,200pF.
To reduce the energy released from this store in the
event of a flashover, and just as important the rate of
energy release, the inner graphite coating in present-day
tubes is made resistive. The addition of iron oxide to the
coating increases its resistivity and gives it a characteristic
reddish colour. The effect is that of having a resistor of
about 40012 value in the path of any flashover current to
any gun electrode. This technique reduces the likely
flashover current from around 700A peak to approximately 60A while the rate of current build up is reduced
by a factor of ten. The result is a great decrease in the
amount of transient energy reaching the low-voltage circuits of the receiver, and less risk to the increasingly
sensitive chips nowadays being used.
The protection functions of the envelope are twofold.
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Fig. 46: The degaussing coil position for an in-line gun tube
is shown at (a); the resultant degaussing field in the mask is
shown at (b).
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Strontium carbonate is included in the glass mix to
provide an X-ray radiation barrier — the production of Xrays increases according to the twentieth power of the
e.h.t. voltage. At specified e.h.t. voltages and currents the
radiation from any accessible part of a working tube does
not exceed the international standard of 0.5mR/hour: at
the faceplate it's in practice usually less than O. 1mR/hour.
The envelope must also protect viewers from the effects of
implosion. The faceplate of current (FST) tubes is around
12.5mm thick at the centre and thicker towards the edges.
The stress of atmospheric pressure on the faceplate is
conveyed to the rimband where it's contained in the
band's tension.
The envelope is made in two parts, the neck/bowl and
the screen. These two components are heat-sealed together at a late stage in manufacture. The tube is then
pumped to a hard vacuum and sealed at a glass pinch at
the rear end. To absorb any further gases, particularly
those liberated from the gun, mask, etc. during the life of
the tube, a getter material (usually based on barium) is
used. It's packed into a trough at the end of a spring
attached to the front of the gun assembly, to tuck it well
out of the way in the tube's bowl. After tube evacuation
it's fired by means of a local r.f. heater to activate it.
Internal Degaussing Shield

In modern tubes the degaussing shield is incorporated
within the bowl. This magnetic shield prevents ambient
magnetic fields upsetting the beam landing. Any flux it
acquires itself is neutralised by the action of the
degaussing coils which are mounted on the tube's bowl
and also demagnetise the shadowmask and rimband. The
coils are fed with a decaying burst of 50Hz a.c. at switch
on. With in-line gun tubes there's infinite vertical landing
reserve, so it's necessary to generate only a vertical field
to correct for the stray fields which would deflect the
beams horizontally. This is achieved by the coil configuration shown in Fig. 46(a) which, because of the continuity
of the mask material in the direction of the degaussing
field (Fig. 46(b)), requires fewer ampere-turns than the
degaussing coils for a delta-gun tube. An h.f. bypass
capacitor shunts the degaussing coils to prevent currents
induced from the line scan coils causing beam mislanding.
Tube Nomenclature

Fig. 45: Surface treatment of the faceplate diffuses light
reflections from the tube's faceplate.
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For many years tube size has been specified in, inches
(more recently centimetres), the quoted figure referring to
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the overall diagonal measurement across the glass screen.
This was somewhat misleading, and all tube makers have
now agreed to adopt the Worldwide Type Designation
System. With this the visible picture diagonal is quoted in
centimetres. Fig. 47 explains a typical c.r.t. type number
using this system.
The FS tube types — tubemakers are very rapidly
converting to FST production — have the following common sizes: 22cm (9in.), 36cm (14in.), 41cm (16in.), 51cm
(21in.), 59cm (24in.), and 66cm (27in.). Where these
figures correspond to the old Pro-Electron classification
system the picture area with the new types is greater. The
new 51V tubes have 6.2 per cent greater picture area than
the old 22in. types and the new 66V tubes 9.5 per cent
more picture area than the original 26in./66cm types.
Hence the claim — made more in the USA than here — for
28in. as the largest consumer tube size.

Definition Enhancement
There are two ways in which the scanning spot in a
colour tube can be manipulated to give an apparent
improvement in picture sharpness. Both have been used
in Sony receivers under the name Turbo Trinitron. The
first uses a split focus electrode to which differential pulses
at instants of black/white or white/black transitions in the
video waveform are fed. The pulses are obtained from the
luminance signal by filtering. This is followed by differentiation, amplification, phase splitting and then application
to the focus electrodes via two separate output stages. The
effect of this arrangement is to "flatten" the scanning spot
momentarily into a narrow ellipse, thus enhancing the
vertical edge of the picture feature.
A similar drive system is used with the later velocitymodulation enhancement system. Here however the
"edge pulse", derived as above, is fed to a little class B
push-pull output stage whose load is the VM yoke — a few
turns of wire on a plastic former mounted on the tube
neck. The field produced by this winding opposes that
produced by the line deflection coils. Its effect is thus not
on the size of the spot but on its scanning velocity.
Imagine a white-to-dark transition. If we momentarily
slow the spot down before the edge, then momentarily
speed it up afterwards, we shall emphasise the edge by
brightening it — the increased spot dwell-time gives greater
brightness at that point. This is followed by a black edge,
produced by the subsequent spurt put on by the spot to
catch up its correct position along the line. The system
works with black-to-white transitions as well, with none of
the "phase" penalties of electrical enhancement circuits.
In fact it works very well indeed, especially with teletext
and computer displays: plugging the VM yoke in and out
gives a convincing "before and after" demonstration.
Next Month — Beam-indexed Tubes
Next month we'll take a look at the beam-indexed
colour tube: several versions of this type of tube have
been introduced recently for various special purposes.

Modern Receiver Circuitry
J. LeJeune

Part 6: SAA5000 Remote Control System
For the majority of people TV viewing is a passive
occupation. Armchair detectives, sportsmen, naturalists,
politicians, quiz contestants and those who just want to be
entertained are frequently happier if they don't have to
leave their armchair to operate the set's controls. Remote
control provides this facility, and in this concluding
instalment in the present series we'll be looking mainly at
the Mullard SAA5000 remote control system.

Development of Remote Control
Early remote control units were wired to the receiver by
a long and troublesome cable. An early Philco system
however used a flash of light from a pocket torch to
operate the motorised turret tuner in a sequential selection of the two channels then available — older readers
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Fig. 1: Transmitter keyboard and encoder.
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may recall this "Selectaflash" arrangement. Ultrasonic
remote control systems first made their way here from the
Continent: though they had drawbacks such as spurious
responses to rattling keys and coins, aerosol squirts and
chattering budgerigars they gave added facilities and
freedom from the tethering cable. Ultrasonic systems are
slow however and provide only a limited number of
functions. The possibilities offered by infra-red light as the
communicating link rapidly pushed it into favour. Infrared remote control systems are capable of a higher degree
of sophistication, greater speed of response, allow smaller
handsets and have reduced battery consumption compared to their ultrasonic predecessors.
Remote control systems are currently beginning to
resemble data transfer links. Microcomputer chip technology is taking over, with hardware being ousted by software. Such systems provide an even wider range of
facilities. A suitably equipped VCR can be controlled via
the TV set, increased sound functions can be added and
more teletext features. The systems most likely to confront the service engineer however are those based on the
SAA5000 series of integrated circuits, with an infra-red
transmission link and mixed digital and analogue control
outputs in the receiver.

Transmitted IR Signals
The remote, hand-held transmitter unit uses an
SAA5000A integrated circuit to translate a keyboard
input to a series digital code. Fig. 1 shows a typical
arrangement. The SAS5000A can be operated with up to
36 keys in a 6 x 6 matrix. Pressing a key connects one of
the i.c. pins numbered 4 to 9 to one of the pins numbered
10 to 15. The full 36 keys are seldom used. 32 is the
average for an eight-channel colour set with teletext and
20 for the same set without teletext. The output from the
i.c., at pin 16, is a repetitive 24-bit data sequence (see Fig.
3).
The zeros and ones in the data output from the chip are
represented by 4.7msec long pulse periods which differ
729
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Fig. 3: Typical 24-bit command signal.

from one another in the position of the second negativegoing pulse: Fig. 2 shows the zero- and one-bit pulse
outputs. The bits are not transmitted in their initial binary
data form because of the characteristics of the infra-red
link which wouldn't tolerate a continuous stream of the
same bits (this would result in the transmitting and
receiving diodes being continuously on or off, a condition
that would cause a heavy battery drain and amount to the
handset being in effect switched off). To remove the "d.c.
component" the transmitted zeros and ones are encoded
in the manner shown in Fig. 2. Pulse-position modulation
is used: a zero data bit sets the clock-pulse counter to
produce a second pulse one clock-pulse period after the
initial start pulse, while a one data bit sets the clock-pulse
counter to produce a second pulse four clock-pulse
periods after the start pulse.
The transmitter handset keys shown in Fig. 1 are
numbered to help identify which two SAA5000A input
pins are being connected: key 126 for example links pins
12 and 6. Pressing a key causes the binary code for the pin
combination to be passed to the modulator section of the
chip. This converts each zero and one bit into the
appropriate pulse train and assembles the 24-bit command
signal sequence — see the example shown in Fig. 3.
The message section of the command signal has five
bits. It's preceded by a seven-bit "framing code" which
always marks the start of a command. This twelve-bit
sequence is then inverted — zeros become ones and vice
versa — to complete the 24-bit command signal. A corn-

mand takes 113msec to transmit and is repeated for as
long as the key is depressed. Should a key be released
before the end of a command sequence the transmission
continues until the sequence has been completed. The
presence of the inverted section of the sequence means
that there should always be an equal number of zeros and
ones in the command. This enables a simple type of error
detection arrangement to be used in the receiver — in the
event of an error, i.e. the received command does not
contain an equal number of zeros and ones, the receiver
ignores the command.
The use of pulse-position modulation means that the
output from the modulator in the SAA5000A chip consists of 24 pairs of short pulses, zero data bits being
represented by a closely spaced (783µsec) pair of pulses
while one bits are represented by a more widely spaced
pair (3.13msec). The time duration of these short pulses is
further reduced by differentiation before being clipped
and applied to the infra-red light emitting diode drive
circuit. Three IR diodes are generally used, arranged to
produce a wide conical beam to allow for considerable
misalignment between the handset and the receiving
diode. Each IR diode passes slightly over 7A peak, but
the on period is only 5µsec. The average power consumption is thus very low, the duty cycle of the on:off periods
being 1:470. This gives an average current for all three
diodes in parallel of only 15mA.
Remote control transmitters also incorporate some
method to indicate that the unit is actually transmitting —
usually a red LED triggered by the output from the
SAA5000A. Some have a low battery voltage warning as
well. The latter is often in the form of a low-frequency
oscillator that's held off by a zener diode which conducts
as long as the battery voltage is acceptable. When the
battery voltage falls below the acceptable level the zener
diode ceases to conduct and allows the oscillator to
operate, flashing the LED.
Remote Control Receiver
The pulsating infra-red output from the transmitter is
detected by one or more photodiodes that are sensitive to
infra-red radition. The signal produced by the detector is
first fed to a low-noise amplifier which raises the level of
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the received pulse-train commands to approximately 5V
peak-to-peak for feeding to the decoder module. Some
preamplifer circuits use a standard low-noise operational
amplifier arrangement with an a.g.c. level adjustment to
set the sensitivity for the local conditions; others employ
discrete component circuitry to achieve the same ends.
The circuitry involved is straightforward and should cause
no problems.
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The Decoder Chip

The matching decoder in the SAA5000 series is the
SAA5012 (see Fig. 4), a 24-pin MOS device with low
power drain. It has a built-in clock oscillator, a command
decoder, digital-to-analogue converters, a four-bit binary
counter with latching and stepping inputs, a data amplifier
and a "limited data" output for synchronising teletext
decoder commands, also a flip-flop to control a TV set's
main power supply — the on/standby switching.
The received 24-bit command signal is first decoded
into binary form and the framing code is detected. Finding
that the framing code is present simply provides a
"thumbs-up" to tell the decoder that the next five bits
contain a message. The message code is then translated
into action by the decoder and the appropriate output is
produced.
Channel Change Commands

A programme-change command will be loaded into the
latched store in binary form: for programme one the
output at pins 3, 4, 8 and 21 will be 0000, for programme
eight it will be 0111 and so on. This four-bit code is passed
to other circuitry — a "one of sixteen decoder" — for
further decoding into one tuning output of the sixteen
possibilities. It can also go to a seven-segment display
decoder-driver. There may in addition be detection logic
for AV switching, a.f.c. defeat, and possibly audio
muting to quell noises from the loudspeaker during
channel changing. The system allows for direct selection
of the desired programme via the handset or sequential
selection of programmes via a pair of pushbuttons on the
receiver's control panel — one for upward stepping and the
other for downward stepping. The latter method of
programme selection is intended primarily for use during
initial setting up of the receiver on installation, or for
emergency use should the transmitter be inoperative.
Upward stepping is achieved by pulsing pin 20 of the
SAA5012 chip to 5V: downward stepping is achieved by
pulsing pin 20 to 5V and pin 2 to OV simultaneously.
Resetting and Analogue Controls

In receivers using a system like this the mains power
switch carries a pair of auxiliary contacts which momentarily make when the shaft of the on/off switch is pushed fully
in. These contacts serve to reset some of the logic circuits
in the SAA5012 to ensure that the receiver comes on with
programme one selected and the four analogue controls
normalised. "Normalised" settings of the four analogue
controls (volume/brightness/contrast/colour) are provided
by preset controls which can be mounted on the control
panel or elsewhere in the receiver.
Remote control of volume/brightness/contrast/colour is
achieved by digital-to-analogue conversion of the outputs
from four separate counters driven by the clock pulses.
When an analogue up or down command is received the
TELEVISION SEPTEMBER 1986
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Fig. 5: Conversion of a pulse-width modulated "analogue"
output from the SAA5012 to a d.c. control voltage.
104711

appropriate counter is driven by the clock pulses in
whichever direction it is instructed. The counter's six-bit
binary output is then converted to analogue form, controlling the pulse width of a squarewave derived from the
clock oscillator. Since a six-bit binary signal will provide a
maximum count of 64, including zero, the analogue
control voltages vary in steps totalling 64, with the
normalised setting at the half-way point — see Fig. 5(a).
The pulse-width modulated outputs at pins 10, 11, 14
and 15 of the SAA5012 chip are of 12V p-p amplitude.
These are converted to d.c. control voltages by integration
— see Fig. 5(b). With a small pulse width the charge on the
capacitor is not very large. With equal pulse on/off times
(32:32) the integrator's output will reach half the amplitude of the p-p squarewave, i.e. 6V. It will rise higher
as the pulse's on time increases. Integration in this way
gives a small time-constant to the rise and fall of the d.c.
output. Further speed control of the analogue functions
can be obtained by using pin 12 of the i.c., but for most
applications this pin is grounded.
Pin Round Up

The input at pin 17 is obtained from a teletext decoder.
It's at OV when teletext is in use, freezing the programme
selection counter and the brightness, contrast and colour
analogue controls — remote volume control is still possible
however. For a normal TV picture display pin 17 will be
at 5V. Audio muting is included with the analogue
controls simply because it's operated from the switched
12V supply.
Pin 6 has an output from the flip-flop, which is reset by
an input from the pair of auxiliary contacts on the
receiver's on/off switch. This reset signal makes pin 6 go
low, allowing the main power supply to energise the
receiver. Receipt of a standby signal drives pin 6 high.
As previously mentioned some of the analogue controls
are disabled in the teletext mode. Programme selection
cannot be used either, as the numerical part of the keypad
is required for page selection. This data is decoded by the
SAA5012 chip in the normal way but is passed to the
teletext module via pin 5 — with pin 7 supplying clocking
information to synchronise the teletext unit with the
incoming command data.
On receipt of any command pin 16 goes low. This
output is used to light a LED to indicate that a message
has been received, telling the user that this portion of the
remote control system is functioning correctly.
Remote Control Interfacing

The SAA5012'S analogue control and programme selection outputs require further processing before they, will
interface with the rest of the receiver. The teletext side is
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33V tuning voltage through to one of the outputs — some
standard "one of sixteen" decoders will not stand this
voltage. Fig. 7 shows a pair of decoder chips in a typical
arrangement. The details tend to vary between manufacturers and even between different chassis in one manufacturer's range. With an eight-programme receiver the D
output is not used and the decoder D inputs are
grounded.

Developments
Similar remote control systems abound, but the
SAA5000 is a good example of its type. The increasing
use of microcomputer chips further widens the range of
functions offered by remote control systems. Devices like
the Philips MAB8410 and the Texas TMS1000 series are
already known in the TV trade. With a bit of expansion
you could also use the remote control handset to control
the room lighting, cat-flap, teasmade and so on. Developments in this area of TV circuitry are breaking down the
divisions between TV and other consumer electronics and
electronically-controlled equipment.

Sixteen tuning presets

104731

Fig. 7: Programme selection and indication system.

a subject all of its own and can't be covered here.
As we've seen, the outputs from pins 10, 11, 14 and 15
consist of pulse-width modulated positive-going squarewaves. After integration (see Fig. 5) the d.c. control
voltage is passed via a buffer amplifier to the receiver's
control circuits — d.c. voltage control is used with modern
sound and video signal processing i.c.s. A buffer amplifier
is necessary to provide a degree of current gain and any
control characteristic shaping that may be called for —
where a logarithmic law is required for example. Only
linear amplification is normally required however. Fig. 6
shows the kind of buffer circuits used — (a) shows a simple
emitter-follower and (b) an arrangement used to provide
higher gain and a greater control range.

Channel Selection
Since the programme selection command outputs from
the SAA5012 are in binary-coded decimal (BCD) form
further decoding is necessary. This form of output is used
because it's the accepted type of drive for a "one of
sixteen" decoder chip and for seven-segment indicator
decoder chips — if you like to put it this way, BCD is the
common language for these devices. In a sixteen-programme receiver all four lines are used (see Fig. 7), the
ABCD inputs to the "one of sixteen" and the sevensegment driver decoders being connected in parallel. The
seven-segment decoder is a non-standard type that decodes 0000 as 1 — 0000 is normally the BCD equivalent of
zero. This non-standard arrangement is used to obtain
sixteen channels from a four-line counter — the BCD
equivalent of 16 is usually 10000, which requires five lines.
A standard "one of sixteen" decoder can be used but it's
more usual to employ a special type designed to switch the
732
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TV Fault Finding

Reports from Richard Roscoe, Alan Shaw,
Roger Burchett, J. R. Armagh, Geoff Fardon
and L. Dinsdale

Decca 80 and 100 Chassis
In the May 1983 issue I reported that the bulk of the
problems we'd been having with our Decca 80 and 100
series chassis had centred around failure of the triplers
and line output transformers, either singly or both together. Up to about eighteen months ago the pattern
remained broadly the same. Well over half the calls were
to dead sets with blown mains fuses — the previous report
gave the procedure we adopt in such cases.
Since then, as the sets have got older, there's been a
change in the pattern of stock faults. We now have to deal
with many more dry-joints associated with the numerous
plugs and sockets on the PCBs. The plugs and sockets on
the line output and convergence panels have always been
suspect of course, due to the high currents they carry and
the heat generating components mounted close to them.
But even such cool running and lightly loaded connectors
as those on the i.f. panel are now no longer above

suspicion. Field jitter, colour flashing, hum bars, line
shake, low gain, poor sync, field roll on picture change
and many more obscure symptoms have been encountered during the past year or so and traced to the poor
condition of PCB connections.
The first few faults of this sort we came across were
laboriously tracked down to the individual cause. We soon
came to the conclusion however that each particular fault
we were dealing with was only the tip of the iceberg. A
much better approach is to strip out each PCB (easily
done in these chassis), then systematically resolder all the
plugs and clean all the sockets on each one. This takes
only half an hour or so and avoids a lot • of fruitless
prodding and tapping.
A component that's now giving a lot of trouble in the
100 series chassis is the 37V supply reservoir capacitor
C407 (680µF). The usual symptoms are weak line sync or
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line pulling on picture content. We find it worthwhile
changing this capacitor every time. Even if it seems o.k.
electrically it's usually in a sorry state physically due to its
closeness to the hot EW modulator diodes.
R.R.

right out of circuit of course. I'm not putting the set out to
a customer just yet however. Anybody want to buy a set
R.B.
with four careful lady owners?
Decca 70 Series Chassis

C-sick Skantics
A monochrome Skantic receiver, type 1241, had a rolling
picture when first switched on. It would settle down after
half an hour, but the field lock was still touchy. Now if the
line or field sync is weak in a Skantic set our first thought
is always the power supply decoupling. Scope checks
showed that all the main supply lines were fairly smooth,
but when we looked at the video output from the i.f. can
it had a definite hum component. Inside the can were
three fine examples of the Red Breasted Decoupler
(Genus Tantalum), C515, C518 and C530, all 10µF, a
species widespread in Scandinavia and notoriously fickle.
For future reliability we replaced all three, and were
rewarded with not only solid field lock but also a marked
improvement in picture contrast.
Another of these Skantic breeds worth noting is the
Yellow Bellied Axial, whose natural habitat is the switchmode power supply of Skantic colour chassis types 4751,
5151 and 5661. This power supply was covered in detail in
the January 1982 issue of Television. There are two of
these electrolytics in the circuit, CNO4 (10p.F) and CNO5
(4.7µF). Now that these sets are getting a bit long in the
tooth, in almost every example we come across one or
both of these capacitors is in a bad way. The result is low
or, worse, high output voltages with poor regulation. R.R.
Plustron Palladium C14ENS
This set was a real stinker and had apparently led many
engineers a merry dance. I bought it when my local co-op
closed down. The only certainty was that the tube had
plenty of life left — it hadn't worked long enough to wear
out, having been in and out of two or three houses and
back to the workshop a number of times. All this
travelling hadn't done the cabinet any good, and the line
hold control knob (it's a customer control, and it needed
it!) was missing. Still, it was cheap and I didn't have any
qualms. I should have done!
On soak test there was first loss of colour then loss of
line lock. Left to itself it had a fit of the sulks and after a
sharp crack it went off. After finishing the set I was doing
I investigated and found a fuse blown, caused by the line
output transistor being short-circuit. A new fuse and
BU208A were fitted but the result of switching on was —
nothing . . . While checking around the line oscillator it
came on agak— and stayed on all day. Next day we had a
repeat performance. On the third day the set changed its
tactics. When it did start up it screamed at me and
stopped before I could switch it off. Fit a new BU208A —
this is beginning to get expensive.
To shorten a long story, once the set started it performed well, though the line hold was still drifting. The
merest touch with a meter would start it, either correctly
or with painful protests from the line output stage. There
eventually came a quiet day and, armed with infinite
patience, it was down to component changing. Out came
the transistors, resistors and then the capacitors in the line
driver and oscillator stages. In went new ones until we
came to Cd07 (0.047µF) in the line oscillator circuit
(feedback coupling). When this was changed the set
started up nicely and is still going strong. Cd07 checked all
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An epidemic of tuning problems on these sets has broken
out in our area. The culprit is the tuning voltage stabiliser
feed resistor R108 (33k11). Sometimes the tuning drifts off
then corrects itself a few times before finally succumbing.
R.B.
Thorn 9000 Chassis
A dead set due to a short-circuit Syclops transistor proved
quite a headache as each replacement R2540 transistor
died either immediately or after several hours. We eventually found that R419 (33kG) which biases the base of
the driver transistor was going open-circuit intermittently
— it had a loose end cap.
A.S.
Hitachi NP9A Chassis
Now and again 6 or 7 would show on the digital display
when the channel 5 or 6 button on the remote control
handset was pressed. The i.c.s and one or two transistors
on the remote control receiver/decoder panel were tried
without success. I then decided to replace the 4.43MHz
crystal, using the old-fashioned, big reliable type — one
obtained from a Pye 725 test panel. We now got standby
only. The "reliable" crystal was leaky! Fitting another one
cleared the fault.
J.R.A.
Bush T20 Chassis
There was a rush of sound then the set went dead — power
supply o.k. No it wasn't 4R16 (91011) in the 12V regulator
circuit! 4C19 in the line oscillator start circuit was bridged
with a 5.6k1l resistor to ensure that the line oscillator was
working but this made no difference. Neither did fitting a
known good line output stage panel, so attention was
turned to the scan drive panel. At this point I did
something not normally advised — I overrode the trip
circuit by placing a bridge across 5C4. This provided a
clue — 4R9 (330Q) in the field output stage started to burn
up. Checks here revealed that one of the field output
transistors (4VT4) was leaky while the driver transistor
4VT2 was short-circuit. Replacing these transistors and
4R9 plus removal of the link across 5C4 restored a good
picture.
The fault with another of these sets was a background
drone. 3C75 (0.47/iF electrolytic) in the base circuit of the
constant-current transistor 3VT15 had gone almost opencircuit.
G.F.
Philips G11 Chassis
This set had a negative picture. The waveform at pin 15
(luminance output) of the vision detector module U5600
on the i.f. panel was found to be negative-going instead of
positive-going. Changing the TCA270S chip within the
G.F.
'
module cured the fault.
Bush T26 Chassis
The trouble with this set was no colour. The colourdifference signals were present at the outputs from the
TDA2522 chip but were of low amplitude — they could be
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seen to vary slightly when the colour control was adjusted.
A new TDA2522 i.c. was tried, and the usual troublesome
capacitors in this area were replaced (C84 — use a
polyester type — C83, C85 and C87). All to no avail. The
hairdryer was then brought into play. When the area
around VT5, i.e. the sandcastle pulse generator circuit,
was heated the monochrome picture first went darker
than usual then colour appeared. Replacing VT5 made no
difference: the culprit eventually turned out to be C58
G.F.
(330pF) which was intermittently open-circuit.
Thorn 9000 Chassis

After replacing the tripler we were confronted with an
uncontrollable brightness fault. We decided to check
around the tripler circuit before getting involved in the

RGB output stages. R725 (180M) and R724 (22k11) in
the beam limiter circuit were both found to be opencircuit, but the fault was still present after replacing them.
Diode W722 measured o.k. but when the parallel capacitor C729 (0.1µF) was checked out of circuit it was found
to have a 31(1I leak. Fitting a replacement cured the fault.
These oblong, white capacitors are usually extremely
reliable — this is the first time we've had one break down.
We had another brightness fault on one of these sets
recently. This time the first anode voltage was high and
the preset control R721 had no effect. R722 (2.2Mti) on
its earthy side turned out to be open-circuit.
No sound in another of these sets was traced to R141
(47011) being open-circuit. This resistor provides the supply for the SN76666N intercarrier sound channel chip
L.D.
1C2.

Servicing the Ferguson 3787/NordMende 8180
Colin R. Boggis
Large quantities of ex-rental NordMende 8180 14in. colour portables recently became available at trade warehouses. They are extremely well made sets from West
Germany, with attractive case styling, and are capable of
producing an excellent picture on the in-line gun black
matrix tube. The chassis is of modular construction and
most of the modules can be plugged into the rear of the
main board to facilitate servicing.
The same basic chassis is used in the Ferguson 3787
portable, with a modified control panel. These sets were
imported by Thorn as an interim measure before the TX9
chassis went into production. A large number of 3787s are
still in use today.
The chassis uses a thyristor line output stage and a
thyristor power supply regulating arrangement, plus some
novel protection circuits. Note that all circuit reference
numbers used in this article relate to the Ferguson 3787.
They should in general apply to the NordMende sets as
well.

Access
Once the back has been removed the main chassis can
be hinged down after releasing the wing nuts at the top of
the frame. The modules are grouped vertically at the leftand right-hand sides of the main board, except for the
field timebase panel which is mounted horizontally just
below the tube's neck. A further two boards are fitted to
the case itself: the mains panel is at the bottom of the case
while the control panel is to the left of the tube when
viewed from the rear.
Power Supply Arrangements
The povver supply arrangements used in the set are
shown in simplified circuit/block diagram form in Fig. 1.
There are four thyristors in all: DU04 with the associated
circuitry comprising transistor TUO7 etc. provides a softstart action plus overload protection, DU1 1 provides
regulation, while DA12 and DA14 are the flyback and
scan thyristors respectively in the line output stage.
The a.c. mains supply is fed to the degaussing circuit, to
bridge rectifier DR02, to DRO3 and via the mains transformer to bridge rectifier DR01. DRO1 and DRO3 are
both concerned with the start-up system. DRO1 provides a
14V start-up supply (U4) for the line generator circuitry.
Once the line timebase gets going DU09 produces a 22V
supply (U3) which takes over from the U4 supply via
DZ38 — DRO1 is then reverse biased. At switch on DRO3
begins to charge the h.t. reservoir capacitors CA06/7 via
RU05. Thyristor DU04 is at this stage held cut off by
TU07.
Slow-start System
Fig. 2 shows the slow-start system. At switch on CA06/
07 are discharged so that the emitter of TUO7 is effectively
at chassis potential. Its base will be at a positive voltage
set by the potential divider RU06/7/8. TUO7 is thus
conductive, shorting the gate and cathode of DU04 so that
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it cannot be triggered. Once CA06/7 charge to a higher
voltage than that at TUO7's base TUO7 switches off.
DR02/DU04 then take over to maintain the charge across
CA06/7, DU04 being triggered by pulses from the combi
coil. Overload protection is an inherent feature of the
circuit since a short across the h.t. supply — DA12 going
short-circuit for example — will return TUO7's emitter to
chassis potential with the result that it switches on while
DU04 is switched off. DRO3 then takes over as h.t.
rectifier and the fusible resistor RUO5 goes open-circuit.

Line Output Stage
The basic essentials of the line output stage and regulation circuit, which keeps the width and e.h.t. constant, are
shown in Fig. 3. The line output stage itself is the standard .
thyristor arrangement which has been described in these
pages on previous occasions. The scan thyristor DA14
begins to conduct towards the centre of the line: its
associated efficiency diode shares a common encapsulation. The flyback thyristor DA12, again with a parallel
diode in a common encapsulation, is switched on just
before the flyback, producing a current pulse (in conjunction with the output stage tuning components) that
switches off DA14 to produce the actual flyback. When
DA12 switches off the T-network capacitors CU21-23
begin to charge via the combi coil. The rising waveform
thus developed in the secondary winding eventually
switches DA14 on again via CA15 etc.

Regulation System
The regulation circuit has been described as a reverse
current regulator, which is an apt term. Basically the idea
is to return excess energy developed in the line output
stage to the h.t. reservoir capacitors via thyristor DUll.
During normal operation of the line timebase positivegoing pulses are developed at the junction of RU13 and
the combi coil's primary winding. These pulses exceed in
amplitude the voltage across CA06/7, reverse biasing
DU12. Regulation is effected by switching DUll on
during the latter part of the line scan, prior to the flyback.
DUll thus connects CA06/7 across the line timebase,
providing a damping action and at the same time topping
up the charge held by CA06/7. We need to be able to vary
the time at which DU11 is switched on during the line
scan in order to make the regulation effective: this is done
by the circuitry shown on the right-hand side of the line
output transformer in Fig. 3.
The pulses developed at pin 11 of the line output
transformer are clipped by DZO8 and integrated by RZO9
and CZ18 to produce a sawtooth waveform which is fed
to the base of I Z03 via CZ17 and DZ22. The pulses
developed at pin 12 are rectified by DZ10 which thus
produces a voltage proportional to the amplitude of the
flyback pulses across CZ10. This voltage is applied to the
base of TZ03 via the set-e.h.t. control RZ13, DZ16 and
DZ22. It sets the point during the sawtooth when TZ03
switches on. TZ03 drives TZ04 which in turn switches on
DUll. If the pulse voltages developed in the line output
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conductive. As a result the lower end of RZ25 is connected to chassis and the pulses from the combi coil via
RA13 and RZ22 are shorted out. When an excessive load
reduces the voltage across CA18 sufficiently TZ02
switches off. The pulses from the combi coil now switch
TZ03 on at an earlier point in the line scan cycle,
increasing the damping on the stage via DU11 and CA06/
07.
Note that in later versions DU11/12 share a common
encapsulation.

Trigger
pulses
vel

10481)

Fig. 2: The slow-start/shutdown circuit.

stage rise in amplitude TZ03, TZ04 and DU11 turn on at
an earlier stage during the scanning cycle, thus increasing
the damping across the line timebase to restore correct
conditions.
Protection against excessive line output stage loading is
built into this circuit. Under normal conditions the voltage
across CA18, potted down by RZ26/7, holds TZ02

Line Oscillator
The line oscillator is a TDA2590 chip (1Z01). This
drives the flyback thyristor via an emitter-follower (TZ06,
BC337). The drive is removed when the scan coil plug is
disconnected.
Yet another protection circuit is used in the line generator stage. Excessive beam current, due for example to a
short-circuit tripler, is sensed across RA25 (see Fig. 4).
An excessive beam current rise triggers a bistable
multivibrator (TZ07/8) on the horizontal generator board.
As a result the voltage at pin 4 of the TDA2590 line
oscillator chip falls from 11V to 6V and its line drive
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Fig. 3: The line output stage and reverse current regulator system — simplified circuit to show basic operation.
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output is removed. The bistable circuit can be reset only
by switching the set off and on again. If the fault condition
remains the set will continue to trip.

Beam Limiting
The voltage across RA25 is also used to provide beam
limiting on the decoder panel. The beam limiting action is
applied to pins 11 and 16 of the TDA2560 luminance/
chroma amplifier/control chip IG01 via transistor TGO3
(BC558B).

Fault Finding
A common cause of trouble in these sets is faulty
thyristors in the line output stage. They can give the no
results symptom, can be responsible for failure of the
TDA1170 field timebase chip, and can also produce the
e.h.t. but no raster symptom. They should be changed as
a pair. The universal types 15/80H (scan) and 15/85R
(flyback) have proved to be highly reliable. They can be
obtained from Economic Devices, Willow Vale, Peco and
other suppliers.
Capacitor CA24 (see Fig. 4) tends to go short-circuit,
perhaps as a result of a flashover. Once this occurs the
beam limiter circuit is disabled and high currents can be
drawn. These can damage the line output stage thyristors:
it's worth changing them both when you find that CA24 is
short-circuit. In addition it's as well to replace CA13,
CA15 and CA16 when this sort of trouble is experienced.
Also check the diodes between CA24/RA25 and the line
oscillator shutdown circuit, i.e. DZ92 (ZPD12), DZ89
and DZ90 (both 1N4148). A short across VA26 produces
similar effects of course.
Repeated flashovers across VA26, coupled with no field
scan (more about this later), are most likely to be caused
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by a fault in thyristor DW1 or diodes DA07 and/or DA06
in its gate circuit. If excess energy can't be returned to
CA06/7 the voltage across CA24 builds up until it can
jump across VA26. It seems likely that the chain of events
associated with CA24 going short-circuit goes something
like this: DU11 fails, giving rise to repeated flashovers
across VA26; CA24 breaks down; the beam current is no
longer clamped and the line output stage thyristors suffer.
Just why the many protection circuits don't stop this
sequence isn't clear. Maybe you just can't halt the inevitable. A 15/85R can be used to replace DU11 — don't
forget to remove DU12 when doing this.
Whilst the tripler used in these sets seems to be reliable
and troublefree, a very common problem is loss of the top
half of the line output transformer's core! For some
reason our German cousins decided that a clamp around
the core was unnecessary — they put their faith in glue.
This faith was misplaced however and it's quite common
to find the half core laying at the bottom of the cabinet.
The result will be low voltages from the line output
transformer. You can either stick the core back with
Superglue or clamp it with a piece of heavy wire fed round
the core and soldered to the PCB at each side — they even
provide you with the holes to do this! Don't forget to
ensure that the mica gap spacers are still in place (they are
usually stuck to the core ends).
The set-e.h.t. control RZ13 should be adjusted whenever repairs have been carried out in the line output stage
— for 55V across CA18.
If you find that the fusible resistor RUO5 is open-circuit,
check for shorts across the h.t. rail (e.g. DA12 shortcircuit); also check RA05 which could be open-circuit. If
the set appears to be suffering from a case of severe
hiccups, that is very fast on/off tripping, and RUO5 feels
very hot but hasn't gone open-circuit, RA05 is probably
open-circuit but there's not a full short-circuit across the
h.t. supply.
DU04 and DUOS are worth checking in the event of the
no results symptom.
The signals circuits follow conventional practice and
don't give much trouble. A fairly uncommon chip
(TDA1037) is used in the audio section however. It's
inclined to go open-circuit. Replacements can be obtained
from Economic Devices.
The field timebase consists of a TDA1170 chip and its
peripheral components. It takes its supply from the U3
rail. This i.e. seems to be particularly sensitive to the
voltage spikes that occur during a flashover. In every set
we've had where there's been vigorous cracking over the
TDA1170 has always been dead. If the set you're servicing is flashing over don't fit the field module until you've
cleared the fault. To provide a load on the U3 rail, fit a
10012, 7W resistor between pin 5 of the module plug and
chassis. Keep the brightness and contrast turned down
whilst there's no field scan.
Improved field timebase chip protection can be provided by fitting a 15W, 24V zener diode across the chip's
supply and adding a 2.252, 0.25W resistor in series with
the supply. In the event of a flashover the zener diode will
conduct, protecting the i.c., while continuous flashover
will burn out the resistor instead of the chip.
An item that causes troubles such as intermittent failure
to start or random cutting out is the earthing strip that
runs from the top to the bottom of the main panel, to the
left of the tube base. It's prone to becoming dry-jointed.
Check its connections to the print and, as a precaution,
add a wire link between the chassis metal and the earth
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print in the vicinity of the junction of DA06/CA02
towards the bottom of the panel.

Tuning
The tuner panel is held by a wing nut which must be
released before the panel can be pulled out. The tuner
itself is a v.h.f./u.h.f. type with integral band switching
controlled by a d.c. bias voltage. If the tuner is faulty a
u.h.f. only type such as the Mullard ELC1043 or the
similar Thorn SC4 can be used as a replacement. Fig. 5
shows how the SC4 can be used.
There's no a.f.c. circuitry in the receiver, but the
stability of the original tuner and the suggested replacements is sufficiently good. It's very important however
that the tuning potentiometers (and the selector switches
in the case of the NordMende 8180) are not dirty or noisy.
Tuning drift can be caused by the 33V tuning voltage
stabiliser DDO1 (TAA550A) which is mounted on the i.f.
panel.
Spares
Spares and service data for NordMende sets are available from Hayden Laboratories Ltd., Hayden House,
Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St. Peter, Gerrards Cross, Bucks
SL9 9UG. As a general policy they supply only
NordMende dealers. As far as Thorn are concerned the
chassis is now regarded as obsolete and spares are no
longer available. Line output transformers can be obtained from Quick Save TV Spares, The Coach House,
Muxton Lane, Telford, Salop while suitable -thyristors are
available from Economic Devices, Willow Vale and Peco.

The Development of Colour Tubes
Part 5: Beam-indexing Tubes
The principle of beam indexing is at first sight an
attractive one. A single large-diameter electron gun shoots
a single beam through a homogeneous deflection field on
to a screen with phosphor stripes, with no shadowmask in
the way. The beam's position on the screen as each line
progresses is signalled back to the colour drive circuitry by
index stripes which are interposed between the triplets of
RGB stripes. When the beam crosses an index stripe a
pulse is produced: this index pulse is used to drive a triple
sequential switch that routes the R, G and B signals in
turn to the single cathode in synchronism with the beam's
passage across the RGB phosphor stripes. This at once
removes the need for special arrangements to maintain
correct beam registration and, with no shadowmask to
intercept the beam energy, a brightness efficiency some
five times greater than that of a conventional colour tube
is available.

Putting the principle into practice
There have been many problems in putting this into
practice: obtaining and processing the index pulse; getting
a sufficiently small spot and fast switching time to achieve
adequate purity; and overcoming non-uniformities of
screen structure, scanning speed and spot size. There's
also the minor problem that at or near beam cut-off (black
level) the index signal disappears altogether!
Three main approaches have been used to obtain an
index signal. These are: first to use an index stripe with
high secondary emission (to "bounce" electrons on to a
collecting anode); secondly to make the index stripe an
emitter of ultra-violet radiation when energised by the
electron beam, with the light pulses picked up by a filtered
photosensor in the tube's bowl; and thirdly to pick up
index pulses directly from a grating of transparent conductive strips of fine wire laid directly on the glass surface.
The latter approach was used in an experimental tube
developed at Essex University some years ago.
Several new types of beam-indexing tubes have
emerged recently, all for special purposes. None of them
threaten the monopoly of the shadowmask tube for direct
TV viewing in screen sizes of 50-70cm. To conclude this
series of articles we'll look briefly at three different types,
all developed in Japan.

The Hitachi viewfinder tube
The demand for colour viewfinder (VF) tubes for lowcost TV cameras is considerable. The shadowmask tube
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Eugene Trundle
consumes too much power to be a practical proposition in
a battery-operated outfit. For this application Hitachi
have developed a 1-5in. (33mmV) beam-indexed tube. It
takes advantage of the fact that a magnifier lens is
generally used with VF tubes: between the tube and the
lens there's a free space in which to mount the index
detection sensors. The index stripes can thus be laid in the
same plane as the phosphors, simplifying manufacture and
avoiding the need to register the index stripes separately
on the back surface of the delicate aluminising layer.
Two sorts of indexing stripes are used. These emit ultraviolet and green light respectively when struck by the
beam which, coming from a high unipotential type gun in
a 13mm neck, is under 0.1mm (100µ) in diameter. The
stripe pitch is 0.21mm, giving 129 tricolour stripes across
the 27mm useful screen width. While the UV (370nrn
wavelength) index stripes are separate the green (530nm)
index stripes are mixed in with the green phosphor. The
order in which the beam scans the stripes is UV, red,
green/green index, blue. Fig. 48 shows the arrangement
and the width of the phosphor stripes.
A unique manufacturing process in which the phosphor
fixing is carried out by a lighthouse outside the tube is
used for this VF device. The envelope is made in one
piece and each phosphor, in powder form, is fixed in turn
using a newly developed phototacky material on the back
of the 2mm thick faceplate. The lighthouse is a mercuryarc lamp placed 11.7cm in front of the faceplate, with a
precision photomask clamped over the faceplate. For
accuracy the lamp is moved laterally by a micrometer
system to expose each phosphor separately. The screen is
aluminised afterwards and the gun is then fitted and
sealed.
This mini colour tube is neither difficult nor expensive
to manufacture. It operates with a mere 10-15µA of beam
current, at an accelerating potential of 7-5kV. Its heater is
rated at 300mW and the deflection angle is very small. All
these factors make for minimum power consumption.

Sony's projection TV tube
Quite different is the 14cm projection beam-indexed
tube developed by Sony -- see Fig. 49. This is a very high
brightness tube (1,600ft-L at the faceplate, 100ft-L image
on a 100cm concave reflective screen) with a glycol-liquid
cooled faceplate. The cooling system has to cope with a
peak screen dissipation of 17W: the e.h.t. is 31kV and the
maximum beam current 550µA. One of the most important parameters in a tube of this type is small spot size —
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Fig. 48: Screen structure of the Hitachi beam-indexing
colour tube for viewfinder use.

maintain a constant scanning rate. This loop works to
minimise frequency modulation of the index signal. The
screen structure is shown in Fig. 50, where it can be seen
that the width of the green stripes is wider than that of the
R and B stripes. This is common in beam-indexed tubes
(see also Fig. 48) and helps to equalise the drive requirements for the three primary colours.
The indexing stripes are printed on the back of the
aluminising layer and emit ultra-violet light into the tube's
bowl. This light is picked up by a pair of UV
photodetectors mounted at each side of the bowl — one of
them is clearly visible in Fig. 49. These photodetectors use
newly developed technology. Each contains a pin
photodiode and an i.c. amplifier in a TO8 package. This
combination has a very fast response (the —3dB point is
50MHz) and low noise level.
The tube's triplet pitch is 0.42mm, giving a total of 256
stripe triplets across the screen width. This gives a horizontal resolution equivalent to a pitch of 0.27mm in a
conventional tube of similar size, though the vertical stripe
structure is visible when the picture is projected on to a
large screen. To overcome this problem a micro-prism
lens is incorporated in the light path to smooth out the
picture. From the 256-dot horizontal capability quoted it's
obvious that this is a relatively low-definition system. It's
intended for use in land vehicles, ships and aircraft as well
as in certain monitor applications in sunlit conditions.

Fig. 49: Sony's beam-indexing tube for projection TV.
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Fig. 51: Arrangements employed in the Sanyo pocket TV
set which uses a "flat" version of the beam-indexed tube.

the focused spot must be smaller than 0.8 segment at
500µA to ensure a colour purity of better than 95 per
cent. To this end the precision electron gun is mounted in
a 36.5mm diameter neck and uses a very large diameter
hi-UPF gun to achieve a spot size of around 0.1mm
(100µ) at the very high beam current of 500µ.A.
The tube's deflection angle is 75° and an auxiliary
deflection yoke is fitted in a corrective feedback circuit to
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A prototype Sanyo pocket TV set shown at the Berlin
Electronics Show in August 1985 was fitted with a 7.5cm
beam-indexed tube. It's similar in shape to the "flat"
monochrome tube used in the Sony Watchman. The
electron beam travels at an acute angle to the screen,
which is in turn angled with respect to the viewing
window. The screen surface is so designed ("wrinkled")
that the beam strikes it at the same incident angle of 30°
regardless of the deflection angle. It contains 145 vertical
stripe trios with black matrix infill. There's one index
stripe per RGB trio: it emits UV light to a rear-mounted
collector plate coated with a luminescent dye. This converts the UV flashes to visible light whose multi-reflections are guided to a photodiode at the top edge of the
plate surface.
The index pulses are processed in a custom-designed
i.c. which switches the RGB signals sequentially to the
single electron gun. This uses a large-diameter, bipotential
lens. Beam deflection is electromagnetic (47° horizontal,
16° vertical) with keystone and curve distortion correction
effected by shaping the scan waveforms appropriately and
by the physical design of the screen. Fig. 51 shows a crosssection of the tube and gives an idea of its drive arrangements. The entire set has the remarkably low power
consumption of 5W — it's interesting to reflect that at the
other end of the C'TV spectrum, a 66cm mains-powered
set using a now obsolete 110° delta-gun tube, the power
consumption was typically 360W . . .
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Panasonic TC2213 (U3W Chassis)
A dark picture with no channel changing or memory
storage was traced to the 12V regulator transistor Q552
(2SD762) being open-circuit from base to collector. If
there's no memory storage after tuning a station in check
first that —24V is present at pin 1 of IC1101 on the remote
control panel with the tuning switch in the preset position.
If this voltage is present, replace IC1101. If it's absent,
check the regulator transistor Q1101 (2SSA684) and for
dry-joints at plug E7 by the line output transformer. L.G.
Thorn TX9 Chassis
Fuse blowing in one of these sets was found to be due to
the mains filter choke L64 shorting between the live and
neutral connections. A clue is provided by the fact that
the mains fuse blows with the set switched off as the fuse
and choke are fitted on the mains side of the on-off
L.G.
switch.
Decca 100 Chassis
I recommend the following procedure for the field
engineer faced with a blown 3.15A mains fuse in one of
these sets.
First replace the fuse and disconnect the e.h.t. tripler.
Check the mains bridge rectifier diodes on the power
supply panel with an ohmmeter. It's common to find that
two of these are short-circuit. In this event replace all
four. Disconnect the crowbar trip disabling link on the
power panel and, keeping one hand near the on-off
switch, switch on. If the set bursts into life, with normal
sound, replace the tripler. Should the set remain dead,
with the cause of the fault not becoming obvious, e.g. dryjoints on the convergence panel sometimes burst into
flames due to the crowbar being disabled (hence the need
to keep one hand near the on-off switch), switch off and
feel the line output transformer windings. Replace the
transformer if these are warm. If they remain cool, check
the S-correction capacitor (C508) on the convergence
panel and the line output transistor and EW modulator
diodes (D40112) on the line output panel.
Less common causes of fuse blowing are the TBA920
sync/line generator chip on the timebase panel and the
field output transistors. The latter can easily be unplugged
for testing.
This should enable the fault to be cleared in 90 per cent
of cases. Don't forget to reconnect the link on the power
L.G.
supply panel to restore crowbar protection.
Telefunken 615 Chassis
No raster can be a tricky fault to find with these sets. It's
wise first to make sure that the field timebase is working
by looking at the screen when the set is switched off. If it
has failed the field collapse will be briefly seen — to be
sure, turn up the Al control. Field collapse is usually
caused by R291 going open-circuit.
Some models use a TDA3562A colour decoder chip
which delays the picture while the auto grey-scale circuit
operates. In one case we had the set was permanently in
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the delay mode. The supplies and the sandcastle pulse
were o.k. and video was going into the chip. But only a
needle pulse was coming out. The tube's cut-off point is
sensed via a transistor in each colour output stage, the
feeds being connected together at transistor T464. T464,
T465, D516 and D514 were all changed before the culprit
was discovered — D515 (1N4148) was leaky.
P.B.
ITT CVC820 Power Board
This set kept blowing 'TDA1170 field timebase chips. It
was soon found that twisting the chassis caused the e.h.t.
and the supplies to rise dramatically, but no dry-joints
could be seen. I tried scope checks around the line output
transistor and found that the base drive waveform increased when the fault occurred, though the 124V h.t.
supply remained constant (the line drive is taken from the
chopper transformer). L411 was found to have a broken
leadout.
P.B.
ITT CMR800 Series Module
If you encounter weak field sync in ITT sets fitted with the
combined tuner/i.f. module see if the sync returns on a
weak signal. If so change C209 (100/LF) — it's near, the
SWAF.
P.B.
Rank 2718 Chassis
On a normal transmission the picture just looked grotty,
nothing very specific. With a test card however it could be
seen that all black verticals had a following white smear.
3C48 (100µF) which decouples the supply to the TCA800
colour demodulator/matrixing chip was found to be opencircuit.
Hitachi NP81CQ Mk. II Chassis
We've had several of these sets in recently. The first
would intermittently go to standby and it was soon
deduced that the signal from the remote control panel was
the cause. We found that the pYD1514C chip (IC1401)
was running hot and that the voltage across ZD1401 was
down to 3V instead of 5V. Replacing this zener diode
cured the trouble.
On the second set a thin white line would sometimes
appear about two inches from the bottom of the screen —
line grouping, not fold-up. Gentle pressure on the field
output module cured the problem, but this gets very
tiring! Soldering the joints on the mother board didn't
help, neither did removal of the module and gently
resoldering the pins. A new module had to be fitted to
cure the trouble.
The final set caused a bit of confusion due to the
symbols on the rear cover. The LA7801 timebase chip had
been replaced because of intermittent field collapse and
all seemed to be o.k. on the bench. After the set's return
to the customer however it was reported that line lock was
sometimes very hesitant on changing channels with the
handset — the set once refused to lock at all until it had
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been switched off and on again. On the set's rear cover
there are two holes with rectangular symbols, each
containing a vertical or horizontal line terminated with
arrows. The vertical one was obviously the field hold
control and a tweak on the other appeared to clear the
fault. Until the next day, that is. When we consulted the
manual we discovered that we'd adjusted the horizontal
phase (shift) control. The line hold control is R708 which
is adjusted in the conventional manner, with the sync feed
disabled (connect a 1µ,F capacitor from TP701 to chassis).
L.I.

knew where the fault was. We eventually found that the
12V regulator transistor 4VT7 was open-circuit base to
emitter.
L.I.

Grundig GSC100 Chassis
There was intermittent loss of sound and vision, with the
c.r.t. heaters still alight and the h.t. present. After two
minutes R607 in the start-up circuit would open. Rectifier
diode Di511, which is fed by the combi coil, was found to
be going open-circuit intermittently.

Philips TX Chassis

Rediffusion Mk. 5 Chassis

The problem with this set was bent verticals. The voltages
at the video driver transistor TS350 were low while the
voltage at the collector of the a.g.c. amplifier transistor
TS351 was high. D351 in TS351's emitter circuit read 2511
each way!
L.I.

Like many engineers I suspect, I'm getting more and more
Rediffusion sets in for service. Two Mk. 5 colour
portables came in recently. The first was dead but tried to
start when the board was touched. Pin 1 of IC701 in the
chopper circuit is connected to the print by a screw which
is then soldered — not very well in this case. Resoldering
and adding a link to the body of the i.e. for good measure
restored normal operation.
The second set was tripping. Reducing the setting of the
first anode preset stopped this and observing the set in the
dark revealed absence of the luminance signal. The colour
decoder i.c. (IC801, type IX0195) was faulty.
Incidentally, these were both the later version of the
Mk. 5 chassis.
R.B.

GEC C1401H
The line had a tendency to pull when the tuning was
adjusted, but it could just be set up all right with sound,
vision and colour. When the aerial lead was disconnected
however the colour sometimes dropped out. One of the
pulse feedback resistors in the flywheel line sync discriminator circuit, R519 (22kfl), was found to be open-circuit.
L.I.

Grundig CUC Series Chassis
Intermittent increase in height in a set fitted with the
29504-007.01/05 timebase module was traced to R2784 in
the field timebase feedback network being open-circuit at
one end.

Rank T20 Chassis
The original fault with this set was intermittent field
collapse. The cause was a dry-joint at pin 12 of plug 4Z2.
While we were about it we changed the 910f2 resistor
(4R16) in the 12V regulator circuit and the HI resistor
(5R8) in the line output transistor's base circuit and
attended to suspect joints on the line output panel. When
we switched on we found that the 36V rail was down to
26V and that the e.h.t. and first anode supplies were low.
A great deal of time was spent on checking what we'd
done and on panel swapping before we decided it was
either a dream or that something quite silly had been
overlooked. It had! On some of these sets there's an
official modification on the signals panel: an earthing strap
is connected from pin 9 on plug 3Z6 to the chassis screw.
This strap had shorted across to pin 8, which is the pulse
feed from the line output transformer. Moving the lead
and remaking the connection cleared the fault.
Another of these sets lead us a dance. The initial fault
looked like intermittent field scan reduction to about twothirds of normal. The field output transistors and plug
4Z2 were checked and heat and freezer were applied but
nothing came to light. The only clues we had were that
the fault showed up less when the set was warm and that
the l.t. rails were a little unsteady. The fault was still
present after the holidays (!). We decided to replace some
of the items we'd previously changed. When we switched
on the line timebase worked briefly then went off. A new
timebase drive panel restored normal results so at least we
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Philips CTX-S Chassis
The symptom with this set was an illuminated raster with
sound: the brightness control seemed to operate and at
certain settings a very faint picture could be discerned.
Adjustment of the contrast control had no effect. This
latter point gave us a clue. Beam limiting is carried out via
the contrast control network, the sensing point being pin 7
of the line output transformer. This pin is decoupled by
C2565 (0.039AF) and when this was replaced an excellent
picture was obtained. Incidentally C2565 is in an extremely awkward position, hidden between the line output
transformer and the heatsink.
A similar fault affects the KT3 series chassis where the
relevant capacitor is C565 (0.15µF).
K.H.-G.S.

Rank 2718 Chassis
This set had no picture — just a bright raster with flyback
lines. Our first step was to check 3R55 (120kfl) which
feeds line pulses to the TCA800 chip. It was o.k. but we
changed it for good measure. Attention was then turned
to the black-level circuit where 3VT10 (BC328) was found
to be short-circuit. When this was replaced we were
presented with a bright red raster with flyback lines. This
second fault was traced to the red output transistor 3VT7
(BF338).
M.D.

Rank T22 Chassis
A friend of mine asked me to look at this set. He'd
bought it cheaply from a local' repairer who'd given up
trying to fix it — the problem was slight lack of width. On
investigation we found that all the transistors in the width
circuit had been replaced. I decided to start by checking
the effect of the width control. A slight turn and normal
width was obtained. Any idea why this hadn't been, tried
in the first place?
M.D.
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50 Years of TV: the. Beginnings
Pat Hawker

As a schoolboy visitor to the 1936 Radiolympia I was one
of the 100,000 who filed past a curiously anonymous
display of a dozen or so TV screens. They were showing
the first transmissions from Alexandra Palace — the start
of the public service was not due for another few weeks. I
have no idea now whether I saw the Baird 240-line or the
Marconi-EMI 405-line system in operation, and we were
not encouraged to linger in front of the screens. It all
seemed more of a scientific curiosity than the start of what
has become the world's most powerful communications
medium and the livelihood of hundreds of thousands of
people.
A year later, with a special Science Museum exhibition
of Scophony large-screen pictures and a more interesting
Radiolympia presentation, it became clear even to this
west country youth that we were at the start of something
even more exciting than the cinema. But with the price
tags of 12 and 10in. television receivers approaching the
cost of a small car and representing many, many weeks
wages few people in the 1930s had much hope of owning
their own sets.

Paradoxical Beginnings
That a public service of effective television was
launched by the BBC on November 2nd, 1936, ahead of
the rest of the world, remains one of the more curious
paradoxes of broadcasting history. That the service survived, and that by September 1939 (when it closed for the
duration of World War II) it had progressed to the stage
where the BBC staff of over 400 people (including some
25 programme producers) was providing, at a revenue
cost of some £400,000 a year, daily programmes for about
20,000 receivers in London and the Home Counties, is
equally remarkable.
For television had many powerful "enemies". These
included the BBC's top people at Broadcasting House,
who remained far more interested in "the wireless"; much
of the radio manufacturing industry for much the same
reasons; and the cinema industry which by and large
successfully prevented the showing of cinema films on TV.
In addition the public had become disillusioned by the
press stories about TV being just around the corner, and
by the lamentable failure of Baird's low-definition mechanical system which provided experimental transmissions during the early thirties. Many people still believed
that just one more advance would enable them to receive
pictures via a simple low-cost add-on unit attached to their
radio sets. There was also a certain apathy about the
service from Ally Pally, limited as it was to a few hours a
day.

Slow Start
During the eighteen months following the start of the
service in 1936 fewer than 2,000 sets were sold. It was not
until 1938 that monthly sales (some 1,800) began to be
even a trickle. There were in fact several scares during
1937 and early 1938 that the BBC was considering closing
down the service altogether, as it had done Baird's 30-line
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service in 1934. The basis of these rumours may have been
the known indifference of Sir John Reith, later Lord
Reith, the BBC's first director-general, to TV. But Reith
left the BBC in June 1938 and was succeeded by F.W.
Ogilvie, who promptly installed a TV set in his Hampstead home and showed a keen interest in the fledgling
but now expanding service.

The Early Thirties
How did it come about that the UK became the pioneer
of "high-definition TV", a term then applied to 180 lines
and above?
In the early thirties, due in part to the attempts by the
Baird company to convince the public that its crude, dim,
unsteady 30-line transmissions on the medium waves
provided watchable pictures (true only for dedicated
enthusiasts, not for the public at large), the UK fell well
behind Germany and the renewed efforts of Dr.
Zworykin (now with RCA) to develop a practical iconoscope electronic camera.
Baird's efforts did however have an important effect.
They persuaded major firms such as Marconi, EMI and
Cossor to initiate research, at first on better mechanical
systems, then on electronic systems — despite the limitations of the cathode-ray tubes of the period. In about 1932
EMI sought to interest the BBC in its behind-the-scenes
work. The BBC was interested, but was seeking to end its
"exclusive" agreement with the Baird company at the
earliest possible date.
During the ensuing row Logie Baird lost control of his
companies to the Ostrer family, cinema magnates who
already controlled Bush Radio. The new management
installed Captain West, formerly in charge of BBC research, as technical manager. Baird himself was largely
relegated to an experimental laboratory detached from
the Crystal Palace laboratories where work was started on
a mechanical/electronic 240-line system for v.h.f. (then
usually termed "ultra short waves"). This drew considerably on the work being carried out by the Fernseh
company in Germany on a 180-line system. In pre-Hitler
days Fernseh was closely linked with the Baird company,
which was one of its founder members.
With the Baird company successfully blocking the trial
of EMI equipment by the BBC, the Baldwin government
was persuaded to set up a "Television Committee" in May
1934. This was charged with considering "the development of television and advising the Post-Master General
on the relative merits of the several systems and on the
conditions under which any public service of Television
could be provided". In addition to witnessing demonstrations of the various British mechanical and electronic
systems members of the committee visited Germany and
the USA to discover the state of the art in those countries.
The committee published its report on January 31st,
1935. It urged the early establishment of a public television service with the definition "not inferior to 240 lines,
25 pictures a second" to be run by the BBC, with the
object of serving about 50 per cent of the population via
ten v.h.f. transmitters, initially from a London station
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Chelmsford company became responsible for the development of the v.h.f. transmitters and aerials.

A Political Decision
It's clear however that Britain's early start of a public
TV service was not primarily due to a UK technological
lead. Indeed at the time when the Television Committee
recommended an early start few of the major elements of
either the 240-line or the 405-line system had been fully
developed, nor had much work been done on receivers. It
was instead a political decision, and there are those who
believe that the government was influenced by the urgent
need to mass-produce more robust cathode-ray tubes and
v.h.f. valves and components suitable for the secret work
that had already started on radar. In the event the
familiarity that all sides of the industry achieved in the use
and maintenance of timebases, pulse techniques and the
like certainly served the UK well during the war.
An early camera dolly in use at Alexandra Palace. There
were only two studios at Ally Pally and the BBC had to
concentrate on programme material that could be televised
inexpensively — mainly various forms of "cabaret".

using alternately the Baird and Marconi-EMI systems. It
was estimated that the cost of setting up and running this
service in the period to the end of 1936 would be about
£180,000, all of which would come from the existing ten
shilling (50p) wireless licence.

EMI's Triumph
That brilliant engineer Alan Blumlein, working at EMI,
had initally developed a 243-line interlaced system to
compete with the Baird 240-line sequential system. An
odd number of lines is essential for an interlaced system
and 243 was a convenient number, permitting the use of
divide-by-three multivibrators: 243 x 50 represents the
line frequency. Divide the line frequency using five divideby-three multivibrators and you get the field frequency of
50Hz which can be locked to the mains frequency.
To steal a march on the Baird company — or perhaps
just from curiosity — Blumlein decided to try an even
higher definition. The easiest way was to change one
divide-by-three stage into a divide-by-five arrangement.
The resultant 3 x 3 x 3 x 3 x 5 provides a 405-line
system. He persuaded (Sir) Isaac Shoenberg, head of the
EMI team, to take the brave decision to write the higher
figure of 405 lines into the EMI specification as a 50-field
interlaced system. The Blumlein waveform, with its positive going video modulation and negative-going sync
pulses, remained in use in the UK until January 1985!
The acceptance by the BBC of both the Baird 240-line
and EMI 405-line systems was not popular with the
industry. In practice however the Baird system remained
in use for only a few weeks. What really won the day for
the 405-line system was the sequential system's greater
flicker and the convenience of the electronic camera using
the Emitron tube. This had been developed at Hayes by
J.D. McGee, independently of RCA's work on the similar
iconoscope though in its final form drawing on some of
the American work — RCA had a minority share in EMI,
and there was a patent-sharing scheme between the two
firms. The Baird company had over several years made
great play of EMI's American connections whilst saying
little about its own link with the German Fernseh company. In an agreement between EMI and Marconi the
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The Pre-war Period
Unfortunately the pre-war TV programmes failed, with
a few exceptions, to appeal much to the public. As one
commentator at the time put it: "The trouble is not with
television; it is the comparison with the cinema. The
cinema can provide programmes of a standard that television can never hope to attain, even with an army of
producers." Remember that there was no way of recording programmes in advance, except on film; that cinema
films could not be shown on television; that outside
broadcasts of major events were rare; and that there was
no television news. Broadcasting hours increased only
gradually. Much of the time was devoted to various forms
of "cabaret" which could be put on cheaply. There were
only two studios at Ally Pally and initially less than a
hundred people worked there.
The receiver industry made desperate attempts to get
prices down. Picture sizes shrank dramatically when models with five-inch c.r.t.s were introduced: some sets had no
sound channel and were intended for use with a separate
radio receiver. But the pre-war receivers employed valve
circuitry that was destined to remain familiar for many
years. The rather dim pictures were due to the use of
e.h.t. voltages of around 4kV, provided by potentially
lethal mains transformer arrangements — though flybacke.h.t. was a pre-war development by Blumlein, first taken
up and used in the USA after the war. Philips had
developed a projection tube with a 25kV unit before the
war: it gave large, flat pictures but was never very popular
with viewers since one needed to sit in semi-darkness.

Closedown
From an initial total of only some 300 sets in 1936 the
number of viewers increased gradually until the time when
the service was abruptly closed on September 1st, 1939 —
finishing for the duration of the war with a Disney
cartoon. By that time some 20,000 sets were in use. The
sound transmitter at Ally Pally later fulfilled a wartime
role in "bending" German air-navigational beams. Many
TV engineers soon found themselves working on radar.
Yes, TV was a British "first". A brave effort that we
can recall with pride. But let's not kid ourselves that the
entire pre-war service had as much impact on the general
public as a single Greta Garbo film in that heyday of the,
cinema!
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TV Fault Finding

Reports from Larry Ingram, Hugh Allison,
Alan Shaw, Philip Blundell, Eng. Tech.,
J. R. Armagh and Hugh MacMullen

Hitachi NP8CQ Chassis

The raster was barely visible, with no signal content.
Touching the c.r.t. base restored the picture so the base
panel was removed, the pins tightened, joints checked etc.
then refitted. It was now impossible to get a raster —
except for a very dim effort at maximum brightness and
contrast. When the main chassis was pulled back to check
the interconnecting leads we found that a normal raster
could be obtained by tapping the vertical video panel.
This was checked for dry-joints etc. and we next found
that the raster was on until the panel was disturbed when
it went off. Surely we must be getting warm? The panel
was again checked and it then seemed to be even more
difficult to get the raster to go, though the set was
obviously still faulty. Connecting the scope or meter to the
video panel was usually enough to clear the fault.
After much effort we realised that the line pulse feed to
the video panel disappeared when the fault came on. The
fault flatly refused to put in an appearance with the set in
the service position, i.e. hung up by its plastic strap. It was
no longer responsive to flexing or tapping and would
appear only when it was good and ready. The line pulse
feed is not in the form of copper print but consists of a
sleeved lead from the line output panel to the rear corner
of the main panel, at D711, then on to the video panel via
connection B3. Resoldering this lead's joints cleared the
L.I.
fault — even though they appeared to be sound.
ITT Digi-3 Chassis
I've had quite a few of these sets through the workshop
recently, all of them failing to tune in a station due to the
frequency divider chip in the CMR can being faulty.
When the i.c. has been replaced most of the sets have had
sound but no picture, just a blank raster. Normal service
P.B.
is resumed when the contrast is turned up.
Ferguson TX100 Chassis

Issue no. 26 of Ferguson Feedback has an interesting tip.
Don't fit a TDA4600 chopper control chip in this chassis
in place of a TDA4600-2. If you do the set will trip when
switched to standby. The TDA4600-2 will work in earlier
P.B.
Ferguson chassis without problems.
GEC C2290

Tripping was the problem with this set — the HM7103
voltage sensing unit was convinced that there was a fault,
but where? Flexing the panel cured the fault and it turned
out that there was a crack in the print by pin 1 of the line
P.B.
output transformer.
GEC C2290

For hum on the sound and a ripple on the picture check
for dry-joints at C1603. It's on the sub-board that stands
P.B.
up at the left-hand side.
Grundig GSC100 Chassis

Reduced height with foldover at the centre of the screen
can be a tricky fault on these sets. First check the 18.5V
supply (+D) which will probably be low. If so check R626
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(3.311), C628 (2,200µ,F) etc. — note that in one case I had
the trouble was due to the fuse in this supply, Si627. If the
+D supply is correct check the voltage at pin C of the line
output transformer — this should be 49V. If this voltage is
low the excess e.h.t. protection circuit is operating and
P.B.
this avenue should be explored.
ITT CVC1200 Series Chassis

Excessive height was the problem with one of these sets
but an initial check on the supplies and the height control
circuit proved fruitless. The voltages around the
TDA2653A field timebase chip were correct but it was
noticed that there was no voltage drop across R417. The
associated resistor (R416, 68k(l) in this potential divider
P.B.
was open-circuit.
Ferguson Stereo TX9 and TX10

We've come across several of these sets with a faint
whistle on sound. In each case C1104 (1µ,F) on panel
PC1536 was missing and fitting it cured the fault. In one
case the capacitor had been fitted but a wire link connectA.S.
ing C1104 to earth was missing.
Ferguson TX90 Chassis
As with all portables, it's worth making a visual inspection
of the PCB for cracks, particularly around heavy components such as the line output transformer. The majority of
dead TX9Os seem to be due to rough handling by their
owners, resulting in hairline cracks at the lower edge of
A.S.
the panel.
Ferguson 9901 Chassis

This up-dated version of the 9000 chassis can suffer from
teletext and flyback lines at the top of the picture when
the e.h.t. is set correctly. Increasing the value of R431
from 180f1 to about 39011 will provide a cure. This resistor
is connected in series with W402 in the field oscillator
A.S.
circuit.
Hitachi NP8CQ Chassis
There was weak colour on the lower part of the test card,
but only on channels 52 and 56 — the lower channels were
all right. When a red raster at the channel 52 frequency
was fed in a static hum bar was seen to be present. It
seemed to affect the higher varicap tuning voltages only.
The culprit turned out to be the 54V supply reservoir
J.R.A.
capacitor C910 (22pF).
Vega 342

Several of these small Russian portables have come my
way with the following fault: either the field hold control
will not pull in a locked picture and/or it will lock at half
field frequency. It's very rare for the value of a capacitor
to increase, but that's what happens here. C2 on the
timebase board, the larger of the two boards at the
bottom, changes value from 0.1µ.F (the marking is ac-

tually in Russian) to about 0-2p,F. As a quick check it's
possible to restore lock by decreasing the value of the
H.A.
timing resistor, though the linearity suffers.
Panasonic TC2203 (U1 Chassis)

This set had an appetite for field output transistors, with
the safety resistor R442 going open-circuit. The fault
would occur when the set had been running for about an
hour and was caused by the output stage bias diode D403
going short-circuit when hot. It immediately recovered to
become a diode once more when the set was switched
H.MacM.
off.
Philips G8 Chassis

We've had problems with two of these sets recently. The
first had no line output and checking back we found that
the voltage at the collector of the BC147 trigger amplifier

transistor Tr5514 was over 100V instead of 2-7V. The
cause was an invisible dry-joint at this point (plenty of
solder). The second set had the combined i.f./decoder
panel, the problem being uncontrollable brightness.
R3215 (1.81\41-/) on the combined panel can go opencircuit to cause this fault but was o.k. on this occasion. We
eventually traced the cause to D5544 (0A91) in the beam
limiter circuit on the line scan unit. The diode read 80011
both ways, rendering the beam limiting
H.MacM.
inoperative.
Philips K30 Chassis

The fault with this set was no sound after about half an
hour. This was eventually traced to an open-circuit winding on the chopper transformer — at pins 3 and 4. When
the transformer was removed the never soldered Lumex
H.MacM.
wire (self-fluxing) was exposed.

Vintage TV: The Cossor 1210
Chas E. Miller

In view of TV's fiftieth anniversary it's appropriate that
this vintage TV piece should take a look at a pre-war
receiver design. We're not going back quite as far as 1936,
but the Cossor set featured in this article is representative
of the approach of pre-war TV receiver designers. They
were working before any set patterns had been established, which meant that circuitry could be and often was
highly individualistic.
At around the time of the Munich crisis in 1938 the
backroom boys of A.C. Cossor Ltd. were preparing to
launch on the British market a large combined television
and radio receiver to be known as Model 1210. It's
interesting to speculate as to whether this odd set would
have seen the light of day had Neville Chamberlain not
won that year of grace for Britain. In the event the 1210
was in steady production by March 1939.
The 1210 was housed in a large console cabinet of
impressive proportions and weight. The radio/TV sound
chassis, which was quite independent of the vision receiver
unit, was mounted at the top, slight!), angled. The c.r.t.
aperture was roughly central, with three control knobs
beneath it. At the bottom there was a large and handsome
speaker grill. The c.r.t. was mounted just above the
"vision chassis", which in fact comprised both the vision
receiver proper and the timebases. The power supply
chassis, which incorporated the audio output triode, was
mounted at the bottom of the cabinet, behind the loudspeaker. An extra amplifier unit was available for fringe
reception. When fitted it sat beside the power pack — sets
so equipped had the suffix A after the model number. It
was possible to fit the amplifier to a standard 1210, but
this was not recommended by the manufacturers in case
instability problems arose.

Receiver Circuitry
We'll look at the radio/TV sound chassis first. This
employed a most unusual feature in the pre-war era, a
series heater chain. Cossor's explanation for this was that
it avoided the need for cables carrying a heavy .a.c. (as
would have been required for the usual parallel-operated
valves), with the consequent danger of hum radiation.
This seems fair enough since the equivalent 4V heater
valves of the day would have required around 4A compared with the 200mA taken by the Cossor 202 series
valves that were used. A separate 80V winding on one of
the two mains trnsformers supplied this heater chain.
The circuitry used in the sound chassis consisted basically of a four-valve superhet radio receiver, with an r.f.
amplifier, a triode-hexode frequency changer, an i.f.
amplifier stage and a double-diode-triode which provided
detection, a.g.c. delay and audio amplification. It worked
on the long, medium and short waves plus the television
sound band. The tuning was operative on all bands but, as
the makers were at pains to explain, was restricted to a
very small part of the dial for TV reception with u.s.w.
(the ultra-short waves as they were known).
The Cossor 202VP r.f. amplifier valve was transformer
coupled to the hexode section of the Cossor 202STH
frequency changer valve, whose triode section worked as
a conventional local oscillator. The i.f. was 465kHz and
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the transformers used are of considerable interest. Extra
windings were fitted in both the i.f. transformers so that
they acted as variable-bandwidth devices. The sense in
which these coils were connected was determined by a
switch ganged to the manual tone control: as this control
was rotated to its h.f. setting the bandwidth increased.
With u.s.w. selected an even greater bandwidth increase
took place to enable the set to take advantage of the
higher quality TV sound — and also to provide a measure
of protection against tuning drift in this band. Delayed
a.g.c. was applied to the r.f. amplifier, frequency changer
and i.f. amplifier valves, the delay voltage being obtained
from a negative bias line provided by the power supply
unit. The Cossor 2XP audio output triode, mounted on
the power supply chassis, is a directly heated valve and
thus requires grid instead of cathode bias — hence the
negative bias supply. It provided some 2.5W of audio
power to the speaker.
The power supply for the sound chassis was separate
from that for the rest of the set, with its own mains
transformer, rectifier, smoothing arrangements, etc. This
arrangement permitted the other power supply circuit to
be switched off when radio only was being received.
Another superhet receiver, this time with seven valves,
was used for the vision signal. The aerial signal was
transformer coupled to the Cossor 4TSP (all Cossor valves
again) r.f. amplifier valve whose output was resistance/
capacitance/inductance coupled to the grid of the 4THA
(later 41STH) triode-hexode frequency changer. Simple
single-inductance couplings were used between the frequency changer and the first (4TSP) i.f. amplifier valve
and between this valve and the second (4TPB) i.f. amplifier valve. The second i.f. amplifier was transformer
coupled to the detector however, in order to provide feeds
for the two anodes of the DDL4 double-diode valve used
in this stage as a balanced, full-wave rectifier.
The i.f. was centred at approximately 7MHz, the first
and second tuning coils being stagger-tuned at 5.75MHz
and 8MHz respectively. The third coupling, to the detector, was fixed tuned. The two i.f. amplifier valves used
were identical electrically but while the 4TSP has a topcap anode the 4TPB has a top-cap grid. By a crafty
arrangement of the two types it's possible to couple one to
the other using very short leads.
The demodulator's load resistor had a value of only
2k12, to preserve the h.f. response at the grid of the
41MPT video output pentode. This stage again had a 2k1
load, plus a small choke to improve the h.f. performance.
The load resistor was split into two sections however,
50051 and 1.5kfl, with the drive to the c.r.t. taken from
the tap. Grid drive was used, with d.c. connection
throughout the video circuitry. An interference limiter
was also incorporated in the video amplifier's anode
circuitry. This used another DDL4 double-diode, the two
sections being operated in parallel. When the interference
limiter diodes conducted they shunted the brightness
control which set the c.r.t.'s cathode bias. Thus a positivegoing interference spike would result in a positive-going
pulse being applied to the c.r.t.'s cathode.
The optional preamplifier employed three r.f. amplifier
pentodes (MS/PEN, MS/PENB, MS/PEN) which also had
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Fig. 1: The timebase circuitry used in the Cossor Model 1210.

the alternate top cap grid/anode arrangement to ensure
short couplings. Cossor's favourite RC coupling was much
in evidence, which is not too good from the point of view
of gain but does ensure stable operation. Readers familiar
with the radar receiver type 1355 will recognise the
similarities.

The Timebases
The Cossor engineers really came into their own with
the timebases. To start with they designed a special
pentode (type 4TSA) with two anodes to act as the sync
separator. It received its input from the vision detector via
two 10kf/ stand-off resistors and was biased at its cathode
by a combination of 70kD and 8/..cF. Both anodes were
transformer loaded. The timebase circuitry is shown in
Fig. 1.
We'll look at the field timebase first. V9 (41MTL) is
used as a straightforward blocking oscillator except that
the sync pulses are injected via a third winding on the
transformer — the winding fed by the sync separator. C43
across this winding bypasses the brief line pulses. C2 is
charged via the height control network to produce the
field sawtooth, being discharged when V9 conducts. This
sawtooth is RC coupled to the 41MPT field output
pentode V10 which is again RC coupled to the scan coils.
Overall feedback to linearise the scan is introduced by
returning the scan coils to the cathode of V9.
The line timebase is rather more odd since this time the
Cossor engineers for some reason decided not to use a
blocking oscillator. The 41MTL triode (V11) is used as a
discharge valve with the sync pulses applied to its grid via
a transformer driven by V8's other anode. To make the
circuit run free V11 is also driven by feedback from the
line output transformer. The sawtooth line drive is RC
coupled to the 42MPT line output valve V12 which is
transformer coupled to the coils. The control in the
sawtooth charging circuit is used for linearity rather than
width adjustment. Control of width is effected by varying
Vi2's screen grid voltage. In early models R5 alone was
used for this purpose. It consisted of a fixed resistor that
was clipped into something like an outsize fuseholder on
the top deck of the timebase chassis. The value could be
varied between 4kf/ and 8kft, each extra ikfl reducing
the width by about a quarter of an inch. Some later
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models had a variable control. The field output pentode's
screen grid was fed from the same point so that the
amplitude of the scans was kept in step.

Tit Power Supply
Mention has already been made of the power supply
unit, in connection with the radio/TV sound side. For TV
operation a second mains transformer was switched into
circuit to provide seven separate secondary voltages. One
was used solely to power a "vision on" lamp on the radio
chassis. A winding giving 4V at 12A supplied the heaters
of the valves in the vision unit. This heavy current being
rather too much for normal plugs and sockets, heavy
screw terminals were provided for the heater wiring
connections. The 45IU h.t. rectifier had 390V applied to
its two anodes while its heater requirement was 4V at
3.5A. The SU2150 e.h.t. rectifier was also fed from this
transformer, the e.h.t. winding providing some 4.5kV for
this rectifier's anode — it's heater took 1.15A at 2V. The
final winding provided a heater supply for the optional
preamplifier.

Focusing System
The 1210's focus control system was distinctly unusual
for the period. A permanent magnet was used instead of
the then prevalent electromagnets. In fact the physical
arrangement of the magnet was in many respects similar
to those used in the sets of twenty or so years later. The
assembly incorporated shift plates for picture centring,
while on the c.r.t. neck there was a sleeve reminiscent of
the closed-loop line linearity, devices that were popular in
the sixties. In this case however the sleeve was made of
iron and provided coarse control over the tube's focusing. Fine focus was achieved by a control which varied the
e.h.t. voltage slightly. This was done by returning the
earthy end of the e.h.t. winding on the mains transformer
to chassis via a 1M1Z resistor which was shunted by a
250kfl potentiometer giving fine focus adjustment. I must
admit to having misgivings about the idea of applying high
voltages to the terminals of a control meant for viewer
use, but the system was apparently not as fatal in use as
one might fear. I wonder what Which? would have had to
say about this sort of thing?!
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but the results were much better when the Holme Moss
transmitter started up. I still have the EF50s, EF55s.
EA50s and the original speaker — which is still going
strong.
But let me go back 25 years before that — to 1925! 1
vividly remember listening with my dad to a series of
lectures given by Sir Oliver Lodge, using the first onevalve receiver I made. The aerial was slung around four
kitchen ceiling hooks that were normally used to hold the
washing line. Sir Oliver thought out tuning as we know it
today, but his lectures usually ended up in the realms of
spiritualism. He was a grand old man.
Then there was Captain P. P. Eckersley, the BBC's first
Chief Engineer, who used to give many bright and breezy
lectures. I well recall his catch-phrase "don't do it". This
referred to the bugbear of oscillation: many listeners used
to push up the reaction coil (or condenser sometimes) too
far, causing squeaks and whistles for miles around! Happy
days!
H. Owens,
North Ferriby, N. Humberside.

FIDELITY ZX3000 CHASSIS
I would like to pass on a tip that we've found most useful
over the years when servicing switch-mode power supply
units.
In your article on the Fidelity ZX3000 chassis (September) you mention lifting one end of R97 to isolate the line
output stage. If you then connect a 60W, 240V lamp
between the supply side of R97 and chassis you will be

able to prove that the power supply is fully operational.
It's worth noting that, like many others, this particular
power supply will produce a very low h.t. at the secondary
winding of the chopper transformer under no-load conditions. The reason for this is that the feedback winding
on the primary side of the supply then alters the operating
conditions of the TDA4600 control chip. This in turn
alters the mark-space ratio of the drive waveform so that
the on time of the BU426 chopper transistor is reduced.
Another component well worth checking when all else
fails is the h.t. rectifier D13. It's not unheard of for this to
go short-circuit, so check the line output transistor as well.
Repeated failure of the line output transistor is another
nasty that can rapidly produce baldness and alcoholic
disorders. If you look at the left of the chassis, .between
the heatsink and the line output transformer, you'll see a
choke that occasionally becomes dry-jointed, carbonising
the track beneath and effectively blowing the line output
transistor as the e.h.t. rises.
As the first paragraph of your article suggests, the
ZX3000 is to be found in many models. But don't fall into
the trap of thinking that the PCBs are interchangeable.
The white label that is so prominent on the c.r.t. base
(front cover, September) is the identifying code that
Fidelity use. It works something like this. There are
apparently about ten different control panels and c.r.t.
bases etc. which have to be matched together with the
main panel — Fidelity at one time supplied a matrix that
provided a check on which panels match each other.
Tom Carnie,
Newhaven, Edinburgh.

Experiences with the G1 7 and TX9
John W. Cheshire
A young couple brought their 22in. Philips set — G1 1
chassis — into the workshop. The female spokesperson
related how it had died suddenly during the previous
evening whilst an old western movie was on. It obviously
couldn't take the strain of all those people shooting one
another I thought.
On examination I found that the 1A h.t. fuse was opencircuit. A few checks in the line output stage then
revealed that one of the EW modulator diodes, D3133,
had gone short-circuit — as often happens in these sets. A
replacement was fitted and nothing else seemed to be
amiss — the line output transistor read perfectly. As a
precaution I checked the h.t. voltage before replacing the
fuse. This read correctly at 157V so a new fuse was fitted
and we switched on again. Pop went the fuse, just as the
e.h.t. was starting to rustle up. This time the line output
transistor was found to be leaky, though the EW
modulator diode was still intact. Suspect line output stage
components were again checked but everything was o.k.
Several of these sets have come in recently requiring
replacement line output transformers. The symptom is
usually no results with the power supply tripping erratically — as indicated by the over-voltage glow switch. I
concluded that the problems I'd got this time could be a
variation on the same theme and since we'd now got a
good stock of G11 line output transformers fitting a
replacement seemed the best action to take.
The transformer and BU208A were replaced, along
with the line generator i.c. just to be sure. The fuse lasted
as long as the previous one. This time the line output
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transistor was short-circuit — and we were rapidly running
out of replacements.
In desperation I finally resorted to what should have
been done in the first place. I hooked up the power supply
to a 100W lamp load and, without replacing the fuse,
monitored the voltage. At switch on the lamp flickered
violently in sympathy with the voltage across it — this
oscillated between 157V and 270V as the over-voltage
switch came into play. Despite replacing many defective
470µF h.t. reservoir capacitors in these sets in the past I'd
been caught out once again.
Replacement of the errant electrolytic along with a new
BU208A and fuse finally brought the set back into
operation — though the picture was suffering from severe
EW distortion. This was cleared by replacing the EW
modulator driver transistor T2150 — the BD238 on the
large heatsink next to plug two on the timebase panel.
The general rule with this fault is first to check L3134 on
the line scan panel for dry-joints: if this item is innocent
the driver transistor is usually at fault.
The original line output transformer was replaced and,
so I thought, the job finally wrapped up.

TX9 Problems
Shortly after the prolonged tussle with the Gil I was
called out to revive a TX9 portable. Nowadays it seems
that the smaller the set the more likely it is that the
customer will call us out to see to it.
In this case the chopper transistor (panel PC1044) had
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and replacing the transistor and insulator (which didn't
look at all well) restored normal operation.
Before the back could be replaced one other item
required attention — the long tag from the heatsink was
dry-jointed where it connects to the mother board. D.B.
Philips CTX-S Chassis
An impatient child had plugged this set in and switched it
on just after a particularly nasty thunderstorm had rumbled by and out of earshot. The effects of lightning,
especially on rural power lines, can travel a considerable
distance: the result was a dead set in a short while.
Unusually the surge limiter resistor was intact. But the
mains fuse, rectifier, chopper transistor, excess current
sensing resistors and transistors had to be replaced. This
chain of failures has been reported in Television before. It
seems that all the above mentioned items are vulnerable
D.B.
in thundery weather.
Grundig GSC100 Chassis
Tripping was the complaint with this set. Replacing the
M.D.
flyback thyristor provided a cure.
Philips KT3 Chassis
A thunderstorm can cause the mains fuse, surge limiter
resistor and mains bridge rectifier(s) to fail without further
damage to the set. If there's no h.t. after replacing these
items check D454 and D455 (both type BAS11) which are
situated near the line output transformer. They sometimes
D.B.
both go short-circuit along with the other items.
G11 Chassis — Pye Version
This one looked easy. The mains fuses had blown and the
usual two rectifiers on the power supply panel had gone
short-circuit. There was also a loose connection in the
mains plug. Replacing the faulty items produced sound
and an h.t. supply that varied. It appeared that something
was amiss in the active smoothing circuit, but while
checking in this area the original fault recurred. A spare
power supply panel was fitted, after making sure that the
h.t. fuse was of the correct value and type. This time there
were no results as the line oscillator start-up resistor
R2010 was dry-jointed. Resoldering this restored sound
but no picture. This state of affairs didn't last long since a
repeat performance was not long in coming. Two panels
down, the h.t. fuse intact and a fault lurking
somewhere . .
The two power supply panels were repaired first. Both
needed an identical set of components — mains bridge
rectifier diodes D4091-4, beam limiter circuit components
Tr4085/6 and D4090, and the trigger phase control transistor Tr4045. Not being too familiar with the Pye version of
the chassis we first thought that some extra wires from the
power panel were fitted and lying around somewhere to
cause mischief, but this was not so. A check on the wiring
from the power supply and line scan panels soon revealed
the cause of all this bother. The loom that normally
resides behind the metal support for the mains input panel
was jammed between the metal and the panel. The wires
appeared to be undamaged but there were a few small
burn marks on the metalwork — VDR R1307 with its
strong, untrimmed legs was probably the culprit.
Starting the set up with all items secured revealed the
cause of the h.t. trouble originally encountered — the
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presence of D6011, the second zener diode in the beam
limiter circuit, fitted on the chroma panels in some earlier
sets. This was leaky and after taking care of it the set
worked normally.
D.B.
Rank T22 Chassis
This set was dead with the 1.6A fuse (7FS1) in the power
supply open-circuit. No shorts could be found so a new
fuse was fitted and the set was switched on. When the
raster appeared it was very dull with bowed edges and a
bright centre foldover. The bowed edges suggested an
EW modulator fault so attention was turned to the line
scan panel. It took us some time to discover that 5C15 in
the line scan/EW modulator circuit was faulty. It looked
o.k. but a capacitance meter check revealed that its value
had fallen from 1µF to only 0.3µF.
M.D.
ITT CVC8 Chassis
Some quickies on these sets:
(1) Touchy line sync but not total loss of line sync: change
R393 and R394 (both 2.7M1/) in the flywheel sync circuit.
(2) Weak sound: check for dry-joints on the audio
coupling capacitor C75 (22nF).
(3) Intermittent loss of sound: check for dry-joints where
the components in the audio output stage are earthed to
chassis via the horizontal chassis support.
(4) A point to note is that faults in the line output stage
can cause loss of line drive with the PL509 overheating.
This is because at switch on the PCF802 line oscillator
valve is powered from the h.t. line via R402 (270k11):
when the line output stage comes into operation however
its supply is taken from the boost rail, via R403 (1801(1/).
Thus until the line output stage is operational the line
oscillator stage is run at low power, the result being a
great reduction in line drive. The symptoms look like loss
of line drive.
M.D.
ITT CVC30 Chassis
The problem with this set was crooked verticals: optimum
adjustment of R905 (pincushion control) left the verticals
bending inwards at the left and right side top quarter of
the picture — adjustment for correct verticals at the top
produced pincushion distortion. An additional symptom
was slight change of picture width when the scene changed
from a dark to a light one and vice versa. The latter
symptom provided a clue. A picture breathing correction
voltage from the e.h.t. circuit is applied to the EW
modulator panel where it's smoothed by C901 (22pF) and
applied to the base of the correction control transistor
T901. C901 turned out to be open-circuit, replacement
restoring a symmetrical picture without the width flutter
on scene changes with a marked contrast difference.
On another of these sets the pincushion correction was
wrong at switch on from cold, correcting itself within 30
seconds or so of warm up. R905 was found to be dryjointed — the pins had not been properly cleaned during
assembly.
Here are some other faults: Intermittent loss of colour
was traced to poor contact between the pins of the
TBA540 i.c. on the decoder panel and its holder. Intermittent loss of height with a bright white line across the
top of the picture was traced to dry soldered joints
between the mother board and chassis lugs. Trip operation followed by shut down was traced to EW modulator
A.N.S.
diode D24 (BY223) being short-circuit.
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Sony KV1810 GCS Conversion
Colin Boggis
Our local sadist offered me a pair of Sony KV1810UB
colour receivers. Not being a faint hearted fellow, and
feeling in need of a challenge, I parted up with a few
readies and took delivery of the twins. I couldn't help
noticing how happy my benefactor looked as he drove
smartly away.
The two sets were in pristine condition externally but
when the cases were opened I was in both sets confronted
by atomised 2.5A mains fuses (F601). This suggested that
my worst fears were about to be confirmed. A quick
check with an Avo proved that as expected the chopper
and line output gate-controlled switches were short-circuit. These sets really do live up to their reputation!
Now the cost of these devices is very high, and there's
every likelihood that they will blow again at switch on or
shortly afterwards — especially if there are other faults. A
cheaper and more reliable solution is to modify the set to
use transistors in both the chopper and line output stages.
I claim no originality for this idea — in fact there was a
detailed article on he subject in the December 1984 issue
of this magazine, and it provided me with some ideas on
the subject. I've made some improvements however: with
the modifications to be described the chopper driver
transformer doesn't have to be replaced and use is made
of a low-cost, home-made driver transformer in the line
timebase. Following these modifications the two sets have
been in use for many months and have behaved
impeccably.
It goes without saying that before undertaking any work
the c.r.t. should be tested. It's also essential to have access
to a variac, a 19V d.c. power supply and an oscilloscope.
It's wise to use an isolating transformer to supply the set
being worked on: if one is not available be very, very
careful.

R1000 between the existing resistors R607 and R610.
There are two pins that are ideal for this on the print side
of the board — note that it's necessary to cut the track that
joins these pins. It's most important to disconnect C606's
positive lead from R610 and reconnect it to the junction of
R607/R1000. If this is not done and the crowbar circuit
suggested later is incorporated there's nothing to limit the
instantaneous current that could flow through the crowbar
thyristor. Disconnect R608 from the input side of R607
and reconnect it to the junction of R610/R1000. This
ensures that the start-up circuit is protected in the event of
R607 or R1000 going open-circuit.

Modified Line Drive Circuit
The modified line drive circuit is shown in Fig. 5. Apart
from the mechanical modifications the most difficult item
in the line timebase is the new driver transformer. This is
wound on a Mullard FX2242 pot core, though a readymade component can be used if preferred. For the homebrew transformer, first wind on 17 turns of 19 gauge
enamelled copper wire, followed by a turn of insulation,
then wind on 66 turns of 24 gauge wire and finish off with
another turn of insulation. This transformer can be
mounted on the large aluminium panel above the site of
L601

0603 *

130V

270V
Chopper choke
1603 D607 *

L604* R619*

*Remove these
components

5

Fig. 1: Original chopper drive circuit.

Getting Under Way
The first job is to remove the two faulty GCSs, the line
driver transistor and transformer and the various small
components not required (see Figs. 1, 3 and 4).
Remove the chopper heatsink from board PR, and the
large aluminium panel attached to board VH. '''Take the
chopper driver transformer from the board and fit to it the
copper heatsink attached to the line driver transformer: it
will be necessary to bend down the tallest limb to avoid it
fouling on the capacitors mounted below the high-voltage
module on the main chassis.
The chopper heatsink should be redrilled, using a TO3
washer as a template, to accept a BU526A transistor. It's
advisable to beef up the heatsink with an extra piece of
aluminium. Drill holes in the PCB to prOvide clearance
for the transistor connections. Drill the large panel from
board VH to take another TO3 transistor (BU208A): the
chosen site for this is directly adjacent to the legend
"horiz. out", above the site of the original GCS.
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Modified Chopper Circuit
The modified chopper circuit is shown in Fig. 2. Diodes
D1001-3 and resistor R1001 can be mounted on the board
using holes vacated by unwanted components. Mount
252

*Components added

105571

Fig. 2: Modified chopper circuit.
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Fig. 3: Line output GCS drive circuit used in the Mk I
version of the Sony KV181OUB.
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Fig. 4: Line output GCS drive circuit used in the Mk. II
version of the Sony KV181OUB.
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Fig. 5: Line output transistor drive circuit for the Sony
KV181OUB. Leave L508 in circuit in the Mk. I version.
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Fig. 6: (a) Chopper output waveform as the input from the
variac is increased. (b) Chopper output waveform at full h.t.

the original driver transformer. The new components
required in the line drive circuit are mounted in suitable
holes from which original components have been removed
on board VH. Note that the new line driver transistor
(02509) must be fitted with a small heatsink of approximately 1.5 sq. in. area.
If you don't want to wind your own line driver transTELEVISION FEBRUARY 1987

Setting Up
It's vital to make a number of checks to ensure
satisfactory performance before the set is switched on.
This is where the variac, the 19V supply and the scope are
required.
First check the chopper circuit. Connect the set to the
mains supply via the variac, first ensuring that this is set at
zero. An isolation transformer should be used. If you
don't have one, make sure that the scope and 19V power
supply are not earthed, and be very careful how you
handle everything. Disconnect the leads from pins 19, 21
and 22 on board PR. Disconnect one end of D605.
Connect the 19V supply to pin 17 via a 1N4001 diode,
with the negative power supply lead to pins 15/16. Connect the scope probe (x 10) to the emitter of Q1603,
earthy lead again to pins 15/16. Wire a 100W bulb
between pin 19 and pins 15/16. Connect an Avo across the
bulb, set to the 250V range.
Switch on the 19V power supply. A very faint linefrequency whistle should be heard. Advance the variac
slowly, observing the scope, bulb and Avo. The voltage
indication should start to rise, causing the bulb to glow. A
square waveform should be visible on the scope - shape as
shown in Fig. 6(a), rising in amplitude as the a.c. input is
increased. At approximately 100V a.c. input the d.c.
output should be 70V.
If all is well continue to increase the input from the
variac until a point is reached where the output remains
constant despite further increases in the input. When this
point is reached the output should be about 130V d.c.
This steady state should be reached when the input is
200V a.c. If the output is not 130V, adjust VR601 until it
is correct. Also check that the waveform frequency is
correct: the leading edges of the waveform should be
64,asec apart. If this is wrong adjust VR504. VR601 will
then have to be reset.
Once the correct power supply conditions have been
obtained disconnect the lamp load, the Avo and the
scope.
Now to the line output stage. Turn the variac to zero
and reconnect the leads to pins 19, 21 and 22 of board PR.
Leave the 19V supply connected and apply the scope
probe to the base of Q2510. The waveform seen should be
similar to that shown in Fig. 7, though it will be identical
only when the full h.t. is applied. The change in waveform
shape will be seen when the h.t. is increased. With the
variac still at zero, move the scope probe to the collector
of Q2510. Just an indication of 64/isec line flyback pulses
should be visible. Increase the variac setting slowly,
watching the pulses increase in amplitude as the h.t. rises.
Check the 200V rail (cathode of D516) when the input
has been increased to 100V: the reading should be about
150V. Study the line flyback waveform carefully, parti253
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Fig. 9: Suggested crowbar over-voltage protection circuit.

cularly the knee of the curve, i.e. the "turn-on" area — see
Fig. 8. Provided the amplitude rises to over 100V in less
than 4,usec all is well and the variac can be wound up to
give an input of 200V. At this point the 200V rail should
read 200V, while with full input and the correct h.t. the
amplitude of the line flyback pulses should be 1kV — so be
wary of handling the probe.
Switch off the TV set and all the equipment. Disconnect the test gear and reconnect D605 on board PR.
Reconnect the set directly to the mains supply (use the

isolation transformer if you have one). Switch the set on
and it should burst into life. If it doesn't, there's a fault in
the kick-start circuit (C605, R602, D608) or in R608,
Q602, D605 or the associated drive circuits.
Assuming that the set starts up, a thorough check of all
functions can be carried out in the safe knowledge that the
chopper and line output stage circuits are unlikely to
commit hara-kiri at any moment. In general very few
faults other than with the GCSs will be found in these
sets.
Crowbar Circuit
The protection circuit fitted in these sets is pretty
useless. It's a good idea to fit a crowbar circuit to
safeguard components in the event of an abnormally high
h.t. voltage (now that you've converted the chopper to a
transistor this is not very likely — but it can and does
happen!). A suitable circuit is shown in Fig. 9. The
components can be mounted on a small piece of
Veroboard or something similar and mounted anywhere
convenient, e.g. the edge of the PR board's metal frame.
Remove the original protection circuit transistor Q610 as
it's no longer required.

The ITT FT110
George Wilding

The ITT Model FT110 — the FT stands for Feather-Touch
channel selection — was the first solid-state colour set from
ITT to be sold in the UK. It's a 26in. model with a 110°
delta-gun tube and was designed and manufactured in W.
Germany. Its release in the UK seems to have been
something of an interim measure, occurring as it did
towards the end of the long period when the famed
CVC5-CVC9 series of hybrid receivers were on sale.
Though the number of FT110s around is not great, if you
can get one with a good tube — as is usually the case —
you'll find it a good bet for the second-hand market. The
shallow, teak finish cabinet, modern styling, eight channel
touch-button station selector and "ideal colour" facility
make it an attractive set.
Reliability is good, apart from the BYX55-350 diodes
(D507-8) used in the EW modulator circuit. Replacements should have higher current and voltage ratings.
There are only three chips in the set, the TBA120 used in
the intercarrier sound channel and the SAS560/SAS570
touch tuning combination, which has a good service
record. The two-position drop-down chassis and convergence box that pulls up to provide adjustment from the
front make servicing straightforward.

Power Supply Arrangements
The one thing likely to puzzle those not familiar with
this chassis is the integrated chopper power supply/line
timebase arrangement used. Fig. 1 shows the arrangement
in block diagram form. Basically, the chopper circuit is
interposed between the line oscillator and the line output
stage. The line oscillator provides a pulse output to drive
the pulse-width modulator circuit while the line output
transistor is driven by a secondary winding on the chopper
transformer. ITT refer to the chopper as a converter
stage. Operation of the chopper circuit is conventional:
R765 D708
5.1 8'033

Si701
2.5AT

17W
Mains
supply

j C756
i
Cejl,

1

T

R766
15
11W
C731
T200

the pulse-width modulator stage provides the variable
mark-space ratio drive required to stabilise the output
voltages obtained from the chopper transformer, feedback
from the 28V rail providing the necessary sample of the
output conditions.
The single BY133 h.t. rectifier charges C731 (reservoir)
and C732 (filter) to 280V. Make sure that these capacitors
are discharged before you handle the "switch-mode/line
oscillator" board. The chopper transistor 1712 is specified
as being a specially selected BU208. I've yet to find one
that has failed, but if replacement is necessary it would be
best to use a transistor with a higher rating. R737 sets the
chopper output voltages: adjust it for 163V across C752.
All outputs from the chopper stage are turned off if
there's an excessive current demand on any of them. R755
(1.51Z, 2W) in the chopper transistor's emitter circuit is
used to sense the output conditions. The voltage across
this resistor varies from 0.6V at zero beam current to 0.9V
at maximum beam current. If the voltage rises above 0.9V
the trip transistors T708/T711 switch on, removing the
input to the base of the chopper driver transistor. The trip
circuit also senses the conditions in the line output stage.
It operates for about 400msec, after which T708/T711
switch off. The chopper supplies are then built up again
and if the overload persists the trip action is repeated,
giving rise to a repetitive clicking sound.
The BU208 line output stage is conventional, with a
diode modulator used for EW raster correction and a
transductor for NS correction.

Points to Note
While converging a 110° tube is always more difficult
than converging a 90° tube, the process is made easier by
the previously mentioned pull-up box. The coil cores are
all of the extra wide type however and though fitted with
what the manual describes as "turning screws", i.e. plastic
blades with a small knobbed extension which passes
through the core, ferrite particles tend to break off and
cause jamming. This means that the former can move
slightly, breaking the coil connections. If any core is found
to be hard to adjust it's best to remove it in the easiest
direction, clean the interior and exterior threads, and
apply a light coating of Vaseline before proceeding
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Fig. 1: Block diagram showing the power supply arrangements used in the ITT Model FT110. R764 (3.3kQ 4W) provides a
start-up feed.
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failed, due to R165 (connected to pin 4 of the TDA4600
chopper control chip) reading over 500kS1 instead of
300ka The set worked once these items had been
replaced but the picture was shifted somewhat. The owner
commented that the picture had been like this for some
time though he'd continued to watch it! This fault almost
always seems to be due to the pulse feedback resistor
R217 (220k1) being high in value. Replacement once
again produced the good quality picture we expect from
these nice little sets.

Return of the G11
Next day the G1 1 returned — much to our dismay. This
time the field linearity at the bottom of the screen was

jumping, due to 02083 (15/AF) being open-circuit — this
electrolytic is at the bottom right of the TDA2600 field
timebase chip's heatsink. It would seem that the heat dries
it up.

Predicament
Sets that return with a totally unconnected fault very
shortly after we've carried out a repair regularly put us in
an awkward predicament. To save losing custom we quite
often repair the subsequent fault free of charge. Doing so
is easier than trying to convince the customer of the
coincidence. A long soak test would obviously be ideal,
but this is impossible with call out jobs and would result in
the loss of our "same-day service".

TV Fault Finding
Rediffusion Mk. 5 Chassis
This set was dead but no fuses were blown. A check on
the voltages in the switch-mode power supply revealed
that 300V was present at the collector of the chopper
transistor Q701 but its base and emitter voltages were at
zero. Problem: was the fault in or after the power supply?
As suggested in the manual, we shorted between the
collector and emitter of the chopper transistor and ran the
set with a mains input of 80V a.c. This produced a picture
but no sound. Good: the set was o.k., the fault being in its
power supply. All the transistors and diodes in the power
supply proved to be o.k. when tested. Resistor checks
then revealed that R717 (1201di) in Q701's base circuit
was open-circuit — it's part of the start-up arrangement.
R.C.

Thorn TX10 Chassis
This set was dead with the BU208B chopper transistor
TR701 short-circuit. We replaced the chopper transistor
and checked to see whether there were any obvious
reasons for its demise, then switched on. The set worked
and after soak testing for two days it was returned to the
owner. A fortnight later we were called back and once
more TR701 had gone short-circuit. Return to the workshop, replace TR701 and once again everything seems to
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Reports from R. Crockit, Jim Rainey
Philip Blundell, Eng. Tech. and
Michael Dranfield

be o.k. We had a niggling doubt about the focus unit,
which was of the original type. A very close inspection -for the second time — gave no reason to suspect it
however. Anyway we darkened the workshop, turned the
brightness down and the e.h.t. up (because of no beam
current). No glows or arcs. Repeat exercise two days later
and find a very faint glow in the body of the focus unit. A
replacement was fitted and we assumed we'd solved the
problem. A month later the set was back again — with
TR701 short-circuit.
This time many hours were spent soak testing the set
after replacing TR701. At last we were rewarded with a
splutter and partial line collapse. A careful inspection with
a magnifying glass then revealed two fatigued solder joints
under the red cover over part of the chopper transformer
R.C.
— at pins 2 and 3. At last we had won!
Skantic Model 5661
This set was dead with a bi wing noise coming from the
switch-mode power supply (Siemens self-oscillating type,
discrete component version). The outputs were disconnected and a 100W bulb was connected across the 160V
line. Still no 160V. Out came the back issues of Television
89

where, in the January 1982 issue, this power supply was
covered in some detail. As suggested RQ17 (1M11) on the
mains input module was checked — it's part of the start-up
circuit. It was high in value but a replacement didn't
produce any improvement. DN03/4/5/6 were then checked
out of circuit: they tested o.k. but replacing them brought
the power supply back to life!
P.B.
GEC C2087 (Hitachi NP81CQ Chassis)

We've had this fault on a number of occasions now: the
set trips after ten seconds but the likely causes (high h.t.
or e.h.t.) are not present. Try replacing the crowbar
thyristor Q703 — if it's only slightly leaky it will trigger
itself.
P.B.

open-circuit. This resistor forms part of a potential divider
that provides the supply for the base of the beam limiter
transistor TR114. With R231 open-circuit the transistor
was hard on, removing the voltages from the contrast and
brightness controls.
J.R.
Decca 100 Series Chassis

The raster was reduced all round and the h.t. couldn't be
set to 168V — the maximum voltage obtainable was 150V.
The culprit turned out to be R604 (270k11. 0.5W'2%)
which read approximately 500ka As a result the voltage
at the base of Tr602 was high and the firing of the
regulator thyristor TY600 was being delayed.
J.R.
Thorn 9000 Chassis

Mitsubishi CT2227

Some quickies on this set:
(1) For a small picture with the 115V line low at TP91,
check whether R904 (47011) is open-circuit.
(2) Set dead with no 15V at the cathode of D372 — check
whether R371 (2.212) is open-circuit.
(3) Set dead with no 140V at F902 or 5V at IC7A2 on the
ETS module — check whether R7A0 (1.212) is opencircuit.
Note that all these resistors are safety types.
P.B.
GEC C1408

Most power supplies respond to the use of a 100W bulb as
a dummy load — but beware, this one doesn't! A 100W
bulb gives a ticking noise and a very low output. A quick
read through the circuit description revealed that R920
(2.2k11, 15W) is switched into circuit in standby to prevent
the output voltage rising. So to test the power supply
disconnect the lead linking the 110V to the main chassis
P.B.
and wire R920 in circuit all the time.
ITT CVC1202 Chassis
The problem with this set was intermittent change in the
line phasing. The fault seemed to be independent of heat
variation or vibration. Voltage checks around the
TDA1940F line generator chip were inconclusive as they
all seemed to vary — as in fact did the 12.6V supply. D751
(1N4148) in the 7812 12V regulator's earth connection was
intermittent.
P.B.
GEC C1657

A blank raster was the problem with this set, which has
the TDA3562 decoder chip that's given me problems in
the past (not with the i.c. itself but with the associated
auto black level sensing circuit). This time however the
path from the RGB output stages to pin 18 was o.k., so
the sandcastle pulse came under suspicion. Eureka! The
pulse was missing from the battlements! It's generated by
Q704/5 from a sawtooth signal provided by the TDA4503
chip. The coupling capacitor 0724 was open-circuit. P.B.
Ferguson TX90 Chassis

We've had faults on a couple of these sets recently. The
problem with the first was line wobble. C125 (68nF) in the
flywheel line sync filter network had gone high in value.
The second set had a flat picture — no colour, very little
brightness and the contrast at minimum with no control.
The cause of the problem was that R231 (150k11) was
90'

The trouble with this set was intermittent colour dropout.
Due to the fault's sensitivity it was hard to find — you had
only to breathe on the decoder panel and the colour
dropped out. Many joints on this panel were examined
and remade before we brought a 3in. magnifying glass
into action. Eventually we found a microcrack around one
of the pins that connect the small subpanel to the main
decoder panel — the pin that connects through the print to
pin 12 of 105.
M.D.
ITT CVC8 Chassis
The colour was stuck at full saturation, the colour control
having no effect. Replacing the two varicap diodes D23
and D24 in the colour control circuit restored normal
operation.
M.D.
Thorn 8800 Chassis

Some of these sets are fitted with a recycling trip, and in
this one it was operating. A scope check revealed that the
h.t. was rising well above 220V. R724 (120k11) in the set
h.t./e.h.t. control circuit had gone high in value.
M.D.
Grundig CUC220 Chassis

No blue was the fault reported on this set. While making
voltage checks in the blue output stage we noticed that the
blue would occasionally flash on fora few seconds then go
off again. Dry-joints were suspected, but resoldering all
the joints in the blue output stage made no difference —
neither did heat/freezer checks. We finally got around to
removing the transistors in the blue output stage and
found that T2566 (BF671) had an intermittent emitter
connection.
M.D.
Thorn 9000 Chassis

The job ticket said "big bang then dead". Removing the
back revealed that there had certainly been a bang. After
clearing up the mess an empty electrolytic can was found
at the bottom of the set. It turned out to be the 90V
supply smoothing capacitor C715 (22p,F). As no obvious
fault could be found the capacitor was replaced and the
set was switched on. It tripped and continued to do this
with the e.h.t. tripler disconnected. A check on the fuses
revealed that F4 was open-circuit. This led us to the EW,
modulator driver transistor VT702 which had an opencircuit collector junction. Replacing these items failed to
stop the tripping which was eventually cured by replacing
the special diode W702 in series with the syclops transistor.
M.D.
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Servicing the Sony KV1800UB
David Sotto
Though this was one of the first Sony colour sets to be
released in the UK large numbers were sold and many are
still in use, giving good results. A 90° Trinitron tube is
used and there's an unusual "non-PAL" colour decoder.
There are a number of circuit features to confuse those
not familiar with Sony practice of the time. For example
the pincushion correction circuit modulates the supply to
the line output transformer and there's a separate flyback
transformer which is driven by the "converter" transistor
Q802. The latter has a regulator arrangement in its
emitter circuit. A conventional series regulator circuit
produces a stabilised 110V h.t. line.
Access
Access for service is easy. Start by pulling off the
brightness and field hold knobs at the top of the cabinet
back. Next remove four screws from the back and two on
the underside. Lay the set on its face on- your rubber
bench mat and lift the entire cabinet away.
Panel Arrangement
The circuit boards are identified by letters in the usual
Sony fashion and are connected together by wiring that
goes to various numbered circuit points. We'll use these
board identification letters in this article and identify some
of the circuit points. The board mounted upright on the
left-hand side when you look into the receiver from the
rear is board C. This contains the decoder circuitry, the
luminance channel and the RGB output stages, also the
sync separator. Next to this is board S, which contains the
signal circuitry — the i.f. strip, the a.g.c. and a.f.c. circuits
and the intercarrier sound channel. Boards D and P are
mounted horizontally at the bottom of the chassis. Board
D contains the field timebase and the line timebase up to
and including the line driver stage (which drives the
converter transistor, the two parallel-connected line output transistors Q801A/B being driven by a winding on the
flyback transformer). Board P contains the mains bridge
rectifier, the series regulator control circuit, the pincushion correction circuit, the line output transformer and
various rectifier diodes fed from the flyback transformer.
At the right-hand side, mounted upright, is the small
horizontal regulator board HR — this circuit is connected
in series with the converter transistor.
Major Circuits
As with most TV sets the majority of faults occur in the
power supply and/or the line timebase, so for fast fault
location it's important to understand the arrangements
used. Fig. 1 shows the mains input and rectifier circuits
and the series regulator that produces the 110V h.t. line.
The block diagram in Fig. 2 indicates how the converter,
line output and associated circuits are arranged while Fig.
3 provides a simplified circuit diagram of the system
outlined in Fig. 2. At first sight it looks a bit complicated,
but the whole thing breaks down into a number of
relatively simple circuits.
The mains input (see Fig. 1) is fed via fuse F901 (2AT)
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and the double-pole on/off switch (incorporated with the
volume control) to the mains autotransformer T903. This
feeds the heater transformer T902 and the mains bridge
rectifier D601-4 which produces 130V across C902A. The
2A circuit breaker CB901 is connected in one side of the
feed to the mains bridge rectifier — it seems to do a good
job of protecting the circuitry. The unregulated 130V
supply is fed to the collector of the series regulator
transistor Q902 which is mounted at the top right of the
receiver (viewed from the rear). It's control circuit (0601,
Q602 etc.) is conventional and is mounted on board P
which receives the regulated 110V output from 0902 at
point 17. VR601 is used to set up the 110V line. If the
series resistor R631 (2.7k11, 0.25W) has to be replaced use
an 0.5W type at least. Notice that 0602 receives its
collector supply via R902/3 (both 0.5W types) which can
and do fail or change value.
The 110V line should be set up before any other
adjustments are made. Do this with a digital multimeter
connected between point 17 on panel P and chassis:
disconnect the aerial and adjust VR601 carefully for
exactly 110V. Check the reading again after the set has
been running for half an hour.
The three presets VR602/3/4 (all 2501d1) on board P
provide low-level white balance adjustment. You set them
up by turning the first anode preset VR605 (also on board
P) to give a barely visible picture, preferably using a
crosshatch input signal.
There are two presets in the pincushion correction
circuit on panel P. VR608 (SkfI) sets the width while
VR606 (1010 provides pincushion adjustment. The
waveform shown in Fig. 4(a) should be present at the
emitter of 0604 when a set is correctly adjusted — the d.c.
voltage present at this point should be about 100V.
Dealing with a Dead Set
What to do when a set won't start up? Since the panels
are all wired together it's not easy to isolate them for fault
finding. Fortunately however if the set is dead or tries to
start up but can't quite make it tracing the faulty section is
not too difficult.
Start by examining fuse F901 (with the mains disconnected of course). If it's open-circuit with no signs of
blackening it may well have failed of old age — especially if
it's the original one. Replace it — after checking that the
cutout (CB901) is pushed in — and try the receiver on the
mains. If the set works run it for at least three hours
before returning it to the customer.
If F901 is in order but the receiver just won't start up
examine C531 on board D. This capacitor forms part of
the line oscillator start-up circuit (see Fig. 5). It can dry
up, falling, in value and leaking. It may well fall apart in
your hands when you touch it. If it's the original one
change it anyway — this will save you an almost certain
callback later. In the event of a fault in the line timebase
Sony suggest connecting a 3.91(Q, 5W resistor between the
cathode of D510 and the 110V end of R555 in order to get
the line oscillator going. We prefer to use a separate d.c.
supply, variable between 11-18V. You'll then be able to
check the line oscillator circuit with the mains supply
TELEVISION JANUARY 1987
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Fig. 1: The mains input, rectifier and series regulator circuits. D601-4 are type SA2 or UO5E.

disconnected.
A variac or tapped,mains input transformer is essential
when working on this model: a component tester (see
Television, June 1984) saves hours of time since all
components on the board you're testing can be speedily
checked. When a variac/tapped transformer is used the set
must be switched on and the mains input increased
gradually. Even if the set is in perfect order it won't start
when the mains input is slowly increased from zero
because the line oscillator start pulse provided by C531
will not be present. You'll need the external 18V supply.
Now a brief warning. Always keep the mains switch in
the "on" position whilst the set is connected to your
variac. Don't switch it on and off. If you do there'll be a
sudden surge of a.c. input that may well blow out
transistors all over the receiver. Please don't ask me how
we found this out . . .
If fuse F901 is o.k. and capacitor C531 is in order, make
sure that the receiver is disconnected from the a.c. mains
supply then check the line output transistors Q801A/B,
the series regulator transistor Q902, the converter transistor Q802 and the two transistors Q851/2 on the HR panel.
If any are faulty replace them — but don't connect the
mains supply to the receiver yet. If all appears to be in
order, connect the positive side of your external d.c.
supply, adjusted to 11V, to the cathode of diode D510,
negative to chassis, to power the line oscillator. Connect
your oscilloscope (10:1 isolation probe) to the collector of
transistor Q510 in the line oscillator circuit (it's a
multivibrator, using Q509 and Q510, both types
2SC1364). A waveform similar to that shown in Fig. 4(b)
should be seen. Since the line oscillator is running free
you may observe some variations in this waveform. The
important thing is that it is present.
If the waveform is present, disconnect the d.c. supply
and instead connect it between the junction of R536/R534
and chassis. Increase the supply to 18V. The waveform
should continue to be present.
If the line oscillator doesn't produce an output
waveform check the two transistors 0509 and Q510.
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While you're about it, check the flywheel line sync phase
splitter transistor Q507 (another 25C1364) and the line
driver transistor Q511 (2SC867). If any of the transistors
on board D show signs of corrosion on their leads replace
them even if they test all right. Diode D510 (10D2), the
flywheel line sync discriminator diodes D505/6 (type
1T22A) and diodes D508/9 (type 1T40) in the line driver
stage should also be tested. The KV1800UB has now seen
a few years service, so remember that the small tubular
electrolytics tend to dry out. Check, in the following
order, C525 (4.7AF, 25V), C539 and C522 (both 1AF,
50V), then C521(47AF, 25V). C531 we've already mentioned. If the line oscillator works with an 11V supply but
not with an 18V supply at the junction of R534/6 and both
C521 and D510 are in order check C615 (470µF, 35V) on
board P. Check C614 and C619 at the same time.
Although they are not connected to the line oscillator
circuit this will save time in the long run.
If you don't have a variable d.c. supply handy, use a
single PP9 battery in place of the 11V d.c. supply and two
PP9s to provide 18V.
110V
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Fig. 2: Block diagram showing the converter and line output
stage arrangements.
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Make sure that the track of the line hold control VR505
is intact. It's a good idea to apply a little Castrol DWF to
the slider.
Power the line oscillator from the external 18V supply,
connect your scope to the collector of the line oscillator
transistor Q510 and switch the receiver on. Connect your
digital voltmeter across the output from the mains bridge
rectifier, i.e. between the junction of D603/4 and chassis,
then slowly turn up the variac or tapped transformer until
you obtain a reading of about 50-60V d.c. Reduce the
mains input to zero and transfer the voltmeter to point 17
on board P, i.e. 0902's emitter. If you have two meters
available they can be simultaneously connected to these
points. Advance the input cautiously until the reading
obtained at point 17 is 110V d.c.
Transfer the scope probe to the collector of line driver
transistor Q511 then to the collector of converter transistor 0802. The waveforms should be as shown in Fig. 4 (c)
and (d).
If a voltage appears at the junction of D603/4 but the
110V line is missing the fastest way to deal with the fault is
to check Q601/2 and the associated diodes on board P
with your component tester. Replace any that show signs
of corrosion even if they test "good". Next examine all
the small tubular electrolytics on the board for signs of
drying out, starting with C616 (33µF, 160V). Also check
the board for dry soldered joints.
We've not had a faulty flyback or line output transformer to date in one of these sets, but bear in mind that
they are getting older. (We recently had our first ever line
output transformer failure in a Sony KV2000UB.)
Once the receiver is functioning, turn the variac input
voltage completely to zero before disconnecting the mains
supply. Remove the external 18V d.c. supply and, provided you're sure that C531 and R555 are in order,
connect the receiver directly to the mains supply. Switch
on and you should obtain picture and sound.
Despite its age the tripler, housed in block DC801
which also contains the 1MS/ static horizontal convergence
control VR801, seldom fails. If you suspect it, disconnect
its input from the flyback transformer and see if the
receiver starts up without it, i.e. the d.c. supplies and
waveforms are correct. Don't be in a hurry to remove the
tube's final anode cap as this contains an extra connector
for the static horizontal convergence voltage — refitting it
is not easy. If these two connectors short together the
picture will be strange indeed!

The Field Timebase
The field timebase circuitry on board D seldom causes,
problems. The line-up is as follows: Q501 (2SA677) field
blocking oscillator; 0502 (2SC1364) field amplifier; Q503
(2SA677) field driver; 0504 (2SA677) phase inverter;
Q505 and 0506 (both 2SD291) field output transistors.
Reduced field scan is usually caused by the field scan
coupling capacitor C511 (470µ,F, 25V) going open-circuit
or leaky. If reservoir capacitor C619 on board P dries out
and C515 (470µF, 35V) on board D does the same (the
two are in parallel) all sorts of weird fluctuations in the
field scan may occur. If the field output transistor(s) Q505
and/or 0506 fail, check 0503/4/2 and the bias diodes
D503/4 (type 1T40) before you replace them.
To make sure that the field oscillator is working check
the waveforms at the collector of Q501 and the base of
0502 — see Fig. 4 (e) and (f) respectively. The coupling
capacitor between these two stages, C508 (100µF, 16V),
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can loose capacitance, cutting off or reducing the drive to
Q502. As with every board in the KV1800UB, inspect all
the small electrolytics for signs of corrosion.
Signals Circuits
The tuner seldom fails. If it does the wisest course is
replacement. If you've a dusty or weak picture, before
condemning the tuner remove the lead from point 10 on
board S (the tuner a.g.c. connection) and bias the tuner
from an external source. If this results in a good picture
suspect transistors 0209 (2SA677) and 0210 (2SC633A)
on board S. If these are o.k. check 0239 (33µ1, 16V).
Board S seems to be relatively trouble free, though
occasional faults do occur. 18V is supplied to this board at
point 15 and is fed via choke L214 (680µH) to the various
circuits on the board. If this choke goes open-circuit or
suffers from dry-joints nothing will work. There are two
i.c.s on the board, the intercarrier sound chip IC201
(AN241) and the a.f.c. chip IC202 (CX089D). Perhaps
we've been fortunate, but so far we've found these i.c.s to
be entirely reliable. The sound output transistor Q901
(2SC867) is mounted off the board, near the loudspeaker.
If you get weak or distorted sound, check Q901 then, in
the following order, C252/3 (both 1ptF, 50V) and C251
(100µF, 16V). These electrolytics tend to lose capacitance, giving rise to weak, distorted or no sound. Note
that 0901 receives its collector voltage via point 21 and
R603 (6851, 0-125W) on board P. If R603 fails you'll
wonder where the sound went . . .
To check the video output from board S, connect your
oscilloscope (10:1 probe) to point 7 on board C. You
should see the complete video signal — use a colour bar
input. The video output from board S is fed to board C
via the slider of VR903 (11(1/) on the front panel. Sony
call this the picture control.
The i.f. output from the tuner goes first to the UIF
board. This is tucked away below the tuner and causes
few problems. You can however get a noisy or speckled
picture if the transistors on this board (Q751/2, both type
2SC1128) get corroded or if the supply smoothing capacitor C752 (33µF, 25V) loses capacitance.
The Decoder Panel
Board C contains the luminance and chroma circuitry
and, with the front-panel mounted hue control, tends to
remind the TV engineer of NTSC receivers. The "nonPAL" circuitry does however produce a surprisingly good
colour picture — provided the hue control is correctly set
to compensate for phase errors in the received signal.
There are forty three transistors on the board and no i.c.s.
We should perhaps mention that the circuitry was devised
to avoid infringing the PAL patents. The circuitry decodes
the PAL signal, but does so in a non-PAL manner that
doesn't take advantage of the PAL phase error cancellation feature. There are nonetheless a chroma delay line'
and a bistable to carry out signal switching.
Although the chroma circuitry looks complex it's not
difficult to locate the faulty section using an oscilloscope
(10:1 probe) and a colour bat input to, the receiver. Start
at circuit point 1, where the composite video signal is fed
to C301 (39pF). Then transfer the scope probe to the
junction of C341 (39pF) and the secondary winding on
T305 (CAT-2) where you should see the familiar cottonreel waveform. Next move the probe to the secondary of
T306 (BAT-1) to check the burst waveform, then check
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intermittent colour is often caused by the clock pulse
amplifier transistor Q324 (2SC633A) leaking. The sync
separator transistor Q154 (2SA677) is mounted on this
board: when it plays up it can cause colour and sync
problems.
Before making a lot of voltage and scope checks on
panel C it pays, as with the other panels, to examine the
transistor leads for corrosion and the small capacitors for
drying out. Replace any that fail this test. You'll then
usually find that the circuitry works correctly! Unless
someone has fiddled with the preset adjustments they are
best left alone — they don't seem to drift.

110V

160V

C521
4'71 '
Supply to
line oscillator

105451

Fig. 5: The line oscillator start-up circuit.

for a 4-43MHz signal at the junction of C362 (27pF) and
the secondary of T307 (COT-1). This checks out the
B — Y burst/reference oscillator channel. There's a separate burst/reference oscillator channel concerned with the
R — Y signal. In this case check for the burst signal at the
secondary of T308 (BAT-2) and for a 4.43MHz signal at
the secondary of T309 (COT-2). The R, G and B outputs
should be present at points 18, 16 and 15 respectively on
the board. Make sure that there's a nice squarewave at
the collector of Q162 (2SC633A) in the bistable circuit.
The 18V input to the panel enters at point 4 and is fed
via L156 (680p,H) to the various circuits. If this choke
corrodes or is dry-jointed you'll lose the 18V supply. This
sounds simple — but it's easy to get caught. Fluctuating or
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Tidying Up
When all repairs have been completed spray any panels
you've soldered with a thin coat of circuit varnish and
make sure that all the connecting leads between the
panels are in their correct positions. Run the set for a few
hours before returning it to the customer.

Modifications
The main modifications of concern to the service engineer are as follows:
(1) R623 changed to 22011, 3W metal oxide.
(2) R910/12920 changed to 2.2MCE (0.5W) with a 470pF
(250V a.c. rating) added in parallel.
(3) C803 changed from 0.02pF to 0.019µF (1kV).
(4) After serial number 25,301 a modified flyback transformer (T801) was fitted. Part no. for the earlier type is 8983-662-15 and for the later type 1-439-132-11. These
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transformers are not interchangeable.
(5) Also after serial no. 25,301 R445 was changed to 39011
and R807 (originally between 0.68-1.812) was changed to
1.5-2-7f1. Examine the original before replacing. R807 can
fail if the line output transistors go short-circuit. The
precise value depends on the gain rating of the transistors
fitted. This is indicated at the right beneath the transistor
type number. If the rating is 3, use a 1.552 resistor; if the
rating is 4 use a 1.8S2 resistor; if the rating is 5 use a 2.7I2
resistor.

(6) The voltage rating of 0233 on board S was changed
from 16V to 10V — but always fit a 25V working type
when a replacement is necessary.
(7) A "squelch" circuit board was fitted in the audio
circuit after serial number 33,301. If the board seems to
have little effect measure the voltage between the base of
Q052 (2SC633A) and chassis. The reading should be OV
with no signal rising to approximately 4-5V d.c. or more
with a good signal. If it doesn't, replace capacitor 0054
(3.3µF, 25V).

TV Behind the Curtain
Keith Cummins

Last summer I took my holiday in Eastern Europe,
passing through East Germany, Poland and the USSR
before emerging via Finland and crossing the Baltic to
Scandinavia. I was particularly interested in observing the
TV scene in the USSR — we see only edited snippets on
our news. There were three things to consider: the quality
of the transmissions (using the SECAM colour system),
the TV sets and the programmes available.
Communication in the USSR is rather difficult for the
Western visitor. Not only is the language a problem but
unless you know the Cyrillic alphabet it's almost impossible to read anything. A similar problem occurs in
Greece of course. As a result it was much more difficult
for me to get at the facts than it had been on my earlier
visit (see Television January 1986) to Canada and the
USA, where all you have to do is ask. In the USSR I had
to depend almost entirely on observation, and although I
had technical questions there was no one I could easily ask
and most of them had to remain unanswered.
Having outlined the constraints I'll try to give you a
picture of TV behind the curtain. First, a visit behind the
Iron Curtain is not as rigidly controlled an affair as it once
was. We were able to walk about freely and look at
things: we weren't allowed to take photos of touchy
subjects like border posts, military installations and airports, but we were otherwise not too restricted in our
movements.

in evidence near centres of population: in the country
Band I only was usual. I saw many "Double Diamond"
aerials (see Fig. 1) west of Leningrad. These were definitely home built, probably from a bought-in kit. Judging
by the varieties seen the constructor had to supply his own
timber. This is a particularly unusual type of aerial — I've
seen nothing like it elsewhere in my travels. Fig. 2 shows
some other aerials seen.
Economic Conditions

Progress seems to be slow in the USSR: there isn't the
commercial competition we see in the West, with different

Timber frame

Wires strung on insulators
screwed to Umbel' frame

Terminal block

Receivers

The Russian TV sets I saw, in hotels and elsewhere,
were generally very substantial — constructed like the
proverbial brick-built outhouse. All were of hybrid design,
with plenty of valves and pictures of varying quality. Some
were very good, others dreadful, but this is true the world
over and is not peculiar to the USSR. Most of the sets
could receive two channels. All TV broadcasting in the
USSR is at v.h.f. I read that the Moscow transmitter has a
service area of 200km radius and is "of sufficient power
that no relay stations are needed". The area is quite flat
and v.h.f. will go a long way, but even so the power must
be formidable. I was told that three channels are available
in Moscow.

Feeder cable—note routing
to centre of array

IDS351

Fig. 1: Double-diamond type aerial.

Transmission Standards

Transmission standards appeared to be consistently
good. As the USSR covers such a vast area microwave
links are used for TV and other communications. I saw
some that had the dishes mounted horizontally near the
ground, firing upwards towards a reflector plate mounted
on a tower. The plate reflected the signal horizontally in
the right direction.
Receiving Aerials

A weird and wonderful variety of TV aerials were to be
seen. Many had a definite DIY look about them, particularly out in the country. It was unusual to see them
mounted on a house — most were mounted alongside on a
pole with stays, the pole often consisting of a long sapling
stripped of its branches. Band I and Band III aerials were
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'Fig. 2: Some other types of aerial seen and an example of a
double-diamond aerial mounted on a stripped tree.
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companies leap-frogging each other in an attempt to be
first with the latest technology. The Russian philosophy
seems to be that if something works all right stick with it
and don't try to get too fancy (you can certainly see that
this is true of their cars, the popular ones being mostly
based on obsolete Fiat designs). In addition, economic
priorities are assigned by government control, and when
you see people queueing in some places for milk and
bread it's obvious that there's not much cash available for
luxuries. A black-and-white set costs approximately £200
and a colour set around £500. Wages are low (typically
£200 a month) but since accommodation is cheap (some
£20 a month inclusive) the economic conditions are not as
harsh as they might at first appear. Nevertheless the
purchase of a colour set represents a much bigger chunk
of a Russian's income than it does for us and a typical
shop had just two sets in stock.

The Programmes
I wasn't very impressed by the programmes, though

having no understanding of the language didn't help.
Their shots seemed to last too long, particularly with
"talking heads" and stage productions. Production techniques are nothing like as slick as ours (no Quantel) and
in some ways it's like going back twenty or thirty years.
Presumably the viewers don't miss what they've never
seen. If Mr. Gorbachev is saying something important on
the news you get the whole lot, without editing. One night
he was on for half an hour solid during an hour-long news
programme. Somehow there doesn't seem to be much fun
in Russian TV. The complete reverse is of course the
ghastly American games show, all flashing lights, screaming contestants, "big bucks" and "whammies"!

Postscript
I still believe that in the UK we have the best TV in the
world, in all respects. There will always be criticisms of
course, and nothing's perfect, but believe me when, after
successive visits to the USA and the USSR, I say that
we've a lot to be thankful for.

TV Fault Finding
Dead Mitsubishis
Mitsubishis with model numbers ending in 23B (e.g.
CT1423B, CT1623B, C12223B etc.) are now coming up
to their second birthday and we are starting to get
instances of them ceasing to work. The standby light is
on but the set is otherwise dead. Up to now this has
always been due to dry-joints on the line driver transformer T571.
More annoyingly, later sets with model numbers ending
in 27BM (CP1427BM etc.) have in a few cases given
trouble only a few weeks after installation, the set going
completely dead. These are remote control sets with a
separate power supply to drive the standby circuits on the
ETS board, a secondary board mounted on the left-hand
side of the cabinet. This power supply is protected by
safety resistor R7A0 (1.211, 0.5W) which goes open-circuit
for apparently no good reason. It's a safety component,
part no. 103P39801.
R.R.
Hitachi CTP1455 Colour Portable
Last year we sold a batch of thirty Hitachi colour
portables, Model C1'P1455, to a local holiday camp. Our
problems began almost immediately. The mains fuse
FS901 began to blow in set after set. The mains rectifier
D901, type RM11C, was found to be short-circuit and
usually the regulator chip (STR4211) and the R2M
crowbar zener ZD953 were also damaged. We at first
assumed that the problem was due to mains surges: down
here the mains supply tends to be like the local scrumpy —
potent but pretty rough! As the number of failures
increased however we contacted Hitachi who told us that
the cause actually lay with D901. They recommend replacing it with two similar diodes in series (part no. 2335981),
which is what we've now done to all thirty of them. R.R.

Toshiba Tips
Here are a couple of common faults we've had on the
newer Toshiba chassis. There have been several cases of
tuning drift on the 140E4B and 140R4B colour portables
due to RA05 (33k11). These sets employ the now usual
pulse width tuning arrangement and RA05 is the integrating transistor's collector load. Other, larger screen models
with "4 series" numbers use similar circuitry, but in the
remote control and text versions R4B and T4B the tuning
is on a separate blug-in control board.
On the earlier "3 series" sets the type 202 tuner has
been responsible for several cases of video streaking and
picture jumping. Once seen it's unmistakeable. In this
respect the 202 tuner is definitely inferior to the later 204.
We had a similar looking fault on a brand new 222R5B
but this time the cause was C833 (470µF) in the 13.5V
supply. One of its solder joints had broken away from the
copper track.
R.R.

Rank T22 Chassis
A 22in. Murphy set fitted with the Rank T22 chassis had
field collapse with, peculiarly, the bright horizontal line
bouncing up and down an inch or so on either side of the
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centre of the screen. Voltage checks in the field timebase
showed that all was well except in the field charging
circuit, which consists of the charging capacitor 4C10, the
height control 4RV4 and its feed resistors (one connected
to the 12V supply, the other to the 200V supply), and the
discharge transistor 4VT10 (a pnp type with its collector
connected to chassis). 4VT10's emitter was at only half a
volt or so instead of several volts, though its base voltage
was correct at about 4V. The 200V and 12V supplies were
present and correct and the feed resistors were of the
correct value. 4VT10 checked out o.k. and 4C10 was not
leaky. So where was the voltage disappearing to? There
seemed to be no other way it could go. We then noticed
that the height control has a screen which is connected to
chassis. This is not shown in the circuit diagram and we
had overlooked it on our first inspection of the board.
Sure enough by disconnecting the screen from chassis
normal voltages and field scanning were restored. R.R.

Hitachi NP83CQ Mk II Chassis
The problem with an Hitachi Model CPT2248 — a remote
control set fitted with teletext — was very weak field sync
with severe line pulling at the top of the picture. Because
of the effect of the obviously degraded sync pulses on the
sound muting circuit the audio level was being intermittently reduced. We knew that the fault had been getting
gradually worse over a period of two or three weeks so we
felt it safe to ignore the HA11423 line and field generator
chip IC701 which also contains the sync separator. The
bias for this part of the chip is at pin 9 and consists of
R748 (82k11), C747 (4.7µF) and R747 (1001/). The voltage at the pin was correct at about 6V but when we
checked the bias components "cold" we discovered that
R748 had risen in value to about 500k11. Incidentially
0747 was 2.2AF instead of the 4.7p.F shown in the circuit
diagram but it seemed to work satisfactorily.
The following day I discovered that the same resistor
had failed in another CPT2248. This time the symptoms
were no sound (muted) and inability of the autotuning
circuit to lock on to the received signal correctly. The sync
seemed to be unaffected!
R.R.
Philips KT3 Chassis
This set wasn't doing very much and disconnecting plug
M5 exonerated the power supply. The BU205 line output
transistor was next checked and found to be o.k., showing
no sign of leakage. The tripler was then disconnected,
found to be faulty and replaced. Sound and e.h.t. were
now present but there was no luminance. Replacing the
TDA3560 colour decoder chip restored the picture and
after checking the h.t. (which was correct) we were about
to put the back on when the set cut out again. This time
the BU205 needed replacement. Changing it didn't call
for much by way of muscle power since it had never been
properly tightened on the heatsink. This was probably a
good idea at the time of the original assembly, considering
the condition of the heatsink surface — definitely not of
textbook smoothness, being a mass of abrasions that
extended under the insulator. Smoothing the metalwork
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further.
After some years of service the carbon track of the
special, chassis-mounted RIG scan-correction potentiometer R478 (5k0) tends to flake off. As a result it goes
open-circuit. This potentiometer is no longer available
from ITT, but as a hole was provided on the chassis for
the knob to go through it's usually possible to obtain a

similar or larger wattage replacement and fit it so as to
give screwdriver adjustment.
Note that the usual static convergence magnets are
supplemented by three potentiometers at the base of the
convergence box, R682, R684 and R689. These should be
set to the centre of their travel before adjusting the
magnets.

TV Fault Finding
Philips K35 Chassis
This set was suffering from a very bad case of hooking on
video playback. There have been quite a few modifications to the chassis to improve the performance with VCR
operation but this set had the latest version (BY05) of the
sync module and should have been all right. A stock BY02
module was tried and gave correct operation, so the two
circuits were compared to see what the differences were.
One was that C375 had been removed. Fitting this
capacitor produced a stable picture.
P.B.
Telefunken 415 Chassis
Continental TV sets with multi-band tuners catch me out
every time! This example had very bad patterning on ITV
only and I'd changed the tuner and half the components in
the i.f. strip before I thought to check the band switching
voltages. Yes, the set was trying to receive Bands I, III
and u.h.f. all at the same time due to a leaky band
switching transistor.
P.B.
ITT Digi-3 Chassis
Intermittent operation of the remote control system was
the problem with this set. Substitution proved that the
fault was on the control panel, but a change of all the
socketed chips had no effect. The supplies were o.k. and
the remote control signals were reaching pin 12 of the
microcomputer chip which was intermittently ignoring
them. Applying freezer around the clock oscillator
seemed to instigate the fault so T1410 (BC238) was
replaced. This restored normal operation.
P.B.

Philips G11 Chassis
Dry-joints on R4059 (1510 on the power supply panel
are becoming a problem with this chassis and can result in
a blown BU208 line output transistor.
D.B.
ITT CVC45/1 Chassis
This set would trip ten seconds after switching on. The
delay threw suspicion on the line output stage — maybe the
tripler was faulty. Sure enough disconnecting this stopped
the tripping, but a new tripler failed to provide a cure. It
was next assumed that an excess current rip was operating
due to some other fault in the line output stage. Turning
down the brightness and contrast controls stopped the
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tripping, so the service manual Was consulted. This revealed that the set doesn't have an excess current trip,
only an over-voltage trip. As the h.t. was correct at 127V
it seemed that there was a fault in the trip circuit.
Removal of the chopper drive panel revealed a couple of
likely looking resistors in the trip circuit. When R806
(470kG) was removed it was found to read 594k1/ while
R809 (220kG) had risen in value to 4.3W/. Replacing
these two resistors cured the fault but left us with the
punle as to why disconnecting the tripler had stopped the
tripping. We can only assume that the reduced line output
stage loading affected the supply to the trip circuit. M.D.

Decca 80 Series Chassis
Here's a warning for some of you. The set was dead with
a blown mains fuse. No shorts could be found so a new
fuse was tried. At switch on the line output stage showed
signs of distress and the fuse blew. Without doubt the
tripler was faulty, so I proceeded to disconnect it from the
nipple on the line output transformer overwinding. Guess
what? The nipple fell off, so a new line output transformer
had to be fitted free of charge. So be warned: use only
light pressure when applying the soldering iron to the joint
to remove the tripler connection from the transformer.
M.D.
Philips TX Chassis
The fault with this set was field collapse. It's not uncommon with these portables and is usually due to the field
scan coils being open-circuit. Sure enough there was no
continuity across the coils, but a closer look revealed that
the wires connected to the scan coil pins had broken off.
New wires were very carefully soldered on to the copper
wire, then on to the pins, providing a cure. It seemed that
the set had been dropped: the cabinet was slightly cracked
and the vibration had probably jolted the scan coils,
causing the wires to snap.
M.D.
Grundig 45in Projection TV
A local pub asked us to look at this set which was
reported to have a very poor picture. After taking a look I
can only describe the picture as being like that produced
by a G8 with a dud tube. The picture was very dull and
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smeary even at full brightness.
The cause of the trouble was evident when the back
panel was removed. The R, G and B tubes point directly
at a small tilted mirror which reflects the beams upwards
on to a larger mirror which in turn directs them at the
screen. Sitting at the bottom of the cabinet, the small
tilted mirror had become so thickly coated with dust that
its reflective properties were severely reduced. A good
clean with a duster and polish restored a bright, clear
picture. The set was six years old and had never been
serviced, so the problem was not surprising — especially as
the mirror is right under the massive ventilation holes in
M.D.
the back.
Ferguson 3787
This set had the not uncommon symptoms of no field scan
with the spark gap VA26 burnt up. The set performed
satisfactorily when the faulty items and the scan and
flyback thyristors had been replaced — for a time. Then
the set tripped and the TDA1170 field timebase chip went
short-circuit. After changing just about everything that
seemed likely to have caused the problem the fault was
still present. It was eventually cured by replacing CA12
and CA14 in the line output stage. These capacitors are
both shown as 390pF on the circuit diagram but were
actually 330pF. They tested o.k. but appeared to be lossy
even by disc capacitor standards. Putting the original line
output stage thyristors back restored the fault condition so
both they and the capacitors were faulty. The set has been
working daily for over six months so we do seem to have
P.H.
cured the trouble.
Thorn 8000 Series Chassis
This set had line drift as it warmed up — and the line
oscillator couldn't be set up in accordance with the
instructions given in the manual. Changing the flywheel
sync discriminator diodes made no difference and we
eventually traced the cause of the fault to C412 (10,u,F,
100V) which smooths the 18V supply to the line generator
P.H.
circuit.
Sony KV182OUB
The fault on this set was intermittent: at switch on there
would sometimes be an almost completely black raster
with just a little bit of picture showing at the bottom. A
normal picture would eventually appear if the set was left
on. I never saw this fault symptom but what I did find was
that with no signal input the snowy raster would be
blanked out intermittently. It seemed that there was a
fault in the blanking circuit. The threshold is set by R820,
R821 and R822 (whose value is adjusted on test). 8821
was found to be 3.9k12 instead of 4.2k11 and when the
correct value was fitted in this position the fault had
cleared. Though the altered resistance value of the combined network wasn't great it was enough to upset the
P.H.
action of the blanking circuit.
Grundig GSC100/200 Chassis
This set was tripping. Earthing tag b (line drive) on the
line output transformer made no difference so the fault
was clearly somewhere on the flyback side of the line
output stage or the preceding circuitry. Changing the
flyback and e.h.t. regulating thyristors Ty501 and Ty503
didn't provide a cure and when the overload protection
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thyristor Ty615 was bypassed the result was smoke from
R621. So there was definitely an overload somewhere.
About the only thing left was the module that drives the
e.h.t. regulator thyristor. As a check, the flyback
thyristor's gate and cathode were short-circuited to disable
it, the start-up circuit was disconnected by unsoldering
R607, and the line oscillator was run from a separate 12V
supply so that I could look at the drive to the e.h.t.
regulator thyristor. The output pulses from the
monostable chip IC2511 were found to be varying in width
erratically. Transistor Tr2516, which provides the regulating action, was very sensitive to freezer spray: when it was
removed for testing it turned out to have a 51d2 collectoremitter leak. Replacing it provided a complete cure. P.H.
Thorn 9000 Chassis
The fault report said "dead set". We found that h.t. was
present at the collector of the syclops transistor VT701 but
there was only 12V instead of 149V at the collector of the
driver transistor VT412 — its base and emitter were also at
about 12V. The line oscillator's output waveform (TP410)
was correct so there appeared to be something wrong on
the syclops control panel. As the voltages here all seemed
to be incorrect the panel was removed to enable tests to
be carried out on the transistors. Apart from VT601 and
VT602 all the transistors were either short-circuit or opencircuit, while diodes W604 and W606 were both shortcircuit. In addition R616 (100,0) was open-circuit.
After replacing these faulty items the set was switched
on. This produced a slight ticking noise from the syclops
power board. Following the fault procedure given in the
manual we shorted the base and emitter of VT601. This
renders the syclops control loop open-circuit. The result
was tripping with a loud hum on sound. Several
electrolytics in the power supply were in poor condition
and were replaced, but the problem persisted. Eventually
I managed to borrow another syclops control panel.
Fitting this restored normal operation, proving that the
fault was on the original panel. Though the 4.3V zener
diode W602 was all right when checked for resistance
L.D.
replacing it finally cured the fault.

Thorn 1696/7 Chassis
Considering how difficult it often is to locate a dry-joint,
ponder on how this monochrome portable had worked for
over eighteen months with the hot end of R1 and the
bottom end of R2 devoid of solder, thus robbing the
tuning line of its stabilised 33V supply! The set had also
been left on for a fortnight hooked up to a video game.
Apparently the two-way adaptor had eventually melted!
The only damage to the set seemed to be slight scorching
R.B.
of the plastic on the mains transformer.
Rank T16 Chassis
Sound but no vision was the complaint with this
monochrome portable. On inspection we found that R36
(1811) in the feed to the TBA800 field output chip had
burnt out — the chip takes its supply from the 26V boost
rail. As these sets are now quite old I suspected age as the
cause of the resistor failure but the replacement got very
hot. We were told that the set had recently fallen some
distance so a more thorough inspection was carried out.
This revealed a minuscule crack in the print near the
positive tag of the boost reservoir capacitor C27 (220,u,F).
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As a result the boost voltage was low at only about 20V.
Repairing the break provided a complete cure.
R.B.

Bush BC6004
The problem with this set was lack of width which
couldn't be adjusted by means of P768. T764 (BC237B)
was open-circuit base-to-emitter. Note that this transistor,
which is part of the EW correction circuit, is on the field
timebase panel.
R.B.

Pye 713 Series Chassis
The complaint with this set was intermittent colour. We
found that the fault was sensitive to movement of the
decoder panel and on inspecting this C389 (2.2µF) turned
out to be dry-jointed on one leg.
R.B.

Grundig GSC100/Matsui Video
The Grundig set has been acquired with the house, which
is at the end of a country lane. During a recent cold spell I
received an enquiry as to why it wouldn't give good results
when connected to the VCR. As I knew that four-wheel

drive would be an advantage, and the trouble sounded
like tracking errors, I suggested that Currys might like to
check the video first! Later I received a call to the effect
that the machine had been given a clean bill of health so
could I check the set?
I found that the machine's own.recordings played back
quite well, but my test tape produced violent line pulling
over the top quarter of the screen. The VCR was tried
with the customer's other set and all was calm. So it must
be the Grundig. The line speed was found to be spot on,
so I retuned one of the spare channel selectors to the
VCR's output. Still bad. Now this set has a twelve-button
selector, with ch. 12 the AV one. As off-air results were
o.k., something had to be wrong with the ch. 12 arrangement. A voltage check at the relevant input pin on the line
generator module revealed a "floating" voltage that varied
depending on which selector had been operated. When I
traced the source back to the tuning board I found a single
plug and socket marked "VCR". This hadn't been connected — or had been removed. Reconnecting it restored
normal operation. Now Grundig experts might have spotted this immediately, but the lead was hidden by the
ribbon cables and was not immediately apparent. Another
lesson learnt the hard way!
R.B.

A Guide to Coarse Servicing
Chas E. Miller
Some rather strange things happened when I popped in to
see Ike Hodge recently, after an interval of a couple of
months or more. First I had to park my 1955 Standard 8 a
few yards away from Ike's shop door as there was a twoblocks long Boggs Super Saloon parked dead in front of
it. This in itself was unusual to say the least: what followed
was even more so.
Ike's shop door opened and out stepped an extraordinarily handsome lady, ushered out by the boyo himself.
I saw some words being exchanged then the handsome
lady threw her arms around Ike and planted this great kiss
on his cheek. She then stepped into the Super Saloon and
sped away.
I edged my Standard up to the vacated spot and peered
out at Ike, who was standing there as though rooted to the
spot, with a dreamy smile on his face. When I got out I
addressed him several times before he noticed my
presence.
"Whaddya say?"
"I said who on earth was that?" I repeated for the third
time.
"Lucy Shadbold" he replied, still with that dreamy air
about him. "We've known each other for years, ever since
we were kids."
"Then what in the name of all that's sensible was she up
to coming to see you?"
"Very funny I must say. As a matter of fact I've just
done her a good turn."
"And you a married man!"
"No need to be coarse. The kiss was just a little bonus
for services rendered. The real payment was this." So
saying he flashed a cheque under my nose.
"Fifty quid!" I exclaimed. I was about to ask him how
he could have possibly earnt such a sum when something
else struck me. "How come you accepted a cheque? Isn't
that against your principles?"
"Who says?"
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"You do, frequently. I remember playing chess with
you one day and when I said 'check' you replied 'sorry,
cash only'."
"Just a slip of the tongue. This here cheque is cast iron
solid — Lucy's married to Willie Shadbold the builder, and
he's good for a sight more than that."
"You've not explained what she was doing here."
"It so happens," Ike replied loftily, "that I was able to
do something for her that no one else could do."
"You mean something illegal?"
"Certainly not" exclaimed Ike, "just a bit dodgy."
"I know I'm going to regret asking about it, but what
was this dodgy deed?"
"I've just saved her from being publicly ostracised,
that's all."
"You mean you've promised not to tell anyone you
know her?"
"If you'll refrain from cheap cracks I'll explain. I gave
her back the most precious thing in her life — her credit
rating."
"This wife of a wealthy man comes to you to restore her
credit rating?"
"Lucy came from a poor family and was used to having
to put money aside to pay bills as they came in. It's not
necessary now but she can't break the habit. She still pays
every bill on the dot, with cash."
"Except yours" I pointed out.
"I'll explain that. Now a month or so ago Lucy visited
her sister who lives somewhere up north. This sister
wanted to buy a car on the knock, but the h.p. company
required a guarantor. Lucy offered to help out and was
surprised when the car salesman came back and said he
couldn't accept her — he didn't say as much, but gave the
distinct impression that Lucy certainly wasn't credit worthy. Now Lucy had never owed anyone a penny in her
life, so there had to be something wrong. She thanked her
lucky stars it hadn't happened at home. What would they
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have thought here if word had got about? And her
husband's affairs wouldn't have looked too good, would
they? So she came to see me — she didn't dare tell Willie."
"What could you do about it then?"
"Well, being a trader I could consult the national debt
data register. I found that Lucy was down as owing five
weeks on her TV rental. From the car salesman's point of
view if she couldn't keep up a payment of about two quid
a week what chance would she have of forking out thirty if
called to do so? When I mentioned this to Lucy she said
she'd never missed a week on rental payments in twenty
years — she'd all ,the receipts to prove that she was up-todate. So the next step was to check up on what was
happening at the rental company."
"Which one?"
"Rockhard Rentals. As you know they've branches all
round the area, with thousands of customers. Still a family
business too. It's owned by two brothers, Jack and Nathan
Rockhard. Straight as dies but they're getting on now and
don't take an active part in it. There's a relative by
marriage called Bender who runs the business for them,
on a salary. Out of interest I went out and cased his home
address. By the look of things he does pretty well for
himself. Better I thought than he could do on what the
Rockhards would be likely to pay him. So I started to,.
wonder whether Bender might have some other source or
income — in other words a fiddle."
"The fair Lucy couldn't have picked a better person to
look into that" I commented, but the irony escaped Ike.
He nodded complacently and continued.
"My feelings exactly. Next I started to do a bit of
checking to see how the rental money is handled once the
payments have been made into the branches. Apparently
ninety per cent of it is in cash, and Bender collects it on
Friday nights, taking it from the various branches to his
main office where he bungs it in the safe. `"On Saturday
mornings he checks it all out and enters the payments into
the master account books. The branches have ordinary
little duplicate receipt books — the customer gets the top
copy and the counterfoil is handed over to Bender with
the cash. That way he has an exact record of who's paid
what."
"Sounds straightforward enough. Incidentally, I assume
I'm not supposed to ask how you found all this out?"
"Naturally. Anyway, armed with this knowledge I sat
down and tried to figure out what I might do in such a
situation. Then next day I went and had a private talk
with Mr. Bender. Told him I was a writer . . ."
"You didn't give him my name by any chance?" A
horrible suspicion had struck me.
"Now would I do a thing like that?" said Ike. "What I
said was that I was working on the plot of a crime story
and needed a bit of professional help to ensure that the
plot was plausible. He was beginning to look at me a bit
strangely, but you should have seen his face as I went on!
I said that in the plot the central character managed a TV
rental business and had worked out a sure-fire scheme to
make a bit on the side. Amongst the thousands of
customers there would always be a few who missed the
odd payment, and he could deal with these at his own
discretion provided they didn't exceed a month in any
twelve. So my fictional character started to hold back a
certain number of payments each week, marking them
down in the master account book as missed and putting
the money into his own pocket. Provided he kept varying
the list of supposed non-payers he could keep this up
almost indefinitely, because so long as any one person
appeared to owe the firm only one payment he could
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write it off as a normal business hazard. Only the real
hard-case non-payers were pressed for payment and eventually had their names sent to the national debt data
register. I figured out that he could easily make a hundred
quid or more a week, tax-free, without any danger of
being caught. Then something happened to give the game
away. My fictional manager somehow slipped up and \used
the same customer's name too often so that it appeared on
the register. By sheer coincidence the customer got to
know about this and made a fuss that triggered off an
investigation."
"Ike" I said in sorrow. "I know you've a scheming
mind, but that beats everything. Were you thrown out on
your ear?"
"Of course not. Bender had by then gone a sort of
sickly colour and muttered that in his opinion such a
scheme couldn't possibly work in practice. Said he was
very busy and could we call it a day?"
"What happened after that?"
"I left it for a week or so then had another look at the
register. The entry for Lucy had been amended 'due to
wrong information provided in the first place' — well that's
what it said. Anyway her credit rating is now excellent,
hence the fifty quid cheque and kiss on the cheek. And
friend Bender has gone off to visit his uncle in Australia."
"But didn't you say Lucy always paid cash?"
"She's learnt better. Cash can't be traced, but cheques
can. You're far safer paying by cheque and crossing it `A/
C payee' so that it can't be used by anyone else for their
own purposes."
"So I could pay you by cheque now?" I said brightly.
"Do you mind" snorted Ike. "There are limits to this
sort of thing you know."
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Faults in CCTV Systems
Peter Graves

Part 1
Closed-circuit television systems have their own particular
types of faults. Some are easily recognisable by looking at
the monitor screen while others are more subtle. This
short series will look at some of the less common problems found during field and bench servicing: the faults
described are all genuine, though some of the system
descriptions have been simplified to cut out irrelevant
details.
Installation Fault
Our first case concerns an external camera overlooking
a large car park. It was mounted in a weatherproof
housing on a pan and tilt unit at the top of a steel pole
(see Fig. 1). The control and mains cables were combined
in the form of a single multicore cable that ran up the
centre of the hollow pole, along with the video coaxial
cable. At the base of the pole the cables passed via an
underground duct to an equipment cubicle about 3m
away. The cubicle contained a mains distribution panel,
the telemetry receiver and its relay unit.
The equipment had been installed some years previously. Maintenance had recently become the
responsibility of another company, and enginers from this
firm had arrived on site to carry out routine system
checks. There had been no complaints of any problems,
and the camera appeared to be working normally. While
the camera control settings were being checked, working
from a lift truck, the system suddenly started to behave
erratically. The mains supply kept going on and off and
the lens, pan and tilt functions would appear and disappear intermittently. There was no obvious explanation,
and nothing that was done at the camera head or in the
equipment cubicle seemed to affect the situation which
deteriorated until the mains fuse blew, cutting everything
off.
We had no circuit diagrams and could make no sense of
the control cable wiring. You would normally expect one
core for each remote control function, such as pan left, iris
open and so on. Some of the cores in this cable appeared
to be open-circuit while some were shorted to others:
there was no discernible pattern.
Inspection revealed that the multicore cable had suffered a major burn up inside the cable duct between the
Camera in housing on pan and tilt unit
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Fig. 1: Car park equipment layout.
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Underground duct

pole and the equipment cubicle. When we assessed the
facts we came to the conclusion that during installation the
cable had been pulled tight through the duct and up the
pole. As the pole moved in the wind the cable had been
pulled backwards and forwards across the rough surface of
the duct until it had worn through. Shorts between the
cores had caused substantial damage to the cable.
The multicore cable was replaced completely, allowing
some slack this time. Only one question remained. The
cable must have been wearing away for some time before
it finally failed. It could have done so at any time, so why
did it wait until the first visit from a new maintenance
group?!
Intruders
The complaint in our second case was that the picture
from one of two cameras mounted below the canopy of a
garage to watch the pumps was deteriorating and was
particularly poor at night.
The engineer arrived during the day and found that
both pictures were satisfactory, though the one
complained about was slightly duller. Access was gained
to the camera and the housing was opened for inspection.
We found that the cable gland at the rear of the housing
was larger than the cable and had been left unsealed. A
spider had got in through the hole and had spun a web
across the inside of the housing faceplate, cutting down
the amount of light reaching the camera. It had also raised
a large family whose members were scuttling about all
over the camera: what they all found to eat was a mystery.
The intruders were evicted, the glass cleaned and the
hole round the cable was sealed with insulating tape. No
further problems were experienced.
Switch er Problem
Our third case takes us to a clothing shop where a twoway switcher failed twice for no obvious reason. The type
of switcher fitted had a three-position switch and a variable control on the front panel. Two switch positions
allowed either of the two cameras to be viewed continuously on the monitor. In the third position the pictures
from the two cameras were alternately switched to the
monitor at a rate set by the variable control.
On the first occasion that the switcher failed we found
that the power rails were correct but the CMOS i.c.s used
were not allowing the signals through. As no circuit
diagrams were available and the chips are cheap they were
all changed without an attempt to look for any specific
cause of the fault. This action restored correct operation
of the switch which was consequently reinstalled.
Some months later the switch failed again, and this time
we looked at it more carefully. The switching logic was
partly controlled by a CD4011 quad two-input NAND
gate i.c. Measurement of the voltages at its inputs and
outputs showed that it had failed. While we were making
these checks we noticed that the printed circuit tracks
around the CD4011 didn't look right. The unused gates in
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Fig. 3: Equipment layout at a two-story shop.

the package had been left open-circuit by the designer of
the switch. Bearing in mind the warnings in CMOS
literature about leaving unused gate inputs floating we
connected them all to the nearest power rail.
After replacing the CD4011 the unit worked correctly
and was reinstalled. It's too early to be able to report that
a permanent solution has been found. We feel it's curious
that the switcher in this one shop should have failed twice
while identical switchers elsewhere have given us no
trouble. Does the movement of modern synthetic clothing
generate enough static electricity to affect the open-circuit
gates of the switcher, or is there an unsuspected fault
waiting to happen again?
Defective Cabling
Three cameras mounted in weatherproof housings on
pan and tilt heads were used at a large industrial site.
Each camera had its own monitor and remote control
unit. During a routine maintenance visit we checked and
set up the three cameras which worked correctly with a
local monitor connected directly to the video output
sockets. Back at the control room however the pictures
from only two of the cameras were satisfactory. The third
produced a picture that was weak, noisy, locked badly and
had echoes — black ghost images following a bright white
object and vice versa.
The monitor concerned was tried with another camera
which proved that it was working correctly. An oscilloscope check then revealed that the signal input to the
monitor was of low level with distorted sync pulses.
Temporary removal of the monitor's mains earth resulted
in loss of picture, indicating that the signal return was
coming back through the mains earth instead of the screen
of the coaxial cable (see Fig. 2). The resulting severe cable
mismatch would cause the symptoms described, but where
was the break?
The cable run to this camera was approximately 200m,
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the final 100m to the camera being inaccessible without a
lift truck. Fortunately we found that there was a junction
box at the 100m point. Two of the camera cables went
through the junction box and comparative measurements
back to the monitors (by lifting off both cables and
shorting them) showed that the faulty cable had an opencircuit screen in this length, most of which could be
reached.
Without special measuring equipment, such as a
reflectometer which sends a pulse down the cable and
measures how long it takes for the reflection from the
fault to return, there was no way of predicting where the
problem lay. The cable ran along a high ledge that could
be reached only with a ladder, making visual inspection of
the entire length difficult. No obvious problems could be
seen. The faulty cable was cut at about the 50m point and
measurements were again made to determine which half
of the cable contained the fault. The cable was then again
cut halfway between the ends of the faulty section, until
the fault was eventually isolated to a short section which
could be given a careful visual inspection.
A telephone cable had been run alongside the bundle of
television coaxial and remote control cables. At some
time in the past the telephone cable had been cut and part
of it removed. Whoever had done this had also nicked
one of the coaxial cables, cutting through the sheath, part
of the screen and some of the inner insulation. The
weather had done the rest by entering the cable through
the break and corroding the screen's copper strands until
they parted, giving an open-circuit screen.
We cut out the faulty section of coaxial cable plus a
short length on either side in case water had penetrated
along the cable. A new section was then fitted and the
cuts made in the cable to find the fault were repaired with
crimps covered heavily with insulating tape. The slight
mismatch caused was not visible on the picture produced.
After refitting the cables in the junction box normal
results were restored.
Mains Wiring Trouble
Two cameras, a video switcher and a monitor were
installed on the lower floor of a shop. A slave monitor was
mounted in an upstairs office, powered from the office
mains supply and fed with the video signal from the
downstairs monitor via a length of coaxial cable that ran
up an outside wall (see Fig. 3).
The system worked well when first installed, but shortly
after commissioning it the customer complained that the
pictures displayed by the upstairs monitor had become
"poor and wavy". On arrival at the site we found that the
pictures on the downstairs monitor were satisfactory but
the upstairs monitor had a low-amplitude hum bar on the
screen and poor line lock, causing intermittent sideways
movement of parts of the picture plus some line break-up.
As this was a new installation and we'd had some
reliability problems with the type of monitor used we
changed it for another new one. To be fair we'd not had
hum problems previously with any of the faulty monitors,
but changing it seemed to cure the fault.
A few days later, before the monitor we'd removed
from the site had been looked at in the workshop, the
customer rang to say that the original fault had
reappeared on the new monitor.
On the second visit we investigated the whole system
much more thoroughly. An oscilloscope check showed
that the video signals downstairs were clean and of the
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correct amplitude. Upstairs, a check with the same scope
revealed severe hum on the video signal coming up the
coaxial cable. On unplugging the cable from the monitor
and making a voltage check between the screen of the
coaxial cable and the monitor's chassis we obtained a
reading of 15V a.c.!
The fault lay in the building's mains wiring. Faulty
cabling resulted in a potential difference between the
earths upstairs and downstairs. This superimposed hum on

the video signal, causing the hum bar and triggering
problems with the upstairs monitor.
The problem could have been cured by running a mains
cable from the downstairs mains supply to the upstairs
monitor, but such a large voltage between the mains
earths pointed to possibly lethal faults in the building's
wiring. The customer was warned about this and we
advised that the wiring be checked as a matter of urgency.
The fault did not reappear after this had been done.

TV Fault Finding

Reports from Alan Shaw, Alfred Damp,
J. R. Armagh, Hugh MacMullen and
Philip Blundell, Eng. Tech.

Ferguson TX100 Chassis
We've had several cases of line output, transistor failure in
these excellent sets. A replacement may last for hours or
even days and then fail again for no apparent reason. We
had one set on soak test for the problem. Suddenly the
line went off speed, and shortly afterwards there was
another short-circuit line output transistor. Replacing the
TDA2578A line generator chip IC4 cured the fault. It's
advisable to use a genuine Philips/Mullard 13U508A line
output transistor - some far eastern types are not very
A.S.
reliable.
Rank T20/T22 Chassis
We must have repaired scores of these sets over the years.
The other day however one came in with an unusual fault
we'd not come across before. The set would switch on
from cold all right but if switched off and then on again
within five minutes the power supply would fail to start
up. The cause of the problem was that 7C10, which
provides a start-up pulse for the chopper transistor,
remained charged when the set was switched off because
A.S.
7R12 (1M1i) was open-circuit.
Philips KT3 Chassis
Under very sudden bright picture content change conditions, such as a camera flash firing, the power supply
would momentarily trip out. This is not the easiest of
faults to deal with but is simple to rectify once you know
the cure. Remove the cabinet back and increase the
tension of the phosphor-bronze earth clip attached to the
left-hand side of the chassis - it contacts with an Aquadag
A.S.
coating on the inside of the cabinet back.
Cathay CTV3000
If the mains fuse has blown and the 2SC1875 chopper
transistor is short-circuit, examine the line output transformer for a bulge in the winding insulation caused by
A.S.
breakdown of one of the rectifier diodes.
Philips K30 Chassis
The symptoms with this set were low brightness when first
switched on, line shading and flyback lines. We found that
the 155V HT3 line, which is derived from the line output
transformer, was initially low and increased slowly.
Replacing the 47µF reservoir capacitor C1583 restored
normal operation.
A.S.
Hitachi NP84CQ Chassis
There were odd symptoms with this set - holes appeared
in the picture and the screen would turn bright blue. The
number and size of these holes depended on the beam
cup ent: the holes were non-existent at low beam current.
Inspection of the holes proved that the c.r.t. was being
blanked off. A scope check on the field pulse output from
the TDA4503 chip revealed that there was noise between
the pulses. This noise exceeded the field pulses in amplitude and coincided with the holes in the picture. A lot
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of time was spent checking the blanking circuit and
sandcastle pulse generator. The TDA4503 and TDA3562
chips were replaced. All to no avail. The supply lines were
all correct except under the fault condition when the h.t.
line dropped by about 5V. The h.t. smoothing capacitor
A.D.
C905 (100p,F) was open-circuit.
Samsung Cl338
We've had a few cases of line output transistor failure in
this set. It's a little difficult to check some types of line
output transistors with a multimeter due to the device
having built-in diodes and resistors. If in doubt, try a
A.S.
replacement.
ITT CVC1200 Chassis with Remote Control
With remote control versions of the CVC1200 and derived
chassis a relay is used to switch supplies when in the
standby mode. Sometimes you'll find the standby LED lit
but the set otherwise dead. The problem is that the
primary winding of the mains transformer in the control
unit goes open-circuit. Here's a tip. If you don't have the
transformer in stock, shorting out the two large relay pins
will enable the set to work perfectly with the exception of
the standby mode.
A.S.
Hitachi CBP260 (NP9A Chassis)
This set was a trade-in, with intermittent dead and startup problems. After much heartbreak we replaced the
HA11235 timebase generator chip and module CP701 in
the power supply. The set, now ran happily on four
channels, but they were ghosty because they weren't our
local ones. So I tuned to the channels of our local
workshop distribution system - or tried to! No way would
the set stop for our stations, nor even the other ghosty but
strong channels. It would just flash up briefly a screenful
of unsynchronised lines then tear on madly to the next
channel.
I decided to try with the remote control handset and got
the four original, ghosty pictures, locked and remembered.
I couldn't even erase them by pressing the store button. A
check was made on the sync and flyback pulses that go to
PL9-1 and PL10-3 on panel PC895 to see if both were
there to tell the scan chip it had found coincidence and
was time to stop and look around. Hooking on the scope
and turning on the signal generator, which happened to be
set for a very low output, I was able to lock the search and
stuff the channel in the memory, wiping out the stored
wrong station. So far so good: when both traces were used
to check the shape, size and coincidence of the pulses I
found that the leading edges were very close. But when
the strong workshop signal was applied we were back to
butts again.
Was the trouble to do with the a.g.c.? Maybe with the
gain running high between channels there was no time for
the signal to be hauled down to let a proper sync pulse
through before the scan took it all away? But o.k. with
weak signals. It seemed a good idea to see whether pulse
coincidence could be achieved before messing about with
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the a.g.c. system, so a nervous hand was placed on the
line hold control (remember the new HA11235). Bingo,
we'd got it: perfect overlay of the pulse edges, with search
and memory normal.
Hitachi CPT2260
Pressing "search" gave only a snowy raster, no signals.
There are two manuals for this model, dated June 1984
and April 1985. It's a good idea to have both of them
handy. To save time and money, start on this fault by
hanging an Avo 8 on pin 9 of connector base Cl on the
main chassis, print side. This is the 0-29V tuning line from
the control panel and should read 29V when the set is first
switched on. Now press "search" and watch for the
voltage scanning across the tuning range. If there's no
29V at switch on, check for 110V at pin 5 of Cl, then
through ICC7. If the voltage is o.k. and scanning, look to
the tuner and i.f. section, for all is well at the complicated
end.
If the voltage doesn't scan, get a screwdriver with a
wide blade, say quarter of an inch, and connect an earth
lead to it. Now touch it momentarily to leads Y and Z to
start the scan. These are easily found by hinging down the
main chassis, going to the upper edge of the control panel,
and finding pins 11 and 12 of connector Cl. If you don't
find connector C where the manual shows it, try the other
manual. If the scan now happens and signals appear, chip
ICC5 and its peripherals are o.k. and the trouble lies on
the front control panel — its diodes, or fouling on the
touch contacts, or other open-circuits. We've had dryjoints here: it's best to solder the whole lot — and clean the
touch pads.
If the screwdriver check doesn't produce results, then
and only then should ICC5 be replaced. The front panel
can catch you out however — there's no reason for others
to be caught in this way!
J.R.A.
Hitachi CPT1454 (NP84CQ Chassis)
The top half of the field scan filled the screen. So did the
bottom half, which was superimposed on the top half. The
sawtooth waveform at pin 1 of the TDA4503 chip IC203
was found to have a cycle of approximately 10msec
instead of nearer 20msec. After checking all obvious timeconstant components associated with the field hold the
fault was found to be due to C613 (0%1µF).
A.D.
Philips CF1 Chassis
The trouble with this set was poor contrast. Pin 7 of the
TDA3560 colour decoder chip IC7192 was found to be at
1.8V instead of 3.5V because R3600 (181(11) was opencircuit. This component does appear to be somewhat
underrated.
A.D.
Thorn 9600 Chassis
I'm rather a novice when it comes to this chassis and the
fault led me a merry dance. The set would work for a few
seconds, emitting an arcing noise when it did, and would
then go dead. My colleague Steve had one working in the
workshop at the time, so he was able to prove that the line
output, chopper control and timebase generator panels
were o.k. The chopper transformer's secondary supplies
were disconnected one by one and the transformer itself
was changed, but the fault persisted. A scope check
showed that the chopper drive waveform was jumping
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around, but the waveform steadied when the chopper
transistor's collector was disconnected. Replacing the
diodes in the collector circuit made no difference. Suspicion next fell on C521 (1,200pF, 8kV) which turned out to
be arcing internally.
P.B.
ITT CVC30 Chassis
Tripping can be a difficult problem to trace on these sets.
The usual causes are the tripler, the line output transformer, the mains rectifier reservoir capacitor C35, the
35V supply rectifier D26 or the line hold control. As usual
I turned down the h.t. and disconnected the tripler. In
went a new tripler but the tripping continued. Was it the
tube? No — it was C61 (2,200pF, 2kV) at the earthy end of
the e.h.t. overwinding leaky.
P.B.
Thorn TX10 Chassis
The report on this set was sound but no picture. There was
e.h.t. but no vision. This turned out to be due to more
than I expected. Two of the three BF460 RGB output
transistors were short-circuit base-to-emitter and the 1011
resistor (R666) which provides the 12V supply for the
bases of these transistors was 20051. When all this had been
put right and the set was soak tested R728 (1012) in the
205V supply went open-circuit. Fitting a decent one
solved that.
H.MacM.
Mitsubishi CT181B
The complaint with this set was intermittent field collapse,
but only after working normally for some considerable
time. We eventually discovered that L580 (0.47µH) was
going high-resistance, reducing the 20V supply to the field
timebase. Having put this to rights I was horrified to see
an erratic field scan again, together with the luminance
varying in quality. This turned out to be due to the
2SC711 video blanking transistor Q204 going short-circuit
intermittently. It's a notoriously unreliable transistor, usually due to bad terminals.
H.MacM.
Panasonic TC2205 (U2 Chassis)
The symptoms were unstable line hold and a varying
pattern in the centre, with or without picture modulation
being present. The usual blue electrolytics with their ends
off was not the cause this time. The 195V supply smoothing capacitor C856 (10µF, 250V) was partially opencircuit, or should I say of very low capacitance. H.MacM.
Thorn TX9 Chassis
The report said that every now and then the set didn't
work. No, it wasn't the on-off switch, which is usual. The
cause was an intermittent total open-circuit of the lead
and socket from the switch to the chassis, on the neutral
side — a very dangerous state of affairs which made the
entire set live to full mains voltage. The pinched socket
connections were soldered as a precaution.
H.MacM.
Philips K30 Chassis
The lower half of the picture was the wrong colour. The
ususal cause is part of the degaussing circuit open-circuit
but this time the lower coil was short-circuit due to e.h.t.
welding.
H.MacM.
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Microcomputers in TV Sets
Peter Marlow, B.Sc.(Hons.), C.Eng.
Silicon integrated circuits first started to be employed in
TV sets in the early seventies. They were initially used to
perform analogue functions such as colour signal decoding
and sound processing. With the advent of ultrasonic and
then infra-red remote control, also teletext, digital chips
started to appear in TV receivers. They were at first
specifically designed to perform one function or group of
functions in a TV set, but before long microprocessor
based systems began to appear. The reason for this was
mainly economic. Whole systems could be arranged on
one chip at low cost and with high yield, giving enormous
flexibility — the same basic chip could be made to perform
many different tasks simply by changing the software
inside. This in turn led to new possibilities in TV design,
for example digital tuning, enhanced teletext with page
storage and intelligent selection, computer controlled setting up, and signal processing in digital form (e.g. the ITT
Digivision system).

Terminology
First a note on terms. The basic difference between a
microprocessor chip and a microcomputer chip relates to
the internal memory facilities. A microprocessor chip has
built-in ROM only, being designed to work with other
chips to provide a microcomputer system. A
microcomputer chip contains both ROM and RAM and
on its own provides a simple microcomputer. The single
chip microcomputer is often referred to as a
microcontroller, since it's basically intended as a
computerised control system for such applications as car
engine and VCR control. Its instruction set is designed to
handle small quantities of data very fast, often in the form
of single binary bits rather than bytes. It looks like a
custom designed chip from the outside since it requires
minimal support hardware.
Microcomputer Types
A large variety of microcomputer/microcontroller chips
are available from various manufacturers. They employ
the same basic operating principles, the differences lying
in memory size, instruction set, operating speed, numbers
of inputs and outputs and word length (whether four,
eight or 16 bit). Additional peripherals can be added on
chip, such as analogue-to-digital converters and serial
communication interfaces. Some chips are customised for
specific end users. These are generally referred to as
ASICs (application specific integrated circuits). Almost all
microcontroller chips are mask programmed — the software required is put into the program memory during
manufacture and cannot be changed later. Some
microcontroller chips with an internal EPROM are available however. These are suitable for low-volume jobs and
home use (see later).
Most TV microcontroller chips are descended from the
8048 family. The 8048 is in fact fast becoming the industry
standard, with many "second sources". Mullard use it in
their MAB8400 series and ITT in their CCU2000 family.
Other microcontroller chips that have been used in TV
sets include the Texas Instruments TMS1000 and the
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Motorola 6805. There are also of course a number of
Japanese devices, whose origin is not easy to trace. In this
article we'll concentrate on the 8048.

Internal Arrangements
A microcontroller chip contains a central processor unit
(CPU), program and data memories, input/output lines
that are known as ports, and on-chip peripherals. It's not
necessary to know in detail how the CPU works in order
to understand or use a microcontroller chip. We'll adopt a
"black box" approach therefore, concentrating on what
the chip does with its data rather than how it goes about
doing this. Fig. 1 shows the internal arrangements of an
8048 microcontroller in block diagram form.
The 8048 is an eight-bit device, i.e. it manipulates data
in bytes (eight bits) at a time. It has a repertoire of some
ninety-six instructions, in many ways similar to those of
the well-known 8080 and F8 microprocessors — this is not
surprising in view of the fact that it was Intel (spawned
from Fairchild) who designed the 8048 shortly after the
8080. The instruction set is designed for ease of use and to
be memory efficient. It can handle both binary and BCD
(0 to 9) arithmetic and in addition single bits for control
operations. The ROM has a capacity of 1K (1024 bytes).
As mentioned above the program is put into the 8048
during manufacture and cannot be changed. An EPROM
version called the 8748 is available however: this allows
memory erasure with ultra-violet light and programming
with a desk-top programmer. The data memory (RAM)
has a capacity of 64 bytes. The 24 input and output lines
are organised as three eight-bit ports. Two, P1 and P2,
can handle a mixture of inputs and outputs. The other,
DB, can handle either all inputs or all outputs or be used
as a data bus for communication with other chips. The
outputs can be latched and will drive one standard I'IL
load (1.4mA). All the inputs are TTL compatible, i.e.
they can be driven by 1TL logic chips.
The 8048 has three other inputs which are called TO, T1
and /INT. These can be used as single-bit ports, for
example to monitor switch inputs. But they do have other
uses. TO can be used as a clock output at one-third of the
8048's crystal oscillator frequency while Ti can work in
conjunction with the internal eight-bit timer/counter as an
event counter input — every time a falling edge occurs at
Ti the counter increments by one. /INT can be used as an
interrupt input to make the program jump to execute a
different routine (for example to refresh a display). The
uses of the three inputs are specified in the software at the
beginning of the program (see later).
The eight-bit timer/counter can be loaded, read, started
and stopped by software. Unlike most microprocessor
peripherals it counts upwards. When it "overflows", moving from count 225 to 0, it can interrupt the main
program. This feature is used' to prompt the processor to
do something at a specific time (called a "watchdog").
There are also a number of pins for general processor
operation: XTAL1 and XTAL2 for the crystal oscillator;
PROG to enable the EPROM version (8748) to be
programmed or to drive an output expansion peripheral
(8243); /RESET to initialise the processor; /SS to allow
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Fig. 1 (left): Basic block diagram for a 48 series microcomputer/microcontroller chip.
Fig. 2 (right): Pin connections for the 8048, 8049, 8748, 8035 and 8039.

single-stepping of the programs for debugging. The Vcc
and Vdd pins are connected to a 5V rail while Vss is the
chassis pin. There's access to peripheral chips via the data
bus, with /RD the read pulse output and /WR the write/
strobe output. /PSEN allows external or additional program storage. ALE stands for address latch enable, which
gives the 8048 a proper address bus in conjunction with an
eight-bit latch (74LS373) or a 1/15 crystal frequency clock.
Some versions of the 8048 have a standby mode for lowpower consumption: this is initiated by a software command and terminated by a hardware reset.
Fig. 2 shows the 8048's pinning.

The 8048 Family
There are three main members of the 8048 family — the
8048, 8049 and 8050. In each case the program and data
memory capacity is doubled (1K, 2K and 4K of ROM and
64, 128 and 256 bytes of RAM). ROM-less versions of the
first two devices are available — the 8035 and 8039. With
these an external EPROM is connected via the data bus
port (DB) and port 2 (P2) to provide the program
memory. The advantages of this arrangement, in terms of
ease of programming, are unfortunately outweighed by
the loss of input and output lines. The EPROM versions
of the 8048 and 8049 are the 8748 and 8749. They provide
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Fig. 3: Adding an inpuUoutput expander chip.
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Extra input/
output ports

easy programming and ultra-violet erasure whilst maintaining the full complement of inputs and outputs. These
two chips were originally intended as software prototyping
aids for the ROM versions, enabling prototypes with
programmed software to be tested before commitment to
manufacture, thus preventing costly mistakes. When first
introduced they were quite expensive (£120). They are
now mass-produced at around £7 each (NEC version),
making their use in many new products very attractive.
Another variant is the "one time programmable" version
with an EPROM for laboratory programming but no
erasure facility. The advantages of this approach are that
the simpler packaging makes the chips cheaper while the
mask charge for factory programming is avoided. Future
developments will include an EEPROM in place of the
EPROM. An EEPROM is an electrically erasable
programmable ROM, its use allowing non-volatile data to
be changed without the need for ultra-violet radiation.

Manufacture and Packs
The 8048 series is manufactured in NMOS or HMOS
versions, the latter being faster and consuming less power.
CMOS versions are also available for lower power applications — the C is placed in the middle of the type
number, e.g. 80C48. To date there are no CMOS versions
of the 8748 and 8749. The 8048 family generally live in 40pin DR, plastic packs, but the 8748 and 8749 have ceramic
packs with quartz windows for the ultra-violet erasing
light.
I/O Expansion
For serial interfacing the input/output capacity of the
8048 can be increased by attaching peripherals like the
8255 and 8251, but there's a custom chip made for the
purpose — the 8243 I/O expander (see Fig. 3). This is a 24pin chip which connects to the four lower bits of port P2
and the PROG line. It adds another 16 bits of I/O in the
form of four four-bit ports, addressed as P4 to P7. P2 0-3
are lost however. Each port can be used as a latched
output or an input — it's not possible to assign individual
bits. The 8243 can drive fairly large loads, like LEDs, at
up to 80mA. The main 8048 can support more than one
8243 — to address a particular chip the chip select line
(/CS) is taken low. I've not seen this particular chip used
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in TV circuits yet, but in view of its usefulness this could
well happen.
Mullard MAB Series

Mullard make all the members of the 8048 family
(MAB8048H etc.) except the EPROM devices. A modified 8048 is used in their MAB8400 series of
microcontroller chips which are to be found in sets
produced by Thorn, GEC, Panasonic and others. The
MAB family offers several memory options: up to 6K
bytes of mask program and 128 bytes of data. A "bondout" chip with connections for an EPROM can be supplied for software development but its availability is
limited. With the MAB8400 the number of pins is reduced
to 28 by cutting out the parallel peripheral interface
circuitry. It can drive a multiplexed LED display direct
from port P1. It also has a zero-crossing detector for slowmoving a.c. signals applied to pin Tl. The main addition is
a serial interface for communication with other chips and
microcontrollers — the inter-i.c. bus, or I2C for short.
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Fig 4: Pulse timing with an 12C bus.
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The I2C bus is a more recent development in a generation of serial buses used in TV circuits to connect remote
control receivers to tuner units and teletext boards, the
most widespread being IBUS. The use of a serial bus
reduces the amount of wiring required and hence the cost
of implementing a control system. IBUS has a 6.25kHz
clock line called DLIM and a seven-bit serial data line
called /DATA. Thirty-two instructions can be sent, with
two bits for TV/teletext or viewdata. The DLIM clock
operates at twice the speed of the data, which is valid on
the second rising edge.
12C bus timings are shown in Fig. 4. I2C was developed
from IBUS as a multimaster bus for use with
microcontroller chips and intelligent peripherals. Like
IBUS it uses two connections, serial clock (SCL) and
serial data (SDA), but in this case the signals can originate
from several different points along the bus — both lines are
bidirectional. The clock operates only when data is being
sent or received: its speed is variable so that it can work
fast or slow. The data is distributed in bytes, with an
address (of the device being written to or read from)
followed by any amount of data. After each byte the
receiving device sends back an acknowledgement bit to
show that all is well. An arbitration system ensures that
two sources don't use the bus at the same time. The
maximum data rate is 100kbits/second.
Mullard have available a number of peripheral chips for
I2C use in TV sets, for example the PCF8570/1 256-byte
CMOS RAM, the PCF8572 128-byte EEPROM, the
PCF8573 clock/calendar for providing real-time information, and the SAB3035 CITAC (computer interface for
tuning and analogue control) chip. The RAM and
EEPROM are particularly useful for storing factory alignment and user data.
ITT Version

ITT use an 8048 as the basis of the CCU2000 family of
microcontrollers. There are two versions, the CCU2000
and CCU2030, with a program size up to 6.5K bytes and a
data memory of 120 bytes. Fig. 5 shows a block diagram.
The microcontroller is housed in a 40-pin plastic pack
which also includes a remote control decoder and a serial
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Fig. 5: Block diagram for an ITT CCU2000/2030
microcomputer chip — an 8048 with extra items added.

communications interface to what ITT refer to as the IM
bus (Intermetall bus). Both these functions could be done
using software but this would take up a great deal of code
and execution time. Other items incorporated in the
package are a tuner phase-lock loop, a mains flip-flop for
standby operation, and a high-power port (P3) for driving
an LED display direct.
The IM bus has three lines, ident (I), clock (C) and
data (D). I and C are unidirectional between the
microcontroller and peripheral devices while D is
bidirectional. Data transmission originates from one place
only along the bus. At the beginning of a transmission, I
goes low to indicate a start condition. An eight-bit address
is then sent along the D line serially, with eight clock
pulses being issued — D is valid on the rising edge of C
(see Fig. 6). I then goes low for the duration of an eightor 16-bit data word travelling along D. Completion of the
bus transaction is signalled by a short pulse on line I. The
maximum clock speed is 170kHz.
Various peripheral devices have been developed by ITT
for operation with the IM bus, for example the MDA2061
128-byte EEPROM, the MEA2050 eight-way digital-toanalogue converter and the MEA2901 tuner interface.
Memory Map

To understand software operation it's necessary to take
a look at the memory map for the 8048/9 (see Fig. 7). The
data memory is arranged as three blocks plus the RAM.
There are two register banks, RO to R7 and RO' to R7'.
These are directly addressable by instruction, but it's first
necessary to select the required register bank (RB) — RBO
for RO to R7, RB1 for RO' to R7'. A further block
comprises an eight-level "stack" which stores return addresses generated by subroutine calls and interrupts. The
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rest of the memory is uncommitted — free for use as a
general-purpose RAM.
The program consists of a list of instructions, stored
sequentially as one or two bytes in program memory,
starting at 0. Instructions from memory are executed in
sequence unless there's a branch instruction (jump, call or
return), or one of three hardware conditions: a low on the
/RST line produces a reset, restarting the program at 0; a
low on the /INT line causes an interrupt, with the program
sent to location three and the previous address stored in
the stack; and finally a timer overflow interrupt tells the
program to go to location seven — the address, where the
program had got to before the interrupt, is stored in the
stack as before.

Other Registers
The 8048 contains a number of other registers to help it
do its work. The most important of these are the accu-,
mulator (A), the carry flag (C), and flags FO and Fl.
These flags are just single bits that can be set or reset by
software operations. Almost all processor instructions
however act on data held in the eight-bit accumulator — to
move it in or out of the microcontroller, perform mathematical functions or just store the data for later.
8-bit Operation
Being an eight-bit machine the 8048's instructions and
data are stored as bytes, or eight binary digits. A convenient way of expressing bytes is to use the hexadecimal or
hex notation. This splits the byte into two four-bit chunks
(known as nibbles) and converts them to the decimal
numbers 0 to 9 plus A, B, C, D, E and F for the
remaining possibilities (16). Thus 01010001 in binary is 51
in hex, which is somewhat easier to handle. As another
example, 11000100B is 0C4H. Note that a zero is placed
in front of the C to indicate that it's a number. The
suffixes B and H signify binary and hexadecimal notation
respectively.
Program Instructions
As mentioned above, for memory efficiency the instructions consist of only one or two bytes. They are represented by letter or mnemonic to make it easier to
construct and write a program. It's a bit like Basic
programming, although each line does far less (it's called
assembly language). There's not sufficient space here to
go through the entire 8048 instruction set, but I'll highlight
the important areas and give a few examples.
(1) Control instructions: These allow the program to
control interrupts, select register banks and control the
internal clock output. Here are some examples:
EN
I
DIS I
ENTO
SEL RBO
SEL RB1

enable interrupt.
disable interrupt.
clock output on TO at one third crystal frequency.
select register bank 0 (i.e. RO to R7).
select register bank 1 (i.e. RO' to
R7').

(2) Data move instructions: These control the movement
of data within the microcontroller. Registers RO to R7 can
be addressed directly but other data memory locations
TELEVISION MARCH 1987
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Fig. 7: Memory maps for a 48 series chip, (a) data
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must be addressed indirectly using the contents of RO or
R1 as the address. Examples:
MOV A,R6
MOV A,@R1
MOV R5,#6

move the contents of R6 (or R6' if
register bank 1 is selected) to the
accumulator.
move the contents of the data store
addressed by R1 to the accumulator.
put the number six into R5.

(3) Timer/counter instructions: These start, stop, read and
write to and from the eight-bit timer. Examples:
MOV T,A
STRT T
STRT CNT
STOP TCNT

move the contents of the accumulator
(A) to the timer (T).
start the timer (internal clock).
start the timer — event count through
the Ti input pin.
stop the timer.

(4) Accumulator instructions: These perform mathematical
and logical functions. Examples:
INC A

increment (add
accumulator.

to the
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add the contents of R3 to the
accumulator.
logic AND the contents of the accumulator with 01H.

ORL BUS,#01H set bit 0 on the BUS, leave the other
bits as before.
read the data at port P1 into the
A,P1
IN
accumulator.

(5) Branch and subroutine instructions: These allow jumps
to any part of the memory, either conditional or otherwise, and calls to subroutines. Examples:

(7) Miscellaneous: There are various other instructions to
do such things as setting flags. There's no HALT instruction — the program is expected to continue to loop.

go to location 100H.
jump if the carry flag is set to address
20H.
jump if input TO is at one.
decrement register R6, and jump to
50H if not zero.
go to address 100H, but put a return
address in the stack.

Not all instructions are allowable. For example it's not
possible to move data directly between registers without
going through the accumulator. What is and isn't allowed
doesn't seem to follow a logical pattern. So prospective
programmers must acquaint themselves with the instruction set more closely. Further details are available in the
data books published by Intel (Microcontroller Handbook) or National Semiconductors (48-series Data Book).

(6) Input/output instructions: Enable data from ports P1,
P2 and BUS to be read into the accumulator. These ports
can also be used as latched outputs. Port BUS can be
driven in a non-latched mode if required. The bits at P1
and P2 are made into inputs by writing a one to them in
the first few lines of the program. Examples:

Writing Programs
It's possible to write very effective programs that are
quite short for the 8048. These can be hand-assembled,
i.e. the bytes corresponding to the mnemonics are looked
up in a table and entered into the program memory. This
is a tedious process for long programs, so a computer can
be used to enter the program in mnemonics and assemble
it. 8048 assemblers are available with the IBM PC (and its
clones) and the BBC microcomputer. The program is put
into the 8048 mask in the factory, or into the 8748
EPROM version using a desk-top programmer (optionally

ADD A,R3
ANL A,#01H

JMP 100H
JC 20H
JTO 30H
DJNZ R6,50H
CALL 100H

P1 has as output the contents of the
accumulator.
ANL P2,#OFEH zero bit 0 at port 2, leave the other
bits as they are.

OUTL P1,A

324
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attached to a computer
Applications

So what can the 8048 actually do with its elaborate
software and hardware? It can simulate blocks of logic by
reading inputs and providing outputs according to Boolean logic. But what it's best at is reading keyboards,
feeding displays and transmitting serial data. This is well
illustrated by the control system shown in Fig. 8. Here a
CCU2000/CCU2030 microcontroller drives a four-digit
multiplexed LED display and scans a keyboard via port
P3. Port P2 selects the display with its lower half and

reads the keyboard output with its upper four bits. An
EEPROM is attached via the IM bus. A remote control
input is handled as well as TV tuning.
In a future article -we'll explore hardware design using
8048s in more detail and include a simple 8748/9 programmer design for home or laboratory use. Software development will be illustrated by going through the program I
used for the IBUS controller in the low-cost teletext
decoder project (December 1986 and January 1987 issues
of Television). From the above, those more concerned
with VCRs should be able to appreciate how
microcomputer/microcontroller chips are used in syscon/
mechacon arrangements.

Faults in CCTV Systems
Part 2
This is the second of three instalments in a series that
looks at some of the more unusual faults encountered in
servicing CCTV systems.
Cabling Problem
A multiple camera system with over thirty cameras had
been installed some years previously in a large shopping
centre. During a spell of cold weather the pictures produced by almost all the cameras deteriorated suddenly
(low level, distorted sync pulses, hum bars and noise).
Maintenance had been taken over from the company that
had carried out the installation, and no site drawings or
circuit diagrams were available.
Most of the cameras and monitors had been checked
during a routine maintenance visit shortly before the fault
developed, so the problem had to be in the cabling. This
extended over three storeys of the centre, on cable trays
that were above a suspended ceiling for part of their
length. Measurements showed that the cable earths were
high-resistance. As a result the signal return path was via
the mains earth, the mismatch causing the poor pictures.
We noticed that the sheaths of the coaxial cables
leaving the control room were of a different colour from
the cables at the cameras, indicating that there were
junctions somewhere along the cable runs. It took some
time to locate them, working along the cable trays from
the control room. When we did we found that the coaxial
cable ends had been terminated with domestic Belling-Lee
plugs and joined with back-to-back barrel connectors.
After a few years in the extremes of temperature found in
the roof void — the heating was turned off at night — the
cable screens had oxidised and the aluminium plugs had
corroded slightly. This caused intermittent contact of the
screens as the connectors expanded and contracted, particularly when they contracted in the cold.
The plugs were cut off and the cables were joined with
crimps wrapped with insulating tape. This eliminated most
of the problems, the few remaining indicating that there
were other cable joints. The problem was in finding them!
Condensation
An external camera was enclosed in a heated, weatherproof housing overlooking a yard at the rear of a shop.
The customer complained that the pictures were poor first
thing in the morning.
An engineer called several times, usually mid-morning,
and checked the camera and its housing. The camera was
working satisfactorily: it was not intermittent, and the
housing's heater was operational. We finally realised from
the customer's comments that the problem was due to
condensation on the housing faceplate.
The system had been installed by a subcontractor who
had connected the mains wiring for the housing's heater
and the camera in parallel, taking a single cable back to a
plug inside the shop. When the shop closed in the evening
the camera was switched off: it was switched back on in
the morning. During the night the housing cooled and
condensation formed on the inside of the housing's front
glass, clearing slowly in the morning when the heater
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came on. Unfortunately it had cleared on each initial visit
by the engineer.
The problem was easily cleared: the mains supplies for
the camera and the heater were separated, a new mains
cable run being installed so that the heater remained on
all the time.
Lack of Termination
The automatic iris control unit used with an external
camera fitted with a low-light tube would close the lens
iris intermittently, reducing the video output level to zero.
The only clue we had was that the fault occurred more
often in cold weather. This was another fault that couldn't
be induced while an engineer was on site: it took several
trips to locate the cause.
The auto-iris unit monitors the camera's video output,
driving a small motor connected to the lens iris in order to
keep the light level applied to the tube, and hence the
level of the output signal, constant despite changes in the
external illumination level.
The auto-iris arrangement is shown in simplified form in
Fig. I. As you can see the camera's video output is routed
through the auto-iris unit before passing to a monitor.
Within the auto-iris unit an amplifier with a high input
impedance to minimise signal loading monitors the signal.
The amplifier's output is rectified and smoothed, the
resulting d.c. signal being applied to one input of a
differential amplifier. A voltage derived from a preset
potentiometer is fed to the differential amplifier's other
input. As a result, the differential amplifier produces an
output that's proportional in amplitude and polarity to the
difference between the d.c. levels at its two inputs. The
amplifier's output drives the motor connected to the lens
iris.
When conditions are steady, the d.c. voltage derived
from the video signal will be the same as the voltage
tapped from the potentiometer and the output provided
by the differential amplifier, and hence the voltage applied to the motor, will be zero. Suppose that the scene
illumination increases. The d.c. voltage derived from the
video signal will increase but the voltage derived from the
potentiometer will stay constant. Thus the voltage across
the amplifier's input terminals will rise. The output voltage in turn rises and the motor starts to rotate. Because of
the mechanical connection between the motor and the iris
the latter will be driven towards the closed position. The
illumination applied to the tube's face thus falls and the
video output level drops. Eventually a state of equilibrium
will be reached and the motor will stop with the iris in a
new position. The opposite sequence occurs when the
scene illumination decreases. The signal output level is set
by the potentiometer, which establishes the equilibrium
conditions.
The problem on site was caused by a constructional
fault in the auto-iris unit. BNC bulkhead sockets were
used for the video input and output signals, the sockets
being fixed to the metal case by means of single nuts, with
the case providing a common earth connection. During
manufacture the case had been painted but the paint had
not been cleaned away from the socket area. As a result
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the same thing. In either case the unit will shut the iris
to compensate for the increased input. When the increase
is due to loss of the terminating resistance, shutting the iris
will not substantially decrease the signal level as the sync
level will also be increased. So the iris will continue to
shut until the lens end stops are reached, when the video
output level will be zero.
The cure was to scrape away the paint. All the other
units of this type on site were modified to prevent future
trouble.
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Fig. 1: The auto-iris arrangement.
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Fig. 2: Kiln camera equipment layout.

Float

A camera used to view the interior of a cement kiln
suddenly failed without warning. The camera was burnt
out and the cable was damaged by overheating.
The camera was mounted in an air and water cooled
housing (see Fig. 2). Air failure could be tolerated, as
most of the cooling is done by the water. If the water
supply stops, the heat from the kiln cooks the camera.
The water flow from the cooling coil in the housing is
monitored by a flow alarm (see Fig. 3). A float inside the
glass tube contains a magnet. As long as the water flow is
high enough the float will be pushed to the top of the
tube, keeping the magnet at a distance from the external
reed switch. If the water flow drops the, float falls and the
magnet operates the reed switch, triggering an alarm in
the control room. When the alarm goes off the housing is
supposed to be removed from the kiln manually to
prevent damage.
The alarm had not gone off when the fault occurred,
though it was known to be working. The first indication
that anything was wrong had been the disappearance of
the picture. By then it was too late: the camera had been
irrepairably damaged. The cause of the problem was that
during a spell of very cold weather the flow alarm had
frozen solid, preventing it from working. It was necessary
to replace the camera and the work that had to be carried
out on the cable made it an expensive repair.

Toughened
glass tube
Centering legs

Magnet
inside float

Water flow

Fig. 3: Water flow alarm system.

the nuts (and their serrated washers) tightened down on
to paint instead of metal. The washers must have just
made contact with the metal when the unit was made, but
after a few years of expansion and contraction following
installation outdoors in an unheated cabinet the earth
connection at one of the sockets would occasionally be
broken, effectively disconnecting the cable terminating
resistor at the monitor end of the cable.
Removal of the termination takes the load off the video
output amplifier in the camera. As a result the output
from the camera jumps up. To the auto-iris unit an
increase in signal level due to an increase in illumination
or an increase due to loss of the terminating resistance is
TELEVISION APRIL 1987

Finding Cable Shorts
The problem was neither picture nor syncs from a
camera in a shop. Connection between the camera and
the power supply was via a twin-axial cable that ran round
the shop near floor level. Twin-axial is like ordinary coax
but has two inner conductors, one taking the d.c. power
supply to the camera and the other bringing the video
back to the monitor. With twin-axial only one cable is
required, but the choice of camera is restricted.
In this installation the d.c. supply for the camera came
from a package regulator on a heatsink. When the
engineer arrived he found that the regulator was running
very hot. The twin-axial cable was disconnected at both
ends and checked with an ohmmeter. This revealed that
there was a short-circuit between the screen and the
power supply core at some point along the cable. The
ohmmeter could measure down to fractions of an ohm,
and by measuring the resistance through the short-circuit
from both ends the distance to, the short along the cable
could be estimated (see Fig. 4). A visual search in the area
revealed nothing, but a more detailed investigation by
running a finger along the cable revealed a staple that had
been driven into the cable and cut off flush with the
sheath. Pulling the staple out cured the fault.
Some tactful questioning revealed that it had not been a
case of deliberate sabotage. An employee stapling in the
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area had accidentally pushed one into the cable. Instead
of telling someone or pulling it out he'd simply cut the
staple off short, turning a minor problem into a major
fault.
VCR Problem
A VCR in a garage installation wouldn't record. The
cameras and VCR were used to record anyone running off
from the pumps without paying. The VCR ran continuously, automatically rewinding when the end of the tape
was reached. Except for the few minutes spent rewinding,
there was a continuous record on the tape of the previous
three hours of activity at the garage. In the event of an
incident the machine was stopped and the tape removed.
To make operation as foolproof as possible the recorder
had a plug in the remote control socket at the rear, wired
so that the machine was permanently in the record mode.
A switch on the plug selected normal operation for testing
or playback.

Rc =

Short-circuit between cores

cable core resistance
c

Rc

Rc

Rc

RI. Resistance between
cores through short-circuit

R2

J
21

dl
Length to s/e
dl = (d2 x RI)/ IRI+ R2)

d
Total cable length

05911

Fig. 4: Using cable resistance measurements to establish
the approximate position of a short-circuit.

The engineer arrived on site to find that the machine
wouldn't record in either switch position, or with the
remote control socket plug removed. It seemed that the
recorder was faulty. Fortunately a spare machine was
available, and when this was connected in place the results
were exactly the same. A disgruntled employee had
removed the safety tabs from all the cassettes on site just
before he left.

TV Fault Finding

Reports from Chris Avis, D. Parsons,
David McAuley, Hugh MacMullen and
Richard Roscoe

Toshiba C2295
There was no colour and a 10k12 resistor connected from
pin 21 of the TA7193 chroma chip IC501 to chassis to
override the colour killer produced unlocked bands of
colour. Adjustment of the subcarrier oscillator "free-run"
preset R552 just made matters worse. All the line
pulses were present and correct, as were the voltages
around IC501, but for some reason the oscillator
frequency was way out. The culprit was C513 in the
oscillator phase control circuit: it claimed to be a full 22nF
but when cross-examined confessed to a mere 2nF of
C.A.
capacitance.

checks in the regulator circuit we finally adopted a more
sensible approach (why does it take so long?) and
powered the set from a variac. With about 200V from the
variac applied to the set the tripping stopped and a clue to
the real fault was revealed — no EW correction. The EW
transformer's windings had shorted across, causing the h.t.
regulator to work harder to supply the extra current.
Hence the misleading h.t. voltage and apparent loss of
regulator control.
C.A.

GEC PIL 20AX Chassis
This set lives in a very cold vicarage and produced a
rolling picture of reduced amplitude when switched on
from cold. The fault would always clear after a few
minutes, and refused to show up in our relatively warm
workshop. We decided to leave the set in the cellar
overnight. This enabled us to instigate the fault, but it
appeared too briefly for any useful checks to be made.
After confining the set to the cellar for a few more nights
we eventually traced the fault to the lOnF field sync pulse
integrating capacitor C351 which had a peculiar fault: a
resistance check showed no leak at room temperature or
when frozen, but a 2-3MS/ leak was present as it warmed
up after freezing, only to revert to normal thereafter. C.A.
Rediffusion Mk. III Chassis
Granada's reluctance to service these sets is now bringing
more of them into our workshop. This one was tripping,
apparently because the h.t. was high at nearly 280V. It
couldn't be adjusted to the correct 270V. After fruitless
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B and 0 3600
Danish blue pictures on this set but nothing to worry Mrs.
Whitehouse, just an open-circuit 1.5Mfl resistor (16R1) in
the blue first anode preset's chassis return path. After a
little grey-scale tweaking the usual B and 0 good quality
picture was obtained, so the set was boxed up, left
running on test and forgotten — until three hours later,
when loud bangs (of the English variety) and tripping,
followed by a deathly silence, reminded us of its presence.
The 9.1nF flyback tuning capacitor 0C1 had fallen in value
to 3nF, and the ensuing high e.h.t. had electrocated the
BU208 line output transistor. Replacements restored the
correct e.h.t., but with no EW raster correction. Replacing the BY299 diode 6D5 in the EW modulator circuit
ended the saga — it had gone short-circuit.
C.A.
Thorn TX10 Chassis
This 26in. set would usually come on normally but go off
after a few seconds, then on and off erratically — or
sometimes it would refuse to start at all. The symptoms
didn't seem to indicate tripping so we checked the
voltages around the chopper control chip IC801. This
TELEVISION APRIL 1987

revealed that the 12V supply from the regulator transistor
TR801 was erratic. The BC547 transistor in this position
had a dubious base-emitter junction and the associated
zener diode D802 had a 2001/ leak. Replacing these items
restored uninterrupted working. Unfortunately the set
was back again two weeks later with "the same fault". I
knew I should have replaced that old focus unit . . . C.A.

10

0471

Winding :I
on LOPT j,

Ferguson TX100 Chassis

R483

A strange fault has occurred recently on one of these sets
(Model 22D2). Customers have complained that when
dusting the face of the tube they notice a slight discharge
through the cleaning cloth. When the set is later switched
on it won't work because the 2.5A mains fuse has blown.
Replace the fuse and the set works normally. The fault
can occur even when the set is switched off but is left on at
the wall socket. We've investigated the cause of this fault
and have found that while dusting a slight arc discharge
jumps from one end of C145 (which is in the degaussing
circuit) to pin 2 of plug PL2 (unswitched mains), then a
heavier arc jumps between pins 1 and 2, shorting out the
2.5A fuse. The remedy is to cut the print between C145
and pin 3 of PL2 and instead connect a piece of insulated
wire between these points inboard of PL2.
D.McA.

1C301,

105941

Fig. 2: Over-voltage protection circuit used in Samsung and
colour portables.

momentarily it would tend to stay shut down — as pure a
case of Sod's Law (where two or more unlikely circumstances are necessary for a fault to occur these
circumstances will always appear in the same set) as we've
come across. A BC184L in position 0601 and a new
battery lead for good measure completely cleared the
problem.
R.R.
Samsung C1330F

Sanyo 12-T280

This monochrome portable would intermittently go dead
with battery operation but was o.k. when run from the
mains supply. The first suspects were naturally the battery
lead, plug and socket. Continuity checks showed that the
connections through the plug and socket on to the PCB
were indeed prone to bad contacts. We also found
however that with a battery connected the set would
sometimes remain dead even though power was getting
through to the board. Clearly something else was wrong.
Fig. 1 shows the regulator circuit, which is conventional
apart from the fact that the driver and error detector
transistors Q702 and Q701 receive their power from the
line output transformer derived boost rail. Thus for
regulation to work properly the line timebase must be
working. Bypass resistor R701 provides about 5-6V at
switch on to enable the line oscillator to get going. Now
because the voltage provided by a battery is lower than
that provided by the mains rectifier (12V instead of about
15V) this start-up voltage is also slightly lower with a
battery than with a mains supply. We discovered that the
line oscillator transistor Q601 was lazy and would sometimes refuse to start up with this lower voltage supply.
This fact, coupled with the bad contact in the battery
input plug and socket, meant that if the set shut down
R701

14-7V (mains)

10.5V

16 17V. Boost vol age from LOPT

Fig. 1: Regulator circuit used in the Sanyo Model 12-T280.
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One of these little 14in. colour portables caused us a
couple of headaches recently. For starters we had no
colour, and for afters the set would go dead after a couple
of hours. We first tried swapping over the plug-in decoder
module with one from a working set. This still left us with
no colour so we next had a look at the composite video
waveform. This showed a complete lack of colour information and no burst. Even at pin 12 (video output) of
the TA7611AP i.f. chip IC101 there was no measurable
burst. Now we knew that the fault had to be somewhere
around the i.f. chip, and that the tuner, SAW filter and
the chip itself would be most unlikely to cause these
symptoms, so it became a matter of substituting likely
culprits with their opposite numbers from the working set.
The trouble turned out to be due to the vision
demodulator coil T171, probably because of an opencircuit capacitor in the can. We've had troubles in the past
with the vision demodulator coil in Toshiba portables, so
we had a look through our Toshiba files. Sure enough the
Samsung C1330F turned out to be the Toshiba C1480B
with some differences in detail. Even the component
numbering followed the Toshiba pattern.
Having discovered this we were in a much better
position to deal with the second, fault, the set going dead
after a couple of hours. This is also a typical Toshiba fault,
caused by incorrect operation of the fail-safe circuit (see
Fig. 2). Rectifier D471, which is fed from a winding on the
line output transformer, produces across its reservoir
capacitor C471 a voltage proportional to the e.h.t. R476
feeds zener diode D472 to provide a stable voltage at the
base of transistor Q471, whose emitter is connected to the
potential divider network R471/2/314. Under normal conditions the voltage at the emitter of Q471 is below that at
its base so it remains off and the voltage at pin 3 of the
TA7609P timebase generator chip is low. If, due to a
fault, the e.h.t. rises Q471's emitter voltage will also rise
but its base voltage will remain the same. It will thus
switch on and the voltage at pin 3 of IC301 will rise. This
shuts down the line drive and the set switches off. The
usual cause of trouble is D472 going leaky, thus pulling
Q471's base voltage down and turning it on regardless.
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This turned out to be the case with our troublesome
C1330F as well.
R.R.
Ferguson TX90 Chassis
A peculiar fault I had recently on one of these sets was
rapid field roll with sound buzz. This was eventually
traced to C131 (220nF) which is connected between pin 28
of the TDA4500 chip and chassis. When tested with a
meter it charged normally, but fitting a replacement
cleared the fault. Putting the old one back restored the
symptoms. I can only assume that the capacitor was going
open-circuit when the set was powered.
D.P.
Philips G11 Chassis
Hum on sound after a while was caused by a mechanically
loose terminal on the TDA1412 12V stabiliser chip. The
problem with another of these sets was a ragged picture
and line dribble due to severe nicotine contamination on
plug 2F between the timebase and line scan panels.
H.MacM.
Philips G8 Chassis
We've had several of these sets in recently. The fault with
the first was reported as no colour after a quarter of an
hour. All the usual waveforms and voltages were checked
without success and we eventually found that the ident

coil L7205 was just off tune. A tweak did the trick. Not a
common one on this so common set.
The second set had the usual no sound or raster with
the degaussing hum present. The line output transistors
were o.k. so, in accordance with everyday practice, we
changed the line output transformer. The first check I
make is always with the ever faithful variac. This established that the set wouldn't take more than 150V a.c. from
the mains supply: after that the 800mA fuse on the line
scan panel blew. Picture and sound, though poor, were
present with an input of 150V a.c. The cause of the
problem was traced to a patch similar to a slug eating
paper on the insulating pad for the line output transistors.
As a result the hot collector was going to chassis at more
than 150V. Similar to the G11 problem reported in the
August 1986 issue.
The last one was a silly. The set was blowing 3.15A
mains fuses violently. No, it wasn't what you are all
saying. The heater transformer had been put in the wrong
way round.
H.MacM.
ITT CVC30 Chassis
A solution to the usual field oscillator and linearity faults
with this chassis is to connect a good soldered link from
point W1 on the vertical timebase board to the earth print
on the main panel. Too much is expected of this connection with a panel that flops around.
H.MacM.

Faults in CCTV Systems
Peter Graves

Part 3
This is the concluding instalment in a three-part series that
deals with some of the less common faults you might find
with closed-circuit TV systems.

Flats' Surveillance System
Two cameras were installed at a block of flats, one in a
weatherproof housing to look at the door entry panel with
the bell buttons and entry phone for each flat, the other
inside to look at the lift area. The video signals from the
cameras were fed to modulators feeding the communal
aerial distribution system. The residents could tune in to
either picture on their domestic sets to see who was calling
them from the door or to look for trouble taking place in
the lift area. Both cameras were reported to be faulty,
with no picture from either of them.
The engineer looked at the outside camera first. It had
a separate power supply which was installed in a cupboard
on the third floor: this power supply was connected to the
rest of the camera in the external housing via a multicore
cable. When the cupboard door was opened it was found
that the power supply had been switched off. Switching it
on produced a satisfactory picture on a local monitor. The
camera in the lift lobby was self-contained, so the engineer went downstairs to look at it. This was an even
easier "fault" to find — the camera had been stolen!

Misleading Voltage
The report on an unfamiliar, low-voltage camera was
that it, produced "no picture". When the engineer arrived
on site he found that the monitor was showing a blank,
unlocked raster. The camera cable — a thin multicore
containing two coaxial links, one for video and one for
sound, plus two cores for power — plugged into the rear of
the monitor. As a first step the cable connector's shell was
removed: 12V d.c. was measured across the power pins at
the monitor end.
The camera was mounted some distance away. When it
was removed from its housing the 12V supply at the end
of the cable was found to be missing. The continuity of the
vision coaxial link was checked by measuring the resistance across it. This was about 8511, i.e. the 7511 terminating resistor in the monitor plus the resistance of the cable
in series with it. So it seemed that the cable hadn't been
cut. The screens of the coaxial links and the power
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common lead were found to be joined together at both
ends of the cable.
From the engineer's point of view the system appeared
to be as shown in Fig. 1, with the fault an open-circuit
power lead. It was impractical to replace the whole cable:
it was inspected visually as far as possible but no damage
was found. The engineer decided to remove the unused
audio lead from the existing pins and connect the inner
core and the screen together at the power pin to replace
the "broken" power lead. Fortunately he measured
between the power supply and the common lead at the
monitor end before switching the system on again. There
was now a short-circuit between the power and common
leads even though both ends of the cable were still
disconnected. This short-circuit was of such a low resistance that it had to be near the monitor end of the cable.
The cable was carefully followed back. A few feet
away, concealed behind some other equipment, the engineer found an auxiliary power supply which was in line
with the camera cable. Fig. 2 shows the actual arrangement. This auxiliary power unit supplied the camera, the
12V at the monitor plug being a red herring — it didn't go
anywhere. Only the video coaxial cable was being used
between the monitor and the power supply, the rest of the
cores being redundant. The screens of the video and audio
coaxial links were commoned within the auxiliary power
supply.
The engineer found to his horror that the auxiliary
power supply had been switched off, which completely
explained the original fault. The sound links were
reconnected to their original pins and when the auxiliary
supply was switched on the picture was immediately
restored. Three hours had been spent looking for a
"fault" caused by someone accidentally switching the
auxiliary power supply off. It shows how easily one can be
misled when details of the installation are not available.

Furnace Installation
Each furnace in a coal-fired power station was split into
two sections vertically. Each half had a furnace-viewing
camera, in an air-and-water cooled housing, to look at the
burners on the opposite wall. The cameras were of the
separate head type, i.e. the camera head contained the
lens, scan coils, head amplifier and part of the scan circuit,
the rest of the camera circuitry being rack-mounted under
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Fig. 3: The modified monitor

the control room and connected to the camera heads by a
multiway cable. The video outputs from the rack were fed
to monitors in the control room.
During an early stage of a new maintenance contract an
engineer was checking at the rack with a test monitor that
could be connected to any of the video output leads by a
selector switch. All pictures from the furnaces were
satisfactory at the rack, but on walking upstairs to the
control room he found that there were no pictures on
either of the monitors for one furnace, just blank, locked
rasters. It was unlikely that both cameras or both monitors
had simultaneously failed in the same way but instead of
keeping quiet and going back to check at the rack the
engineer offered to see if he could "get some pictures on
those monitors". This was greeted with howls of laughter
from the control room operators and comments like "let
us know if you find any". The furnace had been shut
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down in the few minutes it had taken him to walk from
one floor to the next.

A 9in. monitor was supplied, fitted with a two-way
switcher for use with two cameras that plugged into the
rear panel sockets and took their power from the monitor's d.c. rail. Multiway cables containing coaxial and
power leads connected the cameras to the monitor. Two
of the positions of a three-position toggle switch on the
monitor's front panel selected the output from camera A
or camera B all the time. In the third position ("auto")
the two pictures were displayed alternately at a rate that
could be varied. Switching was carried out by an analogue
switch i.c. driven by some simple logic selected by the
front panel switch. The logic was driven by a variablefrequency oscillator whose output was set by a potentiometer accessible through the front panel.
After delivery the monitor was modified to include a
VCR in the system. The arrangement adopted is shown in
Fig. 3. The lead between the switching circuit and the rest
of the monitor circuitry was broken and taken to and from
the VCR via two u.h.f. connectors on the monitor's back
panel. With the VCR in the record or standby mode the
signal from its input socket passed via internal amplifiers
to its output socket. When playback was selected the tape
playback signal appeared at the output socket to provide
the display on the monitor. Thus no extra switching was
required in the monitor, the VCR's controls automatically
selecting the correct circuit arrangement.
The cameras, monitor and VCR were connected together — but the system didn't work. The monitor displayed just a blank, unlocked raster in all VCR switch
positions. The problem caused some consternation. If the
VCR's sockets were linked across the monitor would
work with the cameras. The VCR was checked in both
record and playback with a separate camera and monitor:
no problems were found in either the record, standby or
playback modes. The video cables between the monitor
and the VCR were also tested.
The problem was caused by a combination of circumstances. Since the monitor was designed for the
cheaper end of the market the switcher circuit was simple
and had no buffer amplifier at its output. Normally this
didn't matter because the input impedance of the following monitor circuitry was high enough not to load thea
switcher output. When the VCR was linked to the
switcher the 7552 terminating resistor at its input and the
"on" resistance of the analogue switcher (typically
between 8011 and 300.12 depending on the type used and
its operating voltage) formed a potential divider that
drastically reduced the signal level at the output of the
switcher.
Within the VCR the input signal was monitored by a
circuit which cut off the output if the input level was too
low. The potential divider effect reduced the signal level
below this circuit's threshold — as far as the VCR was
concerned it had no input. No input meant no output.
As the equipment was needed urgently the terminating
resistor at the VCR's input was disconnected. This was
not a very satisfactory solution as the VCR was rendered
non-standard and would have to be restored to normal in
the event of it being sent away for repair, but since the
leads to the VCR were only about a metre long the slight
mismatch could be tolerated. In later installations of this
type a simple buffer amplifier was fitted within the
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monitor, between the switcher output and the input to the
VCR.

Low-light Camera
Many underwater cameras use a SIT (silicon intensifier
target) low-light tube. Use of a sensitive camera means
that little additional lighting, which may be difficult to
provide underwater, is needed. In addition the problem of
light back-scatter into the camera from debris floating in
the water is minimised. A customer of a company that
made underwater cameras rang up insisting that an engineer be sent out to a site to fix a camera "because it was
not sensitive enough".
The camera was on a gas rig in the North Sea and the
engineer was flown out, on an urgent basis, with his test
equipment and spares. On arrival he found that the
"faulty" camera worked as well as the new spare he had
taken with him. When this was pointed out to the
customer he shut the camera in a completely dark room
and demanded to know why he couldn't see anything. It
took some time to explain the difference between a "lowlight camera" and a "no-light camera"! The non-technical
customer had been casually told something like "these
cameras can see in the dark" by the salesman. The phrase
had been taken literally and the customer's diving crew

TV Fault Finding
Panasonic TC2205 (U2 Chassis)
The picture was bright and looked as though the line hold
control was off frequency. The 195V supply smoothing
capacitor C856 (10µF) was found to be open
R.T.R.
circuit.
Sanyo 80P Chassis
This set would take a long time to come on and the startup was intermittent when the set was hot. C312 (10µF)
which develops the supply for the error detector transistor
was found to be almost open-circuit. It's also worth
checking the chopper transistor's base bias/start-up resistor R302 (470k0) and for a dry-joint at the collector of
the chopper transistor (Q304) on these sets.
The problem with another of these sets (Model
CTP7132) was no/poor line sync: the line hold had to be
adjusted when changing channels. The sync separator and
line oscillator are in IC401 (LA7800) which, being a plugin i.c., is easy to check by substitution. On this occasion
the chip was o.k. A check at pin 16 revealed that the line
feedback signal was missing due to a collector-base short
R.T.R.
in Q421 (2SC536).
NordMende F118 Chassis
A puzzling problem we've had recently with some of these
sets has been very intermittent failure of either the BU806
chopper transistor or the BU508 line output transistor.
Replace the offending component and the set will work
again for anything from a few days to a few months before
the transistor fails again.
The problem is due to the preset adjuster PPO1 in the
power supply. The suspect type is square-shaped and what
happens is that intermittent wiper contact allows the 124V
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were trying to use the camera, without additional lighting,
to inspect the sea bed under a rig on a November evening.
Strapping a diving torch to the camera enabled reasonable pictures to be obtained, getting both the customer
and the camera supplier off the hook.

In Conclusion
The faults that have been described in these articles are
all based on practical experience. Some general lessons
can be drawn from them.
First, reliability starts at the system design and specification stage: it's a false economy to cut corners, particularly
with respect to cables and connectors. Quality pays.
Secondly, those who design and install CCTV systems
should be aware of the fact that their systems will require
servicing at some stage — far too many are designed and
installed by people who've never had to do field servicing.
External cameras in particular call for a means of access
and a local power supply should be available for test
equipment.
Thirdly, detailed documentation which is kept up-todate is vital in all but the simplest installations.
Finally, you can't plan for everything. Surprises will
always occur. If everything worked perfectly most of us
would be out of a job.
Reports from R.T. Rees, Les Grogan
Christopher Holland, Martin Pomeroy,
Steve Leatherbarrow, Roger Burchett,
Michael Dranfield and Philip Blundell,
Eng. Tech.
line to rise sharply. Note also that if the line output
transistor fails it will take with it the feed resistor RP14.
This is shown on the circuit diagram as R39, which means
0.39n not 3952. Fit the latter value by mistake and it will
C.H.
go up in smoke at switch-on.

Samsung 0338
Several of these l4in colour sets have been returned to us
recently in the "set dead" condition, the cause being an
open-circuit mains fuse. Failure is due to the current
drawn by the degaussing circuit at switch-on being more
than the 800mA fuse can cope with. The factory approved
answer is to use a 1A anti-surge fuse as a
C.H.
replacement.
Sony KV1810
Sporadic failure of the line driver transistor Q509 can be
due to C538 (an 0.47µF electrolytic) going low in value. I
suspect that this can also contribute to failure of the line
output gate-controlled switch (Q510) and always replace it
M.P.
as a matter of course, using a polyester type.
Philips KT3 Chassis
It was all 4s and 7s with this set due to that nice 4.712
resistor R291 in the power supply. No sound was traced to
R413 (4.711) in the feed to the sound panel being opencircuit.
Another of these sets had an unusual fault. Everything
was fine at switch-on, but as the set warmed up bending of
the verticals developed at the top of the picture. The
effect was similar to the bending that occurs on some sets
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that are not video compatible when playing VHS tapes.
As the set continued to warm up however the bending got
worse and moved down the screen to the half-way point.
A replacement sync panel was tried as a check (easy!) but
failed to cure the problem. Some discolouration of the
print was then noticed around D567 (BY228) in the EW
diode modulator circuit. The diode was swapped over
with one from a donor set. Hey presto!, the fault swapped
S.L.
with it.

Grundig CUC41KT Chassis
The sync gradually drifted off. It proved to be an elusive
fault which was eventually traced to C738 (0.22µF) on the
sync/line oscillator panel.
A case of tripping at switch on, with the set eventually
settling down, was cured by replacing C662 (470µ,F) in the
power supply - it was found to be completely open-circuit.
S.L.
Philips KT4 Chassis
We've had quite a few of these nice sets in with the dead
or more usually intermittently dead symptom. The cause
has in every case been dry-joints around the line output
S.L.
transformer connections.
Rediffusion Mk. IV Chassis
The power supply gave a very low output and very rarely
worked normally. If the set was left on for any time while
testing the chopper transistor would be ruined. We found
that the chopper driver transistor 4TR2 had a reverse
S.L.
base-emitter leak (several hundred Ms).
Ferguson TX100 Chassis
The symptom with this set was line tearing which varied
with the settings of the brightness and contrast controls.
The cause of the trouble was traced to R143 in the feed to
the line driver transistor - it had increased in value from
L.G.
1511 to 25011
Panasonic TX2284 (U3W Chassis)
EW distortion in this set was due to the EW diode
modulator driver transistor Q753 being open-circuit baseto-collector. Note that this transistor is mounted on the
L.G.
same heatsink as the field output transistors.
Decca/Tatung 140/150 Chassis
The picture was very dark even with the contrast and
brightness controls turned up fully. Q205 on the tube base
was found to be open-circuit. This transistor forms part of
a circuit that's used to hold the emitters of the lower
transistors in the RGB output stages at a constant 2.6V
L.G.
and also provides beam limiting.
Panasonic TC2203 (U1 Chassis)
The symptom was sound but no picture, though the e.h.t.
was present. A check at the collectors of the RGB output
transistors revealed that these were all at about 175V and
thus cut-off. Moving back to the TDA2530 matrixing/
drive chip IC301 we discovered that the supply pin (9) was
high at 15V. This took us to the 12V regulator transistor
which was o.k., the trouble being due to one of the
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associated series-connected 6V zener diodes which was
open-circuit. Replacing this restored the correct 12V
M.D.
supply and a good picture.

Thorn 9000 Chassis
The problem with this set was a short across the 1.t. rail.
The relevant fuse (F4, 1.6A) had blown. It was necessary
to lift components one by one to find the short, which was
eventually traced to C171 (6.8µ,F) on the signals panel.
This is a small, red tantalum looking capacitor and has
since been found to be the cause of the same fault in sets
fitted with the 8500-8800 series chassis - the signals panels
are very similar.
Another 9000 displayed a good picture apart from the
fact that the whole screen was covered with large coloured
dots. The cause of this was traced to internal arcing in the
M.D.
focus control.
Panasonic TC2213 (U3W Chassis)
This set incorporates automatic channel search and the
trouble was with the tuning action. The sweep would start
when the auto button was pressed but it wouldn't stop at
any of the channels. Extensive checks were carried out on
the control panel but nothing amiss could be found. So
the set was put aside to await the arrival of another one.
Panel swapping when a second set came along revealed
that the fault was in the main chassis. We then found that
gross mistuning of the a.f.c. detector coil L151 would stop
the sweep on channel. Replacing the AN5132 vision i.f.
chip IC101 made no difference but a new coil cured the
fault. Presumably the internal tuning capacitor had gone
M.D.
open-circuit.
Rediffusion Mk. 1 and Ill Chassis
Ex-Rediffusion sets dumped by Granada continue to pour
in. One Mk. I colour set confused me though the fault was
simple. The mains fuse had blown and replacing it
produced the sound but no raster symptom, with the
PY500A glowing. There was no thermal trip action. After
checking the boost capacitor and the valves I disconnected
the tripler which turned out to be faulty. This is the first
time I've encountered tripler failure in the Mk. I chassis.
The thermal trip senses the line output valve's cathode
current so it didn't react. This is something of a design
fault, but considering the age of these sets they are very
reliable. Personally I think Granada were mad to close
down the Rediffusion setmaking operation.
A few days later I encountered my first faulty tripler in
a Mk. III chassis. Although it was a number of years old
this set had hardly been used, so presumably damp played
R.B.
a part here.
Network NW1210
Very poor/non-existent field sync was traced to the sync
separator transistor's bias resistor R409 (1.2MSI) going
high in value.
R.B.
Finlux 1000 Series
The symptom with this set was no picture - just a plain
raster. As usual with a TDA3562A decoder chip I started
by making d.c. checks around the auto black level
feedback loop, where transistor Tb1 turned out to be
short-circuit between its base and emitter.
P.B.
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TV Fault Finding

Reports from Mick Dutton, Richard Roscoe,
Philip Blundell, Eng. Tech., D. Parsons,
Michael Dranfield, Philip H. Ireland and
Roger Burchett

Philips G11 Chassis
We had a case recently of intermittent failure of the
TDA2600 field timebase chip. We replaced the i.c. holder
and swapped the panel over to a known good set. After a
few hours the chip again failed. We then found that
C2099, C2100 (both 1,000AF) and C2097 (680AF) were all
leaky — C2099 was particularly bad. The chip didn't fail
once we'd replaced these electrolytics.
Another capacitor that's worth checking when servicing
these sets is the 37V supply reservoir capacitor C3144
(220AF). It's on the line output panel and also has a
tendency to leak.
As soon as we'd sorted out the TDA2600 problem
another unusual fault came our may. When switched on
the set would run up for a few seconds then shut down.
We discovered that the cause of the fault was on the
power supply panel — by swapping it over with one from
another set. Finding the component responsible for the
fault took rather longer. The 7.5V zener diode D4001
turned out to be leaky. This was causing the inhibit
monostable to operate and shut down the power
supply.
M.Du.
Triumph 8211
The customer complained that the picture on this little
portable had gone very dark. The cause was simply no
first anode voltage at the tube base. Tracing the source
back to the main panel we found that the print land where
the relevant rectifier's cathode is soldered is very close to
the earth line. The panel had tracked over and it was
necessary to cut away the board and replace the safety
resistor to restore a good picture.
M.Du.
Philips K40 Chassis with Teletext
This new set gave a beautiful picture when we delivered it
to the customer's house. Until we'd nearly finished our
cup of tea that is. There was then a crack and the picture
went very dull. The tube had flashed over and now the
contrast control didn't work. We were a long way from
base so we decided to try following the wiring back from
the contrast control to see whether anything obvious could
be found. Our luck was in when we discovered that
Tr7116 (BC558B) on the teletext interface panel was
short-circuit base-to-emitter.
M.Du.
Mitsubishi CP142
This set suffered from field jitter and intermittent field roll
as it warmed up, but no amount of heat or freezer would
induce the fault. Replacing the field oscillator transistors
Q431 and Q432 (type 2SC711A) provided a cure. M.Du.
Luxor B2 Chassis
This set had suffered during a severe lightning storm. The
chopper transistor TNO3 was short-circuit all round, also
the line output transistor TH02, while resistor RE05 in the
electronic trip circuit was burnt. We replaced all these
items and the chopper transistor's control thyristor TNO2
(BRY55) for good measure. When we switched on the
fuse blew instantly and we were left with another short526

circuit chopper transistor. To cut a long story short, a
phone call to Luxor produced the information that TNO2
has to be a BRY55L, not just a BRY55. Fitting the correct
device cured the problem.
M.Du.
Thorn 9000 Chassis
This set had teletext lines showing over the top three
inches of the picture. An easy one this — C410 (100µF)
which smooths the field timebase d.c. feedback was opencircuit.
M.Du.
Finlux 1000 Series
Line output transformer failure isn't a common occurrence with these sets but if you do encounter one the
effect is rather baffling. When the set is switched on it
works for a split second then goes off, the channel display
showing gibberish. This could set you looking around the
microcomputer chip Ict2, but if you scope its supply pin 40
you will see it dip momentarily as the power supply shuts
down due to the overload. If fitting a dummy load instead
of the line output transistor gets the display working
correctly it's a fair bet that the transformer is dud.
If the set switches itself intermittently to standby — or
even no picture, just a plain white raster — replace diode
Dal (1N4007) on the vision i.f. board. It's in the 12V
supply.
P.B.
Degaussing Thermistors
Whatever the make of set, if the mains fuse has blown and
you can't find any short-circuits in the power supply
suspect the degaussing thermistor. This applies to the
Mullard and Siemens types, especially if the set if of
recent manufacture.
P.R.
Hitachi CNP192
This set suffered from intermittent loss of colour — it
would sometimes run for hours without the fault putting
in an appearance. The colour eventually went off altogether and we were able to make some tests. The culprit
turned out to be the a.c.c. amplifier transistor TR25
(2SA673) on the signals panel. An AF124 transistor
proved to be a suitable replacement.
M.D.
GEC C2110 Series
Here's a handy tip when dealing with one of these sets
with the no colour symptom. Look just above the aerial
socket, on the luminance/chroma panel, to see whether
the slider has fallen off the set burst symmetry control
P203.
M.D.
GEC 20AX/PIL Chassis Mk. II
We've had lots of these sets in, all with the same fault.
The symptom is a blank white raster with flyback lines. In
all cases the fault lay in the bias network 'for the complementary-symmetry RGB output stages: the 3.3V zener.
diode D212 was leaky and its associated 82k11 resistor
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R281 was open-circuit. Another of these sets had no blue
due to the blue cut-off potentiometer P209 having a faulty
track.
M.D.
Teletext Faults

After three years without any teletext faults we've had a
large number of problems in a variety of sets during the
past few months. Although the symptoms have varied, the
cause of the fault has in every case except one been the
SAA5030 video input processor chip. Basic symptoms
have been as follows: good text but no picture sync; text
number "100" displayed with or without sync; text errors
— may be intermittent or confined to the weakest channels; failure to switch to text. The odd man out was
garbled characters due to a duff SAA5040B text acquisition chip.
P.H.I.
Ferguson TX90 Chassis

We had an interesting fault on one of these sets recently —
loss of field sync and no sound. A voltage check at pin 5
of IC102 (TDA4500) produced a reading of 0.5V instead
of 1.4V. The amplitude of the waveform at this pin was
also low. It turned out that one of the parallel resistors in
series with this pin, R241 (33kfl), had gone open-circuit.
A new resistor restored normal operation.
D.P.

TS305 and the associated components act as an excess
current trip, shutting the regulator down in the event of
excess current flowing via R310. The reference voltage at
the emitter of the error detector transistor TS315 is
provided by zener diode D310, which is biased by R307/
R306.
The normal cause of low h.t. output is R306 going high
in value. Since it and R307 are directly across 300V they
do work pretty hard. In this particular set R306 was found
to have risen in value to about 451d1 when checked out of
circuit. It's also worth checking the value of R307. When
this resistor goes high in value the regulation isn't affected
but D310 and D311 carry a higher current than they
should and may well fail as a result.
R.R.
Panasonic TC2205 (U2 Chassis)

The problem with this set was that the sound level was
affected by operation of the contrast control! The higher
the setting the more the sound level would fluctuate. Only
with a dim picture would the sound stay steady. I also
noticed that there was some line tearing at high contrast
settings. The power supply was the first suspect. It's a
chopper circuit and although the output voltage was
correct the 160V line had a high ripple content. The
smoothing capacitor C857 (47µF) had a badly corroded
pin which had parted company with the interior.
R.R.

Philips E2 Chassis

This was a case of a most unusual symptom caused by a
very common fault. A Pye monochrome set, Model T182,
fitted with the Philips E2 chassis came in with the
following incredible complaint. Sometimes the sound
would become distorted, but if you turned down the
brightness control (yes!) the distortion would disappear. I
switched on and confirmed that this was indeed the case,
but I also noticed that the width was slightly down and
that there was a marked hum ripple moving up the
picture. The customer hadn't mentioned these points, but
it did mean that the cause of all the problems lay in the
power supply. Sure enough the regulated 217V output
was well down, and as the brightness control was moved
up and down the h.t. voltage followed it. I didn't confirm
this with the meter, but presumably the line output stage
derived 30V line that powers the sound output chip was
also affected. This would account for the peculiar
symptoms.
The series regulator circuit used in these sets is shown in
Fig. 1. It's unusual in that the regulator transistor TS310 is
in series on the negative instead of the positive side of the
supply. The operation is otherwise quite straightforward.

Decca 30 Series Chassis

A fault I've not seen mentioned before, though it has
become a stock one on these older sets, is the tendency
for R430 (391(11) to go gradually high in value. This
resistor is the integrator in the feedback network between
the line output transformer and the flywheel line sync
discriminator circuit. The symptom is that after setting the
line speed and removing the short (TP400 to TP401) the
line timebase either takes a long time to lock after
changing channels or it doesn't lock at all. The moral
would seem to be to change R430 on sight in cases of poor
line lock.
R.B.
Teleton CPL142

Poor field sync, lockable if the picture was overscanned,
was traced to diode X302 (1S2473) being leaky. This
allowed the line pulses to reach the field predriver transistor TR302. Fault-finding was made difficult by the poor
quality circuit diagram: perhaps this is why the wellknown multiple that sold it couldn't be bothered to cure
the fault — they turned up the height and returned the set
to the customer.
R.B.
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Fig. 1: Series regulator circuit used in the Philips E2 monochrome TV chassis.
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For a long time the only things these sets have needed isw
replacement of the 1fZ resistor 5R8 in the line output
transistor's base circuit and the dreaded 9100 resistor
4R16 in the 12V regulator circuit — plus the occasional
tripler replacement and routine inspection of the plugs
and sockets. Age tells on us all however and those in my
patch are beginning to deviate from the norm.
The first line driver transistor failure (open-circuit baseto-emitter) was quickly followed by the first defective
tuning voltage regulator. The latter was actually in a T26
which had the tuning flap held on by blue tack {to operate
the a.f.c.) and was used with a Toshiba VCR. The. a.f.c.
systems in the two pieces of equipment tended to pull
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against each other and the owner couldn't tune the VCR
satisfactorily. I must admit that it was a sensitive pair to
set up, even after the faulty stabiliser had been
replaced.
R.B.
Thorn 9800 Chassis

Another first for us — one of these sets required a new line
output transformer, entirely due to nicotine. The fault was
reported as a "faulty on/off switch". In fact the set would
start, the e.h.t. would build up, crackovers would occur at

the e.h.t. connector and from the body of the line output
transformer where the lead pushes into the socket, then
the set would trip. Copious applications of methylated
spirits to the line output panel and a new transformer and
e.h.t. lead restored the set to health. I also washed the
back in soapy water and cleaned the rest of the set inside
and out as well as possible. The customer's reaction to the
invoice? "Steep isn't it?" Note that there was no damage
to any of the semiconductor devices. Remember the
slogan "Fine sets these Ferguson"? But that was before
my time!

Recent Philips CTV Chassis
Harold Peters

Looking back through past issues reveals a wealth of
information about the Philips G11 chassis and its reliable
successor the KT3/K30 range but little about the chassis
that followed them. Time then to take a brief look at the
System 4, CTX, CFI, 2A and 2B chassis. We'll start by
outlining the way in which these chassis evolved.
Evolution

Philips chassis both designed and manufactured in the
UK have the prefix G. There was the popular G8, then
the G9 110° version. These were followed by the outstanding UK swan-song, the G11, whose modular construction
pleased renters and owners alike.
At the same time the continental side of Philips was
designing and manufacturing its own chassis which were
prefixed K (for Kleuren), namely the K9, K12, KT2
portable and the multi-standard KM2 and KM4 for
France and its border countries. These sets have a twopanel chdssis: the large upright panel on the left is called
the small-signal panel, and the smaller one on the right
the large-signal panel, large and small relating to the size
of the signals rather than the panels.
To stay competitive design became centred on
Eindhoven, whose first Eurochassis was the KT3/K30
series. This is of modular construction, with all the easy
faults (it seemed) on the plug-in boards and the sticky
ones on the mother board which, with the same Teutonic
logic that transposed the large and small panels in the
previous chassis, was called the monocarrier (it being a
colour chassis). The modular construction enabled national variations, indicated by the suffix, to be carried out
— /05 for the UK system I, /00 for the European B/G
standard and so forth. What couldn't be agreed upon was
a common remote control system: there was Song, Long,
Long F8, Telco and RC4. Because none of these could
handle teletext, and they didn't want to use the Croydon
codes working so successfully with the Gil chassis, they
brought forward RC5 which, in its many forms, is with us
to this day.
It takes about three years from the instant when the set
designer leaps out of his bath exclaiming "I've got it" till
you can buy his brainchild in the shops.. Thus while the
KT3/K30 range was doing great business the length and
breadth of Europe the boffins were well into its successor,
the KT4/K40 (System 4) series chassis, which were considered to be the chassis for all present and future needs of all
nations. The format reverted to the small- and large-signal
panel arrangement, with a built-in PAL decoder on the
small-signal panel. Other colour systems were catered for
by means of a plug-in board that turned the other systems
into quasi-PAL for processing on the mother board.
The large-signal panel had variations to cater for 90°,
110° and FS (FSQ) tubes. Teletext, now common on most
European PAL systems, plugged into the SSP (smallsignal panel) while stereo and hi-fi audio boards clipped
around the cabinet sides. The basic sound board was
confined to intercarrier sound detection and a series of
switching i.c.s to route the sound as directed by the user
handset command etc. The power supplies — isolated,
non-isolated, etc. --were laid out on the cabinet floor.
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Something as versatile as this took longer to bring into
production than originally planned, especially by the time
that all the pet rules and regulations of its intended
markets had been taken into account. So System 4 rather
missed its target. The gap was filled by an improved
version of the K30, called the K35, which held pride of
place for a couple of years.
During this time the rest of the television industry had
moved to single-panel chassis — the Thorn TX9/10 for
example. As a result when System 4 was released it was
confined to upmarket sets (remotes, teletext, stereo sound
etc.). Basic 22 and 26in. models continued to use the K35
chassis while smaller ones — 20in. and below — were fitted
with a flat, single-panel chassis called the CI X, which
we'll return to shortly.
System 4 was confined to the upmarket ranges for the
whole of its comparatively short lifetime. Its cramped
layout and involved service manuals didn't endear it to the
trade, and once the basic 22 and 26in. models had gone
directly from the K35 chassis to a new chassis, the 2A
(which bore a resemblance to the CTX), and once it
became possible to add remote control and teletext to
these flat chassis, the only sets left using the System 4
arrangement were the Matchline modular models.
Video/audio In/out

Something else happened during the transitional period. France and Germany made it mandatory to incorporate a SCART Euroconnector, or a similar video/audio
feed arrangement, and for convenience the other coun* Deep chassis release clips

*Chassis release c ips
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Fig. 1: Quick chassis guide. (a) System 4, K40 version. (b)
System 4, KT4 version. (c) CTX chassis, E version. The S
version has the larger ELC2003 tuner. (d) The CF1 chassis.
(e) The 2N26 chassis. Note the divided main heatsink: the
rear, section and the chassis corner alongside are live. (f).
The CP90 chassis.
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ies adopted the same standard. This meant that the TV
,t's chassis could no longer be live but had to be isolated
.om the mains supply. Philips solved this problem with
ieir SOPS — a self-oscillating chopper power supply.
regulation feedback from the isolated secondary side of
ie circuit to the hot primary side is via an opto-isolator.
OPS was first fitted to later versions of the System 4
lassis and was then used in the flat 2A chassis — also in
CF1 chassis, an interim small-set flat chassis designed
5 a successor to the CTX. This multitude of chassis is a
it confusing: we'll go back to the System 4 and follow the
ory from there.

;ystem 4 Chassis
When you first get it, the System 4 service manual
ames as a large loose-leaf binder that looks almost
mpty. If you've religiously kept yours up-to-date you
could have at least two of these binders bursting at the
:tams. The electronics part of the manual is sectionalised
y dividers that bear Roman numerals (which annoy me
ersonaily), each section dealing with one aspect of the
lectronics. For updating there come supplements on
emand, stapled to a yellow contents sheet which inicates whether you have to add or replace the sheet in
uestion. The yellow contents sheets themselves are suposed to be filed as a check in case you missed one.
There are separate service manuals for the various
todels. These are no more than flimsy "contents sheets".
ach contains a block diagram, showing the various
ectronic bricks which go to make up the set, and the
lug and socket numbers of the interconnectors. Parts
riique to the particular model, such as cabinet mouldings,
nobs and things like headphone panels, are also detailed.
ut to see the set as a whole you have to piece it together
rentally from the separate sections of the electronics half
f the folder.
The small- and large-signal panels hinge out on a
ammon moulding for service. On 22in. upwards K40s the
lips are at the sides of the frame, near the top, with
ossibly a third clip between the lower edge and the top of
ie power supply board at the bottom of the cabinet. On
Din. and smaller KT4s the retaining clips are down at the
ottom of the frame, forward of the upright chassis.
witch off before delving in this deep.
To gain access to the power supply on the floor of the
first swing down the upright chassis section as above.
rnclip the various cableform retainers, then unclip and
ide the power supply backwards to the extent of its
ads. You can then hinge the main frame back up while
xi work on the power supply.
The boards plugged into the SSP can benefit from use
' the extenders you have for the KT3, but not always,
ie to the shortness of the cable form. Most control
mels, even those along the bottom of Matchlines, come
it forwards for servicing once the appropriate plastic
tainers have been unclipped.

latchline SCART Sockets
The Matchline series have a special board sporting two
:ART connectors and their electronics. These double:ART inputs are both terminated at 750, but the buffer
nplifiers enable the input to one to appear at the output
the other — a handy feature in the showroom, making it
)ssible to "daisy chain" the video signal from say a
tellite set without having to break into all the intermedie sets and remove the terminating resistors. Sadly you
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need only a juvenile hacker to change the channel on one
set in the middle for all the others down range to follow
suit. If you do Saturday work in the showroom this is
something you'll already have learnt to live with, but
we've digressed again.

Servicing Aspects
The circuitry on the large-signal panel, the one on the
right as you look in the back, closely follows that of the
KT3/K30. The field timebase however consists of a
TDA3650 chip and its peripheral components. Should the
field scanning fail the blanking circuits will operate automatically, giving the "no- picture, e.h.t. o.k." symptoms.
Another stock fault, if a chassis such as this can have
such a thing, is intermittent field jump and height shrinkage due to failure of the BAX18 diode D6107 near the top
of the board. Small diodes of this series abound in the
System 4 chassis and appear to be only just man enough
for the job in hand. Philips Service quote an improved
alternative, but we use the good old BY127 and don't get
any call-backs.
Another misleading fault is when the set locks up on
programme 1 (usually BBC-1) with the display showing
El. Having chased red herrings all round the board we
now go straight to the line output transformer and
resolder all its pins. Please don't write in asking for an
explanation: we found it by accident and rejoice in our
good luck. Dry-joints in the line output stage can result in
a dead or intermittently dead set.
KT4 90° LSPs naturally differ from the 110° panels and
again from the FST (FSQ) boards, but there are even
variations within these subgroups. So if you are tempted
to fault find by substitution, check the boards against each
other carefully. A small bit of re-engineering may be
needed, though it's preferable to debug down to component level — as a rule Philips Service don't carry complete
boards, though they may still have a few for the sets made
in the UK.
Access to the power supply has already been described.
Half way through the production run a change was made
from a multivibrator driven chopper power supply to a
self-oscillating chopper power supply. Should a service
replacement be required you'll normally get a self-oscillating power supply with fitting instructions. Even here there
are four different types of SOPS board, for 90° and 110°
sets with and without teletext.
As with any switch-mode power supply, faults in this
area can be sticky — with often more than one device
going. Odd teletext behaviour is usually the result of an
intermittent diode in the bridge rectifier circuit at the
bottom left of the board. This produces a 12V supply from
3101B Mains rect

Mains rect

Mains
input

3101A
)1
Degaussing
colts

Mains
input
Degaussing

011

Fig. 2: Different degaussing thermistor arrangements used
in System 4 chassis. (a) The KT4 arrangement, with a dual
posistor. (b) Posistor/NTC thermistor arrangement used in
K40s. This arrangement reduces the total current taken and
acts as a surge limiter at switch on.
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which the 5V teletext supply is derived. As before small
diodes, this time BAX14s, are the problem. And once
again BY127s do a better job. Circuit reference numbers
are D6110-6113.
Beware of the degaussing arrangements. A dualposistor is used in KT4s, as in KT3s. In K40s however this
is replaced by a positive/negative thermistor arrangement
(see Fig. 2) which looks the same. Various wire links are
also transposed. Put the wrong item in and you'll have a
big bang that will be the envy of the stock exchange.
When it comes to the small-signal panel — the one on
the left when seen from the back of the set — you have
again to beware of the multitude of different chassis types
if you're contemplating board swapping. Unless the set
has stereo or hi-fi the sound panel will resemble that in
the K35, with an extra i.c. This is a switching chip to mute
the sound when the set is off station, SCART is selected
or tuning is taking place. So "no sound" can become a
merry chase through the cableforms and manuals. The
stereo/hi-fi sets have their output panels on the right-hand
cabinet side: the sound module on the small-signal panel
contains only the detector chip and the switching chips. As
previously mentioned, the main board contains a PAL
decoder and provision to add modules for other systems
to convert the incoming colour to quasi-PAL for decoding
on the main board.

Tuning Systems
There are two tuning systems, VST (tuning indicated by
a yellow line that traverses the screen) and TRD4 (set
programmed by channel numbers). Drift with VST sets
when new, patterning or poor a.f.c. are usually due to the
tuner itself. With the U411 tuner there are bent tinplate
contacts that touch the tuner cover. If one of these is
oxidised the tinplate forms a lecher bar type coupling
between sections of the tuner, producing a birdie somewhere in the upper reaches of Band V. Clean and bend
them, then refit. You could try leaving the tuner covers
off completely.
The a.f.c. is inadequate at the top of Band V where it
takes up to 3V to swing the varicap tuning through one
TV channel. Early sets have a 2.2Mil a.f.c. boost resistor
(see Fig. 3) fitted in position R3106, beside the tuner on
the small-signal panel (beware — there's also an R3106 on
the large-signal panel). If you are in a high-channel area
and continually need to retune, try fitting the 2-2M1
resistor — then check that you've not produced lock-out on
the video channel 36. If necessary try reducing the value
of R3106.
The symptoms are unusual when TRD4 sets go off tune
— big chunks on the picture "twitch", suggesting a field
fault since this usually occurs at the bottom of the picture.
Demodulated signal
IF strip

U411 tuner
Tuning
voltage

R3106
2M2
NV's.
R3107
22k

11)631i

.01

Electronic
tuning system

33V

Fig. 3: System 4 a.f.c. arrangement, simplified diagram. Of
the ±5V a. f.c. swing available at the output from the a.f.c.
detector, the ratio of R3106/R3107 means that only a hundredth of this is applied directly to the tuner. While this is
adequate up to ch. 55, the a.f.c. action is poor from there
up. Try reducing the value of R3106. A similar problem
arises with the 2A/213 chassis.
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The clue it that the effect is present only on some
channels. What happens is this. The tuning circuit looks
for an off-tune signal in eight 1MHz steps, starting at the
nominal vision carrier and working upwards. If a vision
carrier isn't found the circuit goes back to the nominal
carrier and starts to look again. Because it never looks
below the vision carrier it never finds a station that has
drifted downwards but keeps twitching until
reprogrammed. Simple reprogramming seldom puts this
right. Normally you need to start the search action below
the required channel and let the set tune upwards until
locked, then restore the memory.
A range of flat, 53XX series handsets covers the series.
VST sets use the RC5300 and RC5350 for simple remote
control and remote plus teletext respectively. TRD4 sets,
usually with stereo, use an RC5370. The Matchline series
use an RC5371 which is electrically identical to the
RC5370 but has the Matchline livery. Sets with a teletext
paper printer need the RC5375. As a service replacement,
Philips now issue a general-purpoSe handset, type AG
RC53: this has buttons for every RC5 function in use to
date — you merely ignore those not relevant to a particular
set.

CTX Chassis
The CTX was the first flat, single-panel colour chassis
in the Philips range. There are two basic forms, CTX-E
and CTX-S, which are made in Europe and Singapore
respectively. They are not interchangeable and can be
identified simply by their tuners; the CTX,-E has a U411
tuner while the CTX-S has the larger ELC2093. The S
chassis is confined to portables, mostly basic models,
while the E version is used in sets with, tubes up to 20in.
and some of the portables have remote control: They all
have the same convergence as the KT3 = in fact the
chassis is similar electrically to the KT3, but laid out on a
single panel.
These sets are reasonably trouble-free: what trouble
there is relates mostly to the power supply. UK versions
generally incorporate a mains bridge rectifier arrangement
which puts the chassis at mid-mains potential, encouraging
the demise of the 4.71/ surge limiting resistor R3291 which
is on the h.t. side of the bridge as in the KT3. Continental
versions of both types have half-wave mains rectification,
with the 4-711 resistor fitted on the a.c. side of the rectifier
where it seldom ruptnres. Later CTX chassis made for
UK use have this half-wave circuit, which has put the
resistor problem to bed (see Fig. 4).
The S and E versions of the chassis are so different that
chassis swapping isn't practical — and there are two
versions of each chassis, remote control requiring an extra
stage in the regulator circuit to produce the standby
condition.
Before leaving this chassis, note that beam limiter
circuit faults can produce the raster but no picture symptom. Check C2565 which is adjacent to the line output
transformer — and if necessary the nearby R3565 which
can go high in value. The same thing can happen with the
KT3/K30/K35 series where the capacitor is C565.
CF1 Chassis
The requirement for an isolated chassis with audio/
video input is no more important than with colour
portables, especially now that they can be used as text
monitors for pages of 40 characters per line. The CTX
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Fig. 4: CTX mains supplies. (a) Bridge rectifier circuit
inherited from the l<T3 chassis. (b) Later version rearranged
as a half-wave rectifier. You can adopt this as shown in (c)
but R3291 and L3291 will still be On the h.t side.

chassis is unsuitable for this purpose, hence the CF1, a flat
chassis that's similar to the Ferguson TX90 in that the
channel selector switch and tuning resistor bank, also the
user controls, are all mounted on the main board. It's
slightly smaller than the CTX chassis, and though isolated
the circuitry around the BUT11F chopper transistor and
its heatsink are all at mains potential and should be treated
with respect. Unlike the SOPS arrangement used with
System 4 sets, on this chassis there's no plastic cage
around the live part of the chassis, though a Wide area of
copper on the main panel is etched away to form a
boundary which, for feedback purpoSes, is bridged by the
opto-coupler. The CF1 chassis doesn't have a SCART
connector: instead there are separate phono plugs for
audio and video in/out and a DIN socket for any videofax
type of input (RGB + sync).
The CFI's one vice for the newcomer to beware of
relates to the tuning. A trimming tool is provided to tune
in the channels When you've dOne this the tool can be
parked back in its hole in either of two ways, depending
on where its flat side is. One way restores the a.f.c. after
tuning, the other way doesn't. So if you suspect poor ale.
or tuner drift, check the position of the trimming tool first.
The CF1 is limited to use in 90° portables. The intention
is to progress to new chassis known as the CP90 and
CP110, which have been designed for use with FS type
tubes.

CP90 Chassis
As yOu'd guess, the CP90 is for 90° models and the
CP110 for 110° models. At the time of writing just a few
details of the CP90 have become available. It's a onepanel job, similar in this respect to the CF1, carrying not
only the tuner, i.f. and teletext modules but all the user
controls, the remote control receiver and even the mains
on-off switch. The circuitry derives in the main froin the
2A chassis (see below) and the CF1, with a self-oscillating
power supply that "ticks over" during standby. The tuning
system is VST2 however. Remote control is assumed for
use throughout the range: thus the user controls in the Set
itself transfer their commands to the receiver's infra-red
eye via an adjacent infra-red transmitter. A fully wired
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SCART connector has video and audio in/out and RGB
inputs for use as a computer display. To save users having
to fiddle around at the back of the set the video and audio
inputs can be fed in via jack sockets on the front control
panel beside the headphone socket: these inputs are in
parallel with those on the SCART socket.
The field-frequency waveform for EW correction is
derived from the tube's beam current instead of the field
timebase (tube current is zero during the field flyback, so
there's a 50Hz component). An advantage of this arrangement is that it provides width correction to compensate for
heavy beam currents during bright parts of the picture.
As with the CF1, a discrete two-transistor field output
stage is used, with two BD939F transistors. It looks like a
class AB circuit though the operation is somewhat different — the operation of this type of circuit was described
in the May 1984 issue (page 377).
These sets will be with us in the near future, and we'll
be returning to them. Meanwhile, today's general-purpose
chassis is the 2A.

24 Chassis
The 2A chassis is used in the majority of current Pye/
Philips basic, remote control and teletext models. It's a
logical progression from the CTX. Like the CF1, it has an
isolated chassis, using a self-oscillating chopper power
supply which, while like that in the later System 4 chassis,
has the added facility of providing 1.t. for the remote
control receiver during standby operation. All 2As have
electronic memory tuning. Basic models use a system
called TUON — there are two versions, the later one being
physically different from early production. This system
uses an HA11484 chip for tuning and channel selection.
Remote control and teletext sets employ a citac panel.
This uses an MAB8441P microcomputer chip and an
SAB3037 citac (computer interface for tuning and analogue control) chip. TUON closely follows the VST
system, without the tuning line. Citac counts the channel
numbers like TRD4. Philips also refer to citac as FST
(frequency synthesised tuning), which immediately precludes use of FST to refer to the new breed of flat, square
tubes — thus Philips call their FS tubes FSQ. Confused?
Never mind.
The TUON panel is mounted behind the set's control
panel. Although electronically similar the two versions
differ in physical shape to allow for the different pushbutton presentations to which they are attached. The
TUON memory is volatile, so the channel allocations are
preserved at switch off by a 3V disc-type back-up battery.
The Weaknesses are carried forward from previous series,
namely the tendency for pushbuttons to break off prematurely and poor a.f.c. on the higher channels. The 2.2M0
resistor previously mentioned (System 4) is present on the
board — it's R3846, and can be bypassed with another
2.2M11 resistor to improve the a.f.c. action from ch. 55
upwards. Once again, check that this doesn't lock out
VCRs on ch. 36.
The citac systems are mounted on plug-in boards
alongside the tuner on the main panel, and are interesting
in that an ordinary BZX79 zener diode is used to stabilise
the 33V tuning line, in place of the conventional ZKT33.
(Newcomers who doubt whether the ZKT33 really is an
i.c. should carefully break open a dud one: the "iron
filing" that falls out of the gap will, if studied under a
stylus microscope, reveal the etched circuits of a true i.c.
The circuitry used was shown and described in the
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February 1975 issue of Television, pages 159-160.) The
writer finds that a ZKT33 is a suitable replacement.
The 2A chassis' audio is rather sharp, especially to the
ear of a viewer who gets a set as a replacement for one of
the older CTVs with a deeper cabinet. Sibilance can be
reduced by adjusting the value of the de-emphasis capacitor C121 (0.022µF) upwards. When we used to perform
a similar service with KT3s we used as our yardstick the
noise which accompanied the picture snow when the aerial
was disconnected. You can't do this with 2As since they
mute the sound when off tune. So we use a VCR run with
the aerial disconnected to give us a 6MHz noise signal in
the E-E mode.

Mains

A

Non-isolated

28 Chassis

The 2B chassis is the stereo version of the 2A. It
appears to be similar and most features are in fact
identical, but it's not compatible. To identify it quickly
from the rear, note that the tuner and i.f. cans are farther
inboard than in the 2A chassis (that's if you failed to
notice the stereo speakers . . .). At the time of writing this
chassis is too new to have developed any awkward habits.
It's not, as yet, fitted with a decoder capable of handling
the recently approved QPSK stereo sound system.
Computer Controlled Teletext

CCT (computer controlled teletext) was first fitted to
later System 4 sets and is common to all the 2As. In
essence it's a development from the original teletext board
fitted to KT3/K30s, and is in fact plug-compatible and
interchangeable with these boards (but you need a different handset).
It has two full page memories and displays two page
headers. The upper one, called the status row, shows
which page is being sought by the second or background
memory while you are reading the page already stored in
the foreground memory. Pressing the CCT button
changes the memories over. So while you are reading the
page of your choice you can also be selecting and holding
the one you want to read next.
The "high tech" sets in the range couple this with the
old "supertext" memory, making it possible to preselect a
menu of pages (on the same channel) which can be
subsequently captured for reading in rapid succession.
The system has two drawbacks. As stated, the pages must
all be from the magazine you're watching — the thing
won't change channel on its own. And the menu is lost
when you switch the set off.
CCT boards produce a different typeface to previous
teletext, with character rounding which on earlier sets
worked only during the mixed text and picture mode. The
same chip set can be used throughout Europe by
rearranging links to modify the character set for any of
three in-built languages.
Self-oscillating Power Supply

A self-oscillating power supply (SOPS), i.e. a selfoscillating chopper circuit, is used in the 2A, 2B, CF1 and
later System 4 chassis. Since it provides mains isolation
the chassis is "dead", permitting the direct connection of
audio/video feeds. The circuits differ in detail from chassis
to chassis but the basic principle is common to them all.
Fig. 5 shows the basic arrangement as used in the 2A
chassis. The heart of the circuit is a power transistor,
Tr7687, connected via transformer T5663 as a blocking
536

Isolated

Fig. 5: Basic blocking oscillator circuit used in
oscillating power supply (SOPS).

oscillator. A pulse-width modulator is used to switch off
the transistor at an earlier point in the cycle than the
natural free-running point, thus leading to a regulated
output. Let's consider the blocking-oscillator action first.
At switch-on Tr7687 will begin to conduct as a result of
the forward bias applied to its base via the start-up resistor
R3686. As a result, a linearly increasing current will flow
through primary winding 5-7 of the chopper/blocking
oscillator transformer T5663. Tr7687 is held in conduction
by the feedback from winding 1-9 via D6672 to its base.
When the transformer saturates, the feeback winding no
longer drives Tr7687 which switches off. At this point the
voltage across primary winding 5-7 reverses and D6664
switches on, charging 02664. The voltage across winding
14-18 also reverses, as a result of which D6696 charges its
reservoir capacitor C2697, producing the h.t. supply for
the line timebase. When the currents flowing in the
transformer have fallen to zero, 02664 and winding 5-7
form an oscillatory circuit and the pulse produced across
winding 1-9 switches Tr7687 on again. As already noted,
Tr7687 is switched off early in the cycle, the exact switchoff time being varied to ensure that D6696/C2697 (and the
other rectifier circuits connected to T5663 in the full
circuit) provide a regulated output. Under normal working conditions the frequency of operation is fairly high;
around 40kHz, and is not locked to the line rate. Everything on the primary side of the circuit is live to mains,
everything on the rectifier side is "dead" — so mind your
fingers and the minus lead of the meter when servicing.
There are two "chassis potentials", with a bite between
them,
The control arrangement, in much simplified form, is
shown in Fig. 6. Transistor Tr7685 acts as the pulse-width
modulator. When it conducts, Tr7686 switches on, shorting out the drive to Tr7687's base via D6672. Regulation
depends on the time at which Tr7685 switches on. While
the chopper, transistor Tr7687 is conducting, diode D6667
is on and the RC integrating network R3678/9/C2675
produces a positive-going sawtooth at. Tr7685's base.
Tr7685's emitter sits on a reference voltage of approximately —3-5V which is developed across C2690 by the
rectifying action of D6689 and D6672. Tr7685's base is
biased via R3659/R3660 and the optocoupler 007668.
Regulation works in two ways. Changes in the loading on
the power supply, i.e. h.t. voltage variations, alter the bias
at the base of Tr7685 and thus the point during the
sawtooth at which it switches on. Comparator transistor
Tr7717 senses loading variations and adjusts the bias via
Tr7719 and the optocoupler 007668. Variations in the
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Fig. 6: Control arrangements for the self-oscillating power supply. Simplified circuit as used in the 2A chassis.

mains voltage alter the slope of the sawtooth at the base
of Tr7685 and thus its conduction point. Tr7685 is
switched off by applying a negative-going pulse to its base
via D6675.

Servicing SOPS
The whole arrangement is to an extent self-protective
against overloading. A short-circuit across the h.t. supply
for example will close down the optocoupler path and thus
modify the action of the pulse-width modulator. The
frequency of operation falls from around 40kHz to about
1kHz, producing a harsh, audible whistle. In practice a
crowbar thyristor is connected across the h.t. line. In the
event of a voltage overload this thyristor conducts to give
the short-circuit condition. There's a temptation when
troubleshooting to disable this crowbar circuit to see what
blows up. Since the answer is just about everything, the
temptation should be resisted. You can tell whether the
harsh whistle is due to a short-circuit or the over-voltage
crowbar thyristor (Ty6698, type BT151/500R) being fired
since the latter will be cold for a short and warm if it was
switched on by excess voltage conditions. Incidentally, the
optocoupler (type CNX62) is a small black device the size
of an operational amplifier.
You can run the SOPS board (or the SOPS part of a flat
chassis set) separately from the rest of the receiver by
using two 60W bulbs in parallel as a dummy load across its
h.t. output. By using this facility in conjunction with a
separate h.t. supply (even another SOPS) you can break
the feedback loops which operate the protection action in
order to home in on your trouble.
On System 4 sets the SOPS is shut off during remote
standby — a control circuit closes the optocoupler. A
separate power supply is fitted to the board to enable the
remote receiver etc. to operate during this time.
2A chassis sets are a little more advanced. The SOPS
itself generates the standby 1.t. Instead of closing down it
changes to a lower power mode. The lower voltages thus
produced are insufficient to operate the line timebase but
enable the remote control receiver to work.
A few fault-finding tips. When the chopper transistor
fails it usually takes with it the two control transistors, e.g.
Tr7685/6 in the 2A chassis. No h.t. and a stopped chopper
suggests loss of the supply from the mains rectifier or a
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fault in its supply path. No h.t. and a low whistle indicate
an h.t. short or a tripped crowbar — see above. No h.t. and
no whistle, with the scope showing that the circuit is
working at a high frequency (80kHz), suggest trouble in
the SOPS itself — check for dry-joints and printed circuit
cracks. H.T. plus high frequency of oscillation mean that
the circuit is not loaded, i.e. the line timebase has
stopped.

In Conclusion
So there we are. These are the main features of the five
new chassis produced by Philips since the K30. Not a
settled period, to put it mildly, and with satellite TV,
stereo sound and Fastext all around the corner probably a
transitory one. The proliferation of models coupled with
the general improvement in reliability mean that the days
when you could print a list of "stock faults" has all but
gone. NTSC could now mean "never twice the same
component".
The Square Portables
For the sake of completeness we should perhaps mention the little colour portables with 9in. FS tubes, Models
10CX1120 (Philips) and 25KX1201 (Pye). These use a
totally different chassis which was designed and manufactured by an associate company. It's an isolated chassis
fitted with a SCART connector. Isolation is provided by a
Siemens type SOPS using the well-known TDA4600-2
control chip. The PAL decoder chip is a TDA3301/3303,
the sync chip a TDA2592 and the field timebase chip a
TDA1770. The tuning and channel memory arrangements
differ from other Philips sets.
For servicing the single panel can be slid out from the
rear after releasing two lugs. It can be helpful to switch
the set on before withdrawing the panel. A couple of
points worth noting. When the L387 5V regulator (IC661)
goes short-circuit, as it sometimes does, it takes with it
fuse S661 (500mAT). This is a small black device that.
looks like a plastic transistor — it's known as a Wickman
fuse. Secondly intermittent colour tinting is a common
trouble due to the 2.2k11 background presets P3317,
P3337 and P3357 on the tube base panel. We replace all
three, using RS types.
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TX9 Thyristor PSU Servicing
Gordon Haigh

0.5W fusible type and with this value fitted R216 must be
lkfl, 5% 0.5W.

Later versions of the Ferguson TX9 chassis (PC1044 main
panel) use a chopper power supply, with all the advantages this brings, such as lower component count, reduced
weight and simplified operation. The circuitry will also in
general provide automatic protection in the event of an
overload or other malfunction without necessarily blowing
the mains fuse. With the earlier thyristor type of power
supply (sets with main panel types PC1001 or PC1040) this
is not so — any distressful situation in the power supply is
likely to blow mains fuse FS1. This article deals with the
earlier type of power supply circuit since this is the one
that's more likely to give you problems. The complete
circuit of the earliest version (PC1001 panel) is shown in
Fig. 1: there were several minor modifications in the
PC1040 version and in this the diodes have D instead of
W reference numbers, the transistors have TR instead of
VT reference numbers, while the thyristors have CSR
instead of SCR reference numbers.

Mains Fuse Blown
We come next to the bit we all like best — wondering
whether there will be enough 1.6AT fuses in stock. It's
important to appreciate that the circuit incorporates a
crowbar thyristor (SCR2) which fires when the h.t. exceeds 130V or the current demand is excessive. As a
starter, follow the procedure given in Chart 3.
A severely blackened fuse suggests that the crowbar trip
has operated. A replacement fuse may restore normal
operation, but for only say a couple of days — this
prompted one contributor (see Television July 1984) to
design an electronic circuit breaker. Fortunately Ferguson
have compiled another fault-finding procedure — see Chart
4 — using a 2A thermal cutout. This second approach
should be used when the first has been exhausted or
proves to be inconclusive. A 100p,F capacitor and 3A fuse
are also required when doing battle in this way with the
more sticky or subtle faults.
Intermittent fuse blowing should direct attention to
zener diodes W85 and W83, transistor VT66 and the
crowbar thyristor SCR2. The regulating thyristor SCR1
can blow the fuse without measuring short-circuit, so as
with any suspects it's best to fit a new replacement part, if
only for elimination purposes to save time. R184 (220kfl)
in the set-115V control network can go high in value to
cause fuse blowing.
Ferguson state that if EW modulator diode W96 goes
short-circuit the crowbar thyristor will fire, blowing FS1,
and that this fault can damage VT72/3/4 and R251 in the
EW modulator drive circuit.
The degaussing thermistor must be replaced with the

Quick Checks
The block diagram in Fig. 2 shows how the various
voltage supplies are distributed through the set. All these
voltages as well as the 22-26kV e.h.t. depend on the
power supply producing the correct stabilised h.t. of 115V
at the output side of R197. A 120V tuning supply is
tapped from the other side of R197. It's a relatively easy
task to do some quick spot checks on these voltages — all
readings shown are taken with respect to chassis. Chart 1
gives a quick guide to supply line faults.
Chart 2 shows a more detailed approach to adopt when
the symptoms are a dead set with FS1 intact. Note that
the line oscillator will not receive its start-up supply if the
line driver transistor VT67 has failed — this is a weak link.
If R223 is burnt the replacement should be a 470f1, 5%,
W62-5
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Fig. 1: Thyristor power supply circuit used in the initial version of the Ferguson TX9 chassis (main panel PC1001).
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Fig. 2: Block diagram showing the origin of the various
supply lines in the TX9 chassis.

correct type — the wrong type can go up in smoke, with
perhaps fuse failure.
If SCR1 goes short-circuit the momentary rise in h.t.
before FS1 blows can damage the following components:
the line output transistor VT68, the 24V rectifier W94,
W103 and the TDA1170S chip in the field timebase, the
15V supply reservoir capacitor C193 and the 12V regulator chip IC56.
There are several official modifications for dealing with
the problem of random mains fuse blowing. These are as
follows. PC1001 panel: (1) change C146 to 22µF, 16V; (2)
change R223 to 47051 and R216 to 1k5/ — these two
changes must be implemented simultaneously (see
above); (3) change the line driver transistor VT67 to the
correct Ferguson approved type (part no. 00TR-029-7011TG). PC1001/1040 panels: (4) change L65 to the later
type; (5) change W85 to the correct Ferguson approved
type (part no. 02V4-718); (6) change C134/5 to 0.001µF,
1kV.
Displaced Picture
A problem that sometimes arises with these sets is
horizontal displacement of the picture to the left. The
cause is either R212 or R217 (both 220k52) in the line
generator feedback loop going high in value or opencircuit. Originally carbon-film resistors were used in these
positions. They were changed to metal glaze resistors in
later production.
Set's Label
Finally, don't forget the label pasted in the set. It
carries enough information to locate and carry out quite a
few preset adjustments, which is helpful in the field.
Chart 1: Supply line checks.
In the event of a dead set, can you hear the line start up? If
not check for 115V at R197 then refer to Charts 2-4. If the
line start up is audible, is there a slight buzz from the
speaker? If there is, check for 12V at C191 — if this supply is
absent suspect IC56.
For no sound check whether 15V is present at the cathode
of W95. If o.k. check R156 and IC53.
For field collapse with normal sound check for 24V at the
cathode of W94. If o.k. suspect IC55 stage.
If there's a bright raster with flyback lines and normal
sound check for 190V at C182. If o.k., suspect IC52.
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Check the voltage at the cathode of SCR1.
If 120V, check whether R223 is burnt. If so check IC54 and
VT67. If not check W82, R197, VT67 and VT68 (could be
open-circuit).
If the voltage at the cathode of SCR1 is approximately
12.5V check W78.
If there's 0-2V at the cathode of SCR1, check for about
210V at its anode. If there's zero voltage here check the
mains bridge rectifier, W66 (if in series with SCR1) and the
mains input. If the 210V supply is present check the a.c.
voltage at the anode of SCR3, via an 0.1µF capacitor. If the
reading is 0.2V a.c. check SCR1 and T1. If the reading is OV
check for 30V at the emitter of VT62. If the reading here is
approximately 20V VT62 is short-circuit. If the reading is OV
check W67 for being open-circuit and C137 for being shortcircuit. If the 30V is present, check VT65, C138, C143, C144,
W73 and SCR3.

Chart 3: Dead set, FS1 blown, Method 1.
Switch off at the mains. Replace FS1. Turn R185 fully anticlockwise (minimum h.t.) and the volume control to the
half-way point. Switch on.
If the sound comes up then the fuse blows check VT62
and VT65.
If there's sound but no raster, check the 115V line at
R197: adjust R185 to increase the h.t. slowly to exactly
115V. If FS1 blows go to Method 2.
If FS1 blows, disconnect the mains lead and fit a replacement fuse. Disconnect the degaussing coil. Then check the
resistance across the mains lead both ways, using the
middle ohms range.
If the reading is 1k0 one way, check for shorted bridge
rectifier diodes.
If the reading is 100k0 both ways, check SCR1 for being
short-circuit. If its resistance is greater than IMO anode to
cathode, check the resistance of SCR2 from anode to
chassis (red lead to chassis, black to SCR2 anode).
Check SCR2 and W77 if the reading is a short-circuit.
If there's an initial short-circuit, rising to 20k0 as C14718
charge, check W93, W94 and W95 for being short-circuit
and for shorts across the 15V and 24V lines.
If the reading is 3-4k0, check VT67 for being short-circuit
or for a short across the 190V line.
If the reading is 1k0, disconnect VT68's collector and remeasure. If the reading is still 1k0 there's a short-circuit
across the 115V supply. If the reading rises to greater than
20k0, check VT68.

Chart 4: Dead set, FS1 blown, Method 2.
Switch off at the mains. Connect a 2A thermal cutout (as
used in Thorn 3000/8000 series chassis) in series with the
live side of the mains supply. Replace FS1 with a 3A fuse.
Solder a 100g capacitor across C143 to increase the slowstart action. Switch on.
If FS1 blows immediately, check W62-5, SCR1, C130, C131
and W72 for shorts.
If FS1 blows after a few seconds, switch off and reset the
cutout. Monitor the voltage at the cathode of W82. Switch
on. Note the voltage indicated by the meter before the
cutout operates.
If above 115V, check VT65, VT62, W66, W69, W68, W72
and W78. The h.t. could be set too high.
If the reading is 50-100V, check W77, W83, W94 and W95
and for shorts across the 24V and 15V lines.
If the voltage is below 2V check W85, SCR2 and C147, and
for a short across the 115V line.
If the reading is 5-15V, switch off and disconnect the
collector of VT68. Reset the cutout and switch on. if the
cutout holds, check VT68 and W96. If it operates, check
C148, VT66 and for a short across the 190V line.
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TV Fault Finding

Reports from J.K.Potts, Guy W.E. Mundy, T. Eng.,
Hugh MacMullen, Mick Dutton, Steve Leatherbarrow,
Lawrence Ingram and G.C. De Fraine.

Decca 110 Series Chassis
These sets have proved to be quite reliable apart from
occasional failure of the e.h.t. tray which can be replaced
with a standard type. This is usually all that's required.
Recently however one came in with the usual faulty tray
but damage to the chopper power supply had occurred.
On inspection we found that the d.c. fuse F601 has blown,
the fusible resistor R627 in the start-up circuit was open,
and both the chopper transistor Tr605 and transistor
Tr604 in the driver stage were short-circuit. Tr604 is type
BSR59 and it turned out to be very difficult to get a
replacement. It's a special device with a fast-switching
junction and seems to have been discontinued. We eventually had to go to Tatung who supplied a Ferranti
FST164K5. On fitting this the set was back to normal, but
a lot of delay and telephone enquiries had been involved.
J.K.P.
Grundig 6632GB
We've had several of these older remote control models
with the same symptoms: set on permanent standby,
won't switch on but the channel numbers change. In each
case the problem has been due to Tr1341 (BC548B) on
G.W.E.M.
the self-seeking module being leaky.
Fidelity ZX3000 Chassis
The problem with this set was predominantly green/pink
pictures with occasional surges of green saturation. A
scope check on the colour bars at the base of the green
output transistor revealed "squashed" green chroma.
R224 (100k12) which biases the base of the green driver
transistor TR14 had risen in value to 203k12. G.W.E.M.
Zanussi 22Z616
This modern stereo TV set would start to display a white
hum bar and a slightly reduced picture size, with the
power supply "chirping", after about four hours' use. It
would then switch to standby and would subsequently
restart and run again. Obviously the fault was a thermal
one. Use of the hairdryer/freezer technique established
that the TDA4600 switch-mode power supply control chip
G.W.E.M.
IC301 was faulty.
Sony KV181OUB
This set suffered from severe field cramp when the back
was on. It was a difficult fault to find. The culprit
eventually turned out to be the coupling electrolytic C522
(22µF, 16V) which became leaky at a certain critical
H.MacM.
temperature.
Rank-Toshiba T24 Chassis
This has proved to be an extremely reliable chassis. One
problem is the lack of a field shift control. If there's slight
field cramp and the picture is a bit low, increasing the
value of C317 in the feedback circuit from 2.2µF to 4•7µF
will put matters right.
No chroma is usually caused by R229 (3.6k52) going
open-circuit.
An occasionally snowy picture can be caused by plug
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501 from the tuner to the i.f. strip being dirty — you can't
H.MacM.
see this, it looks so clean from the outside.
Sharp 12P41
Lack of height with cramping at the top and bottom can
be caused by a dry-joint on the deflection coils subpanel
H.MacM.
where there's a centre-tap connection.
Philips G11 Chassis
This set had no chroma — whenever I left the customer's
house. I eventually discovered that connection 17 on
chroma/luminance module U6200 had never been
H.MacM.
soldered.
Ferguson TX90 Chassis
The height on this portable was a trifle enthusiastic — we
estimated about 18ft. On one shot we were trying to work
out what the silvery object that covered a third of the
screen was — it turned out to be a man's belt buckle! A
BZV85 68V zener diode in the field output stage read
normal in the forward direction and 18k1I in reverse.
Replacing it cured the fault. Before finding this one I had
tried changing the field output transistors — note that the
zener diode is not present in earlier production models.
Another of these sets went into shutdoWn periodically,
needing to cool for ten minutes or so before it would work
again. Due to the nature of the fault it was some time
before we discovered that the regulator was the culprit.
S.L.
Freezer and heat had little effect.
Philips KT3 Chassis
A variety of highly intermittent and unpredictable faults
on these sets with the tuner preset draws have been
encountered — all,sorts of colour variation and tuning
change etc. on one or more channels. None of the usual
methods of fault provocation seem to work and the only
cure is to plod through all the plug pins and sockets on the
selector and tuner panels, soldering and adjusting every
L.I.
one of them.
Grundig CUC220 Chassis
The complaint with this set was white lines at the top
when hot — it would show up only in a warm room with
the back cover on. A puff of freezer on the TDA2655B
field timebase chip revealed the culprit.
Blaupunkt FM120
A common fault with this model is sound and h.t. present
but no e.h.t. You will probably find the 18f/ wire-wound
resistor in the feed to the BU208D line output transistor
open-circuit. Check the line output transistor before
replacing the resistor, and remember the c-e reading due
to the diode in the BU208D.
In one of these sets the 1851 resistor was open-circuit
and the BU208D was leaky. After a check on the line
drive we switched on. Enormous sparks came from the
focus tag on the line output transformer and the internal
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resistors were found to be very low in value. A new
transformer had to be fitted.
L.I.
Philips KT3 Chassis
There was no h.t. and no output from the TDA2581
chopper control chip. The U470 chopper module was
removed and the 12V supply to the chip was checked — it
comes from the junction of R300, C300 and zener diode
D300 on the U450 mains rectifier panel. The zener diode
(12V) was found to be open-circuit and further investigation showed that the print from R298 runs between the
tags of C300. A minute amount of carbon was found here.
The print was cut out and bridged and D300 and C300
were replaced. The chip failed almost immediately after
switching on so this also had to be replaced.
L.I.
Sony KV1320 Mk. 1
I get quite a number of sets that are brought down from
London by owners of weekend cottages etc., also a
number of Sonys which have been turned away elsewhere.
This set fell into both categories. It had not been used for
some while and was partly dismantled. Someone had
broken the e.h.t. rectifier — a 3AT2 valve in the Mk.I
version — and had given up. With this replaced and the set
reassembled it seemed to work very well. After a long test
it went back to London — to reappear a few weeks later.
"Gradually goes dark" was the complaint this time, and
after three days it did indeed go dark. Touching board P
restored the brightness and it took ages to go wrong again.
Careful probing then led us to the tube's screen voltage
control VR602. To be on the safe side a new one was
fitted.
R.B.
Plustron Palladium C14ENS
Twice the e.h.t. stick arced over to the screening can,
killing the TA7146P intercarrier sound chip. I removed
the can and cut up an old Pye hybrid chassis focus control
to enclose the stick fully and stop any further fireworks.
R.B.
Fidelity ZX3000 Chassis
The problem with this colour portable was that if it was
left for more than a day or two it would start up with
screams of protest from the line output stage, eventually
settling down and working normally from then on. A
raster with a foldover could sometimes be seen. After
trying a new line output transformer we found that
replacing the BU508A line output transistor cured the
problem. I must say that I've not come across this sort of
behaviour due to a line output device before. Incidentally
the set was very badly affected by nicotine: when I washed
the back half of the cabinet shell in soapy water I found
that it was silver, not a jaundiced yellowy-grey.
The ZX3000 is also used as the basis of some computer
monitors (Prism for one). The owner of one of these had
been fiddling with the first anode control and had split the
slot with an unsuitable screwdriver. I just managed to
reset it correctly with a pair of pliers.
R.B.
Philips K40 Chassis
The problem with this set was a predominance of blue.
Faint blue flyback lines were also visible. Checks on the
tube base panel showed that the fault lay in the blue
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output stage, since the output transistor's collector voltage
was low at 100V instead of 160V. The base voltage was
correct and the emitter voltage was slightly out. We
checked the values of the, resistors in the blue channel in
comparison to the other two channels but could find no
differences. After disconnecting everything in turn we
discovered that the h.f. compensation capacitor C2216
was leaky (about 400a). This didn't show up in circuit
because there's a series resistor. Replacing C2216 provided a cure.
M.Du.
Panasonic TC2201
The complaint was no picture with a funny noise on the
sound. When we switched the set on there was indeed no
piCture and the funny noise was loud motorboating. Use
of a can of freezer proved very helpful: when the AN331
a.g.c./sync chip IC301 was squirted the picture and sound
returned to normal. A replacement chip put matters
right.
M.Du.
Thorn 1590 Chassis
The complaint with this set was that the picture shrank
from the bottom when it warmed up. We tried just about
everything in the field driver and output stages without
success. The cause turned out to be the field oscillator
isolating diode W3. It measured perfect out of circuit but
a replacement cured the fault.
M.Du.
Toshiba C2290B (Rank T24 Chassis)
This set suffered from very grainy pictures. We at first
suspected the tuner as we've had many similar repairs due
to lightning damage. In this case however the tuner was
blameless: the cause of the fault was a dry-joint on the
tuner coupling coil 1L31.
M.Du.
NordMende T4231/Ferguson 3787
The complaint with this set was that it died after about
fifteen minutes. This was indeed the case and we found
that regulation thyristor DU11 (type 17058) was the
culprit. It was going open-circuit when warm.
M.Du.
Panasonic TC2203 (U1 Chassis)
There was no output from the power supply. The chopper
transistor Q801 was found to have 325V at its collector but
nothing at its emitter. There was no voltage at its base
either as R832 (1501) had gone open-circuit.
M.Du.
Ferguson TX90 Chassis
The set came in with the complaint of intermittent loss of
picture and sound. It ran for two days before the fault put
in an appearance, then the slightest touch on the board
restored normal operation. No tapping or movement
would make the set go off again. When the next failure
occurred the tube's heaters went out, there was no focus
voltage and the readings at the collectors of the RGB
output transistors were low at 95V. Eventually the set
failed completely — just as well or I'd still be looking! It
turned out that the winding between pins 9 and 6 of the
line output transformer was open-circuit, but to add to the
confusion pin 9 was internally shorting to pins 5, 7 etc.
Hence a 95V h.t. rail. What had happened inside that
transformer I shall never know.
G.C.DeF.
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A Vintage TV Restoration
Steve Rowley
Following the start of regular TV broadcasting in November 1936, and the subsequent decision in February 1937 to
adopt the Marconi-EMI 405-line system and drop alternate transmissions using the Baird 240-line system, it
has to be said that the sale of TV receivers was, to put it
mildly, disappointing. Television was surrounded by an air
of mystique. Indeed one of the rumours that abounded at
the time was that "they" could see into your home in the
same way that the viewer could watch an outside broadcast. It was almost certainly not for this reason however,
but simply because of the cost, that so few sets were sold.
Jobs were scarce in the depressed thirties, and money to
spend on luxuries was scarcer still. To add to the problem
many families would have recently bought a wireless set
and would probably not be able to buy a new TV set
whilst still paying for the wireless. At sixty to a hundred
pounds or more TV didn't come cheap. The radio and TV
manufacturers responded by bringing out smaller sets with
five, seven and nine inch screens. The smallest of these,
the five inch HMV 904/Marconiphone 706, cost 29 guineas — the seven inch versions sold at 39 guineas. These sets
were bought in reasonable numbers, but the price was still
beyond the reach of most people.
By 1939 a number of manufacturers, notably Ekco, Pye
and GEC, had brought out "television adaptors". These
were vision only receivers that produced pictures in the
normal manner on their small screens: the accompanying
sound was obtained by connecting the "adaptor" to one's
wireless set. By omitting the loudspeaker and audio
output stage the size of the cabinet could be reduced and
the price could be kept down to a level within reach of a
wider section of the public. The Ekco Model TA201 was
one such set: it sold for 22 guineas.

The Ekco TA201
By the standards of the day the TA201 was a small set.
It measured 191/2 x 17 x 16in. yet weighed a hefty 701bs.
The 7in. tube produced a 61/2 x 51/tin. picture — note that
the pre-war aspect ratio was 5:4. The cabinet was of
polished, fine-grained walnut, and a matching stand was
available for an extra two guineas. Also available was a
sister model, the TS701, which was similar in appearance
but had sound and cost 26 guineas.
Judging by the amount of promotional material produced, Ekco obviously expected great things of the
TA201. Original leaflets and brochures for pre-war sets
are nowadays very scarce, so it's perhaps an indication of
how much material was produced that I've three different
brochures on this model.

Condition
As a collector and restorer of vintage TV sets I acquired
a TA201 from a fellow collector some six years ago. It was
in a sad state, with a rusty chassis and a control knob and
the fibre back missing. Worst of all the tube was broken.
Despite several advertisements and much searching I
couldn't find a replacement tube, either new or used.
Everything comes to those who wait however, and during
the next couple of years two more TA201s plus a spare
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tube came into my possession. One of these sets I've
passed on: the other, though minus its cabinet, provided
all the missing parts, including the tube and fibre back
cover.

Restoration
The methods and techniques used in restoring vintage
sets couldn't be farther removed from those employed in
the modern repair shop. The thought of switching on
then, if the set survives, finding upwards of 25-30 faults
would be unthinkable for a commercial servicing
organisation.
My own approach is first to remove the chassis from its
cabinet and then, using a stiffish paint brush together with
a fine-nozzled vacuum cleaner, to clean the chassis thoroughly, sucking away all the accumulated dust and rubbish. The next step is to clean around the tube's e.h.t.
connection, also the connecting cable.
The chassis of the TA201 is well laid out from a
maintenance point of view. There are three units, one
mounted horizontally at the bottom and one at each side,
with the valves facing inwards. This layout gives easy
access b the undersides of two of the three units. The
bottom unit is the power supply which doesn't need much
attention to its underside whilst the set is running.
With the set in a clean condition my next task was to
replace all the waxed paper and electrolytic capacitors —
the majority of the latter are underneath the power supply
chassis, for h.t. smoothing. Without exception all the
waxed paper capacitors were leaky, so around ten faults
were probably removed in one go. The leads of the new
capacitors were coiled to form small "tubes" which could
be soldered in place over the severed leads of the original
components. This gives a neat appearance, and the joints
and layout remain in the original condition. Once the
capacitors were sorted out I gave the resistors a quick look
over for signs of over heating and where necessary
checked the value with an ohmmeter. None of the
resistors appeared to be seriously adrift, so it was time to
switch on.

The Big Moment!
The big moment had arrived! Would the Ekco work
after forty-five years out of service? Perhaps predictably,
the results were somewhat less than exciting. For my
efforts so far I was rewarded with nothing more than a
ghostly white blob which didn't appear to respond to any
amount of knob twiddling. Clearly the timebases weren't
working.
Both timebases have T41 thyratrons as the generators.
The line output stage uses an AC6 while the field output
stage uses a Pen45. All four valves were changed, but
there was no improvement in 'the results obtained. Unfortunately E.K. Cole didn't permit publication of the
circuit diagram, so my fault finding was seriously hampered. The service information at my disposal consisted of
three pages from the July 1939 issue of the "Radio
Marketing" Service Man's Manual. This included just
about everything other than the vital circuit diagram.
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Not to be outdone, I worked my way around the circuit
and eventually found a very leaky capacitor hidden away
behind a potentiometer mounting panel on top of the
chassis. This capacitor is part of the line form circuit, and
on replacing it I soon heard the familiar 10kHz whistle
telling me that the line timebase was now working.
Replacement of the two 0.1µF Visconol 4kV e.h.t. reservoir/smoothing capacitors cured the massive hum bar that
moved slowly down the screen, and I now had a blank
raster that could be controlled in height, width and focus.
My success was unfortunately short-lived. The screen
slowly turned dark and smoke began to issue from the
power unit. A check with the ohmmeter confirmed the
worst — the e.h.t. transformer had developed shorted
turns. Anyone who restores vintage TV sets lives in fear
of this happening — finding a replacement is virtually
impossible, and rewinding the original is costly, always.
assuming that you can find someone prepared to do it.
In the present case I'd the spare chassis, so the e.h.t.
transformer was quickly removed from this. Not surprisingly, the "new" transformer was itself a replacement
type, so it would appear that the original transformer was
prone to failure. Fortunately the replacement worked, so
I was back with my blank raster.

405-line Material
There's one major stumbling block when restoring 405line sets — there are no longer any transmissions! But we
have our ways. If, like myself, you're not lucky enough to
possess a standards converter, there are basically two
choices. The first is to use a simple 405-line pattern
generator. This is adequate for restoration purposes, but
provides little of entertainment value for subsequent
viewing! A much better solution is to use video recordings
of 405-line material. Normal 625-line recordings cannot be
used unless processed through a standards converter.
Connect the VCR's video and audio output sockets to a
v.h.f. modulator operating at the correct frequency for the
TV set — the construction of a suitable modulator was
described in the October 1984 issue of Television. I'm
fortunate in possessing both pre- and post-war v.h.f.
material, including "Television Comes to London", a
short film about the construction of the Alexandra Palace
studios and transmitter.

Getting the Picture
The v.h.f. modulator's output was connected via a
length of standard coaxial cable to the TA201's aerial
input socket. Being a born optimist, I drew the curtains
and switched off the lights in readiness for some viewing.
As anyone in the trade will confirm, such rashness always
invokes a variety of faults — and this was no exception.
Sod's Law again prevailing, there remained a blank raster
and no amount of contrast increase (gain) or focusing
adjustment would resolve a picture.
The SP41 vision r.f. amplifier valves were replaced, as
were the SP42 sync separator and the SP41 video amplifier valves. All to no effect. The fault was eventually
traced to the vision demodulator valve which wasn't
lighting up. This was difficult to find as the valve, a Dl
subminiature type, was concealed in what looked like
another r.f. tuning coil can. The D1 is a strange little
valve, with three pins in a row at one end and a further
pin at the other end. Replacing it had the desired effect,
and after carrying out adjustments to the hold controls
and the contrast and focus controls the familiar figure of
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Mickey Mouse came into view. This cartoon was the very
last programme to appear on TV prior to the wartime close
down. It was perhaps ironic that it should appear on the
screen after I'd devoted so many hours to the restoration.

Results
The sound output socket (complete with its original
plugs) was connected to the gramophone sockets of a
contemporary Cossor wireless set, Model 375. This time I
was lucky, and after a couple of minutes of warming-up
time "The Lambeth Walk" was echoing round the room.
Both the picture and sound were of good quality, the
latter being considerably better than the sound obtained
from many modern-day sets. The geometry and contrast
were good but the brightness was such that viewing was
best either in an unlit room or with the light source behind
the set. Advancing the setting of the brightness control
too far produced flaring, which was only to be expected
with a set of this age. Judicious adjustment of the r.f.
cores produced a further improvement, as did adjustment
of the sound rejector capacitor, which improved the line
hold.
The set is now used on a fairly regular basis, mainly for
the entertainment of those who are either too young to
remember or who simply couldn't afford pre-war television. Watching the Ekco TA201 'is not at all like watching
a modern TV set. For me it invokes a feeling of excitement, as though I was one of the pioneers who produced
the first television pictures. Last year saw the fiftieth
anniversary of the start of high-definition TV broadcasting
in the UK. I wonder whether the little Ekco will be
producing pictures in another fifty years' time?
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TV Fault Finding
Zanussi ZA374 Chassis
We fitted this set with a teletext adaptor kit. After doing
so we found that no pages above 199 could be selected.
Several days were spent testing, phoning and
headscratching before the cause of the problem was found
— the ITV text transmissions from certain transmitters
were out of tolerance. The following procedure provided
a cure:
(1) Switch the set on and select ITV text.
(2) Select mix.
(3) Ground pin 22 of CIT (SAA5230). This will give the
effect of weak sync.
(4) Adjust the crystal trimmer C28 until the text information begins to run from left to right across the screen — the
text information should take approximately three seconds
to run across the screen.
(5) Remove the ground link from pin 22 of CH.
This adjustment cures the fault which is caused by a
variation in the timing of the transmitted text signal and
the inability of the crystal, because of its precise frequency, to cope with this variation. The crystal used in the
latest teletext conversion kits has a wider bandwidth, so
this fault should not occur. It's possible that a similar fault
could be experienced with some Philips chassis that use a
A.R.
similar combination of CPU chip and crystal.
Mitsubishi CT2627
This new set suffered from height variations and occasional field collapse. The fault was very intermittent and
the use of a hairdryer and freezer didn't help. We found
that the problem lay with the field output transistors 0402
and Q403. Mitsubishi say that the output coupling capacitors C412 and C413 (both 330AF) should also be checked
M.Du.
— their value is critical.
NordMende FV Chassis
Set dead was the complaint. H.T. was present up to the
anode of the flyback thyristor DU16 but there was no
other life. A scope check showed that there was line drive
output at pin 15 of line oscillator panel Z. There was also
a waveform at the gate of DU16, but no other life. While
we were working in this area the set suddenly came to life.
The problem was traced to a dry-joint at one end of one
of the line output stage tuning/coupling capacitors, CU16
(82nF). When we had resoldered this the set worked
correctly, but after a few hours on test it failed. We had to
M.Du.
replace DU16.
Sharp C1415
This set had been dropped and the complaint was that the
search tuning intermittently wouldn't work. We traced
this to a crack in the print around the rear edge of the
M.Du.
board, at the back of the tuner.

Sanyo CTP5101
This elderly colour transportable came in with the complaint that the sound was o.k. but there was no picture.
We checked the tube voltages and found that the grids
were at 200V negative. This was because R617 (330ka)
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which provides bias from the first anode supply had gone
open-circuit. When this resistor was replaced the set
produced an excellent picture with the tube still in good
condition. We also had to clean the push-button assembly
and the line hold control.
M.Du.

Etron EC142
This imported colour portable came in with the complaint
that the tuning would intermittently drift off. The fault
appeared on soak test and we found that a gentle tap on
the front panel near the push-button unit would restore
normal working. When we removed the front control
panel the cause of the problem was obvious. 0700 in the
33V supply to the tuning presets had been soldered into
the board and then twisted, with the result that its legs
were intermittently shorting. Untwisting it cured the probM.Du.
lem.

Decca 80 Chassis
The complaint with this set was that it was dead. We
switched on and found that the output from the power
supply was correct. Our next suspect was the 5.11(II (or
6.8kil) line oscillator start-up supply resistor. This proved
to be o.k. however. When we started to make voltage
measurements around the TBA920 line oscillator chip we
found that the set sprang to life when the meter was
touched to either pin 3 or pin 4. Once it was working
however the start-up resistor still got hot, with the 12V
supply voltage low at 8V. The problem turned out to be
that D302 (1N4148) was open-circuit. This diode provides
isolation between the 12V rail and the line oscillator's
M.Du.
start-up supply.
ITT 80 Chassis
This fault had everyone baffled. The set produced a blank
raster with a bright squiggle down the centre, like partial
line collapse. The electronic tuning wouldn't tune either.
The fault turned out to be due to the mains rectifier's
reservoir capacitor C606 (220µF) which was open-circuit.
As a result there was ripple on the h.t. line.
D.A.B.

Fidelity ZX2000 Chassis
The TDA2581 chopper control chip and the chopper
transistor were both faulty. These were replaced but no
reason for their failure could be found — all the usual
things were tested. We noticed that an enormous amount
of lacquer had been applied to the set and when we
switched on we found out why! Arcs flew everywhere
from the top of the line output transformer. After replacing this there was no field scan as the TDA1170S chip had
failed, then no colour because of another faulty chip
(TDA1365).

Sony BT871 Tuner
The BT871 u.h.f. tuner is used in several older Sony CTV
models including the KV1400 and KV1810 — it's the long
narrow one with quasi-phono sockets for the signal input
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output socket

Resolder here

24V. The cause was traced to the 24V regulator transistor
VT812 which was short-circuit collector-to-emitter. When
this had been replaced normal working was restored.
M.D.

B7871
Tuner

Fig. 1: Trouble spot in the Sony BT871 tuner.

and output. We've had several examples that have suffered from intermittent tuning drift which can usually (but
not always!) be instigated by tapping or squeezing the
tuner. The cause has in all cases been a bad joint between
the earth print land and the screening wall on the r.f. side
of the mixer/oscillator compartment. Fig. 1 shows the
trouble spot.
E.T.

Rank T20 Chassis

I still get these sets with a BU208 fitted instead of a
BU208A. This one was starting up and there was plenty of
audio noise. Occasionally a channel could be tuned in.
The h.t. voltage was varying wildly around 110V instead
of being steady at 200V and there was no e.h.t. of course.
The BU208 had developed leaks between all three
connections. The owner swore that the set had had only a
replacement on-off control. Oh yes, and they'd been
having trouble with the line collapsing. Another fine burn
R.B.
up you've got me into Stanley!
Murphy V1400

No field scan on this Hitachi-looking set was due to C408
(1µ,F) being open-circuit.
R.B.

Rank T22 Chassis

Rediffusion Mk. 3 Chassis

This set came in with a leaky BU208A line output
transistor. After checking for other faults the BU208A
was replaced and the set was put on soak test for a couple
of hours. A few days later it was back with the same fault.
This time we discovered that someone had fitted a 1.512,
instead of a 1S1 resistor (5R8) in series with the BU208A's
base. Assuming that this was the cause of the trouble we
replaced 5R8 and the BU208A. This time the BU208A
lasted for only a few seconds. Careful examination of the
BU208A's base circuit revealed a dry-joint at pin 3 of the
line driver transformer. Resoldering this and fitting yet
another BU208A produced a good picture and no further
trouble.
M.D.

The problem with one of these sets was low, distorted
sound which at first was intermittent. Replacing the audio
driver transistor's load resistor OR71 (82051) provided a
cure — use a 1W resistor in this position. Another of these
sets had washed-out video, with the contrast and brightness controls inoperative. The cause was the chroma
demodulator chip 2IC1 (MR1327P).
R.B.

Sharp DV1600

This set would intermittently go into the standby mode.
Due to the intermittent nature of the fault it took us a
long time to discover the cause. Once it had gone into
standby, which could take anything from three hours to
three weeks, the set couldn't be switched back on unless it
was allowed to cool for about an hour. The last time it
went into standby repeated switching on and off gave the
fault away — there was a vertical line from top to bottom
(line collapse). Now the line scan coils are connected to
the collector of the 2SD869 line output transistor via a
bolt which is soldered to the print: the other bolt that
secures the transistor is connected to the line output
transformer. A circular ring (dry-joint) was noticed round
the former bolt. This was the cause of the fault and after
resoldering with a 140W gun to provide a good solid joint
there was no further trouble.
M.D.
Thorn•960O Chassis

This set had no sound or picture, though e.h.t. was
present. When we made a quick check on the power
supplies we found that the 34V supply was missing, with
F511 (500mA) open-circuit. An ohmmeter check from the
fuseholder to chassis showed a dead short which was
traced to C171 (6.8µF) on the decoder panel. After
replacing this item and the fuse the set was found to be
tripping. This time the 34V rail was a good 10V low at
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Pye 731 Series Chassis

The fault with this set was no green. The usual voltage
checks were made and the resistances in the circuit
appeared to be within normal tolerances. I noted however
that the TBA530 matrixing chip's green output load
resistor R458 was about 43kS/ instead of 39kS/, and to my
amazement found that the relevant part of the chip shuts
down when the load resistor value exceeds about 42kfl,
thereby switching off the output transistor.
H.MacM.
Grundig GCS 100/200 Chassis

The fusible resistor R607 would open now and then. I
eventually found that the cause was that old favourite with
the G8 and G11 chassis — the insulating pad under
thyristor Ty501 sometimes read about 50051 to chassis.
H.MacM.
GEC C1407H

The fault with this set was no colour and weak contrast,
with all three controls (colour, volume and brightness)
doing very little. We went about this in rather the wrong
way, by checking the voltages around the single chip
decoder. No significant errors were found and the
sandcastle pulse was present. A helpful GEC technical
representative suggested a careful check on the shape and
amplitude of this pulse as the decoder chip does odd
things if this is even mildly incorrect. The pulse was
correct however and after further investigation we found
that the 12V supply to the controls was missing due to a
hairline crack. Isn't it strange how you can convince
yourself that a fault is going to be a pig even before you
start, then you lead yourself up the garden path!
S.L.
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Vintage TV: Early GEC Receivers
Chas E. Miller
GEC and Sobell were part and parcel of the same group
for so many years that it's difficult to recall the early days
when the companies were separate and GEC produced
some highly individual designs of its own. GEC is in fact
one of the oldest names in the industry, its radio sets
dating back to the earliest days of broadcasting. Sobell
came along rather later, at the end of the second World
War, and quickly gained a reputation for reliability — as
evidenced by the unprecedented length of its guarantees.
When the merger took place, in the early sixties, it was
the latter company's designs that survived. The name
GEC became yet another badge engineering job.
GEC had been in on television from an early stage, and
at this point I must shamefacedly admit that many years
ago I let one of their pre-war models slip through my
hands. This was on the celebrated occasion (recorded in
this column some time ago) when I had the job of clearing
out a radio and TV shop's stockroom above a cinema in
Newcastle-under-Lyme. There were two old TV sets
amongst the spoils, one being a 5in. Marconiphone and
the other a monumental GEC which in a moment of
incautious generosity I gave to one of my erstwhile
assistants. So, Gerald Horrox, if you read these words . . .

The BT1091B
I must start therefore with the first post-war GEC set I
encountered, a 9in. table model known as the BT1091B.
Its moulded cabinet held a large, single-deck chassis that
carried 21 valves and the c.r.t. A two-screw quick-release
system was fitted to make service access easy. Considering
the general design of TV sets at around this time (the
BT1091B was released in August 1949) the GEC set was
refreshingly sensible and straightforward.
The receiver section was of the superhet type, using
mostly Z77 miniature r.f. pentodes, but oddly enough an
octal-based L63 triode was used as the local oscillator.
The sound i.f. was extracted in the Z77 mixer pentode's
anode circuit via a trap, there being no common vision/
sound i.f. amplifier stage. There were two vision i.f.
amplifier valves followed by a diode demodulator (half a
D77) whose output was passed to yet another Z77 which
was used as the video amplifier. This stage was interesting
(see Fig. 1) since it was an early example of what was to
become quite common practice, the use of h.t.-derived
standing cathode bias to improve the stability and overall
frequency response of the stage.
The c.r.t. was driven at its cathode, the other half of the
previously mentioned D77 acting as an interference lim-.
iter. Four preset clipping levels were available by altering
shorting links across the resistors in the D77's anode
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circuit. The interference limiter in the sound channel was
unusual, employing both sections of another D77 in a
negative feedback arrangement that muted the first a.f.
amplifier stage (DH77) in the presence of short-duration
interference pulses. Younger readers, reared on 625-line
TV, might well wonder what all the fuss was about. With
the modulation system used for 405-line transmissions the
receivers were very vulnerable to impulsive interference,
especially from motor vehicles. This could result in large
white splashes on the screen, accompanied by a machinegun effect from the loudspeaker. In the days before the
compulsary fitting of interference suppressors the BBC
used to put out a short film designed to press home the
need for them. An irate viewer, unable to stand the
annoyance caused by a nearby car any longer, hurled a
brick at his TV screen whereupon the set, and the car,
both went up in two glorious bangs! The car, by the way,
was an old Austin Seven, which would now be worth
thousands of pounds. I wonder if they really did blow it
up?
The sound output was from a KT61, a large octal-based
"kinkless tetrode" capable of providing 4.3W as a class A
amplifier. Another of these valves was used in the field
output stage, but was in this case triode connected. It
worked as a multivibrator in conjunction with an L63
triode, and had transformer coupling to the low-resistance
scan coils. Both the height and linearity (referred to as
"form") controls were in its cathode circuit, consisting of
1kSi and 101(11 potentiometers respectively.
The line timebase circuitry was unusual enough to
deserve illustration (see Fig. 2). An L63 was used as a line
sync pulse inverter whose output pulses, were coupled to
another L63 via the secondary winding on the line output
transformer and C56. The line output valve was a Mullard
EL38 output pentode, which must have been a bitter pill
for the designers who would no doubt have much preferred to stick with GEC valves, but an equivalent type
was not available. The L63 and EL38 acted together as a
multivibrator, the drive waveform being generated across
C57. At the end of the scan there was feedback via the
line sync pulse path. Wonder of wonders, flyback e.h.t.
was used, provided by an overwinding on the transformer
and a U37 soldered-in rectifier. The nominal e.h.t. voltage
was 6.5V.
Focusing was provided by means of an electromagnet
which was fed from a negative supply derived from the
centre tap on the mains transformer's secondary winding.
This supply was bypassed by a variable resistor. The
current through the coil was of the order of 150mA, the
voltage being between 28-37V. Normal h.t. was supplied
by a pair of MU14 rectifiers, each rated at 120mA and
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Fig. 1: The video circuitry used in Model BT1091B. Much
work had gone into the design of the video output stage.
Note the bias stabilising by means of R34 and the use of
both series (L20) and shunt (L21/22) h.f peaking coils. As a
result of partial decoupling (C29) there is 1.f. negative
feedback at V7's screen grid while at very low frequencies
R36 is added to V7's anode load due to partial decoupling
by C30.

delivering 348V after smoothing. The mains transformer
was of the fully isolated type, and an obscure feature was
the provision of a separate I.t. winding for the D77 sound
interference limiter valve. Although this valve had a
heater voltage rating of 6.3V the winding supplied only
5.8V and was centre-tapped, the centre tap being connected to the focus coil's supply. Possibly a portion of this
supply was used as bias for the valve.

C56
47p
II
EMI
Fig. 2: The line timebase circuit used in Model BT1091B, an
early example of the use of the output stage as part of a
multivibrator circuit.

Fig. 3: The video circuitry used in Model BT2147. This time
an RC Lf. attenuating network was incorporated in the feed
to the c.r.t. cathode. C61 was 1.5kp in Midlands sets.

The BT2147
In July 1950 the BT2147 made its appearance. This was
a compact 9in. table model in a plastic cabinet. It was an
excellent set with an advanced design for the period, but it
tends to have been forgotten compared to the similar but
more famous Bush TV12. GEC marketed models for
London and Birmingham, the only difference being the
detachable r.f. unit which made it easy to convert a set for
use in a different area.
For some inexplicable reason the earlier superhet design was abandoned in favour of a t.r.f. receiver, but the
rest of the circuitry took on a more modern appearance.
There were on fewer than four vision r.f. amplifiers, again
the redoubtable Z77s, three of them being common to the
sound channel. A crystal diode was used as the vision
demodulator, with the contrast control as its cathode load
(see Fig. 3). The wiper of this control was d.c. coupled to
the video amplifier valve's control grid (a Z77 again). This
time the video amplifier had a single low-value resistor
(5k11) as its anode load and its screen grid was connected
directly to the h.t. line, with no decoupling. Half the
inevitable D77 was used as an interference limiter, the
other half being used as an interlace filter for the field
sync pulses.
A B36 double triode did duty as the blocking oscillator
in both timebases. The line output stage now used a boost
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diode, but the voltage gain thus obtained was by no means
as great as that in later designs. Once again a U37
provided the e.h.t., now 7kV. Marconi-Osram (the valve
company jointly owned by GEC and EMI) had by now
produced its own line output valve, the KT36, which was
used here.
A permanent magent was used to focus the c.r.t.
Normal h.t. came from a metal rectifier in a conventional
a.c./d.c. circuit, and all the heaters were series operated.
Voltage tappings were provided for mains inputs of 200250V, with part of the rectifier being shorted out on the
lower d.c. ranges.
A single separate sound r.f. amplifier had its output
demodulated by the diodes in a DH77 which was followed
by a much simpler crystal diode interference limiter
circuit. N37 miniature output pentodes were used in both
the audio and field output stages.
Later versions of this set had a superhet receiver unit
which was tunable to all the Band I channels. I remember
buying one of these from a customer, at a nominal price,
more or less to do him a good turn. I casually asked what
was wrong with it, and received the reply that "Mr. Blank
(a well known local dealer) said the tube had gone and it
wasn't worth repairing". The set had been sent in for field
collapse! It was far from being the first time that I'd come
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across this sort of thing in connection with Mr. Blank, but
as always it was hardly worth persuing the matter. The
fault was in fact due to an open-circuit blocking oscillator
transformer, and when this was repaired the set gave an
excellent picture.

A Portable Conversion
This was in the days before portable TV sets were
generally available, the sole example at the time being the
Ekco TMB272. The little GEC set seemed a suitable
candidate for a conversion job. I fitted a 13-channel tuner
and wired all the valve heaters for series-parallel 12V
operation, replacing such valve types as necessary with
6.3V equivalents. The line output valve was changed from
a KT36 to an EL81 for example, and the U31 boost
diode was changed to an EY81. H.T. was provided by an
external vibrator power pack obtained from an ex-government surplus store and intended for use with the No. 19
tank set. The results were excellent, the sensitivity being
more than adequate for most areas even with a short rod
aerial. But I didn't enjoy them for long. The set was seen
by a long-distance lorry driver who was so impressed that
he made me an immediate, non-refusable offer. I often
wonder what became of that set, for I never saw it again.
The battery drain was fairly high — around 6-7A as I recall
but this would have been of little account with a heavyduty lorry battery.
Later GEC Models
GEC stayed with the removable r.f. chassis idea for

many years. In fact the basic design of GEC chassis varied '
little during the following years, apart from the fact that
the timebase chassis was changed to vertical mounting.
For a time the mains dropper resistor was replaced with a
barretter, which was fine for dealing with mains variations
but became difficult to obtain when it failed.
An ingenious converter was produced for use when
ITV came along. It consisted of a plinth about four inches
deep to house the tuner unit. This assembly was screwed
to the bottom of the original cabinet. The selector switch
was in a convenient place, central beneath the tube, and
there was no need for elaborate drilling and fixing. These
converters were difficult to obtain at one time, causing
customers who had seen "Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs" to comment "some time my plinth will come",
which proves that what this column may lack in class it
makes up for in sheer nerve. Seriously though, the tuner
was of the incremental type, having one Band band two
Band III positions. Since each channel had its own
separate adjustments, it was possible to peak them up if
need be to obtain extra gain at the expense of bandwidth.
GEC used this type of tuner for a number of years, the
performance being perfectly adequate as regards the
choice of channels.
When 110° c.r.t.s appeared towards the end of the
fifties GEC brought out its famous bow-fronted range,
which had two vertical chassis and a twelve-position turret
tuner. The line output stage was mounted horizontally
beneath the tube, between the two receiver and timebase
sections. Various versions of this basic layout took the
company into the sixties and thence to the time of the
merger with Sobell.

TV Fault Finding

Reports from Chris Avis, R.T. Rees, R. Crockit,
Michael Dranfield, Mick Dutton and Roger
Burchett

National Panasonic TC2201
This one had the shivers — severe line tearing and enough
h.f. radiation to upset other TV sets in the workshop. The
h.t. rail was correct and adjustable and there was no
visible arcing in the line output area. It was then discovered — by chance — that operating the service switch would
stop the radiation! Checks were made around the chopper
transistor TR801 whose emitter is decoupled by C826
(390pF). Bridging this with an additional 330pF capacitor
also cleared the symptom, though a replacement 390pF
capacitor didn't. TR801 showed a 1M52 emitter-collector
leak however and a replacement cleaned up the picture —
on all the sets. Presumably operation of the service switch
removed the fault symptom due to the reduced load on
the power supply caused by no field scan and low beam
current.
C.A.
GEC C1405H
"The on/off switch is faulty" said the customer, incorrectly. In fact the set was tripping when switched on,
except for the odd occasion when it would work normally
for a while before cutting out. Tests revealed that the
safety thyristor Q901 was inclined to cry wolf and inhibit
the line drive when the operating conditions were actually
correct. 0901's gate resistor R910 (101M) was removed
and checked. It read 131(11 before one end fell off! C.A.
Sony KV1820
A case of Snow White Syndrome, or Whistle While You
Work: there were erratic squeals from the power supply
transformer and ragged verticals. A common cause of this
symptom is C609 (0.47µF, 50V) in the power supply, but
the seven dwarfs continued unabated when it was replaced. With precise use of freezer the fault was traced to
one of the power supply pulse-width modulator transistors, 0604 (2SC634A). This had developed random baseemitter leakage — anything between about 501d/ and
5Ma A BC183L proved to be a satisfactory replacement.
C.A.
Ferguson TX90 Chassis
There was no colour on this portable TV set due to the
line pulse at pin 9 of IC103 being of low amplitude at 2V.
R.T.R.
R171 (270k11) had gone high in value.
Rediffusion Mk 3 Chassis
The trouble with this set was intermittent brightness
changes. Under the fault condition the voltage at the
emitters of the RGB output transistors went very high.
The culprit was the 7.5V zener diode 2D15 which returns
the emitters to chassis. This diode is used to set the black
level d.c. offset. It was going open-circuit intermittently.
R.T.R.
Ferguson TX9 with Teletext
This set almost had a mind of its own, changing channels,
going into standby or increasing the sound level (never the
other way). A general resoldering of the joints in the area
of the line output transformer improved things to the
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point where we had very intermittent channel changing or
going to standby — days would go by with the set
performing well, then off we'd go again. Resoldering all
the joints in the infra-red receiver unit eventually cured
R.C.
the problem.
ITT CVC25/30 Series Chassis
This fault is showing up quite regularly. After replacing
the tripler or after a flashover you may be presented with
a washed out picture, the contrast control having no
effect. The component to check is D3 (1N4148) in the
beam limiter circuit. It's connected to the earthy end of
the tripler and goes leaky.
M.D.
Thorn 9000 Chassis
There was an odd fault on this set. It would work for five
minutes after being switched on then start to trip. Disconnecting the power supply rails had no effect, neither
did disconnecting the tripler. Attention was therefore
turned to the regenerative trip switch. The input from the
thick-film sensing unit arrives at connectors 20/4 and 20/5
on the syclops control panel. Under normal conditions the
voltage .here should be low, at 0.05V. We found that it
was a little on the high side at 0-28V. After a minute or so
it started to rise, eventually reaching about 0.5V after
which the trip started to recycle. When the over-voltage
thick-film unit was cooled the voltage dropped back to
0.28V. Zener diode W716 in the unit was, heat sensitive,
leaking when warm. A replacement thick film unit restored correct conditions.
M.D.
Mitsubishi CT2027
Two of these sets came in recently with the complaint that
they wouldn't switch on. In both cases the cause was
R7A0 being open-circuit. This resistor provides the remote control receiver panel with a start-up supply. M.Du.
Decca 80 Chassis
The problem was low and distorted sound. On investigation the supply to the TBA800 audio amplifier/output chip
was found to be low at 10V instead of 25V. We worked
back to the regulator driver stage on the timebase panel
and found that R368 (15052), which is in series with the
base of the shunt regulator transistor, was burnt while the
driver transistor Tr303 had overheated. We replaced these
items and checked the regulator transistor Tr801. When
we switched on R368 immediately began to smoke. Closer
inspection revealed that connector PTAH was dryjointed, with the result that all the current was being
diverted via the driver transistor and R368.
M.Du.
Philips G11 Chassis
This set would go "dead" very intermittently. We exchanged the power supply, line timebase and line output
panels but the fault persisted. In an attempt to narrow
down the search we removed the beam current limiter
transistors from the power supply panel. The set then
worked all right. A look at the circuit led us back to the
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colour decoder panel. When we removed this we found a
crack in the print at the rear of plug 6C. This was causing
the beam limiter to be connected to the h.t. rail via R6065
without the benefit of zener diode D6011 to hold down
the voltage level. Repairing the print cured the problem.
On another of these sets there was no output from the
power supply as R4067 had sprung open. When this was
resoldered the power supply worked but the output was
high at 180V. R4024 (220kft) in the set h.t. control
network had increased in value to over 400ka
M.Du.
Thorn 1615 Chassis
The complaint with this set was no flyback blanking. As
the voltages around the blanking transistor seemed to be
correct we decided to take a look at the waveforms. These
were all correct at the blanking transistor but seemed to
be of very low amplitude at the video output transistor.
W18 (1S44) which is connected between the collector of
the blanking transistor and the emitter of the video output
transistor was not conducting, though it measured all right
M.Du.
on a meter test.
Ferguson 37141 — TX90 Chassis
This set would not go into the standby mode and the
customer complained that it would intermittently shut
down. The standby problem was caused by TR902
(ZTX750) being short-circuit while the intermittently
dead problem was due to dry-joints around the line output
transistor. We also resoldered the field output transistors:
these were badly dry-jointed, as you often find with this
M.Du.
chassis.
Rediffusion Mk 1 Chassis
This set was covered by a maintenance agreement until
last year, when Granada decided not to continue with it.
This is how I came on the scene. There were quite a few
botches, the worst being that the cutout had been linked
out. After carrying out a post mortem it seems that the
focus spark gap had shorted out, melted and in dripping

down the tube base panel had scorched this and started
the Paxolin burning. Fortunately the 3A mains fuse then
blew, bringing the conflagration to a not untimely end.
The owner is an increasingly senile old lady who could
never have got to the set in time had a real conflagration
started.
At the moment I await instructions as to what to do
with the set. The owner's son is a solicitor, so action may
be taken. Surely the big boys in the trade should realise
that a maintenance agreement means just that — maintaining the set in as near perfect condition as possible until it's
too old, then telling the owner so. As a postscript the
focus control, which had also melted, is with the local fire
brigade: they display such horrors on open days.
R.B.
Grundig CUC120 Chassis
This set was shutting down and not always restarting.
Switching off and on again a short time later sometimes
produced results. At other times it wouldn't start at all.
Voltage checks indicated that the TDA4600 chopper
control chip was receiving a start-up supply, but nothing
much else was happening. A quick squirt of freezer on the
chip and the set burst into life, only to stop a few minutes
later. Another dose of cooling spray and the set came on
again. As nothing obvious was amiss we replaced the chip.
No change. Attention was then directed at the components nearby. R632 is very close to the chip and freezing it
started the set up. But this resistor would have to fall in
value to have any effect: it's connected to pin 5 of the
chip, i.e. the safety circuit which shuts the set down when
the voltage at this pin is less than 2-2V. A check on the
voltage showed that it rose when the set stopped! Various
other components were tested or replaced before, in
frustration, I flexed the panel hard with a screwdriver
handle. The set then tried to start. Tapping the panel had
no effect but flexing it did. The only thing to do was to
start resoldering: the faulty joint was found to be on L631,
which is in the chopper transistor's base drive circuit.
Presumably the freezer was moving the joint sufficiently
for it to remake — the joint is very close to the chip. R.B.

TV Fault Finding
Focus Faults
A66-701X and A56-701X tubes seem to be prone to a
focus fault, usually from cold. What happens is that the
picture has a horizontal band of defocusing that changes
with picture content. Replacement seems to be the only
cure.
P.B.
Telefunken 615 Chassis
If you suspect that the line output transformer in one of
these sets is faulty, look closely at its top to see whether
the plastic is blistered and swollen. If so it's a very good
bet that the transformer is faulty.
P.B.
Decca 90 Series Chassis
This set had no picture, just a plain white raster with a
blue band on the left-hand side. The video signal was
found to be missing at 2TP1 on the decoder panel, so
attention was directed to the sandcastle pulses. A check at
TP303 on the sync/line timebase panel revealed that the
pulse amplitude was 4V instead of 8V. The 2212 safety
resistor R301 was found to be open-circuit.
P.B.
Sharp C1491
Intermittent no sound or vision was the symptom with this
set, and on the rare occasions when the fault showed up
R245 in the 12V supply to the i.f. strip and tuner would
overheat. A lot of time was spent disconnecting components and soak testing before the culprit was found. It was
CF201, a packaged circuit, which was going leaky. P.B.
Philips K30 Chassis
This set would switch off after about three hours. If the
mains supply was switched off for a few moments then on
again the set would continue to operate for hours and
hours. The cause of the fault was eventually traced by
using a hairdryer inside the set. The culprit was the e.h.t.
lead, not with a sparking short but a leak to its braid.
H.MacM.
Philips G8 Chassis
The picture faded out or went very dim after a couple of
hours. We eventually found that the 12V stabilising zener
diode D7315 (BZX61/C12) on the decoder panel was
going high resistance. It's a difficult fault to diagnose
because the voltage change is only about 1V, but this is
sufficient to upset the rather critical conditions in the
TBA520 chip.
H.MacM.
Philips CTX-E Chassis
The set was working but there was no sound or vision. A
naughty one this: when R3101 (15k,Q) which supplies the
33V tuning voltage stabiliser goes open-circuit there's still
150V from D6583 to burn your fingers. How about a nice
high-resistance bleed to tame this condition?
H.MacM.
Thorn 9000 Chassis
Two of these sets have passed through the workshop
recently, both with the same fault. In the first case some
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time had to be spent over diagnosis. The symptom was
no-go and pumping. The cause was that rectifier diode
W706 was open-circuit. We use a BY299 in this position as
a replacement: it's easy to obtain and seems to be more
reliable (at this stage) than the type originally fitted. This
one is worth remembering since the diode can fail intermittently, setting a difficult puzzle for the engineer.
Going open-circuit intermittently is a nasty habit of some
SKE prefixed diodes, as we've spent many hours learning
from Grundig and other TV sets in the past . . .
E.T.
Panasonic TC2203 (U1 Chassis)
Another horrible intermittent fault: at random and very
long intervals the picture would contact and jump, as if
the mains supply was arcing. At length we discovered that
the way to instigate the fault was to switch on from cold
then thrash the channel selector pads with the brightness
and contrast at maximum! If the symptom then appeared
it could be cleared by turning down the contrast control
setting. This dependence of the fault on beam current led
us to suspect the tripler — until we found that a diode-split
line output transformer is used in this chassis. Replacement of the e.h.t. lead (line output transformer to c.r.t.)
cured the problem.
E.T.
Ferguson TX90 Chassis
Fuse blowing has been a big nuisance with these sets
lately. In one case the line output transistor was shortcircuit but in others the fuse blowing has been of an
intermittent nature. Replacing the BY127 mains rectifier
diodes (D120-D123) with Ferguson supplied alternatives
(BYD33G) seems to have cured the problem in the sets
where the fuse blowing was random.
If you get intermittent lack of line lock, look at the thin
tracks roughly in the centre of the board. They tend to lift
and crack with repeated thermal cycling. The one in
question goes to pin 5 of the TDA4500 chip (pulse
feedback). It would be prudent to add wire bridging links
to all four of the tracks.
R.B.
Rediffusion Mk 3 Chassis
Experienced ex-Rediffusion men (and women!) will no
doubt laugh their heads off at this one, but here goes. I've
come across several of these sets with 5R6 (2712) opencircuit. It's a safety resistor that's used as a surge limiter in
series with rectifier diode 5D6 (BY298). This diode produces the 270V supply for the RGB output stages and is
fed from a winding on the line output transformer. When
5R6 goes open-circuit the 270V supply is no longer
present and the result is a bright raster with flyback lines.
There's also no tuning voltage supply to the tuner. Up to
now replacing 5R6 has provided a complete cure.
On this set 5R6 was open-circuit and the current
limiting resistor 2R142 (1M, another safety resistor) in
the blue output stage was burnt. After replacing these two
resistors I switched on confidently, only to get sound but
no raster. There was just time to check the RGB output
voltages before the 1.6A time-delay power supply fuse
blew with a bang. The regulating thyristor 6ITR1 Was now
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short-circuit cathode-to-gate. After changing this I
powered up with the line scan panel unplugged. No bang.
Then I cautiously powered up with the tripler disconnected. Sound o.k. Deep breath and try with the tripler
connected. Tripping. I see. This job was being done in the
field, so it was a question of see you tomorrow morning
madam (and sir).
Next day I fitted the new tripler in a trice and switched
on. No bangs and no tripping — and no raster either! This
turned out to be due to 2D15, a 7.5V zener diode, being
open-circuit — it stabilises the voltages at the emitters of
the RGB output transistors. Replace this and we were
home and dry.
So we had an intermittent tripler fault, only the second
time that a tripler has caused me trouble in the Mk. 3
chassis. There was no pinhole when I examined it later,
but it must have been breaking down somewhere, and
violently too. The moral would appear to be to leave the
tripler disconnected whilst making tests when 5R6 is
found to be open-circuit. No doubt those more familiar
with the Mk. 3 chassis will have their own approach to
testing. The worst thing about this saga is that I went to
see the set after personal recommendation and then
R.B.
floundered.
Rediffusion Mk 4 Chassis
This set was dead. We removed the back and noted that
4R2 had sprung open. This resistor provides a start-up
voltage for the power supply. As we could find no
evidence of a short we resoldered 4R2 and switched on.
There was still no sign of life and 4R2 quickly got very
warm. The culprit was 4D6 (BA157) which had gone
short-circuit. It should take over from the start-up supply
when the set gets going but, being shorted, was placing a
heavy load on 4R2.
M.Du.
Hitachi NP81CQ Chassis
This set came in because of intermittent field collapse. We
solved the problem by removing the thick-film field
output module and carefully resoldering all the dry-joints.
After running, the set for a while we noticed that there was
slight field bounce, particularly on channel change. C610
(220µF, 50V) was found to be virtually open-circuit.
M.Du.
Sharp C1891
No luminance was the problem with this set. Freezer soon,
M.Du.
located the cause — transistor 0409 (2SA495).
Hitachi CPT2051 (NP80 Chassis)
This set was dead. There was no h.t. output from the
power supply though voltage was present at the input to
the STR440 chopper chip. When we tried to measure this
voltage the power supply came to life. The problem was
no start-up supply at pin 4 as R902 (82kg) had gone openM.Du.
circuit.
Thorn 1590 Chassis
The fault, poor sound and a blank white raster, is
common with these sets. It's usually caused by a defective
i.f. transistor, usually the second one. In this case the
voltages were o.k. until we came to the base of the fourth
i.f. amplifier transistor VT5, which had no base voltage.
R26 (10kft) had gone open-circuit. We didn't find this out
M.Du.
until after changing the transistor of course!
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One of the recent additions to the Mullard range of TV
chips is the TDA3562A colour decoder. Although similar
to the well-known TDA3561, the new decoder chip
incorporates extra features. When fault-finding it's essential to be aware of these.
One of the main features of the TDA3562A is automatic grey-scale compensation. The tube's first anode
voltage and the highlights are manually set, but once this
has been done the chip automatically controls the background, compensating for any variations in tube emission.

period could confuse the i.c.'s internal logic. In Fig. 1 this
action is performed by Trl/C1/R1. The time-constant of
the charging network Cl/RI is 1-5sec.
(2) From switch on multiple test lines are generated within
the chip, at a rate of 20 per field, until beam current is
detected. As soon as the first beam current is detected the
i.e. blanks the c.r.t. for a further four seconds, the
estimated final warm-up time.
(3) Tube blanking is then removed and the picture should
stabilise. The total warm-up time takes about 12 seconds.
The usual signs of c.r.t. ageing will not be apparent.
This means that the picture is liable to rapid deterioration
once the emission has fallen outside the parameters set by
the i.c. A way of checking whether the tube is ageing is to
measure the voltages at pins 10, 20 and 21 — use a digital
voltmeter. A difference of more than 0.2V is a clear
indication that the chip is compensating heavily for differing gun emissions and that the tube is deteriorating.

The Auto Grey-scale System

The Sandcastle Pulse

We'll consider first the operation of the grey-scale
compensation system. A simplified block diagram is
shown in Fig. 1. Compensation is applied to all three guns
in the same way: to simplify matters we'll concentrate on
the red gun.
All three guns are blanked in the usual way during the
field flyback period. On line 23 the red gun is turned on
by a test pulse from the i.c. This line is normally off the
top of the screen and is thus visible only when the height
is reduced. With a good gun the test pulse will produce a
10µA beam, which is the assumed black level. This
current is sampled and feedback is applied to pin 18 of the
i.c. At 10/LA beam current the voltage at pin 18 should be
5V. During the test line the buffer amplifier is switched
off to prevent red channel signals reaching the c.r.t. and
thus affecting the beam current.
For comparison purposes a 3.48V reference voltage is
present at pin 19 of the i.c. During the test period the i.c.
checks that the gun is emitting 10µA. If the emission is
low the feedback voltage will be less than 5V and a
correction voltage will be stored by the capacitor connected to pin 10. This capacitor forms part-of the internal
feedback system which sets the red amplifier's gain to
obtain a 10µA black level. The voltage stored by this
capacitor is used throughout the duration of the field scan,
after which the process is repeated and the voltage is
updated as necessary.
The same procedure is used on lines 24 and 25 for the
blue and green guns respectively. The' blue storage capacitor is connected to pin 21 and the green storage capacitor
to pin 20. Flyback blanking and beam current limiting are
overridden during the test period to prevent them interfering with the feedback action.

The TDA3562A requires a three-step sandcastle pulse
(see Fig. 2) which is fed in at pin 7 — the TDA3561
required a two-step pulse. This three-step pulse is produced by the sync processor/timebase oscillator chip,
normally a TDA2578A. The levels are as follows:
(1) 2.5V, derived from the field oscillator. This is used for
field flyback blanking. In the event of field collapse a
continuous 2.5V d.c. is applied, blanking the screen to
prevent phosphor burn. The blanking period is 21 lines.
(2) 4.6V, derived from a line flyback pulse. This is used
for line flyback blanking.
(3) 11V, derived from the sync separator. This is used for

The TDA3562A
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of the automatic grey-scale adjustment system (red channel only shown).
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Cold Start
When the TV set is first switched on there will be no
beam current of course. The result could be a bright white
raster once the tube has heated up, as the feedback
system would turn up the gain of the RGB channels. This
momentary bright white raster is undesirable both from
the point of view of the customer and the line output
stage. To avoid it, a cold-start circuit is employed. The
cold-start procedure is as follows.
(1) For the first 1.5 seconds pin 18 of the i.c. is held at
chassis potential to prevent feedback while the main
supply rails are being established. Feedback during this
834
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Burst gating and clamp ref.
Line blanking
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Fig. 2: The three-step sandcastle pulse.
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burst gating and as the black-level clamp reference.
The absence or attenuation of any of these three levels
will mute the i.c., resulting in a very dark raster which
under normal lighting conditions is not visible.

Servicing
Engineers who have to deal with sets that employ this
i.c. will be aware of the fact that many faults produce the
no raster symptom. In some cases it can be difficult to
identify where the fault lies.
An oscilloscope will usually show that the luminance
signal is present at pin 8 but that there are no RGB
outputs at pins 13, 15 and 17. If the i.c. is mounted in a
holder a logical step would be to change it. In most cases
however the fault condition will persist. At this point we
strongly recommend a check on the sandcastle pulse at pin
7 (or an associated test point),, not only to ensure that all
three steps are present but also that they are of the correct
amplitude. I've had experience of receivers with no raster
where each step of the sandcastle was about 1V too low.
On the first occasion I came across this I broke the golden
rule of oscilloscope use and on seeing the correctly shaped
waveform failed to check its amplitude. I eventually
noticed that the pulse was about 4V larger at one end of
the track than at the other. The cause was an invisible
crack in the PCB.
If the sandcastle pulse is correct and the luminance
signal is present at pin 8 it's worth checking that the 12V
supply has not risen, possibly by only 1V, due to a
defective regulator. Also check any external blanking
transistors, diodes, etc. It's worth checking that the
teletext or scart interfaces are not making the chip blank —
this can in many cases be done simply by unplugging the
interface input to the i.c.
There are various ways of finding which stage is at fault
when the receiver fails to display a raster. As previously
mentioned field collapse will result in loss of the first step
of the sandcastle pulse and a blank raster. One way to
check on this is to use a scope to look at the pulse. Since
the field output chip is a power device however it's the
most likely culprit. A much simpler check therefore is to
short between the grid and cathode of one of the tube's
guns — this can easily be done in the field. The relevant
gun will then turn hard on, giving an immediate indication
as to whether the field timebase is working. A warning is
necessary however: this check won't tell you whether the
field blanking is correct. In other words it's just possible
that a raster will appear but that the first step of the
sandcastle pulse is incorrect.
Sandcastle pulse

A method of overriding the beam current sensing at pin
18 is to disconnect the feedback from the RGB output
stages and apply 5V from an external power supply. The
i.c. will then assume that the tube's emission is correct and
will attempt to produce a raster. If a raster is obtained by
making this check you'll be on your way to identifying the
fault. Even if a raster doesn't appear you'll at least have
ruled out the auto-grey-scale system and, depending on
the fault, you may be able to scope RGB outputs at pins
13, 15 and 17.
In conclusion, when dealing with this chip in a TV set
always bear in mind that any fault that would make the
tube turn on hard will in most cases result in no raster or
the loss of one colour, also that a fault in either timebase
will often upset the sandcastle pulse, again leading to a
blank screen.
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The Ferguson TX85 Chassis
J. LeJeune
As the evolution of colour TV chassis progresses more
and more of the low-level signal processing circuitry is
integrated in all-embracing LSI chips. Ferguson's new
small-screen chassis, the TX85, is basically a tidied-up
version of the TX90, though with some important
changes. Gone are the mains transformer and the unconventional audio and power supply regulator circuits.
Advantage has been taken of the redesign to introduce
new or up-dated integrated circuits. The result is a neat
design without the quirks of the TX90.

Chopper Power Supply
The TX90's mains transformer/rectifier/voltage regulator system has been abandoned in favour of a switchmode power supply. Loss of the mains transformer
removes about 2.51b of weight, a useful saving in a chassis
to be used in portable sets. One consequence of this is
reversion to conventional mains-voltage degaussing. The
shunt chopper transistor is controlled by a new i.c., type
TEA2018A. Three rails are derived from the chopper
transformer, 13V, 17V and 95V. The 17V line also feeds a
12V regulator which powers the signal processing sections
of the receiver. The 95V rail is used by the line and field
output stages while the 13V supply is used by the line
driver and the audio stages. Fig. 1 shows the power supply
circuit; Fig. 2 gives an idea of the TEA2018A's internal
systems.
D3-D6 form a bridge to provide full-wave rectification
of the incoming mains supply. Reservoir capacitor C69
charges to approximately 340V to start up the i.c. and
supply the primary winding of the chopper transformer
Ti.
The supply for the i.c. enters at pin 6. In normal
operation it's derived from winding 3-2 of the chopper
transformer, the rectifier circuit D7/C71 providing 11V
d.c. At switch-on the supply is taken from R60/R89/R91
which charge C71 from the rectified mains rail: the voltage
has to reach 5.8V before the i.c. will swing into life and
deliver drive pulses to the base of the chopper transistor
Tr6. C71's capacitance is sufficient to hold the voltage at
pin 6 long enough to allow the chopper-derived supply to
be established via D7.
Tr6's base drive current is derived directly from pin 5 of
the i.c. To ensure rapid and positive turn-off the drive
current swings negatively with respect to chassis. For this
reason R102/D23/D8/D10 are connected in series between
the negative side of the bridge rectifier and chassis. R97
and C74 smooth the supply of approximately —2.2V
applied to pin 4.
Regulation of the output voltages is achieved by sensing
the feedback provided by pins 2-3 of the chopper transformer. This time the rectifier circuit consists of D20 and
C72: R61/RV9/R94 sample the resultant d.c. and pin 8 of
the chip senses any changes in the switch-mode power
supply's output — the control circuitry aims to maintain the
voltage at this pin at a constant 2-5V. The set-h.t. control
RV9 should be adjusted for 95V at the cathode of D12.
Unlike previous asynchronous chopper power supplies
used by Ferguson, this one's operating frequency is held
constant by R92 and C73. Control of the output voltage is
838

achieved in the usual manner, by adjusting the markspace ratio of the drive waveform produced at pin 5.
Two separate systems are used to provide protection
against overload conditions. The first monitors the voltage
at pin 3 of the transformer, feeding pin 7 of the chip via
R93. This system looks for transformer saturation: the
drive to Tr6 is shut-off in the event of saturation being
detected. The second senses Tr6's collector current, which
flows via R102 — this resistor is in series with Tr6,T1 and
D23/8/10 across the rectified mains supply. The ramp
produced across R102 is applied to pin 3 of the chip via
R95. If the ramp voltage is excessive the drive to Tr6 is
shut down. These two shut-down modes are short-term
and cope with transitory conditions. A permanent overload will cause the supply to trip cyclically: as a result, T1
will emit a ticking sound.
Tr6 is protected by two networks in its collector circuit.
C75/R101/D11 provide rate-of-rise limiting. When Tr6 is
turned off, D11 is turned on as its anode voltage rises,
connecting the snubber capacitor C75 across Tr6. This
effectively diverts the major part of the back-e.m.f.
energy away from Tr6. When Tr6 is switched on again,
R101 discharges C75 in readiness for the next cycle. D9
and R99 limit the back-e.m.f. and prevent excessive
ringing in the transformer. Fig. 3 shows the voltage
waveform at Tr6's collector.

Tuner and IF Section
The familiar shape of the Ferguson SC4 tuner should be
a reassuring sight to the engineer finding his (or her) way
around this chassis. Manual channel selection models have
the Preh switch-bank with the tuning tool-a.f.c. switch
plunger while remote control models have the same basic
system that went into TX90 sets with remote control.
The SC4 tuner's output is pi-coupled to the base of the
i.f. preamplifer transistor Trl. Gone is the i.f.
preamplifier chip used in former models. The SAW filter
is a new type from SigTech. It doesn't require a balanced
input but has a balanced output to interface with current
i.f. amplifiers. This results in a simpler and inherently
more reliable design, with no loss of performance compared to what went before.
The main i.f. amplification and synchronous detection
are carried out in the TDA4501H package (IC2). A
feature of this i.c. is the very large number of functions it
contains in relation to the peripheral component count.
Fig. 4 shows the tuner, the i.f. preamplifier and IC2
circuitry. L4 is the synchronous detector tuning coil. No
separate tuned circuit is necessary for a.f.c. — an on-chip
90° phase-shift network takes care of that — but the vision
i.f. must be correctly tuned to 39.5MHz for it to work
properly since this is the frequency at which the on-board
phase shift network operates. The a.g.c. output at pin 5
can be positive-going for tuners with npn transistors or
negative-going for tuners with pnp transistors. The polarity depends on the voltage at pin 1: for positive-going
a.g.c. this voltage should be 3.5V while for negative-going
a.g.c. it should be 8V. The onset can be adjusted by slight
variation of these voltages — RV1 is included for this
purpose.. Pin 5 is connected to an open-collector circuit
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capable of handling up to 2mA.
A video preamplifier follows synchronous detection. Its
output at pin 17 consists of a 2.8V peak-amplitude
positive-going video signal with the negative-going sync
pulse tips sitting at a d.c. level of 1.5V. The intercarrier
sound i.f. signal is also present at this pin. After passing
through a 6MHz ceramic filter it re-enters the i.c. at pin
15. The luminance and chroma signals are passed to IC3
(TDA3565) for processing.
The usual quadrature detector is used to demodulate
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the intercarrier sound signal — L2 is the tuning coil. The
detected audio signal passes internally to the d.c. volume
control (RV2) section. This is followed by a small audio
amplifier stage to enable pin 12 to drive the TBA820M
audio amplifier chip directly.
The TDA4507H's Other Circuits

In addition to the i.f. amplifier, synchronous detector,
a.g.c., a.f.c., video preamplifier, intercarrier sound channel and audio preamplifier IC2 handles timebase
synchronisation and incorporates the generator sections of
both timebases. The i.c. offers some very sophisticated
features.
Sync Separator

The video signal is passed to the sync separator stage
via an internal low-pass filter. R15 determines the sync
839

slicing level. A noise inverter operates on negative-going
impulses, disabling the sync separator to prevent false
timebase triggering.

Line Generator
The line oscillator timing components C25/R23/RV3 are
connected to pin 23 which also receives the output from
the flywheel sync circuit via R22. There are the usual
(nowadays) two line timebase phase detectors within the
chip. The first compares the phasing of the incoming line
sync pulses with that of the line oscillator signal. Its output
is filtered and applied to the oscillator via the resistor just
mentioned (R22). The operating conditions of this phase
detector are determined by the strength of the incoming
aerial signal (there's a feed from the a.g.c. circuit) and on
whether the circuits are in or out of sync. With an
unsynchronised signal the sensitivity of the catching circuit
is set at 6kHz per µsec, which guarantees a short catching
time. As the switching of the operating conditions is done
automatically within the i.c. any programme selector
button can be used for the AV input, though for psychological reasons one selector is still labelled AV. On a
strong synchronised signal the 6kHz/µsec catching rate is
operative during the field flyback period to ensure lack of
"top flutter" with an AV input: during the field scan this
figure is halved (the time-constant is doubled) to 3kHz/
µsec. If the input signal is synchronised but weak the
time-constant during the field scan is further increased to
give a catching rate of 2kHz/µsec to ensure that the
picture is steady.
The second phase detector has an external connection
at pin 28. It compares the timing of the line flyback pulses
with the synchronised line oscillator output and adjusts
the timing of the line drive to counter switching-time
delays in the line output stage. The reason for this is to
maintain correct centring of the picture within the raster
over the full range of c.r.t. beam current. A degree of
horizontal shift can be achieved by varying the voltage at
pin 28. In the TX85 however this voltage is fixed.
A coincidence detector within the chip monitors the in
or out of sync conditions by comparing line flyback
derived pulses with the line sync pulses. In the
synchronised condition the d.c. output at pin 22,
smoothed by C27, will be about 9.5V. When synchronism
is lost the voltage falls to less than 2.5V. At this voltage
the audio channel is muted via an internal connection.
A noise inverter blocks negative-going noise pulses to
prevent disturbance of the sync separator. External sync
pulses can be fed in at pin 25 if pin 19 is switched to a low
state. This feature is important where the chassis is to be
used as an RGB or video monitor.
The line drive output appears at pin 26. This is connected to an open-collector transistor whose load is R26.
The positive-going edge of the waveform initiates the
flyback. Under start-up conditions the "on" portion of the
drive waveform is 50 per cent: under normal operating
conditions this reverts to 45 per cent.

Field Generator
The TDA4501H incorporates a highly sophisticated
field sync divider system. It has three modes of operation:
which one is used depends on the quality of the incoming
sync pulses. Optimum protection is thus provided against
upsets due to interference or noise. The modes are
selected by a counter system which looks for valid field
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sync pulses such as those found with a broadcast standard
vision signal. Blanking and top-flutter prevention pulses
are also derived from this counter, which measures the
time of arrival of the field sync pulses.
If no sync signal is found, only noise, the field divider is
reset at line 628. The effect of this is to provide a raster of
normal height. With a video signal present the counter
operates first in the seek mode, in which it can be reset
between the counts of 488 and 722, giving a wide acceptance range. The counter will try to move into the third
mode, which has a narrow acceptance range, checking for
a field sync pulse between counts 622 and 628 for a 625line signal or 522 to 528 for a 525-line signal. If no more
than six field pulses have been clocked after 16 attempts
the wide range mode two is adopted. Should the count of
valid field sync pulses be fifteen however narrow mode
three is adopted. In this mode the counter is monitoring
the timing accuracy of the incoming field sync pulses: it
reverts to the wide acceptance range (mode two) if fewer
than seven out of 16 successive field sync pulses fall in the
narrow acceptance range.
The top-flutter elimination pulse generated by this
counter system is applied to the first line sync phase
detector, disabling it to avoid disturbance caused by the
field sync pulse.
The field blanking pulse derived from the divider
system is very accurate. At the 50Hz field rate the
duration of this pulse is 21 lines: for 60Hz systems the
duration is 17 lines.
The composite field blanking anti-top-flutter pulse is
present at pin 27 of the i.c.
The field sawtooth timing components R9 and C19 are
connected to pin 2. The d.c. voltage here is 1.5V, with an
0.9V peak-to-peak sawtooth on top of it. Drive to - the
field output stage is provided at pin 3, with a peak of 0.5V
at 1.5mA. Field feedback is applied to pin 4. Internal
systems compensate for the 50/60Hz height variation — the
difference is reduced to less than five per cent. The
internal field failure guard system is also fed from this
point. It gives video blanking in the event of the field
timebase being inoperative. This is achieved by raising the
field blanking to a permanent 2.5V d.c.

Sandcastle Pulse
The TDA4501H provides a sandcastle pulse output at
pin 27. Its shape is shown in Fig. 5. The highest level,
7.5V, is the narrow burst gating pulse whose average
duration is 4µsec. This is generated by level detection on
the line sawtooth signal. The intermediate level 4.5V
pulse, of 12µsec duration, is derived from the line flyback
pulse. This is used for line blanking. At 2.5V we have the
field blanking pulse whose duration depends on the
standard, i.e. 50 or 60Hz.

Audio
Pin 11 of the 'TDA4501H can be used for either a
manual d.c. volume control or the d.c. input from a
remote control circuit. Minimum volume is with this pin at
OV, maximum at 2.4V. The audio output at pin 12 is
taken via a de-emphasis network (R58/C30) to the
TBA820M audio chip which delivers 1W r.m.s. at ten per
cent total harmonic distortion.

Luminance and Chroma Processing
Luminance and chroma signal processing are carried
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Fig. 4: The tuner, if preamplifier and TDA4501H sections of the chassis.
7.5V burst gate pulse

out by a TDA3565 chip (IC3). Fig. 6 shows the circuitry.
The composite video signal from IC2 is separated into
luminance and chroma in the combined luminance delay
line and separation filter DL1. Points to notice about this
chip are the use of the red channel black level for
proportional black-level clamping, adjusted via the user
brightness control, and the single pin connection for the
8.8MHz crystal.
Beam limiting is carried out at the contrast control pin
6. The earthy side of the e.h.t. system is decoupled to

Ops
4.5V line blanking
12ps
2.5V field blanking
— also vertical guard
DC level
OV

21 lines 150Hz)
107481

17 lines (60Hz)

Fig. 5: Characteristics of the three-level sandcastle pulse
produced by the TDA4501H chip.
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the output transistor by a step-down transformer to give
the low-impedance input required.
The needs of the TX85's line output stage can be met
more simply by using a complementary-symmetry drive
stage (see Fig. 7). With no drive from the TDA4501H
chip Tr9 is biased on by R117 and the emitters of TM/12
are at near chassis potential. The line output transistor
Tr13 is off. A negative-going line drive pulse from 1C2
switches Tr9 off. Trll/12's emitter voltage then rises to a
value close to 12V for the duration of the pulse. R119/121/
134 form a 331/ resistor to limit the current flowing via
Trll/12. C53 provides a degree of h.f. roll-off to avoid
waveform overshoot. The line drive is coupled to Tr13 by
L9 and C92: D17 and D18 limit the negative base drive
excursion to 1.4V.
The line output stage (see Fig. 8) is entirely conventional. The output transformer is the same one that was
used in the TX90 chassis. It's proved to be very reliable.
The three-stage, diode-split secondary winding provides
20kV of e.h.t. There are two other windings. One supplies
the c.r.t. heaters, via a 7.51/ safety ballast resistor (R627).
The other feeds a rectifier diode which produces a 150V
supply for the RGB output transistors.

02
Focus

RGB Output Stages
• LOPT
Al
C45
I47n
10
Scan
coils
107511

Fig. 8: Line output stage circuit.

From IC3 pin 11

5
Fig. 9: One of the RGB output stages (green).

chassis by C45. As the beam current rises the voltage
across C45 becomes increasingly negative. D2 will conduct
at a point set by the voltage applied to pin 6 of the i.c. by
the contrast control network and the voltage at its cathode. When it conducts it reduces the voltage at pin 6,
preventing excessive video drive. The onset of beam
current limiting can be modified by including a link which
is in the field scan plug. On 14in. models the limiting is set
at 600µA: with larger tube sizes the field scan plug link is
added to raise the limit to lmA (if you have the full
circuit, the link adds R56 in parallel with R46).

Line Driver and Output Stages
The line driver stage is particularly interesting as it
dispenses with the usual transformer coupling to the
output stage. Line output transistors require a low-voltage, high-current base drive which is most easily achieved
by using a high-voltage, low-current amplifier coupled to
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A single class A transistor amplifier is used for each of
the RGB output stages. BF392 transistors are used as the
maximum dissipation in each stage does not exceed
400mW. As the three stages are identical we'll look at just
one, the green output stage, see Fig. 9. Pin 11 of 1C3
provides a 3V peak-to-peak drive across R612. RV603,
which affects the background or low-light tracking, sets
Tr603's d.c. operating conditions. No highlight colour
adjustment is provided. Three 47k5/ resistors in parallel
are used as the load to cater for the dissipation. The use of
parallel-connected resistors to obtain the required wattage
dissipation is a cost-effective solution for two reasons: first
the auto-insertion equipment has to handle only one size
of component while secondly the purchase of only one
resistor size in large numbers reduces the cost from the
component manufacturer. For optimum performance the
RGB output stages are mounted on the c.r.t. base panel.

Miscellaneous Points
The field output stage in the TX85 chassis is virtually
identical to that used in the TX90.
The TX85 chassis uses narrow-neck (21.5mm) c.r.t.s
which have a high deflection sensitivity. The trade-off is in
purity reserve, which is no problem as long as a set is
operated with an a.c. mains supply. A battery converter
(type TA185) which is suitable for use with 12V or 24V
d.c. supplies is available and is fitted to some models
during production. When a set is operated for long
periods with a battery supply, and hence without
degaussing, a purity problem may arise. This can be
resolved simply by plugging the set into an a.c. mains
supply and switching it on. One attempt is usually
sufficient.
A remote control version with sweep tuning is also
being introduced. The extra circuitry is similar to that
used in the TX90 chassis. The TX90 system is not
completely compatible with the TX85 however, mainly
because the switch-mode power supply requires different
standby switching. There is also to be a version with a
built-in teletext decoder.
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Coincidence Detection
Chris Avis
To all you hi-tech readers for whom the title of this article
might suggest a mouthwatering dish of vectors, waveforms
and formulae, my apologies. For those of you who find a
diet of Tiny Tim, Ike Hodge and co. less indigestible, read
on and ponder the mysterious mathematics of chance . . .
Within twenty-four hours we received from different
sources two identical Sanyo 12T280 monochrome
portables for repair, one for a customer and the other for
resale. Both displayed 100Hz hum bars, but while one had
low l.t. rail volts the other had a high l.t. line with no
regulation at all. Checks on the 2SD313 series regulator
transistor in the first set revealed that its base-collector
forward junction resistance was high (son instead of the
average 1052). The same transistor in the second set read
perfectly and was only proved to be faulty by eventually
fitting a substitute.
We don't, fortunately, see many of the old hybrid GEC
colour sets any more, but were recently persuaded by a
doting owner to repair a 26in. version. The tube was still
in reasonable condition and after replacing a few of the
usual resistors, resoldering an infinite numer of dry-joints
and fitting a new PL509 line output valve we received
quite a presentable picture — and the effusive thanks of the
owner. His gratitude had faded a week later when he
returned complaining of loud noises from the rear of the
set. The new PL509 had proved too much for the tripler's
insulation — it was arcing to chassis. I pacified the owner
with the promise of a repair "under guarantee", and then
discovered that we had no suitable secondhand replacement in our tripler scrap box. My colleague Tim (no
relation to Tiny) then returned to the workshop with four
old sets we'd agreed to buy at a pound a piece from a local
workshop for the disabled. One was a 26in. A823 Bush
ready for the tip, another a clapped out Doric hybrid
monochrome set. The 24in. Thorn 1600 was easily repaired and soon sold for £39. Finally there was a 26in.
GEC hybrid colour set with a sick tube but a very healthy
e.h.t. tray. This was speedily transplanted into its waiting
twin. We ran the set on test, just in case. This was
fortunate as it soon lost its luminance output. Again
fortunately, the other set had a healthy PL802.
An even older hybrid relic is the metal-cased Teleton
20in. Model TVC14 colour receiver. One was brought in
by a scruffy individual.
"Bought it off me mate for a fiver. Says it only wants a
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valve — 'ave you got one?"
The missing valve turned out to be the 3LJS6A line
output pentode, and we still had one in stock. But an
initial check on the tube revealed zero emission and
assorted interelectrode shorts. The bargain hunter was
given the bad news and carried the set out, muttering dire
threats about the fate of his erstwhile mate.
Two days later the set returned in the company of
another shabby character.
"Gave a bloke ten quid for this, but it wants a valve
'ave you got one?"
The next few minutes do not bear repeating. Suffice it
to say that the set departed in a blue haze, and was
illegally dumped in a cul-de-sac opposite the shop. Next
day someone brought in a TVC14 with a missing 3LJS6A
— a doubly strange coincidence, as the previous wreck was
still visible across the road! This time the tube seemed to
be o.k., so the valve was fitted. After a quick tweak on
the grey scale and convergence the set produced a remarkably good picture — apart from the limitations of
using a "simple PAL" decoder.
Although most of our TV sales consist of reconditioned
sets, we do supply the occasional new Samsung colour
portable to order. Personally I consider these economic,
two-year guaranteed (labour costs reimbursed by
Samsung) sets, with their good quality and reliability, far
better value than much of the rubbish available from your
friendly hypermarket — but I digress.
We recently supplied a 14in. Samsung to Derek and
Alma at the local post office. When I delivered the set and
checked it I discovered that Derek had for disposal an old
Marconi Model 4816 12in. monochrome portable (Thorn
1590 chassis). I offered him a fiver for it and he accepted.
"I'll call at the shop with a cheque when we get our
expected tax refund" said Derek. A dubious and
unacceptable promise from some people, but you get to
know who's dependable — besides, we could always
threaten to buy our stamps elsewhere . . .
The 1590's faults included a dud zener diode in the l.t.
regulator circuit, a dirty tuner and a low tube. The latter
was successfully revived by our B & K 467 reactivator. We
then displayed the set at £35 inc. VAT, with our usual six
months' parts/labour guaranteee.
The following week a satisfied purchaser was writing
out his cheque when, of course, in walks Derek to settle
his account. Fortunately he's perceptive and didn't appear
to jump to conclusions about profiteering on his £5 TV.
But after the customer had left he couldn't resist a dry
comment. "That looked like a highly negotiable asset,
Chris." There was a twinkle in his eye — or was that just
coincidence?
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TV Fault Findin
Philips KT3 Chassis
The problem with this set was very intermittent tripping
accompanied by a white raster. Because of the nature of
the fault it was impossible to follow normal fault-finding
techniques. During one spell of tripping however we were
able to determine that the line frequency was a long way
off. Replacing the TDA2571 sync/line generator chip put
matters right.
S.L.
Sanyo CTP6112
This one was a real monster. Initially the set was dead,
with the 3911, 5W line output stage h.t. feed/antibreathing
resistor R378 open-circuit. This was found to be due to
the fact that the efficiency diode D371 was short-circuit.
On replacing these items and switching on all that greeted
me was an overbright raster with flyback lines. R605 and
R609 (both 330kfi) on the c.r.t. base panel were both
open-circuit. Strange: no change at all in the display when
these were replaced. Further checking revealed that R397
(1kg, 1/2W) was open-circuit — this resistor is associated
with the c.r.t.'s grids. There was plenty of voltage at the
junction of R608/9 but —25V at the other side of R608.
Putting this right still didn't restore normal operation, and
it took us rather longer than it should to discover that
there was no h.t. supply to the RGB output transistors
because R393 (1.51d1, 5W) was open-circuit.
A catalogue of disaster if ever there was one! What
happened to cause so much damage isn't clear — one is
always left wondering what the sequence of events had
been in such a situation. The negative grid voltage was
presumably caused by valve action within the c.r.t. S.L.
Panasonic TC2205 (U2 Chassis)
The customer's complaint was of mysterious faint light
bands on the screen and occasional volume variations.
The two h.t. reservoir capacitors C854 (195V supply) and
C852 (160V supply) were found to have only one leg each!
They are 10AF and 100µF respectively, 250V.
S.L.

Tensai TCT1025P
This 10in. colour portable is very similar to various
Amstrad/Orion chassis I've seen. The problem was that
on the odd occasion the line would collapse and the set
would then go off. After a long wait for the fault to occur
a scope check was made in the line driver stage. The drive
waveform here was found to be normal. The waveform at
the collector of the line output transistor was low in
amplitude however, with ringing at the end of the trace.
The transistor fitted in this position was a 2DS917.
Replacing it with a BU508A cured the fault.
S.L.
Decca 130 Chassis
This set had a very dim picture. The cause was no c.r.t.
first anode supply. Simple you say. The supply is derived
from the focus module however, a self-contained unit with
four leads. The prospect of a spares order and a wait
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didn't appeal, so a further check was made. Sure enough
there was no voltage at the c.r.t. pins and it did appear
that the focus unit was responsible. On disconnecting the
lead to the c.r.t. base however ample voltage was found to
be present. A resistance check was then made from the
first anode supply to chassis. As the reading was lkt/ and
there's a lkSZ resistor in series with the three c.r.t. first
anode pins one of them was clearly shorting to chassis. Pin
5 was found to be responsible for the trouble. It was
shorting to the ring in the c.r.t. base — this acts as a spark
gap. Stripping the base down and gently bending the ring
slightly away provided a cure. Simple indeed!
S.L.
Fidelity CTV14 (ZX2000 Chassis)
The symptoms with this set were field roll with a snowy
picture. We suspected the tuner and found that one of the
cover tags which are pressed out in manufacture was
touching the print inside the tuner. Removing this tag
cured the fault.
D.H.D.
Waltham W199
There was no sync, motorboating sound and we were
unable to set up the 10.5V supply. The series regulator
driver transistor TR702 (2SC945) turned out to be
faulty.
D.H.D.
A

Monelectric Minimatic Mono Portable
The mains supply had been fed to the 12V input. There
was burnt print, blown fuses and the transistors in the
power supply had to be replaced. After carrying out the
repairs required in the power supply we found that there
was no field scan. Fitting new output transistors put that
right and we then had no sync due to the 1µF electrolytic
C651. After four hours on test the e.h.t. went. Fitting a
new BY176 e.h.t. rectifier, with rubber cement to provide
insulation, put that right and the set has been working
satisfactorily now for over a year: The basic problem is
that the same socket is used for the mains and 12V inputs,
with different leads. The owner can mistake the leads and
fit a three-pin plug. It's rather a dangerous
D.H.D.
arrangement.
Sony KV2704
There was a narrow picture, bowed at the sides. Adjusting
the width and pincushion amplitude controls had no
effect. As the SG264A pincushion output thyristor can
cause this trouble a replacement was tried but made no
difference. When voltage checks were carried out in the
pincushion correction circuitry we found that Q510 was
biased off. A look around the timebase panel revealed
that the soldering to the flyback transformer was extremely messy. A blob of solder hung from one of the pins
and rested on an adjacent track, the green varnish providing insulation between the two. It would appear that
flyback pulses had eventually punctured this barrier I-taking about seven years to do so — thus shorting together
the transformer's ABL and 14V pins. Removing the
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Fig. 1: Method of curing e.h.t. arcing in the Philips CTX
chassis. (a) Cause of the problem. (b) Recommended cure.

solder bridge and tidying up the soldering on the other
pins cured the fault — once the width and pincushion
amplitude controls had been returned to their original
settings.
Incidentally the e.h.t. lead was nicked where it rests
against the degaussing shield. We added sleeving to
prevent possible flashover problems. This is something
that's worth checking whenever one of these sets comes
S.P.
in.

Philips CTX Chassis
I've found that a lot of faults in these sets are caused by
arcing at the e.h.t. cap — this happens even when the set is
used in a dry environment. The arcing occurs at the point
where the e.h.t. lead enters the cap, not around the edge
of the cap. Fig. 1(a) illustrates the problem: even when
the plastic nut is fully tightened there's a slight gap
because the cable is so thin. The remedy I use is shown in
Fig. 1(b): adding the outer insulation from an old e.h.t.
lead gives a perfectly sealed connection, eliminating the
cause of the arcing. The tape is used only to keep the lead
tidy and has no insulating role. I find that this works very
well, with no further problems.
G.H.
Panasonic TC492G
These sets have two apparent weaknesses. The 190V
supply reservoir capacitor C555 (10µF, 250V) dries up,
with the result that the brightness varies and the set
occasionally trips to standby (this also applies to Models
TC682G and TC381G). The other problem is that the
case of the line output transformer cracks and the e.h.t.
arcs — with disastrous results!
N.B.
Decca 80 Chassis
This set was the touch-tune type (square buttons/red
lights). All the buttons were alight except no. 8. Both the
15k[1 h.t. feed resistors were open-circuit.
N.B.
Finlux 1000 Series
For a dead set with no output from the power supply,
check the supply to the TDA4600 chopper control chip.
There can be dry-joints on thermistor PTCu2 or an opencircuit in the parallel resistor network Ru3/4/6/7.
If a teletext set has no +vol, +step, FT or memory
functions, check that when the dealer fitted the text panel
he didn't accidentally cut through the print to pin 28 of the
microcomputer chip.
One of these sets produced the longest list of symptoms
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imaginable. As you watched the picture would go all blue,
all green, off altogether, show false line lock or line
tearing. A voltage check at Dal proved that the 12V line
was low at 9.5V. The cause was a defective BD241
transistor in position Tab. Dal also has a reputation for
going high-resistance.
P.B.

Metz Haiti Model 6972
For no sound and a blank raster check D666 on the line
output transformer subpanel — it goes open-circuit. For
tripping check whether D688 (BY223) is short-circuit.
P.B.
Philips K30 Chassis
My thanks to the nice man at Philips Technical for helping
me with this one! There was no picture as the c.r.t.'s
cathodes were at 160V, cutting off the tube. The signal
was going missing at the RGB output panel, though a
replacement made no difference. The sandcastle and
blanking pulses were o.k. but there was a 10V ripple on
the —20V line as C1586 (100µF) was open-circuit. P.B.
Fidelity CTV14 (ZX2000 Chassis)
The line output transformer is a common cause of tripping
in this chassis. As a quick check, lift the green wire
connected to the collector of the line output transistor. If a
dead short can be measured between this lead and chassis
you can be reasonably sure that the line output transL.G.
former is defective.
Philips System 4 Chassis
A fault we've encountered several times with later versions of this chassis is R3192 (68011) going open-circuit to
give the dead set symptom. It's the line driver transistor's
L.G.
feed resistor and is located on the SOPS panel.
Philips K30 Chassis (Pye 1060)
There was no channel tuning with this set. The supply to
the tuner was present but the supply to the tuning bank
presets was missing. The brown wire on plug/socket M63
on the tuning bank panel was open-circuit.
R.S.N.

Bush 2044
This set is imported by Morris Lewis and Co. from the Far
East — I suspect it's an Hinari chassis. It suffers from buzz
and whistle on one or two channels. The cure is to adjust
the 6MHz coil, which is on a small subpanel adjacent to
the line output transformer. Failure of the on/off switch is
another common problem.
R.S.N.
Ferguson TX90 Chassis
Three separate sets had three different faults, but one
component was the common cause. The sets were of both
the basic and remote control type and the symptoms were
intermittent "clicking", intermittent field roll and loss of
tuning memory. The set with the loss of memory was
initially repaired by replacing the memory chip but came
back a week later with the report "same as before" — the
chip had again failed. In each of these sets the c.r.t. was
faulty, with a flashover in the neck between pin connec111

tions. The tubes were all Mullard ones. Is this just an
unfortunate coincidence, or have other dealers had this
experience?
A.D.
Philips CTX-E Chassis
The symptom was no results and voltage checks threw
suspicion on the line output transformer. This was proved
to be faulty by disconnecting the anode cap and removing
the solder from pin 7 (the earthy end of the e.h.t.
section). On doing this the set came to life and the c.r.t.
heaters lit up. When a new transformer was fitted the set
again went dead, only this time when the solder was
removed from pin 7 there was arcing between this pin and
the print. This led us to assume that the new transformer

was all right, so attention was turned to the power supply.
We found that D6317 (BA317) which removes the drive
from the TDA2577 chip when the trip operates had a
reverse leak of 80k1l.
A.D.
Bush BM6514 (T16A Chassis)
The fault was no results. We found. that a.c. was apparently reaching the two mains rectifier diodes but there was
no d.c. output from the rectifier circuit. The cause of the
trouble was traced to the plug between the mains transformer and the rectifier circuit — there was a highresistance connection between the transformer's centre
tap and chassis. Replacing the connector restored the
supply.
A.D.

Vintage TV: The Ferguson 842T and 843T
Chas E. Miller

In this series of articles we've often looked at the many
odd-ball sets of the early days, usually made by firms that
have long since ceased to trade or left the consumer
electronics field to others. I thought I'd make a change
this time and take a look at an eminently sensible design
from a setmaker who is still very much in production. I
venture to suggest that few engineers would deny that
Ferguson receivers have been almost consistently successful during the forty year period since TV transmissions
recommenced after the second World War. There were
one or two sets that didn't come up to standard, but these
were soon replaced or modified. Let's go back in time to
the late forties, when there was only one TV station in the
UK — Alexandra Palace, North London. At the time
Ferguson offered two console models, the 842T and 843T,
which used a similar chassis but had 9 and 12in. tubes
respectively. The valve complement was 18 plus c.r.t.: in
addition the 843T incorporated a Westector diode in the
sync separator circuit — it had a more elaborate field
filtering circuit than the 842T.
Receiver Circuits

In those single channel days there was no incentive to
use superhet circuitry, and in common with many of their
contemporaries these sets had t.r.f. vision and sound
receiver circuits. The valves chosen were the well known
(one might almost say notorious!) EF50s, all-glass but
metal screened steep-slope pentodes that had been developed during the war for use in radar equipment. They
were good electrically but suffered badly from bad contacts at the bases, due mainly to the diminutive pins. Most
TV sets that used them had spring-loaded valveholders
which held with a grip like that of a Scotsman to his
wallet . . .
The vision channel had four EF50s, the first two being
used for the sound signal as well. Contrast could be, varied
by means of a potentiometer that adjusted the bias
applied to the first r.f. pentode. The sound signal was
extracted via a trap in the cathode circuit of the third r.f.
pentode. An EB41 double diode served as vision detector
and interference limiter and the vision channel was completed by yet another EF50 in the video amplifier position. The sound only channel had two EF5Os followed by
an EB41 for detection and interference suppression and
finally a PL33 output pentode. You might have expected
to find the volume control somewhere in the vicinity of
this latter valve, but no — the designers of the time had to
have at least one quirk per chassis, and in this case volume
was controlled by using a potentiometer to vary the
voltage applied to the screen grid of the first sound only
EFS°. Examination of all this circuitry shows almost
unbelievable simplicity compared to other sets of the day.
The basic design was obviously sound, with no bits and
pieces added during the production run to make good
deficiencies as they came to light.

diode in the 12in. model functioned as an interlace filter:
it was presumably felt that poor interlace would show up
markedly on the larger screen size. Both timebases employed blocking oscillators of almost identical design, with
the hold controls affecting the oscillation time-constants.
The only basic difference was that the height control set
the charging voltage in the field oscillator circuit. Width
was adjusted by varying the cathode bias applied to the
PL38 line output pentode.
Both output valves were matched to the low-impedance
scan coils by means of simple two-winding transformers.
In the case of the field output stage the transformer was
RC coupled to the anode of the output valve. Simple
negative feedback was applied to both output valves by
the omission of cathode decoupling capacitors: in the field
output stage there was also a negative feedback loop of
the type that remained in use for many years. These
arrangements were presumably successful in producing
linear scans as no separate controls were provided.
Power Supplies

The power supply section, which was mounted on a
separate chassis, was interesting in that it bridged the gap
between the old massive mains transformer type and the
later simple a.c./d.c. arrangement. An autotransformer
was employed but was unusual in having a centre-tap and
driving, from the ends of the winding, a PZ30 valve in a
full-wave rectifier circuit. A series heater chain with a
thermistor was used and as the heater voltages totalled
just over 220V they were fed from the transformer's 230V
tapping. The thermistor was included to limit the switchon current surge.
The e.h.t. was provided by an oscillator working at
80kHz and an EY51 rectifier. Fig. 1 shows the circuit. The
EY51 was one of the very feW valves of the forties that
survived into the colour TV age — it was used as the focus
rectifier in the Philips G6 chassis. The e.h.t. circuit
produced 6.5kV in both the 9 and 12in. versions of the
set.
Focusing

Electromagnetic focusing was used, some 70-80mA
being drawn though the coil to give optimum results — this
295V

EY51

0.1

Thnebese Circuits

Three more EF50s, making ten in all, were used in the
timebase section, one as the sync separator and the other
two as the line and field timebase oscillators. The extra
122

Fig. 1: The e.h.t. generator circuit used in the Ferguson
Models 842T and 843T.
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was adjusted by means of a shunt potentiometer. The coil
was also used to provide additional h.t. smoothing for
those valves whose anode currents were not affected by
adjustment of the various controls.

most receivers this was a long-winded process with coil
damping and a multitude of steps. With these Ferguson
sets just ten straightforward steps were prescribed, the last
being a repeat of the first. This must have helped in
keeping down manufacturing as well as servicing costs.

Alignment
In keeping with the circuit simplicity, the alignment
procedure was commendably uncomplicated. In a t.r.f.
receiver the valve interelectrode capacitances could have a
significant effect on the tuning. Realignment was often
necessary as valves aged or had to be replaced, and in

In Conclusion
In being simple and effective the design was probably
ahead of its time. It was certainly a welcome respite from
some of the strange beasts that came our way in those
early days.

TV Fault Finding

Reports from Eugene Trundle, Dennis
Apple, B.Sc., William G. Lockitt, Eng. Tech.,
Lenny Dinsdale, Alfred Damp, Philip
Blundell, Eng. Tech. and D.H. Davies

Philips CTX-E Chassis
A portable fitted with this chassis made several visits to
the workshop before we got to the bottom of the trouble.
Each time the complaint was that the set would "tick",
with momentary loss of picture and sound. Although we
saw it once we weren't fast enough to make a diagnosis!
The problem finally got so bad that the fault was more
on than off. The power supply was pumping, and on each
pump cycle the h.t. came up to about 80V. In a darkened
room we could see some sparking inside the stalk of the
e.h.t. "flower" connector to the tube bowl. Fitting a new
E.T.
lead and connector solved the problem for good.

Toshiba C2225B1, C262561, C222681 etc.
These models use a mains-isolated chassis, with an
optocoupler link for standby switching. The optocoupler
bridges the live and safe areas of the RMT selector board.
Where a no-go situation is encountered with one of these
sets you'll very often find that the optocoupler is responsible. Prove it by withdrawing the flying socket from the
live section of the RMT SEL panel, after which the set
should come on by operating the on-off switch. If so,
check that 1.t. supplies are present at the RMT panel
before condemning the optocoupler — the safety feed
resistors sometimes go open-circuit for no apparent
reason. We've not quoted circuit reference numbers beE.T.
cause they vary from model to model.

Ferguson TX9 Chassis
We've had several piwling cases of low or no colour in
sets that use the TDA3560 decoder chip. Until we twigged
it a lot of time was spent tracking down the trouble. What
happens is that the carbon track of RV67 (4701/, delay
line circuit balance control) goes high-resistance or opencircuit. It's probably the emitter load resistor of a transistor within the chip and it's failure completely duffs out the
E.T.
colour.

Decca/Tatung 120/130/140 Chassis
In the 120 and 130 chassis beam current limiting is carried
put by sampling a negative voltage developed at the
earthy side of the line output, transformer's e.h.t.
overwinding. This negative voltage is offset by a positive
feed via R425 and R426 (both 56k11 or 68ki1 depending
on tube type). Increasingly we find that these two resistors
have gone high in value or open-circuit. This results in a
weak and milky picture which is little improved by
advancing the setting of the contrast control.
The equivalent resistor in the later 140 series chassis is
R427 (150kfl or 120kf) which should be worth checking
E.T.
where the weak picture symptom is present.

in the second can, all to no effect. Having wasted some
time on all this, and feeling rather foolish, I did what I
should have done to start with — think! If the set could
produce a picture with reasonable contrast when operated
with a very low-gain aerial the tuner and i.f. amplifier
were unlikely, to have been suspect in the first instance . . .
With narrowed eyes, I worked the set-a.g.c. control while
observing the i.f. a.g.c. voltage at pin 4 of the i.f.
selectivity can. As there was no voltage change I checked
back to where the a.g.c. voltage comes from — pin 4 of
IC2225. This voltage varied nicely from 2V to 6V as
quoted in the manual. So with sleuth-like precision I
traced along the a.g.c. line and found that R2206a was not
connected to pin 4 of the chip. Putting this right produced
a beautifully noise-free picture with excellent contrast and
brightness.
Channel changing was a bit erratic however. This
responded to cleaning the sliders of the rotary channelchange switch and resetting the spring tensions (this was
the 17in. transportable version of the chassis). Everything
now seemed to be all right and the set was left on soak
testa Suddenly there was a loud crack from inside the
cabinet and both the sound and picture disappeared. Dear
me I thought, how trying!
I peered inside the cabinet and switched on. Nothing.
Then suddenly an arc about two inches long shot out from
the rectifier base to chassis, making the interior light up
like the proverbial Christmas tree. Wondering what bad
deeds I must have done to deserve this, I attempted to
measure the h.t. voltage before the arc struck again. The
meter read about 200V which should have been 163V —
the neon over-voltage protection circuit hadn't operated.
Cold tests on the power supply panel seemed to be the
appropriate course of action. The regulating thyristor read
all right and much time was then wasted checking other
innocent items. Eventually I decided to change the
thyristor anyway, using the more robust 2N1111. The new
h.t. reading was still too high, but could be brought down
to 163V by means of the set-h.t. control.
At last, with the h.t. voltage as it should be, I could
concentrate on the remaining fault — no sound and a blank
screen, though e.h.t. was present at the tube. Since
IC2225 (TBA550) provides the a.g.c. and outputs to the
video and sound channels checks were made at its pins.
The voltages were haywire — in particular the a.g.c.
voltage was far too high and was biasing off both the tuner
and the i.f. amplifier. A new TBA550 was fitted and,
holding my breath as I switched on, there it was — a fine
healthy picture. So far the excellent picture has remained
stable and, I very much hope, this is the end of the
D.A.
story!

Ferguson TX9 Chassis (PC1044 Panel)
Philips 320 Chassis
This set produced a very noisy picture with both high and
low-gain aerials, though the contrast was adequate. Without giving it much thought I changed the tuner. Naturally
this had no effect. Still without thinking about it I changed
the transistor in the first i.f. can, then the three transistors

184

This set had no sound and no raster and a check on the
h.t. line revealed that there was no h.t. voltage. Some
checks in the power supply brought us to the TDA4600
chip's supply pin 9 where the voltage was only about 2V
instead of 12-5V. We eventually found that one of the
diodes in the mains bridge rectifier, D64, was open-
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circuit. As a result there was no earth return through the
bridge.
On another of these sets the picture was displaced twothree inches to the left. This can be caused by a faulty
resistor in the feedback link to the TDA9503 line procdssor chip, i.e. R212 or R217 (both 220kfl). In this case
W.G.L.
R212 was open-circuit.

for sets with manual tuning and CMR803 for synthesis
tuning, it came as a surprise to see how many tuner/i.f.
systems Grundig use. The trouble is that some require
12V, some 13.5V, others 15V. Looks like a good trap for
the unwary.
P.B.

Ferguson TX9 Chassis (PC1001 Panel)

This set had faulty colour — it looked as though the
reference oscillator was just off frequency. Substitution
proved that the fault was in the digi board, but changing
the video codec and PAL processor chips made no
difference. Replacing the clock generator chip IC610 put
matters right.
For squegging on vertical lines, replace the video codec
P.B.
chip IC650.

This one really threw us. The original complaint was no
picture, but when we tried it on the bench there was no
sound either. A lot of time was wasted trying to find a
common cause. The facts we established were that the
supply lines were present, an e.h.t. rustle could be heard
at switch on, and all the signals around the TDA9503
sync/line processor chip were correct. At this point the
engineer who'd brought the set in told us that it was used
as a computer monitor in a school's science laboratory.
This was when the penny dropped that the two faults were
not related — the loudspeaker had been disconnected and
what we should have been looking for was the reason why
the RGB output transistors were cut off. This was not
difficult. The bases were all at about 2V while the emitters
were at 12V. The emitters are returned to chassis via the
beam-quenching transistor 'VT57 (BC337) whose base is
fed from the 115V h.t. line via the 82V zener diode W57
(BZX61C82). The latter was found to be openA.D.
circuit.

Ferguson 16A3
This set wouldn't produce text. Checks around the
SAA5030 video input processor chip revealed that although the video input and the timing pulses were present
and correct there was no output. Replacing the chip cured
A.D.
the fault

ITT Digi 3 Chassis
The modification for intermittent loss of remote control
operation — fit a 10k11 resistor from pin 6 of the infra-red
remote control receiver chip to chassis — also works in
cases where the set changes channel by itself.
For a dead set check whether D795 is short-circuit.
For incorrect or patchy colours suspect the degaussing
posistor R701.
For a shaking picture, as though the line phase is
shifting, try a dash of freezer on IC1402 on the IFB286
P.B.
module.

ITT CVC32 Chassis
Intermittent field foldover at the bottom of the screen can
be an awkward fault with these sets. First check the
chassis connections by the line oscillator module (though
this usually causes height variations). If they are o.k., try
pressing the Molex plug on the raster correction panel (by
the scan coils). Poor connections in the socket can be
responsible — I usually solder the wires directly to the
PCB.
I've had a few cases of poor line sync lately due a faulty
TBA920 socket — again removal of the socket is best. P.B.

Grundig CUC Series Chassis
Recently I had to send the tuner/i.f. can from one of these
sets to MCES for repair. It came back with a sheet
showing to which models it could be fitted. As I'm used to
ITT sets which for years used just two versions, CMR800
TELEVISION JANUARY 1988

ITT Digi 3 Chassis

Rediffusion Mk. 5 Chassis
This set would trip after two-three hours. When working
normally all the voltages were correct. On checking we
found dry-joints around the line output transformer.
Resolding all the joints around the transformer put an end
to the trouble.
D.H.D.

Hitachi TU75A
The fault was loss of line hold after two hours' use.
Resetting the line hold control would then give a steady
picture for a further hour and a half or so. The 2SC458
line oscillator transistor was found to be the cause of the
trouble though it checked all right out of circuit. D.H.D.

Fidelity CTV14R (ZX2000 Chassis)
One of these sets came into the workshop a few weeks
ago with the dead set symptom. The line output transformer had been replaced a few months ago, so we
discounted that. Checks revealed that h.t. was present at
R828 and R901 but not at the collector of the line output
transistor. A careful check along the print then revealed a
hairline crack which couldn't be seen with the naked eye.
Repairing this restored the set to normal working order.
We've since had several cases of print breaks like
this.
L.D.

National TC48G
In a previous case we had to replace the electrolytic C505
to cure line drift — this 1µF capacitor couples the sample
pulse from the line output transformer into the flywheel
line sync discriminator circuit. We had the problem again
recently and decided to try fitting a polyester replacerhent
capacitor. Due to its size this had to be mounted on the
reverse of the board. It gave good lock without drifting —
presumably an electrolytic was used originally simply
because of its physical size.
L.D.

Decca 30 Series Chassis
Although these sets are getting decidedly old now many of
them continue to give good service. One fault we get quite
often is a short-circuit h.t. rectifier diode. In nine cases
out of ten the customer will tell you that they were using a
vacuum cleaner when the set went off! We usually fit a
higher power rectifier in this position and increase the
value of the parallel transient bypass capacitor 0603 from
L.D.
470pF to 1,000pF — the value found in most sets.
185

Dual-channel TV Sound Systems
Geoff Lewis, B.A., M.Sc.

Part 1
THROUGHOUT the development of television the
sound channel has tended to be the poor relation. Despite
the fact that the broadcasters have always provided a highquality signal, by and large the setmakers have failed to
do justice to it. Major quality improvements in the audio
field in recent years, for example developments in magnetic tape systems and the introduction of the compact
disc system, seem however to be creating greater interest
in better domestic TV sound quality — plus stereo — to
add to the total viewing experience. The great problem
about adding stereo to existing terrestrial TV transmissions is that any system used must be compatible with the
existing mono ones. With DBS the situation will change,
since the transmission standard proposed for European
use allows for stereo from the start. Another new factor
with DBS transmissions is that they will spill across
national boundaries, creating a demand for multi-lingual
sound channels.
Although the Zenith-GE (pilot tone) system used for
terrestrial v.h.f./f.m. radio transmissions provides a very
satisfactory service, no such single standard has evolved
for television use. In the field of terrestrial TV broadcasting the following analogue stereo systems are in use in
various countries: the US Multichannel Television Sound
(MTS)/Broadcast Television Systems Committee (BTSC)
system, the Japanese f.m.-f.m. system and the West
German dual-carrier system.

Channel Separation
Whilst a channel separation of 25-30dB is satisfactory
for a stereo sound transmission — it's debatable whether a
listener in a live auditorium experiences a better level —
for alternative language transmissions a rejection of the
unwanted channel of better than 55dB is necessary. It is
chiefly for this reason that the many other systems have
been developed.

Zenith-GE System
To recap briefly, in the Zenith-GE pilot-tone system a
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Fig. 1: BTSC/MTS multichannel sound system spectrum.
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Learning System
The Learning system is a variant of the Zenith-GE pilot
tone system devised to reduce the problems of the latter
for TV use. The major change involves the use of
companding for the L — R signal to improve the noise
performance. A whistle filter is incorporated in the receiver's decoder to remove the beat note between the line
scan harmonics and the subcarrier.

BTSC/MTS System
The BTSC/MTS system is a further derivative of the
Zenith-GE system using a pilot tone and subcarrier that
are locked to the line frequency to avoid the beat note
problem. The baseband frequency spectrum is shown in
Fig. 1, where it will be seen that there's a significant
difference in the carrier deviation produced by the various
signal components relative to the Zenith-GE system. It
will also be noted that there's provision for a Separate
Audio Programme (SAP) channel. This consists of a
12kHz wide audio channel on an f.m. subcarrier at five
times the line frequency. Companding is used for both the
L—R and the SAP channels. The SAP channel can be
used to provide an alternative language version of the
main programme or may be completely unrelated to it. In
certain cases a "Professional Channel" may be provided at
6.5 times the line frequency. This is a 3.4kHz allocation
that's used for talk-back during outside broadcasts. As
with the Zenith-GE system, adequate separation of the
channels depends on accurate setting of the decoder's
subcarrier phase adjustment.

Japanese FM/FM System

S

fh
line scan frequency

compatible L+R signal is transmitted along with an L—R
stereo difference signal and a 19kHz pilot tone which is
used as a reference for decoding in the receiver. The L—R
signal is amplitude modulated on to a 38kHz subcarrier
using double-sideband, suppressed-carrier modulation.
The problems that make it difficult to use this system for
TV broadcasting were described by David Looser in an
article on stereo TV sound in the August 1984 issue of
Television. Put briefly, its noise performance is some 22dB
worse than with a mono f.m. sound system, interference
from the accompanying video signal giving rise to a
characteristic buzz. We'll now consider later proposals/
systems.

With the Japanese f.m.-f.m. system the subcarrier is
locked to the second harmonic of the line frequency. It
can be frequency modulated with either the L—R stereo
component or a second language signal. An a.m.
subcarrier at 55kHz is included to provide the signals
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needed to switch the receiver's decoder automatically
between stereo and bilingual operation. Fig. .2 shows the
baseband frequency spectrum. As with the other systems
mentioned so far, this composite signal is used to frequency modulate the final r.f. carrier. The system offers
good mono/stereo/bilingual compatibility, is easy to implement and uses fairly simple decoders. The wide bandwidth
can however give rise to adjacent channel interference
problems and a complex buzz that occurs with certain
video signals.

Wegener Multichannel Systems
The US corporation Wegener Communications Inc. has
devised a standardised band-plan to use up to ten f.m.
subcarriers that are added to the normal video/sound
spectrum. In extensive tests no significant ill effects were
noticed in terms of either the video signal-to-noise ratio or
the demodulator threshold. The plan allows for mono or
stereo sound, dual language, unrelated audio signals and
digital communications to be transmitted simultaneously.
The main criteria are that the f.m. index (the ratio of the

SMALL BUSINESS REFERENCE BOOK
The self-employed and those running small businesses can
come up against all sorts of financial and legal problems.
Croner's "Reference Book for the Self Employed and
Smaller Business" has been designed to provide reliable,
up-to-date information on such subjects as employment
law, health and safety, taxation, national insurance, VAT,
consumer law, company law and much else. A monthly
amendment service keeps the book up-to-date — this
consists of new pages for incorporation in a practical PVC
binder and a summary sheet that provides a digest of news
' and changes. The book is available from Croner Publications Ltd., Croner House, 173 Kingston Road, New
Malden, Surrey KT3 3SS on ten days' free approval. The
cost of the 700 A4 page loose-leaf book with a year's
monthly amendments and binder is £39.90 including post
and packing. Subsequent renewal of the amendment
service at present costs £23.60 a year.
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Fig. 5: West German dual-carrier system signal spectrum.
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Fig. 6: Dual-channel decoder block diagram.

carrier frequency deviation to the audio frequency) for
each subchannel should be between 0.14 and 0.18, with
the subcarriers spaced by 180kHz. Provided the total
deviation produced by all the subcarriers is small compared to that produced by the video signal the
subchannels have little effect on the total transmission
bandwidth.
Each 180kHz slot can be allocated to 15kHz of audio
(or further subdivided for either 7.5 or 3.5kHz of audio)
or used for data signals, using frequency shift keying
(FSK) or quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) etc. One
Dolby ADM channel can be accommodated in two adjacent 180kHz slots. For NTSC applications the subcarriers
are typically disposed between 5.2 and 8.5MHz — the
equivalent distribution with PAL systems lies between 6.3
and 9.74MHz.
The Wegener 1600 stereo system is a subset of this band
plan. The left and right audio channels use separate
subcarriers spaced by 180kHz. The maximum deviation
for each subcarrier is ±50kHz and both audio channels
are companded to improve the overall signal-to-noise
ratio. With the PAL system the two most common
subcarrier frequencies are 7.02 and 7.2MHz.

Warner Amex Stereo System
With the Warner Amex stereo system the sum (L+R)
and difference (L—R) audio signals are generated in a
TELEVISION JANUARY 1988

similar manner to, that used in the Zenith-GE system:
they are then used to frequency modulate separate
subcarriers. These two modulation components finally
frequency modulate the main sound carrier.

West German Dual-carrier System
The standard decoding matrix for the Zenith-GE system, shown in Fig. 3, suffers from two problems when
used for dual-language transmissions: poor channel separation and, perhaps more important, the fact that any
noise in the transmission and in the predecoding stages of
the receiver tends to become concentrated in one channel.
This can be shown as follows, assuming that the noise N
affects each channel equally:
[1/2(R+L)+N] + [1/2(R—L)+N] = R+N
r/2(R+L)+N] [1/2(R—L)+N] = L.
The West German dual-carrier system maintains
compatibility by transmitting the sum signal R+L on the
main carrier and the additional information required for
stereo as 2R on a second carrier. Fig. 4 shows the basic
decoder matrix, which produces the following results
under similar noise conditions:
2[1/2(R+L)+N] + [(-1/2R)+N] = L+N
for one channel and simply R+N for the other. Thus the
noise is now equally distributed across both channels.
Fig. 5 shows the distribution of these signals within the
channel spectrum. The L+R and 2R components freTELEVISION JANUARY 1988

quency modulate two carriers which are held at levels of
—13dB and —20dB respectively relative to the vision
carrier. The three modes of transmission, mono, stereo or
bilingual, are automatically selected at the receiver
through the action of the identification (ID) signal which
is modulated on to the second carrier, i.e. in addition to
the 2R signal this carrier is modulated with an f.m. ID
signal whose deviation is ±2.5kHz. The ID signal itself
consists of a 54.6875kHz subcarrier which is unmodulated
for mono transmissions and is 50 per cent amplitude
modulated by 117.5Hz and 274.1Hz tones respectively for
stereo or dual-language sound. The two sound carriers
and the control signals are precise multiples and
submultiples of the line frequency.
Fig. 6 shows the basic operation of the decoder. The
signal components recovered from the demodulators are
dematrixed and then de-emphasised. The ID decoder
identifies the transmission mode and generates the appropriate logic switching signals. These enable the audio
switch unit to provide the correct output. The majority of
receivers designed for use with this system incorporate
headphone listening facilities.

South Korean Dual-carrier System
A unique combination of the Zenith-GE and the West
German techniques, adapted for use with the NTSC
system, has been developed in South Korea — the idea
seems to be to protect the country's domestic market from
the products of other Far Eastern manufacturers. When
used for stereo the two subcarriers employ f.m. for the
L+R and L—R signals to a maximum deviation of
±25kHz. The two subcarriers are spaced at 4.5 and
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4.742MHz above the vision carrier and are maintained at
the same relative levels as in the West German system.
Again the system provides for mono, stereo or bilingual
transmissions. The second subcarrier supports a 55.07kHz
ID signal which is amplitude modulated by 149.9 and
276Hz tones respectively for stereo and dual-language
broadcasts.

Analogue Companding
In an analogue communications system the low-level
signals are affected most by channel noise, the high-level
signals masking the effect of noise. Companding is a
technique devised to improve a system's overall signal-tonoise ratio. Before transmission (or storage in a noisy
medium) the signal's dynamic range is compressed by
using non-linear amplification. At the receiver end the
signal is expanded in a complementary manner.
The overall effect is illustrated in Fig. 7. The input
signal is assumed to have a dynamic range of 60dB which
is compressed to 30dB for transmission. Suppose that the
channel has a noise level of —30dBm (1µW). This would
completely swamp the original low-level signal components. The signal's dynamic range is expanded at the

Transmitted
signal

Input
signal

Expanded
signal

0
-10

-30
—40
-50
—so
Compression

Transmission

Expansion

Fig. 7: Characteristics of a companding system for use
with analogue signals.
receiver by relatively depressing the low-level signals. This
also depresses the noise to a level of --60dBm. Thus the
overall effect is to improve the signal-to-noise ratio by
30dB.

TV Fault Finding
Hinari MT2
It's difficult to purchase a large-screen monochrome TV
receiver nowadays. Ferguson no longer make them and
Philips import only small quantities. Yet for various
reasons many older people still won't take out a colour
licence. One company, Hinari, has imported a 24in.
receiver, Model MT2, from Yugoslavia. The cabinet is
rather bulky, in fact larger than the average colour set,
but the construction is very robust. A large, vertically
mounted PCB drops down in a similar manner to older
ITT and Indesit designs.
For a change the circuit shouldn't present any headaches. Everything is conventional, using standard i.c.s
such as the TDA1170 for the field timebase and a
TBA120St1BA800 combination in the sound chanel. The
power supply has a series regulator and a large mains
isolating transformer, a nice change from switch-mode
power supplies.
The set has been available for about two years now.
During this time very few faults have shown up. Those
that have are as follows. (1) The e.h.t. stick rectifier,
which is encased in the line output transformer, occasionally goes short-circuit. (2) The common earth tag on the
push-button channel selector tends to go open-circuit,
with the result that the tuning voltage can't be varied.
Fortunately there's another tag at the other end to which
to transfer the wire. (3) Line tearing for several minutes
when the set is first switched on is not the line output
transformer breaking down, as one might suspect, but a
faulty line driver transistor. This is T502, type 2N1893.
Fitting a BF355 cures the problem.
A.S.
Toshiba C2020
Patterning with this set was not caused by an unstable
tuner: the h.t. reservoir capacitor C807 (120µF) was
responsible.
A.S.
ITT 3493 Stereo CTV
The remote control system was inoperative, there was no
sound and no colour. The SAA1251 remote control
decoder chip was faulty.
A.S.
Sanyo CTP6144
If the power supply is pulsing, check whether the 1.t.
transformer T391 (part no. PT0144) has a high-resistance
or open-circuit winding.
A.S.
Ferguson TX10
The mains on/off switch had been replaced and now the
channel selection was behaving most unusually — buttons
1, 2 or 3 selected channel 1 only, button 4 was o.k.,
buttons 5, 6 or 7 selected channel 5 and button 8 (VCR
position) was also o.k.
Whilst examining board PC1548 we noticed that when
the mains switch had broken it had fallen against the panel
and flashed across to the ML923 i.c. This chip was
replaced, but the fault persisted. We eventually thought
really hard about the symptoms. It was then soon obvious
that two of the input lines from the touch selector
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panel were permanently grounded. Replacing C930 and
C931 provided a complete cure; When these capacitors
were checked out of circuit they both produced a reading
of about 3kII.
C.B.
Ferguson 3787
When servicing one of these portables we had difficulty
setting up the e.h.t. control RZ13 for the correct level of
55V across CA18 — the set would trip out before the
correct setting was reached. The cause of the trouble was
eventually traced to transistors TZ07/8 on the control
module. At some time they had been incorrectly reply
using BC548A devices instead of the higher gain
version.
C.B.
Philips KT3 Chassis, Edition H
There was no chrominance after about an hour. We had
to resort to freezer to find the cause. It turned out that
C56 (0.1µF) which is connected between pin 23 of the
TDA3560 colour decoder chip and chassis went completely open-circuit when warm.
We've had several cases of intermittent chrominance
with these sets due to the internal leads in the delay line
touching one another. In one set the cause was dust inside
the delay line case.
M.MacM.
NordMende 3543A
There were pairs of lines from top to bottom in three
areas of the picture. The cause was eventually traced to
odd functioning within the TDA4610 EW correction
circuit. The voltages were all o.k. but changing the chip
cured the fault.
H.MacM.
Philips CTX-S Chassis
Every now and then this set would either not start or
would go off intermittently. We eventually found that the
slider of the set-h.t. potentiometer R3325 was dirty.
H.MacM.
Decca 135 Chassis
This set drifted off tune after about an hour and was o.k.
again when cold. R68 (331(11) was going very high in value
when hot: the tuning voltage then dropped to about 10V
maximum.
H.MacM.
Philips 2A Chassis
What looked like a simple case of noise but no tuner
oscillator operation was eventually traced to a hairline
crack in the print between pin 4 of the tuner and pin 7 of
socket Ml. As a result, the tuner was deprived of its
tuning voltage.
H.MacM.
Philips CM Chassis
This set was brought in with no picture and just traces of
sound. The voltages in the SOPS power supply were all
o.k. and after a great deal of time had been spent we
found that there was a tiny hairline print crack between
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pin 7 of the line output transformer and the junction of
R3495/C2594. As a result there was no 15V at the earthy
end of the e.h.t. circuit, with obvious effects in the beam
H.MacM.
limiter circuit.
Philips K40 Chassis

No remote control operation on one of these sets with
teletext turned out to be sloppy manufacture — the red
wire to socket M83 was plastic instead of wire pinched.
This is the socket on the front panel, linking the control
module and the operating panel. No field scan with this
chassis is often caused by the connection to pin 18 of the
line output transformer being either dry-jointed or openH.MacM.
circuit.
Philips Gil Chassis

This one was a bit of a silly. There was no remote control
operation. A well-known service organisation had
soldered the third pair of contacts on the on/off switch.
H.MacM.
Oh dear!
Ferguson 3787

I took this set on with some trepidation, not having
looked at one before — it belonged to a business associate's sister. The complaint was that on loud music
passages the set seemed to go off tune. For several weeks
the owner had been using a monochrome portable for
sound. No, it wasn't the tuning line: the LM341 12V
R.B.
regulator ILO1 was faulty.
Philips KT3 Chassis

Tripler failures are getting to be common with this chassis.
On this one the TDA3560 colour decoder chip had been
R.B.
damaged as well.

squarewave drive signal at the base of the transistor. I've
had several cases where the squarewave has been missing
— switching on would have blown the lot up again. The
following items have been known to cause loss of drive —
sometimes they've all failed: Tr604 (BSR59), Tr603
(BC157), D608 and D610 (1N4007), Tr601 (BD410),
IC601 (TDA2581), Tr602 (BC147), C627 (10µF), D604
(ZPY11) and D603 (1N4148).
For tripping check the tripler (of course), C633 (fit a
1,000pF replacement instead of 680pF), and for dry-joints
N.B.
on the chopper transformer.
ITT CVC9 Chassis

Some time ago there was a query about the VDR R409. I
use a VA8650, which is readily available from Willow
Vale, and have had no comebacks. Failure of R409, giving
N.B.
loss of sound, is a very common fault.
Philips G11 Chassis

The problem with this set was no luminance. After
changing the i.f. and decoder panels to no avail I traced
the cause of the fault to the 4.7V zener diode in the beam
N.B.
limiting circuit on the power supply panel.
Decca 70 Chassis

There was no picture though the e.h.t. was present. The
yellow lead soldered to the back of the mother board in
N.B.
the area of the decoder had broken.
ITT VC301 Chassis

There was no sync on this ageing monochrome portable.
The volume control was very noisy and the e.h.t. arced,
but the tube still looked very lively. The supply at pin 2 of
the SN76532N sync separator/line oscillator chip was
correct at about 93V but the voltage at the video input,
pin 9, was slightly negative. The bias resistor R100 (1Mii)
N.B.
had gone open-circuit.

Sony KV1820/KV2000 Mk II

The line output transformer tuning capacitor C813
(0.016AF, 1.5kV) seems to be a very common failing in
these sets. It goes short-circuit, as a result of which the
chopper transistor 0607 dies. R628 and R639 usually go
R.B.
open-circuit as well.
Panasonic U4 Chassis

These sets suffer from intermittent memory loss. We've
received various modification kits in the past but none of
them have really solved the problem, though I have found
that resoldering the crystals associated with the MAB8440
and SAB3035 chips on the print side of the PCB has
provided a cure — the legs are much smaller than the
holes, and the joints become dry. More recently
Panasonic have released a kit that modifies the appropriate M board to the U5 design. This seems to cure the
problems, but unfortunately one of the first I received and
fitted didn't work at all as the MAB8441 chip was faulty.
N.B.

Sony KV1412

This set wouldn't start. The fuse was intact and there was
115V at IC601 (APC1394C). While checking voltages the
set started, then went off. After resoldering a couple of
suspect joints on IC601 the set worked for a couple of
days, then on a particularly cold morning it refused to
start. Heating IC601 got it going once more and after
fitting a replacement we had a lasting cure.
N.B.
Ferguson TX90 Chassis

This set came in with no picture. We advanced the first
anode control and got a blank white raster. Checks were
then made around the decoder chip. The —0.8V that
should have been present at pins 19 and 23 was found to
be missing. A check with the scope showed that pulses
from the line output transformer were arriving at R171
(270k11) but there was nothing at the chip side. Replacing
M.D.
R171 cured the problem.

Decca 70/90 Series Chassis

ITT CVC1110 Chassis

No results with the 1A fuse F601 in the power supply
open-circuit means that the BUW81A Darlington chopper
transistor has gone short-circuit. Replace it with a
BU426A. Then leave the 1A fuse out and check for a

The problem with this set, which was actually a GEC
colour portable, was a small picture with a hum bar. The
h.t. rail was found to be low at 95V instead of 110V. The
reference voltage in the chopper control circuit is provided
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by the 10V zener diode D711, and a check revealed that the
voltage across this diode was varying between 6V and 8V.

Replacing D711 rewarded us with a stable 115V h.t.
supply.
M.D.

Tussles with TVs
Ged Whitney
A little while ago, during an absence from my usual
employment, I called in at the local car spares shop to see
how large my account (slate) had got. Now the chap who
looks after the place is a very decent type, and I often
spend more time than is necessary simply chatting about
this and that. Anyway, the conversation got around to the
Pye Model 160 (169 chassis) I'd flogged him a year ago —
actually a swap for a set of brake shoes. The thing had
expired and could I . . . Well, of course . . .
A quick inspection without tools revealed an obvious
burn mark in the heater section of the dropper resistor, so
I headed off home for my instant heat gun etc. On my
return Joe had the kettle boiling nicely and I set to. I'd a
vast selection of dropper sections to replace the 147f/ one
— 130f1, 15011, 20011 or nothing. I chose the 15011, lOW
job. With this lashed in position the valves, other than the
DY802 e.h.t. rectifier, lit up. There was plenty of voltage
at the DY802's anode, but no picture. The DY802 seemed
to be innocent so I dug out its base and tested the length
of resistance wire that passes as a heater ballast resistor in
these sets. Nope, not that! I next tentatively scraped the
oxide off the valve pins. This time success! Failure of the
heater to light had clearly been due to the dirty pins.
In these old bangers the line hold is set using the core of
the line oscillator coil. This one was rock solid of course —
even an application of 3-in-1 oil wouldn't budge it. In my
meagre collection of capacitors there sat a 220pF mica
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one. Connecting this across the coil locked the line
exactly! Just to be sure I stuck the only ceramic trimmer I
had with me (60pF) in as well to obtain optimum
adjustment.
As I made to leave, Joe offered to pay me. Naturally I
refused! So he said "tell you what" — and tore up my
slate . . .

A Sanyo CTP3101
The customer told Dave that his Sanyo C1P3101 "just
blacked out during a horror film". I can imagine the shock
being too much for the mild-mannered Japanese electronics. After a lot of faffing about with the scope, and
replacement of D202 and Q203 with no results, replacement of the mixed blanking amplifier Q432 cured the
problem. A BC107 can be used in the 0203 and Q432
positions.

The Hitachi NP6C
Which brings me to the saga of the Hitachi NP6C. This
little number wouldn't start at switch on, so I bridged the
start-up capacitor 0910 with a 10k11, 2W resistor. This
should have made the multivibrator Q901/2 oscillate. The
scope said that it did, but this didn't start the set (this is all
that 0901/2 do). A shufty around with the meter revealed
that there was no 12V supply — it's obtained from the line
output transformer. The rectifier diode CR705 was o.k.
but the surge limiter resistor 8733 — at the other end of
the winding — was open-circuit. A new diode went in
anyway (1N4001 in place of the VO9C) and the set then
went on soak for two days. After that it went home, only
to come back a week later.
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Once again it wouldn't start, but this time 12V was
available at R733, so things like the 12V supply reservoir/
smoothing capacitors C735/6 being leaky could be ruled
out. Line drive appeared momentarily as the set tried to
come on and for want of a better idea I replaced C910 —
with instant success. But the set was back a week
later.
This time I went through the whole set systematically.
The scope proved its worth in revealing lack of line drive
at switch on. Ah-ha, so the resistor supplying the line
driver transformer was open-circuit. No, it just had a bad
joint. Anyway we didn't see the set again after putting this
right and have lived almost happily ever since.

Ex-Granada Tandbergs
A while back Granada released a number of Tandberg
series 2-2 sets. My mate John got a few in and pointed me
at one of them. These are the ones with the switch-mode
power supply in a tin box at the bottom of the large
vertical chassis. This power supply is of the original
discrete component self-oscillating Siemens type, and is
subject to the same set of nastys one gets with the Rank/
Bush T20 etc. The mains fuses and other bits like the
mains bridge rectifier and filter capacitor are on a little
panel at the back of the main chassis, screwed to the
cabinet base.
No-action sillys like the surge limiter resistor R981
(4.70) or the chopper current sensing resistor R982 (11Z)
being open-circuit are commonplace. Slightly less amusing
is when D991 (1N4148) goes open-circuit with the result
that the crowbar thyristor Q981 (2N4442) either operates
or goes short-circuit. The biggest silly is removal of
rectifier board R and its replacement minus the mounting
screw. This will lead you a merry chase, as it did us, since
the set will trip as soon as it's turned on.
Failure of D802 (1N4148) in the field oscillator circuit is
a common cause of field collapse. In this event applying a
screwdriver to the base of Q803 will result in a short scan
due to hum pick up. When D802 is tested it will tell you
it's o.k. But it's a liar, as replacement will usually cure the
fault.
The EW modulator diodes D750/1 can set light to the
line output panel (not seriously though) as they selfdestruct. Use BYX55-600s.
A blank white screen is probably due to 05 (BC158)
and the associated diode D3 (1N4148) in the a.g.c. circuit
being short-circuit. Voltages in the i.f. strip (panel F) are
as follows:
Transistor
Q1 BF195
Q2 BF196
Q3 BF196
Q4 BF197
05 BC158
*Average

Emitter
2.3V
3.5V*
1.5V
4.8V

Base
2.5V
3V*
4.5V
2.2V
2.8V

Collector
9V
7.5V
9V
9V
1.5V

The symptoms when Q3 or 04 is leaky are loss of sync
and no colour.
Failure of the TBA990 chrorna demodulator chip U450
causes uncontrollable brilliance with flyback lines. Failure
of the TBA530 matrixing chip U300 can cause no vision at
all.
C700 (0.1µF) on the c.r.t. base panel is another possible cause of no vision. It goes short-circuit, removing the
c.r.t.'s grid bias.
These sets often bear the name Viking. The Granada
model numbers are C22NV2 and C26NV2.
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Resurrecting a Dead Siemens
Colin Boggis
I was recently given a 22in. Siemens Model FF306 with
remote control. The problem was that the thick-film focus
and first anode supply unit had flashed over, rendering the
entire line output transformer, of which it's a part, useless.
The spares agent for these sets is Mastercare, and an
enquiry produced the information that replacement line
output transformers cost around £60. This explains why I
was given the set —with labour, the repair bill would have
been around £100. That's a bit steep for a four year old set,
even allowing for the fact that it was otherwise in almost
new condition.
I decided to see whether it would be posible to resurrect
the set for a lot less money. The line output stage circuitry
(see Fig. 1) is standard, so I thought that it might be
possible to use a Ferguson TX10 focus assembly along with
a separate potentiometer for the first anode supply —
provided the faulty parts could be safely isolated from the
existing line output transformer.

have won. The modification cost about £10, a saving on
parts of some £50.
After soak testing for a week or so the set developed a
"flutter" when switched on from cold. This was traced to a
faulty BR303 thyristor in the power control circuitry.
It's six months since I sold the set and there's been no
comeback. A lot of TV sets use a similar line output
transformer assembly and in suitable cases this TX10
approach might well be worth trying.
Cover with epoxy
resin glue

Wire ends
lb)

Modifications
Adopting a "go for broke" approach, I simply cut off the
top part of the focus assembly (see Fig. 2), using a hacksaw
as carefully as I could manage. Having done this I covered
the exposed wire ends with epoxy glue to provide
insulation.
I then wired in the TX10 focus unit and a first anode
potentiometer (see circuit shown in Fig. 3) and crossed my
fingers as I switched the set on. It sprang into life, with a
healthy crackle as the e.h.t. came up, and after setting the
first anode voltage, the grey-scale and focus I was rewarded
with a perfect picture.
To check the safety of the epoxy resin insulation I
gingerly prodded around the glue with an earthed probe,
trying to provoke a response. None came, so I appeared to
13

Fig. 2: Where to cut through the focus/A1 section of the line
output transformer (a), application of epoxy resin insulation
(b).
EHT
-7-7- 1
4„..„.„--TX10 focus unit

Focus voltage

.2
Part of transformer 73

3
(not used)

5M6

Al voltage

5M6

EHT

Beam limiting

R147

C1113

R14951

Focus voltage

R150
Ws

R146

C119

108981

Fig. 3: Modified circuit using the focus unit used in the
Ferguson TX10 chassis.
Al voltage
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R148

Focus control at front
Beam limiting

Line drive
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R146
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I

R147—R150
encapsulated
with T3
Holes for mounting screws

1DB051

Fig. 1: Original e.h.t., focus and first anode supply circuitry
used in the Siemens Model FF306.
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Fig. 4: Connections to the TX10 focus module (rear view).
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TV Fault Finding
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Ian Bowden, Roger Burchett and Nick Beer

Fidelity CTV14S
If the set changes channel intermittently of its own accord
— in extreme cases it can switch itself to standby or the
volume can change — replace the BPW41 infra-red receiver diode, the 100pF coupling capacitor if fitted, and
ensure that the screening can is correctly soldered. P.B.
Finlandia C22BZ7
This set couldn't get up on cold mornings. A check with
the hairdryer and freezer brought us to C726 which was of
low capacitance. Although this set was made by Salora,
P.B.
spares are available only from Granada.
Grundig CUC120 Chassis
The set-e.h.t. control R647 can become intermittent with
these sets, causing symptons such as intermittent no sound
or vision, varying brightness, or short field output chip
life. The symptoms depend on whether the h.t. goes up or
down.
P.B.
Amstrad CTV1401
For weak and distorted sound, check whether R356
P.B.
(101d1) is open-circuit.
ITT CVC1200 Chassis
For low h.t. when the set is first switched on, check
whether C701 (10,u,F, 350V) has dried up.
P.B.
Network NW1210
These monochrome portables are often used as computer
monitors, and the owners reduce the picture size so as to
be able to see all the text. Unfortunately the field linearity
control is in such a position that it's easy to short it out to
the chassis support, blowing T302 and T303 (both type
BC252) in the process of adjustment.
P.B.
Plustron TV19
The symptoms with this set were similar to a thermal fault
in the i.f. strip. The set would work for fifteen to twenty
minutes, then the picture would gradually fade away,
leaving a blank white raster with very distorted sound. We
eventually traced the cause to an intermittent open-circuit
in the line output transformer's a.g.c. pulse winding. The
fault was cured by winding a couple of ;turns of thin
insulated wire around the transformer's core to act as a
new a.g.c. winding.
A.R.
Hinari CT4/5
The problems were intermittent loss of sound and intermittent crackling noises. The noises ceased when R601 in
the feed to the output stage was removed, but remained
with the 6MHz filter Z103 removed. It took a long time to
establish that the i.f. area screening can had not been
pressed home into the board during manufacture, with the
result that the earth path from R118, R119 and R108 via
one leg of the can was not continuous between the can
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and the main earth rail. The end of the leg made touch
contact with a bridge of solder across the land on the PCB
track but not proper electrical contact.
The problem with a remote control version was the
brightness button jamming in the labelled escutcheon,
which is stuck on. To scrape out the square hole with a
scalpel meant taking out the front control panels — two,
joined together by a rather dodgy silicone rubber splodge
and six or seven parlous, fine wire links that overlapped
the edges of the boards. Matters were made more difficult
by the fact that the extreme ends of the assembly are
lodged behind switches. Then I realised that the answer is
to take the c.r.t. out and slide the panels up and away
once the many screws have been removed.
J.R.A.
Odd Hum Bar Symptoms
The problem with this Northern Ireland version of the
Nikkai remote control 14in. set, Model MG002R, was a
faint but irritating hum bar about an inch deep bounded
by paired raster lines and floating slowly, but only on the
lower frequency channels, up to about 31. There was no
problem at channel 32 and above. I've had similar problems in recent months with other sets, and as in each case
I fed in a red raster display from the signal generator. This
gives a sharply defined image of the symptom.
Plenty of electrolytic decoupling was applied to the
tuner's 12V supply and the 80V feed to the 32V tuning
voltage regulator, but to no avail. Now the varicap diode
tuning line has no decoupling other than the emitterfollower buffer Q700, so I took the handy way out and
added 1AF directly to the very accessible tuner's tuning
voltage pin. This cleared the hum completely, but gave
slow channel change due to the charge time involved.
Changing to 0.1AF just about did it, so 0.22AF was used.
Other hum bars, some depending on the use of lower or
higher channels, have been experienced with Hitachi,
Ferguson and GEC sets. One GEC set had several evenly
displayed wide vertical striations. Some of these faults
cleared when the a.f.c. was switched in, which is a fair
guide to trying 0.1µF or 0.2µF on the tuning line to the
tuner. But the point is that tuners are generally very easy
to get at when trying extra decoupling. So with oddlooking decoupling, hum or other bar diseases I recommend always starting with the supplies to the tuner. If the
problem appears after major trouble and much ining and
outing of panels and small bits it's possible that disturbance of lead dressing has resulted in stray hum pick-up.
But it's happened to us without any such
disturbance.
J.R.A.
Salora 1HO/H3 (Non-remote)
The symptoms consisted of a dark bar across the top
quarter of the screen combined with picture pulling that
varied with drive and picture content. Suspecting some
sort of regulation fault I checked the 142V line with a
scope. This revealed a 3.5V peak-to-peak rounded
sawtooth at field rate, but comparison with another set
showed that this was normal. A similar hum was seen on
the video signal and was followed right back to the vision
demodulator chip — in fact it could also be seen on the i.f.
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input to the chip. The cause was traced to hum on the
tuning supply, which is derived from the 142V line via a
MI resistor then three 33k11, 0.5W resistors in parallel on
the front panel, feeding the TDA1057 32V regulator. One
I.B.
of the 33k11 resistors was open-circuit.
Bang and Olufsen 33XX Series

Thin black lines would intermittently flash across the
screen, and occasionally there would be loss of line and
field sync. The cause was traced to 1TR11 on the tuner/i.f.
panel. It was going leaky intermittently — when leaky its
bias altered and the video signal sync pulses were almost
I.B.
cut off.
Salora J Chassis

she didn't need them. She had heard the idler screeching
in rewind, so she doesn't need a hearing aid either! R.B.
Rediffusion Mk 3 Chassis

Intermittent brightness variation due to zener diode 2D15
has been mentioned before (see page 750 last September).
In that report the diode had gone open-circuit
intermittenly. I've had a few cases of it going short-circuit,
blanking out the raster. This always seems to happen
when there's trouble in one of the RGB output stages —
the BF393/5 transistors go short-circuit. BF461/5 transistors are supplied as replacements. It would seem prudent
R.B
to keep some 7.5V zener diodes handy.
Rediffusion Mk 4 Chassis

This set wouldn't start correctly from cold. If it was left to
warm up it would start, but when running with the
contrast turned up the width would fluctuate with picture
content. The cause was CB712 (4.7µF, 35V electrolytic)
in the base circuit of one of the power supply switching
I.B.
transistors (T3701) going open-circuit.

These have been extremely reliable sets to date. We are
now finding that the BU208A line output transistor is
beginning to fail. What you find is that 4R2 (47012,
fusible) has sprung open due to the start-up circuitry being
asked to run the set — unless the owner has switched off
as soon as the fault occurred, which in my experience
R.B.
seldom seems to happen.

Rank T20/T22 Chassis

Thorn 1500/1525 Chassis

Height almost doubled was traced to a dirty field linearity
control, 4RV5. Sound but no raster can occur when one
or both of the field output transistors 4VT3/4 fails.
TIP41A transistors seem to work all right in these positions. Replace both transistors and balance with 4RV6.
G.H.

The scan-correction capacitor C90 (0.1µF) seems to be
prone to going short-circuit in later versions of the 1500
chassis (the 1525 is basically a 1500 with a varicap tuner).
The result is obvious — a vertical white line on the screen.
The earlier 1500s don't seem to suffer from this problem.
R.B.

Decca/Tatung 145 Chassis

In the event of no raster with muffled sound and the
c.r.t.'s voltages o.k., check R434 (1012 fusible) in the
supply to the field output stage.
For a very bright raster check R436, another 101/
G.H.
fusible — Tatung say short it out!

Sony KV2766UB

There was a parasitic oscillation at the bottom left-hand
corner of the screen, about six inches long and moving at
45° to the centre of the screen. Carefully dressing all
suspect leads then tidying and repairing several suspect
solder joints in the power supply and line output stage
N.B.
seems to have provided a cure.

Dwektronic Classic

This monochrome portable had been sold by Woolworths.
The fault was an intermittently open-circuit mains rectifier
diode. When it went open-circuit the output from the
regulator fell, giving hum bars and poor sync — the kind
of fault that worries an owner no end and results in many
a cheap set being consigned to the scrap heap prematurely. It was surprising that the set had ever worked at
all, as the mains fuse was rattling around in its holder.
Retensioning the holder seemed to be impossible, so I
R.B.
resorted to soldering the fuse in.
Decca 80/Hitachi VT11

I'm sure that some of my customers ought to visit a
psychiatrist. This lady actually visited an optician. Her TV
set finally blew the mains fuse and we found that the
crowbar had operated because the h.t. was dangerously
high. Resetting this and refocusing produced a good offair picture. Cleaning the video heads and pinch wheel,
and roughening up the idler with wet and dry, then
produced good playback from the VCR. Finally demonstrating the VCR's a.f.c. switch enabled good recordings to be made. All this was cheaper than the pair of
spectacles she'd bought — to be fair she'd been told that
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Decca/Tatung 120 Chassis

For code control panel faults, e.g. missing display segments, can only select odd (or even) channel numbers, I
suggest cleaning all the pins of the four i.c.s on the panel.
I've also had several cases of tarnished connectors in the
holders.
N.B.
Bang and Olufsen 4402 (20AX Chassis)

The complaint with this set was no results. C10 and C12
(both 47AF, 40V) were, as so often, open-circuit but
replacing them failed to restore normal operation. We
found that there was a break in the print at the cathode of
N.B.
SCR1.
Grundig TP400TT Remote Control Unit

An interesting one: the remote control unit works twice
then stops. The 47µF, 8V electrolytic converts itself into a
battery! Replacements are very difficult to find as 16V
types are too large so that the case won't close. Grundig
don't supply the part as they say it never goes! Personally,
N.B.
I've had at least ten fail.
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Vintage TV: Early Cable Techniques
Chas E. Miller

Cable television has been established in the UK for well
over thirty years. Thus the early receivers are now well into
the vintage era. The Bush TM100 receiver (or "terminal
unit") that we are going to look at in this article
represented the state of the art when it was introduced back
in 1961. As this is the first time we've examined a cable TV
set in this series some background information will
probably be helpful for those readers not familiar with the
techniques used.
Rediffusion Systems

Rediffusion Ltd. had introduced sound re-broadcasting
networks in a number of cities and towns well before World
War Two. In each area, selected radio stations were picked
up by a suitably-sited aerial system and receiver in a
position well clear of electrical interference. The receiver's
output was fed to large amplifiers that delivered high-level
a.f. signals to a network of cables around the town. Each
subscriber had a simple selector switch and a loudspeaker
equipped with a matching transformer and volume control.
For the equivalent of a few pence per week the subscriber
had the choice of two or three (later more) stations at
reasonable quality without any other running costs. The
system was most popular in areas where normal reception
was difficult and where a local council owned large
numbers of buildings and could thus grant the necessary
wayleaves for the cables en bloc.
Rediffusion expanded its operations after the war to take
in more areas, and in due course set about adding wired
television to the networks. Once again a well-sited receiver
was used to obtain a clean signal. This was converted down
in frequency to between 4.5MHz and 9MHz for distribution via the existing cables. The extra signal was accommodated on the existing a.f. system by using a phantom circuit
— this can be achieved by using extra transformers, centre
taps and the earth path as shown in Fig. 1. Only the vision
signal was handled in this way, the sound being sent out at
a.f. in the same way as the radio programmes. The power
level of the vision signal was very low compared to that of
the audio signals and boosters had to be used to maintain
the signal level throughout the network.
When I first became involved with cable TV in the late
1950s ITV had just been added to the network operating in
our area. Up to this time the only receivers used had been
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those supplied by Rediffusion itself. Potential subscribers
thus had a restricted choice of sets and the full economic
potential of the network wasn't achieved.
Cable Converters

As a first step to expand the appeal of wired vision,
converters were offered. These made any set suitable for
cable operation. Outside contractors were employed to fit
the units, and this is where my little concern came in. We
bought the converters from Rediffusion at £4.4s.0d. and
charged the customer £6.6s.0d., which was not too bad a
profit for the period and for the time taken to carry out the
installation. There were some incidental advantages as
well. Conversion involved removing the entire existing
r.f./i.f. section of the receiver, also the audio output stage
and loudspeaker. As a result we were soon knee-deep in
EF8Os and the like, still then in widespread use in ordinary
sets and thus having some value. The loudspeakers could
be used for all sorts of jobs, notably for car radio
installations.
Subscribers paid 3s.9d. (the equivalent of about £2 in
today's terms) a week for the two TV programmes and a
selection of radio stations. Since ITV and BBC reception in
parts of our town was marred by ghosting and low signal
levels the cable option proved to be quite popular.
Had it not been frustrated, the pinnacle of my conversion career would have been tackling some 300 sets at a
local hospital. This would have left us with about 2,000
EF8Os and a lorry-load of speakers. In the event, whichever
committee it was that held the purse strings changed its
mind at the last moment and opted to instal new sets
instead, thereby costing the taxpayer about eight times as
much money. We took the loss of the contract philosophically — after all, who wants 2,000 EF80s?
Brand Name Terminal Units

At the beginning of the sixties the choice of cable
receivers was broadened by the introduction of well-known
brand name sets made specifically to operate on the current
Rediffusion system, which was known as TDUK2. The
Bush Model TM100 was one of this new breed. It was a
19in., two-station table model resembling the contemporary TV100 series of off-air receivers produced by Bush, but
with some quite different circuitry.
With the TDUK2 system the two vision signals were
distributed at what were referred to as system frequencies,
4.95MHz and 8.45MHz respectively. The upper sideband
only of the first frequency and the lower sideband of the
second were used, so that an s.f. strip with a bandwidth of
3.5MHz centred on 6.75MHz was capable of receiving
whichever signal was applied to it without the need for any
switching other than that carried out at the external
Rediffusion selector switch.

08921

Fig. 1: The phantom circuit technique using a single twinwire distribution cable. The arrows show the signal current
path in the phantom circuit. Instead of using the earth
connection, a second twin-wire pair can be used as the
return path.
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Circuitry

Fig. 1 shows the s.f. strip circuit. The selected s.f. signal
was applied to the first s.f. amplifier valve V1 (EF80) via
the centre-tapped primary of an input transformer perTELEVISION MAY 1988

manently tuned to accept the full bandwidth. V1's bias
consisted of a mean-level a.g.c. potential derived from the
sync separator circuit in the usual way, plus a potential
tapped from the contrast control. Simple- tuned-anode
coupling was used to pass the signal to the second EF80 s.f.
amplifier valve V2, which was operated with fixed bias.
Resistance-capacitance coupling was used between the
anode of V2 and the 0A70 detector diode MR1. There
were just two further tuned coils. Because the accompanying sound signal was distributed at a.f. , there was no need
for any sound traps, which contributed to the simplicity of
the tuning arrangements. This time however the traditional
standard Bakelite Rediffusion speaker box was banished, a
conventional speaker being enclosed in the TV cabinet. A

0.,.J.r

}
0.5

PCF80 was used in the video amplifier stage. Bush used this
valve for the same purpose in its off-air sets, with the triode
section employed as a cathode-follower to drive the c.r.t.'s
cathode. In the TM100 however the cathode-follower
section was used solely to feed the signal to the sync
separator stage, the c.r.t. drive being taken from the
PCF80's pentode anode.
The timebase and power supply circuitry followed Bush
off-air receiver practice of the time.
Due to the impending arrival of BBC-2, the TM100 was
to a certain extent obsolescent when introduced. It gave a
good account of itself for BBC-1 and ITV however, and
remains an interesting example of wired TV technology
twenty seven years ago. We didn't need satellites, either!
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Fig. 2: The s.f. (system frequency) circuit in the Bush Model TM100 used two EF80 amplifier stages followed by an 0A70
detector diode. The accompanying sound signal was coupled to the loudspeaker via a capacitor, a switched volume control
network and a matching transformer. The rest of the circuitry followed off-air practice.
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Servicing the Decca 80 and 100 Chassis
Nick Beer
While these sets are now getting on a bit, many are still in
service. Most continue to give excellent results, particularly
20in. 80 series sets in which the displays produced by a lot
of the c.r.t.s have remained as crisp and sharp as when
new.
Sets fitted with the 80 series chassis have 18 or 20in.
tubes of the Toshiba SSI type. The 88 variant has a 20in.
PIL tube. By far the most common sets you come across
these days are the 20in. ones. The 100 series chassis was
designed for use with the 20AX tube, mainly 22 and 26in.
types. These are the general rules but you may, for
example, come across a 100 series chassis with a 20in.
tube.
The chassis themselves differ in the number of panels —
the 100 chassis has an extra panel which contains mainly
convergence circuitry. The power supply, decoder and i.f.
panels are interchangeable between chassis. Fig. 1 shows
the basic layout of the 80 and 100 chassis. These views are
with the chassis in the fixed position: raising the chassis will
reveal the line output panel (with the 100 series the field
output transistors are also mounted on this side of the
chassis).
Power Supply Faults
The power supply panel is responsible for the most tricky
faults, but even these are usually quickly sorted out once
you get to know these sets.
In the event of a dead set the mains fuse will almost
certainly be open-circuit (but see also the timebase chassis
with the 80/88 chassis). If this is the case, check the bridge
rectifier diodes D600-603. They usually go short-circuit in
pairs and are ordinary BY127s. Note however that some of
the diodes nowadays supplied as BY127s do not last in
these positions and are considerably smaller than the
originals. My rule is to ensure that the replacement device
is as big as the original.
If these are in order and the mains filter capacitor C8 on
the mains input/tuner panel is o.k., proceed as follows.
Open link TP600-601 on the power supply panel, wire a
100W bulb across it, disconnect the e.h.t. tripler's input
lead, replace the fuse and switch on. If the lamp lights up
the fault is still present and attention should be turned to
the line output panel (see later). If the lamp doesn't light,
replacing the tripler should cure the fault — but leave the
lamp connected until the point has been proved. When the
repairs have been completed, restore the link — it's the
enabling link for the crowbar trip.
The power supply panel usually contains the answer to
intermittent fuse blowing — the time intervals can be
anything from several minutes to several months. The first
thing to do is to check whether a 12k1, 1W resistor is fitted
in series with D617. This usually ends the story, but if the
problem persists check the following points.
(1) The h.t. setting. The correct voltage depends on the
c.r.t. size, and is critical. With the 80/88 chassis the reading
across C801 should be 165V. With the 100 chassis it should
be 168V.
(2) Check that the covering of the degaussing coils has not
been pierced and that the coils are well clear of the e.h.t.
cap at the top of the c.r.t. Clean the cap as a matter of
course.
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(3) If the fault persists, replace the following items on spec:
D617 (186V zener diode), TY600 (DEC1), TY601 (DEC2)
and the 6.8a section of the dropper resistor (R801).
All this assumes that you've isolated the fault to this
panel — see also the timebase panels for further information
on these symptoms.
On rare occasions a blown mains fuse is caused by
TY600/TY601 going short-circuit — sometimes one goes,
sometimes both. They are special Decca types (DEC1 and
DEC2).
The only other point worth making about this panel is to
resolder the legs of R601 whenever one of these sets comes
in. This is the large wirewound resistor in the middle of the
panel, on stand-off pillars. Dry-joints are becoming a
problem here.
The IF Panel
The i.f. panel is the second interchangeable one and is
relatively reliable. Intermittent sound, intermittent vision
and uncontrollable volume are all caused by its main failing
— dry-joints on the two multi-pin plugs and sockets. A
solder around these is always worthwhile, whatever the
fault.
Distorted sound is not uncommon. Half the time the
cause is the 16f1, 7 x 4in. loudspeaker. The other main
cause is the TBA800 audio output chip IC104 which is
under the silver fin type heatsink. Occasionally the BD533
37V shunt regulator transistor Tr801, which is bolted to the
chassis under the tripler, will give similar symptoms. I've
found that the speaker is becoming somewhat difficult to
obtain from general suppliers, but is no problem from
Decca (D and S Electronics).
A.G.C. faults have always been similar and have been
caused by IC102 (TCA270S). Replacing this i.c. has also
cured the very few cases of a negative picture I've
encountered.
The Decoder Panel
The decoder panel is the last interchangeable one and is
probably the most trouble free. The vision signal from the
i.f. panel enters at P200 — the single red and white lead goes
to the bottom right-hand corner of the panel. Pulling this
provides a convenient way of getting a raster with which to
set the grey scale in the field.
Assuming that the tube is all right, if one primary colour
is missing the cause is usually the relevant BF458 R/G/B
output transistor Tr204/6/2. For some reason, this is
becoming a less common fault these days. By far the most
common fault with this panel is no luminance due to
dry-joints on the luminance delay line DL200 — I've also
had the odd one go open-circuit.
Intermittent black lines on the picture are usually caused
by dry-joints on the single socket on this panel. The same
trouble can cause intermittent colour. Careful resoldering
will very often save call-backs. No colour at all is generally
due to the 4.43MHz crystal Z200, but this fault is not
common. The i.c.s on this panel seem to be very reliable.
An over-bright raster with flyback lines probably means
that the 7.5V zener diode D207 is faulty. If the set is left on
in this condition the mains fuse will blow. D207 can also be
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responsible for no picture (RGB output transistors cut off )
or varying brightness. The 6.8V zener diode D200 can also
be the cause of excessive brightness while D202 (25V) can
give the no raster symptom (check whether R246 has
sprung open).

Timebase Panel

—
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Decoder
panel

80 Series

There are four plugs and sockets on the 80 series
timebase panel and the most common trouble is, you
guessed it, dry-joints! This is the other cause of intermittent
fuse blowing.
It's not uncommon to find no sync after replacing the
tripler. In this event the most likely cause is that IC300
(TBA920) has been dealt a deathly blow by the offending
tripler. It plugs in, so replacement is very straightforward.
There are two slightly different versions of this panel.
The 80 chassis panel for use with SSI tubes has three
separate R/G/B first anode controls. With the PIL tube 88
chassis the panel has a single Al potentiometer which is
referred to as the preset brightness control. These potentiometers are all 2 -2Mfl types and all suffer form noisy tracks.
The result is varying brightness or grey-scale as relevant. I
always replace rather than clean them as experience has
proved that this saves call-backs.
If the set is dead and the mains fuse is intact the 5 lkSZ,
5W start-up resistor R324 is probably open-circuit.
For field distortion you won't go far wrong by replacing
IC301 (TDA1170). If there's no field scan at all R342
(repairable fusible) will probably have gone open-circuit,
indicating a fault in IC301.
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Fig. 1: Basic chassis arrangements, (a) 80 chassis, (b) 100
chassis. The 88 chassis is as shown at (a) but with a single
preset brightness control replacing the Al controls.

Line Output Panel — 80 Series
Access to the line output panel in 80 series sets is
obtained by raising the chassis and removing the single
screw that holds the screening can. Removing the two small
bolts on the side of the chassis will then allow the panel to
be lifted out. To remove the panel completely, the two
plugs, the tripler's input lead, the leads to the line output
transistor and the c.r.t.'s heater leads all have to be
disconnected, making this the least serviceable panel.
This panel may well hold the key to a blown mains fuse.
If you find that a bulb fitted to the power supply (see
earlier) still lights after replacing the tripler, the line output
transformer could well have gone down as well. If the
tripler proves to be blameless, the transformer is the next
most likely cause — a clue is provided by the fact that the
windings will get warm rapidly if the set is left on with the
bulb connected. I always leave the bulb connected to
ensure that the tripler isn't also faulty. One piece of
information gained over the years is that the bright blue
Siemens triplers rarely fail.
A fairly common trouble spot is D400 (BYX55-600)
which goes open-circuit, removing the 37V rail. As a result
there's no supply to the timebase panel or the signals
panels.
If dry-joints develop on the plugs and are not repaired
quickly they will flare up, the result being a melted plastic
plug and shrivelled print.

Convergence Panel — 100 Series
The convergence panel in the 100 chassis always looks as
if most of the components are missing! A lot of the same
rules apply as for the 80 series panels — dry-joints etc. The
line scan correction capacitor C508 (910nF) is a regular fuse
blower and most times you won't need to be a Sherlock
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Holmes to find this out as it has a habit of melting all over
the panel. It's of the same type as in the Philips Gil and the
Bang and Olufsen 35XX chassis.
The 2.21VIS1 first anode potentiometers are the same as in
the 80 chassis and suffer from the same ailments — but I
have seen some fitted with a gun switch arrangement as in
the G11.

Timebase Panel — 100 Series
The main cause for concern in the timebase section of
the 100 chassis is the BD278A field output transistors,
which are mounted on the black heatsink behind the panel.
They cause all manner of faults depending on whether or
not they both go short-circuit. Complete field collapse will
very often blow the mains fuse as the fusible link (R510) in
the supply to the field timebase won't open in time.
The TBA920 chip provides the sync and line generator
functions as in the 80 series and can again suffer when the
tripler fails. For VCR compatibility, earth pin 10 of this
chip.
A common fault in the past has been failure of R371
(2.2k11) which was originally underrated. By now most sets
will have had a 1W replacement fitted.

Line Output Panel — 100 Series
The line output panel in the 100 chassis is somewhat
easier to remove since the line output transistor is mounted
on the panel rather than the chassis, but this means reduced
reliability — the BU205 line output transistor in the 80 series
chassis hardly ever fails, but the BU208A in the 100 chassis
goes as often as you would expect it to. As with the 80
series, tripler and line output transformer failures are not
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uncommon. There are one or two other trouble spots in the
100 chassis however. The main problems concern the two
diodes in the EW modulator circuit, D401 (BY223) and
D402 (BYX71-600), and the 37V supply reservoir capacitor
C407 (680µF, 40V). You may well find that the capacitor
has leaked physically. It should be uprated to 63V. The two
diodes either go short-circuit, blowing the fuse, or opencircuit, with the result of bowed picture edges.
The extra plug (no heater connections on top of the line
output transformer) represents another chance for dryjoints to develop. All sockets should be checked each time.

General Points
A few final points. When replacing the chassis, make
sure that the R/G/B leads don't rest on the dropper resistor
or they will melt. The 47011 log. slider volume control used
in the 80 series tends to become very noisy — 7mm plastic
nuts hold the front panel on which it's mounted. Tuning
drift is normally caused by a noisy button unit. Replacement is straightforward: after removing the previously
mentioned front panel there are only three leads to solder.
The ELC1043/05 tuner can cause snowy pictures. A repair
is usually possible by resoldering the connections around
the input. Decca even provide slots in the PCB to push the
leads away when desoldering, in case you forget your braid
and sucker!
The base panels for the various tube types differ but

suffer from the same very minute faults — mainly clogged
spark gaps that arc (SG700 etc.). In the 100 chassis the
fusible resistor (R709) in the heater supply tends to become
dry-jointed. The result is fading or no picture.
The Mullard A56-500X and A66-500X 20AX tubes by
now tend to be low in emission. Reactivation works well
most times. The Toshiba 510JKB22 tube has two weaknesses. The heater can go open-circuit, giving the no picture
symptom, and intermittent shorts between electrodes can
produce a bright red, green or blue raster.
For no tuning, suspect the tuning voltage supply resistors
R4 and R5, one 121(11 and the other 151(12. One or other
will usually be found open-circuit.
A rattling mains transformer is not uncommon: plastic
seal left to set will provide a lasting cure. Always check the
main reservoir/smoothing electrolytics C800/801. This combined unit is bolted to the chassis and tends to bubble out
causing, eventually, a hum, bar.
As you can see, there are varied faults with these chassis.
None cause real problems apart from the odd case of
intermittent fuse blowing. These receivers make excellent
rental sets, having a convenient panel arrangement and
being very easy to repair. For a more detailed treatment of
faults etc. , refer to the November and December 1980
issues of Television. The official Decca spares source is now
D and S Electronics, Building 15, Unit 4, Stanmore
Industrial Estate, Bridgnorth, Salop WV15 5HR, telephone 0746 766 641 (Tatung no longer hold spares for sets
of this age).

TV Fault Finding
Sony KV21XMU (AE1 Chassis)
On more than one occasion these sets have produced a
"jagged picture" effect: the picture is broken into
sawteeth, or "wriggles", in a random way, and the fault is
generally intermittent. Each time we've found that the
cause of the trouble has been the 101(1/ horizontal phase
potentiometer RV502. A clean up will usually do, but to
be sure of the job it's best to fit a new potentiometer. E.T.
Philips G11 Chassis
This chassis tends to suffer from field timebase faults.
Here are some points worth noting.
You sometimes get horizontal black bars when the set
warms up. To start with these appear only at the top of
the screen, but as time goes on they move downwards,
filling more of the screen. The lines are caused by the field
flyback circuit turning the beam off because of a fault in
the field output stage. If you scope the field output ramp
when the fault is present you'll see that there are bursts of
h.f. superimposed upon it. This is the reason for the
blanking circuit being upset, but where is the h.f. coming
from?
You may recall that the TDA2600 field timebase chip
works on the class D principle. The output from an h.f.
oscillator is mixed with a 50Hz ramp to produce a pulsewidth modulated drive for the output stage. To drive the
scan coils, the PWM output is integrated by a filter
consisting of a coil and several other components. The
fault occurs when one of the capacitors in the filter circuit
fails. The usual culprit is C2107 (4.7µF): examination may
show that it has dried up. Occasionally I've had C2072
(4.7µF) cause the same symptom.
Field flyback lines across the screen can be the result of
Tr2164 (BC148) becoming leaky. It's one half of the delay
multivibrator in the field blanking circuit.
Very occasionally failure of the TDA2600 results in
R2066 (1.5k11) in its d.c. supply going open-circuit. The
result of course if field collapse.
If the problem is persistent failure of the TDA2600 and
you reckon you've checked all the stock faults, try putting
new heatsink compound on the next TDA2600 you fit —
having cleaned off the old, hardened compound. This chip
runs very hot and relies heavily on the heatsink to keep it
cool: many engineers don't bother to use new heatsink
compound when replacing it.
J.C.
Fidelity AVS1600
The original problem had been a shorted BU508 line
output transistor. No cause could be found, and a replacement restored the picture. A couple of days later however
we received a report that the TV was flashing over.
Removing the back (18 screws) and switching on produced a single crack from the focus unit in the line output
transformer, followed by normal operation. Again nothing else could be found, so a new line output transformer
was fitted. This time switching on produced a few seconds
of fireworks before I could reach the mains switch. A
check on the h.t. line revealed that we now had over 130V
instead of 119V, so I gave up and reluctantly transported
the monster to the workshop. Those familiar with the
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Reports from Eugene Trundle, Mick Dutton,
Jo Cieszynski, Philip Blundell, Eng. Tech.,
W.H. Clarke, Ian Bowden, Phil. H. Ireland,
Hugh MacMullen, Martin Pomeroy and J.L.
Howard
AVS cabinet will sympathise deeply.
The culprit was found to be C91 (lktF, 63V) in the
power supply, but the damage had been done. To restore
full operation the TDA3562A decoder chip, the
TDA8190G audio chip, the TDA2070 field timebase chip
and even one of the TDA1908 audio output chips had to
be replaced.
P.H.I.

National Panasonic TC85G
The problem with this set was that the picture faded out
after half an hour. We found that the cause of the trouble
was the AN231 chip IC103, which is no longer available.
On asking a friend whether he had a scrap set he told me
that an AN331 could be used provided a 680kil resistor
was fitted between pins 15 and 16. When these components were fitted the set worked perfectly.
W.H.C.
Philips KT3 Chassis
We have always been fond of this chassis. Apart from the
tube, the 4.711, surge limiting resistor and the plug in the
socket on the decoder panel we have found that the
reliability is good. A set recently came in with the
complaint that it would go off of its own accord. On
inspection in the house the set tripped soon after it was
switched on, and we immediately suspected that damp
around the e.h.t. cap was the problem. The area was
cleaned and sealed but next day the customer reported
that the fault was still present, so we collected the set for a
soak test.
The fault proved to be very intermittent. Over a period
of time we fitted a substitute power supply panel, tripler,
line output transistor and even the main electrolytic
capacitor (having had a faulty one a long time ago), but
the problem persisted. We suspected the tube of arcing
internally, so this was interchanged with one in another
set. Still no luck. The customer then called in to ask about
progress. During our conversation he mentioned that just
after the set was new the tube had had to be purified. The
problem had been put down to the proximity of the
speaker in a radiogram. This led us to make a check on
the degaussing circuit. For good measure we replaced the
thermistor, and this cured the problem completely. It
would seem that intermittent operation of this device was
inducing a pulse in the power supply and that this was the
cause of the random tripping.
M.D.
Panasonic TC2622
It's quite common knowledge that the high-voltage capacitors used in the power supply circuits in Panasonic sets
tend to give trouble. One of these sets would intermittently produce a blank raster and white flashes. The cause
of the trouble was C326 (1µ,F) which is mounted on the
tube base and decouples the 200V rail.
M.D.
Toshiba Projection TV
We were recently asked to look at a projection TV set in a
hotel. The problem was no colour. It was a multi-standard
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receiver with automatic switching between PAL and
SECAM and a switch to convert to NTSC. The signals
section seemed to be very similar to that in Toshiba
domestic models. We replaced the decoder chip and the
crystal but had no luck, so the unit was uplifted to the
workshop.
We were able to measure the chroma output from the
decoder chip, then the input to the control i.c. There was
nothing at the output from this chip, which does the PAL/
SECAM switching. Checking the voltages around it
showed that the supply was missing. It comes via a flying
lead from the main panel, the lead being pushed on to a
metal post. This post had been pushed through but never
M.D.
soldered. Refixing it provided a cure.
Sanyo CTP7131
This set came in dead. There was h.t. at the collector of
the chopper transistor but the power supply wouldn't
start. Checking around the power supply failed to reveal
anything obvious, so we started to fit substitute
semiconductor devices. When D308 was replaced the set
came to life, though on soak test we noticed that it was
still sometimes sluggish to start. Replacing C312 (10µF)
M.D.
cured this problem.
Salora J Chassis
The problem was no colour. A check at pin 4 of the
TDA3562A colour decoder chip revealed that the chroma
signal was arriving from the filter circuit and was of the
correct amplitude (500mV p-p). After passing through the
gated chroma amplifier in the chip however only the burst
appeared at pin 28 (the output to the delay line). It
seemed reasonable to replace the chip but the results were
as before. I then checked the d.c. levels at the relevant
pins and discovered that the voltage at the chroma input
pin 4 was only 0.7V instead of 3V. The cause of the
trouble was a leak in CB209 (10nF) which when checked
I.B.
out of circuit measured around 250f1.
Bang and Olufsen 37XX Series
The problem with this set was reduced width — only
approximately 5cm overall, which couldn't be corrected
by adjusting the width potentiometer. C32 (1.5nF,
1.5kV), which is connected from the collector of the line
output transistor to chassis, was found to be open-circuit.
I.B.

circuit the voltage across winding 1-2 on the SOPS
transformer is not rectified. This is why TS7677 (BUT11)
doesn't conduct and the set remains in standby. H.MacM.
Grundig 7400
The cause of flashing horizontal red bars across the screen
for the first five minutes took some time to locate.
Eventually C1912, which couples the red output from pin
15 of the TBA530 matrixing chip to the red output
transistor, was found to be intermittently open-circuit
when cold. The fault was very misleading because the red
bars superimposed on the other colours gave the impression of an off-tune reference oscillator. C1912 is the same
notorious 4.7µF capacitor used in the Thorn 3500 chassis.
H.MacM.
Philips 210E1051
When the sound is o.k. but there's no picture it's common
to find that the tube's first anode supply is missing: the
weight of the heavy wire to the flimsy c.r.t. socket cracks
the print where the wire is connected to the panel.
H.MacM.
Philips TX Chassis
This set wouldn't come on, due to failure of the line
oscillator to start up. We found that the voltage at the
output from the series regulator was low at 4V, but no
fault could be found in the power supply, whose output is
smoothed by C113 (100µF). Unloading the line output
stage by disconnecting the scan coils got the set going,
with a line down the centre of the screen. When the scan
coils were reconnected the set continued to work but
couldn't be started again after switching off. It turned out
that C113 had dried up, with the result that the average
1.t. voltage was too low to energise the line oscillator.
M.P.
Tandberg CTV3-4-172
Don't get caught out by these sets. You bring them out of
standby by pressing button N, not the one with the
standby symbol (that one puts the set into standby!). If
the set is stuck in standby, search in the dust at the bottom
of the cabinet for the two 125mA fuses. Both could well
have blown. If so, have a good look around the line
P.B.
output and power supply boards for dry-joints.
Salora 1F3K

Salora 1G Chassis (Ipsalo 1)
This set would start up from cold, but if it was switched
off completely after running for a few hours, or was
switched to standby via the remote control unit, it would
fail to start again. The cause of the trouble was TB15
(BD370B) on the timebase panel going base-emitter
open-circuit when hot, as a result of which the 12V startup supply to the Ipsalo and line oscillator chips was
removed.
I.B.
Philips CP90 Chassis
We have had several cases of no sound or picture with
these sets. 83623 (8.210 goes high in value, fuse 1640
stays o.k. but diode D6667 (1N4148) simultaneously goes
open-circuit. This gives roughly half of 95V and 163V and
the set is in the standby mode — when D6667 is openTELEVISION JUNE 1988

The problem with this set was field slip from cold, the
symptom taking about ten minutes to clear. When I
arrived at the house the set had been on for about an
hour, so I changed the field timebase panel on spec. The
following day the customer phoned to say that the fault
was still present. Being determined to stop the trouble
took along an identical replacement set which, after a few
days, produced the same symptoms! On returning to the
house I saw that the cause was condensation forming on
the top right-hand corner of the mother board — easily
corrected by warm air from a hairdryer. We've since had
the same trouble with a number of these sets. As you
might expect, the heating used in the houses concerned
was either a gas fire or a paraffin heater.
Another cold start problem with this chassis occurs
when C8 (10/LF) on board STPX27 fails. The result is a
twenty minute start-up time.
J.L.H.
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Servicing with a Variac — and Bulbs
Eugene Trundle
One of the greatest difficulties in diagnosing power supply
problems, especially with switch-mode designs, is the set
that tries to self-destruct at switch on. You close the mains
switch, to be rewarded with a brilliant flash from the mains
fuse in the set and a dead-short BU326 or whatever
chopper transistor. After replacing the fuse and transistor
you try again and a couple more transistors get caught in
the crossfire. Next you check just about very other
component in the power supply and any other area that
seems relevant. All measure o.k., so you switch on again.
Pow goes the fuse, and maybe all the new transistors are
once more blown up. Who hasn't encountered this
situation?
Even when components are not actually being destroyed, the action of a trip or cutout will make life difficult.
Some sets give one burst of energy at switch on, then shut
down until reset by switching the power off then on again.
The solution to many of these problems is the use of a
variac, i.e. a variable mains auto-transformer, see Fig. 1.
The winding is toroidal, on a laminated steel ring, a
manually-rotatable brush permitting a variable voltage to
be tapped from the winding — typically from zero to about
110 per cent of the applied input voltage. There is only this
single winding, and it's important to appreciate that a
variac does not provide mains isolation. A variac with a
high power rating takes a very large gulp of mains power at
switch on, the momentary surge current being greater than
the rating of the fuse (say 2A) typically fitted to a 500VA
isolating transformer. If this means that a live mains supply
has to be used when carrying out fault diagnosis using a
variac, be very cautious of the safety hazard and keep the
aerial plug away from the set altogether — you'll be unlikely
to want signals while sorting out a kamikaze power supply!
Variacs are rated (and priced!) in terms of their current
capability, varying from 2A types at £45 to £50 to 8A and
10A types at twice the price. These prices are without
VAT, and do not include fancy cases: a nice steel case, with
Safebloc connector and all, can double the price of the
package, and still doesn't include meters. Ideally you need
a voltmeter and true-r.m.s. ammeter built in for continuous
and convenient monitoring of the output voltage and the
current drawn. Some years ago we made up a variac (see
Fig. 2) incorporating meters capable of working with a.c. or
unidirectional pulse current (half-wave thyristor power
supplies). A 2A variac will probably satisfy most requirements with TV sets and VCRs, but may not be able to
cope with thyristor regulated power supplies that draw a
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Fig. 1: Variac operating principle, with some peripheral
components shown. The fuse should be an anti-surge type
rated to match the variac's maximum loading. The mains
switch is best mounted in a prominent position with down
for off. Ideally, the meters should be moving-iron types built
in.
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short and heavy current pulse once or twice per a.c. mains
cycle. If a heavier variac can be afforded it will give a
"stiffer" and better-regulated output. Certainly nothing less
than 2A should be considered.
Using a Variac

The beauty of using a variac is that you can gradually
increase from zero the mains input to the circuit under test
while monitoring what happens with an oscilloscope and
meter. It's also possible to leave the variac at an output
voltage setting that corresponds to a safe and limited
current and leave things to warm up a bit, faulty
components perhaps giving themselves away when their
temperature is checked by hand. We once diagnosed a
faulty chopper transformer in this way without blowing up
the chopper transistor.
If at some point the current drawn by the equipment
under test suddenly rises, it could be that a crowbar circuit
has come into action. Alternatively, and this is often the
case, the power supply's output voltage may rise with
applied input voltage, reaching and threatening to pass the
normal level while the input is still far short of the normal
240V a.c. This can be destructive in some types of power
supply, with direct connection to the mains, notably in the
case of self-oscillating power supplies. The problem is dealt
with by advancing the mains input to the point where the
power supply's output voltage is a fraction above normal —
the set should then be working normally — so that the action
of the stabilisation loop can be tested. Items to check are
the h.t. potential-divider network, the reference zener
diode, etc.
A classic though fortunately non-destructive example of
this is the Doric/Rediffusion Mk. 3 colour chassis which,
with the full mains potential applied to the set, can give you
one squawk followed by shutdown. With a variac applying
an input voltage of around 170V r.m.s. you'll probably find
that the set works fine but the "regulator adjust" potentiometer 6RV2 doesn't do anything. Comfortably checking
under these conditions will show that the regulating
thyristor is without firing pulses, usually due to failure of
the reference zener diodes 6D6 or 6D7 or maybe 6C20 or
6R17.
Some circuits have a start-up arrangement based on a
capacitor that charges up at switch on. This kick-start
system may be found in the power supply or the line
timebase, and in some older sets may simultaneously
control the line oscillator and driver stages. To satisfy most
kick-start systems the variac, in my experience, needs to be
set to give an output at some point between 80V and 120V.
If possible it's better to override the kick-start arrangement
either by connecting a resistive link across the kick-charging
capacitor or using an externally derived voltage obtained
from a battery or a d.c. power supply unit. Much depends
on the set's design and vintage.
If a set works satisfactorily with the full mains voltage
after this has been progressively wound up via a variac, but
blows up on direct start from the mains supply, the
likelihood is that a soft-start circuit has failed. Whether the
power supply is i.c.-based or uses discrete circuitry,
soft-start action usually depends on a capacitor that forms
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occurs.
An obvious, if occasional, use for the variac is in testing
110V equipment. With care, the variac can be set to
provide a low output voltage, taking the place of the
secondary winding of a faulty mains transformer. This is
particularly useful where the mains transformer has been
damaged by lightning or a mains voltage surge, making it
possible to check for further damage without going to the
expense of obtaining and fitting a new transformer. Variacs
are also useful for testing the mains voltage tolerance of
power supplies.

Bulbs and their Uses

Fig, 2: Fully enclosed variac with meters and pilot lamp. The
1A meter has switched shunt resistors to give ts.d.s of 1A,
2A and 10A — the variac fitted has a 10A capability.

part of a time-constant network. Failure of the capacitor or
an associated component can produce a high inrush current
at switch on, with an output voltage spike that may blow a
fuse or destroy semiconductor devices.
There are several other uses for the variac in a
workshop. Ours is often borrowed by the audio man for
use with mains-powered music centres and audio amplifiers. Some of this equipment uses very high powers, and
the direct-coupled audio output stages, whether in chip or
discrete transistor form, will handle quite high voltages and
currents simultaneously. Some have bridge output circuits
with d.c. coupling to the loudspeaker. If conditions are
wrong, for example due to slight leakage in one of the
transistors up stream, there's potential for a lot of damage
at full-power switch on — the fuse or electronic cutout
doesn't always provide full circuit protection. Use of the
variac permits a gradual run-up to full power after repair
while the quiescent current is being monitored. Potentially
dangerous situations can thus be spotted before damage
E
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Fig. 3: Typical chopper system, showing various possible
positions for using protective light bulbs.
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Variacs are voltage-limiting devices: they don't limit the
current at all, except in a dangerous or undesirable
overload situation. Given a fixed resistance value, current
is of course proportional to voltage, but power supplies and
their loads in TV, video and audio equipment seldom
behave like a pure resistance, and usually don't operate
properly until the applied voltage is reasonably close to
normal. Thus current limiting and test loading call for
resistors capable of high dissipation.
Ordinary 240V domestic light bulbs provide a cheap and
convenient form of high-dissipation resistance, with the
bonus that you have a visual indication of current flow and
power dissipation. Ordinary bulbs are quite satisfactory,
but "rough service" versions are more rugged, electrically
and mechanically, and are worth buying for this use — they
are not expensive and can be obtained from electrical
wholesalers and sources such as Electromail/RS.
In operation a 60W bulb has a resistance of approximately 11(51 while a 100W bulb has a resistance of about 57511.
At half the applied voltage, i.e. the 120V that's typical of
the h.t. line in a modern TV set, the resulting half current
will result in a quartering of the power dissipation so that,
ignoring the positive temperature coefficient of the tungsten filament, a 60W bulb will dissipate about 15W while a
100W bulb will dissipate about 25W. These are the
conditions when the bulb is used as a substitute load across
a 120V line, and pro rata.
A 100W bulb is a realistic load for test purposes where
the line output stage whose place it is taking generates the
e.h.t. and auxiliary voltages. When the line output stage
drives the scan yoke and little else — many modern designs
have a diode-split chopper transformer with auxiliary
outputs for other sections of the set — a 40W or 60W bulb is
nearer the mark. Using a bulb as a dummy load keeps the
power supply happy (some designs don't take kindly to
zero-load conditions) and eliminates the line output stage
and its associated circuitry as a possible cause of excessive
loading on the power supply. This is very helpful when
diagnosing a fault condition that gives rise to tripping.
A dummy load connected as shown in position A, Fig. 3,
is by no means the only possible use for a bulb in fault
diagnosis. It can be fitted in series with the line output stage
(position B) to limit the current. This will hold the current
consumption to a safe level for diagnostic purposes, and the
relative proportion of the energy dissipated by the line
output transformer and the bulb can be judged by the
latter's brightness. It's gratifying to remove a shift choke,
leaky diode or faulty tripler and ,see the bulb dim and the
pulse level in the line output transformer rise simultaneously!
Where the problem is in the power supply, the bulb can
be fitted in series with the primary supply to the chopper as
shown in position C. With this and the series timebase
application just described, the tests are more meaningful
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when there's a decoupling capacitor down stream, i.e. C1
and C2 respectively. This ensures that the top of the
chopper or line output transformer is earthed from the a.c.
point of view, an important factor for correct theoretical
operation of these circuits. If you connect a bulb in position
C, bear in mind that the full 340V available could appear
across it in the event of a short around the chopper, a
dangerous situation indeed. Bulb position D avoids this
and keeps the reservoir capacitor CR in its decoupling role
at the chopper transformer's primary winding. Another
possibility is to place the bulb(s) in series with the mains
input itself, as shown at position E.
All these remarks apply equally to VCR chopper power
supplies, some of which can be just as tricky (if not as
frequently encountered) as a TV receiver power supply.
If necessary, tricks with lamps can be carried out in
conjunction with a variac, though it's seldom necessary to
go to this extent of feather-bedding — except, perhaps, with
crowbar circuits.
Crowbar systems are not nowadays seen as frequently as
was once the case. They represented an effective, if
dramatic, means of saving a set from going into orbit if it

had a series chopper device (transistor or thyristor) that
had gone short-circuit. The main problem was that in some
designs firing of the crowbar was more likely to be the
result of a false alarm than a genuine fault, but the fuse
blew just as surely!
One such chassis is the Decca 80/100 series, where a
coupling link is provided on the power supply panel to
enable the crowbar thyristor circuit to be broken. A bulb
connected in place of the link prevents fuse blowing and, so
long as the picture and sound remain normal when the bulb
comes on, shows that the crowbar circuit is operating
falsely — the 186V over-voltage monitoring zener diode or
the thyristor itself is usually responsible for this.
While no harm ever seems to come from disabling the
crowbar circuit in this way in these Decca sets, the same is
not necessarily true of all TV circuits. In case there really is
an over-voltage or over-current condition, precaution in
one of the forms shown in Fig. 3 is recommended. Indeed,
sensible use in these ways of lamp bulbs and, where
applicable, a variac will permit most types of protection
circuit to be disabled for test purposes. Don't forget to
restore them when the repair is complete.

TV Fault Finding
Ferguson TX9 Chassis (PC1044 Panel) .
This set would work for hours before the fault occurred.
The symptom was line collapse and fade off. The cause of
the fault was somewhere in the line output stage, but
cleared when any attempt was made to measure voltages. It
turned out that the line output transistor TR68, type
A.S.
T9051V, was faulty.
Ferguson TX100 Chassis
The intermittent dead symptom was soon traced to an
intermittent mains supply to the PCB. When the on-off
switch was broken open it was seen to have blackened and
badly burnt contacts. The set came back a few days later
however, with a note saying "same fault". This time the
power supply outputs were all present when the fault
eventually occurred. The cause of the trouble was an
intermittently open-circuit line driver transistor, TR8 type
A.S.
BC372.
Grundig CUC220 Chassis
Distorted sound was the fault with this teletext model. We
found that the supply to the audio chip was only around
5V, though the +G line was correct at 15V in the power
supply. A check with the circuit diagram showed that
there's a relay switch in the supply line. The contacts were
making poor contact, something I've not come across
A.S.
before in these sets.
Amstrad TVR2
For the no results symptom cheek whether the surge limiter
R1501, 8.211 5W, is open-circuit. This may be fairly
obvious, but if you rush out and buy a service manual it will
A.S.
cost you a cool £24.
Ferguson TX10 Chassis
There was loss of picture after the set had been running for
a few hours. We noticed that the c.r.t. heaters were not
alight when the fault occurred, but pulling back the chassis
restored the picture. There was a dry-joint on the
chopper/e.h.t. transformer T705. For intermittent faults
with these sets — anything from switching to standby
(remote control sets of course) to the sound going full blast
— it's always worth checking for dry-joints around
T705.
A.S.
JVC C210EKY FST CTV
The fault with this typical Japanese set, manufactured in
the UK, was a slightly defocused picture. The usual
diode-split line output transformer has built-in focus and
first anode controls. We found that the first anode
potentiometer worked normally but the focus control
adjusted the first anode voltage and not the focus. Fitting a
replacement transformer cured the fault.
A.S.
Bang and Olufsen 77XX Series
The fault report was "set dead". We found that the 20V
standby supply was present but the chopper circuit didn't
start up. In these sets there's a 5.2V regulator circuit on the
remote decoder and control panel PCB55. It's switched on
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when a signal from the remote control unit or the. "step"
buttons is present. The regulator is fed from the standby
supply and feeds the microcomputer control chip which
produces a "set on" signal for the power supply. We found
that the 5.2V supply was missing because the 8252 safety
resistor R30 was open-circuit. The cause was an emittercollector leak'in the BD534 regulator transistor TR8. I.B.
Panasonic. TC2253 (U5 Chassis)
"Set won't change channel via the remote control unit or
the on-board controls" was the customer's complaint,
which was accurate. The channel number wouldn't change
even though the red LED was flashing to indicate reception
of remote control signals. What the customer hadn't
mentioned was the lack of sound and raster, with loud
buzzing from the power supply. Visual inspection of the
underside of the main PCB revealed a perfect dry-joint at
the collector of the line output transistor Q551. This was
resoldered and to my relief the set then worked perfectly.
LB.
Bang and Olufsen 37XX Series
The problem was slightly reduced height — a loss of
approximately 3cm on the 25in. screen. We found that the
10V supply to the vertical drive circuit on PCB53 was low at
9V. The 6.2V zener diode D32 in the 10V regulator circuit
was leaky.
I.B.
Grundig CUC120 Chassis
An intermittent blank screen with no sound (muted) is
usually caused by a dry-joint inside the tuner-i.f. module.
The connection involved is at pin 12, where the 12V supply
enters.
Rediffusion Mk 3 Chassis
We've had an epidemic of intermittent non-start and/or
stopping and staying dead with these sets. There were no
signs of any distress and the sets were not tripping. I took
one of the power boards for a two-day trip in the car before
checking it over. The cause of the fault was then permanent
and obvious — a dry-joint on one of the tags of the mains
transformer 6T1's primary winding.
R.B.
Salora Ipsalo II Sets
No go is not uncommon with these sets. Usually you'll find
that RB713 (2252, 7W) is open-circuit and that the two
BUW41A switching transistors TB700/1 are both shortcircuit. Recently an underlying cause of this trouble has
come to light — CB532 (330nF, 250V) will be dry-jointed
and will be bulging and hot in operation. Replacing this
capacitor should prevent further failure of the devices
mentioned.
N.B.
Panasonic Alpha -2 Chassis
While soak testing some of these sets prior to delivering
them we noticed that if they were left running op teletex
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white beating bars would appear over the text. Then a
customer complained about this, so we investigated. We
found that the trouble was prone to arise when advertisements appeared on ITV and Channel 4. It could also be
provoked by interrupting the signal and then restoring it.
Our theory is that the text artificial sync generator switches
on when signal interruptions occur and that when sync
pulses return the ASG doesn't lock to them. On speaking
to Panasonic we found that there's a modification kit to
overcome a design fault in the MPU chip. The part no. is
N.B.
TZS803001.
Bang and Olufsen MX2000 (31XX Series)
The problem with this set was no sound. After much
checking around — access is not good with this chassis — I
discovered that the 6MHz coil LD40 was open-circuit. Due
to the cramped layout alignment was very difficult. This
chassis is manufactured by Thomson (NordMende) and
many spares are not available from Bang and Olufsen. N.B.
Triumph CTV8210
This 14in. colour portable was accused of taking two hours
to produce a picture. The cause was hairline cracks on the
c.r.t. base panel interrupting the supply to the c.r.t.'s
N.B.
heaters.
Hitachi NP81CO Chassis
The trouble was a brilliant display of thirteen beady teletext
lines covering the top one third of an otherwise perfect
picture. There was no non-linearity and no lack of height.
Now we all know that the text information is neatly
gathered up into a little package of unused lines at the top
of the raster, so I deduced that the problem wasn't a
flyback suppression one but one of slow flyback at the end
of the field. It must have accelerated sharply after the
thirteen lines, since four were clearly seen in the proper
place. But then odd things happen with modern technology. Every single component in the field timebase circuit
was substituted or tested as appropriate, without success.
Better brains in higher places agreed that the problem was
slow flyback, but couldn't help me.
So I contacted Hitachi who asked whether I'd checked
the flyback suppression. I truthfully said that I had: field
and line in that order were o.k. on the scope, going into the
little flyback suppression panel at the front of the chassis,
and since the scope was still at line speed I got things at line
speed out of the panel. Hitachi were adamant however.
Must be no field pulses coming out, and not to fret about
the slow flyback which is normal with this chassis. So I did
what they said and replaced Q2201 (BC548B) and zener
diode ZD2201 (BZX79C5V1). And that was that: everything now fine! Question: do all sets show thirteen lines
over the top third of the raster when the field flyback
J.A.
suppression is taken out?
Hitachi CPT2050/Salora 22J40 etc.
The picture was normal at switch on, but within seconds
dark patches smudged over the screen irregularly — large
patches right across the screen, in varying bands; slowly at
first but soon pulsating rapidly to give a juddering effect.
This wasn't the same as another problem we've had, fast
flutter on high contrast scenes and no contrast control
action. That was due to D200 (1N4148) in the beam limiter
circuit. This time the effect was more profound, and the
controls worked normally.
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The chassis was lowered, with sinking heart, so that I
could heat and freeze around the colour decoder chip etc.
Before getting too involved I glanced here and there in the
hope of seeing something burnt in a corner. There it was,
R508, charred. We correctly deduced that the 12V
regulator IC500 was doomed, and after replacing these two
J.A.
items the display was once more correct.
Mitsubishi CT2227BM etc.
A fault which is becoming common on this set and others
that use a similar chassis is dry-joints on the line driver
transformer. Customer complaints are either that the set
goes dead when it has warmed up or that the picture
reduces to a vertical band about three inches wide. M.D.
ITT CVC45 Chassis
Sound o.k. but no picture was the problem with this set.
When the first anode control was turned up we had a
blank raster. A scope check revealed that there was a
luminance input to the 1BA560 chip in the decoder
section but there were no line pulses at pin 8. R12 (5601/)
M.D.
on the main panel was open-circuit.
Hitachi CPT1455
The symptoms here were line tear, line pulling and drift,
along with vertical shadows across the screen, similar to a
misadjusted line linearity coil. The line output transformer
was tried without success, also the various associated
smoothing capacitors. We eventually found that the trouble was due to 0214 (470,uF) which decouples pin 7 of
W.H.C.
IC201.
Thorn 1400 Chassis
Here's a bit of nostalgia for you! The excellent sound on a
21 year old HMV Model 2640 dual-standard monochrome
receiver suddenly started to suffer from the common
intermittent spluttering fault. This highly annoying problem is usually caused by one of the two sound detector
diodes W8/9 in the i.f. can next to the EF184 sound i.f.
pentode. New AA119 diodes failed to rectify the fault this
time however. We then noticed that the fault, accompanied by "picture flashing", would come and go when
the panel was tapped, revealing the source of the problem
— it was the system switch of course. The set had been
modified for 625-line only operation, with the sliders left
in one place. On examination we found that the sliders
were blackened with dirt. A thorough clean with Micro
cleaning solution cured both problems.
Shortly afterwards another sound problem, of an entirely different nature, occurred. What now! I sighed. The
sound became distorted five minutes after switching on.
R97 (4701/) in the h.t. feed to the 30PL1 sound output
valve was found to be charred and there was a leak in C78
(1,000pF) which decouples the supply to the triode section
of the valve. Superb results all round were obtained
following replacement of these items — a lk,fi, 2W resistor
was fitted in the R97 position, as in later production. B.R.
Thorn 1500 Chassis
These sets are becoming hard to find nowadays. Even
Thorn Rentals (Baird etc.) seem to be selling them off.
The c.r.t.s never lasted too long, the usual problem being
corner defocusing which would get so bad that the picture
could be viewed with only a very low brightness level. A
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later (green PCB) 20in. Ultra model which was being used
as a computer VDU was no exception. The focus over the
whole picture was poor due to the notorious focus supply
resistor R120 (1.5W)) having gone open-circuit. Replacing this restored tolerable results, though it was obvious
B.R.
that a new c.r.t. would soon be necessary.

Servicing the Sony Model KV2752
David Botto
The Sony Model KV2752 is a 27in. receiver that provides
a first-rate picture. It has two loudspeakers which together
produce over 10W of high-quality audio output. The
teletext version is Model KV2762 — a teletext panel can
however be added to the KV2752. Full remote control is
by means of the "Remote Commander" infra-red unit.
The same basic chassis are used in the 22in. Models
KV2252 and KV2256, so much of the information in this
article applies to these sets as well. The circuitry is
arranged on a number of printed boards that are identified by means of letters: we'll use the same board
identification letters that Sony use.
Earlier versions are fitted with the PE3 chassis, latter
versions being fitted with the RX chassis. It's quite easy to
see which chassis you've got on the bench. In the RX
chassis the complete power supply is mounted on board F.
In the earlier PE3 chassis most of the power supply is on
F6

the main board D, the small F board containing a rectifier/
regulator circuit that provides a 12V output. The main D
panel also contains the CX523-017P system control chip,
the memory, the timebase circuitry, the colour decoder
and the audio circuits.
The Usual Symptom

These sets have a tendency to go dead suddenly after
working well for a time. This is especially so with the PE3
chassis. You'll probably find that the mains fuse F1601
(3.15A time-lag) has blown and that the chopper transistor 0603 is short-circuit. More often than not you'll find
that the line output transistor Q802 has also failed. These
two transistors have to be obtained from Sony (or a Sony
agent) and are very expensive. It's vital that Q603 is
replaced with type 2SD1497-02, Sony part no. 8-729-301-
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Fig. 1: The power supply circuitry used in the PE3 chassis.
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00, and that Q802 is type 2SD1497-06, part no. 8-729-30090. These two transistors are not interchangeable.
The logical way of going about things would be to check
for shorts and then, if all's well, to replace the fuse and
the two transistors. Unless further action is taken however
the result is likely to be further failure of these items
either at switch on, after an hour or two or after several
days. This will remind many of you of the Sony Model
KV1810.
PE3 Chassis Power Supply Circuit
Before tackling these sets it's best to take a little time to
find out how the power supply section works. We'll
consider the circuitry in the PE3 chassis — see Fig. 1.
While the power supply circuitry is quite complex,
things are not as bad as they might seem since the circuit
breaks down into a number of easy to understand
sections.
The a.c. mains input goes first to fuse F1601 on board
F, then to the filter coil T1601. The 0.22µF filter capacitor
C1601 has proved to be reliable, though it can fail,
blowing F1601. There follows the surge limiter resistor
R1601 (2.71/, 7W special nonflammable) after which the
supply is taken via connectors and the on/off power switch
S901 to transformer T1603 on board F and choke T602 on
board D. Note that S901 has a third pole which applies 5V
d.c. to pin 17 (power on) of the control chip IC001. The
mains a.c. input is also applied to the degaussing circuit of
course.
T1603 drives two diodes which are encapsulated in one
block, D1658 (MC921). These develop about 18V across
the reservoir capacitor C1668 to feed the 12V regulator
IC1652 (APC78L12).
The supply to the chopper circuit passes via filter choke
T602 to the bridge rectifier D601 (S3WB60Z) which
produces about 270-280V across the reservoir capacitor
C610 to feed the primary winding of the chopper transformer T606 at pin 14.
The 12V regulated output from panel F goes to the
remote control circuitry, provides a start-up supply for the
timebase generator chip and, via R660 which drops the
voltage to 6.6V, provides the supply for the chopper
control chip IC651 (uPC1394). This chip contains quite a
lot of complex circuitry. Its output at pin 7 is coupled via
C664/T604/C615/R609 to the base of the chopper driver
transistor 0602. This transistor receives a start-up supply
via R604 (30kfi, 7W cemented). Its supply is provided by
D602/C613 when the circuit has got going. The output
from 0602 is transformer coupled (T605) to the base of
the chopper transistor Q603. Notice that Sony use a
transformer (T607) as the sensing device for the excess
current limiting circuit in IC651. The primary winding of
T607 is in series with the emitter of the chopper transistor
while the secondary is connected via R616 to pin 5 of
IC651. The oscillator in IC651 is locked to the line
frequency by pulses from pin 10 of the line output
transformer. These are coupled to pin 10 of the chip via
the voltage divider network R669/670 and C666. Q654,
connected to pin 4 of the chip, switches the set to standby.
Its base receives the standby signal from pin 10 of the
control chip IC001. In this mode there is no output from
the chopper power supply. Feedback for voltage regulation is applied to pin 1 of IC651 via the voltage divider
network R655/6 from the 135V h.t. line.
Secondary windings on the chopper transformer feed
five more rectifier circuits. To save you the time and stress
involved in tracing the destinations of these various supTELEVISION SEPTEMBER 1988

plies we'll list them here.
D651 produces 135V across its reservoir capacitor
C652. This supply is used by the line output stage. As
already mentioned any variation in this supply is sensed by
IC651 which then adjusts the drive at its output pin.
Preset RV651 is used to set up the 135V output.
D652 produces 39V across its reservoir capacitor C653.
This supply is used by the line driver transistor Q801, by
the tuning circuit, by Q656 in the 12V regulator circuit,
and is also fed to the CY coils on the scan yoke via pin 3
of connector DY-3.
D654 produces 41V across its reservoir capacitor C654.
This supply is used by the STK4362 audio output chip
IC252.
Diodes D653 and D655 produce 14.6V across reservoir
capacitor C656. This supply is used by the transistors that
drive the CY coils — they are mounted on board D1 — and
is fed to a second 12V regulator consisting of Q655/6 and
zener diode D661. The 12V regulator works hard. It
supplies the sync/timebase generator chip IC551, the
pincushion correction chip IC553 and most of the signal
circuitry. A 9V regulator that supplies the i.f. chip on
panel A is fed from the 12V line.
Diode D656 develops 7.8V across its reservoir capacitor
C657. The main use of this supply is to feed the 5V
regulator in the system control circuit.
RX Chassis Power Supply Circuit
The RX chassis used in later models has a redesigned
chopper power supply — see Fig. 2. The whole circuit is
mounted on board F. You will notice that the excess
current sensing transformer is no longer present and that
feedback for regulation is fed via a APC4558C voltage
comparator (IC651) and the TLP581 optocoupler IC602
to pin 12 of the µ,PC1394C power supply chip IC601. In
our experience this power supply arrangement has proved
to be more reliable than that used in the PE3 chassis. One
of the rectifiers provides a —30V supply which, in the PE3
chassis, is derived from a line output transformer fed
rectifier. This negative supply is used by the memory chip
in the control system.
PE3 Chassis Layout
We will concentrate on the PE3 chassis in this article, as
it's the one we usually find in the sets we encounter.
The back cover comes away after removing six screws.
The two loudspeakers are mounted at the rear — they look
rather like two wings. When the back cover is off you'll
get no sound. Inside, the boards are positioned as follows
(see Fig. 3). The H1 board that contains the sevensegment LED indicator and the customer controls is at the
front left (viewed from the rear), mounted upright. Next
to it is the H2 board which contains three LED indicators.
Also at the front, just above the H1 board, is the remote
control preamplifier board N. At the bottom left,
mounted horizontally, you'll find the tuner/i.f. panel A.
At the front of this are panel S which contains a relay for
switching between aerial and HIT inputs and panel S2
which contains the relay driver — these two panels may not
be present in some sets.
The large panel D across the bottom is mounted in a
plastic frame. It contains most of the circuitry, as previously mentioned, and can be slid out of the cabinet after
removing four screws. To work on the underside the
board must be balanced on one end. A number of plastic
strips make access to the print rather difficult. The print is
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Fig. 2: The power supply circuit in the RX chassis.

very fine and is easily damaged, so be careful or you may
end up with a few new faults.
There are four subpanels on the right, Dl, D2, D3 and
J2. Board D1 houses circuitry concerned with raster
correction etc. Board D2 houses a few components concerned with dynamic focus correction. Board D3 houses a
single transistor amplifier concerned with pulling correction. Board J2 provides connections to the loudspeakers.
The small J1 panel at the front houses the external audio
jack sockets. Tube base panel C houses the RGB output
stages, a video muting transistor (Q713) and the velocity
modulation amplifier and output stages (Q751-4). The
latter circuit drives a coil on the tube neck. The F power
supply panel is mounted on the c.r.t.'s degaussing shield.
Servicing the PE3 Power Supply
Servicing the power supply is not particularly easy. You
must have a means of varying the mains input from about
60V to 240V — either a variac or a tapped mains transformer can be used. Since the print is easily damaged it's
vital to use a temperature-controlled soldering iron when
removing and replacing compoments.
If the set is completely dead, examine fuse F1601. If it
has blown and is not blackened it may have failed from
old age, but this is not very likely with these models.
You'll most likely find that it's a nice black colour,
indicating that Q603 has almost certainly failed and
probably 0802 as well. Use only the correct Sony replacements and make sure that you also replace the insulating
washers.
After replacing 0603, and possibly Q802 as well,
proceed as follows before connecting to the mains supply.
First carefully examine — best done with a high-power
magnifying glass — all the printed circuitry in the power
supply, line driver and line output stage areas of board D.
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Then inspect all the small electrolytic capacitors in the
power supply and line timebase for signs of drying out or
corrosion. Be sure to take your time over these two jobs —
it could save you a lot of problems.
If you can't find a dry-joint or a leaky capacitor, start by
disconnecting the collectors of 0603 and Q802. Next
check 0655 on board F. Then, with the mains supply still
disconnected, push the power switch S901 to the on
position and connect the set to your variac (set the a.c.
output to zero first). Connect your digital voltmeter across
connector F5. It should give you a reading of 12V d.c. as
the variac is slowly turned up to give 240V. R660 (62011,
1/6W, 5 per cent metal) on board D sometimes goes opencircuit or high-resistance, cutting off the 12V supply to
10651. If this has happened you may be fortunate and find
that the set works when R660 has been replaced —
provided Q603 has not gone short-circuit.
Measure the voltage at pin 12 of the chopper transformer T606. With no load connected you should read
about 270V d.c. here. Connect your oscilloscope (10:1
probe) to pin 7 of IC651 then to the base of 0603. The
waveforms should look something like those shown in Fig.
4 (a) and (b) respectively. These waveforms are with the
oscillator in IC651 running free: they can vary. Don't
assume that all is well if you get these waveforms. It's best
not to try to display these waveforms on a working set
that's displaying a raster — it's easy to disturb the operation of the chopper power supply and blow up 0603.
Turn the variac to the off position and disconnect it
from the mains supply. The fast way to make the following tests is to use your component tester (see Television
June 1984). With this you won't need to remove the
following parts as many of them — but not all — can be
checked in circuit.
Start by checking C1655 (47µF, 16V) on panel F and
TELEVISION SEPTEMBER 1988.
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C610 (250AF, 400V) on panel D. Next check the following capacitors on board D: C663 (22AF, 16V), C615/617/
659/664 (all 33AF, 50V), C660 (1µF, 50V), C613 (2.2µF,
100y), C652 (100AF, 160V), C653 (33AF, 50V), C654
(1,000AF, 50V), C656 (1,000AF, 25V) and C657
(1,000AF, 10y). Then check D657 (RD5.1E-N2 zener),
D602 (RGP10G), D603 (1S119), D651 (ERD28-06S),
D654 (CTU12S), D653/5 (both V19C) and D656 (EB81004). Finally check R604 (30kfl, 7W cemented), R608
(689a, 2W fusible), R605 (4711, 7W cemented), R606
(2.21 , 1/4W) and R607 (0.2211, 1/2W wirewound).
If these tests fail to reveal any faulty component and
Q802 remained intact when the set failed you can now
connect the set to the variac, with the on/off switch S901
at on and the collectors of Q603 and Q802 reconnected,
and gradually turn up the mains input to the receiver.
JI

J2
D2

S

Fig. 3: Board positions in the PE3 chassis.
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Monitor the 135V h.t. line while doing this. If a picture is
obtained, leave the TV set running for at least a day
before returning it to the customer.
All this sounds a lot of work, which it certainly is,
especially as many of the components are difficult to get
at. As colleague Pete is fond of telling me however, the
longest way is often the quickest. There are no short cuts
when repairing one of these receivers. Miss out one of the
checks listed and you could end up with a pile of useless
2SD1497s.
If the components tested so far are all o.k. the next step
is to unsolder one end of diodes D652, D654, D653/5 and
D656 and isolate the collector of 0802. It pays to have a
few spares handy when repairing these sets because the
next thing to do is to replace IC651 (when faulty this i.c.
tends to suddenly give excess output), T605, T604 and
T606. Slowly turn up the input voltage from the variac. If
the 135V h.t. supply appears, leave in the new chip and
transformers. Turn the variac to zero output and check
Q655, Q656 and D661. Reconnect D652, D654, D653/5 and
D656, and check that there are no shorts across any of the
d.c. supply lines. Slowly turn up the output from the
variac and all should be well, with no voltage lines
missing. If one or more voltages are absent, check the
fusible resistors R651, R652, R653 and R654.
With the power supply now running and all the output
voltages present, connect the oscilloscope (10:1 probe) to
pin 11 of IC551 then to the junction of resistor R803 and
choke L808 in the line output transistor's base circuit. Fig.
5 shows the waveforms that should be seen. Assuming
that everything is in order, turn off the variac and make
the following tests. First check Q802 again, to be on the
safe side. Then check R824 (0.471, 2W fusible), R825
(1.2kt/, 1W fusible), C803 (330pF, 1.5kV), C804 (0.01µF,
3kV), D805/6 (both ERC26-15S), D801 (ERD29-08J) and
the gate controlled switch Q803 (2SG264A). Always
change these three diodes if Q803 has failed. You can now
reconnect the collector of Q802. Gradually turn up the
variac's output while monitoring the 135V line.
When the set has run for about an hour, readjust
RV651 if necessary for a meter reading of 135V.
Sometimes you'll find that the, power supply is dead and
transistor Q603 is o.k. In this case check the 2SC2230A
driver transistor Q602. If it's faulty, replace it with a
2SC2230A-GR and replace R610 with a 121(n resistor.
Note that 0602 can sometimes cause distortion on the
vertical lines in a picture: if you get this problem replace
Q602 and R610 using the type and value just mentioned.
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Another cause of a dead power supply when the components so far mentioned all seem to be o.k. is failure of the
JC501 standby switch transistor Q654.
Sometimes these sets switch to standby for no apparent
reason. The cure is to fit a 100pF, 50V capacitor between
pin 1 of IC651 and the chassis end of R656.
Servicing the RX Power Supply
You'll find that the power supply in the RX chassis is
far more engineer-friendly. It's all on board F which can
be removed from the receiver so that you can rapidly
check through the circuitry with your component tester.
First check all the transistors — the chopper transistor
Q602 (2SD1497-02), the driver transistor Q601
(2SC2958), the two transistors Q603 (JC501TP) and Q604
(JA101TP) in the over-voltage protection circuit, the 12V
regulator transistor Q651 (2SD795A) and the standby
switching transistor Q652 (JC501TP). Also check the
zener diodes D604 (APC574J), D602 and D664 (both
RD12E-B2TN) and D663 (RD6.2E-N2TN). As with the
PE3 chassis, by disconnecting the collector of the chopper
transistor 0602 you can check the drive waveform at the
collector of Q601 with your scope.
Again as with the PE3, never omit a careful check of
the power supply for dry soldered joints and examine all
the small electrolytics for any signs of corrosion or leakage. As yet we've experienced no failures of IC602 and
IC651.
Line Timebase Faults
Faults that can cause the line output transistor Q802 to
fail (and sometimes the diode modulator driver Q803 as
well) are failure of or shorted-turns in the driver transformer T801. If you suspect this, replace it. Check the line
driver transistor Q801 (2SD1138) at the same time. Hard
to spot dry-joints in this area can also cause failure of
Q802 or cut off its drive signal.
Failure of Q803 can kill the line output stage. The
associated diodes D801/5/6 can go open-circuit under
load. As previously mentioned, the diodes should be
replaced if it's necessary to change Q803.
The small electrolytics in the line timebase circuitry can
also be the cause of Q802 going short-circuit. Begin by
checking C811 (0.47AF, 50V), then the small electrolytics
associated with IC551 (TDA2578A), i.e. C531 (10µF,
16V), C507 (220µF, 16V), C509 (10AF, 16V) and C523
(4.7AF, 25V).
Sometimes the receiver will sit on your bench with one
number (usually zero) showing in its seven-segment LED
indicator while it makes a sort of "mee mee" noise as if
it's trying to start up but can't. The cause of this is failure
of the line output transformer T802. Fortunately there's
usually no other damage when this happens.
When you find that 0802 has failed, leave the collector
of its replacement disconnected to start with. Then make
sure that 12V is present at the emitter of Q655 and that
this voltage is arriving at pin 10 of IC551. With the RX
chassis the voltage at pin 10 of IC551 should be 11.3V: if
it's missing, suspect diode D501 (1SS119) on board D and
check C510 (470AF, 16V) for loss of capacitance. Next
connect your scope (10:1 probe) to pin 11 of IC551 and
then to the base of Q802. The waveforms should be
roughly as shown in Fig. 5. Provided you've made a
thorough check on the line timebase circuitry you can now
connect the collector of Q802 — disconnect the mains
supply first of course. Gingerly increase the input from the
830

variac until you obtain a picture.
A nasty line jitter effect, which may be intermittent,
can be caused by the line frequency control RV501 (4.7kil
preset). Don't try to clean it — fit a replacement. At the
same time check C531 (10AF, 16V).
Amongst the supplies provided by the line output
transformer are 200V for the RGB output stages and 26V
which is used by the field timebase and the velocity
modulation circuit. The 26V rectifier diode D804 is protected by surge limiter R811 (1.21Z, 1/2W fusible). When
this resistor goes high in value the result is field distortion
— a line across the picture about a quarter to one third of
the way down from the top of the raster.
Line linearity problems, the symptom being a thin black
line at the left of the picture, occur when R825 (1.2ka,
1W fusible) goes high in value. At the same time check
C803 (330pF, 1.5kV ceramic), C804 (0.01µF, 3kV ceramic) and C805 (0.015µF, 400V mylar). These components, also R824 (0.47SZ, 2W wirewound fusible), should
always be checked when 0802 has to be replaced.
PE3 Chassis Field Timebase
The field generator is contained in IC551 which in the
PE3 chassis is a TDA2578A. To date we've had no
trouble with this chip. The field output at pin 1 is fed via
R518 to pins 1 and 3 of the TDA3652 field output chip
IC552. Complete or partial field collapse is usually caused
by failure of this i.c. When replacing it, always fit a mica
washer (Sony part no. 436 973 201) between the chip and
chassis. Field collapse can also be caused by failure of
zener diode D502 (EQA01-22R2) or D503 (EQA0124R2). When this happens both diodes should be
replaced.
RX Chassis Field Timebase
In the RX chassis IC551 is a TDA2579 and a discrete
component field driver/output circuit is used. Pin 1 of
IC551 drives Q508 (2SC2958) which in turn drives the
output transistors Q506 (2SC2690A) and Q507
(2SC1220A). On rare occasions these transistors fail.
When they do, check R556/548 (both 1.24 1W) and
R527 (10f1, 1/8W) before fitting replacements.
Miscellaneous Faults
The D1 board has given us few troubles. It contains the
pincushion correction circuitry and the horizontal centring
and amplitude circuitry. Horizontal centring can be upset
when R1551/2 (4.7S1, 1/4W fusible) go high in value or
open-circuit. The convergence will suffer if zener diode
D1557 (EQB01-13) leaks or goes open-circuit. If D1552
(1SS119) suffers from the same problems the horizontal
amplitude control RV1555 will not operate correctly.
Board A contains the tuner and the i.f. and a.f.c.
circuitry. The tuner is very reliable. On the rare occasions
when trouble is experienced it's best to fit a replacement.
If the 9V supply at pins 19 and 21 of the i.f. chip IC101
(CX20015A) is missing or incorrect, check Q106
(2SD773). At the same time ensure that C138 (10AF,
16V) has not lost capacitance
Tube base panel C has seventeen transistors mounted
on it. Intermittent loss of picture, often after changing
channels, can be due to failure of Q704, Q705 or 0706
(all 2SC2278). Use your component tester to check them —
it will show up the slightest fault in a transistor. Check
diodes D701/2/3 (1SS119) at the same time.
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The usual problem with the teletext board is failure of
the SAA5050 ROM IC4. When replacing it solder a
22µF, 25V electrolytic capacitor between pins 1 and 18,
positive side to pin 18.
In the control circuitry on board D resistor R060 (33012,
1/6W metal) can fail, interfering with standby operation.
Be sure to test zener diode D061 (RD5.6E-B2) when you
replace it.
R237 (1M12, 1/6W metal) and R238 (10k12, 1/6W
metal) on board D, at the base of transistor Q206
(JA101), can cause some puzzling symptoms. If R237 goes
high in value the picture search doesn't stop. If both R237
and R238 vary in value the result can be no picture at all.
0206 acts as a sync separator feeding pulses to pin 16 of
the control chip IC001.
Most of the chroma circuitry is contained in IC301
(TDA3562A). We've had few problems with the colour
decoder. Before replacing a suspect IC301, examine the
surrounding print carefully for dry-joints. Key waveforms
for a colour-bar input are shown in Fig. 6. The crystal
(X361) frequency is 8-867MHz.
In Conclusion
Only the panels on which we've experienced faults have
been mentioned in this article. The others, in the sets
we've handled, have as yet been trouble free. All component reference numbers have been for the PE3 chassis
unless the RX version has been specifically mentioned.
There were quite a few modifications to the models in
this series. The following notes refer to modifications of
use to the service engineer.
To prevent mechanical buzz that varies in note as the
picture changes, solder a 1,000pF, 50V capacitor in parallel with R655 (10010 and replace R610 with a 121d/,
1/6W resistor. Be very careful when carrying out this
modification or you could end up with transistor 0603
shorted.
Model KV2252 sets after serial number 508,101 had a

(a)

lb)

L
Ic)

Id)

le)

09891

Fig. 6: Key colour decoder waveforms: (a) 8.867MHz at pin
26 of IC301; (b) the cotton-reel at pin 4; (c), (d) and (e) the
blue, green and red output waveforms at pins 17, 15 and 13
respectively.

modified D panel with boards D3 and D4 omitted.
With KV2252 sets before serial number 504,001 and
KV2256 sets before serial number 501,001, to prevent
failure of transistors 0603 and 0802 after a short period
of use replace R616 with a 33011, 1/4W metal type, solder
an extra 2.711, 1/4W resistor in parallel with R612 and add
a 6.8kSZ, 1/4W resistor between pins 5 and 8 of IC651.
Don't carry out this modification to a set that's working
satisfactorily.
These are quite complex sets with a fair amount of
unusual circuitry. We've referred to the dynamic focus
and velocity modulation circuits. There's an interesting
sharpness circuit and the audio circuit has left- and righthand channels. Several stages are associated with the
SCART socket. You'll probably never have to worry
about such niceties however.
It's essential to use only official Sony parts — if you
don't you'll make lots of extra work for yourself. A thin
coat of circuit varnish sprayed on any panels you've
soldered makes a professional job and helps to prevent
future problems. Run the set for at least a day before
returning it to the customer.

The Room
at the Back

"The problem," Norman commented, "is that the
cartridge is glued into the tracking arm during manufacture. I understand we'll have to replace the whole
assembly."

The Ferguson TX90
J. LeJeune

Sid Bias, service manager at Topcuts of Millthorpe, was
not in the best of moods. He felt that vulgar changes at the
front of the store were transforming what was an old family
run business into a facsimile of any High Street electrical
chain store. It even had what Sid called "a salesman with a
lean and hungry look", in the person of Terry Green,
Ralph Topcut's latest recruit. "The whole thing's going to
pot" he said as he sat down heavily on the stool beside his
bench. This brought him face-to-face with his current
dislike, a Pye 2615. He'd been trying to eliminate striations
for two days and was close to giving up, but still had his
pride. He knew that Norman was itching, to have a go at it,
but as it was still unsold stock there was no one anxiously
awaiting its return. The otherwise excellent picture had
some striations that were about an eighth of an inch wide.
Norman and Andy were poring over a Toshiba turntable with linear tracking, attempting to discover its inner
secrets without the aid of a service sheet. It had come in for
"no left-hand channel".
Sid once more turned his attention to the Pye while his
assistants were thus preoccupied. He was busily checking
some plugs and sockets, steadying the circuit board with his
left hand, when he glanced at the mirror and discovered
that the striations were no longer present. Surprised, he
took hold of the mirror and angled it to get a better view.
The striations had returned. He steadied the chassis,
preparatory to wriggling the plugs and sockets once more,
and noticed that the close proximity of his fingers to the
area of the main PCB near the teletext decoder diminished
or even removed the striations! This seemed to be the only
cure that would work. As Sid was pondering on the
possibility of being able to sell Gareth along with the set,
thus killing two birds with one stone, Nigel from Grandview came in through the back door, looking for a cup of
tea. Grandview is a family-run business about twenty miles
away: Nigel is the only son, and the only service engineer.
"Good morning Sid" beamed Nigel, "got a brew going
yet?"
"You've got to earn it this time" replied Sid, "I've a
lovely Pye for you to repair!"
"Doesn't look too bad from here" said Nigel. Then,
coming closer, "oh, you've got those striations. We've had
them as well — but we've got rid of them now."
"Well tell us what you did" said Sid, "don't keep us in
suspense."
"We spoke to Philips Service about it. They told us to
change plug and socket 9. We did, and it worked."
"Thank you" said Sid, smiling weakly, "how on earth
can changing a plug and socket get rid of striations?"
"Same way as garlic wards off evil spirits I suppose!
Now, have I earned that cuppa?"
Attention in the workshop shifted to the Toshiba.
Norman and Gareth surfaced from contemplating its
innermost secrets and became sociable again. But not for
long.
"Righto then" said Sid, "have our resident genius and his
assistant got to the bottom of the problem, or are we on too
high a level at present to consider the possibility of a faulty
pickup cartridge?"
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Terry came through the door from the shop with a little
Ferguson TX90, one of the white colour portables. "Lady
brought this back just now, says it's got a rustling noise on
sound" he informed them. Norman took the set and placed
it on an empty bench, then connected it to an aerial and the
mains supply. When he switched on a good picture quickly
appeared. As the sound was turned up the colour
disappeared. Turning down the volume restored the colour
again.
"She forgot to mention the second problem" moaned
Sid. Nigel said nothing as he sipped at some tea. Gareth
looked slightly odd, as though he was about to utter a
profound wisdom. "I've something at the back of my mind
that says we've had this one before" he said, "a dry-joint or
something — I'll look in my notebook."
Gareth had taken to keeping a big book in which he
wrote down all the faults they encountered on particular
chassis. The book was divided into manufacturers and
chassis, but his writing was so bad that it took him a time to
find what he wanted.
"Here it is!" he exclaimed. "A dry-joint in the sound
circuit, on C166. Makes the audio amplifier go into
oscillation, causing noise on sound and interfering with the
colour decoder."
Sid beamed with pleasure. "An hour ago I was
contemplating selling you off with a faulty set, as resident
engineer, but maybe I should change my mind. Here, let's
have a look at that book."
Norman removed the back and started to look for C166.
"Got you" he said, wriggling the component to show that it
was indeed the culprit. "I wish they were all as easy as that,
but Gareth's big black book has certainly earned its keep
today."
Nigel stood up to leave. "Must be getting back to my side
of the mountain."
Norman now had a Thorens TD105 turntable on his
bench — and a baffled look.
"Got you stumped has it?" said Sid.
"Think I'll take an early lunch and come back to it"
replied Norman, picking up the small service manual.

More Problems
Sid retired to his desk to shuffle papers, while Gareth
turned his attention to an Hitachi set, NP81 chassis, with
cramping at the bottom of the picture. The field output
stage module was the first suspect, but changing it made no
difference. The h.t. was correct at 111V, but there was
insufficient peak current to scan the lower half of the c.r.t.
fully. The set was o.k. in every other respect. Sid sauntered
across and peered into the back. "Got a sticky one?" he
said.
"Everything looks normal but the bottom is cramped"
explained Gareth, "I've change the field output module
and the h.t. supply is correct."
"Have you thought about the supply decoupling at pin 1
of the module?" asked Sid, "C608 to be precise." He gave
Gareth a thoughtful look as he went to the component
drawer for a replacement 22µF, 160V electrolytic.
Silence reigned while Gareth removed the suspect,
which did look a little careworn, and fitted the replacement. When he'd done this the picture filled the screen.
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"Never forget decoupling" said Sid, "it can save you a lot
of time."
Norman returned and went straight to his bench.
"Are we to be enlightened about the fault on the simple
gramophone turntable?" asked Sid. Norman admitted to
being stumped, but said he'd had an idea he wanted to try.
"Works properly at 33 r.p.m." he added, "but won't run at
45 r.p.m."
Checks with the meter showed that the speed selection
process was working, but no motor voltage was applied.
The operational-amplifier driving the emitter-follower that
fed the voltage to the motor was cut off.
"It's either T109 or D210" suggested Gareth. "I'd go for
D210 as it's an LED and they do go open-circuit, whereas
transistors normally go short-circuit when they fail."
Norman was astounded. "Fifty pence in my pocket says

you're wrong!"
"Well we'll have to try it then" said Gareth.
Norman went to the LED, which serves to indicate the
speed selected and is in the d.c. feed to T109. With no
collector supply, the input current requirements of the
motor drive operational-amplifier couldn't be satisfied.
Fitting a new LED restored correct operation, and Gareth
was duly congratulated. Sid reflected on how quickly the
young learn.
Terry put his head through the door frame. "Can we fix
8mm projectors?" he asked.
"No" said Sid.
Terry came all the way in with a cardboard box
containing a Eumig Model M. "Good" he said, "now's the
time to learn."
For once Sid was speechless.

International TV Standards
There's a steadily increasing interest in world-wide TV
standards. Amongst the reasons for this are: the popularity of DX-TV; the increasing number of satellites whose
footprints overlap national boundaries; the greater mobility of people, who hope to be able to take hardware and
software around with them; the trend amongst manufacturers to design TV and video equipment for world-wide
markets, tailoring the final product to suit its destination;
the growing availability of transcoding modules which are
now, for example, incorporated as a standard feature of
Video-8 format machines sold in SECAM areas; the
requirement to exchange video tapes between people in
different countries; and the wide availability of
multistandard VCRs, TV sets and monitors.
With multistandard equipment it's important to bear in
mind that while each item will operate with all the
standards specified for it, it cannot change the standard.
Thus a PAL/SECAM/NTSC VCR cannot replay a US
tape via a UK receiver unless the latter is also equipped
for multistandard operation. Similarly a three-system TV
set or monitor will make no sense of a US tape played via
a standard UK VCR. Many multistandard designs use a
hybrid system called NTSC 4.43 when dealing with system
M signals in PAL or SECAM areas. Here the signal is to
the NTSC specification in all respects apart from the
colour subcarrier frequency which is 4.433619MHz instead

Eugene Trundle

of 3-579545MHz. This simplifies the design and reduces
the cost of the equipment: with this arrangement the
NTSC signal recorded on the tape remains in standard
form.
The original French colour system (SECAM V) used
only field-rate ident signals. More recent versions include
line-rate ident signals.
Table 1 shows the main characteristics of all the TV
systems in current use, with a general indication of the
areas where they are used. For satellite transmissions the
basic scanning standards and encoding systems in general
hold good, though f.m. is used for the vision signal and
scrambling systems are widely employed. The MAC type
transmissions are quite different of course.
Table 2 provides a comprehensive listing of countries of
the world with details of their TV systems. As much
information as we can obtain has been included on Bands,
channels and mains supply characteristics. A few countries
still don't have a colour TV service, and some islands tend
to use whatever equipment and transmissions they chance
upon! Any additions, corrections or updates would be
welcome for future use.
An article in the January 1988 issue of Television dealt
in a general way with the conversion of video and TV
equipment from abroad for use in the UK — the principles
operate both ways of course.

Table 1: TV Systems.
Vision
Sound
bandwidth spacing

Vision
modulation
sense

Sound
modulation

Geographical
areas
Western Europe, India, Australasia,
parts of Africa, Middle East and Far
East. V.H.F.
Eastern Europe, USSR, China.
Western Europe. U.H.F.
UK, Ireland, Hong Kong.
French overseas territories.
France (U.H.F.), Luxembourg.
North and South America, Japan,
Caribbean, parts of Pacific and Far
East, US Forces Broadcasting (AFRTS).
Argentina, Bolivia, Uruguay.

System

Lines

Channel
bandwidth

B

625

7MHz

5MHz

+5.5MHz

Negative

f.m.

D
G, H*
I*
K, Kl*
L*
M

625
625
625
625
625
525

8MHz
8MHz
8MHz
8MHz
8MHz
6MHz

6MHz
5MHz
5.5MHz
6MHz
6MHz
4.2MHz

+6.5MHz
+5.5MHz
+6MHz
+6.5MHz
+6.5MHz
+4.5MHz

Negative
Negative
Negative
Negative
Positive
Negative

f.m.
f.m.
f.m.
f.m.
a.m.
f.m.

625

6MHz

4.2MHz

+4.5MHz

Negative

f.m.

*Vestigial sideband 1.25MHz — all others 0.75MHz
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TV Fault Finding

Reports from Eugene Trundle, Alfred Damp,
Philip Blundell, Eng. Tech., G. Hewins, J. R.
Armagh, Roger Burchett, Nick Beer and lan
Bowden.

Mitsubishi CT2224B etc
Several Mitsubishi sets have chassis that are similar to the
one in this model and the following tip seems worth
passing on — we've encountered the same fault several
times. The symptom is a very elusive intermittent loss of
sound and picture and the cause is dry-joints at the legs of
the line driver transformer T751. The bad joints are not
always obvious on inspection. Flux and solder all four
E.T.
pins.

unit that's expensive, even on an exchange basis. A rough
test for the r.f. f.e.t. is to measure across R2007 (the
1001d1 resistor between its gate and source) with a digital
meter. If the f.e.t. is faulty you'll get a reading of, about
2kft. If the set is being used in an area with a reasonable
signal you can fit the BF961 transistor from the v.h.f. r.f.
P.B.
amplifier stage in the u.h.f. position.
Pye K30 Chassis

Panasonic TC2110
This set was dead with the chopper transistor Q803 shortcircuit. With many of today's switch-mode power supplies
the demise of a power transistor can be due to an opencircuit resistor (usually of high value), a short-circuit
diode, etc. This was no exception: R803 (330kft) was
A.D.
open-circuit.

The versions of the K30 chassis that use a slide-out tuning
draw have a tendency to suffer from tuning drift. If caught
in the early stages, resoldering the crimped plug connections on the drawer and switchbank usually does the trick,
but if the drawer has been slid out a lot of times the solid
P.B.
cored wires can break.
Some Quickies

Ferguson 20E1 (TX90 Chassis)
This one had field collapse and the customer had left the
set running while listening to the snooker commentary.
The field output transistors TR104 and TRIOS and zener
diode D137 were all short-circuit. Replacing these components still left us with field collapse and further checks
revealed that the collector of TR104 was at 40V instead of
100V. Zener diode D106 was suspected but in fact the
feed resistor R268 was open-circuit. Note that some of
these items are present only in the 20in. version of the
A.D.
chassis.
GEC 2OAX Mk II Chassis
This fault could apply to any of these sets with the
combined decoder with i.f. module and tuner. The symptom was an intermittently blue picture. Remove the back
and the fault cleared of course. As a first step the
TDA2530 chip was replaced since this is the only component common to the missing green and red outputs, but
the fault persisted and couldn't be provoked by heating,
freezing or prodding around. Eventually it stayed on long
enough for measurements to be made around the chip.
We found that the blue output pin was at 7.5V while the
red and green output pins were at 11V. At these voltage
levels the red and green output stages should have been
fully on, not off. Further checks revealed that the blue
output transistor's emitter voltage was correct at 6.8V but
the voltage at the emitters of the red and green output
transistors was 11V. The cause of the fault was a feedthrough solder rivet in the print — it disconnected the
green and red output stages from the 6.8V reference line.
A.D.
Ferguson TX1O Chassis
For low width check the resistance value of the width
control RV851. In one case recently it had fallen from
P.B.
220kfl to 70ka
Grundig P1223 Portable
I've had a spate of Grundig monochrome portables
recently with low gain. They have a combined tuner/i.f.
838

Here are some quickies with a common theme. In each
case an i.c. was wrongly suspected!
Ferguson 38000 (1696 chassis): The fault was loss of sync
and field collapse after running for a few minutes. The
1DA1044 field timebase chip was suspected but the cause
was the series regulator transistor. A TIP42A seems to
work quite happily in this position.
Grundig 4400 etc.: The fault was buzz on sound after about
two hours. The TDA120U chip was changed but the culprit
was the 3.3µF tantalum capacitor C2216 (C216 in some
chassis) which was leaky.
Ferguson 3878: The brightness increased over a period of
about half an hour until the picture "swamped". The
TDA2560 chip in the decoder was suspected but the cause
of the trouble was the 1pf tantalum capacitor CGO5
connected to pin 12. This is the 14in. colour portable
manufactured by NordMende.
Grundig CUC120 chassis: There was field collapse and
R2761 (6.812) was burnt. Naturally the TDA1170 chip was
suspected but C2762 (1,000µF, 35V) was short-circuit.
Ferguson TX90 chassis: The symptom was patterning but
no picture. The TDA4500 chip was changed but the trouble
G.H.
was due to C121 (0.01µ0 being leaky.
Hitachi CPT1455
After repairing a dead power supply we got a picture with
a few vertical striations on the left-hand side. A scope
check at the tube's first anode produced a tell-tale pulse
and ring display. Adding extra capacitance did nothing to
help so the earth print had to be open-circuit. It was —
there was an almost invisible crack on the c.r.t. base
panel. It had been caused by the drag of the leads to
chassis while I had the chassis out. I've been bothered by
this sort of thing several times recently, on new sets of
J.R.A.
various makes, especially on very large panels.
Fidelity F14
In the June issue I mentioned a problem with teletext lines
over the top third of the raster, the picture being otherwise o.k. (Hitachi NP81CQ chassis), and asked whether
such a display is usual in other sets when the blanking
fails. Then this Fidelity F14 came in with identical sympTELEVISION SEPTEMBER 1988

toms. So straight to the blanking circuit where C63 was
found to be open-circuit. Just to help, it's carefully
disguised on the chassis layout as a wire link, near the
back of the set. These are the only two blanking faults I've
J.R.A.
had in years!
Hinari CT4/5/6/7
We've had several of these sets where the tuning has been
critical to keep the colour on. The solution is to turn the
a.f.c. on when tuned as near as you can then adjust L131
slightly — we find that one quarter or one eighth of a turn
is enough. As always in such cases, mark the position
before you start. It's best to carry out this adjustment in
the field as the problem may show up in the customer's
home when the set worked all right in the workshop.
J.R.A.
Hitachi CNP190/192 etc
There was colour in the central area but monochrome
only on the left- and right-hand sides. Now the modern
whiz kid doesn't need to know about the 7.8kHz ripple
from the burst detector being rectified, smoothed and
used to operate the colour killer, but being an old hand I
did. I went straight to C561 (22µF) and for once got it
J.R.A.
right first time.
Thorn 3000 with Spectrum 128K
The computer worked well with an elderly GEC C2110
series set but with this even older model the sound was very
low with considerable background noise. Off-air sound was
acceptable. Careful readjustment of the 33.5MHz rejector
coil L101 improved matters no end. Spectrum modulators
are not all that good, and this one was particularly bad.
Both these old sets accepted the Spectrum's sync pulses
with no problems — no bouncing or line twitching at
R.B.
all.
More Quickies
Philips CTX-S chassis: A common complaint now is
"picture just fades away, sound remains o.k." The cure is
to resolder all the line output transformer pins — they'll
usually need it. The ones that cause this particular fault are
2 and 8 which provide the tube's heater supply.
Rank T26 chassis: For intermittent lack of sound resolder
the pins of the audio chip (top left of the i.f./decoder panel,
R.B.
with the large heatsink).

Amstrad CTV2000
This set would intermittently trip. By looking in at the back
under dim lighting conditions we could see that the case of
the line output transformer was breaking down and arcing
N.B.
to chassis.

Ferguson 20C3 (TX100 Chassis)
This set came from the shop with the complaint "dead"
and it sure was! The 2.5A mains fuse was open-circuit —
well blackened — so attention was centred on the chopper
transistor TR6. A check revealed that it was short-circuit
all ways round. We also found that D13 in its base circuit
had shorted. After replacing these two items everything
seemed to be o.k. so we switched on. Bang! There was a
flash that made the three fluorescent lights look dim and
TELEVISION SEPTEMBER 1988

FS1 and TR6 had again bitten the dust. This time D13 had
survived but the h.t. rectifier D15 was short-circuit, which
it hadn't been two minutes previously.
A new BY299 h.t. rectifier was fitted and the other
items were replaced, along with D13 for good measure,
and bless my soul the set ran — for about two and a half
minutes. The whole lot had gone again! Now the 119V
h.t. supply is used by the tuning circuit as well as the line
output stage, and although the aerial had been plugged in
there had been no tuning. Interesting! The ZTK33ADPD
tuning voltage regulator IC2006 was suspect but the
culprit turned out to be the nearby transistor TR2016
(BF460) which was short-circuit collector to emitter. It's
associated with the memory in IC2007. When this was put
N.B.
right the set continued to run.
B and 0 77XX Series
This set wouldn't switch on from standby. There had been
a complaint about intermittent trouble a week earlier and
a field engineer had resoldered some suspect joints in the
deflection circuit. Now the fault was permanent and the
set was in the workshop. When this fault arises I usually
dive for the 52V supply on the tuning/control panel
(PCB55). This voltage is critical and any intermittent
trouble of this sort can usually be cured by careful
adjustment. In this case the rail, which can be conveniently measured across C7, was low at about 3.7V, so I
knew I was on the right lines. It didn't take long to find
that TR9 (BC547) was very high resistance between its
N.B.
base and emitter.
Panasonic TC2207 (U2 Chassis)
The complaint was of a generally low picture. A colleague
had checked the ever-suspect A56-540X tube, but it was
tracking well. He'd also discovered that the ABL potentiometer R555 had no effect. When we traced the line back to
the TDA2560 chip on the signals panel we discovered that
R305 (820kfl) was open-circuit. It's situated right underneath plug CO-2AP.
N.B.
Decca Series 10 Chassis
The complaint was no sync. Switching the set on confirmed
this, but the fault cleared after about ten minutes. It was
affected as soon as the back was removed or replaced. The
cause was located by prodding and poking: there were dry
N.B.
joints on the i.f. panel's multi-pin plug.
B and 0 39XX (Beovision 5000, 6000)
When this set was first switched on the protection circuit
would operate once then the set would be all right. The
fault was narrowed down to the 25V supply. If this is low,
due to excessive current, the protection circuit detects this
and closes down the power supply. The cause of the
trouble turned out to be a faulty reservoir capacitor, 0C2
I.B.
(3,300µF, 35V).
Salora 1H4 (Ipsalo 2)
This set was dead. Both the primary switching transistors
TB700 and TB701 in the power supply were short-circuit
and the 2251 filter resistor RB713 was open-circuit. The
cause of the fault was traced to the scan coil coupling
capacitor CB532 (0.33µF, 250V) which had a dry-joint at
the left-hand side. This made it heat up and expand. I.B.
839

Servicing the Decca 120/130 Chassis
Nick Beer
These sets were introduced at about the time that Decca
Radio and Television was taken over by Tatung. They
were sold in large numbers under both the Tatung and
Deccacolour brand names. The basic circuitry is contained
on a flat tray-style chassis with the RGB output stages on'
the tube base panel and the remote and tuning control
circuits on the side of the cabinet behind the customer
controls. The 120 chassis is used in 14-22in. models with
90° preconverged tubes and no EW circuitry. The 130
series is substantially the same but is modified to drive the
110° 30AX tube in 22 and 26in. sizes. There were
standard, remote control and teletext versions of the sets,
the basic chassis being well designed with a view to adding
such options — provision for a SECAM decoder was also
included. The purpose of this article is to summarise the
stock faults, and a few not-so-common ones, we've
encountered over the past seven years or so. A series on
the design of these chassis appeared in the November
1981 to January 1982 issues of Television.
Power Supply Faults
The switch-mode power supply is based on the now
familiar TDA4600 control chip. Fig. 1 shows the circuit.
Disregarding any remote control circuitry, if you have a
dead set you'll almost always find the power supply d.c.
fuse F802 (lAT) open-circuit and the chopper transistor
0801 (BU426A) short-circuit. This transistor is clipped to
the heatsink between the chopper transformer and the
main electrolytic reservoir capacitor C804 on the left-hand
side of the chassis. When replacing it, check the clip to
ensure that it still fits with a nice tight "click" — as you do
with the Ferguson TX100 chassis.
One thing that will catch the inexperienced engineer is
that if you switch on immediately after replacing F802 and
Q801 you'll almost certainly find that they blow again. To
avoid this, check R808 and R810. They are usually both
150kfl but in some sets R808 is 47Ka, 1001d2 or 120ka
The likelihood is that they will both be open-circuit.
An alternative dead set situation is failure of the mains
fuse F801 (2AT) due to one or more of the BY127 diodes
in the bridge rectifier D801-4 being short-circuit or trouble
with the degaussing circuit thermistor R901. The latter can
develop an intermittent internal short.
The two most common causes of failure to start are
R802 (101d1) and the chopper control chip 1801
(TDA4600). The resistor can be quickly checked but the
TDA4600 is a SIL device whose heatsink will call for a
hefty iron for unsoldering should this be necessary (sometimes the bolt is so tight that it's not possible to undo it in
situ).
Once the set is running, check the h.t. carefully at
TP43. R813 sets the voltage which should be 117V with
the 120 chassis and 148V with the 130 chassis. If you
cannot adjust the h.t. correctly, or if it has dropped
suddenly, check R812 (2210 and C814 (1µF).
With the 120 series chassis the power consumption is
60W while with the 130 it's 93W.
If the set incorporates remote control it will remain in
standby instead of blowing fuse F802 — this is standard
practice with modern sets.
If the 12V supply that feeds the low-power parts of the
904

set is absent, i.e. there's no sound or raster, the usual
culprit is the LM340T-12 12V regulator. It tends to go
short-circuit, taking the fusible resistor R817 (0.3311) with
it.
The Line Timebase
When there's a fault in the line output stage you'll
usually find that the fusible-link resistor R430 (1M) is
open-circuit. This is in the h.t. feed to the line output
stage. The most obvious cause is a collector-emitter shortcircuit in the BU500 (an uprated BU208A) line output
transistor 0402. This may well be the case, and is easy
enough to check, but experience has shown that a faulty
tripler is far more often the cause. Again this is easy to
check, simply by disconnecting the input lead. This could
mean that the line output transformer is weak but all will
usually be well when the tripler has been replaced.
Depending on where you get it your replacement will
either be an exact one — the tall, thin white type -- or
you may get a modification kit consisting of a more
traditionally shaped tripler, green in colour, 'with a metal
bracket, fixing bolts and cable ties. The bracket fixes to
the existing metal chassis frame and the tripler is fitted to
the bracket. Remember to refit the plastic covers over the
leads to the focus control.
Another indication that the tripler is faulty is when
R432 and R433, both 330kfl, 1W, go high in value or
open-circuit. This is usually indicated by charred rings
around the centres of their bodies. These resistors can fail
in this way of their own accord, and it's always worth
taking a look at them when you've got the back off. They
are situated between and slightly to the right of the tripler
and the line output transformer.
The other main cause of R430 going open-circuit is
'shorted turns in the line output transformer. You will
often find burn marks on the core — or, when you
resolder the fusible link, a ring of fire will show around
the core! Remember not to apply any new GP solder
when resoldering the fusible link otherwise you'll defeat
its purpose. If you have to replace it, note that it's rated at
2.8W and is a critical safety component!
Other faults in this area have included noisy tracks in
the combined focus and first anode control unit, necessitating replacement — don't try to clean it! No raster is
often due to the c.r.t.'s heaters being out because R902 is
open-circuit. This resistor is on the c.r.t. base panel.
While on the subject of this panel note that the focus
spark gap, which is integral with the c.r.t. socket, can
close over, giving rise to intermittent problems such as a
change of channel when it fires across.
Line frequency drift is not common but on a couple of
occasions we've traced the cause to C406 (22µF, 16V)
being leaky. I've only once had 1401 (TDA2576A) fail.
This occurred when the line output transformer had been
burning for a while — after replacing the transformer
there was no sync (shades of the 80/100 series!).
Field Faults
The field timebase in the 120 series chassis is based on a
TDA1170 chip (1301) which accounts for most of the
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Fig. 1: Power supply circuit used in the Decca/Tatung 120/130 series chassis. In FST models R805 is omitted and R818/R820/
C827 are added.

problems in this area. Field collapse will often mean that
this i.c. is shorted internally. As a result R434 (1OO,
fusible) will be open-circuit and you may sometimes find
that the associated 23V supply rectifier diode D404
(BA159) is open-circuit. Check at pin 2 of the i.c. where
you should find 23V. If you don't the suspects are as
indicated. The chip can also be responsible for field
distortion, but it's worth checking R311 (470k0), R307
(220k12) and C305 (10µ,F, 40V) first. The 130 series
chassis uses the higher-rated TDA1670 chip.

Tuner and IF Circuits
We've had little trouble with the tuner and i.f. circuits.
By far the most common complaint is of a snowy picture
or just snow. In both cases the tuner is suspect but ensure
that the tuning voltage system is working, i.e. that you are
actually on tune or looking. For a snowy picture, once
correct tuning has been confirmed a solder around the
tuner's input stages should pay dividends. If not, try a
replacement. In the odd stubborn cases I've had the
SAWF Z101 and the BF959 i.f. preamplifier transistor
0101 cause this trouble. In the event of a purely snowy
screen with no sign of a picture or any accompanying hiss
from the speaker the tuner should be replaced as a first
step though more often than not a tuning voltage fault will
be the cause. The tuner is a solder-in U321 as opposed to
the plug-in ones used in the 70/90/110 series chassis.
As the tuner's pins aren't numbered, monitor the
tuning voltage at R005 (4710. The tuning voltage supply
is derived from the h.t. rail and is stabilised by the
TAA550 33V regulator 1001. The feed to the tuning
presets is via 8001 (56051) and to the tuner itself is via
R005. As always the 33V regulator is the favourite when
TELEVISION OCTOBER 1988

things go wrong but the resistors can also fail. The chassis
has provision for fitting a v.h.f. as well as a u.h.f. tuner.

Colour Faults
After the tuner/i.f. section the colour decoder and RGB
output stages are probably the most reliable parts of the
receiver. When faults do occur they can usually be quickly
located. A loss or lack of one colour is generally caused by
the appropriate feedback resistor in the RGB output
stages. These are R226 (red), R244 (green) and R251
(blue). Their value is 100k5/, 2 per cent, and to prevent
future problems all three should be replaced at the same
time. Don't forget that 22in. models may well be fitted
with the ill-fated Mullard A56-540X tube which should
not escape suspicion. We've had to retube several of these
sets for this and poor focus faults as I'm sure many of you
have — and not just in these models!
When teletext is incorporated an RGB interface panel
is added between the teletext decoder panel and the
colour decoder. This is a common cause of loss or.
predominance of one colour. The fault is usually intermittent due to the cause being dry-joints on the edgemounted plug/socket MR058.
No colour is not exactly a common fault but we have
had it. In our experience the cause has been either the
4.433MHz crystal X502 or the ,uPC1365C chip 1501 — on
an approximately 50:50 basis. The chip has also on a very
few occasions been the cause of the previously mentioned
RGB faults, but can be eliminated with almost complete
certainty by checking the RGB outputs at pins 26, 28 and
27 respectively. The voltage at these pins should be 2.2V.
Another possibility for RGB faults is the transistors in
the output stages, but we find that this is rarely the case.
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The following voltages should serve as a quick guide:
Q203/8/11 7.6V emitter, 8.2V base, 136V collector.
Q204/10/12 1.4V emitter, 2.1V base, 7.6V collector.
The c.r.t. in the 120 series chassis should have 10V at its
grids (pin 5), 600V at its first anodes (pin 7) and 136V at
its cathodes (pin 6 green, pin 8 red, pin 11 blue). The
heater voltage at pins 9/10 should be around 3.7V when
measured on the 10V a.c. range of a typical multimeter
(6.1V true r.m.s.).
If the c.r.t. is cut off (cathode voltages high) it's worth
checking the 6.8V zener diode D201 and the BC547
transistor Q206. These items are included to provide a low
emitter impedance in the RGB output stages and stabilise
the background levels as the temperature rises. Q206
going short-circuit has been the cause of an overbright
raster on more than one occasion.
Any other colour faults have been one-off events.

The Sound Circuit
A TDA3190 chip (1601) provides the intercarrier sound
and audio amplifier functions. There is nothing complicated here. The audio output at pin 11 is fed via C616
(220µF, 25V) to an 8S1 loudspeaker and, via an isolating
transformer, to a 5-pin domino output socket which
breaks the feed to the internal speaker when the plug is
fitted and is difficult to obtain — except from Tatung of
course. C616 can be responsible for intermittent or grumbling sound.
Basic Options
The basic options for these chassis (RC20 system) are
shown in Fig. 2. The contol panel takes care of the user
controls — colour, contrast etc. On remote control sets
presets for these levels are usually on a small panel with
access through holes in the back cover — at the top,
left-hand corner viewed from the rear. Depending on
model, there may or may not be a tone control.
Various touch-tune panel assemblies are used when the
tuning is preset using potentiometers. These incorporate
the channel selection switching and the presets. With
these units RM17 (56010 has been known to go opencircuit and give the no tuning symptom. Odd channel
change faults, e.g. won't come off one station, is virtually
always due to the SN76705AN chip IM01. One fault that's
been unusually common is defective LEDs, causing nonillumination of certain segments of the channel display.
Note that for compatibility a VCR should be used on
ch.8.
The only stock fault we've had with the remote control
handsets has been failure of the crystal. This gives the no
remote control symptom of course. On several occasions
one or other of this device's legs has rotted away.
Otherwise the handsets are on the whole reliable, though
they do tend to look tatty and worn out before their time.
Don't forget that the remote control handset may be
hidden in its little slot on the front of the set before you
curse someone for not collecting it!
Sweep Tuning
With sweep tuning models you'll find the tune and store
buttons behind the flap. The system uses frequency
synthesis tuning (RC30 system) which is a bit more
involved (see Fig. 3). If the power supply goes off and the
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fault is not on the main chassis suspect either RR25 or
RR26 (both lkfl) on the FST panel — they are in the
standby switching circuit. A clue is provided by the fact
that the standby symbol won't be illuminated. For no
tuning memory suspect IR07 which is an ER1400 as in the
Salora G chassis. If the on-board channel selectors intermittently lock on one channel try freezing IRO1

(MAB8021), the main microcomputer chip. It often goes
faulty when warm.
In this article we've been concerned mainly with day-today servicing of the basic chassis. It should help you to do
a few more repairs in the field, and help those with little
experience of these sets to tackle them with a degree of
confidence.

The Philips NC3 Chassis
Harold Peters
As long as you are willing to forget the model numbers it's
a fact that Philips' small-screen portable colour sets have
been following a logical, progressive shrinkage that's
culminated in this year's latest version, the NC3. This has
a chassis that looks smaller than last year's mono
portables. Fig. 1 shows the basic chassis layout.
The logical development can be seen in the circuitry.
The timebases, chroma and sound sections and the RGB
output stages still owe a lot to the KT3, in theory if not in
practice, though to look at the chassis you wouldn't think
so. The vast majority of the circuitry is now included in
two chips, a TDA3565 colour decoder and a TDA4505
that incorporates the i.f. strip, with a.g.c. and a.f.c.
outputs, the sync department and the timebase
generators.
There are one or two novelties. The power supply is a
variation on the now well-known Philips SOPS (selfoscillating power supply) but, because there's no call for a
dead-chassis configuration (no Euroconnector), the
optocoupled feedback loop used in larger screen chassis to
provide isolation between the primary and secondary sides
of the circuit is replaced with a resistive network. As a
result the entire chassis is at half mains potential.
The station selector is a rotary switch. Thus the spaceconsuming and often noisy push-button bank assembly is
dispensed with. Channel tuning is assisted by an on-screen
vertical green tuning bar that moves from left to right as a
tuning potentiometer is adjusted from ch. 21 to ch. 68.
The arrival of a signal of watchable strength produces an
a.g.c. bias which mutes the green line.
This a.g.c. bias is also applied to the time-constant pin
of the line oscillator part of the TDA4505 chip in such a
way that the time-constant is shortened as the signal
strength rises. Since the average VCR delivers about
10mV it automatically counts as a strong signal so that the
required short time-constant is obtained regardless of
which switch position is tuned to the video channel.
Discrete circuitry is used for the above operations — the
chassis would look balder than ever if integrated circuitry
was used for the purpose.
The automatic band switching in the Continental version is worth a mention. The tuning potentiometers that
select channels 21-68 in the UK version tune through 043V for Band I, 4.3-12V for Band III and 12-33V for
Channel switch
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Fig. 1: Layout of the Philips NC3 chassis, showing the main
components.
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Bands IV/V in the Continental version. Amplifiers with
gains of x 7, x4 and x 2 respectively convert the reduced
voltage change to a full 0-33V swing for the tuner's
varicap diodes, and operational amplifiers decide which
tuner pin should get the 12V band-switching supply.
Under certain conditions early sets could suffer from a
poor start up. To overcome this problem R422 was
reduced from 8200 to 5600 in later versions. This resistor
is in the SOPS feedback loop and is worth changing if you
find that the earlier value is fitted.
The UK version has the U411 tuner, a proven type that
came in with the System 4 chassis. At the risk of being
repetitive we'll mention once more that it can be responsible for instability or patterning in the region of ch. 59 after
some use. The reason for this is oxidation of the earthing
contacts between the copper side of the tuner's PCB and
the cover. As a result the small spring strips are turned
into a lecher bar at Band V frequencies. The slightest
disturbance will cure the trouble for a number of weeks.
The writer's cure is to lean the cover out from the tuner so
that none of the three earthing points makes contact.
Don't forget that the tuner needs an aerial isolator.
Some sets with "dead" chassis and U411s have what looks
like an isolator but is in fact a straight-through connector.
If in doubt check for continuity (or lack of it).
The mains lead is brought in and anchored bare on two
solder points at the back of the panel, from where it's
connected by jumper wires to the on-off switch. These
two points are live, even with the set switched off, and
because they are just where you need to pull on the
chassis to draw it out it's worthwhile unplugging the set
from the wall before you start.
The initial models fitted with this chassis are the Philips
14CN3001/05B (black) and 14CN3001/05L (red) and the
Pye 37KN3030/05C (silver black) and 37KN3030/05W
(white).

The NC3CR Version
This version of the NC3 chassis has just been released.
It reverts to the practice of using an optocoupler in the
SOPS power supply so that if needs be the chassis can be
"dead", though the models so far announced do not
include video connections. There are "basic" and simple
remote (volume and channel change only) models, and in
order to maintain common circuit operation both versions
use an electronic tuning memory in place of the rotary
switch and the green-line tuning circuitry employed in the
NC3. The CR version's control panel is detached from the
main chassis, though the control chip is on the main panel
where the green-line components are in the NC3. The
mains input anchor points are much closer to the on-off
switch than they are in the NC3, reducing the safety
hazard for engineers who could accidentally grab the live
part of the chassis.
Models fitted with the NC3CR chassis are as follows:
basic versions Philips 14CN2001/05B (black) and
14CN2001/05L (red), Pye 37KN2010/05C (silver black)
and 37KN2010/05W (white); remote control models Philips 14CN2201/05B (black) and 14CN2201/05W (white),
Pye 37KN2012/05R (anthracite) and 37KN2012/05W
(white).
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TV Fault Finding
Ferguson TX90 Chassis
We've had a couple of interesting faults recently on these
sets. The first had expanded teletext lines with flyback
lines above, going down the centre of the picture. R194
(243k0, 1 per cent) in the field feedback circuit had gone
high in value — to over twice its correct value in this case.
With the second set the sound was weak and distorted
at the cente of the range: when the volume was turned up
the sound disappeared. Adjustment of the sound discriminator coil L114 had no effect. The sound discriminator
circuit is coupled to pin 13 of the TDA4500 chip IC102 by
C114 (0.01pf) which was the cause of the trouble. D.P.
Amstrad TVR1
This set came in with the fault that it took a long time to
come on. It certainly did — anything from a quarter to half
an hour. This is one of the Amstrad TV/VCR combinations and it was the TV section that wasn't working
correctly. Voltage checks around the STK7348 power
supply chip IC1501 showed that the start-up feed voltage
at pin 7 was low — only 0.7V. A resistance check on the
start-up feed resistors R1503/4, both 2701(11, showed that
they were of the correct value, leaving only the 0.22µF
electrolytic capacitor C1507. This didn't read leaky but
fitting a replacement restored normal operation.
D.D.
ITT CVC32 Chassis
This set tripped when switched on with the aerial plugged
in, even when operated with an isolating transformer.
Replacing the aerial isolator unit put matters right. P.J.R.
Toshiba C2636 etc
The field linearity was stretched and there was foldover at
the top of the picture. C313 (4.7AF, 160V) in the field
output stage was found to be open-circuit. This basic field
output stage circuit, using a complementary-symmetry
pair of transistors and including C313, is used in a number
of Toshiba models.
A.D.
Network NW1286
This set came in with a picture, but it soon faded off to a
condition of little or no brightness. When the voltage at
the tube's grid was checked the brightness was restored.
Tracing back we found that R508 (560k1I) was opencircuit.
A.D.
ITT 80-900 Chassis (CVC823 Power Panel)
The problem was no results except for a chirp from the
power supply when the set was switched off. The first step
should be to remove the scan plug as this has a link that
connects the h.t. to the line output stage. A short-circuit
TDA1170S field timebase chip will also stop these sets
working. With the scan plug removed the h.t. still didn't
rise, so attention was turned up the switch-mode power
supply.
The voltage at the emitter of the chopper driver
transistor T615 was 20V, thus exonerating the high-value
base bias resistor R643 and the two 20V zener diodes
D614 and D619. Other high-value resistors in the circuit
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were checked and proved to be in order, and the oscillator
T611/2 was running. But there was no output from the,
pulse-width modulator stage T613/4. This was a similar
state to a trip condition — the trip acts on the pulse-width
modulator. In-circuit checks on various semiconductor
devices in this area were inconclusive, but when the two
trip transistors T616/7 were checked out of circuit we
found that T616 (BC238B) had a slight leak.
A.D.
,Salora 22K30
The problem with this 22in. colour set was slow start-up —
it took up to ten minutes to produce sound and a picture.
We eventually traced the cause to CB604 in the switchmode power supply circuit. This 1,000µF, 16V electrolytic
is the 8.5V supply reservoir capacitor. I understand that
sets using the K chassis are prone to this problem. L.W.H.
Salora 15L30
This 15in. FST portable suffered from loss of red drive to
the c.r.t. We found that there was no red output at pin 20
of the TDA3301B colour decoder chip. As this chip is
responsible for most of the video processing we suspected
an internal fault, but fitting a replacement made no
difference. The cause of the trouble turned out to be the
red clamp capacitor CF29 connected between the 12V rail
and pin 21 of the TDA3301B. As this chip is a 40-pin
device it would be worth checking the clamp capacitors
CF29 (red), CF30 (green) and CF31 (blue) if you get this
type of fault.
L.W.H.
Some Quickies
Sharp C1871: Intermittent partial field collapse was traced
to R525.
Sharp C2002: This set refused to start up. Replacing the
STR4090 power supply chip cured the problem.
Philips/Pye CTX-E chassis: This set was tripping. We
found that the BYV95A 26V rectifier D6590 in the line
output stage was short-circuit.
Decca 70/90/110 chassis: One of these sets came in with
the power supply fuse and the chopper transistor Tr605
blown. We found that D608 and D610 which are in series
with Tr605 had also failed, and as a precaution we also
replaced C627 (10µF, 16V) which is in parallel with
them.
J.G.G.
Hitachi CPT2218 (NP81CQ Chassis)
This one broke our hearts. The customer complained that
after about half an hour a teletext display would suddenly
invade the screen of her set, obliterating the picture. This
would happen on any channel, and after a moment or two
the set would go into standby. If left for say a quarter of
an hour everything became normal. The problem was said
to occur only at night.
Repeated tests in the workshop, even using the
hairdryer on the text and interface panels, showed nothing
amiss. So we resorted to drastic measures. We put the set
in a large plastic bag with a thermometer visible and blew
air from the hairdryer in at the bottom. At 90°F the fault
really did happen. Spraying IC2101 (SAA1272) with,
freezer cured the trouble, and reheating it confirmed that
TELEVISION OCTOBER 1988

it was the culprit. So we changed it and returned the set.
Next day the customer reported that the set was no
better. Repeating the bag and hairdryer treatment again
showed that she was right. This time IC2101 was blameless and it was the SAA1251 that caused the trouble.
Soon after another of these sets arrived and my heart
sank into my shoes. This time the teletext thing crept
slowly over the picture from the right, pushing the picture
away. After our previous experience we decided to replace the SAA1251 without further ado. It did the trick. I
don't trust this device!
J.R.A.

Philips G8 Chassis
This set suffered from Hanover blinds that couldn't be
cured by adjusting any of the controls in the decoder
section. After a lot of soul searching and scoping I
discovered that whoever had fitted a new line output
transformer had made a wonderful dry-joint at pin three,
as a result of which no line pulses were being fed back to
the chroma circuitry. Resoldering put matters
right.
H.MacM.

Philips G11 Chassis
The problem was occasional field collapse. Almost everything' in the field timebase circuit had been replaced
except for the panel itself. We eventually found that there
was a tiny haircrack in the track of the field hold
potentiometer.
H.MacM.

Saisho CT141X
The sound was so low that it was almost inaudible — just a
very quiet hum. I'd no manual so I checked around in the
sound i.f. section with a signal generator and found that
C303 (100pF) read in the region of skn. It damped the i.f.
coil so much that the sound was killed.
H.MacM.

Saisho CT1400
Very weak sound on this set turned out to be due to R356
(10k,i1) being open-circuit.
H.MacM.

NordMende F11 Chassis
This set had no EW correction. The control chip was
changed but this made no difference. We eventually found
that coil LG02 had shorted turns. Instead of being wound
on a bead, later versions consist of a proper coil on a
former.
H.MacM.

Rank T20 Chassis
Field collapse the man said, so I switched the set on to
make sure and field collapse it was. Off with the back then
and lower the scan drive panel. I noticed that 4R9 had
burnt out and that 4R4 was slightly burnt. An Avo check
revealed that 4R4 (1kfl) had gone very high in value —
5001(SZ in fact. Now these two resistors are in the driver/
output stage section of the field timebase, so I concluded
(wrongly) that the working conditions had been upset and
that one or more of the four transistors involved had
suffered. Each transistor was checked in turn but they
were all o.k. So I replaced the two resistors and switched
on. After about ten seconds 4R9 began to cook. Switch
off quickly.
Up with panel. Any dry-joints? None could be found,
so I engaged neutral and went off for a cuppa. Then I
remembered something. The two output transistors are
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connected by three-pin sockets to their leads from the
panel. Could these sockets be loose on the transistor pins?
Yes, some pins were not making contact. Only one thing
for it. I snipped off both sockets, sleeved each lead
individually and soldered them direct to the relevant pins,
pushing the sleeving over each soldered joint. Finally I
clamped each bundle of three leads together with a cable
tie to prevent the sleeving from moving. When the set was
switched on again everything was back to normal and
after a soak test it was returned to its owner.
M.K.H.

Salora 22J20
The fault was no raster. After checking that the field
blanking section of the sandcastle pulse was present we
moved to the c.r.t. base panel where the 1kV supply was
found to be missing. RB503 (2.2k11 non-flammable) was
open-circuit but we could find no reason for this. A
replacement was fitted and the set was put on soak test.
Several hours later a plume of smoke appeared and
RB503 had gone again. As there were no shorts on the
c.r.t. base side of this resistor diodes DB503 and DB506
(both BA159) which provide the 1kV supply were
checked. They were both leaky in the reverse direction.

I.B.
National Panasonic TC202G
This set is second only to the similarly aged TC275G (see
letter, July) in terms of picture quality over a long period
of time. It's also one of the most reliable sets ever made.
This one came in with the complaint that there was no
picture. The field engineer mentioned that there had been
a very low-level, defocused picture.
On checking I found that the supply from the diodesplit line output transformer to the combined Al/focus
control unit was low, which would explain what was
wrong. The voltage is tapped from a winding and fed via a
series resistor within the transformer. At the input to the
Al/focus unit there was only about 700V, and there was
almost nothing at the Al output. The h.t. was correct,
and all the other line output transformer derived supplies
were normal. So it seemed that the transformer was
faulty, though they hardly ever fail in Panasonic sets,
especially these older ones. The e.h.t. was correct so,
suspecting the internal resistance, a new transformer was
fitted. We then had a truly superb picture, though I first
had to replace the AN320 green line chip (fit an AN322
kit) to correct a misbehaving a.f.c. circuit.
N.B.

Rediffusion Mk 3 Chassis
This was the first time we've had one of these sets in the
workshop. The complaint was "dead" and the 20mm fuse
on the power supply panel was open-circuit — but not
blackened. On replacing this the set tripped and stayed off
though the fuse remained intact. I disconnected the input
to the tripler as this seemed as good a place as any to
start, and when I switched on again the set burst into life —
minus a raster of course.
A universal tripler was fitted, with the diode lead left
disconnected to try it out. As :the set then produced a
picture the lead was cut off and insulated. But the picture
was very weak: the raster was over bright and the contrast
control had no noticeable effect. We checked around in
the area of the tripler and decided that the trouble was
probably in the beam limiter circuit. It didn't take us long
to discover that 5R24 had risen substantially from its
correct value of 2201/. When this had been replaced there
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was a normal picture apart from teletext lines over the top
four inches of the picture — the field linearity was o.k. I
suspected that a capacitor in the field timebase circuit was
leaky or open-circuit but eventually found that 8R26 had

risen in value from 270S/ to over 750f/. After replacing
this the set produced a perfect picture. All this was done ,
without a manual or the need for any special spares. Why
isn't life always as rewarding?!
N.B.

Servicing the Ferguson TX10 Chassis
K. Rutherford
The Ferguson TX10 was the first large-screen chassis in
the TX series. Some radical ideas were incorporated in its
design, mainly in deriving the e.h.t. from the chopper
transformer but also in the design of the chopper circuit
itself. Mounting the RGB output stages on the c.r.t. base
panel, is nowadays commonplace, but the TX10 was
amongst the first to have them there.
Helped by its 65W power consumption, which keeps
the temperature inside the cabinet at a very reasonable
level, the TX10 is an inherently reliable chassis. The
picture quality is such that the chassis has been approved
for monitor use in broadcasting studios, though not for
quality assessment — it has found use as a monitor by
outside broadcast commentators, and was to be seen in
numbers serving guests at the wedding of The Prince and
Princess of Wales. Its reasonable pedigree would suggest
long and dedicated service, which is certainly true of this
chassis. Commonly-found faults are very few: more often
the faults encountered tend to be obscure and baffling.
After power supply faults, remote-control system troubles
are the next most common ones.

The Power Supply
The TX10 has a synchronous chopper power supply
that converts the 360V from the mains bridge rectifier to
e.h.t. at 25kV (the focus voltage is derived from this),
205V for the RGB output stages, 26V for the field
timebase chip, 22V for the audio output stage(s) and an
input to the 12V regulator which supplies the low-power
stages of the receiver, the supply for the c.r.t.'s heaters,
and the 150V supply for the line output stage. The latter is
the one that's monitored by the TDA2582 chopper control chip.
In the Mk III version of the chassis, which has the
PC1560 main panel with plastic mounting frame as distinct
from the earlier versions with a metal frame, R813 is a
troublesome component. It forms part of the potential
divider that monitors the 150V line, supplying an error
voltage to pin 8 of the TDA2582 chip. In every case of
field roll and intermittent tripping, check the 150V rail. If
the voltage is high, suspect R813. It's a critical component
which should be replaced with the recommended type
from Ferguson or one of the official stockists. A convenient pin at which to monitor the 150V rail is on the
signals panel, between the tuner and the large plug at the
left-hand end of the board. A reading of 75V at the 150V
test pin generally indicates that R813 has gone opencircuit or at least very high in value.
I find an analogue meter to be best for measuring
voltages in TV receivers because it's relatively unaffected
by the large,quantities of line-frequency garbage sometimes present. One digital meter I tried was accurate to
the nth degree but gave a reading that varied considerably
depending on the proximity of the meter to the chassis.
This applied not just with the TX10 but also with other
manufacturer's models. You can't beat the good old
industry standard Avo 8, but whatever you use should
have a sensitivity of 20kSIN or better.
Power supply tripping is fairly common with the TX10.
It can be produced by a number of causes. The trip inputs
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sense excessive chopper transistor current, excessive beam
current and excessive back-e.m.f. voltage. If the receiver
trips at switch-on the cause is almost certainly excess
chopper transistor current. Check the various supply rails
for a short-circuit, using the ohms range of your meter. If
the trip occurs after a very brief delay you can add
excessive flyback voltage to the list of possibilities.
Reduce the setting of the "set-h.t." potentiometer
RV801 in an attempt to stop the tripping. If the receiver
operates but the 150V rail is low, check the capacitors in
the chopper transistor's emitter circuit — C711 and C712.
Should the tripping occur after the c.r.t. has warmed up,
obvious things to check are the c.r.t. supplies and the
beam limiting system. In my experience however the main
cause of tripping is the focus control assembly. An
improved type is used in later models. This is distinguishable by its tall thin shape in contrast with the somewhat
squat, rectangular shape of the earlier type. The new
control requires adaptation to fit the chassis — a kit is
normally supplied with the replacement unit.
Other causes of tripping can include a faulty insulator
on the line output transistor TR831, i.e. a puncture caused
by a flashover or minute particles of metal or even grit.
The connection to the c.r.t. Aquadag is also important.
Check it right through to the chassis. Short-circuit turns in
the line output transformer can result in tripping. Older
models can exhibit a tendency to trip randomly, particularly after fitting a replacement c.r.t. In this event check
whether R706 is fitted (between the junction of T7031
D727/D733 and chassis) and its value — it needs to be
22kc1.
Failure of the earlier focus control was the result of its
insulation breaking down, allowing the focus voltage to
flash over to the chassis metalwork — or your hand when
you attempt to adjust it! Focus control arcing can also
cause spurious channel changing etc., see later.
If the power supply doesn't come on, check that 22V is
present at the cathodes of D721 and D722, check for
11.5V at the emitter of the 12V regulator transistor TR801
and for 6.2V at the cathode of zener diode D801. If pin 5
of IC801 is at 5.5V the receiver has fast tripped and
something is seriously wrong in the set, e.g. the line
output transistor is short-circuit or one of the rectifier
diodes connected to the secondary windings on the chopper transformer is dud. Take care when attempting to
measure IC801's pin voltages — a mere slip of the probe
can cause a lot of extra work! Pins 6 and 8 are particularly
sensitive. The power supply will trip when a meter probe
touches pin 6. When pin 8 is touched with the probe the
set may not trip but hand capacitance to the meter probe
introduces hum into the power supply. Hum is deliberately introduced via R819 (2.2MD) to cancel ripple on
the 360V rectified mains supply. A faulty 12V regulator
circuit (TR801, D802) can be the cause of the set switching off after a few seconds.
An oscilloscope is a great help when fault-finding in this
area, but when looking at the drive waveform at the base
of TR701 remember that you are on the live side of the
mains isolation barrier, so the earth lead must not be
connected to the isolated side of the chassis. Make sure
that your scope is not earthed, and if you have to delve
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Fig. 1: The chopper power supply circuit used in the Ferguson TX10 chassis. The chopper transistor TR701 is type BU2088
or S518T with panels PC1500 and PC1550 (due to shortages other types were used) and type BU508A with panel PC1560. On
all panels the driver transistor TR721 is type BC639 and the 12V regulator transistor TR801 is type BC547. Surplus energy in
the chopper's output circuit is returned to the mains bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor C708 via D702, increasing the circuit
efficiency. T703 senses the chopper current. The e.h.t. is monitored at the anode of D728, via R810. Beam current is
monitored at the earthy end of the chopper transformer's diode split winding. D701 type SKB2/08/L5A or 4 x BY133GP.

into the non-isolated part of the chassis use an isolating
transformer. Isolated chassis are all very well, but they
can give you a false sense of security — constant care must
be exercised. If your workshop's bench mains supply is
not isolated, get it done!
The line-frequency output from IC801 to the chopper
driver transistor TR721 is at pin 11. If a trip condition has
removed the drive from IC801 pin 11 will go low, holding
TR721 cut off. If pin 11 is high and the driver transistor is
on, with R722 getting hot, IC801 has passed away.
Typical d.c. resistance readings for the four main supply
rails derived from the chopper transformer, taken with the
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Avo meter's negative (red) lead connected to chassis, are
as follows: 205V rail 30kf1, 150V rail 30k 11, 26V rail
4.5k5Z, 22V rail 17kn.
The most frequent problem on the primary side of the
chopper transformer is instant destruction of the chopper
transistor TR701. D704 can be the cause of this, as can
C711 being open-circuit or C712 being dry-jointed. On the
subject of dry-joints, it's wise to resolder the pins of the
chopper transformer 1705 whenever a TX10 enters the
workshop — it could save you a callback. Don't forget that
one of the pins is hidden beneath the chassis brace. Dryjoints on the primary winding pins 2 and 3 can cause
193

intermittent failure of TR701. Dry-joints on the heater
supply pins can give intermittent loss of picture. Tripping
and intermittent spurious control action, such as switching
to standby, are other effects produced by dry-joints
around T705. Arcs around ferrite bead FB721 can cause
very intermittent field roll and tripping on/off — resolder it
clear of the PCB.
Before leaving the power supply, problems with the
thermistor in the degaussing circuit can cause fuse blowing
and impurity. This occurs with the round, white
thermistor. Use the black type with rounded-off corners.

Line Deflection
The line output transistor TR831 is a BU208B. Protection diode D831 in its base circuit has given trouble. It has
also been indirectly responsible for a loud line whistle — to
stop this, glue the ferrite beads on its leads firmly in place.
In the PC1560 series version the line output transistor is
TR821, type BU508A, while its protection diode is D743
— this can also produce the line whistle problem, so have a
go with glue here as well.
Apart from the line output transistor and its protection
diode the only troublesome component in the line output
stage is the transformer T721. Symptoms of its failure
include tripping, a non-linear scan, line tearing and
screeching from the scan coils, and instant destruction of
TR831. Sometimes 1721 burns out because D831 has
gone leaky — check it by substitution. When D831 goes
open-circuit severe line ringing will be noticed, the picture
width will decrease and eventually the receiver will go into
the trip mode. Don't run the set for longer than necessary
in the condition before the trip operates as this will
damage TR831. The remainder of the circuit, including
the first anode supply and the EW raster correction
system, has proved to be reliable. Sometimes the width
control RV851 changes value to give reduced width.
Field Deflection
Troubles in the field deflection circuit have been few. In
the earlier sets with PC1500 and PC1550 main panels a
TDA1044 field timebase chip is used in conjunction with a
two-transistor output stage. In cases of insufficient height
and slow flyback, take a look at C781 (100µF) and TR771
(ZTX450K). Various stages in the decline of C781 will
result in varying degrees of field foldover. With the
PC1560 series panel a TDA3652 chip is used as field
driver and output stage.
The Sync Processor Chip
Three different types of sync processor/line timebase
generator chip have been used, the TDA2576 (IC791) in
earlier versions of the PC1500 panel, the TDA2576A
(IC741) in later versions of the PC1500 panel and the
PC1550 panel, and the TDA2578A (IC742) in the PC1560
panel. The TDA2576A has an improved sandcastle pulse
generator plus 50/60Hz switching while the TDA2578A
also incorporates the field generator. Occasionally a later
type signals panel may be paired with a main panel that
has a TDA2576 chip. This will give rise to flickering
colour due to the value of R627, which should be 15k11
with the TDA2576A and TDA2578A and 82051 with the
TDA2576.
Some problems arose with the TDA2578A chip. To
overcome line tearing with some VCRs, R756 was
changed to 6.81(11 For bent verticals at high contrast
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settings, add an underboard link between the earthy ends
of C742 and C745. If line lock is disrupted at switch on,
especially in cold weather, exchange C742 (220µF) and
C745 (100-µF).

Tuner and IF Strip
To improve reliability many engineers replaced the
Ferguson SC4 tuner with an ELC1043/05. Now that the
latter is no longer available the situation has been reversed. It's obvious that the SC4 has been modified — far
fewer fail than was the case a year or two ago. The r.f.
amplifier stage appears to be the most vulnerable stage,
and thunderstorms can wreak havoc. The tuner is followed by an eight-pin Plessey SL1430 or SL1432 i.f.
preamplifier chip, IC50. This can be responsible for a
peculiar fault: the signal fades into severe noise patterning. Where an SL1430 is used this must be replaced. If an
SL1432 is fitted, try connecting a 220k11 resistor from pin
1 to chassis before condemning the chip. Note that these
two chips are not interchangeable.
The rest of the i.f. strip is centred around a TDA2540
chip, 1051. This is highly reliable, though lightning damage can include this device. Less reliable is the 12V
regulator chip IC621. Lack-lustre performance, shifting
grey scale and weak sound are the symptoms during this
device's dying throes. The replacement should be well
supplied with heatsink compound. As previously mentioned, picture fade out can be caused by a dry-joint on
the chopper transformer's c.r.t. heater supply pins. We've
had fade out followed after a few seconds by fade in.
Checks by Muting
A trouble-shooting tip relating to the TDA3560 colour
decoder chip IC601 requires the use of a small 1.5V torch
cell. If you suspect that the cause of a picture disturbance
is in the pre-RGB output stage areas, the internal RGB
switches in IC601 can be operated by applying 1.5V at pin
5 of plug 18 on the rear edge of the signals panel. If the
resultant blank raster is undisturbed (wind up the brightness a little) it's likely that the RGB output stages are o.k.
This method does not kill the sync input to the sync
processor chip, so the timebases remain synchronised. It
can also be used to mute the sound i.f. (but not to disable
the demodulator, the volume control or the audio output
stage(s)) by applying 1.5V to point C (point W with the
PC1551 and PC1561 signals panels) and also to mute the
vision i.f. by applying 1.5V to point K. The ability to
isolate trouble by using this simple switching technique
can be a real time-saver.
RGB Output Stages
The major source of trouble on the c.r.t. base panel has
always been the tendency of the BF460 RGB output
transistors TR654/5/6 to go short-circuit base-to-emitter.
The effect of this on the receiver's performance is not
immediately apparent, though it does cause a very slight
shift in the grey-scale, the direction depending on which of
the transistors has failed. It also causes vision bii77 on
sound by putting video on the 12V line. The long term
effect however is that the RGB output stages' green LED
biasing diode D657 will be slowly destroyed. This results
in a rise in the voltage across D657, with a corresponding
decrease in brightness until the tube is eventually cut off.
Replacing D657 will restore the vision but not cure the
fault. Measuring the current flowing through D657 will
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produce a reading of 90mA instead of the correct 2530mA. Finding which transistor of the three is faulty is a
simple ohmmeter job. The normal voltage across D657 is
2.1V.
Failure of one of the driver transistors TR651/2/3 will
flood the relevant gun, i.e. failure of TR651 will produce a
blue flood etc.
Sound Problems
Sound problems with the TX10 are very few. L531
(later L561) occasionally requires a tweak to stop slight
intercarrier buzz and you get the odd rattling loudspeaker,
but generally the audio section is trouble free.
Remote Control
Problems with the remote control system, where fitted,
can produce the occasional complaint that the normalised
volume setting steadily rises. The answer to this is to
change D101 to a silicon type — Ferguson's widely used
PH425 is ideal. Spurious remote-control system operation
is another problem that's given the writer more than a few
headaches over the years. Sudden unwanted changes of
volume, contrast, saturation, brightness or channel, or
equally mysterious dropping into the standby mode, are
symptoms of impulsive interference getting into the remote control processing circuitry and being interpreted as
commands Internal sparking in the receiver can do this —
due to a defective focus unit for example, or imperfect
Aquadag contact — but the interference can also come
from the mains. Ferguson's answer to this is to add a link
beneath board PC1515 from pin 12 of IC101 (SAA5012)
to the earthy end of C106. This diminishes the amount of
transient pickup in the earth tracks and prevents interference clocking itself into the SAA5012.
In receivers that use the PC1548 remote control receiver board striations can occur due to inadequate
decoupling — change C915 to 10µF. The SAA5012's clock
oscillator on panel PC1536 can sometimes fail to start — it
often does so when the set has aged. The result is loss of
text. Changing R1131 to 47kt/ will restore the vital
signals. Another peculiar fault in some sets equipped with
teletext is loss of sync due to poor contact at pin 3 of
SK19A, as a result of which the looped through sync
signal on the text panel is lost.
Tuning Drift
Finally, tuning drift with eight-channel remote-control
TX1Os can sometimes be baffling, all channels but one
showing the fault. The cause of this is a leaky diode that
couples the voltage from the slider of a tuning potentiometer to the tuning line. It doesn't matter when the leaky
diode is the one in use, but when another channel is
selected the diode will affect the turning voltage, causing
random drift as its reverse leakage current varies.
The Tube
There must be many TX1Os that have been put aside
due to failing tubes and/or obscure faults. The 30AX
tubes used in this chassis are expensive to replace but give
an impressive performance when new, especially with
teletext. Retubing a TX10 is a good proposition when the
replacement tube is not too expensive and performs to the
original standard — sadly very few of them do.
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TV Fault Finding
Philips G11 Chassis
Hum ripple on the 153V h.t. supply is a common fault on
these sets. If it occurs after the BU208A line output
transistor has gone short-circuit either the BD201 active
filter transistor is leaky or one of the safety resistors in this
circuit is open-circuit. Otherwise C4040 (40AF) or maybe
C4029 (470AF) has dried up. Scope checks are helpful
here: look for 12V of 100Hz ripple across C4029 and 1V
of 100Hz ripple (with minimal line ripple) across C4040.
P.B.
Grundig GSC100 Chassis
There was foldover at the bottom of the screen and
cramping at the top. The +D supply to the field timebase
module was slightly low at 17V instead of 18.5V. This is
derived from the line output transformer, so I checked the
e.h.t. by measuring the voltage at pin C of the transformer. This was also low and adjustment of the width
control HS had no effect. The width control is mounted
on the e.h.t. control module and checks here revealed
that R2522 (2.2kf) which is in series with the control had
P.B.
gone high in value.
Luxor SX9 Chassis
This set wouldn't give a real-time clock display on ITV.
We scratched our heads over this one, as did Luxor's UK
technical department. The Swedish head office knew the
answer right away however. The customer had programmed an unused page number into the text memory.
The number was used on each channel except ITV, which
meant that the text decoder was searching for something
that didn't exist. This was confusing to the clock. M.D.
Ferguson TX90 Chassis
The complaint with this set was tripping. We'd not
previously had this problem with the TX90, but when we
checked the power supply we found that the h.t. was high.
A resistor that had gone high in value, causing poor
regulation, was suspected. We were surprised to find that
R225 (33k12) and R222 (10kil) were both open-circuit.
M.D.
Philips 14TX3504 (TX3 Chassis)
This set suffered from field collapse. We found that the
field driver transistor's load resistor R423 (33kfl), which is
M.D.
fed from the 110V rail, had gone open-circuit.
Philips 1OCK1120
These sets are proving to be very reliable. We've sold
about 120 of them and the only fault we've had was when
T9629 (BUZ71) in the battery converter unit went shortcircuit due to dry-joints around the line output stage.
M.D.
ITT CVC1150 Chassis
There was a dark screen though the sound was o.k.
Checks around the colour decoder chip showed that the
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and Nick Beer
amplitude of the sandcastle pulse was low at 8V. When we
lifted the field blanking at pin 18 of the TDA1940 chip a
picture with flyback lines appeared. Clamping diode D402
M.D.
(1N4148) had gone leaky.
Philips KT3 Chassis
The picture would occasionally oscillate in size. It was a
very intermittent fault and quite a time was required to
M.D.
prove that the tripler was the cause.
Philips G8 Chassis (550 Series)
The fault report on this set was "loses brightness during
the evening: a tap on the cabinet four inches from the lefthand side used to provide a cure but no longer does". The
set was found to be working normally and thoughts turned
to the 12V zener diode in the beam limiter circuit. Poor
connections on plug J to the line scan unit were the cause
B.R.
of the trouble however.
Some Mitsubishis
Mitsubishi Model CP1424B: The trouble with this set was
vertical ringing at the left-hand side of the screen. The
cause was a poor earth connection to 0905 (33AF) in the
power supply section, close to the line driver.
Mitsubishi CT186: There was no luminance though the
chroma was all right and the contrast control had some
effect. The voltage at pins 16/17/18 of IC101 should be
11.8V but was found to be about 15V and varying. The
cause of the fault was the 2SC2236 12V regulator transistor Q231.
Mitsubishi CT2101: For poor remote control operation
check first that the infra-red window is of the modified,
slightly larger type. Then if necessary replace the line filter
coil L992 in the power input circuit with the modified
type.
Mitsubishi CT2227BM: For no sound or raster first check
the mains input circuitry. If this is in order check the 1.t.
supply at the remote control panel — the safety resistor
R7A0 (1.2fl) tends to go open-circuit.
Mitsubishi CT2027TX: In the event of no sound or
intermittent sound check for a high-resistance connection
at pin 4 of IC351 (APC2002) — preferably replace the chip
as a precaution. No colour or intermittent loss of colour
can be due to the RGB demodulator but the usual cause is
a leaky blanking diode, D209 (1S2076) — check by replacement.
J.C.
Sony KV2752 (RX Chassis)
I've had a very interesting fault on these sets on three
occasions during the past year. Customers complain of no
remote control operation and no teletext. The clue to
what's wrong is that the 6V supply is slightly low at 5V.
When I first encountered the problem I suspected the
teletext board and found that the remote control system
worked when the board was unplugged — the 6V supply
returned to normal. A new teletext panel made no
difference however. To cut a long story short the culprit
turned out to be C655 (220µF) on the power board.
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Replacing it cleared the faults. On one occasion the same
capacitor blanked out the picture, leaving just a vertical
J.S.R.
moving line down the centre of the screen.
Sony RM Chassis
This set would work for five minutes after which the
picture disappeared. Voltage checks revealed that in the
fault condition the —30V supply was missing. The cause
was that coil L810 went open-circuit when the set warmed
J.S.R.
up.
Beovision 33XX Chassis
Here are a few faults we've had with these sets:
(1) Grey-scale tracking variations were caused by 4R18
(1.8M11) which had gone high in value. It's mounted on
the c.r.t. base panel.
(2) The remote control handset volume button worked
correctly but sound mute didn't. Replacing diode 1D4 on
the tuner/i.f. panel cured the trouble.
(3) Pulsing on and off was traced to loose screws on the
chopper transistor 6TR1.
(4) No luminance can be caused by high-resistance contacts on the tuner/i.f. contact strip or the same item in the
decoder. It can also, often intermittently, be caused by
dry-joints on the inductors that form the luminance delay
line.
(5) An insensitive remote control handset was due to one
J.L.H.
of the LEDs being open-circuit.
Tandberg CTV3 Chassis
Pumping on this chassis can be caused by failure of any
one of a dozen components on the line output panel. High
on the list of items to check for this condition is diode
CR738 on the power supply panel. An RS BYW56 is a
satisfactory replacement for the BY127 used in this posiJ.L.H.
tion.
Salora Models 1F3K and 1F0
When the memory crashes with remote control versions of
these sets the result is a picture that lacks punch — for want
of a better word. The adjustments can be restored as
follows:
(1) Set the customer controls to mid-position.
(2) Adjust the brightness, contrast, colour and sound to
the required levels using the remote control handset.
(3) Press the front button on the /LP board.
(4) Press the normal button on the remote control
handset.
J.L.H.
(5) Press the store button on the TV set twice.
Panasonic TC2213
Difficulty in selecting a channel using either the channel
change button or the remote control handset, coupled
with difficulty in storing a station, was corrected by
replacing the TMS3452N2L chip. Remember to take antiJ.L.H.
static precautions when changing it.
Sony KV2752
A new and rather nasty fault on one of these sets pu77led
us recently for quite a few hours. It occurred on the RX
chassis but the effect is the same with the PE version. The
symptoms were a blank raster with sound present. Extensive checks were made around the TDA3562A colour
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decoder chip IC301 but nothing amiss was found. The
correct signals were entering the chip and the sandcastle
pulse at pin 7 was of exactly the correct shape. Feeling
that IC301 just had to be faulty we decided to change it,
but this made no difference. Eventually we decided to
replace IC551 (TDA2578A) which contains the sandcastle
pulse generator circuit. The pulse now looked exactly the
same but was of greater amplitude. To our relief this
restored the picture. Another example of an easy fault —
R.V. and D.B.
once you know what it is!
Philips/Pye KT3/30/35 Chassis
One of these sets suddenly refused to produce a picture,
leaving just a smear of chroma. The trouble was that all
voltages and waveforms seemed to be in order and panel
swapping made no difference. There was a strange
waveform on the —20V line at C464 (100µ,F) however.
The —20V supply reservoir capacitor C586 (100µ,F) was
the cause of the trouble — it had gone open-circuit.
B.McC.
Some Quickies
Thorn 9600 Chassis: This set came in dead. We found that
one of the rectifiers (W518, type SKE2G2/02) fed from
the chopper transformer was badly leaky — almost shortcircuit in fact.
Thorn 1694 Chassis: This monochrome portable had lost
its picture. The e.h.t. overwinding was getting warm
because the e.h.t. rectifier, which is built into it, was
short-circuit. A new overwinding put the set right.
GEC PIL Chassis: Another dead set — this time the line
J.O.
output transistor was short-circuit.
Sony KX2OPS1 Monitor
This set had an overbright picture with flyback lines. R638
(270k1Z) in the first anode network on the tube base was
N.B.
open-circuit.
Sony KX27PS1 Monitor
When a signal was fed in via the BNC video input socket
there was no display. The sound was o.k. and a raster was
present. Going out to the job I had visions of faulty leads/
plugs etc. but everything appeared to be in order. Buffer
N.B.
transistor Q352 turned out to be short-circuit.
Panasonic TC2205 (U2 Chassis)
Panasonic manuals can cause almost as much trouble as a
faulty set. In this case the c.r.t. was cut off and we
eventually traced the cause to the diodes in the 12V
regulator transistor's base circuit — they were both leaky.
This is in fact a not uncommon problem with these sets.
But the circuit diagram in the manual shows both these
diodes as ordinary types, the parts list says they are both
zener diodes (no voltage given) while the board layout
diagram shows one as being a zener diode and the other
not. In fact they are both 6V zener diodes and the
blanking circuit is fussy about this — the correct types
should be fitted. I proved the point by using two 6.2V
zener diodes.
N.B.
Sony KX2OPS1 Monitor
Intermittent chroma dropout was corrected by adjusting
N.B.
the PAL delay potentiometer RV308.
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TV Fault Finding
Philips CP110 Chassis
I've had a few cases where, when the chopper transistor
has failed, two of the diodes in the bridge rectifier and the
chopper control chip have failed as well. In this particular
case however the 210V supply rectifier had gone shortcircuit. When I switched on again I was rewarded with an
over-bright monochrome picture: the transistors in the
green output stage had gone short-circuit and the resulting
high voltage had taken R3445, R3410, D6406, T7413 and
R3416. Had there been a thunder storm perhaps?
The problem with another of these sets was field
foldover that varied as the chassis was flexed. No dryjoints could be seen, so attention was directed to the top
of the board. The area around C2574 was most sensitive
to probing and when this electrolytic was removed the
cause of the problem could be seen — it had lost its
P.B.
electrolyte all over the board.
Grundig CUC2410 Chassis
This set had no picture as the RGB output stages weren't
being driven. The anti-screen-burn circuit was coming into
action though the field hadn't collapsed. A check on the
field output waveform revealed that it was about half the
normal size, which was reasonable as the supply was only
P.B.
10V. R525 (0.3311) had gone high-resistance.
Philips/Pye System 4 Chassis
The customer reported that the set would go dead. Our
field engineer went out and resoldered the connections to
the line output transformer, but as this didn't provide a
cure the set was brought into the workshop. On test we
found that the set lost its picture, but not sound, every
ten-fifteen minutes or so. When the fault was present
there were no video waveforms at the c.r.t., nor at the
outputs of the TDA3561A colour decoder chip IC7150.
The latter was receiving its inputs but the sandcastle pulse
was 9V with the fault present, 10V otherwise. This gave
us a clue: we suspected the TDA3650 field timebase chip
IC7110. Fitting a replacement made no difference however. We next found that the 26V supply at pin 13 rose
when the fault was present while the voltage at pin 4 fell
to 12V. The flyback booster diode D6107 between these
pins was going leaky intermittently./
I've had the equivalent diode D6400 in the CTX chassis
cause trouble, but in this case the symptom is field
S.A.F.
collapse, not chopping off the video.
Grundig 6445 (GSC200 Chassis)
This was a real Grunpig snorter of a fault. The channel
indicator was on but there was no sound or picture and
the set was apparently tripping at a rate of about twice a
second. Symptoms like these usually indicate a dry-joint, a
faulty thyristor or the occasional defective capacitor, but
not this time. Even the reliable line output and commutator transformers were tried. As a secondary symptom we
found that all the 1.t. supplies were low at about 9V. This
should have pointed us in the right direction but a certain
amount of time was spent checking with external 1.t.
supplies connected. One thing we discovered was that the
set worked with an external 13V supply connected to the
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line oscillator but went off again as soon as this supply was
disconnected. Diode D637 (1N4001) which provides isolation between the start-up supply and the other 1.t. supplies
C.A.
at switch on was open-circuit.
Philips K30 Chassis
This set was a real dinger having been messed about with
in the region of the EW amplifier transistors on the
mother board. I nearly gave up when I suddenly realised
that the transistor markings are printed incorrectly on the
panel. Inserting them the correct way round put matters
H.MacM.
right.
Decca 100 Chassis
Severe ringing and poor luminance looked very like a
mistuned i.f. stage but we eventually found that the 47µF
luminance coupling capacitor C208 on the colour decoder
H.MacM.
panel had gone very low in value.
Philips G11 Chassis
No sound or raster was due to no little trouble in the line
generator circuit. The TDA2590Q chip had split apart,
D2015 was short-circuit and C2001 (100AF) had
H.MacM.
exploded.
Grundig 7400
This set suffered from vertical shading on the screen.
There were two vertical green bars with a bright-up on the
edge, one roughly in the centre of the screen and the
other towards the right-hand side. The cause of the
problem was that C632 (220µF) had gone rotten. It's the
reservoir capacitor for the 27V supply, which was low at
22V. The problem was made more confusing because
another dealer had attempted to solve it by advancing the
HS control to give 59V instead of 54V at point C on the
line output transformer. This gave the impression of no
M.D.
EW correction, so a lot of time was wasted.
Ferguson TX100 Chassis
This was the first of these sets that has come our way. The
problem was fairly simple — no red because the 1001(11
feedback resistor R609 in the red output stage had gone
M.D.
open-circuit.
Pye 2260 (Philips CTX-E Chassis)
This set came in dead. The mains fuse had blown and the
surge limiter resistor R3291 (4.711) was open-circuit. A
quick check showed that the bridge rectifier had gone
short-circuit negative to one a.c. leg. We replaced these
parts and switched on. Result: the set tripped. Replacing
the sync chip IC7375 (TDA2577) cured that but the set
then had a blank raster with no sound. We found that the
TDA2541 i.f. chip IC7151 had no supply at pin 11 because
R3153 had gone open-circuit. Replacing this resistor
restored the voltage at pin 11 but there was still no
improvement. A new TDA2541 produced a ghost outline
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of snow and we next found that the video emitter-follower
T7148 (BC548) was also short-circuit. Replacing this gave
us more snow. R3103 which feeds 12V to the tuner was
open-circuit. After this had been replaced there was a nice
snowy picture with no sound. 83170 in the 12V feed to
the TBA120S intercarrier sound chip had gone opencircuit. With a replacement fitted the set worked but it
was impossible to stop it searching and make it store
channels This proved to be due to the MSM5840M-63R3
microcomputer chip on the remote control panel. The
customer thought that the set simply had a blown
M.D.
fuse . . .

was coming into operation — in the fault condition Q652
and Q651 were both on. The set was switched off to
deactivate the protection and a voltmeter was connected
to the base of Q652. When we switched on the voltage
was correct at approximately —0.3V but after a few
minutes it started to rise slowly until it reached about 2V
when Q652 switched on and shut down the power supply.
The protection circuit comes into operation when the
voltages in the line output stage are excessive. Sensing is
via the 18V zener diode D653. The problem was that this
I.B.
device was leaky.

Thorn 9000 Chassis
Sanyo CTP6102
This oldie suffered from very intermittent field jump with
occasional rolling. The problem was eventually cured by
replacing the transistors in the field oscillator circuit, Q401
(2SA564) and Q402 (2SC536), although they measured
M.D.
perfectly.

Pye 3030 (Philips NC3 Chassis)
Intermittent picture failure with this almost new set was
M.D.
traced to a dry-joint on R608 (18,Q).

The power supply was tripping and the two beam limiter
resistors R724/5 were overheating — the classic signs of
tripler failure. So a new tripler was fitted, along with a
couple of new resistors, and the set was tried again. This
time the power supply stopped tripping, the sound returned and the c.r.t.'s heaters lit up, indicating correct
timebase operation. R725 once again overheated however, due to a high negative voltage from the clipper diode
in the tripler via R724. The line output transformer had to
be replaced because of interwinding leakage between the
e.h.t. overwinding and the other coil on the same bobbin.
C.D.

Sanyo CTP4100 (79P Chassis)
The picture brightness varied — it would become bright
enough to produce flyback lines and poor focusing.
Checks revealed that the tube's first anode supply was
varying and we then noticed a glow near one end of R363
(270k0, 1W). This resistor forms part of the first anode
supply network and was going open-circuit, causing voltage variations at one end of the first anode supply
I.B.
potentiometer VR361.

Panasonic TC1475 (Z1 Chassis)
The only sign of life with this set was a whine from the
switch-mode power supply. Protection diode D854 (R2G)
on the 103V line was found to be short-circuit. Incidentally this diode isn't listed in the parts list — the part
number is just R2G. Another diode was fitted and the set
was run up on a variac. At around 145V input the set
would come on from standby, but with the 103V line at
140V. The cause was a faulty chopper chip IC801
(STR55041-M). When this was replaced everything
I.B.
worked fine.

Ferguson TX10 Chassis
The problem with this set was a faint vertical white line
approximately four inches from the left-hand side of the
screen. The cause was found as soon as the set's back
cover was removed. The RGB and earth leads that run
from the right side end of the upright signals panel to the
c.r.t. base panel were incorrectly routed. Instead of being
clipped along the upper edge of the signals panel before
going to the c.r.t. base PCB they were resting on the main
panel close to the line output transformer. Just moving the
leads a few centimetres away from the transformer, e.g.
by hinging down the signals panel, cleared the
I.B.
problem.

Sony KV1400
This set would work for about twenty minutes then go
dead. We found that the power supply protection circuit
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Nikkai BG001
With a dead set you might find the fuse open-circuit or
intact. If the set starts up with heavy tripping when the
Avo 8 (on a.c.) is connected to the cathode of Q811 or the
junction of R812/3 and continues to do this we've found
that either R812 or R813 is open-circuit — the manual for
sets sold in Ireland may read R812 and R828 or just R883.
In one case the raster shrank by an inch all round then
went dim with the h.t. down at about 80V. Q815 was
J.R.A.
open-circuit.

Hitachi CPT2626
This set suffered from an intermittently snowy picture.
Tapping the tuner indicated that it had a dry-joint, so a
new one was fitted. Within a few seconds the set went into
standby with R717 in the 12V rail open-circuit. Another
tuner was tried, with a new R717, and while fitting this we
noticed that the row of wire links near the tuner in fact
passed partly below it: one end of one of them had
popped up a bit while desoldering the tuner so that it
shorted to the tuner's body when the new unit was fitted —
why do these things happen to us?!
This was not the end of the story however. We now had
a whistle on sound, pitched at about middle C. It appeared only at the mid-range of the volume rocker bar
and the rotary analogue control had no effect on it. The
big can of microfarads was applied to all rails in the audio
and i.f. areas with no effect (don't forget to switch off,
discharge, connect and switch on each time!). We then
found that the whistle wobbled while changing channels
with the remote control unit, and that volume up/down
raised and lowered the pitch. Adding microfarads to the
remote control receiver panel did nothing. Increasing the
value of C428 which decouples the d.c. volume control
voltage from 4.7p,F to 47,uF provided an 80 per cent cure,
so we settled for 100p.F. The set had to be sent out before
we could scope across C428 to see the frequency and
waveform coming from the control panel. Can anyone
J.R.A.
add to this?
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Servicing the Sanyo Models CTP7130/1/2
John Coombes
Many Sanyo sets produced over the period 1981-1985
were fitted with the 80P series chassis. There were
however several different versions of the chassis, involving
a number of component variations. The main changes
come with different tube sizes. The present article is based
on Models CTP7130, CTP7131 and CTP7132 which are
fitted with the A56-540X 22in. c.r.t.
No Sound or Raster
No sound or raster is the most common fault symptom
so we'll deal with this first. The simplest initial check to
make is to see whether the c.r.t.'s heaters are alight. If
they are the power supply and line timebase are functioning. Check whether C253 (47AF) and/or C241 (0.01µF) is
short-circuit. These capacitors decouple the supply to the
colour decoder chip and will pull down the 1.t. supplies if
shorted.
If the c.r.t.'s heaters are not alight, check whether the
145V h.t. supply is present at point 4B1 on the main
board. If this supply is present, check out the line
timebase as follows.
Check for the presence of a squarewave signal at the
base of the line driver transistor 0461 (2SC2482). Absence of this waveform casts suspicion on the LA7800
sync/timebase generator chip IC401 which should be
checked by replacement. If this fails to restore the drive
waveform, check whether this i.c. is receiving its 12V
supply at pin 15. If not, R458 (2.7k11) could be opencircuit or C458 (100µF) short-circuit. If the 12V supply is
present check whether a sawtooth waveform is present at
pin 2. Absence of this waveform should lead to checks on
the line hold control VR901 (30011) — check the condition of its carbon track; on the line phase control VR451
(5k11) which should be checked by replacement; on R452
(12k1Z) which could be open-circuit; and on C451
(5,600pF) which could be open- or short-circuit. If the
sawtooth waveform is present at pin 2 of IC401 check
whether the driver transistor Q461 is short-circuit or its
base feed resistor R450 (33011) is open-circuit.
If there's a squarewave drive at the base of Q461 move
on to check for the presence of a drive signal at the base
of the line output transistor Q462 (2SD871A). Correct
drive here could indicate that Q462 is open-circuit or that
the line output transformer T471 is defective. No
waveform at the base of Q462 could indicate that this
transistor is short-circuit, that the line driver transformer
T461 has an open-circuit winding or thy-jointed pin or
that its feed resistor R462 (33012) is open-circuit. In the
latter event the decoupling capacitor C463 (22AF) could
be short-circuit.
Note that failure of the line output transistor Q462 can
be caused by a dry-joint on the heatsink support tag.
Resolding will cure this.
Power Supply Troubles
If there's no 145V h.t. supply at point 4B1, move over
to the power supply section. The circuit is shown in Fig. 1.
It's basically a Siemens type self-oscillating chopper circuit, with transistors Q302/3 acting as a thyristor which
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when triggered by the waveform developed across R313
switches the chopper transistor 0304 off. Chopper transformer T301 provides mains isolation.
The first thing to check in the power supply is the mains
fuse F302 (2AT). If this has blown, check the bridge
rectifier diodes D301-4 (4 x RM11C), the associated
protection capacitors C304-7 (1,000pF), the filter capacitors C301 and C309 (both 0.1µF) and the reservoir
capacitor C308 (200AF).
If F302 is o.k. check the d.c. fuse F301 (1A). The usual`
cause of this having blown is the chopper transistor 0304
(2SD1279) or C315 (2,700pF) in the snubber network
going short-circuit. Other items to check if necessary are
the three other transistors in the circuit, Q301 (2SC536),
0302 (2SA1246) and Q303 (2SC2274) — check these by
replacement — zener diode D305 (EQA02-08RG), the
145V rectifier D323 (GFS-30G or 3JH61), diodes D307
and D308 (both type ES-1), C314 (220AF) and, if fitted,
C326 (2,700pF). If these items are all in order suspect the
chopper transformer T301 of having shorted turns.
If F301 is intact, check the voltage across C308. If there
is no voltage here check the mains input circuitry, the on/
off switch and the filter coils L301/2. If C308 has some
300V across it, check Q303 (2SC2274), D306 (ES-1),
C329 (150µF), C469 (47AF), R318 (0.3311), R315 (3911),
R302 (4701(4 R314 (1811), and T301 for being opencircuit. If a reading of 300V is obtained between the
collector and emitter of the chopper transistor 0304 it's
open-circuit. R302 can be dry-jointed and can go high in
value.
C312 (10AF) smooths the supply for the error detector
transistor Q301 which, with zener diode D305, sets the
d.c. conditions for the trigger transistors 0302/3. If C312
looses capacitance the set will be erratic in starting up.
Check it by replacement.
Field Faults
For field collapse, first check that IC401 has 12V at pin
12. If not, check zener diode D412 (EQA02-11D), R400
(15011) and C411 (470AF). The most common cause of
field collapse however is failure of the field output transistors Q442 (2SD843) and Q443 (2513753). One or both
may have failed — check them by substitution. The
LA7800 chip or the field driver transistor 0441 (2SC2002)
could be responsible — again check by substitution. We've
had R441 (47011), R442 (47012) or R437 (1.512) go opencircuit and C443 (0.18µF) or C444 (4,700pF) go shortcircuit. The scan coils can go open-circuit.
For lack of height (may be all right with the height
control VR431 at maximum) check the field output
transistors Q442/3, then if necessary check R4105 (680)
and R4106 (3314 These resistors are in series with the
15V regulator transistor on the scan correction panel.
They can go open-circuit and dry-joints can occur in, this
area. In later models these resistors are wirewound types.
No Sound
For no sound, first check for an open-circuit loudspeaker. Then check that the LA4250 audio amplifier chip
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Fig. 1: The Siemens type self-oscillating chopper circuit used in Sanyo Models CTP7130, CTP7131 and CTP7132 — the 22in,
sets in the 80P chassis series. When chopper transistor 0304 conducts, current flows via R313, R318, 0304 and the primary
winding on T301. When the negative-going sawtooth voltage thus developed across R313 reaches a certain level Q302/0303
switch on, shorting the base and emitter of 0304 via C314 so that it switches off. Q302/3 also switch off. The next cycle of
operation occurs when the secondary winding rectifiers cease to conduct and feedback from winding 8/10 of T301 to the
base of 0304 switches it on again. The supply provided by D306/C312 depends on the voltage conditions in the circuit and
serves as feedback for the error detector transistor 0301.

IC171 has 30V at pin 2. If this supply is missing, check
D321 (ERC44-04) and C321 (1,000µF). If necessary check
IC171 by replacement, check whether C179 (1,000µF) is
open-circuit, check the volume control VR908 (50k11)
then if still in trouble replace the M51356P i.f. chip IC101.

Sync Problems
For sync problems check IC401 (LA7800) by replacement. No or poor line sync can also be caused by a
defective pulse shaper transistor — Q421 (2SC536).

The 4.43MHz crystal X261 can also be responsible for
loss of colour. Check it by replacement. The associated
trimmer VC261 may be misadjusted. Other possible
causes of loss of colour are failure of the pulse shaper
transistor Q231 (2SC536); R225 (2.21(0) going opencircuit; the chroma delay line L242 being open-circuit or
dry-jointed; and VR240 (3k0) going open-circuit or having a defective track. If still in trouble check that the line
hold control VR901 is set correctly and if necessary check
IC401 (LA7800) by replacement.

No digit Display
Tuning Drift
For tuning drift check D701 (APC574J) by replacement.
Other possibilities are Q705 (2SC945A) and R713 (150fl)
which can change value or go open-circuit intermittently.
If the drift occurs on one channel only, check the tuning
potentiometers VR791-8 (10010 by replacement. This
problem can also be caused by diodes D791-8 (type
1S1555). To check, tune the potentiometers to one channel: when the drift stops you've found the culprit.
The tuner can also be responsible for tuning drift.

Colour Faults
For no colour the first item to check is the M51393P
colour decoder chip IC201, by replacement. The voltage
at point 2N should vary from 0-13V with the setting of the
colour control. If there is no variation or intermittent
variation, replace VR905 (10ka). IC201 is mounted in a
holder. If the pins of the chip or the holder are dirty you
can get no colour, intermittent loss of colour, colour
flaring on red, blue or green, loss of one colour, low
contrast or background colouring on lowlights.
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For no digit display, first check LD1751 (E1581L) by
replacement. Check whether IC701 (AN5011) has 6V at
pin 11. If this voltage is missing, check D708 (EQB01-06)
and R718 (681/). If necessary check IC701 by
replacement.

The 80P Chassis
The 80P is a compact chassis with much of the circuitry
incorporated in a small group of i.c.s, IC101 i.f., IC201
colour decoder, IC171 audio amplifier and IC401 sync/
timebase generator. It's used in 14, 20, 22 and 26in.
models. The 20in. models CIP6130, CTP6131 and
C1P6132 are similar to the 7130/1/2 covered in this article
but there are important differences. For example the
chopper transformer has two output windings providing
110V and 18V lines. In the power supply R302 is 330k1/,
R313 is 2.21/, C308 if 100µF and F301 0.8A. The scan
correction panel is omitted and the line output transistor is
type 2SD869. There are numerous other component
differences, so when working on these sets it's important
to have the correct circuit diagram to hand.
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The Sony Trinitron Tube
Nick Beer
The Trinitron colour tube, designed by and used exclusively by Sony in all its colour receivers, was the first to
have an in-line gun arrangement. It has a single gun
assembly with three cathodes mounted in line horizontally, a striped-phosphor screen, an aperture grill with
vertical slots instead of the traditional type of
shadowmask, and a faceplate with cylindrical rather than
parabolic curvature. The Trinitron tube produces a very
good display - some people, including the author, would
say the best. There are sound technical reasons for
making this claim, for example the design of the large
electron lens which provides excellent resolution. An
advantage of the cylindrical in comparison with the traditional parabolic faceplate is the fact that most of the
external light that falls on it is reflected away from instead
of towards the viewer, thus improving the. contrast and
reducing eye strain. The Black Trinitron introduced a
couple of years ago gives a further improvement in this
respect (the faceplate has been darkened to a black colour).
Since the first Trinitron tubes appeared in the UK in
the late sixties there has not been a great deal of change in
the design, though a number of improvements have been
introduced. More recently we have had the Black
Trinitron mentioned above and the Pan-focus gun which
gives uniform focusing over the entire screen area, eliminating any need for dynamic focusing.

The Trinitron Gun
Fig. 1 shows the basic Trinitron gun arrangement. Note
that the beams cross over during their passage through the
electron lens system. We have used the traditional UK
Al, 2, 3 etc. system of electrode identification though
Sony prefers Gl, G2 (A1) etc. which is really more
logical. Conventional tubes generally employ what is
Convergence
Focus
A2 A3 A4 electrodes

Aperture grill
1

fps
Cathodes

M]

L LT-

Fig. 1: The Trinitron's internal arrangements.

Fig. 2: Inputs to the various electrodes.
406

Screen

referred to as bipotential focusing, i.e. the first anode
(Al, G2) is at about 800V while the focus electrode is at
around 20 per cent of the final anode voltage (e.h.t.).
With the Trinitron the Al (G2) voltage is about 200800V, the focus electrode (A3, G4) is at around 350-800V
while A2 and A4 are internally connected to the e.h.t.
voltage. The convergence electrodes act as an electron
prism, deflecting the beams after their cross-over in the
electron lens to ensure convergence at the aperture grill.
This is where the horizontal static convergence voltage is
applied. Most of you will have seen the large H stat
controls in Sony TV sets. By adjusting this control well
away from its correct setting you can see the effects of
incorrect RGB beam convergence.
In the earliest Trinitron tubes the convergence voltage
was applied via a connection on the tube's neck - you may
recall the rubber boots on the neck of the tube in the
KV1300! Subsequently connection was made by means of
a two connection e.h.t. cap. In the latest tubes an external
connection is not required at this end. Instead the
arrangement is as follows. A high resistance (IBR) is
incorporated in the neck of the tube, between the final
anode and the convergence electrode. The potentiometer
to control the horizontal static convergence voltage is
connected to the earthy end of the IBR, enabling the
connection to be made through a pin at the tube's base.
To improve corner focusing a "double astigmatic" lens
is now used. What this means is that the holes in the G1
plate, which provides prefocusing, are now oval instead of
circular. To improve the focus from the centre to the edge
with large-screen tubes the Pan-focus system has been
introduced. This involves a change in the position and
angles of the cathodes and makes it unnecessary to apply
a parabolic dynamic focus waveform to the focus
electrode.
Tube flashovers can destroy costly devices in the associated circuitry, though they don't usually damage the
tube itself. They tend to occur during only the first 100
hours or so of tube use. A flashover consists of a discharge
from one of the high-voltage electrodes to one at a lower
potential. To protect the external circuits the latest tubes
employ Peak Current Elements (PCEs), which are basically high-impedance resistors, within the tube. There are
two of these, one from A4 to A2 and the other in series
with A3. In the event of a flashover a very high voltage
will be developed across these PCEs, as a result of which
the charge cannot reach the c.r.t. connections and external circuitry.
As with other types of tube the degaussing shield is now
incorporated within the tube. It's made of low-carbon
steel which has low permeability and a thickness of only
0.15mm. This reduces the size and weight of the receiver
and also greatly simplifies tube replacement.

Setting up a Trinitron
Many readers will probably be more interested in the
alignment of Trinitron tubes. In common with the conventional shadowmask tube in its modern form, i.e. with FS
screen etc., the corner convergence and focusing are not
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Fig. 3 (left): Display produced with the yoke pushed forward
for purity adjustment. Complementary colours will be
present between the primary colour areas. Adjust the purity
rings to centralise the red area.
Fig. 4 (right): Areas affected by the methods of adjusting
the purity. (1) Affected by the rings, (2) affected by yoke
positioning, (3) corrected by using disc magnets.

perfect. This is probably a side effect of the struggle to
produce lower cost receivers, with more extras piled in for
the same price. With the Trinitron tube however quite a
lot of twiddling is possible to try to make the picture as
good as possible. We've had our fair share of faulty
(usually not worn out) Trinitron tubes in recent months.
Reliability doesn't seem to be as good as with earlier
versions. Some seem to set up quickly and accurately
while others can take hours to get right. The following
notes are based on Sony's recommendations plus our
practical experience.
The usual reason for alignment is tube replacement.
The deflection yoke will have been removed from the old
glass, as will the three rubber bungs that stabilize the
yoke.
While you are about this it's a good idea to dust out and
clean the cabinet after removing the old glass. The chassis
should also be cleaned — this is much easier when it's out
of the set. Also clean the e.h.t. cap and lead thoroughly.
Standard precautions when handling c.r.t.s should be
observed: wear goggles at all times; discharge the tube
before removal; do not lift the tube by the neck etc.
Transfer the degaussing coils, Aquadag braid etc. to the
new tube, ensuring correct routing and securing of these
items. Then fit the yoke, after first ensuring that the strip
of adhesive fabric under the yoke's securing clamp has
been fitted to the new tube — the new c.r.t. usually comes
without this.
Once the receiver has been restored to operation,
display a red raster from a pattern generator and degauss
the tube. To be sure about this you may prefer to place
the receiver looking west so that there is minimal interference from the Earth's magnetic field. Another point
worth making here for the uninitiated is to make sure that
no extraneous sources of magnetism are present near the
set. Sources can include a loudspeaker, a screwdriver or
an isolation transformer under the bench. Another factor
that can cause problems is a metal-framed bench that has
become magnetised — this is quite often the case. The
effect produced by these sources of magnetism is a purity
error that cannot be shifted.
Purity Adjustment

The next factor to deal with is beam landing. With the
red raster still displayed, square up the display as far as
you can then push the yoke as far forward as possible to
produce the display shown in Fig. 3 — red in the middle
with green and blue on either side. This effect is present
because the deflection angle is incorrect. The red section
of the display should be at the centre of the screen. If it
isn't, use the purity magnets to move it to the correct
position. Move the two purity rings together in a scissor
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Fig. 5: Waveforms present at the dynamic convergence
coils, (a) for vertical axis correction (field rate parabola), (b)
for horizontal axis correction (line rate sinewave).

action. Once the red area has been centred, move the
yoke backwards until a full red raster is obtained. In
practice small purity errors will still be present. Position
the yoke for optimum purity then correct these small
purity errors by using disc magnets that stick on the back
of the c.r.t. — these magnets are available from Sony
under part number 1-452-032-00. They are self-adhesive.
Also available are disc magnets that can be rotated with a
screwdriver to give fine adjustment — part number 1-452094-00. Fig. 4 shows the effects produced by these three
methods of purity correction. Secure the yoke in position
with the three rubber wedges.
Convergence Adjustment

Finally we come to convergence. Display a crosshatch
pattern from a pattern generator to show the convergence
errors present. The aim of convergence is to superimpose
the red, green and blue rasters correctly. Thus errors show
up as red, blue and green edges to the crosshatch pattern.
As with purity adjustment there are three stages.
First comes static convergence. Horizontal static
convergence is carried out by adjusting the voltage applied
to the convergence electrodes in the c.r.t. This affects the
outer blue and red beams, not the centre green beam.
Adjust the H stat control so that the vertical crosshatch
lines are correctly converged at the centre of the screen red and blue on green to give white lines with no colour
separation. Two ring magnets are provided on the tube
neck for vertical static convergence. Adjust the rings
simultaneously for optimum convergence of the horizontal
crosshatch lines at the centre of the raster.
You may find that in addition to the ring magnets there
is an extra magnet, or maybe two extra magnets, at the
base end of the neck. These are known as BMC magnets.
The usual one is mounted horizontally to give a wider
range of H stat adjustment. Move it in or out. In older
sets a second BMC magnet may be mounted vertically to
assist with V stat adjustment. You may find it necessary to
add a BMC magnet when a new c.r.t. has been fitted. If
you do, recheck the purity as a BMC magnet can have
quite an effect on this. Part numbers for BMC magnets
are quoted in the Sony service manuals.
Dynamic convergence corrects errors at the edges of
the screen. With modern flat, square screens corner
convergence is particularly difficult. Dynamic convergence
correction coils are mounted on the yoke, behind the
deflection coils. By altering the amplitude and phase of
the waveforms fed to these coils (see Fig. 5) the beam
deflection angles in these difficult areas can be altered.
Vertical and horizontal correction waveforms are fed to
the coils.
For vertical correction at the top and bottom of the
screen an inverse parabola is used. Its amplitude is
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adjusted by means of the Y bow control. When this
control is incorrectly set there will be separation of the red
and blue horizontal lines to one side at the top and bottom
of the screen.
Horizontal axis correction affects the vertical lines at
the left and right of the screen. The drive waveform is this
time sinusoidal, produced by an LC circuit from a line
frequency pulse. The H tilt control balances the effect of
the correction between the right- and left-hand sides of
the screen by phase shifting the sinewave. The H amp
control adjusts the amount of correction at both sides by
altering the amplitude of the sinewave. The effects are
fairly obvious. Misadjustment of the H amp control shows

up as separation of the RGB lines vertically, at each side.
If the effect is different at each side of the screen the H tilt
control is incorrectly adjusted.
Corner errors, which can be stubborn and particularly
annoying with teletext, can be corrected to some degree
by using Permalloy stick-on magnets (part number X4308-815-0). These are self-adhesive magnets on long
strips of plastic. They are slid under the scan coils and
stuck to the back of the tube. If after fine movement of
these magnets you still have minute errors you will have to
resign yourself to the fact that that's it. Don't waste hours
trying with no evident improvement. Some tubes give
perfect results, others don't — that's modern tubes.

TV Fault Finding

Reports from Roger Burchett, Alfred Damp, Bob
McClenning, Ian Bowden, Nick Beer, J. Olijnyk
and John L. Howard

Rediffusion Mk 3 Chassis
The very large number of these sets in my area are
beginning to suffer from tuning problems. This particularly affects the six-button Rode-Stucky selector unit. It
can be stripped and cleaned, clearing the problem, provided care is taken.
To remove the unit from the set take out two selftapping screws in the front panel. Next remove the
buttons by inserting a small screwdriver in the holes on
the underside of the surrounding moulding and prising
them off. The cover over the switches and lamp is
removed by prising off with a screwdriver in the four slots.
You will find that the circuit board is attached to the
plastic carriage by four screws, two of which are not
immediately obvious as they are covered by plastic plugs.
Remove these and the board is free. The selector unit can
be unsoldered after which the tracks, on a subpanel
riveted at one end of the main panel, are exposed.
Cleaning is then a simple job, with no fear of damaging
R.B.
the plastic. Reassembly is also simple.

were short-circuit, with scorch marks on the panel, and
4R58 (56Q, safety) was open-circuit. When these were
replaced the set started up but there was no raster. The
TDA2532 RGB matrixing chip IC6 on the signals panel
proved to be faulty.
R.B.

Jackson Mk 2 Chassis
The models I've seen fitted with this chassis have come in
the guise of the Triumph 8209. The soldering is not of the
best and it pays to resolder the heavy wound components
(chopper and line output transformers) and to check
carefully with an eyeglass for dry-joints. The main one to
date has been on R29 (271d1) which is mounted under the
board. It tends to be held to the print at one end, with a
"blob" of solder at the other end. Depending on how well
this "blob" makes contact with the print the fault shows
up as a curious slowness for the line to lock, intermittent
line slip with colour drop out, or unlocked lines if you so
much as breathe on the set. If the set is left too long like
this the BU508D line output transistor TR15 will go shortcircuit and soon after R125 (4.752, 2W safety resistor) will
go open-circuit. So if you come across a case of a dead
BU508D in one of these sets, soak test it very carefully
after checking the above points.
Intermittent colour on its own is generally due to a dryjoint on one leg of the crystal.
Spares for these sets are available (trade only) from
Jackson Products Ltd. For the address and telephone
number see under Harwood in the TV/VCR Spares
R.B.
Guide.
Thorn 9600 Chassis
After a very few occurrences of "flickering" — presumably
due to h.t. variations, seeing what happened next — the
mains fuse Fl blew violently. W533 was found to be shortcircuit. This device is a BY299-1000 which is no longer
available. The MR818 is a suitable replacement. Safety
resistor R518 (152) also went open-circuit.
R.B.
Rank T22 Chassis
This one had received amateur attention and was nonoperative. Once the 200V supply had been restored a
check was made on 4R16 (91052) in the 12V regulator
circuit. It was found to be still within tolerance, but 4D5
(BZY88C5V6), 4D6 (BZY88C6V2) and 4D7 (1N4148)
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GEC C2110 Series
For intermittent no colour, sometimes coming and going if
you tap the board, clean the pins of the TBA560 chroma/
luminance processing chip and its holder. A clue is that
the luminance varies as well.
R.B.
Philips CTX-S Chassis
In recent months we've had a number of these sets in with
faulty chroma delay lines (type DL701). Symptoms range
from intermittent loss of colour to permanent no colour or
alternatively severe Hanover blinds. The latter fault can
be tracked down to the delay line by tapping its case.
As in the later KT3 chassis it pays to clean the pins of
the chrominance chip. These can also be responsible for
the no colour symptom when dirty.
R.B.
Philips 2A Chassis
This is becoming a stock fault with these sets. The
reported fault is a dead set and you will normally find that
the BU508 line output transistor is short-circuit. If so
examine C2609 carefully for bulges and arcing around its
legs — this will destroy the BU508. At the same time check
whether R3601 (5.611 safety resistor) is open-circuit. It
supplies the EW modulator. If it is you will usually find
that 02616 has gone open-circuit.
A.D.
Salora 16J20
The problem with this set was no picture, sound o. k. An
article on the TDA3562 colour decoder chip, in the
October 1987 issue, was the key to discovering the cause
of the fault. A scope check on the sandcastle pulse input
at pin 7 of this chip showed that the field component of
the pulse was incorrect. Moving back through the circuit
brought us to transistor TB400 (BC237B) which proved to
be defective. Replacing this brought everything back
perfectly. When scoping the field component of the
sandcastle pulse it helps to remove the other components
by isolating pin 7 of the TDA2594 chip — clearing the
decks so to speak.
B.McC.
Ferguson TX85 Chassis
This set was dead. The mains input fuse had blown, the
TIPL791A chopper transistor had gone short-circuit
collector to emitter and the IEA2018A chopper control/
driver chip had an internal short from its 11V supply input
(pin 6) to its non-isolated chassis connection (pin 2). The
fuse, transistor and chip were replaced and the set was
switched on. It appeared to be working normally, apart
from a scream from the power supply. So the set was
quickly switched off.
A meter was connected to the h.t. output (97.5V) from
the chopper power supply to check that the regulation was
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correct and the set was switched on. The h.t. was correct,
but after about fifteen seconds the fuse blew. We found
that the transistor and the chip had once more failed. A
thorough check was then made on the components in the
power supply. This revealed that R101 (1.2kft, 5W) in the
snubber network across the chopper transistor had gone
open-circuit. When all these items had been replaced the
I.B.
set was o.k.

but no dry-joints or breaks could be found. Very precise
tapping narrowed the source of the fault to the area left of
the tuner, where even slight application of heat and
freezer would instigate it. After a lot more prodding the
cause of the trouble was found to be a break within R179
(100k0). No visible damage could be seen — maybe a poor
N.B.
connection to one end cap?
Tatung 130 Chassis with System 30 RC

Ferguson TX90 Chassis

The customer had complained of intermittent lack of
height which was of course due to dry-joints on the field
output transistors, but when setting up the contrast etc. I
noticed that there was a dark band down the left-hand
side of the picture and severe ringing on low-contrast
scenes. I decided to bridge the electrolytics in the video
circuits and while looking for C132 saw a capacitor with
electrolyte leaking from its top — C132 (10µF, 50V) in
fact. It had a small hole in the underside, visible only after
it was lifted upright. C132 decouples pin 4 (brightness
control) of the µPC1365C colour decoder chip IC103. N.B.
Decca/Tatung 130 Chassis

This set had been in several times for intermittently going
into the standby mode. Several things had been tried — the
tripler, the BU426A chopper transistor, the TDA4600
chopper control chip, etc. As the fault was of such an
intermittent nature I decided to change the line output
transformer, suspecting an internal arc. This put matters
N.B.
right.

This set was stuck on standby. Overriding the momentarymake contact on the mains switch produced the expected
screaming from the line output stage, so the tripler's input
lead was disconnected. When switched on again the set
remained in standby but overriding the momentary-make
contact this time got the set going, without a raster of
course. After fitting a new tripler the set worked but only
with the momentary-make contact overriden. So attention
was turned to the microcomputer control system, which
had probably been dealt a deathly blow by the offending
tripler. Latch-on of the MAB8021 chip didn't operate but
a new MAB8021 didn't improve matters. Replacing the
74LS293N flip-flop chip IR08 did however restore normal
operation. The other clue was that the channel LEDs
N.B.
were corrupt.
Triumph CTV8210

This colour portable suffered from field collapse and the
customer said he'd seen smoke coming from it. Both R930
(100Q) and L905 (4.7mH) were open-circuit. The cause of
the burn up was not far away. C914 (100µF) had a leak
J.O.
that measured about 2kt/.

Decca 80 Chassis

We've had a spate of these recently with no sound and
field collapse due to the relevant supply being absent.
Rectifier diode D400 on the line output panel tends to go
N.B.
short-circuit.
Panasonic TX-C21 (U4 Chassis)

The customer complained that when he turned the sound
up the picture went green! Now these sets have a fair
audio output, but somehow this seemed unlikely. I was
able to instigate the fault however by tapping around —
particularly on the text panel. There were several suspect
joints in the RGB interface section but the actual cause of
the trouble was a peach of a joint at one end of jumper
lead JF which connects pin 23 of the TROM chip IC5013
to R5063, running from top to bottom of the panel. N.B.
Salora 1G5

No picture with the c.r.t.'s cathode voltages high and the
e.h.t. low was traced to a faulty IPSALO transformer
(FM214). It had not broken down in the usual way, i.e.
wires broken away from the transformer's pins, so a
N.B.
replacement was required.
Salora 241_67

The complaint with this set was of intermittent picture
disturbance. A field engineer didn't see the fault and
couldn't provoke it, so thinking that the aerial could be at
fault he left the customer with a set-top aerial es a check.
The next day another field engineer discovered that the
fault was very sensitive to tapping in the middle of the
single-board chassis. On the bench this proved to be so
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Philips KT3 Chassis

Not a fault but a point to bear in mind if a twiddler has
been at work. With this chassis you get a white line that
looks like field collapse if the height control has been
J.O.
turned right down.
Rediffusion 365138 (Mk 5 Chassis)

This colour portable was dead. As I'd no manual and
didn't recognise the chassis I was on the point of giving up
before I started. I noticed some high-value resistors in the
power supply however, so I thought I'd check them.
Bingo! R718 (1201(11) was open-circuit. But this was not
the end of the story. I switched on and the set was still
dead. Cries of "oh dear!" — well I think that's what I
said . . . Further investigation led me to R628 (11(Q) which
was open-circuit and the 2SD868 line output transistor
which was short-circuit. Don't ask me what blew first. J.O.
Salora 22J21

There was no raster though the sound was o.k. A check at
the c.r.t. base showed that there was no first anode (G2)
voltage. The 2.2ka feed resistor had burnt out. As cold
checks didn't show any leakage I examined the base panel
and found evidence of tracking between the 1kV input
and the BCL connection — surprisingly this lead didn't
connect to any component on the c.r.t. base panel. After
replacing the 2.21(11 resistor and disconnecting the BCL
lead the first anode voltage and hence the brightness were
restored. Rather than risk a future call-back the damaged
J.L.H.
c.r.t. base panel was replaced.
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The B & 0 L/LX2500/2800 Chassis
The Beovision L2500, L2800, LX2500 and LX2800 chassis
are used in models with type numbers in a series 37XX,
e.g. 3701, 3702, 3712, 3720, 3741, 3752, 3760 and many
others. As the chassis numbers suggest, there are 25 and
28in. models. LX sets come complete with teletext while
the L sets can have a teletext panel fitted if required. The
cabinets are teak, rosewood or "White Line". Fig. 1
shows the panel layout.
The sets are typically B and 0, with high-quality finish,
an excellent picture and superb sound, also flexibility of
use/presentation. For example, a set can be used as the
central item in the B and 0 Link System, in which
compatible hi-fi, TV or video equipment can be controlled
and operated via a remote control unit and a Beolink
terminal or Master Control Panel. So you could say watch
TV or video then select a track on your compact disc
player and listen to its output via the stereo speakers of an
LX type set. There's an LX-sat satellite TV decoder
which, installed in the main receiver, can provide the
display on a remote set in another room while the main
set continues to provide terrestrial TV reception or VCR
playback. We shall have more to say about the Link
System in a later article.
As you might expect, with provision for so many
features and B and O's reputation for fitting twenty per
cent more components than are basically necessary, the
circuit is rather daunting. Once you understand the workings of the set however you should have little difficulty in
Panel 6
R/C receiver
and LEDS

Panels
10/11
Teletext
and
display

Panel 21
Colour
decoder
--------&,

Panel 26 or 27
Timebase
generators,
audio output
and AV links

Panel 7
Headphone

Panel 3
CRT
base

Panel 24 or 28
Sound
processing

Panel 4
Power supply
and
deflection

Panel 1
Tuner,
,uC control
01571

Fig. 1: ULX2500/2800 chassis panel layout.
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Nick Beer
tackling faults. The few troubles we've experienced to
date have been fairly simple ones.
The most common fault so far has been failure of the
mains switch. It's one of only two controls on the set, the
other being a channel-step button. The mains switch
brings the set into operation in the standby mode. Full
operation is obtained when channel selection (or step) is
used. What often happens is that the mains switch fails to
latch. Fitting a replacement can be tricky. In view of this
when we instal a set we usually advise against frequent use
of the mains switch, suggesting instead operation via the
remote control unit.
The Microcomputer Control System
To understand these sets it's important to know a bit
about the microcomputer control and data bus system,
which is outlined in Fig. 2. Operation of the set is
controlled by three microcomputer chips which act via
three bus lines. These buses are of the I2C type, i.e. each
has two lines, one for serial data and the other for the
clock signal. Arbitration is used to sequence/organise
communication between the various devices in the control
circuitry, to ensure that the correct overriding etc. takes
place.
Two of the microcomputer control chips, 1IC6 (type
MAB8461) and 1IC5 (MAB8441), are on panel 1 along
with the tuner and i.f. circuitry. The set's main control line
is Bus 1 which is controlled by 1IC6. Its serial data output
is at pin 2 and its clock output at pin 3. This bus provides
the control link to the tuning interface and memory, to
1IC5 which controls Bus 2 and to 241C10 (on panel 24)
which controls Bus 3. Bus 1 also controls the brightness,
contrast and colour, via the SAB3037 DA converter/
decoder chip 21IC3 on panel 21. 1IC6 receives data from
the remote control receiver at pin 12, which also receives
Link System information from the Aux 1 socket. Remote
control information from the VCR is fed into and out of
the set via pin 8 of the start socket, entering 1IC6 at pin
27. The AV remote control information from the Aux 3
socket enters at pin 26.
Power failure detection is also carried out by 1IC6,
sensing being at pin 1. Fig. 3 shows the arrangement. The
two transistors 1TR22 and 1TR15 provide a high input at
pin 1 in the event of a fault being sensed on one of the
lines they monitor. 1TR15 senses a number of supplies in
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Fig. 2: Outline of the microcomputer control system.

the set, also the beam current, via a diode gate arrangement. 1TR22 monitors the supplies derived from the 17V
line. When pin 1 of 1IC6 goes high the set goes into the
standby mode.
The slave microcomputer 1105 controls the display
panel (11) in L models and the teletext panel (10) in LX
models, via Bus 2. Its serial data and clock pins for this
bus are 4 and 5 respectively.
The third microcomputer chip 241C10 (MAB8410) on
panel 24 controls the SAB3037 chip 241C11 via Bus 3.
241C10 receives Bus 1 information on pins 2 (data) and 3
(clock), its outputs to Bus 3 being at pins 6 and 7. The
SAB3037 acts in the same way as 211C3 but this time
provides d.c. outputs to control the volume, bass, treble
and stereo balance.
For the serial data and clock signals to be transmitted
along the relevant lines a d.c. level is required. The Bus 1
lines are pulled up to the 5V standby potential via 1R82
(data) and 1R81 (clock). In addition the data line is
protected by the 5.6V zener diode 1D32. These items are
suspect if there's no pull-up voltage and thus no data
transmission along Bus 1. 1IC5's Bus 2 lines are pulled up
to the 5V on rail as this chip does not need to be active in
the standby mode. The Bus 3 lines are likewise pulled up
to 5V on.
Circuit Features

We will now take a brief look at some of the main
circuitry used in these sets, starting with the chopper
power supply — see Fig. 4.
When going from standby to on the voltage at pin 22 of
1IC6 (see Fig. 2) goes low. Thus transistor 1TR25 switches off and pin 3 of the operational amplifier chip 4IC1
(Fig. 4) is positively biased from the 5V standby supply.
The other input, pin 2, of this section of 4IC1 is held at
2.5V by a zener diode stabilised feed. The output voltar,
at pin 1 of this chip therefore rises to 15V. As a result,
4C23 charges via 4D26 and 4R32, producing a positivegoing ramp which is fed via 4R31 to the emitter of 4TR4.
This transistor with 4TR5 form a regenerative switch.
When 4TR4's emitter becomes positive with respect to its
base it switches on, in turn switching 4TR5 on. 4C23 is
then discharged via 4R34 and 4D23. The low voltage at
the collector of 4TR5 when it switches on is fed back to
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the base of 4TR4 via 4C21 and 4R23. Thus 4TR4/5 are
held on. As 4(21 discharges via 4R30 4TR4/5 unlatch.
The sawtooth voltage thus developed drives 4TR6, the
chopper driver transistor, which in turn drives the BU508
chopper transistor 4TR1 via 4T3. Note that 4T1/2/3
provide mains isolation. For timing and regulation, a
negative-going pulse derived from winding 17-18 of the
chopper transformer 4T1 is fed to the base of 4TR5 to
control its switch-off time. The pulse obtained from 4T1 is
an exact replica of 4TR1's collector waveform. It's clipped
by 4R36, 4D28 and 4TR16 to produce a squarewave
which is then differentiated by 4022 and 4R27 to obtain
the negative-going pulse that switches 4TR5 off. With
4TR4/5 off, 4C23 can once more begin to charge. The
circuit is thus self-oscillating.
In the TV mode, regulation is based on monitoring the
150V h.t. supply produced by 4D6/4C10. A tap on the
potential divider 4R8137/90/38 feeds pin 6 of 41C1. The
other input pin of this section of 4IC1 is held at 5.1V by
the action of zener diode 4D24. The error output at pin 7
of 4IC1 sets the bias at the base of 4TR4 and in
consequence the point at which this transistor switches on.
This regulation loop is kept stable by the action of 4C19
and 4R28.
In the audio only mode the 150V rail is not loaded and
cannot be used as the basis for regulation. In this mode
the 17V supply is used as the basis for regulation, via
4D47 and 4D48.
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Fig. 3: The power failure detection circuit.
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During start-up 4C23 charges via 4D26 from the 17V
standby supply. When running 4023 charges via 4D25
from winding 17-18 of 4T1. Since the voltage here depends on the mains input, the charging of 4C23 will vary
as the mains supply varies, thus providing stabilisation
against changes in the mains input.
The regulation provided by this circuit is certainly
impressive. The set will run on 60V (and that's with a
28in. c.r.t.!) and will start up with a 150V input.
The line output stage is conventional, using a BU508
(4TR11) line output transistor, a diode-split line output
transformer, and a diode modulator for EW correction.
The line output transformer provides the e.h.t., first
anode, focus and c.r.t. heater voltages and also the +12V
and —12V supplies used by the TDA2170 field output
chip. The line drive signal is generated by a TDA1940
chip on panel 26/27 and is fed via 26/27TR3 to panel 4
where four transistors (4TR8/9/10/15) are used in the
driver stage (no driver transformer). The purpose of 26/
27TR3 is to act as a switch to remove the line drive in the
audio only mode — this prevents e.h.t. generation.
The field sync pulse output from the TDA1940 chip on
panel 26/27 is passed to the colour decoder panel 21 and
then back to 26/27TR21. This transistor's output is used to
control the field oscillator, which consists of an LF353
dual operational amplifier chip (26/27IC6). Half of another dual operational amplifier chip, 26/27IC7 (LF358),
acts as the field preamplifier which drives the TDA2170
on panel 4. The other half of 26/27IC7 provides EW drive.
The TDA2170 drives the field scan coils directly — this is
made possible by the energy efficient c.r.t. deflection
system.
The field oscillator runs at 47Hz to allow for graphics
injection (e.g. tuning information) with no signal and thus
no sync. The sync provides the extra three for 50Hz.
Two TDA2040 chips on panel 26/27 provide 15W of
audio output per channel at 8f1. Each channel has a 4in.
woofer and 2in. tweeter, with external speaker options.

Table 1: Tuning Display Frequencies
Channel

On-screen
display-MHz

Channel

On-screen
display-MHz

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

471
479
487
495
503
511
519
527
535
543
551
559
567
575
583
591
599
607
615
623
631
639
647
655
663

46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

671
679
687
695
703
711
719
727
735
743
751
759
767
775
783
791
799
807,
815
823
831
839
847
855
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The output from the audio detector is mono of course. It's
split and fed via switching i.c.s 28IC1/2 then through
2810 to the dual volume/tone control circuits in 28IC8.
Teletext subtitles can be recorded on these sets and also
printed by a suitable printer (LX versions of course). As
mentioned earlier, the L models are teletext adaptable.
This calls for removal of the display board — but hang on
to this for diagnosis (it can prove a Bus 2 fault or teletext
decoder fault). Note also that because of the power fail
circuit these sets will not operate unless one or other of
these boards is fitted. The on-screen display with text sets
is provided by the text panel.
Tuning is not by the well-known channel numbers (2168) but by frequency. Table 1 shows the equivalents.
Despite the fact that the retail price of the LX2800 was
over £1,000 these sets sold well in our area. They have
since been replaced by the LX2502/2802 series (38XX
type numbers) which have only two buses and built-in
Link processing.

Stuck in Standby
Our experience has been that faults are usually supply
related or in the Bus 1 system. In either case the set will
go into standby, as previously described. If you have a set
that's stuck in standby and you don't know where to start,
proceed as follows.
(1) Try to start the set in the audio only mode. If the set
comes on you can rule out faults in the secondary supplies
as these will all be up and running It's likely that there's a
Bus 1 fault. The best policy is to switch off, short out the
test link connected to pin 11 of 1106 and try the set in the
TV mode again. This overrides bus error detection. The
set will now more than likely start. If so check for data
and clock signals on the appropriate lines. If absent check
for d.c. pull-up. As previously mentioned absence of pullup can be caused by open-circuit pull-up resistors or the
protection zener diode being short-circuit. Another possibility is excessive loading due to a faulty i.c. The bus
lines should give a resistance reading to chassis of 3-51(0.
A quick check is to remove the 33052 series resistors (see
Fig. 2) to see if this resistance returns. Also look for
tuning. If there's none, suspect a fult in the tuning
interface or memory.
(2) If the set won't start in the audio only mode look for
loading on the power supply, i.e. 4T1's secondaries, for
example a short-circuit line output transistor. Such secondary loading is indicated by a noise in the chopper
transformer. If there's no noise, suspect a mains input or
control circuit fault. 4R3 could be open-circuit or 4TR1
may have failed. For repeated failure of 4TR1 check
whether 4C15 (1µF) is open-circuit.
(3) Check for power failure detection at pin 1 of 1106. A
high here indicates an overload on one of the 1.t. supplies.
Once you've understood the basic operation of the
chopper power supply and the bus control arrangements
you should have no difficulty in repairing faults in these
sets. Develop the correct technique for these areas and
the rest is much the same as with anyone else's sets!
Fault Report
Here's a list of some of the faults we've had.
(1) A completely dead set (no standby light) is usually due
to a burnt up mains switch. If the subpanel is damaged, as
it usually is, the complete assembly (part number
8003605) should be replaced— this is done through the
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Fig. 4: The chopper power supply circuit. In earlier versions 4R32 was 3.9kOwith 4R99 and 4R100 omitted. There have been
other minor modifications to the circuit.

flap in the bottom of the cabinet.
(2) The most common cause of a set being stuck in
standby, again usually preceded by smoke, is an opencircuit surge limiter resistor (4R3, 3.312). A type with
improved construction is now supplied.
(3) Reduced width and height has on a number of
occasions been traced to the line flyback tuning capacitor
4C32 (1.5nF) being open-circuit.
(4) Stuck on standby, not a Bus 1 fault. The line output
transistor 4TR11 short-circuit.
(5) A few lines of field foldover on the picture. Check the
0.11/ resistors 4R74 and 4R75 in series with the supplies to
the TDA2170 field output chip.
(6) No control of a VCR via the Aux 2 socket when used
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in conjunction with a Beomaster 5500 and Master Control
Panel 5500. Data reaching 1106 (MAB8461) but no
output to the scart socket. Programming of options
(datalink) correct but 1106 faulty.
(7) No picture when brought on from standby via the
MCP 5500 with the above system. 211C3 (SAB3037)
faulty.
(8) No line or field sync after a few seconds. 105
(TDA1940) on panel 26/27 faulty.
(9) Teletext not running, top line only displayed. Horizontal phase control 26/27R65 slightly off.
As a final note, when removing the back cover it's not
necessary to remove the screws completely — this saves
losing them.
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TV Fault Finding
Philips CP110 Chassis
This set was dead apart from the fact that the fuse hadn't
blown and there was 300V at the collector of the BUT11
chopper transistor. A scope check at the base of this
transistor showed that the control chip was providing drive
for a split second, but of too large amplitude. The BUT11
P.B.
was found to be open-circuit base to emitter.
Sony KV2062/2066
High-value resistors have always been a problem in TV
sets, especially after several years' service. For no power,
failure to come out of standby or intermittent operation of
the on-off switch in sets using the XE-3 chassis check
R632 (2.2M11) in the power supply section of panel
E.T.

A.

Rediffusion 365138 (SP2 Chassis)
No colour with "twitchy" line lock over the top quarter of
the raster is caused by a high-resistance connection at pin
R.B.
3 of the line output transformer.
Rediffusion Mk 1 Chassis
Many of these excellent sets are still in use. Unfortunately
the thermal trips fitted are becoming very "touchy",
tripping off at the slightest hint of trouble. Some have
simply given up. Linking out the trip is all very well but
can have unfortunate consequences — molten plastic from
the tripler dropping on to the carpet. The correct course
of action — the modification used by Rediffusion — is to
link out the trip and insert a fusible 1811 resistor in the h.t.
line. Details are shown in Fig. 1. Mount the fusible
resistor on a tagstrip bolted to the screw that holds the
strap for the 1.t. smoothing capacitors. In this position it
can be easily seen and resoldered and is away from
combustible material. Note that with the rare 20in. version of the chassis, which is physically quite different
though electrically identical in most respects, block electrolytic C603/4/5 is mounted on the main frame. In these
sets the fusible resistor should be mounted on choke
FS601
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Fig. 1: The original thermal trip arrangement used in the
Rediffusion Mk. 1 chassis is shown at (a). Modifications to
make it unnecessary are shown at (b) and (c). The 20in.
model is somewhat different — see (d) for modifications.
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L601, the red/grey lead being moved to the other end of
the fusible resistor. Drill a hole in the plastic mounting for
the choke's end tags and bolt on an extra tag for the new
connections. The circuit is then as shown in Fig. 1(d). R.B.
Decca 80 Series Chassis
A small-screen set fitted with this excellent chassis came in
recently with the fault loss of line sync. The obvious thing
to do was to change the TDA920 sync/line generator chip
but this didn't improve matters. After much checking on
the timebase panel we eventually moved to the i.f. panel
and replaced the TCA270 demodulator chip. This gave us
a steady picture — the faulty chip had produced a messed
up video signal and passed this on to the TBA920. The
picture was spoilt by flyback lines however. There appeared to be text information on the top six of these lines.
They were eventually cleared by replacing C333 (1µF,
63V) on the timebase panel. This capacitor couples the
G.L.
field blanking pulses to the decoder.
Ferguson TX9 Chassis (1044 Series)
This set would lose the sound and raster very intermittently, due to loss of the 18V and 12V supplies. Another
engineer had replaced the sound and 12V regulator chips
and put the set on soak test, but after several days the
fault returned, this time permanently. Checks in the
power supply circuitry led us to a dry-joint/poor connection at one end of L103 which is in the feed to the 18V
supply rectifier D70. The joint didn't look dry, but there
was no continuity between the winding on the chopper
transformer and the rectifier. We removed the coil,
I.B.
cleaned off both connections and refitted it.
Ferguson TX9 Chassis (1040 Series)
There were two problems with this set. First at switch on
there was a burst of sound then the 1.6AT mains fuse
blew. This was due to the "efficiency diode" D77
(1N4007) in the power supply being short-circuit. When
this had been replaced we found the second fault, lack of
contrast. The contrast control had an effect over only the
first eighth of its movement from minimum, any higher
setting making no difference. This suggested a fault in the
beam limiter circuit, which operates via the contrast and
brightness controls. When we checked the beam sensing
network we discovered that R262 (18kf1.) was openI.B.
circuit.

(b)

(a)
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Sony KV27XRTU
This six-month old set didn't look very well. The tale
started when a field engineer called with a job card that
read "excessive red". He had been confident of being able
to cure that, but when he examined the set there were in
fact severe convergence errors. He adjusted the HSTAT
control to improve the convergence in the central area of
the screen and then found that the dynamic convergence
controls had little or no effect. So the set came back to the
workshop.
With the set on the bench I found that the errors were
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equal at either side of the screen and that perfect convergence could be obtained at the centre using the HSAT
control. A scope check then showed that the drive to the
dynamic convergence coils was severely distorted, with
tremendous harmonics (see Fig. 2). The collector voltage
of the HAMP driver transistor Q1504 was finally found to
be high at 32.7V as it had a 13.5fl leak from base to
emitter. Faults in the convergence section of these Sony
sets are rare, so this was an interesting one of us.
N.B.
Sanyo CTP5103
The fault with this set was EW bowing out. In these sets
the fault is usually caused by C451 (330µF) but another
engineer had already tried replacing this and most of the
obvious things. After a lot of checking I found that C455
N.B.
(330nF) and C456 (180nF) were open-circuit.
Grundig 6415
Intermittent loss of sync was traced to the TMS3755 chip
N.B.
in the "abstimm baustein" control module.
Sony KV2090/2092/2096
A weakness with these sets seems to be dry-joints on the
high-wattage resistors on stand-off pillars. Sony recommend resoldering with RS high-melt solder and checking
N.B.
for this whenever you see one of these sets.
Panasonic TC800G
There was no field scan and during a check around I
noticed that the centre of the field hold control was
missing. As it was accessible through the cabinet I assumed that someone had used too large a screwdriver to
adjust it. A replacement made no difference however. I
eventually found that C407 (3.3µF, 16V tantalum) read
8211 Replacing this restored the field scan. On examination the capacitor was seen to have a pinprick black burn
N.B.
mark on its top.

are ideal!). One or two turns will remove the buzz without
affecting the picture quality. Doing this with an unmodiB.R.
fied set completely cleared the trouble.
Sony KV1810 (Mk I and II)
A fault that's becoming quite common in these elderly
sets is failure of C520 (10µ,F, 16V reversible electrolytic)
in the field output stage. The symptoms are slight field
non-linearity which can be corrected by means of the
linearity control. The give-away is that with the vertical
bias control set correctly there's only about 0.1V across
the base and emitter of Q504 and slight crossover distortion which is not noticeable without a signal. Two 22µF
capacitors connected back-to-back will provide a
cure.
P.H.
Fidelity ZX3000 Chassis
The line output transformer in one of these sets was arcing
from near the e.h.t. outlet to the adjacent support
bracket. Judicious use of silicone rubber sealant put an
P.H.
end to the arcing.
Sony KV1820 and KV2000
Intermittent failure of the line output GCS in these sets
can be caused by the diode in this device's gate circuit.
This diode is either D805 or D808 depending on chassis
and goes open-circuit when hot. Sometimes the power
supply will protect the GCS but more often than not the
GCS fails.
When working on these sets it's worth referring to
David Botto's excellent articles in the August and
September 1984 issues. Note also that three different
chassis (SCC-99A-A, SCC-132A-A and SCC-132A-B)
were used in Model KV2000 and two different chassis
(SCC-115A-A and SCC-132B-B) in Model KV1820. P.H.
Fidelity F14 (ZX4000 Chassis)

Hitachi CPT1474
There was very, very intermittent loss of sound, the fault
being sensitive to movement of the board around the
audio output area. Everything here was soldered but this
was no good. Use of a scope then showed loss of signal
from the output transformer, the input being o.k. The
problem wasn't dry-joints on the leadout wires but an
open-circuit secondary winding inside the housing. A new
transformer puts an end to the trouble.
J.R.A.
Thorn 1400 Chassis
The modifications to alleviate vision buzz with these sets
are well known. They don't always rectify the problem
however. What next? Simply adjust the i.f. output coil in
the u.h.f. tuner with a buzzy signal (pages from Ceefax

n1851

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2: Faulty (a) and correct (b) convergence coil drive
waveforms, Sony Model KV27XRTU.
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If it's not possible to store channels or there's a problem

with the tuning, check the following: R514 should be
2.7kt/ (old value 1.8k1); R315-9 inclusive should all be
1.8kfi (R319 was 1.51d1); ZD1 (TAA550) may be faulty;
an 0.1./LF capacitor (C303 in later versions) should be
connected in parallel with ZD1 on the print side of the
panel; finally add a 100111 resistor and a 10µ,F, 50V
electrolytic in parallel with ZD1 (negative terminal of the
electrolytic to chassis). Check for a 25V squarewave at pin
2 of IC201; if this is absent IC201, 11004 or TR305 could
P.H.
be faulty.
Panasonic TC2203 (U1 Chassis)
The problem with this set was intermittent colour. Much
time was wasted on the decoder before we finally proved
that the customer colour control was intermittent internally. Now the rub! Panasonic no longer supply this
part. Eventually a Ferguson slider was pressed into service
after slight modification.
I find that this problem of parts is getting worse and
worse. Sets are becoming more reliable but at the same
time the provision of spares is in some cases getting more
difficult. Unfortunately it's not the manufacturers but us
in the servicing profession who have to tell Joe Public that
spares for their 8-9 year old tellys (younger in some cases)
are no longer available. What do other readers think? P.H.
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TV Fault Finding
ITT CVC1200 Series Chassis
For low h.t. at 90V instead of 145V check whether the
pulse feedback transformer Tr712 in the switch-mode
power supply is open-circuit. You get the same effect
when the line output stage isn't working, for example if
the line driver stage is inoperative because the h.t. feed
P.B.
resistor R744 is open-circuit.
Philips K35 Chassis
This set was dead with no 140V h.t. supply. The 12V feed
to the power supply was low and was being dragged down
by the wire connected to pin 3 of plug M2. This led us to
the TRD4 panel where plugs V25 and V23 had accidentally been swapped over. . . Be careful to mark the plugs
as you disconnect them — there are six white two-pin
plugs that go to this module and it's easy to get them
P.B.
mixed up.
Philips 2A Chassis
This set was dead. On investigation we found that the
protection thyristor 6727 had fired because the voltage at
L5601 in the EW modulator circuit was too high. We
noticed that C2608 (4.7µF) was missing, but a check on a
few stock sets showed that this is not fitted in models that
have 45AX tubes. All the flyback tuning components and
supplies were o.k. Attention was then turned to the EW
modulator, where the driver transistor Tr7599 (BD234)
was found to be non-conductive. D.C. checks revealed
that R3598 hadn't been pushed through the print at the
P.B.
factory.
Philips CTX-E Chassis
This chassis normally uses a TDA2577 as the sync/field
generator chip. Don't try a TDA2577A in this position you'll end up with excessive height.
P.B.
Philips CP90 Chassis
For field collapse check whether R3623 (8.212) is opencircuit. This removes the 163V supply to the base circuit
of Tr7571 in the field output stage. R3623 is by the line
P.B.
output transformer.
Philips CTX-E Chassis
There was no picture — just a blank raster when the
brightness control was turned up. The voltage at the
TDA3560 colour decoder chip's contrast control pin 7 was
low at 1V because C2565 (39nF) in the beam limiter
P.B.
circuit was open-circuit.
Grundig GSC100 Chassis
This set had horrible field linearity problems. A check
revealed that the supply to the field timebase panel was
low at about 11V, but changing the TDA1170 chip made
no difference. Voltage checks in the line output stage
showed that several of the supplies were a bit low, though
not significantly. When the field module was powered by
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a separate 18V supply the scanning was correct, so the
problem was a supply one. It eventually transpired that
fuse Si627 had gone high-resistance, though not high
enough to show on my initial meter check. This fuse is
between rectifier diode Di627 and its reservoir capacitor
C628 and was thus limiting the peak current into
P.H.
C628.
Toshiba C2085, C2090/Rank T24 Chassis
This set was actually a Toshiba C2090. The fault was
intermittent colour. Changing the colour decoder chip
IC501 made no difference and meter checks were inconclusive, so the scope was brought into action. This
revealed that the line pulses at pin 4 of IC501 didn't look
too healthy, though the manual doesn't show the
waveform. On checking back to the source of the pulses I
found that R229 (3.6kfl) on the main panel was virtually
open-circuit. For those of you who may be interested, the
waveform would appear to be about 1.5V peak-to-peak
with nice straight sides and tops!
P.H.
Philips K40 Chassis
This set had field linearity problems at the top of the
picture, with teletext lines visible. While investigating the
cause of the trouble the TDA3650 field timebase chip
blew up. After replacing it along with the safety resistor
R3186 I powered up the set, having made a few more
checks and sensing victory. You've guessed of course, the
TDA3560 and R3186 both failed. After extensive checks
in the field output section of the circuit I eventually found
that C2107 (100,uF, 63V) had gone low in value. Replacing this provided a complete cure.
Philips 2A Chassis
This set would switch off after exactly twenty minutes and
no amount of tapping would bring it back to life. When
the fault was present there appeared to be a short
between pin 17 of the line output transformer and chassis.
A freezer test eventually showed that C2609 (9.1nF) was
short-circuit when warm. Normally this capacitor cracks
and goes black, giving a visible clue.
H.MacM.
Panasonic TC261G
The problem with this set was very low h.t. We found that
D812 (SV03) in the self-oscillating switch-mode power
supply had gone very high-resistance while the d.c. amplifier transistor TR802 (2SA636) was shortcircuit.
H.MacM.
ITT CVC1210 Chassis
This set came in with very intermittent sound and vision.
After a few minutes the fault disappeared and no amount
of tapping would bring it back. The cause was eventually
traced to glue on pin 32 of the tuner/i.f. module
(CMR800/3). This glue is used in some quantity to secure
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C1075 (2,200AF) in position and had spilt on to the
H.MacM.
contacts.

Salora M Series
This set was completely dead, with the 2AT mains fuse
and the 2211, 5W surge limiter resistor RB701 both opencircuit. I spotted the cause of the breakdown as soon as
the back cover was removed — CB705 (680pF) hadn't been
fitted correctly during manufacture. Only one end was
soldered through the board, the other end resting on the
surface of the PCB. As this capacitor is part of the
snubber network across the primary winding of the combitransformer it wasn't surprising to find that the chopper
transistor TB701 (BU603) was short-circuit, hence the
blown fuse and surge limiter. Zener diode DB709 (12V)
in TB701's base circuit had also failed. TB701 was in fact
shorted between all its connections. When these various
items had been replaced, with the capacitor fitted correctly, the set was restored to correct working order. I.B.
Panasonic TC2205 (U2 Chassis)
After several hours' use a dark area would appear across
the bottom of the screen. The size of this area increased
with time, moving upwards to obliterate more of the
picture. If the contrast control was set to maximum the
darkness would retreat back to the bottom again. Use of a
hairdryer and freezer enabled us to prove that the field
output chip IC401 (TDA1104SP) was the cause of the
I.B.
problem.
Salora J20 Series
At switch on this set would start up on channel one as
normal. It couldn't be shifted by using either the remote
control unit or the on-board buttons however. We found
that if the standby button on the remote control unit was
held down the channels could be changed normally. When
this button was released the set stuck on the selected
channel. The remote control decoder/set keypad encoder
chip ICC9 (SAA1251) was suspected and when it was
I.B.
replaced the fault had cleared.

Tatung MQ7703
The problem with this monochrome portable was no
results and a quick check on the 12V rail showed that the
voltage was less than 5V. Checking the regulation and
removing the loads proved fruitless. I eventually found
that the line output transformer had a short-circuit
N.B.
winding.
B and 0 MX2000
A colleague was dealing with this set, the initial problem
being severely reduced height. The cause was soon traced
to IG01 (TDA4950) which was short-circuit internally and
RL28 (1.552) which had gone high in value. This situation
is not unknown. Destruction of these devices is nearly
always caused by dry-joints on the EW modulator diodes
DG05/6. He attended to this and was rather distressed to
switch on and find that there were severe EW distortion
problems — the picture was bowed in significantly at either
side and the correction controls had no effect. He
rechecked the diodes and their joints, changed a resistor
that had gone slightly high in value, then checked other
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likely items. Getting even more upset and being already
harassed by a number of Pioneer compact disc players
that wouldn't set up very well he asked me to take a look.
Bearing in mind my colleague's thorough and logical
checks I took the view that the fault was probably due to
something unusual. A scope check on the three relevant
waveforms showed that they were all of excessive amplitude. So it seemed to me that the series coil LGO2 had
to be short-circuit or low-resistance, which proved to be
N.B.
the case.

Hitachi CPT1646 (NP84CQ Chassis)
This was a new set. When we tried to tune in the stations
the raster would suddenly flash white and the video vanish
as the correct tuning point was approached. The field
blanking period would then roll down the screen and a
moment later a normal picture would return. This effect
pulsed on and off about once a second. Reducing the
brightness and contrast control settings was not very
helpful and it was impossible to store any station in order
to make a detailed study of the a.g.c., a.f.c. etc. While
attempting these latter two checks we got hum bars with
wavy verticals and weak contrast between the bars. This
effect disappeared as quickly as it came and didn't return.
Lengthy checks were made on the decoupling and we
discovered that reducing the first anode voltage from
470V to 440V markedly improved matters, though the
picture was then too dark. Flicking the contrast suddenly
to fully up seemed to provoke the fault, while on low
contrast scenes reducing the contrast and brightness way
down cleared it. These things suggested a fault in the
beam limiter circuit. Replacing. D702 and D703 improved
matters noticeably but didn't provide a complete cure.
C718 (10µF, 50V) measured o.k. on the Avo but fitting a
replacement finally cured the bother.
J.R.A.
Philips KT3 Chassis
Odd symptoms with this set: when switched on from cold
there was intermittent line failure, the "squegging" wriggle flashing down the middle, and tripping occurred.
Everything was o.k. once the set had been persuaded to
warm up. Not dampness nor corona. In fact two dry-joints
on the degaussing posistor. When cold the posistor conducts hard, the pulsing load doing the rest.
J.R.A.
Hitachi CPT2250/Salora J40 Series
This set's front controls worked all right but there was no
remote control of the brightness. Also there was a marked
irregular variation in the black level of not only the
brightness (luminance) but also the red.
We took these two faults one at a time despite the
temptation to assume that there was a single cause. Pin 11
of the video chip ICB200 showed no d.c. variation when
the remote control was operated, nor did pin 2 of ICB9 on
the control panel. Replacing ICB9 cured this fault.
The second fault was eventually found to be caused by
dry-joints on the attachment legs of the metal screen in
the video section, above the , c.r.t. neck on the main
chassis. This screen is in fact part of the link between the
red black-level potentiometer and the other video resistors
to chassis. Adding flux and solder cleared this one up. The
arrangement in the Salora J40 is not quite the same but
would be worth checking in the event of this type of
trouble.
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The Philips CP90/CP110 Chassis
Harold Peters
When I last wrote on the evolution of Philips CTV sets
(June 1987) it seemed that the 2A chassis with its single
panel construction would for some time be the main
general-purpose chassis. This was not to be. As we went
to press the CP90 and CP110 were announced as replacements, a pattern that is about to be repeated.
Many of you, being quite happy with the 2A, must have
wondered "why change?" Now that responsibility for the
design of Philips TV sets has been moved to the other side
of the language barrier perhaps we shall never really
know. I suspect that market forces dictated the move, for
no sooner had the 2A become established than flatter,
squarer tubes were with us — and with them the "square
look" that made it convenient to stick the customer
controls on the main chassis itself.
Much of the circuitry in the CP90 and CP110 is
inherited from the 2A chassis. We will concentrate on the
differences therefore. While on the subject of differences,
the main changes to be found in the CP110 as opposed to
the CP90 are in the line timebase (designed for 110° tubes)
and in the chopper power supply, where a TEA1039
control chip is used instead of the CP9O's discrete component circuitry. There is also a different colour decoder
chip and the circuitry used in the RGB output stages
differs. Our comparison will for the most part be between
the CP90 and the 2A.

Mechanical Features
While the overall layout of the CP90/CP110 make them
look like a 2A with user controls added, individual
component layout is vastly different between all three
chassis.
The control panel area follows the trend of the
portables by including the on-off switch on the PCB, but
without the attendant hazard of the incoming lead being
anchored to tags at the back of the board. With these sets
the mains supply arrives at the board via a connector
which is close to the switch. At the other end of the front
of the board there's a phone jack with a loudspeaker
muting switch. Next to it (CP90 chassis only) there are
input jacks for baseband video and audio signals. These
jacks are connected in parallel with the complementary
scart connector pins. In their place in the CP110 there's a
contrast control — the only knob on the set. Everything
else is done by pressing buttons. And therein lies a snag.
The pushbuttons are black on a dark background and
are mounted beneath the tube in such a way that when
you use them your eyes will be on a level with and very
close to the brightly lit tube face. You just can't see what
you're pressing — or anything else for that matter for
about five minutes afterwards. This wouldn't matter too
much were it not for the fact that the open-memory
button is next to the channel-up button, with the result
that many a user accidentally starts the tuning-up procedure (or more likely the detuning procedure) when all he
wanted to do was to go from ITV to Channel 4. The
writer's colleagues all fit a small plastic sleeve over the
open-memory button to serve as a kind of braille warning.
The CP90/CP110 were designed with remote control
operation in mind of course, but there are occasions when
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you need to use the front control panel.
The previously mentioned scart socket at the rear of the
chassis is a full scart connector with provision for RGB
inputs and the control line at pin 8. A button on the
remote control handset switches from off-air to baseband
signals.
A number of different types of c.r.t.s are used in these
sets, including some with grey glass faceplates. This means
that minor changes in the timebase and video circuits are
required to obtain the correct drive conditions. The things
to check when doing a tube swap are the c.r.t. mounting
bolts and the degaussing coil fixings, which vary from set
to set.
Serviceability on the bench is good, but the design
limits serviceability in the field — you are left balancing
the chassis on one knee while taking voltage readings . . .

Circuit Features
The tuner, i.f. strip, colour decoder and sync circuits
are in the main all handed down from the K40/2A series
chassis. In the field output stage there's a cascaded pair of
transistors in place of the chips previously used. Connectors are fitted so that a teletext decoder and SECAM
transcoder can be added — the latter is a board that
identifies a SECAM transmission and turns it into "quasiPAL" for processing on the main board.
The chopper and line output stages are conventional. A
BUT11AF is used as the line output transistor (BU508A
in the CP110). By having two separate chassis for 90° and
110° tubes the massive 16-way permutation of components
and links found in the 2A chassis is avoided. The set itself
looks no tidier but the circuit is much easier to follow.
The chopper circuit used in the CP90 chassis is much
like that in the 2A, but in the CP110 a 11,A1039 chip
replaces the discrete control circuitry. With both circuits
the chopper goes into a "tickover" state when the set is in
the standby mode, to provide sufficient current to keep
the remote control receiver going.
The intercarrier sound, switching and audio circuitry
are all contained within a TDA8190 chip. A welcome
feature here is the inclusion of a tunable sound detector
coil in place of a fixed ceramic filter. This enables you to
maked sure that sibilance doesn't occur.

Remote Control and Tuning
Both chassis have a remote control system with VST
(voltage synthesised tuning). It's a new system, VST2,
that retains some of the features of the version used in the
CTX chassis, such as the RC5 handset code and the need
for a ni-cad back-up battery, but is this time integral with
the main board.
The 2A chassis used FST (frequency synthesised tuning), in which a crystal generated frequency is compared
to the tuner's local oscillator frequency and a.f.c. is
applied to synchronise the two. It was a user-friendly
system that permitted station selection by channel numbers, but was rather heavy on components.
VST is more economical with parts and you would
think that the ability to turn up the correct varicap tuning
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voltage on demand would be just as effective as with FST.
For the most part it is. There are two shortcomings
however. First, the elements inside the tuner settle down
physically from new, needing a slightly different voltage to
select the required channel than that first set. This is
readily overcome by reprogramming the tuning after a few
days' use or even after a pre-delivery soak test. The other
shortcoming is not so easily fixed but was eventually
acknowledged as being a problem. It's the fact that a 1V
change in the varicap tuning voltage at the lower end of
Band IV can shift the tuning by up to three channels while
the same voltage change at the upper end of Band V
hardly moves the local oscillator off vision carrier, due to
the exponential voltage/capacitance characteristic of the
varicap diodes. Normally at the top end the a.f.c. hardly
has any effect at all. It can be increased of course — there
are volts to spare with all a.f.c. systems — but then when
the user tries to tune in to his VCR down at ch. 33 the set
"locks up" or jumps channels due to the excess voltage.
This occurred at first with the CP90/CP110 chassis, but
later models have been extensively modified to improve
the a.f.c. action at the top end of the band. The changes
are spread all over the chassis, so it's not possible to
provide a simple diagram. The gist of what happens is that
varicap voltages above 12V get extra a.f.c. while those
below don't. Engineers wanting to know more should ask
Philips for Service Tip 92A.

Non-remote Version
When the CP90/CP110 series were being designed it
was assumed that remote control would be fitted on all
sets. This overlooked the needs of vast numbers of rental
customers with basic sets, wanting to renew without going
up a step in charges. For this and other reasons a couple
of non-remote control versions of the CP90 chassis were
introduced, one with a scart connector and one without.
In these sets the front control pushbutton assembly is in
part replaced by rotary controls while the VST system is
replaced by a TUON (tuning only) unit similar to that
fitted in non-remote 2A sets. Both have the discrete
component chopper circuit, both can have the SECAM
transcoder added, but neither will accept a teletext board.

Hints and Tips
To work on the CP110 you should have the CP90 data
as well. The order codes for the servicing information are
as follows:
Item
Service manual
Circuit description
Teletext decoder supplement

CP90
727 15737
725 15748
727 16185

CP110
727 15947
727 15889
727 16185

As with all contemporary designs the CP90/CP110 has a
reliability record that makes it difficult to list "stock
faults". In fact most of the service tips that have come
from Philips Service relate to the wide variety of different
c.r.t.s you may encounter. This is mainly because after
production commenced the style was changed with the
adoption of a range of tubes with grey-tinted faceplates.
This involved changes to the brightness and beam limiting
circuits. Another change was to a fastext decoder which
Philips perversely call FLOF (full level-one features). If it
were not for the Philips Service Link and John Spilsted's
carefully maintained fault log we would not be able to
provide the following service notes.
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First the chopper power supply, which is best serviced
using a variac and with a 60W bulb as a dummy load in
place of the receiver circuitry.
The BUT11AF chopper transistor in the CP110 chassis
fails from time to time, usually with high mains voltages.
Before replacing it check that C2661 has been changed
from 1,500µF to 2,200pF, that R3658/9 have not changed
value and that C2657 (2.7nF) has been removed. Then
replace the TEA1039 chip and bridge rectifier diodes
D6657-D6660 as well as the BUT11AF.
When the BUT11AF chopper transistor fails in the
CP90 chassis D6674 should be changed from type BAX14
to type BYD33J. It's good preventive practice to make
this change whenever one of these sets comes in for
service.
No sound and vision with the set stuck in the standby
mode occurs when D6670 (1N4148) in the CP90 chassis
goes open-circuit.
For poor widthJe.h.t. regulation, flutter at the edges,
with the CP110 chassis check 17671 (BC328) and the
chopper transformer. The chopper transformer in the
CP110 chassis can be responsible for odd faults such as
flicker, jumping, supply collapse etc. because of loose
wound foil not connecting with the leadouts. Check the
transformer by pressing it. This doesn't happen with the
CP90 chassis which uses a conventional wire-wound chopper transformer.
No results with the CP90, the h.t. being low at 50V, can
be caused by two items in the line output stage, the
transformer and D6610.
A shorted line output transformer in the CP110 chassis
produces the following symptoms: no results with a loud
tripping noise. For striations on the left with this chassis
check whether D6630 is open-circuit. If you have intermittent failure to start up with the CP110 chassis check for a
dry-joint on the line driver transformer. Unfortunately
access to this component is poor.
Two things have been found to cause low width with
the CP90 chassis, a dry-joint on D6609 in the diode
modulator circuit and R3600 (8.2Q) going open-circuit.
Low width with the CP110 chassis occurs when 02620
(22nF) goes open-circuit, taking with it R3599 (4712),
R3629 (1MQ) and R3630 (471M).
For lack of height with the CP90 chassis check 83582
(3.3Q) which can go high in value.
Field foldover with the CP110 chassis should lead to a
check on C2574 (680µF).
For intermittent picture fade with the CP110 chassis,
check for a dry-jointed link wire at R3438 on the c.r.t.
base panel.
If there's low video from pin 19 of the scart connector
with the CP90 chassis, reduce the value of R3517 from
6.2k1/ to 1kfl.
Buzz on quiet sound passages with the CP90 chassis can
be cured by replacing the ceramic filter 1103 with the fourlegged type 310 27563.
For no sound or vision with a snowy raster present on
the CP110 chassis check for a dry-joint on the 1012 safety
resistor R9051. This is in the 12V supply to the tuner and
is not shown on the circuit — it's used in place of link 9051.
No sound with the CP90 chassis has been traced to
C2046 being leaky, upsetting the video recognition input
to the sound chip. It's not shown on the circuit diagram,
being inside the sync module — not an obvious one!
For tuning drift on high channels, see the previous
remarks on the VST a.f.c. modifications.
A faulty SAA5243 chip on the teletext panel can cause
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the following symptoms: memory changes pages without
being asked; characters are displayed double, e.g.
PP112200; the fastext buttons have no effect.

The G90 and G110
After a successful couple of years the CP90 is already
going out of production, the new G90 chassis gradually
taking its place. Suffixed /A for mono, /B for stereo and /
E for European, the layout of this chassis is basically the
same as the CP90 but as you look in the back you see few
conventional discrete components. This is because wide
use is made of surface-mounted components which are on

the copper side of the board.
The G90 takes several features from the 3A chassis the multistandard colour decoder chip set, the colour
transient improvement (improved!) and the on-screen
channel display. This latter feature will also show up to
eight fault conditions, FO-F7. If there's no raster you can
still find what code is being produced by using an oscilloscope to measure the off time of the flashing LED just
below the c.r.t.
Another feature is the "sleep" facility. You can program the set, in increments of fifteen minutes up to a
maximum of ninety minutes, to turn off to standby. The
G110 version is due this autumn.

Servicing Salora Colour Receivers
Nick Beer and Ian Bowden

Part 2: The G and H Chassis
This month we'll start on the G and H chassis — the
production of these very similar chassis overlapped.
Both chassis use the Salora Ipsalo (integrated power
supply and line output) circuit, which was devised as a
means of reducing the power consumption. It uses a
common transformer, referred to as the combi transformer, for the chopper and line output stages.
The situation is complicated by the fact that two
different Ipsalo circuits were used in the G and H
chassis. G sets up to serial number 300,000 and H sets up
to serial number 200,000 use the Ipsalo-1 circuit while
later sets use the Ipsalo-2 circuit. The two circuits are
quite different. While Ipsalo-1 uses a thyristor as the
chopper device, a second thyristor for protection and
soft-start, and a 28-pin type LF0015 hybrid i.c. for
chopper control, Ipsalo-2 uses a couple of transistors in
the chopper circuit (both as switching devices) and an
LF0034A 20-pin hybrid i.c. as the control device. Ipsalo1 has two driver transformers for the two thyristors while
Ipsalo-2 has a single driver transformer with two
secondary windings for the two chopper transistors — the
primary winding on the combi transformer is connected
in series between these two devices. Both Ipsalo circuits
provide mains isolation.
Ipsalo-1
Fig. 1 shows the Ipsalo-1 circuit used in the H chassis.
In the following description we'll use the H chassis
circuit reference numbers with the G equivalents in
brackets.
The incoming mains supply is filtered and then fed to
the bridge rectifier DB708-711 (DB1-4) whose output is
fed via the surge limiter RB711 to the anode of the first
thyristor THB700 (THB2). The mains input is also fed to
transformer MB700 (MM1) which produces an output of
approximately 24V a.c. This is rectified by DB700-3
(DB40-3) and fed via DB704 (DB44)/RB702 (RB127) to
the start supply regulator circuit TB700/TB701/DB706
(TB15/TB16/DB14) which produces an output of about
12V. With the H chassis there's also a feed via DB704 to
the MC78M18 18V regulator ICB700. On the G chassis a
32V feed from the cathode of DB44 is taken to the
battery kit socket and remote control PCB if fitted.
During start-up the regulated start supply is used to
power the Ipsalo chip HB1, the TBA2593 synciline
generator chip ICB501 (ICB2) and the line driver stage.
Overload Protection and Soft Start

The first thyristor THB700 (THB2), type TIC106M, is
used as an electronic fuse in case of an overload and also
to provide a slow start-up. Both these functions are
controlled by the hybrid chip. For slow-start control a
zero cross-point switch in the chip is fed via pin 27 with
an integrated a.c. waveform from the secondary winding
on MB700 (MM1). This circuit produces a sawtooth
waveform which is used as one input to a control
amplifier circuit, the other input being a clipped line
flyback pulse from the combi transformer. This control
amplifier's output is fed to an integrated driver transistor
838

whose output leaves the chip at pin 4, going to the driver
transformer MB701 (MB4) which controls the gate of
THB700 (THB2). The soft-start action is to switch
THB700 (THB2) on during only one half of the mains
input, so that the main reservoir capacitor CB721 (half
CB5) receives only a half-wave rectified input. Once the
set has started up THB700 (THB2) is driven on both half
cycles of the mains input.
The 12V supply at pin 22 of the hybrid chip, the 20V
supply at pin 6, the 28V supply at pin 5 and information
on the operation of the chopper, fed in at pin 20, are
sensed by the overload protection circuit. Should an
overload occur the drive to THB700 (THB2) is removed,
leaving this thyristor cut off. Thus the set closes down,
after which it will try to start up again — with the later
Ipsalo-2 circuit the set remains shut down.
Chopper Action

The second thyristor THB701 (THB1), type 18022, is
used as the chopper device, controlling the amount of
energy transferred from the mains supply to the combi
transformer and thus all the secondary output voltages.
Note that this device incorporates a reverse current
(efficiency) diode. Line flyback pulses are fed back to
pin 16 of the hybrid chip and are used to generate a
sawtooth waveform which is applied to one input of a
control amplifier. The other input is fed in at pin 18 and
provides a reference voltage, developed across CB718
(CB15) at pin 10. This reference is preset by RTB700
(RTB1) which thus controls the levels of the output
voltages provided by the Ipsalo circuit. This control
amplifier acts as a pulse width modulator: each time the
sawtooth input falls below the reference level its output
changes state. This cuts off the integrated driver transistor whose output, at pin 9, drops. A drive pulse is then
coupled via MB702 (MB5) and CB724 (CB20) to the
gate of THB701 (THB1), switching it on. When the line
flyback occurs a back-e.m.f. is generated by the combi
transformer's primary winding, the reverse voltage
across it switching THB701 (THB1) off. Current flows
through the integral efficiency diode, putting energy
back into the smoothing capacitor CB722 (part CB5). As
the thyristor's switch-off point is fixed, it's the switch on
point — or rather the length of time the thyristor conducts
— that governs the amount of energy supplied to the set.
This switch-on point varies to provide regulation of
the secondary supplies. If the amplitude of the flyback
pulse or the rectified mains input increases, the reference voltage at pin 10 of the hybrid chip will fall (there's
an inverting amplifier between pins 18 and 10). The
driver transistor will thus switch off later and the
thyristor will not remain in conduction for so long,
resulting in less energy being supplied. The reverse
happens when there's a drop in the mains input or the
amplitude of the line flyback pulse.
Standby System

The transformer fed start-up supply is used when the
set is in the standby mode. In the H chassis the 18V
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Fig. 1: The Ipsalo-1 circuit as used in the H chassis. Note that the line output transistor's supply is generated across capacitor
CB513 by efficiency diode action.

output from ICB700 powers the remote control circuitry
in standby, while in the G chassis the 32V output from
DB40-3 is fed to the remote control panel where a
similar i.c. provides regulation.
When a standby command is received, pin 19 of the
SAA1251 remote control decoder chip ICC101 goes low,
switching on transistor TC102. This links the 18V line
back to the power supply where it passes via RB724
(RB125) to pin 20 of the hybrid chip. This shuts off both
driver transistors in the chip, so that neither thyristor in
the chopper circuit receives drive pulses. The 18V supply
is also fed via DB707 (DB37) and RB707 (RB124) to the
start-up supply regulator circuit where TB701 (TB16)
switches off. As a result TB700 (TB15) is no longer
conductive, removing the start-up supply to the Ipsalo
chip, the line oscillator and the line driver stage. When
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the set is asked to come on from standby it's simply a
matter of switching off TC102 so that the 18V feed to the
power supply is removed, after which the set starts up in
the usual manner.

Tuning Arrangements
Earlier versions of the G and H chassis used basically
the same sweep tune and control circuit. The difference
is that in the H chassis the SAA1251 remote control
decoder chip is on the microcomputer panel whereas the
G chassis has to be fitted with a small extra PCB to
perform this function. The reference numbers in the
following description apply to both the H and G chassis.
The later eight-channel version of the G chassis did
not have this search tuning. Instead it uses preset
839

potentiometers switched by two i.c.s (ICCP1 and
ICCP2) on the lower front panel. These chips are fed
with channel number data from the 74C922 channel
number keypad encoder chip ICS1 on the upper front
panel. This arrangement has proved to be far more
reliable and we feel requires no further explanation.
In later H chassis sets with the Ipsalo-2 circuit the
search tuning circuit is simplified by the use of an M193C
combined microcomputer, memory and varicap supply
driver chip. There are two exceptions, the 1H7 which has
the same system as later G chassis sets and the 1H3 and
1H5 which have mechanical switch banks to select the
channel and the appropriate tuning potentiometer.
These circuits are more reliable (apart from switch
contacts on the 1H3 and 1H5) than the search tuning
system and do not call for any further explanation.

Search Tuning Operation
When it comes to faults in the G chassis the search
tuning circuit is, after the Ipsalo circuit, the main
trouble-spot. As you will see from the fault list next
month, the number of faults is comparable to the power
supply. When fault finding in this area it's helpful to
know how the system operates, so that faults can be
tracked down by making test measurements rather than
Matrix ing
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by just changing the i.c.s one by one and keeping your
fingers crossed that you will have cleared the fault.
The design is based around the AY-3-8203 microcomputer ICC7 whose function, in conjunction with the front
control and display panel, is to provide tuning search and
control of memory and channel switching. Fig. 2 shows a
block diagram of the system.
Tuning is initiated by the start button, operation of
which sets ICC7 in the search mode. A pulse train at
approximately 3-9kHz then emerges from pin 35 — this
will form the varicap supply voltage. At the same time
the fine-tune voltage at pin 33 is centred to give an equal
"throw" up and down. Also pin 31 goes low to mute the
sound, lower the contrast level and, with the G chassis,
switch on the tuning band LEDs.
The pulses from pin 35 vary in width to set the final
d.c. level fed to the varicap tuner. They are adjusted to
an amplitude of 5.2V by RC58/DC15/TC8/RC54 and
then pass to a filter circuit consisting of RC9/10/11/13/14/
15 and CC5-8 which, in conjunction with an operational
amplifier in ICC1 (input pins 8 and 9), produces at pin 7
the d.c. required for the tuner. As the search continues,
the a.f.c. demodulator ICCC1 (TBA120A), which is
mounted in a screening can on the tuner/i.f. motherboard, gives a pulse output signal — see Fig. 3(a) — which
is fed to the control PCB, entering ICC1 at pin 11. When
the swing of this signal is greater than ±50mV in
comparison with an internal reference voltage of 5.2V, a
comparator circuit within the chip produces two output
pulses that leave at pins 15 and 16 (the down and up
signals respectively).
The down signal is fed directly to the 4011 chip ICC9,
providing one input to a nand gate. The up pulses from
pin 16 are delayed by CC35/RC66/DC18 before being
fed into ICC9 as the second input to the gate. When the
up and down signals are both high, the gate's output goes
low. This change is coupled via RC71 and CC37 to the
level-shift transistor TC12 which turns off momentarily,
providing a high pulse at pin 29 of ICC7. This is the stop
input. The search then pauses. After a delay of approximately 256msec, set by an internal monostable, the
validate input at pin 28 is checked. If it's low, the search
will continue: if it's high this indicates that a channel has
been found. It can go high only when the video sync fed
to pin 12 of ICC1 and the flyback pulses fed to pin 13
coincide, making the output at pin 20 go high. This
output is fed via ICC9 and the level-shift transistor TC11
to pin 28 of ICC7. The search will stop and pin 31 will go
high, removing the mute and restoring the contrast level.
The station can now be stored in the ER1400 tuning
memory chip ICC8 by pressing the store button.
ICC7's clock is set at 2MHz by RTC3 and CC26. This
is divided by 128 to provide the 15.625kHz memory
clock. The search speed is set by the tuning oscillator
whose frequency is set at approximately 1-2kHz by RC59
and CC27. ICS2 (U143M) on the front panel drives the
LED channel number display, under the control of the
four-bit parallel data lines from pins 22, 23, 24 and 25 of
ICC7. Channel selection is performed by the MM74C922
chip ICS1 which feeds data directly on to the same data
bus. The remote control system uses an SAA1250
encoder in the handset and an SAA1251 decoder in the
remote control receiver (ICC101 in the H chassis). This
chip provides the same data lines with outputs at pins 8,
9, 10 and 11, via ICC103.
Next month we'll take a look at the Ipsalo-2 circuit
then provide a fault guide for the G and H chassis.
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TV Fault Finding
Ferguson SAP1 Satellite Receiver
The customer complained that the satellite TV picture
intermittently became snowy. At the house we found
that the receiver unit was very sensitive to tapping
virtually anywhere on the PCB. This produced vision
splashing. A careful look around showed that R149 had
never been soldered — the legs were bent over and were
making good contact. Soldering R149 into circuit certainly seemed to cure the problem. The manual doesn't
seem to be available yet, so when we got back I phoned
Ferguson who kindly faxed a circuit diagram. This
showed that R149 provides the 12V feed to the r.f..
modulator.
While in contact with Ferguson I took the opportunity
to ask about the very high running temperature of these
Pace made units. An engineer said the company was
perfectly happy with the situation, but I can't help
thinking that the heat will eventually lead to reliability
problems. Another puzzling thing is that the regulators
are rivetted instead of bolted to the heatsink. This would
seem to me to be unwise for two reasons. First rivets
tend to work loose, causing problems with overheating.
N.B.
Secondly replacement is more difficult.
Salora/Luxor Mk 11/9570 Satellite Tuner
Following a night with a lot of lightning we were
inundated with the usual dead equipment calls. Amongst
the casualties was a satellite TV tuner at a local tourist
attraction. It had not been bought from us as the owner
had obtained it when living in another part of the
country, and was of the type intended for Eutelsat/
Intelsat reception, with a 1.8m dish. The fault was no
output and no front panel operation. This is the tell-tale
sign of a blown LNB fuse, which was the case. The inline fuseholder was chewed up as the fuse had previously
been replaced. A check on the 18V rail showed that it
was at about 9V: the regulator was drawing excessive
current as it had a 2811 leak to chassis. Replacement calls
N.B.
for a fair bit of dismantling.
Ferguson TX90 Chassis
One of these 14in. portables would "go off" when changing channels. We found that there were dry-joints on both
the field output transistors. It looked as though the
heatsink on which they were mounted had received a
knock, forcing the legs of the transistors farther through
N.B.
the board than they ought to have gone.

Reports from Nick Beer, Gerry Hoey,
J.G. Grieve, Chris Orr, Alfred Damp,
Ray Crockit and lan Bowden
was at over 6.7V! Not much more time was wasted before
we changed the TCA270SB detector/a.g.c. chip. This
finally restored the signals, but there was a severe striation
down the left-hand side of the picture due to the line
linearity coil's damping resistor being open-circuit while
the c.r.t. was, as usual, very low emission.
N.B.
Hitachi CPT2650
Not a fault perhaps but something that could catch you
out — no picture at switch on, the picture appearing up to
half an hour later. The cause is incorrect grey-scale
setting. My first experience of this was after replacing a
c.r.t.
N.B.
Ferguson SRA1 Satellite Receiver
Ferguson has issued the following advice on the SRA1
Astra satellite receiver system in the latest issue of
Ferguson Feedback.
Always disconnect the receiver from the mains supply
before removing or fitting the LNB. As the cable carries
power to the LNB, an accidental short-circuit is possible
when making the connection, leading to power supply
failure. The LNB F connector must be water-tight to
avoid serious signal degradation.
As a general guide to fault finding, if any of the LEDs
light but the screen is full of snow, check the LNB's
output with a portable spectrum analyser or a signal
strength meter. Alternatively substitute a known good
receiver. If only snow is still present, suspect the LNB or
the cable. Before changing the LNB, make a visual
check that the dish is correctly aligned. When doing this
remember that the dish focuses light, heat and sound —
beware of sun glare and sound from overhead aircraft.
If only half the channels can be received, the fault is
due either to the polariser or the transistor that changes
the polarising voltage.
Philips CP110 Chassis
An EW fault on one of these sets was traced to R3599
(471/) being open-circuit. While investigating this fault we
noticed that two of the transistor types have been transposed in the circuit diagram, i.e. T7600 should be shown
as type BC558 instead of type BF819 while 17601 should
be shown as type BF819 instead of type BC558.
G.H.
Philips CTX-E Chassis

Thorn 1615 Chassis
This set had been seen by one of our field service
engineers a few days previously. The complaint had been
no results and he'd repaired some dry-joints on the coils in
the line output stage. This time the set had to be brought
in — there was an i.f. fault, i.e. no sound and a blank white
raster. A check on the voltages in the i.f. strip showed
that they were haywire. Resistance checks then showed
that the first i.f. amplifier transistor VT1 was leaky while
the third transistor VT3 was open-circuit all ways round.
Replacing them made no difference and the base of VT1
852

This one kept losing its memory. The 2.4V cell 1777 had
been fixed in position but never soldered. All was o.k.
after soldering.
J.G.G.
Philips 2A Chassis
These sets can give you a bit of trouble when one comes
in with a short-circuit line output transistor. C2609 (9.1nF)
in the diode modulator circuit is a known offender.
Sometimes we have also replaced the EW modulator
diodes D6609 (BY228) and D6610 (BYW95C), the
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protection capacitor C2618 (1.5nF) and the 140V h.t.
reservoir/smoothing capacitors C2697 and C2701 (both
47µF — we use higher voltage ratings in these two
positions). It has not been possible to pinpoint the
primary cause of the trouble but we find that replacing
these components avoids any comebacks.
J.G.G.

the 5V regulator which was without its 12V input. This
comes from the main board and was present at the
output from the 12V regulator. A check on the main
board print showed that there was a hairline crack
around the solder pad where the 12V supply is taken off
to the tuning board.
A.D.

Rank T20 Chassis

ITT TX3446

We find that it is often necessary to replace a number of
components when the BU326 chopper transistor 7VT2
goes short-circuit. These items are as follows: 7THY1
(BR103), 7VT1 (BC252B), 7R17 (2.211), 7C4 and 7C5
(both 47µF) — and of course the two fuses 7FS1 and 7FS2.
In addition all the diodes in the power supply module
J.G.G.
should be checked.

This set came in with a blank raster. A quick scope
check showed that a composite video signal was present
at the digital video board, was of the correct size and
shape and was entering the VCU2100A video codec
chip. The digital signals on all the parallel data output
pins were of incorrect shape and size however. Replacing the chip restored normal results.
A.D.

Fidelity ZX3000 Chassis
This set was dead with the chopper transistor TR3 shortcircuit and both fuses open-circuit — the mains fuse Fl
(T2A) was blackened. When these items had been replaced we still had no results as R97 (4.7a, 4W) in the
feed to the line output stage was open-circuit. Our
experience with these sets has been that if any one of the
diodes in the bridge rectifier circuit is faulty it's advisable
to replace all four with the larger version of the BY127.
It's tricky but it can be done.
CO.

Mitsubishi CT2227
This set suffered from field collapse. The old rule about
looking first paid off: two electrolytics appeared to be
very stressed. A check with the circuit diagram showed
that they were the field scan couplers C412/3. They are
both 330µF, 50V, and both had bulged tops. A cold
check with the Avo showed that one of them was openA.D.
circuit and the other short-circuit.
Toshiba C2095

Thorn 9600 Chassis

There were no results and a check on the 111V h.t. line
revealed that it was at 20V via the start up diode D908.
Checks on the STR441 chopper chip IC901 showed that
there was OV at pin 4. R904 (821(1/, 0.5W) was opencircuit.
A.D.

This set would trip and go off shortly after switching on.
If you switched off, waited half a minute, then switched
on again the cycle would repeat. All was well when the
set was powered at 210V via a variac, and a check on the
h.t. rail indicated that there were no problems here.
After we ran the set for a quarter of an hour in this state
we decided that the fault was probably in the fail-safe
(over-voltage protection) circuit. This is centred around
transistor TR471, but the voltages here were in order.
Placing the meter's probe on the base connection
produced a trip however, as did touching the 6.2V zener
diode D472 which is connected between TR471's base
and chassis. We checked TR471 out of circuit and found
that it was o.k. Deciding that removal of the zener diode
for a zenering test was hard work (that comes last) we
removed its 1M11 feed resistor R476 and found that it
was open-circuit. A replacement cured the fault.
A number of Toshiba sets use this chassis, which was
also fitted in some Bush/Murphy models (Rank T24
chassis).
R.C.

Ferguson 16A2 (TX90 Chassis)

Salora 26J40

The reported fault was "only snow when the set first
comes on". When we tried the set we found that this
description was correct, but the customer had neglected
to tell us that the fault lasted for only about thirty
seconds. We tried a new tuner, then the M923 tuning
chip, but neither of these was responsible. The set
started to take longer and longer to come on, and at last
we were able to get some sensible readings from the test
equipment. The tuner unit's tuning pin was permanently
high at 31V. A check at pin 19 of IC902 (M923) with the
oscilloscope then revealed that there were no tuning
output pulses. At this point the set returned to normal
working and had to be left for another day.
The next time the fault occurred we immediately
checked the 5V supply to the chip. It was missing from

This was an odd problem. The set had been in the
workshop three weeks previously, when we had replaced a faulty LF0041 hybrid Ipsalo control chip. Its
start-up regulator section had failed. This time the same
part of the chip had failed and the set wouldn't come on.
Examination of both the faulty chips showed that there
were signs of excessive heat around the start-up regulator transistor. After fitting another chip we made some
further checks around it. When running, line pulses
should be present at pin 2. This is connected to the
regulator's zener diode, the action of the pulses keeping the circuit off for most of the time. These pulses were
not present because RB723 hadn't been fitted from new.
Somehow the set had managed to work for around four
years before failing.

Insufficient width with the extreme verticals bowed inwards was traced to R865 (4.711) in the diode modulator
stage being open-circuit. It's a fiat type located behind the
tripler and replacement necessitates complete removal of
the scan panel.
Another of these sets tripped at switch on. We found
that the T9013V line output transistor 'VT801 was leaky.
As we didn't have one of these to hand we decided to fit
an R2010B — the chopper device used in the old 3500
chassis. A week-long soak test showed that it worked
quite happily in this position.
C.O.
Hitachi NP81CQ Mk II Chassis
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Servicing the Panasonic U3/U3W Chassis
Nick Beer
The Panasonic U3 and U3W chassis are virtually identical.
They succeeded the U2 chassis which was covered in the
February 1985 issue of Television. Models fitted with the
U3 and U3W chassis include the TC208, TC221, TC225,
TC2000, TC2011, TC2024, TC2211, TC2213, TC2216,
TC2221, TC2223, TC2226, TC2622 and TX2284. The
range ran from 20 to 26in. tubes and from standard
through to remote control with teletext. A large number
of these sets are still in service but the life of some of them
has been cut short by premature failure of the c.r.t.

Purple Electrolytics
Those who have worked on the U2 chassis will have
noticed the number of faults caused by defective electrolytic capacitors. This was a problem with Panasonic sets of
this era. As a rule only the dark purple capacitors are
affected. When servicing these sets a check on all these
capacitors should be the first job. There are two reasons
for this. First the symptoms that occur when one of these
capacitors is faulty can be very strange and misleading.
Secondly you won't miss any that are beginning to show
signs of deterioration, thus preventing call-backs. The
troublesome capacitors are on the main horizontal section
of the chassis and the c.r.t. base panel.
Your first check should be to wiggle and pull each of
these capacitors. This will usually result in at least one of
them coming away in your hand. What happens is that
electrolyte begins to exude in a brown, powdery form
around the positive leg. This highly corrosive material rots
the leg away and begins to eat into the Paxolin panel. In
really bad cases the powder can be found on the print side
of the panel, having eaten its way through the PCB hole
where the capacitor's positive • leg once resided. The next
step is to remove each capacitor in turn and inspect it for
signs of leakage. This may sound like a lengthy job, but in
practice it's Soon done and definitely pays dividends.
Any leaky capacitors should of course be replaced, but
make sure that all electrolyte on the panel has been
thoroughly washed away with alcohol or something similar
before you carry out any soldering in the affected area.
The electrolyte spits when heated and if left will corrode
the PCB. Use capacitors from Panasonic as replacements
for the purple ones. Circuit references of the suspect
capacitors include C572 (10AF, 250V), C551 (100AF,
35V). C558 (1,000AF, 25V), C356 (1AF, 350V),C854
(47µF, 250V), C856 (47AF, 35V), C809 (1µF, 250V) and
C853 (100AF, 250V). Some of the symptoms that arise
when these capacitors fail are: varying sound level; purity
errors; one side of the screen dark while the other is
progressively lighter; varying brightness level; a high
pitched whistle from the power supply; ringing on the
picture; and corrugated verticals on the picture.
Tuning System Faults
Failure of the tuning system has been a problem in
recent years. These sets employ a search and store
arrangement and the symptoms vary from not searching
and/or storing to no front panel operation (remote channel change etc.) due to heavy loading on the 12V supply.
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The cause of the trouble is the tuning/memory chip which
is IC1101 (TMS3452N2L) in some sets, IC1103
(TMS3453N2L) in others. If the supply is excessively
loaded, lift pin 40 of this device as a check. On board
TNP66035ZA this condition will usually be accompanied
by overheating of R1214 (330ft, 1W). These problems
seem to occur when a set comes in for the first time since
it was new, for example when being overhauled for rerenting. Note that these chips are static-sensitive devices,
so the proper precautions should be taken when fitting a
replacement. Also the auto-search must be operated
immediately after the replacement in order to initialise the
chip.
There are occasions when the 12V rail is low or missing
and this is not due to excessive loading. On board
TNP66035ZA a check around the 12V regulator circuit
should reveal the cause of the trouble — suspect items are
R1151 (22CI, 0.5W), Q1124 (2SD762) and zener diode
D1117 (QA116R2). Note that R1151 is a critical safety
component. Board. TNP66048ZA has a simple zener
diode 12V regulator circuit. On one occasion I've had an
open-circuit secondary winding on transformer T1101
(TLP15275).

No Go
The no go condition is usually accompanied by a scream
from the power supply, indicating the presence of an
overload. My approach to this is to check the following
items. This will usually bring the culprit(s) to light. First
the two diodes D552 and D553 in the EW modulator
circuit. D552 is type TVSC27-15M and D553 type
TVSC2406M. Check these as a pair — when one goes the
other usually follows. If you have to replace them you
may find that with the set working there's no EW
correction as the driver transistor Q753 (2SD762) has
been adversely affected by failure of the diodes. This
sequence of events is also experienced with the earlier U2
chassis. Use genuine replacements. Many engineers are
tempted to use a BYX71-600 or the heftier BY223. These
will work, but their long-term reliability in this circuit is
poor. As is often the case, European semiconductor
devices don't last in Japanese line output or power supply
circuits.
If the EW modulator diodes are o.k., check the following: the BU208A line output transistor Q551; the 2SC2653
line driver transistor 0501; the RH15 195V supply rectifier D555; the ERC24-06M 26V supply rectifier D554; the
ERC24-06M 18V supply rectifier D556; the TVSC2408M
h.t. supply (160V with 22 and 26in. sets, 128V with 20in.
models) rectifier D851; and the RU3N 27V supply rectifier D852. Also check the ERZC1OZK241U protection
diac D854 — very often it has a hole blown in its side. This
item is connected across the h.t. supply. Measure the h.t.
at TPS1 or the positive leg of the reservoir capacitor 0853.
If you still have a non-working set, try lifting one end of
the h.t. smoothing choke L851 and connecting a bulb as a
dummy load across 0853 (TPS1 is on the output side of
the choke). If the h.t. comes up, you've got an overload.
In this situation I'd be tempted to suspect the line output
transformer. While Panasonic line output transformers are
exceptionally reliable, I have had the odd one fail. If
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Fig. 1: Circuit diagram of the chopper power supply used in the Panasonic U3 and U3W chassis. The e.h.t., 195V, 26V and
18V supplies are derived from the line output transformer. The 18V supply feeds the 12V regulator.

possible check it out of circuit with a Megger. Check every
other possibility before condemning the transformer — it
rarely fails.
If the h.t. doesn't come up with the dummy load, the
fault will be in the power supply. A check on the following
items should reveal the cause of the fault. First check the
4.71/, 7W surge limiter resistor R802 — note that it's on the
negative side of the mains bridge rectifier. It often goes
open-circuit. We've also had cases where the 220µ,F, 400V
reservoir capacitor C808 has become leaky. This is a silver
can electrolytic, not one of the purple ones. If there's no
voltage at the base of Q801 you'll find that R803 (68kn,
1W) is open-circuit.
No output from the power supply is very often caused
by one of the transistors having gone short-circuit. The
chopper transistor Q804 (2SD792) is an obvious suspect.
If it's o.k., go on to check Q801 (2SC2637), 0802
(2SC1573NC), Q803 (2SC2653), 0806 (2SC1318) and
0808 (2SA564). Also suspect the QA1-06SB reference
zener diode D807 and R835 (8.2kft, 3W). The resistors in
series with the h.t. adjustment potentiometer R811 should
be checked carefully — R807 and R810 have a tolerance of
one per cent. It's rare for the AN5900 chopper control
chip IC801 to be faulty but this can happen. And all the
electrolytics should checked. A loud, high-pitched whistle
from the chopper transformer, sometimes coupled with a
and
screen
line
running
down
the
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line tearing, can be caused by C809 (1µF, 250V), C853
(100pF, 250V) or C854 (47µF, 250V).
If the mains fuse F801 has blown you'll probably find
that two of the TVSC0510 mains bridge rectifiers D801-4
have gone short-circuit. An alternative cause is an intermittent short-circuit in the degaussing posistor D812.
If the set intermittently goes into the standby mode
when switched on, the contacts on the relay are probably
carbonised — they can be cleaned.
A final point about the power supply: Panasonic mains
switches are exceptionally reliable.
If the power supply is in order but the line output stage
is dead check whether the h.t. feed resistor R559 (2212,
20W) is open-circuit. Failure of the line timebase has on
occasion been traced to the AN5435 sync/timebase generator chip IC501.
Bowed Sides

If the sides of the picture are bowed in, check the EW
modulator driver transistor 0753 (2SD762).
Intermittent Shutdown

Intermittent shutdown is not a common fault. When it
does occur, try replacing the 11V zener diode D501. This
usually clears the trouble. If not it will be necessary to
provide the power supply with a dummy load bulb and
911

carry out detailed checks — the trouble is usually due to
thermal failure of one of the previously mentioned transistors in the power supply. The "heavier" components in
the line output stage don't usually fail intermittently.

Field Faults
The most common field faults are lack of height and
field collapse. They are often intermittent. Resoldering
the connections to the field output transistors 0402
(2SD856) and Q403 (2SD837) used to cure this fault in
nine out of ten cases. They are mounted, along with the
EW modulator driver transistor 0753, on a large heatsink
that runs across the depth of the bottom panel, about a
third of the way in from the left as you look in at the back
of the set. More recently we've tended to find that the
transistors themselves are faulty — usually both leaky or
one or the other short-circuit. Also check R430 (0.82n,
0.5W). The electrolytic to watch here is C414 (2,200µF,
35V).
Fault Guide
For no sound or vision with the raster present check
whether there is 12V at the emitter of the 12V stabiliser
transistor Q552 (2SD762). Check 0552, D558
(MA26WO) and zener diode D559 (QB111ZB) if this
voltage is absent.
As previously mentioned, problems due to the tuning/
memory chip are common. A not so common cause of no
signals is the 33V regulator IC70 (APC574J) having gone
short-circuit. In this event you might well find that its feed
resistor R71 (221d/, 1W) is open-circuit. A faulty tuner
usually results in a snowy picture rather than no signals.
Fit the improved type TNV87510F2T. For low gain in
poor-signal areas fit modification kit XFMK83-1.
For no sound, first check that the 27V supply is present
at pin 10 of the STK4019 audio output chip IC251. If not,
suspect that R852 (4.751, 2W) or R257 (3.311, 1W) is
open-circuit. If R257 is open-circuit suspect that IC251 is
also faulty.
Varying sound is not as common a problem with this
chassis as with the U2 — thank the Lord! The first thing to
do — you guessed it — is to check the electrolytics
associated with the sound circuitry. Next favourite is the
RD12 zener diode D251.
There are no stock faults in the i.f. and colour decoder
sections of the receiver. No colour has on occasion been
traced to the crystal X601 (TSS116M1).
For no picture with the c.r.t. cut off check R323 (1011).
For an overbright raster check the surge limiter R556
(2211) in the 190V supply. For varying brightness or one
side of the picture being brighter than the other check
C572 (10AF, 250V) and C356 (1AF, 350V).
For lack of either red, green or blue check D604/5/6
(MA1130), R313/4/5 (27011) or 0351/2/3 (2SC2923).
If the c.r.t.'s heaters are out check R558 (0.5651, 0.5W).
Tube Life
As with the U2 chassis, these sets use the A51-570X,
A56-540X and A66-540X range of tubes, which tend to
fail before their time — or are we expecting too much in
comparing them with the tubes used in older chassis such
as the CVCS series? Economically, to us replacement
seems to be a dubious proposition. Some engineers
prolong tube life by shorting out R558. This is not
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something that I favour. The same goes for boost transformers. The usual complaint is of poor focus and lack of
brightness or punch rather than lack of one colour.

Remote Control and Teletext
Remote control units vary depending on the features
incorporated in the set. Some incorporate VCR controls.
On the whole they are very reliable, though they have the
usual Panasonic battery cover weakness. With some sets
there's a pocket at the front for the remote control unit.
The problem here is that the unit becomes jammed in the
pocket when the screw in the bottom of the case falls out.
The simplest answer is to remove the screw, which does
very little — the cases are clipped together. Otherwise a
new case top will be required (the thread in it wears and
the screw will fall out again). As case parts are no longer
available from Panasonic this will mean replacement of
the complete unit. A particularly annoying event is when
the rubber contact mat wears, causing loss of some
functions — mats are considered to be case parts! The only
stock electronic problem is failure of the crystal
(TFOA420K03).
Teletext was not a common feature with Panasonic sets
when these models were produced. The text adaptable
model TC2622 was a rarity indeed and the kit hasn't been
available for years. Text faults are virtually non-existent.
All I've had to do is to reset the clock on a couple of sets.
Modifications
A number of production modifications were made. It's
not really practical to check each set to see whether
they've been incorporated. The following are worth noting where relevant to a particular complaint.
To improve the focus and peak white capability, change
C351 from 180pF to 220pF, C352 from 120pF to 220pF,
C353 from 180pF to 330pF, R351/2/3 from 10kft to 8.2kS1
(2W), R354 from 8051 to 8251, R355 from 2705/ to 18011,
R356 from 18051 to 8251 and R370/1/2 from 2.7kt/ to
1.5kI1 (0.5W). These components are all on the c.r.t. base,
panel. On colour decoder panel B change R303 from
2.2k11 to 4.7kfi, R309 from 68k11 to 270k11 and R325
from 22k5/ to 27k1.
To prevent ringing/ghosting change C303 from 120pF to
82pF and R305 from lk11 to 56051.
To improve the red chroma replace R619 with a wire
link, fit a 1.2kft resistor (R631) in place of link J28 and
add C629 (20pF). Additionally in Models TC2221/3 remove J14 and add R630 (6.8kfI).
Manual Errors
A couple of errors in the manual are worth noting. The
sub-contrast control should be adjusted for a drive of
2.4V, not 3V. The sub-colour control should be adjusted
for a 1.8V peak-to-peak waveform, not 2.3V p-p.
In Conclusion
In conclusion, the vital thing with these sets is to check
the electrolytics. Apart from the odd rogue set the
experienced engineer will have no problems with these
chassis. The usual precautions should of course be taken.
Remove flux after soldering and varnish joints. Clean up
electrolyte and muck around the e.h.t. cavity.
The successor U4 and U4W chassis will be covered in a
future article.
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CCTV Faults
Peter Graves
As with all complicated electronic equipment, closedcircuit television presents its own particular problems.
You think you've seen it all, then something unexpected
occurs. Here are some of the more uncommon problems
we've encountered in the field.
Misting Windows

Camera housings designed for outdoor use have a
heater under the front window to keep it clear of condensation. In modern housings the heater consists of one
or more high-wattage, aluminium-clad resistors connected
across the mains supply. A thermostat inside the housing
brings the resistor(s) into circuit when the temperature
drops to a point where condensation is likely to form. A
small metal shield above the resistor(s) guides the warm
air flow.
Several cameras in housings were installed around the
edge of a large site. After a short period of operation we
received a complaint that the windows were misting up.
This is not unusual in a new installation, particularly if
moisture has been trapped inside the housings when
installed. A visit to the site during the day showed nothing
out of the ordinary.
The complaints persisted and a second visit was made.
Visual inspection of the pictures showed some apparent
misting so we decided to clean the housings. When the
first camera was swung down on its pole we realised that
the weather was too warm for condensation to form —
then the cleaning cloth showed a black deposit! The
housing manufacturer had used ordinary mains cable to
wire the heaters and black rubber sleeves to insulate the
connections to the resistors. The heat produced by the
resistors had been enough to melt the sleeves and the
cable insulation, the fumes produced being responsible for
the "misting" problem.
A heat-resistant type of cable was fitted, with silicone
rubber sleeves — and the manufacturer was made aware of
his mistake.
Sticky Iris

On several occasions a customer complained about a
"no picture" fault. It would sometimes clear itself, but at
other times was still there when an engineer called. You
could see from the picture and the video waveform that
the iris appeared to be sticking open.
The camera is used to supervise an outside area and is
mounted in a weatherproof housing with an infra-red
lamp for night-time illumination. It's fitted with a low-light
tube and a zoom lens. The lens iris is motorised, being
driven by an auto-iris circuit within the camera. When the
scene illumination drops, the output video level falls. The
voltage change is detected by the auto-iris circuit, which
responds by opening the iris to restore the original video
level. Conversely when the scene illumination rises the iris
is driven towards the closed position. Fig. 1 shows the
arrangement. The circuit tries to keep the video waveform
at a constant level.
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Access to the camera is poor — it's some twenty feet up
a vertical pole and is difficult to get at from a ladder. As
soon as the camera was disturbed by removing the cover
of the weatherproof housing the lens iris would come
unstuck and operate correctly. It then couldn't be made to
stick. Several days later the customer would be on the
phone again. In the end we had to remove the camera and
lens from the housing and take it back to the workshop
for a closer look.
To prevent the drive motor stalling and possibly damaging the lens when the iris reaches the end of its physical
travel microswitches are incorporated in the auto-iris
circuit — see Fig. 2. Suppose that the iris has been driven
far enough for the cam on the lens to operate microswitch
51. This will bring diode Dl into circuit. Its polarity is
such that it is reverse biased, thus preventing further
movement of the motor in the direction concerned.
Should the motor voltage reverse, D1 will be forward
biased and the motor can run, moving the lens towards
the other end of its travel. The arrangement is such that
the motor can be driven in either direction provided it
doesn't reach one end. D2 operates at the other end of
travel.
Both switches appeared to be working correctly — they
make a distinct click when they operate, and the motor
would stop — but we decided to check them with an
ohmmeter. As a result we discovered that one of them
had developed a high-resistance path internally. This
meant that when it operated it effectively added a resistor
in parallel with the diode.
When the light dropped at night the iris would open
until the microswitch operated. The diode should then
have stopped the motor from turning any farther, but the
resistance allowed current to flow. As a result the motor
continued to turn until it stalled. Sometimes it turned far
enough to jam the lens iris which would stick until
physically disturbed. There was no obvious cause of the
microswitch failure and a replacement provided a complete cure.
Auto-pan Problem

Maintenance at this site, with elderly equipment installed, had previously been carried out by other companies. It was a very large site and the cameras were
controlled from a central point via a telemetry system. As
the camera controls were operated, digital signals were
sent to a receiver at the selected camera. They were then
decoded and used to operate the relays that activate the
camera functions — Fig. 3 provides an outline of the
system.
The faulty camera was used to watch a large open area
and had an auto-pan facility. When auto-pan was selected,
the pan-and-tilt head continuously moved the camera
from side to side. No problem here but the camera would
sometimes, without auto-pan being selected or any of the
other camera controls being operated, move across from
right to left until it reached the end-stop at the far lefthand side. It would then stop.
The previous maintenance company had blamed noise
on the phone lines carrying the telemetry signals and had
done nothing about the problem. Telemetry systems are
not normally troubled by noise however since error
detection is built into the system. In addition, noise would
be unlikely to initiate just one of the control functions.
Since the other cameras worked correctly it was unlikely that the fault was at the control room end. A quick
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check on the receiving unit revealed that the smoothing
capacitor in its power supply had partially failed, as a
result of which there was some 2V of hum on the 12V rail.
Presumably this was upsetting the decoder and relay
driver as fitting a replacement cleared the problem.

Vandalism
Running the connecting cables to a camera on a panand-tilt head that can be moved over a wide range always
presents problems. There must be enough slack to allow it
to move freely, but if there's too much slack the cables
can get caught in the mountings. Pan-and-tilt head motors
are powerful enough to rip the cables off. In modern
installations the cables are run up the inside of a length of
flexible conduit to provide protection. The conduit is less
likely to get caught and gives the job a neat, professional
appearance.
The pan-and-tilt camera concerned was one of two used
for surveillance at a car park. They were in continuous use
and were fitted with infra-red lamps for night-time operation. As the light level changed the lamps were automatically switched on and off by photoelectric cells at the rear
of the lamp housings.
The first hint of trouble came when one of our engineers was called out because "both cameras were dead".
On arrival a rather apologetic security officer told him
that the problem was due to the earth leakage circuit
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breaker coming out and that it had been reset. Both
pictures were present and as the security staff were
satisified with them our engineer returned to base. On the
following day we received another call because one on the
pan-and-tilt units had apparently stopped tilting. The
camera was on a pole, and visual inspection from the
ground showed that the flexible conduit had kinked into a
tight loop, preventing the tilt axis operating. While making preparation to winch the camera's mounting pole
down we noticed that the photoelectric cell from one of
the lamps was lying on the ground next to the pole — an
unusual occurrence as they have a tigh bayonet fitting and
don't usually fall out by themselves.
Closer inspection showed that the camera had been
severly stoned from a nearby bridge. The stones had
knocked out the photoelectric cell and we guessed that the
ingress of rain into the open socket had been responsible
for the earth leakage breaker trip operating on the
previous day. The stones had also distorted the camera
housing and damaged the nut that held the flexible
conduit, allowing it to rotate. This had in turn made the
conduit kink, locking the tilt axes. Fortunately the camera
had been pointing away from the direction of attack, so
that the glass camera housing faceplate and the lenses and
filters of the infra-red lamps had escaped damage.
Our experience is that deliberate vandalism like this is
rare but it brought to mind several other cases, like the
poor picture fault with an indoor camera looking at an exit
door. It was mounted without a housing some seven feet
from the floor and the lens had been sprayed with some
oily liquid. Another indoor camera had to be put into a
housing to prevent persistent fiddling with the lens settings
by persons unknown.

Camera Development Problem
Vidicon cameras were built by a small company. To
start with each camera was hand-built in the development
department by a technician, using rat's nest point-to-point
wiring. The cameras worked but tended to be unreliable,
could be built on only a one-off basis, and looked
extremely untidy. As demand increased it was realised
that a more professional approach was needed, and that
construction would have to be turned over to nontechnical wiremen. The plans were redrawn in the production department, with the interconnecting cables
redesigned as cable looms. This took place against dire
warnings from the development department that the
cameras would never work with looms because of the
extra cable lengths and interaction between them.
The first camera to come off the production line was
put on the test bench. It set up well on a test chart, except
for the fact that the top of the picture appeared to be
pulled over slightly. Consternation in production, cries of
"we told you so" in development!
The test engineer started his investigation. He progressively replace the loomed wires with a point-to-point rat's
nest. Eventually the looms had been removed completely
and the wiring was back to the development department's
standard. Unfortunately the fault was still present!
Further investigation was carried out by the production
department. It was eventually found that the distortion
was caused by an incorrectly specified capacitor in the line
output stage. It was an original design fault, not an
assembly error. In fact all the cameras had the fault. It
was just that no one had looked at them as critically as
they had looked at that first one off the production line!
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Part 3: G and H Chassis continued

Last month we described the operation of the Ipsalo-1
circuit used in earier versions of the G and H chassis. The
Ipsalo-2 circuit is totally different. Fig. 1 shows the overall
Ipsalo-2 circuit as used in the H chassis while Fig. 2 shows
the circuitry within the LF0034A hybrid chip that provides
the drive for the chopper transistors TB700 and TB701.
The G chassis uses an LF0034 hybrid chip which is slightly
different from the LF0034A and there are several other
differences in the implementation of the Ipsalo circuit,
with a completely different set of component reference
numbers as well. The following description applies to the
H chassis version of the Ipsalo-2 arrangement.
The mains input is rectified by the diode bridge DB708711 which develops about 320V across its reservoir capacitor CB721. Note that CB721 and the smoothing capacitor
CB722 are two sections of a double unit.
Start-up Action
As these sets and subsequent models have no transformer derived start-up/standby supply, a simple start-up
pulse generator circuit is used to get the chopper transistors going initially. Once the circuit is operating normally,
the hybrid chip HB1 takes over the supply of drive to the
chopper transistors. The start-up pulse generator consists
of resistors RB734/716/715, capacitor CB715 and diac
DB725. CB715 charges via the three resistors from the
320V supply. When the voltage across it reaches approximately 35V the diac fires, discharging CB715 via RB705
and CB712 to provide a short base drive pulse for TB701,
the "lower" chopper transistor. As the diac is also connected to one of the two secondary windings on the driver
transformer MB700, a drive pulse will also be induced in
the other secondary winding. This is coupled to the base
of the "upper" chopper transistor TB700. Thus both
transistors receive drive pulses and the full 320V is
switched on and off across the primary winding (pins 2-1)
of the combi transformer MB500. As the voltage across
CB715 falls, the diac will cut-off. CB715 will then start to
charge again and the cycle will repeat.
This repeated switching of the chopper transistors results in a voltage being developed across the close-coupled
secondary winding (pins 17-18) on the combi transformer.
DB504 rectifies the output from this winding, producing a
d.c. supply that's fed back to pin 19 of the hybrid chip. An
emitter-follower (Q1) within the chip produces, in
conjunction with the 9.1V zener diode connected to pin
20, a regulated 8.5V start-up supply which appears at pin
18. It's used to supply the bistable circuit (pulse-width
modulator) within the chip and provides a start-up voltage
for the TDA2593 sync/line generator chip ICB501, the
chopper driver transformer MB700, the line driver transistor TB500 and the line pulse lengthening circuit TB508/9
etc. The line generator will then produce pulses to drive
the line output stage and the bistable in the chopper
control hybrid chip — the input to the chip is at pin 15.
Thus normal drive to the chopper transistors will be
established, but with a very short switch-on time. As the
line output stage comes into operation a supply of 142V
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(125V in 16 and 20in. models) will be developed across
CB513. This is fed to pin 12 of the hybrid chip, and as a
result the ramp charging circuit comes into operation,
increasing the on time of the chopper transistors. In this
way a soft start is achieved. As the chopper transistors
come under the control of the hybrid chip their on-to-off
time will be far greater than that provided by the start-up
pulse generator, which is overridden by connecting the
junction of CB715/DB725/RB715 to the collector of
TB701 via DB714 and RB708.
The set has now reached its normal operating state.
What can be a problem when fault finding is that this
start-up sequence takes very little time — from switch-on to
normal running takes about one second.
Regulation
Regulation of all the supply lines is based on feedback
of the voltage developed across CB513. This voltage is
connected directly to pin 12 of the hybrid chip. A resistor
within the chip provides a link to pin 13, which is
connected to the smoothing capacitor CB719. The voltage
at pin 13 depends on the conduction of Q6. It's fed via
RB718 to a charging capacitor within the chip, connected
between pins 6 and 8. This capacitor charges, producing a
ramp waveform which is applied to the base of Q3. When
the ramp voltage reaches a certain level Q3 switches on
and the bistable circuit changes state. When the next pulse
from the line generator chip arrives at pin 15 it switches
on 05 to discharge the ramp capacitor. Since 05 shorts
the base of Q3 to chassis the state of the bistable changes
back again.
Should the charging voltage at pin 13 of the hybrid chip
rise above the normal level — in this case the voltage
across CB513 will have fallen — the ramp developed by the
charging capacitor will reach the triggering point earlier.
Thus the mark-space ratio of the bistable will increase, Q3
remaining on for a longer time before the next line pulse
switches it off again. The chopper driver transistor Q4 is
held conductive by the d.c. voltage, derived from the
combi transformer, fed in at pin 3. Q4 switches off when
Q3 switches on. So with Q3 remaining on for a longer
period 04 will be switched off for a longer period. When
Q4 switches from on to off the energy built up in the
primary winding of the driver transformer MB700 is
released into the secondary windings, producing drive
pulses for the chopper transistors. Under the conditions so
far outlined the length of the drive pulses will increase,
keeping the chopper transistors on for a longer time. Thus
more energy will be built up in the combi transformer
before the chopper transistors switch off again. The result
is more energy being transferred from the mains to the
secondary windings on the combi transformer, bringing
the output voltages back up to the correct level.
Note that a fall in the voltage across CB513 leads to an
increase in the voltage at pin 13 of the hybrid chip. This is
because of the inverting action of the regulating transistor
Q6: when the voltage across CB513 falls, Q6's base
voltage is reduced and its collector voltage rises. The
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opposite occurs when the voltage across CB513 rises.
Circuit Protection
In the event of very heavy loading across CB513, for
example the line output transistor being short-circuit, the
voltage at pin 12 of the hybrid chip will be very low. As a
result there will be virtually no charging voltage at pin 13
and the bistable will be switched only by the line pulses
fed in at pin 15. As these are of short duration (8µsec),
the drive pulses used to switch on the chopper transistors
will also be of short duration and the minimum amount of
energy — just enough to produce the 28V supply — will be
transferred from the mains to the secondary side of the
combi transformer, preventing damage to the power
supply.
Should the regulating section of the hybrid chip try to
increase the energy supplied to the set above a safe level
(this would mean an increase in the voltage at pin 13)
zener diode DB720 will conduct, switching on Q5 to short
out the charging capacitor. The bistable will then be
driven by the line pulses alone, giving power supply
protection. In this state enough energy should be supplied
to the close-coupled secondary winding on the combi
transformer to keep the line oscillator and Ipsalo circuit
going. To unlatch 05 the set must be switched off for a
few seconds.
If for any reason the voltage across CB513 rises, the
action of the regulation circuit will cut back the charging
voltage, shorten the conduction time of the chopper
transistors and thus provide over-voltage protection.
Standby Operation
When an 18V standby signal is produced by the remote
control panel it has two effects. First, it's coupled to the
base of the regulating transistor Q6 via DB721 and
RB719, as a result of which Q6's collector voltage falls to
a low level. As we've seen, the effect of this is to reduce
the energy supplied to the secondary side of the combi
transformer to a minimum level, all that's needed being
the 28V supply to keep the line oscillator, Ipsalo and
remote control circuits going. The second action is to
bring transistor TB507 into action to invert the lengthened
line drive pulses applied to the line output transistor. As a
result the line output stage removes energy from the
secondary side of the combi transformer instead of adding
to it as it does via the action of the flyback pulses during
normal operation. This stops any build-up of unwanted
energy.
Fault Finding
Now for some hints when fault finding in this circuit.
First remember what's required to get the set into the
normal running condition: (1) a mains input, (2) a rectified supply across CB722, (3) operation of the start-up
pulse generator so that the 28V supply is produced, (4)
development of an 8.5V start-up supply at pin 18 of the
hybrid chip and (5) a line pulse output at pin 3 of the
TDA2593 chip ICB501, with the pulses reaching pin 15 of
the hybrid chip. We'll consider each of these in turn.
No mains supply to the rectifiers probably means a
blown mains fuse or an open-circuit mains switch contact.
We had one case where pressing the mains switch in
produced a burst of mains energy that was just enough to
get the set started before the switch went open-circuit and
the set died.
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No 320V supply across CB722 usually means that the
filter resistor RB713 (2211, 5W) is open-circuit. The usual
reason for this is that one or both of the chopper
transistors has gone short-circuit. Replace them as a pair
and check by lifting one end of each that all the rectifier
diodes on the primary winding side of the combi transformer are o.k. A common cause of this condition is a
dry-joint at or a defective line scan coupling capacitor.
This is CB532 (330nF, 250V) which should always be
checked when you look at one of these sets.
No 28V supply could mean that the start-up pulse
generator circuit isn't working. This is usually due to the
diac being open-circuit or a dry-jointed or open-circuit
331(11 resistor (RB734/715/716). If there's a continuous
whine at approximately 5kHz from the combi transformer
the start-up circuit is working. If the voltage at the
cathode of the 28V supply rectifier DB504 is very low,
look for a short across the supply. The usual cause is a
faulty audio output chip (ICB100, TDA2030) or a shortcircuit 18V regulator chip (ICB502, MC78M18BT).
For no 8.5V start-up supply at pin 18 of the hybrid chip,
check the voltage at pin 19. If this is less than 15V, check
at pin 20. Zero voltage here indicates that zener diode
DB722 is short-circuit, something that does happen from
time to time. If approximately 9.1V is present at pin 20
the internal transistor is open-circuit, so the hybrid chip
will have to be replaced. On one occasion the decoupling
capacitor CB717 was short-circuit, as a result of which the
voltages at pins 18, 19 and 20 were at nearly zero.
If there are no line-frequency pulses at pin 3 of the
TDA2593 chip ICB501, check that approximately 8.5V is
present at pins 1, 2 and 4. If so, try another i.c. On the
only occasion when we had a fault in this area the chip
was defective.
If there are line pulses at pin 15 of, the hybrid chip the
set should be able to start up. If the set is dead, it's likely
that there's an overload condition. In this case proceed as
follows.
Overload Checks
Check the voltage at pin 7 of the hybrid chip. If it's
around 0-6-0.7V, zener diode DB720 is conducting. So
there's either excessive loading on the secondary side of
the combi transformer or DB720 is faulty.
Also check the voltage across CB513, i.e. at pin .14 of
the combi transformer. If it's zero or very low there's
likely to be a short in the line output stage. If the voltage
is between 40V and its correct level of 125/142V (depending on tube size, see earlier) look for loading on one of
the other combi transformer outputs, e.g. a faulty tripler
(check by disconnecting the input lead). One of the
secondary winding rectifier diodes might be short-circuit
or there might be a short across one of the supplies —
make resistance checks to find out which one is shorted.
Another possibility is a leaky diode (DB510/DB511) in
the EW modulator circuit. If the line output stage is
suspect, a simple check is to unplug the scan coils and
connect two suitable diodes in series between pin 13 of the
combi transformer and chassis — cathode to pin 13, anode
to chassis. When the set is switched on the 125/142V and
all the secondary supplies should be present. Don't leave
the set in this condition for longer than you have to.
The same symptoms, i.e. no results with a high voltage
at pin 13 of the hybrid chip and some 0.6-0.7V at pin 7,
will be present when DB717 or DB718 is open-circuit,
cutting off Q6. Alternatively Q6 could be open-circuit.
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Fig. 1: The 1psalo-2 circuit as used in the H chassis.
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Fig. 2: Circuitry in and around the LF0034A hybrid chip HB1.

We once found that DB732 was leaky, producing around
21V at pin 13.
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If the voltage at pin 7 is at the correct level (0.12V) or
less, the overload should be along the lines of a complete
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short-circuit across the 125/142V supply, e.g. a shortcircuit line output transistor.
G Chassis Fault Guide
We will finish this instalment with fault lists for the G
and H chassis, starting with the G chassis. Where a fault
depends on whether the Ipsalo-1 or -2 circuit is used this
will be specified.
(1) Patterning on high chroma levels. Realign the sound
trap LA1 on the tuner/i.f. motherboard.
(2) Field collapse. The usual cause is the TDA1170S field
timebase chip ICB1.
(3) Low brightness, contrast and colour levels, Ipsalo-1
sets. Check the BC307 transistor TA6 in the beam limiting
system.
(4) Intermittent tripping, Ipsalo-1 sets. Try replacing the
18022 regulation thyristor THB1. Also ensure that a
heatsink has been fitted to it. If not, fit one — part no.
SCX077 (this part no. includes the thyristor).
(5) Set will not switch to standby from remote control,
Ipsalo-1 versions. The 9.1V zener diode DB5 is probably
faulty.
(6) Set carries out search tuning but will not store a
channel. Check that the —23V supply is present at pin 2 of
ICC8 (ER1400). If it is, suspect the chip.
(7) Set searches but will not stop when a channel is found.
TC11 (BC237A) open-circuit base-to-emitter.
(8) No sound or picture, intermittent raster, Ipsalo-1 sets.
TB17 (BFR80) on timebase motherboard faulty. A
BD136 can be used.
(9) Low brightness. RH7 (1Mfi) on c.r.t. base panel
open-circuit.
(10) Intermittent random channel change. Suspect ICS1
(MC74C922) on front panel, also the remote control
decoder chip if fitted.
(11) Tuning drift. Usually a faulty AY-3-8203
microcomputer chip (ICC7). See (16).
(12) Reluctant to change channels or sticks on one
channel. Suspect ICC7. See (16).
(13) Noise through speaker at switch on. Check CA55
(47µF) in the audio output stage by substitution.
(14) Set will not start from standby but starts from cold,
Ipsalo-1 version. TB15 (BFR80) intermittently opencircuit.
(15) Width and height variation, Ipsalo-1 sets. DB11
(8.2V zener diode) faulty, causing h.t. variation.
(16) The AY-3-8203 chip has been replaced with a type
suffixed A. For compatibility the following modifications
(boards STC0072-75) need to be made: add a 33011
resistor in series with DC25; change RC47 from 101(11 to
27kft; add a 220f1 resistor in series with the store line;
change CC38 from 68nF to 100nF.
(17) Excessive crackle on audio at switch on. Connect a
100kfl resistor (RA97) between pin 5 of EJ1 and chassis.
(18) The Toshiba tubes used in some sets magnetise and
are difficult to degauss. Change CH1 from 1.5µF to 3µ,F
and RH30 from 1011 to 22f1. These components are on
the c.r.t. base panel.
(19) For tuning drift caused by a varying varicap voltage,
particularly with 8-button models, reduce RCP1 from
4701c1/ to 100k11 and increase RCP2 from 12kfi to 15kt/.
(20) For poor degaussing, try the following remedies.
Reverse plug H2/1 on the c.r.t. base panel, add a lOnF
capacitor between the gate and cathode of THH1 and a
1.5AF capacitor in parallel with CH1.
(21) Intermittent tripping with high beam current, Ipsalo-1
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sets. Check that RA28 and RA29 are 33f1. Add a 3.3kfl
resistor between the base and emitter of TA6 and a 12kfl
resistor from the base of TA6 to pin 7 of connector Al —
cut the existing print to pin 7. On the tuning/memory
panel, remove RC75 and DC9 and fit a 1N4148 diode
with its anode to pin 13 of connector C2 and its cathode
connected via a 12kf/ resistor to pin 22 of ICC1 and via a
lkfl resistor to pin 20.
(22) Difficulty in starting sets with battery kit via the
remote control unit. Add a 2.211 resistor and an RGP1OG
diode connected in series between pin 19 (resistor) and
pin 15 (cathode of diode) of transformer MB1. Also add a
6.8kfi resistor between pin 5 and chassis.
(23) Incorrect tuning potentiometer selected for number
displayed. Poor plug and socket conection (S2) on front
top control PCB or a dry-joint on one of the three data
bus leads on the tuning potentiometer PCB.
(24) Cannot select correct tuning potentiometer. ICCP1
or ICCP2 on tuning potentiometer panel faulty.
H Chassis Fault Guide
The H chassis list is as follows.
(1) Peak white raster with flyback lines. RH7 (680kfl,
0.5W) on the c.r.t. base panel open-circuit. This removes
the beam current limiting feedback.
(2) Width and height variation, Ipsalo-2 sets. DB718
(8.2V zener diode) leaky, causing variation in the 125V/
142V supply.
(3) Excessive width, Ipsalo-2 sets. Width control RTB502
open-circuit.
(4) Set dead, Ipsalo-2 versions. 15V supply rectifier
DB507 open-circuit or dry-jointed. This seems to be more
common with Models 1H4/8.
(5) Slight width quiver, Ipsalo-2 sets. 142V supply slightly
low. HB1 faulty.
(6) Crackling or shriek on sound. Audio output chip
ICB100 (TDA2030) or, with Ipsalo-2 sets, intercarrier
sound chip ICD2 (TDA1236) faulty.
(7) No sound, low contrast. ICC7 (AY-3-8203A) on the
remote control panel faulty.
(8) No or intermittent failure to start at switch-on, Ipsalo2 sets. DB722 (9.1V zener diode) faulty, causing loss of
the start-up supply.
(9) Mains fuse and RB711 open-circuit, chopper transistors o.k., Ipsalo-2 sets. Reservoir/smoothing block CB721/
2 faulty.
(10) Field distortion at top of screen with reduced width.
ICB400 (TDA1170S) faulty.
(11) Set running with very low 142V supply (around 50V),
Ipsalo-2 version. DB732 (1N4148) short-circuit.
(12) Top of picture stretched with a white line across the
middle of the screen DB400 (1N4002) faulty.
(13) Set won't go to standby via remote control. Switch on
back in wrong position — should be in position 2 (opencircuit). Alternatively TC102 (BC307) on remote control
panel open-circuit base-to-emitter. With Ipsalo-2 sets
TB100 (BC307) short-circuit will cause this fault — it's on
the main panel.
(14) Field roll. ICB501 (TDA2593) faulty.
(15) Chopper transistors blowing, Ipsalo-2 sets. This can
be caused by cracks or chips in driver transformer MB700
or a faulty hybrid chip (HB1).
(16) Tuning range too low, also drifting. CBIOS (2.2nF)
leaky.
(17) Sound muted and contrast low. ICC4 (4049 on
remote control panel) faulty with permanent high at pin 6
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— same effect as holding in the store button. Models 1H1
and 1H6.
(18) Slow to start and when running hum on vision causes
flaring, Ipsalo-2 sets. CB712 and CB726 (both 4.7µF) in
chopper transistors' base circuits faulty.
(19) Twitching or varying width. EW amplitude control
RTB503 (1010 noisy.
(20) When teletext is fitted with early production sets poor
reception and data corruption may well occur. If so ensure
that improved tuner/i.f. pair (types SK4743 and
STD0063AM) have been fitted and that a 33012 resistor is
connected between pin 1 of the tuner and chassis.
The following two faults relate to 1HC and 1HG sets.
(21) Chroma displaced to right of luminance. Change
RB291 and RB292 from 1k11 to 47011 After doing this,
RTB203 may well have to be adjusted to remove Hanover
blinds.
(22) Poor definition coupled with tendency for the tuning
not to lock at the optimum point. Particularly with early
versions of these sets this is sometimes due to incorrect
adjustment of the a.f.c. coil LD6. One eighth to a quarter
turn is usually enough.
The following four faults apply to Models 1H4 and
1H8.
(23) No sound or picture, noisy raster on screen. ICC1
(MC7805) on remote control panel faulty, causing loss of
supply to the tuner prescaler circuit.
(24) Only snow on screen. Faulty prescaler circuit inside
tuner.
(25) No on-screen channel number display. ICC101
(SAA1075) on remote control panel faulty.
(26) Set comes on at number 17 instead of number 1 and
cannot be switched back to numbers 1-16. TS1 (BC307)
on front panel short-circuit.

TV Fault Finding

Reports from Philip Blundell, Eng. Tech.,
Alfred Damp, Ray MacDonald, J.S. Ruwala,
J.K. Potts, Steve Leatherbarrow and
J.R. Armagh

Philips CP90 Chassis

A number of these sets are coming in for repair now.
These two were typical. The first one had low h.t. with a
noise coming from the power supply. The line output
transformer had shorted turns. A dry-joint at the earth
connection to the combined focus/first anode control
module was the problem with the second set — the
symptom was an intermittent full-white raster.
P.B.
Bush Model BC6004

If you have one of these sets that's tripping, don't leave it
for long in this condition if you can help it. If D687
(SKE4F1) is faulty the 122V supply can go high. The
result of this is that C836 and C835 explode, spraying the
set — and your hair — with foil and wadding. R835 (3.91d1)
flashes over to the TBA530 chip which also dies. Over the
years I've had this state of affairs in the workshop on two
occasions. In neither case did I cause the problem, but I
had to clear up the mess both times!
P.B.
Hitachi CPT2596 (G8Q Chassis)

When this set was switched on the h.t. would come up
then trip out. We disconnected the outputs from the
chopper transformer one by one but the fault persisted.
Checks on IC901 revealed that some of the voltages were
incorrect. In particular there was zero voltage at pin 2,
which is the input to an error amplifier. There should be
2.3V here, supplied by R917 and D908 which is fed from a
feedback winding on the chopper transformer. This winding read open-circuit to chassis. The transformer's chassis
connection is pin 3: there was a hairline crack at the solder
connection pad here.
A.D.
Toshiba 210T6B
This set was dead and appeared to trip when switched on.
We disconnected the 112V supply to the line output stage
but this made no difference — in fact the 112V supply was
missing, but the standby and remote control supplies were
present. Transistor Q803 is used to kill the oscillator
section of the chopper chip IC801 for standby or for the
electronic trip action. In standby it's driven by QR01
which is in turn driven by the optocoupler DR10. QR01
was leaky collector-to-emitter but replacing it made no
difference. The basic cause of the trouble was that the
optotransistor in DR10 was faulty. Replacing DR10 restored normal results.
A.D.
Ferguson TX10 Chassis
This set defied all logical attempts at repair. It would
intermittently go to standby or either the volume, colour
or brightness would increase or decrease. All the usual
things were tried, i.e. a check for dry-joints around the
chopper/e.h.t. transformer, changing the focus control,
checking for a poorly earthed c.r.t. Aquadag coating etc.
The only effective cure was to unplug the infra-red
preamplifier — the set then behaved itself. A replacement
preamplifier was tried, but if anything this made matters
worse. Someone suggested extra earthing to the pream-
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plifier's screening can, but that didn't help either.
Another thought was c.r.t. flashovers. A second set was
backed on to the faulty one, but within minutes it was
back in standby.
As we were staring defeat in the face, memories from
the very back of the mind were recalling the ITT80
chassis that changed channels if the house had an
overhead mains supply. The majority were cured by
fitting a ferrite ring in the mains lead. So a ferrite ring
was fitted in the wiring loom to the infra-red preamplifier assembly. After a few anxious hours while the set
behaved itself we began to sigh with relief. We've had no
further trouble.
A.D.
Panasonic TC2204 (U1 Chassis)

We all need experience, but sometimes it can be a
hinderance. This old set suffered from very intermittent
line jitter, affecting only the top half of the picture. I've
not dealt with many of these sets, but having had similar
trouble with later Panasonic receivers due to capacitor
problems in the power supply this is where I started.
After wasting much time in this way the cause of the
trouble turned out to be the rather obvious C510
(100µF, 16V) which decouples the feed to the TDA2591
sync/line generator chip. These capacitors often show
signs of strain, but this one was like new and read
perfectly on my component tester.
R.M.
Some Quickies

ITT CVC1175/Solarvox 20S09: After five minutes the
picture brightness went low, with lack of width and field
foldover. C716 (10µF, 350V) on the chopper module
was leaky — it gets hot.
Sony KV2216U (YE2 chassis): For pincushion distortion
replace Q802 (SG264A).
ITT CVC1120 chassis: With the dead set symptom check
whether the line driver transistor's 1.2kt/ feed resistor
R744 is open-circuit.
J.K.P.
Sony 21XRTU

The complaint with this set was field collapse. We found
that R802 (1.211) was open-circuit. After replacing it we
switched on. There was an e.h.t. arc from the line output
transformer and R802 burnt out instantly. Another resistor was fitted and the line output transformer was replaced. This time there was an EW fault because D808
was short-circuit.
The arcing had also destroyed the chips on the teletext
panel. So if you get one of these sets with a field fault
make sure that the line output transformer is o.k. before
you give an estimate — I understand that this is a stock
fault.
J.S.R.
Sony KV2704

The customer complained that the set would work for
five-ten minutes and would then go to standby. When I
switched it on I noticed that the width was excessive — in
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fact there was an EW fault. As soon as I tapped the line
panel the set went to standby. I suspected a dry-joint but
decided to deal with the EW fault first. A check on the
SG264A gate-controlled switch which drives the EW
modulator diodes revealed that it was leaky. When it was
replaced the set worked perfectly and no longer went into
the standby mode.
During the same week I had a call from another
customer who reported a similar fault on one of these sets.
This time the SG264A GCS was o.k., the problem being
due to one of the EW modulator diodes. I fitted a
J.S.R.
BYW96E and it worked very well.
Hitachi CPT2260/2660/Salora Ipsalo-2
These sets use the Salora Ipsalo-2 circuit. This one was
dead. The fuse was intact and the supply at the collector
of TB700 was present. We changed the two 4.7µF
chopper drive coupling capacitors CB712 and CB726,
which are very often faulty in these sets, and checked
whether the BR100 start-up diac DB725 was short-circuit.
When the set was switched on the e.h.t. built up but the
set started to trip. The h.t. supply across CB513 was
correct at 142V but the 15V rail was at only 3.5V. Diode
DB507 had gone high-resistance. When a replacement
J.S.R.
was fitted the set came to life.
Sanyo CTP7132 (80P Chassis)
For a dead set with 320V present at the collector of the
choper transistor Q304 first check its 470kil base bias
resistor R302. If this is o.k., check or better replace the
10/AF drive coupling capacitor C312. It's just below Q304's
J.S.R.
heatsink.
Ferguson TX100 Chassis
There was sound but no raster (black screen). The e.h.t.
and first anode supplies were o.k. but the c.r.t.'s cathodes
were at 200V. The outputs from the TDA3562A colour
decoder chip were low at only about 1V, so the chip was
as usual changed. No good. Perhaps the field timebase/
c.r.t. protection circuit had come into operation? A check
revealed that there was no drive from the field output chip
though its supply was present. So this chip was replaced,
again as usual. Again no good! Then I found that there
was no input from pin 1 of IC4. I followed the same
routine: supply o.k. so fit new chip, but still no raster. As
I was pressed for time I phoned our ever helpful Ferguson
distributor. He said he hadn't had this one, but shouldn't I
try the field feedback circuit? Well there are quite a few
components here. I decided to follow the old principle of
checking high-value resistors and low-value electrolytics
first. My initial check on C101 hit the nail on the head (it's
exact value depends on the type of tube).
Nowadays a lost raster is often caused by field collapse.
It's a good idea to read and note the first anode voltage,
then turn the first anode control hard up in case a tell-tale
white line appears. In this particular case switching off and
on again inside a second or so produced a clean, bright
J.R.A.
line which stayed on.
Toshiba 145R7B
There were no results with no output from the LED and
the 5V supply was missing. Ra25 was found to be opencircuit, a replacement putting matters right. Don't try to
make the chassis tracks correspond to the circuit diagram
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however! There's an error on the diagram: Ra25 is not
connected to the h.t. line as shown, in fact it obtains its
supply from the bridge rectifier end of R801. I suggest
amending the diagram in case this causes trouble. J.R.A.
Hitachi CPT1455
"Faulty on/off switch" it said on the label. It never is of
course, but how do you explain this to the paying
customer? The set was dead, as these usually are when
they come in. The STR4211 chip in the power supply had
failed. A replacement was fitted along with the precautionary bits (see Hitachi data and sheets) and the set was
switched on.
The sound was poor, as if the loudspeaker was off
centre with coil rubbing. It was also extremely weak. The
56(1 resistor that feeds the two output transistors was
open-circuit and one of the transistors was short-circuit.
Nothing unusual so far. The faulty items were replaced
along with the 1N4148 diode. This produced clean sound,
in a way, until the volume control was at about midsetting. At higher settings there was no increase in volume
and back came the distortion. The driver transistor was
o.k. and all the voltages were about right. In despair we
hooked up the scope and fed a sinewave into the
TDA4503 chip. At above the half-way setting of the
volume control the output became distorted. A new chip
cured the fault. It didn't cure the customer when he read
J.R.A.
his bill for "a switch".
Ferguson TX85 Chassis
These sets employ a rather unusual line driver stage with
three transistors. Two dead sets recently had problems
here. The first simply had a dry-joint on one of the 10011,
12V supply resistors. With the second set we had to
replace all three transistors: two were short- and one was
S.L.
open-circuit.
Ferguson TX90 Chassis
This set produced no results though the h.t. and 12V
supplies were both present and correct. A scope check on
the line drive waveform came next and I was rewarded. It
was missing at the secondary of the driver transformer but
was present at the primary. A base-emitter short in the
line output transistor perhaps? No, simply an open-circuit
wire on the driver transformer where it joins the print
connection. We were able to remove and repair the
S.L.
transformer.
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Servicing Salora Colour Receivers
Part 4: The J Chassis
As in later versions of the G and H chassis, the J chassis
employs the Ipsalo-2 circuit with its common transformer for the chopper and line output stages. A few
modifications were made, as a comparison between Fig.
1 and Fig. 1 of Part 3 in this series (October) will show.
The main change is the use of a different chopper control
chip, type LF0041. This incorporates a number of
components that were external in earlier versions.

The Ipsalo Circuit
Since this circuitry can be confusing to those not
familiar with Salora chassis, we'll start by outlining its
operation. As before the chopper circuit provides mains
isolation, the links with the rest of the chassis being via
the chopper/line output transformer MB500 and the
chopper driver transformer MB700.
The mains bridge rectifier DB708/9/10/11 produces
some 320V d.c. across its reservoir capacitor CB721,
which shares a common can with the smoothing capacitor CB722. The start-up action is provided by DB725/
CB715/RB715. CB715 charges via RB715: when the
voltage across it reaches approximately 35V DB725
fires, producing pulses to switch on the chopper transistors TB700/1. When DB725 fires, CB715 discharges. As
soon as the voltage across it drops to some 15V DB725
switches off. TB700/1 are then without drive and also
switch off. CB715 starts to charge again and the cycle is
repeated. The sawtooth waveform developed across
CB715 in this way is some 20V peak-to-peak at about
4.5kHz. As the two chopper transistors switch on and
off, an output is developed across the close-coupled
secondary winding 17-18 on the chopper transformer.
During normal operation this is rectified to produce the
28V line. Under start-up conditions however you get
about 18V. In the standby mode and when running
normally the start-up circuit is disabled by DB714 and
RB708, which keep the voltage across CB715 well below
DB725's firing potential.
If the start-up circuit is working but there's a fault
further along the chain, you'll hear a 4.5kHz scream
from the chopper/line output transformer. As an example of the sort of fault that can produce this symptom, a
faulty TDA2030 audio chip sometimes puts a shortcircuit across the 28V line.
The 18V supply developed by DB504 during the startup sequence is taken via DB525 and RB720 to pin 1 of
the hybrid chopper control chip HB1. Here it feeds an
integrated regulator circuit that produces an 8.5V supply
which is used within the chip and is present at pin 3. It's
not common, but we have on a couple of occasions come
across a faulty integrated regulator circuit.
The 8.5V start-up supply at pin 3 of HB1 is used by the
integrated chopper driver transistor, the line pulse
lengthening circuit (TB508/9 etc.), the line driver transistor TB501, the EW modulator circuit (22 and 26in.
models only) and the TDA2594 sync/line generator chip
ICB5O1. When the line oscillator starts up it produces
positive-going 20kHz pulses of 8p.sec width and approximately 7V amplitude at its output pin 3. These are fed to
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Nick Beer and Ian Bowden
the lengthening circuit and also to HB1, where they
enter at pin 4, going to the bistable circuit which thus
changes state. When this occurs the chopper driver
transistor is cut off and the driver transformer MB700
produces output pulses to switch on the chopper transistors TB700/1. The Ipsalo circuit is then operating in what
is called the minimum current angle mode, i.e. the
lowest level of energy transfer from the primary to the
secondary side of MB500. This limits the current flow at
start-up, protecting the circuitry from high peak currents.
The secondary supplies derived from MB500 now start
to increase. The most important of these is the 142V
supply (125V with 20in. models) produced across CB513
by the action of the line output stage. This voltage is fed
back to pin 20 of the hybrid chip HB1, where it's used to
provide regulation. The internal circuit between pins 20
and 17 of HB1 controls, in conjunction with RB718/722,
the voltage across CB719. This voltage is fed via pin 7 of
HB1 to an integrated RC charging circuit which controls
the switching of the bistable pulse-width modulator
within the chip and thus, in turn, the mark-space ratio of
the drive pulses applied to the chopper transistors. Thus
the secondary supplies derived from MB500 will remain
constant despite varying loads. RTB700 sets the h.t. and
thus all the other supplies.
When the 12.5V supply has been established, DB513
is reverse biased, RB539 is effectively removed and the
line oscillator frequency shifts down to the normal running
15.625kHz.
When the current drawn by a secondary supply
increases, the 125/142V line will drop and, due to the
action of the regulatory circuit within HB1, the voltage
across CB719 will increase. As a result the conduction
time of the chopper transistors will be increased to
compensate. If there's an overload, the voltage across
CB719 will rise above 15V and zener diode DB720 will
conduct. This reduces the internal charging supply and
as a result the conduction time of the chopper transistors
is reduced. Once this has happened the set must be
switched off for a few seconds to clear the condition. An
important point to note is that it takes only a short peak
of excessive current to trigger the overload condition,
and that when this occurs the 125/142V supply falls to
about 50V rather than OV. The result is a very small raster
and a dim channel number display. If there's a complete
short-circuit across any of the secondary supplies, e.g.
the line output transistor is short-circuit, the 125/142V
supply will fall to zero and so will the voltage across
CB719. The drive to the chopper transistors is now
reduced to the minimum level, protecting the power
supply.
If you suspect excessive loading due to a fault in the
line output stage, a useful chedk is to unplug the scan coil
plug (B3) and connect two suitable diodes (e.g. two
BY223s) in series with the anode end to pin 7 of MB500
and the cathode end to pin 13. When the set is switched
on the 125/142V supply should be correct. Don't leave
the set switched on for long in this condition as the other
supplies will also be present and you'll end up burning a
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Fig. 1: The Ipsalo circuit used in the Salora J chassis. RB507 is 3.9kf2 in 22/26in. sets, 2.21‘2 in 20in. sets; 88726 is 56Q in 221
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spot in the centre of the screen.
When the standby command is received by the
SAA1251 remote control decoder chip ICC9, its output
at pin 19 drops and 18V is switched via transistor TC19
to the power supply and the line drive circuitry. This
voltage is fed via RB719 and DB721 to pin 18 of HB1.
As a result the voltage across CB719 will fall to zero and
the chopper switch-on time will be at minimum. In the
line drive circuit the standby voltage brings the inverter
transistor TB507 into circuit to invert the line drive
pulses. The normal phase relationship between the on/
off times of the line output and chopper transistors is
thus altered. This action removes all energy from the
secondary supplies, leaving only the supply obtained
from the close-coupled winding 17-18 (this is required to
power the Ipsalo and remote control circuits).

The Colour Circuits
The Salora J chassis uses the 1DA3562A colour
decoder chip (ICB200) to produce the RGB drive
waveforms for the output stages. The operation of this
chip was described in some detail in the October 1987
issue of Television: we'll simply mention the areas that
have caused us problems.
When fault-finding around ICB200 the most important signal is the composite blanking waveform (sandcastle) which is fed to pin 7. It includes both line and field
blanking, see Fig. 2. We've never had any problems with
the line blanking part of the signal, which is taken from
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the TDA2594 sync/line generator chip via RB515. The
majority of the problems have been with the field
blanking signal which is taken from pin 2 of the
TDA2653A field timebase chip ICB400 (note that this
pin is also the field sync input). The positive-going field
blanking pulses, at about 20V peak-to-peak, pass via
DB404 and RB402 to TB400 and its associated components DB401, RB424/5 and TB209. It's this circuit that
has been responsible for the majority of no-raster faults.
What happens is that loss of the field blanking part of
the waveform blanks the RGB outputs from the
TDA3562A chip. Typical causes are TB400 (BC237B)
going open-circuit base-to-emitter or TB209 (BC307B)
going short-circuit collector-to-emitter. Less common is
a faulty field timebase chip (you can't see field collapse
because it's blanked).
The same circuitry can cause the opposite effect. On
9-511

4-0V --2.3V

2 3V
Field blanking

0-35V
OV
lb)

Fig. 2: The sandcastle pulse waveform at pin 7 of IC8200.
(a) At line rate, (b) at field rate.
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one occasion for example DB401 had gone short-circuit.
As a result TB400 received a steady base current and
produced a steady 2V d.c. level instead of the blanking
pulses in the sandcastle waveform. If the contrast was set
fairly high the set went into the overload condition.
The most common problem in the RGB output stages
is failure of TB250, TB260 or TB270 (BF788 or BF871)
causing loss of one colour. On one occasion the customer
complained about red outlines on the picture. The fault
showed up particularly well with a crosshatch display,
where all the vertical white lines had a red haze, mainly
on the right-hand side, giving the appearance of a poorly
focused red beam. The cause was a break in the print
feeding the collector of TB252 (BF788/BF871), the red
output emitter-follower.
The Enable Word

This facility is not available with J20 models: it's only
on the J40, J70 and J90 types which use an MAA4002
control chip. It allows you to alter some of the set's
operations, for example which channel is used for direct
video and audio input. The enable word will need to be
reset if the MDA2060 memory chips ICC100 and
ICC101 are replaced. It has been known for these to
cause enabling problems, for example one channel
number to be switched to direct video and audio
intermittently.
To check or alter the enable word, the password must
first be entered, either via the remote control unit or on
the set. To do this, press the following keys: P * 0 £ then,
within 1.5 seconds, M.
When on a normal TV channel, the right-hand
channel number LED should display the darkened
segments shown in Fig. 3.
Details of the bits/segments are as follows:
Bit 0 (the full stop): This should always be off.
Bit 1: This controls the operation of additional control
bit A. It's one of the two output lines (pin 25) from the
MAA4002 control chip and switches the set to direct
video and audio input via DIN pin 6 or the scart socket
when this segment is off.
Bit 2: This is the second output line (pin 26) from the
MAA4002 control chip, called B. It can be used to
switch in another input, i.e. link a satellite TV decoder
or an f.m. radio decoder, when the segment is off.
Bits 3 and 7: These work together to alter the way in
which the available memory is used, giving the following
four options:
Bits 3 and 7 off — 59 channel storage selections without
AES.
Bit 3 off, bit 7 on — 27 channel storage locations
without AES.
Fig. 3: The enable word display. On a normal TV
channel the right-hand channel number LED
should display the segments shown darkened.
This feature is available on the J40, J70 and J90
versions of the chassis, using the MAA4002
control chip.
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Bit 3 on, bit 7 off — 27 channel storage locations with
AES (this is the usual setting).
Bits 3 and 7 on — 20 channel storage locations with
AES.
Bits 4 and 5: These also work together, altering the
vision i.f. The four options are as follows:
Bits 4 and 5 off — 38.9MHz.
Bit 4 off, bit 5 on — 38MHz.
Bit 4 on, bit 5 off — 39.5MHz (correct for the UK).
Bits 4 and 5 on — 38.6MHz.
Bit 6: When this segment is off, r.f. tracking of a VCR's
output on location 0 is enabled.
The enable word can be altered by pressing the
relevant number on the remote control unit or on the
set's own keypad. This will toggle the selected bit on and
off. To store the enable word again, press the M key and
the display will return to the channel number.
The AES facility allows presetting of adjustments to
give the "normal" volume, brightness, colour and
contrast levels set for channel number one. When this
facility is enabled, as it normally was from the factory,
it's simply a case of setting the correct levels on channel
one then storing them by pressing M and within 1.5
seconds N. The same procedure is then followed on all
the channels required. Note that the adjustments stored
on any channel other than one have a maximum range of
approximately ±12 per cent from those set set on channel
one.
Faults List

We will conclude this instalment in the series with a
list of faults other than those mentioned so far.
(1) No picture, sandcastle waveform incorrect, no field
output. Supply to the field timebase chip down at about
12V. Could be the TDA2653A chip but try disconnecting its output first to see if the supply rises to the normal
level. If so and the load reads about 5600 to chassis,
suspect that CB400 (1,000µF) is leaky.
(2) Distorted field scan. Suspect CB400 (1,000µ,F) or
CB412 (100nF).
(3) Set takes a long time to come on and/or a hum bar on
the picture. As with previous chassis that use the Ipsalo2 circuit, suspect the two 4.7µ,F capacitors CB712 and
CB726 in the base circuits of the chopper transistors.
Use standard, not sub-miniature, capacitors (63V). We
recommend that these capacitors, if they are the originals, are replaced whenever a set is serviced — especially
when they are the yellow or orange versions. Other
symptoms are flaring due to the hum on vision and
possibly width fluctuation at high contrast levels.
(4) Grey-scale drift. Suspect the 561a 0.5W d.c.
feedback resistors RB251, RB261 and RB271 in the
RGB output stages.
(5) Teletext o.k. for the first minute or so then becomes
completely garbled. Thermal fault in the SAA5040 chip
in the teletext decoder.
(6) Rattle/buzz from the scan coils. Caused by the yellow
tape that secures the metal strips where the windings fold
forward being broken. Resecure strips with glue or
silicone rubber. The coils will have to be removed to do
this.
(7) Set won't start, start circuit cannot be heard. ShortTELEVISION DECEMBER 1989

circuit turns on the primary winding of the Ipsalo
transformer. Can often be seen by burn marks.
(8) No go, set trips. 15V rail low as DB507 is open-circuit
or high-resistance. When working on these sets, check
for dry-joints on this diode. Use only type RGP15 as a
replacement.
(9) Set goes to standby when switched on. Disconnect
the IR amplifier module to eliminate this as it can
produce random noise, causing all manner of faults. If
the set has teletext, unplug the decoder panel to
eliminate this. If the fault persists, suspect the SAA1251
remote control decoder chip on the STC panel.
If the IR amplifier is faulty the cause is usually the
I EA1009 chip, but replacement modules are very
reasonably priced so you have to consider time against
profitability.

(10) Set won't go to standby. Switch at back of set, above
the aerial socket, faulty or in wrong position. Should be
in position 2, or open-circuit for remote control.
(11) Chroma errors, i.e. horizontal lines of alternating
colour. Field hold control RTB400 incorrectly set.
(12) No raster, with no 25V supply at pin 9 of the
TDA2653A field timebase chip. Dry-joint on pin 11 of
the Ipsalo transformer.
(13) Crackling and shriek on sound. Faulty TDA1236
(ICD2) intercarrier sound or TDA2030 (ICB100) audio
chip.
(14) Set goes dead intermittently: DB712 (1N4148) in
chopper circuit leaky.
(15) Set dead or intermittent bright raster with loss of
sound. DB507 faulty or dry-jointed — see (8).
We shall be following up next with the K and L chassis.

TV Fault Finding
Philips 24CE3578 (CP110 Chassis)

This set had no sound or vision, just a blank raster with
the channel display showing E. This display indicates
that the microcomputer thinks an external input is
present at the scart socket, though there wasn't. An
external input is sensed on the scart status line, which is
normally at 4V in the TV mode but in this case was at OV
because the microcomputer chip was short-circuit to
chassis internally. Some versions use the
TMP47C432AP-8188, part no. 209 72038, while others
use the version suffixed -8189, part no. 209 87305 (the
manual lists only one of these). If you fit an -8188 type in
place of an -8189 no teletext functions will be available.
Guess how I found out!
P.B.
Fidelity F14

If you cannot store the tuning voltage setting, check that
the TAA550 33V regulator is producing the correct
voltage — this device often goes leaky.
P.B.
Philips NC3CR Chassis
The sound and raster would go after half an hour as the
crowbar thyristor would then fire. I disabled the line
output transistor and connected a dummy load across the
output from the power supply. When the fault next
occurred I found that the 100V line had gone high. The
cause of the problem was an intermittent CNX62
P.B.
optocoupler.
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overlooked however is the BC372 line driver transistor
TR8. If you have to replace the line output transistor/
transformer in one of these sets the drill is to connect
your meter to the base of TR8. The reading should be
0.8V. Any steady or significant increase with the meter
left on for ten minutes or so means that TR8, which is a
Darlington device, should also be replaced. Incidentally
Ferguson now supply an improved device.
D.G.H.
Ferguson ICC5 Chassis
This set failed at switch on when delivered to the
customer's house. A bit embarrassing to say the least.
You could hear the power supply pulse three times
before shutting down. The power supply's h.t. output
would pulse up to around 130V followed by a second
pulse up to about 80V and a third up to only 40V. A
voltmeter connected to pin 28 (safety sensing input) of
the power processor chip IL14 revealed nothing, i.e. no
high input was apparent.
We checked for shorts across all the outputs from the
chopper power supply then all the rectifier diodes
without finding anything amiss. So we disconnected the
supply to the diode-split line output transformer LL53
and switched on again. This time the h.t. came up — in
fact it rose to some 170V, but the power supply didn't
shut down, pointing to a fault somewhere in the line
output stage. All the secondary supplies from LL53 were
checked for shorts, then the rectifiers were checked.
This revealed the culprit. DL55 (BA157) which is used
to provide the 200V supply was short-circuit.
I.B.

Philips G90 Chassis

For tuning drift, or no signals but the green bar moves,
P.B.
check the ZTK33B 33V stabiliser.
Vega 542

This small Russian-made monochrome portable came in
with the complaint no sound. Its owner was prepared to
spend "only a fiver" so I wasn't prepared to spend much
time on fault finding. As I'd no circuit diagram, I traced
the leads back from the loudspeaker. These took me to
the top panel which could be hinged up by removing
three screws. The two TO220-type audio output transistors were soon checked and found to be all right. I then
traced the audio back to a strangely marked (Russian
lettering) chip on the same panel. It appeared to be an
intercarrier sound i.c., and when one of its pins was
touched a buzz could be heard from the speaker. I
concluded that the chip was probably faulty and was
about to parcel up the set when I noticed that the strange
chip had the same number of legs as the popular
TBA120S. Out of curiosity I decided to try a TI3A120S,
and to my amazement the sound boomed out loud and
D.G.H.
clear.
Ferguson TX100 Chassis

Here's a point worth noting when servicing this chassis.
Failure of the line output transistor/transformer is quite
a common problem, replacement of one or both of these
items restoring normal operation. Something that's often
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Sony KV2096 (XE4 Chassis)
There was intermittent loss of sound and vision, due it
seemed to a mechanical problem — if the main panel was
touched almost anywhere the fault would occur. After
some careful flexing and tapping around the cause of the
fault was found. There was a dry-joint at one end of coil
L852 which couples the 12V supply to much of the
I.B.
set.
Salora K70 Chassis

This set had a very intermittent fault that had never been
seen during several calls to the house. Apparently the
picture would go bright red. A field engineer had
replaced all the transistors in the red output stage on
spec. during the last call, but after a couple of months
the fault reappeared and the set was brought into the
workshop. We ran it for several days until, much to our
surprise, the fault occurred. A check revealed that the
red output at pin 13 of the TDA3562A colour decoder
chip ICB200 was at some 8V instead of the normal level
of approximately 3V. Our past experience with this chip
has been that faults are more likely to be caused by a
peripheral component than the chip itself, so we looked
around for something that might cause this increase.
Voltage checks on the three cut-off level clamp capacitors CB226, CB221 and CB217 then revealed the reason
for the increased drive. The voltage at pins 10, 20 and 21
should normally be about 7.2V. While the voltages at
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pins 20 and 21 were correct, the red reference voltage at
pin 10 had increased to 11.5V. The black-level clamp
action relies on feedback from the RGB output stages,
so the cause of the fault had to be low feedback voltage
during the time when the red beam current measurement
was being made. What we found was that RH16 (33k12)
was going open-circuit with increase in temperature so
that there was no feedback voltage from the red output
I.B.
stage.
Panasonic TX5500 (U5 Chassis)

The complaint with this set was of intermittent loss of
sound on ITV after an hour or so. When we'd run the set
in the workshop for several hours a similar fault
occurred: on changing channel from another station to
ITV, no matter which channel number was used to store
it, the field would take much longer to lock in.
Sometimes the field would lock in then the tuning would
appear to shift, turning the picture to black-and-white,
after which the fault would correct itself. On a couple of
occasions the field locked with the on-screen display too
high so that only its lower half was visible. When this
happened the sound was muted and could be brought
back only by changing channels.
As the problem seemed to be connected with the field
sync and there's no field hold control in these sets the
TDA2579 sync/line generator chip IC501 was given a
quick squirt of freezer. This restored normal operation
straight away. So a new chip was fitted and the set was
left on soak test. About five hours later the fault started
again, exactly as before, and once more a squirt of
freezer corrected it. Heating the area around the chip
with a hairdryer then carefully cooling the individual
components associated with the chip failed to bring
anything to light. I then remembered the resistor on the
underside of the panel, added as a production modification, from pin 18 of IC501 to chassis. It's value is 1MS/
and it isn't shown on the circuit diagram. We found that
a 180ka resistor had been fitted. The area was heated
again until the fault returned, then one leg of the resistor
was cut free. This cleared the fault. Fitting a 1MQ
I.B.
resistor in its place produced correct operation.

then took the set back to the workshop to investigate the
problem with the scope. This soon showed that C353
(120pF) which couples the inverted sync pulses to the
M.D.
TDA1170 had gone open-circuit.
Amstrad TVR2

The TV section of this unit wouldn't switch on. The
bridge rectifier produced a d.c. output which was present
up to the power supply chip. Replacing this item didn't
provide a cure and as we'd no manual we resorted to
component checking on spec. When C1507 (1µF) was
replaced we were rewarded with a healthy line whistle
and the rustle of e.h.t. We also replaced the other two
electrolytics in the power supply as they appeared to be
M.D.
in a distressed state.
Samsung BT309K

The problem with this set was a blank white raster. It
didn't take us long to pin the fault down to the detector
can in the i.f. strip, but when it was removed we couldn't
find anything wrong with it. A replacement was ordered
M.D.
and fitted, providing a complete cure.
Panasonic TX1752

This was an unusual one: there was no sound with
teletext. It's better not to ask how long it took us to find
that the cause of the problem was IC171 (SAB3035). M.D.
Sharp C1891

When one of these sets came in with the complaint of
intermittent brightness variation we looked at the
transistors in the clamping circuit. They are notorious for
causing this fault. Not this time however — the high-value
resistors in series with the first anode control were arcing
M.D.
intermittently.
Hinari CT16

The complaint with this new portable was no sound. We
found that Q802 went open-circuit intermittently when
M.D.
warm.

Philips CF1 Chassis

This colour portable came in dead — the power supply
refused to start. We set about measuring all the usual
things but couldn't find anything amiss. A short across
one of the supply lines was suspected, but there was
nothing that was measurable. As a last resort we
unhooked the secondary side of the chopper transformer
and connected a dummy load in the form of a diode and
bulb. The power supply then came to life. When the
185V supply rectifier D6310 was reconnected the power
supply shut down, but replacing it didn't alter the
situation. What was happening was that the protection
capacitor C2310 (1.5nF) in parallel with D6310 was
M.D.
going short-circuit under load.

Ferguson TX90 Chassis

The problem with this 20in. model was that the field scan
shrank after a couple of hours. We eventually found that
R187 (6.2kfI) in the chain of resistors that form the load
for the field driver was going high in value when warm. It
H.MacM.
read correctly with no voltage applied.
Grundig A3106

Very occasionally there was no luminance. The cause
turned out to be a dirty contact at pin 11 of IC2594. The
solder looked all right but there was a small positive
H.MacM.
voltage instead of —3V.

GEC PIL Chassis

The customer complained about a rolling picture. We
arrived at the house expecting a two-minute job —
replacing the 4µF electrolytic that decouples the emitter
of the sync pulse inverter transistor TR351. This was not
to be. The electrolytic and the transistor were both
changed, also the TDA1170 field timebase chip. We
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Philips K35 Chassis

On the odd occasion there was no remote control
operation. We found, only by accident, that the socket
for IC1 was dirty at pin 13. Under the fault condition
there was no control waveform at the pin of the chip
though the waveform was present at the socket. H.MacM.
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TV Fault Finding
Philips KT4 and K40 Chassis
A dead set is a common fault with these chassis. If the
power supply is tripping, the BU508A line output
transistor is probably short-circuit due to dry-joints on
the line output transformer. No output from the line
oscillator can be due to a dead TDA3576B chip. If the
line oscillator is running but the line driver stage isn't,
check whether R3192 (68012) is open-circuit.
P.B.
Grundig Sat 20
For no sound, just a rushing noise, suspect the S042 chip
on the sound module.
P.B.
Grundig CUC3400 Chassis
This particular set, a T55-340, has been responsible for a
few grey hairs recently. It first came into the workshop a
few months ago because of intermittent tripping from
cold. The line drive signal going into the TDA8140 line
processor chip was o.k., but it was distorted at the
output. A replacement TDA8140 cured this for a while.
When the set came back the fault was fortunately
permanent, so I was able to make quicker progress. I
found that the power supply was tripping, though it was
all right with a dummy load. If the line hold was adjusted
so that the frequency was too low the power supply
started up and a raster appeared. For the line deflection/
switch-mode power supply (it's a variant on the Ipsalo
theme) to work correctly the oscillator in the power
supply must operate at line frequency. It didn't, at least
not quite. The timing capacitor C653 (4.7nF) had
changed value.
P.B.
Grundig Cinema 9050
These projection sets use an early version of the CUC
series chassis for the signals etc. and suffer from the
usual power supply and i.f./tuner faults. They also seem
to be prone to a problem that doesn't appear to affect
non-projection sets, i.e. cracks in the main chassis, to the
left of the tuner/i.f. can, where the tracks go round a
large hole in the PCB. Faults so far have been either
intermittent sound or an intermittent blank raster.
P.B.
B and 0 9000 (33XX Series)
Pumping followed by the set going to standby was traced
to a dry-joint on the S-correction capacitor C18. An arc
could be clearly seen through the PCB .
J.L.H.
Salora 1G5
Although the grey scale was satisfactory, the faces had a
permanent sun tan. This was corrected by adjusting the
chroma delay line balancing controls.
J.L.H.
Ferguson TX100 Chassis
This set would go off after running for a couple of hours,
with the 119V h.t. supply switching relay chattering
rapidly on and off. If the set was left switched off for a
couple of minutes the fault would correct itself and the
set would run for some time. With the fault present a
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check was made on the 119V and 20V supplies, which
are derived from secondary windings on the chopper
transformer. They were both at approximately half the
correct value, which pointed to a fault in the primary
side of the circuit.
A d.c. check showed that the TDA4600-2 chopper
control chip's 12V supply was low at about 7V. With the
aid of a scope we found that it was actually pulsing on
and off at 50Hz. As a result the chopper transistor's
ouput was also pulsing at this rate. This pulsing was due
to the start-up circuit (thyristor SCR1 and the associated
components) operating. When the set is running normally the TDA4600-2's 12V supply is produced by rectifying
the output from winding 7-10 on the chopper transformer. The rectifier was o.k., but the d.c. resistance of the
winding measured 501/. After it had been left for a few
minutes to cool the resistance had fallen to the correct
I.B.
figure of 0.512.
Panasonic TX2480 (Alpha 1W Chassis)
The fault report was sound but no picture. When we
switched the set on a loud whine came from the power
supply and, an important clue, its frequency varied. This
suggested that there was no sync feedback from the line
output stage which in fact wasn't working. The cause of
this was traced to the 1.211 fusible resistor R851 which
had risen in value to around 60011 It's in the 26V supply
that powers the field output chip and the line driver
transistor. Fitting a replacement restored correct working and after a check for shorts the set was put on soak
test.
Some two hours later the set failed again. The fusible
resistor was o.k. this time but the 26V supply was being
loaded down — the voltage reading was around 22V. A
check at the collector of the line driver transistor
produced a reading of OV. As its drive was still present
we suspected the transistor of intermittently going shortcircuit collector-to-ernitter. A replacement was fitted but
two hours later the set again failed. We were wondering
what else could short out the collector of the driver
transistor and were looking suspiciously at the driver
transformer when the reason was found. There's a long
aluminium heatsink that runs across the width of the
main panel, between the driver transistor and the
driver transformer. This heatsink is earthed by a wire
that goes to a screening can. It's fixed in place by some
twisted protruding legs that pass through the panel.
One of these twists rested against the PCB land that's
connected to the driver transistor's collector. The leg
was removed with cutters and the set was again soak
tested. This time there was no recurrence of the fault.
When we looked in a newer set we noticed that the print
layout in this area is different, in order to stop this fault
happening.
I.B.
Panasonic TX1786 (Z3-T Chassis)
The picture produced by this set had a brightness
gradient. It was correct at the top left corner but was far
too dark at the bottom right corner. As a first step we
used the scope to check the h.t. line, the tube's first
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anode supply and the beam limiting voltage. Nothing
was wrong with any of these. The RGB drive waveforms
from the TDA3562A colour decoder chip IC601 on the
vertical plug-in PCB B had a field-rate ramp superimposed on them however. Now the black level of each
output is set by the d.c. voltage established by the clamp
capacitors connected to pins 10, 20 and 21. These pins
are connected to a common line (TPB14) via three
diodes D315/6/7 which are normally reverse biased.
TPB14 is connected via an 8.2kf2 resistor and pin 11 of
plug/socket B1 to the collector of the UN4112 transistor
Q306 on the main PCB. This transistor is used to blank
the screen at switch-on — it's then conductive, pulling
TPB14 down to about 5.4V. When it switches off,
TPB14 should rise to 12V. The problem was that Q306
had a collector-to-emitter leak. Hence its collector
I.B.
voltage was low at 2V and TPB14 was low at 7V.

Salora 1H Chassis
This set was dead apart from a quiet pulsing from the
power supply. When the chassis was moved down
slightly however the set burst into life. A slight tap on
the chassis produced line disturbance on the picture. We
tracked down the dry-joint using a small plastic rod. It
was at the lower end of CB529 (15nF, 1.2kV), the
flyback tuning capacitor connected across the BU500P
I.B.
line output transistor TR500.

Pye 59KE2706 (Philips 2A Chassis)
This set had no tuning though the front display showed
the correct channel number. When tuning search was
initiated the voltage at the tuner unit's tuning pin
remained at a constant 33V. A check on the supplies
from the citac board revealed that the 5V supply to the
tuner's internal 256 divider circuit was missing. R3740
A.D.
(5.6f2) on the citac module was open-circuit.

Tatung TV9448 (150 series Chassis)
The colour fault with this set was apparent on only some
scenes. It produced the impression of Hanover bars. Its
true nature could be seen with a colour-bar display:
there were alternate bars of colour and no colour. The
a.c.c. decoupler C516 (4.7µF) was the cause of the
A.D.
trouble.
Ferguson TX90 Chassis
The picture produced by this set had a band that moved
up the screen, with picture tearing within this band.
Replacing C189 (22µF, 50V) in the boost regulator
A.D.
circuit provided a cure.
Sharp C1412H
This set was dead — even the relay didn't click at switch
on. The 12V supply from board D was present but there
was no voltage at the base of transistor Q753 to switch it
on and energise the relay. The base voltage is obtained
via D1006 and IC1002. I checked the 5V rail, which was
o.k. A miniature switch S1011 behind the colour control
was then turned on. The relay gave a nice click but the
set was still dead. The full voltage was present at pin 3 of
IC701 but there was no output. Resistors R713 (33010
and R704 (4710 were both open-circuit and when these
were replaced the set worked normally. To get the sound
I had to return S1011 to its original position. Note that
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when you pull the chassis out and operate the power
J.S.R.
switch the standby switch S1009 doesn't operate.

Telefunken 615 Chassis
These sets suffer from lots of dry-joints. You'll find them
around the chopper transformer TR701 and at the
collectors of the chopper transistor T464 and the line
output transistor T492. When the fuse has blown almost
certainly the chopper transistor (S527T or 2SC1413) will
be short-circuit, in which case you'll find that T462
(BC368) and zener diode D538 have also failed. D538 is
a 2.1V device and it's important to replace it with the
J.S.R.
correct value.
Alba PTV10
I've come across several of these sets with an opencircuit mains transformer primary winding and am not
surprised that Les Lawry-Johns didn't find the invisible
fuse (October). Make sure that you replace the bridge
rectifier supplied by the maker if you don't want to see
the set back in two week's time.
J.S.R.
B and 0 4402
We don't see many B and 0 sets and it took us a while to
sort this one out. The problem was no results, with only
17V on the h.t. rail and the voltages in the control
section of the power supply approximately correct. The
cause of the fault was 5C10 (47µF) which had gone
open-circuit.
M.D.
Ferguson TX9 Chassis
The blue was very poor. A check indicated that the tube
was in reasonable condition so as a next step we swapped
over the tube base leads. This proved that the fault was
on the main panel. The blue clamp capacitor CM (10nF)
associated with the TDA3560 colour decoder chip
turned out to be the cause of the fault.
M.D.
Triumph CTV8205/Amstrad CTV1600
The problem with this set was no field scan. There was
no field oscillator output and we found that R709
(221(12), which is in series with the field hold control, had
gone open-circuit.
M.D.
Philips K30 Chassis
The picture became progressively greener over a period
of two hours. When cold the set worked normally and no
amount of shaking etc. would bring about the fault.
Eventually, after two visits, I found that the green first
anode potentiometer was going open-circuit at its earthy
end when heated by adjacent components. This gave rise
to a gradual increase in the background green.
H.MacM.

Philips G11 Chassis
Every now and then one of the 3.15A mains input fuses
would blow. The set wasn't suffering from the usual
complaints that cause this — the 470µF reservoir capacitor, the BU208A line output transistor, etc. We eventually found that R1308, which is in parallel with the
mains filter choke L1305, flashed over internally every
now and then. It had, on various occasions, led to failure
of D3133 in the EW modulator circuit and the BU208A
H.MacM.
line output transistor.
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Servicing the Salora K and L Chassis
Part 1
The Salora K and L chassis employ the Ipsalo-3 power
supply/line deflection circuit. Its features include the use
of a single chopper transistor and yet another hybrid
chopper control chip, this time type LF0059. The chassis
themselves are very different in physical appearance,
though the circuits are similar. The K is an upright,
hinge-back type that's akin to the H and J chassis. It's
used in sets fitted with 20, 21, 22, 24, 26 and 28in. tubes —
from the sizes you'll note that some are "traditional"
while others are FS tubes. The L is a horizontal, slideout chassis which, in addition to the larger screen sizes, is
also used in 14 and 15in. models. Both chassis are found
under other guises, such as Hitachi, Granada, Finlandia
and Luxor. Many of them are thus used as rental sets.

The ipsalo-3 Circuit
Fig. 1 shows the Ipsalo-3 circuit used in the K chassis.
We'll provide a brief run-down on the circuit operation,
starting with the action of the start-up circuit.
The mains input is rectified by the bridge rectifier
DB701-4 whose reservoir capacitor is CB707. Surge
limiting is provided by RB702 and filtering by RB703/
CB708. A d.c. supply of some 300V is thus present
across CB708. As with the previous chassis a diac,
DTB705 in this circuit, is used to get things going. CB711
charges from the 300V line via RB704, and when the
voltage across it reaches approximately 30V the BR100
diac fires. The pulse produced in this way at the base of
the BU508 chopper transistor TB701 switches it on.
DTB705's conduction rapidly discharges CB711: when
the voltage across it drops to about 22V the diac switches
off, removing TB701's base drive. At this point the
current flowing through the primary winding (pins 1-2)
of the Ipsalo transformer MB600 reverses. The voltage
developed across the secondary winding 17-18 brings
rectifier diode DB603 into conduction, charging CB604.
Meanwhile CB711 charges again and the cycle repeats.
Thus the voltages across CB604 and CB621/2 gradually
build up.
The TDA2579 timebase generator/sync chip ICB500
requires a switch-on supply at pin 16. During normal
operation it's powered by a 12V supply at pin ,10. As the
voltage across CB621/2 builds up, a point is reached at
which the voltage at pin 16 of ICB500 is sufficient for the
line oscillator to start up. The set will now come into
operation. The line-frequency pulses produced at pin 11
of the TDA2579 chip are fed to the line driver transistor
TB502 and to pin 13 of the hybrid chopper control chip
HB600, which now takes over the provision of drive for
the chopper transistor. Once normal operation has been
established, DB706 and RB705 ensure that the voltage
across CB711 never reaches the level at which DTB705
will fire.
During normal operation HB600 provides a pulsewidth modulated drive to the chopper transistor to
regulate the supplies derived from the Ipsalo transformer. HB600 also incorporates overload protection circuitry. The LF0059 has twenty pins and the usual green
and white appearance. ' It's driven by 2V peak-to-peak
line-frequency pulses at pin 13. For regulation, the
voltage developed at pin 14 of the Ipsalo transformer by
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Nick Beer and Ian Bowden
the action of the line output stage is sensed at either pin 5
(90° tubes) or pin 6 (110° tubes). If an overload results in
the voltage at pins 8 and 16 rising to 9.5V the protection
circuit in HB600 operates and the set trips.
In the standby mode the control circuitry increases the
voltage at pin 7 of HB600 from OV to 5V. As a result of
the action of the internal circuitry the chopper is
switched on when the negative-going edge of the line
pulse at pin 13 occurs. Thus the chopper and the line
output transistors are on at the same time. The latter
continues to conduct until energy has been drained from
the secondary windings of the Ipsalo transformer. The
close-coupled windings 17-18 and 19-20 continue to
develop sufficient voltage however to keep the chopper
circuit, the line oscillator and the remote control
circuitry in operation, so that the set can be brought back
from the standby mode.
In the K and large-screen L chassis the e.h.t. is derived
from a diode-split winding on the Ipsalo transformer.
With small-screen L chassis sets a tripler is used.

K and L Chassis Compared
The Ipsalo-3 circuit is the heart of these sets and is
common to the K and L chassis. There are considerable
variations in the rest of the circuitry however, and
several different control systems are used. We will
consider these latter arrangements in a subsequent
instalment, when we give details of the enabling procedures, which again vary with the different versions of
these chassis.
The timebase and signal circuits used in the K chassis
are fairly conventional. There's a definite resemblance
to the J chassis in fact. The colour decoder for example is
based on the use of a TDA3562A chip (ICB200), and the
notes on this device on pages 103-4 of the December
issue apply here as well. The line and field timebase
generators and sync circuitry are in a TDA2579 chip
(ICB500) as previously mentioned. A TDA3654
(ICB5O1) is used as the field output device.
A parallel system is used for the vision and sound i.f.
signals. The i.f. bandpass setting SAWF has two outputs,
the sound i.f. going to a TDA2545A chip while the
vision i.f. output goes to a TDA2549.
There are several options available as plug-in PCBs
with this chassis. Thus there appear to be several unused
connectors and you may find yourself going in all
directions if you try tracing the print connections. The
options include teletext, a stereo sound decoder, a
satellite TV decoder, SECAM and NTSC decoders and
an f.m. tuner for radio reception.
A pair of TDA2030 chips (ICE1/2) is used in sets with
stereo sound facilities, with processing (tone and balance
control etc.) carried out within a TDA1524A chip
(ICE3). Non-stereo versions have a single TDA2030.
The 6MHz f.m. output froth the previously mentioned
TDA2545A sound i.f. chip is fed to a TBA120T
intercarrier sound chip on the audio module.
The arrangements used in the L chassis are somewhat
simpler. This is mainly due to the use of a TDA4505 chip
that includes the i.f. signal processing and also incorporates the sync circuits and timebase generators. The
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Fig. 1: The Ipsalo-3 circuit as used in the K30 series chassis.

colour decoder is a TDA3301. Once again a TDA3654 is
used for field deflection.
Basic K Chassis Faults List

To round off this initial instalment on these chassis,
here's a brief faults list covering common problems with
the basic K chassis. Faults relevant to the Ipsalo-3 circuit
also apply to the L chassis (but note that the circuit
reference numbers differ with the small-screen version).
(1) No go. On several occasions we've found the chopper
transistor TB701 to be short-circuit and the filter resistor
RB703 open-circuit. DB707, which is in parallel with
TB701, is usually also short-circuit.
(2) Set does not start initially but if left switched on will
start after a time ranging from half a minute to several
minutes. You will usually find that the 1,000µF 8.5V
supply reservoir capacitor CB604 is open-circuit or
leaky. We try to fit a replacement rated at 25V if the
physical size permits in a particular set. CB601 which is
in parallel with CB604 can also cause this problem.
Several different values have been used in this position.
We find that the higher value ltLF improves starting and
cures any problems here. It's not unusual to have to
replace both these capacitors for a no start condition.
(3) No sound, no picture but two bars present on the
display. Monitor pin 11 of the TDA2579 timebase chip
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ICB500. You will find that line-frequency pulses begin to
appear then, shortly after switch-on, stop. The cause is
that the BC557 transistor TB541 in the switch-on line is
short-circuit.
(4) Noise and "splashes" on the picture. Suspect CB101
(22nF) which decouples pin 4 (tuning voltage) of the
tuner unit.
(5) Height and/or width twitch up/down or in/out. First
check whether the height control RTB543 and/or the
line phase control RTB542 is noisy. Usually however the
LF0059 chopper control chip HB600 is faulty. You may,
if you don't hold this device in stock, be able to monitor
its output with a scope: usually however the fault is not
regular enough for this.
(6) No sound or vision. On several occasions the
TDA2579 chip ICB500 has been faulty. This chip can
also sometimes load down the 12V rail with the result
that the set trips.
(7) Intermittent no picture or sound with the channel
display pulsing. This can occur with sets that incorporate
teletext. Remove the teletext panel to confirm that the
fault has cleared. If so the fault is due to misoperation of
the crystal oscillator on this panel. Replace all associated
components — the crystal, transistor, capacitors, etc.
Then recheck, If the fault is still present suspect the
DPU2540 chip.
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Salora H and J Chassis
One of each type of set was brought in with the same
fault. They were both dead, but with symptoms we'd not
come across before. When the sets were switched on you
could hear a very faint whistle from the start-up circuit.
We found that the 28V supply (at RB554) was at only
about 3-4V. This suggested that the fault was on the
primary side of the Ipsalo circuit, since even with a shortcircuit across the 28V supply you should expect to hear a
loud whine from the combi-transformer due to the action
of the start-up circuit. When we set about checking the
components in the primary circuit we noticed a small
black mark on the lower side of the transformer's
primary winding. On removing the transformer we
discovered that several turns on the winding had shorted
together: the winding's d.c. resistance was about F311
instead of 311. New transformers in both sets restored
normal operation.
I.B.

Philips K40 Chassis
This is a cautionary tale about jumping to conclusions.
The fault report on the note said no sound or vision, but
of course the set worked fine and the soak bench was
full. A quick look around for dry-joints seemed to be an
appropriate course of action and sure enough one was
found on L5157. It would have removed the line drive.
After resoldering it I was just giving the set a final test
when luckily the phone rang. When I returned the line
oscillator had stopped — the IDA3576B chip was faulty.
Saved by the bell you might say! Needless to say after
that the set was given a full eight hour test before being
booked out.
P.B.

Philips 2A Chassis
The problem with this set was intermittent loss of raster.
When the fault occurred the voltage at pin 7 of the
TDA3561 colour decoder chip (contrast control voltage)
fell to OV and a 60V peak-peak signal appeared at
R3493. C2496 at the earthy end of the e.h.t. supply was
going open-circuit intermittently.
P.B.

Ferguson TX10 Chassis
For intermittent no raster or a dark picture, check the
first anode preset control. In the case I had the slider was
P.B.
arcing to the ground pin.

Grundig CUC2401 Chassis
Early versions of this chassis used a BU508D line output
transistor without the internal resistor between its base
and emitter — many replacement BU508Ds do have this
resistor. To use a transistor with the internal resistor the
following changes have to be made to the base circuit:
change R521 from 10011 to 8211; add a BZX85C5V6
zener diode across R521, with its cathode to pin 1 of the
TDA8140 chip; and finally change R523 from 0.1512 to
0.1211.
If the BU508D is getting much too hot, check with a
scope that it's being driven at line rate. According to the
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nice man at Grundig, when the TDA8140 line drive
processor chip fails it can sometimes decide to drive the
BU508D at twice the line rate — not something one
would normally expect!
For intermittent no sound or picture with this range of
sets, suspect the set-e.h.t. control, especially if it's made
P.B.
by Preh.

Philips NC3-CR Chassis
When this set was switched on the line timebase made a
motorboating noise for the first few seconds then a green
raster appeared. On removing the back I noticed that
C2483 was dry-jointed, but resoldering it had no effect.
With this capacitor out of circuit the voltage had risen,
damaging the 78M05 5V regulator which was giving out
6.8V. A new regulator brought the voltage back to
P.B.
normal and cured the other problems as well.

Panasonic U4 Chassis
Intermittent tuning problems, with loss of the tuning
voltage and/or no search, were traced to the SAB3035
chip. I've had dry-joints cause this problem with both
these and certain Zanussi colour sets.
S.L.

Astron/Etron EC142
We found that the line output transistor in this dead
colour portable was short-circuit. After replacing it we
powered the set via a variac. This revealed that there was
no power supply regulation — the 112V supply rose in
sympathy with the input voltage. Obvious really: the
chopper transistor was short-circuit, but using the variac
had enabled us to save the cost of another BU208A. We
fitted a new BU326A chopper transistor and again
wound the input up slowly. There was still no regulation
as the 22kf2 resistor in series with the set-h.t. potentiometer was open-circuit.
S.L.

Matsui 21in Model
This set was rather poorly. The 4AT mains fuse had
blown, the STR58041 power supply chip was shortcircuit, its 5.61/, 5W feed resistor was open-circuit and a
nearby 0470, 1W resistor was also open-circuit. Thankfully the set worked after replacing these items, as we'd
no manual.
As a postscript, I must add that the many STR/STK
type power supply/audio output chips have not distingSI.
uished themselves with respect to reliability.

Philips K35 Chassis
The trouble with this set was slow warm up: for the first
five-ten minutes the picture was dark, with a restricted
brightness control range. Checks at the relevant colour
decoder chip pins showed that there were normal
variations as the plus and minus buttons were operated.
A scope check then showed that during the fault
condition the video drive was very low: as the set
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warmed up, the drive increased. Thermal cycling of
components brought us to C583 (4.7µF, 250V) which
decouples the 115V supply to the RGB output stages.
S.L.
B and 0 5102 (77XX Series)

The report with this set said that there was intermittent
negative vision. It would have been more appropriate to
say that intermittently there was a good picture. Not dryjoints on the i.f. board edge connector this time, a
common problem with these sets. There were dry-joints
N.B.
on every earthing lug inside the vision detector can.

I'm not sure whether a c.r.t. flashover was the cause,
but there was certainly some damage. The c.r.t.'s heater
supply was missing, and as the feed resistor on the tube
base was o.k. we had to replace the line output
transformer. The result was distorted sound but no e.h.t.
A check at the collector of the line output transistor
produced a reading of 5V, so the transistor was removed
and checked with the Avo. It was partially short-circuit,
from base-to-emitter, the reading being 8012. After
fitting a new transistor we had a set that tripped. To cut a
long story short, the new transistor was also found to be
short-circuit though it gave the same readings on an Avo
8 as a known good one. Whatever next! Following this
M.J.A.
the whole set had to be retuned and setup.

Sanyo CTP6144

This is not a set I know well — we sold very few of them.
Due to illness however all sorts of people were making
field calls and all manner of gear was coming into the
service department. The report on the card said something about the channel indicator flashing 88 or 99, and
the engineer had added that the raster became pear
shaped. The vital piece of missing information was that
the set went off, the reported symptoms being ancillary
ones. The cause of the trouble was evident as soon as the
back had been removed and the set had been upended —
there were dry-joints on all pins of the chopper transformer T301.
N.B.
Grundig GSC100 Chassis

This 14in. set persistently blew the mains fuse for no
apparent reason. It was a difficult one to prove: we never
found any signs of an h.t. short-circuit to cause the fuse
blowing. On a damp day however I saw the e.h.t. from
the cap connector jump across to the degaussing coil. So
this was the cause of the persistent failure of the 3.15AT
fuse!
H.MacM.
Sanyo CTP6143

The problem with this set was intermittent shut down
about ten minutes after switch on. This turned out to be
an easy one: there was arcing from the focus spark gap to
link J105 immediately beneath it. Examination of the
c.r.t. base panel revealed that it had been damaged at
some stage by over-zealous use of a soldering iron. A
replacement panel provided a complete cure.
J.L.H.
Nikkai Baby 10

Loss of power with a Nikkai Baby 10 was traced to
failure of the protection components F402 and D402.
The cause 'had of course been reversed connections to
the battery. Make sure that the user understands the
importance of correct connection when you get this sort
of thing.
J.L.H.
Rank T22 Chassis

This was an unusual fault to say the least. As described
by the customer, the fault was as follows. While he was
watching ITV the sound for no apparent reason died, to
be followed by the BBC-1 sound although the ITV
picture was still present. This was followed by various
noises, all of which sounded very unpleasant, then finally
the picture disappeared.
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Ferguson TX10 Chassis

This set bounced back on us after only a short time and
severely upset our early morning coffee and toast break
while watching the delights of Anne Diamond and taking
a look at the latest porno mag left by our friendly
newsagent . . . As usual it was a different fault, though
along the same lines as the original one — dry-joints on
pins 11 and 18 of the chopper/e.h.t. transformer had
been speedily dealt with on the previous Saturday
morning. On this occasion however the sound and e.h.t.
disappeared intermittently, along with the tuning, producing the usual rushing noise from the loudspeaker.
This time a hot soldering iron and plenty of solder on
the joints of the transformer failed miserably and every
attempt to provoke the fault also failed. So we hitched
an elderly Avo Minor to R666, which provides the 12V
feed to the RGB output stages, while attending to other
jobs. Shortly afterwards someone came in and breathed
on the set and the Avo's needle dropped. I leapt over
with another meter to check the supply at source (pin 2
of IC621) and the picture and sound re-appeared.
No fault could be found once normal operation had
returned and the set continued to work happily all
afternoon. I began to suspect the 22V supply to IC621
and for want of anything better to do monitored this with
the original meter. Shortly afterwards success! The
picture and sound disappeared but the 22V supply
remained intact. The joints around IC621 were then very
carefully checked. Using a large magnifying glass I
discovered a tiny hairline crack in the solder around pin
2. Once this connection had been stripped down,
scraped and resoldered no further trouble was experienced.
Incidentally we've found that for occasional repeated
failure of the BU208B line output transistor TR831 the
use of mica washers back-to-back provides a solution,
assuming that no other cause for the demise of this
M.A.
transistor can be found.
Cathay CTV3000

No results with no bias at the base of Q501 was traced to
R504 (1501d2) which was open-circuit. We weren't out of
the woods yet however since the set would intermittently
shut down and refuse to operate. It belongs to the
friendly greengrocer next door and as we always do
well there we made a determined effort. After a
thorough search we found a crack in the track from D301
to the line output transformer. A nice piece of tinned
wire put things right and we had additional celery that
M.A.
weekend.
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The Room at the Back
J. LeJeune
A lead-grey sky greeted Sid as he left home on his ten
minute walk to work. A stiff breeze flapped the legs of
his trousers and infiltrated the sleeves of his raincoat. He
shivered and lengthened his stride.
Sid's bones ached by the time he reached the workshop. Inside, the old building smelt damp and the 1930s
valve radio wheezed away relentlessly, 2kHz out of tune
since the frequency changes introduced a few years ago.
But no one seemed to mind — even if they noticed. Trade
was slack and Ralph was miserable. He mooched around
turning off any unwanted lights.
Norman was making something: two steel rods with
tapered ends angled at 45° were taking shape. "What on
earth are they?" asked Sid. "Cabinet braces" replied
Norman. "One end goes in the screw hole at the top of
the cabinet and the other goes in at the base. The idea is
to stop those new skeletal plastic cabinets wobbling too
much. They scare me the way they flex."
Gareth wandered in from the shop. "Electronic
vandals struck last night" he said. "They used a remotecontrol handset to turn up the volume of all the TVs in
the window. The row could be heard at the other end of
the street!"
"They were at it the other night as well" said Sid.
"We'll have to disable the remote systems." Sid went
into the showroom and studied the window display. He
stepped carefully around the items on show: it was a
simple matter to rearrange the price cards to cover the
infra-red windows of the sets affected, and in ten
minutes the job was done.
Back in the workshop Sid encountered super-salesman
Terry Green. He was bemoaning the lack of customers.
No one seemed to want a satellite installation or a new
set. They weren't even coming in for batteries. Gareth
was fiddling with a microwave oven that had failed a
leakage test. He was renewing the r.f. gasket on the
door. "That's it!" cried Terry. "We'll offer everyone a
free safety check on their household electrical goods.
Check the fuses in the plugtops, for frayed cables,
microwave leakage — that sort of thing! Should generate
a bit of interest."
Gareth's next job was a Ferguson 51A2 — the TX100
chassis. There was absolutely no sync, neither line nor
field, yet in every other way the set worked perfectly. He
pored over the circuit diagram for several moments, then
switched the set off and removed the TDA2578A line
and field processor chip IC4. After fitting a new one and
switching on again the fault was still there. "It's as
though someone has shorted the set line sync pins
together" he said to Norman. "Hang on!" Norman
replied, "there's a capacitor across those pins, C63 —
better check it." Gareth soldered a new 150pF capacitor
in place and that was another problem solved.
Nprman had prised the back off a 1930s valve radio.
Until yesterday it had been serenading the mechanics at
the Mogul Garage just down the road. Now it hummed
loudly and did little else. Peering into its dusty interior,
untouched for possibly more than thirty years, Norman
could make out the rectifier valve. It was a full-wave
type but only one half was working. The other heater
had gone out. "Where do I get a UU5?" he asked. For
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once he was at a complete loss.
Gareth looked up from a half dismantled Fidelity
ZX3000. "My mate renovates old valve radios" he said.
"When he can't get a full-wave rectifier valve he fits two
silicon rectifiers with series 47011 resistors in its place."
Norman thought this a good idea and decided to try a
couple of 1N4007s. He busied himself removing the
UU5's base and finding the components for the modification. "Have to be careful" he muttered. "I'll get
instant h.t. with no load on it. Have to make sure the
electrolytics can stand it."
He stood back as he finished the job and switched the
set on. After fifteen seconds it sprang to life. As good as
new, except for the layer of grime and spray-drift that
covered it. Better than the workshop one.
"Got that ZX3000 working yet?" he asked Gareth.
"I've replaced the TDA4600 chip and the BU426A
chopper transistor and its base circuit components D9,
R90 and C93" said Gareth. "It works at switch on but
I'm not happy with it." At that point the set went off,
with F2 flashing its destruction. The BU426A had gone
short-circuit collector to base.
"Probably excessive current" said Norman. "Now as I
recall R91 to pin 4 of the chip has a lot to do with it.
We've had similar problems with the same resistor in
Grundig and Ferguson sets."
Gareth set to with the solder pump and soon had the
2701d2 resistor between the probes of his bench Avo.
"It's gone high" he announced, "will that be all?"
"R91 sets the current limit" Norman replied. "When it
goes high the BU stays on too long. You'll have to
replace all the other items as well."
Norman's current problem was a 20in. Ferguson TX9
set. There were all the appearances of someone having
had a go and put back the leads to the c.r.t. base
incorrectly. Norman checked, but they hadn't been
changed. The colours were entirely wrong though — the
greens were red, the reds were blue and the blues green.
Purples were cyan, cyans were yellow and yellows
purple. He fed in a red raster from the pattern
generator. It came up green tinged with red and yellow
in three corners and along the lower edge. He decided to
phone the owner.
"We're puzzled by your set, Mr. Knowles. Did you
drop it by any chance? . . . I see. I'm afraid it'll need a
new tube. About £150." There was a long pause. "I'll see
what I can do" Norman eventually said.
He went back to the TX9, switched off and began to
interchange the leads, green to blue, red to green and
blue to red. When he switched on there was a reasonable
colour picture with micoloured patches. They said they'd
try it, so Norman asked Gareth to deliver the set.
Andy was out in the rain, somewhere in the hills. A
farm generator had gone crazy and seen off an old TV
set that was its principal load each evening. Norman
turned to a refurbishment job on a loan set that had seen
better days. The chassis was willing but there was more
tube trouble — the A56-120X was tired and Norman was
trying to coax more life from it.
"This sort usually comes up a treat" he said to Sid,
who was taking an interest. "But it refuses to budge a
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microamp." Sid bent over the Cathode Cruncher. "Does
seem pretty lifeless" he agreed, but I can't believe the
tube is all that flat. Maybe something's wrong with the
booster."
Andy, rain soaked and breathing hard, muttering
imprecautions about heathen hill farms, backed through
the double doors and dumped the abused TV on the
floor. "They'll have a new set up at Pickersgill Craggs"
he told Sid. "Send them one with a wide mains input
range — that generator has a will of its own!"
"Only because Arthur Longbottom insists on fiddling
with it" Sid replied. "But we could do with the sale. I'll
take one up later." Meanwhile he took the covers off the
booster. Overheated resistors and a disintegrated capacitor greeted him. "Even the perishin' test gear needs
repair in this dump" he moaned, then went on to
disembowel the booster with gusto.
Norman left him to it and, while Andy turned his
attention to a record turntable with a linear tracking
system fault, took a look at a Ferguson SRA1 satellite
TV receiver that had come in because of random remote
control operation. The customer's complaint was that it
had switched itself off once, gone into standby several
times, and had changed channel on a couple of occasions. Not unusual with TV sets, but satellite TV
receivers were still something of an unknown quantity in
the workshop.

Norman took off the covers and snapped on the bench
lamp. After an hour on the bench nothing had happened. "I might as well link it up and watch something" he
muttered. He fetched a spare TV set from the soak
bench and connected it to the SRA1, then plugged in the
lead from the dish on the roof. Things soon began to
happen, just as the customer said. By luck the unit sent
itself into the sound mute condition. During the sudden
silence a slight sizzling noise could be heard. Norman
doused the bench lights to look for telltale sparks. Sure
enough there were some on the underside of the board,
near the IR receiver. He disconnected the unit from the
mains and investigated.
The SRA1 has a three-cored mains lead and is thus
earthed. The PCB is earthed to the metal case at only
one point, near the IR receiver. This point was making
poor contact. The arcing was due to the non-isolated
aerial socket used with the TV set's isolated chassis
allowing line-frequency currents to flow in sufficient
quantity to cause a small spark at the indifferent earth
connection. Norman felt pleased with himself.
Andy's problem turned out to be caused by a defective
motor. Shortly afterwards Mr. Knowles was on the
phone to thank them for their trouble and to say that the
picture was splendid.
"Makes you wonder what some peoples' eyesight is
like" was all that Norman could say.

More on the Ferguson ►CC5 Chassis
J. LeJeune

My article in the July issue of Television provided a
conducted tour of Ferguson's top-of-the-range ICC5
chassis. We subsequently received requests for further
information on some of the less usual circuitry. So here
goes.
Video Circuitry

One area that calls for a more detailed look is the
colour decoding and RGB output circuitry. Decoding
and video signal processing are carried out by two chips,
the AN5620X PAL decoder IVO1 and the HA11498
processor 1V21.
The PAL Decoder

Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the PAL decoder chip
IVO1 which receives the chroma input at pin 1 and
provides demodulated R — Y and B — Y outputs at pins
.10 and 11 respectively. Prior to entering at pin 1, the
video signal is filtered to attenuate frequencies below
3.5MHz. ,The initial amplifier is provided with automatic
chrominance level control to ensure that a constant level
of signal is fed to the chroma delay line and the rest of
the chip. A.C.C. bias is obtained by peak rectification of
the 7.8kHz PAL ident signal that's present at the output
of the burst phase detector. This signal is directly
proportional to the burst signal which is held at a
constant level at the transmitter. The a.c.c. system is
capable of maintaining a 600mV peak-to-peak burst
signal amplitude at pin 4 despite a 26dB change in the
input level.
Undelayed chroma tapped from the slider of PV09
PV09
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re-enters IV01 at pin 8 while the delayed chroma enters
at pin 9, with LV06 providing phase correction. The
delayed and undelayed signals are summed prior to
application to the two synchronous demodulators,
colour-killing being undertaken at this point. The action
of the summing circuitry corrects phase errors and also
separates the V (weighted R — Y) and U (weighted B —
Y) components of the chroma signal. Use of synchronous demodulation ensures maximum separation of the
two colour-difference signals.
The undelayed chroma signal is also fed to the burst
phase detector which is gated on during the burst period
by the uppermost level of the sandcastle pulse. It
provides an output to phase lock the voltage-controlled
4.413MHz crystal oscillator whose outputs are, via the
phase-shift systems required, used to drive the two
synchronous demodulators. A 90° shift is included in the
feed to the U demodulator while a switched 0/180° shift
is included in the drive to the V demodulator. The PAL
switch is reset by the ident signal to ensure correct phase
switching on alternate lines. Presence of the burst and
ident signals means that the transmission is in colour and
is therefore used as the basis of the colour-killing system
to prevent coloured noise interference with a monochrome transmission.
All this is standard PAL signal decoding practice of
course, but you don't often see it explained nowadays.
The R Y and B — Y outputs are buffered by emitterfollowers within the chip and are then applied to external
filters to remove unwanted products of the demodulation process. They are then passed to the processing chip
IV21. This is where the less usual arrangements are to
be found. A detailed block diagram of this chip was
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of the AN5
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PAL decoder chip.
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Fig. 2: Simplified block diagram of the HA11498 video signal processing chip. The beam limiting and switch-off spot
suppression circuits are also shown. During normal operation TV50 is held cut off by the positive voltage at its base,
produced by rectification of line flyback pulses by DV57. At switch off the line pulses cease and the voltage retained by CV47
brings TV50 into conduction: the increased voltage across RV47 then cuts off TV81 (see Fig. 4).

shown in Fig. 3 of the July article. Fig. 2 shows a
simplified block diagram to clarify the processing, also
the external circuitry associated with the beam limiting
and automatic grey-scale correction processes.

Video Processor Chip
IV21 caters for teletext and external RGB signals as
well as the luminance signal and the colour-difference
outputs from IV01. The RGB inputs have to be
converted to luminance/colour-difference form to enable
brightness, contrast and colour saturation control to be
carried out. This conversion is done by the block marked
matrix 1. Matrix 2 converts the signals, from whatever
source, back to the RGB form required to drive the tube's
cathodes.
Sandcastle Pulse Use
Sandcastle pulses are coupled into IV21 at pin 31. The
maximum level of this composite pulse, at about 11V, is
used for clamping/gating. The middle section at about
4.5V, derived from a clipped line flyback pulse, is used
for line blanking. The lowest level, at 2V, provides field
blanking and, as it signals the start of the field flyback,
it's also used to reset the internal counter within IV21.
Auto Grey-scale Correction
The counter provides timing for blanking and pulse
insertion on lines 17 to 23 inclusive. The c.r.t. drive and
cut-off pulses inserted are as follows, see Fig. 3: green
white level line 17, red white level line 18, blue white
level line 19, beam cut-off line 20, green dark level line
21, red dark level line 22 and blue dark level line 23.
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Fig. 4 shows one of the RGB output stages. All three
are identical and incorporate two emitter-followers,
TV70 and TV71 in this case (blue output stage). The
collector currents of TV71/61/51 are monitored by DV75/
65/55 respectively. The cathodes of these diodes are
linked via the 15V zener diode DV95 to RV95 which acts
as a common summing point load. Feedback to pin 33 of
IV21 is taken via RV41 (see Fig. 2) from the junction of
DV95/RV95.
During lines 17-23 this feedback is sampled in sequence within the chip and compared to an internal
reference voltage. The internal switching presents a low
sampling impedance during lines 17, 18 and 19, when the
drive level applied to each gun is measured in sequence
and set for 500µA. This is done by adjusting the charge
carried by the drive error-voltage storage capacitors
CV34/36/38 (red, green and blue respectively). The
charge set in this way adjusts the gain of the relevant
drive amplifier.
On line 20 the c.r.t. is blanked off and only leakage
current flows. The sampling impedance within IV21 is
raised to a high value that allows for sensing of currents
in the region of 25µ.A. CV43 provides charge storage in
this case.
Dark-level pulses are applied to each c.r.t. gun in turn
during lines 21-23. The corresponding cathode currents
are measured and the resulting voltages are compared
with the voltage at pin 34 (across CV43). The differences
between these voltages are compared with an internal
reference supply, the resultant error voltages being used
to adjust the charges carried by CV35/37/39 for red,
green and blue respectively. The voltages developed
across these capacitors set the d.c. pedestal for each
channel.
The ICC5's automatic grey-scale correction system
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Fig. 4: The blue output stage circuit. Transistor TV81 is
common to the three RGB output stages: it provides switchoff spot suppression. The feedback voltage developed
across RV95 is used for automatic grey-scale correction
during the field blanking period and for beam limiting.

ensures good tracking over the entire brightness range
and avoids the need to measure very low c.r.t. gun cutoff currents.

Beam Limiting
The voltage at pin 33 of IV21 is determined by the
total beam current at any instant. This voltage is applied
via RV42 to the base of TV41, which sets the voltage
developed across CV44 at pin 35 of IV21. The voltage at
pin 35 is compared with an adjustable voltage that's
applied to pin 37. Beam limiting is initiated when the
total beam current rises to 70 per cent of the maximum
permitted value. Contrast reduction of 50 per cent is
employed initially: if this fails to bring about sufficient
beam current reduction, the brightness is also reduced.
This is done by modifying the d.c. pedestals — the levels
of the control pulses on lines 17-19 are raised to bring
this about. The time-constant of RV42/CV42 is such that
short-term high-current transients are ignored. Thus
picture highlights are not affected.
Switch-off Spot Suppression
TV50 is used to suppress the undeflected spot at
switch off. It operates in conjunction with TV81 (see Fig.
4) on the c.r.t. base panel. At switch off the charge on
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tant and deserves some further description. Our experience with the power supply circuitry in the ICCS chassis
has been very good, possibly due to the control arrangements within IL14. These provide comprehensive protection of the receiver and its power supply.
For supply regulation IL14 monitors the h.t. and 36V
rails. This monitoring is carried out at pin 9, which is one
input to an operational amplifier. Fig. 5 shows this part
of the circuit. The other input to the operational
amplifier is an internal 1.26V reference. RL10 and PL15
(set h.t.) sample the h.t. line while RP50, RP51 and
RL25 provide a link to the 36V rail. The principle reason
for monitoring the 36V rail is to prevent extetsiVe
modulation of the h.t. supply by the audio module under
high drive conditions.
On no account should any attempt be made to
measure the voltage at pin 9 when the receiver is in
operation. The input impedance at this pin is very high
and the application of any kind of meter probe here will
cause instant failure of the power unit. If the voltage at
pin 9 must be monitored, the use of an oscilloscope

CORRECTION
Satellite TV Filter

In the June issue (page 603) I reviewed the Phantom
IFP70 variable i.f. bandpass filter available from MicroX. I indicated that the filter requires a 12V d.c. supply.
In fact the filter requires a 12V a.c. input, which is
rectified and stabilised internally. If a 12V d,c. input is
provided, the internal 1.t. supply will be only 9V, though
a 15-16V d.c. input will be o.k. Several commercial d.c.
mains units — of the type integrated with a 13A plug —
give 16V on the 12V setting. This type of PSI/ should be
suitable, but check the output on load.
My Phantom filter was an early import. Those
currently supplied by Micro-X come with an a.c. adaptor
that produces 12V a.c. from a 115V input, i.e. US
standard. I've tried using this via a 240-115V step-clown
transformer. This works but after an hour the a.c.
adaptor runs hot enough to heat the average living room!
Far better I think to run the filter from a 6-0-6V UK
R.B.
transformer that runs cool.
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should be considered — but switch off the receiver while
the connection is being made. Pin 19, which links crystal
QL07 to the internal 500kHz voltage-controlled oscillator, is also sensitive. Use of a meter probe here could
stop the oscillator, the result being destruction of the
chopper transistor TP24.
The operational amplifier's output is a voltage that
moves in the opposite direction to any variation in the
supply rail voltages. This voltage is used to set the
switching point of the pulse-width modulator, whose
second input is a line-frequency sawtooth.
Soft Start

The soft-start circuit holds the operational amplifier's
output high at switch on. By discharging CL21 it allows
the operational amplifier's output voltage to fall gently
to normal, thus bringing up the power gradually.
Protection Arrangements

Protection is provided by monitoring the conditions at
pin 28 of the chip. Once again an operational amplifier is
used, and this time three separate sources are monitored. During normal operation of the receiver transistor
TL17 is conductive with the result that pin 28 is held at
approximately OV. Excess current in the 7V supply or a
downswing in the line-flyback derived 12V supply (the
latter is a.c. coupled to TL17's base) will result in TL17
turning off. The voltage at pin 28 of the chip will thus rise
to about 6V. The third source, the 23V supply used by
the field output stage, is monitored via the 36V zener
diode DL18 (in the event of field drive failure the 23V
rail can rise to 200V).
When the voltage at pin 28 rises above 1.26V a signal
is sent to the safety logic system which inhibits the line,
field and chopper drive outputs. An internal counter is
activated, allowing three cyles of trip and soft-start
before all drives are finally shut down. At this stage the
voltage at pin 15 of the chip will be about 1.4V. To
restart the receiver, you have to switch it off at the mains
then back on again, thus resetting the internal logic.
As we saw in the July article, protection against excess
chopper transistor current is built into the chopper
circuit itself. The standby system and the vital role of the
5V supply were also described.
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TV Fault Finding

Reports from Philip Blundell, Eng. Tech.,
Chris Plaice, Ian Bowden, Chris Avis, Mick
Dutton, Stephen Leatherbarrow, Hugh
MacMullen and Nick Beer

Philips 10CX120

An intermittent fault is common with these sets: varying
brightness or sound, with the channel display going to
88. The cause is usually dry-joints on the tuner or the
power supply transformer earth connections, though it
can be due to faulty plate-through connections on the
double-sided PCB. When this fault occurs, check for a
voltage drop between the tuner's can and the power
P.B.
supply earth.
Philips KT4 Chassis

Intermittent loss of sound and vision, with just snow and
no channel display, can be due to loss of the 5V supply.
Check for dry-joints on regulator transistor 7114 in the
SOPS module. You'll probably find that the other
components which use the same heatsink will also be
dry-jointed.
P.B.
Philips NC3 Chassis
This set had a good fault to come back to after the
Christmas holiday. There was a monochrome picture
with false line lock and the brightness and contrast
controls were inoperative. The cause of all these
symptoms was a misshapen sandcastle pulse that confused the TDA4505 chip. The 680kfl line pulse feed
resistor was o.k., so a new chip was needed. As the chip
had been damaged by an e.h.t. flashover from the line
output transformer we also replaced the transformer.
P.B.
Ferguson SRA1

We've had several interesting problems recently with
this satellite TV receiver, as follows:
(1) The picture, on channels with horizontal polarisation
only, would intermittently break up, giving a display that
was half picture and half snow, accompanied by hum on
sound. The cause was a faulty bridge rectifier, BR3.
(2) Intermittent failure of the remote control functions
was caused by a hairline crack, about half an inch long,
behind the IR receiver screening can, at the legs of the
tuner box.
(3) Intermittent failure to switch to horizontal polarity
can be due to an unfortunate combination of receiver
polarising voltage and a slightly out-of-tolerance LNB.
You'll probably find that when the receiver and LNB are
teamed up with another pair they will work normally. I
gather that the receiver's manufacturer may come up
with a modification to alter the switching voltage
C.P.
slightly.
Ferguson 16A1 (TX90 Chassis)
The fault with this set was field collapse and as usual
there were several dry-joints on the output transistors
TR104 and TRIOS. Resoldering these connections made
no difference however. TR105's collector voltage was
then found to be zero, though the transistor itself was all
right. A short-circuit could be measured between the
collector land and chassis. This didn't make any sense
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until we looked at the circuit for the larger-screen
version (16 and 20in. models) of the chassis instead of
the 14in. version circuit we'd started off with. There's an
extra zener diode, D137 (68V), in the large-screen
version, between the collector of TRIOS and chassis. It
I.B.
had gone short-circuit.
Ferguson TX100 Chassis

After successfully repairing a power supply fault (shortcircuit chopper transistor) in this set we found that there
was another fault. It appeared only when the set was
tuned to BBC-1, and was most noticeable on darker
scenes. The symptom was a flicker in the brightness level
in the darker areas. After spending some time checking
components in the i.f. and video areas we arrived at the
colour decoder chip IC3 (TDA3562A). A replacement
was tried just in case, and much to our surprise it cleared
I.B.
the fault.
GEC C1403 (ITT Pico 1A Chassis)

We got MCES to repair the CMR800/3 tuner/i.f. module
as it was producing random flashes on the picture when
the set was hot. When the repaired unit was refitted
however it was impossible to tune in any signals at all.
Since we find that MCES repairs are extremely reliable
we checked the supplies to the module. There was no
tuning voltage as the 2.2kil feed resistor R1154 to the
stabilising zener diode D1151 was open-circuit, but
replacing it made no difference. Though D1151 read all
right when checked with a meter a replacement restored
C.A.
the tuning voltage and normal working.
Hitachi CNP190
Most of these reliable old sets have now been written off
due to exhausted tubes. We recenly had one in with very
erratic field cramp however. The cause was a faulty field
output transistor, type 2SC936. This device now seems
to be unobtainable anywhere: one supplier we tried sent
us a BU208A as an "equivalent" — it was useless,
presumably because of inadequate gain. We then recalled a past letter in Television recommending the R2008B
syclops transistor used in the Ferguson 9000 chassis as a
more reliable replacement in Sony GCS conversions. We
C.A.
tried one in the Hitachi set — perfect!
Triumph CTV8208/Amstrad C11/1409

When the owner was presented with our estimate for a
new line output transformer, line output transistor,
bridge rectifier diodes and SR-2M safety zener diode he
wisely declined. We then (unwisely?) decided to recondition the set for resale, using a line output transformer
from a scrapped set. This produced a good picture, but
when the set was being soak tested we noticed that an
apparent field sync problem resulted in slight but
noticeable vertical jitter. Replacing the LA7820 sync/
timebase generator chip made no difference, but we
found that the fault cleared when an analogue meter was
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connected to pin 11 (field sync output). All the components in this area seemed to be within tolerance, so we
reduced the value of R427, which is connected between
pin 11 and chassis, from 2201(11 to 180ka A bodge?
C.A.
Maybe, but it exterminated the jitter bug.
Salora 20L30 (L Chassis)

We've found Salora/Luxor sets to be very reliable, so
when this one arrived in the workshop we hardly knew
where to begin. The symptom was a white line across the
picture, two inches from the top. It looked just like a
linearity fault, but we couldn't find anything wrong with
the field timebase circuit. So we checked the power
supply voltages, which we should have done first, and
found that they were on the low side. The chopper
circuit is controlled by the LF0059 thick-film chip HB600
and when this was replaced our field problem had been
M.D.
cured.

Having picked up the set on numerous occasions, spent
half an hour or so then put it down again to attend to
more pressing jobs, I finally twigged it. The new line
oscillator coil (L501) had been incorrectly assembled by
the manufacturers: as the Perspex former had been
inserted 180° out, 0501 had no earth connection to its
H.MacM.
emitter.
Philips KT3 Remote Control

This remote control fault was a silly one. The customer's
complaint was of too much sound. I called and reduced
the sound level at the pluggable panel, drank the
customer's terrible coffee and went home. During the
evening the customer phoned to complain that the sound
was again too high. The fault was in the SAF1031 chip in
H.MacM.
the remote control handset.
Ferguson 37363 (TX9 Chassis)

Grundig CUC70 Chassis

No sound on this set was an easy one to sort out: R366
(821Z) was open-circuit while C366 (1,000AF) was shortM.D.
circuit.
Sony KV1822

Intermittently dead was the complaint. When the set
failed in the workshop we found that the power supply
didn't start. The initial supply to the control circuit is via
R603/4, both 471(1/, from the positive side of the bridge
rectifier. When the chopper circuit starts up, the control
circuit receives its supply from the chopper transformer
via R621 and D610, with C612 (3.3AF) as the reservoir.
We found that this capacitor had gone low in value. It's
worth checking C611 (220µF, 6.3V) at the same
M.D.
time.
Amstrad TVR2

This was a good one: when the aerial was connected the
set went dead! Investigation revealed that when the fault
occurred the output from the power supply was normal
but the line drive disappeared. As most of the signal
processing is carried out in the APC1420 chip we
checked the supplies then replaced this i.c. This made no
difference. Chassis isolation problems were next suspected, but this couldn't be the cause as the set went
dead or oscillated on and off if different lengths of wire
were used as the aerial. I eventually traced the cause to a
faulty 500kHz oscillator associated with the APC1420
chip. It was unstable as the 0.0015µF series capacitor
was defective.
While on the subject of this i.c., if the resistor that
supplies pin 37 is faulty the result is no sync. You may
find it to be 120k11 or 150ka We've also found the chip
S.L.
to be responsible for no colour or loss of one colour.
Mitsubishi BB12076

This 12in. monochrome portable suffered from varying
line speed. It should have been an easy problem to deal
with — either the oscillator coil or one of the two green
capacitors C508/9 (0.033AF and 0.068AF respectively).
After fitting a brand new oscillator coil from Mitsubishi
there was no line oscillator output at all. The voltages
around 0501 and Q502 were haywire — Q501 in
particular had a very high emitter voltage, some 3V.
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This set came in because of a very noisy push-button
unit, something that's not uncommon. Replacement is a
nice easy job, and the set was then put on soak test.
Some days later the picture disappeared. Back on the
bench we found that there was very weak vision with
little or no sync. A scope check showed that the lowamplitude signal was present at the output of the
TDA2540 i.f. chip. We found that it had been replaced
N.B.
before, with one of dubious manufacture.
Panasonic TC492G

This is now an old model, but these sets still usually
perform superbly. The symptoms noted on the job card
suggested that the line output transformer had a fractured case, something we've come across before. It was a
good excuse to demonstrate to a nearby junior engineer
the use of a variac and its advantages. The idea was to
bring up the supply while monitoring the h.t. line and
watching the transformer's case. The h.t. came up and
stabilised nicely, so there was no problem here. Soon
afterwards there was a discernible hiss from the case. A
new transformer put matters right. The set also required
a new mains lead and volume control knob. It's amazing
to see the condition of some mains leads when sets come
in for repair. It bears repeating that leads, plugs and
adaptors should all be checked whenever a unit is
N.B.
serviced.
Panasonic U3 Chassis

This set was dead except for the characteristic squeal
indicating an overload. A quick check on the operation
of the power supply is to disconnect the feed resistor to
the line output stage. This is R559 (22Q, 20W) on the
right-hand side chassis frame. When we did this and
added a dummy load the power supply worked all right.
Tests were therefore made on the usual components in
the line output stage — the EW modulator diodes D552/3,
the rectifier diodes and their reservoir capacitors fed
from the line output transformer, and the line output
transistor. All were o.k. Suspicion therefore fell on the
transformer itself, an unlikely item to fail in a Panasonic
set. In this case however it was the cause of the trouble.
There was a short to chassis at the top end of the primary
winding. This was confirmed by open-circuiting the three
N.B.
pins (the winding has a centre tap).
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CD Player Casebook

Reports from lan Bowden
and Mike Leach

Technics SL-XP2
The symptom was described as intermittent "static"
noise which was worse on some tracks than others and
affected both channels. When the fault eventually
occurred in the workshop it was immediately diagnosed
as being digital noise. An order was therefore put in for
the RAM chip, the most likely cause. When the new chip
was fitted however the fault was still present. It was only
when the noise put in an appearance for a short time in
the pause mode that we were able to pinpoint the faulty
component. There was an output from pin 12 of the
digital filter chip IC301 though none was going in as it
was muted by the digital signal processor. A replacement
I.B.
filter i.c. cured the fault.

Meridian CD101
The problem with this Philips based player was poor left
channel and no right channel sound. The left channel
sound was extremely distorted. Extensive work had been
carried out in the past on the DA converter section, so I
started at the beginning.
The player uses TDA1540 DA converter chips. In a
good working machine there should be a —18V supply at
pin 11 of both the TDA1540s. As this supply was present
the next step was to scope pin 1 (digital input) of both
chips. The waveforms here were completely different,
leading me to suspect the SAA7030 digital filter chip.
Replacing this restored normal results.
M.L.

Goodmans GCD550
The complaint with this machine was that it was very
slow at finding tracks. It was installed under the stairs
behind the bar in a local eating house, which is where I
attended to it — the landlord didn't want to move it. The
first thing I noticed was greasy marks on the front
control panel. The player read the TOC all right and
played track one o.k. But it wouldn't find tracks 7, 8, 9
or 10. A quick glance at the disc revealed all — there was
a huge, greasy thumb print! I cleaned all the discs for the
landlord and explained the situation. He was happy with
this.
Several weeks later the player appeared in the
workshop with the same complaint. This time the discs
were clean but a hazy film could be seen on the laser
lens. Everything was all right after cleaning the lens.
Incidentally we also frequently have to service this
chap's microwave cooker, but that's another story!
M.L.

Philips CD150/Saisho CDX100
This machine wore the Saisho label. The customer
reported that it cut out and went into error during play. I
suspected the laser but ran it up just in case. It played for
about twenty minutes then the sound went off and a
jumbled mess appeared in the display. The functions had
all locked up — not even the open/close button operated.
After switching the mains supply off and on again the
machine ran up and read the TOC correctly. I selected
play and everything was o.k. for about ten minutes.
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Then the machine locked up again with a faulty display.
So I whipped the top off and changed the MAB8441T018 control/display microcomputer chip, which is
mounted on the front panel. That cured the fault..
M.L.

Philips CD160
Isn't it always the same? No matter how many different
components and chips you keep in stock you always need
the one you haven't got! One, of these machines came in
recently with the complaint that the left-channel sound
was very distorted. I dived in, not thinking or looking at
the circuit, and changed the TDA1541 DAC chip. I keep
one or two of these in stock as they've given trouble
before. Not this time however. In this case the fault was
due to the SAA7220P digital filter chip. So I ordered two
of them with the idea that I'd have one ready next time
round. But it doesn't work that way, does it? I've a
drawer full of odd chips for various TV and video
applications, and it looks as though none of them will
ever be used. I hope the boss isn't reading this . . .
M.L.

Philips CD104
This one had been sitting on the shelf for some months,
supposedly in working order. When we ran it up the
tracking was very unstable and occasionally the disc
wouldn't rotate for TOC readout. It was while the
machine was in this no-go condition that I realised the
turntable motor was stiff. Off came the bottom bearing
and, after cleaning it, I applied a small amount of light
oil. After reassembly a slight adjustment was made to
the turntable height. The machine then ran
perfectly.
M.L.

Philips CD160
This player had been well and truly got at. The original
fault was no operation as the tray didn't open. It was
repaired by a nearby firm at King's Lynn and returned to
the customer Sam with a note that read "laser required,
approximate cost £125". Poor old Sam was devastated.
He complained that the machine had worked all right
until the tray had jammed, so why did it want a new
laser?
The upshot was that it came to us. I stripped it down
and could see that the tray control transistors on the
front panel had been changed. Although the tray now
worked there was still a burnt ill resistor which I
changed for good measure. I switched on and inserted a
disc. It spun like fury — I thought the machine was going
to take off! A check with the laser power meter
confirmed that there was no light, but I wasn't convinced
about this. When the servo/preamplifier board was
removed I could see that extensive soldering had been
carried out around the TDA5708 focus signal processor
chip. In addition the flexi PCB which plugs into this
board was loose and was fitted at an odd angle.
Resoldering the components associated with the chip
and replugging the flexi PCB cured the problem. Not
exactly a £125 job!
M.L.
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Two days in the life of . . .
Kevin D. Davies
We read lots in the magazine about the servicing of
conventional domestic video/TV equipment. The problems that some of us face are less usual, to say the least.
I'm the senior service engineer of Haverfordwest Coin
Machines, Pembrokeshire, having come into this fascinating industry as a fruit machine designer in 1970. In
those days components used to move — relays, mechanical timers and so on. If a fuse had blown the quickest
way to find the fault was to replace the fuse with a
screwdriver, switch on and observe where the smoke
came from! How things have changed! So you think you
have real problems dealing with tricky faults on the
bench? Read on . . .
The Video Jukebox
One day recently was largely devoted to the installation of a video jukebox, with a Thomson overhead
projector and a 100in. screen, at a club fifteen miles from
base. For those of you not conversant with this relatively
new innovation, it consists of the following items. First a
unit that holds two modified VHS VCRs and sometimes
a six-disc CD player. This lives in a cellar, cupboard or
any other convenient place. It's linked to a wallbox (the
bit you put your money in) in a bar via a multicore cable,
to the projector via a video cable, to the speakers via a
two-core cable and to a volume control via a separate
multicore cable.
I won't go into the problems of hole drilling, cable
running, projector and screen mounting etc., except to
say that Murphy's Law plays a large role with this sort of
thing. Suffice it to say that after linking all the components together in the presence of an ever increasing
audience of expectant — and by this time quite tipsy,
some of them having been on the beer since 11 a.m. —
onlookers we came to the grand switch-on. Time 2 p.m.
Everything worked apart from one niggling little fault
— the projector's convergence. Now those of you who've
made an attempt to reconverge a Thomson projector
may or may not find the next bit funny. Since the
projector was suspended from a 20ft high ceiling, we had
to resort to using a large table upon which we perched a
step-ladder. When the projector's lower cover is removed you find row upon row of convergence potentiometers, along with a plastic sheet telling you what each
one does. Mercy upon mercy! The procedure is reasonably straightforward, but can you imagine doing it atop
that ladder, trimming tool in one hand, while a drunkard
carrying a tray of full pints walks into the table beneath
just as you are attempting to get the red verticals on to
the blue and green ones?
Once the convergence had been completed, to the
best of my ability or that my nerves could stand in the
circumstances, it was time to select a video track. I won't
go into the finer details of how the system works.
Basically, there are two identical VHS tapes coded so
that when one VCR is playing the other VCR looks for
the next track. This means that there is very little delay
between one track finishing and the next one starting.
The track selected appeared on the screen, to shouts
and applause, with bad tracking errors. "Adjust the
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tracking control" I hear you say. Yes indeed. Only one
little problem. The VCRs are two rooms away from the
screen, not sitting conveniently on or under the screen as
with you people! This is where Father Christmas came in
handy. A couple of years ago he kindly gave me a Casio
2in. colour TV set. With the aid of a lead and a plug
correct tracking was restored.
So there we have it. 5 p.m.: system up and running.
Time to depart.
Next Day
Next day there was a phone call. Video jukebox
installed yesterday doesn't work. As Les would say, "oh
dear!"
Arrive at site to be confronted with more wires
hanging from the projector and more in the room with
the VCRs than I'd installed. These wires are brown in
colour and look like TV aerial cable. By jove, they are
aerial cable!
"Where are the BNC plugs I soldered on to the black
leads to the VCRs and the projector?" I asked the club
owner's son.
"Ah!" he replied. "Daddy cut them off last night.
Mummy told him not to. Would you like a cup of tea?"
"What's all this new cable?" I asked, "and please can I
have my plugs back?"
To cut a long story short, Daddy had removed the
BNC plugs and replaced them with TV aerial plugs.
He'd then tried to plug them into the projector which
had no place for them. So he'd given up. Apparently
word had got around that he had this big screen in his
club, so they'd all turned up to watch the snooker!
Having restored the set-up to its original design, I
made up a lead for him to link his own VCR to the
projector when the customers want to watch Rugby
matches etc. But he has to make do with the sound from
his own TV set as I was not going to get involved with
linking his VCR to the jukebox's audio amplifier — it has
external switching via a circuit board between each
VCR.
The second call that day was to a video game which
had been visited by another "engineer" the day before.
All that base would tell me was that it "didn't work".
When I switched on I found that the monitor was
healthy enough. But there were no voltages to the game
boards. Closer inspection of the power supply showed
that an 0.25A fuse had been replaced with a 25A one
(the good old days?!). The machine was promptly loaded
into the car, a radio call was made to base for a
replacement game and it was back to base for me — no
more calls at present.
A couple of days previously I'd been working on a
monitor fault in the workshop. Having been sidetracked, I left a note on this machine so that it wouldn't
be sent out by mistake. This note said "no sync". On
route to our stores, I had to call in at the office. The
boss's son was on the phone. As I walked in his face lit
up. "I'm trying to get hold of someone to order a new
sync for that faulty monitor" he announced.
Oh dear! But it's all true, I tell you!
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Servicing Monochrome Portables
David Botto
Besides being a first-rate technician the successful TV/
VCR engineer must be a good businessman. When you
consider that a brand new 12in. mains/battery
monochrome portable can be bought for as little as £60
including VAT, you cannot afford to spend more than
about an hour at most on repairing one.
It's helpful to have the service manual to hand, but for
certain makes service information and/or circuit diagrams may not be easy to obtain. Don't be put off by this
however. The circuitry in most monochrome portables is
quite straightforward, most of them using similar
arrangements.
Many of the faults that occur are of the "stock"
variety. The majority relate to the power supply. In my
experience few TV shops and even fewer multiple stores
seem to want to repair monochrome portables. This
works to your advantage. You'll be surprised at the
number of people who will bring monochrome portables
along once they get to know that you're willing to repair
them. Many of these folk will be new customers who
will buy new TVs and other profit-making items from
you.

Power Supply Circuitry
Nearly all monochrome portables have a power supply
consisting of a mains transformer, a full-wave rectifier
and a series voltage regulator circuit. We'll start by
taking a look at a couple of typical examples.
Fig. 1 shows the circuit used in the popular Thorn
1590/1591 chassis (Ferguson, Ultra, Marconiphone etc.
models). The mains transformer Ti has a centre-tapped
secondary winding that feeds the two rectifier diodes
W7/8. These develop about 17V across the reservoir
capacitor C85, the connection between the rectifiers and
the capacitor being made via the battery/mains switch
and fuse F2. The 17V supply is fed to the emitter of the
series regulator transistor VT21. The 10S/, 5W resistor
(R99) connected in parallel with VT21 is included to
share the dissipation and provide a start-up current feed.
VT21's base is connected to the junction of R100 and
the collector of VT22, which provides the control action.
R104 in its base circuit is used to set up the 11.6V
stabilised output at the collector of VT21. VT22 senses
voltage changes at its emitter, across R102 which is
connected in series with zener diode W17 across the
stabilised 11.6V rail. The voltage across W17 remains
constant, any variation appearing across R102.
When the current drawn by the set decreases, the
11.6V line voltage will tend to rise. This rise will be
detected at the emitter of VT22 which, being an npn
device, will pass less current. The resultant voltage rise
at VT22's collector reduces the conduction of VT21, a
pnp device, restoring the correct conditions at its
collector. A rise in the current drawn by the set will
produce the opposite sequence of events.
Many sets use the type of circuit just described. Fig. 2
shows the slightly different arrangement used in the later
Thorn 1790 series chassis. Here the series regulator
transistor TR3 is driven by the differential amplifier pair
TR4/5. TR4's base voltage is held constant by zener
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diode D3. In this circuit voltage changes are sensed at
the base of TRS. Say the set draws extra current. The
11V rail voltage will tend to fall, reducing the voltage at
TR5's base. TR5's conduction decreases, reducing the
current flowing through R20. Consequently the voltage
across R20, i.e. at the emitter of TR4, falls. Since TR4 is
an npn device whose base voltage is held constant by D3
its conduction will increase. TR3's drive is thus increased, the action restoring the correct output at its
collector.
There are several variations on this theme. Some
Hitachi sets for example use a KC582C chip to sense the
1.t. line voltage and drive the series regulator transistor,
while the voltage error detector circuit in the Philips/Pye
TX chassis senses the voltage across the line output stage
derived 26V boost rail instead of the 10.8V output from
the series regulator transistor. Bridge rectifiers are much
more common than the two-diode circuits shown in Figs.
1 and 2.

Making Repairs Pay
You can make money repairing monochrome portables provided you go about things the right way. It's
best to make a fixed minimum charge for the repair of
any monochrome portable, plus parts and VAT of
course. If the set can't be put right for this sum it's
beyond economic repair. What if the receiver has been
well and truly got at by someone with a big pair of
hands? In this case it will pay you to politely refuse the
job.
My view is that £18 is a fair rate for this fixed charge.
But you must decide on your particular charge in
accordance with your overheads. Tell your customers
your terms of business before starting on the repair.
You'll also find that most people will happily bring their
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Fig. 1: The power supply circuit used in the Thorn 15901
1591 series chassis. Series r?gulator circuits of the type
shown here are very common in monochrome portables.
Diode W6 will conduct in the event of the battery connections being reversed: F2 will then blow, protecting the rest
of the circuitry. Several modifications were introduced in
later production sets. The network C83/R101, later deleted,
provides hum cancellation by injecting hum at the emitter
of VT22.
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Fig. 2: Power supply circuit used in the Thorn 1790 series
chassis, with a differential amplifier to control the series
regulator transistor TR3. In this circuit current flowing via
the emitter-base junction of TR3, R22 and D3 provides a
start-up feed.

portables to your shop when you explain that this will
save them money.
Contact the customer before going ahead with the
repair should expensive parts be needed. Incidentally
this method eliminates the customer who "doesn't mind
going up a pound" (or even two pounds!) for the repair.
The aim of this advice on the business side of repairs is to
help you to get a fair and honest return for your work.
The First Check

Since monochrome portables are often roughly treated the first thing to check is the cabinet. If it's cracked
or has a piece missing the set could be unsafe to use.
Replacement cabinets, if obtainable at all, are usually so
expensive that such a repair is uneconomic. Unless you
have a replacement case to hand, don't be tempted to
repair a set with an unsafe cabinet. Someone could
receive a severe shock or even lose their life.
Dead Set

If the set is dead, begin by checking the power supply.
First test the fuse in the mains plug. Make sure that its
rating is correct: 2A is about right for most sets, but
some unknown person may have fitted a 13A type.
When you remove the cabinet you will usually find
two, sometimes three, fuses in the power supply section.
The mains fuse is commonly rated at 200-315mAT.
Check that it has not been replaced with an incorrectly
rated type.
The fuse between the mains rectifier and the series
regulator transistor is likely to be a 1.6 or 2A quick-blow
type. If it looks black it may be because someone has
happily connected a 12V d.c. battery supply to the set
the wrong way round. If you are fortunate, replacing the
fuse may restore the set to working order.
After checking the fuses, the next thing to do is to
ensure that the c.r.t.'s heater is intact. It's senseless to
spend time repairing circuitry only to find that the tube
has an open-circuit heater. If the tube has failed, check
price and availability before going further. It's then best
to quote a price to the customer before proceeding with
the work.
If, after checking and replacing fuses as necessary, you
find that the regulated 1.t. line, which is usually about
11V, is missing or very low, check the regulator
transistor. It's a good idea to check the line output
transistor at the same time. If the regulator transistor is
o.k., measure the unregulated d.c. supply to the regulator transistor — it should usually be 15-18V.
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The a.c. rectifier diodes that produce this unregulated
supply often fail. In most monochrome portables there's
a small mains transformer whose secondary winding
feeds the diodes. Sometimes the transformer's primary
winding goes open-circuit. As a safety precaution, check
that there is no short or leakage between the primary
winding and chassis.
When the unregulated voltage is o.k. but the 11V line
is low or non-existent it pays to make a quick check on
all the transistors and diodes in the regulator circuit. As
I've said in past articles, the best and fastest way of doing
this is to use a component tester. The fault could be in
the line output stage, see later. Make sure that the
voltage adjustment preset is working properly. These
controls sometimes receive brutal treatment, as a result
of which the slider arm doesn't contact the resistor
element properly. Where an i.c. is used to control the
regulator transistor's base current and you suspect that it
has failed, check its price and availability before spending more time on the set.
Hum

If there's a picture and sound but there are nasty hum
bars floating up and down the picture it's likely that one
or more of the mains rectifier diodes is leaky or opencircuit — the picture size is often reduced as well. This is
especially so when the diodes are all in one block. Use
separate diodes if the original unit is unobtainable.
A leaky series regulator transistor can also cause
severe hum bars, as can failure of the large mains
rectifier reservoir capacitor — 2,200 and 3,300µF are
common values for this component.

waveform at the base of the line output transistor VT17,
see Fig. 4(c).
Don't spend time searching for obscure faults in the
line timebase circuitry. Instead check all the transistors
and diodes with a component tester.
This method of checking the operation of the line
timebase applies to all models of whatever make. Note
that in some sets the line oscillator is incorporated with
other circuitry in an i.c.
A fault in the line output stage will often load the
power supply with the result that the regulated l.t.
supply voltage is low or absent. A short-circuit line
output transistor will impose a heavy load, as will a line
output transformer with shorted turns or a defective
e.h.t. rectifier. The latter is often a separate stick type
but is also often incorporated within the line output
transformer's encapsulation. If the line output transformer is getting warm, there could be shorted turns or a
faulty internal e.h.t. rectifier. In either case a replacement transformer is called for. In other cases where you
suspect the line output transformer, make sure that any
rectifier diodes it feeds and their reservoir capacitors are
o.k. In the circuit shown in Fig. 3 W15 and C95 provide a
95V supply for the video output transistor, the brightness control network and the tube's first anode and focus
electrodes. With many tubes a separate, higher voltage is
required for the first anode. This will also be derived
from the line output transformer.
Thorn line output transformers are usually easy to
obtain and economical. With some makes however
you'll need to check the price and availability before
going any further with the repair.

Setting up the LT Line

Line Sync Faults

Set up the regulated l.t. line to the specified voltage
using an accurate digital multimeter. If you don't have a
manual or any indication of the correct figure, set the
voltage to 11.6V and check the picture size.

Line sync faults can be due to several causes. The
circuitry involved may be in i.c. or discrete component
form. In the former case the chip and any electrolytic
capacitors associated with the line sync/oscillator part of
the circuit are suspect, also the pulse feedback resistor
connected to the line output transformer. With discrete
component circuitry the items to check are the flywheel
sync diodes, associated capacitors including small electrolytics that may have dried out, and resistors that tend
to go high in value. Check high-value resistors first. Also
the sync separator transistor of course.

The Line Timebase

Fig. 3 shows the line oscillator, driver and output stage
circuitry used in the Thorn 1690/1691 series chassis. It's
typical of that found in many sets, including those of Far
Eastern origin. The fault tracing procedure we'll outline
applies to most monochrome portables.
When the 11.3V regulated supply is correct but the
line timebase is dead, measure the voltage at the
collector of the line output transistor VT17. This will
establish whether the circuitry is intact up to this point.
Next connect your oscilloscope (10:1 probe) to the
collector of transistor VT15 to check that the line
oscillator is working. The waveform should be as shown
in Fig. 4(a). In some sets turning the oscillator coil
adjustment a long way off will kill oscillation. This
sometimes happens when the oscillator frequency adjustment is available at the rear of the set. If you are
fortunate, readjustment may be all that's necessary.
Check whether the core is cracked or one of the fine
wires from the windings of the line oscillator coil (L12)
has broken off.
The next scope check to make is at the collector of the
driver transistor VT16. Fig. 4(b) shows the waveform to
expect. If it's missing, check the transistor, the continuity
of the line driver transformer's primary winding (T3) and
the feed resistors R90 and R142. Finally check the
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Field Timebase Faults

If the fault is no field scan you can't afford to spend
time on making exhaustive checks through the circuitry.
When the set uses discrete component circuitry the usual
cause of this fault is failure of one of the field output
transistors and/or a resistor connected in series with
them. If necessary check all the transistors and diodes in
the field timebase circuit with a component tester. In
some models the field timebase circuitry is in i.c. form. If
the external components are in order you've no alternative to changing the i.c. For linearity problems, check
the electrolytics in the field driver and output stages.
No or Poor Picture

Good sound and a raster but no or a poor picture is
often due to failure of the video output transistor or an
associated small electrolytic capacitor drying out. The
contrast control should also be checked in case it's dirty
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Fig. 3: The line oscillator, driver and output stages in the Thorn 1690 series chassis.

print carefully through a magnifying glass. This takes
only minutes and can save you a lot of time.

0v
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lb)
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Fig. 4: Key waveforms in the line timebase circuitry, (a) at
the collector of the line oscillator transistor, (b) at the
collector of the line driver transistor and (c) at the base of
the line output transistor.

or open-circuit. On older models check the a.g.c.
transistor and the setting of the associated preset.

Signal Troubles
The audio circuitry may again be in i.c. or discrete
component form. In the former case check the supply to
the i.c. then if necessary the i.c., but note that faulty
contacts in an earphone socket are a common cause of
trouble. Small electrolytics can dry out, causing weak or
distorted sound. Driver and output transistors are the
most common cause of trouble with discrete component
circuitry. Connection to the loudspeaker is usually via a
high-value electrolytic which could have failed. Speaker
troubles are not uncommon.
The i.f. strip tends to be reliable. With older sets the
usual cause of problems is faulty transistors.
A faulty tuner can be responsible for a dusty picture.
Some tuners can be repaired but the best policy is to
replace the unit. Check price and availability, then
contact the customer. Before you condemn the tuner
ensure that its 11V supply is present and that, with
electronic tuning, the tuning voltage is there. Also that it
varies when different channels are selected. When a set
repeatedly drifts off tune the tuning voltage stabiliser is
suspect.
Many monochrome portables have a simple loop
aerial at the back. In some areas vastly improved
performance can be obtained by using a set-top aerial.
You can sell portable set-top aerials at around £5-6 each.
Keep a stock of them and offer one to every person
whose set comes in for repair. This makes for increased
customer satisfaction, and of course more profit for you.
You can obtain such aerials from PV Tubes, 104 Abbey
Street, Accrington, Lancs and from other firms that
advertise in Television.
PCB Faults
Breaks in the PCB print are common and cause
various mysterious symptoms. It's worth examining the
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Obscure Faults
What if the fault is obscure and difficult to find? There
was a time when I would never give up on any set no
matter how long the repair took. But you're in business
to show a profit. Rather than spend hours on a fault, tell
the customer that the set has an obscure, hard-to-find
fault and is beyond economic repair.
Incidentally, obscure faults are often due to liquid
having been spilt into the set through the cabinet vents —
water from flower vases and beer are favourites. The
set is then definitely a write-off. Even if you do manage
to get it working, almost certainly a series of further
faults will arise in the near future and you'll get the
blame for them.
Replacement Transistors
The two ECA Semiconductor Reference books available from Willow Vale Electronics and other spares
stockists are a good investment for those repairing
monochrome TV sets (or any piece of electronic equipment). They cover an extensive range of diodes, transistors, thyristors and i.c.s. The reason for this is that it's
not always easy to obtain the original transistor types for
some monochrome portables — especially those from the
East European block or the Far East. And you can't
afford the time to go chasing round looking for them.
With the ECA books as a reference you'll almost always
find something suitable in your spares stock or something that's readily available.
When replacing the series regulator transistor in the
power supply by all means fit, if you can, the original
type of transistor. Otherwise, as a very general rule, a
TIP41C can usually be used as a replacement for an npn
regulator and a TIP42C as a replacement for a pnp
regulator.
Presentation
After completion of the repair it pays to spend five
minutes polishing the cabinet and cleaning the c.r.t.
face. This pleases the customer and shows that you take
pride in what you do. It can also lead to further work
through recommendation.
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TV Fault Finding
Philips K35 Chassis (TRD4 Tuning Panel)
The tuning fault on this set gave me a few more grey
hairs. After working all right for about five hours the set
would go off tune, with horizontal white bars across the
screen. Panel substitution proved that the fault was on
the TRD4 panel, but heavy treatment with the hairdryer
and freezer had no effect. When the fault occurred the
frequency of the tuner's oscillator wouldn't settle. The
SAB3034 chip gave out frequency up and frequency
down pulses, the tuning voltage varied up and down, the
divided down oscillator frequency could be seen to be
changing, but the circuit seemed to be overshooting the
correct setting. Disconnecting the a.f.c. had no effect.
As the SAB3034 seemed to be reacting correctly, and a
replacement made no difference, I homed in on the
tuning voltage driver IC99. Voltage and resistance
checks in this area failed to reveal anything amiss, but
when D90 was replaced with a 1N4148 the fault was
present all the time. Fitting the correct BA221 replacement in this position cured the fault.
P.B.
Sanyo CBP2146/2846
These sets incorporate PIP (picture-in-picture). We had
one whose small PIP intermittently became "negative",
with a bizarre overloaded colours effect. Banging and
flexing the PCB made little difference. We found that
the PIP interface panel's supply rose from 5V to 6.2V
when the fault occurred. This was the cause of the
problem. On one edge of the interface board there's a
large three-legged 5V stabiliser chip, type QC0905A/
3052V, fitted to a big copper heatsink. Replacing this
E.T.
chip cured the problem.
Grundig STR20A
The sound was o.k. but there was just a blank raster. We
found a blob of solder across the two centre pins of the
C.P.
connector on the video/RGB panel.
ITT Nokia/Salora SRV1150
To use this satellite receiver with a Sky Videocrypt
decoder proceed as follows. Remove R163 and R164
(both 2200). Fit a 680 resistor in the R163 position.
Solder a length of insulated wire between the end of
R163 nearest the back of the receiver and pin 5 — the
end (unused) pin — of the DIN video socket. Pins 2 and
5 of this socket are now the video input and output feeds
for connection to the decoder via the DIN/Scart lead.
Note that the decoder must be connected to the mains
permanently to get pictures on any satellite channel,
otherwise pins 2 and 5 on the receiver need to be
C.P.
linked.
Philips 2A Chassis with Teletext
The customer complained about a faint pattern of
vertical lines about a quarter of an inch apart across the
picture, and occasional corrupt teletext. On inspection
we confirmed that these symptoms were present and
spent a great deal of time checking the components in
the chopper circuit, the lead positioning and so on, all to
no avail.
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Reports from Philip Blundell, Eng. Tech.,
Eugene Trundle, Chris Plaice, Nick Beer,
J.K. Potts, Mick Dutton, John C. Priest
and Chris Avis
The clue was provided by the teletext problem. When
we looked at the teletext panel we noticed that only one
of the chips used a plug and socket. Removing the socket
and soldering the i.c. directly into the PCB provided a
complete cure for all the symptoms.
J•K.P.
Sony KV2212 (YE2 Chassis)
This set had no tuner memory. It would scan through the
channels but wouldn't stop. To wade in feet first seemed
to be rather a daunting proposition, so we decided to
check the miniature pushbutton switches under the
tuning panel escutcheon. Out of a total of ten switches
four had broken springs internally. A complete set was
ordered from Sony and when these were fitted the fault
was completely cured.
J.K.P.
Ferguson 3780 (TX9 Chassis)
The fault with this set was that the stations drifted off
tune. We changed the TAA550 32V regulator, the tuner,
etc. but the fault remained. It was only after we'd
changed all the diodes on the station tuner panel that the
fault cleared. When tested not one of them gave a faulty
indication.
J.K.P.
B and 0 MX2000
No picture was the complaint with this set. As usual the
cause was dry-joints on the c.r.t. base socket. Rather
pleased to have an easy one for a change, I wrapped it up
and took it over to the soak test bench. When plugged in
and switched on the standby light remained off. The
12.5V secondary supply was missing — the yellow lead
from the transformer PCB makes a good test point — as
the 0.470 series resistor RP43 had burnt out. The bridge
was o.k., but there was a very heavy load across its
output. Lifting the yellow lead didn't remove this load.
The only other connection is to the microcomputer panel
PCB8, where we found that CR67 (1,000µF) was
extremely leaky.
Ferguson TX100 Chassis
This set wouldn't go — it pumped as though the line
output transistor had failed, as tends to happen with this
chassis. Indeed it read short-circuit all ways round, until
removed from the circuit. With the line output transistor
end of the line output transformer's primary winding
(pin 10) disconnected there was a short across the 119V
line. This short disappeared when the top end of the
primary winding was lifted. The short was within the
transformer, a replacement restoring normal
operation.
N.B.
Philips K40 Chassis
The customer had never been happy with the picture
produced by this set. He lived in a poor signal area, but
said that the picture was worse than it should have been.
He brought the set into the workshop recently because it
had gone dead. This was due to the usual dry-joints
around the line output transformer, but when we got it
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going we found that the i.f. gain was poor, with ringing.
We removed the soldered-in i.f. can and discovered
some very suspect joints. A new can was fitted but we
found it necessary to tweak L5137 to get a stable picture.
I recall similar problems with the Pye 731 series i.f.
modules and hope that this one isn't going to give the
same trouble.
M.D.
Philips 2A Chassis
One of these sets came in because of intermittent
tripping. We resoldered the usual joints around the line
output transformer but the problem persisted. It wasn't
until we saw the width flutter in and out that we were
able to pinpoint the cause. This was the line output stage
tuning capacitor C2609, which is shown as 9.1nF in the
M.D.
circuit but was 7.5nF in the set.
Fisher FTX7110TX/7111TX
A common fault with this set, giving no results, is failure
of the 17.5V rectifier DU20. This BY299 diode goes
short-circuit, its associated fusible/safety resistor RU44
going open-circuit. RU44 is a bit unusual. It's an 0.10,
1W type. Fitting an 0.330 or an 0.470 resistor will get
the set going in an emergency, but the correct component should be obtained and fitted.
Aiko/Perdio F512T

the PCB during transit. Any of the solder points can be
dry or cracked, and the print track from pin 1 to D709 is
frequently the site of a hairline crack.
The usual
precautions apply. Remove the transformer completely,
check all the leadout wires carefully, scrape and retin if
necessary, and check the soldering of the winding ends
to the leadouts. Use a magnifying glass to examine the
print in the area of the transformer mountings and
remedy any suspect cracks etc. Clean up and retin the
solder pads and prepare to remount the transformer. I
prefer to provide some extra support for the transformer
either by fitting double-thickness "Pritt" self-adhesive
pads between the core and the PCB or by slipping pairs
of large ceramic beads (as used for insulation in electric
fires etc.) over the leadout wires at the corners of the
transformer connection panel, again to support the
weight of the transformer. Then remount the transformer, paying particular attention to the soldering.
When testing afterwards, make a point of applying
pressure to the transformer while the set is on to confirm
that the repair is secure. Treat other large components in
the area in the same way. It also pays to remove the
driver transformer MB601 and wirewound resistors
RB702 and RB703 then clean, retin and refit as
above.
J.C.P.
Ferguson TX10 Chassis (1560/61 Panels)
This TX10 set (1560/61 PCBs) was bought for a song
("nobody knows the trouble I've seen") and was
tripping. We cured the tripping by replacing the line
output transformer T721, then found that we had field
collapse. A new TDA3652 field driver/output chip IC772
restored the scan, but there was an inch of cramp and
foldover at the top. The fact that nearly every joint in the
field timebase circuit had been remade betrayed past
feverish attempts to trace the cause of this fault, which
turned out to be due to a hairline break in the print to
pin 8 of the chip. We next found that all the tuner drawer
presets tuned backwards and in reverse order! The
connector from the drawer assembly had been forced on
to the signals panel the wrong way round.
C.A.

An intermittent white line (bunching of raster lines)
across the upper part of the picture, about 3cm down
from the top, may come and go randomly and may
occasionally progress to field collapse. The field output
chip is a TDA3561, but this is not usually the culprit.
Look instead at R55 in the 25V supply to the field output
stage. It's sited near the rear edge of the main PCB to
the left of the TDA3561, close to the large heatsink
surrounding the line output transformer and behind a
couple of green Mylar capacitors. In most sets you'll find
that R55 is sitting in a large blob of brown resin. This
seems to contaminate the resistor's wires during assembly. Remove R55 from the panel, remove the blob of
resin, and make sure that the holes for the resistor are
clear and clean. Scrape and retin the wires of R55 or fit a
replacement. Although the circuit diagram gives the
value of this resistor as 4.70, 1/2W most sets seem to be
fitted with a 120, 1/2W resistor. I usually fit a 100, 1/2W
resistor.
Incidentally field collapse due to R55 going opencircuit or the TDA3651 being defective produces cablacked
out screen with these sets. If you encounter the black
screen symptom and the e.h.t. is present a quick check
on the supply to the field output chip may save you a lot
of time.
J.C.P.

The snowy picture looked as though the tuner was
faulty, but a replacement made no difference and there
was also a line of vertical "rope" interference on the lefthand side of the screen. The BF324 i.f. preamplifier
transistor 0801 was the cause of the low gain, but the
rope effect was still noticeable with a weak signal. Mr.
Tosh told us to juggle the green jumper lead under the
PCB beneath the tuner to minimise the effect. He was
right. Such are the wonders of high technology . . .
C.A.

Salora L Chassis

Ferguson TX10 Chassis

The Salora L chassis is also used in Hitachi sets such as
the C17-P118. It's prone to going off or to standby
intermittently. The problem area is around the diodesplit Ipsalo transformer M600. It's a large, heavy
component and is mounted solely by means of its leadout
wires, with no other support for the core or windings.
This seems to be the root of the trouble. You get an
assortment of dry-joints at the leadout points to the print
lands, also cracked print. It would seem that these are
caused by movement of the transformer with respect to

We recondition many ex-rental Baird sets fitted with the
TX10 chassis. This one was bought cheaply as a "nonworker". The displayed picture indicated that the tube
was good, but the width was inadequate and there was
no response from either preset control in the EW
correction circuit. There was evidence that extensive
work had already been carried out in this area, but one
item that had been missed was the 220k0 width preset
RV851. A check showed that it had fallen in value to
only 30k0.
C.A.
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Toshiba 140E4B
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TV Fault Finding
Philips 2A Chassis

When changing the TDA3654 field output chip in this
chassis don't forget to refit C2565 (390pF) which is on
the print side of the board. If you leave it off the output
stage tries to become a Lw. transmitter and you get
moire patterning on the screen.
P.B.
Philips 14GR1212/05

Hands up all of you who've been caught out by the store
lock on these sets! If the open memory location button
doesn't work someone, maybe even the factory, has
locked it for you. To unlock, select program position 38
then press the store and control up buttons together.
These sets also allow you to limit the maximum volume —
which is very useful for when my lad is playing games on
his computer!
P.B.
Grundig CUC720 Chassis

The teletext panel in this set was faulty. When text was
selected the TV picture still showed — the same as when
mix is selected. We found that the RGB switch line — pin
15 of the module — was at only 0.3V when it should have
been at 1.3V. As a result the decoder module didn't
switch over. Checks around the SAA5050 chip showed
that the PO (picture on) line was going low all right but
the BL output was less than normal. Resistance checks
were then carried out around transistors 2876 and 2881.
We found that C2881 (1nF) was almost short-circuit —
P.B.
the reading was 12Si!

Reports from Philip Blundell, AMIEIE,
Nick Beer, J.S. Ruwala, Ian Bowden,
Alan Shaw and Stephen Leatherbarrow

checked it was found to be open-circuit base-toemitter.
P.B.
Salora SRV5902
The customer complained of being able to receive only
Screensport and Filmnet As there were several faults at
satellite TV installations I had a day out complete with
ladder and bright yellow waterproofs!
The most common cause of this particular problem is
loss of one polarisation because of a broken connection
within the small polariser plug at the back of the
receiver. This suspicion was reinforced by the fact that
when I arrived the customer said the fault was intermittent. In fact the plug was o.k., but pulling it produced
the symptoms described. So it was out to the dish where
I found that the connections to the electromagnetic
polariser were badly corroded. The waterproofing covers supplied had been fitted but were obviously inadequate. Once this had been sorted out the system worked
well — after refitting the loose scart plug to cure the
"whilst you're here the sound is intermittent" complaint.
N.B.
Panasonic TC381G
There was a very odd looking fault on this set — a black
area at the bottom right-hand side of the screen, with an
irregular edge to it. In fact the border between the black
area and the normal picture varied constantly. The fault
was traced to C857, an 0.47µF bipolar capacitor in the
blanking circuit.
N.B.

Hitachi CBP260 (NP9A Chassis)

This set tripped at switch on. If it was tried with a
reduced mains input voltage the set could be persuaded
to strike up, but the 153V h.t. line was unregulated. Hence
the crowbar firing with the full mains input. A 220µF
electrolytic was fitted in position C919 and CP901 was
replaced but these measures had no effect. We next
tested the transistors in the error correction circuit. 0905
(2SA673) was found to be open-circuit.
P.B.
Zanussi 21SM467
For tuning problems with this set check the ZTK33
regulator (DZ201) by replacement. The effect on this
receiver was black bars and snow on the screen.
P.B.
Philips CP110 Chassis

This set had no sound or vision, with the display going to
Fl. I disconnected the scan coil plug, connected a
dummy load and found that the 140V h.t. supply was low
at 50V. To check whether the power supply was at fault I
disconnected the collector of transistor 7726. The 140V
returned, so the power supply was o.k.
I've had quite a few faulty microcomputer chips so the
next stop was at pin 14 of IC7840. But this was at 3.7V,
which is normal for TV operation. In between these two
items there's an inverter transistor, 7739 (BC548). When
528

Salora 15L37

There was intermittent loss of the sound and vision i.f.
signals, as though the set had gone into the monitor
mode. If the board was flexed the fault came and went —
but it was the wrong way round for a print break, i.e. if
you bent the board upwards the fault cleared but when
you bent it downwards the fault appeared. After much
searching I found that the legs of CM39 were shorting on
the print side as they hadn't been trimmed during
production. When I checked the next L sets to come in I
found that they are all the same.
N.B.
GEC C2036H

This touch-tune set came on with no neons alight: when
any channel was selected the sixth neon would light up
briefly. The neons and contacts seemed to be all right
and further checks led to the SN70769N channel switching chip IC202. Normal operation was restored after
replacing this.
N.B.
Sony KV2756 (PE3 Chassis)
This set was dead. When I noticed that it was a PE3
chassis I was not too happy, but to my relief the 3.15A
fuse was o.k. and the 135V supply was present. I soon
found that there was no voltage at the collector of the
TELEVISION MAY 1990

line driver transistor Q801. The transistor was all right
but R651 (1.2f1) was open-circuit. When a replacement
was fitted and the set was switched on R651 immediately
went up in smoke. A further resistor was fitted and
Q801's collector was disconnected. A check showed that
its base voltage was high. Obviously this was switching
the transistor fully on. The culprit was IC551, a replaceJ.S.R.
ment putting matters right.

Sanyo CTP7132 (80P Chassis)
This set had an EW fault. R4012 (2.20) was burnt,
transistor Q4005 was short-circuit and R4011 was also
cooked. When these three items had been replaced the
set was switched on and R4011 immediately began to
smoke. All three transistors in the circuit were checked
and found to be o.k. It turned out that the EW coil
L4001 (green) was short-circuit. The type used in the
Philips Gil chassis was tried as a replacement and
J.S.R.
worked well.
Philips G11 Chassis
The problem with this set was low brightness. It was still
low after turning up the preset in the U200 module. The
voltage at pin 2 of this module was very low but the 4.7V
zener diode was o.k. This took me back to the beam
limiter transistor in the power supply. A check showed
that it was leaky. Incidentally I've carried out the beam
limiter modification described in the January 1986 issue
on most of the G1ls I've come across and it works very
J.S.R.
well. My thanks to the contributor!
Ferguson ICC5 Chassis
There was no sound or raster. When the e.h.t. attempted
to rise the receiver tripped and went into the shut-down
state. The 8V supply reservoir capacitor CP37 (4,700,uF)
was leaky.
For no sound check whether resistor RS13 (4.70)
which provides the 30V feed to the TDA2030A audio
A.S
chip IS11 is open-circuit.
Ferguson TX90 Chassis
There was slight ripple on the picture. We found that the
h.t. voltage was slightly low at 85V and that the h.t.
preset R224 was inoperative. TR107 was open-circuit
base-to-emitter and short-circuit base-to-collector.
When this was replaced the h.t. could be adjusted but
the transistor soon failed. The power supply storage
A.S.
choke L120 was short-circuit.
Ferguson TX9 Chassis (PC1044 Panel)
This set would very intermittently pulse off then on
again. After running it for several hours the fault became
more frequent, so the back cover was removed. Naturally the fault cleared . . . we then discovered that the fault
could be instigated by twisting the main PCB very
gently. Its cause was a dry-joint at one end of C136
(1.8nF) which is connected from pin 2 of T1 to
chassis.
I.B.
Ferguson TX9 Chassis
The problem with this set was poor sync lock when
warm. If the channel was changed the line sync would
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sometimes pull in all right but at other times it would just
keep slipping through, together with the field sync. We
found that when the fault occurred, about ten minutes
after switching on, the voltage at pin 6 of IC54, the input
to the sync separator, rose from about 0.3V to 6V. The
only other discrepancy around the chip was that the
voltage at pin 8 was higher than it should have been —
about 0.8V instead of 0.3V. After wasting some time
trying to find the cause of the voltage at pin 6 rising we
decided to examine the other change. This led us to D89
which had a reverse leak and was feeding a d.c. level to
pin 8 via R210 from the 4V at pin 9.
I.B.

Amstrad TVR2/TVR3
If one of these sets tunes but doesn't store the tuning
signal suspect the MN1220 RAM. Failure to tune or to
display on-screen graphics is almost always caused by the
14DN379/MN14831 chip.
If the set is dead, check whether the relay clicks. If it
does, the 100 resistor in series with the bridge rectifier
is open-circuit, usually for reasons of its own. If the relay
doesn't click, check the 24V and 5V rails from the VCR.
The former feeds the relay hold-on diode and the latter
the 14DN379/MN14831 chip that switches the relay.
Check this i.c.'s 500kHz clock and associated transistors
before replacing it.
The large STK type chip in the power supply regularly
fails, giving the dead set symptom. Other faults we've
had have been failure of the 1µF, 50V start-up capacitor
(but check the two 270k0 resistors as well) and the h.t.
rectifier going short-circuit. In the latter case the set sits
there quietly.
A careful look for cracks on the PCB is often fruitful,
S.L.
particularly around the line output transformer.
Panasonic TC202G
Very bad text lines/slow field flyback was the fault with
one of these nice sets. We found that C412 (4.7µF,
250V) had a leg missing.
S.L.
Sanyo CTP7135 (80P Chassis)
A case of intermittent failure to start, or a very long
start-up wait, was caused by C312 (10µF, 35V).
S.L.
Decca 141 Chassis
The problem with this set was field roll. The field
frequency was a fair bit out, but lock could just be
obtained with the adjustment at one end. R423 (2.2M0,
1/2W) proved to be open-circuit. We used two 1MS/, 1/2W
resistors for the repair.
S.L.
ITT 3732 (CVC825P Power Panel)
The symptoms with this set indicated that the h.t. was
low. There was lack of width and height with poor
regulation. A check on the h.t. voltage produced a
reading of 120V with the h.t. preset at maximum instead
of the correct 145V, which is usually obtained with the
control at near its centre position. Checks were then
made on the 10µF h.t. smoothing capacitor C636 and
the two 20V zener diodes in the chopper circuit, but
these were all o.k.
We were able to increase the h.t. to 145V by altering
the value of the 22k0 resistor connected to one side of
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the h.t. preset, but the regulation was abysmal. This
provided a clue. A check on R651 (120k0) in the
feedback network produced a reading of 240k0 which
varied. After replacing this resistor, using a 1W type, we
were able to adjust the supply normally.

It was then possible to see the bands of defocusing that
the tubes in these sets exhibit after a few years. Keeping
the contrast setting as low as possible will provide a
temporary "cure" until rejuvenation or tube replacement becomes necessary.
S.L.

Servicing the Ferguson TX100 Chassis
J. LeJeune
The Ferguson TX100 chassis, following in the footsteps
of its predecessors the TX9 and TX10, exploited the
advanced techniques of its day. The asynchronous
chopper power supply provides full mains isolation and
for the first time in a Ferguson chassis auto-greyscale
correction was featured. Now, in its turn, the TX100 has
been superseded.
Sets fitted with the TX100 chassis started to be
introduced in the autumn of 1984. There were great
expectations of the chassis and these were not misplaced.
It's good tempered and reasonably reliable, apart from
an early spate of power supply and line output transistor
failures — I'll deal with this subject in full. One fact to
bear in mind is that the chassis was designed to be able to
drive a very wide range of tubes — 90° and 110° types,
both "standard" and FST versions, with three neck sizes
and several scan coil configurations. This involves a
number of subtle but important component value differences in the timebases. When component replacements
are required in these areas, make sure that yout fit the
correct type.
In common with most other chassis, the more basic the
model the less troublesome it is. Many of the troubles
with the TX100 stem from the high sensitivity of its
remote control system. Minor irritations with the mechanical programme selector switches and the occasional
field timebase fault tended to make those not committed
to Ferguson products suspicious. There is however little
to dislike about the TX100.

Power Supply Faults
We'll begin with the power supply. There are several
common faults here. Fortunately they can be recognised
and eliminated easily. The faults all result in the no
results symptom and begin with the mains on/off switch.
In models with remote control the mains switch has a
third pair of contacts that make momentarily when the
switch is operated. These contacts provide a system reset
for the remote-control circuits so that the receiver comes
on with all the analogue controls normalised and the
programme selector at No. 1. If the contacts fail to close
momentarily the receiver will immediately go into
standby and the remote-control unit will have to be used
to switch it on. If the switch fails with the contacts
permanently closed the receiver will power up but the
channel-stepping buttons on the front panel won't
change upwards and the remote-control system will
operate only partially. Changing the switch is the
obvious cure. The replacement will restore normal
working though some switches, because of their mechanical tolerances, won't respond to on/off "stabbers": the
switch should always be operated deliberately and
pushed fully home.
Further problems occur in the chopper control circuit
— they are commonly found in other manufacturers'
models that use the TDA4600 series chip (a TDA4600-2
here, IC7). Fig. 1 shows the relevant circuitry. The
chopper transistor TR6 is current limited by the action of
the components connected to pin 4 of IC7. C118 charges
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from the rectified mains supply via R115. While TR6 is
conducting, pin 4 of IC7 is open-circuit, allowing C118 to
charge. When the control circuit switches TR6 off, pin 4
of IC7 goes low and C118 is discharged. Thus a sawtooth
waveform is developed at pin 4. The amplitude of this
sawtooth waveform depends on the length of time during
which TR6 is conductive. To prevent TR6 passing
excessive current the control circuit checks on when the
amplitude rises to 4V. The time C118 takes to charge
depends on the value of R115, and in early TX100 sets
this resistor gave trouble — as it did in the TX9 chassis
(PC1044 board). R115 has to withstand the 350V or so
produced by the mains rectifier, so a standard 250V
working type will not do as a replacement. A 500V,
metal-glaze type is required and is available from
Ferguson.
Another critical resistor is R114, whose value was
standardised at 03911 for all models. We've had earlier
models in the workshop with this resistor having gone
high in value. This reduces TR6's base drive, the result
being destruction of TR6. A word should be said on the
trail of destruction that accompanies failure of TR6. It
usually goes short-circuit collector-to-base. D13 then has
350V at its cathode and disintegrates. R121 burns up,
and current flows via C117 into pins 7 and 8 of IC7. C117
frequently survives this treatment, but IC7 rarely does.
The recommended replacement for TR6 is a T9063V,
which is a selected BU508A. It's wise to replace the
spring retaining clip and the grey thermopad at the same
time. A kit for the job is available from Ferguson. These
comments apply equally to the line output transistor
TRIO, which we'll come to in a moment. In 110° sets
D28, which is connected in series with the 119V h.t.
supply to the line output stage, is a common offender,
either going very leaky or short-circuit. In the leaky
condition the diode exhibits an excellent leakage
resistance/temperature characteristic!

AC
from
mains
filter

Fig. 1: Part of the chopper circuit, showing the items that can
give trouble.
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Before leaving the power supply it's useful to consider
what happens should the line output transistor TRIO for
example fail, placing a short-circuit across the 119V h.t.
line. The contacts of relay RL1, which is controlled by
TR9, switch the 119V supply on/off. When there's a
short-circuit across the h.t. line the protection system
within IC7 automatically shuts the power supply down.
As TR9 is then no longer powered, the relay's contacts
open, thus removing the short-circuit. The power supply
senses that the short-circuit has been removed and starts
up again. The cycle is repeated and with a non-remote
control set you can hear the relay's contacts chattering.
With remote-control sets the power supply drops into
the standby mode at switch-on. Disconnecting PL18 will
get the relay chattering if there's a short-circuit across
the 119V rail.
Failure of the power supply to start up should direct
attention to R117 and R118 in thyristor SCR1's gate
circuit. These are both 100kt/, but occasionally one of
them may go high-resistance as a result of which there's
insufficient current for SCR1 to switch on. SCR1
provides a start-up supply for IC7.

Line Scan Troubles
Failure of the line output transistor TRIO was a
common occurrence in early TX100 sets. A couple of
modifications ensure that it doesn't recur. Fig. 2 shows
the relevant circuitry. Note the change in the suply to the
timebase generator chip IC4, at pin 16: C75 is changed to
22µF while R78 becomes 1k1Z and is connected to pin 3
of the 15V regulator IC9. TRIO should preferably be
type T6071V with 90° tubes and type T9063V with 110°
tubes. These transistors are both selections from the
BU508A family.
The line driver transistor TR8 occasionally fails,
though this isn't an everyday happening. In this event it's
worth checking C127, C141, D34 and the output from
IC9. If a scope is to hand check TR8's base and collector
waveforms to see if the transistor is operating with full
drive. TR8 should be replaced using another BC372 or a
recommended equivalent.

Field Scan Failures
Failure of the field driver/output chip 106 is fairly
rare. Two types are in use. The TDA3652 is usually
found but in sets with an A51-590X or A51-427X
conventional 20in. tube a TDA3651 is fitted. They are
not interchangeable and the rule is to replace with the
same type.
Field cramp at the bottom, foldover and sometimes
loss of height occur when C99 (100µF) has gone low in
value or D4 is leaky. Go for the capacitor first —
sometimes you can see that electrolyte has leaked on to
the PCB.

Sound
muting
*New va ue and position

Fig. 2: The line driver circuit, showing modifications to IC4's
supply at pin 16. The value of R143 depends on the tube
type. R149 is 1kI2 or omitted depending on tube. D34 is
omitted when R149 is not present.

Some models display heavy chroma patterning on
areas of saturated colour. This is due to subcarrier
leakage and can be traced to L6. If adjustment doesn't
cure the problem you can get a replacement type — with
this C27 must also be changed, from 22pF to 27pF.
The Sync and TB Generator Chip

Complete loss of sync occurs when C63 (150pF) goes
short-circuit, removing the video feed to the sync/
timebase generator chip 1C4. A one-ended line hold
control (RV9) turned out to be due to a damaged track
though R70 could also be the cause. IC4 itself rarely
seems to cause trouble. Note the previously mentioned
modifications to prevent destruction of the line output
transistor TRIO at switch-on, particularly in cold
weather. When R78 is changed from 18k12 to 1k1I it must
be connected to the 15V supply, not the 119V line.

Sound Muting
IC4 contains a circuit that detects the presence of the
video: its output at pin 13 goes low to mute the sound in
the absence of video and sync. In a set with no picture
and sound it's sometimes useful to check for the
presence of sound before you dismantle half the tuner
and i.f. strip. This can be done by unsoldering one end of
D23: the mute line then goes high, enabling the sound
chip IC5.
The Colour Decoder Chip

A TDA3562A colour decoder chip is used (IC3). It
also performs the brightness, contrast and saturation
control operations, auto-greyscale correction, and contains the RGB video switches that provide changeover
Part IC3
R--0.

RGB

From
natba G _...

Low-level Stages
The tuner, i.f., luminance/chrominance processing,
low-level sound and sync/timebase generator (pin 10 of
IC4) circuitry is fed from a nominal 12V line. This is
derived from a 17V supply via a three-terminal regulator
(IC8) which is rated at 1A. Failure of this regulator has
been encountered occasionally, generally after a thunderstorm which has done further damage to the chassis
though the device can fail for no apparent reason.
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Fig. 3: Inputs to the video switches in IC3. 1.5V at pin 9 of IC3
(pin 6 of PI15) changes the switches over.
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from decoded off-air or external (via the scart socket)
signals to teletext RGB signals. Switching control is
applied to pin 9 of the chip: there is access to this at pin 6
of PL15, see Fig. 3. Application of 1.5V from a torch cell
to this point changes the video switches over and could
be a useful way of isolating the source of any video
disturbance. IC3 is very reliable and provides long
service. It can however be destroyed by a c.r.t.
flashover.
The CRT Base Panel

The RGB output stages are on the c.r.t. base panel.
There are two main problems here. The first relates to
the three 1ka resistors R604, R608 and R612 which link
the RGB channels to the single beam sensing line that
provides feedback to the TDA3562A chip. They tend to
go high in value. The result is a flood of colour
depending on which resistor has changed value. It can
give the impression that the c.r.t. has failed.
The other problem occurs mainly with 59cm FS tubes.
It shows up as random spurious operation of the remotecontrol system. The cause is corona discharge in the
spark gaps formed in the tube base socket. Homes with
coal fires and/or occupants who smoke tend to experience this trouble. The best remedy is to replace the c.r.t.
base socket, install central heating and give up smoking!
Versions of the TX100

A problem with the TX100 is that there are eight or
nine different versions of the chassis. When remote
control and teletext are taken into account as well, the
permutations become pretty complex. Some later models incorporate fastext and in this case a microcomputer
chip is used to operate the remote-control system — the
whole system is on one PCB. Table 1 lists the various
models and PCB numbers. Where retrofit teletext is
available the kit number is included in the teletext
column. Some models incorporate baseband stereo
sound for VCR use. There are punchings in the basic
chassis for the German Zwei-Ton system, but this is not
used in the UK. Some models are equipped with TACS
control PCBs, enabling up-down buttons to be used
instead of rotary or slider controls. The TACs board is
included in the remote-control column.
If you are tempted to try to convert a 90° chassis to
110° or vice versa be warned that this is very difficult. It
will take three or four hours and a lot of adrenalin.
Remote Control Problems

Excessive sensitivity of the remote control input
circuit to induced interference from the mains lead and
from high-voltage corona can be reduced, on nonteletext models that use the PC1564-311 panel, by
connecting an underboard bonding strap of heavy-gauge
wire, suitably insulated, between pin 1 of the SAA5012
chip IC2001 and the earthy end of the clock oscillator
timing components C2007 and C2008. Screening the
mains lead where it passes by the remote control PCB is
a help. So is removing the mains lead from the bundle of
cables from the chassis to the controls and routeing it
away from the rest. A "power cleaner", like those used
with computers, can also be tried, but watch out for
earth-leakage trips in rural areas — they may not like the
current in the earth line!
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Table 1: Models fitted with the TX100 Chassis.
Model Chassis
20A1
20A2
20A3
20C3
20G1
20G2
20G3
20H1
20H2
20H3
22B1
22B2
22B3
22B4
22D1

PC1150-014
PC1150-014
PC1150-014
PC1150-014
PC1150-014
PC1150-014
PC1150-014
PC1150-014
PC1150-014
PC1150-014
PC1150-111
PC1150-111
PC1150-111
PC1150-111
PC1150-111
(30AX)
PC1150-121
(Bonded-yoke CRT)
22D2 PC1150-111 or -121
22D3 PC1150-111 or -121
22G1 PC1150-111 or -121
22G2 PC1150-111 or -121
22G3 PC1150-111 or -121
22H1 PC1150-111 or -121
22H2 PC1150-111 or -121
22H3 PC1150-111 or -121
26D1 PC1150-111
26D2 PC1150-111
26D3 PC1150-111
26G2 PC1150-111
26G3 PC1150-111
51A0 PC1150-731
(A51JAR)
PC1150-751
(A51EAL)
51A2 PC1150-731 or -751
51A3 PC1150-731 or -751
51A4 PC1150-731 or -751
51A5 PC1150-731
51A8 PC1150-73I
51G2 PC1150-731 or -751
51G3 PC1150-731 or -751
51H4 PC1150-731 or -751
51H5 PC1150-731 or -751
59B2 PC1150-841
59B3 PC1150-841
59B5 PC1150-831
59B8 PC1150-131
59D2 PC1150-841
59D3 PC1150-841
59G2 PC1150-731 or -751
59G3 PC1150-731 or -751
59H4 PC1150-831
59H5 PC1150-831
59J7 PC1150-131
66B2 PC1150-861
66B3 PC1150-861
66B5 PC1150-861
66B8 PC1150-161
66H4 PC1150-861
66H5 PC1150-861

RC PCB
PC1863-303
PC1515-357
PC1564-311
PC1564-321*
PC1564-311
PC1564-311
PC1223-001*
PC1223-002
PC1223-002
PC1548-302
PC1515-357
PC1536-307

Teletext

PC1539-304
PC1539-304
PC1539-304
PC1228-001
PC1539-304
PC1539-304

PC1564-311
PC1564-311 PC1539-304
PC1564-321*
PC1564-311
PC1564-311 PC1539-304
PC1223-001*
PC1223-002
PC1223-002 PC1228-001
PC1564-311
PC1564-311
PC1564-311
PC1564-311
PC1564-311
PC1564-311
PC1544-311
PC1544-311
PC1544-311
PC1544-331
PC1564-311
PC1637-003
PC1637-001
PC1637-001
PC1637-001
PC1544-311
PC1544-311
PC1544-331
PC1564-311
PC1544-311
PC1544-311
PC1637-003
PC1637-001
PC1637-001
PC1637-001
PC1223-102
PC1544-311
PC1544-311
PC1644-331
PC1564-311
PC1637-001
PC1637-001

PC1539-304
PC1539-304
—
PC1539-304
PC1539-304
PC1539-304
TA171 kit

TA174 kit
PC1539-304
PC1539-304
TA171 kit
TA174 kit
PC1539-304

PC1228-001
TA174 kit
PC1539-304
PC1539-304
TA171 kit

* Non-remote TACS panel.

Sunlight can decrease the sensitivity of the receiving
diodes by swamping them with vast amounts of infra-red
radiation. Careful positioning of the receiver may be
necessary and a tip here is to slide the infra-red assembly
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slightly back down the moulding that holds it. This
decreases the "window" and can help, but it also narrows
the angle from which the receiver can be controlled by
the handset.
Remote Control Servicing

There are seven different types of remote-control
PCB. Of these the PC1564-311 is the most common.
Faults in this area usually involve the SAA5012 chip
IC2001 or the M293B1 chip IC2007. The SAA5012
produces a variety of faults that can be logically traced
back to it, notably total disability of the remote-control
system. An oscilloscope can be used to check this. Apply
the probe to pin 22 first to see if there's an output from
the IR receiver module. Next check for 5V at pins 23 and
24 and for the clock oscillator waveform at pins 18 and
19. If this waveform is absent and there's nothing
obviously wrong with the resonator and its associated
components, the chip has probably retired. Other
problems with IC2001 include failure to switch in and out
of standby due to absence of a flip-flop output at pin 6
and failure to select any even-numbered channels due to
the absence of an output at pin 3, which carries the least
significant bit of the programme number address.
The M293B1 tuning chip contains a non-volatile
memory. Thunderstorms and c.r.t. flashovers very often
attack this part of the chip, the result being that memory
is lost and programmed-in channels cannot be retrieved.
Check for the oscillator waveform at pins 13 and 14, for
5V at pin 12, and the status of the programme-address
pins 3, 4, 5 and 6. Pin 3 is the least significant bit, and
programme one is binary 0000.
Tuning drift with this module can occur through
internal leakage in IC2007, but before you consign this
chip to the little heap already on the bench it's worth
checking IC2006, TR2018 and C2020. Suspect TR2017
and its associated components if the module won't
memorise tuning data — this circuit supplies 25V for the
memory during its read and write cycles.
The remote-control receiver is very sensitive and can
be affected by corona from high voltages in the c.r.t.
system and from mains-borne spikes between either side
of the mains and earth. If the symptoms are wild,
abandoned channel-changing and variations in volume,
colour and brightness, look for these causes. I've known
a faulty mains switch on the receiver to be the cause, but
more commonly the trouble is due to a loose connection
to the tube's external coating or mains-borne spikes. In
the latter case try removing the incoming mains lead
from the bundle and routeing it well away from the
remote-control PCB. In severe cases I've fitted a
screened mains cable from the mains plug to the
receiver's on/off switch, but this is expensive and difficult
to obtain nowadays.
There are two three-terminal regulators on the
PC1564-311 panel, IC2002 and IC2003, both type 7805.
The former supplies the IR receiver preamplifier and
IC2001 while the latter feeds the memory and display
areas. They should be checked in the event of malfunctions.
Teletext

In the past setmakers have not encouraged teletext
decoder servicing, possibly due to the delicate and
expensive semiconductor devices they use and partly due
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to the assumption that enginneers are unfamiliar with
digital technology. Fortunately very little appears to go
wrong with teletext decoder modules and, given a little
thought, most faults are fairly obvious.
There are some adjustments on the teletext panel and
a summary of their functions may be useful — but the
temptation to go twiddling must be resisted. Trimmer
CV1031 adjusts the resonance of the clock oscillator's
6MHz crystal. The clock oscillator provides the
decoder's timing signals, and is set by calling up a mixed
picture and text display from the remote-control handset. When CV1031 has been set correctly the text and
TV displays should be synchronised. L1031 is part of the
resonant circuit used to recover the transmitted clock
signal that precedes each row of text data. This clock
oscillator is a shock-excited type, similar to the colour
subcarrier regenerator circuit used in elderly Rank
colour sets. The tuning of L1031 gives either text of
gibberish. If you have a frequency counter it can be set
for 6.9375MHz.
The setting of RV1031 should not be altered unless
there's a field sync problem with "after-hours" text
operation. The teletext display normally depends on the
transmitted signal for line and field sync. Should the
transmitter fail or simply close down at the end of the
day's broadcasting text will normally be lost. The
decoder used in these sets substitutes its own sync pulses
when the transmitted signal ceases, RV1031 being
provided to adjust the width of the substitute field sync
pulse.
Finally RV1032 is the text contrast adjustment. Set it
to give clean areas of saturated colour without colour
drift due to overheating of the c.r.t.'s shadowmask.
Teletext is notorious for showing up this failure in
current c.r.t. technology: judicious adjustment of
RV1032 will avoid its appearance.
Further Points

The TX100 has proved to be a very good workhorse
for 90° and 110° models. We've covered most of the
common problems and some less common ones in the
previous notes. One or two further points are perhaps
worth making. We've already mentioned failure of the
line output transistor. The transformer also fails on
occasion. When either of these items has to be replaced
the line driver transistor TR8 is not above suspicion. A
check is to measure its base voltage over a period of
about a quarter of an hour. The reading should remain
steady at 0.8V. In the event of no green/blue/red check
whether the relevant bias/feedback resistor R601/605/
609 (100k1) has gone open-circuit.
Retubing

The chassis has a lot of life in it beyond that of its tube.
It's worth replacing the tube therefore when this
becomes necessary. When fitting a reprocessed tube
there's one small pitfall you can encounter. Very often
the beam current balance between the three guns leaves
much to be desired, and this can result in the autogreyscale system doing a few somersaults! If this occurs,
try to get access to a c.r.t. analyser such as the B-K unit
that can balance the emissions of the guns. Also note the
effect of the first anode preset: when fitting a fresh tube
it will pay to experiment with the setting of this control
(part of the line output transformer) slightly.
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Rediffusion Mk 4 Chassis
These sets are now flooding the ex-rental market. A
good few of them come off Granada maintenance
contracts. The only troubles I've had in the past have
been failure of the BU208A line output transistor and
dry-joints on the chopper transformer — the latter often
cause the former. You may also find that 4R2 (47012) in
the start-up circuit has sprung open.
A new fault is beginning to appear however. 4C16
(3,300pF) becomes dry-jointed at its bottom end with
the result that the BU326A chopper transistor eventually
fails and the mains fuse blows. When confronted with
this situation check the BD433 chopper driver transistor
4TR2 which is sometimes leaky. If you miss this point
and switch on after fitting a new chopper transistor the
following will be destroyed: 4TR3 (BU326A), 4TR2
(BD433), 4TR1 (BC368), 4R22 (4704 4R23 (5.6fl),
4R26 (10011), 4D15 (BA157) and 4IC1 (TDA1060). You
will also be treated to a good bang and smoke. Guess
how I found this out?! Going back to 4C16, this
capacitor along with 4R32 and 4D18 form a snubber
circuit across the chopper transistor, controlling the rate
R.B.
of voltage rise when it switches off.
Saisho CT141/Matsui 1420

A stock fault that's beginning to appear on these very
popular portables is that R503 (82k11) goes high or opencircuit. As a result the power regulator (Q501, 2SC3158)
R.B.
fails to start up.

Reports from Roger Burchett, Alfred Damp,
J.S. Ruwala, Nick Beer, Hugh MacMullen,
Alan Shaw and Ian Bowden

luminance and chrominance information were brought
into coincidence. The two other sets were then found to
be the same, a similar adjustment putting the displays
right.
A.D
Ferguson TX100 Chassis
This was a JVC set fitted with the TX100 chassis. It was
"dead" with only 56V on the h.t. line, though the 12V
and 20V supplies were all right. This proved that the
power supply was working. There was no short-circuit
across the h.t. line and the line output transistor and h.t.
rectifier were both o.k. We next checked the h.t.
reservoir capacitor C121 which turned out to be opencircuit, a replacement restoring normal operation.
The line driver transistor in this chassis is a BC372
Darlington device. I've found that a TIP116 works very
well in this position.
J.S.R.
Grundig 8636

The customer complained of a bright line in the centre of
the screen. I assumed that this was field collapse, but
when the set was switched on the picture was there,
though with incorrect linearity and a bright line in the
centre. Replacing the vertical module made no difference. The field output transistors and their supply were
J.S.R.
o.k., the culprit being C468 (15µF, 25V).
Sony KV1412

Loewe Art 55, Studio 70 etc

We had three of the these sets, all brand new and all of
them displaying the same symptom. The fault was first
brought to our attention by a customer who complained
about poor colour. Careful examination of the picture
revealed that the chrominance and luminance information didn't register exactly — there was in fact a gap of
about an eight of an inch to the left of any item displayed
on the screen. This gap seemed to show up predominantly on reds and' blues but affected all colours. The effect
looked like a luminance delay line fault, but this digital
chassis doesn't have a luminance delay line.
We looked through the service sheet and found a Y
delay adjustment. The set was put into the service mode
via the remote control handset and this adjustment was
called up. The value attributed to it was 052. When we took
this figure as high as it would go, via the handset, the
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This set took about twenty-thirty minutes to start up
when it was cold. Once it was on the picture was perfect.
With the help of a hairdryer and freezer we established
that the fault was in the power supply, around the
UPC1394C chip. Replacing the chip made no difference
and we then found that R602 had increased in value to
5M(Z. Fitting a replacement cured the trouble.
J.S.R.
Salora 1H6 — Ipsalo 1

A field engineer brought this set in. He'd replaced the
line output transistor to get it going and was somewhat
put out to find that the new transistor got exceedingly
hot exceedingly quickly. Since the set worked perfectly
in every other respect the obvious thing to do was to check
the line drive waveform. This was fine at the primary of
the line driver transformer but at the secondary the
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second negative-going spike was missing. So this was
what was upsetting the line output transistor! We've
known a chipped core in the driver transformer cause
such problems but the transformer was o.k. this time.
After much fruitless checking, during thirty second
periods to avoid destruction of the line output transistor,
I decided to check with Salora technical. Their suggestion was to replace several capacitors in the driver and
output stages — CB526, CB527, CB528, CB529, CB530,
CB535 and CB542. When we did this the set worked
fine.
N.B.
Samsung C1338Z
One of our field engineers had brought this set from a
local hotel where it was one of many being rented. It was
completely dead and the usual problem of an opencircuit mains fuse (uprate to 1A) was not the reason. In
fact the mains transformer, a very hefty affair, had an
open-circuit primary winding. When the replacement
arrived it was fitted along with a new APD1986C chip in
the handset — this device had also been faulty. We were
rewarded with a standby light but the set wouldn't come
on when the power/standby switch beside the channel/
volume switches was pressed. Operation of each of these
switches should drive the appropriate pin of IC003
(µPD1987C) high. This system was working. To power
the set pin 6 should go high, switching on a transistor to
earth the lower end of a relay coil. There was no output
from pin 6. The chip's 12V supply was present and there
was an input from the 455kHz crystal. We heated the
chip gently with a hairdryer and this brought it to life. A
replacement restored normal results at all
temperatures.
N.B.
Salora 21M80/7
The fault with this set was that the width would increase
after about an hour's use. The job card said gradually
but our field engineer said suddenly, which turned out to
be the case. When the fault occurred the width was equal
to the maximum setting (setting YO) of the width
( control on the alignment menu — it's a digital chassis.
This adjustment had no effect when the fault was
present, though a check on the pulse-width modulated
drive from pin 28 of the DPU, IC3501, proved that the
system worked up to this point. This drive translates to a
d.c. shift at the base of transistor TB528, which is one
half of a long-tailed pair. There was no shift at the
emitter however, due to a faulty BF422 transistor.
N.B.
Decca/Tatung 140 Chassis
This set wouldn't switch on from standby. Because there
were none of the usual problems on the main PCB I
powered the set directly from the mains supply, bypassing the remote control circuitry. The set then worked,
so we had a remote control fault. The best bet was the
SAA1351 chip, and when this was replaced normal
operation was restored. On previous occasions I've had
the tripler upset this chip, so I disconnected it before
testing. When I reconnected it the SAA1351 was
affected, so a new tripler had to be fitted as well.
N.B.
Toshiba 159X4Y
This multi-standard portable came into the workshop
with little or no sound. It appeared as if it needed a
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6MHz filter, but being a multi-standard set the sound i.f.
differences were catered for. It's a difficult set to service
as the lead lengths are short, but we soon discovered that
quite a long length of print had burnt off. Toshiba was
unable to supply a manual but came up with one for the
159R4R which is similar but without the multi-standard
facilities. A close examination showed that there was no
12V supply to the sound i.f. and AV panel. This has to
be unsoldered to examine it. When a link was connected
across the burnt print to connect the 12V supply the 211,
1W fusible resistor R448 went open-circuit. There was a
short between the 12V line and chassis, the cause being
D404 and D405 which were both short-circuit. Why
hadn't the fusible resistor blown in the first case? I fitted
two new diodes and replaced R448 with a 211, 0.25W
fusible resistor, then reassembled and tested the
set.
H.MacM.
Philips CTX-E Chassis
A recurring fault with these popular sets is a dry-joint at
pin 12 of the line output transformer. The result is no
timebase operation. As a matter of course now when one
of these sets passes through the workshop we resolder all
the line output and chopper transformer connections
using high melting point solder.
One of these sets came in with no picture but with the
e.h.t. and focus supplies present. We found that R3585
(2.2S1) was open-circuit, though there was no sign of any
discolouration.
H.MacM.
Matsui 1480
No sound or raster on this very common set was easy to
track down as there was no line drive. Eventually, after
changing the line chip, we noticed that there was a sticky
film on the nearby print. Cleaning this brought the set to
immediate life — and a sigh of relief.
H.MacM.
Philips NC3-CR
This set worked quite well but had horizontal striations
over the screen. It turned out that C2413 (100µF, 400V)
was completely open-circuit. I suspect that we shall see
more of this due to the proximity of the chopper
heatsink.
H.MacM.
Ferguson SRA1
If the receiver is dead or stuck on standby check for dryjoints on the mains transformer. For a dead receiver with
no 18V line check whether R145 (111) is open-circuit,
possibly due to an accidental short-circuiting of the
single feed cable between the receiver and the
A.S.
LNB.
Ferguson TX85 Chassis
This set had apparently gone off with a bang during a
thunder storm. The 800mA mains fuse had blown, the
chopper transistor TR6 was short-circuit and the control
chip IC4 (TEA2018) had an internal short between pin 6
and chassis. After replacing these components the set
failed to start — a quiet pulsing could be heard coming
from the power supply. The cause of this was the 15V
supply rectifier D13 (RGP30) which was shortcircuit.
I.B.
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Philips G110 Chassis

This set would intermittently come on with the picture
shifted over and a black vertical bar in the centre of the
screen. I finally found that there was a leak from pin 12
of the TDA2579 timebase generator chip to chassis due
P.B.
to a solder bridge under chip capacitor C2460.
Philips 25GR57/63/25B

This set had no sound. I don't know whether the Nicam
section was working as our transmitter doesn't have
stereo sound yet, but the fault was on the Nicam panel.
The mono a.f. signal was present at the input to 1C7100
but there was no output. Fitting a new TDA8415 put
P.B.
matters right.

Reports from Philip Blundell, AMIEIE,
Eugene Trundle, Ian Bowden, Chris Avis,
Mick Dutton, Nick Beer, Hugh MacMullen,
T.J. Welford and Stephen Leatherbarrow
produced an identical tuner and another happy customer.
C.A.
Hitachi CPT2050

This multi-standard Salora set had erratic height variations with simultaneous changes from pink to green
faces. Pin 12 of the TDA2653 field chip provides a
50/60Hz control voltage for system switching. At 50Hz
field frequency the voltage should be 0.2V. It was
fluctuating wildly, which confused the decoder. Fitting a
new chip cured the height problem and restored pink
cheeks.
C.A.
Mitsubishi CT2101TX

Finlux 1000 Series

We've found the cause of a blown 1.25A fuse to be a
dry-joint at one end of LU3. Check this, especially in
cases where a replacement fuse appears to cure the fault.
E.T.
If you don't you'll be back sooner or later.
Panasonic Z3T Chassis

This set frequently failed to start up. When the fault was
present there was no drive to the power supply control
octocoupler D811. In addition the set didn't respond to
remote commands as it should have done since there's a
separate standby supply for the remote control receiver
and the microcomputer control chip. This is a 5V supply
that's derived from a small transformer and regulator
circuit. A check on the output from this circuit, at TPE2,
showed that the voltage was 4.4V which was not too far
down. After checking the regulator circuit we found that
the 5.1V zener diode D1124 was leaky, with only 4.4V at
its top end. This small voltage drop was enough to cause
I.B.
the fault.
Philips KT3 Chassis Edition II

The initial fault caused us no problems — the usual
tripping tripler. A replacement produced sound and
e. h. t. but no picture. When the setting of the first anode
control was advanced we found that there was a blank
raster with flyback lines. In went the usual TDA3560
colour decoder chip, and out went my last flicker of
self-confidence — there was still no picture. Several
voltages around the TDA3560 were very low, the
blanking/reference input pin 8 being at virtually zero
volts. This led me to the TDA2571Q chip IC367 on the
sync panel. It wasn't producing the burst key output at
pin 13. Fitting a replacement completed the job.
C.A.

This set had suffered from line output transformer
failure about six months previously. The failure had
been spectacular, with a room full of black smoke that
came from a pin hole in the transformer's plastic
encapsulation. A new transformer restored perfect
operation until a few days ago when the customer
phoned to say that the picture had gone small all round
but was super sharp.
When we collected the set we found that the output
from the power supply was 145V instead of 115V. We'd
no time to make any further tests since the chopper
transistor failed and blew the fuse. A complete rebuild
was necessary, changing all the semiconductor devices
and checking the capacitors and resistors. We then
powered the set via a variac. The output from the
power supply reached 115V long before the input was
raised to 200V. The set-volts control worked, but its
range was limited. Substitution checks were the next
step, starting with capacitors. When we came to C918
and C915 (both 33µF) which are in parallel we found
that C915 had never been fitted. Replacing C918
provided a cure: a capacitance check showed that it was
only 10µF, hence the insufficient control. If we'd taken
more notice of the board rather than the circuit we
would probably have found the fault more quickly.
Wouldn't it be helpful to have accurate information and
M.D.
an update service?
GEC C1407H

This colour portable was dead except for a whining
noise that came from the power supply. We suspected
the regulator chip but the cause of the problem turned
out to be the 3V zener diode 2D910. It was shortcircuit.
M.D.

Bush 2044

Luxor SX9 Chassis

This Amstrad clone had poor sound with erratic flashes
on the picture. It's the chassis with the little intercarrier
sound panel and a tweak of the quadrature coil restored
normal sound. The flashes were caused by the tuner, but
an impatient owner meant that we'd no time for an
MCES repair. Hang on though, the tuner looks familiar.
Yes, it's the one used in the old Ferguson/Baird VCRs
(8930 etc.)! A quick exhumation in our scrap graveyard

The customer's complaint was that the remote control
sometimes didn't work. We put the set on soak test for a
long time and confirmed that the remote control system
stopped working on several occasions. Another handset
was tried, and we found that by switching the set off and
on normal operation was restored. One time while the
set was on soak test we noticed the width jump in and
out. A check around the switch-mode transformer
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revealed that there were several dry-joints, particularly
at pin 1. Repairing these cleared both the width and the
remote control problem.
Incidentally if you get one of these sets that switches
on and goes straight to standby, check the diodes on the
secondary side of the switch-mode transformer. If these
are o.k. the problem is almost always due to shorted
M.D.
turns in the line output transformer.

Saisho CM260TT
This teletext set is fitted with the Fidelity ZX5000 digital
chassis. The chopper transistor TR1 was found to be
short-circuit between all its legs and the 1.6AT mains
fuse was open-circuit. Replacing the BU145A still left us
with the dead set symptom however — time to look a little
deeper.
The operation of the auxillary 5V supply was found
to be all right, but the TIL111 optocoupler IC13 wa
providing a negative voltage at the input to the chopper
control chip IC1 (type UC3844 fitted). Fitting a new
optocoupler cured the dead set fault but bearing in
mind the nature of the chopper transistor's failure we
S.L.
also replaced IC1.

Ferguson TX90 Chassis (20in)
The problem with this set was occasional partial field
collapse. After some very inconclusive cold checks I
took some voltage readings. The upper transistor
TR104 in the field output stage is biased by a chain of
four resistors. The third resistor in this chain, R187
(6.2kSZ), was found to be going open-circuit. When
S.L.
removed its body had a tell-tale ring around it.

Schneider STT6010
If you find the on/off switch faulty in one of these sets
don't panic. The "universal" PC mounting Sony
switches fit perfectly. This set is similar to some
Telefunken models of late, with a plug-in teletext
S.L.
module at the rear of the set.

Ferguson TX100 Chassis
The fault with this 110° set was lack of width. Both the
width and the EW presets worked and the h.t. was
correct at 119V, but the picture could not be made to fill
the screen. The 110° version of this chassis has a separate
EW/width correction panel fitted: it plugs into the main
board. We eventually found that the cause of the trouble
was that the width coil had been fitted — it should be
present only in the 90° version. Linking it out brought
S.L.
full width. Watch out for that one!

Grundig CUC7OKT
When this set was powered it would make a strainedattempt to start then trip. The longest time it stayed on
for was one and a half minutes — long enough for us to
discover that the h.t. was low and that the line output
transistor was hot. We soon found that D471 in the diode
modulator circuit had gone short-circuit. Replacing it
with a BY299 produced a good picture but there were
S.L.
EW problems. R571 was open-circuit.

Ferguson TX90 Chassis (20in)
There was excessive height with poor linearity and the
height control had minimal effect. The cause of the
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trouble was that D137, a 68V zener diode, was faulty. It
didn't measure short- or open-circuit however, nor did it
have any reverse leakage. But a replacement cured all
S.L.
the symptoms.

Fidelity CTV14OR
This remote-control set refused to budge from channel
one, which is selected at switch on. Voltage checks
suggested that the ML923 selector chip was faulty, so a
new one was obtained and fitted. There was now a
change in the voltages obtained around this i.c., but the
basic problem remained the same. C221 (0.01p,F) was
eventually found to be leaky.
On soak test the set developed another fault. The
signals would disappear intermittently or, more often,
drift a little. Replacing the SL471 chip and the tuner put
S.L.
this right.

Philips K35 Chassis
The symptoms were a blank raster with brilliant,
defocused flyback lines. A scope check showed that
drive signals were reaching the RGB amplifiers on panel
U10. The 155V and 13V supplies were present here but
there were no clamp pulses at pins 3, 11 and 18. These
140V pulses come from the line output transformer via
T.J.W.
R455 (560n) which was dry-jointed.

Philips K30 Chassis
We've had two of these sets in recently. The problem
with the first one was that the sound remained all right
but after about half an hour there were just lines on the
screen, with no luminance or chrominance information.
We eventually discovered that R8380 (47SZ) was opencircuit. This resistor feeds 13V to pin 12 of the
TDA2571AQ sync/line generator chip. It wasn't burnt in
any way.
The second set would periodically switch off then
come back on again. The usual faults were not apparent,
but after a long time and some very careful listening we
found that the bead at the end of the e.h.t. lead in the
line output transformer socket was a dry-joint. ResolderH.MacM.
ing this put matters right.

Decca DT9476
Spurious channel changing with this set was caused by
occasional flashovers in the focus gap at the c.r.t.
H.MacM.
base.

Ferguson TX10 Chassis
The display would fade out after a couple of hours or so.
After prolonged examination we discovered that the
c.r.t. heaters went out. The cause was that the two wrapround connections for the c.r.t.'s • heater supply were
dirty. Soldering them cured the trouble. I've always
H.MacM.
hated these wrap-round connections.

Panasonic U3/U4 Chassis
A common fault with these sets is that they come on in
standby permanently or intermittently when you use the
mains switch on the set. We've found that the cause has
always been carbonised contacts on relay RY1001
(TSE1827). The cover is easy to remove for cleaning but
N.B.
replacement relays are very reasonably priced.
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Servicing the Panasonic U4 Chassis
Nick Beer
The Panasonic U4 chassis was a successor to the U3
which we covered in the October 1989 issue of Television. It was used in a wide variety of models with screen
sizes from 16 to 26in. Model numbers include the
TC1631, TC1641, TX1632, TX1642, TC2031, TC2033,
TC2043, TX2034, TC2232, TC2233, TX2200, TX2230,
TX2231, TX2234, TX2244, TX2636, TX2646, TX3300
and TX-C21. The TC1631 and TC1641 were the first
16in. Panasonic sets to use a large-screen chassis while
the TX1632 and TX1642 were the company's first
teletext portables. The TC2232 was a teletext adaptable
set, a very rare thing from Panasonic. The TC2031 was a
specially priced "Anniversary" set. With the TX2230/1
you got "stereo" sound, the earlier TX2230 providing
10W per channel audio output. The TX-C21 took
Panasonic into monitor styling and had a host of input
and output sockets for audio and video, also a plate glass
anit-glare filter — the latter was a feature of the TX2244
and TX2646 as well. The TX3300 was a 22in. budget
teletext set that originally sold for £399. Its price was
subsequently increased slightly. The choice of model
number was unfortunate — Panasonic now produce 33in.
sets! Every model in the range had remote control.
The main chassis, i.e. the power supplies, timebases
and signals circuits, has proved to be extremely reliable,
as one has come to expect from Panasonic. There were
however problems with the microcomputer tuning and
control system used with teletext models, which employ
frequency-synthesis tuning. We'll deal with this first.

Tuning and Control Problems
The M board houses the tuning and control arrangements and there are different versions. The one used in
teletext models employs a parallel data system and this
proved to be its downfall. Symptoms can be varied but
basically the problem is that the memory can be lost.
Thus the preset sound and picture levels can revert to
zero as can the stored channel frequencies. So the user
might switch on to find that there is no sound, no picture
and a very weak raster. With early cases engineers and
the brighter customers assumed that it was a one-off
occurrence or that someone had been fiddling, and
resetting invariably restored normal operation. The set
might then run for another year without a recurrence.
More and more cases occurred and then some couldn't
be reset. Thus out came the first of several modification
kits from Panasonic.
The first couple of kits provided varying degrees of
success, but some sets started to give continual problems. The fault pattern extended to being stuck on
standby to starting up on channel 99 which doesn't exist.
Many hours could be spent checking and replacing
components without success because it was a design
problem. Eventually a modification kit was produced to
update the microcomputer circuit to the one used in the
subsequent U5 chassis, with a serial data line.
Fitting this kit involves removing three chips and a
number of associated components, replacing the chips
with two others — the microcomputer and memory chips
used in the U5 chassis. This of course calls for some wire
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links and a bit of what you might call bodging, but it does
end the problems.
Instructions come with each kit, so I won't bore you
with the details here. As a guide to what's involved, the
MAB8440P/D032 microcomputer chip IC1203 is
changed to type MAB8441P/T063, IC1202 is removed
completely and the memory chip IC1201 is changed to
type PCD8572. Since the PCD8572 has eight pins it uses
only half the holes in the IC1201 position: wire links are
required to link the 5V, clock and data lines to it. Three
transistors, two capacitors, a coil and two diodes have to
be removed. Two capacitors and a resistor have to be
added on the back of the board. To avoid making the job
look like a bodge, take care to cut the links required to
the correct length and cut the component leads short,
sleaving them and inserting beneath them a cushion of
double-sided foam. It's very easy for shorts to occur
where these components are fitted, so take care.
Teletext/frequency-synthesis tuning models have an
SAB3035 CITAC chip (IC171) on board B (the signals
panel). Faults here can give the impression that the
microcomputer chip is defective. Checks on this chip and
its associated crystal X171 (type TSS120M2) will usually
reveal the cause of such faults as: very slow to scan the
tuning; no signal when a channel number is dialled
straight in using the CS feature; intermittent noise on the
picture (splashing etc.); and drifting off tune — usually
comes back on tune when the channel is reselected.
Thus in the event of problems with this side of the set
the approach should be to establish whether you have a
microcomputer/memory fault, then if necessary modify
the circuit by using the kit — part no. XFMK606001.
When fitting the modification kit to "stereo" Models
TX2230/1 you must also replace L1208 with a shorting
link. This is extra to the details provided with the kit.
Failure to take this step can lead to intermittent faults
such as the standby and either channel balance LED
coming on when the set is switched on from cold. But
don't rush into fitting the kit: check out the circuit first,
otherwise you might make your problems ten times
worse!

Power Supply System
Probably the most common of the small number of
faults that afflict these sets is "no go". The symptom
usually includes a high-pitched whine from the power
supply.
Fig. 1 shows the main chopper power supply circuit —
there's also a mains transformer fed low-voltage power
supply circuit on panel M. The chopper transistor Q803
is used in a self-oscillating circuit — in fact a classic
blocking oscillator arrangement. Forward bias is applied
to the base of Q803 via R803. When it begins to conduct,
positive feedback via a secondary winding on the
chopper tranformer T801, C809 and R812 rapidly drives
it into saturation. Since there is no further change in the
current flowing through T801 the field collapses and
Q803 is cut off. At this point C809 will have been
charged by Q803's base current. R812 and Q802 provide
a discharge path, and when the voltage at the base of
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Fig. 1: The switch-mode power supply circuit used in the Panasonic U4 chassis Depending on tube size there are
various component value differences. For example R803 may be 560k0 or 330k12, R806 82512 or 68012, R810 1.512 or 6.811,
R811 0.330 or 112 with R817 (UV in parallel, R851 1.812 or 3.912, R852 1.412 or 0.8212, C807 22012F or 100#F, C811 1nF or
680pF. Check with the manual for the model concerned.

Q803 is once more sufficiently positive the cycle will be
repeated. Pulses derived from the line output transformer are fed to the base of 0803 via T802, D809 and
R810.
Regulation is effected by controlling the conduction of Q802 — and thus the discharge of C809. Q802
is controlled by Q801, which senses at its emitter (across,
R807) any changes in the voltage developed by D807
across C808. This voltage depends on the loading on the
chopper transformer and the mains input. The circuit
thus compensates for varying load/mains input conditions. 0804 provides a degree of circuit protection by
conducting and thus shorting Q803's base in the event of
excess current flowing via R811.
D855 and D854 provide protection on the secondary
side of the circuit. T801 and T802 provide mains
isolation.
A dead set with a whine coming from the power
supply indicates an overload on the secondary side of the
circuit. The first thing to do is to check the 2SD1439RL
line output transistor Q551 for shorts or dry-joints,
which are becoming fairly regular occurrences. Other
items we've known fail are the h.t. rectifier D851 and the
protective devices D854 and D855 — if the latter is
responsible you'll usually find a pinhole burnt into its
case.
If the set shuts down intermittently the probable cause
is the 11V zener diode D501. This is linked to the
protection circuit within the AN5435 sync/timebase
generator chip IC501, at pin 5. The U3 chassis suffers
from a similar problem.
A dead set with the fault on the primary side of the
chopper circuit is a less common occurrence. Suspects
here are the surge limiter resistor R802 and the bias
resistor R803, both of which tend to go open-circuit, and
a short-circuit in one or other of the transistors. A faulty
transistor can cause intermittent power supply failure.
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Faulty h.t. regulation is usually caused by failure of
R806 or R809 in the h.t. control potential divider
network. Check the values and replace as necessary —
note that these are close-tolerance components.
The h.t. preset R808 should be set for 119V at TPE1
with a 16in. set, 121V with a 20in. set, 132V with a 22in.
set and 158V with a 26in. set. When measuring voltages
in the primary (non-isolated) section of the chopper
circuit, use the non-isolated chassis test point TPE12.
Fault-finding Guide

As mentioned at the outset, in general these sets are
very reliable. Luckily they don't suffer from varying
sound, which was a problem with the U2 and U3 chassis.
They do however, though to a lesser extent, suffer from
the purple electrolytic syndrome.
Note that there are one or two important differences
between the 90° (16 and 20in. tubes) and 110° (22 and
26in. tubes) versions of the chassis. Smaller-screen sets
use an AN5521 field output chip (IC451) while largerscreen sets have a discrete component field output stage.
There's an EW modulator circuit in 110° sets, and there
are several important component value differences
between the two versions in the power supply and line
output stage.
The following is a list of the faults we've had other
than those already mentioned.
(1) The tweeter used in some sets can go open-circuit,
and when this happens the recommendation is to replace
the AN7170 audio output chip IC251. This fault seems to
occur only with non-text sets and you very often notice
the absence of treble when repairing another fault, the
user failing to complain about it. Waste of time really!
(2) Varying brightness. This is usually due to 180V rail
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variations as C555 (10µF, 250V) is faulty.
(3) One side of the screen brighter than the other side.
Check C356 (1µF, 250V) on the c.r.t. base panel.
(4) Raster present but no sound or vision. Fault due to
absence of the 12V rail. Check whether R555 (1.51I,
0.5W) is open-circuit and D555 (EU2 or B4406) is
possibly short-circuit.
(5) No picture as c.r.t. heaters out. R557 (2.7II, 2W)
open-circuit. The value of R557 differs in some models
and R564 may be fitted in parallel with it.
(6) No sound and vision, with the raster and channel
display present, Model TX2230 only. R2420 opencircuit. Fit improved type, part no. ERQ12HJR82. I
think I've had to do this with every one of these sets
we've sold.
(7) Intermittent sound muting, Model TX2230 only.
Modify the mute circuit as follows to prevent misoperation. Add a 470µF, 16V electrolytic in parallel with
C2566, fit a shorting link in place of R2660 and remove
any resistors strapped across R2633 on the print side of
the panel (usually 3.91(11 or 39ka). Adjust R2639 for a
line-rate sawtooth at TPH1 with no signal, then connect
and disconnect the signal several times to ensure that this
waveform doesn't drift — readjust R2639 if it does.
(8) There's a tendency with TX2230/1 sets for the scan
coils to slip back along the neck of the tube. The result
can be anything from purity errors to a reduced and
distorted raster. Relocate the yoke by twisting and
locking it on the moulded glass tabs at the back of the
c.r.t.
(9) Sides of picture bow in intermittently. This occurs
with 110° sets. Check for dry-joints around the EW
modulator driver transistor Q753 (2SD1265). If the fault
is permanent Q753 is open-circuit.
(10) Overbright raster with flyback lines, teletext sets.
Check whether R559 (1.2,0, fusible) is open-circuit due to
IC5002 (5V regulator on the teletext panel) being
short-circuit input-to-chassis. Alternatively you occasionally find that there's a dry-joint at pin 1 of the line
output transformer.
(11) Set comes on in standby permanently or intermittently when the set's mains switch is used. The cause is
carbonised contacts on relay RY1001. The contacts can
be cleaned but it's better to replace the relay.
(12) Set stuck on standby. Line output transistor Q551
(2SD1439RL) short-circuit or IC501 (AN5435) giving a
permanently high output at pin 5.
(13) The cause of random channel change, volume
alteration etc. has on a number of these sets been found
to be noise generated in the IR amplifier. Provided the
fault is not especially intermittent you can easily prove
this by disconnecting the IR amplifier from board M
(disconnect plug Ml). In earlier production the amplifier's gain was too high for some situations, particularly
when there is strong sunlight in the room. This could
usually be cured by adding a piece of infra-red filter
material behind the filter at the front of the set.
Nowadays the cause is much more likely to be noise
generated in IC1101 (TDA3048B) or the sensor diode
D1101 (PH302), or C1108 (10µF, 16V) being faulty.
Some people might be tempted to change the panel, but
it's no longer available from Panasonic.
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(14) These sets are fitted with the same A56-540X series
tubes as the U3 chassis. They don't, to date, seem to be
failing to the same extent, though we've scrapped a
couple of 20in. sets because of low emission and have
had two cases of complaints about intermittent purity
errors due to a faulty shadowmask.

Teletext
The teletext side has been pretty reliable. We've had
one or two cases where the clock drifted. Replacing the
crystal X5001 or adjusting trimmer C5008 put this right.
Intermittent loss of one colour has been traced to
dry-joints around the RGB amplifiers and interconnecting plugs/sockets.
Remote Control Handsets
Panasonic is well known for using standardised remote
control units. The U4 series is no exception. Apart from
the adaptable TC2232, non-text sets were supplied with
a six-button black-box handset which now has the part
number TNQ1419. This provides switching on and off
to/from standby, sequential channel stepping fore and
back, volume up/down and sound mute. The handsets
are not particularly good looking but they are very
reliable. Replacements used to cost only about £7 trade,
so repair was seldom economic, especially with rental
sets. Since the price has more than doubled repair is now
more of a practical proposition. The two most common
troubles are the battery cover and the rubber contact
mat (part number TMM17573). The mat can be responsible for intermittent operation with certain functions.
Teletext sets use the TNQ1411-2 handset, which also
has controls for Panasonic VCRs. You use a slide switch
at the top right-hand corner to control either the TV set
or the VCR. I only wish I'd a pound for every customer
who complained about a dead handset after moving the
switch to VCR. Faults are not common with these units.
Panasonic supply only the battery cover (part number
TEG37559-4) or the complete unit, at over £22 trade. If
the unit is dead the likely causes are the crystal (type
CSB420 — its legs rot off) or the MN6030B chip.
A point that applies to all Panasonic and many other
remote control handsets, including Sony ones, is that
Duracell type batteries can cause intermittent operation
because their rounded terminals don't make good
contact with the small surface area of the handset's
contacts. I recommend the use of Panasonic or Ever
Ready batteries.
As with some of the earlier U3 models the handsets
usually slot into the front of the receiver. You encounter
the same problem — they get stuck. The solution is to
remove the screw in the bottom of the case, which clips
together. Crayon on the handset's side runners will make
it stick. Clean these while you are about it.
In Conclusion
To sum up, there are two areas where you are likely to
get a fault, in the power supply or the microcomputer
controlled tuning. In this article we've covered common
faults and one or two nasties. Despite all this they are
very reliable sets, though not as reliable as contemporary
14in. Panasonic sets such as the TC430G. The U4 was,
superseded by the U5, which brought with it innovations
such as FS tubes and CCT. We'll be dealing with it in due
course — don't go away!
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TV Fault Finding
Pioneer SV2101/2501/2801
The U4606B chip in these sets can be responsible for
various symptoms as follows: (1) loss of red; (2) green
screen; (3) channels 1, 2, 3 and 4 o.k. but teletext is
green; (4) vertical rolling, would not lock with adjustment of the potentiometer; (5) wavy ripples from side to
side; (6) colour flashing in and out. Replacing it provides
a cure, the snag being that it costs about £20 a time
trade.
S.R.
Philips CP9O Chassis
This set was brought into the workshop during a cold
spell — back in February. Its owner was in the habit of
putting it into standby before switching off at the mains
The result with this chassis is that at power on the set
comes on in standby. If the room was cold the set gave a
loud humming noise in standby. The hum disappeared
when the set was in use.
With the set on the bench, in the standby mode, we
found that cooling transistor 7727 and thyristor 6726
increased the h.t. voltage and produced the noise.
Replacing 2703, 6726, 3726, 2726, 6727 and 7727 in turn
had no effect. The control voltage from the microcomputer chip was o.k. Time for a change of plan! The shop
still had a new set in stock, so comparisons were carried
out. Cooling had the same effect! Then I noticed a
supplement to the manual. This showed that the circuit
around T7727 had been altered after serial number
PM03 and BA03. Updating the circuit to the later
specification cured the problem. Change R3727 from 180
to 120f1, and 3729 to a BZX79F4V3 zener diode with an
820D, resistor in series, cathode of the zener diode to
T7727.
P.B.
Philips NC3 Chassis
If you have an i.f. fault with one of these sets — weak and
buzzing sound or low gain and a ringing picture — it's a
good idea to start by changing the i.f. filters. I've had
examples of faulty SAWFs and ceramic filters — one set
even had 5.5MHz filters fitted!
P.B.
Philips 14GR1212 (GR1-AX Chassis)
As a postscript to the store lock problem (see May issue)
Philips has now introduced a production change to
prevent the set inadvertently going into the store-lock
mode when coming out of standby. It's fitted to sets with
factory codes starting from SV9001 or PM8928. The
changes are too involved to list here — they are available
on Tech Tips 216.
P.B.
Philips 24CE7570 (3A Chassis)
This set was dead — there was just a faint noise from the
power supply. With most sets a check on the fuses is a
good starting point. But on this chassis they are
Wickman types and the copper side of the PCB is
obstructed by a plastic frame. So plan B was called for!
Resistance checks at the outputs of the rectifier diodes in
the power supply showed that there were shorts across
D6704 and D6707. They disappeared when the audio
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module was removed. One of the TDA1514 audio
output chips was short-circuit.
P.B.

Philips KT3/K40 Chassis
Sets fitted with these chassis are prone to line oscillator
chip failure after an e.h.t. flashover. There had been
arcing in this particular set but a new cap and chip didn't
restore oscillation. There was no voltage at pin 16 of the
TDA3576B sync/line oscillator chip as C2204 (3.9nF)
was short-circuit.
P.B.
Decca/Tatung 140 Chassis
Intermittent no go turned out to be due to R805 which
had risen in value from 390kSZ to about 600kfl. It
supplies pin 5 of the TDA4600 chopper control chip. The
voltage at this pin was very low and there was very low
drive at the base of the chopper transistor Q801. Watch
out for R802 (101W) being dry-jointed.
H.MacM.
Sony KV2096
This was a panic job — I was called to the house on the
eve of a holiday and had no service information and
didn't know the set. The firm that supplied it was shut
for the duration. When I found out how to slide out the
chassis I discovered a classic dry-joint. There are three
wire-wound resistors mounted on end next to each other
near the fuses, just asking for overheated joints. I
resoldered them all and the set worked. Phew! The
cabinet is frighteningly unstable when the chassis is slid
out but the main thing to watch if you meet one of these
beasts is those wire-wounds.
R.B.
Philips G11 Chassis
This set lives in a caravan and is left during the winter
when its owner retreats to London. After some nasty
e.h.t. flashovers she now allows the poor old thing to
reach a safe, dry state before switching on. This year the
set started up but produced no sound or vision. The 12V
stabiliser you say? Close! In fact repeated hingeing out
of the left-hand panels had broken the pins in sockets
5C1 and 5C2 (LT1 input and inter-panel earth), so the
effect was the same. The wiring loom is pulled very tight
at some of these sockets and I cannot help but think that
many other baffling faults can be caused by this sort of
damage.
R.B.
Toshiba 261T4B
This set had a curious bending of the verticals: the
degree of bending varied with picture content and
contrast changes. I was about to start checking the power
supply rails when I noticed that there was very slight lack
of width. Adjusting the width control increased the
width, but pincushion distortion began to appear. After
checks on the semiconductor devices on the EW board
failed to reveal anything amiss I tested the d.c. resistance
of the EW coils L361 and L362. L361 is quoted as having
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a resistance of 3.312 and the reading was slightly low. To
be on the safe side I ordered them both. Replacing the
coils one at a time proved that L361 was at fault, with
short-circuit turns.
J.C.
Philips KT3 Chassis
Maximum uncontrollable brightness was caused by
R587, the 160V h.t. feed to the RGB output stages,
being high in value. It had risen from 10012 to 5k12.
Initial checks at the c.r.t. cathodes were misleading
because the 50V or so recorded here suggested that the
RGB output stages were being driven hard on. It was
only when we checked the 160V supply that we found it
J.C.
was down to about 50V.
Decca 70 Chassis
Low h.t., intermittent tripping and field cramping were
the symptoms with this set. C637 (22µF) had lost
capacitance.
S.L.
Panasonic U4 (90°) Chassis

This set was dead with the 8.212 resistor that feeds the
line output stage open-circuit. As with many Panasonic
sets, a quick look round for faulty electrolytics can be
fruitful, In this case C555 was found to have a leg missing
due to corrosion. This wasn't the end of the story
however. When we switched on there was a normal
picture but no sound. The intercarrier sound chip, an
SN76622AN in this case, was hot enough to fry eggs on.
A replacement restored the sound.
S.L.
Fidelity CTV14/20

A fault that's becoming increasingly common with these
sets is that C21 (2,700pF) goes open-circuit or intermittently open-circuit. Since it's the line oscillator capacitor,
associated with the TDA4503 chip, the result is a dead or
intermittently dead set. It's of the now rarely seen
polystyrene type. Replacements are available from
SEME and RS Components. Whilst on the subject of
these sets it's worth knowing that a TDA4500 will
replace the TDA4503. Simply interchange the connections to pins 16 and 17 and ensure that R19 is 180k12. S.L.
Solavox CML14

The chassis used in this set is actually of the Hinari CT4/5
variety. The front panel display didn't work and there
were no signals or front panel functions. Obviously loss
of a supply somewhere we thought. As we'd no manual
we had to delve into the front panel circuitry, a task not
to be taken lightly. There was no output from the 5V
regulator on this panel — and no input either. Tracing the
print and leads back brought us to the line output
transformer on the main board. Here we discovered that
the BA157 rectifier D426 was short-circuit.
S.L.
Tashiko 14F841

This was a good one, highlighting the need to check
voltages both at source and destination. The basic fault
seemed to be simple enough — field collapse and no
sound. A colleague had changed the field output chip as
it was visibly damaged. When I came to look at the set
the problem seemed to be lack of field drive from the
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TDA4501 chip. A scope check confirmed this. The chip
was obviously muting the sound as there was a healthy
buzz from the audio output stages. A check on the 12V
rail provided by regulator IC103 proved that the supply
for the TDA4501 chip was present — or so I thought. So
replacing the TDA4501 was considered to be a logical
step to take. It didn't cure the fault however. A few
more careful checks would obviously have to be made.
On checking the voltages at the pins of the TDA4501
chip, in particular at the supply and field drive pins, I
found that the supply pin voltage was 10.5V. It measured
12V at source and this is the figure it should have been at
the TDA4501. The penny then dropped: the 3.312 series
resistor R104 was reducing the voltage, a replacement
providing the cure. It's a tiny component. This confirms
what we all know but tend to forget — that modern
multi-function chips are very sensitive to supply voltage
S.L.
variation.
Bush 2020

This set appeared to have a tuning problem. After a few
minutes of normal operation, during which search tune
and channel selection and display were fine, the display
would stick on one channel — usually AV — and the set
would refuse to perform any other function. After a
check on the supply to IC1 and its clock a new SAA1293
was quickly plugged in. This cured all the symptoms. S.L.

Ferguson TX9 Chassis (Panel PC1044)

The T9062V line driver transistor TR67 was short-circuit
and the safety resistor R222 in its collector circuit had
made the supreme sacrifice. Replacements produced a
picture which was out of line lock, adjustment of the line
hold control RV206 putting this right. Each time the set
was switched off and on however lock was again lost.
C158 (10nF) in the timing circuit was the culprit. No
prizes for guessing that it's of the radial polystyrene
C.A.
type.

Mitsubishi CT2554TX

On two occasions recently the no sound and vision
symptoms accompanied by an audible whistle have been
due to failure of the line output transformer. A
resistance check between the collector of the line output
transistor and chassis will reveal short-circuit conditions:
closer investigation shows that the transformer is at
fault, not the transistor.
Establishing whether the short-circuit is in the power
supply or the line timebase is helped by the inclusion of
R556 (1012) which, enables the line output stage to be
isolated from the h.t. supply. If you compare the line
output transistor collector with TP91 in the power
supply, the line will be found to be much the lower of the
two readings. The problem you get is that the primary
winding, connected between tags 1 and 2, which is
normally at h.t. potential, goes short-circuit to the field
timebase supply winding between pins 3, 5 and 7 — this is
earthy at one point.
Removal of the transformer from the PCB is a tedious
and tiresome job as the socket into which the transformer is fitted is very reluctant to be relieved of its
solder. You therefore need a very hot iron plus
considerable time and patience.
A.P.F.
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Philips 27CE7593/43R (3A Chassis)

Versions of the 3A chassis with NICAM and PIP can suffer
from spurious failure of the Wickman fuse 1624. Change it
from an 800mAT type to one rated at 1.25AT, part no.
4822 253 10075. You may be lucky and find that it's in a
socket! The fault symptom is no sound or vision: e.h.t. is
present and a raster can be seen for a second at
switch-off.
P.B.

conduct because of the lack of drive at its base. The set
came to life when the M491BB1 control chip was replaced.
I had a similar fault with an ITT Model TX3447. The
relay didn't operate because the CCU-SEL-03C control
chip had failed. In this set the BU508A line output
transistor also had to be replaced as it had gone
short-circuit.
J.S.R.

Mitsubishi CT2117TX

Philips KT3/K30 Chassis

Versions that have the later teletext panel, with an
SAA5241 chip, can suffer from faulty crystals. Usually
you'll find that the text rolls round the screen horizontally.
Adjusting the trimmer VC7701 may cure the problem
temporarily: if it recurs, fit a new 6MHz crystal
(X7702).
P.B.

The trip action in these sets is very sensitive, reacting to the
smallest disturbance on the 129V rail. As a result these sets
are prone to momentary tripping when there's a sudden
change in the beam current. Such changes may occur
because of a sudden change in the picture content from
dark to bright or because of a small e.h.t. flashover. The
problem is due to negative spikes being generated on the
current sensing line when there's an h.t. transition. These
spikes appear at the input to the excess-current trip (at pin
6 of the TDA2581/2 chopper control chip) which then
operates. As the trip recylces, the receiver comes back on
after about a second.
To cure the problem Philips introduced a modification:
fit a diode, BY206 or similar, between pin 6 of the chip and
chassis, with its cathode to pin 6. The trip still functions
under normal fault conditions. You can check this by
touching the line output transistor's collector lead with an
insulated screwdriver, when the set should trip once.
E.H.T. flashover is a problem that should be dealt with at
source, but I've had cases where intermittent tripping has
persisted after fitting a new tripler or e.h.t. cable, with the
arcing reduced to an undetectable level. In such cases
adding the diode has provided a cure.
I could mention numerous incidents, like the case where
a customer complained that his set tripped only when a
particular advertisement was screened. The advertisement
concerned was for Kodak cameras and showed a flash
photograph being taken. Needless to say I didn't see this
particular fault, but the complaints ended when the extra
diode was fitted.
J.C.

Amstrad CTV1400

This set had two faults, colour flickering and flyback lines
at the top side of the screen. I found it difficult to associate
these symptoms, but a colleague suggested that I looked
for a fault in the field timebase. A check on the voltage at
the collector of the field output transistor Q702 produced a
reading of only 32V instead of 62V. C739 (100µF) was
open-circuit, a replacement curing both faults.
J.S.R.
Sony KV2200

This set would loose colour at random. The 12V supply to
the chroma chip was low at 9V and D201 in the 12V
regulator circuit was getting hot. After fitting a new 12V
regulator transistor the fault had cleared and there was
improved picture quality. This is similar to the fault we've
all had on the Philips Gll chassis, when the 12V regulator
chip gives low output.
J.S.R.
Telefunken 615 Chassis

We had to replace the line output transformer in this set
because of arcing, which had damaged the TI3A120T
intercarrier sound chip. The same fault occurred on
another of these sets but this time replacing the TBA120T
chip failed to restore the sound. A check at pin 8 of the
sound module indicated that it was in the mute state. This
took me back to the TDA1940 timebase generator chip,
and when pin 7 was disconnected as a check sound burst
from the speaker.
J.S.R.

Ferguson TX10 Chassis

The complaint was of an intermittently dead set, but it
was some time before I saw the fault condition. When it
did finally appear the cause was traced to a hairline crack
in the print next to the solder joint at the input to the
12V regulator IC621. I'd actually resoldered this joint in
an earlier attempt to cure the problem but the crack was
so close to the joint that it didn't show up.
J.C.

Grundig 8600 (CUC740 Chassis)

The sound couldn't be turned down and the display
indicator was stuck on 88. When the MC144111 chip
IC2335 on the tuning "sitonia" was replaced normal
operation was restored.
J.S.R.
Saisho CM145R

This set was dead with no a.c. supply to the main panel as
the relay switch didn't operate. There was d.c. at both
sides of the relay coil but the switching transistor failed to
840

Toshiba 285T8BZ

I'd been warned that this set intermittently failed to start
from standby when hot. On the bench it wouldn't start at
all. Checks revealed that there were about 1,000 back
securing screws, also that the standby/on switching worked
to the extent of the opto-isolator DRO1 being turned on,
but the power supply wasn't having any of it. The voltage
at the collector of the phototransistor in DRO1 was
negative instead of 7-3V. A d.c. check at the other end of
R814 brought the set to life. It wasn't the meter either, just
TELEVISION SEPTEMBER 1990

the probe was enough to do it. So where's the open-circuit
high-value resistor? R810 (270k0) checked high, a replaceN.B.
ment putting matters right.

Ferguson 14M2
This brand new stock portable intermittently produced low
signals. The fault could be instigated by tapping gently
around the tuner. I couldn't find the dry-joint/break so a
new tuner had to be fitted.
N.B.

B and 0 MX3000 (314X Chassis)
Much of this chassis is similar to the Ferguson ICC5,
though this one retains a lot of multi-standard capability.
The fault was that from cold only the lower stations could
be tuned in — up to ITV in fact, which around here is ch.
59. Above this, instability set in — severe hum producing
black-and-white bars across the screen, with no sound.
After a short while all channels would be affected.
Disturbance on the tuning voltage rail seemed a likely
explanation. I was going to confirm this by means of a
meter check at pin 11 of the tuner, but this also cured the
fault as there was a high-resistance connection here
because the pin was tarnished. Cleaning and resoldering
the pin cleared the fault. A clue to the cause of the fault
was the fact that slight drift was also discernible when the
N.B.
fault occurred.

that this is a multistandard set and that it was going into the
NTSC chroma mode, with no PAL switching, while the
field timebase was trying to run at 60Hz. Switching
between standards is carried out in the CX7916 chip
IC503, which turned out to be the cause of the problem.
M.D.

Philips CP90 Chassis
We've had several of these sets with no picture due to
failure of the first anode supply. In every case the cause has
been an internal defect in the line output transformer.
M.D.

GEC C2295 (Tatung 160 Chassis)
This set wouldn't start. The power supply was o.k. but
there was no line drive. We found that there was no 12V
supply as R508 and R509 (both 12k0) had gone opencircuit, removing the base bias from the 12V regulator
transistor.
M.D.

National Panasonic TC361
This elderly colour portable suffered from intermittent
field roll and touchy tuning. A common cause of this
problem is C115 (15µF) drying out. Changing it didn't
work on this occasion but when two other electrolytics in
the same area were replaced, C118 (1µF) and C139
M.D.
(0.47µF), the problem had been cured.

Radionette CM6
What am I doing looking at an ancient set like this? Not so:
the set gave a sparkling performance before it went dead.
Now I was never familiar with these sets but the cause of
the problem was not hard to trace — it was the e.h.t. tripler.
Nice to have a straightforward, old-fashioned fault for a
N.B.
change.

Baird 8233 (Ferguson TX10 Chassis)
This set has search tuning of the single press-button type.
The set locks to each station it comes to automatically,
until the button is pressed again. In this case however if the
set was left switched off for several hours the memory
would die on channel one only. My thanks to Roger of
SEME for his advice to change D345. Apparently it's a
common problem.
M.D.

GEC C4001
This 14in. colour portable was definitely of ITT origin but
we didn't recognise the chassis. The problem was that the
line hold was slightly off. We found that the line oscillator
is at the top corner of the end panel, were we normally
expect to find the power supply. Much time was spent
checking components here before we discovered that the
line discriminator circuit is on the main board. The cause
of the trouble was that R514 and R515, both 2.7M0, had
gone open-circuit.
M.D.

Sony KX2OPSI
This set had come in from another dealer after he'd spent
many hours trying to find the cause of a double intermittent fault. The symptoms were intermittent field roll and
faulty chroma — similar to a delay line fault. After the set
had run for several hours the symptoms appeared, as
described. What the other dealer had failed to note was
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Skantic/Luxor 3781 (180 Chassis)
The problem with this colour, portable was slightly
reduced width and height with a bright line across the
screen about 2.5cm down from the top. All voltage
outputs from the chopper power supply were low. We
checked back to the switch-mode section and found that
RN28 was open-circuit. Replacing this 560kfl resistor
restored the set to normal working order.
R.C.

Triumph CTV8209
This popular 14in. portable took quite a while to sort out
— every now and then it failed to start. If any part of the
chopper chip was touched electrically the set would
immediately start up. After many days I found that
R119, which is connected to pin 4 of the chip, had
increased in value from 150k1Z to about 270ki2. Fitting a
replacement cured the problem. Incidentally this set is
very difficult to tune with the existing tuning head and
fitting a replacement makes very little difference.
H.MacM.

National Panasonic TC430
This set had the no results symptom but the power
supply produced the 113V h.t. The chopper transformer
also produces a 16V supply for the AN5256 audio output
chip, so to be thorough we checked this. No problems
here. Our next check was at the collector of the line
driver transistor, where the voltage reading was high at
110V. This suggested that there was no drive, which was
soon confirmed. The drive comes directly from pin 6 of
the AN5435 chip IC501 whose supply is derived from the
12V regulator IC802. Since the input to this regulator
comes from the line output transformer a start-up supply
is required. A study of the circuit diagram revealed a
likely candidate in the form of R512, a 10kfl resistor that
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feeds pin 7 of 10501, where we expected to find around
9V. The reading was only 1V and R512, which is
connected to the 113V line, was very warm indeed. A
resistance check from pin 7 of 10501 to chassis produced
a short-circuit reading that disappeared when the pin was
lifted. A new AN5435 jungle chip made the set happy
again.
S.L.

Grundig CTV Service Notebook
David Botto
Plenty of Grundig TV sets come into our workshop,
including many older models. They are well-made, solid
sets and it looks as if they will continue to give good service
for many years to come. The following notes summarise
some of our experience with these sets. I hope that the
information will be of help to other readers of Television —
it's the result of a lot of suffering, frustration and expensive
phone calls! To make things easier for you I've included
the names of some of the panels in both English and
German — this is because they may not be marked in
English.
GSC200 Chassis
Symptom: The receiver works well and is faulty only when
the remote control handset is used.
Cure: Suspect Telepilot preamplifier 290304-015-01 and
tuning module 29502-003-21. You may have to replace
both.
Symptom: The e.h.t. voltage is present but no light shows
at the front of the TV set and the L, F and H voltages are
absent.
Cure: The 47k0, 4W wire-wound resistor 8633 is opencircuit.
CUC220 Chassis
Symptom: It's impossible to obtain correct horizontal
centring.
Cure: There's an official modification — reverse diode
D521 (BA157). If this fails, remove D521 from the circuit.
CUC720 Chassis
Symptom: Set trips and you can hear a relay shuddering.
Cure: Replace diode D2772 on baustein (module) 29504007-01.
Model 8232
Symptom: Set dead with B+ voltage absent.
Cure: The B+ feed resistor R652 (120) is suspect. Change
it — it's the little, hard to get at one near the tuner.
Symptom: Set dead. The numbers light but there's no
e.h.t.
Cure: Remove diode Di505 — with the mains supply
unplugged! If the set now comes to life, suspect in the
following order R504, R510 and L508. Then check C505
for leakage.
Note that with this model the point labelled C on the line
output transformer should record a voltage of 56V d.c.
with respect to chassis. This voltage is critical — the set
won't work if it's incorrect. To adjust, use the potentiometer on the Regel Baustein (regulator panel).
Symptom: Set works o.k. then cuts out.
Cure: Change thyristor Ty503. If the fault persists, carry
out the following official modification. Connect in parallel
an 0.1µF capacitor and a 1k0 resistor between the anodes
of D504/5 and chassis.
Model 7150
Symptom: Field collapse and reduced horizontal scan. The
844

field scan transistor and field timebase module are both
o.k.
Cure: Replace diode D1627 in the EW (Ost/West)
module.
Symptom: Intermittent start-up.
Cure: this can be due to the diode encapsulated with the
17153 thyristor going open-circuit. Replace the thyristor.
This fault will show up on your component tester!
Symptom: East/west fault.
Cure: Replace both SKE4F diodes on the EW (0/W)
panel. Only one diode will usually be found open-circuit
but both must be replaced.
Model 6232
Symptom: Numbers alight but no picture.
Cure: Suspect the 180 resistor connected to the bridge
rectifier diodes.
Model 6011
Problem: The red/black wander lead tends to fall off and
it's difficult to find out where it should be connected.
Answer: It fits on to connection Z9.
Models 6210/6610
Symptom: Small picture and the width control doesn't
work.
Cure: Replace the SKE2E diode Di514 in the Regel
Baustein (regulator panel). Unofficial replacement is a
Sony SID30: it works well and is very reliable.
Model 6010
Symptom: Cause of wriggling line jitter on verticals and
other lines is hard to track down.
Cure: Replace R504 (3909 which is open-circuit. It's in
parallel with diode Di504 (1N4004). Check this diode too.
Model 4415 (GSC100 chassis)
Symptom: The set goes dead after about half an hour and
the wire of fusible resistor R607 is found to be unsoldered.
Cure: Replace thyristors 17052, 17053 and 17127. It's
important to renew the insulating washers at the same
time.
With this model the voltage at connection C on the line
output transformer should be 49V d.c. with respect to
chassis. The adjustment potentiometer is on the Regel
Baustein (regulator panel).
Model 2230
Symptom: The line oscillator is o.k. but there's no line
drive to the output thyristors.
Cure: Replace the corroded screened cable that goes from
the oscillator to the output stage.
Model 1645
Symptom: Set cannot be switched on with the remote
control unit but is o.k.
Cure: Suspect R607.
Symptom: Remote control apparently faulty.
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Cure: Suspect the Telepilot receiver and the Abstim
Baustein (tuning module). One or both may need to be
replaced.
Component Equivalents
Some of the devices used in Grundig sets can be difficult
to obtain. To save you time when this occurs here are a few
equivalents.

The GD241 transistor used in the field output stage can
be replaced with a BDY81 or a 2N5296.
The 17053 thyristor can be replaced with a Toshiba
SG087AR. Both devices contain an internal diode.
The BSTC1233 can be replaced with a 17127.
The 17089 thyristor can be replaced with type 8309-5070631, but it must be remounted.
Four separate BY127 diodes can be used to replace a
mains bridge rectifier.

TV Fault Finding

Reports from Philip Blundell, AM!EIE,
V.W. Cox, Steve Cannon, Mick Dutton,
Ray Dunleavy, Andy Worrall, Paul Hardy,
Ed Rowland, J.K. Potts and G. Grieve.

Philips 2A Chassis
This set had been a long-term inhabitant of the soak-test
bench. The problem was intermittent crackling on sound
with line tearing. It occurred even with the focus and
c.h.t. leads disconnected, suggesting a fault in the line
scan circuit. We changed components one by one and
finally proved that the flyback tuning capacitor C2618
P.B.
(1.5nF) was the culprit.
Philips KT4/K40 Chassis
No colour isn't a common problem these days. Thus lack
of familiarity can make fault-finding difficult. There was
no colour at all with this set, even when the colour-killer
was overridden by connecting a 47052 resistor between
pins 1 and 6 of the TDA3561 colour decoder chip. The
sandcastle pulse was present and correct, but there was no
signal at pin 28 of the chip. Checks with a working set
whose reference oscillator was misadjusted showed that
the burst signal should be present at pin 28 with the colour
killer operating and that burst and chroma should be
apparent with it overridden. Time to check the chroma
input at pin 3. It was low, being lost across C2135 (120pF)
which was open-circuit.
P.B.
Alba CTV12
The customer complained of a dead set, but only on
occasions. Yet the power-on light always showed. The
circuit is quite involved, but everything seemed to be o.k.
in the switch-mode power supply. TR301 seems to operate in a delayed manner due to R303 charging C307,
with discharge via R304 with D306 as a reset between
switching off and on. The problem was that R304 had
gone high in value. As a result the circuit locked on and
starting current didn't reach TR302, via R301-5, to get it
all going. This is Murphy's Law, isn't it? The worse it
looks the simpler the remedy!
V.W.C.
GoldStar CIT2175X
We've had two of these sets with the same fault, the
symptoms being poor height and linearity. In both cases
the faulty component was C202 (0.22µF) which is connected to pin 2 of the TDA4502 chip. From the symptoms
you would have expected the cause of the fault to lie in
the field output or driver stage, but C202 is part of the
field oscillator circuit.
S.C.
Panasonic TX2480 (Alpha 1W Chassis)
There was no sound or raster, with squealing from the
power supply. We found that the 155V h.t. line protection
diode D854 was short-circuit, the reason for this being
obvious when we fitted a replacement — the h.t. was high
at 180V. This suggested that the line output stage wasn't
working, and sure enough there was no drive at the
base of the line output transistor. The line drive was o.k.
at pin 26 of the TDA4505 chip and at the base of the line
driver transistor. The waveform at the collector of this
transistor wasn't correct however and the d.c. voltage was
21V instead of 26V. Checks at pinsS1 and S2 of the driver
transformer produced readings of 21V and 26V respectively, which meant that the transformer was dropping 5V
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d.c.! A resistance check between these pins didn't reveal
anything so a new transformer was fitted. To our amazement the set started up, with all the voltages correct. S.C.
Sony KV2212
The customer's complaint was that the sides of the picture
"went funny" after about half an hour. Since I expected to
see an east/west fault I was quite surprised to find that the
red/green convergence at the sides of the screen jumped
out than flicked back to normal. It happened again five
minutes later and soon became permanent until the set
was switched off and allowed to cool. The back was
removed and, armed with a can of freezer and the hot-air
gun, in I delved. After much freezing and frying it seemed
that the fault was around Q551/552. Using a piece of
paper as a shield I then froze a few individual components
in this area. After some effort the culprit turned out to be
coil L551. It should be 27mH but the nearest we could
find, from a scrap chassis, was 10mH. This restored
normal operation.
S.C.
Grundig P37-342 (CUC3400 Chassis)
This set wouldn't start. There was h.t. at the chopper
transistor and a slight ticking noise from the transformer.
All the voltages at the control chip seemed to be about
right, and there were no obvious shorts. We were about to
put the set on the shelf and order a new chip when we
thought that it might be a good idea to check the chopper
transistor's drive waveform. A scope check showed that its
frequency was very low. C653 (4.7nF), which is connected
to pin 15 of the i.c., sets the frequency. When it was
replaced the set started up normally.
M.D.
Ferguson TX100 Chassis
The customer's complaint was of intermittent channel
changing and going into standby. On the bench the set
wouldn't come out of standby. We found that the voltage
at pin 20 of the remote control processor chip IC901 was
very low at 2V instead of 9V. When we checked back to
the regulator transistor TR901 we discovered that all three
legs were dry-jointed. Resoldering them provided a cure to
M.D.
all the intermittent problems.
Toshiba 202R5B
The complaint was no sound. We established that the
output stage was working all right then concentrated on
the TA7608AP chip IC101 which houses the f.m. detector. The voltage at pin 22 was absent and C603 was found
to have a substantial leak. Its value (10nF) is fairly critical
R.D.
if vision buzz on sound is to be avoided.
Hitachi NP81CQ Chassis
The problem was intermittent colour: sometimes the
colour would flash on in parts of the picture. We noted
that where there was colour it was of correct frequency
and phase. Quite some time was wasted making checks
around the colour decoder chip. Not until the dual-trace
scope was hooked up to the display the incoming chroma
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signal and the burst gating pulse was all revealed. The
gating pulse didn't coincide with the centre of the ten
cycles of burst on the back porch of the sync pulse. In fact
the line pulse wasn't being delayed. Replacing L506
completely cured the problem — this little choke, which in
this case had its green plastic cover missing, is used to
delay the burst gating pulse. We were lucky to have a
similar set to hand, enabling us to make comparative
R.D.
checks.
Philips CF1 Chassis
This little portable produced just a blank, unmodulated
raster, with no sound. We found that there was no output
from the TDA2541 i.f. chip, so this was replaced. There
were still no signals. A check on the components around
this chip then revealed that C2147, a disc capacitor, was
R.D.
leaky. Replacing this restored normal operation.
ITT CT3326 (Monoprint B)
The customer's complaint was that the set occasionally
didn't come on. When we switched on nothing happened.
Only after trying a few times did the set reluctantly start
up. On taking a look around the power supply we found
that C701 was in a state of decay.
Incidentally the line output transformer in the
monoprint B version doesn't fit the non-remote
R.D.
monoprint A version and vice versa.
Grundig CUC120 Chassis
This set took five-ten minutes to start up, during which
time all voltages read low. Once the switch-mode power
supply got going you couldn't get the fault to return by
applying freezer: the set had to be switched off for several
hours before the fault reappeared. We removed and
tested the bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor C626 and it
gave a satisfactory indication. But fitting a replacement
cured the fault. When C626 was retested we found that it
A.W.
had gone open-circuit.
Amstrad CTM640/CPC464
The monitor's power supply would cut out intermittently,
power being restored when the main PCB was flexed. The
cause of the fault was dry-joints around the STK7308
switch-mode power supply chip 10501. Note that the
monitor is similar to Amstrad's CTV1400 colour TV set,
with which we've experienced similar faults.
When the monitor was connected to the computer and
switched on we found that the convergence was out.
Investigation revealed that the plastic clips which hold the
static ring assembly in place had broken, allowing it to
move. We reset the rings are glued them in place. A.W.
Panasonic TC2213 (U3W Chassis)
This set suffered from corrugated verticals at switch on,
with horrible noises coming from the power supply. After
several minutes everything became normal. Use of freezer
revealed that the cause of the trouble was C809 (1µI,
350V), a replacement providing a complete cure.
Another of these sets came in because of field collapse.
A colleague had fitted new TIP31A field output transistors, but the result was field scan over only the top half of
the screen. It turned out that one of the transistors, 0403
(2SD837), is a Darlington device. This is not obvious from
the circuit diagram, as Panasonic has used a single transisTELEVISION OCTOBER 1990

tor symbol. Using a BD645 in this position restored full
P.H.
scan.
Grundig A7410 (CUC220 Chassis)
This set failed to produce a picture at power up. When the
picture finally appeared it had corrugated verticals, which
disappeared after about ten minutes. It seemed as if the
set was off tune: there were no sync pulses and the picture
contained inverted video. The cause of the fault was
eventually traced to C2221 (1µ,F, 63V) which is connected
to pin 4 of the TDA5500 chip in the tuner/i.f. unit. You
may get this fault with other models that use the same
P.H.
module.
Ferguson TX100 Chassis
Dealing with the dead set symptom is usually fairly
straightforward with this chassis. In this case a new
BU508A line output transistor and BC372 line driver
transistor brought the screen back to life, but with lack of
width — about an inch down each side. Unfortunately the
line output transformer proved to be at fault, making it an
E.R.
expensive repair.
Sharp C1410
The only result when this set was switched on was a
whining noise from the power supply. Checks were made
on the chopper power supply outputs and a dead short was
measured across the 115V line. The over-voltage protection diode D601, a 152V zener diode, proved to be the
J.K.P.
culprit.
Philips 2A Chassis
Do check beyond the bridge rectifier when you find that
the 2AT fuse 1651 has blown. The usual cause is diode
6664 (BYD335). C2664 (1.5nF) should also be reG.G.
placed.
Philips 12TX3512
There are four separate connections to/from a camera.
First one packed up then another until only one still
worked. At the good output there was 15V but only 5.5V
at the others. All four BD136 stabiliser transistors TS211,
TS221, TS231 and TS241 were replaced, using BD140
G.G.
transistors. This cured the problems.
Philips K40 Chassis
Some people cause extra faults by delaying a service call.
As we all know this is especially the case with arcing etc.
The usual cause of arcing in these sets is the soldering at
pin 15 of the line output transformer. In this case the print
was burnt beyond repair, R3166 (1.5k0) was cooked and
R3192 (6800) was open-circuit. R3192 is hard to find first
time round, on both the circuit diagram and the chassis.
G.G.
It's on power panel 1001, the horizontal PCB.
Philips 17GR2540 (G90AE Chassis)
After two hours plus the picture may darken slightly with
remote control commands having no effect. When channel
change at the set itself is tried the display may show the
quick diagnosis code. With the fault present the display
shows F4 or F7. Replacing IC7720 will restore normal
operation. On occasions the fault comes to notice only
G.G.
when a remote control command is issued.
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TV Fault Finding

Reports from Eugene Trundle, Nick Beer,
Ed Rowland, Jim Littler, Ian Bowden,
Stephen Leatherbarrow, Hugh MacMullen
and Paul Hardy

Toshiba 222T5B
Teletext faults are rare and the one on this set was really
nasty. The symptom was intermittent loss of the text
display — sometimes to a blank screen, sometimes to
garbled characters. There was no clock feed at pin 18 of
the SAA5030 VIP chip, though there was activity at the.
6.9MHz tuned circuit connected to pin 21. The culprit
turned out to be the decoupling capacitor connected to
pin 20 of the SAA5030 chip. It was leaky and
"grumbling". Many text sets use this chip, so it's possible
that this fault could occur with other sets.
E.T.
Ferguson SRB1 (BSB Receiver)
As many of you will probably know, there was a batch
of faulty ACM modules which cannot be authorised by
BSB. They have codes E019 8. . . Apparently the
problem was BSB's. The only solution is to return the
receiver to the manufacturer for a replacement module
to be fitted.
One of our customers had one of the faulty receivers.
A replacement also had a problem. The picture
disappeared, leaving a blank raster with only the BSB
header at the top. After a while this also disappeared.
Calling up the installation details showed that a
scrambled signal was being received, and the ACM
menu confirmed that the receiver was authorised. There
was an input to the D-MAC decoder but the output was
corrupt as the descrambler chip ID7 was faulty. It's a 68pin, four-sided flat-pack device, type DMA2285, fitted in
a holder. When replacing one of these chips the
interesting thing to note is that pin 1 is half way along
N.B.
one side, denoted by the standard indentation pip.
Matsui 2180TT/Saisho FST212T
This set was dead. In these circumstances the first thing to
check is the wirewound 5.60 resistor R502. You quite
often find that it's open-circuit because the STR58041 chip
IC501 has failed. This time the resistor was o.k., but we
replaced the chip as we've known it to go open-circuit.
There were still no results. Further checks with the meter
revealed that R516 (1.50) had failed. Replacing this
restored normal operation.
E.R.
Matsui/Saisho Regulators
When dealing with power supply faults in Matsui or
Saisho sets that use an STR50103 or STR58401 regulator
chip it's advisable to check that only one mica insulator
has been fitted to the heatsink. We've had several cases
where two insulators have been fitted in this position. In
each case the chip either failed completely or intermittently
due to the reduced efficiency of the heatsink action.
E.R.
Network NWC1402R
The original fault with this set was no green in the
picture. One of the transistors (0507) on the c.r.t. base
panel was open-circuit. Fitting a replacement restored
the missing colour and the set was then left on soak.
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After about fifteen minutes a high-pitched whistle
suddely developed. It took quite a lot of panel probing
and flexing before we discovered that the noise was
coming from T431. A liberal blob of Araldite applied to
the windings provided a cure.
E.R.
Sanyo CTP6132
C440 (4.7µF) proved to be the cause of field foldover at
the top of the picture. If you encounter this problem
with one of these sets it's also prudent to change C447
(10µF) as this component can also cause trouble.
E.R.
Ferguson TX100 Chassis
The customer's complaint was that the sound sometimes
disappeared completely, a sharp tap on the cabinet bringing it back. Checks showed that R95 (2.20) was dryjointed at one end — in fact it had never been soldered. It's
surprising that the set had worked for several years
without giving trouble.
E.R.
Hitachi CPT2288DS
Mr. Kokolay is an old friend of ours. He'd bought this
set in Germany and taken it to Spain where he works
most of the time. When he brought it back to Blighty he
found that it didn't work — the set was dead apart from
the red on light. On investigation we found that there
was no output from the switch-mode power supply
because LL04 was open-circuit.It's a substantial coil with
24 s.w.g. wire and it's glued, so I didn't see why it
should go open-circuit. I removed it by heating the glue
with a soldering iron then took off two turns, cleaned
and tinned the ends then soldered the coil back, finally
glueing it down again. The set is designed for 225V
mains operation but seems happy enough on 240V. I
looked for one of those old Luxor or Kuba mains
transformers for it but they've long since gone.
J.L.
Saisho CT1400
The fault with this set was low sound — it was virtually
non-existent. We found that R356 (10k0, 0.5W) was
open-circuit. It was a simple fault but was time
consuming with no circuit diagram.
J.L.
Luxor 17L67 (L2 Chassis)
This set was dead, or to. be more correct there was an
overload. We soon found that the S2000AF line output
transistor 113503 was short-circuit. Note the F in the type
number. This indicates that it has an insulated rear side
— the 52000A is uninsulated. The efficiency diode DB508
was also short-circuit. After fitting new components we
switched the set on. A very loud arcing sound came
from the c.r.t. base area and the 120V h.t. supply was
low at around 60-70V. The arcing was from the focus
lead to a chassis point. As it came from a section of the
e.h.t. winding this suggested loss of regulation or some
form of runaway, but the h.t. was low instead of high.
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The set was quickly switched off, then on again with a
scope connected to the line output transistor's collector.
The line flyback pulses were over 2kV! No wonder the
1.3kV rated output transistor had failed. We disconnected
the scan coils and the collector of the line output
transistor then switched on to see whether the h.t. was
this time correct. It was still low at around 65V. There
was little left in the circuit apart from DB508 which had
already been replaced and the flyback tuning capacitor
CB507. The later turned out to be open-circuit. As a
point of interest we found that the replacement was
rated at 1.6kV instead of 1.5kV.
LB.

B and 0 8902
When this set was first switched on there was a weak
raster with snow. There was muted sound but the onscreen graphics were normal. After a few minutes or so
a dim picture whose black level varied with the contrast
control setting would appear. We soon found that the
common supply feeding the regulators on the chroma
drive PCB and the tuner/i.f. PCB was low at 12.5V
instead of 18.5V. The cause was a cracked and leaking
supply reservoir capacitor, C20 (220µF), on the power
supply control PCB.
I.B.

Ferguson TX10 Chassis (Teletext)
This teletext set had been serviced, including tube
replacement. On test an apparent text fault occurred: all
blue content was missing, but only in the text mode. As
a replacement teletext panel was available this was fitted
as a check but failed to provide a cure. A scope check
then showed that the blue output from the teletext panel
reached the TDA3560 colour decoder chip's data
insertion pin. When this chip was replaced normal
operation was restored. It's the first time that we've
experienced this particular problem with a teletext set.

S.L.
Network NWC1430
This colour portable couldn't be shifted from channel 1
by using the front panel up/down buttons. The
µPD1937C chip IC1301 is responsible for this function so
our checks centred around it. The supply was present,
the external 455kHz oscillator connected to pins 10 and
11 was working correctly and there were normal d.c.
level changes at pins 2 and 3 when up/down commands
were given. Replacing the chip restored normal operation.

S.L.
Alba CTV14RS
No sound with field collapse should direct attention to
the appropriate supplies as these two stages very often
share a common rail. In this particular case the 12V
supply derived from the line output transformer was
missing. The surge limiter resistor R425 (6.80) was
open-circuit because rectifier diode D410 was shortcircuit.
S.L.

ITT TB1250 (CVC824 Power Panel)
The customer's complaint was of colour loss. We found
that the colour came and went, with bands of red/green
changeover showing occasionally. I'm ashamed to admit
that I went straight to the TDA3560 colour decoder chip
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and replaced it. This didn't do anything for the fault, so
a closer look was called for. When the colour was turned
off with the front control we saw that the picture had a
curious flutter. This was accompanied by a slight pull
now and again at the top of the screen. The penny then
dropped and attention was turned to the TDA9503 chip
IC711 which contains the line oscillator. We soon found
that the 12V supply decoupler C721 (100µF. 16V) was
faulty. It's of the PC mounting type and when it was
removed one leg parted company.
S.L.

Grundig C7400
This one led us a dance because it would go into standby
about four times an evening. After very many hours of
testing we eventually found that C642 (100pcF, 10V) went
open-circuit intermittently. It decouples the TDA4600
chip's reference voltage.
H.MacM.

Sanyo CTP3101
This set had perfect chrominance but no luminance.
Increasing the tube's bias voltage made it possible to see
something. Eventually I found that Q342 in the blanking
circuit was faulty. When in circuit this transistor produced
no voltage reading at its collector and a positive reading at
its base instead of —1V. It checked all right out of circuit
however.
H.MacM.

Philips K30 Chassis
Occasional failure to start was eventually traced to the
electrolytic block C1460a/b going open-circuit. It acts as
the reservoir/smoothing capacitance for the 140V h.t.
line.
H.MacM.

Philips K30 Chassis Ed II
This set came from another dealer with a note to say that
the c.r.t. was suspect — there was no blue luminance. A
check showed that the blue luminance output at pin 16 of
the TDA3560 colour decoder chip was very low. The
cause was traced to C3044 (22nF) which is connected to
pin 18 — it was open-circuit. This capacitor appears to
provide clamping in the blue channel within the
chip.
H.MacM.

Saisho CTR5
The problem with this small CTV/radio receiver was no
sound on either radio or TV, though the picture was
normal. I'd no circuit diagram but checks showed that
there was no supply to the radio/audio section. Further
checks revealed that the 7808 regulator mounted on the
mains transformer under the radio section was opencircuit. This set is not at all easy to work on. The fault will
be relevant to other brands that use the same chassis. P.H.

Solavox 20509 (ITT CVC1175 Chassis)
This set was dead. Power was present but the power
supply didn't work. The cause of this was that D658 was
short-circuit. A BZX61C120 got the power supply to
work but it took several minutes to stabilise.. Replacing
C716 (10µF, 350V) cured this. I suspect that D658 had
failed because C716 was allowing spikes into the supply.
In the event of the 115V h.t. line going high D658 is
supposed to short and load the supply.
P.H.
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Nikkai's Multistandard Sets
Gareth Foster
The Nikkai Models NT14 and NT20 have been available
for a year or so now. Apart from the tube sizes (14 and
20in.) they are identical multistandard monitor-style sets.
They are truly multistandard, being able to handle PAL,
SECAM, standard 3.58MHz NTSC, modified 4.43MHz
NTSC, 525-line pseudo-PAL as produced by the Panasonic
NV-J35 playing an NTSC tape, 525-line pseudo-SECAM,
and 625-line pseudo-NTSC produced by playing a PAL
tape on an equivalent NTSC VCR. PAL signals with a
3.58MHz colour subcarrier (Brazilian PAL-M and
Argentine PAL-N) can't be decoded. So much for the
colour standards. The sets score equally well with TV
transmission standards, being able to handle system B/G,
I, D/K and M signals (i.e. sound carriers at 4.5, 5.5, 6 and
6.5MHz) but not the French system L. The specification
gives the tuner's coverage as E2-12, R1-12, A2/3 and 6-13,
E21-69 and A14-78. The sets I have cover 47-68MHz, 165230MHz and u.h.f. however. So no R3-5, IC or A5/6.
There are no facilities for direct AV inputs or outputs. The
power supply can handle inputs of 90-270V a.c., 50/60Hz
with auto-selection, the consumption being 80W maximum. When I tried a set with a variac I found that it would
work with an input as low as 55V, but I wouldn't
recommend running one like this for any length of time.
There are just six visible buttons at the front — on/off,
channel up and down, volume up and down and call.
When the call button is pressed the channel number and
colour standard appear on the screen. To delete them the
button has to be pressed again. The same information
appears for a few seconds after every channel change.
There are five rotary controls under a flap at the front —
colour, brightness, contrast, NTSC tint and tone. Also five
buttons for v.h.f. search, u.h.f. search, auto-preset, colour
system select and manual fine tuning.
To get the set working all you have to do is to connect an
aerial and the mains supply then press the auto-tune
button. It then sweeps the bands, storing stations
(maximum 16) as it goes. Standard selection is automatic.
If you do this however you end up with distant relays and
local stations stored in the order they come up. Individual
preset tuning is very simple. Just press the u.h.f. or v.h.f.
button and the set searches and auto stores: press the
button again if you don't want a channel stored. Although
manual fine tuning is available I found that I didn't need it,
even when tuning in weak Band I DX signals. Colour,
system selection is automatic, but pressing the colour
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system select button cycles the set sequentially through
PAL, SECAM, NTSC 4.43, NTSC 3.58 then back to auto.
There's also a remote control unit which has all the usual
buttons for direct channel selection, channel up and down,
colour, brightness, volume, mute, standby, granny button,
call and an off timer.

Performance
I've tried these sets with different standard pattern
generators, multistandard VCRs, local and DX off-air
signals and various satellite TV signals. In every case they
have performed very well. SECAM signals appear to have
marginally more chroma noise that PAL or NTSC ones.
The auto-selection works very well, the only problem
being that when some VCRs play MESECAM system
tapes they seem to fool the set into trying to decode the
signal as though it was a PAL one. This seems to be a VCR
problem: the same tape was o.k. when played via a
different machine, but the problem continued with another
machine of the same type (JVC HR7600MS). The problem
was solved by selecting SECAM manually. When NTSC
3.58 was manually selected the set required a 4.5MHz
audio subcarrier: when this standard was auto-selected
however any of the audio subcarrier frequencies could be
used. Any of the presets can be used for VCR playback.
What this means in practice is that sparkly satellite TV
signals are slightly more jittery than they might otherwise
be, but this is only a minor gripe. It's a pity that the tuner
doesn't cover the extended Band I channels IC, R3-5 and
A5/6, particularly as the specification suggests that it does.
Ideally a cable tuner should have been fitted. The upper
u.h.f. channels, up to A83, are no longer used in North
America, but AFN still uses A80 in Holland and this isn't
covered.

Conclusion
Despite these small criticisms of the tuner these Turkish
made sets are exceedingly good value for money at £139
trade for the NT14 and £169 trade for the NT20. These
prices are exclusive of VAT. I've seen the NT14 for sale in
the London area at £145 plus VAT retail. I originally had
for review an NT14 and was sufficiently impressed with it
to buy an NT20 soon afterwards. These sets show what can
be done when manufacturers try. Availability might be a
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problem — these are not the sort of sets you'll find in your
local shopping centre. If you have difficulty I suggest you
contact Nikkai Imports Ltd., 45 Byron Street, Leeds LS2

7QJ (telephone 0532 441 640) for the address of your
nearest stockist.

Servicing the Mitsubishi CT2227BM
John Coombes
This attractive 22in. set was on sale in the UK over the
years 1983-1986. It's fitted with a 100° Mitsubishi Blue
Diamond tube, type 560GEB22Q. Features include
remote control and voltage-synthesis tuning. The main
board is mounted horizontally at the base of the cabinet,
with a mains transformer to the left of it (looking in from
the rear). The class A RGB output stages are mounted on
the c.r.t. base panel. There are several smaller panels on
the upper left-hand side. These include the ETS panel, for
remote control decoding and channel selection, and the
optional vision and sound input/output panel. Our front
cover photograph shows the teletext version of the set,
Model CT2227TX. This differs in incorporating additional
teletext decoder and interfacing panels, again on the lefthand side.
The Power Supply
The power supply system is straightforward, see Fig. 1.
The mains transformer T991 has four secondary windings,
one of which is not used. One winding supplies a half-wave
rectifier (D7A0) on the ETS panel. A further winding
supplies a bridge rectifier (D371-4) which produces 14.9V
across C371 to power the audio amplifier/output chip
IC351. The final winding supplies bridge rectifier D901-4
whose output is taken to the STR371 h.t. regulator chip
IC991. The output from this, at TP91, is 115V (there's no
preset control). A relay (K7A0) on the ETS panel controls
the input to D901-4, giving standby operation. When the
relay is energised diode D7Z2 on the channel indicator
panel lights up.
The most common fault is no results. Check the 2AT
mains fuses F911/2. If these have blown the on/of switch
could be faulty or the mains transformer could have
shorted turns.
If necessary go on to check the secondary fuse F901
(2AT). If it's open-circuit check C905 (470µF), D901-4 and
the associated protection capacitors C901-3 for shorts. If
the h.t. fuse F902 (800mA) has blown, check C907 (22pf)
by replacement and IC991.
No 115V supply at TP91 could be due to R901 being
open-circuit or a fault in IC991. For the small picture
condition, i.e. lack of height and width, check whether
R904 is open-circuit.
Line Timebase Faults
If the set is intermittently dead, check the 2SD870 line
output transistor Q591 by replacement — it sometimes leaks
intermittently — and that h.t. is reaching its collector.
Absence of the h.t. supply at this point should lead to a
check on the series resistor R581 (101/, 10W) and on the
continuity between pins 1 and 5 of the line output
transformer T572.
Lack of drive to the line output transistor should lead to
a check on the 2SC2482 line driver transistor Q571 which
can go open-circuit. If there's no voltage at its collector
check R571 (2.71(11, 2W) which could be open-circuit and
the line driver transformer T571 which could be opencircuit or dry-jointed at its pins.
Dry-joints at the pins of the line driver transformer can
result in a dead or an intermittently dead set. You may also
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find that the set flicks on and off rapidly. If the dry-joints
are present for any length of time a hole may be burnt in
the panel.
The line output transformer T572 also suffers from dryjoints. These cause loss of sound or picture. A defective
line output transformer can cause low brightness, a picture
that balloons like low h.t., poor focusing or no e.h.t.
Check it by replacement.
If the line output and driver stages are o.k. check the
LA7800 sync/timebase generator chip IC401 by replacement.
Field Faults
There are several common causes of field collapse.
Check for dry-joints on the scan coils, check the field
output transistors 0402/3 which can go open- or shortcircuit, and the field scan coupling capacitors C412/3 (both
330/1F). Sometimes you'll get a complaint that the set
smoked, but it seems to work all right on test. In this case
replace C412 and C413. These capscitors can short or leak:
they can also split wide open or sometimes blow in half.
Another cause of field collapse is loss of the 115V supply to
the field output stage as R415 (270fl, 10W) is open-circuit.
In this event check whether C410 (22µF, 160V) is shortcircuit. Note that several different types of field output
transistor have been used — 2SC2073, 2SC2168, 2SD401
and 2SD386A.
Field collapse can also be caused by failure of the
LA7800 timebase generator chip IC401 or an associated
component.
Rolling can be caused by R410 (22kf2) changing value
but is more likely to be due to IC401.
The Signals Stages
It may be necessary to check a number of items for the
no vision/snowy vision symptom. First check the lead at the
back of the aerial socket and the socket's centre pin. Next
check for shorts at the plug/socket connected to the tuner.
The most common cause of this fault however is a low-gain
tuner — check it by replacement. You can check whether
the r.f. amplifier is at fault by injecting the signal at a later
stage in the tuner. If this increases the gain it's best to
replace the tuner. Other items you may need to check are
the pePC574J 33V stabiliser IC1A1 and the associated
resistors R1A1 (12kft, 2W) and R1A2 (1005/).
The best course when the problem is a blank raster and
no sound is to inject an i.f. signal at TP11. If this produces
a disturbance on the screen check the tuner unit. If not,
check the i.f. strip. Start by confirming that the 11.5V
supply is present at pin 16 of the M5186P i.f. chip IC101.
Its absence should lead to a check on R157 (12012, 2W)
which could be open-circuit. If this is o.k. check the
2SC1687 SAWF driver transistor Q101 and, by replacement, IC101.
For no brightness (loss of vision) again start at IC101.
Check the d.c. conditions at the pins and the output at pin
14. Then check whether the 25C2724 emitter-follower
transistor 0103 or the luminance delay line DL201 is opencircuit. If necessary check the M51393AP PAL decoder
chip IC601 by replacement.
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Fig. 1: The power supply circuitry used in the Mitsubishi CT2227BM.

It's possible for the transistors on the video/sound in/out
panel to fail. The internal video signal is passed through
the 2SC711A emitter-follower transistor Q2104 on this
panel, the link being via connectors FD on the main panel
and UP on the video/sound in/out panel. Video out is via
transistors Q2154, Q2153, Q2155 and Q2151.
Tuning drift can be caused by the tuner (check by
replacement) or the µPC5741 33V stabiliser IC1A1.
Monitor the 33V line carefully: if variation is noticed,
change the stabiliser.
Colour and Associated Faults
Several things can cause the no colour symptom. The
obvious item is the M51393AP PAL decoder chip IC601.
Check it by replacement or check the d.c. conditions
around it. The crystal X601 can be faulty or dry-jointed
and the 10k11 sub-colour control VR601 could be opencircuit — check the condition of its track as well. Another
possibility is diodes D209, D208 and D211, all type 1S2076:
check for reverse leakage or by replacement.
Various faults can develop on the tube base panel. The
first thing that comes to mind is R669 (0.5612, 2W) going
open-circuit with the result that the tube's heaters don't
light up — this can also be caused by an open-circuit
winding on the line output transformer. Alternatively there
may be an open-circuit within the c.r.t. itself, though this is
very rare.
For loss of one colour check whether the relevant output
transistor is open-circuit — Q652 green, Q651 red, Q653
blue. The output transistors are type 2SC2688. The 3 -9k,O,
flashover protection resistors R662 (green), R656 (red)
and R668 (blue) also tend to go open-circuit. If necessary
check the condition of the 5ka red, green and blue screen
presets VR653, VR654 and VR655 and the 20012 red and
blue drive presets VR651 and VR652. The cause of this
fault could be in the M51393AP PAL decoder chip IC601 —
also check for dry-joints around this chip.
If the raster is bright green, red or blue check the tube
base socket by replacement — it can develop an internal
short. The relevant output transistor can go short-circuit to
cause the same symptom. Another thing to check is the
spark gaps at pins 6 (green), 8 (red) and 11 (blue).
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A bright white raster can be caused by failure of the
M51393AP PAL decoder chip IC601.
If the contrast is low check the setting and condition of
the 101d1 sub-contrast control VR201. Again IC601 could
be responsible — check it by replacement.
For flashing on the screen check the focus spark gap.
Clean it or if necessary fit a replacement. The spark gap
can also affect the focusing.
Sound and Remote Control Faults
Distorted sound can be the result of a faulty
loudspeaker. For no sound check that the 14.9V supply is
present at pin 5 of the µPC2002 audio amplifier/output
chip IC351.This supply will be missing if C358 (0.01µF) or
C371 (2,200µF) is short-circuit. If necessary go on to check
whether the jack socket is open-circuit, whether IC351 is
faulty or the audio coupling capacitor C357 (470µF) is
open-circuit. The intercarrier sound chip is IC301
(M5144P). This could be faulty.
There's also an M5144P chip (IC3101) on the
video/sound in/out panel — it's used to provide d.c. volume
control. Where this panel is fitted check the conditions
around IC3101. There should be 11V at supply pin 5.
Check R3118 (390.0) and C3108 (470AF) if this supply is
missing. If necessary check IC3101 by replacement.
When switching on from standby you may hear a rushing
sound for a short period followed by muting then normal
sound. The cure for this is to change C3109 on the
video/sound in/out panel to 10µF.
Various faults can occur in the remote control unit. The
first thing to check is that the batteries are not low and that
their connections are all right — no dry-joints or metal
fatigue. Next check for dry-joints at crystal CFMO1, for
cracks on the board or dry-joints on the LEDs. The touch
pads may need to be dismantled, cleaned and reassembled.
If necessary replace the M5012513 command encoder chip
ICM01.
If the handset is all right but the range seems to be
inadequate check the AN5020 remote control receiver
preamplifier chip IC7U0 by replacement. It may be
necessary to adjust coil L7U0 for optimum range with all
functions.
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The Room at the Back
J. LeJeune
Things had been very quiet at Electronic Dreams in recent
weeks. Terry Green paced the sales floor looking for
missing customers. The cash register's drawer had opened
but once so far this morning — at 8.45 when he'd prepared
the small change float. People stopped and gazed at the
window display. One or two had ventured in but departed
without making a purchase. It seemed that people had
little thought fqr things electric. At least the room at the
back was more lively.
The service van rattled into the rear yard bearing
Norman and Gareth back from another dish installation.
"Satellite dishes are no problem at all to install"
commented Norman, once inside. "BSB is even easier
than Astra, especially with the installation screen. But it's
best to do the final peaking with a meter, just to make
sure."
Andy was quietly peering into a Ferguson HF17 with no
record and bad playback hum on tape deck one.
Norman picked up a Philips CP90. They didn't get many
of these, though they'd had a couple about a year back
both suffering from lack of height due to a small-value
resistor in the field output stage. This one was dead. When
he'd taken the back off Norman checked the main h.t. line.
Only 50V or thereabouts. No wonder there was no life.
Being unfamiliar with the chassis Norman reached for his
file on it.
By now Andy was almost inside the HF17 but had made
no progress. He switched off his bench lamp and rubbed
his eyes. "I think I'm going to need glasses" he said, "the
print on some of these components gets smaller and
fuzzier."
The problem on Gareth's bench was an old Fidelity
colour set — ZX3000 chassis. It was dead and Gareth found
that the 2A mains fuse was blackened and the bridge
rectifier was short-circuit, all four diodes being faulty.
Norman, who was looking on and had experience of these
sets from some time back, advised him to replace them
with something better — like the big BY127s.
Norman had diagnosed a faulty line output transformer
in the CP90. His file had offered this advice and his tests
had provided confirmation. He was busy ordering a
replacement when Gareth's ZX3000 sprang to life. Andy
had also met with success. He retreated to his stool with a
look of satisfaction. "Well" said Norman, "what was it
then?"
"The play/record head switching is done by transistors
which get their supply from a 9V source via a diode" Andy
replied. "The diode was open-circuit, hence no 9V. And as
none of the switching transistors were switched on the
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circuit from the head to the record/play circuits was open.
The absence of a load on the inputs produced the loud
hum. Simple as that!"
Norman looked at the Hitachi CTP2650 that now
occupied most of his bench. It was by now a fairly old set.
The sound was o.k., but there was no picture on the
screen. He started to poke around. The picture suddenly
appeared but was not very good. Norman began to check
the grey scale, only to loose the picture again. He reached
for the manual and began to set up the c.r.t. voltages
correctly as a preliminary to going through the grey-scale
procedure. Back came the picture, but the grey scale was
wrong and every time he attempted to improve it the
picture disappeared. Then he remembered. The grey-scale
settings with this particular set had to be right or the result
was no picture for a long time. The tube was so poor that
acceptable settings of the grey-scale controls couldn't be
obtained. He picked up the phone to ring the customer.
An old Panasonic TC48G was Norman's next patient.
He looked at the screen intently. "Good programme?"
commented Gareth. "I'm watching the raster" Norman
replied, "not the picture. Apparently the trouble is line
drift that appears when the set has warmed up".
"Ours at home does that" said Gareth, "after running
continuously for about five hours. I've been meaning to
take a look but the family won't let me touch it when a
programme is on."
"Are you suggesting that I'll have to wait five hours for
this set to play up?" Norman replied. He turned away from
the Panasonic and switched a Ferguson set on — a TX10.
The fault report said that the picture faded off and on at
random. Sound was o.k., and the picture was good when it
was present. Norman eased off the back cover and took a
look inside. Everything seemed to be normal — there was
no smell of overheating. He took the set to the soak bench
to let it run awhile, then looked around for something else
to do. As he was looking round the TX10's picture began
to fade away, over a three-second period. Simultaneously
the Panasonic receiver began to show the line drift
complained about, at the top of the picture.
"Trust them both to go at the same time" commented
Gareth. He went over to the TX10 and peered inside.
"Line's still running — I can hear it — but the tube's heaters
have gone out. Probably a dry-joint on the chopper
transformer."
Norman, now gazing intently at the Panasonic TC48G,
mumbled something back about Gareth attending to that if
he liked. He moved the TC48G circuit diagram under his
bench light.
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Andy's problem was with a Ferguson TX90 whose field
scan amplitude varied at the bottom. Tapping the PCB in
the area of the field output stage would restore full height
but it wouldn't stay like that. A few moments later it would
flicker up and down again. He disconnected the mains
supply and took a soldering iron to the field output
transistors. The emitter connection of one of them was
held in by crystalline solder. When he'd put that right and
switched on again the full height had been restored on a
permanent basis.
Norman was waving a can of freezer about. "Found it!"
he exclaimed. "It was C505, the capacitor that couples line
flyback pulses to the flywheel sync discriminator circuit."
He stalked off to the stores for a replacement. "I'm going
to fit a paper one in place of that electrolytic — it should last
a lot longer"
Gareth's current problem was with a teletext set. The
page showed increasing amounts of errors towards the
right-hand side of the screen. Obviously the text data was
being decoded more accurately the closer it was to the
clock run-in signal at the start of a row. It could only be the
6.9MHz clock coil out of adjustment, but Gareth couldn't

get any improvement by slight adjustment. He called over
Andy, who was on to the problem quickly. "You have to
re-dial the page, Gareth, to clock in fresh data." The clockcracker was paged and results were soon corrected.
Andy went back to his Panasonic NV7000 — it had no EE sound. After sundry scope checks he pulled the bench
Avo across to check the logic level on the mute line. It was
high, the cause being a defective nand gate in IC6010.
Service manager Sid appeared from the stores where
he'd been carrying out an inventory — and trying to
establish how much of the older stuff could be cleared out.
A Ferguson TX90 with no colour had just been brought in.
He was in the mood to have a go at it. With the back off,
the process of chasing around the few components
associated with the µPC1365 colour decoder chip began.
At five o'clock he was still chasing. Gareth was close by
with the broom. "It's probably the delay line" he
whispered.
When Sid looked up from his bench the rest of them had
gone. It was dark outside and out front the shop was
deserted. It had been the delay line. He pulled the big
switch and set off for home.

TV Fault Finding
Grundig CUC4620 Chassis
There was no raster and no sound while a screaming noise
came from the line output transformer — the BU508A was
getting very hot. Disconnecting the tripler had no effect so
the scan coil plug was disconnected to remove the h.t.
supply to the line output stage. Scope checks on the
TDA8410 line driver chip IC500 then showed that the
output at pin 1 was very low while the input at pin 7 was
about a quarter of its normal amplitude. The input
returned to normal amplitude when pin 7 was lifted. The
TDA8140 was faulty.
P.B.
Philips KT3 Chassis Edition II
For intermittent volume, brightness or colour changes try
moving the cables on the remote control decoder board.
There are two high-wattage resistors on this board and
there are quite often dry-joints on the plug next to them.
P.B.
Philips G90AE Chassis
A previous engineer had got in a right mess with this one —
from an inspection of the PCB I could see from the
soldering that someone had had a long and meaningful
relationship with the power supply, the tuning and the
teletext sections of the set. After a check for missing parts
or chips fitted the wrong way round I switched on. The set
was tripping. I disconnected the supply to the line output
stage and connected a dummy load. The set still tripped,
but this stopped when the set-h.t. control was turned
down. In fact the supply could be set to 95V as normal.
Reconnecting the supply to the line output stage brought
the set back to life but there was no sound and just a blank
raster, though the on-screen channel display worked.
When a signal was injected into the TDA5850 video
switching chip there was activity on the screen, but there
was no output from the TDA8341 i.f. chip. Resistance
checks then showed that the crystal filter 1030 was shortcircuit to chassis — there was a solder whisker across two of
the pins! A touch with the soldering iron and all was well_
P.B.
Hinari CT15 etc (ST200 Chassis)
Loss of sync can be misleading with these sets. Don't dive
in and replace the TDA4505 i.f./sync/audio/timebase
generator chip IC201. Instead look first for the sandcastle
pulse (8V peak-peak) at pin 27. If it's present the
TDA4505 is probably o.k., so look next for positive-going
line pulses (0.5V peak-peak) at pin 25 — waveform 11 if you
have the manual. If these pulses are missing or of very low
amplitude turn to the teletext panel, first checking the
ribbon cables and connectors CN901 and CN902. The line
pulses come from pin 1 of the SAA5231 chip IC901, via
R952 and pin 4 of CN901. If the pulses are still missing
check the 12V supply to the panel. It comes via the small
twin red/white lead and CN903 on the main panel. These
items are near the rear edge of the boards to your left when
the back cover is removed. The 12V supply should be
present at pin 2 of the plug and goes straight to a 4.7a
fusible resistor (R949) which on several occasions we've
found to be open-circuit for no apparent reason.
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Reports from Philip Blundell, AMIEIE,
John C. Priest, John Hopkins, Ed Rowland,
Steve Cannon, Stephen Leatherbarrow and
Mick Dutton
Replacement cures the fault. As the resistor is so readily
accessible when the back cover has been removed I now
make this my first check in cases of no sync.
If the problem persists it's worth checking whether
there's a video signal at pin 27 of IC901, since the sync
pulses are derived from this. There's a three-stage
amplifier (0903/4/5) between pin 2 of CN901 and the chip.
I've had no trouble with the transistors but the coupling
capacitors C920 and C924 can give problems.
Loss of sync makes it difficult if not impossible to tune in
the channels. The situation can be clarified by feeding in a
composite video signal via the AV phono socket —
otherwise it may not be obvious that the actual fault is loss
of sync.
J.C.P
Amstrad SRX200
This unit was brought in with the complaint "no signals"
and a comment from the rigger that there was no supply at
the LNB. Our first check was of course on F503 (1A)
which was found to be intact — and the original. After a
quick cold check for any obvious shorts we powered the
unit up and checked the voltage at the centre pin of the F
connector. Instead of the 13V or 17V normally present
here there was only about 2.5V, which did however vary
by about 0.25V when the polarisation button was toggled.
The transistors in the 13/17V regulator circuit were all
o.k. There was 22.5V at the emitter of 0506, but only just
over 2V at its collector. Since we'd already established that
the HN circuit was toggling it was probable that Q513 and
the setting potentiometers VR503/4 were all right. So
attention was turned to the error amplifier — half the
LA6358S chip IC501. Replacing this restored the LNB
supply voltage. A quick tweak of VR503 and VR504 to set
the 13V and 17V lines exactly completed the repair. J.C.P.
Triumph CTV8620
The customer phoned and said "my set's making a funny
noise — would you like to hear it?". She held the receiver
out and shouted "switch it on Jack". Even over the phone I
could hear the e.h.t. arcing, so I said "switch it off quick".
When I got to the set it was obvious that the tripler had
suffered. A replacement from NEC put things right. J.H.
Hinari TV1A
This 14in. portable caused a bit of trouble. The fault was
no sound, picture o.k. I told the customer it would be no
problem and took off the back. The speaker proved to be
o.k., as did the earphone socket and all the connections.
At this point I decided to take the set back to the shop.
As I didn't have a circuit diagram I traced the signal path
from the speaker via the earphone socket and the sound
output transformer to a pair of output transistors, 0602
(npn) and 0608 (pnp). My theory was that if the collector
of one was at .12V its emitter should be at about 6V. All
connections read about 12V however, so I suspected an
open-circuit resistance path to chassis, especially as both
transistors checked out o.k. and there was a nice fat audio
signal at the driver transistor 0601. Tracing the line back
from the collector of 0608 showed no faulty components
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that could cause the fault. There were only a few
capacitors, which we ignored, and a diode (D810) that was
fed from the chopper transformer. This diode had 34V at
its cathode and 12V at its anode (collector of 0608). Very
careful examination of the board showed that there was a
hairline crack across this track and several close ones. A
few strips of fine bridging wire gave us 12V across D810,
J.H.
1.2V at the collector of 0608 and good sound.

Tatung Early Bird
Here's a postscript to my earlier article on satellite TV
systems (March 1990). There's now an official modification
to the Tatung Early Bird. To fit a VideoCrypt decoder,
remove the lead from pin 15 of the scart socket and discard
it. Disconnect the lead from pin 19 and reconnect it to pin
15. Link pin 10 to pin 13. C213 should be changed to
1,000µF, 16V, part no. 14-3846-8. It's available from
Tatung at no charge. This modification is not necessary
with Models TRX1801/22, TRX1802, DRX1851/22 and
DRX1852.
If the picture appears to be washed out try the deemphasis switch at the back of the decoder.
J.H.
Saisho CT141
This set would sometimes fail to start, but once running it
was o.k. for the rest of the day. Replacing C508 (4-7/..(F)
provided a complete cure.
E.R.
Philips K40 Chassis
This set came in dead with the h.t. feed pin on the line
output transformer partially burnt away. After repairing
and refitting the transformer the set still failed to work.
Further investigation showed that the line driver
transistor's 68051 feed resistor R3192 was open-circuit.
E.R.
Fitting a replacement restored the set to life.
Philips KT3 Chassis
This one caused quite a bit of head scratching. When the
set had been on for about half an hour it would begin to
trip occasionally. The fault became progressively worse as
the set warmed up. We eventually found that the cause of
the trouble was a dry-joint on the posistor in the
E.R.
degaussing circuit.
Panasonic TXC2480 (Alpha 1 Chassis)
This particular set had been in about a fortnight ago, when
we'd replaced the line driver transformer. Well, here it was
again with exactly the same symptoms — no sound or
picture, with the power supply squealing. The line driver
transistor was short-circuit and the transformer was again
faulty. Things were beginning to look bad, then I just
happened to notice a spark from the copper side of the line
driver stage. On investigation I found that one of the lugs
of the black metal heatsink was arcing to part of the print
around the line driver transformer. Since we bent the lug
away from the print the set has worked perfectly. The
heatsink lugs are all over the board, so other intermittent
faults could develop due to this.
S.C.
Sony KV2062
The h.t. appeared for a second then the power supply shut
down and the set went completely dead. With a dummy
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load connected the power supply ran perfectly, so it
seemed likely that there was a line output stage fault. We
wound the set up via a variac, and at about 80V the set
tried to start. It was squealing however and R855 began to
burn up. We concluded that one of the e.h.t. rectifiers in
the line output transformer was faulty and fitted a
replacement. To our dismay this didn't cure the fault. Now
one of the differences with the Trinitron system is that the
e.h.t. lead from the line output transformer doesn't go to
the tube directly: it goes to the H stat unit. When this item
was unplugged from the transformer the set started up. A
replacement put matters right. We've had this fault on a
couple of occasions now.
S.C.

Philips CP90 Chassis
This set had apparently been struck by lightning. The
symptoms we had were no output from the power supply
and a corrupt channel indicator display. The 5V supply
to IC7840 was present, but we judged the device to be a
little too hot for comfort. Replacement brought the set
back to life with good colour pictures and sound. On test
we found that the 1.5V back-up battery 1901 didn't hold
its charge, as a result of which there was memory loss of
the analogue functions. IC7840, type TMP47C432AP8188, is available from Willow Vale. Be sure to order
the 8188 numbered device as this denotes programming
S.L.
specifically for this set.
Ferguson TX10 Chassis
The compaint was of hum on sound and a dark picture.
We suspected the 12V regulator but this proved to be
o.k. Lots of time was spent looking for hum getting into
the sound and wrong voltages on the supply lines. By
sheer luck we noticed that one of the RGB output
transistors on the tube's base panel was bent over and
dry-jointed. Resoldering it cured the problem, but don't
M.D.
ask us why!
Philips NC3 Chassis
The problem with this set was no colour. Checks around
the colour decoder chip revealed that the voltage from
the colour control was slightly low at 0.6V. We checked
the control, the 10k0 series resistor and the 10µF
decoupling capacitor. As we were getting nowhere we
decided to consult the manual. To set up the reference
oscillator frequency you link pins 5 and 1 of the chip.
This supplies 12V to the colour control pin to disable the
colour killer. When we did this the cause of the problem
became obvious — the reference oscillator was slightly off
frequency. A tweak to R635 was all that was required.
The moral is that if you come across a set you've not
met before it pays to read the book and think before
M.D.
you dive in!
Sony KV2096
The problem with this set was field foldover at the
bottom of the screen. There was excessive height at the
top of the screen and the bright-up at the bottom was
about 2in. high. The voltages around the field output
chip were more or less correct except for that at pin 4
which was low. This is associated with the linearity
feedback between the output and generator chips. An
investigation of this circuit revealed a heavy leak in C527
(470µF). Replacement provided a complete cure.
M.D.
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Reports from Ed Rowland, Nick Beer,
Mick Dutton, Ray Crockit and
E.M. Beddow

Grundig CUC2201 Chassis

This portable colour set would sometimes trip for about
twenty minutes before coming on, after which it would run
without further trouble. At other times it would work for
days on end without the fault occurring. There were no
dry-joints, and heating/freezing suspect components had no
effect whatsoever. The cause of the trouble turned out to
E.R.
be the set-h.t. control R637 (1kf)
Saisho CM16TT

This set was brought to us because it was intermittently
dead. The customer asked whether the colour could be
checked as it was also faulty. The STK7308 regulator chip
was the cause of the power supply problems. When it had
been replaced we had good pictures with unlocked colour.
A judicious tweak of the APC control restored normal
E.R.
colour, which was fortunate as we'd no manual.
ITT CVC1175 Chassis
This dead set had been checked at the air base where its
owner worked. The technician had diagnosed a faulty line
output transformer. The trouble was in fact due to the
115V line reservoir capacitor C716 (10µF, 350V). It looked
o.k. until it was unsoldered, when it was found to be
E.R.
leaking electrolyte.
Panasonic TC297NP
The complaint was that the picture became unwatchable
after three-four hours. So the set was put on soak test. Sure
enough after about three hours flyback lines appeared on
the screen and the picture lost definition. As we didn't
have the service manual we decided to freeze all the
capacitors in the line output and video stages. This did us
no good. It was only when we noticed C356 (1p,F) on the
c.r.t. base panel that our luck changed. Freezing this
capacitor cleared the fault completely, and on unsoldering
it one of the legs dropped off. No further trouble was
E.R.
experienced after fitting a replacement.
B and 0 33XX Chassis

This set was stuck in standby. The cause was an excessive
line output stage load. A check showed that the output
transistor was o.k. and subsequent tests revealed a
N.B.
primary-to-secondary short in transformer 5T11.
Salora J Chassis

This set was stuck on channel number 3. If you pressed the
other buttons the channels came up but didn't latch. Also
some didn't do as they should — number 4 produced
number 1 for example. There was a fairly obvious link in
the lines between the SAA1251 control chip and the front
keyboard. The switching transistors in these lines have
been known to give trouble. The appropriate one, TC11,
read o.k., as did all the others. A replacement SAA1251
made no difference, and all the pull-up, down and feed
resistors had the correct values. Print continuity was o.k.,
and the M293B1 programme chip was all right. For want of
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anything better to do I replaced TC11. This cured the
problem, though the transistor still read right when tested
out of circuit.
N.B.
Sony KV2092

This set would intermittently remain dead when an attempt
was made to start it from standby. A quick check when the
fault was present showed that there was no 115V supply at
the h.t. fuse. The cause was a dry-joint on the resistor
mounted in the L602 position. It's an 0.68f/ fusible type.
Neither the resistor nor the coil is shown in the circuit
diagram. Whichever is fitted is between the chopper
transformer and the anode of the 115V rectifier D601. I've
also had this resistor go open-circuit when the line output
transistor has gone short-circuit. This has happened before
N.B.
or in addition to failure of F602.
Toshiba 285T5BZ

This large-screen set had failed before, when it wouldn't
start from standby. The cause had been failure of the
TDA4601 chip IC801. Here we were twelve months later
with the same problem. A phone call to Toshiba technical
was all that was needed. Replace the i.c., change R818 to
15k11 and C845 to 100µF and all would be well. It was.
N .B.
Salora Small-screen L Chassis
In the August issue, page 717, we referred to the front
panel controls doing the wrong thing with these sets — fault
(7) in the list. Our latest experience has been that simply
re-enabling and storing will cure such problems. If the set
comes back again, follow the previous advice (replace the
SAA1293 and MDA2061 chips).
N.B.
Philips KT3 Chassis

After the set had been running for many hours the field
would contract, with severe foldover at the bottom. T1530,
one of the field output transistors, had a thermal fault.
N.B.
Fitting a new BD233 put matters right.
Sony KV2752UB

This monster set had been causing a local dealer some
grief. The symptom was severe EW distortion — there was
no correction and gross vertical overscanning. The chip
and the transistors on the scan-correction PCB had been
checked/changed, as had most of the other likely
components. A check on the underside of the main chassis
showed that the correction PCB plugging and unplugging
had resulted in dry-joints at its socket. These were
resoldered and it was while doing this that I saw the real
cause of the problem — L802 was dry-jointed at its busy
N.B.
end.
Grundig GSC200 Chassis
The ticket with this portable said no results. When we took
the back off we found that R607 in the start circuit had
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sprung open. R621 was also open-circuit, so there was no
h.t. After replacing R621 and resoldering R607 the set
worked normally until the end of the day. Next morning
there was a loud thumping noise when the set was switched
on and R607 sprung open. In the past we've had problems
with the e.h.t. regulating thyristor TY503, so this was
replaced and the set was given a soak test. As the fault
persisted we had to investigate further. It seemed that the
problem was in the regulation when the set was cold: when
the 5V supply to IC2511, which is a 1"11, device, was
checked it was found to be only 2.8V and varying. The
M.D.
fault was caused by the 4.7V zener diode Di2502.
Fidelity CTV2OT
There was no sound and a check at pin 13 (volume control)
of the TDA8190 audio chip IC3 showed that there was no
voltage at this point. We suspected that the remote control
chip IC2 was holding down the voltage via R46, but when
this resistor was disconnected there was still no volume
control voltage. The cause of the problem was traced to
R59, which is in series with the slider of the volume
control. It had increased in value from 10016I to over
M.D.
2M11.
Ferguson TX90 Chassis
Field collapse it said on the ticket. We thought it would be
a quick resoldering job but the joints were perfect and
there was h.t. at the field output stage. The mid-point
voltage was low at 22V however. Drive from the TDA4501
chip was fine. The cause of the problem was R198 (6.8161)
in the chain that supplies the base of TR104. It had gone
high in value, upsetting the field output stage biasing. M.D.
Sony KV2066
The customer complained that the set sometimes took a
long time to come on from cold — as long as half an hour.
Checks around IC601 showed that there was no voltage at
pin 4, the standby line. R632 (22M,Q) had gone openM.D.
circuit.
Ferguson TX90 Chassis
The line output transistor was short-circuit. When a
replacement was fitted and the set was switched on there
was a smell of burning. Before I could locate its source the
transistor blew again. Suspecting the line output transformer I removed it and provided the replacement transistor
with a resistive load, so that the drive waveform could be
checked. All was well. When the transformer's primary
winding was reconnected, via flying leads, the transistor
again failed.
After fitting a new transformer and transistor I ran up
the set using a variac. The correct h.t. voltage was obtained
with only 220V input. With 240V input the verticals were
bent. Also I found that the h.t. potentiometer didn't work.
Checks in the regulating circuit showed that Tr107 and
Tr108 were short-circuit. They'd probably been damaged
by the faulty transformer. Replacing them restored normal
R.C.
operation.
Decca 80 Chassis
The problem with this set was intermittent field collapse.
When I first saw the symptom there was a band of picture
about one and a half inches high across the screen. This
suggested a faulty field timebase chip, especially as the
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supplies were in order and all the capacitors had been
replaced about a year ago for a similar fault. Changing the
chip did provide a cure, long enough for the set to be soak
tested for some hours then returned to its owner. A day
later however the phone rang. Same fault. Call and find
that the 32V supply is low. As I couldn't find any definite
fault I decided to resolder all the joints in the area of the
line output transformer and its associated rectifier diodes.
This seemed to do the trick, but some days later the fault
reappeared.
The set was brought back to the workshop and subjected
to shock and vibration tests. This produced a slight
increase in height. As the height was evidently trying to
increase I thought I'd help it by adjusting the height
control. No good. Out of desperation I tried the hold
control. This produced full height! As I didn't have a
replacement I removed it and cleaned the centre metal
sliding contact, which was well tarnished. No problems
after that. Why do these faults never show up at the start?
R.C.
Ferguson TX100 Chassis
A common fault with these sets is field collapse due to
failure of the TDA3652 field output chip. As this chip is no
longer available a TDA3654 has to be fitted. We've started
to experience problems when this is done: the results can
be no scan at all, severe cramping or inability to set up the
field hold correctly — despite changing the value of the
resistor (R96) in the drive line from 6.8kf/ to 3.3kf/ as
suggested in the sheet that comes with the chip. This chip is
also used in some Sony sets, but in this case with a 1.51(1Z
resistor in series with the drive. So we've tried 1.5k1/ in the
Ferguson chassis and have found that the chip then works
perfectly.
When contacted Ferguson commented that R96 can be
reduced to 2.21(11 if problems are experienced but that the
TDA3654 must be obtained from them, also that they've
had a lot of complaints about TDA3654 chips obtained
from other sources. Sony however said it didn't matter
where the chip came from as long as the value of the
E.M.B.
resistor was altered.
Sony KV2096
This set came in with a report saying that it was dead, also
that the EW correction was poor. We soon found that the
chopper transistor was short-circuit due to dry-joints on the
6801/ snubber network resistors. These should have been
resoldered using the special solder that Sony supply with
'the mains switch modification kit. We were told that the
switch modification had been carried out, but whoever had
done it had fitted the wrong switch. We obtained the
correct switch kit from Sony, fitted it and repaired the
power supply. The result was a good picture, but we
couldn't obtain straight verticals even with the pincushion
amplitude control at one end of its travel. This was
eventually traced to C527 having gone low in value. It
should be 470µF but read 350µF when checked with our
E.M.B.
capacitance meter.
Philips System 4 Chassis
We've had several of these sets in which the field output
chip has failed only a week or so after a replacement had
been fitted. Replacing the electrolytics associated with this
chip cures the problem. One in particular falls in value,
from 100µF to about 70µF. It can also cause flyback lines
E.M.B.
to creep down the screen.
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Fault Finding in Toshiba CTV Power Supplies
John Coombes
Toshiba has used a number of different power supply
arrangements in its CTV receivers over the years. This
article summarises our fault experiences with various
models. Note that all these power supplies will operate
with a 60W bulb as a dummy load.
Model 261T4B
Model 261T4B is a 26in. set dating from 1984. The
2SD1432 chopper transistor Q804 is controlled by a
TA7265AP chip. It's a fairly complex arrangement since
the chopper and line output stages share the same
transformer T802.
A dead set can be a bit of a problem. The obvious thing
to do is to check the 2AT mains fuse F801. If it's opencircuit or blown, check the TVR4J mains bridge rectifier
diodes D801-4 and the 2SD1432FA-1 chopper transistor
Q804 for shorts. Another item that can go short-circuit is
the 1N4148 diode D807 in the start-up circuit.
If the chopper transistor is short-circuit the operation of
the TA7265AP chopper control chip IC801 should be
checked, with the mains supply disconnected. Connect the
positive terminal of a 9V battery to pin 6 of IC801 and the
negative terminal to the chassis side of R802. If all is well
there should be a 2.6V peak-to-peak sawtooth wavefoiiii
at a little less than line frequency at pin 9. If this waveform
is missing, check whether R815 (16k0), R816 (1.6k0) or
R852 (5k0) is open-circuit or 0811 (0.0056µF) is shortcircuit. The chip itself is suspect if these items are in order.
Check it by replacement.
If still in trouble, check the drive waveform at the base
of the chopper transistor. It should be as shown in Fig. 1. If
it's missing or of incorrect shape, check IC801 and the
components in the circuitry connected to pins 1-4 as
necessary. Also check the regulation action of IC801. The
easiest way to do this is to connect a 50k0 potentiometer
across C809 (2.20). Adjustment of the potentiometer
should vary the mark-space ratio of the drive waveform at
the base of Q804. If this is incorrect, check 0804's baseemitter junction. If 0804 is o.k., set the potentiometer to
the point where IC801 is just prevented from providing an
output. Next, check for shorts across the 140V line, i.e.
across C466 (470µF). Then remove R416 to prevent
operation of the line output transistor. At this point
remove the 9V battery and apply power. First check the
start-up circuit. There should be 9.6V at the emitter of
Q805 (2SC2552). If not, check Q805, Q806 (BC547B),
R803 (6.2k0, 7W), R804 (100k0, 2W) and zener diode
D806 (05Z10X). Check D807 (1N4148) for leakage. If
everything is in order, remove the potentiometer, check
the mains input circuit and set up the h.t. and 1.t. voltages.
Finally reconnect R416.

fitted. If the fuse has blown, check the TVR4J mains
bridge rectifier diodes D801-4, the 0.0047[1F protection
capacitors C803-6 and the 120µF reservoir capacitor C801
for shorts. If the mains input circuit is o.k., check whether
the chopper transistor Q802 is short-circuit. Next check
whether R810 (0.330, 2W), which is in series with Q802's
emitter, is open-circuit. If so, IC801 must also be replaced.
If R810 is o.k., check whether the surge limiter resistor
R801 (6.20, 9W) is open-circuit. Should it be faulty,
before replacing it check C814 (22g, 50V) and D810/1
(both type BYV95C) by replacement. These items are in
Q802's base circuit. If everything is o.k. so far, suspect the
chopper transformer T802. Check it by replacement.
If the fuse is o.k., check whether R824 (51k0, 1W) or
R825 (100k0) is open-circuit. If necessary check the
optocoupler DR
_ 10 (TLP631GB): replace it if the voltage
between pins 5 (collector) and 4 (emitter) is more than 5V.
If the voltage is less than 5V, check the associated circuitry
including Q802 and 0803 (BC337) - the d.c. conditions
should be checked very carefully.
DR10 can be responsible for the set being stuck in
standby and for low h.t. It can also prevent the set going
into standby and giving snowy vision.
A slight rise in the value of R810 will result in low h.t.
Model 255T7B
Model 255T7B is a 25in. set dating from 1987. It uses a
TDA4601 type chopper power supply. Be careful when
working on this chassis as the mains bridge rectifier's
reservoir capacitor C810 can hold a heavy charge.
In the event of no results, check for 300V across C810
(3300). If this voltage is absent, check the 3.15AT mains
fuse F801 by replacement. Should fuse blowing continue,
check for shorts in C810, the bridge rectifier D801
(RBV406M) and the 2SD1548 chopper transistor 0802. If
the fuse holds but there's still no 300V supply, check
whether the surge limiter resistor R801 (6.20, 15W) is
open-circuit.
If the chopper transistor is o.k. but the 145V h.t. supply
is missing, check the. RU4A rectifier diode D809 and its
3300 reservoir capacitor C824. Note that the h.t. passes
via a standby switching circuit involving 0803 and
associated components.
No h.t. could be due to no start-up supply for the
1DA4601 chopper control chip IC801. Check whether
D805 (BYD33J) or R818 (20k0, 3W) is open-circuit or
C820 (100µF, 50V) is short-circuit. If the voltage at pin 9 of
IC801 is only 8V or so one of the bridge rectifier diodes in
D801 could be open-circuit. If still in trouble, check IC801
by replacement.
If the h.t. is low at 60V, check whether zener diode
D812 (04AZ6.2Y) is open-circuit. D807 (BYD33J) going

Model 212R4B
Model 212R4B is a 21in. set dating from 1985. It uses a
self-oscillating chopper transistor (Q802, type 2SC3678)
with IC801 (SI8100D) in the control loop.
For no results/dead set, first check the mains input
circuitry. Fuse F801 (2AT) may be open-circuit or blown.
If the fuse is open-circuit it could simply have failed or a
quick-blow instead of an anti-surge type may have been
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open-circuit will result in an even lower h.t., maybe only
40V. If the voltage on the h.t. line is only 1-2V, check
whether R825 (620) is open-circuit.
If the set won't leave the standby mode, check the
voltage at pin 6 (power on/off) of the M50436-588SP
microcontroller chip QA01. If the reading is 5V (standby)
QA01 or possibly QA09 (BC557A) is faulty. Check them
by replacement. If necessary move over to the power
supply and check whether 0804 (2SA1321) in the
switching circuit is short-circuit. To prove whether the fault
is in the remote control section or the power supply, switch
off, short across the collector and emitter of Q805 and
switch on. If this brings the set to life check 0805 then
check the remote control system. Note that only the 145V
line is switched in this way.

Models 175R9B and 215R8B
Models 175R9B (17in.) and 215R8B (21in.), which date
from 1988/9, have a series chopper power supply with the
chopper transistor in the STR-D4420 chip Q801.
No standby operation can be caused by a faulty
M34300N4-583SP microcontroller chip (QA01). Check the
d.c. conditions very carefully. The 5V supply should be
present at pin 42 (see below). For standby switching, pin 33
varies between 0/5V.
For no results, the first thing to check is the 2AT mains
fuse F801 — by replacement. If the replacement blows,
check the mains filter capacitors C801/2 (0.1g), the bridge
rectifier D801 (LB156) and the protection capacitors C8036 (0.00470) for shorts. The chopper chip IC801 could be
shorted to chassis.
If the fuse is o.k., check whether the surge limiter R801
(6.20) is open-circuit. The 120V h.t. supply will be missing
if the R2M protection zener diode D808 has gone shortcircuit. In this event, check whether R823 (1.2k0) or C815
(0.330) is open-circuit. The chopper transformer T802
could be open-circuit. Other things to check if necessary
are the ON3111 optocoupler DRO1 (by replacement) and
the 5V supply circuitry — the C78MR05 regulator Q805,
rectifier diode D814 (BYD33J), reservoir capacitor C817
(1,000µF, 25V) and coil L812. A defective chopper chip
(Q801) can cause loss of the h.t. supply — also check that
R810 (220k0) between pins 2 and 3 isn't open-circuit.

If the fuse is o.k., check that start-up supplies are
present at pins 9, 15 and 16 of 0803 (TEA2164) — the
common element in this feed is R810 (68k0, 3W), which
can go open-circuit. If 0803 is operating in its start-up
mode, sufficient voltage should be produced to power
0807 ( thA5170) on the secondary side of the circuit. If
there's no voltage at pin 15 of Q803, check whether R817
(6.80, 5W) is open-circuit. A change in the value of R815
(68k0) will stop Q803 working. As previously mentioned,
a check on the master/slave chip system can be carried out
by using a 9V battery to power Q807. Make sure that the
output from the mains bridge rectifier, across reservoir
capacitor C818 (270µF), is arriving at pin 3 of the chopper
transformer T803.
This power supply has over/under voltage and excess
current protection. In the excess current condition Q803
shuts down. The clue here is a substantial charge on C828
(4.7µF) which is connected to pin 3. Switch off, discharge
C828 by connecting a 10k0 resistor across it, then switch
on. If Q803 trips, check for heavy loading. Q804
(2SC4199A), C861 (390pF, 2kV) or D812 (BYD33J) could
be short-circuit or T803 could have shorted turns.

Model 218D9B
The final set in this round-up is the 21in. Model 218D9B
which dates from 1989. Its chopper circuit is of ThomsonSGS origin, with a master and slave control chip
arrangement — Q803 (1EA2164) and 0807 ( lEA5170).
If the set is stuck in standby, first check Q811 (BC557B),
Q809 (BC547B) and Q814 (2SA1297Y). In this mode the'
h.t. will be low at 60V but there will be sufficient output to
power the L78MR05 5V regulator Q806. Either of the
control chips could be faulty. As a check, 0807 can be
powered by a 9V battery (positive terminal to pin 2). If it's
working, there will be a pulse output at pin 3. This is
coupled via T804 to the other control chip Q803
(differentiated pulse input at pin 6). If 0807 is working,
replace 0803. If still in trouble, check whether the
M37100M8-583 microcontroller chip QA01 is faulty.
For no results, check the 2AT mains fuse F801 by
replacement. If it fails again, check the mains filter
capacitors C801/6 (0.1g) and C802-5 (1,000pF), the
bridge rectifier D803 (RBV406M), the protection
capacitors C811-4 (4,700pF) and the 2SC4199A chopper
transistor 0804 for shorts/leakage.
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TV Fault Finding

Reports from Philip Blundell, AMIEIE,
Brian Storm, Chris Avis, Ed Rowland, John
Edwards, Graham Richards, Mick Dutton,
Bob McClenning, S. Pearson and Steve Cannon

Grundig CUC3400 Chassis
This set was dead, with a buzzing noise coming from the
Ipsalo transformer. The +M supply was correct at 11V
when the set was switched to standby, but when it was
brought on this voltage fell instead of increasing to 20V.
The difference between standby and on is that in the latter
condition drive is applied to the line output transistor. As
there didn't appear to be any shorts across the supply lines,
and the line drive waveform was correct, it seemed likely
that the chopper and line output sections of the Ipsalo
circuit were not synchronised. The basic frequency of the
power supply is set by C653, with fine adjustment by
means of the feedback applied to pin 12 of the TDA3640
chopper control chip. Replacing C653 had no effect, so the
components in the network connected to pin 12 were
P.B.
checked. C630 (0.68µF) was leaky.

Toshiba C1400RB
The search tuning didn't stop when a station was found.
This was because the a.f.t. input to ICA01 (pin 8) didn't go
P.B.
low. Diode DA34 (1N4148) was leaky.

Sharp C1431
This set was dead. The power supply was working, but the
line oscillator didn't start. There was no 12V supply at pin
8 of X0712. The start-up supply for the line oscillator
comes via transistor Q610, which wasn't being turned on.
P.B.
R679 (100kil) was open-circuit.

Panasonic Alpha 2 Chassis
The complaint was of erratic colour. When we switched
the set on there was no colour at all, though the colour was
perfect once the back had been removed. The set was put
on the soak bench and minutes later the picture flashed
orange, green then blue. The colour-killer finally put a stop
to the colourful display. Checks on the 8.86MHz crystal
X601 and its associated trimmer capacitor were fruitless.
The chroma chip IC601, the delay line DL601 and the
matching coil L603 were also innocent. Voltage checks
were then carried out around IC601. A fluctuating voltage
at pin 5 led to a check on C612 (0.01µF). It read about Skil
B.S.
on my meter. A replacement cured the problem.

Philips NC3 Chassis
This set looked more like a defunct oscilloscope — it
displayed a single green spot in the middle of the screen.
The actual fault was no field scan: the picture was blanked
out as usual, but not the vertical green tuning line which
thus appeared as a spot! Resoldering dry-joints around
the field output transistors Q551/2 restored a spotless
picture.
C.A.

Philips GR1-AX Chassis
The report said "sound but no picture". When the first
anode control was turned up we found that the problem
was in fact field collapse, brought about by failure of the
TDA3653B chip IC7500. When this was replaced the set
failed to come on at all. We discovered that there was a
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loose wire in the mains plug. Had this been the cause of the
i.c. failure? Shades of the G11.
E.R.

Hitachi CPT2176 (G6P Chassis)
This set was dead with a high-pitched whistle coming from
the vicinity of the line timebase. We'd experienced the
fault many times before and had no hesitation about
replacing the line output transformer which once again
restored normal operation.
E.R.

Matsui 1420
Intermittent failure to start from cold was the complaint
with this 14in. colour portable. Visual checks revealed
several dry-joints at the pins of the chopper transformer
T501. Resoldering these cleared the trouble.
E.R.

Bush 2520
The problem with this Turkish-made set was sound but no
picture. On investigation we found that the line timebase
was inoperative — there was no e.h.t. and the tube's heaters
were out. As we had no circuit diagram we used an Avo to
check the resistors in the line timebase. This revealed that
R605 (5.61(1/) had gone open-circuit. A replacement
restored normal operation.
E.R.

Amstrad TVR3
We've repaired quite a few of these TV/VCR combinations in the past. Frequently the dead set condition means
that R301 (101/, 7W) has gone open-circuit. This seemed
to be the case with the latest TVR3 to come along, but
after fitting a replacement there was a cloud of smoke from
C310 (3,300pF, 1kV) at switch on. R301 then promptly
burnt out again. We consulted the circuit diagram then
removed and checked IC301 (STI(7348). There was a
short-circuit between pins 8 and 10. Replacing IC301,
R301 and C310 restored normal operation.
E.R.

Contec KTN3732
This portable colour set suffered from severely distorted
sound and low volume. It's the third time we've had this
fault within a few weeks. In each case the cause has been
R125 (36kg) going open-circuit. It's situated next to the
audio output transformer.
J.E.

Philips CTX-E Chassis
When the set was switched on the tube's heaters glowed
and the e.h.t. came up. There was no raster however,
while a loud hum came from the speaker. Safety resistor
R3585 (2.211) was open-circuit, removing the 12V supply
to the signal circuits.
J.E.

Matsui 1465
The job card told us that the channel indicators worked
and flashed when tuning, but stations couldn't be tuned in
— there was just snow. A scope connected to the tuner's VT
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pin showed that a tuning voltage was applied when the
auto-search button was depressed, so we didn't have a
tuning problem. A voltage check at the 12V supply pins
BM and BU then showed that this supply was missing.
L126 (100mH) was open-circuit.
J.E.

Salora J Chassis
The complaint with this set was that it sometimes didn't
come on. Sure enough just the standby indicator stared at
me. The problem was solved by replacing CB712 and
CB726 (both 4-7µF, 63V).
J.E.
Sony KV2029
This set was dead. I found that the section of PCB beneath
the two power resistors R621/2 was blackened and charred.
Their leadouts had been severely weakened — in fact they
fell away when the resistors were removed. In addition
0602 (2SD1497-02) was short-circuit. Replacing the
resistors and transistor and a board clean brought the set to
life. Fit only genuine Sony parts and use high melting-point
solder on the resistors.
J.E.
Ferguson TX90 Chassis (20 in)
The line output transistor TR112 and line output
transformer T102 were both short-circuit. After fitting
replacements, along with a new 1.6AT mains input fuse,
we switched on. The result was a pulsating picture, with
low h.t. and incorrect line frequency. TR107 (BD839) and
D109 (BYD33G) in the regulator circuit were both leaky.
Failure of the line output transformer always seems to
damage these two components. After replacing them we
had good pictures and sound. All that was left to do was to
check and adjust the h.t. (115V with a 20in. tube).
G.R.
Sony KV2202
When this set was cold the top third of the picture was
blanked out: there was a slow improvement over several
minutes. A squirt of freezer on the 4.7µF, 250V
electrolytic C818 proved that it was the cause of the
trouble. It's mounted on the line board.
G.R.
Huanyu 37C-3
As there was no load the power supply was whining. The
line output transistor had 110V at its collector but there
was no line drive. Drive was present at the secondary
winding of the driver transformer. It was lost due to a print
fault between the transformer and coil L781 in the output
transistor's base circuit. The print looked to be intact and
had to be bridged to provide a cure.
G.R.
Decca 100 Chassis
Line sync jitter with the horizontal phase not working was,
after eliminating the field/line timebase panel, traced to
C403 (10nF) in the line output stage. It's part of the flyback
tuning network, along with C402 and C404 (both 100nF).
We changed all three capacitors as a precaution.
We had a number of these sets that all required a
replacement line output transformer. We also had a
number of surplus transformers for the ITT CVC25/30
chassis. These appeared to be suitable replacements. On
investigation we found that the pin configuration is the
same, but unless a slight modification is carried out the
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c.r.t. will have a short life. The original Decca transformer
has a coil in the heater supply, mounted beneath the
transformer. Reposition this beneath the line output stage
PCB by cutting the print between pin 3 of plug PLA and
pin 2 of the transformer. Also remove the line shift
winding at the top of the transformer, otherwise it gets in
the way of the screening can.
G.R.

Philips K40 Chassis
We've had this one twice now: when you switch on the
power supply trips and you hear a fading whistling sound.
The culprit is C2128 (100µF, 63V). It seems to upset the
mark-space ratio of the chopper drive, causing excessive
h.t. at switch on.
G.R.
Grundig CUC60 Chassis
This set was dead. There was h.t. at the collector of the
chopper transistor and we couldn't find any fault in the
primary side of the circuit. Using a bulb as the load proved
that the fault wasn't on the main chassis. After a lot of
component replacement we found that the cause of the
problem was diode D661, though it read perfectly out of
circuit.
Another of these sets had a history of field problems.
The output chip had recently been replaced and had failed
again. When another one was fitted the set worked but the
chip seemed to run warmer than usual. Checks on the pin
voltages showed that the only incorrect voltage was at pin
8, which was 1V low. After replacing the electrolytic
capacitor (C2758, 100µF) connected to this pin the voltage
was correct and the chip ran cooler. It has not failed since.
M.D.
Sony KV2212
No teletext was the complaint with this set. When text was
selected there was just a blank screen. If mix was selected
the text came up in monochrome. An empty box was
displayed when time was selected. Since monochrome text
was present in the mix mode the decoder was obviously
working. It seemed likely that the RGB drives were
incorrect and a scope check showed that there was no
activity at any of the outputs. The manual shows the
collectors of the three buffer transistors Q5/6/7 connected
to chassis, which caused us some confusion until we
followed the print paths and found that they are supplied
from a 5V line via the level set potentiometer RV3. This
was open-circuit.
M.D.
Grundig CUC220 Chassis
The owner complained that a singing noise came from the
back of this set. He said that it had started suddenly and
that the picture had gone pink at the time but later
reverted to normal colouring. When we checked we found
that the power supply choke was indeed singing, but what
the customer hadn't mentioned was that the picture was
excessively large, with the h.t. at 140V instead of 119V.
Our first suspect was the 119V supply reservoir capacitor
C657 (100µF) which can cause problems like this when it
falls in value, but a replacement made no difference.
Checks around the TDA4600 chopper control chip failed
to reveal anything that was obviously amiss, so we went
back to our original theory of a low-value capacitor. C647
(lpF, 63V) looked a likely suspect as it's close to a hot
wirewound resistor. Replacing this did the trick.
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Incidentally the chassis incorporates auto grey-scale
correction: we suspect that this is why the screen went pink
M.D.
when the power supply's outputs rose.

Philips TX Chassis (14 in)
The complaint was field collapse. There was no supply to
the field output stage because R529 (3311) was opencircuit. Before switching on we checked the resistance
from the mid-point of the output stage to chassis and
obtained a reading of 5011. The lower output transistor was
the obvious suspect but in fact the 100µF scan coupling
M.D.
capacitor C527 was dead short.
ITT CVC1110 Chassis
The complaint was of intermittent sync. The set was on for
several days before we noticed that there was anything
wrong: the picture began to jitter vertically and after a time
line sync was lost. A scope check showed that there was an
appreciable loss of video signal amplitude via the emitterfollower T860. Replacing this cured the sync problem. The
odd thing is that the picture content didn't appear to be
affected despite the fifty per cent loss of video signal
M.D.
amplitude.
Schneider 1500
This set came in dead. Replacing the power chip restored it
to life but the tuning didn't work. A defective pair of
tantalum capacitors, C008/9, pulled the tuning line down.
On top of this the drive transistor 0004 was leaky. B.McC.
Philips G11 Chassis
The power supply still dead after replacing the mains fuses
and the bridge rectifier diodes was eventually traced to the
trigger pulse generator SCS, circuit reference 4061, being
faulty. The cause of line wobble was traced to C2019 in
the flywheel sync filter circuit being extremely leaky. This
47µF electrolytic has only about 0.6V across it — obviously
not sufficient to ensure that it acts as a capacitor in the long
term!
S.P.
Philips KT3 Chassis
This set was tripping. Not much of a problem here I
thought. But after disconnecting the line output transistor,
the tripler and the line output transformer to no effect I
was beginning to feel rather discouraged. The set
continued to trip even with a dummy load connected to the
power supply, the h.t. voltage pulsing. After a lot of
checking in the power supply I happened to scope the
voltage across the mains bridge rectifier's reservoir
capacitor. I was surprised — and highly delighted! — to find
that a 100V ripple was present. In went a new electrolytic
block, off came the dummy load and the rest of the set was
reconnected. Thankfully it was now working normally.
S.C.
Finlux 1000 Chassis — Teletext
Most of the teletext faults we've had with these sets have
been repaired in the field by panel replacement. The faulty
panels are brought back for repair at a later date. Well, this
was the later date — we were getting short of working
panels! There were about seven to be repaired. Most of
them were dealt with by repairing broken print, regulator
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replacement or resoldering the leadthrough pins. I finally
found myself with a no red fault. As the SAA5050 video
character generator chip is in a holder the simplest course
was to fit a replacement. Unfortunately the fault was still
present, and voltage checks didn't reveal anything amiss.
The scope was next brought into action. Data was present
at the red output pin of the SAA5050 chip. The signal was
traced right through to the red buffer transistor, which had
a perfect waveform at its emitter. So the fault had to be
after this component. I was now looking for a print crack,
since there was nothing else left to check. As I was
inspecting the copper side of the PCB I spotted the cause
of the trouble. It wasn't a crack, and the fault must have
been there from new. The red pin on the panel's socket
didn't protrude from the print. In fact it was bent over
under the socket's plastic cover. Removing the socket and
bending the pin back to its proper position put matters
right.
S.C.

Salora H Chassis (Ipsalo 2)
This set had a number of faults that at first sight didn't
seem to be related. First the tube looked soft, secondly a
low-frequency humming came from the loudspeaker, and
finally and most curiously the field folded over when the
aerial was disconnected. Where to start? Well the tube is as
good a place as any, so a check was made on its voltages.
We found that the e.h.t. was low at 20kV, so the tube was
all right. We then checked the secondary supplies derived
from the Ipsalo transformer and found that these were also
low. The set-e.h.t. potentiometer R113700 was adjusted to
see whether we could get the correct voltages, but the
slightest tweak was all that was required to send the e.h.t.
sky high. A replacement preset didn't help matters at all.
What did restore everything to normal operation was a
new LF0034 Ipsalo control chip.
S.C.
Sony KVX2521
A motorboating noise could be heard from the
loudspeaker when standby was selected. It didn't take us
long to find that the audio output chip's mute pin was
negative in standby instead of being high. The cause of this
was a dry-joint at the output chip's heatsink chassis
connection. Resoldering provided a complete cure.
S.C.
Sony KV2096
Several calls had been made to this set because the picture
went off, but the fault never occurred when an engineer
was present. We took it back to the workshop for a soak
test and after a couple of days the fault developed: instead
of a picture there was a dark, blank raster. Unfortunately
as soon as the back was removed the picture returned. No
amount of tapping around or heating/freezing would bring
on the fault. So we waited. After a couple of brief
appearances we were still clueless as to the cause of the
fault. Then on its third return we were provided with a
major clue as to where the cause of the fault might lie. The
screen went black as before, but a slight coloured
shimmering and, occasionally,
few teletext characters
were seen. This time the fault remained when the back of
the set was removed. By this time everyone was walking on
tiptoe. Several components were lightly pressed or tapped.
Only when the SAA5050 text chip was lightly touched did
the fault clear. As this chip is in a holder we unplugged it
and soldered it directly to the PCB. We haven't seen the
set since.
S.C.
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Punkie's Laws
Steve Cannon

You all know the situation, I'm sure. The customer wants
his new set to be installed but is going out in half an hour's
time. Is there any chance of it being installed right away?
The shop staff will undoubtedly say yes, especially when
ten and twenty pound notes suddenly appear from the
customer's wallet. A quick call from the shop to the service
department to confirm that we have that particular model
is all that's needed for the customer to be sent happily on
his way home in anticipation of his new set arriving.
So why is it that in cases like this, when the heat is on
just a little bit, that out of the four sets in stock you pick the
faulty one? Now it's rare for a brand new set of any make
to be faulty, but faults do occur and can be real nasties.
When we unpacked this set, fitted a plug and switched on
we didn't of course know that we had a problem. But the
set remained lifeless, with only the red standby LED giving
any indication that power was actually getting there. No
messing about however. By now we'd wasted ten minutes.
Another set was brought along and run up. The customer
was highly delighted with his new set and our prompt
service. This was no consolation for me however: I was still
stuck with a brand new set that clearly didn't want a home.
So up on the bench it went.
As the standby light lit some voltage was present in the
set, an Hitachi C25P228 (G8Q chassis). I assumed that the
power supply must be working, as the microcontroller chip
gets its supply from the chopper circuit. A quick check on
the power supply's outputs confirmed that it was
operational, so it was goodbye power supply, hello micro —
a logical step that's becoming ever more common when
fault finding in a modern set.

Over to the Micro
The microcontroller is IC1501. A quick check at the
standby pin 10 showed that the voltage here was high, thus
shutting down the line generator chip via transistor Q1510,
the standby switch transistor. I thought that it would be a
good idea to remove this transistor in the hope that the set
would start up and maybe give us a few more clues as to
where the fault could be. I'm full of 'em at times you know.
Sure enough the set responded, with e.h.t., scanning, etc.
In fact the only things that were missing were the picture
and sound. This was again due to the microcontroller chip,
as it wasn't generating any control voltages. So it was time
for a detailed check around this chip. The 5V supply at pin
42 was present and correct. So was the momentary 5V at
pin 1, from the remote contacts on the on/off switch. I next
checked the clock oscillator signal, at pins 31 and 32. It was
missing. The only thing here is the 8.86MHz crystal, so I
thought simple, fit a new one. I couldn't have been more
wrong of course: the set was as ill as before. It's got to be
the micro I said in dismay, so one was ordered. Thanks to
Hitachi's excellent viewdata and despatch service it arrived
next day.
Punkie's Two Basic Laws
I soon had the new micro installed, but this was where
Punkie's Law struck. Now we've all heard of Murphy's
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Law. So here are Punkie's two laws relating to electronic
fault diagnosis:
(1) The probability that a component is faulty is inversely
proportional to the number of connections to the
component, or the more legs it has the less is the chance
that it's faulty. In other words if you're pretty sure that a
42-pin microcontroller chip is faulty you're probably
mistaken.
(2) The probability that a set has been fully repaired is
directly proportional to the number of screws, metal
screening cans, cable ties etc. left on the bench after the
repair. Thus if everything that was removed has been
replaced in its original place and no bits are left over, in all
probability the set is still faulty. This second law relates
mainly to intermittent faults.
The law that applied in this case was number one of
course. It's not the first time that a VLSI chip has
convinced us that it's faulty, then after replacement has
stuck two fingers up at us. This law has applied time and
time again. In fact it's a fundamental law of workshop
repair.
Where to check next? The circuit diagram isn't too
helpful, as a lot of tracing from the microcontroller's pins is
required to see what they do. Reset, clock, data, 5V etc.
labelling is most welcome at the pins of such a chip, but it's
not shown here.
What about a component loading the chip's crystal
oscillator via one of its pins? This seemed to be a
reasonable conclusion. After making d.c. checks at only a
couple of pins I knew I was on the right lines. The chip's
serial clock and data lines are at pins 39 and 40
respectively. When clock and data signals are present the
voltage readings should be between 2V and 3V. The pins
are at 5V when no signals are present, because of the pullup resistors R1543/4. There was 5V on the data line while
the clock line was at zero.
So it seemed that there was a short somewhere linked to
the clock line. This was confirmed when I unsoldered the
chip's clock and data pins, as the 8.86MHz oscillator
started and the set perked up. It was now going to be a
simple case of tracing back from pins 39 and 40 of the chip
to find the offending component. If only life was that
simple! A look at the circuit showed that the only chip
connected to these lines is the EEPROM chip IC1502. A
resistance check from this chip's clock line to chassis was
carried out but wasn't conclusive. So the chip's data and
clock lines were unsoldered in the hope that the set would
then start up, proving that the memory chip was the cause
of the trouble. A good theory, but so much for theory. The
chip wasn't guilty, m'lud. So it was back to the by now well
worn circuit diagram.

The Cause at Last
The lines from the microcontroller chip fly off the
control panel to the main PCB, where they are renamed
"BUS" lines. Surprise, surprise, they go to the tuner and
i.f. can. Which one first? For some reason I plumped for
the tuner first. Would you believe it, when the BUS pins
were disconnected the set got going with a raster full of
snow. I removed the tuner from the PCB and dismantled
it, but couldn't see any solder splash or obvious fault. A
new tuner was ordered and when this was fitted the
problem had been cured. Punkie's second law now
applied. After reassembling the set two chassis screws and
a cable clip were left over. The final step was to remove the
back again and put back these parts in their correct places.
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TV Fault Finding
Philips GR1-AX Chassis/Tashiko D14GP4
This set was reluctant to start up from cold. There was 15V
across zener diode 6613 and the chopper transistor had its
supplies, but there was no 95V output from the chopper
circuit. I turned down the set-95V preset 3625 and tried
again. This time the set started, but the overvoltage
crowbar fired when the circuit was set for 96V output.
Zener diode 6638 (BZX79-B36) in the h.t. sensing
P.B.
network was leaky.
Grundig CUC 3400 Chassis
The colour would disappear intermittently, while at the
same time the right-hand side of the picture would be
blanked out. A scope check on the sandcastle pulse
showed that it was misshapen when the fault was present.
The TDA2579 timebase generator chip was faulty.
P.B.
Ferguson TX100 Chassis
This set had been a long-term problem in the workshop. It
blew the chopper transistor intermittently and would
sometimes go dead with no chopper tansistor drive. During
a rare occasion when it stayed dead for some minutes I was
able to establish that the TDA4600-2 chopper control chip
had a supply and a reference voltage but no output was
present while the voltage at pin 4 was higher than normal.
This is the pin to which the famous 300kil (2701d/ or two
separate resistors in some designs) resistor is connected.
We've all in the past had trouble with this charging resistor.
On this occasion however the associated charging capacitor
C118 (8.2nF) had gone open-circuit. The value of the
replacement capacitor should be 6.8nF as in later
production.
P.B.
Philips 2B Chassis
Due to insufficient bias at the base of the chopper
transistor this set refused to start. The start-up bias is
provided by R3656/7, C2658 and R3686/7. We checked all
these components and though they seemed to be o.k. we
replaced them. Still the set refused to start. Many hours
were spent on the power supply, checking and replacing
the various semiconductor devices, all to no avail. Many
wonderful theories were put forward and tested, but the
one thing about which we were relatively certain was that
the bias was being damped by something in the chopper
transistor's quite complex base circuit. Eventually, when it
seemed that the best thing to do was to hide the set,
pretend it no longer existed or replace every single
component in the power supply, we got around to checking
C2670 (68nF). It read correctly and no leakage could be
detected using our component tester. We nevertheless
replaced it. When the on/off switch was operated a strange
noise came from within the set — it was the rustle of e.h.t.
A.D.
The set was working and has continued to do so.
Ferguson SRA1
This satellite TV receiver had a hum bar on its picture and
wasn't tuning correctly. You could tune to the correct
frequency to remove the sparklies from the picture, but
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when the store key was pressed the tuning reverted to the
previous, incorrect frequency. We took a look at the power
supply section and saw that C2 (2,200AF, 16V) and C4
(100AF, 16V) appeared to be somewhat stressed. Both
were leaky. Replacing them cured both faults.
A.D.
Panasonic Z3 Chassis
A fault we've had a couple of times with this chassis is
reduced height with poor linearity. In both cases the faulty
component was C404 (4.7µF, 50y). It's used in the
feedback circuit between the field output and ramp
generator stages.
S.C.
Sony KV2092
The problem with this set was that the volume would alter
of its own accord or wouldn't adjust at all. Unfortunately it
was an intermittent fault. While the set was playing up we
carried out a check at the base of Q015, the volume buffer
transistor in the line from the microcomputer and DAC
chips, to see whether the d.c. level changed when the
volume was adjusted. It did, so this eliminated the circuitry
prior to Q015, putting us in a much better position when
the fault next appeared for a reasonable time. When the
set faulted again we carried out checks around Q019, Q021
and Q017, which process the volume on-screen display
information. Q017 turned out to be faulty. As we didn't
have a Sony replacement we fitted a BC546 which did the
trick.
S.C.
Salora H Chassis
When the aerial was disconnected the field folded over.
Very odd. Mind you, the picture wasn't too good — the
focus was way out and the brightness was too low. Also, a
low-pitched humming noise came from the speaker.
Where to start first? Well, when I was an apprentice I was
told always to start at the tube. It's one of the best bits of
advice I've heeded. The e.h.t. was low at about 20kV. I
turned the set-e.h.t. potentiometer RTB700, only a tweak,
and the meter needle went off the scale. I could picture
sparks dancing from the e.h.t. cavity, up the meter and
then my arm at any moment. I quickly switched the set off
and checked my equipment, as you know what X-rays can
do. Thankfully everything was intact. I then replaced the
potentiometer itself, expecting a cure, but was disappointed. A replacement hybrid Ipsalo circuit control chip finally
provided a cure.
S.C.
Finlux 9000 Chassis
This set was brought to us because of low brightness.
Curiously, when the tube's first anode voltage was
increased the set developed a Hanover-bar effect then the
colour-difference signals disappeared. After a great deal of
head-scratching and unnecessary replacement of components the cause of the fault was found to be in the RGB
output section, of all places. We disconnected the emitters
of the RGB output transistors Tb5, Tb8 and Tb11 in turn.
When the red channel transistor Tb5 was disconnected in
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this way the brightness and chroma faults cleared. After
this it was a straightforward case of checking the
components in the red channel. This led us to Tb6 which
was short-circuit collector-to-emitter. Normal operation
was restored when a new BF881 had been fitted. The
faulty transistor must, in addition to affecting the red
channel, have been loading the colour decoder section chip
S.C.
which then shut down.
Panasonic TX21T1
This was a brand new set, straight out of the box. After
working for a couple of minutes picture sync was lost then
the screen went blank, the power supply shut down and the
set squealed. We turned the set off and allowed it to cool.
The initial symptom was the giveaway: when the fault
developed we squirted the TDA2579A line generator/sync
chip IC501 with freezer. This restored normal operation
for a couple of minutes. A new chip provided a permanent
S.C.
cure.
Ferguson TX90 Chassis
This set had no picture. When the first anode control was
turned up we got a faint, watery image on the screen.
Voltage checks around the BC307B beam limiter transistor
Tr114 showed that its base was at 0.6V instead of 5.8V.
The cause was eventually traced to the 143k12 resistor
E.R.
R231 which had gone open-circuit.
Fidelity CTV14S
The complaint with this set was no sound. We found that
there was zero voltage at pin 14 of the TDA3190 sound
chip. The source of the supply was traced back to D25
which was dry-jointed at its anode.
E.R.
Network NWC141OR
There was no sound as both the sound output transistors
Q652/3 had failed. We replaced them along with, for good
measure, the two In resistors R659/660 which were
E.R.
looking distressed. This restored the sound.
ITT CVC1210/1215 Chassis
The d.c. fuse Fu651 would blow at switch on. The culprit
turned out to be 0701 (10µF, 350V) which was shortcircuit. If the problem is intermittent start up, replace
C731, C733, C713, C703 and C701, also add a 1.812 resistor
J.E.
in series with the cathode of D712.
Saisho CM16R
A dead set though with the standby indicator on was due to
failure of the STK7308 chopper chip IC501. After checking
all the components in the power supply — it takes only a
few minutes — and also checking for shorts at the line
output transistor a new chip was fitted and the set was
switched on. A long soak test proved that all was o.k. J.E.
Philips CP90 Chassis
This was a tricky fault. If the set was left alone it would
work faultlessly all day and every day. If it was switched off
and then on while hot however it would occasionally stay in
the off mode. After many, many tests and component
substitutions we found that D6670 (1N4148) was the cause.
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No fault could be found with it after removal, either when
S.L.
cold or hot, but a replacement cured the fault.
Contec KT8135
Field cramping when hot was found to be the result of
S.L.
C336 (220µF, 50V) developing a 10k1I leak.
Solavox 140
Field collapse was simply a case of the LA7830 output chip
going short-circuit. Its 3.312 feed resistor R122 had also
failed. Replacements produced some scan, but with poor
top linearity and some top compression. C108 (1,000µF)
was responsible for this. We've seen these sets in Nikkai
S.L.
cabinets.
Saisho CT208TT
This teletext set displayed perfect text on all channels.
Unfortunately when warm it would do so without being
asked. We found that the culprit was the SAA5040B chip
IC903. We've now had the fault several times. While it
could be a batch problem, we feel that the position of the
text panel could be a contributory factor. It's mounted
horizontally, directly above the main chassis, at the top of
S.L.
the cabinet.
Hitachi G6P Chassis
Failure of the line output transformer has been a frequent
fault with these sets. With this one however the symptom
was red streaks that appeared at random, starting at the
left-hand side of the screen. They would then merge into a
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vertical red band at the left. This gradually broadened,
with a ragged edge, filling the whole screen. The red raster
would then brighten to the point at which flyback lines
became visible. As a lot of work, with no success, had been
carried out on the c.r.t. base and around the colour
decoder chip, we decided to look elsewhere. The circuit
diagram was consulted, and this gave us an idea. Maybe
the graphics generator chip was at fault. A gentle puff of
freezer on IC1104 (M50450-023P) proved the point. S.L.
Hitachi NP6CQ Chassis
This chassis, since its production many years ago, has been
plagued by the intermittently dead condition. There are
still many of these sets around however, giving good
results. While dry-joints loom large as the likely cause of
the intermittently dead fault, these days you usually have
to look a little deeper. This time C919 (3.3AF, 25V) was
going open-circuit when warm. Its associated with pin 4 of
the CP901 chip. Use of freezer and a hairdryer provided a
quick diagnosis.
Grundig CUC70 Chassis
These nice sets produce very good pictures and are
extremely reliable. This one's discrete power supply was
delivering a low output (70V) however and was twittering
badly. It did the same when it was used to power a 100W
bulb, proving that the power supply was the cause of the
trouble. We eventually found that the 33V reference diode
IC633 had a reverse leakage of around 26kf1.
S.L.
Ferguson TX10 Chassis
Here's a nice simple one for a change. A green screen was
caused by the green output stage's 22k11 load resistor R664
being open-circuit. Its replacement, along with its
counterparts in the R and B output stages, has become a
routine job.
S.L.
Ferguson TX85 Chassis
This fault caught me the first time I came across it. The
same thing happened a few weeks later. Both sets came in
dead. Initial checks showed that there was normal h.t.
right up to the line output transistor. But there was no 15V
output from the chopper circuit. I resoldered the various
dry-joints you get around the chopper transformer and was
rewarded with a good picture and sound. These
disappeared as quickly as they had come. The cause of the
problem is that L10 in the rectifier circuit that feeds the
12V regulator has a habit of going open-circuit in an
irregular manner before it fails permanently. What can
sometimes be a little disconcerting is that in L10's highresistance condition the 12V regulator still receives an
input of 12-15V, yet the set remains dead. This can lead
S.L.
you to suspect the regulator etc.
Panasonic Alpha 2 and 3 Chassis
Faulty teletext was the complaint with a TX25A2 (Alpha 3
chassis). Sure enough the channel flag and bar graphs
drifted aimlessly across the screen while the text was erratic
with flashing white lines in the background. A check on the
6MHz oscillator confirmed that it was running slowly,
unlocked to the transmission. As the inputs to IC3501
seemed to be in order we fitted a replacement. No
difference. We then carried out checks around IC3501 and
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found that the 220pF capacitor C3511 in the 6MHz phase
control circuit was leaky. We've since had the same fault
with a TX24A1 (Alpha 2 chassis) which has the same text
circuit.
B.S.
Ferguson 20E2 (TX90 Chassis)
We've had tuning problems with two of these sets. The first
wouldn't search. We found that the lkn, safety resistor
R986 in the tuning circuit on the remote control panel was
open-circuit. This was in turn due to the 150V tuning
regulator supply being high because R56 on the line
linearity/width panel had fallen in value from 2.4kSZ to less
than lkfI. When this had been attended to we discovered
that channels could be found but not memorised. A new
M293B1 memory chip (IC902) put that right.
The second 20E2 found channels up to around number
thirty, but anything higher produced motorboating and
again there was no memory. That's right, the voltage
across the ZTK33B regulator D909 was low at 25V. But a
different diode was to blame: D908, the 33V zener diode
that stabilises the voltage at the base of transistor TR916,
C.A.
was leaky.
Hitachi CPT2260/Salora Ipsalo 2
The mains fuse had blown, the filter resistor RB713 was
open-circuit and the two BUW41B chopper transistors
TB700/1 were short-circuit. After replacements had been
fitted and the line scan coupling capacitor CB532 had been
checked for dry-joints, the set produced nothing but a faint
whistle. CB712 (4.7µF), the coupling capacitor to the base
of TB701, had dried up. We decided to replace its partner
CB726 in TB700's base circuit as well to be sure.
I now make a point of changing these two capacitors
whenever this type of power supply appears on the bench.
As in many other contemporary TV designs that use
similar electrolytics mounted near hot components in highfrequency power supplies, these little capacitors work hard
and are becoming a common cause of supply failure or
C.A.
erratic operation.
Hitachi CPT2051
Field faults in these sets are usually caused by C608 (22µF,
160V) which decouples the supply to the field output stageor dry-joints on the HM6251 field output module. Not this
time however. There was still field collapse after the usual
checks had been carried out. A limited amount of drive
could be seen when the output at pin 4 of the module was
checked with the scope, but it looked as though the output
was heavily loaded. C609 (4.7nF) which is connected in
parallel with the field scan coils had gone short-circuit,
probably because it was mounted right against the hot h.t.
feed resistor R607. We mounted the replacement capacitor
under the PCB.
C.A.
Philips NC3 Chassis
The owner of this set had rescued it from being scrapped
by a national retail/servicing company and brought it to us
because he knew where to come... The problem was
reduced height with vivid horizontal ripples over the
picture. We noticed that a replacement Hitachi picture
tube had been fitted, with scan coils that were different
from the original ones. The ripples went when the missing
1.2k1/ damping resistor was fitted across the Hitachi field
scan coils. Full scan was restored when the parallelC.A.
connected scan coils were rewired in series.
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More on the Finlux 1000 Series Chassis
Chris Watton
The Finlux 1000 series chassis was introduced in 1985 and
has proved to be very reliable. Tube life is good, and large
numbers of these sets are still going strong. There are
stereo versions and teletext comes in various different
forms such as basic text and one-page or two-page memory
— all have colour inversion capability.
There's an efficient TDA4600-type chopper power
supply. Tuning is of the frequency synthesis type. The
sound quality is good, with panoramic distribution — split
between the two speakers. Stereo models can use satellite
TV or a stereo video tape as a source or the set can be used
in the audio only mode with a suitable input from, for
example, a tape deck connected via the scart socket to
facilitate use of the remote-controlled audio amplifier.
There are full connections to the scart socket, which can
therefore be used with RGB signals from BSB equipment
or a computer.
In a recent article (December 1991) Steve Cannon dealt
with common faults. The present article describes our
approach to tackling a faulty set. One thing to note is that
the set will switch off after five minutes when it's operated
without an input signal.
The Power Supply
The logical thing to start with is the chopper power supply.
This is the test order I follow, after checking the on/off
switch, which is of a type used in many Continental sets
and is made by Preh. This switch is responsible for a fair
share of failures. If the switch is o.k. and the fuses are
intact I put the meter clip on the TDA4600 chip's heatsink
and check for 320V at the bridge rectifier's output. Next I
check the voltage at the TDA4600 (actually type
TDA4600-2D) chip's l.t. supply input pin 9. The voltage
here should be at least 9V. If it's low, check the four 2.7k11
resistors (Ru3/4/6/7) and the posistor (PTCu2) in the startup circuit. If the voltage at pin 9 is high, above about 20V,
you can be sure that the chip is open-circuit. In addition to
a new chip replace the two resistors (Ru22 150kfi and
Ru21 120kg) in the charging circuit, connected to pin 4 of
the chip, even if they test all right. Otherwise you'll
probably be replacing the chip again soon, along with the
chopper transistor. This is prudent with any TDA4600type circuit — sometimes there's a single resistor with a
value of around 270ka The voltage at pin 9 of the
TDA4600-2D chip should be 13V, but 9-10V will get it
started. If necessary then check at pin 1, where the voltage
should be 4.3V. If the reading is very low, Cu4 (100µF) is
probably short-circuit.
In my experience the electrolytics are the most common
cause of faults in the primary side of the power supply. In
order of likelihood, check Cul (100µF, 35V) which
couples the drive to the base of the chopper transistor, Cu2
(100µE, 35V) which is the 1.t. supply reservoir capacitor,
Cu4 (100µF, 16V) which is the reference voltage
smoothing capacitor and Cub (1µF, 63V) which smooths
the negative feedback voltage. I've never had a diode in
the primary side of the supply fail. They probably do
however, as with other makes that use this type of power
supply it's usually the diodes rather than the electrolytics
that fail.
The secondary side of the power supply is a simple
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affair, consisting of four rectifiers and their associated
components. The most common fault here is failure of the
BY299 138V h.t. rectifier Du18, giving the dead set
symptom. I like to check this by connecting the meter on
the ohms range between chassis and Du18's cathode: if the
resistance reading is less than A/ the diode is short-circuit;
if the resistance is 1.551 or slightly higher the BU508A line
output transistor Tz4 is short-circuit. Failure of either item
produces the same symptom. Use voltage or resistance
tests to check the other diodes and safety resistors as
necessary.
Line Timebase
We'll consider the line output stage next. This uses a
diode-split line output transformer with the focus and first
anode supplies built in. As mentioned above, the line
output transistor can fail. It usually does so for a reason.
As with so many sets the reason is good old Mr. Dry-joint.
You can find dry-joints at the line output and chopper
transformers, the scan coils plug and the chopper and line
output transistors. So a good solder up is called for when
working in this area.
Line output transformer failure is not common.
Sometimes the first anode control goes high-resistance
however. Thus the tube's first anode voltage rises. The
picture goes bright and the set trips. You may suspect a
fault in the video section, but what is usually happening is
that the first anode voltage is varying so much that the auto
grey-scale system goes crazy in an attempt to keep up with
the rapidly changing tube current. When the first anode
voltage rises above a certain point the power supply trips
due to the excessive beam current.
The scan coils plug modification in the 1000/2000 series
chassis was mentioned by Steve. You solder two rivetshaped sleeves to the pins that carry the line scan current.
The reason for this is that they get hot and the solder joints
deteriorate. The plug's internal contacts can deteriorate
however, and I think that's why they get hot. When this
trouble arises it will soon be time for a new line output
transistor. The customer will probably complain about
e.h.t. flashing, or line tearing at least, before the transistor
fails. Removing the plug and soldering the wires direct to
the panel takes a bit of beating as a cure for this trouble.
A couple of other faults in this area are not uncommon.
First the BC637 line driver transistor Tz3 can go open- or
short-circuit. Secondly either of its two 150 feed resistors
Ru42 and Ru43 can go open-circuit for no apparent
reason. A clue to the no line drive fault is that when
switched on the set will come on with channel one and
there will be a faint hum at about 200Hz from the
speakers. On more than one occasion I've found that the
line output transistor was open-circuit.
Tube Base Panel
There are only a few components on the tube's base panel.
The only trouble we've had here relates to the wiring to the
other two panels. There are two ribbon cables. One has
five wires of which only three are connected. It comes from
the signals panel and can be responsible for intermittent
loss of one or more colours. The other cable comes from
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the power/line scan panel. It can be responsible for the
same symptoms as when the first anode control goes highresistance, i.e. the brightness increases and the set trips. So
don't get caught out here. It can be embarrassing if you
replace the line output transformer when all that's wrong is
a wire off. Where have I heard that before? — but in this
case it can be true. The wire actually breaks, but you can't
see this as the other wires hold the thing in place.
Field Timebase and EW Modulator
A TDA3652 chip, ICkl , is used in the field output stage.
It's powered by the line output transformer derived 26.5V
line which also feeds the EW modulator drive circuit and
the field hold control. The first problem here is that you'll
seldom see a field fault as the sandcastle pulse that's fed to
the colour decoder chip will be incorrect. You can easily
overcome this problem by connecting an Avometer on the
250V range between any of the RGB outputs and chassis.
You will then usually see a faint single line in the relevant
colour. As an alternative you could turn up the first anode
control setting to get some brightness, but the control will
have to be reset properly, which calls for the use of a
scope, so it's best left alone.
In the event of field collapse the first check should be for
26.5V at the junction of the two parallel-connected lfl
surge-limiting resistors Run/12 and the 2,200pF, 35V
reservoir capacitor Cz7. These items are just to the right of
the line output transformer. Like other safety resistors,
Ru11/12 can fail for no apparent reason. Often however
the field output chip fails. When this has to be replaced I
also change the supply decoupler Ck4 (470µF, 35V) for
good measure.
The EW modulator is very reliable. I've not had a single
fault in this area — not even a dirty control.
Signal Circuits
The signals panel is on the left-hand side. It contains some
more power supply circuitry, the RGB output stages, the
audio, colour decoder and i.f. sections and the frequency
synthesizer. There are subpanels for teletext and
panoramic sound, and one or two spare sockets for things
like SECAM etc.
The tuner unit has the aerial socket fixed to it directly
(no need for isolators with this type of power supply). It's
soldered into the PCB. I had my reservations about this
originally, but the whole thing is much stronger than it
looks. It's a different matter inside the tuner however. The
green PCB seems to come adrift with ease where it fastens
to the frame of the can and the earthing struts. A good hot
iron and a steady hand (I've got neither...) will soon put
matters right. The usual faults caused by the tuner are one
or two channels missing or the picture going off with the
slightest tap on the set.
The only faults I've had in the tuner control system have
been caused by the SDA2112 chip ICtl. In one case there
was no tuning voltage output at pin 11. The other fault was
intermittent no tuning when hot — a shot of freezer
confirmed that the chip was responsible.
From the tuner the i.f. signal passes via the BF959 driver
transistor Til to the dual-output SAW filter Fil. The sound
and vision signals then follow separate paths. Signal
separation at this early stage removes any possibility of
vision buzz. The vision i.f. section is contained in ICil,
which may be a TDA/1113 or a TDA3541 depending on
chassis version. The output goes to the TEA2014 video
switching chip ICi3, which is controlled by the microcom362

puter chip ICt2. When the AV mode is selected external
video from the scart socket is routed through to the output
pin 6. The video path is then via the teletext panel to the
colour decoder. The arrangements vary here, later
versions incorporating a colour transient improvement
chip. Faults in this area are fortunately very few and are
usually caused by incorrect sandcastle pulses or cracked
print. The usual fault is no picture. The video signal and
the brightness, contrast and colour control voltages all
seem to be right but there are no outputs from the colour
decoder chip. Any discrepancy in the sandcastle pulse will
cut off the video. It's always worth checking the video
input however as text faults in sets with a teletext panel can
cause no picture in the TV mode.
The main fault on the teletext panel is dry-joints. The
panel has print on both sides, the component side being
connected to chassis. There are pins that go through the
panel to connect various parts of the circuit to the other
side. Different versions of the text panel have a different
number of pins. They look like test points but they aren't.
Most faults can be cured by ensuring that the pins are
soldered on both sides of the panel. Poor joints can cause
all sorts of faults, such as intermittent loss of picture, no
text, some text lines appearing on the normal picture, and
chessboard effects.
Here are some faults we've had on the signals panel. Tb1
(BC557B) being leaky will remove the raster. Failure of
Dal (1N4007) will remove the raster or switch the set to
standby. Similar faults can be caused by Tab (TIP41),
which can also make the colour vary and trip the set. When
you look at the print side of the panel you'll see that
various bits of the print have been cut. This is done to cater
for various options. The problem is that in carrying out the
cuts adjacent tracks are sometimes caught. The set can
work normally but eventually tiny cracks appear. This can
cause some strange faults such as the local controls not
working correctly or, when text is selected, the channels
change as you try to key in a page. These problems occur
around the microcomputer chip at the bottom. A manmade fault can occur at the top of the panel: the
chrominance delay line can become dry-jointed when the
board is hinged out, or the delicate print can crack if the
delay line is grasped when the board is opened. On one
occasion a resistor shorted to the body of the tuner,
shorting the 5V line to chassis. As a result the power
supply started up without the momentary switch on (from
the mains switch) or a remote control signal. The
symptoms were no picture and no channel display.
Miscellaneous Points
The chassis is not too good to work on as the leads always
seem to be about an inch too short. If the bottom panel has
to be withdrawn to the service position, the speaker
sockets on the plastic frame have to be unplugged. If they
are pulled very much they will come off the speakers within
the enclosures. Thus when you've repaired a power supply
fault you may think that there's a sound fault. So check the
speaker leads. When the bottom panel is out of the set the
mains switch is easily caught and the set can come on.
Beware of this — unplug from the mains if the panel is
propped up.
Lastly the remote control unit, which also gives trouble
occasionally. Sometimes the chip packs up or the resonator
breaks away from the panel. The most common fault
however is that the 1,000µF capacitor falls out. As a result
the unit will be capable of only very short-range operation
or won't work at all.
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Inside the Ferguson TX80 Chassis
J. LeJeune
Innovative and yet somehow familiar in its concept, the
TX80 is the last of the old Ferguson designs to reach the
market. The chassis shows some Thomson influence, but
its Enfield origins are stamped plainly all over it. This is
nowhere more so than in the power supply and line output
section, which nostalgically recalls the Thorn 9000 series
chassis with its Syclops circuit. The key element here is the
use of a single transistor as both the chopper and the line
output switching device.
Basically the TX80 is just another small-screen TV
receiver for 90° c.r.t.s with screen sizes from ten to fifteen
inches. It's no basic receiver however. Features incorporated as standard include microcomputer-based remote
control, on-screen graphics with a simple menu system to
make adjustment of the operating controls easy, a sleep
timer and a child lock facility. There's considerable
integration in the low-level stages, where a single LSI chip
incorporates the vision and sound i.f. strips, the luminance
and chrominance signal processing stages, sync separation
and the timebase generator circuits. The designers didn't
go i.c.-crazy however: where a single transistor is all that's
necessary, that's what is used. Since the receiver has a live
chassis there's no scart socket. In any case while the tube is
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adequate for TV purposes its resolution is not sufficient for
use as an 80-column computer monitor.
Picture quality is nevertheless excellent. The Samsung
c.r.t.s give a bright picture with ample purity reserve.
Audio on the other hand comes from a very small
loudspeaker and leaves a little to be desired. Even so it's
distortion free and the cabinet doesn't vibrate at high
volume levels. The cabinet design is attractive, especially
the 10in. model, and blends in with most domestic
schemes.
Fig. 1 shows in simplified block diagram form the main
sections of the chassis.
The heart of the set is of course the combined chopper
and line output stage — it's known as a Wessel circuit. Fig. 2
shows the arrangement in block diagram form. Things start
with the oscillator, which produces a line-frequency
sawtooth output whose amplitude is determined by the
comparator transistor TP03. The comparator senses the
h.t. voltage produced by the chopper, and sets the supply
to the oscillator. As this supply increases or decreases, so
the amplitude of the sawtooth output is varied — see Fig. 3.
The pulse-width modulator transistor TP05 converts the
sawtooth waveform into a variable mark-space ratio
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Fig. 1: The main sections of the Ferguson TX80 chassis, shown in block diagram form.
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Fig. 2: Block diagram of the combined chopper power
supply and line timebase arrangement.
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squarewave which passes via the driver stage to the base of
the switching transistor TP10. This drives two transformers, the chopper transformer LP03 (Wessel transformer)
and the line output transformer LP04. In case anyone is
puzzled by the idea of using a variable mark-space ratio
waveform to drive the line output stage, the point to
remember is that the switch-off time, which initiates the
flyback, remains constant. It's the switch-on time during
the forward scan that varies to take into account loading
and mains input voltage variations. The initial part of the
forward scan is controlled by the efficiency diode in the
normal way. Comprehensive protection arrangements are
built into the circuit.
We'll now take a closer look at the circuit action. Fig. 4
shows the complete circuit of the power supply/line output
section of the receiver. Note that the receiver chassis is
TELEVISION APRIL 1992
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Fig. 3: Illustrating the action of the comparator, oscillator
and pulse-wide modulator stages in providing a variable
mark-space ratio drive waveform.

always live with respect to ground. It uses a bridge rectifier
(DP26-29) to deliver three supplies, one full-wave rectified
and the other two half-wave rectified. In this respect it
could be said that the bridge is fully utilised. The full-wave
output is smoothed by the reservoir capacitor CP31 and fed
to the chopper transformer LP03 at approximately 360V
d.c. One half-wave rectified supply is fed to the switch
transistor TP11 whose collector feeds the comparator,
oscillator, pulse-width modulator and driver stages. The
other half-wave rectified supply is smoothed by
RP39/CP41 and fed to a 5V regulator which in turn
provides the supply to the microcomputer control chip
IRO1. The latter produces the on or standby command at
pin 20. This is fed to TP12 which in turn controls TP11: in
the standby condition TP11 is off and there is thus no
supply to the oscillator etc., shutting down the Wessel
system.
The main switching transistor TP10 is driven by a
bootstrapped low-voltage driver stage (TP06/9) which is
d.c. coupled to the pulse-width modulator transistor TP05.
The input to TP05 is a variable-amplitude sawtooth which
is produced by a relaxation oscillator whose timing
components are RP12 and CP03. The two transistors in
this circuit, TP01/2, act in a thyristor-like manner,
switching off when there's insufficient current to maintain
them in saturation. CP03 charges via RP12 from the
voltage at the collector of the comparator transistor TP03.
As CP03 charges, the emitter voltage of the pnp transistor
TP02 will increase until the point is reached where it's 0.7V
above the fixed base voltage set by RP26/RP05. At this
point TP02 switches on and passes current to the base of
TP01 which thus also switches on. The two transistors
saturate heavily, rapidly discharging CP03 via RP65. Once
CP03 has been discharged, TP02 and TPO1 switch off and
CP03 begins to charge again. The sawtooth waveform
produced in this way is fed via the emitter-follower buffer
transistor TP04 to the base of the pulse-width modulator
transistor TP05. CP48 blocks the d.c. voltage at TP04's
emitter and DP37 acts as a d.c. restorer, clamping the
negative-going peak of the sawtooth waveform to chassis.
TP05 conducts when the slope of the sawtooth waveform
exceeds 0-7V.
The comparator transistor TP03 receives its collector
supply from TP11, via RP01, RPO2 and its load resistor
RP03. CP01 smooths the supply and DP02 stabilises it at
18V. TP03's base voltage is obtained from the potential
divider network RP08, RP61, PP01, RPO7 which is
connected across the 104V h.t. line: this is the main supply
produced by the line output transformer, thus the
conditions in the line output stage are sensed. TP03's
408

emitter is held at 5.4V by DP46 and DP06. This
combination of a zener diode and an ordinary signal diode
gives a near-zero temperature coefficient.
Variations in the 104V h.t. supply are thus sensed by
TP03 and inverted. A rise in the h.t. voltage will result in a
fall in TP03's collector voltage and a corresponding fall in
the amplitude of the sawtooth waveform fed to TP05. The
action is illustrated in Fig. 3. When the h.t. voltage rises,
the width of the drive pulses used to switch the chopper
transistor TP10 on and off decreases. Thus TP10 remains
on for a shorter period of time and the h.t. voltage is
reduced to the correct figure. The action works in reverse
should the h.t. voltage fall.
TP11 is used for standby switching. It has half-wave
rectified mains voltage at its emitter at all times. Transistor
TP12 inverts the control signal from the microcomputer
chip, its base voltage going high to turn on the supplies and
bring the set out of standby. When TP11 is switched on
CP01 and CP13 charge via RPO1 and RP17 respectively.
TP03's collector and emitter voltages rise gently, so that
the chopper comes to life gradually rather an abruptly.
Once the chopper is running DP12 adds to the charge held
by CP15. The feed to TP03's emitter circuit via RP27
provides a stable zener current to improve the regulation.
The driver stage is interesting as it employs a bootstrap
circuit to ensure that the level of drive generated is
adequate. The first transistor TP06 is an inverting
amplifier: when it's on, the following transistor TP09 is off.
In this condition DP08's cathode is at virtually chassis
potential and the bootstrap capacitor CP07 will charge via
DP36 from the 8.6V rail. During this time the switching
transistor TP10 is also off. When the squarewave drive
turns TP06 off, TP09's base voltage rises and it switches
on. The negative side of CP07 is now connected to the
8.6V line via RP23 and TP09. Since CP07 is already
charged to about 7V, its positive side is now at about 15V
with respect to chassis. DP36 is thus cut off and the 15V
appears at TP09's base via RP29. This ensures that TP09 is
saturated throughout the time that TP10 is required to be
conductive. When TP09's emitter voltage rises, CP08
charges via TP1O's base, switching TP10 on. Diodes DP30,
DP15 and DP16 conduct and limit the charge across CP08
to 2.1V. RP21 and LP02 in parallel provide some base
drive current waveform shaping. When TP06 is switched
on again to initiate the flyback, CP08's positive side is
connected to chassis via DP08 and TP06 and TP1O's base is
driven negative.
The receiver's principal supply rail, from which the line
output stage is operated, is the 104V h.t. line. When TP10
is switched off, the line output transformer is tuned by
CP18 to produce the flyback. At the end of the flyback the
efficiency diode DP13 begins to conduct and the first half
(approximately) of the forward line scan is produced. TP10
can be turned on during this period, but it will have no
effect on the line scan because of the isolating action of
diodes DP10 and DP48. Thus TP10 doesn't drive the line
output side of the circuit until DP13 stops conducting. At
this point TP10 must be conducting in order to take over
the supply of current to the line scan coils. The isolating
action of DP10/48 enables TP10 to drive the chopper
transformer before it also starts to drive the line output
transformer. When DP13 switches off, the voltage at pin 2
of LP04 rises and DP10/48 switch on.
LP03 generates two secondary voltages during the
flyback period. DP21 produces 22V across CP24 for the
audio output chip while DP11 rectifies the output at pin 1.
The cunning part of this circuit is that DP11 also serves as a
boost diode, feeding pin 6 on the line output transformer
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Fig. 4. Complete circuit of the power supply and line timebase sections of the chassis.

LP04. Autotransformer action between pins 6 and 5 of
LP04 produces the 104V supply across CP17. No
rectification is required at pin 5 as CP17 is the boost
reservoir capacitor.
LP04 also produces various other supplies — the tube's
heater supply, its e. h.t. , focus and first anode supplies, 13V
and 8.6V supplies, 22V for the field output stage and, from
another overwinding on the primary, 150V for the RGB
output transistors.
There are four protection systems in this circuitry. One
guards against excessive voltages, which could cause the
c.r.t. to produce X-rays; another guards against excessive
current in TP10; a third (the energy limiter) prevents
excessive current in the line output stage; the fourth
protects the field scan coils in the event of the field scan
coupling capacitor going short-circuit.
The shut-down circuit uses transistors TP08 and TP07 in
a latching circuit that's identical in configuration to the
oscillator TPO1/2. Three inputs at the base of TP08 can trip
the power supply. The first is via RP41 from the emitter of
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TP10. If TP10 passes excessive current, the voltage
developed across RP30/31 will be sufficient to produce the
trip action. A second input comes from the field scan
current circuit. If the field scan coupling capacitor goes
short-circuit excessive power will be dissipated in the scan
coils. The trip action prevents damage here. The third
input comes via DX01, DX02 etc., the source being the
heater winding on the line output transformer. This circuit
looks for excessive voltage conditions in the transformer.
DX03 rectifies the heater supply and if the voltage
developed across CX02 rises sufficiently zener diode DX02
switches on to initiate the trip action.
If TP08's base voltage rises because of an increase in any
of these inputs, TP08 and TP07 will switch on and latch up.
This action discharges CP01 via DP01. Thus the oscillator
is stopped and the drive to TP10 ceases. When CP01 has
been discharged, TP08 and TP07 will switch off. CP01 can
then charge again, giving a soft-start action. If the problem
was a transient one and has cleared, the reciever will
resume normal operation. If the fault is a permanent one
409
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Fig. 5: Block diagram showing the operation of the
sharpness control circuit.

however the power supply will trip continuously.
The fourth protection system, the energy limiter,
monitors the voltage across RP50, which is connected
between the earthy end of the winding on LP03 that
supplies the line output stage and chassis. A rise in the
current flowing in this winding, due to high current
demand in the line output stage, will produce an
increasingly negative voltage at pin 6. This negative bias is
fed to the base of the pulse-width modulator transistor
TP05, increasing its switch-on threshold. As a result it
produces shorter drive pulses, reducing the power output.
Chopper power supplies operate by storing energy in the
transformer as flux, releasing it during the off period of the
switching device. It follows that the transformer's power
output depends on the energy fed into it on the primary
side. The input voltage is set by the peak value of the mains
supply. The current that flows depends on the switching
device's on time and the effect of back-e.m.f. in the
transformer. Close regulation is achieved by adjusting the
switching device's on period. The regulation loop in the
TX80 starts with the 104V developed across CP17 and
takes in the comparator, oscillator, pulse-width modulator,
driver and output switching (TP10) stages.

Signal Circuits
We'll next take a brief look at the signal stages, most of
which are incorporated in the M52038SP 52-pin processing
chip IL01. This chip also incorporates the sync circuitry
and produces field and line drive outputs. The latter is used
to synchronise the oscillator in the power supply.
A Thomson tuner, type MTP-I-2021 for the u.h.f. bands
only, is used. It features a dual-gate MOSFET r.f.
amplifier stage and has excellent noise and gain figures.
Tuning is effected by an integral phase-locked loop which
is controlled by data and clock inputs from the
microcomputer chip IRO1 (42 pins this time).
Volume, brightness, contrast, colour and sharpness
control are all carried out within IL01. An interesting item
in this section of the receiver is VV01 which is in the circuit
between the demodulated video output from IL01 and its
luminance and chroma inputs. VV01 incorprates luminance and chroma separation filters, a chroma carrier trap
and the luminance delay line.

Sharpness Control
The sharpness control system is another unusual feature,
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see Fig. 5. Full bandwidth video (luminance) is fed in at pin
41 of IL01 while differentiated video (video with a high
degree of overshoot) is fed in at pin 40, which also receives
the sharpness control voltage. The full bandwidth
luminance signal passes via amplifier 1 to the blending
circuit. An h.f. reduced signal is fed to amplifier 2 while the
h.f.-emphasised (differentiated) signal is fed to amplifier 3.
The control voltage acts on the blending circuit which
combines the outputs from the three amplifiers in various
proportions, from insufficient to excessive h.f. content at
the extremities of the range with a flat response at
somewhere about the centre of the range. The control
works very well and can be used to good effect when
playing video recordings or with satellite TV transmissions
that are not all they might be. The sharpness adjusted
signal then passes to the contrast control part of the chip.

Colour Decoding
The luminance output from Hill is passed via a buffer
transistor to the the c.r.t. base panel which contains the
RGB matrixing and output circuits. Chroma signal
decoding is carried out in the conventional way within IL01
which provides B — Y, G — Y and R — Y outputs.
Sync System
ILOI has a separate video input pin for the sync
separator section. There's an external field sync pulse
integrating network. The line sync pulses are fed internally
to a phase-locked loop that controls a 500kHz master
crystal oscillator. A five-stage binary divider (divide by 32)
gives 15.625kHz. This divided down output is fed to the
phase detector whose other input consists of line flyback
pulses which are obtained from the line output
transformer's heater winding (the pulses from this source
are also used for several other purposes in the receiver).
The Field Timebase
The integrated field sync pulses are fed back into IL01 at
pin 45. They are then shaped to produce trigger pulses that
are used to reset the vertical counter circuit. This divides
down the line frequency pulses to 50Hz. Each trigger pulse
resets the counter and at the same time resets the field
ramp waveform to zero. This ramp voltage is produced
across an external capacitor by a constant-current source
within ILOI. The charging rate is modified by feedback
from the LA7830 field output chip IF01 to provide fixed
linearity correction. There's also a.c. feedback to provide
height control and d.c. feedback to stabilise the d.c.centre
point of the output from IF01.
The field output chip is operated in the conventional
manner, with bootstrapping to obtain a peak-to-peak
output of nearly twice the supply voltage. This ensures a
rapid flyback during the field blanking period.
Audio Output Stage
The TDA2006 audio output chip provides surprisingly
good results via the small, forward-facing 1612 2W elliptical
speaker. A diode in the d.c. feedback circuit prevents
excessive distortion on large output voltage excursions.
Microcomputer Control
In common with many other advanced small-screen
receivers the TX80 uses a microcomputer chip, IR01, to
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oversee the set's operation and provide a menu-driven
remote control system that's easy to follow. The operations
performed by this chip can be classed in four groups as
follows: (1) it provides pulse-width modulated user control
outputs that are integrated by external RC filters to
produce d.c. voltages for the signal processing chip IL01;
(2) it carries out the usual key scanning to detect front
panel input commands; (3) it accepts the IR remote control
input, provides an I2C bus that's used principally to control
the tuner, and carries out sync kill, mute, hold and reset
functions; (4) it contains the system and charactergenerator clocks and provides graphics sync and RGB
outputs.

Some Pin Functions
As previously mentioned, pin 20 provides the standby
signal to toggle the power supply on and off. As there's no
front panel mains switch in the initial models, this is the
principal method of switching the receiver on and off. 3V
at pin 20 = on, OV = standby.
Pin 37 provides the sync killer output. This is used to
defeat the sync separator circuit in IL01 during tuning
operations and at switch on, to prevent spurious signals
from triggering the timebases incorrectly and causing
possible damage.
The mute circuit input at pin 36 is used during sweep or
search tuning to tell IRO1 when a valid video signal has
been received. Sweep tuning is halted when this occurs.
The hold pin 34 is held high momentarily at switch off to
preserve the analogue control settings in memory. This
ensures that the receiver powers up next time with the
previously-used settings. The reset pin 33 is held low for a
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short period at receiver power up to ensure that no
spurious signals generated by the rising currents and
voltages in the set are taken as valid commands by IR01.
The components connected to pins 28 and 29 tune the
on-screen graphics read-out oscillator (pixel generator).
Pin 27 takes in field sync for graphics while line sync is fed
in at pin 26 (again from the heater circuit). The graphics
outputs appear at pins 22-25, the latter being the blanking
output that creates the black-box area in which the symbols
or characters are displayed. The graphics blanking is mixed
with line blanking from the heater supply then amplified,
sharpened, clipped and sent to pin 22 of IL01.

Battery Converter
The 10in. model is ideal in size and performance for
those on the move in caravans, coaches and lorries. It
therefore has an integral battery converter to enable the
receiver to be used away from mains supplies. The
converter is set to operate with a 12V d.c. input and cannot
be altered to work with any other voltage. The input can
vary over the range 11.8 to 14-8V. It's a fairly basic d.c.-tod.c. circuit, self-oscillating and running at about 17kHz.
In Conclusion
Although the TX80 is an intricate little receiver, packed
with features, it has proved to be extremely reliable in
service, not one being seen in the workshop since it started
to be sold. It has but one minus point so far as the public is
concerned, the rear-mounted mains switch on Models
A1OR and A14R. On the latest model to use the chassis,
the A36R, the on-off switch is once again at the front.
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TV Fault Finding

Reports from Steve Cannon, C.V. Cooper,
Graham Rees, Liz Hopkins, John Edwards,
Ed Rowland, Mick Dutton, Eugene Trundle,
Michael Dranfield and Denis Foley

Panasonic TC1785
This set came in dead and quick checks showed that no
voltages were being generated by the power supply. In the
circumstances it's a good idea with these sets to remove
Q806, the standby switch transistor, then wind the set up
via the variac. This time the set started up, with all the
voltages correct. Q806 was then checked and found to be
open-circuit. A new 2SA683 transistor put matters right.
S.C.
Hitachi CPT2658/Salora L Chassis
The symptoms were severe herringbone patterning, both
with off-air and start input signals, striations down the side
of the picture and both the line phase and frequency were
wrong. In cases like this it's usually a good idea to tie the
faults down to one part of the chassis. But it was a bit
difficult here because separate faults seemed to be present
in the i.f./video, line oscillator and line output departments. The only thing in common of course is the 12V
supply. A check was made for ripple but none could be
detected. We decided to replace CB616, the 1,000,uF
reservoir capacitor for the 17V supply that feeds the 12V
regulator, and as if by magic all the symptoms cleared. S.C.
Hitachi G8Q Chassis
This set was dead — no surprise here. Praying that the
mains fuse hadn't been blasted, we removed the back.
Thankfully the fuse was o.k., so a full power supply rebuild
wouldn't be necessary. As the h.t. was present and correct
we checked the supply to the timebase generator chip
IC701. The 12V supply was present but line drive wasn't
being generated. A check was then made on the standby
line from the microcomputer panel. The voltage here is
normally between 8-12V when the set is running, OV in
standby. It was found to be 3.5V. This led us to suspect a
fault on the microcomputer panel, and sure enough when
the standby line was disconnected the set started up.
Before condemning the microcomputer chip we decided to
check a few other components. This proved to be a fruitful
approach as the 1N4148 diode D1504 in the standby circuit
was faulty.
S.C.
Philips 2A Chassis
The h.t. and e.h.t. came up for an instant at switch on,
then the main h.t. decayed to a steady 30V with the other
secondary power supply voltages low. It seemed certain
that the cause of the trouble was in the line output stage
because disconnecting the feed to the line output
transformer brought all the supply lines back up. Checks
showed that the output transistor, the EW modulator
diodes, the secondary rectifiers fed from the transformer
and the tuning capacitors were all o.k. The only thing left
was the transformer. A new one restored normal
operation.
S.C.
Panasonic TX25W2 (Alpha 3 Chassis)
In our experience this very new chassis is not one of
Panasonic's better ideas — the failure rate has been far too
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high. The first fault with this particular set was that R555,
the fusible safety resistor in the h.t. feed to the line output
stage, was open-circuit. When it was replaced, the set was
in a shut-down condition. A check showed that the line
output transistor was o.k., but it seemed clear that
something was wrong in the line output stage. We checked
the EW modulator diodes as these can cause the same
symptoms. Not this time however. So we began to suspect
the line output transformer, a common cause of failure
with modern sets. But this set had just been unboxed. It
couldn't be faulty, could it? It was though.
S.C.
Grundig CUC2400 Chassis
This set wouldn't come out of standby when the mains
on/off switch was used. The circuit indicated that the
power supply earth was not isolated from the main chassis
earth. This was not true of the set we had. I eventually
found the usual network that connects the two earth rails,
i.e. the 4.7MSZ resistor and its associated parallel
capacitor. A check on the resistor showed that it was opencircuit, a replacement restoring normal operation of the
on/off switch. The offending resistor is located near the
front of the panel, on the right-hand side very close to the
right-hand chassis rail. I forgot to make a note of its circuit
reference number, but as it's not shown in the circuit
diagram we used it probably wouldn't be much help
anyway.
L.V.C.
Samsung CI3312Z
The complaint was of lack of height. The obvious thing to
do was to check the d.c. voltages around the field output
chip, IC901. These were all o.k., but a new chip was tried
in case. This made no difference so I moved back to the
TDA8305 chip IC101. The d.c. voltage at the ramp
generator pin 2 was found to be low. Replacing R302 cured
the problem. It had risen in value from 470kil to about
1-5MSZ.
G.R.
Rediffusion Mk 4 Chassis
This set was dead with the start-up resistor 4R2 getting
very hot. A check on the start supply showed that it was
correct at 14.5V, and no shorts could be found on the
secondary side of the chopper transformer. A scope check
at pin 15 of the 1DA1060 chopper control chip showed
that the drive output was at only about 0.1V peak-to-peak
— the manual gives the correct amplitude as being 0.4V
peak-to-peak. So we checked the supply voltage again: the
reading was still 14.5V. When the supply was scoped
however we found that a 60V peak-to-peak ripple was
present on it. A check on 4C6 (1,000µF) showed that it
had dried up, a replacement restoring the set to life. M.Dr.
Hitachi CPT1646R
The report with this set said that it was dead. When we
switched it on the e.h.t. rustled up then very quickly died
away. An LM317T three-terminal adjustable regulator is
used in this chassis, with a large bypass resistor. A check
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on the LM317T showed that all pins were at about 150V.
We tried powering the set via a variac and found that at
about 70 per cent of the full mains input everything worked
all right. So no other damage had been done. A new
LM317T was tried, on the assumption that the original one
was short-circuit, but the fault condition remained the
same. As the voltage at the adjustment pin couldn't be
reduced using the set-h.t. control, the cause of the fault
was likely to be in this area. Tracing back from the
adjustment pin brought us to two resistors, R907 (56k1/)
and R908 (221(1/). 8908 turned out to be open-circuit.
M.Dr.
Philips 2A Chassis

This set was dead with a very black mains fuse. The
obvious things to check were the chopper transistor and
the mains bridge rectifier diodes. They were all o.k. In a
situation like this, where no obvious short can be found, I
usually remove the degaussing thermistor and try again —
this device can be responsible for violent fuse blowing.
With the thermistor out the set remained dead, but this
time the mains fuse remained intact. I then spotted a small
blue capacitor, C2664 (1.5nF), with a split down the side.
It turned out to be open-circuit. So did the associated
BYD33J diode D6664. With replacements fitted the set
remained dead. Checks showed that there was no output
from the mains bridge rectifier — and no a.c. input either!
Study of the circuit diagram soon showed what had
happened — Philips dealers will be aware of this. I'd left the
degaussing thermistor out, intending to replace it after
finding the cause of the fault. In this chassis the thermistor
is in series with the incoming mains feed to the bridge
rectifier, acting as a surge limiter as well. Replacing this
item restored the set to full working order.
M.Dr.
Fidelity ZX3000 Chassis

There was a green cast on the picture, as if the tube had a
slight heater-cathode leak. A check on the tube showed
that it was o.k., so attention was turned to the RGB output
stages on the c.r.t. base panel. Comparison voltage checks
in the green and red stages brought us to TR10's base bias
resistor R214 which had risen in value from 1001d/ to
150kfl. A replacement restored correct colour.
M.Dr.
Amstrad CTV2000

This set had top field foldover. I'd had this fault before, so
I went straight for C720 (4.7t4F, 160V) which decouples
0702's collector. As the set is now about nine years old we
replaced C718 and C739 as well for good measure. M.Dr.
Hinari CT4

This set was dead and on inspection we found that a small
hole had been burnt in the PCB around one leg of L406.
Further investigation brought us to R406 (6801/) which was
open-circuit. A replacement restored normal operation.
L.H.
Triumph CTV8000

We get quite a few of these Currys own brand sets in. Just
when we think we've got it all sussed out along comes one
like this. It was dead and on opening it up we found that
there was a hairline crack on the bottom panel. Bridging it
brought back a lot of voltages but nothing else. After
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disconnecting the final anode cap and finding only a weak
spark we looked more closely at the tube base. A do-ityourselfer had had a go and had put the tube base back
upside down!
L.H.
Huanyu 37C-2

The problem with this set was line collapse. It was caused
by dry-joints on transformer 1782 in the scan circuit. L.H.
Matsui 2160/Saisho FST21OR

There was a small, pulsating picture, the sound varied up
and down and the brightness was low. We get quite a few
of these sets so we went straight to the line output
transformer-derived 180V rail where the reading was low
at only 73V. Fitting a new STR58041 chopper chip (IC501)
restored normal operation.
L.H.
Ferguson TX100 Chassis

If the standby light works but the set goes dead when a
channel is selected and all the lights go out, check for a 12V
drop across RL1. If this is absent replace TR9 (BC107).
L.H.
Saisho CT147R

A common cause of the dead set symptom, though with
229V at the collector of 0604, is R662 (1801M) being
open-circuit. A replacement is normally all that's required
to restore the set to life.
J.E.
Ferguson TX99 Chassis

When this set was switched on the e.h.t. came up but there
was no picture, just the occasional flicker of flyback lines.
There was no sound and it was impossible to change from
channel one. R239 (1000) was open-circuit due to an
internal short in the M494B1 tuning/standby chip IC241.
J.E.
Philips G11 Chassis

Dead except for a hum was the report with this set. When
we switched on we found that the tube's heaters glowed
and the e.h.t. rustled up, so the power supply and the line
timebase were obviously o.k. A check on the 17V feed to
the audio and i.f. panel showed that this voltage was
missing. The 1A fuse was intact and the BY210-800
rectifier diode seemed to be o.k. when checked with an
ohmmeter and the scope component tester. After a lot of
other checks got us nowhere we decided to fit a new diode.
Everything then burst into life. It all goes to show that
there's still no trustworthy general-purpose component
tester, the best advice being "if in doubt, whip it out". J.E.
Sony KV2062

This set was dead with a blown 3.15A mains fuse. A check
on the bridge rectifier showed that D609 was short-circuit.
Fitting a replacement and giving the set a long soak test
proved that all was now well.
J.E.
Philips CTX-E Chassis

This set would sometimes fail to come on. We also noticed
that the stations were not being memorised. As a result we
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replaced the back-up battery. There was no further trouble
after we'd done that.
E.R.

Ferguson TX90 Chassis
We've had two of these sets in recently. The problem with
the first one was no colour. D103 (BAV20), which is in
series with the sandcastle pulse feed to the colour decoder
chip, was open-circuit. The second set wouldn't store
channels. IC902 (M293B1) had failed.
E.R.

Some Quickies
Here are some quickies we've had recently:
Mitsubishi CT2027BM: Intermittently dead was the
problem with this set. The cause was dry-joints on
transformer T571.
Philips 14CF1014 (CF1 chassis): This set was dead with its
line output transistor Tr7560 short-circuit. Dry-joints on
the chopper transistor Tr7317 were the cause.
E.R.

ITT CT3306 (Monoprint A Chassis)
The problem was no line sync. This set uses a I DA2579
sync/timebase generator chip. Our first suspicion was of
missing line feedback pulses, especially when we found
that they come via a high-value (6801(11) resistor. A scope
check showed that everything was in order here, also that
the -video input was correct at pin 5. Field lock was solid,
and a new TDA2579 made no difference. The frequency
could be set to drift through at the centre of the hold
control's setting with the video input shorted, so we came
to the conclusion that the cause of the problem must be
one of the peripheral components associated with the line
phase discriminator circuits. This brought us to pins 6, 7
and 8. After checking the three electrolytics we noticed the
small disc ceramic capacitor (C609, 100pF) which is
connected to pin 7. Perfect lock was obtained after
replacing it. On test the capacitor was found to have slight
leakage.
M.D.

mains input was present and there was 350V across the
chopper transistor, as I found out all too soon (there's no
discharge resistor across the reservoir capacitor!). The
power supply is on a separate panel. When this was
removed I found that R3 had sprung open. Resoldering it
didn't get the set to run, and further investigation showed
that the 400mA fuse B3 had blown. After fitting a
replacement the set started up and a picture appeared. It
was very defocused and dim however. I left the set on soak
test for a while and noticed that the brightness level altered
as it warmed up. Suddely the screen went to peak white,
with flyback lines. I found that there was no supply to the
RGB output transistors as the coil (L4) that's in series with
the feed had gone open-circuit. Removing it and
resoldering the coil ends to the pins cured the problem.
M.D.

Tatung 160 Chassis
The set of which this chassis formed a part had been well
and truly blown up! The BU508 line output transistor and
1DA3651 field output chip had both died and R411 was
burnt. Using a mains light bulb as a dummy load we found
that the power supply was churning out 285V instead of the
correct 117V. The culprit was D808 in the set-h.t. sampling
circuit: it read 3805/ both ways.
E.T.

ITT CVC1203 Chassis
The power supply in this C12612 receiver, which uses the
CMP1204 power module, had gone into the superboost
mode. The voltage on the h.t. line was over 200V. C733
(10µF), the h.t. reservoir capacitor, had been blown apart,
scattering its wet, woolly and metallic entrails over much of
the set's inside. The h.t. comparator stage functioned all
right, or at least was trying to, but the 13V reservoir
capacitor C703 (10µF) in the primary side of the chopper
circuit was faulty in some way — its replacement restored
normal operation.
E.T,

Panasonic U3W Chassis
ITT CVC1215 Chassis
This set wore a Solavox badge — Model 22R09. The fault
was distortion across the centre of the picture when the set
had warmed up. Any disturbance to the chassis would
clear the problem. We eventually found that the cause of
the trouble was the line output transistor's heatsink. It
completes the earth path from several print areas.
Resoldering these cured the fault.
M.D.

Sharp C1421
This set was dead with the standby relay not energised.
Linking across the relay produced a snowy raster with no
tuning control. Checks around the microcomputer chip
IC1002 showed that there was no voltage at the reset pin
11. This was due to operation of the overload protection
transistor Q604. By isolating the various protected circuits
we found that the basic cause of the trouble was zener
diode D607, which was short-circuit.
M.D.

Harwood TS2604P
I'd never seen one of these sets before. It had been bought
at a discount store and had gone wrong just out of
guarantee. The shop had told the customer that it would be
cheaper to buy a new set. When I switched the set on the
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A few days after I'd replaced faulty field output transistors
(Q402/3) this set came back with the complaint of no sound
or vision: it was in permanent standby. Checks showed that
the voltage at pin 5 of the AN5435 timebase generator chip
IC501 was high, thus switching off the line drive. The h.t.
was normal, and the set came to life when the service
switch was on. This led to the discovery that Q403's emitter
current was high. A fresh pair of field output transistors,
plus a new AN5435 i.c., did no good at all. A phone call to
Panasonic provided the necessary help. When the field
output transistors are replaced, the associated bias diodes
D406/7 should also be replaced.
D.F.

Hitachi G8Q Chassis
We were unable to tune in any stations, obtaining only a
blank raster with most programme numbers while the
buttons at the front of the set operated incorrect functions.
Replacing the tuner unit and the microcomputer chip got
us nowhere. A call to Hitachi produced the advice that the
memory chip IC502 should be reprogrammed. This is an
involved process and the instructions that have to be
followed are not listed in the manual. Details for some
models were included in the August 1991 issue of
Television, on page 732. This procedure does get one out
of the trouble.
D.F.
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1590 Chassis Power Supply Rebuild
J. LeJeune
A relative recently handed me an Ultra 6816 12in.
monochrome portable with low width and wavering edges
to the picture. These are the classic symptoms of regulator
circuit failure and a voltmeter check quickly confirmed that
regulator's output was at 8.5V instead of 11.6V.
The set is fitted with the Thorn 1590 series chassis, which
was produced in large quantities in the early Seventies.
There were two different versions of the series regulator
circuit, one with a germanium power transistor in position
VT21 and the other, later version with a silicon power
transistor. Whichever is used, replacement transistors are
becoming hard to obtain. The set is also designed to
operate with a nominally 12V battery, and the regulator
has to take this into account. It means that the dissipation
in the regulator circuit is fairly high on mains operation.
One consequence of this is that after a long, long time
failures occur. Fig. 1 shows the original version of the
circuit.
Two types of failure can be diagnosed immediately from
the regulator's output voltage, which is labelled HT1 in the
official circuit diagram. If the voltage has fallen to about
8.5V you will find that R99 (1051, 5W), which is connected
in parallel with VT21 to provide a start-up feed and share
the dissipation, is running very hot while VT21 is switched
off. The usual reason for this is that R100 has gone opencircuit. If on the other hand the circuit's output voltage is
high, at over 15V, then VT21 is defective or the error
sensing/driver transistor VT22 is for one reason or another
switched off.
Apart from the regulator fault the set before me on the
bench seemed to be in good condition. It seemed a shame
to scrap it, but I didn't want to spend too long sorting it
out. I decided that the best solution was to rebuild and
slightly redesign the regulator, and ended up with a circuit
that works beautifully and doesn't get too hot. The original
circuit didn't have a lot of gain, which reduced the tightness
of the regulation somewhat. So extra gain and tighter
regulation became design requirements.

Modifications
The modified circuit is shown in Fig. 2. To carry out the
modification, proceed as follows. Remove the following
components from the original circuit: R99, R100, R101,
R102, R106, C83, C86, W17 and VT21. If VT22 is o.k.,
leave it in place. Fit a 56012, 0.25W resistor in the R100
position and a 47011 resistor in position R106. Refit the
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zener diode W17 in the position previously occupied by
R102, with its cathode to the emitter of VT22. Fit an
0.1µF, 63V capacitor in the place vacated by C86, to
decouple 'VT22's base. This completes the modifications to
the printed circuit part of the regulator.
An extra transistor VT23, type BFY50, is introduced to
increase the circuit's current gain. This results in the
circuit's series element (VT21/23) taking the form of a
Darlington pair. The modified circuit is conventional,
using very common devices.
VT23 is wired to a five-way tagstrip: the arrangement is
shown in Fig. 3. The strip's centre, mounting tag is secured
by one of the screws that holds VT21 to the heatsink. This
provides VT23 with a 20V feed. Also mount a 100AF
capacitor (use the previously removed C83 if you like) on
the tagstrip to provide a slow-start action. The wire from
R99
10
VT21

Unregulated
supply

24
•

•

8100
C83= 100
100

Regulated
11.6V supply
CHT1)

10

8101
12

8103
330

W17

R104I
=C87
1000
220

VT22
cpC86
220

8102
56

8106
120

Fig. 1: The original series regulator circuit with germanium
power transistor.
Unregulated
input

VT21
2N3055

7

Regulated
li.6V output

VT23
BFY50
160
4W

R103
10

100
16V.•

VT22
BC147
ctc.
W17
6.8V

R104

T"

470

Fig. 2: The modified circuit, with 2N3055 power transistor.
Note that the 100/LF electrolytic is mounted on the tagstrip
though not shown in this way above.
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tag 10 on the PCB goes to the base of VT23. The wire from
the 11.6V output tag 24 goes to the emitter of VT21, which
is now a 2N3055. The wire from tag 7 goes to the collectors
of VT21/3 — for convenience to the tagstrip's centre tag.
This completes the rebuilding and you are now ready to
switch on. Before doing so rotate the slider of the setvoltage control R104 to the R103 end of its track, i.e. fully
clockwise. Switch on and bring the output voltage up by
turning R104 anticlockwise. If you're not too happy about
doing this with the rest of the circuitry connected unsolder
the wire (usually purple) to tag 24 and instead connect it to
chassis via a 12V, 6W car bulb to act as a test load. When
you are satisfied that you have 11.6V, reconnect the lead to
the rest of the circuitry. The regulator should set up to
provide 11.6V with the slider of R104 reasonably near the
centre of its track. The 0.1µF capacitor connected to the
base of VT22 is there to prevent h.f. oscillation.

Alternative Circuit
Those who want to try a simpler, non-adjustable version
of the supply will find that VT22 and W17 can be removed
and a 13V zener diode used in their place, see Fig. 4. This
arrangement will give almost exactly the correct output
voltage on load, but it's not suitable for battery operation.
With the full circuit battery operation will be satisfactory
down to 12.5V. Below that the regulation stops and the
output voltage falls.
Performance
All the dissipation you get with a series regulator is with
this circuit within VT21: the 2N3055 will handle it easily
provided there's good thermal conduction between the
transistor's case and the heatsink. Use a thin smear of

VT23

Chassis

Input

Regulated
V121 24 output

Tag 10 Base of
VT21

Secure under
VT21's mounting
screw (collector)

Fig. 3 (left): Method of mounting the extra transistor VT23.
Fig. 4 (right): Alternative, non-adjustable circuit for mainsonly operation.

thermally conductive grease on each side of a mica
insulator or one of the grey plastic mounting pads. With
normal care over the construction, the new regulator
should provide trouble-free performance for a long period
before any attention is required. The extra components
can all be found in the average TV repair workshop. With
a little common sense, alternative semiconductor devices
can if necessary be selected using characteristics tables.
The modified circuit copes with a wide variety of mains
input voltages. I found that the set still worked normally
with an input of only 190V a.c. If a mains only version is
required .the simplified fixed regulator works very well,
providing regulation with inputs down to 210V a.c. The
ability to cater for different mains voltage inputs varies
with different transistor gains and component tolerances.
The upper limit is around 260V a.c. Above this the
regulator becomes very hot!
The circuit will put life back into a very sturdy and
reliable monochrome receiver.

TV Fault Finding
Grundig M63-370 (CUC3600 Chassis)
How's this for an odd symptom? When the set was first
switched on in the morning the SECAM light came on and
the picture had a broad white vertical bar in the centre of
the screen. The power supply was producing the normal
152V output but the BU508A line output transistor was
overheating. A scope check on the BU508A's base drive
waveform showed that it was being driven at twice the
correct frequency. The TDA8140 chip was faulty.
P.B.
Philips CTX Chassis
Thanks to Michael Dranfield for his tip (October 1991
issue) on coloured patterning with this chassis. The set with
which I had the fault was a Pye 42KT2142/05T: it had very
severe colour patterning. The faulty coil is shown as 5153
on the circuit diagram but was 5150 in my set. I was able to
rob a coil from a scrap KT3 two-chip decoder panel — Toko
P.B.
type 91792.
Philips NC3 Chassis
I've had another of these portables that was stuck in
standby because someone had fitted the wrong type of
Preh on-off switch. These sets need low-voltage contacts
that make when the set is on, not the momentary-make
type. The part no. is 4822 276 12503.
P.B.
Ferguson TX10 Chassis
For low width check whether the width control RV851 has
fallen in value.
P.B.
Hitachi CPT2176 (G6P Chassis)
The problem with this set was intermittent failure to come
to life when it was switched on: the power LED was off
and there was a gentle squeal from the power supply. The
cause of the problem was dry-joints on the line driver
transformer. Not on the operational pins but on the lugs
that secure the transformer's metal frame to the PCB lands
— they are used as an earthing link between two sections of
the circuit. We've also encountered this with other makes
E.T.
like Tatung, Finlux and ITT.
Osaki P6OG
An obscure set perhaps, but it uses the TDA3562A colour
decoder chip whose reliability is not of the best. If you
replace it was an ordinary stock TDA3562A, as we did,
various problems arise: a delay of thirty seconds in the
appearance of the picture; no picture at all; or a blue hue
with a generally poor grey scale. To avoid these problems
order and fit a "Telefunken specification" chip, type
TDA3562A-TFK, which is stocked by the large component wholesalers.
E.T.
Panasonic TX2472 (Alpha 1 Chassis)
Everything seemed to work perfectly until an attempt was
made to change channel or alter the volume, whereupon
the set would initially ignore the command then, nine times
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Reports from Philip Blundell, AMIEIE,
Eugene Trundle, Brian Storm, L.V. Cooper,
Stephen Leatherbarrow, Steve Cannon,
Liz Hopkins, Michael Dranfield and
John Edwards
out of ten, it would obey the command after a few minutes'
delay. Attention was first paid to the two micro control
chips IC1203 and IC171, but nothing seemed to be amiss
here. On an impulse I removed the teletext PCB and
linked across pins 4 and 6 of plug El 0 to restore picture
synchronisation. After this the set behaved faultlessly. The
teletext PCB has three more micro chips that work in
conjunction with IC1203 and IC171. When we checked
around them we found that crystal X3505 was dry-jointed.
Resoldering this item solved the problem.
B.S.
Panasonic Alpha 1 Chassis
Lack of colour at the top of the screen when playing back
prerecorded video tapes has been the complaint we've had
with several of these sets. The cure is to change C604 from
0.047µ,F to 0.33µF.
B.S.
Fisher CFB1410P
The trouble with this set was no colour. We tried fitting a
new colour decoder chip but this made no difference.
More detailed checks showed that D430 was going leaky,
changing the bias on 0430. As a result the phase of the
pulses fed to pin 8 of IC201 was inverted.
L.V.C.
Toshiba C1695
Over the entire length of the tuning potentiometer's range
this set would tune in only stations at the bottom end of the
band. The cause of the problem was that CA23 on the
front panel was dry-jointed.
L.V.C.
Nikkai TLG99
This colour portable had two faults. It arrived in the
workshop dead, but prior to that it had had an intermittent
low-gain problem. As it has remote control, standby
switching is incorporated. This is done by altering the
voltage applied to pin 2 of the STK5412 power supply chip
IC104. The switch-on signal comes from the front panel via
the three transistors 0116/7/8. D.C. continuity checks
showed that the print between the collector of Q117 and
R106 was open-circuit. The cause of the low-gain problem
was an a.g.c. fault. This was again due to open-circuit print
— between pin 4 of the tuner and pin 5 of the TDA4501
chip IC101. The damage had been done by insertion into
the board of TP1 (the a.g.c. voltage test point), the print
being a little thin here.
S.L.
Finlandia Nicam CTV
The first of these sets to enter our workshop threatened to
empty it due to the ear-splitting whistle/howl that
accompanied the blank screen. We soon discovered that
there was a short-circuit across the 15V supply. The cause
of this was one of the TDA2040 audio output chips,
IC2040. When this had been put right we had to fathom
out how to operate the set. Why is it that these days I have
to spend so much time figuring out which button to press
without erasing all previously stored information while
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simultaneously trying to remember which sequence stored
the information in the first place?! Why use all these
S.L.
symbols: what's wrong with words?
Philips 2A Chassis
This set was brought in to have the back-up battery
replaced, which is now a very common requirement. After
doing this the tuning system behaved erratically. The set
would search all right, but all was not well when a station
was found. The tuning system stopped its search as it
should, but would then alternate on either side of the
correct tuning point, drifting in and out of tune
continuously. Tuning is carried out by the SAB3037
CITAC chip. Its supplies and the 4MHz clock signal at pin
21 were fine and as the tuning system stopped its search on
finding a station we concluded that the channel
identification input signal was o.k. On finding a signal the
SAB3037 chip is supposed to carry out fine tuning by doing
an a.f.c. test. This can be monitored at pin 7. The fault lay
here. It seemed that the test was being carried out but the
chip ignored the outcome. Fitting a new chip and tuning in
S.L.
restored normal operation.
Decca/Tatung 160 Series Chassis
This colour portable was dead. The h.t. was present and
correct but there was no 11.5V supply to the signal circuits.
This supply is provided by a very simple regulator
consisting of transistor Q501 and a zener diode. Q501 was
without base bias because R508 (10kft) was open-circuit.
S.L.
Ferguson TX9 Chassis
This fault is more annoying than anything else, but it may
save much cussing and destruction of TDA1170S field
timebase chips to make a note of it. If the flyback boost
voltage capacitor C208 (100µ,F) goes open-circuit every
TDA1170S fitted will be instantaneously destroyed. S.L.
Ferguson TX100 Chassis
A recent case of a dead set was caused by C115 in 'the
power supply being short-circuit. In this condition the
outputs from the chopper circuit are at only ten per cent of
the normal level.
No sound with a remote control plus teletext set led us
to pin 10 of the SAA5012 chip on the remote control
panel. The response here to remote commands was normal
but was not reaching the audio circuit because D123 was
S.L.
open-circuit.
Cathay CTV3000
The problem with this portable was line drift when warm.
We found that the area around the TA7698A chip was
very sensitive to heat. The cause of the trouble was C232,
which is connected to pin 33.
S.L.
Philips K35 Chassis
This set bounced on us with an intermittent tripping fault.
During its first visit we'd attended to all the dry-joints
around the line output transformer and the power supply.
The receiver had then been carefully set up and given a
soak test for several days before being returned. On its
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return to us slight EW bowing was noted. A meter check at
the emitter of the BD234 EW driver transistor TS490
produced a very low reading (should be 10V). Working
back we found that the voltages around TS485 were also
wrong. The cause of the problem was TS494, which had a
lkfl collector-to-emitter leak. Replacement of this
transistor enabled us to set up the receiver again and
stopped the intermittent tripping.
S.L.
Hitachi CPT1446
I haven't seen this one since the days before 625 lines came
to the UK. When the set was first switched on the picture
was perfectly clear, with good colour, but after a short time
the colour would disappear from the centre of the screen,
leaving a circular hole of monochrome picture that moved
around rather like a jellyfish. It transpired that the
phosphor was peeling away inside the tube. As it wasn't
torn there was no obvious marking on the tube when the
set was switched off.
L.H.
Hitachi CPT1646
This set was dead with number one and the standby LEDs
alight in the display. If the programme up or down button
was pressed the number changed but the standby LEDs
remained lit. It seemed that the microcomputer control
chip thought that the set was in standby and on at the same
lime: very strange! We followed the standby line from the
chip. This brought us to the BC548B standby switching
transistor Q1455, where the voltages showed that
something was definitely amiss. The transistor was opencircuit base-to-emitter. A replacement restored normal
S.C.
operation.
Sony KVD2512 — Nicam
The more things that get crammed into TV sets the more
there is to go wrong. Nicam is the latest addition, and
we've had a few faults relating to Nicam on sets from
various manufacturers. When receiving a Nicam broadcast
this set would intermittently revert to mono, analogue
sound with the Nicam lights extinguished. Now for the
sound to revert to analogue mono the input to the Nicam
circuit must be of pretty dire quality, but the picture and
the analogue sound seemed to be perfect. A scope check
on the input to the Nicam panel was carried out: not much
could be seen as it's a 6MHz i.f. signal, but the signal
amplitude at the 6MHz trap did seem quite low. A further
scope check showed that there was ample output from the
i.f. module. The only item in between these points is the
Nicam buffer transistor Q181. When a replacement (type
JC501 or 2SC2785) was fitted Nicam sound boomed
through.
S.C.
Panasonic TX24A1 (Alpha 2 Chassis)
The problem with this set was that the on-screen display
wasn't line locked. If the volume or any other function was
adjusted the relevant bar came up on the screen but it was
as though the line hold control was misadjusted: the
picture in the background was fine however. We were all
of the opinion that the cause of the fault was on the teletext
panel. Sure enough when text was selected with the
handset the decoder had real trouble processing the
information. The page header kept corrupting, the
selected page would only very rarely update and most of
the display was garbage. Curiously if mix was selected the
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text line hold also went out, with the background picture
very much line locked.
We replaced the SAA5231 VIP chip IC3501 and
checked the supplies and the 6MHz clock, all to no avail.
A check on the video input to the chip showed that this was
perfect. I was sure that the cause of the fault was
somewhere around this chip, probably something to do
with the data slicing or sync separator sections. So the
capacitors connected to the relevant pins were replaced.
This eventually paid off: the culprit was C3511 (220pF)
which is connected to pin 24, the pulse generator pin. Since
then we've heard from Panasonic that this is a known fault
with Alpha 1 and 2 series receivers.
S.C.
Sony KV2256 (RX Chassis)
There were six wide bands across the entire screen: the
effect from left to right was light grey, black, white, black,
white, black. These bands were of approximately equal
width. The sound was normal but no picture content was
visible. As the electrolytic capacitors give trouble in this
chassis we checked all those on the power supply panel.
The culprit turned out to be 0655 (220,uF, 25V) in the 5V
J.E.
supply that feeds the microcomputer chip.
Matsui 1580
This set was dead with fuse F851 shattered. We found that
the BU508A chopper transistor 0801 was short-circuit. It's
driven by a TDA4601 chip and checks here showed that
R808 (270kg) which is connected to pin 4 was open-circuit.
J.E.
Akashi 1450
We'd never heard of this colour portable before and didn't
recognise it when the back was removed. The complaint
was that the set was dead with the standby indicator on.
Fortunately the PCB is well laid out, so it didn't take us
long to discover that there was no a.c. feed to the power
supply as R801 (1.5f2, 5W) was open-circuit. There didn't
appear to be any shorts so we replaced the resistor and
switched on. Thankfully the set now worked all right. J.E.
Philips NC3 Chassis
The customer complained that the stations drifted off tune
every few seconds. We found that the cause was the 13position rotary channel selector switch 5300. A spray with
switch cleaner immediately put matters right and improved
the feel of the switch.
J.E.
Bush 2020
The problem with this set was no colour. Checks showed
that normal chroma was present at the input to the
TDA3562A colour decoder chip (pin 4) but there was no
output at pin 28, which feeds the delay line circuit. A new
chip put matters right. Another common cause of no
colour with these sets is R251 (18kg) going open-circuit.
This removes the bias from the chip's colour control pin 5.
J.E.
Sanyo CBP2145
When this set was switched on from cold it would emit a
loud arcing noise with flashing lines across the picture,
almost as though the focus spark gap was arcing. The fault
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would clear after ten minutes or so, making fault finding
difficult. To cut a long story short, after using threequarters of a can of freezer we found that the culprit was
C364 (100µF, 16V) which smooths the 12V supply. When
we had removed this capacitor we plugged it into the bench
digital capacitance meter and then heated and cooled it to
see what was happening. The more it was cooled the
further its value dropped towards zero.
M.Dr.
Grundig GSC100 Chassis
The symptoms were e.h.t. but no picture, no sound, no
channel LED alight and R607 springing open after a few
minutes. The cause of the trouble was the SKE2G 1.t.
rectifier Di511. If in doubt replace this diode. It works very
hard and can become intermittent.
M.Dr.
Hitachi CPT2656
Every one of these sets that has come in for repair has had
exactly the same fault: dead with the supply line voltages
very low and a slight chirp from the power supply at switch
off. The cause has every time been slight reverse leakage in
the BY228 diode D508 in the line output stage. We use a
DG3P diode as a replacement.
M.Dr.
Fidelity ZX2000 Chassis
This set had a horizontal shift fault: the picture had moved
over, leaving one third of the screen blank. Adjusting the
horizontal shift preset control restored a normal display
but it seemed best to look for the cause of the shift. The
shift control itself had fallen in value from 220ka to only
163ka.
M.Dr.
Nikkai BG001-N
If you get one of these 14in. portables in for repair the
chances are that the fault will be in the power supply. We
find that the most common fault is a defective mains
rectifier thyristor. You may find it short-circuit with a
blown fuse, or the power supply may be hunting or
drawing excessive current. Under these latter conditions
the set may work all right from a soft start when powered
via a variac, but the variac will buzz very loudly. Then, on
connecting the set directly to the mains, the fuse will blow
at switch on. The thyristor (Q811) is type SF8J41 and is
marked with the number F8J. No other type seems to be
suitable and the correct one from Nikkai costs around £9.
You'll sometimes find that in addition to Q811 being faulty
both R832 (1f ,1W) and R831 (330a) are open-circuit.
M.Dr.
Decca 130 Chassis
This set was stuck on channel one. The cause of the fault
was traced to R003 (10kI, 1W) being open-circuit — it
feeds the 33V supply to the tuning PCB. The cause was
given away by the fact that channel one couldn't be tuned
in.
M.Dr.
Murphy CTV3500
The power supply in this 14in. colour portable was
tripping. Disconnecting the line output stage made no
difference but disconnecting the 12V supply from the
chopper transformer stopped the tripping. As no fault
could be found here we used a regulated power supply to
provide the 12V feed. The result — still tripping! Attention
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was next turned to the 2SA794 standby switching transistor
0118. When its collector was disconnected the set worked,
but Q118 was found to be o.k. We checked back through
two other transistors and found that there was no standby
power supply voltage. The standby power supply is
extremely simple, just a mains transformer that feeds a

half-wave rectifier diode with a reservoir capacitor and 1552,
surge limiting resistor (though the service manual gave the
value of this resistor as 225/). Both the mains transformer
and the resistor were open-circuit. After fitting replacements the set worked fine and no reason for the failure
could be found.
M.Dr.

Master-slave Switch-mode Power Supplies
Ray Porter, M.Sc., C.Eng., MIEE
Previous articles in Television have described the use of
switch-mode power supplies in TV receivers and have
covered particular applications and trends. One system
that hasn't been covered to date is known as the masterslave circuit, because the timebase generator chip contains
the pulse-width modulator and acts as the master, mains
isolated from the chopper drive chip which operates as a
slave to the pulse-width modulator. This article describes
the principles and fault diagnosis techniques. We'll take as
our example the ITT' Monoprint B chassis, which was used
in several ITT models manufactured during 1986-7. The
relevant i .c.s in this chassis are the TDA8371
sync/timebase generator chip IC601 and the TEA2165
chopper drive chip IC701, though the principles are the
same with several i.c. sets made by Philips and SGSThomson.

Circuit Operation
Fig.1 shows in much simplified form the master-slave
switch-mode power supply circuit used in this chassis. The
chopper transformer TR701 provides mains isolation. It
operates at line frequency and, when working normally,
provides the drive for the line output transistor.
Several supplies are generated by this transformer. The
main one is the 115V supply which is fed to the line output
stage and is sampled by the pulse-width modulator circuit
in 10601. The pulse-width modulator controls the average
9V from
regulator

level of the energy that's stored in TR701 and then
delivered to its secondary circuits as the chopper transistor
T701 is switched on and off. This switching varies in
accordance with the error between the portion of the 115V
supply at pin 22 of IC601 and the reference voltage at pin
23.
The chopper driver chip 1C701 has built-in under and
over voltage and excess current protection systems. These
remove the drive to the base of 1701 when the chip's
supply goes outside its correct limits or the current demand
on 1701 is excessive.
In the standby mode transistor T602 is switched on and
the reference voltage at pin 23 of 10601 falls to zero. As a
result the voltage on the 115V line falls to 35V, IC701
providing an output in the form of bursts of pulses. Most of
the set's functions are then disabled because of lack of the
supply voltages. The remote control system still functions
however, ready to bring the set back into full operation by
removing the drive to D611/T602. This restores the
reference voltage at pin 23 of IC601. The pulse-width
modulator then takes over the drive to 1701 and the
supplies all increase.
In normal operation the line oscillator controls the
timing of the drive to T701 so that beats, and thus
interference, between the line timebase and power supply
switching are avoided. Good saturation of 1701 when it
switches on, and thus low dissipation, is ensured by the
collector current imaging waveform fed to pin 2 of 1C701.
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Fig. 1: Simplified circuit of the master-slave switch-mode power supply used in the /TT Monoprint B chassis.
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This results in T701's base drive being increased when its
collector current is in the region where the transistor's gain
starts to fall off.
When the mains switch is closed the voltage developed
across zener diode D702 supplies IC701. A soft-start action
controlled by R702 and IC701 then occurs so that the
supplies rise slowly until the microcomputer control chip
brings the set out of the standby mode. Full voltages are
then established. During the start-up period the resistance
of posistor R701 increases and the supply to IC701 is
supplemented by the action of D711/TR701.
In the standby mode the voltage at the anode of D611
rises to about 4V. T602 switches on and as we've seen the
voltage to which the level of the 115V supply is referred
falls to zero. The pulse-width modulator's output falls to
minimum and the 115V supply drops to 35V. When the
user selects a channel number the power supply returns to
the fully-regulated condition.
Safety Systems
IC701 has several monitoring circuits built into it. These
remove the drive output at pin 14 when safe limits are
exceeded. The under and over voltage systems shut down
the power supply then allow it to start up again. The
monitoring system for current overloads checks on both a
pulse-by-pulse basis and on an average assessment of
current demand. C700 is charged by an 80p„A source
within IC701 and, so long as an excess-current situation has
not been detected by 1C701, is similarly discharged. In the
overload condition C700 charges to 3V at which point
IC701 shuts down. C700 then remains charged until the
mains supply is switched off. This is the average-current
monitoring. T701's collector current is monitored at pin 11
of IC701. When the voltage here exceeds 0.8V IC701 shuts
down, this feature providing the pulse-by-pulse overload
protection.
Fault Finding
If the set is apparently dead, check the voltage on the
115V line. If there's no voltage here check at C700. More
than 3V here indicates that a current overload or an
incorrect supply voltage to IC701 has been detected.
Check that IC701's supply voltage is satisfactory during
start-up — poor decoupling capacitors can result in transient
supply excursions that trip the i.c. into its off state. Check
for shorts across the various supplies obtained from
TR701. If nothing amiss is found, disconnect pin 4 of the
line output transformer and instead connect a 60W bulb
across the 115V line as a dummy load. If there's a fault
associated with the line output transformer the voltage on
the 115V line will now be 85V.
C700 may also become charged if IC701's supply voltage
dips because of poor smoothing capacitors. Those in the
positive supply to the chip and the negative-bias network
should be checked by substitution. If none of these actions
restores drive from IC701, disconnect it from T701, use a
9V battery if necessary to provide it with a supply and use a
scope to monitor its output. Look for bursts of 14.6kHz
pulses at pin 14, spaced a few hundred milliseconds apart.
If the voltage on the 115V line is 35V the set may be
stuck in standby. Check whether the voltage at the anode
of D611 is 4V: if the 7V reference voltage at pin 23 of
10601 is also absent investigate why the microcomputer
control chip is demanding the standby mode.
If you find that the chopper transistor T701 is faulty
IC701 should also be replaced as it should have protected
T701 against damaging overloads.
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TV Fault Finding
Panasonic TX25W2A (Alpha 3 Chassis)
This set was dead with the standby LED flickering at
switch on. We found that the rectified mains supply was
reaching the chopper transistor. But the latter wasn't
switching because Q823 was on, removing the chopper's
base drive. Q823 was conducting because the optocoupler
was turning on. Conduction of the optocoupler is
controlled by Q825 on the isolated side of the circuit. This
transistor was switched on because C822 was faulty — it
read 22kfi. C822 is one of Panasonic's infamous 0.01µF
ceramic capacitors.
We've had this fault a couple of times now. Note that
these capacitors are used in many sections of the set. As a
general tip, if you find that there's an (Oh& ceramic
capacitor in a suspect stage in a modern Panasonic receiver
it may pay you to check or replace it. This applies to the
S.C.
Alpha 1 and 2 chassis and also the portables.
Philips CP90 Chassis
This set had a very dark picture. Checks showed that the
voltage at the contrast control pin of the colour decoder
chip was very low. If D6490 was lifted the voltage came
back up and a good picture was obtained. This diode
provides a link to the beam current sensing circuit
connected to pin 7 of the line output transformer.
Obviously something was amiss here. The culprit was the
S.C.
33nF capacitor C2495.
Sony KV211XMTU
This was a weird one: the raster had bowed sides, with only
the left-hand quarter of the picture showing. It was a
strange sight indeed, with three-quarters of the screen
completely black. Curiously the on-screen display was
perfect. The EW fault was the giveaway I suppose and,
believe it or not, the pincushion correction processing is
carried out on the AV interface board! All became clear
when the board was hinged down: two whopping dry-joints
were obvious at the earthing pins 17 and 18 of the PCB
plug and socket CNJ51. Resoldering these restored full
S.C.
scan.
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was switched on it would sometimes crackle very loudly. It
could however go for days without the fault occurring,
which cheered us no end. It took us quite a while to pin
down the cause of the trouble: one end of RN14 (1001/) in
E.R.
the power supply was dry-jointed.
Sony KV2704UB
Intermittent shut down that could be instigated by tapping
the cabinet was traced to a dry-joint at pin 2 of T602. In the
past we've found that these sets can suffer from similar
E.R.
trouble in the line timebase.
Alba CTV10
This 10in, colour portable was dead apart from the relay
clicking when the standby button was pressed. The field
output chip IC402 was the cause of the trouble. Replacing
it, which is no easy task, restored normal operation. E.R.
Panasonic TC361GM
This old colour portable came in with a list of faults — only
3in. of field scan, uncontrollable brightness and it would
tune in only some channels. A check at the c.r.t. cathodes
produced a reading of only 25V, which accounted for the
bright screen. The cause of this was the fact that the 200V
supply was low. A look at the circuit diagram showed that
this supply is also used by the field output stage and feeds
the 33V tuning regulator. Thus one component could
cause all three faults. When the 200V reservoir capacitor
C564 (10/LF, 250V) was removed a powdery deposit was
seen around its base. Replacing it produced a surprisingly
M.Dr.,
good picture for a set of its age.
Toshiba 210R6B
This set was dead with a tripping sound coming from the
power supply. When a 60W bulb was connected across
C831, the tripping stopped and a steady 125V was
recorded. We didn't have a service manual, but 125V
seemed about right for the main h.t. rail. Our next check
was at the collector of the line output transistor, where no
voltage at all was found. Tracing back through the feed
components brought us to R444 which was dry-jointed.
M.Dr.

Panasonic Alpha 2 Chassis
Intermittent colour was the complaint with this set. Sure
enough we found that after a few hours the colour would
sometimes flicker off then back again. Where to start?
Close inspection of the picture showed that there was
barely enough colour saturation even with the bar graph
giving a maximum reading. With the colour set at
maximum it became evident that line pairing was present
in red areas. It was as if the delay line circuit was giving
problems. This proved to be the case: the chroma delay
line DL601 was defective, a replacement restoring normal
B.S.
saturation without the intermittency.

Fidelity CTV140
For a dead set check whether the voltage at pin 9 of the
TDA4600 chopper control chip is pulsing up and down. If
it is, suspect a short on the secondary side of the chopper
transformer. In most of the sets that have passed through
our workshop with this fault D21 has been short-circuit.
M.Dr.
Replace with a BY299 or an RGP30.

Skantic 18051919 (B2 Chassis)
As we'd never seen one of these sets before we were not
too keen to take the job on, especially as the fault was a
very intermittent one. The owner said that when the set

Samsung C13312Z
We've sold large quantities of these excellent sets and have
had very few faults. One problem we've had however has
been a need for repeated degaussing. The cause of this is a
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poor crimp connection in the degaussing coil plug, as a
result of which you get slight burning and carbonising
inside the plug. We think that this produces a diode action,
passing d.c. into the degaussing coils. Hence the green
faces. In the past we've cured the fault by fitting a new plug
— old Sony sets are a good source of these two-pin plugs,
though releasing the pins is sometimes difficult. As the sets
are still under guarantee however we now have a stock of
replacement degaussing coil assemblies — Samsung part no.
M.Dr.
32479-029-100.
Philips NC3 Chassis
This set was dead but whistled. As there was no shortcircuit across the line output transistor, pin 5 (h.t. input) of
the transformer was isolated and the h.t. rail was loaded
with a 60W lamp. The power supply then ran happily, so
where was the load? Pin 2 of the line output transformer
supplies pulses to the green-line tuning circuit and a
crowbar thyristor safety trip. Disconnecting this pin
produced normal sound and picture. The crowbar
thyristor's trip level is set by two series connected 8.2V
zener diodes (2581/2) in its gate circuit. One of these had a
C.A.
2001 leak. We decided to replace them both.
Philips 2A Chassis
The sound was modulated at random by squawks and
squeaks that could be reduced by critical adjustment of the
volume control. We found that C2151, an 0.1µF capacitor
in the damping network across the output of the
TDA1013A audio amplifier chip, had only one lead
C.A.
soldered.
Ferguson TX9 Chassis (PC1044)
This set wouldn't come out of standby. The unusual cause
was quickly found by a fortunate accident. When the
chassis was withdrawn the line scan coil plug was
inadvertently disconnected and the set came on. The scorrection capacitor checked o.k. and the d.c. resistance of
the line scan coils was correct. But there must have been
something wrong with them as a replacement cleared the
C.A.
fault.
Philips K30 Chassis
Two of these sets have caught us out recently. The first
suffered from random tripping, which occurred from cold.
Resoldering was carried out at all the points where you get
dry-joints — around the line output transformer, the line
linearity coil and the socket connectors to the power supply
subpanels — but the problem persisted. We eventually
traced the cause of the fault to a dry-joint at one leg of
C567, although the joint looked perfect.
The second set had intermittent loss of picture. A tap on
the chassis anywhere would restore normal operation. This
time there was a dry-joint at the socket to the sound panel.
The top position, number one, forms a bridge for the 13V
M.D.
rail. One side was dry-jointed.
Ferguson TX9 Chassis (PC1044)
This set was brought in because it was dead. When we
examined it we saw that work had obviously been done
recently as the TDA4600 chopper control chip had fresh
solder. The power supply wasn't starting up, but there was
approximately 300V at the collector of the chopper
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transistor. We've found that the quickest way of dealing
with power supplies that use the TDA4600 type chip is to
work round the voltages at the pins. The first checks
should always be at pin 1, the start-up supply, and pin 5
where remote control shutdown is sometimes applied. In
this case both these voltages were correct. Further checks
showed that the voltage at pin 4 was high at 4V instead of
2V. This pin senses the chopper transistor's collector
current and controls the output from the chip to keep it
within limits. The favourite trick here is for the resistor
(around 270k11) to go open-circuit. This means no voltage
at pin 4. The chip then thinks that there's no chopper
transistor collector current and tries to turn it on harder.
The result is instant destruction of the transistor. In this
case the previous repairer had fitted a 1001d/ instead of a
300kfi resistor, which had the effect of fooling the chip into
thinking that the collector current was already high, thus
shutting down the power supply. Fitting the correct value
M.D.
solved the problem.
GEC C2004 (Decca 171 Chassis)
There was no sync on this set. A check showed that there
was no video signal at pin 5 of the I'DA2579 timebase
generator chip. The cause was a dry-joint at wire link J566
which is fitted to supply video to the sync separator when a
M.D.
teletext panel is not incorporated.
Sharp C1420
We've had two of these sets in recently with the STR40090
power supply chip dead and the fuse shattered. In both
cases the failure had been caused by arcing between
adjacent print tracks, due to excessive flux on the panel.
The arcing was between R711 and the junction of
M.D.
R721/R711 and C708/L705.
Sharp SV2589
The complaint was that the picture would occasionally
develop a red tint. The fault was present when we paid a
field visit and we found that just touching the decoder
panel cleared it. So we replaced the panel. Next day we
had a phone call to say that the fault was still present. We
brought the set into the workshop for a soak test. It took
three days for the fault to show up. We then noticed that
the red cast was over only the top two thirds of the screen
and that slight vertical jitter was present. This suggested to
us that one of the supplies was being modulated at line
rate. Very close inspection showed that C636 (330p.F) was
dry-jointed. Incidentally it always pays to resolder the
diodes attached to the power supply heatsink in this model.
They can become dry-jointed, causing all manner of
M.D.
problems.
Mitsubishi CT2627
This set would come on from standby and would search for
a station, but there was no sound or colour and it was
impossible to store a tuning position or turn the set off to
standby. The problem was caused by lack of the 12V
output from the regulator transistor Q7N1 as the safety
M.D.
resistor R7N5 had gone open-circuit.
ITT Digi-3 Chassis
This set had a line fault at switch on. But after only a
minute or two there was also a patterning effect — almost as
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though the a.f.c. was pulling the tuning very slightly
upwards to just the point where the line sync starts to
break up. I expected to find a problem with the deflection
processor chip. But not so. Closer investigation led me to
the signal unit (h.f. module) where I found that 0209
(47µF) and C234 (10,uf) were both in trouble. Replacing
C.W.
them provided a complete cure.

ITT Monoprint B Chassis
This set wouldn't come on from cold. If the switch was
operated a number of times a small raster appeared with a
loud noise that sounded a bit like line output transformer
arcing coming from within the set. The cause was C707
(2.2p,F) in the power supply. Once the set had warmed up
C.W.
it worked o.k.

Finlux 3024
A good number of these sets, are now showing a field fault.
The symptom is black bands about one-two inches apart
across the screen, worse at the top. The cure is to replace
CK8 (0.1µ,F, 63V). This capacitor is a bit tricky to find as
it's situated beneath the field output heatsink. A 250V
"Liquorice Allsort" type capacitor works fine in this
C.W.
position.

Saisho CM159TX
The job card said lack of height and a squeal. This was
correct but in addition the lines were paired and there was
no sound. It was quickly apparent that C806 (1,000µF,
16V) had blown its top, but fitting a replacement didn't
cure the trouble. A check on the power supply showed that
the h.t. voltage was 175V instead of the 110V it should
have been. A closer look revealed more capacitors that
had popped, so these were changed. But I still had too
much voltage. The cause was traced to C818 (1µF, 50V) in
the feedback circuit from the transformer. A replacement
restored normal operation apart from the sound. The
TDA2006 chip was open-circuit. It had obviously suffered
C.W.
from the excessive voltages.

blanket soldering of all the components, including the
transformer, was carried out. We then confidently
reconnected IC6 and switched on. Yes, you've guessed it,
after a few minutes the set tripped.
In desperation all the components in the power supply
were checked. Nothing wrong here. I switched on again
and prodded various components in the hope that the fault
could be instigated in this way. But no, after a few minutes
the set tripped off without any help from me. I next tried
the can of freezer. Switch on and squirt this then that. No
luck until D16 was squirted. The set then tripped! Now
D16 is soldered in series with a resistor that's proud of the
PCB. When one end of this combination was disconnected
from the board the two components parted company.
Closer inspection showed that they had been laid against
each other then soldered, the joint being very poor. After
twisting the leads together and resoldering the network the
set worked happily.
J.E.

Hitachi CPT2578 (G8Q Chassis)
The problem with this set was a blank raster and no sound
on some channels, with normal operation on others.
Reprogramming normally provides a cure, but after doing
this channels 4 and 5 remained blanked out. The problem
was solved as follows. Select the blanked channel (in this
case 4), press the tune/a.f.c. button, then the volume
minus button and the store button. This will produce a
normal raster. Repeat the procedure with the other
blanked channels. Finally press the tune/a.f.c. button. J.E.

Contec KT8135
This set had a very bright picture with flyback lines. The
first anode control R406 had no effect as R474 (390k1l,) on
the tube base board was open-circuit.
J.E.

Ferguson TX100 Chassis
The complaint was of distorted sound. We traced the cause
to C82 (5.6pF) which is connected between pin 4 of the
audio output chip and chassis to prevent h.f. oscillation
J.E.
within the chip. It had gone open-circuit.

Sony KV2715UB (YE2 Chassis)
The complaint was of no colour — the customer mentioned
that the colour had gone shortly after a pot plant that
stands on top of the set had been watered. I decided to
carry out checks around the TDA1365C colour decoder
chip. The chroma signal was present at the input and the
reference oscillator was working all right. There was a
chroma signal at the collector of Q310 in the chroma delay
line circuit but no chroma signal at pins 24 and 25 of the
chip. The reason for this was that the secondary winding of
T302, which provides delay adjustment, was open-circuit.
When we removed it there were signs of corrosion at the
J.E.
pins. A replacment cured the problem.

Alba CTV2
This set would trip and shut down a few minutes after it
was switched on. It's quite common for R69 to be the cause
of this symptom. Not on this occasion however. To find
out whether the cause of the trouble is in the power supply
or the line output stage a good check is to disconnect the
12V regulator IC6. There is then no line drive. When we
did this the power supply ran contentedly, but we couldn't
find anything obviously wrong in the line output stage. So a
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Samsung CI1338X
Quite a few of these little colour sets have come into the
workshop with the same complaint: after about an hour a
high-pitched whine comes from within the set. The culprit
is the pincushion distortion correction transformer T402 —
any pressure on its windings stops the noise. The cure is to
remove the transformer, bind the windings with a cable tie
J.K.P.
and refit it in a bed of Araldite.

Some Quickies
A few quickies we've had recently:
Sony KV2000 Mk. II: Erratic width and whining from the
power supply — the fault clears after about ten minutes.
Cause is C612 (3.W, 15V) on the power supply PCB.
Waltham 1401: Low width and a dim picture, improving
slowly over an hour. R812 (1501a 0.5W) had gone low in
value.
Grundig ST3022RK (CUC731KT chassis): Failure to start
up: D633 (1N4935) was short-circuit.
Ferguson TX90 chassis: Ripple on the picture and no h.t.
adjustment possible: transistor TR111 (BC307B) was
J.K.P.
short-circuit emitter-to-collector.
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Field Faults in Modern CTV Sets
Steve Cannon
Despite the fact that modem field output stages use few components they are notoriously unreliable. In the vast majority
of sets an i.c. is used to drive the field scan coils and, as we
all know, ninety per cent of the faults that occur are down to
the chip. It would be interesting to find out just how many
TDA2600s had to be replaced in the Philips Gil chassis. All
right, so many failed because of problems with the h.t. reservoir capacitor, but many must have failed of their own
accord. The TDA3652 is another apparently unreliable field
output device. What happens when you replace the chip but
this doesn't cure the fault? You would expect to have to
follow a fairly simple fault-finding routine. If only life was
that easy! It seems at times that the simpler the circuit the
longer it will take to repair. This could well be Punkie's
Third Law of Electronic Servicing (see February 1992 for the
first two!). Anyway, here are one or two examples of naughty
field faults recently encountered.

Salora G Chassis
The first set was a Salora 1G3J (G chassis) which had
been waiting a week or so for a TDA1170S field timebase
chip — surprisingly, we'd had difficulty finding a supplier of
this device. A quick, five-minute job was expected: just fit
the new chip. When we'd done this however the fault was
still present. The symptoms were no field scan at all in the
lower part of the screen and an elongated scan in the upper
part. A classic field output chip fault, you would have
thought.
Out came Mickey and in we delved, determined to find a
fault in the field output stage. The voltages around the chip
seemed to be mostly o.k., though the voltage at the output pin
4 was to cock as was to be expected. The supply was rock
steady at 20V, with no ripple present. The field drive waveform looked fine and a check at the field oscillator pin produced a healthyish-looking field sawtooth waveform.
Checks on relevant electrolytics were the next step logically. The 1,0001.1F field scan coupling capacitor caught my
eye, as did the associated 152 resistor that completes the path
to chassis. Definitely suspect material here, or so I thought.
But the resistor measured 0.952 and a replacement electrolytic
proved its innocence. So much for my beady eye. There were
only two other electrolytics in the surrounding area: these
were quickly bridged, but no difference did this make.
Diodes next, maybe? With a fault like this logical fault-finding may as well go out of the window. The 1N4002 flyback
boost diode was o.k., also the nearby 1N4148 diode.
The pool of suspect components was rapidly diminishing
and silly thoughts like faulty scan coils started to enter my
head. What if something was mucking up the field drive via a
control or an external line? The height control is fed via a
high-value resistor that goes to the Ipsalo circuit. It seemed
very unlikely that this supply had anything to do with the
fault, so my thoughts turned elsewhere. What other lines are
linked to different parts of the set's circuitry? There's a service switch line and a connection to the sandcastle pulse line.
These both leave the main panel via plug B. Maybe it was
worth disconnecting this plug as a quick check? When the set
was turned back on after disconnecting plug B we had, would
you believe it, a full raster! The picture wasn't up to much,
with so many feeds missing, but full field scan was definitely
there.
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I switched the set off rather quickly, as I didn't want to
run the risk of causing a second fault as a result of operating
the set with the plug disconnected. It struck me that the fault
had to be to do with either the sandcastle pulse or the service
switch line. I started by disconnecting resistor RB104, which
leads off to the service switch circuit. This produced full scan
with a perfect picture. Over to the signals panel. There was
not much of relevance here, just the switch and a 1N4148
diode (DA4). The former looked all right physically, and
when operated did have some effect, so attention turned to
the diode. Mickey reassuringly produced a continuous wail
when it was checked on the diode range. We fitted a new
diode, set up the picture and sent the set on its way.

Sony KVM2131
The next set in this saga of frustrating field faults was a
Sony KVM2131 (BEI chassis). Complete field collapse was
the symptom. After checking the supply to the UPC1488H
field output chip we fitted a replacement, expecting this to
provide a cure as we've had several faulty i.c.s of this type.
This time of course it was the one in ten case when a new
chip doesn't restore correct field scanning. If all else fails,
use the scope. So the saying goes. Our first check was made
at the field drive input pin. This seemed to be a fairly logical
place to start. In fact it was a very good place as there was a
distinct lack of the field drive waveform. It comes, or should
come, from a good old TDA2579A timebase generator chip,
IC551 here. Definitely a suspect: we've had this chip fail a
good few times in most makes of set. There was no field
drive output at pin 1 and the d.c. voltage here was high at
5V. Good enough grounds to replace the chip, but time after
time I get the nagging feeling in the back of my mind that it
will be a waste of time. It was a total waste of time. So now
we'd replaced two chips without achieving a remedy for the
fault.
The next check was made at the TDA2579's field oscillator pin, where a nice, healthy 50Hz waveform was present.
This meant that a decision had to be made: was there a fault
in the driver stage or was a fault in the output stage loading
the driver? I decided that the latter was more likely and as a
start checked the d.c. voltage at the drive input pin of the
output chip. It should be 1V but was only 1 mV. Now
between the 5V at the timebase generator chip's output and
the nothingness (if you see what I mean) at the input of the
output chip there are just a 4.7k0 series resistor and an 0.01
1.1F capacitor (C501) to chassis. The resistor gave a perfectly
correct reading but the reading across the capacitor was about
15052. There are other capacitors connected to this point, but
I decided to remove C501 and check it out of circuit. It once
more read 15052. What a good do! When a new 0.01pF
ceramic disc capacitor had been fitted the set was back in the
land of the living.

Problems with Panasonics,
Exactly the same type of ceramic capacitor is used
throughout on the Panasonic range of sets: when faulty these
capacitors usually measure between 1000 and 1k52 . They've
given us a good number of faults.
Mention of Panasonic brings us to the final set, a TX25T2
(Alpha 2 chassis). This time the top inch of the picture was
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folded over. It definitely looked like a faulty capacitor type
of fault, if you know what I mean. I considered the field
output chip briefly, but it was one of those cases where I
felt strongly that chip replacement would do no good. So
after checking its supply I left the chip well alone and concentrated on the peripheral components. After getting
nowhere with obvious checks — the flyback boost supply
components and the scan coupling capacitor — I started to
think about those 0.01µF ceramic disc capacitors. There was
one right next to the TDA2579 timebase generator chip,
connected to the field feedback pin. My hopes were rising
and I soon had it out for checking. It measured open-circuit,
but a new one was fitted just in case. The field remained as
folded as ever.
I'd a feeling that I had been led a merry dance by this
fault on a previous occasion. In fact I could recall ringing the

faulty component on the circuit diagram. But for some reason
I'd not noted it in my book. Then it came back tome: the set
had been a TX24T1. When this manual was found the marking was still there: C452, 1,200pF, which is part of a field
linearity network. Out it came and in went a new one, all in a
flash. Trying the set out was going to be a formality. My face
'must have been a picture when I switched it on again. Yes,
the foldover was still there,
A new line of lateral thinking was needed. Dump it in the
skip, maybe? No. Let's have no more of this capacitor business and go for the chip instead I thought. If that doesn't cure
it, then dump the set. Thank goodness: a new AN5521 cured
the fault, which was just as well really because the skip was
full to brimming.
This just shows that even when you're sure a new chip
won't cure the fault it's worth trying a replacement.

Servicing the Tatung 160-180 Chassis
Eugene Trundle
90° tubes with screen sizes from 14 to 21in. Stereo sound and
teletext can be fitted, the latter in CCU or Fastext form.
The 180 is a development from the 170 for use with 25
and 28in. tubes with 110° deflection. It differs mainly in the
line scan drive section and the tube base panel circuitry.
The model number gives a great deal of information about
the set. Brand is indicated by the first letter — T for Tatung, D
for Deccacolour. The second letter indicates the screen size in
inches as follows: N 14; 0 15; P 16; T 20; U 21; V 22; Y 25;
Z 26; B 28. Next comes the first digit: 1 indicates non-remote
control, 8 remote control and 9 teletext. The second digit is
used for chassis designation: 6 for 160 series, 7 170 series, 8
180 series. The remaining digits are styling numbers, giving
no useful engineering information. The later 170/180 series
chassis sets have a third prefix letter to denote the following
features: Q FS tube; S pseudo or playback stereo and scart
socket; T Secam and scart; U Secam only; V scart only; X
German broadcast stereo, scart and Secam. Before home
entertainment gear all went charcoal grey the suffix letter
gave information on cabinet colour: R rosewood; T teak; W
walnut; A alternative. As an example of all this, Model
TBS9816 is a 28in. Tatung set with teletext and stereo, using
the 180 chassis.

Tatung has been manufacturing TV sets in the UK for over a
decade now, having taken over the Decca operation in 1981.
The first UK-produced Tatung sets used the very good Decca
120/130 series chassis, which had been designed in Bradford.
They were followed by the 140 series chassis then the 160
series, the subject of the present article. The Research and
Development Department moved to Telford in 1985 and
went on to produce the 165/170/180 series chassis, which are
also covered here. These chassis are only now being superseded by a new type. Throughout the development of the
chassis mentioned above there has been continuous evolution. This is quite a contrast with the sudden and radical
changes in TV design adopted by some manufacturers.
The 160 is a basic "live" chassis with manual operation
(no remote control) designed to drive 90° picture tubes in
screen sizes from 14 to 22in. Apart from that on the tube base
panel all the circuitry is on a single PCB which carries the
user controls at the front. Fig. 1 shows the basic arrangement
in block diagram form. Potentiometers are used for channel
selection, there's manual grey-scale setting and a simple
audio channel. The main innovation at the time was the use
of the TDA4503 chip which took the place of three or four
earlier generation chips.
The 165 chassis is similar but incorporates remote control
(RC60 system) and a more comprehensive control system
based on an M491 chip. Features include voltage-synthesis
tuning, digital channel readout and remote control of channel
changing, volume and standby.
The 170 series chassis, introduced in early 1988, is again
similar in construction and design but has an isolated power
supply to enable a scart connector to be incorporated. It also
has the more advanced RC70 remote-control system, with a
30-programme frequency-synthesis tuning system and search
and memory facilities. With minor circuit variations it drives

Fault History
Most of our experience has been gained with the 160/165
series chassis. In general therefore our comments relate to
them, though many are relevant to the 170/180 series chassis.
In the latter case you'll have to bear in mind that component
reference numbers may differ from those given here. Where a
common fault relates to a specific chassis this will be stated.
We'll start with the construction and physical characteristics. The controls at the front of manual sets (160 chassis)
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of the 160 series chassis. The 165 is similar, with the addition of remote control.
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Fig. 2: The switch-mode power supply circuit used in the 160/165 series chassis. DR06, R803 and R809 are omitted in
the 160 chassis sets. 1801 pin functions are as follows: 1 4V reference output; 2 waveform crossover point sensing; 3
feedback voltage input; 4 chopper transistor collector current simulation; 5 undervolotage sensing; 6 OV; 7 Q801
switch off; 8 Q801 switch on; 9 11.8V supply; 10-18 OV.

break off very easily, necessitating replacement of the
potentiometer and knob, which is usually lost. With these sets
the station-selector buttons tend to become noisy and intermittent. If the tuner buttons are all pushed in simultaneously
(this usually occurs when the set is being carried) they can be
released by pushing the flat-blade end of the tuning tool or a
small screwdriver into the little hole at the right of the switchbank and rotating it. This trips the latching bar, releasing the
buttons.
In later, large-screen models the front cabinet feet often
break off, leaving the set dangerously unstable if it's not
stand-mounted. Front flaps and doors tend to be shed easily
due to the flimsy plastic fixings. Replacements come without
labels and badges. Order these separately if you can't transfer
the old one(s). The front glass retaining strip on early monitor-style sets can become statically charged: a resistive earthing lead, part number 05-3312-2, was added during
production and can be fitted in older sets if necessary.
When refitting the 165 chassis ensure that the lens on the
IR receiver doesn't foul the cabinet - if force is used, something will be broken! The IR filter can be removed by releasing the clips inside the cabinet to enable the lens to be
"steered" through the cabinet front. Refit the filter after doing
this. Leaving the filter out reduces the sensitivity in remotecontrolled sets. Some early 170/180 chassis panels tended to
slide backwards in use to the point where the mains on/off
switch wouldn't latch: this was due to inaccuracy in drilling
the securing-clip fixing hole at the rear.
In the 160/165 chassis there's a tendency for dry-joints to
develop on all the electrical components heatsinked on the
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rear metal wall: this is a rife source of trouble in the power
supply and timebase departments. The 170/180 chassis don't
suffer in this way but bad joints between mother and daughter
boards are very common, giving rise to all sorts of intermittent symptoms. The most common sufferers are the text
board and the panel that carries the scart connector. To ensure
good contact it's necessary to clean inside the sockets of the
connectors. In chassis where the customer controls are on a
front daughter board user pressure generally leads to dryjoints with the mother board. The main panel becomes very
discoloured at half a dozen different points beneath hot-running components in the 170/180 chassis. No carbonisation
has set in so far but we've had to replace at least two 180
panels with holes burnt in them due to arcing at a dry-jointed
capacitor, C433, alongside the line output transformer. It's
worth checking the connections to this capacitor on every
180 chassis you come across.
When servicing Tatung sets it's a good idea to have a
spare mains lead complete with flying-socket PCB termination. This saves straining or breaking the cable retaining strap
in the cabinet and ensures that you don't forget to replace it
after carrying out the repair.

The Chopper Circuit
These models all have a switch-mode power supply fed
from a full-wave mains rectifier. The 160/165 chassis use a
TDA4600/2D chopper control chip with an R4051 chopper
transistor and non-isolating transformer. The circuit is shown
in Fig. 2. A basically similar arrangement is used in the
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170/180 chassis, but the chip is type TDA4601, the transistor
is type S2000AF and the transformer provides mains isolation.
The failings and foibles of power supplies that use the
TDA4600 family of control chips have been covered in previous articles in these pages. J. LeJeune's article in the
November 1991 issue is particularly well worthwhile reading.
For blowing the chopper transistor, failure to start or shutdown after a few minutes' operation, check the ramp generator resistors R808 and R810 (R813/814) — component
reference numbers in brackets apply to the 170/180 chassis.
A shorted chopper transistor generally takes the control chip
with it. In this event the following items should also be
replaced: C810 (C807), D807/8 (D806/7) and R804 (R805).
Get the replacement from Tatung when you have to replace
the chopper transistor Q801 in the 170/180 chassis: beefy and
reliable transistors of Toshiba manufacture are supplied. This
also applies with the line output transistor Q403.
A shattered mains input fuse F801 doesn't necessarily
mean a disaster story in the chopper department — it's very
common for the degaussing posistor R901 to go short-circuit.
Replace it with the correct type obtained from Tatung. The
mains filter capacitor C801 rarely fails. Some very early production sets were fitted with a fast IA or 1AT mains fuse:
replace it with a 1.25AT type and fit a label (part no. 832536-7) to show the new rating. Another cause of a blown
mains fuse, with possibly damage to Q801 and its friends, is
C817 (C813). This capacitor, which is in parallel with the
chopper transistor, sometimes has a bulge in its plastic shell.
If the set is quiet and dead with the mains fuse intact the
mains switch SC81 (SC801) may well be open-circuit internally. The surge limiter resistor R801 (R802) can do the same
thing — sometimes there's a visible crack in its body. In this
case check the rectifier diodes D801-4 as well. It's an odd
fact that when lightning gets into the set, presumably via the
mains lead, the chopper control chip 1801 can be destroyed
without any damage to other components.
You may come across a set that will come on after a
remote-control command but not from the action of the mains
on-off switch. Check the auxiliary (momentary) contact in the
mains switch then, in the 165 chassis, R803 and R809. A disconcerting hiss during standby operation with the 165 chassis
can be cured by replacing C826 with a series combination
consisting of an 0.1pF capacitor and a 330Q resistor.
Incorrect power supply output voltage is not unknown! If
the voltage is low the symptom may be no worse than
foldover at the top of the picture. Check whether the track of
the control potentiometer R813 (R808) has fallen in value,
then check the resistors that lead back to pin 3 of 1801. High
output voltage, with the line output stage throbbing and
bristling, can be the result of D808 (D807) going short-circuit
or low-resistance.
Failure of the mains rectifier's reservoir capacitor C804
(C805) will put a raucus 100Hz ripple on the h.t. line, with
the picture torn in three and a rasping buzz from the speaker.
The power supply is amenable to checks with a light-bulb
load and being supplied via a variac.
The metal plate on the 170/180 chassis chopper transformer sometimes buzzes or squawks in operation. Reclamping it generally provides a cure. Another odd fault with
early-production 170 chassis sets is interference to VCRderived pictures from the power supply. It shows as bright
white dots that move across the screen. The cure is to fit a
mains filter, part no. 15-7636-2, in location Z801 on the main
PCB after removing links J851 and J853.
Finally a fault whose cause may seem to be in the power
supply but isn't! Sets fitted with the 160/165 chassis will go
dead if the 12V supply fails due to breakdown of the little
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stabiliser. Check Q501, D503, R507 and R508. The job is
done by a three-legged chip, 1802, in the 170-180 chassis. It
also implements the standby function. Before condemning
this item check for dry-joints at its legs and that the standby
switch circuit consisting of Q802 etc. is in order.

ilmebase Generator Section
The sync separator and timebase generators in these sets
are very reliable. In early versions of the 160 chassis the
value of R114 should be changed to 2.71M to reduce flutter at
the top of the picture, and for improved VCR operation R117
should be changed to 1.2kQ and C111 to 0.22pF. The value
of R106 can be increased to 150k,Q or 180k0 to improve picture stability in the VCR search modes and, surprisingly, to
reduce sound buzz with some VCR/TV combinations. Early
160 chassis that suffer from instability in the VCR trick
modes benefit from the value of the tuner a.g.c. decoupling
capacitor C004 being increased to 22µF.
In the 170/180 chassis 1401 (TDA2759) can fail due to
c.r.t. flashover. This generally removes the line drive.
Apart from the feed resistor R401 going open-circuit the
line driver stage has never given us any problems. As with all
sets however there are several things to talk about in the line
output stage.

The Line Output Stage
Very common indeed is a short-circuit efficiency diode.
It's D401, type BY133GP. Replace it with the more reliable
BY228 or BY299. The line output transformer T402 can fail
in either of two ways. It can develop internal shorted
turns/leakage, putting a heavy load on the power supply
which shuts down with a low purr or squeal. Alternatively,
typically in the large-screen 180 chassis, it can fail spectacularly, with vivid blue sparks flying from its casing to the adjacent chassis bar. In the latter case check the tuning capacitor
C405 (C421) for dry-joints or internal failure: dry-joints on
this capacitor will sometimes make themselves known
before any other failure occurs. Other dry joint favourites in
the 170/180 chassis are at D401 and C423, the symptom with
the latter being a vertical white line down the centre of the
screen. Dry-joints at C433 in the 180 chassis can cause
severe burning of the PCB. Also confined to the 180 chassis
is failure of D405, affecting picture width and EW pincushion correction. Apart from the line output transistor Q403
dry-joints are not so prevalent in the 160/165 chassis.
The thick-film focus and first anode potentiometers are
mounted on a plastic moulding that's fixed to the back of the
diode-split line output transformer. The first anode section
sometimes fails, the result being fluctuating brightness. The
potentiometer assembly is not available separately from
Tatung. We have however successfully transplanted the controls from transformers that have failed in other ways, so
don't throw away dead LOPTs! Because of the different
chassis and tube type variations several different types of line
output transformer are used: make sure that you order and fit
the correct type for the set being repaired.
Occasionally one or other scan collapses intermittently to
a line. In this event check for dry-joints at the soldered connections to the deflection coils.

Field Scanning
The field generator and output stages are in different
chips. In the 160/165 chassis the drive is generated by the
TDA4503 chip and then applied to the TDA3651 output chip
which is on the rear panel. The 170/180 chassis have a
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TDA2579 sync/timebase generator chip, the field output chip
being a TDA3651 in the 170 chassis and a TDA3654 in the
180 chassis. In general the field timebase reliability is good.
Bear in mind that most cases of field collapse result in the
black-screen symptom, a protective measure to prevent tube
damage — the action depends on the sandcastle pulse feed to
the colour decoder chip. Turn up the first anode control to
confirm that there's no field scan.
The most common cause of field collapse in the 160/165
chassis is dry-joints at the pins of the TDA3651 output chip
1301. This can sometimes destroy the chip and take out the
power supply surge limiter resistor R411. The value of this
resistor varies in different models: replace like with like and
for BEAB's sake get it from Tatung.
Also confined to the 160/165 chassis is a fault that results
in picture roll as the set warms up. The three resistors
R301/2/3 in the field hold network are usually responsible.
Replace them all.
The field timebase is more reliable in the 170/180 chassis
because the output chip's mounting position avoids dryjoints. All we've had with these sets is the odd failure of the
output chip 1301 and, apparently for internal reasons, of the
fusible safety resistor R433, again resulting in picture tube
cut-off.

Receiver Section
The tuner and i.f. sections of the 160/165 and 170/180
chassis are quite different, but neither of them give much
trouble. For tuning drift or zero tuning voltage (stuck on ch.
21) check the 33V stabiliser I001 (1002) then if necessary its
feed resistors R007/011 (R005/6). Failure of I001 in the
170/180 chassis can also stop the TDA/SAB3035 CITAC
chip working. Replace the TAA550 stabiliser in the 160/165
chassis with the more reliable ZTK33B type.
The tuner itself is occasionally responsible for tuning drift
or low gain. Ensure that the replacement is of the correct
type: you may stock or buy types that look similar and will fit
but give low gain or no results due to incompatibility. We
seem to have more trouble with water coming down our customers' aerial leads. This can write off the "direct entry"
tuners used in the 170/180 chassis or the rear-mounted isolator socket used in the 160/165 chassis.
We've had one or two failures of the a.g.c. decoupling
capacitor C105 in the 170/180 chassis. This upsets tuner gain.
Otherwise the i.f. department is very well behaved.

is just behind the line output transformer.
R201 brings us to the tube base panel and a very common
source of trouble with these sets, the multiway connector
which links it to the main panel. If you get spasmodic fluctuations of either the brightness or individual colours check the
contacts to the wire conductors, at both ends if necessary. In
the later chassis types (mainly the 170/180 series) the setbackground potentiometers sometimes become noisy: all
that's required is a squirt of switch cleaner and movement to
and fro.
In all except the 180 chassis the RGB output transistors'
collector loads consist of three 471d2, 0.5W resistors connected in parallel. If one of these resistors goes open-circuit
or changes value correct grey-scale cannot be achieved and
suspicion may well fall on the tube... Check each resistor in
the affliced stage out-of-circuit. The little BF422 transistors
never seem to fail, and apart from a couple of cases of
flashover at the focus spark gap we've had no other problems
on the tube base panel.

Tubes
The tubes fitted in Tatung TV sets are generally reliable
and perform well: all we have to report here are a couple of
cases of internal flashover/arcing in 14in. Toshiba tubes and a
tendency, shared by many other makes and models, to "hot
bulge" in the large, wide-angle tubes used in 180 chassis sets.
The effect of this is local impurity in bright picture highlights, typically text displays. The cure is in the hands of the
user: turn down the contrast or select another picture!
If you replace a picture tube minor modifications to the
circuitry may be required to accommodate differences in tube
base and scan yoke characteristics.

Teletext
Apart from occasional chip failure, which is not difficult
to diagnose, the only problem we've enountered in the text
section has been drop-out of one or other of the primary
colours from the display. The cause has been poor contact
between the text panel and the main board.
It's possible to convert a CCU text system to Fastext by
replacing the text board, swapping IRO] (MAB844 1 P) over
with one that has a 123 suffix, removing link JR03, adding
link JR01 and fitting a new fascia panel to the remote control
handset — but this is not recommended as a routine service
job!

Video and RGB Departments
The 160/165 chassis, unsullied by text or auto grey-scale
correction, has a very simple video section consisting of a
TDA3565 chip and its peripheral components. These items
give virtually no trouble. Failure of R518 in the line blanking
circuit can give rise to strange colour and brightness effects
by upsetting the sandcastle pulses. The TDA3562A chip used
in the 170/180 chassis is not as reliable as the TDA3565: it
can fail, typical symptoms being a blank white raster or no
colour. Check the sandcastle pulse at pin 7 however before
replacing it. If the picture brightness "pumps", check R523 at
pin 18.
Low contrast faults can occur in all chassis, generally due
to a defect in the beam-limiting department. Check zener
diode D501, diode D502 and bleed resistor R408 in the
160/165 chassis. Their equivalents in the 170/180 chassis are
D503 and R430. To replace the latter you have to remove the
line output transformer! A very bright raster with flyback
lines indicates that the supply to the RGB output stages has
failed: check R201 and, in the 160/165 chassis, R410 which
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Audio Section
The sound quality is not good in the small-screen sets with
very small loudspeakers, but this is common with little TV
receivers. Some of our hard-of-hearing customers have dislocated the cones of these small speakers by running them at
high volume continuously — the result is severe rattling and
distortion.
Early production 160 chassis sets suffered from noisy and
fierce volume control operation. This was cured by adding a
10µF capacitor across the track (negative side to chassis),
changing R606 to 5.61S2 and and R607 to 56052. An occasionally encountered fault is weak or non-existent sound with
a vision buzz: check ceramic filter Z601, type SFE6.0.` The
audio output chip in mono-sound sets gives little trouble: to
date we've had to replace only one.
The stereo-sound models in the 170/180 range have a separate a.f. PCB in the top right-hand corner of the cabinet,
viewed from the rear. There are two versions, 5 + 5W and 15
+ 15W, the latter working at full power only when external
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use to give various feature options, and the MAB8441 chips
you have in stock may well be for different TV makes altogether!

In Conclusion

Fig. 3: Inside the remote-control handset. The PCB with
IR emitter and the troublesome membrane.

The long list of faults given above shouldn't be taken as
indicating that these sets are less reliable than those from
other manufacturers. It arises because we deal with these sets
in large numbers. With the exception of the remote-control
handset these receivers are as good as most other designs.
Spares are easy to obtain from Tatung and their prices are
reasonable.
Finally I'd like to acknowledge the help of my colleagues
Ted Callow and Dion Watson in the preparation of this article.

4Q speakers are connected. We've had several failures of the
TDA1521A and TDA2030 audio power output chips, with
various symptoms — crackles, distortion and internal shortcircuits. For distortion in or loss of one channel without any
sign of an electrical overload check the TDA1524A stereo
preamplifier chip IA03 first: it's easy to do with an oscilloscope.

Remote Control
The remote-control handset is the Achilles' heel of these
sets! The contact membranes wear rapidly or become polluted: we order ten or twenty of them at a time. The ceramic
resonator (XT01) breaks away from the PCB, usually at one
leg: after repair we glue it down on to the board. The solder
pads break or become dry-jointed at the i.c. or at the transmitter LED. When it's roughly handled the PCB cracks and
is better replaced than repaired. Finally the battery contacts
are fragile and become latchety. Again it's wiser to replace
them than carry out repair or retensioning.
Loss of on-screen graphics is usually due to "pilot error",
with the user having inadvertently cancelled them via the
remote-control handset .

Control Systems
The IR receiving photodiode sometimes becomes noisy,
the result being insensitivity or complete lack of remote control. Ensure that the IR handset is working before suspecting
this however, and don't forget to refit the optical filter as
absence of this makes the system insensitive.
Occasional loss of the channel 1 memory data in the 165
chassis can be caused by a mains-borne transient that coincides with switch on. The cure is to fit a 101E, 35V electrolytic capacitor across RR34 (base of QR06), negative side
to chassis. Intermittent failure to come out of the standby
mode with early 165 chassis sets can be cured by changing
RR60 (IR01, pin 26) to 3.3kg.
The microcomputer chip used in the system employed by
170/180 chassis sets can fail, giving rise to faults on the I2C
bus. A quite common fault is failure of the 4MHz crystal
X001: the symptoms are inability to tune in stations and the
display digits incrementing at about five-second intervals.
Breakdown of the PCD8572 memory chip gives rise to various troubles, the most common being failure to store channel
tuning data.
If you have to replace the MAB8441 microcomputer chip
IRO1 make sure that you fit one with the correct suffix: several types of internal software (indicated by the suffix) are in
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TV Fault Finding
Philips CP90 Chassis
This set was dead with a whistling noise coming from the
power supply — the over-voltage crowbar thyristor was firing.
By running the set with reduced mains input (via a variac) we
discovered that the 95V from the power supply was rising to
over 100V, pointing to a fault in the error amplifier stage.
Checks here showed that transistor 7701 (BC548) was shortP.B.
circuit base-to-emitter.

Philips K40 Chassis
There was no sound output from this set. Checks showed that
the volume control voltage from the SAB3035 chip was
being held down. To cut a very long story short, the cause of
this was the on-off switch! Its momentary-make contacts
were stuck together. One to watch out for.
P.B.

Philips GR1-AX Chassis
I've had this fault a couple of times now. The symptoms are
no colour and a vertical black bar across the screen. The
cause is a crack in the print by the line output transformer,
where the PCB fits into the back cover. Check the track that
P.B.
runs from pin 10 of the transformer.

Philips CP110 Chassis
For a "flashing" picture check whether R3415 (470k0) or
R3412 (180Q) on the tube base panel is open-circuit. P.B.

Philips CP90 Chassis
This set came from another dealer because it kept blowing its
BUTT IAF line output transistor. A new transistor would last
only a couple of days. The e.h.t. was normal, no dry-joints
were visible and the transistor's base drive waveform was
o.k. I then noticed that the set was a late model fitted with the
A51AEL30X05 tube. This called for a few component
changes, including the use of a BUT12A line output transistor. The correct transistor lasted long enough for line tearing
to be seen before I managed to switch the set off. The line
output transformer was faulty.
P.B.

Philips GR2-1AX Chassis
This set would intermittently blank out the picture and mute
the sound for a few seconds. Channel changing seemed to
instigate the fault. We found that the /VD pulse to pin 27 of
IC7708 disappeared in the fault condition. The source of the
pulse was traced back to the TDA2579B/N1 timebase generator chip IC7470 where the field-rate part of the sandcastle
pulse disappeared though the line-rate part was o.k. When the
chip was tried in another set it took the fault with it. A
replacement was ordered and when fitted provided a complete cure.
P.B.

Sony KV2752 (PE3 Chassis)
This set led us a merry dance. It had recently had a new
TDA3562 field output chip fitted but the complaint now was
that the picture and sound would go off when the set had
warmed up, leaving a horizontal white line across two-thirds
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of the centre of the screen. We saw this happen in the customer's house and were able to establish that the 12V supply
disappeared because rectifier diodes D659 and D653 both
went open-circuit when warm. These were replaced and the
set worked well for a couple of days.
The customer then said that the set had started to drift off
tune. A new tuner seemed to put that right but two days later
we were back again. This time the symptoms were tuning
drift and the colour saturation in the top half of the picture
being less than that in the bottom half. We took the set back
to the workshop and put it on soak test. It ran for days without the fault showing. Then one day while cricket was on the
grass became less green towards the top of the picture.
The most likely cause of the fault seemed to be some kind
of hum modulation on one of the supplies. Scope checks
showed that there was a 6V ripple on the 40V supply that
feeds the 30V tuning voltage stabiliser. The 33µF reservoir
capacitor C653 was o.k., but adding a 10µF capacitor across
the 40V line removed the ripple and restored correct colour
saturation. The cause of the problem was the 1.2Q surge limiter resistor R651 which had risen in value to 15Q. The
M.D.
excessive ripple was being developed here.

Hitachi G8Q Chassis
The complaint with this set was no tuning. It employs pulsewidth modulated tuning, the relevant output from the
SAA1293 chip being integrated to provide the tuning voltage.
As there was no tuning voltage at the tuner we checked back
to the source. The pulse-width modulated output from the
chip was present at the base of Q1506 and its mark-space
ratio altered as the tuning was varied. This transistor's collector voltage also varied, but only slightly — not enough to
span the required tuning range. The path from the collector of
this transistor to the tuner is via several resistors, first on the
tuning panel, then on the control panel and finally on the
main board. We eventually found that one of these resistors,
R1534, had gone high in value, a replacement (391a restorM.D.
ing normal operation.

Sharp C1420
A point worth noting with these sets and models that use a
similar chassis is that if R623 (1.2MQ) goes high in value the
result will be intermittent tripping, usually on bright scenes.
Unfortunately the line output transformer is also a common
cause of intermittent or permanent tripping.
M.D.

Ferguson ICC5 Chassis
This set was in the shutdown state. When switched on it
would trip three times then become lifeless. That's the usual
trip sequence with this chassis. It can sometimes be a nightmarish situation as the fault can be almost anywhere — the
protection circuits are very sensitive. As a start we disconnected pins 8 and 10 of the line output transformer, but the
set still tripped. Next various secondary supplies from the
chopper transformer were disconnected including, inadvertently, pins 17 and 18. A note was then made in the service
manual warning never to do this or else the power supply will
suffer impending doom. As a result of my miscalculation a
new BU508 chopper transistor was next fitted. Back, ahem,
to the original fault.
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new BU508 chopper transistor was next fitted. Back, ahem,
to the original fault.
A glimmer of light appeared at the end of the tunnel
when pin 22 of the chopper transformer was disconnected —
the set powered up with a raster. There was no sound
though as pin 22 is the 36V supply to the stereo audio
board. When the audio output chips IS40 and IS41 were
checked the left-hand channel one was found to be lowresistance from its supply input to chassis. A new
TDA2030A42 chip put matters right.
S.C.

Salora J Chassis
The sound was o.k. but there was no picture — the screen was
completely dark. A check on the drive waveforms from the
colour decoder chip, at pins 13, 15 and 17, showed that they
were missing. In addition the d.c. content was low. The
brightness and contrast control voltages were present at the
chip and altered appropriately depending on the function
selected. The luminance input was also fine. Time to check
the sandcastle pulses. These also looked fine. But wait a
minute, something doesn't seem right. When the scope was
set to the line frequency a perfect line blanking sandcastle
waveform was seen, but at field frequency there was no
blanking waveform present. We traced the pulses back to the
point where the separate components are added together to
give the distinctive waveform shape. The field component
comes from the field output chip 1CB400 via DB402 and
TB400. ICB400 was delivering pulses but they were going
AWOL at the base of TB400. The cause of this was that
TB209 was short-circuit collector-to-emitter. When a new
BC307 was fitted up came the picture.
S.C.

emitter-collector connections. The power supply then worked
but there was no line drive from the TDA4503 chip because
its 11.5V supply was missing. Regulator transistor Q501 was
non-conductive because one of its two 121d1 base bias resistors was open-circuit. We replaced both resistors (R507/8)
and fitted a new R4050 line output transistor. When we
switched the set on it sprang to life — with a bright raster. The
1052 filter resistor R201 in the feed to the RGB output transistors was open-circuit. Did a falling 11.5V supply distort
the line drive, turn the RGB output transistors hard on, blow
R201 then destroy the line output transistor? Send your
answers to anyone but me!
C.A.

Ferguson TX90 Chassis (20in version)
The field scan was stretched across the top and bottom but
cramped across the middle. After a few minutes the fault
would clear, but a squirt of freezer on the 68V zener diode
DI37 would bring it back. The diode had a 200kQ leak when
cold.
C.A.

Ferguson TX9O Chassis
A rolling picture with horizontal ripples across the screen is a
common fault with these sets. The usual cause is that R236 or
R241 in the pulse feed to the TDA4500/S1 chip IC102 is
high in value or open-circuit. This time however the identical
symptoms were accompanied by a clatter when the set was
turned over, caused by the ferrite core that had fallen out of
the line driver transformer T103. Memories of the 3000 chassis!
C.A.

Luxor B2 Chassis
Sony KV211XMTU
There was an intermittent fault on this set — the screen would
light up bright green. The fault was heat related, so it was
time for the hairdryer. We found that the cause of the fault
was definitely on the video panel, which was a bit of a surprise as we've had a few faulty transistors on the tube base
PCB in these sets. The fault could be made to appear by heating around the colour decoder chip. C302, the green sampleand-hold capacitor, was suspect but proved its innocence on
being replaced. It didn't take long though to trace the source
of the fault to the green on-screen display buffer transistor
Q311. The original type is JC501, but the 2SC2785 is a
direct, Sony official replacement. A new one cleared the trouble.
S.C.

The trouble with this portable was low output from the power
supply at only some 90V instead of 129V. The set-h.t. control
PNO1 had no effect. As a first step we changed the BRY55
thyristor TN02, using an MCR101 as we didn't have the
BRY type in stock. This produced some improvement. The
set-h.t. control now worked, but we couldn't get an output
above 110V. Assuming that the set would work correctly
only with the correct thyristor we obtained and fitted one. All
this did was to restore the original fault! Further checks
showed that the 5.1V zener diode DN18 had only 1V at its
cathode, and we then discovered that RN28 (560k52) was
open-circuit. Replacing this resistor along with RN29
(3301d2) for good measure restored the set to working order.
All that was now needed was to reset the set-h.t. control for
129V at the cathode of DN13.
M.Dr.

Osume CTV1484R
Amazing aliases abound with colour portables: this remote-controlled cash'n'carry weirdo turned out to be an Alba set in
disguise. The trouble was loss of channel selection and
uncontrollable, maximum sound when the set had been in
operation for a few minutes. Heat and freeze probing suggested that a 455kHz crystal on the front remote
control/tuning board was faulty. A suitable transplant was
obtained from a defunct Sharp remote control panel. Fitting it
restored normal operation.
C.A.

Tatung 160 Chassis
A type of fault that's becoming more common is the dreaded
"demolition syndrome", when one small failure starts a chain
of destructive events. Our first discovery with this dead set
was that the line output transistor was short-circuit. We
removed it and temporarily connected a 60W bulb across its
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Amstrad TVR1
This machine came in dead. The mains supply was present up
to the relay in the TV section but the relay didn't operate
when the monitor button was pressed. In this model the
standby power supply comes from the VCR section, so we
started our investigation here. Fuse F604 (630mA) in the
power supply had blown and a replacement blew at switch
on. We disconnected plugs and found that the short-circuit
was across the all 5V line. The output from the 5V regulator
transistor Q603 goes to the syscon PCB, but extensive checks
here failed to reveal the cause of the short-circuit. We then
discovered that the fault disappeared when one of the interconnecting plugs between the VCR and the TV sections was
disconnected. This enabled us to establish that the short was
on the tuning preset PCB. Desoldering various suspect components brought us to C1109 (100p, 10V) which de'couples
pin 1 of IC1102. When this had been replaced the fuse held
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and the TV and VCR were back in working order.
If you get one of these in with the complaint that the TV
section won't switch on when the monitor button is pressed
though the monitor on LED lights up, check whether the
timer record button is pressed in. It will save you having to
strip down the VCR.
M.Dr.

Matsui 1455
There was no luminance and the on-screen display characters
flared badly to the right, extending to the edge of the screen.
A check on the luminance waveform at pin 23 of IC202
showed that all was well here, but the signal was missing at
the emitter of the 2SA562 luminance amplifier transistor
Q202 which turned out to be leaky. A replacement restored
full luminance but the on-screen display fault was still present. The on-screen display signal is fed to the base of Q202
via a 1N4148 diode which also turned out to be leaky, but the
fault was still present when a replacement had been fitted.
Further checks brought us to the collector of the 2SC1815
buffer transistor Q408 where the voltage was 7V. The correct
figure is 0.13V. The transistor tested o.k. when removed but a
replacement cured the fault.
M.Dr.

Philips K35 Chassis
The reported complaint was of picture flicker but when we
switched the set on there was a small picture — about two
inches was missing all round. As the h.t. was correct at 140V
attention was turned to the line output stage where the tuning
capacitor C567 was found to be badly dry-jointed. This was
presumably the cause of the flickering mentioned on the fault
ticket. The fault was still present when we resoldered the
joints so C567 was removed. It was then obvious that severe
heating had occurred, caused by the dry-joint, and the capacitor was visibly deformed. On test we found that its value had
fallen from 8.2nF to 2nF. A replacement capacitor cured the
fault but with the lower e.h.t. the picture was very disappointing. Amazingly the line output transistor had suffered no
damage.
M.Dr.

Matsui 2160
Sound but no picture was the complaint. There was h.t. at the
collector of the line output transistor but no e.h.t. because the
transistor's base drive was missing. R428 and R427 which
provide the supply to the driver transistor Q401 were red hot
but the transistor was o.k. A check at Q40 1 's base showed
that there was no input, only a d.c. voltage of 1V which
turned the transistor on. The IPC1420CA chip IC401 had the
correct 12V at pin 38 and the voltage at the X-ray shutdown
pin was correct at OV. A d.c. reading of 3V was obtained at
the line drive output pin 26 however. After disconnecting this
pin the voltage rose to 12V. Clearly the chip was defective, a
M.Dr.
replacement curing the fault.

Fidelity CTV14OR (ZX4O1O Chassis)
The chopper and line output transistors were both short-circuit. The cause was not hard to see — the on-off switch had
obviously been arcing for some considerable time and was
now visibly burnt.
R.B.

Network NWC1401
A new customer, obviously shopping around, asked if I
would like to repair a dead Network colour portable. Being
one of the more helpful types she said that it was actually a
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Grundig set, or so the salesperson had claimed. Now some
Network sets did have Grundig innards, but this was not one
of them. On removing the back shell I was confronted with a
suspiciously Toshiba-looking chassis. The 2SC2068 line
driver transistor proved to be lazy, starting when warm but
not when cold. The manual for the Bush BC7000/7100 (Rank
T24 chassis) proved to be useful (Toshiba X53 chassis for
those more used to the maker of the original chassis). R.B.

Crown 14CX25
This 14in. portable is fitted with a Sanyo chassis. Failure of
the line output transistor can be caused by the 0.0022µF, 2kV
line output stage tuning capacitors C709/710 being dryjointed. I traced the cause of no colour to the 2SC65Y burst
amplifier transistor Q311 being open-circuit base-to-emitter.
A BF259 worked all right in this position.
R.B.

Rediffusion Mk 3 Chassis
We get a lot of these sets ex-rental. No sound is usually
caused by OR71 (820Q, 0.5W) overheating, and going opencircuit. This is now a very common fault. Fit a 1W replacement. In the dual-standard versions (aerial/cable compatible
i.f./s.f. boards) the component reference number is OR55.
If the set tries to start up but the blowing of 6FS1 (1.6AT)
on the power panel puts a stop to the proceedings you need
spare boards, a variac and patience. If a substitution check
proves that the power supply panel is not responsible check
the thyristors in the line output stage. On one occasion 5C4
(0.11E, 1kV) was visibly bulged — a replacement restored
normal operation. On two occasions recently the line output
transformer has been the cause of the problem. If a variac is
not available a neon tester held near the transformer will usually show "pulsing" if the transformer is o.k. and the cause of
the fault lies elsewhere. Even with a heavy leak in the line
R.B.
scan thyristor the neon lit.

Fidelity ZX3000 Chassis
There was severe line tearing and stressful noises came from
within the set. The cause of this situation was the 33µF, 250V
h.t. reservoir capacitor C100 which was open-circuit. Interesting that the fault condition varied with different brightness
levels.
S.L.

Hinari CT5
An open-circuit resistor was the cause of field collapse. The
offending item was R422, 100, off pin 5 of the line output
transformer. It seems to supply Q310 with collector voltage/bias, though from our photocopied circuit it's sure hard
to tell!
S.L.

Binatone 01/9014 Colortron
These nice little sets are very common in our area. A recurrent problem we have is with the start-up circuit. There are
two 180k52, 0.5W resistors here, R622 and R633, and one
invariably succumbs. We fit more manly replacements.S.L.

Ferguson TX100 Chassis
The picture would occasionally turn a distinct shade of green.
This usually showed up after a quarter of an hour or so. It
was noticed that from switch on the green output took a
shade longer to appear than did either red or blue. The culprit
was C51 (0.4711F).
S.L.
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Hitachi C14P216 and C14P218
The following two faults have cropped up several times now.
For failure to start up (stuck in the standby mode) check
R902 and R903 (both 82kS2) in the power supply. For loss of
on-screen displays check whether R008 (4701S1) is open-circuit or dry-jointed.
E.T.

line flyback pulse feedback path to the TDA2579 timebase
generator chip.
If the set jumps into and out of standby when a channel
change or adjustment is being made change the MDA2061
EEPROM chip IC2.

Hitachi G6P Chassis

Panasonic TX24A1 (Alpha 2 Chassis)

The on-board controls worked all right but there was no
response at all to remote control commands. The handset
emitted the right control pulses, and a very convincing pulse
train was present at pin 15 of the control microcomputer chip.
It took us some time to discover that L1201 in the IR preamplifier circuit was open-circuit; Normal operation was
restored when L1201 had been replaced — but there was no
discernible difference in the data bursts at pin 15 of the
E.T.
micro!

The allegations against this set were of intermittent flashing
and going off. Naturally it worked perfectly until it was
returned to the customer's house, whereupon it displayed
"speckled" white bands like mains interference, the colour
flashed on and off and it finally lapsed into standby. Back at
the workshop I removed Q802 to prevent the set switching
off. The fault was clearly evident and because of the apparent
arcing I changed the line output transformer. This failed to
improve matters. Scopes were then hooked up to h.t. lines, 1.t.
lines and data lines but nothing untoward was detected.
Despair was fast setting in when my workshop colleague
came up. Intrigued by the fault he thoughtfully tapped the
screen. This cleared the fault. Could the tube be faulty? When
the fault next returned I crept up carefully, tapped the screen
— and again it cleared! I then had a bit of inspiration. Could
one of the tube's fixing bolts be loose? Sure enough the one
bolt that held the earthing springs for the tube's Aquadag
coating was loose. There were no further problems once it
had been tightened.
B.S.

Sanyo CBP2145
For the first ten minutes there were no signals and only channels 3 and 4 could be selected. During the period of the fault
there was ripple on the 5V line. Replacing C395 (100µF,
16V) restored the signals but they were noisy with slight lack
of height. The fault again cleared after ten minutes. This time
replacement of C397 (100g. 16V) provided a cure. These
sets seem to be becoming noted for the failure of 100µF, 16V
J.H.
capacitors to work from cold.

Salora J Chassis (Ipset() 2)
Hitachi NP8CQ Chassis
As there was no sound I replaced the HAI 124A intercarrier
sound/audio amplifier chip IC401. But I'd jumped to an overhasty conclusion — there was still no sound. The cause of the
fault was dry-joints at pins 7 and 8 of the chopper transformer T901. Note that this is the chassis fitted in the Osaki
J.H.
P6OG that E.T. mentioned in the May issue.

Murphy CTV3500 etc
In the May issue M.Dr. mentioned coming across a faulty
standby transformer in one of these sets. This is in fact one of
the model's most notorious faults. It's actually a Cathay
chassis, which is also used in the Osaki Model P22G, the
Phase Model PH20567 and the Susumu Models FX14S and
FX1400R. Spares can be obtained from Headland Electronics, Water Lane, Eggborough, Goole, North Humberside
DN14 OPN (0977 661 223).

Bush 2020
The TDA3562A colour decoder chip used in this set has been
mentioned in these pages several times recently. It's the Telefunken version. You can fit other makes such as Philips if
R513 is changed from 180kS2 to 68kS2 and R515 from
120kS2 to 150k0. If you fit a TFK chip later the values of
these resistors must be restored to the original ones.
An interesting fault occurs when R419 (470kQ, 0.5W)
goes open-circuit: you get a vertical black line on the screen,
two inches from the right-hand side. This resistor is in the
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We've had several cases where the h.t. supply to the Ipsalo
circuit has been present and line frequency pulses have been
present at the collector of the "lower" switching transistor
TB701 but the set has otherwise been dead. In each case there
was a dry-joint or open-circuit between pins 13/14 of the
Ipsalo transformer MB500 and the collector of the BU208
line output transistor TB501.
This chassis is also used in the Hitachi CPT2050/2060.
J.A.

Hitachi CPT1476
The problem with this set was teletext lines over the top third
of the raster. I decided to check at the field flyback blanking
pulse source, which is pin 7 of the field output chip IC601.
Sure enough there was a dry-joint here. Pins 6 and 5 also
looked as though they could do with attention. Resoldering
put matters right.
Field bounce and similar trouble with these sets has been
traced to dry-joints around this chip. It appears that the pins
push up through the print due to heat expansion. It's best to
melt and resolder all seven pins whilst about it.
J.A.

Hitachi CPT2658
There was a very intermittent fault with this set, loss of the
TV picture with the screen going very dark. No amount of
kicking, tapping, freezing or frying would bring it on. Luckily it eventually put in an appearance for a decent length of
time and I was able to pounce while it wasn't expecting me.
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The cause seemed to lie right at the beginning, in the control
system, not on the main panel. In the text mode there should
be a steady 4V at pin 9 of IC13. In the mixed mode this voltage should pulse and it should be zero in the TV mode. When
the TV picture vanished the 4V was present. As the 5V
supply was present I suspected the chip and consulted our
helpful Hitachi distributor. He pointed out that the chip is
expensive and that they'd had a few odd video faults that a
new chip didn't cure. He suggested replacing the 17.73MHz
crystal XTG2 — and proved to be dead right!
J.A.

Nicam indicator was lit suggested that maybe the damage
wasn't so bad after all. While carrying out various d.c. voltage checks we found that the mute line at pin 17 of the
TA8720AN audio switching chip QV01 was high at 6V.
When the mute line was earthed the sound came up loud and
clear. Following the line back to source we came to Q609
(BC557A) which was short-circuit base-to-emitter, thus
applying some 5V to the mute line and turning QVO 1 off.
Replacing this transistor restored normal sound.
M.L.

Ferguson TX98 Chassis
Toshiba 285T8BZ
This Nicam set produced a loud screeching noise from the
loudspeakers at switch on. It lasted for about a second then
disappeared. We scratched our heads a bit and decided to
replace the TDA4601 chopper control chip. This seemed to
improve matters but the fault persisted. We isolated various
supply lines and used the workshop power supply but were
unable to trace the cause of the fault to any particular stage. A
check with the circuit then showed that there's a 1,000g
capacitor connected to the Audio B+ rail. It's mounted close
to the audio output chip. Fitting a replacement provided a
complete cure. The circuit reference is C638 (1,000g, 25V)
M.L.

Hitachi CPT2658
The ticket said "stuck in the video mode". Sure enough there
was a blank raster and no sound. The set wasn't actually
stuck in the video mode however because a video signal fed
in via the start socket produced a good picture on channel 0
only, proving that the video switching stages were working
correctly. A quick check on the tuning voltage line suggested
that the SAA1293 remote control chip was also probably
doing its job correctly. As all the voltages around the
CD4053 switching chip ICB102 were in order in the video
and TV modes we made our way to the TDA4505 chip which
contains the i.f. circuitry. A replacement restored good pictures in the TV and video modes but a new problem was present. There was grossly excessive height and the operation of
the height control had become very one-ended.
I consulted Hitachi technical who told me of a modification to carry out when this chip is replaced. It can take a good
half hour as it involves fourteen components. The changes
are as follows: change RB117 to 1.2%2; RB155 to 18k0;
CB149 to 2.2nF; CB126 to 33nF; RB129 to 1.8142; CB127 to
4.7g; RI3134 to 2.2k0; RB135 to 4701a RB122 and
RB123 to 2201d2; RB110 to 1.5M52; CB130 to 33pF; and
RB128 and RB587 to 3.3ka When this had been done I
switched on and found that the field scanning was now o.k.
and well within tolerance.
But yet another problem was present. There was no colour
and the line timebase was twitching. Very slight adjustment
of the line hold control produced colour, but it kept dropping
out and was very unstable. I stared at the circuit and noticed
that two of the above modifications were in the line hold circuit. The original values for CB126 and RB129 were 68nF
and 11(0 respectively. When these were fitted the set finally
performed correctly, with good pictures, colour and field
scanning. Has anyone else had trouble when replacing this
chip?
M.L.

Toshiba 217D9B
Recent storms have produced some real problems. This
Nicam set had taken a blast and suffered damage to its audio
department. There was no sound at all, but the fact that the

This set was dead with the mains fuse FS1 blown. It was no
surprise to find that the chopper transistor TR3 was short-circuit. I replaced it along with the TDA4600-2 control chip and
all the usual things that can cause this type of chopper circuit
to fail. As there didn't seem to be anything else amiss I
switched on. The 115V line was now present but there were
no 12V and 5V supplies. Circuit protector ICP1 had gone
open-circuit.
I applied 17V to the TBA8138 1.t. regulator chip IC11
from the bench power supply, with its outputs disconnected.
This proved that the regulator was faulty as the 2A bench
supply overloaded. Fitting a new TBA8138 restored the supplies but the set was still dead. Scope checks around the
TDA4505E-N1 chip IC2 showed that the line oscillator was
working, but there was no line drive output at pin 26 even
with the line driver transistor TR7 disconnected. At this point
I discovered that TR7 was short-circuit. Replacing IC2 and
TR7 restored a stable picture, but the sound didn't appear
until the TDA2611A audio output chip 1C4 had been
replaced. So much for all the overload protection that manufacturers boast about in modern power supplies!
J.C.

Rank Z718 Chassis
This set was dead although its fuses were intact and the 275V
h.t. supply was present — at 300V because it was unloaded. I
checked all the usual causes of this symptom — dry-joints on
the timebase and line output panels, the start-up capacitor
C18 being open-circuit and burn-ups around the 12V regulator transistor VT20 — but they were all o.k. So attention was
turned to the trip circuit. The main items here are VT4 and
VT5 which are connected between the base of the line driver
transistor and chassis to remove the line drive in the event of
an overload. Both transistors were o.k., as was the zener
diode D7. The cause of the fault was C22 (220g) which is at
the input to the trip and was open-circuit. Even when tested
after removal this capacitor didn't appear to be in any way
defective.
J.C.

Philips CTX-E Chassis
The job card said "went bang then dead". Sure enough the
mains fuse had blown apart — only the end caps remained in
the fuseholder. The bridge rectifier had gone short-circuit,
but when this had been replaced and a new fuse had been
fitted the set remained lifeless. There was h.t. at the collector
of the chopper transistor 7355 but it wasn't being switched
on. By chance I noticed that resistor 3317 (1001A was discoloured and when tested it turned out to be open-circuit. It
provides the BC548 transistor' 7322 in the chopper control
circuit with base bias. I decided to check this transistor
which also proved to be open-circuit. When these two items
had been replaced the set at last came to life. Sound blurted
out, the e.h.t. rustled up and the tube's heaters glowed, but
there was no picture. Turning up the setting of the first
anode control on the tube's base panel showed that the cause
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of this was field collapse. As the TDA3651A field output
chip's 26V supply was present a replacement i.c. was fitted.
J.E.
At last all was well.

JVC 7731R (Ferguson TX9 Chassis)
The complaint was of a very grainy picture on all channels.
We eventually found that the cause was the SAW filter on the
small plug-in i.f. board. The symptom was very much like
J.E.
that produced by a low-gain tuner.

Goodmans CTV2R
This set was dead. The power supply fuses were intact but
the 5.6Q, 5W surge limiter resistor R81 was open-circuit
while the STR5412 power supply regulator IC102 and the
R2M protection avalanche diode D141 were short-circuit.
No other shorts could be measured with these components
out of circuit. Normal operation was restored after replacing
J.E.
them.

Hitachi CPT2658
When this set was switched on it remained dead with no
channel indicators alight. There was 300V across C707 but
nothing at the collector of the S2000AF line output transistor
T701 because R707 (2252, 5W) was open-circuit. A check
then showed that T701 was short-circuit collector-to-emitter.
Replacing R707 and T701 brought the set back to life: check
the orientation of T701 when fitting it on the PCB as it's very
easy to insert it the wrong way round, with disastrous results.
J.E.

Ferguson TX10 Chassis
This set would trip every half hour or so. There were two
causes: dry-joints on the chopper transformer and internal
J.E.
arcing in the degaussing posistor.

generator chip comes from regulator transistor Q209 on the
tuner/i.f. panel. As the 28V input to this transistor is derived
from the line output stage a start-up supply is required for the
line oscillator. This is provided by R606 (12k52). What was
happening was that the set was running off the start-up
supply, with the result that the 15V rail was low at 11V —
given away by the fact that Q209 was cold (it normally runs
very hot). Checks in the regulator circuit showed that R237
(15W) was open-circuit. This resistor provides Q209' s
driver transistor Q210 with base bias.
On a previous occasion one of these sets came in because
of poor sync, more noticeable on scene changes as pulling to
one side. This set was brought in by another dealer who omitted to tell me that he'd turned the height control to maximum
to fill the screen. The basic cause was the same, a low 15V
rail, with pin 3 (12V supply) of 1501 low at 8V. This time the
trouble was due to a dry joint on Q209.
Another of these sets had no sound. A finger applied to pin
1 of 1302 produced a healthy buzz from the speaker, so attention was turned to the intercarrier sound chip 1301. Its 12V
supply at pin 5 was missing because R319 (27052) was openM.Dr.
circuit.

Ferguson 20E2 (TX90 Chassis)
This set worked perfectly except that it wouldn't respond to
remote control commands My tester showed that the handset
was transmitting all right so attention was turned to the set.
As pin 7 of the T9005N remote control decoder chip IC901
was receiving an input at around 8V peak-to-peak the IR
receiver and buffer stages were assumed to be o.k. This
seemed to suggest that IC901 was responsible for the problem, but chips of this sort rarely fail. So the handset was
investigated further. The manual gives setting-up instructions
for a preset labelled "factory set freq adj" inside the handset.
When this adjustment had been carried out everything
worked fine. The handset had probably been dropped, causM.Dr.
ing the potentiometer to shift slightly.

Decca 130 Chassis

ITT CVC40 Chassis

There was field collapse because the TDA1670A field timebase chip IC301 was short-circuit while R438 (1.252) which
provides its 23V feed was open-circuit. Replacing these items
J.E.
restored normal operation.

No results or intermittent no results with this chassis is usually caused by dry-joints on the line output transformer. Pin
14 is the worst offender but resolder them all. This is now a
R.B.
very common fault.

Sony KV1400

Hitachi NP6 Chassis

There was no colour and the picture was very washed out
with little contrast. With any set of this age dried out electrolytic capacitors on the various power supply lines are
prime suspects, so our first check was on the 12V rail. Bingo!
The line was low at 8V. But checks on the relevant capacitors
showed that they were all o.k. When the voltages around the
2SD471 12V regulator transistor Q811 were checked we
found that its base and collector were at the same voltage
while its emitter was low at 8V. Q811 was short-circuit
between its base and collector of course. As we didn't have a
2SD471 we fitted the better rated 2SD774. When we
switched on we got a picture that would put any modern £150
M.Dr.
cheapo CTV to shame.

There was no sound after the set had received DIY attention.
We found that the 12V supply to the intercarrier sound chip
was missing. "Butchers" are often defeated by the main PCB
where it slides into moulded runners: the left-hand edge, with
its narrow 12V track, is easily damaged. In this case a chunk
had been taken out. The blue phase control had also been
damaged. It seems that the original fault had been a dirty blue
R.B.
background control.

Sharp C2072
This set was suffering from lack of height — about two inches
were missing at the top and bottom of the screen. I've had
this problem before, so I knew exactly where to look. The
15V line that supplies the height control and the timebase
TELEVISION AUGUST 1992

Some Quickies
Philips CTX-S chassis: There was normal operation when
the main board was flexed upwards. Otherwise the set was
dead because there was no h.t. The chopper transistor's collector leg had sheared off the body.
Rank T22 chassis: There was h.t. but no line scan as the
36V supply didn't reach the timebase panel because of a
burnt contact in the socket. With no 36V supply there's no
12V supply and as a result the line oscillator doesn't start
up.
R.B.
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Servicing the Finlux 3000 Chassis
Steve Cannon

The innards of TV sets are becoming quite different as the
technology advances. Some things such as the c.r.t. and the
line output transformer are unlikely to change much in the
immediate future, but signal processing has altered dramatically over the last ten years. Some modern chassis use digital
processing, with digital techniques employed for everything
from remote control to field deflection. Many adjustments
can nowadays be carried out using the remote-control handset
rather than having to remove the back and turn the relevant
preset. Now I know that there's nothing like a good twiddle,
but it does look as though this will become a thing of the
past. As electronic integration has increased and more and
more custom-made chips are being used, it's as easy and
cheap to have each stage controlled as a slave under the overall control of a master microcomputer chip. One thing is for
sure: noisy presets will and in fact are becoming extinct.
Which brings us to Finlux's all-singing, all-dancing 3000
series chassis that has, as you may have guessed by now, a
digital data bus (I2C bus) as its central nervous system. It
controls programme memory, tuning, signal processing and
deflection waveform processing. The set is also a multistandard one, with automatic selection between NTSC, PAL or
SECAM colour decoding, 50 or 60Hz field scanning and 525
or 625 lines. There are two tuners, one for u.h.f. and one for
v.h.f. The set will work almost anywhere, probably everywhere in Europe.

Internal Layout
After removing the back cover you are greeted by two side
panels rather than the flat panel for the power supply and
deflection circuits as in the 1000 series chassis. The left-hand
panel houses the signal processing and field deflection
departments while the right-hand pannel is for the power
stages. In between the two there' s the connector board, which
differs depending on whether the set has one or two scart
sockets.

The Power Panel
The right-hand panel contains the power supply and the
line output stage, which are not all that different from those
in the 1000 series chassis. The chopper circuit is controlled
by the ever-popular TDA4601 chip. On the output side the
rectifier diodes, mostly BY299s, suffer from the same affliction as in the previous chassis — they go short-circuit, usually
shutting down the power supply. The chopper transformer is
quite hefty and the connections to its pins can suffer, so it's
worth checking these.
There's an official modification for the line output stage
relating, as in the 1000/2000 chassis, to the scan coil connections. It involves soldering two rivets to the copper side of the
line scan coil PCB connections to prevent the solder from
cracking and arcing. A detailed modification sheet is available from Finlux.
Four supplies are produced on the secondary side of the
chopper transformer as follows: 138V for the line output
stage; 25V for the audio output stages; a 17V feed that goes
to the 12V regulators whose outputs supply the 1.t. circuitry;
and a 7V feed for the 5V regulator that supplies the microcomputer control chip and the teletext department. Secondary
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windings on the line output transformer provide the following
supplies: the usual 200V for the RGB output stages; 26V for
the field output stage; and various supplies for the c.r.t.

The Signal Panel
The signal panel has a few plug-in boards, some of which
are options. The sound and colour decoder boards are obviously standard: the optional ones are for Nicam and teletext.
There are different audio panels that depend on the country for which the set is intended: the DD311 panel is the one
for UK use. A TBA120U chip, ICd6, demodulates the f.m.
sound, which leaves the panel via the buffer transistor Tdl.
When it reaches the motherboard it's fed to identical left and
right channels. There are a couple of links that have to be cut
when a Nicam panel is fitted. The mono "left" and "right"
signals then return to the audio board, going to the TDA8420
chip ICd1 and the connector board. ICdl controls the scart
audio switching, the pseudo stereo sound switching
(panorama effect), balance, volume, bass and treble. It also
has separate volume and balance controls for headphones.
These functions are all controlled by the microcomputer chip
via the I2C bus.
The audio signals for the headphones go to the headphone
audio output amplifier chip ICd3. The other audio signal
feeds go to the TDA4935 speaker audio output chip ICpl on
the motherboard. This delivers about 15W per channel into a
452 load.
Adding Nicam is easy. The panel is inserted into the sockets (usually fitted) on the signals panel then a couple of links
on the analogue audio board are snipped, also the previously
mentioned links.

Colour Signal Processing
The colour decoder panel has been tried and tested in the
1000 and 2000 series CTI chassis. CTI stands for colour transient improvement: what it does basically is to reduce the
time taken to get from one colour-difference voltage to
another, e.g. from green to magenta on colour bars — colour
smearing is most noticeable between these two colours. The
transition time is reduced from about 800nsec to about
15Onsec.
The actual colour decoder chip is ICbl, type TDA4555,
which can process PAL, SECAM or NTSC 4.43/3.58MHz
colour signals. Composite video is fed to the colour decoder
panel where the PAL chroma signal is selected by the acceptor circuit Lb6/Cb28. It's then fed via the BC557B emitterfollower Tb 1 to pin 15 of ICbl which processes the
information and determines which colour standard is being
used. The crystal reference oscillator runs at 8.86MHz. It can
be adjusted by earthing pin 17 of IC lb. The reference oscillator will then free-run and its frequency can be set by adjusting Cb36. Demodulated colour-difference signals leave ICbl
at pins 1 and 3, passing to pins 1 and 2 of the TDA4565 CTI
chip ICb2 which also delays the luminance signal so that it
coincides with the sharpened colour-difference signals. The
luminance and colour-difference signals then leave the
colour decoder panel and pass to the TDA8443A chip ICe 1
on the motherboard.
Now this is a curious chip. It switches, under the control of
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the 12C bus, between the Y/B — Y/R — Y signals and RGB
inputs coming via the scart socket. Passage of the Y/B — Y/R
— Y signals is straightforward: they enter at pins 11, 12 and
10 respectively and leave at pins 20, 19 and 21. The chip has
a clamp pulse generator which is used to clamp the inputs to
the black level: timing information for this operation is
obtained from the sandcastle pulses which enter the chip at
pin 24. Things are rather more complicated when it comes to
the RGB signals which enter at pins 4, 5 and 6. These are
clamped then matrixed to obtain Y, B — Y and R — Y signals.
Colour-difference and luminance signals can be fed in via the
scart socket and when this is done the matrixing within ICel
can be bypassed. If this is required, external Y is connected
via pin 11 (green) of the scart socket, external B — Y via pin 7
(blue) and external R — Y via pin 15 (red).
ICel's Y, B — Y and R — Y outputs pass to pins 15, 18 and
17 respectively of the TDA3505 chip ICe3. This is the RGB
processor: it carries out matrixing, colour etc. control, beam
limiting, black-level stabilisation and switches between the
inputs just mentioned and teletext RGB inputs at pins 14, 13
and 12 respectively, with pin 4 for blanking/switching. The
text signals are switched through when the voltage at this pin
rises above 0.9V: below 0.4V the inputs from ICel are
selected. As ICe3 doesn't incorporate an 12C bus interface a
TDA8444 digital-to-analogue converter chip ICe2 has to be
used to enable it to receive the control potentials for hue (not
applicable with UK sets), contrast, saturation, brightness and,
lastly, red and green gain. ICe2 also provides a switching
output to control the 4053 chip ICal that switches between
internal and external (scart) composite video and sync
inputs. ICe3's control pins are 19 for contrast, 16 for saturation, 20 for brightness and beam limiting, 22 for green gain
and 23 for red gain. Its RGB outputs appear at pins 1, 3 and 5
respectively and are then fed to the c.r.t. base board.

Timebase Circuitry
The left-hand signals panel also houses some of the timebase circuitry. A TDA2579 chip, ICh 1 , contains the sync circuitry and the timebase generators while a TDA3654 chip,
ICkl , provides the field output. Between these two chips
there's a TDA8432 chip, ICh2, which contains the field drive
and EW correction circuitry. It's connected to the 12C bus
and as a result there's a distinct lack of potentiometers in the
EW correction and field output stages. The adjustments are
all carried out via the remote control system.

The Microcomputer Control System
The set's brain is the 40-pin SDA2080 microcomputer
chip ICf2. The I2C bus lines are connected to pins 21 (SDA —
serial data) and 22 (SCL — serial clock). These provide links
to a number of slave devices, one of which is the SDA2526
non-volatile memory chip ICfl. This stores channel information, customer control settings and the I2C bus programming
parameter values — more on the latter shortly. Up to 39 channels can be preset and there's the facility for connecting up to
three external devices via scart connectors. On two-scart
socket sets the scart-1 socket has just a composite video input
while the scart-2 socket accepts RGB and composite video
inputs. There's also a copy facility that enables the scart-2
composite video input to be looped through to the scart-1
composite video output. Stereo audio signals are looped
through in the same way. This facility does away with the
need for the usual snake pit of wires when copying tapes.
You can monitor on the screen if you want to, but this isn't
compulsory.
The SDA and SCL lines from the control panel go to
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many slave devices, as follows:
IC11 on the one-scart connector panel
IC11 and IC12 on the two-scart connector panel
ICil the tuner PLL/prescaler chip
ICd1 the audio control chip
ICel the RGB switching chip
ICe2 the DAC for brightness, contrast etc. control
ICh2 for deflection control
In addition the I2C bus controls the Nicam and teletext
panels. Thus via these two lines the microcomputer control
chip monitors and controls much of the processing carried
out in the set.
12C stands for inter integrated circuit: it's a two-lead (data
and clock lines) system that enables the slave devices connected to the lines to be controlled by the master device, in
this case ICf2. In addition to controlling the slave devices the
microcomputer chip can give the user, or service engineer, an
indication as to which if any of the items connected to the bus
has developed a fault. What a good do!
The service mode has to be entered to gain access to these
facilities. To do this you press one of the normal buttons (N1,
N2 or N3) on the set. The service switch, which is located in
the hole next to button N3, then has to be pressed within
eight seconds. A strong piece of wire will usually do to operate this switch. Once the service mode has been entered the
LED display will be blank apart from one dot which will be
lit. Press the service switch again to get back to the TV mode.
Keying 04 on the remote control handset when in the service mode will result in ICf2 checking all the chips connected
to the 12C bus. The operation is as follows. ICf2 sends out
address data that corresponds with one of the slave chips. The
latter responds by acknowledging its presence, and an
appropriate hexadecimal number is then displayed by the
LEDs. Each slave chip/section of the receiver has a separate
number, as follows (the display codes are listed in the order
in which ICf2 carries out its checks):
06
04
22
d2
94
92
90
80
84
48
8C
C2
A2
AO
Pn
An

satellite processor
teletext processor (high feature)
CCT basic teletext (ICt2)
RGB switch (ICe 1)
extra video switch (in monitor only)
copy switch (IC12)
scart switch (IC11)
audio adjustment (ICd1)
stereo identification (ICd2)
colour decoder DAC (ICe2)
geometry control (ICh2)
tuning PLL (ICil)
teletext NVM (ICt5)
control NVM (ICf1)
picture memory n Kbyte
Antiope (French teletext).

Thus if a set has CCT text and a single-scart panel and no
obvious fault is apparent the following sequence of numbers
will appear: 22, d2, 90, 80, 48, 8C, C2, A2, A0. If a code that
was expected is missing, e.g. the CCT text code 22, this
means that ICf2 didn't get a reply from the device concerned.
In this particular example if the teletext panel is fitted correctly there is obviously either a fault on it or a break in the
links back to ICf2. Use this procedure when adding satellite
TV, removing or changing the teletext panel or changing the
scart panel. This will reconfigure the system and the codes
will be modified depending on what's been added or
removed. The set's configuration is stored in the NVM by
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pressing -/- - on the handset. Then switch the set off at the
mains to reset ICf2.

computer chip must be working correctly. Carry out the usual
checks — supply, presence of the 8.8MHz clock signal, reset
pulse etc. — before replacing any chips.

Adjustment Codes
Many adjustments are carried out by entering the service
mode then using the relevant two-digit code with the handset.
These codes are as follows:
25
30
38
27
31
28
26
32
36
35
29
34
33
22
23

line frequency
vertical shift at 50Hz
vertical shift at 60Hz
height
vertical compensation
vertical linearity
horizontl phase shift
width
horizontal compensation
trapezium correction
S-correction
EW corner correction
EW raster correction
red gain
green gain.

After entering the required code you carry out adjustment
by pressing STEP + or S !EP — on the handset. The LED display number will alter, either incrementing or decrementing
depanding on which button is pressed. The range of each
function is 00-31 for the vertical and horizontal adjustments,
00-63 for the rest. If a new value is to be stored, press the -/- button as before. Each adjusted value must be stored before
another code is selected for adjustment. No dramatic value
changes should be necessary, but as a set ages and component tolerances drift it's a real boon to be able to leave the set
in place and do the tweaking via the handset. But beware:
there's no normalisation setting for the service mode adjustments. Once a value has been stored there's no way of getting
back to the previous setting unless you can remember its displayed value.

Bus System Fault Finding
It can be difficult to pin down the exact location of a suspected fault on the I2C bus: the data changes so quickly that
checks can't be made with normal servicing equipment to see
whether the data is correct and that the microcomputer chip
and its slaves are talking to each other. As a general rule of
thumb if data can be seen on a scope on both the data and
clock lines and can be seen to be altering things are o.k.
Check the amplitude of the pulse trains, which must be 5V
peak-to-peak.
If no clock or data information is apparent check the d.c.
voltage on the relevant line(s). Because of the presence of
pull-up resistors the lines should be at 5V d.c. when no data
is being transmitted. Thus if one or both of the lines is at 5V
no information is present. This usually means that there's a
fault at the microcomputer end of the bus. If no pulse train is
present and the d.c. voltage is at OV or very low, there's a
short or low resistance on the line. In this event the cause of
the fault could be literally anywhere on the bus. The only
thing to do is to check the SDA and SCK lines and see which
of the two, at which chip, reads low-resistance to chassis. If
no shorts can be found, disconnect the line in turn at each
chip until the d.c. voltage returns to the correct level and the
data and clock information are restored. If you are still in
trouble the microcomputer chip is probably defective.
Remember however that for the I2C bus to operate the microTELEVISION AUGUST 1992

Remote Control
The RC3010 remote control system used with these sets
will operate a VCR. What some people don't seem to know
is that the handset can be programmed for use with many different kinds of VCRs. It can be in any of nine modes. The
following list shows which mode corresponds with which
model/manufacturer:
Mode
0
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Model/manufacturer
Finlux VR2008, Schneider 266.
Finlux VR1010/1012/1030/2010/2030/2040; Asa
VR2019,VR6000; Philips VR6443/6543/6462/
6467/6660/6760/6862.
Sharp VC100/102/501/781/783/785/801/851.
Sharp VC682/683/684/685/693/6F3.
JVC HRD120/170/180/210/230/300/310/530EH/
470/755.
DER models.
Finlux VR3400, Hitachi models.
Blaupunkt RTV320, Panasonic models.
Asa VR2017.

If you can't find a particular model select the most suitable
mode and try. For example a Sharp model not listed above
will probably work in mode 2 or 3.
To programme the handset, use the point of a pencil to
press the programming switch at the bottom back then key in
the number of the required mode. Note that the VCR setting
will have to be re-entered when the batteries are replaced.

Fault List
(1) If the set is dead check the four rectifiers Du 1 6/18/21
(BY299) and Du 17 (BY399) connected to the chopper
transformer's secondary winding. No doubt one or other
will be short-circuit. If Du 1 8 or DU21 is faulty its associated feed resistor Ru38 or Ru39 will have popped. Replace
it with a 2A PCB fuse as recommended by Finlux.
(2) No picture with no e.h.t. This is usually caused by the
resistor in the h.t. feed to the line output stage, Rz28 (1.5.0),
having burnt out. Fit a 1S-2 0.5W replacement. Also replace
the associated 47OnF, 250V capacitors Cz14 and C716,
(3) Horizontal black lines and line pairing across the picture. Replace Ck8 (100nF, 63V) in the field output stage.
(4) Blank picture and no sound, may be intermittent. If
the text button is pressed only the text page number appears
but the sound comes back. Suspect the BC557 composite
video buffer transistor Ta3.
(5) Snowy picture. Remove the v.h.f. tuner as it develops
a fault. Pin 1 I where the tuner was must now be shorted to
chassis.
(6) A 750Hz tone is audible during Nicam reception.
Remove the screening can from ICr9. Connect pin 2 of this
chip to the chassis print at the top of the Nicam module.
Refit the can and connect the negative side of Cr54 on the
Nicam board to the same chassis point.
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TV Fault Finding
Philips CP90 Chassis
This set was dead with no activity at all from the power
supply. Initial checks showed that there were no shortcircuits across the outputs, also that there was no start-up
voltage (normally 2.1V) at the collector of transistor 7673 in
the chopper control circuit. This transistor was being turned
on because the optocoupler was leaky. A new CNX62
P.B.
restored normal operation.
Grundig CUC720
The job card said "on/off switch faulty". It wasn't, of
course, though the power supply was dead. There was 300V
at the collector of the chopper transistor and needle drive
pulses were present, but there was no output to speak of —
about 2V on the 150V line. Voltage checks around the
TDA4600 chopper control chip showed that the 4.3V reference voltage at pin 1 was missing. C642 (100µF) was openP.B.
circuit.
Philips 2A Chassis
Here's a cautionary tale — don't always believe the circuit
diagram! This set had been to another dealer because it was
dead. He had solved that problem but then found that the
picture was too wide and couldn't be adjusted. He'd tried
everything! The line output transformer, coils 5601 and
5611 and all the capacitors in the relevant sections of circuit
had been replaced. The resistors had all been removed and
checked out of circuit. The transistors in the EW correction
circuit had also been replaced.
To check that the correct parts had been fitted I compared
the faulty set with a stock one. The stock set didn't have a
capacitor in the 2608 position. When this capacitor was
removed from the faulty set the picture size was brought
back to normal. Just because a capacitor is shown in the
circuit diagram doesn't mean that it was fitted in later
P.B.
production!

Reports from Philip Blundell, AMIEIE,
John C. Priest, Ed Rowland, John Edwards,
Stephen Leatherbarrow, Michael Dranfield,
Roger Burchett, Roy S. Porter, J.S. Ruwala,
Adrian Farnborough and S.R. Dixon

were o.k. The voltages at pins 31 and 32 were low, pin 32
being at 2.7V instead of 6.6V. As the components in the
feedback network all seemed to be o.k. when checked I
began to suspect IC501 itself. As this is a 64-pin device
however I decided to check IC303 and its few peripheral
components first. All were o.k. After a brief word with
Toshiba to confirm my suspicions I ordered a replacement
TA8659N chip. Fitting this restored correct field scan
amplitude and linearity.
The second set came in a few days later. We were about
to order another TA8659N chip when we noticed that this
time the overscan wasn't quite so bad - only about 150 per
cent. So we started to check the discrete components.
Everything was all right until we came to transistor Q363
(BC547A) on the power panel. Its emitter voltage was high
at 6.6V instead of 0.3V. When it was removed for test we
found that there was emitter-collector leakage. A new transistor restored normal operation. One odd thing: the circuit
shows that there's a direct connection between the collector
of this transistor and pin 31 of IC501, but under the fault
condition there was a difference of nearly 0.5V between the
two points though a cold resistance check produced a
reading of zero ohms.
J.C.P.
Cathay CTV3000
The owner of this colour portable complained that the
picture had been distorted since we repaired his VCR. On
test we found that the sound was o.k. but there were two
hum bars on the screen. It was nothing to do with the VCR
of course. Replacing the main smoothing block C507
(100µF, 400V) cured the fault.
E.R.
Ferguson TX9 Chassis
This old set produced a perfectly good picture but the sound
was badly distorted. Experience suggested that this was
quadrature trouble: slight adjustment of L62 restored normal
sound.
E.R.

Toshiba 285T8BZ
Here's a warning about jumping to conclusions. We had two
of these sets in with very similar fault symptoms but
different causes. The first one came in under warranty with
acute field overscan — about 200 per cent. Even with the
vertical amplitude control turned to minimum the field scan
was excessive to the extent of about 50 per cent. The
linearity wasn't much to write home about either, with
cramping at the bottom of the screen. A look at the circuit
diagram showed that the TA8659N chip IC501 on the main
board is responsible for most of the signal processing. It
produces field drive pulses at pin 29 for feeding to pin 1 of
the TDA8170 field output chip IC303 on the power/deflection panel. Height and linearity are controlled by feedback
to pins 31 and 32 respectively of IC501 from RC networks
in the scan current path. There's a height control (R351)
connected to pin 31 but no linearity control.
Our first suspects were the zener diodes D814 and D815
connected to pins 29 and 31 of IC501. I've had them cause
scan problems in other Toshiba chassis but this time they
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Akai CT2870
Results were perfectly all right when this set was switched
on. After about half an hour however it developed crackling
on sound. An assault on suspect components with a can of
freezer suggested that the APU2470T chip IC3201 was the
culprit. There was no further trouble after we'd fitted a
replacement.
E.R.
Hitachi CPT2240
No sound was the result of R462 (2212) having gone opencircuit.
E.R.
Saisho CT149TXA
This fault caused some consternation with much meeting of
eyebrows. The basic problem was intermittent failure to
start from cold. Checks showed that at switch on the line
drive waveform was of low amplitude and distorted. You
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could then see it slowly correct itself in both shape and
amplitude. The cause of the trouble was R414. Heating and
freezing it altered the value from the normal 151d2 by some
S.L.
5ka

With another of these sets the cause of intermittent fuse
blowing was traced to poor joints on the commutating coil
in the thyristor line output stage.
R.B.

Sony 21XMU (AE1 Chassis)
Ferguson TX100 Chassis
This set was fitted with the PC1564-311 remote
control/sweep tune panel. The fault was no signals, with the
30V rail measuring just that. Tuning is carried out by the
M293B1 chip IC2001 which has a 455kHz crystal
connected across pins 13 and 14. The crystal oscillator was
working normally and the two 5V regulators on the panel
were both o.k. The next check should be at pin 19, which
was ramping correctly under the action of the tuning system.
A check on transistor TR2018, which produces the tuning
voltage from this ramp, proved that it was open-cirCuit. A
BC639 turned out to be a suitable replacement.
While the channels could now be tuned in, pressing the
store button made them disappear again! I eventually found
that there was a splash of solder across pins 5 and 6 of
PL175. This effectively shorted pins 22 and 24 of IC2001
when store was pressed, initiating the search down
command. Some stupid engineer had probably done this
when he changed TR2018. We get there in the end — someS.L.
times.

Hinari CT5
The usual cause of a dead set is failure of the
remote/standby supply transformer. This set was no exception but after fitting a replacement we found that it was
stuck on ch. 8 and that no analogue or tuning functions
worked. The relevant circuitry is mounted on the front
panel, which is a real pain to remove and refit and just about
impossible to work on. The cause of the trouble was several
open-circuits between the front panel and the small
analogue function panel to which it is, or should be, hard
S.L.
wired.

Finlux 51590
The fault on this set, which uses the TDA4600 type power
supply, would put in an appearance about ten minutes after
it had-been switched on. The set would then either trip and
go dead or the picture size would reduce after which the set
would go dead. We found that CU15 (10011F, 50V) was
open-circuit. It's one of the yellow electrolytics that regularly cause problems in Grundig chassis. In view of this I
decided to change the other 100[IF capacitor of the same
S.L.
type in the power supply (CU13).

Toshiba 210R6B
Dry-joints on the scan coil plug (socket connections to the,
R.B.
main PCB) seem to be common on these sets.
Rediffusion Mk 3 Chassis
The fault was intermittent absence of the signals, curable by
a good thump on the cabinet. Not an unusual fault, but we'd
spent some time resoldering the power supply and line scan
panels as the original report was that the set was dead. Plug
and socket OPLA on the signals panel was next accused. We
cleaned and resoldered it but the owner still had to resort to
a good thump occasionally. What finally seems to have
cleared the fault is to have cleaned the pins and the holder of
the TCA270S demodulator chip OIC1.
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There was sound but no picture. When the first anode
voltage was varied a faint picture was noticed at one point
but it then disappeared. We found that the RGB signals
were missing at the c.r.t. base panel. Lots of tests were then
carried out on board B. The sandcastle and blanking pulse
waveforms were both present and correct. When we
checked the beam limiter circuit we found that transistor
Q801 wasn't conducting, its collector being at 12V while its
base was at -2.4V. Bias resistor R812 (68k.(2) turned out to
be open-circuit.
You get a similar fault with the Ferguson TX90 chassis
when R231 (150142) goes open-circuit. The symptom is very
low contrast however. On Sony sets diagnosis is more difficult as the fault tends to cut off the picture completely. J.S.R.

JVC 7255UB
The symptom with this set was excessive brightness with
flyback lines. The picture was very faint and dull. Turning
the first anode voltage down made no difference. On
checking the collector voltages of the RGB output transistors we found that they were all very low at 60V even with
no signal. Feed resistor R831 (470) in the supply had gone
very high in value, a replacement curing the fault
J.S.R.

Bush 2521T
This set displayed a faint blank raster with flyback lines,
noticeable only when the first anode supply was at
maximum. Changing the TDA3561A colour decoder chip
IC500 made no difference so the service, manual was
ordered. It was of little help as it gave only the supply voltages and alignment waveforms. The technical description
was also poor. After spending considerable time elsewhere
in the circuitry and contacting Bush Technical we replaced
IC500 again. The blank raster was now much brighter. A
check on the voltages at the output plug 1(501 then revealed
that there was no connection to chassis at pin 5 — the reading
here was 11.5V. We found that there was a dry-joint on an
earthing link connected to this pin. As a result IC500 had
been destroyed. Repair and replacement solved our
headache.
S.R.D.

ITT Monoprint B Chassis
Having been left off overnight this set wouldn't power up
without multiple pressings of the on/off switch. The
TEA2165 chopper control chip IC701 (TEA2162 in some
versions) was shutting down because of inadequate negative
bias at pins 4 and 5. C704 (47µF) was the cause, being
unsatisfactory at low temperatures. You could see the ripple
across it change when freezer was applied.
Three months later the symptom reappeared. This time
the mains bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor C701 (4.7g)
was found to have 100V peak-to-peak across it when cold, a
replacement curing the fault.
R.S.P.

Mitsubishi CT2146TX (Euro 6 Chassis)
We've sold a substantial number of these sets and have
found them to be reliable. One came bark recently however
with a peculiar fault. The symptoms were intermittent shut-'
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down and a poor response or none at all to commands from
the remote control handset. When we ran the set on the
bench we found that it seemed to have two modes of operation. In one mode it would run normally, with everything
functioning. It would then shut down and come on again,
after which the remote control system didn't work. We
noticed that the on-screen graphics were corrupted in this
latter mode.
We made a start by carrying out checks around the
microcontroller chip IC701. As the 5V supply at pin 52 had
ripple on it we added a small decoupling electrolytic. This
cleaned up the graphics and the remote control system now
worked perfectly. So we went back to the 5V regulator chip
IC951. After disconnecting our temporary electrolytic we
heated and froze IC951. This enabled us to make the fault
come and go at will. IC951 was therefore replaced and the
set ran perfectly for a week. The symptoms then returned,
exactly as before. Once again the regulated 5V supply was
found to be low with ripple on it. On probing around the 5V
standby supply we found that C960, the reservoir capacitor
that provides the input for IC951, was dry-jointed. Fitting a
A.F.
replacement provided a complete cure.

Toshiba 285T8BZ
The symptoms with this set were reduced width and line
foldover, accompanied by an arcing sound. The fault could
be rectified by tapping the cabinet. A visual check on the
power supply/deflection panel showed that there was noticeable discoloration beneath the line scan correction capacitor
C363. So C363 was refitted in conveniently placed adjacent
holes. This seemed to provide a complete cure — or did it?
The set worked until text was selected, revealing severe
raster distortion. We then found that the controls associated
with the TEA2031A EW scan correction control chip IC361
had no effect. Scope checks showed that a field-rate
sawtooth waveform entered this chip, but there was no EW
drive output at pin 5. This output drives the EW modulator
diodes via the loading coil L362.
Full of confidence we ordered and fitted a new
TEA2031A chip. But the symptoms remained as before.
There was one slight change however: a most peculiar linerate waveform, with no field-rate component, could be seen
at pin 5 of the chip. Remembering problems with the EW
modulator in the ITT CVC30 chassis we decided to remove
L362 and recheck the waveform. It was now correct. So
L362 could well be responsible for the problem. As we
didn't have a replacement we hooked in an ITT loading coil
(L24 from the CVC30 chassis) to prove the point. Everything now worked correctly. Close examination of L362' s
winding showed that there was slight darkening, but it was
not very obvious. Fitting the correct replacement completed
the job. One can only surmise that if the two faults were
linked then the arcing associated with C363 had probably
A.F.
caused the failure of L362.
ITT CVC1200 Chassis
It's common to get a dead set with the on-board fuse blown
J.E.
because C701 (4.7g, 350V) is short-circuit.

Philips 2A Chassis
A dead set with no standby or channel indicators alight is
becoming a common fault. You find that the mains fuse and
the 10 surge limiter resistor 3654 are open-circuit while
two of the bridge rectifier diodes, also the BUT11A chopper
transistor 7687 and the CNX62 Qptocoupler 7668, are shortTELEVISION SEPTEMBER 1992

circuit. After replacing these components check for a shortcircuit reading across the 280V reservoir capacitor 2659. If
all seems to be well the set can be switched on with confidence. On one occasion I found that the 1N4148 diode 6689
was also short-circuit.
J.E.

Philips K40 Chassis
This set appeared to be dead though the power supply, on a
separate PCB beneath the tube, was working. In fact the line
timebase wasn't working as there was no drive from pin 11
of the TDA3576B timebase generator chip IC7200. Fitting a
new TDA3576B put matters right. We've had the identical
symptoms due to the line driver transistor's collector feed
resistor being open-circuit. It's on the previously mentioned
power supply PCB. When it goes open-circuit there's no
voltage on the BF819 line driver transistor's metal collector
tab: I mention this because it's a quick, easy check to make
before getting too involved.
J.E.

Alba CTV2
This set's power supply had destroyed itself. The BUV46A
chopper transistor TR3 was short-circuit while resistors
R97 (4.70), R92 (1.552), R93 (1.50), R86 (4.752) and R79
(4.70) were charred and open-circuit. The circuit I was
able to obtain from Alba was so poor that the above
component values had to be obtained by phone — no charge
was made for it however. We replaced the TEA2018A
chopper control chip IC5, checked all the diodes in the
power supply circuit and fitted new resistors as necessary.
When we switched the set on it worked normally and we
were able to adjust the h.t. for the correct reading of 102V
at the cathode of D17. Alba told me that they supply a
power supply modification kit for this model. It contains
TR3, IC5, numerous resistors and details of how to modify
the circuit board. We ordered the kit in case we should
need it but don't know how successful we'll be in using it
as the circuit is again unreadable.
J.E.

Ferguson TX100 Chassis
When we switched this set on the relay clicked but the set
remained dead, with no standby or channel indicators alight.
A check was made on the voltage at the collector of the
BU508A line output transistor TRIO. It was low at only
80V. The cause of the trouble was the 119V supply reservoir capacitor C121 (47g, 160V).
J.E.
Hitachi CPT2050 (Salora J Chassis)
The fault symptom was intermittent green faces. This chassis
uses a TDA3562A colour decoder chip, with the PAL
switching controlled by the sandcastle pulses. As the pulses
didn't change when the fault was present we suspected the
TDA3562A, but a replacement made no difference. Neither
did replacement of the components connected to pin 2.
While we were studying the fault we noticed that the field
height increased when the ident dropped out. This was the
clue that led us to the cause of the fault.
The TDA2653A field timebase chip detects the
frequency of the sync pulses, either 50Hz or 60Hz, putting
out a voltage at pin 12 to adjust the height and switch the
colour decoder chip to NTSC operation as appropriate. For
PAL operation the voltage at this pin must be zero. When it
rises above 12V the set changes to NTSC operation. In this
particular set the voltage at pin 12 varied intermittently.
Fitting a new chip restored correct operation.
M.Dr.
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Servicing the Ferguson TX90 Chassis
Nick Beer

This chassis was used in only a small number of models but,
due to the massive popularity of some of them, the sets are
frequent visitors to the workshop. A particularly common
model is the 14in. portable 37140 and its remote control version, the 37141. A few badge engineered versions are
encountered, for example the Logik Model 4090. One of the
most common problems is dry-joints in the field output stage,
something that's been referred to in these pages onm several
occasions. Quite a collection of faults will be listed in the
present article, which is based on many years' experience
with these sets — the first models were introduced about ten
years ago. Apart from the two models mentioned above the
others that are fitted With the chassis are the 37149, 14C1,
14C2, 14C9, 16A1, 16A2, 20E1 and 20E2. There were also a
couple of receiver-monitors, Models MCO1 and MC05, that
offer RGB and/or composite video input facilities. There are
one or two important circuit differences in the line and field
scan circuits in the larger screen models. The chassis was
superseded by the TX85 in 1987.

Basic Features
Mains isolation is provided by a transformer which is not
mounted on the main PCB. Apart from the RGB output
stages, which are on the c.r.t. base panel, all the circuitry in
the basic models is on a single PCB of compact dimensions.
A contributory factor to this compact design is the use of a
TDA4500 chip (IC102) which incorporates the sound and
vision i.f. circuits, the a.g.c. and a.f.c. circuits, the audio circuit up to the driver stage, video amplifier and sync circuits
and the field and line generator circuits. Due to its high level
of integration this chip tends to be maligned by engineers but
is in fact rarely the cause of faults. The colour decoder chip is
a UPC1365C. Most of the circuitry is straightforward.

arrangement, to the output side of the audio output coupling
capacitor C169. Transistors TR121 and TR124 replace the
usual bias stabilising diode, providing improved performance. Feedback resistor R184 sets the d.c. conditions in the
output stage. Failures in this part of the circuit are not everyday occurrences.

The Field Output Stage
The field output stage circuit, see Fig. 2, is a variation on
the basic class B theme. Unfortunately it's probably the most
unreliable part of the chassis. It is fair to say that there is not
one component here that I've not had fail at some time or
other. The lower transistor TRIOS is actually two transistors
which are connected in the Darlington configuration, the first
transistor acting as a driver both for its integrated partner and
for the upper transistor TR104. In the 16 and 20in. models
D106 is a BZX85C150 zener diode and an additional 68V
zener diode, D137, is connected across TRIOS (anode to collector, cathode to chassis);TR104 is uprated to type T9065V
and R200 may be replaced by two 1N4448 diodes. 20in.
models also have a shift network.

Power Supply
Fig. 3 shows the power supply and line output stage circuitry. This is far from standard! Power supply regulation is
carried out in the line output stage. We'll return to this in a
minute.
T101 is the very large mains transformer that provides full
mains isolation and sits on the bottom of the cabinet. It often
hums more than it should, even when the set is switched off
(the on-off switch arrangement differs between models, but in
150V 095V
R199
6k2

The Audio Circuit

R198
6k2

The audio circuit looks a bit strange at first glance, see
Fig. 1. In fact it's straightforward once you get things sorted
out in your mind. TR120 is the driver transistor whose load
resistor is R185. This is connected, in the basic bootstrap
95V

Audio from
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pin 12 470n

12V
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6k2
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Fig. 1: The audio driver and output stages. The
TR121/3/4/5 configuration stabilises the quiescent
current.
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Linearity feedback
to IC102,
pin 3

nIn

C116

Tmn

P9041

Fig. 2: The field driver and output stages. There are a
number of differences in the larger-screen models, see
details in text.
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the initial models the mains transformer is energised even
when the set is switched off — beware of this if the guards are
not in place). In most models FS101 and FS102 are situated
on the body of the transformer, FS102 being on the top side
and FS101 underneath. In the 20in. models FS102 is on panel
PC1183 with the extra scan circuit components.
TIOr s secondary winding feeds two full-wave rectifier
circuits. D120 and D123 develop about 90V across their
reservoir capacitor C183. This unregulated supply is fed via
L120 to the line output stage which develops a regulated 95V
boost voltage and also a 150V supply for the RGB output
transistors and the field driver transistor. The fact that regulation is carried out within the line output stage means that the
150V rail is also stabilised. The over-voltage circuit senses
the 150V line. Should the voltage on the 150V line be excessive trip transistors TR109/110 conduct, shorting out the line
drive. The trip resets automatically when the excess voltage
condition has cleared.
The other two rectifier diodes D121/122 develop 18V
across C181. This supply is used by the audio output stage.
It's also fed to the 12V regulator whose output powers the
small-signal parts of the receiver.

while for 20in. sets the figure given is 115V. The corresponding RGB etc. supply voltages are given as 160V and
175V respectively.

DC Powering
There's a facility for a battery converter/PSU, Model
TA127A, to be fitted to portable versions of the chassis.

Fault Finding
Because of the compact, single-board chassis design, print
breaks and dry-joints are frequent causes of faults. Check for
these very carefully, especially with portable models that tend
to live a rougher life. As the aerial socket is an integral part
of the tuner a lot of plugging and unplugging will have
stressed not only the socket and the tuner but much of the
board. Time now for our extended faults list. It's based
mainly on the 14in. version of these sets, so a bit of double
checking may be required with the larger screen models, i.e.
compare circuit diagrams!

Faults List
The Line Output Stage
The line output stage incorporates a regulated boost voltage generator circuit to stabilise the width and the e.h.t. This
95V supply is also used by the field output stage, thus stabilising the height. As the main circuit is a bit complicated, for
the purposes of explanation Fig. 4 shows a simplified circuit
of the line output stage.
TR112 is the line output transistor, D113 the shunt efficiency diode, D114 the series boost diode and C189 the boost
reservoir capacitor. At the end of the forward scan TR112 is
switched off by the line drive waveform. Following the line
flyback pulse D113 and D114 conduct to produce the initial
part of the forward scan. During this period C189 is charged
by D114 in the conventional boost supply manner.
The circuit is designed to hold the 95V boost voltage
stable over an input voltage range of 70-95V and compensate
for load variations. With an input above 95V D109 will be
forward biased, charging C189 and C191 directly. The
switching transistor TR107 will be cut off. At the other
extreme, with an input voltage of 70V, TR107 will conduct
continuously and D109 will remain cut off. With 70V fed to
the boost circuit .C189 will be charged to 25V, i.e. a boosted
supply of 95V will be produced across C191.
Between these two conditions TRIO7 is switched on for a
longer/shorter time at line frequency to provide the regulating
action. When it is switched on it provides a feed to
C189/D114. When it's switched off, the action of L120 produces a positive pulse at TRIO7's collector. As a result D109
conducts, charging C189/191. The energy stored in L120
while TRIO7 is on is proportional to the "excess" voltage
above the 70V level and TR107's conduction time. Thus by
controlling the mark-space ratio of the drive at TR107's base
the boost voltage is stabilised.
The control circuit uses TR111 as an error detector. It
samples the boost voltage at its base, in turn setting TR108's
base voltage. TR108 also receives at its base a line-frequency
sawtooth waveform which is produced by the integrating
action of R222/C186 on the flyback pulses. Thus TRIO8 acts
as a pulse-width modulator, conducting at a point during the
sawtooth set by TR111. When TR108 switches on TR107
switches off and vice versa.
A variac is useful when fault finding in this area. It may be
essential. Note that the voltages quoted above apply to 14in.
models. With 16in. sets the boost voltage is quoted as 97.5V
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(1) Field distortion or collapse, quite possibly intermittent: Check for dry-joints at the field output transistors
TRIO4 and TR105. Also check for print breaks around them.
Since the supplies come from the line output transformer,
check for dry joints here, specifically at pins 5, 3 and 10. I've
had thermal as well as complete breakdown of the field
output transistors TR104/5. TRIOS is more likely to fail.
Note that it's a Darlington device, type TIP112H. I've seen
non-Darlington devices fitted in error: the result is field
foldover. Other things to check are D106 and D107 (1N4001
— D106 is a zener diode in the larger screen models) and the
field scan coupling capacitor C171 (47µF).
(2) Dead set, quite possibly intermittent: The mains
switch is a weak point in these sets. It can go open-circuit or
lose its latching action. Dry-joints often develop, particularly
with 14in. sets in which the switch is soldered to the main
board. With these sets you may find small charred areas of
the PCB. The switch can overheat, melt and catch fire, especially when the owner has tried to jam it because it wouldn't
latch — matches often seem to be used!
(3) Low contrast, with the d.c. levels at pins 4 (brightness)
and 7 (contrast) of 1C103 low: The cause is excessive
beam-current limiter action, usually because R231 (143ki2 or
1501(Q, 100k0 or 1101S2 in larger screen sets) is open-circuit
or high-resistance. Also check R232 (9.1kS2 or 8.2k11), R233
(470kO), C196 (47µF) and TR114 (BC307B).
(4) Vision smeary, ringy or luminance shading: Check
C138 (lpF) and C132 (10pF). They tend to dry up and go
open-circuit/low in value.
(5) No or distorted sound: The speaker is often faulty. Note
that different types have been fitted, a circular one and an 5 x
3in. oval one, mounted on different baffles. Their impedance
is 160. Portable sets tend to be run hard, eventually ruining
the speaker. 16/20in. sets have an 8S2 loudspeaker.
(6) Dead set, excessive load: Check the T9064V line output
transistor TR112. It often goes short-circuit. Dry-joints on its
legs are sometimes the cause of no go. Depending on the
nature of the transistor's failure the mauls fuse(s) may or may
not fail. In 16/20in. models the transistor is generally type
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Fig. 3: The line output stage with its regulated boost voltage generator circuit, 14in. version. There are circuit and
component changes in larger-screen sets and the on-off switch connections and fuse arrangements differ in some
models. TR126 and its associated components provide width correction at high beam currents. TR126 conducts when
its emitter is driven negatively because of high beam currents, lowering TR111's base voltage - the total beam current
is sensed across R251. This circuit was added during early production.

(10) Sound cuts out intermittently: Check by replacement
C113 (390pF) in the 6MHz quadrature tuned circuit.

T6076V - see item (46).
(7) Noise on sound, no volume: Check the 12V regulator
IC105.
(8) Rolling picture followed by no picture: Check R111
(4.752) in the feed to IC102. It goes high in value.

(11) No colour: Check whether D103 (BAV20) is open-circuit. It's the clipper diode in the pulse feed to pins 19 and 23
of IC103.
If necessary check R171 (2701d2) which produces the no
colour with low brightness symptom when high in value.

(9) Colour fades after half an hour to an hour: Check
C141 (10nF) which couples the chroma signal to pin 11 of
IC103.

(12) Blank raster: RI71 (270k0) open-circuit.

Unregulated
85V supply

(13) Field collapse: Check the voltage at the emitter of
TR104 in the field output stage. The reading should be 48.5V
in 14in. models, 40.3V in 16 and 20in. models. If the voltage
is low check the 6.21(52 resistors R186/7 and R198/9 which
tend to go high in value, upsetting the output stage biasing.

Stabilised
95V boost
voltage

(14) Repeated failure of the line output transistor TR112:
Check the line output transformer by substitution. Sometimes
the case heats up quickly, giving a clue. If the transistor fails
quickly and you want to check its drive, run the set via a
variac and fit a resistive load in place of the transistor.
(15) No colour, blue cast: Check whether C157 (22nF) in
the colour a.p.c. circuit, connected to pin 18 of IC103, is
leaky.

10906]

Fig. 4: Simplified line output stage circuit.
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(16) Snowy picture: Tuner failure is not unknown. Voltage
checks will usually confirm this. Replacements are readily
available and MCES in Manchester can supply rebuilt
tuners.
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(17) Field cramped in the centre and stretched at the top
and bottom, 16/20in. sets: Zener diode D137 (68V) in the
field output stage faulty. This is often a thermal fault.

(36) No go with the h.t. and 12V supplies present and correct: Check the line driver transformer T103 for dry-joints,
breaks or open-circuit windings.

(18) Rolling with horizontal rippling: Check R236 and
R241, both 33k0, which are connected in parallel in the feed
to pin 5 of IC102. They tend to go open-circuit. Also check
the core of the line driver transistor T103 — it tends to drop
out.

(37) Dark band down left-hand side of the picture, severe
ringing: C132 (10g) which decouples pin 4 of IC103 opencircuit.

(19) Random fuse blowing: Fit type BYD33G diodes in
positions D120/1/2/3.

(39) Loss of field sync and no sound: R241 (33W) opencircuit.

(20) Line output transformer faults: A defective line
output transformer can produce the following symptoms:
intermittent loss of sound and vision; loss of the c.r.t. heater
supply; loss of the e.h.t. or focus supply; low collector voltage supply to the RGB output transistors. An open-circuit
between pins 6-9 will remove the supply to the RGB output
and field driver transistors. Interwinding shorts are a common
failing. 20in. models use a different transformer.

(40) Low gain, grainy picture: SL1432 SAWF driver chip
IC101 faulty.

(21) No regulation with high h.t., resulting in blown line
output transistors: Check TR107 (BD839) and TRIO8
(BC338C) for shorts. If necessary check L120 for shorts.
(22) Ripple on vision, h.t. low and RV224 (set-h.t. potentiometer) inoperative: Check whether TR107 (BD839) is
open- or short-circuit. Also check TR108 and L120 for
shorts.
(23) Intermittent loss of line lock: Check for a break in the
print to pin 5 of IC102.
(24) Hum bar moves up the screen: Boost reservoir capacitor C189 (22pF) open-circuit.
(25) Pumping: Check R225 (331M) and R222 (10W).
(26) Field roll and buzz on sound: C131 (0.22g) faulty.
Check by replacement.
(27) Regulation problems: Check the 471d1 resistors
R208/209/210/221 by replacement (l4in. sets).
(28) Hum bar: Check the boost voltage smoothing capacitor
C191 (22µF).
(29) Mains fuse(s) blown: Check that the c.r.t. fixing
bolts/washers haven't trapped and pierced the degaussing
coils, thus shorting them to the earthed c.r.t. Rimband.

(38) Pulsating h.t./picture: TR107 and D109 leaky.

(41) Dead set with faint line whistle: Break in the print
between the collector of TR112 and pin 10 of the line output
transformer.
(42) Set trips, h.t. o.k., no e.h.t.: R225 (331(Q, 47W in 20in.
models) high in value or open-circuit.
(43) 20in. set trips with low brightness setting: Ensure that
R213 is 86W, not 821M.
(44) Ripple on verticals: Boost reservoir capacitor C189
(22µF) open-circuit.
(45) Intermittent line collapse: Check for breaks in the print
around the line driver transformer T103.
(46) Line output transistor failure: In the event of failure of
TR112 ensure that the efficiency diode D113 is not type
1N4007GP. It should be replaced with an OGF72 (selected
BYV95) which is available under part no. 00V4-631. Ensure
that a 471d2 resistor (R246) is connected between the base of
TR110 and chassis. With 20in. sets ensure that C211 which is
connected between the base of TR113 and the 12V rail is
22nF, not 220nF. With 16 and 20in. sets TR112 may be type
T6076V instead of the R4050 fitted in earlier production
models: because of mechanical differences between the
heatsinks required these transistors are not interchangeable.
(47) Line jitter at low signal levels (20in. models): Change
the value of C194 from 5.6nF to 4.7nF with a 680pF capacitor (C209) in parallel.
(48) Field collapse following field drift: C112 (0.22µF) is
open-circuit. It's connected to pin 1 of IC102.

(30) Intermittent clicking from back of set: Cause is c.r.t.
flashovers.

(49) Field collapse with the vertical white line modulated
at mains rate: Check for a dry-joint/print break at the chassis
end of the field scan coils.

(31) Intermittent field roll: Can be caused by c.r.t.
flashovers.

(50) Bottom foldover: R203 (33Q, 10Q in 16/20in. sets)
open-circuit.

(32) Weak, distorted sound which goes completely when
the volume is turned up: Cl 14 (0.01pF) faulty.

(51) Overscan with no line sync: D137 (68V zener diode)
faulty (16 and 20in. models).

(33) Intermittent no go: Fuseholder for FS102 weak/dirty.
This fuse was uprated from 1A to 1.6AT.

(52) Intermittent height variation and field bounce: D137
again (16/20in. models)!

(34) Intermittent colour: C155 (47pF) faulty. In later production the value of this capacitor was changed to 100pF.

(53) Teletext lines with ITV and Ch 4 only: Zener diode
D102 (4.7V) at pin 2 of IC103 short-circuit.

(35) Line wobble: C125 (68nF) faulty.

(54) Intermittent field slip: Focus spark gap firing over.
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(55) Top inch of picture blanked: R237 or R240 (both
471M) open-circuit.
(56) No sync: R236, R241 (both 331(n) or C125 (68nF)
open-circuit.
(57) Intermittent loss of sync: C129 (68nF) intermittently
open-circuit or C124 (2.7nF) leaky when warm.
(58) Loss of field sync when brightness or contrast is
adjusted: L103 open-circuit.
(59) Ripple on picture: C125 (68nF) faulty.
(60) Colour drops out when volume is increased/crackle
on sound: C166 (0.1g) open-circuit.
(61) Intermittent colour: C157 or C159 dry-jointed. If these
are o.k. try adding a wire link on the print side of the board
from the screen of L111 to pin 14 of IC103 to prevent static
discharge.
(62) Cannot set up the colour a.p.c. circuit: C159 (22nF
leaky).
(63) Blank raster with slight patterning: C121 (10nF) connected to pin 18 of IC102 short-circuit.
(64) White lines 3in. in from the left-hand side: Line driver
transformer T103 faulty.
(65) Sound-on-vision: Dry-joint on C166.
(66) No sound, no voltage at pin 11 of IC102: C123 (10nF)
short-circuit.
(67) Weak sound: C113 (390pF) open-circuit or C123
(10nF) leaky.
(68) Sound fades when volume is turned up: Quadrature
coil L104 faulty.
(69) Expanded teletext lines and flyback lines over the
picture: R194 (270k52 or 200k0 in 16in. and 20in. sets)
faulty.
Remote Control Sets
(70) Dead set, no channel lights: TR902 faulty.
(71) Cracks then trips then goes off: TR916 short-circuit.
Also check C915, D908, TR901/917.
(72) Set won't start from cold: Ensure that R947 is 56142
not 22k.Q.
(73) Intermittent problems with channel up/down and
mute buttons: Check whether C908 (10nF) is leaky.
(74) Loses memory approximately every week: Try replacing the line output transformer, D115 and C190 on the main
PCB.
(75) Tuning sweep up button doesn't work, down button
and store o.k.: IC902 (M293B1) faulty.
(76) Will not go to standby: Check C179 or C180 (0.11.1F)
for being open-circuit.
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(77) No sweep tuning plus hum bar: Check D908 for being
short-circuit and R969 open-circuit, TR916/7 for short- and
R966 for open-circuit.
(78) Skips programme numbers when stepping: Ensure
that C908 is 0.1[IF not lOnF or 22nF. Fit part no. C6120WW263-17CG.
(79) Channels sequencing/no 12V rail: The 12V supply can
disappear on its route across the remote control PCB. Check
TR902/3/4.
(80) Won't store channel information: Replace IC902
(M293B1).
(81) Won't lock channels over about 30: Check the 33V
zener diode D908 for correct operating point.
(82) Intermittent loss of memory: Can be due to IC902
(M293B1) or c.r.t. flashovers.
(83) Goes to standby intermittently: Check whether TR902
(ZTX750) is short-circuit.
(84) Failure to search, 20in. model: Check R986 (1k12). If
open-circuit, also check the supply to the tuning voltage regulator. If high, check R56 (2.4ki2) on the linearity PCB — it
tends to go low in value.
(85) Continuous channel stepping when used with TA127
battery converter: Replace link 925 with a PH425 diode
connected with its anode to the junction of C906/R919.
(86) Mains operation o.k. but won't go to standby when
TA127 battery converter fitted: Ensure that D22 (1N4001)
is fitted in series with R6 on TA127 panel. If not, add it as
follows: remove R6 and connect the cathode of D22 to the
junction of C2 and pin 10 of IC1; fit a replacement R6 (part
no. R4220-GF02-01RG) with one end to the junction of
LK2/R1 and the other end to the anode of D22 in a mid-air
joint.
Monitors
(87) Dot pattern with TA127 fitted (MCO1): Add a lOnF
capacitor on the print side of panel PC1129 from the 85V
output to chassis.
(88) 50Hz buzz on sound in RGB mode (MCO1): Ensure
that C823 is fitted. Fit a 10µF capacitor in place of R865, its
positive side to the base of TR834. Then add R865 back on
the print side of the panel — there's not room to fit the capacitor on the print side.
(89) Poor sync in the computer mode (MC05): Add a
150fI resistor between pins 1 and 3 of the composite video
input plug.
(90) Display starts two columns to the left when used with
a Sinclair QL: Fit width reducer kit (SP5611).
Spares
Spares are readily available from many sources. Virtually all
spares wholesalers should be able to help, but for total support contact an approved distributor (CHS/CPC/HRS/Willow
Vale). Sendz Components regularly list Ferguson spares and
can supply certain PCBs at very good prices.
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Servicing B and 0 31 XX Series Receivers
Nick Beer
The chassis covered in this article was used in just two 20in.
monitor style sets, Models M20 and MX2000, but for B and
0 a lot of them were sold. It's of Thomson design and
seems to have been a forerunner to the Ferguson ICC5 —
indeed the later MX3000/4500/5000 series receivers are
very much akin to the ICC5, though with the usual B and 0
extras and refinements.
The MX2000 was yet another stride forward in presentation, which is nothing unusual for B and 0. For its time — it
was on sale during the period 1985-88 — the MX2000 was a
striking set, monitor style with the on-board controls under a
flap the full width of the top of the case. Beneath this there's
a contrast screen over the c.r.t. faceplate and then, across the
full width at the bottom, a speaker fret. It came complete
with a simple metal fold-down semi-ring beneath: this
enables it to be tilted when placed on a flat surface. There
was a B and 0 stand of course. It has an optional video shelf
and swivels. The cost of the stand was slightly less than
what Dixons' customers would pay for the average 20in. set
— and it weighs more!
Remote control is standard but teletext was an option, as
were the cabinet colours — by this I mean the strip around
the top and sides, which form part of the back cover.
Because of this arrangement access is excellent once the
back cover has been removed. It's secured by four captive
screws. There's no compatibility with the MCL2 Link
system, as there is with the later MX3000 series.

Just one or two points for the uninitiated. If you don't
have the handset you can switch the set on from standby by
pressing TUNE + under the flap — the controls are rockers.
Pressing this control when the set is on makes it tune up, as
you'd expect. If you alter any control settings (volume etc.)
do put them back where you found them, otherwise the
normal levels will be upset — to avoid problems try to use
the handset wherever possible.
The sets have a scart socket which allows integral remote
control of suitably arranged B and 0 VCRs such as the
VHS82, which also provides RGB on-screen menus and
was a popular machine for pairing with the set.

Mechanical Details

Circuitry

To remove the speaker fret slide a flat-bladed screwdriver behind the fret as it wraps round the right-hand side
of the set, viewed from the front, at about 2.5cm from the
top and bottom. Slight inwards pressure will release this
edge. Slip the fret from left to right to remove it, finally
unclipping the left-hand edge by means of rearwards pressure. Take great care not to mark the cabinet with the screwdriver — it's a very easy thing to do. Once the fret has been
removed the baffle can be withdrawn. This gives access to
the circuitry etc. beneath the c.r.t., including the speakers.
You will see eight large, black cross-head screws: when
these have been removed the baffle can be pulled out and up
— the white tubes that form the baffle require the assembly
to be pulled out in this way.
To remove the contrast screen simply slip a tool — carefully — into the small slot at the centre bottom edge and pull
outwards. Don't go too fast or you may get a surprise. To
refit the screen put the right-hand edge into its slot then
bend the screen until the left-hand edge can be similarly
fitted. This may seem graunchy but I've never yet known a
screen to break.
The remote control is the same as that used with the 02,
77XX series — the lighter brown as opposed to the darker
brown one, which had one less button (sound) and no tuning
facilities. This means that these sets have frequencysynthesis tuning.
The chassis slides backwards for access. Take care to
release lead locks and to guide the chassis under the tube
components: the clamp on top of the i.f. screen can catch the
degaussing coils on the left and the leads from the c.r.t. base
board can become tangled in the strange microcontroller

Fig. 1 shows a simplified block diagram of the set. It
emphasises the central role of the TEA2026 chip IL01
which contains the sync circuitry and drives the line and
field output stages, the EW modulator driver chip and the
chopper. Other outputs it provides include the sandcastle
pulses and an audio muting line. For standby operation the
BC328-40 switching transistor TP21 removes the supply to
this i.c., thereby removing the chopper and timebase drives.
The chopper circuit, see Fig. 2, is unusual, being a stepup regulator, i.e. it receives 110V from the mains rectifier
circuit and provides a regulated 145V output which is fed
via RP14 to the line output transformer's primary winding.
Coil LP01 forms the load for the chopper transistor TPO1,
which is switched on by a squarewive drive from IL01. It's
switched off by negative-going pulses from pin 11 of the
line output transformer. RPO3 provides excess current
sensing and DF25 over-voltage sensing: under either condition the increased voltage at pin 28 of IL01 will remove the
drives to the chopper and the timebases. If the voltage then
falls below 1.26V the chopper will restart via the soft-start
system. If the set trips three times the drives will shut down
and will restart only after removing and restoring ILO 1 ' s
supply voltage. PPO1 enables the h.t. to be set up by
adjusting the feedback to the chopper control circuit in
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PCB stack at the rear edge centre of the chassis.
The mains transformer, which provides isolation, is large
and is mounted at the front of the set: power input and ancillary circuits are on a small PCB fixed to the front of the set
beneath the c.r.t. The IR remote control receiver is across
the top of the set. The plastic control lid's hinges break but
are available (part no. 3030081). The IR lens in one corner
of the lid has a habit of falling out. If it's lost, a new lid will
be required at some expense. If not careful glueing will
suffice. The set's look is spoilt somewhat without it.
A teletext module can be fitted behind the microcontroller PCB on the main panel. It can be a bit fiddly to fit.
Operation

The mains transformer has three secondary windings,
each of which feed a bridge rectifier circuit. As shown in
Fig. 1, the outputs are 110V, 31V and 12.5V.
Another unusual feature, this time shared by the ICC5
chassis, is the thyristor field output stage, see Fig. 3.
Thyristor DF08 is switched on once per line by a pulseTELEVISION OCTOBER 1992
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Fig. 1: Simplified block diagram for B and 0 31XX series receivers.
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Fig. 2: The step-up chopper circuit, which provides a regulated 145V output from an unregulated 110V input.

width modulated squarewave from pin 4 of IL01. A winding
on the line output transformer is used as the thyristor's load,
the negative-going flyback pulses at the end of each line
switching it off. The pulse-width modulation applied to
DF08's gate switches it on at a progressively earlier point in
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Fig. 3: The thyristor field output circuit.
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each line as the field scan progresses. Since the impedance
of the field scan coils at line frequency is large they have an
integrating effect on the field scan current. Thus the steadily
increasing current pulses are smoothed to produce a ramp.
During the flyback period DF08 is cut off, DF09 acts as a
clamp and a large positive voltage (approximately 190V) is
developed across CF10, the result being rapid current
reversal through the field scan coils. The aim of this strange
circuit is reduced power consumption. If DF08 fails DF09
should also be replaced — they are available as a pair under
part no. 8300488.
The sound circuitry is quite complex, using eleven i.c.s in
all.

The remote control handset is quite expensive as a
replacement but, being serviceable, repair is worthwhile.
Common faults are dry-joints on the output LEDs, causing
no or intermittent output, and broken PP3 battery clips. The
unit seems to be vulnerable to spillage but because of the
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two-board design the damage is usually limited to the upper,
contact PCB — the two PCBs push together, with two
connectors.
The plastic buttons can be replaced as single items and
are very reasonably priced — buttons break and the lettering
wears off. The battery cover tends to become loose — many
a unit is bound with Sellotape when received for repair.
New covers are readily available, as are all spares for these
handsets.
The six screws that hold the unit together drop out — refit
with screwlock.
Failure of some buttons to work is common and is caused
by dry-joints at the sockets on the component PCB. As this
PCB is reasonably priced it's not worth spending a lot of
time on fault tracing.

Low "int" video
High = ''ext" video

*Added components
RV89
10k
5

* 22,

Video
outputs

BC 547C *
*100k

1E09221

Fig. 4: Modification for the satellite teletext problem.

Faults List
(1) No or intermittent picture, white raster etc.: Dryjoints are common on the c.r.t. base socket — resolder every
pin when you get one of these sets. See also (2).
(2) Intermittent field collapse/distortion: Check for dryjoints on the EW modulator diodes DG05/6. Resolder them
whenever one of these sets comes in for repair. It's best to
use high melting-point solder. If the fault persists, IG01
(TDA4950) and the loading coil LG02 will overheat.
(3) EW problems: Dry-joints on the EW modulator diodes
DG05/6 can cause permanent damage in the EW correction
circuit. Check the diodes and the print around them first,
then suspect a damaged TDA4950 chip — this i.c. has been
known to split open. The loading coil LGO2 can develop
shorted turns. This is usually obvious, i.e. a molten mass
instead of a coil.
(4) Horizontal black stripes at the bottom of the picture:
RF35 (47052) in the field output stage high in value or opencircuit. This is a critical safety component.
(5) Set goes to standby intermittently: Check the value of
CL75. If it's 2.2nF, replace it with a 4.7nF type. This is
necessary to prevent noise on the supply activating the
protection circuit in IL01. Other causes have been dry-joints
on the line output transformer or the transformer's case
breaking down with the result that there's arcing to chassis.
Also check for dry-joints on the leads soldered through the
board in the deflection circuits.
(6) Low/distorted sound: The 6MHz filter QD40 in the
sound i.f. circuit defective. This fault is sometimes thermal.
(7) Dead set with no light from the standby LED: RP43
(0.4752) open-circuit, the result being no 12.5V supply. This
is in turn because CR67 (1,000g) on the microcontroller
PCB is leaky or short-circuit.
(8) Dead set, channel number o.k.: The line output stage
isn't working. This is usually because its feed resistor RP14
(0.39Q) is open-circuit, which may well be due to the fact
that the BU508AV line output transistor TL02 is shortcircuit. But don't be mislead by in-circuit readings. The
transistor may read short-circuit all round but be o.k., the
cause of the problem being a short from the line output
transformer to chassis, usually from pin 8. If TL02 has
failed it's common to find that there is still a problem after
replacing it because the transformer is faulty. In this event
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readings on the transformer are usually inconclusive but
bulging or cracks in the case may confirm one's suspicions.
(9) Severely reduced height: See (2), then check the surge
limiter resistor RL28 (1.5Q) in the 13V supply. If it's opencircuit suspect that the TDA4950 chip IG01 is damaged.
Check for dry-joints at DG05/6 as in (2).
(10) Buzz from the set, especially in standby: The mains
transformer is large and some customers can hear it buzz,
especially when the set is on a wooden shelf or something
similar. A replacement transformer may help.
(11) Purity errors: Could be caused by stray fields from
the mains transformer. Posistor RP41 in the degaussing
circuit could be faulty or dry-jointed.
(12) Low gain: Could be due to a defective r.f. (tuner + i.f.)
module which is available as a service exchange unit under
part no. 8053034, but check the a.g.c. etc. first.
(13) Splashing on vision: Check the soldering at pin 23
(video output) of the r.f. module. See also (14). If necessary
replace the r.f. module.
(14) No tuning: Resolder all the r.f. module's earth connections.
(15) No go: The TEA2026 chip faulty because of spikes on
the supply. Remove diode DL76 and fit a 15V zener diode
(part no. 8300053) between pins 6 and 7 of IL01, on the
print side of the panel. The cathode goes to pin 7. This may
have been done in production.
(16) No satellite teletext when fed via the scart socket,
o.k. via the r.f. socket: The video input from the scart
socket is not fed directly to the text decoder, so the
following modification should be carried out. Cut the print
between pins 1 and 3 of plug VT02 on PCB08 and connect
pin 1 to pin 5. Cut the print between RV85 and RV93 on
PCB01 and connect the now disconnected end of RV93 to
pin 6 of IV03 with a lead. If crosstalk occurs with this modification, add the circuit shown in Fig. 4.

Conclusion
The sets cause few problems to the experienced engineer.
Many faults can be dealt with by those without full B and 0
backing but if the problems relate to the microcontroller
system it may be advisable to refer the set to a B and 0
dealer.
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TV Fault Finding
Philips 2B Chassis
Here are some faults encountered on later 2B chassis sets:
no sound, EEPROM X2402 faulty; protection crowbar
firing, check whether the print by pin 1 of the line output
transformer is open-circuit; 140V supply normal with a
60W dummy load but low with a bright picture, transistor
P.B.
7685 (BC547) leaky.
Philips FL1.1 Chassis
This set gave a chirp at switch on then shut down with the
standby, on and stereo lights lit. There was 0.7V at TP56,
which indicated that the hardware protection circuit was
operating via the PROT (protection) line — this line monitors
the sound, line output, beam current and EW modulator
circuits. Scope checks showed that the fault was in the EW
correction circuit, where transistors 7542 and 7540 were
short-circuit. There's a mistake on the circuit diagram here:
transistor 7542 is drawn as a pnp device but the type
number shown is BC848C. The correct type is given in the
P.B.
parts list — BC858C.

Reports from Philip Blundell, AMIEIE,
Brian Storm, Stephen Leatherbarrow,
Michael Dranfield, Bob McClenning,
N.J. Williams, Graham Richards, J.G. Grieve
John Edwards, Mike Leach and J. Olijnyk

Although the voltage dropped slightly the set still worked
all right. Just to make sure that I wasn't dreaming I refitted
the old fuse. This brought back the original fault. Certainly
an odd situation. The customer paid rather more than the
cost of his new fuse.
M.Dr.
Samsung CI3312Z
The complaint with this set, which we'd sold four months
previously, was that it wouldn't come off standby. Checks
showed that the power supply was running but the 2SD288
12V supply switch transistor Q802 wasn't being turned on.
We traced the circuit back to RQ11 which was o.k. then pin
41 of the PCA84C640 microcontroller chip RIC01. The
voltage here wouldn't go low to switch the set on. By
shorting this pin to chassis we were able to switch the set on
but there was only a snowy raster, no on-screen display and
no tuning. Clearly the microcontroller was in trouble. Pin 39
(serial clock) and pin 40 (serial data) were both dead.
Disconnecting them from the EPROM RICO2 made no
difference, neither did replacing RIC01. When the 10MHz
clock crystal RX01 was replaced however the set sprang to
life.
M.Dr.

Panasonic TX21T1 (Alpha 2 Chassis)
This set displayed the classic field collapse symptom — a
white line across the screen. As checks around the
TDA2579 timebase generator chip IC501 showed that it was
not producing a field drive output it was replaced. This
made no difference. The guilty component was sulking
quietly nearby. Need you ask? — a leaky 0.01pF capacitor,
C403. It's in the field feedback circuit. A replacement
B.S.
restored full field scanning.
Panasonic TC21M1R
The symptoms with this set were no video with faint, unsychronised lines in the background. Good video came out of
IC601 but it was attenuated going through board H, where
the video switching and sync separator are to be found.
Checks around the sync chip IC521 showed that the sync
pulses leaving pin 14 were poor. The 180pF ceramic capacitor connected to this pin turned out to be leaky, a replaceB.S.
ment restoring the excellent picture.
Grundig GSC100 Chassis
There was lack of height plus bad foldover. A check on the
+D supply input at pin 6 of the field timebase module
showed that the voltage here was only 13-1V instead of
18.6V. This supply is obtained by rectifying line flyback
pulses. Di627 is the rectifier diode and C628 (2,200pF,
40V) the reservoir capacitor. C628 was obviously suspect
but a replacement made no difference. Neither did a new
diode. Yet the voltage across C628 was low at 13.6V.
There's little else here apart from the 1AT fuse Si627. A
check showed that it was dropping 0.5V along its length. So
we replaced the fuse. This cleared the fault and the voltage
across C628 rose to 18V.
A check on the old fuse showed that it had a resistance of
lfl. As a check we fitted a 1S2 resistor across the fuseholder.
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Ferguson TX90 Chassis (20in. Version)
This set came in dead. We found that the 1.6AT fuse had
blown and that the R4050 line output transistor was leaky.
These items were replaced but the set then tripped rapidly.
In this chassis the trip measures the 175V RGB output h.t.
supply, killing the line drive if the voltage is excessive. The
first thing we did was to measure the boost voltage, which
was correct at 115V. As the e.h.t. was heard to rustle up
between the on/off tripping we next checked this. The
reading was around 40kV. No wonder the set was
protesting! Only one component could be responsible for
this, the 5.6nF line flyback tuning capacitor C194. When we
removed it we found that it was open-circuit. A replacement
restored normal operation.
M.Dr.
Ferguson TX85 Chassis
It's quite common to get one of these sets in with a field
linearity fault, usually top foldover and cramping. The thing
to check is transistor TR7, which is type TIP112H or
T0167V. It's the lower transistor in the field output stage
and is a Darlington device, so it should be checked by
substitution.
M.Dr.
Sony KVMI9TV
This set displayed all the symptoms of a very worn tube.
There was red flaring on peak whites and so little green
emission that the on-screen display could be seen only in the
dark. According to the customer the fault had occurred
suddenly however, so the chances of the tube being faulty
were pretty low. Checks at the tube base showed that the
first anode voltage was pretty low at around 200V. The
source of this supply was traced back to the main PCB. This
brought us to the safety resistor R852 (1k0) which was
open-circuit. As no shorts could be detected a replacement
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was fitted. It failed at switch on. Attention was next turned
to the associated RGP01-17 rectifier diode D852. Although
it tested all right, when we removed it from the panel we
found that there was a thin burn line across its underside. It
had evidently been tracking across. Replacing D852 and
R852 restored an excellent picture.
M.Dr.

Toshiba C2090B1
This set presented us with a bit of a problem as we had no
manual. The basic chassis is the Rank T24, but this model
has electronic tuning and memory — and guess where the
fault lay! When a channel button was pressed the relevant
LED lit up but went out again as soon as the button was
released. Also no signals appeared. When the electronic
tuning button was depressed however stations could be
tuned in but couldn't be stored.
As a start voltage checks were made on a couple of large
wirewound resistors on the tuning PCB. One, RE22, had
—6V at one side and —0.5V at the other side. It was stone
cold. A zener diode and electrolytic capacitor were
connected to the 0.5V side, with their positive terminals
connected to chassis. There was also a chip. So this was a
negative rail and the chip must have been a memory as these
need a high negative voltage to write in data. At the —6V side
of RE22 there was a-22µF, 160V electrolytic (CE21) and a
diode. Clearly the setmaker wouldn't fit a 160V device if it
had only —6V across it! This seemed to be where the fault
lay. The diode was o.k. but when CE21 was removed from
the board we found that it had a white, powdery deposit on
its base. A check showed that it was open-circuit. A replacement cleared the fault, leaving RE22 with —125V at one side
and —24V at the other side. As time was pressing I didn't get
to find the source of the voltage.
M.Dr.

Replacing the BAV20 diode D103 in the feed with a
1N4148 gave us unlocked colour but thankfully restored the
correct pulse amplitude. Another new crystal put matters
right, the first one being faulty.
S.L.

Hitachi CPT1474R
This set was dead. We suspected IC901 as the voltages at
pins 2, 3, 4 and 5 were all drastically low but the culprit
turned out to be the BZX79C2V7 zener diode ZD910 which
was almost short-circuit.
J.G.G.

Philips CP90 Chassis
When servicing these sets I'd recommend replacing the 1 kV
1.5nF line output stage tuning capacitor C2619 with the
beefier 2kV version, Philips part no. 4822 122 32501.J.G.G.

Ferguson TX85 Chassis
If you find that the 800mAT mains fuse FS1 has blown,
replace the TIPL791A chopper transistor TR6, its
TEA2018A driver chip IC4 and the three 1N4001 diodes
D8, D10 and D23. If R101 (1.2k)2) in the snubber circuit
has ruptured replace the associated 1nF capacitor C75 and
uprate FS1 to 1-25A.
J.G.G.

Philips GR1-AX Chassis
If the set won't retune or reprogramme the volume, colour
etc. and store the new values the store-lock facility has been
accidentally set. To unlock it, select ch. 38 then press the
store and control buttons simultaneously.
J.G.G.

Philips G90 Chassis
Solavox 141/Nikkai TLG88/99/etc
The fault symptoms with this 14in. portable were no colour
and the height reduced by two inches at the top and bottom.
We decided to check the output from the 12V regulator
IC103 and found that this was correct. Only 10V was
present at the other end of the following filter resistor R104
however. The circuit gives the value of this resistor as 552
(1W) but when we removed it we found that it was marked
3.352. A check showed that its value was nearer 1252. A
replacement cured the fault.
M.Dr.

ITT 80 110° Chassis
No signals, no raster and the digital channel display fading
or pulsing were the symptoms with this set. We found that
the voltage on the 12V line was very low, varying between
4V and 5V. As the regulator chip was very hot an overload
was likely. A long foray along the various paths followed by
the 12V supply eventually brought us to C307 (10W, 16V)
which had a bad but varying leak. It's a red tantalum type
on the decoder panel.
S.L.

Ferguson TX90
No colour is usually a very easy fault to cure these days.
This one tripped us up however. The job was given to an
apprentice who checked the supply to the UPC1365C
decoder chip then, finding it to be correct, replaced the chip
and its reference oscillator crystal. There was still no colour
however. Scope checks were then carried out on the waveforms around the decoder chip. We found that the line pulse
at pin 23 was low in amplitude and a little distorted.
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If the action of the contrast control becomes very limited
check whether C2560 (33nF), which is connected to pin 7 of
the line output transformer, is leaky. This removes the
standing bias for the beam limiter.
Random failure of the BUT11AF chopper transistor is
commonly due to the CNX83 optocoupler.
B.McC.

Fidelity ZX4120 Chassis
We were puzzled by occasional failure of the 0.6852 surge
limiter resistor R98 in the 16V rectifier circuit in one of
these sets. The rectifier is fed from a tapping on the chopper
transformer's output winding. Amongst other things it feeds
a 12V regulator. After much experimentation to check
whether there was an excessive current drain we realised
that the input voltage from the transformer was too high!
The cause of the problem was the 120V supply's 100µF
reservoir capacitor C87. It was unbalancing the outputs
from the chopper transformer so that too much appeared in
the 16V circuit.
B.McC.

ITT Monoprint B Chassis
This set originally came in because it was dead. The mains
rectifier's 5.1Q surge limiter resistor R652 was open-circuit,
the 115V supply rectifier D733 (BYW36) was short-circuit
and the line output transformer was faulty. When these
items had been replaced I was presented with another fault.
The cause of intermittent start up and tripping when cold was
traced to C707 (2.2µF, 63V) in the power supply. It's the
reservoir capacitor for an 8.5V feed to the chopper control
chip IC701. When we checked it with the component tester
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we found that it lost all capacitance when cold.

N.J.W.

Hitachi CPT2508 (G7P Mk II Chassis)
The usual cause of a dead set with the 2.5AT mains fuse
F901 open-circuit is the 4.7nF, 1kV disc capacitor C919 in
the chopper transistor's snubber network. Use the correct
type from Hitachi as others are unable to handle the spikes
present at the collector of the BUT11AF chopper transistor.
If you use the wrong capacitor you'll end up with a blown
TDA4601 chip (IC901), BUT11AF transistor (Q901) and
the two 150kil and 1201d2 resistors R931 and R932. For no
start up check the 82pF capacitor C911 connected between
N.J.W.
pins 2 and 3 of the TDA4601 chip.

or the main panel would produce the fault. We decided to
resolder pins 1 and 6 of the c.r.t., take a wire direct from pin
6 to R729 (2.20) which we renewed, and take another wire
from R729 to the line output transformer, the idea being to
ensure that there was no chance of an open-circuit in the
heater supply path. A very long soak test proved that all was
J.E.
well.
ITT CVC800 Chassis
After a time any channel that was selected would drift in and
out of tune. As the 33V supply to the tuning circuit was
varying slightly we replaced the ZTK33 regulator. This made
no difference. The supply is derived from the 90V line whose
J.E.
reservoir capacitor C514 (10µF, 100V) was leaky.

Mitsubishi CT1902
This set had a blank raster with no sound and field collapse.
We found that the 0.552, 2W safety resistor R560 was openG.R.
circuit. It feeds 14V to the 12V ripple filter.
Hitachi CPT1474R
This set tripped at switch on. The tripping stopped when we
disconnected the line output transistor's collector. Checks
on the line output transformer then produced 301/ readings
between all pins and chassis. This was our third Hitachi line
G.R.
output transformer failure in a fortnight.
Boots 1411R (Tatung 190 Chassis)
This set was dead. We quickly found that the cause of the
fault was the two start-up resistors R882 and R883 which
are both 151d2, 0.5W. One of them was open-circuit and the
other read 18.5k52. The set worked perfectly when they had
G.R.
been replaced.
Goodmans TV2ORC
This one came from another dealer with a ticket that said
"no sound". The two transistors in the audio output stage
receive their supply from the 103V line via R601 (56052,
1W) which was open-circuit. When this had been replaced
we found that there was also no picture. R430 (1051) in the
180V supply to the RGB output transistors was openG.R.
circuit.
Sharp SV2588H
At switch on the e.h.t. rustled up for a second or two then
the relay switched to off, leaving the set dead. Overriding
the relay gave us a blank raster with no sound. A supply was
clearly missing but we didn't have a manual. After careful
physical examination we found that both D712 and D713,
which are twin-diode stand-up encapsulation types, were
dry-jointed. Correcting this restored normal operation.
We've since had the fault again, so it looks like one for the
notebook.
G.R.
Ferguson TX10 Chassis
The customer's complaint was that the picture was intermittent. It would sometimes disappear a few minutes after
switching the set on while at other times the set would be
o.k. for days. Fortunately when we tested the set the fault
appeared quite quickly and we were able to see that the
tube's heaters went out. The cause of this couldn't be
proved however as movement of either the c.r.t. base panel
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NEI 1551TX
This set was dead because thermistor R802 which provides
the start-up supply for pin 9 of the TDA4601 chopper
control chip was open-circuit. The maker's part number is
154214. If you shake one of these faulty thermistors you'll
find that it rattles in the same way that degaussing circuit
J.E.
posistors do.
Hitachi CPT2260 (Salora J Chassis)
There was a very bright picture and the contrast and brightness controls had no effect. The culprit was CH5 (2.2,µF,
J.E.
350V) on the tube base panel — it was open-circuit.
Bush 2020 etc
After completing the now common power supply rebuild in
one of these sets we noticed that there was bad patterning and
what looked like a very mild form of field cramping in the
centre of the screen only. The cause turned out to be the
1,000g, 16V 1.t. supply reservoir capacitor C806. We
decided to fit a component with a slightly higher working
voltage (35V) and after doing this the fault had cleared.
Two days later the set came back with the complaint "no
results". When we switched it on a loud whistling sound came
from either the chopper or the line output stage. After about
half a minute there was a loud crack and smoke appeared to
come from somewhere in the line output stage. I almost burnt
my finger on the h.t. reservoir capacitor C810 (220µF, 160V).
A check across this capacitor under the fault condition showed
that the voltage was over 200V instead of the correct 110V.
Yet another capacitor in the TDA4601 power supply had dried
up, this time C818 (1µF, 50V). It's the reservoir capacitor for
the chip's negative feedback voltage. Fitting a replacement
cured the fault and all was well again.
M.L.
Some Quickies
Toshiba C2226: The cause of incorrect field linearity was
C309 (2.2µF, 50V).
Telefunken 711 chassis: The picture was reduced all round
because one of the EW modulator diodes was open-circuit.
We thought it best to replace them both.
Ferguson 1790 chassis: The MC13002 chip IC2 which
incorporates most of the circuitry in this 12in. monochrome
portable was the cause of no field scan.
Toshiba C2226: There was no field scan at switch on. The
field then took about half an hour to reach full amplitude.
The cause was C317 (2.2µF, 50V).
Samsung C1347F: This set was dead due to failure of Q403
(SC2229) and Q402 (2SC2120).
J.O.
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Service Briefs
Philips
The following notes on TV fault-finding and modifications
are based on items included in the Philips publication
Service Link. Further notes relating to satellite TV receivers,
video equipment and CD players will appear in a later issue.
2A chassis: Failure of the TDA3653AQ/TDA3654Q
(90°/110° models respectively) field output chip IC7570 is
often caused by C2571 (100g, 25V) going low in value.
The 390pF, 100V ceramic plate capacitor C2565 on the
print side of the panel can also be responsible for failure of
IC7570. If this i.c. has to be replaced these two capacitors
should also be renewed.
2B chassis: The following modification can be carried out
where playback of copy-protected VHS tapes is affected by
the anti-copy signals present during the sync period: change
C2544 from 47pF to 22nF; add a 3.3µF capacitor in parallel
with C2545 on the print side of the panel; change R3544
from 1.8kQ to 3.6kQ. For optimum results the value of
C2544 may have to be slightly less or higher than 22nF.
Radiation from Nicam decoder panel 1110 can cause
interference to Band II f.m. radio reception in areas where
reception conditions are poor. Where this problem is experienced the following modification should be carried out: (1)
Cut the print between pin 40 of IC7450 and coil L9494. (2)
Disconnect and discard the tubular 47pF capacitor from the
print side of the panel. (3) Reconnect the 1011H coil L9494
between pin 40 of IC7450 and its original position, i.e.
across the print cut, ensuring that the lead between the coil
and the i.c. is as short as practicable. (4) Solder a link wire
in position 9454. (5) Solder a 47pF chip capacitor (code no.
4822 122 31772) between pins 2 and 3 of edge connector
S10 — don't use the discarded tubular capacitor as small
physical size is essential here.
2B, CP90, CP110, G90 and G110 chassis: The teletext
microcomputer chip was changed to type MAB8461P/W196
(code no. 4822 209 62479) to prevent continuous page
header display under certain conditions in the subtitle mode.
3A chassis: To avoid spurious fuse blowing in sets with
Nicam and PIP the rating of fuse F1642 in the 7V supply
was increased from 800mAT to 1.25AT.
CP110 chassis: In later production the colour decoder chip
IC7260 was changed from type TDA3562/N5 to type
TDA3566/N5. At the same time R3292, R3293 and Tr7267
were deleted (these components are not shown in any of the
circuits we have — editor). If the PAL phase coil L5270
can't be set up for optimum results when this change is
carried out as a service replacement change L5271 to 151.0
(code no. 4822 157 52842).
To give improved protection to the BUT11AF chopper
transistor Tr7665 a 39Q resistor (code no. 4822 050 23909)
was added in parallel with coil L5656 in its base drive
circuit.
An overmains circuit was added in later production to
reduce the possibility of mains-borne spikes causing failure
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of the TEA1039 chopper control chip IC7669. It's linked to
IC7669' s supply pin (pin 9).
016-111 chassis: Slight patterning (several straight or
random wavy vertical lines) may be noticed when a video
signal is fed in via the external 2 scart socket. The following
modification will provide an improvement: (1) Remove link
wire 9297 and chip link 4219 to isolate a section of printed
track. (2) Connect the inner conductor of a suitable length of
coaxial cable between the print from pin 20 of PLO6
(external 2 scart socket) and pin 5 of IC7265 (S-VHS switch
chip). Connect the braid between pin 21 of PLO6 and pin 6
of IC7265. The coaxial cable link must be positioned along
the rear edge of the panel on the print side.
ELIA) and FLl•1 chassis: Slight interference from the I2C
bus may be audible from the left-hand speaker under very
quiet conditions when the treble control is at or near its
minimum or maximum setting. The effect is not present
with the treble control at mid-position. It can be minimised
by carrying out the following modification: (1) Cut the print
track to pin 14 of the TDA8425 audio processing chip
IC7680. (2) Solder a wire-ended 4.7nF, 63V ceramic plate
capacitor (code no. 4822 122 31125) between pin 14 of
IC7680 and the earthy end of C2694. Keep the extra capacitor's leads as short as possible.
G90 chassis: When there has been a power supply fault it's
advisable to check visually that the chip diodes are all
adequately soldered at both ends.
G90 and G110 chassis: When the chopper transistor has
failed the CNX83A feedback optocoupler (code no. 4822
130 82034) should also be replaced.
G90, G110 and GR1-AX chassis: Later production sets
have an ST24CO2CP instead of an X2402 EEPROM chip.
In most sets no other changes are required when fitting an
ST24CO2CP. Where a PCD8582P EEPROM was used in
the G90B/G110 chassis however a chip jumper (code no.
4822 051 10008) must replace C2724 and R3729 must be
deleted. With the GR1-AX chassis the ST24CO2CP chip
comes with a metal shield (under code no. 4822 310 31886)
which must be placed over the EEPROM and soldered in
place of jumper link 9020: also the 5V supply must be
modified as described in the GR1-AX chassis section later.
Note that when a new EEPROM is fitted there will be no
tuned programmes and the customer control settings will all
be at minimum. This may give the impression that a fault is
present. Complete reprogramming is required when a new
EEPROM is fitted.
G90AE chassis: To reduce vertical striations at the lefthand side of the screen a choke with a series-connected RC
network in parallel were added in series with the 95V feed
to the line output transformer (pin 5). The 821..tH choke is
code no. 4822 158 10563, the 3352 resistor (on the input
side) code no. 4822 116 52094 and the 1 OnF capacitor code
no. 4822 122 31414. To add these components in earlier sets
proceed as follows: (1) Fit the choke in pace of link 9547.
(2) Connect the resistor and capacitor in series then fit the
network in place of link 9548, with the capacitor to pin 5 of
the transformer. (3) Connect a wire link between the positive terminal of 02631 (47g) and link 9609.
In later production sets a 400mAT fuse (F1670) was
added between the anode of standby thyristor Ty6670 and
pin 15 of the chopper transformer T5625. It's mounted on a
small PCB together with Ty6670.
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G90AE-Sat chassis (Pye Model 52KV2529): A buzz on
sound may be heard on some satellite channel recordings
made via phono sockets BU8/9. This effect can be cured by
adding a 1,000µF electrolytic capacitor (code no. 4822 124
20786) across the 13V supply on the satellite sound module.
Fit the capacitor on the component side of the panel
between link 9112 (positive terminal) and the coil end of
link 9113 (negative terminal). Where link 9113 is not fitted
use the hole in the PCB near coil L5212 for the negative
terminal connection.
G90B chassis: This chassis uses a TDA8153 RGB output
chip (IC7380) which is mounted on the tube base panel. If a
replacement has to be fitted additional flashover protection
is recommended. Add a 4.7µF, 250V electrolytic capacitor
(code no. 4822 124 21157) between pins 4 and 8 of the chip,
negative terminal to pin 8.
G90B and G110 chassis: Later production sets are fitted
with a colour decoder chip type TDA8390/N4 instead of
type TDA8390/N3. These i.c.s are not interchangeable. The
following changes must be made when fitting the N4
version: G90B chassis delete R3313, R3340, R3341 and
D6336; change C2352 to 15pF (4822 122 32504), R3336 to
3.91S1 (4822 111 90571) and R3338 to 6.8kS2 (4822 111
90544). G110 chassis delete R3340, R3341 and D6336;
change R3371 to 1.2MS2 (4822 111 90409) and R3372 to
6801(11 (4822 111 90368).
Also in later production the timebase generator chip was
changed from type TDA2579 version N6 or N7 to type
TDA2579A/N8. Although minor component value changes
were made none are necessary when fitting the later type as
a replacement. The change was made to eliminate jitter at
the start of the field scan.
With some Nicam sets a ticking noise may be heard in
the background when in the external AV mode. The effect
can be reduced by carrying out the following modification
to the Nicam panel: (1) Remove chip resistors R3044/5 then
cut the print between pins 14 and 15 of IC7040. (2) Use
100mm lengths of screened cable to connect pin 12 of
IC7150 to pin 14 of IC7040 and pin 11 of IC7150 to pin 15
of. IC7040. Earth the cable screening at pins 1/2/3 of
IC7040. (3) Connect a 4.7nF capacitor between pins 5 and
18 of IC7150 and another 4.7nF capacitor between pins 5
and 20, keeping the leads as short as possible (capacitor
code no. 4822 122 30128).
G110 chassis: Extra protection for the BUT18AF chopper
transistor Tr7625 was incorporated in later production sets
by adding two series-connected BYD73B diodes (code no.
4822 130 60778) between its base and emitter (chassis),
with the anodes to the base side. Make sure that the optocoupler driver transistor Tr7654 is type BC817, not type
BC847.
On some sets, mostly those fitted with the .4 version of
the tube base panel, vertical striations on the left-hand side
of the screen may be noticed under certain picture conditions. Removing wire link 9302, which is adjacent to
connection 19G on the tube base panel, will cure or greatly
alleviate the symptom. The .4 version of the panel can be
identified by the figure 4 that follows the code no. 3113 253
3072 on the component side. With Nicam sets, soldering
links 9011 and 9126 to the chassis print on the component
side of the main PCB will provide a further slight improvement.
In the event of a complaint about low teletext contrast,
D6813 on the print side of the teletext panel can be deleted.
This increases the contrast range in the teletext mode.
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If a red flash is seen when changing channels, with. VCR
playback in the still or search modes or at edit points in own
recordings, reduce the value of chip capacitors C2434/5
from 0.111F to 2.2nF (code no. 4822 122 32999). These
capacitors are on the main PCB adjacent to IC7425.
GR1-AX chassis: In the event of failure of R3616, R3680
(both III), D6610 (BZY79C10) or the MOSFET chopper
transistor Tr7610 all four items should be replaced. The two
resistors are in series with Tr7610. When fault finding don't
apply a probe to Tr7610's gate to check voltages or waveforms — this will damage or destroy it.
Note that the series chopper circuit provides a 95V h.t.
output at 33W. Thus a 60W, 240V bulb can't be used as a
load when fault finding. If a bulb rated at more than 15W is
used as a load the power supply, because of the bulb's low
resistance when cold, won't start up. A working power
supply will operate without a load however (lift coil L5660)
— the h.t. will be approximately 97V under these conditions.
Note that there's an error in the circuit and the main PCB
layout diagram in the service manual. The 160V rectifier
circuit should be shown connected between pins 1 and 6 of
the line output transformer, not pins 1 and 5 — pin 6 is the
95V h.t. feed to the transformer's primary windings.
Transistor Tr7705 (type PH2369, code no. 4822 130
41594) can be responsible for tuning problems (stations
appearing to the right of the normal position, higher channels not available).
For added safety in the event of a short across the 9V line
the value of R3100 was increased to 1.552 (code no. 4822
116 80691), an 0.47µF capacitor (code no. 4822 121 51252)
was added in parallel with it and transistor Tr7100 (BC558,
code no. 4822 130 40941) and resistor R3646 (15052, code
no. 4822 116 52211) were added (see Fig. 1). Tr7100 senses
the voltage across R3100, firing the over-voltage protection
thyristor Ty6641 to remove the 95V h.t. supply in the event
R3646
150

Gate of Thy6641

+9V

+9VA

1D943J

Fig. 1: Modification for added protection in the 9V
supply, GR1-AX chassis.
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Fig. 2: Line drive circuit modification, GR1-AX chassis.
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of a short.
Several changes were made to improve the operation of
the unusual line drive circuit. The modified circuit is shown
in Fig. 2.
A modification was introduced to prevent sets coming on
from standby in the hotel/store lock mode, when stored
control/programme settings can't be altered. The memory
chip IC7785 was changed to type ST24CO2CP (code no.
4822 209 62098). Its 5V supply is taken from R3797 instead
of the junction of R3770/R3767, via L5786 which is
connected to a different pad.
When colour dropout is experienced with poor quality
prerecorded video tapes an improvement can be obtained by
increasing the value of C2322 from 0.22g to 1µF (code no.
4822 124 40242).
The anti-copy signal recorded during the sync period can
affect the playback of copy-protected tapes. The following
modifications provide a significant improvement. Change
C2050 to 47nF (code no. 4822 121 42491), C2322 to 11.LF
(4822 124 40242), R3050 to 751(5) (4822 116 52301) and
R3051 to 1.5kS2 (4822 116 52243).
GR2.1 chassis: If with Nicam versions of this chassis the
sound and vision mute for a few seconds maybe several
times whilst viewing, remove C2721. The serial number of
receivers affected is preceded by QG06: the sets are fitted
with a memory protection panel in place of R3771.
To eliminate possible hum in the standby mode R3673
was changed to 4.64ki2 (code no. 4822 051 54642) and
R3674 to 1.05k0 (4822 051 51052).
The following modifications were introduced to avoid
failure of the power supply to start up from standby: R3663
was changed to 5.61d/ (code no. 4822 051 10562), R3674 to
11d/ (4822 050 11002), D6670 to type TAGE0102AA
(4822 130 20272) and IC7624 to a selected version of the
CNR50 (4822 209 30992).
KT4 and K40 chassis: Failure of the TDA3650 field timebase chip IC7110 is often due to C2107 (100µF, 50V) going
low in value. Intermittent field collapse, sometimes with
field cramping at the top of the screen, can be caused by
D6107 (BAX18). If it's necessary to replace IC7110, 02107
and D6107 should also be renewed. Use type BYD33D
(code no. 4822 130 42488) in the D6107 position. C2107 is
code no. 4822 124 40712. At the same time the line output
transformer's pins should all be resoldered — dry-joints can
cause intermittent field faults.
Tuners: Later CP90, CP110, G90AE, GR1-AX and Anubis
A sets are fitted with tuner type U943 in place of the earlier
U743. In some chassis components have to be added if the
earlier type of tuner is used as a replacement. GR9OAE add
C2006, R3006 (chip type) and link 9701; GR1-AX add
C2004, link 9087 and link or coil 9510/L5000; Anubis A
add R3003 and R3004 (chip resistors).
The U341 tuner used in the K30 and K35 chassis is no
longer available from Philips who supply the U342L0 tuner
as a replacement. When fitting this the aerial input connection has to be modified as follows: (1) Remove the side
covers from the U341 tuner then desolder the aerial connection tag from the PCB. (2) Remove the side covers from the
new tuner and desolder pin 1 (aerial input). (3) Solder the
aerial input tag from the U341 tuner in the same position in
the U342L0 tuner, then fit the replacement unit in the
receiver. When working on the tuner don't disturb any of
the coils or Lecher lines. Confine soldering to the immediate
area of the aerial input connection and ensure that the covers
are refitted in the correct position.
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TV Fault Finding
Philips G90 Chassis
The complaint was of a "frilly picture". When I tried the set
I found that the picture was too large and had corrugated
verticals. So I switched off quickly. On inspecting the main
panel I saw that resistor R3668 and transistor Tr7652 in the
chopper feedback circuit had burnt up. Replacing these
items and fitting a new CNX83 optocoupler returned the
95V h.t. supply to normal, but the corrugated verticals were
still present. Replacing the 471.1F h.t. reservoir capacitor
C2630 cured that.
P.B.

Ferguson TX100 Chassis
For intermittent low contrast check whether the tube's
heaters are going out. The solid-cored wires can break
where they go into the plug connector by the line output
P.B.
transformer.
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circuit. It's the very large capacitor mounted on the small
vertical subpanel behind the line output transistor's
heatsink.
M.Dr.

Matsui 1455
The complaint with this l4in. portable was that the sound
and vision would sometimes disappear, leaving a blank
white screen. A check showed that when this happened it
had gone into the AV mode. But when the on-screen display
was called up the channel number appeared. A check on the
voltage at pin 6 of the microcontroller chip IC401 showed
that this was correct, i.e. low for TV and high for AV. Our
next checks were on the AV panel at the rear of the set
where we found that the AV switching transistor Q1103 was
without its 12V collector supply. On tracing the source of
this supply we came to R121 which had voltage at both
sides. The only thing between R121 and Q1103 was the
print, which turned out to have a hairline crack.
M.Dr.

Philips K40 Chassis
This set had very weak sound. The signal was present at the
output of the i.f. strip and then passed through all the
switching chips but went missing at the audio output
module. A new TDA1524 tone-volume control chip was
required.
P.B.

Sharp C1421
The fault note said "stuck in standby". When I switched the
set on the e.h.t. rustled up for a second then the set went into
the standby mode. As the e.h.t. rustle seemed to be rather
violent I tried the set with a 110V mains supply. It then
came on, but if the mains supply was raised the 115V
supply to the line output stage rose as well. The STR40090
chip was faulty.
P.B.

Philips GR1-AX Chassis
This set had an odd fault: the volume control couldn't be
turned down with the remote control unit and no stations
could be tuned in. As with most modern sets these functions
are carried out by a microcontroller chip, but experience has
taught us that failure of the associated RAM chip is much
more common. So we replaced the ST24CO2CP chip
IC7785, which is also the cheaper of the two devices. This
time we were wrong however. The microcontroller chip
IC7700 was the cause of the trouble. The original one was
type TMP47C434N-3559 but the replacement supplied by
Willow Vale was type TMP47C434N-3537, i.e. it had a
different mask. In addition it came with a small tin shield.
It's presumably a new, improved type.
M.Dr.

Triumph TC1670/Hitachi NP8CQ Chassis
We didn't realise that this Triumph badged set was fitted
with an Hitachi chassis until we removed the back. The
complaint was of a very dark picture, and a check on the
first anode voltage showed that it was very low at around
200V. Further investigation revealed that the first anode
supply's 0.06811F, 1kV reservoir capacitor C714 was open34

Amstrad CTV2000
This set came in because of field collapse, but on further
investigation we found that there was no sound and the
channel LEDS didn't light up. A start was made at the
TDA3652 field output chip IC801. Pin 9 had the correct
28V but there was no field drive at pins 1 and 3. This took
us back to the LA7800 timebase generator chip which has
two supplies, one at pin 15 for the line generator and one at
pin 12 for the field generator. There was no voltage at pin
12 because R840 (1052, 2W) was open-circuit.
Replacing this resistor restored the set to life. While it
was on soak test next day however R840 again failed. This
time a short-circuit could be measured to chassis. Several
electrolytics were checked to no avail, then the short disappeared. Until next day that is, when R840 once again went
open-circuit. This time the cause of the mystery short was
found amongst the spaghetti of wires that make this set so
difficult to work on. A 2A, 20mm fuse was found wedged
between some components in the corner of the chassis. I can
only assume that a previous repairer had dropped it and
been unable to find it. The fault showed up after the set had
been disturbed whilst moving house.
M.Dr.

Sony BE1 Chassis
This set came in with the complaint that the height was
excessive. We noticed that it began to fluctuate as the set
warmed up. After ruling out the possibility of a noisy height
control we turned attention to the JC501Q transistor (Q501)
that's connected across it. This transistor is used to provide
height compensation with beam current changes, receiving
an input from pin 7 of the line output transformer. Although
it tested o.k. a replacement cured the fault. A 2SC1815
worked fine — we didn't have this oddly numbered transistor
in stock.
M.Dr.

Finlux 51590
Both fuses in the power supply had blown, the BU208
chopper transistor was short-circuit and the 2701d2 resistor
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connected to pin 4 of the TDA4600 chopper control chip
was open-circuit. It' s worth emphasising that whenever
you find the chopper transistor in a power supply of this
type short-circuit the value of the resistor(s) connected to
pin 4 of the chip should be checked. Yes, I know that this
point has been made before, but people still get caught
J.O.
out!

Panasonic TX21M1T (Z4 Chassis)
No sound and only half a picture was the complaint. Sure
enough the line scanning was locked but the start was
shifted about half way across the screen. Checks around
IC601, where the video and line outputs are obtained, failed
to reveal anything amiss. Eventually the culprit turned out to
be the 0.01µF capacitor C503 across the line shift control —
it was leaky. Replacement restored the sound and the
B.S.
complete picture.

right place. A replacement TDA2576A timebase generator
K.E.F.
chip cleared the fault.

Philips CP110 Mk II Chassis
Later sets in this series have an additional overvoltage trip on
a subpanel. When it works the 1.6A Wickman fuse F1653
goes open-circuit, the result being a dead set. This always
seems to happen after an hour or three. I've found that
replacing the CNX62 optocoupler provides a cure. K.E.F.
Amstrad SRD400 Satellite TV Receiver
This seems to be a very reliable receiver. One problem
we've had concerns the child-lock function — customers
seems to forget their numbers. Unfortunately of late we've
had a few sets that can't be cleared using the reset method
with a 1k0 resistor: we've had to replace the SDA2516
K.E.F.
chip.

Panasonic TX21T1 (Alpha 2 Chassis)
This set operated perfectly for an hour or so. Then the sound
would mute and no controls would work. There didn't seem
to be any problems around the main microcomputer chip
IC1203 and the DAC chip IC171. The data and clock
signals fluctuated normally — usually the data freezes if one
of these chips is faulty. Eventually, after much hair tearing,
it transpired that the PCD8582P memory chip IC1202 was
B.S.
faulty.

Panasonic TX15M1T9 (Z4 Chassis)
This set permanently displayed a letter C towards the left,
centre of the screen. In these sets the on-screen graphics are
generated by the main microcomputer chip IC1213. A
similar system is used in the Alpha 3 chassis. Here, if
anything strange happens you can reset the microcomputer
chip by entering a test mode. This is initiated by set's
volume down button while depressing the timer button on
the remote control unit. The set then displays a column of
o.k.s and resets to normal operation. Fortunately this also
applies with the Z4 chassis, though there's nothing to say so
B.S.
in the manual.
Osaki 142
This set tripped at switch on. Heating the TA7869 chip,
which contains the line and field generator and the luminance and chroma processing circuits, stopped the tripping
and the set then worked all right. But this wasn't the cause
of the fault: the actual cause turned out to be the STR50103
power supply chip.
K.E.F.

Sharp C1431H
The power supply was working, with the h.t. correct at
115V, but there was no drive to the line output stage. We
had to check back to IC801, which contains the timebase
generators. It has two supplies, one to get things going at
start up. This comes via D619 and Q610, which is turned on
by R679 (1001(0). A check showed that this resistor, which
is connected to the 115V supply, was open-circuit. K.E.F.

Ferguson TX10 Chassis
This oldie had a fault I'd not seen before. There was a halfinch wide black line across the picture, with field instability.
The picture was of the correct size and was locked in the
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Nikkai TLG99/Solavox 141
These sets always seem to come in dead. Here are various
faults we've had. R109 (1800, 0.5W) goes open-circuit.
This resistor's body colouring makes it look as though the
value is 1.8k0 — I've even had a faulty one measure 1.81(52!
Q117 (2SC1573A) often goes open-circuit. It's an npn transistor rated like a video output device. Another regular
failure is the remote standby transformer whose primary
winding goes open-circuit. The 12V supply filter resistor
R104 (50, 1W) can and does go high in value. This usually
results in a dead set though in one case the symptom was
persistent field collapse because the low 12V supply upset
S.L.
the TDA4503 chip, removing the field drive.

ITT CVC1200 Series Chassis
I've never been completely at home with discrete component chopper power supply circuits. In my experience they
either work normally or self-destruct. This case fell into the
latter category. At switch on the BU508A chopper transistor
would go short-circuit, blowing fuse Si651 (F1A). By using
a variac I was able to prove that the filter capacitor C701
(4.7g, 350V) was faulty. Nothing unusual about that, I hear
you say. But it took rather longer that it should have done
because a replacement had only recently been fitted.
The set worked when C701 and the chopper transistor
had been replaced but the output voltages were low. We
cured this by replacing the various small electrolytics and
the ZPD8.2 zener diode D721 in the control section on the
isolated side of the circuit. After setting up the 117V rail we
were rewarded with normal pictures and sound. This lasted
for only half an hour, after which T712 (BC328) in the
chopper driver stage went short-circuit. It had presumably
been weakened by the earlier problems with the BU508A
chopper transistor.
S.L.

Philips 2A Chassis
If you come across one of these sets with the 2AT mains
fuse 1651 blown don't immediately go for the chopper transistor. It's quite common to find that the chopper transformer's tuning capacitor C2664 (1.5nF, 1kV) has gone
short-circuit.
A totally blank raster with no sound but with the e.h.t.,
focus, first anode and 1.t. supplies present may have you
fooled, but not for long. Replace the back-up battery, reset
the analogue controls and the panic will be over.
S.L.
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Servicing the Philips 2A Chassis
Richard Newman
Sets fitted with the Philips 2A chassis first appeared in
1985. Because of the inherent reliability of the chassis little
seems to have been written about it. These sets are now
appearing on the secondhand market however and, provided
the tube is good, they are well worth repairing for resale. As
with most sets, problems occur mainly in the power supply
and the line output stage. A fairly comprehensive guide to
servicing the power supply is given in the following article.
Service manuals are available from Philips and advertisers
in this magazine and should be used with the notes below.
The Power Supply
The power supply used in the 2A chassis is the now
familiar SOPS (self-oscillating power supply) type. It
provides mains isolation, which is necessary because of the
external AV connections that can be made via the start
socket. Fig. 1 shows the circuit.
The most common problem is failure of the BUT11
chopper transistor Tr7687. In this event the mains fuse
F1651 will usually be blackened or even shattered, with
possible failure of one or more of the bridge rectifier diodes
D6654-7. The surge limiter resistor R3654 will sometimes

have failed as well. Remove the faulty BUT11 transistor and
check D6663, D6664 and C2664. This capacitor can split:
use a good quality 1.5kV capacitor in this position. In later
sets the snubber network D6663/R3663/C2663 may be
omitted, in which case the chopper transistor is type
BUT11A. It's important that the correct type of transistor is
used in this position. A BUT11 fitted in a set without the
snubber network will fail again, but it's perfectly in order to
fit a BUT11A in all sets. Transistors Tr7685 and Tr7686
should also be checked and, we've learnt from experience,
it's best to replace the CNX62 optocoupler Tr7668 in the
error signal feedback circuit
Once replacement components have been fitted as necessary there's an official modification that should be carried
out on earlier sets to reduce the likelihood of chopper transistor failure. It consists of fitting a BYD33D diode with its
anode to the collector of transistor Tr7686 and its cathode to
the base of the chopper transistor Tr7687, and reconnecting
R3687 so that one end remains connected to the base of
Tr7686 while the other end is moved to connect with the
base of Tr7687. I also fit a BYD33D diode in position
D6672.
Before you switch on it's best to carry out a visual exam-

POWER SUPPLY OPERATION
The chopper circuit relies on feedback from the transformer to sustain oscillation. As with any chopper
circuit, regulation is achieved by controlling the
on/off timing of the chopper transistor. For control
purposes the base of Tr7717 monitors the 140V h.t.
supply. Its emitter is provided with a stable 6.2V
reference voltage by zener diode D6715. The error
voltage produced at the collector of Tr7717 drives
Tr7719 which controls the current through the LED in
the CNX62 optocoupler Tr7668. This device is used to
provide mains isolation in the feedback path. The
light-sensitive section of the optocoupler sets the d.c.
voltage at the base of transistor Tr7685.
At switch on the base of the chopper transistor
Tr7687 is forward biased via R3686. It switches on
and a sawtooth current flows through the primary
winding 5-7 of the chopper transformer T5663.
Tr7687 and T5663 form a blocking-oscillator circuit.
Positive feedback via winding 1-9 on the transformer
and D6672 drives Tr7687. When the transformer saturates, the drive is removed and Tr7687 switches off.
The resonant circuit formed by C2664 with the
primary winding of T5663 then oscillates, producing
an overswing that switches Tr7687 on again.
In normal operation Tr7687's switch-off timing is
controlled by the pulse-width modulator consisting
of transistor Tr7685 and its associated components.
As mentioned above, the d.c. conditions at the base
of Tr7685 are set by the conduction of the optocoupler. The base of Tr7685 is also fed with a sawtooth

L
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waveform that's developed across C2675, which
with R3678/9 integrates the feedback from winding
1-11 on the transformer via D6667. In addition a
negative reference voltage is established across
C2690 by the action of D6689 and D6672 while
Tr7687 is conductive. When the sawtooth waveform
at the base of Tr7685 has risen to a sufficiently positive value Tr7685 and Tr7686 switch on, removing
the drive from Tr7687 which switches off very
rapidly.
The nominal operating frequency of the chopper
circuit is 40kHz — it can vary between 20-60kHz.
Over-voltage protection is provided by thyristor
Ty6698 whose gate voltage is obtained from one of
the rectifiers connected to the line output transformer.
If the voltages in the line output stage are excessive
Ty6698 conducts, placing a short-circuit across the
140V line. In this state the chopper circuit operates at a
very low frequency of approximately 1.3kHz, with low
voltage/current conditions. Current via D6696 holds
Ty6698 on — switching the set off removes this shortcircuit condition.
In the unloaded state the circuit operating
frequency is approximately 100Hz.
In the standby mode thyristor Ty6727 is switched
on to maintain the 5V supply to the control section
without the need for a separate power supply. In this
mode the control circuit provides drive to the anode
of the optocoupler LED and the voltages delivered to
rest of the set are far below the normal levels.
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Fig. 1: Circuit diagram of the power supply used in the Philips 2A chassis.

ination for dry-joints, particularly around the chopper transformer T5663 and the mains input circuit, including the
degaussing thermistor R3653. Dry-joints in these areas
could have been the' cause of the original failure of the
chopper transistor.
I suggest that you then disconnect the supply to the line
output stage by unplugging connector M17 and provide a
dummy load in the form of a 60W lamp — connect it across
the 140V h.t. supply's 47µF reservoir capacitor C2697. A
meter set to read the h.t. voltage should also be connected
here. Next connect the set to the mains supply via a variac
which should be set to OV output.
Switch on and slowly advance the output from the variac
to about 90V. If all is well the lamp should by now be
glowing and the meter should read about 140V. If the
reading is low, at about 40V, the set may be in the standby
condition (this applies to remote control sets). Try pressing
the programme up or down button at the front of the set: this
should bring it out of standby.
If the supply now reads 140V, advance the setting of the
variac SLOWLY, checking that the 140V supply remains
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constant. Should the h.t. voltage rise with the increased
supply from the variac, switch off and check the circuit
around the optocoupler. One possible cause of no regulation
is broken print between R3659 and R3660.
If the h.t. supply remains low or doesn't come up at all,
switch off and check the mains input circuitry and the
680kQ start-up resistor R3686. One cause o failure to start
is a defective degaussing thermistor (R3653) — it has two
sections, one of which may provide surge limiting. The
correct replacement must be used — there are different types
for 110° and 90° sets. Engineers are often caught out by
this, fitting the wrong type then spending hours trying to
find out why the power supply won't work on load. Once
the 140V supply has been, established and is stable the
variac can be brought up to provide the full mains supply. It
should then be possible to switch off the set, disconnect the
lamp and meter, reconnect socket M17 and check the set
out. I've found this power supply repair procedure to be the
safest way of ensuring that the minimum number of
BUT11A transistors end up in the bin!
A faulty chopper transformer can cause repeated failure
103

of the BUT11A transistor, but in my experience this is
uncommon.

Models fitted with the 2A chassis

The Line Output Stage

Philips

Not many faults occur in the line output stage, which uses
conventional circuitry. One point to note is that the line
output transistor is type BU508V. A BU508A is not suitable
and will fail within a very short time. Another common
problem is failure of C2618. Its value depends on the screen
size: the rating is 2kV. C2609, whose value is also dependent
on screen size (voltage rating 2kV), can also be a problem.
One case of line cramp at the right-hand side of the
screen was caused by a defective line driver transformer. So
far I've never had to change the line output transformer in
this chassis, but it does seem to suffer from dry-joints.
These should be attended to as a matter of course.
If, when the brightness setting is advanced, you have a
blank raster with flyback lines check C2496 (22nF). When
this capacitor goes open-circuit the luminance amplifier in
the colour decoder chip is biased off. It's part of the beam
limiting circuit.

Timebase Generators
The sync circuitry and timebase generators are contained
within the well-known TDA2579 chip IC7535, which also
provides sandcastle pulse and transmission identification
outputs. No line drive with the h.t. supply present should
lead to a check at pin 16 of this chip. This pin receives a
start-up supply from the chopper circuit via R3556 (270Q)
and R3555 (5600) — during normal operation the chip is
operated from a line output stage derived 11V line (+13a).
The voltage is stabilised at 9V within the chip. If the voltage
at pin 16 is low, check whether the external zener diode
D6555 (BZX79/C12) is leaky or short-circuit. The chip
itself could be faulty. ff removing the solder from pin 16
makes the 9V supply come up, replace the chip.

Field Output
The field output stage consists of a TDA3653 chip in 20
and 2lin. models or a TDA3654 in larger-screen sets. The
most common fault is for the chip to have failed. Whenever
Degaussin coil
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you have to fit a replacement, C2571 (100µF) and C2565
(390pF) must also be changed. Failure of these two capacitors can result in failure of the chip. C2565 is a small, plateceramic capacitor that's mounted on the print side of the
board, between pins 1 and 5 of the i.c. If it's left out, a
herringbone-type pattern may be seen on the screen
followed by the rapid demise of the chip.

Audio Stages
The audio output chip is a TDA1013A. No problems here
apart from occasional failure of the chip itself. Another
possible cause of no sound is the headphone socket.
The well-known TBA120S intercarrier sound chip is
used (IC7111), with the inter-station mute voltage being
applied to pin 4. Between these two chips there's an
HEF4053BP i.c. (IC7122) for switching between internal or
external audio, the latter being fed via the scart socket. This
chip has been known to fail, giving the no sound symptom:
as a quick check pins 13 and 15 can be shorted together so'
that the off-air sound is fed directly to the audio chip.

R3654
49
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Video Section

0.1
Bridge
rectifier

R3653b
R3653a
L5652
(6)
Degaussing coils
rTh
et%
R3654
1.5
15651
0.1

Bridge
rectifier

A TDA3561A colour decoder chip is used. No colour or
no luminance can be caused by the chip itself. With no
luminance however first check the voltage at the contrast
control pin 7. If the voltage here is negative or very low and
not controllable, you might find that the trouble is' caused by
the previously mentioned capacitor C2496 in the line output
stage. Failure of the 8.867MHz crystal X1269 is an occasional cause of no colour.
The only problems I've had with the c.r.t. base panel
mounted RGB output stages have been dry-joints, giving
intermittent colours.

R3653a
3b
R365dilr
M

Fig. 2: The degaussing circuit, (a) version used in 90°
sets, (b) 110° version.
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Tuner and IF Circuits
The tuner is normally a U343C or U344C depending on
whether the set has remote control. It's understood that
these have been superseded by later versions and that no
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modifications are required when fitting one of these as a
replacement.
The i.f. module U1040 is not considered to be a
repairable unit. If the can is opened however you find that
there's a standard TDA2541 chip and a SAW filter. I.F.
problems are usually caused by the chip itself, which can be
replaced. There's a single transistor in the can, Tr7065
(BC548). It's the video emitter-follower.
The video signal leaves the i.f. can at pin 15, passing to
the TDA5850 chip IC7526 which switches between
internal and external video. This chip can fail, the result
being loss of video signal. Make sure that the set hasn't
been switched to external video via the remote control unit
however!

the teletext panel is very reliable. Odd dropouts can sometimes be cured by careful adjustment of the 6MHz oscillator
(trim C2802).

Control Section
Few faults occur in the control section. I've had stuck
buttons on the control panel, giving continuous programme
changing etc. The most common problem is loss of memory
due to failure of the nicad backup battery. When this has to
be replaced the set must be retuned and the personal preference levels reset.
Another occasional problem is failure to come out of the
standby mode. If it's not due to the nicad battery, check that
the BZX79/C4V7 zener diode D6734 isn't leaky.

Teletext
A strange "net-curtain" effect can sometimes be seen on
the screen with teletext models. It takes the form of fairly
close, evenly-spaced faint bars that run from the top to the
bottom of the screen. The cause is the SAA5241 chip
IC7770 on the teletext panel going high-resistance in its
socket. To cure the trouble remove the chip and its holder
then solder the chip into the board directly. Apart from this

Conclusion
It's hoped that these notes will be of help to engineers
who are not too familiar with the 2A chassis. Notes on some
later Philips chassis will follow in subsequent articles. Since
the SOPS power supply circuit was used in several chassis
the notes on this in the present article also apply to the other
related chassis.

TV Fault Findin

Reports from Philip Blundell, AMIDE
Stephen Leatherbarrow, Alfred Damp,
John Edwards, Michael Dranfield
Steve Cannon, J.K. Potts, Edward Branch,
Michael D. Maurice and Graham Rees

Sony KV2092 (XE4 Chassis)
This set was dead — the mains fuse had blown and the
chopper transistor Q602 was short-circuit. As no dry-joints
or obvious causes of the failure could be seen a BU508 was
fitted temporarily and the set was tried again. The BU508
failed immediately. Further checks showed that both D605
and D614 were short-circuit. Fitting new diodes and the
correct 2SD1497 in position Q602 restored normal operaP.B.
tion.

Blaupunkt Madagaskar Model IS32
This set would work normally for half an hour, then the
screen would go blank with flyback lines after which the
excess-current trip would operate. The cause of the trouble
was that the 250V (U1) supply disappeared because the
chopper transformer had an intermittently open-circuit
winding. Fortunately we had a spare transformer on a scrap
P.B.
chassis.

Philips K40 Chassis
This set was dead with a whistling noise that came from the
power supply. As the BU508 was short-circuit a replacement
was fitted and the set was tried. I switched off quickly when
the final anode connector arced over. A check on the e.h.t.
showed that it was over 40kV! The 141V supply was o.k. but
the tuning capacitor C2163 (9.1nF) was open-circuit. FortuP.B.
nately the arcing had caused no further damage.

Amstrad CTV2200
These sets often come in dead. No shorts this time however.
The standby light was inoperative because the 12V supply
to the front panel was missing. This is provided by IC103,
which is a standard three-leg regulator. Its input, of around
16V, comes from a bridge rectifier/capacitor combination
on the main chassis and was correct. IC103 was opencircuit a replacement bringing the set to life.
This wasn't to be the last time we saw the set however.
On its return IC103 had again failed and a check showed
that the reservoir capacitor for the 16V supply, C524
(470g, 35V), was virtually open-circuit. IC103 obviously
didn't like the 100Hz ripple at its input.
We subsequently had this fault on a couple of other occasions. Something to watch out for now that these sets have a
lot of programmes behind them.
S.L.
Editorial note: This is presumably a later version. Our
circuit diagram shows a discrete component 12V regulator
though the other component reference numbers match.

Grundig CUC2401 Chassis
The customer's complaint was of intermittent loss of picture.
When it was switched on the set worked all right, so we left
it on soak test with the first anode control set high. After an
hour or two we were rewarded with a field collapse display.
So we tiptoed across and measured the 26V supply at pin 8
of the TDA2655B field timebase chip. It was a mere 4V,
though there was ample voltage at the anode side of the rele110

want rectifier D2758. We replaced this item, using a BY298,
and also the reservoir capacitor C2758 (1,000µF, 35V). S.L.

Osaki P31H
This chassis turns up under all sorts of guises, e.g. Hinari,
Osaki, Asumi etc. When the set is working the results are
very good. This one was dead with the 120V supply low at
70V and the input to the 12V regulator low at only 4V.
R109 had risen in value from 1800 to 1-8ka It's in the
feed to pin 2 of the STR5412 chopper chip IC104. Don't be
fooled by the resistor's colours, which are far from distinct
(browns that look like reds etc.).

Fidelity ZX3000 Chassis
A common fault is no sound and no picture. Advancing the
first anode preset usually produces a blank raster and a
heavy heart. The first step should be to check all supply
lines, which will usually be found to be blameless. Next
hook up the scope to check that a video output is present at
pin 12 of the TDA3541 i.f. chip IC2. This output goes via
various filters to the TDA3562A colour decoder chip IC7
(chrominance input at pin 4, luminance input at pin 8).
Some sets have a scart socket however, and in these there's
a TEA1014 switching chip (IC5) between IC2 and IC7.
Check that there's a video input at pin 3 of this chip and a
video output at pin 12. The TEA1014 chip is often the cause
of the trouble. In an emergency and if the customer doesn't
use the scart facility you can remove this chip and link the
video/audio inputs and outputs across — for audio the
input/output pins are 8 and 6 respectively.
If everything is o.k. up to this point have a look at the
sandcastle pulse output at pin 15 of the TDA8180 timebase
generator chip IC4 (in later versions of the chassis a
TDA2578 chip is used in this position, with the sandcastle
pulse output at pin 17). For proper operation the sandcastle
pulse waveform must be absolutely correct in terms of
amplitude and shape. If it's distorted in some way, as it
often is, disconnect pin 15 before condemning the
TDA8180 chip — the TDA3562A decoder chip can load the
pulse. We've had these two chips (TDA8180 and
TDA3562A) fail as a pair.
S.L.

Ferguson SRV1 Satellite TV Receiver
We've had several of these receivers in for repair, under
various guises. All have been dead with the BUT11A
chopper transistor Q1 short-circuit and the IAT mains fuse
FS1 blown: in one case the two safety resistors R12 and
R13 had also been destroyed. The cause of the trouble has in
each case been Q1 's base drive coupling capacitor C9 (14tF,
16V). It becomes leaky and loses' capacitance.
A.D.

Saisho CM260TT
This set had been got at before it arrived in our workshop.
Supply resistors had been cut and lifted and a wire had been
cut. When this damage had been repaired and the set was
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powered it became obvious that the line output transformer
was faulty. The set came to life when a new transformer had
been fitted — but for only about a minute. If the set was
switched off then on again it would do the same thing, run
then stop. This final problem was caused by the 5V regulator overheating as the clip that secures it to the heatsink
was missing.
A.D.
Tatung Quickies
190 Chassis: With a dead set you may find R802 opencircuit and R803 discoloured. Replace them both (both are
151d2, 0.5W types).
140 Chassis: For field roll with the hold control at one
end of its travel check whether R423 (2.2MS2) is opencircuit.
A.D.
Philips KT3 Chassis
An uncontrollably bright raster with flyback lines has been
the symptom with a couple of portables we've had in
recently. The sets also tripped out. The cause was cracks in
the print around the line output transformer, especially
around D1454 and D1455.
M.D.M.
Ferguson TX10 Chassis (PC1560 Panel)
If standby was selected the light would come on but the set
would otherwise remain dead. The cause is R724 (1.2k(2)
going open-circuit — we've had this fault a couple of times
now.
M.D.M.
Sony KVE2912
After about ten minutes the sound and picture would disappear, leaving a raster with an unlocked display and no
colour. Removing the i.f. can and resoldering just about
every joint inside provided a cure.
M.D.M.
Philips 10CX1120
We've had the same very intermittent and obscure fault on a
number of these 10in. colour portables. Fortunately the first
one I had to work on had been taken in part exchange, so
repair wasn't urgent — in fact it took about six months! The
list of symptoms is as follows: the channel display shows
88; the picture drifts slightly off tune and you can't change
channels; the picture goes dark and the sound level drops;
some channel display segments light up brighter than others;
the set won't switch on from cold; the line output transformer screeches and the output transistor gets red hot,
eventually burning out. On one occasion this first set
worked for days without even blinking.. .
We eventually got a clue when we found that with the
fault present there was excessive ripple on the supply lines —
all of them. Naturally the mains bridge rectifier's 150µF
reservoir capacitor C621 was the first suspect, but a replacement made no difference. Neither did replacing an endless
number of smoothing capacitors. At one point I even tried a
new line output transformer.
The breakthrough came when the ripple was seen to be at
line frequency, something I'd not previously noticed. A
check around the line output transformer showed that the
voltage at the cathode of the 16V supply rectifier D551 had
risen to 20V. Now the supply from the chopper circuit
hadn't changed, neither had the flyback pulse. So the only
way in which the 16V supply could rise would be if pin 12
of the transformer wasn't connected to chassis. Under the
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fault condition we were able to measure about 1.2V between
pin 12 and the tuner. Linking these two together cured the
fault.
This set uses double-sided print and the top and bottom
earth planes weren't properly connected — there was a resistance of a few ohms between them. This was probably due
to a poor soldered-through joint, but I wasn't able to locate
it. The solution was to make another connection. There's a
convenient large hole at the rear edge of the PCB, between
the scart socket and the line output transformer. Scrape
away the varnish on both sides and link through with some
thick desoldering braid. Don't use the semicircular hole or
the back won't go on, and don't try linking up earths
anywhere else because this will create earth loops, starting
other faults like buzz on sound.
This modification cured all the faults and I've since had
several other sets that have been repaired in the same way. I
wonder how many of these sets there are laying around in
service departments because no one has the time to track
down the cause of this obscure condition?
M.Dr.
Panasonic U5W Chassis
This set was dead except for a high-pitched squeal from the
line output stage. When the collector of the 2SD1441RL
line output transistor Q551 was disconnected we found that
the h.t. was correct at 155V. As there were no shorts across
the secondary windings we fitted a new transformer. This
restored normal operation.
J.E.
Fidelity F14
When this set was switched on we found that there was just
noise on the screen and station search didn't function. The
station search and memory buttons are at the back of the set,
below the aerial socket. They are part of the back cover
moulding. When pressed down they contact circuit switches
on the main board. As someone with a heavy hand had been
involved the buttons were stuck down hard on the switches.
We were able to bend them back gently, away from the
board and the switches. Fortunately there was still plenty of
spring so that the search tuning system could be operated if
required.
J.E.
Ferguson TX9 Chassis
This set was of the earlier type with a thyristor power
supply. It was dead with a blackened mains fuse. The regulator and crowbar trip thyristors CSR1 and CSR2 were both
short-circuit. We replaced them then checked the bridge
rectifier diodes, which were o.k. As a precaution we also
checked the resistance between the h.t. supply and chassis.
We then had a quick look through Gordon Haigh's excellent
article on the chassis (July 1987 issue). As everything
seemed to be in order we switched on and found that the set
was now working normally.
J.E.
Toshiba 212T4B
The customer said that when he'd switched on there had
been lots of smoke and the set had remained dead. On investigation we found that there was a large, carbonised hole
near the line output transformer. The hole had started at the
cathode of D400, which is connected to pin 3 of the transformer, and had grown in size to the point where four
printed tracks had been burnt away. Cleaning off the carbon
deposits, cutting away the damaged print and wiring across
to good portions of the print restored the set to life. In view
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of the damage it must have been a very fast burn up.

J.E.

NEI 2031
I've had two of these Turkish-made sets with the same fault
— sound but no picture/e.h.t. As R605 looked rather stressed
and measured open-circuit I decided to change it. The
trouble was that I couldn't read the value because of its
discoloured state. When a circuit diagram had been obtained
I found that R605 is a 5-61S2 resistor rated at 4W. As it
seems to be under-rated I fitted a 5W wirewound type. E.B.

Ferguson TX10 Chassis
When this set was switched on I was greeted with rapid tripping. After checking the focus unit, the chopper/e.h.t. transformer and the line output transistor I found that the line
output transformer T721 was the cause of the trouble. A
second-hand replacement produced a good picture and
sound for half an hour then this went the same way as the
original one. A new replacement was ordered and fitted —
and lasted for about an hour. Then I did what I should have
done before — I consulted K. Rutherford's article on the
chassis in the January 1989 issue. This stated that D831 in
the line output transistor's base circuit can be responsible
for failure of the transformer. A new transformer and diode
cured the trouble even though the original one measured all
E.B.
right.

Philips CP110 Chassis
We've had several of these sets in with line output transformer failure. After fitting the replacement we were left with
no EW correction. The cause is R3599 (4751, 1/8W metal
oxide) which, surprisingly, is on the tube base panel. J.K.P.

Philips G110 Chassis
The complaint with this Nicam set was no sound. As it came
from another branch we first tuned it to our transmitter. This
is where the cause of the fault lay: the set would scan the
band but wouldn't lock to a channel as it scanned past. A bit
of jiggery-pokery enabled us to stop the tuning at the
required point, but there was no sound. There was also no
on-screen display and the set went to standby after ten
minutes or so. We assumed that the latter symptom occurred
because the set thought it was in the "sleep" mode, and a
problem on the video identification line was suspected. This
would fit in nicely with the other faults.
We carried out a meter check on the signal identification
voltage at pin 13 of the TDA2579A timebase generator chip
IC7470. The voltage should be very low, a few mV above
zero, with no aerial input, rising to 9V when a signal is
present. In this set the voltage remained low, signal or no
signal. Thus the microcontroller chip thought that the set
wasn't tuned in, muted the sound and operated its "ten
minutes to power off mode". The set wouldn't lock because
the microcontroller depends on this line going high to halt
the tuning.
As we've had a number of defective TDA2579A chips,
causing this particular fault amongst others in sets from
several manufacturers, we fitted a replacement. Everything
then seemed to be o.k., so the set was returned. A couple of
days later it bounced, with exactly the same fault present.
We went through the same procedure and replaced the chip.
The only other item we thought might cause the trouble was
the 0.1µF chip capacitor C2451, which is connected to pin
18 of the i.c. After removing it we fitted a conventional
capacitor in the same position. This definitely cured the
S.C.
fault.

Sony KVD2512 (AE1 Chassis)
Toshiba 212R4B
A two-inch hum bar travelled up the screen, distorting the
verticals. We initially turned our attention to the low-value,
high-voltage electrolytic capacitors in the chopper and line
output stages. This proved fruitless however and we were
eventually left with the 1200, 400V reservoir capacitor
C810. It tested perfectly on the bridge but a replacement
J.K.P.
provided a complete cure.

For very intermittent faults such as the Nicam sound dropping out or crackling, the set going off tune or the picture
going dark or negative, remove the i.f. can from the tuner
panel and resolder the two transformers within the can.
We've had this trouble with quite a number of these sets and
others fitted with the same chassis: tiny dry-joints develop
S.C.
at the legs of the transformers.

Ferguson TX89 Chassis
Bush 2520T
The complaint with this set was that it worked all right from
cold but wouldn't switch back on when warm. In the fault
condition there was h.t. at the collector of the chopper transistor but there was no h.t. output from the power supply. To
cut a long story short, R809 (8201(0) in the power supply
was open-circuit. I can only guess how the set worked at all
in this condition.
J.K.P.

Decca/Tatung 120/125 Series Chassis
The problem with one of these sets was field cramp after a
couple of hours' use. We found that the slider of the set-h.t.
control R813 (10kQ) was intermittent.
J.K.P.

Philips KT3 Chassis
The symptom with this set was a four-inch band of teletext
lines across the centre of the picture. It was one of the
earlier models with the two-chip colour decoder panel.
IC192 (TDA2560) on this panel was faulty.
J.K.P.
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This set was dead with R88 and R102 open-circuit and the
TIPL791A chopper transistor TR6 short-circuit. I replaced
these items, also the TEA2018A chopper control chip IC4,
but didn't get sound or a picture when I switched on. At least
the set didn't go with a bang. This time I found that the
TIPL791A line output transistor TR13 was short-circuit. A
replacement restored the sound and picture but the height and
width were varying. A check on the h.t. line showed that the
voltage was varying over the range 90-105V. D7 (BYD33G)
which provides the supply for IC4 was found to have a slight
leak. Replacing this diode cured all the problems.
G.R.

Orion 14ARX
This set was stuck in standby: There was no 103V h.t.
supply, though we found that it did come up initially at
switch on, subsequently dying down. The video/chroma/i.f.
chip 1C401 had no voltage at pin 40. This comes from the
103V line via R458, being stabilised by the 9.1V zener
diode D403 which was short-circuit. A replacement restored
normal operation.
G.R.
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Servicing the Texet TX1434/TX2034
Andy Gallacher
You couldn't say that Texet colour receivers are thick on the
ground. We've had quite a few of them to deal with
however and pass the following information on in the hope
that it will be helpful to others who find one of them on the
bench.
Set dead, no 103V supply: There should be 103V at pin 4
of the chopper chip Q801 and the positive terminal of the
smoothing capacitor C807. If this supply is missing, replace
Q801 (STR5412), C807 (100g, 160V) and the overvoltage protection diode D807 (SR2M).
Set dead, 103V line at over 103V: Replace L405 (94mH)
and D408 (1N4937) in the feed to the line output stage.
Set dead, mains fuse F801 (4AT) open-circuit: Replace
the mains bridge rectifier diodes D801-4 (type 1N5397).
Set dead but display lit: The surge limiting resistor R801
(3.3Q, 10W) is open-circuit.
No raster, sound o.k.: Repair cracked print around the line
output transformer T402.
Blank raster, no 12V supply: There should be 12V at the
positive terminal of C431. If this supply is missing, replace
the 12V regulator chip 1502 (7812EC) and R437 (2.2n,
0.25W). It's not uncommon for C431 (470µF, 16V) to be
the cause of this problem.
No or weak sync: Replace the TA7698AP timebase generator/colour decoder chip 10501.
No colour: Check and replace the following in the order
listed: R552 4.71d) semi-fixed preset; the 4.43MHz crystal
X501; demodulator coil L552 (TRF-5605Q); IC501
(TA7698AP).
Speckling on picture plus low/distorted sound: Replace
IC101 (TA7680AP).
Low sound and high-pitched whine when the volume is
turned up: This is usually caused by IC101 (TA7680AP).
Alternatively in a few cases. L651 may need very careful
adjustment. Also replace the luF, 50V audio coupling
capacitor C609 (connected to pin 3 of IC101).

No lock on search tune but set can be fine tuned through
the band: The cure is to replace the M51207L dual voltagecomparator chip IV03. Unfortunately this item is rarely
available from suppliers. We have therefore devised the
following modification.Remove IV03, RV52/3 (both 30k52)
and CV25 (2-2µF). Build the circuit shown in Fig. 1 on a
small piece of Veroboard — be sure to leave long lengths of
connecting lead. The board can be housed in a small project
box that's glued to the inside of the cabinet and connected
as shown. Be sure that you get the connections to IVO1 the
right way round or the set will tune for ever. The component values shown are as close to the design of this chip as
it's possible to get — Cl is a miniature electrolytic. The
circuit is very reliable and perfectly safe.
Warning: Because there is no e.h.t. adjustment in this set
it's essential that the 103V supply is correct. To check this,
proceed as follows:
(1) Connect a high-accuracy e.h.t. meter to the tube's
final anode.
(2) Set the brightness and contrast controls to minimum,
i.e. zero beam current.
(3) Rotate the brightness control to both ends of its travel
while watching the meter. The voltage must not at any time
exceed the following limits:
14in. sets: 24.5kV at zero beam current, 25kV at full brightness.
20in. sets: 25.5kV at zero beam current, 26kV at full brightness.
Circuit correction: Pin 2 of the STR5412 chopper chip
Q801 should be shown connected to the junction of
R802/3/4 in the official circuit diagram for these receivers,
i.e. the connection blob is missing.
Spares: Spates are available from the Hiro Co. Ltd., Elizabeth House, Elizabeth Street, Manchester M8 8JJ (telephone
0618 347 432).
The following items are available from CPC plc, 186-200
North Road, Preston, Lancs PR1 1 YP (0772 555 034):
Q801 STR5412
IC101 TA7680AP
1301 AN5515
10501 TA7698AP

CPC code AB033-505412-38
CPC code TSB 0356804
CPC code ABlAN5515
CPC code AB033-207698-14

1301 is the field output chip.
Bleep on volume up/down with whine on sound: Retune
L651 carefully.
Washed out colours, no colour/brightness/volume
control: Replace the M50431-101SP microcontroller chip
IVO1.

AFT voltage

Inverted sync pulses at pin 12 of IV01: Replace the
KTC1815Y transistor QV06.
No tuning voltage: Replace the 33V zener diode DV18 and
the 10µF, 50V electrolytic capacitor CV22.
Loss of tuning memory: Replace the M58655P memory
chip 1V02.
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Fig. 1: A.F.T. drive circuit using discrete components. All
resistors have a 2% tolerance and a rating of 0.25W.
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More on the Philips KT3 Chassis
John C. Priest
The well laid out Philips KT3 chassis was used in a number
of popular sets that were sold over the years 1980-83. There
were Philips and Pye models from 14in. portables to 20in.
table models in wooden cabinets, with and without teletext.

Chassis Details
The chassis consists of a vertical mother board which is
well supported in a metal frame and carries the line and
field output stages and the chopper transistor and smoothing
components, most of the rest of the circuitry being mounted
on daughter boards. There are many similarities with the
larger screen K30 chassis, and many of the subpanels are
interchangeable. The KT3 has a line output transformer with
separate e.h.t. and focus units while the K30 has a diodesplit line output transformer.
Because of their good reliability these sets are seldom
seen in the workshop. Recently however we had a rash of
them in.

A 14in Portable
The first one was a 37KT3052, which is a 14in portable in
a white plastic cabinet with simple remote control and incremental channel change. It was completely dead, the culprit
being the 4.7C2 surge limiting resistor R6191 associated with
the mains bridge rectifier circuit. Note that in some manuals
it's shown as R6291 in the components list. This used to be a
common fault, but as these sets are now around ten years old
I would have thought that all the dodgy 4.70 wirewound
resistors would have been weeded out by now.

Pye 16in Portable
The next set was a Pye 42KT3157, similar to the first but
with a 16in. tube, full remote control and teletext. This set
had partial field collapse, with the top half of the picture
compressed down to the middle half inch of the screen and a
fairly normal display in the lower half. It seemed that
someone else had already had a go: when the back had been
removed we saw that just about every component in the
field output stage had been resoldered.
As a quick check I fitted the sync/timebase generator
subpanel from the first set. This made no difference to the
symptoms and voltage checks around the field output transistors and the driver and pre-driver transistors on the main
panel indicated that the fault was in this area. The two output
transistors had received previous attention but I removed
them for checking. Resistive checks gave them an apparently
clean bill of health, but when a transistor tester was used the
gain of the upper transistor, a BD233, was found to be only
49 as opposed to 155 with a new sample. So a new
BD233/BD234 output pair were fitted, restoring the scan and
the voltages to normal. Moral: don't rely on resistive checks
only when investigating possible transistor faults.

differ, so bear this in mind when you're contemplating
component swaps from the graveyard.
Set number four was another 14C925. It had what looked
like a small golf ball welded to the aerial socket — in fact a
coaxial plug corroded by water from the downlead. Luckily
these sets have a separate aerial socket/isolator which is
liked to the tuner via a short coaxial lead, so repair was
simply a matter of fitting a new aerial socket. A better
arrangement than with most modem sets in which, because
they have an isolated chassis, the aerial socket is mounted
directly on , the tuner. With these, water damage can be
extensive and expensive, if not fatal.

Line Output Faults
Set five suffered from hour-glass distortion with no
control of the width. The BD234 diode modulator driver
transistor T1490 and the BC548 pre-driver T1485 were both
leaky, replacements solving this little problem.
Set six, a Pye 42KT3157, tripped at infrequent intervals.
There was a lot of greasy/sooty deposit around the line
output stage, so this was first cleaned up. The e.h.t. tray was
then removed and examined: you sometimes find that there's
a pinhole through the bottom to chassis, but this one seemed
to be o.k. I then noticed that the set cut out momentarily
when any contact was made with the focus or the first anode
controls. As both of them (T1572 and R1581) were showing
their age I replaced them along with R1580 (2.7M0) and
R1582 (1%1). A good soak test showed that this had done
the trick.

Goes Red
The complaint with another 3157 was that the picture
"goes red". At switch on there was if anything a lack of red.
The picture was a pale cyan, then improved considerably
over the first three or four minutes to give a good display.
But after about half an hour the green gradually faded,
leaving a strongly magenta picture. This reverted to normal
when the back was removed. Judicious use of the hairdryer
and freezer soon pinpointed the TDA3560 colour decoder
chip on the luminance/chroma panel as being the cause of
the trouble. Note that the 3157 is a teletext set with the later
single-chip decoder — the earlier luminance/chroma module
has two chips.
The TDA3560 is fitted in a socket which can also give
problems. When this happens the best cure is to remove the
socket completely and solder the chip to the panel directly.
It's necessary to quil the pins before refitting. With this
particular receiver however a new chip and grey-scale setup provided a complete cure.
The main panel socket into which the luminance-chroma
module is fitted can also be responsible for intermittent loss
of or flooding with different colours. When working on these
sets it's worth cleaning and examining all the subpanel
connectors.

Two Philips Portables
The third set, a Philips 14C925 in a silver cabinet, had a
faulty tuner which was packed off to those nice people at
MCES for attention. It was an ELC2003, but you also come
across the U321 in these sets. The associated i.f. modules
176

Monitor Use
The next set, a 16CT3715, was the Philips equivalent of
the 3157. It wasn't actually faulty. The owner used it as a
monitor for editing video and camcorder tapes and wanted
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video compatibility on more than the single channel (12)
provided. Video switching in these sets is carried out on the
tuning subpanel at the right-hand side of the cabinet, behind
the cover over the tuning potentiometers. There are three
four-bit decoder chips, IC856/7/8, on this panel. Each
switches three of the twelve channels. Pins 10, 12, 14 and
16 on each chip can be used for video switching, but only
pin 16 of IC858 is so used — it switches to the video mode
on channel 12 by taking one end of R868 (101M) to chassis,
thus turning on transistor TS859. This in turn switches pin
10 of the TDA2571Q chip on the sync panel. If you just
want to extend the VCR switching to one or two more channels, further 10k0, 0.25W resistors can be added on the
print side of the tuning panel (U856), from pins 12 and 14
of IC858 to the junction of R868/R869. Channels 10 and 11
will then be VCR compatible. A quicker and easier way is
to link pins 3 and 5 of plug M on the lower edge of the
mother board, immediately below the sync module. This
makes all channels VCR compatible.

No Sound
The last KT3 had no sound, a common fault in the early
days. The seven-pin DIN headphone socket next to the
mains switch has a small slide switch that turns off the loudspeaker when 'phones are in use. It's easy to turn this switch
off accidentally when dusting etc. In this case however the

switch was open-circuit, probably because of lack of use.
Switch cleaner often provides a cure, but a better solution if
the switch is never used is to solder a permanent link across
its contacts. When the switch is frequently used a complete
replacement headphone-panel assembly can be obtained
from Philips under part no. 4822 212 20503. It consists of a
socket, switch and isolation transformer mounted on a small
PCB.

Tube Boosting
A final note. When one of these sets shows signs of
c.r.t. fading and a replacement is ruled out because of the
age or condition of the set, a temporary improvement in
picture quality can be achieved by shorting out one of the
two chokes L9603/9604 on the c.r.t. base panel. The resultant cathode emission increase provides a dramatic
improvement in picture quality, and I know of several
instances where doing this has extended the useful life of
the set by well over a year. Don't be tempted to increase
the boost by shorting out both chokes: this is likely to
result in either a cathode-heater short-circuit or an opencircuit heater, both of which make the tube and the set
useless. Don't neglect to explain to the customer beforehand what you propose to do and to emphasise that it will
provide only a temporary cure, a new tube or set being
essential sooner or later.
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oom at
the Back
J. Le Jeune
It was a busy afternoon in the Electric Dreams workshop.
Service Manager Sid had the kettle on the boil and an old
Ultra Bermuda colour set — Thorn 8500 series chassis — on
his bench. Young Gareth was looking at an Hitachi VT220
with no deck functions, noisy r.f. bypass and a general lack
of go. He began to take off the cover. Norman had his head
in a Ferguson SRA1 satellite receiver that seemed to be
working perfectly well. The customer had complained that it
switched between good clean pictures and no picture or
sound at all, just a screenful of noise. It would take about an
hour after switch on for this to happen: the receiver would
then switch between the two states every fifteen to twenty
minutes. Norman decided to leave it on and see what
happened, turning his attention to a Toshiba 140R3B that
wouldn't come out of standby.
Sid switched on the Ultra set and got a picture. The e.h.t.
sizzled a bit at the cap, which was not surprising considering
that it was a damp day. He switched the set off, discharged
the e.h.t. with his wand and took a look at the area around
the tube's bowl. After cleaning it carefully, first with methylated spirit and then with a small drop of industrial alcohol,
he found that the underside of the e.h.t. cap had been crazed
by corona discharge. So he'd have to replace it. After a
gigantic clear out a couple of months previously he'd lost his
vast stock of defective triplers, kept for the anode caps only,
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but there'd been an improvement since then. He went to
rummage amongst his little cache of obsolete spares in an
old outhouse.
Norman had found the cause of the Toshiba set's
problem: D808 had been short-circuit. He replaced the back
cover, put the set on the soak test bench and picked up a
Mitsubishi HSB30 with no playback picture. Time to get the
scope and settle down for a signal tracing session.
Gareth grunted with satisfaction. The voltage regulator
chip in the Hitachi VCR had proved to be faulty. He went to
order a replacement, stopping to watch Sid's struggle with
the Ultra set's e.h.t. cap. Flashes of lightning penetrated the
workshop's grimy windows and thunder boomed at shortening intervals. Sid soldered the cavity connector back in
place and pushed it into the recess in the final anode cap,
then pushed it into the tube and switched on. There was an
almighty flash and an almost instantaneous clap of thunder,
followed by darkness as the power was cut. Sid steadied his
hand and regretted not having brewed a fresh pot before the
power went off.
The power soon returned. Norman scoped the Mitsubishi
VCR's playback signal path and found that the f.m. didn't
go beyond Q2B2. Fitting a replacement transistor restored
the playback picture. He turned to the SRAL The loss of
power had allowed it to cool down. To raise the working
temperature quickly he forced hot air from a hairdryer
through the ventilation slots. This worked: the signal
dissolved instantly into noise. Leaving the unit powered up,
Norman removed the cover and began to check voltages. In
later versions of this satellite unit R145, the safety resistor
in the a.c. supply to BR3, was replaced with a small selfresetting fuse called a polyswitch. This is in the LNB
supply. Operation of the polyswitch had produced the fault
condition. Norman removed the offending item and went to
the stores for a replacement. When this had been fitted the
SRA1 produced a good picture and sound. Norman put it on
the soak test rack. It was getting late: the other patients
would have to wait till the following day.
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TV Fault Findin

Reports from Philip Blundell, AMIEIE,
Steve Cannon, Chris Watton, Brian Storm,
Ed Rowland, G. Bakawala, Graham W. Rees,
Alan R. Bayly, Graham Richards,
Alfred Damp, Richard Newman,
John Edwards and Richard J. Avis

Alba CTV2
Beware the coffee-coloured resistor! The only snag is that
this set is full of them. You may have come across this type
of resistor being supplied to the trade by one of the wholesalers over the past few years. They fail if used in highvoltage situations. In this case the set was dead and R81
(100k51) was open-circuit. It provides a start-up feed for the
P.B.
TEA2018A chopper control chip IC5.

Philips GR2.1AA Chassis
This set was dead with the standby light flashing. In fact the
power supply was running but the line output stage wasn't.
The start-up voltage at pin 16 of the TDA2579 timebase
generator chip was low at 5V because the feed resistor
R3455 had risen in value from 11d2 to 5kQ. It's a safety
P.B.
resistor, part no. 4822 051 10102.

Sony KVA2512 (AE1C Chassis)
A common dry-joint fault with this chassis produces the
following intermittent symptoms: the picture rolls, goes
black-and-white with a pulsing picture, or line twitching
occurs at the top of the screen. The remedy is to resolder the
chassis can connection on the digital video panel. Remove
the panel from the motherboard and take off the can on the
copper side of the panel. The dry-joint occurs at the lower,
left can connection, looking at the copper side with the can
to the top. The video processing around this part of the
board relies on the can as its chassis connection. Sony has
S.C.
issued a modification sheet on this fault.

After all, it's a safety component that has to be the same as
the original. When the package arrived and was opened my
face fell in despair. The transformer was of the larger, black
type that just didn't want to go in. I was about to lob the
jiffy bag that had contained it when something fluttered out.
Yep, it was the mod. kit. The packet contained a few
components that had to be changed, and one sentence in the
fitting instructions met with great elation. "Remove the
redundant pins, if fitted, near the transformer mounting
holes." They were out in a flash, the new transformer was
fitted and the mod. kit worked absolutely. Another "top
S.C.
banana" repair had been successfully completed.

NordMende Prestige 72
This set didn't tune correctly and Band IV couldn't be
selected — the channel numbers reached only 23. Any
method of programming had no effect. I wondered whether
the memory chip was full or faulty but a replacement backup battery restored normal operation.
C.W.

Philips CTX Chassis
This set was dead. There was 320V at the collector of the
BUX84 chopper transistor but the voltage at the collector of
the BF422 driver transistor Tr7353 was only 7V instead of
100V. As this transistor was clearly without drive we moved
back to the TDA2577 timebase generator chip IC7375
which also controls the chopper. Its supply pin 16 was at
only 0.6V instead of 9V. A resistance check from this point
to chassis produced a reading of about 2Q. C2395 (100µF)
was short-circuit.
C.W.

Ferguson TX100 Chassis
The customer's complaint was that the field collapsed when
the set had been on for an hour. But it wasn't a field fault,
instead a rather curious power supply fault. When I'd had
the set on for about half an hour a slight whining noise from
the power supply developed. This increased over a period of
fifteen minutes, then the field collapsed. Checks showed
that something was wrong with the supply to the field
output stage — in fact all the secondary outputs from the
power supply were quite low.
By this time the power supply sounded like a jumbo jet
taking off about thirty yards away, and in an attempt to
persuade me to switch the set off gestures were being made
and things were being thrown in my direction. The set was
duly turned off and, after a bit of thought, I switched on
again and went in search of the cause of the offending
commotion. Though the sound came from the chopper
transformer it seemed unlikely that this was responsible: I
could count on one hand the number of faulty chopper transformers I've had in sets of any make. But all fingers pointed
at it, so out it came. A larger, black type from a scrap
chassis was half-heartedly fitted. This involved a bit of a
crush as some redundant pins for a non-existent socket got
in the way. I soldered the transformer in at thirty degrees to
the PCB just to prove the point, honest, and prove the point
it did. Not a squeal was heard and the voltages remained
steady for hours.
It was time to order a new transformer from Ferguson.
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ITT CT3326/TX3326 (Monoprint B Chassis)
If the set is dead check whether there's 115V at the collector
of the BU508D line output transistor. If so, connect a scope
to this point via a x10 probe. Look at the waveform. There
should be lkV flyback pulses spaced 641.Isec apart. If
there's a second pulse spaced about 20psec after the main
pulse, whose amplitude is reduced to about 400V, and the
waveform is unstable then in my experience the line output
transformer is likely to be defective.
If the 115V feed to the line output stage is missing check
C701 (4.70) in the power supply. This frequently goes
open-circuit to give the no results symptom.
C.W.

Panasonic TC21M1R (Z4 Chassis)
This set would come on with field collapse. The field scanning would then open out but the set would shut down at
irregular intervals. During these irregularities the field drive
from board C remained constant, so attention was turned to
the LA7837 field output chip IC451. Suspicious as always of
the small yellow capacitors in these sets I checked the ones
connected to this i.c. and soon found that C462 was slightly
leaky. A 470pF replacement restored normal operation. B.S.

Panasonic TC21M1R (Z4 Chassis)
This set came in dead, i.e. there was no operation. When the
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optocoupler in the power supply was overridden a blank
raster appeared, with no sound. The main microcontroller
chip was totally inoperative, so our next line of investigation
was to check around the oscillator, resets, feeds etc. This
eventually led to removal of the ST24CO2A EEPROM chip
IC1202, which restored normal operation. A replacement
B.S.
was put on order.

Hitachi CPT2174 (G6P Chassis)
This set had just run out of an extended warranty when it
began to suffer from intermittent loss of colour. As application of slight pressure to any component in the vicinity of the
chroma delay line DL501 made the colour come and go we
replaced this item, to no avail. We eventually discovered that
pin 30 of the HA51338SP timebase generator/colour decoder
chip IC501 had never been soldered — the pin was making
barely perceptible contact with the print. The amazing thing
E.R.
is that the set had given no previous trouble.

Checks around the control panel then showed that the data
lines were low and inactive. This is available only as a
complete replacement panel, so a new one was ordered.
Fitting it restored normal operation. The correct options for
UK use have to be programmed in. When this was done as
per the manual the set could be tuned. The on-screen diagnostics then revealed that there was a fault in the Nicam
decoder which had to be replaced. Further faults were found
in the audio stages, and after replacement of three more
chips normal sound was obtained. All this because someone
had had ago!
R.N.

Decca/Tatung 140 Series Chassis
This set produced a loud hum at switch on. I found that
C808 and C810 (both 100µF, 25V) in the chopper circuit
had dried out. Replacements cured the hum but the verticals
were ragged. This was cured by replacing the h.t. reservoir
and smoothing capacitors C822 and C826 (both 47p,F,
250V).
R.N.

Philips 2A Chassis
There was a half-inch gap at the left-hand side of the screen
and just the slightest hint of bent verticals. Adjustment of
the width control didn't improve matters and we eventually
discovered that the cause of the trouble was the "lower" of
the two diodes in the EW diode modulator circuit, D6610
E.R.
(B YW95 C).

Saisho CT147R
We get these sets in because the power supply has died. I
usually find that R621 and R622 have changed value.
Fitting replacements of the correct value completes the
repair.
G.B.

Sony KV2022UB
Alba CTV10
Not long after replacing IC402 to cure a dead-set fault we
were surprised to receive a call from the owner of this
receiver to say that the same thing had happened. Well it
wasn't quite the same this time. On the previous occasion
the standby light had come on. This time the set was totally
dead, with the 650mAT fuse F401 blown. Checks in the
power supply showed that a section of the bridge rectifier,
D404, had gone short-circuit. A new fuse and diode
completed the repair. Fortunately the customer didn't take it
too badly when he was told that he would have to pay again
— probably because we did the job for next to nothing. Incidentally we noticed that the symbols for D403 and D405 are
printed the wrong way round on the underside of the panel
(at least in the set we had) though they are shown correctly
E.R.
on the component side.

With a dead set check the mains fuse and chopper transistor.
If they are faulty fit replacements. But don't switch on:
check R513, R514 and R516 first.
G.B.

Ferguson TX90 Chassis
The cause of a dead set that blows fuse FS51 on the
secondary side of the mains transformer is usually a leaky
line output transistor (TR112): check by removing it. If the
set "hums" at switch on when a new line output transistor
has been fitted then I'm afraid that the line output transformer also needs to be replaced. If the set trips when a new
transformer has been fitted it's because the power supply is
at maximum and can't be set. Replace TR107 — I usually
use a BD809 here. Note that the secondary fuse is FS102 in
the small-screen models.
G.B.

Philips CP110 Chassis

Toshiba 210T6B

This one was unusual. The complaint was that the picture
"pulsed on and off". Sure enough the picture blanked out
and then returned at roughly one second intervals. The h.t.
supply was rock steady at 140V. Scope checks around the
TDA3562A colour decoder chip showed that it was
blanking its RGB outputs. Heating the chip cured the fault
so a replacement was fitted, but this made no difference.
Now this set uses auto grey-scale correction and the circuit
for detecting the black level is on the c.r.t. base panel.
Checks took me to transistor Tr7413 on this panel where I
found that R3415 (470kQ) in its base bias network was
open-circuit.
R.N.

If the set is dead with the standby light permanently on first
check that the 5V (always) supply is present at the collector
of QA15 (BC557A). If this supply is present but there's no
voltage at the base and emitter of this transistor the
M50747-205SP microcontroller chip ICA01 is faulty. G.B.

There was a loud low-pitched whistle from the line output
stage area with uncontrollable high-level sound not tuned to
a station. Rather misleading this. It's a line output stage
fault: change the tripler.
G.B.

Philips FL1.1 Chassis

Ferguson 1790 Chassis

This nearly new set had been got at by another dealer. When
it was switched on all the LEDs on the front lit up. None of
the functions operated but there was a flash from the screen
at switch-off. The set couldn't be put into the service mode.

This monochrome portable produced only a white raster
whichever channel it was tuned to. But at either side of the
tuning point a noisy, unsteady picture could be obtained.
The contrast, control had no effect. Checks around the
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Decca 120 Chassis
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MC13002P multi-function chip IC2 showed that there was
no line pulse input at pin 15. The cause was a track break
between pin 7 of the line output transformer and diode D8.
Absence of the pulses affected the a.g.c., the clue being no
voltage at pin 8 or 9 of IC2. This may save someone
replacing IC2 unnecessarily, as I did!
A.R.B.

Ferguson TX85 Chassis
This set caught me out! The TIP791A chopper transistor
TR6 was short-circuit and both the 2.252 surge limiter R88
and the 800mAT mains fuse FS1 were open-circuit. These
items and the TEA2018A chopper control chip IC4 were
replaced. At switch on everything seemed to be fine, with a
good picture etc., though there was a faint whistle from
around the power supply. I was then distracted. On my
return five minutes later the power supply had selfdestructed again. TR6 felt very hot and because of the low
whistle previously mentioned the penny dropped. Check the
snubber network I thought. Sure enough R101 (1.2k0, 5W)
was open-circuit. When this and the other items had been
replaced the set finally worked correctly.
G.R.

Sony KV2704UB
The initial problems with this large set were to do with the
channel change and function buttons. This was put right by
fitting a new set of user push-switches, but the set would not
memorise any newly tuned stations. We soon found that the
—25V line was low at —5V. The 101..tF, 63V capacitor that
smooths this supply, C818, had dried up and gone opencircuit.
G.R.

feeds, via a couple of resistors, the field ramp generator
(pin 2) in the TDA4505 chip.
G.W.R.

Salora K Chassis/Hitachi CPT2188
The problem with this set was that the display and tuning
didn't work. Voltage checks around the SAA1294 control
chip led us to CC107 (22011F, 16V) which was shortcircuit.
R.J.A.

Toshiba C2000B
The customer complained about lack of width. Quick
checks showed that the h.t. voltage was low at 93V instead
of 107V while the h.t. adjustment control R851 had no
effect. We subsequently found that the 2SC1195 series
regulator transistor Q801 was open-circuit base-to-emitter.
In this condition one would have expected the receiver not
to work at all.
R.J.A.

Ferguson TX90 Chassis
This set produced a grainy picture, as though the tuner's
gain was low. As a new tuner made no difference attention
was turned to the SL1432 chip and the SAW filter. These
two items weren't responsible either! We eventually found
that C106 (10nF) which couples the output from the tuner to
the SL1432 chip was faulty.
A.D.

Saisho CT141/Matsui 1420A

If you have a dead power supply and you've checked R512
(0.47Q), R518 (1a), Q104 (2SC2271) and Q105 (2SC536),
check for bias at pin 2 of the STR58041 chopper chip
IC501 before condemning this device. One or both of the
150kQ bias resistors R503/4 may be open-circuit — probably R504.
G.R.

The complaint was of intermittent no results. When the set
was checked on the bench however it was dead. After
removing the chassis we found that there were various dryjoints around the chopper transformer T501. When these
had been resoldered the set came to life, but when the back
was refitted it went dead again. Further investigation
showed that the h.t. supply rose to only 46V. When the load
was removed it reached 80V slowly, 30V less than the
correct figure. We eventually found that C504 (0.047g)
was virtually open-circuit.
A.D.

Orion 14ARX

Hitachi G8Q Chassis

Loss of field sync (picture rolling) was the problem with
this set. A replacement TA8808N chip (IC401) provided a
cure.
G.W.R.

This set displayed a bright white raster. We found that the
4-71.1F reservoir capacitor for the supply to the RGB output
transistors, C720, was open-circuit.
A.D.

Hinari CT14

Mitsubishi CT2531BM (Euro 4 Chassis)

Uncontrollable brightness with flyback lines was the fault
condition with this set. We traced the cause to Q301 which
was short-circuit collector-to-emitter.
G.W.R.

There was normal sound but no raster. As the tube's heaters
were alight we turned up the first anode control and found
that the cause of the trouble was field collapse. A quick
check showed that the 24V supply was missing at pin 7 of
the AN5521 field output chip IC401. This supply is derived
from the line output transformer. We found that the 0.825
safety resistor R563 in the relevant rectifier circuit had
failed. Somewhat to our surprise a new resistor restored the
full field scan. Normally the resistor goes open-circuit when
the chip fails. A long test run proved that all was o.k.

Matsui 2180T/Saisho FST212

Indiana 100 Chassis (Perdio/Bush/Alba)
This chassis is used in various Perdio, Bush and Alba
models. A Perdio P2101 that came in recently produced a
blank raster with lack of height when it was switched on.
After trying the tuning I managed to get a picture and
sound but there was still lack of height, while a one-inch
flyback blanking line occasionally came down the picture.
Since all four stations had to be tuned in I decided to
check the voltage across the TAA550 33V stabiliser. The
reading was 21V. As the 151d2 feed resistor was o.k. I
replaced the TAA550 stabiliser. Everything now worked
correctly, including the height. When you look at the
circuit diagram carefully you see that the 33V line also
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Ferguson ICC5 Chassis
The symptoms were severe EW bowing and line pairing.
We found that the TDA4950 EW modulator driver chip was
too hot to touch. A replacement cured the fault. Comparison
with a new chip showed that the defective one had a short
between pins 5 (EW output) and 4 (chassis).
J.E.
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More on the Finlux 3000 Chassis
Chris Watton
Steve Cannon's article on this chassis in the August 1992
issue of Television was informative and helpful. Here are
some further notes, based on my own experience with these
sets.

Skymaster Handset
As Steve mentioned, the Skymaster handset can be
programmed to work with various VCRs. The programming
is simple and the system works perfectly. Until, that is, the
batteries are exhausted or the operating voltage is interrupted for some reason. The problem can be overcome by
adding diodes to the PCB to make the program permanent.
The positions are marked on the panel, which is drilled so
that the diodes can be fitted. Use type 1N4148 diodes. For
the various modes, add diodes as follows:
Mode 0: Don't add diodes.
Mode 1: Add diode Dt14.
Mode 2: Add diode Dt13.
Mode 3: Add diodes Dt13 and Dt14.
Mode 4: Add diode Dt12.
Mode 5: Add diodes Dt12 and Dt14.
Mode 6: Add diodes Dt12 and Dt13.
Mode 7: Add diodes Dt12, Dt13 and Dt14.
Mode 8: Add diode Dt11.
These modes enable the unit to control the following
VCRs:
Mode 0: Finlux VR2008, Schneider 266.
Mode 1: Finlux VR1010, 1012, 1030,2010, 2030 and
2040. Asa VR6000 and VR2019. Philips VR6443,

6543, 6862, 6462, 6660 6467, 6760.
Mode 2: Sharp 781, 783, 785, 100, 102, 501, 801, 851
Mode 3: Sharp 682, 683, 684, 685, 693, 6F3
Mode 4: JVC HRD170, 180, 210, 230, 310, 470, 755,
530EH, 120, 300.
Mode 5: DER machines.
Mode 6: Hitachi VT250, 120, 130, 150, 414E and 420.
Mode 7: Panasonic NVG12, 21, 25 and NV870.
Blaupunkt RTV320.
Mode 8: Asa VR2017.
This works only with the Skymaster RC3010 handset.

12C Lines
The I2C data and clock lines are protected against overloading at the inputs to most of the slave devices and at the
microcontroller chip's outputs. For example the SCL and
SDL protection resistors at the input to the tuner processor
are Ra2 and Ra3 respectively. In normal operation there's
no voltage difference across these resistors. If there's a
short-circuit at say pin 4 of ICil then a voltage will be
present across Ra2 (33051).
As a general rule, if a fault is suspected on either of these
lines a check across the relevant resistors should, in the case
of an overload, enable the cause to be determined. Before
condemning the chip make sure that the decoupling capacitor, where present, isn't leaky.

Tricks
These sets can perform some nice tricks, for example the
ability to display internally generated test bars with FINLUX
at the top of the screen. This is obtained by pressing the
handset's `prog' button. The on-screen display can be moved
by pressing the volume control then, before the display disappears, pressing the `prog' key after which the step keys will
move the display's position or remove it completely. To
change the colour of the display, press the `inv' key instead of
the `prog' key in the procedure just outlined.

Faults
EW modulator diode Dz8 (BY299) on the line output
panel has been the cause of a concave picture on a few occasions.
The horizontal black lines fault mentioned by Steve
Cannon is quite common. In sets that incorporate the
vertical switch module mounted on the scan coils a similar
fault can appear when the BC637 transistor Tv3 on this
panel is defective.
Neither Steve nor I has been able to provide a lengthy
faults list — there simply aren't many faults with this reliable
chassis.

Appreciation
Finally I'd like to wish Barrie Judge, who recently left
Finlux after being the technical manager for many years, a
happy and prosperous future. The technical training days he
ran were particularly helpful.
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Servicing the Tatung 190 Series Chassis
Duncan Grant
The 190 series chassis was introduced as a replacement for
the 160/165 series chassis. There are remote and non-remote
control versions, and with minor circuit variations it will
drive 14, 20 and 21in. tubes. The 190 and 195 chassis are
non-remote and remote control versions respectively with
14in. tubes; the 191 and 196 are non-remote and remote
control versions with 20in. tubes; while the 197 is a remote
control chassis designed to drive a 21in. FS tube. The 197
has a lower h.t. (109.5V instead of 115V) than the other
versions and incorporates a different line output transformer. In the 20 and 21in. chassis the audio output chip has
a heatsink and drives an 852 loudspeaker instead of the 1652
one used in 14in. sets.
Overview
As with the 170 series chassis the switch-mode power
supply provides mains isolation: it differs in using a f.e.t.
chopper transistor and a more compact control chip, type
TDA4605. A f.e.t. was chosen for this application because it
will operate at a higher frequency than a bipolar type,
enabling a more compact transformer to be used. Despite its
small size the TDA4605 chip incorporates excellent protection and shutdown features and is very robust.
The small HD401220 control chip provides tuning,
memory and basic control functions. In the standby mode it
disables the 12V regulator, thereby removing the drive to
the line oscillator.
Much of the circuitry (i.f., sync and the timebase generators) is incorporated in the TDA4505 chip which in addition
to the usual functions has automatic switching for VCR
playback and a divider system for generating the field
sawtooth drive waveform, thus avoiding the need for a field
hold control.
These are generally very reliable chassis with excellent
protection circuitry and no "chain reaction" failures where
an initial faulty component leads to the demise of a number
of others.
Power Supply Operation
The power supply circuit is shown in Fig. 1. The main
items are the TDA4605 control chip IC801, the BUK454800 chopper transistor TR801 which is a MOS type f.e.t.,
and the chopper transformer T801. T801's primary winding
is connected, in series with TR801, to the voltage developed
by the mains bridge rectifier D801-4 across its reservoir
capacitor C808. When TR801 switches on energy is stored
in the transformer. When it's switched off this energy is
transferred via the secondary windings to the loads. By
varying the transistor's switch-on time the TDA4605 chip
controls the amount of energy delivered to the loads. Thus
the output voltages are virtually independent of the load
conditions.
Rectifier D808/C806 produces a feedback voltage which
is fed via a resistor network to pin 1 of the chip for control
purposes. It determines the width of the drive pulses
produced at pin 5 to suit the load conditions. R806 (set h.t.)
adjusts the proportion of the feedback voltage applied to pin
1.
The feedback winding on the transformer is also
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connected, via R804/5, to pin 8 of IC801. Each negativegoing waveform excursion (falling edge) from T801 triggers
a zero-crossing detector in the chip, enabling the logic that
controls the timing of the next drive pulse from pin 5. This
ensures that the output pulses are correctly timed.
The charging network R811/C807 produces a sawtooth
waveform whose amplitude is controlled by a switch behind
pin 2 of the chip. This action generates a voltage that's
proportional to TR801's drain current. Should the current
drain reach the overload point the logic within the chip will
set the output at pin 5 to low potential.
A proportion of the voltage across the reservoir capacitor
C808 is fed to pin 3 of the chip where it's compared to an
internal reference voltage. This is under-voltage sensing: if
the supply voltage is too low the chip switches off.
D807 and C803 produce the supply for the chip. For
start-up purposes pin 6 is also connected to the mains input
via R802/3.
The chip has internal temperature sensing. If its temperature becomes excessive the internal logic is disabled. The
chip then continues to check its own temperature. When the
temperature returns to normal it will start up again.
Dead Set, Mains Fuse Intact
We'll start with the dead set symptom, with the mains
fuse intact but no LED display. The best way to tackle this
problem is to disconnect the supply to the line output stage
by lifting one end of L403 — it lies alongside the line output
transformer, on the edge of the board.
If the power supply remains dead, check the start-up
resistors R802/3 (15k52, 0.5W). A change was introduced
here: in later production sets these are 16k52, 0.6W metalfilm resistors. Next check TR801 which could be shortcircuit between its gate and source connections. This will
short out the drive from the chip. Usually the mains fuse
doesn't blow, but occasionally it will "soft blow".
Check the voltage at pin 6 of IC801. It should be about
10V with respect to pin 4. Until the supply from the transformer is established the voltage at pin 6 will not be steady:
instead it will pulse on and off. If the voltage at this point is
low, suspect that C803 has lost capacitance or is opencircuit. Note that when C803 is low in value the power
supply may operate unloaded but will not operate when the
load is connected. When C803 is open-circuit on the other
hand the power supply won't operate at all.
If there's no voltage at all at pin 6 and the start-up resistors are o.k. suspect IC801.
If the power supply works when L403 is disconnected,
connect a 100W bulb as a substitute load for the line output
stage. When the h.t. supply is at just under 115V the bulb
should light. If it doesn't and the supply reservoir capacitor
C803 is o.k. the most likely culprit is R827 (4752, 4W wirewound). You may find that this,component is marked on the
PCB as a link (LK820). In later production sets R827 is a
rectangular-type resistor that rarely fails. In either case it's
situated next to TR801 within the confines of the heatsink.
If the power supply remains dead accompanied by a
high-pitched bleep at one or two cycles per second this will
usually mean that there's a direct short-circuit across the h.t.
or one of the other outputs from the power supply. As a
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Fig. 1: The f.e.t. chopper power supply circuit used in the Tatung 190 series chassis. In remote control versions the
on/off switch S801 has an extra, momentary-make contact. The h.t. varies with tube type.

result the power supply operates in the "shut-down" mode.

Dead Set, Mains Fuse Blown
If the mains fuse has blown there's normally no need to
disconnect the supply to the line output stage as the problem
lies in the power supply. First check the bridge rectifier
circuit, then TR801 which you will probably find has gone
short-circuit. The surge limiter resistor R801 (3.352, 4W)
may be open-circuit as a result. More than likely there will
be no other damage. It's worth checking R811 (4701M,
0.5W) as well however since if this resistor is open-circuit
or high in value a new TR801 will die instantly.
If TR801 seems to be in order it's a good idea to remove
it from the heatsink and carefully examine the insulator and
the heatsink itself for any signs of perforation.
IC801 is the next suspect. Occasionally, in very stubborn
cases, it may be necessary to replace IC801 and TR801 as a
pair.
The Line Oscillator

The line oscillator's free-running frequency is determined by R109 (30kS2, 2%), R111 (4.7kS2, hold control)
and C111 (2.7nF, 1%) which are connected to pin 23 of the
TDA4505 chip IC101. The line drive output appears at pin
26. If there's no output waveform at pin 26 though the
waveform at pin 23 appears to be in order check that its
frequency is correct. Oscillation will continue even if C111
is open-circuit or dry-jointed, but the frequency will be
around 1.5MHz.
If everything seems to be in order here you may notice
that the voltage at pin 26 is around 2.5V instead of the 4.2V
shown on the circuit diagram though a line drive waveform
is present. This doesn't mean that there's a fault in this area.
If the line output stage in inoperative there will be no feedback pulse to pin 27. The mark-space ratio of the drive
waveform will therefore be reduced, resulting in a lower d.c.
voltage at pin 26 and insufficient output to the driver stage.
The cause of one rather elusive fault that made the set
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trip but wasn't, as you'd expect, in the line output stage was
eventually traced to the track to pin 23 (line oscillator) of
IC101 being open-circuit. This left pin 23 with no external
circuitry connected and, although a waveform of sorts was
present, the line output transistor was being switched on for
too long. Hence the excess current flow and tripping power
supply.
Another unusual fault whose cause you might expect to
lie in the driver or output stage was rippled verticals. C112
was dry-jointed. The effect could be modified or eliminated
by adjusting the line hold control R111 away from its
correct setting.

The Line Driver and Output Stages
The first thing to check in the line driver stage is the
value of the 1852 feed resistor R413. It sometimes goes
high, the result being one or more of the following symptoms: no drive to the line output transistor; lack of width
with line foldover in the centre of the screen, particularly
when the brightness control setting is increased; ragged
verticals; and intermittent variations of these symptoms. If
R413 is in order, check the voltage across it. The reading,
again in the absence of feedback pulses, should be about
1.3V. Then check the line output transistor and transformer.
If e.h.t. is present but there's no raster and the line driver
and output stages seem to be in order, check that the c.r.t.
heater voltage is present at the base panel and that sandcastle pulses are present at pin 27 of IC101. It's important to
remember that the c.r.t. heater winding on the line output
transformer also supplies the feedback pulses to IC101's
sandcastle pin 27. A careful check on the print that runs
from pins 6 and 10 of the transformer, paying particular
attention to the printed circuit-pads around the transformer
pins, will usually solve the problem.
I have encountered only one case of repeated failure of
the S2000AF line output transistor TR403. The cause was a
dry-joint on the flyback tuning capacitor C404.
If the power supply has shut down, accompanied by a
repetitive bleeping sound, but works with a dummy load,
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check whether TR403 or the BY133 efficiency diode D401
is short-circuit.

from IC101 which is, or course, part of the linearity feedback loop.

Tripping

Tuner and Tuning Faults

Non-remote control sets will continue to trip indefinitely
if the line output stage is drawing excessive current. Remote
control sets in this condition trip once or twice then go into
the standby mode.
The best course to take when the power supply is tripping
is to disconnect the scan coil plug and the c.r.t. base panel.
This eliminates the scan coils and the c.r.t. from suspicion,
which must then fall on the line output transformer T402. If
the set trips with a peak-white raster that can't be turned
down by means of the first anode control the likely cause is
a dry-joint on the tag at the bottom of the first anode/focus
voltage module, where it goes through the board. The
consequence of this is that the first anode voltage rises to
lkV and the set trips.
Another possible cause of tripping is that the TDA3653B
field output chip IC301 has gone short-circuit. Its supply is
derived from the line output transformer, via R411 which in
this event will usually have gone open-circuit. The value of
8411 varies between models.
Before proceeding with the "going into standby" fault it
is as well to clear the touchpad of suspicion by unplugging
the membrane from its socket and also removing the
batteries from the remote control unit in case either
membrane is causing the problem.

A pulse-width modulated output from pin 25 of the
HD401220 control chip IC702 produces, in conjunction
with TR717 and its associated circuitry, a 0-33V tuning
voltage, thereby covering the whole u.h.f. band. When
dealing with tuning problems such as drift it's advisable to
unplug the touch-pad membrane as the symptom can be
caused by a fault in the membrane. Later membranes are
very much more reliable and don't seem to suffer from this
problem. The most likely cause of no signals, tuning drift or
failure to cover the whole band is the TAA550 33V regulator IC001. Check this item before suspecting the tuner
unit.
A grainy picture, which would suggest that the tuner is
faulty, can be caused by the absence of the supply to its r.f.
section. Check that there is 12V at pin 2 of the tuner. If not
check the print at the edge of the board — the set may have
been dropped.
A misleading symptom that looks something like a noisy
field fault, i.e. fine horizontal lines on the screen, can be
caused by a faulty tuner — and may not necessarily respond
to tuner tapping.
I've had two unusual cases of failure to tune, one with
the voltage at pin 7 of the tuner stuck low and the other with
it stuck high at 32V. The cause of the first fault was R769
(331a being open-circuit. The second fault was due to
R005 (5.6MO) being open-circuit.

The Field limebase
Field timebase troubles are not common with these
chassis, though as noted above the output chip IC301 occasionally goes short-circuit, taking R411 with it. No field
scan usually produces a blank screen until the first anode
control is turned up, because of the field blanking circuit in
IC101 (TDA4505).
IC101 can be the cause of foldover at the top of the
screen accompanied by excessive height. Before
condemning this chip however check its supply voltage at
pin 7. There should be 12V ±2 per cent here. If the voltage
is more than about 12.24V the LM317T 12V regulator
IC803 is likely to be faulty. When faulty it can produce 15V
or more. As a result IC101 is overrun and overheats. Often
the application of freezer to IC101 will remove the symptoms for a while, which is misleading since it suggests that
IC101 is defective. Multifunction chips of this type are, in
common with microcontroller chips, very sensitive to their
supply voltage. If the 12V supply is low the result will be
reduced height.
Though rare, another cause of reduced but linear field
scanning is that R411 has gone high-resistance.
While on the subject of the 12V regulator, always
measure the voltage at pin 7 of IC101 rather than that at pin
2 of IC803 since L101 and C103 form part of the smoothing
for IC101's supply.
Other possible causes of foldover at the top of the picture
are IC301' s supply reservoir capacitor C409 (1,000g, 35V)
or broken tracks around IC301, especially if this chip has
been replaced. If there's no supply voltage at pin 9 of IC301
check the print continuity from pins 8 and 9 of the line
output transformer and of course R411.
A rare but very puzzling fault produces patterning over
the bottom half of the screen only: the cause is the field
output chip. The patterning waveform is clearly identifiable
when the field drive or feedback waveform is scoped. The
reason for the patterning appears to be the drive waveform
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Sound Faults
The audio output chip (IC601) has given no trouble so far
but it's important to understand the operation of the volume
control circuit. The level of the audio signal at pin 12 of
IC101 is controlled by the d.c. voltage at pin 11. This is
derived from the control chip's pulse-width modulated
output via TR710 and TR711. If this voltage is less than
about 1V there will be no audio at pin 12 and thus no sound.
The cause of no sound is usually in the circuitry that
includes TR710 and TR711. Maximum sound is obtained
when the voltage at pin 11 of IC101 is approximately 2.3V.
One very misleading symptom is loss of sound when
changing channels, or rather the sound appears at minimum
and can be restored by turning up the volume. Strictly
speaking this is not a fault. The cause is that the control chip
IC702 has been replaced but hasn't been initialised. The
initialising procedure for IC702 is as follows:
(1) Switch the set off.
(2) While pressing the memory button, switch the set on
again. The set is now in the test mode and will display 0.
(3) Press the "volume +" button.
(4) Switch the set off and on again.
Channel 1 will now be displayed and the controls will be
set to their mid-positions, with the exception of volume
which will be at minimum. Reset the volume to the
preferred level and it will thereafter remain in the memory.
This procedure can be carried out at any time and is
recommended prior to setting the first anode voltage or the
background controls.
Another misleading though rare fault is a droning noise
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superimposed on the sound. The cause is unfiltered pulsewidth modulation reaching pin 11 of IC101 because C707
(470nF) has gone open-circuit. Incidentally if you scope pin
11 of IC101 you will see a sawtooth waveform that's an
integrated derivative of the pulse-width modulation.
Colour Faults
In cases of colour drop out check the setting of the reference oscillator control R521. If it's set half-way, at 6
o'clock, turn it clockwise to about 8 o'clock. This will
provide a more reliable colour lock, particularly with weak
signals. The TDA3565 colour decoder chip IC501 is very
reliable but is occasionally the cause of no colour or loss of
one colour.
Hanover bars that cannot be eliminated by tuning L502
can be caused by a faulty chroma delay line (DL501). No
colour can also be caused cracked print associated with the
delay line if the chassis has been roughly handled.
Uncontrollable Brightness
First check 8201 (8.211) in the 200V feed to the RGB
output transistors. If it seems to be o.k. check the sandcastle
pulses at pin 7 of IC501. If they aren't correct, check that
the line pulses are present at pin 27 of IC101, then suspect
this chip. Failure of IC101 is very rare, but if it's faulty and
doesn't produce the correct sandcastle pulses and is left for
too long in this condition IC501 can be destroyed.
CRT Base Panel
A poor or drifting grey scale, often giving the impression
that the tube is faulty, is usually caused by one or more of
the RGB output transistor load resistors being open-circuit.
The collector load for each of the three transistors consists
of three 471(51 resistors, connected in parallel. Voltage
checks won't tell you very much in this event, so carry out
resistance checks.
Another fault that sometimes occurs on the c.r.t. base
panel is a dry-jointed or open-circuit first anode supply
decoupling capacitor. It's C901 (10nF, 2kV). The symptom
is alternate light and dark vertical bars across the screen.
Control System
The control chip IC702 provides the tuning, memory and
control functions, providing pulse-width modulated outputs
at the relevant pins. These outputs are integrated, buffered
then delivered as d.c. voltages to set the tuning and control
levels.
Faults in this area can be misleading. So first of all it's
best to rule out the touch-pad membrane as a possible cause.
It can easily be unplugged, and doing this will often prove
whether or not it's faulty. Membrane faults can cause the
following symptoms: stuck on one channel; set in the test
mode displaying zero and refusing to respond to any
command; pulling off tune; decimal point permanently
displayed; one or more control levels at zero or maximum;
inability to turn controls down though they can be turned up
or vice versa; or variations on these symptoms. This may
seem to be a daunting list, but in practice checking is easy
particularly if a spare membrane is available. Note that it's
not necessary to peel off the membrane to test it: just plug in
a new one, making sure that it's the right way round.
While on the subject of faulty membranes, it's a good
idea to remove the batteries from the remote control unit in
case the membrane is faulty in a way that causes permanent
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transmission. Although the remote control unit provides
only channel selection, volume and standby control it can, if
faulty, transmit a random stream of data which can change
the colour, brightness or contrast as well as the volume or
channel selection.
These problems have now been largely eliminated
however and don't happen with later versions of the chassis.
The remote control unit was completely redesigned, with a
rubber touch pad.
Having eliminated the membrane as a cause of the fault
we move on to the control chip IC702 and its associated
circuitry.
If the fault is that the incorrect channel is displayed when
a channel is selected via either the touch pad or the remote
control unit the cause is almost certainly IC702.
If a channel number is displayed when the 12V regulator
is disabled don't jump to the conclusion that the fault lies in
the regulator circuit. Check at IC702's standby pin 22: if the
voltage here is high, at the supply level, the 12V regulator
will be disabled but the display should show the standby
symbol. This obviously points to IC702 being defective.
Similarly if there's a raster but no display, or the display
disappears after a few seconds, this again points to a faulty
chip.
The stuck on one channel fault can occasionally be
caused by IC702, but before condemning it check the pullup resistors R717-R723 (some of these are 270k52, others
180kO), also the print from these to the chip. If one of these
resistors is open-circuit or dry-jointed the chip will latch up
and can't be moved to any other channel.
The TC4511BP seven-segment decoder chip IC701 can
occasionally be responsible for IC702 misfunctioning as the
two are directly connected. This is more likely to be the case
if the set has been subject to lightning damage.
If the channels can't be changed by using the front touch
pad but will change via remote control operation it's likely
that the set has been dropped and the print to all the pull-up
resistors R717-723 is cracked. The fracture usually extends
about an inch from the front of the PCB and cracks six or
seven tracks alongside these resistors.
While on the subject of the control chip an item worth
mentioning is the 78M05CV 5V regulator IC804. One
faulty regulator I encountered produced an output of about
7V. The symptoms were erratic operation of IC702 and,
when the tuning button was pressed, the decimal point
(colon) would be blinking. The tuning sweep was very slow
— it usually enters the fast mode when the tuning pad has
been held for four seconds. Since the tuning sweep was
being engaged only intermittently the fast mode wasn't
being activated. A new 5V regulator cured the problem and
IC702 fortunately hadn't suffered any ill effects.
This once more emphasises the fact that the supply to
i.c.s of this sort is critical. With this particular type of chip
the supply shouldn't be less than 4.9V or more than 5.1V.
Incidentally in one case where the output from the 5V
regulator was low the infra-red receiver chip IC703 was
unable to function, the result of course being no remote
control operation.
In Conclusion
Some of the faults mentioned in this article are very rare.
They can be reported because we've had experience with
very large numbers of these sets. I've attempted to outline
an approach to servicing these chassis in addition to listing
the various fault conditions encountered. Should problems
arise, the technical support from Tatung is excellent while
spares are very reasonably priced.
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Servicing the Philips 28 Chassis
Richard Newman
The Philips 2B chassis was released in the latter half of the
Eighties. There were various versions with screen sizes
from 21 to 25in. All models can provide stereo sound from
an external source while later ones are also equipped for
Nicam reception.
The power supply and the line and field output stage
circuits are very similar to those in the 2A chassis, which we
covered in the December issue, so little need be said about
them. There are considerable differences in the signals
stages however, so we'll look at these in greater detail. The
chassis also has a master microcomputer chip which
controls various slave devices via an IIC bus: IIC stands for
inter i.c. and is also known as an I2C bus.
These sets have proved to be very reliable, with very few
stock faults. The following notes should be used in conjunction with the 2B chassis service information, Philips part
number 4822 727 15883 — this should include all supplementary information.

again depending on tube size) can go short-circuit; and dryjoints around the line output transformer are common. So far
I've never come across output transformer failure.
Sync/timebase Generator Section
The sync/timebase generator chip is a TDA8370. In addition to the line and field drive waveforms it produces a
sandcastle pulse output and provides automatic adjustment
for VCR operation. It also has a built-in anti-Copyguard
circuit, which is functional only in the VCR mode of course.
This prevents the synchronisation being upset when Copyguard tapes are played back through the set. A further
feature of the chip is the video selector switch that's
controlled by the IIC bus, giving selection between off-air
or scart signals.
A small auxiliary panel contains a number of circuits
Start—up
supply

280V

•

T5663
it

The Power Supply
680k

The power supply circuit is almost identical to that used
in the 2A chassis: thus the fault finding and testing procedures described in the December issue can also be used with
this chassis. There's one main difference, the use of a
BUT12A as the chopper transistor (Tr7687). If this transistor repeatedly fails the official advice is to fit a
2SC3973B instead and increase the value of R3671 to 220
(5W) —'see Fig. 1.
A power supply that operates off load but shuts down on
load should direct attention to the degaussing thermistor,
which is the usual cause. Again, as with the 2A chassis, the
correct type as specified in the manual for the particular
model must be used.
The chopper transformer T5663 is prone to dry-joints
which should be attended to as a routine matter. 02664
(2.2nF) can split and go short-circuit, taking D6664
(BYD33J) with it. Use a good-quality replacement rated at
2kV.
The Line Output Stage
This along with the EW correction circuit is conventional.
The only known faults are as follows: C2617 (1.5nF or 270pF
depending on tube size) can split; C2609 (8.2nF or 6.2nF,
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Fig. 1: Circuitry around the chopper transistor Tr7687 in
the 28 chassis, incorporating the 2A chassis
modifications described in the December issue —
compare with Fig. 1, page 103. Note also the revised
bias network R3690/D6690/C2690. For repeated failure
of Tr7687 use a 2809738 transistor in this position
and change the value of R3671 to 2252 (5W).
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including a start-up supply for the TDA8370 chip. At
switch-on the 20V output from the power supply is fed to
this panel via R3567. The voltage is then reduced to about
8.5V, which is applied to pin 23 of the chip to get it going.
Once the line output stage comes into operation a 13V
supply derived from the transformer is applied to pin 22 of
the chip. The rectifier is D6644, which is fed from pin 3 of
the transformer.
If there's no line drive, first check that the 20V input
from the power supply is present. Then check D6637
(BZX79C12), R3639 (68052) and C2539 (100g) on the
auxiliary panel.

Colour Decoder
The colour decoder is on a separate subpanel that plugs
into socket M10, the decoder chip being a TDA4510.
Composite video from the tuner/i.f. module passes via the
video selector switch in the TDA8370 sync/timebase generator chip to pin 2 of M10. The chroma signal is then filtered
off and fed to pin 9 of the TDA4510. R — Y and B — Y
outputs appear at pins 4 and 5 respectively of M10. The
luminance signal (Y) appears at pin 7 of M10. Sandcastle
pulses from the TDA8370 chip should be present at pin 8 of
M10. The R — Y, B — Y and Y outputs are then fed to the
TDA4580 video control chip IC7300.

The Video Control Chip
The TDA4580 is a fairly complex chip. It switches
between signals from three different sources. These are the
outputs from the colour decoder, the RGB signals from the
scart connector and the RGB outputs from the teletext
decoder. The chip also controls the saturation, contrast and
brightness, provides RGB outputs for the c.r.t. base panel
and carries out beam cut-off point stabilisation and beam
limiting. I've had failure of this chip on several occasions,
giving total loss of picture with the c.r.t. cut off.

Sound IF/decoder Section
Early versions of the 2B chassis were fitted with the
German stereo decoder subpanel which of course functions
only in the mono mode in the UK. The panel also contains
the TDA8405 chip IC7103 which controls the audio source
switching and is in turn controlled via the IIC bus. Tone
control is provided by the TDA8420 chip IC7104.
Later sets have a Nicam decoder panel which also
contains the f.m. sound channel. The two chips on this panel
are both under IIC control. The TDA8405 identifies the
presence of a Nicam signal and can be manually switched
between f.m. and Nicam by using the stereo/mono switch at
the front of the set. When Nicam is being received the
language I and II LEDs both light up. The TDA8420 chip
provides selection between internal and external sound
sources, again under the control of the IIC bus, and tone
control. Later sets use a TDA8421 in this position — it can
be used only with the latest (/W155) version of the microcomputer control chip, see later.

The Stereo Output Stages
Earlier sets have two TDA1520 chips to provide the right
and left outputs. They were also fitted with a mute relay
which should be checked if there's a no-sound problem.
Later models have a single TDA1521 chip and no relay.
Both versions of the chassis have a speaker on/off switch
that can give sound problems. Another cause of no sound
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with later sets is incorrect programming — see later.

Tuner/IF Section
This is a single unit which is not considered to be a
serviceable item. Only one type, FE644Q, seems to have
been fitted in UK sets.

The Operating Panel
This panel carries the microcomputer control chip whose
/suffix indicates the program code. Early models have an
MAB8441/007 chip. The next type used was the
MAB8461/W069 or /W132. Sets with these chips have two
ROMs, type PCD8571P or PCF8571P, on the main panel,
along with a back-up battery. Later sets, including the
Nicam version, have an MAB8461/W155 microcontroller
which is used with an X2402 EEPROM — there's no backup battery.
Apart from occasional failure of the microcontroller chip
few faults have been noted in this area. If the set is stuck in
standby check that the 6MHz crystal X1867 on the operating panel is running. The back-up battery on the main
panel could have failed, or D6734 (BZX79C4V7) on this
panel could be leaky. You can sometimes get odd faults
when keyboard buttons are stuck.
I mentioned earlier that no sound can be caused by incorrect programming. This happens only with later sets that
have an EEPROM and an MAB8461/W155 microcontroller.
These receivers have programmed-in 'option codes'. If the
code becomes corrupted or the EEPROM has had to be
replaced the code has to be reprogrammed. Failure to do this
often results in no sound. The procedure for programming
the correct codes is very simple: only two codes are used in
the UK, 18 for mono or 26 for Nicam.
To program the code, switch the set off then press the
`store open' and 'colour increase' buttons on the front of the
set while switching it on again. A number will be seen in the
channel display: this is the currently programmed-in code.
Set the required code by pressing the C/P+ or C/P— button.
When this has been done you press the 'store execute' (red)
button on the front of the set. The code has now been stored
and the set should start up normally.

Other Notes
The RGB drive circuits are on the c.r.t. base panel: the
only problems we've had here have been the odd transistor
failure and dry-joints.
The teletext decoder is the same as that used in the 2A
chassis — see the December issue.
Some sets may exhibit a problem when playing back a
VHS tape that's protected by Copyguard anti-copy signals.
Should this happen change C2544 to 22nF, C2545 to 81.1,F
and R3544 to 3.61d2 (two 1.8k0 resistors in series). For best
results the value of C2544 may have to be slightly higher or
lower.
Earlier and later versions of the chassis can be recognised
by the AG number that precedes the serial number: version
one is AGOO, version two AGO2 while version three is
AGO4 or higher.

In Conclusion
As mentioned at the beginning there are very few stock
faults with this chassis. I hope that the brief descriptions and
hints in this article will be of help to those engineers who
are unfamiliar with it.
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Servicing the Philips CP90 Chassis
Richard Newman
The Philips CP90 chassis first appeared in 1987. There were
versions to drive small and larger-screen tubes, with and
without remote control and also with or without teletext.
Most of the circuitry is on one main panel, the exceptions
being the plug-in teletext board and the soldered-in i.f./sync
module. Tuning, volume, brightness, colour and remote
control are handled by a single microcomputer chip whose
type varies with the features incorporated in the particular
model.
The following servicing notes are intended to be used in
conjunction with the official Philips circuit diagrams (code
numbers 4822 727 15737 and 4822 727 15968). Particular
attention is paid to the SOPS (chopper) type power supply
and the control section: the rest of the circuitry follows
conventional lines.
Power Supply
The power supply is the heart of any receiver and is
where most of the breakdowns usually occur. On the
primary side the SOPS circuit is similar to that used in the
2A chassis (see December 1992 issue of Television) — the
same fault-finding procedure can be adopted. The component reference numbers are different however, and the
modifications don't apply (they are already incorporated).
The circuit is shown in Fig. 1.
If the BUT! 1AF chopper transistor Tr7677 has failed
Philips recommend that D6674 in its base circuit should be
changed to type BYD33J. I also change D6675, fitting a
BYD33J here as well. Also check transistors Tr7673 and
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Tr7674 and the associated diodes.
C2679 can go short-circuit and in this event usually takes
D6679 with it. Use a good-quality 1nF capacitor rated at
2kV as a replacement. If a set comes in with many faulty
components in the power supply pay attention to the
chopper transformer T5763 which suffers from dry-joints.
These should be dealt with as a matter of course. Occasionally the transformer itself can fail.
Once all suspect components have been replaced, disconnect the line output stage from the power supply by unplugging connector M6, which is by the line output transformer.
Connect a dummy load (60W bulb) across the h.t. reservoir
capacitor C2696 with a meter set to read 100V in parallel.
Connect the mains input to the set via a variac, switch on
and slowly increase the voltage fed to the set. At around
70V the lamp should start to glow. Slowly advance the input
to about 100V while watching the meter. With this input the
meter should read 95V and the reading should not change
when the input from the variac is increased further.
If the power supply doesn't start up at around 70V,
switch off and recheck components on the primary side of
the circuit, also the zener diodes connected to the gate of
thyristor Ty6696. If the h.t. voltage doesn't stabilise, or the
supply shuts down at around 100V, check the circuit around
the CNX62 optocoupler. The power supply will also shut
down if the set h.t. control R3700 is advanced too far, so try
adjusting it.
Once the h.t. line is correct at 95V the dummy load and
meter can be disconnected and plug M6 refitted. If the
power supply then shuts down, suspect a fault in the line
TELEVISION MARCH 1993
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Fig, 1: Power supply circuit, remote control version. See text for differences with the non-remote control version.

output stage.
There's some interesting circuitry concerned with the
standby function on the secondary side of the SOPS transformer. Overvoltage protection is provided by thyristor
Ty6696 in conjunction with the four zener diodes that are
connected to its gate. These diodes will conduct should an
overvoltage condition occur, firing the thyristor and shutting
down the power supply. It follows that if any of these diodes
should fail the power supply will shut down. It's thus worth
checking them if the set won't start up.
When the standby command is given the microcomputer
chip switches on Tr7727 and D6727. Thyristor Ty6726 will
then conduct, acting as a rectifier. As a result the voltage at
pin 10 of the SOPS transformer rises from 8.5V to around
11-5V. This voltage is fed to Tr7730 to maintain the 6V
supply to the microcomputer chip and to D6730 to supply
the optocoupler and the error detector transistors Tr7701 /2.
The 11.5V also increases the base bias applied to Tr7702.
Thus the light output within the optocoupler is increased
and the feedback to Tr7673/4 cuts off the chopper transistor
Tr7677 for a longer period. All other outputs from the SOPS
transformer then fall to well below their normal level.
In normal operation a pulse from pin 3 of the line output
transformer is fed to D6733 which produces the 8.5V supply
across C2703. This is fed to Tr7730 to provide the 6V rail.
In this condition D6730 is reverse biased and the optocoupler and Tr7701/2 receive their supply from the rectifier
circuit D6694/C2694.
A problem that sometimes occurred with early remote
control sets consisted of a buzz in the standby mode. Its
TELEVISION MARCH 1993

cause was the fact that the 22V supply to the audio output
stage didn't fall sufficiently because of incorrect switching
of thyristor Ty6726 which, in this event, should be replaced.

Line Output Stage and EW Correction
These sections of the receiver are conventional. The only
components that may cause problems are C2619 (1.5nF)
and C2610 (8.2nF). Failure of either of these may result in
the demise of the BUT11AF line output transistor Tr7619.
Fit a good-quality 2kV capacitor as a replacement.
C2495 (33nF) going open-circuit will affect the beam
limiter, the result being low contrast.
It's good practice to resolder the connections to the line
output and driver transformers which both seem to suffer
quite badly from dry-joints.

Sync/IF Module
This module provides line and field drive outputs, also
transmission identification and sandcastle pulse outputs. It's
not considered to be serviceable, a complete unit being
available from Philips. If the. can is opened however you'll
find that standard components are used, so some repairs can
be carried out. In practice because of the awkwardness of
repairing the module in situ and the labour involved it's
probably cheaper to replace the complete unit.
When checking for loss of line drive first make sure that
the 22V start-up voltage from the power supply is present at
pin 12. If not, check F1690 (400mAT). If this has blown the
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settings is usually caused by a faulty back-up battery.
Tuning drift on the higher channels only with early
models was cured by the following production change. Wire
link 9636 replaced with a BYD33D diode, anode to D6638.
Wire link 9868 replaced with a 1N4148 diode, anode to the
12V line. D6106 replaced with a wire link. R3833 changed
to 1.8%2. 83912 changed to 1.2k51. R3106 replaced by a
10kS2 resistor fitted between the cathode of D6106 and the
base of Tr7106. An extra 1N4148 diode added between pins
36 and 38 of IC7840, with its cathode to pin 36.
No remote control functions can be caused by photodiode
D6960 being dry-jointed. The following TDA3047 chip
IC7960 is basically a limiter and pulse squarer. Its output
pin 9 is connected directly to the microcomputer chip. When
the remote control unit is operated a pulse train should be
clearly visible on a scope connected to this point.
As with most Philips TV sets, the microcomputer chip is
able to give simple error codes should a fault develop within
the control system. A list of these codes is given at the back
of the service manual.

CP90 CHASSIS MODEL LIST
Philips

210E1551/05B
210E 1557/05B
210E 1557/05Z
210E 1558/05B
210E 1559/05B

14CE1200/05B
14CE1201/05B
14CE1201/05W
14CE 1500/05B
15CE 1010/05B
15CE 1210/05B
15CE 1210/05L
15CE 1210/05W
15CE1518/05B
17CE 1230/05B
17CE1530/05B
17CE1538/05B
17CE 1630/45 B
210E 1051/05B
210E 1059/05B
210E1250/05B
210E1251/05B
210E1259/05B
210E 1550/05B

Pye
27KE1112/05L
27KE1115/05L
37 KE 1022/05B
37 KE 1025/05B
38KE 1102/05B
38KE 1185/05B
43KE1312/05M
43KE1315/05M
43KE 1385/05M
52KE1510/05M
52KE 1512/05M
52KE1515/05M
52KE 1585/05M

Other Circuits

audio output chip could be faulty — this is also supplied by
the 22V rail. During normal running the module receives a
13V supply at pin 8. This is derived from the line output
transformer.

The Control Circuit
The microcomputer chip used in remote control sets is a
Toshiba type TMP47C432. It's fairly well known that this
suffered from static problems — replacements are now
supplied with a metal shield. It's very important when
replacing this chip to check the programme code stamped
on the device. With a non-text or standard text set the
programme code is 8188. With a Fastext set the programme
code is 8189. Either type can be fitted to a non-text set, but
with text sets the correct type must be fitted — failure to do
this will result in no text at all. The Philips part number for
the 8188 version is 4822 209 72038, for the 8189 version
it's 4822 209 87305.
Loss of tuning memory and the personal preference

The other main items on the PCB are the TDA3561A
colour decoder chip, the TDA8190 intercarrier sound/audio
output chip and the BD939F field output transistors
Tr7571/Tr7573. These circuits are conventional. A problem
with early receivers was buzz on sound. It was cured by
fitting 6MHz ceramic filter modification kit part number
4822 310 27563. Intermittent loss of sound can be caused
by a faulty headphone socket.
The RGB output stages and blanking are on the c.r.t.
base. If the problem is intermittent colours, check for dryjoints here.

Non-remote Control Versions
With non-remote control versions the power supply is
much simplified. The standby circuitry and the 6V supply
rail are deleted and only one transistor, TR7701, acts as
error detector and optocoupler driver. The microcomputer
control chip is type HA11484. It performs only the tuning
operation, volume, brightness, colour and contrast being set
by ordinary controls. Some models are not equipped with a
scart socket, so the circuitry around the chroma and audio
chips is further simplified. The rest of the circuitry is the
same as that in remote control sets.

1002 TUNER

1040 IF/ SYNC UNIT
7260

3274

0
SK20 TV

2267

UUUUUUU

.580 Q
1750 TELETEXT 1---1
DECODER

+95V

LINE
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5763
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I

SKI

)1=1

Fig. 2: Simple main panel layout diagram.
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Ferguson ICC7
Chassis Fault Notes
Alex Mason
The ICC7 chassis is of Thomson design and is used in
several current Ferguson models. We have had the
following faults to date. Note that the LED mounted on the
front control panel shines red for standby, green for go. It
can be seen from the rear of the set with the chassis out and
can help a lot when fault finding. Another point is that you
can't use a bulb as a dummy load for the chopper power
supply in place of the line output stage because the chopper
circuit requires a 13V supply that's derived from the line
output transformer and won't run unless this is present.

Dead set, no LED light, power supply tripping: Check

whether DP17 (BA157) is short-circuit. This rectifier
produces the error voltage for pin 6 of IP01.
Dead set, LED red for about ten seconds then no light:

Scope the line drive waveform at pin 39 of the TA8659
colour decoder/timebase generator chip IV01. If o.k. next
check at the base of the BSR51 line driver transistor TL17.
If there's no waveform here or a low-amplitude one check
whether TL17 is short-circuit, also diodes DF16 (BA157)
and DL18 (1N4148). DF16 is in the field output stage: when
it goes short-circuit the 24V line rises to 65V before the set
shuts down.
Top foldover: Check the 65V rail. If it's sitting at 32V
either DLO9 (BA157) is leaky or IF01 (TDA8178F) is
faulty.
Field collapse: Check whether surge limiter resistor RL11

supply pin 16 of the TEA2261 chopper control/driver chip
IP01. If low at 1.6V the BA157 rectifier diode DP28 is
short-circuit.

(1552) is open-circuit and/or rectifier DL11 (BA157) is
short-circuit. These components are in the 200V rectifier
circuit — this supply is used by the field driver stage as well
as the RGB output stages. If they are o.k. IF01 (TDA8178F)
has probably failed.

Dead set, LED shines red: First check whether the 0.1S2

No NS correction: Check for —26.8V at the emitter of

surge limiter resistor RP62 in the 24V rectifier circuit is
open-circuit. The most common cause of a dead set however
is failure of the TDA8178F field output chip IFO1. Disconnecting IF01 won't prove that it's faulty: some sets will run
when it's disconnected, others won't.

TG38 or TG84 (both type BD137). If this supply is missing
check whether RG87 (2.2C2) is open-circuit or TG84 is
short-circuit or leaky. These components are mounted on
the NS correction panel that sits at the right-hand side of the
chassis.

Dead set, no light from the LED: Check the voltage at
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TV Fault Findin

Reports from Philip Blundell, AMIEIE,
Nick Beer, J.S Ruwala, Keith Cummins,
C.R. Taylor, Brian Storm, Eugene Trundle,
J.R.Cutts, Richard Newman, Mike Leach,
J.K. Potts, Steve Cannon and Paul Hardy

Decca/Tatung 160 Series Chassis
Picture rolls when hot said the report with this set. Sure
enough only a few seconds with the hairdryer were needed
before line lock was lost. Beside the TDA4503 chip we
found a tower of ceramic capacitors connected in parallel,
giving a total value of 2,400pF. Fitting the correct 2,700pF
Suflex type capacitor in position C113 restored temperature
stability.
P.B.
Hitachi CP14P216 (G7P Mk. 2 Chassis)
The picture on this colour portable would occasionally
blank out, leaving a white raster. C711 was dry-jointed — it's
by the line output transformer.
P.B.
Philips G11 Chassis
For no line driver operation on a cold morning check that the
line drive coupling capacitor C3110 hasn't dried up.
P.B.

at pin 1 of the standby transformer T2 — one of the primary
connections. Open-circuit windings are quite common with
these transformers, especially where dry-jointed connections
to the pins have been allowed to arc.
N.B.
Grundig CUC120 and CUC220 Chassis
A Grundig Model A7400 (CUC220 chassis) came in with a
field fault. When it was very cold there was lack of field
scan at the bottom of the screen — the top was o.k. There
was no foldover at the bottom. The cause of the fault was
C2768 on the deflection PCB being rather less than the
specified 1001.1F.
Two different deflection PCBs were used in these
chassis. One has a TDA1770 field output circuit, the other
one using a TDA2655B chip. We've had field distortion
with the TDA1770 circuit on a number of occasions, the
causes having been the chip itself, D2761 (SKE4G1/04) or
R2761 (6.851, 0.75W).
N.B.

Philips CTX Chassis
If one of these sets comes in dead check whether R3394 or
R3395 is open-circuit. These 271d2 resistors are rated at
2.5W.
P.B.
Grundig Remote Control Handsets
When a customer brings in a remote control unit for
reassembly and you find yourself faced with the task of
establishing the correct home for 29 press-buttons without
another one to compare it with, you'll be glad if you have a
Konig remote control book. The nice people at Konig have
detailed where the buttons go on most Grundig handsets.
This may apply to other makes as well.
P.B.
Panasonic TX2 (Alpha 1 Chassis)
This set was dead because the 2SD965R standby switching
transistor Q802 in the power supply was short-circuit. N.B.
Ferguson TX9 Chassis
The line frequency was incorrect — just lines across the
picture. When the hold control was adjusted the best that
could be achieved was an incorrectly phased picture with a
bar down the centre. If the phase control was then adjusted
line lock was lost again. A new TDA9503 timebase generator chip (IC54) restored correct operation.
N.B.

Sony KV2704
The customer's complaint was that the set didn't always
start when it was switched on — he would have to operate
the switch several times before the set would come on.
Resistors R605 and R606 were both o.k., but the h.t. was
low at only 80V. The cause of the fault was traced to C623
(330, 250V).
J.S.R.
Philips CP90 Chassis
There was only half an inch of field scan, in the centre of
the screen. The voltages around the field output transistors
were all o.k. and the drive from the TDA2579 chip was
correct. Chassis return resistor R3582 (3.352) was opencircuit.
J.S.R.
Sony AE1 Chassis
This set could be tuned in perfectly but you couldn't store
the channel. As soon as the preset button was pressed the
picture would be lost. Replacing the M58655P chip IC003
made no difference. I then discovered that there was only
—14V instead of —33V at pin 2. Coil L807 was open-circuit
(the —14V was coming via a 10kS2 resistor in parallel with
the coil). Incidentally the M58655P is an expensive device —
the latest quote I had was £17.10 plus VAT.
J.S.R.
Sony KVX2521U (AE1 Chassis)

B and 0 7702 (7XXX Chassis)
The original fault with this set was that it would sometimes
be dead with no standby LED display. A colleague had
called to see it but on that occasion the fault wouldn't put in
an appearance. So he resoldered the e.h.t. transformer and
various other connections that can cause problems. Now the
fault was permanent. The cause of the trouble was a dry-joint
TELEVISION MARCH 1993

This set failed with a violent flash on the screen and an
ominous fizzing noise. When I powered it via a variac and
an isolating transformer it tried to start then cut out. I was
relieved to hear the rustle of collapsing e.h.t.: at least the
line timebase seemed to be o.k. While manipulating the
variac I noticed a small, twinkling spark beneath the power
transformer T601. Its removal didn't reveal anything imme359

diately obvious, but when I examined it with an eyeglass I
discovered that there were dry-joints where the windings are
connected to pins 17 and 18, with traces of charring. Pin 17
isn't connected to anything external: it's a tie point for separate sections of the transformer's primary winding. When
I'd tidied up this little mess, including sleeved joints, I
refitted the transformer. A soak test proved that everything
K.C.
was now o.k.

"darklies" you see on satellite TV displays. They led us to
investigate the tuner and i.f. departments first. At high brightness levels however the interference changed to a woodgrain
pattern. This led us to suspect a beat effect between the line
scan rate and the switch-mode power supply oscillator, and so
it was. There was a dry-joint at pin 3 (earth) of IC902, the
12V regulator in the power supply.
E.T.

Pioneer SD26
Matsui 1460
To start with the set was dead, with open-circuit mains and
supply fuses. Checks showed that the STR451 power supply
chip was short-circuit between pins 1, 2 and 3, the SR2M
avalanche diode was short-circuit and the 2SD869 line
output transistor was low-resistance between its base and
emitter. When these items had been replaced the set was
powered up. It came on with normal field scanning but there
was reduced width and line foldover at the left-hand side of
the screen.
After checking the scan-correction circuit I found that the
scan coils were arcing to the tube at the top left. Examination of the scan coils after removing them showed that the
insulation had burnt with the result that the line scan coils
were shorting to each other. In the past I've had noisy coils
and open-circuit tag connections to windings: this is the first
time I've had windings shorting to each other and arcing to
C.R.T.
the tube.

Panasonic TC21M1R (Z4 Chassis)
We've had two of these sets in recently with the same fault,
a slow but sure increase in brightness, culminating in uncontrollable brightness with flyback lines. When the first one
came in we carried out checks on the RGB output stage and
c.r.t. first anode supplies but found no variations here. A
check on the grid network on the c.r.t. base panel however
showed that R380 (6801(Q) was open-circuit. In both cases
removal of this resistor showed that one end had not been
B.S.
properly inserted through the PCB.

Panasonic TX25T2 (Alpha 2 Chassis)
We've had a batch of these sets in recently with the same
complaint — dead with no power supply operation. The
cause of the fault was in each case that D851 (C2408M) was
either short-circuit or leaky. It provides the 160V supply for
the line output stage.
Incidentally does anyone know of a cure when these sets
lose the channel 0 or 1 tuning memory, in all cases the
tuning memory being reset to 00?
B.S.

If the power supply section of this set doesn't work,
possibly squealing, squawking or ticking, with bizarre
waveforms in the chopper drive and output stages, check the
E.T.
2,200g electrolytic capacitor C852.

Hinari CT11
The fault with this set was tripping. It came to life (minus
the tuning voltage) when any one of the plugs from the front
panel was disconnected from the main PCB. We then
discovered that if the base of transistor Q17 was disconnected the set would work normally. Not having the circuit
diagram we don't know what this transistor does for a
living, but we've since had several of these sets with the
same fault. They seem to work happily without Q17 being
J.R.C.
in operation.

Sony KV182OUB
This one came in as a dead set. Because of its age we were
in some doubt as to what the condition of the tube would be,
but we decided to have a go at repairing it. A check in the
power supply showed that the chopper transistor Q607 and
the two resistors R628 and R639 in series with its emitter
were all open-circuit. We replaced these items, using a
BU208A in the Q607 position, then went straight to the line
output stage tuning capacitor C813 (0.016µF, 1.5kV) which
was o.k. The gate-controlled switch line output device was
also o.k. The 330pF, 1.5kV capacitor C901, which is
connected across it, was open-circuit however. When this
was replaced normal operation was restored — with, I might
add, an excellent picture.
J.R.C.

Rediffusion 365138 (SP2 Chassis)
The complaint with this set was "a line down the screen and
no colour". I'd not come across one of these sets before and
didn't have the circuit diagram. It appears to use a Sharp
chassis. I found that the fault could be cleared by tapping
around the line oscillator and eventually discovered that
C605 was dry-jointed.
R.N.

Panasonic TXC74 (Alpha 1 Chassis)

Philips G90AE Chassis

After about twenty minutes the top of the picture would
brighten and drop down about two inches, badly distorting
the field scan as it did so. We could find nothing amiss in
the field drive and output stages despite extensive tests. So
attention turned to the scan coils which are unfortunately
bonded to the A59EAKOOX01 tube and are not available
separately. Fortunately a local dealer was able to supply a
tube from a scrapped set. Carefully removing this and fitting
it to the faulty set solved the problem.
B.S.

This set would shut down with a ticking noise from the
power supply. We found that the PCB around R3668
(15012) was scorched while Tr7652 (BC557C) was leaky.
After fitting replacements I checked the set and found that
although the h.t. was correct at 95V R3668 was still under
stress, while under certain conditions the verticals were
ragged. A scope check on the h.t. line showed that there was
a lot of noise. The h.t. reservoir capacitor C2630 (47µF) was
warm, a replacement finally putting everything right. R.N.

Mitsubishi CT2531 (Euro 4 Chassis)

Philips FL1.0 Chassis

Here was a case of gross deception by a TV set! The picture
was covered with black dots and dashes — not unlike the

I sometimes think that the protection circuits in modem sets
cause more trouble than the circuits they are supposed to
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protect! This nearly new set was no exception. The power
supply was in the protection mode. Scope checks suggested
that the problem was in the EW correction circuit but this
turned out to be o.k. The cause of the trouble was that
T7542 in the protection circuit was leaky. We've now had
R.N.
this fault twice.

Philips 2B Chassis
Another 2B set with the power supply stuck in standby. This
one could be made to function only when the gate of
thyristor 6727 was disconnected. While checking around the
standby control circuit I eventually discovered that D6729
had reverse leakage. The set worked normally when this
diode was disconnected at one end. It actually feeds the
mute circuit, to prevent plops in the standby mode. Sufficient voltage was being passed back via the diode to trigger
the thyristor and put the supply into the standby mode. R.N.

Tatung TUV9731 (170 Series Chassis)
The problem with this 21in. text set was no tuning from
cold. When it had warmed up a bit the tuning would start to
work and a normal picture would appear. In the fault condition there was no tuning voltage: the 33V supply was
present at pin 17 of the SAB3035 tuning chip but there was
no tuning output at pin 15. The chip itself turned out to be
o.k., the culprit being the associated 4MHz crystal X001. I
used a replacement from a Ferguson satellite TV receiver
that was looking rather unwell after mains transformer
failure (it uses the same chip and crystal). When this crystal
had been fitted the set worked perfectly whether cold or
M.L.
warm.

Samsung C13312Z
There were signs of a burn up in the line output stage. After
replacing various components here we switched on. A loud
bang and a bright flash from two of the resistors we'd
replaced woke us up. The set continued to work, but the
picture was oversized and there would occasionally be arcs
from the two resistors previously mentioned. A check on the
h.t. produced a reading of 157V at the minimum setting.
The manual specifies 125V at D821. The cause of this high
voltage was that R807 had increased in value from 111M to
19k52. A replacement restored normal operation.
M.L.

however we thought it a good idea to fit a new output transistor, just in case. When checked out of circuit the old transistor gave the same readings as the new one. But they do
give odd readings — about 100Q across the base-emitter
junction, presumably because of an internal resistor.
Anyway after fitting the new 2SD1441 the set sprang to life,
with the correct h.t. voltage etc. This didn't provide a
complete cure however. According to the set's owner it
went off again an hour after being returned.
It came back with the same symptoms — low h.t. and
squealing. When another 2SD1441 line output transistor had
been fitted the set worked all right, and once again the old
transistor compared perfectly with a known good one. I
assumed that the cause of the fault was base-emitter junction breakdown, but why? — with the internal resistor you
can't check the junction in the normal manner. Tracing the
base print connection back to the line driver transformer
solved the problem: the chassis side of the winding was dryjointed. Resoldering the transformer connections provided a
S.C.
complete cure.

Panasonic TC21R1 (Alpha 2 Chassis)
"Colour fault" it said on the job card. When I switched the
set on I was surprised to see running through the picture the
horizontal green and magenta bars you get when the reference oscillator is misadjusted. So I adjusted the trimmer,
C637. This altered the frequency but the oscillator wouldn't
lock.
To set the oscillator, pin 11 of 10601 must be shorted to
chassis. As many an engineer knows, when you do this the
effect is as described above.
Now what component is connected between this pin and
chassis? Something that could perhaps become leaky? Who
said a lOnF ceramic capacitor? Full marks to that person.
Yes, the 1 OnF ceramic capacitor strikes again in yet another
position. C642 was the culprit, a replacement soon restoring
colour to everyone's cheeks.
These little items seem to be everywhere in Panasonic
sets, just waiting to become faulty and give the unwary
service engineer a real headache. As I've said before, if in
doubt check your lOnFs. A faulty one usually measures
between 10052 and lka But the force used to get the capacitor out can result in the short disappearing, thus adding to
the confusion.
S.C.

Sony KV2096
Panasonic TX1752 (U5 Chassis)
The complaint with this set was that there was no picture for
thirty minutes after switch on. It then worked perfectly. On
the bench we found that this was so — there was no luminance. A lot of time was wasted freezing and testing components in this area. To cut a long story short, the cause of the
fault turned out to be hardly visible dry-joints on the pins of
the line output transformer. Resoldering provided a
complete cure.
J.K.P.

Panasonic TX24A1 (Alpha 2W Chassis)
This set had an overloaded power supply: it was squealing
and the h.t. line was very low at only 25V. A fault in the
line output stage was suspected, and indeed disconnecting
the supply to it and connecting a dummy load in its place
produced the correct h.t. voltage. No obvious shorts could
be found, and the line output transistor seemed to be fine.
So the line output transformer was suspected — we've had it
fail on a few occasions in this chassis. Before replacing it
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The line output transistor was short-circuit and the 1.25A
fuse had blown. As no obvious faults were found these
items were replaced. At switch on the transistor instantaneously went short-circuit, the power supply making no
attempt to trip. I removed the transistor and checked the h.t.
voltage, using a 60W bulb as a load. It was correct at 115V.
The line drive was then checked. There seemed to be plenty
of oomph, though the waveform was misshapen due to the
absence of the line output transistor. The flyback tuning
capacitor and the various protection capacitors around the
line output stage were next checked but no faults could be
found. Changing the line output transformer finally
provided a cure.
P.H.

Ferguson 16A2 (TX90 Chassis)
This set had terrible field linearity. The cause was the 68V
zener diode D137 between the collector of TRIOS and
chassis — it was leaky. This zener diode is not present in the
smaller-screen versions of the chassis.
P.H.
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Inside the Ferguson IKC2 Chassis
J. LeJeune
It's some four years now since Ferguson started to use
Thomson-designed TV chassis. We are becoming familiar
with a certain family likeness between them, as was the case
with the 'old' Ferguson-designed chassis. The IKC2 is obviously a descendant of the ICC5 with which it bears many
similarities, including the infamous though quite reliable
thyristor field output stage. So what's new?
For one thing there's a totally different discrete-component chopper power supply. This is partly due to the use of a
different colour decoder chip, type TA8659CN, which also
incorporates the sync circuitry and the field and line timebase generators — you will recall that in the ICC5 a
TEA2029C chip produced the line, field and chopper drive
waveforms. Other features of the TA8659CN include automatic switching between PAL/SECAM/NTSC operation
and a sharpness control circuit. The chassis is used in
models with 41 and 51cm tubes. Unfortunately the audio
section is nothing to rave over and has given rise to some
customer complaints — in early versions of Model 41P3 the
audio is definitely odd!
This article explains the new features incorporated in the
IKC2 chassis, notably the power supply, and aims to help
with fault finding, covering some common failures and how
to deal with complaints about audio performance.
The Power Supply
Fig. 1 shows the power supply circuit used in the IKC2
chassis. It's a conventional chopper arrangement, but has
three modes of operation — start-up, standby and full power.
The chopper transformer LP36 provides mains isolation,
and feedback from the secondary to the primary side of the
circuit is also transformer-coupled (LP42), just as in the
ICC5.
At switch-on; the power supply operates in its start-up
mode. Transistors TP09 and TP12 form a relaxation oscillator that produces a sawtooth waveform at a frequency of
approximately 15kHz. The ramp is generated by CP09
which charges via RP09 and RP03. DP13 clamps the waveform to chassis potential. It's then fed to the base of amplifier transistor TP13. To get the oscillator running, a start-up
voltage is provided by half-wave rectification from the
mains supply — one side of the bridge rectifier provides the
rectification, the feed being via RP36. RPO6 provides a feed
for the amplifier and driver stages.
Once the chopper circuit gets going and the secondary
supply voltages are established the start-up oscillator is
disabled by the crowbar circuit consisting of TP02/3 and the
associated components. It senses the rise in the voltage
produced by the rectifier circuit DP30/CP30. When the
voltage at the junction of potential divider RP02/7 is sufficient to turn on DP20, the crowbar transistors TP02/3 latch
on, removing the supply to the start-up oscillator.
TP02 and TP03 are also used in the standby mode, when
they operate in a slightly different manner. Because the line
output stage is inoperative in this mode, the drain on the
power supply is very light. As Ithere are no line pulses to
drive the regulation system, the power supply runs in a kind
of self-oscillating condition. What happens is that the startup oscillator delivers 'bursts' of 15kHz drive. When the
voltage developed across CP30 rises sufficiently, TP02/3
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shut down the oscillator. The whole power supply then stops
and the voltage across CP30 falls. Thus the oscillator can
run again. This `squegging' action provides a rudimentary
level of regulation on the primary side of the chopper transformer, maintaining the voltage levels sufficiently for the
standby condition.
To switch the set to full power operation a remote control
command produces a low output at pin 20 of the microcomputer control chip IRO1 (see Fig. 2). TR16 and TR17 then
switch on, raising the PO (Power On) line to 15V. This
brings the TA8659CN chip IVO1 into operation and the line
drive appears. The control action is at pin 40 of IVO1 — it
rises to 9V in the on condition. The line output stage now
starts to work and pulses from pin 9 of the output transformer are integrated to produce a sawtooth waveform at the
base of transistor TP54, which drives TP13 via TP69 and
LP42. TP13 receives negative-going pulses that cut it off.
Now for the regulating action in the chopper circuit.
Transistor TP53 acts as a comparator. Its emitter is held at a
constant 5.6V by the action of zener diode DP55 and diode
DP54 L. the combination of a zener diode and a silicon diode
provides the correct temperature coefficient. TP53's base
senses the h.t. voltage via the potential divider
RP51/PP52/RP52, PP52 being used to set the h.t. voltage.
Thus the voltage at the collector of TP53 and the emitter of
TP54 varies as the h.t. voltage varies. This sets the point
during the sawtooth waveform at the base of TP54 at which
this transistor switches on. TP54 is in fact acting as a pulsewidth modulator. Note that the h.t. is set at different levels
for different tubes. In Model 41P3 the h.t. should be 107V;
in Model A51F it should be 111V with an Hitachi tube and
113V with a Philips/Videocolour tube.
As TP54' s on time varies, so the conduction period of the
chopper transistor TP29 alters to stabilise the output voltages. The base of transistor TP13 is forward biased via
RP13. Negativp-going, width-modulated pulses are fed to its
base via DP17' and DP16 to switch it off. When TP13 is .on,
TP16 is off and TP17 is on — these are the chopper driver
transistors. When TP13 is switched off TP16 conducts and
TP17 switches off. Current via CP24 then drives the
chopper transistor TP29 into conduction. The voltage across
CP24 is limited to 2.1V by the combined junction voltages
of the three diodes DP24/26/27. When TP13 switches on
again TP17 conducts, discharging CP24 and cutting off
TP29.
The longer TP29's period of conduction, the greater the
amount of energy stored in the core of the chopper transformer and the higher the voltages developed by the rectifier
diodes when TP29 switches off to release this energy.
TP18 and TP19 form an excess-current trip. Excess
current is sensed across resistors RP32 and RP34 which are
in series with the chopper transistor. When TP18/19 latch
on, the drive to TP16/17 is removed. The supply to the startup oscillator is also removed, because DP08/9 conduct.
There is auto-reset at a rate determined by the time-constant
of CP18 and RP26.
The Line liniebase
Apart from the fact that, as in the ICC5 chassis, the
output transformer has a load winding for the field output
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Fig. 1: The chopper power supply circuit used in the IKC2 chassis.

stage the line timebase is conventional. The line drive waveform is produced by the TA8659CN chip IVO1. It emerges
at pin 39 and is applied to the base of the S2055AF line
output transistor TL19 via a straightforward driver stage
whose main components are 1117 (BSR50) and transformer
LL19. There's no active raster-correction circuitry and no
width control. Coil LL26 provides linearity adjustment.

Safety Circuit

sensed via zener diode DV02 and the 13V supply via zener
diode DV08. Excessive beam current (a negative-going
voltage at the anode of DV02) switches TV01 on. Excessive
voltage on the 13V line switches TV02 on, in turn switching
on TV01. In either event the PO line, at some 15V, is linked
to the SP line which, in addition to forward biasing DL16,
acts on the regulator in the chopper circuit via DP57 (see
Power on line

An unusual feature of the timebase section of the chassis
is the safety circuit, see Fig. 3, which monitors the field
output stage current, the beam-current limiter voltage and
the line output stage derived 13V supply. RF24 (see Fig. 4)
monitors the current flowing in the field scan coils. An
excess will switch on transistor TV12, putting 13V on the
SP (Stop Power) line. Diode DL16 switches on while DL17
is biased off, removing the line drive. Beam current is
5V
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Fig. 2: The switch-on control circuit.
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1k

Line driver
stage

ERE
Fig. 3: The safety circuit. Some sets use a simplified
arrangement with just two transistors: TV01 is then used
for field overload protection and the beam current
limiting is omitted (all sets have conventional beam
current limiting via the contrast control circuit).
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Fig. 1). This removes the line drive to TP54 with the result
that the power supply operates in the standby mode. Note
that TV02 (type BC548C) is incorrectly shown as a pnp
device in the circuit diagrams in the service manuals.

The Field Timebase

c.r.t. base panel which has red and green gain and cut-off
controls for grey-scale setting.

Tuner/IF Section
The tuner and the i.f. circuitry are contained within a
screened compartment, their separate modules being
soldered into the main PCB. The tuner is a Thomson MTPI-2011, which has a dual-gate MOSFET r.f. amplifier stage
with reverse bias a.g.c. It incorporates the PLL tuning
control system. An LA7550 chip (IS10) amplifies and
demodulates the sound and vision signals. It incorporates a
d.c. volume control system. I.F. bandpass filtering is
provided by a single-ended input SAWF.

The field timebase has unusual features throughout. Fig.
4 shows the circuit. Although the TA8659CN chip IVO1
produces a field drive waveform at pin 31 this is used for
sync purposes only. The field sawtooth waveform is generated across CF06, which is linked to the 180V line via the
two 1.5MS1 resistors RF01/02. The ramp is negative-going
however, CF06 being linearly discharged during the forward
scan period via the pnp transistor TF08 which is driven at its
base by the feedback capacitor CF02. IVO1 's field drive
output is fed to the base of transistor TF25 which produces
negative-going pulses at its collector to synchronise TF08.
The negative-going field ramp is fed to the non-inverting
input (pin 3) of operational amplifier IFOla. This is half of a
TL082 dual junction f.e.t. operational-amplifier chip. The
height control PF11 is part of the negative feedback network
connected to IFOla's inverting input (pin 2).
The second operational amplifier IFOlb is used as a
pulse-width modulator. IFOla produces a negative-going
output ramp at pin 1. This is applied to the non-inverting
input of IFOlb (pin 5). IFOlb's inverting input (pin 6) is fed
with a line-frequency sawtooth waveform (produced from
integrated line flyback pulses). Pin 7 (output) of IFOlb goes
high whenever the voltage at pin 6 exceeds that at pin 5.
The result at pin 7 is a series of line-frequency pulses whose
width increases as the field ramp progresses — this is illustrated in Fig. 5. During teletext operation an additional
25Hz signal is applied to pin 6. This destroys the interlacing
to remove vertical jitter.
The width-modulated line-frequency pulses are applied
to the gate of the field output thyristor TF16 to switch it on.
The field scan coils are connected in series with
RF24/20/23, the winding between pins 5 and 6 of the line
output transformer, and TF16/DF16 between the 13V
supply and chassis. During the field flyback the thyristor is
not triggered and DF16 rectifies the line-frequency pulses
picked up by the winding on the transformer, charging CF25
to about 80V. This produces a voltage difference of about
65V across the scan coils, sufficient to produce a rapid
flyback. When the thyristor is triggered on at the start of the
field scan the pulse is of short duration. TF16 switches off
when the next line pulse is produced by the transformer.
Thus TF16 is on for only a brief period. It's switched on
progressively earlier during each line, remaining on for a
longer time. As a result the voltage across CF25 is reduced
linearly to approximately 3V at the end of the field scan.
This integrating action produces a linear field scan current.

Control of the receiver's functions is the responsibility of
the TMP47C634N FERG 01 microcomputer chip IR01.
These include on-screen displays, keyboard scanning and
front panel display matrixing, the analogue controls and
power on-off. Most of the operations are straightforward but
the power control port, pin 20, is a useful one to know. Fig.
2 showed the circuitry and we've already seen that pin 20
goes low for power on, switching TR16 and TR17 on —
TR16 is another transistor that's shown as a pnp instead of
an npn device in the official circuit diagrams. There's a
short delay in the application of drive to the line timebase as
CV02 in the safety circuit (Fig. 3) has to charge. This
prevents any wildly incorrect-frequency drive being applied
to the line output stage, with the possibility of damage.

Signal Processing

Teletext and Externals

Colour decoding, sync processing and generation of
timebase drive waveforms are carried out by the TA8659CN
chip IV01, a Toshiba device with 64 pins. Though designed
for multi-standard operation, UK sets are sold as PAL-I only
models. Thus many of the pins are not used, being left opencircuit or returned to chassis via resistors. It has two crystal
oscillators, one working at 4.43MHz for the colour decoding
and the other at 503kHz (approximately 32 times line
frequency) in the line sync phase-locked loop. Direct rather
than count-down sync is used for the field drive in order to
cater for non-standard signals.
The RGB output stages, of the class AB type, are on the

Models 41P3 and A51F are fitted with a scart interface
and Fastext PCB. Demodulated video output signals are
available at pin 19 of the scart socket while pin 20 accepts
an analogue video input. In Model A51F front-panel Cinch
connectors are paralleled with the scan socket. RGB input
signals can be fed to the scart socket, after which they pass
to a CD4066B switching chip that sends either external or
teletext RGB signals to the display circuits. The two-chip
Fastext decoder is controlled by IRO1 via an I2C bus.
The scart/text modules vary between the 41P3 and the
A51F, but only in minor details. Both have an on-board 5V
regulator whose input is obtained from the chopper's 7V
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Audio Output
A TDA2030A chip provides the audio output. It's operated with 30V and —30V supplies. The circuitry is simple
and easily understood, but the peculiar audio quality
provided by some Model 41P3 receivers requires a bit of
explanation. Early production sets have a 240 speaker at the
side of the cabinet. There's space for a similar unit at the
opposite side, and one of the same type can be installed,
wired in parallel with the existing speaker. An immediate
improvement in sound quality will be noted. The sound is
louder of course. Any worries about the TDA2030A overheating because of the doubled load current appear to be
unfounded. Louder sound can also be obtained by reducing
the value of RA07 in the feedback circuit from 5.61d/ to
3.91d2, as in Model A51F. This increases the power available to around 5W.
The plastic moulded cabinets tend to rattle at high
volume. Ferguson has available a small kit of damping pads
to stop this — it's quite effective. Model A51F is the main
suffered from this malady.

The Microcomputer Control Chip
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Fig. 4: The field timebase circuit.

output but requires, in addition, the presence of the line
output stage derived 13V supply (V5) to enable it. A switchon delay is included in the regulator circuit to prevent operation during the power-up sequence.
The scart interface handles composite PAL input and
output signals, stereo audio input and output signals (there's
only a mono output stage however) and RGB inputs. Pin 8
is for AV switching and pin 16 for RGB switching.

Servicing
While the chassis has a good reliability record the fact
that it's tightly packed with components can cause difficulty
when fault tracing and repairs have to be carried out. The
copper side of the PCB is marked with the positions of the
major components. This helps with location, but the circuit
diagram is confusing in that lines which join don't always
have a dot while use in a few places of the Continental habit
of lumping wires into a 'loom' has infiltrated into publications that were once famed for their clarity and well
thought-out design. Because of its low fault rate the chassis
is not a familiar one to most engineers. This has made it,
rather unfairly, unpopular.
Since many faults can cause the power supply to shut
down it's possible to test the latter on its own in the standby
00311

Field ramp.

Line-frequency pulses

Inputs to IFO1b

Pulse-width
modulated output.

Fig. 5: Operation of the pulse-width modulator (lF01b).
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mode. Running it at full power is not possible because this
requires line pulses to drive the regulation system. To test
the power supply on its own in the standby mode, disconnect pin 20 of IR01. Note that in the standby mode the
voltage outputs obtained from the power supply will be
approximately 25- per cent low and not in their- correct
ratios.
Faults in the IKC2 chassis are generally confined to the
line output stage and the power supply, as you'd expect. A
common complaint with early production sets was of tripping off at high beam currents. This was remedied by a
string of modifications. Whilst these cure the trouble they
are not easy to implement in the ordinary dealer's service
workshop. For the brave however here are the details:
Change TL19's heatsink to a new type, part no.
50855846. Connect an 8.212, 10% lOW resistor and a
2,700pF, 20% 100V capacitor in parallel and mount them
on the new heatsink using the clip assembly that comes with
it. These components replace jumper wire J138 in the h.t.
feed to the line output transformer, so remove the link and
connect the RC combination in its place via flying leads.
Change RP18 to 1k52, 5%; C54 to 220nF, 63V; RP55 to
2201a 5% 0.16W; and RP26 to 3.31a 5% 0.25W. Add a
22kS2, 5% 0.25W resistor (RP50) between the base and
emitter of TP54. If tripping still occurs, the value of RP26
may be further reduced as follows: to 1.8k12 with 14in. sets,
1.51S2 with 15-17in. sets or 1.2kS2 with 20in. sets.
DP28 going short-circuit will prevent the power supply
working because the chopper driver stage has no supply — a
clue is that RPO6 will be quite hot. The 180V rectifier DL11
going short-circuit and its associated resistor RL11 opencircuit will affect the pulse feed from the line output transformer to the power supply with the result that the set trips.
Finally, take care when desoldering components in this
chassis: good-quality desoldering wick should be used.
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A Day at the Thick End
Chris Watton
It was a cold, rainy dismal Monday morning. As I entered
the shop at around 9.20 a.m. to start the week with the usual
zest and vigour I saw a strange figure, an unshaven man
with unruly hair, dirty shoes and a solemn look. It was fearsome at this time of the morning, but as the haze of cigarette
smoke cleared and the view through my bloodshot eyes
came into focus I realised that some oaf had left a mirror
facing the shop door when we closed on Saturday.

the tweeter is directed. In principle these rotating devices
make the sound come and go. Questionable I think, but the
owner assures me that this is what makes an organ sound
like an organ. The problem was that the mains fuse kept
blowing. Its cause was in the power supply where four huge
diodes form a bridge rectifier for the amplifier. Two of them
were short-circuit.

A Satellite W Job
Turmoil
The day was uneventful until 9.35. Then all hell broke
loose and the phone, which I'm sure is connected to the
shop's door bell since one doesn't go without the other, didn't
stop until lunchtime. We're the only TV shop in a village
about ten miles from the nearest town and I'm sure all our
customers think that if it's got a plug, a length of wire or
some batteries we must be able to repair it or, worse, tell them
how to use it. The recent bout of electric fence generators
proves the point. Must be the time for the sheep to eat all the
bits that we don't when the cabbage harvest is over.
Every Monday starts the same way for us. First we sort
out the jobs we forgot to do on Saturday, then we start on
the repairs where loan sets have been put out.

Now for a very important job. The boss had been
complaining about the spotty picture his satellite TV system
produced. My recent visit proved that the dish alignment
was o.k., so the LNB was condemned. Right again. Four
jobs in a row. This can't last! The new LNB was fitted in
record time and a check on all channels produced perfect
results. Incidentally although the satellite TV system is an
Amstrad SRX200 the LNB I fitted was a new type called
Continental. It's a smaller unit and has screws rather than
rivets to hold it together. The F connection is at the bottom
instead of the face side. It produced much better quality than
the standard unit, with much less background noise — and is
about ten quid cheaper.

A Tripping Sony W
Some Easy Ones
The first of these was simple, a 22in. manual control
Philips K30 that was tripping. It still tripped after the tripler
had been unhooked. Oh no, please don't be difficult this
early in the morning. After a quick check on the line output
transistor I started to smile again — it read about 21S2
between its emitter and collector. A new BU208 and a quick
look for reasons why the old one should have failed soon
revealed some dry-joints in this area, one on the flyback
tuning capacitor. I'm sure that this was the cause of the transistor failure. Anyway the set was now working and
displaying a good picture. So we put it on the soak test rack
and lifted the next one on to the bench.
This was a Samsung CI1541ZG with a line across the
screen. The field output stage in this chassis receives its
supply from the line output stage. But not on this occasion
as the l•5S2 safety feed resistor R412 had failed. Replacement cured the fault and the set was left to run for the rest of
the day to prove that no other fault had caused R412's
death.

The Leslie Speaker System
After the first cup of tea and with two easy jobs under my
belt I was ready for anything. I let myself in for a real treat,
a Leslie speaker system. Now for those of you who haven't
had the pleasure of acquaintance with this magnificent job
here is what it is. An immense cabinet made from one-inch
thick veneered plywood, measuring some 4ft 6in. by 3ft by
2ft and weighing about as much as a Philips G6 (remember
those?), houses a 15in. woofer, two mid-range speakers and
a tweeter, not forgetting the US-made solid-state amplifier
in the bottom. There are also two motors that drive a
rotating baffle for the woofer, and a pair of horns into which
420

The last job before lunch was an 18in. Sony set that
tripped. I don't know much about these sets but some basic
fault-finding procedures soon put me on the right road. As
with all sets that are tripping we first have to find out
whether the fault is in the power supply or elsewhere. The
way I do this with most sets is to identify the output from
the power supply to the line output stage, disconnect this
and use a 60W bulb to replace the load. If the tripping
stops, the h.t. voltage can be checked. If this is correct the
cause of the fault is likely to be somewhere in the line
output stage.
Back to the Sony set. I followed my own advice and
the tripping stopped. As the h.t. was about right at 118V I
assumed that the power supply was o.k. So I removed the
bulb and for some reason. the idea that there must be a
short-circuit in the line output stage was in my head. After
much checking of diodes and capacitors it occurred to me
that the line output stage was perhaps open-circuit rather
than short-circuit. To test this theory I again disconnected
the power supply and ran it with a lamp as the load. It
worked. Then I disconnected the lamp and the power
supply started to trip. I reconnected the power supply and
put my lamp on the case connection of the line output
device, a gate-controlled switch (GCS), The power supply
now worked. This seemed to make fault finding much
easier. I came to the conclusion that there was no line
drive. As the bench was a bit piled up and the scope
wasn't to hand I had another brainwave. If I put the meter
on to its frequency counter range and checked for line
drive I should get a reading of around 15kHz. So I
checked at the gate of the GCS and found that there was a
15kHz signal here. It was time to check the GCS, which
was open-circuit. Well, all this had led me somewhat
astray but maybe next time I'll remember that the power
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supply won't run with .an open-circuit load. And once
again praise to the man who invented light bulbs.

After Lunch
Back from a healthy lunch — two cream buns, a bag of
chips and a tin of pop followed by a very dry cigar — I now
felt awful. But the first job that faced me was a set with
which I'm more familiar than the one that preceded the refuelling session. It was a Finlux 9510 that was dead. My attention was drawn to the blackened d.c. fuse, so I checked the
chopper transistor which was short-circuit. Experience has
shown that when this device has failed the 270kS2 resistor
Ru 17 will be open-circuit. Replacing these two items
brought the set back to life but there was no sync. Transistor
TN on the video output panel is the video inverter for the
sync feed. It was open-circuit. Incidentally if you've not
come across these sets before don't try to open the tuning
flap — there isn't one. Many of these sets are marked around
the on/off switch where people have tried to open the trim to
adjust the set. It's all done via the remote control unit.
Things were really going well. I always start to worry
when it's like this, knowing that some pitfall awaits. Would
it be the Toshiba 140R4B that was next in line? It ran all
right for long enough to make a cuppa and talk to colleagues
about the state of the world. We soon put all the major
unrest and catastrophes to rights. Then the Toshiba began to
burp, producing a display that looked like a wineglass. Time
for the pitfall I bet. When I removed the back the set ran for
half a minute, burped a bit then ran again. Strange, I
thought. Maybe a power supply fault of some sort. Time for
some tapping on the panel. This made the funny noise come
and go. There was a dry-joint on the line output transformer.
This just shows that when you think it's going to be difficult
it's easy, but when you think it's easy stop thinking

VCRs
With about two hours to go to tea time I really had to set
about some of the VCRs that were piling up. I mused over
the job cards and picked an old favourite, an Hitachi
VT11E. The job card said "won't rewind, chews tapes and
stops whilst playing". Great! I popped in a dummy cassette
and set it going. Sure enough the reel torque was poor, and
the loading belts squealed as the arms reached the end of
their travel. So I removed the case and opened the bottom
panel, then connected the machine to a monitor and checked
the recording and playback to make sure that the heads were
o.k. They were, so the strip-down started.
I do this in two halves with these machines, as with most
others. First the top: the head drum discharge brush, the
pinch roller, the back-tension band, the reel idler and both
reel discs, not forgetting where the height shims and
washers etc. come from. I also remove the capstan oil seal at
this time. With all these bits laid out, cleaning can
commence. The, reel shafts and the slant poles, tape guides
and lower cylinder are all cleaned with alcohol. The reel
discs are cleaned with methylated spirit, both inside the
spindle holes and on the drive surfaces.
Part two is to tip the machine upside down then remove
the capstan securing plate (two screws), take off the belts
then remove the capstan — that's why I took off the oil seal
before. Almost certainly the capstan shaft will be all brown
and sticky. Finally the clutch/drive unit is removed (again
two screws). Now there are bits everywhere.
My next step is to clean out the capstan bushes. Two pipe
cleaners twisted together fit nicely. Soak them in meths and
pull them through a few times. This removes all sorts of
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muck. When the bushes are clean I insert a cotton bud, with
only one end on it, from the tape side of the deck which is
now nearest the bench. Push it in just far enough so that it
won't fall out then run some oil into the bushes from the
open end (God this is confusing!). It will have time to work
its way into the bushes while other work is being carried out.
I feel that it's essential to service the capstan shaft in this
way as I'm sure that heavy running greatly contributes to
capstan motor failure. At about £45 trade these items should
be looked after. I also put a di-op of oil on the bearing at the
other end of the capstan motor itself, using a thin blade to get
it under the drive pulley. Make sure that any surplus is
removed before reassembly. At this point the drive pulley
must be cleaned. The old belt gunge that sticks like glue can
be taken off using an ink rubber or a fibre pencil.
Finally the clutch unit can be completely stripped, taking
care to note the positions of all the securing split washers
and which way round the various wheels should be. Clean
all the surfaces with meths — not the felt in the clutch of
course — then very lightly oil the three spindles. When the
clutch unit is reassembled with a replacement belt it should
run like new. The grooves in the drive end of the clutch can
be cleaned easily when out of the unit, but don't be tempted
to roughen the surface in an effort to improve the traction to
the idler — it won't work. A toothbrush and meths or a fibre
pencil are excellent for this purpose.
Reassembly should be easy — remember to wipe away
any oil that may get on to the belts or reel drive components. Remove the cotton bud from the capstan bearing and
start to put it all back together. First the clutch, then the
capstan which is now very shiny, watching out for the drop
of oil that will come from the bushes when the capstan is
pushed home. Then fit the two new belts and the capstan
securing plate. The last part to sort out here is the loading
motor drive belts. One screw and take off one belt. Unplug
the connector and the motor is out. Check whether the
bearing of the intermediate drive pulley is dry, also the
motor bearing — lubrication may be needed. Replace both
belts, then refit the motor and connector. All is now finished
at this end and the unit can now be turned the right way up.
Put the reel discs back on, with a tiny spot of oil on the
spindles. Fit a new belt between the take-up disc and the
dummy counter pulley. Replace the back-tension band and
fit a new pinch roller. Clean the static discharge brush and
refit it. Lastly, wipe the capstan shaft and replace the oil
seal. With no more bits left on the bench and all the moving
parts and the tape guides, heads and lower cylinder
gleaming like new pins it's time to try the machine. The
result? Perfection, as always. Well sometimes.

Final Chores
So much for all the good times I've had today. Now to
start ringing customers with estimates and ordering spares.
Colleagues have put job cards into my tray, requesting
spares and asking me to ring Mr. and Mrs. So-and-so to tell
them that their TV set is really too old to mend. As you
know, not all of them take this too well. Some think that
you're a robber while others think that a relative has just
passed away. But on with the chores that only the dog's
body gets left with.
Well, the customers have all been contacted, now for
some fun. The recently purchased viewdata terminal awaits.
Part numbers found, autodial on and away we go. Why does
my terminal always say "?" — because the last time I used
COPS I didn't press Q to leave the system, that's why.
Sorry Willow Vale. Other orders are faxed. Now we eagerly
await the parts.. .
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TV Fault Finding

Reports from Philip Blundell, AMIEIE,
Richard Newman, Paul Hardy, Chris Watton,
John Edwards, Michael Dranfield,
Brian Storm, Steve Cannon, Alfred Damp,
and Geoff Fardon

Philips K40 Chassis
This set had no sound or vision — there was just a blank
raster. Tracing back through the signal path with a signal
generator I obtained activity when injecting a signal at the
output of the TDA2541 i.f. chip but none when applying the
signal to its inputs. The voltages at the input pins were
different: they should both be at 5.2V but pin 16 was low,
with a 1 -5kS2 leak to chassis. The other input (pin 1) didn't
have this leak. Disconnecting pin 16 proved that there was
internal leakage via the chip so a replacement was fitted — to
no effect! What else that could cause a low resistance from
pin 16 to chassis was connected to the chip? Nothing
seemed to be likely until I looked in the SGS data book and
found that pins 2 and 15 have decoupling capacitors
connected to them. The one connected to pin 15, C2115
P.B.
(22nF), was leaky.

said that he hadn't bothered to change the diodes, although
they are part of the kit, because they had measured all right.
A lot of frustration could have been avoided if he had
heeded the manufacturer's instruction to change all the parts
R.N.
in the kit.

Questar CTR14
This set was dead. I'd seen it about a year before for a
similar fault and had had to replace R652 (390k0) which
had been open-circuit. It again had to be replaced, but this
time the STK7348 went short-circuit at switch on, taking
with it R651 (270, 2W), R653 (1.5S2, 2W) and C655. EveryP.H.
thing was fine when these items had been replaced.

Contec KT8135
Philips CP9O Chassis
When checking this chassis for dry-joints one place where
you might not think to look is in the i.f./sync can. Dryjoints can occur in this can, especially around the
P.B.
TDA2579 chip.

Philips NC3 Chassis
There was a blank raster though sound was present and the
on-screen display worked. A check on the waveforms
around the TDA3565 colour decoder chip showed that the
sandcastle pulses were present and a video signal went in,
but nothing came out. Voltage checks then showed that the
brightness control pin was high — 2.5V instead of 0.6V at
the maximum brightness setting. A new TDA3565 was
P.B.
required.

Philips 2A Chassis
The power supply was dead. Checks showed that there
was 0.6V at the base of the BUT11AF chopper transistor
and over 300V at its collector, but the circuit wouldn't
oscillate. As there were no shorts across the secondary
windings of the chopper transformer attention was turned
to the snubber network connected to the primary winding.
D6663 (1N5062) was found to be leaky — 1500 both
ways.

Philips G110 Chassis
When the power supply in this chassis breaks down Philips
supplies a complete repair kit. You must replace all the parts
supplied. I recently had one of these sets come in from
another dealer who said that although he'd fitted the power
supply kit the set would shut down after an hour or so, just
as though it had been switched off. Sure enough the set did
exactly as he said. When I checked the 140V supply I found
that there was virtually no voltage here while the supply
from the mains bridge rectifier was down to about 20V
(instead of 280V). Two of the bridge rectifier diodes were
going open-circuit when warm. I replaced all four and had
no further problems after that. When I spoke to the dealer he
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There was no luminance The cause was a poor plug and
socket connection for the luminance drive on the c.r.t. base
P.H.
panel.

Hitachi C14P218 (G7P Mk 2 Chassis)
This 14in. portable was stuck in standby. A check at the
collector of the BUT11AF chopper transistor Q903
produced a reading of some 300V, so obviously the mains
bridge rectifier diodes etc. were o.k. Two series-connected
82k51 resistors, R902 and R903, provide a start-up bias for
Q903. They are at the front, right-hand corner of the chassis
and were both open-circuit.
Another fault you get with these sets is that the screen
goes very bright then the set trips. The cause is that a capacitor near the line output transformer becomes dry-jointed
because a part of the cabinet back pushes against it, eventually forcing it from the panel. The capacitor concerned is
C711 (47g), which is the reservoir capacitor for the h.t.
supply to the RGB output transistors. I cut the offending
portion off the inside of the cabinet back — it doesn't seem
C.W.
to have any purpose.

Matsui MB1O
"Dead on mains" the report said and a quick check with the
bench 12V power supply proved that the set was otherwise
o.k. So off with the back and into the chopper power supply
on the left-hand side. The primary supply was present but
there was no oscillation. I noticed a capacitor on the print
side of the panel: it was not shown in the circuit diagram
and was connected between the h.t. line and the collector of
the chopper transistor. A check showed that it was shortcircuit, thus preventing any current flowing in the chopper
transformer's primary winding. A replacement restored
mains operation — it's a 4,700pF capacitor with a voltage
C.W.
rating of 2kV.

Toshiba T211T4BA
When I switched this set on it seemed to work all right but
as soon as I changed channel it began to search tune down435

wards. If the down button at the front of the set was pressed
the search would stop for a short time then start again. A
new 47C232AN4984 tuning chip (ICA11) cured the
trouble.
C.W.
Finlux 3029 (3000 Chassis)
This monster set suffered from what could be described as
"line spacing": the top quarter of the picture was o.k., but
towards the bottom of the screen every other line appeared
to be blanked out. A fault in the field output stage seemed
likely so several components in this area, including the field
output chip, were replaced. All to no avail until we came to
CK8 (0.10, 63V). Replacing this cured the problem. It's a
small, white square-shaped capacitor positioned beneath the
field output chip's heatsink.
Hitachi CPT2188 (Salora K Chassis)
This set was dead. There was a distorted waveform at the
base of the line output transistor and an almost identical
waveform at its collector — a check showed that its basecollector resistance was only 8551. We didn't have the original type (2SD1577) in stock so we decided to try a
BU508A instead. The 2SD1577 has an insulated body, so its
heatsink is soldered to chassis. The BU508A was therefore
mounted on the heatsink using a conventional mica insulator, spacer and bolt system. A long test run showed that
the transistor ran cool.
Tashiko 20F862
When this set was switched on the standby indicator flickered briefly but the set otherwise remained dead. The cause
of the fault turned out to be C701 (470, 450V). For good
J.E.
measure we replaced C506 (470, 450V) as well.
Salora K Chassis
For tripping out when changing channel, also the field output
chip IC501 having a very short life, check choke L601 in the
line output stage. In the set we had in L601 looked as if it
M.Dr
had got very hot and clearly had shorted turns.
Hitachi CPT2656
This set wore a Finlandia badge but we were able to match
it up with one of our Hitachi service manuals. Over a
period of eight months it has been back to the workshop on
several occasions, but each time it failed to display any
fault during a soak test. The customer's complaint was that
the bottom part of the picture was missing. Despite
replacing many components in the field output stage the
set kept on coming back. It was difficult to know what to
do as we'd not seen the fault. On its latest visit however
the fault put in an appearance: after about an hour the
bottom of the picture began to cramp up while the top
widened out. By feeding a crosshatch pattern signal to the
set we could see that the actual symptom was change in
linearity. A slight touch on preset RTB573 (47052) cured
the fault. So a replacement linearity potentiometer was
fitted and the set was handed back to the customer with
M.Dr.
confidence.
Panasonic TX21T1 (Alpha 2 Chassis)
The complaint was about an intermittent whistling noise
when the set was first switched on. Sure enough a high438

pitched whistle came from the set when I switched it on,
stopping as soon as I touched it and then not to return until
next day. In fact any attempt to touch the set cured the fault
until next day. Many days later the cause of the fault was
traced to a dry-joint on the line output transformer's overwinding — the point that provides sync between the line
output stage and the chopper power supply.
B.S.
Ferguson TX10 Chassis
We don't get many TX1Os in these days. This one gave us
some real grief however. It had been in for almost a fortnight, running on soak test, and the fault complained about
was just beginning to put in an appearance. At switch on
first thing in the morning there was field bounce. For only
five minutes mind, then it would work perfectly for the rest
of the day. Even switching it off and leaving it for a good
few hours didn't seem to make any difference: the set would
fault only between 9 and 9.15 a.m. We'd tried freezer of
course, but this didn't give us any definite clues. Then one
morning the fault showed up for a lot longer than usual and
also developed further: there was intermittent field rolling
and the line sync jittered. Well it was now or never, so on to
the bench it came.
We replaced the TDA2578A timebase generator chip
1C742 as this was the obvious thing to do. It didn't help,
but at least the fault was still present. As both the line and
field sync were affected I suspected that the cause of the
fault was around the input to the sync separator. A scope
check was made on the video waveform at pin 5 of the
TDA2578A chip and at first glance it looked fine. This
point is biased by R759 and R753, which are close-tolerance components and have given us trouble before. But
replacements made no difference. Upon closer examination of the video waveform the line sync pulses did seem
to be rather thin, if you know what I mean, so maybe there
was a fault earlier in the video Processing. This seemed a,
bit of a long shot. I couldn't compare waveforms, and the
one we had wasn't far removed from the oscillogram
shown in the manual. But to prove a point I found a signals
panel and transplanted it into the set. Sync lock was now
perfect and, looking at the scope, the pulses had certainly
put on weight. The original panel was refitted and scope
checks showed that the video waveform was faulty right
back to the i.f. panel. When this was swapped over the
fault had cleared. Now the set was on rental, so I contemplated leaving it with the good panel installed. But as there
was only half an hour till lunch time I thought that I might
as well continue. I'd been at it all morning, and might as
well get some satisfaction by tracing the cause of the
problem to component level — and anyway I wasn't going
to cheat!
I thought it was only going to be the i.f. chip. How
wrong can you be? Replacing it made no difference, but
use of freezer and the heat gun now made the fault come
and go. Its cause was finally traced to the electrolytic
capacitor C35 (10) in the a.g.c. feed to the SL1432 i.f.
preamplifier chip. A replacement sent me off to lunch with
a beaming smile.
S.C.
Panasonic TC21R1 (Alpha 2 Chassis)
The reported fault was no picture. E.H.T. was present but
there was no raster. When the first anode voltage was
increased I saw that the cause of the symptoms was field
collapse. A new field output chip made no difference and its
supply was intact. Now the first thing to suspect with a
faulty Panasonic set, once the obvious items have been ruled
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out, is a defective lOnF ceramic capacitor. I looked at the
circuit diagram and the first one I came across was C403,
which is connected to pin 2 of the TDA2579 timebase
generator chip. A check showed that it read just over 10052,
in circuit. When a new one had been fitted we had full field
scanning. If I had a pound for every lOnF ceramic capacitor
I've replaced I'b be laughing.
S.C.

There was an intermittent start-up fault with this set. When
cold it would sometimes come on only in standby. But if the
mains switch was held the set would eventually come on
correctly. The cause of the fault was traced to the start-up
thermistor TH902.
A.D.

Philips 2A Chassis

Amstrad TVR2

This set ticked quite noticeably in standby. Everything else
was perfect, but the ticking wouldn't go. I was convinced
that the cause of the trouble was in the power supply, and
after a long and finally rewarding search the culprit turned
out to be C2690. It's a 10, 100V non-polarised capacitor
that's connected between the earthy side of the chopperdriver transistors and the non-isolated chassis.
S.C.

Several of these sets have come in either dead or intermittently dead. In just about every case the cause has been that
C1507 (lpf, 50V) was either leaky or open-circuit.
An exception came in the other day. Although the job
ticket said that the set was dead it wasn't the 1µF capacitor. The cause of the problem was that the mains relay
wasn't being energised because there was no 5V output
from the power supply. In fact the fault had nothing to do
with the TV side of the combination: a fuse in the VCR
section had blown.
A.D.

Mitsubishi CT21M 1BM
The red LED was illuminated but apart from that the set
wouldn't come on at all. I removed the back with some trepidation, being rather a novice when it comes to Mitsubishi
sets. Fortunately the power supply looked to be reasonable
and conventional. After checking the output voltages it
seemed that the cause of the problem was absence of the
12V supply. This comes from a 12V regulator, and I soon
found that there was an input to this device but no output.
The standby control line acts on this regulator, and I thought
I'd try my luck here.
This line leaves the power supply and goes directly to the
POW pin of the microcontroller chip IC701. After probing
around in this area with the meter I found that the set would
kick up. Dry-joint time, it seemed. The legs of crystals are
usually a favourite, whether it be a remote control unit, a
Nicam panel or a microcontroller chip. Sure enough both
legs of the 4MHz crystal CF701, which is connected to pins
28 and 29 of IC701, were dry-jointed. Resoldering them
provided a speedy cure, thankfully.
S.C.

Hitachi G8Q Chassis

Supra STV1401R
This colour portable was dead. There was 350V at the input
to the STR5412 regulator chip IC104 but no output at pins 2
and 4. Replacing this item restored normal operation. G.F.

Saisho CT142RX
There was an intermittent fault with this set. The picture
would go very dark, with very prominent colour. It was as
though the luminance delay line was open-circuit. Additional symptoms were a three-inch vertical band, predominantly red, and faint flyback lines.
We found that the tube base panel was very sensitive to
being touched. The cause of the trouble was poor joints on
three of the pins of the ribbon cable that goes to connector
plug/socket CD803.
G.F.

Hinari TVA1
Toshiba 2512DBT
The reported fault was of whistling Nicam reception. In fact
Nicam reception was pretty dire, with crackling and
popping in addition to a permanent high-pitched whistle. As
expected, the f.m. sound was perfect. By chance I noticed
that moving the scan coil flylead or the Nicam signal leads
aggravated or alleviated the problem. It transpired that the
line scan current was interfering with the digital data signal
going to the Nicam panel. Redressing both sets of leads
completely solved the problem.
S.C.

Grundig CUC2410 Chassis
This set was dead: the power supply would try to start, but
with little success. After a cold check on all relevant resistors and fitting a new TDA4600 chopper control chip we
eventually traced the cause of the fault to C633 (1000,
25V) which was open-circuit.
A.D.

Matsui 2890/Saisho CM2880TX
There was field collapse, the white line being very bright
indeed. Had this additional factor registered with us time
wouldn't have been wasted looking for a fault in the field
output stage. The cause of the fault was in the video output
supply, where D406 was short-circuit and the series safety
resistor R440 was open-circuit.
A.D.
440

After the initial start-up this set was very
intermittent/temperamental about coming out of standby.
Just about everything in the power supply seemed to be
sensitive to heating/freezing, including the relay. The fault
cleared when a new STR5412 chip was fitted.
G.F.

Matsui CTV2055
There was an over-bright picture with flyback lines. When
the first anode and brightness settings were reduced there
was shading from the left-hand side of the screen. We found
that the h.t. supply to the RGB output stages was low at only
113V instead of 190V. The reservoir capacitor C120 (4.7g,
350V) was open-circuit. Incidentally this set is a Fidelity
clone.
G.F.

Bush 2020
This set suffered from an intermittent fault. There would
sometimes be a blank screen, but on occasions this would
have a thin red line across it, as if there was field collapse.
The fault was so intermittent that it could take anything
from minutes to weeks for it to recur. We found that
touching the board almost anywhere when the set was warm
would produce the fault, which was thus very difficult to
localise. Eventually we found a bad joint on C307, which is
partially hidden by a plastic support strut.
G.F.
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TV Fault

Reports from Philip Blundell,
John Edwards, Richard Newman,
Mark Ward, Michael Dranfield,
Graham Richards, Chris Watton,
Denis Foley, K.E Fellingham
and Nick Beer

Philips CP110 Chassis
This fault applies only to later versions of the chassis that
have transistor Tr7672 in the power supply. The symptoms
are as follows. No picture when the set is first switched on
but after a few minutes a low-contrast picture begins to
appear, gradually improving until, after half an our, the
contrast is back to normal. Tr7672 was conducting when
the fault was present. It was being turned on because of
excessive ripple on the 140V line. C2670 and C2621 had
P.B.
dried up.

Scope checks showed that there was a lot of noise on the
microcontroller's data lines. This disappeared when the
EEPROM X2402 was removed. Fortunate that — it was the
only one of the three chips in the control system I had in
stock! Fitting the replacement cured all the problems. These
sets require the correct option code to be programmed in —
26 for a Nicam set, 18 for a non-Nicam version. When the
set had been retuned and the correct option had been
programmed in everything was back to normal.
R.N.

Grundig ST63460

Philips G90AE

There was no picture, just a dim blank raster with reduced
height. Tests around the RGB module were inconclusive,
though the waveform on the SSB line (beam limiter) did
seem to be rather large considering that there was no picture
information. A rather long wild-goose chase around the
RGB and c.r.t. base modules followed, to no avail. What's
common to the RGB and field timebase departments?
Ripple on a supply maybe? No ripple could be seen, but to
be sure I replaced smoothing capacitors one by one. Still no
improvement. As desperation was beginning to set in I had a
chat with the nice man at Grundig Technical. He suggested
that a fault in the i.f./sync module was affecting the sandcastle pulses, and that the diodes associated with the field
oscillator should in particular be checked. True to form
D2334 (TD190) was found to have a 200kS2 reverse leak. A
replacement restored the picture.
P.B.

The power supply had shut down but the set would work
when the mains input was reduced to about 90V. This was
not due to the protection circuit operating. I found that the
supply to the optocoupler rose quite high as the mains input
was increased. The only path is via D6653, which is
normally reverse biased — it's forward biased in standby. A
check showed that it was leaky, a replacement restoring
normal operation.
R.N.
Sanyo CBP3011-15
For a dead set check R320 and R321. They are both 120k0
and you will probably find that one or both of them have
changed value. But beware: the main smoothing block electrolytic will still be charged — it bites!
M.Dr.
Huanyu 37C-3

Philips CP90 Chassis
The complaint was that the set would "go dead". We put it
on soak test and discovered that it would run for up to three
hours, after which it would shut down as though switched
off. If the set was then switched off and on again it would
work for another few hours. We removed the main panel
and heated it with the trusty hairdryer. When the set failed
the main h.t. rail voltage had fallen to about 20V, suggesting
that the set was in the standby condition though the standby
LED was not alight. Checks showed that pin 14 of the
microcontroller chip had indeed gone low, and that if the
voltage at the reset pin 33 was momentarily reduced the set
would start up again. A replacement microcontroller chip
restored normal operation. What had fooled me initially was
the fact that the standby LED did not light up. This was
because the standby command hadn't been given by the
remote control unit. Thus the latch within the microcontroller hadn't turned the LED on.
R.N.
Philips 2B Chassis
This Nicam set was stuck in standby and the power supply
was tripping. If the programme button on the front panel
was held in the set would try to start but the LED display
would do strange things. As the power supply proved to be
o.k. I disconnected D6734 to disable the standby
command. The set then started up but the display was
haywire and none of the front controls did what it was
supposed to do.
476

This set seems to be a Chinese copy of an Hitachi model with
which we are familiar. It suffered from the same stock fault.
Someone who claimed to have an electronics background
brought it in, saying that he didn't have the time to do the
repair. After we'd removed a 2N3055 and fitted the correct
2SD898B line output transistor we replaced the 2.7V zener
diode ZD907 in the power supply. All was then well. M.Dr.
Hinari CT5
For intermittent field bounce replace the 2.2g, 35V
tantalum capacitor C901 in the field feedback circuit. This
capacitor can also be the cause of other field faults such as
cramping or a ragged picture.
M.Dr.
Dansai CTV1477
The only sign of life with this set was a faint whistling noise
that came from the power supply. When we checked around
in the power supply we found that there was a pinhole in the
small blue disc capacitor C617. A replacement obtained
from a scrap chassis cured the fault. Incidentally this set
appears to be the same as the Binatone one in which the
CF82 line output transformer regularly burns up.
M.Dr.
Saisho CM159TX
The chassis in this set seemed to be the same as that in the
Bush 2020, and we were in fact able to use the Bush service
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sheet to repair it. When we switched it on the power supply
screamed very loudly. After cleaning up the PCB around the
electrolytics on the secondary side of the power supply the
set still continued to scream. Disconnecting the line output
transistor's collector restored some life, but we couldn't find
anything wrong in the line output stage. A check on the h.t.
line then gave us a clue: it was high, at 175V instead of
125V, and the voltage couldn't be reduced by adjusting
VR801. Checks on the primary side of the circuit brought us
50V) which provides the negative bias for the
to C818 (1
TDA4600 chopper control chip. It had dried out. Fitting a
replacement enabled the h.t. to be set at 125V, but the set
still didn't work.
We found that the supply to the TDA2579 timebase
generator chip was low at only 5V, which brought us to
R409. This was very discoloured but was in fact all right. So
back to the power supply. The penny then dropped: what we
had initially thought to have been a spillage was actually
electrolyte leaking from C806 (1,000g, 16V). The excessive voltages had caused this capacitor to burst open. C808
(1,0000, 25V) was also faulty. Replacing these two capacitors restored normal operation. This situation could of
course arise with any set that uses a Siemens TDA4600 type
M.Dr.
chopper power supply.

Sharp C1410HW
This set was dead though voltages were present in the area
of the chopper transformer. We didn't have the circuit
diagram but noted that the circuitry was very similar to that
in the Sharp Model C3705 for which we did have a circuit
diagram. This enabled us to establish that the h.t. voltage
was missing at pin 4 of the line output transformer. When
this pin was disconnected the h.t. voltage returned to its
normal level. A check on the various items between the
chopper and line output transformers showed that they were
all o.k. So out came the line output transformer checker
which declared that the transformer was faulty. A new one
from Willow Vale got the set running again.
J.E.

Solavox 16R19 (ITT Pico S2 Chassis)
This set was dead with no display and no relay click when
the on/off switch was pressed. The cause of the fault was
that the standby mains transformer's primary winding was
open-circuit. A new one restored normal operation.
J.E.

Alba CTV711
You sometimes get one of these sets in dead with the 1.6A
fuse blown, R801 (2.7f2, 4W) open-circuit and the
BU508A chopper transistor Q800 short-circuit. In this
event a check on R809 (270kS2) will show that it has gone
high in value or open-circuit. In addition two of the bridge
rectifier diodes may have gone short-circuit. Replacing
these parts is usually all that's required to bring the set
back into service.
J.E.

line output transformer pin that had actually caused the symptoms was pin 3: when we desoldered and cleaned it we found
that there were signs of burning around the hole in the PCB.
We had to scrape this clean prior to resoldering.
J.E.

Fidelity CTV2001
The 2201S2 preset field hold control PR9 in this set tends to
go open-circuit, the symptoms being continuous field roll
with the control having no effect. Another cause of this
trouble is R25 (470kS2) going high in value.
J.E.

Murphy M22501 (Fidelity ZX4200 Chassis)
Although this set was dead a faint ticking could be heard,
indicating that the power supply was tripping. The cause of
the fault was that D21 (BY229P) was short-circuit. When
this was replaced the set sprang to life and the line output
transformer put on a grand firework display for us. Fortunately a new transformer restored normal operation.
J.E.

Finlux 3029V (3000 Chassis)
One of these sets gave me quite a bit of trouble. The
complaint was of dark bars across the top of the picture.
Now this is not an uncommon fault with the 3000 chassis,
so I went straight to Ck8 (0.1g) which goes open-circuit. It
wasn't this time however and in fact the symptom was
rather different: the dark bar was about a quarter of the way
down the picture. I decided to check the supply at pin 9 of
the TDA3654 field output chip ICkl . It was low at 20V
instead of 26.5V. This took me to the line output stage
which is the source of the supply. The resistors, rectifier
diode and reservoir capacitor were all o.k. So why the low
voltage? The line output stage also produces a 200V supply
for the RGB output stages. A check on this showed that it
was at only 155V. This was all very strange as the width
and brightness were o.k. The power supply was also
producing the correct 140V output.
A check on the h.t. at pin 3 of the line output transformer
produced a reading of only 120V however. Between the
power supply and pin 3 of the LOPT there's a filter module,
RR300. It was dropping about 20V instead of 2V. A scope
check at pin 3 of the LOPT showed that instead of d.c. there
was a huge waveform present. Replacing Cz14 (4.71.1F,
250V) restored normal operation.
The line output stage hadn't been operating properly
because of the squegging h.t. supply. It all goes to prove that
whatever appears on the screen the basics — correct voltage
conditions — should be checked first. I was really fooled by
the correct brightness, focus and width. But one scope check
revealed the nature of the fault in seconds.
I subsequently had the same thing on another of these
sets, only this time the symptoms were dark bands across
the top of the screen plus cramping. Once again the set
worked perfectly apart from the slight field fault.
C.W.

Loewe MS56C8001
Toshiba 140E4B
An arcing noise would come from within this set intermittently, accompanied by a loud buzz from the loudspeaker. At
the same time the picture would reduce in height and width,
what was left of the display being best described as a combination of line tearing and field foldover. We found that every
pin of the line output transformer was dry-jointed and that
there were several suspect joints in the power supply circuitry.
A blanket resoldering job in these areas put matters right. The
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Only the standby light was on. A quick check showed that
the power supply was operating normally. After some
further checks I found that the line driver transistor T534
had no supply because its 3.351 feed resistor R534 was
open-circuit. A replacement restored normal operation — but
only for a few minutes, after which R534 went open-circuit
again. This time I replaced the transistor and C534 (470)
as well as the resistor. The set then worked correctly during
a soak test.
C.W.
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Finlux 2000 Chassis
The teletext section was at fault. At first glance the text
screen appeared to be full of characters, but on a closer look
they were all either @ or ?. Replacing the SAA5240 chip
C.W.
restored normal teletext.

ence. Tracing back farther brought me to an SN74LS74AN
chip, also on the text PCB. Voltage checks here indicated
that it was the culprit. To prove the point an SN74LS74AN
was borrowed temporarily from another set. Fitting this
cleared the fault.
G.R.

M/A/I Basic Four Computer Monitor
Bush 2321T
No picture or intermittent loss of the picture is becoming
quite common with these sets now, due to poor soldering on
the teletext module. There are a number of through-theboard links: these need to be resoldered. On a couple of sets
however the same symptom has been caused by the crystal
C.W.
being dry-jointed.

Pye T183

The symptom was no raster. After removing the tube to get
at the power supply and line scan sections (!) we found that
the 110V rail was low at 40V while the 15V rail read 5.5V.
R502, a 1001M resistor, was badly discoloured but read o.k.
C508 (0-2.20., 100V) however had apparently suffered from
being in a hot spot. Replacing it brought all the supplies
back to the correct levels. Just as well in view of the time
spent on dismaniting and reassembling the set — and we
G.R.
didn't have a manual.

These monochrome portables are rare visitors to our shop!
This one was dead though the 270V supply was present.
Time for some up-to-the-minute fault-finding methods.
Checks on the wire-wounds soon showed that R602 (27kO)
was open-circuit.
C.W.

The symptoms were horizontal lines on the picture accompanied by a whistling from the power supply. The cure was
K.E.F.
to replace C956 (2,2000, 16V).

Amstrad SRX200

Samsung CI5012/5013

We had a tricky fault with one of these satellite TV
receivers recently. The unswitched 5V A line was oscillating. After a lot of searching the cause was traced to C504
(220µF, 10V) which was leaky. It's a nasty little fault that
now seems so obvious, but when most of the problems with
this receiver are things like R532 it's all to easy to be put
M.W.
out by this one.

The fault with this set was no sound. After much time had
been wasted ordering and fitting a replacement chip in the
IC101 position only to find that the fault was still present
we finally discovered that C605 (22nF), which is connected
to pin 13 of IC101, was leaky at around 250! It's a disc
K.E.F.
ceramic capacitor.

Mitsubishi CT25M1TX

Grundig CUC50 Chassis
Sony KVM14TU
The symptoms with this set were as follows: the search
tuning didn't stop at stations, there was no sound and the
picture came only when the 'preset' button was pressed.
The microcontroller chip IC001 needs a 7V linefrequency pulse at pin 51, a 6V sync pulse at pin 36 and an
a.f.t. 'dip' at pin 35. We found that the sync pulses were
missing because the sync generator transistor Q071 was
short-circuit base-to-collector.
When the set is working correctly the voltage at the a.f.t.
pin 35 is about 2-3V. If you find that it's OV C012 (0-01p.F)
D.F.
is probably short-circuit.

The customer insisted that the picture expanded at the top
and contracted at the bottom when the set was warm, or
was it the other way round? Anyway it ran perfectly for
days, so I removed the back and got to work with the
hairdryer and freezer. When the end of the TDA2655 field
output chip was heated expansion and rolling occurred. It
could be cleared by cooling the chip. This wasn't how the
customer had described the fault! I replaced the chip but
when setting up the field output stage I found the real cause
of the problem — as soon as the linearity potentiometer
R2766 was touched the fault occurred. The potentiometer
N.B.
was noisy.

Sony KVM14TU

Toshiba 2500TB

The reds flared, giving the impression that the tube was
soft. Checks at the tube base showed that the first anode
(G2) voltage was low at only 190V. D852 was short-circuit
and R852 (680Q) burnt out. Replacing these items restored
the first anode voltage to 880V, producing a normal
D.F.
picture.

This was a nasty one. There was chroma patterning from
cold: the deeper the saturation the worse the patterning, which
also varied tremendously with the setting of the colour level.
It was most prevalent in red and blue, and was present with
video as well as r.f. inputs. As the set warmed up the fault
cleared. There were black lines in the chroma, and diagonal
swathes of white bars ran through it all.
As the set was only a couple of months old I contacted
Toshiba to check on whether there were any known problems. Indeed there were — the fault can be caused by pick-up
from the teletext oscillator, and there's a modification
involving replacement of ICF01 and fitting two diodes on
the text. PCB. But when I looked this had already been done!
Scope checks showed that there was noise on the d.c.
colour control line, i.e. at pin 7 of the do-everything chip
IC501. The decoupling capacitor C515 (22µF) was found
to be very low in value when cold, a replacement curing
N.B.
the fault.

Salora K Chassis (Granada C59DZ6)
Parts of the picture would blank out suddenly then return.
Putting the set in the text mode proved that it was a luminance fault. Checks on the voltages at the pins of the
TDA3562A colour decoder chip showed that the voltage at
pin 9 was varying between 0.23V and 1.86V, triggering the
chip's internal text switches randomly. We traced the source
of the voltage back to the BC547 text blanking transistor
T9. Remembering that I'd had this sort of thing before I
confidently fitted a new BC547 — but this made no differ478
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It's only the
on-off switch
Steve Cannon
We've all had it many times. The customer says his set is
dead and for some reason thinks that the on-off switch is the
only item that could cause the fault. Oh, on second thoughts
the tube is also a favourite. Mind you the fault could be
anything from no sound to field collapse and the customer
will still come out with "I think it's the tube that's gone". I
suppose they like to give the impression that they know
something about the innards of a TV set.
In the days of those large things with bits of wire in them,
valves they were called, everyone and his brother liked to
think that they know what was causing the fault. In many
cases they were right. "I think it's the valve that's gone"
could be heard at every call-out. Even now some customers
believe that a valve could be at fault in their six-months old,
Nicam, Fastext, 28in. FST state-of-the-art TV set.
You can think yourself lucky if the on-off switch does
just happen to be the cause of a dead set with modern TV
receivers. Even though the on-off switch is the most often
and forcefully used electromechanical part of a TV set, its
reliability has definitely improved. With most brands
anyway. These days if a set is dead and the mains fuse has
blasted it's far more common for your test meter to read a
short-circuit across the chopper transistor. But what about
the sets that just don't want to be switched on; the ones
where you know you might as well get the fuse drawer out
and bring it over to the set; the ones where it seems that
nothing will ever get the set up and running?

An Hitachi CPT2598
The first set in this series of posers was an Hitachi
CPT2598 (G8Q chassis). I had a sneaky feeling that this one
was going to be nasty. After removing the back this suspicion was confirmed — the mains fuse was severely blackened. That could mean only one thing: replace most of the
silicod in the power supply. Not a job for monday morning,
but it had to be done.
This one had really taken a hammering. The top of the
chopper control chip IC901 had gone walkabout and most
of the power supply semiconductor devices, including the
two series-connected chopper transistors Q901 (a f.e.t.
device) and Q902, were short-circuit. The usual cause of
this mayhem is the small, white posistor TH902. It's in the
power supply's start-up circuit, coupling the rectified mains
supply to a 27V zener diode (ZD901) and IC901. The
problem is that it can track through. Thus most of the
components in the power supply get a whopping 350V d.c.
applied to them. Well something's got to give, ain't it?!
It appeared that TH902 wasn't the cause of the fault this
time however. Sure the power supply needed a rebuild, but
the posistor was of the improved blue type. This hasn't
given us any grief, touch wood. We replaced it however,
just in case, along with the other items that usually suffer in
this situation: ZD901 (27V zener diode), D902 (BYD33D),
C908 (470µF, 25V), D903 (BYD33J), D905 (BYD33D),
Q901 (BUZ71A or SGSP222), Q902 (SGSIF344), D907
(BYV10-40), IC901 (UC3844) and finally R910 (0.552,
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7W). Oh yes, and the 2.5AT fuse of course. It's not really a
job to be done in the field, is it?
In all but a few cases replacing these components restores
the set to normal operation. This one had other ideas. All
that the power supply would do was to pulse, generating an
h.t. supply of about 80V instead of 155V. Each of the
outputs on the secondary side of the circuit was disconnected in turn, a dummy load being connected across the
155V line. As the power supply kept on tripping the cause
of the fault was on the primary side of the circuit. D906
(1N4148) and Q903 (BC558B) were next checked and
found to be faulty. We've had them fail before after a meltdown, but this usually results in a completely dead set.
Replacing them failed to cure the fault, the set still tripping
away merrily. Until, that is, the fuse flashed and the surge
limiter resistor R901 smoked
I wiped away a tear from the corner of my eye, prayed
for divine intervention and rebuilt the power supply yet
again. This time I thought that it would be a good idea to
ask Pobs to switch the set on. He seems to like bangs and
flashes a lot more than I do. I must admit to being something of a wimp when it comes to switching a set on, after
I've repaired a power supply fault. It's not that I don't have
confidence in the repair: it just seems that when someone
else switches the set on it works. Pobs did his bit but the set
remained totally lifeless. A check on the h.t. line showed
that the set appeared to start and then shut down. Time for a
more detailed investigation.
A check at IC901's supply pin 7 showed that the voltage
was a little below the chip's under-voltage lockout level of
10V. As a result the chip had shut down. Most of the
components that could cause this had already been replaced,
including the 27V zener diode ZD901 and the 1.t. rectifier
diode D902. Then I spotted it — zener diode ZD902
(ZTE2S1), the only semiconductor device that hadn't been
replaced in the power supply. It's in series with the feed to
pin 7 of IC901 and just had to be faulty. The strange thing is
that in most of the sets I've worked on a wire link is fitted in
this position. In fact the zener diode is present only in 25in.
sets. It was whipped out in a flash, and sure enough a meter
reading was obtained both ways round. A new ZTE2S1 (an
Hitachi special) was fitted and, when we switched on, what
do you know? — sound and a full raster. I can only assume
that the diode had been slightly damaged during the first
power supply blow up and had been dealt a death blow
when the second blow up occurred.
The only problem now seemed to be a corrupted LED
channel display. But before I turned to this new area I
thought I'd better check the h.t. voltage. It was at 165V and
wouldn't alter when the set-h.t. control VR941 was twiddled. This worried me. Now feedback for regulation is via
the optocoupler 0C941. Again this item and associated
components are incorporated in only some models. The
driver and error sensing transistors Q941 and Q942 were
checked and found to be o.k. Next came the reference diode
ZD941 (BZV10), which was leaky. At first glance you
might think that it's a 10V device, but its rating is actually
5.5V. It was lucky that I checked on this — I hate to think
what might have happened had I fitted a 10V device.
Another order to Hitachi produced the component we
required, and when it was fitted the h.t. could be set
correctly.
The display fault was fairly straightforward. The LED
display is driven by transistors Q1502/3/4/5 which are
controlled by the SAA1293H chip. Q1505 was leaky
collector-to-emitter, a new BC548 putting matters right.
I would certainly like to know what had caused all this
damage to the set. I'm not convinced that the blue posistbr
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was to blame. Lightning damage crossed my mind as a
possibility, but this usually results in the destruction of
many more components. An e.h.t. crackover perhaps?

A Panasonic TC1785
Next up was a Panasonic portable, specifically a TC1785
(Z3 chassis). It was another dead set. I took the back off and
made some checks before switching it on. The surge limiter
R801 (4.751, 5W) was open-circuit, which obviously meant
that there was a direct short. It's a shame that these resistors
fail instead of the mains fuse. Fuses are always in stock, but
high-wattage resistors are quite varied in value and shape
and are usually manufacturer specific. Being a safety
component a replacement surge limiter resistor has not only
to be of the correct type in every respect, it also has to be
mounted in the same manner as the original one. What's
easier than replacing a fuse? Fortunately we had the correct
resistor in stock, but other checks had to be made before it
was fitted.
As the bridge rectifier diodes were o.k. it was probable
that the STR50103A-M chopper chip IC801 was shortcircuit, and indeed checks produced short-circuit readings
at most of the pins. So R801 and IC801 were replaced, but
when the set was switched on it remained lifeless. We now
had 350V d.c. at the chopper however. What next? The
logical suspect was the 110V protection diode D816, type
SR2KN. This would have gone short-circuit when IC801
did, protecting the rest of the circuitry down the line. That's
the theory anyway, but the set still didn't kick up when a
replacement had been fitted. Maybe D816 hadn't gone
short-circuit quickly enough to provide the required protection.
The h.t. rose slowly to about 25V however. We next
found that the 2SA683 standby switch transistor Q806 was
short-circuit collector-to-emitter. When this was replaced
we had a full 110V h.t. supply but no sound or picture.
R559 (100, 7W) in the feed to the line output transformer
was open-circuit. Now these resistors don't fail for the sheer
hell of it, so presumably the line output transistor was shortcircuit. But my meter failed to detect any shorts in the line
output stage. So R559 was replaced and the set was
switched on. There was still no picture, but a squealing
sound from the power supply indicated that something
disagreed with it. I switched off quickly, before the
squealing turned into something more melodramatic.
When the 2SD1439 line output transistor Q551 was
removed and tested out-of-circuit we found that though it
wasn't short-circuit there was a definite leak between its
collector and emitter. A new 2SD1439 finally restored
normal operation. The set went off to the soak test area
where it even withstood the ultimate workshop test, staying
on for the whole duration of El Dorado. After that it was
definitely ready for return to the customer.

for a bread-and-butter fault. Checks in the power supply
showed that the chopper transistor had also failed.
The rest of the power supply, which is self-oscillating, is
d.c. coupled. So it was obvious that something had failed in
the chopper driver section. I found that the pnp transistor
Tr7686 (BC369) was short-circuit all ways: D6686
(BYD33D) which is connected to the base of the chopper
transistor was also short-circuit. A note here about BYD33
diodes — the suffix letter is the voltage rating, as follows: D
= 200V, G = 400V, J = 600V, K = 800V and M = lkV. So
Tr7686 and D6686 were replaced, also the 820 chassis
return resistor R3690 in the same area — it had visibly
suffered and measured 40k0.
Well that was about it I thought. The other semiconductor devices were o.k. when checked. I had a nagging
doubt about the optocoupler, which in other Philips chassis
is usually the first to suffer when there's a power supply
crisis, so a new CNX62A was fitted. This time the set was
powered via a variac: up came the h.t., with a full picture
and sound. The rear cover was fitted and the set ran on test
for the whole of the next day without a murmur. It was
declared fit and returned to its owner. Only to come back
two days later with 'dead again' stuck to the screen.
For what seemed the umpteenth time I removed the back
and was surprised to find that the mains fuse was intact. But
the set was completely dead — no thump from the
degaussing circuit or anything. No a.c. input to the mains
bridge rectifier in fact. The 4.752 surge limiter resistor
R3654 had failed. I assumed that there was a reason for this,
so I once more checked through the rest of the power
supply. To my surprise there were no shorts. A new resistor
was fitted and the set was switched on. There were no bangs
or flashes anywhere and the set ran on test for the rest of the
week without any problems. Presumably R3654 had been
weakened by the earlier blow-ups, even though it checked
all right previously.
At least an on-off switch takes only ten minutes to
replace, and you know that it is a definite cure!

A Philips 2A
The final set to grace my bench in this succession of
destructive faults was one fitted with the Philips 2A chassis.
Its mains fuse had disintegrated — not a good sign! As usual
with this chassis however we soon found that a couple of
the bridge rectifier diodes, the chopper transistor and D6664
had gone short-circuit. The culprit in this case is usually
C2664, which splits a kipper, taking out the above
mentioned components. This set was no different (so far!)
and I thought that we had a bread-and-butter fault. But when
replacements had been fitted and the set was switched on
again it went BANG. The mains fuse had blasted: so much
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Servicing the Philips CP110
Chassis
Richard Newman
The Philips CP110 can be regarded as the Big Brother of the
CP90, which we dealt with in an article in the March issue.
Most of the signal circuitry, including the microcomputer
chip and the teletext decoder, is the same. The main differences are in the power supply, which will be the main
subject of this article. The following notes are intended to
be used in conjunction with the Philips service manual part
no. 4822 727 15947.

The Power Supply
As with other Philips chassis of the period the power
supply is of the SOPS type — Fig. 1 shows the circuit
diagram. Unlike earlier designs that used discrete component circuitry throughout this one uses a chip, type
TEA1039, to take care of most of the functions. The optocoupler method of feedback for regulation purposes is
retained, and the chopper transistor Tr7665 is again a
BUT11AF. The main trouble you get is failure of this transistor. Engineers tend to replace it and are then rewarded, at
switch on, with a loud bang and another dead BUT11AF.
Certain other components must be changed/checked before
you switch on — see later. First we'll take a brief look at the
operation of the circuit.

Circuit Action
Fig. 2 shows a simplified circuit of the start-up system.
The electrolytic capacitors C2656 and C2661 are connected
in series across the 285V supply. At switch on the voltage
across each is inversely proportional to its capacitance
value: approximately 11V is available at their junction to
feed pin 9 of the TEA1039 chip to get it going. The chip
contains an oscillator that runs at about 30kHz, and
produces a sawtooth output waveform at pin 8. After
shaping, this waveform is used to drive the chopper transistor. Once the circuit gets going the voltages induced
across windings 6-7 and 6-8 of the transformer are rectified
by D6670 and D6671. After smoothing by R3661 and
C2661 approximately 18V is available as a supply for the
TEA1039 chip.
This chip contains the circuitry required for correct operation of the chopper transistor, including excess current
protection. Its main elements are an oscillator and a voltage
comparator which provide the two inputs to a pulse-width
modulator, a driver stage and protection and start circuitry.
It's not the purpose of the present article to go into how all
this works: what we are concerned with is the key points for
servicing.
Transistor Tr7666 shapes the drive for the BUT11AF.
Tr7671 is part of the slow-start circuit and in addition helps
to control the pulse-width modulator within the chip in the
standby mode. The time-constant for the slow-start action is
provided by C2664 and R3664. There's a snubber network
that consists of D6661, R3657 and coil S5655. It's
connected to pin 5 of the chopper transformer. The other
end of the winding connected to pin 5 appears to go
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nowhere: in fact there's internal capacitance coupling to pin
4.

Regulation
In normal operation the optocoupler monitors the 15V
rail via R3668, D6676, R3671, R3670 and R3669: R3670 is
the set-h.t. control that adjusts the current flowing in the
diode section of the optocoupler. The optocoupler's output
is fed to pin 3 of the chip, where it forms one input to the
voltage comparator stage. It thus controls the h.t. supply
generated by the chopper circuit. Beam current information
is fed via R3673 to the junction of R3671 and D6676.

Standby Mode
During normal operation D6726 is reverse biased, the
voltage at its cathode being higher than that at its anode.
Under the control of the microcomputer chip transistors
Tr7726 and Tr7727 are off while Tr7739 is on. When the
standby command is given Tr7739 is switched off so that
Tr7726/7 switch on. As a result the 32V rail is linked to the
junction of D6674 and R3730: D6674 is now reverse biased
and D6726 is forward biased. The voltage increase produces
a greater current flow in the diode section of the optocoupler, hence a greater light output. By feedback action all the
output voltages from the chopper circuit are reduced considerably. The 32V rail is now in control, but is at a lower level
of approximately 11V. The 6V rail, which powers the
microcomputer circuit, is held constant by the action of the
series regulator transistor Tr7728.
The 6V regulator circuit also provides a reset pulse and a
power fail detection output for the microcomputer.

Repairs
The most common failure is the BUT11AF transistor
going short-circuit. This usually happens after the set has
been put in the standby mode, and will take the mains fuse
and the bridge rectifier diodes as well. Philips recommend
that the following procedure is adopted to prevent further
failures in the standby mode:
Replace the BUT11AF transistor, the bridge rectifier
diodes and the TEA1039 chip; check and replace if necessary R3658 (1200) and R3659 (10052); remove C2657
(1.5nF) if fitted; increase the value of C2661 from 1,5000
to 2,2000.
C2657 is fitted in only some sets. It is near the
degaussing posistor Th3653 and is not shown in the circuit
diagram, though it's position is marked on the PCB. From
experience I would recommend' replacement of the CNX62
optocoupler as being a standard part of the repair.
Before trying the set spend a few minutes going over any
dry-joints, particularly around the chopper transformer
T5654 (there will be some!). Also check that transistors
Tr7666 and Tr7671 are all right. R3660 sometimes fails
when the BUT11AF transistor goes short-circuit: it has the
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A Western with Cowboys
of course
Chris Watton

This is the tale of a quite reasonable Ferguson TX9 TV
receiver, a 3V29 VCR, an Amstrad SRX400 satellite TV
receiver and a very distressed lady customer. The equipment
is used in an area where the terrestrial signal strength is
good, and there are no obstructions in front of the dish. The
result? — poor pictures on all channels!
I was called in and told that since a satellite TV receiver
had been fitted the ITV (Yorkshire) picture was not so good.
When I arrived I couldn't believe it. I could only just make
out that a programme was present, and the other stations
weren't much better.
Three firms had attended to the system but couldn't get
to the bottom of the problem and told the customer that
they didn't know what to do. The basic cause of the
trouble is that unless the terrestrial signal is impeccable
very strong herring-bone patterning that obliterates the
picture occurs on ITV (Channel 25). Depending on the
strength of the signal from the terrestrial TV aerial the
patterning will be more or less apparent. I don't know
whether this occurs in areas that don't use channel 25, but
it does in the Belmont transmitter area. The interference
comes from the VideoCrypt decoder, and occurs whether
this is a separate unit or is integral with the satellite TV
receiver. If there's a good aerial signal however there
should be no problems.
The Cowboys

Back to the expert installers who didn't seem to understand the nature of the problem and in an attempt to wriggle
out of their predicament told the customer all sorts of things
like "yer telly's no good" and "it's atmospherics" (sounds
technical, that).
The first two men who brought the dish and receiver and
fitted them presented the customer with a bill for £75 and
wanted to be off. But the customer wasn't happy. The dish
was so low over the path that people would have to duck to
get past it, while the cable wasn't clipped up properly and
hung in loops. When it was pointed out to him that this
wasn't very good the chief installer offered to alter things
for an additional £50. Needless to say the offer was
declined. At this the installers departed, leaving a poor
picture behind them.
Next day the customer phoned the shop where she'd
bought the TV set (a High Street multiple, not a TV shop) to
complain about the picture. She was told that it would be

put right pronto. Enter team number two.
The previous team had come from Huntingdon. This
team came from Nottingham. They were true professionals.
Their first words were "those other fellows are useless,
we'll put it right". But this was not to be. All they did was to
pull out the tuner drawer and break it. As the drawer
wouldn't go back in they advised that it was "best to leave
the drawer sticking out — makes the set easier to tune with
the knobs". They finished with the comment "anyway your
set is too highly tuned and we can't do anything with that".
Another phone call was made to the shop and, yes,
another team of installers was booked to attend. They came
from foreign parts (London). Impressive, eh? Londoners
coming all the way up to Lincolnshire to sort out our tellys
for us. These two paid such a short visit that it was hardly
worth their while getting out of the van. They told the
customer that "your TV's no good for satellite reception no good for anything really" and were soon on their way.
Good service? But at least with a smile this time.
Sorting it Out

The solution to the problem was elementary. I'd expect
any second-year student engineer to be able to sort it out
without too much headscratching. This is the course I took.
I first disconnected the Amstrad satellite receiver and
concentrated on the TV receiver-VCR set-up. There are
several connections of course: wall socket, flylead, VCR
input socket, VCR output socket, second flylead and TV
aerial socket. Most of these connections were poor:
aluminium coaxial plugs were loose and dirty, the TV
socket was loose and the braid in the wall socket wasn't
connected. Sorting this out took about a quarter of an hour.
The pictures produced by the four terrestrial TV channels
were then good — and a smile was coming back to the
customer's face.
The Amstrad receiver was then reconnected. Except for
the video channel the pictures were still good. Simple: the
VCR's output frequency was too close to that from the
satellite receiver and Channel 4 (on ch. 32). I set the VCR's
output to about ch. 35/36 and the satellite receiver's output
to about ch. 39/40. This removed the interference. A further
check showed that all stations were clear though sparklies
were present on some satellite TV channels. As the dish was
so close to the ground I simply moved it to obtain the best
picture.
The owner can now watch the westerns on the Movie
Channel, which was the main reason why she bought the
satellite TV system. I'm sure she simply melts when Gary
Cooper is "shootin' them up" or Randolf Scot is having a
mosey into town and hope she wasn't put off by the other
cowboys.
It's worrying to think that firms are operating in this way.
They give satellite TV a bad name. This customer, and
many others presumably, was told that satellite 14V is no
good, ruins the telly and costs a fortune. I hope that after a
few weeks with clear pictures she'll forget the difficulties
and have years of pleasure. Also that in the future she'll buy
her TV sets, VCRs and satellite systems from a TV shop
rather than a washing machine/cooker shop.

chip diode showed that it measured 50052 both ways. The
set worked normally when a replacement was fitted, the
short was removed from the optocoupler and the line output
stage was reconnected.
R.N.

the pins of the sub power supply transformer and transistor
may have been the cause of the failure as no other fault was
found.
C.W.
Philips K35 Chassis

Goodmans 2180
A nice easy one for a change. This set, which was dead,
uses a Nikkai chassis. The power supply didn't work and
checks soon showed that R801 (2701(52) in the start-up
section was open-circuit. A replacement restored normal
operation.
R.N.

This set produced a very dark picture. Checks on the c.r.t.
base panel showed that the cathode voltages were a little
high. C583 (4.7µF, 250V) which is the reservoir capacitor
for the h.t. supply to the RGB output stages was opencircuit.
C.W.
Finlux 3021F

Philips G110 Chassis
I've had a couple of cases where the BUTl 8AF chopper
transistor fails again a few hours, days or even weeks after
fitting the recommended power supply repair kit. There's a
further recommended modification that can be carried out. It
consists of fitting two BYD73B diodes (Philips part no.
4822 130 60778) in series between the base and emitter of
the BUTI8AF transistor, with the anodes on the base side.
You must also ensure that Tr7654 is a BC817, not a BC847.
This modification certainly seems to work: I've had no
further problems after doing it.
R.N.

The problem was intermittent loss of signals: in addition the
set would sometimes go dead. Its cause was traced to Du21
in the power supply. This BY299 diode provides the 7V
supply but was going open-circuit intermittently.
C.W.
ITT Compact 80R/90° Chassis
The electronic fuse in this set was operating, though it ran all
right with a 15k0 resistor connected between test points 701
and 702. The cause of the trouble was that the 20V feed to the
drive circuit on the primary side of the power supply was low
at about 13V. C703 (100µF, 40V) was to blame.
C.W.

Philips FL1.0 Chassis
This set came in dead. There was 300V at the collector of
the BUT12AF chopper transistor but no sign of oscillation.
Further checks showed that the 17V start-up supply was
missing. This comes from a separate power supply, which is
also active in the standby mode, called micro SOPS. Checks
here showed that Tr7201, Tr7250 and Tr7251 were shortcircuit, also D6201 and D6251. Not surprisingly, fuse
F1250 was open-circuit. When replacements were fitted the
micro SOPS supply made some effort to run but the start-up
supply was low at 3.2V. Further checks in this area showed
that R3250 had risen in value from 6852 to about 31d2.
Replacing this restored the correct start-up supply voltage
but the main power supply still refused to work. Philips
supply a repair kit but you have to make sure that you order
the correct version. When this had been obtained and fitted
the set powered up.
My problems were not over however. There was a good
picture but no sound. Pressing the install button showed that
the receiver was set for the wrong system. To get it to the
UK system you have to call up the service menu by briefly
shorting together pins S23 and S24 on the signal panel.
When I did this the set promptly went to standby and
refused to operate further!
After checking around I decided to replace the X2404
EEPROM chip under the control module. This restored operation and I was able to call up the service menu and reset the
options to complete the repair. The question remains as to
why there were so many faults on a fairly new set and what
did what to whom and why? We'll never know!
R.N.
Nikkai NT20
"Only snow" it said on the card that accompanied this set. In
addition to the snowy raster there was no on-screen display
of the channel number or customer controls and the search
tuning didn't operate. A check showed that the 5V supply
was missing at pin 52 of the microcontroller chip. It comes
from a sub power supply, where the 22052 safety resistor
R830 was open-circuit. There was quite a scorch around it,
indicating that it had blown violently. A lot of dry-joints on
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Hitachi 14P218 (G7P Mk 2 Chassis)
There are two 82k52, 0.5W resistors (R902 and R903) that
provide base bias for the BUT11AF series chopper transistor
Q903. It is quite common to find that these are either opencircuit or high in value, the result being a dead set.
C.W.
Toshiba 258T7B
Although this set had no field scan the cause of the fault was
not in the field circuit. Its supply resistor had failed, but the
cause of the failure was the TDA8145 chip IC361 on the
DPC panel — it was dead short from pin 6 to chassis. C.W.
Ferguson TX85 Chassis
Repeated failure of the line output transistor can be caused
by a break in the track of the h.t. preset control. As a result
the h.t. suddenly goes sky high. This seems to be a common
fault, so it would be wise to replace the preset as a precaution whenever one of these sets comes in for repair.
R.B.
Panasonic TX2284 (U3W Chassis with
teletext)
This ex-rental set had every stock fault going. We were
finally left with this odd fault: although the LED channel
indicator displayed the selected channel, and the channel
appeared on the screen, the on-screen display was wrong.
Selecting teletext revealed all. One produced five, two
produced six etc. We accused the text decoder but a swap
with one from another set proved that it was innocent.
The cause of the fault was obviously after the point
where the LED is driven by IC1104, in other words where
the parallel data is converted back to serial form for the text
decoder. This led us to plugs/sockets U4 and U5 on panel U.
Plug U4 hadn't been pushed fully home — in fact judging
from the dust and the fact that that these connections clip
home quite firmly it would seem that it had never been
assembled correctly.
R.B.
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Saving
Network
1400 Series
Receivers
Denis G. Mott
In the early Eighties Network Industries produced a series of 14in. colour
TV sets based on a chassis supplied by
GoldStar. Model numbers were
NWC1402,
NWC1410
and
NWC1430, with both remote-control
(R suffix) and non remote-control
versions. As with most chassis from
most manufacturers there's an
Achilles' heel. In this case the
problem relates to the M193 tuning
memory chip IC1601. This SGS
device was also used in a Lowe Opta
and an Hitachi chassis, and by some
other setmakers It's no longer available from SGS and stocks have dwindled to virtually zero. As a result it's
now almost impossible to obtain the
device as a service spare.
I recently had a call from an engi638

neer who had a couple of these sets in,
each with a blown M193 chip. It
struck me that there were probably
many other people in the same
predicament, i.e. with one of these sets
that was in perfect working order apart
from the fact that the M193 chip had
failed. Here's a solution to keep the
TV set in use, though without the
tuning memory facility.

Tuning System
An article of mine in the March
1986 issue of Television described the
operation of the tuning system used in
these sets. Basically the purpose of
the M193 chip IC1601 is to convert
an analogue voltage to a digital word
that's stored in one of sixteen memory
locations. A DAC chip (HIC1601)
converts its output word to the appropriate tuning voltage. The memory
locations are selected by a four-bit
word generated by IC1301. This
arrives at IC1601 via HIC1301 and
IC1302. A two-digit LED display,
driven by the M192 chip IC1501,
shows the selected channel.

Faults and Cures
The usual faults with the M193
chip are either that it gets hot, pulling
down the 5V line, or that it fails to

memorise channels.
Failure to memorise is the easiest
fault to deal with. Simply push in the
mode button (SW1702) and tune in
manually, using the multiturn potentiometer VR1701. Remove diodes
D1714 and D1713 to stop sound
muting.
The more difficult problem is a hot
chip. Remove the M193 i.c. then bin it.
Reroute the link from the wiper of the
multiturn potentiometer, disconnecting
it from pin 3 of IC1701 (LMN324) and
taking it directly to pin 5 of the DAC
chip HIC1601 instead. If you live in an
area where the transmitters operate in
the lower part of the band it may be
necessary to remove R1703 (1.2k5) to
allow the potentiometer to reach down
to chassis potential. The variable
voltage obtained from the potentiometer is approximately 0-5.5V. This
is amplified by the HIC1601 chip to
the 0-32V level.
The nice thing is that the a.f.c. is not
affected as it's fed to a separate tuner
pin. To deactive the a.f.c., push in the
mode switch. Then tune in the required
station and release the mode switch.
With remote-control TV sets the
volume and on/off functions are not
affected by this change.
I know that this solution is not
perfect, but it's better than having a
useless TV set.
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Panasonic's
Digital TV
Chassis

Ray Meadows

The first two TV models from Panasonic to use digital signal
processing are the TX25W3 and the TX28W3. They are
fitted with Panasonic's new Euro 1 chassis. The change from
analogue to digital signal processing has been adopted
because digital technology offers advantages in terms of
performance, user features and cost. From the servicing point
of view several built-in aids mean that repair of a digital TV
set will not be as daunting as might at first be thought.

Resolution
Performance has been a problem with previous digital
TV chassis, largely because of insufficient video data signal
bit resolution. Seven-bit resolution has generally been
employed to date. The Euro 1 chassis uses a new custom
chip, called a Digital Features Unit (DFU), which has been
developed by Matsushita in conjunction with ITT-Intermetall. It employs eight-bit resolution for both the luminance and chrominance signals, giving a vast improvement
in the detail seen on the screen and a similar reduction in
"contouring", which has always plagued digital video.
Superior picture quality is obtained through the use of
advanced digital comb filtering, noise reduction and other
techniques. The audio signal is also processed digitally,
using fourteen-bit resolution.

Features
The features familiar with the previous Alpha 3 analogue
chassis are all available along with some new ones. Features
that the customer sees are four AV links, Artificial Intelligence (AI) and on-screen menus.
The AV connectors are as follows:
AV1: Scart socket with full RGB and AV inputs/outputs.
AV2: Scart socket with AV in/out, monitor out and YC in
(S-VHS).
AV3: S-VHS input via a Hoseiden connector and audio
input via phones. Continental D2-MAC models also have an
S-VHS output.
AV4: AV phonos and S-VHS Hoseiden input on the front
panel.
AI, or 'scene control' as it is also known, provides active
picture contrast adjustment to make full use of the screen's
dynamic range. This task is performed within the DFU chip.
The circuit continuously monitors the maximum, minimum
and average values of the video signal over thousands of
picture points. This is relatively easy to do once the signal is
in digital form, since every pixel has a numeric value.
The effect of this processing is to maximise the contrast,
improving the definition with overly dark or bright scenes.
By maintaining the average luminance level while expanding
at each side of this within the limits of peak white and the
black level, undesirable pumping effects are avoided.
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AI can be set to three conditions: normal (on), dynamic
and off. The dynamic position is useful mainly for demonstrating the system to customers, as the dynamic to off
change is the most readily apparent one. Incidentally AI has
no effect with a test pattern where the signal varies from
black to peak white.
The on-screen menus allow AV output selection, i.e. TV,
AV1, AV3, AV4 or monitor, very useful for video editing.
Picture noise reduction and ambience selection are also
available. In addition the picture aspect ratio can be preset
to 4:3 or 16:9 or left in the 'auto' mode, in which the ratio is
set by the level of the switching voltage at pin 8 of the scart
sockets.
Continental variants of the chassis allow for on-screen
language selection while satellite-equipped sets additionally
have AV1's output selectable for use with descramblers,
and D2-MAC, language and subtitle preference selection.
Internal features include a digital chroma transient
improver, a digital luminance transient improver and a
digital comb filter. The tube is a black-line super type.
Previous Panasonic models released in the UK have not
incorporated colour transient improvement circuits because
of the undesirable side effects they can introduce, namely
colour-luminance registration errors (C-Y delay) and the
effect that noise can have on the process. The digital CTI
system works very well however, as can be seen by
studying a pluge pattern with a 2T pulse.
The comb filter is also 'intelligently' controlled, so that
dot crawl on horizontal transitions between h.f. luminance
and chroma information is minimised.
Because of the extensive use of digital circuitry these
features can be included with little added physical
complexity and at relatively little cost. This means that the
new models are no more expensive than their predecessors.
They should be easier to manufacture and service. As the
component count is reduced, reliability should be improved.

Construction
The chassis construction (see Fig. 1) is much simplified
in comparison with the Alpha 3 chassis used in the W2
series models. Basically the Euro 1 chassis consists of a
main analogue mother board and a plug-in digital pack. A
few smaller boards are used for the front panel controls,
sockets and of course the c.r.t. base.
The main board (E-PCB) contains the power supply, the
field and line output stages, the audio amplifiers, the tuner
and the i.f. module. All processing between the i.f. module
and the output stages is carried out in the digital pack, board
A-PCB, which is mounted in a metal screening can. It
contains the signal switching, Nicam, video and audio
processing, sync and timebase generator/driver sections.
The AV switches and rear panel sockets are also on this
panel. The majority of the chips it uses are from the ITT
Digit 2000 series and are surface mounted.
Continental variants of the chassis use basically the same
boards but may omit the Nicam chip or add a Secam
processor. They may also have a different if. module. With
satellite and picture-in-picture equipped models an extra panel
B-PCB is fitted inside the same shield case as panel A-PCB.
The first thing one notices when the back cover is
removed is the reduced number of interconnecting cables in
comparison with previous Panasonic models. As with its
predecessors, the Euro 1 chassis is put in the service position
by hooking it on to clips near the back of the left speaker
enclosure. This provides easy access to the conventional
analogue circuits on panel E-PCB. To work on the digital
pack the shielding case has to be removed. The A-PCB can
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then be probed from the top side. Extension cables are
required to operate the set with improved access to the rear
of the A-PCB. They are available as part of a service kit.
Also available is a surface-mount repair kit which contains
various cutting and removal tools plus a gas soldering iron
with special surface-mount soldering tips. A memory pack
which plugs into the AV2 connector and a service remote
control unit are also available — more on this in a moment.

Pro amme 41
Programme 31
Programme 2
Programme 1

Service Modes
As an aid to servicing, the Euro 1 chassis has several
service modes that can be entered only by the service engineer. They are all protected against accidental customer
operation because a combination of keys has to be
depressed. For example to enter the basic service mode 1,
which is used to adjust the scan sizes, picture geometry,
colour reference oscillator, colour temperature etc., you first
adjust the audio controls on the set simultaneously for
maximum bass and minimum treble then depress the remote
control text reset button whilst at the same time depressing
the volume down button on the set.
Service mode 1 then appears and each function can be
selected by using the remote control unit's red and green
flof keys. Updown adjustment of the settings is done by
using the yellow and cyan keys. The new setting must then
be stored by using the tuning store button 's' on the TV set,
otherwise moving on to the next item will result in the new
value automatically reverting to the old one.
The service manual shows typical normal values, but
these will vary slightly from set to set depending on screen
size and the tolerances of the analogue components.
The first service mode 1 option enables all the preset
program positions to be memorised in an external memory
pack or, conversely, to be loaded: the memory pack must be
plugged into the AV2 connector before the set is switched
on and the service mode is entered. This is useful when a
dealer has to tune large numbers of sets to the same channels — one set's presets can be learnt and transferred to all
the others. There's a similar function in service mode 2,
enabling a set's adjustment settings to be stored or copied.
All the other adjustments in mode 1 can then be stepped
through and adjusted if necessary.
Service mode 2 is entered from the last option of service
mode 1 by pressing the text hold button. In this mode option
bytes that define the set's characteristics appear, hardware
permitting. These are best left alone, otherwise the software
may be led to believe things that the hardware doesn't!
Leaving the service modes resets the receiver's customer
presets to their last stored condition — including the bass and
treble settings. Note that the surest way to hard reset the
receiver is to turn off at the mains switch.
Other service modes enable basic fault diagnosis to be
carried out, even with a dead set, by flashing the standby
LED at different speeds. It's thus possible, by using
different remote control keys, to find out on which internal
bus a fault is present.
When the remote control unit's off-timer button is
pressed at the same time as the set's volume down button,
another self-check mode shows numerical values on screen
for the main components. They can then be checked against
the values specified in the service manual. After leaving this
mode the user presets are all reset to the factory positions.
Finally, fixed-mode operation forces the receiver into the
PAL, NTSC or modified NTSC mode. This requires the use
of the service remote control unit which has one extra
button compared to the standard unit.
Apart from these adjustments via the service modes the
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Fig. 1: The Panasonic Euro 1 chassis — positions of the
main items.

only adjustments available in the set are focus, c.r.t. cut-off
and screen (first anode voltage) — the latter two are used in
conjunction with service mode 1.
Repairs
The main E-PCB panel is of conventional construction,
using leaded components. Most of the semiconductor devices
are fitted to heatsinks with snap-on retaining clips that are
easy to remove. Replacement of semiconductor devices
should rarely be necessary however as the set is protected by
over-voltage and excess-current circuits in the primary side of
the power supply and fuses in the secondary side.
Some of the more important supply lines, such as the 5V
supply for the digital circuitry, have series-regulator circuits
that use a field-effect transistor as the series element. The
reason for this is the low voltage drop across the device. Thus
in the worst possible case, an internal short between the input
and output of the series element, the output voltage increase
can be only small. This is important if you think of all the
digital chips that are powered by the 5V supply: a voltage rise
to 6V is not as catastrophic as a rise to say 12V, which could
happen if a conventional regulator shorted internally.
The a.c. mains input glass fuse is on panel P-PCB along
with the mains switch and the mains filter. The four internal
supply line fuses are positioned near the centre of panel EPCB. They are of the black, vertical Siemens type.
The idea of fault-finding on digital panel A-PCB, where
the signal processing takes place, may worry some service
engineers. By using the service modes described above and
referring to the service manual it should however be relatively easy to isolate the bus on which the fault is present
and thus the suspect chip. The recommended process is then
to cut the chip's legs with a scalpel, remove the body and
desolder the pins from the PCB. Most of the passive components on this panel are of the surface-mounted type, as are
many of the components in the vision if. pack and on the
c.r.t. base panel.
In Conclusion
In the past digital TV chassis have been notoriously unreliable, have performed poorly and been difficult to service.
Time alone will judge the reliability of this chassis. But if
performance and serviceability are anything to go by we
should have few problems.
Future articles will look at the circuitry used in the
chassis.
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Servicing
Notes on the
Bush 2114
Gordon Haigh
I've had several faults with these Turkish-made delights (?).
Here are a few hints. There were a couple of other models in
the series, the 2020 and 2321. Models with a T suffix incorporate teletext.

No Results
The power supply circuit is of the familiar self-oscillating
chopper type, with a TDA4601 control/driver chip. If
there's no output from the power supply, check for up to
340V across the mains bridge rectifier's 120p,F, 400V reservoir capacitor C812 and that this high voltage reaches the
collector of the BU508A chopper transistor Q801 via the
transformer's primary winding. No output from the bridge
rectifier should lead to checks downstream on the 4.752, 5W
surge limiter resistor R816 and the 3.15AT mains fuse
F851. If either has gone open-circuit, check Q801 by
making two legs dry or by removing it for resistance checks.
Removal is best in any set because there's a low-value
resistor across the base-emitter junction — a base-emitter
breakdown only can easily be overlooked. Should Q801
have failed, check R808 (27010 which is connected to pin
4 of the TDA4601 chip (IC801): this resistor tends to go
high or open-circuit.
If the bridge rectifier is producing 340V or so, check
thermistor TH801 and resistor R817 (5.61a 0.5W). These
two items provide a start-up supply for pin 9 of the
TDA4601 chip — the voltage at this pin is topped up to about
18V once the power supply comes into operation.
If these items are in order but there's a slight whistle and
only meagre secondary d.c. voltages for a few moments are
obtained at switch on, check D807 (RGP10J). This diode
along with R810 (18052, 5W) and C804 (2,200pF) form a
snubber network across Q801. A BY228 seems to be a suitable replacement for D807.
A capacitor that causes a fair share of trouble is C818
(1µF, 50V) which dries up. It's the reservoir capacitor for
the negative feedback voltage that's fed to pin 3 of the chip
via VR801 (set h.t.) and R805. The symptom when it goes
open-circuit can be no results with a loud whistling from the
chopper transformer. If the transformer seems to be in
distress (fizzing etc.) replace C818.
Note the positions of the two separate two-pin connectors
before taking off the plastic cage over the power supply. For
easy access to the power supply components the metal
heatsink frame can be removed by taking out the screw from
the TDA4601 chip then slipping Q801 from its clip (take
care — Q801 can be at 340V or so though there's a discharge
path via R815). As soon as the power supply has been
repaired, switch of and replace the heatsink frame.
Here are approximate working voltages at the pins of the
TDA4601 chip, taken with respect to the negative terminal
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of C812: pin 1 4V; pin 2 very low d.c.; pin 3 2.2V; pin 4
2.2V; pin 5 7.5V (higher in standby); pin 6 OV; pin 7 1.8V;
pin 8 1.8V; pin 9 18V. There should be 112V across the h.t.
reservoir capacitor C810 (note that the associated rectifier
diode is fed from the chopper transformer via the contacts of
relay RL401). Resistance readings across C810 should be
50-601d2 one way, 3.5kQ the other. The reservoir capacitors
for the other two secondary supplies obtained from the
chopper transformer are C806 and C808. C806 should have
11-12V across it and a resistance reading of at least 450Q
both ways should be obtained. C808 should develop 24-25V,
the resistance reading across it being at least 21d2 both ways.
A digital capacitance meter may show that some of the
electrolytics are low, but they are usually o.k. Pay particular
attention to C818 though.
Safety resistors in series with rectifier diodes are always
worth checking. For example there will be no results should
R422 (1E2, 1W) go open-circuit. This resistor acts as the
surge limiter in the 16V supply obtained from the line
output transformer. After regulation by the LM7812 chip
IC701 the resultant 12V supply is used for various purposes
that include powering the TDA2579 timebase generator
chip IC401.

Other Fault Conditions
I've encountered a no raster fault at switch on, with the
voltages at the collectors of the RGB output transistors
Q901/3/5 all reading high. When I come across this situation with any set I usually take a resistor with a value of a
few kilohms and connect it momentarily between one of
the c.r.t.'s cathodes (or the collector of one of the RGB
output transistors) and chassis to see what happens. This
sometimes proves that the cause of the fault is field
collapse — remember that with many sets the screen is
blanked out when there's no field scan. You don't have to
turn up the first anode voltage to see this: a disturbed first
anode potentiometer has to be reset, and sometimes this
cannot be done accurately without a test pattern and a very
high-impedance voltmeter. The response with the Bush set
was that the picture appeared and stayed there until the set
was switched off. It was not present at subsequent switch
on. Taking cathode voltage readings on the meter's 300V
range also restored the picture.
The c.r.t. biasing arrangements are very simple. There's a
complication however in that auto grey-scale tracking is
employed. The RGB outputs are linked to the c.r.t. via
emitter-followers, each of which is connected to chassis via
diode D901. The voltage developed across D901 is returned
via a screened cable to pin 18 of the TDA3562A colour
decoder chip, which is mounted on a separate subpanel. A
borrowed subpanel proved that the TDA3562A chip had an
internal fault which was inhibiting the drive to the RGB
output stages. The voltage across D901 was only 0.5V
instead of the usual 0-8-0-9V.
The TDA3562A chip can also be responsible for loss of
colour. Note that it's the Telefunken version of the chip
(some other types are not compatible without minor modifications — see previous correspondence in Television).
Another cause of no colour is R251 (18k52) going opencircuit — it's connected to pin 5 'of the chip and is part of the
colour control circuit.
When there's a command problem, with the push-buttons
having wrong effects or misbehaving, the SAA1293 control
chip IC1 is suspect. But not with a recent set, which would
step channels upwards but not downwards and wouldn't
sweep tune. The MDA2061 EEPROM chip IC2 was at fault.
An MDA2062 was supplied and worked, the supplier
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assuring us that it was a substitute. Uncontrollable sound
and the display stuck on one channel are typical SAA1293
faults: the set jumping into and out of standby on channel
change is a MDA2061 fault.
Failure of the 12V reservoir capacitor C806 (1,000g,
16V) causes bad patterning.
A vertical black line two inches from the right-hand side
of the screen was traced to R419 (470k0, 0.5W) being opencircuit. It's in the pulse feedback feed to the TDA2579 chip.

A couple of interesting faults have been reported in TV
Fault Finding recently. Geoff Fardon traced the cause of an
intermittent blank screen to a dry-joint on C307 (April).
This 0.33µF capacitor is in the field linearity circuit, so the
field scanning was presumably being closed down. Chris
Watton (May) reports that no picture or intermittent picture
loss can be caused by poor soldering on the teletext module:
the through-the-board links should be resoldered and the
soldering to the crystal might also need attention.

in the start circuit were all o.k. As the voltage at pin 9 varied
it seemed likely that the associated 1000, 25V reservoir
capacitor C87 was open-circuit. When it was removed we
N.B.
found that it had a discharge from its positive leg.

Panasonic TC431GR (M12C Chassis)
These excellent sets have proved to be very reliable but now
have a stock fault. No go, often intermittent, can be caused
by loss of the h.t. supply to the line driver stage because of
N.B.
dry joints on the 68052 feed resistor R513.

were subsequently told that the set was used in the kitchen,
and that the offending substance was brown sauce. M.Dr.

Hitachi CPT1444
The LED channel display lit and the channel numbers could
be changed. But there was no picture or sound. Before
ordering a manual I decided to check the fuses and found
that FS901 (1.6AT) behind the on/off switch was opencircuit. No contributory cause could be found. Note that if
the fuse next to it, FS902, goes open-circuit there will be no
channel display and no tuning, just a snowy raster. M.Dr.

Mitsubishi CT2141BM
The cause of an intermittently fading picture was loss of
heater supply to the c.r.t. because of a dry-joint at pin 9 of
N.B.
the socket. All the pins were going the same way.

Ferguson A59F (ICC7 Chassis)
A number of early production sets suffered from poor focus
because the focus lead connector came adrift from its socket
on the c.r.t. base panel. Some customers have complained
about lack of straightness of the verticals and horizontals
with the very flat tubes fitted. There doesn't seem to be
N.B.
anything one can do about this.

Blaupunkt Milano IL32 (FM100 Chassis)
This set was dead. The relay could be heard to click on
when the remote control unit was used to switch the set on
from standby, and the standby LED was on. So at any rate
the standby power supply was operating. There was no
mains feed to the main chassis however as relay M865 was
N.B.
open-circuit on one pole.

Grundig CUC2400 Chassis
The man who traded in this set told us that another shop had
taken a look and found that the tube was faulty. In fact R769
(15ki2) on the c.r.t. base panel was open-circuit. A replacement restored the blue in the picture.
M.Dr.

Osume CTV1486T
The symptoms with this set were intermittent loss of sync, a
blank raster, no sound, switching to standby and the LED
channel display going off. We eventually found that the
output from the 5V regulator, IC105, was varying. The chip
wasn't the cause of the trouble however. The standby transformer was faulty.
M.Dr.

Alba CTV12
This set was dead though the channel indicator was alight.
We eventually traced the cause to dry-joints on the line
driver transformer.
J.E.

Philips KT3 Chassis
Panasonic TC2110 (U5N Chassis)
The first problem with this set was an intermittent mains
switch. Its remote contacts were faulty: if the switch button
was flicked the set would more often than not work all right.
A replacement switch put that right. The set then ran for
about half an hour after which it died. The power supply
relay wasn't working and I soon found that there was no
supply to the remote control panel. This comes from a small
transformer which is mounted in the bottom left-hand corner
of the set. It had an open-circuit primary winding.
R.N.

Philips CP110 Chassis
This set refused to start. I went through all the usual things
without success. Scope checks then showed that there was a
very damped waveform at the collector of the BUT11AF
chopper transistor Tr7665. I eventually found that the
BYD33D rectifier diode D6672 in the 32V supply on the
secondary side of the circuit was faulty, reading aout 1.51d2
each way. A replacement restored normal operation. R.N.
Philips KT3 Chassis
This 16in. set was dead. When we removed the back we
found that something had been spilt into it — something
brown and gungy. We cleaned up generally and replaced
various items, including the chopper transistor, but the set
still failed to start up. We eventually found that the cause of
the fault was a short between the primary and secondary
sides of the chopper driver transformer. This had presumably occurred when the chopper transistor had failed. We
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The cause of intermittent tripping was eventually traced to
the degaussing posistor. These devices usually rattle when
they fail, but this one didn't. A very long test run after
replacing it proved that the fault had been cured.
J.E.

Mitsubishi BB1201B
No line or field lock was the problem with this set. Slight
adjustment of the line oscillator coil L501 restored line lock
but the field hold preset VR401 had to be replaced to restore
field lock — there was a break in its track.
J.E.

Philips 2A Chassis
There was an over bright raster with flyback lines and the
first anode control had no effect. We found that the feed
resistor R3473 (910k0) had gone open-circuit.
J.E.

Hitachi CPT1456
This set was dead with the power supply screaming in
agony. We found that the 2SD1453 line output transistor
was short-circuit collector-to-emitter. Unfortunately the
cause of its failure was the line output transformer.
J.E.

Sony KVDX271
Sound all right but just a blank screen because there's no
first anode voltage is becoming quite a common fault with
these sets. You find that R807 (1k0, 1W) is open-circuit
and D803 short-circuit.
J.E.
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TV Fault Finding
Philips Anubis B-AA Chassis
This set worked but the alarm LED was flashing and ER4
was displayed on the screen. The ER4 display indicated a
teletext fault, and when text was selected only lines came
up. After checking the supplies to the text board and finding
that everything was o.k. we checked the oscillators. 1701
(27MHz) wasn't working: a new crystal put this right. P.B.
Mitsubishi CT2153/5, 2553/5 and 2965
For ghosting, ringing or an intermittently blank raster
suspect problems with the tuner/VIF pack. The fault is often
due to dry-joints around the SAW filter or the nearby coils
L4 and L5. If resoldering these doesn't solve the problem a
modification will be needed. Ask Mitsubishi spares departP.B.
ment for modification kit AFT1.
Grundig CUC3600 Chassis
If you can't find the cause of no picture on the RGB module
— possibilities here are incorrect supplies or absence of the
sandcastle pulse — check the brightness and contrast control
voltages at pins 2 and 16 of the TDA8442 bus interfacing
chip IC350 on the main panel. If they are low and refuse to
increase when the controls are operated there's a good
P.B.
chance that the TDA8442 chip is faulty.
Philips G90AE Chassis
There was no picture, just a blank raster, though the teletext worked all right. Checks around the TDA3561A
colour decoder chip showed that the voltage at the contrast
control pin (pin 7) was slightly negative instead of the
3.4V specified in the manual. The negative voltage came
from the beam limiter via D6326: C2560 (33nF) was openP.B.
circuit.
Grundig CUC5301 Chassis
This set was dead: the chopper transistor T644 was shortcircuit and the fuse in its 300V supply had blown. To reduce
the chances that a new transistor would go the same way as
its predecessor, I decided to monitor the drive waveform
from the chopper control chip with T644 removed. The
manual shows that a 10V drive pulse is present under
normal conditions — but what would you get with no load?
A comparison check with a stock set showed that you get
very little! In fact with T644 removed you get a negativegoing needle pulse of about 0.1V amplitude at a slow rate.
As this pulse was present in the faulty set I decided to investigate the power supply outputs. D681 (BYV38) was found
P.B.
to have a leak of about 20052.
Panasonic TX25A2 (Alpha 3 Chassis)
This set worked at switch on but after a few minutes there
was a lapse into sullen silence, with no sound and a dark,
blank raster. As the main microcontroller and memory chips
can be responsible for this condition we decided to carry out
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some checks in this area. We eventually found that C1251
in the microcontroller reset circuit was leaky. You've probably already guessed that it's a lOnF ceramic capacitor. B.S.
Panasonic TC1785 (Z3 Chassis)
The tuning was at best unreliable — the set drifted from
station to station at will. You could retune and store the
stations, but you still had to retune from cold. As expected a
new tuner unit made no difference at all. Checks in the
tuning voltage circuit soon brought us to a likely culprit: the
B.S.
lOnF ceramic capacitor C17 was leaky.
Panasonic TX28G1 (Alpha 2 Chassis)
The picture would bow in from the sides when the set had
spent half a day on the soak test bench. Fortunately the fault
became a permanent one after a couple of days, enabling us
to discover that the culprit was a small, yellow capacitor
connected to the base of transistor Q751 in the EW circuit:
B.S.
C754 (180pF) was leaky.
Toshiba 2512DB
EW modulator problems seem to afflict Toshiba sets. The
problem with this one was lack of width. Our starting point
in the search for the cause was the DPC panel, which sits on
the right-hand side of the chassis when viewed from the
back. Scope checks were unnecessary as R425 was obviously open-circuit. Some d.c. checks then showed that there
was no voltage at the collector of Q422. At this point we
recalled a similar problem we'd had with a 285T8BZ (see
September 1992, page 785). We removed the loading coil
L423 and, as a temporary measure because we didn't have
the correct Toshiba part, fitted the coil (L702) from the
diode modulator board in the Ferguson TX100 chassis. With
this and a new safety resistor the set worked correctly.
It seems that these coils have a weakness: as before,
slight scorching of the windings could be seen when a
magnifying glass was used.
There are no presets on the main PCB in Model 2512 for
adjustment of the width, parabola and trapezium waveforms
etc. Control of the set's operation is done via a central bus
and microcomputer chip. In the unlikely event of an adjustment being necessary, this can be done by using the remote
control unit, as outlined in the service manual.
We would like to compliment Toshiba on the ready availability of spares, which normally arrive next day after a
A.F.
phone call with our account number.
Finlux 3024F (3000 Chassis)
This set was dead with a short-Circuit line output transistor. A
check on the h.t. voltage and a look around for dry-joints
didn't reveal anything amiss so a new transistor and insulator
were fitted. The set then worked for two hours after which the
transistor again failed. Some further resoldering was done in
case of dry-joints and the scan coil plug was checked. But
again nothing wrong could be found. This time I added a 470
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resistor in series with the supply to the. new line output transistor so that I could monitor the results. Surprisingly there
was only a quarter inch reduction in the width.
The set worked all day but the line output transistor ran
hot. Experience has showed us that it usually runs cold. I
next monitored the line drive waveform and discovered that
when the set had been on for about an hour there was a
peculiar wiggle and a large negative-going spike during the
switch-off period. A new BC637 line driver transistor (Tz3)
put that right. And no I didn't forget to remove the 470
resistor!
The useful thing about inserting a resistor in the feed to
the line output stage is that you can monitor conditions here.
All sorts of faults can be observed without blowing the line
output transistor — even dry-joints. This technique can be
C.W.
employed with most sets.
Ferguson Model C51N (ICC8 Chassis)
The teletext picture was very bright and was shifted to the
right on the screen. Cause of the problem was the 5V regulator TP03 on the teletext/scart board: an internal shortcircuit put 7V on the 5V rail.
J.LeJ.
Ferguson ICC7 Chassis
Two of these sets have given us problems recently. The
power supply in the first one didn't work although the startup supply was present at pin 16 of the TEA2261 chopper
control chip IP01. The cause of the trouble was an internal
breakdown within IPO1, as a result of which there was no
voltage at pin 15. This pin provides the supply for the
chopper drive stage within the chip.
The BSR51 line driver transistor TL17 was short-circuit
in the second set. When this had been replaced we found
that there was field collapse. The cause was failure of the
BA157 diode in the field output stage: it had gone shortJ.LeJ.
circuit, putting 65V on the 24V line.
Ferguson MMO2 Monitor
Uncontrollable brightness was the problem with this
monitor. We found that the voltage at the slider of the
brightness control RV40 changed very little when it was
rotated. The voltage here should have been around —70V but
was in fact —1.7V. R28 (120k0, 0.25W) was open-circuit.
Ferguson didn't make many of these excellent little monitors and information on them is comparably scarce. J.LeJ.
Hitachi CPT2078
This set would switch on and work normally for a period
that varied from ten seconds to about ten minutes. Then the
seven segment display would go out, the picture and sound
would disappear and the three LEDs on the front would
light up. A check in the fault condition showed that there
was no 5V supply at pin 20 of the MAB8422 microcontroller chip. This supply comes from a bridge rectifier and
voltage regulator on the CITAC panel. The 7805 regulator
had only 3V at its input. Substitution revealed that the
bridge rectifier diodes were breaking down, though they
A.S.
read o.k. when cold.

have to carry out any adjustments unless major repairs have
been carried out in certain areas. This set had very bad
geometry and when it had been put in the service mode it
seemed that all the options had been changed. But the set
hadn't been anywhere for repairs.
When the geometry had been readjusted and the parameters had been stored in memory all seemed to be well. But
the same thing happened a few weeks later. The parameters
are stored in an X2404 EEPROM, IC7900, which we
decided to replace. After doing this you have to reprogram
the entire set: all the system options — Nicam, teletext,
channel and program numbers etc. have to be stored in the
memory. Since doing this the set has not been back. R.N.
Philips G110 Chassis
Sometimes you jump to conclusions that give you extra
work. As this Nicam set had what sounded like severe
crossover distortion in the left-hand channel I went straight
for the TDA1521 output amplifier IC7270. A replacement
failed to cure the fault and I then discovered that the distortion was present only with Nicam reception: mono f.m.
from a signal generator produced perfect results. The
obvious thing to do was to check the audio stages in the
Nicam section. There are two LM833 operational amplifiers, IC7350 and IC7351, one for each channel. They
receive their inputs from the TDA1543 DA converter chip.
Checks with a signal tracer showed that the distortion was
present at the first stage amplifier in the left-hand channel.
As luck would have it I didn't have an LM833 so a new
R.N.
TDA1543 was tried. This cured the fault.
Philips GR2.1 Chassis
This set was a nightmare as it had received third-party attention. The causes of various faults had been found and cured
but the most interesting one, a reluctance to start up from
standby, remained. When the set was brought out of standby
the red LED would go out then, a few seconds later, it
would flicker at a fairly fast rate. If the set was left for a
minute or so it would come on and work normally.
Time was spent going through the power supply, but the
cause of the fault was not here. In fact in the fault condition
the h.t. was correct at 95V. I found that the root of the
trouble was that the line timebase didn't start up. Line drive
is generated by a TDA2579B chip which had already been
replaced. It seemed that this chip was faulty however: the
start-up supply, though about a volt low, was present at pin
16 but there was no line drive output at pin 11. I then
noticed that a TDA2579 without the B suffix had been
fitted. Could this be the cause of the problem? When a
TDA2579B was fitted the set worked faultlessly. I proved
the point by fitting a TDA2579, which brought the fault
back. Moral: always fit exact replacement parts, and take
R.N.
note of suffixes.
Sony KV2060
There was an uncontrollable rolling picture, the field hold
control being set at one end of its travel. R524 (80kS1) was
G.F.
found to be very high in value at around 140ka
ITT TX3835 (Compact 80 Chassis)

Philips 3A Chassis
With these sets the geometry and various options are
controlled digitally: adjustment is via a service remote
control unit with the set in the service mode. It's unusual to
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At switch on there was a rustle of e.h.t. with the channel
indicator numbers showing 1, then the set went into the
standby mode. If the set was switched off then on again
fairly quickly the time before reverting to standby was
553

quicker. If the set was left for a while it took two-three
seconds to switch to standby.
The way in which the set was acting made us think about
capacitors. But which one? Use of freezer led us to C703
(10µF, 50V) which is next to the chopper transformer.
G.F.
Freezing it made the set chatter.
Fault Summary
Ferguson A1OR (TX80 chassis): The cause of an intermittently red picture can be an open-circuit track between
RV110 and the emitter of TV101. I've had three sets in
recently with this fault: you can't see the track break.
Sony KVX2932: One of these sets had no e.h.t., with the
line scan drive at approximately 10V. The cause of the fault
was on the scart PCB where D1504 was leaky. It caused
many hours of head-scratching.
Samsung C13312: For drifting off channel check whether
R124 (33k1.2), R116 or RR26 (both 1201d2) is open-circuit.
They are in the a.f.c. circuit. When the picture is locked
there should be approximately 2.5V at pin 9 of the microcontroller chip RICOL
Panasonic TX24T1 (Alpha 2W chassis): The cause of
faulty EW correction was L752 being short-circuit.
Sony KVX25TU: L806 being short-circuit was the cause of
intermittent failure of the line output transistor.
Panasonic TC1485 (Z3 chassis): If one of these sets trips tries to start then shuts down — check whether the value of
R560 (2701a or R552 (27k52) has gone high.
Samsung C13312: The PCD8572 chip RICO2 can be the
cause of loss of memory. Symptoms are that if you tune in
everything the picture comes back but if you change chanR.C.P.
nels or switch off all channels are lost.
Hitachi G7P Mk 2 Chassis
No results was the problem. The set was kind to us. A quick
cold check on all likely high-value resistors showed that
A.D.
R920 (100k12) was open-circuit.

Hinari CT5
This set sounded, as Les Lawry-Johns once so perfectly
described it, like a bee sprayed with freezer. It was dead as
the line output stage wasn't running though the power
supply was. No overload then. The cause of the problem
was no line drive as there was no supply to the line driver
stage due to a break in the print in the front left-hand corner
of the chassis, where it fits in the runners. As a result the
feed resistor R401 didn't receive its supply.
N.B.
Sony KVM14U
There were varying symptoms due to grey-scale drift. The
auto-clamping circuit didn't work well though it was all
right itself. The main symptom was that the green level
varied from fairly acceptable to very high. When adjusted
the first anode voltage control had a very odd effect on the
picture. The cause of the trouble was a faulty tube.
N.B.
Hinari CT5
The symptom with this set was crossover distortion, i.e.
cramping across the centre of the screen. Checks on the
field output transistors Q301/Q310 and the associated
biasing components failed to reveal anything amiss, though
the d.c. conditions were slightly high. The cause of the
trouble was the 2.2µF tantalum field linearity feedback
N.B.
capacitor C307.
B and 0 LX2500 (37XX Chassis)
The initial problem was that the mains switch didn't latch.
When it was replaced the standby LED didn't light up. This
chassis has a simple standby supply circuit — a novelty for B
and 0! The rectified d.c., which should be around 11V, was
low at 6.5V because the 470µF, 16V reservoir capacitor
N.B.
C14 was open-circuit.
Hitachi CPT1444

Ferguson SRV1
The problem with this satellite receiver was patterning, so
the tuner was suspect. Sure enough C416 (2.2g) was opencircuit — failure of this component has been reported before
in these pages. There's another electrolytic capacitor of
similar type in the centre of the tuner, designated C413
(471.19. This was leaky. Replacing both capacitors cleared
A.D.
the picture.
Ferguson TX90 Chassis
A low h.t. fault is beginning to occur with these sets. The
symptoms are that the h.t. preset won't increase the h.t.
voltage above 93V while verticals cog and bow dependent
on beam current. In the regulator section of the circuit
there's a chain of 27052 resistors numbered R206, R207,
R211 and R212. In all the cases we've had so far one of
A.D.
them has read anything from 6kfl to open-circuit.
Rediffusion Mk 3 Chassis
The problem with this old set was that the volume would
intermittently increase violently. I found that the control
itself was as smooth as silk when rotated. The cause of the
problem was traced to a high-impedance earth connection
on the plug and socket that connectes the volume control to
N.B.
the i.f. board.
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This set was dead because there was no supply to the line
driver stage. Feed resistor R710 was open-circuit.
N.B.
Hitachi CPT2078 (NP83CQ Mk 2 Chassis)
There was a blank (black) screen, no sound and the green
video LED at the front of the set lit up. The cause of the
trouble was that the 12V rail was low at 6V. We found that
R716, which is connected to pin 3 of the line output transformer as a surge limiter, read 7252 instead of 211 as specified in the manual. It's the first time we've come across a
change of value with a safety resistor.
M.Dr.
Huanyu 37C-3
Take care when replacing C907 (2.2µF, 160V) in the power
supply: in the set we had in for repair the — and + markings
on the PCB were transposed. We just managed to switch the
set off before our replacement exploded. The correct way
round is with the positive terminal connected to the cathode
M.Dr.
of D905.
Sharp C1495
In the event of field collapse check both R511 (151(52) and
R512 (1.21S2). You'll probably find that R512 is openM.Dr.
circuit.
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Fig. 1: Circuit diagram of the power supply used in the Philips CP110 chassis. See under modifications for changes.

very low value of 0.1Q, being used for current sensing.
Next unplug connector R13 by the line output transformer
to disconnect the line output stage: as a dummy load
connect a 60W bulb across the 140V line (C2621 is a good
place), with a meter in parallel. Finally connect the set to the
mains supply via a variac.
Testing
Because of the start-up system in the power supply you
can't, as with previous models, wind up the input voltage
slowly. Set the variac to about 130V and then switch the
receiver on. If all is well the lamp should glow and the
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Fig. 2: Simplified diagram showing the operation of the
start-up circuit.
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meter should read about 140V. If the lamp is very dim and
the meter reads about 55V the power supply may be in the
standby mode (standby LED alight). Press the program + or
— button on the front of the set or use the remote control unit
to give a programme number command. The lamp's brightness should then increase and the meter should read about
140V. Sometimes the lamp will glow fairly brightly for a
second or so then dim down. This is normal and simply
means that the microcomputer chip has remembered its last
command and put the set into the standby mode. Follow the
procedure just mentioned to cancel the standby command.
If nothing happens when you switch on, switch off,
increase the variac setting to 150V, switch on again and
follow the procedure just outlined. If the power supply is
still dead there's another fault and you should check the
circuit again. If the h.t. rail reads 140V you can slowly
increase the output from the variac until the full mains
voltage is applied to the set, watching the meter as you do
so to ensure that the chopper output is stabilised. If the
supply doesn't stabilise, the h.t. voltage increasing as the
setting of the variac is advanced, switch off and check the
optocoupler circuit. Failure of fuse F1653 will cause this
situation as the 15V rail won't be present for the optocoupier to monitor.
Once the supply is correct, remove the dummy load, the
meter and the variac and refit plug R13. If the supply shuts
down when R13 has been reconnected the line output stage
should be checked. Faults in this stage are usually confined
to the BU508A output transistor going short-circuit or dryjoints around the transformer — these should be attended to
as a matter of course.
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ence has however shown that the small 1000 capacitor on
the over-mains panel can dry out with the result that the set
shuts down.
Some later sets also have a mains transient suppression
panel that's fitted after the on/off switch. This can be fitted
to earlier sets. Instructions come with the panel, which is
part no. 4822 212 23808.
A further modification, to reduce the likelihood of
BUT11AF failure, consists of an additional 390 resistor
that's connected in parallel with coil S5656. It can be added
in earlier sets.
Other Circuits

5654
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SK1

Fig. 3: Basic CP110 chassis layout. 1566 vertical centring;
2267 8.86MHz oscillator; 3280 PAL phasing; 3576 height;
5108 sound demodulator coil; 5261 chroma trap; 5270
PAL phasing; 7260 PAL decoder chip.

Check the h.t. voltage once the set is working normally:
if necessary adjust for 140V with R3670.
If the supply refuses to start, check the voltage at pin 9 of
the TEA1039 chip. If this is low or missing at switch on
check that the main reservoir capacitor C2656 (150µF) is in
good order. I've known this component to go virtually opencircuit, thus removing the start-up voltage. Make sure you
changed the previously mentioned components.
If the set tends to trip when in operation, check that the
thin black lead from the Aquadag earthing is attached to its
tag on the metal frame, next to the line output transformer.
It's common for this to break: if so it will need to be resoldered.
Modifications

The tuner and i.f. modules are the same as in the CP90
chassis. The line output stage is also virtually the same,
though the EW modulator circuit differs. Earlier sets use a
TDA3562A colour decoder chip, later ones a TDA3566
with circuit changes. Unlike the CP90 chassis there are no
grey-scale adjustments as this is done automatically in the
colour decoder chip — there's additional circuitry on the
c.r.t. base panel to supply the feedback required.
Tube Base Panel
A couple of odd problems have been encountered with
the c.r.t. base panel. D6401 (1N4148) can become leaky, the
result being brightness variations. When R3415 (470k0)
goes open-circuit the picture flicks on and off at fairly
regular half-second intervals.
In Conclusion
It's hoped that the above notes will be of help to engineers who are not familiar with these sets or have had difficulty in carrying out a reliable repair. There are a good
many of these sets about. With care, the power supply
should not be too much of a problem.

There were inevitably a few circuit changes during
production. Later sets are fitted with an over-mains protection panel (circuit reference 1006) on the primary side of the
power supply and an over-voltage module (circuit reference
1005) on the secondary side, in the 15V supply. Not all sets
have both these modules however. They are not suitable for
fitting in earlier sets because of the different print layout.
Nor are they intended to be serviced. The part numbers are
4822 212 23274 and 4822 212 23099 respectively. Experi-

MODEL LIST

576

Philips

Pye

24CE3270/05B
24CE3270/05S
24CE3271/05B
24CE3570/05B
24CE3578/05B
24CE3588/05B
25CE6270/05B
25CE6570/05B
27CE3290/05B
27CE3590/05B
27CE3598/05B
28CE6590/05B

59KE3702/05M
59KE3715/05M
59KE3775/05M
59KE3785/05M
63KE6722/05M
63KE6725/05M
68KE3902/05M
68KE3915/05M
68KE3985/05M
70KE6925/05M
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TV Fault Finding

Reports from Philip Blundell, AMIEIE,
John Edwards, Michael Dranfield,
Nick Beer, Brian Storm, Richard Newman,
Chris Watton, Alfred Damp and Roger
Burchett

Philips GR1-AX Chassis
This set was dead with just 5V on the 95V line. The standby
LED was alight but attempts to bring the set on using the
front controls or the remote control unit failed. I disconnected the scan coil plug (you can't use a dummy load with
this chassis) and tried again — with the same result. Next I
tried powering the set via a variac. With a 100V a.c. input
the power supply produced an output of about 80V, but
when the a.c. input was increased to 110V the power supply
shut down and the standby line began to pulse. I left the a.c.
input at this level and checked around the microcontroller
chip where I found that the reset line was pulsing. Reset is
generated by transistor Tr7673, whose base should be at
4.3V. The voltage here was higher. Replacing the BZX79F4V3 zener diode D6671 solved the problem.
P.B.

measured open-circuit between its slider and one leg.

J.E.

Panasonic TC1785
The colour on this set couldn't be controlled: it was permanently at maximum, though the on-screen indicator moved. A
voltage check at pin 31 of the microcontroller chip IC1101
produced a reading of 3.25V which didn't vary when adjustment was attempted. Disconnecting pin 31 proved that the chip
was o.k. Control is carried out at pin 21 of IC101 on the
i.f./decoder panel. When this pin was connected to chassis a
monochrome picture was obtained. So this chip also worked
correctly and the fault was between the two i.c.s. It was traced
to D1149 in the pull-up and biasing circuit. This MA165 diode
was leaky.
N.B.

Tatung 145 Chassis
If you find that there's no picture, with just a loud humming
noise on the sound, check whether C808 (1000) in the
power supply is open-circuit.
P.B.
Sony KV2000 Mk 2
This set was dead. The mains fuse had blown and the
chopper transistor Q607 was short-circuit. When these parts
had been replaced the power supply worked with a dummy
load, but there was a 500 resistance to chassis at pin 2 of
plug F3 — the 135V feed to the line output stage. C901
(330pF, 2kV) was leaky.
P.B.
Philips G110 Chassis
This set was dead. The mains fuse (1600) was shattered, the
BUT18AF chopper transistor (7625) was short-circuit, the
CNX83A optocoupler (7614) had failed and the four bridge
rectifier diodes (6602-5) were short-circuit. It's the fourth
time we've had this problem. Replacing the defective
components has so far restored normal operation without
any bouncers, but we can't help wondering whether there's
something else lurking there!
J.E.
Samsung CI541ZG
This set was dead with its relay clicking. We found that C411
(100pF, 2kV), one of the tuning capacitors in the line output
stage, was short-circuit. Its body was badly cracked.
J.E.
Sony KV2217
The sound and picture were normal but when text was
called up the screen went blank. There was a normal picture
and black text in the mix mode. The cause of the problem
was the preset RV3 (100Q) on the text panel: it read over
101M.
J.E.
Orion 14PS
After about three hours there was intermittent loss of height.
We found that when warm the 50052 vertical preset
630

Tatung TYS9824 (180 Chassis)
This set intermittently developed a watery picture — weak
with wobbly edges. More recently it had taken to loss of
sound and vision, leaving a blank raster. Both faults were
caused by a nastily cooked dry-joint at pin 15 of the
AV/RGB PCB connector M152 on the daughter board. N.B.
Hitachi CPT2050
This set displayed only red chrominance — there was no G,
B or Y picture content. Because the set was not set up
correctly the symptom was not what you usually get (no
picture) when the top-end resistor in the potential divider
that supplies the tube's first anode goes open-circuit. A new
4701M resistor plus setting up restored a super picture.
A new volume control was also required: the original one
was so noisy that the sound went up as you turned the
control down past half way.
N.B.
Panasonic TX3300 (U4 Chassis)
As these sets get older the most common cause of an overloaded line output stage is the output transformer (part no.
TLF14567F). Often the short/leak cannot be read using an
ohmmeter. Lift R551 and load the h.t. line with a bulb to
ensure that the power supply is o.k., then check the line
output transistor and the supplies derived from the line
output transformer. If everything is o.k. here you can be
reasonably sure that the transformer is the cause of the
trouble. With this particular set the tube was excellent, but
be careful when quoting — tube life is on average not brilliant with these sets.
N.B.
ITT CVC20
A lesson learnt here on a chassis that shouldn't have any
more tricks up its sleeve! There was partial field collapse:
the lower half of the scan was completely missing and the
upper half was severely reduced. The field output transistors
were likely suspects but read o.k. Voltage checks suggested
that there was a fault earlier in the circuit, but nothing could
be found — D7/8 and the usual electrolytics were blameless.
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The TIP31/TIP33 output transistors were in fact the cause of
the fault though both read perfectly. Change them anyway
N.B.
next time — if there is one.

Samsung CI3312Z
A couple of dry-joints are becoming common in these sets.
Check R823 in the feed to the 12V regulator and R411
which is connected across the primary winding of the line
N.B.
driver transformer.

Mitsubishi CT2230TX
There was no sound, not even a hiss from the two speakers.
Checks showed that the 15V supply at pin 5 of the audio
output chip was missing. R371 (2.2S2), the safety resistor in
the feed to the supply's bridge rectifier, had gone opencircuit of its own accord — current monitoring and soak
N.B.
testing proved that no other fault was present.

former (a very common fault) we checked with this one and
found that Q602 should run cool. While carrying out further
checks I noticed that the legs of two resistors were shorting
together. A look at the circuit diagram showed that this
shorted out the 4701...iF audio output coupling capacitor
M.Dr.
C608. No wonder Q602 was so hot!

Panasonic TX21T1 (Alpha 2 Chassis)
There was no text although the channel flags were normal,
indicating that part of the teletext circuitry was working.
Approaching this fault with the knowledge that the manylegged devices (chips) are more reliable than the small,
brown two-legged ones (ceramic capacitors), I soon discovered that the culprit was C3517 (lOnF) at pin 15 of IC3501
— it feeds teletext data to IC3502. A replacement restored
B.S.
all those nice little characters on the screen.

Panasonic TX37A2 (Alpha 3 Chassis)

You often find that a set which has the 1021 VST module,
using an MSM5840H microcontroller chip in the 7101
position, has no tuning, channel number etc. with the
standby indicator on all the time. This is usually due to a
failure within the hybrid thick-film reset generator module
N.B.
U1101.

It took four of us to get this 37in. monster on to the work
surface for repair. The complaint was of low brightness,
getting steadily worse. After much checking around we
decided that the RGB drives were all a bit on the high side.
Checks on the c.r.t. base panel then revealed that transistor
Q355 (2SC3311) was leaky. It supplies the black-level
reference voltages to the RGB output transistors. A replaceB.S.
ment restored the set to its former glory.

Fidelity ZX3000 Chassis

Panasonic TX28G1 (Alpha 2 Chassis)

We have on several occasions traced the cause of field
expansion at the top of the screen to loss of capacitance in
C59. Its value depends on screen size: 1,000µF with 14 and
N.B.
20in. sets, 2,200µF with 22in. sets.

If the problem with one of these sets is an intermittent or
permanent EW fault, be sure to turf out C754 (180pF) in the
B.S.
EW parabola circuit.

Philips KT4/K40 Chassis

Panasonic TX28W3 (Euro 1 Chassis)
Rediffusion Mk 3 Chassis
The tuning drift with this set was particularly bad at the low
end of the band, which displeased the customer as it
affected the video channel. The set also produced an excruciating whistle. We cured the whistle by sealing the line
linearity coil. Resoldering the chassis and input connections
inside the U321 tuner and cleaning its case earthing contacts
N.B.
cured the drift.

The complaint with this set was of a yellow picture: sure
enough the blue was missing. I gingerly checked to see if
the RGB drives were emerging from the digital pack. Fears
of chasing around many-legged flatpack chips receded when
I found that the drives were present and correct. One of the
blue drive biasing resistors, R3374 (1001d2), turned out to
be open-circuit, a replacement restoring the normal colour
B.S.
range.

Fidelity ZX3000 Chassis

Philips G110 Chassis

Excessive width with a number of dark bands down the lefthand side of the raster usually suggests a lack of damping
across the line linearity coil. On several occasions I've
found that the cause has been a dry-joint on the upper leg of
the damping resistor (R103 — 22052, 1W) rather than the
N.B.
resistor being open-circuit.

This set had come from another dealer who had given up.
Basically it was dead. The power supply had been repaired,
using the official service kit, but stubbornly refused to start.
I ran the set with a reduced mains supply — about 90V a.c.
from the variac — and connected a dummy load in place of
the line output stage. I also shorted across pins 1 and 2 of
the optocoupler to disable the control circuit. In this condition the power supply produced a normal 140V h.t. output.
This suggested that in normal operation the optocoupler
was being turned hard on, shutting down the power supply.
There's a protection circuit that consists of Tr7655 and
Tr7656, with several feeds — from the line output, EW,
beam current and audio circuits. When this circuit operates
the optocoupler is turned hard On, shutting down the pulsewidth modulator. It was operating, as about 0.8V was
measured at the collector of Tr7656 — there would normally
be zero or a slightly negative voltage here. As the line
output stage had been disconnected, the first three feeds
could be ignored. Only the sound protection system was still
in operation, via the LLZ-C20 diode D6657. A check on this

Ferguson TX89 Chassis
This set was tripping. It didn't take us long to find that the
main reservoir capacitor C69 (100g, 400V) was openA.D.
circuit.

Hinari CT5
Intermittently distorted sound was the fault with this set. On
investigation we found that one of the audio output transistors, Q602, was leaky. A replacement cured the fault but
after a few minutes it was too hot to touch. As we had
another of these sets in for a replacement line output transTELEVISION JULY 1993
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Reports from Stephen Leatherbarrow,
Steve Cannon, Hugh MacMullen,
Roger Burchett, Richard Flowerday,
Richard J. Avis, Nick Beer,
Richard Newman, Michael Dranfield
and John Edwards

Philips KT4 Chassis

This set was tripping. Not much of a problem you'd have
thought — a line output stage fault or something connected to
one of the chopper power supply's outputs. Not this time
though. Try as I might, I couldn't find anything amiss on the
secondary side of the power supply. So checks were made on
the primary side. After testing various components I switched
on and was quite taken aback — the set started up. Though the
h.t. was low there was a picture and sound. There were also
five or six hum bars on the screen. After much head
scratching and the replacement of several perfectly good
decoupling capacitors I decided to try replacing C2128,
which couples the drive to the base of the chopper transistor.
When a new 100µF, 50V capacitor had been fitted the h.t.
came up nicely and the set was declared fit.
S.C.
Sony KVX2132

The problem was crackling Nicam, but only on the video
channel in the E-E mode. Very strange! Definitely a case
where a call to Sony's ever efficient technical line at
Cumbernauld was required. As usual they had the answer.
We were told to replace or fit into vacant spaces in the PCB
D1104 (DAN202K), Q1104 (DTC144EK), R1128 (11A,
R1130 (4.7kfl) and C1128 (10µF, 50V). With the exception
of C1128 these are all surface-mounted devices. They didn't
say it would be easy!
S.C.
Philips FL1.2 Chassis

This set was completely dead with only the power-on LED
alight. Usually with this chassis the display will show, by
means of flashing LEDs, where the source of the fault is
likely to be. The most common thing is to find that the
mute, Nicam and standby LEDs are lit, indicating that the
set is in the protection mode. A check at L5381 in the
protection control line produced a reading of 0.7V. This had
triggered the protection circuit and shut the set down. So the
set was in the protection mode, even though the LEDs
weren't indicating this.
When the set is in the protection mode the cause of the
fault can lie in one of six areas. The only sure way of determining which one is firing the protection circuit is to
disconnect each in turn. The place to start is at the audio
protection transistor Q7010: if there's a fault in the line
output stage, or a fault somewhere else is loading the h.t.
line, this transistor will conduct because of an imbalance
between the +11V and —11V supplies generated by the
chopper circuit. With Q7010 disconnected the h.t. reached
40V and the set remained lifeless.
I suspected the line output stage, but checks on the transistor and tuning capacitor were ,inconclusive. On closer
examination I saw that the field shift, transistors Q7512 and
Q7513 were cracked and in a sorry state. They proved to be
short-circuit. It seemed to me that the line output transformer had given up the ghost and taken these two transistors with it. Note that several types of transformer are used,
depending on the type of tube fitted. This particular set had
a Philip$ tube without DAF (dynamic focusing). When a
700

new transformer and field shift transistors had been fitted
we had full h.t. — even with the audio protection transistor
reconnected. Up came the raster but there was an EW fault.
Replacing the BDT6OF transistor Q7610 cured this final
problem.
S.C.
Philips G110 Chassis

This set wouldn't power up. It's not an uncommon complaint
with this chassis. Unfortunately if the chopper transistor fails
a power supply rebuild is necessary. A further problem is
that the majority of the components are surface mounted.
This wasn't going to be necessary here however. The h.t.
was low at 20V, but obviously the power supply was
working to some extent. I suspected a fault in the line output
stage, and by disconnecting the h.t. feed to the transformer
and fitting a dummy load the full h.t. was obtained. But there
was nothing amiss in this area. When pin 3 of the transformer was disconnected the set started up and we had full
h.t. and e.h.t. There was no 14V supply however as pin 3
provides the feed, hence no sound or raster.
What was happening was that the timebase generator
chip was working in the start-up mode. It receives an initial
supply from the chopper circuit, the 14V supply taking over
once the line output stage gets going. Thus with the 14V
supply disconnected the chip wasn't working at its full
capacity. We had however established that the fault was
connected with the 14V rail. The problem is that it feeds the
12V regulator, whose output goes all over the place. To
isolate the cause of the fault we had to disconnect various
feeds. In fact the faulty component was the BC858 transistor
Q7284 in the audio protection stage — it's another surfacemounted device.
A tip for this chassis: before you start, get your SMD
transistor kit ready.
S.C.
Philips CP110 Chassis

We're experiencing, and have done for some time, a high
failure rate with the mains rectifier's reservoir capacitor
C2656 (150µF, 385V). It tends to go low in value, with the
result that there's no start-up supply to the TEA1039
chopper drive chip IC7669. Pin 9 is the place to check.
Around 14V should be found here. If this supply is low or
absent, replace C2656 despite being able to measure 300V
or more across it
S.L.
Ferguson ICC7 Chassis

This set was dead with its 1.6AT mains fuse FP01 opencircuit and the BUH515 chopper transistor TP29 shortcircuit. Checks failed to reveal any obvious causes for the
failure of these devices. On replacing them the power
supply still didn't work but at least there were no fireworks.
As there were no shorts across the secondary lines we
looked at the drive to TP29. This is produced by IP01
(TEA2261), which proved to be faulty. There's a d.c.
connection between the base of TP29 and IP01, which was
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presumably killed when TP29 went short-circuit — all ways.
After replacing this device the h.t. appeared but the set still
refused to produce results. RP62 (0.152) in the 24V supply
was open-circuit. A replacement finally brought the set back
to the land of the living,
S.L.

TEA2261 power supply control chip made no difference.
We eventually found that the opto-isolator PC951 was
defective, a replacement restoring normal operation. In
retrospect we should have gone for this first as the set had
failed during a thunderstorm.
R.F.

Matsui 2091

Tatung 190 Chassis

A dead set with h.t. present at the collector of the line output
transistor directed our attention to the line driver stage. The
2SC2230 transistor here had 18V at its collector but no
drive at its base. This comes from the TDA1940 chip IC401
which was without its supply at pin 4. Tracing the print back
(we'd no manual) brought us to D407 which was opencircuit with 9V at its anode but nothing at its cathode. S.L.

The complaint was "sound but no picture", We found that
the line output stage wasn't working because there was no
line drive at pin 26 of the TDA4505 chip IC101. Further
scope checks around this chip showed that the line oscillator
frequency at pin 23 was nearly 1MHz instead of 15,625Hz.
The 2.7nF timing capacitor C111 had gone open-circuit, a
replacement restoring normal operation.
R.F.

Panasonic TC481

Sony KV2212UB

Intermittent loss of signals (no 12V supply) is caused by
R545 (3.35I) developing a dry-joint. In the early stages of
the fault the set will respond when tapped and continue
working indefinitely.
R.B.

The complaint was of random channel changing. We found
that the cause was defective up-down switches in the top
flap.
R.J.A.
Salora J Chassis

Toshiba 261T4B
This set could be switched on and off but all one got was a
rather loud grating noise from the line output transformer. A
check showed that the h.t. at the transformer was low at
only 50V. We suspected the transformer but found that the
2.452 resistor in series with its supply (R481) read 20054
though its colours were perfect. A replacement restored
normal operation.
H.MacM.
Philips CTX Chassis
This set had remote control. It came to us twice for much
the same fault. On the first occasion there was no tuning
memory. Simple that, the memory battery was flat. A week
later it was back again, this time with no brightness or
colour memory. It's the only time I've had to replace the
M5840A chip.
H.MatM.
ITT CVC25 Chassis
These sets are normally quite reliable. Every so often
however this one didn't want to start — it would need a few
pushes on the mains switch. The cause of the trouble was
eventually traced to a very dirty line hold control. This
potentiometer, R710, is on the little plug-in panel. H.MacM.
B and 0 3316 etc

I've seen many of these sets over the years. They still seem
to work well. This one had peak brilliance at switch on
however, then shut down. We traced the cause to an opencircuit in the thin wiring loom, at connection 1 where it
meets the main board
R.J.A.
Sony KVX2121U (AE1 Chassis)
Loss of sync and/or picture caused us some difficulty. We
eventually traced the cause to dry-joints on coil T101. It's
on the right-hand side of signals panel A.
R.J.A.
Samsung BT110/Alba PTV9C
We've had two of these sets in recently. The first one came
from a dealer who replaced the fuse but found that the set
remained dead. There was an output from the d.c. power
supply, and when d.c. was connected across the battery
terminals the set worked. But when the supply was fed to
the d.c. jack it was dead. The cause of the trouble was a
faulty changeover switch in the d.c. socket — it read 2MS2
from centre to the output.
The problem with the other set was no TV tuning — radio
was fine. When the case had been removed we found that
the PCB was cracked for some distance near the
tuning/volume controls. This had already been attended to
and there were no other breaks. The cause of the trouble was
that the 6.8kS1 resistor R128 which feeds the 33V regulator
IC102 was open-circuit.
N.B.

A large number of these sets are in use in this area. A
common fault, which can be cured by a tap on the cabinet, is
loss of sound and vision. It occurs only when the chassis is
warm. The cause is a microscopic dry-joint on a couple of
the TCA270S chip's pins. This chip resides in can E. It's a
very difficult fault to trace because checking with a feather
will produce it!
H.MacM.

If one of these sets fails to come on from standby, check
whether the line output transistor is short-circuit and either
RP01 (27kfl) or RP36 (751a 3W) is open-circuit.
N.B.

Mitsubishi CT21M1TX

Fidelity ZX3000 Chassis

The power supply would start up at switch on then immediately shut down. This sort of trouble is normally caused by a
heavy overload, but checks for shorts across the outputs and
subsequently disconnecting them individually failed reveal
any. The run supply rectifier D905 and its associated safety
resistor R905 were in order and replacement of the

This set took upwards of an hour to come on. Faint pulsing
from the power supply had been noted by the observant
customer. A check at pin 9 of the TDA4600 power supply
control chip IC8 showed that the 13.5V start-up supply was
low. It built up from 4V to 10V, but this was not enough to
start the set. The two 10k5-2 resistors R82/3 and rectifier D7
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Ferguson TX80 Chassis

701

Servicing the Samsung Model BT11 0
J. W. Riggs
This is a 5in. monochrome TV receiver incorporating an
a.m./f.m. radio section. Two other models, the Alba PTV9C
and Goodmans Q9001, incorporate the same chassis and are
identical in appearance.
The power options are as follows: mains operation via an
unregulated mains adaptor; operation via internal batteries
(1.5V x 6); or operation from a car/caravan battery. There
have been two versions, the main difference being in the type
of u.h.f. tuner fitted. The early version (mainly Goodmans
sets) used type TEB5736VJID, the later version type
EBU5731BL. These tuners are not compatible. The later
version also has an earphone socket and provision to adjust
the field hold control via a hole in the side of the cabinet.
Circuitry
The power supply circuit is shown in Fig. 1. It uses a
series regulator, with the regulating transistor Q701
(KSD288) connected in series with the negative side of the
supply. Q702 (KSC815C or KTC1815) is the driver and
Q703 ((KSA539C or KTA1015) the error detector.
R706/R704/D702 provide a start-up feed. The regulated
output across C701 is 10.2V. Since the internal batteries
provide only 9V, when these are used a boost diode (D406)
is brought into operation in the line output stage to generate
the required 10.2V across C415.
There are only five other transistors. Q401 (KSC1008C
or KTC1959) is the line driver which is RC coupled (with a
d.c. restorer) to the base of the KSD362R line output transistor Q402. Q501 (KSC2310 or KTC2229) is the video
output transistor. Q101 (KSC1674C or KTC1923) is the
SAWF driver. Q601 (KSC815C or KTC1815) is used for
a.m./f.m. switching.
Most of the circuitry is contained in four chips. ICO1
(KIA7792P), which is on a separate panel, is the a.m./f.m.
radio receiver. IC101 (KA2913A) is the TV sound/vision i.f.
strip. IC201 (KIA7313) or KA2212) is the audio amplifier.
IC301 (KA2133) is the timebase chip, providing an output at
pin 9 for the line driver transistor and an output at pin 8 to
drive the field scan coils (there is feedback to pins 3 and 6).

only very little effect, VR701 could have gone high in value
or have an open-circuit centre contact.
No internal battery operation: Check whether boost diode
D406 (SR306) is open-circuit.
No raster: Check the c.r.t. heater (pins 3 and 4). If o.k.,
check for 250-300V at pin 5 (first anode) of the c.r.t. If this
supply is missing, check R414 (1.21d2). D408 (1N4004)
may be short-circuit if R414 is open-circuit, also C414
(0.01[IF, 400V) may be faulty. Occasionally replacing these
components results in R414 burning up because there's
internal leakage in the c.r.t.
If the KSD362R line output transistor Q402 is hot, check
whether the FR104 (or PS104R) efficiency diode D404 is
short-circuit.
If there's no line drive at the base of Q401, check the
voltage at pin 9 of IC301 (KA2133) — the reading here
should be 0.4V. If this voltage is missing, before replacing
the chip check that its 10V supply is present at pin 4.
Absence of this voltage is often due to the safety resistor
R509 (152, 0.5W) being open-circuit for no apparent reason
— it's mounted on the c.r.t. base panel. Alternatively L401
(3301.1H) may have gone open-circuit.
No line hold, or line jitter: Replace 0406 (47g, 16V).
Field roll or excessive height: Check C309 (1,000µF) and
VR301 (10k52).
Low u.h.f. gain: Check the aerial socket and adjacent print.
L104 (2.31.tH) may have gone open-circuit, Q101 then
acting as a wideband amplifier with low gain.
Check for a break in the print between the i.f. output
from the tuner and C108.
Check the value of the a.g.c. preset VR105 (101(0).
The tuners are fairly reliable. A replacement is worth
trying as a last resort.
No sound: Check for an open-circuit loudspeaker, also the
earphone socket if one is fitted.

Faults
The following list of faults is based on experience gained
whilst repairing a large number of these receivers.
No mains operation: Mains adaptors tend to run fairly hot
in normal operation and are prone to failure. Replacement
will normally restore power.

101

1
•F

Int.
I batteries
I 6 1.5V

L.T. voltage high: There should be 10.2V across C701. If
the voltage is high, try adjusting VR701. If this has no or
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Winding
on LOPT
10.2V
0
10k

L

270

5k6i

I\
JO 701
d.c. jack)

5702

On/off
Part VR201
QlvoU
5701
87011 -2.6V
2A
R706
15k

5.3V
5703

9.3V

No power (mains or battery operation): Check whether
Q701 (KSD288) is open-circuit. The TIP41A is a suitable
replacement.
If necessary check D702, D701' R706, Q702 and Q703.
You sometimes find that the on/off switch has worn
contacts. Also check the print between the switch and the
d.c. input socket for cracks.
Fuse F701 (2A) can blow for no apparent reason.

D406

C4171
4701

V
5k

-1.2V

=C701 oC415
I1000 ..' 470

10k

/7717

00961

Fig. 1: The simple power supply circuit. An adaptor is
required for mains operation. Note that the regulator
transistor 0701 is in series with the negative side of the
supply.
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Servicing the Ferguson ICC5
Chassis
J. LeJeune
More complaints are heard from the benches about servicing
the ICC5 than any other Ferguson TV chassis. It certainly
came as a culture shock for any service department that was
used to the TX10 and TX100 chassis. Being the first
Thomson designed chassis to be used in Ferguson sets, it
has probably given many engineers the impression of being
troublesome.
This is perhaps a little unjust, though the chassis is
well-packed with components, is not easily removed from
its mountings and there is a lot of spaghetti that hangs off
it once you do get it into a position where you can take a
look at it. The following notes have been compiled with
the help of the Ferguson ICC5 training tape, the various
manuals and a lot of experience with the chassis on the
bench.

tuning capacitor CL48 and the efficiency diode DL46. Once
you are satisfied that there are no physical defects you can
go ahead and power the chassis.
If the power supply trips out after only once pulse, the
likelihood is that either CL16 (3.3nF) or CL21 ( 1 [IF) is
faulty. These capacitors are associated with TEA2029C
timebase generator/chopper control chip IL14. Failing these,
the chip itself may be no good.
If the receiver trips three times, suspect: (a) the sound
system voltage supply VS and the audio output chip; (b) a
short across the V2 rail, possibly the line output transistor
TL31 or the V2 supply rectifier DP41 or its reservoir capacitor CP41; (c) the V1 (8V) supply, possibly the rectifier
DP37 or its reservoir capacitor CP37 (see Fig. 1).
The sound module can be eliminated by unplugging it.
Switch the set off and connect an analogue voltmeter to
the cathode of DP37. Switch on again, after more than
fifteen seconds, and watch the meter's needle. If there are
three pulses that swing the needle to 2V or more, check the
following: (a) TL17, DL18, DL25, DP36 and DP38 — these
items are all concerned with safety monitoring; (b) that the
field output stage is o.k. and is taking current from the
23V line; (c) DP06 in the mains bridge rectifier circuit and
the winding between pins 8 and 9 of the chopper transformer LP04; (d) LG11 in the EW correction circuit
(large-screen sets) for inter-winding shorts, RL44 if fitted,
DL51, DL55, DL52, TL31, DL46, RV82 (on the c.r.t. base

Tripping
Suppose that a set arrives on your bench with the
complaint that it trips. You may get a clue to the nature of
the fault from the way in which the trip occurs. But even
before you switch on a lot of time can often be saved by
carrying out a careful visual inspection. Check around the
line output transformer for cracked print and dry-joints, then
do the same around the chopper transformer. Also check
around transistor TP19 in the chopper driver stage, the line
driver and output transistors TL29 and TL31, the flyback
LP0311
6
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Fig. 1: The basic chopper circuit. Minor variations may be found, and the h.t. voltage varies with different tubes.
TP14/15 form an excess-current trip.
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panel) and CL48. Also check the value of RL 10 (in series
with the set-h.t. potentiometer) as this has a habit of
wandering. Correct values for different tubes/models are
as follows:
CRT

RL 10

HT (V2)

Al V

45AX
MP
SP
90°
78M5
59/68M5

1151d2
115kS2
100kS2
76.81d2
1181d2
1101S2

158V
158V
145V
115V
164V
147V

130V
130V
150V
150V
150V
200V

Flipflop

1k
TR26
Switched 12V
supply to IL14

TPG8

DP51-4

LP03

13V from line
output stage

TP45

AC
mains

SV standby
supply

L

V3

RPO5

The line output transformer LL53 is another possible
cause.
If the meter shows a very small voltage at the cathode of
DP37 it would be fair to suspect DP37 itself or its reservoir
capacitor CP37.
Monitor the 23V rail (V5) as well. If the voltage here is
low because of a fault you may find that RP42 has failed as
a result of excessive current demand via the line driver transistor TL29 — DP43 and RP42 provide a start-up supply for
TL29. With RP42 open-circuit the main h.t. supply (V2)
will be present but the line-output stage derived supplies
will all be missing. You may also find that the receiver
doesn't trip as there's no line output stage current demand,
rendering TL 17 ineffective because the chopper drive markspace ratio is too short (see below).
Once the power supply has tripped, always allow over
ten seconds between switching off and switching back on
again.

The Trip Circuit
The trip circuit is shown in Fig. 3. DL38 and CL36
provide the collector supply for TL17 by rectifying the
chopper drive waveform at pin 7 of IL14. TL17 is
normally held fully conductive because of the positive
base bias via DL25 and RL18. As a result the voltage at
IL14's trip input, pin 28, is almost zero. DL25 is fed from
the line-output stage derived 13V supply (V4). Should this
supply be missing, TL17 will switch off, the voltage at pin
28 of IL14 will rise and the receiver will trip. That's the
basic idea, but it doesn't always work like that. If the 13V
supply is missing because the line output stage is not
working, the chopper drive waveform at pin 7 of IL14 will
have a very short high period and a much extended low
period. Thus TL17 will have insufficient collector voltage
to operate.
There are two other inputs to the base of TL17. CL33 is
connected to the collector of TP48 (see Fig. 2) which
provides the switched 12V supply. As the 13V supply (V4)
rises, CL33 charges (via TP48). If a short-circuit occurs in
any area supplied from this source CL33's positive plate
will be earthed and the discharge current will switch TL17
off, producing the trip action at pin 28 of IL14. This
removes the line, field and chopper drives. As there's no
output at pin 7 of IL14, TL17's collector supply is removed.
IL14 then senses that the trip voltage at pin 28 has decayed
and the set tries to start up again. If the fault remains there
will be no 13V supply to switch TLI7 on and pin 28 of IL14
will go high again. An internal counter within IL14 allows
the shutdown-restart cycle to occur three times after which
the drives are not restored. Thus the line output stage is
protected against overloading.
TL17's other base input comes from the current sensing
resistor RP37 on the earthy side of the chopper-circuit
TELEVISION SEPTEMBER 1993
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Fig. 2: The standby power supply system.

derived 8V supply (VI). A short across the 8V supply will
produce a sufficiently high negative voltage across RP37 to
switch DP38 and DP36 on and TL17 off, producing the trip
action.
Pin 28 of IL14 is also linked to the line-output stage
derived 23V line (V5) via RL20, DL19 and DL18. The 23V
supply is used by the field output and line driver stages.
Because of the design of the field deflection circuit (see Fig.
4), absence of drive pulses to the output thyristor DL21
could result in the V5 supply rising to 200V. DL18 prevents
the rise exceeding about 40V by conducting, as a result of
which a positive voltage appears at pin 28 of IL14,
producing the trip action. The condition that could cause
this type of tripping is discussed later, in the section on the
field output stage.

Change from Tripping to No Operation
If the receiver on which you are working starts out with a
tripping fault then, during your probings, becomes totally
inoperative it's likely that the fault condition is in the 23V
supply (V5), pulling it low. Under these conditions the line
driver transistor TL29 tries to run from its start-up supply
with the result that RP42 burns out.

Other Forms of Tripping
A short-circuit across the line-output stage derived 200V
supply (V7) used by the RGB output stages and the field
oscillator will result in the receiver tripping once only. This
is called a 'hard' trip as a loud plop is heard from the loudspeaker.
V1
8V

DP37

V5
23V

4k7

28
DL18
3 6V

rrirr
Winding
on LP04

Chopper circuit drive

[ Peril?
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Fig. 3: The trip circuit.
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If the set trips only occasionally there could be a problem
with the 7.5V line on the live side of the chopper circuit.
This supply is produced by DP26 and CP26 and is used by
the chopper driver stage. A good indication of this will be
the fact that the main h.t. supply V2 and the 13V supply V4
will be low. When the 13V supply falls below 11V TL17
switches off and shutdown is activated.

Scan . coils

RF17

RL50

L55

220

11
CL54/

I NS

L

Winding
on LOPT
LL53

anel 1
_J

The Ultimate Nightmare
Now to the ultimate nightmare, a short-circuited
chopper transistor (TP24). A replacement will almost
certainly be destroyed when the set is switched on again
unless some further work is carried out in the chopper
circuit (Fig. 1). For a start I suggest that the chopper transistor's emitter resistors RP21 and RP25 are replaced, as
they will have been stressed by the short-circuit. Fit a new
transistor of the same type that was removed, and don't
forget the mains fuse FP05 — it's a 1•6A anti-surge type.
Don't switch on yet!
Before you attempt to power the set again, examine the
chassis print around the chopper and line output transformers and along the side and rear edges in this area. Look
for dry-joints on LP04, TL31, DL46, RP21, RP25, DP23,
CP23, TP19, CL48, LL53 and TL29. This done you can get
a bit more technical, produce the multimeter to impress the
boss, and check for shorts across the V2 and VS supplies.
Check whether DP23, DP32, DP41 or TL31 is short-circuit,
or CL21 or RP42 is open-circuit. Finally, don't forget RL10
— when in doubt, check it out.
A 9V battery can be used to supply the chopper driver
circuit. To do so, desolder DP06 and DP07 and disable
TL 17 by bridging across its collector and emitter. Hold your
breath and switch the set on. Check the voltage at the
cathode of the h.t. rectifier DP41. It should be quite low at
about 28V. If there is no voltage here, disconnect the battery
and check RP05, DP32, DP37 and DP43 for shorts. If these
items are o.k., reconnect the battery and scope the drive
waveform at pin 7 of IL14. Trace the drive through to the
base of TP24. If all is well, check for a I2V peak-to-peak
signal at the collector of TP24. If this is not present, look at
the circuitry around TP24 and suspect the chopper transformer LP04.
When you first connect the battery and switch on, the h.t.
line should as mentioned above be at around 28V. See if
you get 7.5V at the anode of DP23 in the snubber network.
If you don't, check DP23 and its associated components
RP23, RP28 and CP23. If the 7.5V is present, go on to
check the soft-start circuit. When the set is switched on and
off there should be a pulse in excess of 1 V at pin 15 of
IL14. Suspect CL21 (1µF) and of course IL14 if the pulse
isn't there. If the pulse is present go on to pin 13 of IL14
and look for 1.4V. Check CL16 (3.3nF) and IL14 if this
voltage is absent.
If the voltage at pin 13 of IL14 is o.k., check IL14's
regulation system by connecting a 5.6kS2 resistor
between the cathode of DP41 and pin 9 of IL14. The
voltage at the cathode of DP41 should drop to about 8V.
If it doesn't, IL14 is obviously suspect. If all is well,
keep the meter connected to DP41's cathode and remove
the bridge from across TL17. The circuit should trip three
times then shut down. If it doesn't, either TL17 and its
associated components require investigation or 1114 is
unwell.
If the trip works, switch off at the mains, disconnect the
9V battery, remove the 5.61d1 resistor between DP41 and
IL14, and remember to check RL10. Disable the line drive
by disconnecting RP42, reconnect DP06 and DP07, then
784
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Fig. 4: The field timebase circuit. Component values not
shown vary with tube size.

switch on again at the mains.
If the power supply fails, go back over the checking
procedure. You may have missed something. If it works,
switch off and reconnect RP42. Before you switch on
again, check that the line output transistor TL3 I isn't
short-circuit and carry out resistance checks on the V4 and
V5 supplies and at pin 8 or 10 of the line output transformer. If the conditions seem to be o.k., have faith in your
work and switch the set on. If failure now occurs, with the
destruction of TP24, suspect the chopper transformer
LP04. Its failure is very rare, but in our game anything can
happen.
Field Scan Failure
Two types of field scan failure indicate different fault
conditions. Fig. 4 shows the field scan circuitry. If the
customary horizontal white line is present across the centre
of the screen, there's no current flowing through the scan
coils. The most obvious cause is an open-circuit somewhere
in the scan current path. Check RL50, the scan coil plug
BL55, plug BG36 on sets with NS correction, and the coils
themselves.
More commonly the result of field scan failure is a
blank screen. Momentarily increase the tube's first anode
voltage. You will see a pale illumination of the screen
from the top. Restore the correct first anode voltage and
use a scope to check for a field-frequency sawtooth
waveform at pin 5 of IL14. The most likely culprit if it's
absent is RFO1 (3MS1), though CF01 (470nF) could be in
trouble.
Other suspects when there's no field scan are the output
thyristor DL21 and the parallel diode DL22. Also look for
dry-joints at pins 4 and 11 of the line output transformer
LL53 (it's also the field output transformer).
If everything appears to be working correctly but
there's an offset raster, check the field shift circuitry
around PF02.
If the thyristor DL21 isn't being triggered, the 23V
supply can rise to an excessive level. The cause of this is
that DL22 continues to rectify the line pulses, charging
CL54 to about 200V. The voltage can, with DL21 off, leak
away only via the scan coils, the height control network
and RF07, and the line driver stage. Under these conditions
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DL18 should conduct, raising the voltage at pin 28 of IL14
with the result that the set shuts down.

Standby Operation
The ICC5 chassis remembers the state it was in when it
was switched off at the mains. If you collect a customer's
set, disconnecting it while it's in the standby mode, it will
power up in this mode when you switch it on again in the
workshop. To bring it on without the remote control
handset, press channel up for about ten seconds or connect a
9V battery between chassis (negative) and pin 8 (positive)
of the scart socket. The latter will bring the set on in the AV
mode.
In the standby mode the standby power supply (Fig.
2) delivers 5V to pin 27 of the microcontroller chip
IRO1 and 8.5V to the emitter of the switching transistor
TP48. An on command to IRO1 will change the state at
pin 5 from high to low, turning on TP48 via TR26.
TR26's base is held at 5V, and this voltage must be
present if the receiver is to come on. When TP48
switches on, IL14 is powered and the chopper and line
output circuits come into operation. Once the lineoutput stage derived 13V supply is present, DP47
switches on and the standby power supply regulator
transistor TP45 switches off.

EW Correction
EW correction circuit (not all sets incorporate this) problems seem to relate mainly to transformer LG11, whose insu-

lation is a bit suspect. The TDA4950 chip IG01 usually
suffers, and the main PCB in this area can go very dark
brown because of the overheating. The board darkening
does't seem to have any adverse effects, but if you get a set
with this discoloration take a good look at the EW-correction
circuitry. A short within the chip can cause severe EW
bowing.

Safety
Remember that with many earlier sets the mains
bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor CP03 can retain
its charge for days, even weeks — more recent sets
have a discharge path consisting of two 220142 resistors in series. To avoid any unpleasantness in this
respect, connect two 27kO, 1W resistors in series and
encase them in a suitable sleeve. Connect these resistors across CP03 whenever you are working on the
power supply.
Remember that the chassis has two separate earth
lines, the isolated one and the one on the live side of
the chopper circuit. Don't bridge the isolation, always
work with an isolation transformer, and remember that
dangerous voltages are always present.
Remember that like all other chassis the c.r.t.'s
heaters are fed from a winding on the line output
transformer. Unless the h.t. supply (V2) is set up
accurately the heater supply will be incorrect and the
life of the tube will be threatened. Always check with
the service information what the h.t. voltage should
be.

Fergy Faults
Alex Mason

of the scan, check whether RL10 is open-circuit then DLO1
(open-circuit if the lines are at the top, short-circuit if the
lines are at the bottom.)
For no remote control operation check the ST639b1/kv
microcontroller chip IR01.

ICC5 Chassis

If there's no picture after ten minutes' use check the 27MHz
crystal QT01 on the text PCB.

No picture: If video signals are present at pins 3, 4 and 5 of
connector BV02 on the CRT base PCB, the voltage at pin 1
is OV and at pin 6 is 12V, TV50 (BC558B) on the colour
decoder PCB is either leaky or short-circuit.

Note that when RL41 is open-circuit the set will come
straight on from power up and won't go into standby using
either the handset or the front control.

IKC2 Chassis

TX8O Chassis

For field foldover check whether DF16 (BY398) is leaky.

In the event of a blow up in the combined power supply/line
output stage check whether RPO1 (271a 3W) has gone
high in value.

If the set is dead with the voltage at the emitter of transistor TP18 in the power supply trip circuit low (should be
about 21V) check whether DP16 (1N4148) is shortcircuit.

If the set is stuck in standby, check whether RP36 (751M,
2W) has gone high in value.

New TX9O Chassis

Notes

This is the chassis used in Models B39/B49F.

If you service any Model B59F/N sets note that the microcontroller chip is not the same as that used in Models
A59F/N. The B series has PAL/PAL+/SECAM and 16:9
ratio switching and is marked ICC8.

For field collapse check RL41 (0.220, 0.5W) or JL15 (this
is not shown on the circuit diagram). Both can go opencircuit.
If there are three or more flyback lines at the top or bottom

The new Model B51F is fitted with the ICC7 chassis, not
the IKC2 chassis.

TV Fault Finding

Reports from Philip Blundell, AMIEIE,
John Edwards, Michael Dranfield,
Nick Beer, Ronald Aranha,
Richard Newman and Chris Watton

Philips CP110 Chassis
This set came from another dealer, the complaint being that
it tripped. Once the chassis had been withdrawn it was
obvious that someone had had a long and meaningful relationship with the set. The power supply had been rebuilt,
with a new i.c., chopper transistor, driver transistor and
optocoupler. Most of the rectifier diodes and small electrolytics were also new. But the power supply wouldn't run
cleanly: it hiccupped continuously. As the conditions in the
primary side of the power supply seemed to be o.k., attention was turned to the secondary side.
Fuse F1653 had blown, but a replacement lasted only a
couple of minutes. This fuse protects the 15V and 12V
supplies. The voltages were correct, but the current
increased the longer the set was left in operation. Many
components had been replaced in this area, including C2671
(1,500µF) which had been fitted the wrong way round. It
was fitted as the printing shows, but these are positive
supplies and the positive side of the capacitor was shown
connected to chassis! Fitting a new capacitor solved the
problem, but when I tried it the set wouldn't go into
standby. This time C2735 was found to be the wrong way
round, though the printing here is correct.
P.B.

Toshiba 2500TB
If you find that the ON4408 chopper transistor Q802 has
failed, check whether the 330k0 (1W) resistor R810 is
open-circuit before fitting a replacerbept.
P.B.

Philips 3A Chassis
This set had no picture. We found that the sandcastle pulses
were missing, though they returned when the PAL decoder
board was removed. The cause of the trouble was a short
from pin 10 of the TDA4580 chip to chassis — a new chip
was required.
P.B.

GoldStar CI9902F
If you get one of these sets that's stuck in standby, check
whether R76I (2.7kf2) has gone high in value. It has to
change only to 3.51M for the fault to occur.
P.B.

pulse input at pin 22 was missing. It comes from pin 20 of
the 1.1PC1377 line oscillator chip, where the voltage was at
almost OV instead of 2V. A new chip brought the picture
back.
R.A.

Sony CKV2760
Other than the power switch, the front panel function
switches becoming jammed and failure of the line output
transformer we've not previously had any problems with
this TV set/monitor. Recently however two came in with
other faults.
The first one showed '18' in the programme window
when switched on. It didn't respond when the programme
advance/decrease buttons were pressed. There was no
sound and the screen was blank, though e.h.t. was present.
The function switches — there are thirteen microswitches —
were jammed, but replacing them made no difference.
Power could be turned off by using the remote control
unit, but the display window didn't give the standy indication. So attention was turned to board M, where the
system control circuitry resides. Abnormal voltage readings were found around the CX761A 16-channel memory
chip IC6. When a new CX761A was fitted the set worked
normally.
The problem with the second set was pincushion distortion. No difficulty about fault finding this time: diodes D816
and D818 in the pincushion correction circuit had burst
open. Replacements (type ERD28-06S) restored the correct
1
raster shape.
R.A.
Sanyo CBP2145 (E2 Chassis)
The following fault is becoming quite common with this
model. When the set is first switched on there's no picture,
just snow. A normal-quality picture may appear after a
while, but when the set is switched off and on again the
fault symptoms are repeated. The cause of the problem is
the two 100, 16V electrolytics C397 and C364. They are
near a stand-off resistor that gets quite warm and dries them
out.
J.E.

Alba CTV55
Philips GR1-AX (Version 2)
There was a dim picture with Hanover bars visible on the
colour. The sandcastle pulses were missing because D6326
(BZX79C12) was short-circuit — the type of diode varies
with the set's date of production and country of origin. The
serial numbers of version two sets start with SV04.
P.B.

Sony KV2062
There was sound but the screen remained blank although
e.h.t. was present. Checks at the cathodes of the c.r.t.
showed that it was cut off. We traced back to the CX109
colour decoder chip where the voltages at the colour-difference, signal output pins were all low. We next found that the
798

This set was dead. A check across the line output transistor
produced a short-circuit reading. The cause however was
the FR155 efficiency diode D404 in the series chopper
circuit — it's connected between pin 11 and chassis.
The customer had wired across the mains fuse, which
was o.k. I do despair of the blank look one gets when you
explain to a customer what bad practice it is to link across
fuses.
J.E.

Sharp C1421H
This set was stuck in standby because relay RY701 had an
open-circuit winding. A new relay cured the fault. Don't get
caught out like I did, trying to figure out why the set
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wouldn't come out of standby with the circuit board
removed from the cabinet (even with the new relay fitted).
The on/off button is part of the cabinet front moulding: it
doesn't just push the on/off switch in and out, it also pushes
a separate little leaf switch just to the front and side of the
main switch. So remember to short this out when activating
the on/off switch.

Sony KVDX21TU (AE1 Chassis)
The 2SD1548 chopper transistor Q602 was short-circuit
because R614 (22052, 10W) in the snubber network had
burnt out. After repairing the burnt circuit board where the
resistor had once lived and replacing the transistor there was
still nothing when the set was switched on. A new TEA2164
chopper control chip (IC601) brought life back to the set. J.E.

Ferguson ICC5 Chassis
This set was tripping. Raising the PCB to the vertical position to view the underside proved to be worthwhile — a
semi-carbonised dry-joint could be seen on one leg of the
flyback tuning capacitor CL48. We cleaned the joint and
resoldered it, then dealt with the pins of the line output
transformer. The line output transistor was then checked and
we weren't surprised to find that it was short-circuit all
ways. A replacement brought the set back to life.
J.E.

can will produce the fault, which is caused by dry-joints on
either TO1 or T02 — the vision detector and ale. coils. M.Dr.

Ferguson ICC7 Chassis
To prevent repeated failure of the BUH515 chopper transistor TP29, change the value of CP29 from 2.2nF to 33nF.
An alternative chopper transistor, type S2000AF3, can be
used if necessary.
If the S2000AF line output transistor TL19 has failed,
change the value of RVO1 from 4.7kil to 5.6142 and add a
560Q resistor (RV03) in series with the anode of DV01. N.B.

Sharp C1410
There was no line lock. Resoldering various dry-joints and
resetting R611 (short TP601/2 to do this) provided a cure
but we then found that there was another problem — the
picture had shifted to the left by a significant amount. The
30052 line shift potentiometer R647 had no effect. Rather
unexpectedly, its value had risen to about 4.7k52. A new
volume control completed the job.
N.B.

Ferguson 51P7 (TX98 Chassis)

This was was dead and a quick check showed that the 135V
h.t. supply was Tissing. When pin 5 of the line output transformer was disconnected the:power supply returned to life.
A new transformer cured the fault.
J.E.

A problem that's becoming quite common is failure of the
line output transformer — usually the grey Philips type. The
set pumps and doesn't work. You can usually confirm that
the power supply is working all right by disconnecting the
feed to the line output transformer's primary winding. When
ordering a replacement the correct type must be specified: a
number of different types have been used, and a list of
modifications/checks comes with the replacement and must
be carried out.
N.B.

Sharp CV2133H

Ferguson ICC5 (IMC) Chassis

If the problem is complete loss of line and field sync check
transistor Q1603 on the scart panel. A 2SA950 is fitted in
this position: we use a 2SA966 for greater reliability. M.Dr.

A thing to note with these sets is that VCR switching is
active only with channel numbers that end in zero, i.e. 10,
20 etc. Use of other numbers may cause problems with
prerecorded tapes. Earlier ICC5 chassis sets used channel 9
for VCR operation.
N.B.

Sony KV21XRTU

Amstrad CTV1401/Matsui 1410/Saisho
CT1400
We've had two of these sets recently with buzz on sound
and caption buzz. The first one responded to a slight tweak
of the i.f. output coil in the tuner. We had to fit a new tuner
in the second one.
M.Dr.

Hitachi C2524T
This set would come on for a few seconds with an excessively bright raster then trip out into standby. Checks at the
cathodes of the c.r.t. produced readings of only 40V, while
the load resistors in the RGB output stages got very hot.
After consulting the circuit diagram we homed in on the
BC558B transistor Q801 which clamps the emitters of the
RGB output transistors. It's mounted on the main PCB and
was leaky between its collector and emitter. The same fault
could be caused by the 9.1V zener diode ZD804 being
defective.
M.Dr.

Sony KVM14U
Here's a fault that is becoming as common as the defective
first anode rectifier in these portable sets. The symptom is
intermittently going off tune. A slight tap on the side of the i.f.
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Philips FL1.1 Chassis
This set came from another dealer with the complaint that it
was dead. When switched on it went into the protection
mode. You override this by shorting pins S24 and S25
together momentarily so that fault-finding can start. When
we did this the h.t. came up and there was line drive. Scope
checks showed that the line protectiot circuit was operating,
and after a few minutes we observed line collapse on the
screen. A check across the line scan coil plug produced an
open-circuit reading. Oh dear! If the scan coils were faulty a
new tube would be required as well — the two come as an
assembly. There's a PCB with a socket on the scan coils:
investigation here with a meter proved that the coils were
o.k., and when the PCB was unclipped a hairline fracture
was seen. Bridging this with tinned copper wire cured the
problem.
R.N.

ITT TX3326 (Monoprint B Chassis)
The symptom was no teletext though the green 'text on'
indicator was alight all the time. If text was selected via the
remote control handset the channels wouldn't change. The
cause of the trouble was the DPU2541 chip on the text
panel.
C. W:
799

Panasonic's
Digital TV
Chassis
Part 1

Ray Meadows

An introductory article on the Panasonic Euro 1 digital TV
chassis in the July issue briefly described its features and the
service modes. As it's a new chassis there is to date little
experience of failures in the field. This new series of articles
will look at the circuitry used and the construction of the
chassis so that those who become involved in repairs will
know what to expect, indicating in the process likely routes
to tracking down the cause of any faults that may develop. It
seems logical to start with the non-digital parts of the set,
i.e. those that link it to the outside world. So we'll start with
the power supply.

Power Supply Circuitry
Previous Panasonic chassis used either the Sanken
STIt54041 chopper control chip or else employed ;discrete
component circuitry. The Euro 1 chassis however is of
European design. This is reflected in the choice of the SGSThomson TDA4601 chopper control chip. The power
supply circuit is similar to that used in many other models
by various manufacturers, being of the self-oscillating

21
R6k7
2

flyback converter type. As some features are not always
understood too thoroughly, we'll run over the operation of
the circuit.
Fig. 1 shows the non-mains isolated side of the power
supply, excluding the mains switch, the fuse, the line filter
and the degaussing circuit components. Chopper transformer T639 has three primary windings, P1-2 being the
main power winding, Fl the winding that provides a feed so
that the supply is self-powering, and F2 the feedback control
winding. P1 is connected to the output from the mains
bridge rectifier and P2 to the collector of the chopper transistor Q624, regulation being achieved by controlling the
width of the drive pulses applied to its base. The pulse width
is determined by the chip which samples, at pin 3, rectified
pulses fed back from winding F2.
At switch on a start-up voltage is applied to pin 9 of
IC611 via R621 and R622. It's used to provide, internally, a
4V reference voltage at pin 1. When the voltage at pin 9
reaches 12V, the reference voltage appears and the circuit
starts up. Once the circuit is oscillating, a 20V supply
becomes available from winding Fl and the associated rectifier circuit consisting of D622 and C622: this takes over the
supply to IC611. The timing of the very first drive pulse to
Q624 must be calculated by IC611. This is done by
measuring the collector current via the network connected to
pin 4. The second and subsequent drive pulses are timed by
detecting the zero crossover of the feedback pulses from F2
at pin 2 of IC611.
In normal operation the circuit oscillates at frequencies
between 20kHz and 35kHz depending on the load conditions and the input supply voltage. In these circumstances
the conduction pefiod of the chopper transistor remains at
an almost constant 33 per cent of the drive waveform's duty
cycle. In the standby mode, when the power consumption is
reduced to several watts, the oscillation frequency can
increase to 70kHz with the conduction period of Q624
falling to less than ten per cent.
Overload protection is provided by monitoring the
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Fig. 1: Primary (non-isolated) side of the power supply circuit.
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Fig. 2: Secondary side (mains isolated) of the power
supply circuit.

voltage at pin 9 of IC611. Under heavy load conditions the
voltage, also that at pin 5, falls. IC611 will then cut off its
chopper transistor base drive amplifier, thus stopping Q624.
tThet circuit will next try to start, up again, as described
above. An additional 'overload protector and a standby
monitor function are connected to pin 3, where feedback
pulses from F2 provide a control voltage after rectification
by D636 and C634. By using this voltage in conjunction
with the collector current sensing at pin 4, the chip can limit
its output drive. P633 enables the sensitivity to be adjusted
so that the output voltages can be set up.
The mains-isolated side of the chopper transformer
provides several separate supplies: Fig. 2 shows the
circuitry used here. These supplies are the main 155V line,
fused 5V, 12V and 27V supplies, a fused 5V standby supply
and split +20V and —20V supplies for the audio amplifiers.
In the standby mode the main 5V and 12V supplies are shut
down by removing the gate drive to the field-effect transistors Q663 and Q674. This is done by applying a positive
voltage, which comes from the CCU (central control unit)
processor chip on the digital board, to the base of Q697.
Switching off the 155V h.t. and 27V line driver stage
supplies is not necessary because, in this mode, the CCU
prevents line drive. Thus only the 5V standby supply is
active, powering the infra-red remote control receiver, the
CCU (microcontroller) chip and the start-up circuit for the
deflection processor chip. When the CCU brings the set out
of standby, the main 5V and 12V supplies are reinstated and
line drive is enabled. As the 5V line rises, the line output
stage is soft-started.
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As mentioned in the previous article, field-effect transistors are used to stabilise the main 5V and 12V supplies —
because of their large current capacity and low source-drain
voltage. They are used in conjunction with normal TL431
regulator chips to provide the control action, the f.e.t.s being
used as series elements to boost the current and provide
standby switching. One per cent tolerance resistors are used
to set the exact reference levels for both the TL431 devices
(IC666 and IC676).
The split supplies for the audio amplifiers are not regulated. They are obtained from a half-wave rectifier arrangement. At first sight the circuit looks strange because the two
half-wave rectifier circuits are effectively in parallel. The
reason for using this arrangement is to reduce the power
consumption in the standby mode. In normal operation
Q682 is switched on, its base being at a negative voltage
with respect to its emitter. It thus supplies current to the
audio circuits. In the standby mode the current demand from
the audio circuits is reduced. Because of this, current is
shunted via R681/2/3. Q681 's base voltage moves negatively with respect to its emitter and it switches on. Q682 is
thus switched off, because Q681 shorts its base and emitter.
The net result is a reduction in the supply to the audio chips.
Audio muting will be described later.
Because of the power supply design, all the secondary
voltages are present even when the set is in the standby
mode. It's advisable, before repairing the unit, to disconnect
the mains supply and carefully discharge the mains bridge
rectifier's reservoir capacitor C618. As an aid to fault location in a dead set, the power supply can be isolated by
removing the h.t. rectifier diode D651, the 27V supply rectifier diode D656 and the 5V and 12V supply rectifier diodes
D671 and D66I. The h.t. supply line can then be loaded
using a 60W bulb. You can isolate the line output stage
simply by omitting the connection to the DPU (deflection
processor unit) chip. When using the extension lead kit this
is easily done by omitting the lead that connects W1451 on
the digital pack to W511 on the main PCB.
Line Scanning
Fig. 3 shows in simplified form the line driver, output
and EW correction circuitry. The arrangements are similar
27V
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Fig. 3: The line driver, output and EW correction
arrangements — simplified circuit.
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to those used in other sets, so only a few points will be
made. Line drive pulses from the DPU chip are applied to
the base of the line driver transistor Q526 which provides
the necessary current to operate the line driver transformer
T528. This has a winding ratio of seven to one. With no
27V supply there is of course no drive to the line output
transistor Q534, which has a low-impedance base circuit to
ensure rapid switching. Note that the line output and
chopper transistors are of the same type, S2000AF, with an
internal diode (not shown).
D536 and D537 are the EW modulator diodes. The EW
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RGB Output Circuitry
The RGB output stages are mounted on the c.r.t. base
board. They are more complex than those used in previous
Panasonic chassis and thus call for some explanation. Fig. 5
shows the blue output stage and the spot-suppression circuit
which is common to all three channels.
The RGB drives from the VDU chip come via the scanvelocity modulation board. Each RGB channel has four
transistors. In the B channel shown the first transistor
Q3371 is an emitter-follower which provides a lowimpedance, d.c. drive at the base of the class A amplifier
Q3373. This provides the required voltage gain. For
optimum h.f. response a low-impedance output is essential
to rapidly charge/discharge the load capacitance present. On
a positive-going voltage transition at the collector of Q3373,
Q3374 switches on to provide, by emitter-follower action, a
low-impedance charging path via D3377. With a negativegoing transition D3377 is cut off and Q3377, again acting as
an emitter-follower, provides a low-impedance discharge
path. D3374 and Q3373 ensure that Q3377's base current is
rapidly dissipated so that the process can be repeated.
Q3377 serves a second purpose, as part of the automatic
grey-scale adjustment system. Its collector is earthed via
R3379 and the ACVP (active comb filter and video
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Fig. 4: The field output stage circuitry.
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that's derived from the DPU's field output section. It arrives
at R583 and is then buffered and amplified by the d.c.coupled circuitry shown.
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Field Scanning
The TDA8175 chip IC561 drives the field scan coils.
This chip is basically a power amplifier with a built-in
flyback generator to virtually double the available supply
voltage. D561 and C563 form part of this arrangement. The
circuitry here is again conventional (see Fig. 4). The input
from the DPU is a pulse waveform that's integrated by
R566 and C567.
There are two separate protection circuits here. To avoid
the possibility of c.r.t. screen burn because of loss of field
drive, a sample of the pulse waveform present at pin 3 of
IC561 is fed back to the DPU. If the pulses are missing, the
DPU generates a continuous blanking signal that cuts off the
RGB outputs from the VDU (video display unit) chip. Beam
current is thus minimised.
The second circuit provides protection in the event of the
field output coupling capacitor C574 going short-circuit —
otherwise the supply to the field output circuit would
directly heat the scan coils! Zener diode D567 monitors the
field drive. If C574 becomes short-circuit the voltage
applied to D567 will fall: this voltage change is fed back to
pin 43 of the CCU chip IC1801 (see Fig. 6) which will then
initiate the shut-down mode. Other faults will result in the
CCU chip shutting the set down with a characteristic fivesecond flash of the standby LED as the system tries to
restart. These will be covered in a later instalment.
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Fig. 5: One of the RGB output stage circuits (blue) and
the spot-suppression and cut-off control circuit.

processor) chip on the digital board. During the course of
the field blanking (flyback) period the transistor (and its
equivalents in the red and green channels, Q3397 and
Q3387 respectively) is used to sample the black and peakwhite levels. There is also a c.r.t. leakage measurement.
This is done over a four-field cycle as follows:
Field one: c.r.t. leakage.
Field two: black and peak-white levels, red channel.
Field three: black and peak-white levels, green channel.
Field four: black and peak-white levels, blue channel.
Transistors Q3377/87/97 are connected to the ACVP
chip via connector W191 on the scan-velocity modulation
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board. During the leakage check there is no drive to
Q3377/87/97 and whatever current flows is measured.
During the next three fields Q3377/87/97 are switched on
in turn to check the black and peak-white currents. The
measurements are made by the ACVP chip, which communicates the results to the CCU chip. This compares them
with values stored in the associated memory chip. If any
differences are detected, the RGB drives are automatically
adjusted to compensate.
This is useful during the tube's warm-up period, when
uneven emission could cause a colour tint. It is also useful
over the long term, enabling the grey-scale tracking to be
maintained as the tube ages. It also means that all colour
temperature and white-balance adjustments can be carried
out via the software during service mode one.
Despite the fact that c.r.t. cut-off automatically tracks the
setting of the screen (first anode) control P3362, it may be
necessary to carry out realignment when a new tube is
fitted. To do so the set is put into service mode 1, as
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Fig. 7: The left-channel audio amplifier circuit.

the cut-off circuit. At switch on C3353 charges slowly via
R3352. Thus a voltage appears at the anode of D3353 which
conducts. Q3359 switches on and Q3368 switches off. The
full 12V is therefore applied to the emitter of Q3373 and the
equivalent transistors in the red and green channels, and all
three are cut off. When C3353 has fully charged the voltage
at the anode of D3353 falls and the circuit reverts to normal
operation.
At switch off the voltage on the 12V line falls. As C3358
has been charged to 12V, the voltage at the base of Q3357
falls below that at its emitter and it conducts, switching
Q3359 on and Q3368 off. The action at this point is the
same as during the switch-on spot suppression period and
lasts until C3369 has discharged via R3359.

Beam Limiting

101191

Fig. 6: Protection circuitry on the digital board, shown
simplified.

described in the previous article, and the 'screen' option is
selected. P3362 should then be turned to minimum: use a
non-conductive trimmer, as a metal screwdriver can bridge
the potentiometer's spark gap rather nicely! The set will
now display numeric values for the red, green and blue
channels. Select the channel with the highest value and
connect a high-impedance scope probe directly to the relevant cathode. With the scope set to the field frequency, the
blanking interval test signal can be seen as a pair of steps.
Adjust the cut-off control P3368 (see Fig. 5) so that the
voltage from the top step to earth is 150V. Remove the
scope connection and increase the setting of the screen
control P3362 until the highest channel numeric display
reads approximately 40. Alignment is now complete.
This set-up procedure is one of the few physical alignments possible with the set. You can adopt the timehonoured method of using a high-impedance voltmeter to
set the cut-off (at approximately 180V) but this is not so
accurate. Factory software settings for the RGB low- and
high-light levels don't need to be adjusted when a new tube
has been fitted as the automatic grey-scale tracking will
ensure that the tube operates correctly.

Beam limiting is carried out within the VDU chip, determined by the voltage at pins 7 and 8, see Fig. 6. This
voltage is derived from a sampled line flyback pulse, which
is processed by transistor Q1642 and the associated
circuitry. With excessive beam current the pulses at the base
of Q1642 become negative and it can no longer charge
C1648. If the voltage at pins 7/8 of the VDU chip falls
below a 4V threshold, contrast limiting is initiated. If the
voltage falls below 3V brightness limiting is also applied.
At OV the beam current is reduced to zero.

The Audio Amplifiers
A pair of TDA2030A chips provide the audio outputs.
They are powered by split supplies, as we have seen. The
audio signals from the ACP (audio control processor) chip are
buffered on the digital board and are fed to the non-inverting
chip inputs. Fig. 7 shows the left-hand audio circuit. It's of
conventional design, with the protection diodes D477 and
D478 clamping the supply lines to the output. Audiofrequency roll-off is set by the RC networks in the feedback
and non-inverting input circuits. A Zobell network (C479,
R479) at the output helps to prevent any instability.
In addition to audio signal muting within the ACP chip
during the channel change and search operations, switch-on
muting is provided by Q498 and the equivalent transistor in
the right channel. These transistors are controlled by the
CCU chip. When switched on, they short the audio inputs to
chassis.

Part 2
Spot Suppression
The possibility of spot burn at switch on and switch off is
prevented by the components around transistor Q3357 and in
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In the next instalment we'll look at the rest of the
analogue circuitry, starting with the tuner and the i.f.
section.
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Service Briefs from Toshiba
The following information has been provided by Toshiba in
the interests of carrying out correct, effective repairs to the
company's products. It's based on Toshiba's Technical
Bulletins.

Models 155R9B/T9B
Set reverts to the standby mode after fifteen minutes
(usually longer). Will work normally if switched off and
on again: The cause is static charge building up on the core
of the line output transformer until, under dry-humidity
conditions, it finally discharges to the adjacent resistor
R440. As a result the microcontroller chip QA01
temporarily stops. The cure is to fit repair kit part no.
TCP00742.
No raster because of field collapse: If R327 (1M, 0.5W)
has gone open-circuit to cause this fault replace it with a
1312, 1W resistor, part no. 24532130.

Q803 (2SC2023, part no. 23314246), Q804 (2SA1321, part
no. A6547303) and Q806 (BC557B, part no. 23114546) for
shorts and replace as necessary.

Models 255R7B/255T7B/255R8B/
255T8B/256T9B/284T8B/285T8B
TDA8170 field output chip IC303 fails, normally shortcircuit sometimes with outer case damage. Simple
replacement may result in repeated failure: Replace
IC303 (TDA8170, part no. 23318301), the 6.8V zener diode
D303 (part no. 23118102T), and the 2.70 resistor R327
(part no. 24557279). Remove D305 (BYD33J) and fit a
4752, 1W resistor (part no. 24553470) in this position. Refit
D305, with the same polarity as before, on the print side of
the PCB: stick vinyl tape betwen the PCB and the diode to
prevent it shorting.

Model 258T7B
Model 156T9B
Set reverts to standby: See note under Models
155R9B/T9B above.

Bright white raster with no picture: Replace D205
(1N4148) which is open-circuit and probably physically
broken.

Model 175T9B

No luminance with teletext: Replace D204 (1N4148)
which is open-circuit and probably physically broken.

Audio buzz at u.h.f. near ch. 33: Coils L601 and L602 are
too close to each other. Move them apart.

Model 210T6B
No teletext and the on-screen display is in monochrome:
12V supply to the µPC1417CA RGB/text switch chip
ICV02 is low at 10.3V because R447 that shunts the
TA78012AP 12V regulator Q408 is open-circuit or dryjointed. Replace R447 (2052, 3W, part no. 24007649).
Model 215T9B
Comes on o.k. but if channels are changed when the set
has warmed up the tuning won't lock to any station:
Replace diode DA07 (1N4148) which is leaky.

Poor contrast with the control having no effect and pin
15 of the µPD6336C chip ICA03 stuck at 5.2V: Replace
DA70 (1N4148) which is open-circuit.
Intermittent flashing and a negative picture when set has
warmed up, raster eventually going blank: Replace the
0.01µF disc ceramic capacitor CV03 which is leaky. It's
connected to pin 5 of the TA8628N chip ICV01 on the back
terminal PCB.
Poor TV and teletext contrast: Replace R549 (4700,
0.5W, part no. 24552471) which is open-circuit.
Field jitter: Replace D301 (1N4148) which is open-circuit.

Model 259D9B
Model 218D9B
No colour with an 0.5in. wide vertical black band at the
left-hand side of the screen, 4in. from the edge: Sandcastle pulse is incorrect because R219 (4.7142) at pin 35 of
the TA8659N chip IC501 is open-circuit. Replace or
resolder 8219.
Model 219T9B
Buzz on sound at low level: Separate the cables that are
loomed together across the i.f. screening can.

Models 255R7B/T7B
Dull blank raster with no sound when standby is
selected: The 145V h.t. switch is permanently on. Check
850

Picture permanently blanked off in all modes
(r.f./video/scart): Replace QV07 (BC547A, part no.
23114689) which is short-circuit base-to-emitter. It's on the
back terminal PCB.
Loss of colour with some pictures when using a Sega
Megadrive video games computer: Line sync pulses from
the Sega computer are wider than broadcast pulses. Change
C371 to 0.1µF (from 6,800pF).
Crackling on Nicam sound: Replace R111 (1M) which is
open-circuit. It's on the rear terminal PCB.
Note that the circuit references for CG60/RG34 and
CG48/RG30 in the Nicam circuit diagram at the rear of the
manual are reversed — correct the diagram.
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Model 285T8B
Very intermittently fails to come on from standby.
Replacing the TDA4601 chip IC801 may provide a
temporary cure: Change R818 from 20kS2, 3W to 15kQ,
3W — note that this is a safety resistor. Change the 220,
16V capacitor fitted in parallel with diode DF80 but on the
print side of the PCB to 10011F, 16V. Add a 5.1kQ, 1/8W
resistor in parallel with D812, on the print side of the PCB.
All three components are available as a kit, part no.
23305114.
Power supply fails to start after replacing a faulty
TDA4601 chopper control chip (IC801): Incorrect chip
fitted — it must be a Siemens device.
Reduced height initially. Gradually increases as the set
warms up until picture is approximately twice the
normal size: Replace the 7.5V zener diode D315, part no.
A7110160. It's the vertical drive limiter at pin 31 of IC501.

but with opposite polarity between pins 11 and 12 of ICF01,
on the print side of the PCB (insulate them from the print to
avoid shorts). Note that the original type of chip won't work
with these diodes fitted.

Model 2112DBT
Set trips after a few minutes. Prior to this the picture is
too wide: There is no feedback for h.t. control because the
TLP621 optocoupler D830 is faulty. Replace it (part no.
A8643106).
No colour at switch on. Colour appears after a few
minutes. Freezing and heating does not instigate fault
condition: Replace the BC547A transistor Q546 (part no.
23114689) which is open-circuit base-to-emitter when cold.

Search tuning fails to stop: Replace the 0.0111F disc
ceramic capacitor CA31 which is leaky.

Set turns off intermittently (line oscillator shuts down):
The TA8783N colour decoder and timebase generator chip
IC501 senses sudden increases in beam current at pin 52,
disabling the line drive. To prevent spurious operation of
this circuit, remove R844 (1MS2) and fit a 3301d2 resistor in
parallel with C543.

No field lock: Replace the TA8659N chip IC501 (part no.
B0379470).

Model 2500TBT

Intermittent audio screeching at switch on: Replace the
AN7171NK chip IC606 (part no. 23318195).

Diagonal black or coloured lines on colour. Lines vary
with the setting of the colour control: Replace C515
(2211F) which is open-circuit. Use a 50V type. Original
capacitor may show rust-type contamination.

Note that early sets didn't select Nicam sound automatically on changing channels. To correct this remove diode
DA36 which is near the microcontroller chip ICA01.

Model 1400TBT
No line or field sync: Print break at pin 10 and/or pin 11 of
the teletext unit. In later sets the fitting was improved.

Models 210ORBT/2100TBT/2101TBT/2500TBT
Dead set due to chopper transistor Q802 going shortcircuit: Replace Q802 with revised type 2SD1556(E), part
no. A6871313, and remove R822 (3952) from its base
circuit.
Hum bars, mainly on colour (red): Cause of the problem
is pick-up of 50Hz on the tuner's tuning line from the adjacent power supply earth. Modifications details are available
from Toshiba Technical Advice (0276 694 555).

Model 2100TBT
Power supply pulsating, h.t. low: Replace C820 (120µF,
part no. 24086871) which is open-circuit.
Intermittent display of the AV symbol on the screen:
Resolder dry-joint on the red lead on the component side of
the PCB, between points identified as C and C.

Models 2100TBT/2101TBT/2500TBT
Red and blue diagonal lines on the screen on certain
u.h.f. channels (31, 45 and 69). Worse under poor signal
conditions: Cause is interference generated by the internal
55.5MHz clock in the text unit. Fit a CF72308 chip (part no.
23319586) in position ICF01 in place of the original
CF72303 chip and connect two 1N4148 diodes in parallel
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Failure of the TDA8170 field output chip IC303 —
normally goes short-circuit. Replacement may result in
repeated failure: Replace IC303 (TDA8170, part no.
23318301). Remove the 6.8V zener diode D303 and fit a
link in this position. Add a 47µF, 35V capacitor (part no.
24796470) with its positive terminal to pin 7 of IC303 and
its negative terminal to chassis. Add an 8200 resistor (part
no. 24552821) between pins 6 and 7 of IC303. Fit these two
components on the print side of the PCB, with vinyl tape to
provide insulation between them and the print.

Models 2505DBT/2805DBT
Field collapse with a couple of lines of scan visible above
the centre line: Check for a ramp waveform at pin 15 of the
TA8739P EW correction chip IC371. If the waveform is
missing replace IC371 (part no. B0383680).
Cracking noises from the surround sound speakers
when very loud noises, e.g. explosions, occur: Excessive
audio input to the Dolby decoder is being clipped. Contact
Toshiba Technical Advice (0276 694 555) for modification
details.

Models 2527DB/2927BB/3327DB
Blank grey screen, no remote control operation, no
LEDs alight, no on-screen graphics, no sound: The
TA8218 sound output chip IC670 has failed (usually pins 9
and 13 going short-circuit), as a result of which circuit
protector ZP81 has gone open-circuit. Replace IC670 (part
no. B0377305) and ZP81 (part no. 23144451). With this
fault it's very important to replace the following six diodes
(all type 1N4148, part no. 23115599) which may well have
been damaged: D670/1/2/3/4/5.
MORE TO FOLLOW, INCLUDING VCR NOTES
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Servicing the Philips 3A Chassis
Richard Newman
The 3A chassis was used in Philips' flagship models during
the 1986-88 period — they carry the Matchline banner on the
front. The chassis had a lot of 'firsts' for Philips, the basic
idea being that it could be integrated into a full audio/visual
system when coupled to a hi-fi setup. It was the first Philips
chassis in the UK to have the picture geometry controlled by
a microcomputer chip, making it possible for the service
engineer to adjust the height, width, EW and trapezium
correction etc. by means of a service remote control unit,
then store the settings in memory. It's also possible to give
names to programme selections and have an on-screen menu
that displays them.
Later sets have Nicam and picture-in-picture (PIP for
short). There were some monitor only versions: a Matchline
tuner was available to go with these. There was also a
monster 33in. version — without the lifting tackle supplied!
Another feature that was new at the time was the sets'
ability to accept Secam and NTSC signals fed in via the
scart sockets.
Colour transient improvement (CTI) to improve colour
transitions, mainly between greens and reds, is another
feature. The effect is quite remarkable when you look at
green and magenta with a colour-bar display — there's virtually no cross-colour.
In short it's a chassis with all the 'bells and whistles'. It's
not the easiest chassis to work on however, though reliability is good. The following notes are intended to help
engineers who are not too familiar with these sets. Use them
in conjunction with the 3A chassis manual, part no. 4822
727 15742. A supplement to cover the model being worked
on will also be required.

Access
A lot of the models that use this chassis have a smoked
glass screen in front. It's best to remove this first, by sliding
the fixing tabs at each corner. You can then put the glass
and the tabs to one side. Be careful — the glass is quite
heavy.
The first thing that strikes you after removing the back is
that the chassis is fairly crowded. The PCBs are mounted in
a plastic framework. A main `monocarrier' panel carries the
power supply, the line and field timebases, the sync and
picture geometry control circuits, the tuning system and
EEPROM memory. To the left of this there's a large upright
source-selection panel (SSP) that carries all the interface
switching associated with the two scart sockets. Two

smaller panels that are plugged into the monocarrier are
used for the multistandard colour decoder (MSD) and the
teletext decoder. The audio power amplifier with its large
heatsink is mounted at the rear centre. Alongside it, but not
attached to the main panel, there's the mains filter panel.
If the set is equipped with Nicam, this feature will be
found on a subpanel adjacent to the source-select panel. The
external speaker connections are next to the two scart
sockets.
The microcomputer control panel is mounted at the front
of the set and has to be slid out from the front. If you require
access to only the control panel the main chassis can be left
in the cabinet. Turn the set on its side and remove the two
screws from each speaker grille. Remove the grilles. The
whole panel can then be withdrawn after removing the two
screws at either side.
The chassis as a whole can be slid out, see Fig. 1. The
front control panel has to be left in place however. If the set
has not been worked on previously you'll find that there's a
screw, A, which has to be removed at either side of the
plastic frame, towards the rear. Release the mains cable
from its relief and unlock tabs B. Lift the rear of the chassis
slightly and pull it towards you. Place it as far as possible
behind the set. There should be enough slack in the cables to
enable the chassis to be tilted to the left and rested on the
source-select panel. Some access to the print side of the
main panel is possible in this position.
The plastic frame has to be removed to gain complete
access to the main panel. See Fig. 1. First remove the cover
plate and reinforcement bracket from the scart and speaker
sockets by releasing tabs F. Remove the speaker socket
subpanel then, by releasing its fixing tabs, the bracket that
supports the chroma and teletext boards. Remove the screws
from the power amplifier's heatsink and unclip the mains
filter panel. Finally unlock tabs I at either side of the frame,
release tab J at bottom centre and slide the frame away.
Take care now when working on the main panel as
there's no support for the source-select or power amplifier
boards.
When you do all this for the first time you'll find that it
pays to make a note of where everything goes!

Circuitry
A block diagram of the basic receiver is shown in Fig. 2.

MODEL LIST
Philips
210E7550/05S
210E7650/05S
24CE7570/05S
27CE7590/05S
27CE7593/45R
27CE7690/05S

27CE7790/05R
33CE7533/05B
Pye
68KE7807/05R
68KE7827/45R

Fig. 1: The chassis assembly.
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Fig. 2: Simplified block diagram of the receiver.

While the set is complex, most of the circuitry is conventional, particularly in the line, field and power supply
sections. As most faults are likely to be in the power supply
area we'll look at this first, see Fig. 3.

The Power Supply
As with the previous Philips chassis we've dealt with in
these pages in recent months, the power supply is of the
self-oscillating chopper type (SOPS). It follows the same
basic principles as previously described but has additional
protection. It has proved to be very reliable. A start-up
supply is obtained by using R3656, R3657 and C2658 to
integrate the mains supply. As a result, 22V is available at
the zener diode side of R3686. This provides base bias for
Tr7674 and the chopper transistor Tr7687 via R3682 and
R3687. Tr7670 helps to control Tr7674/7687's switch on by
ensuring that Tr7687 switches on at a collector voltage of
about 100V. This reduces its switch-on dissipation,
increasing the device's life.
It's sometimes difficult to decide where to start looking
when there's a fault in the power supply. If R3684 is
removed however the optocoupler will no longer affect the
control action. The mains input can then be reduced to about
70V by using a variac. Under these conditions the power
supply should start to oscillate, allowing measurements to
be made. Take care not to increase the variad's setting
above 70V, as the main h.t. voltage could then rise excessively. In addition the line output stage should be disconnected by removing plug M17 which is by the line output
transformer: connect a dummy load (60W bulb) in its place
across the 140V rail — C2701 is a good place to connect it.
You may find it easier to work on the main panel with
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the power amplifier removed. It can simply be unplugged
from sockets M6 and M7. To maintain supply continuity
however pin 3 of M6 will have to be linked to pin 4 of M7.
Otherwise the set won't work.
Thyristor Thy6698 is the heart of the protection circuit.
Its gate monitors four circuits: the audio amplifier is monitored directly, line pulses with an amplitude of 13V are fed
via D6701, EW information comes via diodes D6706 and
D6702 while the state of the e.h.t. supply is monitored via
transistor Tr7499. Excessive current/voltage in any of these
circuits will fire the thyristor, shorting out the h.t. line. The
power supply will then shut down.

Standby Mode
During normal operation line pulses are rectified by
D6642, producing about 7V across C2726. Transistor
Tr7735 then provides a 5V supply for the microcomputer
chips. Tr7738 provides a power-on reset.
In the standby mode the microcomputer chip IC7831
switches Tr7731 on by taking its base low. Thy6727 then
acts as a rectifier and the 7V supply to Tr7735 begins to
rise. The voltage developed across R3732 when Tr7731
conducts in turn switches Tr7742/3 on, increasing the
current through the optocoupler. As a result the chopper
transistor Tr7687 switches off for longer periods, reducing
all the supply line voltages. The 5V supply via Tr7735 is
maintained by the rectifying action of Thy6727 however.

The Line Output Stage
A conventional line output stage is used. The transformer
tends to suffer from dry-joints which can cause all sorts of
TELEVISION OCTOBER 1993
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Fig. 3: The power supply circuit. Note that R3653's circuit position varies with different tube/degaussing systems.

intermittent faults. Flyback tuning capacitor C2618 (its
value varies with tube size) can split with the result that the
line output transistor fails. Use a good-quality capacitor
rated at 2kV.
A common problem is failure of the Wickman fuse
F1642. This produces a blank raster with flyback lines. It
was originally rated at 800mAT and was subsequently rerated to 1.25AT. The trouble is most common in sets with
Nicam and PIP. If you are very lucky you'll find that the
fuse is plugged in. So the old one can simply be removed
and a higher-rated one fitted. In most sets however the fuse
is soldered in and the chassis and plastic frame have to be
removed.
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The EW diode modulator is driven by Tr7602 and
Tr7599. Note that Tr7599 is a BD678 Darlington transistor
— not a single pnp device as shown on the circuit diagram.

The Field Output Stage
A standard TDA3654 field output chip (IC7552) is used
in larger-screen models (24-33in.), a TDA3653 chip being
used in 21in. sets. Little goes wrong here apart from C2555
(10009 drying out, the symptom being intermittent field
scan. As with most modern receivers, the screen is blanked
in the event of field collapse. In this condition the voltage at
pin 7 of the field output chip goes high. The increased
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voltage is fed to the colour decoder chip to produce the
blanking action. Note that there's an error in the original
circuit diagram where pin 1 of IC7552 is shown being
connected to pin 5: the link should be shown between pins 1
and 3.

Geometry Control
The TDA8432 chip IC7571 provides geometry control. It
does quite a lot of work, controlling the height, field
linearity, S correction, centring and vertical beam current
correction on the field side, and the width, EW and corner
correction, trapezium and horizontal beam current correction on the line side. The selected values for these characteristics are stored in the EEPROM memory chip IC7300 in
the control circuit.
The TDA8432 geometry processor chip is digitally
controlled via the 12C bus. It also ensures that the height
remains the same when a 60Hz NTSC signal is fed into the
receiver via the scart socket. The chip receives field sync
pulses from IC7531 and provides the field drive for IC7552.

The circuitry here is conventional. A TDA8420 chip
(IC7180) is responsible for tone control, spatial stereo (for
Nicam sets) and pseudo-stereo with mono transmissions.
These operations are controlled via the 12C bus line. From
this chip the audio passes to two TDA1514 power amplifier
chips.
The power amplifier panel is difficult to work on, as the
heatsink has to be removed to gain access to the print side.
This results in swift destruction of the power chips when
you start fault-finding! I do however know of one dealer
who has made up a test jig to enable the power amplifier to
be worked on separately. It consists of two sockets salvaged
from a scrapped chassis, with leads attached so that connections can be made to the power amplifier. You have to use a
centre-tapped supply connected to pin 5 (positive) and 3
(negative) of L07, with the earth connection to pin 4. The
centre-tapped supply should not exceed 12V. Under these
conditions the power amplifier won't get too hot whilst
fault-finding.
The headphone amplifier is completely separate. It
consists of a couple of TDA2611 chips that receive inputs
from the tone control chip on the PAS board.

Synchronisation
A standard TDA2579/N6 chip is used for sync pulse
processing and to provide the line drive, automatic correction for VCR operation, identification of the presence of a
transmission, sandcastle pulse generation and 50/60Hz
recognition. At switch-on the chip is powered by a 27.5V
supply from the SOPS circuit. This enables the line oscillator to start up. Once the line timebase gets going a 13V
supply derived from the output transformer is used. In some
sets these two supplies are fed to pin 10, pin 16 receiving a
9V supply from Tr7720 in the SOPS circuit. In others the
start-up supply is applied to pin 16 and the running supply
to pin 10.

Luminance and Chroma Circuits
Three chips are used in the luminance/chroma section on
the MSD panel U1010. The TDA4555 chip IC7250 is a
multistandard colour decoder able to handle NTSC 4.43,
NTSC 3.58, PAL or Secam signals depending on whichever
arrives at its input pin. One of four output pins goes high to
switch into circuit the appropriate input filter and crystal.
The decoded colour-difference output signals are then
passed, along with the luminance signal, to the TDA4565
CTI chip IC7310 which uses a series of delay lines to
processes them, virtually eliminating the cross-colour effect
as previously mentioned. The luminance signal is then fed
to a switched crispener circuit. All three signals finally go to
the TDA4580 control chip IC7355. This controls the saturation, brightness and contrast, carries out matrixing, beam
limiting and cut-off stabilisation, and enables RGB inputs to
be switched through. The RGB outputs are passed to the
output amplifiers on the tube base panel.

The Sound Circuits
Most of the sound circuitry is on the source-select panel
(SSP). The switching is fairly complex, and I find that the
only way to locate the source of an audio problem in this
area is to use an audio signal tracer. I prefer this to a signal
injector. The sound circuitry looks complex, but fortunately
UK sets are not fitted with the part that contains the
German-type stereo decoder: the demodulated audio goes
straight to the HEF4052 switching chip IC7152, from there
to a buffer and then to the power amplifier (PAS) panel.
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The Control Section
Two microcomputer chips are used in the control section.
Microcomputer chip one (IC7831) sends the geometry
parameters to the geometry processor chip IC7571 at switch
on. It also deals with tuning and the analogue controls. The
mask code is W068. Microcomputer chip two (IC7830)
deals with the on-screen displays (OSD), keyboard scanning
and remote control. The mask code is W050. Earlier
versions can be replaced by later ones. These two chips
communicate with any other i.e. connected to the 12C
control line. The system incorporates a self-test, monitoring
all 'slave' devices. If there's a fault with- any of these,
flashing LEDs on the front panel indicate what it is by
means of a code. A table in the manual gives details of the
fault code.
The memory is an X2404 type EEPROM (IC7900) which
is on the main panel. It stores the geometry parameters, the
tuning information, personal preferences, OSDs, teletext
page number preferences and system options such as PAL I,
PAL B/G, Secam etc. It follows that if this chip has to be
replaced, every parameter has to be reset.
For these adjustments to be carried out the set has to be
put into the service mode. A remote control unit with a print
or sleeptimer function must be used (the type supplied with
the set is, intentionally, not suitable for this purpose). The
following remote control units can also be used: RC5 standard, RC5375 and RC5610.
To select the service mode press the mono button on the
front of the set (not the one associated with the headphone
socket), at the same time pressing the print or sleeptimer
button on the remote control unit. A black box with four
dashes (- - - -) then appears on the screen. The left-hand
pair of dashes indicates the parameter to be adjusted, the
right-hand pair indicating the selected value. The service
manual contains a complete list of all options and adjustments.
Picture height is 02 for example. So if you key in 02 for
the left-hand pair, using the number buttons on the remote
control unit, the right-hand pair will indicate the set value.
This can be adjusted by using the remote control unit's
volume plus or minus buttons: the numbers will then run up
or down and the height will vary. When the required level
has been reached you press the remote control unit's
personal preference button (green) and the new value is
TELEVISION 1993

stored-in the EEPROM. You can then select the next adjustment to carry out.

been discussed in detail in previous issues: it's incorporated
in only certain models and shouldn't cause problems.

Other Panels

Monitor Versions

The front end consists of a tuner/i.f. module, type
FE644Q, that's not considered to be serviceable. It's the
same module that was used in the 2B chassis, which was
covered in a previous article. The SAB3037 CITAC
(Computer Interface for Tuning and Analogue Controls)
chip IC7905 provides an interface between the front end and
microcomputer chip one. The tuning system is based on
frequency synthesis. Briefly, when a channel change is
requested microcomputer chip one generates a frequency
which the CITAC chip compares with the output of a
prescaler within the tuner. The difference between the two is
then adjusted until it's less than 150kHz. The system is then
locked in and the CITAC chip switches on the a.f.c. If the
set doesn't lock in, a replacement front-end module will
usually provide a cure.
The source-select panel (SSP) is basically concerned with
signal routeing. Audio and video signals, either internal or
external, are switched via this panel under the control of
microcomputer chip one. If you have a no-sound or novision problem and all the other circuits seem to be o.k. it's
possible that one of the switching chips is defective. Try
connecting an external input from a signal generator to
either external one or two. If signals are then present you'll
know where to start looking. Remember to select the relevant input with the remote control unit.
The RGB output stages, on the tube base panel, are
conventional, as is the teletext module. The only other
panels are the Nicam and PIP ones. PIP is found in only the
33in. monster and is unlikely to give troubles. Nicam has

The monitor versions were designed to be integrated into
a complete audio-visual system and don't have a front end.
As mentioned earlier a Matchline tuner was available separately. The control system is much simpler, with only one
microcomputer chip. Most of the other functions are the
same as with the receiver version, but there are fewer of
them. Once again errors on the I2C bus are indicated by
flashing LEDs at the front.

Modifications
There were very few modifications to this chassis. With
later versions there are microcomputer chip software
changes, the mask codes becoming W090 for chip one and
W092 for chip two. The fault codes remain the same, but
the set remains operational instead of locking out.
The rating of fuse F1642 has already been mentioned.
Sound hum in standby was a problem with some
receivers. The cure is to fit a wire link between pin 3 of L06
and pin 4 of L07 on the power amplifier panel. Also change
the value of R3741 on the main panel to 820Q.
The keyboard and foil assembly is not available for
Model 27CE7790. Only the foil is supplied: use the original
housing.
The video input processor chip on the teletext decoder
board was changed from version two to version three. There
are five associated component value changes: R3772
becomes 1.2k0, R3780 8252, R3800 68kQ, C2773 47nF
and C2780 47µF.

TV Fault Findin

Reports from Philip Blundell, AMIEIE,
Ian Bowden, Terry Lamoon,
Keith Evans, Chris Watton,
Michael Dranfield, John Edwards,
J.K. Potts and Gordon Haig

Philips G90AE Chassis
This set was almost dead — there was a blank raster, no
sound, no on-screen display and the remote control received
LED didn't flash in answer to a command. As all the
supplies were present we carried out checks around the
microcontroller chip and found that the reset line was stuck
at 2V. Disconnecting the reset pin (IC7720, pin 33) proved
that the chip bad an internal leak. A new TMP47C434N3555 restored normal operation.
P.B.

1.7V. In the faulty set the amplitude of the pulses was only
5.5V. We found that the cause of the trouble was C524
(180pF) which is connected between pin 14 and chassis —
it was leaky, measuring just over 4ka As a result pin 14
couldn't rise to the full supply level, as it should. The
reason for the symptoms was that the set failed to detect
that it was on a signal. So the a.f.c. was switched off and
the sound muted, which also removes the on-screen
display.
I.B.

Grundig CUC2410 Chassis
A tripler arc over had caused quite a lot of damage. The
dealer had replaced the microcontroller, colour decoder
and i.f. chips and a picture was now present, but there was
no sound, either from the speakers or the scart socket. The
reason for this was that the Koin line (inter-station mute)
was low all the time because the TDA2595 chip was
P.B.
faulty. A new TDA2595 completed the repair.

Hitachi CPT2118 (G6P Chassis)
When this set was switched on it went to standby. Back off
and straight to the two 82.k.Q resistors R902/3 in the power
supply start-up network. Sure enough one of them was high
in value at some 110ka To be on the safe side I replaced
them both.
T.L.

Akura CX10
Mitsubishi CT2965STX
If the set is dead check whether circuit protector Z950 is
open-circuit. Originally an SOC3150 was fitted. Mitsubishi
recommend fitting a PRF5000 instead, part no.
P.B.
299P132010.

Philips CM11342 CGA Monitor
This monitor was dead: a squealing noise was heard
coming from the power supply when it was switched on.
We found that there was no 128V supply to the line
output stage as the X-ray protection thyristor was being
fired. Use of a variac enabled us to establish that there
was no power supply regulation. R3412 (33142) was opencircuit.
P.B.

Grundig CUC70 Chassis
There was no e.h.t. because the line oscillator wasn't
running. The reason for this was loss of the 12V B+ supply
as D689 (1N4001) was open-circuit.
P.B.

Panasonic TX21M1T
This set displayed four symptoms: the tuning would appear
to drift off very slightly, the sound was muted, there was
no volume on-screen display (the picture ones were all
o.k.) and if the sweep tuning was started it didn't stop
when a channel was found. The cause of all these symptoms was that the `signal/noise' switching circuit, which
consists of Q1272/3/4 and the associated components, was
giving a low (no signal) output all the time. All the components in this circuit were o.k. however. It seemed that the
cause of the trouble was insufficient sync drive at the base
of Q1272. The sync separator that provides this drive is in
IC521, which is on the teletext PCB. Comparison with
another set showed that the output at pin 14 of this chip
should consist of 8.3V pulses sitting on a d.c. level of
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Here are some quickies on this portable. If the set cuts out
intermittently with no standby light, check whether R402
has gone high in value. For no picture check the efficiency
diode FR605. For no picture and no sound, or works intermittently, change the d.c. converter chip. You can't miss
this — it has a massive heatsink. Overheating of this chip is
most of the problem. For repeated failure of D410 (going
short-circuit) check the value of R320. It should be 3311 if
higher, change it.
T.L.

Fidelity AVS2000
Because of their size these entertainment centres are not
our favourite pieces of equipment. This one came into the
workshop with a dead TV section. As all the power
supplies were in order attention was turned to the line
timebase. We found that there was no drive to the line
output transistor as the TDA8180 timebase generator chip
was faulty.
K.E.

Salora K Chassis
This chassis seems to crop up under many guises — in this
case the set was a Finlandia C59C27. The intriguing
symptom was of thick, black horizontal bars that almost
obliterated the picture when the set was switched on from
cold. After several minutes the bars would gradually disappear, revealing a perfect picture. We didn't have a manual
but did have knowledge of a similar fault some years
previously. So we proceeded to the field timebase, armed
with a can of freezer. Our efforts here revealed that the
culprit was C574 (100pF, 40V) which is next to the field
output chip.
K.E.

Alba CTV711
The dead set symptom was the result of several damaged
components in the chopper power supply, notably the
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BU508A transistor, a diode in the mains bridge rectifier
circuit and R801 (2.751) which was open-circuit. After
replacing these items and the mains fuse we decided to
check a few components around the TDA4600 chopper
control chip before we switched on. Our efforts were
rewarded when we found that R809 (2701S1) which feeds
K.E.
pin 4 was open-circuit.

there was a dead short on the line output stage side. This
cleared when pin 1 of the line output transformer was
disconnected. The short was between pins 1 and 12 of the
transformer. It's worth checking around on transformer
prices. I found that the cost of some compatibles varies from
£15 to £30, while a genuine original can cost up to some
C.W.
£70.

Huanyu 37C-3

Ferguson ICC7 Chassis

We hadn't seen one of these Chinese portables before so
we were relieved when the customer handed us a dog-eared
piece of paper with the comment "here's the instructions".
It turned out to be the circuit diagram. Although the circuit
wasn't essential in this case, it does save time poking
around identifying components. The problem was line
collapse — a bright, thin vertical white line. A resistor in the
horizontal centring circuit was badly burnt. It proved to be
open-circuit as it had been carrying the full line scan
current. The root cause of the problem was the line linearity
coil. Repairing and resoldering the coil connections and
replacing the 22051, 1W resistor (R783) restored the line
K.E.
scan.

The line output transistor was short-circuit. As we couldn't
find an obvious cause for this we fitted a replacement and
switched on. Ten minutes later the transistor failed again.
The cause turned out to be a poor connection at the line
C.W.
driver transformer.

Fidelity CTV140
This set had an obscure name on it but appeared to be the
Fidelity CTV140. The fault was no contrast. We found that
R113 (1001d2) in the beam limiter network was opencircuit. Also check R111 (100k12) and R106 (10k52). The
Fidelity manual shows a single resistor R106, with a value
M.Dr.
of 1101M, in this position.

ITT 80R/90° Chassis
This set would cut out after about half an hour. If you
switched it off and on again it might continue to run all day.
We eventually found that the cause of the fault was D772
C.W.
(1N4148) in the h.t. adjustment circuit.

Amstrad CTV1400
This old-age pensioner was dead and looked very grotty
when we removed the back. The cause of the fault was soon
found to be no drive at the base of the line output transistor.
The line driver transformer was dry-jointed: its legs were so
black that it wouldn't solder until they had been scraped
C.W.
clean.

Ferguson TX85 Chassis
If the set is dead or intermittently dead, check for dry-joints
on the vertical add-on filter panel next to the line output
transformer, especially the lead-out wires. They tend to pull
away from the print because of stress caused by the cable
M.Dr.
tie around the transformer being too tight.

Goodmans 2180
If the set is dead check R105 (150k52), R106 (150k52), R107
(2701M) and R108 (270k52). These resistors are near the
M.Dr.
CNX82 optocoupler in the power supply.

Sanyo CBP2145 (E2 Chassis)
Finlux 3021F
The fault with this set was field collapse. Checks
showed that all the components in the field output stage
were o.k. The chip had been replaced, but the voltage at
the input pins was wrong. After some time had been
spent getting nowhere I swapped the whole signal panel
with one from a good set. As the fault was still present I
suspected a fault on the power/line output panel. Wrong
again. The cause of the fault was on the control panel
beneath the tube, where the microcontroller and memory
chips reside. The SDA2526 memory chip had failed.
How silly of me — I really should have looked there first
C.W.
for a field fault!

Genexia CTV1001
This set is very similar to the Nikkai Baby 10. So when hum
bars, although faint, began to appear after about half an hour
I suspected that the infamous regulator chip was faulty. A
replacement didn't cure the fault however. What did provide
a cure was slight adjustment of the a.g.c. to the tuner. C.W.

Sony KV2215UB
This set was dead. A check showed that the 135V supply to
the line output stage was missing at pin 4 of plug Dl. When
the plug was disconnected a resistance check showed that
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When this set was switched on from cold the picture would
break up into horizontal lines, with bad 'twitching'. The
sound would buzz and pop. If you've not come across
these symptoms before, you would be forgiven for
switching the set off and reaching for another set to repair.
But don't panic! Just replace C364 (10g, 16V) which
decouples the 12V supply. It's mounted close to a highwattage resistor that runs warm, thus drying out the capacJ.E.
itor.

ITT TX3326 (Monoprint B Chassis)
When this set was switched on a sizzling noise came from
within, followed by a thump from the loudspeaker. Then
the set went dead. This all happened within a couple of
seconds. We found that pin G of the chopper transformer
was badly dry-jointed — to the extent that the board had
carbonised. A thorough clean up and resoldering job cured
J.E.
the problem.

Philips K30 Chassis
The sound was o.k. but there was a completely blank
screen. A check on the tube voltages showed that they
were all present and correct. The culprit turned out to be
C1586 (100g, 35V), which is the reservoir capacitor for
J.E
the —20V supply.
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Hitachi G7P Chassis
This set would sometimes start then cut out after a few
minutes, or run for hours then stop. Tins of freezer and
much time with the hairdryer failed to reveal the cause. We
eventually found that the two 1001a2 resistors R919 and
R920 which feed pin 5 of the TDA4601 chopper control
chip had gone high in value — R920 read about 6001d1 and
R919 130ka They are rated at 0.5W. When both had been
replaced the set worked perfectly.
C.W.

regulator chip IC401 which was found to have a very low
output. A quick check with the bench power supply
confirmed that IC401 was the cause of the fault.
J.K.P.

Panasonic TX2 (Alpha 1 Chassis)
If the set is dead and the mains fuse is intact it may save
time to go straight for the STR54041M chopper control chip
IC801 — it's the usual culprit.
J.K.P.

Sony KV2215UB
Grundig GSC100 Chassis
This set was dead and once again we found that the fusible
resistor R607 was open-circuit. Resoldering it brought the
set back to life. I've had dozens of these sets come in dead.
Usually the cause is faulty thyristors or insulation in the line
output stage, and often Di511. Recently however the cause
turned out to be C2502 (100µF, 16V) on the e.h.t. control
(regel baust) panel. That was a new one to me. The curious
thing was that tapping the panel would produce line break
up, as though there was a dry-joint.
C.W.

Huanyu 37C-3
This Chinese set had no picture, though the power supply
lines were all at the correct voltages and the line output
stage was working. The cause of the fault was the 1001.1H
coil L509, which is in the 12V feed to the colour decoder
chip IC501. It had gone open-circuit.
C.W.

Boots CTV1411R (Tatung 190 Chasis)
This set was dead. There was an h.t. supply to the chopper
but no drive. The two 151a1, 0.5W resistors R802/3 that
provide the start-up feed looked a bit flaky on the surface
and when tested one of them turned out to be open-circuit.
Replacing them both brought the set back to life.
C.W.

Hikona RM2002
This remote-control set had no sound, although the onscreen display showed that the volume control was operating and there was an audio output. The TA7680 chip
IC101 provides the audio output: pin 1 is the volume
control pin. A check here produced a reading of 5.8V,
which is normal when the volume is turned down
(maximum volume is at OV). The voltage didn't decrease
when the control was adjusted. Transistor Q201 was
faulty, holding the line high. We found that a BC238 was a
suitable replacement once its legs had been arranged to
suit the panel.
C.W.

Alba CTV743
This 14in. portable of Turkish origin came in with the
symptoms no start-up and only channel 7 showing in the
display. As the chopper circuit was o.k. we turned attention
to the line output stage where D406 was found to be shortcircuit (fit a BY228) and R435 open-circuit (152, 1W).
Before we could switch on a number of solder splashes and
dry-joints required attention. All was well when these had
been put right.
J.K.P.

Nikkei Baby 10
This sturdy little set was dead. Both fuses were intact and
the relay latched, so attention was turned to the voltage
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At switch on there was just a low buzz, no sound or vision.
Operating the power supply with a lamp as its load showed
that it was o.k., so attention was turned to the line output
stage. No shorts were found when cold checks were made
here. A new line output transformer had to be fitted to
restore normal operation.
J.K.P.

Ferguson TX9 Mk 2 Chassis
There was an intermittent fault on this set: no manual or
remote channel change and only the mute light on. We
found that the two voltage regulator chips IC102 and
IC103 on the PC1551 remote control subpanel were dryjointed.
J.K.P.

Hinari CT4
If the symptom with one of these sets is a loud whining
noise from the left-hand side, don't waste any time. Just
order a new line output transformer. The failure rate is
high.
J.K.P.

Matsui 1480A
If the picture is intermittently blanked off, check that the
teletext board is making good electrical contact via its leads.
With the method used you may find that the plastic instead
of the bare wire is gripped.
G.H.

Ferguson TX100 Chassis
The voltage at the 119V output from the chopper power
supply was slightly negative because the 47µF, 160V reservoir capacitor C121 was faulty. If the relay chatters all the
time the line output transistor is usually short-circuit. You
can risk fitting a replacement without a repeat.
G.H.

Grundig CUC70 Chassis
The electrolytic capacitors on the field timebase plug-in
module can deteriorate. For reduced height/a non-linear
picture with a kink at the bottom on both sides, check
C2791 (2,200g or 3,300µF, both values are used). If the
height cannot be set without about half an inch of foldover
(shading) check C2757 (1,000p1). If the chip has failed,
always check C2758 (100g). As a clue, you will often
find the associated safety resistor open-circuit.
On the signals side, for a multiple image with crinkly
verticals and a sort of off-tune effect at switch on check
C2217 and C2221 in the tin i.f.' module. C2217 is 10p.F,
16V on the circuit diagram but we usually find that the
value is 471.tF. C2221 is shown as 4.70, 25V while 1µF,
50V is usually fitted.
If R661 (0.1511) on the secondary side of the chopper
power supply goes open-circuit it's the end for the chopper
transistor, the TDA4600-2 chip and the fuse.
G.H.
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to the vision and sound i.f./demodulator chips, IC700 and
IC800 respectively. IC700, type TDA3853T, contains all the
circuitry required to provide a composite, analogue video
output. It also provides an a.g.c. output for the tuner. IC800,
type TDA3857, is a complete quasi-split sound demodulator
that provides an f.m. audio plus Nicam carrier output which
is passed to the digital board for decoding. There is no need
to go into the operation of the i.f. section in detail as it
follows conventional analogue practice, the differences
starting once the signals have left this module. IC502 is not
used in UK sets.
The next point to consider is the analogue signal routeing
through the AV switching system.

Panasonic's
Digital TV
Chassis
Part 2

Ray Meadows

Signal Routeing
When the composite video signal from the i.f. module
arrives at the digital= board it enters the video/luminance
switching chip IC110I, see Fig. 2. This is a TEA6415 crosspoint switch which has eight inputs (only five are used in
UK sets), five fixed outputs and one variable output. Apart
from the video from the i.f. module there are four AV
inputs. As the device is connected to an 12C bus, the Central
Control Unit (CCU) can control which video (or luminance) signal is passed to the digital circuits for processing,
also which signal goes out via AV1 or AV2. A similar chip,
1C1106, takes care of chroma switching with S-VHS
signals.
A third switching chip, IC1021, is used for the audio
signals. This is a TEA6420 which is slightly different, being
a dual, five-input, four-output cross-point switch. The point
to remember here is that the audio from the tuner doesn't
come straight from the i.f. module: it's digitally processed
before it reaches this switch, whereas the video signal is
processed after it leaves the switch. This is done so that AV
signals routed through the start and S-video sockets are not
processed unnecessarily.
The chroma and audio switching circuits are similar to
the video/luminance switch shown in Fig. 2.

This time we'll take a look at the tuner, i.f., AV switching
and digital video circuits in the Euro 1 chassis, also the
microcontroller functions.

Tuner and IF
Four different tuner and i.f. pack types are used in the
chassis, depending on the country in which the receiver is to
be sold. The UK version has a u.h.f. only tuner from Ecom,
covering 471.25-847.25MHz. Continental versions
equipped to receive v.h.f. and cable channels as well usually
have a Philips or Telefunken tuner — one other version
featuring D2-MAC reception uses a combination tuner/i.f.
pack of Loewe manufacture. We'll concentrate on the UK
version except where the differences make circuit explanation easier.
The tuner and i.f. modules are both mounted on the main,
analogue circuit board (PCB E). The tuner is an I2C-bus
controlled type whose output is fed to the i.f. module via the
E PCB. Fig. 1 shows the arrangement in simplified form.
The tuner's unbalanced i.f. output passes first to a dual
SAW filter, X4704, which supplies separate, filtered outputs
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AGC

AGC
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IO

F
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Tuned
circuit
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Fig. 1: Simplified block diagram showing the tuner and i.f. arrangements.
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Table 1: The digital circuitry chips.

Data

n_.

Ic1101
Video/tuma
switch
I

Chroma
witch
IC1106

Logic
cl

/
Audio
switch
IC1021

Switch
contro

AVL
camp
video or

-47

I
vs3

Position/type

Name and function

IC1801 CCU3000
IC1301 ACP2371
IC1401 MSP2410
IC1431 AMU2481
IC1501 DPU2553

CCU - Central Control Unit
ACP - Audio Control Processor
MSP - Multi Sound Processor
AMU -Audio Multiplexer Unit
DPU - Deflection Processor
Unit
SAD - S-VHS/composite video
ADC
ACVP - Comb filter and video
processor
MCU - Master Clock Unit
DTI - Digital Transient
Improvement
VDU - Video Display Unit
DFU - Digital Features Unit
TPU - Teletext Processor Unit

IC1601 SAD2140

AV4 comp „...A.0
pp
video or turn.,
Sat video
loot UK)

IC1631 ACVP2205
•
MAC decoder
Inot UK)
Amp+E__...Analogue video
filter
or luma to SAD

AV1 out
S—VHS chroma
from IC1106
AV2
out
101331

Fig. 2: The analogue video signal path, simplified.

Before we go on to the video processing we should
consider some of the CCU's functions: this is the device that
manages the complete system.
The CCU and the Buses
The CCU3000 chip, to quote its device type number, is a
custom-designed microcontroller chip from ITT-Intermetall.
Its core is the familiar 6502 8-bit microprocessor. Internal
features include three timers, two IM bus interfaces, four
input/output control ports and a 16-bit memory address bus.
A 4MHz clock is used, controlled by crystal X1853. This
clock also synchronises the deflection processor. A simple
reset circuit, consisting of a CR network, is connected to pin
6 - a separate reset circuit based on Q1963 and Q1967,
which are connected to the 5V and 12V lines, is used to
reset most of the other digital chips at power up.
The CCU chip controls the set's operations via three data
buses, see Fig. 3. These are arranged as two I2C buses (two
lines each, data and clock) and one IM bus (three lines, data,
identify and clock). A second IM bus is used in D2-MACand PIP-equipped sets.
The first 12C bus is used for tuner and i.f. control. It's
connected to IC1941, an EEPROM chip that holds the
tuning data and preset values stored in service modes 1 and
2. It's here that the CCU looks first at switch on. Thus a
faulty or missing EEPROM chip will effectively disable the
set.
The second 12C bus is connected to the cross-point
switches mentioned above and to pins 10 and 12 of scart
socket AV2. This bus is used for reading from and storing in
the memory module during service modes 1 and 2. Satelliteequipped sets also tag on to it.
The IM bus runs around all the digital processing chips,
some of which have already been mentioned. Table 1
provides a complete list of their names and functions.
The Main Clock Unit (MCU) and Video Display Unit
(VDU) chips are not connected to •the IM bus: they receive
modified control signals via the ACVP chip. Continental
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IC1651 MCU2600
IC1661 DTI2223
IC1671 VDU2146
IC1761 MN8333
IC1771 TPU2735

variants of the chassis may also include a Secam Processor
Unit (SPU).
In addition to the EEPROM there's a 1Mbit EPROM
(IC1871) for system software and a 256Kbyte dynamic
RAM (IC1786) that's used as the teletext memory.
One of the most important functions of the CCU is to
protect the major components in the set in the event of a
fault condition. Field collapse or excessive beam current
are, as mentioned in Part 1, sensed at the protection circuit
input pin 43 of the CCU. If a fault is detected by the CCU it
shuts the set down then attempts a restart five seconds later.
If the fault persists, the standby LED will flash at five
second intervals but there will be no further attempt to
restart. Remember that any fault which results in loss of
scan will produce this symptom. Failure of the main 5V line
fuse for example will result in the deflection processor
EEPROM
Tuner
and
i.f. modules

Features
board
I2C bus 1

V.

IM bus
CCU

12C bus 2

PIP and
02 MAC
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Dal

Address
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switch
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Audio
switch
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TPU
Sat.
tuner
L__ __

—————
NI—

\

Address gData

VDU

Text
DRAM
SPU
nPU
101341

Fig. 3: The main buses. Items shown with broken lines
are not incorporated in basic UK models.
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Timer 3
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16
etc
indicates
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Fig. 4: The main elements in the CCU chip.

being inoperative. Hence no scan (amongst other things), so
the CCU shuts the set down.
Another major function of the CCU is to carry out remote
control commands. So that it can operate at all times, during
standby and power rail failures, the CCU, unlike the other
digital chips, is powered by the 5V standby supply. Remote
control commands are received by a preamplifier (U6301) at

Table 2: CCU chip pin connections.
Pin(s)

Use

1

Supply voltage

2
3, 4
5
6
7-9
10-12
13
14
15
16

Chassis connection
4MHz clock crystal
Standby supply
Reset
IM bus 1
IM bus 2
n/c
Delayed H + V pulses from DPU chip
n/c
Inverted V pulse input (search tuning
stop and OSD sync in absence of
signals)
Read/write control output
D0-D7 data bus
A0-A15 address bus
AV slow switch input from scart sockets
(inc. Gold scart 16:9 specification)
n/c
D2-MAC mode on output
I2C bus 2 data
12C bus 1 data
I2C buses 1 and 2 clock
Fast blanking output for external
decoder with RGB outputs
Reset output for text decoder
Reset output for audio circuits
Satellite tuner momentary input
Remote control input
On-board controls
On/standby command output
Standby LED drive
Satellite tuner standby LED drive

17
18-25
26-40, 51
44-47
48-50
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61, 63-66
62
67
68

Some connections are not used in UK sets. Pins 44-50
are used by input/output ports 5-8.
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the front of the set on the M PCB, which is fitted inside the
on-board control drawer. Signals from this are fed to the
digital module via connector W1833. They then pass via an
amplifier transistor, Q1839, to pin 60 of the CCU chip. The
signal at this pin should be at 5V peak-to-peak — it's only IV
peak-to-peak at the output from U6301. There are no remote
control receiver adjustments.
The on-board keys and standby LED in the control
drawer are connected to one of the CCU chip's control ports
via the same connector, W1833.
On/standby control signals are produced at pin 62 of the
CCU chip. They control the operation of the power supply
by switching Q1723 on the digital PCB then Q697 in the
power supply (see Fig. 2 last month). As an aid to faultfinding, the set can be forced on via Q1723.
Fig. 4 shows the CCU chip's main elements and Table 2
the pin connections.
Now that we have outlined how the signals are controlled
we can start to look at the digital processing.

The Video Signal
After leaving the video source switching the composite
video or separate S-VHS luminance and chroma signals,
depending on source, enter the SAD chip IC1601 (see Fig.
5). To maintain synchronisation, the video chips are all
clocked by the MCU chip. This uses two reference crystals,
a 17.7MHz one for PAL and a 14.3MHz one for NTSC. A
D2-MAC-equipped set must in addition have a 20.25MHz
crystal. These frequencies are approximate multiples of the
PAL and NTSC colour subcarrier frequencies.
17.7MHz is not an exact multiple of 4.43MHz. This is
deliberate. The difference is small enough to lock to a
4.43MHz signal, but in the absence of such a signal, for
example at first switch on, the derived frequency results in a
reduced line frequency and thus slight overscan. The same
applies with the 14.3MHz crystal. During normal PAL
reception the burst received from the ACVP chip locks the
MCU to 17.72MHz (4 x 4.43MHz). Likewise an NTSC AV
signal locks the system to 14.32MHz. When the colour
killer is in operation and no burst is received the system
free-runs at 17-7MHz. This also occurs with Secam reception.
The SAD chip converts the analogue composite video or
separate luminance and chroma signals to 8-bit digital
signals. To reduce the effect of bit errors the signals are
Grey rather than binary coded. These signals are then timemultiplexed together so that only eight bus lines are
required. The relationship between the clock and the digitised, multiplexed YC signal is illustrated in Fig. 5. This 8bit bus leads to the ACVP chip, where to start with the
signal is converted back to binary form and demultiplexed.
The bus also provides feeds to the teletext and deflection
processor chips (TPU and DPU) which we'll return to later.
The ACVP chip then filters the Y and C signals, using
either a bandpass/stop filtering system or a three-line comb
filter depending on the video content. Delay and level
adjustment are then applied to the luminance signal while
the chroma signal is decoded to produce the two colourdifference signals (U and V). Before these leave the chip
they are multiplexed together so ,that a 4-bit bus can be used.
At this point the automatic grey-scale control signals (black
and peak white plus c.r.t. leakage) generated during the field
blanking interval are added. Because of a certain 'bottlenecking' of information, there's a delay of a few seconds
between adjustment of the RGB cut-off points in service
mode 1 and the actual colour changes seen in the display.
The use of this 4-bit bus saves on panel space and chip pins
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Fig. 5: Block diagram of the first part of the digital video processing chain.

without compromising on the quality of the colour-difference signals.
The Secam processor in Continental models is fitted in
parallel with the ACVP chip, processing the Secam chroma
separately for reinsertion after the ACVP.
After leaving the ACVP chip the digital luminance and
chrominance signals enter the DTI chip, see Fig. 6. As
Digital Transient Improvement is also built into the DFU
(Digital Features Unit) chip, the DTI chip is used simply as
a delay line to compensate for the processing delays in the
DFU. It has one other main purpose: the nibble demultiplexer converts the 4-bit colour-difference signals back to 8bit form.
Next comes the DFU chip, which carries out the picture
processing functions LTI (Luminance Transient Improvement), CTI (Chroma Transient Improvement) and Scene
Control (or 'artificial intelligence'). Unfortunately little
information is available on this Matsushita chip. We can
assume however that the LTI function is conventional in
that the luminance signal is sharpened by being delayed
during level changes, from black to white for example. This
has the effect of crispening the transients without recourse
to peaking circuits. Adjustment of the picture sharpness
control varies the symmetry of the luminance transient
improvement, thereby altering the visual effect obtained.
DTI

DFU
IC1761

IC1561
Delay

U,V

i I Nibble
demux

LTI,
CTI,
SC,
gamma
correction

Possible Problems
Finally this time a few comments about the video
processing system and some possible problems. For
VDU IC1671

8

8

Colour transient improvement is carried out by
processing the chroma signal and delaying the luminance
signal to match. Scene control on the other hand works by
numerical analysis of the luminance signal, as described in
my introductory article on the chassis in the July issue (see
page 654). Black-level expansion, where necessary, and
gamma correction are then applied, the output being passed
to the VDU (Video Display Unit) chip.
This chip is the final device in the chain, being the one
that converts the signals back to analogue form so that the
tube can be driven. It also controls the beam current and
carries out conventional RGB matrixing. In addition to the
digital video signal inputs this chip receives RGB plus
blanking signals from the text processor chip, and the
external RGB inputs. We'll return to these next time.
Because the VDU chip isn't connected to the CCU's IM
bus, it's controlled via the ACVP chip. This is done by
storing the IM bus commands in a buffer and then transferring them, during the field blanking period, to the VDU chip
via two of the digital chroma signal lines.
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Fig. 6: The transient improvement, DA conversion and matrixing part of the video signal chain.
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analogue-to-digital conversion to be carried out correctly by
the SAD chip its video input signal must be clamped at the
correct levels. The chip has only a 2V window for signal
slicing, so 5V line-frequency clamp pulses are fed in at pin
35. This ensures that the video signal at the input pin 13 sits
between 5V and 7V. If the clamp pulses aren't present the
video d.c. level will increase and the result will be a grey or
white picture.
Missing video data signals can cause a resolution loss
that's best described as `pixelisation' of the image. Take for
example the 8-bit video bus link between the SAD and
ACVP chips. Loss of the least significant bit (VO, SAD pin
32) may not be noticeable, as the resolution reduction is
small. Loss of the next least significant bit (V1, SAD pin
33) would be noticeable as pixelisation. At the other end of
the scale loss of the most significant bit (V7, SAD pin 40)

would result in loss of the picture as the sync pulses would
disappear.
The ACVP chip requires, at pin 1, a burst gating
signal from the DPU chip. If this is missing the colour
is lost and the contrast is reduced. Pin 19 is a voltage
reference input. No voltage here means that the picture
will slowly darken, as the grey-scale level drifts. If the
luminance signal is lost within the ACVP chip the
screen image looks as if 'solarisation' effects have been
added.

To Follow
In following instalments we'll deal with audio
processing, teletext decoding, the digital deflection
processor and the other remaining bits of the chassis.

ably-equipped receiver. The TPU chip's character generator
section also provides the many on-screen display messages
available — in up to six languages.
Conventional page memory is provided by an MN41256
DRAM, which is arranged as 32K by 8 bits. This is enough
to store sixteen pages of text though there will be a reduction, depending on the text mode, because of the FLOF
index and TOP table.
Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the text system.

Panasonic's
Digital TV
Chassis

Audio Processing

Ray Meadows

Part 3

This month we'll deal with the text, audio and scan
processor sections of the chassis. In the concluding instalment next month we'll take a look at various features incorporated in some of the models sold in Continental European
markets.

Teletext
The text decoder is based on the 111-Interrnetall
TPU2735 teletext processor chip. Apart from peripheral
components all that it requires in addition is a RAM chip. It
provides full level-one functions (FLOF) plus TOP text, the
alternative text magazine structure used by some German
broadcasters. As its internal ROM contains a full Conti
nental character set, the correct text can be displayed with
all European satellite transmissions. With D2-MAC
equipped models the chip can also decode MAC vertical
blanking interval type text such as that transmitted by
Filmnet Plus via Astra.
The teletext processor chip (TPU) operates in the same
way as a conventional text processor but expects a digital
video input. An advantage is that this digital input allows it
to provide ghost cancellation, which can improve text reception when short-term multipath signals with a delay of up to
0-81.1se,c are present. Other internal features include a small
dynamic RAM buffer for the external memory, and RGB
switching between the text and any external RGB signals
entering via the AV1 scart connector. These 'external'
signals can include picture-in-picture information in a suit-

The Audio Control Processor (ACP), the Multi Sound
Processor (MSP), the Audio Multiplex Unit (AMU) and a
few peripheral components, including an 18.432MHz audio
clock crystal, take care of the audio processing. Fig. 2
shows the arrangement. Models that can receive only basic
f.m. sound and the German Zwietone signals use just the
ACP chip: for Nicam reception the MSP and AMU chips
have to be added.
The ACP chip processes all the audio signals — analogue
f.m., external via the AV inputs, digital Nicam and D2MAC. It has inputs for the demodulated mono f.m. carrier,
stereo or second-language f.m., Secam a.m. and D2-MAC
sound. When unused, these inputs are connected to chassis
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via capacitors. Any audio option can thus be selected. With
sets intended for sale in the UK the demodulated f.m. inputs
are not used, since there are no analogue multisound
services. Instead, the f.m. signal is processed with the
Nicam signal in the MSP and AMU chips, reducing the
number of filters required.
When, the audio section in a Continental model receives
demodulated f.m. and Zwietone signals each input is gainadjusted to avoid distortion, then de-emphasised and dematrixed as necessary. The left- and right-channel signals are
digitised by two pulse-width modulators, producing two
single-bit data streams. A third pulse-width modulator is
included for digitising the pilot tone with Zwietone transmissions.
At this point in the chain any digital Nicam signals from
the AMU chip appear on the digital sound bus (the S-bus).
Information on which analogue and digital audio options are
available is sent to the CCU chip via the IM bus: the CCU
thgn enables selection of mono f.m., Nicam, etc. as required.
The ACP chip carries out this input selection then digitises
TELEVISION NOVEMBER 1993

the signal which is passed to the chip's audio control block
for balance, tone and ambience adjustment. Ambience
effects are achieved by using frequency-selective filtering
for each channel then phase-shifting and feeding the result
back to the opposite channel. The final sections of the ACP
chip provide volume control and then DA conversion, after
which the signals leave the chip to head for the audio amplifiers.
The Nicam signal is decoded and sorted out inside the
MSP and AMU chips. All UK receivers are fitted with these
two i.c.s. The Nicam and f.m. sound signals from the i.f.
strip arrive at pin 41 of the MSP chip via a simple CR filter
network. Internal functional blocks within this device
include a 17.7MHz Nicam clock, AD conversion for the
f.m. signal, a quadrature mixer and a Nicam decoder. The
audio output from this chip, in the form of 64-bit data
sequences, is passed to the AMU chip via the S-bus. This
bus has three lines, for separate data, clock and ident
signals. The AMU chip is used to provide further deemphasis and filtering for the Nicam signal, which leaves
via another section of S-bus to pass to the ACP chip for
selection as required.

Scan Processing
The Deflection Processor Unit (DPU) chip is responsible
for generating and processing the scan signals: it contains
line, field and EW parabola generators and protection
circuits, and requires very few peripheral components. Its
IM bus interface with the CCU chip enables software
adjustments of the scan parameters to be carried out in
Service Mode 1. Fig. 3 shows a simplified block diagram.
The digital video signal from the video analogue-todigital converter chip (SAD, see Fig. 5 last month) is fed to
pins 32-38 of the DPU chip. Though the SAD chip provides
an 8-bit video output, only seven bits are fed to the DPU
chip, the least significant bit (VO) being ignored. The DPU
chip low-pass filters the video input then passes it to independent line and field sync separators. This parallel
processing results in excellent sync performance — I've
found for example that the receivers lock perfectly to scrambled satellite TV signals. There's also a composite sync
input, at pin 29, for use with MAC signals — pre-processing
is required in this case because the DPU chip cannot decode
digital packet sync. Since UK sets are not equipped for
MAC reception this pin is simply linked to chassis via a
small capacitor.
An internal counter that calculates the number of fields
from the received line frequency provides field synchronisation. During normal 'coupled' operation this is fixed at 50
or 60Hz. 'Uncoupled' operation occurs when the received
sync signals are weak. In this mode a range of operation is
allowed: with a PAL signal it's 45-55Hz while with an
NTSC signal it's 54-66Hz. The same range is used for VCR
operation, where the signal is strong but of unstable
frequency: in this mode the trigger window is narrower. The
DPU chip determines the appropriate mode of operation and
constantly monitors it.
The sync signals are then used to generate line and field
waveforms. An internal high-speed processor also produces
an EW parabolic waveform. The field and EW signals leave
the DPU chip in the form of pulse-width modulation, being
integrated by the external circuits described in Part 1.
When the set is first powered no external sync signals are
available. In this situation the DPU chip divides the 4MHz
clock signal from the CCU chip to produce a line-frequency
output at15.25kHz. Since the frequency is low there's slight
overscan, which is useful under warm-up conditions. Once
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Fig. 3: Simplified block diagram of the DPU chip.

standard sync data is read from the EEROM via the I2C bus
the line frequency is raised to 15-625kHz. As soon as
external signals are available the DPU chip locks to them,
using the sandcastle pulses as a reference. To avoid onscreen disturbances these changes take place during the field
blanking interval. The 4MHz clock is also used as a fallback when the video source is changed from PAL to NTSC.
A 15.25kHz scan is maintained during the brief period when
the system clock is being switched over.
Other signals generated by the DPU chip include a
combined chroma burst and line blanking pulse (at pin 43)
which is used by the ACVP chip for chroma switching and
by this chip and the VDU chip to produce the vertical
blanking interval drive pulses for black and peak-white
correction. A composite field and delayed line pulse output
at pin 3 is used by the VDU chip for blanking, while a line
blanking pulse output is provided at pin 5 for DTI and DFU
operations. A special pulse is provided at pin 21 in the fullscreen text mode. It produces a small vertical shift on every
other field, the effect being to merge the two fields to avoid
interlace flicker. Because of this a text/mix mode is not
available, though interlaced text is allowed for subtitles and
newsflash displays.
To operate correctly the DPU chip requires two further
inputs. The first of these is a flyback pulse from the line
output transformer. It's obtained from pin 1 of the transformer, where the pulse amplitude is typically around 60V
peak-to-peak. After passing through D1506 and R1506 and
being clamped by D1507 the pulse amplitude at pin 4 of the
DPU chip should be 5V. The second input is a flyback pulse
from the field output stage (see Fig. 4 last month). This is fed
in at pin 6 and, as previously explained, is used to prevent
excessive current in the field scan coils in the event of failure
of the output coupling capacitor. Note however that the chip
is only looking for the presence of a 2V d.c. signal at pin 6,
so it can be made to operate if one is provided.
It's common practice in TV receiver servicing to check
the field output waveform provided by the sync/timebase
generator or the jungle chip., As the output from the DPU
chip consists of pulse-width modulation, it will be displayed
as a difficult to view digital waveform. A better place to
check is at the junction of C567 and R566 (see Fig. 4 last
month) where the signal is integrated.
When any type of scan problem occurs it's worth
checking the 4MHz clock pulses from the CCU chip as a
first step.
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Scan-velocity Modulation
An item not previously mentioned is the Scan-velocity
Modulation (SVM) board. This modulates the line scan
speed in accordance with the content of the video signal to
improve the sharpness of black-to-white and white-to-black
transitions. It's not something new, but the SVM board used
in the Euro 1 chassis is significantly more complicated than
that used in the Alpha 3 chassis. Fig. 4 shows a simplified
circuit of the red channel and the SVM system.
The RGB outputs from the VDU chip pass from the digital
panel to the c.r.t. base panel (board Y) via the SVM panel
(board S) — Fig. 6 in Part 2 last month was incorrect in this
respect. When the RGB signals arrive at the S panel they are
delayed by three 10Onsec delay lines. An emitter-follower
and two-stage amplifier in each channel return the signals to
their initial level, after which they are fed to panel Y.
The SVM circuit needs to know when luminance transitions occur. So a sample of the undelayed signals is fed via
the 2.2pF capacitor 03101, which acts as a high-pass filter,
to the emitter-follower Q3109. After amplification by
Q3108/3111 the signal is a.c. coupled to Q3122 by C3122.
At this point the signal consists of positive and negative
pulses that coincide with black-white and white-black transitions respectively. Q3126 and Q3127 form a push-pull
amplifier, with Q3131 and Q3136 as the output transistors
that drive positive and negative needle pulses through the
SVM coil. This is positioned on the neck of the tube.
During a black-white transition the positive pulse accelerates the line scan slightly. Conversely with a white-black
transition the scan is decelerated. The net processing delay
in the SVM circuit is 10Onsec, which is matched by the
delay added to the RGB signals.

Next Month
In the concluding instalment next month we'll take a look
at some of the features incorporated in various Continental
models that use the Euro 1 chassis.
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OBITUARY
We deeply regret having to report the death
of George R. Wilding on July 30th. George
had been a regular contributor to the magazine for many years, both under his own
name and various pen-names such as M.G.
Hull and H.K. Hills. His articles concentrated
on the circuit techniques used in TV receivers
and on various aspects of servicing — all based
on his own considerable experience. George
had written for Practical Television/Television
almost from the start, and was a great help to
successive editors, always ready to give
friendly advice whenever asked. We shall
greatly miss him.
George started as a radio and public
address engineer. He joined the Automatic
Telephone Co. Ltd. as a radio/electrical
inspector, testing apparatus for radio
controlled aircraft and allied equipment.
This was followed by a period during which
he taught basic radio and a.c. theory at the
Central Technical College, Liverpool.
During the war he taught similar subjects at
the RAF Technical College, Shrewsbury.
Then for over twenty years after the war he
ran his own specialist radio and TV
servicing business in Liverpool. He also
continued with his teaching activities by
running radio and TV servicing courses at
the Maghull Centre for Further Education.
When he retired, he moved to Paignton,
Devon, where he continued with his writing
and also ran a TV repair operation.
J.A.R.
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TV Fault Finding

Reports from Philip Blundell, AMIEIE,
Brian Storm, Denis Foley, Terry Lamoon,
Richard Flowerday, Richard Newman,
John C. Priest, John Hepworth
Mike Leach and John Edwards

Philips FL1.1 Chassis
Causes of the no results symptom with these sets can be
many and varied, but if the set is in standby and when you
switch it on via the remote control handset the mute, stereo
and standby LEDs light up try checking the resistance
between the 141V line and chassis. If you are lucky you will
get a low-resistance reading because C2504 is leaky (my
circuit says it's 2404, but the PCB is marked 2504). It's a
blue, disc-ceramic capacitor similar to the type used in the
2A and CP90 chassis: the value varies between models but
is around 1nF.
Handle the PCBs carefully when they are in the slides: if
they are left hanging out too far without support cracks can
occur at the edges of the large signal panel.
Faults we've had so far include a 'dead' set with all the
front LEDs on, caused by lack of the POR signal because of
an open-circuit in the track from the collector of Tr7272 to
the small-signal panel jumper, and intermittent low width
with no EW correction because of a crack in the track
P.B.
between R3608 and R3607.
Philips G110 Nicam Chassis
If you get one of these sets with short-circuit chopper and
line output transistors, remove and inspect C2546 (8.2nF,
2kV). Replace it if there is any evidence of heat stress. P.B.

were restored to a decent level. A new MAB8461-PW216
chip produced a nicely locked picture. I've since had this
B.S.
same fault with a TX25X1 (Alpha 4 chassis).
Panasonic TX28A2X (Alpha 3 Chassis)
This set generated little green and red 'glitches' across the
screen at irregular intervals. Perfect results were obtained
with a text display, so the RGB output stages were ruled
out. Eventually, and not surprisingly in this chassis, the
cause of the trouble turned out to be a leaky ceramic capacitor, C649 (120pF). It's connected between pin 3 (R — Y
input) of the picture transient improvement chip IC302 and
B.S.
chassis.
Panasonic TX28A1 (Alpha 2 Chassis)
This set would shut down after about twenty minutes and
not come to life again unless pins 3 and 4 of the ON3105
optocoupler D811 were linked together. The set would then
work perfectly. D811 is used as an isolator to couple the
power-on signal to the live side of the power supply. In the
fault condition this signal didn't get there. A new ON3105
B.S.
put matters right.
Panasonic TX28A2 (Alpha 3 Chassis)

Philips GR2.1AA Chassis
This was a saga worthy of Noggin the Nog (remember
him?), caused I suspect by lightning damage. At switch on I
had e.h.t. but no sound, nothing on the screen and a flashing
standby LED. The flashing LED indicates that a microcomputer error message is being generated. The manual gives
the possible cause as an internal fault in the microcomputer
chip, but I was not convinced about this as the set could be
switched to standby and the LED's flash rate changed when
a remote control command was given, indicating that the
chip was at least partly working. Checks on the supply lines,
the reset pulses, the brightness, contrast and beam limiter
signals showed that these were all o.k., but the sandcastle
pulse was wrong. A new TDA2579B sync/timebase generator chip corrected this. The LED stopped flashing and a
blank raster appeared — still no sound. As a picture and
sound were produced when external signals were applied,
attention was turned to the i.f. (mono sound) module. A new
TDA2549 brought back the picture while a new TDA3827
restored the sound. Thank goodness the teletext still
P.B.
worked!
Panasonic TX15M1T (Z4 Chassis)
The fault symptom was loss of sync. In this chassis the sync
separator is on the teletext board. A check here showed that
its video input was missing. It should come from the
SAA5243 text processor chip 1C3501, but didn't. So this
many-legged beast was replaced. Unfortunately the fault
remained as before. Checks on the serial clock and data
lines showed that the pulses were of rather lower than
normal amplitude. When pins 2 and 3 of the MAB8461PW216 text control chip IC3507 were disconnected they
44

Poor teletext performance was the problem here: lines of
text would be missing, or jumbled letters would come and
go at random. The obvious suspect in this chassis is a small,
yellow ceramic capacitor. And so it proved to be. C3507
was guilty as charged (or rather not as it was leaky!). It's
connected to pin 9 of IC3501, the value being 100pF. B.S.
Philips CP110 Chassis
Sound was o.k. but there was no vision for the first ten
minutes after switching on. In the fault condition e.h.t. was
present and the tube's heaters were alight, but a check at the
c.r.t. cathodes showed that the tube was cut off. A fruitless
search in the luminance-chroma circuits and the microcomputer section got us nowhere. We eventually found that
there was excessive ripple on the 1.t. and h.t. supplies when
the fault was present. Further investigation in the power
supply lead us to the CNX62A optocoupler Tr7670 which
D.F.
turned out to be the culprit.
Hitachi NP81CQ Chassis
Excessive brightness occurred very intermittently with one
of these sets - the fault was so intermittent that it sometimes
didn't show up for several weeks. We eventually found that
the 5-1V ze,ner diode ZD802 on the tube base was the cause
— it would sometimes `zener' at 3V, thus overdriving the
D.F.
tube.
Philips G90AE Chassis
Intermittent tuning drift was the problem with this set. I
started by changing the tuner unit, then the microcomputer
TELEVISION NOVEMBER 1993

chip. As this made no difference it was time to think about
the fault. A check on the varicap voltage showed that it
varied when it shouldn't. Why don't I check the obvious
things first? The ZTK33B regulator D6770 was the cause of
the problem.
D.F.

Akura CX26
As this was the first 21in. Akura set I'd seen I took the back
off and had a good look. The layout is quite tidy, with no
real surprises. "Intermittently switches off' said the fault
report. So I put the set, displaying a good picture, on the test
bench. After about twenty minuts it started to cut out. I
noticed that there was a severe line foldover as the set went
off, so I concentrated on the line output stage. Some careful
`technical tapping' here narrowed the cause of the fault to
the line scan coil plug which, on close inspection, turned out
to be very badly soldered. Desoldering all the pins, cleaning
and then resoldering them provided a complete cure. It
wouldn't surprise me to see more of these sets with this
particular problem.
T.L.

Toshiba 175T9B
All that I could see when this set was switched on was about
two inches of field scan lines. The rest of the screen was
blank. I removed the back and had a tap around the field
timebase area. Up came the full picture. On closer inspection I found a perfect dry-joint on C306, which is connected
to pin 3 of the TDA2579-N6 sync/timebase generator chip
Q340. After resoldering this joint I was rewarded with full
scanning.
T.L.

Matsui 1466
This set was completely dead. When I looked at it I found
that it has a standard TDA4601-type power supply. Checks
showed that the BU208 chopper transistor was short-circuit
while the fuse was blackened. I replaced these items then
checked the 2701(Q resistor associated with the TDA4601
chip. As usual it had gone high in value. After fitting a
replacement I switched on and up came the picture. A nice,
easy repair I thought. But the picture then slowly collapsed
to a bright line. Checks showed that the 25V supply to the
field timebase was o.k. but the 9V supply slowly disappeared due to the regulator breaking down. I replaced it and,
with crossed fingers, switched on. This time the picture
remained.
T.L.

Akura CX26
We've repaired several of these sets with intermittent faults
ranging from text problems to intermittently dead. The
cause is usually dry or poorly soldered joints on the digital
signals board, particularly where the top of the board is
linked through to the bottom. The most common cause of
problems is J746, which is a wire link under IC703. It
becomes dry-jointed, the result being intermittent line drive.
IC703 has to be removed to resolder the through-board links
beneath it. Take every precaution against static when you do
this — these chips are very sensitive to it.
R.F.

Philips G110 Chassis
The owner of this Nicam set came to me with a tale of woe:
it had apparently been elsewhere for six months and been
returned as not worth repair because of major failure in the
power supply. The set was very dead indeed. Anyone who
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has worked on these sets will know that they use surfacemounted components in the power supply, and that the print
doesn't take kindly to rough handling. Fortunately the state
of the print wasn't too bad, but much work had been done in
this area.
I decided to start at the beginning and fit the recommended power supply kit. When this had been done a
dummy load was fitted in place of the feed to the line output
stage and the set was connected to a variac. At around 110V
the power supply started up then faded away again. I soon
discovered that the voltage provided by the mains bridge
rectifier was low. This was because the wrong degaussing
thermistor had been fitted — one section is used as a surge
limiter.
When the correct type had been fitted the power supply
started up but wouldn't regulate as the mains input was
increased. Checks around the optocoupler revealed that
Tr7652 (BC857C) was open-circuit. After fitting a replacement the power supply stabilised but the set-h.t. control was
at one end of its travel. I checked the comparator circuit but
everything here was o.k. Eventually I found that R3652
(220Q) had almost doubled in value, affecting the operation
of Tr7654 (BC817) and thus the current flowing through the
optocoupler. A new chip resistor put this right and the set
was returned to its delighted owner.
R.N.

Philips GR1-AX Chassis
Here's a good one! This 14in. portable came in dead.
Checks showed that the line output transistor was shortcircuit, so a replacement was fitted. As there were no other
obvious problems the set was then powered up. An odd
squeak came from the line output transformer and the set
promptly went dead. The line output transistor had failed
again. I looked suspiciously at the line output transformer —
I've had quite a few fail in this chassis. After fitting a new
transistor and transformer the set worked. Feeling confident, I picked up the telephone to give the customer an estimate. But before I'd finished dialling the set had once more
gone dead.
With a sinking feeling I found that yet another line output
transistor had failed. Checks were made on various components in the line output stage, but the set could be kept on
for only about two minutes otherwise the output transistor
would fail. Scope checks showed that the line drive waveform at pin 27 of the TDA8305 sync/timebase generator
chip IC7020 was very spiky and of incorrect shape. The
chip itself was o.k., as were C2519 and C2059 in the output
coupling circuit (to the line driver stage). It turned out that
the faulty component was the small 3.31.1H choke L5519,
which is in series with the output from the chip. It presumably had a shorted turn. Anyway a choke salvaged from a
scrap chassis restored the drive waveform to its normal
shape and the set then ran with no further problems. R.N.

Philips CP110 Chassis
This set had a dead power supply. There was 300V at the
collector of the BUT11AF chopper transistor but the startup voltage at pin 9 of the TEA1039 chopper control chip
was low at barely 1-2V. This voltage, which should be about
11V, can be checked only at switch on. It comes from the
junction of C2656 (150p.F) and C2661 (2,2000) which are
connected in series across the 300V supply. The chip was
checked by substitution and proved to be o.k. I noticed that
the 300V supply decayed very quickly at switch off, which
provided the clue. C2656 was virtually open-circuit, a
replacement restoring normal operation.
R.N.
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Mitsubishi CT25M1 (M1 Chassis)
Intermittent loss of sound and picture — just a blank screen —
is a fault we've had several times with sets that use the M1
chassis. It may at first look like a fault in the tuner/i.f.
section but the thing to do is to look for a video input and
output at the AV analogue switch chip IC2A2. If there's no
output with either an off-air or scart input suspect this chip,
type M5132P, part no. 260P543050. If there's an output
with a scart input but not an off-air signal suspect the
JC501-QR transistor Q2A2 (part no. 266P064010) which
drives IC2A2. If there's loss of the picture but the sound is
o.k. check the JC501-QR video amplifier transistor Q104.
Where the fault is very intermittent, replace all three
devices.
J.C.P.

Hinari CT15 and TVA1
The main PCBs used in these sets are almost identical, the
differences between them being mainly in the front control
panel (selector board). Both sets have remote control: the
TVA1 also has a built-in LED clock display and a timer.
The Sentra Model GX9000 uses the same main PCB.
A common problem with these sets is intermittent failure
to come out of the standby mode. The basic circuit diagram
shows the mains on/off switch as being on the power panel
(mains fuse and filter board). It's actually on the front panel
(selector board), feeding a small mains transformer, rectifier
and 5V regulator. These supply the SAA1290 tuning and
analogue control chip IC001 and a pair of transistors (Q010
and Q011) that form a latch to drive relay T003 which in
turn supplies 240V a.c. to the power supply on the main
PCB.
If the set fails to come on, first check the mains input
fuse F801 on the small mains input board and for 240V a.c.
at points 83 and 84 on the main board (brown and blue
wires). Listen to hear whether the mains on/off relay clicks
when the standby button is pressed. If it doesn't operate,
check the 5V supply on the front panel PCB, transistors
Q010/011, the relay contacts and the relay itself. If the
mains supply is present at the main board, check R801 and
the bridge rectifier D801.
If 310V d.c. is present at pin 1 of the STR5412 regulator chip, check the start-up resistors R802/3 (both
100k51, 0.5W). Replace them if they have gone high in
value. If they measure o.k., try shunting the pair with a
single 4701d2 resistor. Where the fault has been intermittent this will probably restore normal operation, but the
STR5412 should be replaced and the start-up circuit
should be restored to its original state, i.e. fit a new pair of
1001a 0.5W resistors in positions R802/3 and discard the
J.C.P.
470kS1 resistor.

Toshiba 202T5B
The picture and sound were o.k. but the teletext display was
very poor — it was illegible and all blue in colour. In addition the clock in the top right-hand corner wasn't running. I
can't pretend that finding the cause was simple: we had to
resort to chip substitution. The culprits were the two
TMM2114AP-15 chips IC9 and IC10. Replacing them
M.L.
restored normal text.

Tatung 170 Chassis
One of these sets suffered from many very intermittent
faults. The sync, brightness level, sound, tuning and various
other things were affected. I've known the teletext panel to
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be responsible for intermittent faults in this chassis, so I
resoldered the plug and socket on the text PCB. This made
no difference at all — in fact the trouble was even worse. The
faults were now much more intermittent and could be rectified by only slight pressure on any part of the main panel.
After much panel flexing, prodding, soldering and tapping
the cause of the fault was traced to the soldered rivets that
connect the outer chassis to the main board. After desoldering, tightening and resoldering these rivets the intermittent faults had been cleared.
M.L.

Sharp C095
We seem to be getting a lot of amnesia trouble lately with
TV sets. This one regained its memory when R1072 (33k0)
had been replaced.
J.H.

Alba CTV743
The problems here were no sound and field collapse. R435,
a 2S2 safety resistor, was open-circuit because D406 was
J.H.
short-circuit.

Mitsubishi CT2627
This set suffered from varying height and sometimes total
field collapse. After much time had been spent soldering
and tapping around in the field timebase a complete cure
J.H.
was achieved by replacing C412 and C413.

Loewe C8000
There was an ear-piercing whistle and we found that the h.t.
was high and couldn't be controlled. C638 was leaky, a
J.H.
replacement providing a cure and relief for the ears.

NordMende F8 Chassis
A previous engineer had condemned the tube because the
blue component of the picture was smeary. It read o.k. on
the Dynascan however. So I began to carry out comparison
checks in the RGB output stages and found that RV43 had
gone high in value. A replacement restored a good picture
J.H.
for the set's age.

Ferguson 16A2 (TX90 Chassis)
This set was dead though the power supply was working.
The cause of the fault was absence of the 150V h.t. supply
because of an open-circuit between pins 6 and 9 of the
line output transformer. A new transformer brought the
set to life, but though stations could be searched for and
found the set wouldn't memorise them. The M293B1 chip
IC902 had failed. All was well when this chip had been
J.E.
replaced.

Samsung CI348Z
The complaint with this 14in. portable was no sound. We
found that there were no voltages at any of the TDA2006
audio output chip's pins. There should be an 18V supply at
pin 5. This comes via the standby relay, which provides a
125V supply via separate contacts. The 125V supply was
present and correct of course but the 18V supply was
present at only one contact. When we removed the relay and
took the cover off we found that the contacts were very
pitted. Redressing them carefully with a nail file restored
normal operation and sound.
J.E.
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Servicing the Matsui 2180TT
Ed Rowland
This article provides a run-down on the more common
faults likely to be experienced by engineers who come into
contact with the Matsui Model 2180TT. This 2lin. teletext
chassis is also used in the Saisho FST212T and associated
models.
Dead Set
By far the most common fault is a dead set. The usual
cause of this is failure of the STR58041 chopper chip
IC501. If it has gone short-circuit it will have taken with it
R502 (5.60, 7W), R518 (10) plus Q501 and/or Q502 (both

type 2SD863) in the protection circuit. A suitable
replacement for these transistors is type BC639. Also
check R512 (0.470) and R505 (470). Failure to ensure
that the latter component is intact can result in the new
chopper chip having a life span of several nanoseconds!
Should IC501 have gone open-circuit there will be no
other damage but the customer will usually have reported
that the set has been going on and off intermittently.
Random destruction of the surge limiter resistor R502
for no apparent reason should lead to an inspection of the
chopper chip's mica insulator. It can develop a pin-hole.
Other components to check in the event of a dead set are
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Fig. 1: Circuit diagram of the power supply used in the Matsui 2180TT/Saisho FST212T. The chopper transistor Tr3 is an IC501.
At switch on it's forward biased via 8503, R504 and R518. Trl and Tr2 provide the switch-off action. A negative sample voltage
whose amplitude varies with the power supply's outputs is developed by D505/C507 and is used to bias Tr2. When Tr3
conducts the positive-going ramp developed across R512 will at some point switch Tr2 on. A voltage will then be developed
between the base and emitter of Tri so that this transistor also switches on. Tr1 and Tr2 thus lock on, applying a negative bias
to the base of Tr3 which switches off. Subsequently a positive-going pulse is fed back via D510 to the base of Tr3 which
switches on again. Excessive current through 8512 switches on protection transistor Q502, placing a short between pin 2 of
the chip and the negative side of the supply produced by the mains bridge rectifier D501-D504 in conjunction with its reservoir
capacitor C506. Note the relay incorporated in the negative side of the mains input circuit to give standby operation. When
relay drive transistor 0104 is off 0105 conducts and the standby LED D118 lights. Important safety note: the chassis is
isolated, T101, T501, RY101 C530 and SW501 providing mains isolation — replace with approved parts only.
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R503 and 8504 (both 150k0) and R516 (1.50, 1W). On
very rare occasions you may find that the primary winding
of transformer T101 has gone open-circuit. A further
possibility is breaks in the print around the line output
transformer.
Other Symptoms
Common causes of total loss of field scan are failure of
C462 (0.068µE) or the UPC1378H field output chip IC402,
or a badly soldered contact on the scan-coil assembly. A
faulty chopper chip IC501 can cause cramping at the top of
the picture — the only cure is to fit a replacement.
If the problem is intermittent or no colour, check for
dry-joints at the 4.433619MHz crystal X601.

The plugs that connect the teletext panel to the main
PCB can work loose. The result of this is a mixed jumble of
unsynchronised colour on the screen.
The 2SC4217 RGB output transistors 0801/2/3 are
mounted on the c.r.t. base panel. They can become leaky,
causing grey-scale drift.
Summary
Apart from their appetite for chopper chips these sets
have proved to be fairly reliable. As most of them are now
out of their guarantee period the prospects are that you'll
see more of them. Hopefully you'll find the comments in
this article of help, especially if you are not too familiar
with these sets.

Servicing Salora CTV Receivers
Nick Beer and Ian Bowden
In an earlier article (February 1990) we described the
circuit arrangements used in the Salora K and L chassis and
the Ipsalo-3 chopper/line output circuit. The present article
deals with enabling.

Introduction
The purpose of enabling is to set up a receiver's features
and capabilities. You start by dialling a password from the
remote control handset. The sequence is P, *, 0, #
followed within 1.5 seconds by —*M. Depending on the
chassis (K30 series, K70 series, small-screen L series and
large-screen L series) you will then get a service mode
display in the channel LED window. With basic models the
left-hand of the two LED displays shows "0" for the option
mode. With others that have more than one option byte
the left-hand digit shows the option byte number in bars
while the right-hand digit shows the status of the eight bits
comprising the byte. These bits are displayed by using the
seven segments of the LED and the dot at the side. Each
bit is a one if lit, a zero if not lit. To switch them on or off
you simply press the handset number key that corresponds
to the bit you wish to toggle. To store settings you press
—*M and, with the 15L30/7, you switch to standby.
Should the customer enter the password and start to
muck about he could really come a cropper! We've had a
lot of K series sets with memory failure, where the
enabling and tuning memory are lost, producing some
weird effects. With the time restriction on pressing the
password it's unlikely that a customer will stumble upon
the service mode — in fact some engineers have difficulty
getting the password in quickly enough. If P is pressed and
you don't complete the sequence in time the set reverts to
the tuning mode.

Large-screen L Series
We'll start with large-screen L series sets. There are
several option bits to be set. After entering the password,
check the information with reference to the bit list below.
Fig. 1 shows the bit numbering. Each bit can be on or off,
represented by the relevant segment being lit (on) or not lit
(off). Alter the bits by pressing the appropriate number
button on the remote control handset. When this is
completed memorise by pressing --->M.
Option bit 0 (the full stop): Set to 1 for customer use.
Option bit 1: This is for operating an NTSC module. Set to
0 for UK use.

Option bit 2: For operating system I. Set to 0 for UK use.
Option bit 3: Stereo on/off. Set to 1 with stereo sets,
otherwise set to 0.
Option bit 4: Receivable bands. Set to 1 for UK use.
Option bit 5: VCR control. Set to 0 for Sanyo machines, to
1 for Hitachi or Mitsubishi machines.
Option bit 6: Receivable bands — with a CATV tuner set to
1, otherwise to O.
Option bit 7: Type of teletext decoder. Set to 1 for
Mullard, 0 for ITT.

Small-screen L Series
To enter the service mode with remote-control smallscreen L series sets you temporarily short-circuit pins 15
and 23 of the SAA1250 remote control transmitter chip as
the required code cannot normally be generated by the
handset. The set's display will then show CH in the LED
windows. Short-circuit pins 15 and 23 twice and the display
will be OP. This is the mode for reprogramming after chip
replacement. Short-circuit pins 15 and 23 three times and
you are in the option select mode. There are four bytes and
you start at byte one, as will be shown to the left of the
display. This byte determines the receiver's features, the
right-hand display showing the bits within each byte. Fig. 2
shows the numbering. We'll take the bytes in turn, starting
with byte one.
Option bit 1: Standards selection. Set to 1 for UK use.
Option bit 2: Standards selection. Set to 0 for UK use.
Option bit 3: 29 or 39 memory locations. Set to 0 for UK
use.
Option bit 4: Programme number stepping. Set to 0 (no
stepping) for UK use.
Option bit 5: Not defined. Set to 0.
Option bit 6: Not defined. Set to 0.
Option bit 7: Teletext interface on/off. Set to 1 for teletext,
to 0 for no text.
Option bit 8: A/V input use. Set to 1.
Short-circuiting pins 15 and 23 of the SAA1250 chip
once more moves us to byte two, indicated in the left-hand
display.
Option bit 1: Volume normalisation on/off. Set to 0 for UK
use.
Option bit 2: Normalised or previous analogue settings
after switching from standby. Set to 1 (previous settings)
for UK use.
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Fig. 1 (left): Option display, large-screen L chassis.

Fig. 3 (left): Enable word display, K30/37 chassis.

Fig. 2 (right): Small-screen L chassis enabling display.

Fig. 4 (right): K70/77 series enable word displays.
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Option bit 3: Does bandswitch key display and switch
bands? Set to 1 for UK use.
Option bit 4: Muting after channel change. Set to 0 for UK
use.
Option bit 5: Only muting on channel change. Set to 0 for
UK use.
Option bit 6: As bit 5 — set to 0 for UK.
Option bit 7: VCR output state. Set to 0 (high) for UK use.
Option bit 8: Meaning of dot in right-hand display. Set to 0
(teletext mode) for UK use.
Short-circuit pins 15 and 23 of the SAA1250 chip again
for byte three which is concerned with tuning.
Option bit 1: V.H.F./U.H.F. tuning. Set to 1 for UK use.
Option bit 2: As bit 1 but set to 0 for UK use.
Option bit 3: Storing sequence. Set to 0 for UK use.
Option bit 4: Handset search fast/slow. Set to 0 for UK
use.
Option bit 5: One- or three-band reception. Set to 0 for
UK.
Option bit 6: A.F.C. on/off during search. Set to 0 for UK
use.
Option bit 7: Undefined. Set to 0.
Option bit 8: Undefined. Set to O.
Applying the short-circuit again gives byte four which
defines the functions of the various keys.
Option bit 1: Key version A or B. Set to 0 for UK use.
Option bits 2-4: Undefined. Set to 0.
Option bit 5: Text commands version A or B. Set to 0 for
UK use.
Option bits 6-8: Undefined. Set to 0.
If any of the enabling is incorrect the set won't function
properly and various odd faults can occur. Store all
information by pressing --->M and switching to standby.
Ll Series
The later Ll series chassis has a different microcomputer
chip and the enabling is different.
K30/37 Series
The K30/37 series has only one option byte. After
pressing P, , 0, # and -*M the display is as shown in Fig.
3. The zero on the left indicates the option mode while the
right-hand digit shows the condition of the option bits.
They should all be set to 0.
K70/77 Series
The correct enable words for the K70/77 series chassis
are shown in Fig. 4. Carry out enabling in the same way as
with the earlier J chassis. For details refer to page 104 of
the December 1989 issue.
Summary
In all sets re-enabling is necessary when a microcomputer or memory chip is replaced.
A summary of various faults experienced with the K and
L chassis will follow in a further article (see also page 275,
February 1990) after which we will be providing some
notes on the M series chassis.
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TV Fault Finding

Reports from Philip Blundell, AMIEIE,
John C. Priest, Ed Rowland, lan Bowden,
Stephen Leatherbarrow, Steve Cannon,
John Hopkins and Mike Leach

Philips CTX-E Chassis

This one had no sound or vision, although the e.h.t. was
present. A flat memory battery was the first suspect but it
wasn't the cause this time. When the first anode control on
the tube base panel was turned up a small raster appeared.
A check showed that the supply to the line output stage
was low. When the set h.t. control was turned past the half
way point the voltage fell! R3327 (120k1/) was openP.B.
circuit.
Pye 25KX1201/05R

Intermittent field collapse was the trouble with this set.
Open-circuits in the earth lines are a common problem
with this chassis. But when the fault was present there was
no voltage difference between the field earth and the
power supply earth, so an open-circuit here wasn't
responsible. When the fault next appeared I'd time to
check the voltages at most of the pins of the field output
chip. The voltage at pin 20 had disappeared because C582
(0.01µF)was going short-circuit intermittently.
P.B.
Philips 2A Chassis

This set was dead with no h.t. from the power supply.
There appeared to be no starting voltage at the base of the
BUTI1AF chopper transistor. All the components in the
feed checked out o.k. however and nothing seemed to be
holding the voltage down. No shorts could be found across
the power supply outputs. Luckily I checked the standby
thyristor 6727 which was short-circuit. A new BT151
brought the set to life but I refitted the faulty one in order
to be sure that I wasn't being fooled — it shouldn't have
shut down the power supply completely. It does though!
P.B.
Mark your circuit diagram accordingly.

reason) and cannot be shifted the remote control unit is
probably transmitting permanently. Remove the batteries
to prove the point. If this doesn't cure the problem turn
your attention to the set's front control panel. Unplug it
from the main board (ribbon cable to SK701). This should
restore normal operation via `the remote control unit. If so,
replace the panel's membrane switch in a similar manner to
the remote control unit switch. The section of the front
moulding (carrier membrane) that holds the switch can be
removed by taking out two screws from inside the cabinet
front panel and releasing two plastic catches. This makes it
quite easy to peel off the old switch and withdraw the end
of the printed connector through the slot provided.
Remember to note which way round the ribbon connector
fits on the end — reversing it when fitting the new switch is
easy to do and gives no operation.
Removing a faulty front control membrane and
disconnecting it from the panel restores operation of the
set via the remote control unit but doesn't restore those
functions that operate only from the front panel — tuning,
memory store, analogue settings, etc. If it's necessary to
leave the customer with a working set while a new switch
membrane is obtained, tuning and analogue settings can be
made by linking appropriate pairs of pins on the chassis
plug SK701 to obtain the correct levels. Table 1 shows how
this is done. For example, linking pins 2 and 3 tunes up
through the u.h.f. band while linking pins 2 and 5 stores
the tuning point in the memory.
Part numbers are as follows:
83-3010-7/40110
Front panel membrane switch
Remote control membrane switch 83-2813-7/40110
15-7630-3
Ceramic resonator XL790
83-2810-0/29800
Battery cover
Alternative front panel switch
83-2807-2/40110
used on earlier models
J.C.P.

Philips K30 Chassis

Intermittent tripping is a common problem with these sets
— it's often due to a loose Aquadag c.r.t. earthing braid
because the plastic retaining clips have broken. I usually fit
the braid back in place using a tie-wrap.
P.B.
Decca/Tatung 190/195 Chassis

One of the most common problems with sets that use these
chassis, the Decca 8955 for example, is the membrane
switch on the RC90 remote control handset and the front
control panel. Come back ZX81, all is forgiven: even
Uncle Clive would disown these!
Various problems occur with the remote control unit —
no output, continuous output (until the batteries run
down), loss of some functions, etc. Apart from occasional
total failure due to the 455kHz ceramic resonator XL790
all the faults we've had have been caused by a defective
switch membrane. It's easy to remove by peeling up from
one corner. Fit the replacement by sticking it down — it has
a self-adhesive backing. The PCB has a strip connector
into which the tail of the membrane is plugged. The battery
cover latches also break off with depressing regularity.
If a customer complains that the set always reverts to a
particular channel at switch on (usually channel 8 for some
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Logik 4298 (Ferguson TX100 Chassis)

We had two of these sets in on the same day, both with the
same fault. In each case D15 (BY299) in the power supply
had gone short-circuit, giving the dead set symptom. The
first repair was straightforward, but after we'd replaced the
faulty diode in the second set we switched on to find that
-the field scan was badly distorted. The TDA3651 field
E.R.
output chip had to be replaced.
ITT CP332 (CVC40 Chassis)

This set would come on initially but would then shut down
intermittently. After wasting quite a lot of time checking
for dry-joints we eventually traced the cause of the trouble
Table 1: SK701 links, Tatung 190/195 chassis.
Pin
2
3
4
5
6
7
1 Vol+ Con+ Con— Col+ Vol— Co
2
—
Tun+ Bri+ Mem Ch 4 Ch 7
3
Ch 2 Tun— Cho Ch 9
4
—
Ch 1
Ch 6
Bri5
Ch 5 Ch 8
Ch
6
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to a loose bolt on the BU208A line output transistor. This
bolt is used as a means of supplying h.t. to the collector,
and was occasionally losing contact.
The problem with another of these portables was field
collapse. The 11d/ field hold control R2003 had gone openE.R.
circuit.
Panasonic TC2201
The trouble with this set was intermittent field collapse.
Resoldering the legs of transistors 454 and 455 provided a
complete cure.
E.R.

The gods must have been on our side as this provided a
complete cure.
S.C.
Panasonic TC1631 (U4 Chassis)
We've had several of these sets with the following fault:
when you try to tune in, the set will search for only a few
seconds. The cause can be either the microcomputer chip
or IC1204. It's best to change the smaller chip first as it is
usually the culprit.
S.C.

This receiver had an intermittent fault that produced two
white horizontal noise bars. They drifted through the
picture vertically, but were present on the horizontally
polarised channels only. A scope check on the LNB's 18V
supply showed that there were 3V dips. The d.c. output
from the bridge rectifier BR3 was then found to be very
ripply. When the PCB was removed from the case we
discovered that there was a tiny crack in the print between
the 2,200µF reservoir capacitor and the bridge rectifier.
Normal operation was restored when this had been
I.B.
repaired.

Solavox NR20
This set was manufactured for Comet in Hong Kong. I
suspected the worst, never being very happy when they
spell colour without the u. The complaint was "it's my
son's set and it just went up in smoke, so I removed the
back and had a look". In between the usual components
there lurked a lot of strange objects that turned out to be
dust-covered budgie droppings. My heart sank, and I
reached for the Hoover. Beneath all the dirt there was
quite an ordinary TV set with a small subpanel near the
on/off switch. This had a 1.5ft, 7W resistor mounted too
close to the PTC degaussing thermistor, both of which had
burnt up.
J.H.

Sony KV21XRTU

Sharp C1420H

The customer complained of a poor picture that sometimes
reverted to monochrome. We ran the set for several days
in the workshop before the fault appeared. As the tuning
had shifted slightly there was a ringing picture. We
discovered that switching the a.f.c. on made no difference
and that when the sweep tuning was started it didn't stop
when a channel was found. So checks were made around
the a.f.c. detector chip IC102 on the i.f. panel. A dry-joint
was spotted at one end of the detector coil L105: when this
I.B.
had been resoldered the set worked perfectly.

The problem with this 14in. colour portable was no sound,
no channel change and no tuning. With this model and a
few others of the same generation the tuning, channel
change and volume control commands all enter a
microcomputer chip that was immediately suspected. After
checking all the wrong things however the fault turned out
to be due to the channel change button, which had fallen to
pieces. A new switch soon had everything back to normal.
J.H.

Ferguson SRA1S

Nikkai/Contec Portable CTVs
These sets usually employ a thyristor in their power supply.
Several of them have come in recently with R812 (150M)
open-circuit. The result is a dead set.
S.L..
Ferguson 14L2 (TX85 Chassis)
This set was dead, a not uncommon occurrence with this
chassis. The main h.t. supply was present, also the 13V
supply. This latter voltage did not reach the 12V regulator
however. The basic fault was dry-joints on TR901 which is
on the remote control panel — it produces the 9V rail for
S.L.
the TMS1000DN2LL microcomputer chip IC901.
Salora 1H6
This was an unusual fault: after a couple of minutes the
picture and sound went completely off tune, the set
couldn't be tuned in and the Band 1 LED lit. It was
obviously a heat-related fault and we soon traced it to
ICC9 on the tuning panel. This chip is a CMOS 4011 nand
gate which supplies the band switching voltage for ICC1.
S.C.
Hitachi C21 P228
It's difficult to describe the symptoms here: the picture
looked off-tune, and there was a silver, shimmering outline
around everything on the screen. We suspected an a.g.c. or
i.f. fault, so as a start IC201 on the i.f. panel was replaced.
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Hitachi CPT2478 (G6P Chassis)
The problem with this text set was no graphics. Teletext
operation was o.k. Now it's worth pointing out that
transistors Q858 (green-on-screen) and 0857 (red-onscreen) on the c.r.t. base panel do give trouble. But not
this time. The character generator chip IC1104 was o.k.,
but D1113 and D1114 were both leaky. Replacing them
restored the on-screen graphics but a week later the same
fault occurred again. We replaced the two diodes and left
the set soak testing. After a couple of days the e.h.t. arced
over: so this was the cause of the diodes' downfall! We
cleaned the final anode cap and so far (three weeks later)
M.L.
the diodes are still o.k.
Mitsubishi CT2125TX
There was a sound problem with this new Mitsubishi set.
Sound was still present at minimum volume, though the
on-screen graphics indicated that the volume was at
minimum. The sound also remained when the handset was
used to select mute. I scoped the waveform at pin 1 of the
M50439-563SP microcomputer chip IC701. This is the
volume up/down pulse output to the audio chip IC361. The
waveform's mark-space ratio was present and correct — at
minimum volume it disappeared. So IC701 was obviously
doing its job all right. At minimum volume the d.c. voltage
at pin 4 of the AN5265 audio chip IC361 was high at 2.3V
instead of 0.3V however. This pin is linked to the 12V
supply via R366 and the 1N4148 diode D361. The diode
turned out to be leaky.
M.L.
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TV Fault Finding

Reports from Philip Blundell, AMIEIE,
Ed Rowland, J.R. Trimmer, Nick Beer,
Stephen Leatherbarrow and Hugh MacMullen

Philips NC3 Chassis
If the chopper transistor Q401 fails, check for dry-joints at
the connections to the chopper transformer T402 before
fitting another BUT11AF.
You often find that the rotary channel switch gets dirty.
If you are careful it can be dismantled for cleaning.
P.B.

checking is that the 'repeat' switch at the rear of the
receiver is in the 'off position. Otherwise a call-back is a
certainty — with the switch in the 'on' position the machine
will carry out only the play function. Another thing to
catch out the unwary is the separate mains on/off switch at
the back.
E.R.

Philips 22CS5240 (K40 Chassis)
This set was dead. There was no line drive as 83192 was
open-circuit. A picture was obtained when this had been
replaced but there were striations on the left-hand side.
These disappeared when the scope was connected to the
collector of transistor 7190. R3191 was open-circuit. P.B.

Sony KV2705
This set had an uncontrollably bright raster with flyback
lines. The problem was caused by R718 (3301(11) which had
increased in value to over 2M1/.
E.R.

Philips 14CN2201 (NC3-CR Chassis)
Here's a trap for the unwary! Late production versions of
the remote control NC3-CR chassis use a Preh on/off
switch that looks similar to ones used in other makes (the
bracket is different, but the old one can be re-used). Check
the low-voltage contacts however! Most switches have a
momentary contact that makes only when the button is
pressed right in and breaks when you release your finger.
This is not the case with this switch. The NC3-CR type
switch's low-voltage contacts remain connected as long as
the mains contacts do. If you fit the wrong type of switch
the power supply will not come out of standby — even
though the standby LED is off.
P.B.
Philips G90 Chassis
The problem with this set was no blue. Our first step was to
check the voltages around the blue output transistor. As
expected the collector voltage was high, but I was surprised
to find that the emitter voltage was higher than the base
voltage. Diode D6416 (BAS32) was leaky.
P.B.
Philips K30 Chassis
If you find that there's a black band at the bottom of the
picture, check for ripple on the 32V LT2 supply. You'll
probably find that C1588 (680µF) is open-circuit.
P.B.
ITT CT2612/2
This set suffered from intermittent loss of signals when it
was first switched on. After about ten minutes it would
settle down and be fine for the rest of the evening. The
obvious suspect was the combined tuner/i.f. module. We
unplugged it from the mother board and as no obvious dryjoints could be seen gave it a "blanket solder" job. There
was no further trouble after we'd done this.
E.R.
Amstrad TVR2
The customer complained that it took up to an hour from
switch on before sound and vision appeared. We didn't
bother to check this but went straight for C1507 (0.47µF).
After fitting a 1µF capacitor in this position the equipment
fired up straight away.
Removing the TV chassis is fairly easy provided you first
remove the VCR unit in order to gain access to the small
screw located beneath the front of the main PCB. Before
returning one of these sets to the customer a point worth
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Philips 21GR2752/RC5903 etc
A common problem I've had with this and similar models
is failure of the remote control handset due to dry-joints on
the infra-red diode. It's simply a matter of resoldering the
diode -until you try to open the handset! In their wisdom
Philips glued the two halves together. Any attempt to part
them will mark the case. Here's a solution to the problem,
with no visible damage.
With your thumb nail only, peel back one corner of the
name-plate strip. Then, with a flat blade, peel it back just
past the second row of buttons. Care is required: don't
bend the strip back too far or you'll crease it. Now to the
clever bit. Drill a 6mm hole in the centre of the handset,
lcm in from the top edge of the recess for the strip. The
LED can now be resoldered through the hole, and the strip
will restick to form an invisible repair.
J.R.T.
Nikkei Baby 10/Samsung C121OR
These little sets have sold well. The main problem we've
had with them has been failure of the potted regulator.
This particular one was a bit different however. Our field
engineer found that the 5A h.t. fuse was open-circuit. As
he couldn't measure any shorts and the fuse had simply
died (not blown) he replaced it and switched on. At this a
piece of print from the bridge rectifier to the h.t. line burnt
up pretty spectacularly. So the set was brought into the
workshop. We found that there was a short-circuit across
the h.t. line. The reverse polarity protection diode was hot
favourite but blameless, as was the main reservoir
capacitor. The cause of the problem was a short-circuit in
the d.c. jack, which had melted. Spares for these sets are
available from Willow Vale.
N.B.
Salora J Chassis
Repeated blowing of the chopper transistors is becoming a
problem with these sets. A number of things help to
prevent this. First, ensure that good-quality replacements
of the correct type (BUW41B) are used. Next ensure that
heatsink compound is used on both. Replace the 4.7µF
drive coupling capacitors CB712/726. I've had those of a
certain manufacture go short-circuit when used as
replacements: the most reliable ones seem to be the purple
type from RS Components. Replace the 3.35/ series
resistors in each transistor's base circuit (R13703/705) —
RB705 in particular tends to go high in value. If DB712
(1N4148) goes short-circuit, as it can, this resistor will go
open-circuit. It's wise to check the print and soldering
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around the bottom of the chassis in the vicinity of the
chopper transistors, particularly at the start and snubber
resistors (RB715 and RB706 respectively). Check for print
cracks on the heatsink connections. As with any power
transistors, check the drive waveforms before completing
the repair and investigate any irregularities.
We sometimes find that the Ipsalo transformer MB500
has a short-circuit or low-impedance primary winding.
Physical checks here may show signs of burning or
corrosion. The d.c. resistance should be about 2.8-51/
depending on the transformer — the two most likely to fail
are the FM0500 (diode split) and FM0245.
The LF0041 Ipsalo control chip can also cause this
problem. All you can do in this case by way of fault finding
is to eliminate other possibilities. The chip seldom fails
N.B.
however.

being intended for the 90° version, were in fact fitted —
width coil L19, line linearity coil L18 and parallel damping
resistor R136. Our problems were over when the circuit
had been put right. While the "fault" was present all the
controls worked normally but the width/EW correction
circuit was unable to cope with the magnitude of the error.
The h.t. was correct at 119V throughout.
S.L.
Alba CTV12

No sound or picture with normal h.t. was the fault here.
We found that the 12V regulator transistor 0208 was
open-circuit base-to-emitter. A TIP41 proved to be a
suitable equivalent. These sets are the same as the
S.L.
Lloytron portables.
ITT Pico S Chassis

Amstrad CTV1400

The line sync would disappear during a channel change.
After an unsuccessful prod around with blunt instruments
(freezer and hairdryer) we checked with the circuit
diagram and noted a couple of likely culprits, the two zener
diodes D715 and D704. Replacing them cured the fault.
Intermittent lowering of the sound level and/or buzzing
is caused by the adjustable capacitor on the sound i.f.
S.L.
subpanel.
Triumph CTV8211

The customer's description of the problem with this set was
very dark, poor pictures. On checking we found that the
c.r.t.'s first anode supply was absent. The voltage is
obtained in the usual manner for a set of this age — by
diode rectification of a pulse voltage. Series resistor R937
(3.3kft 1W) was open-circuit. This was in turn due to print
breakdown where the cathode of the rectifier (D914)
passes close — too close in my opinion — to some earthed
print. Careful scraping to improve the clearance cured the
S.L.
problem.

This set was dead. A relay switches the mains supply but
there were no l.t. voltages on the remote-control board as
the l.t. transformer was open-circuit. Its failure is quite
S.L.
common.
Hitachi NP83CQ Mk 2 Chassis

The sound was o.k. but there was no raster. We found that
there was no luminance output from the colour decoder
chip IC501 which appeared to be switched off. Its pin
voltages were correct but the sandcastle pulse waveform at
pin 8 was of rather low amplitude — insufficient to get
10501 working properly. I decided to increase the tube's
first anode voltage in order to see something on the screen
— a TV set with a display will talk to you! I then shorted out
R558 (2.2k11) to increase the amplitude of the line section
of the sandcastle pulse and was pleasantly surprised to see
a colour picture with little or no line sync and incorrect
colour over half the screen. Feedback pulses from the line
output transformer are fed back to the line generator
circuit in 1C701 via two 3.9k0, resistors, R720 and R721.
One of them had risen in value to over 1M12, though it was
perfect in appearance. Replacing it put everything right.
H.MacM.

Philips K40 Chassis

After fitting a new focus unit to this set, something that's
often necessary, we found that there were EW problems.
R3177 was open-circuit. The manual gives the value as
S.L.
4.70 but a 12.0, resistor was fitted.
Hitachi CPT1476R

The problem with this set was field roll when warm. The
hold control circuit is very simple, consisting of three
components connected to pin 1 of the TDA4503 chip
IC201. A puff of freezer on each in turn proved that C609
S.L.
(0.22,uF) was responsible.
Fidelity CTV14R (ZX2000 Chassis)

This set had an intermittent fault — loss of signals and
randomly unhappy about Ch. 3 selection. The ML923
tuning chip was faulty. After replacing it however the
signals would still sometimes fail to appear, though Ch. 3
selection was o.k. As the supplies were correct a new tuner
S.L.
unit was fitted. This finally put matters right.
Ferguson TX100 (110°) Chassis

This 110° set suffered from insufficient width. We found
that certain components which should have been deleted,
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Bush 2321T

The problem with this set was no colour. After much soul
searching the cause turned out to be an open-circuit
connection at plug 10. Just to annoy me the sound became
uncontrollable when I'd put the first fault right. The culprit
H.MacM.
this time was the SAA1293 chip.
National Panasonic TC361

This set would start to trip a few times a week, but only
when cold. It worked all right when we got it on the bench
but at last gave up the ghost. These sets use a thyristor line
output stage and one of the diodes, D552, was found to be
open-circuit. It's in parallel with the scan thyristor.
H.MacM.
Philips K30 Chassis Edition II

After five hours with the back on the colour would go.
Take the back off and the colour returned. It took me a
considerable time to realise that the fault had nothing to do
with temperature. When the colour was absent there was
no pulse input at pin 8 of the TDA3560 colour decoder
chip. The reason for this was a bad connection at tag 4 of
H.MacM.
the sync module.
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Servicing Notes on the Hitachi G8Q Chassis
John Coombes

The Hitachi G8Q chassis is used in a series of models that
include the CPT2196, CPT2198, CPT2578, CPT2578X,
CPT2596, CPT2598, C14 P216, C21 P226, C21 P228, C21
P818, C25 P226, C25 P228, C25 P236, C28 P226 and C28
P228. Our main experience has been with the CPT2196.
Power Supply Circuit

A feature of these sets in the somewhat unusual power
supply in which there are two chopper transistors, a bipolar
and a MOSFET type, connected in series, see Fig. 1. Q902
is the bipolar transistor, which receives a fixed base bias.
The on/off drive waveform is applied to the gate of the
MOSFET device, Q901 which drives the emitter of 0902.
It's worth including a few notes on the operation of this
power supply arrangement.
At switch on the positive temperature-coefficient
thermistor TH902 has a low resistance. Thus C908 charges
rapidly, the voltage developed across it being limited to
27V by zener diode ZD901. This enables the control chip
IC901 to start up. When the circuit gets going the chip's
supply is provided by rectifier diode D902, which
maintains the charge across C908.
When 0901 and 0902 switch on, current flows via R910
and the primary winding of the chopper transformer T901.
R907NR901/R914 produce a voltage that's proportional to
R901
3.9

this current. Should the chopper current be excessive, the
voltage at pin 3 of IC901 will exceed the voltage supplied to
the other input of comparator-2 and the circuit will shut
down.
Q942 senses the h.t. voltage, driving Q941 which in turn
drives the LED in the optocoupler 0C941. If the h.t.
voltage rises above the level set by VR941 the voltage at
pin 5 of the optocoupler will fall, reducing the voltage at
pin 1 of the chip. The action of comparator-2 will then
switch Q901 off at an earlier point in its operating cycle.
Excessive h.t., due for example to failure of the
regulator circuit just described, will result in D908
developing a higher than normal voltage across C917. This
voltage is applied to pin 2 of IC901 via R917. It's compared
to an internal 2.5V reference voltage by comparator-1.
When the voltage at pin 2 rises above 2.5V the output from
comparator-1 falls and the chip's output will shut down.
A short-circuit across one of the outputs obtained from
T901 will result in the voltage at pin 7 of the chip falling
below the under-voltage reference level. The i.c. will then
cease to operate. C908 will recharge and the power supply
will try to startup. This action will continue until the shortcircuit is cleared.
The voltage across C908 could be insufficient for Q902
to be driven to saturation. Protection against this is
provided by Q903 and its associated components. 0903
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Fig. 1: Circuit diagram of the chopper power supply used in the Hitachi G8Q chassis. This is an isolated power supply with
S901, T901, 0C941, C941 and R945 forming the mains barrier. These components must be replaced with the correct types.
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provides a voltage that's proportional to 0902's base
current. This voltage is applied to pin 1 of IC901, reducing
the level so that Q902's collector current cannot exceed the
available base current.
Note that the mains switch S901 has a third, momentarymake contact. When it makes at switch on C1500 is
charged from the 5V supply, switching Q1507 on. The low
voltage applied to pin 5 of the SAA1293H control chip
IC1501 brings it out of the standby state and resets the
nominal control values.
Fault Finding
If the complaint is no results check fuse FS901 which

may be o.k. or open-circuit. Check for broken print at pins
3 and 9 of T901. If necessary check 0902, ZD901, 0C941,
ZD941, Q94112, ZD902 and D905.
Slow starting can be a tricky fault as the set starts before
one has time to make a diagnosis. The usual cause of the
trouble is TH902. It should normally read 4kt/ when cold.
If unsure, check by replacement.
The power supply shutting down has on several
occasions been traced to Q941 being at fault.
No results or intermittent no results has been traced to
dry-joints on the chopper transformer T901, rectifier D933
or line output transformer T702
We've had several cases of tuning drift. The usual cause
is IC1503 (ZTK33B).

TV Fault Findin
Philips G90AE Chassis
The fault symptom with this set was no colour. When the
colour-killer was overridden by connecting a 4701Z resistor
between pins 1 and 6 'of the decoder chip we were able to
see that the reference oscillator was running through but
couldn't be locked by adjusting C2352. The a.p.c. loop
components are connected to pins 23 and 24 of the chip.
Resistance checks here revealed that C2359 was leaky.
P.B.
Philips CP90 Chassis
This set was dead with the over-voltage protection circuit
operating. When we used a variac to reduce the mains
input voltage we discovered that the 95V line was
uncontrolled. The optocoupler was o.k. and transistor
7637 was conducting hard as it should have been to turn on
transistor 7653. But this latter transistor didn't conduct
because chip resistor 3668 (15S2) was open-circuit.
P.B.
Decca/Tatung 161 Chassis
This set appeared to be tripping — the power supply was
making a ticking noise. When the supply to the line output
stage was disconnected and a dummy load was substituted
the power supply worked all right. The fault wasn't
tripping however: the power supply was in fact unloaded as
the line oscillator wasn't working. There was no supply to
the TDA4503 chip because R508 (12k11) was open-circuit
— it's in the base supply to the regulator transistor Q501.
P.B.
Philips GR1-AX Chassis
Green screen was the complaint with this set — sometimes a
green raster with flyback lines was all that appeared when
it was switched on. At other times there was no tuning and
the channel wouldn't change. Yes, it was the tuning
microcontroller chip, type TMP47C434-3559. Current
replacements come with a metal shield to screen it and the
P.B.
RAM — this has to be connected to chassis.
Bush BC6004
The h.t. voltage in this 14in. colour portable had increased
from 122V to 127V, the result being that it tripped
intermittently. Adjustment of the set-h.t. control P943
wouldn't reduce the voltage below 125V. When a visual
check was made on the components on the sync/regulator
module we noticed that R943 (330kfi) was badly
discoloured. An out-of-circuit check showed that its value
had risen to over 500kfl. Fitting a replacement restored
E.R.
normal operation.
Network NWC141OR
This set would occasionally drift off tune. We found that
there was a dry-joint on the tuner's a.f.c. pin.
E.R.
Fidelity AVS1600 (ZX3000 Chassis)
This set came in with a short-circuit line output transistor
(Tr5, BU508A). A replacement was fitted and the set was
switched on. There was a loud crack accompanied by a
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blue flash from the c.r.t.'s final anode and the new
transistor went the way of its predecessor.
We then did what we should have done in the first place
— check the h.t. voltage. The BU508A was removed and in
its place a 100W bulb was connected between the collector
feed and chassis. As we suspected, the h.t. was high. In
fact it was 163V instead of 112V and turning the set-h.t.
control to minimum reduced it to only 140V. The cause of
the trouble was eventually traced to C91 (1µ,F, 63V) and
once this had been replaced normal power supply
operation was restored. Sadly however when a new line
output transistor was fitted we were confronted with a thin
white line across the screen. The field output chip IC6
(TDA2270 in this particular version) had failed.
E.R.
Ferguson SRV1/Pace SR9000 IRD
This was one of the few genuine faults we've had with
these receivers. The customer complained that there was
smoke then nothing the day after installation. We found
that there was no picture or sound though the test signal
was available. The reason for this was absence of the 9V
supply at pin 2 of the tuner. This supply is derived from the
12V line by Q2, whose feed resistor R323 had gone opencircuit and caused the smoke. Q2 was not short-circuit: its
legs had not been trimmed during manufacture and were
very close to the all-metal case. In addition all three legs
were dry-jointed because the device's body had been bent
over after soldering. When all this had been put right the
unit survived a long soak test.
N.B.
Toshiba C2220B1
This set suffered from severe field distortion when
switched on cold: the height was severely reduced, there
were cramping and foldover and the sync was corrupted.
After about ten minutes the set worked all right apart from
cramping at the centre of the screen. Replacing the field
output transistors cured this problem but not the former
ones. Use of freezer soon led us to the suspected faulty
N.B.
electrolytic — C317 (2.2p,F, 50V).
Ferguson SRV1/Pace SR9000 IRD
We find that the usual fault with this integrated satellite TV
receiver/decoder is that it won't descramble Sky Movies.
Apart from one occasion when there was a fault on the
Videocrypt board the cause has always been insufficient
signal because, in one case, the tuning had been fiddled or
more often because the i.f. offset has been incorrectly
aligned. Anyone unaware of this trait could well start an
unnecessary hunt for a supposed nasty fault. These units
seem to be much more sensitive to a noisy signal than the
N.B.
separate decoders we've come across.
Fidelity CTV14 Mk 2 (ZX3000 Chassis)
The outputs from the power supply fell slowly until the
point was reached where field cramp became apparent
because of the reduced 25V supply. The power supply is of
the standard TDA4600 variety, and we've found that the
1µF electrolytic C91 often gives trouble. On this occasion
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however the value of the h.t. preset varied with
temperature. After replacing it the h.t. could be set up as
per the manual instead of being left at the maximum
S.L.
setting as a previous engineer had done.
Fidelity F14
This set was dead with d.c. to the chopper but no output.
The h.t. rectifier D21 was short-circuit. We used a BY299
as a replacement. This brought the set back to life but on
scene changes, or when the brightness or contrast control
was adjusted, the verticals became corrugated. The cause
S.L.
was D21's reservoir capacitor C87 (100µF, 250V).
Philips K40 Teletext
A common problem with these sets is a dead power supply
accompanied by squealing. The panel is mounted beneath
the c.r.t. neck, at the bottom of the cabinet. On a number
of occasions we've found that the cause has been R3192
(6801/, 1W).
S.L.
Sony KVDX271TU
The problem with this set was striations, but not striations
in the normal sense. To most engineers striations mean
that there's an open-circuit damping resistor across the line
linearity coil, causing lines that run down the left-hand side
of the screen. Well these striations ran across the top of the
screen! In other words they were field striations. We were
fairly sure that we had a field output stage fault and
eventually, after thinking about all those line linearity
faults, the damping resistor R5025 (6801/) across the field
scan coils was checked. Fitting a replacement put matters
right. I have to admit that a number of other components
were either checked or replaced before I got round to
thinking about damping.
S.C.
Panasonic U4W Chassis
We've had many of these sets in with low h.t. and
squealing from the power supply. In the majority of cases
replacement of C854 (100µF, 250V) or, more recently,
D557 (BY299) in the EW diode modulator circuit provides
a cure. We've also found that failure of the line output
S.C.
transformer can cause the same symptoms.
Nikkai Baby 10
We've had a few of these little sets in for repair, generally
for straightforward faults. This one took us a little longer to
pin down. At switch-on the picture was perfect, but after
the set had been on for a while the screen gradually
became darker until there was no picture. Out came the
freezer, and the area of the fault was traced to Q303, the
picture mute transistor. Fitting a replacement, 2SC1815 or
S.C.
BC184, cured the fault.
Hitachi CPT2178
The customer complained that this set had poor colour but
when it came into the workshop we were undecided as to
whether there was a fault or not. The colour did look a
little pale, but we weren't convinced that there was a
definite fault. This was until we connected the pattern
generator: on the colour-bar setting the yellow bar was
virtually white and the overall colour just didn't look right.
The grey scale was perfect, so we concluded that there
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must be a colour-difference fault. Now the colourdifference mixing is done on the tube base PCB in these
sets. The three colour-difference signals emerge from pins
1, 2 and 3 of the colour decoder chip IC501. Scope checks
showed that they were perfect, as was the luminance
output from pin 4. Our next step was to disconnect the
drives to the tube base panel. What happened next was
that the screen lit up bright blue, indicating most probably
that the B—Y colour-difference mixing transistor Q856 was
faulty. Out it came and sure enough there was a leak from
collector to emitter. A new 2SC2271 put matters right.
S.C.
Ferguson ICC5 Chassis
The trouble with this set was field collapse — there was a
single straight line about two inches from the top of the
screen. We decided to check the components connected to
pin 5 of the TEA2029C timebase generator chip as these
are associated with the field oscillator. RFO1 (31VIII) had
gone open-circuit.
J.S.R.
Alba CTV741
The customer complained of start-up difficulty with this set
— he had to play with the switch several times and claimed
that it was faulty . . . On test we found that there was
voltage at the collector of the BU508A chopper transistor
but no drive at its base. Further checks showed that the
start-up voltage at pin 9 of the TDA4601D chopper control
chip IC800 was only 6V, not enough to get it going. The
posistor R802 was faulty.
J.S.R.
Grundig CUC2401 Chassis
This set had perfect picture and sound but would
sometimes start tripping when switched on. No dry-joints
or obviously faulty components could be seen in the power
supply. I finally found the cause of the problem
accidentally when attempting to reduce the h.t. setting.
J.S.R.
The MI potentiometer R637 was faulty.
ITT CP3106 (Pico S Chassis)
This colour portable came in with the complaint of lack of
height when warm. On test we found that this was so: there
was also increased line noise in the fault condition. A
check on the supply to the field output chip IC401 (pin 9)
showed that it was low at only 19V. Checks in the line
output stage then showed that all the other secondary
voltages were low. We suspected the line output
transformer and when a replacement was fitted everything
M.D.
returned to normal.
Philips 2A Chassis
The customer complained of cracking noises from the set
when it was first switched on from cold. This caused loss of
memory settings for the brightness etc. The set was now
dead and we were expecting a battle with the power
supply. There was a.c. from the switch, but no 300V across
the main reservoir capacitor C2659. In fact the a.c. supply
wasn't reaching the bridge rectifier. This foiled us for a
while until we realised that one half of the degaussing
thermistor is in series with the bridge rectifier. It had
cracked after arcing for some time. Hence the intermittent
memory loss.
.M.D.
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Philips CP110 Chassis
remembered having had to replace this electrolytic or
many occasions before, so I fitted a 25V type as
precaution.
S.L.

Repeated failure of the BUT11AF chopper transistor is a
common problem with these sets. It can usually be cured
by taking the following steps. Replace the BUT11AF and
the TE,A1039 chopper control chip, increase the value of
C2661 to 2,200µF, remove C2657 if fitted, replace the
CNX62 optocoupler and fit a 39f/ resistor (part no. 4822
050 23909) in parallel with coil L5656. If the mains bridge
rectifier has failed, fit 1N5061 diodes. Finally check that
resistors R3658 (120f1) and R3659 (10051) in the chopper
P.B.
transistor's base circuit haven't changed value.

GEC C1502
If the symptoms are field roll, which may or may not be
intermittent, and loss of colour when the sound level
increased check the value of R817 (0.8211) in the 13.6V
supply to the TBA820 audio output chip. It tends to gc
high in value.
S.L.

Grundig CUC2401 Chassis

Luxor SX9 Chassis

This set had no sound. The audio stage was working and
the dealer had already replaced the TBA130 chip on the
i.f. board. By injecting a 6MHz signal I discovered that the
TBA130 wasn't working, though volume commands were
present on the I2C bus line, the mute (koin) line was
normal and the chip's supply was present. The internally
generated supplies were missing however as C2276
(470µ,F) was short-circuit.
P.B.

Line driver transistor failure is becoming a common
problem with these sets. It's a special type, BD419,
available from NCS. If the problem is encountered it's best
to change DH01 (1N1118), CH03 (68nF), RHO2 (15011),
RHO3 (6.812), CH02 (22µF) and, in stubborn cases, the
line driver transformer LH01. It's also possible that RN19
(151) in the power supply has failed.
It's also vital to check the soldering to the large copper
heatsinks, as these form earth continuity paths. The most
important one is the print land in the area of the line
oscillator chip.
When servicing these sets it pays to check the soldering
on the chopper transformer, particularly at pin 1, the
condition of the capacitors in the power supply and the
condition of the mains switch. If you have difficulty getting
a BD419 a TIP48 is an unofficial alternative.
M.D.

Philips CP90 Chassis
This set was dead; with no output from the power supply.
There was a short-circuit across the 95V h.t. line but it
didn't go when the scan coil plug was disconnected. C2695
(2.2nF), the protection capacitor connected in parallel with
P.B.
rectifier diode D6695, was short-circuit.
Philips 210E5554 (2B Chassis).

Sony KV2096

This set wouldn't come out of standby. A quick look at the
chassis showed that it had had a memory battery at some
stage though this was not present. Now this late version of
the 2B chassis (AG07) is fitted with an EAROM, X2402,
and therefore doesn't need a battery. Suspecting that
someone's attempt to fit one had damaged X2402 I
decided to replace it. Normal operation was then obtained.
P.B.

There were two faults with this set. First, field foldover at
the bottom of the picture with bent verticals at the edge.
Secondly, red shading around white verticals. The cause of
the first problem was C527 (470µF) which had become
leaky. The second problem was due to loss of the focus
voltage as R853 (11(11) had gone open-circuit. Though
diode D852 measured o.k., when we removed it from the
panel we saw that there was a split down its side where it
was going short with the high voltage across it.
M.D.

NEC PX1200K
After about an hour's use the small picture-in-picture
became unstable. The top part would lean over to the right
then the picture would eventually disappear altogether.
ZD1 on the pip panel, a 5.1V zener diode that provides a
stabilised supply for the 30MHz clock oscillator, proved to
be the cause of the fault.
J•H•
Philips CTX Chassis
This set came in with the now very common flat 2.4V
battery on the remote control board. When this battery is
flat the set becomes very forgetful of the various analogue
settings, i.e. tuning, volume, colour etc.
After replacing the battery we found that there was no
sound. The TDA2611A audio output chip's supply was
missing because R3170 was open-circuit. When a
replacement was fitted it quickly burnt up and went open.
The cause of this was the audio output coupling capacitor
C2182 (470AF, 16V) which had gone short-circuit. I then
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Toshiba 261T4B
The customer's report was that the set went off to standby
while he was watching. We soon found that the line output
transistor was short-circuit. A replacement was fitted and
checks were made for shorts in the line output stage. As
everything seemed to be o.k. we crossed our fingers and
switched on. The sound came on but there was no picture
and a nasty rattling noise came from the line output
transformer. A check on the h.t. showed that it was low at
70V. We suspected a short in the transformer, but
everything ran very cool. The next step was to check the
various supply voltages on the secondary side of the
transformer, to see if any were being loaded down. The
12V and 8V lines were low and the 140V line was at zero.
Rectifier diode D143 was o.k. but the safety resistor R481
was open-circuit. Replacing this restored the picture and
after setting up the focus etc. we were just about to refit
the back when we noticed that there was slight line tearing.
This could be made to come and go by flexing the PCB.
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The cause turned out to be dry-joints around the line
M.D.
driver transformer.
B and 0 MX2000 (31XX Series)
This set would intermittently show severe field contraction,
with no sound and the raster at peak white. If almost any
part of the chassis was touched the fault could be made to
come and go. Some careful prodding was required to find
the most sensitive area. We then found that there was a
dry-joint at RL28, the 1.5fl 13V supply feed resistor.
I.B.
Panasonic TC202G
The complaint was of intermittent field roll. It showed up
after the set had been running for several hours on soak
test. We noticed that it occurred only when there was a
dark picture, e.g. on fades to black between programmes.
The field would then roll together with the increase in
black level. A scope check at the sync separator output
(pin 14 of IC501) showed that there was no output at all
when the fault was present, even though the sync content
of the video input to the chip showed no change. Cold
checks on the associated components then revealed that
R508 (680kfl), which is connected between pins 14 and 16
I.B.
of IC501, had risen in value to over 900k11.
Panasonic TX1 (Alpha 1 Chassis)
Very intermittently this set would appear to flick off tune,
then take a couple of seconds to settle down again.
Sometimes the screen flashed bright blue when the fault
started while at other times it blanked. We left a scope
connected across the main secondary supply and after
several hours the fault occurred: as expected, the supply
collapsed momentarily. We shifted the scope to the nonisolated side of the supply to keep a watch on the chopper
output of IC801, at pin 3. After a long wait, a momentary
break could be seen in the spiky squarewave chopper
waveform, with a flat 300V d.c. present. This confirmed
that the chopper transformer's primary side was o.k. and
that the chip itself was going open-circuit intermittently.
I .B.
Ferguson SRA1
At least the handset that comes with these units is fairly
reliable! This one was the exception. There was no infrared output due to an open-circuit 1MS1 resistor (there are
no circuit reference numbers). This proves that it's often
worthwhile looking into a remote control unit rather than
N.B.
simply supplying a replacement.
Samsung C1537V
The only stock fault we've had with these sets, which have
been popular for rentals, is failure of the TDA2653A field
output chip. As you'd expect, the result is a blank screen.
In each case I've found that almost no heatsink compound
was used. After fitting a new chip with adequate
N.B.
compound I've had no further trouble.
Philips1(30 Chassis
This set was stuck on channel 1, the remote control unit
having no effect — neither did the manual controls ten
minutes after switch on. The standby light would start to
glow dimly and the set would then go into the standby
mode, with channel 1 still displayed and much mush
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coming from the speaker. Changing the text and remote
control boards had no effect. Even the harness was
checked. We then turned to the text power supply where
we found that the 15V regulator IC005 was faulty.
Replacing this restored normal operation except that we
then had tripping which was cured by replacing the power
supply. Had the faulty power supply killed the regulator?
J.R.C.
Philips CP90 Chassis
A blank raster with no sound was the complaint with this
set. We found that the 11.5V supply was missing at the
cathode of thyristor 6726 in the standby circuit. It wasn't
switching on therefore. The thyristor checked out o.k. but
we found that diode D6733 (BAV19) was open-circuit.
J.R.C.
Replacing this restored normal operation.
Panasonic TX28W1 (Alpha 2W Chassis)
This set had been installed a few days previously. The
customer's complaint was that the picture had a faint line
of shading down the right-hand side. In the workshop
however the picture looked perfect. I was then told that
the fault showed up only when the lighting was subdued.
After turning out all the workshop lights I found that the
fault was exactly as described with low brightness or in the
AV mode. Well, we couldn't work on the set in pitch
darkness, and after switching the lights on and off a couple
of times Pobs wasn't becoming too pleased — he was
working on one of his favourite Philips C Rap VCRs and it
wasn't doing his concentration any good at all. So a quick
call was made to Panasonic who advised us to check a few
electrolytics (what else with Panasonic?) on the secondary
side of the power supply, as apparently some leads didn't
get pushed through the board fully during production.
After a lot of desoldering and resoldering we found that
the negative lead of C858 (1,000pF, 25V) wasn't making
proper contact with its solder land. The set worked
perfectly when the lead was pushed through the PCB
correctly and resoldered.
S.C.
Toshiba 211T4B
The trouble with this set was ringing on any vertical lines at
the top of the screen. It seemed likely that a decoupling
capacitor in the line timebase could be the culprit so we
started by bridging the electrolytics associated with the line
oscillator in IC501. This soon proved to be fruitful when
we discovered that C408 (10µF, 35V) was defective. It
S.C.
decouples the 12V supply to pin 33 of IC501.
Hitachi C2118
This brand new set was dead apart from the fact that the
h.t. voltage was rather higher than the correct 112V. This
suggested that there was no load on the power supply
because the line output stage wasn't being driven, i.e. that
there was a line oscillator or driver fault. In fact there was
no line drive from the timebase generator chip. The reason
for this was the fact that the voltage at the X-ray
protection_ pin (overvoltage sensing) was high, shutting
down the chip. If the voltage at this pin rises above 0.6V
operation of the chip ceases. The 200V RGB output stage
supply from the line output transformer is sensed via a
potential divider consisting of 270k0 and 51k0 resistors
and a zener diode. Checks in this area soon revealed that
the 511d1 resistor (R716) appeared to be open-circuit. Only
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one leg needed to be desoldered because the other one
wasn't making contact at its solder land. After picking it up
off the floor, refitting and resoldering it normal operation
was restored.
S.C.

Panasonic TC1465 (Z1 Chassis)
Is it just me, or do others find they get the jobs that all and
sundry have previously had a go at? This set was one such
case. Pobs had started out by doing a repair in the power
supply. Then, in his own words, it "went into self-destruct
while it was running". Rob next decided to try his luck but
quickly put it back on the floor. I do believe that even John
Wayne around the corner may have parked his spurs in
front of it at some time. But it doesn't matter. The job has
to be done, and who's to do it? Yours truly.
As a result of all this several components had been
changed. But the set was dead, with no h.t. on the
secondary side of the power supply but a healthy 250V at
the STR55041 chopper chip IC801. After checking various
components in the power supply and for shorts on the
secondary side I decided to disconnect the secondaries and
place a dummy load across the 103V rectifier. As the set
still didn't start up it seemed probable that the fault was in

the power supply. The 5V from the mains transformer
T802 was o.k., and the optocoupler D811 was conducting
as it should do if the set is not in standby. After much
deliberation I removed the excess-current trip transistor
Q801 and wound the mains input up via a variac. The set
then started and the dummy load bulb glowed with pride.
But this didn't give me any obvious leads.
Q801 checked out all right but a new one was fitted
anyway and of course didn't improve matters. I then
turned my attention to the current sampling resistor R811,
which is in series with the chopper transistor in IC801 and
is between Q801's base and chassis. Its value is shown as
5611. I found that it read o.k., but something started to nag
at me. In other Panasonic chassis that have similar power
supplies this resistor has a much smaller value, about 1(1.
The circuit definitely said 56,.(2, but was this a misprint? For
some reason it wasn't in the parts list, so I couldn't be sure.
The original resistor from when the set "self-destructed"
was then found. This didn't provide a clue because the
markings had rubbed off. It was a shot in the dark, but
another of these sets was found. R811 was removed and
checked. It read 0.56(1. When this value had been fitted
the set worked correctly. A hasty correction was made to
the circuit diagram.
S.C.
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Panasonic TC1485 (Z3 Chassis)
"Dead set" the job card said. Well not quite: the main h.t.
rail was up and running, but there was not much else. The
l.t. supply from the chopper transformer T801 was quite
low. This usually indicates that the power supply is running
at the wrong speed because of no line drive. A check at pin
15 (X-ray protection) of the M51407SP i.f./colour
decoder/timebase generator chip IC101 confirmed that the
protection circuit was in operation, as there was a voltage
there. After disconnecting various feeds to the sensing
circuit transistor Q502 was pronounced guilty. But why?
After much voltage checking in the associated circuitry
B.S.
R560 (270kfl) was found to be open-circuit.
Panasonic TX28A2 (Alpha 3 Chassis)
The complaint with this set was that it would go off after
about three and a half hours. So I left it to run. Just as
Graham Gooch came out to bat two and a half hours later
the picture went black, the bottom third went white, the
top third broke into white lines, the bottom half went
green then the whole raster went bright white. The power
supply next shut itself down with a scream of agony. I went
across and switched the set back on as Graham Gooch
watched the first ball of the day sail harmlessly over his
head. Atherton went back to the pavillion, closely
followed by Graeme Hick and Allan Lamb, then just as
Robin Smith walked out to bat the set performed its
pyrotechnics again and shut down.
I removed the back and gazed in awe at the congested
inside of this monitor-style set. Where to start? The
vertical circuit boards were all securely plugged into the
main boards. Fortunately my eye was drawn to a large
silver heatsink at the bottom of the set. The clip that
should have been holding IC891 to its heatsink hung
loosely across it. I gratefully refitted the clip, put the back
on and left the set to run. It was still working perfectly later
that afternoon as Robin Smith completed his century. B.S.
Panasonic TX21T1 (Alpha 2 Chassis)
There was no sound from this set. The voltages around
IC253 seemed to be within reason but there was no life and
the situation didn't feel like a faulty chip. As the voltage at
pin 2 seemed to be slightly low I disconnected C269. Up
came the sound. C269 (10nF, 50V) read about 31(S/ when
B.S.
checked with my meter.
Grundig C2402 (CUC51KT Chassis)
This set was dead — in fact the 124V line was low. No
obvious shorts or leaks could be found. Eventually I
discovered that D656 (BYW76) was going high forward
resistance under load, though it read o.k. when tested with
P.H.
a meter.
NordMende SC7732
Bright flyback/teletext lines were present over the first
couple of inches of the field scan. Much time was wasted
making checks in the first anode and blanking circuits on
the tube's base board, which proved to be blameless. The
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cause of the fault was eventually traced to C57 (1AF, 50V)
in the field timebase module. It had gone low in value.
Note that this capacitor is present with only certain
modules — several different types were used in these sets.
P.H.
Philips K35 Chassis
The complaint was that the set wouldn't lock to channels in
the search tuning mode. What struck me immediately was
that with no signal present the line oscillator sounded way
off frequency. Changing the TDA3571BQ oscillator chip
provided a cure.
P.H.
Philips K40 Chassis
This set arrived with a blank raster. Advancing the setting
of the first anode control showed that the cause was field
collapse. The field output chip was short-circuit while its
l.t. feed resistor R3186 was open-circuit. When these items
were replaced we still had problems however. For the first
ten minutes the lines at the top of the screen were
expanded. Thereafter normal service was resumed.
Freezer and a hairdryer brought us to 02107 (100AF, 50V)
which was partially open-circuit.
S.L.
Grundig CUC120 Chassis
Very severe patterning that varied with the brightness was
soon traced to ripple on the 19V rail. C662 (470µF, 25V)
was completely open-circuit.
S.L.
Doric CU36502D
This set seemed to be fitted with a Sharp chassis of a type
we've not seen before. The fault was field collapse. Checks
showed that the voltages around the field output transistors
were incorrect, with little bias applied to 0502. R513
(1.2kSI, 1W) was found to be open-circuit. As a precaution
we also replaced both output transistors (0501/2).
S.L.
Hitachi CPT2176 (G6P Chassis)
This set was dead with just a low-frequency whine from the
power supply. We found that the voltage at the collector of
the line output transistor Q781 was low. The cause was
C909 (220µF, 160V) which smooths the output from the
chopper power supply.
J.E.
Hitachi CPT1474
This set greeted me with a very bright raster and no sound
when I switched it on. Within three seconds the power
supply tripped and screamed. When I next switched the set
on I turned down the first anode control. This time the set
remained on but still had an over-bright raster and no
sound. A check at the collectors of the RGB output
transistors showed that the voltages were only 40V, though
there was 200V at the line output transformer. It seemed
that the RGB output transistors were conducting heavily,
so the drives from the TDA3565 colour decoder chip
IC501 were disconnected. Up came the collector voltages
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and out boomed the sound. A new TDA3565 cured the
problem.
J.E.
Saisho CT141X/Matsui 1420A
This set was dead but the usual faulty bits were o.k. This
time C508 (4.7µF, 50V) in the STR50103A's start circuit
was found to be low in value. Replacing it restored normal
operation. The fault can also be caused by R502 (100k12)
or R503 (8210 in the start supply.
M.Dr.
Hitachi CPT1474/1646
No picture, no sound and no field scan is a simple fault.
Not so when you don't have the manual! With a CPT1646
that came in the 12V supply was found to be missing in
places. The cause was an open-circuit 0.4712 safety resistor,
R228. We've had the same problem with Model CPT1474,
where the culprit was R222 (same value).
M.Dr.
Ferguson ICC5 Chassis
The complaint was of random flashing lines on the screen,
but we found that a signal fed in via the scart socket
produced a perfect picture. As we've had similar faults
caused by the tuner this was our first suspect. We hooked
up a rotary tuner from an old monochrome set as a check.
This cured the fault, so a new tuner was obtained and fitted
— only to find that the fault remained as before. A check on
the 11.5V supply to the tuner showed that it was stable and
ripple-free. The voltage at the tuning pin was also stable
but the scope showed that there was a low-frequency noise
component at some 10-20mV peak-to-peak. My first
thought was that this was audio noise, but decoupling
various points in the audio output circuit made no
difference. The surface-mounted capacitors CT01, C103,
C105 and C109 in the tuning voltage supply were changed
but this had no effect on the fault. What next? In
desperation I cooled the U6316 PLL chip IT20. This
provided a cure. When IT20 was then heated the fault was
back again. A new PLL chip restored correct operation.
M.Dr.
Saisho CT141X/Matsui 1420A
For no luminance with these sets check and replace as
necessary D602, D603 and D613. Type 1N4148 diodes will
do. Also check and/or replace the 2SA733 transistor Q601.
If you have to replace the 5.612, 5W surge limiter resistor
R501, as you will have to do if the chopper chip IC501 and
the over-voltage zener diode D508 have gone short-circuit,
use the Amstrad type AM1422138 from CPC of Preston.
It's the same but cheaper.
M.Dr.
Philips CTX Chassis
There was a very odd fault with this set, bad patterning on
the screen. It was like CB radio interference. It went away
when the colour was turned down, so something was
affecting the chroma circuits. There was no ripple on the
12V supply to the TDA3560 colour decoder chip, and a
replacement chip made no difference. While studying the
fault over a cup of tea I noticed that the patterning seemed
to change in sympathy as people in the picture talked.
Something was amiss with the sound rejector trap.
Shorting it out made no difference, proving that 6MHz
sound was entering the colour decoder chip. A
replacement obtained from a scrap set provided a complete
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cure. When the old one was examined the coil's continuity
was found to be o.k. so I came to the conclusion that the
internal series tuning capacitor was open-circuit.
M.Dr.
Ferguson TX100 Chassis with Teletext
The problem was loss of memory: the set had to be retuned
every time it was switched on. Visual inspection of the
panel didn't reveal anything amiss and the i.c. voltages all
appeared to be correct. The next logical thing to do
seemed to be to replace the M293B1 tuning memory and
control chip IC7. A new one provided a complete cure.
J.K.P.
Some Quickies
Ferguson TX90 chassis: No field output was caused by dryjoints on TRIOS (TIP112H) at the rear of the central
heatsink.
Philips CTX-E chassis: No sound was caused by absence of
the 1.t. supply to the audio output chip. R3170 (3.311) was
open-circuit for no apparent reason.
Ferguson TX9 chassis: Intermittent operation was due to
dry-joints at the collector of the line output transistor
TR68, where the struts enter the PCB.
J.K.P.
Bush 2114/2020
For fizzing or squealing from the chopper transformer at
switch-on, possibly dying away after a few minutes or
alternatively continuing for much longer, accompanied by
fine tearing of verticals in the picture, replace C818 (1,µF,
50V). It decouples the set-h.t. potentiometer.
If the set seems to be dead but the fuses are o.k. check
R422 (152, 1W safety type) in the line output stage. It feeds
the 16V rectifier and in turn the LM7812 12V regulator,
which supplies the TDA2579 chip where the line oscillator
resides. TH801 and R817 (5.6kft, 0.5W) in the power
supply start-up circuit are other possibilities.
J.C.P.
NEC 3022E
Apart from a few cases of dry-joints where the 15-pin
decoder input/output socket is soldered to the main
PWB(B) these satellite TV receivers have proved to be
pretty reliable. This is the first actual fault I've had. The
complaint was of "flashing on the picture", and sure
enough soon after the set was switched on from standby
there was a white flash across the screen — a band about
1mm high, the full width of the screen. At the same instant
there was a "tick" from the sound. The symptoms recurred
at about two to three second intervals and were present on
all channels, the effect being similar to that when an
unsuppressed fridge or central heating thermostat switches
off. The repetition rate ruled out this possibility of course.
The LNB supply was steady, so a spare receiver was
used to check the LNB/dish/cable part of the installation.
As expected, the results were perfect with no trace of
flashing. We left the spare receiver and took the one that
was clearly faulty back to the workshop. When it was
connected to our own dish the fault was immediately
visible, so after a quick check on the five main outputs
from the power supply attention was turned to the tuner
unit. We then noticed that on some channels there was a
noticeable falling off in picture quality and an increase in
picture noise during the half second or so before each
flash, when the signal sprang back to normal before
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restarting its slow decline.
The tuner's supply voltages were stable and although
there was a slight variation at the two a.g.c. terminals
it was not until the a.f.c. was monitored that I struck gold:
the voltage at this pin was swinging in time with the ticks
and flashes. Tracing back from the a.f.c. pin took me via
pin 7 of socket VC to the microcomputer chip IC1001 on
Main PWB(A). The a.f.c voltage at pin 39 of this chip
should be a steady 2-7V. In this case however it was
swinging between zero and 3V in time with the flashes.
Since the connection between the tuner and IC6001 is a
direct path, pin 39 was isolated by disconnecting the link
between the two boards (pin 7 of connector VC). The
voltage at pin 39 continued to vary so a replacement
ptPD1700CU-520 chip was ordered from SEME. Fitting it
provided a complete cure.
J.C.P.

A Neptune 177
John C. Priest
One of these 12in. monochrome portables, of East
European origin, came in recently with the complaint that
it went off after a quarter of an hour. When we put it on
the bench and switched it on we immediately got a picture
and sound. Half an hour later it showed no sign of going
off, so we put it on one side to play to itself while more
urgent (and profitable) matters were dealt with. It ran
quite happily without fault for three days. I was
considering the possibility of a faulty mains socket when
the picture and sound went, leaving a slightly noisy raster.
Test Procedure
By the time the back had been removed the fault had of
course cleared. So after spending a short while checking
for dry-joints in the area of the tuner and its 30V supply the
set was once more put to one side. Some time later I
noticed that the screen had blacked out. Turning up the
volume showed that the sound was still present, so
attention was turned to the line output and driver stages.
The main semiconductor devices here were first checked
and found to be o.k. Then the line output transformer was
checked for continuity of the windings and dry-joints.
Everything was in order.
Voltage checks showed that the 10.9V 1.t. supply was
not present at the collector of the line output transistor
though it was present at the anode of the efficiency diode
D406. This diode had measured o.k. both in circuit and
out, but a replacement brought the set back to life. The
original had rather smeary markings which were difficult to
make out, possibly DYP-071 350R. Anyway, a BY223
fitted the heatsink and print and as this device stands up to
the demands of the Philips G11 chassis we felt that it
should be all right in a small mono portable TV set.
While tracing the cause of the fault we had established
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that the TBA950 sync/line generator chip U251 was
producing a line-frequency squarewave output at pin 2.
When the raster was restored however there was a distinct
lack of line sync. We found that the sync waveform from
the labelled pin of the i.f. module was not present at the
TBA950 end of the series resistor. All the chips in this set
have sockets, so the quickest check was simply to plug in a
new TBA950. Fortunately this cleared the fault. The
original trouble about which the customer had complained,
the loss of signals, turned out to be due to a lazy BF970
oscillator transistor in the tuner.
Background Information
This is a solidly built little portable. Its robust PCB is
held in a metal frame that slides horizontally into the black,
wedge-shaped cabinet. The simple 1.t. bridge rectifier plus
series regulator power supply is fed from a substantial
mains transformer that's mounted in the middle of the
PCB and supported by two screws through the bottom of
the cabinet. The u.h.f. tuner and i.f. module are mounted
to the right of the chassis, the line output transformer is to
the left, the six-position channel selector switch unit is
along the front left-hand edge of the chassis while the
tuning potentiometers are in the centre, behind a small
flap. The contrast, brightness and volume/on-off rotary
controls are to the right. Component layout is uncluttered
and the circuitry uncomplicated, so repair of these sets
should present no problems.
The set that came in was less than a year old. A few
years ago a couple of imported sets with a similar chassis
but with a mechanical u.h.f. tuner and the controls
mounted at the top of the white cabinet came in. They
were of Czechoslovakian manufacture, but this latest set
gave no clue as to its origin other than a couple of
production labels inside with Cyrillic script — all the other
markings were in English.
You will probably meet a number of similar sets sold,
under various names, by mail-order companies, minimarkets and discount shops.
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TV Fault Finding

Reports from Philip Blundell, AMIEIE, Ian
Bowden, Steve Cannon, Alan Smith, Michael
Dranfield, Ed Rowland, Paul Hardy and Stephen
Leatherbarrow

Grundig T55-340 (CUC3400 Chassis)
Several of these sets have come to us dead and tripping. So
far the causes have been: the set-h.t. control R637
intermittently or permanently open-circuit; D666 (BYV16)
short-circuit; D664 (BA159) short-circuit; or IC686
P.B.
(78M05) short-circuit.

IF01, where it's clamped and level-shifted before emerging
at pin 34. The signal level at pin 34 was very low. A check
on the components connected to this pin led us to the 22052
preset PF01 which was open-circuit. Replacing this preset
I.B.
restored the amplitude of the luminance signal.

Philips GR1-AX Chassis
There was no picture or sound, but the remote-command
received LED flashed when the handset was tried. A quick
check showed that the 95V output from the chopper power
supply was low at 10V. I next made a few resistance checks
on the power supply outputs and found that a reading of
600 was obtained across the +9 (10V) supply. The culprit
was the sound chip, but although disconnecting the chip
removed the short the symptoms remained the same.
A quick read through the circuit description was called
for. In order to start the power supply requires 15V across
D6613, which is a BYX79CI5 zener diode. There was only
lOy because D6613 was leaky. A new zener diode and
sound chip restored normal operation.
P.B.

Sony KVM2511 (AE1 Chassis)
On occasions this set wouldn't come out of standby. The
exact symptoms were as follows. On selecting standby the
red LED lit but when a programme was selected to power
the set the LED went out but the set didn't come on. Now
these sets have a standby set-h.t. preset which in some
cases was apparently misadjusted during production. We
checked the h.t. when the set was up and running and
found that it was correct at 135V. But when standby was
selected the h.t. rose to 143V. When we attempted to
power the set again the protection circuits sensed the
increased h.t. voltage and shut the set down. After turning
the set off completely at the on/off switch and waiting a
couple of seconds the set could be switched on again and
worked normally. We then set the standby set-h.t. control
for 135V in the standby mode, after which everything was
o.k. We've had to do this with several sets since then. S.C.

Grundig CUC44XX/46XX
Models with teletext have a dealer facility that puts the
station identification on all the time — it's normally on for
only a few seconds at channel change. The procedure isn't
given in the instruction book, but customers seem to find it
by accident. To remove the permanent station display
identification, switch to TV then to reveal with the remote
control handset. To bring it back on, repeat the process.
P.B.
Philips CTX Chassis
This set suffered from line tearing. It was much worse in
the VCR position. The dealer had already changed the
TDA2577 chip and the VCR switching components T7374,
D6374, etc. As the tearing varied with the picture content I
homed in on the sync separator section. C2378 (1,uF) had
P.B.
dried up.
B and 0 7702
The complaint was of intermittent loss of colour. It would
tend to disappear more regularly with a high-brightness
scene and a fairly high setting of the contrast control.
When the fault was present, very weak, flickering inversephased chroma could be seen on the screen. The reason for
this link was a very slight reduction in height with increased
beam current: this resulted in a change in the width of the
field flyback pulses that are taken from the deflection PCB
via the field blanking circuit 70TR11/10 etc. to pin 28 of the
TDA3300 colour decoder chip 70IC1. If the height control
was adjusted in one direction the colour would come and
go. The cause of the fault was the chip itself — it should
I.B.
work correctly with a wide range of pulse widths.
Salora 15L37
This set had a very dark picture. The colour level appeared
to be normal but the luminance was low. We traced the
luminance signal to pin 36 of the TDA3301B decoder chip
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Philips K40 Chassis
This set came to us with a note to say that it destroyed line
output transistors. Sure enough the BU508A was shortcircuit collector-to-emitter, so a replacement was fitted and
the set was switched on. As the picture and sound came up
we put it on soak test. Whilst I was working on something
else I heard the squeal of an overloaded power supply.
Yes, it was the K40 and the line output transistor had failed
again. We were going to have to maintain close observance
whilst it was running on test to see whether there were any
clues before the transistor failed again. We also decided to
fit the higher rated BU508V, which would probably handle
the fault condition better and give us a bit more time to
watch for any clues.
With the set running on test we watched it like a hawk.
After a short while the picture shifted to the left and the
width reduced drastically. I dived for the on/off switch and
managed to save the new transistor, but where was the
fault? We replaced C2161 and 02163 in the line output
transistor's collector circuit — they've given us trouble
before — but this time they weren't guilty. We did discover
however that the fault could be instigated by knocking the
set or tapping the chassis. Dry-joint time, but none could
be found in the line output stage. What about the line
driver stage? This is on the bottom power supply panel,
and when this was removed an obvious cracked and dryjoint was found on the line driver transformer. Resoldering
it cured the problem. We have had this problem with quite
a few sets from various manufacturers, but the usual
symptom is intermittent loss of the picture.
S.C.
Ferguson 41P3 (IKC2 Chassis)
When this three-month old set was switched on the
standby light lit but the power supply was tripping. A
check on the 107V h.t. rail at test point BP50 showed that
is was at 50V-75V between trips. On the assumption that
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the cause of the trouble was heavy loading in the line
output stage a check was made around the line output
transformer and associated components. This revealed that
the BA157 180V rectifier DLII was short-circuit. In
addition the associated series surge limiting safety resistor
RL11 was open-circuit. This of course removed the shortcircuit diode from the load: funny, I thought, the set trips
when no current is drawn from the 180V rail! Anyway after
replacing these two components the set still tripped out
because I'd forgotten to reconnect the scan coil plug — it
had been removed to get at RL11.
M.Dr.
Binatone Colortron 01/9014
A very common fault with these 14in. colour portables is
failure of the line output transformer — it usually burns out
in a big way! Be sure to get the right one when ordering a
replacement. Two types were fitted. They can be identified
by the numbers, CF82 or CF65A. The two are
interchangeable but give different focus voltages depending on the type of tube fitted. If you fit the wrong one the
result will be a blurred picture.
M.Dr.
Logik/Ferguson TX90 Chassis
The complaint was of a snowy picture. Tuner I thought,
but on going through the channels I found that some were
still tuned in. Perhaps children had pressed the tuning
buttons? I retuned channels 1-4, but when these were reselected they had disappeared. Further checks showed that
channels 1-8 couldn't be stored in memory, though
channels 9-16 would store o.k. Tuning and memory are
handled by the M293B1 chip IC902 on the left-hand
subpanel. As the 25V memory supply voltage was correct a
M.Dr.
new chip was fitted. This cured the problem.
Fidelity AVS2000
The fault report read "stuck on channel 8". This was true,
but there was no audio either. The middle fuse (1A) of the
three attached to the side of the record deck had blown.
This fuses the bridge rectifier on the audio panel. Lifting
R379, the feed to the 12V regulator, proved that the fault
was due to the bridge or the audio output chips. The bridge
was innocent, but both IC4 and IC5 were short-circuit.
Two new TDA1908As and a new fuse restored normal
operation. Stuck on ch.8 was of course due to there being
no 12V supply to the M104B1 chip.
A.S.
Philips CF1 Chassis
The problem with this l4in. colour portable was field
collapse, accompanied by sound from a foreign radio
station. This indicated that there was an i.f. fault as well. A
look at the circuit diagram showed that the field timebase
and i.f. sections of the receiver are both supplied from the
same source. Tracing back revealed that R3583 (1[) was
open-circuit.
E.R.
Salora J Chassis
This set was dead with the h.t. filter resistor RB713 opencircuit and the two Ipsalo transistors TB700/1 short-circuit.
These items were replaced and after resoldering several
suspect joints, including one that, at CB712, looked as if it
could possibly have been responsible, I switched the set
on. The on/off switch had to be pressed several times
before the set would come on, then after about half an
hour the two transistors failed again. At this point I rather
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belatedly decided to consult Nick. Beer's article on the J
chassis (December 1989). As a result CB712, CB726,
RB703 arid RB705 in the Ipsalo transistors' base drive
circuits were replaced. RB705 was difficult to locate as it
was designated CB705 on the PCB! Two new transistors
and a filter resistor then had the set working normally.
E.R.
Ferguson TX9 Chassis
Intermittent loss of colour was the fault with this set. I
dived in and changed the TDA3560 colour decoder, chip,
the delay line and the crystal, but this didn't cure the fault.
Scope checks around the chip with colour bars present
proved inconclusive. Oscillator adjustment in accordance
with the instructions in the manual didn't produce the
desired effects: the colour didn't lock very well and was
very weak. I eventually found that the delay line balance
control RV67 didn't do what it's supposed to do. On
removal it was found to be open-circuit. Replacing it
P.H.
provided a cure.
Philips K30 Chassis
A colleague had spent some time on this set, trying to cure
permanent tripping. He'd proved that there was an a.c.
load on the power supply by disconnecting the drive to the
line output transistor. In this condition the power supply
would drive a 100W bulb. The line output transformer's
secondary windings had been disconnected one at a time,
and the line output transistor and transformer had been
replaced. After such a thorough investigation there was
very little left to check. Disconnecting the scan coils made
no difference. Changing the flyback tuning capacitor
C1567 (8.2nF, 1.5kV) got the set working — it was opencircuit. The original line output transformer was refitted,
P.H.
but it had met its Waterloo.
Philips KT4 Chassis
This set was dead. Having got the power supply out I
carried out some cold checks. T7182 (BC547) in the
P.H.
standby circuit was open-circuit.
Ferguson TX10 Chassis
We've had this fault several times recently. You find that
the picture is blanked except for the final inch or so at the
right-hand side, where the picture content is correct. A
check on the RGB h.t. line, which is normally at 205V, will
produce a low reading of typically 55V. A scope check will
show excessive line-rate ripple on this supply. The cause is
the relevant reservoir capacitor, which is C726 (22µ,F).
S.L.
Hitachi CPT1471 Mk 1
The complaint was of tripping and going dead,
accompanied by ticking or arcing noises. This was caused
by the usual power supply problems. A kit is available,
including the STR6020 power supply chip, the field chip
feed/supply transistor etc. After fitting these items the set
gave us new symptoms. AlthoUgh the power supply was
now working well the field scan was accompanied by text
lines and the flyback blanking was very poor. The field
generator and driver stages, also the line oscillator and
blanking circuits, are all within the LA7801 chip.
Replacing this restored normal operation. It presumably
died during the power supply's failure.
S.L.
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Philips 2B Chassis
This set was dead: the 140V supply was low at 122V and
there was no channel display. I made the usual checks in
the line output stage but as everything here seemed to be
o.k. I checked the other supplies for shorts. This showed
that the 20V and —20V supplies each read 1012 to chassis.
The TDA1521 audio output chip was short-circuit.
P.B.

Reports from Philip Blundell, AMIEIE,
E.M. Beddow, Brian Storm, Ed Rowland,
Steve Cannon, Michael Dranfield, Ian Bowden,
D.W. Sergeant, Alan Smith and H. MacMullen
tripler. Back in the workshop we fitted a new tripler but
there was still a power supply fault. This was eventually
cured by fitting a new TDA4600 chopper control chip.
E.M.B.

Field flyback lines could be seen for a second or so when
the channel was changed. They then disappeared. A scope
check at pin 8 of the TDA3561 colour decoder chip showed
that the field section of the blanking signal was missing. It
was present at pin 11 of the TDA3650 field output chip.
The cause of the fault was a crack in the print from R3109
to plug L53.
If you have to replace 02170 because of an EW
correction problem it must be a bipolar type. Fitting a
normal electrolytic capacitor will reward you with
P.B.
excessive width and bowed verticals.

Panasonic TX21V1 (Alpha 3 Chassis)
Although this set powered up there was a distinct lack of
any microcomputer chip activity, with no display on the
front panel, no control response, no sound and only a
dark, blank raster. Checks around IC1203 and IC171
revealed no obvious problems however. In such cases it's
often a good idea to disconnect the serial data and clock
lines to the text panel, where other micro chips connected
directly to IC1203 and IC171 usually lurk. With these
disconnected the set sprang to life, producing sound and a
perfect picture. When the text micros were isolated one by
one the MAB8461PW13S chip IC3507 proved to be the
cause of the problem. Replacing it restored normal
operation on all functions
B.S.

Fidelity CTV140

Panasonic TX24T1 (Alpha 2 Chassis)

This set appeared to be dead but a check on the 114V line
showed that it was very much alive, with some 130V at the
collector of the line output transistor. There was no voltage
at the collector of the driver transistor however. This is fed
from a 25V rail, and we soon found that the 0.681Z safety
resistor in series with the rectifier was open-circuit. A
meter check from the rectifier to chassis gave a reading of
only a few ohms: a check on the driver transistor then
showed that it was short-circuit. When this was replaced
we were rewarded with a nice picture which after a few
seconds very slowly drifted off tune. Several things were
replaced before we discovered that the isolation diode
connected to the slider of no. 5 tuning preset was leaky.
E.M.B.
Replacing this gave stable tuning.

The complaint was of tuning problems after three and a
half hours. On test we found that later in the morning
BBC-1 started to jump on and off tune then disappeared
altogether. Checks around IC171 (SAB3035) and the tuner
showed that while the power supplies were steady the a.f.c.
voltage at pins 11 and 12 of IC171 fluctuated wildly. This
chip and the tuner are normally the first items to be
suspected, in my experience unfairly, so I proceeded as
follows. In normal operation the a.f.c. voltage is about 6V
on tune and 8V off tune. In the fault condition the voltage
varied between 2-4V, but why? When I supplied a
stabilised 6V, BBC-1 locked on tune. So there was nothing
wrong with the tuner or i.f. stages. Suspicion turned back
to IC171 and the components linked to pins 11 and 12.
D174 and C187 proved to be innocent but when R171 was
checked with an analogue meter I obtained a variation like
that with an audio VU meter, varying most impressively
between 50 and 100k1/.. A new 10k12 resistor cured the
problem.
B.S.

Philips K40 Chassis

Mitsubishi CT2227BM
We service a lot of these sets and have found them to be
very reliable. A dead set call usually means that there are
dry-joints at the line driver transformer or that the safety
resistor in series with the remote control supply rectifier
has failed. Only the correct type should be used. No sound
is often due to R371 being open-circuit. This resistor is in
the feed to the sound supply bridge rectifier. I've found no
E.M.B.
cause for these resistors to fail.
Amstrad TVR2
One of these models took half an hour to come on. C1517
was low in value.
E.M.B.
Grundig CVC2410 Chassis
The complaint was of no results. When we called we found
that the on/off switch was sticky. Next day we were back
again because of the same complaint. This time we
discovered that the set would come on if the switch was
operated twice. We were puzzling over this when there was
an almighty crack and sparks came from the side of the
100

ITT C3425
Loss of sound responded to a sharp tap on the side of the
cabinet. The cause turned out to be an intermittently opencircuit loudspeaker. The set is owned by an elderly lady
who normally has the volume turned right up. Enough,
E.R.
said.
Toshiba 2805DBT
We've had a couple of these Dolby Surround Sound sets in
with niggly faults like cracks in the print or dry-joints. This
one had a genuine field fault.. There was partial lower field
scan and no upper field scan. A field output stage fault was
naturally suspected and, as a start, the field output chip
IC303 was replaced. In nine cases out of ten with any
model this would have cured the fault. This set was the
other one out of ten. Now with these sets the
microcomputer chip controls almost everything, including
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the field processing: the height and other variables can be
adjusted via the handset after entering the service mode.
Unfortunately we couldn't enter the service mode as it uses
the on-screen display and this, of course, couldn't be seen.
So much for technology!
We used the trusty, age-old, bog standard analogue
scope to make checks on the ramp generator/EW
correction chip IC371. This chip is also the slave on the 12C
bus from the microcomputer. The drive waveform to the
field output chip, at pin 8, was decidedly dodgy. This gave
rise to a chicken-and-egg situation: the fault could be due
to the ramp generator processing or the output stage could
have been providing incorrect feedback. On the toss of a
coin we decided to replace IC371. Luckily, this restored
S.C.
full field scan.

Panasonic TX2200 (U4 Chassis)
This set was dead with a zinging noise coming from the
power supply. In previous cases we've found that the cause
has been a short in the line output transformer, but with
this one a noise could be heard coming from the speaker.
A quick check on the 121V h.t. rail showed that it was o.k.
— with a shorted line output transformer the voltage falls to
30V or so. The noise from the speaker suggested that the
cause of the trouble was not the line output stage. What
was actually happening was that the power supply was
running with little or no load. There was no drive at the
base of the line output transistor, and when we traced back
to the line driver transistor Q501 we found that its collector
supply was missing. R513 (lkf2) was open-circuit. M.Dr.

increased to 28V and the set started up as normal. It was
quickly switched off, then tried again. It failed to start. A
quick squirt of freezer on the standby/start bridge rectifier
diodes brought the voltage up and the set started. One of
the diodes, DB43, was faulty, though it measured correctly
both in circuit and when removed.
I.B.

Hitachi NP84CQ Mk II Chassis etc
The symptom with an Hitachi CPT1474R that came in
recently was field roll as the set warmed up. Expecting to
find an NP82CQ chassis, I was a little surprised to find an
NP84CQ Mk. II when I removed the back. Noting the
fault report on the CPT1476R in the February issue, I
promptly changed C609 only to find that the rate of drift
had increased. In these sets the field oscillator is set up by
inhibiting the sync input — you earth pin 28 of IC201 — then
connecting a 3.9MS1 resistor across R614. With this done
the oscillator drifted continuously. When I put a finger on
C609 I twigged what was happening: the ceramic capacitor
I had fitted had an enormous temperature coefficient. On
replacing it with a polycarbonate capacitor the oscillator
was rock steady.
It seems that Hitachi also didn't know that high-K
ceramic capacitors drift. So with any set that uses a
1DA4503 chip it's worth replacing the 0.22pF capacitor. It
would appear that under normal conditions there's just
enough lock range in the chip to accommodate capacitor
drift, but with only a small change in the field oscillator
control lock can be lost.
D.W.S.

Matsui 1810
Hinari TVA1 Sunrise
If you banged the side of the cabinet this set would go into
standby. After a lot of tapping we decided that the cause of
the fault lay in the front-mounted control PCB. It didn't
look as if it was going to be easy to get this out. I tried
looking for dry-joints with the panel in place but had no
luck. Then came a chance discovery. By moving the wires
to the on/off switch, standby could be brought into
operation. After removing the on/off switch — two screws
behind the plastic cover — I found that the remote contacts
were very poorly soldered. Resoldering cured the fault.
Has anyone managed to get the front PCB out?!
M.Dr.

Salora G Chassis (Ipsalo 1)
The reported fault was no-go. When the set was switched
on a ticking every five seconds or so could be heard coming
from the Ipsalo transformer. The drive to the protection
thyristor THB2 was turning it on then immediately off
again, which suggested that some sort of overload was
present. Cold checks were made on the secondary supplies
from the Ipsalo transformer but no shorts could be found.
When the tripler's input lead was disconnected the set
started up, but with a new tripler fitted the results were the
same as before. Whilst making more checks around the
Ipsalo circuit the set started up and didn't fault for five
days! Checks on the Ipsalo control chip and its supplies
were then carried out. Only two things seemed to be
wrong. The 50Hz waveform fed from the a.c. side of the
standby/start supply bridge rectifier via DB38 to pin 27 of
the hybrid Ipsalo control chip was slightly low in amplitude
— 1V peak-to-peak instead of 1.2V peak-to-peak. And the
32V standby supply that feeds the remote control panel
and is regulated down to form the start-up supply was low
at 24V. Whilst we were measuring this point the voltage
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The complaint with this set was "picture uttering after a
period of time". Sure enough the fault occurred after
about half an hour. We found that the culprit was C438
(0.022µF).
A.S.

Philips CF1 Chassis
This set was dead. We found that the 1.5nF protection
capacitor C2310 across the BYD33M 190V rectifier D6310
was short-circuit. When this happens the chopper power
supply shuts down. To check voltages in this chassis you
have to remove the two tin covers. Be sure to link the
solder points where the covers are fitted, otherwise you
can have the situation where the BUT11F chopper
transistor has no emitter earth connection. Beware — the
covers are not at earth potential.
H.MacM.

Ferguson TX9 Chassis
This set, one of the later type with the chopper power
supply, wouldn't start. The chopper circuit was working
but there was no line output stage operation and the 18V
supply from the chopper transformer was missing. This was
all due to L103 on the a.c. side of the 18V rectifier D70
being dry-jointed. I didn't expect this as these chokes are
wound with Lumex wire that needs no flux, heat only
being required to solder.
Another TX9 suffered from no colour. It took a time to
find that the matrix balance ,potentiometer RV67 was
open-circuit at its earthy end.
What appeared to be a TX9 suffered from tuning drift.
After some time the colour would drop out and the audio
level would fall. The 15k11 wirewound resistor that feeds
the 34V regulator was slowly going high in value. A
H.MacM.
replacement restored normal operation.
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Sony KV2212UB

Philips G90AE Chassis

Two or three of these venerable sets that have come our way
have had a propensity to suddenly go off searching along
the u.h.f. bands like lost souls in the wilderness. It's a habit
that is guaranteed to raise viewers' blood pressure. The
cause is leakage between the contacts of the search
E.T.
keyswitches. Replacement is the only cure.

The fault with one of these sets was reduced height with top
foldover. I eventually found that R3508 had risen in value
from 24k52 to 70k52.
E.J.

Sanyo CBP2145 etc (E2 Chassis)
Complete loss of signals with these sets is often caused by
failure of choke L391, which supplies 5V to the u.h.f. tuner.
It goes open-circuit, but we've known the break to heal
itself as the set warms up, adding a bit of interest to the
E.T.
diagnosis.

Sony KVM2131U
There was no sound adjustment though the on-screen
graphics indicated that volume up/down was working. A
check showed that the volume adjustment voltage at pin 2 of
IC001 was going up and down when asked but the voltage
at pin 7 of the TDA1013A audio chip IC201 remained
permanently at 6V. The cause of this was a leaky diode
(D201, type 1SS133) in the al. mute line.
E.J.

Philips CP110 Chassis
Philips 10CX1120

The problem with this set was intermittent sound muting. It
could be instigated by moving the wiring loom between the
front panel and the main chassis, but dry-joints and faulty
plug/socket connections weren't responsible. The unusual
cause was the on/off switch, whose momentary standby
C.A.
contacts were shorting erratically.

The power supply is often destroyed when one of these sets
is left in standby. There's a modification to overcome the
problem. If it hasn't already been done, change C2661 from
1,500µF to 2,20011F and remove C2657 (if fitted — see page
574, June 1993). Then replace the faulty parts — usually the
bridge rectifier diodes, the BUT11AF and BC337 transistors
in the chopper circuit, the TEA1039 chopper control chip
and the fuse.
After doing all this I put one of these sets on soak test.
Horror of horrors, it went dead again after a few minutes. It
turned out that the two resistors in the chopper transistor's
base circuit, R3658 (120Q) and R3659 (10052), had gone
high in value. Replacing them, also the BUT11AF transistor
and the TEA1039 chip, got he set working again — for what
I hope will be a long time.
E.J.

Ferguson TX1O Chassis

Grundig CUC7O Chassis

This set stopped tripping when the scan coils plug was
disconnected, i.e. the supply to the line output stage was
removed. The output transistor was o.k.: the fault was in the
line output transformer T721. It's easy to miss this item as
the e.h.t. is produced by the chopper transformer.
C.A.

If the problem is line tearing, check or change C501
(1,000g, 25V) which is down by the line output transformer.
E.J.

There was very erratic field scanning — sometimes cramping
across the centre of the screen, occasionally complete field
collapse. The culprit turned out to be C582, a ceramic
capacitor that's connected to pin 20 of the TDA1770 field
C.A.
timebase chip — another habitual IOnF offender.

Philips System 4 Chassis

Philips KT4/K40 Chassis
We've recently encountered an EW problem with two of
these sets, with the classic corset-shaped picture — and
evidence of considerable efforts to clear the fault. In both
cases the cause was the innocuous little choke L5170 in the
EW modulator circuit. If the correct replacement produces a
picture with slightly convex sides a small series resistor, of
around 120Q, will straighten it.
C.A.

ITT/Nokia CP3128 (Core 2 90° Chassis)
This set came in dead with a nice open-circuit mains switch.
Fitting the expensive replacement restored the set to life,
with the remote control functions appearing to operate
correctly. I finally shut the set off with the remote standby
button. Next day the owner was back with the complaint
that "it still won't switch on". In fact the on/off switch
would turn it on and the standby button would turn it off.
But I'd failed to notice that the set's standby LED indicator
went out quickly in standby, with the set unresponsive to the
remote turn-on command. The standby supply is derived
from the mains bridge rectifier's output via thermistor R701
and the 2.7k0 resistor R655, which feeds the 11V zener
diode D702. This diode was leaky, reducing the supply to
less than 5V. A replacement finished the job properly. C.A.
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Philips CP11O Chassis
One of these sets was dead with Fl showing in the display.
This indicates that the 12V supply is missing. In fact
however the power supply was in the standby mode. The
microcontroller chip had told it to start, but because transistor 7739 in the standby circuit had a base-emitter leak the
power supply didn't start up.
E.J.

Sony KVX2552 (AE-1C Chassis)
There was no picture, just a blank raster. The cause of the
fault was traced to the DTA144EK surface-mounted transistor Q305 on colour decoder board B.
E.J.

Samsung CI3312Z
This set wouldn't tune though the on-screen display indicated that the tuning was o.k. A check showed that the
tuning voltage at pin VT of the tuner was zero. Tracing this
back brought me to the integrating transistor RQ01 which
was without a supply at its collector because its 101d2 load
resistor RRO5 was open-circuit.
E.J.

Philips Anubis A Chassis
This very new-looking set appeared on the bench recently,
equipped with yet another even smaller chassis. The
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Faults that
Aren't There
D.A. Chaplin
Because of the complexity of many modern consumer electronic products the service engineer must, when faultfinding, take great care to check on the basics before
plunging in at the deep end. A careful check on control
settings, both mechanical and electronic, can save a lot of
time that might otherWise be spent on searching for the
cause of a fault that isn't actually there. Here are some
examples where a fault was initially thought to be present
but it wasn't necessary to use any tools to put matters right.
Most of them are based on my personal experience, and I
admit that with hindsight some of them look like blunders.
But it's easy to assume that a fault is present when some of
these conditions are met for the first time, and I doubt
whether I'm alone in this respect.

A Handset Problem
There were two symptoms with an ITT Trimline receiver
that came in. The main one was intermittent loss of the
signals. This was quickly diagnosed as being caused by dryjoints in the tuner/i.f. module: a quick rework of all the
connections here restored reliable operation. I was also told
that the remote control system hadn't worked for months.
As the batteries were flat I cleaned and retensioned the
contacts and fitted new ones. But there was still no action
when the unit was tried.
A couple of fruitless hours were then spent stripping the
unit more than once, replacing the remote-control receiver
assembly in the set and the associated i.c.s. Finally in
desperation I pointed the handset at the receiver and pushed
each button in turn. Suddenly everything began to work
normally. The next few minutes were spent working out
what had happened. Then the penny dropped. It was one of
those TV sets that come with a teletext handset even though
there's no text panel. Someone had pushed the text button,
after which the normal functions weren't available until the
picture button had been pressed. To make matters worse the
markings on the buttons had worn off, so it was not obvious
that the handset was a teletext one. I tried removing the
batteries with the text mode selected: when they were
replaced several minutes later the unit was still in the text
mode.

Standby Problems
My first brush with the Ferguson ICC5 chassis occurred
when a friend gave me a set that bore the Model number
51L5BQ — incidentally in every list of ICC5 sets I've come
across this model is omitted, does anyone know why?
Anyway the set was in a really bad way, hence the gift.
After repairing much damage and many faults the set
finally sprang to life. But the second time I switched it on
the set went into the standby mode before a picture
appeared. Several more attempts produced the same result. I
eventually found, to my great relief, that the set could be
brought back to life, by holding in the channel-up button. I
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subsequently learnt that when the set is switched off in the
standby mode this fact is stored in the memory, the result
being that it returns to the standby mode when next
switched on. The set can of course also be brought out of
standby by using the handset in the normal way.
I've heard that some sets behave in a similar fashion
when switched off manually while programmed in the
timer-off mode. The next time the set is used it switches off
after the period for which the timer was set on the previous
occasion. Those unaware of this could waste much time
looking for a non-existent fault.

Play Problem
An Amstrad TVR3 televideo unit I had in for repair had a
badly cracked control PCB in the video section. When I
tested the machine after carrying out the repair I found that
it went into play as soon as a tape was inserted and the stop
button was ineffective. I stripped the unit down twice more
and rechecked the panel but no further faults were found.
Luckily the last time I inserted the video section into the
cabinet I noticed a switch, marked 'repeat play', at the rear
of this section. Normal operation was obtained when this
switch was flicked to 'off'.

Store Lock/Hotel Mode
I carry out TV/VCR repairs for local hospitals. A recent
addition to my list of customers is the private wing at the
District General Hospital. Eighteen Philips GR1-AX portables had been installed here. The first one to cause problems
produced only very limited volume. Fortunately I hadn't
wasted much time on fault-finding before something began
to stir at the back of my mind. I searched through my copies
of Philips' Service Link and eventually found details of the
store lock/hotel mode that's a feature of this chassis.
This facility is used to prevent alteration to stored TV
and VCR programme tunings, to prevent alteration to sound
and picture personal-preference values, and to limit the
available volume range to a preset maximum. Store lock is
made operative by selecting programme 38. Adjust the
volume to the maximum desired level, then press the store
and programme-up buttons simultaneously. To unlock, you
select programme 38 then press the store and control-up
buttons simultaneously. The set worked normally when this
unlocking procedure had been followed.
The Philips GR2.1 chassis also has a hotel mode and
channel 38 again has to be selected when locking and
unlocking. But with this chassis you press programme `—' or
volume `+' to lock or unlock respectively.

Child Lock
A Toshiba V411B VCR wouldn't respond to any key
commands. The cure was simple but not obvious. Someone
had accidentally activated the child-lock function. When
the machine is in this mode the only clue is the stop indication in the VCR display. Normal operation is restored by
pressing the handset's tuner button until the stop indication
goes out. To set the child-lock function, press the standby
button for more than eight seconds — until the stop indicator
lights up.

In Conclusion
In conclusion I hope that these examples will be helpful
in saving some of you time and would welcome information
from other readers on similar potential time-wasters.
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Servicing the Rediffusion Mk
4 Chassis

Chris Watton

On a recent visit to an ex-rental TV receiver outlet I was
amazed to see so many Doric/Rediffusion Mk 4 sets. As
they were originally used mainly as rental models many
engineers may be unfamiliar with them. So here's a short
survey of some of the areas that cause problems and how to
deal with them.
One thing that's unusual is the fact that many of these
sets have a three-core mains lead. This earths the chassis
instead of leaving it floating, as is usually the case. Any set
with an isolated power supply could have its chassis earthed
of course, but the fact that this one sometimes has a solid
earth connection to the mains plug should be borne in mind
when doing any servicing without a mains isolating transformer, the point being that live mains will be present along
with an earthed metal frame.
The power supply is on the right-hand side of the chassis.
It's a chopper circuit with a TDA1060 control chip, a twotransistor (4TR1/2) driver stage and a start-up circuit with a
thyristor (4THY1) and a wirewound, spring-off resistor
(4R2). The circuit is shown in Fig. 1. Chopper transformer
4T1 provides mains isolation. The timebase panel is
mounted at the bottom. It provides field and line drive, e.h.t.
from a tripler and scan correction. Note that there are two
versions, one for use with 90° the other for 110° tubes.
There are also two different types of field timebase (the chip
type was changed in later production). Moving over to the
left-hand side the next panel, which is hidden behind the
aerial socket, is the audio/video interface board. The colour
decoder/RGB output panel is mounted above this, facing a
text interface board in sets that have teletext. To the left of
this there's the tuner/i.f./audio output panel: there are
several types, some with separate v.h.f. and u.h.f. tuners and
some with a prescaler can for use with frequency-synthesis
tuning, in which case a large panel at the extreme left-hand
side of the chassis provides tuner control and remote control
operation. The teletext decoder panel, where this is fitted, is
fixed to the side of the cabinet.
Faults
There are quite a few common faults, but fortunately they
are in the main easy to remedy. Provided the tube is in good
condition the set should display a good picture and provide
reliable operation. The following notes provide guidelines
on fault tracing: a fault summary with the usual cures is
provided at the end of the article.
The Power Supply
A dead set usually means that there's a power supply
fault. You will probably find that either 4R2 is open-circuit
or the fuse has blown because the BU326A chopper transistor 4TR3 is short-circuit. If the fuse is o.k. and 4R2 is
intact but hot check 4C6 which may have dried up. If 4TR3
has failed check whether 4C16 in the snubber circuit is dryjointed, the transformer for dry joints and 4TR2 in the
driver stage for leakage. If 4R2 is open-circuit check
whether 4D6 is short-circuit then move over to the line
output stage and check the BU208A output transistor.
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It's quite common to find that 4R2 is open-circuit. As a
result the set won't start up. The cause may be an overload
in another circuit, usually the line output stage — more on
this later. 4R2 fails when there's no 1.t. supply from the
chopper transformer. Any fault that reduces the voltage
developed across winding G-A on the transformer will have
this effect: the power supply then tries to run on the start-up
voltage and after a short while 4R2's spring opens as the
solder melts.
If the fuse is open-circuit, usually blackened, and the
chopper transistor 4TR3 is short-circuit the cause is almost
certainly on the power supply panel, dry-joints being the
usual culprit. These may be obvious — disastrous-looking
scorch marks, though these can usually be cleaned off and a
successful repair carried out. If 4C16 in the snubber network
is badly jointed a trail of destruction may be left behind —
check 4TR1/2/3, 41C1 and resistors 4R30, 4R23, 4R22 and
4R26. When these components have all been replaced the
power supply should run. It's advisable to check the connections to 4C16 whenever one of these sets is serviced.
Another common source of dry joints is the transformer: it
may look as though it's connected perfectly, but faults start
to occur when the set has been on for a while. Also tiny
cracks can appear close to the transformer, blowing 4TR3.
A leaky BD433 transistor (4TR2) in the chopper driver
stage can cause a trail of component failures.
If the set is dead, 4TR3 and 4R2 are o.k. but the fault is in
the power supply, check that 41C1 is receiving its 14V
supply at pin 1. If this is o.k., check that the chip is
producing output pulses at pin 15. On a few occasions I've
found that the chopper transistor is open-circuit. All voltage
checks on this side of the circuit should be made with respect
to the power supply earth line (the negative side of 4C5/6/7
etc.), not the main chassis earth line (the negative side of
4C20/21 etc.). The rectifiers on the secondary side of the
circuit (4D20/21 etc.) and their associated reservoir capacitors (4C20/21 etc.) can be responsible for the dead set
symptom, but in this case 4R2 will normally be open-circuit.
Note that there are two power supply panels, one for 90°
and the other for 110° sets. The former provides a 125V h.t.
output while the latter provides 150V. Different transformers
are used, and the connection plug is arranged so that a 110°
panel can't be connected to a 90° set and vice versa.
In most sets the power supply unit can be removed from
the chassis and disconnected from its load: provided there's
no major fault and a suitable dummy load is provided (a
60W or 100W bulb connected between 4L5 and the chassis
on the secondary side) the supply will run when connected
to the mains. There's an earth connection point with a pushon plug which is normally connected to the chassis frame.
This serves as as earth test point for checking the output
voltages when the panel has been removed.
The timebase Panel
There are different timebase panels for 90° and 110° sets.
In addition in later production a TDA1670 field timebase
chip is used instead of a TDA1470. Earlier version panels
can be interchanged with later ones and vice versa, but the
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Fig. 1: The power supply circuitry.

correct type must be used to drive either 90° or 110° tubes.
The 110° type can be recognised by the extra components
fitted for EW correction. Fault finding in this part of the set
can be tricky. The panel is difficult to work on when in the
chassis, and the short leads mean that the set can't be operated with the panel removed. Only small areas of the print
are accessible from the bottom.
The tripler, which has a built-in focus control, often fails.
It either goes short-circuit internally or a crack or hole
appears in the case. With the latter fault you get sparks and
bangs as the e.h.t. jumps to the fixing screws. Care is
required when removing the tripler as the solder tag on the
transformer isn't the strongest thing in the world and the
lead to the tripler is wrapped through the hole.
The BU208A line output transistor will fail in 110° sets if
there are any dry-joints around the EW modulator transformer 3T3 or diodes 3D4 (BYW96D) and 3D3 (BY228).
These components should be resoldered whenever a set is
repaired. In all sets a dry-jointed chopper transformer can
kill the line output transistor. The screws that hold this transistor can be extremely tight, a stout screwdriver being
needed to remove them. Be sure to support the panel when
doing this as it can crack.
EW faults are usually caused by failure of the BDW23C
output transistor 3TR6. Failure of 3C24 (3.3nF, 2kV) can
cause lack of width with overheating.
The beam current trip on this panel operates when the
beam current exceeds about 3mA. It uses thyristor 3THY1
as a crowbar across the 12V supply. When it fires there's no
supply to the line oscillator and the set shuts down. The trip
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is reset by switching the mains supply off. False tripping
can be caused by the tripler. The beam current limiter circuit
is also connected to the colour decoder panel for normal
limiting via the contrast control.
The line drive comes from pin 2 of the TDA1950 chip
31C1. Between this point and the base of the line output transistor there's a conventional line driver stage with a BF819
transistor (3TR1) and transformer (3T1). 31C1 contains the
line and field sync circuits, the video input being at pin 11
and the field sync output at pin 9. There's also a sandcastle
pulse output at pin 4. This goes to the decoder panel and, in
sets with remote control, the frequency-synthesis tuning
circuit. Pin 5 of the chip is used for VCR sync adjustment:
it's linked to either the tuner pushbutton unit or the remotecontrol panel. The chip is quite reliable, but can be responsible for a ragged picture or no line sync. Before changing it
check capacitors 3C4 (0.1µF) and 3C5 (0.010). The line
hold control 3RV2 (101(12) can also be faulty. To set the line
hold short together the two pins next to the i.c. and adjust
3RV2 for a stationary picture.
The most common fault in the field timebase is loss of
scan because of a dry-jointed deflection coil plug. The fault
may be intermittent of course. Poor joints can also be
present around the chip itself, whichever type is used,
though the TDA1670 version seems to be more prone to
this. Field collapse can also be caused by failure of 4D22
(BY298) on the power supply panel, since this provides the
field timebase chip's 27V supply. Failure of the safety
resistor 3R53 (4.712) is another cause of field collapse,
though this usually goes open-circuit only when the chip is
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faulty with an internal short. If you find that the field timebase chip has failed, check for dry-joints around the chopper
transformer and the scan coil plug.

need for removal. Reassemble the unit when every part is
clean: take care to position the a.f.c. switch and its button
(which is easily lost) correctly otherwise it will work the
wrong way round, i.e. when the door is open.

The Colour Decoder Panel
The decoder panel is almost certainly the most reliable
part of the set. The main items here are the TDA3300B
chip, which provides auto grey-scale tracking as well as
colour decoding, and the RGB output stages. Each of these
has three transistors. You get occasional trouble here, such
as one colour missing or a predominance of one colour.
We've found it best to replace all three transistors and any
burnt resistors in the faulty channel — changing single transistors usually leads to further breakdowns. No colour can
be caused by the 4.43MHz crystal 2XL1, but the chip is
more often responsible for this symptom. Another fault that
can be blamed on the chip is when the colour level increases
as the set warms up, until the colour is at maximum with the
control at minimum.

The Signal Panel
As previously mentioned there are various versions of
this panel. The most common problem is drift and/or loss of
signals caused by cracked earthing in the u.h.f. tuner, where
its internal PCB meets the metal frame. Resoldering will
often provide a cure but a new tuner is sometimes required.
If you suspect a low-gain tuner, it's worth checking the
TDA2540 i.f. chip 01C3 and the SL1430 SAWF driver chip
01C2 first: they can both be responsible for a snowy picture
that gives the impression of a low-gain tuner.
Tuning drift can be caused by the ZTK33B 33V regulator
OIC1, but in most cases the tuner or, in manual control
models, the pushbutton unit is responsible.
The TDA1035T chip 01C4 and the 33µF, 16V capacitor
0C33 are the usual causes of no sound.

Control Units
The basic set has an eight-button tuning selector that has
given more than its fair share of trouble. It can be responsible for drifting or sudden loss of signals. In most cases a
successful repair is possible as the cause of the problem is
the spring contacts, which become tarnished. Clean them
and the unit will be all right. It's a waste of time using
miracle spray or even (joke) WD40 as the cause of the fault
will still be there.
Care is required when separating the pushbutton unit as
the plastic snap-fit parts can easily be broken. At first sight
getting the unit apart may look difficult. Remove a couple
of wires from the a.f.c. switch, gently ease the plastic
catches outwards, then pull the potentiometer pack from the
latch section. You will now have a piece with spring
contacts that stick out: they must be as bright as new pins
before reassembly. If you feel that the contact area is too
worn it's possible to remove the springs and turn them over.
I clean them with a soft fibre stick, but a cotton bud and
meths will do. The latch assembly also has a contact plate in
it. This can be removed but is difficult to replace. If a cotton
bud is used the contact area can be cleaned without any
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V=160V
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Fig. 2: Waveform at the collectors of
the RGB output transistors when
using a scope to set 6RV1. Check
which transistor has the highest
amplitude trace, then use this to set
V to 160V.

Remote Control Versions
The remote control and frequency-synthesis tuning
circuitry is on a large panel at the left-hand side. The chips
used are of the same type as in many ITT sets produced at
that time. This panel also drives the release solenoid for the
on-off switch.
Knowing the functions of the chips can be helpful when
looking for the causes of faults in this area. 8IC1 (SAA1174)
provides frequency-synthesis control, 8IC2 (SAA1075) is a
non-volatile memory, 8IC3 (SAA1276) provides the onscreen display while 8IC4 (SAA1251) decodes the remotecontrol signals. There's also a TEA1009 chip in the
remote-control receiver can — circuit reference 91C1.
The supplies in this section are as follows: 18V, which is
derived from the 25V rail via 8R81 (12Q) and the three-pin
7818 regulator 8IC5, and 5V which is used by the prescaler
module and comes via 8R1 (561 ), with zener diode 8D1
(1N5338) providing regulation.
Remote control handsets are available quite cheaply from
most major component suppliers. Many ITT remote control
units will work with these sets as similar chips are used.

Setting Up
Power supply: There's only one adjustment, for the h.t.
voltage. Set 4RV1 for 125V (90° sets) or 150V (110° sets)
at the top of coil 4L5 on the power supply panel.
Tube drive: 2RV3/4/5 on the colour decoder panel are the
drive controls for the RGB output stages. They should be set
for maximum drive then if necessary one or two of them can
be adjusted to correct the picture highlights. The first anode
preset 6RV1 is on the tube base panel. It's important that
this is correctly adjusted, which is best done using a scope.
Turn down the colour, brightness and contrast controls, then
check the waveforms at the collectors of the RGB output
transistors 2TR1/2/3 to find which one has the greatest
amplitude. The traces will be as shown in Fig. 2. Set voltage
V to 160V. The voltage can be set using a meter, but this is
not as accurate. The method is as follows. Switch to the
video mode, turn the brightness to minimum then check at
the collectors of the three RGB output transistors 2TR1/2/3
to find out which one gives the highest reading. Adjust
6RV1 to bring this reading to 185V.
All other controls in the set are straightforward.

Use with a VCR
On receivers with manual control the VCR line sync
time-constant is set by a small switch at the back of the
pushbutton unit (at position 8). With remote-control
receivers four programmes can be used, 7, 8, 15 and 16.
Alternatively direct audio and video can be fed in via
sockets at the back, with selection by a switch at the front of
the set — it's behind a small flap at the bottom of the speaker
grill. A red LED comes on when this mode is selected.

Fault Summary
No signals: The U341 tuner unit, the pushbutton unit, the
TDA2540 chip or the SL1430 chip may be responsible. If
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the pushbutton unit is replaced it may be necessary to fit
link 2 (u.h.f.) on the signal panel. With remote-control sets
the SAA1174 chip may be responsible for loss of the tuning
voltage.
Tuner drift: The ZTK33B stabiliser OIC1, the U341 tuner
unit or the pushbutton unit may be responsible
AFC pulls off when the door is closed: The switch on the
tuner unit may be incorrectly fitted or OL7 might need slight
adjustment.
No colour: Check the TDA3300B chip and crystal 2XL1.
Can't turn the colour down: The colour control may be
open-circuit or the TDA3300B chip faulty.
No sound: Check the TDA1035T chip and capacitor 0C33
(33µF).
Distorted sound: Check 0C33 (33µF).
No picture, raster o.k.: The TDA1950 chip may not be
providing a sandcastle pulse output or the TDA3300B chip
may be faulty.
No raster: Tripler faulty.
No sync: Replace the TDA1950 chip.
Field collapse: Check for dry-joints at the scan coil plug
and around the field timebase chip 3IC2. 4D22 or 3R53
could be open-circuit. If 3R53 is open-circuit 3IC2 is probably shorted internally.
Lack of width: Check the 3.3nF, 2kV capacitor 3C24 (110°
sets).
Concave picture: Check 3TR6 (BDW23C) and 3D4
(BYW96D). Cause could be dry-joints, which could also
have been responsible for failure of the semiconductor
devices (110° sets).
Line shimmer: Check 3C4 (0.11.1F), 3C5 (0.01µF) and 31C1
(TDA1950).
Dead set with 4R2 open-circuit: Check the tripler, the
BU208A line output transistor, 4D6, 4C6, 41C1 and the
chopper transformer for dry-joints.
Dead set with fuse open-circuit: Check the bridge rectifier
diodes 4D1-4 and the associated reservoir capacitor 4C5.
Then check the BU326A chopper transistor. If it's shortcircuit check for dry-joints or cracks around the chopper
transformer, for dry-joints at the connections to 4C16, and
4TR2 for leakage. If 4C16 is dry-jointed or 4TR2 is leaky
check 4TR1, 41C1, 4R22, 4R23 and 4R26.
Dead set with fuse and 4R2 o.k.: Check 4TR2 (BD433),
4THY1 (MCR100-7), 4C6 and for a cracked connection at
the feed to the chopper transformer (pin R).
Line output transistor keeps blowing: Look for dry-joints
on the EW modulator drive transformer 3T3: they may look
o.k. but open when hot. Also check the EW modulator
diodes 3D3/4. These items are in 110° sets only. Poor joints
around the chopper transformer can also lead to the destruction of 3TR2. Again, they may look o.k.
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Panasonic's Cardiff Chassis
Ray Meadows
In recent issues we've taken a look at Panasonic's new Euro
1 digital TV chassis. Readers may find it helpful if we
provide a short survey of its predecessors, particularly some
of the older types that sometimes cause confusion. We'll go
back in time to the first models produced by National Panasonic, as it was then known, at the Cardiff plant.
The very first sets were assembled from kits prepared in
Japan, using almost all Japanese components. The first
models to use the Si chassis were the TC2201, a 22in. set
fitted with the Philips A56-120X tube, and the TC262G
which was fitted with a 20in. Japanese tube. Very shortly
afterwards a new chassis specifically for the European
market was introduced. This used a large proportion of
locally-sourced parts and was known as the Ul chassis.
The Ul Chassis
The U referred to the approximate shape of the chassis: it
has a main base board with a vertical panel at the left-hand
side for the signals, colour decoder and RGB output stages
and a vertical right-hand frame that supports the line output
transformer and power supply protection circuit panel, see
Fig. 1. Introduced in 1979, it used mainly Philips chips for
signal processing and a Philips line output transformer.
Most models, for example the TC2203 and the remote
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ally) that tend to protect the set rather too often. As a result,
service engineers sometimes simply removed them. Another
thing to watch out for is the two large copper heatsinks near
the centre of the main panel: they carry h.t.! All models
have a 'magic-line' tuning system: the a.f.c. system drives a
green, on-screen vertical bar that narrows as the optimum
tuning point is reached.
A separate control block screwed to the inside of the
front panel carries the mains switch, local controls and,
where fitted, remote-control receiver. One model
(TC2292UR) which was designed for the Italian market had
two panels back-to-back, joined by not quite flexible wires
that easily break when the panels are hinged apart. This set
was the first and for quite some time only one to be
equipped with search tuning, with two AA batteries for
memory back-up. A problem could occur when a set was
manually degaussed, as a strong magnetic field applied
close to the side of the cabinet would stop the dynamic
memory's oscillator circuit with loss of the tuning information. Nevertheless the performance of all these models was
excellent.
The U2 Chassis
The U2 chassis, see Fig. 2, was introduced around 19801. From the servicing point of view the most useful features
were the adoption of an isolated chassis and the fact that the
main cord is directly attached to the switch itself, on the
control block. The base model, TC2205, has remote control
but still used manual thumbwheel tuning, the controls being
hidden in a long push-open drawer. Standby power is
provided by a transformer that's screwed to the inside of the
cabinet. As before, all models have the magic-line feature to
assist with manual tuning. Model TC2207 is the non-remote
control, touch-sensor version.
The design was again based largely on European compo-

Fig. 1: The U1 chassis. Panels are as follows: E power
supply, timebases, audio, EW correction and mains
filter; A tuner, i.f., colour decoder and RGB output
stages; F NS correction and line linearity; N local
controls and the remote-control receiver; Y tube base; S
protection; Z mains switch. Models include the TC9200,
TC2203, TC2204 and TC2206.

control versions TC2206 and TC2002, were fitted with
Philips 510X type tubes, but the TC2204 had a Matsushita
tube. This was a Quintrix tube, an early black-matrix type.
All models bore the Quintrix logo however, regardless of
the tube type fitted. There were 20 and 22in. models. One
popular low-cost model, the TC9200, had simple mechanical pushbuttons for channel selection, a throwback to the
Si chassis.
Memorable features include a mains lead that's soldered
to two hollow pins at the rear of the chassis, just at the point
where most people grab the metalwork to pull it out. The
live chassis design has a discrete-component power supply
with a 2SC1875 chopper transistor. Over-voltage protection
of the 160V h.t. line is provided by two diodes (diacs actu188
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Fig. 2: The U2 chassis. Panels are as follows: E power
supply, timebases, EW correction, audio; A tuner, if.,
colour decoder and RGB output stages; N user controls
and remote-control receiver; Y tube base; Z mains
switch and filter. Models include the TC2205 and
TC2207.

nents, though a Japanese line output transformer is used.
The discrete-component power supply has a BU326A
chopper transistor and two crowbar thyristors to provide
over-voltage and excess-current protection.
A weak point in this chassis is the Thomson TDA1104SP
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Fig. 3: The U3 chassis. Panels are as follows: E power
supply, timebases, tuner and i.f.; B colour decoder; T
remote-control receiver and tuning; Y tube base with
RGB output stages; Z mains switch and filter. Text
models incorporate the V text module, U buffers and S
interface panel. Models include the TX2284.

field output chip. Failure of this device results in field
collapse, with or sometimes without beam limiting. It was
also quite easy to short the chip's output pins when
connecting probes to them, thereby destroying the chip, so
silicon bond was used on the foil side of the PCB to cover
the chip's sensitive pins.
There were 20 and 22in. models, also some 26in. ones
later mostly for export markets. As with the Ul chassis,
Philips tubes (540X series) were used in most models.
The U3 Chassis
Perhaps because of reliability problems with some of the
European sourced components used in the U2 chassis the
U3, see Fig. 3, uses Japanese semiconductor devices for
almost every function. This isolated chassis has a complex
power supply with an AN5900 control chip, a 2SD792
chopper transistor and five signal transistors. It was the first
Panasonic chassis to use a SAW filter in the i.f. strip, eliminating the block filter with its many alignment cores. A
discrete-component field output stage was used for
improved reliability. There are two versions of the chassis,
the U3 for models fitted with 90° tubes (20in. and Japanese
22in.) and the U3W for models with 110° tubes. The latter
incorporate EW correction.
One model, the TX2284, was equipped with a teletext
decoder. It was added to the basic U3W chassis by using a
Philips VM6101 module and three small interfacing panels.
By this time remote control and voltage-synthesis search
tuning were standard on all models. So the magic line was
dropped, as auto and manual search tuning were available.
Auto was of little use in practice however, as it tuned and
hence stored all the channels in frequency order: this is not
how most people like them. Rather infuriatingly it immediately cleared all existing memory positions, so a moment of
carelessness could wipe out all the stored channel settings.
On reflection this chassis was probably more reliable
than its predecessors had been, though it didn't seem to
offer quite the same picture quality.
The U4 Chassis
The U4 chassis (Fig. 4), introduced in 1983, saw a move
back to the use of European components, being designed
around a mixture of Philips and Matsushita devices. At last
the teletext decoder was fully integrated as a single panel
which was mounted adjacent to the i.f. panel. There was a
simpler, discrete-component isolated power supply with a
2SD1391 chopper transistor and three signal transistors.
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Field output was provided by an AN5521 chip. This device
has remained in use, being employed in some Alpha 2
chassis sets. All U4 sets have a Matsushita line output transformer with integral focus and first anode (screen) presets.
As the chassis is quite small the first model was a
portable, the TC1631, which later became available with
text as the TX1632. Prior to this all portables had been
imported, being based on the Japanese M series chassis.
One major addition appeared on the U4 chassis: AV inputs.
An early problem that was troublesome, particularly with
small sets, was memory loss. This could usually be
attributed to electrostatic damage to the CITAC tuning
processor chip. As the control panel on which this item is
mounted is very close to the tube an antistatic plastic barrier
was fitted.
While most 22 and 26in. models continued to be fitted
with Philips 540X series tubes a new low-cost model with a
90°, 22in. Japanese tube was introduced. This was the
TX2200, which as the number indicates was text equipped:
many of these sets are still in service.
The U4 sets were the first to drop the National badge from
the model designation, the company at this time shortening
its name to just Panasonic in Europe, though the National bit
was retained for white goods. Shortly after this two Saisho

*Portables

Fig. 4: The U4 chassis (the U5 is similar). Panels are as
follows: E power supply, timebases and (U4W) EW
audio and colour decoder; T text•
correction; B tuner,
M user controls and remote-control receiver; Y tube
base and RGB output stages; P mains switch and filter.
Models include the TX2200 and TX1632 (U4) and the
TXC22 and TX5500 (U5).

(Japanese for first) models were produced exclusively for
Dixons, using older cabinet designs and colours. These were
the CT2OS and CT22S, the former being fitted with the U4
chassis and the latter the U4W (with added EW circuit).
The U5 Chassis
The next chassis in the series, the U5, again used a
discrete-component, isolated power supply, of very similar
design to that in the U4 chassis. There were no major changes
apart from those required to drive the new FS type of tube. As
a result of the new glass shape, cabinet design was changed
from the older push-through tube presentation to the mask
type with which we are familiar today. Some small-screen
models began to be fitted into monitor-style cabinets, with a
symmetrical layout and beneath the screen controls.
There were two main versions of the chassis, the U5 for
use with 17in. 90° tubes and the U5N for 21, 24 and 28in.
110° tubes.
The Alpha 1 Chassis
What was to have been called the U6 chassis was eventually produced as the Alpha 1 chassis (see Fig. 5). This
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Fig. 5: The Alpha 1 and Alpha 1W chassis. Panels are as
follows: E power supply, timebases/EW correction,
audio, AV1, tuner, i. f., colour decoder; H AV2, sound
Nicams,- T text; M local controls, remote-control receiver,
mains switch and filter; N LED display; Z int/ext speakers
(stereo models); Y tube base with RGB output stages; A
Nicam adaptor option; G graphic equaliser option.
Models include the TXC78, TX2 and TX3.

change of name was probably a good idea as the Alpha 1
was quite different from its predecessors.
The power supply employs a Sanken STR54041 chopper
chip with relatively few other components. Philips chips are
used extensively for signal processing and CITAC tuner
control. A Philips MAB84XX series microcomputer chip is
used for remote and on-board control, a second one being
used for text control. On-screen displays are generated by
the text system, though a few models such as the 28in.
TXC78 have an extra graphic equaliser panel with an OSD
chip. There's extensive AV switching with provision for
two external inputs and two outputs. The internal and
external AV signals take a rather laborious route around the
set: as a result there was an increase in the quantity of interconnecting wires, something that Panasonic has been trying
to reduce ever since.
Some models incorporate Nicam reception circuitry
while an add-on kit was available for others. For Nicam
reception a different H panel, with a new sound i.f. circuit
and Nicam demodulator, is required. Also required are an X
panel with a PCM decoder and DA converters, and an A
panel to_ interface the lot. It was not an elegant solution, but
worked fine. As Nicam was then in its infancy, it was often
necessary to realign the H panel to cater for local conditions. This problem was not unique to Panasonic.
Black monitor styling was used for many models, some
with stereo sound from front- and side-facing speakers.
With these sets the model numbering scheme changed,
though older-style sets such as the TX2488 continued to use
the previous scheme. A low-cost, 21in. mono-sound
monitor-style model, the TX2, proved popular, as did its
successor the TX3. These used the basic Alpha 1 chassis
while models with 110° tubes used the Alpha 1W variant.
The Alpha 2 Chassis
The Alpha 2 chassis (Fig. 6) was introduced in about
1988. At the time of writing some of these models are still
in production, this being the longest-lived chassis of them
all. Internally the chassis is of similar design to the Alpha 1,
but the Nicam arrangement is much simpler and next-generation colour decoder and video control chips (the TDA4510
and TDA3505 respectively) are used. There were originally
two chassis variants, the Alpha 2 and Alpha 2N.
Monitor-style sets continued with models such as the
28in. TXC88 and 24in. TXC84, some with Nicam built in
while others were adaptable. Two new mono-sound sets had
all-plastic cabinets. These were the TX21T1 and TX24T1
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and their non-text equivalents the TC21R1 and TC24R1.
The most interesting models however were the W1 and Al
series. These stereo-sound sets have invar-shadowmask
tubes, two or three AV inputs and high-quality sound. The
TX24W1 and TX28W1 (W for wide) feature full-size, twoway speakers for each channel and a removable glass faceplate while the TX24A1 and TX28A1 have slimline coaxial
speakers sealed in enclosures that are wrapped around the
rear of the tube. Panasonic promoted the Al s under the
name 'dome sound'. A 33in. model, the TX33A1G, which
is made in Japan and has a Mitsubishi tube, completes this
range. A locally-designed 21in., 90° stereo model, the
TX21V1, with 'mini-dome' speakers and a Toshiba tube,
was later introduced. It's the company's smallest stereo set
to date.
Although the Alpha 3 was subsequently introduced as a
replacement for the Alpha 2, some Alpha 2 variants
continue to be produced as they offer excellent cost-performance ratios. One example is the TX24T1, which was fitted

Fig. 6: The Alpha 2/2M/2N chassis. Panels are as follows:
E power supply, timebases, tuner, audio, AV1, colour
decoder; B vision and sound i.f./Nicam; H AV2, S-VHS,
text; V video buffer; F beam limiter; Y tube base with
RGB output stages; M user controls, remote-control
receiver; Z int/ext speakers (stereo models); P mains
switch; A Nicam option; L front AV (where fitted); K
audio (prism model only). Models include the TX25T1,
TX21V1, TX25A1 and TXC88.

with a Toshiba tube and later became the TX25T2. Later
still the tube was changed to a Philips black-matrix type, the
model number becoming TX25BM1.
In 1991 a modified A2N chassis called the A2M
appeared. The main changes were the use of a Philips IVT
text decoder and a Toshiba Nicam decoder. This chassis was
used in two low-cost stereo models, the TX25G1 and
TX28G1, and in some cost-reduced variants of Al models
(renamed J1) which are fitted with iron-mask tubes.
The Alpha 3 Chassis
The Alpha 3 chassis (Fig. 7) represented another big
design change, being significantly more complex than the
Alpha 2. The first models appeared in early 1990. This time
the main chassis was split in two, with separate signals and
power/deflection base panels. The vision i.f./Nicam and
text/AV panels plug into the left-hand signals panel.
Improved mains filtering was achieved by splitting the line
filters between the P and the Z panels. Scan velocity modulation was added, with the tube-neck hung S panel.
Models fitted with this chassis include the TX25W2,
TX28W2, TX25A2, TX28A2 and TX33A2, the latter
having a more powerful deflection circuit. Other variants
appeared during the life of the chassis, to take advantage of
changing tube technology and other advances. Because of
the large physical size of this chassis and its cost, there were
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Alpha 2 chassis the introduction of a new chassis failed to
kill off the earlier one as it offered excellent cost-performance ratios. Thus models with the Z3 and Z4 chassis have
been produced side by side.
The Z4 Chassis

Fig. 7: The Alpha 3 chassis. Panels are as follows: D
power supply, timebases, EW correction; E AV1, colour
decoder and RGB switching, microcontroller chip; B
tuner, i.f.s and Nicam; H AV2, text, S-VHS; K audio
amplifiers; M user controls, remote-control receiver; P
mains switch and filter; Z mains filter; C int/ext speakers,
ambience; EV video buffer; L AV3, headphone; Y tube
base with RGB output stages; S scan-velocity
modulation. Models include the TX25A2, TX28A2 and
TX33A2.

no small- or medium-screen models. An Astra tuner was
included in the very first model, the TX25W2A, and is also
a standard feature of the Japanese-made TX37A2G.
More information on the Alpha 3 chassis will follow in
later articles.
The Alpha 4 Chassis
The Alpha 4 chassis, see Fig. 8, is the current mid-/largescreen analogue chassis. There are two variants, the Alpha 4
for 90° tubes and Alpha 4H for 110° tubes. The base panel
returns to being a single item, though the plug-in board
system and the actual circuitry are similar to the Alpha 3.
New developments such as a single Nicam chip and integration of the audio amplifiers back on to the main panel help
to simplify things and reduce costs.
The current Model TX21V2 is fitted with the Alpha 4
chassis while the TX25X1 and TX28X1 have the Alpha 4H
chassis.

The Z4 is really a mini Alpha 3, being aimed at the highquality, multi-feature portable TV market. Models include
the TX15M1T and TX21M1T, which have 'top-dome'
speakers and curious on-screen displays including calculator, calendar and 'mood-light' modes. The subsequent M2

Fig. 8: The Alpha 4/4H chassis. Panels are as follows: E
power supply, timebases, AV1, microcontroller chip,
audio and EW correction (Alpha 4H); B tuner, Lfs,
Nicam; H text, AV2, S-VHS; C colour decoder, video
switching; M user controls, remote-control receiver,
AV3, mains switch and filter; Y tube base and RGB
output stages. Models include the TX21V2 and TX25X1.

models are basically the same except that the 'soft' paint
finish has been changed to a harder wearing and less costly
one while the 15in. tube has been changed from an invar- to
a cheaper iron-mask type.
Current Line-up
The present Panasonic line-up includes Alpha 2N, 2M,
Z3, Z4 and Euro 1 based models. Possibly the best
performer however, and certainly the most complex, was the
Alpha 3. We shall be returning to it in later articles.

Euro 1
The Euro 1 digital chassis was introduced at the end of
1992, taking over from the Alpha 3 for top-of-the-range
sets. Current models include the TX25W3, TX28W3,
TX25A3 and TX28A3. The W3s are fitted with the Philips
Black-Line Super tube and are 'conventional' in appearance, the A3s continuing the 'dome-sound' tradition with, in
addition, the new Philips Superflat tubes.
The Z3 Chassis
As mentioned above the first UK-produced portable set,
Model TC1631, was fitted with the U4 chassis. This was an
expensive solution, as a large-screen chassis was being used
in a small cabinet. The Z3 single-panel chassis was developed as a better solution, being introduced with Model
TC1480. Because it was a live chassis, a simple composite
AV input could be added only by using opto-isolators.
When the requirement for a small-screen model with teletext and RGB inputs arose, the Z3T chassis was introduced.
This is similar to the Z3 but has an isolated power supply
and a full-scart AV specification. Models include the
TX1786 and TX2195.
There have been many 14, 17 and 21in. models,
including some monitor-only versions, and as with the
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Chassis Identification
Figs. 1-8 will enable the various chassis to be identified.
In all cases small subpanels that carry LEDs, a headphone
socket etc. have been omitted in the interests of clarity.
Shaded areas are heatsinks.

HELP WANTED
Wanted: Help in enabling the stereo switching with a
Loewe Model T26 (C9000 chassis), also a circuit to emulate
the 54.7kHz pilot tone — the receiver is being converted to
the Television Nicam stereo sound project. P. Hill, 3
Mayfair Avenue, Halifax HX4 9JH. 0422 370 338.
Wanted: Circuit diagram and any other information on
ADE alarm panels Logic 4, Optima Mk. 2, Optima Plus,
also any information on the chips used, and can anyone
provide details of and sugge4 a supplier of the TDA1070P
chip used in a Hoover washing machine motor PCB? D.
Lee, 16 Devonshire Place, Claughton, Birkenhead, Merseyside L43 1TU16.
Wanted: Fidelity M20 ZX3000/M Mk. 2 chassis or
chopper transformer, also a circuit. M.J. Levy, 19 Totternhoe
Close, Kenton, Harrow, Middx HA3 OHS. 081 907 3620.
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TV Fault Finding

Reports from Philip Blundell, AMIEIE,
Nick Beer, Eugene Trundle,
Richard Newman, Steve Cannon,
Mike Leach and Edward Joyce

Philips Anubis A AC Chassis
There was a blank raster and no sound with this new set,
though the on-screen display worked. An external video
signal fed in at the front sockets proved that the set was in
the external mode with the u.h.f. program positions. A
check on the status voltage at pin 18 of IC7015 produced a
reading of 3V instead of OV. This voltage comes from transistor 7877, where we found that the earth line was floating
because the jumper by the scart socket had never been
P.B.
soldered.

Panasonic Alpha 2W Chassis
This set was almost dead: there was no sound or vision, but
the power supply was making a ticking noise. Checks
showed that the 155V supply's protection diode D854 was
short-circuit, indicating an over-voltage problem, while
R567, the fusible resistor that's in series with the supply to
the line output stage, was open-circuit. I replaced the protection diode, removed R567, connected a dummy load and
powered the set via a variac. A check on the voltage at
TPE1 as the input was increased showed that there was no
regulation — the voltage would have passed 160V if I'd let
it. A new STR54041 chip restored regulation, and the h.t.
voltage could now be stabilised at 155V. So a replacement
was fitted in the R567 position, the dummy load was
removed and the set was tried with the full mains input.
R567 went open-circuit and the line output transistor Q551
went short-circuit. A new line output transformer, transistor
P.B.
and R567 completed the repair.

Philips 24CE7570/05S (3A Chassis)
For no sound when cold, or the picture and sound flashing
on and off every second or so, check by substitution the
electrolytic capacitors in the FE644 tuner/i.f. module. P.B.

Toshiba 201T4B
If the set is slow to go into the standby mode, check whether
R819 or R820 is open-circuit. These resistors both have a
P.B.
value of 110kQ.

picture was restored. The 0.6V was coming from the
TMS3743 chip on the tuning board, a replacement solving
P.B.
the problem.

Philips CP11O Chassis
This set had no sound or vision, with F 1 showing in the
channel display. We found that the line oscillator had
stopped as there was no supply at pin 12 of the sync/i.f.
module. The cause of the trouble was a crack in the print
beside the line output transformer.
P.B.

Panasonic TX28W3 (Euro 1 Chassis)
This is the fearsome digital chassis that has been featured in
recent issues of Television. This one intermittently lost
signals, on any preset channel, as you watched it. It was not
a memory problem — the data for each preset remained
correct. Calling up the self-test display during the few
seconds when the fault was present showed that there were
no errors, so no help here. Despite the fact that the tuner
address was o.k. the fault was in the tuner, though obviously
nothing to do with the bus. A new tuner restored correct
N.B.
operation.

Samsung CI5013T (P58 Chassis)
This set would drift off tune about five seconds after
selecting a channel stored in the memory. If sweep tuning
was tried the set wouldn't stop when a channel was found.
There's precious little by way of voltages or waveforms in
the manual, but I decided to check the voltage at pin 9, the
a.f.c. input, of the microcontroller chip RIC01. There was
nothing much by way of d.c. here. The input comes from
pin 18 of IC101 via a potential divider that consists of two
1201d2 resistors, RR26 and R116. The latter was openN.B.
circuit.

Ferguson 51J7 (TX99 Chassis)
The picture would intermittently go pink or bright green. The
cause was dry-joints on the green output transistor.
N.B.

Philips GR1-AX Chassis
If you get the dead set symptom because the line oscillator
isn't working, check whether the 12V zener diode D6030 is
open-circuit.
For no sound or vision, just a blank screen, check
P.B.
whether C2044 (4µF) is short-circuit.

Grundig Cinema 9050
This projection set produced a washed out picture. We
decided to carry out checks on the RGB board. The supplies
and the beam-limiter signals were o.k. but the data
switching signal at pin 7 was suspect, the voltage here being
0-6V. This point is connected to pin 31 of the abstimm
(tuning) module. When this pin was disconnected the
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Salora 22K37 (K Chassis)
This set operated in standby but was otherwise dead. A
check on the 52000A line output transistor showed that it
was very leaky. The set worked when a replacement had
been fitted but after soak testing for a few hours the fault
returned. This time the line output transistor was o.k., but
the tuning capacitor CB507 was .low in value at only 55pF
N.B.
instead of 15.5nF (1.5kV).

Philips GR9OAE Chassis
This set is used as a computer monitor in a local school. The
complaint was of no red in the display with an RGB input. I
found that the cause was the BAS32 surface-mounted diode
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D6854 which is connected between the R input and chassis
N.B.
— it was short-circuit.

Sony KV21XRTU
When teletext was selected we obtained only TV chroma.
When mix was selected there was TV vision but no text.
When TV was selected all was well. The cause of the
problem was a high-impedance connection at pin 5 of
connector D3, the blanking output from the text decoder.
N.B.
Cleaning cured the fault.

Salora 24K7H (K Chassis)
Every few hours this set would quitely revert to standby.
There would be no clues — no effect on the picture or sound
prior to the event. The usual dry-joints had been attended to
and it wasn't the mains switch, as is often the case. I eventually traced the cause of the fault to a hairline crack around
N.B.
one leg of CB613.

Samsung CI5012Z (P58 Chassis)
This set wouldn't produce any signals: the tuning voltage
showed that it swept, but no station was ever found. A
check at the tuner showed that the tuning voltage was
missing. There was 33V at the cathode of DZ824 but
nothing at the collector of the integrating transistor RQ04.
Its tiny 0.25W feed resistor RRO5 (10kKI) was openN.B.
circuit.

B and 0 39XX Chassis
Spitting from the left-hand speaker at switch on has twice
been traced to a poor connection between the earthing braid,
its spring, the c.r.t.:s Aquadag coating and the rimband. A
rusty deposit forms under the spring on the right-hand side
as viewed from the back of the set, i.e. behind the left-hand
speaker as viewed from the front. Also clean dust from
N.B.
behind the speaker frets.

Fidelity C14M06/C14R06
Intermittent field collapse was the problem with one of
these sets. We found that D25 (1N4002) which is connected
to pin 6 of the TDA3653 field output chip IC10 was going
N.B.
open-circuit.

Saisho CT142RX/Matsui 1440A
This set suffered from very severe tuning drift. The cause of
this was the the BT amplifier transistor Q501 which had a
varying collector-emitter leak.
N.B.

Panasonic TX21MIT (Z4 Chassis)
There was a strange fault with this set: if you stored a
channel in a tuning memory position that already stored
information the same information would be stored in all
other locations in use. The cause of the fault lay on the text
PCB, which had been subjected to previous damage. Link
J10 was broken. In other circumstances it would be worth
N.B.
looking for a dry joint in this area.

Boots CTV1417
This set wouldn't go into the standby mode properly: the
light didn't come on and although there was no sound or
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vision a raster was still present and the audio output stage
continued to operate. Standby switching is applied to the
base of transistor Q607 in the power supply. This transistor
was switching correctly. When it switches on Q605 should
turn on and Q606, which is in series with the 108V h.t.
supply, should switch off. The cause of the trouble was that
Q606 was short-circuit: a new 2SC2335 transistor put that
right.
We ran the set on soak test and two days later the fault
returned. The new transistor had bitten the dust and the h.t.
was now very high and couldn't be set. In fact the h.t. was at
over 200V in standby, which is why Q606 had again failed.
When the set warmed up however the h.t. fell and could be
set. A spot of freezer on C607 (471.1F, 25V) which couples
the drive to the base of the chopper transistor made the h.t.
go high again, with loss of control. A new electrolytic
finally put an end to these pranks.
What usually happens with capacitors in this position is
that they dry up then reform at a higher capacitance value
when warm. Often the chopper transistor will fail as a result,
being left on for too long. Electrolytic capacitors in higher
temperature and frequency circuits are prime suspects when
a fault is present. If I find that a capacitance-coupled
chopper transistor has gone short-circuit I always replace
the capacitor as well, believing that this saves a lot of potential recalls.
N.B.

NEI 2031TX
This set wouldn't come on from standby via the remote
control unit. It would start if precise action was applied to
the mains switch, but this didn't seem to be quite right. The
cause of the trouble was the start circuit in the SAA1293A
remote control decoder chip, a replacement restoring normal
operation.
N.B.

Tatung 170/180 Series Chassis
The symptom with one of these sets was described as
"yellow faces — sometimes". We put it on soak test and after
a few hours the colour bars looked strange indeed: the red
bar turned to an orange hue and the blue bar was brighter
than it should have been. The cause was traced to intermittent leakage in C531 (111F, 50V), which is in the colour
decoder's a.p.c. loop.
E.T.

Philips G110 Chassis
On test this set behaved exactly as the fault report said —
"intermittent start and no standby". The on-off switch
sometimes had to be operated half a dozen times before the
set would come on. Everything then worked normally until
the set was put into the standby mode, when it shut down
without even the standby LED being alight.
In the fault condition the h.t. voltage fell to almost zero
and a slight whistle came from the chopper transformer.
This suggested that the power supply was in the protection state, which was confirmed by measuring the voltage
at the base-collector connection between transistors
T7656/7655. The voltage here should be zero or slightly
negative but was 0.7V, enough to turn on the transistors
and thus the optocoupler, shutting down the power
supply. Disconnecting the line output stage made no
difference to the fault condition, so I checked the 20V
zener diode D6657 which monitors the 16V supply. It
read perfectly when checked with the diode test facility of
a digital meter but produced a 1MQ reverse leakage
reading when checked with the good old Avo. A new
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diode cured both problems with the set.
I've had this diode fail before, but on previous occasions
the set shut down completely. All this confirms my belief
that digital meters are no substitute for a good analogue
meter when it comes to testing diodes and transistors. R.N.
Akai CT2125/Samsung P58SC Chassis
The complaint was of an intermittent blank raster with
flyback lines. We found that the fault cleared when
connector TD203 on the teletext board was removed. Scope
checks then showed that the 27MHz crystal TZ01 wasn't
oscillating properly. A replacement cured the problem. R.N.
JVC AV25F1EK
The customer complained about various intermittent faults.
He said that the remote control sometimes locked up and
didn't appear to work, the signals would disappear briefly
and then come back again, and other things. I removed the
back cover and tapped around the tuner section. This instigated the fault condition, which was caused by dry-joints at
the 7805 regulator chip IC522. A good solder-up here cured
all the intermittencies, including the apparent remotecontrol problem.
M.L.
Alba CTV743

stereo LEDS flashing but the set otherwise dead. Unfortunately the fault was extremely intermittent — it might happen
only once a week! We suspected a fault in the protection
circuitry, but as the protection provided in this chassis is
comprehensive it took us a while to find the culprit. This
turned out to be the 18V zener diode D6376 that monitors
the chopper transformer derived 17V supply (it feeds the
13V regulator). Sanity was restored when a new surfacemounted zener diode had been fitted.
S.C.
Hitachi CPT2188 (Salora Ipsalo 3/K Chassis)
There was line tearing and the screen would intermittently
go bright blue. Was it a single fault or two separate ones? At
first I suspected faulty decoupling. The 12V line goes to the
sync/timebase generator and the colour decoder chips, but it
was rock steady with an insignificant line-frequency
content. What else could be common to the two symptoms?
The sync/timebase generator's validate pin was the answer.
It's pin 13 of the TDA2579 chip ICB500. With a 50Hz
signal there should be 11V here, falling to 7.5V with a 60Hz
signal and OV with no signal at all. A check showed that the
voltage was stuck at zero even though the set was tuned in,
with sound and a picture present. This line also goes to the
auto grey-scale correction circuit in the colour decoder chip
ICB200, hence the video fault. A new TDA2579 chip cured
the trouble.
S.C.

The channel numbers on the front control panel lit up but
there was no h.t. supply. As we didn't have a circuit
diagram we poked around a bit and stumbled across the
cause of the fault: D806 in the power supply was shortcircuit. We fitted a new BYD33M in place of the original
1N4936 and our problem was solved.
M.L.

The problem with this almost new set was intermittent
sound, which cut out when the volume control was turned
up. Its cause was a dry-jointed crystal, X1101, on the Nicam
sub-PCB.
E.J.

GEC C2201 (Tatung 146 Chassis)

Philips CP110 Chassis

The initial problem was field collapse. We found that R434
was open-circuit, which seems to be a common fault these
days. With the full field scan restored the set produced only a
blank raster. The TDA3561 colour decoder chip was getting
warm but a replacement made no difference. Checks around
this chip showed that the voltage at pin 7 was very low. This
brought us to the BZX79C5V6 zener diode D502 which was
short-circuit. A replacement restored the picture.
M.L.

This set had a very misleading fault: there was no picture
for a few minutes then when it did appear it looked as
though the tube's emission was low. I had the feeling that
the tube was probably o.k. however, and so it was. The
cause of the fault turned out to be the 221.1F, 250V h.t. reservoir capacitor C2670. For good measure we replaced the
associated 221.1f smoothing capacitor C2621 as well. E.J.

Sony KVX2162U

Osaki P1OR
Panasonic TX25W2A (Alpha 3 Chassis)
This set was stuck in standby, a fault we've had on several
occasions in sets fitted with this chassis. This time however
the fault was related to the microcontroller chip. Transistor
Q825, which drives the optocoupler in the power supply,
was hard on. By removing R843, which links the base of
this transistor to the microcontroller chip's power on/off
pin, the set was able to start up. Full h.t., e.h.t. etc. were
obtained but there was no sound, picture or on-screen
display — total failure of the microcontroller section. We
checked the supplies to the microcontroller chip and found
that they were o.k. When we checked the reset line however
we found that it was stuck at 2V instead of being at 5V.
What notorious component is connected to this line? A
lOnF capacitor, C1251. It read about 2k0 in and out of
circuit. A replacement cured the fault.
S.C.
Philips FL1.1AA Chassis
This fault took us a while to pin down. The set would go
into the protection mode, i.e. with the standby, mute and
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The fault with this nice little set was field collapse. We
found that C428 (0.022g) was leaky.
E.J.
Philips 2A Chassis
There were black lines on the picture — it looked as though
every other line of picture content was missing. After a long
time had been spent carrying out scope checks etc. we
finally found that C2050 (47g, 50V) was open-circuit. It's
off the 12V rail, in the i.f. can.
E.J.
Panasonic TX24A1 (Alpha 2W Chassis)
I was asked to look at this set as a colleague had run out of
ideas with the fault he now had. The set had originally been
dead. After replacing R815 (5.60 fusible), Q801, Q802 and
the STR54041 chopper chip it would start up and then
immediately turn off again. This was because the wire
attached to plug V2 had been fitted to socket H16 (factory
preset) instead of socket M2 on the front PCB — a case of
more haste, less speed!
E.J.
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TV Fault
Finding

Reports from Philip Blundell, AMIEIE,
Brian Storm, Edward Joyce, J.G.Grieve,
Michael Dranfield, John Edwards,
Richard Flowerday, John Hepworth,
and Terry Lamoon

Philips GR1-AX Chassis
With most Philips chassis the h.t. supply to the line output
stage is removed when the scan coils plug is disconnected.
Beware! On some versions of the GR1-AX chaSsis this is not
the case. I was caught out by a set that was dead with a
whistling noise coming from the power supply. A resistance
check across the 95V supply reservoir capacitor C2660
produced a reading of 6000. I figured that removing the scan
coils plug should have disconnected the line output stage so,
as the leak was still there, I chased around the power supply
for a while. Finally I resorted to following the 60052 leak
along the print and ended up at the line output transformer,
not the scan coils plug as I would have expected. All that
was wrong was a leaky BUT11AF line output transistor.
Fitting a new one and attending to some dry-joints in the line
P.B.
driver stage got things working again.

small yellow component, C1122 (0.01µF), which proved to
be leaky. A replacement restored reliable operation.
B.S.

Samsung CI5013T (P58SC Chassis)
If one of these sets won't start, with no standby light, or
possibly trips check R811 (100kQ) which tends to go high
in value. It's connected to pin 8 of the TDA4601 chopper
control chip.
E.J.

Hitachi CPT2044/46/48
If the field size varies or there's field collapse, replace the
11.1F capacitor C603 — it's a blue tantalum type!
E.J.

Philips GR1-AX Chassis
Philips 2A Chassis
If the power supply is slow to start check whether R3670
still reads 33Q. When its resistance value goes high the
P.B.
power supply takes a few seconds to start.

A fault you sometimes get with these sets is no go with the
standby LED flashing after a few seconds. If the cause is not
the line output transistor it could be the 15V zener diode
D6613.
E.J.

Grundig Cinema 9050

Ferguson 59M5 (ICC5 Chassis)

There was a fault with the screen drive motor in this projection set — in this model the screen rises up out of the cabinet
like Reginald Dixon at the Tower Ballroom! Usually when
you switch the set on the channel display appears, the screen
rises then the line timebase starts up. With this set however
the channel display appeared, the screen began to rise, then
the display went to standby and the screen weent down
again. If you held the mains switch down the screen would
move up jerkily with the channel display constantly going
from 1 to standby.
The set has to be out of standby for the screen to rise. A
check showed that the out-of-standby signal from the tuning
board was pulsing when it should have been steady. The
tuning board is powered by a mains transformer, rectifier
and regulator. There was 1V of 50Hz ripple on the output
from this arrangement. The regulator is on the Omniplatte
(convergence etc.) board. As the rectifier D6013 is a fullwave type there shouldn't have been a 50Hz ripple. Resistance checks on the transformer solved the problem: one
half was open-circuit because of a dry-joint where the leads
are soldered to the mains fuse board.
P.B.

The picture looked as though the tube's emission was low: it
lacked blue until the brightness was turned up, when blue
flared across the picture. We found that RV73 (47k52, 1W),
the d.c. feedback resistor in the blue output stage, had risen
to a very high value.
E.J.

The fault with one of these sets was that the picture went red
after a short while in operation. We checked this and that
and froze everything on the c.r.t. base panel, none of which
helped. It turned out that a disc ceramic capacitor, C353
(220pF), was going leaky. It decouples the emitter of the red
output transistor.
E.J.

Panasonic TC1485 (Z3 Chassis)

Ferguson ICC7 Chassis

Intermittently dead faults are not exactly my favourites. So
it was with a heavy heart that I lifted this portable on to the
work bench. To start with the set worked perfectly. Subsequently it lapsed into an inoperative state. A check showed
that there was no power-on signal from the system microcontroller chip IC1101, but further checks in this area
revived the set which continued to work faultlessly all day.
Next day the set couldn't be prodded into life. Everything
appeared to be fine except that IC1101's reset line seemed
to be slightly lower than usual. Suspicion then fell on a

If the set is dead but not tripping you'll probably find that
RP62 (0.1Q) is open-circuit and the BA157 rectifier diode
DLO9 short-circuit. DLO9 takes its feed from the line output
transformer, generating the 65V supply across CL09. RP62
is in the chopper circuit.
E.J.
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Ferguson B14C (TX90 Chassis)
No sound has become a common fault with these sets.
Fusible resistor R509 (1.80) goes open-circuit or high in
value. Note that this is the Thomson, not the earlier TX90
chassis.
E.J.

Panasonic TX21T1 (Alpha 2 Chassis)

Philips CTX Chassis
There was an off-tune, slightly distorted picture with buzz
on sound, higher channels being worse. Teletext consisted
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of garbled gobbledegook. The scan tuning wouldn't lock,
though you could use the fine tuning. The cause of the
trouble on this occasion was a leaky capacitor within i.f.
transformer 5158. It's best to replace the whole can. Don't
be tempted to tweak cores: this may appear to help, but the
J.G.G.
teletext doesn't like the result.

Osaki P1OR
This set was dead but there were no blown fuses. The cause
of the fault was no output from the 12V regulator IC402, a
big, square block. I fitted the Nikkai AL2711K and all was
well during a long test run. The set is similar to the Nikkai
J.G.G.
Baby 10.

Sony KV2212
This set was permanently in the search tuning mode. When
we removed the back we saw that the channel search button
was stuck down. A call to our Sony dealer friend proved to
be fruitful. He didn't have the switch but provided us with
the part number and recommended replacement of all ten
pushbuttons on this panel to prevent further trouble. When
we removed the panel we found that six of the buttons were
M.Dr.
stuck down. The Sony part no. is 1-552-774-00.

NEI 2131
There was sound but no vision, just a blank raster. A scope
check showed that the amplitude of the sandcastle pulse at
pin 8 of the TDA3561A colour decoder chip was low. The
cause was traced to the TDA3653 field output chip (pin 7).
M.Dr.
Replacing this restored the video information.

Toshiba 2100TBT
This set would develop a ripple on the picture. It got worse
as the set warmed up. Many tins of freezer, much heating
with a hairdryer and extensive component replacement
failed to cure the problem. We eventually found that
connecting a 2.211F, 63V capacitor between the tuner's VT
pin and chassis cleared the effect. Solder the capacitor as
M.Dr.
close to the VT pin as possible.

Osume CTV1486T
When it was warm this set would keep flicking between the
picture and teletext. In addition text characters would intermittently flash up on the screen. We found that the expensive SAA5243P/E VIP chip on the teletext PCB was
running very hot. As its supply voltage was correct we
M.Dr.
replaced the chip, curing the fault.

Philips CF1 Chassis
One of these sets had several fault symptoms — no line or
field sync, no sound output and flyback lines across the
entire screen. The culprit was the TDA2577A sync/timebase
generator chip. We had a TDA2577 in stock but when this
was fitted there was normal sound but field collapse, so the
J.E.
A suffix is obviously important.

Finlux 1632
There was excessive width, severe EW bowing and the EW
amplitude and width controls had no effect. We found that
inductor Lz4 was badly dry-jointed at one end, where there
were burn marks on the PCB around the joint, Rz26 (10kS2)
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was open-circuit and the BD241A EW modulator driver
J.E.
transistor Tx4 was short-circuit base-to-emitter.

Hitachi CPT2278 (NP83CQ-2 Chassis)
One of these sets screamed at me until I disconnected pins 6
and 10 of the line output transformer. This stopped the
screaming and restored the correct h.t. output from the power
J.E.
supply, thus proving that the transformer had failed.

Logik 4090/Ferguson TX90 Chassis
A corrugated ripple effect on all vertical contents of the
picture could be reduced by lowering the brightness or
contrast level, i.e. the beam current. The cause of the fault
was C189 (22µF, 50V) which when checked measured only
0.50'

Solavox 22R09/ITT CVC1215 Chassis
The job card said "bang then dead". When you get this look
no farther than C701 (10g, 350V) which explodes. It's
quite a common fault.

Bush 2520
It took several attempts before this set would switch on. We
found that the positive temperature coefficient thermistor
R802 in the power supply was dry-jointed while R800
(8201d2) read just under 2MQ. When these components had
been replaced the set started up with no further problems.
Another of these sets suffered from low-gain, noisy
reception, as if the tuner had failed. The cause of the fault
J.E.
was the TDA4505 chip IC100 however.

Matsui 2180TT/Saisho FST212T
This set was dead. The mains bridge rectifier was providing
a supply for the STR58041 chip in the power supply but the
latter provided no output. A new chip plus mica washer and
J.E.
heatsink compound got the set going.

Goodmans 2043T
The power supply was working, providing the correct h.t.
voltage at pin 17 of the chopper transformer, but the set
remained lifeless because there was no h.t. at the B+
terminal of the line output transformer. Diode D8035 was
open-circuit.

Panasonic TC21M1R (Z4 Chassis)
Intermittent field collapse was the fault with this set. It
appeared at random and didn't seem to be affected by time
or temperature. Must be a capacitor, we thought! When the
fault was present the trigger input at pin 2 of the field output
chip IC451 was missing. In addition the voltage at this pin
rose to 5.8V.
Attention was turned to the field oscillator, which is part
of the video processor chip IC601 on board C. Although the
voltages here were correct there was no ramp waveform at
pin 34, to which the oscillator's timing components are
connected. The culprit was the 3.31.tF tantalum capacitor
R.F.
C402. Remember — beware of blue tants!

Ferguson A51F (ICC7 Chassis)
One of these sets would very intermittently revert to the
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standby mode. The customer said that "it went off every
five minutes", but it took over a week of soak testing for the
problem to show up in the workshop. When it did, we found
that the line oscillator's supply at pin 40 of IVO1 was
missing, though the voltage at the power control pin of the
microcontroller chip IRO1 was low — the correct state for a
running set. Attention was turned to the standby switching
transistors TR16/17. The latter turned out to be open-circuit,
though freezing it brought the set back to life. A replacement transistor cured what was an extremely vexing
problem.
Incidentally TR18 is not to be found in the set though it's
R.F.
shown in the circuit diagram.

Akura CX26
Although this set would produce stereo sound with a
Nicam broadcast there was no f.m. sound with video playback at r.f., nor from a test pattern generator. There was
plenty of demodulated f.m. sound at pin 5 of the i.f. chip
IC101, but this disappeared into the Nicam board, where
all the audio switching takes place, and didn't come out
again. Swapping parts with another set proved that the
EEPROM chip IC002 was responsible, though we couldn't
work out why! When changing this chip much time can be
saved by first going into the service mode and noting the
various adjustment levels.
R.F.

Bush 2814T
I had no service manual for this Turkish manufactured set,
which had no e.h.t. and no tube heater supply. Fortunately it
didn't take long to establish that R603 (3.9kQ, 5W) was
open-circuit. It's in the h.t. feed to the line driver stage. Be
warned: replacing the back on these sets would try the
patience of a saint!
J.H.

JVC CX500ME
This is a multi-standard 5in. colour set with a radio and a
cassette player section. The radio and tape sections worked
but the TV section was dead. When TV was selected the
voltage from the power supply fell to 4V. Disconnecting
various things proved to be fruitless. The cause of the fault
was a high-resistance section of the function selector
switch.
J.H.

Hitachi C25-P819 (G7P Mk II Chassis)
These sets are in the Images range of FST models. Failure
to start usually means that one or more of the following
resistors has gone high in value or open-circuit: R931
(1501d2), R932 (1201M), R919 and R920 (both 100k0). If
one of them goes only 20-301(52 high it can cause intermittent starting. These resistors are connected in series pairs to
pins 4 and 5 of the TDA4601 chopper control chip.
J.H.

Mitsubishi Euro 4 Chassis
This set's memory, which is an EAROM, wasn't working.
Following the usual practice, the chip operates with a —30V
supply. We found that this supply was missing because of
an open-circuit winding on transformer T951 (pins 1 and
4).
J.H.

Pioneer SV2102
This was the first Pioneer TV set I've come across. There
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was e.h.t. but no sound or vision. The chassis is rather a
daunting sight and the set weighed a ton. I decided to phone
Pioneer for advice and was told to replace an i.c., type
U4606 (they didn't give the circuit reference number,
mind). Doing this cured the fault, but take note: if you order
the chip from SEME you'll find that it is reasonably priced
in the general spares list, but if you use the Pioneer part
number you'll need a mortgage to pay for it.
J.H.

Matsui 1455
The problem with this set was field collapse, though the
output stage seemed to be working normally. Checks around
the jungle chip were inconclusive and a replacement made
no difference. So it was back to the driver and output stages.
The power supply arrangement here is a bit unusual. By
making cold checks I eventually found that the 100 safety
resistor R310, which acts as a surge limiter, was opencircuit. This stopped the driver stage working.
T.L.

ITT TX3126 (Monoprint B Chassis)
At switch on this set would trip, with a momentary
display. I decided to check the outputs from the power
supply and found that the 16V line showed no signs of
life at switch on. The reason for this was that the 1,0001.IF
reservoir capacitor C715 was short-circuit. Make sure
you use the correct capacitance value — if it's too high it
will hold the set off after an initial switch on, as I found
out.
T.L.

Matsui 1466
There was no sound or vision with this portable set, though
the channel indicator was working. I went straight to the
regular culprit with this model, R502 (330k52) in the power
supply. It goes high in value. Fitting a replacement restored
normal operation.
T.L.

Mitsubishi CT25M1TX
When this set was switched on there was virtually no
contrast in the display and flyback lines were present. A
check on the voltages around IC251 produced a reading of
1.2V instead of 2.9V at pin 7. On tracing the supply back to
Q704 I found that the 12V line was very low. When tested
Q704 turned out to be leaky, a replacement restoring a
perfect display.
T.L.

Matsui 2160
If the fault is no sound or picture with normal channel
change lights, check the output from the STR58041 chopper
chip IC501. If this is missing fit a replacement.
T.L.

Ferguson 51P7 (TX98 Chassis)
This set was brought in with the complaint that the channels would change on their own, the sound would mute
and the text would do odd things. We had it on test for
several days without any fault ,putting in an appearance,
but the customer insisted that it was faulty. So we phoned
a Ferguson expert who suggested an answer. All you have
to do is to cut the print at pin 11 of the infra-red preamplifier chip and add an 0.1µF capacitor across the cut. This
was done and the set was sent back, never to return. So the
modification worked. If it doesn't you replace the tube
base.
T.L.
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Notes on the Bush 2521T
Chris Watton
One of these teletext sets gave us some trouble recently. It
worked fine in the TV mode but when it was put into the
text mode there was no display. It had entered the text
mode, because the programme buttons no longer changed
the channels. Putting it in the mixed mode produced a
picture with black text on it — no colours at all. The cause of
the trouble was corrupt memory in the control section. It
was giving the order to produce teletext with no contrast.
You get a similar problem with some Hitachi sets that lose
memory, the MDA2062 EEPROM becoming stupified.
What you have to do is to reprogram the set. This involves
using the buttons on the remote control handset to toggle
various bits on or off. The sequence is as listed below. Figs.
1-7 show the relevant bits: the numbers shown against the
segments are the handset button numbers that toggle them
on or off.
Reprogramming

(6) With teletext sets there are two more settings to be
carried out before you leave the service mode. After memorising option 4, press the service button again. The display
will be HP as shown in Fig. 6 and the set will go into the

1 11 1
1 1 1D2 37

Fig. 4 (left): Opt on three. Fig. 5 (centre): Option four.
Fig. 6 (right): Text position.

mixed (text and picture) mode. Using the volume buttons,
centralise the text field at the top of the screen. When satisfactory, press the memory button.

(1) You first have to fit a temporary press-button switch
between pins 15 and 23 of the SAA1250 chip in the handset
(connect it between pins 3 and 12 if an OSH2006P chip is
used). The small switch from the front of an old VCR is
ideal. Switch the set on and select channel 1. The set must
be tuned to a station, and it must be in the TV mode.

(7) The last operation is text contrast. Press the service
button: the display will be CO as shown in Fig. 7. Use the
volume buttons to set the text contrast. Then press memory
to get the brackets. Finally exit the service mode by pressing
the handset's standby button. You may have to carry out the
text contrast adjustment a couple of times as it's difficult to
judge this with a mixed display.

(2) Press the 'service button' — the extra one added to the
handset — and hold it until the display shows CH. Press
again to get OP, then select option 1 by pressing the volume
up button once. You should now have the display shown in
Fig. 1. If any of the segments are incorrect, use buttons 1-8
on the handset to correct them. For example pressing button
1 will toggle the top, right-hand segment on or off.

When the set is switched on again all should be well.
Test all functions with the remote control unit, including
teletext. If any don't work properly, recheck the settings in
the service mode. If some information hasn't been stored the
MDA2062 memory chip may be faulty, but it's worth going
through the reprogramming procedure a couple of times as
the information doesn't always get written in.

(3) When the display is correct, press the memory button.
Two brackets will appear, as shown in Fig. 2. Now press

1 15
1

8

12

15
70
nalg

Fig. I (left): Option one. Fig. 2 (centre): Brackets
(memory). Fig. 3 (right): Option two.

volume up to get to step two. The display should be as
shown in Fig. 3. Use the handset buttons to make any
corrections required. When the display is correct, press the
memory button. The brackets will reappear.
(4) Press volume up again to get to option three, see Fig. 4.
Correct any errors and press memory. The brackets will be
back.
(5) Press volume up for option four. If the display is not as
shown in Fig. 5 correct it with the buttons. Press the
memory button then exit the service mode by pressing
standby on the handset. This completes the basic programming.
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Fig. 7: Text contrast.

If you have an old ITT or Granada handset it may be
worth fitting a switch to it to save having to take the
customer's handset to pieces. Most remote control units that
have an SAA1250 chip seem to be suitable.
General Service Notes
The h.t. should be set (R811) for 115V at TP13 (junction
of C813/L803).
A chopper power supply with a TDA4601B control chip
(IC800) is used. The usual cause of power supply failure
where the BU508A chopper transistor Q800 has gone shortcircuit is that R809 (2701d2) has gone high in value or opencircuit. When Q800 goes short-circuit the 2.7Q, 4W surge
limiter resistor R801 will almost certainly have gone opencircuit. As a matter of course we also replace the following
electrolytic capacitors: C809 1001.tF, 25V; C810 100g,
uprating it from 16V to 25V; C819 100g, 16V; and C820
1µF, 100V.
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The h.t. preset R811 (4-7k12) can cause width fluctuations. R605 (5.6k0, 4W) in the h.t. feed to the line driver
stage can fail, giving the sound but no raster symptom. Dryjoints around the chopper and line output transformers are
common.
The chassis used in this model is sometimes referred to

as the Indiana 100. It's used in a number of other sets
including the Bush 2514, 2514T, 2515, 2515T, 2520, 2520T
and 2521 (models with suffix T have teletext); the Alba
CTV704, CTV744 and CTV752; the NEI 1451R, 1451TX,
1551TX, 2131R and 2131TX; and the Perdio P1408, P2004,
P2005, P2101 and P2102.

Service Briefs from Toshiba
The following information was released by Toshiba during 1988, 1989, 1990 and late 1993.
Previous information published in our October and November 1993 issues (pages 850-851 and
52-3) was released during 1991 to early 1993.

TELEVISION
Models 140E4B/140R4B
Set dead with R801 open-circuit: If over-voltage protection diode D808 is short-circuit chopper chip IC801 has
intermittently caused excessive h.t. voltage.
Tuning drift: Replace RA05 (331M).
Permanent or intermittent field collapse: C312 permanently or intermittently short-circuit. Check whether R333 is
open-circuit as a result.

fault): Replace the 6.2V zener diode D403 (part no.
23115604) and the pulse feed resistor R402 (121a part no.
243661123).

Models 159R4B/201E4B/201R4B/201T4B/
221E4B/221R4B/221T4B
Intermittent or permanent field collapse: Replace C312
and check R333.
Field foldover at top: Replace C313.
Text lines at top: Replace D203 (leaky).

Intermittent failure to start: Check values of R811/R812.
Low h.t., Model 140R4B: Q803 leaky.

Poor sync/low field scan: Replace R402 which goes high
in value.

Intermittent failure to start up from standby or comes
on but no tuned stations: RA42 (5.6142) open-circuit.

Lack of brightness (looks like low tube emission): Check
whether R203 is open-circuit.

Line jitter at top of picture: R402 has gone high in value.

Intermittent colour — Hanover blinds when colour is
present: C509 is leaky.

Low, distorted sound: C636 short-circuit.

Models 145E7B/145R7B
Tuning drift: Replace RA05 (33k0).
Dead set (may sometimes start up): R815 open-circuit.
There will be some h.t. as the chopper chip acts as a series
regulator: if this reaches 60V the set will operate.
Dead set, h.t. o.k.: R444 (152) is open-circuit.
Dead set: Check whether RA25 is open-circuit (no 5V
supply). Alternatively the -infra-red receiver could be shortcircuit, loading the 5V line.
Repeated failure of over-voltage protection diode D808:
Replace C813 (47pF, 50V — part no. 24797470).
Colour drop-out when set has warmed up: Replace
IC501 with new version available under original part
number.
Snowy raster/no tuning: Replace QA05 (BC557A) in reset
circuit.

Model 150R6B

Models 175R9B/175T9B/210R6B/210T6B/
215R8B/215T8B/255R7B/255T7B/256T9B/
258R7B/258T7B/284T8B/285T8BU
Problems with scan coil connector P570: The soldered
connections can crack after extended use. This can cause
arcing (particularly the line connection) and permanent or
intermittent loss of the picture. The joints should be resoldered whenever one of thesse sets is serviced. If resoldering
is not possible because of the condition of the PCB pad,
proceed as follows:
(1) Clean the socket pin and, using suitably insulated wire,
wrap one end around the pin and solder it.
(2) Solder the other end of the wire to the nearest solder pad
for the track concerned: keep the wire short and mount
safely.
Toshiba can supply prepared links with fitting instructions under part no. 23305501.
If a damaged PCB is encountered, contact Technical
Advice on 0276 694 555.
For improved reliability later models are fitted with
eyelets in the connection holes.

Set tripping, no 112V h.t. supply: Check whether the line
output transformer is short-circuit between pins 1 and 5.

Models 210R6B/210T6B

Models 155R9B/155T9B

Dead set, no 112V h.t. supply (remote supply o.k.):
Check whether start-up resistor (for IC801) R811 (220k52,
1W) has gone high in value. Alternatively R814 (6800)
could have gone high in value.

Black band down right-hand side of the screen (line shift
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Servicing the Finlux 1000 Chassis
Steve Cannon
The sets that use the Finlux 1000 series chassis have been
around for several years now. Apart from a couple of
points they have proved to be very reliable. This means
that when problems do arise they can be difficult to sort
out — because engineers are unfamiliar with the challis.
Fortunately the circuitry is straightforward, so that
servicing is reasonably simple.
Black Marks
Just a couple of black marks mar the sets' good
reputation. The main one — it applies to the 2000 series as
well — concerns the scan coil plug modification. In a couple
of cases the problem has led to considerable damage to the
set and a fire hazard. The modification takes the form of a
couple of metal rivets that must be soldered on to the pins
of the line scan coil connections on the copper side of the
main PCB. A full modification kit with instructions is
available from Finlux. There has been mention of this
modification in the national newspapers: it must be carried
out whenever an unmodified set is encountered.
The other problem arises in the field output stage, where
a fault can develop in the field scan coupling capacitor
CklO. When this occurs the scan coils can overheat and
crack the c.r.t.'s neck. The modification to prevent this is
to replace the two 1.211 resistors Rk3 and Rk4 that filter
the supply to the field output chip with a single 1.50 fusible
resistor. At the same time replace CklO (1,000µF, 25V).
Finlux recommend that this is done whenever an
unmodified set comes into the workshop.
On/off switches
The on/off switches tend to be unreliable — replacement
is generally straightforward. These sets have remote
control as a standard feature, and the only thing to watch
out for (apart from the shock hazard) when replacing the
switch is that the remote/standby contacts are plugged into
the correct socket. The plug normally fits into the three-pin
socket on the front panel, but there's also a three-pin
socket that will accommodate the plug on the left-hand
signals panel. If the plug is inserted here the set remains
dead: the standby LEDs light but the set won't power up.
Chassis Variations
There are a few chassis variations, mainly on the lefthand side signals panel. The most obvious one is that some
sets have stereo sound, with an advanced audio output
stage and provision to accommodate an optional Nicam
decoder. These sets also have a stereo logic panel as
standard.
There are differences in the luminance/chrominance
department. Earlier versions have a single-chip decoder
while later versions incorporate colour transient improvement (CTI) which sharpens the chroma signal transitions.
In other words the smudging of the red ball on the green
baize background of a snooker table, something we've all
seen and a few of our customers have complained about,
should be improved by the addition of CTI circuitry. That's
the theory, but in practice the improvement is barely
perceptible.
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The only other main difference -relates to the
microcomputer chip mask codes. The chip is always an
SDA2010, but with some models the mask code is A006
while with others it's A022. They are not interchangeable.
I don't know why the chip makers do it. Why can't they
simply call one an SDA2010 and the other an SDA2011? It
does make life confusing for us engineers, especially when
some chips have ten or more mask codes.
Teletext
There's provision for adding teletext. All you have to do
is to cut half a dozen links on the signals panel and mount
the text panel. Mullard type teletext panels are available
with two- or four-page storage, but sets with the earlier
mask code will run only a two-page panel. The majority of
teletext faults occur with the two-page version. In most
cases soldering the lead-through pins will cure the faults,
but the BD241A or TIP31A 5V regulator transistor Tt12
and the 5.6V zener diode ZDt1 have been known to cause
problems.
Chopper Power Supply
The chopper power supply (see Fig. 1) is the same on all
models and is of the well-known TDA4600 type. The only
real fault is that the ramp-generator resistors tend to go
high in value, as a result of which the set will be dead or go
off intermittently. In this chassis they are Ru21 and Ru22,
120kfl and 150kn respectively. This fault can also destroy
the BU908 chopper transistor. Use metal-film resistors.
If you have a dead set with the mains fuse Sul (2A timelag or anti-surge type) blasted, first check the chopper
transistor. If this is o.k. and no other shorts can be found
replace the degaussing thermistor (use type 98009). This
device becomes unreliable as it ages.
If the set is dead and the fuse is o.k. the usual cause is
that one of the rectifiers on the secondary side of the
chopper transformer is short-circuit. Check the 17.5V
rectifier Du20 first. Use a BY299 or, even better, a BY399
as a replacement. Sometimes there's a fusible safety
resistor (Ru44) in series with the 17.5V rectifier. This
resistor will pop if the rectifier goes short-circuit. The
symptom is a dead set though the other outputs from the
chopper circuit and the e.h.t. are present and the LED
display is alight.
There are four outputs from the chopper circuit: 138V
(U2), 25V (U4),17-5V (U5) and 7V (U7).
Field Output Chip
The field output stage uses a TDA3652 chip. Many
setmakers have used this chip but now find it in short
supply. As a result they've begun to supply the TDA3654
as a replacement with a modification kit. Not Finlux so far
however — the firm seems to have an endless supply. The
chip's failure rate is as high as with other setmakers. The
circuit reference number is ICkl . When this chip fails Rzll
and Rz12, both 111 fusible, usually go open-circuit. The
symptom will usually be a dark, blank screen rather than
field collapse, though the latter will be seen if the tube's
first anode voltage is increased (control on line output
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Fig. 1: The switch-mode power supply circuit used in the Finlux 1000 series chassis. Note that the chopper transformer also
provides mains isolation, the components on its primary side being non-isolated.
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engineers have had at least one customer who left his set
•on with field collapse in order to listen to the sound.
Unfortunately such customers don't like the thin horizontal
black line left across the screen because the phosphors
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IChl provides this protection by modifying its sandcastle
pulse output at pin 17. This is fed to the colour decoder
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Fig. 2: Circuitry in the voltage regulator section on the
signals panel.
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The line drive is passed via the BC547B buffer transistor
Tz2 to the BC637 line driver transistor Tz3. Not many
problems here, nor in the line output stage which is bog
standard with a BU508A as its powerhouse. The supplies
derived from the line output transformer are the e.h. t., the
c.r.t. heater supply, the focus and first anode voltages,
190V for the RGB output stages and 26V for the field
timebase and the EW modulator control circuit. On a few
occasions we've had the focus/first anode supply part of the
line output transformer become defective. The symptom is
curious, in that the screen intermittently lights up bright
cyan or green. It took us a while to establish the cause
when we first had this fault: we found that the first anode
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voltage was varying and upsetting the auto black-level and
drive circuit operation in the colour decoder chip ICbl.
Tuning
Frequency-synthesis tuning is used, controlled by the
SDA2010 microcomputer chip ICt2 with an SDA2116 nonvolatile memory chip ICt3 to store the tuning information.
For VCR playback the time-constant can be altered and
stored on any channel,
The tuner has caused a few minor problems, usually as a
result of dry-joints at the internal earthing connections.
The symptom is intermittent black lines flashing on the
screen. There are 5V and 12V supplies to the tuner and the
i.f. output is at pin 6.
Signals Panel
As mentioned before there are some differences in the
circuitry on the signals panel with different models. In all
versions however there are separate outputs from the
SAWF for the sound and vision i.f. sections. The vision
signal passes to either a TDA3541 or a TDA4443 i.f.
amplifier/demodulator chip then to a 1EA2014 signal
switching chip. In mono versions the sound i.f. from the
SWAF passes via a TDA2545A i.f. amplifier chip, which
produces a 6MHz output, to a TDA1236 chip. This carries
out demodulation, provides volume/bass/treble control and
has an audio amplifier to drive the TDA2006 audio output
stage.
With stereo sets the SAWF's sound i.f. output passes to
a TDA2545A whose 6MHz output goes to a TBA120U for
detection. The output from this chip is passed to the stereo
logic board which provides scart/off-air and stereo/mono
switching of the audio signals. It also splits the incoming
mono signal for feeding to identical left- and right-hand
channels. These return to the TDA4292 dual-channel
audio processing chip which controls all the stereo audio
characteristics including a pseudo-stereo effect. The audio
signals are finally passed to a TDA4930 stereo output chip
that provides 15W per channel of music power.
Colour Decoders
The CTI version of the colour decoder uses three chips.
ICbl is a multi-standard decoder which handles PAL,
SECAM or 4.43MHz NTSC signals: it's type TDA4555.
The CI I correction is carried out by ICb2, type TDA4560.
The final chip ICb3 , type TDA3505, matrixes the colourdifference and luminance signals to produce RGB outputs.
Beam current limiting and automatic black-level clamping
are carried out in this chip, which also incorporates a
switching circuit to enable external/text or off-air
programme signals to be passed on.
The non-CTI decoder uses the well-known TDA3565A
chip in position ICbl. Saturation is controlled by the
voltage at pin 5: this comes from the microcomputer chip
and varies between 1.8V for minimum colour and 3.6V for
saturated colour. An optional SECAM/NTSC board can
be fitted to this version of the chassis. External/teletext
RGB inputs arrive at pins 12, 14 and 16 respectively:
switching is selected by the blanking signal at pin 9 — zero
voltage here selects the off-air programme signals while
0.7V or above selects teletext/external RGB. One of the
most important signals in the set, the sandcastle pulse,
enters at pin 7. It controls the burst gating, black-level
clamping and field and line flyback blanking. Contrast and
brightness control voltages from the microcomputer chip
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are applied to pins 6 and 11 respectively. These lines are
also connected via diodes Dbl and Db2 to the earthy side
of the e.h.t. system to provide beam limiting. Should the
beam current exceed 0.8mA these diodes conduct,
reducing the contrast and brightness control voltages. Pin
18 of the chip receives the feedback from the RGB output
stages for automatic black-level clamping.

FAULTS LIST
We'll conclude with a fault list. There are not that many:
as we've said it's a very reliable chassis.
Field foldover at the bottom of screen: Ck10, 1,000gF 25V,
leaky.
Field collapse with Rk3 and Rk4 burning up: Ck10 is shortcircuit. Replace and carry out previously mentioned
modification.
Intermittent black lines flashing on the screen: Solder the
earthing can connections inside the tuner.
White flashing lines on the picture and unable to enter the
teletext mode: Solder the earth pins on the text panel. If
fault persists replace the BD241 5V regulator transistor
Tt12 and 5.6V zener diode ZDt1 on the text panel.
No sound or picture with e.h.t. present, or intermittent
failure to come on: Solder dry-joints at and around the
BD241A 5V regulator transistor Tab on the signals panel.
Set dead or intermittently goes dead: Ru21 and/or Ru22 in
the chopper circuit high in value or open-circuit.
Set dead: Check the BY299 17.5V rectifier Du20 fed from
the chopper transformer.
Set dead with LED display lit: Check Du20 and Ru44. The
diode goes short-circuit and burns out the resistor, which
must be a fusible, 0.152 type.
Set dead but all h.t. lines present and LED display lit:
Check Ra3 (1952, 4W) on the signals panel. It's a fusible
type and its solder trip might have gone open. If so,
resolder and check/replace transistor Tal (BD241A).
Set dead with the e.h.t. and all secondary supplies present
but all control voltages from the microcomputer chip are
low, giving the symptoms no sound and a blank, dark
screen: Replace the microcomputer chip ICt2 and/or the
memory chip ICt3. Remember previous note on ICt2's
mask codes.
Colour patches on screen or screen tinted one colour
overall: Replace the 98009 degaussing thermistor.
Picture goes very bright and tinted intermittently: Fault
could be due to one of the RGB output transistors
breaking down. Alternatively the line output transformer
may have to be replaced because the first anode control
and resistor ladder network is defective.
Line tearing or ragged verticals: The BY299 diode Dz8 in
the EW modulator circuit is breaking down.
Excessive width: Dz8 (BY299) is short-circuit.
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Life at The TV Workshop
John Hopkins

I decided to open the shop here at Felixstowe back in June
1986. It seemed a good idea to work beside the sea in a
leisurely atmosphere without too much hassle. The shop is
double-fronted, and my wife Liz had the idea that if
business became too slow we could use one window for TV
repairs and the other for a comic shop for my son.
When we opened we started to sell reconditioned TV
sets that I'd repaired prior to moving. It was quite a
success. Customers started to flock in, and before very
long I was so busy doing repairs that I'd no time to
renovate old sets. I concentrated on full-time repair work
and selling new TV sets, VCRs and satellite TV systems.
One day as I was sweeping the forecourt an old lady of
about eighty peered in at one of the windows. She was
looking at a large number of resistors, capacitors and
transistors I'd put there to attract the hobbyist and do-ityourself customers. "Can't see what they sell" she
complained, "it's only rubbish". I agreed with her. A few
days later she came into the shop. "Have you got any
firelighters?" "No luv, try the hardware shop around the
corner." Off she went, but next day she was back. "A loaf
of bread please." Again sorry. About a week later she put
in another appearance. "Do you sell wool?" Yes I said,
next door in our wool department. "Bloomin' shop doesn't
sell anything" she muttered as she went out.
It wasn't long before I needed someone to help with the
repairs. That's when Liz started to pay for all the years I've
been carrying her! Ouch.... I didn't realise that she was
reading this over my shoulder. Anyway, to cut a long story
short I packed her off to college. When she came back she
had a City and Guilds certificate to say that she had
qualified in Electronics Servicing and she started telling me
what to do.
It took some time for a lot of people to get used to the
fact that a mere woman can repair their TV sets better than
most men, but now she can sit at the workbench muttering
over an obstinate intermittent fault and complaining about
stupid design problems with the best of us.
When the gales hit East Anglia we were in the thick of it.
One day my son was out walking the dog when they caught
a squirrel made homeless by the storms. He brought it
home and within a few days it was living in the shop and
jumping out at unwary customers. It stayed with us for
some months, and would go out perched on my shoulder,
much to the delight of several customers. He left us at
Christmas for pastures greener, but we felt richer for

The TV Workshop at Felixstowe.
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having known him.
Things are going quite well for us now. We don't make a
fortune, but Liz handles most of the TV repairs and I do
the videos. She's much more diplomatic than I am so I
handle most of the customers. We find that this keeps the
work load down...
At the time of writing this Bennetts and Colourvision are
both selling Amstrad 48-channel satellite systems for £175.
So we've dropped out of that market as we are unable to
compete. We do however recommend that our customers
buy from whoever can give them the best deal, and so far
our honesty doesn't seem to have hurt our business.
We do get our share of awkward jobs of course. Our
policy is that we don't charge unless we complete the
repair. Today Liz had a 16in. Pye set of the CTX-E type. It
had been knocked off its stand by an eighteen-months old
child. After stripping the set down and bridging a few
cracks Liz switched it on, only to discover that there were
just faint sound and no voltages other than the 300V
supply. After quite a lot of searching for other "drop
faults" she discovered that the 26V supply rectifier D6590
in the line output stage was short-circuit. Replacing this
cured all except... the tube neck was displaying a pretty
blue colour due to a loose pin. So another no-charge job
and the task of explaining to the customer why his set
wasn't worth repairing.
Incidentally I bought a new computer for the shop a few
months ago. By shopping around I was able to buy it from
a local dealer for £325 plus VAT with two disc drives, a
mono monitor, a mouse and software. It was the brand I
tell other people not to buy, so it shouldn't have been a
surprise when two days later the thing broke down. After a
couple of weeks the supplier got the spare circuit board as
an advance replacement. I was allowed to see the cost of
the invoice — £629 plus VAT. Put a bit of mark-up and
labour on that and you can see why people learn not to buy
brands that are unrepairable.
One of the things that have been essential to us over the
years is information. Service manuals, diagrams, equivalents books and so on. But one of the best sources has
always been Television — for stock faults, supplier
addresses and news of new products it can't be beaten.
And it's tax deductable!
Well that's about it for now. But before I go, are there
any other qualified ladies out there repairing TV sets? If
so, why don't we hear from you? It's your magazine too!

Liz in the workshop.
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The Panasonic
Alpha 3
Chassis
Part 1

Ray Meadows

In a previous article (January) we took a brief look at the
various chassis that have been produced at Panasonic's
Cardiff plant. One of the most interesting is the Alpha 3,
which was introduced at the end of 1989 for use in top-ofthe-range receivers. Models fitted with it include the
TX25A2, TX28A2, TX33A2, TX25W2, TX25W2A (with
Astra tuner) and TX28W2. The basic difference between the
A and W models is in the cabinet design: the W2 sets have
conventional loudspeaker arrangements while the A2
models have Panasonic's 'dome' speakers — these are sealed
units that are wrapped around the inside of the cabinet,
producing a 'tight', quality sound from very slim apertures.
The A2s also have a third AV input which is at the front. All
these models are fitted with Philips Blackline invar-mask
tubes, with a scan-velocity modulation coil. Later variants
of some models have alternative Philips tubes with black
matrixing and a few cost-saving circuit changes: the model
numbers are suffixed X.
New features introduced with the Alpha 3 chassis
included black-level expansion. This is a circuit that
stretches the contrast curve in dark areas of the picture so
that a greater amount of detail can be seen. The Sony
CX20125 chip is used for this purpose: it adjusts the luminance gamma-correction curve. Thanks to the use of a new
Matsushita microcomputer chip which has a built-in
graphics generator, the on-screen displays are more extensive than with the Alpha 2 chassis. Previous chassis had
used the teletext graphics generator for this purpose.
BS pack

To help the service engineer a self-test mode is included.
This is activated by pressing the remote off-timer and onboard volume down buttons simultaneously. Numbers that
represent different check-sum figures then appear on the
screen: they can be compared with the values quoted in the
service manual as an aid to locating chip and bus faults.
One Alpha 3 model was produced in Japan: the
TX37A2G has a Mitsubishi tube, 100Hz scanning and an
Astra tuner. It is substantially more complex than its UKmade cousins.
The Alpha 3 is more modular than its predecessor. This
makes production, testing and the introduction of model
variants and options easier. It also makes servicing easier.
Disadvantages are increased panel area and thus material
cost. There are also rather a lot of interconnecting leads.
This doesn't detract from the performance, which is excellent — some European AV review magazines still use the
37in. model as their reference large-screen set as it is said to
give the best picture quality available.
Panel Arrangement
Fig. 1 shows the chassis arrangement. The various panels
are listed in Table 1. D and E are the main panels. Panels F,
X and BS are options fitted on some models only. There are
minor differences between the arrangements with A2 and
W2 models.
Panels D and E are held in a rigid plastic frame to form
the base of the chassis. They are joined together by two
small snap-down connectors and an earth lead. These items
are physically attached to panel E. As all the power and
deflection functions are carried out on panel D it's useful to
be able, for servicing, to separate this from the rest of the
set. So subpanels B, C and H plug into panel E. Subpanel
EV is very small and is usually soldered into panel E.
Dismantling the Set
Panel C can be removed simply by releasing a metal
supporting bracket. Removal of panels B and H is more
difficult, the method of fixing being less obvious. To
remove these panels it's necessary to release a large clip that
holds them down at the front of the chassis. Although this

j

Control block
(W2 type)
Mains switch

Control block
(A2 type)

33" audio
transformer

BS pack
transformer

2-part tuner clip
Service switch

Fig. 1: Alpha 3 chassis layout, showing all the options.
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Fig. 2: The live side of the chopper power supply.

has a lug that you are supposed to be able to lift with a
finger, it's much easier to pull the whole chassis back and
use a short, wide screwdriver to spring the clip. If the clip
isn't removed, damage to the PCB connectors or the boards
themselves may occur when the panels are lifted. The top
half of the clip that surrounds the aerial socket must then be
released, along with a small plastic pin that anchors panel B
to the plastic AV2 bracket. With care it should now be
possible to pull and lift panel B out of the bracket. Panel H,
to which the plastic bracket is joined, can also be removed.
By using an extension lead service kit that's available from
Panasonic the set can be operated with these panels
removed.
The control block consists of panels L, M, N and P, the
latter holding the mains switch. A2. versions also have a
small panel, on which the local buttons are mounted, inside
the control drawer. The block is screwed to the inside of the
cabinet front, and is clipped to the main chassis by means of
two,rotatable hinges. A long Phillips screwdriver is required
to retnove the mounting screws from the rear of the panel.
A2 versions have an additional small screw that's accessible
from the front of the set inside the AV3 door. Once all the
screws have been removed the control block can be pulled
012V

•Bias from line
output stage

150v

D834
0842

IC826
58140N
01
5k6
Q825
47k

Standby command
13826

102501

Fig. 3: The voltage regulation and standby control
circuits which operate in conjunction with 0823.
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back. The control block hinges can be unhooked from the
main chassis but I find it easier to remove everything in one
piece since this doesn't disturb the wire dressing.
It has to be said that the service position of the chassis is
poor. The recommended procedure is to hook the chassis on
to the lugs provided at the rear of the left-hand speaker
enclosure. Normally this involves removal of the many
interconnecting leads, rerouting them and then reconnecting
them before the set can be operated. If you've removed the
chassis and control block in one piece however you can
swing it up through 90° so that the control block is on the
worktop and the chassis is vertical. This enables the foil side
of boards D and E to be probed while the set is on. If you
use this method take care not to short anything against the Y
panel.
Circuitry and Variations
Models fitted with 25 and 28in. tubes use the same circuit
though there are small family differences between A2 and
W2 sets. The reason for this is the fact that W2 models have
two rear AV connectors while A2 models have an additional
front AV input. A2 sets also have a special audio equaliser
circuit that modifies the frequency response to match that of
the dome speakers. This can be switched for use with
external, non-dome speakers. Because of the greater scan
powers required Model TX33A2 has a different D panel. It
also has a more powerful audio amplifier with a separate
linear power supply. Some 33in. sets for Continental
markets have an analogue comb filter that requires, on board
D, a sync circuit: the comb filter or F panel plugs into a
spare row of sockets on panel E.
Model TX25W2A is identical to Model TX25W2 except
for the addition of a satellite receiver pack and associated
power transformer. An extra AV switch on panel H selects
the satellite channels. The power transformer is fitted to the
cabinet base, behind the right-hand speaker. The pack itself
is screwed on to the plastic speaker frame, its connectors
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being accessible through a cutout in the back cover. The
audio power amplifier (panel K) that normally lives on the
bracket now rides shotgun style on the sat pack.
The audio power transformer for the TX33A2's uprated
specification is fitted to the cabinet base below the left dome
speaker. Panel K contains the remaining power supply
components and a more powerful amplifier with a double
heatsink.
Because of the numerous differences I won't deal here
with the 37in. model.
The Power Supply
The mains supply. enters the set at panel Z, which is
mounted on an isolated plastic frame above panel E. It holds
the mains fuse and the first of the mains filters. The supply
then passes via a thick blue and white cable to panel P,
which has the mains switch and the second filter, at the front
of the set. The reason for having the filters on two panels is
improved FTZ (the German input and influx immunity test)
performance. Power from panel P reaches the electronics on
panel D at connector D1. The mains supply feeds to auxiliary transformers, i.e. those for the satellite pack and audio
power amplifiers, are separately fused on panel P which is
responsible for distribution.
Fig. 2 shows the live side of the chopper power supply
circuit on panel D. The mains input at connector D1 is fed
to the degaussing circuit, the standby transformer T1291
and the mains bridge rectifier D825. Degaussing coil plug
D3 is the same size and shape as D1 and can be confused
with it when the chassis is reassembled: the degaussing coil
lead is red and black however. The mains bridge rectifier's
reservoir capacitor is C827: D828 absorbs excessive voltage
spikes while R822, a low-value, fusible resistor on the
earthy side of the bridge, provides surge current limiting.
The 325V d.c. supply developed across C827 is fed to the
primary winding of the chopper transformer T825 at P1, the
other end of the winding being connected to the collector of
the 2SC4557 chopper transistor Q821. Bias for Q821 is
provided by R824, R825 (the start-up resistors) and R829,
which ensure that the transistor starts to conduct as soon as
power is applied. Q821 forms the active element in a
blocking oscillator circuit, with feedback to its base from
winding Fl-B1 on the transformer.

optocoupler D834 and base bias for Q821. While this
supply is rising at first switch on, the change in voltage is
coupled by C843 via R845 and D837 to the base of Q822.
As a result Q822 conducts, and in turn Q827 switches on,
reducing Q821's base bias. Thus the time taken for Q821 to
saturate is increased, slowing down the chopper circuit's
action. Q822 is protected from damage by negative spikes
at switch off by D837 and D835.
To minimise on-screen and radiated r.f. interference it's
desirable to run the chopper circuit in synchronism with the
line output stage. For this purpose flyback pulses picked up
by a single, isolated overwinding on the line output transformer are applied to terminals D19 and D20 of the power
supply. The pulses are fed via R830 and D831 to the base of
Q821 to ensure that its operating frequency is locked to that
of the line output stage.
Voltage regulation is based on sampling the 150V h.t.
supply produced by the chopper circuit. Fig. 3 shows the
arrangement used. Sampling is carried out, via zener diode
D842, at pin 1 of the SE140N error detector chip IC826.
This chip's output, at pin 2, is used to control the conduction of the LED in the optocoupler D834. The phototransistor section of this device drives Q823 (Fig. 2), which sets
the d.c. conditions at the base of Q821 and hence the
discharge time for C835. Thus Q821's precise switch-on
time varies with any change in the h.t. voltage.
Circuit Shutdown
Standby switching is carried out by Q825. When this
transistor is switched on Q823 is also permanently on,
shorting to chassis Q821's base. The chopper power supply
is thus shut down. We'll cover this in more detail when we
consider the remote control system in a later instalment.
If there's an excessive load on the power supply Q821
will conduct more heavily than under normal conditions.
This situation is monitored by R831 in Q821's emitter
circuit. Should the voltage developed across R831 rise to the
point where Q822 begins to conduct, Q827 will be brought

Table 1: Panel arrangement
Panel Circuitry

Chopper Action
When Q821 switches on, current flows in the chopper
transformer's primary winding Pl-P2. As a result a smaller
current flows, by induction, in the pulse windings Fl-B1
and Fl-F2. The feedback from winding Fl -B1 via C835 and
R828 to the base of Q821 is positive, and as a result Q821 is
rapidly driven to saturation. When Q821 reaches saturation
point there is no longer any voltage change across the
primary winding and the output from the feedback winding
falls to zero, i.e. there is no positive feedback. Thus Q821
switches off. C825 acquires a negative charge when Q821
saturates: this charge holds Q821 in the cut-off state, leaking
away via R828 and R829. The voltage at Q821's base eventually becomes positive again, at which point it switches on.
D830 acts as a clamp to prevent excessive negative voltages
appearing at Q821's base.
As any Alpha 3 owner knows, with an e.h.t. voltage of
almost 30kV these sets produce a lively switch-on thump.
Q822 and its associated components reduce the surge to
prevent power supply damage. The output from winding
F1-F2 on the transformer is rectified by D826, with C838
as its reservoir capacitor, to provide a d.c. supply for the
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Power supply, line and field output, EW
correction.
Video processing, system control, AV1.
Audio terminals, tone and ambience.
Tuner, i.f. section, Nicam decoder.
Teletext, AV2, S-VHS.
Luminance buffer.
Audio power amplifier.
Headphones and (A2 models only) AV3.
Control panel (two-section with W2
models).
Control panel (A2 models only).
Mains switch and filter.

BS

Scan-velocity modulation.
Tube base with RGS amplifiers.
Mains filter.
Comb filter (export Model 33A2C only).
Satellite receiver power panel.
Broadcast satellite pack (25W2A and 33A2G
Only):
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Fig. 4 (left): The circuitry on the secondary side of the
chopper and standby transformers.
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into action as previously described. If the condition persists,
the power supply shuts down.
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Fig. 4 shows the circuitry connected to the secondary
side of the chopper and standby supply transformers T825
and T1291. A total of seven supplies are derived from T825
and two from T1291.
Over-voltage protection is provided by D854. If the
voltage regulation carried out by IC826 and its associated
components should fail and the 150V h.t. voltage rises
excessively D854 will conduct, placing a heavy load on the
chopper circuit whose excess-current trip will come into
operation.
The main 150V h.t. line is used to supply the line output
stage and part of the scan velocity-modulator circuit. It also,
via R858, R70 and IC70, produces the 33V tuning supply.
The other supplies are used as follows. The 36V line
powers the audio amplifiers (except for 33in. models which
have a separate linear supply) while the 27V line supplies
the field output and line driver stages and part of the scan
velocity-modulator circuit. There are two 16V lines. One
low-power output provides switch-off spot suppression on
panel Y. The other higher-current output is used to provide
12V and 5V supplies on panels E and B. This line also feeds
the 12V zener diode D857, via R856. When the set is operating this output is tied to the 12V standby line via D859.
The 11V supply produced by the standby circuit goes, via a
5V regulator, to the remote control circuit on panel M.
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Fig. 5: The satellite pack power supply circuit.
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Many of the lines have fusible series resistors to prevent
excessive current flows. It's not uncommon for R555 in the
150V feed to the line output stage to fail for no apparent
reason, though a check on the line output stage should
always be carried out before replacing it. Those who have
tussled with R555 will recognise the dead set symptom with
a faint dying buzz from the power supply. Operation of the
excess-current trip produces a more satisfying `skwee'
sound. R451 in the field output stage sometimes bites the
dust. The result is field collapse, but you can't see this
because of the operation of the beam-limiter circuit. Thus
the set produces sound and e.h.t. but no picture.

Satellite Pack Power Supply
The satellite pack power supply (panel X), used in
Models TX25W2A and TX37A2G only, is shown in Fig. 5.
The mains transformer has three centre-tapped secondary
windings which are used to produce five separate supplies at
15V, 24V, 12V, —12V and 5V. So that the satellite pack
remains in operation for recording purposes these supplies
are all present when the set is in the standby mode. In this
condition there should be an output from the green LED
next to the red standby LED. If it isn't, check that the satellite button inside the control door is depressed. A standby
control signal appears at pin 8 of connector X2. It's used to

shut down the 24V, 12V, —12V and 5V supplioes. The 15V
line, which powers the LNB, remains on continuously.
There is however a mechanical switch that can be used to
turn off the LNB supply. It's in the satellite pack and is
useful as shorted LNB leads have been known to blow the
thermal fuse in the power transformer, which is an expensive item.
While the 24V and —12V supplies are regulated by
conventional linear voltage regulator chips, the remaining
supplies have M5237L auto voltage regulators (AVRs) that
drive current-boosting transistors. The output from an AVR
is set by the voltage applied to its input pin (3): to obtain the
required outputs voltage dividers using close-tolerance (1%)
resistors are used.

Audio Power Transformer
Models TX33A2 and TX37A2G have a cabinet-mounted
transformer that drives a simple full-wave bridge rectifier
circuit to produce an unregulated 36V supply for the audio
amplifier on panel K.

Next Time
In Part 2 we'll return to the main chassis to look at the
signals circuitry on panels B and H.

TV Fault Finding

Reports from Philip Blundell, AMIDE,
Brian Storm, Terry Lamoon, Mike Pritchard,
Eugene Trundle, Chris Avis, Edward Joyce,
Keith Evans, Michael Dranfield and
John Edwards

Philips 2A Chassis
If you encounter one of these sets where the BUT11
chopper transistor has gone short-circuit collector-to-base
don't omit to check whether L5687, which is in series with
its base, is open-circuit. The power supply will run when
this coil is open-circuit but there will be no regulation. So
with a dummy load the 140V line will rise to an excessive
level.
P.B.

Toshiba 145E7B
Sound was o.k. but there was just a blank raster. Most of the
voltages around the TDA3565 colour decoder chip were
correct but the voltage at the brightness control pin (9) was
higher than the normal 2.3V. A new TDA3565 was
P.B.
required.

the line drives and output stages carefully for dry-joints.
Sure enough there were some rather obvious dry-joints at
the secondary winding connections of the line driver transformer T531. Resoldering these restored Q55 1 's life
expectancy.
B.S.

Panasonic TX29A3 (Euro 1 Chassis)
This set worked for a while then the screen would slowly
become brighter and brighter until there was just a white
raster.The on-screen graphics were still present when any
control was operated however. These new digital sets can be
difficult to work on, especially with an intermittent fault like
this one. So we resorted to guesswork. The DPU2553
deflection processor chip eventually turned out to be the
culprit.
B.S.

Grundig P37-142 (CUC51A Chassis)
This set produced a channel display but there was no sound
or raster. At switch on the line oscillator (in the TDA2595
chip) produced an output for a second then stopped — the
chip was sensing a fault on the protection line (pin 10 of the
deflection module). A long search to find the cause seemed
likely, then I noticed drops of water near the line output
transistor. Because of a spill there was water beneath the
line output transformer, the leakage triggering the overvoltage protection circuit. A happy half hour removing
components in the line output stage and drying beneath
P.B.
them restored normal operation.

Grundig GSC100 Chassis
If the e.h.t. is excessive, check whether Di508 is opencircuit.
P.B.

Panasonic TX28X1 (Alpha 4 Chassis)

Matsui 1422
A whistle came from the power supply area. Easy I thought,
must be the transformer. A little pressure on the transformer
with my screwdriver stopped the whistle but, just as I was
about to remove it, I noticed a small 4,700pF, lkV capacitor
with a split in it next to the transformer. This capacitor
(C613) normally shuts the set down when it splits, but on
this occasion it decided to oscillate instead. Still, cheaper
than a replacement transformer.
T.L.

Matsui 1455
This set caused its owner some distress. When she switched
it to standby it remained on and when she switched it on
from standby there was an overbright, pulsating display. A
quick check on the h.t. feed to the line output stage showed
that it was not being shut down when standby was
requested. I traced back to the standby switching circuit and
found that Q605 was short-circuit. Replacing this cured the
problem, to the relief of the customer.
T.L.

There was a height problem with this set. The field scan was
normal when the set was first switched on, but after about
half an hour it would begin to jitter then the height would
slowly increase until it was at least twice the normal size.
Checks around 10501 and the ramp generator brought me to
C402 which had a definite leak. It wasn't a small, yellow
ceramic capacitor but a normally reliable Mylar type — a
nice chocolate brown colour.
B.S.

Several of these sets have been brought to us with the
complaint that they go dead intermittently. The cause of the
trouble is dry-joints on Q608, which is mounted on the long
M.P.
heatsink down the centre of the PCB.

Panasonic TX21M2T (Z4 Chassis)

Tatung 180 Chassis

This set was totally dead because the 270k52 start-up
resistor in the power supply was open-circuit.
B.S.

Three of these sets came in after a storm with thunder and
lightning. They all had the same fault symptoms — no sound
and vision, with the LED lit — and in each case the cause
was the SAB3035 chip IC1001 on the front panel. Roll on
M.P.
the next storm!

Panasonic TXC74 (Alpha 1 Chassis)
This set was brought to us because the line output transistor
Q551 kept blowing. The one fitted had indeed been
damaged, with quite a heavy leak between its collector and
emitter. We fitted a replacement then left the set running on
the soak-test bench. After about an hour the width came in
slightly, but when the set was approached the fault cleared
for another hour! This behaviour repeated itself for most of
the rest of the day. Fearing for the life of Q551, we checked
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Sony KVX25

Hinari TVA1
We've had several faults on the rather inaccessible front
panel in this model. The most common one is loss of
memory. This is cured by replacing the M58655P chip. The
other main problem is drifing because of a faulty 33V
M.P.
stabiliser.
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reported fault was. "dead — blows the mains fuse". Attention
was immediately turned to the now obligatory BUT1IAF
chopper transistor which was short-circuit. We suspected
that there might be something more sinister and a quick call
to the friendly man at Philips revealed that a service kit has
been issued to deal with the problem. Reference no. is
SBC7021, part no. 4822 310 20491. Fitting this restored
normal operation.
K.E.

Philips 2A Chassis

Salora L Chassis

Panasonic TX28A1 (Alpha 2W Chassis)

A loud, crackling noise from the speaker was accompanied
by a picture that collapsed horizontally and vertically. It
didn't take us too long to find that there were dry-joints on
C511, C512 and C507 in the line output stage.
K.E.

There was audio trouble with this 28in. monster: no sound
for the first half hour after switching on. We'd not seen one
of these sets before and didn't have the manual, so we had
to play this one by ear! A slight buzz from the speaker
confirmed that the amplifier was working, and no signal at
the scart socket suggested that the cause of the fault lay near
the intercarrier sound chip. Some likely chips were heated
and cooled to no avail. Then quite by accident some freezer
caught IC1204, a three-pin 5V regulator. Its output
remained the same when it was heated and cooled, but a
scope revealed that an enormous amount of 100Hz ripple
was present at its output when freezer was sprayed in its
direction. IC1204 is fed from a small mains transformer and
bridge rectifier whose 1,000µF, 16V reservoir capacitor
C1206, which is behind IC1204, had dried up. A replacement cured the fault. When we obtained a circuit diagram
we discovered that a muting circuit is linked to the output
from IC1204.
M.Dr.

Mitsubishi CT2223B
Field bounce is a problem we don't encounter very often
these days. It brought back memories of certain monochrome
sets long since gone. Electrolytic capacitors being the
favourite suspect for this sort of thing, we were not surprised
to find that the field scan coupling capacitors C412 and C413
were not up to specification. We've also had failure of these
K.E.
330µF capacitors cause field collapse.

Toshiba 215T8B
This set failed to respond to commands either from the
remote control unit or its own front panel control pad. A
visual check of the main PCB revealed evidence of arcing at
the scan coil connector. As a result of this the two system
control chips QA01 and QF04 had perished. Repair to the
PCB header and the replacement of these two rather expensive chips put matters right.
K.E.

Sanyo CPT7135
The power supply appeared to trip out as soon as the set was
switched on. When a 100W bulb was connected across the
145V rail's reservoir capacitor C331 the set started up and ran,
happily lighting the bulb and operating the set at the same
time. Further checks showed that C321 (100) was opencircuit, a replacement restoring normal operation.
M.Dr.

Samsung CI5013T
There was no teletext sync, intermittent top expansion of the
teletext or alternatively the text would disappear, leaving
only the page number slowly rolling down the screen. You
are not likely to come across this intermittent fault as it
occurs only in the mix mode. A very simple modification is
all that's required but Samsung won't recognise it as they
say they haven't come across the problem. I can supply
details if you send a stamped, addressed envelope to me at
62 Fairfield Road, Buxton, Derbyshire SK17 7DW. M.Dr.

Ferguson ICC5 Chassis
The complaint was that the output from the right-hand
speaker cut out intermittently. When we removed the back
we found that there were two huge dry-joints on the righthand speaker socket. After resoldring these the set was
returned to the customer, only to come back next day with
the same complaint. The cause of the fault took some time
to locate, because the symptom occurred only momentarily.
There turned out to be a dry joint on the front-mounted
headphone socket.
M.Dr.
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After soldering some dry-joints to cure an intermittently
dead set we were faced with excessive width, the width
control having no effect. We found that the —26V supply to
the width control was missing as the 1551 safety resistor
R3602 was open-circuit. This was in turn because of a
solder splash that shorted C2602 to chassis.
M.Dr.

Decca/Tatung 165 Chassis
For a dead set that's stuck in standby with the power supply
running check whether R803 and R809, both 82k52, are
open-circuit. These two power supply resistors provide, in
conjunction with a 15V zener diode, a —15V supply to the
on/off switch's momentary contacts. To avoid comebacks
replace both resistors.
M.Dr.

Hitachi CPT2246 (NP83CQ Chassis)
The sound was normal but the picture looked as though it was
made up of tiny black or white squares depending on picture
content, with no shade difference between black and white.
Thus a face would appear brilliant white or blacked out while
a white shirt would appear brilliant white with the
surrounding items either black or brilliant white — most
strange! More by luck than judgement we discovered that the
TDA3561A colour decoder chip IC501 was the culprit. J.E.

Philips CP90 Chassis
We've had a couple of these sets in recently. The first was
suffering from field collapse because R3623 (8.251) was
open-circuit. This surge-limiter resistor is in the 163V line
output stage derived supply. It's used by the RGB output
stages and also provides base bias for the upper field output
transistor.
The second set displayed a picture that lacked contrast
because preset R3944 (51(1-2) was broken.
J.E.

Toshiba 255R7B
This set was dead. Just before the set had shut down the
picture had collapsed to a line down the centre of the screen,
i.e. loss of line scan. Investigation showed that pin 27 of
plug 570 was severely dry-jointed while the 2SD1432 line
output transistor Q404 was short-circuit.
J.E.
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Dead set, no 5V supply: Replace R843 (150 fusible) if
open-circuit.
No video: Check whether RV80 on the back terminal PCB
is open-circuit. Alternatively CV03 (0.01pF) could be
faulty.

Snowy picture: Replace C104 in the a.g.c. circuit.
Incorrect background colour/one gun over-driven: One
of the clamp diodes DF01/2/3 is faulty (text models).
Low, distorted sound: Check whether D632 is shortcircuit.

No luminance: Replace diode D213 (1SS104, part no.
A7150041) — when faulty the d.c. level at pin 3 of IC501 is
incorrect.

Set doesn't stop in search/immediately enters search:
CA28/CA29 on Rem Sel PCB short-circuit.

No colour/faulty text display/lack of brightness: Replace
R331.

Pulsating picture with rapid changes in peak white:
D242 in the beam-limiter network is short-circuit.

Flyback lines visible: First ensure that the picture display
adjustments are correctly set up. Then if necessary reduce
the value of RV21 on the back terminal PCB from 11S2 to
3900.

Models 215T8B/255T7B/284T8B

Models 211E4B/211T4B/212R4B/212T4B plus
213 and 214 versions
Faults listed under Models 159R4B/201E4B/221E4B etc.
apply. In addition:
Won't come out of standby or low h.t.: Optocoupler
DR10 is faulty. With set on pin 8 of IC801 should be at OV.
Set won't go into standby, just snowy raster: Optocoupler
DR10 faulty.
Field jitter, particularly with high video content: D371 is
leaky.
Field bounce: Replace R315 and R316.
One audio channel noisy (Model 211T4B): Check R637
and R640.
When 'text is selected set stays in the TV mode but channels count down repetitively: Replace zener diode DS10.
Picture remains when text is selected, though in text
mode (Model 212T4B): TV/VID/RGB switch is in the
RGE position.
No text (low ,amplitude video input to teletext PCB):
Replace D204 (leaky).
No colour/blank, raster with teletext: C319 is open-circuit.
Cogging/hum/no field sync/poor line sync: C303 is leaky.
Intermittent shading on left-hand side of screen/no luminance/text o.k.: R220 (1.5k0) is open-circuit.
Impurity with early FST models: Check d.c. resistance of
the degaussing coils. If 70 replace with later 190 type
available from Toshiba Spares.

No text, page number (which can be changed) only:
CF14 (0.01pF) leaky.
Fault could apply with other CCT/Fastext models.

Model 255R7B
No on-screen display: Replace D403 (leaky).
Field jitter when cold: Change R332 to 10k0 (this modification was implemented in later production sets).

Model 255T7B
Intermittent loss of colour: Subcarrier adjustment trimmer
C551 faulty (gentle tap on trimmer should produce fault).

Model 258T7B
No tuning (snowy raster only) and no on-screen display:
Zener diode DB01 (5.1V) leaky.
Flyback lines visible: First ensure that the picture display
adjustments are correctly set up. Then if necessary reduce
the value of RV21 on the back terminal PCB from 11(0 to
3900.

Model 261T4B
Some fault notes listed under Models 201E4B, 211E4B etc.
apply. Note that IC801 must be type TA7265AP: type
TA7265P must not be used.
Dead set: First check whether R803 (6.21a 7W) in the startup circuit is open. Check whether the line output transistor
Q404 is short-circuit: if it fails repeatedly, check for dry-joints
at the line driver transformer T401. If the transformer (T802)
rattles and the h.t. is at 70V, R481 (2.40, 1W) is open-circuit.
If the chopper transistor Q804 is short-circuit, the following
components must be checked: IC801 (TA7265AP), D805
(1N4148), R802 (0.470, 2W), R818 (100), R819 (5100),
R820 (270), R822 (150) and R830 (820).

Model 284T8B

Complete loss of video with normal picture selected,
sometimes intermittent (Models 211T4B/212T4B): VIP
chip ICO2 on text PCB faulty.

Field bounce when the set is very hot: Cause is poor
thermal contact between the TDA8170 chip IC303 and the
heatsink. Add heatsink compound.

Low h.t. (85V): R810 has gone slightly high in value.

Distorted sound: Replace the 6MHz filter Z602.

Text lines at top of picture: Replace D203 (leaky).
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TO BE CONTINUED
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TV Fault Finding

Reports from Terry Lamoon, Mike Leach,
Brian Storm, Bob McClenning,
Alfred Damp, John Edbverds, Chris Watton,
Eugene Trundle, heel Dranfioki and
Geoff Fardon

Matsui 1580
When this set was switched on it squealed and tripped off. A
check on the h.t. voltage at TP44 after switching on showed
that it was high (160V) and couldn't be reduced. We carried
out a quick visual check on the power supply and saw that
C818 (lpF, 50V) was very distressed — it sits too close to a
high-wattage resistor. On fitting a replacement and adjusting
T.L.
the h.t. for 112V everything was fine.

drew my attention to diagonal bold black and white stripes
across the screen. I quickly checked the text display, which
was faultless, but by now my two minutes were up as the
symptom receded. Many days later the cause of the fault
was traced to an intermittently leaky zener diode, D329,
which stabilises the supply to the TDA4670 transient
improvement chip IC302: as the supply fell the lines
appeared. The part number is MA4068.
B.S.

Tashiko 14F891 (Tatting 160 Series Chassis)
The cause of field collapse with this set was the fact that
R301 (5601a had increased in value to over 2M52. It's in
series between the field hold preset and pin 1 of the
TDA4503 chip.
J.E.

Hitachi CPT2508 (G7P Mk II Chassis)
The cause of no life from this set was the fact that the main
surge limiter resistor R901 (3.9Q, 7W) was open-circuit
while C919 (4.7nF, 1kV) and C928 (2.2nF, 2kV) were both
short-circuit. Both capacitors had split, burnt bodies. C919
is in the snubber network while C928 is connected across
the chopper transistor.
J.E.

Alba CTV10
This set was dead though the standby indicator LED was on.
Checks showed that diode D410 (FR605), which is in series
with the h.t. feed to the line output transformer, was opencircuit. It had burnt out because the transformer had failed.
Both items are available from CPC Ltd.
J.E.

Panasonic TX25W3 (Euro 1 Chassis)
There was an intermittent fault with the display produced by
this set: maybe once a day the dark areas of the picture
would become dotted, rather like a swarm of bees, in parts
that were shadowy. Any approach to the set would banish
the fault until next day. We had to proceed on the basis of
guesswork and eventually found that the digital transient
improvement chip IC1661, type DTI2223, was faulty. B.S.

Panasonic TX21V2 (Alpha 4 Chassis)
When this set was switched on there was a slight splutter
then the power supply shut down. A check on the h.t. at
switch-on produced a reading of only 60V, after which it
quickly faded out. As no obvious shorts could be measured
in the line output stage we decided to fit a replacement line
output transformer. This restored normal operation.
B.S.

Panasonic TX28W2 (Alpha 3 Chassis)
The type of intermittent fault I least like produces some
obscure complaint and lasts for about two minutes every
other day. So how about this one: the symptom consisted of
diagonal black and white stripes that appeared maybe once a
day?! Muttering some cynical comments I left the set to its
own devices on the soak test bench. Hours later a colleague
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Panasonic TX28X1 (Alpha 4 Chassis)
After about half an hour the height would start to increase
then twitch erratically. Checks in the field output stage
didn't bring anything unusual to light so I moved back to
the driver stage. As there was some instability in the ramp
generator I decided to check the capacitors here. The culprit
turned out to be C402 (0.33uF) which was leaky. This was
surprising as it's a Mylar type. A replacement cured the
fault however.
B.S.

Philips 2A Chassis
One of these sets with remote control came to us with a tripping power supply. We found that the cause was a shortcircuit in the MAB8441 microcontroller chip on the front
control panel.
B.McC.

Philips CP110 Chassis
This set would start up at switch on but just as the picture
began to appear the set would flash on and off, quite
violently but irregularly. The power supply and optocouplei
chips were tried without success. We noticed that the fault
became less frequent as the set warmed up. Tapping the
power supply in the area of the degaussing posistor
produced the fault, so a replacement was fitted. The set was
then left to soak test. At switch on from cold next day it
worked perfectly.
A.D.

Hitachi CPT2188
The trouble started as an intermittent failure to start fault.
The owner overcame it by leaving the set in standby all the
time. Eventually the set refused to start from standby, so he
had to bring it in for repair. We traced the cause of the
trouble to the fact that C604 (1,00041F, 25V) was openA.D.
circuit.

Grundig 2401 Chassis
At switch on this set went straight into the trip mode. All
the components we tried in the, line output stage turned out
to be innocent. Eventually we found that L519 had shorted
turns.
A.D.

Hitachi CPT2218 (NP81CO Chassis)
This set wouldn't come out of standby. All the legs of the
chopper transformer T901 had hairline cracks at the solder
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connections — they were visible only when a strong magniA.D.
fying lens and lamp were used.

Philips K40 Chassis
Two of these sets, with similar symptoms but different
component failures, came into the workshop within days of
each other. With the first set there was only a very faint
raster. This set proved to be the easier one to fix: the
TDA3561 colour decoder chip had failed, a replacement
restoring the picture. There was no raster at all with the
second set. We hoped that replacing the same chip would put
matters right but weren't so lucky. Checks around the chip
showed that the blanking waveform at pin 8 was low.
Tracing this back to source brought us to the TDA3576B
timebase generator chip which was the cause this time. M.L.

Hitachi CPT2578
There was a blank raster and no sound. Checks showed that
the 12V output from the 7812 regulator IC932 was low. The
chip was all right however, the cause of the trouble being
C933 which smooths its input. A new 2,200pF, 25V capacitor restored normal operation.
M.L.

Checks around the TDA4505 chip IC101 suggested that`it
might be faulty, so a replacement was fitted. As this seemed
to cure the problem the set was returned to the customer.
Within a month it was back with the same fault. This
time I found that the area around IC101 was very sensitive
to heat, producing all kinds of symptoms when either a
hairdryer or freezer was pointed in its direction. I felt it
unlikely that the new chip had failed, but a replacement had
to be tried. No luck. Plying the panel eventually led me to
the cause of the problem: after much soul searching and
prodding around the chip I found that L105 in the video
output feed was intermittent. A replacement salvaged from a
scrap panel cured the fault.
M.L.

Hitachi CPT2488
At switch on the picture was blacked out except for a
narrow strip at the top and bottom of the screen. As the set
warmed up the blank area shrank, one line at a time,
towards screen centre. Within twenty or thirty minutes the
blank bar had disappeared, leaving a normal picture. All this
was caused by C574 (100pF, 40V) in the field timebase area
being low in value.
E.T.

Philips K40 Chassis
Nikkai Tara 10
This 10in. portable's power supply refused to start up. The
power supply circuit is rather complicated: fortunately the
cause of the trouble was simply a dry-joint at L110 in the line
output stage. You also tend to get dry-joints around the line
driver transformer. Because of the circuit design, a fault in the
line output stage often shuts down the power supply. M.L.

Philips CTX Chassis
We had difficulty getting the chopper circuit to work in one
of these sets. When you've changed just about everything in
the power supply and it still won't start up, try replacing
C2323 (220pF, 10V). It worked for me.
M.L.

Hitachi CPT2808 (G7P Mk 2 Chassis)
This 28in. set came in because there was was no sound or
picture: a raster was present, but there was only snow on the
screen. Neither the remote nor the manual front controls
worked. It seemed that a supply was missing, but checks
showed that they were all present and correct. The next step
was to check the voltages around the microcontroller chip
IC101. Some were slightly high, others o.k. The simplest
thing seemed to be to fit a replacement, but as so often this
made not the slightest difference. So I had to investigate
those incorrect voltages more carefully.
The voltage at pin 15 was significantly high. There
should be field-frequency pulses here: these were missing,
though the raster height was correct. Was there something
wrong with the AN5521 field output chip IC601? Fortunately another of these sets was in the workshop at the time,
because of a power supply fault, so I swapped over the field
output chips. This proved that the chip was faulty, a replacement restoring the signals.
How technology has changed, eh? Twenty years ago one
wouldn't have replaced a PCL85 for a snowy raster! M.L.

Solavox 140/Nikkai TLG88
A blank raster was the complaint with this set. There was no
snow, and it looked as if the set was stuck in the AV mode.
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The power unit was whistling and the BU508 line output
transistor was short-circuit. The set continued to scream
when a new BU508 had been fitted. I found that the overvoltage thyristor was conducting because the CNX62 optocoupler IC7120 was faulty.
C.W.

Grundig CUC95 Chassis
When this set was switched on e.h.t. could be felt on the
screen and the tube's heaters glowed but there was no
raster. As with so many sets nowadays a field output fault
will remove the raster. My first check was to advance the
setting of the first anode control. This produced a single
line across the screen, i.e. field collapse. The cause of the
fault was traced to R2754, a 1M0 potentiometer, being
open-circuit.
C.W.

Amstrad TVR1
This set always came on from cold. If it was switched on
when warm however it would start all right but after only a
very short time the picture would go off and the power
transformer would whine. Replacing D1507 and C1511
(100p F, 160V) cured the fault.
C.W.

Fidelity LC169
This 14in. portable had neither sound nor sync. The cause
was traced to R109E which is part of a chain of ten 5.61c52
resistors that supply a sample line flyback pulse to pin 5 of
the TDA4500 chip. One end of the chain is connected to the
line output transistor's collector.
C.W.

Finlux 9000 Chassis
A common fault with these excellent receivers is lack of
contrast at switch on. The level can be stored in the
memory, but the switch-on level is only about seventy per
cent at maximum. This isn't actually a fault: it's caused by
the design of the circuit. When the normalise button on the
set or the remote control unit is pressed the contrast will
come up to the desired setting. The problem is that the tube
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is losing emission: with a high contrast setting a good
picture can be displayed. A variable d.c. voltage to the
colour decoder chip sets the contrast level. Adjusting the
values of the resistors in the potential divider network that
produces the control voltage will provide a higher contrast
level at switch on. It can then be adjusted in the normal way.
After some experimentation I found that changing the value
of Rb29 on the video panel from 56kcl to 40.5kt2 produced
the desired effect. With a lower value the contrast wouldn't
turn down while a higher value had little effect. Two resistors in parallel were used to produce this value. The modification is not official.
C.W.

on the picture; and field crossover distortion when cold. The
cause of the patterning was the fact that the mains bridge
rectifier's reservoir capacitor C807 (120pF, 400V) was
open-circuit. Now this capacitor has a 4-pin base, so most 2pin types are unsuitable. A look through some old panels
produced a capacitor with the same pin connections. This
had been used in a Sony KV2020. Although the value was
250pF, it worked. For the field fault replace the linearity
feedback capacitor C317 (2.2pF, 50V). We've had the
problem before and use a 4.7pF capacitor in this position as
the 2.2pF type can be unreliable when very cold.
M.Dr.

Tatung 161 Chassis/GEC C1410
Rediffusion/Doric Mk 4 Chassis with Text
This set could be switched on normally but there were no
signals until the remote control unit was used to select a
channel. Once this had been done all stations were tuned
and the set worked perfectly until it was switched off.
Replacing the SAA1174 chip on the remote control panel
cured the fault.
C.W.

There was no sound and no channel LED display on the
front PCB. While checking the voltages around the LED
display we found that the set came on when LL01, a small
green choke, was touched. It had been poorly soldered from
new. I don't know why this affected the sound — we didn't
have the manual.
M.Dr.

Sony KV2096
Grundig CUC7OKT Chassis
There was a raster but no picture, only weak snow. Voltage
checks around the tuner/i.f. module showed that all the
supplies were present and correct, while the varicap tuning
voltage varied. So obviously the cause of the fault was in
the can. While checking around the TUA2000 chip IC2110 I
found that there was only 1V instead of about 7V at pin 3.
R2127 (18012) was open-circuit.
C.W.

This set had an odd intermittent fault. Sometimes it would
be stuck on AV when switched on, with AV displayed on
the screen. At other times the IR receiving diode would
flash as if a remote control command had been received and
the channel number would appear on the screen. The cause
of the fault turned out to be dry-joints on the screening can
around the main microcontroller chip. This can is also used
to earth print lands around the chip. Also check the main
PCB where the subpanel is plugged in.
M.Dr.

Fidelity ZX5000 Chassis
There was no green in the display unless the brightness was
turned to minimum and loss of colour unless the brightness
was turned up to 25 per cent of its range, when colour
flooded the screen, looked plastic and wasn't registered with
the luminance. Replacing the VCU2213A video codec chip
restored a normal picture.
C.W.

Ferguson TX90 Chassis
This set would trip intermittently on scene changes. We
found that the h.t. voltage was high at 126V instead of 115V.
The cause of the trouble was the fact that the two resistors on
the chassis side of the set-h.t. control had gone high in value:
R225 measured slightly high at 491S2 instead of 471d2 while
R229 measured 491d2 instead of 39k0.
M.Dr.

Huanyu 37C-3
Intermittent sound is a fairly common fault with these sets.
The loudspeaker is the cause: the flexible braid connection
to the push-on connector is poorly soldered. Resoldering
often provides a cure.
C.W.

Finlux 1000 Chassis

GEC 20AX Chassis/Granada C2OVA1
A fault you sometimes get with these sets is flyback lines
being visible at low brightness levels during dark scenes.
The first thing to check is the value of the first anode supply
feed resistor — it tends to go high. Then if necessary check
R281 (821a on the decoder panel and both zener diodes in
this area (D212 and D218).
G.F.

When this set was switched on the channel display lit but
there was no sound or picture. Checks showed that the line
drive was missing. This was in turn because of loss of the
supply to the line oscillator. Transistor Ta2 (BC547), which
is part of a voltage regulator circuit on the signals panel, had
failed.
C.W.

There was a blank display, i.e. a white screen, and the sound
was intermittent. The 7.5V zener diode 2D15 on the colour
decoder panel turned out to be faulty.
G.F.

Mitsubishi CT1905BM

Tatung 145 Chassis

If you find that the standby light is on and the power supply
is running all right but the set is otherwise dead with no line
drive to Q551, check whether R556 is very hot with only
about 2V at one end. If it is, C501 (100pF, 25V) on the
signals PCB is short-circuit.
M.Dr.

Tuning drift with one of these sets was cured by replacing
the M293AB1 tuning voltage synthesiser chip IR03. G.F.

Toshiba C2020B
This set had two separate faults: a stringy sort of patterning
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Rediffusion Mk 3 Chassis

Tatung 140 Chassis
This set wouldn't start up. We found that there was a startup voltage (9V) at pin 9 of the TDA4600 chopper control
chip 1801 but no voltage at pin 5 as R805 (390k0) had gone
open-circuit.
G.F.
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signals are fed to the i.f. amplifier/demodulator chip IC101,
at pins 7/8 and 13/14 respectively. This device, type
M52020SP, was custom designed for the Alpha 3 chassis
by Mitsubishi, which manufactures it, and Matsushita engineers. Its features include two-stage i.f. amplification, a
mute detector and the option to demodulate positive-going
video signals.
Two-stage amplification is useful, particularly where the
signal strengths of the local channels differ, in providing
high gain and good overload immunity. The mute detector
stops the search tuning by producing a high output at pin 25
when a video signal has been detected. The positive-going
video option, not used in UK models, enables French
system L signals to be demodulated. For this option to be
implemented a few additional external components are
required. The chip also provides the usual features such as
a.g.c. and ale.
As IC101 is not connected to the I2C bus — Mitsubishi
was not an 12C signatory when the chip was being developed — the a.f.c. output at pin 43 is buffered by Q102 and
fed to the main microcontroller chip IC1213 on panel E.
IC1213 then adjusts the tuner via the I2C bus.
The demodulated video appears at pin 52, which with
pin 51 provides a convenient off-chip loop where video
equalisation can be applied. The 6MHz sound trap is also
fitted here. Further equalisation is provided by the feedback
link between pins 49 and 50. The equalised video output at
pin 49 is fed to panel E via the emitter-follower buffer transistor Q101. A video signal is fed back into IC101 at pin
26, where it's passed to a sync separator that provides the
previously mentioned mute output (pin 25).
There are few adjustments — only LC102 (vision i.f.
SAWF matching), L105 (vision demodulator) and L2105
(sound demodulator).

The Panasonic
Alpha 3
Chassis
Part 2

Ray Meadows

Last time we looked at the general layout of the chassis and
the circuitry used in the isolated and non-isolated sections
of the power supply. We'll turn next to the signals
circuitry, which is mainly contained on panels B and H.
Basically panel B has the tuner, the i.f. amplifiers and
demodulators and the Nicam decoder while panel H is
concerned with AV switching and teletext. RGB switching
takes place on main panel E.

Tuner and IF
An Ecom u.h.f. tuner, usually type ENV87839G3, is
fitted in models for the UK market. Continental models are
fitted with a v.h.f./u.h.f. tuner from either Philips or Telefunken. Apart from the frequency coverage, the main
difference is that the Ecom tuner provides an unbalanced
output.
Fig. 1 shows a simplified circuit of the tuner and i.f.
sections. The tuner's output is fed via emitter-follower
Q105 to separate filters for the vision and sound signals. In
each path there's a SAWF with a driver stage, Q104 and
X101 in the vision path and Q2102/3 and X2101 in the
sound path — this one caters for both the f.m. and the Nicam
(QIF) signals. After the bandpass filtering these two sets of
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I
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The chip's sound outputs, f.m. and the Nicam QIF
(quadrature-modulated i.f.), appear at pin 42. There are
again two paths, to the 6MHz (f.m.) intercarrier sound chip
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Fig. 1: The basic if. circuit, simplified.
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subsequent audio switching between mono and stereo
sound. The f.m. sound is fed via a 6MHz ceramic filter,
X2102, to the Matsushita AN5215 chip IC2102 whose
output, at pin 7, goes to the f.m./Nicam selector switch chip
IC2202 via the buffer transistor Q2105. The output from
IC2202 is passed to panel E.
Continental sets that can demodulate Zwietone stereo
signals have two AN5215 chips with two input bandpass
filters, one tuned to 5.5MHz and the other to 5.74MHz. A
stereo/bilingual audio decoder chip then uses the pilot tone
to select the correct mode. An a.m. sound detector can be
added for system L operation, thus increasing the panel's
flexibility.
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Fig. 3 shows a simplified circuit of the Nicam demodulator/decoder part of the board. The output from pin 42 of
IC101 is fed via Q2001 to the QPSK block filter T2001.
This provides very high out-of-band attenuation: Q2001 is
included to compensate for the loss introduced by the
filter. C2060 couples the filter's output to pin 4 of the
TA8662N Nicam demodulator chip IC2012. There are two
clocks here. X2003 generates a 6.552MHz Nicam subcarrier frequency signal while X2001 pro-vides a 5.824MHz
Nicam data clock. Internal synchronous demodulators
followed by data sampling circuitry produce the serial data
and 728kHz clock signals required by the Philips
SAA7280 Nicam decoder chip IC2001, the next chip in the
chain.
IC2001 provides descrambling, de-interleaving, parity
checking and ten-to-fourteen bit expansion of the Nicam
data. It operates with a 17.472MHz clock provided by
X2002, which is synchronised with the 728kHz clock
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Fig. 2: The fan. sound and audio switching circuitry,
again simplified.

IC2102 and via Q2001 etc. (see below) to the Nicam
demodulator chip IC2012.
Fig. 2 shows the f.m. sound demodulator circuit and the
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Fig. 3: Simplified Nicam decoder circuit.
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signal via a gate in IC2002 and a comparator in IC2006.
Other peripheral circuitry includes transistors Q2025 and
Q2002 which take the error detect (EDET) output and feed
it back to pin 6 as a mute signal should errors be detected.
The mute input is also used to switch off the Nicam
decoder when the main microcontroller chip selects the
f.m. audio mode. The decoder chip is reset at switch on by
IC2004, a Matsushita MN1280-R device.
The decoded serial digital audio output at pin 10 is
passed to a Philips TDA1543 digital-to-analogue converter
chip, IC2003, which generates separate left and right audio
signals. These are filtered and level-matched to the f.m.
signal by dual operational amplifiers in IC2013 and IC2014.
Finally a pair TAX10009 low-pass filter chips, IC2008 and
IC2009, remove clock noise and digital interference, the
outputs being passed to the selector chip IC2202.
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B Panel Variations
There were a few modifications to panel B during the
production life of the Alpha 3 chassis. In early sets the
Nicam decoder, DAC and immediately associated chips
were fitted in a screened can on a subpanel called panel
BN. In later sets the screening is retained but the circuitry
is incorporated on the main panel. The most recent models,
such as the TX25A2X, use a new, lower-cost Toshiba
Nicam decoder, also a new vision i.f. chip — the system is
similar to that used in Alpha 2M models.
AV Switching
Now that we know where the video and audio signals
come from, let's see how they are switched and routed
around the chassis. It's important to understand this, the
route being quite complex. Various loss-of-signal faults can
be caused by poor connections: a loose or unclipped B
panel for example will mean loss of the tuner signals and
thus a blank raster, while a loose H panel will remove the
tuner signals and the AV inputs as well.
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Fig. 4: Schematic diagram showing the AV switching
arrangement on panel H (video path only shown).
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ID270

Fig. 5: The RGB source-selection switching on panel E.

Fig. 4 shows in simplified form the video path AV
switching on panel H. The circuit enables a number of
useful user functions to be included — these are guaranteed
to confound the user and service engineer alike! As we've
just seen, the tuner signals come from panel B: the AV1
signals come from panel E, the AV2 signals from panel H,
the AV3 signals from, where fitted, panel L, while the
satellite TV signals (Model TX25W2A only) come from
the satellite pack. Except for the RGB inputs from the AV1
scart socket, all the inputs go to panel H for selection. The
AV1 RGB inputs are mixed with the on-screen display
graphics and teletext RGB outputs by IC3301 and IC3302,
see Fig. 5.
Back to Fig. 4. To add to the confusion, there is provision for feeding in S-VHS signals via the AV2 and AV3
inputs. Now the rear-mounted AV2 bracket (see Fig. 1 last
month) has a four-pin S socket in addition to the scart
connector. If an S-VHS source is fed in via the scart
connector, the front-panel AV2 mode switch (next to AV3)
must be pushed in. This rearranges the AV2 scart connections so that pin 20 (normally composite video input)
becomes the luminance input and pin 15 (normally R in)
becomes the chroma input. A small switch is built into the
four-pin AV2 S-VHS socket so that use of this input automatically overrides the scart input. Meanwhile AV3 (A2
models only) on the front panel has both an S connector
and phono AV sockets. Composite video has priority until
the S connector is plugged in. This is a constant source of
misunderstanding for users and, probably, service
personnel.
Main AV source selection is carried out by IC3002, a
four-input, three-way (L/R audio and video) switch with an
internal video amplifier. Prior to this the AV2 configuration
(depending on whether the input is via the scart or the S
connector) is pre-selected by IC3003. IC3001 selects the
chroma source with an S-VHS input, the luminance signals
passing along the same route as composite video in this
mode. Model TX25W2A also has IC3005, which selects
either the off-air (u.h.f. tuner) or satellite tuner signal.
One feature that's often 'overlooked is the selectable
video output from the AV2 scart connector. IC3004
enables this to be set to obtain either an on-screen video
monitor output, i.e. from IC3002, or a tuner output. A
small switch on the rear panel beneath AV2 enables this
choice to be made. The tuner video loop-through is useful
in a TV dealer's showroom as the input from a single
aerial can be used to provide pictures on many sets, using
433
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Fig. 6: Simplified teletext decoder circuit (there are variants — see text).

scart 'daisy chains'. For the user, the monitor output
enables the selected video source to be dubbed or fed to an
AV system.
The other function of the H panel is teletext decoding.
Apart from the video input to the teletext decoder, the AV
switching and teletext operations are completely separate.
Three different types of H panel were used in UK models,
depending on the number of AV/satellite inputs provided.
Teletext

Fig. 6 shows a simplified circuit of the teletext decoder.
A three-transistor circuit is used at the input to amplify and
buffer the selected video signal, raising it to a suitable
level for the text data slicer. The small trimmer C3558 is
factory preset to adjust the amplifier's h.f. response for
optimum text performance. The Philips ECCT text system
is used: it consists of an SAA5231 video processor chip,
an SAA5243P/E text decoder chip and a PCF84C81P text
controller, with an MN4464-08 static RAM for page
storage and an EEROM to provide four 'favourite-page
number' memories for the first 25 channels. Two crystals
are used for the teletext data (13.875MHz) and character
generator (6MHz) clocks. The circuitry is very similar to
that used by other setmakers, but there are one or two
points worth mentioning.
The red, green, blue and blanking outputs generated by
the text decoder chip IC3502 are buffered by Q3505/4/3/1
respectively before being sent to the previously mentioned
RGB switches. In the normal text mode the blanking signal
is active continuously, so that the text appears against a
black background. In the mix mode it's inactive, so that the
picture and text are seen. When a subtitle or newsflash
appears, the blanking is active only while there's text on
the screen. R3514 provides text contrast adjustment.
Together with Q3506 it sets the drive level at the RGB
output stages. Tracking with the main contrast control is
provided via Q3502, which alters the control range at the
base of Q3506.
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Q3522 and the associated components reset the text
control chip IC3507. This is necessary because the text
circuit uses two separate 5V supplies: the reset action
ensures that the circuit doesn't start to operate until both
supplies are available. One fault I've had here was failure
of the lOnF capacitor C3546. The result was permanent text
blanking because the i.c. latched up during an unsuccessful
power-on reset.
A 'funny' that might have been seen by some service
engineers in recent months is twinkling or incorrect
channel name displays (such as ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST) when changing channels. Programme
providers insert a channel identification in packet 8/30 of
the teletext signal: this is used to generate the channel
change display. Recently however Channel 4 has started to
use Startext, which uses packet 8/30/2 to provide automatic
VCR timer switching. Unfortunately the ECCT teletext
decoder can't differentiate between the packet 8/30 and
packet 8/30/2 codes, relying on the broadcaster to follow
the transmission rules to the letter. Channel 4 now appears
to be doing so but, at the moment, its Welsh equivalent
S4C isn't. If ITV or the BBC start to use Startext we could
experience further problems. This isn't, by the way,
intended as criticism of ECCT which normally provides
excellent, user-friendly text.
H Panel Variations

Later H panels have a simplified video amplifier at the
input to the text circuit, with just one transistor and no
trimmer capacitor. For TOP text territories there's a
different text decoder that's compatible with the TOP table
and German character set.
Next Month

This completes our look at panels B and H. Next month
we'll move on to the main microcontroller and the video
processing on panel E.
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Servicing the Philips GR1-AX
Chassis

Steve Cannon

The GR1-AX was designed to drive 90° tubes with screen
sizes from 14 to 21in. Although it was introduced back in
1989, many engineers are still not familiar with it. The
unusual power supply — a self-oscillating series chopper
that uses a power f.e.t. device — could be one reason for
this. When it comes to repairing a switch-mode power
supply with a BU508 or one with a f.e.t., the latter will tend
to be put to one side.
There were several versions of the chassis, with quite a
number of differences. They depend mainly on the country
of origin and the serial number. The service manual lists
the main component differences. There are also some
differences in the plugs and sockets. The following description and service notes should however apply to all sets.

The Power Supply
The basic power supply circuit is shown in Fig. 1. It's
known, curiously, as a BUCSO type. This stands for Buck
Converter Self-Oscillating type. There is no sync feedback
from the line output stage. Note in particular that the
chassis is not mains isolated. Thus caution is required when
fault-finding in the power supply or indeed anywhere in the
set.
The power supply generates three outputs: a 95V h.t.
supply for the line output stage, a 9V supply for the audio
output stage and a 5V supply for the microcomputer control
chip and related circuitry. This latter supply is derived from
a potential divider network connected across the output
from the mains bridge rectifier.
The main thing that stands out is the chopper transistor
itself, Tr7610, since it's a fie.t. This type of transistor is
now becoming more common in power supplies. But basically, f.e.t. or no f.e.t., the power supply operates on similar
lines to any other type of switch-mode power supply.

Circuit Operation
At switch on Tr7610's gate is forward biased via R3610
and R3613 and it conducts. Zener diode D6613 sets the
voltage at the junction of R3610 and R3613, with R3613
and R3611 acting as a potential divider to further reduce
the voltage at Tr7610's gate to approximately 4-8V. Tr7610
is connected as a blocking oscillator, with positive feedback to its gate via the secondary winding (pins 2-13) on
the chopper transformer T5610, C2613 and R3612. Zener
diode D6610 limits the gate voltage.
We now have to switch Tr7610 off. This is where the
pulse-width modulator circuit, transistor Tr7614 and its
associated components, comes in. The error sensing transistor Tr7628 sets the d.c. conditions at the base of Tr7614.
Its other input consists of a sawtooth produced by the integrating circuit R3618/C2616 from the pulse developed
across winding 4-11 of the transformer when Tr7610
conducts. When the sawtooth rises to a sufficiently positive
value, Tr7614 conducts, shorting to chassis the gate of
Tr7610 which is thus switched off. At this point the voltage
at pin 2 of the transformer swings negatively and diode
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D6620 conducts, providing an efficiency diode action.
During this part of the cycle the energy in the transformer
charges the h.t. reservoir capacitor C2660. The voltage at
pin 4 of the transformer also swings negatively, discharging
C2616 via R3617 and D6617. Thus Tr7614 switches off.
Once the energy in the transformer has been transferred
to C2660, D6620 switches off. C2620 then charges,
producing a positive pulse which, via C2613, switches the
chopper transistor Tr7610 on again. The cycle has thus
been completed and the process continues, with Tr7610
being switched on and off. Regulation is achieved by
controlling the point at which Tr7610 switches off. This is
determined by the error sensing transistor Tr7628 which
sets the d.c. voltage at the base of Tr7614, and can be
adjusted by means of the set-h.t. control R3625.
Tr7614 is also used to provide the standby condition.
When standby is requested pin 19 of the microcomputer
control chip IC7700 goes low, switching Tr7631 on. The
positive voltage at its collector then switches Tr7614 on
and, since this shorts to chassis the gate of Tr7610, the
power supply shuts down. It starts up again when Tr7631
and Tr7614 switch off. This feature is included only in sets
with remote control.

Overvoltage Protection
Overvoltage protection is provided by thyristor Thy6641
and its associated components. Zener diodes D6638/39/40
monitor the h.t. voltage. If this rises above the combined
zener level the diodes conduct, firing Thy6641 which thus
shorts the h.t. to chassis. The power supply senses the overcurrent condition via winding 4-11 on the transformer,
switching on Tr7614 to shut the power supply down. In
earlier sets the conditions in the line output stage are also
monitored, via zener diodes D6646/47 and the 1N4148
diode D6645 whose anode is connected to one side of the
heater winding on the line output transformer.

The Microcomputer Chip
The microcomputer chip IC7700 is type TMP47C4343559. It carries out the usual functions such as remote
control and keyboard decoding, tuning control, video and
sound control, standby selection and on-screen display
generation, with connections via an I2C bus to the X2402
EEPROM IC7785 which stores the tuning and preset information.
For these chips to operate correctly they must be
provided with a rock-steady 5V supply, a power-on-reset
(POR) pulse must be correctly applied and the 4MHz oscillator must be running at the right frequency. Transistor
Tr7674 in the power supply acts as a series regulator for the
5V supply. The power supply also provides the reset pulse
for pin 33 of IC7700 — it's generated at the collector of
Tr7673.
Once a supply voltage is present, for IC7700 to be
initialised at switch on the reset line should remain low for
lmsec. At switch on Tr7673 is in its off state and the reset
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Fig. 1: The switch-mode power supply circuit used in the Philips GR1-AX chassis. Some component types/values vary
and there were several alterations in circuit detail during the production run.

line is low. Once the voltage at its base rises to 5.6V zener
diode D6671 and Tr7673 conduct and the reset line rises to
4.7V. By this time the 4MHz oscillator (pins 31 and 32) has
been kick-started and initialisation has been completed. The
following checks are made within IC7700 during initialisation:
(1) The internal RAM is tested. If a fault is found, a flashing
LED displays error code FO.
(2) The presence of a diode between pins 10 and 14 is
checked. This tells the chip whether or not the set has
remote control. If D6737 is present the set doesn't have
remote control and can't be put in standby.
(3) The presence of a diode between pins 11 and 14 is

checked. If diode D6736 is fitted here only u.h.f. operation
is possible.
(4) The presence of a diode between pins 12 and 14 is

checked. If diode D6735 is present the set comes on with
programme 2 instead of programme 1. This is apparently for
Australian sets, though why the Aussies want their sets to
switch on with programme 2 escapes me for the moment.. .
(5) The internal dividers and remote input are released.
(6) The status of the set when it was last switched on is
checked. If it was in standby when switched off, it comes on
in standby.
(7) The stored volume, brightness, colour and contrast
settings are read from the EEPROM and supplied to output
pins 2, 3, 4 and 5 respectively.
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The chip's internal timers are tested. If they are not
working correctly a flashing LED displays error code FL
At the end of this sequence the microcomputer chip
should, provided no errors have occurred, be fully operative.
Tuning
The tuning voltage data, a pulse-width modulated
(PWM) signal, appears at pin 1. It's used to switch transistor
Tr7706. This is connected to the 33V tuning supply and
establishes the required tuning voltage output in conjunction
with an integrating filter.
Once tuning has been initiated, pin 2 of the chip goes low
to mute the sound. The a.f.c. action needs to be overridden, so
pin 41 goes high. This switches on transistor Tr7786 which
produces 6V, the nominal a.f.c. voltage, at its collector for
application to the a.f.c. pin 9. The PWM tuning signal's duty
cycle then starts to decrease and the tuning voltage, via
Tr7705, increases. When a station is found, pin 16 receives a
high input from pin 22 of IC7020 (the TDA8305 multi-function chip) via transistor Tr7046. The output at pin 41 then
goes low so that the chip can measure the al.c. voltage. Once
this reaches 4.5V fine tuning begins, i.e. the chip varies the
duty cycle of its PWM tuning output at a slower rate. The
tuning voltage is gradually increased until the a.f.c. voltage at
pin 9 is 7.5V: it is then decreased to produce a 6V a.f.c. level.
The tuning is then spot on and the micro is ready for a
programme number to be entered and stored.
Other Controls
Volume, brightness, contrast and colour are adjusted via
an on-screen display menu. The micro chip has four 6-bit
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registers available for these settings. Thus the customer
controls can be at any one of 64 settings between minimum
and maximum. The PWM outputs at pins 2-5 are integrated
to produce the control voltages which vary between OV
(minimum) and 5V (maximum).
The chip has a sleep-timer function that operates via the
remote control system. When this function is activated the
set goes to standby after a given time. Maximum time,
which can be reduced in steps of fifteen minutes, is ninety
minutes.

on the c.r.t. base panel. Tr7402 provides a stable bias
source for the RGB drives, setting the black-level.

The 'Timebases

(2) Fl, LED off time 100msec. Internal timer fault
replace IC7700.

The TDA8305 chip IC7020 provides i.f. amplification
and demodulation, audio and sync processing and produces
line and field drive outputs. For the line timebase and hence
the set to get going a kick has to be delivered to the line
generator part of the chip from the power supply. There's
nothing new about this, but the unique thing here is that the
pulse is delivered to the the volume control input, pin 11.
When the set is first switched on C2058 (22pF) charges
from the 95V line, applying a pulse for a short time to pin
11. This enables the line oscillator to get going, and the line
output stage comes into operation. A 12V supply derived
from the line output transformer then takes over, providing
a feed to pin 7. The chip is now fully operational.
The composite video input signal is fed to the sync separator via pin 25. As well as going to the sync circuits the
output from the sync separator is fed to an identification
stage which tells the microcomputer chip, whilst tuning,
whether a station has been found. This output appears at
pin 22, where it's applied to the base of transistor Tr7046.
A sandcastle pulse output at pin 27 goes to the colour
decoder and micro chips.
The line drive output appears at pin 26 and is fed via the
line driver and buffer transistors Tr7521 and Tr7523 (no
line driver transformer) to the base of the line output transistor Tr7528. The type of transistor found here depends on
the set's screen size. With a 14in. tube it's a BUT11AF
while with a 21in. tube it's either a BUTI2AF or, in later
versions, a 2SC3795B.
The line output stage is very simple, with no EW modulator. The 95V h.t. is fed to pin 6 of the transformer via
R3530 (4.752) and L5532. Taps on the transformer produce,
with the associated rectifiers and filters, 160V for the RGB
output stages (pin 1), 26V for the field output stage (pin 2),
the +5B supply (pin 4), the heater supply (pins 8 and 9) and
a 12V supply (pin 3) which is separately filtered to provide
the +12A, +12B, +12E and +12F lines. The e.h.t., focus
and first anode voltages are obtained from the diode-split
section of the transformer, pin 7 at the chassis end of this
section providing a beam monitoring point.
Pin 3 of IC7020 provides the field drive output which is
fed to the TDA3653B field output chip IC7500. Again this
is all very straightforward. Pin 5 drives the field scan coils.
If the voltage at pin 8 falls below 2V, indicating no flyback
or deflection current, a positive voltage is produced at pin
7. This is linked via diode D6515 to the sandcastle pulse
line, blanking the screen to prevent phosphor burn.

(3) F2, LED off time 150msec. EEPROM fault. Either the
EEPROM chip is faulty or the +5B voltage is incorrect.

Fault Finding

On-screen Display
The green on-screen display (OSD) provides a search
tuning bar, timer information, the programme number and
the customer control value settings. It's synchronised by a
field sync pulse that's fed in at pin 27 and a sandcastle
pulse input at pin 26. The OSD output, at pin 23, is applied
to Tr7760 whose output is fed to the green output stage on
the c.r.t. base PCB. An LC network connected between
pins 28 and 29 determines the frequency of the OSD generator. The fast-blanking output at pin 25 is used to suppress
the TV signal where the OSD is to be shown.

Hotel Mode
If you're a landlord, a useful function with early sets is
the 'hotel' mode. This has probably caught out many an
unwary engineer, myself included. It can be switched on by
selecting programme 38 then pressing the store and prog +
keys at the same time. Once in this mode it's not possible
to store either tuning information or the values of the
customer control settings, the sound won't adjust louder
than the previously stored value and when the set is
switched out of standby it will come on with programme 1
rather than the last one selected. Now the useful bit. To
disable the hotel mode, select programme 38 again and this
time press the store and control + keys simultaneously.

Error Messages
The micro chip can generate three error messages which
are displayed by the front LED flashing. The error is indicated by the LED's off time, the on time always being
50msec. These messages are as follows:
(1) FO, LED off time 50msec. Internal RAM fault — replace
IC7700.

Video Signal Path
After passing through the tuner and the i.f. section of the
TDA8305 chip IC7020 the video signal is buffered by
Tr7040 and fed to the. TDA3565 colour decoder chip
IC7300. Pin 3 is the chroma input, pin 8 the luminance
input, pin 5 sets the colour level, pin 6 the contrast and pin
9 the brightness. Pin 6 is also used for beam-current
limiting, via R3552 and D6551. The reference oscillator
operates at 8.8MHz (the crystal is connected to pin 16) and
the sandcastle input is at pin 7. The red, green and blue
outputs appear at pins 10, 11 and 12 respectively. These are
fed to class A output stages, operated with a 160V supply,
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As with any chassis, most faults occur in either the
power supply or the line output stage. Great care must be
taken around the f.e.t. chopper transistor when fault-finding
in the primary side of the power supply — the transistor will
probably be destroyed if an attempt is made to measure the
voltages at its connections. The power supply won't run
with a 60W or 100W bulb as a dummy load. But if there's
no fault in the power supply it will run quite happily,
producing the correct h.t. voltage, when the h.t. smoothing
coil L5660 is disconnected to give an off-load condition.
Tracing the cause of a dead set when the h.t. is present
can be quite perplexing. This condition usually means that
there's a line timebase fault, but the cause could be in the
line drive/oscillator section or the output stage. As we've
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seen, the TDA8305 chip requires a start-up pulse at its
volume control pin to get the line oscillator going. A scope
check at pin 26 when the set is switched on should show
the presence of line pulses for a brief period. If these are
present, the cause of the fault is likely to be in the line
output stage. If the pulses are not present, the fault is probably in the line driver stage or the line oscillator. A check
should of course be made to ensure that the kick-start pulse
is present at pin 11.
A fault in the line output stage derived 12V supply could
be the cause of the condition just described, i.e. no results
with line drive pulses present for a brief period at switch
on. So D6542, C2542, R3060 and C2060 should be
checked. The line oscillator will run with the set switched
off and an external 12V supply connected to the TDA8305
chip (pin 7 positive, pin 6 negative), and in this condition
line drive pulses will be seen at pin 26. It will also run and
provide line drive pulses when the set is switched on, h.t. is
present and an external 12V supply is connected to the
chip. This is a helpful test to check whether the cause of the
fault is in the LOPT-derived 12V supply. It can also help in
determining where the cause of the fault lies when the
oscillator, driver and output stages are suspect.
Faults List
H.T. variations and the volume intermittently
increasing to maximum: Replace C2631 (22nF) at the
base of the standby switching transistor Tr7631.
Set dead, h.t. low and the 9V rail at 5V: The line output
transformer is faulty.
Blank raster and no sound after four hours or longer:
Faulty TDA8305 chip.
H.T. goes high: R3627 (33141) has gone high in value.
Failure to lock to a signal when sweep tuning: A.F.C.
coil L5045 faulty.
Poor line sync: C2051 (10pF, 25V) associated with pin 24
of the TDA8305 chip is faulty.
Set dead, h.t. correct: Several possibilities here. C2519
(150pF) at pin 26 of the TDA8305 chip or the 12V zener
diode D6030 in the kick-start circuit associated with pin 11
could be faulty. If necessary check the 1N4148 diode
D6523 in the line driver stage's start-up supply.
Intermittent destruction of the line output transistor:
Replace Tr7521 and Tr7523. They are both usually type
BC337, but check in the relevant service manual.
Intermittent sound buzz: 6MHz filter CF1036 is faulty.
Low 5V supply to the micro chip: Diode D6644
(1N4148) in the power supply is leaky.
Intermittent loss of the picture: C2045 (22nF) in the
a.g.c. circuit, connected to pin 10 of the TDA8305 chip, is
faulty.
Intermittent dead set or intermittently shuts down with
the h.t. line at 8V: Zener diode D6613 (15V) in the power
supply is faulty.
Field collapse (blank screen): Usually caused by failure
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of the TDA3653B field output chip IC7500 but check for
dry-joints at the scan coil plug.
Set dead, no h.t. supply: Check zener diodes D6638/39/40
and thyristor Thy6641 in the overvoltage protection circuit
circuit. D6638/39 are usually 36V types and D6640 30V
but check in the relevant service manual. Thy6641 is type
SF2D41.
Line tearing, especially with bright scenes: Replace
C2542 (220pF) and C2060 (680pF).
Set intermittently fails to come on: Replace C2058
(22µF, 100V) in the kick-start circuit associated with the
TDA8305 chip.
Set dead or power supply tripping: Replace R3614
(6.8k0) in the power supply (primary side).
Set goes off after a couple of hours, with h.t. present:
Replace D6523 (1N4148), Tr7251 and Tr7523 (both
usually type BC337) and change C2523 from 6.8pF to
68pF, 63V. Any of these components can cause the fault.
Poor field and line sync from cold: Change R3052 from
1k,S1 to 1.8kS2 and C2053 from 22nF to 150nF.
Sound intermittently increases or starts popping, especially with bright scenes: Change C2030 from 47pF to
22pF, 16V and fit a 6.2V zener diode in position 6031 or in
place of link 9511.
Philips' Service lips
To improve reliability D6613 was changed to type
BZV85-C15, part no. 4822 130 33732.
The following production changes were introduced to
prevent the set coming on in the store lock mode when
switched on from standby. EEPROM IC7785 changed to
type ST24CO2CP, with a shield, part no. 4822 310 31886.
L5786 in the 5V supply connected between pin 8 of IC7785
and R3797 instead of R3770/3767, using a spare print pad
adjacent to R3793. Position the shield over the i.c. and
solder in place of link 9020.
For improved reliability C2523 was changed to 68pF,
63V, part no. 4822 124 40754. Make this change whenever
the line output transistor (Tr7528) has to be replaced. A
rope or barber's-pole effect on the picture can be cured by
carrying out this modification.
If the set won't tune to high-frequency channels and
lower-frequency channels appear to be higher up the
tuning band Tr7705 (part no. 4822 130 41594) could be
defective, causing incorrect tuning voltages at pin 11 of
the tuner.
In the event of the failure of R3616, R3680, Tr7610 or
D6610 in the power supply, all four components should be
replaced. Do not, when fault-finding, connect any probe to
Tr7610's gate — this will destroy it.
For colour drop-out with prerecorded tapes change
C2322 from 220nF to 1pF, part no. 4822 124 40242.
The following modifications will provide a considerable
improvement in avoiding avoid adverse effects caused by
copy-protected tapes: change C2050 to 47nF (part no. 4822
121 42491), R3050 to 75k52 (part no. 4822 116 52301),
R3051 to 1.5141 (part no. 4822 116 52243) and C2322 to
1pF (part no. 4822 124 40242).
To improve safety in the event of a short across the 9V
supply R3100 was changed to 1.5Q (safety type, part no.
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4822 116 80691) and the following components were
added: R3646 15052 part no. 4822 116 52211, C2110
470nF part no. 4822 121 51252, Tr7100 BC558 part no.
4822 130 40941. The extra components are fitted directly
to the 9V rail, wired as an over-current protection circuit
to monitor the 9V supply. If excess current is detectZd
thyristor Thy6641 is fired and the power supply shuts
down. This is not intended as a service modification.
The following modification was introduced to improve
the operation of the line drive circuit: R3059 changed to
lk52 (part no. 4822 116 52204), R3520 to 3351 (part no.
4822 116 52191), R3521 to 4.71d1 (part no. 4822 116
52283), R3525 and R3527 to 1552 (part no. 4822 116
82098). D6521 BYD33D (part no. 4822 130 42488) and

C2521 lOnF (part no. 4822 122 33307) added. Again this is
not intended as a service modification.
Finally a service manual correction. In both the circuit
diagram and the PCB layout the 160V supply winding on
the line output transformer is shown incorrectly. The
winding is between pins 1 and 6 (h.t. feed point), not 1 and
5.
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The Panasonic
Alpha 3
Chassis
Ray Meadows

Part 3

In this instalment we'll deal with the microcomputer chip
that's the heart of the control system and the video
processing circuitry. This is all on panel E. We'll also take a
look at the RGB output stages which, as usual, are mounted
on the c.r.t. base panel (the Y PCB).

The Microcontroller Chip
The microcomputer chip used, in position IC1213, is a
Matsushita type MN1871611. Its processor section is a
6502. All Alpha 3 models use it, though the TX37A2G has
a version with a different mask, suffix -TKM.
This 64-pin customised chip contains 16K of RAM and
has seven control ports, an infra-red remote-control input,
RGB on-screen display outputs, four seven-bit D-A outputs
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Another feature of the microcontroller chip is the selftest mode. To bring it into operation, press the set's
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pins 9 and 48 operate only with satellite-equipped receivers.
The purpose of some other pins deserves a word of
explanation. Links and capacitors connected to pins 2, 3
and 4 set up the receiver's audio modes: Zweitone, Nicam
and dual Zwietone/Nicam models use different combinations. With UK receivers the scart slow switch function is
disabled by connecting pin 6 to the positive supply via a
resistor. Pins 8, 51 and 52 select the received broadcast
mode: pin 8 switches between PAL and Secam while pins
51 and 52 provide transmission standard selection, either
PAL I, PAL B/G or Secam L/L'. Some sets also have
manual colour and system buttons on their control panels.
NTSC and modified-NTSC signals are decoded by the PAL
circuitry and are handled by all sets including UK models.
Pins 29 and 30 are used only with sets for the French
market, pin 29 selecting positive video while pin 30
switches the sound i.f. to select the low audio carrier with
Secam L' transmissions.
These functions are enabled by a diode matrix attached to
IC1101 on panel M, i.e. on whether or not certain diodes are
present — see Fig. 2 and Table 2. This determines a set's
`identity', i.e. whether a set will work with French or
German signals, with satellite signals etc. IC1101 also
manages the local key commands. Identity information and
local key commands are sent from IC1101 to the microcontroller chip (IC1213, pins 28, 57 and 58) via the S bus. As
we've seen, an EEROM is also connected to this bus. As
some of the channel and preset information varies from
country to country, differently programmed EEROMs are
fitted at the factory — they usually have coloured lines or
dots to indicate the program type.
Some features that the hardware makes possible are not
implemented in UK models. As an example, the colour transient improvement circuitry is included in the picture signal
improvement chip but the CTI option is turned off by the
diode matrix: removal of a single diode will bring the CTI
feature into operation should you want to try this. Most
extra features will however require additional hardware to
be added.

Reset

1 IC1212
MN128OR

5v0

D1101

Standby

1"°.....°IC1101 25.,\A^1
MN8303

Sat standby alf/an

p2851

01109

220
-A.AA.,-• 4

24
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6

23

D1111

01118

10284)

Fig. 1: Block diagram of the control system.
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and eight six-bit D-A outputs. Pin connections are listed in
Table 1. Peripheral components include a dual output
crystal module that's connected to pins 62 and 63, a reset
timer chip (IC1212) that's connected to pin 54 and an
EEROM (IC1211) for factory and customer preset control
information. This chip is linked to the microcontroller chip
via the S bus. The input from the IR infra-red remote control
system, at pin 1, comes from an amplifier chip (IC1051) on
board M. Fig. 1 shows the system in block diagram form.
Series inductors are included in most of IC1213's input and
output control lines to provide protection.
Depending on the options incorporated in the particular
model some of IC1213' s pins may or may not be connected
to external circuitry. Even when externally connected some
functions operate only with certain models: for example
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Fig. 2: Local key/options matrix.
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volume down button and the remote control unit's offtimer button simultaneously. This produces five results via
the on-screen display. In normal circumstances they
should all read `ok'. The first three results are followed by
numbers. The test checks relate to the tuner, DBS (the
satellite tuner), the picture signal improvement (PSI) chip,
the teletext decoder and the EEROM. The numbers vary
with tuner type, the satellite pack and how the PSI chip is
set up (CTI functional or not). Note that the DBS test
merely checks the path for the DBS system in the microcontroller chip: as this path is present in all micro chips the
reading obtained should be `ok' whether the set is satellite
equipped or not. To exit the self-test mode, press any local
or remote control unit key. The user analogue controls are
then reset to their factory conditions, i.e. contrast at 80 per
cent, colour and brightness at 50 per cent, bass and treble
flat etc.
During production a special set up is programmed into
the EEROM to pretune the programme positions to the
factory's internal signals and set all the analogue remotecontrol functions (volume, colour etc.) to the high-speed
mode so that they can be adjusted rapidly. This once-only
set up is cleared by entering the normal self-test mode,
which is done before the set leaves the factory.
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multistandara decoder
N TSC M-NTSC
0
12V

PAL SECAM
0

D602

D504
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100i
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Video Processing
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Fig. 3 shows a block diagram of the video processing
system. The circuit is made more complicated by the
numerous AV and S-video modes and, in Continental sets,
the Secam facility.
The video signal arrives at panel E from the AV switch
described last month. It's first spilt into separate luminance
and chrominance components by the luminance delay
line/filter DL301 and the chroma bandpass filter LC601.
Both filters have control pins that enable them to be
switched for operation with different standards, the control
signal being provided by the multistandard colour decoder
chip IC601. For example the luminance delay line's trap
frequency is set to 3.58MHz when the decoder senses an
NTSC signal. Secam-equipped sets have an additional path
for the Secam chroma signal. The outputs from LC601 and
DL301 are passed via buffer stages to the colour decoder
chip IC601 and the black-level expander (BLE) chip 1C301
respectively.
When an S-video signal is being processed however the
luminance delay line is not required. In this mode the microcontroller chip produces an output at pin 5 to forward bias
Chroma
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Fig. 4: The chroma, luminance and S-video input signal
paths in the video processing section of the receiver.

diode D304 and reverse bias diode D309 (see Fig. 4). The
luminance is thus forced to take the alternative route via
R300, bypassing the delay line.
The Black-level Expander
The Sony CX20125 black-level expander chip is more
commonly found in Sony sets. The idea is to 'stretch' the
luminance information in dark areas of the picture artifically, enhancing its visibility. It does this by comparing the
average signal black level with a sample produced during
the blanking interval. The result is used to adjust the luminance gain nonlinearly.
It's really a form of variable gamma correction that
works best with a grey picture but not with a picture that
contains peak white and black (a test pattern for example).
While the circuit is useful in many cases it can be confused
when, for example, white subtitles appear on a dark picture.
This can result in an undesirable 'pumping' of the average
picture brightness. The value of R306 controls the BLE
effect: the lower its value, the greater the effect. The value
was changed during the production life of the chassis.
IC301's output is buffered and then passed to the PSI chip
IC302.

R G B
Luminance

wit

IC301
CX20125
Black-level
expander

Fig. 3: Video processing block diagram.
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The Multistandard Colour Decoder

External
inputs
0286'

While black-level expansion is taking place in the luminance channel the chroma signal is being processed by the
Philips TDA4650 (version 3) multistandard colour decoder
TELEVISION MAY 1994

Table 1: Microcomputer chip pin connections
Pin

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Function
Remote control input
Nicam mode M1/2 select
Nicam/f.m. select
Stereo/mono
Text/S-video switch
Scart slow-switch enable
Search stop input
Colour system select
Polariser skew DAC output
AFC input
50/60Hz switch
Chassis
No connection
Bass DAC output
Treble DAC output
Balance DAC output
Horiz. centre adjust (text)
Music/speech output
No connection
Ambience control output
Colour DAC output
+5V supply

Pin
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

Function
Tint DAC output
Contrast DAC output
Brightness DAC output
Sharpness DAC output
Chassis
RC receiver bus control
-4+ video select
VHF low select
Picture noise reduction
on/off
Standby/on output
V defeat (n/c)
Nicam/f.m. select
Zwietone select
No connection
+5V supply
+5V supply
Line sync input
Mute 2 output
Blanking output
Blue OSD output
Green OSD output

chip IC601. This device can process PAL and NTSC signals
and, with the addition of a bell filter circuit and extra bandpass filtering in parallel with the main chroma bandpass
filter, Secam signals. System selection is automatic, the chip
checking all new signals for 80msec in each mode to establish their type. When the chip has reached its decision,
system sense output signals appear at pins 25, 26, 27 and 28
for M-NTSC, NTSC, Secam and PAL respectively. These
outputs control the bandpass filtering and the luminance
delay line. A CMOS switch, IC603, is also connected to
these lines to provide manual system selection via the
microcontroller chip's colour system, SYS1 and SYS2
outputs, by forcing the selected system pin high.
Despite the advanced features provided by this chip there
are few peripheral components. Most pins are connected to
capacitors to set the options or for clamping. Pins 19 and 21
are connected to the 7.16MHz and 8.86MHz crystals for the
NTSC and PAL/Secam reference oscillators. IC601's outputs
consist of R — Y and B — Y colour-difference signals which
are passed to a digital electronic delay line.

The Digital Delay Line
The TDA4660 delay line chip uses digital, switched
capacitors to adjust the relative delay between the R — Y and
B — Y signals, cancelling out phase errors. The signals are
clocked through the chip by a 3MHz clock signal that's
synchronised with the line-frequency component of the sandcastle pulses. After passing through the delay elements the
colour-difference signals are fed via an internal 1MHz bandpass filter to the next, PSI chip.

The Picture Signal Improvement Chip
The TDA4670 picture signal improvement chip IC302
contains noise coring, colour transient improvement, aperture correction and picture sharpness control.
When a colour-difference signal that will benefit from
TELEVISION MAY 1994

Pin

Function

44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

Red OSD output
Volume DAC output
Mute 1 output
RGB switching control
Satellite select
AV2 control input
AV1 control input
System 2 output
System 1 output
EEROM select output
Reset input
Field sync input
High-speed switch
S bus data (SBD)
S bus clock (SBT)
I2C bus data (SDA)
12C bus clock (SCL)
+5V supply
Clock oscillator 1
Clock oscillator 2
Chassis

PSI is detected, i.e. one with a clearly-defined transient, a
sample is differentiated, rectified and used to open a switch
that isolates the output from the input. This signal isolation
maintains the last transmitted value for the duration of the
transient, after which the input is reconnected to the output.
The result is the well-known CTI effect, i.e. sharpened
colour transients.
The luminance signal is fed to a switchable delay line
arranged as thirteen 90nsec cells. This selective delay
enables the total luminance delay to be equalised with that
of the colour-difference signals following the CTI circuit,
thus helping to eliminate Y-C fringeing. After this, aperture
correction is applied to the luminance signal: delayed,
peaked 2.6MHz and 5MHz signals are added to the luminance signal to sharpen it (the 'aperture' is reduced). The
Table 2: Diode matrix options
Diode

Function

D1101
D1105
D1106
D1107
D1108
D1109
D1110
D1111
D1112
01116
D1118
D1119
D1120
D1121
D1122
D1123
D1124

Sat standby off (out)/on (in)
Text (out)/no text (in)
Loudness off (out)/on (in)
AV1 RGB auto (out)/not auto (in)
SIF single (out)/mufti (in)
France (in)/other models (out)
4-step sharpness (out)/64-step (in)
CTI on (out)/off (in)
OSD English (out)/symbols (in)
2 AV inputs (out)/3 AV inputs (in)
Fine tune on (out)/off (in)
No sat pack (out)/sat pack (in)
UHF tuner (out)/VHF-UHF tuner (in)
Ecom (out)/Philips (in) tuner
Secam L off (out)/on (in)
PAL/NTSC (out)/PAL/NTSC/Secam (in)
PAL/NTSC (out)/PAL/NTSC/Secam (in)
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noise-coring system then filters random noise from 'flat'
parts of the signal where no h.f. information is present. This
works well, since noise is most noticeable in areas of the
picture that don't change. A peaking circuit finally adjusts
the mid- to high-frequency gain, giving the frequency
response a boost.
These functions can all be controlled via the I2C bus.
Note that the PNR (Picture Noise Reduction) button on the
remote control unit activates the noise-coring circuit only
when the picture sharpness is set above the mid position. As
a result the effect may not always be obvious, especially
when a set has been despatched with the sharpness control
set below the mid position.

16V
D357
R380
56k

Green drive from 1C303

Video Control
The luminance and colour-difference signals finally pass
to the TDA3505 (later TDA4680) video control chip 1C303,
where they are matrixed to produce the RGB tube drive
signals. Switching between the off-air picture and the text,
OSD generator and AV1 inputs is carried out by this chip,
also adjustment of the brightness, contrast and colour levels
(under the control of the microcomputer chip). Presets for
factory contrast and brightness adjustment are provided:
they can be readjusted in accordance with the instructions
given in the service manual.
The RGB drive signals for the output stages on panel Y
emerge at pins 1, 3 and 5 respectively. A feedback input is
provided to enable the chip to carry out automatic greyscale correction over the life of the tube. Flashover protection at the output pins is provided by zener diodes that are
normally connected to chassis via the service switch. When
the switch is opened, the RGB outputs rise and the base of
transistor Q402 is earthed, blocking the field feedback and
thus stopping the field scan. The resultant horizontal white
line can be used to adjust the low-light' white balance.
RGB Output Stages

28
Fig. 5: The green output stage and switch-off spot
suppression circuits on the c.r.t. base panel.

switch off the 16V supply decays rapidly, leaving Q354' s
emitter at a higher voltage than its base. Both Q354 and
Q355 conduct, removing the bias from the bases of the
upper transistors in the RGB output stages. Because of the
high beam currents used with invar-mask c.r.t.s, it's important that the spot suppression works correctly. Otherwise
spot burn can very easily occur.
Next Month
In Part 4 we'll look at the audio, scan and remaining
circuitry.

Fig. 5 shows the type of RGB output circuit employed.
Cascode circuits are used, the lower transistor (Q365/6/7) in
each channel having in its emitter circuit a cut-off control to
set the biasing. In addition a drive adjustment preset is
included in the R and G channels. Between them these
controls enable correct cut-off and white balance to be
achieved. The output stages are powered by a 210V supply
derived from the line output stage.
White balance adjustment is straightforward. Operation
of the service switch kills the field scan and the RGB
signals. The first anode (screen) control on the line output
transformer is then turned to minimum to extinguish the
horizontal white line across the screen. Connect a highimpedance voltmeter to the tube's blue cathode and adjust
the blue cut-off control for a reading of approximately
180V. Advance the setting of the first anode control until a
white line is just visible. Cancel any coloured tint present by
using the red and green cut-off controls. With the display
restored to normal, adjust the high-lights (if necessary)
using a Minolta or similar light meter.
Switch-off Spot Supression
Q354/5 provide switch-off spot suppression. The operation of this circuit makes use of the fact that at switch off
the 16V supply decays faster than the 210V supply. In
normal operation C361 is charged by the 16V supply, which
is also applied to the base of Q354 via zener diode D375
and R380. Thus neither Q354 nor Q355 is conductive. At
482
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TV Fault Finding

Reports from Philip Blundell, AMIEIE,
Nick Williams, John Edwards,
Geoff Fardon, Brian Storm,
Terry Lamoon, Richard Newman,
Nick Beer, Michael Dranfield
and Chris Watton

Philips CP90 Chassis
For a dead set with no standby LED or channel indicator
display, check for oscillation at pins 31 and 32 of the
TMP47C432 microcontroller chip IC7840. If there's no
oscillation check C2934 and C2935 (both 27pF) which can
P.B.
become leaky.

blank raster with flyback lines. Scope checks showed that
there were no key scan pulses at pins 5, 6, 32 and 33 of the
M50431-511SP microcontroller chip. As its 5V supply was
present we replaced the chip. This restored normal operation.
J.E.

Toshiba 219T9B

Philips 2A Chassis

For a dead set with the STR54041 chopper chip IC801 in
the power supply inactive, check for 5V at pin 6 of
connector P587. If this is missing R843 (150) is probably
open-circuit. Note that it's a safety resistor.
P.B.

The job card read 'bang, dead!' There was a short-circuit
across the mains bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor C2659
but the chopper transistor Tr7687 was all right. The shortcircuit was caused by diode D6664 (BYD33J) and pulse
capacitor C2664 (1.5nF, 1kV) — the capacitor had split in
half.
J.E.

Philips 2A Chassis
For a dead set with the over-voltage thyristor firing, check
whether C2698 (4.7pF) is open-circuit.
For field cramping at the bottom of the picture, replace
C2575 (4-7pF).
If the problem is ragged verticals and the 140V h.t. supply
is low, replace the h.t. reservoir and smoothing capacitors
C2697 and C2701. They are both 47pF types.
P.B.

Philips CTX-E Chassis
The symptom with this set was insufficient width with
bowing at the right-hand side of the screen. We found that
the fusible resistor R3483 (6.20) was open-circuit. As a
result there was no drive to the EW diode modulator. J.E.
Toshiba 175R9B

Ferguson TX99 Chassis
This set suffered from either loss of colour or intermittent
colour when warm. A new TDA3301B colour decoder chip
appeared to cure the fault but the set came back next
morning. The cause of the trouble turned out to be
4.433MHz oscillator drift. We replaced the crystal XL1,
R60 (1000) and C63 (22pF).
N.W.
Ferguson TX100 Chassis
There was a bright raster with flyback lines. Checks showed
that the 200V and first anode supplies were correct so we
decided to investigate the beam-limiter circuit where transistor TR60 (BC308) was found to be short-circuit. N.W.

This set was dead with just a faint whine coming from the
power supply. We found that there was a short-circuit in the
line output stage, the culprit being C464 (680pF, 2kV). It's
connected in parallel with the line output transistor.
J.E.
Sony KVM2121 (BE1 Chassis)
Field collapse was the fault with this set. We found that the
pPC1488H field output chip IC501 had failed, taking with it
R801 (0470), the surge limiter in the line output stage
derived 24V supply. The circuit diagram shows protector
PS501 connected to pin 3 of this chip. In fact it's connected
to pin 4 — and was open-circuit.
J.E.
Grundig CUC2201 Chassis

Bush 2714 (11AKO3 Chassis)
If you get a dead set with the 2.5A mains fuse blown you
will find that the BU508A chopper transistor TR801 is shortcircuit and the 120, 5W surge limiter resistor R801 is opencircuit. In addition to these items replace R809 (270k0), the
TDA4601 chip IC801 and thermistor TH802 (CHS part no.
12001GT) in the start-up circuit. Failure of the thermistor is
usually the basic cause of this fault. You get the same thing
with Grundig, Hitachi and other types of receiver that use a
TDA4601 chip in the power supply.
N.W.
Sony KV1460 (GP1 Chassis)
There was neither picture nor sound and the channel indicator LEDs were not alight. User controls such as channel
preset, tuning etc. had no effect. The h.t. and e.h.t. voltages
were o.k., and increasing the first anode voltage produced a
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Tripping off/on, sometimes very intermittently, is usually
caused by a faulty set-h.t. control (R637, 1k0). We renew
this item as a routine measure whenever one of these sets
comes into the workshop.
J.E.
Fidelity CTV2022 (ZX3000 Mk 2 Chassis)
This set suffered from field jitter. It would sometimes start
at switch on and continue until the set was switched off. At
other times the display would be o.k. for about an hour, then
the fault would appear. Its cause was the TDA1170S field
timebase chip IC4.
J.E.
Toshiba C2020B
When the set was cold there was a noise bar that looked like
an interference line across the centre of the screen: it cleared
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as the set continued in operation. To start with the line
would be about 3/8ths of an inch high, gradually decreasing.
Use of heat and freezer led us to C317 (2.2pF, 50V) in the
field output stage.
G.F.
Ferguson TX86 Chassis
This set suffered from lack of height. A check at the
collector of the upper transistor TR8 in the field output stage
showed that only 39V was present here. Its 2751 feed
resistor R62 was open-circuit.
G.F.
Panasonic TX28W2 (Alpha 3 Chassis)
This set's fault proved to be a bit of a problem. R822, the
4 752, lOW surge limiting resistor associated with the mains
bridge rectifier, had blown. As no obvious shorts could be
measured I fitted a replacement. Then, filled with apprehension, I switched on. Instead of the friendly rustle of e.h.t. as
the set came on it squeaked and blew R822 again. This time
the safety resistor R555 in the feed to the line output stage
had also expired. So R822 was again replaced but R555 was
left open-circuit. Up came the 150V h.t. supply, but when
the line output stage was reconnected both resistors blew
again.
The growing pile of lOW resistors convinced me that I
had to be brief with my next checks. R822 was replaced but
the line output stage was left disconnected. The line drive
waveform was then checked. It was bizarre, consisting of
just high-frequency spikes. A new TDA2579A timebase
generator chip (IC501) was fitted and another quick check
was made: the waveform was as before. Eventually I found
that C501, a friendly 0.1pF brown Mylar capacitor in the
line oscillator circuit, was leaky. A replacement, along with
a new line output stage feed resistor, restored normal operation and an excellent picture.
B.S.
Mains Fuse Problem
Sets that produce the no results symptom intermittently
certainly add to my grey hairs. This Panasonic TC1485 (Z4
chassis) was no exception. After an hour on the soak test
bench it would splutter, go off and on then die. I hooked a
meter to the main 100V line and awaited developments.
After a few minutes the voltage started to vary all over the
place then the set shut down. The obvious thing to do was to
replace the power regulator chip IC801. But, much to my
disgust, this made no difference: after a suitable interval the
set coughed and died again. While casting murderous
glances at various ceramic capacitors I tried checking the
voltages around IC801. All that happened was that the set
sprang to life! It later transpired that no voltages at all were
present in the fault condition. Why? Because the 13A mains
fuse was intermittent, that's why! The set was entirely
blameless.
B.S.
Matsui 1436
For the first ten minutes after switch on this set displayed a
bright white raster. The contrast then slowly increased until
a nice picture was present. Use of freezer soon took me to
the culprint, the TA8691N multi-function chip. A replacement restored normal operation.
T.L.
Toshiba 140E4B
Good sound and a good picture were present when this set
was switched on. After a few seconds however the picture
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disappeared. I had a quick tap around (the blunt end of a
screwdriver, wisely wielded, produces amazing results) and
the picture reappeared. A check on the print side of the
panel then revealed a nice dry-joint at pin 2 of the line
output transformer. After this and a few more connections
that looked dodgy had been resoldered the set worked
perfectly.
T.L.
Matsui 1422
If there's no display and no tuning with one of these portables it's worth checking D403 on the front panel and the
associated circuitry.
T.L.
Matsui 1466
Intermittent failure to switch on was the problem with this
set. I decided to replace the STR50103 chip in the power
supply and the 3301d2 start-up resistor. After that it
wouldn't switch on at all. As checks on the rest of the
components in this area failed to reveal anything amiss I
refitted the original power supply chip. The set then worked
normally at every switch on. Next time I do it the simple
way.
T.L.
Matsui 209
There was a nasty i.f.-type buzz. I tend to be wary of these
20in. sets and look first for dry-joints. Sure enough a visual
check in the i.f. area showed that filter CF101 had never
been soldered in. Once this had bee put right the sound was
as clear as a bell.
T.L.
Philips Anubis A Chassis
A squeaking noise came from the line output transformer
and the h.t. was low at about 40V. As the power supply
worked correctly when the line output stage was disconnected and a dummy load was substituted we decided to
carry out some checks in the line output stage. For want of
something better to do we changed the transformer. This
made no difference at all. We drew a blank with various
other components, then hit on the idea of disconnecting the
scan coils. This produced the line scan collapse symptom. It
couldn't be the scan coils, could it? It was, and the c.r.t. had
to be replaced as well — they come as an assembly.
R.N.
Philips 2A Chassis
This set came in with a short-circuit chopper transistor. The
usual repair job put that right but there was a standby
problem. When the set was cold it would go into the standby
mode but the LED flickered. When the set was warm it
would still go into standby but wouldn't come out: the
power supply would buzz loudly and the LED's flicker rate
was faster. We eventually found that R3689 (3952) was
open-circuit. It's in series with D6689 in the chopper transistor's drive circuit. Both components were replaced,
though the diode measured o.k. on test.
R.N.
Granada C2ODZ4 (Salora L Chassis)
There was no sound or vision, just a blank raster. Replacing
the TDA4505 signal processor chip cured that, but we then
found that the set couldn't be programmed. BBC-1 and
Channel 4 could be stored in memory, but we couldn't store
ITV and BBC-2. They could be tuned in manually, but no
amount of button pressing would store them or the personal
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preferences. As I've not dealt with many of these sets and
thought that I might be doing something wrong, I sought the
advice of an expert. After replacing the MDA2062 memory
chip all channels and preferences could be stored. My
R.N.
thanks to Nick Beer for his help with this one.
Philips G110 Chassis
This set had been fitted with the recommended power
supply kit and worked well — unless you put it in standby.
You would then, after two to three seconds, be rewarded
with a pop and a short-circuit BUT18AF chopper transistor. There was obviously a drive problem in the
standby mode, but how would one check this? We
switched to normal operation and carried out some scope
checks in the power supply. These showed that the
BUT18AF's base drive waveform was incorrect — the
switch-on delay was missing. Replacing D6612 and
D6614 again cured that (they are part of the kit, so maybe
we had a dud one). But the set still failed in standby. We
eventually replaced D6646, D6649, Tr7655, Tr7656 and
Tr7654 together. This cured the fault. There remained the
R.N.
problem of the bill. . .
Samsung CI537V
We've had an interesting fault with some of these sets
recently: no vision, just a blank raster, as the set is permanently taking its vision input from the AV phono input
sockets. Inject a video signal here and up comes the picture.
The cause of the fault is in the tuner, where the video
switching is carried out. A different tuner is supplied as a
replacement. Two of its pins have to be cut off before inserN.B.
tion.
Hitachi CPT2082
The customer said that there was an intermittent buzz over
the sound. I listened to the set for several minutes in the
house but didn't hear anything untoward. When I dismantled it and poked around the fault appeared. PL401 in the
audio section hadn't been pushed home properly — in fact it
had barely been fitted at all. I was told that the set had
N.B.
recently been repaired by a national company.
Bang and Olufsen MX2000 (31XX Chassis)
Because of the link between the line and field output circuits
in these sets, intermittent field collapse is commonly caused
by dry-jointed EW modulator diodes. Another cause is now
becomming quite common — a dry-joint at the top end of
N.B.
CL12 in the EW circuit.
Panasonic TX28W3 (Euro 1 Chassis)
Although this is a digital TV chassis I feel that the picture it
produces is inferior to that provided by its analogue predecessor, Model TX28W2 (Alpha 3 chassis). Interesting that it
produces the same faults! If the set comes on with no sound
or picture, returning to standby a few seconds later, R561
(ERQ12HJ1R5) is open-circuit: it's the fusible resistor in
the supply to the TDA8175 field output chip IC561, which
N.B.
goes short-circuit.
Toshiba 215T8B
Intermittent line or field collapse — or both — is becoming
increasingly common with these sets. The cause is dry500

joints at the scan coil connector. They can be quite a
N.B.
problem, with arcing and print burning.
Bang and Olufsen MX2000 (31XX Chassis)
The symptoms were familiar: the channel number was
displayed atop the front of the set but there was no sound or
raster. This usually indicates that the fuse or RP14 is opencircuit because of a short-circuit in the line output stage,
usually the transistor or the transformer. Not this time
however. The fault was misleading: when the set was
switched off h.t. was present and could be seen decaying at
the collector of the line output transistor, but when it was
switched on there was no h.t. at this point. All was
explained by a dry-joint at one end of LL04, which is in the
N.B.
h.t. feed to the line output stage.
Philips K35 Chassis
There was no field scan. It didn't take us long to find that
the 1.25I safety resistor R590 in the supply to the field
output stage was open-circuit. The field output transistors
tested o.k., but we replaced them nonetheless along with
R590. At switch-on R590 immediately went open-circuit.
The culprit turned out to be the 1,500pF, 25V field scan
M.Dr.
coupling capacitor C521 which was dead short.
ITT CVC1175 Chassis
The output from the power supply was low at about 50V.
When the feed to the line output stage was disconnected and
a 100W bulb was connected as a dummy load it lit up and
the h.t. rose to around 100V. From this you might suspect
that there was a fault in the line output stage, but the actual
cause of the problem was the 10pF, 350V h.t. reservoir
capacitor C716 which had dried up.
M.Dr.
Philips System 4 Chassis
There was sound but no raster. A check in this case is to
connect a 11d1 resistor between one of the tube's cathodes
and chassis. When we did this the cause of the fault was
revealed — field collapse. If you find that the 3.952 safety
resistor R3168 in the feed to the field output stage has gone
open-circuit, replace it along with the TDA3650 field output
chip IC7110 and the 100pF, 50V field flyback boost capacitor C2017. The heat from R3107 dries out C2017, with the
M.Dr.
result that IC7110 fails.
Panasonic TX1752 (U5 Chassis)
The power supply was squealing and the h.t. was low at
only 55V. When the feed to the line output stage was
disconnected and a 60W bulb was connected as a dummy
load the power supply worked correctly. Various items in
the line output stage were checked before we condemned
C.W.
the transformer, which had an internal short.
Huanyu 37C3
This set was dead with a blackened mains fuse. As no shorts
could be detected I fitted a new'fuse and powered the set via
a variac. It worked fine, so I left it on soak test for a couple
of hours then switched in off and on a few times. It
continued to work normally. I then left it switched off for an
hour. When it was switched on again from cold the fuse
exploded. The cause of this fuse blowing was eventually
traced to a faulty thermistor in the degaussing circuit. C.W.
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Servicing the Hitachi Models
C2118R/T
Mike Leach
The Hitachi Models C2118R and C2118T (G7PS Mk. 2
chassis) were introduced in 1990. From the reliability point
of view they've proved to be reasonably good, and the
picture quality is excellent. The sets have definitely turned
out to be good little earners for those retail outlets that chose
to put them out on rental. Now, four years or so on, these
sets are coming back into workshops as ex-rental receivers:
in most cases the tubes are in very good condition for their
age, also taking into account the heavy use that many rental
sets get. Why then write an article about them if they are so
good? Because, as with even the most reliable of sets, there
are some common faults. Fortunately they are fairly easy
and straightforward to put right and the sets can, in most
cases, be fixed reasonably economically.
The chassis is compact (see front cover photograph) and
very easy to work on. We all know that most modern sets
can be very difficult to service, with many leads that have to
be disconnected from wiring looms in order to get the
chassis clear of the tube. This is not the case with the G7PS
Mk. 2 chassis. The leads are all long enough, and access to
the component and print sides of the PCB is easy. As the
on/off switch is mounted on the main PCB there are no
extra screws or brackets to remove or get in the way in the
unlikely event that a replacement has to be fitted.
The two areas of the chassis that give most trouble are
the power supply and the field output stage. You get the odd
fault in other parts of the set, but not to the extent that any
regular fault patterns have emerged.

The Power Supply
The power supply (see Fig. 1) is of discrete component
design, being basically a self-oscillating series chopper.
Mains bridge rectifier D901-4 develops about 320V across
its reservoir capacitor C904. This voltage appears at the
collector of the chopper transistor Q903 which, along with
the primary winding (between pins 2 and 3) of the chopper
transformer T901, is connected in series with the supply.
T901 thus acts as an inductive reservoir, the regulated 112V
output being smoothed by C905. The 130V zener diode
ZD903 provides over-voltage protection. D906 acts as an
efficiency diode, conducting when Q903 switches off and
the voltage at its emitter swings negatively. Current flow is
thus maintained, with the energy applied to the circuit
depending on Q903's on/off times.
Q903 is connected as a blocking oscillator, with feedback
to its base from the secondary winding (between pins 2 and
4) on the transformer via R904, R914, C908 and
R908/C907. When the circuit is initially powered the bias
applied to Q903 's base via R902 and R903 switches it on.
The feedback is then positive, and Q903 saturates. At this
point C908 has charged negatively and Q903 switches off.
C908 discharges via R908, R902 and R903: when the
voltage at Q903 's base is sufficiently positive it switches on
again. The free-running frequency of operation is set by the
time-constant of C908 and the associated resistors. Regulation is achieved by controlling Q903's on and off times.
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This is done by Q904, Q905 and their associated components, which set the d.c. condition at the base of Q903 and
thus C908's discharge time. D905 and C906 develop a
voltage that's proportional to the output. This is used by the
error sensing transistor Q905 to control the regulation.
VR901 in its base circuit sets the h.t. voltage.
Standby switching is provided by Q902 and Q901. In the
standby mode Q902 is switched on by the microcontroller
chip IC001. Its low collector voltage is applied via D908
and R906 to the base of the pnp transistor Q901 which also
switches on, shorting the base and emitter of Q903 which is
then held cut off.
This means that a second supply, for IC001, has to be
generated from the mains input. This supply is produced by
the rectifier circuit D907, C913 and the following regulator
circuit ZD001, Q007. LED D001 indicates that the set is on.
When the set is in the on timer mode transistors Q001 and
Q006 are switched on and off by the output at pin 12 of
IC001. As a result the LED flashes to indicate that the set is
in this mode. D007 supplies 50Hz pulses to IC001 to control
its timer functions.
With the 'no results' complaint you are likely to find
that D001 is lit. A good place to start is the over-voltage
protection diode ZD903. Check whether it's short-circuit.
If so the h.t. voltage has obviously risen above 130V. The
most likely cause is that R909 (39142, 0.5W) has gone high
in value. It does so slowly over a period of time, the h.t.
eventually rising above 130V. Replace R909 and ZD903,
which must be of the correct type (P6KE130A). The
customer may complain that the set has tended to trip in
recent weeks, as R909 slowly deteriorates. This is only a
possibility however and is not always the case. When the
set is working again adjust VR901 for 110V at pin 3 of
T901.
If the set is stuck in the standby mode, check the bias
resistors R902 and R903 (both 82k0, 0-5W). If one of them
goes open-circuit the set will appear to be dead with D001
alight. Usually only one of these resistors fails but it's best
to replace them as a pair. Discharge C904 before replacing
them — it's something I'm prone to forget to do!
Failure of the BUT12AF chopper transistor Q903 is rare,
though I have come across this on occasions. I believe that
the cause is deterioration of R909.
The other semiconductor devices in the power supply are
very reliable. They are unlikely to fail other than in extreme
circumstances such as a thunderstorm.

The Line 77mebase
The line timebase is also reliable, though there are one or
two things that are worth mentioning. The most common
fault in the output stage is a whacking great dry-joint at one
end of the 200V supply reservoir capacitor C711 (47pF).
This item is easy to see towards the back of the chassis
when the rear cover has been removed. The reported fault
will usually be 'a very bright picture with lines' — the
symptom is a peak white raster with flyback lines. Nine out
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Fig. 1: Power supply circuitry in the Hitachi G7PS Mk. 2 chassis.

of ten times the cause will be a dry-joint here. It's worth
checking the condition of this capacitor whenever one of
these sets comes into the workshop. You'll often find that it
has dried up but isn't actually giving any trouble.
I don't think I've ever had to replace the 2SD1877 line
output transistor Q702 (note that it incorporates the efficiency diode). The line output transformer T701 is also reliable.
For no line drive check the 9.1V zener diode ZD703. I've
known it to go short-circuit, causing various problems. It
sets the voltage at pin 25 of the TA8690N multi-function
(i.f., colour decoder, timebase generator) chip IC201.

The Field 77mebase
The field timebase is the area that gives most trouble
with these sets. You get all sorts of problems. The most
common complaint is of field jitter and bouncing, often
developing after the set has been on for a short while. With
all field faults other than collapse, check the h.t. first. As
mentioned earlier, the h.t. tends to rise as R909 deteriorates.
An h.t. voltage rise can cause field timebase problems when
it reaches about 118V. The customer will usually complain
about bouncing pictures. Replacing R909 will sort that out.
A point worth mentioning is that the customer doesn't
always notice that the picture size has increased as the h.t.
voltage has risen. In fact high h.t. will often cause reduced
height with bouncing. This doesn't always happen, but we
have had it on several occasions.
If R909 is in order and you still have field bouncing
check for dry-joints or poor earthing print around the
LA7835 field output chip IC601. To gain access to the print
side of the chip the small earthing can must be removed
from the underside of the board. I find that the best way to
go about this is to remove IC601 completely, then thoroughly clean and desolder the connections on the PCB.
Before replacing the chip check the print at pins 4 and 10.
These tracks go straight to chassis and you sometimes get a
break here, causing intermittent connection. The result is
either minor field bouncing or, with very bad print, the
picture may collapse completely then jump back to full size.
Be sure to reconnect the earthing can before completing the
repair.
So you've done all this and the picture still bounces.
What next? Remove the MC7809 9V regulator IC703 from
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the board and clean the print, as with IC601. This regulator
commonly suffers from dry-joints and is also prone to intermittent failure. It's best to replace it. Many component
suppliers don't seem to stock this device, but it's readily
available from Hitachi. I'll list some useful part numbers at
the end of the article.
If the picture seems to be slightly displaced and the
vertical shift adjustment can't pull it down far enough, leave
the set on for a while longer to see whether the fault
becomes more pronounced. After a while you will probably
find that the picture is cramped at the bottom and slightly
stretched at the top. These sets don't have a vertical linearity
control. The cause of the fault is usually the field scan
coupling capacitor C606, whose value is 3,300pF, 16V in
Model C2118T and 1,000µF, 16V in Model C2118R.

Other Problems
Tuning problems are usually caused by the 33V zener
diode ZD002 or the tuner itself. We've had several instances
where a faulty tuner has resulted in no signals at all.
The remote control handset is generally reliable, but the
rubber pads can break down, leaving one function inoperative. I don't think I've ever had a teletext fault in the model
with this feature.

The Portable Version
Hitachi used a similar chassis (G7P Mk. 2) in two
portable sets, the C14-P216 with remote control and the
C14-P218 with teletext. The most noticeable difference is
the multipurpose (i.f., colour decoder, timebase generator)
chip IC201 which in the portables is type TA8691N (it's
type TA8690N in the large-screen sets). These two chips are
quite different and are not interchangeable.
In early production sets the TA8691N chip was sometimes responsible for buzzing which sounded like field
buzz. Until the cause of the fault was discovered I, and I
suspect many other engineers, spent considerable time
chasing around in the field and audio stages to no avail. The
cause of the trouble was a faulty batch of chips. A replacement TA8691N will put matters right — there are still a few
sets around that suffer from this problem. The replacement
chip is very reliable.
We've had three or four cases of one predominant colour
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with flyback lines in the portables. In two cases the cause of
the trouble was definitely a faulty tube, which fortunately
failed during the guarantee period. The large-screen tubes
have been very good.
As with the large-screen sets, tuning problems are generally caused by the tuner or the 33V zener diode. In one case
however the cause was C033 (0.1pF) in the tuning voltage
filter circuit.
If a portable set is stuck in standby it's very likely that, as
with the large-screen sets, the two 821(52 resistors R902/3
are the cause.
While similar to that in the large-screen sets the field
timebase circuit in the portables is not prone to any particular faults.

In Conclusion
The large- and small-screen chassis are both very reliable. Hopefully any faults you encounter will have been
covered in this article. If not, let us know! As promised
earlier, here's the list of useful part numbers:
ZD903 over-voltage protection diode
Type U743 tuner
LA7835 field timebase chip
MC7809 regulator (1C703)
TA8691N chip (portables)
Remote control unit (remote only)
Remote control unit (with teletext)

2344121M
E710019
2381662
T900489
T900486
2572281
2572282

TV Fault Finding

Reports from Philip Blundell, AMIDE,
John Edwards, Nick Beer,
Eugene Trundle,Brian Storm,
Chris Watton, Michael Drandfield,
Gordon Haigh and John Pitt-Francis

Sony 27XRTU
There was no synchronisation with this set. A scope check
showed that there was no video input at the sync separator
(pin 5 of IC501). We traced back to the teletext board where
the SAA5230 chip had no video output at pin 1. In addition
the chip was overheating, as a result of which the 12V regulator Q002 had gone short-circuit. Replacing these two
items restored the picture.
P.B.
Grundig CUC3500 Chassis
For no sound or vision with the +C voltage low at 80V
instead of 196V, check whether D635 (BAT86) has gone
short-circuit.
P.B.
Philips GR1-AX Chassis
There was no sound or raster. The 95V h.t. supply was
present at the line output stage but there was no line drive.
We found that the line drive stage was inactive as its supply
was missing. Coil L5524 had gone open-circuit.
P.B.

that there was no a.c. supply to the bridge rectifier as relay
RY101 wasn't being energised by a low signal from pin 30
of the microcontroller chip IC103. This was hardly
surprising as IC103's 5V supply (pin 52) was missing. It
comes from the 5V regulator IC106 which was very hot. A
resistance check showed that there was a short-circuit across
the 5V line. The cause turned out to be the 5.6V zener diode
D142, which is on the print side of the PCB, connected
between pin 52 of IC103 and chassis. The set worked well
once this item had been replaced.
J.E.
Philips K35 Chassis
This set suffered from EW bowing because the 5S2 resistor
connected to the collector of transistor TS490 was opencircuit. The position of this resistor is marked as a link on
the PCB, so it doesn't have a circuit reference number. It is
easy to recognise however as it's mounted on long legs well
clear of the PCB. We checked the associated transistors,
found them to be o.k., then replaced the resistor. This
restored a normal raster.
J.E.

Toshiba 199R4B
If the symptoms are intermittent loss of the sound and
vision, with just a whistling noise coming from within the
set, check the pins of the line output transformer for poor
contact with the print.
P.B.
Sentra STX600
My next door neighbour's TV set went to one of my
competitors because of field foldover. A week later they
brought it back saying that they couldn't do it! The set was
now dead. . . E.H.T was present, but there was no sound or
vision and a squealing sound came from the power supply. I
found that R448 (4.311, 1W fusible) was open-circuit while
there was a short between the 11.7V line and chassis. Resistance checks enabled me to chase the cause of the short to
the front end, where RV68 was leaning against the tuner's
can. Bending RV68 away cleared the short, so R448 was
replaced. The set now fired up but there was just snow on
the screen and no sound. The 5V supply was missing
because of a crack in the print leading to the emitter of
Q805. I now had the original fault back, field foldover.
C313 (2.2pF) was open-circuit.
P.B.

Toshiba 284T8B
This set would search for a channel correctly but wouldn't
stop when a channel was found. Pin 9 of the microcontroller
chip QA01 was receiving line sync pulses. The other
requirement for it to recognise a station, a.f.t. pulses at pins
8 and 30, was not being met however. These pulses come
from pins 2 and 4 of the tuner/i.f. module, which had to be
replaced. A more common cause of this symptom is D172
(1N4148). When it's leaky it distorts the a.f.t. pulses. J.E.
Hitachi C14-P216 (G7P Mk 2 Chassis)
There was normal sound but only a grey raster with flyback
lines and a white line from the top to the bottom of the
screen, about half way between the left-hand side of the
screen and screen centre. Fortunately when I opened the set
up I noticed that C711 (47pF, 200V), which is near the line
output transformer, was bulging and had leaked. It's the
reservoir capacitor for the h.t. supply to the RGB output
transistors. A new capacitor and board clean up cured the
fault.
J.E.
Ferguson TX9 Chassis (PC1040)

Sony KV1612
If there's no sound or vision and the main supplies are all
correct, check the 12V supply to the tuner. It's derived from
the line output transformer and follows a complex path, via
the surge limiter R811, the rectifier diode D811, connector
D5, connector Al2 (pin 1) and stabiliser transistor Q207.
The most likely cause of the fault is that R811 (4.752) has
gone open-circuit.

Because of low h.t. there was lack of height and width.
Someone had simply turned the set-h.t. control RV185 to
maximum and still hadn't got the correct voltage. The
simple cause was that R186 (121d2) in the potential divider
network had risen in value to 15k52.
There was also no colour. I found that the 47052 chroma
delay balance preset RV67 was open-circuit.
N.B.
Hitachi CPT1476R

Matsui 2890/Saisho CM2880TX
This set was dead with no channel display. Checks showed
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This set wouldn't tune: there was a very low, fixed voltage
at the tuner's tuning pin. The voltage rose and varied
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slightly when tuner pin BT was disconnected, but the tuning
still wasn't correct. Despite the fact that it measured
perfectly when checked cold, resistor R1533 (39k0) on the
remote-control PCB (PC279) was going open. It's in the
tuning voltage filter circuit.
N.B.
Panasonic TC1785 (23 Chassis)
There was a field scan fault with this set: the top of the
raster was expanded while the bottom was compressed, but
with no foldover. The cause was C458, which is listed in the
manual as being 4.7pF, 50V but turned out to be 10pF,
50V.
N.B.
Salora K Chassis
For the first ten seconds or so after switch-on there was a
severe blanking fault: a large horizontal band was blanked
from the picture. The band gradually shrank, leaving a
normal picture. I had the feeling that this was a capacitor
fault, and was right. When the super-sandcastle pulse was
monitored I could see the blanked portion varying in size.
Use of freezer soon narrowed the cause to C574, which is
beside the field output chip. A new 100p F capacitor put
matters right.
N.B.
Solavox 141 (Nikkai TLG88/99 Chassis)
This set, which comes in many guises, was stuck in standby.
A quick check showed that there was no start-up supply as
R128 was open-circuit. The circuit diagram shows a single
150kS2 resistor, R110, in the start-up feed. There were two
resistors here however, R110 and R128, both 821c52. To be
on the safe side I replaced the pair.
N.B.

nected the scan coil plug, connected a 60W bulb between the
145V line (pin 4 of the scan coil plug) and chassis and
switched on again. This confirmed that the power supply was
working correctly. Checks in the line output stage then
showed that there was a short-circuit across the —13V supply.
Diode D547 (BA158), the TDA2170 field output chip IC401
and C548 (1,000pF, 16V) were all short-circuit.
C.W.
Matsui 2190
We've had several faults with this model recently. No sound
with R312 (33052) burning up was simply due to one of the
TDA2030 audio output chips, in this case IC302. Flat out
brightness was the fault with another set: the supply to the
RGB output stages comes via R613 which was open-circuit
— it's in the line output stage.
Two power supply faults. C808 (lpF, 63V) was the
cause of a fluctuating output. R810 (10052) being opencircuit was the cause of a dead set. It's in the 12V supply to
the TDA4601 chip once the start-up phase has been
completed and runs quite hot. The correct replacement
should be obtained and fitted.
C.W.
Boots CTV14
There was no colour for the first ten minutes after which a
very liny magenta cast appeared. If the channel was changed
the picture would sometimes return to normal, with correct
colour. On other channels there would be only a
monochrome picture. The TDA3560 colour decoder chip
and several electrolytic capacitors in this area were
replaced, but this made no difference. Eventually we found
that the chroma delay line was the cause of the trouble:
resoldering the pins inside the case provided a complete
cure.
C.W.

Hitachi CPT2476
If you get one of these sets with a green or flashing-green
picture, or with green fingers reaching out from the lefthand side of the screen, replace the caption/on-screen
display generator chip.
E.T.
Panasonic TX24T1 (Alpha 2 Chassis)
There was a text fault with this set. Initial checks showed
that the channel flag was present and stable, but there were
no bar graphs for colour, sound etc. When the set was
switched to the teletext mix mode however a prefect text
display was produced. As usual the cause of the trouble was
a lOnF ceramic capacitor, this time C3526 which is
connected to the base of Q3506 in the teletext contrast
circuit. It was leaky.
B.S.
Rediffusion/Doric Mk 4 Chassis
The customer complained that there was no on-screen
channel display when either the recall or the programme
button was pressed. In fact the display did appear, but then
disappeared in the blink of an eye. As a new SAA1276
display generator chip made no difference we had to make a
more detailed investigation. We found that 8C16 (lpF,
25V) in the timer section was open-circuit. It determines the
time during which the display is visible.
C.W.
ITT Digi 3 Chassis
A whistle could be heard and the channel indicator lit for a
second or two, then the electronic fuse operated. We disconTELEVISION JUNE 1994

Boots CTV1OR/Nikkai Baby 10
The set was dead and a quick check at the output of the infamous potted regulator produced a reading of only 6.8V.
Connecting an external 10.6V from the bench power supply
still produced no results however, and on further investigation we found that the print between the regulator's output
and its destination was open-circuit. When this was repaired
the original regulator was found to be in order. These regulators produce a low output when unloaded.
C.W.
Philips CP90 Chassis
There was a very bright line across the screen. Unusual
these days, as field collapse usually causes blanking by
upsetting the sandcastle pulses etc. In this case however the
8.2E2 safety resistor R3623 in the 163V supply was opencircuit, removing the feed to the RGB output stages and the
field output stage bias. It seems odd that the same resistor
should be involved with both feeds, since its failure will
produce uncontrolled maximum beam current and field
collapse, with tube damage unless the set is switched off
pretty quickly.
C.W.
Hitachi CPT1444 (NP84CQ Chassis)
This 14in. portable was dead with the 800mA fuse FS903,
which is on a little panel between the tuner and the power
supply heatsink, open-circuit. We usually find that the cause
of this is a short-circuit 2SD1453 line output transistor
(Q703). Unfortunately there was also a hole in the line
output transformer while Q902 (BU806), Q903 (BF422),
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the 36V zener diode ZD901 and the LM317T regulator IC901
in the power supply were all short-circuit. When we got the
set going we found that the tube's emission was low. C.W.
Sony KV2217
This set was stuck on channel 6, with no sound or picture.
All the supplies were present and correct, the line output
stage was working and the tube's heaters were alight.
Checks in the control section at the top of the cabinet
revealed that the volume minus button was short-circuit.
Replacing this restored all functions.
C.W.
Osaki P21H
This set had us fooled for a while. There was sound but no
picture. We noticed that the c.r.t.'s heaters were not alight,
but they had continuity. Perhaps a dry-joint somewhere?
Still no luck. We disconnected pin 10 of the line output
transformer, which provides the heater supply, but again
there was continuity. Then the penny dropped — the line
output stage wasn't working! The cause was simply a dryjoint at the line driver transformer EM115. The line output
transformer is obviously not the main source of 1.t. voltages
in this non-remote set!
M.Dr.
Matsui 1440A
A common fault with these sets is noisy volume, colour,
brightness and contrast controls, though most customers
only complain about uncontrollable sound. We've found
that repeated application of switch cleaner fails to cure the
problem. The best thing to do is to remove the whole potentiometer bank and dismantle each one in turn, cleaning the
wiper and carbon track with a powerful solvent such as RS
554-153 1.1.1. trichloroethane.
M.Dr.
Matsui 1455
If the set is dead with no output from the power supply, check
the 1801d1 start-up resistors R903 and R904 first. If these are
o.k. it's likely that either C613 (0.0047pF, 1kV) or C614
(0.0022pF, 1kV) is faulty. They are both small blue disc
capacitors that are connected in parallel with the h.t. rectifier
D607 on the secondary side of the chopper transformer.
For no luminance, another very common fault with this
set, check the luminance emitter-follower Q202
(2SA562TM-Y). If this is o.k. it's likely that either Q407,
Q408 (both type 2SC1815Y) or D417 (1N4148), which are
behind the AV board, is faulty. As a quick check, for a
picture to be produced Q408' s collector voltage must be low
at 0.13V. We've never had to replace the TA7698AP colour
decoder/timebase generator chip IC202.
M.Dr.

exceptionally long, bendable legs. Two of the brightness
control's legs were touching. Separating them cured the
fault, but it's easy to cause this sort of trouble by accidental
mishandling in this area — it could happen to the volume,
contrast or colour.
G.H.
Saisho CM16R
This set was dead with the 2A fuse on the side unit blown.
A visual check showed that C510 (11.1F, 50V) was weeping
electrolyte. After replacing this and the fuse the set worked
all right.
The STK7305 regulator chip in these sets has a bad reputation for failure. Symptoms are standby indicator alight but
set dead, set intermittently dead, bad power supply output
fluctuations and D510 across the 103V rail going shortcircuit.
G.H.
Sony KV2756UB
There was no raster, just a black screen. The actual cause of
the symptom was field collapse. A sticker on the back identified the set as being an RX chassis version, with discrete
transistor field driver and output stages. I found that there
was a spot bum on the 1.251 resistor in series with D804, as
a result of which it was open-circuit. A replacement held.
D804 is fed from the line output transformer.
G.H
Matsui 2160
The power supply produced no outputs. We found that the
five-legged STR58041 chip was faulty.
G.H.
Matsui 1440A
We've had two of these sets with the same problem. They
worked perfectly from cold, then tripped out after a minute.
In both cases the STR50103A chopper chip IC501 was the
culprit. We've also had the R2M over-voltage protection
diode D508 cause tripping with this popular portable. J.P-F.
Ferguson TX10 Chassis
The cause of white spots on the picture and loud screeching
on sound was traced to a hairline crack in the track leading
from the earth point on the c.r.t. base PCB.
J.P-F.
Akashi 1450/Etron EC142
This ageing portable out of the Network/Nikkai camp had
failed during a thunderstorm. We found that the regulating
thyristor Q811 was short-circuit. It happily accepted the
TAG626 we fitted — it's slightly more rugged than the original SF8J41.
J.P-F

Samsung CI347FF
There was intermittent sound that often cut off completely.
By panel probing we found that the faulty area was ahead of
the a.f. transistors. We then had to remove the tin screen on
the print side of the PCB. Resoldering IC101 and all other
joints in this area cured the fault.
G.H.

Hitachi CPT2216
There was a severe field linearity fault — stretching at the
top and no scan at the bottom. The cause was traced to C614
(2.2pF), a blue tantalum!
J.P-F.
Luxor 6159

Ferguson TX100 Chassis (Non-remote)
This set tripped when the rotary brightness control was
advanced. As the on/off switch had just been replaced I
checked to see whether there was something amiss in this
area. There was! The four rotary customer controls have
568

Our customer asked us whether the tube was faulty. The
focus had been poor since a previous repair. Good contrast
and the focus potentiometer at one end gave the game away.
The previous repairer had fitted the 20AX instead of the
30AX version of the e.h.t. tripler assembly!
J.P-F.
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processing the mono and stereo signals: ftequency-selective
filtering is used at the input, the result of this being phase
shifted then mixed with the original input signals. The effect
with a mono signal is to make it sound wider, with a stereo
feel. The sound can be widened further and ambience
effects enhanced with a stereo source, but much depends on
the original sound content.
In the Alpha 3 chassis the ambience effect is switched on
and off by the main microcontroller chip (pin 20). The
ambience processor chip's mono/stereo inputs are also tied
to this pin, so that ambience is allowed with mono but not
stereo sources. 'Stereo' sources are of course frequently
monophonic, so all four modes may be encountered. Muting
is applied to the inputs, by means of Q2403/4/7. When the
microcontroller's audio mute pin goes high, Q2403/4/7
switch on.
In A2 models the ambient processor's outputs are passed
to frequency-response shaping circuits that use operational
amplifiers, usually type XRA15218N. These circuits
provide considerable fixed bass and treble boost. As
mentioned above a bypass switch is incorporated to obtain a
flat frequency response when external speakers are being
used: each switch is mechanically linked to the external
speaker switch by means of a small metal strap.
The audio signals next enter a Philips TDA8184P tone
control chip which contains bass/treble and volume/balance
control blocks for each channel Control signals from the
microcomputer chip's bass, treble, volume and balance
DACs enter the TDA8184P's control block, setting the
boost and cut levels. A speech/music control signal is
provided by pin 18 of the microcomputer chip. In the speech
mode the frequency response is restricted. This is said to
improve the clarity of the spoken word. Q2405/6 are
switched on in this mode. The tone controls still operate, but
their range is limited. In the music mode the tone control
circuits operate normally. As the additional tone shaping for

The Panasonic
Alpha 3
Chassis
Part 4

Ray Meadows

This concluding instalment will deal with the audio and
scanning circuits and the other remaining parts of the
chassis, including some of the options such as the comb
filter. We will be following up with some fault information
later.
The Audio Path

hi Part 2 we looked at the f.m. and Nicam sound circuits
and the AV switching. After the switching the selected audio
passes to the ambience circuit and tone controls on panel C
(see Fig. 1) and finally the power amplifier on panel K. The
circuitry is basically the same for the A2 and W2 versions of
the chassis except that A2 models have an additional tone
shaping circuit to match the frequency response of the dome
speakers: this circuit is switched out to maintain a flat
response when normal, external speakers are being used.
The ambience circuit is based on the Philips TDA3810
chip, which can be switched to give four different sound
modes, mono, stereo, pseudo-stereo and ambient stereo. The
pseudo-stereo and ambient stereo modes are produced by
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Fig. 1: The audio signal path to the output stages.
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Fig. 2: Main items in the timebase generator and field output sections of the chassis.

the dome speakers in A2 models significantly increases the
1.f. response, additional switch-on thump muting is
provided. This is carried out by the reset chip IC2403,
which momentarily holds the volume control DAC at
minimum — for a time determined by C2408 and R2260.
After tone control processing the signals head for the
audio amplifier on panel K. Although the dome speakers in
A2 models are rated at 10W while the speakers in W2
models are rated at 20W, the same amplifier circuit is used
in both versions, with an STK4392 chip in 25 and 28in.
models and an STK4432 chip in 33 and 37in. models.
Model TX33A2 has a slightly different circuit providing
15W per channel through its dome speakers. There are a
few differences between A2 and W2 models in the peripheral circuitry, and further changes were introduced during
the life of the chassis. This was partly a cost-saving exercise, with the deletion of filter inductors in series with the
main speakers.
The output signals make the final trip to the speakers via
panel L, where the headphone socket is situated. Early
models had the inductors just mentioned and crossover
components mounted on this panel. The signals then go
back to the internal/external speaker switch on panel C.
After this they at last go to the speakers themselves!
Sync and Scan Generation
The video signals from the AV switch on panel H are
passed to the SAA5231 teletext video processor chip
1C3501. In the TV mode this chip provides a composite
video output: in the teletext mode it provides locally-generated composite teletext sync. These signals are passed back
to pin 5 of the TDA2579A sync/timebase generator chip
IC501 on panel E (Panasonic call this the 'jungle i.c.'). It's
one of the oldest parts of the set, the chip first being used in
the U5 chassis. Fig. 2 shows the main components in this
area.
10501 contains a sync separator and line oscillator, the
field-frequency signals being generated by dividing down
TELEVISION JUNE 1994

from the line frequency. A phase detector locks the generated signals to the video signal, with the aid of line and field
flyback pulses. The phase detector has three modes, to cater
for the different requirements of normal and weak off-air
signals and VCR signals. Internal black-level detection reference signals and noise inversion ensure stable operation of
the sync separator. There are only three adjustments: vertical
output gain, line frequency (horizontal hold) and horizontal
phase (horizontal centring). Pin 14 receives a horizontal shift
signal from the microcomputer chip: this centres the picture
in the text and external RGB input modes. Outputs include
line drive (pin 11), field drive (pin 1), signal identification
(pin 13) and sandcastle pulses (pin 17).
Field Output and EW Correction
The field drive output from IC501 is fed to pin 4 of the
AN5521 field output chip IC451 on panel D. Although this
device is operated at 27V, use of the voltage doubler formed
by D451 and C455 enables it to generate a field output
waveform of around 50V peak-to-peak amplitude.
Gain is set by the feedback circuit which runs back to pin
2 of IC501. There are both d.c. and a.c. paths, providing
linear and non-linear correction. The d.c. path is via R458/9
while the a.c. path is via C458. D452/3 provide a simple
form of NS correction. In the event of failure of the field
scanning there's no feedback to IC501 and the drive is cut
off. The service switch is also connected to pin 2. In the
service mode Q402 is switched off, forward biasing D404:
the field feedback is then blocked, resulting in field
collapse. The beams are enabled however, via zener diodes
connected to the RGB outputs from panel E. Vertical
centring is adjusted by a plug and socket arrangement with
three positions. This varies the d.c. level at the earthy side of
the scan coils, introducing a small vertical offset.
The height control is connected to pin 4 of IC501. This
pin is also connected to Q401, whose base is linked to the
beam current sensing circuit (at pin 2 of the line output
transformer). Large increases in beam current cause slight
577

almost identical however, with uprated components in the
power supply and scan output circuits.
The line output stage also generates some of the
receiver's supplies — 6.3V for the c.r.t.'s heaters, an 8V
supply for the teletext circuit (via a 5V regulator) and a
210V supply for the RGB output stages.

breathing: the action of Q401 counters this effect, stabilising
the height.
A field-frequency signal is tapped from the junction of
C458/R462, buffered by Q721 and used to drive the SGSThomson TDA8145 EW correction processing chip IC701
on board D (see Fig. 3). This drives a conventional diode
modulator circuit. Although parabola (R704) and keystone
correction (R713) controls are provided it's seldom possible
to eliminate scan distortion completely, particularly at the
extreme top and bottom of the screen. R708 provides width
adjustment: it varies the amplitude of the line flyback pulses
fed to the rectifier circuit D701/C705. A switching transistor, Q701, is connected to the pulse feed. It's controlled
by the ident output from IC501 (pin 13) via Q504 (not
shown) and is used to adjust the width when a 60Hz signal
is being received.

Protection
Excess-current protection is provided by Q543, see Fig.
4, which is powered by the 11V output from the standby
power supply. Q543's base is linked to the 8V supply
obtained from pin 3 of the line output transformer via rectifier D553/C557. If the load on the line output transformer is
excessive, the voltage on the 8V line will fall and Q543,
being a pnp device, will switch on. This will in turn switch
on the standby transistor Q825, shutting the set down. In the
normal standby mode Q544, which is driven by the same
output from the microcomputer chip as Q825, is switched
on. This reduces the supply to Q543, overriding the excesscurrent control.
Beam-current limiting is carried out in the video control
chip IC303. The earthy end of the diode-split section of the
line output transformer determines the charge on C545
(4.7pF). With excessive beam current the charge on C545
swings negatively. This negative voltage swing is applied to
the contrast control circuit, thus reducing the tube drives.

The Line Output Stage
The line driver and output stages are conventional, with
Q531 the driver transistor and Q551 the output transistor.
Fig. 3 shows the main components in this area. The circuit
has proved to be quite reliable, though there have been a
number of cases of failure of the line output transformer
T551. If you have to replace the transformer note the orientation of the two leads to connectors D19 and D20 (see Fig.
2, page 320, March). If these leads are reversed the power
supply will not receive the correct synchronising pulses and
will not run. In addition take care not to knock the linearity
coil L553 which is near the edge of panel D: it is quite easy
to snap its top off!
Model 33A2 has a different D panel to the 25 and 28in.
models. The most obvious difference is in the position of
the parabola, trapezoid and width controls. The circuitry is

Scan-velocity Modulation
The scan-velocity modulation system is similar to that
used in the Euro 1 chassis (see page 18, Television
November 1993). Positive-going video transients slightly
accelerate the horizontal scanning while negative-going
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Fig. 3: Basic line output and EW correction arrangement.
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transients decelerate it. This sharpens the transients by
reducing their width.
The circuit, on panel S, contains a differentiating
network, a high-pass filter and a push-pull output stage to
drive the scan-velocity modulation coil on the tube's neck.
The difference between the Euro 1 and the Alpha 3 circuits
is that the latter operates with a luminance input while the
Euro 1 operates with RGB inputs and thus caters for teletext
and on-screen graphics displays. As the signals do not pass
right through the circuit in the Alpha 3 however a compensating delay is not required.

Comb Filter
Originally all 33in. sets incorporated a comb filter for
improved luminance/chrominance signal separation without
the need for traps. Because of the cost however it was
dropped from all but the German Model TX33A2C. The
comb filter consists of an AN5346K control chip (IC1310)
with filter circuits and switches, all on panel F, and four
Sony CX1009P charge-coupled device (CCD) delay lines
(IC1306-9) on panel FA. Both panels are completely
enclosed in shield cases, the assembly plugging into sockets
on panel E.
The input to the circuit is composite PAL video, which is
taken from just after the AV switch on panel H (NTSC
signals cannot be processed in this way and bypass the
filter). The comb-filtered luminance signal is fed to the
black-level expander chip while the filtered chroma signals
pass to the multistandard decoder chip (compare with Fig. 3
last month). Because of the attenuation introduced by the
comb-filter module the sub-colour and sub-contrast settings
have to be at higher levels than in other models. And
because of the improved YC signal separation the picture
sharpness control is preset to have a smaller range — the
picture noise reduction feature is then used to turn the comb
filter on and off.
The system works by comparing successive lines of the
video signal, four lines at a time being stored in the CCD
chips. Filtering consists of addition and subtraction of the
lines to provide selectivity. Thus there's no need for traps.
The technique does however cause problems on transitions
between lines with colour and those without. This can
produce an unwanted horizontal dot-crawl effect, though it's
much less irritating than the 'normal' PAL dot crawl. To
take into account the slight vertical shift caused by the line
delay a small offset is added in the field output stage (by
Q472, see Fig. 2) when the comb filter is in operation.
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Fig. 4: The excess-current trip circuit.

comb filter works with YC signals, the chroma component
being converted to colour-difference form by the decoder
and digital line memory. The only problem is that text and
external RGB signals must also be processed on the MM
panel. So these are converted to colour-difference form by
IC5501.
After processing on the flicker-free panel the 100Hz
(120Hz if NTSC) signals return to panel DD where they are
converted back to RGB form and mixed with the on-screen
display signals.

Conclusion
This concludes our look at the Alpha 3 chassis. Though
production stopped in 1993, there are still many of these
sets in the shops. Subsequent large-screen analogue models
were fitted with the Alpha 4 chassis.

Model TX37A2G
This Japanese made set is labelled as being fitted with the
Alpha 3 chassis but there's a lot more in there! Basically
it's equipped with all the options described in this series,
including the comb filter, satellite tuner etc. There is also
100Hz field scanning. Dynamic focusing is used with the
giant 37in. Mitsubishi tube, so a special line output transformer with dynamic astigmatism adjustment is required.
Extra panels include DD, which houses the RGB matrix,
RGB switches and an extra on-screen display generator, and
MM which contains the flicker-free circuit with field stores.
Chips on this panel consist of the CXD2000Q flicker-free
generator IC5008, the CXA1260Q DAC IC5007, the three
CXD1175M ADCs IC5001-3, the three CXD2001Q noisereduction processors IC5004-6 and the CXK1206M RAMs
IC5010-5 — these are all Sony devices.
The panel processes the video signals in colour-difference form. This is not as strange as it may seem, as the
TELEVISION JUNE 1994
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Ferguson Service Briefs
TV CHASSIS
IKC2 Chassis
Failure to come out of standby: Because of the complex
nature of the overload protection, faults in various areas can
lead to removal of the line drive, the set tripping to the
standby condition. Here are some examples: collectoremitter leakage in TV01 (BC558C) in the safety circuit, the
4.7V zener diode DP55 in the h.t. error sensing stage being
open-circuit, and a defective TL082 field drive chip IF01
(the field output thyristor TF16 was being driven heavily
throughout the field scan period) have all been responsible
for this symptom.

Tripping at switch-on: IL14 (TEA2029C) or CL21 (1µF)
could be defective or DL21 (field output thyristor) opencircuit.
Intermittent tripping: CL48 (see above).
Trips after warming up for a few minutes: Zener diode
DL18 (ZDP36) or DL25 (ZDP10) in the trip circuit has
leakage that increases with temperature.
Field collapse: RFO1 (3MK2) is probably open-circuit.
Line tearing: Replace CL16 (3.3nF).

ICC5 Chassis
The EW modulator coil LG11 is a problem area with this
chassis. Poor wire insulation causes flashovers and destruction of the TDA4950 control/driver chip IG01. Check all
components in the EW modulator area before switching on.
Failure of the flyback tuning capacitor CL48 is not
uncommon. If it goes short-circuit it will destroy the
chopper transistor TP24 instantly. With some sets it can
burn up because of dry-joints, causing damage to the main
PCB. Its value various with different tubes/models. The
following is a specification summary, with the model
number first and the part number last:
51K4
51K5. 51K7
511:3, 51L7.
59K4
59K5/K7/1,7
59N12
59M5
66M3
68K4
68M5
B78NT

former LL53, the MC7805 5V regulator IR81, CP29 (47nF),
DL55 (BA157) going open-circuit and the 5V regulator on
the text panel (TV09 and associated components).

7.5nF, .1.5kV
1111F, 1-6kV
1.5kV
11nF, 1.6kV
13.1nF. 1.5kV
1.5kV
12.5nF,1-6kV
1-6kV
13 InF. 1.6kV
12•4nF,1.5kV
12.411F, 1.6kV

43461900
43324400
43324700
43324400
:• 43324700
C5105AA415 A09
43430500
43324400
43324700
43430500
1036110(1

Audible whistling from the back of the cabinet is caused
by ferrite beads on the leads of power devices (glue with
coil dope etc.) and wound components in the line timebase
(dope will provide a cure).
A modification kit is available to prevent sound rattling
with Soundline cabinets.
The following is a brief faults summary for-this chassis:

No vertical text lock: Replace IL14 (TEA2029C).
Some text pages not available: Replace IV01.
Sound plop at switch-on (Model 68K4): Add a 47k.Q
resistor between pins 13 and 16 of IS08.

ICC6 Chassis
Wavering verticals can be experienced with some prerecorded tapes. The basic cause of the problem is that some
software houses use a copyright protection system, called
MacroVision, that inserts peak white pulses on blank lines
during the field flyback period. These lead another VCR to
think that the video input level is high: the a.g.c. system
then reduces the record channel gain with the result that the
recording is of very poor quality. Unfortunately the peak
white pulses can upset the a.g.c. system in some TV chassis.
There was a problem with the TX98 chassis (Model 51P7).
Modifications introduced to cure the fault with the ICC6
chassis are as follows: ensure that CV66 is 8.2nF, RV64
12141 and RV66 15ka The value of CV66 is critical.

ICC7 Chassis
Dead set, mains fuse FP01 open-circuit: Check the
chopper transistor TP29 and h.t. rectifier DP50. Can also be
caused by a faulty PH9135 degaussing thermistor (RP05) —
in this case the fuse failure may be intermittent to start with.
Dead set: Ensure that start-up voltages are present at pins
15 and 16 of IP01 (TEA2261). RP62 (0.152) could be opencircuit, DL17 (1N4148) short-circuit or the field output chip
IF01 (TDA8178F) faulty.

Dead set: Broken print between DL52 and DL18.
Dead set, no standby: Check RP42 and DL52 as necessary.

Dead set, standby lamp on: No line drive from IVO1
(TA8659/CN).

Dead set but h.t. (V2 supply) o.k.: R42 is probably opencircuit because the BC639 line driver transistor TL29 is
leaky.

Dead or tripping: Check whether DF16 (BA157) in the
field output stage or the line driver transistor TL17 (BSR51)
is short-circuit.

Tripping: Possible causes are the line/field output trans-

Stuck in standby: TR76 (BC558B) faulty.
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Failure to start up from cold: CV01 (220pF) in the
protection circuit low in value.

Flyback lines: Check RL10, JL15, 1L01.
Failure to tune: C106 faulty.

Field collapse: Check RP62 (0.1Q), DF16 (BA157) and
IF01 (TDA8178F).

No video: RS32's leadout wire shorted to adjacent
screening can.

Field foldover: DLO9 or DF16 (both type BA157) could be
leaky or IF01 (TDA8178F) faulty.

Intermittent signals: Faulty i.f. module.

No sync: CV37 (2.2pF) open-circuit.

No blue drive: IVO1 defective.

Blank raster (no video): DL42 in the pulse feed to pin 35
of IVO1 short-circuit.

Hum on sound in standby: Change the value of CS02 to
10p F.

VCRs

ICC8 Chassis
This is similar to the ICC7 chassis and shares some fault
patterns. Here are some possibilities:

Models FV37H, FV46T, FV57H, FV58T
Failure to start up: TV02 short-circuit.
Intermittently dead: CP55 faulty.
Tripping: DP55 short-circuit.
Trips after about three minutes: CP57 faulty — leak
increases with temperature.
Flyback lines: DR61 short-circuit.
High text brightness with shifted text: Check TP03 and
TP04.

A fault condition in the encoder slide switch can cause intermittent mechanical functions and possible damage to other
items. Symptoms are: no playback, eject, loading or
unloading; no capstan or drum servo control; slack tape
around guide rollers after cassette loading; the machine
enters the stop mode whenever time-mode is requested,
after which the machine powers down to standby. For
correct operation the encoder slide switch (which has been
redesigned), the half-loading gear assembly and the control
cam should be replaced. There are new part numbers for all
these items, as follows:
Control cam PQ20822-2-7.

No sound: CM08 defective.
Half-loading gear assembly PQ43570A-2
Clicks with Nicam: IRO1 defective.
Poor or popping Nicam: Change the i.f. module.
TX80 Chassis
Dead set: Check whether DP12 (BA157) is short-circuit or
RP17 (9.1kS2, 9W) open-circuit.

Encoder slide switch PU60622-1-2 (Models FV31R,
FV37H, FV46D), PU60973-1-1 (Models FV45LX, FV46T,
FV47S), PU61247-1-1 (Models FV57H and FV58T).
Note that this series of models is based on the JVC
HRD520 etc.

Stuck in standby: RPO1 (27k52, 3W) and/or RP36 (75k0,
2W) high in value.

Models FV41R, FV42L, FV50B, FV51R, FV52L,
FV60B

No colour: CCO8 (10nF) could be open-circuit, CC12
(39nF) short-circuit or IL01 (M52038SP) faulty.

To cure random fuse blowing change the value of CPO1
from 100nF to 4-7nF.

Intermittent red picture: Check track between RV110 and
TV101.

Model FV52L

TX90E Chassis
Tripping: Replace IL01.
Low h.t.: Check R206, R207, R211 and R212.
Whistling from power supply: RP12 high in value.

To prevent microcontroller chip (ITO1) lock out, add a
221a 0.25W resistor and a BC547 transistor on the print
side of the PCB, with suitable insulation. One end of the
resistor goes to pin 12 of ITO1, the other end to the transistor's base. Connect the transistor's emitter to chassis and
its collector to pin 8 of ITO1.
Models FV61-FV70B

Incorrect line frequency: Check R225-R229.

If channel search doesn't stop when a channel has been
tuned in but skips to the next channel and continues to
repeat this skipping, change RA01 from 390k0 to 470k52.

Ragged verticals,: Check whether C189 is open-circuit.

Models FV61LV, FV62LV, FV67HV, FV68TX

Field collapse: IL01 defective.

To improve the reliability of the bias/erase oscillator, change

Whistling from LOPT: Reorientate RL27 and DL06.
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LL01 to part no. 20018560, CLO4 to 2.7nF (part no.
20136340), CLOT to 56nF, 5% (part no. 20024150) and RLO2
to 47Q, 5% (part no. 41056002). This supersedes previous
information. It's best to solder the connections to the full
erase head, removing the plug and socket connections.

R2000 Cat 1 Models
The Telefunken IC-SP TFM04033N IR receiver module is
the correct type for use with key/display PCB type
KDB/FCB R2000 B/A index SM. Damage will occur if an
attempt is made to use the Sharp GP1U583X module.

R2000 Cat 2 Models
Failure to detect hi-fi audio with prerecorded tapes can be
cured by increasing the drop-out detector sensitivity setting
via PL26. Proceed as follows: connect a voltmeter to pin 5
of BL35; inject a 1.4MHz, 37mV r.m.s. (104mV p-p) signal
at pin 5 of BL05; adjust PL26 for a reading of 3.6V ± 0.1V
d.c. on the meter.
Occasional interference after switching from mono audio
to Nicam stereo can be cured by changing capacitors CM50
and CM51 in the 18.432MHz oscillator circuit from 4.7pF
to 5.6pF. These are surface-mounted components, part no.
50876240.
Because of a software bug the 9th and 19th day of
February cannot be set during timer programming in a nonleap year. There's a way round this. To set the timer
programming for the above days set the timer to any month
other than February, then set the date (9th or 19th) and
finally change the month back to February!
Models in this range include the FV67H, FV68TX etc.

R2000 and R3000 Ranges
The u.h.f. modulator adjustment range with these models
was changed to chs. 51-66. To adjust the modulator using
the remote control handset, proceed as follows:
(1) Press and hold the green or B button on the handset
for at least eight seconds. The fluorescent display will then
show ch. 60.
(2) Press the = or — button with R3000 models, the +
button with R2000 models, to select the channel that has the
least effect on off-air signals.
(3) Fine tune the modulator as necessary by pressing the
handset's auto-track button, then the + or — button to
increase or decrease the frequency
(4) Press the exit or E button to store the setting and
return to normal operation.
In some areas, for example Oxford, Selkirk, Beacon Hill
and Mendip, patterning may still be experienced. When this
happens the owner may not be able to use the mix mode of
r.f. output. It will be necessary to select the switched mode,
which enables the r.f. modulator to be switched off whilst
off-air channels are being watched on the TV set. The VCRs
are supplied set to the mix mode but can be changed to the
switched mode as follows.
R2000 models: Press and hold the r.f. out button the VCR's
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front panel for at least eight seconds. The switched mode is
now engaged. 'TV' will be displayed in the fluorescent
panel during the VCR's stop mode, 'VCR' being displayed
during playback.
R3000 models: Press and hold the green or B button on the
remote control handset for at least eight seconds. Press the
VCR/TV button to select the mix or switched mode. Press
exit to store the setting and return to normal operation.
When setting for the mix mode a small square is lit in the
fluorescent display above the channel number. No additional key presses are required for normal viewing. The
alternative mode can be forced by pressing the remote
control unit's VCR/TV button.
Better picture and sound quality are obtained when the
VCR is connected to the TV set via the scart socket. A
second scart socket is provided for connection to a satellite
or cable receiver.

R3000 Models
Lack of a full-page blue background may be experienced
when the on-screen display is switched to the full-page
mode. This is frequently replaced by a noisy picture. To
overcome this problem replace crystal QA11 with a new
type, part no. 20180860, and change the associated tuning
capacitors CA1 1 and CA12 from 27pF to 8.2pF (part no.
11046070).

SATELLITE TV
Model SRD5
Timer gain: There have been reports of receivers gaining
up to 45 seconds a week. To cure this, change C32 from
33pF to 47pF.
On-screen graphics: Problems with the 17.73447MHz
crystal X2 can cause problems with the on-screen graphics.
The cure is to fit new crystal part no. 170-0177341 and
change both C126 and C127 to 12pF, 5%, 50V (part no.
40429090).
TV interference: Patterning on some terrestrial TV channels can be caused by harmonics radiated by the 14MHz
VideoCrypt clock. Fitting good-quality r.f. leads should cure
this. If necessary the following modifications can be carried
out:
Fit a Gold air-wound 200mH coil in place of the wire
link in position L52.
Fit a Gold air-wound 200mH coil in place of the 1000
resistor in position L53.
Remove C250 (surface-mounted type).
Change C340 to 27pF (surface mounted).
Fit a 27pF surface-mounted capacitor in position C341.
A further reduction in the level of interference can be
achieved by earthing the u.h.f. modulator's can to the
receiver's chassis. This can be done by soldering braid to
the can and trapping it between the can and the rear metalwork — with some receivers it may be necessary to scrape
paint from the inside of the back panel to achieve good electrical connection.
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Fault Notes:
Panasonic
Alpha 3
Chassis

B (panel BN on early production models). If there's no
output at this point, replace the TDA1543 DAC chip
IC2003.
No sound during VCR playback: With all channels
transmitting Nicam signals, loss of the f.m. sound was
noticed only with VCR operation. IC2101 (AN5215) on
panel B was faulty.

Model TX25A2X
No colour apart from a pale red tint: The digital delay
line IC602 was faulty. Note that early versions of the
Alpha 3 chassis use the TDA4660 chip while later ones
use the TDA4661: these chips are not interchangeable.
Intermittent thick horizontal lines on the screen,
accompanied by loss of signals: Replace the
ENV87839G3 tuner unit.

Ray Meadows
Following my recent series on the Panasonic Alpha 3
chassis, here are some fault reports that have been
provided by various service departments. Most of the
faults are listed under particular models, but many of
them could be experienced with other models that use
the chassis.

All Models
No sound or raster but the remote LED flashes: This
indicates that the 5V standby supply is present but the line
output stage isn't working. You'll probably find that the
fusible resistor R555 in the h.t. feed to the line output
stage is open-circuit. This can be caused by an internal
short in the line output transformer T551 but in many
cases is caused by unexplained failure of R555 itself.
Loss of video and audio signals: This can be caused by a
loose H panel. The problem may occur when the customer
tries to use the AV2 connector, the scart lead levering the
panel out of its sockets. This results in loss of the tuner as
well as the AV signals.
No colour when using the AV connector: Before
opening the set up and condemning the AV switching
chips, check the position of the front-mounted AV2 source
switch. If this is set to the S-video position when a
composite video source is being used there's loss of
colour.
No teletext pages but the text header appears: This is
quite a common fault. An associated symptom is corrupted
or 'jumping' text. The usual cause is the 220pF ceramic
capacitor C3511.
Remote control unit won't operate older Panasonic
VCRs: This simple problem is cured by opening the
remote control unit's battery compartment, locating the
small slide switch and changing its position. The remote
control unit will then transmit the older 7-bit VCR
commands (the handsets leave the factory set to the newer
8-bit format).

Model TX25A2
Nicam audio missing: Check the serial data output at pin
10 of the SAA7280 Nicam decoder chip IC2001 on panel
634

Model TX25W2
Picture tube spot burn: Failure of the switch-off spot
suppression circuit on panel Y is the cause of this potentially expensive problem. In one case R380 (561(Q) hadn't
been inserted into the panel correctly during manufacture.
Severe bowing at the sides of the picture: Check the
fusible resistor R706 (10Q). This sometimes fails by itself
but is usually accompanied by failure of the EW correction
chip IC701.
Severe defocusing with pale raster: After checking that
the line output and e.h.t. circuits are o.k., take a look at the
c.r.t. socket on panel Y. Oxidation of the terminals can
cause poor contact and thus a high impedance at the focus
and first anode (screen grid) connections. This problem is
reminiscent of the old Rank T20/T22 chassis. Replacement
c.r.t. sockets are available from Panasonic though no part
number is listed in the manual.

Model TX25W2A
Sound but no picture: Beam blanking had removed the
picture. This was confirmed by slowly advancing the
setting of the first anode/screen grid preset control,
showing that there was field collapse. Replacement of the
AN5521 chip IC451 and the fusible link R451 (part no.
TSF19801) restored normal operation.
No satellite reception: The primary side of the satellite
pack's power transformer can go open-circuit because of
failure of its internal fuse. Before replacing the transformer, part no. TLP17256Z, check that there are no shorts
in the aerial lead.
Poor satellite reception: A common problem is degraded
picture performance over time, with an increase in `sparklies', often being worse after rain. The cause is condensation inside the feedhorn or on the LNB window. The LNB
will usually be o.k. after drying out, but it's best to fit a
new feedhorn and LNB, taking extra care over waterproofing the seal between the two. I often add some silicone seal around the rear of the feedhorn cap — early types
suffered from water ingress here as well.
Patterning on BBC-1: The cause was r.f. radiation from
the VideoCrypt decoder — the patterning disappeared when
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the decoder's scart socket was disconnected. Strangely, the
effect was present only on chs. 58 (BBC-1) and 44 (BBC-1
Wales). A different decoder and TV set were tried but the
problem remained the same. In the end it was cured by
changing the aerial wall socket from a TV/f.m. diplexer type
to a normal TV only type! Presumably this type of instability could affect other models and makes of TV receiver as
well.

Model TX28A2
Uncontrollable brightness: The beam limiter was not
operating correctly because of a tiny crack in panel E. It
had probably occurred when panel E was refitted after a
previous repair but was impossible to see with the panel in
place as it was beneath, and no doubt caused by, one of the
chassis frame lugs.

normal operation, with the stereo symbol appearing.

Model TX28W2X
No tuning when cold: Replace the tuner unit.

Model TX33A2
Vertical linearity and height drift as the set warms up:
The cause was leakage in diodes D452 and D453 in the
field timebase circuit. Replacing them cured the fault.
Flickering at the bottom corners of the screen: The
cause was poor shadowmask suspension in the c.r.t. — the
shadowmask vibrated in synchronisation with loud sounds
from the speakers. There were three possible solutions: to
keep the volume down; to use external speakers; or (rather
expensive) replace the c.r.t.

Model TX28W2
Nicam audio couldn't be selected: When Nicam sound is
available but the f.m. (mono) mode is selected an
`inverted-triangle' symbol appears at the top left of the
screen. With no Nicam signal present the symbol doesn't
appear because there's no choice. The symbol was present
all the time with this set: the microcontroller chip could't
select the stereo mode because IC2202 (LA7222-TV) was
permanently latched on. Replacing this chip restored

Model TX37A2G
No luminance signal (including text!): This seemed strange
as text is generated in RGB form. Nevertheless white text was
absent though coloured text (and pictures) were present. The
clue to the cause of the problem was the fact that the 100Hz
processing panel converts all signals, including text, to Y-C
form. There was no luminance because R5606 (1005I) was
open-circuit.

TV Fault
Finding

Reports from Keith Evans, John Edwards,
Chris Watton, Michael Dranfield,
Terry Lamoon, Brian Storm,
Fred Sander, Alfred Damp
and Nick Beer

Toshiba 2100RBT
The customer's complaint was that "it blinks but doesn't
work". When we applied power to the set the standy LED
pulsed but there was no other operation. Investigation in
the power supply area led us to suspect the mains bridge
rectifier's 120pF, 400V reservoir capacitor C820. Fitting a
replacement restored normal operation. Because electrolytic capacitors of this size and value are not that
common we ordered two from Toshiba in readiness for the
next casualty.
K.E.

Panasonic TX2450 (U5 Chassis)
We don't get many sets with colour faults these days. So we
were surprised that our customer reported loss of colour
with this one. Sure enough on test the set produced an excellent monochrome picture without a hint of tint. Having been
caught out before when one of the kids has wound the saturation control down we toggled the remote control buttons
in the hope of some colour, but alas the picture remained in
monochrome.
On removing the back we homed in on the TDA3562A
colour decoder chip IC601. Voltage checks proved inconclusive, and the scope showed that a healthy chroma input
signal was present at pin 4. Tweaking the reference oscillator trimmer C610 made no difference, neither did a new
8.8MHz crystal, but a new TDA3562A restored glorious
colour.
K.E.

STR451 regulator itself (Q801) had failed. Both items were
replaced.
J.E.

Ferguson TX90 Chassis
As the fuse on the secondary side of the mains transformer
was blackened it was no surprise to find that two of the
rectifier diodes and the T9064V line output transistor were
short-circuit. When these had been replaced and the set was
switched on the fuse blew again. The culprit turned out to be
the posistor in the degaussing circuit — it was arcing internally.
J.E.

NEI 14FRE
There was a blank raster, even with the first anode voltage
increased, though the supply voltages were all present and
correct and the tube's heaters were glowing. A check on the
sandcastle pulse at pin 8 of the TDA3560 colour decoder
chip (always a good place to start) showed that it was
missing. The pulse was present at pin 17 of the TDA2579
timebase generator chip. When we followed the print from
this to the decoder chip we came to an above board wire
link which had a nice, healthy sandcastle pulse at one end
but nothing at the other. The link looked o.k., but resoldering it enabled the pulse to reach its destination, restoring
the picture.
J.E.

Philips CP110 Chassis

Amstrad CTV2200

The sound was o.k. but there was a blank screen. I turned up
the first anode control expecting to see a white line across
the middle of the screen but instead was greeted by a full
blue raster with flyback lines. Checks on the tube base panel
proved that Tr7405 (BF423) in the blue output stage was
short-circuit. A replacement and a good resoldering of all
the transistors on the panel produced a nice picture — after
readjusting the first anode control of course.
J.E.

The cause of field collapse was traced to C828 (100pF,
35V). IC801 is normally responsible for this fault, but not
on this occasion.
J.E.

Ferguson TX99 Chassis
There was no remote control operation. The on-board
controls worked normally and a test showed that the handset
was transmitting. So attention was turned to the infra-red
receiver in the set. When this was removed the cause of the
fault was immediately obvious. One of the three leads
connected to the module was broken where it's soldered to
the PCB.
J.E.

Matsui 1460
When this set was switched on the relay clicked and the
channel display worked but otherwise the set remained
dead. A resistance check at the regulator chip's output pin
indicated that a short was present. Normally the cause is the
R2M over-voltage protection diode D805, but this time the
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Sony AE1 Chassis
Intermittent picture and sound was the complaint with one
of these sets. We found that all the connections to the
2SD1548LB chopper transistor Q608 were dry-jointed.
When the surge limiting resistor R805 (1.2Q) in the 200V
supply goes open-circuit you get the blank raster with
flyback lines symptom.
J.E.

Ferguson TX10/Tristar Rebuild
These teletext sets were produced around 1990/1 and
consist of a reconditioned TX10 chassis, a new tube and
cabinet and remote handset. For those who come across
one of them for the first time, the search tuning controls
are very small buttons at the right-hand side of the
cabinet, about eight inches from the bottom and about an
inch in from the cabinet/back cover seam. The preset
volume, contrast, brightness and colour controls are on
the remote control panel inside the cabinet. There's a
programme display at the front of the set, but unfortunately the on-screen channel status doesn't agree with the
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number shown in the display. For example with Channel 4
on programme 4 the display shows 4 while the on-screen
status shows BBC-1. How confusing! To put matters
right, change the TAC (text acquisition and control) chip
on the teletext decoder panel from type SAA5040C to
type SAA5040A — the suffixes C and A determine the onC.W.
screen display.

Philips KT4/K40 Chassis
We had trouble with repeated failure of the TDA3650 field
output chip every few weeks. On the first occasion we
attended to a good crop of dry-joints. We eventually decided
to replace the BYV95B 26V supply rectifier D6186 and its
3,000pF reservoir capacitor C2187 when fitting a new
C.W.
TDA3650. There were no further problems.

Sony KVX25TU
The raster was severely cramped at the bottom of the screen
and stretched at the top. When I removed the back cover I
longed to see a PCL805! Instead however I saw a 680pF,
25V capacitor, C531, with its case split. Could it have been
C.W.
connected to the cathode of something?!

Triumph CTV8212
This set wasn't completely dead as the remote relay in the
power supply clicked, but the h.t. had fallen to 9.5V.
Checks in the power supply brought to light two leaky
zener diodes, D503 and D505. They are both 3.6V types
C.W.
rated at 1.3W.

ITT CT2500 (Pico Chassis)
The cause of failure of the power supply to operate was
traced to the ZPY120 120V over-voltage protection zener
C.W.
diode D658. On test it read 3k0 in both directions.

that I'd put the diodes in the right way round, there was only
one possible cause, the reservoir capacitor. A new 150pF,
C.W.
385V capacitor restored the power.

Hitachi CPT2158
This set led us a dance over some months. The initial
complaint was that repeated pressing of the on/off switch
was required before the set would come on. But no fault
could be found during its repeated visits to the shop. Then
on one occasion we found that the 2SD1877 line output
transistor had failed. In fact it would fail after about four
weeks, and the customer continued to complain about the
need for continued on/off operation. Many components
were replaced and dry-joints resoldered. We ran the set
daily for three weeks in the shop, but the 2SD1877 failed
only at the customer's house where the set was being run
from a three-way adaptor, along with an electric fire and a
table lamp. With thoughts of the G11, we felt that this could
be the cause. We sold the customer a four-way trailing
socket, but the set continued to come back.
A chance discovery led us to the cause of the fault. If the
set was left in a very cold place it would trip at switch on,
with a large e.h.t. surge. Since the crowbar Q706 is fired by
excessive line pulses at pin 1 of the LOPT, it seemed likely
that the power supply's output varied with temperature. We
connected a 100W bulb across the power supply's output as
a dummy load and found that the 152V output could be
made to rise to 250V if C917 was cooled. This capacitor is
part of the negative feedback control loop: when the feedback falls, the output rises to compensate. In the interests of
temperature stability we decided to replace C917 with a
4.7pF tantalum capacitor. Note that it's shown the wrong
way round in the manual: D905's anode should go to the
M.Dr.
negative side of the capacitor.

Fidelity CTV140

This set was dead with the line output transistor shortcircuit. In this case the cause was a poor connection at the
scan coil plug/socket. As the pin had blackened, the
C.W.
lead/plug and socket were all replaced.

The symptoms were full brightness with flyback lines.
There was a note attached to the manual: we'd had the fault
before, caused by failure of R57 (100) in the supply to the
TDA3330 colour decoder chip. Not this time however. On
this occasion it was caused by the fact that the 4.7pF, 350V
RGB output stages' 160V supply reservoir capacitor C100
M.Dr.
had dried out.

Granada C59GZ7

Ferguson TX100 Chassis

There was no picture and we had no circuit diagram for the
set, which is full of digital things. Difficult, but we must try!
The power supply worked, and various voltages marked on
the panel were correct. The tube's heaters were alight, and
there were good e.h.t., focus and first anode voltages. But
the voltages at the tube's cathodes were high at about 185V.
When the setting of the first anode control was advanced a
peculiar barrel-shaped illumination was obtained. This was
no sort of raster: it was a reflection of a collapsed field,
deflected off the screen's viewing area. A replacement
TDA8172 field output chip (IC570) together with resolC.W.
dering a million dry-joints restored the picture.

If the relay is chattering and the line output transistor TRIO
is o.k., go straight to the BY299 diode D28 in the h.t. feed to
the line output stage. Check whether it has gone shortcircuit. If it's all right. suspect the line output transformer.
Note that D28 is present in the 110° version of the chassis
M.Dr.
only.

Philips CP90 Chassis

Hitachi CPT230
For no field sync from cold with this elderly set replace C602
M.Dr.
(lpF, 50V). Remember the GEC C2110 chassis?!

Sanyo CBP2145
Philips CP110 Chassis
The mains fuse was shattered and two of the diodes in the
bridge rectifier circuit were short-circuit. After replacing all
four bridge rectifier diodes and fitting a new fuse the set
was still dead. A check showed that the output produced by
the bridge rectifier was 180V instead of 290V. Assuming
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This set wouldn't come on for the first fifteen minutes. It
would then display a snowy picture, and the channel change
was sluggish. This kind of fault always leads me to suspect
low supply voltages and poor smoothing. Sure enough the
culprits were C397 and C364 (both 100pF, 16V). Replacing
them restored correct operation. Apparently this is a
645

common problem with these sets, but it's not when you
T.L.
don't see many of them!

current simulation, had risen in value to 130ka When these
three resistors had been replaced the set was speaking to us
A.D.
and displayed a picture.

Panasonic Euro 1 Chassis
The picture would flash at random, a white raster alternating
with a normal picture. In moments of stable operation we
also noticed that there were no on-screen graphics. As these
are added in RGB form we changed the VDU2416 video
processor chip. This of course made no difference. An
overdue check on the teletext operation produced a white
raster with random graphics characters spread around the
screen. After fitting a new TPU2763 teletext chip (IC1761)
B.S.
normal operation was restored.

Panasonic Z4 Chassis
This was the second of these sets I've had with intermittent
loss of sound. When the fault occurs a sharp tap on the
cabinet will cure it. But with the back removed no amount of
banging, twisting and pulling will instigate it — which is not
surprising when you realise that the dome speaker system is
part of the back cabinet assembly, and that if the speaker
wires are lightly pulled they both come off! Retightening the
B.S.
connecting plugs to the speaker cures the fault.

Philips G90AE Chassis
I've had two of these sets with the following serious
problem. During production the junction leads of diodes
D6624 and D6642 on the primary side of the chopper circuit
weren't cut short enough. As a result, they tended to touch
the solder-pad junction of resistors R3627 and R3625 intermittently. This doesn't affect the set in its working mode,
but when the set is switched to standby the voltage across
the 9V reservoir capacitor C2260 gradually rises from 9.2V
to 25V, eventually shorting nearly all the diodes, transistors
etc. in this part of the circuit with possible damage, if any
attempt is made to switch out of standby, to most of the
same items in the primary side of the chopper circuit.
The first set drove me up the wall as it would behave
perfectly for a few days before blowing all the above
components. Now, before we do anything else when one of
these sets comes in for repair, we check the connections to
D6624 and D6622.
F.S.

Grundig CUC5310 Chassis
This set came in with the wickman fuse SI624 blown and
the chopper transistor T644 short-circuit. These components
were replaced and were then destroyed at switch on. Several
cold checks had been carried out on the primary side of the
chopper circuit to try to find the cause of the transistor's
failure. The cause was eventually found on the secondary
side, where the 200V rectifier D681 was short-circuit.
Replacing this and the other two items restored normal
A.D.
operation, proved by a lengthy soak test.

Hitachi G7P Mk II Chassis
The job card said that the set was dead, which was not a
totally inaccurate description. When I looked at the power
supply several high-value resistors caught my eye — R919,
R920 (both 1001a and R932 (120k51). The one that looked
most distressed had risen in value from 1001S1 to 130k52.
The other 100kS2 resistor, which looked brand new, was
open-circuit. R932, which is connected to pin 4 of the
TDA4601 chip to provide chopper transistor collector
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Philips KT4 Chassis
This set had a text fault: mix-mode text was visible but
wasn't coloured, while in the text mode the screen blanked
out. RGB, Y and blanking signals all appeared to be arriving
at the TDA3651A chroma processing chip. Replacing it
A.D.
cured the fault.

Philips GR1-AX Chassis
The customer complained about low sound. We found that
the 5-1V zener diode D6715 was leaky. It's in the volume
control line, being mounted adjacent to the TMP47C4343559 microcontroller chip IC7700.
A.D.

Finlux 3621
There was white patterning at black level with TV, text
and AV signals. Noise on a supply line seemed a likely
cause, but scope checks on the supplies to the c.r.t. base
and drive circuits showed that they were all clean. Still
convinced that such noise was the cause of the problem I
moved over to the power supply and found that there was
5.5V p-p of hash on the 7V rail. Replacing CG46 (470pF,
16V) cleared the fault.
N.B.

Panasonic Alpha 3 Chassis
This set was dead but was making a noise: it was not an
overload whine but an unloaded power supply buzz. R555,
the fusible link in the h.t. feed to the line output stage, was
open-circuit. No shorts could be measured however. Overriding R555 for the purpose of testing showed that
initially, at switch on, there was a burst of e.h.t. that was
clearly too high — the focus spark gap also fired over. The
cause of the problem was the line output transformer
T551.
N.B.

Ferguson TX90E Chassis
This is the new TX90 chassis, used in Model B39F, not the
original one. Clever of Thomson to decide to reuse a chassis
number when there are thousands of the original sets still in
service. . . Anyway, the problem with this particular set was
a pattern of white lines over the picture from cold. It was
like a beat pattern. There was also an amount of flashing.
The fault could be instigated by tapping the chassis
anywhere, but careful probing brought me to the tuner unit.
By gently squeezing its case without removing the board the
fault could be cleared. A new tuner put matters right. N.B.

Sharp C1420H
There was intermittent hum on vision and sometimes a
negative picture. Flexing the tuner internally would instigate
and clear the fault. So we sent the tuner to MCES to be
rebuilt. When it was returned and refitted we had a superb
picture.
N.B.

Philips GR1-AX Chassis
The complaint was about intermittent colour. There was also
sometimes a dark, vertical bar about a third of the way across
the screen. The fault was far more prevalent with VCR playTELEVISION JULY 1994

back. This fact provided the clue. There was a break in the
track that leads from pin 10 of the line output transformer
around the corner of the PCB where it slides into the back
cover (the fault had occurred following a move).
N.B.

Panasonic Z3 Chassis
This was an odd fault. The set was dead but there was an
initial rush of e.h.t. Then almost immediately the set would
become inert, with just a buzzing from the power supply.
The latter was up and running, with correct h.t., but there
was no line drive because the protection circuit was operating. As there were no obvious problems in the deflection
circuits and the components in the protection circuit all read
correctly, I removed the protection transistor Q451 which
was biased on. This revealed the fact that there was field
collapse. I soon traced the cause to the MA2270 zener diode
D4539 in the field output stage.
Once full scan had been restored the set was left on
soak test. After about ten minutes I heard it fire over and
saw that the point of distress was in the tube's neck. The
h.t. and e.h.t. were fine, the cause of the trouble being a
faulty tube. It seems that it had killed off the original zener
diode.
N.B.

Grundig TVR5504
The TV section was in trouble. Intermittently text would
flash up over the picture in various corrupted forms, the
picture would disappear to give a black raster, or there
would be disturbed vision like an off-tune signal. At such
times the text couldn't be obtained. The cause of the
trouble was dry-joints at the earth links between the top and
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bottom print on the text PCB. There are only five or six
links, so its worth resoldering the lot.
N.B.

Sony KVP14U
A colleague had recently attended to dry-joints in the VIF
can, the symptoms being loss of vision and tuning, but the
set was now back because it was completely dead. The
power supply was clearly being shut down by excess
current demand at one secondary feed, but there were no
measurable shorts in the loads or rectifiers. Eventually we
found that the cause of the trouble was the 680pF protection capacitor C608 across the rectifier for the 119V
supply. It was breaking down under load.
N.B.

B and , 0 8102 (71XX Series)
This set would sometimes stick in the standby mode, particularly when it was cold. Occurrence of the fault was totally
random, and neither heat nor freezer would instigate or clear
it. Generally once the set had started it could be restarted
from standby without problem. The cause of the trouble was
that R20 on the remote control/microcontroller panel had
gone high in value. If you find that a 2.7MS-1 resistor is fitted
in this position, replace it with an 820kS2 resistor. Note that
two different PCBs are used in this chassis.
N.B.

Grundig CUC3400 Chassis
From cold this set wouldn't change channels. The number
would change, but there would be no tuning. The cause was
a dry-joint at pin 15 of the tuner/i.f. unit's socket — the
tuning voltage supply pin.
N.B.
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TV Fault Finding

Reports from Philip Blundell, AMIEIE,
Chris Watton, Michael Dranfield,
John Edwards, Nick Beer, M. Stansfield,
Mike Leach, Gerald White, Edward Joyce,
Joe Cieszynski and J.K. Potts

Philips G110 Chassis
If you encounter a G110 that blows the chopper transistor at
switch on, even when all the bits in the repair kit have been
fitted, but the power supply works all right if brought on
slowly by use of a variac, change the on/off switch and the
posistor in the degaussing circuit.
P.B.

inches from the bottom of the screen. It would reveal itself
one line a second, until the screen was full. The cause of the
fault was C2571 (100pF, 25) in the field flyback boost
circuit (note that the value is 68pF with 90° sets).
C.W.

Decca 120 Chassis
Panasonic TC1485T (Z3 Chassis)
For a dead set with D816 (R2G) short-circuit, suspect that
the STR50103 chopper i.c. is producing a high output
voltage intermittently and needs replacement. The h.t.
voltage at TPE1 should be 103V ±1.5V. A faulty
STR50103 chip can result in the voltage rising to 150V or
more.
P.B.

Mitsubishi CT2528/Finlux 9000 Chassis
The set that came in was a Mitsubishi model but we found
that it was a Finlux 9000 chassis in disguise. Anyway the set
was dead with all the outputs from the power supply at a
low level. A check for shorts across the outputs brought us
to the audio supply, where C689 (2,200pF) had gone shortcircuit.
P.B.

Panasonic TC1485T (Z3 Chassis)
This set was stuck in standby. We found that the microcontroller chip IC1101 didn't produce the power-on command
(pin 6 high) because the chip was not being reset. IC1104
produces the reset action when its supply reaches 5V, but
the latter was low at 4V. On checking back to the 5V regulator transistor Q804 I found that the reference zener diode
D810 was leaky.
P.B.

Fidelity CTV1404
The complaint was that the button would come out while
viewing. This remote-control set uses the solenoid-latch
type switch. What was happening was that the 12V supply
would be lost intermittently, the switch then being released.
The cause of the trouble was the LM317T 12V regulator
chip, a replacement curing the fault. It's mounted on the line
output transistor heatsink.
C.W.

Samsung Voyager 10
This set was stuck in standby because there was no drive to
the relay. The cause turned out to be the tuner/timer chip. It
had on it a few numbers that didn't correspond with any
information in the manual. The Samsung part code is 32213-257 SIP.
C.W.

Philips 2B Chassis
All the power supplies were present and correct, including
the e.h.t., but the picture was being blanked by incorrect
pulses from the field output stage. If the set was left on for a
long time the picture would begin to appear, about two
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The audio output was all right with no signal present, but as
soon as an aerial was connected there was only muted
sound. The sound detector coil L601 was open-circuit.
Fortunately it could be repaired, by resoldering the legs
inside.
C.W.

Bush 21141
Sometimes this set wouldn't come on when asked, with no
output from the power supply. Replacing C801 (47pF) and
C802 (100pF) cured the trouble. We uprated them both to
63V.
C.W.

Sony KV2212
This set had a narrow picture with crinkle-cut edges. When
the set had warmed up a bit the edges of the picture straightened and then the width popped out. Application of freezer
to the SG246A SCS on the scan board proved its guilt. C.W.

Grundig CUC120 Chassis
If there's a blank raster, all the supplies are present and
correct and the tube's heaters are alight, check whether the
TDA1770 field timebase chip IC2775 on the deflection
panel is faulty. The blank screen is caused by the c.r.t.
protection system coming into operation when no field scan
is being generated.
C.W.

Loewe Classic M124 (C8001)
The picture was narrow and the tube looked as flat as a
pancake. There was also a slight whistle from the power
supply. A check at U142 (142V line) produced a reading of
only 129V at the maximum setting of the h.t. preset potentiometer. When this was returned to its original position the
h.t. fell to 112V. As the power supply's 27V and 8V outputs
were correct, the cause of the fault lay in the 142V part,
where the 47pF, 250V reservoir capacitor C652 was found
to have gone low in value. We also replaced the smoothing
capacitor C653 (again 47pF, 250V). Resetting the h.t.
potentiometer then restored correct operation.
C.W.

Ferguson ICC5 Chassis
This Nicam set (Model 51K5) had a sound fault. After twothree hours the, sound would crackle very loudly, so loudly
in fact that the set had to be switched off. This also made
fault finding more difficult. On top of this the fault would
show up only every few days. To cut a very long story short,
the cause of the fault was traced to the smaller of the two
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screening cans on the Nicam PCB. Pin 24 of the main edge
connector is linked to one of the screening can's legs. This
then distributes the D earth line to various points around the
panel. In order to avoid future problems we resoldered all
M.Dr.
the screening can's connections.

Sharp C3720H
The symptom with this set was weak blue drive. We found
that D807 on the small subpanel connected to the tube's
base panel was leaky. A 1N4148 diode fitted the bill, but the
fault remained as before. The TDA3566 decoder chip had to
be replaced as well. Perhaps a c.r.t. flashover had been
M.Dr.
responsible for the failures.

Ferguson TX9O Chassis

C1586' s value, the less picture we got. With C1586 open
M.Dr.
circuit or removed there was no picture at all.

Philips CP11O Chassis
The front pushbutton control panel would change channels
upwards but not downwards. All the other functions, i.e.
tuning, volume, brightness etc. worked normally. We've had
front control panel problems before with these sets, only
some functions working and others not etc. The cause of the
trouble is the keyboard foil, where it slots into the socket on
the main board. This set was no exception. Re-seating into
the socket doesn't always work: renewing the foil provides a
permanent cure. The replacement foil assembly is much
better than the original, because the foil solders directly on to
the main board. This could become a 'stock problem'. J.E.

We all know by now that when C189 (22pF) in the 20in.
version of this chassis dries up the result is ragged verticals
at high contrast levels. In 14in. sets however it causes a
vertical herringbone patterning that's most noticeable at
M.Dr.
very low contrast settings.

The problem with one of these sets was partial field
collapse. The cause was dry-joints at the legs of the
J.E.
STA441C field output chip.

Philips K30 Chassis

Aiwa VXT1000 Mk. 2

This was a new fault to us. The top part of the screen was
blanked out, only the bottom three inches having a picture.
The cause of the fault was traced to C1586, the 100pF reservoir capacitor in the —20V supply. This supply is used for
various purposes: one is as the source of collector voltage for
Tr1514 in the field driver circuit. We found that the lower

The TV section of this TV/video combination was dead —
and we didn't have the manual. Fortunately the power
supply is similar to that in the Amstrad TVR3, using the
STK7348 chopper chip. In this case the power supply was
working, producing the correct 120V h.t. output. This passes
via L16, circuit protector ICP1 and R8 to the line timebase.
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Hitachi CPT1471
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We found that the ICP was open-circuit. As there didn't
seem to be any shorts we renewed the ICP and switched on.
Thankfully everything now worked.
J.E.

between the live and isolated sections of the chassis was
open-circuit. It's R814, an 8.2%2 safety component. N.B.

Ferguson B14R (TX90E Chassis)
Ferguson TX10 Chassis
There was just snow on the screen. Checks proved that the
tuning system was working correctly. A finger test at the
ouput of the SL1430 i.f. preamplifier chip (SAWF driver)
produced an impression but there was no response when
the test was carried out at the input. Replacing the SL1430
chip restored the signals.
Another of these sets produced a very pale, dull picture.
Checks showed that there was insufficient first anode
voltage at the c.r.t.: the supply and the potentiometer were
all right, but it was impossible to get more than 285V at the
relevant c.r.t. socket pin. The cause of this was spillage
across the socket's spark ring. A clean up proved the point,
while a new socket resulted in a repair that could be given a
guarantee.
N.B.

Hitachi CPT2074 (NP83CQ Mk II Chassis)
This completely dead, silent set produced a resistance
reading of 5S2 when a check was made between the h.t. line
and chassis. I disconnected various items in turn in order of
likelihood and soon found that the line output transformer
was responsible — the same resistance reading was
produced when a check was made between its h.t. feed pin
and chassis. A new transformer and a new STR6020
chopper chip restored normal operation.
N.B.

B and 0 MX5500 (326X Chassis)
This huge set would intermittently produce a strange noise
from its left-hand speaker: after this the speaker would
remain silent for anything from ten seconds to almost eternity. The fault started two days after we'd installed a
Beosat LM internal satellite receiver. Bearing this in mind I
looked for mislocated plugs etc. and soon saw that there
were dry-joints on most of the legs of the two TDA2040
audio output chips 10IC3/4. This is becoming a common
fault with all chassis in this range, e.g. the 39XX.
N.B.

Ferguson TX90 Chassis
This portable was now totally dead: previously there had
been severe hum. The 1A fuses associated with the mains
transformer were both open-circuit and one of the BYD33G
mains rectifier diodes was short-circuit — so the final fault
could have occurred when the set was switched off. N.B.

Finlux 5810
This 10in. colour set can be used with an a.c. or d.c. power
supply. An attempt at the latter use had resulted in the 4A
fuse FU65 going open-circuit and the reverse-polarity
protection diode D652 (type S5566B) short-circuit. The
customer's d.c. lead had an internal short of course. N.B.

Panasonic TC21M1R (Z4 Chassis)
This set had been brought in because of tuning drift, a
fairly common fault. As usual the cause was the tuner unit.
When using the portable appliance tester to carry out the
insulation resistance test for the final safety check however
the reading I obtained was infinity — you would normally
expect to get a reading of around 9-5MO. The resistor
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This set was stuck in the standby mode. On discovering that
the S2000A3 line output transistor TP10 was short-circuit I
assumed that the repair would be a very simple one, but the
set remained in the same state when a replacement had been
fitted. Further checks showed that the BA157 diode DP08
was short-circuit.
N.B.

Sony KVX2521U
Intermittent sound in one or both channels is quite common
with these sets. The usual cause is dry-joints around the
audio output chip IC251.
N.B.

Samsung CI3351A (P68SC Chassis)
This set was dead. A check on the start-up voltage at pin 4
of the power supply chip IC801 produced a very low
reading (0.6V). The feed resistors were o.k. and there were
no shorts, the fault being within the chip itself. It's a special
hybrid device, type SDH2O9B.
N.B.

Philips CTX Chassis
I've had a number of these portable sets in which dry-joints
around the line output transformer have been allowed to arc
and the set has become quite dead. Resoldering still leaves
you with no 12V supply because you'll find that the 2.252
fusible resistor R3585 has gone open-circuit.
N.B.

Goodmans 147TT
This 14in. colour set was brought to me by a friend who had
been told by a high street shop that it couldn't be repaired
because the spares required were not available. On initial
investigation I found that the line output stage derived 12V
supply was missing because zener diode ZD402 (12V, 1W)
was short-circuit while R425 (5.60, 3W) in the supply to it
was open-circuit. The faulty components had been lovingly
soldered back into position by the previous investigator!
When these two items had been replaced the set worked
and produced a good picture. But at switch on the h.t. rose
rapidly to 140V before settling back, after about two
minutes, to the correct 112.5V. In addition the chopper transistor and transformer were both running hot. There was a
very limited range of h.t. adjustment, and the response could
only be described as sluggish. Checks in the discretecomponent chopper control circuitry indicated that the
system was struggling to hold the h.t. voltage down. I then
found that the chopper transistor's base coupling capacitor
C911 (47pF, 50V) had dried out — possibly because of its
proximity to the chopper transistor's heatsink. For good
measure the 8.2V reference zener diode DZ901 and C909
(47pF, 50V) were also replaced. After this the h.t. voltage
could be set accurately and remained stable under hot and
cold conditions. The set then produced good results.
I'm still wondering what tree the previous repairer was
barking up?!
M.S.

Hitachi C2862TN
This 28in. Nicam set gave us some problems before we
eventually traced the cause of the fault. The symptoms were
no EW drive and a slight lack of width. The copper heatsink
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that supports the line output transistor and the EW driver
transistor was getting very hot, but neither transistor had
failed. During the course of our checks we replaced the
BD241 EW transistor TH03 and various diodes in the
modulator circuit, all to no avail. It was the first fault I've
had with one of these sets, so experience wasn't much help.
Eventually the cause was traced to CH09 (150nF) which
M.L.
was open-circuit.

Panasonic TX21T1 (Alpha 2 Chassis)
The customer complained that the colour picture produced
by this 21in. FST set was poor. On test we found that the
blue component disappeared from the picture after half an
hour, the grey scale being o.k. There was a B — Y waveform
at pin 2 of the TDA4510 colour decoder chip IC601, but it
was of low amplitude. The relevant d.c. voltages were also
slightly wrong. We tried replacing the chip and the chroma
delay line, to no avail. Many small components were then
tried before the cause of the fault was finally found. The
culprit turned out to be C612 (0.01pF) which is connected
between pin 5 of the TDA4510 chip and the 12V supply. A
replacement restored correct colour.
M.L.

Mitsubishi CT29645TX
This model is fitted with a Videocolor tube that has antiglare characteristics. Unfortunately it produces a flatlooking picture. There's a modification to improve the
picture quality, as follows. Change the value of R557
from 120kS2 to 150k52 (cut the track on the copper side of
the main PCB to isolate the 120162 resistor originally
fitted, then solder the new 1501d2 resistor underneath to
replace the original component). Solder a wire link across
R298 on the copper side of the the Vc/RGB PCB — this
disables the peak-white limiting circuit. Finally remove
C259.
G.W.

Mitsubishi CT2533
You sometimes find that the 2SD1877 line output transistor
has gone short-circuit. To prevent further failure, remove
the line driver transformer T551 from the PCB then carefully clean off the excess grease (like candle wax) from its
legs. Clean the legs with emery cloth, re-tin them then refit
the transformer. It's also good practice to replace IC901
(STR59041) as this device can produce spikes that destroy
the line output transistor. When you replace IC901 make
sure that you remove all the old compound from the
heatsink and mica washer thoroughly, then apply fresh
compound before fitting the new device.
G.W.

Sony AE1 Chassis
For lack of height, top foldover and severe cramping at the
centre of the picture replace R802 (0.4751).
If there's no sound or vision check for 12V at L606 in the
power supply. If the reading is low, disconnect L606. If the
12V output from the regulator Q608 then appears check for
h.t. at the collector of the line driver transistor Q805. No
voltage here means that R822 (1k52, 1W, 5%) is opencircuit.
For various symptoms — drifting off tune, white
streaks on the picture, will search tune up but not down,
will not visually lock on a channel — find board A,
remove the screening can and inspect the soldered
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connections on the can mounting on the PCB. These
connections form an earthing band and are usually
cracked. Also check and resolder as necessary the
connections to T101 and T102.
G.W.

Sony KVM2131U
This set wouldn't tune though the on-screen display indicated that tuning took place. As a first step the 33V output
from regulator IC004 was checked. It was o.k., and was
also present at the collector of Q004. At the other end of
resistor R013, which is connected to Q004's collector, the
voltage was very low. It turned out that D156 (1SS133)
was leaky.
E.J.

Mitsubishi CT2155
If patterning is present for the first five minutes or so after
switching the set on, replace the 470pF, 25V electrolytic
capacitor C920.
E.J.

Philips CP110 Chassis
According to the customer this set would become dead
intermittently. We'd had it in the workshop on a couple of
occasions before without the fault showing up. This time
however the set failed after being soak tested for four and a
half hours. We removed the back and checked the h.t.
voltage, which was high at 156V. Next we checked for line
drive. It was missing at the collector of the BC337 line
driver transistor TR7630 because this nice little device was
now open-circuit. A new transistor restored normal operation, with the h.t. correct at 140V.

Bush 2820T (11AK03 Chassis)
Excessive line pulling and tearing, or bent verticals with
lack of width, can be caused by the 112V h.t. supply's
47pF, 160V reservoir capacitor C827 being open-circuit.
Visual examination usually reveals the cause of the fault as
the capacitor is often burnt up and slightly swollen.
J.C.

Sharp C3703H (7PS Chassis)
The mains fuse was intact but there was no output from the
power supply. The STR40090 chopper chip had failed, probably due to the absence of any heatsink compound. J.K.P.

Akai CT2579
There was a two-inch gap at the right-hand side, as if the
picture had shifted. The cause of the fault was eventually
traced to C516 (470pF, 1.6kV) which is next to the line
output transformer.
J.K.P.

Amstrad TVR3
A loud whine came from the power supply and there was no
picture or sound. No shorts were present on the supply lines
but a visual inspection showed that C310 (3,300pF, 1kV)
had cracked, going short-circuit.
J.K.P.

Hitachi C2118R/C2118T
For no start-up look no farther than the front, right-hand
side of the chassis where you will find R902 and R903, both
82kg. One or other or maybe both of them will be opencircuit. J.K.P.
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Servicing the Philips CTX-E
Chassis
John Coombes
The Philips CTX chassis was introduced in 1982 as a
replacement for the KT3. Models fitted with it were introduced in the Philips and Pye ranges over the years 19821987. The chassis was designed to drive 90° tubes of the
570X type. In comparison with the KT3 chassis, the CTX
has a lower component count and a considerably reduced
power consumption — 39W average. In addition most of the
components are mounted on a single mother board, in
contrast with the mother-and-daughter board system used
in the KT3. There were 14, 15, 16, 17 and 20in. models,
large numbers being produced. Some models have VST
(voltage-synthesis tuning) with remote control. Also there
were two versions of the chassis, the original CTX-S which
was manufactured in Singapore and the European CTX-E.
Most models are fitted with the latter chassis. This fault
summary is based on the CTX-E but should also be relevant generally to the CTX-S (note that there are some
component reference number and value differences
between the two versions of the chassis).

Technical Features
There are one or two circuit features worth noting at the
outset. First, the chopper circuit is of the series type, so the
chassis is live. Secondly the BU508A line output transistor
receives its base drive from a secondary winding on the
chopper transformer, so there is no separate line driver
stage. The chopper circuit produces a 17V supply for the
audio output chip and the 125V h.t. supply which is used
mainly for the line output stage. The other supplies
(150V/190V, depending on tube size, for the RGB output
stages, 26V for the field output stage, 12V, —20V, e.h.t.
etc.) are derived from the diode-split line output transformer. For start-up purposes a separate 9V supply is
derived from the rectified mains input.
The basic chopper circuitry, which is in discrete component form, is shown in Fig. 1. At switch on the driver transistor TR7353 is forward biased by R3319: it's driven by
TR7322, which is forward biased by R3317 and is in turn
driven by line-frequency pulses from pin 11 of the
TDA2577 sync/pulse generator chip IC7375. The voltage
error sensing transistor TR7323 controls C2319's charging
rate, thus providing regulation by varying the on/off
switching of TR7353/TR7355.
Excess current is sensed by R3337, which is in series
with the efficiency diodes D6333/4. Should the voltage
across
R3337
move
sufficiently
negatively
TR7330/TR7331 will conduct. This trip action briefly
shorts out the pulse drive to TR7322 so that the power
supply shuts down.

Power Supply Faults
Quite a number of faults can produce the no results
symptom. It's quite common to find that the mains on/off
switch is open-circuit. The 2AT mains fuse F1291 can go
open-circuit because of old age or poor fuse contacts. If the
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fuse has blown, the first things to check for being shortcircuit are the degaussing thermistor TH3292, the chopper
transistor TR7355 (usually type BUX84 but sometimes
type 2SC2738 in smaller-screen sets) and the mains rectifier's reservoir capacitor C2330a (200pF). Some sets are
fitted with a single half-wave mains rectifier diode, others
with a bridge rectifier — see note below. Other possibilities
when the fuse has blown are the chopper transformer
T5335 which can develop shorted turns, the h.t. smoothing
capacitor C2330b (40pF) and the efficiency diodes
D6333/4 (two BYV95C diodes or sometimes a single
RGP10J) — check for shorts.
If the mains fuse is all right, the BY527 mains rectifier
diode D6293 or the 4.70 surge limiter resistor R3291 could
be open-circuit. Check also for poor or high-resistance
contacts or possibly dry-joints at plug/socket 4M9 or 2M9.
Check whether the chopper transistor is o.k. If so, check for
9V at pin 16 of the TDA2577 chip. This is the start-up
supply. If the voltage here is low or missing, check R3394
and R3395 (both 27k51) and the 100pF smoothing capacitor
C2395. The next suspect is the TDA2577 chip itself —
check by replacement. The line-frequency drive pulse
output at pin 11 will be missing if C2382 (120pF) is shortcircuit — this capacitor, which is connected to chassis, is not
. present in all versions of the chassis.
If the power supply is still dead, check for 6.8V at the
emitter of TR7353. This voltage is held stable by the two
BZX79-B6V8 zener diodes D6323 and D6325. If necessary
check TR7353 (BF422) and TR7322 (BC548).
If the chopper transistor keeps failing, check the
damping capacitor connected in parallel with it. This is
C2355 (470pF).
As previously mentioned, some sets have a single mains
rectifier diode, D6293. This tends to go open-circuit. A
KBP04-5004L mains bridge rectifier, D6292. is used in
most Philips portables however. A short in this item will
blow the mains fuse, which is not unusual. If necessary
check the associated 1nF protection capacitors C2292/3/4/5
which can develop shorts.
A fault in the power supply can produce the no sound
symptom. Check the continuity of winding 7-8 on the
chopper transformer, the rectifier D6360 (RGP1OG or
BYV95A), the 2.252 surge limiter resistor R3360 (if fitted)
and the reservoir capacitor C2360 (470pF).
If the trip circuit is suspect it can be overridden for test
purposes by shorting across R3337.

Timebase Faults
Most line output stage faults will result in power supply
tripping. Usually the line output transistor TR7562 goes
short-circuit. It's type BU508A in the -E chassis, type
2SD350A in the -S version. Other possibilities are the EW
modulator diodes D6564 (BY448) and D6482 (BYV95B)
or a shorted diode on the secondary side of the line output
transformer T5564. The transformer can short internally.
To check whether a fault condition that causes tripping
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Fig. 1: The chopper circuit in the Philips CTX-E chassis. Minor variations in component details may be encountered.
The line-frequency drive comes from pin 11 of the TDA2577 chip IC7375. 83338 is 4.752 with 20in. sets: with the -S
version 83337 is 1S2 and R3338 is replaced with an RGP10G diode (D6335). Also with the -S chassis there's a single
efficiency diode, D6333 being omitted and D6334 being type RGP10J.

is in the power supply or the line output stage, the power
supply can be tested with a 60W bulb as the h.t. load.
Connect it across C2330b, with L5486/R3486 lifted at one
end to remove the supply to the line output stage.
Some line output stage faults give the dead set rather
than tripping symptom. The output transformer may have
an open-circuit primary winding. The resistor (R3561) in
series with the base of the line output transistor can go
open-circuit: it's 2.2Q with the BU508A, 4.7Q with the
2SD350A and 20in. models. The rectifier circuit connected
to pin 5 of the transformer produces a 12V output which is
used, amongst other things, for the TDA2577 chip. So loss
of this supply will give no results. Items to check here are
the safety resistor R3585 (2.252), D6585 (BYV95A or
RGP10G) and C2587 (1,0000).
C2587 going open-circuit can lead to no results for
different reasons: loss of the bias for the RGB output transistors and the supply for the signals stages.
Pin 4 of the line output transformer supplies the rectifier
that provides the h.t. voltage for the RGB output transistors. If this pin is open-circuit excess beam current will trip
the set. Alternatively D6583 may be open-circuit or
C2330c (40pF) short-circuit. The type of diode used in the
D6583 position varies between different models — usually
RGP10G, BYV95A or BYV95B (20in. sets).
The TDA2577 chip can be responsible for loss of line
sync or field sync. Other items to check for line sync problems are R3370 (36k52) and the line hold control R3371
(47k52). Alternative values are 33k52 and 101d1 respectively. For faulty field sync also check R3411 (1.8M52) and
R3412 (3.3M52).
The TDA2577 chip can also be responsible for incorrect
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height/width, but check that its 12V supply is correct
(suspect C2587 if not). The line output transformer is also
suspect.
Field Collapse
The usual cause of field collapse is loss of the 26V
supply to pin 9 of the TDA3651 field output chip IC7400.
Check whether pin 3 of the LOPT or D6590 (BYV95A or
RGP10G) is open-circuit, or C2588 (1,000p F) short-circuit.
If the voltage at pin 9 is o.k., check for 26V at pin 6. No
voltage here means that D6400 (BAX12) is open-circuit.
There should be 11V at pin 8. If this voltage is missing or
incorrect, check the chip by replacement. If the voltages so
far are correct, check for 2.8V at the field drive input pin 3.
The input comes from pin 1 of the TDA2577 chip, with
direct coupling. So incorrect voltages here could mean that
either chip is faulty — check by replacement — or that C2404
(100pF) is leaky. The field sawtooth is generated across
C2413 (680pF or 1.2nF) which is connected to pin 2 of the
TDA2577 chip. It could be faulty. Another possibility for
field collapse is dry-jointed or open-circuit scan coils. Two
rather remote possibilities are R3416 (10k52) and C2402
(10nF) in the feedback circuit.
No Raster, Sound OK
The first and quickest thing to do is to ensure that the
tube's heaters are alight. The supply, to pins 6 and 7 of the
c.r.t., comes from pins 2 and 8 of the LOPT. Check for
Continued on page 727
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continued from page 719
open-circuits and dry-joints along the path. There are two
coils on the c.r.t. base panel, L5750/1.
If the heater supply is o.k., check for 1.4V at pin 17 of
the TDA2577 chip — this is the sandcastle pulse output pin.
The pulses should enter the TDA3560 (may be a
TDA3651AQ) colour decoder chip IC7192 at pin 8. Check
that operation of the brightness control varies the voltage at
pin 11 of this chip between 0.8V and 4V — if not the chip is
suspect (check by replacement). There should be 400V at
pin 10 of the c.r.t. (first anode). Check for dry-joints at
plug/socket 2M5 which earths the c.r.t. base panel. If the
first anode voltage is incorrect, check R3751 (1.5M),
R3758 (9101d2), R3757 (4.7M0), R3759 (3.3MS/) and if
necessary the focus control R3755 (by replacement).
If the tube's voltages are correct, suspect the TDA3560
chip. But first ensure that its 12V supply is correct at pin 1.
If not, check R3222 (1052) and C2221 (100pF).

Signal Troubles
The tuner unit could be faulty, but check that the aerial
input is in order and that the 12V supply is correct at pin 6.
The 150V supply is the source of the tuning voltage — it
should be present at one side of R3101 (151d2). D6101
(ZTK33) stabilises the 33V supply. If all these items are
o.k., check that the TDA2541 i.f. chip IC7151 is receiving
its 12V supply at pin 11. The chip itself can be responsible
for loss of the signals.

The earthy side of the e.h.t. system is decoupled by
C2565 (39nF). This is the source of the beam limiting,
which is applied to pin 7 of the TDA3560 chip via R3239
and D6238. C2565 can be faulty, the usual result being lack
of contrast (a very dull picture).

No or Low Sound
The TDA2611AQ audio output chip IC7181 should have
a 14V supply at pin 1. Its source was mentioned under
Power Supply Faults. There's a filter for this supply,
consisting of R3170 (value varies) and C2179 (470pF). If
the supply is missing or low and these various items are all
o.k. the chip is probably faulty. If the voltage at pin 1 is
correct, the chip can be checked by injecting a signal at pin
7. If this is not audible, check the audio output coupling
capacitor C2182 (470pF), the loudspeaker switch and the
speaker itself before suspecting the chip. If the signal is
audible, check the chip's 0.1pF input coupling capacitor
C2176.
The input comes from the TBA120S intercarrier sound
chip IC7164, which should have a 12V supply at pin 11.
It's derived from the 14V supply via R3169 with C2168
and C2169 for decoupling. If this supply is correct, check
for OV at pin 4. This is an inter-station muting input
which comes from pin 13 of the TDA2577 chip via
R3391 (47kS2). If the voltage at pin 4 is incorrect, check
R3391 and IC7375 by replacement. The voltage at pin 5
of the TBA120S chip should vary as the volume control
is adjusted. Leakage in C2167 (22pF) will affect the
voltage here. If all these voltages are correct, check the
chip by substitution.

The Panasonic Z4 Chassis
Part 1

Ray Meadows

Back in 1991, at a time when most setmakers were introducing spartan, low-cost chassis for their smaller-screen
models, Panasonic introduced the Z4 chassis. It was
designed to form the basis of a range of high-quality,
feature-rich smaller-screen models, complementing Panasonic's then current Alpha 3 large-screen chassis. Indeed
the Z4' s modular construction makes it look like a miniature Alpha 3.

Basic Features
The chassis has some interesting features for a smallscreen TV. These include a fifty-position programme
memory, front-mounted composite AV input, a rearmounted scart connector with RGB inputs, extensive onscreen displays that include a calendar, calculator and
`mood light', and a 'top-dome' speaker. From the technical
viewpoint the chassis uses modular construction, with
mainly Japanese, non-I2C bus devices and an isolated,
synchronised power supply. The 15in. models are fitted
with a Philips invar-mask FS tube; 21in. models have 90°
iron-mask tubes from either Philips, Panasonic or Toshiba.
The first models to appear were the TC15M1R and the
TC21M1R. Both have all-plastic cabinets with textured
paint finishes. The smaller set was available in a black,
grey or white finish. It had a very attractive appearance
with its monitor styling. The larger set has a similar appearance but is larger and doesn't have the hand-lift recesses.
There were also versions with teletext, the models numbers
being TX15M1T and TX21M1T. These also have rearmounted S-video input sockets.
When the sets first appeared the on-screen displays
(calculator etc.) came in for some criticism as being costly
and unnecessary. In fact however from the hardware point
of view the displays cost nothing to add as they simply use
up spare capacity in the main microcontroller chip's ROM,
while the selectable colour-screen 'mood light' provides a
handy workshop purity test pattern.
The features and styling should have made these models
more popular than they were. But alas they appeared at a
time when the main demand was for 'cheap and cheerful'
Panel H Panel B Panel P
(text)

Mains
connector

Panel Y

Panel N

EHT lead

sets. Subsequently various cost-cutting features were introduced: an iron-mask tube was used in 15in. models, there
were various circuit changes and a matte (more hardwearing) paint finish was adopted. These economies are
used in the more recent M2 versions.
The chassis has performed well from the reliability point
of view, though there have been a few problems with the
field sync and the e.h.t. regulation — and of course the usual
Panasonic small-capacitor problems. The modular
construction makes the sets easy to service however.

Dismantling the Set
The complete cabinet back, including the top-dome
speaker, must be removed to gain access to the chassis.
This is easily accomplished by removing five screws — two
near the top of the cabinet, two near the bottom and one
near the aerial socket. It's not necessary to remove the two
most obvious screws, those above the rating plate: these
provide access only to the speaker.
Don't forget to disconnect the speaker lead when the
back cover is withdrawn. If you intend to take the chassis
right out you also have to remove the connector from the
remote control receiver (panel N) which is mounted inside
the cabinet front. There is one more screw to be released.
It's fitted in the recess above the front-mounted AV
connectors. The chassis can now be withdrawn. Take care
when removing the tube's anode cap: I've inadvertently
broken the spring clip in at least one of them — it's not as
strong as you might expect.
As usual with Panasonic chassis, panel E forms the main
part of the chassis. The signals and option panels plug into
it. To improve access, a service cable kit (part no.
TZS1EM001) is available from Panasonic UK. It enables
the set to operate normally with the B, C or H panel
removed.
Once the chassis has been removed the main panels can
be easily identified, see Fig. 1. Their functions are as
follows:
Panel E: Power supply, line and field output stages, RGB
switch, main microcontroller chip, audio amplifier, front
AV input, rear scart input, user controls.
Panel B: Tuner, vision and sound i.f. sections.
Panel C: Video processing and timebase generators.

Panel H
(non-text)

Panel H: Sync separator, TV/AV switch.
Panel N: Remote control receiver.
Panel P: Mains filter.
Heatsink

Audio S video

Scart Service switch

Pane) E LOPT Al Focus 1D351.1

Panel Y: Tube base panel with RGB output stages.
Text-equipped models have a larger H panel that houses
the teletext decoder and the S-video connector. Continental
variants have a similar E panel but different B and t paneip

Fig. 1: Pear view of the Panasonic Z4 chassis.
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Fig. 2: Block diagram of the Panasonic Z4 chassis.

text equipped models also have a different H panel.
Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of the chassis, indicating
the main components. The basic chip complement is as
follows:
IC101
IC251
IC451
IC521
IC601

M51362SP
AN5265
LA7837
AN5650
AN5603K

Vision and sound i.f.
Audio amplifier
Field output
Sync separator
Video/chroma processor
and timebase generator
STR54041M
IC801
Chopper chip
IC1131
SBX1610-46
Infra-red receiver
IC1202 ST24CO2A EEPROM
IC1212
MN128OR
Main microcontroller
reset
IC1213
MN1872419TZA Main microcontroller
IC1301
AN5560
50/60Hz switch
IC2601
LA7222-TV
TV/AV switch
AN5860
RGB switch for AV/text
1C3301
(including non-text
models)
IC3302
AN5862K
RGB switch (IC3301
output/on-screen display)
Teletext models have the following additional chips:
IC3501
SAA5246P
Teletext decoder
1C3506 MN4464-08
Static RAM
MAB8461PW216 Teletext microcontroller
IC3507
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We'll look at each section of the receiver in turn,
starting as usual with the power supply.
Power Supply Circuit
The mains a.c. supply goes first to panel E on which the
mains switch is mounted. It then goes off to the mains filter
on panel P, which sits piggy-back over part of panel E. This
enables separate mains filters to be used on both panels to
enhance the interference immunity — the arrangement had
been used successfully on the Alpha 3 chassis to meet the
improved German FTZ test requirements, though the E
panel filters were not fitted in UK models. The mains
supply returns from panel P to the main panel where it goes
three separate ways: to the chopper circuit, to the standby
transformer and to the thermistor in the degaussing circuit.
All this is conventional, being very similar to the arrangement used in the Alpha 2 chassis. See Fig. 3.
We'll look next at the chopper circuit.
The mains input is applied to bridge rectifier D801,
which produces about 300V across its reservoir capacitor
C807. This is applied to one end of the chopper transformer
T801's primary winding (P1-2), whose other end is
connected to pin 3 of the Sanken STR54041M chopper
chip IC801. The chip provides the chopper action and
stabilisation. It operates as follows.
Q3 within the chip is the chopper transistor, which is
connected as a blocking oscillator. At switch on Q3 is
forward biased by resistors R801 and R804. It thus
switches on, and a rising current flows through the primary
785

winding of the transformer. As a result a voltage is developed across winding BI-F2. This is fed back to Q3's base
via R812 and C809. Q3 is thus rapidly driven to saturation.
At this point the drive ceases and the charge on C809
reverses, the voltage at pin 2 of IC801 becoming negative.
The current flowing in the transformer's primary winding
falls, and C809 discharges itself via R812, R803 and
R804. When the voltage at pin 2, i.e. Q3's base, is sufficiently positive it switches on again and the cycle is
repeated.
Regulation and Stabilisation
Regulation is achieved by adjusting the d.c. conditions at
Q3's base. Q1, Q2 and the associated components are used
for this purpose. A negative voltage that's proportional to
the chopper circuit's output is produced by the rectifier
circuit D807, C808. The input is from winding Fl-F2, the
—42V or so developed across C808 being applied to pin 1
of the chip where it biases Q1 via the internal zener diode.
Q1 drives Q2. As the voltage across C808 varies with load
variations so the conduction of Q1/Q2 varies, adjusting the
voltage at pin 2 of the chip and hence the switch-on time of
the chopper transistor to match the load requirement.
There is also automatic stabilisation against mains
voltage variations. Should the mains voltage increase, Q3
will conduct more heavily and the voltage across R811 will
rise. This adjusts the base bias applied to Q1, which also
conducts more heavily. As a result Q2, being a pnp device,
passes a greater current and the voltage at pin 2 falls. The

,Y,e—Nrx. T1201

opposite occurs when the mains voltage falls.
There is no h.t. preset.
Overload Protection
R811 is also used to provide overload current protection.
Under excessive load conditions the voltage across R811
will rise to the point at which Q801 switches on. This
earths pin 2 of the chip so that the chopper circuit is shut
down.
Over-voltage protection is provided indirectly. If the h.t.
generated by the circuit rises to the point at which the
protection zener diode D854 (see Fig. 4) conducts, the
current overload will shut down the power supply as before.
Synchronous Operation
The circuit operates in synchronism with the line output
stage, sync being achieved by feeding pulses from an
isolated winding on the line output transformer via R810
and D809 to pin 2 of IC801. Operating the circuits in sync
has the advantages of maximising the power output and
minimising the interference generated.
Standby Operation
In normal operation the output at the main microcontroller chip's power on/off pin 40 is high. Q1251 is thus
forward biased, operating the light-emitting diode in the
optocoupler D811. The phototransistor in the optocoupler is
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Fig. 3: The chopper power supply circuit.
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of the chip and the chopper supply is held inactive.
1801
S2

The Cold Side

1.2
0.5W

C856
470
,125V

18 5V
(20V)

Fig. 4 shows the secondary side of the power supply.
Transformer T1201 with bridge rectifier D1208 and regulator IC1204 produce a 5V supply for the main microcontroller chip which is thus — with the tuning memory and the
remote control receiver — operational whenever mains
power is applied. The secondary winding taps on the
chopper transformer produce the following voltages:
108.5V/123.5V (15/21in. sets) for the line output stage.
18.5V/20V (15/21in. sets) for the audio amplifier.

C 859
1 =
25VT

) = 21" sets
11201
52

D1208

1,7 .01

R1283
fuse

•01

/C861

12V

100

T

15V

Mute circuit

1000
S

16V for a protection circuit operated by Q851.

I C851
7812LB

IC1204
78M05

220

v. 5V
standby

T""

Fig. 4: Cold side of the power supply circuit.
thus switched on, earthing the base of Q802. When standby
operation is requested Q1251 is switched off, pins 3-4 of the
optocoupler change to a high-impedance state and Q802 is
forward biased via R820 and R821. Q802 thus earths pin 2

12V via regulator IC851 for the field timebase chip
(this device also requires a 25V supply), the AV switches,
the sync and timebase switches, the vision and sound i.f.
and
circuits
the
timebase
generator/video
decoder/processing chip.
The 33V tuning voltage supply is derived from the h.t.
line via R070 and IC070.
A few other supplies are derived from the line output
transformer. These include an h.t: line (150V) for the RGB
output stages and a 25V supply for the field output stage. A
regulator on panel H produces a 5V supply for the teletext
decoder in text-equipped sets. We'll look at all this in more
detail next time.

TVFauit
Finding

Reports from Philip Blundell, AMIDE,
Chris Watton, Terry Lamoon,
Michael Dranfield, Steve Cannon,
John Edwards, Ian Rees and
C.W.H. Jones

ITT CT3326 (Monoprint B/NN Chassis)
This set would work normally for about ten minutes then the
channel display would flash a few times and the set would
go into the standby mode. If the mains switch was operated
the set would come back on, but the tuning information for
the channel that was being watched before the fault
occurred would be lost. A blow with the hairdryer in the
direction of the SAA1296 tuning chip would bring on the
fault, so scope tests were carried out around this chip while
heat was being applied. We found that when the fault
occurred the 5V supply at pin 40 would pulse in sympathy
with the flashes of the channel LED. The TDD1605 5V
regulator (IC1405) for the tuning chip was failing when
warm, a replacement putting an end to the trouble.
P.B.

eventually came on the picture-in-picture display was
present. A faulty capacitor — C801 (100pF, 25V) — in the
power supply was the culprit. Experience has proved that
it's best to replace all four electrolytics in the power supply
— C801, C803, C807 (all three 100p F) and C808 (lpF).
They are all rated at 63V.
C.W.

Matsui 2580
For height variations before the set has warmed up check the
24V supply. A small fluctuation here will result in height
alteration. D804 (ZPY24) is usually responsible.
C.W.

Philips 2A Chassis
Ferguson A36F (TX80 Chassis)
If the set is dead you'll probably find that DP65 (BY397) is
short-circuit and fuse FB072 open-circuit.
P.B.

Sharp C1421
If the sound is low, L301 in the i.f. unit could be faulty.
When this coil is defective the action of the volume control
changes — as you turn the control up above the half-way
point the sound actually becomes quieter.
P.B.

Salora J Chassis
Only the top half of the picture was displayed, with the scan
stretched at the top. Replacing CB400 (1,000pF, 40V), the
reservoir capacitor for the 25V supply to the TDA2653A
C.W.
field timebase chip, cured this one.

Luxor 18056989
This set would start up, run for a few minutes then trip with
a rattle from the chopper transformer. We've had this fault
before: it's usually caused by dry-joints in the snubber
network connected to the collector of the chopper transistor
but can also be caused by a poor connection between the
PCB and the transistor's heatsink. You can usually tap the
panel to instigate the fault, but you can never knock the set
back on again as the action of the crowbar trip can be reset
only by switching off and on again.
C.W.

Luxor 18066151
The width and EW shape of the raster varied all the time.
The cause of the trouble was a loose core in transformer
LH05. Superglue came to the rescue!
C.W.

The h.t. was low at only 25V instead of 140V. When the
power supply was unloaded the h.t. rose to 140V but any
load, for example a lamp or leaving the line output stage
connected, reduced the reading to 25V. I changed all the
transistors and replaced the optocoupler, but this made no
difference. Eventually I found that the 8252 safety resistor
R3690, which links the chopper transistor's switch-off
circuit to chassis, was open-circuit.
C.W.

Loewe MS124
The field scan was up at the bottom of the screen, even
more at the top with people's heads sticking right out of the
top of the set!The culprit was C581 (47pF, 63V).
C.W.

Goodmans 145TT
This set wouldn't come on, even though the standby light
went out and the channel display number lit. There was no
103V h.t. supply. The STR50103 chopper chip IC501 had
320V at its input, but there was no voltage at pin 2. One of
the start-up/bias resistors R502/3 was open-circuit. I decided
to replace the two of them — they are both 330ka
C.W.

ITT Monoprint B Chassis
There was a switch-on problem with this set. Initially it
wouldn't come on although the supplies, including the e.h.t.,
were present and the heaters were alight — the standby LED
was on. After a few minutes the set would get going, after
which it worked normally. No reset pulse could be
measured at pin 12 of the MDA2061 memory chip IC1403,
while the 8V supply at the cathode of D1429 was low at
7.4V. Replacing the supply's 470pF, 16V reservoir capacitor C722 brought it back up to 8.6V, after which the reset
pulse was present at every switch on.
C.W.

Saisho 2190
The power supply wouldn't start up unless the on button
was pressed and held for some time. This was accompanied
by a loud motor-boating from the speakers. When the set
790

Finlux 2000 Chassis
Sets that are dead intermittently can be a trial — this one

certainly was. It would come on then go dead; sometimes it
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wouldn't start at all; on other occasions it would start up,
number 1 would appear in the display, off it would go with
the standby segment lit then it would work for days,
showing no fault symptoms at all. The cause of the trouble
was finally traced to the BY299 diode D20, one of the
C.W.
power supply's output rectifiers.

Hitachi CPT2158
There was a blank raster but no sound or picture, with the
supplies all o.k. The cause of the fault was the TDA4505
chip. Make sure you get the right one: some can give no
C.W.
sound or no field sync.

there was no raster. The cause of the fault was in the field
output stage, the tube blanking system being in operation.
R3570 (8.21(Q), the field output stage biasing resistor, was
C.W.
open-circuit.

Toshiba 175T9B
There was a good picture when this set was switched on, so
I left it running. After a few hours there was field collapse:
not the normal straight line but a nice wavy one, a clue that
even Inspector Clouseau couldn't miss. I went straight to the
field scan section and found a perfect dry-joint on the scan
coil plug connector. After some surgery the set was given a
lengthy test and proved to be o.k.
T.L.

ITT Pico 1 Chassis
There was good sound and the colour was correctly registered but the picture was very dark. The tube's first anode
supply was o.k., and the TDA3561 colour decoder chip's
brightness and contrast voltages were correct and controllable. A new TDA3561 chip restored full brightness, though
the ageing tube produced a pinkish picture.
C.W.

Philips K40 Chassis
At switch on there was a loud trumpeting and no picture.
Checks in the power supply showed that the BY299 diode
D6154 was open-circuit. A replacement restored the picture
and put an end to the fanfare.
C.W.

Philips CP110 Chassis
Although there was e.h.t. and the tube's heaters were alight
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Matsui 1455
When this 14in. portable was powered up it displayed a
rather strange pattern: if you turned the brightness and
contrast down the pattern disappeared and you could see a
rather nasty hum bar. Taking a look at the inside I noticed
that the mains bridge rectifier's 100pF, 400V reservoir
capacitor C604 had put on weight: when touched, with the
set switched off of course, it was extremely hot. As it
measured strangely when removed from the circuit I
decided to replace the BA 10G bridge rectifier BR601 as
T.L.
well. At switch on there was a perfect picture.

JVC C140
The customer complained that the set would switch off
occasionally, go off tune or change its volume level without
being asked. A likely tale: probably the horrible kids
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playing with the remote control unit. But after being on test
for a couple of hours the set started to do all those things. So
I took a look inside and spied a little subpanel with a microcontroller chip and a crystal on it. When this was examined
with a magnifying glass the crystal was seen to be dryjointed — wiggling it made the set go crazy, with LEDs
flashing etc. After resoldering the crystal the set was put on
soak test again. There was not a flicker of trouble. SomeT.L.
times the gods seem to smile on us.

Matsui 1420
If field cramp develops with one of these sets after it has run
for two-three hours, replace C412 (lpF, 25V) in the
linearity feedback circuit. It's one of those nasty tantalum
T.L.
capacitors.

insulation betwen them had broken down. One carried the
line scan current, the other the field scan current. When
they were separated the set worked, though with field
collapse: the AN5521 field output chip was running red
hot. New scan coils and a replacement AN5521 chip put
matters right.
M.Dr.

Samsung CI5322T
Be careful when replacing the width coil L401. The service
manual gives the part no. for the 14in. version of the
chassis. If you fit this in the 21in. model you get a
tuning/i.f./a.g.c. fault — very strange! The correct part
numbers are 32449-412-603 for the 14in. model and 32449M.Dr.
412-650 for the 21in. model.

Panasonic TC21M1R (Z4 Chassis)
Boots CTV14
If the sound is very low and distorted, don't rush in and
replace the audio output chip. We found that R613 (100k0)
M.Dr.
was open-circuit.

Hitachi CPT2176 (G6P Chassis)
There was no station memory. Before condemning the
memory chip IC1102 we decided to check its supplies and
found that the —30V rail was low at only —2V. Tracing the
source back brought us to R772 (1.21d-1) which had risen in
value to over 9001M. A replacement put matters right. M.Dr.

Tatung TUV9734 (170 Series Chassis)
When this set was switched on from cold there was a very
poor picture with a yellow tint. Attempts at setting the greyscale were fruitless. It looked as though the c.r.t.'s heater
voltage was low, but it wasn't. Maybe the tube's emission
was low, but after about a quarter of an hour the picture
righted itself. This was a red herring however. After wasting
much time we decided to replace the tube. This cured the
fault — good thing that the set still had four months of its
four-year guarantee to run.
The set uses auto grey-scale correction. A good test is to
measure the voltage at clamp capacitor pins 10, 20 and 21 of
the TDA3562A colour decoder chip. A difference of more
than 0.2V from the specified figure (7.5-7-6V) means that
the chip is compensating very heavily for a worn electron
gun.
M.Dr.

Hitachi CPT1444 (NP84CQ Chassis)
There was no audio output. We found that the audio output
stage was working when we touched the input with a finger.
Most of the sound circuitry is contained within the big
TDA4503 multi-function chip IC203 however. We decided
not to replace it immediately, as we've done in the past for
many different faults only to find that the chip was not the
cause. After various checks we applied 12V to pin 11, the
d.c. volume control pin. This brought the sound up, but
turned out to be a red herring. The sound was restored by
M.Dr.
fitting a new TDA4503 chip.

Cascade TV511
When we switched the set on we found that it was tripping.
After many other checks we stopped this by disconnecting
the scan coils. Quite by chance we noticed a tiny spark
between two of the copper wires on the scan coil yoke — the
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At switch on his set would kick up for a second then
become lifeless. We monitored the h.t. voltage and found
that this appeared for an instant at switch on. There's some
quite complex protection circuitry which includes transistors
Q558, Q541 and Q542. It monitors the conditions in the line
output stage and other sections of the circuitry. We established that the trip action occurred even with the h.t. feed to
the line output stage disconnected, so it seemed likely that
there was a fault in the protection circuit. Q558 is a pnp
device that monitors the h.t. voltage at its emitter. Its
collector should be at some 0.2V but a check here showed
that the voltage rose to about 50V, though its base and
emitter voltages were correct. At this point we switched off.
It seemed that Q558, which is type 2SA879, was leaky but it
tested all right out of circuit. Nevertheless we decided to try
a substitution test. When a new 2SA879 had been fitted the
set worked perfectly.
S.C.

Sony KVM2140
The contrast level was very low and would hardly adjust. I
checked the voltages around the video chip IC302 and
found that pin 19, which controls the contrast, was stuck at
1.5V. It should vary between 1-4V as the contrast is
adjusted. The beam limiting circuit is also connected to this
pin, so I checked back to the beam sensing point in the line
output stage. The voltage at the junction of R817 and R818
was —6V. It should be negative only when there's an awful
lot of beam current, which of course there wasn't. R816,
which is connected to the h.t. line, prevents this point going
negative under normal conditions. It was open-circuit. A
new 150kS2 resistor put matters right.
S.C.

Philips G90AE Chassis
This set had been looked at by a dealer who, the fault being
intermittent fuse blowing, had replaced many semiconductor devices — repeatedly by the look of the enclosed
packet of defunct components. He hadn't fitted a Philips
G90 SOPS repair kit however. So the first job was to fit
one. It consists of a chopper transistor and most of the other
semiconductor devices on the primary side of the power
supply, some of them surface mounted. This done I used a
variac to wind up the input, with a dummy load connected
across the 95V h.t. line. The set regulated beautifully.
I then reconnected the line output stage, switched on and
to my horror witnessed a flash from the mains fuse. A quick
check across the BUT11AF chopper transistor showed that
it had gone to a better place. After fitting another BUT11AF
and checking other components on the primary side of the
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power supply I again disconnected the line output stage and
wound the set up. Perfect! Full h.t. Rather than look for a
fault in the line output strge I thought that it would be an
idea to switch on the set with the full mains voltage applied.
Whammo! Another BUT11AF was needed. So the set
would operate when wound up, but certainly didn't like full
mains voltage at switch on.
A fault on the secondary side of the power supply was
now suspected. D6649, D6615 and D6616 were all replaced
as we've had trouble with them before. In fact I checked
most if not all the semiconductor devices on both the
primary and secondary sides of the power supply, a wise
move with a fault condition like this. But nothing was amiss.
Quite by accident I then discovered that D6645's anode
didn't go anywhere. Sometimes empiricism succeeds where
theory fails! It should be connected to pin 18 on the
secondary side of the chopper transformer. But a check from
this pin to the diode confirmed that there was an opencircuit. The print was checked and was fine. The only other
item is a surface-mounted jumper link in position 3645. Out
it came and when checked was confirmed as being opencircuit. A replacement was fitted, also another SOPS kit in
case the malfunctions had upset anything. The line output
stage was reconnected and the set was then switched on. No
bangs or flashes this time, just a full raster and sound. The
set was finally soak tested, switched on and off repeatedly
and pronounced fit.
S.C.
Sony KVX2532U (AE-1B Chassis)
There was poor field linearity: the top third of the screen
displayed alternate scanning lines, the centre section had an
almost normal display while the bottom third was blanked.
We found that the field scan coupling capacitor C531 had
fallen in value from 680pF to only 2pF.
J.E.
Philips CTX-E Chassis

Bush 2720 (11AK03 Chassis)
We've had the following faults recently with this model.
Brightness control not working though the on-screen
display says that it is: Transistor TR901 (BC558) on the
tube base panel short-circuit.
Lack of height: Zener diode D2801 (33V) short-circuit.
Uncontrollable brightness with flyback lines: R901
(22052) on the tube base panel open-circuit.
I.R.
Ferguson TX85 Chassis
This set would intermittently go into the standby mode or
appear dead. We found that the BD385 9V regulator transistor TR901 on the remote control and sweep-tune board
was dry-jointed.
I.R.
Hitachi CPT2016 (NP81CQ Chassis)
Intermittent loss of height can be caused by a break in the
print to the upper transistor on the thick-film field output
module. You can sometimes repair the module.
I.R.
Bush 2321T
There was no picture or sound and the standby colons faded a
few seconds after switching on. The chopper transistor's base
drive coupling capacitor C802 (100p F, 16V) was faulty. I.R.
Philips K35 Chassis
This set would intermittently go off or into standby when
lightly tapped anywhere. The degaussing thermistor had a
broken disc loose inside its cover.
I.R.

The on/off switch arced and spluttered but the set remained
dead after fitting a new switch. We found that the BU508A
line output transistor had failed. When we switched on again
after fitting a replacement the fault was field collapse. A
new TDA2577 chip put that right.
J.E.

There was intermittent loss of picture and sound, the 12V
supply being lost when the chassis was flexed. Q608 at the
front, centre of the chassis was dry-jointed.
LR.

Sony KVX2521U

Hitachi C2509T (G7PSL Chassis)

Sanyo CEP7100

There was just snow: the channels couldn't be tuned in even
though the on-screen graphics indicated that search tuning
was taking place. A check at pin VT of the tuner showed
that the tuning voltage was missing. The usual cause of this
is failure of the 33V regulator (ZD002), but this time R044
(121a in the tuning voltage integrator network was opencircuit. We discovered this when we found that Q003 had
no collector voltage.
J.E.

For field foldover at the top replace C440 (4.7pF, 250V)
which tends to go low in value.
I.R.
Philips BM7502 (Green monitor)

Goodmans CTV2OXRT

Some Quickies

This set was dead because the 2.252 surge limiter resistor
R313 was open-circuit. As there didn't seem to be any other
fault we fitted a replacement and switched on. Fortunately
the set sprang to life. After a two-day soak test we decided
that all was well.
J.E.

Philips KT4/K40 1001 with later SOPS power supply; If
the picture is distorted, with hum bars, for about two
minutes after switch on replace C2128 (100pF, 50V).

Ferguson A59F (ICC7 Chassis)
If the line driver transistor TL17 dies as soon as the line
output stage gets going, replace DF16 (BA157) in the field
output stage. You will find that it's short-circuit.
I.R.
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Loss of field scan is usually caused by TS431 and/or TS432
having failed with R434 going open-circuit. For reduced
height check C521 (47pF, 25V) which can be leaky.
I.R.

GEC 20AX Mk. 2 chassis: If there's no width control or
EW correction check the d.c. resistance of L601. Replace if
below 3E2.
GEC Model C2067H, also Philips Gll chassis: For no red
or no colour, check/replace the thermistor in the degaussing
circuit.
C.W.H.J.
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The Panasonic Z4 Chassis
Ray Meadows

Part 3
In this concluding article on the Z4 chassis we'll consider the
main microcontroller chip, teletext and the scanning and
protection arrangements.

The Microcontroller Chip
The main microcontroller chip IC1213 is a Matsushita
MN1872419. It's similar to the MN1871611 used in the
Alpha 3 chassis but has a few 'small-screen' set features
added and a few 'top end of the range' features taken away.
The device contains 16Kbytes of RAM, 24Kbytes of ROM,
has twelve digital analogue control (DAC) outputs, i.e. the
outputs are digital but they are used to control analogue
functions, a voltage synthesis tuning DAC output, an I2C
bus system and a full on-screen display generator. Pin functions are as follows:
Pin(s)

Function

1
2-4
5-8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

Remote control input
Keyscan 1-3 (on-board function selection)
Options 1-4
Scart slow switch input
Sound info input
AFC input
Chassis connection
No connection
Bass DAC output
Treble DAC output
Balance DAC output
Loudness DAC output
Ambience DAC output
Secam white-balance DAC output
Secam L/not DAC output
Secam L' sound hi/lo DAC output
5V supply input
Colour DAC output
Contrast DAC output
Brightness DAC output
Sharpness DAC output
Chassis connection
Nicam info input
Scart fast blanking input
IF stop input
Video stop input
S-video info input
Bus switch output
Video mute output
PAL/Secam/auto mode output
Nicam/f.m. select output
Stereo/mono select output
5V supply input
Line pulse input
Standby control output
Blanking output
Blue OSD output
Green OSD output
Red OSD output
Volume DAC output
Tuning voltage DAC output

45
46
24

47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

Select u.h.f. output
Select high-band v.h.f. output
Select low-band v.h.f. output
AV control 2 output
AV control 1 output
RGB contrast output
Mute 1 output
Reset input
Field sync input
Mute 2 output
50/60Hz scan sense input
AFC defeat output
I2C data to EEPROM and text circuit
I2C clock pulses to EEPROM and text
circuit
5V supply input
Clock osc 1
Clock osc 2
Chassis connection

Three chips are closely associated with the microcontroller chip: the EEPROM chip IC1202, the reset chip
IC1212 and the remote control receiver chip IC1131. An onboard push-switch control panel is connected to pins 2-4, and
option-selection resistor networks are connected to pins 5-8.
Some unused outputs are left unconnected while unused
inputs are tied to chassis via resistors. Unused inputs include
Nicam info, sound info and S-video info. S video is handled
automatically by the AV switch on panel B in sets that incorporate this feature, so the microcontroller chip is not
involved. The i.f. stop input is used to mute signals from the
tuner when the AV mode is selected.
Most pins that are connected to the external circuitry are
protected from flashover damage by means of in-line chokes.
OSD output pins 41-44, being a little closer to the action,
have a T-section LC filter each. The video mute output at pin
34 is tri-state, i.e. either logic high, logic low or high
impedance.
To simplify the connections to the on-board control
switches multiplexed key scanning is not provided. Instead,
the switches are connected to resistor chains so that depression of different keys selects different resistance values. The
keyscan 1 input monitors various user function keys (colour,
contrast etc. and store), the keyscan 2 input monitors the
tuning preset keys while the keyscan 3 input monitors the
main user (volume and channel change) keys. Model variant
options are set in the same way, i.e. by using resistors. These
are read by the microcontroller chip to determine the set's
`identity', i.e. whether it is a PAL or PAL/Secam set,
whether it has a single- or triple-band tuner etc.
At power on or at any time when the voltage on the
supply line falls below 4.5V IC1212 feeds a logic low reset
signal to pin 54 of the micro to clear any erroneous data from
its internal memory. Tuning and consumer volume, colour
etc. settings are stored in the EEPROM chip, which is
connected to the micro via an I2C bus. The remote control
receiver chip, which is mounted on a separate panel, is
connected to the micro via a serial data line. These chips are
all powered by the standby 5V supply so that they remain in
operation in the standby mode.
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There's three-speed sweep tuning, the sweep speed
increasing when signals are not found. It can vary from
45kHz per step when search is initiated through 80kHz and
up to 170kHz per step until a signal is detected. The video
stop input (see Fig. 4 last month) then appears and the search
sweep ends. When the digital value representing the selected
frequency has been stored in the EEPROM a.f.c. is applied.
The use of voltage-synthesis tuning means that direct
channel access is not available.
The micro's 24Kbytes of ROM are more than enough for
the programme code and self-test routines. Hence the inclusion of the on-screen calculator, calendar and 'mood light'.
Personally I find a calculator that can be operated via the TV
set's remote control unit rather useful, also the calendar. The
mood light makes the Z4 the only chassis that can check its
own purity! It makes for an interesting window display,
especially if different sets are displaying different 'moods'.
The microcontroller chip is very reliable. If a fault is
suspected, first check the clock module (X1210) connected
to pins 62 and 63. Failure of the set to come on is more often
caused by a fault in the standby supply. In this event check
R1283 and D1208 (see Fig. 4, Part 1). The same fault occurs
with the Alpha 3 chassis.

microcontroller chip. An external 8Kbyte static RAM
provides four pages of text memory. The circuit is very
straightforward and is shown in simplified form in Fig. 1.
The video input, with text, is amplified, peaked and
buffered by Q3513/4/5 before being fed to pin 8 of the IVT
chip IC3501. This device contains all the processing necessary to produce RGB text signals from the composite video
input. Control is provided by a Philips MAB8461PW216
text controllerchip (IC3507) which is connected to the IVT
chip via an 12C bus. This bus is also linked to the main
microcontroller chip IC1213, but is isolated from it by the
CMOS chip IC3508. Connection occurs only when text
functions are selected. When this happens, IC1213 produces
a low output at pin 33 to switch transistor Q3523 off and the
I2C link is made via IC3508. Bus isolation reduces the risk
of interference being conducted back to the main panel — this
can be a problem with sets that have a v.h.f. tuner. It also
prevents address contentions.
While the teletext interface circuitry is similar to that used
in the Alpha 3 chassis, the method of presetting the text
contrast is different. Q3506 and preset control R3514 set the
internal RGB reference voltage in the text character generator ROM in IC3501. To improve text legibility in the text
mix mode Q3502, which shunts R3915, is switched on by a
signal from pin 20 of IC3501, adjusting the reference level.
The same control signal simultaneously reduces the video
contrast level by pulling down the output from the subcontrast control.

Teletext
The chassis uses the Philips IVT two-chip teletext
decoder which consists of the IVT text decoder chip and a
From IC1213
-eve

5V
I2C bus

15

16

Data
IC3508
R3584

IC3507
Micro
Q3523

From IC1213
pin 33

R3585
Q3255
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12V
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,

3561

0 12V
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•
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Q3506
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Fig. 1: Simplified circuit showing the basic teletext decoder arrangement.
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Fig. 2: The sync circuitry.

Synchronisation

EW correction, which simplifies the circuitry. The line
output transformer T551 generates all the high-voltage
supplies for the tube. It also produces an 8V supply which is
fed to a 5V regulator to power the teletext circuit.
Some early sets suffered from e.h.t. regulation problems
because of insufficient capacitance within the line output
transformer. All text models now have a new transformer
with a built-in capacitor.

Composite sync signals from the sync separator chip
IC521 are fed to pin 30 of the video processoritimebase
generator chip IC601, see Fig. 2. This device strips off and
separates the line and field sync pulses internally. A control
signal from the 50/60Hz switching chip IC1301 is buffered
by Q466 (see Fig. 4, Part 2) and fed to pin 37 of IC601. Pin
37 is low for 50Hz operation, changing to high when a 60Hz
signal is detected. IC1301 determines the field scan
frequency on the basis of the timing of the field sync pulses
it receives from IC521. Depending on the voltage at pin 37
of IC601, its line-frequency output at pin 41 will be at either
15,625Hz or 15,750Hz.
External RC networks connected to IC601 control the line
frequency and phase: they are mounted away from IC601, on
panel E. There's no pulse feedback from the line output
stage. The line drive output at pin 41 of IC601 is taken to
driver transistor Q501 on panel E.
There are two field hold presets, one for 50Hz and the other
for 60Hz operation. They determine the voltage at pin 34 of
10601. Switching transistors Q403/4 control this, in accordance with the state of the 50/60Hz signal from 1C1301.
Although IC601 has a low-power field amplifier built in it's
not used: instead the field drive output from pin 33 is used to
control the field timebase chip 1C451 on panel E.

The Field 77mebase
The field timebase is also conventional. It's designed
around a Sanyo LA7837 chip (IC451), see Fig. 3. The drive
signal from IC601 is fed to pin 2 of IC451, where the RC
network R452/C462 provides a pulse as the field drive signal
falls. This pulse is stretched by a single-shot multivibrator
within the chip and is then passed to an internal ramp generator which charges C453 to produce the field frequency
sawtooth waveform.
Height stabilisation to counter the effect of heavy beam
current demand is provided by linking pin 6 via R450 and
R471 to the beam sensing point (pin 3 of the line output
transformer). Overall height control is provided by R455
which adjusts the gain of the sawtooth generator.
For PAL operation the voltage at pin 5 of 1C451 is held
low by transistor Q466 (see Fig. 4, Part 2). When the
50/60Hz switching chip 1C1301 decides that an NTSC, 60Hz
signal is being received Q466 is switched off and the voltage
at pin 5 rises. This is again connected, internally, to the
sawtooth ramp generator which switches the gain of the

Line Driver and Output Stages
The line driver and output stages are conventional. As the
15 and 21in. models all use 90° tubes there is no need for
25V
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Fig. 3: Circuitry around the field timebase generator chip IC451.
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Fig. 4: The protection circuitry.

vertical amplifier. As a result the height remains the same for
both PAL and NTSC operation.
As usual with this type of circuit a charge pump
connected to the main supply (25V) generates a higher
supply (50V) for the field flyback. The pump components
here are D451 and C454. The Sanyo chip has built-in
thermal foldback, so that under extreme overheating conditions the output is limited. Pin 12 provides the output to
drive the field scan coils. There's both a.c. and d.c. feedback
to pin 7. This adjusts the gain and linearity of the output
amplifier.

conducts. As Q541' s collector is connected to the base of
Q542 the two transistors form a latch, both remaining on.
Q542' s collector is linked via zener diode D541 to the beam
limiting circuit (D552, R562 etc.). Thus when Q542 and
Q541 latch on beam quenching is applied (via the subcontrast and sub-brightness control networks).
R574 is connected in series with the supply to the line
output stage. Q558 senses the voltage developed across it. In
the event of excessive current demand the voltage across
R574 will rise sufficiently for Q558 to switch on, activating
the latch via R575 and D561. Beam quenching then occurs.

Protection Circuitry

Conclusion

Fig. 4 shows the protection circuitry. In the event of an
excessive load on the 12V line, the voltage will fall, zener
diode D857 will conduct and Q851 will switch on. As a
result a voltage will be applied to pins 4 and 7 of the field
timebase chip. This will mute the scan. The same voltage is
applied to the base of Q542, which switches on. Q541 in turn

This completes our coverage of the Z4 chassis. Although
still in production, it's being rapidly replaced by the new,
cheaper Z5 chassis and some later versions of the Z3 chassis.
While the Z4 chassis has been compared to the Alpha 3
large-screen chassis it also has similarities with the Alpha 4.
This will be covered in our next article on Panasonic chassis.

Inside the Ferguson ICC6
Chassis
Mark Paul

Part 2
In this instalment we'll take a look at the signals side, of the
chassis.

Tuner and IF Section
The tuner and i.f. sections of the receiver are contained in
screening boxes at the left-hand side of the chassis. They are
of the same type that's used in the IKC2, ICC7 and ICC8
chassis.
Frequency-synthesis tuning is used, the frequency being
selected by the PLL within the tuner unit under the
command of pins 40 and 41 (data and clock respectively) of
the microcontroller chip IRO1 via the I2C bus. A point to
note here is that the 5V supply for the PLL circuit is fed via
transistor TH02, which is biased on by the line output stage
derived 13V supply. Thus in the standby mode TH02 is off
and the PLL is inactive. The tuning voltage supply is
derived from the h.t. (Usys) rail and is stabilised in the usual
way by a 33V zener diode (DH04).
The i.f. section is straightforward as only mono sound is
required. Thus the conventional intercarrier sound demodulation technique is used. The audio demodulator, a volumecontrolled preamplifier and a TV/AV sound switch are
incorporated in the i.f. box, the AV enable input being at pin
9A. The logic here is OV = TV, 10V = AV. An input at pin
12A mutes the audio when the set is not synchronised, i.e.
there's no tuned-in off-air signal. We'll return to this later.
There are direct audio input and output feeds between the
i.f. box and the scart socket.
Composite video (CVBS) leaves the box at pin 6A and
after filtering to remove the sound signal goes to the
TEA2014 TV/AV switching chip IX01. The video signal is
of 2V peak amplitude, sitting on a 2V d.c. level.

The Audio Section
Fig. 1 shows the audio circuit, which is based on a
TEA2006 power operational amplifier chip (IA01). When
TA02

PO

an external speaker is connected to socket BA01 the drive to
the internal speaker is switched off.
The gain of the audio amplifier chip is set by RA18 and
RA19, with CA18 to provide d.c. decoupling. RA01, CA01,
RA02, CA03, RA16, CA16 and CA22 all affect the audio
frequency response. The audio output coupling capacitor
CA22 also suppresses the lower frequencies. RA16 and
CA16 provide an h.f. roll-off while the combination of
RA01, CA01, RA02 and CA03 reduces the response by
about 2-3dB at around 1kHz. Maximum gain is at 100Hz
and 10kHz.
CA24 and CA26-29 provide output harmonic filtering
and correction. RA21, CA21, CA17 and CA08 provide
damping to suppress the tendency to oscillate inherent with
a high-gain amplifier.
IA01 is muted in the standby mode by applying a zero
d.c. bias to pin 1. This action is carried out by transistor
TA02, whose base is biased from the 5V supply while its
emitter is connected to the PO (power ori) line. In the
standby mode TA02's emitter is grounded via transistor
TR96 (the PO source). It is thus conductive, pin 1 of IA01
then being linked to chassis via RA16, RA12, RAil, TA02
and TR96. Note that the chip's 24V supply is still present in
this mode.
When the receiver is brought out of the standby mode the
PO line rises to 5V and TA02 switches off. CA1 1 then
charges slowly from the 24V line via RA08 and RA11.
Meanwhile the tuner and i.f. section become active as their
line output stage derived 13V supply is now present, so an
audio signal appears at the emitter of TA01. The conduction
of TA01 is controlled by CAl l's charge and discharge time:
it is included to prevent the switch on and off plops that
would otherwise occur with such a high-gain amplifier.
The audio demodulator muting signal mentioned when
we looked at the i.f. section is generated by the STV2110
colour decoder, video processing and timebase synchronisation chip IVO1. When the receiver is not synchronised by an
off-air signal this chip's saturation control input pin 27 is
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Fig. 1: The audio circuit.
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switched low internally. This pin is connected to transistors
TV82 and TV86, see Fig. 2. When pin 27 of IVO1 is low
TV82 will be off: TV86 will also be off as its emitter and
Saturation

TV86

1k2

Mute
output

IV01

Fig. 2: The mute circuit.

base will both be at 9V. The muting 'low' is thus also
present at the collector of TV86, which is connected to pin
12A of the i.f. assembly and also pin 36 of IR01.

The Video/Chroma Circuit
The STV2110 chip IVO1 carries out most of the
video/chroma signal processing, including both PAL and
Secam decoding and RGB switching. It also synchronises
the timebases, producing a field sync pulse output to control
the TDA1771 chip and the line drive output. Most of the
chip's internal functions are conventional while the peripheral circuitry is straightforward. In this section we'll just
highlight one or two features that differ from previous
Thomson chassis.
The input signals are internal/external composite video, S
luminance and chroma, and RGB from the scart socket and
as an OSD from IR01.
IVO1's luminance input passes through VV01, which
U2

S video switching RC77
from IR01, pin 18 220

Composite video

n
RC71 CC71
S

To chrOma BPF

Fig. 3: The composite video/S chroma switching circuit.

provides the luminance delay and incorporates chroma,
sound and i.f. rejectors. Because this introduces group delay
distortion, the signal passes through a compensation circuit
before it arrives at pin 9 of the chip. This circuit consists of
transistor TV01, a bandpass filter whose response is centred
around 2.2MHz and resistors which reduce overshoots and
improve the signal's symmetry.
The chroma input to pin 18 of IVO1 is routed via a
switching circuit, see Fig. 3. Composite video is fed to the
base of transistor TC72 which is simply an emitter-follower.
The usual chroma bandpass filtering is done between here
and the chip. S chroma from pin 15 of the scart socket
arrives at the base of TC73 via RC71 and CC71. Transistor
TC71 selects which input is to be passed to IVO1. To disable
the S video mode the microcontroller chip IRO1 connects
RC77 to chassis. TC71 is thus switched off and the S
chroma path is open-circuit. When TC71 is switched on by
IRO1 for S chroma input its emitter voltage rises to the point
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where TC72 is cut off. Thus only S chrorna can pass to
IV01.
The luminance and colour-difference signals are
matrixed internally in IVO1 to produce RGB signals. IRO1
feeds a control signal to pin 35 of IVO1 for selection of
internal or external RGB signals. There are contrast and
brightness control inputs at pins 36 and 16 respectively,
both subject to beam current limiting action.
IV01 provides tube cut-off current measurement. It also
has a warm-up detection circuit which inserts pulses into the
RGB outputs. Pin 42 receives feedback from the c.r.t. base
panel to monitor the tube's cathode current. At switch on
IVO1 produces a series of pulses which are applied to the
tube's cathodes. The idea is to blank off the tube during
warm up to its normal running conditions. The cathode
current is constantly monitored and at a predetermined
level, set by IV01, three things happen: (1) The warm-up
pulses cease. (2) The blanking is removed and the video
signals are applied to the cathodes. (3) IVO1 switches to its
running mode and initiates cut-off current measurement.
This is carried out during the field blanking period, d.c.
offsets being applied to the RGB signals to compensate for
any black-level drift.

The Scart Interface
The scan interface circuitry is shown in Fig. 4. IX01
selects composite video (CVBS) from either the i.f. strip or
pin 20 of the scart socket and feeds the demodulated CVBS
signal to pin 19. It's controlled by the AVE signal from
IR01, which in turn initiates the switching as a result of a
user command or the logic state at pin 8 (AVS — AV sense)
of the scart socket.
IX02 operates as follows. RGB inputs from the scart
socket are clamped by DX22/3/4 to the voltage across CX08
and then fed to pins 11, 4 and 1. The internal switches either
pass the signals through to IV01, via emitter-followers
TX12/13/14, or cut them off. Transistor TX38 controls the
switching, the TVE (TV enable) signal being applied to its
base via RX41.
The external fast blanking (FBe) signal at pin 16 of the
scart socket is fed via emitter-followers TX32/34 and
resistor RX43 to IVO1 (two transistors are used to compensate for the Vbe offset). The internal fast blanking signal
(referred to as FBo), coming either with the text RGB
signals or the OSD signals from IR01, is coupled in via
DX37. DX31/2 limit the signal to ensure that IVO1's
blanking threshold isn't exceeded.
If external RGB signals are being used as the signal
source and an OSD signal is to be inserted, IX02 switches
off the external RGB inputs as required. The switching is
controlled by TX38, which receives the FBo signal at its
base via RX38. DX38 is an anti-saturation diode.
If the viewer wishes to watch TV for a brief period while
the receiver is operation with scart RGB inputs, IR01 feeds
a TVE (TV enable) signal to TX42 and TX38. As the TVE
signal is high, TX42 and TX38 switch on. The FBe signal at
the emitter of TX32 is then earthed while TX38 opens the
switches in IX02.

The RGB Output Stages.
The RGB output stages, mounted on the tube base panel,
are conventional wideband amplifiers with an active load (a
transistor in parallel with the load resistor). The active-load
technique provides a high-level output voltage swing with
low distortion and a symmetrical overshoot. Its advantage is
that the maximum output voltage can reach the supply
TELEVISION NOVEMBER 1994
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ratio of RB34 to PB31 + RB31 sets the stage gain. Emitterfollower TB11 supplies the emitter bias voltage to all three
output transistors, determining the symmetry of the blacklevel adjustment range.
TB33 and its equivalents in the other two output stages
act as current 'mirrors', being used for warm-up/cut-off
beam-current measurement. The RGB cut-off currents are
added and produce across PB37/RB38 and the equivalent
resistor networks in the blue and green output stage circuits
a feedback voltage for pin 42 of IV01. PB37 and its equivalent in the green channel (fixed resistors are used in the blue
channel) affects the cut-off current level so that 'grey'
adjustment is possible. Emitter-follower TB12 acts as a
buffer to reduce any potential interference reaching the
circuit, e.g. r.f. disturbances.
Rl314, DB11, CB15 and DB12 provide switch-off spot
suppression. When the receiver is switched on CB15
charges to 150V from the 200V line via RB14. The voltage
at the tube's grid pin 5 is then about OV — actually 0.7V
because of the presence of DB12. At switch-off the
declining supply line voltage and CB15's charge produce a
negative-going voltage at the grids (DB12 cuts off when the
voltage at its anode falls to 0.7V). This negative grid voltage
prevents the appearance of an 'after switch-off spot'.
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In the concluding instalment next month we'll look at the
timebases and the watchdog circuit.
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Fig. 4: The scart interface circuit.

voltage figure without the output transistor saturating and
producing a smearing effect.
Fig. 5 shows the red output stage. White-level adjustment
is provided by PB31. There's an equivalent control in the
green channel but the gain of the blue channel is fixed. The
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Fig. 5: The red output stage and switch-off spot
suppression circuits.
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TV Fault
Finding

Reports from Chris Avis, K. Wright,
Adrian Farnborough, John G. Bennett,
Michael Dranfield, David J. Whilding,
Keith Evans, John Edwards and
Chris Watton

Hitachi CPT2071, CPT2226 etc

The whole picture was covered by fine, shimmering horizontal black lines. A scope check on the field output waveform showed that there was a lot of h.f. oscillation present.
The 33052 scan coil damping resistor R544 was found to be
C.A.
open-circuit.

found that channels could be tuned in with sound and an onscreen status display. But the only 'picture' that could be
obtained, when the first anode control was turned up, was a
blotchy coloured one — there was no luminance. (The relay
and remote control functions were o.k., so the fusewire
remains a mystery.) A common cause of a dark or absent
picture with this chassis is an increase in the value of one of
the resistors R429 (180kO) or R423 (100kS2) in the beam
limiter circuit, usually the latter, but both were spot on.
The luminance signal passes from the video processing
chip IC301 to the matrixing circuit on the tube base via the
emitter-follower transistor Q303, which is used for blanking
purposes. A scope check showed that the luminance signal
was not getting through this stage. Various diodes are
connected to the base of Q303. When D309 was disconnected normal luminance was restored. The other (anode)
end of D309 is connected to the collector of Q304, where
the voltage was high because the transistor's base voltage
was low. The value of the base bias resistor R366 had risen
from 22141 to 80ka
C.A.

Philips VSS2440 Monitor

Samsung CI338X (P50 Chassis)

This 12in. monochrome unit is part of the Philips Basic
Observation System which we purchased recently to
improve shop security. It's easy to install and the tiny CCD
camera with its wide-angle lens provides Tom and Tony in
the back workroom with a perfect bird's eye view of the
shop, including the back of my head! Unfortunately two
days after we installed it the picture vanished, although
sound was still present.
Faced with the choice between a lengthy and expensive
return under guarantee or a DIY attempt, I opted for the
latter and removed the back. The line output transistor was
hot and the line output transformer was also quite warm.
Deep in my memory, something stirred. I disconnected the
e.h.t. lead from the tube, switched on and with my insulated
screwdriver drew from the connector a neat little a.c. arc.
Yes the e.h.t. stick, inconveniently burried in the LOPT, was
short-circuit — just like the Thom 1690 chassis of earlier
days. Finding an old stock BY176 rectifier (15kV, 2.5mA)
in the drawer, I'm afraid I cut the e.h.t. lead near the transformer, soldered and sleeved the diode and restored the
picture — so pretend you never read this. . .
C.A.

Very erratic and sudden tuning drift could be affected by
moving or tapping the tuner. But the cause of the fault was
elsewhere. The tuning voltage feed from the remote control
board comes via a screened lead to connector SN01, one pin
of which had a hairline crack around it. Resoldering put
matters right.
C.A.

Just for a change field collapse with one of these sets wasn't
caused by the field output module or an electrolytic capacitor. D601, the field blanking diode connected to pin 9 of
IC701, was short-circuit. Yet another 1N4148 was pressed
C.A.
into service and was happy to oblige.
Philips CTX-E Chassis
For persistent line tearing/pulling when showing videos,
even on the VCR compatible channel, check the setting of
the a.g.c. preset R3144. It might save you a wasted
C.A.
morning!
Sony KV211XMTU (AE1 Chassis)

Alba CTV55
This set was a nightmare. After defying previous repair
attempts elsewhere it landed on my bench with the
complaint "no picture". On this model the momentary
contacts to bring the set on manually from standby are not
in the on/off switch but in a separate button switch just
above it. Pressing the mains on/off switch immediately
powered the set however, but with no sound or picture!
After removing the fusewire that had been soldered across
the standby relay contacts and pressing the standby button I
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Bush 2020/2114
There was no channel display and no sound or vision.
Brightness could be obtained by slightly advancing the
setting of the first anode control. We first suspected the
SAA1293 remote control decoder chip, but a replacement
made no difference. Subsequently we found that replacing
transistor TR2 produced normal operation, though the set
failed again after some hours. The final cure was to replace
both TR1 and TR2. They are both type BC237, and control
the reset action. When tested the original transistors seemed
to be perfectly all right.
K.W.
Toshiba 2939DB
This receiver, with Dolby Pro Logic sound, is a rather
imposing set to tackle. The first one to come into the workshop was stuck in standby and refused any command from
the remote-control handset. We found that the power supply
was producing the nominal 45V output, which it does in
standby to eliminate breakdown in the line output stage.
Next we checked at the microcontroller chip ICA01 to see
whether its 5V supply and 4MHz oscillator were o.k. Both
were correct. But the on signal from the chip to the power
supply was permanently high: it should go low to switch the

set on from standby.
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Scope checks showed that there was nothing on the serial
data and clock lines. Was the data being shorted out? Resistance checks seemed to indicate that all was well. Further,
the data and clock lines are connected to the central bus via
the emitter-follower transistors QA12 and QA02, providing
a degree of isolation. So with some apprehension we
ordered a replacement micro chip from Toshiba. After all a
customer who pays £900 for his TV set expects it to be
repaired promptly and efficiently, particularly when it's
only a few weeks old!
Happily the new chip did provide the answer. And, interestingly, it's a Sony device.
A.F.

Mitsubishi CT2534TX (Euro 4 Chassis)

A C15-P108 portable came in recently with perfect text
but the ordinary pictures blanked out. The TDA3301B
colour decoder chip was suspected and checks showed that
the voltage at pin 31, the black-level clamp, was at OV
instead of 3.5V. We replaced the clamp reservoir capacitor
CF07 to no avail, then the chip itself with the same
outcome. Further checks showed that the voltage at pin 34
didn't vary when the 22052 preset PF01 was adjusted. This
control affects the luminance contrast level and is part of the
RGB drive setting up procedure. It was open-circuit, a
replacement restoring the picture.
A fault you get from time to time with these sets is slow
start up. The cure is to replace CN10 (1,000pF, 35V) in the
power supply.
J.G.B.

Failure of the 0.82Q protection resistor in the supply to the
field timebase is a common fault with this and similar
models. This set produced a raster however, but there was
no sound or vision. When the tuning mode was selected the
green display was at its limit at the right-hand side of the
screen. Tuning adjustment enabled stations to be selected,
but they couldn't be memorised.
We suspected the supplies to the EAROM chip IC702.
The standby power supply provides it with 5V and —30V.
The 5V feed was present but not the —30V feed. Not much
to check — just a rectifier circuit. The culprit was the standby
chopper transformer T951 however. It was open-circuit
between pins 4 and 2.
A.F.

At switch on the e.h.t. surged up violently and the X-ray
protector within the line generator chip shut the set down.
By disconnecting the feed to the line output stage and
running the power supply with a 100W bulb as the load we
were able to check that the h.t. was close to 160V instead of
107V. The cause of the fault was traced to the 47pF, 25V
capacitor that couples the base drive to the chopper transistor. It had dried up.
Q605 (2SA1013), the h.t. supply switch on the secondary
side of the chopper circuit, had also been damaged. The set
wouldn't go into standby.
M.Dr.

Hitachi C15-P108 (Salora L Chassis)

Sony KVM2120U (BE1 Chassis)

Since technical advice is no longer available from Hitachi
unless you have an account we engineers need all the help
we can get in solving some of the more obscure faults.

This set led us a bit of a dance. It was dead with only about
25V at the cathode of the h.t. rectifier D604 — the voltage
here should be 119V. Not being familiar with these sets I
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disconnected all the outputs on the secondary side of the
power supply and operated it with a 60W bulb across D604
as the load. Still no go. I won't go into the long list of things
that were replaced. Just about everything on the primary
side of the power supply, also the chopper transformer.
There was little left to check, only a couple of capacitors on
the secondary side of the circuit. The culprit turned out to be
C608, a 680pF disc capacitor that's connected across D604
for protection. It had a leak of about 2k52. The lesson to be
learnt is that when lifting rectifiers to unload rails don't
forget any protection capacitors present. By the way, anyone
M.Dr.
want a chopper transformer going cheap?!
Ferguson 51A3 (TX100 Chassis)
There was no channel display, channel numbers or tuning.
We found that the regulated 9V supply to the remote control
panel was missing because TR7 (ZTX650) on the main
D.J.W.
panel had failed.
Finlux FN2144
We've had several faults with this model. No sound and
vision was traced to the fusible resistor R44 being open
circuit because D20 (BY299) in the power supply was
short-circuit.
No sound with ICP2 open-circuit was caused by the
TDA4935 sound output chip having failed.
Excessive width, with the width control having no effect,
was caused by D28 (BY299) in the line output stage being
D.J.W.
short-circuit.

Philips CP110 Chassis
At switch on this set would pulse in and out of standby for
up to ten minutes. During this period the audio would also
pulse in and out, remaining for progressively longer until the
picture appeared and all was well. Voltage checks showed
that the outputs from the chopper circuit were all on the low
side, though the rectified mains voltage was o.k. Favourite
culprits for this type of problem are the TEA1039 chopper
control chip and the CNX62 optocoupler, but replacements
made no difference.
Attention was next turned to the electrolytics. Be warned!
Avoid the practice of bridging any capacitors directly
connected to the TEA1039 chip while the set is operating.
This will quite likely result in the destruction of the
BUT11AF chopper transistor, the TEA1039 chip and other
components.
After fruitlessly checking all the electrolytics on both the
primary and the secondary side of the circuit we noticed a
small subpanel that's not shown in our service data. This
board, located adjacent to the chopper transformer, is a
modification that provides over-voltage protection associated
with the 15V supply. As this is the supply that's monitored
for regulation purposes, it seemed logical to suspect that a
component on this panel could be the cause of the trouble. A
small 100pF capacitor looked a likely suspect, being
mounted just a few millimetres away from a large wirewound resistor. Bingo! Replacing it provided a complete
cure. To avoid a repeat performance it's a good idea to fit the
replacement capacitor on the print side of the subpanel. K.E.
Hitachi CPT1646R (NP84CO. Chassis)

Ferguson 20H3 (TX100 Chassis)
Intermittent switch off was the symptom with this set. The
cause was the M494 chip IC241 on the remote control
panel.
D.J.W.
Ferguson TX85 Chassis
We've had no sound and vision with several of these sets
recently. One with remote control had no unregulated 16V
input to the 12V regulator because TR902 (ZTX753) on the
remote control/sweep tune board was open-circuit. In other
sets the 12V regulator IC6 has been dry-jointed or opencircuit.
D.J.W.

Here's a good one for the unwary. On being called out to
retune a customer's TV set and VCR we discovered that the
TV set wouldn't search/tune stations. The front panel buttons
were found to be misbehaving, which seemed to indicate a
system control problem. After checking on the price of a
replacement SAA1293H remote control decoder chip we
decided to look elsewhere before committing the customer to
great expense. Our notes on this model suggested that
memory corruption could be the cause of the trouble. An
excellent article in the August 1991 issue of Television
explained how to reprogram the memory. When we carried
out this procedure things returned to normal.
K.E
Philips K40 Chassis with Teletext

Ferguson TX99 Chassis
There was no sound or vision and a quick check showed
that the h.t. supply to the line output transformer was
missing. The smoothing choke L21 in the power supply was
open-circuit.
D.J.W.

The normal off-air picture was fine but teletext was very dim
with hardly any contrast. Preset R046 (2.2k0) on the text
PCB was open-circuit. When this had been replaced the text
contrast could be easily adjusted.
J.E.
Matsui 1420A

Ferguson TX100 Chassis
A faulty line output transformer has been the cause of no
sound or vision in a number of these sets. You find that the
voltage on the 119V line, which feeds the line output
stage, is low and that the line output transistor gets very
hot.
D.J.W.

This set was dead although the power supply was trying to
work. The h.t. was very low and R434 (10Q, 7W), which is
in series with the emitter of the line output transistor, was
very hot. When the h.t. feed to the line output transformer
was disconnected (pin 4) the h.t. rose to its normal 103V. A
new line output transformer restored normal operation. J.E.

Ferguson TX90 Chassis

Harwood CT14

There was no sound or vision and the bases, emitters and
collectors of the transistors in the boost voltage regulator
circuit were all at about 95V. The T9064V line output transistor TR112 was open-circuit.
D.J.W.

The sound was o.k. but there was a blank screen. When the
first anode voltage was increased we saw that there was field
collapse. As the supply to the TDA3651 field output chip
was o.k. we fitted a replacement. This produced field scan,
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but it was a third short at both the top and bottom of the
screen. After spending a long time checking the components
around the TDA3651 chip to no avail we decided to replace
the TDA4503 chip, which amongst a multitude of other
things provides the field drive at pin 2. Success at last. I
noted that the waveform at pin 2 was 2V peak-to-peak: the
J.E.
faulty chip had provided a 1V p-p output.
Akai CT2870
This large set has developed a stock fault. One leg of the
PCB-mounted on/off switch becomes dry-jointed and as time
passes burning and carbonisation of the PCB occur. The
eventual result is the dead set symptom. The switch itself is
rarely damaged, so a thorough clean up of the board and
switch, followed by resoldering all the switch connections, is
all that's required to restore normal operation.
J.E.
Matsui 1422
This portable was dead. Fortunately the cause was very
obvious. C617 (4,700pF, lkV) in the chopper circuit had
split in half. When a replacement had been fitted the set
J.E.
worked normally.
Bush 2114T
These little teletext portables, with a TDA4602 type power
supply, are quite often poor at starting. The cause is usually
faulty electrolytic capacitors in the power supply. In this
particular set however the small choke L801 in the chopper
transistor's base drive circuit was intermittent.
C.W.
Philips CP110 Chassis
The power supply in this set had failed. We found that the
fuse was intact and the BUT11AF transistor was o.k. So a
check was made at pin 9 of the TEA1039 chopper control
chip. The start-up voltage here should be 9V but was only
2V. A new chip brought the set back to life.
C.W.
ITT Compact 80R 110° Chassis
The electronic fuse in the power supply had operated.
Disconnecting the scan coil plug and fitting a 60W bulb
between pin 5 of the connector and chassis brought the h.t.
back up to about 120V. As is often the case with these sets,
the cause of the fault was a defective line output transformer
with shorted turns.
C.W.
Vega 542
The picture displayed by this delightful little monochrome set
wouldn't stop rolling. We found that C15 (lpF, 100V) which
couples the input to the base of the sync amplifier transistor
TR8 had fallen in value to just a few nanofarads.
C.W.
Hitachi CPT2808 (G7P Mk II Chassis)
This set was dead. The mains fuse was intact but the 3.952,
7W surge limiter resistor R901 was open-circuit. Did it fall
or was it pushed? Checks on the rectifiers and the chopper
transistor Q901 didn't show any shorts, and there was a
high-resistance reading across the mains bridge rectifier's
reservoir capacitor. A scorch mark was noticeable on C919
(4.7nF, lkV) however, and a check showed that it was
leaky, It's in the snubber circuit across the chopper transistor. Since we first came across this fault we've experiTELEVISION NOVEMBER 1994

enced it with a number of other sets. A faulty capacitor will
give readings of a few ohms to a few hundred ohms. C.W.
Matsui 2185
The width was short by about a quarter of an inch at each
side of the screen. A check showed that the h.t. was dead on
at 110V, so we took a look at the width circuit. Everything
here was o.k. Full width was restored when the 1.2nF, 2kV
flyback tuning capacitor C428 had been replaced.
C.W.
Rediffusion/Doric Mk 4 Chassis
This set produced a crinkle-cut picture when cold. It was
o.k. when the set had been running for about five minutes. A
shot of freezer on 4C6 (1,000pF, 16V) in the power supply
proved its guilt. It's the reservoir capacitor for the 1.t. supply
used by the chopper control circuit, and can also be responsible for the dead set symptom.
C.W.
Samsung CI5013T
At random intervals the picture would blank, leaving sound
and a dark raster. Pressing the text button would bring up a
text display, then pressing the return to TV button would
restore the picture. The cause of the trouble was traced to
the 27MHz crystal on the text panel.
C.W.
Matsui 2580
A look in the back of one of these sets for the first time can
be a bit worrying, as they are full of huge digital chips much
like the ones used in some ITT models. The power supply is
a fairly basic TDA4601 type however, and this set was
dead. After checking some resistors I found that R808
(270k52) was open-circuit. When this and the chip had been
replaced the set worked normally.
C.W.
Matsui 2580
The cause of a dull red on the screen with red flyback lines
visible in only the darkest areas of the picture was traced to
IC101 (VCU2133).
C.W.
Sony KV2000 Mk II
At first sight this looked like a blanking fault. The top of the
picture, to about four inches down, seemed to be dark: then
it began to brighten until it became normal. Actually the
problem was that the lower part of the picture was too
bright, the top part being correct. The cause of the fault was
the reservoir capacitor for the supply to the RGB output
stages, C827 (4.7pF, 250V). Note that there were different
versions of this set, with variations in this area.
C.W.
ITT 7180
Only a loud white noise came from the left-hand speaker
of this stereo set. The APU2470 chip IC3201 turned out to
be faulty. It's on the audio/scart panel, next to the h.f.
module.
C.W.
Philips CP110 Chassis
All the remote control functions operated correctly — but
only if you stood within two feet of the set. The cause of this
was 02967 (100pF, 10V) inside the remote control receiver

can. It decouples the supply to the receiver chip.

C.W.
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Toshiba Service Briefs
The following notes are based on information contained in recent issues of the Toshiba
Technical Bulletin.
TV RECEIVERS
Model 1720RB
Line tearing after two about hours' use: Q801
(STRD4412) in the power supply can fail because of
increased temperature. To confinii, apply freezer and heat.
The replacement part no. is 23314510.

Model 2103TBG
No line or field sync: The usual cause is failure of the 5V
supply (CCT 5V) to arrive at pin 12 of the teletext module
because the 1051, 0.5W fusible safety resistor RF80 has
gone. open-circuit. After confirming that there's no fault in
the teletext module replace RF80, using the correct safety
type resistor (part no. 24531100).

Models 2112DB 2512DB 2527DB 2539DB
2812DB 2927DB 2939DB 3327DB and 3339DB
Black flashing lines run up the screen. Symptom gets
worse as the set warms up: Cause is a temperature sensitive fault in the TA8777N AV switching chip ICV01. To
confirm, apply freezer to the chip. If this clears the fault,
replace the chip (part no. B0383941).

Model 2500TB
Picture visible for a few secondly only, then goes to
blue mute. While the picture is visible the top third of
the screen consists mainly of flyback lines and the
lower section is stretched out: Cause is increase in the
value of R448 from 2.752 to around 2352, as a result of
which the 12V supply to pins 6 and 61 of the TA8659AN
colour decoder and timebase generator chip, falls to about
8V. R448 is a safety resistor, part no. 4984279. Note that
if the audio plug P602 is pulled out the set won't blue
mute, so the symptom can continue to be seen.
Vibration from the front of the cabinet: This is caused
by the channel and volume buttons rattling against the
case. The cure is to refit the button assembly, adding a felt
tape along the bottom edge of the cabinet between the
cabinet and the buttons. A small length of suitable tape is
available from Toshiba's Technical Department on
request.

Models 2527DB and 2927DB
Hum from front speakers at low volume (second
segment): Cause is hum pickup on the loom. To cure,
remove the grey screened lead (with blue sleeve) from the
main loom which is positioned across the back terminal
PCB. Move the lead, which connects to PAO3A, taping it
to the top of the PIF can.
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Models 2535DB and 2835DB
Set dead. Power supply is in the over-voltage protection
mode, with the voltage on the main h.t. rail at 11V
instead of 125V: Circuit protector ZP81, type PRF5000
part no. 23144451, is open-circuit. Replace it and check
whether any of the following items are short-circuit: IC670
type TA8218AH part no. B0377305; diodes D670-675, all
type 1N4148 part no. 23115599.
Note that in the fault condition the voltage at pin 9 of
IC801 varies between 5-8V and the output voltage control
loop is inoperative as the photocoupler IC826 has no
supply.

VCRs
Models V210B and V211B
Machines that have the letter M following the model
number are fitted with a new type of head drum. Parts are
not interchangeable with the earlier drum.

Model V312B
In the standby mode the clock display goes off, the head
drum spins, then the display comes back when the drum
stops. The cycle repeats: Cause is poor power supply
regulation because of failure of the BCP53 transistor TP91,
part no. 70010941.

Models V312B V412B V423B V513B V703B
and V813B
All these models incorporate an automatic head cleaner.
Replacement of the sponge roller will be, necessary from
time to time. Its part no. is 70353164 and the present trade
price is 48p plus VAT.

Models V800SC and V880MS
No operation (display heaters glowing) or machine
completely inoperative: The power supply is in the over
voltage condition, with all power supply output voltages
high. The cure is as follows: fit a 100pF,•25V capacitor in
position C812; remove -C81.3 and fit a jumper lead in its
place; fit a lOpF, 50V capacitor in position C809.

TDA4601 POWER SUPPLY
The August 1994 issue (AH49) of the Toshiba Technical
Bulletin provides a detailed account of the operation of
Toshiba CTV power supplies that are based on the
TDA4601 chopper control chip, which has improved
switching and better protection than its predecessor type
TDA4600. It's also cooler running. The following models
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use this type of power supply: 255R7B, 255T7B, 256T9B,
284T8B, 285T8B/BU, 1721TB, 2100RBG, 2100RBT,
2100TB5, 2100TBT, 2101TB2, 2101TB5, 2102TB5,
2103TB5, 2103TBG, 2112DBT, 2500TBT, 2501TB2,
2512DBT and 2812DBT.
Points of interest are as follows. The chip goes into the
over-voltage mode when the voltage at pin 3 (error sensing)
exceeds 2.3V. The mark-space ratio of the chopper drive
waveform then becomes 244 (off time) to 1 (on time).
From h.t.
rect. circuit

0803
2SC2023

R837
0.47

Switched
120V supply
1k

Fault Finding Hints

R829
47k
1W

0806
BC5578

together the base and emitter of Q804 which then, along
with Q803, switches off. In this way the h.t. current is
limited to 1A. In some models a second transistor senses
the voltage developed across the resistor in the equivalent
position to R837, removing the line drive via the X-ray
protection circuit in IC501 (pin 52) in the event of a high
h.t. condition.
The 2112/2512/2812DBT range incorporates additional
circuitry, centred around a multivibrator, to increase the
width of the drive pulses to the chopper transistor in the
standby mode. The circuit consists of seven transistors
(Q810-13 and Q815-17), an optocoupler plus various resistors etc. It ensures that the chopper transistor switches on
and off reliably in the standby mode, improving the reliability of the circuit.

10k

Q805
2SC2230A

On /of f
command
(5V for on)

267

Fig. 1: Standby switching circuit used in Model 2100TBT.
The circuit incorporates current limiting.

Under excess-current conditions the ramp waveform at pin
4 reaches an amplitude of 4V and the mark-space ratio of
the chopper drive is 13:1. In the event of a short-circuit
across the h.t. line on the secondary side of the chopper
circuit the power supply simply squegs quietly. The
TDA4601 chip consumes typically 135mA. The voltage at
pin 9 (supply) is approximately 9V in the start-up state and
16V under normal running conditions. It must reach 6.7V
for the chip to start up. The chopper frequency varies
between 20-70kHz according to load.

As an aid to fault finding the power supply can be operated with a 60W bulb as the load, with the feed to the line
output stage disconnected. If the set is dead, a check on the
voltages at the collector and emitter of the transistor in the
Q803 or equivalent position will quickly prove whether the
fault is in the remote control section of the set or the power
supply. Remember that the remote control system switches
only the 120V (or 145V, depending on tube size) rail: all
the other power supply outputs will be present as long as
the set is plugged in and switched on (this does not apply
with the 285T8B/BU however).
The TDA4601 chip can be checked as follows. Shortcircuit the base and emitter of the chopper transistor. The
waveforms shown in Fig. 2 should be present at the specified pins of the chip. If they are all correct the chip and the
components immediately connected to it are usually o.k.

Associated Circuitry
For standby operation with this type of circuit Toshiba
incorporates a switching transistor in series with the h.t.
line. Circuit details vary with different models. Fig. 1
shows a typical example, used in Model 2100TBT. The
on/off command from the microcontroller chip is fed via an
inverting transistor to the base of transistor Q805 which
switches on to bring the set out of the standby mode. Q804
and the series switching transistor Q803 in turn switch on
to apply power to the line output stage.
Current limiting is a feature of this circuit. Transistor
Q806 senses the current flowing via R837. At 1A the

2V

_ —
Pin 1

Pin 4
7V — — —
Pin 5
Pin 9

2V
1

IV
Pin 3

Pins 7, 8

Fig. 2: Waveforms around the TDA4601 chopper control
chip with the drive to the chopper transistor shorted out
by linking its base and emitter together.

voltage developed across R837 is roughly 0-5V. An
increase in the current will increase the voltage across
R837 with the result that Q806 switches on, shorting
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TV Fault
Finding

Reports from Philip Blundell, AMIEEIE,
Ian Bowden, Brian Storm, David Belmont,
Nick Beer, Chris Watton, Terry Lamoon,
Michael Dranfield and John Edwards

Philips Anubis B-AA Chassis
If you replace the ST24CO2P EEPROM IC7685 you'll need
to program the new device via the on-screen menus. The
only snag is that with an empty EEPROM the language is
set to Norwegian and the child lock will be active. When
this is the situation the word 'Barnlas' is displayed. To clear
the child lock using Norwegian select special functions
option C on the main menu. The next menu will show
Barnlas (child lock) as option A: set this to Fran (off). Once
the child lock has been cleared you can change the language
P.B.
to English and set up the other parameters.

in this chassis, the luminance signal (—Y) being fed to the
emitters of the output transistors via preset potentiometers.
A check across the red preset PV104 showed that there was
no voltage drop across it, as there was across the equivalent
presets in the G and B stages. Close examination of the print
revealed that there was a tiny fracture between the end of
RV110, which is in series with PV104, and TV101's
emitter. With this linked across normal operation was
I.B.
restored.
Finlux 3621

Philips GR1-AX Chassis

If there's no picture, just a dim vertical band on the screen,
check the line output transistor's base drive waveform. If
the amplitude of the waveform is low and it occurs at twice
the normal rate, check by replacement C507 (100pF) or
IC550 (TDA8140) as necessary.
P.B.

The picture had slipped to the right. It was perfectly locked
but the line phasing was incorrect: there was a blank
vertical area about three inches wide near the left-hand side
of the screen, with the right-hand side of the picture to the
left of it. We soon found that the line flyback reference
pulses that are fed back to the TDA2579A sync/timebase
generator chip were virtually non-existent — a scope check
at pin 12 showed a pulse waveform of less than 100mV
peak-to-peak. The pulses come from an emitter-follower
transistor, Tzl, on the power supply/deflection PCB. This
transistor's input is taken from the collector of the line
output transistor via two series-connected resistors with
values of 270kS2 and 27k52. The 271d2 resistor was openI.B.
circuit.

Philips 2A Chassis

Panasonic TX28W3 (Euro-1 Chassis)

This set was dead, though a ticking noise came from the
power supply. With the line output stage disconnected and a
dummy load connected in its place the power supply
produced the correct 140V h.t. output. When the line output
stage was reconnected the protection thyristor Thy6698
P.B.
fired. The 6.8V zener diode D6700 was leaky.

Slight right-channel distortion when receiving a Nicam
transmission led us a merry dance with this set. IC1401 was
first accused, as it's the Nicam and normal sound processor
chip. A replacement proved that it was innocent however.
The culprit was eventually found to be C1423 as it had
never been soldered in at one end. It's part of IC1401's
oscillator circuit.
B.S.

The sound was slow to come back when the channel was
changed, and if search tuning was tried it continued when a
channel was found. We discovered that the `idene signal to
the microcontroller chip was permanently low because tranP.B.
sistor Tr7046 (BC558) was short-circuit.
Grundig CUC3600 Chassis

Philips Anubis A-AC Chassis
This new set worked all right until it was put into the
standby mode. The standby LED then pulsed and a
thumping noise came from the loudspeaker. When standby
is selected thyristor Thy6570 conducts and the +5B supply
rises. This voltage increase is sensed by the 6.2V zener
diode D6568, which switches transistor Tr7553 on. The
cause of the fault was that D6568 was leaky: a new LLZ
F6V2 diode was needed.
P.B.

Panasonic TX25T2 (Alpha 2 Chassis)
This one must come top of my horrible field faults list: bad
distortion, line doubling and horizontal striations were
present all at once. Various chips and capacitors were
accused in turn and found to be entirely blameless. After
much travail a nice man at Panasonic, Ali Mirza, led us to
R469. This small resistor in the field feedback circuit had
increased in value from 47052 to many thousands of ohms.
Thanks Ali.
B.S.

Ferguson A1OR (TX80 Chassis)
A picture was present but it had a bright red cast with
flyback lines on top of it. We looked at the R — Y drive
signal at the base of the red output transistor TV101 on the
c.r.t. base panel and found that it was very similar to the
other colour-difference drive signals. A check at its
collector showed that there was just a steady d.c. level
however. RGB matrixing in carried out in the output stages
100

Panasonic TX24A1 (Alpha 2W Chassis)
After about four hours' operation the safety resistor (R567)
in the h.t. feed to the line output stage would blow. This
would be accompanied by various shrieks and whistles, and
at this point the line output transistor Q551 would be very
hot indeed! Extensive checks were carried out in both the
power supply and the line output stage, all to no avail. After
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many hours of frustration and heartache we eventually
found that C502 in the line oscillator circuit had been fitted
incorrectly, with one leg loosely attached to the adjacent
B.S.
solder.
Panasonic TC1485 (Z3 Chassis)
This portable would cut out when the brightness was
increased. Tests showed that the contrast didn't decrease as
the picture became over bright, although the beam limiter
operated to Shut down the line drive. We found that R316
(47kS1), which applies the beam limiting control voltage to
B.S.
the video section of the receiver, was open-circuit.
Sanyo CBP2572 (ED1 Chassis)
The 3.952, 15W surge limiter resistor R301 was opencircuit and the 2SC4429 chopper transistor Q303 shortcircuit. The cause of the chopper transistor's failure was the
fact that the resistor in the snubber circuit (R315) was dryjointed. After attending to these items the set still failed to
come on. The TEA2260 chopper control chip IC301 had
also failed, a replacement finally restoring normal operaD.B.
tion.
Hitachi C2858N
When this set had warmed up it displayed horizontal lines.
D.B.
The tuner was thermally defective.
Panasonic TX21T1 (Alpha 2 Chassis)
After about an hour's use and whenever a different channel
was selected the channel information derived from the text
would flash unlocked across the screen. There was also loss
of teletext synchronisation. The cause of all this was C3511,
D.B.
which of course is a lOnF ceramic capacitor.
Salora J Chassis
This set was dead. The chopper transistors TB700 and
TB701 were short-circuit while the mains fuse and RB713
were open-circuit. We replaced these items along with the
4.7nF chopper drive coupling capacitors but the set was still
dead. At least the mains fuse held, and there was 320V at
the collector of TB700. There were no start-up pulses
however because the BR100 diac DB725 was short-circuit.
D.B.
A replacement got things going again.
Matsui 2091
We've had several of these sets in recently. The first one
remained dead when brought out of standby. D401
(1N4003) in the supply to the line driver stage was opencircuit.
Another set would go into standby when the mains switch
was replaced. X901 (10MHz) was the cause of this fault.
For partial field collapse check D301 (1N4003). You will
usually find that it's open-circuit. Replace it with a goodD.B.
quality 1N4007 diode.
Grundig CUC2800 Chassis
Although this set was dead the power supply was working
and the voltages on the unswitched side of relay RL652
were correct. There were no voltages on the switched side
however, and further checks showed that the relay was
being switched. Investigation showed that although the relay
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was apparently working the contacts didn't make. A
D.B.
replacement put matters right.

superb dry-joint at pin 4 of T901. When this was openN.B.
circuited the set was stuck in standby.

Ferguson TX90 Chassis

GoldStar CIS4361

The picture looked like that produced by a poorly tuned set.
Sound was o.k. but there was no sync. A check on the video
waveform showed that it was highly distorted. The video
demodulator coil L105 required adjustment. According to
D.B.
the customer the fault had got gradually worse.

No picture was the complaint with this set, but the fault took
three weeks to show up. Its cause was loss of the tube's
heater supply — the four-pin connector by the line output
transformer had a tarnished pin. The same chassis is used in
N.B.
Bush sets.

JVC AV28F1EK

Philips GR1-AX Chassis

There was intermittent loss of the picture and sound. When
the fault occurred there was just a blank raster. We eventually found that the a.g.c. preset control was dry-jointed. D.B.

I've had lots of these 14in. sets in lately. Most of them have
had dry-joint problems or a faulty 2SC3795 line output transistor.
In one of them however the 2A mains fuse had blown
because the posistor in the degaussing system had gone
short-circuit. When this had been attended to there was no
picture. The e.h.t. and heater supplies were present, also the
RGB drives. When the first anode and focus controls were
advanced there was dull, soft vision that could barely be
discerned — and the adjustments interacted. A close look at
the tube base showed that there had been spillage over the
socket, which was very difficult to remove from the c.r.t. A
new socket and a clean up restored normal operation. N.B.

Sony KVA2912U
The picture flickered from colour to black-and-white very
frequently. The cause was loss of the 5V supply on board B
because the circuit protector that feeds the 5V regulator was
D.B.
open-circuit.

Solavox 142TT
The text would become unusable when the set had been in
operation for a few hours — there would be severe corruption
initiated by the clock stopping. The text would then appear
over the TV picture without any prompting, and various
blanking problems would be experienced. The SAA5243PE
N.B.
text processor chip was thermally faulty.

ITT CVC20 Chassis
When this old set warmed up its picture would shrink vertically. Freezing D508 (BY126) restored full scan but the
cause of the overheating was the fact that the field output
transistors were leaky. New transistors (TIP31 and 11P33)
plus two new diodes, D508 and D506 (BA316), put matters
N.B.
right.

Panasonic TX28W2 (Alpha 3 Chassis)
This monster had no colour. Checks around the decoder
showed that the chroma signal was present and correct, so
attention was turned to the TDA3505 video control chip
IC303. The voltage at the d.c. colour control pin (16) was
low at 0.035V instead of about 3V. What could be the
cause? My first check was naturally on the 0.01pF ceramic
decoupler C644, which was virtually short-circuit (80.551).
With any other make the parallel zener diode would have
N.B.
been a far more likely suspect!

Samsung CI537V

Grundig CUC220 Chassis
There was no vision, sound or channel display. Checks on
the power supply outputs proved to be fruitful: the 15V
supply was very low, even off load. It comes from a standard 7815 regulator, which is one of three mounted on the
finned heatsink above the c.r.t. base opening in the main
panel. The input to the regulator was o.k., but there was a
N.B.
leak between its output and chassis.

ITT CT3425 (Compact 80 110° Mk 2 Chassis)
This set was dead. As the electronic fuse was in action I
tried operating the power supply with a dummy load in
place of the line output stage. This proved that the power
supply was o.k., but there was no measurable short across
the h.t. line. I suspected the line output transformer, which
proved to be the cause of the trouble. Check ITT sets of this
era carefully before ordering spares, to establish exactly
N.B.
which chassis is used.

Akita CW1492
This set would only occasionally come on. Checks in the
power supply revealed that R802 and R803 (both 151d2) had
gone high in value. Replacing them restored correct operation. They provide the power control chip with a start-up
feed.
C.W.

Intermittently dead with a chattering relay was the
complaint with this set. REL901 frequently suffers from
burnt contacts, but the field engineer had cleared this possibility. When .the fault occurred on the bench I found that the
relay coil wasn't being earthed. Tracing back I discovered
that there was a broken pin in connector PHO1 (pin 3, the
N.B.
pink lead).

There was just a bright white screen. A check at the tube's
base panel showed that the h.t. supply at pin K2 was far too
low at only 90V. The reservoir capacitor for the 180V
supply is C715 (4.7pF, 250V) which is mounted close to the
C.W.
line output transformer. It was open-circuit.

Granada C20AX5

Ferguson TX90 Chassis

The customer complained that this Hitachi-based set would
go dead. It never did for me, but I found that there was a

The h.t. voltage was a little high and couldn't be adjusted,
giving the trip symptom with the appearance that the line
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GEC C2288H (Hitachi NP81CQ Mk 2 Chassis)
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speed was incorrect. R229 (47k11) in the power supply had
gone high in value. To be on the safe side I also replaced
R225 (33kS2) which is in parallel with it.
C.W.
Grundig CUC2401 Chassis
This set was dead though two of the power supply outputs
were present. There was no line output stage operation or
+C supply. Checks showed that the drive waveform at the
base of the line output transistor was present and correct,
and a small spark could be drawn from the e.h.t. pulse
output of the transformer. But there was no voltage at the
collector of the line output transistor because, curiously, the
transformer's primary winding was open-circuit.
C.W.

blue capacitor (C919, 4.7nF lkV) in the chopper transistor's
snubber network had split open. In addition the 3.952, 7W
surge limiter resistor R901 was open-circuit. Strangely
neither the chopper transistor nor the mains fuse had been
damaged.
M.Dr.
Sony KV2096
Picture shimmer on verticals, getting worse as the set warms
up, can be cured by resoldering the connections to the field
output heatsink. They are used to make an earth path
connection.
M.Dr.
Fidelity CTM2000T

The main power supply was working and the tube's heaters
were aglow, but there was no picture or sound. A check
showed that the microcontroller chip's 6V supply was
missing. The cause of this was D6733 (BAV19) which was
open-circuit.
C.W.

The power supply was tripping because of a burn up around
one leg of the lOnF line output stage tuning capacitor. Also
the BU508A line output transistor was leaky.
If you intend to continue to use the old capacitor always
check its value. We have come across cases where its value
has changed, presumably as a result of the heat caused by
the burn up.
M.Dr.

Alba CTV14RS/CTV55

Sony KV2096

Apart from volume control everything was o.k.: when
volume up or down was pressed the display would show
only a row of dots, as if the sound was turned to minimum.
Replacement of the MN6030 memory chip IC601 restored
the sound and the correct display.
C.W.

For field foldover at the bottom go straight to the 470pF,
25V scan coupling capacitor C527. It dries up with age.
If the print is damaged by dry-joints around the snubber
resistors in the chopper circuit a first-class repair can be
achieved by fitting the Sony power supply modification kit
part no. X-4377-097-2. It contains replacements for all the
parts that have been damaged and a new piece of circuit
board which you bolt on to the top of the main PCB. M.Dr.

Philips CP90 Chassis

Sanyo CBP2145 (E2 B21 Chassis)
There was a good picture when this set was switched on, but
when the brightness was increased there was line tearing
across the screen. I went for the electrolytics, which is
always a good bet with these sets. C364 (100pF, 16V) was
open-circuit, a replacement restoring normal operation. T.L.
Matsui 2190
This set was a dead as the proverbial dodo. It's always
worth checking the secondary supplies with this model. We
found that the standby 5V supply was missing. The special
4A fuse F802 had gone open-circuit while diode D807 was
short-circuit. Replacements restored normal operation: a
nice easy fault for a change.
T.L.

Matsui 1455
For field collapse check whether D306 is short-circuit and
R310 (10S2) open-circuit.
M.Dr.
Saba SB9221 (Thomson/Ferguson ICC7
Chassis)
The report said that the field scan collapsed then the set went
off completely. On test we found that the power supply was
tripping. Further investigation showed that there was a dead
short between the field scan coils and chassis: the culprit was
the TDA8178FS field output chip IFO1.
M.Dr.

Sony KVX2132
By the time I got this set, which had no field scan, another
engineer had replaced IC502 and its feed resistor R802. But
the fault was still present. A checked showed that there was
still no supply to IC502. Following this back I found that
R530 was open-circuit. A look at the circuit diagram then
showed that both R802 and R530 are in the feed to 10502.
Both had failed. Full scan was present when replacements
had been fitted.
T.L.
Matsui 1436
There was no field scan. By using the highly technical tap
fault-finding technique I narrowed the cause down to a dryjoint at R602. Resoldering it restored the scan.
T.L.
Hitachi CPT2508 (G7P Mk II Chassis)
This set was dead. It didn't take us long to find that the little
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Sony KV2201 (YE Chassis)
Line sync was lost whenever the channel was changed.
Slight fine tuning would produce a locked picture until a
different channel was selected, whereupon the procedure
would have to be repeated. I didn't have the circuit diagram
but noticed that D811, R825, D810 and R838 on board E
were badly dry-jointed. It seemed sensible to make good the
soldering to these components before concentrating on the
fault. To my surprise and pleasure this cured the fault! A
long test run with many channel changes proved that all was
well.
J.E.
Amstrad TVR1
The TV section of this unit was dead. Replacing the
STR7348 regulator, C1509 (3,300pF, 1kV) and the 8.251,
5W surge limiter and 3351, 10W resistors restored normal
operation.
J.E.
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Inside the Ferguson ICC6
Chassis
Mark Paul

Part 3

There's a soft-start arrangement (not shown here) for the
line drive output. This is based on transistor TV62 which
provides a delay in the supply to pins 1 and 41 of the chip.
At switch on the mark-space ratio of the output pulses is
20:80. It changes to the normal running 40:60 when TV62
switches on.
The field output pulse at pin 14 is derived from the
503kHz oscillator via counters and is of ten-line duration.
The mute output at pin 27, mentioned last month, is
obtained from a coincidence detector that receives a sync
pulse input and a pulse input from the divider circuit.

In this concluding instalment we'll take a brief look at the
timebase circuitry and finally describe the watchdog circuit.
The latter monitors various parameters in the chassis: in the
event of a fault condition being detected it switches the set
to the standby mode.

Synchronisation
The sync separator in IVO1 (STV2110) feeds pulses to an
internal field sync stage and flywheel line sync system. This
chip provides the line drive output at pin 15 and a field
pulse output at pin 14. The latter is used to trigger a ramp
generator in the TDA1771 field generator/output chip. Both
these outputs are derived from a voltage-controlled oscillator which is driven by the 503kHz resonator connected to
pin 11.
Fig. 1 shows in block diagram form this part of the
STV2110 chip. Following normal practice in modern
receivers there are two phase detectors in the flywheel line
sync system. The output from the first is used to lock the
oscillator to the incoming sync pulses. The second phase
detector receives the feedback signal from the line output
stage, at pin 13. It controls the phase of the line drive output
at pin 15. Feedback pulses of about 30V p-p amplitude from
the line output transformer are fed to the emitter of transistor TV71 which acts as a pulse slicer. The slicing action
is determined by the values of the resistors (RV73 and
RV74) that set TV71's base voltage: on-screen distortion is
reduced by selecting the most symmetrical portion of the
feedback pulse. RV78 and CV77 integrate the pulse,
producing the required sawtooth for the phase detector at
pin 13.

Part IV01
STV2110

Field
sync

Line Deflection
There are two transistors in the line driver stage, TL30
and TL31. In the standby mode the stage is powered from
the 24V UA supply via DL30 and DL31. Once the receiver
comes into full operation the line output stage derived UL1
supply takes over.
The line output stage is conventional with no need for
EW correction circuitry as the chassis is designed to drive
90° tubes. Various items change for different types of tube
however. These are: the Usys voltage (h.t.); the line output
transformer; the, line linearity coil; the flyback tuning capacitor;. the S-correction capacitor; and the components in the
impedance matching network (LL23, CL23, RL23) which is
connected between the collector of the line output transistor
TL19 and the line output transformer. The efficiency diode
in parallel with TL19 may be external or within the same
package.
A network consisting of CL26, CL27, DL26 and RL25
damps out any ringing that could be caused by the combined
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effect of the line output stage tuning capacitor and the
circuit inductance. It's connected in parallel with the Scorrection capacitor CL24, which is on the earthy side of the
scan coil circuit.
The earthy end of the e.h.t. section of the line output
transformer (pin 4) is connected to a conventional beam
sensing network.
Field Deflection
The TDA1771 field timebase chip is a conventional
device with a ramp generator (CF22 is the sawtooth
charging capacitor), a power output stage, a flyback generator and thermal protection. There are only a couple of
points worth particular mention here.
First there's breathing compensation to counter the effect
of beam current change. This feature is provided by transistor TF31 whose base is connected to the beam sensing
network. TF31's collector is linked to the ramp charging
circuit via RF34 (3.3MC2) and to the scan coil circuit via
RF35 (1501M). The latter link compensates for any
tendency to vertical shift with beam current variation.
Secondly a signal from pin 1 of the microcontroller chip
IRO1 is fed to the ramp generator circuit to provide height
adjustment for 16:9 aspect ratio displays.
The Watchdog Circuit
The watchdog circuit is shown in Fig. 2. In the event of a
fault being detected in one of the circuits it monitors it will
switch the receiver to standby. The pivotal item is transistor
TR96, which produces at its collector the PO (power on/off)
signal. 5V at the collector of TR96 is power on, OV power
off (standby). When TR96 switches on for standby, pin 4
(disable) of IR81 is at OV and the U2 (9V) supply is
switched off. Since this supply powers the line generator in
IVO1 the line output stage and all the supplies obtained from
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it shut down, i.e. the standby condition is entered. To select
standby or on, pin 20 of the microcontroller chip IRO1
switches between 5V and OV respectively on receipt of the
relevant command from the remote control unit.
Rapid Switch-off
The watchdog circuit is also used to ensure rapid receiver
switch-off when the mains supply is disconnected. Transistor TV92 and its associated components provide this
action.
The first effect when the mains supply is switched off is
that the Usys (h.t.) voltage collapses. As a result there's a
proportional collapse of the voltages derived from the line
output transformer. The 5V supply to the microcontroller
chip maintains its value for a longer period because it's
derived from the 13V UStby supply.
During normal receiver operation CV93 is charged via
DV93 from the 9V (U2) line. Because of the voltage drop
across DV93 and RV93, CV93's charge doesn't reach 9V
and TV92 is biased off (its base is conected to the 9V
supply via RV94). There's a small charge across CV92.
When the UL2 supply collapses at switch off a negativegoing pulse will be applied via CV92 to the base of TV92
which will thus switch on, discharging C93. Thus a positive-going pulse appears at the collector of TV92, across
RV98. This is communicated via RR94 to the base of TR96
which in turn switches on. This immediately disables the 9V
output from IR81.
Watchdog Monitoring
The watchdog circuit monitors the field timebase for
normal operation, the line output stage via the 13V (UL2)
supply and the beam current. If a fault condition is discovered the 9V supply is switched off via TR96. We'll consider
each of these monitoring actions in turn.
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In normal operation the flyback generator in the
TDA1771 field timebase chip IF01 produces positive-going
pulses at pin 10. These are fed to the base of transistor
TFO1, which is thus periodically switched on. The negative
pulses produced at its collector switch DR61 on with the
result that the charge across CR91 is reduced to less than
1V. During the periods between these negative (referred to
as —V) pulses RR93 charges CR91 to about 2.8V. In the
event of field scan failure there are no pulses from 1F01 so
TFO1 remains off and CR91 continues to charge. As a result
TR96 conducts and the set is switched to standby. The line
output transformer derived voltages then decay with the
result that TV92 switches on, as previously described,
keeping the 9V U2 supply disabled for a period of time. The
receiver will then reset and try to start up, but with the
continuing absence of pulses from the field output chip it
will go through the cycle again.
The main purpose of this circuit is to blank the screen
rapidly when the receiver is switched off. The voltage rise at
TV92's collector is passed via RV96 and DV96 to pin 35 of
IVO1. This is the blanking input: when the voltage here
reaches 2V the c.r.t. is driven to black level and is thus cut
off.
Disabling the U2 (9V) supply in this way is of help only
for fast switch off and to keep the receiver in standby until
the voltage across CV93 has decayed and is no longer able
to keep TV92 switched on.

supply will be disabled as described above. Secondly, if the
13V supply is missing when the receiver is switched on
TL90 will have no base bias. It will therefore remain
switched off and as TFOl's emitter will be without a chassis
return it will produce no pulses at its collector. So we have
the same situation as with field scan failure: CR91 continues
to charge and the 9V supply is cut off.

Beam Limiting
Finally the watchdog circuit provides protection against
excessive beam current. The beam current limiter (BCL)
works in the usual way. The earthy end of the e.h.t. section
of the line output transformer (pin 4) is returned to chassis
via RLO8 and DL08, which is forward biased from the h.t.
line via RL06. This resistor's value sets the beam current
limiting level: it varies with tube type (821d2 or 751S2). In
the event of excessive beam current DLO8 switches off and
the voltage at pin 4 of the line output transformer swings
negatively. As a result DV31 and/or DL90 switch on. DV31
pulls back the beam current via the contrast control circuit.
DL90 switches off TL90 with the result, as previously
described, that CR91 charges up, TR96 switches on and the
9V supply is shut down. There are some carefully worked
out time-constants in the BCL circuit to set the precise
control action under different conditions.

In Conclusion
Line Timebase Checks
The operation of the line timebase is checked via the 13V
line, in two ways. First, if the 13V supply (UL2) falls for
some reason this will be detected by TV92 and the 9V (U2)

So there we have the main features of the ICC6 chassis.
Much of the circuitry is straightforward and conventional,
but there are quite a few details that are a little unusual and
could cause confusion.

Servicing the ITT Digi-3 Chassis
Chris Watton

In this final article in the present series we'll look at the
Digi-3 chassis. There are fault notes at the end for all
three chassis we've covered. The Digi-3 chassis is able to
drive, 21, 24 and 28in. tubes. All sets have teletext and
some have hi-fi sound. The main panel contains the power
supply and the line and field timebase. Three panels plug
into it: an i.f./tuner module, an audio output and interfacing panel, and the digital signal processing panel.

Service Adjustments
There are very few controls, as most adjustments are
carried out via the remote control unit. In the alignment
mode this becomes the service processor. As the original
unit will probably have been replaced by the time the set
arrives on your bench, a list of the relevant functions and
the button to push is given below. The LED channel
display gives an indication of the mode.
To set up the receiver, feed in a suitable test signal and
move the small lever switch (the mode switch) on the
digital panel to the SE position. The display will read SE.
A preset in the power supply adjusts the operating voltages. Set it for a reading of 133V at the cathode of D795.
The other adjustments can then be carried out. All settings
are altered by using the volume ± buttons. The adjustment
sequence is not important, though the geometry adjustments are best carried out in the order given below.
(1) Vertical shift. Button 1, display Ul. Adust for correct
top position.
(2) Height. Button 2, display U2.
(3) Field linearity. Button 3, display U3.
(4) Width. Button 4, display H1.
(5) Pincushion correction. Button 5, display H2.
(6) Trapezium correction. Button 6, display H3. Repeated
pincushion and trapezium adjustments may be required.
(7) First anode (G2) voltage adjustment. Button 7, display
C. There are three LEDs above the display, red, yellow
and orange. Use R536 to adjust the G2 voltage for a
flashing yellow LED. If the red LED is lit the voltage is
too low, if the orange LED is lit it's too high. A stationary
picture is essential, as varying beam current upsets this
adjustment.
After setting the first anode voltage, set the gun cut-off
points. Determine the most sensitive cathode. This cannot
be adjusted — any attempt will give `— —' in the display.
Set the other cut-off points to match the fixed one.
(8) Red cut-off. Button 8, display Cl.
(9) Green cut-off. Button 9, display C2.
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(10) Blue cut-off. Button 2 (twenties), display C3.
Next adjust the drives. Alter only the predominant
colours: at least one setting must be left unchanged.
(11) Red drive. Button treble +, display C4.
(12) Green drive. Button text i, display C5.
(13) Blue drive. Text button, display C6.
(14) Decoder reference oscillator. Button bass —, display F.
Adjust for near-stationary colour.
Finally, load the new information into the memory by
pressing the TV key (the one that should return the set
from the text to the TV mode). SE will reappear in the
display. Return the mode switch to normal operation.

The Power Supply
These sets use a discrete-component chopper circuit
that provides mains isolation. It's similar to the circuit
used in the 80R chassis — see Fig. 1. The following output
voltages are provided: 133V h.t. (I); 5V (III); 8V (IV);
17V (VI); —17V (VII); 43V (IX). The other supply lines in
the set are either derived from these or from the line
output stage. They are 12.6V (V); 16.8V (VIII); 13V (X);
—13V (XI); 220V (XIII). The LOPT also provides the
e.h.t., focus and first anode voltages. A bridge rectifier
produces 300V for the chopper circuit, which also has a
12V line on the primary side. A separate bridge rectifier
and regulator provide a 5V (I) supply for the control
circuit (microcontroller IC1401 and the associated components).
At switch on the bridge rectifier D703-6 charges its
reservoir capacitor C705 to approximately 300V. At the
same time C714 charges via R731. The link via T733 to
the base of T721 switches it on and transistors T726 (the
chopper driver) and T742 (the chopper transistor) switch
on. Because of T742's inductive load, the voltage across
R743 rises linearly. When it reaches 0.7V transistors
T716 and T711 conduct. Since T711 shorts the base and
emitter of T726 it switches off, removing the drive at the
base of T742 which also switches off. The energy stored
in the transformer is then released, driving the rectifiers
on the secondary side of the circuit.
When T726 switches off its collector voltage falls very
rapidly, taking the base of T721 negatively via R726 and
C726. Thus T721 switches off. With T742 off there's no
voltage drop across R743. T716 and T711 switch off,
removing the short-circuit across the base and emitter of
T726. T726 cannot switch on again however until T721
conducts. This depends on the time taken for C726 to
charge via R733. Once it does, T726 and T742 switch on
again, building up energy in the transformer.
The conductive T721 switches T722 on via C718 and
R724. These transistors latch on. Meanwhile C743 is
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Fig. 1: The chopper power supply circuit used in the ITT Digi 3 chassis.

charged negatively via D741. Thus T716 is switched on
only when the voltage across R743 exceeds 0.7V. As the
energy in the transformer builds up between cycles, the
charge across C743 increases and eventually zener diode
D721 is biased on. This switches off T722 via R725, and
as a result the chopper switch off is initiated by T721
instead of T716/T711. In this way T742's collector
current is limited at a certain level and the output voltages
are stabilised at about 80 per cent of their normal level.
Once the set is running normally T726 is switched on
by a drive waveform from the DPU2540 deflection
processor chip IC620 via T752 and pulse transformer
Tr751. T752 acts as an error detector/pulse width modulator. The point at which it switches on when the drive
waveform is applied to its base depends on the d.c. conditions at its base and emitter. Base bias is set by R762 (set
h.t.) which is taken to and thus samples both the 133V and
the 17V supplies. Thus variation in these supply voltages
with loading changes adjusts the conduction point of
T752 and the on/off time of T742 to compensate. T751
also varies the biasing. A negative voltage derived from
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tag k of the transformer via D752 is applied to the base of
T751. This adjusts for mains voltage fluctuations, which
are instantly reflected by the transformer. There is also an
input to the circuit from the beam sensing point in the line
output stage (breathing compensation).
As with the other chassis we've looked at in this series,
the line output transistor is driven by a secondary winding
on the chopper transformer.

Overload Protection
In the event of an overload the 'electronic fuse' will
operate. Transistors T716/714/711 provide this trip action,
sensing the voltage across R743. If the overload is permanent, the charge developed across C715 when T716
conducts will build up until the point is reached when
T714 switches on. T714 and T716 then latch on, with
T711, and the drive to the chopper is removed. The power
supply will not start up again until C715 has discharged.
To do this, switch the set off for a minute or connect a
15k0 resistor across C715. To operate the power supply
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with the electronic fuse disabled, leave the 15142 resistor
in place then switch on. This can be useful when you are
trying, to assess the source of an overload. Never leave the
resistor in place if it makes the set come on.

The HF Module
The h.f. module, type TCU-CCU, differs from those
used in the earlier sets. It contains a frequency-divider chip
in addition to the u.h.f. tuner and i.f. section. This
module's important pins are: TZ6 12.5V input; TZ7 0-30V
tuning voltage input; TZ14 12.5V output; TZ15 1.314-2MHz f/64 frequency-divider output; TZ16 5V input;
TZ23 CVBS output; TZ30 audio output. There are also
various earthing pins.
As with previous h.f. modules, you can get trouble with
the PCB/can soldering and the electrolytics can give up.
But the problems are fewer than with the previous
modules. Once again if you don't fancy repairing one of
these cans MCES of Manchester will do a good job for
you.

The Interface/Audio Output Panel
The interface/audio output panel carries the set's
input/output signal links and the audio demodulator and
output stages. Various slightly different boards have been
used — they are all similar. Power for the TDA2040 audio
output chips is applied at pins ST3 —17V, ST2 17V and
ST1 chassis. The demodulated audio signal goes to the
digi board from which processed L and R audio signals
return to this board. There's an audio muting circuit which
is controlled by the microcontroller chip IC1401. It works
by shorting out the inputs to the audio output chips. The
mute control input is at pin 5 of socket BN: 12V here
mutes the sound, OV gives normal sound.
There are two 14503 switching chips on the panel, one
for the audio signals and the other for video. The audio
chip switches between scart and tuner inputs. Plug DN is
the connection to the digital signal processing panel. Pins
5 and 7 are the tuner signal inputs, pins 6 and 8 are the
scart audio inputs. The video routes are via the other chip,
IC3004. Tuner video comes in at pin ST10, passing
through the chip from which it finally emerges at pin 15. It
goes in at pin 12, comes out at pin 14, goes back in at pin
5, comes out again at pin 4, passes through transistor
T3031, returns at pin 2 then passes out from pin 15 to transistor T3039. It goes to the digi board via pin 12 of plug
DN.
Scart audio and video inputs are selected by a control
voltage from the microcontroller chip IC1401. It enters the
panel at pin 4 of plug BN, then goes via transistor T3032
to pins 9 and 11 of the two switching chips. At plug BN
the voltage levels are 5V for TV, OV for AV: after T3032
the levels are 12V for TV, OV for AV. The RGB inputs
from the scart socket pass straight through this panel to the
digital signal processing board. The status switching input
at pin 8 of the scart socket passes via transistor T3982 to
the micrcocontroller chip, which tells the switches on the
interface/audio output panel which state to be in.

The Control Panel
The control panel houses the microcontroller chip, a
memory chip, a tuner interfacing chip and the remote
control receiver chip. It's coupled to the digital signal
processing board, messages being passed between them.
The control panel is mounted behind the customer control
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unit. It has five main functions, as follows.
First on/off power switching. A small mains transformer, fed from the mains on/off switch, feeds a bridge
rectifier and 78L05AC regulator which produces the 5V
standby supply (I). A relay circuit controls the mains
power feed to the main chassis. The relay is controlled by
the on/off output at pin 5 of the microcontroller chip
IC1401. It's also controlled by a momentary contact on the
mains switch. This activates the relay at receiver switch
on. Thereafter IC1401 takes over control. There are two
transistors in the relay circuit, T1403 and T1404.
Photodiode D1411 detects the infra-red remote control
signals, passing them to the TBA2800 receiver/amplifier
chip IC1404. The output from this is fed to pin 12 of
IC1401 and also, via plug DB2, to the digi board.
IC1403 (MEA2901) is the tuner interfacing chip. It
converts digital information from IC1401 into an
analogue voltage to control the varicap tuner. IC1403
receives 12.6V at pin 7, 16.8V at pin 13 and the 33V
tuning supply at pin 14. The tuning supply is stabilised
by a ZTK33B regulator which is linked to the 43V supply
via R1459. Channel up/down commands from IC1401
enter IC1403 at pins 3 and 2 respectively: the tuning
voltage output appears at pins 15 and 16 which are
connected together.
Memory chip IC1402 (different types are used in
different models) stores the customer audio and video
settings, the tuning information and the alignment information. It's a reprogrammable, non-volatile device that
can be responsible for various faults. When ordering a
replacement it's essential to quote the part number, which
is on a white label stuck to the chip, as the preprogramming is done at the factory. Fitting an incorrect chip can
lead you astray.
The SEL02 microcontroller chip IC1401 is responsible
for the operating and tuning systems. It receives a supply
from the on-board 5V regulator at pin 27. This supply is
also used by the emitter-follower T1401 which feeds the
4MHz crystal clock oscillator signal (at pin 1 of IC1401,
the crystal being X1401) to the digi board. The standby
LED circuit is also fed from this rail. IC1401 receives, at
pins 2, 29 and 40, 5V from the main chassis: this voltage
appears once the power supply is up and running. IC1401
controls the keyboard, the display and the LEDS. The IM
bus is connected to IC1401, the memory chip IC1402 and
the digi board.

Output Stages
The line and field output stages, the EW modulator and
the RGB output stages are all conventional and have some
similarities with the Compact 80 series.

The Digi Board
There are eight i.c.s on the digital signal processing
panel, as follows:
10610 MCU2600 master clock generator: This generates, with crystal X610, a 17.734MHz clock signal which
is fed to all the other chips on the panel.
10620 DPU2540 deflection processor: This is fed with
the composite video signal, in digital form, and produces
the line, field and EW correction drive signals. The line
drive is fed to the chopper circuit. There's a return safety
voltage at pin 25, via connector DV1. In the event of field
collapse, this will operate the blanking circuit. Check here
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if the symptom is no raster with the tube's heaters alight.
10630 PVPU2200 PAL video processor: This separates
the digital composite video signal into its chroma and
luminance components and carries out PAL decoding. It
also carries out automatic black-level adjustment, with
feedback from the RGB output stages on the tube base
panel at pins 15 and 16.
10640 TPU2732 teletext processor: In addition to teletext decoding this chip accepts the RGB signals from the
interfacing/audio output panel. It provides RGB plus
blanking outputs, either text of AV, at pins 6-9.
10645 HM4816AP-7 DRAM: This memory chip operates
with IC640 as a page store.
10650 VCU2100A video codec: This converts the
analogue composite video signal to digital form, which is
then fed to 10620 for sync purposes, to IC630 for PAL
decoding and to IC640 for teletext processing. It receives
RGB plus blanking inputs from IC640 and separate digital
luminance (8 bits) and chroma (4 bits) inputs from IC630,
converting them to analogue RGB outputs at pins 28, 27
and 26 respectively.
10670 APU2400E audio processor: After digital audio
signal processing this chip produces analogue L and R
outputs at pins 19 and 20 respectively.

all the chips on the digi board and the microcontroller and
memory chips on the control panel. The IM bus has four
lines, clock (4MHz), data, ident and reset.
This is a simplified summary of what goes on in the
digital signal processing section of the receiver, but when
faced with the unfamiliar it's useful to know which of
these large chips does what. Note that they are all MOS
devices. Fig. 2 shows the general arrangement. The digital
audio data is sent from IC680 to IC670 in serial form:
IC680 incorporates a parallel-to-serial converter while
IC670 has a serial-to-parallel converter.
The clock chip IC610 can give some misleading
results, and the memory chip IC1402 on the control panel
is often the cause of trouble. As the reset and supply
lines are common to all the chips on the board it should
be necessary to check them at only one point -- unless
there's broken print. The supplies are as follows: 12.5V
at DV15, 5V (III) at DV17, 8V at DV16 and 5V (II) at
DV18.

FAULTS LISTS
We'll conclude this article with faults lists for the three
chassis that have been covered in the series.
Compact 80R Chassis

Dead set: Check C701, D712 and D714.
10680 ADC2300E audio converter: This chip receives
the demodulated and external audio inputs and converts
them to digital form for feeding to IC670. It also carries
out signal selection in conjunction with the MC14053
audio switch on the interface/audio output panel.
There's a reset pulse generator on this board, consisting
of transistors T691 and T692 and the associated components. The reset pulses are fed to the IM bus which links
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Dead set with electronic fuse in operation, works when
this is overridden: Check C703.
Dead set, electronic fuse in operation: Line output transformer faulty or a short across one of the supply lines on
the secondary side of the chopper circuit.
No picture: Lack of the sandcastle pulses at the decoder
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chip because of field collapse or failure of T401
(BC238B).

Intermittent tripping: Check the value of R754 (1601d/).
Poor starting: Replace C714 (10pF).

Excessive width: EW modulator driver transistor T536
(BD135) short-circuit.

Monoprint B Chassis
Dead set: Check D733, IC701, R715, R721, D702.
Dead set, tripped: Line output transformer faulty or a
short across one of the supply lines on the secondary side
of the chopper circuit.
Dead set, primary side of the power supply o.k.: Check
D733 and C734.

Intermittent standby: Check the 5V regulator (IC1405)
on the control panel.
No picture or sound, e.h.t. present: D771 short-circuit.
Field faults: Can be caused by the 5V regulator chip IC771
(L78S05CV).
Unlinear field scan: Replace the 6.8V zener diode D411.
Picture shifted downwards: Another fault that can be
caused by the 6.8V zener diode D411.
Line at top of screen: Replace R431 (330Q).

Set appears to be in standby but the e.h.t. is present:
Check C772.
Set is stuck in standby: Check C715.
Intermittent dead set: Check pins of chopper transformer.

Line phase faults: C209 and C234 in the h.f. module, also
dry-joints in this module, will cause apparent line timebase
faults.
Intermittent loss of remote control operation: Check
T1410 (BC238C) on the control panel.

Poor starting: Check C701 and C707.
Low h.t., set runs but no e.h.t.: Line output transformer
defective. Look at the line output transistor's collector
waveform. If ragged with lots of spikes the LOPT is
suspect.

Intermittent loss of colour: Replace the MCU2600 chip
IC610.
Incorrect colour: IC630 (PVPU2200) or crystal X610.
No colour: Memory chip on the control panel (IC1402).

Cuts out, intermittently looses channel memory:
Replace 5V regulator IC1405.
No on-board control: The keypad may be defective.
Cleaning it may cure the fault.

No picture or sound: Was caused by the video switch chip
IC3004 on the interface/audio output panel.
Weak picture: Was caused by T1013 (BF493), one of the
feedback transistors on the tube base panel.

No teletext, though the indicator comes on when teletext
is selected, and channels won't change: Replace the
DPU2540 chip on the teletext panel.

Poor resolution: Can be caused by the VCU2100A codec
chip IC650 on the digi board.

Digi-3 Chassis

Blank raster: Can be caused by the VCU2100A chip
IC650 on the digi board.

Dead set: Check the chopper transistor T742. A defective
DPU2540 deflection processor chip can drive the
chopper/line output stage at the wrong frequency with the
result that the power supply shuts down.

No tuning: Likely to be caused by the ME,A2901 tuner
interface chip IC1403 on the control panel.
Noisy picture, low gain: Can be caused by the memory
chip IC1402 on the control panel.

Dead set, h.t. very low: C535 (1nF) short-circuit.
Dead set, chopper transistor blows: Change all the bridge
rectifier didoes (D703-6).

No tuning, channel display o.k.: Microcontroller chip
IC1401 faulty.
No text: Can be caused by failure of D403 (1N4148).

Dead set, R519 burnt up: Replace D513 (BY448).
Corrupt text: 10640 (TPU2732) faulty.
Dead set, tripped: Check the rectifiers that produce the
±13V supplies (D547-8).
Dead set, line output stage fault: Check for shorts across
the secondary supplies before condemning the line output
transformer. Disconnect the scan plug to check the power
supply.
Dead set, electronic fuse in operation: Various faults that
load secondary circuits will activate the electronic fuse, i.e.
faulty field or audio output chips or digi board faults.
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Text information displaced: IC640 (TPU2732) faulty.
Horizontal lines on the piCture: The MEA2901 tuner
interface chip IC1403 on the control panel faulty.
Picture unstable: Deflection processor IC620 (DPU2540)
faulty.
Most sound faults: The APU2400E audio processor chip
IC670 faulty.
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Further Confessions of a TLO
Mark Paul
"Look mister, whatever your name is." She paused.
I gave her my name again.
"I don't care what you say, get this bacon off my television" she continued.
Her plea did not refer to a new low in the trade, a high street
shop that sold consumer electronics as an adjunct to being a
butchers. Rather it was an emotional cry from the heart of a
customer whose TV set was suffering from amateur radio interference. Before I could reply there was another outburst.
"Look. I've written to him, the Troublevision repair man
has checked the set, and I've even had two government men
around checking for radiation and leakage. This is the end.
I've reached my limit.
She left and went upstairs, leaving me alone at the living
room window. I was in a modest semi-detached house in a
leafy suburbia, looking out with hatred at the cause of my
problems — a 20ft mast with a crosshatch array of Yagis,
reflecting dipoles, dishes, rods and whatever else could
possibly be attached. The whole assemblage of bits and
bobs cast a long, ominous shadow, even with a late morning
sun, across the back lawn and straight into the house. As I
looked, the gantry slowly started to rotate towards me, as if
reading my mind. I shook my head. Reading far too much
Asimov, I thought. Yet there it was, fascinating to behold as
it slowly swayed on its mount, a monster-like Meccano set
gone mad.
It seemed to me that life can be very lonely for a TLO.
What was I doing here anyway?

Angelique
The phone had rung the evening before. It was Head
Office. The all-important Customer Relations Office, which is
linked with that other world of crazies, Marketing Department.
"Hello there, this is Angelique Matthew-Henry here".
Where do they get these names, I thought to myself. "Look"
she continued, "we've got this customer having a bit of a
problem with interference from somewhere on her television."
"What kind of interference?" I asked.
"You know, lines on the picture stuff. Probably only aerial
trouble. McGurgle's the name and she thinks it's to do with a
butchers next door — at least that's what I think she meant. She
was a bit excited when I spoke to her."
"You mean something like thermostat interference" I
suggested.
"That's it! Probably faulty switching."
This was all I needed, an Angelique telling me there was a
faulty thermostat. She wouldn't know one from a hen.
"So what do you want me to do?"
"I think you'll have to play it by ear when you get there."
Wonderful. A great help.
"Out of interest, where is 'there'?"
"Redcar in Yorkshire. Not far from you really. I promised
the customer you'd be there tomorrow."
`Not that far really'. Had she no sense of geography and
distance?
"I've spoken to the Interference People" she continued.
"They'll send someone along to be with you. The dealer has
also been contacted and says he will be present: Please send us
a report on the outcome for our files. Byeee."
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Where do they come from I asked myself. Surely genetic
engineering is not that advanced.. .

On the Day
It had been a long drive, of over 200 miles, which had
meant an earlier than usual start — always a painful experience.
And I was now beginning to feel the effects as I gazed out of
the window.
Reality came back with a sudden loud noise as the living
room door burst open. As I swung round I caught my first
sight of Mr McGurgle.
He probably looked worse than he was. At least that was
my earnest hope at the time as, with a smile, I stretched out
my hand and introduced myself. He stood there like a mountain, at least 6.5ft high. As he took my hand it disappeared
inside a mass of calloused flesh. I considered myself lucky to
get it back again.
While I was taking in this spectacle Mrs McGurgle was
moving about excitedly, giving in a garbled fashion a potted
history of the events to date. She regularly pointed wildly out
of the window at the cause of her discomforture, referring to it
in language that even Rab C. Nesbit wouldn't recognise.
I wondered whether Mr McGurgle would like Angelique's
home phone number. For a brief moment I let my mind
wander down dark avenues of thought as I considered what I
would do if I ever got out of this alive.
Mr McGurgle glowered at me, then at the TV set, then at
the mast and finally at his wife who was waving her arms
about and carrying on remorselessly. He simply bellowed
"shut up, woman".
This sort of direct approach in such a situation can have a
very positive effect, breaking the tension and sharply focusing
everyone's mind on the current problem. I decided to move
slowly towards the door.
En route I was arrested by Mr McGurgle who addressed me
with a stare. "All right, what's the score?" He was a man of
few words.
I explained, gently, that as the manufacturer's representative I was on this bright-light mission to give whatever assistance was necessary to the dealer who, by the way, was in a
better position to accept any legal proceedings under the Sale
of Goods Act. But any such action would be unnecessary, as
he would sort out the problem once he arrived with the engineers from the DTI.
As I finished this little presentation there was a sudden gust
of wind that whistled and moaned through the swaying gantry.
We all turned and looked at the common enemy. This brief
pause in the proceedings was interrupted by the chiming of the
front door bell.

Visitors
The now calmer Mrs McGurgle disappeared into the hall to
open the front door for the visitors. Mr McGurgle and I fell
silent as we waited expectantly for the next phase in the drama
to start.
"Mrs McGurgle?" a man's voice enquired. A very smooth
and confident voice.
"Yes."
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"Good morning. I'm Nick the Greek from Troublevision,
come to have a look at your television. I believe you met these
two men on their previous visit."
"Hello again Mrs McGurgle. Still got trouble then?" said
one of the 'government men' in a fatherly tone.
The outside door closed and the three men entered the
lounge, to be confronted with the presence of Mr McGurgle.
Mrs McGurgle came in behind them and almost collided with
their collective backs as they came to a halt.
"This is my husband" she volunteered.
There was a frozen moment of time as the little group took
in the situation. The body language of all three visitors clearly
indicated that this would be the right time to take early retirement. But the moment of tenseness passed quickly, and Nick
the Greek was once again wearing his 'double-glazing' smile.
"Mr McGurgle, I'm Nick the Greek from Troublevision."
He thrust out his hand, to be encompassed by that massive
paw.
"And my name's Cranford" a tall government man said,
"and this is Mr Manners", pointing to his frowning and much
shorter colleague, "but please just call us Mutt and Jeff." He
finished with a strained smile. I noted that neither of them
offered his hand. Chickens!
I introduced myself to them and laid the ground rules for
the game by saying that 'we' were sure that between them
`they' would be able to solve the problem.
I must break in here to explain things to all you aspiring
TLOs. In my experience it's always good practice in such a
situation to be seen as fully identified with the customer and his
needs as quickly as possible. Being one with the customer
polarises the relationships and produces the following advantages:
(1) The 'real enemy' is registered in the customer's mind and
stays that way whatever the future developments.
(2) Your company gets the kudos for a successful outcome
while the now recognised enemy gets kicked in the event of
failure.
(3) The TLO-to-customer bonding thus established generally
produces a cup of tea and improves your self-preservation
count.
Nick didn't know quite how to take this pronouncement of
mine. His fading smile showed that he knew something had
happened, though he couldn't put his finger on it. Mutt and
Jeff just grunted.

Down to Business
Things then got gown to business rapidly. Under the
watchful eye of the McGurgles, with whom I was sharing a
mug of tea, there was a confab followed by Jeff leaving the
house to head for the Ham's shack to co-ordinate the investigation from there. Nick tried to look busy by switching the set
on, cycling through the channels and producing a circuit
diagram.
A few minutes later there was a crackle and hiss from the
little walky-talky that Mutt held in his hand, with a voice that
sounded vaguely like Jeff's.
"Mutt? Over."
"Read you Jeff. Over."
"Preliminary checks on equipment and installation seem
good. Rigg impedance matching normal. Harmonic radiation
within spec on analyser. Equipment leakage acceptable.
Frequency counter verifies accuracy of crystal control. Equipment earth-bonding to water pipe good. Double screening on
sensitive bits. Ham's licence o.k. Over."
I was watching Mrs McGurgle who seemed to twitch at the
technical phrases. Mr McGurgle looked mesmerised.
"Ask the Ham to start transmitting. Over."
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Almost immediately the picture broke up, with complete
loss of sync and a very heavy superimposed pattern. The loudspeaker tried desperately to say something, but only an odd
noise came through. Mrs McGurgle, witnessing her bane,
went into the beginnings of another fit.
Mutt took command of the situation. "Is this the problem
you're having, Mrs McGurgle?" It was hardly a tactful question
From the corner of my eye I saw Mr McGurgle shift his
position, his hand gripping tighter the now empty mug. To
delay the missile launch I asked soothingly "does it happen on
all channels?" Mutt blinked and returned to the task in hand.
"Jeff. Tell the Ham to keep transmitting on that frequency,
then come over here with the gear. Over and out."
With the return of Jeff things began to heat up. Mutt and
Jeff started the ritual of trying to capture the unwanted signal.
As we sat there watching — by now Nick had joined me and
the McGurgles on the settee with a second mug of tea — we
felt a sense of awe. The two men raced around the television
set, fitting then removing various traps, aerial braidbreakers,
stub filters and so on. The receiver was moved first this way
then that. There were ferrite rings, large and small, on the
mains lead, the extension speaker leads, the aerial lead and the
scart lead. After each manoeuvre both men would pause and
stare intently at the screen.
Time went by. The speaker still produced a choked-off
rasping noise, and the picture was still buried beneath moving
lines. The government men were beginning to slow down.
As I viewed the scene before me I couldn't help feeling a
shade uneasy. The area around the television set, which was
now positioned near the centre of the room, looked like a cross
between the Battelship Galactica and a plumber's merchant.
But what really brought the situation to a critical state was
when Mutt asked Mrs McGurgle is she had a roll of baconfoil
he could use.

Mayhem
All mayhem then broke out. Mrs McGurgle jumped up and
started to shout, gesticulate and question the parentage of the
`bacon'. Mr McGurgle rose slowly from where he was sitting
and, with the determination of a man who has a plan, strode
over to Jeff who was trying yet another filter. With one hand
he gripped Jeff's lapels, lifted him bodily away from the television set and dumped him on the settee next to me. He then
threw into the garden, through the window which was open
behind the receiver, adjustable traps, breakers, ferrite rings,
leads, tools, equipment and anything else he could lay his
hands on — all the while muttering threats of murder.
Nick from Troublevision felt that he had a duty to protect
the receiver, which was on rental, and stood over it like a dog
guarding his bone. Cool I thought.
Mutt was half-heartedly trying to get Mr McGurgle to
desist. He oscillated nervously between the window and the
door, not knowing which way to go as the noise of crashing
equipment continued.
I sat there on the settee, still holding the half empty mug of
tea, like an island of peace amidst the stormy sea. Mrs McGurgle
was in a frenzy, while Mr McGurgle was totally absorbed in the
task of ridding his home of all intrusive technology. Mutt held
his face in his hands and was ready to weep as his prized technology was being scattered across the wet earth. Jeff, who had
been beneath the set, attempted to rescue his precious rings
before they whizzed out of the window. Nick, with his circuit
diagram tucked under one arm and one eye on Mr McGurgle,
was struggling to lift the receiver off its stand to safety.
Ah me! Such is life I thought as I rose and laid down my
mug, saying my goodbyes — which no one heard — as I left.
"Play it by ear" she had said!
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TV Fault
Finding

Reports from Philip Blundell, AMIEIEE,
John C. Priest, David Chaplin, Dave Mackrill,
Glyn Dickinson, John Edwards, David Belmont,
Michael Dranfield, Tony Ashworth, Keith Evans
and Terry Lamoon

Philips 26CE2080/05T (2A Chassis)

Other engineers often bring me one of these sets with the
following 'fault' condition. The set is dead, and if the power
supply is run up with a dummy load the bulb lights then
gradually dims and goes out. What they've usually done is
to fit the wrong degaussing thermistor. Sets fitted with 110°
tubes require a dual-thermistor that consists of one positive
and one negative temperature coefficient element. The
P.B.
correct part no. is 4822 116 40033.

first confirmed then plug R on the power supply panel was
disconnected to isolate the 127V feed to the line output
stage. A 60W bulb was fitted as a dummy load instead. On
test we found that the h.t. supply rose to 123V before the
power supply shut down. When plug Q was removed,
disconnecting the 27V feed to the audio PCB, the power
supply came on and stayed on. When the dummy load was
disconnected there was a normal picture. A new TA8216AH
audio power amplifier chip (IC801) cleared the fault. J.C.P.

Mitsubishi CT2155

If the picture has horizontal bars superimposed on it check
around the 12V regulator IC902 for ripple. You'll probably
P.B.
find that C920 (470pF, 25V) has dried up.

Ferguson TX90 Chassis (20in version)

For ragged verticals check C2633 (100pF) by replacement.
P.B.
It decouples the supply to the line driver stage.

This set would intermittently display a narrow, rippling
picture. When the fault was present the h.t. was low and the
set-h.t. control RV224 had no effect. Inspection showed that
heat had darkened the PCB in the vicinity of the boost regulator circuit. More to the point, the track between diodes
D112 and D114 had cracked. When the track had been
repaired the h.t. was reset to 115V. All was then well. D.C.

Panasonic TC2622 (U3W Chassis)

Grundig P55-245 (CUC2401 Chassis)

The complaint about this set was of persistent intermittent
field collapse over a long period of time. The underside of
the main PCB certainly showed evidence of much previous
work in the area of the field output transistors Q402/Q403
and the jungle chip IC501. As flexing the heatsink plate on
which the field output transistors are mounted momentarily
restored full scan the relevant area of print was desoldered
with braid and cleaned up and major components in the area
were removed, scraped and tinned. Then everything was
refitted. A general check of the print was carried out, using
a strong magnifier and lamp, and any doubtful areas were
resoldered.
On test the symptoms were exactly as before. Voltage
checks again showed that under the fault condition the field
output pair of transistors were not conducting, though drive
was present at pin 9 of IC501 and all relevant resistors
measured correctly. To cut a long story short, the lower
transistor (Q403) of the output pair had an intermittently
open-circuit base-emitter junction. With a meter clipped
across the transistor's base and emitter pins, while it was out
of circuit for diode checks, a pull on the base pin opened the
connection. Releasing the pin restored the reading. A new
2SD837 restored permanent field scanning.
J.C.P.

Sound but no picture, with a smell of burning, was the
report on this set. The owner said that a new mains switch
had recently been fitted. We found that the previous repairer
hadn't tied back the twin lead that conveys the mains
voltage to the main PCB. It was lying alongside the line
output transformer's e.h.t. overwinding. As a result there
had been arcing, and both the lead and the transformer had
subsequently burnt. A new LOPT had to be fitted. All the
leads were properly dressed well out of harm's way. D.C.

Philips CP110 Chassis

Huanyu 37C3

The chopper transformer whined: otherwise the set was
dead. A check showed that the full h.t. reached the collector
of the line output transistor. We eventally found that L782,
which is in series with the line output transistor's emitter
connection, was dry-jointed.
D.C.
Pye 68KE3985/05M (Philips CP110 Chassis)

This set is used, with a VCR, in the lecture theatre of our
local D.G. hospital. The lecturers had complained that there
was a loud whistling once the set had warmed up. Hot-melt
D.C.
glue on the line linearity coil ensured silence.

JVC AV21F1EK (JX Chassis)

Our field engineer found that this set would come on for ten
seconds, with the LEDs lit but no raster, then go off again as
a result of the operation of the power supply protection shutdown circuit. As he could find no shorts in the power supply
or the line output stage he uplifted the set for workshop
attention.
With the set on the bench the preliminary findings were
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Hitachi G8Q Chassis -- Warning

In this chassis the mains bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor C906 (220pF, 385V) retains a heavy charge for several
days. If the power supply isn't working it charges to the
usual 300V or so. With normal operation this drops to
around 170V. Before cold testing or carrying out any resoldering C906 should be discharged, using a 1kS1 resistor —
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otherwise you may soon regret not having done so.
If you are lucky, you'll receive only a nasty shock. But if,
for example, the pins of Q902 (SGSIF344) are momentarily
short-circuited a small spark can occur. This may damage
the UC3844 chopper control chip IC901. If power is then
applied without replacing this chip fuse FS901 may blow
together with Q902, ZD901 (BZX79-C27) and D905
D.M.
(BYD33D). Guess how I found out!

had no effect, and there were no on-screen graphics. So we
carried out checks around the M50432551SP microcontroller
chip IC1101. There were normal scan pulses when
commands were present, a 4MHz clock signal was present at
pins 33 and 34 and there was a ripple-free supply at pin 42.
But there was no movement at any of the data output pins. So
there was nothing for it but to replace the chip. Fortunately
the set was happy with its new brain and burst into life — I
J.E.
didn't even have to tune it in.

Philips CF1 Chassis
Rolling was the complaint with one of these sets. There was
in fact lack of field sync, as the picture could be made to roll
down or up. Most of the sync processing is carried out in the
TDA2577A chip but, since this chip is becoming hard to
obtain, we decided to check any relevant peripheral components. R3379 and C2377 form the field sync pulse integrator: when checked C2377 (10pF) was found to be almost
G.D.
open-circuit.

Sanyo CTP7132 (80P Chassis)
If the 2SD871 line output transistor has gone short-circuit,
replace C312 (10pF) in the power supply and check the
other two small electrolytics before switching on again.
Also clean the line hold control (under the control flap), as
little fingers twiddling this often lead to failure of the line
output transistor. If the latter fails again at switch on, the
line output transformer is suspect. If a picture does appear it
will probably be slightly out of focus. The transformer is
again to blame — the tubes have a long life in these sets.
The cause of field collapse is usually the 2,200pF field
G.D.
scan coupling capacitor C445 going open-circuit.

Matsui 14/16/2060
Intermittent sound is a very common fault with these sets —
though it never seems to occur in the workshop! The cure is
to remove connector JA03 on the audio/AV switching PCB,
throw it away and solder the wires directly to the panel. G.D.

Alba CT744
The line output transformer in these sets has a short life.
Replacements are quite cheap, but beware! If the overwinding has broken down lots of volts will have been sent
down the beam limiter and contrast control lines. In one
case we had to replace R425 (0.680, 1W), R435 (101d2),
R383 (22052), IC301 (TA7698AP), R419, R424 (10k52),
D302/3/4 and D409 (all 1N4148) as well as the transformer.
All this after we'd given an estimate!
To avoid the same mistake, check closely around the
LOPT and the colour decoder chip for burnt resistors. G.D.

Saisho CM16R
This set was dead with the standby indicator on. A replacement STK7308 chopper chip (IC501) restored normal operaJ.E.
tion.

Philips 2A Chassis
There was normal sound but just a blank screen. When the
first anode control was turned up there was a full raster with
flyback lines. Scope checks around the TDA3561A colour
decoder chip IC7300 showed that there was a video input at
pin 10 but no RGB outputs at pins 12, 14 and 16. A new chip
J.E.
restored the picture.

Toshiba 255T7B
We found that the line output transistor Q404 (ON4408) was
short-circuit, the cause being dry-joints at plug/socket 570.
Intermittent field collapse is another fault you get because of
dry-joints at this plug.
J.E.
Boots CTV1417R
This set was dead apart from a squealing power supply. The
cause of this was the 2SD1426 line output transistor which
was short-circuit. When a replacement was fitted the set came
to life but there was no sound and a blank screen. So we
turned up the first anode preset and found that there was field
collapse. R234 (4752) was discoloured and charred though it
measured all right. Its distress was caused by a short-circuit
12V zener diode (LD212). The set worked normally when
we'd replaced these two items.

Solavox 141
There were no signals, just snow. A check showed that the
tuning voltage was missing at pin VT of the tuner. We didn't
have a circuit diagram, but as the tuning and channel preset
circuitry is on the front vertical panel this seemed to be a
good place to start. As luck would have it there was a very
sad looking 4701d2 resistor (R010) — the colour bands could
just be recognised. It read open-circuit and on fitting a
replacement the set's tuning was restored.
J.E.

Matsui 1422
The cause of a dead set or a buzzing power supply is almost
always C617 (4.7nF, lkV), a blue disc ceramic capacitor.
Also check C612 which lives next door. Faulty ones will
have started to crack, but this isn't always visible with the
component in situ. It's easy to mistake this fault for an overload in the line output stage. The surge limiter resistor will
fail if the set is left on.
G.D.

Hitachi G6P Chassis
One of these sets would sometimes fail to start up from
standby at switch on. The cause was a dry-joint at R1172
(1kS2), which is connected between pin 38 of the microcontroller chip IC1101 and the collector of Q1103. To come out
of standby at switch on, Q1103 momentarily connects pins 2
and 38 of IC1101.
J.E.

Hitachi G6P Chassis

Decca/Tatung 130 Chassis

This set refused to do anything other than produce a snowfilled raster. Operation of the remote and manual controls

The picture displayed by one of these sets looked as if the
contrast or the tube's emission was low. We traced the cause
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to R425 and R426 (both 681(0) however. They are in the
D.B.
beam limiter circuit and were both open-circuit.

Hitachi C2564N
A crackling noise from the speakers was the complaint with
this set. The cause was traced to IC4010 which was intermitD.B.
tently giving a low-voltage output.

Hitachi C2519R (G8Q Chassis)
One of these sets lost its green picture content intermittently.
The cause was a defective green output transistor. As we
didn't have the BF459 in stock we replaced all three RGB
D.B.
output transistors with BF462s.

we'd cured this one by resoldering the pins of the little feedback pulse transformer Tr712. Two weeks later the set
bounced, with the same fault. This time the transformer had
to be replaced. We assume that the resoldering heat the first
time round had temporarily healed a defect within the transM.Dr.
former.

Hitachi C2574TN
There was a faint purple band through the picture, noticeable
only on very dark scenes. The cause was ringing in the
chroma delay line (DL501) — scope checks showed that the
band was actually a reflection of the burst signal. The cure
T.A.
was a new delay line, part no. 2164051.

Matsui 2092T
Philips 14GR1021 (GR1-AX Chassis)
This set was dead with no line drive. We found that the small
choke (L5524, 1•5mH) in the supply to the line driver stage
had failed. It's fitted by the side of the line output transformer.
M.Dr.
One taken from a scrap set cured the fault.

The cause of a set which is slow to start from cold or
completely dead is usually R507 UMW in the power
supply. For added reliability 8506 (820k52) should also be
T.A.
replaced.

Sony KV2972U (AE2B Chassis)
Ferguson TX90 Chassis
Here's a quick summary of various faults we've had:
Field collapse or linearity faults: Replace D106 if leaky. Its
type varies between different models.
Bad ripple on picture and hum on sound: Check the 12V
regulator IC105's output. This must be spot on at 12V. If not,
replace it.
Ragged verticals, condition improves if the
brightness/contrast is reduced: Replace C189 (22pF, 50V)
in the power supply. It dries up.
Intermittent failure of R4050 (Model 20E1): Check/replace
TR107, TR108, D112, D114, D110 and R267 in the power
supply, D113 and D125 associated with the line output transistor, and check for dry-joints at the line scan coupling capacitor C193. This last item may have changed value because of
heating and thus be in need of replacement.
Field collapse or partial collapse with no video information displayed: Check at the collectors of the RGB output
transistors to see whether the supply contains line-frequency
hash. If line ripple is present here replace C190 (22pF), the
reservoir capacitor for the 175V supply. In addition to
powering the RGB output transistors this supply is used to
bias the field output stage.
No colour: Disable the colour-killer by fitting a shorting link
across R156. If this produces unlocked colour bars, check
whether R171 (270kf2) is open-circuit.
Dim picture, the contrast and brightness controls having
no effect: The beam limiter is operating. Check whether
R233 (4701d2) is open-circuit.
No signals: Try changing the SL1432 SAWF driver before
M.Dr.
condemning the tuner.

ITT Compact 80R-DSP Chassis
The power supply was running at the wrong frequency, with
a loud whistle and all the output voltages low. We thought
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Random on-screen display characters would appear on the
picture. By swapping over panels with a working set we
found that the cause of the fault was on PCB M2. A look at
the circuit diagram showed that the on-screen and teletext
displays originate from the SDA5273P chip IC2002. A
replacement (part no. 875926258) cured the fault
T.A.

Matsui Remote Control Units
A problem has arisen recently with several Matsui TV
models. During production a number of changes were made
to the basic chassis, including two different types of microcontroller chip. This can create a problem should the remote
control unit have to be replaced, as the two chips operate with
different codes. The chips can be easily be identified by the
fact that the OEC1021A or B has 64 pins while the
OEC6021A, B or C has 42 pins.
Before ordering replacement remote control units for these
sets, always find out which type is required by checking the
microcontroller chip type. Alternatively if the old RC unit is
available you'll find its part number printed at the bottom
right-hand corner of the fascia. The following list shows the
type of RC unit required for each set.
T.A.
Model

IC type

RC part no.

1476

OEC1021A orB

076L067040

OEC6021A

076L078040

1492

OEC1021B
OEC6021B

076G047210
076R077080

2076R

OEC1021B
OEC6021C

076L067140
076L078020

2092T

OEC1021B
OEC6021C

076G047240
076R077070

Toshiba 1400TBZ
When the channel was changed this set would display a
picture for a fraction of a second followed by a blue screen.
After checking all the inputs to the M34300-583SP microcontroller chip ICA01 I decided to replace it and was pleasantly
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surprised to find that the fault had been cured. The chip's part
T.A.
no. is 23319016.

Beko 10214
This Turkish-made portable suffered from a field fault: the
picture had shifted downwards in the raster, a bright glow
coming from the top of the screen. Any attempt at adjusting
the vertical shift control simply blanked out the screen. The
cause of the fault was R725 (150142) which had risen in value
to around 240k1).
T.A.

Toshiba 2505DB/2805DB

expensive and seldom fail, we decided to persevere with our
blind investigation in this area.
The two most important things for the operation of such a
chip are its 5V supply and the clock signal derived from an
associated crystal. The 5V supply was o.k. Replacing the
10MHz crystal put matters right.
K.E.

Sanyo CBP2152
On occasions one of these sets would fail to come out of
standby. It also suffered from disturbance on the picture and
random channel changing. After fruitless checks in the power
supply we decided to take a look at the army of zener diodes
between the front panel 'tac' switches and the system micro-

We've had this fault several times now. On the first occasion
the customer complained of intermittent loss of signals
accompanied by a blue screen (mute mode). He said that the
fault occurred after five minutes, but it actually took three
hours to appear. I was able to instigate the fault by carefully
tapping the tuner. As I didn't have a replacement tuner I
decided to attempt a repair.
I removed the tuner and used a magnifying glass to examine
the soldering. The crystal in the pre-scaler circuit appeared to be
dry-jointed. Resoldering it cleared the fault.
T.A.

Matsui 1420A

Samsung CI5013T (P58SC Chassis)

Hitachi C14-P216 (G7P Mk 2 Chassis)

Stuck in standby was the complaint with this set. Checks in
the power supply revealed that the 16.5V and 12V outputs
were missing. As these are switched on by the system microcontroller chip RIC01 we checked here and found that the
required switch-on voltage was missing. Unfortunately the
service manual is of little help in this connection as there are
no voltages or waveforms. Since microcontroller chips are

The complaint with this set was that it went off after
twenty minutes to half an hour. Sure enough, that's
exactly what it did. After removing the back I did the
technical tap bit. This revealed a perfect dry-joint at
capacitor C711, the reservoir capacitor for one of the
supplies derived from the line output transformer. ResolT.L.
dering it cured the problem.
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controller chip. By disconnecting each one it turn and

watching the results we found that D746 was the culprit. A
new 6.2V zener diode restored correct operation.
K.E.

If the problem with one of these sets is intermittent field scan,
check for cracks near the line output transformer, where the
securing lugs go through — especially near R437 and D409.
This is becoming a common problem.
T.L.
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Inside the
Ferguson ICC9
Chassis
Part 2

and chroma) or CVBS (composite video, blanking and sync)
form. With CVBS or S-Y/C inputs switching is done by an
HEF4052B CMOS chip, IX01, under the control of the
microcontroller chip IR01. When the inputs are in RGB
form they are taken straight to the STV2160 chip IV01, with
switching controlled by the fast blanking input at pin 16 of
the scart socket.
Scart socket AV1 is fully wired to the Cenelec standard.
When fitted, the AV2 scart socket functions as a video link,
being arranged specifically for use with cameras/VCRs. It
provides standard video/audio and S-Y/C inputs, with pin 8
controlling the input selection and automatic 16:9 aspect
ratio signal detection, and video/audio outputs from socket
AV1 to give loop-through facilities for camera/VCR editing
and dubbing. This loop-through facility continues to be
available in the standby mode.
In addition front panel sockets provide a link for other
external equipment, enabling CVBS, S video and audio
signals to be looped through to the AV2 socket. Although
the AV1 and front socket inputs are wired in parallel, it's
not possible to make connections to both at the same time.

Mark Paul

In this instalment we'll look at the scart interfacing
circuitry, the audio signal processing and the microcontroller section of the chassis.

The Scart Interface
Different versions of the ICC9 chassis have either one or
two scart sockets. The scart interfacing circuitry enables the
signals from the tuner or external AV signals to be selected.
The video input may be in RGB, S-Y/C (separate luminance

Scart Circuitry
The scart interfacing circuitry with a single scart
120
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1%01
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Chrome
to IC01

10V stby
T008
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RX7
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Audio L
100 stby

12V
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TX05
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X09

RX50
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dec der
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Audio L
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Fig. 1: The mono scart interface circuit.
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12V

AV2
Scart
socket

Audio L

IX01
pin 12

15

Audio R
out_ 0

pin 1

Audio L
in
Source switching

standard requirement at scart socket AV1. The input to
IX01 is via TX16 (whose load resistor is again RX82); to
the AV1 socket it's via TX06.
The RGB inputs at socket AV1, also the fast blanking
input (pin 16), are attenuated then passed directly to IVO1
for selection and processing. The scart switching input (pin
8) is also attenuated and is then fed to pin 28 of the microcontroller chip IRO1 for status detection. The three possible
voltage levels at pin 8 of AV1 indicate the following: 02.4V TV function; 3-6-7.4V 16:9 aspect ratio; 8.6-12V 4:3
aspect ratio.

1901 pin 29

Dual-scart Arrangement

Audio R
in
.

2

19

RXI.9
VS/\fr

CVBS from TX05

12V
TV/AV switching
to IF module
AV1/AV2
switching

TV/AV switching
from 1901

ID1.371

Fig. 2: Scart interface circuit differences when a second
scart socket is fitted.

connector (AV1) is shown in Fig. 1 (most of it remains the
same with two scart sockets, the differences and additional
circuitry being shown in Fig. 2). The CVBS or S luminance
input at pin 20 of scart socket AV1 or the front video
socket is taken to the resistor network RX24/25 or
RX72/73. There are equivalent networks for the S chroma
inputs — RX22/23 and RX70/71. These networks reduce the
signal amplitudes by about 6dB, which in the case of the S
chroma signal means that a burst signal amplitude of
150mV is presented to the chroma stages.
The video input (CVBS or S luminance) is fed to the
base of the emitter-follower/buffer transistor TX17, which
is a.c. coupled to the following amplifier stage TX03-TX05
via CX19. Because of this a.c. coupling, d.c. restoration is
provided by DX01, CX20, RX43 and RX44 at the input to
the amplifier, whose output is buffered by TX05.
RX50/RX51 attenuate the output, which is fed via TX11 to
pin 2 of the switching chip IX01. TX1 1 's emitter load is
RX82, which is connected to pin 3 of the chip. The use of
an amplifier prior to the switching improves the signal
cross-talk performance. The output from this switch is
passed via TX09 to the colour decoder chip IC01, to the
sync separator in IVO1 and to the teletext panel (Fig. 1 last
month was simplified in this respect).
A simpler arrangement is used for the S chroma input,
which is fed via buffer transistor TX10 to pin 15 of IX01.
The output is via TX08 to IC01.
Signal selection depends on a comparison (by the switch
decoder) between the voltage levels at pins 9 and 10 of
IX01. Pin 9 is held high via RX84. Pin 10 receives the
selection request from the microcontroller chip IRO1 (also
pin 10) via TX14. When TX14 is switched on, the AV1
input is selected. This change is also sent to the AV/tuner
switch in the if. module via TX18.
The CVBS signal from the tuner is a.c. coupled via
CX22 to the base of TX07, with d.c. restoration by DX03
etc. to suit the input requirement of IX01 and the Cenelec
TELEVISION APRIL 1995

Fig. 2 shows the circuit differences when a second scart
socket, AV2, is incorporated. The AV2 circuitry is much
simpler than that for socket AV1. The CVBS/S-luminance
input is fed to pin 1 of IX01 via TX13 while the S-chroma
input is fed to pin 12 via TX12. Stereo audio inputs from
all three socket arrangements (AV1, AV2 and front panel)
are routed to the audio processor board where input selection is carried out under the control of IRO1 via the 12C
bus. The switching signal at pin 8 of socket AV2 is attenuated then fed to pin 29 of IRO1 for format and scart
switching selection. There is audio loop-through from the
AV1 connector or front panel sockets via the audio
processor board, and video loop through from the junction
of TX05's emitter and RX50 via RX49 to pin 19 of socket
AV2.
Signal selection switching is a bit more complicated as
pin 9 of IX01 may be either high or low. With pins 9 and
10 both high the tuner CVBS signal appears at pin 3 and
pin 13 is taken to chassis. With pin 9 low and pin 10 high
the AV1 CVBS/S-luminance input appears at pin 3 while
the AV1 S-chroma input appears at pin 13. With pins 9 and
pin 10 both low pins 3 and 13 are both taken to chassis.
With pin 9 high and pin 10 low the AV2 video/luminance
input appears at pin 3 and the AV2 chroma input at pin 13.
Audio Signal Processing

The audio processing arrangements in the ICC9 chassis
are completely new. The circuitry has been designed for
multi-standard operation, and has been further modified for
Nicam sound. Fig. 3 shows the basic arrangement. The
Nicam
signal..

Nicam
module

FM
sound
-ar 0501
Filter

1063 81

IC2
bus
•

V

1S30
TOA6812

IS10
TDA9821

tV1t I

inputs

AV2t
inputs

Outputs to
headphone amp
usual
Outputs to
power amp

Outputs to
scart sockets .

Fig. 3: Block diagram of the audio processing
arrangement.

TDA9821 chip IS10 demodulates the standard f.m. mono
sound signal (only one half is used with mono only and
Nicam receivers, the other half being used with dual f.m.
sound carrier systems). This process is alignment free.
With both f.m. and Nicam sound the next circuit block
consists of the TDA6812 audio processor chip IS30. The
audio signals are here subjected to tone control and quasistereo conditioning. After this the main audio signal is sent
to the mother board for power amplification. A Motorola
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Fig. 5: Illustrating the main aspects of the microcontroller chip's operation.

RAM built in. The crystal oscillator runs at 22MHz:
divided by two this gives a clock frequency of 11MHz.
Orders are sent to IRO1 either via the remote control line
or via the on-board keyboard, which has a 4 x 3 matrix
with ten key input combinations. IRO1 controls the chassis
via 23 input/output communication lines and two serial
I2C bus lines.
Two pins read pin 8 information from the AV1 and
AV2 scart sockets. One pin accepts an input from an LDR
(a light-dependent resistor that senses the ambient light
level, its output being used to provide automatic contrast
adjustment to suit). The chip generates on-screen displays
consisting of up to eight lines of 32 characters each, in
eight colours.
One other chip, a non-volatile 512-byte EEPROM
(IR02), is used in the control section of the chassis. It
stores all the service data, user and factory-defined variables and the tuning programme information.
We'll now look at the various control circuit functions.
Power-on sequence: When the set is first switched on the
power supply will start to generate the 10V standby
voltage. As this voltage rises, the 5V ref. voltage becomes
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available at pin 21 of IV01. This is fed to the base of
TR80, which produces a regulated 5VpC supply for IR01.
TR81 switches on, generating the power monitor input
signal at pin 38 of IR01. When pin 38 goes high, IRO1
knows that power on has been initiated and its oscillator
circuit starts. A reset signal is then required to complete
IRO1 's initialisation procedure. This is generated externally by a circuit which will be described later (see pin 33
below). Once IROl's initialisation has been completed the
red standby LED comes on. Data is then sent to IVO1 via
the main 12C bus, using the values stored in 1R02, and the
set is fully on.
Power-off sequence: The power monitor circuit in effect
continuously monitors the 10V standby supply. When this
circuit detects a fall in the 10V standby voltage, IRO1
receives an indication that the power has been switched
off. All data currently held IRO1 is then stored in IR02, via
the I2C bus, before the 10V standby supply voltage falls
below a workable level.
Pins 1 and 2, main 12C bus: This links IRO1 with the
tuner, the audio circuit, the EEPROM, the multi-function
429

switched low internally. This pin is connected to transistors
TV82 and TV86, see Fig. 2. When pin 27 of IVO1 is low
TV82 will be off: TV86 will also be off as its emitter and
Saturation

TV86

1k2

Mute
output

IV01

Fig. 2: The mute circuit.

base will both be at 9V. The muting 'low' is thus also
present at the collector of TV86, which is connected to pin
12A of the i.f. assembly and also pin 36 of IR01.

The Video/Chroma Circuit
The STV2110 chip IVO1 carries out most of the
video/chroma signal processing, including both PAL and
Secam decoding and RGB switching. It also synchronises
the timebases, producing a field sync pulse output to control
the TDA1771 chip and the line drive output. Most of the
chip's internal functions are conventional while the peripheral circuitry is straightforward. In this section we'll just
highlight one or two features that differ from previous
Thomson chassis.
The input signals are internal/external composite video, S
luminance and chroma, and RGB from the scart socket and
as an OSD from IR01.
IVO1's luminance input passes through VV01, which
U2

S video switching RC77
from IR01, pin 18 220

Composite video

n
RC71 CC71
S

To chrOma BPF

Fig. 3: The composite video/S chroma switching circuit.

provides the luminance delay and incorporates chroma,
sound and i.f. rejectors. Because this introduces group delay
distortion, the signal passes through a compensation circuit
before it arrives at pin 9 of the chip. This circuit consists of
transistor TV01, a bandpass filter whose response is centred
around 2.2MHz and resistors which reduce overshoots and
improve the signal's symmetry.
The chroma input to pin 18 of IVO1 is routed via a
switching circuit, see Fig. 3. Composite video is fed to the
base of transistor TC72 which is simply an emitter-follower.
The usual chroma bandpass filtering is done between here
and the chip. S chroma from pin 15 of the scart socket
arrives at the base of TC73 via RC71 and CC71. Transistor
TC71 selects which input is to be passed to IVO1. To disable
the S video mode the microcontroller chip IRO1 connects
RC77 to chassis. TC71 is thus switched off and the S
chroma path is open-circuit. When TC71 is switched on by
IRO1 for S chroma input its emitter voltage rises to the point
34

where TC72 is cut off. Thus only S chrorna can pass to
IV01.
The luminance and colour-difference signals are
matrixed internally in IVO1 to produce RGB signals. IRO1
feeds a control signal to pin 35 of IVO1 for selection of
internal or external RGB signals. There are contrast and
brightness control inputs at pins 36 and 16 respectively,
both subject to beam current limiting action.
IV01 provides tube cut-off current measurement. It also
has a warm-up detection circuit which inserts pulses into the
RGB outputs. Pin 42 receives feedback from the c.r.t. base
panel to monitor the tube's cathode current. At switch on
IVO1 produces a series of pulses which are applied to the
tube's cathodes. The idea is to blank off the tube during
warm up to its normal running conditions. The cathode
current is constantly monitored and at a predetermined
level, set by IV01, three things happen: (1) The warm-up
pulses cease. (2) The blanking is removed and the video
signals are applied to the cathodes. (3) IVO1 switches to its
running mode and initiates cut-off current measurement.
This is carried out during the field blanking period, d.c.
offsets being applied to the RGB signals to compensate for
any black-level drift.

The Scart Interface
The scan interface circuitry is shown in Fig. 4. IX01
selects composite video (CVBS) from either the i.f. strip or
pin 20 of the scart socket and feeds the demodulated CVBS
signal to pin 19. It's controlled by the AVE signal from
IR01, which in turn initiates the switching as a result of a
user command or the logic state at pin 8 (AVS — AV sense)
of the scart socket.
IX02 operates as follows. RGB inputs from the scart
socket are clamped by DX22/3/4 to the voltage across CX08
and then fed to pins 11, 4 and 1. The internal switches either
pass the signals through to IV01, via emitter-followers
TX12/13/14, or cut them off. Transistor TX38 controls the
switching, the TVE (TV enable) signal being applied to its
base via RX41.
The external fast blanking (FBe) signal at pin 16 of the
scart socket is fed via emitter-followers TX32/34 and
resistor RX43 to IVO1 (two transistors are used to compensate for the Vbe offset). The internal fast blanking signal
(referred to as FBo), coming either with the text RGB
signals or the OSD signals from IR01, is coupled in via
DX37. DX31/2 limit the signal to ensure that IVO1's
blanking threshold isn't exceeded.
If external RGB signals are being used as the signal
source and an OSD signal is to be inserted, IX02 switches
off the external RGB inputs as required. The switching is
controlled by TX38, which receives the FBo signal at its
base via RX38. DX38 is an anti-saturation diode.
If the viewer wishes to watch TV for a brief period while
the receiver is operation with scart RGB inputs, IR01 feeds
a TVE (TV enable) signal to TX42 and TX38. As the TVE
signal is high, TX42 and TX38 switch on. The FBe signal at
the emitter of TX32 is then earthed while TX38 opens the
switches in IX02.

The RGB Output Stages.
The RGB output stages, mounted on the tube base panel,
are conventional wideband amplifiers with an active load (a
transistor in parallel with the load resistor). The active-load
technique provides a high-level output voltage swing with
low distortion and a symmetrical overshoot. Its advantage is
that the maximum output voltage can reach the supply
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ratio of RB34 to PB31 + RB31 sets the stage gain. Emitterfollower TB11 supplies the emitter bias voltage to all three
output transistors, determining the symmetry of the blacklevel adjustment range.
TB33 and its equivalents in the other two output stages
act as current 'mirrors', being used for warm-up/cut-off
beam-current measurement. The RGB cut-off currents are
added and produce across PB37/RB38 and the equivalent
resistor networks in the blue and green output stage circuits
a feedback voltage for pin 42 of IV01. PB37 and its equivalent in the green channel (fixed resistors are used in the blue
channel) affects the cut-off current level so that 'grey'
adjustment is possible. Emitter-follower TB12 acts as a
buffer to reduce any potential interference reaching the
circuit, e.g. r.f. disturbances.
Rl314, DB11, CB15 and DB12 provide switch-off spot
suppression. When the receiver is switched on CB15
charges to 150V from the 200V line via RB14. The voltage
at the tube's grid pin 5 is then about OV — actually 0.7V
because of the presence of DB12. At switch-off the
declining supply line voltage and CB15's charge produce a
negative-going voltage at the grids (DB12 cuts off when the
voltage at its anode falls to 0.7V). This negative grid voltage
prevents the appearance of an 'after switch-off spot'.
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75

In the concluding instalment next month we'll look at the
timebases and the watchdog circuit.
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Fig. 4: The scart interface circuit.

voltage figure without the output transistor saturating and
producing a smearing effect.
Fig. 5 shows the red output stage. White-level adjustment
is provided by PB31. There's an equivalent control in the
green channel but the gain of the blue channel is fixed. The
0
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Fig. 5: The red output stage and switch-off spot
suppression circuits.
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TV Fault
Finding

Reports from Chris Avis, K. Wright,
Adrian Farnborough, John G. Bennett,
Michael Dranfield, David J. Whilding,
Keith Evans, John Edwards and
Chris Watton

Hitachi CPT2071, CPT2226 etc

The whole picture was covered by fine, shimmering horizontal black lines. A scope check on the field output waveform showed that there was a lot of h.f. oscillation present.
The 33052 scan coil damping resistor R544 was found to be
C.A.
open-circuit.

found that channels could be tuned in with sound and an onscreen status display. But the only 'picture' that could be
obtained, when the first anode control was turned up, was a
blotchy coloured one — there was no luminance. (The relay
and remote control functions were o.k., so the fusewire
remains a mystery.) A common cause of a dark or absent
picture with this chassis is an increase in the value of one of
the resistors R429 (180kO) or R423 (100kS2) in the beam
limiter circuit, usually the latter, but both were spot on.
The luminance signal passes from the video processing
chip IC301 to the matrixing circuit on the tube base via the
emitter-follower transistor Q303, which is used for blanking
purposes. A scope check showed that the luminance signal
was not getting through this stage. Various diodes are
connected to the base of Q303. When D309 was disconnected normal luminance was restored. The other (anode)
end of D309 is connected to the collector of Q304, where
the voltage was high because the transistor's base voltage
was low. The value of the base bias resistor R366 had risen
from 22141 to 80ka
C.A.

Philips VSS2440 Monitor

Samsung CI338X (P50 Chassis)

This 12in. monochrome unit is part of the Philips Basic
Observation System which we purchased recently to
improve shop security. It's easy to install and the tiny CCD
camera with its wide-angle lens provides Tom and Tony in
the back workroom with a perfect bird's eye view of the
shop, including the back of my head! Unfortunately two
days after we installed it the picture vanished, although
sound was still present.
Faced with the choice between a lengthy and expensive
return under guarantee or a DIY attempt, I opted for the
latter and removed the back. The line output transistor was
hot and the line output transformer was also quite warm.
Deep in my memory, something stirred. I disconnected the
e.h.t. lead from the tube, switched on and with my insulated
screwdriver drew from the connector a neat little a.c. arc.
Yes the e.h.t. stick, inconveniently burried in the LOPT, was
short-circuit — just like the Thom 1690 chassis of earlier
days. Finding an old stock BY176 rectifier (15kV, 2.5mA)
in the drawer, I'm afraid I cut the e.h.t. lead near the transformer, soldered and sleeved the diode and restored the
picture — so pretend you never read this. . .
C.A.

Very erratic and sudden tuning drift could be affected by
moving or tapping the tuner. But the cause of the fault was
elsewhere. The tuning voltage feed from the remote control
board comes via a screened lead to connector SN01, one pin
of which had a hairline crack around it. Resoldering put
matters right.
C.A.

Just for a change field collapse with one of these sets wasn't
caused by the field output module or an electrolytic capacitor. D601, the field blanking diode connected to pin 9 of
IC701, was short-circuit. Yet another 1N4148 was pressed
C.A.
into service and was happy to oblige.
Philips CTX-E Chassis
For persistent line tearing/pulling when showing videos,
even on the VCR compatible channel, check the setting of
the a.g.c. preset R3144. It might save you a wasted
C.A.
morning!
Sony KV211XMTU (AE1 Chassis)

Alba CTV55
This set was a nightmare. After defying previous repair
attempts elsewhere it landed on my bench with the
complaint "no picture". On this model the momentary
contacts to bring the set on manually from standby are not
in the on/off switch but in a separate button switch just
above it. Pressing the mains on/off switch immediately
powered the set however, but with no sound or picture!
After removing the fusewire that had been soldered across
the standby relay contacts and pressing the standby button I
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Bush 2020/2114
There was no channel display and no sound or vision.
Brightness could be obtained by slightly advancing the
setting of the first anode control. We first suspected the
SAA1293 remote control decoder chip, but a replacement
made no difference. Subsequently we found that replacing
transistor TR2 produced normal operation, though the set
failed again after some hours. The final cure was to replace
both TR1 and TR2. They are both type BC237, and control
the reset action. When tested the original transistors seemed
to be perfectly all right.
K.W.
Toshiba 2939DB
This receiver, with Dolby Pro Logic sound, is a rather
imposing set to tackle. The first one to come into the workshop was stuck in standby and refused any command from
the remote-control handset. We found that the power supply
was producing the nominal 45V output, which it does in
standby to eliminate breakdown in the line output stage.
Next we checked at the microcontroller chip ICA01 to see
whether its 5V supply and 4MHz oscillator were o.k. Both
were correct. But the on signal from the chip to the power
supply was permanently high: it should go low to switch the

set on from standby.
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Scope checks showed that there was nothing on the serial
data and clock lines. Was the data being shorted out? Resistance checks seemed to indicate that all was well. Further,
the data and clock lines are connected to the central bus via
the emitter-follower transistors QA12 and QA02, providing
a degree of isolation. So with some apprehension we
ordered a replacement micro chip from Toshiba. After all a
customer who pays £900 for his TV set expects it to be
repaired promptly and efficiently, particularly when it's
only a few weeks old!
Happily the new chip did provide the answer. And, interestingly, it's a Sony device.
A.F.

Mitsubishi CT2534TX (Euro 4 Chassis)

A C15-P108 portable came in recently with perfect text
but the ordinary pictures blanked out. The TDA3301B
colour decoder chip was suspected and checks showed that
the voltage at pin 31, the black-level clamp, was at OV
instead of 3.5V. We replaced the clamp reservoir capacitor
CF07 to no avail, then the chip itself with the same
outcome. Further checks showed that the voltage at pin 34
didn't vary when the 22052 preset PF01 was adjusted. This
control affects the luminance contrast level and is part of the
RGB drive setting up procedure. It was open-circuit, a
replacement restoring the picture.
A fault you get from time to time with these sets is slow
start up. The cure is to replace CN10 (1,000pF, 35V) in the
power supply.
J.G.B.

Failure of the 0.82Q protection resistor in the supply to the
field timebase is a common fault with this and similar
models. This set produced a raster however, but there was
no sound or vision. When the tuning mode was selected the
green display was at its limit at the right-hand side of the
screen. Tuning adjustment enabled stations to be selected,
but they couldn't be memorised.
We suspected the supplies to the EAROM chip IC702.
The standby power supply provides it with 5V and —30V.
The 5V feed was present but not the —30V feed. Not much
to check — just a rectifier circuit. The culprit was the standby
chopper transformer T951 however. It was open-circuit
between pins 4 and 2.
A.F.

At switch on the e.h.t. surged up violently and the X-ray
protector within the line generator chip shut the set down.
By disconnecting the feed to the line output stage and
running the power supply with a 100W bulb as the load we
were able to check that the h.t. was close to 160V instead of
107V. The cause of the fault was traced to the 47pF, 25V
capacitor that couples the base drive to the chopper transistor. It had dried up.
Q605 (2SA1013), the h.t. supply switch on the secondary
side of the chopper circuit, had also been damaged. The set
wouldn't go into standby.
M.Dr.

Hitachi C15-P108 (Salora L Chassis)

Sony KVM2120U (BE1 Chassis)

Since technical advice is no longer available from Hitachi
unless you have an account we engineers need all the help
we can get in solving some of the more obscure faults.

This set led us a bit of a dance. It was dead with only about
25V at the cathode of the h.t. rectifier D604 — the voltage
here should be 119V. Not being familiar with these sets I
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Matsui 1450
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disconnected all the outputs on the secondary side of the
power supply and operated it with a 60W bulb across D604
as the load. Still no go. I won't go into the long list of things
that were replaced. Just about everything on the primary
side of the power supply, also the chopper transformer.
There was little left to check, only a couple of capacitors on
the secondary side of the circuit. The culprit turned out to be
C608, a 680pF disc capacitor that's connected across D604
for protection. It had a leak of about 2k52. The lesson to be
learnt is that when lifting rectifiers to unload rails don't
forget any protection capacitors present. By the way, anyone
M.Dr.
want a chopper transformer going cheap?!
Ferguson 51A3 (TX100 Chassis)
There was no channel display, channel numbers or tuning.
We found that the regulated 9V supply to the remote control
panel was missing because TR7 (ZTX650) on the main
D.J.W.
panel had failed.
Finlux FN2144
We've had several faults with this model. No sound and
vision was traced to the fusible resistor R44 being open
circuit because D20 (BY299) in the power supply was
short-circuit.
No sound with ICP2 open-circuit was caused by the
TDA4935 sound output chip having failed.
Excessive width, with the width control having no effect,
was caused by D28 (BY299) in the line output stage being
D.J.W.
short-circuit.

Philips CP110 Chassis
At switch on this set would pulse in and out of standby for
up to ten minutes. During this period the audio would also
pulse in and out, remaining for progressively longer until the
picture appeared and all was well. Voltage checks showed
that the outputs from the chopper circuit were all on the low
side, though the rectified mains voltage was o.k. Favourite
culprits for this type of problem are the TEA1039 chopper
control chip and the CNX62 optocoupler, but replacements
made no difference.
Attention was next turned to the electrolytics. Be warned!
Avoid the practice of bridging any capacitors directly
connected to the TEA1039 chip while the set is operating.
This will quite likely result in the destruction of the
BUT11AF chopper transistor, the TEA1039 chip and other
components.
After fruitlessly checking all the electrolytics on both the
primary and the secondary side of the circuit we noticed a
small subpanel that's not shown in our service data. This
board, located adjacent to the chopper transformer, is a
modification that provides over-voltage protection associated
with the 15V supply. As this is the supply that's monitored
for regulation purposes, it seemed logical to suspect that a
component on this panel could be the cause of the trouble. A
small 100pF capacitor looked a likely suspect, being
mounted just a few millimetres away from a large wirewound resistor. Bingo! Replacing it provided a complete
cure. To avoid a repeat performance it's a good idea to fit the
replacement capacitor on the print side of the subpanel. K.E.
Hitachi CPT1646R (NP84CO. Chassis)

Ferguson 20H3 (TX100 Chassis)
Intermittent switch off was the symptom with this set. The
cause was the M494 chip IC241 on the remote control
panel.
D.J.W.
Ferguson TX85 Chassis
We've had no sound and vision with several of these sets
recently. One with remote control had no unregulated 16V
input to the 12V regulator because TR902 (ZTX753) on the
remote control/sweep tune board was open-circuit. In other
sets the 12V regulator IC6 has been dry-jointed or opencircuit.
D.J.W.

Here's a good one for the unwary. On being called out to
retune a customer's TV set and VCR we discovered that the
TV set wouldn't search/tune stations. The front panel buttons
were found to be misbehaving, which seemed to indicate a
system control problem. After checking on the price of a
replacement SAA1293H remote control decoder chip we
decided to look elsewhere before committing the customer to
great expense. Our notes on this model suggested that
memory corruption could be the cause of the trouble. An
excellent article in the August 1991 issue of Television
explained how to reprogram the memory. When we carried
out this procedure things returned to normal.
K.E
Philips K40 Chassis with Teletext

Ferguson TX99 Chassis
There was no sound or vision and a quick check showed
that the h.t. supply to the line output transformer was
missing. The smoothing choke L21 in the power supply was
open-circuit.
D.J.W.

The normal off-air picture was fine but teletext was very dim
with hardly any contrast. Preset R046 (2.2k0) on the text
PCB was open-circuit. When this had been replaced the text
contrast could be easily adjusted.
J.E.
Matsui 1420A

Ferguson TX100 Chassis
A faulty line output transformer has been the cause of no
sound or vision in a number of these sets. You find that the
voltage on the 119V line, which feeds the line output
stage, is low and that the line output transistor gets very
hot.
D.J.W.

This set was dead although the power supply was trying to
work. The h.t. was very low and R434 (10Q, 7W), which is
in series with the emitter of the line output transistor, was
very hot. When the h.t. feed to the line output transformer
was disconnected (pin 4) the h.t. rose to its normal 103V. A
new line output transformer restored normal operation. J.E.

Ferguson TX90 Chassis

Harwood CT14

There was no sound or vision and the bases, emitters and
collectors of the transistors in the boost voltage regulator
circuit were all at about 95V. The T9064V line output transistor TR112 was open-circuit.
D.J.W.

The sound was o.k. but there was a blank screen. When the
first anode voltage was increased we saw that there was field
collapse. As the supply to the TDA3651 field output chip
was o.k. we fitted a replacement. This produced field scan,
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but it was a third short at both the top and bottom of the
screen. After spending a long time checking the components
around the TDA3651 chip to no avail we decided to replace
the TDA4503 chip, which amongst a multitude of other
things provides the field drive at pin 2. Success at last. I
noted that the waveform at pin 2 was 2V peak-to-peak: the
J.E.
faulty chip had provided a 1V p-p output.
Akai CT2870
This large set has developed a stock fault. One leg of the
PCB-mounted on/off switch becomes dry-jointed and as time
passes burning and carbonisation of the PCB occur. The
eventual result is the dead set symptom. The switch itself is
rarely damaged, so a thorough clean up of the board and
switch, followed by resoldering all the switch connections, is
all that's required to restore normal operation.
J.E.
Matsui 1422
This portable was dead. Fortunately the cause was very
obvious. C617 (4,700pF, lkV) in the chopper circuit had
split in half. When a replacement had been fitted the set
J.E.
worked normally.
Bush 2114T
These little teletext portables, with a TDA4602 type power
supply, are quite often poor at starting. The cause is usually
faulty electrolytic capacitors in the power supply. In this
particular set however the small choke L801 in the chopper
transistor's base drive circuit was intermittent.
C.W.
Philips CP110 Chassis
The power supply in this set had failed. We found that the
fuse was intact and the BUT11AF transistor was o.k. So a
check was made at pin 9 of the TEA1039 chopper control
chip. The start-up voltage here should be 9V but was only
2V. A new chip brought the set back to life.
C.W.
ITT Compact 80R 110° Chassis
The electronic fuse in the power supply had operated.
Disconnecting the scan coil plug and fitting a 60W bulb
between pin 5 of the connector and chassis brought the h.t.
back up to about 120V. As is often the case with these sets,
the cause of the fault was a defective line output transformer
with shorted turns.
C.W.
Vega 542
The picture displayed by this delightful little monochrome set
wouldn't stop rolling. We found that C15 (lpF, 100V) which
couples the input to the base of the sync amplifier transistor
TR8 had fallen in value to just a few nanofarads.
C.W.
Hitachi CPT2808 (G7P Mk II Chassis)
This set was dead. The mains fuse was intact but the 3.952,
7W surge limiter resistor R901 was open-circuit. Did it fall
or was it pushed? Checks on the rectifiers and the chopper
transistor Q901 didn't show any shorts, and there was a
high-resistance reading across the mains bridge rectifier's
reservoir capacitor. A scorch mark was noticeable on C919
(4.7nF, lkV) however, and a check showed that it was
leaky, It's in the snubber circuit across the chopper transistor. Since we first came across this fault we've experiTELEVISION NOVEMBER 1994

enced it with a number of other sets. A faulty capacitor will
give readings of a few ohms to a few hundred ohms. C.W.
Matsui 2185
The width was short by about a quarter of an inch at each
side of the screen. A check showed that the h.t. was dead on
at 110V, so we took a look at the width circuit. Everything
here was o.k. Full width was restored when the 1.2nF, 2kV
flyback tuning capacitor C428 had been replaced.
C.W.
Rediffusion/Doric Mk 4 Chassis
This set produced a crinkle-cut picture when cold. It was
o.k. when the set had been running for about five minutes. A
shot of freezer on 4C6 (1,000pF, 16V) in the power supply
proved its guilt. It's the reservoir capacitor for the 1.t. supply
used by the chopper control circuit, and can also be responsible for the dead set symptom.
C.W.
Samsung CI5013T
At random intervals the picture would blank, leaving sound
and a dark raster. Pressing the text button would bring up a
text display, then pressing the return to TV button would
restore the picture. The cause of the trouble was traced to
the 27MHz crystal on the text panel.
C.W.
Matsui 2580
A look in the back of one of these sets for the first time can
be a bit worrying, as they are full of huge digital chips much
like the ones used in some ITT models. The power supply is
a fairly basic TDA4601 type however, and this set was
dead. After checking some resistors I found that R808
(270k52) was open-circuit. When this and the chip had been
replaced the set worked normally.
C.W.
Matsui 2580
The cause of a dull red on the screen with red flyback lines
visible in only the darkest areas of the picture was traced to
IC101 (VCU2133).
C.W.
Sony KV2000 Mk II
At first sight this looked like a blanking fault. The top of the
picture, to about four inches down, seemed to be dark: then
it began to brighten until it became normal. Actually the
problem was that the lower part of the picture was too
bright, the top part being correct. The cause of the fault was
the reservoir capacitor for the supply to the RGB output
stages, C827 (4.7pF, 250V). Note that there were different
versions of this set, with variations in this area.
C.W.
ITT 7180
Only a loud white noise came from the left-hand speaker
of this stereo set. The APU2470 chip IC3201 turned out to
be faulty. It's on the audio/scart panel, next to the h.f.
module.
C.W.
Philips CP110 Chassis
All the remote control functions operated correctly — but
only if you stood within two feet of the set. The cause of this
was 02967 (100pF, 10V) inside the remote control receiver

can. It decouples the supply to the receiver chip.

C.W.
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Toshiba Service Briefs
The following notes are based on information contained in recent issues of the Toshiba
Technical Bulletin.
TV RECEIVERS
Model 1720RB
Line tearing after two about hours' use: Q801
(STRD4412) in the power supply can fail because of
increased temperature. To confinii, apply freezer and heat.
The replacement part no. is 23314510.

Model 2103TBG
No line or field sync: The usual cause is failure of the 5V
supply (CCT 5V) to arrive at pin 12 of the teletext module
because the 1051, 0.5W fusible safety resistor RF80 has
gone. open-circuit. After confirming that there's no fault in
the teletext module replace RF80, using the correct safety
type resistor (part no. 24531100).

Models 2112DB 2512DB 2527DB 2539DB
2812DB 2927DB 2939DB 3327DB and 3339DB
Black flashing lines run up the screen. Symptom gets
worse as the set warms up: Cause is a temperature sensitive fault in the TA8777N AV switching chip ICV01. To
confirm, apply freezer to the chip. If this clears the fault,
replace the chip (part no. B0383941).

Model 2500TB
Picture visible for a few secondly only, then goes to
blue mute. While the picture is visible the top third of
the screen consists mainly of flyback lines and the
lower section is stretched out: Cause is increase in the
value of R448 from 2.752 to around 2352, as a result of
which the 12V supply to pins 6 and 61 of the TA8659AN
colour decoder and timebase generator chip, falls to about
8V. R448 is a safety resistor, part no. 4984279. Note that
if the audio plug P602 is pulled out the set won't blue
mute, so the symptom can continue to be seen.
Vibration from the front of the cabinet: This is caused
by the channel and volume buttons rattling against the
case. The cure is to refit the button assembly, adding a felt
tape along the bottom edge of the cabinet between the
cabinet and the buttons. A small length of suitable tape is
available from Toshiba's Technical Department on
request.

Models 2527DB and 2927DB
Hum from front speakers at low volume (second
segment): Cause is hum pickup on the loom. To cure,
remove the grey screened lead (with blue sleeve) from the
main loom which is positioned across the back terminal
PCB. Move the lead, which connects to PAO3A, taping it
to the top of the PIF can.
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Models 2535DB and 2835DB
Set dead. Power supply is in the over-voltage protection
mode, with the voltage on the main h.t. rail at 11V
instead of 125V: Circuit protector ZP81, type PRF5000
part no. 23144451, is open-circuit. Replace it and check
whether any of the following items are short-circuit: IC670
type TA8218AH part no. B0377305; diodes D670-675, all
type 1N4148 part no. 23115599.
Note that in the fault condition the voltage at pin 9 of
IC801 varies between 5-8V and the output voltage control
loop is inoperative as the photocoupler IC826 has no
supply.

VCRs
Models V210B and V211B
Machines that have the letter M following the model
number are fitted with a new type of head drum. Parts are
not interchangeable with the earlier drum.

Model V312B
In the standby mode the clock display goes off, the head
drum spins, then the display comes back when the drum
stops. The cycle repeats: Cause is poor power supply
regulation because of failure of the BCP53 transistor TP91,
part no. 70010941.

Models V312B V412B V423B V513B V703B
and V813B
All these models incorporate an automatic head cleaner.
Replacement of the sponge roller will be, necessary from
time to time. Its part no. is 70353164 and the present trade
price is 48p plus VAT.

Models V800SC and V880MS
No operation (display heaters glowing) or machine
completely inoperative: The power supply is in the over
voltage condition, with all power supply output voltages
high. The cure is as follows: fit a 100pF,•25V capacitor in
position C812; remove -C81.3 and fit a jumper lead in its
place; fit a lOpF, 50V capacitor in position C809.

TDA4601 POWER SUPPLY
The August 1994 issue (AH49) of the Toshiba Technical
Bulletin provides a detailed account of the operation of
Toshiba CTV power supplies that are based on the
TDA4601 chopper control chip, which has improved
switching and better protection than its predecessor type
TDA4600. It's also cooler running. The following models
TELEVISION NOVEMBER 1994

use this type of power supply: 255R7B, 255T7B, 256T9B,
284T8B, 285T8B/BU, 1721TB, 2100RBG, 2100RBT,
2100TB5, 2100TBT, 2101TB2, 2101TB5, 2102TB5,
2103TB5, 2103TBG, 2112DBT, 2500TBT, 2501TB2,
2512DBT and 2812DBT.
Points of interest are as follows. The chip goes into the
over-voltage mode when the voltage at pin 3 (error sensing)
exceeds 2.3V. The mark-space ratio of the chopper drive
waveform then becomes 244 (off time) to 1 (on time).
From h.t.
rect. circuit

0803
2SC2023

R837
0.47

Switched
120V supply
1k

Fault Finding Hints

R829
47k
1W

0806
BC5578

Q805
2SC2230A

together the base and emitter of Q804 which then, along
with Q803, switches off. In this way the h.t. current is
limited to 1A. In some models a second transistor senses
the voltage developed across the resistor in the equivalent
position to R837, removing the line drive via the X-ray
protection circuit in IC501 (pin 52) in the event of a high
h.t. condition.
The 2112/2512/2812DBT range incorporates additional
circuitry, centred around a multivibrator, to increase the
width of the drive pulses to the chopper transistor in the
standby mode. The circuit consists of seven transistors
(Q810-13 and Q815-17), an optocoupler plus various resistors etc. It ensures that the chopper transistor switches on
and off reliably in the standby mode, improving the reliability of the circuit.

Ok

On
command
(5V for on)

2k7

Fig. 1: Standby switching circuit used in Model 2100TBT.
The circuit incorporates current limiting.

Under excess-current conditions the ramp waveform at pin
4 reaches an amplitude of 4V and the mark-space ratio of
the chopper drive is 13:1. In the event of a short-circuit
across the h.t. line on the secondary side of the chopper
circuit the power supply simply squegs quietly. The
TDA4601 chip consumes typically 135mA. The voltage at
pin 9 (supply) is approximately 9V in the start-up state and
16V under normal running conditions. It must reach 6.7V
for the chip to start up. The chopper frequency varies
between 20-70kHz according to load.

As an aid to fault finding the power supply can be operated with a 60W bulb as the load, with the feed to the line
output stage disconnected. If the set is dead, a check on the
voltages at the collector and emitter of the transistor in the
Q803 or equivalent position will quickly prove whether the
fault is in the remote control section of the set or the power
supply. Remember that the remote control system switches
only the 120V (or 145V, depending on tube size) rail: all
the other power supply outputs will be present as long as
the set is plugged in and switched on (this does not apply
with the 285T8B/BU however).
The TDA4601 chip can be checked as follows. Shortcircuit the base and emitter of the chopper transistor. The
waveforms shown in Fig. 2 should be present at the specified pins of the chip. If they are all correct the chip and the
components immediately connected to it are usually o.k.

Associated Circuitry
For standby operation with this type of circuit Toshiba
incorporates a switching transistor in series with the h.t.
line. Circuit details vary with different models. Fig. 1
shows a typical example, used in Model 2100TBT. The
on/off command from the microcontroller chip is fed via an
inverting transistor to the base of transistor Q805 which
switches on to bring the set out of the standby mode. Q804
and the series switching transistor Q803 in turn switch on
to apply power to the line output stage.
Current limiting is a feature of this circuit. Transistor
Q806 senses the current flowing via R837. At 1A the

2V
Pin 1

Pin 4
7V —
Pin 5
Pin 9

2V—
IV
Pin 3

Pins 7, 8

Fig. 2: Waveforms around the TDA4601 chopper control
chip with the drive to the chopper transistor shorted out
by linking its base and emitter together.

voltage developed across R837 is roughly 0-5V. An
increase in the current will increase the voltage across
R837 with the result that Q806 switches on, shorting
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TV Fault
Finding

Reports from Philip Blundell, AMIEEIE,
Ian Bowden, Brian Storm, David Belmont,
Nick Beer, Chris Watton, Terry Lamoon,
Michael Dranfield and John Edwards

Philips Anubis B-AA Chassis
If you replace the ST24CO2P EEPROM IC7685 you'll need
to program the new device via the on-screen menus. The
only snag is that with an empty EEPROM the language is
set to Norwegian and the child lock will be active. When
this is the situation the word 'Barnlas' is displayed. To clear
the child lock using Norwegian select special functions
option C on the main menu. The next menu will show
Barnlas (child lock) as option A: set this to Fran (off). Once
the child lock has been cleared you can change the language
P.B.
to English and set up the other parameters.

in this chassis, the luminance signal (—Y) being fed to the
emitters of the output transistors via preset potentiometers.
A check across the red preset PV104 showed that there was
no voltage drop across it, as there was across the equivalent
presets in the G and B stages. Close examination of the print
revealed that there was a tiny fracture between the end of
RV110, which is in series with PV104, and TV101's
emitter. With this linked across normal operation was
I.B.
restored.
Finlux 3621

Philips GR1-AX Chassis

If there's no picture, just a dim vertical band on the screen,
check the line output transistor's base drive waveform. If
the amplitude of the waveform is low and it occurs at twice
the normal rate, check by replacement C507 (100pF) or
IC550 (TDA8140) as necessary.
P.B.

The picture had slipped to the right. It was perfectly locked
but the line phasing was incorrect: there was a blank
vertical area about three inches wide near the left-hand side
of the screen, with the right-hand side of the picture to the
left of it. We soon found that the line flyback reference
pulses that are fed back to the TDA2579A sync/timebase
generator chip were virtually non-existent — a scope check
at pin 12 showed a pulse waveform of less than 100mV
peak-to-peak. The pulses come from an emitter-follower
transistor, Tzl, on the power supply/deflection PCB. This
transistor's input is taken from the collector of the line
output transistor via two series-connected resistors with
values of 270kS2 and 27k52. The 271d2 resistor was openI.B.
circuit.

Philips 2A Chassis

Panasonic TX28W3 (Euro-1 Chassis)

This set was dead, though a ticking noise came from the
power supply. With the line output stage disconnected and a
dummy load connected in its place the power supply
produced the correct 140V h.t. output. When the line output
stage was reconnected the protection thyristor Thy6698
P.B.
fired. The 6.8V zener diode D6700 was leaky.

Slight right-channel distortion when receiving a Nicam
transmission led us a merry dance with this set. IC1401 was
first accused, as it's the Nicam and normal sound processor
chip. A replacement proved that it was innocent however.
The culprit was eventually found to be C1423 as it had
never been soldered in at one end. It's part of IC1401's
oscillator circuit.
B.S.

The sound was slow to come back when the channel was
changed, and if search tuning was tried it continued when a
channel was found. We discovered that the `idene signal to
the microcontroller chip was permanently low because tranP.B.
sistor Tr7046 (BC558) was short-circuit.
Grundig CUC3600 Chassis

Philips Anubis A-AC Chassis
This new set worked all right until it was put into the
standby mode. The standby LED then pulsed and a
thumping noise came from the loudspeaker. When standby
is selected thyristor Thy6570 conducts and the +5B supply
rises. This voltage increase is sensed by the 6.2V zener
diode D6568, which switches transistor Tr7553 on. The
cause of the fault was that D6568 was leaky: a new LLZ
F6V2 diode was needed.
P.B.

Panasonic TX25T2 (Alpha 2 Chassis)
This one must come top of my horrible field faults list: bad
distortion, line doubling and horizontal striations were
present all at once. Various chips and capacitors were
accused in turn and found to be entirely blameless. After
much travail a nice man at Panasonic, Ali Mirza, led us to
R469. This small resistor in the field feedback circuit had
increased in value from 47052 to many thousands of ohms.
Thanks Ali.
B.S.

Ferguson A1OR (TX80 Chassis)
A picture was present but it had a bright red cast with
flyback lines on top of it. We looked at the R — Y drive
signal at the base of the red output transistor TV101 on the
c.r.t. base panel and found that it was very similar to the
other colour-difference drive signals. A check at its
collector showed that there was just a steady d.c. level
however. RGB matrixing in carried out in the output stages
100

Panasonic TX24A1 (Alpha 2W Chassis)
After about four hours' operation the safety resistor (R567)
in the h.t. feed to the line output stage would blow. This
would be accompanied by various shrieks and whistles, and
at this point the line output transistor Q551 would be very
hot indeed! Extensive checks were carried out in both the
power supply and the line output stage, all to no avail. After
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many hours of frustration and heartache we eventually
found that C502 in the line oscillator circuit had been fitted
incorrectly, with one leg loosely attached to the adjacent
B.S.
solder.
Panasonic TC1485 (Z3 Chassis)
This portable would cut out when the brightness was
increased. Tests showed that the contrast didn't decrease as
the picture became over bright, although the beam limiter
operated to Shut down the line drive. We found that R316
(47kS1), which applies the beam limiting control voltage to
B.S.
the video section of the receiver, was open-circuit.
Sanyo CBP2572 (ED1 Chassis)
The 3.952, 15W surge limiter resistor R301 was opencircuit and the 2SC4429 chopper transistor Q303 shortcircuit. The cause of the chopper transistor's failure was the
fact that the resistor in the snubber circuit (R315) was dryjointed. After attending to these items the set still failed to
come on. The TEA2260 chopper control chip IC301 had
also failed, a replacement finally restoring normal operaD.B.
tion.
Hitachi C2858N
When this set had warmed up it displayed horizontal lines.
D.B.
The tuner was thermally defective.
Panasonic TX21T1 (Alpha 2 Chassis)
After about an hour's use and whenever a different channel
was selected the channel information derived from the text
would flash unlocked across the screen. There was also loss
of teletext synchronisation. The cause of all this was C3511,
D.B.
which of course is a lOnF ceramic capacitor.
Salora J Chassis
This set was dead. The chopper transistors TB700 and
TB701 were short-circuit while the mains fuse and RB713
were open-circuit. We replaced these items along with the
4.7nF chopper drive coupling capacitors but the set was still
dead. At least the mains fuse held, and there was 320V at
the collector of TB700. There were no start-up pulses
however because the BR100 diac DB725 was short-circuit.
D.B.
A replacement got things going again.
Matsui 2091
We've had several of these sets in recently. The first one
remained dead when brought out of standby. D401
(1N4003) in the supply to the line driver stage was opencircuit.
Another set would go into standby when the mains switch
was replaced. X901 (10MHz) was the cause of this fault.
For partial field collapse check D301 (1N4003). You will
usually find that it's open-circuit. Replace it with a goodD.B.
quality 1N4007 diode.
Grundig CUC2800 Chassis
Although this set was dead the power supply was working
and the voltages on the unswitched side of relay RL652
were correct. There were no voltages on the switched side
however, and further checks showed that the relay was
being switched. Investigation showed that although the relay
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was apparently working the contacts didn't make. A
D.B.
replacement put matters right.

superb dry-joint at pin 4 of T901. When this was openN.B.
circuited the set was stuck in standby.

Ferguson TX90 Chassis

GoldStar CIS4361

The picture looked like that produced by a poorly tuned set.
Sound was o.k. but there was no sync. A check on the video
waveform showed that it was highly distorted. The video
demodulator coil L105 required adjustment. According to
D.B.
the customer the fault had got gradually worse.

No picture was the complaint with this set, but the fault took
three weeks to show up. Its cause was loss of the tube's
heater supply — the four-pin connector by the line output
transformer had a tarnished pin. The same chassis is used in
N.B.
Bush sets.

JVC AV28F1EK

Philips GR1-AX Chassis

There was intermittent loss of the picture and sound. When
the fault occurred there was just a blank raster. We eventually found that the a.g.c. preset control was dry-jointed. D.B.

I've had lots of these 14in. sets in lately. Most of them have
had dry-joint problems or a faulty 2SC3795 line output transistor.
In one of them however the 2A mains fuse had blown
because the posistor in the degaussing system had gone
short-circuit. When this had been attended to there was no
picture. The e.h.t. and heater supplies were present, also the
RGB drives. When the first anode and focus controls were
advanced there was dull, soft vision that could barely be
discerned — and the adjustments interacted. A close look at
the tube base showed that there had been spillage over the
socket, which was very difficult to remove from the c.r.t. A
new socket and a clean up restored normal operation. N.B.

Sony KVA2912U
The picture flickered from colour to black-and-white very
frequently. The cause was loss of the 5V supply on board B
because the circuit protector that feeds the 5V regulator was
D.B.
open-circuit.

Solavox 142TT
The text would become unusable when the set had been in
operation for a few hours — there would be severe corruption
initiated by the clock stopping. The text would then appear
over the TV picture without any prompting, and various
blanking problems would be experienced. The SAA5243PE
N.B.
text processor chip was thermally faulty.

ITT CVC20 Chassis
When this old set warmed up its picture would shrink vertically. Freezing D508 (BY126) restored full scan but the
cause of the overheating was the fact that the field output
transistors were leaky. New transistors (TIP31 and 11P33)
plus two new diodes, D508 and D506 (BA316), put matters
N.B.
right.

Panasonic TX28W2 (Alpha 3 Chassis)
This monster had no colour. Checks around the decoder
showed that the chroma signal was present and correct, so
attention was turned to the TDA3505 video control chip
IC303. The voltage at the d.c. colour control pin (16) was
low at 0.035V instead of about 3V. What could be the
cause? My first check was naturally on the 0.01pF ceramic
decoupler C644, which was virtually short-circuit (80.551).
With any other make the parallel zener diode would have
N.B.
been a far more likely suspect!

Samsung CI537V

Grundig CUC220 Chassis
There was no vision, sound or channel display. Checks on
the power supply outputs proved to be fruitful: the 15V
supply was very low, even off load. It comes from a standard 7815 regulator, which is one of three mounted on the
finned heatsink above the c.r.t. base opening in the main
panel. The input to the regulator was o.k., but there was a
N.B.
leak between its output and chassis.

ITT CT3425 (Compact 80 110° Mk 2 Chassis)
This set was dead. As the electronic fuse was in action I
tried operating the power supply with a dummy load in
place of the line output stage. This proved that the power
supply was o.k., but there was no measurable short across
the h.t. line. I suspected the line output transformer, which
proved to be the cause of the trouble. Check ITT sets of this
era carefully before ordering spares, to establish exactly
N.B.
which chassis is used.

Akita CW1492
This set would only occasionally come on. Checks in the
power supply revealed that R802 and R803 (both 151d2) had
gone high in value. Replacing them restored correct operation. They provide the power control chip with a start-up
feed.
C.W.

Intermittently dead with a chattering relay was the
complaint with this set. REL901 frequently suffers from
burnt contacts, but the field engineer had cleared this possibility. When .the fault occurred on the bench I found that the
relay coil wasn't being earthed. Tracing back I discovered
that there was a broken pin in connector PHO1 (pin 3, the
N.B.
pink lead).

There was just a bright white screen. A check at the tube's
base panel showed that the h.t. supply at pin K2 was far too
low at only 90V. The reservoir capacitor for the 180V
supply is C715 (4.7pF, 250V) which is mounted close to the
C.W.
line output transformer. It was open-circuit.

Granada C20AX5

Ferguson TX90 Chassis

The customer complained that this Hitachi-based set would
go dead. It never did for me, but I found that there was a

The h.t. voltage was a little high and couldn't be adjusted,
giving the trip symptom with the appearance that the line
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GEC C2288H (Hitachi NP81CQ Mk 2 Chassis)
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speed was incorrect. R229 (47k11) in the power supply had
gone high in value. To be on the safe side I also replaced
R225 (33kS2) which is in parallel with it.
C.W.
Grundig CUC2401 Chassis
This set was dead though two of the power supply outputs
were present. There was no line output stage operation or
+C supply. Checks showed that the drive waveform at the
base of the line output transistor was present and correct,
and a small spark could be drawn from the e.h.t. pulse
output of the transformer. But there was no voltage at the
collector of the line output transistor because, curiously, the
transformer's primary winding was open-circuit.
C.W.

blue capacitor (C919, 4.7nF lkV) in the chopper transistor's
snubber network had split open. In addition the 3.952, 7W
surge limiter resistor R901 was open-circuit. Strangely
neither the chopper transistor nor the mains fuse had been
damaged.
M.Dr.
Sony KV2096
Picture shimmer on verticals, getting worse as the set warms
up, can be cured by resoldering the connections to the field
output heatsink. They are used to make an earth path
connection.
M.Dr.
Fidelity CTM2000T

The main power supply was working and the tube's heaters
were aglow, but there was no picture or sound. A check
showed that the microcontroller chip's 6V supply was
missing. The cause of this was D6733 (BAV19) which was
open-circuit.
C.W.

The power supply was tripping because of a burn up around
one leg of the lOnF line output stage tuning capacitor. Also
the BU508A line output transistor was leaky.
If you intend to continue to use the old capacitor always
check its value. We have come across cases where its value
has changed, presumably as a result of the heat caused by
the burn up.
M.Dr.

Alba CTV14RS/CTV55

Sony KV2096

Apart from volume control everything was o.k.: when
volume up or down was pressed the display would show
only a row of dots, as if the sound was turned to minimum.
Replacement of the MN6030 memory chip IC601 restored
the sound and the correct display.
C.W.

For field foldover at the bottom go straight to the 470pF,
25V scan coupling capacitor C527. It dries up with age.
If the print is damaged by dry-joints around the snubber
resistors in the chopper circuit a first-class repair can be
achieved by fitting the Sony power supply modification kit
part no. X-4377-097-2. It contains replacements for all the
parts that have been damaged and a new piece of circuit
board which you bolt on to the top of the main PCB. M.Dr.

Philips CP90 Chassis

Sanyo CBP2145 (E2 B21 Chassis)
There was a good picture when this set was switched on, but
when the brightness was increased there was line tearing
across the screen. I went for the electrolytics, which is
always a good bet with these sets. C364 (100pF, 16V) was
open-circuit, a replacement restoring normal operation. T.L.
Matsui 2190
This set was a dead as the proverbial dodo. It's always
worth checking the secondary supplies with this model. We
found that the standby 5V supply was missing. The special
4A fuse F802 had gone open-circuit while diode D807 was
short-circuit. Replacements restored normal operation: a
nice easy fault for a change.
T.L.

Matsui 1455
For field collapse check whether D306 is short-circuit and
R310 (10S2) open-circuit.
M.Dr.
Saba SB9221 (Thomson/Ferguson ICC7
Chassis)
The report said that the field scan collapsed then the set went
off completely. On test we found that the power supply was
tripping. Further investigation showed that there was a dead
short between the field scan coils and chassis: the culprit was
the TDA8178FS field output chip IFO1.
M.Dr.

Sony KVX2132
By the time I got this set, which had no field scan, another
engineer had replaced IC502 and its feed resistor R802. But
the fault was still present. A checked showed that there was
still no supply to IC502. Following this back I found that
R530 was open-circuit. A look at the circuit diagram then
showed that both R802 and R530 are in the feed to 10502.
Both had failed. Full scan was present when replacements
had been fitted.
T.L.
Matsui 1436
There was no field scan. By using the highly technical tap
fault-finding technique I narrowed the cause down to a dryjoint at R602. Resoldering it restored the scan.
T.L.
Hitachi CPT2508 (G7P Mk II Chassis)
This set was dead. It didn't take us long to find that the little
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Sony KV2201 (YE Chassis)
Line sync was lost whenever the channel was changed.
Slight fine tuning would produce a locked picture until a
different channel was selected, whereupon the procedure
would have to be repeated. I didn't have the circuit diagram
but noticed that D811, R825, D810 and R838 on board E
were badly dry-jointed. It seemed sensible to make good the
soldering to these components before concentrating on the
fault. To my surprise and pleasure this cured the fault! A
long test run with many channel changes proved that all was
well.
J.E.
Amstrad TVR1
The TV section of this unit was dead. Replacing the
STR7348 regulator, C1509 (3,300pF, 1kV) and the 8.251,
5W surge limiter and 3351, 10W resistors restored normal
operation.
J.E.
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Inside the Ferguson ICC6
Chassis
Mark Paul

Part 3

There's a soft-start arrangement (not shown here) for the
line drive output. This is based on transistor TV62 which
provides a delay in the supply to pins 1 and 41 of the chip.
At switch on the mark-space ratio of the output pulses is
20:80. It changes to the normal running 40:60 when TV62
switches on.
The field output pulse at pin 14 is derived from the
503kHz oscillator via counters and is of ten-line duration.
The mute output at pin 27, mentioned last month, is
obtained from a coincidence detector that receives a sync
pulse input and a pulse input from the divider circuit.

In this concluding instalment we'll take a brief look at the
timebase circuitry and finally describe the watchdog circuit.
The latter monitors various parameters in the chassis: in the
event of a fault condition being detected it switches the set
to the standby mode.

Synchronisation
The sync separator in IVO1 (STV2110) feeds pulses to an
internal field sync stage and flywheel line sync system. This
chip provides the line drive output at pin 15 and a field
pulse output at pin 14. The latter is used to trigger a ramp
generator in the TDA1771 field generator/output chip. Both
these outputs are derived from a voltage-controlled oscillator which is driven by the 503kHz resonator connected to
pin 11.
Fig. 1 shows in block diagram form this part of the
STV2110 chip. Following normal practice in modern
receivers there are two phase detectors in the flywheel line
sync system. The output from the first is used to lock the
oscillator to the incoming sync pulses. The second phase
detector receives the feedback signal from the line output
stage, at pin 13. It controls the phase of the line drive output
at pin 15. Feedback pulses of about 30V p-p amplitude from
the line output transformer are fed to the emitter of transistor TV71 which acts as a pulse slicer. The slicing action
is determined by the values of the resistors (RV73 and
RV74) that set TV71's base voltage: on-screen distortion is
reduced by selecting the most symmetrical portion of the
feedback pulse. RV78 and CV77 integrate the pulse,
producing the required sawtooth for the phase detector at
pin 13.

Part IV01
STV2110

Field
sync

Line Deflection
There are two transistors in the line driver stage, TL30
and TL31. In the standby mode the stage is powered from
the 24V UA supply via DL30 and DL31. Once the receiver
comes into full operation the line output stage derived UL1
supply takes over.
The line output stage is conventional with no need for
EW correction circuitry as the chassis is designed to drive
90° tubes. Various items change for different types of tube
however. These are: the Usys voltage (h.t.); the line output
transformer; the, line linearity coil; the flyback tuning capacitor;. the S-correction capacitor; and the components in the
impedance matching network (LL23, CL23, RL23) which is
connected between the collector of the line output transistor
TL19 and the line output transformer. The efficiency diode
in parallel with TL19 may be external or within the same
package.
A network consisting of CL26, CL27, DL26 and RL25
damps out any ringing that could be caused by the combined
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Fig. 1: The sync and line generator system in the STV2110 chip IV01.
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Fig. 2: The watchdog circuit, including the beam limiter system.

effect of the line output stage tuning capacitor and the
circuit inductance. It's connected in parallel with the Scorrection capacitor CL24, which is on the earthy side of the
scan coil circuit.
The earthy end of the e.h.t. section of the line output
transformer (pin 4) is connected to a conventional beam
sensing network.
Field Deflection
The TDA1771 field timebase chip is a conventional
device with a ramp generator (CF22 is the sawtooth
charging capacitor), a power output stage, a flyback generator and thermal protection. There are only a couple of
points worth particular mention here.
First there's breathing compensation to counter the effect
of beam current change. This feature is provided by transistor TF31 whose base is connected to the beam sensing
network. TF31's collector is linked to the ramp charging
circuit via RF34 (3.3MC2) and to the scan coil circuit via
RF35 (1501M). The latter link compensates for any
tendency to vertical shift with beam current variation.
Secondly a signal from pin 1 of the microcontroller chip
IRO1 is fed to the ramp generator circuit to provide height
adjustment for 16:9 aspect ratio displays.
The Watchdog Circuit
The watchdog circuit is shown in Fig. 2. In the event of a
fault being detected in one of the circuits it monitors it will
switch the receiver to standby. The pivotal item is transistor
TR96, which produces at its collector the PO (power on/off)
signal. 5V at the collector of TR96 is power on, OV power
off (standby). When TR96 switches on for standby, pin 4
(disable) of IR81 is at OV and the U2 (9V) supply is
switched off. Since this supply powers the line generator in
IVO1 the line output stage and all the supplies obtained from
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it shut down, i.e. the standby condition is entered. To select
standby or on, pin 20 of the microcontroller chip IRO1
switches between 5V and OV respectively on receipt of the
relevant command from the remote control unit.
Rapid Switch-off
The watchdog circuit is also used to ensure rapid receiver
switch-off when the mains supply is disconnected. Transistor TV92 and its associated components provide this
action.
The first effect when the mains supply is switched off is
that the Usys (h.t.) voltage collapses. As a result there's a
proportional collapse of the voltages derived from the line
output transformer. The 5V supply to the microcontroller
chip maintains its value for a longer period because it's
derived from the 13V UStby supply.
During normal receiver operation CV93 is charged via
DV93 from the 9V (U2) line. Because of the voltage drop
across DV93 and RV93, CV93's charge doesn't reach 9V
and TV92 is biased off (its base is conected to the 9V
supply via RV94). There's a small charge across CV92.
When the UL2 supply collapses at switch off a negativegoing pulse will be applied via CV92 to the base of TV92
which will thus switch on, discharging C93. Thus a positive-going pulse appears at the collector of TV92, across
RV98. This is communicated via RR94 to the base of TR96
which in turn switches on. This immediately disables the 9V
output from IR81.
Watchdog Monitoring
The watchdog circuit monitors the field timebase for
normal operation, the line output stage via the 13V (UL2)
supply and the beam current. If a fault condition is discovered the 9V supply is switched off via TR96. We'll consider
each of these monitoring actions in turn.
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In normal operation the flyback generator in the
TDA1771 field timebase chip IF01 produces positive-going
pulses at pin 10. These are fed to the base of transistor
TFO1, which is thus periodically switched on. The negative
pulses produced at its collector switch DR61 on with the
result that the charge across CR91 is reduced to less than
1V. During the periods between these negative (referred to
as —V) pulses RR93 charges CR91 to about 2.8V. In the
event of field scan failure there are no pulses from 1F01 so
TFO1 remains off and CR91 continues to charge. As a result
TR96 conducts and the set is switched to standby. The line
output transformer derived voltages then decay with the
result that TV92 switches on, as previously described,
keeping the 9V U2 supply disabled for a period of time. The
receiver will then reset and try to start up, but with the
continuing absence of pulses from the field output chip it
will go through the cycle again.
The main purpose of this circuit is to blank the screen
rapidly when the receiver is switched off. The voltage rise at
TV92's collector is passed via RV96 and DV96 to pin 35 of
IVO1. This is the blanking input: when the voltage here
reaches 2V the c.r.t. is driven to black level and is thus cut
off.
Disabling the U2 (9V) supply in this way is of help only
for fast switch off and to keep the receiver in standby until
the voltage across CV93 has decayed and is no longer able
to keep TV92 switched on.

supply will be disabled as described above. Secondly, if the
13V supply is missing when the receiver is switched on
TL90 will have no base bias. It will therefore remain
switched off and as TFOl's emitter will be without a chassis
return it will produce no pulses at its collector. So we have
the same situation as with field scan failure: CR91 continues
to charge and the 9V supply is cut off.

Beam Limiting
Finally the watchdog circuit provides protection against
excessive beam current. The beam current limiter (BCL)
works in the usual way. The earthy end of the e.h.t. section
of the line output transformer (pin 4) is returned to chassis
via RLO8 and DL08, which is forward biased from the h.t.
line via RL06. This resistor's value sets the beam current
limiting level: it varies with tube type (821d2 or 751S2). In
the event of excessive beam current DLO8 switches off and
the voltage at pin 4 of the line output transformer swings
negatively. As a result DV31 and/or DL90 switch on. DV31
pulls back the beam current via the contrast control circuit.
DL90 switches off TL90 with the result, as previously
described, that CR91 charges up, TR96 switches on and the
9V supply is shut down. There are some carefully worked
out time-constants in the BCL circuit to set the precise
control action under different conditions.

In Conclusion
Line Timebase Checks
The operation of the line timebase is checked via the 13V
line, in two ways. First, if the 13V supply (UL2) falls for
some reason this will be detected by TV92 and the 9V (U2)

So there we have the main features of the ICC6 chassis.
Much of the circuitry is straightforward and conventional,
but there are quite a few details that are a little unusual and
could cause confusion.

Servicing the ITT Digi-3 Chassis
Chris Watton

In this final article in the present series we'll look at the
Digi-3 chassis. There are fault notes at the end for all
three chassis we've covered. The Digi-3 chassis is able to
drive, 21, 24 and 28in. tubes. All sets have teletext and
some have hi-fi sound. The main panel contains the power
supply and the line and field timebase. Three panels plug
into it: an i.f./tuner module, an audio output and interfacing panel, and the digital signal processing panel.

Service Adjustments
There are very few controls, as most adjustments are
carried out via the remote control unit. In the alignment
mode this becomes the service processor. As the original
unit will probably have been replaced by the time the set
arrives on your bench, a list of the relevant functions and
the button to push is given below. The LED channel
display gives an indication of the mode.
To set up the receiver, feed in a suitable test signal and
move the small lever switch (the mode switch) on the
digital panel to the SE position. The display will read SE.
A preset in the power supply adjusts the operating voltages. Set it for a reading of 133V at the cathode of D795.
The other adjustments can then be carried out. All settings
are altered by using the volume ± buttons. The adjustment
sequence is not important, though the geometry adjustments are best carried out in the order given below.
(1) Vertical shift. Button 1, display Ul. Adust for correct
top position.
(2) Height. Button 2, display U2.
(3) Field linearity. Button 3, display U3.
(4) Width. Button 4, display H1.
(5) Pincushion correction. Button 5, display H2.
(6) Trapezium correction. Button 6, display H3. Repeated
pincushion and trapezium adjustments may be required.
(7) First anode (G2) voltage adjustment. Button 7, display
C. There are three LEDs above the display, red, yellow
and orange. Use R536 to adjust the G2 voltage for a
flashing yellow LED. If the red LED is lit the voltage is
too low, if the orange LED is lit it's too high. A stationary
picture is essential, as varying beam current upsets this
adjustment.
After setting the first anode voltage, set the gun cut-off
points. Determine the most sensitive cathode. This cannot
be adjusted — any attempt will give `— —' in the display.
Set the other cut-off points to match the fixed one.
(8) Red cut-off. Button 8, display Cl.
(9) Green cut-off. Button 9, display C2.
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(10) Blue cut-off. Button 2 (twenties), display C3.
Next adjust the drives. Alter only the predominant
colours: at least one setting must be left unchanged.
(11) Red drive. Button treble +, display C4.
(12) Green drive. Button text i, display C5.
(13) Blue drive. Text button, display C6.
(14) Decoder reference oscillator. Button bass —, display F.
Adjust for near-stationary colour.
Finally, load the new information into the memory by
pressing the TV key (the one that should return the set
from the text to the TV mode). SE will reappear in the
display. Return the mode switch to normal operation.

The Power Supply
These sets use a discrete-component chopper circuit
that provides mains isolation. It's similar to the circuit
used in the 80R chassis — see Fig. 1. The following output
voltages are provided: 133V h.t. (I); 5V (III); 8V (IV);
17V (VI); —17V (VII); 43V (IX). The other supply lines in
the set are either derived from these or from the line
output stage. They are 12.6V (V); 16.8V (VIII); 13V (X);
—13V (XI); 220V (XIII). The LOPT also provides the
e.h.t., focus and first anode voltages. A bridge rectifier
produces 300V for the chopper circuit, which also has a
12V line on the primary side. A separate bridge rectifier
and regulator provide a 5V (I) supply for the control
circuit (microcontroller IC1401 and the associated components).
At switch on the bridge rectifier D703-6 charges its
reservoir capacitor C705 to approximately 300V. At the
same time C714 charges via R731. The link via T733 to
the base of T721 switches it on and transistors T726 (the
chopper driver) and T742 (the chopper transistor) switch
on. Because of T742's inductive load, the voltage across
R743 rises linearly. When it reaches 0.7V transistors
T716 and T711 conduct. Since T711 shorts the base and
emitter of T726 it switches off, removing the drive at the
base of T742 which also switches off. The energy stored
in the transformer is then released, driving the rectifiers
on the secondary side of the circuit.
When T726 switches off its collector voltage falls very
rapidly, taking the base of T721 negatively via R726 and
C726. Thus T721 switches off. With T742 off there's no
voltage drop across R743. T716 and T711 switch off,
removing the short-circuit across the base and emitter of
T726. T726 cannot switch on again however until T721
conducts. This depends on the time taken for C726 to
charge via R733. Once it does, T726 and T742 switch on
again, building up energy in the transformer.
The conductive T721 switches T722 on via C718 and
R724. These transistors latch on. Meanwhile C743 is
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Fig. 1: The chopper power supply circuit used in the ITT Digi 3 chassis.

charged negatively via D741. Thus T716 is switched on
only when the voltage across R743 exceeds 0.7V. As the
energy in the transformer builds up between cycles, the
charge across C743 increases and eventually zener diode
D721 is biased on. This switches off T722 via R725, and
as a result the chopper switch off is initiated by T721
instead of T716/T711. In this way T742's collector
current is limited at a certain level and the output voltages
are stabilised at about 80 per cent of their normal level.
Once the set is running normally T726 is switched on
by a drive waveform from the DPU2540 deflection
processor chip IC620 via T752 and pulse transformer
Tr751. T752 acts as an error detector/pulse width modulator. The point at which it switches on when the drive
waveform is applied to its base depends on the d.c. conditions at its base and emitter. Base bias is set by R762 (set
h.t.) which is taken to and thus samples both the 133V and
the 17V supplies. Thus variation in these supply voltages
with loading changes adjusts the conduction point of
T752 and the on/off time of T742 to compensate. T751
also varies the biasing. A negative voltage derived from
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tag k of the transformer via D752 is applied to the base of
T751. This adjusts for mains voltage fluctuations, which
are instantly reflected by the transformer. There is also an
input to the circuit from the beam sensing point in the line
output stage (breathing compensation).
As with the other chassis we've looked at in this series,
the line output transistor is driven by a secondary winding
on the chopper transformer.

Overload Protection
In the event of an overload the 'electronic fuse' will
operate. Transistors T716/714/711 provide this trip action,
sensing the voltage across R743. If the overload is permanent, the charge developed across C715 when T716
conducts will build up until the point is reached when
T714 switches on. T714 and T716 then latch on, with
T711, and the drive to the chopper is removed. The power
supply will not start up again until C715 has discharged.
To do this, switch the set off for a minute or connect a
15k0 resistor across C715. To operate the power supply
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with the electronic fuse disabled, leave the 15142 resistor
in place then switch on. This can be useful when you are
trying, to assess the source of an overload. Never leave the
resistor in place if it makes the set come on.

The HF Module
The h.f. module, type TCU-CCU, differs from those
used in the earlier sets. It contains a frequency-divider chip
in addition to the u.h.f. tuner and i.f. section. This
module's important pins are: TZ6 12.5V input; TZ7 0-30V
tuning voltage input; TZ14 12.5V output; TZ15 1.314-2MHz f/64 frequency-divider output; TZ16 5V input;
TZ23 CVBS output; TZ30 audio output. There are also
various earthing pins.
As with previous h.f. modules, you can get trouble with
the PCB/can soldering and the electrolytics can give up.
But the problems are fewer than with the previous
modules. Once again if you don't fancy repairing one of
these cans MCES of Manchester will do a good job for
you.

The Interface/Audio Output Panel
The interface/audio output panel carries the set's
input/output signal links and the audio demodulator and
output stages. Various slightly different boards have been
used — they are all similar. Power for the TDA2040 audio
output chips is applied at pins ST3 —17V, ST2 17V and
ST1 chassis. The demodulated audio signal goes to the
digi board from which processed L and R audio signals
return to this board. There's an audio muting circuit which
is controlled by the microcontroller chip IC1401. It works
by shorting out the inputs to the audio output chips. The
mute control input is at pin 5 of socket BN: 12V here
mutes the sound, OV gives normal sound.
There are two 14503 switching chips on the panel, one
for the audio signals and the other for video. The audio
chip switches between scart and tuner inputs. Plug DN is
the connection to the digital signal processing panel. Pins
5 and 7 are the tuner signal inputs, pins 6 and 8 are the
scart audio inputs. The video routes are via the other chip,
IC3004. Tuner video comes in at pin ST10, passing
through the chip from which it finally emerges at pin 15. It
goes in at pin 12, comes out at pin 14, goes back in at pin
5, comes out again at pin 4, passes through transistor
T3031, returns at pin 2 then passes out from pin 15 to transistor T3039. It goes to the digi board via pin 12 of plug
DN.
Scart audio and video inputs are selected by a control
voltage from the microcontroller chip IC1401. It enters the
panel at pin 4 of plug BN, then goes via transistor T3032
to pins 9 and 11 of the two switching chips. At plug BN
the voltage levels are 5V for TV, OV for AV: after T3032
the levels are 12V for TV, OV for AV. The RGB inputs
from the scart socket pass straight through this panel to the
digital signal processing board. The status switching input
at pin 8 of the scart socket passes via transistor T3982 to
the micrcocontroller chip, which tells the switches on the
interface/audio output panel which state to be in.

The Control Panel
The control panel houses the microcontroller chip, a
memory chip, a tuner interfacing chip and the remote
control receiver chip. It's coupled to the digital signal
processing board, messages being passed between them.
The control panel is mounted behind the customer control
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unit. It has five main functions, as follows.
First on/off power switching. A small mains transformer, fed from the mains on/off switch, feeds a bridge
rectifier and 78L05AC regulator which produces the 5V
standby supply (I). A relay circuit controls the mains
power feed to the main chassis. The relay is controlled by
the on/off output at pin 5 of the microcontroller chip
IC1401. It's also controlled by a momentary contact on the
mains switch. This activates the relay at receiver switch
on. Thereafter IC1401 takes over control. There are two
transistors in the relay circuit, T1403 and T1404.
Photodiode D1411 detects the infra-red remote control
signals, passing them to the TBA2800 receiver/amplifier
chip IC1404. The output from this is fed to pin 12 of
IC1401 and also, via plug DB2, to the digi board.
IC1403 (MEA2901) is the tuner interfacing chip. It
converts digital information from IC1401 into an
analogue voltage to control the varicap tuner. IC1403
receives 12.6V at pin 7, 16.8V at pin 13 and the 33V
tuning supply at pin 14. The tuning supply is stabilised
by a ZTK33B regulator which is linked to the 43V supply
via R1459. Channel up/down commands from IC1401
enter IC1403 at pins 3 and 2 respectively: the tuning
voltage output appears at pins 15 and 16 which are
connected together.
Memory chip IC1402 (different types are used in
different models) stores the customer audio and video
settings, the tuning information and the alignment information. It's a reprogrammable, non-volatile device that
can be responsible for various faults. When ordering a
replacement it's essential to quote the part number, which
is on a white label stuck to the chip, as the preprogramming is done at the factory. Fitting an incorrect chip can
lead you astray.
The SEL02 microcontroller chip IC1401 is responsible
for the operating and tuning systems. It receives a supply
from the on-board 5V regulator at pin 27. This supply is
also used by the emitter-follower T1401 which feeds the
4MHz crystal clock oscillator signal (at pin 1 of IC1401,
the crystal being X1401) to the digi board. The standby
LED circuit is also fed from this rail. IC1401 receives, at
pins 2, 29 and 40, 5V from the main chassis: this voltage
appears once the power supply is up and running. IC1401
controls the keyboard, the display and the LEDS. The IM
bus is connected to IC1401, the memory chip IC1402 and
the digi board.

Output Stages
The line and field output stages, the EW modulator and
the RGB output stages are all conventional and have some
similarities with the Compact 80 series.

The Digi Board
There are eight i.c.s on the digital signal processing
panel, as follows:
10610 MCU2600 master clock generator: This generates, with crystal X610, a 17.734MHz clock signal which
is fed to all the other chips on the panel.
10620 DPU2540 deflection processor: This is fed with
the composite video signal, in digital form, and produces
the line, field and EW correction drive signals. The line
drive is fed to the chopper circuit. There's a return safety
voltage at pin 25, via connector DV1. In the event of field
collapse, this will operate the blanking circuit. Check here
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if the symptom is no raster with the tube's heaters alight.
10630 PVPU2200 PAL video processor: This separates
the digital composite video signal into its chroma and
luminance components and carries out PAL decoding. It
also carries out automatic black-level adjustment, with
feedback from the RGB output stages on the tube base
panel at pins 15 and 16.
10640 TPU2732 teletext processor: In addition to teletext decoding this chip accepts the RGB signals from the
interfacing/audio output panel. It provides RGB plus
blanking outputs, either text of AV, at pins 6-9.
10645 HM4816AP-7 DRAM: This memory chip operates
with IC640 as a page store.
10650 VCU2100A video codec: This converts the
analogue composite video signal to digital form, which is
then fed to 10620 for sync purposes, to IC630 for PAL
decoding and to IC640 for teletext processing. It receives
RGB plus blanking inputs from IC640 and separate digital
luminance (8 bits) and chroma (4 bits) inputs from IC630,
converting them to analogue RGB outputs at pins 28, 27
and 26 respectively.
10670 APU2400E audio processor: After digital audio
signal processing this chip produces analogue L and R
outputs at pins 19 and 20 respectively.

all the chips on the digi board and the microcontroller and
memory chips on the control panel. The IM bus has four
lines, clock (4MHz), data, ident and reset.
This is a simplified summary of what goes on in the
digital signal processing section of the receiver, but when
faced with the unfamiliar it's useful to know which of
these large chips does what. Note that they are all MOS
devices. Fig. 2 shows the general arrangement. The digital
audio data is sent from IC680 to IC670 in serial form:
IC680 incorporates a parallel-to-serial converter while
IC670 has a serial-to-parallel converter.
The clock chip IC610 can give some misleading
results, and the memory chip IC1402 on the control panel
is often the cause of trouble. As the reset and supply
lines are common to all the chips on the board it should
be necessary to check them at only one point -- unless
there's broken print. The supplies are as follows: 12.5V
at DV15, 5V (III) at DV17, 8V at DV16 and 5V (II) at
DV18.

FAULTS LISTS
We'll conclude this article with faults lists for the three
chassis that have been covered in the series.
Compact 80R Chassis

Dead set: Check C701, D712 and D714.
10680 ADC2300E audio converter: This chip receives
the demodulated and external audio inputs and converts
them to digital form for feeding to IC670. It also carries
out signal selection in conjunction with the MC14053
audio switch on the interface/audio output panel.
There's a reset pulse generator on this board, consisting
of transistors T691 and T692 and the associated components. The reset pulses are fed to the IM bus which links
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Dead set with electronic fuse in operation, works when
this is overridden: Check C703.
Dead set, electronic fuse in operation: Line output transformer faulty or a short across one of the supply lines on
the secondary side of the chopper circuit.
No picture: Lack of the sandcastle pulses at the decoder
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chip because of field collapse or failure of T401
(BC238B).

Intermittent tripping: Check the value of R754 (1601d/).
Poor starting: Replace C714 (10pF).

Excessive width: EW modulator driver transistor T536
(BD135) short-circuit.

Monoprint B Chassis
Dead set: Check D733, IC701, R715, R721, D702.
Dead set, tripped: Line output transformer faulty or a
short across one of the supply lines on the secondary side
of the chopper circuit.
Dead set, primary side of the power supply o.k.: Check
D733 and C734.

Intermittent standby: Check the 5V regulator (IC1405)
on the control panel.
No picture or sound, e.h.t. present: D771 short-circuit.
Field faults: Can be caused by the 5V regulator chip IC771
(L78S05CV).
Unlinear field scan: Replace the 6.8V zener diode D411.
Picture shifted downwards: Another fault that can be
caused by the 6.8V zener diode D411.
Line at top of screen: Replace R431 (330Q).

Set appears to be in standby but the e.h.t. is present:
Check C772.
Set is stuck in standby: Check C715.
Intermittent dead set: Check pins of chopper transformer.

Line phase faults: C209 and C234 in the h.f. module, also
dry-joints in this module, will cause apparent line timebase
faults.
Intermittent loss of remote control operation: Check
T1410 (BC238C) on the control panel.

Poor starting: Check C701 and C707.
Low h.t., set runs but no e.h.t.: Line output transformer
defective. Look at the line output transistor's collector
waveform. If ragged with lots of spikes the LOPT is
suspect.

Intermittent loss of colour: Replace the MCU2600 chip
IC610.
Incorrect colour: IC630 (PVPU2200) or crystal X610.
No colour: Memory chip on the control panel (IC1402).

Cuts out, intermittently looses channel memory:
Replace 5V regulator IC1405.
No on-board control: The keypad may be defective.
Cleaning it may cure the fault.

No picture or sound: Was caused by the video switch chip
IC3004 on the interface/audio output panel.
Weak picture: Was caused by T1013 (BF493), one of the
feedback transistors on the tube base panel.

No teletext, though the indicator comes on when teletext
is selected, and channels won't change: Replace the
DPU2540 chip on the teletext panel.

Poor resolution: Can be caused by the VCU2100A codec
chip IC650 on the digi board.

Digi-3 Chassis

Blank raster: Can be caused by the VCU2100A chip
IC650 on the digi board.

Dead set: Check the chopper transistor T742. A defective
DPU2540 deflection processor chip can drive the
chopper/line output stage at the wrong frequency with the
result that the power supply shuts down.

No tuning: Likely to be caused by the ME,A2901 tuner
interface chip IC1403 on the control panel.
Noisy picture, low gain: Can be caused by the memory
chip IC1402 on the control panel.

Dead set, h.t. very low: C535 (1nF) short-circuit.
Dead set, chopper transistor blows: Change all the bridge
rectifier didoes (D703-6).

No tuning, channel display o.k.: Microcontroller chip
IC1401 faulty.
No text: Can be caused by failure of D403 (1N4148).

Dead set, R519 burnt up: Replace D513 (BY448).
Corrupt text: 10640 (TPU2732) faulty.
Dead set, tripped: Check the rectifiers that produce the
±13V supplies (D547-8).
Dead set, line output stage fault: Check for shorts across
the secondary supplies before condemning the line output
transformer. Disconnect the scan plug to check the power
supply.
Dead set, electronic fuse in operation: Various faults that
load secondary circuits will activate the electronic fuse, i.e.
faulty field or audio output chips or digi board faults.
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Text information displaced: IC640 (TPU2732) faulty.
Horizontal lines on the piCture: The MEA2901 tuner
interface chip IC1403 on the control panel faulty.
Picture unstable: Deflection processor IC620 (DPU2540)
faulty.
Most sound faults: The APU2400E audio processor chip
IC670 faulty.
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Further Confessions of a TLO
Mark Paul
"Look mister, whatever your name is." She paused.
I gave her my name again.
"I don't care what you say, get this bacon off my television" she continued.
Her plea did not refer to a new low in the trade, a high street
shop that sold consumer electronics as an adjunct to being a
butchers. Rather it was an emotional cry from the heart of a
customer whose TV set was suffering from amateur radio interference. Before I could reply there was another outburst.
"Look. I've written to him, the Troublevision repair man
has checked the set, and I've even had two government men
around checking for radiation and leakage. This is the end.
I've reached my limit.
She left and went upstairs, leaving me alone at the living
room window. I was in a modest semi-detached house in a
leafy suburbia, looking out with hatred at the cause of my
problems — a 20ft mast with a crosshatch array of Yagis,
reflecting dipoles, dishes, rods and whatever else could
possibly be attached. The whole assemblage of bits and
bobs cast a long, ominous shadow, even with a late morning
sun, across the back lawn and straight into the house. As I
looked, the gantry slowly started to rotate towards me, as if
reading my mind. I shook my head. Reading far too much
Asimov, I thought. Yet there it was, fascinating to behold as
it slowly swayed on its mount, a monster-like Meccano set
gone mad.
It seemed to me that life can be very lonely for a TLO.
What was I doing here anyway?

Angelique
The phone had rung the evening before. It was Head
Office. The all-important Customer Relations Office, which is
linked with that other world of crazies, Marketing Department.
"Hello there, this is Angelique Matthew-Henry here".
Where do they get these names, I thought to myself. "Look"
she continued, "we've got this customer having a bit of a
problem with interference from somewhere on her television."
"What kind of interference?" I asked.
"You know, lines on the picture stuff. Probably only aerial
trouble. McGurgle's the name and she thinks it's to do with a
butchers next door — at least that's what I think she meant. She
was a bit excited when I spoke to her."
"You mean something like thermostat interference" I
suggested.
"That's it! Probably faulty switching."
This was all I needed, an Angelique telling me there was a
faulty thermostat. She wouldn't know one from a hen.
"So what do you want me to do?"
"I think you'll have to play it by ear when you get there."
Wonderful. A great help.
"Out of interest, where is 'there'?"
"Redcar in Yorkshire. Not far from you really. I promised
the customer you'd be there tomorrow."
`Not that far really'. Had she no sense of geography and
distance?
"I've spoken to the Interference People" she continued.
"They'll send someone along to be with you. The dealer has
also been contacted and says he will be present: Please send us
a report on the outcome for our files. Byeee."
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Where do they come from I asked myself. Surely genetic
engineering is not that advanced.. .

On the Day
It had been a long drive, of over 200 miles, which had
meant an earlier than usual start — always a painful experience.
And I was now beginning to feel the effects as I gazed out of
the window.
Reality came back with a sudden loud noise as the living
room door burst open. As I swung round I caught my first
sight of Mr McGurgle.
He probably looked worse than he was. At least that was
my earnest hope at the time as, with a smile, I stretched out
my hand and introduced myself. He stood there like a mountain, at least 6.5ft high. As he took my hand it disappeared
inside a mass of calloused flesh. I considered myself lucky to
get it back again.
While I was taking in this spectacle Mrs McGurgle was
moving about excitedly, giving in a garbled fashion a potted
history of the events to date. She regularly pointed wildly out
of the window at the cause of her discomforture, referring to it
in language that even Rab C. Nesbit wouldn't recognise.
I wondered whether Mr McGurgle would like Angelique's
home phone number. For a brief moment I let my mind
wander down dark avenues of thought as I considered what I
would do if I ever got out of this alive.
Mr McGurgle glowered at me, then at the TV set, then at
the mast and finally at his wife who was waving her arms
about and carrying on remorselessly. He simply bellowed
"shut up, woman".
This sort of direct approach in such a situation can have a
very positive effect, breaking the tension and sharply focusing
everyone's mind on the current problem. I decided to move
slowly towards the door.
En route I was arrested by Mr McGurgle who addressed me
with a stare. "All right, what's the score?" He was a man of
few words.
I explained, gently, that as the manufacturer's representative I was on this bright-light mission to give whatever assistance was necessary to the dealer who, by the way, was in a
better position to accept any legal proceedings under the Sale
of Goods Act. But any such action would be unnecessary, as
he would sort out the problem once he arrived with the engineers from the DTI.
As I finished this little presentation there was a sudden gust
of wind that whistled and moaned through the swaying gantry.
We all turned and looked at the common enemy. This brief
pause in the proceedings was interrupted by the chiming of the
front door bell.

Visitors
The now calmer Mrs McGurgle disappeared into the hall to
open the front door for the visitors. Mr McGurgle and I fell
silent as we waited expectantly for the next phase in the drama
to start.
"Mrs McGurgle?" a man's voice enquired. A very smooth
and confident voice.
"Yes."
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"Good morning. I'm Nick the Greek from Troublevision,
come to have a look at your television. I believe you met these
two men on their previous visit."
"Hello again Mrs McGurgle. Still got trouble then?" said
one of the 'government men' in a fatherly tone.
The outside door closed and the three men entered the
lounge, to be confronted with the presence of Mr McGurgle.
Mrs McGurgle came in behind them and almost collided with
their collective backs as they came to a halt.
"This is my husband" she volunteered.
There was a frozen moment of time as the little group took
in the situation. The body language of all three visitors clearly
indicated that this would be the right time to take early retirement. But the moment of tenseness passed quickly, and Nick
the Greek was once again wearing his 'double-glazing' smile.
"Mr McGurgle, I'm Nick the Greek from Troublevision."
He thrust out his hand, to be encompassed by that massive
paw.
"And my name's Cranford" a tall government man said,
"and this is Mr Manners", pointing to his frowning and much
shorter colleague, "but please just call us Mutt and Jeff." He
finished with a strained smile. I noted that neither of them
offered his hand. Chickens!
I introduced myself to them and laid the ground rules for
the game by saying that 'we' were sure that between them
`they' would be able to solve the problem.
I must break in here to explain things to all you aspiring
TLOs. In my experience it's always good practice in such a
situation to be seen as fully identified with the customer and his
needs as quickly as possible. Being one with the customer
polarises the relationships and produces the following advantages:
(1) The 'real enemy' is registered in the customer's mind and
stays that way whatever the future developments.
(2) Your company gets the kudos for a successful outcome
while the now recognised enemy gets kicked in the event of
failure.
(3) The TLO-to-customer bonding thus established generally
produces a cup of tea and improves your self-preservation
count.
Nick didn't know quite how to take this pronouncement of
mine. His fading smile showed that he knew something had
happened, though he couldn't put his finger on it. Mutt and
Jeff just grunted.

Down to Business
Things then got gown to business rapidly. Under the
watchful eye of the McGurgles, with whom I was sharing a
mug of tea, there was a confab followed by Jeff leaving the
house to head for the Ham's shack to co-ordinate the investigation from there. Nick tried to look busy by switching the set
on, cycling through the channels and producing a circuit
diagram.
A few minutes later there was a crackle and hiss from the
little walky-talky that Mutt held in his hand, with a voice that
sounded vaguely like Jeff's.
"Mutt? Over."
"Read you Jeff. Over."
"Preliminary checks on equipment and installation seem
good. Rigg impedance matching normal. Harmonic radiation
within spec on analyser. Equipment leakage acceptable.
Frequency counter verifies accuracy of crystal control. Equipment earth-bonding to water pipe good. Double screening on
sensitive bits. Ham's licence o.k. Over."
I was watching Mrs McGurgle who seemed to twitch at the
technical phrases. Mr McGurgle looked mesmerised.
"Ask the Ham to start transmitting. Over."
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Almost immediately the picture broke up, with complete
loss of sync and a very heavy superimposed pattern. The loudspeaker tried desperately to say something, but only an odd
noise came through. Mrs McGurgle, witnessing her bane,
went into the beginnings of another fit.
Mutt took command of the situation. "Is this the problem
you're having, Mrs McGurgle?" It was hardly a tactful question
From the corner of my eye I saw Mr McGurgle shift his
position, his hand gripping tighter the now empty mug. To
delay the missile launch I asked soothingly "does it happen on
all channels?" Mutt blinked and returned to the task in hand.
"Jeff. Tell the Ham to keep transmitting on that frequency,
then come over here with the gear. Over and out."
With the return of Jeff things began to heat up. Mutt and
Jeff started the ritual of trying to capture the unwanted signal.
As we sat there watching — by now Nick had joined me and
the McGurgles on the settee with a second mug of tea — we
felt a sense of awe. The two men raced around the television
set, fitting then removing various traps, aerial braidbreakers,
stub filters and so on. The receiver was moved first this way
then that. There were ferrite rings, large and small, on the
mains lead, the extension speaker leads, the aerial lead and the
scart lead. After each manoeuvre both men would pause and
stare intently at the screen.
Time went by. The speaker still produced a choked-off
rasping noise, and the picture was still buried beneath moving
lines. The government men were beginning to slow down.
As I viewed the scene before me I couldn't help feeling a
shade uneasy. The area around the television set, which was
now positioned near the centre of the room, looked like a cross
between the Battelship Galactica and a plumber's merchant.
But what really brought the situation to a critical state was
when Mutt asked Mrs McGurgle is she had a roll of baconfoil
he could use.

Mayhem
All mayhem then broke out. Mrs McGurgle jumped up and
started to shout, gesticulate and question the parentage of the
`bacon'. Mr McGurgle rose slowly from where he was sitting
and, with the determination of a man who has a plan, strode
over to Jeff who was trying yet another filter. With one hand
he gripped Jeff's lapels, lifted him bodily away from the television set and dumped him on the settee next to me. He then
threw into the garden, through the window which was open
behind the receiver, adjustable traps, breakers, ferrite rings,
leads, tools, equipment and anything else he could lay his
hands on — all the while muttering threats of murder.
Nick from Troublevision felt that he had a duty to protect
the receiver, which was on rental, and stood over it like a dog
guarding his bone. Cool I thought.
Mutt was half-heartedly trying to get Mr McGurgle to
desist. He oscillated nervously between the window and the
door, not knowing which way to go as the noise of crashing
equipment continued.
I sat there on the settee, still holding the half empty mug of
tea, like an island of peace amidst the stormy sea. Mrs McGurgle
was in a frenzy, while Mr McGurgle was totally absorbed in the
task of ridding his home of all intrusive technology. Mutt held
his face in his hands and was ready to weep as his prized technology was being scattered across the wet earth. Jeff, who had
been beneath the set, attempted to rescue his precious rings
before they whizzed out of the window. Nick, with his circuit
diagram tucked under one arm and one eye on Mr McGurgle,
was struggling to lift the receiver off its stand to safety.
Ah me! Such is life I thought as I rose and laid down my
mug, saying my goodbyes — which no one heard — as I left.
"Play it by ear" she had said!
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TV Fault
Finding

Reports from Philip Blundell, AMIEIEE,
John C. Priest, David Chaplin, Dave Mackrill,
Glyn Dickinson, John Edwards, David Belmont,
Michael Dranfield, Tony Ashworth, Keith Evans
and Terry Lamoon

Philips 26CE2080/05T (2A Chassis)

Other engineers often bring me one of these sets with the
following 'fault' condition. The set is dead, and if the power
supply is run up with a dummy load the bulb lights then
gradually dims and goes out. What they've usually done is
to fit the wrong degaussing thermistor. Sets fitted with 110°
tubes require a dual-thermistor that consists of one positive
and one negative temperature coefficient element. The
P.B.
correct part no. is 4822 116 40033.

first confirmed then plug R on the power supply panel was
disconnected to isolate the 127V feed to the line output
stage. A 60W bulb was fitted as a dummy load instead. On
test we found that the h.t. supply rose to 123V before the
power supply shut down. When plug Q was removed,
disconnecting the 27V feed to the audio PCB, the power
supply came on and stayed on. When the dummy load was
disconnected there was a normal picture. A new TA8216AH
audio power amplifier chip (IC801) cleared the fault. J.C.P.

Mitsubishi CT2155

If the picture has horizontal bars superimposed on it check
around the 12V regulator IC902 for ripple. You'll probably
P.B.
find that C920 (470pF, 25V) has dried up.

Ferguson TX90 Chassis (20in version)

For ragged verticals check C2633 (100pF) by replacement.
P.B.
It decouples the supply to the line driver stage.

This set would intermittently display a narrow, rippling
picture. When the fault was present the h.t. was low and the
set-h.t. control RV224 had no effect. Inspection showed that
heat had darkened the PCB in the vicinity of the boost regulator circuit. More to the point, the track between diodes
D112 and D114 had cracked. When the track had been
repaired the h.t. was reset to 115V. All was then well. D.C.

Panasonic TC2622 (U3W Chassis)

Grundig P55-245 (CUC2401 Chassis)

The complaint about this set was of persistent intermittent
field collapse over a long period of time. The underside of
the main PCB certainly showed evidence of much previous
work in the area of the field output transistors Q402/Q403
and the jungle chip IC501. As flexing the heatsink plate on
which the field output transistors are mounted momentarily
restored full scan the relevant area of print was desoldered
with braid and cleaned up and major components in the area
were removed, scraped and tinned. Then everything was
refitted. A general check of the print was carried out, using
a strong magnifier and lamp, and any doubtful areas were
resoldered.
On test the symptoms were exactly as before. Voltage
checks again showed that under the fault condition the field
output pair of transistors were not conducting, though drive
was present at pin 9 of IC501 and all relevant resistors
measured correctly. To cut a long story short, the lower
transistor (Q403) of the output pair had an intermittently
open-circuit base-emitter junction. With a meter clipped
across the transistor's base and emitter pins, while it was out
of circuit for diode checks, a pull on the base pin opened the
connection. Releasing the pin restored the reading. A new
2SD837 restored permanent field scanning.
J.C.P.

Sound but no picture, with a smell of burning, was the
report on this set. The owner said that a new mains switch
had recently been fitted. We found that the previous repairer
hadn't tied back the twin lead that conveys the mains
voltage to the main PCB. It was lying alongside the line
output transformer's e.h.t. overwinding. As a result there
had been arcing, and both the lead and the transformer had
subsequently burnt. A new LOPT had to be fitted. All the
leads were properly dressed well out of harm's way. D.C.

Philips CP110 Chassis

Huanyu 37C3

The chopper transformer whined: otherwise the set was
dead. A check showed that the full h.t. reached the collector
of the line output transistor. We eventally found that L782,
which is in series with the line output transistor's emitter
connection, was dry-jointed.
D.C.
Pye 68KE3985/05M (Philips CP110 Chassis)

This set is used, with a VCR, in the lecture theatre of our
local D.G. hospital. The lecturers had complained that there
was a loud whistling once the set had warmed up. Hot-melt
D.C.
glue on the line linearity coil ensured silence.

JVC AV21F1EK (JX Chassis)

Our field engineer found that this set would come on for ten
seconds, with the LEDs lit but no raster, then go off again as
a result of the operation of the power supply protection shutdown circuit. As he could find no shorts in the power supply
or the line output stage he uplifted the set for workshop
attention.
With the set on the bench the preliminary findings were
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Hitachi G8Q Chassis -- Warning

In this chassis the mains bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor C906 (220pF, 385V) retains a heavy charge for several
days. If the power supply isn't working it charges to the
usual 300V or so. With normal operation this drops to
around 170V. Before cold testing or carrying out any resoldering C906 should be discharged, using a 1kS1 resistor —
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otherwise you may soon regret not having done so.
If you are lucky, you'll receive only a nasty shock. But if,
for example, the pins of Q902 (SGSIF344) are momentarily
short-circuited a small spark can occur. This may damage
the UC3844 chopper control chip IC901. If power is then
applied without replacing this chip fuse FS901 may blow
together with Q902, ZD901 (BZX79-C27) and D905
D.M.
(BYD33D). Guess how I found out!

had no effect, and there were no on-screen graphics. So we
carried out checks around the M50432551SP microcontroller
chip IC1101. There were normal scan pulses when
commands were present, a 4MHz clock signal was present at
pins 33 and 34 and there was a ripple-free supply at pin 42.
But there was no movement at any of the data output pins. So
there was nothing for it but to replace the chip. Fortunately
the set was happy with its new brain and burst into life — I
J.E.
didn't even have to tune it in.

Philips CF1 Chassis
Rolling was the complaint with one of these sets. There was
in fact lack of field sync, as the picture could be made to roll
down or up. Most of the sync processing is carried out in the
TDA2577A chip but, since this chip is becoming hard to
obtain, we decided to check any relevant peripheral components. R3379 and C2377 form the field sync pulse integrator: when checked C2377 (10pF) was found to be almost
G.D.
open-circuit.

Sanyo CTP7132 (80P Chassis)
If the 2SD871 line output transistor has gone short-circuit,
replace C312 (10pF) in the power supply and check the
other two small electrolytics before switching on again.
Also clean the line hold control (under the control flap), as
little fingers twiddling this often lead to failure of the line
output transistor. If the latter fails again at switch on, the
line output transformer is suspect. If a picture does appear it
will probably be slightly out of focus. The transformer is
again to blame — the tubes have a long life in these sets.
The cause of field collapse is usually the 2,200pF field
G.D.
scan coupling capacitor C445 going open-circuit.

Matsui 14/16/2060
Intermittent sound is a very common fault with these sets —
though it never seems to occur in the workshop! The cure is
to remove connector JA03 on the audio/AV switching PCB,
throw it away and solder the wires directly to the panel. G.D.

Alba CT744
The line output transformer in these sets has a short life.
Replacements are quite cheap, but beware! If the overwinding has broken down lots of volts will have been sent
down the beam limiter and contrast control lines. In one
case we had to replace R425 (0.680, 1W), R435 (101d2),
R383 (22052), IC301 (TA7698AP), R419, R424 (10k52),
D302/3/4 and D409 (all 1N4148) as well as the transformer.
All this after we'd given an estimate!
To avoid the same mistake, check closely around the
LOPT and the colour decoder chip for burnt resistors. G.D.

Saisho CM16R
This set was dead with the standby indicator on. A replacement STK7308 chopper chip (IC501) restored normal operaJ.E.
tion.

Philips 2A Chassis
There was normal sound but just a blank screen. When the
first anode control was turned up there was a full raster with
flyback lines. Scope checks around the TDA3561A colour
decoder chip IC7300 showed that there was a video input at
pin 10 but no RGB outputs at pins 12, 14 and 16. A new chip
J.E.
restored the picture.

Toshiba 255T7B
We found that the line output transistor Q404 (ON4408) was
short-circuit, the cause being dry-joints at plug/socket 570.
Intermittent field collapse is another fault you get because of
dry-joints at this plug.
J.E.
Boots CTV1417R
This set was dead apart from a squealing power supply. The
cause of this was the 2SD1426 line output transistor which
was short-circuit. When a replacement was fitted the set came
to life but there was no sound and a blank screen. So we
turned up the first anode preset and found that there was field
collapse. R234 (4752) was discoloured and charred though it
measured all right. Its distress was caused by a short-circuit
12V zener diode (LD212). The set worked normally when
we'd replaced these two items.

Solavox 141
There were no signals, just snow. A check showed that the
tuning voltage was missing at pin VT of the tuner. We didn't
have a circuit diagram, but as the tuning and channel preset
circuitry is on the front vertical panel this seemed to be a
good place to start. As luck would have it there was a very
sad looking 4701d2 resistor (R010) — the colour bands could
just be recognised. It read open-circuit and on fitting a
replacement the set's tuning was restored.
J.E.

Matsui 1422
The cause of a dead set or a buzzing power supply is almost
always C617 (4.7nF, lkV), a blue disc ceramic capacitor.
Also check C612 which lives next door. Faulty ones will
have started to crack, but this isn't always visible with the
component in situ. It's easy to mistake this fault for an overload in the line output stage. The surge limiter resistor will
fail if the set is left on.
G.D.

Hitachi G6P Chassis
One of these sets would sometimes fail to start up from
standby at switch on. The cause was a dry-joint at R1172
(1kS2), which is connected between pin 38 of the microcontroller chip IC1101 and the collector of Q1103. To come out
of standby at switch on, Q1103 momentarily connects pins 2
and 38 of IC1101.
J.E.

Hitachi G6P Chassis

Decca/Tatung 130 Chassis

This set refused to do anything other than produce a snowfilled raster. Operation of the remote and manual controls

The picture displayed by one of these sets looked as if the
contrast or the tube's emission was low. We traced the cause
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to R425 and R426 (both 681(0) however. They are in the
D.B.
beam limiter circuit and were both open-circuit.

Hitachi C2564N
A crackling noise from the speakers was the complaint with
this set. The cause was traced to IC4010 which was intermitD.B.
tently giving a low-voltage output.

Hitachi C2519R (G8Q Chassis)
One of these sets lost its green picture content intermittently.
The cause was a defective green output transistor. As we
didn't have the BF459 in stock we replaced all three RGB
D.B.
output transistors with BF462s.

we'd cured this one by resoldering the pins of the little feedback pulse transformer Tr712. Two weeks later the set
bounced, with the same fault. This time the transformer had
to be replaced. We assume that the resoldering heat the first
time round had temporarily healed a defect within the transM.Dr.
former.

Hitachi C2574TN
There was a faint purple band through the picture, noticeable
only on very dark scenes. The cause was ringing in the
chroma delay line (DL501) — scope checks showed that the
band was actually a reflection of the burst signal. The cure
T.A.
was a new delay line, part no. 2164051.

Matsui 2092T
Philips 14GR1021 (GR1-AX Chassis)
This set was dead with no line drive. We found that the small
choke (L5524, 1•5mH) in the supply to the line driver stage
had failed. It's fitted by the side of the line output transformer.
M.Dr.
One taken from a scrap set cured the fault.

The cause of a set which is slow to start from cold or
completely dead is usually R507 UMW in the power
supply. For added reliability 8506 (820k52) should also be
T.A.
replaced.

Sony KV2972U (AE2B Chassis)
Ferguson TX90 Chassis
Here's a quick summary of various faults we've had:
Field collapse or linearity faults: Replace D106 if leaky. Its
type varies between different models.
Bad ripple on picture and hum on sound: Check the 12V
regulator IC105's output. This must be spot on at 12V. If not,
replace it.
Ragged verticals, condition improves if the
brightness/contrast is reduced: Replace C189 (22pF, 50V)
in the power supply. It dries up.
Intermittent failure of R4050 (Model 20E1): Check/replace
TR107, TR108, D112, D114, D110 and R267 in the power
supply, D113 and D125 associated with the line output transistor, and check for dry-joints at the line scan coupling capacitor C193. This last item may have changed value because of
heating and thus be in need of replacement.
Field collapse or partial collapse with no video information displayed: Check at the collectors of the RGB output
transistors to see whether the supply contains line-frequency
hash. If line ripple is present here replace C190 (22pF), the
reservoir capacitor for the 175V supply. In addition to
powering the RGB output transistors this supply is used to
bias the field output stage.
No colour: Disable the colour-killer by fitting a shorting link
across R156. If this produces unlocked colour bars, check
whether R171 (270kf2) is open-circuit.
Dim picture, the contrast and brightness controls having
no effect: The beam limiter is operating. Check whether
R233 (4701d2) is open-circuit.
No signals: Try changing the SL1432 SAWF driver before
M.Dr.
condemning the tuner.

ITT Compact 80R-DSP Chassis
The power supply was running at the wrong frequency, with
a loud whistle and all the output voltages low. We thought
408

Random on-screen display characters would appear on the
picture. By swapping over panels with a working set we
found that the cause of the fault was on PCB M2. A look at
the circuit diagram showed that the on-screen and teletext
displays originate from the SDA5273P chip IC2002. A
replacement (part no. 875926258) cured the fault
T.A.

Matsui Remote Control Units
A problem has arisen recently with several Matsui TV
models. During production a number of changes were made
to the basic chassis, including two different types of microcontroller chip. This can create a problem should the remote
control unit have to be replaced, as the two chips operate with
different codes. The chips can be easily be identified by the
fact that the OEC1021A or B has 64 pins while the
OEC6021A, B or C has 42 pins.
Before ordering replacement remote control units for these
sets, always find out which type is required by checking the
microcontroller chip type. Alternatively if the old RC unit is
available you'll find its part number printed at the bottom
right-hand corner of the fascia. The following list shows the
type of RC unit required for each set.
T.A.
Model

IC type

RC part no.

1476

OEC1021A orB

076L067040

OEC6021A

076L078040

1492

OEC1021B
OEC6021B

076G047210
076R077080

2076R

OEC1021B
OEC6021C

076L067140
076L078020

2092T

OEC1021B
OEC6021C

076G047240
076R077070

Toshiba 1400TBZ
When the channel was changed this set would display a
picture for a fraction of a second followed by a blue screen.
After checking all the inputs to the M34300-583SP microcontroller chip ICA01 I decided to replace it and was pleasantly
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surprised to find that the fault had been cured. The chip's part
T.A.
no. is 23319016.

Beko 10214
This Turkish-made portable suffered from a field fault: the
picture had shifted downwards in the raster, a bright glow
coming from the top of the screen. Any attempt at adjusting
the vertical shift control simply blanked out the screen. The
cause of the fault was R725 (150142) which had risen in value
to around 240k1).
T.A.

Toshiba 2505DB/2805DB

expensive and seldom fail, we decided to persevere with our
blind investigation in this area.
The two most important things for the operation of such a
chip are its 5V supply and the clock signal derived from an
associated crystal. The 5V supply was o.k. Replacing the
10MHz crystal put matters right.
K.E.

Sanyo CBP2152
On occasions one of these sets would fail to come out of
standby. It also suffered from disturbance on the picture and
random channel changing. After fruitless checks in the power
supply we decided to take a look at the army of zener diodes
between the front panel 'tac' switches and the system micro-

We've had this fault several times now. On the first occasion
the customer complained of intermittent loss of signals
accompanied by a blue screen (mute mode). He said that the
fault occurred after five minutes, but it actually took three
hours to appear. I was able to instigate the fault by carefully
tapping the tuner. As I didn't have a replacement tuner I
decided to attempt a repair.
I removed the tuner and used a magnifying glass to examine
the soldering. The crystal in the pre-scaler circuit appeared to be
dry-jointed. Resoldering it cleared the fault.
T.A.

Matsui 1420A

Samsung CI5013T (P58SC Chassis)

Hitachi C14-P216 (G7P Mk 2 Chassis)

Stuck in standby was the complaint with this set. Checks in
the power supply revealed that the 16.5V and 12V outputs
were missing. As these are switched on by the system microcontroller chip RIC01 we checked here and found that the
required switch-on voltage was missing. Unfortunately the
service manual is of little help in this connection as there are
no voltages or waveforms. Since microcontroller chips are

The complaint with this set was that it went off after
twenty minutes to half an hour. Sure enough, that's
exactly what it did. After removing the back I did the
technical tap bit. This revealed a perfect dry-joint at
capacitor C711, the reservoir capacitor for one of the
supplies derived from the line output transformer. ResolT.L.
dering it cured the problem.
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controller chip. By disconnecting each one it turn and

watching the results we found that D746 was the culprit. A
new 6.2V zener diode restored correct operation.
K.E.

If the problem with one of these sets is intermittent field scan,
check for cracks near the line output transformer, where the
securing lugs go through — especially near R437 and D409.
This is becoming a common problem.
T.L.
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Inside the
Ferguson ICC9
Chassis
Part 2

and chroma) or CVBS (composite video, blanking and sync)
form. With CVBS or S-Y/C inputs switching is done by an
HEF4052B CMOS chip, IX01, under the control of the
microcontroller chip IR01. When the inputs are in RGB
form they are taken straight to the STV2160 chip IV01, with
switching controlled by the fast blanking input at pin 16 of
the scart socket.
Scart socket AV1 is fully wired to the Cenelec standard.
When fitted, the AV2 scart socket functions as a video link,
being arranged specifically for use with cameras/VCRs. It
provides standard video/audio and S-Y/C inputs, with pin 8
controlling the input selection and automatic 16:9 aspect
ratio signal detection, and video/audio outputs from socket
AV1 to give loop-through facilities for camera/VCR editing
and dubbing. This loop-through facility continues to be
available in the standby mode.
In addition front panel sockets provide a link for other
external equipment, enabling CVBS, S video and audio
signals to be looped through to the AV2 socket. Although
the AV1 and front socket inputs are wired in parallel, it's
not possible to make connections to both at the same time.

Mark Paul

In this instalment we'll look at the scart interfacing
circuitry, the audio signal processing and the microcontroller section of the chassis.

The Scart Interface
Different versions of the ICC9 chassis have either one or
two scart sockets. The scart interfacing circuitry enables the
signals from the tuner or external AV signals to be selected.
The video input may be in RGB, S-Y/C (separate luminance

Scart Circuitry
The scart interfacing circuitry with a single scart
120
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Fig. 1: The mono scart interface circuit.
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12V

AV2
Scart
socket

Audio L

IX01
pin 12

15

Audio R
out_ 0

pin 1

Audio L
in
Source switching

standard requirement at scart socket AV1. The input to
IX01 is via TX16 (whose load resistor is again RX82); to
the AV1 socket it's via TX06.
The RGB inputs at socket AV1, also the fast blanking
input (pin 16), are attenuated then passed directly to IVO1
for selection and processing. The scart switching input (pin
8) is also attenuated and is then fed to pin 28 of the microcontroller chip IRO1 for status detection. The three possible
voltage levels at pin 8 of AV1 indicate the following: 02.4V TV function; 3-6-7.4V 16:9 aspect ratio; 8.6-12V 4:3
aspect ratio.

1901 pin 29

Dual-scart Arrangement

Audio R
in
.

2

19

RXI.9
VS/\fr

CVBS from TX05

12V
TV/AV switching
to IF module
AV1/AV2
switching

TV/AV switching
from 1901

ID1.371

Fig. 2: Scart interface circuit differences when a second
scart socket is fitted.

connector (AV1) is shown in Fig. 1 (most of it remains the
same with two scart sockets, the differences and additional
circuitry being shown in Fig. 2). The CVBS or S luminance
input at pin 20 of scart socket AV1 or the front video
socket is taken to the resistor network RX24/25 or
RX72/73. There are equivalent networks for the S chroma
inputs — RX22/23 and RX70/71. These networks reduce the
signal amplitudes by about 6dB, which in the case of the S
chroma signal means that a burst signal amplitude of
150mV is presented to the chroma stages.
The video input (CVBS or S luminance) is fed to the
base of the emitter-follower/buffer transistor TX17, which
is a.c. coupled to the following amplifier stage TX03-TX05
via CX19. Because of this a.c. coupling, d.c. restoration is
provided by DX01, CX20, RX43 and RX44 at the input to
the amplifier, whose output is buffered by TX05.
RX50/RX51 attenuate the output, which is fed via TX11 to
pin 2 of the switching chip IX01. TX1 1 's emitter load is
RX82, which is connected to pin 3 of the chip. The use of
an amplifier prior to the switching improves the signal
cross-talk performance. The output from this switch is
passed via TX09 to the colour decoder chip IC01, to the
sync separator in IVO1 and to the teletext panel (Fig. 1 last
month was simplified in this respect).
A simpler arrangement is used for the S chroma input,
which is fed via buffer transistor TX10 to pin 15 of IX01.
The output is via TX08 to IC01.
Signal selection depends on a comparison (by the switch
decoder) between the voltage levels at pins 9 and 10 of
IX01. Pin 9 is held high via RX84. Pin 10 receives the
selection request from the microcontroller chip IRO1 (also
pin 10) via TX14. When TX14 is switched on, the AV1
input is selected. This change is also sent to the AV/tuner
switch in the if. module via TX18.
The CVBS signal from the tuner is a.c. coupled via
CX22 to the base of TX07, with d.c. restoration by DX03
etc. to suit the input requirement of IX01 and the Cenelec
TELEVISION APRIL 1995

Fig. 2 shows the circuit differences when a second scart
socket, AV2, is incorporated. The AV2 circuitry is much
simpler than that for socket AV1. The CVBS/S-luminance
input is fed to pin 1 of IX01 via TX13 while the S-chroma
input is fed to pin 12 via TX12. Stereo audio inputs from
all three socket arrangements (AV1, AV2 and front panel)
are routed to the audio processor board where input selection is carried out under the control of IRO1 via the 12C
bus. The switching signal at pin 8 of socket AV2 is attenuated then fed to pin 29 of IRO1 for format and scart
switching selection. There is audio loop-through from the
AV1 connector or front panel sockets via the audio
processor board, and video loop through from the junction
of TX05's emitter and RX50 via RX49 to pin 19 of socket
AV2.
Signal selection switching is a bit more complicated as
pin 9 of IX01 may be either high or low. With pins 9 and
10 both high the tuner CVBS signal appears at pin 3 and
pin 13 is taken to chassis. With pin 9 low and pin 10 high
the AV1 CVBS/S-luminance input appears at pin 3 while
the AV1 S-chroma input appears at pin 13. With pins 9 and
pin 10 both low pins 3 and 13 are both taken to chassis.
With pin 9 high and pin 10 low the AV2 video/luminance
input appears at pin 3 and the AV2 chroma input at pin 13.
Audio Signal Processing

The audio processing arrangements in the ICC9 chassis
are completely new. The circuitry has been designed for
multi-standard operation, and has been further modified for
Nicam sound. Fig. 3 shows the basic arrangement. The
Nicam
signal..

Nicam
module

FM
sound
-ar 0501
Filter

1063 81

IC2
bus
•

V

1S30
TOA6812

IS10
TDA9821

tV1t I

inputs

AV2t
inputs

Outputs to
headphone amp
usual
Outputs to
power amp

Outputs to
scart sockets .

Fig. 3: Block diagram of the audio processing
arrangement.

TDA9821 chip IS10 demodulates the standard f.m. mono
sound signal (only one half is used with mono only and
Nicam receivers, the other half being used with dual f.m.
sound carrier systems). This process is alignment free.
With both f.m. and Nicam sound the next circuit block
consists of the TDA6812 audio processor chip IS30. The
audio signals are here subjected to tone control and quasistereo conditioning. After this the main audio signal is sent
to the mother board for power amplification. A Motorola
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Fig. 5: Illustrating the main aspects of the microcontroller chip's operation.

RAM built in. The crystal oscillator runs at 22MHz:
divided by two this gives a clock frequency of 11MHz.
Orders are sent to IRO1 either via the remote control line
or via the on-board keyboard, which has a 4 x 3 matrix
with ten key input combinations. IRO1 controls the chassis
via 23 input/output communication lines and two serial
I2C bus lines.
Two pins read pin 8 information from the AV1 and
AV2 scart sockets. One pin accepts an input from an LDR
(a light-dependent resistor that senses the ambient light
level, its output being used to provide automatic contrast
adjustment to suit). The chip generates on-screen displays
consisting of up to eight lines of 32 characters each, in
eight colours.
One other chip, a non-volatile 512-byte EEPROM
(IR02), is used in the control section of the chassis. It
stores all the service data, user and factory-defined variables and the tuning programme information.
We'll now look at the various control circuit functions.
Power-on sequence: When the set is first switched on the
power supply will start to generate the 10V standby
voltage. As this voltage rises, the 5V ref. voltage becomes
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available at pin 21 of IV01. This is fed to the base of
TR80, which produces a regulated 5VpC supply for IR01.
TR81 switches on, generating the power monitor input
signal at pin 38 of IR01. When pin 38 goes high, IRO1
knows that power on has been initiated and its oscillator
circuit starts. A reset signal is then required to complete
IRO1 's initialisation procedure. This is generated externally by a circuit which will be described later (see pin 33
below). Once IROl's initialisation has been completed the
red standby LED comes on. Data is then sent to IVO1 via
the main 12C bus, using the values stored in 1R02, and the
set is fully on.
Power-off sequence: The power monitor circuit in effect
continuously monitors the 10V standby supply. When this
circuit detects a fall in the 10V standby voltage, IRO1
receives an indication that the power has been switched
off. All data currently held IRO1 is then stored in IR02, via
the I2C bus, before the 10V standby supply voltage falls
below a workable level.
Pins 1 and 2, main 12C bus: This links IRO1 with the
tuner, the audio circuit, the EEPROM, the multi-function
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chip IVO1 and the two colour decoding/processing chips
IC01/2. Normal operating speed is 50kHz.
Pins 3 and 4, fast 12C bus; This links IRO1 to the teletext
decoder chip, operating at the faster rate of 750kHz.
Pin 5, 13V detection input: The 13V supply produced in
the line output stage is reduced to CMOS level by a potential divider network and fed to pin 5 of IR01. This level is
checked by IR01: once a high is detected, an initialisation
routine for the other I2C controlled chips is started.
Pins 6-9 keyboard output, pins 39/41/42 keyboard interrupt input: IRO1 normally keeps its keyboard output pins
low. The input pins are linked to the 5VpC supply via pullup resistors. When a keyboard button is depressed, one of
the input pins goes low. IRO1 then scans all the keyboard
lines to identify the key pressed and put into effect the
requested operation.
Pin 10, tuner/AV switching output; pin 11, AV1/AV2
switching output: These pins select different signal
sources. When pins 10 and 11 are both low the CVBS signal
from the tuner is selected. When pin 10 is low and pin 11 is
high external CVBS is selected. When pin 10 is high and
pin 11 low the AV1 input is selected. When pins 10 and 11
are both high the AV2 input is selected.
Pin 12, standard switching output: This is fed to transistor
TR22 which acts as an inverter. Low = standard B/G, DKK
or I; high = standard L or PALplus. The output from TR22
is fed to the i.f. module.
Pins 13 and 24: IRO 1 's supply pins. The 5VpC supply is
derived from the 10V standby supply via the series regulator
transistor TR80, whose base is controlled by the 5V ref.
supply generated within IVO1 (output at pin 21).
Pin 14, mono volume: This pin produces a pulse-width
modulated (PWM) volume control output for mono sound
sets. The range is 32 steps, each step width being lmsec.
TR55 and the associated components convert the PWM to
an analogue voltage.
In stereo sets this pin is used to control an additional
degaussing circuit for tubes with screen sizes in excess of
33in.
Pin 15, satellite standby: Used only when a satellite tuner
is incorporated.
Pin 16, zoom function output: This pin produces a PWM
output to control zoom operation when a zoom module is
incorporated. Low = normal TV scan size; pulsed = 25 per
cent increase in scan size; high = 33 per cent increase in
scan size.
Pin 17, OSD fast blanking: A 5V pulse is present here
while the on-screen display is active. A potential divider
reduces the level to 1.5V which is fed to W01.
Pins 18, 19, 20: OSD RGB outputs, at 5V p-p. Reduced to
600mV p-p by potential dividers before application to IVO1.

source of these inputs is the TXT OUT output at pin 30 of
IV01. It consists of line and field sync pulses. Pin 26
requires field sync pulses only: the circuitry around TR42
suppresses the line sync pulses.
Pin 27, LDR detector: Used to monitor the output from an
ambient light detector when fitted. The contrast level is
adjusted accordingly.
Pins 28 and 29, scart socket AV1 and scart socket AV2
respectively pin 8 level detection: The inputs from the
scart sockets are reduced by potential dividers. At IRO1 00.9V = TV, 1.5V-2.9V = AV 16:9; 34V-4.8V = AV 4:3.
Pins 30 and 32, oscillator: Connected to the external
crystal QR01 which runs at 22MHz. The internal clock
frequency is 11MHz. In the halt mode, with the oscillator
stopped, pin 30 goes high with pin 33 low. To leave this
condition a reset pulse must be applied to pin 33.
Pin 33, reset input: The reset pulse goes low and must have
a duration of at least 10msec. It's generated by the circuitry
around TR90 and the Schmitt trigger TR85/87. After switch
on IVO1 produces the 5V ref. supply at pin 21 and TR80
produces the 5VpC supply for IR01. TR90 will be biased
on, holding pin 33 at around 0.5V. When the voltage at the
base of TR87 rises above 0.6V it will switch on, in turn
switching on TR85. The two transistors latch on, with TR85
shorting out the base of TR90 via DR84. TR90 is thus
switched off, the voltage at pin 33 rising at a rate determined by the time-constant of CR88 and RR91.
Pin 34, NTSC switching: Operates in the same manner as
pin 12. Is used only in sets fitted with a special NTSC
module.
Pin 35, LED switching: Used to control the red/green
standby/on LED. Also used in the child-lock mode to blink
the standby LED. When the TV set is on pin 35 is low and
the LED shines green. In the standby mode pin 35 is high
and the LED shines red. In the child-lock mode pin 35 is
pulsed and the LED blinks red.
Pin 36, remote-control input: This pin has a Schmitttrigger interrupt input to guarantee rapid IR command identification.
Pin 37, audio mute output: This pin is high in the mute
condition. Mute is activated on viewer request, during
channel change, when there is no 'valid signal', and in the
standby mode.
Pin 38, power monitor input: The operations associated
with this pin were described in the sections on the power-on
and power-off sequences earlier. With the 10V standby
supply falling at power off, IRO1 feeds into the EEPROM
via the main I2C bus information on the system status and
the last volume control setting. Once the data has been
saved the halt mode is entered.
Pin 40, text information interrupt: The teletext decoder
uses this pin to tell IRO1 that the requested page is ready to
be displayed. The pin then goes low.

Pins 21 and 31: Chassis connections.
Pins 22 and 23: OSD PLL and filter connections.

Next Month

Pins 25 and 26, H and V sync inputs respectively: The

In Part 3 we'll look at the video signal processing and the
timebases and provide some notes on fault-finding.
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Servicing the Hitachi
CPT1471/1473
John Coombes
itor C906 (180pF, 400V). You should obtain a reading of
about 320V here. If this voltage is missing, check whether
the 2AT mains fuse F901 is blown or open-circuit. If it has
blown, check the bridge rectifier diode D901 (RB156), the
protection capacitors C902-5 and the reservoir capacitor
C906 for shorts. If these items are o.k., the chopper chip
IC901 could be shorted internally. If F901 is intact, check
whether the bridge rectifier or the mains on/off switch 5901
is open-circuit. The correct type of mains switch must be
used as this (and most of the other components mentioned
so far) are safety rated devices.
If there's a voltage across C906 and F901 is all right,
check the voltage across the h.t. smoothing capacitor C909
(220pF, 160V). This capacitor could be short-circuit or
open-circuit. In the latter event the h.t. voltage will be low.
A low h.t. voltage reading could also be caused by a fault in
the line timebase. In this event first check zener diodes
ZD721 and ZD722 (both type HZ-27) for shorts, then the
2SC2271 line driver transistor Q721 for the same condition.
Should these items all be o.k., check the voltages around the
LA7801 timebase generator chip IC701 carefully. Replace it
if you obtain incorrect readings. A short-circuited 2SD898B
line output transistor (Q781) will remove the voltage across
C909.
The cause of no voltage across C909 could be on the
primary side of the power supply circuit. Check D906,
D908, D905 and C908 for shorts. On rare occasions D905
goes open-circuit to cause the fault. If these items are all
o.k., check IC901 by replacement.
If the voltage across C909 is correct at 111V but there's
no sound or picture, suspect that the line frequency is low
because the LA7801 chip IC701 is faulty: check it by
replacement.
If the h.t. voltage is high, D907 and/or C907 could be
open-circuit or 1C901 faulty.

These 14in. Hitachi colour portables were sold in large
numbers during the years 1982-85. The CPT1473 differs
from the CPT1471 in having remote control. The chassis,
type NP82C2, employs straightforward circuitry.
The Power Supply
Fig. 1 shows the power supply, which is of the self-oscillating series chopper type. All the transistors involved are
within the STR6020 chip IC901. T901 is the chopper transformer, whose primary winding acts as an inductive reservoir: the output is smoothed by 0909 to provide the 111V
h.t. supply for the line driver and output stages and the
audio output stage. D906 is the efficiency diode, which
conducts when the chopper transistor within IC901 switches
off. There are two secondary windings on the chopper transformer. One feeds rectifier diode D907 which produces,
across C907, a feedback voltage that's fed to the error
amplifier in IC901. The other provides, via R908, C908 and
R905, feedback drive to the chopper transistor (at pin 2 of
IC901). The operation of the power supply is synchronised
with that of the line output stage by means of a winding on
the line output transformer. R902/3 and C912 provide a
start-up action at switch on.
A crowbar thyristor in the line timebase section of the
chassis is connected across the h.t. line. Its gate circuit
senses the current and voltage conditions in the line output
stage, via ZD751 and CP751 respectively. Should these
exceed specified limits the thyristor will fire, shorting the
h.t. line via R751.
No Results
The first step to take with a dead set is to check the
voltage across the mains bridge rectifier's reservoir capac-
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Fig. 1: The chopper power supply circuit used in the Hitachi Model CPT1471 (NP82C2 chassis).
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No Picture
R901

First check that the 12V supply at pins BU and BM of the
tuner unit is present and correct. If the voltage is incorrect,
check the tuning preset unit. The 12V supply is produced by
D771/C771 in the line output stage, with R771 (10 safety)
as the surge limiter.
If the tuner's supply is correct, check the voltages around
the HA11440A i.f. amplifier/demodulator chip IC201.
Check this device by replacement if there are incorrect voltages at its pins. If everything is o.k. up to this point, check
the 2SC458 video amplifier transistor Q201.
The M51393AP colour decoder chip IC501 can be
responsible for loss of the picture. Check its pin voltages
and if necessary try a replacement. The cause of incorrect
operation could however be in the peripheral circuitry. Linefrequency gating pulses are fed to pin 8 of IC501 via the
pulse amplifier transistors Q501 and Q502 (both type
2SC1740). Check these and if necessary the LA7801 timebase generator chip IC701. Blanking pulses are fed to pin
18. Items to check here are D601 (1S2076A), ZD781 (HZ12) and D782 (VO9C) — by replacement, as they can break
down under load.

No Colour
A quick check in the event of loss of colour is to connect a
1001d2 resistor between pin 26 (TP505) of the M51393AP
colour decoder chip IC501 and TP503 (12V). If there's still
no colour, the chip could be faulty. If out-of-sync colour is
produced, check the associated preset adjustments. Other
items that can cause loss of colour are the pulse amplifier
transistors Q501/2 (type 2SC1740) and the LA7801 timebase generator chip IC701.

Field Faults

T901

R909
82k

0.5W

Standby
command 2k2

0911

0906

I01.521

Fig. 2: Power supply changes with the remotecontrol Model CPT1473. The mains on/off switch
in the CPT1473 has an extra standby override
pole. There's also a mains transformer to feed the
separate power supply on the remote control/
channel selector panel in this model.

to be correct, check the voltage at pin 6 of IC701. This is the
field drive output pin, and the reading here should be 0.5V.
If this voltage is missing or incorrect, check whether zener
diode ZD621 (HZ-12) is short-circuit. If the voltage at pin 6
is correct, suspect IC701 (LA7801) or IC681 (STA441C).
The voltage at pin 1 of IC681 should be 33V. This is the
drive to the field scan coils. If the voltage here is incorrect,
the field scan coupling capacitor C685 (220pF, 50V) or the
field scan coils (VDY) could be open-circuit, or IC681 could
be faulty. If the voltage is correct, check whether R686
(3.3k-Q) is open-circuit and/or C684 (4.7nF, 500V) is opencircuit. The field scan coils could be faulty.

If the shape of the display is incorrect vertically check the
setting of the field hold control R603 (30k0) and/or the
height control R621 (20k0). For more intermittent faults
check the condition of the carbon tracks of these two
controls. If the two controls are all right, check the LA7801
timebase generator chip IC701 and the STA441C field
output chip IC681 by replacement. If the symptom is still
present there could be a fault in one of the peripheral
components associated with these chips. There are a number
of components in the linearity feedback networks between
these chips, including C625 (2.2pF, 16V), C624 (4.7pF,
50V) and C621 (lpF, 50V). Another possibility is a low
field output stage supply. Check for 52V across C776
(330pF, 63V) which could be open-circuit.
If the fault is field collapse again check for 52V across
C776, which is the reservoir capacitor for the supply to the
field output stage. The associated rectifier diode is D772
(ES1A) while the surge limiter resistor is 8772 (100). If the
voltage here is correct, the STA441C field output chip
IC681 could be faulty. The next thing to check if necessary
is the supply to the LA7801 timebase generator chip IC701:
there should be about 10.5V at pin 12. If this voltage is
missing or incorrect, check whether R604 (1205I, 1W) or
R771 (151) is open-circuit, 0605 (3300', 16V) is open- or
short-circuit or IC701 is faulty.
If IC701's supply is o.k., check for a 3V peak-to-peak
sawtooth waveform at TP601 (IC701 pin 10). Should this be
missing or incorrect, check whether R602 (181S2) or the
field hold control R603 (30k0) is open-circuit or C604
(lpF, 16V) is short-circuit. The condition of R603's carbon
track should be checked. If the waveform at TP601 appears
TELEVISION MAY 1995
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Notes on the Grundig GRD150/250
lack Armstrong

These receivers are manufactured by Grundig in South Wales.
Unfortunately they won't release any service information or
spare parts until April. Meanwhile we poor independent dealers
are getting complaints from customers because of the time it
takes us to repair their receivers.
The problem has arisen because Grundig decided to give Mr
Joe Public a super guarantee: the retailer would exchange any
faulty unit immediately for a refurbished one from Grundig. This
meant that we had to buy a refurbished receiver and keep it in
stock, on the off-chance that a receiver we'd sold developed a
fault. As you can't sell a refurbished receiver as a new one, it just
sits on the shelf. Naturally most independent dealers are not made
of money and don't want to stock receivers like this. In addition
customers usually prefer to have their own receivers repaired, so
that they don't have to reprogram all their favourite channels etc.
Whereas Pace run a superb 48-hour turnaround free repair
service for in-guarantee receivers (and an equally fast out-ofguarantee service at a cost), Grundig can't offer such a service.
In fact the Grundig service department at Rugby isn't allowed
to carry out any repairs before April and doesn't even have a
service manual. By the time that you read this, spares and
information should be coming on line. But why not a year
earlier, and why no service like that provided by Pace?
Fortunately the GRD150/250 has proved to be reasonably
reliable. But the following problems have been noted.
Dead Set
The mains fuse tends to melt when a mains voltage surge
occurs. The GRD150 shares this problem with other satellite
receivers such as the Nokia SAT1700 Mk 1, the Amstrad
SRD510 etc. and the Cambridge ARD200, BTSV200 etc. In
fact of course the fuse is actually doing its job of protecting the
receiver against dangerous mains spikes.
So if the receiver is dead, probably all that will be necessary
is to replace the fuse with one of the same type and advise the
customer to invest in a surge-suppression plug. If the fuse
hasn't melted, check the mains input socket's solder joints.
These can be put under tension by the securing screw.
LNB Installation Menu
The other main problem with the GRD150 is its LNB installation menu, which allows you to type in a silly local oscillator
frequency. Make sure that you type in either 10.000 or 09.750,
otherwise you are likely to end up with either no channels or
just a single channel — the bottom one in the Astra 1D band.
Grundig has installed an algorithm that will reset all channel
frequencies to standard. To activate this 'factory reset' you
have to enter a four-digit code in the menu. Unfortunately the
system wipes out all the channel names at the same time. Since
there's no receiver-to-receiver downloading facility (like Pace
provide), and no programming box (such as that sold by
Nokia), you then have to punch in each channel name by hand.
For those of you desperate to reset the channel frequencies
Grundig's technical department will divulge the special code,
but you have been warned of the consequences!
No Polarisation Change
A receiver I had for repair refused to provide the LNB with a
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Fig. 1: The LNB voltage generator circuit in the
Grundig GRD150. Components without reference
numbers are surface-mounted devices.

17V supply: it remained stubbornly at 13V regardless of the
polarisation setting or channel. Since Grundig refused to supply
a service manual I had quite a job to fmd the cause of the fault.
Eventually I traced the cause to a surface-mounted pnp transistor marked 'FR' — but you'll need good eyesight to fmd it.
If you have any LNB voltage problems the circuit shown in
Fig. 1 should be useful. The switching circuitry is simply
doubled up in the twin-LNB input GRD250.
Miscellaneous Points
The remote control handset battery clips can move and touch
each other. In the case I had this resulted in a handset melt as the
battery cells became hot. Later handsets have a different design.
Other faults have occurred but, in the absence of parts and information, I've no solutions at present. I'll report back when the
situation improves.
Models GRD150/250 have a very low component count. Most
of the work is carried out by a large microcontroller board that
plugs into a socket on top of the main board. Nearly everything
else is done by a multi-legged, surface-mounted chip beneath the
main board. If you ever attempt to remove this chip without
special equipment you'll probably rip the tracks off the board!
When working on the power supply remember that various
capacitors will remain charged though the receiver is disconnected from the mains: also that most of the components on the
primary side of the circuit are `safety critical' and must therefore
be replaced with only the correct spares obtained from Grundig
or an authorised supplier.
Satellite Book
Faults we've encountered with other satellite receivers are
described in a 250-page book entitled Satellite Secrets
Revealed! It's available from Davenham Satellite Systems, 1
Firths Fields, Davenham, Northwich, Cheshire CW9 8JB at
£19.95 inclusive. Send two stamps for a list of repair kits,
components and accessories available.
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Summer of '75
Brian Storm
Two senior engineers off sick and a mountain of work were
the circumstances that led to yours truly being unleashed
upon the TV world at large. As an apprentice at an old
family-run firm in the East Midlands, most of my work
during the previous four years had been carried out under
the watchful eyes of technicians who had served their time.
But now I was off the leash and steering my way solo in a
battered old Escort van — with a stack of job cards and my
first port of call in sight.

The Farmer's 3000
A local farmer was soon beckoning me through an
assortment of dogs and hens into a truly dirty kitchen and
then to a musty lounge. There I found a large Ferguson
colour set, surrounded by a motley collection of old shoes
and boots, waiting patiently in the corner. The fanner
departed after telling me that it kept losing stations.
Having seen grown men sobbing gently over the circuit
diagram, I had some respect for the 3000 chassis that
confronted me when I'd removed the set's back. This was
to be an easy fault however: the tuning bar that's moved
around by the tuning buttons was swinging freely at one
end. It's held in place by solder and is thus susceptible to
being dislodged when prodded by large agricultural
thumbs. After carefully resoldering it, and being even more
careful not to disturb any other part of the set, `I replaced
the back and departed for my next call.

Contrasts
One of the problems with field servicing is a perverse
relationship between successive calls: if your last one is to
a dirty old farmhouse with muddy yard your next one is
likely to be to a posh detached executive house with carpet
pile a foot deep. And so it was on this occasion. My
mission was to a Dynatron console set that resided in the
study.
I was not too familiar with this hybrid chassis, but as the
job card said "dead set" I thought that the cause would be
something simple. I began by removing the several hundred
screws that secure the back cover. There was life when the
set was switched on, but one valve glowed rather more than
it should. The PY500A boost diode had turned a nice
cherry red. This was another fault that I could handle, a
short-circuit 0.47pF, 1kV boost reservoir capacitor hidden
somewhere in the dense wiring loom. After fitting a
replacement I found that the boost diode seemed none the
worse for the extra stress from which it had suffered, and
was rewarded with an excellent picture. All that remained
was to deal with those screws.

A Pensioner
Then on to call on a pensioner who seemed to be more
in need of a chat than anything else. She claimed that the
picture produced by her ageing dual-standard Ultra set (950
chassis) would sometimes become quite faint. Unable to
find anything amiss with the set I gratefully accepted a cup
of milky coffee which I drank while cleaning the valve
bases and lubricating the system switches.
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A Couple of Bush A823s
Three down and only another nine to go. But the next
call was across the town to a large council estate. The
house had no number on the door nor the gate. In fact it
barely had a gate or fence, only some splintered remains. A
helpful neighbour confirmed that I'd arrived at the correct
destination, and shortly after I was face to face with a large
Bush console which had a slot meter tacked to the side. It
was fitted with the Bush A823 chassis.
The set was dead but spluttered to life briefly as I
removed the back cover. This chassis was popular with
most of my colleagues as the picture quality was good and
the modular construction and well documented fault history
made servicing easy. One of these well-documented faults
was present on the convergence panel: a 751 wire-wound
potentiometer in the line convergence circuitry had expired,
leaving a charred mess in its place. I tidied up the print,
fitted a replacement, gave it a quick tweak to reset the
convergence and was soon on my way again.
Half an hour later I turned into the drive of a quaint
Victorian house on the outskirts of town. Another A823
resided here, this time with a Murphy badge. Once again it
tried to splutter into life as I removed the back cover, but
this time for a different reason. A thermistor in the mains
input circuit gave trouble in these sets. It was in some
distress and fell apart as I removed it from the PCB. Once
I'd repaired the power supply I found that the static convergence was in need of adjustment, also the grey scale. The
lady of the house seemed unsure about having a picture that
wasn't predominantly blue, but let me leave without too
much trouble.

Racing
My next call was to an out-of-focus KB set fitted with
the CVC5 chassis. It's master was immersed in the horse
racing and was reluctant to let me find a test card on
another channel. He was even more reluctant to let me
switch the set off to check the resistors in the focus circuit.
I was eventually able to replace the 2.2MS2 resistor on the
tube base panel and the 4.7MS2 resistors at either side of
the focus VDR. The master of the house seemed unimpressed at being able to identify the horses more easily: as
he was surrounded by a dense cloud of cigarette smoke he
was probably unaware of the improved resolution. He
grunted something I didn't catch, but I was reluctant to
delay reaching the fresh air.

A Smell of Burning
A couple of miles away I was to attend to a Marconiphone set fitted with the 1400 chassis. The lady of the
house had complained of a burning smell when it had been
on for a while. So I settled down with the three children
their mother and gran to wait for the smoke. After about ten
minutes a smell of burning became apparent, though with
no detriment to the picture. The cause was evident once the
back cover had been removed: someone had repaired the
mains-dropper assembly by wiring a replacement 15W
resistor across the faulty section. Unfortunately it almost
touched the back cover, which was now badly scorched.
The van had done well with the required spares so far:
once again I found in the wooden box, amongst a selection
of mains droppers, what I needed. When this had been
fitted there continued to be quite a bad smell, but I assured
the attendant group that it would soon burn in and become
odourless. I collected my tools and wrote out an invoice for
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the repair. After payment I returned to the road and the
rental calls.

Reactivation
A few doors away another monochrome set was in
serious need of attention. After closing the curtains I could
make out a faint, silvery picture on the ancient Bush dualstandard set's screen. This was a job for the reactivator.
My colleagues had all made their own tube rejuvenators.
They were housed in smart metallic boxes, with importantlooking and neatly labelled switches, dials and knobs. In
fact there seemed to be some sort of unspoken competition
as to who had built the most effective jacker. The service
manager had only recently completed construction of the
one in this van. I gingerly connected it to the dying c.r.t.
The meter barely flickered to indicate what life there was in
the tube. I pressed the reactivate button. The meter flickered then returned to its previous state.
It was kill or cure now as I pressed the boost and reactivate buttons simultaneously. The needle leapt across the
dial. Unfortunately when the voltages were restored to
anything like normal the meter returned to its previous state
of inertia. Muttering curses under my breath I replaced the
back then unscrewed the four legs and plates. I assured the
lady that it would soon be back, apologised for the inconvenience of its loss, and bundled it into the back of the van.

Moving some by the Grateful Dead aside, I pulled the set
out so that I could work on it. The chassis was the Thorn
1500, the complaint lack of height. Even with the height
control set to maximum there was barely enough. A new
PCL85 soon put that right. After readjusting the height and
replacing the back I wedged the set in its original position
amongst the records and returned to the road.

A Professional Complainer
Half an hour later I arrived at Mr Brown's home. This
was my least favourite type of call. Mr Brown was a
professional complainer: he would call us out frequently to
draw our attention to imperfections he had observed during
his day-to-day viewing. The lounge was dominated by a
pair of huge electrostatic speakers, both the size of central
heating radiators. The TV set was a large Telefunken one
with a hybrid chassis. He viewed it with the curtains drawn
and the contrast reduced to give a milky but in his eyes
perfect picture.
His complaint this time was of convergence errors,
despite the fact that it was better in this respect than most
sets. With a bit of persuasion the convergence panel
dropped down from the bottom of the set. Mr Brown settled
down to watch me rearrange the convergence errors until
he was sufficiently satisfied to release me for my next call.

All Ultra Modern
The New Friends Club
A twenty minute ride later, after a brief stop for my
sandwich lunch, I arrived at a glorified pub with the legend
"New Friends Club" barely readable on the decaying sign
above the door. On entering the gloomy hall I was
approached by an obese individual who wore a lumberjack
shirt. He motioned me to a room where someone had cleverly mounted a huge white colour television set on a
custom-built shelf about six feet above floor level. It was a
26in. Ultra model.
The club's custodian told me tales of the set's heartrending ability to go dead, frequently, at irregular intervals
— usually when the club's members were absorbed in the
gripping tales of day-to-day life in Coronation Street and
Crossroads. At the time the set was performing faultlessly,
but as I knew that it contained the 3500 chassis I believed
everything he said. If he'd told me that the set had a
tendency to climb down from the shelf and growl at passing
dogs I would have believed him — these sets were beginning to become a legend with me and my fellow students at
the local technical college, with new and more obscure
problems being reported daily.
Unable to remove the set from its perch, all I could do
was to arrange for a loan set to be brought out and the
delinquent to be interrogated for a few days in the confines
of the workshop.

My final call that day was to an ultra-modern apartment
in a new block of flats overlooking the local park. As was
almost obligatory for any fashion-conscious couple, the set
was an Acoustic Murphy. Available in many gaudy
colours, the discerning hirers of this particular one had
opted for a shade of darkish red to match the black leather
three-piece suite: it was on a chrome swivel stand to match
the dining table and chairs. Baulking somewhat at the
garish decor, I failed to notice the split-level lounge and
arrived at the set in a quicker and less dignified manner
than I had intended.
A trendy middle-aged man, fashionably attired in a
dressing gown of violently clashing colours, told me that
the set tended to lose colour on BBC-2. After removing the
back to confront yet another A823 chassis I pulled out the
tuner unit and examined the nylon runners that are part of
the tuning mechanism for each button. As expected, the
button corresponding with BBC-2 had a rather worn nylon
runner. A quick visit to the van revealed a packet of bright
blue replacements. After a brief struggle I managed to fit
them. It was then bye-bye to the resident peacock and back
to the rush-hour traffic for my return to the workshop. Not
a bad effort for my first solo foray.

Lack of Height
By now the traffic was starting to increase as parents and
children began to congregate at the local schools. Rush
hour would soon begin, with traffic building across the
town. The next call would be more easily reached by going
around the outskirts of the town. This brought me to the
home of a young couple on a new housing estate. As they
were both out at work they'd left the key with a neighbour.
When I'd managed to get in I found a monochrome
HMV set in the brightly decorated living room. It was
almost entirely surrounded by a gaudy collection of LPs.
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TV Fault
Finding

Reports from Tony Ashworth,
Terry Lamoon, Andrew J. Finn,
Alfred Damp, Mike Leach,
John Pitt-Francis, Robert J. Longhurst,
Richard J. Avis, Stephen Cook,
David Chaplin and Gerald White

Hitachi C2114T
The cause of loss of teletext operation with one of these sets
was traced to failure of crystal X2231 in the teletext circuit.
T.A.
The part no. is E516045.

Toshiba 3327DB
This set was happy to display previously stored channels but
wouldn't memorise any new ones. The culprit turned out to
be the UPD6254CX memory chip ICA07. It has to be
replaced with the correct device (part no. 23319016) from
T.A.
Toshiba as it needs to be preprogrammed.

Hitachi C2564TN (G100 Chassis)
This set was dead except for a flashing standby light and a
faint tripping sound that came from the power supply. There
was 330V across the reservoir capacitor C907 but the
voltage didn't reach the chopper transistor Q901, a f.e.t
type, because link FB910 was dry-jointed. The offending
joint was not immediately apparent as it's hidden beneath a
blob of glue.
Link FB911 is also worth resoldering as it can cause
similar problems.
T.A.

BC557A standby switching transistor QR10. Tracing back
from the microcontroller chip's initialising pin I found that
the 0.7V that should be present at the base of QG27 was
missing. CG31 here was 22pF instead of 47pF. Changing that
didn't improve the base voltage, so back to the 5V supply.
This measured o.k. with a meter, but a scope check showed
that ripple was present. This was cured by replacing CG632
(1,0000, 25V), but there was still no operation. QR10 had to
be replaced again as it had gone open-circuit.
A.J.F.

Panasonic TX1786 (Z3 Chassis)
There was intermittent loss of the picture. An inspection of
the PCB with a strong magnifier revealed hairline cracks at
A.D.
the legs of the line driver transformer T531.

Ferguson 14M2 (TX89 Chassis)
This set's power supply whistled, though it was quiet in the
standby mode. In addition the intensity of the whistle varied
with picture content. The culprit was D9 (BYV96D) which
A.D.
was short-circuit.

Ferguson TX100 Chassis
Matsui 1466
When I switched this set on there was no picture or sound,
though the LED was alight and the channel change worked.
This is a regular problem. I replaced R502 and R503 and got
the set working.
T.L.

A dead TX100 with a difference this time. C118 (6.8nF)
was short-circuit, taking pin 4 of the TDA4600-2 chopper
control chip to chassis. C118 is part of the chopper transistor collector current simulation circuit.
A.D.

Nikkai Baby 10
Philips 24CE2670 (2A Chassis)
The screen was blank. A raster was visible, and the mute
light was continuously on: it looked in fact as if the set was
switched to external input. As a check, the output from a
satellite receiver was connected and sure enough a good
picture appeared — but the mute light remained lit. When the
scart plug was removed the set returned to normal operation.
A week later the fault returned. I connected a meter to
pin 8 (the switching pin) of the scart socket and, to my
surprise, obtained a reading of about 5V. So the set was
being switched to external input, but how? I traced the line
back to socket F3, pin 1. Pulling this board out revealed all.
Someone had replaced the back-up battery on the top of this
board and a solder splash had fallen on to plug connections
1 and 2, forming an intermittent bridge. Pin 2 is at about 5V.
The moral is to take care when replacing back-up batteries,
as solder splashing could give rise to more obscure probA.J.F.
lems later on.

Toshiba C2036B
This set was stuck in standby. It came from another dealer
who had already replaced ICA1 1, crystal ZRO1 and the
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This set was dead but for a change it wasn't the 12V regulator. R402 (152, 0.5W) was open-circuit.
A.D.

Ferguson TX90 Chassis (2Oin version)
The power supply would trip on channel change and also
with some scene contents. We found that the set-h.t. control
wouldn't reduce the h.t. below 125V (it should be 115V).
The culprit was R229, which had risen in value from 391i52
to 50ka
A.D.

Sony KVM14TU
For intermittent a.g.c. overload check for dry-joints inside
A.D.
the i.f. module.

Ferguson TX85 Chassis
There's a tendency for power supply blow-ups with this
chassis. The usual cause is a faulty degaussing posistor
(Z2): it's good practice to replace this item whenever one
of these sets comes in for repair. With this particular set
however the cause of the problem was the fact that R97
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(1051) had risen in value to 11kS2. As well as the obviously faulty components (the mains fuse, the surge limiter
R88, the chopper transistor etc.) I also replaced the mains
rectifier diodes, the TEA2018 chopper control chip and
the three series biasing diodes D8/D10/D23 (type
1N4002).
A.D.

Tatung 160 Chassis
The power supply in this set was tripping. But instead of the
h.t. feed to the line output stage pulsing because of an excessive current demand the h.t. voltage was constant and correct.
Scope checks revealed that there was no drive at the base of
the line output transistor. The cause of this was traced back to
the TDA4503 jungle chip I101 whose 12V supply was
missing. R508 (121M) in the feed to the base of the 12V regulator transistor Q503 had gone open-circuit.
A.D.
Salora 25M87 (M Chassis)
Loss of line sync was the problem with this set. We found
that the flyback pulse feedback to the DPU2543 deflection
processor chip ICB501 was missing because RB545
A.D.
(3901d2) had gone open-circuit.
Sharp C1421H (7PS Chassis)
If one of these sets or one fitted with a similar chassis comes
in suffering from severe line jitter, save yourself a lot of
time by replacing R308 (8201d2). I spent a long time on one
of these sets recently, replacing many components in the
line timebase and power supply sections, before eventually
tracing the cause of the fault — in this case the line jitter was
at the top of the picture only.
Bush 2151T
The chopper transformer was ringing and whistling very
loudly — over and above normal volume control settings. It
was obvious that there was something amiss in the power
supply. We found that two electrolytics, C115 (22µF, 35V)
and C116 (10pF, 35V), were leaky. Replacing them cleared
the whistle.
M.L.
Philips KT4/K40 Chassis
For line jitter at the top of the picture try C2195 (lpF, 63V).
It's on the main left-hand panel, near the TDA3576 sync
chip IC7200. It worked for me!
M.L.
Samsung C15052AT
The field scanning would slowly reduce in amplitude to
leave a black line at the top and bottom of the picture. It
would then start to bounce, slowly getting worse as the set
warmed up. Voltage checks around the field output chip
(type KA2131) revealed very little, while replacement of the
chip and various associated components made no difference.
The cause of the fault turned out to be the MC7812 regulator
IC402. It provides the 12V supply for IC101 (TDA8362),
which produces the field drive. Strange that only the field
scanning was affected, as this chip is responsible for many
M.L.
other things.
Tatung 190 Chassis
No results was the complaint with one of these sets. When
the back had been removed a tripping noise could be heard
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coming from the power supply area, but the standby light
was not illuminated. We tried disconnecting the supply, lines
from the chopper transformer, but the tripping persisted.
While checking in this area I noticed that the h.t. reservoir
capacitor C814 (47pF, 250V) had leaked on to the main
panel. A replacement failed to cure the fault however. Eventually, while resoldering in the area of the mains bridge
rectifier's reservoir capacitor C808 (100pF, 385V), I heard
it bubble under the heat of the iron. On removing it much
gunge could be seen. I cleaned up the mess and fitted a
M.L.
replacement, after which the set worked fine.

Samsung C150122
This set suffered from a field linearity problem: the field was
up at the bottom and stretched at the top. When it was
adjusted the field linearity control VR303 had little or no
effect. The culprit turned out to be C306 (2.2pF, 50V), which
M.L.
is between the linearity and height potentiometers.
Hitachi C21-P819 (G8Q Chassis)
The complaint with this, set was no sound, but before this it
had been intermittently switching to standby of its own
accord. A check showed that the voltage at pin 12 of the
AN5836 audio chip IC451 was low: it should vary with the
volume setting. The cause of the fault was the T900553058 microcontroller chip IC1501. Its replacement restored
the sound and stopped the intermittent switching to
standby.
Matsui 1436X
When this set was switched on a normal, clear picture
would appear. But after ten to forty minutes the picture
would go dark and lose its colour, then the width would
decrease with a folded line scan. The cause of all this was
the line output transistor, which was leaky. Most modem
chopper power supplies tend to trip in this situation. This
one seems to ration the h.t. power continuously however, by
reducing the voltage.
J.P-F
Ingersoll XK505
There was no life in the line output department of this little
TV/radio/cassette model. Because of leakage from a dud
battery the line driver transistor Q400 had physically
rotted away! A clean up with PCB cleaning fluid, a new
transistor and a dab of varnish in the affected area cured
the fault.

Sony KVM19TU (BE1 Chassis)
There was no picture because the tube's first anode supply
was missing. D852 was short-circuit and R852 open-circuit.
This is a regular, stock fault.
J.P-F.
Fidelity CTM2000T (2X3000 Chassis)
There was severe fine ringing in the verticals with this set.
The customer referred to the symptom as a "blurred
picture". The cause was traced to the h.t. reservoir capacitor
J.P-F.
C100 (33pF, 250V).
Amstrad PC14HRCD/EU-A (Orion Chassis)
It was impossible to set up this monitor's grey scale. The
tube was good but the display had a pink cast, with a greater
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degree of adjustment on the left-hand side of the screen. We
traced the cause to C105 in the green signal coupling circuit.
All three coupling capacitors on the input side of the
M52025SP RGB amplifier chip were replaced, using hightemperature (105°) type electrolytics.
J.P-F.
Sony KV1412

line voltages were low. The cause of the trouble was C524
(10pF).
R.J.L.
Matsui 1422
This set was dead. Because the h.t. was high, the line output
transistor Q305 had gone short-circuit. The basic cause of
the trouble was C609 (47pF).
R.J.L.

The tuner in this set was out of action, but why? The 33V
regulator was o.k., and Q10 was supplying a control
voltage. But by the time this reached the tuner's VC pin it
was only a fraction of a volt. The almost complete shortcircuit was traced to C134 within the tuner. It had an 805/
leak.
J.P-F.

There was patterning on the picture. It looked like i.f.
instability. We found that C920 (470pF, 16V) was openR.J.L.
circuit.

Ferguson 37351 (TX9 Chassis)

Matsui 1450/Saisho CT147R/Hinari CT4

This set suffered from a buzz that came from the loudspeaker. But intriguingly it was present only in the standby
mode. The cause was traced to C907 which was almost
completely open-circuit.
J.P-F.

There was an unusual though quite distinct fault with one of
these sets — no luminance. The culprit turned out to be the
coil across CF101. It was open-circuit, but the quality of the
circuit diagram is such that we can't provide the component
R.J.A.
reference number.

Mitsubishi 2555STX

Osume CTV1482
An otherwise excellent picture was spoilt by wavy verticals.
We traced the cause to C117 (22pF) in the line hold control
circuit associated with IC101. It had fallen to a very low
value.
J.P-F.

Akura CX33

Matsui 1420A

Fidelity ZX3000 Chassis

There was no sound or picture though the e.h.t. was o.k.
When the setting of the first anode preset was advanced we
found that there was field collapse. The 12V regulator that
provides the supply for IC401 was red hot. Cause of the
trouble was C436 (470pF, 16V) which was leaky.
R.J.L.

For poor/intermittent start-up check whether C89 (100pF,
25V) in the TDA4600 power supply circuit has fallen in
R.J.A.
value.

Matsui 1455
The sound and picture were intermittent, and I found that
tapping the line output transformer cleared the fault. A
screw near C316 bonds the line output transformer's
screening plate to chassis. It was loose.
R.J.L.
Luxor 18056449 (SX9 Chassis)
The screen was bright with flyback lines and the line output
transformer sounded as if it was arcing internally. Rectifier
DH04 (BA159) was short-circuit and the 33052 fusible
resistor RT41 open-circuit.
R.J.L.
Sony KV2052
This set was intermittently dead. When the fault was present
the e.h.t. would come up then die away. When the set did
come on there was picture tearing. In the fault condition the
set was in a semi-standby state. The cause of this trouble
was Q001 in the standby circuit — it was leaky collector-toemitter. A BC237 made a suitable replacement. The set
would work if the standby switching transistor Q501 was
removed.
R.J.L.
Solayox 16R19 (ITT Pico , S Chassis)
When this set was switched on there was a blank raster with
line tearing. The sound might or might not come on.
Switching the set off and on a few times would clear the
fault. Checks showed that the h.t. and all the other supply
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This set was stuck in standby — some 10ft off the ground in
a local burger bar! After getting it down we found that D833
R.J.A.
in the 22V supply was short-circuit.

Sharp CV2123H
It looked as if this set had a duff tube. On further investigation however we found that the c.r.t.'s heaters were not
being fully supplied because R621 (1.252) had increased in
value to about 5.652.
R.J.A.
Hitachi CPT1446R
This set was stuck in standby though it changed channels.
We found that R908 had increased in value from 221d2 to
R.J.A.
301c.Q.
Sony KV2090/92/96 (XE4 Chassis)
No results was the complaint with one of these sets, but the
owner reported that prior to this the set had for several days
been reluctant to start when first switched on and would
suddenly go off apart from a fast, loud ticking noise from
the back.
We found that the 1.25A h.t. fuse F602 had failed
because the 2SD1398 line output transistor was shortcircuit. There was a good picture when these two items had
been replaced. But after a short time the set would, just as
the owner had described, shut down intermittently. We
checked the usual dry-joints for which these sets are noted
but there were no problems here. The cause of the fault was
eventually' traced to intermittent breakdown of C513
S.C.
(2,700pF) in the line oscillator circuit.
Hitachi C14-P216 (G7P Mk 2 Chassis)
The complaint was no results, but when we switched the set
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on we noticed that there was momentary arcing at the spark
gap connected to the tube's first anode. This was followed
by power supply shut down. So we wound up the mains
input gently, using a variac, whilst monitoring the h.t.
voltage. It rose to well in excess of the correct 103V.
Further checks showed that R909 (39k12) in the chopper
circuit had risen in value to over 90k52. It's in series with
the h.t. preset VR901. A replacement restored normal
power supply operation and after resoldering a dry-joint at
C711 in the 200V supply we were rewarded with first-class
results.
S.C.
Alba/Bush CTV1400, Harwood HTV3604R etc

We've had the same fault symptoms with two of these sets,
though the causes were slightly different, Both sets had no
sound or raster, and in each case the BZX85C12 zener diode
ZD401 was short-circuit and resistor 8414 (125I, 2W) was
open-circuit.
After replacing these two items the Bush set switched on
all right, with sound and a picture, but the components
immediately blew with the slightest movement of the PCB.
We also discovered that the AN5521 field output chip got
blisteringly hot. This time we monitored the h.t. voltage
after replacing ZD401 and R414. The set switched on
normally again, with the correct 114V h.t., but when the
board was flexed it shot up to 140V. As no dry-joints could
be found all likely culprits in the power supply were resoldered. After this there was an unwavering 114V h.t. supply
with everything running cool.
When the Harwood set came in with the same faulty
parts we replaced them and carried out the same resoldering
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job. This time the h.t. remained high at about 128V, but
dropped steadily until it stabilised at 114V. When we gave
C909 (47g, 25V) a shot of freezer the h.t. and e.h.t. went
into orbit. After fitting a replacement rated at 50V the h.t.
stayed put no matter what we froze!
D.C.
Rediffusion/Granada/Doric Mk 4 with Text

A normal though dark picture was overlaid with vertical
black stripes, each about 5mm wide. When text was selected
the lines disappeared and what at first appeared to be a
blank raster was produced. On careful examination however
a very dim text display could just be discerned on this raster.
It reminded me of a similar fault I've had with the Philips
2A chassis. So I switched the set off and checked the teletext chips, which are mounted in DIL sockets. I could feel a
couple of them push home. When I switched on again there
was a normal picture.
D.C.
Mitsubishi CT2531 (Euro 4 Chassis)

The power supply is starting to give problems in these sets,
which are now over five years old. The latest common
problem is repeated blowing of the 2SD1877 line output
transistor. If the transistor is removed and a 60W bulb is
connected as a dummy load across the h.t. supply you will
find that it shines excessively brightly. The reason of course
is that the h.t. is high, typically over 200V with no adjustment. The usual cause is C908 (10g, 100V) which goes
open-circuit. Replacing it should cure the problem. It's good
practice to soak test these sets for at least three days before
returning them to the customer.
G.W.
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Tube Testers and Testing
Les Austin
About ten years ago I thought of
sending details of my newly designed
and absolutely wonderful tube tester
to the magazine. At the time however
a different design seemed to be
appearing every few months, so I just
got on with using it as and when
needed instead of writing about it.
A few weeks ago another engineer
asked me if I could help him with
information on his newly acquired
Leader tube tester. This set me
thinking about testers again, and since
there has not been much on the
subject recently in these pages here
goes.
In addition to the tester I built to
my own design I have recently
purchased a Leader LCT910A and a
Muter BMR95. I also have a very old
Beamac, plus access to a B & K 467
and various models produced by
Video Circuits.
Do You Know This One?
Before getting into this subject
however I'll describe another of my
toys — in the hope that someone out
there can help me with some information on it. The story starts about eight
years ago when I was at an electronics auction. In the middle of a
pallet of gear I saw this pathetic
looking 'scope thing. It fixed me with
a baleful stare from its single large
(3in. diameter) eye and I knew it
wanted me to give it a new home. It
certainly looked as if it had been
neglected, and as you will know by
now I'm a sucker for old junk. So I
had to buy it. I checked on my
finances and wrote down a limit in
my catalogue.
The bidding was not particularly
furious, but it reached my prescribed
limit. So the only other bidder won
the prize. I reasoned that no one else
could seriously want it. Maybe the
other chap wanted the rest of the lot.
So I approached him and made an
offer (£10 I think) and it was able to
come home with me after all. The
thing in question is, according to the
information on the front, a CRT Characteristic Curve Display Unit.
Let me try to describe it. Do you
know the very early single-beam
Telequipment scope? The model was
S31, but it was usually simply
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labelled Servicescope and given a
serial number. My new toy was obviously a professionally built derivative
of the S31. It carried the serial
number 003, but when I later removed
the serial number plate and turned it
over I found the number 5065 on what
was obviously the correct face. As a
friend at Telequipment couldn't help
and other enquiries were fruitless, I
put it aside as a Christmas Day
project. This is a day when I can
normally play with such toys without
fear of being interrupted. Unfortunately I've not had enough free
Christmas Days recently.. .
All I know about it is that it should
have thirteen valves — they are all
missing. Three of them must have
been 85A2 neon stabilisers, and I
suspect that many of the others should
be ECF8Os — but not all of them.
Instead of the S31's normal valve
rectifier there's a bank of selenium
rectifiers. The unit appears to have
been built in about 1964. Two boxes,
one attached to each side, were apparently added in about 1973. One of
them appears to provide a 6/12V
heater selection choice, the other a
source of 400V — there are two 200V
zener diodes as limiters and a 16pF
electrolytic capacitor here. I wonder if
this latter box is intended as a clearleak facility? An attached note reads
"don't work Ron gets a shock". If
Ron is reading this, or if anyone else
can cast any light on the subject,
please write in to me via the magazine. A circuit would be better than
the sketchy thing I'vp begun to create.
Maybe it'll provide the basis of an
interesting article at a later date. Back
to testers however.
Operation of a CRT
Before we discuss tube testers it's
as well to know what we are trying to
measure. So we'd better start with a
look at cathode-ray tubes from first
principles. A c.r.t. is merely a rather
large valve: it operates with a particularly high anode voltage, and incorporates an electron lens system to focus
the electron beam. This beam strikes
the screen, which is coated with electroluminescent phosphors.
Apart from a few gas-filled types,
all valves operate under extremely

high vacuum conditions. When the
surface of a metal or certain other
materials, i.e. the cathode, is heated in
such a vacuum it releases electrons
which remain near the surface in an
equilibrium condition unless something is done to alter the situation.
The electrons can be attracted to
another electrode (the anode) some
distance away by applying an appropriate positive voltage to it. This
establishes an electron flow — the
beam. In order to restore equilibrium
conditions the heated cathode surface
will release more electrons, maintaining the beam. Provided we don't
ask for more electrons than the
surface is able to emit, the current
flow will continue.
This process is known as
thermionic emission. It's governed by
well-known physical laws. The main
determining factors are the area of the
cathode surface, its temperature and a
surface property known as the work
function. At one time the cathode was
directly heated. This was superseded
by indirect heating: a heating element
is enclosed within a thin tube that
forms the cathode. The tube is usually
made of nickel, on which a thin
coating that consists of oxides of two
of the alkaline earth metals strontium
and barium is deposited. With this
arrangement the temperature for the
same electron emission needs to be
only 800°C compared to 2,000°C with
a directly-heated cathode. The indirectly heated cathode has a much
higher work function, providing
greater electron release densities with
a suggested operating life of up to
20,000 houii. A pal of mine has a
twenty year old Grundig TV set fitted
with a Philips A66-410X tube. Used
for about three hours a day, the tube
has so far exceeded this expected life
by a couple of years. Obviously the
fifteen hours per day viewer can
expect his tube to last for only about
four years.
Space-charge and
Temperature Limiting
When the beam current is relatively
low, the current flow is said to be
`space-charge limited'. It can be
calculated by reference to the ChildTELEVISION MAY 1995

Langmuir Law. At very high beam
current levels a saturation effect
comes into operation: increasing the
electric field to attract more electrons
from the cathode no longer produces
the expected increase in the electron
flow. This is known as the temperature limited area of operation, and is
governed by Richardson's Law.
For normal viewing c.r.t.s operate
in the space-charge limited region and
our customers are happy. If the
heater's resistance should rise, which
can occur with age, or the effective
cathode surface is reduced because of
contamination (again reducing the
work function), the tube will start to
operate in the temperature limited
region and our customer will not be
happy. We recognise the fault as a
low-emission tube. There are other
causes of reduced emission, but the
effect is the same. It may be possible
to improve the situation (by tube
`boosting'), but it's as well to have
some idea of what causes the problem
before this is tried.
Efficiency

It's interesting, as an aside, to
consider the efficiency of modern
tubes. With a heating power of about
0-5W for each of the three guns of a
current 28in. FS tube the total beam
power released is about 25W. I think
that recent improvements have been
achieved primarily by careful design
of the geometry of the heating
element.
Operating Voltages

A colour tube operates with around
25kV at the final anode. This is the
voltage that establishes the beam. It's
aided by something between 500V
and 700V at the second grid (screen
grid, first anode or whatever you
prefer to call it), whilst a negative
voltage with respect to the cathode
does its best to restrict the current
flow. A balance is achieved, and we
get our picture on the screen. The
negative voltage (with respect to the
cathode — it's usually about OV as the
cathode will be at an average d.c.
potential of some 100V) is applied to
the grid, or Wehnelt cylinder as it is
more correctly known. It effectively
encloses the cathode, concentrating
the electron flow to form a narrow
central beam. This is of importance in
relation to testing.
Vacuum and Gettering

As mentioned earlier, a very high
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vacuum is required within the tube.
This is not an easy condition to
achieve. Quite apart from the need
for the tube to be able to withstand
the considerable load (atmospheric
pressure) acting on the glass,
reaching the required vacuum level
presents problems. Because of a
condition known as adsorption, any
gaseous molecules present inside the
tube, especially water vapour, will
try to stick to the surface of the glass.
For this reason the tube must be
pumped to as low a pressure as
possible while being heated to
around 400°C (since heat is the
enemy of adsorption). These conditions must be maintained for a period
in excess of an hour.
Furthermore the cathode has to be
activated, which involves heating it
to convert the coating to the oxide
form. During this process there's a
considerable release of gas. To keep
these gaseous molecules out of
harm's way, use is made of a device
known as a getter. It consists of a
small pan which is usually made of
barium, though magnesium has also
been used. An induction heating
process is used to activate the getter,
after which it has a highly reactive
metallic surface. This, throughout the
life of the tube, absorbs any stray
molecules that might otherwise
contaminate the surface of the
cathode.
Ionisation

Any unattached gas molecules
present during the life of the tube are
likely to become ionised. Negativelycharged ions will find their way to
the central part of the screen. This
has not been a problem since the
advent of aluminised screens in the
Fifties. The problem today is the
effects of positively-charged ions.
You would expect them to hide in the
Wehnelt cylinder (grid), since this is
the most negative section of the
tube's internal assembly. But some
of them reach the surface of the
cathode. This contamination means
loss of emission.
Tube Rejuvenation

Can anything be done to alleviate
this cathode contamination? Therehave been many approaches to tube
`boosting' or 'regeneration'. Some
are gentle and occasionally effective.
Others are fierce and unlikely to be
helpful with current tube types. The
fierce methods were in use twenty
years ago and were often very effec-

tive. But today's tubes don't seem to
be made of such stern stuff.
These cures work by driving
cathode contamination off in a
gaseous state. It's important to appreciate however that no method will
have a lasting effect unless there's an
active getter section to absorb the gas
molecules. If the getter is exhausted,
boosting will have only a short-lived
effect. On a negative note, I understand that some getters won't absorb
all the types of gas likely to be
present in some types of tube. If all
else fails, there remains the option of
fitting a regunned tube — or to
consign the set to the scrapheap.
Testing

What about testing then? The best
method of testing a tube must be to
have it in a working set. With all the
electrode voltages at the correct
levels, display a chessboard pattern
then increase the brightness, at
maximum contrast, until the
maximum specified beam current is
flowing. Examine the white squares
visually. There should be no loss of
line structure. Any smearing, flaring
or lack of clearly visible lines
suggests that the cathode(s) are operating in the temperature limited
region, not in the space-charge
limited region.
Such a test procedure is not readily
available for most of us, so we must
settle for something less. The first
compromise is to dispense with both a
picture and the e.h.t. supply to the
final anode. The Grunther Beamac
attempted to retain a final anode
supply (at about 1.5kV), but that was
about forty years ago for monochrome
tubes only. Normally the beam
current is extracted by applying a
voltage to the first anode (second
grid). In some testers about 300V is
available for the purpose: in my own
design the voltage is a little in excess
of 400V, though my next design.
(which is still in my head, not on
paper or in the metal) it will be likely
to have a range of say 500V to 750V.
A decision has to be made about
the beam current to be measured. In
the past most testers have aimed for
250p A, as my own does. I intend to
test for about 750pA in my next
design. Having fixed these parameters we next come to the most important factor, the grid voltage for test
purposes. This seems to have been
the weak point with many testers in
the past. But as the reason for this is
none too clear I will leave the explanation for my next article.
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each of the three RGB channels are accomplished via the
I2C bus, under the control of IRO1.
Three types of video signal can be accepted by IVO1.
These are the off-air video in luminance plus colour-difference (YUV) form, from the colour decoder section; teletext/OSD video from IRO1, in RGB plus FB (fast blanking)
form; and external video, again in RGB plus FB form, from
the AV1 scart socket. Selection of the required input is
controlled by the I2C bus or, in the case of the external
RGB or teletext/OSD RGB signals, detection of the accompanying fast-blanking signal, FB1 or FB2. The RGB inputs
are converted to YUV form within IVO1 prior to selection
and processing. Contrast, saturation and brightness adjustment is under IRO1 control via the I2C bus.
Following these adjustments the YUV signals are
matrixed to produce RGB signals for application to the
chip's output stages. The I2C bus is active here as well, to
ensure correct grey-scale and peak-white tracking. This
requires feedback, in the form of beam current cut-off
signals, from the RGB output stages on the tube base panel.
Beam current limiting, to protect the tube and the line
output stage, is also applied within IVO1: the beam sensing
point is at the earthy end of the e.h.t. section of the line
output transformer.
Non-inverting buffer amplifiers are incorporated
between the RGB outputs from IVO1 and the tube base
panel. Feedback capacitors in these stages reduce the
20MHz bandwidth capability of IVO1 to 5MHz. The RGB
output stages that drive the tube are incorporated within the
TEAS 10 lA chip IBO1. This is a high-voltage chip whose
output transistors are MOSFET types. The first anode and
focus voltage presets are mounted on the tube base panel.
This board also houses a switch-off spot suppression circuit
and tube beam sensing circuitry for the grey-scale and
peak-white tracking system. This uses the now conven-
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Part 3

In this concluding instalment we'll look at the video
processing arrangements and the timebases, and finally
provide some guidance on how to go about fault finding.

Video Processing
Fig. 1 shows in block diagram form the video section of
the ICC9 chassis. The newly-designed Thomson STV2160
chip IVO1 simplifies the video circuitry. Everything that
contributes to the final form of the RGB signals fed to the
c.r.t. base panel is carried out within IV01: adjustments for
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of the video processing circuitry.
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tional technique of inserting test lines during the field
blanking period and measuring the resultant current flow.

Power Supply Control
Various power supply arrangements associated with
IVO1 are of great importance for the overall operation of
the chassis. An internal 5V zener diode produces, at pin 21,
the 5V ref supply. This controls the series regulator transistor TR80 (see Fig. 5 last month) that produces the 5VpC
supply — the supply for the microcontroller chip IRO1 and
for the IR remote control receiver, both of which are active
in the standby mode.
The 5V ref supply is used within IVO1 for the 12C bus
decoder and latches. This is of importance because to bring
the set out of the standby mode IVO1 must be addressed by
IRO1 so that the data on video and scanning requirements
can be fed to the bus decoder and latches (remember that
IVO1 also contains the timebase generator and chopper
PWM drive circuitry). Part of the data is the 'on' bit, which
on receipt switches the receiver from standby to on. This is
accomplished by switching on TV06, which produces the
7.8V supply (VCC1) at its emitter. The VCC1 supply is
used by the rest of IVO1 and in the line driver stage.
TV06's collector is fed from the 10V standby supply
initially, but once the receiver is in full operation the line
output stage derived 13V supply is the source, via DV01.
TV06 is then regulated from within IVO1, via pins 13 and
14 (voltage and current sensing respectively) and 15 (base
drive). Once IVO1 is in full operation it takes over chopper
and video control and provides the timebase drives. To go
into the standby mode the reverse operation takes place:
IRO1 tells IV01, via the 12C bus, to switch off TV06,
removing the VCC1 supply.

The Colour Decoder Section
The input to the colour decoder section can be in
composite baseband video form or separate luminance and
chroma (S video) form, via the scart or front panel sockets.
In either case the input comes via the switching chip IX01.
There are two chips in the colour decoder section, the
newly-designed Thomson STV2151 colour decoder chip
IC01 and the Philips TDA4671 picture signal improvement
(PSI) chip ICO2. YUV outputs from ICO2 form one of the
inputs to IVO1.
ICO1 is a multi-standard decoder chip able to handle
PAL B/G/I/M, Secam and NTSC 3-58/4.43MHz signals.
Selection is under I2C bus control from IR01, being set up
in the service alignment mode. Decoding follows conventional practice of course but one major item you'll not find
is a separate chroma delay line. The chroma delay line is
integrated within ICO1: it operates digitally, using CCD
technology.
The PSI chip ICO2, which is also under IRO1/I2C
control, has two sections, one for the colour-difference
signals and the other for the luminance signal. The purpose
of the colour-difference signal processing is to sharpen the
edges of colour signal transitions. It operates when a signal
transition with a duration of less than 800nsec is detected.
A signal delay is then introduced, during which a faster risetime transition is generated. It is this sharpened signal that
appears as the output. CTI (colour transition improvement)
has the effect of increasing the chroma signal bandwidth to
nearly match that of the luminance signal. Although the
human eye is not sensitive to fine colour detail, there is a
perceived improvement as colour smear is reduced and there
is a desensitising to chroma/luminance crosstalk.
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This chroma signal delay means that a corresponding
delay has to be introduced in the luminance signal path
within ICO2. This is accomplished by the use of a variable
delay line, which again uses CCD technology. The delay is
variable between 20 and 1,155nsec, the actual time being
set by both the I2C bus (in accordance with the transmission standard) and the chroma signal processing circuit so
that the chroma and luminance signals are time synchronised. Black-level clamping is provided prior to the luminance delay line, which is followed by coring and peaking.
This improves the luminance signal edge response, both
processes again being under 12C control.
The peaking function has four levels, —2dB, OdB, +3dB
and +6dB. 0dB is selected for the normalised position. The
effect is to introduce a small amount of pre- and over-shoot
on luminance transitions. This gives a subjective improvement to all edges in the picture, so that they appear sharper
— thus the 'peaking' adjustment is another name for sharpness improvement.
There's a downside to this process however, as any
background noise in the picture will also be peaked, with
the result that the picture appears to be noisier. The coring
function is used to overcome this effect. It reduces noise on
a peaked signal by reducing the peaking gain during
periods when the signal level is flat, i.e. there are no transitions. Once a transition appears the coring function ceases
to operate — in this condition the noise is invisible subjectively.
The luminance output at pin 12 of ICO2 is applied to a
two-transistor amplifier (TCO2 and TC03) with a gain of
two to raise the signal level from 350mV p-p to the level
required at the input of IV01. A further circuit prior to
IV01, centred on transistor TC04, provides group-delay
compensation. This compensates for frequency-selective
delays in the signal path: the lower luminance frequencies
are delayed while the higher frequencies pass unhindered.
ICO1 and ICO2 are powered by the 13V supply derived
from the line output stage. Because of noise on this line
heavy filtering is required. There is also a voltage regulator
transistor, TC01, in this feed. Its control circuitry is within
ICO1. There is further regulation within ICO2.

The Line Timebase
Generation of the line drive is conventional and takes
place within IV01, the line drive output appearing at pin
32. It's controlled by two phase-locked loops (PLLs). The
first one compares the output from the line oscillator/logic
circuit with that from the sync separator. The second PLL
compares the output from the first one with line output stage
derived pulses. Both are under I2C bus control.
At receiver switch on information relating to both the line
and field deflection is sent via the I2C bus to IV01. Once
this has been latched in the 'on' bit will, as described above,
switch on TV06, powering the rest of IVO1 so that, amongst
other things, the line drive is produced. The following line
timebase adjustments are carried out via the I2C bus:
H-YCO: Line oscillator free-running frequency.
H-POS: Horizontal picture position.
H-AMP: Picture width.
A d.c.-coupled push-pull line driver stage is used, see Fig.
2. In the start-up mode this stage is powered from the 10V
standby supply produced by the chopper circuit. It's fed via
transistor TL65. Once the line output stage is working, the
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Fig. 2: Basic line driver and output stage circuitry, with EW modulator (110° sets only).

13V and 7.5V supplies appear. The 13V supply is taken to
the base of TL64 which, being a pnp device, switches off.
TL65 is in turn switched off and the 7.5V supply, via DL61,
takes over to power the line driver stage.
In the standby mode the line drive output at pin 32 of
IVO1 remains high. Thus TL63 and TL62 will be switched
on and the line output transistor TL19 will remain off.
When the receiver-on condition is requested, IVO1 will
start to produce line drive pulses. When the output at pin 32
falls, TL63 will switch off. Note that its collector load
resistor RL67 is fed from the 7.8V VCC1 supply from
TV06. As TL63's collector voltage rises, TL62 will switch
off and TL60 and TL61 will rapidly switch on, providing
TL19's base circuit with current to initiate the line scan
process. When the output from IVO1 rises again, the conditions are reversed, i.e. TL63 and TL62 switch on and TL60
and TL61 switch off.
The result of this off-on-off switching is that TL19 is
provided with a triangular base current drive. The waveform is shaped and defined by the various components in
TL10's base circuit. CL63 is charged by TL19's base
current: diodes DL64/66/67/68/69/70 clamp the voltage
across CL63 at +2.1V. When TL63 and TL62 switch on
again to produce the flyback, CL63's positive plate is
effectively connected to chassis and its negative charge
ensures that TL19 switches off rapidly.
LL61 is the component that gives the base drive its
triangular shape. When TL61 switches off to produce the
line flyback, the back-e.m.f. developed across LL61 has to
be absorbed. Rectifier diode DL63 and its reservoir capacitor CL62 provide the necessary action: the recovered
energy is returned to the 26V output from the chopper
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power supply.
The line output stage itself is conventional and therefore requires no description here. With 110° models
there's an EW modulator circuit which obtains its drive
from pin 27 of IVO1. The actual modulator circuit is as
old as the TX100 come-back-all-is-forgiven chassis.
Operation is again under I2C control for the following
adjustments:
EW AMP 1: Pincushion correction.
EW AMP 2: Parabola shape adjustment.
TILT: Trapezium distortion adjustment.
The Field Timebase

Once IVO1 is brought out of the standby mode it will
start to produce a field drive output at pin 16. This is again
under I2C bus control, giving the following adjustments:
VERTICAL OSCILLATOR FREQUENCY: 50/60Hz,
with switching derived from detection of the line sync
pulses.
VOLTAGE RAMP GEN: Gives height adjustment in 128
steps, from 75 to 140 per cent of 'normal'.
VERTICAL SHIFT: Adjustable in 32 steps (10 per cent of
vertical amplitude).
S-CORRECTION: Linearity adjustable in 16 steps.
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Fig. 3: Basic field scan circuitry.

Fig. 3 shows the arrangement of the field timebase.
Various pins of IVO1 affect the field drive output, as
follows:
Pin 17, sensep: This a.c. feedback signal affects the height.
Pin 18, sensem: This d.c. feedback affects the vertical position.
Pin 19, CVERT: The ramp voltage produced by CV46
during line 270 of each field scan is monitored to maintain
the height.
Pin 20, breathing: This pin is linked to the earthy end of
the e.h.t. section of the line output transformer (pin 4). It
enables e.h.t. current variations that would otherwise result
in picture breathing to be sensed, compensation being
provided within IV01.
Note that pin 20 is a very high-impedance input:
measurement here is possible only with a f.e.t. probe.
The field output stage is based on a TDA8172 chip, IF01.
This is a fairly conventional arrangement. A 26V supply is
used, so the output at pin 5, which feeds the scan coils,
varies between 0-26V. As the other side of the scan coils is
taken to the 13V supply produced in the line output stage,
bidirectional current flow through the coils is achieved.
Note that the current flow is to and from CF15: the 13V
supply is used simply as a reference and is not loaded by the
operation of the field output stage — provided CF15 retains
its value. With some types of picture tube an additional
small d.c. might be required for correct centring.
To protect the output stage during the field flyback a
standard voltage doubling circuit is used, consisting of
DF31 and CF30: this gives rapid absorption of the back
e.m.f. from the yoke.
Pin 6 is monitored by the power supply trip circuitry, via
RF27 and DF32: if the voltage during the flyback is less

than 75 per cent of its nominal value the power supply will
trip out.
Fault Finding

(1) Ensure that pin 21 of IVO1 is at 5V. If it isn't, the I2C bus
information cannot be sent to IV01. If IRO1 and IVO1 don't
communicate, the receiver won't come out of the standby
mode.
(2) If the standby LED lights at switch on and remains alight
it's safe to assume that the power supply is running. If on the
other hand the red LED blinks on and off the all-important
communication between IR01 and IVO1 hasn't happened.
(3) If IRO1 and IVO1 haven't communicated, isolate the
chopper power supply for checking by disabling IRO1 's 5V
supply. This can be done by lifting DP84, which is in series
with the 10V standby supply. Now check whether the
supplies on the secondary side of the chopper transformer
are at approximately 90 per cent of their normal voltage
levels. If so the fault is not in the power supply: check the
deflection circuitry.
Care should be the watchword when working with
protection circuits. This point noted, DP54 can be disconnected at pin 16 of the chopper transformer to see which
supply is faulty. If the set still trips, either the loading is
across the h.t. supply (Usys), which means that the fault is
likely to be in the line output stage, or the loading is across
the 26V supply which feeds the field output stage. In this
case don't be tempted to do something and look for smoke:
do cold checks.
(4) As IRO1 plays such an important role in the set's operation, it is important to check that IRO1 is working correctly.
Check the 5V ref and 5VpC supplies and the clock. It's
difficult to check that data has passed from IRO1 to IV01,
but 5V is the necessary level on the I2C bus.

Ferguson
Service Briefs
ICC9 TV Chassis
Microcontroller software and teletext board compatibility: If you have to replace the microcontroller chip IRO1
or the teletext panel and the results are no teletext operation,
no remote control operation, receiver is stuck in the standby
mode, there's a tripping fault, it's likely that the cause of the
problem is incompatibility between the software version
used in the microcontroller chip and the teletext PCB. The
following compatibility table will enable you to avoid this
situation:
Software

Main chassis

Text PCB type

C9-20
C9-20
C9-20
C9F-25

ICC9 280
ICC9 777
ICC9 270
All

DVT9002
DVT9002
DVT9002
DVT9003

The microcontroller software version can be identified by
the last four digits after the i.c.'s part number, e.g.
10177300-C9-20. The teletext PCB type number is printed
on a white label that's normally stuck on the component
side of the PCB. The main chassis identification is silkscreen printed on the component side along the front edge of
the PCB, to the left of the chopper power supply circuit.
Static protection for the multi-function chip IV01:
Failure of the STV2160 chip has been noted during c.r.t.
flashover life tests carried out by Ferguson. The damage
occurs in the internal circuitry connected to pin 39, i.e. the
beam current cut-off control circuitry. To protect IVO1
against flashovers a resistor has been added in series with
pin 39. Earlier receivers without this resistor should be
modified as follows: remove the surface-mounted jumper
lead reference JV56 and fit in its place a 4.7kS2 surfacemounted resistor. The Ferguson part no. for the resistor is
60079900.

tently. In the event of either of these conditions the supply
to the line driver stage will be incorrect, which in turn
means that the drive waveform at the base of TL19 will be
incorrect.
This is a difficult fault to detect. The official recommendation is to replace DL61 as a matter of course in the interests of safety and improved reliability.
Picture disturbance with off-air reception: The symptom
can be described as a flicker or flutter, or a noisy and poor
picture. The cause of the fault lies in the clamping of the
luminance signal at pin 2 of the STV2160 chip IVO1 — it
does not occur with external video inputs. To overcome the
problem the value of CV51 has been increased from 100nF
to 680nF. The Ferguson part no. for the capacitor is
10140560.
Set is locked in the standby mode, or there's no red
standby LED indication: Under certain circumstances the
set can't be brought out of standby by using either the set's
control panel or the remote control unit. To overcome this
condition the following modifications should be carried out:
(1) Reduce the value of RVO6 from 1.2k52 to 68052. This
resistor is connected between the collector and the base of
the 7.8V regulator transistor TV06. It's a surface-mounted
component. The Ferguson part no. of the revised value
resistor is 15008970.
Warning: Whilst on the subject of the 7.8V regulator circuit
(TV06/IV01), note that care must be taken when carrying
out checks at pin 13 of IVO': failure of the line timebase
and chopper supply circuits could be the result if pin 14 is
inadvertently touched while the receiver is operating.
(2) Change diode DP84 to type 1N5817, Ferguson part no.
16008270, and increase the value of CP84 (the decoupler at
its anode side) from 100nF to 220nF, Ferguson part no.
40432850. These changes increase the 10V standby voltage
by 0-3V.
(3) To make doubly sure that the receiver switches out of
standby it's recommended that the 30V zener diode DP58
and the surface-mounted LL4148 diode DP59 are removed.
The two are connected in series and are in the trip circuit on
the secondary side of the chopper power supply, i.e. in
TP77' s base circuit.

Failure of the TEA5101A RGB output chip IB01: Additional static protection has been introduced to improve the
reliability of IB01. Three BAV21 diodes have been added
between pins 7, 10 and 13 respectively and the 13V supply,
with their anodes connected to the latter. Circuit reference
numbers are DB32, DB52 and DB72. The Ferguson part no.
for the diode is 16007470.
Ferguson recommends the addition of this safety measure
should IB01 have to be replaced. The diodes must be
mounted on the copper side of the PCB, and there must be
adequate insulation between the diodes and the surrounding
circuitry to prevent short-circuits occurring during
reassembly.

VCR Models FV67HV, FV68TX and FV77HV

Random line output transistor failure: Random failure of
the line output transistor TL19 can be caused by intermittent
failure of the 1N4001 diode DL61, which is in series with
the 7.5V feed to the line driver stage. DL61 can suffer from
mechanical stress during production, as a result of which it
may go open-circuit or high forward resistance intermit-

White sparkles that disturb the LP playback picture intermittently can be a problem with these VCRs. The cause is
failure of the BA157 diode DP54 in the power supply
circuit. Its performance affects the power supply loading
conditions in the LP mode. An MUR115 diode is now fitted
in this position in production. It cures the problem: the
Ferguson part no. is 44073604.
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VCR Model FV70
Failure to erase the previous audio sound track can be overcome by increasing the value of feedback capacitor C002 in
the audio bias oscillator circuit from 1nF to 2.7nF. The
Ferguson part no. for the revised value capacitor is
20136340.
When dealing with this circuit the connections to the
oscillator transformer L001 should be carefully checked
and resoldered as necessary.
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Inside the Panasonic Alpha 4
Chassis
Part 1

Ray Meadows

The Alpha 4 chassis was introduced in 1992 and is still in
production. It was intended as a replacement for both the
Alpha 2 and the Alpha 3 chassis, offering high-quality
performance at a lower cost than its predecessors, thanks in
part to simplified construction.
The first set to be fitted with this chassis was Model
TX21V2, which became Panasonic's smallest Nicam stereo
receiver. It replaced the Alpha 2 based TX21V1, sharing
many of the same features. Other models have appeared
since then, including the Xl and X2 series and the latest Cl
series.
Features

Basic features include an isolated switch-mode power
supply and a diode-split line output transformer. The chassis
is designed to drive both 90° and 110° tubes: EW correction
is added with 110° models, the chassis then being designated type 4H. Various different black-matrix c.r.t.s have
been used, of Matsushita, Philips, Thomson and Toshiba
manufacture. On the signals side voltage synthesis tuning is
used, with a Matsushita microcontroller chip. The Nicam
decoder and IVT teletext decoder are of Philips manufacture. Much of the circuitry will be familiar to those who
handle Panasonic sets, having been used in previous chassis.
There are in particular similarities with the small-screen Z4
chassis, which we covered in a series of articles starting
with last September's issue of Television.
From the customer's point of view there are three AV
Panel Y

Mains switch

AV3 connectors

Line output
heatsink

AV2
connectors

LOPT

Tuner

AV1 connector

Heatsink

Chopper transformer

ioc601

omitted. Models 25X1DP and 28X1DP, which incorporate
Dolby Pro Logic functions, make great use of the on-screen
displays to set up the sound parameters.
Stereo sound is provided via a pair of Panasonic dome
(Xl and X2 models) or mini-dome (V2 models) speakers.
These are similar to the ones used in A2 models (Alpha 3
chassis) except thet they are open-backed. A more conventional speaker arrangement is used in the new Cl series.
Most models provide lOW (music power) per channel,
though X1DP sets have four additional amplifiers for the
Surround sound outputs. These Pro Logic models are
supplied with four extension speakers for the left, right and
two rear channels, the integrated stereo pair of speakers
being used together as the centre channel.
Several cost-reduction measures have been introduced
during the life of the chassis. These include a redesigned
colour decoder. Although the chips themselves are not interchangeable, the B panel on which this circuit is arranged is
interchangeable.
Servicing

From the servicing point of view access to the chassis is
very easy. Most of the components are mounted on the main
E panel. Three other panels, B, C and H, plug into the E
panel: their size is much smaller than in previous Panasonic
chassis and, more importantly, there are fewer interconnecting wires. As a result it's much easier to lift the chassis
into the service position, which as usual is at the rear of the
left speaker enclosure. Extension lead service kits are available, part no. TZS2EL000, to enable work to be carried out
on the plug-in panels while the set is working.
To remove the chassis, release two snap-down catches at
the top of the back cover, then take out the two screws
inside them plus two more at the bottom of the cover and
one close to connector AV2. Go to the front of the set, open
the control door panel, and remove the two screws above
connector AV3. The complete chassis can then be pulled
back and hung in the service position.
In this position it's easy to identify the main panels (see
Fig. 1). Control panel M and the additional audio panels
vary according to model specification. The panels and their
functions are as follows:
E:

Fig. 1: Basic chassis layout, Model TX21V2.

B:
C:

inputs, allowing a range of composite video, RGB and Svideo connections to be made, and a 50-channel tuner. In
addition to PAL reception, the chassis can handle modified
NTSC signals such as those produced by a VCR or a
LaserDisc player. Pure NTSC signals will provide only
monochrome reproduction however, which is a disadvantage. There is a good range of on-screen displays, though
some of the more esoteric Z4 chassis features have been

H:

548

M:
P:
Y:

Power supply, timebases, RGB switching, main
microcontroller, audio amplifier, AV1 input.
Tuner, vision and sound i.f., Nicam decoder.
Video processing.
AV2 input, AV switching, ambience, teletext
decoder.
AV3 input, user controls, IR receiver, mains switch
and filter (V2 sets).
Mains switch and filter (Xl, X2 sets).
Tube base panel.

Dobly Surround sound equipped models have three addiTELEVISION JUNE 1995
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IC1131
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AV1
Scart

CVBS
IC 301
RGB
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IC3302
RG8
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IC1212
Reset

111.

050
RGB

Video controls
IC1213
Main
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V
IC2402
Audio
control

Audio controls

Local keys
9111.

IC501
Sync/TB
gen

Standby

IC1202
EEPROM

B8
5V

IC821
Chopper
circuit

Standby
supply

B2 —B6

IC251
Audio amp

Speakers

IC451
Field output

Field coils

Line output
stage

Line coils

•

E

EHT etc. supplies
04611

Mains s pply

Fig. 2: Simplified block diagram of the Alpha 4 chassis.

tional panels as follows:

K:
X:

Audio switching.
Pro Logic decoder and amplifiers.
Power supply for panel K.

Fig. 2 shows the chassis arrangement in block diagram
form. The chips used on the main panels are as follows:
IC101
IC251
IC303

M52301SP
Vision and sound i.f.
LA4280TV
Audio amplifier
TDA3505
Video processor, early models
TDA3504
Video processor, later models
IC451
TDA3653C
Field output, 90° models
TDA3654
Field output, 110° models
IC501
TDA2579B
Sync and timebase generators
IC601
TDA4510
Colour decoder
IC602
TDA4661V2 Chroma delay line
IC701
TDA4950
EW correction (110° models
only)
IC821 STR54041M Chopper
IC1131 SBX1620-46 Infra-red receiver
IC1202 ST24CO2A EEPROM
IC1212 MN1280R
Reset generator
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IC1213

IC2001
IC2002
IC2004
IC2101
IC2402
IC2451
IC3001
IC3002
IC3301
IC3302
IC3501
IC3506
IC3507
IC3508

MN1872432TMC Main microcontroller
MN18P773233
Main microcontroller,
X1DP models
TDA8732
Nicam demodulator
SAA7282ZPM3
Nicam decoder, DAC
and sound selection
BA4558
Dual audio preamplifier
AN5215
Intercarrier sound
CXA1279AS
Audio control
TDA3810
Audio processing
(ambience)
LA7222TV
S video switch
M52472P
TV/AV switch
AN5860
RGB switch
AN5862K
RGB switch
SAA5246APEM6 Teletext decoder
61065-70
,
Page memory (8Kbyte
SRAM)
MAB8461PW216 Teletext microcontroller
4066BP
Quad bilateral switch
(control system)

Extra i.c.s used in the X1DP Dolby Pro Logic models are
as follows:
549

ILMI 71201
Isolation barrier
Winding
on LOPT

821

Mains a.c.
C825 9822
100
100k
1
,400V 2W
R823
100k
2W

R821
2.7
5W

R831
270k
0.5W
R832
270k
0.5W

R833
4.7
1W
0825

470p

R828
68k
2W

C833
•01
500V

D823

C831
1.5n
2kV

0834
0.33

R830
56

1,1821
P1

•S3

S1
• S2

B1

-*SO

2W
R827
5.6
1/Vie
0.5W

R824
2k2
Q821
0822

•S4

F2

• S7
F1
S6
P2

Non-isolated chassis

Q2
0,71,n Isolated chassis

IC821
STR 54041M

Q1

.---II---9
V stby

I
0828

0891
470

Standby
mmand

10890

2.7n

D890
100k
C828
10
Q822

D826
TL P621
R825
0.27
0.5W
104621

Fig. 3: The chopper power supply circuit, non-isolated side.

Ul, 5, 7, 8
U2
U3
U4
U6, 9
U10
Ull, 12

TL084
4053
1025601
VSS215
TEA6330T
74HC4316
LA4280TV

Operational amplifiers
CMOS switch
SRAM
Audio digital signal processor
Volume control attenuators
CMOS switch
Audio amplifiers

All models produced for the UK market are equipped
with Nicam stereo sound and teletext. Some Continental
versions of the chassis have different i.f., sound, colour or
text systems. The following different or additional i.c.s may
be included:
IC101
1C301
10601
IC2102
IC2201

M51362SP
CX20125
TDA4650V4
AN5215
TDA8417

IC3507

PCB83C654022

Vision and sound i.f.
Black level expander
PAL/Secam decoder
Zwietone sound i.f.
Zwietone stereo sound
decoder
Toptext microcontroller

So much for the chip complement. We'll now start our
survey of the circuitry, starting with the power supply.
Power Supply Circuitry

The mains input is first taken to the on/off switch on
panel M. After filtering there are feeds to the degaussing
thermistor and panel E, where the input is taken to the
standby supply transformer T1201 and the bridge rectifier
D821. This produces, across its reservoir capacitor C825, a
550

d.c. supply of some 300V for the chopper circuit. Fig. 3
shows the circuitry on the primary side of the chopper transformer T821. It's virtually the same as that used in the Z4
chassis (see Television September 1994). Some of the
component values differ however, and all the component
reference numbers have been changed. So we'll provide a
brief description of the circuit's operation.
The hot end of the chopper transformer's primary
winding, terminal P1, is connected to the 300V supply. The
other end, terminal P2, is connected to pin 3 of the Sanken
STR54041M chopper chip IC821. This pin goes to the
collector of the integrated chopper transistor Q3. The base
of this transistor receives a positive bias via resistors R831
and R832. Thus at switch on it will conduct, and current
will flow through the chopper transformer's primary
winding.
The circuit is basically a blocking oscillator. Feedback to
the base of Q3 from winding F1-B1, via C834 and R830,
rapidly drives Q3 to saturation. At this point there is no
change in the primary current flow. Thus the positive feedback ceases and the charge across C834 reverses. With a
negative voltage at its base, Q3 switches off. C834 will then
discharge and when the voltage at pin 2 is sufficiently positive Q3 will switch on again and the cycle will be repeated.
Regulation is achieved by feedback from winding F1-F2.
This is rectified by D822 to produce across C828 a voltage
that's proportional to the load and input voltage conditions.
It's applied via pin 1 of IC821 to the base of Ql, which with
Q2 controls the d.c. conditions at the base of Q3. In this way
the point at which Q3 switches on is controlled. The process
is automatic, stabilising the outputs produced by the
chopper circuit when mains voltage and load demand variations occur.
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working normally the state of the standby output from the
main microcontroller chip is high. So Q890 and the lightemitting diode in D826 are on. The light output switches on
the phototransistor in D826, linking the junction of R823
and R824 to chassis. This removes Q821's base bias. When
standby is selected, Q890 and D826 switch off and Q821,
now forward biased, switches on, linking pin 2 of IC821 to
chassis. As in the overload trip state, Q3 is now without
drive.
Fig. 4 shows the mains-isolated side of the power supply.
The 5V standby supply (B8) is produced by T1201, D1208,
C1206 and IC1204. This is used by the main microcontroller. Several supplies are produced by rectifiers fed from
the secondary side of the chopper transformer. These vary to
some extent with the features of particular models. For the
21V2 (Alpha 4) and 28X1 (Alpha 4H) they are as follows:
B2

126V H.T. to the line output stage (A4).
150V H.T. to the line output stage (A4H).

B3

30V
12V

Line driver and field output supplies (A4).
Line driver, field output and EW supplies
(A4H).

B4

32V

Audio output supply.

Mute circuit

R1283

1C1204
7805

1,1,000

nin /1/

B8
0 5V
standby
104631

Fig. 4: Supplies produced on the secondary side
of the mains isolating transformers.

Excess current monitoring is provided by R825, which is
in series with Q3. If the voltage across R825 rises sufficiently Q822 switches on, linking pin 2 of IC821 to chassis.
Q3 is thus left without drive. The system provides protection in the event of overloads or an excessive rise in the
mains input voltage.
The operation of the chopper circuit is synchronised with
that of the line output stage by feeding flyback pulses from
an isolated winding on the line output transformer via R833
and D825 to pin 2 of IC821. The advantages of this are
maximum power output and minimum switching interference.
Standby operation is provided by Q890, optoisolator
D826, Q821 and their associated components. With the set

Protection circuit supply. Also to regulaB5
16V
tors on panel B to provide 12V for the i.f. circuits and 5V
for the Nicam circuits.
B6

12V

Used by the signal processing circuitry.

As usual, other supplies are derived from the line output
transformer. As well as the e.h.t., focus, first anode and tube
heater voltages, supplies are produced for the RGB output
stages, the protection circuits and the teletext decoder.
Models 25X1DP and 28X1DP have an additional
chopper supply, mounted on the Eldon designed X panel, to
power the Dolby Pro Logic audio circuits.

Next Month
We'll continue next month with the signals, Nicam and
AV paths.

Servicing the
Loewe-Opta
C8001 Chassis
Chris Watton
This chassis was used in quite a few different models,
including the MS56, M24, ME122, ME126 and later stereo
versions of the ART 1 series. Some models have remote
control, teletext and scart in/out facilities. The chassis can be
used to drive 90° and 110° tubes, both standard and FST types.
There's frequency-synthesis tuning, and the chopper power
supply provides mains isolation.

Access and Basic Adjustments
The chassis has two service positions. For one you simply
remove two screws then pull the chassis back. This gives
access to the preset adjustments and the upper side of the PCB.
The second is with the chassis removed from the slides: a slot
in the left-hand heatsink fits on to a pin on the right-hand
chassis holder, with the control assembly now facing the rear.
With 110° models the h.t. at point U142, which is at the
cathodes of the parallel-connected h.t. rectifier diodes D651
and D652, is 142V. With 90° sets the h.t. voltage is 110V. The
h.t. preset is P636.
To set the line frequency short TP5 to chassis and adjust
P518 for a near stationary picture.
Width is set by P586 in 110° sets. In 90° sets the width
control is coil L561. The EW control is P584.

The Power Supply
The chopper power supply is the very common TDA4600
type, see Fig. 1. As this type of power supply has been covered
in many articles in these pages we'll simply look at the trouble
spots here. The outputs are U142, U27, U8 and U8a. Further
supplies are generated in the line output stage. In addition to
the e.h.t., focus and first anode supplies these are U200, U60,
U16, U12 and U27V.
The main causes of problems in the power supply are the
electrolytics and the collector current simulation resistor R627
(27010. When this resistor goes high in value the BU508
chopper transistor T623 will go short-circuit. Failure of C638
(lpF, 63V) will result in excessive h.t., so the set trips to
standby. When the h.t. reservoir and smoothing capacitors
C652 and C653 fall in value the h.t. voltage is low, also the
voltages derived from the line output stage, but the other voltages derived from the chopper circuit remain o.k. Fortunately
the voltages are clearly marked on the PCB and can easily be
checked. The other electrolytics in the chopper circuit can be
responsible for poor starting or a dead set.
Transistor T004 is in series with the U8a supply. T003 in its
base circuit switches on when the line output stage produces
the U12 supply.

The limebases
The standby command at pin 23 of the microcomputer chip
I011 controls the line oscillator in 1511 (TDA2579) via T583
560

(BC547B). In the standby condition T583 switches on, earthing
pin 16 of 1511.
1511 contains the sync and the line and field generator
circuitry. Its line drive output at pin 11 is passed via a BC557B
emitter-follower transistor (T536) to the BD139/137 line driver
transistor T534. The line output transistor T539 is type
BU508D or BU508A depending on tube type.
It's common to fmd R534 (3.3Q) in the line driver stage
burnt up. It's in series with the 27V feed to the transformer.
Several things can cause this, including the associated decoupling capacitor C535 (47pF), the line driver transformer L537,
the line driver transistor T534, the line output transistor T539,
and the line output transformer L544 because of shorted turns.
The PCB beneath R534 may be somewhat scorched. When
replacing the resistor I like to use some sort of ceramic insulator to protect the panel in case of future failure.
Failure of the output transistor T539 is the usual fault you
find in the line output stage. It fails for a reason, most
commonly dry-joints or alternatively the flyback tuning capacitor C538 (value depends on tube type and size), the driver
transistor T534 or the line output transformer. If the line output
transformer fails and the power supply continues to work you
will find that T539's collector waveform is very ragged. The
case of the line output transformer is often punctured: this is
usually spectacular.
After replacing the line output transformer you may find
that the EW correction circuit doesn't work. In this case check
R583 (2252, safety) and 1581 (TDA4950 or TDA8145
depending on tube type).
The field output stage is based on a TDA3654 chip (1561)
and is fairly reliable. Its drive comes from pin 1 of 1511. The
field output chip and EW modulator driver chip are supplied by
the U27V line. In the event of failure of 1561 the 1,000pF field
scan coupling capacitor C577 should be replaced.

Colour Decoder and RGB Output Stages
The chassis uses the popular TDA3562A colour decoder
chip (1311). The sandcastle pulse input is at pin 7, while pin 2
receives, via C338 (10pF) and R338 (4.7w), a pulse from the
field output stage. Pin 1 is the supply pin (U12), the luminance
input is at pin 8, chroma input at pin 4, text on/off at pin 9. The
RGB outputs appear at pins 13, 15 and 17. Pin 18 receives
feedback from the RGB output stages on the tube base panel
for auto grey-scale tracking.
The RGB output stages operate with the U200 and U12
supplies — the latter becomes Ul2c after passing through L365.
They are quite reliable. In the event of failure of one channel I
would recommend that all the transistors (four) and diodes
(three) in the relevant channel are replaced.

No Raster
If there's no raster and the c.r.t.'s heaters are alight we can
assume that the line output stage is working. This will be
confirmed if a reading in excess of 400V is obtained at the
tube's first anode. The next checks should be on the U12 and
U 12c supplies on the tube base panel. If these are o.k., check
that the sandcastle pulses are present at pin 7 of 1311. They
come from pin 17 of 1511, via R319 (11c52). Alternatively
advance the setting of the first anode control (Ug2 on the line
output transformer). This will produce either a horizontal white
line to indicate field collapse or a blank grey raster with flyback
lines. In the latter event check that the U12 supply is spot on, as
a rise will cut off 1311. If the supply and the sandcastle pulses
are both present and correct, replace 1311. It's seldom the cause
of the fault however. If a text panel is fitted it can be disconnected to establish whether the cause of the fault lies here.
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Fig. 1: The chopper power supply circuit used in the Loewe-Opts C8001 chassis.

Audio Stages

Remote Control

Three types of audio output stage may be encountered:
mono, stereo with the output stage on the main panel, and
stereo using a separate power amplifier panel complete with its
own power supply. The latter is found in ART 1 series models.

The remote control handset is reliable and robust. Faults are
usually confined to poor connections. If these can't be repaired,
various pattern remote control units are available. Unfortunately they are not a patch on the original, with its buttonless
keypad membrane. Most Philips remote control units will
operate the set, but not always correctly. The remote control
receiver is a discrete component circuit and is reliable.

Tuning and Control
The varicap tuner is controlled in two ways: by band
switching and by variable tuning, which is a frequencysynthesis system. Band switching is done by applying a voltage
to pin 2, 3 or 4. The latter is the important one for us, as this
selects u.h.f. when 12V is applied. The variable tuning voltage
connection is at pin 7. Pin 6 is for the 12V supply. Pin 1 of
connector St13 receives a 5V input, while pin 2 is the prescaler
output to the frequency-synthesis tuning system. This output is
fed via T052 to pin 18 of the SAB3034 chip 1021, which
controls the tuning and provides five analogue control outputs.
1021 is in turn under the control of the MAB8049 microcomputer chip IOU. Tuning control is via 1081 (a dual operational
amplifier) which combines the a.f.c. with the tuning action.
1021 provides colour and brightness control outputs at pins 6
and 5 respectively: contrast is adjusted by means of a control
on the front panel.
During channel search the a.f.c. is switched off by an output
from pin 21 of 1011. The search stops when 1011 detects a sync
pulse, the memory command storing the channel in the separate memory chip 1016.
The sound is muted when there are no sync pulses. Volume
is controlled by the output from pin 4 of 1021. In mono sets this
is taken to an attenuator within the TBA120 intercarrier sound
chip in the i.f. can. In stereo sets there is a more comprehensive
audio control system. 1021 provides bass and treble outputs at
pins 7 and 8 respectively. These outputs go to 1452
(TDA1524). A balance control is provided on the front panel.
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Teletext Panel
Some models have a teletext panel at the side of the chassis.
On it there are an SAA5230 chip, an SAA5240 chip and a
memory chip — the type varies with different models. The
important pins are as follows. Connector St3: pin 7 5V (U5),
pin 3 8V (U8a) and pin 4 12V (U12). Connector St4: RGB
outputs at pins 3, 2 and 1, blanking at pin 4.
PCB Note
The upper side of the PCB is copper clad. It's connected to
chassis, which is fine until an electrolytic capacitor leaks and
rots the insulation between the two sides of the PCB. To deal
with this, drill out the panel and-insert an insulator in the hole,
then wire the component concerned into the circuit. The most
common area for this to happen is around the h.t. (U142) reservoir and smoothing capacitors C652/3. The customer Will
usually complain of a smell before the set went off.
Spares
For technical advice and genuine spares contact Wizard
Distributors, Empress Street Works, Empress Street, Manchester M16 9EN (0161 872 5438) whose friendly and experienced team are very helpful.
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TV Fault
Finding

Reports from Philip Blundell, AMIEEIE,
Chris Watton, Michael Dranfield,
Gerald White, Denis Foley, Richard Newman,
Tony Ashworth, Glyn Dickinson, Owen Green
and Russell J. Fletcher

Toshiba 261T4B
If the line output transistor Q404 has failed and the result on
fitting a replacement is no picture, low e.h.t. and the 140V
supply low, check whether R481 (2.4S2 safety type, part no.
24983249) is open-circuit. Because of the way in which the
combined line output/chopper transformer works, the 140V
supply will read approximately 60V when R481 is opencircuit.
P.B.

Philips KT4 Chassis
The power supply can be tricky to handle, especially if you
want to run it disconnected from the load. To test the power
supply separately from the rest of the receiver:
(1) Disconnect the mains supply. (2) Unplug all the
power supply connectors, noting where they come from. (3)
Connect a dummy load (two 60W light bulbs) between pins
1 and 4 of plug N2. (4) Connect a temporary wire between
pin 1 of plug N1 and pin 2 of plug N6. (5) Connect a temporary wire between pins 3 and 4 of plug N8. (6) Connect an
isolated mains supply to pins 1 and 3 of plug N7.
If the power supply is in working order the bulbs should
light.
P.B.

Hitachi C28-P759
This Salora chassis in disguise had no picture. A burning
smell came from inside. We found that C525 (2.2pF, 100V)
had a loose leg and was arcing. When C525 was replaced
there was a picture but the width was excessive and the
verticals were bowed. The BS208 EW driver transistor
TB526 was short-circuit. An order for a BS208 to Willow
Vale brought a Salora modification sheet and a four-legged
f.e.t., type 11005. Fitting this completed the repair.
P.B.

were missing, a new chip curing the problem.
With the second set there was no waveform at the
collector of TB701, so a check was made at the junction of
diac DB725 and CB715 where a 15V p-p sawtooth waveform should appear. It didn't, because TB701 was shortcircuit base-to-emitter. After replacing the switching
transistors TB700 and TB701 (both type MJE13005) and
the two 4.7pF input coupling capacitors CB712 and CB726
it was all systems go.
The third set actually produced a very dim display. The
waveform at the collector of TB701 was correct and the
voltages at pins 2 and 3 of the hybrid chip HB1 were also
correct. The voltage at the collector of the line driver transistor TB500 was low at only 3V, while a check on the
waveform at the collector of the line output transistor
TB501 showed that it was of low amplitude and very messy.
In this case the e.h.t. tripler was the cause of the fault. C.W.

Matsui 2580
These sets can go dead or into the standby mode intermittently. If the set is dead or apparently dead, with no standby
LED indication, the first thing to check is the 145V h.t.
voltage — at the scan coil interlock. If it's o.k. or high, check
the 8.5V supply at L805. If this is missing, look at the link
wire between L805 and R826. It may look o.k. but is often
poorly jointed.
With sets that go into standby intermittently, check the
fuseholder which may be loose. This can be confirmed by
taking a close look at the fuse: if it's loose you will see
small burn marks at both ends. Also the fuseholder may not
be correctly connected to the PCB — the hole isn't always
through the land but to the side of it. The mains input
connector can also be to blame, and is often `sparky' or the
print is cracked at the point where the connector is soldered
to the panel.
C.W.

Grundig M82-495 (CUC3840 Chassis)
This set would intermittently become dead, then come back
to life of it's own accord. The fault usually occurred after a
few hours' use. By leaving a meter connected to each of the
power supply lines in turn we found that when the fault
occurred the 12V supply went missing. D661 (BYW72) was
going open-circuit intermittently.
P.B.

Granada C16BZ4 (Salora J Chassis)
We've had three of these sets come in dead recently. With
the first one the standby LED would light up after a few
minutes but the power supply never got started. A check at
the collector of TB701, one of the Ipsalo switching transistors, produced a 300V p-p waveform at 5kHz. Pins 2 and 3
of the hybrid Ipsalo control chip HB1 were at 7V but pins 1,
2 and 4 of the TDA2594 sync/line generator chip IC501
were at 7V instead of 11-5V. This chip should produce a
line-frequency output (8psec pulses) at pin 3. These pulses
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Hitachi CPT2478 (G6P Chassis)
This set was dead. Checks in the power supply showed that
there was a low resistance between the base and emitter of
the chopper transistor Q901, though it proved to be o.k.
when checked separately. An internal short could be
measured between pins 5 and 6 of the HM9205 chopper
control/drive module CP901. Replacing this item restored
normal operation.
C.W.

Finlux 1000 Series (Early type)
Two types of colour decoder were used in these sets. This
was an early version, with a TDA3652A colour decoder
chip. The fault was intermittent colour. Tapping the panel,
as we do, gave rise to suspicion that there were dry-joints.
But after a little probing we found that the reference oscillator's trimmer Ct12 (6-30pF) was noisy. To set this up after
replacement, simply link pins 24 and 25 and 1 and 5 of the
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i.c. together and adjust Ct12 for near stationary colour. Then
C.W.
remove the links.

Sharp C1001
This 10in. mains/battery portable, with an orange cabinet,
produced an excellent picture apart from a large black
thumbprint at the top of the screen and a missing corner. The
symptom didn't vary at all. Its cause turned out to be R429 in
C.W.
the blanking circuit. It had gone high in value.

Hitachi CPT2198 (G8Q Chassis)
The sound was o.k. and the channel indicator was lit but
there was no life in the line output stage. A check at the base
of the line output transistor showed that there was no drive
here. We had to check back to the TDA2579 timebase
generator chip whose line drive output at pin 11 was
missing. Replacing this i.c. restored normal operation. C.W.

Bush 1452
We've had quite a few of these sets with field collapse and
no sound — they appear under various brand names.
Replacing the 12V, 1.3W zener diode ZD402 and R425
(1052, 2W) cures the fault, but we now believe that the
demise of these two components is caused by C909 and
C911 (both 47p F, 63V) drying out. The chopper transistor's
base coupling capacitor is especially critical: as it dries up
the h.t. voltage rises over a period of time from 112V to a
very high level. As a result the line output transistor is
sometimes damaged. If you get one of these sets my advice
is to replace C909 and C911 before checking anything else.
Incidentally these sets are made by `Onwa', the maker of
M.Dr.
the Baby 10.

Grundig CUC7OKT
For bent verticals, worse when the set is switched on from
cold, go straight to C2731 (100pF, 25V) on the line/field
M.Dr.
timebase panel.

Osaki P1OR
For field collapse with no sound replace zener diode ZD302
(12V, 1.3W) and the two 5152, 2W parallel connected resisM.Dr.
tors R730 and R731.

GoldStar Models CIT2168 and CIT2180
If the sound is muted and the set switches to standby after
about ten minutes, replace the TDA1940 chip IC401 and
fit a 11d2 resistor in place of wire link J8 to improve reliability.
G.W.

Mitsubishi CT2965
For no sound or vision replace IC901 which tends to suffer
from intermittent shorts and R901 which goes open-circuit.
If Q901 (2SD1887) is short-circuit, check whether D909 is
short-circuit — it should be removed for testing as there's a
low-value resistor in parallel.
G.W.

Mitsubishi CT25A2STX
The job card said no sound or vision, which was true
enough: when the set was switched on the red standby LED
lit, then the green one, then both LEDs went out. Application of heat from a hairdryer in the vicinity of IC901
enabled the set to start up normally. By further heat and
freezer testing we discovered that the cause of the trouble
was the 4.3V zener diode D909.
G.W.

Philips CP90 Chassis
The problem with one of these sets was intermittent failure
to switch on from cold. I disconnected the scan coil plug
and connected a 60W bulb as a dummy load across C2696.
In this condition the h.t. was correct at 95V every time,
suggesting a fault in the line output stage. Reference to
Richard Newman's article in the March 1993 issue led me
to check the overvoltage protection circuit however. It's
based around thyristor Thy6696.
As everything seemed to be o.k. on those occasions when
the fault didn't appear, I decided that it would be safe to
remove zener diodes D6699 and D6700 in turn. When
D6700 was removed there was correct start-up every time,
though a replacement 15V zener diode failed to cure the
fault. I suspect that there was a certain amount of linefrequency ripple at the cathode of D6733, because replacing
C2703 (330pF, 25V) cleared the fault. As a check I
measured the original component's capacitance, which
measured 270pF, then put it back in which restored the origD.F.
inal fault.

Fidelity/Murphy ZX1410 Chassis
ITT Compact 80R Chassis
Intermittent switching to standby is a fairly common fault
with these sets. The cure is to change C703 and C713 to
10pF and connect a 1.852, 0.25W resistor in series with
G.W.
D712 (lift the cathode and add it here).

Sony KV2090 (XE4 Chassis)
For chopper and line output transistor blowing problems,
replace D605 and D614 (both type RGP15J) which are
connected in series with the chopper transistor and C513
(2,700pF) in the line oscillator circuit. Then resolder the
stand-off resistors, using high melting point solder. G.W.

Mitsubishi CT2555
For severe vision patterning which decreases as the set
warms up replace C920 (470, 35V) and C925 (10nF,
G.W.
25V). Also check the soldering around IC902.
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This set came in with a washed out picture, the contrast
control having very little effect. Someone had already
changed the colour decoder chip so I carried out some meter
checks around the contrast control. All seemed to be well
here. I eventually found that C96 (0.1pF, 50V) had gone
open-circuit. It's a microscopic component in the beamlimiter circuit, mounted between a heatsink and the line
output transformer. I used a Philips component rated at 250V
as a replacement and then had an excellent picture.
R.N.

Philips CTX-E Chassis
I though I knew these sets but was caught out by this one. It
came in dead and checks showed that the BU508AF line
output transistor Tr7562 was short-circuit. A replacement
was fitted and some dry-joints around the line output transformer were attended to. After that the set was working
again. But a week later it was back, with Tr7562 once more

short-circuit. Very unusual for these sets.
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As there were no obvious faults I replaced the BU508AF
transistor, also the flyback tuning capacitor (C2567), and
resoldered the chopper and chopper driver transformers.
When I tentatively switched on all was well. The waveforms
were all correct, and Tr7562 ran only slightly warm. But I
was not convinced.
When I switched the set on from cold next morning there
was a scream from the line output stage and all went dead. I
disconnected the line output transistor, which was again
short-circuit, and connected a 60W bulb across C2330b,
along with a digital meter set to the peak storage mode. At
switch-on the lamp lit quite brightly for a few seconds then
settled down with a soft glow. The digital meter showed that
the peak voltage had been around 220V, so excess voltage
was doing the damage.
There's a soft-start network, consisting or C2351 (4.7pF)
and R3351 (22052), in the chopper transistor's base circuit.
When checked C2351 produced a low reading of 2pF. A
replacement allowed the power supply to start up normally.
Then a new BU508AF and a long soak test proved that the
R.N.
fault had been cleared.
Hitachi C14-P216 (G7P Mk 2 Chassis)
This set was dead with just the standby LED on. A check on
the 82k12 resistors R902 and R903 in the start-up network
showed that they had increased in value to several hundred
R.N.
k.Q. Fitting replacements got the set going again.
Sunkyong SCT1045R
This little 4.5in. colour TV/radio combination came in
during a very slack period. Its owner said that the radio
worked fine but the TV section was dead. I was a bit apprehensive about taking it on, but said that I would have a
quick look.
The set was a lot easier to work on than I expected, and
the nice people at Sunkyong were able to provide me with a
circuit diagram. All that was wrong was that the TV switch
had an open-circuit contact. Unfortunately spares are no
loiter available, but as it's such a neat little set I thought
some improvisation might be in order. I removed the
switchbank and found that the radio and TV switches are
identical. What's more, different sets of contacts are used. I
was able to remove both switches from the assembly and
swap them over. The open-circuit contact on what was the
TV switch is not used in the radio section, so I refitted the
modified assembly. On test the set worked a treat, giving a
very good account of itself.
I explained to the customer what I'd done. She was pleased
and told me that no one else had even been prepared to look at
it. A day later she returned with a bottle of wine and said she'd
refer all her friends to me. A good end to a quiet week. R.N.
Matsui 1436
This set would work for a minute or so then cut out, with
h.t. present but no line drive. A voltage check at pin 30 of
IC301 showed that the X-ray protection circuit was in operation. The cause was R492 (5.6k-Q) which had risen in
value. It's the lower resistor in the potential divider for the
X-ray protection circuit.
T.A.
Sony KVM2131 (BE1 Chassis)
Lines of peak white flashed at random through the picture.
Scope checks showed that the video signal entering PCB B
was perfect but that by the time it reached pin 15 of the
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TDA3505 chip IC302 it was covered with spikes. The cause
of this turned out to be transistor Q301 (JC501Q) which acts
as a buffer following the luminance delay line.
T.A.
Loewe ART S35 (66472 Chassis)
A motorboating sound came from the speaker when this set
was switched on from cold. We found that the 7.5V supply
was low because C671 (1,000pF, 16V) had dried up. We
also replaced C675.
T.A.
JVC AV25F1EK (JX Chassis)
The power supply would work for a second or so then shut
down. Voltage checks showed that while the power supply
worked the h.t. voltage was excessive. The 2SC1815YG
transistor Q031 was the cause: it was open-circuit.
T.A.
Matsui 1422
The problem with this set was lack of height — there was
only about an inch of scan. The cause was traced to C308
(2.2pF) which is part of the field linearity feedback
network.
T.A.
Akura CX10
This set would come out of standby and there was h.t. at the
collector of the line output transistor, but apparently no line
drive. A scope check at the base of the line driver transistor
showed that there was drive here, but it was at an extremely
high frequency. The cause of the trouble was oscillator capacitor C308 (3.3nF, high stability) which was open-circuit. T.A.
Sony KVM21TU
The symptoms were a smeary picture with poor luminance.
We eventually traced the cause to a dry-joint at T101 in the
i.f. can on the signals board. A similar fault can be caused
by dry-joints on the text panel.
G.D.
Logik 4098 (Ferguson TX100 Chassis with Text)
This was a strange fault. The set came from another dealer
with the simple (!) complaint that the remote control didn't
work. He'd checked the handset on another receiver, and
replaced the preamplifier and the SAA5012 decoder chip
(twice). I checked the input and found that a train of pulses
was present here. A clue was that the channel down button
on the front panel changed the channel up. Maybe a leak on
the pads was pulling down a data line? No, and neither was
the text panel the cause of the problem.
Luckily we found another set and swapped over the
whole tuning panel. Still no remote control! Comparative
voltage checks between the two sets revealed no significant
differences. The only relevant part that hadn't been changed
was the mains switch. It couldn't be that, could it? It could,
and it was! A very slight leak in the plastic must have
confused the micro chip.
G.D.
Matsui 1480
This set had a dark picture. Adjustment of the first anode
and preset brightness controls helped, but something was
still wrong with the clamping. In addition a slight hum bar
could be seen at the left of the picture. Scope checks showed
that there was a 50Hz waveform on the 10V line. This took
us to C509 (470pF, 16V) which was open-circuit. A
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replacement produced a surprisingly good picture with the
G.D.
presets returned to their original positions.

Philips K30 Chassis
These sets can still catch us out! The cause of odd screen
blanking faults, very intermittent, was traced to C588
(680pF, 35V) in the supply to the field timebase. When the
value of this capacitor drops to about half, the lower half of
the screen disappears, the condition improving as the set
warms up. C588 is mounted below the line output transformer: it usually looks sorry for itself.
G.D.

Sharp DV5101H
Two sisters each owned one of these sets — and both broke
down on the same day! The first one was dead, with a smell
of burning. This is not a good sign, as a kit of parts is
usually needed. Fortunately I'd already fitted this and the
power supply, though in distress, had not blown up. R705,
which is now fitted in series with a thermistor, was overheating dramatically. The reason was that D708 was shortcircuit. When D708 and R705 had been replaced the set
worked normally. Guess what was wrong with the second
G.D.
set!

Ferguson 20C3 (TX100 Chassis)
This model has teletext and sweep tuning. The complaint
was of a bad memory: the set had to be retuned after each
switch off. Had this before, I thought. Back-up battery. But
no, it doesn't use one. So it had to be the chip, which is
expensive. A friend who does dozens of TX100s confirmed
the diagnosis. So I fitted a new M293B1 chip (IC7) — but no
luck! To spare you further suspense, the cause, of the fault
turned out to be transistor TR2017 (BC307B). It's in the
read/modify circuit.
O.G.

Sony KV2020
The symptom was no red, which is not an unusual condition. But the cause could be a handy one to remember, with
other makes as well. As the picture was bright I didn't
suspect the tube. Its supply voltages were normal, and, there
were no dry-joints. A check with the pattern generator
showed that red was completely missing from the display.
Yet there were correct scope waveforms all the way from
the colour decoder chip to the tube's red cathode. When I
cleaned the tube neck I noticed that the red gun heater was
not alight. As the heaters are wired in parallel inside the
tube that was the end of another sad story.
O.G.

Hitachi CPT2174 (G6P Chassis)
This set came on for about thirty seconds, with a white
raster, then tripped. We found that R771 was open-circuit
and D763 leaky. These are the surge limiter and rectifier
respectively in the h.t. supply to the RGB output transistors.
A BY500 works all right in position D763.
R.J.F.

Sony KV2090
When you find one of these sets dead with the usual dryjoints at R621/622 (which quite often have to be replaced
because arcing has eaten the centre leg away) and a failed
2SD1497 chopper transistor (expensive! — use a BU508),
don't switch on until you've checked D605 and D614. They
can be short-circuit or leaky — take them out to check. R.J.F.
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Servicing the Matsui 1455
Tony Ashworth

The Matsui 1455 colour portable sold in large numbers
during the period 1989-1991. Features include remote
control and AV inputs. Provided care is taken over any
repairs necessary, these sets will give good service.
Much of the information in this article also applies to the
Matsui 1422, which was a budget, non-remote version. The
power supply, timebase and signal processing circuitry are
all similar. Its control and audio stages differ however, and
the circuit reference numbers are different.

D603 and 0606 rectify the voltage developed across
winding 9-10. This feedback voltage varies in accordance
with the loading on the transformer's secondary windings.
Error amplifier transistor Q601 detects these variations, in
turn altering the bias applied to Q602/3 and thus the triggering point for these transistors. In this way the mark-space
ratio of Q604' s drive is varied to regulate the output voltages obtained from the circuit.
Power Supply Faults

Power Supply Operation

The first thing to do with a dead set is to check the
voltage across the mains bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor C604. If this is absent it's likely that the BA106 bridge
rectifier BR601 is faulty. In this event the surge limiter
resistor R601 usually fails. If some 300V is present across
C604, check the voltage at the junction of R603 and R604.
The reading should be around 150V. If not, check R603 and
R604. Be sure to discharge C604 before making any cold
checks in this area.
One component that can cause problems is C613 (4.711F,
lkV), which forms part of a damping network across the h.t.
rectifier diode D607. In extreme cases this capacitor spits
apart. But it can just break down. The power supply then
emits a high-pitched whine, though no obvious short-circuit

Fig. 1 shows the power supply circuit, which is of the
Siemens discrete-component self-oscillating type. At
switch-on chopper transistor Q604 is forward biased by
R603 and R604. As a result, current flows through the
primary winding of the chopper transformer T601, also
through R616 and R605 which are in series with Q604. A
negative-going sawtooth voltage is developed across R605.
When this reaches a certain level, Q602 and Q603 will
switch on, switching Q604 off via C607. With Q604 now
off, the voltage across R605 disappears and Q602/3 turn off.
The next cycle occurs once all the energy has been drained
from T601 by the secondary loads. Feedback from winding
7-8 then switches Q604 on again.
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Fig. 1: The power supply circuitry used in the Matsui Model 1455. Q605/6/8 provide standby/on

switching under the control of IC401. Q607 provides audio muting: it switches on when the line
timebase comes into operation. The —30V supply is used by the memory chip IC404.
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is present. This problem is very common with Model 1422,
in which the relevant component reference number is C617.
Excessive h.t. is the most destructive fault that can afflict
the set. The usual cause of this is C607 (47pF, 25V). Being
mounted close to some hot-running resistors, it dries up.
The h.t. can then be anything up to 180V at switch-on,
slowly falling as the set warms up. For long-term reliability,
C607 should be replaced with a high-temperature component. If the h.t. is very high (over 200V), check the components in the regulation circuit, particularly Q602 (2SB774T)
and the 8.2V zener diode D601 which should be checked by
replacement.

Reposition 0507 here

Connect
blue drive
lead B here

4503

Signals Circuitry
Cut track here

The vision and sound if. circuitry is incorporated within
the TA7680AP chip IC101 which lives in a screened can
next to the tuner. This chip can be responsible for instability
when the set has warmed up — the symptom is flashing on
the picture. It can also be responsible for loss of sound, but
first check the volume control voltage at pin 1 (should be
around 4V) as the cause of this fault may lie elsewhere. The
audio driver and output stages are very simple, being based
on transistors Q103-5 which are powered by the chopperderived 13V supply. This supply is not present in standby,
being switched off by the 2SD400F transistor Q607 in this
mode. If the customer complains about strange noises when
the set is in standby, check this transistor.
Most of the signal processing is carried out by the
TA7698AP chip IC202, which contains the video
processing, colour decoder and the timebase generator
stages.
The video signal from IC101, via emitter-follower Q102,
enters at pin 39, its amplitude being around 2V peak-topeak. After inversion it appears at pin 40, where it's passed
to the sync separator circuitry at pin 37 and, after filtering,
to the chroma input at pin 5. The video signal also emerges
at pin 42, after contrast control adjustment (pin 41), passing
via the luminance delay line/filter DL202 to pin 3. Brightness control is applied here, based on the control voltage at
pin 4 (4.3-4-6V depending on setting).
The contrast control voltage at pin 41 should be between
7.3-7-7V depending on the setting. If the voltage at pin 41 is
less than 7.3V there will be no video output at pin 42. One
fault that can cause this is failure of R314 (1801(0), which is
the pull-up resistor for the beam limiter circuit. Should
R314 go open-circuit the contrast control voltage will be
reduced and there will be no picture. This fault is easy to
miss when fault finding as the voltage drop at pin 41 is only
very slight.
The luminance delay line DL202 can be responsible for
intermittent video faults, going either open-circuit or shortcircuit to chassis. The luminance signal finally emerges
from IC202 at pin 23, passing to the base of the
2SA562TMY emitter-follower transistor Q202. This transistor drives the emitters of the RGB output transistors
which are on the tube base panel. A white screen is the
result when Q202 is leaky. Blanking is applied to the base
of Q202, via diodes. A common cause of problems is failure
of the 2SC1815Y on-screen display blanking transistor
Q408, which can go open-circuit. Q202 is then cut off,
blanking out the picture. As a quick check disconnect one
end of D417: this will isolate the on-screen display blanking
circuitry. Check whether D417 is short-circuit if the display
characters leave a white streak to the right.
Colour faults are rare. The colour killer can be overridden for fault-finding purposes by connecting a 10k52
resistor between pins 2 (12V supply) and 12 (colour-killer)
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Fig. 2: Modifications to the tube base panel (print
side) to improve reliability.

of IC202. For colour control the voltage at pin 7 is varied
(between 4-1-7-4V). If the colour-killer is in operation the
voltage at this pin will be held low.
The CRT Base Panel

The circuitry on the tube base panel is straightforward.
There are four transistors, all type 2SC2482. Q501-3
provide the RGB tube drives while Q504 drives the green
cathode for the on-screen display. Q504 can become leaky,
or a fault in the preceding circuitry can switch it hard on.
The picture is then flooded with green. Disconnect one end
of R514 to isolate the on-screen display circuitry.
If there's loss of a particular colour the 180pF capacitor
between the base of the relevant RGB output transistor and
chassis should be checked. These capacitors can become
leaky, reducing the base voltage and thus cutting off the
transistor. The capacitors are C501 in the red channel, C503
in the green channel and C505 in the blue channel. The transistors themselves also often fail. A dark, flaring picture can
be caused by C507 becoming leaky. This 4,700pF, 1 kV
capacitor decouples the tube's first anode.
Modification

A modification was introduced to improve the reliability
of the tube base panel circuitry after it was found that
leakage can occur between the track connected to the base
of the blue output transistor Q503 and the track that carries
the 180V supply. This leakage can damage Q503 and, in
extreme cases, bum the PCB. To prevent this, connect the
lead labelled B from the main PCB directly to the base of
Q503 and remove a small section of the bottom track — see
Fig. 2.
It is also recommended that C507 is repositioned, as
shown, so that it's connected to the tube instead of the video
earth. This is usually possible by soldering it to the back of
the PCB. Apply a small blob of hot-melt glue to hold it in
place.
The Field Timebase

The most common cause of field collapse is absence of
the relevant supply to IC202. This chip has two supplies:
8.5V at pin 33 for the line oscillator and 12V at pin 2 for the
rest of the chip. The stabilising 12V zener diode D219 goes
short-circuit and the 390, 1W feed resistor R256 opencircuit. If this has happened be sure to replace C607 in the
power supply (see above) otherwise you will find that you
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get a repeat performance.
Other causes of field collapse are as follows: 8310 (100,
0.5W fusible) can go open-circuit, removing the supply to
the field driver and output transistors; R304 (47L.Q, may be
561d2) in the linearity feedback network can change value;
and 1C202 can fail, though this is rare.
For lack of height and bottom fold-over, check the value
of R305 (241d2).
For field hold problems check the value of R279
(2401(11).
The Line Timebase
Apart from the output transformer the line output stage is
generally reliable. The transformer's e.h.t. section tends to
fail, resulting in a high voltage at pin 7. This causes damage
in the beam limiter circuit, with R315 (10k0) burning up.
The line output transformer is often blamed for repeated
failure of the 2SD1426 output transistor Q305 though the
usual cause is excessive h.t. voltage.
For loss of line hold check R274 (271d2). This resistor is
part of the pulse feedback network between pin 5 of the line
output transformer and pin 35 of 1C202.
Control Circuitry
A common problem is that the set will not switch to
standby because Q606 (2SC2335) or Q605 (2SA1013) is
short-circuit. These transistors act as a switch in series with
the h.t. supply. If the set goes to standby intermittently,
check for dry-joints on wire link g that goes from pin 27 of

the microcontroller chip 1C401 to the switching circuit. If
the set won't come out of standby the 4MHz crystal X401
may be faulty or the reset pulse may be absent — this can
happen is C403 (1,000pF) is leaky.
Loss of sound and failure to stop in the search mode can
be caused by absence of sync pulses at pin 12 of IC401
because Q404 (2SC1815Y) is open-circuit.
No or intermittent remote control operation can be
caused by dry-joints within the remote control receiver can.
1C404 is the memory chip. For loss of memory, check
that the —30V supply is present at pin 2. If it's missing the
30V zener diode D418 could be short-circuit.
Model 1422
As mentioned earlier, the 1455 has a cousin, Model 1422.
Although this set does not have remote control it still uses a
microcontroller chip for tuning and channel selection, and
this is where most of the problems occur. The 5V supply to
the microcontroller chip is fed via a fuse that's situated near
the chopper transformer, soldered directly to the PCB. As
anyone who has tried to solder wires to a fuse will know,
this is very difficult to do without making the fuse go opencircuit m the process. What happens is that the fuse goes
open-circuit when the set is warm, causing loss of signals
and the channel display. For a reliable repair, use a
Wickman fuse or a suitably-rated circuit protector instead.
The other problem that affects this model is a corrupt
memory — IC402 (IVIDA2062). When this happens the
channel numbers may be incorrect or search tune may not
operate correctly.

Inside the Panasonic Alpha 4
Chassis
Ray Meadows

Part 2
.This month we'll take a look at the signals, AV selection
and teletext sections of the chassis.

Tuner and IF Circuitry
While the power supply circuitry we described last
month is virtually the same as that in the Z4 chassis, the
tuner and i.f. sections are similar to those in the Alpha 3
chassis. See Fig. 1.
An Ecom tuner, type ENV87865G3 in later models,
selects the u.h.f. signals. This I2C bus driven tuner
delivers an unbalanced i.f. output signal to Q105 and
Q104. The latter drives the i.f. bandpass shaping SAW
filter X101. In Nicam stereo models a signal feed is taken
from the emitter of Q105 via Q2101 and Q2103 to a
second SAW filter, X2101: this provides superior vision
signal rejection and thus improved Nicam reception.
The outputs from both SAW filters are fed to a
Mitsubishi M52301SP VIF/SIF/QIF chip, IC101. This
device is very similar to the M52020SP chip used in the
Alpha 3 chassis but has improved characteristics. It
provides a demodulated video output, also intercarrier

f.m. sound (SIF) and Nicam sound i.f. (QIF) outputs.
Another output, at pin 43, provides automatic
frequency control (a.f.c.). This output is buffered by Q102
and is then fed to pin 11 of the main microcontroller chip
IC1213 on panel E. IC1213 carries out fine tuning adjustment, determined by the slope of the a.f.c. signal, controlling the tuner via the 12C bus.
Tuner automatic gain control is more direct: the a.g.c.
output at pin 5 goes directly to the tuner. Preset R128
provides manual adjustment of the r.f. a.g.c. threshold.
There's an external loop for the video signal (out at pin
52, back in at pin 51) to enable a 6MHz trap (X103) to be
incorporated in the signal path. In addition negative feedback, from pin 49 to pin 50 via an LCR network, provides
equalisation over the video bandwidth. The output at pin
49 is fed to the TV/AV switching chip on panel H via
buffer transistor Q101. The signal path is via panel E, to
enable a feed to be taken to the AV1 scart socket.
IC101 also provides a mute output at pin 25. This
appears when there is no sync signal. The situation is
checked by an internal sync separator which receives a
video feed at pin 26. Digital transistor Q180 inverts the
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Fig. 1: Tuner and vision i.f. arrangement, shown simplified.
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Fig. 2: The f.m. and Nicam sound circuitry.

output and feeds it to the main microcontroller chip,
where it signals search stop during the tuning process.
The SIF and QIF outputs appear at pin 42. They are
split (see Fig. 2) to feed the intercarrier f.m. sound chip
IC2101 and the Nicam demodulator chip IC2001.
Factory alignment adjustments around IC101 consist of
SAW filter matching (L110), VIF VCO (L105), QIF VCO
(L2105) and a.f.c. (L106).

FM Audio
The intercarrier f.m. sound signal (SIF) is passed via a
6MHz ceramic bandpass filter (X2102) to the Matsushita
AN5215 demodulator chip IC2101. The output from this
chip is split to provide 'mono left and right' inputs to an
audio switching system in the Nicam decoder chip
IC2002.
In Continental Alpha 4H chassis sets that are equipped
to handle Zwietone stereo signals there are two SIF channels, fed by 5.5MHz and 5.74MHz filters, for the main
and stereo difference signals respectively. Lower-cost,
small-screen Alpha 4 Continental models such as the
German TX21V2C use an M51362SP VIF/SIF chip (no
QIF facility) and a separate AN5215 chip (IC2102). The
former demodulates the 5.5MHz intercarrier sound signal
while the latter demodulates the 5.74MHz stereo difference signal. A TDA8417 audio decoder/matrix chip is
then used to select the audio mode required.
Secam L models have similar circuitry but use an a.m.
sound demodulator in place of IC2101, with switchable
TELEVISION JULY 1995

filters for the low and high Secam L and L' subcarriers.

Nicam
Filter block T2001 extracts the Nicam QIF signal
which is then passed via transistors Q2002 and Q2003 to
the Philips TDA8732 demodulator chip IC2001. This
device contains all the analogue Nicam circuitry and operates with a single 6.552MHz clock that's controlled by
X2001. Its two synchronous demodulators produce
728kHz clock and serial data outputs which are passed to
the Philips SAA7282ZP Nicam decoder chip IC2002.
This chip performs all the digital Nicam operations,
including descrambling, de-interleaving, parity checking
and ten-to-fourteen bit data expansion. It also contains an
analogue audio switch that selects the f.m. signal automatically when digital audio is not available. Its 17.472MHz
clock is controlled by X2002 and is synchronised with
IC2001' s 6.552MHz clock by the circuitry around Q2004.
After data decoding and processing, IC2002 produces
digital right and left audio outputs at pins 12 and 23
respectively. These are converted to analogue signals by
Q2005/6 and their associated RC filtering networks. If
analogue ex-f.m. sound has been selected it passes
through this circuitry without being affected.
The operational amplifiers in IC2004 buffer the audio
outputs and, by feedback action, produce a frequencyselective roll-off above the audio band, removing the
digital clock elements of the signal.
Muting is provided by Q2202/3/4, under the control of
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the main microcontroller chip. In the mute mode this
circuit shorts the outputs from IC2004 to chassis. The idea
VIdeo/luma to
colour decoder

AV3 video
AV1 video
AV2 video
or luma

Video to
teletext decoder
AV2 record
output

Off-air
video

AV3 chroma

Chrome to
colour decoder

AV2 chrome

04891

Fig. 3: The TV/AV switching system.

is to prevent any possible digital noise remnants reaching
the audio amplifiers when audio modes or channels are
changed.
To help prevent digital noise reaching other circuits in
the receiver the VIF/SIF/QIF panel has its own on-board
5V and 12V regulators, IC178 and IC179 respectively.
They are fed from the 16V supply. As far as possible the
analogue and digital earth paths are kept separate, and
isolation is provided between the supply feeds to the left
and right channel digital processing circuits.
AV Switching
As in all Panasonic chassis, the AV signal routeing is
quite complex. You need to understand it however if you

are involved in fault diagnosis. We'll consider non
Dolby models first. These employ similar circuitry to
their Alpha 3 predecessors. The audio signal routeing in
Dolby Pro Logic models will be described in the final
article.
The demodulated AV signals from the tuner are
passed to panel E (our simplified block diagram, Fig. 2
last month, was not quite accurate in this respect,
showing the signals passing direct to panel H). The
purpose of routeing the signals via panel E is to provide
an off-air recording output. This is done by splitting the
signals to provide feeds to scart socket AV1 — the video
feed is buffered by Q3167. Socket AV1 also provides
AV inputs. These and the demodulated signals are
passed to panel H, where the AV2 scart inputs are
present. These can be in composite or S video form — a
small slide switch adjacent to the AV2 scart socket
selects the mode. In addition, AV3 phono and S
connector inputs from the front panel are brought in.
After signal switching the selected audio and video
signals are passed to panels E and C. There is also
buffering to provide a 'monitor' recording output at AV2
and stereo phono connections for hi-fi systems.
IC3002 selects the audio and composite (or luminance)
video source, off-air or from AV1-3, while IC3001
selects the chrominance signal from AV2 or AV3. Fig. 3
shows the video part of the circuitry involved, in simplified form.
RGB Signals
Connector AV1 also accepts RGB inputs with fast
blanking. They are fed (see Fig. 4) to the AN5860
switching chip IC3301 which selects either these inputs or
the teletext RGB signals. The outputs go to a second
switching chip, IC3302 (AN5862K), which enables
buffered on-screen display RGB signals from the main
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Fig. 4: RGB switching.
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microcontroller chip to be selected. The outputs are
passed to the TDA3504 video processing chip on panel C.
Teletext

The Philips IVT two-chip decoder system is used for
teletext reception. It consists of an SAA5246APEM6
decoder chip (IC3501) which operates with a microcon-

ence being fed back to the main panel, where it could
cause problems with sets that are fitted with a v.h.f. tuner.
The text contrast level is set by Q3506, which is
controlled by Q3502 and R3514. This adjustment sets the
internal RGB reference voltage in the text character
ROM. Text contrast control is also possible via the main
panel, for both normal adjustment and beam-limiting
purposes. Note that the Alpha 4 chassis does not have a
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Fig. 5: The teletext decoder arrangement.

troller chip (IC3507) and an 8Kbyte SRAM chip
(IC3506). This provides four pages of text memory. The
circuit is straightforward and is almost identical to that
used in the Z4 chassis. See Fig. 5.
The video input, from IC3002, is buffered by Q3515
then fed to pin 8 of IC3501. This device contains all the
processing circuitry required to extract the text data from
the composite video input and process it to provide RGB
plus blanking outputs. Control is provided by a Philips
MAB8461 series text controller chip, IC3507, which is
linked to IC3501 by an I2C bus. This bus is also linked to
the main microcontroller chip IC1213, but is isolated from
it by the CMOS switch IC3508. The link is connected
only when text is selected. IC1213 then produces a logic
zero at pin 33. This switches Q3523 off with the result
that switches in 1C3508 close, connecting the 12C clock
and data lines. Bus isolation reduces the risk of interferTELEVISION JULY 1995

teletext mix mode.
The character ROM in IC3501 contains all the normal
UK and Continental letters, figures and symbols,
including the £ sign, the umlaut and the cedilla. It can
thus be used in sets for the UK, German and Spanish
markets. To enable Top Text to be implemented an extra
device (IC3503) has to be fitted. This EEROM is used
with a different microcontroller chip, type PCB83C6544022. Virtually all the other components remain the
same, the main change being that the I2C bus is connected
to pins 2 and 3 of the Fastext microcontroller chip and
pins 7 and 8 of the Top Text microcontroller chip.
Next Month

In Part 3 we will take a look at the main microcontroller and the video signal processing circuits.
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TV Fault
Finding

Reports from Russell J. Fletcher,
John Pitt-Francis, Mike Leach,
Terry Lamoon, Andrew Tebbutt,
Mike Rathbone, Bob McClenning,
V.W. Cox, Roger F White, lan Rees,
Ed Rowland, Tony Ashworth
and John Edwards

Grundig CUC2400/2401
This set had low but controllable sound. We found that the
R.J.F.
tuner was faulty. No other problems were evident.

Panasonic TC1480 (Z3 Chassis)
This set bounced on us with a blown R2G zener diode
(D816) just a week after we'd fitted a replacement. It's in
the start-up/chopper bias network. A new STR50103
R.J.F.
chopper chip restored reliable operation.

could be familiar to those who deal with Ferguson sets regularly, but was one we've never come across before. We
carried out various checks around the TDA4500 i.f./timebase
generator chip, and eventually replaced it and various other
components that could have been relevant. But things still
weren't right. When we up-ended the set something fell out
of the cabinet on to the bench. It was the ferrite core from the
line driver transformer. When the core was replaced in the
hole it obviously came from normal operation was restored.
M.L.
An unlikely fault, but one that I'll remember.

ITT Digi 3 Chassis
There were intermittent, sometimes permanent, black bars
and screen blanking in large chunks. The cause of the fault
was the VCU2100A video codec chip IC650 on the digi
R.J.F.
board.

Grundig CUC120 Chassis
The cause of lack of height was traced to R2761 which had
risen in value to 3952. Its correct value is 6.852 — safety
J.P-F.
type.

Hitachi CPT1456D (NP84CQ Chassis)
C245 (1 pF, 160V) had leaked, bringing about the demise of
the sound output pair (Q421/2). As replacements we fitted
J.P-F.
type 2SC2073, which seem more than adequate.

Nikkai Baby 10
This little set was double trouble! It came in dead because
1C402 had failed, so we carried out Chris Avis's excellent
modification (Television March 1993). The set then sprang
to life, but with full volume and the volume control inoperative using either the remote control unit or the front panel
control. Mute and the other functions were o.k. The culprit
was the MN1220 EEPROM chip 10601. We've also had the
MN15425 chip IC602 faulty, the result being all functions
inoperative.
J.P-F.

Hitachi C2565TN
It was reported that the set would shut down when the VCR
was put into the search mode, and then only when the VCR
was operating in the LP mode. We confirmed that this was
the case, the set going completely dead when search was
selected in the LP mode. The standby light would remain
off. After a few minutes the set could be powered up again
by using the on/off switch.
Though the symptom was strange, the cause of the trouble
was simple. The h.t. was too high! When the set had warmed
up, the h.t. rose from the correct 144V to 160V. The line
output stage was unable to handle the LP mode tracking bars
with this high h.t. Checks showed that R952 in the power
M.L.
supply had risen in value from 681a2 to 74k52.

Hitachi CPT2488 (Salora K Chassis)
The problem was no results. Checks showed that the crucial
8.5V at pin 8 of the LF0059 hybrid power supply control
chip HB600 was low at approximately 5V. We checked
several things, including the BR100 start-up diac and its
associated 22nF capacitor, but the fault persisted. The
cause of the low voltage reading was eventually traced to
the BC557 transistor TB541, which provides a start-up feed
for pin 16 of the TDA2579 timebase generator chip
ICB500. TB541 was leaky, a replacement restoring normal
M.L.
operation.

Matsui 209
Samsung CI5322
Field faults are becoming common with these sets. The
supply for the field output stage is derived from pin 4 of the
line output transformer. In the event of field collapse you
usually find that the surge limiter resistor R412 is opencircuit. It's advisable to replace the rectifier diode D401
(ERB4304) as well, also C307 (100pF, 50V) in the flyback
generator circuit. This capacitor can cause various field scan
M.L.
problems.

Ferguson TX90 Chassis
One of these sets had no field sync while the line scanning
suffered from jitter at the top of the picture only. The problem
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One of these sets came in suffering from field foldover and
flyback lines on the display. It's becoming quite a common
fault. The cure is to replace C303 (4.7pF, 160V), which is
mounted very close to some hot components and tends to
T.L.
dry out.

Toshiba 258T7B
There was nothing at all from this set as the power supply
was inoperative. We found that Q802 (2SA1012Y) in the
chopper control circuit was shorted collector-to-emitter
while R808 (0.4752), which is in series with the base of the
chopper transistor, was open-circuit — it's a safety resistor.
When these two items had been replaced there was still
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nothing, but at least the power supply seemed to be o.k.
When I disconnected the load across the h.t. output the
voltage rose to the correct level. Cold checks then showed
that both the line output transistor and transformer were
short-circuit. Replacements brought the set back to life, but
it was an expensive repair.
T.L.

every press of the on/off button. C808 is the reservoir capacitor in the feedback supply to the error amplifier stage in the
chopper control circuit. That swinging first anode voltage
should have led me to the power supply earlier.
A.T.

Matsui 1422

This set produced a negative, monochrome picture with
unstable sync. We assumed that the cause was in the digital
section, so we decided to check around the AD converter
chip IC1601 — well, we had to start somewhere! The video
signal was present and correct at the input. When we moved
to the output we found that there were nice, square waveforms at all except pin 38, where the waveform was of low
amplitude and more like a sawtooth. To our relief a replacement SAD2140 chip produced a normal picture.
M.R.

There was no sound. The cause proved to be C150 which was
short-circuit. It's at the input to the audio output chip.
T.L.

Bush 2020T
When this set was switched on it started to trip, with the h.t.
low at 55V. I couldn't find any shorts, but when the feed to
the line output stage was disconnected the h.t. rose.
Replacing the line output transformer brought the set back
to life. An uncommon fault with this chassis, but probably
not the last time we'll come across it.
T.L.

Matsui 1422
There was no power in this set. On inspection I found that
C617 had burnt out, something that's quite common with
this chassis. I replaced it and switched on, but the set was
still dead. Unusually, Q604 was short-circuit. The set was
restored to life when a replacement had been fitted.
T.L.

Panasonic 25A3 (Euro 1 Chassis)

Panasonic TC1485 (Z3 Chassis)
This set wouldn't start up. On checking at pin 15 (X-ray
protection) of IC101 we found that a positive voltage was
present. The set worked normally when this pin was shorted
to chassis. Some people might have applied a blob of solder
and ridden off. But that's not Television style, is it? Pin 15 is
controlled by transistor Q502, which receives feeds from all
points of the compass. So each had to be checked in turn.
We eventually found that R506, which is connected to the
150V RGB output stage supply, was open-circuit. A
replacement (2701S2) restored normal operation.
M.R.

GoldStar 20A80
If one of these sets comes in with no picture, bheck FR406
which is in the 26V supply to the field output stage. It seems
to go open-circuit for no apparent reason. As with most
modern sets, in this event the blanking circuitry will prevent
the tell-tale white line appearing on the screen.
A.T.

Panasonic TC2636 (U4 Chassis)
This set came to me after receiving attention from another
engineer who had replaced a short-circuit line output transistor. Because of the following symptoms he had then diagnosed a faulty line output transformer: at switch-on the
tube's heaters would light up brightly for a few seconds,
then die down to nothing. He'd also checked the series
resistor in the heater supply.
As a new transformer came with the set I fitted it, only to
find that the symptoms remained the same. Time to get the
meter out. When checking around the tube base I found that
the first anode voltage seemed to be quite low and swung
about from 180V to 340V. After much puzzling I started to
suspect an internal short in the tube and, as I'm sure many
of you reading this would have done too, disconnected the
Aquadag lead from the tube base to see what happened. Lo
and behold there was a loud (but not that loud) crack and the
set began to work. My relief was short-lived however.
When it was returned to its owner, with the Aquadag reconnected of course, the set worked until it was switched off
and left overnight, whereupon the fault returned.
While checking around the line output transformer I
noticed that the heater winding is connected to a small transformer in the power supply as well as to the series resistor.
When this transformer was disconnected the set worked, but
the h.t. was very low. The purpose of this transformer is to
feed pulses back to the power supply to synchronise its operation with that of the line timebase. Very near the transformer there was a rather sorry looking electrolytic, C808
(47pF, 16V). When this was replaced the set sprang to life at
TELEVISION JULY 1995

Panasonic Alpha 2 Chassis
One of these sets displayed a picture with bowed-in sides.
Checks in the EW diode modulator circuit failed to reveal
anything amiss. We had to go a little farther back, to the
control circuit, where we found that C754 (180pF) had
developed a slight leak. Replacing this capacitor restored
the picture's straight edges.
M.R.

Hitachi CPT1626 (NP82CQ Chassis)
There was field foldover at the top of the screen along with
flyback lines. Not your usual capacitors this time: R614
(150k0) in the field linearity feedback circuit had gone high
in value.
B.McC.

Sharp CV2123H (7P-SR1 Chassis)
If one of these sets trips out at switch on, first check for dryjoints in the chopper power supply. Then bring the mains
input up to 40 per cent via your variac. The set should
switch on. If not, the STR41090 chopper chip is probably
faulty (in the over-voltage mode). Replacing it should
enable the set to work happily with the full mains supply
restored.
B.McC.

Philips G90AE Chassis
The problem with one of these sets was intermittent sound.
Even the slightest attempt to move the chassis would cure
the problem for months at a time. We eventually traced the
cause to D6272 (BAS32), a surface-mounted diode that's in
series (along with another similar diode) with the 20V
supply to the TDA8191 sound chip IC7220.
V.W.C.

Panasonic TX24T (Alpha 2 Chassis)
The line output transistor was leaky but when it was
639

replaced we had intermittent line output stage operation.
The cause of this was traced to dry-joints at the pins of the
line driver transformer. It was very difficult to see the
R.F.W.
cracks, even with a magnifying glass.

as we had one on the shelf we fitted it. This failed to provide
a cure, so we unplugged the i.f. module and did a blanket
soldering job on it. Although there had been no visible dryjoints, when it was replaced the set worked perfectly. E.R.

Matsui 1420A/1440A

GoldStar 2190 (PC-04A Chassis)

Dark to light shading across the picture improved slightly as
the set warmed up. We found that C431 (4.7pF) in the
R.F.W.
supply to the RGB output stages was faulty.

The owner of this set said that a dotted line had appeared at
the top of the screen then, after about ten minutes, the picture
had collapsed to a horizontal line before the screen went
black. When we turned up the first anode control we got a
horizontal line, confirming field collapse. The TDA1170N
field timebase chip IC301 had failed. Replacing it is no easy
task in this model. When we'd done so a normal raster was
obtained and the set was left on soak test.
After about five minutes the picture suddenly distorted at
the top and the dotted line described by the customer
appeared. Use of freezer revealed that the culprit was C311
(100pF, 35V). Finding this out wasn't as simple as it might
sound, as C311 is concealed by the chip's heatsink and
access is difficult. Its replacement cured the problem. E.R.

Toshiba 219T9
The STR54041 chip in the power supply was short-circuit
and the fuse had blown. When a new STR54051 chip was
fitted it went short-circuit as soon as power was applied.
Eventually, after a call to the nice people at Toshiba, I
discovered that Q802 was open-circuit base-to-emitter. As
there is an 0.330 resistor across this junction the transistor
R.F.W.
can only be checked out of circuit.

Ferguson TX99 Chassis
After repairing the power supply we found that the h.t.
voltage was low. The reservoir capacitor C103 (47pF,
160V) was to blame, though it measured o.k. when checked
R.F.W.
with a capacitance meter.

Boots 1412R
This colour portable came in dead. Checks in the power
supply showed that R803 (15k0) had gone open-circuit.
E.R.
Replacing it restored normal operation.

Nikkai Tara 10

Matsui 1436

Although the 11V supply came up there were still no
results. The cause was traced to dry-joints at the line driver
transformer EM103. They were invisible without the use of
R.F.W.
a magnifying glass.

The fault with one of these sets was line tearing when the
set had warmed up. Heating and freezing IC301 made the
fault come and go. A new TA7698AP chip cured the
T.A.
trouble.

Solavox 142TT

Mitsubishi CT21M3TX

There was flashing teletext and the on-screen graphics were
missing. IC303 (SAA5243P/E) in the teletext circuit had
I.R.
failed. This set is similar to the Nikkai TLG100T.

The h.t. voltage was low. We traced the cause to the
JC501Q error amplifier transistor Q953. Part number is
T.A.
260P543050.

Sanyo CTP7132 (80P Chassis)

Mitsubishi CT29B3STX

At switch on the power supply tripped slowly. If the set was
left on the fault would correct itself. Replacing C312 (10pF)
I.R.
restored normal operation.

The cause of the picture blanking out intermittently was
traced to the JC501 transistor Q7705. It's mounted on the
T.A.
text PCB.

Philips CTX-E Chassis

Philips CP110 Chassis

We've had two of these sets in recently. The first one was
tripping because the h.t. rectifier D6583 was short-circuit.
The problem with the second set was jagged verticals. This
I.R.
was caused by a faulty e.h.t. lead.

This set came in dead. We found that the BY299 h.t. rectiI.R.
fier diode D15 was short-circuit.

As the set warmed up the picture would flash cyan every
few seconds. Heating the TDA3566 colour decoder chip
IC7260 would clear the fault, but a replacement failed to
cure the problem. When we fitted the tube PCB into another
set we got a picture that flashed green, suggesting a fault in
the auto grey-scale circuitry. Voltage checks showed that
the base of transistor Tr7413 was at 4V instead of 5V. The
culprit turned out to be its bias resistor R3415 (470k52)
T.A.
which is connected to the 200V rail.

KB ATX6424

Hitachi C2164TN

In the text mode the screen was covered with # symbols. The
cause of this was the HCF4001 chip on the text PCB. I.R.

Spurious operation of the over voltage trip was caused by
T.A.
zener diode ZD701. The part no. is 2339251M.

Philips 14CT3205 (KT3 Chasis)

Mitsubishi CT29B3STX

Intermittent loss of signals, leaving a noise-free raster, was
the problem with this portable. We suspected the tuner and

The owner of this set complained that there was no sound
from his VCR or satellite receiver. Because the memory

Logik 4298 (Ferguson TX100 Chassis)
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chip IC702 had become corrupted, the f.m. sound wasn't
working. Mitsubishi recommends that to prevent a repeat
performance the chip is replaced instead of being reprogrammed. The part no. is 263P434020.
T.A.
GoldStar CIT2162X
The job card said intermittent low gain but in fact the
picture disappeared completely, leaving just snow. Each
time this occurred the tuning voltage increased to 31V. The
cause of the trouble was an intermittent open-circuit in the
lead from the prescaler in the tuner to the tuning PCB. T.A.
Panasonic Euro 1 Chassis
This set produced a weak monochrome picture with poor
sync. When checks were made around the SAD2410 video
AD converter chip IC1601 we found that while good video
was present at the input some of the data outputs appeared to
be of low amplitude. Replacing this chip cured the fault. T.A.
Sanyo CBP2572 (ED1 Chassis)
If the set comes on with a blank raster, no sound and no onscreen displays it's likely that the two non-volatile memory
chips on the signals PCB have become corrupted. They can
be replaced or reprogrammed, as the set has a built-in facility
for reprogramming corrupt memories. To gain access to this,
press the service button and the volume plus button simultaneously — the service button is accessible through a small
hole in the front panel. Care should be exercised when using
this feature, as all the previously stored data will be lost. It's
quite time-consuming to re-enter this.
T.A.
Toshiba 2505DB/2805DB
The display consisted of a horizontal line across the centre
of the screen and about five widely-spaced lines above it.
The cause of this turned out to be the TA8739P chip IC371
which takes the field drive from the jungle chip and
processes it in order to provide adjustment in the service
mode. The part number is B0383680.
T.A.
Ferguson ICC7 Chassis
One of these sets suffered from i.f. instability when it was
first switched on. The symptoms were either a negative
picture with poor sync or a display that consisted of just
short, white streaks. Tapping the i.f. unit made the fault
come and go. The cause of the trouble was C525 (11.1F)
which was dry-jointed.
T.A.
Sony KV2704
Originally it would require several attempts to switch this set
on. It now remained dead, though a noticeable fast ticking
noise came from the chopper transformer T5. This was struggling to provide a 135V h.t. supply but managed only 39V.
The h.t. reservoir capacitor C623 (33µF, 250V) was opencircuit, a replacement restoring normal operation.
J.E.
Ferguson 51L5 (ICC5 Chassis)
When this set was switched on it tripped three times then shut
down. Disconnecting the supply to the line output stage made
no difference, but when the 36V supply was disconnected the
set sprang to life. This supply feeds the two TDA2030 audio
output chips, one of which was short-circuit.
J.E.
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Inside the Panasonic Alpha 4 Chassis
Ray Meadows

Part 3
The sections of the chassis we'll focus on this month are the
main microcontroller chip and the timebase and protection
circuitry — a slight change from the previously announced
coverage.

The Main Microcontroller
The main microcontroller chip IC1213 is from the
Matsushita MN18XXXXXX series, the exact type
depending on the features incorporated in the particular
model. For example, the UK Model TX25X1DP with Dolby
Pro Logic sound uses an MN18P73233 while the TX21V2
variant for the German market is fitted with the
MN1872432TME. These devices have similar pin-out
arrangements to the microcontroller chips used in the Z4
chassis. They all contain 16K of RAM, 24K of ROM,
twelve control function digital-to-analogue converters
(DACs), an I2C bus interface and a full on-screen display
generator.
Pin allocations are as follows:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Remote control input
Key scan 1
Key scan 2
Key scan 3
Option set 1
Option set 2
Option set 3
Option set 4
Scart slow-switch input
Sound info. input
A.F.C. input
Chassis connection
No connection
Bass control output
Treble control output
Balance control output
Loudness control output
Mono/stereo select output
Secam tint output
Secam L/not output
Secam L' sound hi/lo output
5V supply
Colour control output
Contrast control output
Brightness control output
Sharpness control output
Chassis connection
Audio mode info. input
Scart fast-blanking input
I.F. stop info. input
Video stop info. input
S video info. input
I2C bus control switch output
Video mute output
PAL/Secam/Auto mode output
Nicam/f.m. select output
Stereo/mono select output

38

5V supply

39

Line sync input

698

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

Standby control output
OSD blanking output
OSD blue output
OSD green output
OSD red output
Volume control output
Picture noise reduction output
Colour system 1 output
Colour system 2 output
50/60Hz height adjustment output (DP models
only)
AV control 2 output
AV control 1 output
RGB contrast output
Mute 1 output
Reset input
Field sync input
Mute 2 output
50/60Hz scan sense input
Tint control on/off output
I2C bus data connection
I2C bus clock connection
5V supply
Clock oscillator connection 1
Clock oscillator connection 2
Chassis connection

EEROM chip IC1202, reset chip IC1212 and the remote
control receiver chip IC1131 are all part of the control
system with IC1213. There are also four option-set resistors
and an on-board control panel. Some unused microcontroller chip outputs are left disconnected, while unused
inputs are connected to chassis via resistors.
Because the Alpha 4 chassis uses frequency-synthesis
tuning, one major difference between its microcontroller
chip and that used in the Z4 chassis is the absence of a
voltage-synthesis tuning output.
Some pins have slightly different functions depending on
the mask. Pin 16 for example is normally the sound balance

5_

IC1202
EEROM

_6
Da a
12C bus to text
and tuner circuits

Clock
IC1131
RC 2
receiver

1k

59

60

2

63
IC1213

Local
keys

3

MicroC

4

62
54

T
Option
set—up

IC1212
Reset
gen

104951

Fig. 1: Simplified block diagram of the control system.
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Fig. 2: The timebase generator and field scan circuitry used in 110° models.

control output. In Dolby Pro Logic models this pin still
provides a balance control function, but as a noise-generator
control output that tells the Pro Logic decoder to send a
burst of noise sequentially to each of the speakers for
balance adjustment (see the February 1994 issue, page 255).
In-line chokes protect most pins that are connected to the
external circuitry from flashovers. The OSD output pins 4144 are each connected via an LC T-filter.
Pin 34 (video mute) has a tri-state (logic high, logic low
or high impedance) output.
Fig. 1 provides a simplified view of the control system.
To simplify the connections, there's no provision for
multiplexed key scanning. Instead, a resistor chain
connected to the local keyboard on panel M presents
different resistance values when different keys are operated.
The keyboard is split into three sections, each of which is
monitored by a separate microcontroller chip input. The
Alpha 4 chassis doesn't use the key scan 1 input. The key
scan 2 input monitors the preset tuning keys while the key
scan 3 input monitors the main user keys (volume and
channel change).
Resistors are used in the same way for the model options.
These are read by the chip which can then determine the
model's type, i.e. whether it is PAL or PAL/Secam set, has
a single- or a triple-band tuner, etc.
At power on, or at any time when the 5V supply line falls
below 4.5V, IC1212 sends a logic-low reset signal to pin 54
of the microcontroller chip which then clears any erroneous
data from its internal memory.
Tuning and user volume, colour, contrast etc. settings are
stored in the EEROM chip IC1202, which is connected to
the microcontroller chip via the I2C bus. The remote control
receiver chip, which is mounted on panel M, sends
commands to pin 1 of the microcontroller chip via its own
serial data line. As these devices are all powered by the 5V
supply derived from transformer T1201 they remain in operation when the set is in the standby mode.
As in the Alpha 3 and Z4 chassis we've looked at previously, the microcontroller chip itself rarely causes problems.
If a control system fault is suspected, start by checking the
operation of the clock (pins 62 and 63 of IC1213). Failure of
700

the set to come on is much more likely to be caused by
failure of the standby supply. In this case there will be no
standby LED illumination.
One feature, the scart slow switch, is added to models
with Dolby Pro Logic. It had previously been available only
with Continental models and other makers' sets that use
these microcontroller chips. What it means is that the set is
forced, when a satellite receiver, or other signal source
supplies a logic high at pin 8 of the scart socket (pin 9 of the
microcontroller chip), to accept the signal from this source
in place of the tuner signal. Although installers will be
familiar with the advantages (and disadvantages) of this
arrangement, there will no doubt be cases where a customer
upgrades from an older Panasonic model without this function and gets 'unexpected' results. Rather than delve into the
set to disconnect pin 9 of the microcontroller chip you can
make a quick snip at pin 8 of the scart cable!
As mentioned when we covered the teletext decoder last
month, the Alpha 4 chassis does not have a text mix mode
as standard. The circuitry required is present however. To
improve text legibility in the text mix mode Q3502 (see Fig.
5, page 637 last month) is switched on, reducing the reference level voltage at pin 18 of IC3501. The same control
signal, produced at pin 20 of IC3501, reduces the video
contrast level by pulling down the voltage from the subcontrast control via the diode at the bottom left of Fig. 5 (the
labelling and arrow were a bit misleading in this respect). If
you want the mix mode with an Alpha 4 set, either use a Z4
remote control handset (part no. TNQ8E0445) or cut a hole
in the panel of the Alpha 4 remote control unit where you
will find the unused mix button hidden!
Sync and the 77mebase Generators
The Alpha 4 chassis returned to the tried and tested
sync/timebase generator system based on the Philips
TDA2579 chip, dropping the rather unusual arrangement
used in the Z4 chassis. The basic TDA2579A circuit dates
back to the U5 chassis. Fig. 2 shows the arrangement as
used in the Alpha 4 chassis.
Pin 12 of the teletext decoder, chip IC3501 on panel H
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Fig. 3: The line output and EW correction circuits, shown simplified.

produces a composite video output in the TV mode or an
internally-generated composite teletext sync output in the
text mode. This output was not shown in Fig. 5 last month.
It's fed to pin 5 of the TDA2579B chip IC501, with Q502
providing a clamp action at this point.
IC501 contains a sync separator and line oscillator. The
field drive output at pin 1 is generated by dividing down
from the line frequency. An internal phase detector system
ensures that the outputs produced remain locked to the video
signal, field and line feedback signals playing a role in the
overall operation. The phase detector has three operating
modes, to take into account the different requirements with
normal, weak or VCR-sourced signals. Internal black-level
detection as a reference and a noise-inversion system ensure
stable operation of the sync separator.
There are only three adjustments, height (R405), line
frequency (R502) and line phase (R507). A horizontal shift
signal from the main microcontroller chip IC1213 is fed to
pin 14. It's used to centre the picture in the text and external
RGB input modes.
The outputs are line drive (pin 11), field drive (pin 1),
ident (pin 13) and sandcastle pulses (pin 17).

third path, via diodes D452/3, provides simple NS correction. A three-position plug and socket arrangement adds a
small d.c. voltage to the scan circuit for field shift correction.
In the event of field scan failure there's no feedback to
IC501 and the drive is cut off. The service switch is also
connected to pin 2 of IC501. When S401 selects the service
mode the field feedback is blocked and the field drive is
removed. The beam is enabled however, via zener diodes
D305-7 which are connected to the colour decoder chip's
RGB outputs. We'll look at this feature next month.
Models fitted with 110° deflection tubes — the 25 and
28in. types — require EW correction. A conventional diode
modulator is used for this purpose, see Fig. 3. It's driven by
the Philips TDA4950 chip IC701, which is functionally identical to the SGS-Thomson device used in the Alpha 3
chassis. The field-frequency input is taken from the junction
of C458/R462. There are adjustments for parabola (R704)
and keystone (R714) correction. R708 provides width adjustment: its slider is connected to D701 and C705 which rectify
the pulses tapped from pin 6 of the line output transformer.
A switching transistor, Q701, is used to adjust the width
when a 60Hz signal is being received.

Field Output and EW Correction

Line Timebase

The field drive output from pin 1 of IC501 is applied to
pins 1 and 3 of the field driver/output chip IC451. In 90°
deflection models this is a TDA3653C while in 110° deflection models it's a TDA3654. Although the chip is powered
by a 27V line it can generate a 50V peak-to-peak output,
thanks to the voltage doubler formed by D451 and C455.
This part of the chassis is similar to the AN5521-based
arrangement used in the Alpha 3 chassis.
The overall gain is set by the feedback, which is returned
to pin 2 of IC501. There are d.c. and a.c. paths, so that both
linear and non-linear correction can be applied. The d.c. path
is via R458/9 while the a.c. feedback is taken from the junction of the field scan coupling capacitor C458 and R462. A
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The line-drive output from pin 11 of 10501 is fed to
conventional driver and output stages. Fig. 3 shows the basic

circuitry. Note that 110° models have additional components
for scan-correction, EW correction and line linearity adjustment. Also that 90° and 110° models use different line
output transformers with quite different pin connections.
Protection

In the event of an excessive load on the 12V line the
voltage will fall, zener diode D870 will cut off (see Fig. 4)

and Q851 will turn on. As a result Q542 is forward biased, in
turn turning on Q541. As the collector of Q541 is linked to
701

the base of Q542 these two transistors latch on until the
power is removed. The output from this circuit is applied via
D1253 to the base of the line driver transistor Q531 and via
D890 to the base of Q890, which drives the optocoupler in
the power supply (see Fig. 3, page 550 June). Thus under a
fault condition the line output stage and the power supply
both shut down. Excessive beam current will also produce
shut down as a result of the link via R542.
The system also provides over-voltage protection. Q880
senses the voltage developed across R880 which is in the h.t.
feed to the line output stage. In the event of excessive
Q880
C880 1111
()
10

voltage or current conditions here Q880 conducts and, via
D880, activates the latch Q541/542. The operation of this
protection arrangement is controlled by the time-constant of
R880/C880/R882.
Next Month

In the concluding instalment next month we'll take a look
at the video processing and audio circuits, inluding the
Dolby Pro Logic module and the extra circuits used in the
surround sound Models 25X1DP and 28X1DP.
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Fig. 4: The protection circuit.
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Servicing the Hitachi G6P Chassis
Glyn Dickinson

The Hitachi G6P chassis was used in five models which
were introduced in 1986. Model numbers are CPT2174,
CPT2176, CPT2178, CPT2476 and CPT2478. As these
numbers suggest, there were 21 and 24in. versions. The
former are housed in plastic cabinets, the latter in a rather
cumbersome wooden one. All models have on-screen
displays and FS tubes. The final digit of the model number
indicates the basic features: 4 denotes a standard set, 6
remote control and 8 teletext. Don't confuse these sets with
the earlier CPT2074/6/8 and CPT2274/6/8 which were fitted
with the NP83 Mk. II chassis, or the CPT2578 which has
the later G8 chassis.
The smaller-screen sets have a Mullard or Philips
A51EAL3OX tube or the Hitachi equivalent. The focusing
of the Mullard tubes tends to deteriorate after a few years.
Thus a compromise has to be adopted when the set includes
teletext. As the emission fails, the picture begins to streak.
This is especially noticeable with the green content of the
display. The 24in. sets are fitted with a peculiar Hitachi
tube, type A56JKZ61X. It gives a very good picture, though
some faults make it look as if the tube is faulty (see later).
The sets are a few years old now, but provided the tube is
in good shape they can, with a little care, be persuaded to give
several more years' service. The CPT2174 was in production
for some years as it was Hitachi's last manual model.
General Features
As with most Hitachi sets the chassis is mounted horizontally. The line output stage is to the right, with the power
supply behind it. The tuner and i.f. stages are on the lefthand side, tuning control in the rear centre and the decoder
at the front centre. If fitted the teletext panel is on the

cabinet, at the left. With later models the power supply is on
the right-hand side.
The chassis is of Japanese design and there are several
unusual i.c.s in it. Some, the microcontroller and colour
decoder/timebase generator chips in particular, have the
pins spaced much closer than usual for chips of this period.
Thus care must be taken to avoid print damage or shorts
between pins.
As with many sets, the control flap is easily broken. We
usually leave it with the customer, having first checked that
it's still in one piece, as replacements are quite expensive
and it is difficult to persuade the customer that the flap was
broken to start with!
There are several differences between models. The 24in.
versions have a different line output transformer which is
not interchangeable with that used in 21in. sets. Later
remote control and teletext sets have a separate power
supply, which makes servicing much easier. An unusual
(for the time) feature with remote control models is the
standby system, which removes the supply to the line oscillator. The power supply is very much alive in the standby
condition!
The Power Supply
The switch-mode power supply circuit varies slightly
between models but will be familiar to those who have
handled earlier Hitachi sets. Fig. 1 shows a representative
example. It uses an MN650 (2SD1496) series chopper transistor (Q901), with voltage stabilisation achieved by means
of thick-film module CP901. A feedback winding on the
line output transformer synchronises the operation of the
chopper and line output stages. The free-running frequency
0904
See Fig. 2
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Fig. 1: The power supply circuit used in Models CPT2176/2476.
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is determined by C911, R905 and R906.
Error comparison is carried out within CP901. Feedback
at pin 3, from the secondary side of the chopper transformer
T901, is compared with approximately 110V from the
primary side of the transformer, at pin 5.
There are varations between models, the main difference
being the fact that CP901 is type HM9024 in the CPT2174
and type HM9205 in the other versions. One point to
remember about this type of power supply is that it is not
mains isolated. Thus the AV sockets fitted to some models
are isolated by means of optocouplers.

15V

*1N4148
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Faults
The power supply itself is very reliable. Most failures are
caused by the line output transformer developing an interwinding short, which leads to destruction of the power supply.
This is usually indicated by the fact that the chopper transistor
Q901 has exploded! If you encounter this situation, replace the
transformer (1761), assuming it is the original one, also Q901
and CP901, then check C911, C910, C905, R906 (560) and
ZD901 (11V) if fitted. C911 should be a 4.7pF, 160V electrolytic: early models may have a 2.2pF, 50V non-polarised
capacitor in this position. Hitachi advise that this is replaced
with the later type, positive connection to R906. In models that
have the power supply on the main PCB there may be the
remains of some hot-melt glue around the LOPT. Scrape this
off, as it will have become conductive. The mains fuse F901
and the surge limiter resistor R901 (190, 7W) will usually
have survived, so before you handle the panel make sure that
the mains bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor C906 is fully
discharged.
As mentioned above, CP901 is a different type in Model
CPT2174 compared to the other models. The two types are
not interchangeable. Replacements come with the suffix A.
With this a capacitor (C933) has to be added or changed. It's
fitted between pins 4 and 7 of the module, and may not be
present in sets without remote control though the holes are
there. The suggested value was 100pF, but Hitachi now
suggests 33pF or 47pF. If this capacitor is left out the power
supply screeches. My experience has been that the exact
value depends on the set. With too high a value the power
supply will whistle. The value may have to be as low as
15pF. Make sure, when fitting CP901, that it is positioned
vertically and away from Q901's mounting bolt.
Before running the set, disconnect L795 in the h.t. feed to
the line output stage and apply the mains supply via a variac,
building up slowly to about 120V. If the power supply
appears to be working without distress, apply the full mains
voltage — this type of power supply doesn't seem to like being
run up on a variac! Reconnecting L795 should get the set
running again.
If the set is intermittently dead, resolder both earthing tags
on the line driver transformer T721. It's advisable to do this
with any of these sets.
An annoying buzz from the set is usually, as with many
Hitachi models, caused by the mains filter choke L901. This
item is cheap to replace, so it's not worth attempts to silence it.
The cause of a dead set with a ticking noise and low h.t.
was traced to C910 (4.7pF, 160V). Ageing capacitors are
often the cause of no-go faults — a capacitance meter comes in
handy.
CP901 can be responsible for odd faults including lack of
height and a hum bar at the top of the screen. The 110V h.t.
voltage seems to be very critical.
Over-voltage protection is provided by the CR5AS8
crowbar thyristor Q902. Its gate monitors the voltage at pin 5
of the line output transformer T761 via zener diode ZD752,
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Fig. 2: The remote control on/off switching
circuit. 0905 is switched on for standby,
switching off 0904 and thus the 12V supply to
the line oscillator circuit in IC501.

the current through the line output transistor Q781 via zener
diode ZD753 and (not all models) the h.t. voltage via ZD902.
These items can fail, giving the impression that the line
output transformer is faulty. Q902 can become thermally
intermittent and is best checked by substitution.
The Line Output Stage
The line output transformer is responsible for most service
calls with this chassis. The versions used in 21in. and 24in.
models are not interchangeable, being different both physically and electrically. They fail in various ways. Presenting a
dead short across the h.t. line is one possibility. This gives the
impression that the line output transistor is short-circuit: it
rarely is. You get no other damage with this fault condition.
The most common situation is that the set works for a couple
of seconds then trips. It's worth checking ZD752 and ZD753
(types vary between models) for leakage, but the cause is
usually the transformer. As mentioned previously, it can also
be responsible for failure of the power supply.
The price of a transformer for a 24in. set from Hitachi is
over twice that of the one for a 21in. set. This might make the
repair of a larger-screen set uneconomic. Fortunately however
pattern parts are available. They seem to give good results,
and are often to BS specification. Some of the more obscure
transformers (usually of a garish colour) are not as reliable
and their safety is not proven.
The Field Timebase
The field output stage is based on a uPC1378H/LA7830
chip, IC681. The most common fault is intermittent cramping
at the top of the screen. This can be caused by a dry-joint, but
it's best to remove the i.c., thoroughly clean the PCB print
and fit a new chip, using plenty of heatsink compound.
If the chip has gone short-circuit R762 (2.252 fusible) will
be open-circuit. This resistor sometimes fails for no apparent
reason, but it's wise to replace the chip at the same time.
C611 (0.1pF) can be responsible for lack of height, C686
(2.2nF) can cause lines at the bottom of the screen while
C682 (100pF) can be responsible for lines at the top.
The Colour Decoder/Timebase Generator Chip
IC501 (M51338SP) carries out the colour decoder and
sync/timebase generator functions. If the set is dead with
705

the power supply fuctioning, check for 12V at pin 24 of
IC501 and at pin 7 for the line drive output, assuming a
remote control set. If the 12V supply is missing, check the
standby switching transistors Q904 and Q905 which are
controlled by pin 30 of the microcontroller chip IC1101. If
the standby 12V supply is missing at Q904, check R926 (if
fitted) and D904 in the power supply. The main 12V supply
is derived from pin 3 of the line output transformer, via the
112 fusible resistor R761 and rectifier diode D761, and is
stabilised by Q791 (2SD882). This supply is applied to pin
25 of IC501.
Because of the different versions/manuals and the two
12V supplies, faults here can be a little confusing. A
strange fault can occur when the conditions around Q904
and Q905 change. The set works, but when standby is
selected the timebases continue to run leaving a peak white
raster with no sound. Slight leakage in one of the transistors or the associated diodes can cause this: alternatively in
one set we had R919 and R916 had been transposed during
manufacture! As previously mentioned a set that starts up
only to shut down within seconds has a faulty line output
transformer that's causing protection circuit operation or a
protection circuit fault, while intermittent operation should
lead to a check for dry-joints at the metal tags of the line
driver transformer T721.
The colour decoder section of IC501 is fairly troublefree, the on-screen display circuitry being responsible for
most faults whose cause appears to to lie in this area. A
peak white raster should lead to a check on the transistors
Q301 (2SA673C-D) and Q302 (2SC458C-D/2SC1740QR) which couple the luminance signal to the tube base
panel. IC501 supplies colour-difference signals, at pins 1,
2 and 3, to the RGB output stages on the c.r.t. base panel,
via the teletext board if one is fitted.
Luminance and beam-limiting faults, such as smearing
or crushing, are often caused by the on-screen display
driver transistors, which can sometimes give the impression that the c.r.t. is tired. Also check Q1112 and the associated diodes for this fault.
Failure of IC501 in a 24in. set can be caused by tube
flashover. Later versions are fitted with an improved tube
base socket. It's slightly conical, the original one being
cylindrical. When replacing IC1101, IC501 or any onscreen driver chip or transistor it's vital to check the tube
base socket and if necessary change it to the later type.
Fig. 3 shows the modification required. This problem does
not seem to affect 21in. sets as much, but tube base socket
replacement is often a sensible precaution to take, especially if any chips have previously been replaced.
Note that there are two mask numbers for IC501. If the
replacement is not identical, there will be erratic start up.
Fortunately modification is easy. For mask number SP-03
there should be a 33051 resistor across C711. This resistor
should not be present with the SP-01 version.

Tuning and the On-screen Display
The microcontroller chip is IC1101. It works in
conjunction with the non-volatile memory chip IC1102
and the on-screen display generator chip IC1104. No, I
don't know what happened to IC1103! Things start to get
complicated with the suffixes used here, since different
versions of the chassis have different chips.
IC1101 is type M50161-554SP for Model CPT2174,
type M50432-551SP for Models CPT2176/2476, type
M50432-552SP for Models CPT2178/2478. IC1102 is type
M58655P in remote control and teletext sets, type M58658
in Model CPT2174. IC1104 is type M50143-006P in the
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CPT2174, type M50450-023P in Models CPT2176/2476
and type M50450-030P in Models CPT2178/2478.
Confused? You will be if you fit the wrong ones! This
can result in hieroglyphics instead of captions. I have to
admit to fitting the wrong control chip once and telling the
customer that the new one was programmed for the
Japanese market, the strange symbols being intended for
that market. He was very impressed, and showed his
friends. Luckily none of them were Japanese!
A feature with teletext sets is that you can write your
own captions on the screen for each channel — it's wise to
check whether anyone has been adding rude comments
instead of the channel names, especially if you intend to
sell the set as a reconditioned one!
Possible faults include a lively set with no on-screen
display or a set stuck in standby because IC1101 is faulty.
If the channels can be tuned in but not stored, suspect lack
of the —30V supply at pin 2 of IC1102 because zener diode
ZD1152 is leaky: if this supply is present, IC1102 is
suspect.
A bright red or green screen, red fringeing, weak or poor
luminance, poor contrast or the impression that the c.r.t. is
tired can be caused by IC1104, D1120 or Q1112. As previously mentioned, check that the tube base socket is the later
type when replacing semiconductor devices in this area.
Various odd faults can be caused by spillage through the
front, especially with non-remote control sets. To tune
manual sets, turn the preset knob on then hold the recall
button together with the + or — buttons for fast tuning.
Fortunately the silver buttons and the associated switches
give far less trouble than with previous models.
A complaint you sometimes get with Model CPT2176 is
that the 'normal' settings are wrong — the colour too high
and the brightness too low. To cure this, add a 22k52
resistor in parallel with R1139 and reset the grey scale. The
resistor is part of CP008, to the left of IC1101.

Signals Circuitry
The tuner is either a Mullard U743 or an Hitachi special
type ET568A. They are not interchangeable. On odd occasions they can be responsible for drifting. We have experienced no i.f. circuit faults.

Sound Faults
The audio output stage uses a pair of 2SD401 transistors,
run from the h.t. rail, and an output transformer. The transistors can be responsible for distorted sound but the cause
is more likely to be leakage through the hot-melt adhesive
that anchors them. In cases of intermittent sound, don't
forget the headphone socket. According to Hitachi Q1108
can cause loss of volume control operation, but we've not
come across this one.
A modification to cure a buzz with VCR sound is to
reduce the value of R224 from 681d1 to 181S2.

Teletext
The teletext panel comes as a shock to some — not an
SAA device in sight! The circuit uses a Texas design which
has its own peculiarities. Not the least of these is the lack
of a hold button, using instead the idea of storing the page
as a sub-page in memory. This is fine — unless the customer
is familiar with conventional teletext.
Faults here are usually 'one-off', generally because of a
chip failure. It's a good idea to make sure that the. supplies
are correct before diving in with the desoldering gun. A
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display that consists of only the top line can be caused by
IC2102 (TMS3551), which can also be responsible for no
text sync. IC2108 (4016) can also cause this latter fault. If
there's no text but the set switches to text it's helpful to
have a spare panel for test purposes, as IC1101 or the
power supply can cause this. But almost any chip on the
panel can be the cause. In view of the age of the sets and
the cost of the chips, text faults are often uneconomic to
repair. This is not very satisfying from the engineering
point of view, but it can lead to a large sigh of relief!
Things got worse with the G8 chassis, which has a smaller
and less accessible PCB, a more complex circuit and
double-sided print.. .
The Tube Base Panel
The RGB output and on-screen display output transistors
are on the c.r.t. base panel. Remote and text versions are
more complex because the graphics are in two colours and,
for improved teletext handling, the RGB output stages each
use two transistors. The arrangement is unusual in that the
text is injected, in colour-difference form, after the colour
decoder chip, with separate output transistors for the red
and green on-screen display graphics, the Y signal then
being blanked. This is why the circuit can give such strange
faults. As a help when fault finding, the OSD signals can be
disconnected at the panel while the text panel can easily be
eliminated. Tube base panel faults are confined to the odd
transistor failure.
Miscellaneous Matters
Flashovers can cause the set to go into the standby mode
— replacing the tube base socket (see Fig. 3) provides a cure

7

Insulated
lead
[04941

Fig. 3: The modified tube
base socket, which has
integral spark gaps to prevent
the failure of i.c.s as a result
of flashovers.
When fitting this socket to
the PCB, pin Y must be cut
off so that it does not
protrude beyond the central
boss and bend pin 10 in the
direction shown by the arrow.
After fitting to the PCB,
connect a length of insulated
wire between pins 2 and 10.
It should be 50mm long and
stripped back 7mm at both
ends. Wrap the wire once
around pin 10 and dress it
away from the copper track.

as long as the chips have survived. An unusual fault is the
set coming out of standby at random intervals! This
happens with some Mullard tubes that have a 1M1/ resistor
on the scan coil assembly: it goes open-circuit, allowing
static build up to send a pulse to the microcontroller with
the result that the set switches on. Strange, but true!
To cure pulling with VCR playback signals, increase the
value of R706 and R716 from 2.7kS2 to 5.6ka
Conclusion
These sets are making their way into the ex-rental
market and are well worth renovating. Despite the long list
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of faults recorded here they are very reliable, with just two
components, the line output transformer and the c.r.t. base
socket, giving rise to the majority of problems. The sets
look modern, especially the 21in. version, give good results
and have features that were well ahead of their time.
My thanks to Hitachi's computer brain dump for some of
the more obscure faults mentioned above.
Useful Part Numbers
Tube base socket
MN650 (Q901)
HM9204 (CP901)
HM9205 (CP901)
LOPT (21in. models)
LOPT (24in. models)
L901 (mains filter)
IC501 M51338SP-01
IC501 M51338SP-03
IC1101 (Model CPT2174)
IC1101 (Models CPT2176/2476)
IC1101 (Models CPT2178/2478)
IC1104 (Model CPT2174)
IC1104 (Models CPT2176/2476)
IC1104 (Models CPT2178/2478)
Flap (Model CPT2174)
Flap (all other models)

2953101
2326622
2371674
2371675
2434274
2434002
2122694
2913612
2913613
2913561
2915081
2915082
2368742
2915091
2915092
X252892
3796811

Those who do not have an account with Hitachi can
obtain spares from Charles Hyde and Son Ltd., Prospect
House, Barmby Road, Pocklington, Yorks YO4 213P, telephone no. 01759 303 068, fax no. 01759 303 620.
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Service Briefs from Toshiba
The following information is based on Toshiba Technical Bulletins CDH5O-CDH54 issued
between October 1994 and June 1995. This month we feature TV Receivers.
Model 155R9B
No control over brightness although the graphics scale
alters: Replace leaky 1N4148 diode in position D204, part
no. 23115599T.

Models 156R9B/T9B

No colour: Can be caused by a base-collector leak in the
2SC2482 transistor Q510, part no. A6330059.

Model 1510TB
Intermittent dead power supply: Replace the 2SC3425
transistor Q803, part no. A6361601.

Field creep from the bottom when the set is hot: Replace
ZPD24 zener diode in position D322, part no. 23118982.

Models 2100RB/TBT

Models 175R9B/T9B

Loss of sync: R302 (24Id2) can go high in value or opencircuit to cause this fault. The clue is that the voltage at pin
33 of the TA8659AN chip IC501 is about 10V instead of
1.3V.

Faint vertical lines from the left-hand side of the screen
to the centre: Replace C902 (4,700pF, 1 .6kV) on the tube
base panel.

Model 210T6B

No station tuning: Can be caused by no line sync input to
the microcontroller chip because QA09 (type BC557A, part
no. 23114961) has failed.

Lack of height and width at switch on: Replace C814
(100pF, 50V).

Model 2112DB

Model 259D9B

Holds station until the channel is changed, then goes off
tune; won't stop during search tuning: Replace leaky
1N4148 diode in position DA04, part no. 23115599.

Patterning on white scenes, sometimes turning
black: Replace the 1pF capacitor CV01 on the back
terminal PCB, connected to pin 6 of the TA8628N chip
ICV01.

Screeching noise from chopper transformer T803, h.t.
voltage normal: Replace D811 (BYD33J), part no. 23118479.

Model 289T6B
Dead set: Cause could be Q801 (type 2SD1279, part no.
A686553) going short-circuit because C811 (0.47pF) is
open-circuit. If so replace Q801 and C811.

Model 1400RB
Stuck in standby: Replace leaky 5.1V zener diode in position DA43, part no. A7116325. Clue is that the 5V supply
to the microcontroller chip is low.

Model 1400TBT
Tuning drift: Replace leaky 1N4148 diode in position
DA17, part no. 23115599.
Power supply tripping or h.t. low at approximately 26V:
Replace the 2SC3425 transistor in position Q803, part no.
A6361601. The transistor leaks when under load, measures
o.k. with a test meter.
Field cramping: Replace R317 (7.552, 0.5W) which can
change value.
Screeching from chopper transformer T802; picture has
a small kink on verticals: Power supply is not synchronised with the line timebase. Replace C811 (22nF) which
goes low in value.
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Models 2112DB 2512DB 2812DB
Very intermittent switch off: Pin 52 (excess beam current
protection) of the TA8783N chip IC501 is being activated in
error because of a static discharge from the speaker grilles
to the speaker body (chassis). If a static problem exists,
change the cabinet. Otherwise connect pin 52 of IC501 to
chassis at the nearest available point, using a short length of
insulated wire.

Models 2132DB 2535DB 2539D8 2835DB
2939DB 3339DB
A different Nicam unit is used in later production receivers. It
has an SAA7283ZP Nicam chip in place the the previous
TB1204N chip and is not interchangeable. Although both
modules fit physically, use of the wrong one will result in loss
of sound. Part no. of the later unit is 23703040. The earlier
unit is 2.5in. high, the later one 3-5in. high.
A different microcontroller chip (ICA01) has to be used

with the later Nicam unit. Later and earlier microcontroller
chips are not interchangeable., Details are as follows:
Model 2132DB: Earlier version M37210M2-580, later
version M37210M2-681SP (part no. 23904757).
Models 2535DB/2835DB: Earlier version CXP85332-103S,
later version CXP85332-111S (part no. 23904758). Note
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that with the later version pins 25 (S/S) and 33 (WDT RST)
are reversed: this can be identified by the additional wire
links A (red wire) and B (yellow wire) on the component
side of the PCB.
Models 2539DB 2939DB 3339DB: Earlier version
CXP80424-166S, later version CXP80424-169S (part no.
23904759).
If a set fitted with the new unit reverts from Nicam to
f.m. when hot either replace the Nicam unit or carry out the
following modifications: change RD11 to 1.8kS2 (from
2.21d1), change RD12 to 33k,S2 (from 100k0), change
CD18 to 47nF (from 22nF).

Model 2145DB
Sound mutes with very bright scenes, reducing the
contrast setting to half way avoids occurrence of the
fault: Cure is to add a 1pF, 25V electrolytic capacitor
between the base of Q604 and chassis, on the print side of
the PCB. Cause of the fault is that Q604 in the off mute
circuit is being activated when the beam current is high.
Models 2145DB 2539DB 2545DB
These sets are fitted with the later Nicam unit referred to
under Models 2132DB etc. above. The note on reverting to
f.m. also applies to these models.
With models that use a CXP85332A-105S microcontroller chip in position ICA01, note that pins 25 and 33 are
shown correctly connected in the circuit diagram but the
pin function descriptions should be reversed.
Models 2512DB 2812DB
A blank screen with a Nicam display in white appears
during channel change, the picture returning to normal
when the display goes: Replace the TA8775N RGB
switching chip ICY50, part no. B0383930.

Models 2527DB 2539DB 2927DB 2939DB
3327DB 3339DB (C2D Chassis)
Note that the base and emitter markings of Q841 (2SA1015)
are shown incorrectly on both sides of the PCB and in the
layout drawing. Fit the transistor as the white symbol on the
PCB shows, i.e. the opposite way round to Q842.
Lack of width and height, picture and sound distorted:
Replace R868 (270ki2) in the low-voltage limiter circuit.
This resistor tends to go high in value: all the power supply
secondary voltages then fall.
No picture, sound o.k.: Caused by the top of the sandcastle being absent because D402 reduces the amplitude of
the line-frequency pulse at pin 38 of IC501. Replace D402,
type UZ33135B, part no. 23316367.
Teletext has slight drop-out, mix mode no sync and
channel change no text in the ident box: Replace the
2SC3852 transistor in position Q861, part no. 23314141.
Cause is the 5V +2 supply being low at 3.5V.
Channel indicator appears intermittently: Replace the
6.2V zener diode in position D864, part no. 23316313.
Cause is the 12V —2 supply being unstable.
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Models 2535DB 2835DB
Note that two different Dolby modules have been used in
these models, part nos. 23148189 and 23703550. They are
not interchangeable — the pin spacing is different.
Another point to note about these models is that the
mains lead is located in a channel that runs underneath the
back cover, from front to back. It's then routed up the back
over a moulded support and is anchored with a cable tie.
This is done to prevent damage to the lead when the set is
moved around on a flat surface. After servicing, the lead
must be relocated in the same way as it may otherwise be
damaged. Push the cable tie off rather than cutting it — so
that it can be re-used.
At switch on scart 2 and 16:9 are immediately selected:
Replace leaky 1N4148 diode in position D'VV04, in parallel
with the base and emitter of QW04. Part no. 231115599.

Models 2539DB 2939DB 3339DB
No centre channel sound: Replace leaky 6.2V zener diode
in position DA31, part no. 23316312. It's connected to pin
56 of ICA01 and pulls down the data line to the Pro Logic
PCB.
No r.f. picture and sound, scart input o.k.: Can be caused
by faulty solder connections to Q103 in the PIF unit.
Resolder the connections and bend the transistor over to
avoid contact with the PIF can's metal cover.

Model 2835DB
Stuck in standby: Can be caused by circuit protector ZP31
(type PRF1000, part no.. 23144452) in the 27V supply to the
field timebase going open-circuit. When this occurs the h.t.
rises and the protection thyristor D471 is fired, activating
the standby mode.
Intermittent loss of sync and teletext: Replace crystal
ZFO 1, part no. 23153012. When this crystal is faulty the
27MHz text clock stops.
Intermittent audio muting with dark scenes, mainly with
VCR or satellite TV signals: Increase the value of RB12
from 271d/ to 39kg.
Repeated failure of the audio output chip IC670: Check
C682 (100pF), C685 (1,000pF) and C686 (0.12pF) for
leakage and replace as necessary.
General Points

New versions of several long-running models have been
introduced. The basic model number remains the same, with
5, 6 or 7 added, e.g. Model 2100TB becomes Model
2100TB5. There are important circuit differences between
the different versions however, including a new teletext
module, microcontroller chip (ICA01), chroma/timebase
generator chip (IC501) and remote control handset.
Different tubes have been fitted in several models. This
may involve a front cover change. It's thus important to
specify the tube type number when ordering replacements
for either of these items. Models concerned are the
1400RBT, 2100TB5, 2101TB5, 2102TB7, 2145DB,
2500TB5, 2527DB and 2539DB.
NEXT MONTH:

We feature VCRs
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TV Fault
Finding

Reports from Philip Blundell, AMIEEIE,
Nick Beer, Chris Watton, Michael Dranfield,
John Edwards, Graham Thompson
and Tony Ashworth

Philips 3A Chassis
If you have a power supply fault and find that the BC369
transistor Tr7686 is faulty, take extra care in checking that
the pin connections of your replacement match the circuit
requirement. Check with the circuit diagram: take the
writing on the PCB with a pinch of salt.
P.B.
Ferguson ICC5 Chassis
If the line output transistor has a short life, check CL48 in
the flyback tuning circuit by replacement. The value varies
with different models. It was 11nF in this case (Model
51K7).
P.B.

Samsung Technical Advice line will produce a clear version
of how to gain access to and use the service mode.
N.B.
Panasonic U4 Chassis
There was a burst of life at switch on, then the set went off
as the protection system came into operation. A check
showed that the h.t. rose to far too high a level. The feedback to the error detector transistor is developed across
C808 (47pF, 16V) which had dried up and was virtually
open-circuit.
N.B.
Ferguson B14R (TX80 Chassis)

Philips 25PT410A (GR2.2 Chassis)
If the set always comes on in standby, and you have to use
the remote control unit to get it going, the child lock in the
special functions menu has been set to on!
P.B.
Philips 2A Chassis
If there's no sound or vision, the 140V h.t. supply line is at
40-50V and a screaming noise comes from the power
supply, check whether the h.t. reservoir and smoothing
capacitors C2697 and C2701 are open-circuit. They are both
47pF, 250V types.
P.B.
Samsung CI5937AN
This set was dead and whining. A check showed that there
was a dead short across the h.t. line because the R2K, 170V
overvoltage zener diode D808 had tripped. The cause was
traced to a dry-joint at pin 2 of the optocoupler PC801 —
there was thus no illumination within the device and no
feedback.
N.B.
Ferguson A51F (IKC2 Chassis)
When this set was switched back to standby a fairly loud
plop came from the speaker. The owner hadn't complained
about this and we were not sure whether it was normal or
not. So we looked at the circuit and found the power muting
system. Checks here brought us to CA15 (10pF) which you
could say was open-circuit — it had never been fitted!
According to the circuit the power muting system is not
fitted in the 17in. Model 41P3.
N.B.
Samsung CI6837AN
This 28in. monster was dead: it whistled even in standby. I
came to the conclusion that there must be a short on the
secondary side of the power supply, even though one couldn't
be measured, and was correct — the TDA2616 audio output
chip IC603 was shorting to chassis internally under load.
These sets are menu-driven for the service adjustments,
but the manual is a disgrace in this respect. A call to the
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The red standby LED was alight but there was a rumbling
noise from the set which would do nothing else. A check
showed that the start-up voltage at RP71 (9.11d2) was very
low, at about 1.1V. Rather interestingly, RP71 had fallen in
value to about 8k12. But the cause of the fault was DP36
(13A157) which was short-circuit.
N.B.
Panasonic Alpha 2 Chassis
This set was dead apart from a whine that came from the
power supply. The 2SD1441RL line output transistor Q551
was short-circuit and the fusible resistor R567 in the feed to
the stage was open-circuit. When these items had been
replaced the set was still dead, the SR2KL overvoltage
diode D854 having gone short-circuit. Removing this diode
and disconnecting the line output stage enabled me to
confirm that the h.t. voltage was much too high. The cause
was IC801 (STR54041M).
N.B.
Toshiba C1401B
This rather aged portable was dead. The mains fuse was
black and the 2SD820FA-1 chopper transistor Q801 shortcircuit. When these items had been replaced the power
supply worked but was being heavily loaded by the line
output stage, which we isolated by lifting R444. Not only
was the 2SD869 line output transistor Q404 short-circuit but
C464 (560pF, 2kV), which is in parallel with it, produced a
resistance reading of 15052.
N.B.
Ingersoll X1(50513
This combi monochrome TV/cassette/radio was dead. A
check showed that the small power supply circuit in the back
of the cabinet produced just 4.5V instead of 9.8V. Its output
couldn't be adjusted and the transistors there all read o.k. The
cause of the trouble was the 1000 set-voltage potentiometer
SFR800 which was open-circuit all ways round.
N.B.
Samsung C13351X
There was no red in the picture though the on-screen
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displays were fine. The signals that produce the latter are
injected after the RGB chip, so it was a question of working
back from the output stages. The chroma delay line in this
chassis is a TDA4661 chip, 10501. It's a perfect point for
checking the R — Y and B — Y signals, as they loop through
it. I soon found that there was an R — Y input at pin 16 but
no output at pin 11. A new delay-line chip restored correctly
N.B.
coloured pictures.

output transformer, the beam sensing point. The voltage
here was varying much more than it should have done.
Checks along this line brought me to CH29 (0•IpF) which
was open-circuit. It's on the signals panel. A replacement
restored perfect geometry.
Incidentally the set had been very poorly serviced in the
past, with resistors and capacitors stuck on the wrong side
of the panel on full-length leads. Criminal with such a good
C.W.
set.

Ferguson ICC8 Chassis
No picture was the complaint with this set, though it worked
fine when put on test. The next day it failed: there was no
vision though the tube's heater and e.h.t. supplies were
present. Vision was restored when the video drive board
CD17000 was flexed. On removing this plug-in subpanel
we found that every through-the-board joint had been resoldered, as had the socket connections to the mother board.
The cause of the trouble however was that the MELF
devices CD41, RD42 and CD12 had not been correctly
soldered from new: solder was present, but it had not taken
N.B.
to the pads. Correcting this cleared the fault.
Philips CP90 Chassis
Only the number 3 showed on this otherwise dead set. After a
few seconds the display changed to Fl. Checks in the power
supply revealed that the 95V and 22V outputs were both
missing, the former because the BYW95B rectifier D6695
was open-circuit and the later because the 400mA Wickman
C.W.
fuse F1690 had failed. I wonder which went first?
Tandy CTV1406
There was no sound output from this Turkish-made
portable, just a burp from the speaker at switch on. The
supply to the discrete-component audio output stage was
present but there was no bias as R132 (8.21(0) was openC.W.
circuit.
Philips 2A Chassis
This set ticked all the time it was in standby. At least I had
to take others' word that it did, as my permanently whistling
ears couldn't detect the ticking. Replacing C2690 (lpF,
100V) cured the fault. Thanks to Steve Cannon who
C.W.
reported it in the April 1993 issue (page 440).
Salora J Chassis
The problem with this set was no sound. So checks were
carried out around the TDA2030 audio output chip ICB100.
The 28V supply was correct at pin 5, the speaker was linked
to pin 4, and audio could be seen when a scope check was
made at the input coupling capacitor CB108. But the feedback/input pins 1 and 2 were both at 26V. Potential divider
RB124/5 provides a bias voltage for these pins. RB124
(1.8141) had risen in value to around 61(0, upsetting the d.c.
conditions with the result that the chip was cut off.
C.W.
Finlux 3021F
There was excessive width, with EW correction troubles. In
addition bright pictures produced tearing at the top and
bottom of the screen. We started by checking the supplies,
which were all correct and smooth. Moving to the EW
correction circuitry, we found that the waveform at pin 19
of ICH2 was incorrect. This pin is linked to pin 8 of the line
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Ferguson A1ORWH
The 1.6A mains fuse was open-circuit. As no obvious shorts
could be measured we tried a new fuse. It shattered at
switch-on. Further checks led us to a low-resistance posistor
which crumbled when it was opened. The set is rather
tedious to work on, as there are scores of wires to unclip
then reclip afterwards. But it was nice to use my old 4BA
C.W.
nut spinner.
GEC C2662H
This set had been plagued by intermittent loss of red for
many years. Any attempt to repair it would restore the red,
which might remain for months on end. We eventually
found that R819 was going open-circuit, though the slightest
C.W.
movement would join it up again.
Sony KV2075
The convergence was poor. As the customer said, everyone
had red and blue lines around them. We traced the cause of
the trouble to L551, a 27mH inductor in the Y bow correction circuit. Unfortunately A.N. Other had been adjusting
C.W.
those bits around the tube's neck.
Unitra 349
This Polish made set is old-fashioned but very sturdy. The
one we had in had an EW correction fault: after a few hours'
operation the picture width would vary, with a concave
effect. The EW driver transistor T660 was the cause of the
trouble, a TIP41C making a suitable replacement.
C.W.
Ferguson A59N (ICC8 Chassis)
The e.h.t. and other supplies were present but there was no
sound or picture: just a volume-at-minimum on-screen
display was present. The cause of this was the set's volume
button being short-circuit. It's a membrane type assembly.
Unfortunately the stupid thing is glued to the front of the
C.W.
cabinet.
Matsui 1481B
Stuck on one channel, no remote control operation and no
response from the set's on-board controls means microcontroller chip lock-out. Replacing R158 will cure the fault. But
be careful. In the manual it's shown as a 315mA circuit
protector (ICP401). It looks like a small, white wirewound
M.Dr.
resistor.
Triumph CTV8209
The complaint with this set was flashovers from the tube's
final anode cavity. After cleaning the bowl of the tube with
trichloroethane and applying a smear of silicone grease the
fault was still present though not as bad. We found that the
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h.t. was spot on at 112V, but the e.h.t. was 32kV. So we
removed and tested the flyback tuning capacitor. The digital
capacitance meter said 8.2nF, which was the value stamped
on the capacitor, but the manual said lOnF. When this value
had been fitted and the height had been readjusted everything worked correctly. Could the set have been like this
from new, or had the 'it's near enough' brigade been at
work?
M.Dr.

Panasonic TX3 (Alpha 1 Chassis)
If you get one of these sets that is dead with 300V at pin 2
of the STR54041 chopper chip, try shorting out pins 3 and 4
of the standby control optocoupler D811. If this brings the
set on, replace the optocoupler (ON3105TV).
M.Dr.

Hitachi CPT2218 (NP81CQ Chassis)
This set came in with field collapse. We had replaced the
HM6251 field output module some months previously. A
scope check at pin 4 produced a field-rate squarewave. Odd
— this could only mean that the set was running without the
effect of the field coils' inductance being present. So we
checked the 22011F, 50V field scan coupling capacitor C610.
It had dried out, a replacement restoring normal operation.
M.Dr.

Sharp DV5150
This set would come on then, after two seconds, switch back
to standby. We found that the 24V supply to the field output
chip was missing because R612, a 3.3E2 safety resistor, was
open-circuit. When we checked through our Sharp Technical Bulletins we found that there's a modification here.
R612 should be changed to 2.252, again a safety type, part
no. RR-XZ0204BMZZ; and wire link J13 should be
replaced with a 1.252., 0.5W resistor, part no. VRDRA2HD1R2J.
M.Dr.

Toshiba 140R4B
There was an odd fault with this set. The local stations could
all be tuned in and memorised but if, after changing channels, BBC-2 (ch. 24 in our area) was selected it would be
slightly off tune. We came to the conclusion that the
TMM842P memory chip was faulty. As we didn't have one
in stock we tried a TMM843P from a 10in. Samsung set —
after fitting a 16-pin i.c. base. It not only worked, it cured
the fault.
M.Dr.

got an h.t. reading of 97V. As no shorts could be measured
in the line output stage we fitted a new transformer. This
cured the fault.
J.E.

Goodmans 2185T
This set was dead and the customer said that two other
dealers had refused to look at it. Although we didn't have
the circuit diagram we decided to have a go. Checks around
the STK54041 chopper chip produced a reading of around
300V at pin 3 but nothing at the other four pins. As there
were no signs of any stress, such as an open-circuit surge
limiter resistor or a blown fuse, we decided to take a look at
the secondary side of the power supply. A CNX82A optocoupler lives here, so apparently some sort of h.t. monitoring and feedback to the primary side of the circuit is
used. It seemed that the chopper chip was for some reason
being told to switch off. There was nothing for it but check
the few capacitors, resistors and transistors in the power
supply individually. This paid off. After a few minutes we
found that R104 (2701A was open-circuit. As it showed no
signs of having had a hard time we fitted a replacement. The
set then burst into life. Some we win, some we lose!
J.E.

Philips V7620 (K40 Chassis)
After a while the signals would disappear as the tuning
drifted, leaving a snow-filled raster. By monitoring the
tuner's VT pin during the fault condition we found that the
voltage here dropped to 0.7V, though the 33V feed via
R3104 and D7104 to the tuning control PCB remained
correct. To solve the problem we had to resolder all the
joints on the tuning control PCB, spray switch cleaner on
the edge connector and socket, and finally resolder the
socket pins on the mother board.
J.E.

Bush 2114T
For normal colour in the text mode but only monochrome in
the TV mode replace the TDA3562 colour decoder chip.
But be sure to use only the Telefunken version. Others are
not compatible.
J.E.

Grundig CUC41KT
This set remained dead although its power supply was
producing the correct 124V and 18V outputs. There was no
12V supply to the timebases however as the TY40164
(7812) regulator had failed. It takes its input from the 18V
supply. A replacement brought the set to life.
J.E.

Sony KVX25TU (AE1 Chassis)
There was intermittent loss of the sound and picture, leaving
a blank screen. Normal operation would be restored if the
metal section that runs along the centre of the main board
was tapped. All three legs of the 7812 12V regulator Q608
were found to be dry-jointed. For reliability with these
receivers we resolder the chopper transformer's pins, the
metal plate's through-board tags and C612 in the power
J.E.
supply.

ITT CP3125 (Pico S/3 Chassis)
This set was dead apart from a brief flicker from the standby
LED when the on/off switch was pressed. There was 300V
at the collector of the BU902 chopper transistor Tr701, but
the power supply wasn't producing any outputs. When pin 4
of the line output transformer T501 was disconnected we
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Toshiba C2295B1
The screen would blank out intermittently, the sound remaining
normal. We found that the 2.251, 2W c.r.t. heater supply
resistor R920 on the tube base was badly dry-jointed.
J.E.

Bush 2114
This set would die after being on for two-three minutes. We
found that the 5V regulator IC5 on the remote control/tuning
PCB was getting rather hot and 'shutting down. The cause of
the trouble was C22 (470g) which was short-circuit. G.T.

Soundwave CTV1405R
The problem we had with one of these sets was intermittent
low brightness. We found that C588 was dry-jointed. It's
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mounted near the line output transformer.
If one of these sets comes on in the child lock mode and
the customer can't remember the code, press the programme
up and down buttons on the set or the remote control unit
G.T.
together for a few seconds.

hum bar. Scope checks showed that there was indeed
ripple on the Kt. line, but the cause proved to be rather
elusive until L2001 in the chopper transistor's base drive
circuit was checked. It was open-circuit (part no.
CELC005-2R5).
T.A.

Beko

Toshiba 2112DB

All the Beko models we've had seem to have the same
chassis. For field collapse, check R717 and R722 which go
open-circuit.
G.T.

Failure of the line output transformer (T461, part no.
23236427) seems to be quite a common occurrence in this
model. After replacing it always check the standby operation as the standby switching transistors Q843 and Q845,
which are in the power supply, are often damaged.
T.A.

Alba CTV600
This set would shut down intermittently. To cut a long story
short, the cause was eventually traced to a hairline crack in
the print, near a screw that fastens the PCB to its plastic
frame. The relevant section of print connects the emitter of
the chopper transistor to chassis, via R914.
There are several screws through the PCB. The one that
caused the trouble is near Q904' s heatsink and the main
reservoir capacitor.
G.T.
Elbex ECM1400 Monitor
This monitor was dead with no h.t. supply to the line output
stage. The cause was simply that R254, a 1S2 safety resistor,
had gone open-circuit.
G.T.
JVC AV21F1EK (JX Chassis)
This set suffered from an unusual effect that looked like a
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Philips 25ST2716/05B
The cause of distorted left channel Nicam sound was traced
to the TDA1543 DA converter chip IC7168. This little
eight-legged device is commonly found on CD player
PCBs. Part no. 4822 209 73236.
T.A.
Sony KVX2562 (AE2 Chassis)
This set's problem was bands of field non-linearity through
the picture. It looked as if there was ringing in the field
output stage, but extensive checks here failed to reveal the
cause. In desperation I swapped over panel M with one from
another set. This cured the fault. The cause of the trouble
turned out to be the CXD2018Q chip IC561. This 48-pin
surface-mounted device provides the deflection circuit
drives, under the control of the microcomputer chip. The
T.A.
part no. is 8-752-347-92.
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TV Fault
Finding

Fault reports from Philip Blundell, AMIEEIE,
Chris Watton, Brian Storm, David A. Chaplin,
John Edwards, Tony Ashworth, Chris Avis,
Michael Dranfield, John Pitt-Francis and
Roger F. White

Philips Anubis A-AC Chassis
This set was apparently dead, with only 20V at the 95V
output from the power supply. When the feed to the line
output, stage removed, by disconnecting plug M5, the
voltage on the 95V line rose to the correct figure. With M5
reconnected, the voltage at the base of transistor Tr7555
could be seen to pulse at switch on. This showed that the
over-voltage protection circuit was being activated. As this
happened only when the line output stage was operative, the
problem was clearly associated with a line output stage
derived supply. We found that zener diode D6555, which
P.B.
monitors the +5V B supply, was leaky.

high volume. When the sound was turned down it went
higher then muted, then we had only one channel and after
that the other. When the cursor reached the minimum setting
the sound muted and could then be turned up in the normal
manner. Turning it down produced the odd effect. All this
was caused by the X2404P memory chip playing tricks.
The final set had a blown line output transistor (TB525,
2SD1577). There are several causes of this, commonly dryjoints around the LF0070 hybrid chip HB701 in the power
supply, often C523, C624 (both 220pF, 16V) and C622
(470pF, 16V). It's advisable to uprate these electrolytics to
C.W.
25V types.

Grundig CUC3800 Chassis
This set produced a shaded picture — dark on the left-hand
side, bright on the right-hand side. Checks around the
TDA3505 video control chip on the RGB module showed
that the video signal was sitting on a ramp. We found that
C2582 (lpF), which couples the luminance signal to pin 15,
P.B.
had dried up.
Philips G90 Chassis
If there's no line oscillator operation, check the voltage at
pin 16 of the TDA2579 timebase generator chip IC7470.
With a normally operating set the reading should be 9V. If
the voltage is low, check the voltage across the 5.6V zener
diode D6455. If this is low, replace D6455 (BZX55F5V6).
P.B.
If it's correct, replace transistor Tr7455 (BC858).
Philips 4CM4270 Monitor
If the set is apparently dead with the voltage on the 190V
4-B line very low, try replacing the horizontal centring transformer T5612 before you change the line output transformer. I was glad I did! My thanks to the nice man at
P.B.
Philips Technical for the tip.
Philips 2A Chassis
For intermittent loss of sound and vision with a buzzing
noise coming from the power supply, check whether the
protection circuit is being activated — by monitoring the
voltage at the gate of thyristor Thy6698. If the thyristor is
being triggered it's possible that one or other of the seriesconnected zener diodes D6699 or D6700 is leaky. They are
P.B.
both type RD6.8V.
Salora M Chassis
We've had three of these sets in recently. The first one had
no picture: occasionally a two-inch wide band of illumination would appear on the screen. The cause was traced to the
BS208 transistor TB526 in the EW modulator drive circuit.
It's a field-effect transistor.
The second delight for us was a set that came on with
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NEC FS4620
A fault you can get with these sets is ripple on the verticals
with bright scenes. The cure is to replace the h.t. smoothing
capacitor C609 (100pF, 160V).
C.W.
NEI 2131 (Indiana 100 Chassis)
The complaint with this set was loss of the picture. We soon
found that there was no field scanning, hence no picture as a
result of the action of the sandcastle pulse system. The
supply to the field output stage was o.k., and a new chip
made no difference. Many other components in this area
were replaced before we turned our attention to the
TDA8305 jungle chip IC100. Replacing this made no difference either. We eventually found that the TAA550 33V
stabiliser D001 was the cause of the trouble. It also provides
a feed to IC100. Curiously, we found that a meter probe
applied to the linearity feedback line would occasionally
open up the field a little. Oh well!
C.W.
Philips G11 Chassis
As this antique set was in such good condition, with the tube
as good as new, we decided to have a go. At switch on the
set worked normally. When it warmed up however there
was cramping at the bottom of the screen, then the picture
would roll a few times. A slight tap on the timebase panel
would restore correct field timebase operation. "Dry-joint",
"TDA2600 holder" 1 hear you saying. Well, after replacing
the holder and resoldering every joint the problem
remained. Potentiometer, electrolytics and resistors were
changed, all to no avail. We eventually cured the fault by
replacing the field output filter coil L2092. When we ripped
it apart we found that a connection to the windings was as
black as your hat. Perhaps we ,should have scrapped the set
at the outset.
C.W.
Nikkai Baby 10
There was only an inch of field scan, with a bright line
across the screen. When we checked at the pins of the field
output chip with our meter the scan opened up. If the service
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switch was operated a couple of times you might get full
scan or a blanking fault with flyback lines. There was no onscreen display. The cause of the fault turned out to be the
AN5512 field output chip. Why it caused loss of the onC.W.
screen display I can't say.
Ferguson TX10 Chassis
When this set was switched on, No. 1 showed in the channel
display. But the No. 1 preset couldn't be used to tune in a
channel — it had no effect. Instead, controls 3 and 7 would
tune position 1 while controls 3 and 6 worked with position
2. Position 8 couldn't be tuned at all. Replacing the SL430
chip IC105 on the remote control panel restored correct
C.W.
operation of the tuning system.

Many days later we found that resoldering the connections
to the line output transformer (T551) seemed to cure the
B.S.
fault.
Ferguson TX10 Chassis (PC1500/1550 Versions)
This set could be switched on from cold but after about a
quarter of an hour it would trip on and off a few times
then remain off. The line output transistor's protection
diode D831 turned out to be the cause. Different types
were used in this position (in the transistor's base circuit)
in different versions of the chassis. In this one it's a
BY188B. It tested o.k. out of circuit but a replacement
D.A.C.
cured the fault.
Bush 2155T

Philips NC3 Chassis
If the mains fuse T400 (2AT) is open-circuit and the
BUT11AF chopper transistor Q401 is short-circuit, check
the latter's 560kS/ bias resistor R407. If this is high in value
C.W.
or open-circuit there will be no start-up.
Matsui 2580
If the supplies are all present and correct, the tube's heaters
are lit, the sound is o.k. but there's no raster, a quick scope
check at the field scan coil plug can save time. There should
be a huge sawtooth waveform here. If this is missing, check
for 24V at pin 2 of the TDA8175 field output chip IC401. If
this is o.k., check at the input (pin 7) for a sawtooth at about
2.5V peak-to-peak. The TDA8175 chip is the usual cause of
the fault however. As with most sets nowadays, loss of the
field scan produces the no raster symptom. In this case a
C.W.
guard circuit operates in the codec chip.
Panasonic TX24T1 (Alpha 2W Chassis)
This set came in dead. It's not usually a problem to sort this
one out. Hardly worth going to get the service manual I
thought. There was no bias voltage at pin 2 of the chopper
chip IC801. The reading here should normally be about
0.4V. R803 supplies the bias, from the unregulated supply
on the primary side of the circuit. In this instance R803 was
all right, but R827 which was in series with it was opencircuit. This resistor is not shown on the circuit diagram. A
B.S.
new 220k0 resistor brought the set back to life.

This set came in completely dead. The mains fuse was
open-circuit and very black. I was unfamiliar with this
chassis, had lots of work in and didn't need burnt out power
supply jobs! As a quick meter check around the semiconductor devices in the power supply failed to reveal any dead
shorts I whipped out the posistor in the degaussing circuit
and gave it a shake. The sound of maracas was most
welcome. After fitting a new fuse and posistor the set could
be switched on and a focus control tweak produced a good,
sharp picture.
GEC C1658H
The field had collapsed to about two inches, with the usual
bright line. The cause was traced to C603 which had fallen in
value from 47pF to 10pF. Its voltage rating is 160V D.A.C.
Sony KVX2521U
There was a stretched field scan from the centre to the top of
the screen and no field scan from the centre to the bottom.
We found that C531 (680pF) had fallen in value to about
J.E.
300pF.
Matsui 2074/2086
Failure of the line output transistor or ZD401, which
stabilises the 12V supply, is becoming very common. The
cause is C911 (47pF, 50V) in the power supply: when it
dries up, the h.t. voltage rises. For increased reliability a
T.A.
high-temperature electrolytic should be fitted.

Panasonic TXC78 (Alpha 1W Chassis)
The channel indicator was illuminated: other than that, all
this set produced was a plaintive whistle. Voltages were
present on the main power lines, but there was no line drive.
We first suspected the line trip circuit (Q542/Q541 etc.) but
this proved to be innocent. So we traced the line drive signal
path back to the TDA4505-M1 jungle chip IC101. There
was very little activity here. After checking the capacitors in
the relevant area we replaced the chip. This brought the set
B.S.
back to life and quietened the whistle.
Panasonic TX24A1 (Alpha 2W Chassis)
There were complaints of intermittent loss of line hold.
But the fault took almost three days to put in an appearance. Strangely, when the fault was present the sharpness
control varied the amount of line slip. Inevitably, removal
of the back cover cleared the fault for another few days
and restored the sharpness control to its usual function.
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Philips CM11342/25G Games Monitor
This monitor would cut out at random, going into the trip
mode. The cause was a poorly crimped connection on the
plug for the line scan coils. I've since had this problem with
T.A.
another of these monitors.
Matsui 1424 (Tatung 190/195 Chassis)
This well made portable is very reliable. There is one stock
fault however, failure of the power supply to start up
because R802 and/or R803 (both 16k0) has gone high in
T.A.
value or open-circuit.
Sony AE 1/AE 1B Chassis
Poor purity is becoming quite a common problem with
some older Sony sets. It seems that the line scan coils move
slightly with age. A complete cure can be achieved by
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releasing the screw that secures the coils and sliding, them
forwards slightly.
T.A.

35V), which fell from the board after unsoldering one leg —
the other one had rotted away. A replacement restored the
sound.
M.Dr.

Sharp C3720H
This set would come on for a few seconds then go into
standby. We traced the cause to R521 (3.951 fusible) in the
feed to the field output stage. To prevent tube damage the
protection circuit puts the set into the standby mode in the
T.A.
event of field collapse.

Mitsubishi CT21A3STX
The problem with this set was intermittent sound muting.
We traced the cause to the JC501Q transistor Q1A1 on the
DET PCB. The part no. is 260P543050.
T.A.

Sanyo CBP2580 (EB1 Chassis)
After several hours' use the colour would drop out and the
picture would shift slightly to the right. We found that the
17.734MHz master clock was changing frequency.
Crystal X403 turned out to be the cause, part no. 610 217
T.A.
1037.

Matsui 2076R
There were hum bars on the picture. The cause turned out to
be ripple on the a.g.c. feed to the tuner because C004 was
T.A.
dry-jointed.
Alba CTV1
There was what looked like a blanking fault with this set. A
one-inch strip on the left-hand side of the screen contained
video information, the rest of the screen being blanked out.
The cause was traced to R72 (390kS1) being open-circuit.
As a result there was no line pulse feed to the TDA3565 and
TDA4505 chips.
M.Dr.

Amstrad CTV2200
If the problem with one of these sets is field jitter/picture
rolling, possibly intermittently, replace C814 (470pF, 35V).
It dries out because of the heat from a nearby wirewound
resistor.
M.Dr.

Ferguson ICC5 Chassis
Apart from '88' showing in the LED display this Set
appeared to be dead. We traced the cause of the fault to
RP42 (10, safety) in the power supply being open-circuit.
This resistor provides a kick-start supply for the line driver
stage: once the set gets going the supply for the driver stage
M.Dr.
comes from the line output stage.

GEC C1653
For field bounce when changing channels, replace C610
(220pF, 50V). In the set we had in its value had dropped to
M.Dr.
90pF.

Sanyo CTP7132
The fault with this set, for which we didn't have a service
manual, was no sound. Scope checks around the audio
output chip revealed the presence of a 40V peak-to-peak
pulse at pin 2. We traced the source back to C321 (1,000pF,
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Samsung C15012Z
If the set is dead it's worth checking C816, which is
connected in parallel with the chopper transistor. We quite
often find that it's leaky. You will also find that the 5.60,
7W surge limiter resistor R801 is open-circuit.
Another common fault with this chassis is failure of the
mains rectifier diodes, again blowing R801. I wonder why a
fuse is included: it never seems to fail!
M.Dr.

Sanyo CBP2145 (E2-B21 Chassis)
For partial field collapse, no sound and a shaky picture
replace C364 and C398 in the power supply. They are both
M.Dr.
100pF capacitors rated at 25V.

Philips NC3 Chassis
If there's no sound and the picture lacks contrast, check the
1052 safety resistor R416 in the 22V feed to the audio output
stage. This resistor also feeds a d.c. offset to the beam
limiter circuit, via R637. Hence the lack of contrast. M.Dr.

Bush 2620
This set produced random flashes across the picture. The
search for the cause was a frustrating one! After suspecting
the tuner, the i.f./jungle chip, the SAW filter and various
lOnF ceramic capacitors we eventually discovered that the
a.g.c. preset 'VR101 had erratic high-resistance track rivets.
It had obviously escaped from a TX9 chroma delay line
circuit!
C.A.

Sharp CV3707HD (5PSR1 Chassis)
Although the h.t. and I.t. supplies were present and correct
this set was stuck in standby. We found that the line drive
wasn't reaching the driver transistor Q601 because Q605 in
its base was being told by the microcontroller chip to switch
on and short out the drive. A small switch, S1011, in Q605's
base circuit can be used to bypass the action of this transistor and allow the drive to reach Q601. When we used this
switch the set sprang to life, but no remote or manual
control functions worked. Eventually we put our money on
a tentative diagnosis and ordered, nervously, an IX0714CE
microcontroller chip from Willow Vale (at £21.60). This
time we were right!
C.A.

ITT CP3125 (Pico S3 Chassis)
Signs of life could be restored to this dead set by disconnecting the line scan coils, on top of which there is a width
control that's not shown on the circuit diagram. It consists
of two windings on top of each other, a series-connected
coil on the outside and a shunt coil beneath. The latter had
shorted turns. An identical coil from a scrap set did the
trick.
C.A.
Grundig CUC4400 Chassis
A very garbled picture with severe ringing was cured by
replacing the TDA5931 chip IC2210 on the i.f.
amplifier/sync board. After giving the set a good soak test
we returned it to its owner. Two days later he was back. "It
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flickers after five minutes" he complained. We found that
the lines started to break up, with erratic horizontal
shifting. We replaced the TDA2579A sync/timebase
generator chip IC2260 and checked all the associated electrolytics, but the fault persisted — with freezer having no
apparent effect anywhere. The culprit eventually turned
out to be C2257 in the line oscillator circuit. It's a small
100nF 63V polyester capacitor and on test measured 95nF
C.A.
with no leakage.

Osaki P142/Akura CX4
No picture, no sound and a quiet raster were explained by
the fact that there was no i.f. input at IC101. Moving back
we found that Q101 was faulty, with a base-emitter shortJ.P-F.
circuit.

the SAA5020 logic decoder chip. As this i.c. was otherwise quiet we changed it. Bull's-eye! Keep your wrists and
the foil connected to chassis with this NMOS device as
you unpack and fit it, and don't worry about RN35 being
open-circuit as it is only used in non-text sets, as a dummy
J.P-F.
load.

Seleco 21SM427UK
This set, which uses an unknown (to me) Italian chassis,
produced an excellent picture and sound. But it would shut
down to standby. The cause of the trouble turned out to be
dry-joints on the output side of Me 'cliopperfoti4r
TR401. Many other joints nearby were resoldered as they
J.P-F.
were less than perfect.

Ferguson IKC2 Chassis
Sony KVX2121U
This set was stuck on channel 11 and wouldn't respond to
either the front controls or the remote control, unit. Everything in the remote control receiver section was o.k. and I
felt that the chip simply needed a reset, which occurred after
removing the front panel then replacing it because nothing
amiss had been found. One of the buttons had perhaps
J.P-F.
jammed?

This set would come out of standby for about a second then
go back again. The cause of the trouble was that the TL082
field timebase generator chip IF01 was short-circuit, dragging down the line output stage derived U5 (13V) supply.
While tracing this short-circuit I found that DF16 (BY398),
which is in parallel with the field output thyristor, measured
R.F.W.
a bit odd. So I changed that as well.

Panasonic TC1485T (Z3 Chassis)
Luxor 5134 (B3-1 Chassis)
On selecting text we were presented with a blank raster.
Checks showed that composite video was reaching pin 16
of IZ01, and that this chip was delivering sync to pin 5 of
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This set came to us because it wouldn't tune in any stations.
The tuning voltage input- to the tuner was found to be very
low at about 5V. The cause was C17; an 0.010 disc
ceramic capacitor, which was leaky.
7E15

Inside the Panasonic Alpha 4
Chassis
Ray Meadows

Part 4
In this concluding instalment we'll take a look at the video
and audio signal processing arrangements used in the
chassis.
Video Processing
The video processing circuitry is similar, though somewhat simplified, to that used in the Alpha 3 chassis. We
described the Alpha 3 arrangements in the May 1994 issue.
The picture signal improver (PSI) circuit is no longer used,
and the black-level expander is not incorporated in UK
models. While Alpha 3 sets all use the Philips TDA4650/V3
multistandard colour decoder chip, UK Alpha 4 models are
fitted with the PAL-only TDA4510 chip (the TDA4650 is
retained in Continental models). Similarly while the Alpha 3
chassis uses the TDA3505 video control chip, UK Alpha 4
models have the TDA3504 which has a slightly reduced
specification. Thus Secam and NTSC reception is no longer
possible, though modified NTSC signals that have a
4.43MHz colour subcarrier frequency can be displayed.
The video signal from the AV switching chip IC3002 on
panel H is fed via connectors Ell and E35 on panel E to the
video processing panel C, where it's buffered by emitterfollower Q602. Fig. 1 shows in block-diagram/skeleton circuit
form the subsequent signal paths. Filter LC301 separates the
luminance and chrominance components of the signal: it
incorporates a low-pass filter for luminance and a bandpass
filter for chrominance signal selection. Secam-equipped sets
have an additional path for the Secam chroma signal.
Luminance Signal Processing
The low-pass filtered luminance signal is fed via buffer
transistors Q303 and Q318 to the peaking circuit. Filter

X661 between these buffers removes any residual chroma
information. The peaking circuit, based on transistors Q681
and Q682, provides selective boosting or attenuation of the
luminance signal in the 1.5-3.5MHz range, adjustment being
implemented by Q302 which receives its base input from
the main microcontroller chip. The peaked luminance signal
is then fed via buffer transistor Q693 to the luminance delay
line DL300, whose output goes to the TDA3504 video
control chip IC303 where it's matrixed with the colourdifference signals to produce RGB outputs.
Non-UK models, which have black-level expansion
(BLE), incorporate buffer transistor Q301 and a Sony
CX20125 BLE chip, IC301. This 'stretches' the luminance
information in dark areas of the picture to enhance its visibility. To do this, the 'average' luminance signal black level
is compared with a black-level sample taken during the
blanking interval: the result is used to adjust the luminance
gain nonlinearly.
Chrominance Signal Processing
The bandpass-filtered chroma output from LC301 is
buffered by Q605 then fed via diode D600 to the colour
decoder chip IC601. With an S—video input, external chroma
from IC3001 (see Fig. 3, July) is fed in via D601. In the Svideo mode, a bias voltage from the main microcontroller
chip via R667 turns on D601. IC601's chroma input is at pin
9 (pin 15 in Continental models). The PAL only decoder
chip uses a single 8.86MHz crystal and a dozen of so other
components. Its colour-difference (B — Y and R — Y) outputs
are fed to the TDA4660 digital delay line chip IC602.
Continental models fitted with a multistandard colour
decoder chip can process PAL and modified NTSC signals
as standard, and Secam signals in conjunction with an addiFrom IC3302
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Fig. 1: The video signal processing arrangements, shown in block diagram form.
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Fig. 2: The basic stereo audio amplifier system.

tional bell filter and an extra chroma bandpass filter in
parallel with the main filter. System selection is automatic:
the decoder chip checks all new transmissions for 80msec in
each mode. When it has found the correct mode, system
signals appear at pins 25, 26, 27 and 28 for modified NTSC,
NTSC, Secam and PAL respectively. These are used to
control the bandpass filter(s) and delay line. There are very
few peripheral components around the multistandard
decoder — most pins are used for external capacitors that set
the options, or for clamping. Pin 21 is connected to an
8.86MHz crystal, to obtain the PAL reference signal. As a
7.16MHz crystal is not fitted, even Continental `multistandard' models cannot decode 3.58MHz NTSC signals.
The TDA4660 digital delay line chip 10602 uses internal
digital switched capacitors to adjust the relative delay
between the B — Y and R — Y signals. This enables colour
phase errors to be cancelled. A 3MHz clock, which is
synchronised by the line-frequency component of the sandcastle pulses, controls the movement of the signals through
the chip. Following the delay section of the chip, the colourdifference signals pass through 1MHz bandpass filters then
out to the TDA3504 or TDA3505 video control chip 1C303.
Video Control

1C303 is where the colour-difference and the luminance
signals meet. Matrixing produces RGB outputs: the chip
also incorporates switching so that RGB inputs from the onscreen display generator, the teletext decoder and the AV1
connector can be added. The chip carries out analogue
brightness, contrast and colour adjustment, using signals
provided by the main microcontroller chip 1C1213. There
are presets for factory contrast and brightness adjustment.
The service manual provides alignment details for these
presets should readjustment be required.
The RGB outputs from 1C303 appear at pins 1, 3 and 5
respectively and are passed to the output stages on panel Y.
TELEVISION SEPTEMBER 1995

Continental models fitted with the TDA3505 chip have a
c.r.t. leakage current feedback input. This enables the chip
to carry out automatic grey-scale tracking adjustment to
compensate for changes in the tube's characteristics as it
ages.
1C303's RGB output pins are protected from c.r.t.
flashover damage by zener diodes. These are normally
connected to chassis via the service switch. When this
switch is opened, the RGB outputs rise and the field feedback path to the timebase generator chip is shorted out, thus
stopping the field scanning (see Fig. 2 last month). This
produces on the screen a horizontal white line that can be
used to adjust the low-light white balance.
The Audio Amplifier

All models provide stereo sound. The output stages are
incorporated in a Sanyo LA4280TV chip (1C251) which is
mounted on panel E. Prior to this the audio signals pass
through a Sony CXA1279AS audio control chip, 1C2402.
Fig. 2 shows the arrangement.
Audio from the TV/AV switching chip 1C3002 on panel
H passes to panel E, entering 1C2402 which carries out
volume, balance, bass and treble adjustment under the
control of signals from the main microcontroller chip
1C1213. Signal muting is incorporated between 1C2402 and
1C251, the circuit consisting of transistors Q2408 and
Q2409 which are driven by Q2410. This receives an input
from the main mute generator (Q201 and its associated
components), which is a type of reset circuit connected to
the standby supply. At power on Q201 generates a mute
pulse. This switches Q2408/9 on via Q2410, shorting
IC251 's audio inputs to chassis for the duration of the mute
pulse. A second, simple mute circuit is provided by Q250
and its associated components.
As with the Alpha 3 chassis, the component values in the
amplifier feedback circuits differ depending on the type of
805
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Fig. 3: Block diagram of the Dolby Pro Logic processing system.

loudspeakers used in the set. Dome speakers for example
require a non-linear amplifier response to match their own
non-linear frequency response.

Dolby Pro Logic
Two Alpha 4 models, the TX25X1DP and
TX28X1DP, feature Dolby Pro Logic sound. The same
basic stereo amplifier is used for the sets' internal
speakers, but in the 'normal' Pro Logic mode it's fed
with the centre channel audio: four extension speakers
that are supplied with the set provide the left, right and
surround sound outputs.
Extra switching and decoding is required to implement
the various audio modes, see Fig. 3. There are three additional panels, I for the audio switching, K for the Pro
Logic decoding and X which contains a switch-mode
power supply. The audio controller chip IC2402 (panel
E) and the ambience chip IC2451 (panel H) are no longer
required.
The normal left and right stereo signals from the
TV/AV switching chip IC3002 on panel H travel via
panel E to IC2481 on panel I. This dual op-amp chip
provides gain before passing the left- and right-audio
signals to panel K. The first chip here is a CMOS 4053
analogue switch, U2, whose purpose is to allow pink
noise to be applied to the digital signal processor (DSP)
chip U4 for channel balance adjustment. This switch is
ganged with U10 at the output side of U4. The left- and
right-audio signals from U2 are then split, two feeds
going directly to U4 while two other ones pass to U4 via
the low-pass filter chip U8.
The DSP chip, a Yamaha YSS215, is controlled by an
external 11.2896MHz crystal. It provides analogue-todigital conversion, processing for Dolby Pro Logic (and
other) signals, then digital-to-analogue conversion.
Digital memory chip U3 provides 256K of storage, in a
32K by 8-bit format, to provide audio delays for some of
the 'atmospheric' modes. The signals pass to and from
U3 via an 8-bit data bus.
U4 provides six audio outputs, as follows: normal
(unmodified) left and right (L and R); modified left and
right (L' and R'); centre and rear surround (C and S).
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Note that the L' and R' signals are the L and R signals
with the surround information removed. The normal
stereo mode uses the L and R signals while the Dolby Pro
Logic mode uses the L', R', C and S signals.
The quad op-amp chips Ul and U7 convert the differential outputs from U4 to single-ended form, after which
analogue switch U10, quad op-amp U5 and transistors Q1
and Q2 matrix the audio channels in accordance with the
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Fig. 4: The centre mode switching arrangement.

selected audio mode. Dolby Pro Logic uses the maximum
capabilities of the system, with four discrete audio channels. Thus two stereo volume control chips are required.
U6 handles the L' and R' (or L and R where appropriate)
signals while U9 handles the C and S signals. The L' and
R' signals from U6 are fed to the stereo audio amplifier
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Ull; the S signal goes to both amplifiers in U12; the C
signal goes to the normal stereo sound output chip IC251
on panel E to drive the set's internal speakers.
Before the amplified audio goes to the speakers it
takes a trip to the headphone socket (L' and R' channels
only) and then the centre channel mode switch 52601 on
panel I, see Fig. 4. When this switch is in the normal
Dolby Pro Logic position the audio signals are all
connected to the appropriate speakers. With the switch in
the 'phantom' position the centre channel is disconnected
and the L' and R' signals are routed to the internal
speakers. A second switch, S2602, is ganged to S2601: it
tells the DSP (U4) about the 'phantom' centre speaker
connection, U4 then closing UlOD so that the centre
channel information is evenly mixed with the L' and R'
signals. A virtual or phantom centre speaker condition is
thus created. This is useful, because it means that no
audio information is lost should the viewer decide to
leave the external left and right speakers disconnected.
The links to the four external speakers are via spring
terminal clips at the rear of the set. The internal channels
are connected directly to the dome speakers.
Power for the additional Dolby Pro Logic decoder and
amplifiers is provided by panel X. This contains a
switch-mode power supply that uses a UC3482 control
chip and a f.e.t. chopper transistor. The secondary side of
chopper transformer Ti provides 35V for the amplifiers
and 5V, 8V and —8V supplies for the DSP chip and the
op-amps. This power supply, and indeed the whole Dolby
Pro Logic system, is very similar to that used in Pace
satellite receivers such as the MSS1000.

In Conclusion
This concludes our investigation of the technology
used in the Panasonic Alpha 4 chassis. Future articles will
take a look at the new Z5 and the Euro 2 digital chassis.

Inside the Ferguson
TX90E Chassis
Mark Paul

Part 1

BGLDK; colour standard PAL, PAL/Secam; audio
output mono 1.5-4W depending on screen size; AV
connection via scart socket; options include teletext,
Fastext, clock/radio, simple clock, S video operation and
a d.c.-d.c. converter for use with a 12V d.c. supply. The
latter is not used in UK sets.

The Ferguson TX90E chassis is of Thomson manufacture, being based on both the IKC2 and the TX80
chassis. We refer to it as the TX90E to differentiate it
from the earlier Ferguson TX90 chassis, which was of
UK design and was produced in large quantities over a
number of years. Thomson/Ferguson themselves do not
seem to differentiate in this way, the manual simply
being labelled "TX90 Series Colour Television".
Anyway, this comparatively recent chassis is made for
the European market. Its backbone is an SGS-Thomson
integrated circuit line up, which we'll be looking at. The
receiver is a price-conscious design, but much effort
went into ensuring high performance and added feature
value.
The chassis can drive tubes with screen sizes from 10
to 21in. Module size enables the cabinet presentation to
be varied around these screen sizes. In addition to
Ferguson models, you'll find the chassis in sets in the
Thomson, Telefuken, NordMende and Saba ranges. A
block diagram of the chassis is shown in Fig. 1.
Here's a brief specification: Mains input 160-264V
a.c.; r.f. standards BIG, I, LL', BGILL', BGHILL' and
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The power supply conists of a fairly standard chopper
circuit, see Fig. 2, with the chopper transformer LP03
providing mains isolation. Mains bridge rectifier DP0104 charges CPO1, providing a d.c. supply at approximately 290V for the chopper circuit. This is applied to
pin 8 of the transformer. TP01 is the chopper transistor,
a BUT12A, while the control chip IP01 is type
TEA2261. Fig. 3 shows the arrangements within IP01 in
block diagram form.
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Fig. 1: Simplified block diagram of the TX90E chassis.
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Fig. 2: The power supply circuit. Some component values/voltages depend on the type of tube fitted. We have
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switch on. This consists of RP10 (271ci2, 5W), DP10 and
DP17, which charges CP17. When the voltage at pin 16
of IP01 reaches about 10.3V, the oscillator inside the

chip starts to operate. The RC delay before the initial
start is around two seconds.
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Fig. 3: Simplified block diagram showing the arrangements used in the TEA2261 chopper control chip IP01.
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the full circuit comes into operation, the pulse voltage
developed across winding 12-11 on the transformer is
rectified by DP07, adding to the charge across CP17.
DP17 becomes reverse biased, providing isolation from
the mains input. In this way IPO l's d.c. supply is always
from a regulated source and is not subject to mains
voltage fluctuations.
There's more to the start-up than this however. When
the voltage at pin 16 of IPO1 reaches 10.3V, the circuit
starts its soft-start operation by charging CP12 (pin 9) to
1.5V. Output pulses begin to appear at pin 14. This
ensures a safe minimum initial switch-on time for TPO1.
The drive then increases in a controlled manner until the
circuit is operating with its normal duty cycle (TP01
on/off timing).
The voltage across CP12 also rises in a controlled
manner. Whilst increasing from OV to 1.5V, the logic
circuit within IP01 gets ready. The soft-start period
occurs when the voltage across CP12 is rising from 1.5V
to 2.7V. During this period the duty cycle of the output
pulses at pin 14 increases progressively. The voltage
across CP12 continues to rise until it reaches 3.1V.
During this period the soft-start action ends and normal
operation begins.
Regulation

Winding 12-11 on the transformer feeds three rectifiers, DP07, DP09 and DP13. DP09 produces a sample
voltage across CP16 for regulation purposes. This
voltage is fed to pin 6 of IP01 via the potential divider
network RP07, PP01, RP15. The idea is that the pulse
voltage developed across winding 12-11 is related to the
voltages developed on the secondary side of the circuit
(by DP21 and DP23), determined by the turns ratio of
the windings. To put this another way, the d.c. voltage
produced by rectifying the output from winding 12-11 is
directly related to the power supply's output load, and
can thus be used as an error voltage to provide regulation. This error voltage adjusts the duty cycle of the
pulse-width modulator within the chip, in turn varying
the duty cycle of the output at pin 14 to compensate for
load variations.
PPO1 is adjusted to produce across CP22 an h.t.
voltage that depends on tube size. The manual sets out
the correct voltage conditions for various models.
The Standby Mode

When the receiver is switched to standby — more on
this later — the power supply switches to a burst mode of
operation, with a typical output pulse frequency of
150Hz. It's a standard arrangement with this type of
circuit, designed to minimise power dissipation. Because
the normal regulation system is no longer in operation,
the burst output frequency at pin 14 is not fixed, varying
with the mains voltage and the load conditions. The
frequency is controlled mainly by the voltage across
CP16 -- this varies between 10.3V and 13V.
Chopper Transistor Drive

The output stage within IP01 consists of a push-pull
Darlington arrangement. RPO4, whose value varies with
the tube size, limits the current used to drive the base of
the chopper transistor TP01 while it's conductive.
TP01's base drive circuit consists of LP06, RP06,
DP06/08/11 and CP06: it generates a negative bias
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(across CP06) that guarantees a fast switch-off. To
enhance the reliability of TP01's operation, DP13 generates an additional negative bias across CP04 and CP29.
This ensures that TP01's base is negatively biased while
the transistor is off. RP21 and RP19 form part of this
bias network.
The usual snubber circuit reduces TP01's dissipation
at switch off. It consists of RP05, CP05 and DP05. When
TPO1 is switched off and the usual positive-going pulse
occurs at pin 7 of the transformer, CP05 is charged via
DP05. When TPO1 is switched on, CP05 discharges via
RP05.
Protection Systems

The TEA2261 chip incorporates three systems to
protect the power supply in the event of a short-circuit or
regulation failure. These are as follows:
(1) Undervoltage: This comes into operation when the
voltage at pin 16 drops below 7.4V, to protect TPO1
against underdrive.
(2) Overvoltage: Should the voltage at pin 16 exceed
15.7V the power supply shuts down. To restart it the
receiver has to be switched off then on again.
(3) Current limiting: Pin 3 senses the voltage developed across RP01, which is in series with the chopper
transistor TPO1. If the current through RPO1 is excessive, the voltage at pin 3 will exceed the sensing
circuit's threshold voltage. There is actually a double
threshold system, as follows:
(a) Should the voltage at pin 3 rise to 0.6V, the drive
to TP01 is stopped for as long as the overload is
detected. Op amp 1 initiates pulse-by-pulse limitation
via the logic circuitry. It also closes switch Sl, with the
result that CP10, which is connected to pin 8, charges
towards 2.55V. This voltage is the 'repetitive overload
condition', in which Op amp 3 removes the drive via the
logic circuitry. If the overload disappears before the
charge across CP10 rises to 2.55V, it will be discharged:
this provides tolerance in the event of a transient overload.
(b) Op amp 2 initiates immediate shut down should
the voltage at pin 3 reach 0.9V. This provides protection
against a heavy overload, e.g. TPO1 being leaky or shortcircuit.
Transistor TP02 is part of a system that provides
protection in the event of a short-circuit across one of the
outputs from the power supply. This works as follows.
In normal operation TP02 is forward biased by RP11
and RP18. Its collector voltage is around 0.22V and
RP12 is therefore in parallel with RP13, the total resistance at pin 11 being 58ka Pins 10 and 11 of IP01 are
connected to the oscillator's timing components, CP13
and RP12/13 respectively.
If there is a short-circuit on the secondary side of the
chopper transformer LP03, the voltage fed back to pin 6
of IPO1 will not be sufficient to switch TP02 on via
RP11/18. With TP02 no longer conductive, the resistance
at pin 11 will rise to 221k52 — since RP12 is in effect
open-circuit. As a result, the oscillator's frequency falls
to typically 1Hz. In addition, the error amplifier within
IP01 produces at pin 7 an output that changes, at this
851

frequency, between OV and 4V. TP02 is thus switched on
and off at this rate, with the resistance at pin 11 varying
between 58kcI and 221kil. In this condition IP01
produces at pin 14 an output which is of 1V peak-to-peak
amplitude instead of the normal 3V peak-to-peak, and is
at 1Hz. As TP01 will not switch on and off at this
frequency and level of drive, the power supply is shut
down.

this mode, so beware! The 23V supply enables the f.m.
radio option to work in the standby mode. It also feeds
the 5V regulator transistor TR82, which provides the
supply for the microcontroller chip. In this way the
microcontroller chip remains active whether the set is in
standby or on.
Signals Circuitry
To cater for the various different standards and combinations of standards required, several different tuners and
i.f. modules are used in the TX90E chassis. Some i.f.
modules use the quasi-parallel technique, with the output

Supplies obtained from LP03
The three secondary windings on LP03 provide the
following supplies:
(1) Winding 12-11 produces supplies for the primary
side of the circuit, as previously described.

12V
AV
9I switching

(2) Winding 4-3 feeds the h.t. rectifier DP21 which
produces, across its reservoir capacitor CP22, the supply
for the line output stage. This voltage varies with tube
screen size.
(3) Winding 5-6 feeds rectifier DP23 which produces a
23V supply across CP26. This is used for a number of
purposes. It powers the audio output chip JS01 and
provides a feed to the 5V regulator and the microcontroller chip's reset circuit. It also supplies pin 8 of socket
BRO3 and LEDs DKO1, DKO6 and DD01, which are
mounted on the front panel. In addition it provides, via
DP12, a start-up supply (VS) for the timebase chip IL01
and the line driver stage. Once the line output stage
comes into operation this produces a 25V supply which,
via DP19, takes over from the start-up supply, DP12 then
being reverse biased.
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Fig. 4: The standby/on switching circuit that controls
the supply to pin 1 of the TDA8218 timebase chip 1101.

the sandcastle pulses. Thus with no supply at pin 1 there
is no line or field drive. The line output stage derived
supplies are no longer produced and the receiver virtually
shuts down. The reduced load is sensed by IP01, which
switches to its burst mode of operation.
The chopper circuit continues to produce outputs in
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Standby Switching and the 5V Supply
Pin 20 of the microcontroller chip IRO1 produces the
standby/on command. It goes high for standby, switching
on transistor TL03 (see Fig. 4). As a result, the supply to
pin 1 of the TDA8218 timebase chip IL01, is removed.
This chip contains the sync and line generator circuitry,
the field generator and output stages, and also produces

Scart
audio in

14 1

Vol. control

ID5191

Fig. 5: Block diagram of the i.f. module used in UK
models, including the scart audio input/output
switching circuit.

from the tuner fed via a preamplifier stage to separate
SAW filters and then to separate vision and sound i.f.
chips.
The i.f. module in UK sets uses the standard intercarrier sound approach, with a single SAW filter following
the preamplifier and an LA7550 i.f. chip that demodulates both the vision and sound signals. Fig. 5 shows the
idea in mainly block diagram form. The module provides
an a.g.c. output for the tuner at pin 5; the i.f. input is at
pin 1; the a.f. output is at pin 10; the composite video
(CVBS) output is at pin 6; scart audio inputs and outputs
are provided at pins 14 and 7 respectively, with AV
sound switching at pin 9; a volume control input is
provided at pin 13 and a mute input at pin 12; finally 12V
is fed in at pin 11.
There is no pin 4 connection with this module. In other
modules this pin receives an input from pin 34 of the
microcontroller chip for standards setting.
The microcontroller chip IRO1 sets the tuning via an
I2C bus (pin 40 for the data, pin 41 for the clock signal),
the tuner incorporating an SDA3202 frequency-synthesis
tuning chip with an I2C bus interface.
Next Month
Part 2 next month will start with a look at the video
circuitry.
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Service Notes: Hitachi
Models CPT2196/2198
John Coombes
These sets are fitted with the Hitachi G8Q chassis. An unusual feature of this chassis is the chopper
arrangement in the power supply. There are two chopper transistors connected in series: a bipolar npn
device (0902) and a power f.e.t. (Q9011. Q901 is switched on and off by the output from the UC3844
chopper control chip IC901. Feedback for regulation purposes is via an optocoupler (0C941), from the
secondary to the primary side of the circuit. This is driven by a differential amplifier (0941/2), with 0942
sensing the h.t. voltage at its base. These are both pnp transistors.

Receiver comes on in standby: This normally only
happens from cold and the set can be operated with the
remote control unit. The cause is thermistor TH902 in
the start-up network. It goes high-resistance.
No results: A number of faults can cause this symptom
of course. If the 2.5AT mains fuse FS901 has blown
violently, check the 0.1pF mains filter capacitor C901.
An intermittently faulty on/off switch can also cause
this. If FS901 is open-circuit, check the following
items:
The degaussing thermistor TH901.
Chopper transistor Q901 (SGSP222) which could be
short-circuit and/or the UC3844 chopper control chip
IC901 — by replacement.
Diodes D905 (BYD33D) and/or D907 (BYV10-40).
Chopper transistor Q902 (SGSIF344) and zener diode
ZD902 (ZTE2S1) for shorts.
R910 (0.M, 7W) which is in series with the chopper
transistors and could be open-circuit.
Q903 (BC558B) and/or D906 (1N4148).
C908 (220pF, 35V) which could be short-circuit.
If FS901 is o.k., check zener diode ZD901 (27V)
which could be open- or short-circuit, then if necessary
zener diode ZD902 (ZTE2S1). If this item is faulty,
IC901 (UC3844) should also be replaced. Other items to
check if necessary are Q903 (BC558B) and D906
(1N4148). If one of these has failed, thermistor TH902
could be at fault. There could be dry-joints around the
chopper transformer T901 — ensure in particular that
pins 3 and 9 are not cracked. Problems with T901 can
cause the intermittent no results symptom, as can dryjojnts at D933 (BYV28-100). Bear in mind that there
may be a short-circuit on the secondary side of the
chopper transformer, particularly in the line output
stage. See later.
If the surge limiter resistor R901 (3.952, 6W) is opencircuit, check the mains bridge rectifier D901
(LB156LFB). One of the diodes is probably short870

circuit. It's just possible that one of the associated
4.7nF protection capacitors C902-5 might be shortcircuit.
There could be a fault „on the secondary side of the
chopper circuit. Check the following items:
Rectifier diodes D931 (BYR29-800) and D933
(BYV28-100) which could be short- or open-circuit.
The 0.212 safety resistor R932 which could be opencircuit.
That the 7812 regulator IC932 is receiving an input. If it
is but there is no 12V output, replace IC932. An alternative possibility here is that C937 (lpF, 50V) is shortcircuit.
On very rare occasions we have found that the cause
of the trouble is shorted-turns on the chopper transformer T901.
Power supply shuts down and starts to pulse: This
fault can be present at switch on from cold. It can also
be very intermittent. The cause is operation of the overvoltage circuit because of a fault in the regulation feedback circuit. Check the optocoupler 0C941, its drive
transistor Q941 (BC558B) and the BZV10 zener diode
ZD941. Use only Hitachi sourced components in these
positions, otherwise the fault may recur.
Power supply pulsing: The set pulses and the channel
LED flashes. This means that the power supply won't
start up. Replace R915 (1OO) and D902 (BYD33D).
Receiver pulsing in the standby mode: This can occur
in standby or from cold when the set is first switched
on. To prevent any further trouble replace R941
(looks/), VR941 (2.21(52), zener diode ZD941 (BZY1O)
and the optocoupler 0C941.
No results — line timebase dead: The most likely thing
here is a short-circuit BU508A line output transistor
(Q702). Alternatively the EW modulator diodes D704
(BY228) and/or D705 (BYW96D) could be shortcircuit. Another item to check is R72g (1852,, 7W) in the
h.t. feed to the line output stage — it could be opencircuit.
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The fault could be in the line driver stage. If there is
no voltage at the collector of the line driver transistor
Q701 (2SC2271), the driver transformer T701 could be
dry-jointed or open-circuit, Q701 could be short-circuit
or the feed resistor R714 (2.7k51, 6W) could be opencircuit.
If the line output transistor fails shortly after replacement, the 12V supply may be low because R932 (0.251)
has gone high in value.
Here are some other things to check in the line output
stage:
The line output transformer T702 which may be shortor open-circuit or split with e.h.t. arcing.
The line scan coils which could have shorted turns.
C654 (680nF), C715 (9.1nF) and C716 (270nF) for
shorts.
If the problem is that the tube's heaters are out, the
supply winding on T702 or safety resistor R721 (la)
could be open-circuit.
If the waveform at the base of the line driver transistor Q701 is incorrect or missing, check the voltage at
pin 10 of the TDA2579 timebase generator chip IC701.
If this is low or missing, check C701 (100pF, 16V). If
the voltage is o.k., check IC701 by replacement.
Replace it if the sandcastle pulse output at pin 17 is
missing.
If still in trouble, check the safety resistor R720 (251)
which could be open-circuit.
For intermittent- no results check R719 (2201d2)
which could have changed value. It must be a 1 per cent
tolerance type. This is in the trip circuit.
Intermittent focus or bright raster with flyback
lines: The first anode control, which is built into T702,
may be faulty.
Dark picture: Can be caused by the first anode control
(part of T702). Alternatively R881 (470k51) could be
high in value or the spark gap/capacitor C881 (10nF)
could be leaky — check it by replacement.
Blank or bright raster: The cause is usually a faulty
TDA3562A colour decoder chip (IC501). First check
that the 12V supply is present at pin 1. If not check
L504 and C525 (2,200pF, 16V).
Loss of line hold: IC431 (M51551P) on the i.f. panel
PC272 is the usual cause.
Weak sync on channel change: Check the 0.251 safety
resistor R932 in the feed to the 12V regulator — it can
go high in value.
Field collapse: The first thing to check is the 9V supply
to pin 9 of the TDA3654 field output chip IC601. If this
is missing or low, check D703 (BYD33J), the 151 safety
resistor R715 and C718 (220pF). If R715 is opencircuit, IC601 could be shorted internally — you may
have to check it by replacement. If necessary check
C606 (4.7pF). Another possibility is open-circuit field
scan coils or dry-jointed connections to them.
If all this is o.k., check that the TDA2579 timebase
generator chip IC701 is producing a field drive output at
pin 1. If not, replace it.
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Loss of one colour: Check whether the relevant BF459
output transistor is open-circuit or dry-jointed — Q851
red, Q861 blue, Q871 green. If these are o.k., check the
outputs from the TDA3562A colour decoder chip IC501
— pin 13 red, pin 15 green, pin 17 blue. Replace IC501
if one of these is missing.
No colour/poor colour: The usual cause is IC501
(TDA3562A). If the d.c. conditions are incorrect
however, check the relevant peripheral components. The
chroma delay line DL501 could be open-circuit or dryjointed. If necessary check the condition of VR501's
carbon track. This is a 1k52 preset.
Snowy picture/noisy sound: The tuner unit or the
aerial socket is the usual cause. Check whether water
has entered the tuner via the downlead, causing corrosion and damage to the circuitry.
If these points are o.k. but there is just a snow storm
on the screen, check the following items:
R1531 (22k51, 1W) which may be open-circuit.
IC1503 (ZTK33B) which may be short-circuit.
ZD1502 (BZX79B20) which may be short-circuit.
Tuning drift: Check the tuner by replacement. If this
fails, check IC1503 (ZTK33B), either by replacement or
by applying a touch of freezer to see if normal operation
is restored.
Blank screen/no sound: If the receiver appears to be in
the AV mode, the cause could be drift due to the
tuning/remote control system. Try reprogramming, as set
out in the manual. If this doesn't work, replace IC1501
(SAA1293H) and IC1502 (MDA2062), then reset the
programming. If IC1501 shows no signs of life, check
for 5V at pin 40. If this supply is missing, check whether
C1504 (100pF) is short-circuit then IC1504 (7805) by
replacement. The 4MHz crystal X1501 is the other
possibility — check it by replacement.
Loss of memory: Check that there is an 1.t. supply at
pin 3 of the MDA2062 memory chip IC1502. If this is
missing, R1519 (27k0, 1W) is probably open-circuit.
No display/part display only: The display unit may be
faulty. If not, check IC1501 (SAA1293H) by replacement. If an individual segment is only partly alight,
check whether one of the eight 1000 resistors R1506R1513 is open-circuit.
Remote control unit faults: The first thing to check
with any remote control unit is whether the batteries are
exhausted or inserted the wrong way round. If they are
leaky, be sure to clean out all the liquid to prevent
short-circuits.
If the batteries are o.k., the things to check with early
remote control units are as follows: whether the
TLN115 LED is dry-jointed, and whether the crystal
(X1) is dry-jointed or has broken legs.
In later remote control units the crystal is contained
within the SAA1250 chip. Check this i.e. for dry-joints
or by replacement.
C2 (470pF) could be open-circuit or dry-jointed.
If one or two buttons don't function correctly,
suspect the rubber sheet. It can be replaced.
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TV Fault Finding
Reports from Philip Blundell, AMIEEIE,
Glyn Dickinson, Nick Beer, John Edwards,
Roger F. White and Tony Ashworth
Philips G110 Chassis
If you find that the chopper transistor is short-circuit it's
best to fit the SBC7020 kit (part no. 4822 310 20489) rather
than try to repair the power supply using hit-and-miss
methods.
I've had quite a few G1 lOs in which dealers have tried
fitting the kit but hit problems. These are usually of their
own making.
The leaded diodes 6602, 6603, 6604, 6605 and 6617 have
their wires tightly crimped to the print: the usual method of
removal, by heating and leavering with a soldering iron, will
result in damaged print. The best way to remove them is to
cut their wires close to the holes on the top side of the
board. The diodes will then fall away. Use desoldering braid
to remove the solder and the remainder of the wire.
Take care when replacing surface-mounted diode 6637.
Each diode has its anode and cathode marked with an 'a'
and a 'k', but it's easy to confuse diode 6637's cathode
marking with the collector marking of transistor 7656 and
end up with the diode fitted back to front.
Be economical with the solder when fitting surfacemounted devices (SMDs), and don't have your iron too hot.
SMDs are easily damaged by heat, and it's easy to make
solder bridges that cause short-circuits. If the power supply
is dead after you've fitted the kit, make sure that you
haven't introduced a solder bridge between the anode of
6670 and one end of 6669.
Check the values of resistors 3615, 3616, 3619, 3652,
3653 and 3654.
Disconnect the line scan coil plug and fit a dummy load.
Start up the power supply gradually, using a variac: check
that the 140V line doesn't rise excessively as the input
voltage is increased.
A problem in the line output stage can blow up the power
supply — this will be proved by the line output transistor
being short-circuit. Any arcing that occurs in the mains
plug, the on/off switch or the degaussing posistor can also
upset the power supply. Either way, before you return the
set give it a soak test in standby and with the picture — for as
long as you dare!
P.B.

regulator transistor 7738 (BC558) open-circuit.
Display goes to Fl a few seconds after switching the set
on: Transistor 7739 (BC548) short-circuit.
P.B.
Matsui 1420A etc
We've had a number of these sets with the STR50103
chopper chip, the SR2M over-voltage avalanche diode and
the 5.60 surge limiter resistor all faulty. Be careful when
you apply the mains supply after replacing these items. If
the line output stage appears to be in distress, switch off at
once or you'll get a repeat performance. The faulty component may be the line output transformer, which often has a
pinhole in it, or the scan coils. The latter are not readily
available on their own: it's wise therefore to save the deflection yokes from scrapped sets.
G.D.
Hinari CT6
A poor picture was the complaint with this set. It was dull
and incorrectly clamped. We found that R425 (1501M) in
the beam limiter circuit had gone high in value.
G.D.
Ferguson TX100 Chassis
"Goes off after a few minutes" it said. And for once it did!
The h.t. dropped, and the set appeared to trip. This was not
because of an overload: the cause was a high-resistance
connection on the chopper transformer, which had to be
replaced.
G.D.
Doric Mk 4 Chassis
These well-made, but engineer unfriendly, sets turn up from
time to time. This one would occasionally switch off from
cold, and sounded a little unhappy when it did work. The
cause was R5 in the power supply. It's a 68k52, 1W resistor
which should be a wirewound type — if you can get one! G.D.
Ferguson TX90 Chassis (20in)
After replacing the line output transformer, the line output
transistor and the power regulator transistor we found that
the e.h.t. was spectacularly high. The cause of this was the
5.6nF flyback tuning capacitor C194, which was opencircuit.
G.D.

Philips CP110 Chassis
Our workshop had a number of lightning-damaged CP110s
during the summer storms. Here's a list of the common
faults:
Dead set: The BUT11AF chopper transistor and its
TEA1039 control chip short-circuit, with R3659 (100Q) and
R3658 (12052) burnt.
Channel display keeps going to 'E': Microcontroller chip
7840 faulty.
No display, with the 140V line low at 60-80V: The 6V
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Matsui 2580/2590
After a power supply rebuild the set still wouldn't come on,
though the outputs on the secondary side of the chopper
transformer were all present. Several of the outputs are
applied to further regulators however. The problem was
caused by TR803 (BD139-16) in the 24V regulator being
open-circuit.
G.D.
Sony KV1460 (GP1 Chassis)
This set was dead, with the h.t. fuse blown and the SR2M
over-voltage protection diode D610 short-circuit. We also
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replaced the STR50115 chopper chip 10601 as this type of
i.c. often fails when hot. The power supply now worked, but
there was no line drive. The pPC1377C timebase generator
G.D.
chip 10501 had to be replaced as well.
Ferguson TX100 Chassis
The picture would pulsate on high-brightness scenes, especially
when the set was cold. The cause was C117 (100pF, 16V)
which couples the drive to the chopper transistor TR6. G.D.
Hinari HIT51
This set wouldn't come out of standby, though we found
that it could be persuaded to come on by earthing the optocoupler D111. Replacing the latter restored normal operaG.D.
tion.
Samsung CI3351A (P68AM Chassis)
Intermittently dead, usually when hot, was the complaint
with this portable. There would be no standby LED illumination, though it would sometimes come on later. The cause
of the problem was obviously on the primary side of the
power supply, but the symptoms were rather illogical. We
traced the cause to C808, a 330pF 2kV disc capacitor, in the
snubber circuit. When removed and checked it read
N.B.
perfectly!

TDA4565 CTI chip on its subpanel. A replacement restored
the full display.
N.B.
Toshiba 2100RB
This set was apparently dead, though the standby LED was
pulsing. Checks showed that the cause of the problem was
on the primary side of the supply, but quite what it could be
was a bit puzzling until I started to carry out scope checks
and found that everything, including the start-up supply, had
a 100Hz ripple on it. The cause of the problem was the
mains bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor C820 (120pF,
N.B.
400V), which was completely open-circuit.
Hitachi CBP226
The picture was over bright, which made the very low-emission c.r.t. look even worse. But the customer insisted on
having the set repaired. The cause was not a first anode
supply problem — there were no flyback lines. Instead the
cathode voltages were low at around 120V instead of 200V,
because the 22pF, 250V reservoir capacitor for the supply to
N.B.
the RGB output stages was virtually open-circuit.
Sanyo CTP6144
There was no colour in the display. Replacing the TDA3565
colour decoder chip restored normal operation.
N.B.

Panasonic TX24A1 (Alpha 2W Chassis)

Salora 20L37

There was a brief burst of life when this set was switched
on. It then went to standby, leaving three coloured blobs at
the centre of the screen. To assist with fault finding I
disconnected the standby switching to the power supply,
then found that the 12V supply in some parts of the decoder
etc. was missing. The cause of this was L303 (10pH) in part
of the 12V feed being open-circuit. With the standby
switching disconnected the set displayed its true symptom: a
raster but no sound or vision.
N.B.

Intermittent line cogging, which was worse when the set
was cold, was the problem here. After a bit of proding
around I discovered that the line frequency preset's wiper
was making high-resistance contact with the track.
N.B.
Panasonic TC1480T (Z3 Chassis)
Failure to start is a common problem with these sets. Check
the 3301d1 resistor R802 which provides bias for the
chopper chip. It tends to go open-circuit.
N.B.

Sony KVX2121U
There was an intermittent crackle, quite loud, on the sound.
Something was clearly arcing, but when I examined the set I
found that someone had already had a go at resoldering
everything in the audio output stage. The dry-joint was actually at a bridge rectifier. Always resolder the chassis
connections that have lighning sysmbols by them, as dryjoints here cause the same problem. Dry-joints on the audio
op amp chip IC251 are also common, causing loss of one or
both channels.
N.B.

Hitachi CPT1471
This set would intermittently go dead, sometimes a few
minutes after switching on or at other times after many
hours' use. Just prior to the occurrence of the fault the set
would make a sound that was not unlike arcing in the line
output tansformer. But the transformer checked out o.k,
when tested. A slight increase in the h.t. voltage occurred
just before the shut down. Replacing the STR6020 chopper
chip 1C901, using plenty of heatsink compound, cured the
fault.
J.E.

Sharp 12P-41H
A set with no picture, the c.r.t. heaters being alight but the
e.h.t. missing, is quite common. The line output transformer
is the cause: you can often see burning around the e.h.t.
overwinding. Unfortunately the transformer is no longer
available.
N.B.
Panasonic TX28A1 (Alpha 2W Chassis)
There was chrominance in the display but no luminance.
With a modern set the luminance signal path can be quite
involved, what with S connectors and YC processing for
colour transient improvement (CTI). The latter area was
where our luminance signal went missing — within the
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Panasonic TX2450 (U5W Chassis)
The only sign of life was a high-pitched squeal from the line
output stage. When the line output transistor's collector
(Q551, 2SD1441RL) was disconnected the power supply
produced the correct 150V h.t. voltage. We checked the line
output transistor and the supplies derived from the line
output transformer. As no defects were evident a new transformer was fitted. This restored normal operation.
J.E.
Solavox 141
There was no tuning, just a snowy screen. A check showed that
the tuner's VT pin was deprived of its tuning voltage. We
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noticed that R1010 (470k1I) on the front tuning panel was very
discoloured. When we tested it the reading was well above
5%2. Normal tuning was restored after replacing it.
J.E.

regulator first and found that it's output was low at 26V. A
replacement restored correct tuning and height.
R.F.W.

Hitachi C2564TN/C2864TN (G10Q Chassis)
NEI 1451
The cause of intermittent failure to switch on was traced to
thermistor R802. When we removed it the board beneath
was scorched. A good clean up, a new thermistor and some
resoldering in the power supply area cured the problem. J.E.

Matsui 1466
This set produced low, distorted sound. The cause was
traced to the 10kS2 bias resistor R353 in the audio output
stage. It was open-circuit.
J.E.

Sony KV2704
Originally several attempts were required to switch this set
on. Subsequently it became lifeless. Though the power
supply was trying to deliver the h.t. (135V) it managed only
39V. The cause of the trouble was the h.t. reservoir capacitor C623 (33pF, 250V), which was open-circuit.
J.E.

Amstrad CTV2110
This set was stuck in standby. It would try to start then go
back to standby. So I tried it with a low input from a variac.
This time the set came to life, but with field collapse.
ZD403, a 12V zener diode, was short-circuit and R435
(5.651) open-circuit. When I switched back on after
replacing these items I found that there was no 110V line
regulation. The cause of this was traced to C409 and C410,
which are both 47pF.
R.F.W.

Philips GR1-AX Chassis
The complaint was of lines on the picture when the set had
been on for about an hour. The fault was apparent on only
some scenes. It consisted of a band of bright white lines,
about two inches wide. The cause was C2523 (6.8pF) which
decouples the supply to the line driver transistor.
R.F.W.

No teletext with just a page number at the top of the screen
and a Fastext menu at the bottom is very easily solved — you
don't even have to take the back off! The data capture
window needs to be adjusted, which is done in the service
mode.
To enter the service mode, press the volume + and —
buttons (both of them) on the TV set while switching on
from the mains switch. Press the two VCR record buttons
on the remote control handset twice. The 'tube' menu
should now be displayed. To select the text service mode,
press the text button. The two blue buttons can now be used
to adjust the data capture window.
Adjustment in the downward direction normally seems to
be required. To optimise the adjustment, count the number
of presses required between the points where the text
appears and disappears then set to the mid-point. Values can
be stored in memory by pressing the remote control unit's
diamond button.
To leave the service mode, simply use the remote control
unit to put the set in standby. Further details of the service
mode can be found in the technical information book for the
GlOQ chassis, part no. X830798.
T.A.

Sony KVE2922U
Intermittent loss of colour, with a flashing picture, can be
caused by dry-joints on the tags of the screening can that
surrounds the digital comb filter circuitry on PCB B 1. T.A.

Matsui 1402
The complaint with this portable was no tuning. Voltage
checks at the tuner revealed that the a.g.c. voltage was
missing. It comes from pin 11 of IC251. Disconnecting pin
11 failed to produce any voltage because R261 (471d2) was
open-circuit.
T.A.

Sony KV2562U (AE2 Chassis)

This set was dead because the line drive was missing. We
found that R851 (2.212) in the supply to the line driver transistor was open-circuit.
R.F.W.

If you find that the BUZ91A chopper transistor Q601,
which is a f. e.t. type, is short-circuit, always check the
values of resistors R610 (180kC2) and R604 (150ka).
Failure of these resistors will result in the demise of the new
chopper transistor at switch-on.
T.A.

Beko 11221T

JVC AV21H1EK (JX Chassis)

Although this set was dead the power supply and the line
output stage were working. But the latter wasn't providing
enough output to produce a picture. A defective line driver
transformer was eventually found to be the cause of the
trouble.
R.F.W.

The complaint with this set was loss of the picture. There
was just snow. There were also no on-screen menus. The
cause of the fault turned out to be dry-joints at the 5V regulator IC522.
T.A.

Panasonic TX21V1 (Alpha 2 Chassis)

Philips CP90
This set was stuck in standby because the microcomputer
chip wasn't happy. As diode D6934 was leaky the chip's
clock didn't run correctly.
R.F.W.

NEI 1461 (Indiana 100 Chassis)
The symptoms were lack of height and a flashing, off-tune
picture. Because of the tuning problem I went to the 33V
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Sony KVX2902U (BE3B Chassis)
Checks showed that there was no line drive. When the set
was switched on, all the supply rails came up briefly then
went low again (the standby condition). I found that the
protection line (pin 9 of CNO01) was going high, but
disconnecting it failed to produce any line drive though it
did allow the set to remain on longer, which helped with
fault finding. The drive comes from pin 57 of the TDA8366
chip IC301 on board A, but replacing it made no difference.
Attention was turned to the control circuitry. IC301 is
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controlled by data from the microcontroller chip. Replacing
the CAT24C16J-TE13 memory chip IC002 cured the fault,
but exactly why this did the trick is not clear. The chip was
functioning, as it remembered whether the set had been
switched off in the standby or on modes, and the set
produced an error code when IC002 was removed. The part
no. is 8-759-252-11).
T.A.

Matsui 1436
There was no green in the display, though the green cathode
voltage seemed to be about right at 130V. A bright green
raster was produced when we briefly earthed the green
cathode. After doing this, the green content had returned to
the picture! We eventually found that the 3.3k0 flashover
protection resistor R505, which is connected between the
cathode and the collector of the green output transistor, had
risen in value.
T.A.

once it had warmed up. The cause was rather unusual: C462
(lpF, 160V), which decouples the supply to the primary
winding of the line driver transformer, had dried up.
Because the line drive waveform was distorted at switch
on, the pulse fed back from the line output stage to the power
supply for synchronisation purposes was also distorted. As a
result there were low voltages for a few seconds. This was
enough to upset the microcontroller chip and generate the
strange symptoms.
T.A.

Matsui 1466
If you find that the set is dead, with the channel display
appearing for a few seconds then going off again, check the
start-up resistors R502 and R503 in the power supply. The
fault occurs when one or both go open-circuit. They are
both 3301d1 resistors.
T.A.

Ferguson D51ND (ICC9 Chassis)
Matsui 2890/Saisho CM2880TX
Here's a fault that can catch you out with these sets. The
symptom is that the set goes to standby intermittently when
warm. The cause is the standby transformer T101, which
goes open-circuit intermittently to produce the fault. The
part no. is 040535009C.
T.A.

The line output transformer was short-circuit. The replacement ran very hot, producing a dark picture with reduced
width. The culprit turned out to be DL61 (1N4001), which
had gone high-resistance. It acts as a switch, feeding a 7.5Y
supply to the line driver stage when the line output stage
gets going.
T.A.

Saisho CM2080T

Panasonic Alpha 2 Chassis

There were various odd symptoms when this set was
switched on from cold. Field roll for example, the set
coming on at full volume or going into the text mode. These
problems would all clear if the set was switched off and on

Failure of the 2SD1441RL line output transistor Q551 is not
uncommon in these sets. When you get thic problem, always
resolder the line driver transformer T531 — otherwise the
replacement transistor may fail after a short time.
T.A.
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Line Output Stage Fault
Diagnosis
.

Ray Porter, M.Sc., C.Eng., M.I.E.E.

The line output stage is a common cause of set failure.
Sometimes the faulty component is readily identifiable.
Often however components are changed on spec and then
either fail immediately when power is applied or during a
soak test. To be better equipped to deal with such situations,
it's desirable to understand basic line output stage operation
and the limitations of the various components involved.
Line Output Stage Operation
Fig. 1 shows the essential elements of a line output stage.
It doesn't include a line output transformer, because in
modem sets the transformer is primarily a convenient way of
generating extra voltages, in particular the e.h.t.: it does not
play a part in the actual c.r.t. scanning.
When the line output transistor Tr is switched on by its
drive signal, the current that flows through the line scan coils

the energy would next be returned from L to C, with C
recharging, this time with reverse polarity. When the voltage
at the junction of C and L tries to swing negatively however
the efficiency diode D switches on, providing a clamp action.
The declining current in L passes through D and CR. Since
the efficiency diode shorts out C, the current decreases
linearly. After about 26psec the energy stored in L has been
dissipated and the spot is back at the centre of the screen.
The drive circuit now switches the line output transistor on
again, and the cycle is repeated. The relevant waveforms are
shown in Fig. 2. Note that because of losses in the circuit the
timing departs slightly from the ideal. The transistor's switch
on time is adjusted to compensate.
The arrangement shown in Fig. 3 takes us a couple of
steps towards practical circuitry. The scan coils are capacitively coupled to the rest of the circuit, and the supply
current flows through the primary winding of the added line
output transformer. The line output transformer's inductance
is about 4mH, and at the end of the forward scan about 1 A is
flowing through its primary winding. As a result energy is
stored in the transformer and is subsequently used to produce
the e.h.t. and various other supplies. All the energy used to
generate these supplies is stored in the line output transBase
current

2•2A

Fig. 1: Basic elements of a line output stage.

L increases linearly with time. The corresponding linearly
increasing magnetic field in the coils deflects the spot on the
screen from the centre to the right-hand side as viewed from
the front.
After about 26psec (depending on the transistor's switchon time) the current, with a 110° set, has reached about 2.2A.
The output transistor is then switched off. Because of the
inductance of the scan coils, a declining current continues to
flow. As a result capacitor C, which with L forms a resonant
circuit tuned to the flyback speed, is charged. At the point
when the transistor is switched off the coil, which has an
inductance of about 1.8pH, has stored about 4.4mJ of energy
(calculated from energy = 0-5L12). This energy is transferred
to C. L and C form a parallel tuned circuit, since CR behaves
as an a.c. short-circuit.
While the circuit energy is being transferred to C, the spot
moves back to the centre of the screen. This is the first part
of the flyback, which ends when the current flowing in L
falls to zero. At this point the voltage across C (and the transistor) has risen to about 1.2kV, and all the energy is stored
in the capacitor. Because of the resonant action, the capacitor
now starts to transfer its energy back to the coils. After 6psec
the current through the coils has again built up to 2.2A, but
this time the current is flowing in the reverse direction —
from L to C. The spot is thus deflected from the centre of the
screen to the left-hand side.
The flyback is now complete, having taken 12psec, and C
is fully discharged. Since L and C form a resonant circuit,
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Fig. 2: Basic line output stage current and voltage
waveforms.

former's inductance during the 26psec centre screen to righthand side part of the forward scan, since this is the only time
when current is taken from the main power supply in the set.
The line output transformer delivers the energy stored in it
to the auxiliary loads during the following 38psec period.
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The line output transistor's supply voltage is about 150V, its
average current being about 0.5A with a duty cycle of 40 per
cent. Thus about 30W is delivered to the transformer's load
circuits. The polarity of the e.h.t. winding is arranged to take
advantage of the highest rate of change of flux in the transformer, during the flyback: thus the e.h.t. is generated using

circuit are always of low value, as the base current can be as
high as 2A in a 110° set. The transistors are not guaranteed
to have a gain of more than about two when saturated with a
high current flowing. It follows that all base circuit components must be robust and well soldered.
The Line Output Transformer

HT
LOPT
primary
Coupling C
R

Tr

C

Fig. 3: Addition of a line output transformer and scan
coupling capacitor to the arrangement shown in Fig. 1.

It's well known that the line output transformer, particularly the e.h.t. section, operates under high-voltage stress.
Remember that the primary winding carries pulse voltages in
excess of lkV. All this is taken into account in the design
and construction of the transformer. Yet line output transformer failure is still quite common. Internal heating
produces mechanical stress in the winding insulation and at
the terminals, because of thermal expansion. As some of the
heat is conducted to the PCB via the soldered joints, these
must be properly made. Otherwise the result will be further
increase in temperature and stress.

one quarter of the turns that would be required if the forward
scan was used instead.

The Efficiency Diode

Line Output Transistor Operation

The efficiency diode is also a highly stressed component,
as it has to withstand a reverse voltage of 1.2kV. Again it's
important that the soldered connections are good. The
diode's average forward current is 1A, with peaks up to

The line output transistor has to be able to pass the full
current of 4A and withstand the 1.2kV peak voltage that
occurs across the tuning capacitor during the flyback. Junction heating in the transistor occurs mainly when it is
switched off, i.e. as the flyback begins, and is caused by
switching losses. The other time when the transistor can heat
up is when it's switched on, but it is driven rapidly to saturation. Once in this condition there is virtually no voltage
across the transistor and thus very little dissipation. Averaged over the full 64psec scan cycle, the transistor's dissipation is less than a watt. A critical factor is the transistor's
Safe Operating Area Characteristic (SOAC). This takes into
account all circuit conditions.
Besides over-current, over-voltage and excessive junction
temperature, transistors fail when they are subjected to
excessive instantaneous power pulses. These initiate second
breakdown failure. This is a thermally triggered avalanche
effect that's similar to the results which would be obtained if
several transistors were operated in parallel, some having a
lower voltage drop for the same current than others: these
would pass more current, overheat, pass even more current
(thermal runaway) ending in device destruction.
Fig. 4 shows a typical SOAC curve. It indicates how the
instantaneous power must stay within strict duration limits.
Transistors with similar current and voltage ratings won't
always survive in power switching circuits if their SOACs
differ.
Base Current Turn Off
The speed at which the transistor's base current is turned
off when it is brought out of saturation at the end of the
forward scan has to be carefully controlled to reduce stress in
the transistor. A very rapid base current switch off will result
in rapid but only partial collector current switch off, as
current carriers will be trapped in the high-resistance
collector region. As a result there will be maintained
collector current flow at the time when the collector voltage
is rising rapidly, and thus excessive dissipation. To prevent
this, the base current switch off is slowed down by adding an
inductor in series with the base — generally the driver transformer's secondary winding fulfils this function.
The components used in the line output transistor's base
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Fig. 4: Safe operating area characteristic for the BU508
line output transistor. D.C. operation must be below the
line ABC.
A: Operation limited by the maximum d.c. collector
current.
B: Operation limited by the maximum power rating
(125W).
C: Operation limited by d.c. second breakdown.
D: Permitted limits for pulses, with one per cent duty
cycle and the durations shown.

2.2A. If the connections are not good the resistance introduced will lead to overheating, making reverse breakdown
more likely.
In some practical arrangements the efficiency diode is
encapsulated with the line output transistor. In circuits that
use an EW diode modulator, the efficiency diode function
may be accomplished by the two high-voltage diodes in
series.
Capacitors
The flyback tuning capacitor was once a notorious
component. Experience has taught manufacturers how to
make reliable ones. Since the peak charging current is 2.2A,
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good soldered joints are also essential here to prevent overheating which could result in failure of the highly stressed
dielectric.
The reservoir capacitor CR is a medium-value electrolytic.
It must be robust and well soldered, otherwise the 2A ripple
current will dry it out prematurely.
Causes of Soak Test Failure

If the values of relevant components have drifted from their
nominal ones, the voltages and currents in the line output stage
will differ from their design values. The new stress level will
result in failure of the weakest part.
If the value of the flyback tuning capacitor falls by twenty
per cent for example, the peak voltage across it will increase
by ten per cent (the energy stored — 0.5CV2 — will remain the
same, as it comes from the scan coils). Another example is the
extra stress caused by excessive h.t. voltage: the result is
higher than normal scan coil current and thus more stored
energy.
Failures that occur during a soak test are likely to be the
result of a component value change with time or temperature. The resulting alteration to operating conditions could
for example push the output transistor to its SOAC limit, or
increase its switch-off dissipation, leading to its destruction.
Inadequate attention to heatsink compound or tightness
of fitting will contribute to overheating and subsequent
failure.
Diagnostic Procedure

When dealing with a dead line output stage, the following
procedure is suggested:
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(1) Check the line output transistor for shorts.
(2) Check that the h.t. voltage is correct. If the power
supply has shut down, disconnect the feed to the line output
transformer and see if it works when loaded with a 60W bulb
instead.
(3) Check whether there are any shorts across the line
output transformer's secondary windings. The first things to
test are the rectifier diodes and their reservoir capacitors.
(4) Check whether any of the line output transformer
windings are open-circuit and whether there are any shorts
between pins other than earth pins — there can be shorts
between windings or to the core. Check the soldering to the
pins. Then use a line output transformer tester to check for
shorted turns.
(5) Check the components in the output transistor's collector
circuit, e.g. the flyback tuning capacitor(s) for shorts or value
change, and the efficiency diode(s) for the short- or opencircuit condition. These high-voltage components are often best
checked by substitution — they may read normally but fail
when power is applied. Check that all soldered connections
are good.
(6) Check the value of the components in the output transistor's base circuit. Look for damaged base circuit inductors
and for poor quality soldering — this includes the condition of
the line driver transformer and the soldering to it.
After carrying out these checks the magnitude of the
failure can be assessed and all suspect parts replaced before
switching on again.
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Inside the Ferguson
TX90E Chassis
Mark Paul

Part 2
This month we'll look at the video processing circuitry in
the chassis. There are two chips involved, the bus-controlled
TEA5040S video processor IVO1 and the TEA5640F colour
decoder chip IC01. Their links with the rest of the circuitry
used in the chassis can be seen from the block diagram
shown in Fig. 1 last month. We will look at each of these
chips in turn and the functions they perform.

The Video Processor
To simplify matters we'll describe the various sections of
this chip separately.
Fig. 6 shows, in block diagram form, the composite video
inputs and outputs and the associated switching and switch
Text sync

Switching is controlled by the two-way, three-line serial
data bus. The lines are for the clock signal, the data and an
enable signal. These inputs have to be decoded to carry out
the required switching. The selected composite video signal
appears at pin 42. It's passed via an external buffer transistor (TV02) to a high-pass filter to separate the chroma
signal and a combined chroma trap and delay line to separate the luminance signal. The chroma signal is fed to pin 25
of the colour decoder chip IC01, while the luminance signal
is returned, via another external buffer transistor (TV09), to
pin 12 of IV01. The composite video output to the scart
socket is taken from pin 40, via internal and external
(TVO1) buffer stages.
The timebase chip IL01 receives an input from pin 42 of
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Fig. 6: The composite video switching arrangement used in the video processing chip IV01.

control arrangements. The off-air composite video (CVBS)
signal is fed to pin 39 via a sound trap, buffer transistor
TV03 and the lOpF coupling capacitor CV28. External
composite video from the scart socket enters the chip at pin
37, again via a 10pF coupling capacitor (CV02). Pin 41
receives a composite sync input from the teletext module.
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Fig. 7: The contrast/brightness/colour control,
matrixing and RGB output sections of the chip.
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Fig. 8: The RGB inputs are converted to luminance and
colour-difference form for feeding to the contrast etc.
control section of the chip.
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IVO1, the tap-off point being after buffer transistor TV02:
this input may be the off-air or scart composite video or the
sync signal from the teletext module.
Fig. 7 shows the section of IVO1 that receives the delayed
luminance signal (at pin 12) and the decoded chroma inputs
from IC01. The latter are now in colour-difference signal
form, and are fed in at pins 10 (B — Y) and 11 (R — Y). This
is followed by colour, contrast and brightness adjustment as
required, again under bus control. The actual control action
is carried out by internal digital potentiometer circuits. The
colour and contrast levels are ganged electronically to avoid
desaturation when the contrast is adjusted.
This is followed by matrixing to produce the RGB
signals for the output stages on the c.r.t.'s base panel. Peak
beam limiting is carried out by high-clip circuits in the
output section of the chip. The R output is at pin 25, the
green output at pin 28 and the blue output at pin 31.
As shown in Fig. 8, there is provision for feeding two
sets of RGB signals into the chip, scart RGB at pins 3, 5 and
7, or text/on-screen display RGB at pins 2, 4 and 6. Which
signals are selected is determined by the fast blanking inputs
at pins 8 and 9, assuming that the bus has carried out
RGB/CVBS mode selection. When pin 8 is active, the scart
RGB signals are routed through: when pin 9 is active either
teletext or an OSD appears on the screen.
An important input is the super sandcastle pulse at pin
32, see Fig. 9. The SSC pulse detector circuit produces burst
blanking pulses, line flyback and composite line and field
blanking pulses from its input.
A new, longer blanking signal is generated from the
composite blanking section of the SSC pulse — field
blanking lasts for 23 lines, to overcome the line counter
effect used in the now standard automatic form of greyscale adjustment. We'll now turn to this.

right up to the tube itself form part of these loops.
The technique involves the insertion, during the field
blanking period, of a sequence of check pulses in the tube's
RGB drives. Fig. 10 shows the pulse arrangement used here.
Drive and quasi cut-off pulses for each primary colour (G, R
and B) are inserted on lines 17, 18, 19 and 21, 22, 23
respectively. The pulses on lines 17 and 21 are used to
check the tube's green gun conditions, the pulses on lines 18
and 22 the red gun conditions and lines 19 and 23 the blue
gun conditions. All three channels are blanked during line
20.
A pnp emitter-follower transistor is included between
each RGB output stage and the relevant tube cathode. Fig. 9
shows the arrangement, for one channel, with transistor Tr
the emitter-follower. This transistor's collector current is
used as the measure for automatic grey-scale correction.
During lines 17, 18 and 19 one cathode's current is about
500pA. The resultant voltage at the relevant emitterfollower's collector appears at pin 34 of IV01, where it's

Automatic Grey-scale Adjustment

compared with an internally generated voltage (VO) of 0.5V
— switches SW1 snd SW2 are both in position A. The relevant 'drive memory' capacitor (CVO9 red, CV10 green,
CV11 blue) then receives a charge which determines the
gain of the relevant channel.
During line 20, the RGB outputs from IVO1 are blanked.
Thus only c.r.t. leakage currents flow. As the impedance at

With the current generation of video processing and
colour decoder chips the traditional six tube cut-off and
drive controls are no longer necessary. These chips use
sample-and-hold feedback loops to set the basic level of the
RGB drive signals applied to the tube. The RGB channels
24
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Fig. 10: The pulses used for auto grey-scale tracking.
They are generated within IV01 and added to its RGB
outputs.
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pin 34 of IVO1 is now high (SW2 is in position B), even a
low total leakage current produces a measurable voltage.
Since SW1 is in position B, a charge is developed across
CV39 at pin 35.
During the following lines 21-23 SW2 remains in position B while SW1 returns to position A. The three 'cut-off'
cathode currents are measured in sequence, at pin 34, each
voltage being compared with that previously stored by
CV39. The relevant 'cut-off memory' capacitors (CV12 red,
CV13 green, CV14 blue) are then charged, subsequently
providing a black-level clamp action.
Note that SW1 is in position B on only line 20, while
SW2 is in position B on only lines 20-24. At all other times
the switches are in position A.
As a result of the action of these sampling feedback
loops, carried out once per frame to set up the RGB drive
levels, correct grey-scale tracking is maintained throughout
the life of the tube.

THE SATELLITE BOOK

Beam Current Limiting
There is 'average' beam current limiting and the usual
beam current limiting based on the voltage at the earthy end
of the e.h.t. section of the line output transformer. Fig. 11
Part IV01
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A thoroughly revised and updated fourth edition of The
Satellite Book has been published by Swift Television Publications, 17 Pittsfield, Cricklade, Wilts SN6 6AN — telephone
01793 750 620, fax 01793 752 399. The large A4 format
book, with 302 pages, provides information on all aspects of
satellite TV theory and practice and is copiously illustrated.
The new universal LNBs are covered, also how to switch
satellites without any moving parts. There are chapters on
such subjects as digital compression techniques and MPEG2 broadcasts. The book costs £32 plus carriage — £2.50 UK,
£5 Continental Europe, £16 to the rest of the world — from
the above address.

BPL BRAND TV SETS
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.01
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Fig. 11: The beam current limiting systems.

shows the relevant details. The integrating circuit
RV62/DV25/CV19 develops across the capacitor a voltage
that corresponds with the total instantaneous beam current.
This voltage is applied via pin 36 of IVO1 to a comparator
whose other input, at pin 38, is obtained from the 12V line.
When the voltage across CV19 reaches a level that corresponds with 78 per cent of the maximum permissible beam
current, the RGB drives are reduced via the contrast and
brightness control circuits.
Conventional beam current limiting is carried out by
transistor TV04, whose base is linked to the earthy end of
the e.h.t. generator system via RV59, zener diode DV24 and
RV61. Should the voltage across RV60 reach DV24's zener
voltage TV04 will switch on, reducing the voltage at pin 38
of IV01. The action is again via the comparator — whether
one input is increased or the other decreased the result is the
same.

The Colour Decoder Chip
The TEA5640F colour decoder chip ICO1 incorporates a
digitally controlled PAL/SECAM signal identification
system. At switch on it operates in the SECAM mode, with
an external bandpass filter that's tuned by internal capacitors to the 4.286MHz SECAM carrier. If it doesn't detect a
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SECAM signal by the end of a set waiting period it switches
to the PAL mode, with the bandpass filter now tuned to
4-43MHz. Again, if no colour signal is detected by the end
of the waiting period it switches back to SECAM. This
sequential signal scanning continues until a signal is recognised. The waiting period is derived from a 62.5kHz signal
that's fed in at pin 15. This reference signal comes from the
microcontroller chip IR01.
Colour decoding is carried out conventionally, with
system switching as necessary. A separate regulator circuit
provides an 8V supply for the chip at pin 9. The series regulator transistor TC01 is external while its control circuit is
internal. TC01 receives a 13V supply derived from the line
output stage at its collector. Its emitter supplies pin 9 of the
chip. An internal comparator and current source transistor
control TC01's base via pin 10.

We understand that spares and service information on BPL
brand TV sets are available from Falmouth Hi Fi, 14 Market
Strand, Falmouth, Cornwall TR11 3DE. Telephone 01326
313 412.

ECONOMICALLY PRICED SCOPES
A new range of economically priced scopes has been introduced under the Mr Analog name. There are at present five
models, with frequency responses up to 100MHz, sensitivities down to 2mV/div and timebase speeds from
500msec/div to 20nsec/div, all with an accuracy of ±2 per
cent. A x10 multiplier reduces the shortest timebase speed to
2nsec/div, with an accuracy of ±3 per cent. All models have
a six-inch screen. Three models have auto set-up on all three
input channels. There is also a full on-screen parameter
display, a frequency counter and cursor measurement capability. Further models are expected shortly, including a
200MHz version. For further details and current prices,
apply to Hesing Technology, 41 Bushmead Road, East
Socon, St. Neots, Cambs PE19 3BT. Telephone 01480 386
156, fax 01480 386 157.

OZAN TELETEST KITS
Ozan has launched a range of Custom Teletests — TV test
pattern generators that you can build yourself. With full
features, the prices start at £69.95 plus VAT. They can be
upgraded to suit your needs. An ideal Christmas present for
all TV engineers! For further details Freecall Ozan on 0500
009 070 — or refer to the advertisement on page 15 of this
issue.
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TV Fault Finding
Reports from Philip Blundell, AMIEEIE,
Chris Watton, John Edwards, Mike Leach,
Andrew Tebbutt, Robert Marshall,
Michael Maurice, Paul J. Charlton
and Stephen Leatherbarrow
Philips GR2.4AA Chassis
A dead set with the power supply producing a weak beepbeep sound usually means that there's a fault in the line
output stage. Disconnect plug M71 and check the voltage at
coil L5631. If it's steady at around 150V, the next place to
look is the line output stage. So far we've had the
following: the BU508AF line output transistor leaky; the
line output transformer faulty; or, if fuse F1534 is opencircuit, diode 6546 (BY226) is probably leaky. If D6546 is
leaky it will have damaged diodes 6560 (LL4148) and 6561
P.B.
(BZX79C68) as well.
Tatung 165 Chassis
At switch on the power supply seemed to be tripping. But a
check showed that the 117V supply was steady. The set
could be switched in and out of standby with the remote
control unit, but in the on condition the display pulsed
bright then dim. We soon found that there was no line drive
because the 11.5V supply was missing at pins 7 and 22 of
IC101. It comes from transistor Q501, whose base is biased
by R507, R508 and the 12V zener diode D503. R507
(12kU) was open-circuit.
C.W.
Matsui 2590
This set was dead with the standby LED out. H.T. was
present at the collector of the line output transistor but there
was no 24V supply at the line driver stage. It was switched
off because the 5V standby supply was missing. Replacing
D807 (BY299) restored normal operation.
C.W.

produced no output voltages. Checks on the outputs
revealed that the h.t. rectifier D851 was short-circuit. C.W.
Hitachi CPT2888 (Salora K Chassis)
This set wouldn't start up when asked. Various checks were
made in the power supply circuitry, but the cause of the
fault turned out to be in the line output stage. C509 was
dry-jointed.
C.W.
Sanyo A1-A14 Chassis/Datsuri
This Sanyo set was found under the Datsuri guise —
where do they get these names from?! It was dead apart
from the standby LED, which went off when the remote
control was operated. The line output stage was receiving
its 130V supply and the line driver stage its 24V supply,
but there was no 12V supply at pin 8 of IC201 which,
amongst other things, produces the line drive. When we
traced back from this point we came to a three-legged
regulator which was getting quite hot. There was only
about 12V at its input. Checks for heavy loading on this
supply soon brought us to C422 (0.0033pF) which was as
leaky as a collander.
C.W.
Telefunken A415 Chassis
The BU208D line output transistor had gone short-circuit.
When we disconnected the scan coil plug and connected a
60W bulb as a dummy load between pin 2 and chassis we
obtained an h.t. reading of 180V, which is much higher
than it should be (122.5V is the specified figure). Checks
in the power supply revealed that D528 was open-circuit.
Replacing it restored the correct h.t. voltage, so a new line
output transistor could be fitted with confidence. I crossed
my fingers and switched on — perfect!
C.W.
JVC AU21F1

Finlux 3000 Chassis
This set produced a weird display: there was a bar down the
screen and the picture was split and superimposed on
another picture that was twice the correct width. When teletext was tried the characters were about three inches wide.
Scope checks in the line output stage showed that the
flyback pulse signal, from the collector of the line output
transistor to the base of transistor TZ1, was missing. The
cause of the trouble was RZ21 (220kO) which was opencircuit.
C.W.
Hitachi CS2852TA (Salora Digital Chassis)
This set was dead because the S2000AF line output transistor was short-circuit. The whole line output section
appeared to be dry-jointed, so a good solder up was carried
out. This restored the set to life.
C.W.
Panasonic Alpha 1 Chassis
The mains input circuit and rectifiers were o.k. as there was
320V across the reservoir capacitor, but the power supply
32

The signals would disappear intermittently, leaving the
screen covered in snow — as if the aerial had been disconnected. We found that the fault came and went when the
large metal heatsink that's mounted across the centre of the
motherboard was flexed and twisted. All three legs of the
5V regulator IC522, which is fixed to the heatsink, were
dry-jointed. Resoldering restored normal operation.
J.E.
Sanyo CTP6131
Several equally-spaced horizontal flyback lines covered the
top quarter of the picture. The cause was C440 (4.7pF,
250V) which was open-circuit.
J.E.
Hitachi G8Q Chassis
The complaint was no picture. When the first anode control
was turned up we found that there was field collapse.
Checks around the TDA2579A timebase generator chip
showed that there was no field drive at pin 1 though there
was a linear sawtooth waveform at pin 3. Just about every
component that could have caused the loss of field drive
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was checked, but no faults were found. What now? On
switching the set back on again I was amazed to find that
there was a full picture. No amount of tapping or
heating/freezing would make it misbehave. Perhaps a poor
joint had unwittingly been repaired? I hate not knowing!
I then noticed that the raster had some pincushion distortion. Not a lot, but it was there. The presets altered the
raster geometry, but not by enough. Again every possible
component was tried, even the TDA2031A correction chip.
After soak testing the set for two days to make sure that
the field fault had been cleared we returned the set. The
customer didn't seem to be too bothered about the
pincushion distortion but said that it hadn't been there
before. It was one of those sets you can't help feeling
you'll see again. Has anyone out there any ideas in case we
do? If so, please write in to the editor.
J.E.
Grundig CUC52KT Chassis

in the snubber circuit had become dry-jointed.
It then dawned on me that I'd had a problem with this
component, in a portable version of the chassis, some two
years back. On that occasion however the symptom had

Add stiff wire and
pass through board

Stand-off legs

105301

Fig. 1: Improved method of mounting R808. Add a piece
of stiff wire to its shorter leg and pass this through the
board. You may have to do this with both leadouts,
though in most cases only one will need attention.

This set was dead with a blown mains fuse. Bridge rectifier
D621 and C633 (220pF), which is connected between pins
6 and 9 of the TDA4600-2 chopper control chip, were both
short-circuit.
J.E.

been varying h.t. The resistor concerned (R808) is stood
up off the chassis by means of built-in legs (see Fig. 1).
Its leadouts are rather short. To improve the reliability,
and the connection quality, I adopted the approach shown
in Fig. 1.
A.T.

Hitachi NP81CQ Chassis

Salora 24L5H

The standby indicator was on but the set was otherwise
dead. We found that the main board fuse was blackened
though there were no obvious shorts in the chopper circuit
or the line output stage. A small voice in the back of my
mind told me to check the 98009 posistor. Sure enough
when it was removed and shaken it made the give-away
rattling noise. With a new posistor fitted the set burst into
life. I do wish that small voice would put in a more
frequent appearance.
J.E.

A blank raster with no snow and no sound is often caused
by failure of the multi-purpose TDA4505 chip ICB101. A
set that came in recently produced similar symptoms, but
this time the chip wasn't responsible for the fault. No great
technical wizardry was involved in finding the cause, just a
hairdryer and some freezer. The culprit turned out to be
CB117 (22nF), which is connected between pin 10 of
ICB101 and chassis. It was intermittently leaky from cold.
A replacement restored reliable pictures and sound. M.L.

Grundig M95-490 (CUC3850 Chassis)

Hitachi CPT2524T

This giant of a set was dead. The h.t. supply was present but
there was no drive at the base of the line output transistor.
We then found that there were no voltages around the
TDA8140 line generator/driver chip IC550. This took us
back to the chopper circuit, which provides the required 12V
suppy. The 0.2S2 surge limiter resistor R661 was opencircuit. A replacement burnt out immediately when power
was applied. We checked the associated BYW72 rectifier
diode D661 and checked it again, using both digital and
analogue meters, but it insisted on its innocence. The set
nevertheless worked when a replacement was fitted. We
found that the original diode had slight but definite reverse
leakage when checked with our scope component tester. J.E.

We've had total power supply failure with several of these
sets. If the 6.8S2 surge limiter resistor is open-circuit, you
can usually assume that the chopper transistor is shortcircuit. The over-voltage protection diode is also usually
short-circuit, due to a sudden rise in the h.t. voltage. If the
power supply again blows up after replacing all the usual
components (see below), including the 39142 resistor,
check and if necessary replace the 2.2S2 resistors connected
across the base and emitter of Q760.
In short, if the power supply has suffered a major failure
it will usually be o.k. after replacing all the following
components: Q903, Q904, R909, R912, R902, R903,
ZD903, R760, R761, R762, R766 and R901 if it's opencircuit. Before switching on, check Q781, D781 and D782
in the line output stage.
M.L.

Sanyo CTP2180
If the customer complains about varying brightness and an
occasional fizzing noise, check for a dry-joint at the focus
control's earthing tag. I've had several of these sets with
this fault.
A.T.
Tatung Series A Chassis
This set was dead with a squeal that came from the direction of the power supply. Suspecting that a faulty line
output transistor or transformer was loading the power
supply heavily, I turned the chassis over to make some
measurements. As there were no shorts I decided to check
the h.t. When the set was switched on again the cause of
the trouble became obvious. The large, wirewound resistor
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Hitachi CPT2578
The MDA2062 (blue spot) memory chip 1C1502 is usually
the cause of channel tuning problems. If the complaint is no
teletext however suspect the memory chip first, not the
teletext decoder which is very reliable.
R.M.
Amstrad CTV1410
We noticed that occasional field roll coincided with a
bright picture. A scope check showed that the TA8701N i.f.
chip produced a good output waveform at pin 19. After
passing through a 6MHz crystal filter (CF301) the signal is
coupled by C304 (2.2pF) to an emitter-follower stage.
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When checked this capacitor was found to be very low in
value, causing the loss of field sync. Most TV designs
R.M.
don't use a• coupling capacitor here.

Hitachi CPT2198 (G80 Chassis)
Complete failure was caused by cracked print at the
R.M.
chopper transformer.

Samsung CVB4587 Computer Monitor
The problem was no blue output. I checked every component
in the blue channel on the tube base before I found the faulty
one: R708 (1.8k0) was open-circuit. It's a base bias resistor
R.M.
and was nestling under a swathe of brown glue.

Telefunken MR25
This set thought it was a night-club lighting effects generator: instead of a picture there was a bright screen of one
colour or another. The colour decoder is on a separate plugin board. We found that the U4646B output chip was the
cause of the trouble. The circuitry is similar to that in the
Ferguson ICC5 chassis, which uses a U4647B chip. That's
where the similarity ends — the two chips are not pM
R.M.
compatible.
Amstrad TVR3
The TV section of this unit was dead. We found that the
3.3nF snubber capacitor C310 and the STK7348 chip in the
power supply were both short-circuit. As the replacement
capacitor supplied by Amstrad didn't look capable of withstanding 100V, let alone 1kV, I made up a replacement
consisting of two 1.5nF capacitors connected in parallel.
The set bounced within two weeks.
This time we obtained the chip from another source.
After a long soak test the set was pronounced fit. It could
M.M.
be that there's a bad batch of STK7348s around.
Matsui 1436
The customer's report said "loud fizz then went pop!" On
investigation I found that the degaussing posistor had
exploded, taking with it the standby mains transformer,
relay RL650 and the degaussing coils. All was well after
M.M.
replacing these items.
Sony KVX2172
This set would select only ITV. If any other channel was
tried it would be displayed for a couple of seconds then the
set would revert to ITV. The cause of the trouble was the
ST24C16 EAROM, which had become corrupted. As with
all the new sets that have digital control, everything has to
M.M.
be set up after replacing the chip

diving into the circuitry I realised that this is a JVC
example of electronic screwdriver technology. There are
two memory chips, one of which takes care of tuning
and customer preferences while the other is the electronic screwdriver. For good measure I replaced both
chips. After setting it up the set then performed faultM.M.
lessly.

GoldStar CIT2170F
We've had a few calls to these sets when they won't power
up from standby. The cause has in each case been dryjoints on the main relay. As you find that the pins have
charred, the relay has to be removed and the pins cleaned
P.J.C.
prior to refitting.
Mitsubishi CT3703STX
This monster had to be dealt with in the customer's home!
The symptoms were intermittent tuning memory loss
together with all the picture adjustment values going to
maximum. The set would tune but not store. We eventually
traced the cause of the problem to T951. The —31V
read/write supply to EAROM IC702 was missing. P.J.C.
Amstrad TVR2
The TV section of this combined TV/VCR unit wouldn't
come out of standby. We found that C1507 (lpF, 50V) on
P.J.C.
the main transformer was open-circuit.
Mitsubishi CT21A3STX
This set had forgotten that it had teletext! The cause was
the EEPROM chip, which had become corrupted. You can
prove this by reprogramming it, but Mitsubishi recommends fitting a replacement. IC702-KIT contains the
EEPROM, a few additional components and fitting details.
It's wise to note the option and VCJ settings before you
remove the suspect chip — this helps with reprogramming.
The EEPROM can also be reponsible for intermittent
picture geometry faults, loss of Nicam sound, and occasionally loss of audio playback from a mono VCR! P.J.C.
Goodmans CTV2T
The complaint with this set was very severe ringing which
was particularly noticeable at the top of the screen, the
effect diminishing slowly as the scan developed. A scope
check on the field output waveform revealed a characteristic ring that was superimposed on the scan. The obvious
thing to do was to check the damping components across
the field scan coils. C483 and R448, which are connected
in series, are the items to go for. In this case R448 (1.2k0)
S.L.
was open-circuit.

Ferguson TX10 Chassis (1515H Remote Panel)
Hitachi C2858
This set had a strange colour fault: the picture would go red
and green after about twenty minutes. The TDA3562
colour decoder chip was the cause, a replacement clearing
M.M.
the trouble.

JVC AV28S1EK
The picture had come right in at the sides and it seemed
that the EW correction system wasn't working. Before
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There was no ch. 3 LED display with this venerable set.
Otherwise it worked perfectly. We found that the
MC14493P chip responded to freezer/heating and a
S.L.
replacement cured the fault.

Ferguson 59K4 (ICC5 Chassis)
EW distortion is a common problem with this chassis. You
usually find that RL44 is open-circuit and burnt. It consists
of two resistors connected in series, a 1205/ section and a
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5652 safety type. It's the latter section that fails, as it is
designed to do. The next thing you will find is a large dryjoint on the line scan coupling capacitor CL44 (0.3pF in
this particular model). This can result in the capacitor
bubbling up because of the heat at the joint. The TDA4950
EW correction chip IG01 always fails, taking its feed
resistor with it. It is also worth checking the EW coil LG11,
which has been known to fail.
S.L.

Panasonic Alpha 2 Chassis
The video would disappear intermittently, leaving only the
sound. As I've had similar problems before I carried out a
quick check on the waveforms around the M51326P scart
switching chip IC2601. Video should enter at pin 5 and
reappear at pin 12. In the fault condition it didn't.
Temporarily linking the two pins proved the point.
S.L.

Ferguson IKC2 and ICC7 Chassis
A set fitted with the IKC2 chassis came in dead. The
outputs from the power supply were correct at switch on,
but there was no line output stage operation because the
line drive was missing. After a few seconds the power
supply outputs decayed and it seemed that the set was in
the trip mode.
In this situation pin 40 of the TA8659CN signal and
timebase processing chip IVO1 is the place to check: 9V =
on, OV = standby/trip state. The voltage comes from TR17
(BC558C) which turned out to be open-circuit.
The same symptom in the ICC7 chassis tends to be
caused by a faulty TDA8178F field output chip. The line
drive is then removed by the trip action. You would think
that merely disconnecting the field output chip would
override the trip action, producing a nice white line. As the
trip senses the field current however the diagnosis isn't as
clear cut. Replacing the chip is sometimes necessary to
S.L.
prove the point.

Ferguson TX90 Chassis
This set incorporated the PC1139 remote control panel. It
wouldn't power up unless the on/off switch was held on. If
the switch was released, the set lapsed back to standby.
Checks revealed that the 9V supply to the. TMS1000N2LL
microcontroller chip IC901 was missing. Of the components involved in providing this supply, TR901 was shortcircuit and TR906 open-circuit.
S.L.
Sony KVFX29
The problem with this set was field foldover at the top. As
we didn't have the manual we had to rely on cold checks.
We eventually found that diode D506 (GIO8D) was leaky,
giving a reverse reading of 300.
S.L.

Orion 14ARX
A dead set or one that fails to be awakened from the
standby state would probably have you giving the power
supply suspicious looks, especially as it uses an STR50103
chip. Before you change this item however, take a look at
the supply to the 5V regulator (IC105) at the front of the
chassis. It's derived from the mains supply via a half-wave
rectifier and a suitably substantial resistor, with C530
(3.3IJF, 250V) to provide decoupling at the hot end. On a
couple of occasions recently we've found this Capacitor to
be open-circuit or very low in value.
S.L.
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Servicing the
Philips G110
Chassis
Richard Newman

The Philips G110 chassis was used in models introduced
during the years 1989-91. It was one of the first of several
chassis to make extensive use of surface-mounted components. The result was a very compact, high-specification
chassis with no component crowding. Nicam and Fastext are
standard features. S video connection was an option with
some sets, and there was also a 41in. projection version.
Mainly because of the number of surface-mounted
components used in the power supply, these sets have not
exactly been favourites in the servicing trade. In this article
we'll describe how to tackle repairs and also take a look at
the optics used in the projection version.

The Power Supply
The power supply circuit is shown in Fig. 1. It's of the
familiar Philips self-oscillating (SOPS) type, but the component count is fairly high. There are basically three sections.
First the BUTI8AF chopper transistor T7625, which is
connected as a blocking oscillator. Secondly a switch-off
circuit based on transistors T7615 and T7616. This is used to
ensure that the chopper transistor is switched off at the
correct point during its on/off cycle. And thirdly a regulation
control circuit, based around transistors T7637, 17652 and
T7654 on the secondary side of the chopper transformer
L5625. This controls the switch-off circuit via the optocoupler T7614.
As most power supply problems seem to relate to start-up
and standby, we'll take a look at how it all works.
During normal operation the base of the chopper transistor T7625 is controlled via diode D6621 by the voltage
across winding 3-4 on the transformer. When T7625
switches on, a voltage of around 280V is connected across
the transformer's primary winding 5-6/7 and a linearly rising
current flows through this winding. There is no current
output from h.t. winding 17-16 on the secondary side of
circuit during this period because the voltage at pin 16 is
negative. Magnetic flux therefore builds up in the transformer. When the transformer becomes saturated, the voltage
across winding 3-4 will fall and T7625 will switch off. As a
result, the voltage across winding 5-6/7 will reverse its
polarity and C2625 will charge. The maximum voltage
developed across this capacitor is around 680V. At a certain
point in the cycle the voltage across winding 17-16 will
reverse and D6630 will charge the h.t. reservoir capacitor
C2630, producing the 148V supply for the line output stage.
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When the current flowing in winding 17-16 falls to zero,
C2625 will form a resonant circuit with the winding 5-6/7.
The polarity of the voltage across winding 3-4 will then
reverse, providing the chopper transistor T7625 with base
current drive. The cycle is then repeated.
To start the power supply at switch on, a 100Hz pulse is
obtained from the mains supply via R3624/26. This is fed via
R3618 and R3619 to the base of 17625 which is thus
switched on.

The Turn-off Circuit
When the chopper transistor T7625 is conductive, the
voltage across winding 3-4 is rectified by D6622. This
produces a negative voltage, clamped by zener diode D6617,
across C2617. When the regulation control circuit on the
secondary side of the circuit produces a pulse, this is linked
via the optocoupler T7614 to the base of 17615. Transistors
T7615 and T7616 then switch on, linking the base of T7625
to the negative voltage across C2617. T7625 switches off
very quickly, and C2617 is partly discharged. When T7615
and 17616 switch off, T7625 could start to conduct again.
This is prevented for a short time by the blocking transistor
T7612. In addition D6618 prevents T7625 starting spuriously. Diodes D6613 and D6614 with C2614 prevent
spurious pulses triggering the turn-off circuit.

The Blocking Circuit
T7612 and its associated components prevent T7625
switching on before all the energy stored in the transformer
has been dissipated. When T7625 is non-conductive, a positive voltage is present across winding 2-1. As a result 17612
is conductive, and any current that might drive the base of
T7625 is shunted away. When the energy stored in the transformer has been removed, the voltage across winding 2-1
falls to zero. C2611 and R3611 provide an extra delay for
T7612's turn off. Once T7612 has switched off, base current
can be fed to T7625 to switch it on. This extra delay means
that T7625 is switched on at precisely the correct time.

Voltage Regulation
The regulation control circuit consists of voltage
comparator transistor T7637 and the pulse-width modulator
T7652, T7654 and their associated components. The pulses
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Fig. 1: Circuit diagram of the switch-mode power supply.

produced by the modulator are passed to the switch-off
circuit on the primary side of the transformer by the optocoupler T7614.
When T7625 is off, C2650 is charged negatively via
R3649 and D6649 from winding 18-19. T7654 is held cut off
by this negative voltage, so no current flows through the
optocoupler. When T7625 switches on, a positive voltage
appears at pin 20 of the transformer. D6646 now conducts,
and C2650 receives a positive charge. T7654 starts to
conduct, current flowing through the optocoupler. This operates the chopper switch-off circuit.
Comparator transistor T7637 compares a sample of the
h.t. voltage at its base with the constant reference voltage at
its emitter provided by zener diode D6637. It sets the voltage
at the base of T7652, which in turn controls the d.c. conditions at the base of T7654. In this way the timing of the
switch-off pulse produced by the circuit is varied, adjusting
the on/off period of T7625 and thus regulating the h.t. R3635
enables the h.t. to be adjusted.
Overvoltage Protection
In the event of the h.t. voltage rising above the correct
figure, the current flowing in the line output stage will
increase. The pulses developed in the EW diode modulator
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circuit are sensed via zener diode D6561 and D6560. Should
the pulse amplitude exceed about 48V, D6561 will conduct,
switching on the thyristor-connected transistors T7655/7656.
The current through the optocoupler is thus increased,
switching off the chopper transistor 17625.
17655/7656 also receive information from the beam
limiter circuit, the audio output stage and the 16V line (via
D6657). In a good working receiver the input to 17655/7656
should be zero or slightly negative, ensuring that the transistors remain cut off.
The 5V Supply and Stand-by Operation
The series regulator circuit T7661, T7663 and zener diode
D6662 provide the 5V supply. In normal operation this
circuit receives an 8V input obtained from the line output
stage.
For standby, pin 41 of the microcontroller chip IC7720
goes low and T7671 switches off. This enables thyristor
TH6670 to switch on. It acts as a rectifier. The voltage at its
cathode rises to about 10-5V, forward biasing D6653 which
now provides the supply for the optocoupler. T7651 also
switches on, increasing the current through the optocoupler
via T7654. This turns off the chopper transistor for much
longer periods, with the result that all the output voltages
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(except for the 5V supply) are reduced. The 5V supply
remains constant, enabling the microcontroller chip to
operate.

Servicing
When power supply repairs are required, Philips provide
a kit (part no. 4822 310 20489) that contains around thirty
components. There is good reason for this. It's very difficult
to check individual components when they are surface
mounted. Experience has proved that it is far cheaper too
carry out a block component change rather than try to locate
the faulty component. As you cannot reuse surface-mounted
components, there is no point in trying to remove them for
test.
When one of these sets comes in with a blown mains fuse
and a short-circuit chopper transistor, a common mistake is
to check T7615/7616 quickly in situ then, if they are not
short-circuit, replace the BUT18AF transistor (T7625). The
set may work, but the chances are that it won't for long.
More likely there will be a bright flash from the fuse as the
new transistor fails, taking with it numerous other components.
There is only one way to go about repair. Order the
correct kit and fit the components it contains. Once you
have done a few it takes about an hour and a half to rebuild
the power supply properly and test it. Initially it will take
longer. This may sound like a daunting, task, but in practice
it is much easier than you might think. Each kit comes with
full instructions, and I always mark off the components as I
fit them. This way you won't waste time finding out where
you were if you get distracted.
The first thing to do is to clear the bench area. Then
unclip the chassis and remove as many plugs as necessary to
enable you to lay the panel on the bench as flatly as
possible, print side up. A good bright light is necessary. I
use eye magnifiers rather than a hand-held magnifying lens
as this leaves both hands free. Use a hot (30W or so)
soldering iron fitted with a fine bit, some fine desoldering
braid and non-magnetic tweezers.

Component Replacement
I find that the easiest way of removing individual chip
diodes and transistors is first to desolder the tags, using the
fine braid, then gently grip the old component with the
tweezers and apply just enough heat to free it from the
board. Extreme care is required. Otherwise the PCB print
pads will be damaged.
When fitting the replacement component, position it as
accurately as possible on the pads, hold it in place with the
tweezers and use fine solder on each pad to secure the
device. The solder connections should be made as quickly
as possible. With practice, you'll achieve very professional
results. Some may frown upon this method, but I've found
that it works well and have never had any problems.

Testing
When every part in the kit has been fitted, spend a little
time going over your work. Diode polarity (A and K) is
marked on the PCB, but because of the close proximity of
some of them it's possible to misread the markings. Also
note that D6622 has been replaced by a conventional type
diode and that R3622 and R3623 (both 510) have been
replaced with a single, conventional 10051 resistor.
When you are certain that everything is o.k., reconnect
the plugs you removed, with the exception of plug 15G
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which provides the connection to the line output stage.
Connect a scope set to 100V/div and 2msec/div to the
collector of T7625 and a 60W bulb across the 148V line.
Connect the set to the mains supply via a variac. If any of
the following tests fail, see the next section.
Switch on and increase the mains input voltage slowly to
about 90V. The power supply should start up at around 60V.
This is proved by a waveform appearing on the scope's
screen and the bulb glowing as the mains input is increased
towards 90V.
Measure the voltage across the bulb and increase the
mains input to just over 100V. The h.t. should stabilise at
148V. Slowly increase the mains input to 220V, monitoring

—8V
Fig. 2: Correct waveform at the base of the chopper
transistor T7625.

the h.t. voltage all the time. Check the waveform at the base
of T7625. It's most important that this should appear as
shown in Fig. 2.
Next measure the 8V rail voltage (at the collector of
T7661). Force the power supply into the standby mode by
shorting together the base and emitter of T7671. The voltage
at the collector of T7661 should rise to around 11V.
If the above checks are all o.k., the power supply can be
considered repaired. Switch off and disconnect all test
equipment. Reconnect plug 15G and test the set for normal
operation.

Problems You may Encounter
If the power supply fails to start with plug 15G disconnected and a dummy load connected, reduce the mains input
to around 70V. Check that the voltage at the collector of
T7625 is about 100V d.c. If so, short together pins 1 and 2
of the optocoupler. If the power supply now starts, the cause
of the problem may lie in the protection circuit. Check the
voltage at the base transistor T7655. The reading should be
OV or slightly negative. If the voltage is greater than 0.5V,
the protection circuit is operating. The only likely culprit
with plug 15G disconnected is zener diode D6657. I've
come across failure of this 20V chip zener diode on several
occasions — it monitors the 16V supply.
If the supply fails to start after shorting pins 1 and 2 of
the optocoupler, check around the standby thyristor. If all is
well here, disconnect pins 12-14 of the chopper transformer.
If the power supply now works, there's a fault in the audio
output stage. If the power supply remains lifeless, check the
start-up circuit. Don't forget to remove the short across pins
1 and 2 of the optocoupler before testing.
If the power supply fails to stabilise, check the circuitry
around the optocoupler. Reduce the maim input to around
70V, then short together pins 4 and 5 of the optocoupler.
The power supply should switch off. If not, recheck the
components in the switch-off and switch-on delay circuits.

Final Touches
Once the pbwer supply is working I like to clean the
board with proper PCB cleaner to remove any untidylooking flux. I then finish off with a coating of clear protecTELEVISION DECEMBER 1995

tive lacquer. It's not essential to do this, but the repaired
board tends to look more professional, with an almost asnew appearance.
Success in repairing these power supplies is in direct
proportion to the amount of care taken during the rebuild.
There is no point in trying to rush, or in deciding not to
replace certain components because they measure o.k. It
will take you a couple of hours to do the job properly, especially if a third party has been there before. If the set comes
in as a normal breakdown with no previous third-party
attention, success is almost certain first time.

Other Circuits
The signals circuitry is fairly standard. There's a U944
tuner followed by filtering then a TDA2549 i.f. chip. A
TDA2545 is used for the sound i.f. section. After an emitterfollower, the video signal is passed to a TDA8452
chroma/luminance filter chip which also incorporates the
luminance delay. This chip provides three outputs. The
chroma signal at pin 5 is fed to the TDA8390 PAL decoder
chip; delayed CVBS at pin 4 is fed to the teletext decoder
panel and the sync chip; the luminance signal at pin 3 is fed
to the TDA4565 CTI chip. The two chroma outputs from
the TDA8390 PAL decoder chip are fed to a TDA8451
chroma delay chip whose outputs are passed to the CTI
chip. The colour-difference signal and luminance outputs
from the CTI chip pass to the TDA8390 matrixing chip
whose outputs finally go the the TEA5101 RGB output chip
on the tube's base panel.
The sync/timebase generator chip is a TDA2579. The
sound i.f. chip's output goes to the Nicam decoder — this
panel also contains the f.m. sound demodulator and the tone
control chip. Stereo audio outputs are provided by a
TDA1521 chip.
The line output stage is conventional, using a BU508AF
output transistor.
The microcontroller is a TMP47C634N with the program
code 2415. As in some previous chassis, this type of chip
can suffer from the effects of static. Replacement chips
come with a metal shield that overcomes the problem.
Tuning and personal preference settings are stored in a
PCD8582 EEPROM chip.

Projection Sets
The projection model does not in essence differ much
from the standard chassis. The signals stages, the main
power supply and the line and field output stages are mostly
identical. The power supply can be repaired using the same kit
as with the standard version. The main differences are in the
line output stage, where an e.h.t. splitter is used to feed 25kV

CORRECTIONS
There was a typographical error in the article on
Designing for Reliability (September). In the penultimate paragraph, under the heading 'Multilayer
Ceramic Capacitors' on page 778, "for the fault to
occur the 5V supply had to be providing at least 8mA"
should have read 80mA, not 8mA.
TV Fault Finding: Ferguson D51ND (ICC9 chassis),
page 889, October. "Line output transformer was
short-circuit" should have read "Line output transistor
was short-circuit".
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to the three tubes. There is also an elaborate protection circuit
and a convergence board.
The three tubes, one for each primary colour, are mounted
in the base unit, facing upwards. They have powerful lenses in
front of them, containing a liquid coolant. The images from
the tubes are reflected via a front-silvered mirror at the back of
the cabinet on to a special screen at the front. A properly
adjusted projection set produces a very good quality picture.
The size of these sets means that dealers don't like to get
involved with them. Owners tend to live in large, out-of-town
houses however and are often prepared to pay more for
repairs, so it's worth taking them on. There are also the pubs
and clubs that have them in the bar showing Sky Sports all day
long. The cost of repairs tends to be less of a problem in these
circumstances. Once you've done a couple you may find yourself earning some welcome extra income as other owners get
to hear of you.
It's essential to have the service information, Philips part
number 4822 727 16947, for the projection version.

Transport
If you are called to one of these units and decide that it has
to be a workshop job, the problem of transportation can be
solved very easily. The top half, containing the screen and
mirror, can be removed complete. It's held to the base unit by
six screws (usually torx), one at each side towards the front
and four along the back. Once they have been removed you
can tilt the screen backwards and lift it. This is a two-man job:
the screen is not very heavy but is rather awkward, being too
wide to get your arms around it.
The golden rule with the base unit is never to tip it on its
side. You'll see why later. Casters are fitted, so it can be rolled
across carpet or smooth flooring. Once you have it in the van,
make sure that it cannot roll about. The screen should be
covered with a blanket and made secure. Extreme care is
required with the screen, which can easily be scratched or
marked: the trade price is about £250!

General Servicing Notes
The rear cover of the base unit can be removed, while the
front speaker grille must be removed to gain access to the tube
assemblies and the convergence board. This is done by
removing the two screws at the front, just below the grille.
After removing the two securing screws the control panel can
then be swung down.
The most common problem seems to be associated with the
RGB drives. The symptom is that the set shuts down just as
the raster appears, rather bright and predominantly of one
colour. You can usually get the set to work by removing the
relevant tube base. Usually the cause of the trouble is the
TEA5101A RGB drive chip on the green tube's base. If on
the other hand all the tubes turn on hard (a white raster)
before the shutdown, check the 200V supply on the red tube's
base (R3392). The feed to this comes from pin 1 of the line
output transformer.
Another very common problem that can usually be tackled
in the field is a very wide picture with severe convergence
errors. The cause is nothing more than dried out electrolytics
in the EW correction circuit. Replace C2549 (10pF) and
C2533 (lpF).

The Optics
For some reason the blue tube seems to fail — I've had to
replace three to date. They are expensive, at around £200
trade. Provided care is taken, a tube can be replaced without
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when a leak has occurred. Check the main and the convergence panel thoroughly for damage. I had one set in which
coolant had dripped over the convergence panel plugs.
Because of the highly conductive nature of the fluid, this
resulted in a burn up.

The Screen and Mirror
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Fig. 3: Projection tube assembly.
loss of the coolant fluid. Fig. 3 shows the assembly and Fig.
4 the individual components. The tube must be removed
from the base unit first. Full instructions are given in the
service manual.
The e.h.t. cable is silicone cemented to the tube. Remove
the cable at the e.h.t. splitter end then, using a sharp knife,
cut away the cement from the e.h.t. connection cap. If you
are replacing only the cable, all traces of the old cement
must be removed from the tube. Apply new silicone cement
(Philips part number 4822 390 40087) to the rubber cap. Fit
the cap, making sure that the cable is in the correct position.
Allow the cement to harden, preferably for 48 hours, before
powering the set.

The screen and mirror are very delicate. It's best not to
touch them unless this is absolutely essential. As the dust
seals are extremely good, it's unlikely that the mirror will be
dirty. The screen should be cleaned with a camel-hair brush,
in a downwards direction following the fine grooves. If the
mirror is soiled a very dilute solution of washing-up liquid, as
used for the tube lenses, can be used with a mineral wool.

Final Adjustments and Checks
Setting up is necessary after any major repairs to the optics.
This is not too bad, as only one tube will usually have required
attention. It's reasonable to conclude that the convergence and
focus of the remaining two tubes are pretty well o.k.
Mechanical and electrical focusing have to be carried out,
using a crosshatch pattern. The static and dynamic convergence must then be adjusted. I find that the controls on the
convergence board all do what they are supposed to do, so
there should be no major difficulties. It's sometimes necessary
to go over the adjustments more than once. Full instructions
are contained in the manual.
Check that there are no leaks, and finally make sure that all
leads are clipped up correctly. Extreme care is required over
the positioning of the e.h.t. cables.

The Cooling Fluid
Because of the high brightness level at which they are run,
the three tubes generate a lot of heat. Cooling fluid is used to
reduce the heat in the lenses. It's very much like antifreeze,
consisting of glycerine and ethylene glycol with some additives to inhibit corrosion. It's therefore poisonous, so extreme
care must be taken.
A kit for replacing the fluid is available under part number
4822 390 80152 — this is sufficient for one tube assembly.
New gaskets are included, and full instructions. Fluid loss
usually occurs only if there has been a leak or, because of
natural evaporation, after extensive use. If the fluid level is
low, the symptoms will appear as gross purity, focus and
convergence errors at the bottom of the picture. Why the
bottom? Remember that a lens inverts the image.
The lenses can be cleaned with a solution of two drops of
washing-up liquid to a cup of water. Use a soft cotton cloth.
Tipping the base unit on its side will also result in a low
fluid level — the fluid runs out of the lens assembly into the
expansion chamber. If this has happened, leave the set to
stand for a while, allowing the fluid to drain back. Tapping
the chamber will help to disperse any air bubbles.
All traces of coolant must be cleaned off the drip tray
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Fig. 4: Exploded view of a tube assembly.
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Inside the Ferguson
TX90E Chassis
Mark Paul

Part 3
In this concluding instalment we'll take a brief look at the
remaining circuitry used in the chassis — the timebases, the
RGB output stages, the audio amplifier and the microcontroller chip.

The Line Timebase
The line timebase is conventional. The line sync and
oscillator circuits are in the TDA8218 chip IL01, which
produces a line drive output at pin 17. This is passed via a
driver stage to the base of the S2055AF line output transistor 'TL01. The line output stage is very simple, there
being no need for EW correction.
Fig. 12 shows the line generator section of IL01, which
also contains the field oscillator and output stages.
Composite video is fed to the internal sync separator at pin

negative-going output at pin 12 to pull the line oscillator
into lock.
The free-running oscillator frequency is set by PL02,
RLO2 and CL03, in conjunction with the internal resistor
chain connected to pin 1. RLO5 and CLO5 integrate the
current output from the phase detector, producing a d.c.
error correction voltage which, via RL04, adjusts the
charge/discharge timing of the oscillator tuning capacitor
CL03, thus locking the line oscillator frequency to the line
sync pulses. CLO4 stabilises the phase-locked loop, ensuring
a fast response time. RLO5 and CLO5 set the basic loop
time-constant.
The sawtooth output produced by the oscillator, at the
collector of internal transistor Tr, is fed to a comparator
whose other input is a 4.8V reference voltage. Its output is a
constant pulse-width squarewave signal which drives the
oys
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Fig. 12: The line sync/generator arrangement.

20. RL45 and CL13 form a low-pass filter at the input to
suppress h.f. harmonics or noise that could cause picture
jitter.
The separated line sync pulses are fed to a phase detector
whose other input is derived from pulses tapped from the
heater winding on the line output transformer. These are
integrated by RL34 and CL21 to form a sawtooth waveform
which is applied to pin 13. PLO4 provides horizontal shift
adjustment, by varying the phase of the sawtooth feedback
waveform. The phase detector compares the timing of the
line sync pulses and the sawtooth, producing a positive- or
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chip's open-collector output transistors (open collector
means that the load resistor is external to the Lc.). The linefrequency squarewave signal thus generated at pin 17 of the
chip is capacitively coupled, with d.c. restoration, to the
following driver stage.

The Field 77mebase
The TDA8218 chip drives the field scan coils directly
from pin 10. The field timebase circuit follows conventional
practice, with the usual flyback voltage generator arrangeTELEVISION DECEMBER 1995

ment. The oscillator is similar to that used in the line timebase section of the chip, though the separated field sync
pulses are applied to the internal resistor chain directly
instead of via a detector in a phase-locked loop.
There is a.c. and d.c. feedback from the scan coil circuit
to pin 7 of IL01. The height control PL03 varies the slope of
the feedback waveform at pin 7, thus adjusting the slope of
the scan coil current drive waveform at pin 10.
A 25Hz signal from the teletext module is applied to the
junction of the field scan coils and the scan coupling capacitor CL07 (1,000pF). This alters the scanning to non-interlaced in the teletext mode to prevent jitter.

zero. As a result it switches to full conduction, removing the
emitter bias voltage from the RGB output transistors. These
also switch to full conduction, discharging the e.h.t.via the
tube's cathodes.

Audio Circuit
The audio output stage is conventional, using a TDA2006
chip. The only point to note is that the input is via either
180V
R752
10k
2W

H
RT54
1k2

Super Sandcastle Pulses
IL01 also provides super sandcastle pulses at pin 19, with
three levels as follows:
(1) Field blanking level, typically 2.5V.

47k

68p

1k8

The field blanking generator is a monostable multivibrator with an external RC timing network connected to pin
8. The start of the blanking pulse is triggered by the falling
edge of the field sawtooth waveform. The line blanking
section of the super sandcastle pulse is produced by a
comparator whose inputs are line flyback pulses and an
internal reference voltage. The position of the burst gate
section of the super sandcastle pulse is fixed by an external
RC network connected to pin 14, with reference to the
middle of the line flyback period. Close-tolerance components are used in these external RC networks.

:45
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Fig. 13: The red output stage circuit.

transistor TS02 or TS03. In the TV mode TS03 is switched
on while TS02 is switched off. This situation is reversed in
the radio mode.

RGB Output Stages

The Microcontroller Chip

There are only very minor differences between the RGB
output stages, so only one will be described. Fig. 13 shows
the red output stage circuit.
The red output signal at pin 25 of the video processing
chip IVO1 is fed to base of the voltage amplifier transistor
TT52, whose load resistor is RT52 (10k,Q, 2W). This high
value is used to achieve high gain with low dissipation. The
following pnp transistor TT51 serves two purposes. It acts
as an emitter-follower: when TT52 is brought into conduction by a positive signal at its base, its collector voltage falls
and TI'51 conducts, providing a path for the tube's cathode
current. The path, from chassis, is via pin 33 of IV01,
RV17, RV18, PT50, TT51 and the flashover protection
resistor RT54.
TT51 also provides current sensing for the automatic
grey-scale correction circuit described last month. The
voltage developed across PT50 and RT50 is directly related
to the cathode current. This voltage is fed to pin 34 of IV01,
operating in the manner previously described. Diodes DT55
and DT95 are included to prevent TT5 1 's collector voltage
rising above about 21V. Otherwise T1'51 could saturate,
with loss of beam current limiting. PT50 and the corresponding potentiometer in the blue output stage enable
tinting at peak white to be removed — a fixed resistor is used
in the green output stage.
In addition to supplying a stable 3.8V bias voltage for the
RGB output transistors TT81 provides switch-off spot
suppression. At switch off the 13V supply, which is
obtained from the line output stage, collapses quickly. CT81
is very rapidly discharged, reducing T1'81's base voltage to

The ST6399B1/KU microcontroller chip IR01 operates
with an 8MHz clock, crystal QR01 being connected
between pins 31 and 32.
The on-screen display (OSD) functions are built into it.
OSD blanking is used to produce the black fringe background around the OSD characters. Timing of the OSD
functions is controlled by the super sandcastle pulses. A
separate OSD oscillator is connected to pins 28 and 29,
running at approximately 5.5MHz. Adjustment of LR03,
which is connected between these pins, varies the width of
the characters.
There are different bus arrangements for video and teletext/tuner control. In both cases the data output is at pin 40.
The video clock and enable lines connected to pins 38 and
39 are used for brightness, colour and contrast control via
IV01. This Thomson bus is unidirectional. Pins 40 (data)
and 41 (clock) carry commands to the tuner and teletext
modules. This I2C bus is bidirectional, enabling the tuner or
teletext module to carry out a 'handshake' with the microcontroller chip. These lines are normally high, going low to
transmit commands.
The 62.5kHz output at pin 5 is used by the colour
decoder chip IC01 for PAL/SECAM switching.
Pin 7 detects the presence of an AV signal at the scart
socket while pin 17 switches the receiver to the AV mode.
The resistor connected 6 determines the TV standard,
with pin 34 providing an output to the i.f. module to select
the video and sound systems.
An associated muting signal generator circuit senses the
presence of a video signal. Its output is also fed to pin 36 of
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IR01 as a station detect input in the auto-search mode.
The keyboard has four key scan output and four key scan
input lines. When no key is pressed the output lines are low.
When a key is pressed the low from the output appears on
one of the input lines. Once this is detected, the output lines
begin to scan sequentially to enable the microcontroller chip
to decide which key is being pressed.
Resistors connected to pins 18 and 19 tell the chip
whether a simple clock or a radio/clock module is incorporated. These pins are also used for alarm input and f. m.
power on/off control.
The remote control input is at pin 35. There's a 5V peakto-peak square waveform with pulse-position modulation
when a command is being received. The line is high with no
signal input.

The standby/on output at pin 20 goes high for standby.
Pin 4 produces a pulse-width modulated output for
volume control.
The reset circuit, centred on transistors TR76/7, generates
a reset pulse for pin 33 of the microcontroller chip when a.c.
is first applied to the receiver or after a power supply interruption. The reset line is held low initially, rising to 5V after
about 20msec.
The power interrupt (power failure detect) input at pin 37
provides the microcontroller chip with a warning that the
a.c. input is about to be lost. It's low when a.c. is applied,
going high as soon as the mains input is disconnected. The
5V supply to the microcontroller chip is designed to maintain itself for at least 150msec, so that the chip can store the
receiver's current status in the EEPROM.

TV Fault Finding
Reports from Philip Blundell, AMIEEIE,
Michael Dranfield, Stephen Leatherbarrow,
Chris Watton, John Pitt-Francis,
Nick Beer and John Edwards

Ferguson 20H3 (TX100 Chassis)
This set wouldn't change channels when cold. The channel
display went off when the button was pressed, and the a.f.c.
could be seen to switch off, but there was no channel
change. Application of heat and freezer narrowed the search
to the stand-up PC1668 module on the PC1223 TACS
P.B.
board. C261 (lpF) on the module had dried up.
Philips 14PT156A (Anubis A-AB Chassis)
There was no teletext, with E3 displayed on the screen. All
other functions were o.k. The teletext decoder in on a
subpanel in this model. When it was removed we could see
from the soldering that someone had already replaced the
SAA5246 chip. Scope checks here showed that the clock
oscillator wasn't working. A new crystal (1701) restored the
P.B.
teletext.
Philips GR1-AX Chassis
This set came in with no picture. When the tube's first
anode voltage was turned up a blank, unmodulated raster
appeared. After much searching we discovered that a small,
brown disc ceramic capacitor, C2045 (22nF), was leaky. It's
in the a.g.c. circuit, connected to pin 10 of the TDA8305
jungle chip IC7020. The readings we obtained were 31d2
M.Dr.
both ways. A replacement restored the picture.
Ferguson TX99 Chassis
The complaint with this set was loss of the sound after an
hour. A soak bench test confirmed that this was so. After
checking the loudspeaker we turned our attention to the
audio amplifier, but touching R72 at its input with a finger
produced a healthy buzz from the speaker. Our next check
was at the volume control pin (11) of the TDA4505 jungle
chip IC2. As the voltage here didn't change when the
volume control button was pressed we moved to the M494F
chip IC241 on the remote control board. But surprise,
surprise pin 34 and the output from the emitter-follower
TR246 ramped up and down.
The only components between the emitter of TR246 and
pin 11 of the TDA4504 chip are C66 and R12, which were
both o.k., and the red LED D5. This was the culprit, going
open-circuit when hot. It's easy to find, being mounted just
behind the tuner. When working, its brightness intensifies as
the volume is increased. In fact you can see it through the
cabinet back. Remember the green LED in the TX10
M.Dr.
chassis? Ferguson seems to like using LEDs!
Matsui 1455
High h.t. is a common fault with this set. The cause is C607
(47pF) in the power supply drying out, the result being
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weak chopper transistor turn-off drive. Usually the
2SD1426 line output transistor is damaged.
So we quoted a price and began work. After replacing the
above two items we were left with a string of other faults —
and the profit margin rapidly dwindled. Field collapse was
caused by loss of the 12V supply to the TA7698AP chip.
We had to replace 8310 (10Q) near the line output transformer and the 12V zener diode D219 which was shortcircuit. Look around the luminance delay line for this
component. For loss of the luminance signal we had to
replace Q202 (2SA562), Q408 (2SC1815) and D417
(1N4148) which were all leaky. Finally the colour was
wrong. This took us to the tube base where presets VR503
(10kS2) and VR504 (500Q) were burnt up, R510 (1.51(0)
and R511 (4.71a were open-circuit and C505 (180pF) was
M.Dr.
short-circuit.
Grundig CUC52KT Chassis
There was a snowy raster with no signals. When we
removed the tuner/i.f. can for inspection we saw that
someone else had been looking for a dry-joint — the
soldering was a right mess, and several pins of the tuner
control chip (TVA2000) were shorted together. After desoldering and cleaning up, the tuner still failed to work. The
cause was traced to a burnt-up resistor that supplies 7.5V to
pin 3 of the TVA2000 chip. A new 5652 resistor restored
good pictures and sound.
When we tried the set next day it would receive channel
31 but only snow was present when the other local channels
(21, 24 and 27) were tried. The channels reappeared when
the set had warmed up. Use of freezer failed to get us to the
cause of the fault, but we found that tapping the can would
instigate it. We then found that the voltage at pin 10 of the
TVA2000 chip varied. As the 12V supply at pin 12 of the
main PCB connector was stable, the cause of the fault lay
within the tuner/i.f. can. There was a dry-joint at pin 12 of
the socket connector inside the can. This is not visible by just
removing the bottom: pins 11 and 12 are beneath the small
screening can that covers the prescaler. So you have to
remove this can to get at them. After resoldering these pins
the set was given a long soak test and declared fit.
M.Dr.
Philips K35 Chassis
Intermittent low gain was the complaint with one of these
sets. A tap on the tuner instigated the fault, so a new tuner
was fitted. This seemed to cure the trouble, but the set
bounced back three weeks later with the same complaint. As
before, a tap on the tuner produced the fault. But so did
tapping the PCB. We eventually found that the r.f. a.g.c.
potentiometer R414 was intermittent. A replacement — not a
M.Dr.
squirt of Servisol — cured the fault.
Ferguson A51F (IKC2 Chassis)
This set was tripping. We found that TV01 (BC558C) in the
electronic trip circuit was leaky. When we'd replaced this
item the set still tripped, but at a slower rate. The cause was
excessive current being drawn by the thyristor field output
stage. To cure the trouble we had to replace the TL082 field
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oscillator/driver chip IF01. For a quick check, just remove it.
In this particular set it was providing excessive drive. M.Dr.

Matsui 1481B
If the trouble is weak red, most noticeable with colour bars
and teletext, replace C964 (1µF, 50V). It's part of the red
cut-off network connected to pin 29 of the TA8807N chip
M.Dr.
on the tube base and tends to go open-circuit.

Hitachi CPT2578 (G8Q Chassis)
The complaint with this set was no sound. Its audio section
was o.k., and pin 34 of the SAA1293H chip ramped up and
down as the volume control was operated. But the voltage at
pin 12 of the d.c. volume/tone control chip didn't. Replacing
this chip made no difference however. The TDA2579 timebase generator chip is linked to the chip via D701 (1N4148),
presumably to mute the sound on channel change. D701 was
found to be leaky, measuring about 2000. We had to
M.Dr.
replace the TDA2579 chip as well as D701.

tests showed that the zener diode was short-circuit. So we
removed the hybrid chip and fitted a BZX61-8V2 zener
diode, basically between pins 2 and 6. This restored operation of the device!
C.W.

Philips CF1 Chassis
There was no colour, with the voltage at the wiper of the
customer colour control very low. When the control was set
to maximum the picture darkened slightly. This suggested a
short across the control line. Disconnecting the feed to the
TDA3560/N3 colour decoder chip (pin 6) restored the
control voltage, which could now be varied from about 1V
to 3V. With a new chip fitted the colour was back, though I
was then told that the symptom will occur if the reference
oscillator is off frequency. The old chip had hit the bin
before I heard this — why do people always tell you these
things after you've chucked the bit away?!
C.W.

Hitachi C2118T

The display had very badly corrugated verticals for about
the first two minutes. We carried out all sorts of freezer and
hairdryer tests without success, then brought out the scope.
A check on the 12V rail showed that C662 (600pF, 63V) in
the power supply wasn't at home until it had warmed up —
like a lot of us!
C.W.

No signals was the complaint here. The tuning display could
be called up, and the bar moved across the screen when
search tuning was started. But there was no variable voltage
at pin TU of the tuner. A wet finger test between the 12V
supply and the tuning voltage input proved that the tuner
was working, as some sort of picture appeared - albeit with
hum from the finger. When we traced back to the source of
the tuning voltage we found that R044 (12k52), which
provides the link to the h.t. line, was open-circuit.
C.W.

Ferguson 3787 (NordMende chassis)

Dansai TAI1051

We sold hundreds of these sets second-hand a few years
ago. As some of them are now approaching seventeen years
old, they are still working very well. This one had a fault
we'd not seen before. The picture appeared at switch on, but
there was a large blanked out area in the top half of the
raster — it looked like a map of India. After a while it
changed to South America! The culprit turned out to be
CM21 (22pF, 35V) on the field output panel.
C.W.

When this set was switched on using the standby button, the
voltage at the collector of the power regulator transistor
Q131 rose to 10.9V. It then dropped to zero, after about a
second. Q131's output is fed to the line output transformer
via D107, also to the line driver stage. The print goes
around the edge of the panel, to a wire link between the
transformer and the line output transistor's heatsink. This
link hadn't been fitted correctly — it hadn't been pushed
through the panel before being soldered. Fitting the link
correctly restored normal operation.
C.W.

Grundig CUC70 Chassis

Doric Mk 4 Chassis
Tripping when cold is a very common fault with these sets.
You can be misled, as disconnecting the load enables the
power supply to run. So if the set is tripping and this stops
when you disconnect the tripler, but .a new tripler makes no
difference, go back to the power supply and check 4R5
(681a. If it's all right, change it anyway, along with the
1N4148 diodes 4D7, 4D10 and 4D11. This will stop the
tripping.
C.W.

JVC 7170GB
This ancient portable had poor sync, with the picture rolling
on scene changes and the colour dropping out on some
channels. Checks in the sync section revealed that R216
(4700) had gone high to almost twice its correct value. A
replacement restored solidly locked pictures, the set
working perfectly despite its age. They don't make 'em like
that any more!
C.W.

Hitachi CPT2650 (Salora J Chassis)
This set was dead. A scope check at the collector of TB701,
the lower chopper transistor in the Ipsalo circuit, showed
that the normal pulse was present. This led us to check the
voltages at pins 1, 2 and 3 of the hybrid LF0041 chopper
control chip HB1. Pin 1 was at 20V but pins 2 and 3 were
at zero. We decided that HB1 had failed and fitted a
replacement. This restored normal operation. Out of
curiosity we took a look at the LF0041 circuit and found
that between pins 1, 2 and 3 there is a stabiliser circuit that
consists of two transistors and a zener diode. Resistance
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Philips 17CE1230 (CP90 Chassis)
This portable's remote control range was very poor. The
cause turned out to be the TDA3047 RC receiver chip. After
replacing it the range was excellent.
J.P-F.

Bush 2321T
The symptoms produced by this set were most peculiar.
Sometimes it would come on normally and stay on; sometimes it would come on, trip off and go totally dead; usually
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it would start up then, after just a couple of seconds and
often before the picture put in an appearance, it would trip
to standby with faint thumps from the loudspeaker. In fact
there were two faults competing for our attention! The
mains input plug to the mother board was badly crimped.
And C802 (100uF, 16V), which couples the drive to the
base of the chopper transistor, had gone low in value. J.P-F.

reading across the h.t. line. The cause was traced to the
MB1F EW modulator diode D579, which was very leaky,
and the 2SC2073 EW modulator driver transistor Q491,
N.B.
which was short-circuit collector-to-emitter.

Salora 20L37

There was no life in the power supply. The cause was traced
J.P-F.
to R622 which supplies the start-up voltage.

This set was arcing, the symptoms being a line across the
screen and an audible addition to the sound. The cause of the
trouble was dry-joints at one end of both C512 and R606.
This arcing had led to the destruction of the MDA2062
N.B.
memory chip, which couldn't recall anything.

Akura CX10 (Nikkei Baby 10)

Saisho CT14R

There was normal sound but the line output transistor
Q403 was overheating and there was no raster. The cause
of the trouble was traced to D411 (FR155), which
produces the 160V supply for the RGB output stages. It
J.P-F.
was very leaky.

This set wouldn't tune in any stations. We soon found that
the tuner's 12V supply was missing because of open-circuit
print beneath the tuner. It had been eaten away by the fixative used to hold an 0.47pF electrolytic to the back of the
board. Normal operation was restored by cleaning up this
glue, repairing the print and replacing the capacitor — it's
N.B.
fitted across the tuning supply voltage.

Binatone 01/9014

Ferguson D14R (TX805 Chassis)
This was far too new a set for us to be familiar with the
chassis, and we didn't have the manual in stock. The
problem was that the set was stuck in the standby mode,
with no voltages on the secondary side of the chopper power
supply. Checks brought us to RP85 (27052) which was
open-circuit. There was no apparent cause for its early
S.L.
failure.

Tashiko 16E891 (Tatung 160 Chassis)

Goodmans CTV2OXRT

Bang and Olufsen 5102 (7XXX Chassis)

There was very little contrast. The on-screen display gave a
normal indication, but the voltage at pin 6 of the
TDA3562A colour decoder chip IC800 was low, at 1.3V,
and didn't vary. After looking at the relevant circuit diagram
we checked back to the beam limiter section where R414
(33k0) was found to be open-circuit. When this had been
replaced the contrast control voltage could be varied
S.L.
between 2.95V (full) and 1.9V (zero).

This set had been to another dealer for a teletext fault, but
there was still no teletext operation. When text was selected
all you got was S100 in the top left corner and the page
header about a third of the way up the screen. The number
could be entered, but there was no clock. When I examined
the text board I saw that at least two of the chips looked
very new, as did most of the solder. Unfortunately it hadn't
N.B.
reached pin 13 of 651C3, which was dry-jointed.

Panasonic Alpha 2 Chassis

Logik 4298 (Ferguson TX100 Chassis, 110° Version)

There was no picture because the tube's heater supply was
missing. Inspection around the line output transformer
revealed a crack in the PCB, though, this didn't affect the
heater supply — what did was the fact that the winding
between pins 7 and 10 was open-circuit, presumably caused
by the impact that had damaged the board. As a test I wound
a small coil of wire around the transformer's core to provide
N.B.
a heater supply.

This set was dead. For a change there was no short-circuit
reading across the h.t. line. We found that D28 (BY299),
which is in series with the h.t. feed to the line output transformer was short-circuit. When this was replaced there was
a concave raster. R711 (2.752, fusible) on the EW correction
PCB. had failed. It's in series with the emitter of the
N.B.
Darlington driver transistor TR73.

Grundig TVR5504

The complaint with this set was that it would come out of
standby of its own accord. Noise from the SL486 IR preamplifier chip was found to be the cause of the trouble. N.B.

There were teletext lines over the top half of the screen
(slow field flyback). The cause was dry-joints on most legs
of the field output chip, which is mounted on the rear
chassis rail. You get the same problem with some Sony
N.B.
chassis.

Ferguson TX85 Chassis
The TV section of this combined unit was in trouble. It
would either come on with an over-bright raster and flyback
lines then return to standby, or would come on with no
raster. The cause of the fault was a dry-joint at the cathode
N.B.
of D617.

Mitsubishi CT2206BX
This set was dead with the 2A fuse F901 black and Q991
(2SC1114) short-circuit. There was a very low resistance
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Ferguson TX9 Chassis (TDA4600 Version)
This set was fitted with the final version of the chassis,
which has a TDA4600-based chopper power supply. Very
occasionally the set would either fail to start up or go off at
random. It would work normally for hours, days or even
weeks. To cut a very long story short, the cause of the
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trouble was at pin 8 of the chopper transformer Tl. It wasn't
the usual dry-joint at the connection to the PCB: the actual
winding termination to the pin itself was poorly jointed. The
cure was to remove the transformer then scrape and resolder
the connections.
J.E.

Hitachi CPT2226 (NP81CQ Chassis)
Sound was present and there was, a picture, but the chopper
power supply transformer was screaming and there was
severe line tearing across the centre portion of the raster.
The mains bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor C906
(220pF, 400V) was open-circuit.
J.E.

Tandberg CTV3 Chassis
This set was dead. Fuse F725 had blown apart because the
BU126 chopper transistor Q735 was short-circuit. Further
checks showed that the BU208A line output transistor had
also died. After renewing the above items we switched the
set on. The sound came up but there was no raster and the
e.h.t. tripler was very hot to touch. A new tripler finally got
J.E.
the set working.

Granada C59GZ5 (Salora K Chassis)
When this set had been on for about five seconds the
picture would fluctuate rapidly in and out, followed by
shut-down. Sometimes it wouldn't bother to produce a
display, just tripping and going into standby. The Salora

chassis in this set uses the Ipsalo-3 power supply, which is
well known for failure of the S2000AF chopper transistor
TB701 and the 220, 5W filter resistor RB703. We repaired
many suspect joints in the power supply and the line output
section but this made no difference. The LF0059 hybrid
chopper control chip HB600 then fell under suspicion.
Fortunately, replacing it with one from a scrap set provided
a cure.
J.E.

Sanyo CTP3131
There was a blank raster with flyback lines. The first anode
and focus controls worked normally but R464 (10052) was
open-circuit. It's in the 85V supply to the RGB output
stages.
J.E.

Hitachi CPT2028 (NP83CQ Chassis)
There was no sound or picture though the power supply and
the line output stage were working. R716 (2f2) in the line
output stage derived 12V supply was open-circuit.
J.E.

Sanyo CTP3131
There was severe raster distortion at the sides, also fast
vertical rolling. Because the mains bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor C308 (100pF, 400V) was completely opencircuit there was a 400V peak-to-peak square waveform
across it. A replacement produced a nice picture and the
correct 1V peak-to-peak sawtooth ripple.
J.E.

ikvA Fault Finding
Panasonic Z3 Chassis
Reports from
Brian Storm
Glyn Dickinson
Denis J. Foley
Michael Maurice
Terry Lamoon
Jeff Herbert
John Edwards
Andrew Tebbutt
Richard Newman
Tony Ashworth
Michael Dran field

There was no colour in this portable's
display. So we turned our attention to
the circuitry around IC101, where
amongst other things the colour
decoding is carried out. Voltage
checks drew our attention to a small
ceramic capacitor connected to pin
29. C616 was leaky of course, being
one of the dreaded lOnF, 50V ceramic
type capacitors. B.S.

Panasonic Euro- I Chassis
This digital TV set seemed to work all
right — until you asked it for the onscreen menus. All that would be
displayed over the picture were
random numbers and characters. As
the information for the on-screen
menus is held in an EPROM on the
digital board, this was the first thing
we checked. Another reason for
homing in on it was the fact that it's a
plug-in chip. But a replacement made
no difference at all. We eventually
traced the cause of the trouble to the
TPU2735 teletext processor chip,
despite the fact that teletext worked
perfectly. B.S.

Panasonic Alpha 2W
Chassis
This beast had come from another
dealer, who'd given up. It had come
to him as a dead set, so he'd replaced
the regulator chip IC801. This made
no difference. He then found that the
over-voltage protection diode D854
was short-circuit. He'd removed it
and tried again. This is where his
problems started. Without the protection, the voltage on the 160V rail shot
up to about 300V. The reservoir and
smoothing capacitors started to
smoke. Then the line output transistor
winced and went short-circuit,
blowing the fusible link R567. This is
where I came in.
I fitted another STR45051M chip in
position IC801 and checked the
circuit around pin 5, which is where
the regulation control takes place.
R815 (5.651) was open-circuit, and I
also replaced C808 — as a precaution.
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After replacing D854 then Q551,
C851 and R567 in the line output
stage I gingerly powered up the set.
Fortunately the friendly rustle of e.h.t.
preceded a very good picture. B.S.

Panasonic TCI 4S I R (Z5
Chassis)
This portable was completely dead.
Should be simple, I thought. But the
chopper power supply chip IC801 in
this chassis has a standby and a power
mode. The standby circuit was
completely dead. Voltage checks
around IC801 showed no real signs of
life — but it was getting hot! After
extensive tests in the power supply I
found that D806 was leaky. A
replacement AUO2V0 diode restored
normal operation.B.S.

Philips GR2-I Chassis
Dead set was the complaint. In fact it
wouldn't turn on, though the power
supply was running (phew!). Checks
showed that the microcontroller chip
wasn't working, but a replacement
didn't help. I then did what I should
have done to start off with — unplug the
text panel. The faulty component was
IC7880 (PCA84C81AP/098). If the
chip from the earlier version is used,
the Fastext keys won't work. G.D.

Ferguson TX I 0 Chassis
with Sweep Tuning
There are still lots of these sets
around. A common fault is failure of
the tuning to stop, or the LED
flashing constantly with no effect.
The faulty chip is always IC344
(MC1449-9PB). Many suppliers
regard it as obsolete, but SEME still
seem to have some left. G.D.

occasion, replace the TDA3576B
timebase generator chip IC7200. But
be careful: the drawing on the
component side of the board is upside
down — the print side diagram is
correct. If you install the chip the
wrong way round the fault is almost
identical! G.D.

Philips GRI-AX Chassis
The symptoms were as follows: very
excessive height, non-linearity and
field blanking to the extent that only a
quarter of the picture was displayed.
They were all intermittent.
Replacing the field output and timebase generator chips made no difference. Neither did replacing any
relevant electrolytics. We removed
and checked every resistor in the field
output stage. Several hours later we
traced the cause of the trouble to
C2043 (82pF), which was intermittently leaky. It feeds pulses from the
line output transformer to the field
generator section of the TDA8305
timebase generator chip IC7020, at
pin 2. D.J.F.

Loewe Opta Profi T28
"It's difficult to start from cold" the
customer said. At switch on the
standby LED would glow for about
three seconds then gradually fade.
C626 (100pF) in the start-up circuit
for the TDA4601 chopper control chip
had fallen in value to 50pF. D.J.F.

Sony KVX2I72
This set was brought in because its
the volume level couldn't be altered.
The cause was the EAROM chip
IC072, a replacement putting matters
right. M.M.

Philips KT4 Chassis

Matsui 2095

There was sound but no raster. When
the tube's first anode voltage was
increased we found that the field
timebase was working. So the next
thing to check was the sandcastle
pulse. If it's present, the TDA3561A
colour decoder chip is probably
faulty. If it's absent, as on this

This set was thought to be dead
though the power supply was working
and there were no shorts across any of
the circuits on its secondary side. We
quickly found that there was no drive
to the line output transistor. In fact
there was no line oscillation, because
C607 (3.3nF) which determines the
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oscillator's free-running frequency
had a 31d2 leak. A replacement
restored normal operation. M.M.

Mitsubishi CT25A2STX
This set would sometimes trip when it
came out of standby. While I was
carrying out some checks the line
output transistor went short-circuit.
So I fitted a 60W bulb as a dummy
load instead. When the set was
brought out of standby the bulb
glowed brightly, with the h.t. well
above its correct value. The cause of
this was traced to C609, the 47pF
capacitor in the chopper transistor's
base circuit. A new capacitor reduced
the h.t. voltage to the correct level
while a new line output transistor
restored the picture. M.M.

Sanyo CBP2572 (ED I
Chassis)
There was intermittent loss of the offair vision signal. For once the fault
wasn't on the digital board! There
was simply a dry-joint at the emitter
of Q173 (2SA608). M.M.

Sharp DV5132H
When one of these sets goes into the
protection mode you have approximately five seconds before it reverts
to standby. Fortunately all that was
wrong with this particular set was that
R612, the fusible resistor that feeds
the supply to the field output chip,
was open-circuit. A replacement
restored normal operation. M.M.

JVC AV25S I EK
This set's picture was dim with a
slight green tint. The cause was no
voltage at IC201's contrast control
pin because capacitor C1206 had
become leaky. A new 3.3pF capacitor
restored good pictures. M.M.

Toshiba 21I2DB
The reported fault was that this set ,
would go to standby after about half
an hour. I couldn't instigate the fault
in the workshop, but found that pin 64
of the microcontroller chip appeared
to be dry-jointed. After resoldering it
and giving the set a long soak test I
decided that all was now well. M.M.

produce the dead set symptom. In
addition to replacing LG11, the
following items must be replaced,
using Ferguson approved components: CL44 330nF; RL44 560 +
1200 fusible; 7134 220 fusible; IG01
TDA4950 EW modulator driver chip.
Note that RL44 consists of two resistors in series. Also check the 1nF
ceramic capacitor CG11 which may
well have gone short-circuit. M.M.

Philips I4TVCR240
This is the Philips contribution to the
range of combination TV sets/VCRs
available. It was dead with a shortcircuit line output transformer, a
replacement restoring normal operation. M.M.

Grundig P37-050
There was no remote control operation, nor did the channel change
buttons on the set itself work, though
the volume control was o.k. I assumed
that the main microcontroller chip
was faulty, but on investigation I
found that the remote control input
line was stuck at OV with a shortcircuit across it. Disconnecting the
line removed the short, which was
cured by replacing the TFMS4300
infra-red receiver chip. Obviously the
channel change is linked to the remote
control line and was also being
dragged down. T.L.

Matsui 1091
I though the customer who brought
this set in was crazy. He claimed that
it wouldn't power up unless it was
laid on its right-hand side! But he was
right. When the set was switched on
normally it wouldn't power up even
when tapped etc. On its left-hand side
it wouldn't work, but turn it over on
to its right-hand side and up it came. I
removed the back and fortunately the
cause of the fault showed up. A wire
near the on/off switch was dryjointed. It had been arcing and as a
result was conductive on only one
side. A good clean up and a resolder
cured the problem. I'll never disbelieve a customer again! T.L.

GoldStar CIT2181FG

A number of different line output
transformers, that are not interchangeable were used in these sets. This one
was fitted with a Philips transformer,
part no. 043221008P. It was shortcircuit, a replacement bringing the set
back to life. M.M.

The complaint with this set was that
the colour disappeared after about
twenty minutes. On test that's exactly
what happened. Good old freezer
came to the rescue. Use of this soon
established that the chroma delay line
was dodgy. A replacement cured the
fault. How ever did we manage
without freezer?! T.L.

Ferguson ICC5 Chassis

Matsui 2095T

Failure of the EW loading coil LG11
in models fitted with 110° tubes can

Be careful if distorted sound is the
complaint with one of these receivers.

Matsui 2092T
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Don't order a new audio chip: reseat
the old one, using some hot melt to
hold it. T.L.

Philips NC3 Chassis
This set was dead with a blackened
mains input fuse. A quick check in the
power supply revealed that the
BUT11AF chopper transistor Q401
was short-circuit and the 4.70 surge
limiter resistor R401 open-circuit.
There were also various dry-joints
around the chopper transformer and
the line output transformer. Resoldering these and replacing the failed
parts brought the set back to life
again. T.L.

Matsui 148IB
There was barely audible sound.
Some tapping soon revealed dryjoints at the 6MHz filter CF301 in the
i.f. section. Resoldering brought the
sound back to its full level. T.L.

Toshiba 1720RB
If line tearing after a while is the
problem with one of these sets, try
freezing the STRD4412 chopper chip
Q801 in the power supply. A replacement should cure the fault. Part no. is
23314510. T.L.

Sanyo CTP3I06
This set suffered from extreme
bowing at the sides of the raster, especially the last three quarters of the
scan. Some one had already replaced
most of the capacitors and resistors in
the power supply, then given up. A
meter check across the mains bridge
rectifier's reservoir capacitor
produced a reading of only about
113V instead of the 300V or so you
would expect. On removal this 100pF,
400V high ripple current capacitor
was found to have fallen in value to
just 1.5)1F. A replacement cured the
fault. J.H.

Hitachi CI4-P2 1 6 (G7P Mk
2 Chassis)
This set had been in the workshop
twice during the past month, the
complaint being that it would
occasionally fail to start up, only the
standby LED indicating that there was
some life in it. It hadn't gone wrong
during soak tests. The third time it
came in the symptom was permanent.
R903 and R902 (both 82k0) in the
bias feed to the chopper transistor were
open-circuit. Note that in the fault
condition the mains bridge rectifier's
reservoir capacitor is fully charged, at
300V. Use a 11d2 resistor to discharge
it before commencing work. This will
avoid accidental destruction of the
power supply, turning a simple job into
a nightmare. J.E.
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Alba CTV4805/Bush
VCRI55
Here's a good one for you! The job
sheet said "when the TV set is
switched off the VCR ejects the tape
even when no tape has been inserted".
This seemed very hard to believe, but
on arrival at the customer's house I
found that the description was quite
accurate. When the customer
unplugged the TV set from the multiadaptor (yuk!), the VCR flew into a
frenzy of trying to eject a tape
although there wasn't one in the
machine. When the TV set was
switched off using its own mains
switch however the VCR behaved
itself. At this point the customer
mentioned that the text was "a bit
funny".
Switching to text provided a clue.
The text over-filled the screen, to the
point where it was severely cramped
at the bottom. High h.t. and thus high
e.h.t. I thought (the set did rustle quite
a bit at switch off). C610 (47pF, 50V),
which couples the drive to the chopper
transistor, can cause high h.t. when
faulty. But when I removed the set's
back the cause of the trouble was
immediately apparent. The tube's
Aquadag earthing strap had parted
company with its spring. As it didn't
want to reach the spring I had to
extend it with some solderwick (I'm in
the field, remember!). This solved the
e.h.t. discharge problem, but for good
measure I replaced C610 and reset the
h.t.
I can only conclude that the micro
chip in the VCR was being upset
when the receiver used the r.f. lead as
a discharge path for the e.h.t.
Incidentally the Alba CTV4805 uses
a similar chassis to the Matsui 1455,
which was the subject of a servicing
feature in the magazine a few months
ago. A.T.

Beko 12220
At switch on there was no colour in
the display. But if the set was
switched to standby and back, or the
channel was changed, the colour
would appear and remain until the set
was switched off with the mains
switch. The cause of the fault was
traced to dry-joints on the main board,
where the colour decoder panel plugs
into it. A.T.

Grundig CUC220 Chassis
This fault could possibly apply to any
set that uses a TDA4600 type power
supply. The set would squeal and
rumble at switch on, with the LED
display flashing like a Space Invaders
game. But the set would come on if it
was repeatedly switched off then on
again. A check on the h.t. output from
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the power supply when the fault was
present showed that it was varying.
Although the set could be made to
work, I suspected that there was a
fault in the power supply. Replacing
C633 (220pF, 25V), which smooths
the TDA4600 chip's 12.5V supply,
and the chip itself cured the fault. I
also replaced C631 (100pF, 40V)
which couples the drive to the
BU208A chopper transistor as it
looked tired. A.T.

Toshiba 150R6B
This set just emitted a whining noise.
Nice and simple for a change: the line
output transformer was dead short to
chassis. The replacement comes with a
couple of capacitors that have to be
changed. Once we'd fitted the replacements we had a really excellent
picture. R.N.

Philips GI I0 Chassis
This set came in dead, but it wasn't
the usual power supply breakdown.
When I powered the set it whined. The
power supply ran perfectly with the
feed to the line output stage disconnected and a 60W bulb connected
across the h.t. line as a dummy load. It
turned out that the line output transformer was the cause of the trouble:
it's the first one I've had to replace.
The picture was a bit strange when
the replacement had been fitted. Part
of the on-screen display was shifted to
the left, with the first letter missing. It
soon became apparent that the width
was at maximum and the EW correction circuit wasn't working. Further
checks brought me to the 101d2 width
control R3525 which was opencircuit. A replacement and setting up
corrected the display. R.N.

Ferguson TX! 0 Chassis
It's amazing how many of these sets
are still around, giving really excellent
pictures. This ex-rental Baird set (pre
1560 PCB version) was no exception,
but the customer complained of intermittent operation and a black bar
across the screen.
A good solder up in the power
supply and around the line output
transformer cured the intermittent
operation. The set then ran for several
hours, after which a field sync bar
would slowly drift down the screen. A
check showed that the field hold
control was at one end of its travel,
after which I found that R773 (330141)
had increased in value to around
700ka A replacement put this final
problem right. R.N.

flashing across the screen. On test the
receiver ran for some time without
fault, but a good tap around transformer T391 produced a faint arcing
noise and severe interference on the
screen. With the workshop lights out,
a sharp tap produced a corona
discharge around one leg of T391.
Close inspection then revealed that the
riveted connection was loose. I
removed the transformer, thoroughly
cleaned and tinned the tags, then
refitted it using plenty of solder
around the rivets. After doing this the
set worked perfectly. R.N.

Philips 2A Chassis
This set was eating line output transistors. The dealer who brought it to me
had fitted several — the correct
BU508V type — and had also replaced
the line output stage tuning capacitor.
The usual dry-joints had been attended
to.
I decided to check the line drive
waveform. It didn't look too bad, but
every so often there was an odd shake.
Although the line driver transformer
connections appeared to be all right, I
decided to resolder them. When the
soldering iron touched one of the legs
the solder fell away, leaving a rather
blackened tag poking through the
board. I removed the transformer,
cleaned the legs then refitted it. For
good measure I also replaced the
damping components R3633 (6.8k,Q)
and C2633 (1.2nF). The set then ran
with no further problems. R.N.

NEI TV
There was no identifying model
number on this teletext set and I was a
bit reluctant to take it on. The set was
dead, but my spirits rose when I
removed tha back and found a conventional TDA4601 type power supply.
There were a number of dry-joints in
this area, including the start-up
posistor. The main problem was a dryjoint at D805, which is connected to
the base of the chopper transistor.
After dealing with these dry-joints
the set still seemed a little reluctant to
start, sometimes taking eight to ten
seconds to get going. This was caused
by C810 (100pF, 16V) which couples,
the drive to the base of the chopper
transistor. It's mounted very close to a
wirewound resistor, and looked rather
sad. Much to my relief, a replacement
put things right. R.N.
Editorial note: The component reference numbers tie up with the Indiana
100 'chassis.

Matsui 6092
Granada C41GS5
The complaint was of intermittent
operation, with sparking noises and

This set was dead. There appeared to
be a short-circuit line output
transformer, but the fault was actually
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caused by C312 (0-056pF, 200V).
This capacitor is part of a voltagedoubling circuit in the line output
stage. T.A.

Panasonic TX28G1 (Alpha
2 Chassis)

down should d.c. be present at the
audio outputs. The h.t. was being
reduced because Q613 had developed
an intermittent leak. The type of
transistor used in this position seems
to be quite critical (part no. 8-729216-22). T.A.

The output from the left-hand sound
channel was distorted. We traced back
to PCB H, where the output at pin 1
of IC2401 was distorted though its
input at pin 22 was without distortion.
The d.c. level of the input was low
however, because the 100pF ceramic
capacitor C2442 had a 51d1 leak. The
circuitry in the right-hand channel is
identical. So C2441 could cause a
similar problem. T.A.

The satellite section of this receiver
didn't work because its 21V supply
was missing. Circuit protector PS605
on PCB D was found to be opencircuit. The circuit diagram shows the
rating for this device as 2.7A, but an
N15 (600mA) is the correct
replacement. T.A.

Sony KVS3412U (AE2
Chassis)

Sanyo CBP2162 (E4
Chassis)

This set would work for a few
minutes, then the picture would
collapse into lines in the centre of the
screen, with a high-pitched whine
coming from the line output
transformer. Voltage checks showed
that when the fault was present the
h.t. was low at 70V. The cause of the
trouble was traced to the audio
protection circuit, where Q613
(2SA1162G) shuts the power supply

There was sound but no picture.
When the first anode control setting
was advanced a blank raster appeared.
Apparently the picture had disappeared during a thunderstorm. Checks
around the colour decoder chip
revealed that the amplitude of the
sandcastle pulse was low at 0.2V p-p,
the line part of the waveform being
absent. Replacing the TDA4505M
multifunction chip IC101 cured the

Sony KVG25I5U (AE2B
Chassis)

fault. It produces a sandcastle pulse
output at pin 27. M.Dr.

Sony KV2092
If the problem with one of these sets
is intermittent failure of the 2SD1398
line output transistor, desolder the
base drive coupling coil L801 then retin and refit it. It's also a good idea to
go over the connections to the line
driver transformer. M.Dr.

Tatung 170/180 Chassis
If you find that the S2000AF line
output transistor is short-circuit you
will almost certainly have to replace
the BY228 EW modulator diode
D404, the BD239C EW modulator
driver transistor Q303 and R433
(1.251, safety) in the field timebase
power supply. A TIP31 will do in
position Q303. M.Dr.

Hitachi C21 18T
At switch on this set tripped back
to standby and the e.h.t. sounded
rather too healthy — on test it peaked at
about 40kV. Checks in the power
supply revealed that R909 (39142),
which is in series with the set h.t.
control, had risen to 45ka Luckily
there was no other damage. M.Dr.

Servicing
the Tatung 120 Chassis
John Coombes

T

he Tatung 120 series chassis went into production in
1981, the run continuing for several years. Large
numbers of sets fitted with the chassis were produced, under the Tatung, Decca and other brand
names. Decca and Tatting sets that incorporate the chassis
can be identified by the fact that the second digit in the model
number is 2, e.g. CN1271, DN1251, DN1253, DN1256 and
DN9256.
The circuitry is straightforward, with a TDA4600 based
switch-mode power supply (see Fig. 1). Note that the emitter
of the BU426A chopper transistor Q801 is at —315V, the positive side of the mains bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor
C804 being connected to chassis — the chopper transformer
does not provide mains isolation in this design. The chassis
is designed to drive 90° tubes in sizes 14 to 22in., so there's
no EW correction circuitry. A large-screen version, the 130
chassis, was also produced: this incorporates EW correction
circuitry and uses a different field timebase chip (TDA1670)
but is otherwise virtually the same as the 120 series chassis.
Power Supply Faults

If the 2AT mains fuse F801 has blown, the first item to check
is the degaussing posistor R901 — by substitution. If necessary go on to check the mains filter capacitor C801, the
mains bridge rectifier diodes D801-4 and their parallel protection capacitors C802/3/5/6.
If the two fuses F801 and F802 are both o.k. but the set
fails to start, check the diode (D805) and the resistor (R802)
in the start-up circuit.
If the 1AT d.c. fuse F802 is open-circuit a replacement may
well get the set working again. If the replacement blows,
check whether the chopper transistor Q801 is short-circuit. If
it is check the values of R808 and R810 before fitting a
replacement. These are usually both 150k52. They tend to go
high in value. Some sets have a lower value resistor in position R808. Also check that 1801 is operating corectly. You
should get voltage readings of 2.2V and 1.8V respectively at
pins 4 and 8, using a 201d2/V meter on the 10V d.c. range—
these readings are with respect to the chip's heatsink tab,
which is at —315V.
If the set is not in standby but still won't operate, 1801 or
D805 could be in an intermittent open-circuit condition.
If the 120V h.t. supply is missing at the reservoir capacitor
C822, check whether D812 is open-circuit. If the h.t. voltage
is low, check whether C822 is low in value or open-circuit. If
the h.t. voltage is incorrect or varying, check R812 (22k52),
D808 (BA157), C814 (lpF) and R813 (10k12) whose carbon
track can deteriorate. If these items are all o.k., suspect the
chip (I800).
If the 12V supply is missing, check the LM340T-12 12V
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regulator chip 1802 which could be open-circuit. If it's o.k.,
check that there is 18V at its input. If this voltage is missing,
check R817 and D811.
Line Timebase Faults

If there's no e.h.t., check for h.t. at the collector of the BU500
line output transistor Q402. If this is missing, check whether
the fusible feed resistor R430 (1552, 2.8W) is open-circuit. If
so, try resoldering it. If it goes open-circuit again, check
whether the line output stage tuning capacitor C425 is shortcircuit or leaky. Its value is 8.2nF in the 120, 122, 125 and
126 chassis, 9.111F in the 121, 123 and 124 chassis — ratings
2kV, 5 per cent in both cases. Other things to check if necessary are the line output transistor, then the tripler by disconnecting the lead to the line output transformer. If the
sound and h.t. are o.k. with the tripler disconnected, fit a
replacement. If this action makes no difference replace the
line output transformer T402, which probably has shorted
turns. Note that a faulty tripler will nearly always damage
R432 and R433 (both 330k52, 1W) on the earthy side of the
e.h.t. circuit. Replace them if at all suspect.
If there's no raster because the tube's heaters are out, check
whether R902 (la 1.5W) is open-circuit then, as necessary,
for dry-joints at pins 9 and 10 on the tube base and at the relevant connections to the line output transformer.
If there's poor focus or a bright raster, check the focus/A1
voltage module 2402 by replacement.
If there's no e.h.t. and no line drive, check for 105V at the
collector of the BF419 line driver transistor Q401. No supply
here most likely means that R427 (47052, 2W fusible) is
open-circuit or the driver transformer T401 is open-circuit or
dry-jointed. If necessary check whether the TDA2576A
sync/line generator chip 1401 is providing a line drive output
at pin 10. It should have a 12V supply at pin 16. If this is
missing, check whether L401 (10pH) is open-circuit or dryjointed.
Field Timebase Faults

Field collapse is the usual fault here. Check whether the
TDA1170 field timebase chip 1301 is receiving its 23V supply at pin 2. It's derived from the line output transformer. If
missing, check whether D404 (BA159) or R434 (1052 metal
film fusible) is open-circuit or C423 (1,000pF, 40V) shortcircuit. If the supply is o.k. the chip is suspect. But check for
dry-joints at the pins, also the flyback boost capacitor C304
(100pF, 50V). Another possibility is open-circuit field scan
coils or dry-joints at the connector M301.
R316 (lka 0.5W 5 per cent) can cause intermittent field
collapse. It's used to introduce a degree of field scan shift and
is not fitted in all sets.
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For lack of height, check whether R311 (4701d2) has gone
high in value. If necessary check the height control R310
(4701d2) for change of value or a deteriorated track.
For field linearity faults check C308 (0.1pF) and/or C310
(0.22pF) by replacement. Other possibilities are C305 (10pF,
40V) and R307 (2201M).
Sync Faults

Check the d.c. conditions at the pins of the TDA2576A
sync/line generator chip 1301. The following readings should
be obtained: pin 1 1.35V; pin 2 0.1V; pin 3 4.6V; pin 4 4.5V;
pin 5 6.2V; pin 6 4.4V; pin 7 2.4V; pin 8 1.1V; pin 9 OV; pin
101.6V; pin 114.1V; pin 12 2.7V; pin 13 12V; pin 14 0.8V;
pin 15 5.2V (with loss of line hold); pin 16 12V. If any voltages are suspect, check 1301 by replacement.
For no or poor field sync, check R301 and/or R302 (both
10kS2) for change of value.
No Picture/Uncontrollable brightness

Check C504 (10pF, 16V) which is a clamp reservoir capacitor connected to pin 3 of the pPC1365C colour decoder chip
1501. It can go open-circuit. It may be necessary to check
1501 by replacement.
Colour Faults

For loss of colour, check that the 4.43MHz oscillator is working correctly. Crystal X502 may be faulty or dry-jointed. The
other obvious item to suspect is the pPC1365C colour
decoder chip 1501. Check the pin voltages or check by
replacement. There should be a 12V supply at pin 1. If this is
missing, check whether C502 (47pF, 16V) is short-circuit. If
the voltage is low, check whether C502 and/or C503 (0.1pF)
is open-circuit. Other possibilities for loss of colour are the
delay line X501 which may be open-circuit or dry-jointed,
and Q501 (2N3906) which can go open-circuit.
1501 can also be responsible for loss of one colour.
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Alternatively the transistors in the appropriate output stage
may need to be checked. These are Q203 (BF715 or BF787)
and Q204 (BC547) red; Q208 (BF715 or BF787) and Q210
(BC547) green; and Q211 (BF715 or BF787) and Q212
(BC547) blue. The output stages are of the cascode type.
Another possibility here is the feedback/bias resistors R226
(red), R244 (green) and R251 (blue). These are 1001d2 metal
film resistors with a 2 per cent tolerance. Check whether the
relevant one is high in value or open-circuit.
Tuner and IF Stages

The tuner has proved to be reliable but can be responsible for
drift. The TAA550 33V stabiliser I001 can also be responsible for drift. Check it by substitution. If there is just a
snowy display, check whether 1001 is short-circuit and/or
R003 (101d2, 1W) is open-circuit.
If the picture is slightly grainy, ensure that the tuner a.g.c.
control R105 (47k11) is correctly set and check the condition
of its carbon track.
For a blank screen with no snow suspect the TDA2540 i.f.
chip I101. Check that its 12V supply is present at pin 11. If
not, check L103 which could be open-circuit or dry-jointed.
Another possibility is the BF959 SAWF driver transistor
Q101. If its collector voltage is missing, check R103 (1052).
If there's a halo effect or double image around figures on
the screen, check for dry-joints around the SAWF (Z101).

Fig. I: The
chopper power
supply circuit used
in the Tatung 120
and 130 series
chassis. R805 is
not fitted in
models with
frequencysynthesis tuning in
which R8I8, R820
and C827 are
added.

Sound Faults

For no sound carry out some mechanical checks first. Start
with the 8S2 loudspeaker then move back through the connections to pins 3 and 5 of plug/socket M501, looking for
open-circuits. The audio coupling capacitor C616 (220pF,
25V) is another possibility for being open-circuit.
The TDA3190 sound i.f. amplifier/demodulator/audio output chip 1601 should have 18V at pin 14. If the device's pin
voltages are incorrect, check it by substitution.
■
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11111111WAFault Finding
Hitachi C2133TN (Stereo
Plus Chassis)
Reports from
Mike Leach
Philip Blundell
Michael Maurice
Eugene Trundle
Glyn Dickinson
Chris Watton
John Edwards
Phil Morrison
Denis Foley
Chris Avis
Roger F. White
Tony Ashworth

No results was the complaint with this
fairly new set. Only the standby light
came on, nothing else. As I'd not
worked on one of these sets before, I
first had a good look round to see if
anything obvious, such as dry-joints,
might be responsible for the fault.
Everything was o.k. Out came the
manual, and it was a matter of starting
from square one.
Power was clearly present, as the
standby light was on. I assumed that
the cause of the fault could lie in one
of three areas, the power supply, the
line timebase or the control circuitry.
After a few d.c. checks I decided that
the control system was to blame — the
12V was missing at pin 16 of the
TEA2164 chopper circuit chip. This
line goes high or low for on and
standby respectively. It's controlled by
a group of components on the front
panel. When I finally got the board out
I found that the BC858B chip
transistor VE07 was short-circuit. This
removed the 12V feed to the power
supply chip. A replacement transistor
restored normal operation. M.L.

Philips Anubis A AC
Chassis

Very poor colour from cold was the
complaint with this set. It looked as if
something was wrong in the reference
oscillator circuit, though the crystal
and the chip both proved to be o.k. Use
of a hairdryer and freezer brought us to
the culprit, which was the 2.2pF, 63V
capacitor C2164 near the TDA3561
colour decoder chip. A new capacitor
restored normal colour. M.L.

This set worked fine with dark scenes.
When the picture was bright however
it would flicker and the power supply
output voltages would fall. Was the
line output stage taking too much
current, or was the power supply
unable to provide sufficient current to
meet the line output stage's normal
requirements?
Fortunately we were able to make
some comparisons with a stock set of
the same type. By loading the good
set's power supply with bulbs, we
found that its 95V output could
provide 700mA before the supply
began "chirruping" and the voltages
began to fall. The faulty set could
provide only 500mA.
At least we knew that the fault was
in the power supply. Fitting repair kit
SBC7021 (part no. 4822 310 20491)
made no difference, neither did
bridging the various electrolytics. I
finally checked the gain of all the
power supply transistors that hadn't
already been replaced. Tr7554
(BC337A) was leaky. P.B.

Ferguson TX85 Chassis

JVC AV21F1EK

This set was dead. The mains fuse had
blown and the chopper transistor TR6
was short-circuit. R101 in the snubber
network was dry-jointed, so this was
resoldered. Resistance checks around
the TEA2018A chopper control chip
then showed that the earth print from
the emitter of TR6 to pin 2 of the chip
via pin 2 of the chopper transformer
was open-circuit: the break was near

This Nicam set suffered from an intermittent fault that was described as no
sync. About five minutes after
switching the set on from cold the
picture would shake from left to right,
sometimes violently. If text was
selected the display was all right. If
mix was selected there would be no
line lock between the text and the
picture. This would last for about

Philips 40 Chassis
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the transformer. After linking across
the break we continued our tests. R98,
which is in series with TR6's base,
was open-circuit; D20 (1N4148) in
the error feedback network was shortcircuit; and the TEA2018A chip had
blown its top.
After replacing these items we
connected the set to the mains supply
via the variac and carefully increased
the input. Fortunately the set was now
o.k. P.B.

three minutes, after which the fault
would clear. No amount of freezing or
heating would then instigate the fault.
Switching the set off overnight would
bring the fault back however.
JVC thought that the problem
might be caused by the 6MHz crystal
on the text panel — the sync pulses
come from the text processor chip in
these sets. So I started to check
around in this area and found that
when the fault was present there was
noise on the sync pulses in the video
input waveform. This comes from the
if. unit, where a tantalum capacitor
(CO2) that decouples the i.f. a.g.c. was
found to be the culprit. Replacing it
cleared the fault completely. M.M.

Sony KV2217
This old-timer had an EW fault. Our
field service engineer had replaced a
number of capacitors before giving
up. The first thing we noticed was that
the tube was as flat as a pancake. It
was an insurance job however, so we
delved into the EW correction
circuitry and found that coils L552
and L554 were open-circuit. After
replacing these and the tube, then
setting up, we had an excellent
picture. M.M.

Ferguson ICC5 Chassis
The tuner was cutting out occasionally. Fortunately the cause was easy
to rectify: there was a dry-joint in the
tuner. M.M.

ITT ST35767
This set appeared to be dead. For once
the line output transformer was not
the cause. We found that the field
output chip had blown up. Replacing
it got the set working, but the picture
was rather sick. Fortunately the
customer had an extended warranty
which paid for a new tube. M.M.

Sony KVX2162
According to the flashing LEDs at the
front this set was in the protection
mode. The way in which I tackle this
fault is to disconnect the protection
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line from the main microcontroller
chip and switch on. This produced a
picture with a small frame. The
EEPROM had become corrupted, a
replacement plus setting up clearing
the fault condition. M.M.

Ferguson ICC5 Chassis
The picture would go in at the sides
very intermittently. This was caused
by cracks in the print around the line
output transformer. M.M.

Grundig CUC740 Chassis
This proved to be quite an elusive
fault: the set would intermittently cut
out, sometimes going dead and sometimes to standby. The cause of the
trouble was in the 5V supply, where
D671 (BY299) was going opencircuit intermittently. A new diode
followed by a long soak test proved
that the fault had been cured. M.M.

Sony KVG2512
These sets are similar to the KVX
series but incorporate a built-in satellite receiver/decoder. Card access is
through a slot in the front, hidden by a
flap. It was the satellite section that
had failed: there was no supply to the
LNB. The cause was traced to the
power supply on the main board D,
where CP605 was open-circuit. This
item is very difficult to get at — you
have to remove a heatsink clip to do
so. A new CP restored the satellite
reception. M.M.

Saisho CM2080
This set produced only half a picture.
A previous engineer had replaced the
field output chip, but the culprit was
C421 in the voltage boost circuit. It
had dried up. M.M.

Pioneer SV2803
This was a misleading fault. At the
bottom of the screen there was about
15mm of picture foldover, which
freezing the TDA8370 chip IC7550
seemed to cure. So we replaced the
chip — and the foldover remained. The
real culprit turned out to be the
680pF, 35V field scan coupling
capacitor C2582. E.T.

Hitachi CPT2078
(NP83CQ2 Chassis)
No sound or picture was not caused
by failure of the line output transformer on this occasion. The set was
stuck in the AV mode. When the AV
switching link from the CITAC panel
was disconnected the signals were
restored. We found that the 12V zener
diode ZD1438 was leaky. G.D.

Sanyo CPT3104
We don't see many of these sets. This
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one's picture was jumping, and an
ominous arcing noise came from the
line output stage. Fortunately the cause
of the trouble was easy to spot. The
width adjustment, a cut piece of wire,
was arcing to an adjacent capacitor.
Cutting it short restored a perfect
picture, after which a quick clean of the
customer controls made the set fit for
another fifteen trouble-free years! G.D.

Toshiba 255T7B
It's worth checking that these sets go
into standby after a repair. This is
often not mentioned until afterwards —
"it wasn't like that before you fixed
it". The cause of the timebases
remaining active is Q803 (2SC2023)
and/or Q804 (2SA1321) going shortcircuit. G.D.

Mitsubishi CT2555STX
Teletext could not be selected via the
remote control unit at any time, but
when the set was cold it would go into
garbled teletext of its own accord. As
the SAA5243 chip is well known for
doing odd things I changed this first,
to no avail. A check on the 5V feed to
the teletext panel then revealed that it
was slightly low. Back then to the
power supply, where C922 and C923
(both 100pF) were both low in value.
While in this area I checked the other
electrolytics and replaced them as
necessary. G.D.

Finlux 3024F
There was no picture though the e.h.t.
was present and the tube's heaters
were alight. When the set was
switched off you could see a faint line
down the centre of the screen. A look
around the line output panel, on the
component side, soon revealed that
the 470nF, 250V MKP line scan
coupling capacitor C219 had a split
right across the middle. C.W.

was bright. When the picture was
dark however there were negativegoing spikes (gaps) in the supply.
Replacing the diode and the associated capacitors made no difference.
The cause of the trouble was the
STK7348 chip IC301. C.W.

ITT CT3437 (Compact B
Chassis)
Although the report said that this set
was dead, its power supply and line
output stage were up and running. 88
was showing in the display, there was
neither sound nor raster, the customer
controls had no effect and the tuning
didn't work. The cause of all this was
the fact that the 5V supply to the
memory chip on the customer control
panel was missing. Regulator IC05
(TDD1605S) on this panel was opencircuit. C.W.

Beon CTV14R
There was a snowy raster but no
sound or channel indicator illumination. Checks in the low-voltage
section showed that the standby transformer was open-circuit. It supplies
the remote control section, and of
course channel selection was lost. I
must say that the Beon Corporation in
Cumbernauld is more helpful than
many other manufacturers. C.W.

Matsui 2150TX
If one of these sets is stuck in standby
check the h.t. feed to the line output
transistor. It passes from pin 5 of the
line output transformer via L603 to
the transistor's collector connection.
As with many of the other coils in
these sets, L603 may appear to be
soldered though the joint is poor.
When you remove the old solder you
find that the wire is black. Clean up
and resolder. C.W.

Loewe-Opta C8001 Chassis
Bush 2131T
We've had a good few of these sets
with intermittent loss of picture or
text faults. These are normally cleared
by resoldering the whole of the text
panel. On this occasion we discovered, while carefully moving\individual components with the set in the
text mode, that one lead of R13
(10161) was loose in its end cap. As a
result the combined line-field sync
pulse waveform was losing its d.c.
level. This upset the timing of the
teletext processor chip. C.W.

The customer complained that "the
telly smelt hot then just smelt then
went off'. It's quite common for the
h.t. reservoir capacitor C652 (47pF,
250V) to leak and cause a bit of a
burn up between its positive connection and the upper side of the PCB, as
the upper side is clad with copper
that's connected to chassis. In such a
easel find that a quarter-inch drill bit
put through the board will clear the
carbon from the burnt area. Then fit
some sort of insulator over the leg of
the replacement capacitor and wire it
in. This usually does the, trick. C.W.

Amstrad TVR3
The cause of line disturbance on dark
scenes was found by connecting the
scope to the cathode of the h.t. rectifier D306. The display showed a
smooth d.c. supply when the picture

ITT CVC1210 Chassis
This set was dead. You can tell from
the chopper transformer's squeak
whether the mains side of the supply
is working. It was. So we discon-
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nected the scan coil plug and checked
the power supply by loading it with a
bulb across the interlock pins of the
socket. This proved that the cause of
the fault was in the line output stage,
where the output transistor was shortcircuit. When this had been replaced
there was some sort of waveform at
its collector, and after a short time the
faintest glimmer of line collapse
appeared on the screen. A few further
checks revealed that the EW modulator driver transistor was short-circuit
and R503 (10052) open-circuit. The
cause of all this was the scan coil
coupling capacitor C511 (330nF,
400V). When it was removed one leg
remained in the board. C.W.

Sony KV2752 (RX Chassis)
The customer told me over the phone
that the on/off switch was broken. It's
a very common job, so an estimate
was given and accepted — yes, I know,
I'll never learn! When I fitted the
switch and turned the set on there was
nothing. Quick checks showed that
although there was h.t. at the collector
of the chopper transistor there were
no outputs from the power supply.
This called for removal of the set to
the workshop — and a bit of
explaining. Once the set was on the
bench it didn't take us long, using the
scope's component tester, to discover
that the 2SC2958 chopper driver transistor Q601 was slightly leaky baseto-emitter. A replacement brought the
set back to life. J.E.

Philips 2A Chassis
This set was dead with a shattered
mains fuse and open-circuit surgelimiter resistor (R3654). The
BUT11AF chopper transistor, D6664
(BYD33J) and two of the bridge rectifier diodes were short-circuit. In addition to these items I replaced the
CNX62 optocoupler and the 2.2nF,
2kV pulse capacitor C2664, just in
case. A check for dry-joints then
revealed a beauty at one leg of the
9.1nF flyback tuning capacitor
C2609. After resoldering this I
switched on and found that the set
worked normally. It surprised me that
the line output transistor had survived
all this. J.E.

ITT CVC40 Chassis
This set was dead but there was 320V
at the collector of the TE1233 series
chopper transistor T807. I disconnected the scan coil plug to isolate the
line output stage and used a 100W
bulb to load the power supply. At
switch on it glowed far too brightly —
there was 316V across it. T807 was
short-circuit of course. As no obvious
cause of its failure could be found I
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fitted a replacement, using a BU326
as I was unable to find a supplier for
the TE1233.
At switch on the set worked
normally and continued to do so for
about an hour. It then suddenly went
dead again. The BU326 had failed.
Fortunately years ago I'd scribbled a
note on the circuit diagram naming
R833 (1.5MQ) as the cause of
intermittent chopper transistor failure.
A check showed that it was opencircuit. Replacing this resistor and
fitting another BU326 restored
reliable operation. J.E.

Philips K40 Chassis
This set came in dead. Replacing our
old friend R3192 (68012) brought it
back to life, but there was severe EW
distortion. Although R3177 (1252) was
charred and open-circuit replacing it
made no difference. When resistance
checks were carried out in the diode
modulator circuit one of the diodes
appeared to be short-circuit, but it was
the parallel 0.02pF, 250V capacitor
C2164 that was the culprit. Replacing
it produced a normal raster. J.E.

Contec KT8135
This set had a very bright raster with
flyback lines. R474 (3901(Q) on the
tube base panel was found to be opencircuit. As a result the tube's first
anode voltage was high. J.E.

Philips CP90 Chassis
Field collapse was the complaint with
this set. The cause was traced to
R3623 (8.2Q) being open-circuit. It's
in the rectifier circuit that produces a
163V bias supply for the field output
stage. J.E.

gone short-circuit. They are surfacemounting types and are available
from Casio. We replaced these items,
but the only result was that Q901/2
became hot. Further checks revealed
that there were short-circuit turns in
the primary winding of the inverter
transformer. This is easy to remove
and, with a little care, can be
rewound. This restored the set to
normal operation. P.M.

Samsung CI338GA
This set suffered from field roll
because the lubricant in the field hold
control had become conductive. It had
reached the point where there was
only a limited change in the control's
resistance when the slider was moved
from one end to the other. Three
potentiometers of the same type on
the front panel were in a similar state.
We cleaned and relubricated all four,
restoring normal operation. P.M.

Matsui 1440/Saisho CT142R
Pressing the remote control unit's
standby button would sometimes
result in the set going into standby, or
coming out of it, for only as long as
the button was held. In addition, when
the set was in the standby mode the
selected channel LED would go out
instead of staying on to indicate
standby operation.
We checked the supply to the
OEC3005 remote control decoder
chip IC103 and its peripheral
components. As everything seemed to
be o.k. we fitted a replacement chip.
This made no difference. Eventually
we decided to try a universal remote
control unit. The set then responded
normally. Does anyone want a nearly
new OEC3005 chip?! P.M.

Bush 1452T
This receiver was dead, with a blown
mains fuse (F901), as the 2SD1554
chopper transistor Q404 was shortcircuit. When these items had been
replaced we powered the set via a
variac. The power supply now
produced an h.t. output, but there was
no regulation and the line output stage
derived 12V supply was missing.
The 12V supply was missing because
the 12V, 1.3W zener diode ZD402
was short-circuit. This had seen off
R425 (5.60, 3W). After much
checking we traced the cause of the
failure to regulate to C911 (47pF,
50V) in the chopper transistor's base
circuit. It had gone low in value. We
decided to replace C909 (47pF, 50V)
as well. P.M.

Casio TV100
This set was dead: fuse FU100 (1A)
had blown because the LCD backlight
board inverter transistors Q901/2 had

Osaki CI5013T/Samsung
CI5052XT (P68SW Chassis)
The complaint with one of these sets
was no sound or vision with the
standby light flickering. When
switched on these sets come on in the
standby mode. In this state the h.t.
voltage should be 125V. In our faulty
set it was at approximately 70V and
the set wouldn't come out of standby.
The solution was to replace the
SDH2O9B chip IC801. D.F.

Bush 2002/2052T/Matsui
2074
The line output stage derived 12V
supply was missing. Replacing R421
(0.680), R419 (5.6Q) and the
BYX61-C12 zener diode ZD401
cured the fault (no sound/vision) for
three weeks. Then ZD401 failed
again.
I obtained a circuit diagram and
found that the h.t. (+B) voltage was
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high at 124V. When C909 and C919
(both 47pF, 63V) had been replaced it
was possible to adjust VR901 for the
correct 115V h.t. Why don't
manufacturers print important
voltages on the PCB? D.F.

Rediffusion Mk4A Chassis
with Text
We'd replaced the memory battery,
stored the owner's local channels and
tested the set before returning it. Soon
after the owner complained that there
was no teletext or clock display, just a
blank screen with "0000" in the top
left-hand corner when teletext was
tried. It took a while before we
realised that the Mk4A has a pagestore facility, which requires a page
number to be stored on each active
channel before the teletext will function. The header page 100 was memorised for each channel and the
mystery was solved. C.A.

Ferguson 22B5 (TX10
Chassis)
A silly one this, but it might save
someone else from wasting time. The
owner had bought the set, which has
teletext and stereo sound, secondhand.
He then discovered that although it
would produce a mixed picture and

text, if text alone was requested
nothing happened — except for a slight
picture shift to the left. We tried
fitting a good text board from a scrap
set but this made no difference. We
then noticed that PL31, which plugs
into the text board, has an extra grey
flying lead with a connector on it.
This had been pushed on to pin X on
the board, though the manual labels it
as "not used". Disconnecting it
restored correct operation. C.A.

Ferguson 14L2 (TX85
Chassis)
This set switched on but wouldn't
produce a picture: it was stuck on
channel 0. Neither the channel change
nor the tuning worked. The cause of
the fault was the 8.2V zener diode
D901 in the 9V regulator circuit on
the remote contol board. R.F.W.

GoldStar C1T2181
Intermittent loss of sync was the
problem with this set. The input to the
sync separator in the TDA1940 chip
was being lost because C413 was
leaky. R.F.W.

Ferguson TX10 Chassis
This old timer was dead but apparently
produced a really good picture before

it went off. We soon found that there
was no chopper transistor drive. The
cause of the fault was R724 (1.2W)
which biases the base of the chopper
driver transistor TR721. R.F.W.

Tatung 165 Chassis
The problem with one of these sets
was low gain. Its cause was R102
(4.7W) which was open-circuit. This
resistor biases the base of the SAWF
driver transistor Q1O1.
Another of these models displayed
a peak white raster. The cause was
the TDA3565 colour decoder chip
1501. T.A.

JVC AV25S1EK (MX II
Chassis)
The standby light would change colour
but there was no line drive. Voltage
checks showed that there was no
supply to the line driver transformer
because the standby switching transistor Q902 was not being switched on.
Its base bias resistor R903 (2.2W) had
risen slightly in value. T.A.

Matsui 6092
The cause of weak, distorted sound was
traced to the 2SD400 transistor Q706
on the power PCB. A BC639 proved to
be a suitable replacement. T.A.

Servicing
the Tatung 190 Chassis
John Coombes

T

he Tatung 190/195 series chassis is designed to drive
90° standard- or min-neck tubes with screen sizes from
14 to 21 inches. Production started in early 1989.
Models that use it have 9 as the second digit in the model
number, e.g. TT8906. The various versions of the chassis are
as follows: 190 14in. without remote control; 191 20in. without remote control; 195 14in. with remote control; 196 20in.
with remote control; 197 21in. with remote control.
Fig. 1 shows the power supply circuit, which features an
FET chopper transistor (TR801). In most versions the h.t.
is 115V. In the 197 however it's 109-5V. This version also
uses a different line output transformer.

Power Supply Faults
If the set is dead with a blown mains fuse (F801, 1.25AT),
check the mains filter capacitor C801, the BY133 mains
bridge rectifier diodes D801-4 the the BUK454-800 chopper
transistor TR801 for shorts. The TDA4605 chopper control
chip IC801 is another possibility. It's best to replace TR801
and IC801 as a pair. Whenever you find TR801 short-circuit,
check the value of R811 (4701M) — it can go high. It may be
worth checking TR801's heatsink insulation. You may find
that the surge limiter resistor R801 has gone open-circuit as
well at F801.
If the set is dead and F801 is intact it's likely that the fault
is with the start-up resistors R802 and R803 (151a 0.5W).
Check them both for being high in value or open-circuit. In
later production sets 161M, 0.6W metal-film resistors were
used in these positions. Other possibilities are TR801 going
short-circuit gate-to-source, C803 being low in value or
open-circuit and IC801. If there's no h.t. on the primary side
of the chopper transformer T801, check for thy-jointed connections. The connections can also go high-resistance, the
result being intermittent loss of the sound and picture.
If there's no h.t., disconnect L403 and connect a 60W bulb
as a dummy load across C814 to ascertain whether the fault
is in the power supply or the line timebase. If the bulb lights,
the fault is in the line timebase. If it doesn't, check whether
the BA159 h.t. rectifier diode D809 is open- or short-circuit.
Alternatively its reservoir capacitor C814 (47pF) could be
short-circuit.
Tripping is likely to mean a short across one of the power
supply's outputs.
No results can also be caused by failure of the components
in the 10V rectifier circuit, D810 and C812. The 10V output
supplies the 78M05CV 5V regulator IC804. This provides
the 5V supply for the HD401220 microcontroller chip.
If necessary check the components in the 17V rectifier circuit, D811 and C813. The output from this circuit is used by
the audio output chip and the line driver stage, and also goes
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to the LM317T 12V regulator IC803 which in turn feeds the
TDA4505 multi-function chip IC101.

Line Timebase Faults
The first check to make in the line output stage is for h.t. at
the collector of the S2000AF line output transistor TR403.
This transistor, the BY133 efficiency diode D401 or C407
(47pF, 250V) could be short-circuit. The cause of line output
stage failure could be shorted turns in the line output transformer T402. Also check for open-circuit or dry joints at pins
3 and 5 of the scan coil connector PL401
If there's no line drive, check for 17V at the collector of the
BC337 line driver transistor TR402. If this voltage is missing, check whether R413 (1812 metal film) is open-circuit
and the driver transformer T401 for open-circuit or more
likely dry joints. Alternatively TR402 could be short-circuit
or leaky.
If R413 is open-circuit, check whether its associated
smoothing capacitor C412 (470pF) is short-circuit. R413 can
also go high in value. This can result in loss of line drive,
lack of width or ragged verticals.
Returning to loss of line drive, if TR402 and its associated
components are o.k. check for the presence of line drive pulses at the base of the preceding BC547 emitter-follower transistor TR401. If these are present, check TR401 by replacement. If they are missing, check back to pin 26 of the
TDA4505' multi-function chip IC101. Before replacing this
chip, make sure that its 12V supply is present at pin 7 and
that R114, R115 (both 2.7k-Q), C116 (22nF) and C111
(2.7nF, 1 per cent) are o.k.

Field Timebase Faults
Field collapse is the most common field timebase fault. The
usual cause is failure of the TDA3653B field output chip
IC301. If it has gone short-circuit, R411 (1052) will be opencircuit. If IC301 is dry-jointed the result may be intermittent
field collapse.
If IC301 is o.k., check whether D403 (BA157), R411
(1012) or R119 (3.9k0) is open-circuit. Check for open-circuit or dry joints at pins 1 and 2 of the scan coil connector
L401. Then check for a field drive output at pin 3 of the
TDA4505 multi-function chip IC101. If this is missing,
check IC101 by replacement.
C306 (100pF, 50V) in the flyback boost network can go
open-circuit to cause field collapse. In this case there will
probably be intermittent failure of the field output chip. It
may be necessary to replace IC301, IC101 and C306 to
restore normal operation.
IC101 can also be responsible for top foldover with exces-
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sive height. Before condemning it, make sure that its 12V supply is correct at pin 7. If this voltage has risen the 12V regulator chip IC803 is probably faulty. If the supply is low there will
be reduced height.
Top foldover can also be caused by C409 (1,000g, 35V).
This is the reservoir capacitor in IC301 's supply circuit.

For uncontrollable brightness check whether R201 (8.252) in
the h.t. feed to the RGB output stages is open-circuit.
Alternatively the sandcastle pulses at pin 7 of 10501 could be
incorrect. They come from pin 27 of IC101, which also
receives a pulse feed from the line output transformer.

No Sound

If there are no signals, check that the tuner is receiving its 12V
supply at pin 2.
The TAA550 33V regulator chip IC001 can be responsible
for a snowy display, no vision or drifting. Check it by replacement.
If there is no picture, just a snow storm, check whether IC001
is short-circuit or R009, R010 (both 6.8k.(2, 0.5W), R004 or
R771 (both 18k52) is open-circuit.
If there is a halo effect on the picture, check the SAWF
(FL101) for dry-joints.
IC101 can also be responsible for signal faults.

The Tuner and IF Strip
The first check when there is no sound should be for 17V at pin
14 of the LM380M audio output chip IC601. If this supply is
missing, check whether L602 (if fitted) is open-circuit or dryjointed, or C606 (470pF, 25V) is short-circuit. The loudspeaker
LS601 or the audio output coupling capacitor C610 (220g,
25V) could be open-circuit. If these things are all o.k., check
10601 by replacement.
IC601' s input comes from pin 12 of IC101 via C603 (0.1pF).
Either of these items can cause loss of the sound.

No Colour
For no colour, first check that the TDA3565 colour decoder
chip IC501 is receiving its 12V supply at pin 1. If this voltage
is missing, check whether L501 is open-circuit. If not, check
IC501 by replacement.
Other possible causes of no colour are the 8.8MHz crystal
XL501 being faulty or dry-jointed, or the reference oscillator
preset R521 (101a faulty or misadjusted.

Grey Scale and Brightness Faults
Grey-scale faults are likely to be caused by the load resistors in
the RGB output stages. Each transistor has three 47142 load
resistors which are connected in parallel. They can change
value or go open-circuit, and the outcome can look like a poor
tube.

Remote Control Faults .
If there is no remote control operation, check first whether the
handset's batteries are low or the connections are corroded or
broken. Then check for dry-joints at the LED (D790) or a faulty
or dry-jointed crystal (XL790, 455kHz). If necessary check the
SAA3008 remote control transmitter chip IC790 by replacement.
If only one handset function operates incorrectly it may be
necessary to replace the unit.
If the remote control handset is operating correctly but there
is no remote control, the TFMP2380 IR receiver chip IC703
(labelled C1703 on the circuit diagram) is suspect. Check it by
replacement. Before doing so, ensure that there is 5V at the
junction of R767 and R768 and that neither R767 (3.3kSI) nor
R768 (22052) is open-circuit, also that C715 (22pF, 25V) is not
short-circuit.
■

Fig. 1: The
chopper power
supply circuit
used in the
Tatung 190
series chassis. In
remote control
versions the
on/off switch
9801 has an
extra,
momentarymake contact.
The h.t is 115V
with most
versions of the
chassis: the
exception is the
197, where the
h.t. is 109.5V.

Servicing
the Panasonic Z I Chassis
The Panasonic Z1 chassis was
used in several 14, 16 and 2l in.
models that were on sale
during the years 1986-8.
Models fitted with the chassis
include the TC 1460, TC 1465,
TC1470, TCI 475, TC1665,
TC1675 and TC2175.

he Z1 chassis is fairly straightforward, with everything under
the control of an MN14841 microcomputer chip (IC1101). The
self-oscillating chopper power supply also provides mains
isolation. IC101 (AN5150N) contains the i.f. circuitry and the timebase
generators. A somewhat unusual chip is the TAHBX6267 (IC501)
which produces the sandcastle pulses at pin 7, a mute output from a
coincidence detector at pin 10, and an `X-ray protection' output at pin
12. This output is fed to pin 27 of IC101, where it shuts down the line
oscillator in the event of excessive beam current or a shorted line output
transformer — input sensing is at pin 13, via zener diode D502 for beam
current and D510 for a line output transformer short.

T

Power Supply Circuit

John Coombes

Fig. 1 shows the basic power supply circuit. The chopper transistor Q3
is within the STR55041N chip IC801. It's connected as a blocking
oscillator, with feedback to its base (pin 2) from a secondary winding
on the transformer (T801) via R812 and C809. There are two other
connections to pin 2. D809 feeds in pulses from a winding on the line
output transformer to synchronise the operation of the chopper and line
output stages. The other connection is to the collector of Q801, whose
base senses the voltage across R811. This resistor is in series with the
emitter of the chopper, transistor. In the event of excessive chopper
current, the voltage across R811 rises and Q801 switches on, shorting
out the input to the base of the chopper transistor. R803 supplies the
chopper transistor with base bias, providing the start-up action and a
discharge path for C809.
D807 produces a negative voltage across C808. This voltage is
applied to pin 1 of IC101 for regulation. Q1 is the error amplifier,
comparing the fixed zener voltage at its emitter with the voltage
produced at its base by a potential divider. Q1 's collector sets the
voltage at the base of Q2, which in turn sets the d.c. conditions at the
base of Q3.
No Results

The first thing to do is to check the chopper circuit outputs. There
should be 103V at TPE1 and 16V at TPE4. If both voltages are
missing, check the 3.15A mains fuse F801. If this is open-circuit, check
the bridge rectifier diodes (D801) and the chopper chip (IC801) for
shorts.
If the fuse is o.k. and there are low output voltages from the power
supply IC801 is probably faulty. Check it by replacement.
Low h.t. voltage can be caused by the C2408N rectifier D851 being
defective, its 33pF reservoir capacitor C854 being open-circuit or the
R2G over-voltage protection diode D854 being leaky. If these items are
all o.k., there's probably a fault in the line output stage.
If the line output transformer T551 goes short-circuit the voltage at
pin 6 (h.t. input) falls. This is communicated via the MA165 diode
D510 to pin 13 of the TAHBX6267 chip IC501, which produces a high
output at pin 12. This shuts down the line oscillator in IC101.
If T551 is not short-circuit, the main possibilities are that the
2SD1439RL line output transistor Q551 is short-circuit or T551 has
shorted turns.
Intermittent fuse blowing can be caused by the degaussing posistor D805.
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A dead line output stage can also be caused by failure of
the line driver stage. Check the driver transformer T531
for dry-joints then, if necessary, check whether the 11d2
feed resistor 8531 or the 2SC1573AH driver transistor is
open-circuit.
There's an optocoupler (D811) in the power on/off
circuitry in some models. If this is at fault there will be no
operation. Also check, if necessary, Q1109 and the
microcomputer chip IC1101.
If the set is stuck in standby, check whether crystal
X1101 is faulty or thy-jointed then suspect IC1101.
No Line Sync
For loss of line sync check whether C505 (4.7nF) or C506
(33nF) is short-circuit. If necessary check the associated
components then replace IC101 (AN5150N).
Field Timebase faults
The field drive output from pin 26 of IC101 is fed to pin
4 of the AN5521 field driver/output chip IC451 via C467
(33pF, 25V) and R452 (18052).
If the fault is field collapse, check the field oscillator
waveform at pin 24 of IC101 (AN5150N). If it's missing,
check R401 (33k52), R402 (201d1 — field hold) and C401
(lpF) which could be short-circuit. If it's o.k., check for a
field drive output at pin 26. Replace IC101 if it's
missing.
The first check in the field output stage should be for 24V
at pin 7 of IC451. If the supply is missing, check D555
(EU02) and R482 (TSF19631) which could be open-circuit,
and C572 (2,200pF, 35V) which could be short-circuit.
Then check whether there's an output waveform at pin 2.
Replace IC451 if there is no waveform here.
Other possibilities for field collapse are open-circuit
scan coils (check at pins 4 and 2 of connector E4), R461
(3.30, 0.5W) which could be open-circuit and C458
(1,000pF, 35V) which could be short-circuit.
For lack of height, check the values of R455 (15052) and
R456 (5000 — height control). R456's carbon track could
0801
RBV-40B

be faulty. The other things to check are diodes D455
(MR4270L) and D453 (MA700), by replacement if
necessary.
Picture Faults
Distorted picture: Check the voltage at pin 3 of IC101
(TPE9). The reading should be 4.5V. If it's incorrect,
IC101 could be faulty, giving incorrect or no r.f. a.g.c.
output. If the voltage is correct, check whether R104
(1k52) is open-circuit or C14 (22pF, 16V) short-circuit.
Double image/ringing effect: Check for dry-joints at the
F1045A SAW filter X101. Resolder as necessary.
Low contrast: Can be caused by an incorrect a.f.c. output
from IC101 (AN5150N). If replacing IC101 doesn't
provide a cure, check the components connected to pins
12, 13 and 14.
No Picture/Snowy Picture/Poor Sound
These symptoms can be caused by a faulty tuner. Check
also that the receiver is tuning, and if so that it's
memorising the channels. If this is not happening, check
the TAHBX6289 memory protector chip IC1106. Check
the voltages carefully. There should be 5V at pin 4. If this
is missing or low, check whether D1112 (MA165) and/or
C1130 (lpF, 50V) is open-circuit. Also ensure that the 5V
series regulator transistor Q1105 (2SC1317) is operating
correctly. The feed to its collector comes via R115 (1052)
which could be open-circuit — this resistor also supplies
the tuner's BU pin, via L18.
If these points are in order, check that the —27V supply
is present at pin 9 of the MN1220T memory chip IC1102.
If this voltage is missing, check whether R552 (0.8252,
0.5W) or D553 (ERA22-04) is open-circuit and/or C563
(22pF, 50V) is short-circuit. Alternatively R1165 (2700
safety) could be open-circuit. If the —27V supply is
present, suspect IC1102. Check it by replacement.
Returning to the tuner, check that its 12V supply is

Winding on LOPT

1n2

Fig. 1: Basic power
supply circuit used in
the Panasonic Z1
chassis. Some models
incorporate remote
on/off control, with an
optocoupler (D811) to
provide the link to the
non-isolated side of
the supply.
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present at pin 2 (BM). The tuner is type ENV-87455F1. If
the 12V supply is missing, check the filter components:
C19 (33pF, 16V) could be short-circuit and/or R12 (8.20,
0.5W) open-circuit. Alternatively the L78M12N 12V
regulator chip IC551 could be faulty. It should produce
12V at pin 3. If it has no input at pin 1, check whether
R852 (0.8251, 1W) is open-circuit (this will remove the
16V supply at TPE4).
If still in trouble, check that the r.f. a.g.c. control R102
(21(51) is set up correctly. Its carbon track could be dirty —
check by replacement. If R102 is o.k., suspect the
AN5150N i.f./timebase generator chip IC101. Check the
pin voltages carefully. If necessary, check it by
replacement.
If the problem is tuning drift, D1118 (pPC574J) could be
leaky. The tuning voltage is supplied by IC1104
(TAHBX6270). If there is no tuning, check whether its
33V supply is present at pin 3 — R1142 (1052 safety) could
be open-circuit. If loss of tuning or tuning drift is still the
problem, check IC1104 by replacement.
Colour Faults

No sync/colour smearing: Check that the amplitude of
the sandcastle pulses at pin 7 of the TDA3565 colour
decoder chip IC601 is correct. If the pulses are missing,
suspect IC501 (TAHBX6267). If necessary, check it by
replacement.
Loss of one colour: Check whether the relevant
2SC1473A output transistor is open-circuit — Q351
(green), Q352 (blue) and Q253 (red). Alternatively one of
the 1.5k12, 0.5W flashover protection resistors could be
open-circuit — R367 (green), R366 (blue), R365 (red). The
bases of the output transistors should be at about 3.3V. If
this voltage is incorrect, check the associated MA165
diodes (D357 and D351 red, D356 and D352 blue, D355
and D353 green). D355/6/7 are in the switch-off spot
suppression circuit, with Q356, while D351/2/3 with Q355
and Q354 provide on-screen displays. If everything is in
order on the tube base panel, check the RGB outputs at
pins 10 (red), 11 (green) and 12 (blue) of the TDA3565
colour decoder chip IC601. If necessary, check IC601 by
replacement.

between pins 7 of IC601 and IC501 (TAHBX6267) which
produces the sandcastle pulses. There could be a track
break, R621 (22052) could be open-circuit or IC501 could
be faulty.
If all these points are in order, check IC501 by
replacement.
No/low Sound

The AN5265 audio amplifier chip IC251 should have a
16V supply at pin 9 and a 12V supply at pin 1.
Check first that the 16V supply is present. If missing,
check whether D853 (EU02), R852 (0.8212, 1W) or R258
(1251, 1W) is open-circuit.
If D556 (RD5.6EB1) is short-circuit there will be no
sound.
If the 12V supply is missing, IC551 (L78M12N) could
be faulty, 8251 (1052 safety) open-circuit and/or C254
(100pF, 16V) short-circuit.
If the supplies are o.k., suspect IC251. The cause of the
problem could be IC101 (AN5150N), which produces a
demodulated audio output at pin 11.
No Remote Control Operation

Some of the models that use the Z1 chassis feature remote
control.
If there is no remote control operation, check the handset
— for poor battery connections and dry-joints to the LED
and maybe the crystal.
Worn touch pads can be a problem with the handset.
Water damage is another possibility.
Within the set, IC1105 (pPC1475HA) is the remote
control receiver chip which is coupled to the MN14841
microcomputer chip IC1101. Problems here are minimal.
Check that the I.t. supply is present at pin 9 of IC1105 —
the reading should be about 5V. IC1105 can cause loss of
remote control when faulty.
■

No colour: First check whether the 8.8MHz crystal X601
is dry-jointed or faulty (replace to test). Then check the
waveforms at pins 13, 14 and 18 of the TDA3565 colour
decoder chip IC601. Pin 18 provides the feed to the
chroma delay line circuit, whose outputs are fed to pins 13
and 14. There could be a fault in the delay line DL601 or
an associated component. Check that the sandcastle pulses
are present at pin 7. If missing, check the continuity
IC Corn lenient
C101 AN5150N
C251 AN5265
C451 AN5521
C501 TAHBX6267
C551 78M12N-RB
C601 TDA3565
C801 STR55041N
C1101 MN14841
C1102 MN1220T
C1104 TAHBX6270
C1105 pPC1475HA
C1106 TAHBX6289
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I.F. strip and timebase generators
Audio amplifier
Field driver/output
Sandcastle pulse generator, muting
and X-ray protection
12V regulator
Colour decoder
Chopper chip
Microcomputer control chip
Memory chip
Tuning voltage generator
Remote control receiver (some
models only)
Memory protection chip
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Toshiba
Service Briefs
The following fault notes are based on Toshiba
Technical Bulletin no. CDH56, dated October 1995

Model 155R8B
Drifts off tune and search tuning will not stop: Replace CA36 (0.01pF) in the a.f.t.
circuit. It can become leaky.
Models 1440RB, 1440TB, 1722TB, 2140RB, 2140TB,
2141RB and 2141TB (C4 Chassis)
No on-screen display and flyback lines visible at the top of the screen: Replace
the TA8403K chip IC301, part no. B0377890. Cause of the problem is that IC301
is not supplying field pulses, only 24V d.c., at pin 7. Because of this
microcontroller chip ICA01 won't produce graphics.
Models 210ORB, 2100TB, 2112DB, 2500TB, 2512DB
and 2812DB
Should the line output transformer fail, with a short from the primary to the core,
the 2SC2023 standby switch transistor should also be checked — it often goes shortcircuit. In the 2100RB, 2100TB and 2500TB the circuit reference number is Q803:
in the other models it's Q845. The part no. is 23314246.
Models 2132DB, 2145DB, 2545DB (C3 Chassis)
The no on-screen display fault listed under Models 1440RB etc. above also applies
with these receivers.
Model 2512DB
Static discharge from the loudspeaker grilles has been mentioned before, the suggested
cure being to replace the cabinet. Toshiba now has a simpler cure that can be fitted in
the customer's home. This is to connect the speaker grilles directly to the TV chassis
earth with the aid of a simple spring kit. This is available as part no. STATKIT, which
includes fitting instructions.
Model 2927DB
Whistlinglwhining noise from the surround sound speakers, only when in the
Dolby/DSP modes. Also a faint watermark-type pattern on the screen: Replace the
5V —2 supply's 1,000pF, 16V reservoir capacitor C854. It can lose capacitance.
Model 2939DB
Dark shadows (bands) down either side of bright areas or objects in the picture:
Replace C201 (10pF, 50V) at pin 58 (video input) of IC501. It can lose capacitance.
Set works all right when the contrast is low, but the power supply shuts down when
the contrast is increased. When working, the h.t. is low at 117V: Replace L844 in the
8V supply to the constant-current circuit. It goes open-circuit. The coil is type
TEM2011, part no. 23103859.

Flo.. Disc Database
The complete Toshiba Technical Repair Database is now
available on floppy disc. It comes as a self-running DOS
program that can be installed from a single 3.5in. disc on
to the C drive of a PC with 550Kbytes of free base memory available.
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VCRs
Model V110B
No functions, with the 5V logic
supply low at 4.5V: Replace the
U2559B servo control and regulator
chip IT46. Part no. 70010170.
Models V2048 and
V254B
No playback audio: Replace the
0.22pF coupling capacitor CS012 at
pin 12 of IS001. It's a chip type
capacitor and can go open-circuit.
Power cuts out, very intermittently:
Replace the U4614B chopper
control chip IP001 in the power
supply. Part no. 70011972.
Dead with no 'power good' signal
at pin 5 of BP002 in the power
supply: Replace the BAV20 diode
DP052, part no. 70011966. When it
fails it leaves only 1V at pin 3 of
IP002.
Models V804B and
V8548
No E-E or playback picture: Cause
is no video output at pin 2 of the
TA8892N chip IC201. Replace
IC201, part no. 70011884.
No playback colour, but picture
has random coloured areas: The
TL8843P chroma comb filter chip
IC431 has failed. Replace it — part
no. 70011841.

The disc is available at £5 from Toshiba (UK) Ltd., The
Technical Centre, Unit 6 and 7, Admiralty Way,
Camberley, Surrey GU15 3DT. Order under part no.
TTDD95. As the database is copy protected, personal
editing is not possible. Updated versions will be made
available at regular intervals.
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CONSOFault Finding
Philips CP90 Chassis

Reports from
Philip Blundell,
AMIEEIE
Brian Storm
Tony Ashworth
Chris Watton
Michael
Dranfield
Terry Lamoon
Mike Leach
Blair McEwan
Graham
Thompson
Stephen
Leatherbarrow
J.S. Ruwala

For a dot pattern visible in grey
areas of the picture check whether
C2691 (330pF) has fallen in value.
It's the reservoir capacitor for the
+22 (19.5V) supply. P.B.

Toshiba 2100TBT
For no sound or vision, with the
120V h.t. supply low and the
standby light flashing, check the
value of the mains bridge rectifier's
reservoir capacitor C820. It should
be 120pF (385V) but can fall in
value. P.B.

Panasonic Euro-1
Chassis
This digital set produced a dark
picture with weak sync. The first
thing I did was to check whether the
AV inputs were similarly affected.
They were, which suggested that
the cause of the fault was in the
digital circuitry. A textbook video
waveform entered the SAD2140
analogue-to-digital converter chip
IC1601, but data checks after this
were less informative. My usual
approach to these sets is to revert to
guesswork. So I replaced IC1601.
Fortunately this cured the fault. B.S.

Panasonic TX25W2A
(Alpha 3 Chassis)
This set, which has a built-in Astra
receiver, had a reputation for
intermittent operation from cold.
Sometimes it couldn't be brought
out of standby. The set spent a long
time on our test bench before we
found that C1251 (a dreaded lOnF
capacitor) was leaky. Since it
decouples the main microcontroller
chip's reset pin (IC1213) it was
hardly surprising that the set was
troublesome. B.S.

Panasonic Alpha 2
Chassis
The complaint with this set was
intermittent black lines on the righthand side of the picture. On one
occasion both sides of the picture
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were affected. This should be
regarded as an early warning sign
with all Alpha 1 and 2 sets. It means
that the line output transistor Q551
is in imminent danger of going
short-circuit because of dry-joints
on the secondary side of the line
driver transformer T531. B.S.

Sony KVX2972 (AE2B
Chassis)
This set produced a peak white
raster with faint chroma
information. The cause of the fault
was traced to the CXA1587S chip
IC304 (part no. 8-752-056-54). T.A.

Matsui 1424 (Tatung
190 Chassis)
Once this set had warmed up the
sound would be lost when the
channel was changed. The cause of
the fault was traced to the
HD401220 microcontroller chip
(part no. 1983156). T.A.

Sony KV2962 (AE2
Chassis)
After several hours' use this set
would momentarily cut out and then
come back on again. It would
eventually go to standby, giving the
error code 13 indication (Nicam
LED flashing thirteen times). This
could indicate one of three things: a
field fault; operation of the X-ray
protection system; or excessive h.t.
current (135V rail). After
disconnecting each protection
circuit in turn we traced the cause of
the trouble to the excess current
circuit on board D, where D620 was
going open-circuit intermittently. A
1N4148 diode proved to be a
suitable replacement. T.A.

Bush 3114
This Orion-made portable produced
a picture with intermittent blue
flooding. The fault could be
instigated by tapping almost
anywhere on the main PCB. Careful

examination with a magnifying
glass revealed that C801 was dryjointed. T.A.

Sanyo CBP2872 (ED1
Chassis)
If this set was switched off then
back on once it had warmed up
there would be no sound. Replacing
the ADC2301E chip IC560 on the
signals PCB cured the fault, though
it was not possible to prove that
IC560 was the cause by subjecting
it to heat and freezer. The part no. is
409 211 9404. T.A.

Sharp VT3700H
This combined TV/video suffered
from a problem with timer
recordings. If the recording was
made with the TV section switched
off it would be off tune. Voltag6
checks showed that the tuning
voltage supply (VT) to the tuner
rose slightly when the set was
switched to standbly. The cause of
the fault was the RH-IZ0249CEZZJ
33V stabiliser IC005. T.A.

Goodmans C1401R
Every few days this set's picture
would disappear. We traced the
cause of this to dry-joints at the 12V
regulator IC502. T.A.

Matsui MB10
This set's power supply wouldn't
start up because Q805 was leaky. It's
type 2SC2120Y — a BC639 proved
to be a suitable replacement. T.A.

JVC AV25S1EK (MX II
Chassis)
If the values for height and vertical
geometry become corrupt it is best
to replace the 24C01A/P memory
chip IC1707 that's connected to the
bus line. Reprogramming it may
provide only a temporary cure. T.A.

Sony KVE2512 (AE1A
Chassis)
The cause of intermittent cutting out
was traced to dry-joints at the 12V
regulator IC608. With these sets it's
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also worth resoldering the audio
output chips and Ti, T2 and T5 in
the i.f. can (UIF101) as they can be
responsible for various faults. T.A.

Matsui 209T
Very intermittent loss of the signals
was traced to L101 (150pH) going
open-circuit. It feeds the 12V
supply to pin BM on the tuner. T.A.

Sharp DV5132H (Deco
5 Chassis)
The problem with this set was lack
of height, which became
progressively worse as it warmed up.
Replacing the RH-IX1426BMNO
chip IC1400 on the digital PCB
cleared the fault. T.A.

Salora J Chassis
We seem to have had more than our
fair share of these sets in lately. In
the past the cause of a dead set has
generally been failure of the 4.7uF
base drive coupling capacitors in
the ipsalo circuit. Nick Beer told us
about this years ago in these pages.
More recently the cause of this fault
has in a number of cases been the
ipsalo circuit control chip HB1,
where pin 2 has been at a much
higher voltage than the stipulated
7V. Replacement is the only
remedy. C.W.

Grundig CUC70
Chassis
Although getting on a bit, these sets
still give a good account of
themselves. This one gave us some
pain however: it would run for
hours, go dead for a minute, then
come back on. We eventually traced
the cause of the fault to D661,
which responded to some freezer
one day. A BY399 was fitted as a
replacement for the original SKE
type. C.W.

Sony KV1412
Although this set appeared to be
dead there was 320V at the output
from the mains bridge rectifier. So
we carried out voltage checks at the
chip in the power supply. The
voltage at pin 4 was very low
because R602 (2.2M0) was opencircuit. C.W.

Philips NC3 Chassis
The symptom was lack of height,
which couldn't be cured by
adjusting the height control — the
raster wouldn't quite reach the top
and bottom of the screen. We
wasted a lot of time in the field
driver and output stages before we
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moved back to the TDA4505 chip
that contains the field oscillator. The
timing components are connected to
pin 2 of this chip. Checks here
revealed that R581, which is
connected to the 95V rail, had risen
in value from 3.9MCI to around
7Mfl. C.W.

Finlux 1000 Chassis
(early version)
There was no picture though the
power supply and line timebase
were working and the tube's heaters
were alight. So we suspected the
field timebase or sandcastle pulse
trouble. Everything was o.k. here
however. Checks were next made
around the TDA3652 colour
decoder chip, where we found that
Cb21 (2.2pF, 35V) was opencircuit. This capacitor is connected
to pin 19 and is part of the blacklevel clamp circuit. The picture was
back when a replacement had been
fitted — after the usual delay while
the chip sorts out the grey scaling.
C.W.

Grundig CUC2401
Chassis
There was no picture. While trying
the,set out in a dark corner of the
wqlkshop we noticed that a faint
line down the screen would put in
an appearance every few seconds.
Line collapse was the trouble,
because the line output transformer
was open-circuit. H.T. was present,
but wasn't reaching the collector of
the line output transistor. While
looking for a replacement
transformer we found that the cost
of a pattern one was about half that
of the original. C.W.

Saisho CT141X
Low sound was the complaint with
this set — a simple fault for a
change. Checks in the volume
control circuit revealed that the hot
end of the control was at 4V instead
of 5.9V. The series resistor R145
(4.71M) had risen in value. C.W.

Matsui 1440
There was a very bright picture
except for the first inch at the lefthand side of the screen. A voltage
check showed that the supply to the
RGB output stages was low. The
cause of this was traced to C431
(4.7g, 250V) which was opencircuit. C.W.

Tatung 180 Chassis
This set was dead because the line
output transistor was short-circuit.
We fitted a replacement then looked
for some reasons for the failure of

the original one. After attending to
a few possible dry-joints, we
decided to start up the power
supply with a 60W bulb as the load
instead of the line output stage. As
the h.t. was correct, we reconnected
the line output stage and
confidently switched on. Bad
move! The line output transistor
once again turned into a wire link.
Further checks in the line output
stage revealed that C433 (6.8nF,
2kV), one of the capacitors in the
EW diode modulator circuit, was
leaky. C.W.

Ferguson TX9 Chassis
The crowbar would fire at switch
on, blowing the fuse. We've had
this fault quite a few times now, but
only with 14in. models, never with
the 20in. version. The cause is the
11d2 line hold control RV206 going
open-circuit, presumably at its
rivets. M.Dr.

Amstrad TVR2
If the STK7348 chopper chip blows
at switch on or has a very short life,
replace C1509 (3,300pF, 1kV) in
the snubber network. If you have
any old Rank T20/T22 chassis
power supply panels you'll find an
excellent, more robust replacement
for C1509! M.Dr.

Ferguson ICC9 Chassis
When this set was switched on the
picture flashed and pulsated and had
a very red tint. As it warmed up the
fault cleared. We suspected the
TEA5101 RGB output chip on the
tube base panel — cooling it down
brought the fault symptom back. As
we didn't have a TEA5101 in stock
we decided to make a few more
checks before placing an order. This
brought us to RB24 (39ka 1W)
which provides d.c. feedback in the
red amplifier channel. It was opencircuit. After fitting a replacement
the picture remained the same no
matter how cold the chip was. M.Dr.

Sony KV2212
The cause of field collapse was
traced to R851 (1.2fI) which is
connected to pin 9 of the line output
transformer. We could find no
reason for its failure. M.Dr.

Matsui 1420
This set came in with a green
screen. It nearly always pays to
carry out a visual examination.
Sure enough R807 on the c.r.t. base
panel had been badly overheating.
When removed and checked this
8.2k0 resistor was found to have
risen in value to 450k . Somewhat
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different! A new resistor restored
normal operation. T.L.

simply a matter of replacing the
fuse. T.L.

Philips CP90 Chassis

Matsui 2199

There was no sound or picture. I
usually tap around in case of dryjoints, but this didn't reveal anything.
Visual inspection of the PCB then
showed that the line output transistor
T7677 was dry-jointed all round. I
resoldered the connections and did
the line output transformer as well.
When the set was switched on after
this there was perfect sound and
vision. What amazes me is how
some sets ever work with such
defects, but I'm always grateful for a
simple job. T.L.

There was no power. Our field
engineer had replaced the line
output transformer but the fault
persisted. What he had missed was
the safety fuse CP401 in the h.t.
feed to the transformer. When this
had been replaced the set was fine.
The transformer had probably been
faulty — it looked very much like the
Philips type. T.L.

Philips Anubis A Chassis
The complaint was no power. It
was soon apparent that the h.t.
voltage was being dragged down by
a fault in the line output stage. A
d.c. resistance check between the
collector of the line output
transistor and chassis produced a
reading of 2052. Isolating the pins
of the line output transformer
proved that this was the culprit, a
replacement then curing the
problem. T.L.

Matsui 209R/T
There was no illumination from the
power or standby lights, just a
ticking noise. A quick visual
examination revealed that C613
had a fine crack in it. As it was the
dreaded 4.7nF, 1kV pulse type
capacitor I quickly changed it. This
restored the set to life. These
capacitors are now quite a common
cause of faults in a number of sets,
so be wary of them. Fortunately
you can usually see the damage to
them. T.L.

Mitsubishi 25A2STX
The complaint with this large set
was intermittent loss of the sound
and vision. Leaving the set on test
showed us that it was an i.f. type
fault, a tap around the i.f. module
then producing quite positive
results. I removed the i.f. module
from the main PCB and resoldered
all the connections. After
reassembling it the set was left on
test for several days. There were no
further problems. T.L.

Matsui 1436
This portable didn't come on and
there was no light from the red
standby indicator. A check showed
that the relay wasn't being
operated. There's a 160mA fuse,
which had failed, in the circuit that
controls the relay. Repair was
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ITT TX3326 (Monoprint
B Chassis)
This set would come on for several
seconds, then shut down. It
wouldn't stay on long enough to
produce a raster. A quick check in
the short time available revealed
that when the set came on the h.t.
was too high, at 156V. It should
have been around 115V.
So the set was detecting an
overvoltage condition and shutting
down. In these receivers the set h.t.
potentiometer isn't in the power
supply area: you'll find it near the
line oscillator. As I suspected,
adjusting it made no difference to
the fault condition. What had
happened was that the 3001d1
resistor in series with it, R613, had
gone high in value. When this had
been replaced the h.t. could be set
up and the receiver performed
normally. M.L.

Samsung C16230WN
When the mains switch was used
this large-screen set would come on
all right from cold. You could then
use the remote control unit to make
it go into standby, but after that it
wouldn't come on again unless it
was first switched off with the mains
switch then switched on again. To
start with it seemed that this was a
remote control problem, but this
wasn't so because a click could be
heard from the relay inside the set
when it tried to switch back on.
We first cleaned the relay
contacts, as we've known them to
give trouble in some of the newer
Samsung sets. This got us nowhere,
so more in-depth checks were
necessary.
We found that when the set had
been on for about half an hour the
remote control unit would switch it
on and off in the normal way. This
suggested a heat-related problem.
Luckily it was: a quick spray
around the power supply area
revealed that there was a problem
with the 100pF, 25V capacitor

C806, which is the reservoir
capacitor for the supply to pin 9 of
the TDA4601 chopper control chip.
A replacement restored normal
remote-control operation from cold.
I have to add that when this
capacitor had been frozen the set
wouldn't come on at all. I assume
that we caught C806 in the early
stages of its deterioration. M.L.

JVC AV21F1EK
This set would drift off tune
intermittently. We traced the cause
to dry-joints at all the pins of the 5V
regulator IC522. B.McE.

Beon CTV1412
This set wouldn't come out of
standby. We found that the 12V
supply from the 1.t. transformer was
low. The fault was with Q006 and
Q007 in the start circuit, which is
on the front panel. B.McE.

Finlux 5000 Series Chassis
The picture would go pink
intermittently, with flyback lines. It
sometimes blanked out completely.
We found that wire link 1E38 was
dry-jointed. It's partially covered by
the plastic at the front of the
chassis. B.McE.

Sharp DV5107H
This set wouldn't come out of
standby. The LED is of the bicoloured type, and was showing
both red and green. Voltage checks
revealed that the 5V supply was
low, subsequent resistance checks
showing that there was a short on
the video PCB. The cause of this
was a blob of solder that had
shorted between the positive
connection to C1402 and the
negative connection to C1403.
Removal of this restored full
operation of the set. B.McE.

Soundwave CTV1405R
This portable was dead. No current
was being passed by the start-up
resistors R104 and R105. At the
bottom of the potential divider we
measured 334V with respect to the
primary side earth. The chopper
transistor Q101 was short-circuit
and the 3.30 safety resistor R121
open-circuit. G.T.

Matsui 1455
There was no line drive. A quick

check showed that the supply to the
driver, transformer's primary
winding was missing. We then
noticed that the feed resistor R308
was under stress. The associated
decoupling capacitor C311 was
leaky. G.T.
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Akai CT2879/Nokia
Compe De 110° FST
The picture was shifted to the left
and the line phase control had no
effect. To cut a long story short, the
cause of the fault was 0516 which is
a pulse capacitor mounted behind
the line output transformer. It's not
shown on the circuit diagram. Thank
you Nokia Technical for your help.
G.T.

Orion 14LR/Matsui 1466
When it was switched on this
portable remained dead apart from
the seven-segment display which
flashed AO. This fault has caught a
few people out. Before you start
looking at or around the
microcontroller chip, check the main
power supply. You'll probably find
that it is not working because the
start-up resistors R502/3 are opencircuit. In fact anything that prevents
the main power supply firing up will
produce this symptom. G.T.

Ferguson TX99 Chassis
Field collapse is quite a common
problem with these sets. You will
usually find that one or other of the
series-connected 110 resistors
R134-R137 are burnt up. My advice
is to replace both the output
transistors TR5 (TIP29B) and TR6
(TIP111 — a Darlington device) as

well. Other components we
replace as a matter of course are
R109 (330 safety), R108 (9151
safety and the 56V zener diode
D30. S.L.

Ferguson A1OR (later
TX90 Chassis)
The cause of intermittent results
turned out to be the 7nF, 1.6kV
flyback tuning capacitor CP18. It
was badly swollen and one leg was
charred. Note that the value is
different with Model A 14R. S.L.

Sharp DV5105H
This Nicam set failed to wake up
from the standby state, the LED at
the front alternating between green
and red. Fortunately we've seen
this before: we went straight to
R751, an 0.330 Sharp safety
component in the 7V supply. This
is one to remember — if you are not
familiar with the chassis you might
suspect a line timebase fault. The
set appears to be in a tripped state.
You'll find R751 connected to pin
13 of the chopper transformer. The
cost of this tiny component also
takes some swallowing! S.L.

Mitsubishi CT21M1TX
A recent case of intermittently dead
from cold had us reaching for the
freezer can and hairdryer. This soon

brought us to C905 (470g, 25V),
which is in the start-up supply.
Another of these sets had no sound
because an 1.t. supply to the audio
chip was missing. We found that
Q952 (2SA950) was open-circuit. A
BC640 proved to be a suitable
replacement. S.L.

Sony AE1A Chassis
One of these sets came in with two
faults. First poor field linearity, the
bottom bit blanked and hum. This
fault would clear as the set warmed
up. The second fault was a delay of
a minute or so for the sound to come
on after the picture appeared. The
field fault was cleared by replacing
the 680g, 25V field scan coupling
capacitor C531. We traced the cause
of the sound fault to C615 (1,000µF,
25V), the reservoir capacitor in the
14V supply. Amongst other things
this supply feeds the audio mute
circuit. J.S.R.

Sony KV2764
The customer complained that it
took a long time to get a picture —
from half an hour to an hour. On
checking the voltage rails we found
that the 12V supply was very low.
Even the collector voltage at Q655
(2SD795A) was low. Replacing
C656 (1,000g, 25V) produced an
instant, clear picture. J.S.R.

Servicing tke

B&O 37XX and
38XX Chassis
These sophisticated sets can be kept in good working order, providing excellent
results. Nick Beer on fault-finding and precautions to take
hese two chassis are very similar. The sets that use
them sold in quite large numbers, the range first
appearing in 1986. Though pleasant to work on, the
chassis can cause some puzzles for those not familiar with
them. This article should help you sort out any problems.
The models covered are the L2500, LX2500, L2502,
LX2502, L2800, LX2800, L2802 and LX2802. A word to
start with on B&O modelltype/chassis numbering, since
this seems to confuse many people.
The model number is the one that appears after the word
Beovision — with these sets it's on the right-hand edge of
the strip of brushed aluminium that runs across the top of
the set. The type number, which supplements the model
number and appears on the back of the set, denotes the
exact version of the model. This refers to things like the
band coverage, TV system and colour system. With TV
sets, the first digit(s) of the type number also give us the
chassis type. The type numbers for L/LX2500/2800
models begin with 37, hence 37XX chassis: those for
models L/LX2502/2802 begin with 38, hence 38XX.
Simple, really!
The operation of these sets and of some of the circuitry
was covered in a previous article of mine, in the April
1989 issue of Television, to which reference should be
made. In this article I will be summarising our fault
experiences since then. One small point is that the retrofinable Nicam decoder is no longer available.

T

Layout
The circuitry is arranged on a number of panels, see Fig.
1. Each panel has a number, which is included in the
circuit component reference numbers. Thus 4TR11 is
transistor TR11 on panel 4: there may be several TR11s in
the set.
The power supply and deflection circuitry is on panel 4,
which is at the right-hand side when viewed from the rear.
The microcontroller and its associated circuitry, along
with the tuner, are on panel 1 or 51 which is on the floor
of the set. The line and field generator circuitry is on
panel 26/27/53, with the scart sockets amongst other
things. Panels 10/11/57 are hinged over the back of panel
26/27/53. Panel 10 or 57 is the teletext decoder panel,
which is present in the LX models. L models have panel
11, which generates on-screen displays. Apart from panel
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1/51 which is clipped to the floor of the set, all the boards
can be hinged in or out easily.
Remote control unit faults
All 00 models came with a black and silver 'video
terminal' remote control unit for which spares are no
longer available. 02 models came with a Beolink Mk 1 or
2 unit. Specific spares for these are also no longer
available. All is not bad news however.
The Beolink 1000 is still a current handset for all
relevant TV sets and hi-fi units, in Mk 4 form. Many of
the spares for this, such as the case and battery cover, are
compatible with earlier versions, though they are not
always identical. The button mats are not compatible.
The Beolink Mk 4 can be used as a replacement for the
earlier RC units, though some of the original buttons have
disappeared — to be replaced with other commands — as
the system has evolved. Most of the original commands
can still be carried out however by using 'shift'
commands — a sheet comes with the new handset. For
example the '1-2' button on the video terminal unit
provided a spatial sound effect with 00 sets: to achieve
this with the Beolink 1000 Mk 4 you have to use 'sound
shift sound'.
If you have a Beolink handset fault for which you can't
obtain spares, B&O provides an exchange service, at a
very reasonable cost, for a new Mk 4 unit. The current
retail price for a Mk 4 unit is £99.95
Remote control unit failures usually involve liquid
spillage. If the unit is badly affected, it doesn't qualify for
the above exchange system. No go can be caused by
tarnished battery contacts (replace the holder) or broken
wires (they are solid cored) between the board and the
holder. The button contacts can cause random command
transmission, especially volume up or down. In earlier
units the switches consisted of copper/brass springs on
sticky film over the PCB. Later units have a plastic film
with poppers in it, coated with carbon that makes with
carbon contacts on the open PCB. The carbon on the film
flakes off, landing across the PCB contacts.
Set faults
So much for the remote control units, now to the sets
themselves. We'll start with the power supply/deflection
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panel PCB4 where, naturally, most of the faults occur.
A common fault is failure of the line output transistor
4TR11 (a BU508A or S2000A). If you simply replace it,
the cure will not be long lasting. The following is the
latest recommended procedure to prevent a recurrence:
there have from time to time been additions as B&O has
identified further potential causes. Modification kits with
the parts required are available, part no. 3390454 for panel
26/27/53 and 3390487 for panel 4. You need both if the
set has not received any previous attention. The prices are
again very reasonable.
(1) Replace 4C28 (2200), 4C29 (1000), 4TR15 (with
modified type in the kit), 4C34 (6.8nF), 4C32 (see below),
26R63 (2.21d) line frequency preset) and 26R65 (101S1
horizontal phase preset).
Note that the new 4TR15 has a different pin
configuration to the original. Follow the diagram on the
sheet that comes with the kit. Take care: on some boards
the pin connections are printed, differently, on both sides
of the board! 4C32 is 1.5nF when the line output
transformer is a Philips AT2077/81, 1.8nF when it's an
Hitachi type —both values are supplied in the kit.
(2) Run a wire between pin 5 of connector P9 on panel
26/27/53 and the chassis connection to 26R65. Run
another wire between the same pin of P9 and pin 8 of
connector P22 on panel 4.
(3) Short the emitter of the line output transistor 4TR11 to
chassis by adding a link to pin 2 of connector P26, which
is very close to it.

Panel 6
R receiver
and
Panel 21
Colour
decoder

Panels
10/11/57
Teletext
and
display

Panel 3
CRT
base
Panel 26/27/53
Timebase
generators.
audio output
and AV links

processing
Soun

Panel 7
Headphone

It is as well to carry out all these modifications if they
have not previously been done whenever one of these sets
comes into the workshop. Because the sequence of
modifications has evolved over a period of time you may
find that some of them have been carried out but others,
for example the wire links and extra diodes, have not been
attended to. Check carefully.
Here are some other possible causes (some speculative)
of repeated line output transistor failure (but do make sure
that all the modifications listed above have been carried
out): intermittent flashover in the CRT; intermittent arcing
in the Philips type line output transformer; and the 10M12
isolation resistor 4R5 going open-circuit.
Intermittent arcing noises that often don't destroy
4TR11 are sometimes experienced in addition to the
problems mentioned so far — the focus spark gap, which is
integral with the CRT base socket, causes problems.
Don't be misled by this: a faulty line output transformer
that produces excessive voltages will of course also result
in spark gap firing.
It is important that any dry-joints on PCB4 are attended
to. Dry-joints around the line output transformer 4T5,
especially at the coils (4L5 for example), can result in
failure of 4TR11. Have a good, careful solder around. The
board print is fairly delicate, legs are bent over and with
age the board and its print become fragile. You have
nothing to worry about if you are careful however.
The whole board should be scanned for dry-joints. Pay
particular attention to the high-density area, where many
of the small transistors are mounted.
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Panel 1/51
Tuner, i..,
pC control

Fig. 1: Layout

of the PCBs.

Beam sensing
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4R45
1k

(4) Add the two diodes supplied in the kit for panel 4
across 4D32. Connect them in series, with the cathode of
one to the junction of 4D32 and 4R45 and the anode of
the other one to the junction of 4D32 and 4R43, see Fig.
2.

Panel 24 or 28

Panel 4
Power supply
and
deflection

4D32

4R43
16k
106161

Fig. 2: The additional diodes required in parallel
with 4D32.

Other PCB4 faults

Dead set, stuck in standby. When the set is asked to come
on the LED goes out, the set squeals and returns to
standby: The usual cause is that the line output transistor
4TR11 is short-circuit. See previous notes. Another
known cause is failure of the line output transformer 4T5,
especially if it is the Philips type (grey).
As mentioned in my previous article on these sets (April
1989), there's an ideal way of fault localisation before you
even take the back off. The sets incorporate an audio only
mode, in which the power supply but not the line output
stage is operational. If you go into this mode and the set
comes out of standby and works, you can be reasonably
sure that there's a line output stage fault. If it still doesn't
come out of standby, carry out checks in the power supply
or possibly the system control sections of the receiver.
With the original video terminal RC unit the audio only
mode is selected by pressing the AUX-1 button: with the
Beolink 1000, use Shift-TV-1.
Dead set with no LED light: First make sure that the
mains supply is reaching connector P27 on PCB4. If it
isn't, the mains switch or a burn up on its PCB is the
likely cause. The mains switch fitted to these sets is rarely
used, which is just as well since it's pretty unreliable.
Unlike many mains switches, this one fails safe — the
latching usually goes.
To replace the mains switch, turn the set upside down,
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remove the trap door under the switch and hook out the
PCB. If the set is on its stand and you are making a house
call the job can be done by crawling under the set, without
need to remove the back cover. Note that the switch is
available complete with PCB if the print is damaged. This
includes a new mains lead.
If the mains supply is present at connector P27, the 3.3CI
surge limiter resistor 4R3 could have gone open-circuit.
When these sets were new this resistor used to burn up. If
the 2AT mains fuse 4F1 is open-circuit, check the bridge
rectifier diodes 4D2-5 and if necessary the BU508A
chopper transistor 4TR1 (this item is remarkably reliable
however).
Another cause of fuse failure is a defective posistor
(4R103) in the degaussing circuit. As usual with B&O sets
the degaussing is triac controlled. The triac (4SBT1) and
the posistor (4R103) develop dry-joints.
No standby mode: If there is no obvious destruction the
cause is likely to be loss of the standby 11V supply. This
is produced by a separate, fused (4F2) power supply that
consists of transformer 4T2, bridge rectifier 4D10-13 and
its reservoir capacitor 4C14 (470µF). If the 250mAT fuse
4F2 is open-circuit, check the bridge rectifier diodes. The
most common failure here however is the reservoir
capacitor 4C14 which goes open-circuit.
Intermittent cutting out, not necessarily to standby:
This can be caused by loss of chopper transistor (4TR1)
drive. Dry-joints can occur at the driver transformer 4T3,
but the cause is often the driver transistor 4TR6 (BC33825) breaking down under load — it goes open-circuit. A
scope check at its emitter will confirm this if you happen
to be watching when the fault occurs.
The primary side of the power supply is otherwise very
reliable. It employs mostly discrete-component circuitry.
Thus if the set has been subjected to a power surge or
lightning many components can suffer. Nothing unusual
here however. Fig. 3 shows the supply circuit.

Safety testing
The insulation resistance should be around 11MS2. If the
reading is high, 4R5 (10M51) is likely to be open-circuit.
If the reading is low, suspect interwinding leakage in 4T1,
4T2 or 4T3. It is unlikly that the series-connected 0.01µF
isolation capacitors 4C6 and 4C7 would both be leaky.
Flash testing is not recommended.

The Microcontroller
and the Bus
There are a fair number of differences between the two
chassis in this area, but the good news is that reliability is
excellent. Most of the circuitry is on the small panel that
sits on the floor of the set, with the tuner on it. There's an
extensive I2C bus system.
When there's a bus fault the set is likely to remain in
standby. Bus pin connections to the chips are generally 2
for the data and 3 for the clock pulses. Check here for
activity and DC pull-up. The lines are zener diode
protected, so a short on the line should lead to a check on
the relevant 5.1V zener diode. There are also series
resistors in the connections to the individual chips. This
helps with fault tracing, as the resistors can be lifted to
clear or otherwise particular chips. Checking for the cause
of a short-circuit on either line tends to be a rather longwinded process.
There are no software enhancements as such for the
37XX chassis. A datalink module is required to
implement certain functions such as inclusion in an MCL2
link system, but the module is no longer available. If
fitted, you'll find it above the left-hand collection of
PCBs. Various system parameters are set by the series of
DIP switches.
In similar situations the 38XX chassis is upgraded by
replacing IC1 and IC3 on panel 51 to provide the required
extra software.
Dry-joints are quire common on panel 51. These cause
all manner of odd, often very intermittent faults such as
going to standby. A tuner with a short-circuit is another
cause of a set being stuck in standby.

PCB26/27/53 faults

Most field faults result in no vision. It's quite common,
when you turn up the tube's first anode (G2) preset, to be
greeted by a distorted field scan with virtually full height,
flyback lines and no vision content. You'll find that 4D21
(1N4002) in the flyback boost voltage circuit is opencircuit, though it usuallly reads fine when cold. The result
is no 12V supply at pin 8 of the TDA2170 field output
chip 41C2. Replacing 4D21 will restore the field linearity,
but without vision. For the latter, replace the TDA2170
chip as well (part no. 8340717) as it's not producing the
field-frequency section of the sandcastle pulses.
The TDA2170 chip requires +12V and —12V supplies.
There could be a problem with these in the event of lack
of correct field linearity. Check, by substitution, the 100µF
capacitors 4C44, 4C45 and 4C47, also the 0.15I safety
resistors 4R74 and 4R75.

These alternative panels contain the audio output chips,
the sync and timebase generator circuitry and the AV
arrangements.
The audio output stages are generally very reliable and
the faults simple — they are usually caused by one of the
chips, a standard TDA2040 being used in each channel.
The usual complaint is of noise or grumbling in one
output.
Sync is handled by the TDA1940 chip IC5 and its
associated components. It can cause several problems,
usually thermal. The symptoms are drift or loss of sync.
Be very careful here, as the width, linearity and frequency
potentiometers all give trouble, changing value and
becoming noisy. As mentioned earlier, the line frequency
and horizontal phase potentiometers should be replaced to
prevent line output transistor failure.
A transistor to note is TR3 (BC548B). When this is
switched fully on, the line drive output from pin 2 of IC5
is shorted to chassis. This is done to implement the audioonly mode. Thus TR3 and its associated resistors could
cause some puzzlement should a fault occur here.

The Tube

Cleaning

The tubes used in these sets are generally fault free,
though we have had flashovers that have resulted in

Do remove and clean the contrast screen following a
repair. Removal is easy. Pull the speaker frets off gently,

Field timebase faults
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failure of the line output transistor 4TR11 and its
protection capacitor 4C32, whose value varies with the
type of LOPT (see earlier). The life of the tubes fitted in
the 37XX chassis has sometimes been disappointing. It is
common to see very poor results.
The tubes fitted in the 38XX chassis seem to be much
less likely go go low-emission.
If you have a very sick-looking picture, don't overlook
the possibility that the tube's heater supply voltage might
be low. Check for dry joints on PCB4.
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Fig. 3: The power supply circuitry. Note that there were several minor modifications during the production run. All
components are prefixed 4. 4TR1 is type BU508A.

remove the plastic clips (under the frets) at each corner of
the screen, then undo the Phillips screws under the clips.
Also polish the aluminium strips around the cabinet and
use teak oil or similar on wood veneer cabinets.
In Conclusion
These sets are a delight to work on, using a chassis
arrangement that's well thought out. Work on the
unclipped back-to-back PCBs on the left-hand side can be
a bit fiddly however, as they flop around if left without
support.
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Since some of the circuitry is advanced — the bus control
system for example — inexperienced engineers should take
great care and never work without the service manual.
There are some apparently pointless bits of circuitry, but
the sets contain features that allow Link integration — they
are more than just TV sets!
Treat the print with care, especially where PCBs have
been getting hot. Hamfistedness or the use of a solder
sucker (always use braid) will lead to disaster.
For B&O spares details, refer to the spares guide
supplied with this issue.
■
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:Fault Finding
Reports from
Philip Blundell, AMIEEIE
Brian Storm
Eugene Trundle
Chris Watton
Tony Ashworth
Michael Dranfield
Terry Lamoon
Glyn Dickinson

Philips G90AE Chassis
"Drifts off tune" it said on the job card. On test, no
channels were tuned in. When retuning was tried a
station was found but was lost again as soon as it was
stored. A scope connected to the tuning PWM signal
showed that it changed at the instant the store button
was pressed, indicating that data was not being stored.
A new X2402 EEPROM put matters right. P.B.

Grundig Cinema 9050
The EHT splitter had arced over. When this had been
replaced there was sound but no picture. The cause of
this was soon tracked down to a faulty TMS3743 chip
on the tuning module: pin 5 was stuck at 2V when it
should have been at OV for a picture.
A new chip produced a picture, but with unlocked
colour running through it. The TDA3510 colour
decoder chip had died. After replacing this the picture
was OK and it was time to try teletext. Oh dear! Just a
blank screen with an unlocked "P100" to see.
Substitution checks proved that the cause of this was
the SAA5020 chip.
All that was needed to complete the repair was to
clean the mirrors and set up the convergence.
Remember convergence?! P.B.

Grundig S172-760/9DPL (CUC7861 Chassis)
This Dolby Pro-Logic set came along from another
dealer. The fault symptoms were as follows: poor field
— there were striations at the top of the screen; the set
wouldn't tune in — unless the fine tuning was set at
maximum; and when a station was found there was no
colour in the picture, which looked smeary. Could there
be a common cause?

Philips G110 Chassis
This set was dead apart from a
buzzing sound that came from the
power supply. We disconnected the
HT feed to the line output stage — by
pulling out the scan coil plug — and
connected a dummy load in its place.
This proved that the cause of the
trouble was in the line output stage
rather than the power supply.
No shorts could be detected with
the scan coil plug removed: when
the plug was refitted, a short
appeared across the line output
transistor. The scan coil coupling/Scorrection capacitor C2550 was
short-circuit. P.B.
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All became clear when the tuning voltage was
measured. There was only 20V instead of 30V at pin 1
of the tuner. The tuning voltage is obtained from the
45V supply via R337, but this supply was low as well.
It's also used by the field timebase and the IF stages.
The 45V supply is derived from the line output
transformer, D551 being the rectifier. A check here
showed that its cathode voltage was low. There's a
2.20 safety resistor (R552) in the AC feed to D551, but
a resistance check seemed to show that it was OK. So
why was the 45V supply low?
This model is fitted with a Toshiba tube and a
dynamic focusing module. These additions place a
parallel path across R552. Disconnecting plug DF
removes the parallel path — and proved that R552 was
in fact open-circuit. For the record, pin 1 of plug DF on
the mother board connects with pin 4 of plug DF on the
dynamic focusing board, i.e. the cable crosses over. It's
a general rule with Grundig circuits that interconnecting
cables cross over, with the lowest number being
connected to the highest etc.
A new 2.252 safety resistor and a retune (isn't
automatic tuning wonderful?!) brought back the picture.
The sound side of the receiver worked, apart from the
fact that only weak sound came from the bass speaker
in the back cover. A fault tracing session with the signal
generator brought us to chip transistor CT4140
(BC849C) which was open-circuit. P.B.

Panasonic Alpha 3 Chassis
This set would become dead very intermittently. In the
fault condition the standby LED glowed but nothing
else happened. It took many weeks of soak testing
before we discovered that C1251, which decouples the
reset line to the main microcontroller chip IC1213, was
leaky. As a meter check on the capacitor produced a
reading of 7000, it was understandable why the set was
sometimes inoperative. This capacitor was one of those
infamous lOnF, 50V ceramic ones that earned a
deserved reputation as prime suspects a few years ago.
B.S.

Panasonic Alpha 2 Chassis
No line or field sync from cold was the complaint with
this set. But when the back was removed everything
returned to normal. Eventually, after many days of cold
starts, we declared C3550 on the text panel to be faulty.
A new 1pF, non-polarised capacitor cleared the fault.
B.S.

Panasonic Euro 1 Chassis
This digital chassis would intermittently produce a light
raster with no sync — but never with the back off! After
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some inspired guesswork I decided to replace the
SAD2140 video AD converter chip IC1601.
Fortunately this solved the problem. B.S.

Hitachi CPT2176 (06P
Chassis)
There was no audible whistle from the
power supply in this dead set, which
indicated a power supply rather than a
line output stage fault — a squealing
power supply is usually caused by
something amiss in the line output
stage. A few cold checks soon showed
that D902 (ES1A) was short-circuit. A
replacement cured this one. C.W,

Panasonic Alpha 2 Chassis
For the first few seconds of each day this set behaved as
though its tuner unit was faulty. The picture would come
on all snowy, but very soon there would be a quick flash
and the selected programme would appear. During the
first few days that we had this set on test the tuner unit
proved to be OK, as did IC171 which generates the
tuning voltage. Over the course of a further few days we
tried all the capacitors in this area, one by one. The
culprit turned out to be C15. A replacement 2.2pF
capacitor restored normal operation. B.S.

Panasonic Euro 1 Chassis
Intermittent loss of colour was the complaint with this
digital set. So it came as no surprise when, after about
an hour, the colour disappeared completely. By going
into Service Mode. One I was able to discover that the
colour VCO adjustment couldn't be pulled in. As a first
guess as to the cause, I decided to replace the PAL
master oscillator crystal X1656. Fortunately this cured
the problem. B.S.

Tatung 160 Series Chassis
As these receivers age, internal failure of the SAW
filter in the IF strip has become an increasing problem.
The symptom, either permanent or intermittent, is a
ghosting effect, the spurious image being displaced
about lcm (with a 20in. tube) to the right of the main
one. E.T.

Tatung B Series Chassis
Some of the sets fitted with this chassis emit a 'line
whistle' similar to that you sometimes get from a line
linearity coil or output transformer. You'll search in
vain amongst the inductors however. What's required is
a modification. Add a 220pF capacitor between pin 5
and (floating) pin 6 of optocoupler IC802 in the power
supply. E.T.

as pin 19, the muting input, was low. The cause of this
state of affairs was RB135 (3301A which was opencircuit. For good measure we replaced its luF
decoupler CB131 as well. We then had 6V at pin 19 to
switch the TDA4505 chip back on. C.W.

Hitachi C2118T (GIPS Chassis)
This set was dead though there was 320V on the
primary side of the power supply. Experience has
shown that R903 and R902 (both 82k52) can be the
cause of various faults, so these were replaced. The set
was now in standby and no function would get it
started. Further checks in the power supply brought me
to the 130V zener diode ZD903, which was shortcircuit. A replacement restored normal operation. I
wonder which item went first? C.W.

ITT TX3835 (Compact 80R Chassis)
This set would run for hours, then the sound and picture
would be lost for about half a second. In the fault
condition the standby light came on and the display
went out. Then the picture returned. After a while the
fault would recur. Close monitoring showed that in the
fault condition the HT was still present and the line
output stage remained in operation. The culprit turned
out to be the 5V regulator IC05 on the customer control
panel. C.W.

Bush 2114T

Tatung 145 Chassis

This set was dead because the power supply had
supplied too much power to the rest of the set — the HT
voltage was at around 150V. The basic cause of the
trouble was a duff capacitor, C818 (lpF, 63V), which is
part of the power supply feedback system. This is in
fact quite a common fault, but further troubles were
being caused by IC301 (TDA3563), IC601 (TDA2006),
R607 (1052), C806 (1,000pF, 25V) and 0808
(1,000pF).
When the set eventually came on the display showed
6.6. We found that the SAA1293A-03 tuning/remote
control decoder chip and the three-pin supply regulator
IC5 were faulty. C.W.

This set, which was actually a Finlux 1014M, was
sometimes reluctant to start. Once it was up and
running it never failed. We replaced all the diodes and
electrolytics in the power supply before we found that
R816 (10052, 1W) was intermittent. C.W.
The usual cause of a concave picture is D28 on the
power supply/line output panel. But in this case the
TIP41A EW diode modulator driver transistor TK4 was
open-circuit. I'm sure that the cause of its failure was
the loose mounting screw, which meant that it wasn't
held in proper contact with the heatsink. C.W.

Bush 1452T

Philips GR1-AX Chassis

If you get one of these sets with a blown power supply,
you will probably find one or two capacitors with lifted
lids. After replacing them, make sure that C911 has its
negative end connected to the base of the chopper
transistor. It's sometimes fitted the wrong way round
during manufacture, or the panel may be incorrectly
marked. It is also wise to uprate it to 63V. C.W.

This dead set had all the stock faults in one go: D6613
(15V zener), D6610 (10V zener) and D6644 (1N4148)
were all leaky and the line output transistor was shortcircuit. Once the power side of the set was working
properly there was a green screen with all sorts of onscreen displays. The TMP47C4323559 microcontroller
chip was also duff. C.W.

Solara 22L37

Bush 1452T

The complaint with this set was no signals. We
discovered that the TDA4505 IF chip was switched off

If you find that the 5.652, 3W surge limiter resistor
R425 is open-circuit, check the 12V zener diode
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Finlux 3021F
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ZD402 as well. The cause of the failure may be high or
intermittently high HT, so replace C911 (47pF, 25V)
and possibly the 9.1V zener diode ZD902. See also
note about 0911 (polarity and rating) in another fault
report. C.W.

Toshiba 2939DB
Because circuit protector ZP82 was open-circuit there
was no 18V supply and the set was stuck in standby.
ZP82 had failed because the TA8211AH Surround
sound output chip ICS01 was faulty. Part nos. are
23144450 for ZP82, B0376856 for ICS01. T.A.

Hitachi C2564TN (G10 Chassis)
If one of these sets is tripping, check fuse F902
(630mAF) on the line output panel. Failure of this fuse
will result in the protection circuit operating. Check for
dry-joints in the line output stage, the power supply and
at the joint which earths the heatsink of IC800 on the
tube's base panel when F902 has failed. T.A.

Sony KVX2962U (AE2 Chassis)
This set suffered from what appeared to be field roll.
Scope checks at board M showed that noise was present
on the field pulse that goes from pin 9 of the
TDA2595/V9 chip IC501 to the digital timebase chip.
As a result the latter was operating in the 60Hz mode.
Replacing IC501 cured the fault — part no. is 8-759513-48. T.A.

Sanyo CBP2180
This set was stuck in standby. If the remote control
unit's standby button was pressed the standby light
would go off then come back on again a few seconds
later. During this time all the supplies except the 12V
line came up. The reason for the failure of the 12V
supply to appear was that the 78M12 regulator IC552
had gone open-circuit. T.A.

Hitachi CPT2656 (Salora K Chassis)
This set was o.k. in standby, but died when any attempt
was made to switch it on. Checks in the line output
stage showed that DB506 (BY228), one of the diodes in
the EW modulator circuit, was leaky. T.A.

Panasonic Z4 Chassis
There was no sound and the picture had shifted over to
one side, the H-centre control R509 having no effect.
The cause of these problems was traced to C503,
which decouples the horizontal centring voltage. It's a

lOnF disc ceramic capacitor and had developed a
1.2142 leak. T.A.

Sony KVA2542U (AE2B Chassis)
It was not possible to change channels once this set had
warmed up. When a different one was selected the
picture and on-screen display would change to the new
station, but after a few seconds the set would revert to
the previous channel. The cause of this peculiar fault
was the X24C16P memory chip IC072 — part no. 8759-073-14. T.A.

Philips 14GR1221 (GR1-AX Chassis)
This remote-control set wouldn't come out of standby.
We found that C2631 (22nF), which decouples the base
of the standby switching transistor Tr7631, was leaky.
As a result the voltage at this point was low. T.A.

Sony KVX2162U (AE2 Chassis)
There was no sound. Checks in the power supply
revealed that R627 (2752 fusible) was burnt. After
fitting a replacement there was sound from both
channels, but it was distorted and the ±22V supplies
were uneven. The cause of this was the TDA2052 chip
IC261, which is one of the audio output i.c.s. It was
drawing excessive current from the +22V supply. A
replacement restored correct sound — part no. 8-759072-099. T.A.

Ferguson TX100 Chassis
Lack of width, about two inches at either side of the
screen, was the problem with this set. As the HT
voltage was correct at 119V, we decided to try a
replacement plug-in EW panel. This made no
difference, neither did replacement EW modulator
diodes. We then found that the 148V supply obtained
from the line output transformer was low at 129V. In
view of this we decided to replace the transformer. This
cured the fault. M.Dr.

Philips G110 Chassis
The power supply was shut down and we found that
there was a low resistance reading across the line output
transistor. We checked various components before
coming to the 390nF, 250V line scan coupling/Scorrection capacitor C2550 — the large blue one. It read
1052 both ways and on removing it we found that there
was a small, black pinhole burnt into the case, near one
of the leadouts. A replacement brought the set back to
life. M.Dr.

Ferguson TX85 Chassis with Remote Control
Ferguson ICC9 Chassis
This set suffered from various
intermittent field faults, such as
top cramping or expansion of the
centre of the scan as the set
warmed up. Freezing almost any
component in the field output
stage would clear the fault. The
cause of the trouble turned out to
be the BA157 diode DF31, which
is in the flyback boost voltage
generator circuit. It was going
high-resistance. T.A.

432

This set was dead. The power supply was running, but
there was no output from the 12V regulator although
D13 was providing an output of 16V. The thing to do
in this situation is to check for dry-joints at the standby
switching transistor TR902 on the remote control
panel. We've had this problem on quite a few
occasions now. M.Dr.

Samsung CI5913VV
The problem with this set was excessive width with
severe EW distortion. When we measured the HT
voltage with a digital meter we found that it was at
135V and full of nasty line pulses. An analogue meter
check produced the correct reading of 155V. The culprit
turned out to be C416 (2.2pF, 250V), which decouples
the anti-breathing resistor in the supply to the line output
stage. It had dried out. This doesn't seem to be the best
choice of capacitor type for this position, as the large
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line pulses impose too much stress. A polyester type
would have been more appropriate. M.Dr.

Ferguson Bl4R (TX80 Chassis)
This set was dead — stuck in standby, with only 2V at
the bottom end of the 9.1k52, 9W start-up resistor
RP17. The cause of the problem turned out to be DP36
(BA157) which was short-circuit. M.Dr.

Nokia ST37H1
Field collapse was the complaint with this set.
Everything seemed to be o.k. until I checked the 1.t.
supply to i.c. DD01. It was very low. When I traced
back to the source I ended up with the supply to the
tuner. When the tuner was isolated, up came the field
scan! A new tuner cleared the short. T.L.

Sharp DV51O3H
Sony KV211XMTV
We'd fitted a new tube in this set a couple of months
previously because the original one had a red heatercathode short. Here it was back with a ticket that read
"same fault as before". On test we found that the
picture was covered with flyback lines and was too
bright. Excessive first anode voltage was the cause of
the trouble. R722 (680142) at the chassis side of the first
anode potentiometer was open-circuit. M.Dr.

After replacing the line output transistor and transformer
in this set (by arrangement with the customer's bank
manager!) we were left with a blank rster and no onscreen display. There was good sound however. Panic
set in, as all the processing is carried out on the digital
board. We've had the non-volatile RAM chip cause this
fault, but replacing the PCB with a test one made no
difference. As the line output transformer had failed, we
decided to investigate the beam limiting circuit where
we found that C612 had burnt out. Phew! G.D.

Ferguson TX100 Chassis
This set would revert to standby after half an hour. If it
was left to cool it would run for another half an hour
before giving a repeat performance. As we've had this
fault before we fitted a new chopper transformer. The
clue is that the power supply will run all right until it's
loaded. M.Dr.

Matsui 1420
The problem with this portable was intermittent colour.
We traced the cause to a dry-joint at the chroma delay
line. A good resolder worked wonders. T.L.

Bush 2020
This set was brought in because some of the front panel
push-buttons had no effect. A glance at the manual
showed that column d on the key scan wasn't working.
This line is also connected to the HEF4066 chip IC3,
which was found to be faulty.
The customer also asked if we could enable the threeband tuning for him. After some experimentation we
found that bit 5 of option byte 3 toggles this function.
The set used an SAA1293A-03 tuning/remote control
decoder chip. G.D.

Servicing the

Sony BE3B Chassis
The Sony BE3B is a full-specification chassis designed for use in lowcost sets with 21-29in. tube sizes. Circuit operation and servicing
are described in this two-part series by Giles Pi!brow
he Sony BE3B chassis was introduced in 1994. It
was designed for use in low-cost sets but
nevertheless has a full specification that includes
teletext, Nicam and remote control. It can drive 1R
(conventional), 2R (very flat) and widescreen Trinitron
tubes with screen sizes in the range 21-29in. In this
two-part article we will be looking at the operation of
some of the less usual circuit features and provide
guidance on servicing. We'll look first at the
organisation of the chassis.
The bulk of the circuitry is arranged on three PCBs.
As with other Sony chassis, each board is identified by
a letter. The main PCBs are as follows:

T

PCB A: This double-sided fibreglass board houses the
signals and control circuitry, including the tuner, the
microcontroller chip and the teletext and Nicam chips.
The bus-controlled TDA8366 jungle chip (IC301)
contains the colour decoder, the sync and timebase
generator circuits and other circuitry.
PCB C: This is the tube base panel which houses the
RGB output amplifiers.

Fig. 1: Block
diagram of
the Sanken
STR-56708
chopper chip.

PCB D: This is the main board at the base of the set. It
houses the power supply, the deflection circuits and the

audio output chip. Board A plugs into it at the rear,
right-hand side looking in from the back.
Four small PCBs are used for the local control
switches, the mains switch, the remote control receiver
and the front-mounted input/output sockets.
In contrast with some previous Sony sets that used
surface-mounted components throughout, only PCB A
uses this technology. It can be easily removed to assist
with component replacement. In addition an extender
PCB is available to provide better access during
servicing.
We will start with PCB D.
The Power Supply

The chopper power supply is based on the Sanken STRS6708 chip (IC600) which contains much of the
circuitry on the primary side of the circuit including the
chopper transistor. Feedback for voltage regulation is
from the secondary side of the circuit via an
optocoupler (IC601). The error voltage detector is thus
on the secondary side: it consists of IC602.
Power consumption is up to 180W with the set in
normal operation, less than 5W in the standby mode.
Fig. 1 shows in block diagram form the arrangements
within IC600.
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on board Fl.
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Start Up

Fig. 2 shows the complete power supply circuit. To get
the circuit started, R600 and D601 provide a feed from
the mains side of bridge rectifier D600. This feed
charges C604, providing a ramp voltage at pin 9 (the
voltage supply pin) of IC600. When the voltage at pin 9
reaches 8V, the IC starts up and produces chopper drive
pulses at pins 4 and 5. These are fed back in to the base
of the integrated chopper transistor at pin 3. When the
chopper transistor switches on it links pin 6 of the
chopper transformer (T601) to chassis, via the current
sensing resistor R605. As a result current flows in the
transformer's primary winding (pins 6-8) and a
magnetic flux builds up.
At a point determined by the timing circuitry within
IC600 the chopper transistor will be switched off. The
magnetic field established in T601 then collapses and
energy is transferred to its secondary windings. Diodes
D606 and D609-D614 conduct, charging their reservoir
capacitors.
After the initial start-up the supply for IC600 is
provided by D606, with C604 now acting as its
reservoir capacitor. The voltage at pin 9 will be around
7.7V.
Transistor Q601 is active during the start-up period
and in the standby mode. During the start-up period the
ramp voltage at pin 9 of IC600 could fall below the
minimum permissible level of 6V. As a result the
power supply would start up and shut down at the same

R641
470p

R621
56,1W
101621

rate as the ramp. Q601 prevents this by switching on to
supplement the voltage at pin 9 - it receives a supply at
its collector from rectifier circuit D604/C605. Once the
circuit is running normally the 7.7V across C604
reverse biases Q601.
Regulation

Voltage regulation is achieved by feedback to pin 7 of
IC600 via optocoupler IC601, which is driven by the
SE135N error sensing chip IC602. Fig. 3 shows the
circuitry within this chip. Pin 1 is connected to the
135V HT line. It feeds zener diode D1 via R3 to
produce a reference voltage at the emitter of Ql, also
Q1 's base via the potential divider network R1/2. Thus
Q1 senses any HT variations at its base, producing a
correction voltage at its collector (pin 2). This varies
the current flowing via the LED in optocoupler IC601
and its light output, which is detected by the
phototransistor on the output side of IC601.
The voltage at feedback pin 7 of IC600 is thus varied,
altering the mark-space ratio of the drive pulses
produced at pins 4 and 5 and the on/off timing of the
chopper transistor.
Standby Operation

To minimise the power consumption in the standby
mode IC600 produces very narrow pulses to drive its
chopper transistor. As a result, the power supply
produces sufficient energy to supply the
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microcontroller chip and the infra-red receiver only.
When the standby command is received, pin 2 of the
microcontroller chip IC001 goes high. This pin is
linked to the base of Q604 via R632 and Q4 (on board
A). Q4 switches on, Q604 switches off and Q603
switches on. As a result the current that flows through
the LED in IC601 is increased. IC600 reduces its output
pulse width (it assumes that the HT is high) and the HT
voltage falls to 29V. All the other power supply output
voltages fall in proportion.
Reducing the output voltages in the standby mode
creates two problems. The voltage developed across
C604 by D606 to power IC600 is no longer sufficient,
while the voltage developed across C617 by D610 is
too low to operate the regulator (IC604) for the standby
5V supply.
The first problem is overcome by the operation of
Q601 and its associated components. We have already
seen how this circuit contributes to the start-up
operation. When the set is running normally the voltage
developed across C605 is around 70V. In the standby
mode it falls to 9.5V and zener diode D603 switches
off. This enables Q601 to switch on and supplement the
supply at pin 9 of IC600.
To boost the input to IC604 in the standby mode
Q602 switches on, adding the voltage developed by
D608 across C612.
Protection

The power supply incorporates four protection circuits,
as follows:
(1) Overvoltage. Should the output voltages developed
by the power supply rise excessively this fact will be
apparent at pin 9 of IC600. Once the voltage at this pin
exceeds 10V the over-voltage circuit within the chip
will operate, shutting IC600 down. The circuit latches
in this state until the mains input is interrupted.
(2) Primary side excess current. The emitter of the

chopper transistor within IC600 is connected to chassis
via the low-value resistor R605. During normal
operation the voltage developed across this resistor is
negligible. Should an excess-current condition arise, the
voltage across R605 will increase. This voltage is
detected at pin 6, the result being that the over-current
circuit within the chip operates. The mark-space ratio of
the chopper drive pulses is then reduced. The circuit
works on a pulse-by-pulse basis, producing what can be
described as self-limiting. When an overload brings this
circuit into operation an audible 'tripping' sound may
be heard coming from T601.

Voltage Checks
Test point

Normal
working

Standby

C600 pin 3
C600 pin 4
C600 pin 5
C600 pin 6
C600 pin 7
C600 pin 8
C600 pin 9

OV
0.5V
1V
OV
0.2V
1.2V
7.7V

-0.4V
OV
OV
OV
0.2V
OV
6.3V

C601 pin 1
C601 pin 2

64.3V
63.5V

4.7V
3.6V

C604 pin 1
C604 pin 3

5V
7.7V

5V
8V

Junction D609/C613
Junction D612/C616
Junction L613/C630
Junction L612/C629

135V
15.6V
20V
-20V

29V
2V
3V
-3V

Q601 emitter
Q601 base
Q601 collector

7.7V
7V
67.4V

6.3V
6.9V
8.8V

Q602 emitter
Q602 base
Q602 collector

75.4V
74.4V

8V

Q605 emitter
Q605 base
Q605 collector

0.3V
0.5V
15.6V

Q606 emitter
Q606 base
Q606 collector

15.8V
15.6V
OV

8V

(4) Thermal. IC600 is designed to shut down should its
internal temperature exceed 150°C. When this occurs
IC600 will remain in the shut-down state until it has
cooled and the mains supply has been interrupted.
Servicing

First a precaution: before carrying out any cold checks
in the power supply or replacing components, ensure
that the mains rectifier's reservoir capacitor C603 is
discharged. It bites!
1.3V
Pin 4

(3) Secondary side excess current. Should an overload

that is not sufficient to trigger the primary side excesscurrent circuit occur, a secondary side circuit will come
into operation to prevent excessive HT current. The HT
current is monitored by R608. If the current is
excessive, the voltage across R608 will fall and Q605
will switch on. Q606 in turn conducts, producing a high
at pin 38, the protection line, of the microcontroller
chip IC001 (PCB A). This puts the set in the standby
mode.
To prevent the set being brought out of standby, the
collector of Q606 is linked to the base of Q605 via
D625 and R638. Thus once triggered the circuit latches
on.
As an additional safeguard, the line drive is removed
by Q805 which puts a short-circuit across the input to
the line driver transistor Q803.
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0.15V
4.2V

OV -

n

Pin 5

Pin 3

0.5V -

Fig. 3 (left): The circuitry within the SE I 35N voltage error detector
chip 10602.
Fig. 4: The waveforms that should be obtained when IC600 is rested
in circuit using a 9V battery to provide the power. Connect the
positive side of the battery to pin 9 and the negative side to pin 2.
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If the set is dead, the first step should be to find out
whether the power supply is working by checking the
output voltages produced by T601. Remember that
very low voltages could simply mean that the power
supply is in the standby mode.
If there are no outputs from T801' s secondary
windings, carry out checks in the primary side of the
circuit. There should be around 300V at pin 1 of
IC600. If this voltage is absent, check resistors R631,
R642 and R647. If any of them are open-circuit, the
chopper transistor in IC600 could be faulty. It is easy
to check this since the terminals are all accessible — the
collector at pin 1, the emitter at pin 2 and the base at
pin 3. If you find that the chopper transistor has failed,
the following components should be checked: Q601,
R606, R607, D607 and C607. Ensure that the
connections to C608 are sound, and replace R605 —
even a slight increase in the value of this resistor can
cause random tripping problems.
If there is 300V at pin 1 but IC600 is not working,
check that the start-up voltage is present at pin 9. This
is best checked with a scope, which should display a
ramp waveform that peaks at about 8V. If this is low or
missing, check R600, D601 and D606, and ensure that
C604 is not leaky or low in value.
It is simple to check IC600 if you suspect it. This can
be done either in circuit (with the mains supply
disconnected!) or out of circuit by connecting a 9V
battery between pins 9 (positive terminal) and 2
(negative terminal). A working chip should produce
waveforms similar to those shown in Fig. 4, at a
frequency of around 12kHz. Current consumption,
with the device in circuit, should be around 105mA.
If the start-up and 300V supplies are both present and
IC600 tests OK with a battery, it could be that the
overvoltage circuit is in operation, suggesting a
regulation loop problem. Once this circuit has
triggered, it will prevent IC600 from operating until
the mains supply has been disconnected. The
overvoltage circuit fires very rapidly. To check
whether it has, use a scope to see if the supply to pin 9
exceeds 10V. This will happen only once after the
mains supply has been switched on. If this is the case,
check the circuitry associated with the optocoupler
IC601 and the error detector chip IC602.
Field Output

The field output stage employs an STV9376 chip
(IC500) which requires ±15V supplies. These are
derived from the line output transformer T803. The
stage is unusual in that the scan coils are DC coupled
to the output This means that there is increased risk of
damage to the tube, the scan coils and the output stage
should a fault develop. Protection circuitry is therefore
incorporated.
The field ramp waveform fed to the scan coils is
monitored to ensure that it is symmetrical about
chassis potential. Should the picture be shifted
excessively or the height be set too low, the protection
circuit will come into operation.
Transistors Q501 and Q502 monitor the output from
IC500, charging capacitors C521 and C522. Should the
voltage across either of these capacitors exceed a
threshold value, the protection line (pin 38 of the
microcontroller chip IC001) will go high and the set
will revert to standby. The software in IC001
incorporates a short delay, allowing 1.5 seconds for the
circuitry to stabilise before the set shuts down.
The protection circuit can be disabled for test
purposes by removing diode D505. Caution is required

however to prevent damage to the tube or the output
stage.
Since the supplies for the field output chip are
derived from the line output transformer T803, any
fault here that results in a low or missing supply to
IC500 will trigger the protection.
The protection input to IC001 is shared with the
over-current protection circuit in the secondary side of
the power supply (mentioned earlier). A permanent
high on this line indicates that the latter circuit has
been triggered, a brief high suggesting a field output
stage problem.
It's normal practice for sets with an on-screen
display to use a sample of the field flyback waveform
for sync purposes. The BE3B chassis is no exception, a
5V peak-to-peak field pulse being applied to pin 60 of
IC001. This is also used for protection purposes:
should no field pulse reach IC001 within
approximately 15 seconds after switching on, IC001
will put the set into the standby mode. Thus even with
D505 disconnected the set can be operated for only 15
seconds at a time when fault finding.
Line Output Stage

The line output stage follows conventional practice and
is very reliable. Those not familiar with Sony designs
should note that the tube's G2 (first anode/screen)
supply is obtained by rectifying the flyback pulses at
the collector of the line output transistor. The rectifier
circuit consists of R830, D809 and C821. In previous
sets failure of this diode would result in a very dark,
flaring picture.
EW Modulator

All versions of the chassis, including sets fitted with a
90° (21in.) tube, incorporate EW correction. EW
modulator driver transistor Q801 controls the picture
width by varying the potential across the lower
modulator diode in D812. When Q801 is switched on,
the lower section of D812 is shorted out and the energy
applied to the scan coils is increased, the result being
greater width. Q801 receives its base drive from
IC800, via Q800.
IC800 (LM393P) is a comparator which is fed with a
fixed line-frequency ramp waveform at pin 5 and, at
pin 6, a variable parabolic waveform that comes from
pin 63 of the jungle chip IC301. The latter waveform
can be adjusted by the inicrocontroller chip. The result,
at pin 7 of IC800, is a pulse-width modulated linefrequency squarewave whose duty cycle is
proportional to the amplitude of the waveform at pin 6.
The point to note is that the longer the on-time of
Q801, the greater the picture width.
This circuit adjusts the width and pincushion
correction, the settings being electronically controlled
via the service mode.
NS Correction

Large-screen sets fitted with 2R tubes, for eaxmple the
KVX2982U, require additional correction to prevent
bowing at the top and bottom of the picture. The NS
correction circuitry is on PCB D2.
Dynamic Focusing

Some sets incorporate dynamic focusing circuitry to
maintain optimum focusing over the entire screen area.
A line-rate parabolic waveform, derived from pin 6
(+15V supply) of the line output transformer, is fed via
T802, with AC coupling, to the focus voltage output
from the line output transformer.
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Velocity Modulation

Velocity modulation is used in 29in. models to enhance
the picture sharpness by emphasising black-white and
white-black transitions. This is done via a coil that's
mounted on the neck of the CRT. It's used to speed up
the scanning spot during these transitions, after which
the spot is slowed down briefly to compensate. The

entire velocity modulation circuitry is housed on PCB
VM which is also mounted on the neck of the tube.
Part 2

In part 2 next month we'll look at the circuitry on the
other panels in the chassis and provide further advice
on fault finding.

TV Fault Finding
Reports from Philip Blundell, AMIEEIE, Glyn Dickinson,
Mike Orr, Stephen Leatherbarrow, G.M. Colebourne, Brian
Storm, Nick Beer, Terry Lamoon and Chris Watton

colour: the verticals were bent and
smeared. The teletext panel was not
to blame, but the picture was
restored to normal when the AV
panel was bypassed. The cause of
the trouble was the HEF4066 chip
IC1201. G.D.

Philips GR1-AX Chassis

Hitachi CPT1454 (NP84CQ
Chassis)
This set would come on for a split
second then go dead. The
overvoltage thyristor was firing. If
the set was started up gradually by
using a variac, it would keep
working and the 103V and 200V
supplies would be established
correctly — the overvoltage circuit
monitors the 200V supply.
Resistance checks in the protection
circuit showed that R909 (1801a
had fallen in value. As a result the
set tripped early. P.B.

Grundig P17/649/12
(CUC5200 Chassis)
There was no sound or vision, just a
blank white screen. Voltage checks
showed that the 12V +B supply was
low at 8V. Tests in the 12V
regulator circuit showed that the
voltage at the base of transistor
T672 was also low. It's connected
to the U/standby control line, which
is used to switch off the +B supply
for standby operation. Transistor
T835 (BC548) turned out to be
leaky. P.B.

Hitachi CPT2078 (NP83CQ
2 Chassis)
There was a strange picture with no
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This portable wouldn't start up,
though the HT was present and a
slight grunt could be heard. The
start-up pulse was present at the
volume input of the TDA8305 chip,
which contains the line oscillator,
but the set wouldn't kick off. The
chip wasn't to blame however.
Much investigation brought us to
L5524 (1.5mH) in the start-up feed
to the line driver stage. It had gone
high-resistance, a replacement
restoring the line drive. We've since
had a second set with the identical
fault. G.D.

Blaupunkt FM120
This is a chassis that will not be
familiar to most readers. The sets
are very reliable, the main trouble
being caused by the line output
transformer which, when faulty,
causes tripping at switch on (arcing
can usually be seen through the
casing). The focus control usually
has to be replaced at the same time.
After we'd carried out these
repairs to one particular set the
customer complained that it took
progressively longer to come on.
There's no mains switch on this
model, as a relay powered from the
standby transformer switches the
main power supply on. The relay
clicked as usual, but the power
supply remained dead. Replacing
the three electrolytics C420 (1µF,
63V), C426 and C429 (both 100µF,
25V) and the TDA4600 chopper
control chip restored normal
operation. G.D.

wavy dot pattern was superimposed
on the picture. The luminance
response was also affected, and at
times the picture blanked out
completely. Teletext was OK.
Tests showed that the luminance
signal was present wherever it
should be. In the fault condition the
feedback pin of the VCJ chip was at
1.5V instead of 3.5V. Freezing this
chip cured the fault — but replacing
it didn't! When we checked the
blanking voltage from the teletext
board we found that it was at 0.6V
instead of OV. The culprit turned
out to be the JC501Q transistor
Q7705 on the text board. M.O.

Panasonic TX21V1 (Alpha
2 Chassis)
Most of the Nicam faults we get are
caused by incorrect adjustment or a
faulty IF unit. This set failed to
produce Nicam sound and the
display showed neither the Nicam
symbol nor the mono one. On
investigation we found that the
6.55MHz oscillator wasn't running.
The cause of this was eventually
traced to the 0.01µF capacitor C2549
which is connected to pin 9 of
IC2502, the carrier APC detect pin.
After replacing this capacitor and
carrying out 6.55MHz adjustment
the set worked correctly. M.O.

Toshiba 210T6B
This set produced a pale, indistinct
raster whose brightness didn't alter
when the brightness control was
adjusted. I suspected that a sort of
reflected brightness within the tube
was the cause of the trouble, as a
result of the raster being deflected
off the viewing area. This proved to
be the case, the culprit being the
field scan coupling capacitor C316
(4,700µF, 25V). This fault can also
cook up R327, which is in the
supply to the field output chip. M.O.

Mitsubishi CT25A2STX

Mitsubishi CT29B2STX

This set had an intermittent fault
with rather obscure symptoms. A

This set had a rare fault these days,
north/south distortion. With the
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29in. tube, the symptom looked
pretty bad. There's a 2SA950 30V
switch transistor (Q4009) on the NS
correction panel. It was supplying
only 23V. A replacement cured the
fault. M.O.

Panasonic TX25A2X
(Alpha 3 Chassis)
The picture had no colour. Checks
around the colour decoder chip
10601 showed that the reference
oscillator wasn't working. Instead,
there was a pulsating line pulse at
this pin (21). In addition the chroma
input at pin 15 was going from zero
to maximum amplitude.
This is a multi-standard colour
decoder chip, with an NTSC as well
as a PAL crystal. Removing the
NTSC crystal stopped the pulsating
waveforms, but replacing the
crystals and oscillator components
didn't help. The culprit turned out
to be the 0.01µF ceramic capacitor
connected to pin 14 (labelled DC
feedback) of the chip. Well, you
would know by now that these
ceramic capacitors in Panasonic
receivers have a bad reputation.
M.O.

Philips CP90 Chassis
There was intermittent tripping, also
patterning on the screen. It was
difficult to narrow down the cause of
the patterning to a particular section
of the set, because there was both a
dot pattern of the sort caused by
arcing and the more usual
herringbone effect. The latter also
varied wildly, being reminiscent of
sound-on-vision. These effects were
all caused by C2691 in the power
supply. This 330µF, 25V electrolytic
had gone low in value. S.L.

Goodmans 2575

The cause of a recent case of a
dead set with no 15V input to the
12V regulator chip ICB500 was
traced to rectifier diode DB507
(EGP20D) being open-circuit. S.L.

Philips CP90 Chassis
This seems to be something of a
stock fault with these sets. D6665
(1N4148) becomes leaky,
producing the dead set symptom.
It's connected to pin 5 of the
CNX62 optocoupler in the power
supply, via R6665 (4-752). S.L.

ITT Monoprint B Chassis
This set would go to standby very
intermittently. We found that as the
temperature rose the TDD1605S
5V regulator chip IC405 became
leaky between its input pin and
chassis. S.L.

Salora 1G3A
An alarming set of symptoms had a
very simple cause. The symptoms
were a bright, blank raster, no
sound and lack of width. All were
caused by a dry-joint at the base of
transistor TB18. S.L.

Goodmans 5160
At switch on this set produced a
flooded white raster in both the TV
and text modes. If the set was left to
run in the TV mode a picture would
gradually emerge from the fog. The
text display remained white and
blank. When we checked the
supplies to the text board (there are
12V and 5V rails) with a scope,
large line-rate pulses were seen on
the 12V supply. C629 (100µF, 25V)
was found to be partially opencircuit. S.L.

Philips 2A Chassis

This 25in. Nicam set produced no
red output from the TEA5181A
RGB output chip, which is mounted
on the tube's base panel. We soon
traced the cause to the 681(52
resistor R26, which was opencircuit. We replaced the
corresponding resistors in the G and
B channels as well, R28 and R29
respectively, as their values had
drifted somewhat. S.L.

This set came to us dead with a
leaky BU508V line output
transistor. A replacement quickly
failed, accompanied by squealing.
By unloading the line output
transformer's secondary windings
in turn, we found that the set
operated with a blank raster when
D6644 was lifted. We eventually
discovered that the TDA2579/N5
timebase generator chip IC7535
was faulty.

Salora J Chassis

Tatung 160 Chassis

This receiver would at random
produce the dead set symptom. In
fact it produced the sort of half
working/low output state that's
characteristic of one of these sets in
trouble. DB720, a 15V zener diode
connected to pin 5 of the LF0041
chopper control chip HB1, was
fpund to be intermittently leaky.

Intermittent loss of signals is a fault
you sometimes get with these sets.
While the tuner can be responsible,
on several occasions we've found
that the resistors which supply the
33V regulator are the cause. In a
recent case one of these 3.91d1
resistors (R007) had a burn mark
around it. The symptoms were
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normal pictures following a slight
drift/sudden signal loss etc. S.L.

Hitachi CPT2478 (G6P
Chassis)
There was sometimes no text and
very occasionally jumbled text. It
didn't take us long to discover that
the 12V input at pin 2 of PL1204 on
the text board measured only 10-5V.
R761 had risen in value from the
correct 10 to 552. S.L.

Panasonic TX29AD1DP
(Euro 2 Chassis)
Excessive width plus parabolic
distortion was the problem with this
set. When the EW diode modulator
driver transistor was removed the
width came back in, but a
replacement still gave excessive
width. The parabolic waveform
from the digital pack looked good
when checked with a scope, and all
the transistors in the EW drive
circuit checked all right when out of
circuit. Despite this, a new BC547B
transistor in position Q593 — this is
the emitter-follower at the base of
the EW driver transistor — restored
normal scanning. B.S.

Panasonic TX25X1DP
(Alpha 4 Chassis)
This Dolby Pro-Logic set had no
output from the front speakers. The
reason for this became obvious
when the back had been removed:
C81 and C83 on the sound
processor board had exploded. They
are the output coupling capacitors
associated with the two-channel
audio amplifier chip Ul l which was
short-circuit, placing 35V across
C81 and C83. The fact that they are
rated at 25V explains their distress.
A replacement LA4280 audio chip
and two new 2,200µF capacitors
restored the sound. B.S.

Panasonic TX29AD1 (Euro
2 Chassis)
This set displayed dark vertical
lines down magenta or purple parts
of its picture. As the luminance and
chroma signal processing is carried
out digitally, in 11601 on board A, it
seemed sensible to replace this
VDP3108-25 chip. Fortunately this
cleared the fault. B.S.

Panasonic TX2 (Alpha 1
Chassis)
Dark, defocused bars would move
slowly down the screen when this
set was switched on from cold.
Increasing the brightness made the
effect worse, but the symptom
cleared after a few minutes to leave
a good picture. The cause of the
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trouble was an ageing picture tube.
We were able to minimise the effect
by careful adjustment of the tube's
drive and first anode voltages. B.S.

JVC C210EKY
The owner of this set complained of
intermittently excessive red —
adding that the aerial socket seemed
to be the cause because he could
clear the fault by moving the aerial
plug. Tuner-mounted aerial sockets
make a wonderful handle with
which to disturb a set's inner
workings! The cause of the fault
turned out to be intermittent loss of
the luminance signal, which we
traced all round the set from its
source at pin 9 of the IF module to
an invisibly cracked joint at pin 18
of the colour decoder chip IC201.
There should be an 0.6V peak-topeak luminance signal at this pin.
G.M.C.

Goodmans 1410
Two of these portables were
completely dead when they arrived.
In both cases there was no power
supply start up because one of the
three series-connected 68kLI
resistors was open-circuit. One of
them, RP44, is rated at only 0-25W.
It hides beneath two large, green
power resistors. The other two
681d2 resistors are rated at 0-5W.
We replaced them all with 1W
resistors to ensure a long and happy
life. G.M.C.

Philips 2A Chassis
No results with a low HT output
from the power supply, recovering
to 140V when the H-scan drive plug
M17 is removed, can be caused by a
faulty line output transformer.
Richard Newman reported no faulty
LOPTs back in December 1992,
when he wrote an excellent article
on the chassis. But I've had three
cases of LOPT failure recently.
G.M.C.

Samsung CI5030AN
This six-month old set had been
taking an hour to produce a picture
— and the time was getting longer!
"No picture" turned out to be no
line lock. Restoring the H sync
preset to the centre of its lock-in
range, about 20° clockwise, was all
that was needed. The set has been
OK for over four months now.
G.M.C.

JVC AV21F1 (JX Chassis)
The cause of intermittent shut down
was quickly traced to faulty line
output transformer connections,
especially pin 18 which is
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connected to the collector of the
line output transistor. To prevent
these joints cracking the pins are
soldered into board eyelets, as in
Panasonic sets. As a result the joint
doesn't crack around the pin, it
cracks around the eyelet instead.
The 5V regulator IC522 in this
chassis also suffers from cracked
joints. But my favourite one is
intermittent loss of signals because
of a crack at the 4MHz crystal
inside the synthesis tuner. G.M.C.

Hikona RM2002
The fault with this 14in. portable
led me a dance for a while. The
symptom was a very intermittent
crackle, which was fairly loud, over
the sound. I was able to establish
quite quickly that the symptom
occurred even with the volume
control at minimum — in fact the
volume control setting had no effect
on it — and also that the cause was
not associated with the output stage
— disconnecting the input to the
TDA820 audio output chip silenced
the crackle.
The cause of the noise had to
come after the volume control,
which I discovered (I had no circuit
diagram) is in the TA7608AM IF
chip — the volume control
connection is at pin 3. When this
pin was disconnected the fault
cleared — but the noise wasn't
coming out of this chip!
There are various coupling and
decoupling capacitors between
these two ICs, also a screened lead
across the top of the PCB. The
cause of the problem turned out to
be a 47µF tantalum coupling
capacitor — under the screening can.
When hooking it out and thinking
about the fault I couldn't help
remembering Les -even though it
wasn't a blue tant! N.B.

Panasonic TX21V2 (Alpha
4 Chassis)
There was an interesting problem
with this delightful set: all the onscreen displays, i.e. the channel
numbers, the control bars etc., were
black. In other words the blanking
was correct but there were no onscreen display RGB drives. Teletext
was OK.
The RGB drives for the features
affected come from pins 42, 43 and
44 of the microcontroller chip, with
the blanking coming.from pin 41.
The signals were all present_and
correct at these pins. They should
have arrived at pins 11,,12 and 13
of IC3302, but were very low here.
The signals are buffered by
transistors Q3330/112, where the

DC conditions were correct. They
were not correct at regulator Q3301
however. In fact the circuit voltages
here were the wrong way round,
with Q3301's base voltage being
very low. Cold checks in this area
failed to reveal any faults, but this is
a Panasonic set and C3304 is an
0.01µF ceramic capacitor! A
replacement put matters right. N.B.

B & 0 7100
The height was very slightly down,
the customer complaining that it
varied as.well. It's not unknown in
this chassis. The field linearity
control, a vertically-mounted
miniature preset on the bottom
deflection PCB, had poor wiper
contact. The metal of the wiper
assembly tends to crack. As a result
the wiper contact becomes poor or
open-circuit. N.B.

Sony KV1462
This little portable had been
working fine until someone tried to
retune channel 4 after some aerial
work. The set searched, and the
stations could be seen, but it didn't
stop at any station — the AFT LED
never came on. This set contains an
infamous IF can. Sure enough there
were dry-joints at the AFT and
vision demodulator transformers.
The usual symptom is loss of
vision, because the vision
demodulator transformer becomes
dry-jointed first. N.B.

Matsui 1436
Field collapse was the symptom
with this set. The supply to the field
output stage was OK, and I was
beginning to suspect the chip. But I
decided to check the service switch
to make sure that it was in the
correct position — I've been caught
out by this before. It didn't work,
but Ldid notice that when the switch
was moved the field tried to expand.
Investigating this further brought
me to Q601 where the voltage was
low. Its feed resistor R608, a safety
type, was open-circuit. Replacing
this resistor and Q601 restored full
field scanning. T.L.

Alba CTV1 0
This is one of those loin. portables
that can be powered by a 12V car
battery and are thus very popular
with lorry drivers and carvanners.
You get a lot of them in during the
summer months. This model is the
same as the Akura CX10, and
suffers from the same problem.
The usual complaint is that the set
goes off after a while. I tested this
one for several days but the fault
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wouldn't show up, even when I
tapped the set. I knew the fault was
there however, so I eventually tried
some heating with the hairdryer,
concentrating on the regulator. Sure
enough the set shut down. A check
then showed that there was no
output voltage from this chip. After
replacing it there were no more
problems. The chip is prone to
break down when hot. When fitting
the replacement, remember to put
on heatsink cream and tighten it
together well. T.L.
This set showed no signs of life,
though the power supply was
working all right. On closer
inspection of the power supply
outputs I noticed that there was a
dry-joint at D803S. Resoldering this
restored the sound and picture. As a
precaution some other poor
connections, in the line output
stage, were resoldered as well. T.L.

hot or cold. By now we had
changed various bits in the power
supply, read up on all the stock
faults, been there, done that. I took
it back to the customer and assured
him that it would be OK — I must
stop doing this. Much red-faced
embarrassment when, after fixing
the set to its stand and switching it
on, there was trip, trip, trip.
If only to try to lay the blame at
someone else's door, I decided to
check the mains supply voltage. It
was 244V. I knew that our workshop
mains supply voltage is only 235V,
so I connected the set via a variac
and tried various input voltages. This
proved that it wouldn't work above
240V. The culprit turned out to be
C2690 (1000', 50V) on the mains
overvoltage subpanel. It read only a
few microfarads. After fitting a
replacement the set worked fine,
starting perfectly at all inputs
between 200-265V from our variac.
C.W.

Philips CP110 Chassis

Sanyo CBP3024

Poor start up was the complaint
with this set, which had been a real
pain. Now on its third visit to the
workshop in five days, it worked
perfectly no matter whether it was

This set was slightly off tune all the
time, had a kink in the verticals and
slight background grain on some
pictures. Attempts at adjusting the
AFC and vision detector circuits

Matsui 2091

only made matters worse. The cause
of the fault was eventually traced to
C115, an 0.47µF, 63V electrolytic.
C.W.

Salora L50 Chassis
This set's power supply wouldn't
start up. Experience has shown us
that electrolytics are suspect in
these sets. The culprit turned out to
be C601 (100', 63V). C.W.

Sony KV1412
If the set is dead and the mains
supply components are OK, check
whether R602 (2.2MS1) is opencircuit or high in value. This seems
to be a fairly common fault with
these sets. C.W.

Ferguson ICC5 Chassis
The tuning mode could be entered
and the correct channel number
could be set. But there was no
variable tuning voltage at the input
to the tuner and thus no signals. The
voltage just stuck at 20V. There was
plenty of activity at pin 9 of the
phase-locked loop chip IT20, but
because TT12 (BC547) was opencircuit it couldn't affect the tuner
unit. A new transistor restored all
stations. C.W.
■

Servicing the

Sony BE3B Chassis
In this concluding article Giles Pilbrow deals with the signals and
microcontroller sections of the chassis

CB A carries all the signal processing circuitry
including the tuner. In UK versions this is type
U944C. It provides full frequency-synthesis tuning
without need for any external components. Three supplies
are required: 5V at pin 4 for the synthesiser chip; 12V at pin
2 for the signals circuits; and 33V at pin 3 for varicap tuning.
There's an AGC input at pin 1 and the IF output is at pin 9.
Although the tuner is controlled by an I2C bus, the
tuning voltage at pin 3 can be monitored since there's an
external load resistor here. The voltage should vary
between 1.9V for channel 21 and 24.5V for channel 68.
In the search mode Q134 is switched on to reduce the
AGC voltage and prevent unwanted channels being
selected.
The IF output is buffered by Q102 and is then fed to
two separate SAW filters, SWF102 for the sound signal
and SWF101 for the vision signal. Both signals go to the
TDA9814P IF chip. This produces a compositie video
output signal at pin 8, demodulated mono FM sound at
pin 10 and a Nicam carrier at pin 17.

P

The Audio System
The SAA7283 chip IC1101 contains the complete Nicam
decoder, with the 6.552MHz input (0•4V p-p) at pin 62. In
some early sets (e.g. Model KVX2102U) Nicam dropout
could occur under certain signal conditions. The
symptoms would be clicks on the sound and the mono
symbol flashing on the screen at random. The following
modification puts this right:
(1) Change C1110 from 22nF to 47nF, part no.
116380991.
(2) Change R1104 from 1001S2 to 33k0, part no.
121608591.
(3) Change R1105 from 2,2k,i1 (or 4.7k.Q) to 1.8k51, part
no. 121605591.
These are surface-mounted components.
IC1101 is controlled via the I2C bus, the connections
being at pins 53 and 54. The bus also relays information
about the received signal, i.e. whether Nicam or FM.
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IC1101's audio outputs are at pins 11 and 3 for L and R
respectively. They go to the TDA6622 chip IC201.
Although this device is referred to as a stereo decoder (it
is, for the German system), in the UK version of the set it
is used simply for audio control (volume, bass, treble
etc.). The outputs at pins 15 (right) and 16 (left) drive the
main audio amplifier chip on board D. There are also right
and left outputs at pins 19 and 20. These drive the
headphone amplifier chip which is also on board D and
can be controlled separately.

AV Switching
Depending on their specification, sets fitted with the
BE3B chassis may have up to three scart connectors and
one front-mounted AV input. Signal switching is carried
out by the CXA1855Q chip IC401 which is fully I2C
controlled and is capable of routing signals from either the
aerial or an external input to a scart output while a
different channel is being viewed on the screen, thus
enabling external equipment to be easily integrated.
The AV switching circuitry is very reliable. Any faults
are usually caused by external factors. The input lines are
protected from transients by zener diodes D401-411.
These can go short-circuit, the result being the loss of the
relevant input.

Teletext
The chassis uses the Texas Instruments' Eurotext chip set.
This consists of two ICs, the CF72416 data slicer IC1001
and the CF70200CFNR decoder IC1002. In UK models,
data is extraced from the teletext signal and is used during
the auto-tune process to label programmes and sort them
into the correct order.
The video input to the text circuit comes from pin 17 of
the AV switch chip IC401, via buffer transistor Q402.
The RGB outputs from IC1002 are fed to switch chip
IC003, which selects either teletext or scart RGB.
A blank screen when text is selected is usually caused
by a corrupt memory (see later). Should nothing happen
when text is selected the 13.875MHz crystal X1001 is
probably faulty. The text chips themselves have proved to
be wholly reliable to date.
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The TDA8366 Chip
The TDA8366 'jungle' chip IC301 carries out the
following functions: luminance signal processing, chroma
signal decoding, generation of the line and field drive
signals, EW correction control and auto grey-scale
tracking. There are no external presets associated with it:
all adjustable values can be set in the service mode, where
numbers 45 apply. Pins 16 and 17 are used for I2C bus
control.
Video from the IF chip enters at pin 24. The external
video input is at pin 29 while S video inputs are at pins 20
(C) and 21 (Y). An internal switch selects the required
signal under I2C control. The selected output appears at
pin 55 where it passes to the luminance delay line. This is
split into three parts. The first is variable and can be
altered via the service mode; the second is fixed at 11Ons;
the third (50ns) is used to bypass the chroma trap in the S
video mode. The luminance signal emerges at pin 42 of
IC301, at 450mV p-p, and is looped back at pin 43.

Colour Decoding
IC301 contains circuitry for either PAL or NTSC chroma
signal decoding, only an external delay line and crystals
being required. An additonal chip (IC303) is used in sets
with Secam capability. R — Y and B — Y outputs appear at
pins 45 and 44 respectively of IC301 and pass to the delay
line chip IC302. They re-enter IC301 at pins 47 and 46.
The crystals are connected to pins 49 (3.58MHz) and 50
(4.43MHz).
Colour faults tend to be caused by the delay line chip,
which produces some strange effects — the usual result is
that the chroma information is separated from the
luminance information in the picture. Loss of colour or
flashing incorrect colours can be caused by incorrect
service mode settings.

Table 1: IC001 key function voltages
Key function

Pin 35

Pin 36

No key pressed
Autotune
AV select
Volume —
Volume +
Programme —
Programme +

4.85V
OV
1-19V
2.43V
4.85V
4.85V
4.85V

4.85V
.85V
4.85V
4.85V
OV
1-19V
2.43V

This is done only at switch on and when sync is lost, e.g.

on a channel change. If the subcarrier oscillator has
stopped, line drive will still be present but the picture will
be blanked.
The line drive output is at pin 57. A 6.4V p-p feedback
pulse from the line output stage enters at pin 58 — if this
pulse is missing there will be no picture.

Field Drive
There is no field oscillator. Instead, frequency division
from the line oscillator is used for field timing. A
capacitor connected to pin 5 of IC301 generates a field
ramp. To ensure linearity, this capacitor is charged by an
accurate internal current reference.
The ramp waveform is passed to the vertical geometry
section of 1C301, where size, linearity and shift
adjustments are carried out under I2C bus control. The
field drive emerges at pins 64 (+) and 1 (—) of IC301,
passing to IC500 on board D.

Geometry Correction.
RGB Circuitry
After re-entering IC301 the colour-difference signals are
clamped then passed to a variable-gain amplifier where
colour control is applied. This is followed by matrixing
with the Y signal to produce RGB signals. Teletext RGB
inputs are introduced at this point and are selected when
pin 40 goes high. Next come brightness, contrast and
white-point adjustments, with signals for auto grey-scale
control being added during the field blanking period.
The RGB outputs at pins 31-33 go to the the tube base
panel. At this point signals from the microcontroller chip
are added to provide the on-screen displays. Circuitry on
the CRT base panel monitors the cathode currents, with
feedback to pin 30 of IC301. If, because of a fault on the
CRT base panel, this feedback is incorrect the RGB
outputs from IC301 will be blanked. IC301 can be forced
into operation by connecting a 7.5V supply to pin 30.

Beam Limiting
The voltage at the earthy end of the EHT winding on the
line output transformer is monitored for beam limiting
purposes, with feedback to pin 35 of IC301. If the beam
current is excessive, the contrast is reduced. The voltage
at pin 35 should be in the region of 3V for peak white and
4V for black. If it's missing there will be no picture.

Line Drive
The line oscillator circuit within IC301 requires no
external components. Correct timing is ensured by using
a reference signal obtained from the colour subcarrier
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IC301 also drives the EW modulator on board D. All
adjustments except V angle are controlled via the I2C bus
in the service mode. RV301 on board D sets the V angle.
Pin 4 of IC301 receives a sample voltage from pin 7 of
the line output transformer. This is connected to the line
and field amplitude circuits within IC301 to prevent picture
breathing with beam current variations. Pin 4 can also be
used for X-ray protection, but this feature is not used.

System Control
The CXP85232-117Q microcontroller chip IC001 is
powered by the standby 5V supply. At switch on, IC001's
reset input is held low until the 5V supply has stabilised.
This is carried out by the MN1382S chip IC003. There's
a test output at pin 1 of IC001: if the supply, the reset and
Table 2: Effects of disconnecting devices
from the I2C bus
Device

Effect

Tuner (TU101)
Memory chip (IC002)
Jungle chip (IC301)
Nicam chip (IC1 101)
Audio control (IC201)
AV switch chip (IC401)
Teletext chip (IC002)

Standby LED flashes 13 times
Continuous short flashes from standby LED
Set goes to standby after 1.5 sec
No Nicam — FM OK
No sound. Everything else OK
No AV, no text sync, sound/picture OK
No text. No other effects
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Loss of one colour: Adjust the `1-1W13' value in the
TDA8366 1 menu accordingly.
••••••II.

Screen
display

5
Digit 5

—NW

Incorrect picture size or geometry: Adjust accordingly.
TV

10,861

Fig. 1: Press this remote control unit key sequence to
enter the service mode.

the internal self-test are all OK there will be a 5V p-p
squarewave here.
The six on-board keys at the front of the set, on panel
H3, are interfaced with IC001 by means of two ADC
inputs at pins 35 and 36. Table 1 shows the voltages that
should be present at these pins for the different functions.
If the set tries to perform the same function continuously,
or appears to have locked up, disconnect board H3 and
look for signs of spillage.
Pin 38 of IC001 is the protection input. If this goes high
for 1.5 seconds the set will go to standby.
IC001 generates on-screen displays and for sync
purposes requires line and field pulses at pins 59 and 60
respectively. Loss of the field pulses will shut the set
down after approximately fifteen seconds: this cannot be
overridden.

12C Buses
There are two I2C buses, one for the memory chip IC002
and the other for the rest of the chips that are linked to the
control system. The service manual describes a diagnostic
system to show communication failure of the devices
connected to the buses: it doesn't appear to have been
fully implemented however. Table 2 shows the effect of
disconnecting various items from the I2C bus.

It's advisable, before attempting adjustment or
reprogramming, to make a note of the settings for the
particular set — the symptoms could have been caused by
a genuine fault!
If corruption recurs, replace IC002 and investigate
possible causes such as CRT flashovers.
The following procedure enables the contents of IC002
to be erased and reset to factory values for system I:
(1) Select prog 59 and enter the service mode.
(2) Select TT49 (erase NVM test byte).
(3) Switch off at the mains supply, wait for a few seconds,
then switch back on again.
(4) Select prog 59 and enter the service mode.
(5) Select TT24 (destination U).
(6) Select TT42 (general reset).
(7) Switch of at the mains supply, wait for a few seconds,
then switch back on again.
(8) Autotune channels and carry out a complete set
adjustment as described in the service manual.

The Service Mode
To enter the service mode switch the set on at the mains,
put it into the standby mode then press the remote control
unit key sequence shown in Fig. 1.
The service mode is divided into two parts. The TT
mode is mainly for manufacturing use: functions are
selected by typing in the relevant number. Pressing the
remote control unit's menu button selects the adjustment
mode, which enables the variables in the items connected
to the I2C bus to be changed. For UK use, only those
listed in the TDA8366 1 menu should be altered. They
enable the geometry and grey scale to be set up — this
may be necessary after component replacement.

Memory Corruption
As nearly all the controls are carried out digitally, with the
settings held in the memory chip IC002, memory
corruption can cause perplexing symptoms. We have had
the following:
No teletext. When text is selected the screen blanks —
faint chroma may be seen. Erase the memory and
reprogram it.
Set stuck in standby: Erase the memory and reprogram
it — the possibility of a field scan fault should be
investigated first.
Unlocked colour: Reset `XTAL PLL' in the TDA8366 2
menu to O.
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TV Fault Finding
Reports from Chris Watton, John Edwards, Andrew Tebbutt,
Terry Lamoon, Brian Storm, Nick Beer, Eugene Trundle,
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missing because R044 (12k52) was
open-circuit. C.W.

Orion 14ARX

Salora M Chassis
This set had no picture. I hate it
when I look in the back of a set and
think "where do I start?" All those
huge chips! As the sound was
present and the tube's heaters were
alight it seemed that the combined
power supply/line output stage was
working normally. Then, for the
briefest moment, I noticed a narrow
band up the screen. This led me to
the BS208 EW modulator driver
tranistor TB526, which is a FET
type. Replacing it restored normal
operation. All I then needed was a
few yards of solder to stick all the
dry joints together. . . C.W.

Philips G110 Chassis
This set would start up and run
perfectly all day. But if it was
switched to standby by remote
control it would go dead, with no
standby LED illumination.
Switching it on and off at the mains
would then restore normal
operation. The culprit turned out to
be the 20V zener diode D6657.
C.W.

Hitachi C2118T (G7PS2
Chassis)
When we tried to tune this set in the
correct display appeared on the
screen but there were no signals.
The 33V tuning voltage supply was
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This set was stuck in standby. For
the microcontroller chip to respond
to remote control commands it must
have a 5V supply. Only 2.8V was
present. The 5V regulator that
provides this supply obtains its
input from the mains circuit, via
D531, R531 and R158, the voltage
at the junction of these resistors
being smoothed by C530. Only
4.8V was present here, because
C530 was open-circuit. This voltage
was insufficient to operate the
regulator correctly.
Incidentally, once the set is
running the 5V supply is derived
from the line output transformer.
We discovered that if we applied
5V to the regulator's output the set
would start up and continue to run until it was switched off and then
asked to start from cold. C.W.

Finlux 1000 Series
Chassis
This set would start off all right.
But after about half an hour a band
of torn lines would roll down the
screen from the top to the bottom at
a rate of about two per second. The
cause was Chl l (47µF, 63V). C.W.

Loewe MS56
This set's picture was marred by
very severe Venetian blinds. We
found that the 11(52 LZ AMP preset
P323 had gone open-circuit. C.W.

Grundig CUC2800 Chassis
The tripler had failed. After
replacing it the set got going but
there were other problems: the sound

came from only one speaker, and the
brightness couldn't be adjusted.
They were caused by a duff
microcontroller chip. It's type
SDA2011-A005. Make sure that you
get the right one for the set. C.W.

Salora L50 Chassis
The cause of intermittent poor
starting was traced to CB601 (10µF,
63V) which smooths the supply to
the LF0059 chopper control chip
HB600. It had gone low in value. In
the 110° version of the chassis a
2.2µF capacitor is used in this
position. C.W.

Salora J Chassis
This set was dead though the power
supply was trying — we found that
there was about 50V at the collector
of the line output transistor. A few
resistance checks soon revealed that
the BY133 diode DB510 in the EW
modulator circuit was leaky. C.W.

Nikkai TLG1409
This set was dead. A squealing
noise came from the chopper power
supply and there was a smell of
something cooking. The cause of
the trouble was C617 (4,700pF,
1kV) which had split open and was
very hot. You'll find it connected
across the 109V HT rectifier diode
D116, in series with R618. J.E.

GoldStar CIT2181FG
The customer said that for a long
time the set had been switching
itself off at random. As it was now
permanently dead he figured it was
time to get the set fixed. We found
that the pins of the standby relay
RL801 were all dry-jointed. The
slightest tap on the relay's case
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would instigate the fault.
Resoldering cured the problem. J.E.

Samsung C1541IG
This set would intermittently shut
down with the standby LED
illuminated. It could take minutes or
hours after switch on for the fault to
occur. The set could be brought
back into operation only by using
its power button to switch it off then
waiting for a few minutes before
switching it on again. None of the
remote functions worked when the
set had shut itself down. We traced
the cause of the problem to barely
detectable poor joints at the pins of
the chopper transformer. They
looked healthy until viewed with a
magnifying glass. Resoldering the
pins cured the problem. J.E.

Hitachi CPT2476 (G6P
Chassis)
This set displayed a bright green
raster with flyback lines. Time was
wasted checking components on the
tube base panel until the penny
dropped. When the M50450-023P
character generator chip IC1104
was removed there was a normal
picture (with no green on-screen
displays of course). A new chip
restored everything to normal. J.E.

Granada C66GZA
The problem with this Hitachibased set was field collapse — the
TDA3654 field output chip IC501
had failed. A replacement restored
the raster, but flyback lines
occupied the top of the screen.
C574 (100µF, 50V) was found to
have fallen in value to only 49µF. A
new electrolytic put that right. The
capacitor is mounted very close to
the field output chip's heatsink,
which gets quite warm. We decided
to fit a 105° capacitor for improved
reliability. J.E.

Samsung CI7230 (U88MT1 Chassis)
This set's picture was shifted to the
left. As a result the extreme righthand part of the picture was present
at the middle of the screen. After a
few seconds the EW modulator
driver transistor started to smoke.
The cause of all this was a badly
dry-jointed connection at the anode
of D405 (BYD33) in the line output
stage. J.E.

SharpDV51083H (D3000
Chassis)
This set was dead. When we
disconnected the collector of the
2SD1546 line output transistor the
HT voltage returned to the correct
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figure. With a new transistor fitted
there was a slight EHT pulse at
switch on but the set immediately
shut down. The line output
transformer was faulty.
We fitted a replacement and
powered the set up slowly via our
variac. At about 100V input the set
went into the tripping mode. The
TDA8175 field output chip was
found to be short-circuit and the
151 resistor in its power supply
open-circuit. Once these items had
been replaced the set worked
normally. J.E.

Ferguson 51A2 (TX100
Chassis)
This set switched on all right and
channel one was displayed, along
with a perfect picture and sound.
But no other operations were
possible, using either the remote
control unit or the set's up-down
buttons. The set's programme and
LED display remained on channel
one. The PCD8571P memory chip
IC1805 was faulty. J.E.

Samsung C16230 (U88MT1 Chassis)
This set was dead, with just a highpitched squeal from the power
supply. A check on the electrolytics
showed that C416 (2.2µF, 250V)
was short-circuit. It decouples the
supply to the line output stage. J.E.

Philips 2A Chassis
This set was dead apart from a faint
squeal from the power supply.
When the supply to the line output
transformer was disconnected (pin
7), the HT voltage returned to the
correct level. As no faults could be
found in the secondary supplies
obtained from the transformer we
suspected the transformer itself. The
primary winding (pins 5 and 7) was
OK, but our checker indicated that
there was a fault between this
winding and chassis, at pin 18.
Resistance readings were normal,
but a new transformer restored the
set to life, proving the tester's
worth. J.E.

GoldStar C1T9508
A problem you seem to get with
these sets is the first anode (screen)
control on the line output
transformer becoming intermittent.
This gives either the no picture or
very dark picture symptom. I've
had the fault on three of these sets
now. A.T.

Alba CTV841
This set would tune in only the low
(Band IV) channels, with the tuning

scale at the top of its range.
Although the output from pin 40 of
the microcontroller chip was
sweeping in the search mode and
the voltage at pin 2 of the tuner
module was sweeping with it, the
actual tuning voltage at pin 2 was
not within the correct range. The
cause was R646 (10142, 2W) which
feeds the 33V tuning voltage
regulator. It was open-circuit. I had
some difficulty finding it. So to
help you if you encounter this
particular fault, R646 is mounted in
front of the line output transformer.

A.T.
Sony KV1621
At switch on this set produced a
rustle of EHT then remained dead.
Suspecting a line output stage fault
I started to check for heavy loading
in this area, to no avail. When the
HT voltage was measured it became
apparent that the fault was being
caused by lack of activity in the
power supply. This was in turn
caused by nothing more than one
leg of the mains switch being opencircuit! I can only conclude that the
switch made momentary contact at
switch on, giving the misleading
symptoms noted above. A.T.

Alba CTV841/Bush 2114
and Clones
If, after repairing one of these sets,
you have either no sound or field
collapse, check whether you've
connected the two-pin speaker plug
to either CN602 (no sound) or
CN403 (field collapse). It should be
connected to CN201. A.T.

GoldStar CIT2190F
As there was no line drive this set
didn't produce any EHT. The cause
of the problem was D401 (1N4003)
in the supply to the line driver
stage. It was open-circuit, removing
Q401's collector voltage. A
replacement restored normal
operation. T.L.

Matsui 2092T
The brightness level would drop
drastically when this set had been
on for a while. Tapping around
brought me to R195. It was not dryjointed: instead it was bent over,
with the result that it made
intermittent contact with a jump
link. Straightening it cured the fault.
T.L.

Panasonic TX25A3 (Euro
1 Chassis)
There was no sound or picture.
Quick checks showed that the
tube's supplies were all present and
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correct. Subsequent checks showed
that the 10V supply to the AV
switching chips on board A was
missing. This supply is provided by
Q1011 (2SC3940), which was
open-circuit. Its 4.7f1 feed resistor
R1102 was also open-circuit. The
cause of these failures was the
0.1p.F surface-mounted decoupling
capacitor C1102. It had become
leaky, shorting out the 10V supply.
B.S.
Panasonic TC1785 (Z3
Chassis)
This set suffered from a nasty
looking and sounding intermittent
fault. The picture size would
fluctuate quite dramatically, with
arcing in the neck of the CRT, then
the set would shut down to standby.
When the fault occurred, the HT
voltage rose to about 155V. The
cause of the trouble was the
STR50103A chip in the power
supply. Unfortunately the activity in
the tube's neck had led to an
intermittent blue gun short. I was
able to sort that out by judicious use
of the B&K 467 tube tester. N.B.
Daewoo T512
This was an unusual fault. It was
impossible to get the grey-scale
correct. The CRT's guns could be
matched at any one point in the
range of the luminance signal, but
they wouldn't track over the whole
range. We eventually found that
C504, a ceramic capacitor that
couples the R — Y signal into the
RGB chip, was short-circuit. E.T.
Hitachi C2574TN
A problem that has cropped up with
several of these sets is sporadic and
random failure of the EW output
chip IC751 and EW modulator
diode D706. The fault is most likely
to occur when the set is switched on
from cold. The cause is a dry-joint
at R610 on the signals panel. E.T.
Bush 2714
This set was stuck in standby, with
the power supply running normally.
We found that the line driver
transistor's 3.9k11, 5W feed resistor
R603 was open-circuit. M.Dr.
Samsung CI517Z
This set produced a blank,
unmodulated raster, as if it was in
the external video input mode.
When video was selected, a signal
could be displayed via the rearmounted AV input socket. So we
took a look around the IF strip. The
2SC815 transistor EQ101 mutes the
IF signal when the set is in the
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video mode. In fact the IF strip was
permanently muted because EQ101
was leaky collector-to-emitter. We
pressed a 2SC1815, which has a
different pin configuration, into
service. This cured the fault. M.Dr.
JVC AV21H1EK
This fairly new set came in with a
list of odd, intermittent faults. On
test it worked faultlessly. When we
took the back off however we found
that IC552, a three-terminal
regulator on a large heatsink, was
dry-jointed at all three pins. We
subsequently had another of these
sets in with the same problem, so it
looks as if it could become a stock
fault. M.Dr.
Hitachi G8Q Chassis
No teletext was the complaint with
this set. That's what we thought too,
but on closer examiniation very
weakly contrasted teletext was
present in the mix mode. The onscreen channel display was
similarly affected. We tried a new
teletext panel but this made no
difference. Over to the video
section therefore, where the text
signals are inserted at pins 12, 14
and 16 of the TDA3562A colour
decoder chip. A new TDA3562A
cured the fault. M.Dr.
Matsui 1455
The auto sweep tuning wouldn't
stop when a station was found. This
was because there was no sync
pulse at pin 36 of IC202 when a
station was passed, though the pulse
was OK at the base of Q404. The
cause of the problem was a small
crack in, the print. M.Dr.
Akai CT2179NUK
This set is a Samsung clone. At
switch on the power supply chirped
then died out. We found that C807
(47µF, 25V) had dried out. It lives
next to the hot-running chopper
transistor's heatsink. M.Dr.
Panasonic TX2112
(U5N Chassis)
This set had a very odd fault: the
sound mute was too long when
channel changing with the remote
control unit. It lasted anything from
five to twenty seconds. The fault
didn't occur when the set's manual
controls were used. After careful
study of the circuitry we decided
that the cause of the fault must lie
with the MAB8441-T005 microcontroller chip. But every supplier
we contacted said that this device is
no longer available. A fax to
Panasonic confirmed this. It's a pity

that sets are often scrapped for want
of a relatively inexpensive
component such as this. M.Dr.
Philips System 4 Chassis
This set was dead because the
power supply had shut down. A
quick check produced a shortcircuit reading across the line output
transistor. When it was removed for
test we found that the transistor was
OK. The culprit was the blue 1nF,
2kV tuning capacitor C2161. M.Dr.
Bush 2057/2059/2157/
2159NTX
If the complaint is fluctuating
brightness, or you find that the field
output chip IC401, the line output
transistor Q402 and ZD402 which
stabilises the line output
transformer derived 12V supply
have failed, check the HT voltage.
It should be 112V. The above
problems arise when this supply is
unstable.
The following components are
usually responsible: Q901, Q902,
Q903, ZD901, ZD902, C909, C910
and R907. They are all in the power
supply, and as they are relatively
inexpensive and the fault can be
intermittent I replace the lot. This
saves a recall. The power supply is
used in several other models.
Another problem you get is dead,
no standby. You will find that the
0.680 safety resistor R919, which
is connected to pin 4 of the chopper
transformer, is open-circuit. G.T.
Realistic Portavision 167070
This is a monochrome portable with
a radio and a cassette player. It
lived in the kitchen and had no
picture. I had to prise the case open
because of the amount of grease on
it. Why do I always get the best
jobs? The PCB was in a similar
condition. When I'd cleaned it I was
able to get to the root of the
problem, which was the 4.7g, 25V
bipolar line scan coupling capacitor
C74 — it was leaky. Cleaning the
cassette deck and the case
completed the repair. G.T.
NEI C28F1FXN
The reported fault was "dead". As
usual the mains fuse had blown
because one of the diodes in the
mains bridge rectifier was shortcircuit. Component reference
numbers are D100-3. They are type
BY255. G.T.
Alba CTV14R/Nildcai TLG14R
Field bounce was the complaint
with this portable. After a long
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search we found that one end of the
10kfl, 2W resistor R137 was dryjointed. It's situated near the line
hold control. G.T.

Samsung CI5012Z
This set was dead. After a good
clean out with the vacuum we could
see the PCB and start work! We
found that the 5.60, 7W surge
limiter resistor R801 was opencircuit, the cause being failure of
C816 which was short-circuit. This
222pF, 1kV capacitor is connected
in parallel with the chopper
transistor Q801. G.T.

you Tatung Technical for this
information. G.T.

Quickies

Ferguson A59F (ICC7 Chassis)

Bush 1407: For a dead set check
whether R913 in the power supply
is open-circuit.
Philips GR1-AX Chassis: If
there's no tuning voltage, check
whether R3703 is open-circuit. G.T.

This set had come from another
dealer, the fault being power supply
shut down at switch on. Following
instructions from Fergsuon, they
had replaced the TDA8178F field
output chip. On this occasion the
solution hadn't worked. The cause
of the trouble turned out to be field
related however. There was a short
on the UL2 (65V) feed to the field
output stage because the BA157
rectifier diode DLO9 was shortcircuit. It's connected to pin 12 of
the line output transformer. G.R.

Mitsubishi CT2227M
If the set is stuck in standby/dead,
with no relay operation, check the
1.252, 0.5W carbon resistor R7A0
on the remote control panel. G.R.

Samsung C13312Z

Toshiba 213R4B

This portable refused to search tune.
A check showed that the tuning line
voltage BT was stuck at 29.75V.
The cause was resistor RQ01 which
was dry-jointed. G.T.

The fault was field collapse, which
to start with had been intermittent.
A scope check at pin 1 of the
TDA3651A field output chip
showed that there was no drive. In
fact a resistance check from pin 1 to
chassis produced a reading of only
20g. The culprit was C312 (10nF)
which was leaky. G.R.

Decca D14RDD5
This portable had no sound. The onscreen display came up, but the
cursor moved only about a quarter
of an inch. With this set the
maximum volume can be preset and
locked. To unlock it, press the
volume up button on the set and the
button to the right of the zero button
on the remote control unit. Thank

Replace them both as they are a
DC-coupled pair. G.R.

Harwood CTV14
If the set is dead but there is 114V
at the collector of the line output
transistor, check the line driver
transistors. There are two, TR3
(BC558) and TR4 (BC639).

Hinari CT15/ST200/
V1V200/CDTV2/CT14/
Goodmans 51601T
A fault you sometimes get with
these sets is a bright, blank raster
that sometimes clears if the set is
left switched on. You will find that
the 12V and 15V lines have linefrequency pulses on them — I've
scoped 15V peak-to-peak on the
15V line. The problem is caused by
C629, a 100g, 25V electrolytic
capacitor. It lives in a hot corner, so
must eventually suffer. I've had this
■
fault three times now. G.R.

TV
Fault Finding
Reports from Philip
Blundell, AMIEEIE,
Richard Flowerday,
Brian Storm,
Graham Richards,
Shane Humphrey, Keith
Evans, Michael Maurice,
John Edwards, Graham
Thomson and
Giles Pilbrow

Grundig CUC4410 Chassis
One of these sets came to us after
visiting another dealer. He had
fitted a new line output transformer
and, when this had failed to cure the
problem, had given up. The first
thing we found was that the
BU508A line output transistor was
short-circuit. We removed it and
connected a dummy load across the
HT supply. The voltage was OK at
159V, but the line output
transistor's base drive (normally
6.7V peak-to-peak) was low. A new
TDA8140 chip restored the drive to
the correct level, and a new
BU508A brought back the picture.
But the width was excessive, with
bowed verticals. We found that
D7102 (ZPD30) in the EW module
was short-circuit, removing the EW
modulator drive. P.B.
Philips CP90 Chassis
If there is no line oscillator
operation — the 95V supply is
present but there's no EHT etc. —
check the 19V supply. You'll find it
marked 19V by C2691. If the
voltage is low, check C2691
(330µF) by replacement. P.B.
Hitachi C2118R
For intermittent or permanent loss
of line output stage operation, check
the HT supply (+B) at the line
output transformer. If the voltage is
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above 112V, the 39k12 resistor
R909 (part no. R349319) has
probably gone high in value. P.B.
Philips CP110 Chassis
"Teletext fault" it said on the job
card. When we selected text we
found that most of the page was
correct but the letter at the far righthand side of each row was wrong.
After checking the supplies to
ensure that the voltages were
correct and free of ripple, we
checked the RAM's data and
address lines. No problems could be
seen here, so we decided to try a
new ROM chip (UPD4364). This
cured the spelling errors. P.B.
Sharp D3000 Chassis
This set (Model DV5903H) had a
colour fault: the luminance and
colour were shifted with respect to
each other, being two inches apart.
Now the luminance/chroma delay
can be adjusted in the service mode,
but this moved them by only a
small amount. A phone call to the
nice man at Sharp Technical
brought the suggestion that we
replace the non-volatile memory
chip IC1411 in the video unit.
When we did this and switched on
there was a loud bang — the field
output chip had blown its top!
Another call to Sharp Technical
confirmed that we had ordered and
fitted the correct part. Maybe the
new NVM was faulty? Another one
and a replacement field output chip
were obtained and fitted. This time
the picture came back and the
colour fault had gone. We spent a
few minutes setting up the picture
geometry then wrapped up the job.

The sigh of relief in Manchester
could almost be heard. P.B.
Sony BE3B Chassis
As a Sony ASC we have had
several of these sets in for repair.
The following fault notes are
intended to supplement your recent
article on the chassis (May/June
issues).
Dead set: The most common cause
is failure of the start-up resistor
R600 (39k5), 5W) in the power
supply.
`Not completely dead' set: Check
the four circuit protectors P S600603 adjacent to the chopper
transformer T601. They seem to fail
for no apparent reason.
Lack of width, bowed picture:
Check whether the 2SC4793 EW
modulator driver transistor Q801 is
open-circuit.
Excessive width: There are two
common causes of this fault. Either
of the following two items could be
open-circuit. Check fuse link PS801
(0.4A) and R813 (Ha 1W) which
provides Q801 with base bias.
No teletext: This fault had
apparently been intermittent to start
with. It was now permanent. The
13.875MHz teletext clock crystal
X1001 had failed.
Poor colour: This was an unusual
fault. A check with a test pattern
showed that the B — Y colourdifference signal was missing.
Colour decoding is carried out by
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the TDA8366 jungle chip IC301, in
conjunction with the TDA4665T
delay line chip IC302. Scope checks
showed that the B — Y signal was
present at pin 44 (output) of IC301
and at pins 14 and 12 of IC302. It
did not return to pin 46 of IC301
however. The 0.1µF chip coupling
capacitor C323 was open-circuit.
Normal operation was restored
when we touched it with a soldering
iron, but we replaced it to be on the
safe side.
No sound or picture: This was
another unusual fault. The
timebases were working, and a
video signal was present at the
scart-1 socket. We also discovered
that when we tried to tune the set to
the output from our pattern
generator it wouldn't, in the search
tuning mode, stop at any channel.
This suggested a problem with the
BA7046F coincidence detector chip
IC202, whose internal oscillator
wasn't working. A replacement chip
restored normal search tuning. R.F.
Panasonic TX25W3 (Euro
1 Chassis)
There was a dark, blank raster with
no sound. After much checking of
the data lines around the digital
chips I resorted to my usual method
with these sets: guesswork. The
Nicam chip IC1401 has been
responsible for a different set of
symptoms nearly every time I've
had to replace it. So I removed it
and, surprise, surprise, up came a
good clear picture. Yet another
MSP2410 chip was called for. B.S.
Panasonic TX29AD1 (Euro
2 Chassis)
Dark, diagonal black lines, from the
top left of the picture to the bottom
right, would sometimes appear on
the picture. On occasions the set
would cut out and go into the
standby mode. The main advantage
of the Euro 2 over the Euro 1
chassis is the fact that there are
considerably fewer chips in the
guesswork equation. As a result the
second chip I replaced cured the
fault! It was the TPU3040-18
teletext processor chip IC1701. B.S.
Panasonic TX25A3 (Euro
1 Chassis)
The picture and sound would come
on for about thirty seconds. Then
the line drive would cut out and the
set would relapse into the standby
mode. Intriguingly, if the aerial was
disconnected the set would continue
to operate indefinitely, though with
a noisy raster. What have I said
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before about the MSP2410 Nicam
chip IC1401? Yes, it was again the
culprit. B.S.
Panasonic TX25MD1 (Euro
2 Chassis)
The field scan would sometimes
vary quite considerably, and
occasionally the set would revert to
the standby mode. After a lot of
testing I found that the
ST42C08CB1 EEPROM chip
IC1203 was the cause of the
trouble, a replacement restoring
normal operation. B.S.
Matsui 2190
This digital TV chassis was dead.
We found that the 115V HT supply
was OK, measured at the cathode of
D802. But a 5V supply was
missing. It comes from the M78L05
regulator chip IC804, whose input
voltage was OK. A new M78L05
put matters right. G.R.
Sharp C1491
A blank raster with no sound was
the complaint with this portable.
Many of these sets were sold in the
UK under the Rediffusion brand
name, and it's a very common fault.
The SAWF fails, and some
suppliers used to provide a
modification kit. It consisted of a
replacement filter plus two
capacitors to provide DC isolation,
also a modification sheet. The
0.001µF capacitor is added to
provide AC input coupling to the
SAWF. The 0.01µF capacitor
provides coupling/DC isolation at
the output side of the SAWF and
may be fitted in either of the two
positions shown in Fig. 1. The idea
is to improve the reliability of the
SAWF. The Sharp kit part no. was
VCK2PU1HB103K. We fitted the
last one we had in stock, completely
curing the fault. G.R.
Samsung CI5030AN
When this set was switched on from
cold it produced the symptoms of
being slightly off tune, i.e. a
distorted monochrome picture with
line pulling. In addition it was not
possible to tune the set when it was
first switched on because it
wouldn't stop at a station. Once the
set had warmed up (after fifteentwenty minutes) it worked perfectly
and tuning was possible. After a
considerable amount of heating and
freezing we found that the culprit
was C401. A replacement restored
normal operation from cold. S.H.
Panasonic Alpha 4 Chassis
The on-screen display consisted of

Add

Add in either
position
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only 'black boxes', with no colour
content: the picture and teletext
displays were perfectly normal. We
found that C3304 (0.01µF) was
leaky. As a result R3309 (8200)
had gone high in value, upsetting
Q3301's biasing. Replacing these
two components restored the onscreen displays. S.H.
Proline NV2400/NV2700
(Tatung180 Chassis)
The complaint with one of these
sets was inability to tune in stations
coupled with a delay in responding
to channel change commands. We
found that the 33V supply to the
citac chip had disappeared because
one of the two 101d1 resistors
(R005 and R006) that supply the
33V stabiliser had gone opencircuit. It's a good idea to replace
them both — they are located next to
the tuner. K.E.

Fig. 1:
Modification to
the Sharp C1491
and related
models to
improve the
reliability of the
SAWF CF20I. The
0.01 pF capacitor
can be fitted in
either of the
positions shown.

Hitachi CPT1455
The problem with this portable was
sporadic brightness variations. We
found that the 200V HT supply was
unstable because C761 (4.7µF,
250V) was defective. K.E.
Ferguson 59P7 (ICC5 Chassis)
The customer said that when the set
was taken out of standby the red
light at the front went out but the set
remained dead. An almost dead
short across the HT line was caused
by failure of the pincushion
correction transformer LG11,
something that's becoming
common. Its demise had destroyed
the EW correction chip IG01 and
the 12052 and 560 safety resistors
(both marked RL44) in the HT feed
to the transformer. It's worth
checking the 330nF S-correction
capacitor CL44. In this set one end
was dry-jointed and the casing was
bubbling up and split.
Before you switch on after
replacing the above items, check the
resistor in position J134 — this is the
22V feed to IG01. If it's opencircuit, the chip will immediately
fail. The result will be severe EW
distortion. In our set the value of the
resistor was 22052 (safety), not
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1200 as shown in the circuit
diagram. K.E.

Murphy M22501 (Fidelity
ZX4200 Chassis)
This set's picture was a real mess.
The top third was stretched, the
horizontals were ragged, and there
was a static hum bar in the centre of
the screen. It looked like, and
proved to be, a power supply
problem. Visual inspection showed
that C87 (47µF, 200V) was in
distress. Its replacement put matters
right. K.E.

Hitachi CPT2I 74 (G6P
Chassis)
This set was dead with a purr
coming from the power supply. The
cause of the trouble was eventually
traced to the line driver transformer.
Its body is used as an earth return,
and one of the lugs was dry-jointed.
Resoldering cured the fault. M.M.

Philips FL1.1 Chassis
When this set was switched on it
went into standby. If you pressed
the channel buttons on the remote
control handset the EHT came up
then died. After this the LEDs at the
front started to flash. The cause was
a dry-joint on L5521. Resoldering it
put matters right. M.M.

Sony KVM2I 31
This set came from another dealer
who had soldered all the joints in
the IF can. When I got it there was
no video input to the sync
separatoritimebase generator chip.
Video went into the text board but
didn't come out. The cause of the
trouble was the N15 circuit
protector L2 on the text board.
Replacing it cured the fault. M.M.

Saisho CM25OR
There was no sound or raster. If you
turned up the first anode preset you
could see that there was field
collapse. This was a bit of a red
herring however. The field drive
comes from the TA7698 chip,
which requires 12V at pin 2. This
supply was missing. We found that
R408 was open-circuit because
D408 read approximately 3000
both ways. Replacing these items
cured the fault. M.M.

Panasonic TXC74 (Alpha
I W Chassis)
The reported fault was "colour goes
funny, worse when cold". As the set
had been running for several hours,
it was not possible to make a
diagnosis at the customer's house. I
took the set back to the workshop
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and, when it was nice and cold, the
fault was certainly there. A
whistling noise came from the set,
and the picture was breaking up into
horizontal lines.
Scope checks at the secondary
side of the power supply failed to
reveal anything amiss, so I treated
the set to some freezer squirts on
the primary side. When C808
(10µF, 63V) was cooled the set
went berserk. A new capacitor
restored normal operation. M.M.

Saisho 1480
This set was dead. Checks showed
that the surge limiter resistor was
intact and that the start-up resistors
read 3301a as they should. The set
uses an STR50103 regulator chip.
Unusually for this device, it was
open-circuit. A replacement
restored normal operation. M.M.

Philips CTX-E Chassis
The fault description was "no
picture and sounds like a radio".
There was EHT, and when the first
anode control was turned up I found
that there was field collapse. It was
obvious that the sync/drive
generator chip was running from its
start-up supply. The cause of the
touble was loss of the 12V supply
because the 2.20 fusible resistor
R3585 was open-circuit. A
replacement restored normal
operation. M.M.

Been CTVI 412R
The complaint with this portable
was that the sound.went off after
twenty minutes. As flexing the
board made the sound come and go
it appeared that a dry-joint was the
cause of the trouble. C105 (4.7µF,
160V) was going open-circuit
however. M.M.

Tatung 140 Chassis
The owner complained that when he
switched this set on there would be
lots of crackling, and after about
half an hour the picture might
appear. He also said that the
problem had been present for some
time, and that he thought the switch
was faulty! The power supply in
this- chassis is based on a TDA4600
chip. When you get a fault like this,
look no farther than the electrolytics
associated with this device. In this
set they are C807, C808 and C810,
all 100µF, 25V. Replacing all three
restored normal operation at switch
on. M.M.

Ferguson B49F (TX90E
Chassis)
This set was dead. A scope check at

the collector of the chopper
transistor showed that the set would
try to start up then die. We could
find no shorts on the secondary side
of the chopper power supply, nor
any fault on the primary side.
Luckily we had another of these
sets in for repair. Swapping over the
chopper transformers proved that
this item was the cause of the
trouble. M.M.

Mitsubishi CT2525TX
Replacing R901 (4.712, 5W), the
2SD1887 chopper transistor Q901
and the TEA2164 chopper control
chip IC901 brought this set back to
life. But when we switched it off
then on again Q901 went shortcircuit. The cause of the trouble
turned out to be the 3V zener diode
D909, which was short-circuit. J.E.

Grundig CUC3800 Chassis
There was no audio output, just
hiss. The cause of this was a faulty
U2829B sound IF demodulator chip
(IC2110). It lives on the plug-in IF
stereo board, next to the tuner. J.E.

ITT-Nokia Core 2 Chassis
(110°)
This set could be switched on but as
soon as the EHT came up there was
severe arcing between the line
output transformer's screened lead,
which protrudes from the base of
the transformer, and the body of a
nearby electrolytic. The set would
then shut down. Redressing the
lead, which had a crack in the
sleeving where it emerged from the
transformer, provided a cure. I also
renewed the capacitor, just in case.
When the set was switched on again
there was a good picture, but it was
of reduced size both vertically and
horizontally. The pictures also
ballooned in and out depending on
the brightness of the scene. This
provided a clue. R536 (331(11)
which is part of the anti-breathing
and beam limiting network
connected.to pin 5 of the line output
transformer, was badly burnt and
open-circuit. Replacing it restored a
perfect raster. This resistor is
situated on the opposite side of the
transformer, well away from the
original fireworks, so how it was
destroyed remains a mystery. J.E.

Network NWC1401
The complaint with this 14in.
portable was no colour. A scope
check showed that there was no
oscillation at the 8.8MHz crystal X1
on the vertical plug-in colour
decoder board. A new crystal
produced an 0.5V-peak-to-peak
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waveform and normal colour. J.E.

Grundig CUC2410
There was sound and text but no
channel picture. When the
brightness was turned up fully only
a blank raster was displayed. We
found that there was no video input
at pin 8 of the TDA3566 colour
decoder chip because the BC548C
video buffer/amplifier transistor
Tr2523 was short-circuit collectorto-emitter. A replacement restored
the picture. J.E.

Alba VTV14
There was no tuning voltage at pin
BT of the tuner in this combined
TV setIVCR. The cause was Q101
which was short-circuit. It's situated
between the rear of the tuner and
the chassis support rail. G.T.

Soundwave CTV2003R
According to the job ticket this set
was a heavy smoker. 0590 was the
culprit, damaged because the PCB
around pin 4 of the line output
transformer had cracked. G.T.

Bush 2114T
This set had no picture or sound and
there was a high-pitched whistle.
We found that the HT was at

172.5V instead of 112V. Replacing
C801, C802, C817 and C818 in the
power supply cured the problem.
Unusually, there was no other
damage. G.T.

Ferguson TX100 Chassis
Intermittent low gain was the
problem with this set. The tuner and
various components in the IF strip
had been replaced, but the cause of
the fault turned out to be the
SL1432 IF preamplifier chip. G.P.

Philips 14TVCR240/05
The power supply in this combined
TV/video unit was tripping. Checks
on the 110V supply showed that it
rose to about 170V each time the
power supply pulsed. So attention
was directed at the regulation circuit,
which consists of a winding on the
chopper transformer with feedback
to pin 1 of IC7310. There was no
voltage at pin 1 of the chip because
R3343 (5.652 safety) was opencircuit and D6335 short-circuit. The
resistor's part no. is 4822 052 10568,
the diode's part no. 4822 130 8330.
G.P.

Matsui 1436
For low or no line drive, check the
value of R756 0.552). This resistor

is connected between the base of
the line output transistor and the
secondary winding on the line
driver transformer. G.P.

Philips CP90 Chassis
There was a herringbone pattern on
the picture when this set was
switched on from cold. Scope checks
showed that there was ripple on the
19V supply. Replacing C2691
(330g, 25V) cured the fault. G.P.

Matsui 209R/209T
If the set is dead with a barely
audible whine coming from the
power supply, examine capacitor
C613 (4.7nF, 1kV disc ceramic). If
split or burnt in any way, replace it.
Before it finally fails, this capacitor
can be responsible for intermittent
cutting out. G.P.

Ferguson TX100 Chassis
There was no sound until the
volume was turned right up. We
wasted a lot of time on the remote
control PCB before tracing the
cause of the fault to the TDA2578
sync/line generator chip IC4, where
the 'valid signal' voltage at pin 13
was slightly low. As a result, the
sound was partially muted. A new
■
chip put matters right. G.P.
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Mitsubishi Euro 6
John Coombes on the main features of this 90° chassis and how to
go about fault diagnosis
The Euro 6 chassis was used in a group of 90° Mitsubishi
sets that were on sale during the period 1988-1990, including
Models CT2145BM and CT2146TX, the latter with teletext.
An M50439-563SP microcomputer chip, IC701, controls the
operation of the chassis, working in conjunction with the
M58630P EAROM chip IC702. The circuitry used in the
chassis is straightforward, the main thing to bear in mind
from the servicing point of view being the fact that there are
two separate self-oscillating chopper power supplies. One
provides 5V and —30V outputs to power the control system.
The other provides a 122V HT supply, a 16V supply for the
audio output chip and a 12V supply for the signals stages and
the TDA2579 timebase generator chip IC501. The two
chopper transformers T901 and T951 and the optocoupler
PC951 provide mains isolation.

Main Power Supply Operation
Fig. 1 shows the circuit of the main power supply, which is
based on the STR54041 chip IC901. Mains bridge rectifier
D901-4 produces about 330V across its reservoir capacitor
C907. This is fed to chopper transformer T901 and also to
the subsidiary power supply (see Fig. 2). R906 and R972
provide base bias for the chopper transistor, which is
incorporated in IC901. The circuit operates in the
conventional blocking oscillator manner. C911 provides
feedback to the base of the chopper transistor from a
secondary winding on the transformer. When the chopper
transistor saturates, C911 receives a negative charge and the
transistor switches off. C911 then discharges via R906 and
R972. When the chopper transistor's base is sufficiently
positive, it switches on again.
The point at which the chopper transistor switches on is
determined by the drive control system within the chip. This
receives, at pin 1, a negative voltage which is produced by
D909 and C908. Since this voltage is a measure of the output
produced by the circuit, regulation is achieved. VR901
enables the output to be adjusted.
Q901 provides excess current protection by sensing the
voltage developed across R903, which is connected in series
with the chopper transistor's emitter. If the current is
excessive Q901 will switch on, shorting out the chopper
transistor's base.
The same technique is used for standby switching. When
standby is requested, Q954 provides the base shorting action.
The command comes from pin 10 of the microcontroller chip
IC701, via Q953, optocoupler PC951 and the driver
transistor Q955.

Subsidiary Power Supply Operation
The subsidiary power supply (Fig. 2) operates in a similar
manner, but in this case discrete circuitry is used. Q951 is the
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chopper transistor, which is biased via 8973 and 8952 from
the 330V supply developed across C907. Feedback to its
base is via C955 and 8962, while D954 and C956 develop a
negative bias voltage that varies with the circuit's output, thus
providing regulation.

Power Supply Fault Finding
It's common to find that the 2AT mains fuse F991 has
blown. Common causes of this are short-circuit bridge
rectifier diodes (D901-4, type BYW56) or a faulty on/off
switch (S991). If the fuse has blown, a replacement is fitted
and the set then works, suspect the degaussing thermistor
RP901 — it may however have blown itself apart so that the
fuse will not blow. Shorted turns in the degaussing coils will
also blow F991.
If the fuse is OK but there is no sound or raster, check
whether there is about 330V at pin 3 of the chopper chip
IC901. If this voltage is missing or low, check the bridge
rectifier diodes D901-4 which could be open-circuit and their
reservoir capacitor C907.
If IC901 is receiving its supply, check at the collector of the
2SC4004 chopper transistor Q951 in the subsidiary power
supply. There should also be some 330V here. If this voltage
is missing, check the continuity of winding 5-6 on
transformer T951 and R975 (2700, 0.5W fusible) which
could be open-circuit. If voltage is present but incorrect,
replace Q951.
If these items are all OK, the next thing to check is the
operation of the µPC78M05H 5V regulator IC951. There
should be about 7.3V at its input pin 1. If this voltage is
missing, check whether 8957 or D956 is open-circuit. If the
voltage is present, check at output pin 2 where a 5V reading
should be obtained. No or a low voltage here means that
several things might have to be checked: IC951 itself, C709
which might be open- or short-circuit and the EAROM or
microcontroller chips IC702 and IC701 respectively. It may
be necessary to replace these chips to prove the point.
The next step if everything is OK so far is to ensure that the
ON3105V optocoupler PC951 is receiving its 5V supply.
Check whether the LED within the optocoupler is open- or
short-circuit. If the optocoupler is functional, check at pin 10
of the microcontroller chip IC701 to see whether it goes
high/low when the standby switch is operated. If necessary,
check through the standby on/off switching path — via Q953
then Q955 and Q954 which can go open-circuit. There
should be 29V at the collector of Q955: check R971 and
R966 if this voltage is missing. If Q955 has no base voltage
(should be 0.3V), check R970 and R959.
We have so far checked through the the subsidiary power
supply and the standby switching. This brings us to the
chopper chip IC901 in the main power supply. The most
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Line Timebase Faults
No sound or raster can of course be caused by a fault in the
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common problem with this device is a shorted chopper
transistor. Check at pins 2, 3 and 4. If the chopper transistor
is short-circuit, check R903 which may have gone opencircuit. IC901 will not operate if either R906 or R972 has
gone open-circuit, but in my experience these resistors
seldom fail. R911 should also be checked if IC901 has to be
replaced because of an internal short.
IC901 can also be responsible for intermittent loss of the
sound and raster or intermittent HT voltage variations, which
will alter the picture size.
I have never had to replace the main chopper transformer
T901. But dry-jointed pins can cause many problems, from
no sound or raster to no sound.
If the cause of loss of sound and raster is on the secondary
side of the main chopper circuit there is very often a loud
hum or noise. No HT voltage at TP91 could mean that the
rectifier diode D912 (BYW96E) is open-circuit or, more
likely, that its reservoir capacitor C917 is short-circuit.
Another possibility is that the R2KY over-voltage protection
diode D915 is short-circuit. IC901 is suspect if it has failed.
D915 is not shown on the official circuit diagram — and is not
in all sets. If the HT voltage is low, check whether C917
and/or C918 is open-circuit.
If the symptoms are a loud humming sound with no audio
or picture, check whether the µPC7812H 12V regulator chip
IC902 is open-circuit or dry-jointed. No output from IC902
can also be caused by C925 being short-circuit. If there's no
15V input at pin 1 of IC902, check the PRF1600 circuit
protector Z901, D913 and C920.
Here's a tip that might save you expense. A PRF1600
circuit protector is rated at 1.6A, a PRF5000 at 5A etc. Fuses
are much cheaper than circuit protectors. If a fault condition
necessitates a lot of replacement, use a fuse of the same value
instead of a circuit protector — solder leads to the metal caps
at the ends of the fuse.

C363
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line timebase. The first and most obvious thing to check is
whether the 2SD1878 line output transistor Q552 is shortcircuit. If it is, be sure to check for thy-joints at the driver
transformer T551 before fitting a replacement and switching
on.
If the line output transistor is OK but is not working, check
whether L553, which is in series with its emitter, is dryjointed. Then check for about 120V at its collector. If this
voltage is missing, check whether R556 (120, 10W) is opencircuit. If everything is OK so far, check for dry-joints at the
driver transformer T551.
Loss of line drive can also be caused by R551 (4-'71d1, 5W)
going open-circuit or a faulty BF419 line driver transistor
(Q551).
The line output transformer T553 can also kill the line
output stage when it has shorted turns. It can also be
responsible for an intermittent bright raster and/or poor
focusing.
I've had no sound and raster because the TDA2579
330V

5

0951

Fig. 1: The main
power supply
circuit. The 5V
supply fed from
pin 9 on the
chopper
transformer is
present only in
teletext Model
CT2146TX.

Fig. 2: The
subsidiary power
supply circuit,
which is used to
power the
control system.
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timebase generator chip IC501 didn't receive its start-up
supply at pin 16. C509 (33µF, 16V) was short-circuit and
R516 (39012, 0.5W) open-circuit.

CRT Heaters Out
If there's no raster and the CRT's heaters are out, check for
dry-joints at pins 9 and 10 of the tube's base socket.
Alternatively R671 (0.8252, 2W fusible) could be opencircuit or there could be thy-joints at pins 9 and 10 of the line
output transformer T553.

Field Collapse
In the event of field collapse the first thing to check is that the
pPC1378H field output chip IC401 is receiving its 24.5V
supply at pin 6. If not, check D553 (BYW95B) and R563
(0.820, 0.5W fusible) which could be open-circuit, and
C567 (1,000g, 35V) which could be short-circuit. IC401
could be faulty — check it by replacement.
The cause of field collapse has also been traced to opencircuit field scan coils and a faulty TDA2579 timebase
generator chip (IC501). Check the latter by replacement if
necessary.

Tuner Faults
The tuner unit TU101 can cause several problems, i.e. low
gain, no gain, intermittent loss of signals (stopped oscillator),
also loss of signals because of a broken aerial socket or dryjoints. Check that the 12V supply is present at pin UB of the
tuner unit. If missing, check C155 (330pF, 16V) which could
be short-circuit.
If there's no vision signal (a snowy raster) or sound (just

noise), check whether the pPC574JK 33V regulator IC704 is
short-circuit or its feed resistor R921 (15k.Q, 2W) is opencircuit.
If channels can be tuned in but not stored, check that the
M58630P EAROM chip IC702 is receiving its 5V supply at
pin 1 and its —31V supply at pin 2. If the latter is missing,
zener diode D957 (EQA02-30AC) could be short-circuit
and/or R960 (5600, 1W) open-circuit, though the most
likely cause is that winding 4-1 on transformer T951 is opencircuit. This latter fault can sometimes be repaired — if the
lead is long enough to resolder. IC704 itself can of course be
the cause of failure to store programmes.

Display/Picture Faults
Loss of the HT supply to the RGB output stages will produce
a bright raster with normal sound. Check whether R559
(2.212, fusible resistor) is open-circuit and/or C565 (33µF,
250V) short-circuit. If these items are OK, check on the tube
base for faults/problems.
A blank screen gave the impression that the receiver was in
the AV mode, but there were other symptoms — intermittent
lines on the picture and flickering to dark. The J.C501QR
video buffer transistor Q104 was faulty.
Contrast problems have on a couple of occasions been
traced to R215 (lookp being open-circuit. If the contrast is
low but can still be varied, check the condition of the 100k1-2
subcontract control VR201's carbon track.
If there's a bright green picture, check Q702/3 (JC501QR)
in the character output/blanking circuit. They are connected
to pins 44 and 46 respectively of the microcontroller chip
IC701, and can go short-circuit.
Patterning can be caused by dry-joints at the 12V regulator
IC902. If this is OK, check the 15V supply reservoir
capacitor C920 (470µF, 25V) by replacement. A 105°
capacitor should be used in this position.
Loss of one colour is very often caused by thy-joints on the
tube base. Alternatively the relevant 2SC2688MN output
transistor (Q651 red, Q652 blue, Q653 green) could be opencircuit or thy-jointed. Less likely is a faulty TDA3565 colour
decoder chip (IC252) — in the CT2146TX this is IC251, type
TDA3561A.

No Sound
For no sound, first check that the AN5265 audio amplifier
chip IC361 is receiving its supplies at pins 1 and 9. It requires
12V at pin 1 and 15.8V at pin 9.
If the 15.8V supply is missing, C363 (1,000µF, 25V) or
C915 (470g, 25V) could be short-circuit, or R912 (0.82Q,
0.5W fusible) or D911 (BYW95B) open-circuit.
Alternatively IC361 itself could be faulty.
The 12V supply is derived from the 15.8V supply via two
0.5W, 1000 resistors (R368 and R371) and the EQA0211CD/RD12EB2.BS zener diode D362. If it's missing, D362
is probably short-circuit and the two resistors open-circuit.
Other possibilities for no sound are failure of Q302
(JC501QR) or the M51496P IF chip IC101.

No Teletext (Model CT2146TX)
No teletext is seldom caused by a fault on the teletext PCB.
Much more likely is loss of the 5V teletext supply. First
check whether the 630mA circuit protector Z902 (type
PRF630) is open-circuit Alternatively the pPC78M05H 5V
regulator IC903 could be faulty or dry-jointed.

Remote Control Faults
If there's no remote control operation, check the handset's
battery connections. The batteries could be low or leaky, with
corrosion. The LED could be dry-jointed, or the leads to the
crystal thy-jointed or broken. If all these items are OK, check
the M50462P chip by replacement.
■
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The following notes are based on issues CDH58
and CDH59 of the Toshiba Service Bulletin
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Vertical line, which varies with the brightness, down
the right-hand side of the screen: Replace C449
(330µF, 16V).

with the improved version type MVGS43B (part no.
23148249). Take great care when removing the
original unit as the print is very fine and is easily
damaged: do not use a plunger-type solder sucker.
The fault can also occur with terrestrial off-air signals
where there is multipath reception, but this is rare.

Model 1720RB

Models 2535DB, 2835DB

Buzz on sound: Peaking coil L601 faulty. Replace
with type TRF4120AJ, part no. 23238713.

Stuck in standby: Can occur when the TA8854AP
EW correction chip IC302 is faulty — incorrect drive
output at pin 2 turns the DPC amplifier QD03 hard on,
also activating D471 (overvoltage/excess current
protection) in the power supply. If this is the case
replace IC302 (part no. B0384680).

Model 261T4B

Models 1720R8, 1721TB
Lack of contrast: CA16 PWM filter capacitor for
contrast control leaky. Replace (0.01µF, 50V disc
ceramic).

Models 2100RB, 2100TB, 2500TB
Tuning drift: CA23, CA24 or CA28 leaky. Replace as
necessary (0.1µF, 63V).

Model 2141TB
Intermittent loss of tuned stations: Can be caused by
the AFT buffer transistor Q106 being faulty. Replace
(type 2PC1815Y, part no. 23314794).

Models 2512DB, 2812DB
Lack of width — won't adjust in the service mode
although the graphics change: Coil L423 in the DPC
circuit faulty, though its DC resistance measures OK.
Replace coil (type AT4043/60T, part no. 23211896).
No sound: Can be caused by DV07 being leaky. This
puts a high on the mute line. Replace (type 1N4148,
part no. 23115599).

Models 2152DB, 2552DB, 2555DB,
2852DB, 2855DB, 2857DB, 3357DB (C5
Chassis)
No line or field sync or a blank screen, with the
OSD OK. Usually intermittent: Crystal XT01
(27MHz) in the teletext unit faulty. Replace (part no.
23153012).
Random display of the Channel number and the
Nicam stereo symbol, often with noises on the
sound: Cause is Nicam dropout. The problem occurs
mainly with cable networks that remodulate the stereo
sound signals on to their own Nicam carriers. The cure
is to replace IF/Nicam unit H002, type MVGS43A.
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Stuck in standby or tripping: Can be caused by
circuit protector ZP31 going open-circuit. This unloads
the 27V supply, with the result that D471 (overvoltage/
excess current protection) in the power supply
operates. Replace ZP31 (part no. 23144452).
Note that there is a teletext circuit change in later
versions of this chassis. A type SAA5281 chip is used
in position ICF02 instead of type SAA5246. As the
SAA5281 has an internal RAM, ICF03 (BR6265) is no
longer needed.

Model 2857DB
With the receiver left in the Surround mode, the
centre and Surround speakers are not muted when
headphones are in use: The muting circuit is
disabling only the woofer — it expects Surround off to
be selected when using headphones, otherwise
dialogue will be affected. A circuit change is required
to deal with this. Details can be obtained from Toshiba
Technical on 01276 694 555. Later receivers have been
modified in production.

VCRs
Models V2048, V254B, V404B, V454B
Power shuts off when the machine is hot: The power
supply overheats and the thermal protection operates.
This occurs mainly when the weather is really hot. The
cur • is to remove and discard the cover on the
component side of the PSU. This change has been
implemented in production.
Starts to load a tape but stops half way — fault is
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intermittent: Solder missed from connection to the
1N4001 diode DT102 in the capstan Vcc supply.
No display: Replace the 390 fusible resistor RP051 if
it's open-circuit. Part no. 70041116.

Models V212B, V312B, V412B
Goes to standby intermittently — the power supply
buzzes and the display goes out: Replace the BCP5316 regulator transistor TP91 (part no. 70010941) and
the 1.552 resistor RP91 (part no. 70041078).
Won't load a tape. Capstan 7V supply (BP03, pin 3)
drops when a tape is inserted: Replace the 1N4001
diode DP31 (part no. 70010453) even though it might
measure OK out of circuit.

Model V254B
Trips out intermittently in play: DT102 faulty.

AUTO SET-UP VCRs —CNI CODES
In order to provide a fully regional PDC service, the BBC is to change
the CNI (Country, Network. Identification) codes transmitted with the
teletext signal. This change will not affect PDC operation. It will
however prevent auto set-up models V255B, V425B, V825B and
V855B identifying between BBC-1 and BBC-2 during auto set-up and
auto clock set — Toshiba and other manufacturers use the CNI codes for
broadcaster identification during search tuning. As a result, an auto setup will not put BBC-1 in position 1 or BBC-2 in position 2, storing
them in positions 7 and 8 or higher instead. It will be necessary to tune
BBC-1 and BBC-2 to positions 1 and 2 manually.
In addition, Toshiba uses BBC-1 (in position 1) to set and recheck the
time and date (daily, at 0800 hours). Ensure that position .1 is tuned to
BBC-1.
Models produced during 1996 have the new codes added to the
microcontroller's software.
Stop press: The BBC has announced that the CNI code changes will
not be implemented until 1998.

No colour: ICV100 faulty.
No E-E audio: Reset the micro.
Poor picture, no colour: CV021 faulty. It's connected
to pin 21 of IV001.

Model V513B
Blank E-E and playback screen: If a check on the 5V
supply shows that it has fallen to 1.2V fuse FP02
(630mA) is open-circuit. Replace fuse.

VCR SERVICE KITS
A mechanism service kit (part no. 70031719) has been produced for
Models V212B, V213B, V312B, V412B, V423B and V513B (R2000
chassis). It contains a drive belt, head cleaner assembly, brake band
subassembly, idler arm assembly, reel belt and pinch lever assembly.
This is available to dealers at £11.18, which is a considerable reduction
on purchasing the items separately.
A washer kit (part no. 70031720) for the same models is available at
£3.73. It contains six different types of washer used in this mechanism,
with five washers of each type. Again there's an appreciable saving.

Model V611B
Dead, no display: Cause can be no low reset at pin 16
of the M50957-226SP timer microcontroller chip
ICX01 because of failure of transistor QX03. If so
replace QX03, which is type 2SC2458Y — part no.
A6332430).

BACK COPIES
We have available a limited stock of the following
back issues of Television:

Model V703B
Dead machine: Will occur if CP Z822 in the Ever 6V
supply is open-circuit. Replace Z822 (part no. 23144480).

1992

February, April, May, July, August, September,
October, November and December

1993

January, May, June, July, August,
September, October and December

1994

January, February, March, April,
May, June, July, August, September,
October, November and December

1995

January, February, April, May, June, July, August,
September, October and December

1996

January, February, March, April, May and June

Model V705B
No E-E or playback sound: Can be caused by the
2.7V zener diode DWO1 1 being leaky. As a result the
MPX audio 9V supply on the audio PCB can be low at
around 2V. Replace DW011, part no. 70010160.
E-E video overloaded with smearing, no playback
colour: CV016 (11.1F, 50V), which is connected to pin
16 of the main YC signal processor chip IV001
(LA7447M), was faulty.
White flashing picture: Cause was traced to RVO 1 1
(10052) being short-circuit. It's connected to pin 11 of
the luminance processor chip.

Models V804B, V825B, V854B, V855B
Playback marred by a 2cm band of white noise
across the screen, more noticeable with prerecorded
tapes: Cause is a contact problem with slip-ring
assembly G050 on the drum. Replace the slip ring
assembly, part no. 70031451.

Copies are available at £2.75 each
including postage. Send orders to:
Reed Business Publishing,
Television Back Issues,
Room L302, Quadrant House,
The Quadrant, Sutton,
Surrey SM2 5AS.

Model V855B
No playback colour: Cause was traced to C436 (1g)
which was short-circuit. It's connected to pin 8 of the
TL8843P chip IC431. The short produced a OV reading
at pin 8 of IC431.
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Make cheques/postal orders payable to
Reed Business Publishing Ltd.
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Reports from Philip
Blundell, AMIEEIE,
Mike Leach,
Michael Maurice,
Giles Pilbrow,
Mike Orr,
Glyn Dickinson,
Graham Colebourne,
Terry Lamoon,
Owen Green,
Christopher Nunn,
Michael Dranfield,
Richard Flowerday
and Keith Evans
Toshiba 2500TB
Should the chopper transistor Q802
fail, check whether R810 (3301a
is open-circuit. Its part no. is
24377334.
Note that the text in the manual
states that the +B voltage is 120V.
This is incorrect for the 2500TB, in
which the +B voltage should be set
at 145V, measured across C451.
R851 is the set +B control. P.B.
Grundig C8400 (CUC7OKT
Chassis-)
"Tuning fault" was the complaint
with this set. Sometimes the screen
would display just noise when the
channel was changed. At other
times the picture would be there
when the same channel was
selected. If the programme/channel
switch was turned when the station
was lost, the channel contents were
00. Fortunately I'd noticed another
odd symptom with this set.
With older Grundig sets, if the
mains switch is left in and the set is
then plugged into the mains supply
it will come on in standby. This set
came straight on to programme 1
however, indicating that there was a
problem with the on/off switch's
standby (momentary) contact. A
new on/off switch cured both faults.
Problems with the standby contact
can also cause problems such as
inability to change from programme
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TV
Fault Finding
1 and loss of sound. With some
models these faults occur when the
switch is leaky: the leak can be of
the order to 20%1 P.B.
Sharp DV3751
If there's no AFC action, check
R214 visually for damage. It is by
the tuner, next to where the back
cover's grooves grip the PCB. R214
can be damaged when the set is
dropped. P.B.
Philips 3A Chassis
This set was dead with the power
supply squealing. Voltage checks at
the gate of THY6698 showed that
this protection thyristor was firing.
Various diodes etc. that feed the
thyristor were next checked. This
brought me to transistor Tr7499,
which senses the 26V, 200V, EHT
and DC protection. I then found that
the 200V supply was missing at
D6638 (which is fed from the
LOPT), because fusible resistors
R3638/9 were open-circuit.
Some of these sets differ in the
way the 200V supply is protected.
This one had two 27S2 resistors in
parallel (part no. 4822 052 10279).
Others have different value resistors
or a Wickman fuse. A common
cause of the fusible devices blowing
is dry-joints at the LOPT. P.B.
Ferguson TX100 Chassis
This fault could well be familiar to
those who handle these sets
regularly but was new to me. When
the set was switched on a single
click could be heard from the relay
in the power supply. As a new
LOPT had recently been fitted, this
possibility was ruled out. I checked
the HT and found that it was low at
74V. After a few minutes it had
risen to 79V. A capacitor close to
the relay looked somewhat
distressed. It was hot to touch and
obviously the culprit. The offending
item was the 47g, 160V HT
reservoir capacitor C121. A

replacement restored the HT and
normal operation of the set. M.L.
Matsui 1403
If the relay clicks but the set refuses
to come out of the standby mode,
check R652 (390W) in the power
supply. G.P.
Saisho CM25OR
This Samsung clone came to me
after the engineers at another repair
shop had attempted to fix the sound
buzz. They'd replaced every major
item in the IF strip — the chip, the
SAWF and the ceramic filters. They
had even tried to adjust the coils, all
to no avail. I checked the work and
found that all the replacement parts
were correct. No matter how
carefully IF adjustment was tried, it
was impossible to delete the sound
buzz. So I replaced the tuner. That
cured the fault. M.M.
Seleco 22ZA577GB
This set appeared to be dead,
though its power supply was
working. I found that D88 was
short-circuit and the associated
fusible resistor R158 open-circuit.
Replacements restored normal
operation. M.M.
Grundig CUC720 Chassis
There was a black band at the
bottom of the screen while heads
were elongated at the top. To help
matters, the fault was intermittent.
One thing that does help however is
that you can plug the timebase (and
other) subpanels into the back of the
mother board to work on them.
After checking several capacitors in
the field timebase I replaced the
100k0 field linearity potentiometer
R2757. It was going open-circuit
intermittently. M.M.
Philips 2A Chassis
The picture displayed by this set
looked like a mosaic. As there's
nothing digital here, I suspected and
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replaced the TDA3561 colour
decoder chip. Fortunately this cured
the fault. I've since had the same
problem with an Hitachi set that
uses the same chip. M.M.

Sony KVX2521
Another dealer had tackled the
intermittently dead symptom with
this set. He'd resoldered all the
joints on the chopper transformer
and the regulator chip that's
mounted on the heatsink. The
problem now was a constant, highpitched buzz from the right-hand
speaker. A pity he hadn't checked
the connections to the audio chip.
Most were dry-jointed. Resoldering
them cured the trouble. M.M.

Finlux 1000 Series
One of these sets was brought in
because it was dead. Fortunately the
cause was simple. The BY299
diode Du20, which is the rectifier
for the 17.5V supply on the
secondary side of the chopper
transformer, was dry-jointed at both
ends. Resoldering it brought the set
back to life. M.M.

Philips 2A Chassis
Intermittent tripping was the
complaint with this set. As checks
on the HT voltage were
inconclusive I replaced the
optocoupler in the power supply.
This cured the fault — proved by a
long soak test. M.M.

Toshiba 2939DB
If there's intermittent loss of field
sync when changing from teletext to
the TV mode, replace the TA8783N
chip IC501 on the main PCB. Part
no. is B0383970. Toshiba
recommends that the four mode
settings in the service mode are
checked as these can be responsible
for such problems. G.P.

Mitsubishi CT21553STX
This set had no teletext display.
When text was selected it was
impossible to change channels,
which indicated that the set was in
the teletext mode but not producing
a display. A check on the 5V supply
to the text PCB showed that the
voltage was slightly low at about
4.5V. This was low enough to stop
the text being shown however. The
faulty component was C923
(1000,16V) in the 5V regulator
circuit. M.O.

Mitsubishi CT2125TX
This receiver wouldn't remember
any of the analogue levels set, or
the last channel and standby state
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before switching off. Channels
previously stored were OK. With
this symptom it pays to try tuning in
a new channel. When this was done
the set wouldn't store the channel.
Voltage checks showed that the
—30V supply was low at —25V. The
cause of the fault was C962 (1000,
50V) in the power supply. M.O.

Akura CX35
Along with "it's my round!" the
phrase "sorry, we don't do these" is
alien to Pete's vocabularly. Hence
we found a very tired looking
Akura set "that only needs a mains
switch" on the bench. The power
supply was working, but even when
unloaded produced only 60V.
Capacitors on the primary side of
the circuit often cause this problem,
but not this time.
With-a dummy load connected the
voltage remained stable and could
be adjusted up to about 80V. After a
lot of checks I eventually found that
R840 (471(52) in the comparator
stage was open-circuit. Its
replacement, plus a new mains
switch, restored normal operation.
It's worth noting that with this and
other digital chassis a set will appear
to be dead unless the power supply
is working at full voltage. G.D.

Philips CP90 Chassis
We've had two remote-control sets
with the same fault symptom — the
set appeared to be totally dead but
the 95V HT supply was present.
The 5V supply was missing
however, as the standby thyristor
was switched off. The cause of the
trouble was in both cases lack of
line drive, in one set because the
reservoir capacitor (C2691, 3300)
in the 19V supply had dried out and
in the other set because the
TDA2579 timebase generator chip
in the IF can was faulty.
It's easy to be fooled into thinking
that the cause of this trouble is a
fault in the power supply or
microcontroller circuit. A quick test
is to shunt a diode across the
standby thyristor Thy6726 — the
display should work and show an
error code. G.D.

Nikkai TLG1433
"It's the switch." Well no, it wasn't!
The set would start up only after
several minutes, and when it did it
produced an oversized picture.
Replacing C909 (470, 25V) with a
high-temperature type brought the
HT back to the correct level, but the
set took even longer to come on. I
discovered that the relay wasn't
getting enough voltage to energise

it. C916 (2200, 35V) in the 18V
supply was leaky. G.D.

Ferguson TX90 Chassis
This was a 20in. set with remote
control. After routine repairs to
cracked joints the set refused to
respond to either its front controls
or the remote control unit, though
this was working. In addition the
sound was muted, but came up
briefly when the set was turned off.
We were led to the cause of the
trouble when we found incorrect
voltages in the TR910 area of the
auxilliary PCB: the momentary
contacts in the mains switch were
stuck closed. A new switch restored
normality. G.C.

Bush 1557NTX
This. Nicam/teletext portable had no
picture or sound and its power
supply was whistling strongly. The
2SD1554 line output transistor was
dead short. Fortunately we
remembered to fit a 40W buffer
load lamp at its collector before
testing the new one. The 112V HT
supply rose to 270V! There are two
small electrolytics in the discrete
component chopper circuit: C909
(470, 25V) was the cause of the
excess voltage even though it
measured OK.
With the HT correct and the lamp
removed there was still no picture
or sound. When the setting of the
first anode control was advanced a
blank raster appeared. The set has
two 12V regulators, an IC at the
front and a zener diode at the back.
The chip was OK, but the zener
diode was short-circuit and its feed
resistor open-circuit. This stabiliser
runs the receiver. As it's fed from
the line output transformer it needs
only a small control range. The
source impedance is high, at 20Q,
so the feed resistor is only 1052
(2W). Two 18Q, 1W resistors in
parallel make a suitable
replacement — with a 1.3W, 12V
zener diode.
To restore standby operation we
had to replace the 2SC2335 HT
switch transistor Q907. Why this
500V device had failed wasn't
clear. A BUT11A or BU406 is a
suitable replacement. G.C.

Matsui 1436XA
Field collapse was the problem with
this portable. The voltages were all
about right, but we found that there
was no drive from IC301 to the
field output chip IC701. As
replacing IC301 made no difference
I had to take a closer look. While
checking voltages I noticed a poor
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connection to C706. When this was
resoldered the field drive returned.
Perfick! T.L.

GoldStar CIT9902F
This set was rather lifeless. It came
on but there was no picture (EHT)
or sound. The line output stage
wasn't shorted, but there was no
110V HT feed to it. Tracing this
back brought me to a dry-joint at
diode D803S. Resoldering it
restored plenty of life. T.L.

Matsui 1436)(A
The trouble with this set was a field
twitch. It was caused by a dodgy
preset, VR702, in the field timebase
circuit. Replacing it cured the
problem. T.L.

Philips 14GR1227
The power supply output was being
dragged down by a fault in the line
output stage. We found that the line
output transformer was the cause of
the trouble. These transformers
seem to be just a bit unreliable.
Fortunately a quick reading to
chassis will prove the diagnosis. A
new transformer restored normal
operation. T.L.

Matsui 14R1
There was no sound or picture and it
was soon obvious that a fault in the
line output stage was dragging down
the output from the power supply.
As a short-circuit reading was
obtained at the line output
transformer I suspected this item,
but the short remained when the
transformer was isolated. Without a
circuit diagram I had to start
checking around and eventually
found that D301 was short-circuit. A
replacement put matters right. T.L.

Ferguson TX100 Chassis
This set was dead. The mains
rectifier was producing a 330V
supply but there were no outputs
from the chopper circuit. HT was
present at the collector of the
chopper transistor TR6, and there
were voltages at the pins of IC7 -but they were not as shown on the
circuit diagram. A check at the
anode of SCR1, the thyristor in the
start-up circuit, produced a reading
of only 49V instead of 115V.
Replacing IC7 and SCR1 made no
difference. The cause of the trouble
was eventually traced to 0117
(100µF) which couples the drive to
the base of TR6. O.G.

Tatung 161 Chassis
This set was dead with the supply to
the line output stage high at 400V.
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The ZTX651 12V regulator
transistor Q501 and the associated
12V zener diode D503 were the
cause of the trouble.
To improve AV operation, reduce
the value of R117 to 1.2M and
C111 to 0.22µF. O.G.

Fidelity CTM2000R
This set produced a good picture at
switch on, but after a few minutes
there was loss of line sync.
Replacing the TDA8180
synatimebase generator chip
appeared to improve matters, but
the real culprit turned out to be the
33µF, 250V HT reservoir capacitor
C100 — even though the HT was
correct at 119V. O.G.

Matsui 2080/Saisho
CT149TX
This set suffered from various
intermittent fault symptoms. There
might be a blank raster, a rolling
picture, loud audio or sometimes
the set would power up with
scrambled text information across
the picture. These symptoms would
appear at switch on. If the set came
on all right in the morning, it would
stay all right throughout the rest of
the day.
A search for dry-joints and
numerous voltage checks failed to
reveal anything amiss. Eventually
the cause of the trouble turned out
to be capacitor C426 (107, 160V)
which smooths the supply to the
line driver transformer. Hardly the
most obvious place to look for the
cause of the fault! Occasionally
careful observation of the
symptoms fails to help find the
cure. C.N.

Panasonic Z1 Chassis
No colour was the complaint with
this set. It transpired that the
chroma delay line DL601 was
faulty. A replacement brought up
nice colourful pictures. C.N.

Sharp DV1600
This set produced a blank white
raster about ten by three inches in
size. The cause of the fault was the
line output transformer. Its cost is
quite high, so check with the
customer before ordering. C.N.

Sharp CV2133H
The customer said that this nasty
fault had been present from new.
The set would intermittently
produce a blank white raster with
no audio. If the IF PCB was flexed
when the fault was present it would
sometimes disappear. But you
couldn't make the fault appear in

this way. Board resoldering made
no difference.
The next step I tried was to
squeeze each coil gently. This
revealed the culprit, which was
T207. It had an intermittent internal
earth short: squeezing it gently made
the fault come and go. When I
examined the coil with a magnifying
glass I could see a badly wound part
of the coil resting against the outer
screening can. C.N.

Sanyo CTP6133
This set would change channels on
its own. In the workshop it ran
perfectly for about an hour before
misbehaving, but I noticed that a
slight hum bar moved vertically
down the the screen. This led me to
the culprit, the mains rectifier's
reservoir capacitor. C.N.

Nikkai Baby 10
At last a fault other than the 12V
regulator! The set would shut down
intermittently. I found that the line
output transistor's emitter leg was
dry-jointed. C.N.

ITT TX2613 (Con?pact
80/R DST Chassis)
Fine lines that ran across the picture
from left to right were the main
problem with this receiver. We also
noticed that the contrast was poor.
These symptoms all disappeared
when teletext was selected. A new
TDA3561 colour decoder chip
cured the fault. M.Dr.

Panasonic TX25T2 (Alpha
2 Chassis)
If the problem is field collapse,
check at pins 3 and 7 of the
AN5521 field output chip, where
the voltage should be about 25V. If
pin 3 is at zero, R848 will probably
be open-circuit. It's a small
component that looks like a
wirewound resistor but is actually
an 800mA ceramic fuse. It is also
hard to find. Look behind the two
large capacitors at the back of the
field output chip's heatsink. M.Dr.

Samsung CI338
Intermittent sound is quite a
common fault with these sets. It's
caused by dry-joints at pins 2, 3, 4
and 5 of the LA7520 IF chip
IC101. To avoid further problems
it's best to resolder all thirty pins
as the chip gets quite hot. M.Dr.

Grundig CUC41 Chassis
Very poor contrast was the
complaint with this set. We
suspected that the beam limiter was
in operation, but disconnecting
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transistor T2526 made no
difference. The DC contrast control
voltage at pin 11 of the video
module varied, but the picture
didn't.
Luckily we had an identical set in
for repair. So we swapped over the
video module. Again no difference!
When we scoped the video input at
pin 5 of the module we found that it
was of very low amplitude indeed.
Tracing back to the combined
tuner/IF block brought us to the
BC338 video buffer transistor
T2251, one of whose leadouts has a
ferrite bead. The securing glue had
covered all three legs. Removing
the glue, which had become
conductive, cured the fault. M.Dr.

Toshiba 3327DB
It simply said "dead" on the job
card, but when I checked the set on
the bench I found that it wouldn't
come out of standby. The 12V
supply was missing. Further tests
revealed that fuse link ZP82 was
open-circuit because the Surround
sound output chip ICSO1 had
failed. Diodes DS01 and D502
were also short-circuit. After
replacing all four components I

switched on. Bang went the new
chip, taking the other new
components with it.
Before replacing them again I
decided to carry out some further
checks and eventually discovered
that the HT was at 188V instead of
125V. It appeared across the LED
in the feedback optocoupler Q826,
which was clearly open-circuit.
When Q826 had been replaced the
HT was low at 49V — the overcurrent/voltage switch Q828 was
short-circuit. A replacement
rewarded us with the correct HT
voltage, and after replacing the
original four components the set
worked normally.
When the happy customer came
to collect his set he asked "why
couldn't the other people do that?"
R.F.

switching. When the primary side
of this was shorted out the set came
to life, with no signs of
overloading, funny smells etc.
We decided to start by checking
the various supplies to control
board M. The 12V supply at pin 4
of plug M2 was absent. The cause
was simply an open-circuit coil,
L303 (10µH). A replacement
restored normal operation. R.F.

Panasonic TX24A1
(Alpha 2W Chassis)

Hitachi CPT1476
(NP84CQ4 Chassis)

At switch on this set would power
up fully for just over a second then
shut down, though the LED
indicator still displayed the
programme number. The power
supply incorporates an optocoupler
which is used for standby

The job ticket attached to this
ageing portable said "field
collapse". Careful examination of
the field output chip's terminations
revealed a number of suspect
looking joints. Resoldering them
restored the field scan. K.E.

Ferguson TX90 Chassis
This set produced a blank raster
with no sound apart from a slight
vision buzz when the local relay
was tuned in. After eliminating the
tuner our suspicions fell on the
multipurpose TDA4500 chip,
which amongst other things
incorporates the IF strip. A
replacement put matters right. K.E.

SERVICING

Amstrad TVR2/3
TV/video units
These combined TV/VCR units sold in large numbers and have
proved to be popular with their owners. Servicing is fairly
predictable, as Chris Watton reports
hese are combined TV/VCR units. The TVR2 is a
14in. version with a single tuner unit, which means
that it can record only the channel being viewed.
This is something that hasn't changed over the years,
being a limitation with the current small-screen models
on the market. The TVR3 is a 20in. version which has
something closer to a separate VCR built into the same
cabinet as the TV section.
The video side is based on the Amstrad VCR4600
which, though noisy and not very highly specified, was
very popular in its day. Apart from a few common faults
it's quite reliable and easy to repair.
The two sections, video and TV, cannot work without
each other as power for the TV section's standby circuit
comes from the VCR. The remote control information
also comes via this route.
Both versions have remote control, a programmable
timer and a two-speed deck. The picture doesn't have
very high definition in the LP mode, especially when
viewed on the larger-screen model. The budget-quality
picture search and still frame modes are not really of
much use. Despite all this these machines are still held
in high regard by their owners. In particular the smallscreen version commands a high price in the secondhand market.

T

Access
Removing the back gives access to the video unit. After
unplugging the multiway connectors and mains plug,
removing the two screws at either side of the cabinet and
the one that goes into the TV chassis, then taking off the
aluminium screen, the video unit can be slid forwards
out of the front of the unit.
When the video unit is placed at the back of the set the
leads are just long enough to enable the deck to be
worked on whilst connected.
Make sure that the metal cover is on when you replace
the deck. Otherwise there will be a lot of interference on
the playback picture.

VCR Deck Servicing

The most common fault is probably tape creasing at the
bottom edge, as the tape re-enters the cassette. There's a
modification to cure this. The kit consists of a pinch roller
and a spring and clutch gear. These items are easy to fit
and do cure the trouble, which is caused by the take-up
drive being too strong. As a result it tries to pull the tape
from the capstan faster than the tape is being supplied.
The new type pinch roller should be fitted even if the
old one looks OK. You will often find that the screw in
the pinch roller is very tight. Support the base of the
arm, and use the correct screwdriver — otherwise the arm
A Word of Warning
may be damaged. This will also cause tape damage, or at
Before I begin on the video unit I should point out that a least poor sound and control pulse pick-up.
Before doing this job, clean and lubricate the deck.
certain amount of dismantling is required when servicing
these machines. It's very annoying when you have to This should include removing the capstan and re-oiling
take them apart again. The answer to this is not to take its bushes. Fit new belts, and ensure that the face of the
any short cuts you might be tempted to take to shorten audio/control head is clean. I find that the audio/control
the time required to complete a repair. In my experience, head has often been adjusted but is dirty. It therefore
if any machine will make you pay for such rashness it's needs to be cleaned and reset. I think this is caused by an
engineer trying to service a machine without dismantling
one that is hard to take to bits again.
To this end I recommend the use of genuine rather it.
than pattern parts. Apart from the remote control unit
Intermittent poor audio and loss of control, where the
and the video heads they cost very little extra. Spares are customer complains about rhythmic loss of tracking, is
available from CPC of Preston, Lancashire (01772 654 frequently caused by a worn audio/control head.
The third thing that frequently causes problems on the
455). If you don't have an account you can order by
top of the deck is the take-up/counter opto device
credit card.
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beneath the take-up reel disc. It can be either dirty or
faulty. The result will be intermittent stopping in any
mode. When checking this you may notice that the tape
counter is erratic. It's also common to find that the
underside of the reel disc is very dirty. This also causes
poor rotation strobe action. Make sure that it's clean.
The main source of trouble on the underside of the
deck is the mode switch. It can cause various deck
faults, with eventual switching to standby when any tape
function is attempted. It should be replaced rather than
cleaned.
When replacing the switch, first make sure that the
deck is in the stop position. If not, turn the loading
motor by hand until the two larger holes in the loading
gears are in line. Put something in the holes, e.g. a
screw, to prevent the loading arms getting out of step.
The entire loading block can then be removed, and as
long as the lever doesn't get bent the new switch will not
require any alignment when fitted.
The switch can be checked using a scope and
component tester. Any raggedness between modes will
be seen.
Once all this has been attended to the deck should work
reliably. Test it for compatibility and set-up before putting
it back in the cabinet. Retest it after putting it back.

VCR Faults - Electrical
With small-screen models the electrical section of the
video unit tends to suffer from dry-joints in the servo
section. This often results in the motors taking off, or
one motor stopping.
The cause of various mode faults, also intermittent
colour, has been traced to the rectifiers in the power
supply. Loss of colour is usually caused by failure of the
1812422 hybrid chip HIC1.
If the machine is either stopping or won't start up,
check the deck sensors. This can be done at the inputs to
IC400. They are as follows:
Pin

Function

6
7
8
9
18
19
21
26
27
28
29

Record safety
Load A. See below
Load B
Load C
Start sensor
End sensor
Reel pulse. See below
Front load B. See below
Front load A
Front load C
Dew sensor

Loading switch logic levels are:
Stop mode A = 0, B 0, C = 1
Play mode A = 0, B = 1, C = 0
The reel pulses at pin 21 are amplified and squared in
hybrid chip HIC300.
Various other useful test points are:
TP5
FM envelope
TP9
Switching point
TP13
RF switching
TP14
Control pulses
The audio socket for audio out
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The switching point is adjusted by R301, the control
pulses by R300. Both these presets are on the main PCB.

Back Tension
The back tension adjustment is worth mentioning. To
carry this out, load a transparent test cassette or similar
then select play. Two adjustments can be made: the
tension on the spring and the static position of the
tension arm.
When the arm is in the play position with no tape, its
tip should be parallel with the line marked on the left
edge of the deck (approximately 5mm). The screw at the
other end of the band enables its position to be altered.
This can be a tedious adjustment, as the screw has a
fairly coarse thread and a small movement causes quite
a large variation in position. The arm also swivels about
its pin, which doesn't help.
Once the tension arm position has been set the spring
tension adjustment, just below the arm, can be carried
out. The tension can be altered by loosening the locking
screw and sliding the spring retainer back and forth as
required. The tension should be 24g/cm.

Part Numbers
The following are some frequently required numbers for
genuine parts:
Aerial socket
A/C head
Handset
Mod kit
Mode switch
Pinch roller
Tension arm
Head drum

152607
150751
152525
150768/A
151498
150768
151276
151633

Power Supply Faults
The TV section is reasonably reliable. With both models
the power supply, which is virtually the same (see Fig.
1), can cause picture width jittering when the HT voltage
fluctuates rapidly. The culprit is the STK7348 chopper
chip IC301.
If the TV section is dead but the VCR clock is OK,
check the 1052, 3W surge limiter resistor R301. If you
find that it's open-circuit, check for shorted bridge
rectifier diodes (D302-5). If these are OK, replace R301
and try again. In most cases this will work — the resistor
usually fails of its own accord. It's just possible that
IC301 has shorted internally.
If the TV section won't come on but the relay clicks
when the operate button is pressed, check C1507 which
should be 1.µF, 63V. In some models an 0.47µF
capacitor may be found in this position. Fit a 1pf, 63V
replacement. Failure of this capacitor, whatever its
value, is the most common fault with these models. The
symptom may be a dead set or one that's slow to start.
The two 270k52 resistors R305 and R306 can also be
responsible for poor starting.
If the relay doesn't click, check the 24V and 5V
supplies in the VCR section. The relay is driven by the
14DN379/MN14381 chip. If this is suspect, check its
500kHz oscillator first.
Another component that can cause trouble is the
3,300pF, 1kV ceramic disc capacitor C310. It usually
makes the power supply whine, and you will often find
that there is a black line down its case.
If the TV section is dead and you want to run it
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without the video section in place you can short out the
relay contacts. The TV section will then be powered all
the time. There will be no tuning or signals and no
remote control however.

Tuning Problems
We'll now move to the signals section. If you are unable
to store any channels it's likely that the MN1220
memory chip is faulty. If there is no tuning, with no onscreen graphics, the 14DN379 chip is usually to blame.
When dealing with the 14in. version don't rule out, as
with most portable equipment, the possibility of cracked
print. The voltages around the memory chip IC3 should
be as follows: pin 1 OV; pin 2 OV; pin 4 OV; pin 5 OV;
pin 6 OV; pin 7 5V; pin 8 5V; pin 9 —26V; pin 10 —5V;
pin 11 OV; pin 13 OV; pin 14 OV; pin 16 OV. If there's
no memory, check that the —26V supply is present at pin
9 before replacing the chip. This voltage comes from the
VCR section, at pin 6 of connector CN2.

The Line Output Stage
The 200V supply for the RGB output stages is obtained
from a rectifier (D14, type FR156) which is fed from pin
3 of the line output transformer. The reservoir capacitor
is C82 (4.71.1F, 250V). When this capacitor fails the
screen will be brighter at one side than the other and the
picture will be very poor.
Pin 9 of the LOPT feeds rectifier D12 (FR156) via the
120, 1W resistor R80. The reservoir capacitor here is
C81 (100µF, 25V). This supply feeds the 78M12 12V
regulator IC9, whose output is used by the tuner, the IF
strip, the audio output stage and the video/audio
switching chip. (The tuning and control section of the set
is supplied with 5V from the VCR unit.)
The other supply derived from the LOPT is 24V for
the field output chip. This comes from pin 6, via R81
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(2.252, 1W) and D13 (FR156) with C80 (330µF, 35V) as
the reservoir capacitor. Replace this capacitor in the
event of field collapse.
The FR156 diodes can all be replaced with type
BYD33J.
Still in this area, C79 (1µF, 250V) at the earthy end of
the EHT section of the transformer can cause a ragged
picture. The HT smoothing capacitor C315 (22µF,
160V) in the power supply can also be responsible for
this symptom.
The 2SD1398 line output transistor Q12 can be
replaced with type BU508D. The usual causes of its
failure are dry-joints at the driver transformer T4 or
cracked print around the LOPT.

Fig. 1: The
chopper
power supply
circuit used in
the TV section
of the unit.

Grey-scale Adjustment
The focus and first anode controls are incorporated in
the LOPT. To set up the first anode voltage, the setwhite switch should be in the service position, the tube
drive presets at mid travel, the background presets at one
third clockwise from fully anticlockwise, the preset
brightness control at mid travel and the customer
settings at minimum. Turn the first anode control to
minimum, the set-white switch to on then increase the
control's setting until a line is visible. Peak the two
adjustable colour drives to obtain a white or neutral line,
then return the set-white switch to normal and adjust the
brightness and contrast for a correct display. If the
highlights are coloured, adjust the drive presets.

Miscellaneous Faults
The 1.1PC1420CA chip IC10 contains the colour decoder
and timebase generator circuits. It can obviously be
responsible for no colour or loss of one colour. If there's
no sync, check R102 which is connected to pin 37 of
IC10. Its value should be either 120k0 or 150k0.
■
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..Alook at the

Panasonic Z5 Chassis
In this first article on Panasonic's current small-screen chassis Ray Meadows
describes the power supply and its operation, the microcontroller system and
the signal switching arrangements
he Panasonic Z5 chassis was
introduced in 1993 as a lowercost replacement for the Z4
chassis in small-screen, monophonic
sound sets. Whereas the Z4 had been
designed to drive the more expensive
Invar-mask FST picture tubes, the Z5
can drive cheaper iron-mask non-FST
displays.
The chassis was mainly developed
by Panasonic's Cardiff design team.
It employs a significant feature that's
new for a non-Japanese Panasonic
chassis, a 'hot' line output stage.
This, in conjunction with a 'cold'
field deflection circuit, means that an
isolation split is required in the yoke.
In fact the chopper, line driver and
output transformers and the scan coils
all have to provide mains isolation.
Thus while the line scan circuit is hot,
the EHT system and the field scan
circuit remain cold. Obviously the
picture tube, or at least the deflection
coils, can't be replaced with a
conventional non-isolated type.
Other innovations include a linear
transformerless
remote-control
standby circuit and a simple teletext
option mounted on a small subpanel.
This features four-page text storage
with both FLOF and TOP text.
Initially only 21in. models were
equipped with CATS (Contrast Auto
Tracking System), an automatic
contrast control system that employs
a light-dependent resistor to sense the
ambient light level. This feature was
subsequently added to all UK
models. The rather exotic on-screen
calendar/calculator/`mood light' used
in the Z4 chassis was dropped
however.
A single AV input is provided, via
both scart and phono sockets, with no
S video connector. Unlike the Z4,
NTSC playback is not possible,
though continental variants have
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Secam and modified NTSC facilities.
The scart connector does allow for
external RGB signal display
however, and has a tuner AV output.
The non-text TC14S1R and
TC21S1R and the text TX14S1T and
TX21S1T are amongst the more
popular models fitted with the
chassis. Some models with cosmetic
variations have been added — the S2R
and S2T versions.- There are also
cabinet colour variants. Some sets are
fitted with Philips tubes (suffix /B)
while others have Thomson types
(suffix /BH).

Layout and Access
From the servicing point of view the
most obvious improvement in the Z5
compared with the Z4 is the reduced
number of PCBs. There are usually
only two, the main panel E and the
CRT base panel Y. When added, the
text board T is a daughter board
that's soldered directly into panel E.
This is the first Panasonic chassis to
have so few interconnecting leads!
The circuitry is arranged as follows:
Panel E contains the power supply,
the tuner, the IF, vision and sound
processing stages, the sync and
timebase circuitry, the audio output
chip, the microcontroller chip and its
associated devices and the AV
connectors.
Panel Y contains the RGB output
stages and CRT base.
Option panel T contains the teletext
decoder and an RGB switch.
Option panel A contains a Secam L
decoder (for French models only).
Fig. 1 shows the general layout.
Service access is very good. Simply

remove the back cover screws and a
front panel retaining screw near the
AV connector. Panel E can then be
gently pulled up and back. As usual
with Panasonic models a 'service
position' is provided: panel E can be
clipped to the inside vertical side of
the cabinet. The set can be operated
normally in this condition, with
access to both sides of the main PCB.

IC Complement
The accompanying table lists the ICs
used in the chassis. The mixture of
European and Japanese devices
reflects the origins of different parts
of the design. There are various
differences with continental models,
as follows. The TDA3843 in position
IC201 is an additional sound IF chip
for Secam L and L' sets (French
models), which also have a 4053
CMOS switch (IC202). IC601 is type
TDA8362 and IC602 type TDA4662
to provide multistandard operation.
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IC Types and Functions
On panel E
IC251
IC451
IC601

AN5265
TDA3653C
TDA8361

IC602 TDA4661V2
IC801
STR51203M
STR51224M
AN78M05LB1
IC851
IC852 AN78M12LB1
IC1202 MN152811XXX

Fig. 1: Basic
layout of the
Panasonic Z5
chassis.

IC603, type TDA8395, is a Secam chroma delay line used
in French models. The text decoder IC3502 is type
CF70204NW for Central and Eastern Europe, type
CF70209NW for Russian and type CF70210NW for
Hebrew.

Fig. 2: Circuitry
on the primary
(hot) side of the
power supply in
the Panasonic
Z5 chassis.

The Power Supply
The chopper power supply, which operates in
synchronism with the line timebase, uses a new Sanken
chip. Fig. 2 shows the circuitry on the primary side. A
feature of the design is that when the microcontroller chip

, R824

IC1203 MN128OR
IC1204 RPM637CBRS
IC1205 ST24CO2CB1

On pane! T
IC3501 CF72306
IC3502 CF70205ANW
IC3504 LA7222TV
IC3505 AN5862K

R803
560

0801-4

Audio amplifier
Field driver and output
IF, colour decoder, RGB
switching, timebase
generators
Chroma delay line
Chopper (14in. models)
Chopper (21 in. models)
5V regulator
12V regulator
Microcontroller
(suffix depends on model)
Reset
Remote control receiver
EEROM

Hot

Video data slicer
Text decoder
AV switch
RGB switch

Cold

4n7
300V
I
7
C807
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T4006
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2.7
5W

R818
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Line
pulses
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2W

R802
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R806
8.2
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L804
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switches the set to standby the power supply doesn't stop,
as with many designs. Instead, its duty cycle is reduced
until the output is just sufficient to run the control system
but not the other parts of the set. There is thus no need for
an extra standby power supply transformer. This has two
advantages, reduced cost and lower power consumption in
the standby mode.
The power supply has two distinct operating modes
therefore, standby and full operation. We'll look at each in
turn.

AC from
5801
R824
68k
R825
68k

From IC1202, pin 5

D822

470p

47k

+83

53

Standby Mode
After passing via the usual fuse, filter and on/off switch
the AC mains input is presented to the bridge rectifier
D801-4 which charges its reservoir capacitor C807.
Approximately 300V DC is developed across this
capacitor and is fed via the primary winding (P1-2) on the
chopper transformer T801 to the collector of transistor Q1
in the chopper chip IC801 (pin 3).
Qi's base (pin 2) receives a small start-up bias via
R818, R802 and L804. As a result it conducts and a
voltage appears at pin 4 of the chip. This is fed to the +B2
line via R828. It appears at the collector of the standby
switching transistor Q803 via D810 and R812. The
standby command optocoupler D813 is off, and Q803' s
base is forward biased via R813 and R821. Q803 is thus
switched on, and the +B2 voltage is held at typically 1V.
The current flowing in T801' s primary winding
produces a reverse current in winding B1-2. D811
rectifies the voltage at pin B 1 , charging C813 whose
positive terminal is connected to the +B2 ling; C813' s
negative terminal will be at approximately —2V. As a
result Q804 and in turn zener diode D817 :conduct,
clamping the DC voltage at pin 2 of I801 ataround 1V.
Chopper transistor Q1 is therefore prevented from being
switched to full on. Because of the feedback via D816 and
R803, the circuit oscillates. This is the stable standby
state.
In the standby mode T801 produces, via rectifier D851
with its reservoir capacitor C852, about 12V on the +B4
rail. The 5V regulator IC851 produces the +B10 supply
for the microcontroller chip IC1202.
Fig. 3 shows, somewhat simplified, the secondary side
of the chopper power supply circuit. Note that in standby
the microcontroller's power on/off output signal is also
used to switch off Q851 so that there's no voltage on the
+B9 rail. Otherwise the +B4 and +B9 rails would be
linked. This prevents the IF/colour decoder/timebase
generator chip IC601 being powered.

Operating Mode
When the microcontroller issues a power on command,
Q851 and the optocoupler D813 switch on. With 1)813
conductive, the voltage at the base of Q803 falls to zero
and it switches off. The rise in its collector voltage
triggers thyristor D820, which switches on. C814 is now
able to charge from the 300V supply via R811, R819 and
R810. In addition, with D820 conductive the charge
(around 90V) developed across C818 in the standby mode
is available on the +B2 rail, which is used to power the
line output tranistor — both are on the hot side of the
circuitry.
With Q851 switched on IC601, which contains the line
generator, can come into operation. The line timebase
starts up, producing flyback pulses. These are coupled via
R806 and D809 to pin 2 of IC801, i.e. the base of the
chopper transistor Q1. This pulse feed does not require
isolation, as it comes from the hot side of the line output
transformer.
As the +B2 voltage rises, so the voltage at the negative
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T801
+810
ICB51
0851 L854

5V

loC 854
T100

+B4
114
+89
8v

Hot Cold
5k5
1)853
0854
470

Q1203

Power on/off
from
IC1202
pin 24
3k9
On high,
off low

Q803

D813

terminal of C813 becomes positive and Q804 switches
off. Q2 in IC801 is also switched off, enabling Q1 to be
triggered by the line pulses at its base. It is now able to
switch on fully, driven by the feedback to its base via
D816, R803 and L804. When it saturates, the voltage
across winding B1-2 falls and Q1 then switches off until
the next line pulse appears. The power supply and the line
timebase thus operate synchronously. The efficiency of

Fig. 3: The cold
side of the
power supply
circuit.

Z5 Chassis Supply Lines
Line

+B1
+B2
+B3
+134
+B5
+86
+B7
+B8
+B9
+1310
+BT

Use

RGB output
stages and tuning
Line output
Line driver
To IC851
Field output
Audio output
Text, +B8
Main 12V line
Main 8V line
Main 5V line
Tuning voltage

14in. Models

21in. Models

Normal S/by

Normal

S/by

135V

OV

190V

OV

103V
27V
11V
27V
23V
16V
12V
8V
5V
30V

1
OV
8V
OV
OV
OV
OV
OV
5V
OV

124V
31V
11V
28V
23V
16V
12V
8V
5V
30V

1V
OV
8V
OV
OV
OV
OV
OV
5V
OV
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5V
Keys con/
option 1

32

We--• 21

IC501 pin 19
Green

R1213

Keyscan/
option 2
31

Wb

Q1214
IC601 pin 21
Blanking

R1215

Reset
IC1203 1

7
IC1202
Micro

8V

16

Brightness
PWM

IC501 pin 17

S.

Remote control commands

8V

AAA,--• 34

Sub—b ightne

R307

8V

60—AAN—•---AAN—•37
IC1205
EEROM
38

13
35
•

39
•
5V

36

Contrast
PWM

R32
IC601 pin 25

R1254

41

X1201

8V
5V

Sub—contrast R316
Start pin 8
Q1240
Serial
data V

Fig. 4:
Simplified
control system
circuit.
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Serial
clock

iBeam
limiting
p2031

Some pins may or may not be connected to external
circuitry depending on the options in use. Even when
connected, some operations function with only certain
models. Pins 2 and 12 for example are used with French
sets, while pin 41 was initially used with 21in. models
only. Pins 3 and 40 are always connected to chassis, as
the Z5 chassis does not provide NTSC colour reception or
S video operation. Pins 29 and 33 are left open-circuit, as
only green OSD characters are displayed. All models now
use the scart slow-switch feature (pin 39).
Pins 20 and 21 have dual functions. They operate as
keyscan inputs able to sense the value of a resistor or a
push-button selected resistor ladder. The residual
The Microcontroller
resistance, when no button is depressed, sets the option
As in all current Panasonic models the microcontroller mode. As these models have only five user control
chip IC1202 is a Matsushita device. It has 42 pins and buttons (TV/AV, up, down, function and store), only
contains 8K of ROM. Other features include frequency- keyscan 1 is used. Use is made of both option 1 and 2
synthesis tuning, two resistive keyboard scan inputs, a however.
The on-board keys are all connected to the resistor
contrast sensor input, 50/60Hz detection and switching, an
on-screen display character generator, AV switch control, ladder. When a button is pressed, a different resistance
seven pulse-width modulated control outputs, a self-test value and thus voltage at pin 21 is selected. The last
mode and I2C bus operation.The use of presettable option resistor in the chain (R1215) is fitted only in teletext
pins enables the chip to be set up for text/non-text or models, its presence confirming that a text decoder is
fitted (option 1).
UK/continental operation.
The keyscan 2/option 2 input is used to tell IC1202 in
Associated devices in the control system are as follows:
IC1205, a serial EEROM for storage of the customer which area the set is to be used. This enables the micro to
settings; the reset generator IC1203; and the remote set the correct channel numbers and select the required
control receiver IC1204. Fig. 4 shows the basic frequency bands. The values of R1212/3 set the voltage at
pin 20: 5V is the UK, mode, 2.7V indicates French use
arrangement.
IC1202's pin functions are listed in the accompanying and less than 1V continental use.
table. Note that several functions, particularly those
related to multi-standard operation, are not used in UK Self Test and the EEROM
sets. Most of the pins have a 470pF capacitor connected A useful feature is the microcontroller chip's self-test
to chassis to provide antistatic protection. These are not mode. Access to this is obtained by reducing the colour
and sharpness settings to minimum then simultaneously
shown in the accompanying diagrams.

the power supply is increased by charging C814 via D806
and D820 when Q1 switches off. Q3 adjusts the DC
conditions at the base of Q1 to provide regulation.
Q805 provides excess current protection by sensing the
voltage developed across R828. It switches on under
excess-current conditions to remove the drive to Q 1 .
D808 provides overvoltage protection.
The chopper power supply provides several outputs.
Others are derived from the line output transformer. Most
vary depending on whether the set is in the standby or
operational condition. They are listed in the
accompanying table.
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Sync from 1C3501

T
Mute
5V 12V

Q3511 03516 ~~
12V

grit

IC3505

03506

Panel T
Panel E
Q3102
Bik
75
IC601

R

JEP

B

JEO
o 0

G

From
AV1
scort

JEN
0- 0

••---"NsE
From IC1202 pin 17
03301

75 175

75

Eng
pressing the set's function button and the remote control
unit's off-timer button. This should produce the result
CHECK 1+ 2— 3+, representing the tuner, the text
processor and the EEROM respectively. If any check
fails, there will be a minus instead of a plus symbol. Nontext models will of course show 1+ 2- 3+ when operating
correctly.
A second row of self-test display digits indicates the
settings of options 1-6. A typical display is 11 47 46.
Options 1 and 2 are, as previously mentioned, set by
hardware. Options 3-6 can be selected from the self-test

screen. Most of these options will not operate if the
respective hardware is not fitted. They enable the text,
tuning and audio options to be changed, as well as turning
the CATS system on or off. The numbers displayed are
decimal values that correspond with six data bits which
define each option, including some extra option 1 and 2
bits that are not accessible by means of hardware changes.
These values are stored in the EEROM. Further
information can be found in the Panasonic Z5 Technical
Guide.
The EEROM also stores user information, defining the

Fig. 5: The
RGB switching
system.

Microcontroller Pin Functions
Pin

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Function

5V supply
Mute 2 input (from sync)
Tint mode select (NTSC only)
Mute 1 input (from VIF)
Standby/remote LED drive
50/60Hz select
Reset input
Subcarrier select (Secam/Zwietone)
TV/text select
AV1 select
AV2 select
Video polarity select (Secam)
Contrast control output (PWM)
Sharpness control output (PWM)
Colour control output (PWM)
Brightness control output (PWM)
RGB mode select
AFC input
Mute 1 input
Keyscan 2/option 2
Keyscan 1/option 1
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22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

Field pulse for OSD sync
Volume control output (PWM)
On/standby output
Factory test pin
50/60Hz detect (field pulse input)
Video mute output
NTSC tint control output (PWM)
OSD blue output
Line sync pulse input
OSD blanking output
OSD green output
OSD red output
Remote control data input
Crystal osc. 2
Crystal osc. 1
I2C bus clock in/out
I2C data bus in/out
Scart slow switch input
S video select output
CATS sensitivity
Chassis
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50-channel programme memory, AFC offset and, with
non-UK models, the colour system and subcarrier
settings. It also retains a 'last memory' of the user control
settings. This includes the programme number, all the
DAC settings and the last CATS eye value.

Analogue Controls
The analogue control outputs are all provided by 64-step
pulse-width modulated output drivers within IC1202. A
large mark-space ratio output represents the maximum
level, a small mark-space ratio the minimum level. Digital
to analogue conversion is achieved by filtering the
outputs. As each output is a DC control level, preset levels
(such as the factory sub-colour setting) can be obtained by
adding a preset potentiometer across the output.
The contrast PWM output at pin 13 is mixed with a
control voltage obtained from the CATS circuit. A
potential divider network is used to add voltages, a lightdependent resistor forming the bottom section. This item
is fitted just behind the set's front panel. Variations in the
ambient light level and the CATS sensitivity setting (pin
41, IC1202) alter the voltage at the base of Q1210 and
thus its conduction. As the conduction of Q1210
increases, the contrast control voltage falls. There is also
a small effect on the brightness, via R1254 and R321.
Pin 41 of IC1202 can be set at chassis potential, opencircuit or high. This changes the CATS sensitivity to off,
medium and high respectively.

On-screen Display and RGB Switching
The Z5 chassis uses a simplified on-screen display
system. Green OSD signals from pin 32 of IC1202 and
composite blanking from pin 31 are buffered by emitterfollowers and then mixed directly with the RGB outputs
from IC601 as they pass to the output stages on the tube's
base panel.
In text sets the external RGB inputs from the scart
socket go to panel T, where IC3505 carries out text/AV
RGB selection. Fig. 5 shows this. The selected signals go
to IC601 on panel E, where they or the video/OSD RGB
signals are selected. Jumper leads to bypass panel T are
used for the external RGB inputs in non-text models.

AV Switching
Pin 10 of IC1202 sets the mode to TV or AV while pin 9
sets to text or normal. In text equipped sets, external video
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from the scart connector or the phono socket and
demodulated video from IC601 leave the E panel and pass
to the video switching chip IC3504 on panel T. Pin 4 of
this device receives the mode select signal from IC1202,
low for TV (normal) or high for external AV. A further
switch in IC3504 is used to select either the output from
the first switch or teletext sync pulses from the text
processor chip. The selected signals are buffered on panel
T after which they return to panel E where they are fed to
pins 13 and 15 of IC601. These pins are the inputs of an
internal video mode switch which is not used in text
equipped models.
Audio signals are switched within IC601, also under the
control of IC1202. IC601 has an internal sound IF filter,
so it can accept either the audio from the IF circuit or
external (baseband) audio.
Fig. 6 shows the AV switching arrangement. In non-text
models without panel T the external and internal video go
straight to IC601 for selection, via jumper links JEK and
JEL respectively. Audio selection remains as in the text
models.
French models have an additional control signal from
pin 12 of IC1202. This is used to invert the video polarity
when system L signals with positive video modulation are
received.

ID2051

Fig. 6: The AV
switching
arrangements.

Standby Control
IC1202 sets the receiver to standby by producing a low
level output at pin 24 — see Fig. 3. This switches off
Q1203, preventing current flow in optocoupler D813.
Q803 is thus able to conduct, as previously described.
Q1203 also switches Q851 off, via Q853, isolating the 8V
line — again as described earlier.
The standby status is indicated by D1203, which is
driven by pin 5 of IC1202 via Q1202 and the optocoupler
D822. hi the standby mode pin 5 is high so D1203,
Q1202 and D822 are all conductive.
In normal operation pin 5 of IC1202 is low and the
standby LED D1203 is off. When a remote control
command is received, the output from pin 5 is, modulated.
The standby LED thus flickers.
If the mains power is disconnected or the set is
switched off, the microcontroller's 5V supply continues
for a few seconds. Optocoupler D822 is in this case used
to break the circuit to the LED so that it goes out
■
immediately.
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Fault Finding
Reports from
Keith Evans,
John Edwards,
Glyn Dickinson,
Christopher Nunn,
Michael Dranfield,
Paul Hardy,
Graham Colebourn
and Richard Newman

Amstrad CTV1000
When the customer complains
about a thin white line across the
screen we usually assume that
there's a field timebase fault. This
time the line was vertical, which is
much less common. Line collapse is
usually confined to faulty scan coil
connections or a faulty component
in the feed to the coils. In this case
the dry joints were at the
connections to the line linearity coil
L7702, which is in series with the
coils and does not have any
damping components in parallel
with it. K.E.

Sharp CV2I 23H
When power was applied to this set
the red LED came on and the
standby relay operated when asked,
but the set remained dead. The
chopper power supply was
inoperative because the STR41090
chip had failed. K.E.

Sony KVX2532U (AEIB
Chassis)
Two of these sets appeared in the
workshop within hours of each
other. The symptoms with the first
one were intermittent loss of video,
preceded by a broken up negative
picture. Once again there were dryjoints in those IF transformers (Ti
and T2). In this second-generation
version of the AE1 chassis however
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the transformers are burned in the
IF module, adjacent to the tuner.
The second set had a different
intermittent fault, loss of right-hand
channel sound. Dry-joints at the audio
chip IC261 were the cause. K.E.

Although these sets use a diodesplit LOPT, the first anode voltage
is obtained from a separate rectifier
fed from the transformer. R232
(1k0), which is in series with this
rectifier, was open-circuit. J.E.

Tatung 140 Chassis

Toshiba 285T8BZ

This tired looking set came in with
no picture and uncontrollable
motorboating and screeching from
its loudspeaker. The power supply
seemed a good place to start, and
replacing the electrolytics around
the TDA4600 chip is always a good
idea. We found that the value of
C808 (100pF) had dropped
dramatically. A replacement
restored the picture and sound. K.E.

Field collapse was the complaint
with this set. I found that the
TDA8170 field output chip IC303
had a diagonal crack across its
body. As the 27V supply was
present at pin 2, a new chip was
fitted. About two hours later, while
the set was being soak tested, it
returned to the field collapse
condition. This time the 2.751 feed
resistor R327 had burnt out.
I decided to refer to my trusty but
tattered 'rotten faults' notebook.
Sure enough there was a note about
a modification. I removed D305 and
fitted a 470, 1W resistor in its
place, then refitted the diode on the
copper side of the board. I also
replaced the 6.8V zener diode D303,
and of course R327. There were no
more problems after this. J.E.

Toshiba 2812DBT
This set was tripping because the
line output transformer was faulty.
A replacement produced sound and
a picture, but there was lack of
width and the set wouldn't go to
standby. My thanks to Toshiba's
technical department, which
enabled me to solve the problem in
minutes although I'm not an
account holder. Correct standby
operation was restored by replacing
the 2SC2023 transistor Q845 in the
power supply: it's in series with the
HT feed to the LOPT. The width
problem was resolved by adjusting
the factory set parameters, using the
handset. It would take rather a lot of
space to describe this here, but
Toshiba technical will explain if
you give them a call. Well done
Toshiba! J.E.

Ferguson TX9 Chassis
When I switched this set on I
thought it was suffering from a
luminance fault. Blotches of colour
relevant to the scene were present,
but the raster was very dark, i.e.
there was no picture detail. All was
clear when I turned up the tube's
first anode voltage control — it had
no effect.

Sharp C1430H
This set would shut down suddenly
four minutes after being switched
on. You could almost set your watch
by it! Increasing the tube's first
anode voltage slightly would
immediately instigate the fault. This
suggested that there was an excess
beam current protection circuit fault.
Investigation here showed that R623
(1.2M51) was open-circuit. J.E.

Ferguson TX10 Chassis
The customer said that this set
"went bang then dead". The bang
had been caused by C732 (10pF,
63V) exploding. It's the reservoir
capaCitor for the —40V supply,
which is derived from the line
output transformer (T721). When a
replacement capacitor had been
fitted the set worked but tripped
intermittently. On investigation I
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found that T721's chassis
connection pin was dry-jointed. It
seemed best to resolder all the pins.
After this the set was OK. J.E.

Philips 2A Chassis (110°)
"Line on screen" was the complaint
with this set, meaning slight top
foldover. We had replaced the field
output chip IC7570 some months
previously, also the associated
electrolytics C2571 and C2575. The
new parts were checked just in case
but were blameless. We eventually
found that R3573 in the linearity
feedback network had fallen in
value. It should be 51kS2 in 110°
sets. G.D.

Matsui 1455
The cause of a dead set is usually
R603/4 or C613. Not this time!
There was 300V across C604, and
no distress in the power supply. We
decided to check the transistors in
the discrete-component chopper
power supply and discovered that
Q602 was leaky. As a precaution,
the chopper transistor's base drive
coupling capacitor C607 was
replaced with a high-temperature
component. G.D.

Orion W310
This old set displayed a good picture
but there was field cramping and
reduced height. Although we had no
service information I decided to take
a quick look and found that a small
4.7pF, 50V capacitor behind the
field output transistors looked a bit
poorly. A replacement restored the
full field. scan. G.D.

picture took several minutes to
appear, and when it did it was very
dull — even with teletext. Our tube
tester disagreed however. We soon
found that the contrast control had
very little effect on the voltage at
pin 6 of the TDA3562A colour
decoder chip, but disconnecting the
beam limiter made no difference.
A transistor (T7672) that's not
shown in the manual is connected
to pin 6. It's fed from the 143V rail
via a pair of resistors that are also
not shown. Ripple on the HT line
was switching this transistor on,
and hence the beam limiter.
Replacing the 22pF HT reservoir
and smoothing capacitors C2670
and C2621 cured the trouble.
We've since had the fault with
another of these sets. Later
versions appear to have this circuit
deleted. G.D.

Samsung C15061
"Black band on the left" said the
customer. Sure enough, the picture
was shifted a couple of inches to the
right. There's a phase preset control
which is linked to the TDA8361
chip via R420 (8201S2), with C404
(2.7nF) for decoupling. These two
components tested OK, but
replacing the capacitor restored the
correct picture position. G.D.

Toshiba 285T8B

A dead set with the 95V HT supply
present was the unusual fault with
this remote control model. The
start-up 22V supply was found to be
very low because C2691 (330pF,
25V) was open-circuit. G.D.

This set was stuck in standby but
would apparently come on after
several hours. It has two switchmode power supplies. The main one
wasn't starting up despite being
asked to do so. There was a supply
at pin 9 of the TDA4601 chopper
control chip but no output at pin 6.
When a replacement was fitted the
power supply merely chirruped. It
seems that the chip has to be of a
certain standard. When a Siemens
one obtained from Toshiba was
fitted the set worked normally. G.D.

Solavox 141

Alba CTV3400

This set produced a snowy black
and white picture with lack of
height. It seemed reasonable to
suspect problems with the multifunction TDA4505 chip IC101, so
we started off by checking its
supply which was low at 9V. The
12V supply was OK however. The
cause of the problem was R104 in
the feed to IC101. This 3.30,
fusible resistor had gone high in
value. G.D.

Intermittent audio was the problem
with this set. Naturally as soon as I
went anywhere near it with a scope
or meter the fault disappeared. After
some careful flexing, heating and
freezing I discovered that the cause
of the fault was the loudspeaker.
The last thing you would expect
with a fairly new set. C.N.

Philips CP90 Chassis

Philips CP110 Chassis
(early version)
The owner described all the
symptoms of a very poor tube: the
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Ferguson D59F (ICC9
Chassis)
A blank raster with no sound was
the complaint, though the on-screen
graphics were present and pictures
were obtained when a video signal
was injected at the scart socket. I

didn't have a manual, and horrible
thoughts of expensive ICs ran
through my mind. I decided to try
scope checks, starting at pin 6 of the
IF unit. The signal was present up
to transistor TX07, which is a chip
device, but it produced no output. A
replacement cured the fault. C.N.

Sharp DV5103H
The chrominance information was
displayed about one and a half
inches to the right of the luminance
information — just as if there was a
luminance delay-line fault. The
cause of the problem was the small
plug-in non-volatile memory chip
on the digital PCB. C.N.

Sanyo CBP2148
No power up was the complaint.
The set came on in standby but
refused to come out. A check on the
mains switch's momentary contacts
suggested that they were OK, so
attention was turned to the standby
circuit. As I had no luck here I
changed the mains on/off switch,
though the old one measured
correctly. The replacement brought
the set back to life! In this set the
momentary contacts have to make
before power is applied, not after as
with many sets. Don't get caught
out like me. C.N.

NEI 1451TX (Indiana 100
Chassis
This set powered up but there was
no line drive. R605 (5.6k0, 3W) in
the HT feed to the line driver
transformer was open-circuit. C.N.

Grundig CUC220 Chassis
If the tuning voltage is at 30V and
the set won't tune in, the usual
cause of the trouble is the U264B
prescaler chip in the tuner/IF block.
It's now no longer available, but a
U644B can be used as a
replacement.
To find this item, look under the
small screening can. Pin 9 is the
output at the edge connector. M.Dr.

Hinari TVA1
Intermittent loss of sound was the
complaint with this TV/clock/alarm.
The set is very similar to the Hinari
CT4, but as the TVA1 has a
headphone socket a 1:1 isolating
transformer is required. This item
was the cause of the fault. One of
the transformer's pins had been
wrapped but never soldered. M.Dr.

Grundig CUC2800 Chassis
This set produced low, distorted
sound. We traced the cause to the
U2829B dual sound intercarrier
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chip. It's available from Willow
Vale. M.Dr.

Sharp DV5150H
If the set trips back to standby after
two seconds, replace the 3.352 safety
resistor R612 right behind plug H,
which is connected to the tube base
PCB. R612 supplies 28V to the field
output stage and seems to go opencircuit for no reason. M.Dr.

Bush 3114
There was some sort of field
blanking fault with this set: the top
part of the picture would be blanked
out intermittently, and in addition
black lines would run across the
picture. A slight tap on the PCB
would cure the fault.
A long time was required to sort
this one out. It transpired that the
field output chip's heatsink earth
connection was dry-jointed.
Problems of this sort are quite
common with the Luxor SX9
chassis, in which use is made of
heatsinks to link PCB lands. M.Dr.

NEI 1601R
The chopper transistor had blown,
also the fuse. As I couldn't find any
other obvious fault I replaced these
items and sent the set on its way.
About a month later it came back
with the same fault. A very helpful
NEI technical department suggested
that I check RP36 (3352 safety) in
the snubber network associated with
the rectifier diode that produces the
26V supply. When it fails the result
can be excess current in the chopper
transformer. Sure enough it was
open-circuit, though it showed no
physical signs of distress. A
replacement restored reliable
operation. P.H.

Osaki P141
The customer complained about
very poor, distorted sound. I
replaced the 6MHz ceramic filter
and the TDA4505E chip without
improving matters, then found that
the sound coil T101 could be
adjusted over the whole of its range
with virtually no effect. I reckoned
that it must be faulty, but spares for
these sets are like hens' teeth. A
check on several circuit diagrams
suggested that a coil from the
Nikkai TLG100T would be a
suitable replacement. This proved to
be the case. After fitting one I was
rewarded with the sort of audio you
expect from a small portable. P.H.

Proline 360TT (Tatung 170
Chassis)
The complaint with this set was
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"loss of colour and going to lines".
It was an extremely intermittent
fault but did respond to tapping.
Lots of bad joints were made good
and the tuner was checked as the
cause of the trouble seemed to lie in
this area. With the scope in action
and further tapping I found that the
video was being lost after the
teletext board. When this board was
removed some of the edge
connectors were seen to be badly
soldered. Reflowing all suspect
joints and refitting the board cured
the problem. The fault was miles
away from the tuner! P.H.

Huanyu 37C-3R
The set would intermittently go off,
with the mains switch release
solenoid operating. I checked the
solenoid circuit but it seemed to be
OK. What was actually happening
was that the power supply was
intermittently failing to provide any
output. A new STR4011 chip put
that right. The mains switch
popping out is a characteristic of the
circuit. The 40V supply to the
solenoid circuit decays more slowly
than the 5V logic supply: if the
power supply cycles up before the
40V has disappeared, the micro
reset caused by the arrival of the 5V
supply trips the solenoid. P.H.

Philips G110 Chassis
This set was totally dead with the
148V HT supply low at only 20V.
A replacement line output
transformer restored the set to life,
but the picture was far too wide. In
addition the width varied with the
brightness of the scene — this turned
out to be a vital clue.
Disconnecting or shorting out the
EW modulator driver transistor
Tr7533 proved that the EW
modulator was working. The culprit
turned out to be the 6.8nF chip
capacitor C2526 in the EW antibreathing bias circuit. It was leaky.
We fitted a 100V polyester
replacement — the original capacitor
was rated at 50V. G.C.

Philips CP90 Chassis
This set would sometimes fail to
turn on. In the fault condition a
whistle was just about audible from
the chopper circuit and the voltage
on the 95V HT line was only 1.5V.
These symptoms arose because the
crowbar thyristor Thy6696 was
conducting. A check on the three
zener diodes in its gate circuit
showed that they were all OK, and a
new thyristor made no difference.
Replacing the electrolytic capacitor
C2700 (4.7pF), which decouples its

gate, put matters right— even thougl
the capacitor's value measured
correctly when checked. G.C.

B and 0 7423
Every few minutes the picture
would •gradually lose its colour,
fading out to black and white. Then
full colour would suddenly be
restored. Saturation is controlled by
the DC voltage at pin 5 of the
TDA3300 colour decoder chip. We
found that the voltage at this point
fell from the normal 3.1V to only
1V when the fault was present. The
cause of the trouble was intermittent
contact in the 100kO saturation
preset potentiometer R42.
Incidentally some B and 0 manuals
show the customer brightness and
colour controls interchanged. G.C.

Matsui 1440A/Saisho
CT142RX
The picture suffered from flickery
horizontal banding and patterning.
This was being caused by HF
oscillation in the UPC1378 field
output chip. C417, a 15nF capacitor
which is connected between pin 4
of the chip and chassis, was found
to be open-circuit.
Other models in these ranges use
the same circuit and chip, but the
component reference and capacitor
values differ. G.C.

Sony KVM14U
The customer complained about a
burning smell and said that the
picture had become dim and
blurred. Once the back had been
removed we saw that R852 (IM)
in the first anode (G2) supply had
fried to a crisp. The cause was
D852, which was leaky. As diode
types seem to be very critical with
Sony sets, we obtained the correct
type from CPC. This and a new
1k52 resistor restored a really
excellent picture. R.N.

Philips 2B Chassis
No matter how familiar you are
with some chassis you can still
come across faults that lead you a
merry dance. "Fizzing and smoke"
was the complaint with this set. Its
cause was the 1.5nF, 2kV (110°
version) capacitor across the line
output transistor — it had split. A
replacement restored life to the set,
but there was field collapse.
As. I could find nothing amiss
initially I replaced the field output
chip. This made no difference. I
then did what I should have done in
the first place and carried out some
meter checks around the TDA8370
timebase generator chip IC7550. It
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soon became apparent that there
was no 12V supply at pin 22, which
meant that the chip was running on
its start-up supply. R3535 (1052)
was open-circuit because C2536
(100µF, 25V) was short-circuit.
Replacing these two items brought
everything back to normal. R.N.

GoldStar CIT2190
This set was brought in because it
was dead. All that was wrong was a
very bad dry-joint at D803 in the
mains bridge rectifier circuit. R.N.

Philips CP90 Chassis
There was no picture at all, because
the tube's first anode voltage was
missing. The line output transformer was faulty. It's the first time
I have had one fail in this way. R.N.

Goodmans 2180
Sound but no picture was the
complaint with this set. The HT
voltage was correct, but further
checks showed that there was no
voltage at the collector of the line
driver transistor — the primary
winding of the transformer was
open-circuit. A replacement cured
the problem. Spares for this set
seem to be available only from
Comet. When I asked about the

transformer I was told that I was the
third person to enquire that day. So
maybe this is a stock fault. R.N.

was to resolder all the legs of the
TDA4505 chip. R.N.

Hitachi G80 Chassis

This set had been to another dealer
who had quoted a ridiculous figure
to repair it. I hadn't seen one
before, but found a
Ferguson/Thomson ICC5 chassis
inside. The set thumped three times
before it shut down. After checking
the usual items in the EW
correction circuit I began to suspect
the line output transformer. As
there appear to be several different
types, I decided to order one from a
specialist.
With the new transformer fitted, I
was rewarded with line collapse and
realised that I had accidentally left
the scan coil plug disconnected.
After refitting this I expected the set
to work, but it screamed in a most
alarming way. I hastily switched off.
A check across the scan coils
revealed a dead short. On examining
the coils more closely I found that a
piece of fuse wire had been very
neatly soldered across the tags, thus
shorting them out. When this had
been removed the set produced an
excellent picture. Why this act of
deliberate sabotage had been carried
out remains a mystery. R.N.

I've not had much experience with
these sets. This one had a dead
power supply. Q901 (BUZ71A),
Q902 (SGSIF344) and a couple of
diodes were short-circuit while
R910 (0.5Q) was open-circuit. A
colleague showed me an Hitachi
service bulletin that recommends
replacement of TH902, Q901,
D905, D907, IC901, ZD902, Q902
and R910. Whenever the power
supply fails it's essential to replace
TH902.
CHS supply a repair kit (KIT HIT
1) that contains all the components
required. It's not cheap, so make
sure that you allow for this in your
estimate. R.N.

Ferguson TX99 Chassis
The cause of this set's failure was
traced to a short-circuit line output
transistor. When a new R4050 had
been fitted it worked perfectly. Ever
mindful of intermittent drive faults
however, I left the set on soak test.
After about an hour the width
would jump in and out
intermittently. The eventual cure

Telefunken 617 Chassis
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A look at the

Panasonic Z5
In the second article in his latest series Ray Meadows describes
the signal processing arrangements used in this small-screen chassis

T

his month we will deal with the signals circuitry used
in the Z5 chassis and the optional teletext module.
The obvious place to start is with the tuner unit and
the IF section.

Tuner and IF

Fig. 1:
Simplified block
diagram/circuit,
showing the
arrangement of
the VIF section
of the receiver.

Unlike its predecessor, the Z5 chassis uses frequencysynthesised tuning. This is normally a more costly option
than the alternative, voltage-synthesised tuning, but it does
provide more accurate tuning, particularly where many
broadcasts are packed into adjacent channels. On a recent
trip to Belgium I found that some block-converted UHF
channels shrink when down-converted for cable system
use at VHF, with the result that they become less than the
standard 8MHz bandwidth. This means that it is possible
to squeeze more channels into the same space. In this
particular case there were actually two channels

corresponding to channel E12, one at the low end and the
other at the high end. The latter was found only whilst
search tuning. But I digress.
The tuner fitted in UK Z5 models is an Ecom type
ENV87877G3, which is connected to the 30V tuning
supply as well as the 12V and 5V lines and is thus
powered down during standby. Tuning is controlled by the
main micro chip IC1202, via an I2C bus — see Fig. 1. The
tuner provides an unbalanced IF output which is passed to
the SAW filter X101. Continental models that have a
balanced-output tuner incorporate an additional buffer
circuit, formed around Q101, to drive the SAW filter. The
signal then passes to a Philips TDA8361 chip, IC601,
which handles all the vision and sound IF, the sync, the
colour decoder and timebase generator functions.
As far as the vision signal is concerned, IC601 contains
an IF amplifier and demodulator, with full AFC and AGC
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Fig. 2: The SIF system, including the modified arrangement for dual-sound PAL operation. For PAL I X203 has a centre
frequency of 6MHz; for PAL B/G and D/K X203 has a centre frequency of 5.5MHz and X202 a centre frequency of 6.5MHz.
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Fig. 3: The Secam sound IF/audio arrangement.

functions. The RF AGC output is fed direct to the tuner,
while the AFC output is fed via buffer transistor Q102 to
pin 18 of the microcontroller chip where it is interpreted,
coded and sent to the tuner via the 12C bus to adjust the
tuning. IC601 is not itself connected to the I2C bus.
The output from the demodulator within IC601 is fed to
a video amplifier, to the AGC circuit and to a sync detector
circuit. The latter provides an output at pin 4, which is
connected to pin 19 of the microcontroller chip. When this
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pin is low, the micro knows that there is no IF signal
present. It therefore mutes the sound via the PWM volume
control output. The input at pin 19 of IC1202 is also used
in the search tuning mode: the search continues until pin
19 goes high.
IC601's video output (with sound) leaves at pin 7,
passing to the emitter-follower transistor Q301. From this
point the signal is split. Ceramic filter X301 in the
composite video signal path removes the sound signal. The
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Fig. 4: The audio amplifier and mute system.

video is then passed back to IC601 (non-text models) or to
panel T (text models — see Fig. 6 last month). There is also
a recording output to the scart socket.

Sound IF
The path to the sound IF circuit, which is also in IC601,
starts with the bandpass filter X203 (see Fig. 2). This
passes the 6MHz signal to coil T201, which in turn feeds
pin 5 of IC601. In countries where both PAL B/G and
PAL D/K signals can be received there are two bandpass
filters in parallel, X202 and X203, to cater for the
5.5MHz and 6.5MHz sound carriers. The output from
the appropriate filter is selected via a pin diode system
which is controlled by the SC1/SC2 output from the
micro chip (pin 8). IC601 produces an audio output at
pin 50.

Secam Sound
Secam L/L' models incorporate an additional SIF circuit to
handle the AM sound, see Fig. 3. This is built on a small
subpanel which is referred to as board A. There are two
chips here, IC201 and IC202. The AM demodulator chip
IC201 is a Philips TDA3843. A 'quasi-parallel' sound
demodulation system is used, the output from the emitter
of Q101 being taken to a dual-frequency SAWF, X204,
which can pass the 32.4MHz and 40.7MHz Secam L and
L' carriers. Note that with Secam L (Band III) the sound
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carrier is below the vision carrier whereas with Secam L'
(Band I) it is above the vision carrier.
Once again pin diodes are used for signal selection,
under the control of transistors Q205/7/8. As the sound
mode depends on the Band, the VHF low/other switch
signal at pin 8 of IC1202 is used to control these
transistors. After demodulation the audio signal is passed
to the CMOS chip IC202 which contains two switches.
The first selects an input from either the AV1 connector
or IC201 to pass to IC601. The second selects either
demodulated PAL or Secam sound to pass to the AV
output. Fortunately this complication does not apply to
sets from Panasonic UK.

Audio Circuitry
The selected audio from IC601 is amplified by Q251 (see
Fig. 4) and is then fed to the Matsushita AN5265 audio
amplifier chip 1C251. This is the same device that was
used in the Z4 chassis. Thanks to the simpler speaker
cabinet design, it produces a cleaner, resonance-free
sound with the Z5.
There are no tone controls. Volume is controlled via pin
4, using the PWM output at pin 23 of IC1202 after
filtering, with Q1205 acting as a buffer.
The power-off mute circuit is also connected to this pin.
The circuit uses transistors Q1201 and Q1208 and diodes
D1202, D1212 and D1217. With the set in normal
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Fig. 5: One of the RGB output stage circuits (red).

operation, C1205 is charged via R1203 and D1202 from
the 11V +B4 supply. At switch off, because of the charge
stored by C1205 (D1202 will now be reverse biased) the
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Video Processing
Apart from the chroma delay line, which is a
TDA4661V2 CCD chip (IC602), the colour decoder
circuitry is all within IC601. Colour decoding follows
standard practice, but there are several points of interest.
The luminance delay line is built into IC601. It's
followed by a peaking circuit, which provides — under
the control of the main micro (at pin 14 of IC601) —
sharpness adjustment. The resultant processed luminance
signal is then fed to the RGB matrix.
The colour-difference signal outputs from the chroma
delay line are fed to the matrix at pins 28 (B — Y) and 29
(R — Y). To cater for Secam signals, some models
incorporate a Philips TDA8395 Secam decoder chip
(IC603). This takes a filtered chroma output from pin 27
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voltage at the emitter of Q1201 will be higher than the
voltage at its base. Thus Q1201 and Q1208 conduct,
linking the volume control line to chassis. D1217 provides
a path through which C1205 can discharge, so that the
mute is removed should the set be switched on again
quickly.
D1212 connects the power-off mute to the AV output
mute circuit formed by Q3104 and Q3103. Thus the
scart audio output is linked to chassis at power off. This
circuit also receives a mute output from pin 4 of IC1202
to mute the scart audio during channel change.
The audio output from IC251 is at pin 8, where it goes
to the headphone socket and loudspeaker. IC251
provides a 5W music power output.
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Fig. 6: Block diagram showing the arrangement of the Unitext circuit on panel T.
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of IC601 and produces its own colour-difference signal
outputs which, as with the demodulated PAL signals, are
fed to the chroma delay line chip. In both the PAL and
Secam modes the chroma reference oscillator is in
IC601: there are separate crystals, connected to pins 34
(Secam) and 35 (PAL).
An RGB switch within IC601 selects the outputs from
the matrix or external RGB inputs from either the scart
socket or the teletext circuit.
The RGB outputs from IC601 leave at pins 20, 19 and
18 respectively. They are fed to the CRT base panel Y
on which the output stages are mounted.
RGB Output Stages
As in previous Panasonic chassis, simple class A video
amplifier design is used in the RGB output stages. Fig. 5
shows the red channel circuit. The RGB drive signals are
fed to three voltage amplifier transistors, Q351, Q352
and Q353 (red). A potentiometer in the emitter circuit of
each of these transistors is connected between the 8V
line and chassis to adjust the bias: these are the cut-off
controls. The red and green channels also include a gain
adjustment potentiometer.
The collector of each output transistor is connected via
a 121d2 load resistor and a peaking coil to the 135V
(14in. models) or 185V (21in. models) line. Cut-off and
white balance adjustment are as described for the Alpha
3 chassis in the May 1994 issue of Television (see page
482).
Switch-off Spot Suppression
Switch-off spot suppression is provided by Q356 and its
associated components. While the set is running C360 is
charged from the 8V supply with the result that the base
and emitter of Q356 are at the same potential. At switch
off the 8V supply falls rapidly and the voltage at the
emitter of Q356 becomes greater than that at its base. As
a result it conducts, removing the drive to the RGB
output transistors.

the video lines from the sync signal and generates a
`window' gating pulse during video lines 2-22 for use by
the data slicer.
When IC1202 selects the text mode, IC3504 is set to
select the text-originated sync pulses instead of video. If
the video signal should be lost or the text data level falls
below a certain threshold, the Unitext chip decides that
the video signal is poor and produces a mute signal
output at pin 13. This, via Q3513, is connected to the
Stop 1 pin of IC1202, which then produces a mute
signal. It also means that the text display remains stable
until a good video signal arrives.
The RGB outputs leave IC3502 at pins 23, 22 and 20
respectively, passing to the RGB switch described last
month (see Fig. 5, page 739). The text blanking signal is
used to control the switching action, mixing the textoriginated RGB with any external RGB from connector
AV1.
Other items in the text module include an MN128OR
reset generator (IC3506), which is connected to the 5V
line and IC3502, and an LM78M05 regulator (IC3503)
which receives its input from the 16V line.
Text contrast control is via Q3503, whose conduction
is controlled by the text contrast potentiometer R3515.
This circuit is connected to each RGB channel via
separate diodes.
Next Month
In the concluding instalment next month we'll look at
the timebase circuits, including the 'hot' line scan
circuit.

Teletext
The Z5 chassis uses a completely new solution
compared to previous Panasonic chassis, the Texas
Instruments' Unitext system. This has the advantage of
providing most European language character sets via a
single processor chip. Other languages, including nonArabic fonts, are available with alternative versions of
the chip. In addition, on-board memory means that four
pages of text can be stored by the chip without the need
for an external static RAM. The system also provides
full level one features (FLOP) and TOP text, which is
seen in the UK via German satellite TV channels, and a
`list' (no magazine) mode.
The main items in the circuit (see Fig. 6) are the
CF72306 data slicer IC3501 and the Unitext processor
IC3502, which is type CF70204ANW for UK models.
They are on panel T, along with the video switch
IC3504 and the RGB switch IC3505 (see Figs. 5 and 6
last month).
The video signal from the tuner or the AV connector is
selected by IC3504 and fed to the data slicer chip
IC3501, which strips off the text data and clock signals
and also produces a composite sync signal. An on-board
13.875MHz oscillator produces a x2 data clock signal
which is used to synchronise the outputs to the Unitext
processor IC3502. The micro in IC3502 then decodes
the text data stream, producing the required text pages in
RAM. The page numbers are selected by remote control
via the main microcontroller IC1202 and the I2C bus. To
assist with text data acquisition, the Unitext chip counts
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VCRs

Model 155R8B

Models V204B, V205B, V254B

Low sound output: The cause can be QV11
(BC557A), the power-off muting transistor on the AV
board. If faulty, it can activate the muting circuit.
Check and if necessary replace it. The part no. is
23114691.

Video head switching line shows on screen and
cannot be adjusted: The video head switching
adjustment is stored in the ST24C04/CB1 EEPROM
chip IT003. Failure of this chip can cause various
symptoms, including loss of the head switching
adjustment. Its part no. is 70011892.

Model 219T9B
Audio output IC (Q602) is damaged at switch on:
The cause is capacitor C866 (470, 50V) on the power
supply panel going open-circuit. As a result, the 12.5V
supply to Q602 rises to around 20V, with damage to the
chip.

Model 1440TB
Note that the connections between the text module and
the main PCB are shown incorrectly in the official
circuit diagram for this model. The circuit diagram for
Model 1722TB gives the correct text module
connections.

Models 151ORTB/TBT
Dead set: If the main HT supply is low at say 32-72V
with a 60W bulb connected as the load, and the chopper
transformer T802 is getting hot, the transformer has a
low resistance between pins 10 and 12. The normal
winding resistance between these pins is 5-412. Replace
the transformer, part no. 23217078.

Model 2141TB
Tuning drift: This can be caused by the 1N4148 diode
(D111) between the 5V supply and the AFT line being
leaky. Its part no. is 23115599.

Models V204B, V254B, V404B, V454B,
V804B, V854B
No playback chroma: Cause can be failure of the
15nF, 50V capacitor that's connet►ted to pin 21 of the
YC processing chip, which is IV001 in Models V204BV454B and IC201 in Models V80413N854B. The
capacitor's circuit reference number is CV021 in
Models V204B-V454B and C404 in Models
V804/V854B. The part no. is 70041655.

Models V703B and V813B
Poor playback sound, no E-E and no scart
switching: The PQ12RF1 12V regulator IC834 on PIF
PCB U001 is faulty. Replace it — part no. is 23319871.
Dim fluorescent display: Capacitors C810 (15µF,
10V) and C813 (47µF, 16V) on the power control panel
U803 have dried up and are open-circuit. Replace them:
because of its unusual value, C810 is available under
part no. 24090022.
Machine is dead with IC803 (STRD6202) shortcircuit and fuse F801 blown: This condition will arise
when the fault above has occurred and the VCR has
been unplugged. This destroys IC803. Fit replacement
service kit part no. 70904175. In addition, check IC804
and IC821 which may be short-circuit.

Models 2539DB, 2939DB, 3339DB

Models V804B and V854B

Intermittent field roll in the text mode: This fault
can be caused by a defective TA8775 RGB switching
chip (ICX50) on the RGB module. Its part no. is
B0383933.

Prerecorded tapes play back OK but no remaining
time is displayed and the tape will only half unload
before the machine goes into the standby mode: The
supply reel sensor's output has fallen to about 4V peakto-peak (should be 8V p-p). Replace the sensor (Z102,
part no. 70011793).

Models 2857DB and 3357DB
The microcontroller and memory chips ICA01 and
ICA02 are now available only as a pair, as kit part no.
40569174 for the 2857DB and 40569174A for the
3357DB. They must always be replaced together.
When the built-in self-diagnostic system in these
receivers is being used, as described on page 14 of the
service manual (part no. 030-9515), item (4) BUS
CONT will display H002 N/G for normal bus
operation, not OK. This is not a fault condition and
doesn't affect the operation of the self-diagnostic
function in these receivers.
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CNI AND AUTOTUNING
Models V255B, V425B, V825B, V85513: As mentioned in the last Toshiba
Briefs feature (page 655, July) the BBC's CNI (County, Network
Identification) code changes, which will affect autotuning, will not be
implemented until 1998. This will enable all new products with autotune
functions to have the new codes added to their software and work correctly.
Models already in customers' homes however will be unable to recognise the
new BBC codes when retuned to a different transmitter, i.e. should the user
move to a new location. These users will have to tune in BBC-1 and BBC
-2 manually.
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TV
Fault Finding
Reports from Philip
Blundell, AMIEEIE,
Michael Dronfield,
Adrian Farnborough,
Chris Watton,
Paul Hardy,
Graham Colebourn
Blair McEwan,
Terry Lamoon,
V.W. Cox,
Bob McClenning,
J.R. Trimmer and
Giles Pilbrow
Ferguson TX10 Chassis
The line output transistor had failed.
The set worked when a replacement
was fitted, but a check on the line
drive seemed a sensible idea. A
good job I did check it: the
waveform was much too large.
D743 (BY588) was open-circuit.
Check it by replacement. Note that
this was the version of the chassis
fitted with the PC1560 main board.
With other versions D743 is type
BT188B or BY226. P.B.

Philips FL1.0AA Chassis
There was no off-air sound, either
Nicam or FM, though sound was
present with a scart input. Checks
on the FQ844 tuner/IF module
showed that there was no audio
output at pin 25 and no Nicam IF
signal (should be 0.5V p-p) at pin
22. A new TDA3856 chip in the
tuner/IF module restored the sound.
P.B.

Grundig CUC5835 Chassis
One of these sets went to standby
after it was switched on. This can
happen if the microcontroller chip
senses a field fault. When the field
module was removed it was obvious
that this was the case: R7021 (4.752)
was burnt up and the field output
chip IC7020 was short-circuit.
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Replacing these two items, also the
2200, 35V field flyback capacitor
C7027, restored the picture. Note
that the field output chip type varies
with the production date and the
part number of the module fitted.
P.B.

Solavox 141/Nikkai
TLG99
For lack of height, check whether
the 12V supply is low. In a recent
case I found that R104 (3.351, 1W)
had gone high in value. P.B.

Philips G90 Chassis
Should the sound be low or
intermittent, check the 20V supply
at pin 18 of the TDA8191 chip
IC7220. If it's missing, check
diodes D6272 and D6278 (both
type BAS32) which can go opencircuit. P.B.

Ferguson TX9 and teletext
The fault from which this set (a
Model 16A3) suffered was
mentioned in the old Ferguson field
engineers' pocket book. The
symptom was poor line lock, which
was more noticeable if the tuning
was adjusted off station then
brought back again. With remote
control and teletext sets line lock is
OK on the AV channel.
The cause of the trouble is low
voltage at pin 9 of the line generator
chip IC54 because of a leaky diode.
This is D117 on the remote control
PCB with teletext sets, or D916 on
the U725 module with remote
control only sets. P.B.

Grundig Cinema 9050
There was a convergence problem
with this projection set. The unusual
thing was that the convergence error
constantly changed. A check on the
supplies to the convergence circuitry showed that the —12V line
was high, with ripple. The cause of
the fault was IC6078, which is type
UA79L12. P.B.

Bush 2114T
When we pressed the teletext button
the picture remained but the TV
channel couldn't be changed.
Although the set was in the teletext
mode, text couldn't be displayed.
The first thing to do in this situation
is to check at pin 22 of the
DPU2540 chip IC903. If the 5V
field pulse is missing, resolder all
twelve through-the-board links on
the double-sided print text PCB.
M.Dr.

Ferguson B148 (TX90E
Chassis)
A word of warning on these sets.
The mains bridge rectifier's
reservoir capacitor remains charged
for a long time after the set has been
switched off. Recently we found
that there was still 100V across the
capacitor despite the set having
been off for seventeen hours. M.Dr.

Philips G90AE Chassis
This set led us a dance. The EHT
was low and the line output transformer was making a fizzing noise.
Needless to say a new transformer
made no difference. Scope checks on
the supply lines showed that they all
seemed to be noisy or oscillating.
We then found that if pin 2 of the
line output transformer was disconnected the fizzing stopped and
the CRT heaters lit up. Pin 2 is the
source of the 14V supply. Various
paths were disconnected. We
eventually lifted pin 10 of the
TDA2579A timebase generator chip
IC7470. This brought the set on. A
new TDA2579A chip put matters
right. M.Dr.

Mitsubishi 21M1TX
A very loud whistle, similar to that
from a 405-line output transformer,
came from this set. We tried
impregnating the chopper
transformer T901 with shellac, but
this made no difference. Scope
checks then showed that the
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chopper power supply was running
at a very low frequency. The slowstart transistor Q902 was the cause.
Incidentally all the supplies
produced at the secondary side of
the chopper transformer were
correct when the circuit was
operating in this LF mode and
producing the awful noise. A.F.
Mitsubishi 25M5 Series
To avoid or rectify line output stage
and power supply failure, sets with
early serial numbers need to be
modified using the AVMS kit
available from Mitsubishi. You may
however find that there is also a
lack of EW correction because
IC551 has failed. There might be a
large chunk blown from it. A.F.
Toshiba 2852DB
This set produced no teletext - just
the header. After checks for good,
smooth DC and clock operation
failed to reveal anything amiss we
decided to condemn the
SAA5281P/E text chip QF02.
Fortunately a replacement put
matters right. A.F.
GoldStar C1T2175
This set was intermittently dead,
with motorboating when it was first
switched on. The usual troubles in
the TDA4601-type power supply
were the cause — replace all the
small electrolytic capacitors in the
primary side of the circuit.
A problem with this chassis
however is that a large area of the
power supply is covered with glue.
If you have any problems in this
area, remove the glue. This is not as
difficult as it might seem. Remove
the heatsink, chip and chopper
transistor, then spray a good amount
of freezer on to the glue. This makes
it crack, after which it can be broken
away in large lumps. The 4.7kS1 setHT potentiometer VR801 may break
when this is done. Once the PCB is
clean, reassemble everything and the
set should work. C.W.
Solavox 140
The picture produced by this 14in.
colour portable was marred by
severely crinkled verticals. On
investigation we found that C116
(10, 63V) and C117 (4.7µF, 63V)
had both fallen in value.
Replacements straightened the
picture. C.W.
ITT Monoprint B Chassis
There was no picture or sound,
though the EHT was present and the
tube's heaters were alight. The
audio output was OK when a
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screwdriver was applied to pin 1 of
the scart socket. This indicated that
the set was in the AV mode. Pin 32
(AV select) of the microcontroller
chip operates the AV/TV switching
via the BC238 transistor T1415.
This was short-circuit base-toemitter. C.W.
Akura CX1400T
The complaint with this modern set
was that it took a long time to come
on. When it did come on the picture
might be rolling, or random teletext
characters might appear. The power
supply seemed to be a logical place
to start.
When we checked the 7V rail, at
the cathode of the relevant rectifier
diode, we found that the voltage
was low at only 5.5V. Once the set
had managed to start, the voltage
had risen to 6.4V. The reservoir
capacitor for this supply is C841
(470µF, 16V). A replacement
restored the correct voltage
conditions, curing the various
symptoms. As the capacitor looked
a bit small for the job we decided to
fit a 25V, 105°C type. C.W.
Salora K Chassis
If one of these sets comes on then
intermittently goes dead, working
all right when switched off and on
again, check the mains on/off
switch. We've found a number of
these to be intermittent. C.W.
Telefunken 615A Chassis
There was a narrow, concave
picture, with foldovers about an
inch apart. Checks on the scan coils
and in the EW correction circuit
proved fruitless. What we did eventually discover was that the line
scan coupling capacitor C184
(0.2350, 250V) was open-circuit.
C.W.
Matsui 1440A
This set produced a very bright and
very poor picture. A check showed
that the 180V supply to the RGB
output stages was low. The culprit
was the supply's reservoir capacitor
C431 (4.70, 250V). A replacement
restored the voltage and the picture
quality. C.W.
Ferguson 59J7 (TX100
Chassis)
Intermittent corruption of the front
panel display, along with loss of
remote control operation, was the
complaint with this set. The front
panel controls usually worked
however. Powering the set off and
on would restore correct operation
for a while.

Someone had obviously had a go
at the set before. There were a lot of
badly soldered joints which I
rectified, but the set still failed after
a soak test lasting several days.
Eventually, during one fault-finding
session, I heard a faint 'tink' come
from around the tube base area.
Thinking that the tube base might
be arcing internally, I lifted the
earth off the focus spark gap.
Further soak testing showed that the
fault had now disappeared. A
replacement tube base completed
the repair. P.H.
Hitachi CPT1646R
(NP84CQ Chassis)
The picture produced by this set
would roll. On test I found that the
EHT trip thyristor would operate
and remove the line drive. So I
disconnected the trip and ran the set
up using a variac. This showed that
the HT was high at 113V instead of
103V. The HT could be set up
correctly, but the control was at the
end of its range. Further checks
showed that R908 in the regulator
circuit had risen in value from
221d2 to 27.5k.Q. Replacing this,
readjusting the HT and
reconnecting the trip completed the
repair. The fault could also occur
with Models CPT1444 and
CPT1446.
Toshiba 140R4B
The customer complained that the
tuning would jump. In fact the
symptoms looked more like an
AGC or AFC fault: the picture was
dark, with erratic diagonal lines, as
though the signal was crushed or off
tune. I also found that the search
tuning wouldn't stop with a strong
signal, though it would with a weak
one. If a strong signal was
attenuated it could be locked on to
and stored, but the same picture
conditions were present when the
attenuation was removed.
Sync tip detection is used in this
set to stop the search tuning. As
both faults seemed to have a
common cause, I worked my way
back through the video circuitry but
could find nothing obviously
wrong. In the end a slight tweak of
the detector coil L103 cured the
fault. P.H.
Ferguson TX90 Chassis
"Intermittently dead" the report
said. The fault responded to
tapping, and I eventually found that
the line driver transformer was very
sensitive to pressure. Its primary
winding was going open-circuit at
the base, where the fine wire is
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wrapped around one of the
mounting pins.
After fixing this I was left with
poor audio quality, which varied
with the volume setting — the higher
the volume, the worse the
distortion. This was caused by a
faulty TDA4500 chip. As the
volume increased, the negativegoing half of the audio waveform
gradually disappeared. P.H.
ITT ST3876 (Digi 3
Chassis)
There were three alternative fault
symptoms with this large set:
intermittent line jitter, or loss of line
sync with no colour, or the set
failing to run at all. We found that
mechanical disturbance produced
interference dots on the picture.
There turned out to be two faults.
A cracked joint at one of the
primary winding pins of the standby
transformer produced the no go or
interference problems. The sync
problems were caused by C209, one
of the small electrolytic capacitors
in the receiver module. We replaced
all the electrolytics in this module
and resoldered the usual array of
joints that routinely crack. G.C.
Panasonic Euro 1 Chassis
When this set was switched on it
would produce normal sound for
about ten seconds then shut down in
the standby mode. It would restart
briefly when a channel button was
pressed, and whilst running would
change channels. We carried out a
series of these brief running tests in
order to make some measurements,
and after a few we noticed that the
CRT's heaters were glowing. So the
line output stage was in operation,
though no picture appeared on the
screen.
The cause of the trouble was field
collapse. We found that the 27V
supply to the TDA8175 field output
chip IC561 was missing because
R561 (1.50) was open-circuit. The
chip and the fusible resistor had to
be replaced. Part no. for the resistor
is ERQ12HJ1R5. G.C.
Nokia FX5532 (Euromono
2 Chassis)
For lack of height from cold (about
an inch), clearing gradually, replace
6C10 (220g, 35V) in the flyback
boost voltage generator network
associated with the TDA8170 field
output chip 6ICO2. The capacitor
develops leakage, and a slight bulge
can be seen. B.McE.
Minoka CX1400T
For no green or no red, check the
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1501d2 resistors R507/3. They tend
to go open-circuit. B.McE.
Sharp DV5103H
These sets sometimes come in dead
with the 2A fuse and the 8.252, 7W
surge limiter resistor open-circuit.
The cause can be a short-circuit in
the chopper transformer, between
the primary winding and earth.
B.McE.
Finlux 3024
There was intermittent loss of line
and field sync. The fault was very
intermittent — the set could run for a
week without the fault putting in an
appearance. It would show up when
the signal/IF panel was flexed
however. After a long, hard look for
dry-joints, or even a hairline crack,
I found that one end of both Ra13
and Ra 17 had never been soldered.
Putting this right cured the problem.
B.McE.
Sanyo CBP3012 (A3-A14
Chassis)
If the picture blanks out
intermittently, check for dry-joints
at transistor Q241 (2SA1015) which
is in the luminance signal feed
between the LA7680 jungle chip
and the tube's base panel. It is
included to provide line blanking.
B.McE.
Nikkai TLG99
There was very weak, distorted
sound. As R153 was open-circuit
there was no bias voltage at the base
of Q103, the lower transistor in the
class A push-pull output stage.
B.McE.
Sharp DV5132
No power was the complaint with
this set. On closer investigation I
soon realised that the HT was
coming up but the set was then
shutting down. I quickly checked
the state of R612, which was opencircuit. A replacement restored
normal operation — this is becoming
quite a common fault. T.L.
Matsui 1436XA
Be warned with these portables: if
you get intermittent field problems
or line frequency problems, check
the small presets. Their rivets
become loose. Crimping the rivets
can provide a cure, but replacement
is best for long-term reliability.
T.L.
Matsui 14R1
One of these small portables produced a green screen at switch on.
A quick check on the CRT base

panel, around TR901 and TR904,
soon revealed the cause of the fault.
Replacing TR901 restored the
picture.
Another of these sets had no
sound. There was no LT supply to
the sound output chip because the
fusible 4.70 resistor in the feed was
open-circuit. A replacement got the
set going with plenty of sound. T.L.
Hitachi 2574TN
This set was tripping. It's advisable
to check the field and sound output
stages in these sets as they can be the
cause of tripping. In this case the
sound output chip IC4451 was shortcircuit. The chip usually fails
because the customer has shorted the
speaker leads, so advise the owner
on this point when installing the set
— otherwise it will be back! T.L.
NEI 2151 (Indiana 100
Chassis)
One of these sets came on with a
bright raster and flyback lines.
R731 on the CRT base panel was
open-circuit, removing the supply to
the RGB output stages. Be warned,
with this fault you sometimes have
to replace the colour decoder chip
as well.
If the trouble with one of these
sets is intermittent power, check for
dry-joints at the diode in the chopper transistor's base drive circuit.
Resoldering should cure the
problem. T.L.
Matsui 1422
Field collapse was the problem with
this set. Some quick checks showed
that the field output stage's 56V
supply, which is derived from the
line output transformer, was
missing because fusible resistor
R306 (100) was open-circuit.
Replacing this item restored a full
picture. T.L.
Goodmans 145TTA
This set came in dead. We found
that there was zero voltage at pin 2
of the STR50103 regulator chip.
Replacing R502 (3301A restored
normal operation. V.W.C.
Philips GR1-AX Chassis
Intermittently dead was the
complaint with one of these sets.
The cause of this nasty fault turned
out to be a small coil, L5524, which
filters the supply to the line driver
stage. It was going open-circuit
intermittently. B.McC.
Alba CTV840
There was no tuning although the
set displayed tuning drive. We
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found that R125 (4752) was opencircuit because C127 (470uF, 16V)
was short-circuit. These components form a filter in the 9.25V
supply to the TA8701M IF chip
IC101. B.McC.
Ferguson D14R (TX805
Chassis)
This set was dead apart from light
from a red LED at the front. After a
long time spent chasing around the
circuit and getting more and more
confused as to how the set obtained
its initial set-up supply, I discovered
that the input to the 5V regulator
was low at only 7V. Strangely, this
comes from the red LED marked
LED1 input, LED2 output. It had
gone high-resistance. A replacement restored the set to life. J.R.T.
Tatung 180 Chassis
This set's picture was brighter at the
right-hand side. The usual cause of
such problems is the reservoir
capacitor for the HT supply to the
RGB output stages (C426 in the 180
chassis), but this turned out to be
OK. By carrying out scope checks
we traced the cause of the fault to
C508 (0.1p.F), which couples the

luminance signal to pin 8 of the
TDA3562A colour decoder chip. It
was virtually open-circuit. G.P.
Matsui 1476
The picture took a very long time to
appear and would then blank, either
partially or completely, depending
on the picture content. Once the set
had fully warmed up the picture
would remain. The cause of the
trouble was 8411 (4.7k52) which
had risen slightly in value. G.P.
Sony AE1 Chassis
The cause of intermittent loss of the
luminance signal was traced to the
delay line (DL332) on PCB B. Its
part no. is 1-236-062-11. G.P.
Panasonic Alpha 2
Chassis
This set had no picture because the
brightness control voltage was
missing at pin 20 of the TDA3505
video processor chip IC602. The
decoupling capacitor C309 (100',
50V) was leaky. G.P.
Matsui 6091
This set kept on blowing its 2.5A
fuse because of a heavy load in the

line output stage. D407, the rectifier
diode which produces the supply for
the field output stage, was found to
be short-circuit. A I3Y210 proved to
be a suitable replacement. G.P.
Sony KV206OUB (XE3
Chassis)
This set was dead with no drive at
pin 7 of the chopper control chip
IC601, despite the fact that its
supply was present and the internal
oscillator was working. The cause
of the problem was R632 (2.2MQ),
which is connected to pin 4 of
IC601 and is used for standby
switching. The circuit diagram
shows pin 4 as not being connected.
G.P.
Grundig CUC3400 Chassis
This set displayed a blue raster with
flyback lines. The cause of the
trouble was the TDA3505 video
processor chip IC9531 on the
chroma panel. G.P.
Sony AE1 Chassis
The cause of intermittent teletext
contrast variations was traced to a
dry-joint at the emitter of Q02 on
board V. G.P.
■
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A Look at the
Panasonic Z5
In this concluding instalment in his series Ray Meadows deals with
the timebases and the beam limiting system

T

he line output stage is the really interesting part of
the Z5 chassis, not because it uses any radically new
circuit techniques but because of the way in which
the circuit is split between the live and mains-isolated
sides of the power supply.
Previous Panasonic designs have used either an isolated
chassis (all the Alpha series, the Euro series and the Z4)
or a live chassis (the Z3). Although a live chassis is
simpler and cheaper in its basic form, it becomes more
expensive when you start to add features. A single AV
input for example will require opto-isolators at both the
audio and video input sockets. If a headphone, or even a
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of the timebase generator system.
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scart connector, is added the cost of the opto-isolator
chips and the aerial isolator transformer starts to mount
up. They will probably outweigh the cost of a more
expensive chopper transformer that provides mains
isolation. There are generally extras with this latter
arrangement however. It may be necessary to provide
mains-isolated connections between the secondary and the
primary side of the circuit for regulation feedback and
standby control. The standby power supply system may
also require isolation, though there's a clever way of
avoiding this — by arranging that the main power supply
has separate operating and standby modes. This is done in
the Z5 chassis.
A hybrid arrangement is used in the Z5 chassis, which is
partly isolated. The isolation split involves the chopper
transformer, the line driver and output transformers and
the scan coils. Basically, everything after the line driver
transformer is live, though the parts of the line output
transformer that generate the EHT and other secondary
voltages remain mains-isolated.
Thus the live section of the chassis includes the line
scan coils. Because of its design, the deflection yoke
presents a relatively easy isolation split. But the cost
effectiveness of the various ways of providing mains
isolation is a complex matter. It depends to some extent
on the intended use of the chassis — maybe as a monitor as
well as for basic TV purposes.
The service manual describes the Z5 as a live chassis.
This is probably wise, as an isolation transformer should
always be used for servicing.
The line and field generator and sync circuits are
contained in the multi-function TDA8361 chip IC601.
Fig. 1 shows the relevant arrangements in block diagram
form.
The line oscillator is crystal controlled, the crystal
(X601) being connected,to pin 35. There are the usual two
phase control circuits. One compares the line oscillator
and line sync pulse frequencies, pulling the oscillator into
sync with the transmitted signal. The second phase
detector is fed with flyback pulses from the line output
transformer, buffered by Q504 then fed into the chip at
pin 38, and the synchronised output from the line
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oscillator. An offset voltage from R502 is fed in at pin 39
for picture centring. This is the only adjustment in the line
timebase: there are no frequency or width controls. The
pulse output from Q504 is also fed to the chroma delay
line chip IC602 (and IC603 in Secam models) for sync
purposes.

Live part
of circuit

Line Output Stage
The line drive output at pin 37 of IC601 is fed to the base
of the line driver transistor Q501, whose collector load
transformer T551 brings us to the live part of the line scan
circuit. Fig. 2 shows the main items here. As the chassis is
designed to drive non-FST, small-screen picture tubes, the
scan correction circuitry is simple. The value of the scan
coupling capacitor C558 is selected to provide the
required correction to compensate for tube curvature,
while in 21in. models L552 is added for linearity/width
correction.
Because of the live circuitry an isolation transformer
should be used when working on the set. Most
measurements in the line output stage should be made
relative to the 'hot' (live) chassis not the 'cold' (isolated)
chassis. Some of the line output transformer's pins are
returned to the latter, so reference should be made to the
full circuit diagram.
As in previous designs, the tube's focus and first anode
voltages are set by potentiometers that are built into the
line output transformer. CRT cut-off and white balance
are adjusted using the same method described in a
previous article on the Alpha 3 chassis.

Field Timebase
The output from the line oscillator is divided down and
synchronised (see Fig. 1), then passed to the field ramp
generator. When no video input is present, the system free
runs at approximately 45Hz (350 lines counted). The
output at pin 43 of IC601 is fed to the field output chip
IC451 (see Fig. 3), which is a Philips TDA3653 in 21in.
models and a TDA3653C in 14in. models. This chip is
powered by the +B5 (27/28V) line, which is derived from
the isolated side of the line output transformer.
The chassis (isolated) side of the field scan coils
supplies feedback, developed across the scan coupling
capacitor C457 and R464, to pin 41 of IC601. This

Pulses to R806

+83
27/31V

Drive
from
IC601

Fig. 2: The line output circuit (simplified), showing the split between the live
and mains-isolated components.

controls the picture height and linearity. R465 adjusts the
height, while C459/R467 form a preset linearity control.
Switch 5451 enables the vertical position of the raster to
be set: it provides three possible DC levels.
A sample field pulse is sent from pin 8 of IC451 to pin
22 of the microcontroller chip IC1202, via Q1207, for
field synchronisation of the on-screen display.

Service Switch
As an aid to setting up the tube cut-off and white balance
levels, service switch S301 removes the field scan and
clamps the RGB outputs at a low level. This produces (we
hope) a horizontal white line across the screen.
In the 'normal' position the switch links the field
feedback network to the 8V supply via R320 and D305.
In the 'service' position D305' s anode is connected to
chassis, greatly reducing the field feedback to IC601. This
C455
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Fig. 3: The field driver and output stages.
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Q501 base

Line drive
37

RGB outputs. Small RGB drive voltages remain however
— sufficient to illuminate the collapsed scan for cut-off
adjustment purposes.
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Fig. 4: The beam limiting system.

The beam current limiting circuit is shown in Fig. 4. It
monitors the current at the earthy end of the line output
transformer's diode-split EHT system, i.e. at pin 1 of the
transformer. The beam current produces a negative
voltage across C565. A rise in beam current will increase
this voltage. Since C565 is connected via R318 to the
contrast control line from IC1202, increases in beam
current reduce the contrast control voltage and thus the
overall beam current.
Should a fault result in the beam current exceeding
1.1mA, zener diode D505 will conduct and Q502 will
switch on. Q503 in turn conducts, and the two transistors
latch on. Since the emitter of Q502 is linked to the base of
the line driver transistor via R514 this removes the line
drive, shutting down the line output stage.

In Conclusion
gives IC601 the impression that the field output stage is
out of action. The protection circuitry in IC601 is then
brought into operation, shutting down the field drive and

This concludes our description of the technology used in
the Z5 chassis. The next article in this series will start to
look at Panasonic's latest digital TV chassis, the Euro 2.
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The Philips G110
Revisited
Richard Newman provides a service update on the chassis he wrote
about in the December 1995 issue
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have come across several faults of interest to service
engineers since covering this chassis in December
1995. Naturally most of the problems have related to
the power supply, so we'll take this first.

I

transistor, has gone open-circuit. I found out about this
the hard way, and now always replace L5619 as part of
a normal rebuild, together with the 100 resistor in
parallel with it (R3619).

The Power Supply

Extra Kit

Normally these sets come to life and operate correctly
when the recommended Philips service kit has been
fitted (part no. 4822 310 20489). But there are always
exceptions.
A recent power supply rebuild failed to resolve the
problem. I must admit that I had my suspicions from the
start with this particular set. The BUT18AF chopper
transistor had a hole blown through it, which is
something I'd never seen before. After fitting the kit
and doing the usual tests, I found that the set flatly
refused to start. As the cause of the fault was definitely
on the primary side of the power supply, I made some
careful checks in this area. This revealed that R3615
(2200) and R3616 (1000) were both open-circuit. So it
was not surprising that the set wouldn't start, since they
are both associated with the chopper switch-off
transistors T7615/T7616. Once they had been replaced
the power supply started up and all was well.
When carrying out a basic rebuild, be careful of diode
D6653. I've found that this is sometimes incorrectly
marked on the PCB. Its cathode should point towards
transistor T7652.
Sometimes, even after a rebuild, the power supply
will fail instantly when the set is put into the standby
mode. This is normally because coil L5619 (3.9pH),
which is connected series with the base of the chopper

Philips now produces an extra kit, ES7059 (part no.
4822 310 10708), which includes this choke and
fourteen other parts. It's supposed to be used with
`rogue' sets, in conjunction with the main kit
(SBC7020, part no. 4822 310 20489). I keep a couple in
stock, but have not had to use them so far.
With this extra kit, it seems that ninety per cent of all
known faults in the G110 chassis can be cured. But
there is one thing you have to be careful about with this
kit. Don't take too much notice of the component part
numbers printed on the fitting instructions that come
with it. They seem to have been changed at some point.
Fortunately the zener diodes have their type and rating
printed on the relevant packaging and the transistors are
marked with the correct code.

Other Faults
I had a real nasty some time back. With a highbrightness scene the width would come in by as much
as one and a half inches. Since the HT was correct and
rock stable, the cause of the fault was obviously in the
EW correction circuit. Checks showed that the voltage
at the emitter of the 2SA1359 diode modulator driver
transistor T7533 was bobbing up and down in sympathy
with the width variations. More by accident than logical
testing I found, after much checking around, that C2526
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(8.2nF) was leaky — the test reading was several kQ. A
new chip capacitor restored normal width. I've had this
fault again since that first episode. It's also worth
checking the width control, which can go open-circuit.
The result is a wide, uncontrollable picture.
The report with one set that came to me said the
picture had suddenly shifted to one side, after which
there had been a loud pop and a puff of smoke. At that
point the owner had wisely switched off. On
investigation I found the remains of C2594, while
C2593 was badly swollen. These two 10pF, 25V
electrolytics are in the line shift balance circuit. The two
transistors in this circuit, T7593 (BC858) and T7594
(BC848), were both leaky. Presumably the capacitors
didn't like the excess voltage and line pulses to which
they had been subjected. Normal operation was restored
on replacing these items.
Control Faults
A TMP47C634N microcontroller chip (IC7720) is used
in these sets. Its mask number varies with the software
incorporated. If a fault arises in the control system, an F
code will be displayed and the LED at the front of the
set will blink.
I recently had a set that displayed F2 intermittently.
The cause was dry-joints at the Nicam board's edge
connector. There's a complete list of the F codes at the
back of the service manual. Since F2 relates to the
input/output expander chip on the Nicam board, this led
me to the dry-joints.
With some faults there will be no display because the
set will shut down (go to standby). The LED will blink

however, and its off time can be measured with a scope
to help pinpoint the fault area.
In Conclusion
I hope that these further notes will be of help. Strangely,
I am quite an enthusiast of these sets — probably
because they presented something of a challenge in the
early days.
■
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TV
Fault Finding
Reports from Philip
Blundell, AMIEEIE,
Giles Pilbrow,
Paul Hardy,
John Edwards,
Albert Browne,
Roger F. White,
Michael Dranfield,
Brian Storm, Nick Beer,
Michael Maurice and
Graham Colebourn
Tatung C Chassis
There was no remote control
operation with one of these sets.
Although the 5V supply was
present, there was no output from
the remote control receiver chip
IC750. The TFMS4360N originally
used in this position has been
replaced by a TFMS5360 with a
new mounting bracket. Fitting this
restored normal operation. P.B.
Grundig CUC3400 Chassis
This set was dead though the fuses
were all OK and there was 300V at
the collector of the chopper
transistor T661. I decided to carry
out some resistance checks on the
diodes in the combined chopper/line
output stage and found that D691
(BYV28/100) was short-circuit. It's
the 20V supply rectifier on the
secondary side of the circuit. P.B.

32

of 5V. Capacitor C612 (2201E,
25V) in the power supply had dried
up.
For reliability, C607 (47µF, 25V)
should always be replaced when
one of these sets is serviced. G.P.
Panasonic Alpha 2
Chassis
This set would fizz and the width
would come in. The HT was
correct, but the 2SD1441RL line
output transistor was leaky. After
replacing it I found that the real
problem was dry-joints at the line
driver transformer. Thermal fuse
R567 (part no. TSF19102) was also
replaced, to reduce the chance of a
bouncer.
Whenever I see one of these sets
now I resolder the line driver
transformer's joints as a matter of
course. If the customer is quick
about switching the set off when the
fault develops no other work is
usually required. P.H.

GoldStar CIT9508
The relay would click as the set was
switched out of standby but there
was no line drive. We found that
fusible resistor FR802 (1f2) in the
22V rectifier circuit had gone high
in value, removing the supply to the
line driver stage. G.P.

Harwood HARI 4
The complaint with this set was that
it would die intermittently. But
despite extensive testing I was
unable to fault it. I had no circuit,
but the set bears a superficial
resemblance to the Fidelity ZX4000
chassis. What I did notice was
pronounced horizontal wriggle at
times, which occasionally resulted
in loss of sync. All the presets on
the board had Sellotape beneath
them, probably as an aid in
production. I removed the presets
and the tape and cleaned the board.
On refitting the presets the wriggle
had gone. I never did get to the
bottom of the intermittently dead
problem — the customer didn't want
to spend too much on the set. P.H.

Matsui 1455
This set wouldn't come out of
standby. The reason for this was a
low supply voltage at pin 42 of the
microcontroller chip — 3.5V instead

Sanyo CTP6102
This was an ancient set and I'd no
circuit diagram, but as there were
only field problems I decided to
have a go. C451 (3301E, 10V non-

polarised) had been getting warm
and was low in value. Two 680pf
electrolytics connected back-toback seemed to work all right, but I
was left with the lower half of the
scan missing and the upper half
distorted and varying in height.
Voltage checks showed that the bias
in the field output stage was
varying. I tried replacing the driver
and output transistors, also the
thermistor, without luck. Finally, in
desperation, I tried resoldering
every joint in the field timebase
section of the chassis. Miraculously,
this cured the problem. P.H.
Ferguson TX100 Chassis
This set took a very long time to
produce the correct grey scale.
When switched on it would produce
a green picture for ten minutes,
followed by five minutes of red,
then a normal display would appear.
C52 (1µF), which decouples pin 19
(grey-scale reference) of the
TDA3562A colour decoder chip,
was open-circuit. P.H.
Hitachi G7PS Chassis
The complaint with this set was that
it went into the standby mode
almost immediately after powering
up. I disconnected the line output
stage, added a 40W bulb as a load
and fed the set via a variac. The HT
rose to 125V. With it reset to 112V
and the line output stage reconnected the set worked all right. But
checks in the power supply seemed
advisable. R909 was then found to
have risen in value from 391LO to
45k12. A replacement was fitted and
the HT reset. P.H.
Matsui 1422
A snowy raster was the complaint
with this set, along with no signals
and no channel display. The cause
was loss of the LT supply because
F602, which is in series with D610,
was open-circuit. I have to say that
this is a horrid bit of construction.
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The fuse has wires soldered to both
end caps. One end is soldered to the
board, the other to the anode of
D610, the whole lot being encased
in a plastic sleeve. There's no room
for a proper fuseholder. P.H.

Hitachi G8Q Chassis
"Lots of smoke then dead" was the
complaint with one of these sets. On
investigation we found that there
was charred print at one leg of
C715, which is one of the capacitors
in the EW diode modulator circuit.
We scraped away the burnt remains
of the print, then soldered the
capacitor's leg to a good section of
print. This solved the problem. J.E.

Goodmans FST51TT/
Murphy CTV3540T
The display consisted of a white
raster with flyback lines — there was
normal sound. A check on the CRT
base panel showed that the 100mA
fuse and 22052 resistor (R115) that
supply about 190V to pin 4 of the
TDA8153 RGB output chip IC100
had failed. After replacing the fuse,
resistor and chip I carried out slight
RGB preset drive adjustment to
correct the grey scale. J.E.

Panasonic TX21M2T (Z4
Chassis)
This set was dead with the surge
limiter resistor R802 (4.752, 5W)
open-circuit and the STR54041M
chopper chip IC801 and the two
associated 2SD965 control
transistors Q801/2 short-circuit. The
overvoltage protection diode D854
also seemed to be faulty. C809
(0.1g) was the cause of the
trouble. It provides feedback to the
base of the chopper transistor in
IC801. Because it was faulty, there
had been excessive HT. We
replaced these various items, also
C808 (100). A 105°C, 63V
electrolytic should be used in this
position. A.B.

Hitachi NP84 Chassis
The customer complained about a
horizontal line across the middle of
the screen (the set was a Granada
C14BA1). When I switched the set
on without an aerial connected the
top half of the screen was completely
black. Increasing the tube's first
anode voltage proved that there was a
blanking rather than a field fault.
When an aerial was connected there
was a normal picture apart from a
black band across the screen. This
black band varied in size when the
height control was adjusted. With the
height at minimum, the black band
disappeared. The cause of the fault
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was R605, which had increased in
value from 220k52 to 400kg. R.F.W.
There was so little contrast that the
picture was only just visible, the
contrast control having no effect.
R106 was found to be open-circuit.
R.F.W.

resistor R116 getting hot. A scope
check at pin 8 of the TDA4600
chopper control chip showed that it
was producing a drive output, but
this didn't arrive at the base of the
BU508A chopper transistor because
choke L15 was open-circuit. A
replacement from a scrap set
restored normal operation. M.Dr.

Philips GR1-AX Chassis

Alba CTV600

The picture was smeared and
looked washed out, with bending
verticals. The cause of the fault was
traced to C2060 (680g) which is
the smoothing capacitor in the 12V
supply to the TDA8305 timebase
generator chip. R.F.W.

This set was brought in because there
was no sound, but on inspection we
found that the picture was oversized.
C910 (10µF, 50V) and C909 (471.1F,
63V) in the power supply had dried
up. As a result, the HT voltage had
risen. This was probably the cause of
the TDA1904 sound output chip's
failure. M.Dr.

Fidelity CTV1400

Ssangyong STV9214R
This Great Wall portable produced
a good picture but no colour. We
were able to use a similar set to
carry out detailed waveform
comparisons around the decoder
chip and found that those in the
APC filter (pins 16 and 18) were of
low amplitude. The cause of the
trouble was an open-circuit resistor,
R361. R.F.W.

Matsui 1455
The sound was OK but there was no
picture. The RGB outputs were
being blanked because of a fault in
the control circuitry. Q408's
collector voltage was high — there
was only 0.2V at its base. But there
was 10V at the collector of the
preceding DC coupled transistor
Q407. So I replaced Q408, which
made no difference. The cause of
the trouble was D417 (1N4148) in
Q408's collector circuit. It was
leaky. R.F.W.

Philips CP90 Chassis
The width changed as the brightness
was turned up. When it was turned
down the overvoltage trip came into
operation. The cause of the fault
was found in the chopper control
circuit, where R3665 (4.70) was
open-circuit and D6665 (1N4148)
was short-circuit. These two
components are connected in series.
We also replaced the CNX62
optocoupler. R.F.W.

Philips CP90 Chassis
If the problem with one of these sets
is a strange interference dot pattern
on the screen, don't examine the IF
department as we did. Replace
C2703 and C2691 in the power
supply. They are both 3300
electrolytics. M.Dr.

Ferguson TX100 Chassis
This set was dead, with the start-up

Amstrad TVR3
This combined TV/video wouldn't
tune. We found that there was no
12V supply at pin BU of the tuner.
The culprit turned out to be the
LA7913 band-switching chip IC2.
M.Dr.

Sharp DV5161H
Beware of some very odd faults
when the field output chip fails.
This set had no sound and no
picture. The screen was lit up: it
was covered in lines and one half
was darker than the other. We might
never have found the cause of the
fault if the field output chip's
heatsink hadn't been getting red
hot. M.Dr.

Panasonic TX25T2 (Alpha
2 Chassis)
A particularly nasty field fault
occurs when R469 goes high in
value. This resistor is part of a
damping network that's connected
across the field scan coils. Its
purpose is to prevent line-frequency
waveforms reaching the field scan
circuitry, induced by the close
proximity of the line and field scan
coils. This line-frequency signal can
show up as black lines across the
upper part of the field scan. The
value of R469 can vary from that
given in the service manual. It's
usually 1500 or 1800. Check by
reading the bands. Fitting a wrongvalue resistor will produce a similar
fault symptom. B.S.

Panasonic Euro 1 Chassis
The display produced by, this digital
receiver consisted of a dark, blank
raster. Its owner claimed that the
picture was poor before this
symptom occurred. Scope readings
in the digital circuitry failed to
produce any clues, but a burnt
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finger told me that the ACVP2205
adaptive comb filter chip was
faulty. When this had been replaced
the picture, though restored, was
decidedly solarised. This second
fault was eventually cured by
replacing the SAD2140 S-VHS
analogue-to-digital converter chip
IC1601. B.S.

Panasonic TX25T2 (Alpha
3 Chassis)
Something was upsetting the field
output chip (IC451) in this receiver.
About twice a year bright flyback
lines would appear across the top of
the screen. A new field output chip
would put matters right. Fortunately
there's now a permanent cure. Kit
TZS5EN001 consists of a
replacement scan coil and output
chip. Apparently some earlier scan
coils used in this model proved to
be a bit too much of a burden on
IC451, leading to its premature
failure. B.S.

Panasonic Alpha 2
Chassis
This receiver was dead, with a
plaintive whistle coming from the
power supply. D854, the avalanche
overvoltage protection diode that's
connected across the 160V HT
supply, was short-circuit. This
usually means that the HT supply
has risen to a dangerous level. So I
replaced the chopper chip IC801
and D854 and checked the
components that affect the
regulation (D807, R815, C808 etc.).
Then I checked the 2SD1441RL
line output transistor Q551, which
was faulty. As I couldn't find
anything else faulty after replacing
this item I switched on, and was
immediately greeted by the friendly
rustle of EHT as the set sprang to
life. Fortunately no further damage
had occurred and the picture was
excellent. B.S.

Matsui 1455
There was no line sync. Resetting
VR203 restored a picture, but it was
unlocked and at best there was
hooking at the top of the screen.
The line-frequency pulses that
should have been present at pin 35
of the do-it-all chip IC202 were
found to be missing. They come
from the line output transformer,
via R274 (27k-Q) which was opencircuit. N.B.

Samsung CI21OR
This portable was dead apart from
the standby LED. A check on the
11V 'HT' line showed that at
switch on it pulsed to 2.5V then off.
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Disconnecting the supply to the line
output stage resulted in the HT
pulsing to 11V before returning to
standby. There was obviously a
short in the line output stage, and
one could be measured from the
collector of the line output transistor
to chassis. But it was in the parallel
FR304 efficiency diode D106, not
the transistor itself. N.B.

Philips GR1-AX Chassis
I see quite a few of these sets since
entering into a deal with the
operator of a local holiday site,
where quite a number of them are in
use. Suffice it to say that I buy line
output transformers in bulk. But it
was nice to get a different fault for a
change. There was a raster, the
graphics were OK, but there was no
sound or vision. Checks showed
that there were no outputs from the
TDA8305A multipurpose chip
IC7020, though its supplies were
present and the tuning worked
correctly. A new TDA8305A
restored normal operation. N.B.

feed to the line output stage, was
dry-jointed at one end. This was not
clearly visible, but a meter check
revealed the fault. N.B.

Ferguson TX100 Chassis
This monstrous old 26in. set came
in deadish, with a faulty line output
transformer. When a replacement
had been fitted the set ran up but the
sound was permanently muted.
Lifting the various lines that lead to
muting brought me to the SAA5012
remote control decoder chip, which
turned out to be faulty. N.B.

Bush BC7100
This is the old Rank-Bush colour
portable with the Saba chassis. The
complaint was that after the first
half hour or so the sound would
disappear. The cause was found to
be a dry-joint on the lead from the
slider of the volume control to the
front interface PCB. Despite the
set's age its picture still looked very
good and the dreaded button unit
was OK. N.B.

Samsung CI3351A

Goodmans 2875

This portable produced a low
brightness picture. Even turning up
the first anode control on the line
output transformer failed to produce
adequate brightness for normal
viewing. A check showed that the
first anode voltage at the tube base
was lower than expected, and varied
over a period of time — as did the
brightness. The cause of the trouble
was a varying leak within the 1nF,
2kV decoupling capacitor C907 on
the tube's base panel. I was able to
lift it to prove the point. N.B.

This set was dead. On investigation
I found that it was riddled with dryjoints — despite being only just out
of guarantee. The cause of the fault
was that the top EW modulator
diode (BY448) was short-circuit
(almost turned to dust) while the
adjacent capacitor was severely dryjointed. N.B.

National Panasonic
TR5030G
Most people wouldn't have
bothered with this aged monochrome set, but it belonged to an
aerial installer colleague who found
it invaluable because of its portability, battery operation and VHF
as well as UHF tuning. The problem
was no EHT, because the line
timebase wasn't working. Checks
showed that there was no drive
from the AN5750 chip IC41, whose
supply was being pulled down. A
new AN5750 restored normal
operation. N.B.

Samsung C11213R
This set was dead: the power supply
would start up, then shut down. I
have to say that the PCB was a
mess, with wires lashed everywhere
in what looked like production
modifications. The cause of the
problem was that L110, in the HT

Hitachi M Chassis
If the mains switch was on and the
set was switched on from the mains
it would go to standby. Otherwise it
was dead. Checks showed that the
2SD1577 line output transistor
TB626 was leaky and that the
wrong type had previously been
fitted. In addition its heatsink clip
wasn't attached. To fit the transistor
correctly, it is best to remove the
heatsink from the board — it's
soldered to the main PCB by three
lugs. Fit the transistor to the clip,
then refit the whole assembly back
on the board. A new 2SD1577
restored normal operation. M.M.

B and 0 20AX Chassis
This ancient set suffered from a
purring sound accompanied by
picture flutter. Replacing 5C10
(47g, 63V) in the thyristor drive
circuit cured the fault. M.M.

Amstrad TVR2
When this set was brought in it was
supposed to be intermittently dead.
But several days of soak testing
failed to reveal any fault. A week
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later it came back, this time
permanently dead. Checks showed
that the primary side of the line
driver transformer T401 was opencircuit. A replacement (part no.
152591) put matters right. M.M.

Philips CP110 Chassis
This set seemed to be dead, apart
from `F1' in the display. A quick
check showed that fuse F1653 had
failed. A replacement restored some
life, but the HT was pulsating. So I
disconnected the supply to the line
output stage, connected a light bulb
as a dummy load, switched on and
attempted to put the set into
standby. Although the display
showed standby, the bulb still
glowed brightly and pulsated. A
replacement CNX62 optocoupler
(IC7670) provided a complete cure,
proved by reconnecting the line
output stage and switching on. This
must be the only Philips chassis in
which the power supply doesn't
self-destruct when the optocoupler
fails. M.M.

Cascade TV511T
There was a sharp crackle of EHT
at switch on, then the set tripped. A

check with the line output stage
disconnected showed that the HT
was too high. C909 (470) was
responsible for this. We then found
that ZD402 was short-circuit and
R422 open-circuit. When these
items had been replaced there were
pictures plus distorted sound. A
slight tweak on the sound trap coil
restored normal sound. M.M.

Philips CP110 Chassis
This set came in dead, with a shortcircuit line output transistor. When
we removed scan plug R13 and
tested the power supply with a
dummy load we were pleased to
find that it ran normally. But when
a new line output transistor had
been fitted the results were awful.
The line output transformer emitted
a raucous scream, and the display
consisted of a dark grey raster with
a vertical band of lines near the lefthand edge. This slowly changed to a
very low contrast picture, with no
colour and false line lock.
A new line output transformer
made no difference. Concentrating
on the false line lock, we checked
the waveforms around the IF/sync
module and discovered that the

sandcastle pulses at pin 5 were
incorrect — the short, high-amplitude
pulse was delayed with respect to
the longer blanking pulse. Adjustment of the line hold and phase
presets simply made matters worse,
and a new TDA2579 (plain or A
version) sync/timebase generator
chip didn't provide a cure. Philips
don't show the circuit of this
module in the CP110 manual, but
the same circuits appear in the CP90
manual, where the sync and IF parts
are separate. We finally traced the
cause of the problem to the 3.9V
zener diode D6067, which had
developed a leak. G.C.

B and 0 MX5500
Intermittent shut down with no pilot
light display was the complaint with
this set. We traced the cause to a
cracked joint at the base of TR19, a
small transistor right at the top of the
power supply board. B and 0 tell us
that this fault is common, being
caused by mechanical stress from the
nearby fixing screw. In some cases
the transistor itself, can break. The
official advice is to slacken the
screw off by a quarter turn as a
routine servicing measure. G.C.

TV
Fault Finding
Reports from
Philip Blundell, AMIEEIE,
Michael Dranfield,
Graham Colebourn,
Robert Marshall,
John Edwards,
Nick Beer,
Michael Maurice
and Glyn Dickinson

Hitachi G6P Chassis
This set was dead, though the fuses
were OK and there was 320V at the
collector of the chopper transistor.
But there was no power supply
activity at all. The three 821S2
resistors were OK, so resistance
checks at the power supply outputs
seemed to be the next step. The
110V supply read 2052 to chassis —
the line output transformer was
faulty. P.B.

Philips G9OAE Chassis
This fault had developed during a
thunder storm. There was no sound
or raster and the 95V HT supply
was low at 30V. The HT was still at
30V with the line output stage
disconnected and a dummy load in
its place, so there was a power
supply fault.
With the set fed via a variac, the
HT was correct at 120V AC input
but fell back to 30V as the mains
input was increased. A check at the
collector of Tr7656 showed that
there was no protection active. The
voltage at the cathode of D6600
(normally 8.2V) was high however.
This should be the situation in
standby, but checks in the standby
circuit showed that it was not being
triggered. Resistance checks in this
area revealed that the BAS32 diode
D6653 was short-circuit. Normal
operation was restored when this
diode had been replaced. P.B.
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Ferguson T68N (TX92
Chassis)
When teletext was selected the
screen went blank. Checks around
the SAA5281 chip showed that it
was producing RGB output pulses,
but at a low level. The manual
doesn't give a voltage for the chip's
RGB reference pin, but resistance
checks showed that the BC848C
transistor TTO1 was short-circuit
base-to-emitter. A new BC848C
brought the text back.
TTO1 is shown incorrectly in the
circuit diagram in the manual — the
emitter and collector are reversed.
In the set the collector goes to +5V
and the emitter to CT13. P.B.

Mitsubishi CT2227BM
Field collapse was the problem with
this old timer. The 3300, 50V field
scan coupling capacitors C412/3 are
often the cause of this, but were
blameless on this occasion. Voltage
checks showed that the supply to pin
12 of the timebase generator chip
IC401 was missing. C403 (4700,
16V) was short-circuit. P.B.

Sony KVM19
Field collapse was the initial
problem with this set. After
attending to dry-joints on the field
output chip IC501 and the
horizontal shift potentiometer
RV801 we were left with EW
distortion. The cause of this was the
EW modulator coil L804, which
was open-circuit. Fortunately it was
only the wire which connects to the
pin that had fractured and we were
able to carry out a repair. M.Dr.

Philips GR1-AX Chassis
Intermittent tripping at switch on
was the complaint with one of these
sets. When we tested it we found
that the overvoltage crowbar
thyristor fired at switch on, though
the HT was correct at 100V. So I
removed and tested the three zener
diodes D6638, D6639 and D6640

that are connected to the thyristor's
gate, using my zener diode tester
(see Television, July 1996). D6638
broke down at 30V, though the
manual said that all three should be
36V types, giving a trip threshold of
108V. D6638 was marked 30V
however. Maybe the wrong one had
been fitted from new. M.Dr.

Hitachi C14-P216
If the set is stuck in standby, replace
R902 and R903. They are both
821d2. M.Dr.

Decca 120 Chassis
The power supply would pump at
switch on from cold. After about ten
minutes the supplies would become
steady and no amount of cooling
would bring the fault back. The set
had to be switched off and left until
next day for that. The culprit turned
out to be the mains bridge rectifier's
reservoir capacitor C804 (2200,
385V). It was open-circuit. M.Dr.

Hitachi NP6C Chassis
This very elderly portable came in
dead. The tip here is to use a 12k52,
lOW wirewound resistor to bridge
C910 in the power supply start-up
oscillator circuit. This will keep the
power supply running while you
look for the cause of the fault. We
eventually discovered that the line
hold potentiometer was opencircuit. In fact when it was removed
one leg fell off. M.Dr.

Akura CX12
The power supply in this set was
making a zinging noise. Our first
check was to disconnect the feed to
the line output stage, but this made
no difference. We then connected a
scope to the 112V HT rail and
found that it was oscillating. C828
(470, 160V) was open-circuit.
If you get any strange intermittent
faults with this digital chassis,
resolder all the through-board wire
links, both underneath and on top of
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the chassis. Akura had a problem
with the links not taking to the
solder. M.Dr.
Samsung CI5332T
The sound was at maximum and
couldn't be turned down, though the
on-screen display said that the
volume was low. We found that
R625 (101d-2) in the volume DC
voltage integrator network was
open-circuit. M.Dr.
Ferguson 3787
This very old (1978) colour portable
suffered from intermittent field
jitter. Fortunately we still had the
service manual. The sync pulses at
pin 16 of the field module were
distorted. Replacing CD22 (10µF,
16V) on the IF PCB cured the
problem, but for good measure we
also replaced the supply decoupling
capacitor CD27 (10µF, 16V).
M.Dr.
Panasonic TX24A1 (Alpha
2W Chassis)
We've recently had a run of these
sets, all with the same fault:
squealing from the power supply
and the 2SD1441 line output
transistor short-circuit. The cause is
a dry-joint, sometimes barely
visible, on the line driver
transformer. M.Dr.
Sony KV2153MT
This multi-standard set from Japan
produced a raster with faint snow
visible. There was no sound except
for a slight crackle at switch on.
The controls had no effect, and the
tuning line was stuck at 32V. As
there was no 5V supply at pin 42 of
the PCA84C640P-016 microcontroller chip we traced the source
back to IC001, a 5-pin regulator
with power failure management. It
had no 14.5V input because ICP
PS652, which is next to the
chopper transformer, was opencircuit. It's rated at 1A, so we were
pleased to measure just 0.09A
flowing through the replacement,
rising to 0.11A in the standby
mode. G.C.
Matsui 14358
The sound was OK but there was
only a plain raster. The AN8659AN
chip IC401 carries out many
functions, including colour
decoding, brightness, contrast and
colour control and generation of the
line and field drive signals. There
was a video input at pin 59, but the
RGB outputs at pins 41-3 were
missing. IC401 also carries out
teletext/external video switching,
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the control being at pin 53 where
OV = tuner. This was correct.
The next possibility was muting
as a result of the action of the
TA8751N tube biasing chip IC951
on the CRT base panel. It sets the
tube's colour drives automatically.
Several transistors around IC951
assist with the control and signal
muting. When Q969 was removed
temporarily, the correct 9.9V was
restored at pin 53 of IC401. The
cause of the trouble was that R981
(8.2k51), in the emitter-base circuit
of Q967, was open-circuit. R.M.
Ferguson A59N (ICC7
Chassis)
A few minutes after this set was
switched on the on-screen graphic
for volume would appear and the
sound could be seen and heard to
reduce to zero. The remote control
no longer had any effect. Removing
the batteries from the remote
control unit didn't stop the sound
muting, but withdrawing the main
panel or unplugging the lead from
microcontroller chip to the front
control panel did.
This model has a membrane,
which is rather like those used in
older remote control units, on the
front panel. When the membrane is
heated by components on the main
board the tracks inside it can short
together. The design of the membrane makes volume down a good
candidate for this to happen. The
cure is as follows. Unplug the ribbon
cable from the front panel PCB, then
carefully prize out the membrane
from the outside of the set. The
replacement membrane has a sticky
pad to attach it to the set. R.M.
Finlux 9670RC
Field collapse was the problem
here. Being unable to buy a circuit
diagram made fault finding
difficult. The field circuit is similar
to that in the Hitachi CPT2050/Salora J chassis, but pin 13 of the
TDA2653A chip is connected to a
diode network.
Temporarily removing the diode
and adding a 680kS2 resistor to
chassis restored the raster, but there
were flyback and teletext lines. A
check through the circuit brought
me to a plug-in board to the right of
the tuner. It deals with system
operation. The BC547B transistor
Tt4 on this board had developed
emitter-collector leakage. R.M.
Ferguson TX9 (PC1044)
The set was dead apart from a low
ticking. Various components can
cause this symptom, for example

R173 (10LQ). But in this case
L105, which is in the collector
circuit of the chopper transistor
TR62, had had an argument with
link LK100. The result was mutual
damage and flash marks on the case
of C136. All this was hidden from
view by TR62's heatsink. Replace
LK100 with insulated wire. It may
be possible to save L105. R.M.
Ferguson 51K4 (ICC5
Chassis)
Intermittent Nicam was thecomplaint with this set, which uses
board PC1253-001. When it was
first switched on there was usually
no Nicam stereo sound. Then, after
a while, the Nicam would come on
and go off, with sound muting.
Disturbing the boards would
sometimes bring on the Nicam
sound, sometimes it wouldn't.
Many connections had to be
resoldered before the intermittent
behaviour stopped. All the pins of
IS01 (TA8662) and IS08
(ADC2300) required attention.
Most troublesome were the
connections to earth print next to
the frames of screening cans. Also
check the connections on the
motherboard. R.M.
Grundig CUC3850 Chassis
Although the HT voltage was
correct the line timebase wasn't
working. In addition the front panel
display was corrupted, with various
segments alight but making no
sense. I found that the LM317
regulator IC656, which supplies
12V to the timebase circuitry, was
permanently switched off by the
SDA2080-A003 microcontroller
chip IC850. A new micro restored
the correct display and brought the
line output stage to life. Almost
immediately the tripler put on a
firework display and I quickly
switched off. I now knew why the
chip had failed. A new tripler
restored correct operation. J.E.
GoldStar C1T2068F
This set was stuck in standby. If the
power switch was held in, the
timebases would start up and a
snowy raster would be produced.
But there would be no sound and no
manual or remote control. A check
at pins 31 and 32 of the microcontroller chip IC701 showed that
the 10MHz oscillator signal was not
present. So, with no engine the set
wouldn't run! A new crystal
enabled the microcontroller chip to
do its stuff, and the set worked
normally.
Holding the power switch in had
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provided the HT relay's driver
transistor with bias via the switch's
pulse contacts. So the power supply
had been able to feed the line output
stage. But there was obviously no
action from the microcontroller
chip. J.E.
Matsui 1480
If there are no signals and no
channel indications, just a display
of snow, you'll probably find that
the primary winding of transformer
T101 is open-circuit. J.E.
Hitachi C21-P228 (G80
Chassis)
The tuning point would vary widely.
If ch. 21 was selected for example it
would sometimes be found while at ,
other times it would register some
way up the scale. The basic trouble
was incorrect tuning voltage,
because R1501 (100kS1, 0.25W)
was high and varying in value. It's
in the feed between the HT supply
and the 33V regulator (our circuit
diagram shows this as being a 22k0,
1W resistor — Ed.). N.B.
Panasonic Z3 Chassis
This set was dead apart from a buzz
from the power supply. It was an
unloaded buzz as opposed to an
excess load whine. Checks showed
that the HT was present but there
was no line drive. It was being
killed by the X-ray protection
system in IC101 (M51407SP). As
cold checks around the nasties
failed to reveal any faults I shorted
pin 15 of IC101 to chassis and tried
again. The set now worked
normally.
So the thing to do was to find out
what was triggering the protection
system. When the base of transistor Q502 was disconnected the
protection stopped. This suggested
a beam current fault, but the
picture was clearly OK. In fact
Q502 was being incorrectly biased
because R560 (270kS2) was opencircuit. N.B.
Ferguson TX100 Chassis
One of these sets had no EW or width
correction. D701 (SK4G4/04) on the
little EW modulator PCB was the
cause. It was open-circuit — in fact it
was split wide open. A replacement
restored full width. M.M.
Goodmans 2175
Apart from the standby circuit this
set was dead. We found that R102
and R103 (both 1501d2) were opencircuit. For good measure we also
replaced the two 270Id2 resistors
R104 and R105. All these resistors
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are associated with transistor Q101,
which carries out standby
switching. M.M.
Grundig 3500 Chassis
The fault with one of these sets was
no tuning. The tuner, prescaler and
IF section are all in one module.
Fortunately the tuning voltage is
available at pins 13 and 15. A quick
check here showed that it didn't
budge from 30V. Tuning pulses are
generated at pin 18 of the SDA3202
chip, but it wasn't producing an
output. Replacing this and the
SDA2516 memory chip cured the
fault. M.M.
Sony KVA2512U (AE1C
Chassis)
There was intermittet loss of colour
— in fact usually no colder at all. I
checked for dry-joints in the IF can,
but everything was OK here. So
attention was turned to the video
processing board: dry-joints on the
screening can are sometimes the
cause of this fault, but again
everything was OK. But the cause
of the fault wasn't far away. TC1 on
this board was dry-jointed.
Resoldering it restored reliable
colour. M.M.
Alba CTV744
This set appeared to be dead. The
power supply was working however
and there was HT at the collector of
the line output transistor. But there
was no drive at its base. Coil L404
in the line drive circuit was found to
be open-circuit. M.M.
Samsung C13312Z
"Arcing then dead" it said on the
ticket. When we switched on we
found that the line output stage was
in distress, with the HT low at 70V.
I then saw that R412 was overheating. Disconnecting it brought
the line output stage to life. The
KA2131 field output chip was found
to be leaky, probably as a result of
the EHT arcing. Replacing it
brought the set to life, but with the
HT at 180V! R807 (111M) which is
in series with the HT preset control
had risen in value. G.D.
Salora M Chassis
This was actually an Hitachi set,
Model CPT6608. We found that
the line output transistor was shortcircuit but, after replacing it and
checking for the usual dry-joints on
the large capacitors, the line output
stage was still clearly in distress.
The new transistor was overheating,
there was a defocused picture and
hum on the audio. Time to ask Mr

Hitachi. He suggested replacing
RB532, RB533, RB535 and RB536
(all HI) in the line driver stage.
This improved matters, but in the
end TB522 (BC307), TB523
(BC368) and TB524 (BC369) all
had to be replaced, as well as the
usual BS208 FET in the EW circuit.
The line driver stage in this
chassis doesn't use a transformer. If
all is well in this stage, the line
output transistor will have between
—1.4V and —1.7V at its base. When
resoldering dry-joints on the
polystyrene capacitors in this part of
the set, the print must be scraped
shiny and the leads bent over before
soldering. This will prevent
recurrence and possibly severe PCB
damage. G.D.
Hitachi NP81CQ Chassis
When standby was pressed the HT
only dropped to 70V. As a result
there was a haze on the screen.
Someone had already replaced the
STK441 regulator chip, but had not
replaced Q901 (2SA787) and
ZD901 (2.7V). Replacing these two
items cured the fault. G.D.
Sony KV21XMTU
The complaint was that the picture
disappeared, leaving only the
channel number. Since there was
nothing obviously wrong I soldered
the IF coils then sent the set back.
Wrong! When it returned, I left it
on test for some hours. It then went
off, as described.
In this state the set would tune
back in, but wouldn't memorise.
This gave me a clue. I found that
the —30V supply to the memory
chip was low at —15V, because
L807 (10µH) in the feed was going
open-circuit intermittently — there's
a parallel resistor that maintains the
supply at —15V.
Resoldering the high-wattage
resistors with HMP solder and
fitting a mains switch kit completed
the repair. G.D.
Ferguson TX100 Chassis
We are so used to the 'death rattle',
meaning a faulty line output
transformer, that it's easy to get
caught out. In this case the
transformer was innocent. The
cause of the trouble was C119
(2211F) in the start-up circuit. It had
gone low in value. G.D.
Ferguson TX90 Chassis
There was a very loud humming
noise and the picture was almost
obscured by a massive hum bar.
This fault is often caused by the
BD839 transistor in the power
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supply or the mains rectifier diodes,
but a scope check showed that the
ripple on the HT line was acceptible.
The cause of the fault was the 12V
regulator chip IC105, which was
almost short-circuit. Fortunately no
other damage had occurred. G.D.

Akura CX35
A name to cause panic! No sound
was the problem. As it is a Nicam
set this was not as easy a fault as I'd
hoped, especially as the Nicam
board is impossible to work on in
situ and is soldered in. A helpful
man at Akura suggested that I
replace the EPROM chip first — it
stores all the settings, this being a
digital chassis. He was right! G.D.

Salora L Chassis
This chassis is used in the Hitachi
Model CPT2658. We've had two
of them in recently with the
TDA4505 chip faulty, the symptom
being no sound or a blank raster.
Depending on the make of the chip,
adjustments to the line and field
hold presets may be necessary after
fitting a replacement.
Before condemning this chip, try
disconnecting the text panel (if

fitted). If the picture then returns,
replace the wire links (about eight
in all) that connect the upper and
lower tracks on the panel and
resolder the other components that
link the two print patterns. If the
text panel is still faulty, the
DPU2540 chip is usually the
culprit. G.D.

Bush 3114T
This set was stuck on channel 3
with no tuning or remote control
functions. We found that the main
5V supply was missing, because
circuit protector ICP401 was opencircuit. The correct position for this
had been shorted out: after a search
it was found hiding behind the
chopper transformer pretending to
be a resistor! G.D.

Hitachi CPT2024 (NP82CQ
Chassis)
The fault here was field collapse.
The chassis uses a discrete
component field output stage, which
checks showed was working
correctly — not surprising, as the
field scan coils were open-circuit. A
rummage through the scrap sets
failed to produce a replacement, but

by carefully stripping the yoke we
found a break that could be
repaired. These coils are no longer
available. G.D.

Decca 120 Chassis
There was a dull picture and the
contrast control had virtually no
effect. When the beam limiter line
was disconnected (at the CRT base)
the contrast was restored, albeit with
no black-level clamping. We found
that the two beam limiter biasing
resistors R425 and R426 (both
68k,(2) were open-circuit. When they
had been replaced the contrast could
be set up correctly. G.D.

Hinari CT14
There was no sound or raster
though the relay could be heard, as
could a momentary squeal from the
line output stage. The HT was
correct, and the EHT and the line
output stage secondary voltages
appeared for an instant. The X-ray
protection input to IC301 comes
from pin 4 of the line output
transformer, via the 9.1V zener
diode D485. This was leaky, a
replacement restoring normal
operation. G.D.
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Samsung P68
CTV Chassis
John Coombes provides a guide to speedy fault
diagnosis with these popular sets

T

he Samsung P68 series chassis was used in a group
of models that were on sale in the 1992-3 period.
They include the CI3352, CI3352XT, CI5052X and
CI5052XT. Some incorporate teletext. It's proved to be a
good chassis, though the faults mentioned in the following
notes do occur from time to time.
Much of the circuitry is incorporated in the 52-pin
TDA8362 chip IC101, which includes the vision and
sound IF strips and preamplifiers, the luminance delay
line, the inputs and switches for external audio and
composite video signals, the sync and timebase generator
circuits, X-ray protection and a PAL/NTSC decoder.
There is only one preset associated with this chip, the
tuner AGC control VR101. Provision is made for adding
a SECAM decoder chip.
The chopper power supply circuit is shown in Fig. 1.
Note that the standby switching transistor Q803 controls
the B4 and B6 supplies. With the B4 supply switched
off, the timebase generator stages (in IC101) are
inoperative. B6 is a start-up supply for the line driver
stage — during normal operation this stage is supplied by
D403/C419, via D405 and R411. There's a fusible
resistor in this supply, R418.

No Results
The first thing to check is the the 3.15A mains fuse F801
(quick-blow type, part no. 34709-084-730). If it has
blown, the degaussing posistor P801 (part no. 32189-609402) or the mains spike suppression varistor D800 (type
ENC431D, part no. 32169-401-040) could be shortcircuit. Note that D800 can sometimes blow itself apart,
with the result that a replacement fuse will restore normal
operation: always ensure that D800 is physically
complete. The BU508 chopper transistor Q801 can also
go short-circuit, blowing F801.
If the fuse is OK, check for about 300V at the
collector of Q801. Then check the voltages at the pins
of the SDH2O9B chopper control chip IC801. The
voltage at pin 4 should be about 0-145V. If this voltage
is missing, check the start-up/biasing resistors R803 and
R804 (both 2701S2, 0.5W) which can go high in value
or open-circuit. If the voltages around IC801 are low,
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IC801 could be faulty.
If everything is OK so far, check the HT voltage (B1,
125V). If this is high C852 (470µF, 16V), which is the
reservoir capacitor for the 8.6V supply to pin 6 of IC801,
is likely to be faulty. In this case the 2SD1651 line output
transistor Q402 could be short-circuit and the fusible
resistor R826 (152, 0.5W) in the feed to the line output
stage open-circuit.
If the HT supply is correct, check the various LT
supplies. First check the B3 voltage (20V) — across C856.
If this voltage is missing there will be no B4 (8V), B5
(5V) or B6 (16V) supplies. Should the B3 voltage be
missing, check whether R817 (0.4712, 0.5W fusible) or
R812 (2.7E2, 3W) is open-circuit.
If the B3 supply is OK but there's no 5V supply (B5),
check whether R818 (19E2, 2W) is open-circuit or IC803
(MC7805) short- or open-circuit.
If the B4 (8V) supply is missing check whether C383
(470µF, 25V) or IC802 (MC7808) is short-circuit.
The cause of no results may lie in the line output stage
of course. We have already mentioned failure of the line
output transistor, with the HT supply high and R826
open-circuit. Other possibilities in the line output stage are
a short-circuit flyback tuning capacitor (C411, 7.2nF
1.6kV 6.3nF in 21in. sets) or shorted turns in the line
output transformer T444.
If necessary, check the voltage at the collector of the
KSC2331Y line driver transistor Q401. If this is missing,
R411 (68E2, 0.5W) could be open-circuit or T401 dryjointed or open-circuit.
The line drive is generated by the TDA8362 chip
IC101, which also incorporates the IF section, the colour
decoder and the field generator stages. It could be
responsible for loss of line drive. First however check that
its 8V supply is present at pin 10. If this supply is missing,
check whether R204 (152) is open-circuit and/or C206
(470µF, 16V) short-circuit.

No Raster, Sound OK
First check for HT at the collector of the line output
transistor Q402. If this supply is missing, check as under
no results in the previous section (Q402, R826, C852).
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Fig. 1: The chopper power supply circuit used in the Samsung P68 chassis.

Then check the LT supplies derived from the chopper
circuit (B2-B6).
If the tube's heaters are not alight, check for dry-joints
at pins 3 and 6 of the line output transformer T444, then
check whether R924 or R925 (both 152, 1W) is opencircuit. If these points are OK, the tube's heaters are
probably open-circuit.
Check that the tube's first anode supply is present (400600V), and that the B8 supply (12V) is correct. This is
derived from the line output transformer via IC402. If the
supply is low or missing, check IC402 (MC7812) which
could be open- or short-circuit.
If all these points are OK, check the DC conditions at
the red, green and blue output transistors Q901/2/3. Check
the TDA8362 chip (IC101) by replacement if necessary.
Finally, check the operation of the brightness and
contrast controls. Incorrect operation could be caused by
a fault in the SPM-109B PCA84C640 microcontroller
chip RIC01 or the X24CO2P data latch chip RICO2.
Before condemning either of these chips, check that the
5V supply (B5) is present and correct and that crystal
RX01 at pins 31 and 32 of RIC01 is operating at the
correct frequency (10MHz).
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Field Faults
In the event of field collapse, check that the 24V supply
(B7) is present at pin 9 of the AN5512 (or KA2131) field
output chip IC301. This supply is derived from the line
output stage. If it is missing, check whether R412 (1Q,
0•5W fusible) is open-circuit or D401 (ERB43-04) openor short-circuit. If D401 is open-circuit, check whether its
reservoir capacitor C414 (1,000p F, 35V) is short-circuit.
If the B7 supply is OK, check whether the flyback boost
capacitor C307 (1000, 50V) is open-circuit. If C307 is
OK, the field output chip IC301 is suspect. When C307
goes short-circuit, IC301 and the field generator in IC101
(TDA8362) can be ruined. So you may have to replace
IC301, IC101 and C307.
Check the waveform at pin 6 (input) of IC301. If
incorrect, check whether C311 (0.01µF) is short-circuit
then IC101 by replacement.
A further possibility for field collapse is open-circuit
scan coils.

Tuner/IF Faults
If the picture and sound are noisy, check that the aerial
socket is correctly secured. The socket can break away
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Lack of height with the standby LED still
illuminated: D403 (ERB43-04) is leaky and R418 (152,
0.5W fusible) open-circuit. This removes the B8 (12V)
supply.

Excessive HT: Usual cause is C852 (470pF, 16V).
Intermittent or permanent very low gain:
Replace C104 (0.022pF) which is connected to pin 47
of IC101.

Intermittent shift to right: Replace D411 (1N4148)
and check R416 (471a 0.5W) which is connected to
pin 2 of the line output transformer.

Poor sync in the text mode: Replace TIC04
(TEA2014). It can severely reduce the sync pulse
amplitude at its output.

Randomly goes into the search mode though
this has not been selected: Check/isolate the
1 N4148 option diodes RD03/4. Intermittent random
functions can be a problem. The thing to do is to opencircuit pins 13-20 of RICO], thus isolating all the front
switches and option diodes, then operate the set via
remote control during a soak test. The tact switches can
cause various intermittent problems, - search, cleared,
fine tuning etc.
Our thanks to Mike Stevenson for the above information.

Excessive blue: Check R903 (1,510 on the tube base
PCB.

from the case, and the inner core can break.
The tuner can have a faulty RF amplifier, which will
result in a snowy picture.
Ensure that the tuning voltage is correct at pin VT of the
tuner. It's obtained from pin 1 of RIC01 via RQ01, whose
collector is fed from the 33V supply. This is obtained
from the HT line via R822 (15k0, 2W) with DZ824
(KA33V/574J) for stabilisation. The memory chip RICO2
(X24CO2P) can affect the tuning. Check its 5V supply, at
pin 8, and if necessary the chip itself by replacement.
Check that the AGC output is correct at pin 47 of
IC101. If this is incorrect, suspect C104 or IC101. The
LA7910 band decoder chip IC102 is also suspect.
If there is no snow on the picture, just a blank raster,
check Q201 (KSC815Y) and RQ12 (KSA539Y). IC101
is also suspect for this fault. Check by replacement.
An intermittent blank raster can be caused by failure of
the tuner to oscillate. We have also known IC101 to be
responsible.

Loss of One Colour
Loss of one colour can mean that the relevant tube heater
is open-circuit. The RGB output transistors are type
2SC2068 — Q901 red, Q902 green, Q903 blue. Dry-joints
at these transistors can cause loss of the relevant colour.
This also occurs when the relevant transistor goes open-

PC68 Chassis Supply Lines
Chopper derived
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6

125V (across C854)
33V (across C857)
16V (across C856)
8V (across C837)
5V (across C858)
16V (across C859)

LOPT derived
B7

24V (across C414)

B8

12V (across C420)

Other LOPT derived supplies are some 175V between the junction of
C424/D402 and chassis for the RGB output stages (note that the negative
side of this reservoir capacitor is connected to the 125V rail), and 17V
across C419 — the rectifier is D403.
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circuit. If necessary check the TDA8362 chip IC101,
which should produce RGB outputs at pins 20, 19 and 18
respectively. Check for dry-joints in this area.

Sound Faults
If there is no sound, check that the 16V supply (B3) is
present at pin 3 of the TDA1013A audio amplifier chip
IC602. If the voltage here is low or missing, check 0617
(2,200µF, 25V). If the voltage is correct, replace IC602.
There are a couple of other things that can cause loss of
sound. The loudspeaker can go open-circuit, and the
earphone socket can be dry-jointed or open-circuit.
If there is some sound but the volume control action is
incorrect, check Q602 (KSA539Y) and if necessary the
microcontroller chip RIC01— check the DC voltages very
carefully before replacing the chip.

Remote Control Faults
If only one or maybe two channels cannot be changed
using the remote control handset, the button unit is
probably badly worn. It's not listed as a separate part, so
replace the handset or retune spare channels at the TV set.
If there is no infra-red output from the handset, check
the battery connections, check for dry-joints at the PCB
connections and check the batteries themselves. Other
things to check are the LED (XDO1) which may be dryjointed, the crystal XZ01 which could be dry-jointed or
have broken legs because of tight fixing to the PCB, and
the DC conditions around the SAA3010 chip XICO1. If
there is no voltage at pin 28, check for dry-joints at XRO4
(1000). The final suspect is the chip itself.
If the remote control handset is OK, check the SR5CP
IR receiver PROL There should be 5V at its B+ input. If
this supply is missing, RR58 (4752) could be open-circuit.
If necessary check back to its source at IC803.
To prove that the IR receiver is working, scope its
output. This goes to pin 35 of the microcontroller chip
RIC01. If there is no data, PRO1 is suspect. If there is data
at pin 35 of RICOL check it by replacement (type SPM109B PCA84C640).

Supply Lines
We have come across circuit diagrams in which it is
impossible to read the supply line voltages. To assist
readers, these are listed in the accompanying table.
■
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Philips G90AE Chassis
How to tackle a dead G90AE and a summary of other faults
you could encounter with these sets. Richard Newman reports

he Philips G90AE chassis was introduced in 1989 and
has proved to be a good performer. Above all, it's
reliable. As in many other chassis that appeared at
about this time, extensive use is made of surface-mounted
components. The chassis is found in sets with screen sizes
from 14 to 21in. As you would expect, most faults occur
in the power supply. So we'll concentrate on this area of
the chassis.
An article of mine in the December 1995 issue dealt
with the G110 chassis. The G90AE can be regarded as its
baby brother. If you can tackle the G110 chassis, the
G90AE should not present any problems.

T

Power Supply
The circuit of the discrete-component, self-oscillating
chopper power supply is shown in Fig. 1. All but three of
the transistors used are surface-mounted types. T7625
(type BUT11AF) is the chopper transistor itself. The
power supply is similar to that used in the G110 chassis,
and operates in the same way. Thus the circuit description
given in my previous article covers, in the main, the
G90AE power supply. Only a few notes on its basic
operation will be included here.
T7625 is connected as a blocking oscillator, with
feedback from a secondary winding on the chopper
transformer L5625 via C2620. 17615 and T7616 in the
base circuit of T7625 provide the switch-off action,
responding to pulses from the secondary winding via the
optocoupler D7614. T7612, in conjunction with C2611
and R3611 which provide a time-constant, introduces a
switch-on delay so that 17625 switches on at precisely the
right moment. C2625 forms a resonant circuit with the
transformer's primary winding.
On the secondary side of the circuit T7637 is the error
amplifier that monitors the HT voltage while 17652 and
T7654 form a pulse-width modulator. T7654 controls the
current flowing in the diode section of the optocoupler.
The operation of this circuitry and the standby system is
identical to that in the G110 chassis, with standby control
applied via T7671. For further information, refer to page
106 in the December 1995 issue.
The protection circuit differs slightly. Three series-
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connected 33V zener diodes (D6657-9) monitor the 95V
HT supply. They control the trip circuit that consists of
T7655 and T7656. Similarly D6655 monitors the 8.2V
supply developed across C2660, while D6661 monitors
the voltage across C2534 in the line output stage (EW
drive circuit). Note that D6658 is incorrectly shown as
D6656 in the official circuit diagram.

Repair Kit
As with the G110 chassis, there's a Philips repair kit —
type SBC7023 — for the power supply. The component
count is much less than with the G110 chassis however.
Most failures occur on the primary side of the circuit. As
the repair kit also covers the G90B chassis, it includes a
number of parts that are not required for the G90AE.
Fitting instructions are provided, but I find the details
rather small. Diode polarity is not always marked on the
PCB, and the small instruction sheet is sometimes difficult
to follow. What I have done is to use a photocopier to
enlarge the instructions, marking all relevant components
including diode polarity. The instructions include four
layouts, two for the G90AE and two for the G90B — these
depend on the production code and PCB wiring. Make
sure that you follow the correct diagram.
As with the G110 chassis, never replace just the
BUT11AF transistor. If the mains fuse has blown and
T7625 is short-circuit, use the official repair kit. If the
fuse has blown and 17625 is OK, check the degaussing
posistor R3601. This item tends to go short-circuit and
you might be in luck. A tell-tale rattle from R3601 when
you remove it will probably confirm the diagnosis.
If a power supply rebuild is required, follow the same
general rules as with the G110. Clear the bench and
remove as many plugs as necessary so that the panel lies
as flat as possible on the bench, print side up. A bright
light and a small, hot iron are essential, together with
some good tweezers, fine desoldering braid and some sort
of magnifier. I prefer to use eye magnifiers or goggles
rather than a single glass, as both hands are then free.
When removing chip diodes and transistors I usually
desolder their tags with the fine braid then grip the item
with the tweezers and apply just enough heat to free it
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Fig. 1: The chopper power supply circuit used in the Philips G90AE chassis. Voltages shown in brackets apply
in the standby mode.

from the board. Be very careful about this, as the pads can
be lifted from the PCB.
Use the tweezers to position the replacement component
on the pads as accurately as possible and hold it in place.
Secure by applying fine solder to each pad. The solder
connections must be made very quickly. This may not be
the textbook method, and some engineers may cringe, but
I have found that chip components are a lot tougher
(within reason) than they appear and I have never had any
problems.

increased, again slowly, the light from the bulb should
stabilise and further increase in the mains input voltage
should not result in the bulb glowing more brightly. If
everything seems to be OK, increase the mains input to
about 230V and check that the HT is correct. Then switch
off, disconnect the bulb and test meters and reconnect
plug A5. You can then check the set for normal operation.
The HT might need slight readjustment — R3635 is the
HT preset.

Testing

If there are no results during initial tests, first check
whether there is any HT at all. If the voltage is very low
or is only half the correct 95V, check the HT sensing
zener diodes D6657-6659. One or more of them could be
short-circuit. It is also worth checking D6655 and D6661.
Any of these diodes could be faulty, with the result that
the protection circuit comes into operation. I have also
known D6611, D6613 or D6614 on the primary side of
the circuit to be faulty, preventing start up.
If you are not sure whether the cause of no start up is on
the primary or secondary side of the circuit, reduce the
mains input to about 70V and short-circuit pins 1 and 2 of
the optocoupler D7614. If the bulb lights, the primary side
is OK.
If the power supply starts up but won't stabilise, reduce

When everything has been fitted, double check your work
— particularly diode polarity. If all seems to be well,
reconnect the plugs you removed with the exception of
plug A5 which connects the 95V HT supply and the scan
coils to the line output stage. Connect a 60W bulb across
the HT reservoir capacitor C2630, then connect the set to
the mains supply via a variac. I recommend that a meter
set to read 240V AC is connected across the mains input
socket (plug Al) so that the applied AC can be monitored,
and that another meter is connected across the bulb to
monitor the HT voltage.
Switch the set on and increase the mains input slowly.
At around 150V the power supply should start to operate
and the bulb should glow. When the mains input is further
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the mains input to about 70V and short-circuit pins 4 and
5 of the optocoupler. The power supply should then stop.
If so, the fault is on the secondary side of the circuit.

Final Touches
When everything is OK, it's advisable to clean the PCB to
remove residual flux. Finish off with a lacquer. This is not
essential, but can give a more professional appearance.
The more care you take, the greater the likelihood of
success first time.

Miscellaneous Power Supply Faults
The optocoupler is the main suspect for random failure of
T7625. D6653 can shut down the power supply if leaky.
T7652 and R3668 can deteriorate, leading to excessive
height and, width or the power supply being shut down
apart from a ticking noise: check C2630 as well. C2630
can also be responsible for a display with corrugated
verticals.

Other Circuits
The rest of the set is conventional. It uses a U743 tuner
followed by a TDA8341 IF chip. For tuning drift check
the ZTK33B 33V regulator D6770. After the video
emitter-follower T7881 there's a nice, simple colour
decoder circuit based on the good old TDA3561A chip.
This drives three single-transistor RGB output stages.
Loss of one colour can be caused by leakage in the
BAS32. diodes D6406 (red), D6416 (blue) or D6426
(green). Leakage in C2359 (0.1µF) is a possible cause of
loss of colour. C2560 (33nF) in the beam limiter circuit
can cause problems. If it's leaky there will be limited
contrast; if it's open-circuit there will be a blank raster.
The sound department consists of a TDA8191 chip,
which is basically an intercarrier sound demodulator and
power output amplifier in one chip. The 20V supply to
pin 18 of this chip comes via two series-connected
BAS32 diodes D6272 and D6278. These can go opencircuit, sometimes intermittently, to cause loss of sound.
Sets with the teletext option have the relevant chips
mounted on the main board instead of a separate panel.
There are only four chips. Problems here are very rare.
The 5V supply in this area is derived from an 8.3V supply
that's generated in the line output stage. The reservoir

capacitor is C2843 (220µF) If there's no teletext with F7
displayed, check this capacitor which can dry up.
The sync and the field and line generator stages are
incorporated in a TDA2579 chip, IC7470. If there's no
line timebase operation the chip's start-up supply (at pin
16) could be missing: In this event check D6455
(BZX55/F5V6) and T7455 (BC858).
The line driver and output stages are conventional. So is
the simple two-transistor EW diode modulator drive
circuit. The field output stage uses two BD939F
transistors, with a Wickman fuse for protection. If you
find the fuse open-circuit, check the transistors and R3501
(39052) which could be open-circuit. R3508 (24k0) can
go high in value, the result being reduced height with top
foldover.
The microcontroller chip IC7720 is type
TMP47C434N-3555. It occasionally causes problems, e.g.
a blank raster with no sound and no on-screen display, or
the picture darkening with no remote control operation. A
separate EEPROM chip, IC7770 (X2402), is used to store
programmes and personal preference information. If
channels cannot be stored, replace this chip. The snag in
this area is the old one of static interference. Later sets
have a metal shield fitted over IC7720. This chip can
display simple fault codes, a table being provided at the
back of the manual.

In Conclusion
A different line output transformer is used in sets with a
serial number that starts PM01 or higher. The part number
of the new transformer is 4822 140 10367.
Take care when refitting the back cover. I normally lay
the set face down when doing this, so that the PCB locates
correctly on the supports in the rear cover. In the early
days of these sets the cause of a cracked PCB was in
some cases found to be the fact that it didn't rest on the
supports. This tends to bend the PCB down. The result is
a cracked PCB and a written-off set.
Mention has been made of the G90B chassis. This is a
Nicam set with a higher specification than the G90AE. A
TDA8153 chip (IC7380) on the tube's base panel
provides the RGB outputs. The power supply is almost
identical to that in the G90AE. There may be a future
article in this.
■
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Fault Finding
Reports from
Philip Blundell, AMIEEIE
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Chris Watton
Blair McEwan
Ed Rowland
Terry Lamoon
Chris Avis
Mike Orr and
Graham Richards

Sharp DV5105
This set was dead: the mains fuse
had blown, and the chopper
transistor Q702 was short-circuit.
DC checks in the power supply
showed that R705, which is a 3.3k0
safety resistor (part no. RRXZ0242BMZZ) in the start-up
system, was open-circuit while
R711 (10051), which is across the
base-emitter junction of Q702, had
gone high in value. After replacing
these items and the TDA1039
chopper control chip IC700 the set
worked normally. P.B.
Mitsubishi Euro 12 Chassis
This set would sometimes revert to
standby instead of coming on. A
check at test point 91 showed why:
the 148V HT supply was high at
180V. The rather complicated
chopper circuit uses two chips, a
master regulator on the isolated side
of the circuit and a slave regulator
(chopper drive) chip on the live side.
It seemed logical to check R961,
R972 and R960, which form an HT
sensing network, but they were all
OK. Time for a phone call to the
nice man at Mitsubishi Technical.
The items he suggested I check or
replace were C906 and D907 in the
chopper transistor's base circuit,
R922 in the slow-start circuit and
R909 in the feedback to the slave
regulator chip. In view of previous
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experience with chopper power
supplies I decided to start with
C906 (47µF, 50V), which couples
the drive to the base of the chopper
transistor Q901. A replacement
cleared the fault. P.B.
Samsung C16229T (P72
Chassis)
The complaint was no picture.
When the tube's first anode control
was advanced a picture that was
reminiscent of a failing monochrome tube appeared, i.e. silvery
whites and poor HF response. After
removing the back cover I found
that C416 (2.2µF, 250V) had dried
up, a replacement restoring a
normal picture. This electrolytic
decouples the HT feed to the line
output stage. A.T.
Sanyo CBP5156
There was no on-screen channel
display, a volume bar that disappeared half way across the
screen, and no blue in the teletext
display. The cause of these
symptoms was dry-joints around the
SAA5246 text processor chip,
circuit reference IC001. A.T.
Hitachi C2114R
At switch on the raster would turn
bright green with flyback lines,
eventually becoming so bright that
the set shut down. Tapping around
the tube base area seemed to make
the fault come and go, so all likely
looking dry-joints in this area were
resoldered. Unfortunately the set
was back inside a week, with the
same fault. The cause was an
intermittent short-circuit within the
tube. About two weeks later another
of these sets appeared with similar
symptoms — this time the blue gun
was affected. A.T.
Soundwave/Beon 2001
The cause of field collapse was
simply that the two 0.3352 safety

resistors R314/R316 in the supply
to the field output stage were opencircuit. A.T.
Sanyo CBP2580 (EB1-25
Chassis)
This set would shut down intermittently: the period during which it
kept going became progressively
shorter as the set warmed up. After
resoldering a number of likely
looking dry-joints and checking
around in the power supply, all to no
avail, I found that the set could be
made to run indefinitely by entering
the service mode (menu on the set's
control panel, followed by menu on
the remote control handset) and
stopping the IM BUS RUN. This
indicated that the cause of the fault
was somewhere on the IM bus.
Replacing the NVM3060 EEPROM
on the digi board cured the fault.
A.T.
Ferguson 51P7 (TX98
Chassis)
After about two hours the power
supply would hiccup: when the set
came on again it was on a different
channel. In fact it always came back
on channel 1, the customer using
only channel 3. She said that it
always went off in the middle of her
favourite programme and came
back in the middle of her most
hated one! We became overnight
hero after curing the fault by
replacing the TBA8138 multivoltage regulator chip IC11. C.W.
Salora M Chassis
The set was brought to us because it
was 'dead'. In this event the thing
to do is to switch on, remove the
mains power, then plug back in to
see if the set is in standby. If it is,
you can be fairly sure that the
power supply is OK. A short-circuit
line output transistor was the cause
of the trouble with this set.
No dry-joints, which are often the
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cause of this failure, could be
found. But experience has taught us
that the line output transistor
seldom fails without cause. We
found that C527 (8.2nF) was low in
value, reading about 1nF when
checked with our tester. Replacing
the transistor and capacitor restored
reliable working. C.W.
Samsung C13312Z (P58SC
Chassis)
If you get one of these sets with
either the 3.15A mains fuse or the
5.652, 7.5W surge limiter resistor
R601 open-circuit, but with no
obvious short-circuits, check C816
(2.2nF, 2kV) which may be dead
short or leaky. This capacitor is
connected in parallel with the
chopper transistor: you will often
see a line around its case. It's so
annoying to blow another surge
limiter resistor, especially when it's
your last one! C.W.
Ferguson TX10 Chassis
These old stagers have certainly
performed well. With a good tube
they still hold their end up. This one
had a very loud hum on the sound
and two large hum bars on the
screen. The voltages on the
secondary side of the power supply
were all within tolerance, but when
looked at with a scope huge ripple
could be seen. The mains bridge
rectifier's reservoir capacitor C708
(220pf) was all but open-circuit —
in fact there was only about 225V
across it. There was a very good
picture once this item had been
replaced. C.W.
Ferguson ICC8 Chassis
This set was dead, though the red
LED was alight. The set attempted
to start up, but immediately went to
standby. The cause of the trouble
was loading on the line output
transformer. We found that the
focus pin at the base connector on
the CRT panel was corroded — it
had turned green inside. As the set
lives in very damp conditions we
checked inside the focus/A1 control
and found signs of arcing there.
Replacing these two items cured the
fault, but the set will probably be
back — the customer doesn't believe
that his house is damp! C.W.
Beko 12220NX
The status information appeared on
the screen at random intervals. It
appeared more frequently as the set
warmed up. Eventually it was
present almost all the time. There
was an accompanying slight click
from the speakers. The cause of the
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fault was on the audio panel, where
the 17.47MHz crystal Q2 was
drifting when warm. C.W.
Hitachi CPT2178 (G6P
Chassis)
There was a dark picture with flaring
reds. When the contrast control was
turned up the tube gave the
impression that it was sick. But a
check with our B & K tester showed
that the emission was good.
Apart from the low first anode
voltage everything on the CRT base
panel seemed to be OK. As little
other than the line output transformer is involved in producing the
first anode voltage a replacement
was tried. This made no difference.
Maybe something on the CRT base
panel was causing the trouble? We
removed the Al spark gap and
replaced the capacitor, but the results
were the same. So what could be
holding the first anode voltage
down? It could be only the PCB
itself. We used a scribing tool to
score around the printed land. After
that we had the correct first anode
voltage and a bright picture. C.W.
Beon CTV1412R
The problem was no tuning. There
should be about 2-6V at the base of
Q8 but this voltage was missing.
We found that R010 (4701Q) was
open-circuit. B.McE.
Finlux 5000 Series
If the BUZ91 chopper transistor
Tul keeps failing after about fiveten minutes, check the BYV36C
diode Du7 in the snubber network.
The fault occurs when this diode is
leaky. B.McE.
Sanyo CBP3012
The HT voltage was low and there
was no regulation. We found that
the 2SC536 voltage error sensing
transistor Q553 was leaky. B.McE.
Nikkai TLG1409
Field collapse was the complaint
with this set. We found that the 1052
safety resistor R306 was open-circuit
for no apparent reason. B.McE.
Finlux 5000 Series
If one of these sets is dead you may
find that the BUZ91 chopper
transistor Tul is short-circuit and
that both fuses, a 1.6A Wickman
fuse on the main board and a 2.5A
fuse on the front panel, have blown.
Before replacing these items check
whether rectifier diode Dul
(BY500), which produces the 70V
HT supply, is short-circuit. Also
check the voltages at pins 2 and 3 of

ICu2 (TDA4605) with Tul out of
circuit. There should be 1.2-2.5V at
pin 2. If the reading is OV, replace
Ru24 and Ru26 (both 150LQ).
There should be 1.8V at pin 3. If the
reading is high, replace Ru22 and
Ru23 (both 374kS2). B.McE.
Hitachi CPT2658
The display on this set's screen
consisted of a couple of dozen
squiggly lines. There was an
accompanying smell of burning.
Our first conclusion was that the
scan coils had failed, which can
happen with this model. The culprit
turned out to be C507 however. It
had gone short-circuit. E.R.
Matsui 1480B
The complaint with this portable
was that it would lose line and field
sync. This might occur at switch on
or when the set had been running
for some time. Flexing the text
panel made the fault come and go.
The cause of the trouble turned out
to be a dry-joint at the negative lead
of the electrolytic capacitor C940
(1µF). Resoldering this capacitor
cleared the fault. E.R.
Osaki P142
Line collapse was the fault with this
set. It was fairly easy to sort out: the
print around one of the legs of L407
had developed a hairline crack. E.R.
Network NWC141OR
The customer's complaint was that
this set had suddenly lost its picture
and begun to smoke. A look at the
main PCB showed that R338 (1M)
was in a sorry state — it was burnt
black. This wasn't the main trouble
however: the line output
transformer had developed shorted
turns. Replacing these two items
restored the picture — with no
smoke. E.R.
Hitachi CPT2598
No picture was the complaint with
this large set. On closer investigation we found that there was
field collapse. A couple of quick
checks soon revealed that the
supply to the field output chip was
missing because R715 was opencircuit. Replacing this item restored
the picture. T.L.
Toshiba 2112DB
This Nicam set arrived on my bench
with a blank screen. I soon
discovered that there was no onscreen display and no remote
control action. According to that
wonderful Toshiba help manual, the
thing to do in this event is to check
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the 5V supply to the text panel. If
it's missing, replace the 5.6V zener
diode DF80. The advice was spot
on. Thanks Toshiba. T.L.
Matsui 1436XA
No colour was the complaint with
this set. The colour began to appear
after about an hour however.
Grabbing a tin of freezer and
applying it to the chroma circuitry I
found that C3I8 (2.2µF, 50V) was
very heat sensitive. A replacement
restored full colour. T.L.
Mitsubishi CT14MS1BM
Intermittent field jitter was the
complaint with this set. Sure
enough after a few minutes the
display did flicker. Careful tapping
soon revealed a perfect dry-joint at
R461. Cleaning the connection and
resoldering cured the problem. T.L.
Sony KVM1400
There was no power. The red
standby light was on however — it
flashed twice. A quick check in the
line output stage showed that there
was no HT supply. This was simply
because the N15 ICP fuse PS801
was open-circuit. Popping in a new
one brought the set back to life. T.L.
Matsui 1403
This portable was lifeless. A quick
check showed that R651 in the
power supply was open-circuit. I
replaced it and fitted a new
STK7348 power chip. When you
get this problem it's worth checking
C655 (0.47µF, 50V) which is
usually short-circuit. It will save
blowing the IC again. T.L.
Goodmans 2043T
(GoldStar PC04A Chassis)
The picture was dark, with high and
uncontrollable colour saturation.
When a channel was selected it
would appear and then almost
immediately drift off tune. A check
on the 12V supply, at C429,
produced a reading of only 8V. The
two series-connected smoothing
resistors R437 and R427 had risen
in value. Our circuit diagram gave
the values as 3.30, 1W (safety
type), but those in the set were
marked 1.50. So we fitted
replacements of this value, clearing
all the symptoms. C.A.
B & 0 3119
This set was dead, with safety
resistor RP14 open-circuit and the
BU508A line output transistor
short-circuit. Although there were
no obvious excess loads or shorts
anywhere, replacements quickly
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joined their predecessors in the bin.
So we replaced the line output
transformer. This restored the
picture, but with severe field cramp,
EW distortion and RL52 in the U2A
and U3 supply lines open-circuit.
Time for a phone call to the everhelpful B & 0 technical department.
We were advised to replace the
TDA4950 EW correction chip IG01
and coil LG02, which had probably
damaged it. This advice turned out
to be spot on. An expensive
collection of components and also
time — but fortunately most owners
of B & 0 sets are wealthy! C.A.
Nikkai Baby 10
The on-screen display and the
sound were OK, but there was no
picture. A long search finally
brought us to R425 (270k0), which
provides biasing in the beam limiter
network. It was open-circuit. C.A.
Mitsubishi Euro 4Z
Chassis
The picture produced by this set
was almost obliterated by a curtain
of severe horizontal lines and
streaks. Force of habit took us to the
IF module to look for dry-joints, but
we had no luck here. The cause of
the symptoms was subsequently
discovered to be in the power
supply, where the 470µF reservoir
capacitor (C920) in the 15V supply
had fallen to a very low value. As it
lives close to a large heatsink we
used a 105° replacement. C.A.
Ferguson TX10 Chassis
(1550/1551 Series)
To start with we had tripping and a
low, growly hum from the speaker.
Checks in the chopper power supply
showed that the BYW95C efficiency diode D702 was short-circuit.
A replacement got rid of the growl,
but the set was still dead. Resoldering a dry-joint at mains input pin
12/2 brought it back to life, but with
a very bright picture. The cause of
this final fault turned out to be R834
(1.8MS2), which is in series with the
tube's first anode supply preset
RV831, on the earthy side. It was
open-circuit. C.A.
Panasonic Alpha 3
Chassis
One of these sets had a very
intermittent colour fault. When the
symptoms were present they lasted
for only a short period and were
quite difficult to see. We eventually
found that it was easier to try to
establish the fault area by soak
testing the set in the teletext mode.
In this mode you could see a very

slight variation in the blue level.
With a scope connected to the
collector of the blue output
transistor Q352 we found that the
DC voltage was varying by a volt or
so. The culprit turned out to be a
330pF ceramic capacitor, C352. It
provides frequency-selective
decoupling at the emitter of Q366
(Q352 and Q366 are connected in
series). M.O.
Goodmans 2175R
The problem with this set was top
foldover — about two inches. It took
us some time to discover that C333
(4.7µF, 160V), which decouples the
vertical centring supply, was opencircuit. M.O.
Mitsubishi CT2965STX
The customer said that it was a
faulty on/off switch, but it wasn't!
The standby light was on and
flickering, but apart from that the
set was dead. Tests showed that
there was HT — some 134V — but
the voltage at D952, which feeds
the 12V regulator, was only 8.5V
and pulsing. Checks in this area
failed to reveal anything amiss
however. I then connected a lamp to
the HT rail and found that it didn't
light up. So the cause of the fault
was on the primary side of the
power supply. The culprit turned
out to be C905 (220µF, 25V). M.O.
Toshiba 140E4B
One of these sets displayed a
symptom that's rare these days, no
line sync. A quick check showed
that there was no feedback
waveform from the line output
transformer at pin 35 of IC501.
Resistor R402 (27k0), which is
connected to pin 10 of the
transformer, was open-circuit. M.O.
Hitachi C14-P218F
This set was dead, with the power
supply doing nothing because R902
(8210 was open-circuit. We
replaced R903 (also 821() as well.
But there was now no sound, with
the sound output chip acting as a
frying pan! A replacement
TBA820M chip (IC401) cleared
this last fault. G.R.
Toshiba 175T9B
The customer complained that
remote control didn't work. We
found that the set was also stuck on
channel 2, and that none of the front
controls worked. Operation via the
remote control unit was established
by desoldering the front control keys
(SA01). Before checking on the
price of a control key assembly I
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aimmimmum
melted the plastic rivets open to gain
access to the thick-film assembly.
There were clear signs of liquid
contamination here. I removed the
assembly, cleaned off the
contamination and reassembled it.
The results were perfect. I've done
several of these repairs since. G.R.

Ferguson IKC2 Chassis
One of these sets would
occasionally trip off, just for a
second or so. This sometimes
occurred with a channel change, or
with a rapid scene or brightness
level change. There's a modification to deal with this: change the
value of RP26 from 2.2k12 to
1.5k0. It works! G.R.

ITT CVC1120 Chassis
When this set was switched on the
EHT arced from the line output
transformer to C506, which is in the
HT supply to the RGB output
stages. After replacing C506 and
the transformer there was good
sound but only a blank raster. As
nothing seemed to be amiss in the
RGB output stages we disconnected
the beam limiter by lifting one end
of R901. The video then

reappeared. We soon traced the
cause of this fault to C542 (33nF,
100V) which was open-circuit. It
had obviously been damaged by the
EHT leak. G.R.

Tatung 165/166 Chassis
This set was dead though the
standby light was on. It had been
knocked over, and a crack on the
tube's base panel needed repair.
After doing this I got the meter out
and soon discovered that the
temporary contacts on the mains
switch had no more than 0.5V on
one of the pins. There should have
been —15V here. The supply comes
via two 821S2 resistors, R803 and
R809, with a 15V zener diode
(DR06) for stabilisation. R803
measured 97k0 while R809 was
open-circuit. When these two
0.25W resistors had been replaced
the —15V supply was restored and
the set worked correctly. G.R.

Grundig CUC720 Chassis
(Stereo)
At switch on the sound appeared for
a second then disappeared — the
picture was perfect. Operating the
front hi-fi switch would also

produce sound for a second. The
cause of the trouble was the standby
relay in the power supply. It has
several internal make-and-break
contacts that are prone to failure,
usually producing the dead set
symptom. G.R.

Loewe-Opta Classic M124
(C8500 Chassis)
For picture jitter and/or hum on the
picture, the channel digit display
flickering, the sound going low and
the remote control and user buttons
intermittently not working, check
for dry-joints in the power supply
and check the print and soldered
joints around the infra-red receiver,
also the soldered joints on the front
PCB. G.R.

Philips 2A Chassis
For field cramp at the bottom of the
raster, replace C2575 (4.7µF, 25V).
It usually goes open-circuit. G.R.

Hitachi NP83CQ Chassis
For a blank white raster with
flyback lines, check whether the 5V
supply is missing at zener diode
ZD802. If so the chances are that
ZD802 (4.7V) is short-circuit. G.R.
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Ferguson 59P7A (ICC5
Chassis)
This set was dead. Another shortcircuit S2000 line output transistor
(TL31)? Sure enough a reading of
4051 was obtained between its
collector and emitter, but when it
was removed it was found to be
OK. The reading was caused by a
faulty EW coil, LG11, which was
short-circuit between its primary
and secondary windings. Resistor
RL44, which consists of 5652 and
120Q in series, was open-circuit,
and with the TDA4950 EW drive
chip IG01 short-circuit from pin 5
to chassis this completed the path
across TL31. With a new LG11,
TDA4950 and RL44, also CL48
(10.5nF) and CL44 (300nF) for
good measure, we tried the set. No
other damage had been done. P.B.

Philips CTX-E Chassis
This set had been arcing from its
first anode connector and was now
dead. A check on the 125V HT
supply showed that it was low at
70V. The voltage at the collector of
transistor T7330 in the trip circuit
was correct at 6.8V, so this
eliminated possible problems in the
excess current protection system.
We removed for testing transistors
T7322 and T7323 in the chopper
pre-driver circuit. T7322 (BC548)
was open-circuit. A new EHT lead
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and cap were required of course.
P.B.

Grundig P37-2226
(CUC2201 Chassis)
This set was tripping. The front
display was off, and there was no
sound or vision — just a thumping
noise from the speaker. The tripping
noise stopped when the tripler's
input lead was disconnected from
the combi transformer, but the
tripler was OK. Resistance checks
showed that the transformer was
open-circuit between secondary
windings N and L. A new
transformer restored normal
operation. P.B.

Fidelity AVS1600
There was no sound and the set was
stuck on ch. 8. Sound was restored
by replacing a faulty TDA1908A
chip and fuse. But the set was still
stuck on ch. 8 with the balance
control and remote control unit
having no effect. Checks around the
Ml 04B1 chip IC1 showed that its
5V supply at pin 14 was missing.
The cause was the 5.1V zener diode
5D1 which was short-circuit. Then
we just had to reassemble it all! G.R.

Sanyo CBP2145 (E2
Chassis)
The two faults mentioned on the
report card, patterning and lack of
height, showed up only after about
an hour. When freezer was sprayed
near the 12V and 5V regulators
1C361 and IC365 the faults cleared.
Both regulators have 100pF, 25V
decoupling electrolytics — C364 and
C398. Replacing them cleared the
two faults. G.R.

Salora L Chassis
This set was actually a Tashiko
Model 51E941. The fault was no
sound. We soon discovered that
there was no audio output from the
TDA4505 chip, where voltage
checks showed that pin 14 was at

0.2V instead of 1.5V. The 22nF
decoupling capacitor CB119 was
faulty, a replacement restoring
perfect sound. G.R.

Cascade 'TV510
If one of these sets destroys either
the line output transistor or the field
output chip intermittently,
disconnect the HT supply to the line
output stage and connect a 60W
bulb as a dummy load. The HT
should read 112V. If it's high or
goes high when the power supply
warms up, replace the 47pF, 63V
electrolytic C909.
Note that small variations in the
HT voltage may cause volume
variations or tuning drift. Again
C909 is probably the cause. G.R.

Tatung 190/195 Chassis
This set was actually a Matsui
1424. Its line frequency was wrong,
and adjustment of the control would
produce only a very unstable lock.
The cause of the trouble was R109
(30k52) in the line oscillator circuit.
It had increased in value to about
31k52. G.P.

Sanyo CBP2180
This set couldn't be tuned because
its tuning voltage was missing.
R714 (10kQ) on the front control
PCB had gone open-circuit. G.P.

GoldStar CIT2175
(PC07X2 Chassis)
It would take several minutes for
this set to come on from cold. We
found that C811 (47pF, 25V) in the
power supply had dried up. It's the
reservoir capacitor for the supply to
pin 9 of the TDA4601 chopper
control chip IC801. As a precaution
we also replaced C812 (100pF,
16V), C808 (lpF, 50V) and C813
(100pF, 16V). G.P.

Toshiba 145R7BZ
This set wouldn't go into the
standby mode. Checks in the on/off
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control section of the power supply
brought us to R833 (1201(Q) which
had gone open-circuit. G.P.

Matsui 6091
The field hold would lock at only
one end of the control's range and
would be lost completely once the
set had warmed up. R412 (2201a
had increased in value. G.P.

Sony AE2 Chassis
On very intermittent occasions this
set would cut out and go to standby.
The cause was rather roundabout.
There was a dry-joint at R854,
depriving the field chip of its supply
from time to time. As a result, the
protection circuit would come into
operation. G.P.

Matsui 14R1 (Grundig
G1000 Chassis)
There was no sound output from
one of these receivers. On
investigation we found that the
4.70 safety resistor R550 had gone
open-circuit. G.P.

Mitsubishi Euro 4 Chassis
One of these sets had no tuning
memory. The tuning memory chip
IC702 requires a —30V supply,
which was missing, at pin 2. This
supply is derived from the standby
transformer T951, one of whose
secondary windings was opencircuit. When we removed T951 we
found that some of the pins were
covered with a hardened brown
glue. This had corroded the fine
secondary-winding leadout wires.
G.P.

a few seconds then a purring noise
came from the power supply. The
cause of the trouble this time was
the line output transformer, a
replacement restoring normal
operation. M.M.

Hitachi C2574TN
The owner had been told by the
shop at which he had bought this set
that he could connect the external
speakers to it and to the external
amplifier at the same time. But
when a loud piece of music came on
the set tripped out and went dead.
We soon found that the main audio
output chip IC4451 (type
TDA7263M) was short-circuit, so a
replacement was fitted. The set then
started but couldn't be tuned in.
Checks showed that the correct
voltages were reaching the tuner
and the IF strip, but there was still
only noise. I then checked the
supply to IC4451 and found that it
was missing. It comes via Q956,
which is used for on/off switching
and was open-circuit. A new
BD438 restored the supply and
brought the set into full operation.
A look at the circuit diagram
showed that the switched 25V
supply also feeds a voltage
regulator. M.M.

Texet CTV10
I'd never come across one of these
budget 10in. portables before. The
problem was that it wouldn't come
out of standby. Power switching is
controlled by a 2SA1012 transistor,
which was open-circuit. A
replacement cured the fault. M.M.

Ferguson TX86 Chassis

Philips K30 Chassis

The cause of failure of the power
supply to start up was traced to the
TEA2018A chopper control chip
IC4, which was faulty. It's always
worth checking the soldering of
R61 in the power supply in these
sets, as a dry-joint here can destroy
the line output transistor. G.P.

Philips G110 Chassis

A common problem with these sets
is intermittent tripping because the
little bush at the end of the EHT
cable is dry-jointed. As a result,
when you remove the cable the
bush stays in the transformer. The
way I deal with this problem is first
to ensure that the EHT is fully
discharged, then put a long
screwdriver with a little bit of
Araldite at its end down into the
LOPT. Allow the Araldite to set
then, when you remove the
screwdriver, the bush will come
with it. You can separate the bush
from the screwdriver, remove the
adhesive (by heating) and resolder it
to the EHT lead. This is far cheaper
than fitting a new transformer and
EHT cable. M.M.

Two weeks after rebuilding the
power supply in one of these sets
we were called back because the set
had again gone dead. When we
switched it on there was silence for

There were two faults with this set.
First, it went into standby after a
few minutes. This was cured by

Panasonic Alpha 3
Chassis
One of these sets had no tuning
memory because the chip select
signal to the memory chip from pin
53 of the microcontroller chip was
missing. We found that L1209 had
gone open-circuit. Its part no. is
ELEXT100KA. G.P.
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Texet CT141

replacing the capacitor in the
chopper transistor's base circuit and
resoldering the dry-joints in the
power supply. The second fault was
field bounce or, to be more precise,
the field scan was trying to collapse.
Scope checks were inconclusive
and, after replacing several components in the field output stage, we
eventually replaced the height
control. This cured the problem.
M.M.

Grundig CUC2800 Chassis
The usual cause of no sound with
these sets is failure of the TDA6200
sound processing chip. On this
occasion however the U2829B
sound demodulator chip was
responsible.
The construction of this chassis
does not make servicing easy. There
is some access to the print side of
the IF board however. A scope
check in the coupling circuit
between the two chips will show
which one is the culprit. M.M.

Matsui 1480A
This set displayed a dark picture. If
the first anode preset was turned up
there was a good bright picture, but
the brightness control didn't work.
As we didn't have the right manual
we wasted a lot of time before we
discovered that C483 (4.7-0, 50V)
in the beam limiter circuit was the
cause of the trouble. It had dried up,
which is not surprising as it is
mounted right next to the field
output chip's heatsink.
In the model whose manual we
were using the beam limiter acts on
the contrast. In this model it acts on
the brightness. M.Dr.

Philips GR1-AX Chassis
If the set won't stop searching even
when a good strong signal is found,
replace C2031 (22nF) even if it
reads OK when checked. M.Dr.

Matsui 1482
If the set is dead with the standby
light on, check R605 (680W) in the
power supply. You will usually find
that it's open-circuit. M.Dr.

Bush 2059NTX
Reduced, fluctuating height, with
the Nicam sound dropping in and
out, led us to carry out voltage
checks in the power supply. We
found that the 18V supply was low
at only 11V. R919 (10) had risen in
value to 130. M.Dr.

Nokia 6365
The sound was OK but the picture
took up to twenty minutes to appear.
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Timebase and EHT operation were
normal. I initially suspected that
something was amiss in the tube's
heater supply, but it was OK. The
first anode (G2) control had no
effect however. The tube's first
anode and focus supplies come from
a module which is mounted on the
chassis, near the line output transformer. I connected a scope, set to
DC, to the module's first anode
supply output and found that the
display varied erratically and wildly
between 100V and 250V. With time
it gradually settled down and a
picture appeared. A replacement
module restored normal operation.
It's quite cheap, and can be obtained
from Willow Vale — the part no. is
57109W). J.E.

GEC C1402
There was HT at the collector of the
line output transistor, but the line
output stage was dead. When the
dry-joint at the transistor's emitter
had been resoldered the set came to
life. J.E.

Nikkai NT1416
The only sign of life was a loud
whine from the power supply. We
found that C444 (370pF, 2kV) in
the line output stage was shortcircuit. When this capacitor was
removed a split could be seen
around its outer edge. J.E.

Goodmans 5150RC
According to the job card this set
was dead. A faint whine could be
heard from the power supply
however, while a regular 'ticking'
noise at about one second intervals
came from the line output
transformer area. With the bench
lamp switched off, a blue spark
could be seen jumping the short
distance between the transformer's
base and one leg of the 33pH coil
L652 in the HT feed. A closer look
showed that the coil's legs were
both dry-jointed. After a quick
solder up the set worked normally.
J.E.

ITT CVC801 Chassis
The owner of this ageing portable
complained that it took over thirty
seconds to come to life when
switched on. It had obviously been
well cared for, being in immaculate
condition both inside and out. I
didn't have the circuit to hand, but
my attention was drawn to a sad
looking electrolytic capacitor,
C757, whose sleeving had shrunk
untidily around its body and was
discoloured. With the aid of a
magnifying glass I found that its
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value should have been 10pF
(350V). The capacitance meter
produced a reading of only 0.5pF
however. When a replacement had
been fitted the set started up
normally every time. J.E.

Lloytron T142C
This portable suffered from
intermittent line hold drift. Slight
movement of the cabinet would
result in line collapse. We found
that the pins of the line driver
transformer T201 were dry-jointed.
Resoldering them cured the
problem. J.E.

Sony KVX2532
No sound from one of this set's
speakers was the result of dry-joints
at all five pins of the TDA2050
audio output chip IC261. J.E.

Hitachi CPT1474
(NP84CO4 Chassis)
The cause of vertical rolling was
traced to C906 (0.2pF) in the field
oscillator circuit. It measured OK
when checked with a capacitance
meter, but a replacement cured the
fault. J.E.

Sony KVE2532
This rather bulky Nicam set came
to me with a well over-modulated
picture and field cramp. I was
scratching my head over what
could be the cause when the
customer mentioned that the set
"went funny during a thunder
storm". This could have been a real
nasty, or maybe an 'electronic
screwdriver' reset was all that was
required. When the test mode was
entered all the settings were seen to
be at their extremes. Resetting them
produced a lovely square picture
and a sigh of relief. T.L.

Ferguson TX80 Chassis
This set was stuck in standby. In the
on condition the voltage at the
junction of RP37 and DP45 should
be 3V. It was very low. Cold checks
revealed that RP36 (75k52, 2W) was
open-circuit. T.L.

Hitachi CPT2598 (G80
Chassis)
The customer said that there was no
picture, but on investigation we
found that field collapse was the
cause of the problem. A check at
the field output chip IC601 showed
that its LT supply was missing.
Further checks showed that R715
(112 fusible) had gone open-circuit.
Its replacement burnt out
immediately however. You'd
expect to have found a short-circuit

here, but there wasn't one. Nevertheless a new IC601 and R715
restored normal operation. T.L.

Matsui 1436XA
This portable had no picture. The
line output stage was getting its HT
supply, but the line driver stage
wasn't. The line driver transformer
T751 was open-circuit. T.L.

Grundig GT2003
This set had a bright raster with
flyback lines. A quick check at the
CRT base panel showed that the HT
supply to the RGB output stages
was missing. R918 (1052 safety
type) was open-circuit. T.L.

Matsui 2180TT
Field jitter was the problem with
this set. We found that there was a
dry-joint at the scan plug P570.
Resoldering its connections cleared
the fault. T.L.

Hitachi CPT2250
This set is fitted with the Salora J
chassis. Its picture would gradually
brighten, until there was a very
bright raster with no picture
content. The sound was not
affected. The tube's cathode and
first anode voltages remained
stable, but the voltage at its control
grid drifted upwards. This was
caused by dry-joints at the metal
screening shield on the PCB,
directly above the tube's neck — it's
used as an earth return. E.T.

Ferguson ICC9 Chassis
This set would come on for a
second, with the rustle of EHT, then
die. Time for psychic fault finding!
There were no shorts, so I decided
to disconnect the TDA8172 field
output chip IF01. The result was
field collapse with no tripping. A
replacement TDA8172 chip
restored the picture. G.D.

Orion 14ARX
These sets, which use a simple
resistive dropper to power the
standby circuit, tend to come to us
stuck in the standby mode. To prove
where the fault lies, disconnect
Q117. If the set doesn't come on,
the cause is probably the STR50103
chip or the series-connected 3301d2
resistors. If the set now works —
except for standby — the cause of
the fault is usually in the standby
5V feed. If this falls below 4V, the
LED still lights but the set doesn't
respond. C530 (3.3pF, 250V) is the
usual cause of this problem. It's
mounted by the mains switch, in a
hot corner. A high-temperature
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component is a good idea here.
This chassis is used in Matsui,
Bush etc. sets. G.D.

Philips GR1-AX Chassis
This set, with remote control, was
dead with very low outputs from the
power supply. It was stuck in standby, though the microcontroller chip
sent the on/off signal to transistor
T7631. Replacing R3610 and R3613
restored the set to life, but the fault
recurred. The cause of the trouble
was eventually traced to the 10V
zener diode D6610. It's in the
chopper FET's gate circuit. G.D.

Matsui 2092
After fitting a new degaussing
thermistor and fuse we were greated
with — nothing! Although the power
supply was working, there was no
line drive. D411, a 9.1V zener diode
in the start-up supply, had gone
short-circuit. G.D.

Ferguson TX85 Chassis
Sets fitted with this chassis have a
habit of going bang. Replacing the
obviously damaged components
will often get the set going again,
but with an unhappy power supply

that goes bang soon after.
For a reliable repair, replace TR6
(TIPL791A), IC4 (TEA2018A),
R102 (1.2Q, 3W) and FS1. This
fuse must be a 1.25A anti-surge, not
a slow-blow, type — you may find
that an 800mA fuse is fitted. Solder
the chopper transformer and mains
switch tags — replace the latter if in
doubt. Then check the following :
R101 (1.21a 5W) — this is vital!;
D8, D10 and D23 (all type
1N4002); D3-6 (all type BY133);
R95 (10052) and R97 (1052). Power
the set via a variac, with the
degaussing coils disconnected. It
should now work. If the picture is
blotchy, replace the degaussing
thermistor. G.D.

Matsui 209T
All sorts of odd intermittent faults
can be caused by R630 which,
despite its designation, is in fact a
1.25A fuse. The holder is usually to
blame. I find it best to replace both
the fuse and its holder. G.D.

Amstrad CTV1410
These sets have proved to be quite
reliable. This one had very
intermittent field collapse,

especially when cold. Out with the
polar bear! Replacing IC402 didn't
help, but freezing C404 (0.024F)
produced the fault symptom and a
replacement cured it.
Another of these sets produced a
picture that had all the hallmarks of
a low-emission tube. In fact R650
and 8651 (both 4.7kQ) in the onscreen display circuit had gone high
in value. G.D.

NordMende F10 Chassis
The set that came in, with the
complaint of poor field centring,
was a 14in. Model T3434. It has a
10-pin diode-split line output
transformer. The thing to check is
the 21V supply, at CL28. Even if
the supply is only marginally low,
CL28 (1,0001.1F) and RL52 (1552)
should be tested. Either can cause
very strange effects on the field
scanning. B.McC.

Hitachi NP84CQ4 Chassis
The problem with this 14in. colour
portable (Model CPT1474) was HT
instability — the voltage was also
low. Replacing C910 and C919
(both 101.1F) cured the trouble.
B.McC.
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ITT Digi 3 110° Chassis
There was no sound or picture, with
the standby light flashing on and
off. Another faulty line output
transformer? Not this time. Our
Konig LOPT tester gave it a green
light. But the set had all the
symptoms of a short-circuit
somewhere in the line output stage.
Tests on the supplies derived from
the LOPT showed that the diodes
were all OK and that there were no
short-circuits to chassis. It was a
different matter when I checked the
resistance across the field output
chip, which was short-circuit.
Beware of chips that operate with
split supplies!
I had a TDA2170 in stock, but
Chas Hyde can supply an alternative. Replace the field flyback boost
capacitor C402 as well. P.B.

Ferguson ICC7 Chassis
This set kept blowing its mains
fuse. Four had blown at about six
monthly intervals. The set was
brought to us to see if we could cure
the problem, as its fuse had blown
again. When we checked the fuse's
end caps, spark erosion could be
seen. The fuse holder wasn't
gripping the fuse tightly. To ensure
a sound repair we fitted a new fuse
holder. P.B.
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Philips K35 Chassis
I've always liked these sets. This
one had a really superb picture
despite being some fourteen years
old. It also had faint flyback lines
that wouldn't go away however. In
addition there seemed to be a
strange shading effect at one side of
the screen. I went straight for the
155V supply reservoir capacitor
C583 (4.7).1F, 250V) which can
cause similar troubles, but not this
time. A lot of time was spent
replacing decoupling capacitors, all
to no avail. Eventually, while
carrying out scope checks in the
line output stage, I found that the
waveform at the anode of D586
(BY406A) was quite low and
crushed. D586 is a clamp diode. It
was leaky, a replacement curing the
fault. R.N.

GoldStar CI20A50
Field collapse was the problem with
this set. Although there were some
dry-joints around the field chip,
resoldering them didn't cure the
fault. The cause turned out to be
FR718 (3.351) which was opencircuit. A replacement restored the
field scan, but the height and
linearity were all wrong. This
wasn't another fault — someone had
had a twiddle. R.N.

Sony KV2000
This old-timer had given sterling
service over the years but was now
driving its owner mad because of a
loud, high-pitched whistle. I noticed
that there was considerable cogging
on the picture, and that the noise
and the cogging both decreased
when the set had been on for about
ten minutes. A squirt of freezer on a
rather sad-looking capacitor (C612)
made the fault appear. A replacement cleared the fault. R.N.

Philips Anubis Chassis
We've had loads of these sets in
with dud line output transformers.

The new type LOPTs are black and
shouldn't cause any more problems.
R.N.

Philips G110 Chassis
Choke L5619 (3.9pH) in this
chassis is now tending to fail, with
the result that the power supply
self-destructs when put into
standby. It's in the BUT18AF
chopper transistor's base drive
circuit. The parallel 100 chip
resistor R3619 is also worth
checking, as it can be damaged. The
coil is not included in the basic
power supply repair kit, though it is
in the extra kit ES7059. As L5619
can also become intermittent, it
makes sense to replace it as part of
a power supply rebuild. R.N.

Sharp C2095
This set's owner complained that he
couldn't tune in the signal from his
VCR. When we tested the set on the
bench we found that the tuning
voltage rose to only 8V, then
dropped to zero and started again.
Fortunately we had the circuit
diagram — there are ten ICs on the
tuning panel. Extensive checks led
us to the TC4081 quad two-input
nand gate chip IC11012, which
controls the on-screen display
tuning bar. The fault cleared when
this was removed, but there was no
on-screen display of course. We
found a replacement on a scrap
panel. When this was fitted the
tuning bar travelled right across the
screen — it had previously moved
only about two inches. This had
been part of the clue. M.Dr.

Ferguson TX90 Chassis
This set was dead though the HT
was OK. The cause of the problem
was no line drive. In this chassis
over-voltage protection is carried
out by a couple of transistors that
short out the line drive. One of
them, TR110, was short-circuit
collector-to-emitter. M.Dr.
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Grundig CUC720 Chassis
Intermittently dead was the
complaint with one of these sets.
We tested it for several days before
the fault showed up. Then, at switch
on, the LED display flashed "88"
briefly. After that it went off and
the set remained dead. On
investigation we found that in the
fault condition the power supply
was running but its outputs were all
very low — the HT was only 75V
instead of 152V.
Replacing several components
seemed to cure the fault, but the set
came bouncing back. Eventually we
found that the culprit was the HT
preset control R647. When we
touched it with a screwdriver the HT
rose to 200V. Its wiper was clearly
making intermittent contact. M.Dr.

remained closed with the voltage
across its coil down to 1V. We
assumed that the relay was
magnetised, as a 24V relay
shouldn't hold its contacts closed
with only 1V across the coil.
The collector of the transistor that
controls the relay switching is also
connected to the sound mute pin of
the AN5265 chip, via a 221d2
resistor (R155). We traced the
source of the 1V to this chip. When
we increased the value of R155 to
471d1 the voltage across the coil fell
to 0.7V and the relay dropped out
when asked.
Another dealer we know has had
this problem. A new relay would
probably cure the fault, but this
simple modification is cheaper.
M.Dr.

OK. As we didn't have a circuit
diagram we carried out cold checks
in the power supply and line output
stages. The silicon all seemed to be
OK, so we made a start on the
resistors in the power supply. R501,
R502 (both 3301d2) and R503
(1%2) were all faulty. Replacing
them restored normal operation.
C.W.

Sony KVM2151U (BE2A
Chassis)

Orion 14ARX

Matsui 2091

This 14in. colour portable was dead
with the standby light on. We didn't
have a manual unfortunately. On
investigation we found that there
wasn't a standby transformer.
Instead, the standby supply is
derived directly from the mains, the
circuit consisting of a half-wave
rectifier, a reservoir capacitor and a
couple of resistors. At the end of the
resistor chain we obtained a reading
of exactly 5V, which we assumed to
be correct. Big mistake!
When we obtained a copy of the
circuit diagram we found that the
standby supply should be 13V. The
3.3pF, 250V reservoir capacitor had
dried up. A replacement restored
the correct voltage and the set came
back to life. M.Dr.

This set would revert to standby
about two seconds after being
switched on. If the on/off switch
was held in, the set would stay on
but with a snowy raster and no onscreen display. The culprit turned
out to be the microcontroller chip's
10MHz crystal. M.Dr.

There was no blue in the display. A
check at the tube's blue cathode
produced a near HT reading, so the
blue gun was cut off. Our next
check was at pin 1 of CNC72, the
blue input to the CRT base panel
from the TDA3505 RGB processor
chip IC302. There was a low
reading here in comparison to the
green input at pin 2. A check at the
chip's blue output pin 10 produced
a reading that was slightly high in
comparison to the other outputs.
The 1000 chip resistor R312,
which is in series with the feed from
10 of IC302, was open-circuit. A
replacement restored the picture's
blue content. C.W.

Bush 4414

Ferguson TX100B

There was no tuning. A check
showed that the voltage at the
tuner's VT pin was 30V and
wouldn't decrease. We found that
R642 (22ki), 1/8W), which is
connected between the
microcontroller chip and the tuning
voltage integrator, was open-circuit.
M.Dr.

When this set was cold there was no
colour. Once it had warmed up
there were only bands of colour. We
found that C48 (0.1pF, 63V), which
is connected to pin 24 of the
TDA3562A colour decoder chip
IC3, was the culprit. C.W.

Akura CX30

There was no vision or sound.
Checks at pins 5 (UHF) and 14
(12V) of plug TZ showed that the
tuner's supplies were OK. A scope
check at pin 24 then produced a
good composite signal display. In
this situation the culprit is usually
the TDA2014 video switch chip
IC3601. This was no exception.
C.W.

Although the EHT was present
there was no sound or picture.
When we connected the collector of
one of the RGB output transistors to
chassis via a 1kS2 resistor we
obtained screen illumination and
found that the cause of the problem
was field collapse. This method of
obtaining a display is better than
disturbing the first anode control's
setting. Further tests showed that
the 12V supply was missing,
because the 3.352 resistor R418 was
open-circuit. It's in series with the
feed from the LOPT. M.Dr.

Amstrad TVR3
There was an odd fault with this set.
Everything worked all right until it
was switched off. When the operate
button was pressed, the set switched
to the VCR channel and stayed on.
After some careful study we found
that the contacts of the standby
relay remained closed. They
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ITT Compact B2 Chassis

Toshiba 145R7B
This set worked all right until it was
put into standby. The sound was
then muted but the picture
remained. We found that the
standby switching transistors Q802
and Q803 weren't operating
because R833 (120kS2) was opencircuit. C.W.

Contec KT8135
This colour portable was dead. As
there was 320V across the reservoir
capacitor C501, the mains input and
rectifier circuits were obviously

Sony KV2212
There was no picture. We found
that the HT voltage was low at only
83V. C652 and C653 (both 33pF,
250V) in the power supply were
both faulty. Replacements restored
the picture. C.W.

Samsung P68 Chassis
This set was stuck in standby.
Checks around the 2SC2331Y
transistor Q803, which is used to
switch the 16V supply, produced
some incorrect voltage readings. In
addition R819 (2700, 2W) in
Q803's collector circuit was
cooking. Q803 was found to be
leaky. C.W.

Finlux 1000 Series
There was no sound and the set
would switch to standby. If there's
no sync signal these sets switch to
standby after about ten minutes —
the main microcontroller chip starts
a switch-off routine after nine
minutes. When the sync signal is
present, the voltage at pin 13
(transmission identification) of the
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TDA2578A timebase generator chip
IChl should be high. It was only
0.5V. A replacement chip restored
the voltage, curing the faults. C.W.

Sony KV2766
When text was selected there was
just a blank raster. When mix was
tried a very weak text image was
superimposed on the picture. A
check at the output from the
SAA5050 chip showed that there
was a large amount of character
data at full amplitude, but there was
only a very low input at the video
chip. RV3 (10052), which sets the
text amplitude, was open-circuit.
C.W.

Korting 41525 Orbitter

Amstrad CTV12
There was little or no sound. Checks
in the audio output stage suggested
that there was something amiss with
the biasing, though the supply was
present. There was audio at the
demodulator. After checking the
transistors and ceramic capacitors I
turned to the supply resistors. R151
(39k52) near the left edge of the PCB
was open-circuit. I.R.

This set has an early digital tuning
system that wouldn't go above
channel 32 at the bottom of the band,
while any signal we obtained
couldn't be stored. Checks at the
TRD (Tuning Remote Digital) panel
showed that the 50V supply was at
only 11.6V while the 30V tuning
supply was at 6.8V. These supplies
are derived from pin F of the line
output transformer. A check at the
anode of the relevant rectifier,
D1039, showed that a nice 55V
waveform was present. At the
cathode there was only 11.6V
however. The reservoir capacitor
C1039 (47pF, 63V) was opencircuit. C.W.

Bush 2057NTX

B & 0 8800

I look after banks of these scart only
monitors (3024V, 3028H, 3029V
chassis) at a local rock theme pub.
Many of the problems are caused by
crystallised joints in the line output
stage, the result of poor ventilation.
This one looked as if it should work
— there was plenty of activity from
the line output stage. But no raster
with low EHT made me wonder
about the tripler in the LOPT. A
slight bulge on CZ19 (marked
390nF but was 470nF in this
chassis) gave me a clue. When
removed it was found to be opencircuit. I.R.

The power supply made a grunting
sound about five times then the set
went dead. When I looked at the
circuit diagram I too grunted a few
times. Fortunately I spotted the cause
of the trouble without having to get
too involved. The transformer's EHT
outlet was illuminated when the set
tried to start up. A new transformer
and two yards, of EHT cable restored
the set to as good as new. C.W.

Sony KVX2552U
The cause of intermittent colour was
traced to the TDA4510 decoder chip.
The reference oscillator has to be set
up after fitting a replacement. This is
done by shorting pin 11 of the chip
to chassis then adjusting C332 for
nearly stationary colour. C.W.

ITT CVC1203 Chassis
This set was said to be dead. We
found that the power supply was
providing low outputs — the HT was
just over 100V instead of 145V, and
there was only 18V at the 24V
output. A check showed that the HT
adjustment didn't work. This is
usually a sign that the line drive is
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missing. An 8V start-up supply was
present at pin 14 of the TDA1940F
line generator chip IC601, but there
was no supply at the collector of the
line driver transistor T741. The lk.Q
feed resistor R744 was open-circuit.
C.W.

This dead set had been subjected to a
mains surge. The 2SC2482 line
driver transistor Q401 and its feed
resistor R416 (21d2, 5W) were
faulty; the cause of field collapse
was simply failure of the
TDA3653B field output chip IC401;
while the cause of no sound or vision
was the 12V, 1W zener diode
ZD402 being short-circuit with its
supply resistor R422 (3.3E2, 2W)
open-circuit (these components are
situated just to the right of the scart
socket). Make sure that the HT
voltage is 112V at TPB+ or you may
loose all the work you've done. I.R.

Finlux 3624P

ITT Compact D2 FST
Chassis
There was poor sync with no or
chopped sound and hum bars.
Having had similar symptoms in
older ITT models I went straight to
the screened module that contains
the tuner. Sure enough C201 (4.7pF,
63V) was low in value. I replaced
the other electrolytics inside the
module for good measure. I.R.

Goodmans 2043T
This set was dead. Checks on the

small electrolytics in the chopper
power supply revealed that C805P
(10011F, 16V), which is mounted in
front of the chopper transistor, had
dried out. I.R.

Huanyu 37C-3
No luminance sent me scurrying for
the oscilloscope. After some time
spent carrying out checks in the
luminance section a casual flip of
the service switch on the PCB
brought the picture back. Cleaning
the switch cured the problem. I.R.

Sony KV2762
There was a minor tuning fault with
this set: the tuning would alter by a
very small amount, usually on a
change of scene. The tuning supply
was slightly low at 29V, and altered
by 0.1V when the fault occurred. Its
source is the 40V supply, which is
derived from pin 3 of the chopper
transformer via D652 and R651.
The latter measured 6051, which is a
bit high for a 1.252 resistor! As a
precaution we also replaced the
33pF, 50V reservoir capacitor C653.
S.L.

B & 0 NIX4500W
This set was dead, in the trip mode,
with the line output transistor shortcircuit. A replacement failed the
following morning, which was a
cold one. We eventually found that
CL26 (2.2pF) was very low in
value. This distorted the line drive
waveform enough to overheat the
2SD1546 output transistor, hence its
early demise. The chassis is actually
a Thomson/Ferguson ICC type,
though the exact equivalent eludes
us. S.L.

Ferguson ICC7 Chassis
Red LED, green LED then the
sound of EHT followed by silence
and no lights were the symptoms
with one of these sets. The cause
was traced to transistor TP53
(BC557) which was leaky collectorto-emitter. It's the voltage error
sensing transistor in the power
supply. S.L.

Hitachi C25-P228 (G80
Chassis)
This set suffered from what
appeared to be intermittent
corruption of the data stored in the
ST24CO2CP chip IC1502. All
tuning information and analogue
signal levels would be lost, with the
set reverting to channel 0.
We found that the 5V supply to
the text board, measured at PL1506,
disappeared at random. It comes via
IC001, whose 8V supply also went
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missing when the fault occurred.
This supply comes via a coil on the
back of the print. A poor connection
was present here: when the iron
touched one end of the coil the
solder fell away to reveal a
blackened print pad. Cleaning,
retinning and resoldering restored
reliable operation. S.L.

GoldStar C1T2175X
There was very intermittent loss of
the vision and sound. As this was
more prevalent when the set was
cold, and after several hours' use, we
tackled the problem with freezer and
a hairdryer. The IF/video section of
the set is based on,a. TDA4502 chip.
After checking in this area for an
hour or so we traced the cause of the
fault to L202, a green coil that's
labelled 2K2. It was going opencircuit. S.L.

Toshiba 217D982
There was no sync because, we
discovered, there was no 12V supply
to the text board (at pin 16 of P805).
This supply is produced by Q813
(BD945), which is a simple series
regulator. Q813 itself was blameless,
its very low base voltage being

caused by the 13V zener diode D827
(type 04A213X) which was virtually
short-circuit. A replacement restored
normal operation. S.L.

Goodmans 1410 (Thomson
TX805 Chassis)
This portable was dead with a shortcircuit S2000AF line output
transistor (TP10). Checks showed
that in addition RP28 (2.7Q, 5W)
was open-circuit and DP11 (BA157)
short-circuit. Fortunately the set
continued to work during a long
soak test after fitting the replacements. S.L.

Hinari VTV200
This TV/VCR combination
produced normal sound with a blank
raster— but only when cold. We've
had this before, and wasted no time
in replacing C629 (100pF, 25V), the
reservoir capacitor in the supply to
the 12V regulator IC604. C629 falls
in value, the resultant low, noisy
supply causing the symptoms
mentioned. Freezer and a hairdryer
will confirm its guilt. S.L.

Ferguson ICC7 Chassis
A common fault with this chassis

and similar ones is intermittent loss
of signals. The usual effect is a
blanked out screen — black, but with
very regular white patterning. The
cause is dry-joints within the IF unit,
particularly at CS32 which is
associated with the LA7550 chip
IS10. S.L.

Akura CX25 and CX26
We've had a number of these sets in
the workshop. Field faults,
brightness faults, no sound, distorted
sound, intermittently dead and
clicking (very similar to Nicam
noise) have all had one cause. In
addition, a sort of RF patterning, no
colour and tuning drift can be added
to the list. The micro's EEPROM
has always been responsible. It can
be obtained direct from Akura,
Cumbernauld. The part no. for
Model CX25 is 13-ONVM3060P2513/00294AA and for Model
CX26 13-ONVM30-60PB/00294A.
S.L.

Amstrad TVR3
For severe line corrugation from
cold, go straight to C91 (22pF,
16V). We've recently had a run of
these models with this fault. S.L.
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the Mitsubishi
CT2965STX
The Euro 8F chassis used in this model has an interesting
master/slave control system in the power supply. John Coombes
on fault finding in this and other sections of the receiver.
his smart 29in. model was released in late 1990.
It's fitted with the Mitsubishi Euro 8F chassis. It
superseded the CT2964STX, which is similar in
appearance and general internal layout. There are
however some significant differences between the two
models. In particular they have totally different power
supply circuits. Model CT2964STX is fitted with the
Euro 4Z chassis. A note at the end of this article will
mention some faults you can get with the CT2964STX.
To start with we'll concentrate on the ST2965STX.

T

The Power Supply
Fig. 1 shows the power supply circuitry used in the Euro
8F chassis. It's a conventional chopper power supply,
but output control is based on a pair of chips, IC901
(TEA2164) on the primary side of the circuit and IC950
(TEA5170) on the secondary side. IC950, which is
called the master regulator, senses the HT voltage at pin
5. It contains an oscillator and a pulse-width modulator,
whose output at pin 3 is transformer coupled by T902 to
pin 6 of IC901. This chip, which is called the slave
regulator, generates the drive for the 2SD1887 chopper
transistor Q901 at pin 14. It contains excess voltage and
current and low voltage protection circuitry, and an
oscillator for start-up and standby operation.
Standby switching is controlled by the M50439-564SP
microcontroller chip IC701 and switching transistors
Q951 and Q950. When pin 10 of IC701 goes low Q951
and Q950 switch off, removing the supply to pin 2 of
IC950. IC901 then has to rely on its internal oscillator.
IC701 also switches off the 12V regulator chip IC953 —
the control is at pin 2. Note that there are two 5V
regulators. The main one, which provides the supply for
IC701, is IC952. IC951 provides the 5V supply for the
text panel. Both regulators are type pPC78M05H.
If you are presented with a dead set, the first thing to
do is to check the 2AT mains fuse F991. If it has simply
gone open-circuit, the cause may be ageing or a power
supply transient and a replacement should hold. If the
fuse has blown, the cause could be an intermittent short-
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circuit in the on/off switch S991. Alternatively check the
BYW56 bridge rectifier diodes D901-4, their 2.2nF, 1kV
protection capacitors C901-3 and the 2SD1887 chopper
transistor Q901 for shorts. If these items are all OK, the
TEA5170 master regulator chip IC950 could be faulty.
Incorrect operation of this chip can result in high
voltages and a blown mains fuse. If F991 has blown,
Q901 is short-circuit, the 4.70, lOW surge limiter
resistor 8901 is open-circuit and zener diode D909 (type
RD3.0FB2) is short-circuit, Mitsubishi advises fitting a
390kS2, 0.25W resistor across pins 1 and 4 of IC950, on
the copper side of the board, before replacing these
components. Use hot-melt bonding material to secure
the resistor.
If the above checks have failed to reveal anything
amiss, check whether the 3.15A circuit protector Z950
(type PRF3150) is open-circuit. If so and there appears
to be no reason for the failure, Mitsubishi advises uprating the protector to type PRF5000 (5A) — part no.
299P132010.
With Z950 open-circuit there will be no 13V input at
pin 1 of the 5V regulator IC952 and pin 5 of the
SI3120C 12V regulator chip IC953. Thus the
microcontroller chip IC701 and the TDA2579A
timebase generator chip IC501 will have no supplies. It's
worth remembering that IC953 is turned on at pin 2 by a
5V feed from IC701.
If there is any problem with IC950, the master and
slave regulator chips IC950 and IC901 should be
replaced as a pair.

The Line Timebase
A short-circuit line output transistor (Q552, type
2SD1879) is the most common fault in the line output
stage. This will load down the power supply. The usual
reasons for the failure of Q552 are dry joints at coil
L553 in its emitter circuit or at the driver transformer
T551, or shorted turns in the line output transformer
T553. This item may have to be checked by
replacement.
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Dry-joints around T553 can cause intermittent or T553 probably has shorted turns. Other possible causes
permanent loss of the picture and sound.
are the EW modulator diodes. D551 (BY228) and D552
If there is no picture, check whether the CRT's heaters (BYW96E), and their parallel tuning capacitors 0576
are alight. If not, check for dry-joints at pins 9 and 10 of and C578 (both 0.01pF, 1.6kV). Check them for shorts.
T553 and at pins 9 and 10 of the tube's base socket —
Dry-joints at the plug/socket for the line scan coils can
also ensure that the tube's pins are clean and not bent.
be the cause of line collapse. Also check for dry-joints at
Loss of the line drive may be the cause of the no plug/socket EA on the pincushion correction (PCC)
picture symptom. Check the BF419 line driver transistor PCB.
Q551, which could be short- or open-circuit. Then check
If there is sound but just a bright raster with flyback
its feed resistor R551 (6.8kS2, 5W) which may be open- lines, check whether the tube's first anode (screen)
circuit. If the line driver stage is OK, check whether control is faulty — it's on the LOPT. If this item is OK,
there is a line drive output at pin 11 of the TDA2579A the cause could be loss of the HT supply to the RGB
timebase generator chip IC501. If this waveform is output stages: check whether the fusible, 2.252 resistor
missing, check whether IC501's supply (11.6V) is R559 is open-circuit or the 47pF, 250V reservoir
present at pin 10. Check back to source — IC953 via capacitor C565 is short-circuit.
L557, with C507 (100uF, 25V) for smoothing — should
this supply be missing. If the supply is present, replace The Field Timebase
IC501.
The obvious item to check in the event of field collapse
T553 can be the cause of no picture, intermittent is the pPC1498H field output chip IC401. Before
flashing on the screen or even focus variation. Excess replacing it, check carefully for dry-joints at its pins then
humidity can result in breakdown of its insulation, with check that its 28.7V supply is present at pin 6. If this
arcing. Watch out for damp homes!
supply is missing, check whether C412 (4700, 35V) or
If there is just a loud squeal from the poWer supply, C567 (1,000pF, 35V) is short-circuit, whether
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Fig. 1: The
chopper
power supply

circuit used in
the Mitsubishi
Model
CT29655TX
(Euro 8F
chassis).
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circuit. Check it by replacement. If still in trouble,
replace the three 0.47pF capacitors C721/2/3 in the
integrator network.
If the drift is apparent only on channel change, there's
a modification that can be used to improve the AFT
pull-in range. It comes as a kit, part no. AFT1.
If the various channels can be tuned in but are not
retained in memory when the set is switched off, check
the M58630P EAROM chip 1C702. First ensure that its
—31V supply is present at pin 2. If this is missing, check
the RD3OFB3 zener diode D955 which could be shortcircuit and the fusible resistor R955 (0.8211, 0.5W)
which could be open-circuit. Then, ensure that its 5V
supply is present at pin 1. If this voltage is low, 0960
(100pF, 10V) is probably open-circuit. If the supplies
are OK, check 1C702 by replacement.

PWM

Loss of one Colour
•
OND

1C12711

Fig. 2: Block
diagram of the
TEA5170
master
regulator
control chip.

R563/R570 (both 0.820, 0.5'W fusible) are open-circuit,
or D553 (BYW95B) is open- or short-circuit.
Dry-joints at the scan coil plug/socket connections are
another possible cause of field collapse in the scan
circuit. We've also known the scan coils to be opencircuit. Another possibility in this area is failure of C408
(330pF, 500V). This fault can be intermittent and
difficult to trace.
If the output stage and scan circuitry are OK, check for
dry-joints at pins 1-4 of the TDA2579A timebase
generator chip 10501. Note that if a receiver is left on
for a long time with field collapse IC401 and IC501 can
both be ruined. This can make fault finding difficult.
The field amplitude control VR402 (500LQ) can cause
height variations when faulty. If the field linearity is
incorrect or intermittently incorrect, check VR401
(500k0). The carbon tracks of these preset controls can
deteriorate.

Sync Faults
The brown sealant which is across the PCB can be
responsible for loss of sync, no colour, line jitter or false
line hold. What happens is that the sealant can introduce
high-resistance leakage — thus the symptoms can be very
intermittent. The cure is simpler scrape all the brown
sealant around suspected components off the PCB. A
common fault is loss of sync because of the sealant
around pins 5, 6 and 7 of the TDA2579A timebase
generator chip 10501.

The Signals Side
An intermittently blank raster and ghosting or ringing
are problems you sometimes get. They can be very
intermittent, and are not necessarily related to heat or a
cold start. To overcome the problem, resolder coils L4
and L5 in the IF unit IP1A1 then retune all channels to
the correct setting and ensure that the AFC switch is in
the on position. In most cases this will solve these
problems. Otherwise it may be necessary to replace the
tuner and IF unit
If there is no picture or sound, or the picture reappears
intermittently, suspect the IF unit.
If there is a raster with no picture content, replace the
tuner.
The tuner can also be responsible for tuning drift. But
first check that the 33V supply is stable. The pPC574JK 33V stabiliser IC704 could be faulty — check it by
replacement if necessary. If this item is OK, suspect the
2SC1740S-E transistor in the tuning supply integrator
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The 2SC2688-M,N output transistors Q651 (red), Q652
(blue) and Q653 (green) are suspect when the fault is
loss of one colour. If the fault is intermittent, you can
swap over transistors to prove the point.
Check the 5k0 bias presets VR651 (red), VR652
(blue) and VR653 (green) if the problem is grey-scale
variation with loss of or increase in one colour — their
tracks can deteriorate.
Loss of one colour can also be caused by a fault on the
AV/RGB PCB. Check the DC conditions around the
AN5352 chip IC2TO. If they are correct, suspect the
chip.

Sound Faults
The first step is to ensure that the ±21V supplies are
reaching the STK4132Il audio output chip IC3S1. Check
at pins 3 and 1 respectively of plug/socket PA. If either
is missing, check back to its source in the power supply.
If necessary check the 10052 fusible resistors R3T8 and
R3U3 which can go open-circuit.

No Teletext
First check that the 5V supply is present at pin 4 of
plug/socket TX3. If this is missing, check IC951
(pPC78M05H) and C973 (100pF, 10V) in the power
supply. Other items to check if necessary are the
13.8MHz crystal X7701 and the SAA5231 chip 1C7705.

Remote Control
If there's no remote control operation, check whether the
handset or the infra-red receiver is at fault. In the event
of a suspect receiver, check that its 5V supply is present
at pin 1 of plug/socket RH. Check this plug/socket for
dry: joints or poor connections. If a scope check at pin 5
of the microcontroller chip IC701 produces a pulse
waveform, check IC701 by replacement.
If the handset is at fault, check its batteries and the
battery connections first, also that the TV/VCR switch is
in the TV position. Other things to check if necessary
are the SE1003 LED, which could be dry-jointed, and
the KBR393 crystal X1 which could be dry-jointed or
defective. The M50462P chip IC1 is suspect if the other
things mentioned are all OK. If there is intermittent
operation or only one button doesn't function it may be
necessary to replace the remote control handset.

Model CT2964STX
This model has a lot in common with the CT2965STX,
including the line timebase and several of the subpanels, but there are different field (AN5521) and audio
(LA4270) output chips and the chopper power supply is
totally different. Some of the information above also
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applies to the CT2964STX therefore.
The power supply circuitry in Model CT2964STX is a
modified version of the arrangement used in the Euro 4
chassis. There are two chopper circuits, the main one
which is based on an STR59041 chopper chip IC901
and a standby supply that produces —30V and 5V
outputs. The basic arrangement was dealt with in my
article on the Euro 4 chassis in the July 1991 issue of
Television.
A fault with the STR59041 chopper chip in Model
ST2964STX can cause high voltages with the failure of
many components on the main PCB and the pincushion
control (PCC) PCB. If the PCC PCB is badly damaged it
may be necessary to fit a replacement. Ensure that IC901
and the 2SD1879 line output transistor Q552 have been
replaced. I have never had PCC PCB burn-ups with
Model CT2965STX.
Another problem you can get with Model CT2964STX
is a pattern that looks like co-channel interference. It
usually occurs only at switch on, lasting for a few
minutes. The cause of the fault seems to be ripple on the
12V line, the usual culprit being C920 (470pF, 25V,
105°C). If replacing this doesn't solve the problem,
check C925 (10pF, 25V) and the connections to the 12V
regulator IC902 — if the legs seem to have overheated
and are a dull colour, fit a new pPC7812H IC. On some
occasions it may be necessary to replace- the equivalent
components in the 5V supply: reservoir capacitor C922
(100pF, 2W), smoothing capacitor C923 (100pF, 10V)
■
and regulator chip IC903 (pPC78M05H).
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SERVICING

TOSHIBA
Service
Briefs
The following notes are based on issues CDH62 and CDH63 of the
Toshiba Service Bulletin
TELEVISION
Model 219T9B
HT rises slowly and reaches only 90V: Replace C814
(100pF, 50V) in the chopper drive circuit. C814 goes
low in value.

Model 258T7B

Model C2225
No sound: C614 (0.01pF) could be faulty.

VCRs

AN7171NK audio output chip IC606 damaged: The
12V supply may be high. If so C866 and C869 (both
10pF, 50V) may be low in value or open-circuit.
Replace IC606 (part no. 23318195), C866 and C869.

Models V204B, V254B, V404B, V454B

Models 2112DB, 2512DB, 2812DB

No colour: The TA8g92N YC processing chip IV001
is faulty. Part no. is 70011884.

No channel ident, teletext dark, OSD in black: The
TA8775N RGB switching chip ICY50 is faulty. Part
no. is B0383933.

Model 2152DB
White interference lines in the background on chs.
39-51: The Sony UF811B tuner H001 is faulty. Part no.
is 23321181.

Models 2535DB, 2835DB
No sound, distortion only as volume setting is
increased: The TA8776N audio processor chip IC601
is faulty. Part no. is B0383935.

Models 2552DB, 2555DB, 2852DB,
2855DB
Faint horizontal lines across the screen, similar to a
50Hz hum bar: Posistor R890 is passing RF — dist"- connect the degaussing coil to prove. Part no. for the
posistor is 24000875.

Models 2857DB, 3357DB

Failure to record sound, bias oscillator not working:
The BC847B oscillator transistor TS030 is faulty. Part
no. is 70010331.

Dead, power supply ticking: CP007 (10pF, 50V) is
low in value. Replace.

Models V205B, V215B, V255B, V425B,
V705B
Intermittent failure to load tape fully, ejects tape;
horizontal patterning on playback picture; all power
supply secondary voltages low, even with no load:
The 5.6V zener diode DP094 is leaky. Part no. is
70011286.
No playback sound; low voltages at pins 12 and 22
of the BA7795LS chip IS001; AF signal OK at pin
12 but no AF at pin 22: Replace the 220nF chip
capacitor CS012, part no. 70041009.
No record audio, E-E low, playback OK; no AF at
pin 16 of the BA7795LS chip IS001: Replace the
220nF chip capacitor CS016, part no. 70041009.

No colour at switch on: Replace the 4.43MHz crystal
X503, part no. 23153979.

Dead, power supply ticking: CP007 (10pF, 50V) is
low in value. Replace.

Hissing or ticking noise from the back of the set:
Check the LOPT (T461) chimney for internal corona
discharge. Unclip the EHT lead and clean the chimney
and lead or replace T461 (part no. 23236447).

Models V205B, V215B, V255B, V425B,
V825B, V855B

Low and distorted Surround and centre audio

358

channels: TA1217N audio processor chip QGOI faulty.
Part no. is B0385645.

Failure of the auto tape speed function to operate
with a timer recording: Replace the microcontroller
chip IT001.
In Models V205B and V215B the microcontroller is
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type TMP9OCR74DF-7482, part no. 70012601.
In Models V255B and V425B IT001 is type
TMP9OPR74ADF-7525, part no. 70012600.
In Models V825B and V855B IT001 is type
TMP9OCR74ADF-7485, part no. 70012596.

Models V212B, V213B, V312B, V412B,
V423B, V513B
Poor fast forward/rewind and a noise bar on frame
change in slow motion: The MPS750 transistors TP81
and TP83 both faulty. Part no. is 70010939. They may
check OK out of circuit. There should be 13V at pin 3
of BP03 in slow motion.
No playback colour, no colour signal at test point
BW14 (next to socket BF03 on the main PCB): Head
preamplifier module 0800 faulty. Part no. is 70090231
in Models V212B and V213B, 70090185 in the other
models.
Will not accept a tape, the loading motor runs
continuously: The servo/logic chip ITO1 is faulty. In
Models V212B and V213B it's type ST9030F'Q1, part
no. 70011687 (this is a new part no.). In the other
models it's type ST9030BQ1, part no. 70011398.
Intermittent rewind and fast forward. Play, cue,
review OK: Check for wear at the nylon post on the
main brake charge lever K156, where it touches the
clutch housing. Replace K156, part no. 70030994.
E-E OK, playback of prerecorded tapes OK, own
recordings have no sound and the picture is ragged
and jumps: The 220nF chip capacitor CN13 is leaky.
It's between pins 21 and 22 of the AN3248NK
luminance processor chip INO1. Part no. is 70041000.

Model V215B
Video head switching line visible on screen, cannot
be correctly adjusted. Also unable to enter VTR
SET-UP, PROG or CH PRESET menus on OSP:
Replace the ST24C04 EEPROM chip IT003, part no.
70011892.

The original microcontroller software looks for the
date and time (co-ordinated universal time) on a
`hidden' row of teletext data (packet 8/30, format 1) as
well as a 'time-offset code' (byte 15) that's used to
change automatically from GMT to British Summer
Time (in half-hour increments). The original software
writes this data in memory, writes it again one second
later, then compares the two: if the data is the same the
VCR assumes that the time is correct and starts the
clock. The VCR checks this data on position 1 (BBC-1)
every morning at 8.00 a.m. — unless the VCR is in use
at the time.
If the received data is corrupted because of poor
reception conditions, the 'time offset' (byte 15) may be
read incorrectly. When this is checked atone-second
intervals it is confirmed as the same data though it may
not be correct.
The new software version doesn't start the clock until
it receives and confirms the data three times in
successive seconds, thus eliminating clock errors. But
as the cause of the problem is poor reception, which
will not have been improved, the VCR may not set the
clock automatically. The user will have to set it
manually. The daily check at 8.00 a.m. will ignore the
incoming data unless it is correct for the three
successive checks and not reset the clock. The later
software version of the chip was fitted in production to
models produced from late 1996.

Model V705B
Dead with 5V supply to the main microcontroller
chip IT001 low at only 2V: Resistor RT089 (1c1
safety) is open-circuit. Part no. is 70040122.

Models V804B, V854B
No power, ever 14V supply missing: The PRF3150
circuit protector Z811 is open-circuit. Part no. is
70011864.

Models V215B, V855B
No playback chroma: Replace the TL8843P comb
filter chip IV001, part no. 70011891.

Models V226B, V255B, V425B, V426B,
V5138, V726B, V813B, V825B, V854B,
V8558, V856B
Timer doesn't cancel PDC recordings after they
have been made, leading to a FULL (CLEAR
PROG?) message on the screen: This is not really a
fault. The timer clears all PDC recordings at 4.00 a.m,
the morning after the recordings were completed,
provided the VCR is still in the timer mode. If the
customer has used the VCR between the recording
finish time and this 4.00 a.m. clear down, it will leave
the event in memory. Use the Cancel button to clear the
event required manually.

Models V255B, V425B, V825B, V855B
Clock setting wrong by exactly half an hour: Cause
is error in reading data from the customer's BBC-1
teletext signal (see note later). If it's not possible to
improve reception, replace the main microcontroller
chip (IT001 or IC501) with a version that has revised
software. Part no. is 70012714 for Models V255B and
V42511; 70012713 for Models V825B and V855B.
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Servicing the

Ferguson ICC7
Chassis
A comprehensive guide to fault conditions that have been experienced
with this chassis, compiled by John Coombes
he Thomson-designed ICC7 chassis first appeared in
the UK in the Ferguson Models A51N and A59F, in
late 1991. It superseded the IKC2 chassis. An article
describing the circuitry used in the ICC7 chassis appeared
in the December 1993 of Television. The present article
summarises our fault experiences to date.

T

Power Supply
The power supply circuit is shown in Fig. 1. Note that it
uses a master-slave regulation system. The master control
is provided by the error amplifier transistor TP53 and
pulse-width modulator transistor TP54 on the secondary
side of the circuit. The output from TP54 drives the
TEA2261 slave regulator chip IP01, on the primary side
of the circuit, via TP69 and LP42. TP54 receives
integrated pulses from the line output stage at its base,
while the 13V supply for the emitter of TP53 is also
derived from the line output stage. IPOI is responsible for
start-up and standby operation. Because of this, you can't
use a dummy load (bulb) to test the power supply: since
the line output stage will be out of action, the power
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supply will operate in the standby mode.
If the 1.6AT mains fuse FP01 is open-circuit or blown,
check the four BY255 bridge rectifier diodes DPO1-4 for
shorts. If they are short-circuit, check the 1.20 surgelimiter resistors RPO1 and RPO2 which could be opencircuit. If the bridge rectifier circuit is OK, check whether
the BUH515 chopper transistor TP29 is short-circuit. If it
is, you may have to replace IP01 as well to prevent TP29
going short-circuit again. Also replace CP29 (2.2nF) in
the snubber network. CP29 can be responsible for
repeated failure of TP29. Other possible causes of a dead
set with FP01 open-circuit are the BY399 HT rectifier
DP50 and the PH9135 degaussing thermistor RP05.
If the set is dead because the power supply doesn't start
up, check for voltage at pins 15 and 16 of IP01. No or a
low voltage here could mean that the start-up resistor
RPO6 is open-circuit or high in value. Alternatively DP28
(BA157) could be short-circuit or leaky, IP01 shorted
internally or CP22 (4701.1F) faulty.
If the primary side of the power supply is OK, check the
voltages produced by the various rectifiers on the
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secondary side of the chopper transformer LP36.
DP50 and CP51 should produce 145V for the line output
stage (155V in models fitted with a planar CRT). Check
whether DP50 and/or CP51 is short- or open-circuit.
DP65 (BY397) and CP59 should produce 24V. This
supply is used by the line driver stage, so its absence will
mean no line output stage operation. The usual fault here
is that RP62 goes open-circuit, possibly because DP65 has
gone short-circuit.
DP63 and CP64 provide ±30/40V supplies for the audio
output circuitry (voltage depends on whether mono or
stereo).
DP66 and CP66 produce a 7V supply which is used
primarily by the text board.
If all these supplies are correct, it may be necessary to
check for short-circuits in the line and/or field output
stages.
Failure of the BA157 rectifier DLO9 that produces the
65V supply for the field output stage can be responsible
for a dead set without tripping. It's in the line output stage.
Another cause of a dead set without tripping is failure of
the TDA8178F field output chip IF01.
If the set starts to work but does so for only a short
period, check the DC conditions around TP54 — there
should be 5.9V at its emitter, 5.5V at its base and 0.5V at
its collector. TP54 may be faulty — check by replacement.
IP01 (TEA2261) can be responsible for intermittent no
results. Check by replacement. Another possible cause is
CV01 (220µF). Again check by replacement.
Common causes of tripping are failure of the 5.6V zener
diode DP55 or the BA157 diode DP17 which, with CP30;
produces the error voltage input for IP01 (at pin 6). Other
possible causes are DF16 (BA157) in the field output stage
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and the BSR51 line driver transistor TL17 being shortcircuit — either can also cause the dead set symptom.
Stuck in Standby
When the power supply starts up but stays in the standby
mode the usual cause is a faulty BUH515 chopper
transistor (TP29) and/or CP29 (2.2nF) in the snubber
circuit. Check them by replacement. If still in trouble,
check CP30 (470). Another possibility is loss of TP54' s
base drive: in this case RL11 (1552) could be open-circuit
or DL11 (BA157) short-circuit.
If the power supply appears to be OK, check the
TA8659/CN chip IVO1 by replacement. This IC
incorporates the colour decoder and timebase generator
sections of the receiver.
Another possible cause is the microcontroller circuit.
Check whether the 8MHz crystal QR01 is operative. There
should be oscillations at pins 31 and 32 of the
microcontroller chip IR01. Either IR01 (type varies with
model) or QR01 could be faulty. Another possibility here
is TR76 (BC558B).

Fig. 1: The
chopper
power supply
circuit used in
the Ferguson
1CC7 chassis.

The Line Timebase
The line output transistor TL19 (type 2SD1546 or
S2000AF) could be faulty if the receiver starts up then
stops. Other things to check in the line timebase for the
dead set symptom are RL21 (value varies with tube type)
in TL19' s base circuit; the BSR51 line driver transistor
TL17 which could be short-circuit; and DL17 and DL18
(both type 1N4148) in TL17's base circuit. Check RP62
(0.10) in the power supply — it could be open-circuit; and
DF16 (BA157) in the field output stage.
Dry-joints on LL19 can kill TL19.
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IVO1 (TA8659/CN) is suspect if there is no line drive
output at pin 39.
You might find that CL21 in the EW modulator circuit
has burnt and gone short-circuit, damaging the PCB, with
TL19 also short-circuit. If so replace CL21, CL16
(0.22µF), RL21, and TL19 (use a 2SD1546), and change
RVO1 in the protection circuit from 4.7LQ to 5.6k.Q. The
values of CL21 and RL21 vary with tube type.
Suspects in the event of intermittent line timebase
operation are TV01 (BC558C), TV02 (BC548C) and
DV08 (13V zener diode). The only way to be sure is to
replace them.

Geometry Faults
For faulty EW correction with the width control not
working the best thing to do is to check IG01 (TDA4950)
by replacement. Zener diodes DL48 (10V) and/or DL41
(2.7V) could be leaky or DG01 (8.2V) faulty — check it by
replacement. Other possibilities are PG06 (470M) and
dry-joints at LG08.
For faulty NS correction, check whether LG84 is dryjointed or RG87 (2.252) open-circuit, the condition of
PG79 (1k11), TG76 (BC557B) and TG84 (BD137) which
could be leaky, short-circuit or dry-jointed.

Field Faults
The obvious suspect for field collapse is the TDA8178F
output chip IF01, but the symptom will probably be no
results. Check DF16 and DF17 (both type BA157), also
DF18 (BAV21). If the 65V supply is missing, check
whether DLO9 (BA157) is open- or short-circuit or CLO9
(470) short-circuit.

There could of course be no field drive pulse output at
pin 31 of the TA8659/CN chip IVOL If so, check that the
13V supply is present across CL14 (1,000g). No voltage
here means that DL13 (BY397) is open-circuit. IVO1
could be faulty, but the field drive circuitry should be
checked first. RFO3 (68052) could be open-circuit, or
transistors TF25 (BC548B) or TF08 (BC548B) faulty.
There should be drive pulses at the base of TF25, and a
sawtooth waveform at the base of TF08. The sawtooth
waveform depends on the 200V supply being present
across CL11 (10g). If it's missing, check whether RL11
(15Q) is open-circuit and/or DL11 (BA157) is shorted.
Another thing to check is the plug-socket connections to
the scan coils — which could be open-circuit.
If the TDA8178F chip is faulty you can get field
collapse followed by the trip mode or the set switching
off.
When this chip is replaced you may find that there's
field foldover. In this case check the 4.70 surfacemounted resistor which is marked on the PCB as link
J238.
Other causes of field foldover are DLO9 and DF16 (both
type BA157), either of which may be leaky, and IF01.
If there is picture shrinking at the bottom, transistor
TF25 (BC548B) is suspect — it may be clipping the
sawtooth waveform at the base of transistor TF08.
Incorrect field linearity can also be caused by TF08.

Poor Focus
Check for.good connection at the lead to the tube base
panel and that the focus control PT01 is operating
correctly with no arcing. It's always possible that the CRT
is faulty.

No Sync
Check whether the coupling capacitor CV37 (2.2µF) is
open-circuit. If it's OK, IVO1 is probably faulty.

No Video
For loss of the luminance and chrominance (a blank
raster), check DL42 (1N4148) which could be shorted.

No Colour
The 4.43MHz crystal QC66 can be responsible for this
symptom, also of course the TA8659/CN chip IV01. In
some ICC7 series sets there's an S video switch: if it's in
the S position, there will be no colour.
For no colour via the scart socket, check CC58 (470µF)
and LC47.
For loss of one colour, check the relevant BF422/BF423
pair — TT07/1"112 for no red, TT17/TT22 for no green
and TY27/TT32 for no blue. IV01 could also be the cause.

Tuning Drift
Check the 33V stabiliser DH04. If this is OK, the tuner
unit is suspect.

Sound Faults
Sets with stereo sound have two TDA2030A audio output
chips. If there is no sound, check that their LT supplies
are present — they are produced by DP63 (BYW72) and
CP64 in the power supply. If only one channel is present,
check the relevant TDA2030A chip then back through
IS04 (TDA6200). For,Nicam sound problems check IS03
(CF70123).

'P' on Screen
On odd occasions the letter P may appear at the centre of
the screen. This is a very intermittent fault. The
microcontroller chip IRO1 is responsible.
■
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Grundig G1000 Chassis
There was no blue in the picture. A
scope check at the blue output (pin
19) of the MC44007 chip showed
that the signal was of lower amplitude and at a lower DC level than the
signals at the red and green outputs
(pins 17 and 18). Comparisons with
the voltage table in the manual also
showed that the B — Y input (pin 26)
was low at 1.2V instead of 3V.
C825, which is an 0.1uF surfacemounted capacitor, was leaky. P.B.
Sanyo CBP2152 (E4-A21
Chassis)
This set was dead. It would come out
of standby for a few seconds, then go
back to standby again. The HT
supply to the line output stage was
present, but the drive was missing at
the line output and driver transistors.
Checks around the TDA4505 chip
showed that there was no line drive
output at pin 26, though there was
oscillation at pin 23. In addition the
12V supply at pin 7 was low. Tracing the source of this back to the
power supply, I found that the output
from the L78M12 regulator chip
IC362 was also low. A new L78M12
restored the set to life. P.B.
Grundig XS63/8
(CUC5360 Chassis)
This set had no Nicam sound, and a
whistle accompanied the mono
sound. Fortunately we had a set in
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stock with the same IF module. This
enabled us to prove that the fault was
in the IF module. (I was led up the
garden path recently by a Ferguson
VCR with no Nicam sound: the
cause was the tuner unit!) Checks
showed that the supplies to the IF
module and the clock signals were
all OK. As the MSP2400 chip is in a
socket, a replacement was tried. It
cured the trouble. When we looked
into the price of the chip we were in
for a bit of a surprise however: an
exchange module is only slightly
more expensive. P.B.
Ferguson TX100 Chassis
Line tearing from cold was the
symptom with this set. Many
possible causes are listed, and I
checked out every one — with no
success. Matters were made worse
by the fact that the fault would
reappear only when the set had been
off for quite some time. Finally,
more out of desperation than
anything else, I decided to replace
the line driver transformer. I then
waited for two hours before
switching on again. This time
everything was OK. J.S.
Ferguson TX98 Chassis
I nearly gave up with this bouncer
(Model 51P7) and refunded the
customer his money! The original
complaint had been "intermittently
cuts out". I resoldered a number of
joints, then soak tested the set for
five days. No problem. But after
returning it the customer was on the
phone within four hours! The set
was intermittently resetting itself to
programme 1.
Unfortunately no amount of
flexing, tapping, cooling or heating
would instigate the fault. But I
discovered that running the set for a
few hours covered with a blanket
would produce a reset action. During
the following week I replaced the IR
receiver diode, the IR amplifier chip,
undertook the capacitor modification

in the remote control input line and
resoldered every single joint that
looked even halfway suspicious. Still
no joy.
As a last attempt, I replaced the
TDA8138 5V/12V regulator chip
IC11. I then covered the set with a
blanket and put it on test, taking a
tentative look each hour. It stayed
resolutely on progamme 3.
Hindsight is wonderful. When I reexamined the circuit diagram it
became obvious that IC11 also has a
reset function. J.S.
Matsui 2074/Bush 2152
I was told that this set was dead.
But it worked all right when I
switched it on. I tried it again later
and it came on, but with a few
seconds' delay. When I tried it next
day it was dead. It tanspired that
relay RLY901 had intermittent
contacts. D.A.C.
Saisho CM25OR
Low volume that couldn't be
adjusted using the up/down buttons
was the complaint with this set.
When I checked it I discovered that
none of the picture controls worked
either, though channel changing
was OK. I noticed that the set
would switch on directly when the
mains switch was used, though
there's a standby button. The plastic
standby button was found to be
damaged, and was holding the
standby touch switch in its closed
position. When a new button was
fitted the controls all worked
correctly. D.A.C.
NEI 2031TX/Bush 2520
This set would switch on OK from
cold, but if it was switched back on
when warm there were no results.
The set would come on if the
posistor in the start-up circuit,
R802, was frozen or tapped. A
replacement posistor cured the fault.
These sets are fitted with the
Indiana 100 chassis. D.A.C.
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Decca/Tatung 190 Chassis
Sometimes these sets switch on
with no sound or raster and 0
showing in the channel display. The
cause is usually a faulty control
switch membrane — one of the touch
pads is making permanent contact.
A check can be made by
disconnecting the membrane from
its PCB socket: the set should then
switch on with normal sound and
vision.
Two types of switch membrane are
used in the 190 series chassis. One is
straight and plugs into a horizontally
mounted socket. The other has a
bend so that it can be plugged into a
vertical socket. D.A.C.
Ferguson TX86 Chassis
The TIPL791A chopper transistor
TR6 and the TEA2018A chopper
control chip IC4 were both shortcircuit, while the 1.80 surge limiter
reistor R88 was open-circuit. The
cause of the trouble was a dry-joint
at pin 4 of the line deflection coils
socket 13. D.A.C.
Amstrad TVR3
Very poor off-air reception and
recording quality were the
complaints with this TVNCR unit.
With prerecorded tapes the picture
quality was OK. The aerial input is
on the TV section. It consists of a
coaxial socket/phono socket
adaptor. The phono plug on the lead
that feeds the aerial signal to the
tuner is plugged into the back of
this adaptor, then soldered in place.
The solder had cracked and no
longer held the phono plug. When
the aerial had been plugged in, the
phono plug had been pushed back,
taking with it the centre contact
tube of the coaxial socket.
Reception was back to normal when
a new aerial socket assembly had
been fitted and securely soldered in
position. D.A.C.
Akura CX18
This colour portable's standby
transformer had an open-circuit
primary winding. Because of this
there were no results. D.A.C.
Quickies
Ferguson 20E2: There was no
memory on chs. 1-4. The M293
chip was faulty.
Philips 2A chassis: This set was
tripping. TR7598 was short-circuit
collector-to-emitter and R3601
(5.60) was open-circuit.
Matsui 2080: Set went off after ten
minutes. The STR50103A chip was
faulty.
Fidelity ZX3000 chassis. Picture
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tearing was the complaint with one
of these sets. The cause was the
33µF, 250V capacitor on the righthand side of the chopper
transformer.
Philips CF1 chassis: There was no
raster though the EHT was OK.
R3585 (1S2) was open-circuit.
Sony KV134OUB: An overbright
picture flashing green were the
complaints with one of these sets.
R709 (330k0) on the tube base
panel was open-circuit.
Philips CTX-E chassis: Tripping
was cured by replacing D6564
(BY448) and D6482 (BYV95B).
J.K.P.
Mitsubishi CT2554TX
Line output transistor failure at
switch on can be a disconcerting
fault when all the usual causes
(power supply and incorrect line
drive waveform) have been
excluded. This particular set had
short-circuit line scan coils. A.F.
Mitsubishi CT2531BM
(Euro 4 Chassis)
The HT voltage should be 156V in
these sets. In this one it had risen to
190V. As a result, it was destroying
line output transistors. The
STR59041 chopper chip IC901 can
be troublesome, but in this case
C908 (10nF, 100V) was responsible. It's the reservoir capacitor for
IC901' s —41V supply. A.F.
Bush 2114
This set had come to us ten months
previously because of power supply
problems. We'd replaced a number
of capacitors and resistors in, the
chopper circuit. This time it was
dead but the power supply was
working. The cause of the problem
was no line drive output at pin 11 of
the TDA2579 timebase generator
chip IC401. At switch on this chip
receives a start-up supply at pin 16.
The voltage here was found to be
low at 4.9V because C808
(1,0000, 25V), the reservoir
capacitor for the chopper derived
24V supply, was leaky. A
replacement restored normal
operation. M.M.
Philips CP90 Chassis
Field bounce was the complaint
with this set. Checks showed that
this originated in the IF/sync panel.
A new TDA2579 timebase generator chip cured the problem. M.M.
Mitsubishi CT21M5BT
This set was dead, with the chopper
transistor Q901 short-circuit and
R991 open-circuit. We replaced

these items along with IC901, D909
(3V) and C914 (47µF, 25V). At
switch on the set tried to start then
died. A check on the line output
transistor Q552 showed that it was
leaky both ways. After fitting a
replacement the set went into the
standby mode and attempts to
switch it on were rewarded with
tripping. The line output
transformer was the cause of this.
The set worked once the LOPT had
been replaced: all we had to do was
to reprogram the EPROM. M.M.
Hitachi C2114T
This set lost its sound after a few
hours and wouldn't respond to
either front panel or remote control
commands. We found that the
TNP47C1237N microcontroller
chip responded to heating and
cooling. A replacement cleared the
fault. M.M.
Sharp DV5103H
This set appeared to be dead. A
check showed that the HT voltage
was low at about 45V instead of
113V. As there appeared to be no
short-circuits I checked around the
feedback loop in the power supply
and found that the 6.2V zener diode
D754 had a 62f leak both ways.
Replacing D754 and the CNX82A
optocoupler cured the fault. M.M.
Sony KV2212 (YE2
Chassis)
This set had a narrow band of picture
across the screen, similar to field
collapse. As the field output stage's
40V supply was present and correct,
I started to check the electrolytic
capacitors in the area. When I came
to the field scan coupling capacitor
C522 (470µF, 63V) one leg came
out as I lifted it off the board. It was
in a very sorry state. A replacement
cured the fault. M.M.
Sony KVX25TU (AE1
Chassis)
The complaint with this set, which
came from another dealer, was
intermittent loss of the sound. This is
normally caused by dry-joints
around the audio chip, but the dealer
had resoldered these. He hadn't
resoldered the connection to the
chopper transformer's 40V pin
however. Doing this cured the fault.
M.M.
Mitsubishi CT2153STX
(Euro 4Z Chassis)
Very intermittent luminance, with
parts of the picture breaking up, was
the complaint with this set. Teletext
was not affected. I traced the video
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signal through the circuitry on the
decoder panel. It was present at pin
17 of the TDA4565 delay line chip
IC602, but there was virtually no
output at pin 11— and what there
was jumped all over the place. A
new TDA4565 chip put an end to
the mischief. M.M.

GoldStar CIT2168F (PC04A
Chassis)
There was no sound, and lack of a
manual didn't help. I found that
there was no volume control pulsewidth modulated output from the
microcontroller chip, so I assumed
that this chip was faulty and
replaced it. Wrong! In fact the sound
was being muted because the microcontroller chip thought there wasn't
a locked signal. The culprit turned
out to be the TDA1940 sync
separator/line generator chip IC401,
which wasn't producing an output
when coincidence was detected.
M.M.

Matsui 1436
This set would come out of standby
but otherwise remained lifeless. The
power supply was working, and there
was HT at the collector of the line
output transistor. There was also line
drive at the output from the driver
transformer. But it didn't reach the
base of the output transistor, because
of a dry-joint on the link between
these two items. The dry-joint was
visible only when examined with a
magnifying glass. Resoldering it
cured the trouble. M.M.

Samsung CI591
There was sound but no picture.
When the setting of the first anode
preset was turned up a dim picture
appeared. It was also too wide. A
check on the HT voltage showed
that it was correct, but a scope check
on the HT feed to the line output
transformer showed that about 50V
p-p of noise was present. C41
(4.7g, 400V) had a bulging case: a
replacement restored the picture.
M.M.

Saisho CM260T/T (Fidelity
ZX5000 Chassis)
If you find that the BUT11A
chopper transistor is short-circuit,
replace the following items as well:
C5 (4.711F, 63V); C7 (220pF, 25V);
IC1 (UC3844N); and the CNY75B
optocoupler IC13. The set will then
switch on first time. M.Dr.

Hitachi G80 Chassis
If the set is tripping, try loading the
145V HT line with a 100W bulb.
We've found that these sets trip
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when the line 0114;,,Ot stage
working. The most common reason
for this is failure of the TDA2579A
timebase generator chip IC701.
If the set still won't come on, lift
R713 which is connected to pin 16
(trip input) of 1C701. You will
probably find that the set springs to
life, but with a snowy screen and no
activity around the microcontroller
chip IC1501. In this situation the
first suspect is the 4MHz crystal
X1501. The cause of the fault could
however be IC1501 or the
MDA2062 EEPROM chip IC1502 —
we've had all these items fail at one
time or another.
If the set is fitted with the PCF84C
type of microcontroller chip, the
replacement comes with a modification sheet — it requires a different
supply voltage. M.Dr.

Amstrad CTV1410
This set had us fooled for a bit. It
was dead with no HT, i.e. no voltage
could be measured at the cathode of
the 112V supply rectifier D904. The
HT supply is switched on/off by
relay RLY901, but the supply's
100g, 160V reservoir capacitor is
on the output side of the relay.
Hence the no-voltage situation at the
cathode of D904 — things would
have been clearer if we had made a
scope check at the cathode of D904
first. The cause of the problem was
RLY901's contacts, which were
open-circuit. M.Dr.

Matsui 2086
The power supply was running but
the set wouldn't come out of
standby. Checks in the line output
stage showed that D406 (BYT52J)
was short-circuit, R421 (0.512)
open-circuit and the 12V zener
diode ZD401 short-circuit. The
basic cause of the trouble was a
common one: the HT voltage had
risen because the 470 capacitor in
the power supply had dried up.
M.Dr.

Philips CP90 Chassis
If the top of the picture flickers and
wavers to one side, replace the
following capacitors in the IF can:
C2044 11.1F, 63V; C2045 221iF,
35V; C2073 33µF, 16V; C2087
10, 63V; C2093 22µF, 35V; and
C2098 1µF, 63V. M.Dr.

Sharp DV5150
This set was dead when it was
brought to us. On removing the back
we noticed that both speakers and
the degaussing coils were disconnected, then that lots of parts were
missing from the PCB. All was

revealed when we turned the PCB
over: someone had been replacing
components surface-mount style! To
top it all, the replacement resistors
and diodes on the underside hadn't
even had their leads cropped. All in
all a cowboy job to the highest
extent.
After fitting the correct
components in the right places, and
resoldering pins 1, 2 and 3 of the
line output transformer, we were
back with the original problem: the
set would power up then return to
standby. It's a stock fault with these
sets. The cause is no supply to the
field output chip because the 3.30
safety resistor R612 is open-circuit.
It transpired that the owner had
been quoted a very high price to
replace the LOPT — the previous
`repairer' had presumably discovered that disconnecting pins 1, 2 and 3
stopped the set returning to standby.
There should be a law against
people who do things like this.
M.Dr.

Ferguson ICC5 Chassis
This set was as good as dead: there
was just a flick from the standby
LED when it was switched off. This
indicated that there was a heavy
load on the power supply. Some
cold checks in the line output stage
brought us to CL44 (300nF, 250V)
which was split from end to end. It
read OK when checked with a
capacitance meter, but presumably
couldn't take it when the voltage
was up. C.W.

Salora J Chassis
Two of these sets, actually the
Granada Model C16BZ4, came in
with colour faults. The first one had
a yellow picture, i.e. no blue.
Checks in the RGB output stages
showed that the tube's blue gun was
cut off — there was 194V at the blue
cathode, with the correct 120V at
the red and green cathodes. The blue
control RTB270 had the effect of an
on/off switch: it would produce
either no blue or a flooded blue
raster which became so bright that
beam limiter action tripped the set.
The cause of the fault was RB271
(561(Q) which was open-circuit.
The problem with the second set
was a little more difficult to sort out.
It had a perfect mono picture but
there was no R — Y. A new
TDA3562A colour decoder chip
made no difference, and its supply
voltage and the sandcastle pulses
were as specified. Some time was
then spent carrying out checks in the
chroma delay-line circuit, all to no
avail. To cut a long story short, the
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cause of the problem turned out to be
the TDA2653A field output chip
ICB400! It was presumably affecting
the sandcastle pulse, though this was
not apparent from scope checks.
Anyway, a new TDA2653A restored
correct colours. C.W.

was restricted to the 2.752, 7W surge
limiting resistor, the TEA2164
power supply control chip and the
2SD1548 chopper transistor. I
replaced these items then wound the
set up using a variac. All was well.
J.E.

Philips 2A Chassis
Very intermittently the standby and
mute LEDs would flash and the
channel display would go off. After
a lot of work I found that the 7V
supply to the search tune/control
PCB, at pin 7 of M3, was fluctuating. The symptom was so infrequent that the cause couldn't be
traced to a particular component.
Replacing C2716 (1,5000), D6726
(1N4148) and D6642 (BYD33G)
seems to have stopped the flashing
lights however. C.W.

Saisho CM2880TX/Matsui
2890
Dead with no standby LED
indication. I found that the mains
input wasn't reaching the bridge
rectifier because the relay wasn't
being energised. Further checks
showed that the primary winding of
the standby transformer T101 was
open-circuit. It's available from
CPC under part no.
MA040535009C. I've had to order
three in as many months. J.E.

Finlux 5000 Chassis
The customer said that the set
produced a screenful of snow then
went dead. The dead set bit was no
problem: there's auto switch off
when the set isn't receiving a signal.
The cause of the tuning fault was
rather more difficult to trace.
The tuner is controlled, at pins 5
and 6, by an 12C bus. Its tuning
supply, at pin 3, should be variable
from OV to 24V but was stuck at
30V. The on-screen programming
worked and showed the correct
numbers, and scope checks at the
tuner's I2C pins showed plenty of
activity which altered when the
channel was changed. A new tuner
was tried, but there was still no
tuning. The cause of the problem
turned out to be the SDA2586
memory chip ICa2, which is an
eight-pin pre-programmed EPROM,
part no. 4400267056. It's available
from Nokia or CPC. C.W.
Goodmans 2575
This set was dead with only a few
volts at the collector of the line
output transistor. When the HT
supply was disconnected from the
line output transformer the power
supply worked normally. Checks in
the line output stage showed that a
BY448 diode in the EW correction
circuit had shorted and burnt the
surrounding print. A print repair job
and a new diode got the set working
again but the raster had bowed sides,
indicating loss of EW correction. A
new TDA4950 chip (IC18) put that
right. You'll find the BY448 diode
alongside the large EW coil. J.E.
Sony AE1 Chassis
The job card read "dead after water
spillage". Fortunately the damage
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Samsung CI3482
The cause of no red picture content
was traced to the 2SC2330 red
driver transistor Q503 on the CRT
base panel. It was short-circuit baseto-emitter. J.E.
Hinari CT16
This portable was dead. When I
tried to power it there was a short,
timid sssh noise then the set shut
down. Checks in the line output
stage showed that the boost diode
D552 was short-circuit. A replacement brought the set back to life, but
the diode was very warm. I decided
to use a BY229 fitted to a mica kit,
bolted to a very convenient hole in
the chassis above the line output
transistor, with fly leads for connection to the PCB. The set then
worked normally, with the diode
nice and cool. J.E.
Fisher FTS7111TX
This set was dead with "PA" in the
display. The power supply was
working, but there was no line drive
because the 12V supply at pin 10 of
the TDA2578 timebase generator
chip ICh 1 was missing. I connected
a scope to pin 11 to watch the line
drive at switch on, and found that
there was a very brief squarewave
before the set shut down to standby.
The line output stage was being
heavily loaded, and cold checks
showed that the PY55-600 26V
supply rectifier Dzl was shortcircuit. Amongst other things it
supplies the TDA3652 field output
chip. After fitting a replacement I
switched on and was rewarded with
a raster that was blank apart from
the figure "1". Then smoke
appeared and I hurriedly switched
off. Ck10 (1,000µF, 25V) in the
field scan circuit had shorted. In

went a replacement, rated at 63V.
This time the set produced a normal
picture and all was well. I thought
the original capacitor had been a bit
near its limit. So, out of curiosity, I
measured the voltage across the
replacement. The reading was just
under 25V. J.E.
Beon 1401
Sound distortion was the complaint
with this set. Checks in the audio
output stage eventually brought us
to R153 which had risen in value
from 82k52 to over 2%1 J.E.
Sony KV21VX-IMT
Picture rolling was the complaint
with this set. When freezer was
applied to the UPC1377C timebase
generator chip the picture temporarily locked. A replaced cured the
rolling.
Intermittent or permanent field
collapse is usually caused by dryjoints at Q551, Q553, Q554 and
Q555. After resoldering these
transistors it pays to replace C556
(4.71.1F, 160V) and C560 (470µF).
J.E.
Panasonic U3W Chassis
The cause of field collapse turned
out to be the 2SD837 Darlington
transistor Q403, which was opencircuit base-to-collector. J.E.
Matsui 1436
This portable had a really strange
fault. When it came on the colour
would be in vertical bands that
moved across the screen from left to
right. Fortunately the fault was
intermittent — it responded to gentle
tapping with a screwdriver. The
cause of the trouble was a badly
soldered joint at the chassis side of
C140. T.L.
Sony KVX2982 (BE3B
Chassis)
The sound would suddenly become
very loud for an instant then return
to the set level. It would do this only
once a day and fortunately a friend
of mine knew the answer. You
resolder all the joints at RA2 and
RA3 on the microcontroller
subpanel. It works! T.L.
Matsui 14T
If the display produced by one of
these portables has a green, red or
blue background, go straight for
C821, C824 and C825. Remove
them, clean then solder them back
in. This normally cures the fault.
They are surface-mounted devices
on the print side of the main PCB.
T.L.
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Fault Finding
Reports from
Philip Blundell, AMIEEIE
Terry Lamoon
Bob Longhurst
Denis Foley
Chris Watton
Eugene Trundle
Michael Dranfield
Giles Pilbrow
Graham Colebourn
and Michael Maurice

Ferguson ICC8 Chassis
This set was dead with the line output transistor short-circuit. When a
replacement had been fitted the set
was still dead, because there was
no line drive — the BSR51 line driver transistor TL17 was short-circuit.
The set worked when a new BSR51
had been fitted, but after only a few
minutes' use the line output transistor was overheating and in danger
of again failing.
Checks around TL17 showed that
its collector was at 50V instead of
23V. The collector supply comes
from the Ul 24V rail, which was
also at 50V, though the other three
supplies from the chopper circuit
were all normal. How could this
be?
The 24V supply and the line output stage derived 65V supply meet
at the field output stage, where
DF16 (BA157) was found to be
short-circuit. Thus the two supplies
were shorted together. As the 65V
supply was providing more current
than usual, the voltage had fallen to
50V. P.B.

Grundig CUC3400 Chassis
If there's no raster but the sound and
EHT are present, check for first
anode (G2) voltage at the relevant
pin of the CRT base socket (thank
you Grundig for marking the pins on
the PCB). If the voltage is missing,
suspect an internal leak in the socket. Check it by replacement. P.B.
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Philips GR1-AX Chassis
The complaint was that this set would
shut down completely every two to
three hours. It was put on test and sure
enough shut down after the allotted
time. Switching it off then on again
restored normal operation. I removed
the back and tried tapping around
various parts, but there was no
reaction to this. When a visual
inspection was carried out however I
found that the line scan coil connector
was badly dry-jointed. The set worked
perfectly once the connector had been
cleaned and resoldered. Puzzles: why
didn't it respond to tapping, and why
didn't it fail more often?! T.L.

Matsui 1482
The picture produced by this set
would all of a sudden go bright and
smeary. So I tapped around on the
CRT base panel. This produced a
dramatic effect. The cause of the
trouble was a shorting wire on the
ribbon connecting cable. It was
possible to carry out a repair to the
cable. T.L.

Sony K1/1421
The display produced by this 14in.
portable consisted of a blue screen
with flyback lines. A new
TDA3505G video matrixing/control
chip put matters right. T.L.

Hitachi C2564TN
When this set was powered there
was partial field collapse, a very
bright screen then tripping. It's quite
a common fault. You'll find that the
1S2 safety resistor R609 is opencircuit because IC601 is faulty.
Replace them. IC601 is the
TDA8178 field output chip. R609 is
in the rectifier circuit that produces
the 27V supply for IC601. T.L.

Akura CX26
There was intermittent loss of the
picture to a blank raster. The teletext
panel has a mass of tinned copper
wire links. Desoldering and

resoldering the lot solved this
problem. B.L.

Hitachi G7P Mk II Chassis
There was tuning drift between
channels 23-33 and nothing above
channel 36 could be tuned in. We
first suspected a tuner fault, but there
was only some 7V across the 33V
regulator ZD101. The cause of this
was none of the usual suspects
(regulator, feed resistors etc.). It was
the HD401304R12S chip IC101. A
clue was provided by the fact that
the on-screen tuning bar swept the
whole band. B.L.

Beko 12220
When this set was powered it tripped
off. With a 60W bulb as the load, we
found that the HT was 125V. Further
checks brought us to the BY299
diode D801 which was short-circuit.
A replacement restored normal
operation. If D801 fails at switch on
the LOPT is suspect. B.L.

Texet TX2045VR
This set wouldn't power up. The
start-up resistors and C806 were OK,
and the STR5412 chip appeared to
be all right. D805 (1N4937) was
short-circuit however while C808, a
lkV, 4,700pF blue disc capacitor,
had split its case. Replacing these
two items and fitting a new
STR5412 chip for good measure
provided a complete cure. B.L.

Sony AE1 Chassis
When this set was switched to
standby it produced a motorboating
groan. This was caused by the main
metal plate across the PCB. It was
dry-jointed. Resoldering the lugs put
matters right. B.L.

Sanyo E4-A21 Chassis
There was intermittent loss of the
picture, with the sound remaining
OK. When the fault occurred,
winding up the first anode preset
produced a blank raster with reduced
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Hitachi C1709T (GIPS Mk 2 Chassis)
height. In the fault condition the
voltage at the collectors of the RGB
output transistors rose from 140V to
180V.
Checks around the TDA3566
colour decoder chip IC202 showed
that the amplitude of the sandcastle
pulses, which come from the
TDA4505M multifunction chip
IC101, was varying. I then found
that the supply at pin 7 of IC101 was
10V instead of 12V. This took me
back to the L78M12-RA 12V regulator chip IC362, whose input was
perfect. A new 12V stabiliser cleared
the fault.
Incidentally the set in which we
had this fault was an Akai Model
CT2158.

Contec KT8135
If the set is dead, check/replace the
3301d2 start-up resistors R501 and
R502. B.L.

Tatung C Chassis
If the line scan produces a folded
picture for the first five minutes, or
there's a vertical white bar down the
centre of the screen, check R413
(180, 0.5W) which tends to go high
in value. It provides the 18V feed to
the line driver stage.
Replace it then ensure that the HT
voltage is correct 115V with 14
and 20in. models, 109.5V with 15
and 21in. models.
We've had this fault with several
models, including the Goodmans
2050R. D.F.

Bush 1452T/Alba CTV841
The picture was rolling and jumping
and the top half was distorted. We
replaced the field output and jungle
chips, and several electrolytic and
tantalum capacitors in the field
timebase, before we eventually
traced the cause of the fault to R413
in the field feedback/correction
circuit. It had risen in value from
6.81Q to 125ka D.F.

Toshiba 175T9B
The power supply was producing
an odd whine. The cause was
traced to C749 (680nF, 2kV) which
was short-circuit. It's connected
across the line output transistor.
C.W.

Sony KV2090 (XE4 Chassis)
This set was intermittently dead,
though the power supply continued
to work with the HT, 7V and 14V
rails OK. The line drive was disappearing, and once this had happened the set wouldn't come on
again until it was switched off then
on. Tapping the PCB gave the
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We've had a number of these sets in recently
and have found that the following faults are
quite common.
If the set is dead with the standby LED
alight, one of the 821d1 start-up resistors
R902 and R903 is probably open-circuit. As
they sometimes go open-circuit intermittently
it's wise to replace them both. If these resistors are OK, check for a short across the HT
line. This can easily be done by checking, on
the ohms range, between the collector of the
line output transistor and its heatsink. If a
short-circuit is recorded here, it's likely that
the 130V protection diode ZD903 has gone
short-circuit. The usual cause of ZD903's
failure is R909 (39k52) changing value.
The small electrolytics in the power supply
should be replaced without testing them. They
can be responsible for poor starting and false
tripping.
If the power supply is providing an output
but the set won't go, check for line drive at
the collector of the line driver transistor. It's
absence usually means that the `X-ray' proimpression that dry-joints were present, but a blanket resoldering job
didn't improve the situation.
Eventually gentle probing
revealed that C513 (0.0027pF) had
an internal connection problem. It's
connected to pin 15 (line oscillator)
of the TDA2579 timebase generator
chip IC501. C.W.

Hitachi CTP2508
This set was dead though there was
320V at the collector of the chopper transistor Q901 and 7.7V at pin
9 of the TDA4601 chopper control
chip IC901. A scope check at the
base of Q901 showed that start-up
was attempted but lasted for only a
few pulses, indicating an overload.
We found that the RU2M 20V supply rectifier D911 read about
100k0 in the wrong direction.
Dry-joints were evident at the
chopper transformer. As the set has
separate speakers, we didn't try the
sound until later. We then found
that the. LA4270 audio output chip
had a hole in it. C.W.

tection circuit is operating. If you suspect
this, short-circuit the base and the emitter of
the line output transistor and connect a 40W
bulb between this point and the transistor's
collector. Connect a 10052 resistor across
C701, then power the set while monitoring
the HT voltage. If this is OK at approximately
112V — the voltage varies a bit, but should be
less than 130V with a bulb as the load —
check ZD701, ZD702, R717 (100kS2), R716
(51142) and R715 (270k0).
If the HT voltage is low rather than high,
check C905 (100pF). If it is only 30-40V, but
might rise to 130V intermittently, check Q905
(BF423).
If there's no picture but the sound is OK,
the line output stage is working and the
CRT's heaters are alight, first check whether
the on-screen display is working. If it is,
check the LVA532S AV switching chip
IC1302 for the scart input. Video goes in at
pin 6 and should come out at pin 4. If there
are no on-screen graphics, the field output
stage is suspect. C.W.

transformer. Although this is not
uncommon with these sets, we
checked for a possible cause and
discovered that the HT was at 166V
instead of 138V, quite high in fact.
Checks in the power supply showed
that the set-HT potentiometer was
duff — any movement changed the
HT from the correct level to 166V.
So at last we'd found the cause of
the field fault: as the HT rose, the
width increased and the height
decreased.
We also replaced the 1pF, 63V
electrolytic capacitor in the feedback circuit associated with the
chopper control chip. C.W.

Matsui 1460
Field collapse was the problem with
this portable. The 35V supply to the
field output transistors was present
and correct, and there was a good
sawtooth waveform at the field hold
control. A few cold checks soon
brought us to R323 (1.80) which
was open-circuit. C.W.

Hitachi C2146/2546/2846
Finlux 1111W
This set had been in on a number of
occasions, the fault being lack of
height — about half an inch at the
top and bottom according to the
customer. We'd not seen the fault
however. What we had done was to
replace the height control and carry
out some resoldering in the field
output stage, but still the customer
complained that the fault would
occur at odd times.
Then the set came in because it
was dead with a shorted line output

Nicam reception problems with this
range of sets can be caused by a
production problem in the form of a
solder bridge between pins 24 and
25 of the Nicam decoder chip
1C4201. The effect is intermittent
stereo sound reception or a time
delay between selecting a programme and getting a Nicam caption and stereo sound. E.T.

Philips 2A Chassis
Lack of height with cramping and
centre crossover distortion was the
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problem with one of these sets.
After rather a lot of checks we
traced the cause to R3573 in the
field feedback circuit. With 110°
sets its value should be 511d2 — in
our faulty set the resistor measured
1201(Q. With 90° sets the value
should be 2.7ka M.Dr.

Granada/Salora Ex-rentals
If you get one of these sets with the
problem that channels 1-4 cannot
be tuned in, enter the service mode
— the Hitachi CPT2656 manual
describes how to do this — and
switch off bit zero, the little dot.
All channels are then available for
tuning and storing. M.Dr.

Ferguson TX100 with
Teletext
No line or field sync with one of
these text sets was cured by replacing the SAA5030 video input processing chip on the text panel.
There should be a video input at pin
16, with a video output at pin 12 to
the sync separator. The video output
at pin 12 was missing. M.Dr.

Saisho CT149TXA
This 14in. text portable was dead.
After replacing the usual parts — the
STR50103A chip etc. — the set
remained dead, as can happen. The
power supply is extremely simple,
consisting of about eight components. We replaced them one by
one, including the chopper transformer. The culprit turned out to be
the 103V HT supply reservoir
capacitor C506 (100pF, 160V)
which was open-circuit.
This is one to watch out for with
any set that uses an STR type chopper chip — we would have expected
just a low output, not a dead set.
M.Dr.

Hitachi CPT2488 (Salora
K Chassis)
The picture was slow to appear and
when it did the centre was blanked
for several minutes. The cause was
C574 (100pF) in the field output
stage. I wouldn't recommend using
freezer to prove the point, as this
results in the sudden demise of the
field output chip! G.P.

JVC AV25F1EK
When teletext was selected the
screen would blank for a second
then a normal picture would return.
The cause was IC004, type PCF84
C81P/064, on the text PCB. G.P.

Hitachi C2114R
This set would cut out after about
half an hour. We found that the
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protection thyristor Q703 was being
fired because transistor Q704
(BF423) in the excess-current protection circuit became leaky when
warm. G.P.

Sanyo CBP2180A
The symptoms with one of these
sets were field non-linearity (very
squashed two inches from the top
of the picture), crooked verticals
and intermittent colour. All were
caused by a dry-joint at pin 2 (chassis connection) of the 12V regulator
IC552. As a result the 12V supply
was high at 14V. G.P.

Mitsubishi CT29B2STX,
CT25A2STX, CT21A2STX
If the line output transistor Q522 is
short-circuit, the four small electrolytics in the power supply should
be replaced using high-temperature
(105°C) components. They are as
follows: C905 (470pF, 35V), C906
(47pF, 50V), C909 (2.2pF, 50V)
and C920 (100pF, 25V). Note that
the transistor type varies with
screen size. With a 21in. tube it's
type 2SD1877, part no.
260P606010; with a 25in. tube it's
type 2SD1878 (part no.
260P607010) while with a 29in.
CRT it's type 2SD1879 (part no.
260P608010). G.P.

Bush 2057NTX
When this set was switched on at
the mains there was a rather large
crackle of EHT but no picture. The
HT was found to be over 170V
instead of 115V because C910
(10pF) and C909 (470) in the
power supply had dried up.
On advancing the tube's first
anode control a blank, unmodulated
line appeared and the set wouldn't
go to standby. The standby fault was
caused by Q907 (2SC2335) which
was short-circuit. Replacing ZD402
(12V, 1W) and R442 (3.9a 1W
fusible) brought back the signals,
while the field scan was restored by
replacing the TDA3563B field output chip IC401. G.P.

Philips CP90 Chassis
There was field collapse with an
uncontrollably bright line because
the 163V video HT supply was
missing. Safety resistor R3623
(8.252) was open-circuit. The 163V
supply also provides bias for the
field output transistors. G.P.

replaced. Otherwise IC301 could
fail again. G.P.

Aiwa VXT1010K
This combined TV/VCR wouldn't
start up from cold. We found that
C524 (47pF, 10V) in the power
supply had dried up. G.P.

GoldStar CIT2168F
(PC04A Chassis)
A black screen with normal sound
was the result of failure of the
TDA1170N field timebase chip
IC301. In addition R320 (1052, 1W)
in the supply to IC301 had burnt
out. The correct current through
R320 is 170mA.
To cure slight foldover at the top
of the picture we replaced the 27V
supply's reservoir capacitor C423
and the bootstrap capacitor C302 —
they are both 100pF, 35V components.
Note that great care should be
taken when removing the back from
these sets to prevent damage to the
loudspeaker terminals. The only
plug and socket available to disconnect the loudspeakers is placed
inaccessibly under the CRT rim,
and the chassis will not slide out
until a front screw is removed. G.C.

Hitachi C2544TN,
C2564TN, C2844TN,
C2864TN
I've had two of these sets with
intermittent loss of the sound and
picture. When the fault is present,
the red standby LED is lit and
blinks once every two seconds.
This indicates that the failure is in
the main chopper power supply circuit.
In both cases the cause was
traced to a cracked joint at one end
of the ferrite bead link FB911,
which feeds unregulated HT to the
chopper transformer. It's located
near the front of the power panel,
but its connections are obscured by
the plastic divider rail. G.C.

Toshiba 217D9B
The cause of intermittently excessive picture brightness was traced
to a cracked solder joint at the line
output transformer's auxiliary earth
pin. This connection earths the lowvoltage end of the voltage divider
network that includes the first
anode potentiometer. G.C.

Philips 14PT156B
GoldStar CIT2190F/Matsui
2091
If the TDA1170N field timebase
chip IC301 has failed, C302
(100pF, 35V) must also be

This fairly new portable produced
perfect sound but no picture. The
screen was black. When the setting
of the first anode control was
advanced there was a thin line
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across the screen, denoting field
collapse. The field output chip was
deprived of its supply because the
fusible 4.70 resistor R3449 was
open-circuit.
The current through a temprary
150 ballast resistor seemed to be
acceptable at 120mA and restored the
picture. So a new 4.70 resistor was
fitted and the first anode control was
returned to its orignal setting. G.C.

Beko 16228NX
The picture and sound would disappear soon after this 28in. Nicam set
was switched on, leaving either a
blank screen or traces of chroma. If
teletext was selected the sound
would return but there was no text!
The video signal path was being
interrupted by a cracked joint at the
470nF polyester capacitor C208 in
the IF module. It feeds the signal
from pin 11 of IC201 to pin 8 of
the video preamplifier IC202. G.C.

Philips CP110 Chassis
This set came in dead with the
chopper transistor short-circuit.
After replacing this, the TEA1039
chopper control chip and a few

other items I disconnected the feed
to the line output stage, connected a
bulb as a dummy load and switched
on. The lamp glowed for a fraction
of a second then went out — the
power supply had tripped.
Further checks showed that the
cause of the fault lay in the optocoupler circuit. This was narrowed
down to the standby switching. In
the standby mode the BD438 transistor Tr7727 switches on, supplying more current to the optocoupler. The outputs from the power
supply then fall. In fact in standby
the transistor was supplying too
much current. When its collector
was disconnected the voltage at this
point was found to be 32V instead
of 8-10V. Although there was no
measurable leak, a new BD438
transistor cured the problem. M.M.

Fidelity CTV2000
The chassis used in this set appears
to be a modified version of the
ZX3000, with a slightly different
layout. The set was dead apart from
a pop from the loudspeaker. A
quick check in the power supply
showed that it was producing an

HT output, but this didn't reach the
line output stage. The cause was
R97, whose legs were too large to
fit correctly in the holes. As a result
it had never been soldered properly.
Enlarging the holes and resoldering
R97 cured the fault. M.M.

Ferguson D59F
This set would switch on but
appeared to be stuck in the AV1
mode. After replacing the EEPROM
1802 and setting it up I was rewarded with a good working set. M.M.

Mitsubishi CT2964STX
The reported fault was that the
sound would fade and disappear. If
you turned the volume up the fault
would right itself. Sometimes a tap
on the side of the cabinet would
restore the sound. I removed the IF
can and inspected it, but someone
had got to it first: all the joints were
OK. So attention was turned to the
audio module, which contains the
Nicam arid mono sound processing
and the audio output stage. Here I
found that Q3005 had all three legs
dry-jointed. Resoldering this transistor cured the fault. M.M.

TV
Fault Finding
Reports from
Philip Blundell, AMIEEIE
Michael Maurice
Shane Humphrey, LCGI
John Edwards
Michael Dranfield
Chris Watton
Brian Storm
Denis- Foley and
Christopher Nunn

Philips GR2.2AA Chassis
This set was dead. Resistance
checks in the line output stage soon
revealed that one of the EW modulator diodes (D6546, BY228) was
short-circuit and that the EW fuse
F1534 had blown. When these two
items had been replaced the set
worked, but the width was excessive and vertical lines were bowed.
Transistor Tr7533 (2SA1359) on
the tube base PCB was short-circuit. After replacing this transistor
the width was low, and couldn't be
increaed enough using the width
control. Driver transistor Tr7530
(BC848) had also failed. P.B.

Sanyo CBP2876-00
(ED028 Chassis)
The picture was perfect — even the
teletext worked — but it was constantly moving from left to right.
Fortunately there's a good circuit
description in the manual. So I was
able to build up a list of what was
needed for the circuit to synchronise. There was digital video at the
DPU2553 chip (IC400), also pulses
from the line output transformer.
So the picture should have been
locked. A new DPU2553 solved the
problem. P.B.

Ferguson U739 Tuning
System
The Ch. 5 tuning operation has
revealed the sets with tuning problems. This set (Model 20C3,
TX100 chassis) would start to
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search tune when asked, but carried
on searching when the button was
released. The switch wasn't leaky,
but the search up line was being
held low. Replacing the four
1N4148 diodes D2026-9 restored
normal operation. P.B.

Philips GR1-AX Chassis
This set was dead apart from a
humming noise that came from the
speaker. The 95V HT supply was
present at the collector of the line
output transistor, but it was without
drive.
The TDA8305 IF/timebase generator chip IC7220 has a rather
unusual start-up arrangement. A
capacitor (C2058) that charges
from the HT line supplies a pulse
which is fed in at the volume control pin (11) to start the line oscillator! The pulse was present, and a
line oscillator waveform was present for a second or so at the line
drive output pin 26, but the drive
output from this pin didn't get
going and the 2.6V normally present here was missing. The 12V
feed coil L5524, which is by the
line output transformer, was opencircuit. Its part no. is 4822 156
21293. P.B.

Nokia SP63D1.6355UK
(SFN Chassis)

100pF, 63V flyback boost capacitor
C604 restored the raster. M.M.

Finlandia/Salora M Chassis
I got the call to this one from
another dealer. He said it was
badged JVC with a Granada sticker
on the back and a Finlandia remote
control unit! Anyway it was dead,
with a short-circuit line output transistor. So a replacement S2000AF
was fitted. When I switched on
there were squeals from the power
supply, a slightly narrow picture
and field flyback lines. Various
electrolytics had to be replaced to
restore normal operation: C523
(470pF, 25V); C571 (100pF, 40V);
C622 and C624 (both 220pF, 25V).
It's prudent to replace these four
capacitors whenever one of these
sets comes in for service. M.M.

Ferguson ICC9 Chassis
If the problem is no/intermittent
sound you will probably have to
look no farther than socket BA05 at
the back of the main panel. It's
quite a tall socket which tends to
`wobble' when the PCB or chassis
is moved. As a result there is a tendency for dry-joints or cracked
print where the socket is connected
to the PCB. S.H.

Panasonic Z4 Chassis

This set had a distinctive field nonlinearity symptom — the picture
appeared to have horizontal black
bands and areas where the scan
lines were too far apart. A scope
check on the field output to the
scan coils showed a ramp that was
`filled in' with an I-IF signal. RS11
(22052) was open-circuit. It's connected across the field scan coil
socket, on the mother board. P.B.

When this set was first switched on
there was a bright green screen.
After a few seconds a normal picture would appear, but once or
twice a day the picture would cut
out entirely. The cause of the trouble turned out to be capacitor C350
on the tube base panel. Our thanks
to Panasonic Technical for assistance with this one. S.H.

Hitachi C2564TN

No sound was the reported fault
with one of these sets. The speaker

Field collapse was the fault with
this set. The TDA8178 field output
chip was blameless: replacing the

Samsung C13312Z
and the audio output chip appeared

to be in order, as were the DC sup-
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plies to the audio section. But the
ident level (approximately 0.5V) at
pin 29 of RIC01 was missing
because R709 (27k0) was opencircuit. A replacement resistor
restored the sound. S.H.

Matsui 1436
The standby switching worked but
there was no sound or picture.
Checks in the line timebase showed
that while line drive was present at
the primary winding of the driver
transformer T751 it didn't reach the
base of the line output transistor. A
replacement driver transformer
cured the fault — the original one
had shorted turns. S.H.

Goodmans 2875
This set would work all right for
several days then go completely
dead for a few minutes before coming back on in the standby mode.
The cure was to resolder all the
connections to the chopper transformer TI, though no dry-joints
were visible. S.H.

Philips CP90 Chassis
This set produced a nice picture but
intermittently, maybe once every
few hours, the picture would turn to
white with flyback lines, as if the
first anode control had been turned
up too far. When this occurred the
picture was just visible in the background. I envisaged a long soak
test, but fortunately spotted a telltale dark ring around the chassis
pin of the line output transformer,
indicating the start of a dry-joint
forming. Slight movement of the
pin while watching the screen,
using insulated pliers, proved that
the symptoms could be made to
come and go at will. The set
worked all right after resoldering
all the transformer's pins.
A word of warning. When
you've replaced the back cover
after a repair and find that the picture is dark and dull, you've broken
the rear-mounted 51d2 contrast preset R3944 — its shaft protrudes
through a small hole in the back
cover. Guess how I found out! J.E.

Philips G90AE Chassis

Hitachi CPT2080

No sound or picture it said on the
job sheet. The 95V HT supply was
missing because of a hairline crack
in the print at the edge of the main
PCB, where it slots into the cabinet.
An insulated link put matters right.
S.H.

Intermittent field collapse, lasting
for only a few seconds to about a
minute, would occur perhaps once
or twice during a four-hour period.
It was caused by base-emitter leakage in one of the field output transistors, Q651 (2SD401A). For good
measure I also replaced its partner
Q652 (same type). J.E.

Sanyo CBP2865 (E3-A28
Chassis)
The sound and picture would intermittently disappear, leaving a
bright white raster of reduced
height. Normal operation would
sometimes be resumed almost as
soon as the fault occurred. At other
times there would be field collapse
followed by the standby mode. The
cause of the trouble was the
S13122V 12V regulator 1C780,
which shorted internally when
warm. It's mounted on a large
heatsink on the power supply
board: use plenty of heatsink compound when fitting the replacement. J.E.

Aiwa VXT1010K
This combined TV/VCR originally
suffered from intermittent switchon problems. Sometimes it would,
sometimes it wouldn't. Now it just
wouldn't.
The very nice man at Aiwa suggested that I replace the STK73907
regulator, C514 (0.082pF pulse
capacitor), Q501 (2SK212) and
Q510 (2SC1815). Then if necessary
change the value of R520 to 681M
and C524 to 220pF. I did and the
set worked.
If only all manufactures would
follow this example! J.E.

Grundig TVR3700

Bush 2512T

This combined TV/VCR unit had
no line timebase operation, the
symptom being sound but no picture. Checks showed that the 14V
supply to the line driver transformer
was missing because the fusible
resistor R3584 was open-circuit.
This resistor is connected to the collector of the pnp standby switching
transistor Tr7582, whose emitter is
connected to the 14V supply from
the chopper circuit. J.E.

Whenever this set was switched on
from cold some or all of the stations would be slightly off tune.
The cause was transistor Q608
(BSX20), which is part of the integrating circuit between the microcontroller chip and the tuner's VT
pin. The only difference noted
between the old and the replacement transistor was a slightly distorted collector-to-emitter waveform shown by a scope component
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tester display. The faulty transistor
produced normal readings when
checked with a meter. J.E.

Matsui 209T
We've had three of these sets in all
with the same problem, flyback
lines at the top of the picture, also
the six RGB test lines for the auto
grey-scale correction visible.
Replacing C301 (100pF, 50V) and
C303 (4.7pF, 160V) cured the
problem in each case. Both capacitors are in the field output stage.
M.Dr.

Philips G110 Chassis
This set was dead although the
power supply was OK when tested
with a dummy load. So over to the
line output stage, where we found
that the BU508A output transistor
was leaky. The root cause was
C2546 (8.2nF, 2kV) in the EW
diode modulator circuit — it had a
large hole burnt in the side.
After replacing these two items
we confidently switched on. But
there was nothing, still a dead set.
As further checks failed to reveal
anything amiss we disconnected
the electronic trip (Tr7656/7655)
by removing R3660. This time the
set sprang sprang to life when it
was switched on, but there was no
EW correction. The culprit turned
out to be the 315mA Wickman
fuse T1534, which is in series with
the collector of the EW modulator
driver transistor Tr7533. The voltage build up here is monitored by
zener diode D6561, which provides
one of the feeds to the electronic
trip. M.Dr.

Amstrad CTV1410 and
Clones
If the 2SD1545 chopper transistor
has blown, always check/replace
Q902 (2SB774) and the 9.1V zener
diode ZD902 as these are usually
damaged as well.
If you have a dead set with the
—30V and 16V supplies OK but the
112V HT supply appears to be
missing, check relay RLY901 first
for open-circuit contacts. Since the
reservoir capacitor comes after the
relay, no voltage can be measured
at the cathode of the HT rectifier
D904 when the relay's contacts are
open-circuit. M.Dr.

Tatung 160 Chassis
One of these sets suffered from
slight ghosting, as if there was an
aerial fault. After checking the aerial system, which was OK, we
replaced the tuner. This didn't
make any difference. A replace-
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ment SAW filter (Z101) cured the
problem. M.Dr.

Philips CP110 Chassis
"Takes five minutes to come on
from cold" was the complaint with
one of these sets. The well-known
cure is to replace the 22pF HT
reservoir and smoothing capacitors
C2670 and C2621. I changed them
as one measured 18pF on the meter,
but this only improved the start-up
time to two minutes. The cure this
time was to replace the 100pF, 50V
electrolytic capacitor mounted on a
small PCB between the chopper
transformer and C2656. C.W.

Panasonic Euro 1 Chassis
This digital receiver had a Nicam
sound problem: the stereo sound was
low and distant, and sometimes came
from one channel only. The FM
sound was good however, from both
channels. Unfortunately the Nicam
chip proved to be innocent. My next
stab in the dark was successful. I
replaced the AMU2481 multi-sound
processor chip IC1431. B.S.

Panasonic Z5 Chassis
Lack of height with some foldover
at the top was the symptom with
this set. We soon discovered that
the 30V supply, which is derived
from the line output transformer,
was low at 20V. The feed resistor
R521 had risen in value from 8.211
to about 2011. B.S.

Panasonic Euro 1 Chassis
There were teletext and on-screen
graphics problems: after a few minutes black lines would develop
across the text screen or the onscreen graphics boxes, then
increase until black eventually predominated. Obvious guesses like
the text processor IC and text memory chip proved to be incorrect.
The culprit turned out to be the
DPU2553 deflection processor chip
IC1501. B.S.

Panasonic Euro 2 Chassis
The problem with this second-generation digital receiver was field
foldover at the top of the screen,
bringing the CRT current sampling
lines down into the display area. The
cause of the fault was traced to D456,
a 16V zener diode (type MA2160) in
the field output stage. B.S.

Panasonic Euro 1 Chassis
Very intermittently this digital TV
receiver would develop large picture geometry errors, leading to
failure of the line output transistor.
When it had been on soak test for
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several hours I noticed that the
height and width had increased dramatically. Fearing for the safety of
the line output transistor, I switched
off and resorted to guesswork. I
suspected the DPU2553 deflection
processor chip IC1501, and
replaced it. But later that day the
fault returned. Eventually, after
many hours of uninspired guesswork, I discovered that the cause of
the fault was the MCU2600 master
oscillator chip IC651. B.S.

Sony KVD2912U (AE1A
Chassis)
The picture was cramped approximately a third of the way from the top
of the screen and there was foldover
at the bottom. The cause was traced
to the field scan coupling capacitor
C531 (680pF, 25V) which had fallen
in value to 330pF. D.F.

RC unit and carrying out adjustments restored normal operation.
Don't ask me why the controls had
been turned down in the first place.
Three weeks later the set came
back to us, this time with no sound
or raster. The cause was traced to
one of the 82kS2 start-up/bias resistors (R902/3) for the BUT11AF
chopper transistor Q903 being
open-circuit. D.F.

Toshiba C2226
This set would spring to life only
after being left in standby for about
an hour. The cause was traced to
the 1,000pF, 25V electrolytic
capacitor C932 on the sub-panel
next to the teletext PCB. Its value
had fallen to 400pF. This is the first
power supply fault I've had with
these sets — nearly all previous
faults have been field cramping of
some sort. C.N.

Goodmans 1410
Line tearing accompanied by a
squeak from the chopper transformer would develop when this set
had been in operation for about half
an hour. The cause was eventually
traced to CP90 (22pF, 50V) in the
power supply circuit. D.F.

Mitsubishi CT2525TX
This set's audio sounded like a special effect from Dr Who! There was
a low, whooping noise that
increased in pitch. The cause of the
fault was dry-joints around the
AN5265 audio chip IC361. To be
on the safe side I replaced it. C.N.

Philips CP110 Chassis
When this set was first switched on
the verticals were ragged, the fault
clearing after about fifteen minutes.
The cause was traced to C2633
(100pF, 25V), which decouples the
supply to the line driver transistor
Tr7630. D.F.

ITT Monoprint B Chassis

There was no sound or raster. I disconnected the scan coil plug and
used a 100W bulb across C795 as a
dummy load for the power supply.
This proved that the power supply
was OK. The line output transistor
and transformer, which are the
most usual causes of the fault, were
then replaced. But no luck. Disconnecting in turn the rectifier
diodes fed from the line output
transformer brought me to D547 in
the 13V supply. It was short-circuit.
The TDA2170 field timebase chip
IC401 was also short-circuit. D.F.

Dead set the report said. The internal mains fuse had blown and the
BU908 chopper transistor T701
was short-circuit. Replacing these
two components produced a repeat
performance. The cause of this was
C701 (4.7pF, 400V) which was
open-circuit. It's part of the mains
filter. When this item had been
replaced the fuse blowing stopped
but the set still refused to start. So I
connected a 60W bulb across the
power supply output and turned to
the line output stage. Big mistake!
After wasting time and finding
no answer here I returned to the primary side of the power supply. To
cut a long story short, replacing the
TEA2165 chopper drive chip IC701
cured the fault. For some reason it
would drive the power supply with
a 60W bulb as the load but not in
normal circumstances. C.N.

Hitachi C14-P218

Grundig CUC220 Chassis

It was just possible to see a dim
raster when this set was first
brought in. The contrast, brightness
and colour can be adjusted only
with the remote control unit:
because there was an open-circuit
print land within this unit, the picture control action could be reduced
using the minus button but the plus
button had no effect. Repairing the

This set was OK when cold. Once it
had warmed up however it would
shut down with a jumbled LED display., Voltage checks showed that
the 5V supply was low at 3-1V. The
culprit was D671 (SKE4F). C.N.

ITT Digi 3 110° Chassis

Sharp DV3760H
This set was dead. Resistance

checks in the line output stage pro-
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duced a short-circuit reading across
the line output transistor, but when
it was removed for checking out of
circuit the readings were OK. "Line
output transformer" a voice in my
head said. Good job I ignored it!
Further checks revealed that D601
(1N4937, rated at 600V, 1A) had
gone short-circuit.
These sets have a very forgiving
power supply. So it's best to check
the line output stage first. If there
are any problems here the power
supply simply stops working. C.N.
Philips GR1-AX Chassis
This set was dead with the
2SC3795 line output transistor
Tr7528 short-circuit. A replacement
restored the set to life, but there
was a faint, fuzzy vertical line at
the right-hand side of the picture,
about 0.5cm from the edge. The
cause of this was C2523 (6.8pF,
63V) which was open-circuit. It
smooths the supply to the line driver stage and could well have been
responsible for the line output transistor failure. C.N.
Toshiba 255R7B
The colour was missing. After
wasting much time on peripheral

components the TDA3565 colour
decoder chip Q501 proved to be the
culprit. I'm always reluctant to condemn ICs as so often the cause is
elsewhere. C.N.
Ferguson TX9 Chassis
This portable set was immaculate
for its age — it had been left in the
loft for years after the fault
occurred. There was no sound
because the 100 safety resistor
R156 was open-circuit. It's in the
feed to the audio output stage. C.N.
Hitachi G7P Chassis
The customer complained that this
set wouldn't store stations. As I'd
had the fault before I was able to
cure it straight away. D706 and
R723 in the line output stage are
the cause. They were only dryjointed this time, but it's best to
replace them. C.N.
Ferguson TX100 Chassis
When I say that this set was blowing its BU508A chopper transistor
TR6 I mean physcially blowing it
apart. The TDA4600-2 chopper
control chip IC7 failed as well. The
cause of the trouble was the chopper transistor's base drive coupling

capacitor C117 (100g, 16V). C.N.
Nikkai TLG2000
This set was used for karaoke only,
so the input was via the video and
audio phono sockets. The problem
was a black, horizontal line that
drifted down the screen. When the
tuner was used the picture was OK.
The cause of the problem was the
JC501P transistor Q220 which was
short-circuit. It is on the small PCB
attached to the set's rear cover. A
BC546 was found to be compatible
and cured the fault. C.N.
Ferguson ICC6 Chassis
This set would power up briefly,
with the TV LED going from red to
green — then out! Line drive was
found to be present for a second,
after which it disappeared.
Resistance checks on the various
supply lines produced a reading of
6852 across the line output stage
derived 13V supply. Isolation
checks brought me to the TDA1771
field timebase chip IFOL which was
virtually short-circuit between pins
1 (field scan output) and 5 (chassis).
A new chip restored normal operation. The resistance reading should
have been about 15M52. C.N.

TOSHIBA
Service
Briefs

Know-how from Toshiba Technical, based on Bulletins AH64 and CDH65

Television Sets
Models 1440, 1722, 2140, 2141 and
2151 (RB and TB versions)
HT and width variations, with the STR58041 chopper chip 1C801 running very hot and eventually
going short-circuit: Replace C815 (1,800pF) which
couples pulses to the base of transistor Q803 in the
switch-on delay circuit.

Model 2112DB
Field linearity stretched at the top of the screen:
Replace the 1pF electrolytic capacitor C331 which is
connected to pin 6 of the LA7837 field output chip
IC330. The capacitor goes open-circuit. Its correct
voltage rating is 50V.

Models 2132DB, 2145DB, 2535DB,
2545DB and 2835DB
Faint hum bar across the screen. Moves up or
down: Replace the 470pF, 16V electrolytic capacitor
C450 which smooths the line output stage derived
12V supply. It goes low in value.

VCRs
Models V204B, V205B, V215B, V254B,
V255B, V404B, V425B and V454B
Sound varies (wow) with the machine's own
recordings in the LP mode — this may happen only
with certain tapes: Cause is wear on the supply and
take-up reel spools. Replace them both. The supply
reel assembly is part no. 70031328, the take-up reel
assembly is part no. 70031335.
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The fault could also arise with Hi-Fi models V804B,
V825B, V854B and V855B but will not be noticed as
the customer will be listening to the Hi-Fi sound track.

Models V703B and V813B
Very intermittent lock-out at start of play mode:
Replace the TA8789AF chip IC503, part no.
B0384053. In the fault condition the outputs at pins 15
and 16 are missing. Look for a small loop of tape that
spills out at the end of the initial cue forward function
— the capstan appears to overrun slightly. There is no
tape damage because the immediate review operation
takes up the slack.
No display: Check circuit protector ZX10 (ICP-N5,
part no. 23118122).
Dead machine with F801 blown and 1C803 shortcircuit: See notes on this condition on page 873 of
our October 1996 issue. Bridge rectifier D804
(S1WBA60) should also be checked for shorts in this
situation.

Models V705B, V726B and V856B
Reverts to standby within five seconds from power
on. Won't accept a tape: The 2SC2236-Y 12V regulator transistor TW003 on the main PCB is open-circuit. Replace it — part no. A6325549. Note that incorrect TW003 voltage readings are shown on the circuit
diagram. Correct voltages are 12.2V collector, 12.8V
base, 12.1V emitter.
Tape loads and goes to cue forward (for tape
count) then stops and is ejected instead of review:
Replace faulty start sensor GT006. Type PT493F, part
no. 70010181.
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Models V804B, V825B, V854B and
V855B
Herringbone patterning: The 1,000pF, 10V ever-6V
supply's reservoir capacitor C823 is open-circuit.
Replace — it part no. 70041508.
Cassette goes in an down but the tape will not load or
attempt to load around the drum. Drum does not
rotate. Cassette is immediately ejected and the
machine goes to standby: Replace the loading drive
assembly, part no. 70031394. The loading motor has
enough torque to manage slot in/out but will not load
tape (there is only 2V instead of 12V across the motor).

Auto clock setting models
An auto clock setting problem, with the clock set incorrectly by exactly half an hour under poor signal reception conditions, was reported in our March issue (page
359). The solution is to replace the main microcontroller
chip with a version that has different software. These
chips are available from Toshiba's Spare Parts Dept., the
part no. varying with different models as follows:
Models V22613 and V426B: Part no. 70012716.
Models V255B and V425B: Part no. 70012714.
Model V726B: Part no. 70012718.
Models V825B and V855B: Part no. 70012713.
Model V856B: Part no. 70012717.
•
t

Projec ion TV

Models 48PJ6DB and 55PJ6DB
Large red, green and blue convergence errors, bowing
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in at the sides, top and bottom: The digital convergence is not working because fuse F803 (2A, 250V, part
no. 23144870) is open-circuit, removing the —18V supply
to the output stages (on Power 2 PCB). It's unlikely that
there will be any other faulty components. User may
have reported that the set went to standby with the green
LED blinking (protection mode), was then switched off
and when switched on again the convergence was wrong.
Set dead, power LED on (like standby mode): Fuse
F802 (2A, 250V, part no. 23144870) on the Power 2
PCB is open-circuit. As a result relay SR80 has no 18V
supply and there is no AC input on the Power 1 PCB.
It's unlikely that there will be any other faulty components.
Very intermittent blue content: Plug 915 on the green
CRT drive PCB is poorly fitted (at pin 9 end). Refit the
plug. Note that the R, G and B drive signals go to the
green CRT drive PCB via plug P915: the R and B signals are then fed to their respective CRTs.
No colour at scart socket 1, other scart sockets and
channel positions OK: These are multistandard
receivers with the option to set the input sockets or
channel positions individually to a different colour system. The scart 1 socket had inadvertedly been set to
NTSC.
Parts list: Add anode cap assembly (lead and cap) part
no. 23192917 (location T461A). Seal the cap to the CRT
glass with silicone glue, which is available as part no.
23960136.
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Fault Finding
Reports from
Mike Leach
Brian Storm
Michael Dranfield
Terry Lamoon
Paul Hardy
Edward Branch
Chris Watton
Glyn Dickinson and
David Smith

IC302 had no 12V supply. This
caused instability in the colour
decoder section of the receiver.
The cause of the loss of the 12V
supply was that jumper wire
FS053, which is adjacent to plug
CNO103, had never been soldered.
Normal colour and grey scale were
restored once it had been resoldered. M.L.

Hitachi C141OR
Samsung CI5337AN
(US60A Chassis)
The symptoms were partial field
collapse and reduced brightness
after a couple of minutes' use.
When freezer was applied to the
two 7812 type 12V regulators
IC801 and IC802 the fault cleared,
only to return a few minutes later.
We replaced the two regulators but
this made no difference. Voltage
checks showed that in the fault
condition the input at IC802 was
only 9V instead of 15V. It comes
from the 1N4003 diode D801.
When this diode was replaced the
15V remained stable and the field
and brightness were steady. M.L.

Sony KVX2972U
One of these sets displayed some
strange symptoms. There was no
colour when it was switched on
from cold. If you were lucky, the
colour might appear after a few
minutes. On most occasions however the grey scale would start to
vary and the picture would turn a
very bright magenta or sometimes
green. Eventually the grey scale
would return to normal and the
colour would probably also return.
We got busy with our trusty
hairdryer and freezer, but this only
complicated matters — heating the
underside of the decoder area
speeded up the magenta/green,
grey scale, chroma variations.
After much testing we discovered
that the chroma delay line chip
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Tuning drift was the problem with
this 14in. portable, which is fitted
with a Nokia chassis. The drift
would occur after about five minutes and was only slight — the station would seem to be just off
tune. There was no further drift.
The obvious thing to do was to
replace the 33V tuning voltage
regulator (VF07), but this made no
difference. The cause of the problem was eventually traced to the
BF840 transistor VF06, which is a
surface-mounted device in the tuning circuit. Replacing it restored
normal operation. M.L.

Panasonic Euro 2 Chassis
This second-generation digital TV
set would work happily for many
hours before lapsing into standby.
The fault could be instigated sooner by covering the ventilation slots
in the back cover. Unfortunately
any of the processor chips in a digital TV chassis can cause this sort
of problem. So we set out on a
course of elimination.
The digital video processor IC
was replaced first. Later that day
the heavily-insulated set cut out.
The multi-sound processor chip
was tried next, with the same
result. The teletext processor chip
(TPU3040-18) was eventually
found to be the culprit. B.S.

Panasonic Z5 Chassis
The HT voltage was low and the
set constantly tripped. When the

feed to the line output stage was
disconnected the symptoms
remained exactly the same. C823
(10nF, 500V) in the snubber circuit was eventually found to be the
culprit. It was leaky. B.S.

Panasonic Euro 2 Chassis
Despite every attempt to activate it
this set was permanently stuck in
standby. Checks around the main
microcontroller chip showed that
there were some signs of life here,
but although most conditions
around the digital chips were OK
the set couldn't be lured into life.
The set was eventually made to
work by disconnecting the serial
data and clock lines to the
EAROM chip IC1203, though the
picture geometry and the customer
set-ups were poor. A new EAROM
chip (X24C016P-P1) cured the
fault. B.S.

Panasonic Euro 2 Chassis
The set would cut out when hot.
Fortunately on this occasion there
were some clues. Just before the
set lapsed into standby, its picture
would break up into lines — as if
the AD converter's frequency was
varying. The cause of this can be
crystal X601 or the digital video
processor chip IC601. Although
we opted for X601 first, the culprit
was IC601 (type VDP3108-30).
B.S.

Sanyo CBP2180A and
Clones (A5 Chassis)
Field foldover at the top with bent
verticals and hum on the sound
were the symptoms with this set.
We suspected the mains bridge
rectifier's reservoir capacitor but it
was OK. The cause of the trouble
turned out to be a dry-joint at the
centre, earth connection of the
AN78M12LB (or equivalent) 12V
regulator IC552.
We have had the same problem
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with an Akai model fitted with this
chassis. M.Dr.

Philips GR1-AX Chassis
One of these sets came in because
of a purity fault. This was caused
by the fact that the degaussing
plug was not pushed fully home
into its socket.
When we had put this right we
noticed that the protection thyristor Thy6641 had been removed,
and soon found out why when we
fitted one from a scrap chassis —
the set tripped at switch on. The
usual cause of this is the overvoltage sensing zener diodes D6638,
D6639 and D6640, but they tested
OK. The other input at Thy6641's
gate comes from Tr7100 (BC558)
in the excess-current sensing circuit associated with the 9V supply
(sets with serial no. SVO1
onwards). We found that the value
of the smoothing/current sensing
safety resistor R3100 (la) had
risen to 40. M.Dr.

Matsui 1435B
This set led us a right dance. It
came in because there was no
sound or picture, but EHT was
present. When the first anode preset was turned up all we got was a
white screen. Hours were wasted
checking various things before we
discovered that all the user settings
— brightness, contrast, colour and
volume — had gone to zero, perhaps as a result of a CRT
flashover. After rememorising, the
set was fine. But we gave it a
three-day soak test to be sure.
M.Dr.

Akura CX25, CX26
Back in March 1997 Steve
Leatherban-ow commented on the
many faults that the NVM3060
EEPROM can cause in these sets.
But you don't have to spend £18
on a replacement — you can reprogram the original one. For this you
need the service manual and the
remote control unit.
Next time you get a set in and
have completed the repair, enter
the service mode, scroll down to
NVM address and read out the
memory. Each memory location
has a number in hexidecimal form,
from 00 to FF or 0-256, and a setting value, again in hex form.
Write the data down and next time
you can reprogram the EEPROM
yourself. As some locations relate
to tuning, picture geometry etc.
you will have to make slight
adjustments after reprogramming.
To get you started, if you have
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a sound problem with the Nicam
Model CX26 scroll down to locations D7, D6 and D5 and enter the
following data: location D7, data
3E; location D6, data 09; location
D5, data 1F. Location D7 seems to
relate to the maximum volume setting. Empty locations are all filled
with FF. If you change the data at
location D7 to FF the sound is
muted — the microcontroller chip
sends the sound mute command to
the Nicam panel. M.Dr.

Mitsubishi CT21ASTX
(Euro 12 Chassis)
Field collapse was the fault with
one of these sets. We suspected
the SGS-Thomson TDA8178S
field output chip IC451 but didn't
have one in stock. So we tried a
TDA8178FS as used in some
Ferguson chassis. This restored the
field scanning, but with foldover.
Obviously the correct S version
was required.
All our suppliers were out of
stock. After six weeks on back
order with one company we spoke
to our helpful SEME rep who said
he might be able to help. A couple
of days later the chip arrived.
Imagine our horror when we
opened the bill and found that it
costs some £32 plus VAT — the
TDA8178FS costs about £3.
Luckily the set features Nicam and
Fastext, so the estimate was
accepted. Any comments,
Mitsubishi? M.Dr.

Sony KVX2132U (AE-1B
Chassis)
When I switched this set on there
was poor field scan with reduced
width. As I'd had the problem
before, I went straight to the
680pF, 25V field scan coupling
capacitor C531 which was looking
pretty stressed. After replacing it
and resoldering all the connections
to the TDA8170 field output chip
IC501 I was rewarded with a perfect picture. T.L.

Grundig GT2105
When this set was switched on the
sound and picture were very unstable. The outside engineer had tried
a new tuner without success. When
I checked the tuner voltages I
found that the 33V supply was
fluttering at 25V. After fitting
another tuner everything was OK.
T.L.

was burnt up. When I checked
with Sharp Techical I was advised
to replace all the semiconductor
devices in the line concerned. This
did the trick. T.L.

Matsui 1492
Intermittent drifting was the complaint with this set. A light tap on
the tuner made things go haywire.
So I removed the tuner and carefully resoldered every connection
on it. When it was replaced everything was nice and stable. T.L.

Grundig GT2105
If the trouble with one of these
sets is no green in the display,
check R908 on the CRT base
panel and R802 near the RGB
chip. T.L.

Matsui 1436XA
This set was dead with no illumination from the standby light. The
small 160mAT fuse FU211 in the
standby supply was open-circuit.
A nice, easy one for a change.
T.L.

Panasonic Z3 Chassis
The customer complained that this
set was noisy. Sure enough it
would fizz every now and then.
The HT was going high, and the
STR50103A chopper chip was
sensitive to freezer. A replacement
restored normal operation. P.H.

Ssangyong STV9214R
I'd never seen one of these sets
before and had no circuit diagram.
There was no picture, the basic
fault being field collapse. ZD401
and R414 had both failed, and
failed again immediately after
being replaced. The cause of the
trouble was high voltage from the
line output stage because the HT
was excessive. Eventually capacitors C909 and C910 in the power
supply were found to be significantly low in value when checked
with a bridge — they appeared to
be OK when checked with an Avo
meter. Replacements restored correct operation. P.H.

Ferguson TX89 Chassis
There was no sound or vision with
a distinct lack of snow. I eventually found that C13 (220nF) was
short-circuit. It's connected to pin
9, one of the IF input pins, of the
TDA4501 multifunction chip. P.H.

Sharp VT3700

Philips G11 Chassis

This TV/VCR combination would
not come out of standby. On
investigation I found that L752

Field roll when warm was the
complaint with this elderly set. I'd
seen it about six months previous-
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ly, and had reset the field hold
control. Obviously something else
was amiss. This turned out to be
C2049 (15pF) on the timebase
panel. It smooths the LT3 supply
and had gone low in value. P.H.
Philips CP110 Chassis
This set had originally come in for
a new mains switch, as the original
one wouldn't latch. After replacing
it I switched on confidently but the
mains fuse shattered. As I couldn't
find any sign of a short-circuit I
next tried running the set up via a
variac. At about 160V the fuse
went spectacularly and smoke
came from a small subpanel in the
power supply. As this panel is not
mentioned in my service manual, I
was on my own.
Tr7691 (BC368) and D6691
(18V zener diode) had both failed,
and C2656 (150pF, 385V) was
short-circuit. Someone had been
playing here, because C2656 was
fitted back-to-front! When these
items had been replaced the set
still wouldn't work. Anew
TEA1039 chopper control chip
finally restored normal operation.
P.H.
Salora H Chassis (Ipsalo 2)
Both chopper transistors were
short-circuit and RB713 was opencircuit. Lots of bad joints were
resoldered, including a very bad
one at the line scan coupling
capacitor CB532 (0.33pF, 250V).
Further inspection revealed that
this capacitor had failed — bulges
were present. It's no longer available from NCS. Fortunately C831
(0-33pF, 400V) from the Ferguson
TX10 chassis has the same pin
spacing and will fit. It's available
from Willow Vale. P.H.
Sony AE1 Chassis
Bad joints in the IF section on
board A give a lot of problems. I've
had intermittent loss of colour, poor
picture or sound, picture rolling and
also intermittent failure to stop in
the search-tuning mode. In all cases
the bad joints have been either on
the earthing lands that anchor the
screening plate mounting pins or
around T101 and T102. P.H.
Akura CX26
This set was stuck in standby. I
didn't have a circuit diagram but
found that the HT supply to the
line output stage was at 116V,
which seemed to be reasonable.
Fortunately many voltage readings
are printed on the PCB. One that's
marked "5V" produced a reading
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of only 1.4V — it's by the edge
connector. Checks in the 5V supply brought me to C841 (470pF,
16V) which was leaky. When a
replacement was fitted I had 7V at
the cathode of D809. The 5V supply was back and the set worked
all right. E.B.
Hitachi NP83Q Chassis
I wasted much time before I found
the cause of this fault: the sound
would intermittently crackle, with
a volume variation and distortion.
After replacing the audio output
chip and most of the electrolytics
in this area I was still no farther,
forward. The headphone socket
was given a clean bill of health.
Then I noticed, tucked away at the
other end of the front, a flap with
bass and treble controls behind it.
Yes, you've guessed it: they had
dirty tracks! E.B.
Goodmans 2575
This set was dead, with smoke
coming from C134 (10nF, 1.6kV)
because of a dry-joint at one of its
connections. I was able to clean up
the PCB and replace C134. Then I
found that D45 (BY228) had also
suffered and was short-circuit.
Once this had been replaced there
was sound and a picture, but the
width was excessive and there was
no EW control. As the voltages
around the TDA4550 pincushion
correction chip IC18 were nothing
like what they should be I replaced
it. This finally restored the set to
its correct working condition. E.B.
Grundig CUC51A Chassis
There was no audio output from
one of these receivers. A check at
pin 3 of the TDA1905 audio output chip produced a reading of OV.
Further checks showed that R366
(1211) was open-circuit and C366
(1,000pF, 25V) short-circuit.
Replacing them restored the
sound. E.B.
Ferguson TX100 Chassis
Loss of the picture, with just a
screenful of snow, said the report
that came with this remote-control
set. And the fault didn't occur very
often! Various thrashings were
handed out to the tuner and the
remote control panel, but no disturbance testing would instigate
the fault. Heat and freezing didn't
help either. After a couple of hours
however the signals did disappear
and we found that the 9V supply
to the remote control panel was
missing. The unusual cause was
that winding 3/4 on the chopper

transformer was going open-circuit
intermittently. C.W.
Panasonic Z5 Chassis
No signals was the complaint with
this portable. When the contrast
was turned up, just a little noise
occasionally appeared on the
screen. A dead IF strip was suspected, but a meter prod applied to
the tuner's output produced a little
noise while applying the prod to
the output from the SAW filter
produced a lot of noise. So attention was turned to the tuner unit.
The pin functions are printed on
the PCB, which is handy but
unfortunately misleading. The pinmarked 30V is actually the tuning
voltage, which should vary. It did
not. A quick scope check on the
series data and clock lines showed
a change in activity when the
tuner's buttons were pressed.
When the tuner was taken apart it
was soon apparent why it didn't
work: the 4MHz crystal wasn't soldered to the board. Note also that
the only supply to the tuner is MB
(11V). BT is not connected. C.W.
Tatung C Chassis
One of these sets would cut out
and revert to standby on highbrightness scenes. When I monitored the HT voltage I found that
it dropped as the brightness
increased. The cause of the fault
was traced to CE803 (220pF,
16V) which had dried out. It's the
reservoir capacitor for the supply
to the TDA4605 chopper control
chip IC801. Since it is mounted
next to a hot resistor, it's advisable
to fit a high-temperature component in this position. G.D.
GoldStar PC04A Chassis
The cause of various odd field
faults, ranging from top expansion
to total field collapse, has been
traced to D301 (1N4003). This
diode may test OK, and may
appear to have the correct voltage
across it, but change it before you
consider IC replacement. If the
TDA1170N field timebase chip
does have to be replaced, change
D301 and R320 (1052, 1W) as
well, also any capacitors that look
poorly. It's essential to obtain a
genuine GoldStar replacement chip
— others won't work properly.
Sets fitted with this chassis
include the GoldStar CIT2168
and the Matsui 2091. G.D.
Panasonic Alpha 1
Chassis
This set was tripping and the
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SR2KN avalanche diode D854 was
short-circuit. The usual cause of this
situation is the STR54041M chopper chip IC801. This time however
the cause was C808 (10pF, 50V)
which had gone low in value. G.D.

Philips KT3 Chassis
No problem these old sets. Except
this one! The symptom was interference on the screen, especially
with bright scenes. In addition the
colour would disappear into hum
bars. As no voltage variation
could be found, a wholesale
capacitor replacement was undertaken. This made matters worse,
as did replacement of the badly
rusted EHT cap. A leak in the
CRT? No, and no panel was to
blame either. The cause of the
trouble was eventually traced to
R401 in the tuning circuit. It had
risen in value to 25k52. Another
loss leader! G.D.

the TA7778P RGB interface chip
IC701 however. G.D.

Nikkai French Chassis
No picture or sound because the
12V, 1.3W zener diode has gone
short-circuit and its feed resistor
(10 or 1252, 2 or 3W fusible) opencircuit has been mentioned before.
To avoid a recurrence, always
replace the 47pF capacitor (often
C909) in the power supply, even if
it tests OK. Use a good-quality,
high-temperature component.
The cause of an apparently dead
set is often the 0.6852 LT feed
resistor going open-circuit, for no
apparent reason.
If the chopper transistor has
failed, replace the previously mentioned 47pF capacitor, the three
transistors in a group beside it and
the 2.2S2 fusible return feed resistor.
The chassis is used in Bush, Alba
and Cascade sets. Component reference numbers seem to vary. G.D.

Matsui 2180TT/Saisho
FST212T

Philips G110 Chassis

All the symptoms of a faulty tube
were present — streaking colours,
low contrast and the grey scale
couldn't be set up. The cause was

This set was dead apart from a
loud buzzing noise. After removing the line scan plug SG15 then
connecting a meter and lamp

across the 47pF HT smoothing
capacitor C2631 we switched on
and were rewarded with the correct 148V and a bright light. So
the power supply was OK.
We switched off and checked
the resistance between the collector and emitter of the line output
transistor. As there were no shorts
here, a new transformer was fitted.
We now had a working set, but
there was a one-inch band down
the left-hand side of the screen —
as if the line centring was out. We
went straight for the two surfacemounted transistors Tr7594
(BC848) and Tr7593 (BC858).
They were as short as short could
be. No other component seemed to
be faulty. So we fitted two new
transistors, and also replaced the
two 10pF capacitors C2593/4
which appeared to be a little low
in value. The set was now restored
to full working order.
On returning the set we were told
that the one-inch band down the lefthand side had been there for ages!
It's odd that the two 10 fusible
resistors R3593/4 hadn't blown.
Their values were spot on and there
were no signs of distress. D.S.

Servicing the

Panasonic Alpha 2 Chassis
John Coombes presents a detailed fault-finding guide for these
popular sets

T

his 90° chassis was used mainly in the popular
Model TX21T1, which includes teletext. Two
less often encountered models are the TC21R1
which doesn't have teletext, and the TX21V1 which
has teletext and also Nicam stereo sound. The first sets
appeared in 1989, the chassis remaining in production
until about 1994. The following notes are based on the
TX21T1 but in the main also apply to the other models
mentioned above.

Power Supply Faults
The power supply circuit is shown in Fig. 1. It's based
on the Sanken STR54041M chopper chip which has
built-in regulation. Q802 provides standby switching;
Q801 acts as an excess-current trip.
If the set is dead with the 3.15A mains fuse F801
open-circuit, the first suspects are the D4SB8OZ mains
bridge rectifier D801 or the ERZC 10DK621C mains
transient suppressor D804, either of which could be
short-circuit. A replacement fuse might hold if D804
has split apart, thus removing the short-circuit. If these
two items are OK, the STR54041M chopper chip
IC801 is probably short-circuit.
If the set is dead but the mains fuse is OK, check for
dry-joints around the chopper transformer T801. If this
is OK, there are two main possibilities. Check the
5601a 0.5W start-up/bias resistor R803 which could
be open-circuit or high in value, then if necessary the
C2408M HT rectifier D851 which could be short-circuit or leaky. If D851 is short-circuit, the SR2KN overvoltage protection diode D854 is also likely to be
short-circuit. In the event of D851 and/or D854 being
faulty, check for shorts in the line output stage — see
following section.
If the receiver is stuck in the standby mode, check
whether the TLP621GR-LF2 optocoupler D811 is
faulty. If the receiver works for a short time then cuts
out and fails to work until pins 3 and 4 of the optocoupier are shorted together, replace D811.
Sometimes you may find that the receiver works for
a short time then cuts out, with a loud squealing noise
from the power supply. This usually means that the
STR54041M chopper chip IC801 is faulty, producing
high output voltages. Check IC801 and D854. If still in
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trouble, check the line output stage — see following
section.
Intermittent operation can be the result of dry-joints
around the chopper chip IC801 and/or the transformer
T801.

Line Timebase Faults
The most common line output stage fault is a short-circuit output transistor (Q551, type 2SD1439RL). This
can be caused by dry-joints at the line driver transformer T531. If you are lucky and deal with these
before Q551 fails, the symptom will have been intermittent black lines at the right-hand side of the screen.
A dry-joint at the collector of Q551 will also, if left,
ruin the transistor. When Q551 is short-circuit, the
usual symptom is no sound or raster with a ticking
noise from the power supply.
Q551 will also fail if the HT is too high, or maybe the
HT has been too high and Q854 has gone short-circuit.
The HT can rise as high as 160-200V when IC801 is
faulty. You may also find that the fusible resistor R567
(TSF19012) in the HT feed to the line output stage is
open-circuit. Thus the items to check when there is a
whining noise from the power supply are Q551, R567,
D854 and IC801.
Shorted turns sometimes develop in the line output
transformer T551. In this event Q551 may be short-circuit, R567 open-circuit and D851 may be damaged.
For intermittent no results with a loud whistle, check
for dry-joints around the line output transistor Q551.
Resoldering here should restore normal operation.
If there is no sound or raster and Q551 and T551 are
both OK there are several possibilities. Check whether
the line output stage tuning capacitor C556 (680pF,
2kV) is short-circuit or R551 (8.252, 7W) in the HT
feed is open-circuit. R851 (2.252, 0.5W) can go opencircuit, removing the supply to the line driver stage.
The line driver transformer T531 may be dry-jointed or
the driver transistor Q501 (2SD836ALB) open-circuit.
Dry-joints around the line driver transistor Q501 can
result in intermittent loss of the sound and raster.
The other possibility in the event of no line drive is a
problem with the line generator. Check for 12V at pin
10 of the TDA2579A timebase generator chip IC501.
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Fig. 1: The power supply circuitry used in the Panasonic Alpha 2 chassis. IC851 is type AN78M12LB, IC1204 is type
AN78M05LB or L78M05-M-RB. D801 is type D4SB80Z, D1208 type SIWBSIO.
The 121V supply is used by the line output stage; the 33V supply is the tuning voltage source; the 28V supply is used
by the field output chip and the line driver stage; the 18V supply is used by the audio output chip; the 16V supply is
used by the IF panel, which incorporates a separate regulator; the 12V supply is a general line for the main panel; the
5V supply is used by the remote control/microcontroller panel.

If this voltage is missing, check the AN78M12LB 12V
regulator chip IC851 which could be short- or opencircuit and if necessary C861 (100pF, 16V) which
could be short-circuit. No or low voltage at pin 10 of
IC501 could be caused by a short-circuit within the
chip. If the voltage at pin 10 is OK, check for dryjoints around the chip.
If the sound is OK but there is no raster, check the
tube's heater supply. There could be dry-joints at pins
7 and/or 10 of the line output transformer or at
plug/socket E7, or R557 (0.5652, 0.5W) could be opencircuit. Intermittent loss of the raster suggests dryjoints at pins 7/10 of T551. Another possibility for loss
of the raster is dry-joints at pins 1 and 3 of the scan coil
plug/socket E4. The scan coils could be open-circuit,
but this is very rare.
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Field Faults
There are several possible causes of field collapse. The
AN5521 field output chip IC451 could be shorted
internally. Check for low d.c. voltages at its pins.
There should be 28V at pin 3 of IC451. This supply
could be missing because fusible resistor R484
(TES19631) or diode D451 (ERA15-02) is open-circuit or coil L451 dry-jointed.
There will be field collapse if C403 (10nF, 50V) is
leaky or, less likely, R452 (3.9141) is open-circuit.
If necessary check that the drive and ramp generators
in IC501 (TDA2579A) are working correctly. If not,
IC501 is probably faulty — check it by replacement.
Another possibility is dry-joints at pins 2 and 4 of the
scan coil connector E4. Check whether the field scan
coils are open-circuit.
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Striations
Striations, with double lines and picture distortion,
can be the result of a brushing effect because of incorrect positioning of the EHT/focus/A1 leads. We have
also had R469 (47052) cause this fault — it was opencircuit.
Sync Faults
Sync faults are rare. The most common fault is loss of
sync with the picture then disappearing. The cause is
IC501 (TDA2579A).
Loss of sync can occur when R572 (68k0) has gone
high in value or C507 (4.7pF, 50V) is leaky. Another
possibility with text models is failure of C3550. This
1pF, 50V non-polarised electrolytic capacitor is on the
text panel.
Video Faults
For no video or intermittent loss of the video signal
suspect the TVSM51326P TV/AV switching chip
IC2601. Check its DC conditions then if necessary fit
a replacement.
If IC2601 is OK, check the DC conditions around the
TDA3505 video controller chip IC602. Check for dryjoints here and that 12V is present at pin 6. If not, C627
(220pF, 16V) should be checked.
For loss of picture with a dark screen the suspects are
C626 (10nF, 50V) and C311 (0.47pF, 50V). For no
picture with no brightness control operation check
whether C309 (10pF, 50V) is leaky. These capacitors
are all associated with IC602.
If the picture is poor with very little contrast, check
whether R562 (1301d1, 0.25W) is open-circuit. This
fault can be intermittent. R562 is in the beam limiter
circuit.
If there's a faint line down the right-hand side of the
screen C858 (1,000pF, 25V) is open-circuit. It's the
reservoir capacitor for the feed to the 12V regulator.
When it goes open-circuit the supply is reduced and
there is ripple on the 12V line.
Tuner/IF Faults
There are several things that might have to be checked
if there is a snowy picture with the sound all right. The
tuner unit is suspect: you may have to fit a replacement
to prove that the gain of the original tuner is low.
Check for about 3-4V at pin 4 (AGC input). If this
voltage is missing, check whether C117 (10nF) is
short-circuit or the RF AGC control R135 is set too
low. These items are on the IF panel. If still stuck,
check that there is 12V at pin 7 and 5V at pins 10 and
12. Check back to source if these voltages are incorrect.
If stations cannot be tuned in correctly, the SAB3035
CITAC chip IC171 is suspect. Check the DC conditions and by replacement if necessary.
If stations cannot be stored, the microcontroller chip
IC1203 is suspect. It's on microcontroller/remote control board M. The type varies: it's an MAB8461PW134
in the T1 and V1 models, an MAB8441PT090 in the
R1 version.
If there is a blank raster and no sound, check whether
R149 (330) on the IF panel is open-circuit.
Colour Faults
For no colour or intermittent loss of colour the
TDA4510 decoder chip IC601 and the TDA3505 video
control chip IC602 are suspect. Check the DC conditions carefully and the chips by replacement if necessary.
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For poor colour check whether C612 (10nF) is leaky.
For unlocked colour check whether C642 (another
1 OnF ceramic capacitor) is leaky.
If there is an intermittent decrease in the chroma
level, check for dry-joints at the chroma delay line
DL601. If resoldering doesn't cure the problem,
replace DL601.
For loss of one colour, check whether the relevant
2SC2923RL output transistor is dry-jointed or opencircuit — Q351 green, Q352 blue, Q353 red. Check for
dry-joints at the CRT pins and for poor connections at
plug/socket Y2. If still in trouble, IC602 (TDA3505) is
suspect — check its DC conditions then by replacement
if necessary.
For a green, red or blue picture check whether the relevant RGB output transistor emitter decoupling capacitor is leaky — C351 (220pF) green, C352 (270pF) blue,
C353 (220pF) red.
Sound Faults
For loss of sound, check the voltages around the
AN5265 audio chip IC253 (the arrangements differ in
the V1 stereo model). If the 18V supply at pin 9 is
missing, check whether R288 (1252, 1W) is open-circuit or C272 (470pF, 25V) short-circuit. Alternatively
IC253 could be faulty. If the 12V supply at pin 1 is
missing, R221 (560) is probably open-circuit.
There will be loss of sound should C269 (10nF) be
leaky. This can be confirmed by checking whether the
voltage at 2 of IC253 is low (there should be about 5V
here).
If the sound output is distorted, check whether C2442
(100pF) is leaky. It's on panel H (AV/text).
If, after a long period of operation, there is sound
muting with no volume control operation the PCD8582
memory chip IC1202 on the remote control/microcontroller panel is faulty.
For no Nicam sound (V1 model) check C2549 (10nF)
which is connected to pin 9 of the TA8662N Nicam
decoder chip IC2502.
Remote Control Faults
The handset is the usual cause of remote control faults.
Check the battery connections for corrosion or dryjoints. Check whether the LED is dry-jointed. Check
whether the crystal is operating correctly — look for
dry-joints or broken legs.
If the handset is OK, check for 4.4V at pin 9 of the
UPC1474HAL remote control decoder chip IC1101. If
this supply is missing, R1104 (100Q) is probably
open-circuit. Alternatively the PN323B photodiode
D1101 could be dry-jointed or open-circuit.
Teletext Faults
If there is no text, check that IC3501, IC3502 and
IC3506 are receiving their 5V and 12V supplies. For
loss of the 12V supply, check whether IC2402
(L78M12M) is short- or open-circuit. For loss of the
5V supply, check whether IC3505 (L78M05M) is
short- or open-circuit. If the 5V supply to IC3502 is
missing, check whether R3526 (152, 0.5W) is open-circuit or C3524 (2,200pF, 6.3V) short-circuit. IC3502
(SAA5243P/E) and IC3506 (M68400P-12L or an
alternative) are suspect. Check the DC conditions at
their pins, then by replacement if necessary.
Ripple on an LT line will will result in incorrect teletext. Check the relevant decoupling capacitors.
Remember that there will be text faults if the received
signal is substandard.
For loss of text sync check C3517 (10nF).
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John Edwards's

Service Notebook
Bless you, Variac
A Philips set fitted with the KT3 chassis came in with its
mains fuse blackened. But there were no obvious shorts.
As I've not had one of these sets in for some time, I
decided to replace the fuse and power the set via my
variac, increasing the input gently. When the mains
input reached about 110V AC, the bridge rectifier produced 150V across its reservoir capacitor. This voltage
was present at the collector, base and emitter of the
BUW84 chopper transistor — because diode D1461
(BY208) was short-circuit. After replacing this diode
the set still refused to start up, even with the output from
the bridge rectifier increased — slowly — to 250V (the
nominal working voltage is 285V). The chopper transistor was not being switched on. Then I remembered a
stock fault. The 12V zener diode D6300, which stabilises the supply for the TDA2581Q chopper control chip
IC7322, was short-circuit.
After fitting a new BYX79-12 diode I wound up the
mains supply once more, but there was still no life from
the set. A scope check at the base of the chopper transistor showed that only needle pulses were present. So
IC7322 was operating in the shut-down mode. As the
voltages around the chip were all normal, quick fault
diagnosis was not on the cards.
Excess current demand is sensed by the 10 resistor
R1461, which is connected in series with the chopper
transistor and is linked to pin 6 of IC7322. When the
voltage across this resistor reaches a preset threshold,
IC7322 reduces the chopper drive to a minimal pulse
output. Where was the overload? In fact there wasn't
one — R1461 was open-circuit. When this item had been
replaced the set came to life at about 110V AC input and
remained OK up to the normal mains AC input. I now
had a great picture — but no sound.
No, it wasn't the speaker mute switch being turned on
(though I've been caught out in the past). The 2.252
resistor R6303 in the feed to the audio output stage was
open-circuit. After replacing this I at last had a working
set.
All this brought home to me the benefits of using a
variac. I'm convinced that it would have cost much
more in time and components had the full mains input
been applied each time the set was switched on and off
during the repair.

A LOPT Trap
A Matsui 2092T had a faulty line output transformer.
No big deal you might think, but it took three different
replacement transformers before the set worked. With
these sets it's essential that the part number on the
replacement transformer is identical to that on the original one. You'll know if you've fitted the wrong transformer type, because there will be reduced width and a
picture with no contrast when you switch on.
Unfortunately suppliers just send you what's in stock,
listed under the model number. You've been warned!
After fitting a new transformer, whether of the correct
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type or not, you may well encounter two more problems.
So make a note of this for future estimates. First you
might not be able to switch the set to standby using the
remote control unit — instead the picture disappears into
snow, the set remaining very much alive. Fortunately
the cure is simple: replace the standby switching transistors Q504 (BF421) and Q503 (2SD401), one or both
of which will be short-circuit. Use the correct types. We
are talking about the non-relay version of the set of
course.
I thought my troubles were over when the correct
transformer had been fitted, producing a correctly sized
picture (with normal standby operation). Then I noticed
that grey to dark areas of the picture were very dark,
even with the brightness and contrast control settings at
maximum. A dark suit for example appeared in black
with no detail. When the first anode control's setting
was advanced flyback lines appeared, with no improvement. The culprit was the TA8867N colour decoder and
timebase generator chip.

Ferguson TX100 Chassis LOPTs
Apart from relay clatter a Ferguson set fitted with the
TX100 chassis was dead. No problem here: check the
line output transformer, which had failed. The BU508A
line output transistor had survived, which is often the
case. The next step was to look up the transformer
required. All my suppliers' catalogues listed the green
spot type, so one of these was obtained and fitted. But
when I switched on there was a small raster with severe
EW distortion. After a few seconds the picture faded to
a blank screen. The BU508A transistor and D26
(BY228) in the EW diode modulator circuit had burnt
out. Considering that it had been in operation for only a
few seconds, the LOPT was very warm. Maybe it was
faulty in some way.
As I removed it, I was embarrassed to see a little
blue sticker on the line output transistor's heatsink.
Oh well, we all, make mistakes. After fitting a blue
spot transformer, along with a new BU508A transistor
and BY228 diode, I switched on and was amazed to
find that the same fault symptoms were present, along
with very bad line pairing, field roll and a definite
smell of something cooking. The set was quickly
switched off — but not quickly enough to save the transistor and diode.
I checked this and that and this again, but couldn't find
anything wrong. While looking at the original LOPT,
and praying for divine intervention, I decided to order a
transformer with identical markings, i.e. forget blue and
green spots, just order as originally fitted. It was marked
FAT3758. All my suppliers offered a green spot type,
but a feeling I had made me insist on a Konig 3758 type.
Chas Hyde and Son came up with the required LOPT
and when it was fitted, along with another transistor and
diode, the set sprang to life with a normal picture, sound
etc.
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Salora M Chassis
Because of its use of digital chips for signal and scan processing
and its IPSALO circuit, the Salora M chassis presents problems when
fault finding. There are ways of achieving a fairly quick diagnosis
however, as

Chrls ~ton explains

The Salora M chassis was one of the first to appear in
which signal processing and timebase waveform generation are carried out digitally. As with other digital chassis, engineers tend to avert their eyes when one of them
comes into the workshop. Once the back has been
removed, you find lots of forty-pin ICs. Where do you
start?

Block Diagram
Well, if you look at the block diagram (see Fig. 1) you
will see that all the normal operations in a TV set have
to be carried out, and that everything is split up into logical sections.
So we can understand what goes on in the set. Things
just look a bit different, with timebase waveform generation carried out in one chip (DPU — deflection processor unit), video processing (PAL decoding etc.) in
another (VPU — video processor unit), teletext operation
in another (TPU — teletext processor unit) and so on.
The VCU (video codec unit) carries out video signal
analogue-to-digital conversion and also digital-to-analogue conversion to feed the RGB output stages. The
DTI chip provides digital transient improvement, while
the MCU chip generates clock signals.
There are two separate chips for the audio section, an
analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) and an audio processor (APU) which produces pulse-width modulated
outputs.
The whole lot is under the control of the CCU (central
control unit) chip. The MEA chip provides tuner interfacing.
The RGB, audio and field output stages are all conventional. The chassis follows the Salora practice of the
period in having an integrated power supply and line
output stage (IPSALO). With this arrangement, the
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chopper circuit and line output stage share a single
transformer. As with any chassis, these are the sections
of the set where the majority of faults occur.

Servicing
In the following notes we'll outline the signals and voltages you should expect to find at the active pins of the
various chips and what could be the cause when a signal
is missing. To service one of these sets it's essential to
have an oscilloscope, a digital meter, and a signal generator to produce colour bars and, should a set's geometry have to be adjusted, a crosshatch pattern with a circle.

Setting Up
Setting up is seldom necessary in normal servicing, but
a full set-up may be required if a memory chip has to be
replaced. We'll deal with this later. All adjustments
except the first anode (G2) and focus controls and a preset in the tuner/IF module for AGC are carried out using
the remote control unit. This, after entering a password,
becomes a service processor. The password is to prevent
the customer accidentally selecting the service mode,
which could result in all sorts of problems — I shudder to
think about it. My advice is that if the set doesn't need
adjusting, don't use the remote control unit to have a little twiddle: it isn't quite as simple as putting a preset
back where it was.
The remote control unit can also be used to configure
the set for different systems and makes. Granada sets for
example require a password to store the tuning information. The idea of this is to prevent customers mistuning
their sets, thus preventing wasted call outs to rented sets.
So here's one advantage of digital operation. Another is
that the cowboy down the road or the next door neigh-
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bour who is good at fixing pushbikes won't have messed
thing up before you get there.
Bear in mind that with digital operation things don't
need to be adjusted very often. So apart from the tube
going low-emission or failure of an output stage we
shouldn't have much to worry about. If only this were
so! You are usually faced with a set that won't go at all.
The "where do I start?" feeling returns pretty quickly.

No Go
A few simple checks can be carried out to establish
where the cause of the trouble lies. For the set to start
up, there are several requirements: there has to be
power, line drive and control of the line oscillator by the
central control unit (the microcontroller chip). The logical place to start is the power supply (see Fig. 2), which
as we have seen is of the IPSALO type.
The LF0070 hybrid chopper control/driver chip
HB701 has the word "SALO" printed on it. The circuit
has no provision for adjustment, being designed to generate an HT supply of 150V at pin 15 of the IPSALO
transformer MB601. This supply is used by the line output transistor. But with the chopper and line output
stages integrated in this way, how can you find out
which one is faulty in the event of a power supply failure? Unfortunately the chopper circuit won't run with a
60W bulb as its load. So we must make some other
checks.
The first thing to do is to switch off and pull out the
mains plug. Then switch the set on and reconnect the
mains input. This will force the set into the standby
mode. If the set will come on in standby, a few voltages
can be checked. These are the + and —15V, standby 5V
and —4.5V supplies.
If these supplies are present, check the voltages around
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the line output transistor TB525. There should be 0.7V
at its base and OV at both its emitter and collector. If this
is the case, press one of the remote control unit's number keys. The voltage at the base of the line output transistor should fall or become negative. If this doesn't
happen the cause of the fault is probably in the line
drive/standby circuit, because standby is achieved by
switching the line output transistor on so that pin 14 of
the IPSALO transformer MB601 is shorted to chassis.
This does not remove the ±15V supplies, it simply
reduces the chopper drive so that the circuit operates in
the low output condition, with the transformer no longer
synchronised to the line frequency.
Back to the line output transistor. If you disconnect its
base and its collector voltage rises to about 140-150V,
the cause of the trouble is most likely to be in the line
drive circuitry. If there's no increase in the collector
voltage, the line output transistor or an associated diode
or both may be short-circuit. If the collector voltage
rises above 150V, the LF0070 hybrid chopper control
chip HB701 is suspect (if the HT voltage rises to a high
level because this item is faulty, the set will be dead). If
the collector voltage is low, say 125V, don't worry for
the moment: sometimes the power supply doesn't do as
it should do when the line output transistor isn't running. A low voltage reading will not be caused by excessive current demand from another circuit, as in this case
the power supply would simply shut down.
If the set remains 'dead' when you switch it on from
standby you can be reasonably sure that the power supply is OK and that the microcontroller chip ICB1 is
working, as it must have been powered and must have
received a reset pulse. Also its clock must be running.
To find out what is happening, disconnect the line output transistor and connect a scope to pin 31 (line output)

Fig. 1: Block
diagram for
the Salora M
chassis.
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Fig. 2: The power supply circuit used in the Salora M chassis. The mains switch and some filtering is on
the control panel. Transformer MB601 is common to the chopper power supply and the line output
stage. Winding 14-15 is used for the line output stage. The chopper transistor TB701 is driven at its
emitter by a series-connected FET within the control chip HB701. There are some very minor differences
between the 87 and the 60/80/90 series versions. For diode types see list in nearby box.

of the DPU2543 deflection processor chip ICB501.
Force the set into standby, then press a number key. You
should see the line drive appear.
If not, connect an external 5V supply to pin 2 (output)
of the 5V regulator ICB602 and look at the drive waveform. If it is now present, check the route between transistor TB501 and the base of the line output transistor
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TB525, i.e. the line drive circuit. Check transistors
TB501, TB502, TB521, TB522, TB523 and TB524 (see
Fig. 3).
If the line drive isn't present, check for a clock signal
(4MHz pulses) at pin 34 of ICB501. If this is missing
suspect a print fault: the signal comes from a crystal
which is connected to pin 1 of the microcontroller chip
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ICB I, and this must be working if the set can go into
standby. if the clock signal is present and ICB501 isn't
producing a line drive output, the chip is probably
faulty.

Line Output Stage Faults
If the line output transistor is faulty, check for dryjoints — you'll find some. Also replace the three electrolytics between the line output heatsink and the audio
outputs. These are CB622 (4701JF, 25V), CB623 and
CB624 (both 2201JF, 25V). We now use 105°C capacitors in these positions as they seem to lead a pretty
stressful life. We also replace the three diodes in the
line output transistor's collector circuit — DB523
(BY448), DB524 and DB525 (both BYV95C). They
can become intermittent, so cold checking them is a
waste of time. You may also find that the BS208 EW
modulator driver FET TB526 is short-circuit or leaky —
in some sets two such transistors are fitted, connected
in parallel.
Two capacitors in this area tend to fail. These are the
tuning capacitor CB527 (8.2nF, 1•6kV) and the S-correction/coupling capacitor CB531 (250nF, 250V). They
can fail intermittently, so replace them if in any doubt.
The values just given apply with 110° sets: with a 90°
tube CB531 is 330nF and CB527 is 5.6nF with 1.5nF
(CB528) in parallel.

The Transformer
It is not very often that the IPSALO transformer
MB601 fails, which is a good job in view of its cost.
But if you have a transformer tester like our old Jabco,
with the transformer out a green light should be seen
across the HT winding 14-15 and the chopper primary
winding 1-2.

The Field Output Stage
If the power supply is overloaded, the TDA8172 field
output chip ICB570 is the usual culprit. Its ±13V supplies are derived from pins 16 and 17 of the IPSALO
transformer. A short-circuit TDA8172 will usually
show itself up by producing a peculiar illumination at
the top of the screen however. If the chip has failed, it
is advisable to replace CB571 (100µF, 50V) in the flyback boost circuit and the supply reservoir capacitors
CB627 and CB628 (both 4701uF, 35V).
If you have no picture when the field output chip has
been replaced, and the RGB output stages are cut off
with about 190V at the tube's cathodes, check DB574
(1N4148) in the V SAFE return to pin 25 the deflection
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processor chip ICB501. If this diode is leaky, the chip
will think that the field scanning has stopped and will
tell the VCU chip ICB201 to protect the tube.

EW Modulator Circuit
The EW modulator and width circuit is controlled by an
output from the DPU chip ICB501 (there is also an antibreathing link to the beam sensing circuit). if there is a
width or EW fault, the cause is usually one of the transistors TB527 (BC237B), TB528 (BF422), TB529
(BC237B) or TB526 (BS208) or, very often, resistor
RB542 (18k52). This resistor is often intermittent, the
result being width variations.
If there is only a 2in. wide scan, TB526 is probably
open-circuit. But this can often be seen only when the
set is switched off, as the blanking circuit should operate if the line scan is not at least half the screen width.
On some sets however the narrow scan may be bright,
with flyback lines on it.

Fig. 3: The
unusual line
drive circuitry.
For transistor
types (TB521-4)
see text.

To Follow
The DPU chip controls picture geometry. When adjustments are made, the settings are stored within the X2404
EPROM chip ICB50, which also stores all the information for tuning, system setting up and customer controls.
This chip can be responsible for various faults, which
we'll list next month.
We now have power and timebase scanning. Next
month we'll look at the control system.

Obituary
David Poole of Davenham Satellites, Northwich, Cheshire
died peacefully in his sleep on June 6th, aged 44, after a 12month battle with cancer. He will be remembered by every
single one of his many customers as a cheerful installer who
liked nothing better than to make his customers happy — then
relieve them of their cash, which they gladly handed over to this
friendly fellow. A sad loss for his wife June, daughter Kimberley
and his relatives, friends and customers.
The mail order side of David's business is now being handled
by SatCure.
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Fault Finding
Reports from
PhiftpBiundeIl, AMIEEIE
Michael Dranfield
Stephen Leatherbarrow
Chris Watton
Michael Maurice
Christopher Nunn
John Edwards

connected instead, the 125V fell
to 60V. So attention was turned to
the power supply. The voltage at
pin 6 01' the SDH2O9B choppercontrol chip IC801 was low,
which usually means that the chip
is faulty. A replacement got the
set working again. P.B.

Grundig,CUC120 Chassis
Philips MD1,,ChaSsis
This set (Model 28PT4521/05)
appeared to be tripping. Although
it was dead, you could hear the
power supply pulsing and the
standby LED was going red,
orange, green once every two seconds. According to the fault-finding tree in the service manual, this
shows that there is an 12C bus
fault. Scope checks proved this:
the SDA line was being held low.
The nice designer at Philips
had included 100Q resistors in
series with each device that's connected to the bus, so it was simply
a matter of carrying out resistance
checks to find out which one had
the short-circuit to chassis. The
faulty item was the tuner. P.B.

Philips D16 Chassis
When it was first switched on
from cold this set (Model
28DC2070/25R) had no colour
and poor sync. Heat from our
hairdryer and freezer soon
revealed the cause of the fault -the two electrolytic capacitors in
the IF module. P.B.

The vision disappeared when the
set had been on for a few minutes,
leaving a blank raster. We found
that the signal at pin 24 of the
tuner/IF module disappeared — the
supplies remained constant, Scope
checks inside the module revealed
that the BC338 transistor T2251
was going open-circuit intermittently. P.B.

Philips CP110 Chassis
if the BUT11AF chopper transistor Tr7665 in the power supply is
short-circuit, take the following
action. Replace Tr7665
(BUT11AF), 1C7669 (TEA1039),
and D6657-6660 (four 1N5061
diodes). Fit a 39I resistor (part
no. 4822 050 23909) in parallel
with L5656. Remove C2657
(2.207) if fitted. If C2661 is
1,5000, change it to 2,200pF
(part no. 4822 124 21511). Check
the degaussing posistor'and
replace it if in any doubt. Check
that R3658 (120Q) and R3659
(100Q) haven't changed value.
If the power supply won't start
up, C2656 (150piF, 385V) is probably low in value. P.B.

Thorn C15012R
This colour set was dead. We did
not have a circuit diagram but
found that the power supply is
similar to that used in the Samsung
P68 chassis (see Television
December 1996, page 113).
The 125V HT supply to the
line output stage was correct in
standby, but dropped dramatically
when the set was brought out of
standby. With the line output transistor removed and a dummy load
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Hitachi CPT2158
This set, for which we didn't have
a service manual, had a very odd
sound fault. The sound was low,
with an audio tone that whistled
away in the background. When the
volume up/down buttons were
pressed, the tone would change to
a series of bleeps that varied in
tone and frequency. If you have
ever listened to a computer game
on a tape recorder, this is exactly

what the set sounded like.
A squirt of freezer on IC402
(AN5836), which we assumed was
involved with volume control,
slightly improved matters. So a
replacement was ordered. When it
was fitted, the fault remained the
same. Disconnecting the L and R
inputs made no difference. Neither
did disconnecting the inputs to the
audio output chip. This suggested
that the fault was still to do with
IC402. But voltage checks seemed
to he inconclusive, Pin 2 was at
4.9V, which seemed about right if
the device was supplied from a 5V
line.
As we'd gone as far as we
could, we turned out the drawer of
Hitachi manuals to look for another set that uses the AN5836 chip.
We found it in Model C25-P238,
and the manual provided us with
the information we needed. The
chip is a stereo tone control and
preamplifier device which should
have a 12V supply at pin 2. When
we traced the print back we came
to R926, which had 15V at one
side and 4.9V at the other. R926 is
connected to two transistors, Q903
and Q904, which are presumably
part of a regulator circuit. Q904
had no base voltage, because the
12V zener diode ZD902 was
short-circuit. Replacing this item
cured the fault. M.Dr.

Grundig CUC2410
Chassis
One of these sets turned out to be
a real nightmare. A customer
asked how much it would cost to
have it repaired for a line across
the centre of the screen. After
being told about £40, he brought it
in. What he hadn't said was that
the set was arcing violently.
An investigation showed that
there was a pinhole in the side of
the EHT tripler. When we'd
replaced the tripler, the RAM chip
in the tuner, the field output chip,
the IF amplifier chip and various
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other bits of silicon the set worked
well enough — except that the
sound disappeared when it
warmed up. A squirt of freezer on
the TBA130 intercarrier sound
chip cured the problem, but
nobody had this chip in stock.
Willow Vale offered to help with
an exchange panel at around £25,
so we ordered it. Imagine our horror when the panel failed to cure
the fault!
A call to Willow Vale put us in
touch with Alan Dyson, who
knows all about Grundig sets. He
suggested various checks, but we
got no further. We suspected the
main microcontroller chip, as this
is connected to the TBA130 chip
via a serial data bus, but replacing
this would be an expensive move.
In desperation we glued a small
heatsink on the TBA130 chip.
This worked until the channel was
changed. We now had BBC-1 and
ITV sound, but with BBC-2 and
Ch. 4 there was no sound at all!
Ai this point we decided that there
was no alternative to replacing the
SDA201 I -A003 microcontroller
chip, which finally cured the fault.
Our thanks to Alan Dyson for his
help, and to Eddie at Willow Vale
who agreed to take back the sound
panel. Phew! M.Dr.

Philips CF1 Chassis
Our customer complained about
intermittent picture faults. When
we tested the set we found that
there was poor line sync from cold
and that following this the field
scanning would he unstable, with
varying periods of jitter or perhaps a field roll. (72368 (4-7pF)
was found to have gone very low
in value. It's connected to pin 6 of
the TDA2577A timebase generator chip 1C7375. S.L.

Ferguson ICC9 Chassis
A blank raster and no sound were
the symptoms with one of these
sets (Model B59F). As we've had
this before, we headed straight for
'i'X07, a surface-mounted BC846B
transistor which is fitted on the
print side of the PCB. It measured
short-circuit as fitted, but OK
when it was removed. A replacement cured the fault. SI.

Sanyo CBP3018
Two of these colour portables
arrived in the workshop at the
same time with the same fault —
the HT was high at about 180V
instead of 130V. As a result, the
2SDl649/ BU508AF line output
transistor Q402 had gone short-
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circuit and the HT smoothing
capacitor had blown its end cap
off. The cause of the problem was
R555 (471d2), which was opencircuit. After replacing these items
the HT was correct but the sets
were still dead because there was
no line drive. Q55I (2SB764) was
open-circuit in one set and shortcircuit in the other. The BC640 is
a suitable replacement. S.L.

Philips 2A Chassis
The cause of poor field sync and
occasional line jitter was traced to
C2500 (lpF, 50V). It's connected
to pin 6 of the TDA2579/N5 timebase generator chip IC7535. S.L.

Ferguson TX98 Chassis
If one of these sets goes to standby or Ch. I intermittently, deal
with the no doubt numerous dryjoints then replace the TDA8138
multiregulator chip ICIL This
should provide a cure. S.L.

Philips CP90 Chassis
The symptom with one of these
sets was severe picture nutter. A
check on the HT voltage produced
a reading of 89V — 95V is normal.
Attempts at adjustment produced
varying amounts of flutter or a
nearly normal display, but not at
95V.
The power supply itself turned
out to he blameless. We eventually traced the cause of the trouble
to C2638 (4700', 16V), which is
the reservoir capacitor for the
13.5V (+12) supply derived from
the line output transformer. S.L.

Sharp DV5103H
This early digital set was stuck in
standby, with its bicolour LED
stubbornly remaining red. A
check showed that the 113V HT
supply was at 185V! The cause
was traced to R753 and R781,
which are both 39kQ and were
both open-circuit. Replacement
resistors cured the fault, but we
then found that there was a pinhole failure in the line output
transformer's insulation. Oh,
well! S.L.

Philips CP90 Chassis
A recent case of lines on the picture with a quite severe and irritating flutter, mainly at the top of the
raster, was caused by the electrolytic capacitors in the IF can.
We had to replace C2044, U2098
(both 1pF) and C2067 (1.0pF) to
eliminate the effect completely.
The model concerned was the
21C[31250. S.1..

Sony KVX2532U (AE1B
Chassis)
This set suffered from severe field
distortion. The field scan was
cramped at the bottom and
expanded at the top. The cause
was the 680pF, 25V field scan
coupling capacitor C531. S.L.

Sony KVX21TU
The symptoms with this set were
flashing on the screen with smearing followed eventually by a blank
raster. Very similar in fact to the
effect produced by the common
problem of dry-joints in the IF
unit. But this time the TDA4580
ROB controller chip IC301 was
the cause of the trouble. It was
running at a very high temperature. The replacement ran cool.
S.L.

Akura CX24
There were no signals and a
check at the tuner unit's tuning
voltage pin produced a fixed
reading of 31 V. A scope check at
pin I of the TMF'47C434N3147
microcontroller chip IC001
revealed a correct squarewave
that varied as the tuning signal
altered (on-screen display). But
the 2N3904 transistor Q009 in
the integrating circuit didn't
respond. The transistor was OK,
the cause of the trouble being
loss of its base bias. This is provided by R023 (47k0) which was
en-circuit. S.L.

Tatung 160 Chassis
The line output transistor was
short-circuit but when a replacement was fitted the set remained
dead. The HT supply was present
but there was no line drive. This
is generated in the TDA4503 chip
1801, whose supply at pin 22 was
missing. Tracing hack from this
point we found that the I2V regulator transistor Q501 had a supply
at its collector but no voltage at
its base. This is obtained from the
FIT line via R507 and R508 (both
12ki2). One of these resistors was
open-circuit, but they should he
replaced as a pair. C.W.

Panasonic TX2461
(U5W Chassis)
This set had a zero in the display,
no picture and a whine that came
from the power supply. We suspected the line output transformer, but 11T was present at the
collector of the line output transistor. There was no line drive at
its base however. Further checks
revealed that the 26V supply was
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missing because the RU3B rectifier diode D852 was open-circuit.
C.W.

Akura CX33
This set came out of standby, but
the power supply didn't start up
because R811 (5601(52) was opencircuit. Note that the reservoir
capacitor remains charged for
some time when this resistor goes
open-circuit. Ouch! C.W.

Sony KVM1400
This set tripped for a few minutes
then came on. But there was no
sound and a whisp of smoke filtered up from the PCB. We found
that the TDA7245 audio outputchip IC201 was short-circuit and
that safety resistor R617 had
gone open-circuit. The shorted
chip had loaded the power supply
until the resistor blew. C.W.

checks showed that there was a
line scan waveform at both sides
of the scan coils. Capacitor Ch10
had split open, a replacement curing the problem. The new capacitor supplied was rated at 250V
instead of the original's 160V.
Maybe this explains the fault.
M.M.

Panasonic TC681UR
When this set was switched on it
would go to ch. 16 with no buttons on the front working except
search. I didn't have a circuit diagram and thought that the best
thing to do would be to start with
the supplies around the microcontroller chip. This proved to be the
right approach: transistor Q1023
had approximately 32V at its collector, 12.8V at its base and only
2-3V at its emitter! A TIP31C
used as a replacement cured the
fault. M.M.

Sony KVX21TU
The owner reported a burning
smell after which he hastily
switched off. Lucky for him —
this prevented a power supply
rebuild. R614 was dry-jointed
and had burnt the print.
Fortunately there's an alternative
position in which to fit R614. We
did this, tidied up the board and
switched on. The power supply
came to life then died. Further
checks showed that R611 and
L607 were both open-circuit.
After replacing these components
the set worked normally. M.M.

Hitachi C2564TN
This set was dead apart from a
tripping squeal. We found that
the EW loading coil L650 was
dry-jointed, F902 was open-circuit and D704 was leaky. When
these points had been attended to
we were rewarded with start up,
EHT rustle then a bang and a
puff of smoke from the TDA2009
audio output chip IC100. A new
chip completed the repair. M.M.

Sanyo CBP3011
This set was stuck in standby.
The chassis uses an optocoupler
to switch the main power supply
out of standby. It wasn't being
switched because pin 21 of the
microcontroller chip had a 4852
leak to the 5V rail. A new IC
cured the fault. M.M.

Finlandia C59JZ5/E
There was an unusual symptom
when this set was switched on —
line collapse (a vertical line in
the centre of the screen). Scope
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Bush 2059NTX
This receiver came in with loss of
line hold and no sound. As there
was no line lock, the coincidence
detector was muting the sound. I
adjusted the line hold control,
which was now nearly at one end,
tested the set for a few hours then
returned it to the customer.
Two days later it was back in
the workshop. This time it was
dead with a short-circuit line output transistor (Q402, 2SD1555).
After replacing Q402, also C909
(47pF, 25V) in the power supply,
I found that the receiver worked
and the line hold control could
be-set at near the centre of its
range.
There was still a fault however:
the set wouldn't go into standby.
Replacing Q907 (2SC2335) finally restored it to full working
order. M.M.

Bush 2002
This set produced a snowy raster,
wouldn't tune and had no onscreen graphics. A new
TMS73C47 microcontroller chip
cured these faults. The following
morning the set wouldn't power
up from cold. The two 47pF, 50V
capacitors in the power supply
were to blame for this. They could
possibly have been responsible for
the original logic fault. C.N.

Philips CP110 Chassis
It took a time for the picture to
appear. This was faint then brightened as the set warmed up. A
check on the HT gave us the clue.
Replacing the 22pF reservoir and
smoothing capacitors C2670 and
C2621 cured the fault. C.N.

GoldStar CIT2168
(PC04A Chassis)
Intermittent field collapse was
the fault with this set. A nice,
simple dry-joint problem I
thought. No chance! Voltage
checks around the TDA1170N
field timebase chip showed that
pin 5 was at 5V instead of 25V.
Replacing D301 (1N4003), which
is connected in series with this
pin, cured the fault. C.N.

Matsui 1455
A rolling picture when the set
had warmed up was the complaint. On close examination I
could see slight line tearing
which became worse when the set
was warm. Heating the tuner section drastically increased the line
tearing, and the picture began to
roll. But this was a bit of a red
herring. The cause of the fault
was the 1N60 diode D103, which
is connected to pin 5 (IF AGC) of
the IF chip IC101. C.N.

Sharp CV3730H
Mitsubishi CT2553STX
Tuning drift was the complaint
with this set. It should have been
easy to deal with: the IF module
is usually responsible, mainly
because of dry-joints at two of
the coils and the SAW filter. But
neither resoldering nor replacement of the capacitors in the
power supply cured the fault.
Eventually we replaced all the
capacitors in the IF can. This
cleared the fault in the workshop,
but not in the customer's home
where the loft aerial gave poor
results. A new aerial mounted on
the chimney produced the good
picture that you expect with these
sets. M.M.

This set would revert to standby
after about ten seconds. Without
a signal it would remain on all
day! The cure came from Sharp's
Technical Department, after I'd
run out of ideas. It's a beam limiter fault, the cause being R623
(1.2MQ) which goes open-circuit.
C.N.

Panasonic Alpha 2W
Chassis
When this set had been on for a
few hours the right-hand side of
the picture would creep in by a
couple of inches and there would
be slight EW distortion. Although
there were no signs of dry-joints
at its pins, experience suggested
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that the first step should be to
resolder the line driver transformer. This is all that was
required. J.E.

Hitachi G80 Chassis
This set was dead with no power
supply action. Cold checks
revealed that D907 (BYV10-40)
was short-circuit. It's connected
to the gate of the FET chopper
transistor Q901 to prevent the
drive from the UC3844 control
chip IC901 going negative. As
I've not had this diode fail before
I decided to replace Q901, Q902
(which is in series with Q901)
and IC901 as well. J.E.

Philips K40 Chassis
A very bright raster with no picture content illuminated only the
centre of the screen, from about a
third down from the top and the
same from the bottom. The cause
of this strange symptom was
R3179 (6.8Q), which was opencircuit. It's in the line output
stage derived 190V supply to the
RGB output transistors. J.E.

Hitachi G80 Chassis
This set would take several sec-

onds to come to life when
switched on from cold. It then
produced a picture with severe
line tearing and ragged edges.
The cause of this was C933
(2,200pF, 25V) which was opencircuit. It's the reservoir capacitor in the supply to the 12V regulator IC932. J.E.

Philips CP110 Chassis
"If you can't fix this set I'll put a
hammer to it" the very irate customer said. He went on to explain
that the set would shut down very
intermittently, and would come
back on only after several
attempts. This would ruin his
viewing.
As he spoke, the set went to
standby. It didn't take long to
spot the cause — a dry-joint at pin
2 of the chopper transformer. A
good resolder in the power supply was all that was needed. J.E.

Panasonic Alpha 2W
Chassis
There was a high-pitched squeal
from the power supply and no
line output stage operation. I
found that the 2SD1441 line output transistor Q551 was short-cir-

cuit and the thermal link 8567 in
the HT feed to the stage open-circuit. As no other shorts or defects
could be found I fitted new components.
After a three-hour soak test the
set shut down and the squeal
returned. Why does this always
happen after you've told the customer that his set has been fixed?
Anyway this time I fitted replacements then carried out a thorough
check on the soldered joints in
the line timebase. As one of the
line driver transformer's legs
looked suspect I removed the
transformer, cleaned and tinned
its legs, then refitted and resoldered it. A long soak test proved
that all was now OK. J.E.

Decca 140 Chassis
When this set was switched on
from cold there was no sound or
raster, only a loud 'motorboat
/thumping' noise from the speaker. This would last for about four
minutes, then the set would gradually come to life and provide
normal reception. Capacitors
C807, C808 and C810 (all 100pF)
in the power supply had dried up.
J.E.

Was the job of a TV engineer any different thirty or so years ago? Malcolm
Scott takes us down memory lane and
recalls some of the sets and customers
he encountered
s a teenager in the late Sixties I spent a lot of time
tinkering about with TV sets. Managing to get a
picture on a screen that had lain dormant for
several years produced a feeling of great satisfaction, and
for a while this was to become more than just a hobby.
It seemed too good to be true when, in the early
Seventies, I was offered a job as a black-and-white TV
engineer and was actually paid to do something I loved
doing. Unbelievable in fact. Just like some of the sets
and people I was to encounter.

A

Doing the Impossible
To start with I did a stint in a small shop that boasted TV
repairs While U Wait. The sort of set-up where the customer brings in his set, you repair it while he peers over
your shoulder, then he takes it away moaning about the
cost. Fine in principle, but let's be realistic. What happens
when three or more sets arrive at once? Add the five
which are already waiting that saturday afternoon and you
have an impossible situation.
"But the sign says while you wait . . ." was the all too
familiar gripe. What it didn't say was how long they had
to wait! Miracles really do take longer.

A Bare Bush
I remember a very elderly 14in. Bush Model TV53 being
plonked on the counter by an even more elderly man.
"It's dead" he panted, a state he looked close to himself.
"It was all right when my son borrowed it, so it can't be
much. Probably only a valve." Wasn't it always?
Hoping that it might be a quickie, I unscrewed the
flaking rear cover and soon saw why it was now as dead
as the proverbial. Ironically, his diagnosis hadn't been
far wrong.
"You say it was all right when your son borrowed
it?" I enquired.
"Fine" he wheezed. "Hasn't got the money for one of
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his own, so I let him have mine sometimes. Between
you and me" — his voice dropped to a whisper — "he's a
bit of a waster. Would sell anything for a bet on the gee
gees."
I hadn't the heart to tell him that this evidently included
all the valves in his old set. There wasn't one remaining. I
suggested he had a word with his son about it.

Do you sell Pins?
That same afternoon the phone interrupted my work on
a deluge of While U Wait repairs. A flustered voice at
the other end asked "do you sell pins?"
"No, we're a TV shop!" was my equally flustered
reply.
"That's why I'm calling" the voice persisted, "I want
a pin for my radiogram."
The penny dropped. "Ah, a stylus!" I replied. "Yes,
we keep some. What number?"
"Only one" came the reply.
I realised that this wasn't going to be easy. "No, I
mean what's the number on the stylus?" Silence. "The
number of the cartridge will do" I added, trying to be
helpful.
"Cartridge? But I only want a pin. Do you sell pins?"
The pile of TVs awaiting repair seemed to be growing
apace as the conversation continued.
"The cartridge is the thing the pin fits into" I
explained. "The number I need should be on the
cartridge." Assuming of course that it wasn't some kind
of wind-up contraption that really did need a pin!
Further silence. "I tell you what" I finally offered,
"bring me the old pin and I'll try and fix you up." He
seemed happy with that and put the phone down. Then
it was back to the bench.

A Few Quickies
The next patient was a 24in. KB set fitted with the
VC200 chassis. It refused to speak to its owner. I
couldn't blame it, the owner being an irascible old
fellow who kept calling me "boy" and insisting that I
get a move on as he was parked on double yellow lines.
His set's reluctance to talk turned out to be the usual
6MHz sound can problem. A replacement restored
conversation.
Next through the door came a 20in. Ferguson set that
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How's this for a
home entertainment centre —
and weren't the
girls gorgeous
then?!

had a terrible smell. When the back was removed I saw
that it was a 1500 chassis set. Switching it on confirmed
that the bad-egg smell came from a faulty e.h.t. tray. A
new tray put everything right.
Then a young lady brought in her KB portable — the
old VC300 series chassis. "Just writhes about and makes
a terrible noise" she smiled. She was wearing the hot
pants then fashionable. Very skimpy ones at that.
I found myself fumbling to get the back cover off.
When the set was switched on it produced a loud hum
and a belly-dancing picture. No problem, just replace
the bridge rectifier.
Unsoldering it was no mean feat however. It
appeared to be welded in. I swear to this day that it was
bending over the hot soldering iron that brought me out
in a sweat such that my glasses began to steam up. The
job was eventually done, but I'm sure that the young
lady must have had doubts about me.

Pinless Pops in
I barely had time to clean my glasses when my short run
of successes was interrupted by a little man who trundled through the shop door with the chassis of an old
radiogram, the leads and plugs trailing behind him. He
was followed by a couple of youngsters. The first
carried two loudspeakers while the second gripped a
turntable that had a record still in place.
I recognised the voice immediately when the man
dumped his disembowled music machine on the
counter. "A pin — I need a pin for it."
"But I only wanted to see the stylus" I wailed.
"Don't get technical again" pinless replied. "Hadn't a
clue what you wanted me to bring, so I brought in the
lot."
That wasn't true unfortunately. The only bit he and
his offspring hadn't brought along was the pin, or rather
the bit it fits in. I looked at the valve line up and decided
to fit an Acos GP93 series cartridge complete with pin.
Then off they went. Somehow I doubted whether the
disembowelled machine would ever make music again.
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A Russian Experience
My last job that day was a 23in. Rigonda set with a field
fault. I was to become quite familiar with these Russian
made TV receivers when I moved on to become a bench
engineer with a rental company — simply because no one
else would touch them! They were big and bulky,
weighing about the same as a colour set. The lovely
polished-wood cabinet and hefty mains transformer,
something unheard of in contemporary UK
monochrome sets, were responsible for the weight.
When I looked inside one of these receivers for the first
time I wondered how the Russians ever got into space!
The sets were hardly at the cutting edge of TV technology, but they did produce excellent pictures. The
circuitry was eccentric and at least twenty years behind
the times. Previously I'd only read about the thyratron
valve as a field oscillator. The Rigonda set actually
used one — a soldered-in job that was reminiscent of the
old EY51 e.h.t. rectifier but with more leads to sort out.
Judging by the number of thyratrons I had to replace
because of field jitter, the triode section of a humble
PCL85 would have been a much better option.

Fade Out
I didn't regret leaving the While U Wait operation, but
the bench engineer's job with a TV rental company was
to be the end of my black and white days and, soon
after, my TV trade days. First there was initiation into
colour. This introduced me to the Thorn 3000 chassis,
which frightened the life out of me. Maybe those
Russian Rigondas weren't so bad after all!
Right in the midst of my training for colour we were
swallowed by a bigger fish. Despite the new momma
fish's claims that "we never make people redundant",
my soldering iron was unceremoniously unplugged and
I was sent on my way to find a proper job.
My career in the TV trade was a short one. The technology has moved on considerably since then, which is
no bad thing. But I really did enjoy those days of black
and white TVs!
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long it would be before the set decided to work normally again.
In fact the signals were OK up to the RGB outputs
from the AN5612 chip IC602, but there were no RGB
signals at the CRT base panel. The only item in
between is the teletext board. I found that the fault
could be made to come and go by slightly flexing this
PCB, and eventually traced the cause of the trouble to
connector CD902. It looked perfectly OK, but the
slightest touch would instigate the fault.
I cut the wires and soldered them directly to the
board. After that no amount of prodding would bring
back the fault.

Saisho CM25OR

Service Notebook
Philips G110 Chassis
I have never been fond of this chassis. Whenever I've
completed a power supply rebuild something else
always seems to be wrong. In this case there was field
collapse. Fortunately the cause was simply a bad joint
at the collector of the upper transistor (Tr7502) in the
field output stage.
Use of a multitude of miniature surface-mounted
components is a great space saver, but the majority of
the PCBs used by manufacturers are very thin and
flimsy. As a result, only slight flexing while manoeuvring a board into the service position can lead to
cracked components. Surely with such a high density
of delicate components the boards should be thicker?
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I was rather lucky with this set — well, perhaps mixed
with a little skill! There was no sound and the screen
was blank, so as far as the customer and the job card
were concerned the set had been pronounced 'dead'. In
fact it was very much alive however, as turning up the
first anode control setting (it's on the line output transformer) proved by producing a field collapse display.
Now I don't have the circuit diagram for this model,
but confidently started to look for the field output chip.
I was stopped in my tracks by the familiar smell of a
cooking resistor. To my surprise the smouldering item
(R428, 1 .2k12) seemed to have little to do with the field
circuitry. As fellow colleagues out there know, apart
from Toshiba, Aiwa and one or two others you can forget about asking manufacturers for technical help — it
just isn't there. Unsoldering the field output chip's supply pin made no difference: the resistor still cooked.
I reached for paper and pen and started to draw the
circuitry around R428. This approach can be tedious,
with tracks that often divert all over the place, but with
a little patience the drawing can start to make sense
and a familiar circuit will begin to emerge.
It seems that R428 is part of a start-up circuit based
around Q403, which was also cooking. At switch on
Q403 supplies, via D401, about 12V to the timebase
generator circuitry. This continues until the line output
stage comes into operation. Once this happens pin 2 of
the line output transformer supplies D405 via R408
(1C1) and the running supply for the timebase generators is produced. D401 is then reverse biased.
R408 and D405 had both failed. Hence the overloaded start-up circuit, which isn't designed to remain in
operation. When R408 and D405 had been replaced all
was well — proved by a long soak test.

Now you see it, now you don't

Toshiba 2500TBT

A Matsui 1480A worked normally most of the time.
But just now and again, perhaps for an instant, the
screen would blank out. The sound was not affected.
Eventually the set's owner got fed up and asked us to
take a look. I have to confess that I wasn't too keen.
We left the set on test in the workshop, and don't
know how many times it misbehaved while our backs
were turned. After a few hours I saw the fault, which
was exactly as described. The screen went blank for
about five seconds, then the picture retuned.
Off came the back cover and, as luck would have it,
the picture blanked out permanently. When I turned up
the first anode control's setting there was a faint negative image. So I used the scope to trace through the
luminance signal path, all the time wondering how

This set produced just a blue screen, with no sound.
The on-screen displays, such as channel numbers and
menu options, were OK. The blue mute transistor
QA07 can be disconnected to assist with fault finding,
hopefully producing a more readily recognisable
symptom on the screen.
When I disconnected QA07 there was a blank grey
raster and still no sound. A faulty tuner was the first
suspect, so the voltages at its pins were checked. They
were all present, including the 0-30V ramp which is
produced when station search is selected. The only
voltage that seemed to be wrong was at the AGC pin,
where the reading was very low at 0.5V.
The manual doesn't quote the correct voltage here, but
a low voltage would remove the output from the tuner.
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Q101 (T51496P), the vision and sound IF chip mounted on the vertical board next to the tuner, is the source
of the AGC voltage. Its pin voltage readings were all
correct except for pin 1, where the reading hovered
around 0.25V — the circuit says that the reading here
should be 4.5V. Closer examination, using a magnifying glass, showed that the pin's soldering was grey and
crumbling. Resoldering this pin — and all the others for
good measure — produced a perfect picture and sound.

Grundig M95-490 (CUC3850 Chassis)
Three men and a hired van arrived at the workshop
with this giant of a TV set, which was stuck in standby. The 2SD1432 line output transistor T572 was
short-circuit, and a replacement quickly reached boiling point then followed its predecessor. A check at the
base of the transistor showed that there was 12V here,
because of a short-circuit within the TDA8140 line
driver chip IC550 — between the 12V supply pin 2 and
the output pin 1.
A new TDA8140 chip and 2SD1432 transistor produced a working set, but the transistor was far too hot
and the raster's width gradually decreased. C574
(220g) in the transistor's base drive coupling network
was virtually short-circuit. When this item had been
replaced the transistor ran normally. Strange that the
faulty capacitor didn't seem to affect the base drive
waveform when this was checked in the fault condition.
After refitting the chassis I switched on and found
that the picture pulsed at random between normal and
completely blanked out. The reason for this was found
more by luck than judgement. Slight movement of the

lead that connects the tube's Aquadag coating to its
base panel made the symptom come and go — because
this point is linked to the beam limiter circuit. I discarded the lead's end plug and soldered it direct to the
PCB, curing the problem.
My troubles were not over however. I noticed that the
picture was a little over-scanned horizontally. Slight
adjustment of the width control R554 cured this, and
the set worked normally for the rest of the day. When
I switched the set on next day however it rustled up
and went to standby. Why does this always happen
when the invoice has been prepared and the set is ready
for delivery or collection?
To cut a very long story short, I found that with the
correct width setting the receiver wouldn't power up: it
worked fine with slight over-scanning. Help was
sought from various quarters, but no joy. I eventually
noticed a small, vertical sub-board which is positioned
between the chopper transformer and the chopper transistor. It had a preset on it, and a voice in my head was
telling me to have a twiddle. Then the penny dropped.
It's the standby circuit PCB: the preset adjusts the
standing bias applied to the optocoupler diode. By
experimenting with the preset adjustment I found a
point where the receiver could be switched on reliably
with the line scan set up correctly.
A word of warning. Although the BU508A is listed as
an equivalent of the expensive 2SD1432 line output
transistor used in the large-screen version of this chassis, don't be tempted to try using it. The BU508A isn't
man enough and will fail.
I was pleased to see the back of this set when it was
taken away!
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Sony KVM1620U
The customer said that there was
sometimes a blank screen with no
sound. Sony TV sets in particular
produce a blanked screen when
there is loss of the signal or sync
pulses etc. So when the fault finally
appeared I selected the tuning mode
via the remote control unit. Sure
enough tuning drift could be seen.
Where to start? The 33V tuning
voltage supply stabiliser was
checked and found to be OK. A
replacement tuner was then fitted
but the fault, which could take a
few hours to return, was still present. Eventually the cause was narrowed to the 2SC27120 surfacemounted transistor Q104 (equivalent to the BC846) and the 0.047pF
capacitor C148. These components
are in the variable tuning voltage
supply. M.J.C.
Hitachi G80 Chassis
"No sound or vision" the customer
had said. When the setting of the
first anode preset was turned up a
blank raster appeared. So I jumped
to the incorrect conclusion that
there was a programming error. I
fitted a switch to the remote control
chip's pins, but no programming
sequence came up on the display.
On closer inspection the cause of
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the fault was found to be a dryjointed connection to the sleeved
wire that links the 8V supply to the
text board and the 5V regulator
IC001 (supply to the tuner). M.J.C.
Alba CTV842
This 14in. portable produced a
snowy screen with no sound or picture. Retuning made no difference,
and checks at the tuner then
revealed that the variable tuning
voltage was missing. This led me to
transistor Q107, which integrates
the tuning voltage. Its 101d2 collector load resistor R108 was open-circuit.
This set is fitted with the Nikkai
TLG144R chassis. M.J.C.
Sharp DV5105
One of these sets was stuck in
standby with the red/green LED
flickering. The cause of this was
the main microcontroller's reset
chip IC1004, which was oscillating. My circuit diagram shows
D1005 in the associated circuitry
replaced with a link and R1053 as
lkfl. But the set had D1005 in
place and R1053 as a link.
Changing these components to
correspond with the circuit diagram cured the fault.
While the set was on soak test
the 15V supply at C754 drifted. So
zener diode D754 (6.2V) was also
replaced. R.P.
ITT Monoprint BNN
Chassis
One of these sets was slow in producing a channel display, sound or
a picture from a cold start. It
worked normally after the third
attempt. The raster, HT etc. all
came up quickly when the fault
was present.
I decided to check the memory
and microcontroller reset circuit
(transistors T1405/6 and associated
components) carefully. As T1406
had only 0.65V between its base
and emitter, it didn't switch on. A

replacement transistor made no
difference, and the associated
resistors were all within tolerance
though T1406's emitter resistor
R1420 read 8552 instead of 82Q.
A few calculations showed that
T1406's drive was marginal at
best. So the value of its base drive.
resistor R1427 was reduced from
2.2kfl to l•5k52. This cured the
fault. R1420 had possibly started
life at much closer to 8252, which
would have given T1406 an extra
20mV of drive.
Non-teletext models are likely
to be immune from this problem,
as the current that flows via R 1420
is lower. R.P.
Tatung 160 Chassis
The symptom with this 20in. set
was line collapse accompanied
with smoke. The line scan coupling capacitor C406 (0.39uF,
250V) had split in half. Its value
is 0.33uF with 16in. sets. J.E.
Mitsubishi CT21M1TX
This set had no audio output. The
cause was found on the power
supply board, where Q952
(2SA950) was leaky collector-toemitter. It's the regulator for the
22V supply to the audio output
stage. J.E.
Sony KV2256 (PE3
Chassis)
Each time it was switched on this
set was slightly off tune.
Gradually, over a minute or two, it
produced a good picture. When the
33V supply at D005 was checked 1
found that the voltage rose gradually from 26V to 32V. The supply
conies from a rectifier circuit that
consists of D652, R651 and the
331.1F reservoir capacitor C652.
Replacing this capacitor cleared
the fault. J.S.R.
Mitsubishi CT2555
Despite dealing with all the dryjoints on the IF panel there was
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still severe patterning. Replacing
C920 and C925 cleared the fault.
J.S.R.

Hitachi NP84CQ Mk 2
Chassis
The R2M overvoltage protection
diode ZD953 was short-circuit. So
I replaced the STR4211 regulator
chip IC901, the 2.7V zener diode
ZD910 and ZD953. The set then
came to life, but the HT was high
at 126V instead of 111V. This was
cured by replacing C908 (4.7pF,
160V) in the feedback control
loop. J.S.R.

Philips 2A Chassis
The problem with one of these sets
was that the contrast couldn't be
turned down. Although the contrast
control voltage at pin 2 of plug Ml
(the output from the CITAC module) varied, there was no variation
at pin 7 of the TDA3561A colour
decoder chip. When diode D6492
(0F449) was lifted to isolate the
beam limiter circuit from the contrast control normal operation was
restored. D6492 was leaky. P.B.

Philips G110 Chaisis
If there is a line output stage short
that's not caused by a faulty line
output transistor or transformer,
check the scan coupling/correction
capacitor C2550 (390a) by
replacement. I have known this
capacitor to go both short- and
open-circuit. P.B.

Grundig CUC740 Chassis
For intermittent loss of sound,
check whether the +G supply goes
missing when the fault is present. If
so, the cause of the trouble is usually faulty relay contacts. The fault
can clear temporarily when the,
chassis is moved or the relay is
tapped. P.B.

Philips G90 Chassis
If the set is dead, check fur cracks
in the print by the line output transistor's heatsink. The track most
likely to break is the one .that provides the line output stage's 95V
supply. To prevent the PCB being
strained any more, make sure that
the lower back retaining screws are
fitted. Otherwise the cabinet can
flex when the set is on its stand.
P.B.

NEI 2041TXS etc
The customer complained about
pulling at the top of the picture
when he used one of these sets for
playback with a GoldStar VCR.
The fault can be cured by changing
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the value of R560 from 2200 to
1000. This resistor is not marked,
but can be found at the rear of the
set between link K100 and a green
delay line. M.K.

cause of the trouble was the CNX82
optocoupler OPT01, part no.
T548009, which relays the power
on/off command to the isolated side
of the power supply. The LED in
OPT01 was open-circuit. G.P.

Hitachi CPT2026 (NP83CQ
Chassis)

Panasonic Euro 1 Chassis

There was a blank screen with the
sound OK. When the setting of the
first anode preset was upped a
raster with flyback lines appeared.
As the setting was then reduced,
first a picture appeared then it was
lost. We found that someone had
fitted a BU508AF line output transistor instead of a BU508DF.
With a BU508AF fitted, line flyback pulses were being fed back to
IC701. This upset the field blanking. M.K.

GoldStar CF25C22F
(PC33J Chassis)
There was excessive width with
bowing at the sides. As C413
(10pF, 250V) had obviously been
subjected to stress I fitted a replacement. This restored correct width,
but the new capacitor very soon
overheated and bulged like the
original. So I switched off and
looked at the circuit diagram again.
As a result I removed the scan-correction capacitor C405 and checked
it out of circuit. The reading was
low at 0.1.28pF instead of 0.2.2pF.
This was obviously why C413 had
failed. With two new capacitors, fitted the width and EW correction
could be set up correctly, and
cramping at the left-hand side of
the screen also disappeared. These
two capacitors are in the line scan
coupling circuit. M.K.

Toshiba 1450TB
There was field collapse and the
line was short by 1-5in. at each
side. I checked the 8V supply at
the output of IC480 (MC7809BT)
and found it low at 3.9V. This supply feeds the multi-purpose chip
10501, which amongst other things
provides the field and line drives.
The set worked normally when a
new MC7809BT IC had been fitted. M.K.

Sharp DV3760H
There was no, output from the
power supply because the 1N4997
HT rectifier diode D601 was leaky.
The part no. is DX0515BM. G.P.

Hitachi C2564TN (GIOQ
Chassis)
The standby LED was pulsing and a
check on the standby supply showed
that it varied with each flash. The

This set worked happily enough in
the AV mode, but when an attempt
was made to select an off-air channel it would shut down then come
back on again with a display of
snow. The MSP2410-08 multisound processor chip IC1401 turned out'to be the culprit, although
the voltages around it and the data
lines all seemed to be OK. G.P.

Sony KV2705UB (QEI
Chassis)
The 135V HT supply was found to
be low at only 80V, and a scope
check showed that there was considerable ripple across the HT
reservoir cpacitor C652 (33pF,
250V). A new capacitor cleared the
fault. G.P.

Panasonic Euro 1 Chassis
This set continually started up then
shut down because the line drive
was being switched on and off by
the microcontroller chip. Voltage
checks at the various digital ICs
showed that the reset line to some
of them was low at around 3.8V
instead of 5V. The MSP2410-08
multi-sound processor chip IC1401
was pulling its reset input (pin 10)
low. Replacing IC1401 cured the
fault. G.P.

Ferguson ICC6 Chassis
The picture was being blanked out
intermittently because the fastblanking pin of IVO1 was going
high. The cause of the fault was
traced to the BC858B surfacemounted transistor TV92. G.P.

Matsui 1436
There were no signs of life with
this set. I found that the standby
transformer T650 had an open-circuit winding. Its part no. is
558400601. G.P.

Hitachi C2118T
These sets were originally covered
in my article in the June 1994 issue
of Television. Here are two further
faults that are worth putting on
record. If the HT rises after the set
has been on for a few minutes, the
set then reverting to standby, it's
worth replacing C906 (4.7pF,
250V). The 391d1 resistor previously mentioned (R909) is the usual
culprit, but this capacitor has start-
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ed to produce similar symptoms.
If intermittent field bounce is
causing a bit of a headache and the
MC7809 9V regulator (IC703) has
been checked for dry-joints, replace
it. This device does get rather hot
and suffers as the months go by.
M.L.

Hitachi C2864TNZ
Slow or no start-up from cold can
be caused by C909 in the power
supply. It's a 470pF capacitor rated
at 25V, and is mounted very close
to R902 and R902A. These two
parallel-connected, 331(52 resistors
get quite hot, damaging C909. Its
replacement will usually cure a no
start-up problem. M.L.

Ferguson ICC8 Chassis
The set was stuck on ch. 02 with a
snowy raster. A new microcontroller chip and 8MHz crystal were
tried but this made no difference.
As checks in the microcontroller
circuit suggested that everything
was OK, attention was turned to the
text board. After unloading IV02's
SCL and SDA lines a picture came
up. A new SDA5243 chip restored
normal operation. M.C.

Akai CT2585 (Nokia 2BF
110NN Chassis)
One of these sets caused us some
concern. It first came in dead with
a faulty line output transistor and
loads of dry-joints which we
assumed were the cause of the transistor's failure. We fitted a new
transistor, dealt with the dry-joints,
gave the set a short test then
returned it. Next day it was back
again with the same fault.
After fitting another transistor
we ran the set for a while. It then
started to produce an arcing noise
with interference on the picture. It
seemed likely that the line output
transformer was arcing internally.
Wrong! A lot of time was wasted,
then our luck changed — an identical set came in because of a width
problem (more dry-joints).
We were now able to swap components to see if the fault could be
transferred from the first set to the
second one. This eventually proved
that the BC337-25 line driver transistor T507 was the cause of the
trouble. M.Dr.

Grundig CUC70 Chassis
The power supply in one of these
sets had failed, with a short-circuit
BU208A chopper transistor. As a
precaution, in addition to fitting a
new transistor we replaced R646
(270k52), the TDA4600 chopper
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control chip, C631 (100pF), C633
(220pF) and C647 (lpF).
At switch-on the power supply
blew up. Extensive checks failed to
reveal any problem on the primary
side of the power supply, but we
found that R661 (0.1552 safety) on
the secondary side was open-circuit. There are only two outputs on
the secondary side, 18V and 152V.
With R661 open-circuit there's no
18V supply and relay 651 cannot
operate. As a result there is no HT
supply to the line output stage,
leaving the power supply with no
load whatsoever. Switch-mode circuits don't like this situation: the
result is instant destruction at
switch-on. M.Dr.

Panasonic TC1631 (U4
Chassis)
The customer's complaint was "no
sound". On testing the set we found
that there was another fault. When
the search button was pressed the
sweep would search up the band,
but when a station was found the
search failed to stop. The two faults
were quickly linked: Q1212 on the
tuning panel was turned fully on,
muting the sound — this is the interstation mute transistor. It receives
its bias from Q1217, which turned
out to be OK.
There's no circuit description in
the manual, but we figured that
when the voltage at pin 12 of connector M6 goes high the sweep
should stop and the sound mute
should be released. This voltage did
rise when a station was found, but
the sweep didn't stop. The stop signal is generated by Q502/3/4 on the
main PCB. When the base of Q504
was shorted to chassis the fault
cleared. The three transistors were
OK, the cause of the trouble being
the associated 10pF, 16V capacitor
C513 which had gone very low in
value.
A new capacitor restored the
sound and the tuning, but we then
found that the sound was at maximum and couldn't be turned down.
When the up/down keys were used,
the analogue output at pin 14 of the
SN76730N sound up/down decoder
chip IC1203 failed to vary. So it
seemed that this IC was faulty.
Quite by accident we found that pin
15 could be used to control the volume, the only difference being that
volume control worked in reverse —
the down key increased the volume
while the up key decreased it.
As the SN76730N seems to be
obsolete we put it to the customer
that we could repair his set but the
volume controls would work in

reverse. When he agreed to this we
swapped over the connections to
pins 14 and 15. It was also necessary to add a 10052 resistor across
R1261 to centralise the volume
control range. M.Dr.

Ferguson TX85 Chassis
If the TIPL791A chopper transistor
TR6 is short-circuit, check 8101
(1.21c51, 5W) in the snubber network. You will usually find that it
has gone open-circuit. Replace
these items and also R102 (1.252
WW), R88 (FM WW) and IC4
(TEA2018A). Check D8, D10 and
D23 (all type 1N4001) and R95
(10052).
One nasty point with this chassis
is the use of live heatsinks for the
chopper and line output transistors.
M.Dr.

Sanyo CBP2180 (A5
Chassis)
This set suffered from field
foldover at the top of the screen.
The cause was a dry-jointed chassis
connection at the 12V regulator
IC552. M.M.

Mitsubishi CT2532TX
(Euro 4 Chassis)
One of these sets wouldn't store the
tuning. A check on the M58630P
memory chip IC702 showed that its
—31V supply was missing at pin 2.
This comes from the sub power
supply, where pin 4 of the chopper
transformer was open-circuit.
Fortunately the break was at the
connecting pin and could be
repaired. M.M.

Ferguson TX100 Chassis
"Gone off with a bang, and a smell
of burning" said the voice on the
phone. A visual inspection revealed
that the HT smoothing capacitor
C129 (100pF) had exploded. A
replacement restored normal operation. M.M.

Mitsubishi CT25A2STX
One of these sets suffered from
intermittent loss of the luminance
signal. At first it seemed that a dryjoint was likely to be the cause, but
the culprit was actually Q202
(J501). M.M.

Sony KVA2512U (AE1C
Chassis)
Intermittent loss of colour was the
problem with one of these sets. We
are familiar with the fault on earlier
models, but this chassis uses a digital comb filter on a highly complex
board. Fortunately the decoder section is in analogue form. There are
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two crystals, two trimmers and a
surface-mounted J-legged
TDA4650 chip here. Replacing
these five items and setting up provided a complete cure. M.M.

Ferguson ICC7 Chassis
This set came to me from another
dealer. It had two faults. He had
replaced the mains switch, but said
that the set still wouldn't start
every time. The replacement
switch was faulty: another one put
this right.
The second fault was also intermittent. The picture and sound
would both go, leaving odd black
and whit dots and lines on the
screen. When the fault was present,
I found that flexing the PCB in the
area of the tuner made the fault
come and go. As there were no
dry-joints on the main board the
tuner and IF modules were
removed and dismantled. The tuner
seemed to be OK, but the IF module had a single coil with two of its
pins dry-jointed. M.M.

NEI 2131TX (Indiana 100
Chassis)
The customer complained of a
flash, a puff of smoke and a dead

set. On inspection I found that the
line output transistor Q600 was
short-circuit while the line scan
coupling/correction capacitor C604
was dry-jointed at one end.
Because of the dry-joint, C609
(lpF, 160V) had exploded, D604
(BA157) had gone short-circuit and
R609 (101(51) had burnt up. These
components form a network in parallel with C604. Replacing all
these items restored normal operation. M.M.

Samsung C1212R
This set was a catalogue return and
had done the rounds before it
arrived on my bench. The problem
was failure to start, because there
was no start-up output at pin 8 of
the TMP47C433AN3842 microcontroller chip IC105. As its 5V
supply was spot on and there was a
normal waveform across the 4MHz
crystal I obtained and fitted a
replacement chip.
Result — nothing! The start-up
signal now reached the power supply, but it still refused to start.
While I was checking around the
power supply and the line output
stage I noticed that the line output
transformer's internal windings and

connections differed from those in
the circuit diagram. The transformer was a perfect fit, and the
soldering looked to be original. As
I could find no other reason for the
failure to start I obtained a new
transformer. When I checked its
connections they agreed with the
diagram. Everything worked when
it was fitted. D.A.C.

Philips G110 Chassis
There was sound but no picture,
just a blank raster. The 200V supply smoothing resistor R3375
(18052) on the tube base panel was
open-circuit because the
TEA5101A/P RGB output chip
IC7465 was faulty. D.A.C.

Ferguson TX85 Chassis
As the setting of the contrast control was turned up towards the normal level it produced the effect of
progressive picture overloading. At
the maximum setting the picture
was overlaid with black horizontal
bars and there was also an audio
buzz. After some time I found that
there was a break in an earthing
print track, where it leaves the customer controls adjacent to the
colour control. D.A.C.

Servicing the

Salora M Chassis
Chris Watton deals with the digital processing sections of the receiver followed by fault finding and setting up
ast month we dealt with the power supply and timebase circuitry used in the Salora M chassis. A 40pin microcontroller chip, ICB1, has overall charge
of the operation of the chassis. It's responsible for driving the display, decoding the remote control commands,
key scanning and the frequency synthesis tuning system.
The type number varies with model. Two other chips
work with ICB1, the X2404 memory chip ICB50 and an
MEA2901 tuner interface chip ICB61. The latter selects
the band and provides the tuning voltage, on information it receives from the microcontroller chip.
ICB1 must be powered and running in the standby
mode. It receives the standby 5V supply at pin 27 while
its clock oscillator is controlled by the 4MHz crystal
XTB1 which is connected to pin 1. Pin 4 is the reset pin.

L

Tuner/IF Module
The tuner/IF module TU101 contains the tuners, the
complete IF circuit with AFC, and video amplifiers for
the scart 1 input. Important pins are as follows:
Pin 1 chassis.
Pin 2 tuner AGC input (from pin 16).
Pin 3 12V input.
Pin 7 UHF select.
Pin 8 0-30V tuning input.
Pin 9 5V A input.
Pin 11 prescaler output (+64)
Pin 12 chassis.
Pin 16 AGC output to pin 2.
Pin 20 sound IF output
Pin 24 demodulated video output.
The AGC voltage at pins 2 and 16 is about 2V with no
signal and up to 7V with a strong signal. We'll look at
the sound and video channels next — the block diagram
in last month's article (Fig. 1, page 717) shows the overall arrangement.

Sound Channel
The sound output from the tuner/IF module, whether the
set is stereo or mono, goes to pin 13 of the Nicam/audio
module (socket Q5). Demodulated outputs appear at
pins 4 and 5. These go to pins 4 and 5 of the ADC2301E
analogue-to-digital converter chip ICB101, which also
receives L and R scart inputs at pins 21 and 24. After
conversion to digital form, the sound signals exit this
chip at pins 10 and 11. ICB101 has 5V inputs at pins 12
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and 20 and a 12V input at pin 13.
The digital audio signals are passed to pins 16 and 17
of the APU2470S/APU2471S audio processor chip
ICB102. This chip is responsible for input selection;
volume, bass, treble and balance adjustment; and headphone volume and balance adjustment. It can generate a
simulated stereo (wide sound) output for the speaker
channels. These functions are all controlled via the IM
bus. The outputs, which consist of pulse-width modulation, appear at pins 19 (phones left), 20 (phones right),
22 (speaker left) and 23 (speaker right). ICB102
receives a 5V supply at pins 7, 14 and 18, also a reset
pulse at pin 11.
The audio signals now pass to the filter and headphone
amplifier module (at pins 10 and 11 for headphones,
pins 12 and 13 for the speaker inputs). The headphone
outputs from this module are taken to sockets at the
front of the set. The speaker outputs, at pins 4 (left) and
5 (right), are passed to two TDA2040 audio output
chips, ICB130 and ICB140 respectively. There are three
supplies to the filter and headphone amplifier module,
—4.5V at pin 3, 17V at pin 7 and 12V at pin 8. The
TDA2040 audio output chips receive their inputs at pin
2, provide outputs at pin 4 and receive +15V and —15V
supplies at pins 5 and 3 respectively.

The Video Channel
The video signal at pin 24 of the tuner/IF module is fed
to pin 35 of the VCU2133 video codec chip ICB201, at
an amplitude of about 2V peak-to-peak. This may be
either the demodulated off-air signal or the scart 1 video
input signal. The scart 2 video input signal goes via
emitter-follower TB201 to pin 37 of ICB201, at a lower
level — 1V peak-to-peak. We'll consider the former signal.
After amplification and blanking, ICB201 converts
this to seven lines of digital video data. These outputs
appear at pins 2-8. Pin 36 receives a line blanking pulse,
pin 39 combined line and field pulses. These should be
checked in the event of a blank screen, because a field
output fault will for example upset the blanking and shut
off the digital outputs, cutting off the tube. The amplitude of the digital outputs is about 1V peak-to-peak, and
they all look the same when checked with an oscilloscope. I find that a test picture from a VCR, consisting
of one white stripe on a blank raster, is useful in showing the digital signals clearly. ICB201 should have a
17.7MHz clock signal at pin 22 and a reset pulse should
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appear at pin 23. This pin also receives hold pulses from verted then passed to additional VPU and DPU chips.
ICB240, see later. ICB201's supplies are 12V at pin 38 These work in much the same way as the chips on the
main PCB. Six lines of digital luminance signal and four
and 5V at pins I, 9 and 25.
The digital video outputs from ICB201 enter the lines of digital chroma are then taken to the PIP2250 PIP
VPU2203 video processor chip ICB230 at pins 5-11. processor chip ICOM401, which takes 672 samples
This IC separates the luminance and chrominance sig- from 216 lines of the selected picture. After processing
nals, adjusts the contrast, decodes the chroma signal, and compression, the digital information is stored in two
sets the saturation level, checks the beam current and 4416 16K x 4bit RAMs, from which it can be retrieved
for display at the request of the user.
measures the gain and cut-off levels for tube drive.
The PIP is a still-picture display which can be inserted
Luminance data outputs appear at pins 32-39, chroma
signal outputs at pins 27-30. The 17.7MHz clock signal at any of the four corners of the screen. The digital data
should be present at pin 22 and a reset pulse should for it is sent to ICB201 along with the data for the main
appear at pin 20. A 5V supply is fed to pins 12, 24 and' picture.
31
The digital video outputs from ICB201 are also fed to Fault Finding
the TPU2734 teletext processor chip ICB250 and the Rather than having a fault in the digital circuitry, the sets
DPU2543 deflection processor chip ICB501. ICB250 that come our way mainly suffer from the dead-set
operates in conjunction with a 4164 RAM chip ICB260. symptom. As suggested last month under the heading
Its jobs are to extract text information from the digital "No Go", to determine the section of the set at fault in
video signal, control its associated memory chip, and this situation, force it into the standby mode. If the set
provide a loop-through for external RGB inputs. It's will work in standby, the primary side of the power supcontrolled by the IM bus, receives the 17.7MHz clock ply is probably OK and the cause of the trouble is likesignal at pin 36, a reset pulse at pin 13, line pulses at pin ly to be in the line timebase.
A burn up in the line output stage is not uncommon,
I I and combined field and line pulses at pin 12. The
RGB outputs are at pins 6, 7 and 8 respectively, with a because the capacitors tend to become dry-jointed. As a
fast blanking output at pin 9. These outputs are returned result the line scan current makes a hole in the board. In
to ICB20:1 for further processing. There's a 5V supply at this situation the S2000AF/2SD1577 line output transistor will probably have failed. We used to repair the print
pins 26 and 35.
The DPU2543 deflection processor chip ICB501 and fit a new transistor, but quite often the transistor
extracts the sync information from the digital video would fail again. So we now replace a number of cominputs. It also provides clamping voltages for the video ponents, which seems to increase the set's reliability.
The items we replace are as follows: TB521
signals in ICB201. Pins 8, 32. 35 and 40 receive a 5V
supply. Clock pulses are fed to pin 2; pin 5 is for reset. (BC237B), TB522 (BC307B), TB523 (BC368), TB524
The digital luminance and chroma outputs from the (BC369), TB525 (S2000AF), CB622 (470pF), CB623
video processor chip 1CB230 go to the DTI2223 digital and CB624 (both 220pF). We uprate these three capacitransient improvement chip ICB240. As the transmitted tors to 35V, 105°C. Before going further we resolder the
luminance signal has a bandwidth of 4MHz while the Ipsalo transformer MB601 and the LF0070 chopper
associated chroma signal has a bandwidth of only drive chip HB701, also capacitors CB525, CB526,
1MHz, colour transients would occupy a wider portion CB527, CB528 (90° sets) and CB531. CB622/3/4 are
of the screen than luminance transients unless steps often faulty. Any line output stage capacitor that has'had
were taken to correct this. ICB240 processes the digital a burn up at one of its connections should be replaced.
chroma signal to provide rise and fall times that are the All this might seem to be a bit extravagant, but the cost
same as those of the luminance signal. It also generates of these items comes to only a few pounds. If you end,
hold pulse which stop the colour-difference signal DA up with about half a dozen S2000s that are as much use
converters in ICB201 during colour transients to pro- as bits of wire you will wish that you had taken these
vide coincidence with the luminance signal, adjusts the preventive measures.
It is common to find that the BS208 FET EW modulacolour level, delays the luminance transients, and
tor driver transistor TB526 has failed. This is often
adjusts the chroma and luminance signal delay times.
The chroma outputs from ICB240 appear at pins 22- because of dry-joints at CB527, CB528 (90° sets),
25. The luminance outputs are at pins 27-34. Pin 21 is CB531, DB523 (BY448), DB524, DB525 (both
the output for the hold pulses. ICB240 receives BYV95C) and RB538 (10k0). In the M2 version of the
17.7MHz clock pulses at pin 2, a reset pulse at pin 37, chassis there are two BS208 FETs. The FET can be the
line pulses at pin 38 and combined line and field pulses cause of a few faults. Width faults, such as poor EW
at pin 39, with control via the IM bus. A 12V supply is correction or no width adjustment, will be present if it is
leaky. RB542 (18k0 — 271(0 in the 1\12 version) should
fed to pin 26, with 5V fed to pins 1 and 14.
The luminance and chroma outputs return to the VCU also be replaced as it often fails. sometimes intermitchip 1C201, luminance at pins 10-17 and chroma at pins tently, causing width variations.
18-21, for DA conversion and matrixing. Analogue
Back to the power supply section. It the set will come
RGB outputs appear at pins 28, 27 and 26 respectively. on in standby but the ±15V (typically ±1 I -13V) supplies are low/missing, CB617 (6.8pF) is open-circuit. If
the base of the line output transistor TB525 is at 0.6V
Picture in Picture
Some sets incorporate a picture-in-picture option, which when the set is in standby, check this voltage when you
is inserted between the digital Y/C outputs from 1CB240 switch to on. If the voltage remains at 0.6V, TB521
and the inputs to ICB201. It's mounted on a subpanel (BC237B) is probably leaky.
and can provide a small picture in the corner of the main
A squawk from the power section at switch on/off with
picture. The input can be selected from either start sock- a line tear on bright pictures can be caused by diode
et (1 for a satellite receiver. 2 for a VCR) so that the DB524 (BYV95C) or the LF0070 chopper drive chip
viewer can watch the terrestrial channel with a satellite HB701.
A bright, 2in. wide scan can be caused by TB526
or VCR picture insert.
Once the required input has been selected it's AD con- (BS208) or RB542 (18k0 or 271(51, see previous note).
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OPTIONS CHART
Option 1
Bit 0 Bit 1 Make

Bit 2 8 mins sleep

Salora
Granada
Luxor
Other

Bit 3

AES
control
Off
On

Yes
No

Bit 4 Bit 5 Tuner

Bit 6

Bit?

IF (MHz)

0

0
1
0
1

0

38.9
39.5
38.0
37.0

Ch. 00-120
4-band + hyper
UHF chs. 21-69
3-band

1

0
1

A blank raster with no channel display can be mistaken for a power supply fault but is more often caused by
a defective X2404 memory chip (ICB50). This is supplied as an empty memory, but will initialise itself if the
set is switched on with the normal key depressed and
this key is held for a short time.
A low buzz on the sound with probably a poor picture
can be caused by HB701 (LF0070). If so the HT voltage
will be low (it should be 150V at CB614). Replace
HB701 if the HT voltage is low.
The most common cause of the no picture, sound OK
symptom is the TDA8172 field output chip ICB570. To
check, advance the setting of the first anode (G2) control: if there is illumination at the top of the screen, the
TDA8172 chip is duff; if a raster appears, the cause of
the fault lies elsewhere. In this event, check for the presence of an analogue video signal at pin 35 of the VCU
chip ICB201. If there is no video here, go back to the
tuner/IF module. If video is present, check for line/field
pulses at pin 39 of ICB201. If the pulses are missing.
check TB571 (BC557) which could be leaky.

Setting Up
Option 2
Bit 0 is used for mute when no sync signal is present. 0 = yes, 1 =
no.
Bit 1 is used for remote control decoding. 0 = double check, 1 =
normal.
Bit 2 is used for PAL/Secam identification. 0 = only in P mode (indicated by dot at top left in the display), 1 = always on.
Bit 3 is used for AFC tracking. 0 = no (VCR operation), 1 = AFC
tracking with programme numbers 7 and 8.
Bit 4 is used for tuning protection. 0 = no protected programmes,
1 = programmes 1-6 are protected (need password to store).
Bit 5 is used for bleep control. 0 = text bleep on (normal), 1 = bleep

for production computer.
Bit 6 is used for OSD bargraph control. 0 = bargraph only, 1 = bargraph with text.
Bit 7 is used for OSD (on-screen display) control. 0 = no, 1 = yes.

Option 3
Bit 0 DTI

0 No
1

Yes

Bit 1 NTSC
0 No
Yes
1

Bit 2 FM radio
0
No
1
Yes

Bit 3 S Video
0
No
1
Yes*

Bit 4 is not used.
Bit 5 is used for PIP change with programme keys. 0 = no, 1 = yes.
Bit 6 is not used.
Bit 7 is used for search of FLOFF start page. 0 = yes, 1 = no (selected page is retained during programme changes).

*VCY2136 and VPU2204 only.
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The set-up procedure for these receivers can be tedious
to say the least. Fortunately little adjustment is required.
To enter the set-up mode you have to key in a password
via the remote control unit, or service processor as it
then becomes. The password is P * 0 # >M, the maximum time allowed between the last two key operations
being 1 -5secs. This password and time scale are intended to prevent customers entering the service mode accidentally. The password for storing tuning information is
P 0 # >M.
Once the service mode has been entered, the numerical
channel display will change to a two-digit number that
indicates the microcontroller chip's mask version, typically 04, 07 or 12. The various setting-up stages can
then be selected by pressing the # or * button to go forwards or backwards respectively through the procedure.
You don't have to follow a set sequence, but the one listed below is the preferred order.
I strongly recommend that you obtain an M chassis
service video cassette, which goes through the set-up
procedure and provides various tips. A service manual is
also essential.
The preferred adjustment order is as follows — the second column shows the segment indication as best we
can:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

XX

SP
bP
dL
dC
YO
rO

CO
tl
rl
Cl
t2
HO
AO
ud
Sr
S7
SA
62
cr
c6

Mask indication
Phase shift
Line shift
Luminance delay
Chrominance delay
Width
Trapezium 1
Pincushion 1
Summing point 1
Trapezium 2
Pincushion 2
Summing point 2
Height
Vertical shift
Lum/chroma delay
DTI start
DTI stop
Colour osc sync
Al/G2 voltage
Red cut-off point
Green cut-off point
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22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

cb
dr
d6
db
HA
CA
One bar
Two bars
Three bars

Blue cut-off point
Red gain
Green gain
Blue gain
Text line shift
Text contrast
Option byte 1
Option byte 2
Option byte 3

Make the vertical adjustments as follows. First adjust
the height (HO) until the picture is correct at the top of
the screen. Then adjust the vertical shift (A0) for a correct display at the bottom of the picture.
The Al/G2 voltage is set with the brightness and contrast at minimum. Adjust the potentiometer, which is on
the tube base panel, so that the mute and prog LEDs are
both out. As you turn the potentiometer you will see the
LEDs light up and go off. When both are off the voltage
is correct.
Adjust the colour oscillator synchronism for a nearly
stationary colour display. When adjusting the RGB cutoff points you will notice that one of them is fixed: the
mute and prog LEDs will both be on and the setting cannot be altered. So the grey-scale setting up must be done
with the other two colours.
It is essential to press the memory button (>M) after
each adjustment.

Option Bytes
A set's characteristics are determined by setting up various bits in the microcontroller system. The options are
displayed by the numerical channel indicator: the left-

I 5
ID3261

3
I

4

I

El 0 (mute)

Fig. 4: The numerical channel indicator display. When setting the
options in the service mode the lefthand digit shows the byte and the
right-hand digit the bit (the mute
dot is used for bit 0).

hand digit shows the byte, the right-hand digit the bits in
the byte (see Fig. 4). When in the service mode you can
switch the bits to 0 or 1 by using keys 0 to 7 on the
remote control handset. When a segment lights, the bit
is set to 1, when it is not alight the bit is set to 0.
The options don't change until the set returns to the
normal operating mode, even when a new setting has
been stored. If an incorrect mode has been selected and
stored, when the set is returned to the normal mode it
will still come on but may not, for example, have text or
sound or refuse to tune. This can easily be put right by
returning to the service mode and revising the information. The various option settings are shown in the
accompanying chart.

Spares
Spares for Nokia Group TV and video products are now
supplied to dealer account holders by Akai UK Ltd. The
spares ordering line is 0181 759 2367. CHS (Chas Hyde
and Son Ltd.), Prospect House, Barmby Road,
Pocklington, Yorks YO4 2DP (01759 303 068, fax
01759 303 620) is the official spares agent.

Servicing the

Tatung 190 Series Chassis
John Coombes pays a return visit to these popular 14-21in. sets, with
an up-dated run-down on possible faults
have serviced a large number of these sets since last
writing about them in the February 1996 issue. This
up-date article presents latest information on faults
and fault finding.
As with nearly all chassis, most faults relate to the
power supply. The circuit of the FET chopper power
supply used in this chassis is shown in Fig. 1.

I

No Results
The cause of loss of the sound and raster usually lies in
the power supply. Mains switch S801 may be open-circuit. It can be all right electrically but operate incorrectly because the knob sticks. This can be dealt with
by fitting a plastic collar, which is available from
Tatung, to the switch spindle.
It is quite rare for the BY133 bridge rectifier diodes
D801-4 to go short-circuit. If they do, the 3.3n, 4W
surge limiter resistor R801 goes open-circuit. Should
R801 be open-circuit with the bridge rectifier diodes
OK, check the mains filter coil FL801 for dry-joints.
There are two start-up resistors, R802 and R803
(15kg, 0.5W), which tend to go open-circuit. Replace
them as a pair. Later production sets have 161(0, 0.6W
metal-film resistors in these positions. They are more
reliable.
Check for dry-joints at the chopper transformer T801.
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These are usually at pin 8 or the surrounding area.
There are several causes of mains fuse blowing. The
degaussing posistor R901 may be short-circuit. If the
set works after replacing FS801 but the purity is incorrect, check the degaussing posistor R901 which can
short intermittently. It can also blow itself in half —
check by shaking R901 to see if it rattles. It's always
worth checking the degaussing coils themselves for
shorted turns, though this is a rare occurrence.
If FS801 has blown violently, check whether the wirewound resistor R812 (331(0, 4W) has shorted to the
chopper transistor's heatsink — this will also result in
the transistor (TR801) going short-circuit.
TR801 can of course go short-circuit and blow the
fuse. If this has happened the TDA4605 chopper control chip IC801 should also be replaced.
If the power supply is making a noise, check whether
the BY396 17V supply rectifier D811 is short-circuit. If
D811 has failed it may be necessary to replace TR801
and IC801 as well.
If the receiver is stuck:in standby and R802/3 are OK,
check whether D807 (BA157) is short-circuit. It may be
necessary to replace IC801.
If the receiver is not in standby and there's no LED
light, R810 (4701(0, 0.5W) could be open-circuit. It's
connected to pin 3 of IC801.
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Fig. 1: The chopper power supply used in the Tatung 190 series chassis. In remote control versions 5801 has an extra
momentary-make contact. The HT voltage should be 115V with all except the 197 chassis (21in. FS tube) in which it
should be 109.5V.
The 17V output supplies the line driver stage, the audio output stage and the 12V regulator 1C803. The 10V output supplies the 5V regulator IC804.

If the primary side of the power suppy is OK, check
whether the HT rectifier D809 (BA159) is open-circuit.
If there's no HT or the HT is low, check the reservoir
capacitor C814 (47pF, 250V) which could be short- or
open-circuit.
C813 (2,200pF, 35V) can go short-circuit, removing
the 17V supply. If the 10V supply is missing, check
whether D810 (BA157) is open-circuit and check for a
dry-joint at pin 11 of the chopper transformer.
If the 10V supply is OK, check the output from the
78M05CV 5V regulator IC804, at pin 3. If the 5V output is missing, check for dry-joints at IC804 or if necessary replace this device.
If necessary check for 12V at pin 2 of the LM317T
regulator IC803. If the 12V supply is missing, check for
dry-joints around IC803 and if necessary replace it.

Line Timebase
If the HT supply is missing, check whether the
S2000AF line output transistor TR403 or, less likely,
the BY133 efficiency diode D401 is short-circuit.
The line output stage tuning capacitor C404 (6.8nF)
can go short-circuit (no HT) or open-circuit.
Also check for dry-joints at the pins of the line output
transformer T402. Shorted turns within T402 will give
no results or the same but with an audible buzz. For
intermittent loss of the sound and picture, again check
the transformer for dry-joints. The driver transformer
T401 can also be dry-jointed.
For loss of line drive, first check the driver stage's
180 metal-film supply resistor R413 which tends to go
open-circuit, in which case the associated 470pF
smoothing capacitor C412 or the BC337 driver transistor TR402 could be short-circuit.
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If there is a voltage reading at both ends of the driver
transformer's primary winding but no line drive, check
coil L401 for dry-joints.
The BC547 transistor TR401 can go short-circuit to
remove the line drive.
If all these possibilities check out OK, the scan coils
are suspect. They could have shorted turns, or there
could be dry-joints at pins 3 and/or 5 of connector
PL401.

Poor Focus
For this symptom check the setting of the focus control
and ensure that the first anode preset is not at fault,
causing excessive brightness with defocusing.

Field Faults
Field collapse is the most common fault here. The usual
cause is the TDA3653B field output chip IC301, which
can go short-circuit or cease to provide an output. If the
chip fails again a short time after fitting a new one,
replace the flyback boost capacitor C306 (100pF, 50V).
If IC301's 25V supply is missing at pin 9, check
whether C409 (1,000pF, 35V) is short-circuit or D403
(BA157) and/or R411 (1052) is open-circuit. Check for
broken print at pin 9: if there is a break here, add a wire
link and ensure correct soldering to prevent further
problems.
Another possibility in the output stage is that D301
(1N4003) is open-circuit.
The field drive is generated by the TDA4505 multifunction chip IC101. If the output stage is OK, check
for a drive pulse at pin 3 of IC101 and a field ramp at
pin 2. If these are missing, check for 12V at pin 7.
Check back to the 12V regulator IC803 if this supply is
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missing. If the supply is present, replace IC101.
Other possible causes of field collapse are an opencircuit scan coupling capacitor (C304, 1,000pF, 35V),
open-circuit field scan coils or dry-joints at pins 1 and
2 of connector PL401.
Sound Faults
The most common fault here is no sound because the
LM380M audio output chip IC601 is faulty. The output
coupling capacitor C610 (220pF, 25V) or the speaker
can go open-circuit, and dry-joints can be present at
pins 1 and 2 of plug/socket PL601.
If the output stage is operational, check IC101
(TDA4505) by replacement.
No Colour
This fault is quite rare. The possibilities are the
TDA3565 colour decoder chip IC501, the associated
8.8MHz crystal XL501, dry-joints at the chroma delay
line DL501, or loss of the sandcastle pulses at. pin .7 of
IC501. These come from pin 27 of 1C101 (TDA4505),
which may have to be replaced.
Loss of One Colour
Loss or intermittent loss of one colour usually means
that the relevant RGB output transistor is faulty or dryjointed. The transistors are TR201 red, TR202 green
and TR203 blue, all type BF422.
If the DC conditions around these transistors are correct, use a scope to check the outputs from IC501
(TDA3565). R, G and B should be present at pins 10,
11 and 12 respectively. Replace IC501 if any of the outputs are missing.

Tuner/IF Faults
A snowy raster with noisy sound (white noise) can be
caused by loss of the tuning voltage. Check whether
R009 or R010 (both 6.8kf2, 0.5W) is open-circuit or the
TAA550 33V regulator IC001 is short-circuit. If the
tuner's 12V supply is missing at pin 2, check whether
C005 (47pF, 16V) is short-circuit. Alternatively the
tuner could be faulty.
If there is a blank raster IC101 (TDA4505) could be
faulty or the SAW filter FL101 dry-jointed.
Dry-joints at FL101 can also cause a ghosting effect
with a good signal.
Incorrect Display Segments. Alight
A wrong number display could mean that the sevensegment indicator D701 (type TLR332T) or its driver
IC701 (TC4511BP) is faulty. First ensure that D701 is
fitted in its socket correctly and that there are no dryjoints.
Remote Control Faults
No remote control operation could mean that the
TFMP2380 IR receiver chip IC703 is faulty, but first
ensure that its 5V supply is present at pin 1.
If the remote control unit isn't working, suspect the
batteries and their connections — these could be corroded or broken. If the LED is dry-jointed, there will be no
or intermittent operation. The legs of the crystal can
break or become dry-jointed, again resulting in no or in
some cases intermittent operation.
If selection of just one channel gives trouble, suspect
a faulty button. Repair kits are available from various
sources, but it's best to replace the unit.

J.Matters
Mitsubishi
John C. Priest and Adrian Farnborough report on various Mitsubishi
TV faults

Euro 4 Chassis
This chassis is used in Model CT2545 and a number of
other models. A common fault, which is becoming more
prevalent as the sets age, is the presence of heavy herringbone patterning at switch on. In the early stages this
patterning may clear after 15-20 minutes. It eventually
becomes more or less permanent.
The cause is 12V supply instability because C920
(470pF, 25V) and C925 (10nF, 50V) fail. They are
mounted close to the 12V regulator's heatsink and dry
out. When it is removed you will probably find that
C920 has leaked a gummy red/brown deposit.
The replacement capacitors must be rated at 105°C.
But I've had cases where components replaced twothree years ago have failed again. In the interests of
cooler operation I now make it my practice to mount
these capacitors beneath the main PCB. There is plenty
of space, as the PCB is supported well clear of the bottom of the cabinet by a rubber or plastic spacing pillar.
Mount the capacitors with fairly long leads to enable the
cans to lie flat along the PCB: insulate and secure with
a blob of hot-melt adhesive.
It may sometimes be necessary to replace the
pPC7812H 12V regulator IC902 as well. Fit the replacement in the original position, secured to the heatsink
above the PCB.
The problem with a CT2534TX was no picture or
sound, though the set would go into and out of the standby mode. Checks suggested that the power supplies,
main and standby, were both working correctly. The
cause of the fault was loss of line drive — there was intermittent connection at the legs of the line driver transformer T551. I removed it from the PCB, scraped and
tinned the legs then refitted it. This cleared the trouble.
J.C.P.

Model CT37C1STX
The complaint with this gigantic set was that the picturein-picture facility, though working, produced only a
monochrome insert. The main picture had normal
colour. As on-site checks on the PinP subpanel for dryjoints, component faults, incorrect adjustments etc.
failed to produce any useful pointers, an uplift was
reluctantly arranged.
Because of the size and weight of these sets and the
poor grip afforded by their well-rounded cabinet base,
where the only vantage points seem to have sharp edges,
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moving them can be a problem. A useful tip when
access, stairs etc. make the use of a trolley or truck
impossible is to use a strap of strong two-inch webbing
(about 15 feet long) arranged as a figure-of-eight, with
the crossover point beneath the centre of the cabinet.
Then, with the loops passed over the heads of two carriers, the main weight can be taken by the neck and shoulder muscles, leaving the hands free for general support,
balance and guidance.
Back in the workshop some time was spent checking
the clock and data lines on the PinP panel, where the
video processing is done digitally. After following a few
red herrings, sanity returned and, going back to basics, I
found that the chrominance buffer transistor Q608
(JC501Q, R) on the main PCB was short-circuit. Further
checks revealed that one of the two screened leads
which carry separate luminance and chrominance signal
feeds from the main PCB to the PinP subpanel showed
signs of crushing — it seemed to have been trapped
between the back cover and the side panel edges during
set assembly. A new JC501Q, R transistor and screened
lead restored colour to the PinP frames. J.C.P.

Another CT37C1STX
There was an intermittent purity problem with another
of these brutes I had to deal with a couple of years ago
— mainly yellow shading at the top left-hand corner of
the screen. The cause of the symptom was not easy to
diagnose, as the set was installed in the living room of a
suburban semi-detached house. The room measured
only about 13 x 15ft, and also contained a large leather
three-piece suite, a large coffee table and a whole wall
of shelving for video tapes, video discs and other items.
It was impossible to view the screen from more than
about nine feet without going out into the hall.
I eventually found that the cause of the problem was a
loose shadowmask — the symptom could be brought on
by thumping the left-hand side of the screen with one's
fist. Mitsubishi supplied a replacement CRT, and the set
was taken to the workshop for it to be fitted. Because of
the size and weight of the CRT this was a cumbersome
job, which had to be done on the workshop floor rather
than the bench. As the scan coils had to be transferred
from the old CRT, the full purity and convergence procedure had to be undertaken. This includes fitting correction magnets for corner beam landing and central
convergence. Pretty much a whole day's work altogeth-
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er, but I was happily surprised by the results. The following day, after a check to make sure that the results
from switch on were still good, the set was returned.
At switch on in the customer's house the picture produced was diabolical. There were far worse purity problems than before, and degaussing didn't improve matters. What I had not been aware of was the fact that our
workshop, at first-floor level above the showroom, had a
couple of whacking great girders under the floor. I had
set up the new CRT on the floor, within the field from all
that metalwork. The whole set-up procedure had to be
done again in the room with all that furniture. J.C.P.

Models CT21M1TX/CT25M1TX
I've had several of these sets (Euro 10 chassis) in over
the past two months, all with the same complaint — stuck
in standby, usually with the comment that the set had
been behaving in the same way intermittently for two or
three days before the fault became permanent. In each
case the cause of the fault was a pronounced halo around
the collector tag of the 2SD1878 line output transistor
Q552.
Resoldering clears the problem, but as the solder is usually visibly crystallised it's advisable to clean the joint
thoroughly with desoldering braid before you remake the
joint using all new solder. While the set is on the bench,
it is good practice to go round all the line output and line
driver transformer tags and the connections to R556
(1011, 10W). This will avoid possible call-backs.
Another common problem with these sets now that
they are a few years old is failure to retain analogue settings after switch-off. The usual symptom is that all is
OK as long as the set is only switched to standby, but
after a switch off the set will next come on with the
brightness, colour and contrast at maximum and the volume at the half-way setting.
If you measure the voltage at pin 2 of the M58630P
EAROM chip IC702 you will probably that it is at rather
less than —25V instead of the correct —30V. The cause of
the trouble is the —30V supply reservoir capacitor C962
(100pF, 50V) on the power PCB. It may have even come
away from the print and be lying somewhere on the floor
— having dropped out of the cabinet when you removed
the back cover. The replacement should be a high-temperature type (105°C). Be careful over the polarity when
fitting the new capacitor — you are dealing with a negative supply.
While working on the power supply PCB, check the
rest of the electrolytics. Replace any that could be doubtful — prevention is better than cure! J.C.P.

Model CT2965STX
This is an old problem that's worth a mention. If the set
is dead with no 12V supply, check the ceramic fuse Z950
(PRF3150). If it's open-circuit, check D952 and C956. If
these items are OK, replace Z950 but uprate it to
PRF5000 (5A) — part no. 299P132010. This is an official
Mitsubishi modification. I replaced a lot of these fuses in
the early Nineties, but some must have slipped through
the net — I came across two more recently. J.C.P.

there was a momentary glitch as the channel preset button was pressed. A new ST24CO2A EEPROM chip
cured the fault. J.C.P.

Models CT2141BM/CT2142TX etc (Euro 4
Chassis)
I've had several calls to these sets for drifting off tune,
loss of sound, patterning etc. since Channel 5 started up.
In most cases the cause of the problem has been finger
trouble during the retuning process. With these models,
press the tuning preset button and check that the onscreen graphic shows AFT ON. If it shows AFT OFF,
check the fine tuning of the channel affected then press
the AFT button to set to AFT ON before you release the
tuning preset button. While you are at it, check all the
channels in use for AFT ON.
I don't know what some people have used to press the
recessed tuning preset button. I've come across more
than one case where the button has been pressed hard
enough and off centre to make it lodge behind the front
panel, so that it couldn't be released. In one set the switch
had been pushed partly off the PCB! J.C.P.

Model CP140B
This venerable 14in. portable arrived in my workshop
with bottom foldover, lack of height and a faint, overbright yellow picture. It was one of the first Mitsubishi
colour portables to be marketed in the UK, and must
have been 22 years old (it wasn't even full PAL! — editor). I told the old lady who brought the set in that it
wouldn't be worth repair if the CRT was as poor as it
appeared to be. But the set had been her late husband's
retirement present, and had great sentimental value.
Much to my surprise, after cleaning all the potentiometers on the front control subpanel and replacing
C291 (47pF, 10V), which is in series with the contrast
control, and R291 (1k0), which is in series with the
brightness control, the picture had improved somewhat.
When I tried to adjust the field timebase controls I found
that they either fell to pieces as soon as the trimmer
touched them or they were painted up so solidly that
they had to be removed from the panel to be freed.
Fitting and adjusting one 2.2kS2 and two 101S2 potentiometers restored normal field scanning. Some resoldering around the beam limiter transistor Q204 and a
new video bias potentiometer (VR201, 2k0) produced a
good picture.
Once I'd blown out twenty years' accumulation of dust
etc., given the convergence controls a quick tweak,
trimmed the grey scale and polished the cabinet the set
was almost as good as new. I can't see many of today's
sets giving good service for twenty or more years. J.C.P.

Model CT25M1TX
The customers' complaint with several of these sets has
been that "it goes on and off'. If it's a rental set the customer is on the phone immediately. If it's a chargeable
repair, the customer puts up with the condition until the
set packs up. The thing to do is to check the line output
transistor's collector connection (Q552) with a good
magnifying glass. A.F.

Model CT21M2TX
There was no picture or sound. The screen displayed
snow or a blank white raster intermittently. Response to
the remote control unit was sluggish, and the set would
not memorise any analogue or tuning adjustments.
The supplies to the microcontroller chip IC701 and the
EEPROM chip IC702 were checked and found to be OK.
The other pin voltages were also OK. When I used a
scope to monitor the clock and data lines I noticed that
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Model CT2517BM (Euro 1 Chassis)
The symptom displayed by one of these sets was interference: it consisted of a diagonal pattern of colour dots
that floated across the screen. As chopper power supplies can give rise to many peculiar conditions, we
checked here first and found that R914 (1000, 10W) in
the snubber network was open-circuit. Fortunately the
chopper transistor Q904 had suffered no ill effects A F

Correction
In the note on the
Mitsubishi Model
CT25A2STX (Euro
12 chassis) in TV
Fault
Finding,
September (page
798), the type number for Q202 was
given incorrectly.
It's type JC501Q,
R.
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TV
Fault Finding
Reports from
Philip Blundell, AMIEEIE
David A. Chaplin
Chris Watton
Michael Dranfield
Blair McEwan
Glyn Dickinson
Keith Evans
S. Woodbridge-Smith
Graham Colebourn and
Michael Maurice

Philips GR2.2 Chassis
There was no sound or picture. The
standby light was flashing, and the
power supply could be heard to
pulse. With the line scan coil plug
removed to disconnect the supply
to the line output stage, and a
dummy load connected in its place,
there was 140V across C2631. So
the power supply was working. A
scope check showed that there was
no drive at the base of the line output transistor. Further checks
around the TDA2579B timebase
generator chip IC7470 showed that
there was a start-up supply at pin
16, a line ramp at pin 15 but no
line drive at pin 11. A new
TDA2579B IC brought the set
back to life. P.B.

Grundig CUC6300 Chassis
This set would go to standby three
seconds after it was switched on. A
check at pin 8 (schutz, the protection line) of IC811 showed that it
went low. This indicated that the
overvoltage/excess beam current
limiting was in operation. The protection circuit is centred on transistor T583. Its base didn't go high,
but the voltage at its collector was
being pulled down by zener diode
D586. This monitors the beam current and the operation of the line
output stage. D586 was conducting
because the signal at connection C
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of the line output transformer was
too large. The reason for this was
not excessive beam current but a
crack in the print between connection C and capacitors C591 and
C592. P.B.

Philips G90 Chassis
After ten minutes the power supply
would shut down — the 95V HT
supply fell to 30V and was pulsing
to 40V. A puff of freezer on the
BC557C transistor in position
Tr7652 restored normal operation.
Everything was OK when this transistor had been replaced.
If the power supply produces
low outputs (less than 25V on the
95V line), check the BAS32 diode
D6653 which is probably leaky or
short-circuit. P.B.

Hitachi C21-P819 (G8Q
Chassis)
A cup of tea had been spilt inside
this set, which had been switched
on before it had dried out fully.
There was now just a blank raster
and no sound. By connecting a signal to the scart socket I was able to
prove that the set was switched to
AV when it should have been
receiving RF. The switching signal
comes from the microcontroller
chip IC1501, where pin 37 was
being held low all the time — it
should be low only for AV operation. A new microcontroller chip
restored normal operation. P.B.

Grundig CUC5360 Chassis
No vision was the complaint. When
I removed the back I became suspicious that the set had been subjected to rough treatment — the text
module was disconnected. The picture failed to return when the module was put back in however. I then
found that the HT supply to the line
output stage was missing. There
was a crack in the print just above
pin A of the transformer. P.B.

Sharp C1431H
This portable would revert to standby ten-twelve seconds after switching on. The chassis has a comprehensive trip circuit which can be
disabled by disconnecting Q603. If
the set works normally after doing
this, the cause of the trouble is in the
trip circuit. The first thing to check
here is the high-value resistors. On
this occasion R623 (1.2%2) turned
out to be open-circuit. D.A.C.

Nokia 6354 (Stereo Plus
Chassis)
This set would sometimes revert to
standby when it had been on for a
few minutes. If switched on again it
would run for the rest of the day.
When it went off there was a loud
click from the speakers. The cause
of the trouble was traced to the
BC858B surface-mounted transistor
V071 in the power supply control
circuit. C.W.

Toshiba 212R4B
The complaint with this set was
distorted sound. We were surprised
to find that both loudspeakers were
torn all the way around the edge of
the rubber suspension. We were
even more surprised by the cost of
these tiny speakers. C.W.

Hitachi CPT2578 (G8Q
Chassis)
"Thin wavy lines, with diagonal
bands of interference" the lady
said. "Have you got a satellite
receiver" we asked? "Yes" came
the answer. "Oh, we know what
that is, madam, we'll put that right
in a jiffy."
Did we? No! When we looked at
the set the symptom was just like a
VideoCrypt patterning problem.
Only it was just the same when the
satellite receiver was switched off.
We had to take the receiver back to
the workshop, where we eventually
found that the cause of the trouble
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was LT ripple. C932 (470pF, 16V)
was responsible. The symptom was
more easy to see in the text mode.
C.W.

Panasonic Z5 Chassis
The red LED was flashing very
quickly and a whistle came from
the power supply. So I checked the
line output stage for short-circuits.
As there were no obvious ones I
connected a 60W bulb as a dummy
load between pin 9 of the line output transformer and the live earth
section — note that in this chassis
the line output transistor is on the
primary side of the power supply,
with the line output transformer
providing mains isolation, so care
is required over selection of the
correct chassis point when carrying
out tests.
As I'd forgotten to disconnect
the line output transistor, when I
switched the set on it started up
with the bulb alight, all functions
working and correct voltages. This
suggested a power supply rather
than a loading fault. I eventually
found that R821 (33010 was
open-circuit, upsetting the trip
arrangement. C.W.

Mitsubishi Euro 12
Chassis
The HT varied as one of these sets
warmed up. First it was high then,
after less than a minute, it was OK.
The customer's actual complaint
was that the set came on with a picture that didn't fill the screen. The
height appeared to be low, but this
was because with the high HT there
was too much width.
As the set produced the fault for
only a brief time, we brought the
freezer and hairdryer into operation. This soon revealed the cause
of the trouble: C906 (47pF, 50V,
105°C), which couples the drive to
the base of the chopper transistor
Q901. Unfortunately when C906
was frozen the HT went so high
that the line output transistor failed.
Everything was OK when C906
had been replaced and a new
2SD1878 line output transistor had
been fitted.
Incidentally, we've had a similar
problem with quite a number of
Bush, Alba and similar sets. The
value of the chopper transistor's
base drive coupling capacitor falls
and the HT rises. The results have
included blown line output transistors and transformers, audio and
field output chips, supply resistors
and 12V zener diodes. At times
we've even had a punctured tube
neck. Manufacturers should consid-
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er adding an avalanche diode across
the HT rail to provide protection
against high voltages.
Returning to the Mitsubishi Euro
12 chassis, we sometimes find that
these sets come on with a large
black box on the screen. The box
may contain a few graphics.
Intermittent teletext is another
symptom. In both cases the cause
of the trouble is C958 (1,000pF,
16V). It's the reservoir capacitor
for one of the LT rectifiers, D954,
which feeds a 5V regulator. C.W.

Huanya 37C-2
There were two problems with this
Chinese 14in. portable. It would
intermittently die, and there was no
colour. The cause of the intermittent failure was traced to a poor
soldered joint at the collector of the
line output transistor. When we
investigated the no colour fault we
found that there were no line pulses
at pin 4 of the D7193AP colour
decoder chip. R318 (12k52), R778
or R779 (both 1.51(0) could have
been the cause, but the chip itself
was the culprit. It was short-circuit
internally. We fitted a TA7193AP
as a replacement and this worked
all right. It seems safe to assume
that all the D prefixed chips in this
chassis can be replaced with TA
series ones. M.Dr.

Hitachi G6P Chassis
When this set was switched on it
produced a brilliant white raster.
The CRT's cathodes were at only
20V, and after three seconds the set
tripped off. By removing the CRT
base we kept the set running so that
we could carry out some checks.
The emitters of the RGB output
transistors were found to be at near
chassis potential instead of about
12V. The culprit was the 12V zener
diode ZD301 on the main PCB. It
was dead short, and thus unable to
fulfil its function of providing the
RGB output transistors with emitter
bias. M.Dr.

Beko 15225T
After fitting a new microcontroller
chip and line output transformer —
the insulation of the original one
had broken down, and it was arcing violently — we were rewarded
with a good picture. But when text
was selected we found that the display had shifted down slightly.
Adjusting P702 improved matters,
but the display still wasn't quite
right. R725 (150k0), which is in
series with P702, had risen slightly
in value. A replacement solved the
problem.

The cost of the transformer,
obtained direct from Beko, was
only some £23. This is probably
less than that of a pattern one. The
service manual is also a worthwhile
investment as it seems to cover all
Beko models. At £6 for 64 pages
it's a snip. M.Dr.

Beko 12220
This set's symptoms were strange.
The top quarter of the screen was
lit up but contained no vision information. The rest of the screen was
blank. According to the customer
the height had started to decrease
before this happened. After much
headscratching we found that R717
(1MQ) was open-circuit. It's connected to pin 5 of the l'h,A2029
timebase generator/power control
chip. For good measure we also
replaced R722 (1MS2), which is in
series with R717.
Pin 5 of the chip is connected to
the field generator circuit: there
should be a 4V peak-to-peak field
sawtooth waveform at this pin.
M.Dr.

Ferguson T148
This newish TV set was dead. We
found that RP41 (68kS2), which is
right behind the chopper transformer,
was open-circuit. A replacement
restored normal operation. M.Dr.

Samsung C13352 (P68
Chassis)
This set was dead — the power supply didn't start up. The cause of
this was the SDH2O9B chopper
control chip IC801. When a
replacement had been fitted the set
started up, but the HT was at
around 170V instead of 125V.
Further checks brought us to C852
(470pF, 16V) which was faulty.
Everything was fine once this item
had been replaced. C.W.

Sony KVM2171U
There was no EW correction. We
found that the amplitude of the
parabolic waveform at pin 8 of the
MC44007P "do everything" chip
was very low at only 0.1V. As this
IC is used in Sharp sets, we had
one in stock. Fitting it cured the
fault. But at £29 it's a bit expensive. M.Dr.

Protech 3743T
If one of these 14in. colour portables comes in with the "dead set"
complaint, check R804 (8201M) in
the power supply. It's connected to
pin 3 (under-voltage sensing) of the
TDA4605 chopper control chip.
If a set is sometimes reluctant to
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start from cold but will fire up if
any component in the power supply
is touched with a meter, reduce the
value of R802 from 751d2 to 30k12,
2W. M.Dr.

The cause was traced to the line
scan coupling/correction capacitor
Ck27 which was open-circuit. Its
value depends on the type of tube
fitted in the set. In this case (Model
7186) it was 390nF (250V). B.McE.

B & 0 L2500 Chassis
This set tripped out at switch on.
We found that there was a dead
short-circuit across the HT rail. The
culprit was the BU508A line output
transistor, which had failed because
its 220pF, 16V base drive coupling
capacitor C28 had dried out. It's
worth resoldering R53 and L3,
which are also in the base drive circuit. M.Dr.

Goodmans C140/Nikkai
TLG99
There was an intermittent fault with
one of these sets, the symptoms
being no colour, field foldover and
horizontal shift off. The cause was
traced to the wire link between
R218 and pin 27 of IC101 — loss of
the sandcastle pulses produced the
symptoms. B.McE.

Philips GR2.1 Mono
Chassis
At switch-on there was a thump
from the speaker then the set went
into the tripping mode. This suggested failure of the audio output
stage, and disconnecting the
TDA2613 output chip brought back
the picture. Unfortunately a
replacement plus R3241 (8.2Q)
failed to cure the fault.
With the trip disconnected we
found that the voltage at the chip's
output pin started at 12V then, after
a few seconds, fell to OV. The set
then worked normally. The softstart circuit was clearly in trouble.
Checks here soon showed that
T7247 (BC848) was short-circuit.
G.D.

(all 2.2Q, 0.5W); R901 (6.8Q, 7W)
and Q781 (2SD1884) — in addition
to R902/3. Resolder any suspect
joints on the deflection PCB, also
T901 — both at the pins and the top
terminations. The HT should be set
for 150V. G.D.

Salora J Chassis
Whenever the power supply has
blown up it's worth checking for
dry-joints at the pins of the
degaussing thermistor. This can be
overlooked as a possible cause of
the blow up. G.D.

Philips 2A Chassis
This set produced a good
monochrome picture. But the
colours were smeared and broke up
at the left-hand side of the screen,
and there was too much saturation.
The culprit was C2263 (2.2pF),
which is the reservoir capacitor for
the ACC circuit. It's connected
between pins 4 and 5 of the
TDA3561A colour decoder chip
IC7300. G.D.

Amstrad C'TV1410
Crown CR5014
This set was dead. I found that
R121 (3.352, 0.5W fusible) was
open-circuit and the BUT11AF
chopper transistor Q101 was shortcircuit. The basic cause of the trouble was that D108 was dry-jointed.
B.McE.

Matsui 1476
There was intermittent loss of the
sound and picture. In the fault condition there was no HT at the collector of the line output transistor
though the supply was reaching the
transformer's supply pin.
Desoldering and cleaning the print
around the pin then resoldering it
cured the fault. B.McE.

Sharp DV5132H
If the 3.3142 fusible resistor R705
in the start-up circuit is slow to go
open-circuit, check R725 (390)
which tends to go high in value.
B.McE.

Nikkai TLG1409
This set was slow to come on.
When the chopper transistor was
sprayed with freezer it would shut
off. With a new transistor fitted the
symptoms remained the same.
Closer inspection showed that there
was a slight gap between the transistor and its heatsink. Tightening
the nuts and bolts that secure the
transistor cured the trouble. B.McE.

Nokia FS Chassis
There was severe EW distortion.
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There was no picture though a
vague raster could be seen when
the first anode control's setting was
advanced. A video waveform was
present at the input to IC301 but
nothing came out. The cause was
loss of the sandcastle pulses at pin
17, because R316 (12k52) was
open-circuit.
The same chassis is used in the
Alba CTV840 and Hinari
HIT14RC. G.D.

Ferguson TX90 Chassis
(Later)
We've had a couple of these sets
with no picture or sound but EHT
present and the standby light on.
The cause has been in the line output stage, where the BA157 25V
supply rectifier DL38 has been
short-circuit and the associated
0.2252, 0.5W safety resistor RL41
has been open-circuit. G.D.

Philips 2A Chassis

Hitachi C2519R (G80
Chassis)

The picture was unstable, with
rolling and occasional line pairing
on scene changes. It seemed logical
to check the electrolytic capacitors
associated with the TDA2579 timebase generator chip. Replacing
C2550 (lpF), C2551 and C2552
(both 22pF) produced a stable picture, though the originals checked
out correctly when tested with a
capacitance meter. G.D.

"Stuck in standby" was the complaint with one of these sets. When
it became evident that the power
supply was not starting up, my first
thought was that the now notorious
start-up thermistor TH902 had
failed. But this version of the chassis doesn't use it. Instead, there are
1001dI (R925) and 33k5/ (R909)
resistors in parallel. R925 was
open-circuit. K.E.

Hitachi C2524R

Ferguson TX89 Chassis

This set is similar to the C2118, but
with additional circuitry on a separate PCB to cope with the extra
scanning requirements. The usual
fault you get is a dead set, which
may or may not have the standby
light still on. If you are lucky, the
set will work again once the two
821d1 start-up resistors R902 and
R903 have been replaced. If not,
replace the following: Q903
(BUT12AF, selected); R909
(391M); R912 (47k0); ZD903
(180V avalanche diode); R760-3

Inability to memorise programme
locations and other functions is
usually a symptom of an exhausted
back-up battery. That was not the
case with this rarely seen chassis.
The memory chip IC14 thus
became the prime suspect. A
replacement proved the point. K.E.

NEI 1451 (Indiana 100
Chassis)
This set would behave perfectly for
days, then suffer a bout of unexpectedly going into standby and
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sometimes becoming completely
dead. My fifth-generation copy of
the service data was of little use,
but the chopper circuit appeared to
be a conventional arrangement with
a TDA4600 type chip and a
BU508A chopper transistor.
After the usual checks for dryjoints, I noticed that the 5.6ki2, 3W
resistor which feeds the line driver
stage was rather tired looking. This
was replaced, along with the
100kS2 resistor connected to pin 5
of the TDA4600 type chip — it was
slightly out-of-specification. I then
tested the set continuously for several days. As it seemed to be OK, I
returned it to the customer. It
bounced back two weeks later.
Some serious head scratching
and lengthy meter and scope checks
eventually revealed an interruption
in the drive between the chopper
control chip and the base of the
BU508A transistor. Coupling is
provided by the usual electrolytic
capacitor and a small RF choke of
unknown value. Replacing the latter with an equivalent-looking
device robbed from a scrap VCR
chassis restored normal, reliable
operation. K.E.

Philips CTX-E Chassis
One of these sets suffered from
intermittent loss of stations and the
LED display. The cause turned out
to be nothing more than our old
friend dry-joints at the line output
transformer. K.E.

JVC C210EK
A dead set can be caused by the
STR54041 chopper chip. If a new
chip doesn't restore life to the set,
replacing the adjacent capacitors
C913 and C917 should do the
trick. K.E.

grey-scale changed. We discovered
that RT24 on the tube base panel
had increased in value from 39k0
to 3001d2. It's the red channel feedback resistor in the version of the
panel that has a TEA5101A RGB
output chip (IT01). S.W.-S.

Samsung CI5052 (P68
Chassis)
The words 'store' and 'channel'
would intermittently flash up on the
screen. This was caused by the fact
that the 1N4148 diodes in the key
strobe lines to the microcontroller
chip RIC01 were leaky. S.W.-S.
When you deal with a field collapse
fault by replacing the TDA8178
field output chip, make sure that
you use the correct version.
Otherwise you will end up with
some coloured lines at the top of
the screen. S.W.-S.

Bush BTV10
This smart TV/video unit produced a
blank screen with no sound except
during tape playback. The 1S2 resistor R7024 in the tape deck power
supply was open-circuit. Replacing it
is a major engineering feat, so estimate accordingly! S.W.-S.

Toshiba 217D9B
When this set was cold the field
scan was very non-linear, with the
top of the picture stretched and
the bottom cramped. It slowly
improved as the set warmed up.
We suspected the field scan coupling capacitor or a supply reservoir capacitor, but no. The surprising culprit turned out to be the
2.2pF ramp integration capacitor
C303, which is connected to pin
31 of IC501. It would have made
an excellent thermometer. G.C.

Hitachi NP8C0 Chassis
There was an excessively bright
picture. The cause was C719,
which had dried out. It's the reservoir capacitor for the 180V supply
to the RGB output stages. G.C.

Sony AE1C Chassis
Matsui 1420A
There was no line drive with this
portable. The 2SC2271 line driver
transistor Q401 was open-circuit
and the line driver transformer
T401, though measuring correctly
from the DC point of view, failed
to transform the drive to the secondary side. S.W.-S.

Ferguson ICC8 Chassis
The picture kept going dark and the
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Hitachi G7P Mk 2 Chassis
This stereo set came in with no picture or sound and the usual advice
"it's the switch". It wasn't. There
were no shorts, but the power supply produced an inadequate HT
output of 30V. The TDA4601
chopper control chip IC901 had
failed. We also replaced the associated small electrolytic capacitors
C914/5/6/7. G.C.

Sony KV2096
Hitachi G100 Chassis

GoldStar C114A80A
This modern portable came in dead
with the 4A mains fuse blackened.
R821 (1501d2) read 600k0, the
BUZ90 chopper transistor Q801
was short-circuit and I also
replaced the TDA4605-2 chopper
control chip just in case. S.W.-S.

completely because the TEA2260
chopper control chip IC601 was
faulty. G.C.

Once again hidden cracked joints
caused intermittent operation, this
time interrupting the LT supplies.
The three-pin LT rectifiers D610
and D612 were affected, but the
worst joints were at the 12V regulator IC608 and the 5V regulator
IC604. The connections to IC604
and D612 are accessible only when
the main PCB has been removed
from its carrier frame.
Another of these sets had failed

This set, which had come from
another dealer, would blow its line
output transistor after about a week.
The dealer had been using transistors obtained from a local wholesaler. I removed, retinned and resoldered a number of components in
the line driver stage, then fitted a
line output transistor obtained from
Sony. This cleared the fault. You
should always obtain semiconductor
devices like this from Sony. M.M.

JVC AV25F1EK (JX Chassis)
A fault that now occurs on a regular
basis is a dead set because of a dryjoint at the chopper transformer pin
that's connected to the collector of
the chopper transistor. It seems that
the rivet itself is not soldered to the
print land. Resoldering provides a
complete cure. Also check and
resolder the pins of the TEA2261
control chip IC001 and the
CNX82A optocoupler IC002. M.M.

Mitsubishi CT2532TX
(Euro 4 Chassis)
The fault was lines on the screen
until the set warmed up, then lack
of height. In addition a shrill noise
came from the power supply. The
culprit was C908 (10pF, 100V),
which is the reservoir capacitor for
the —41V feed to pin 1 of the
STR59041 chopper chip IC901.
M.M.

Ferguson A51F (IKC2
Chassis)
The original fault was arcing in the
line output transformer. A new transformer put this right but the set
tripped, with field collapse. On
advice from Ferguson I disconnected
the field sensing circuit (TV01) and
connected pin 20 of the,microcontroller chip IRO1 to chassis to force
the set out of standby. Having got
the set to stay on, it didn't take me
long to discover that the BC548B
field drive shaping transistor TF25
was the cause of the problem. M.M.
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John Edwards'
Service Notebook
Fujitsu TV/PC Combi (ICL DB10301E)
This is the first time I've worked on a computer-TV. In
the near future, as the TV and PC markets get closer to
one another, it will probably become a common event.
Fortunately this Fujitsu equipment is well designed
and easy to work on. Physically, it is similar to the
Amstrad TVR combi units. The PC slides in and out
beneath the TV, which also serves as the monitor.
Selection of the TV or monitor mode is carried out via
the handset.
I was called in because at switch on the AC fuse
would blow, accompanied by a puff of smoke.
Actually the posistor in the degaussing circuit caught
alight, emitting a flame that rose to over an inch in
height before the fuse gave up. Another first for my
eyes!
The posistor's body markings were charred and of no
use, and I discovered long ago that circuit diagrams
and manuals seem to be a closely guarded secret with
monitor manufacturers. Even the job of tracking down
a phone number can be a daunting experience. Some
of the monitors I've come across have a model number
but no manufacturer identification — strange! Unless
this problem is resolved soon, council tips are going to
be full of discarded monitors and PCs. Perhaps that's
the idea!
Some while back I bought a supply of P181 posistors
from Chas Hyde. They can be used in a very wide
range of sets, and have proved to be extremely useful
in `suck it and see' situations, with a high success rate.
A whole day on test proved that the P181 was suitable
here as well.
Note that there will be no sound if, after a repair, you
switch the TV/monitor on with the PC tray removed.
The audio circuit is routed via the PC section, which
has to be in place.
Akura CX25
Intermittent field collapse was cured by resoldering
dry-joints in the field output stage, including some at
the pins of the TDA8172 field output chip. A highwattage, 2.4k0 stand-off resistor is mounted near the
scan coil connection plug. Its 'legs were badly dryjointed, and there was board charring around them. It
was necessary to remove the resistor and clean up the
board.
The plug's plastic body had a deep burn mark that
was caused by heat from the resistor. In case the terminal hidden within its plastic body had been damaged, I cut the lead closest to the damaged portion of
the plug and soldered it directly to the board.
Philips Anubis A Chassis
Although the power supply delivered the correct HT
voltage to the line output stage one of these sets
remained dead. On investigation I found that the
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5.6k51 feed resistor R3444 in the supply to the line
driver stage was burning up because the driver transistor (Tr7440) had a steady 9V at its base instead of line
drive pulses.
At switch on the TDA4504 IF/timebase generator
chip IC7015 should produce short-generation pulses at
pin 29 to get the line output stage going. Once this happens, the line output transformer provides the supply to
the chip. As the transformer was faulty, this didn't happen. Tr7440's base voltage was being held high
because pin 29 of IC7015 was virtually open-circuit
and the 2.71(52 pull-up resistor here (R3359) is fed with
9V from the chopper circuit. Presumably the symptoms would be the same if IC7015 developed a fault
that stopped it producing line drive pulses.
Beko
This 26in. set had no readable model number label.
The only clue as to the model/chassis was the legend
printed on the mother board, "Beko Siesta Stereo TV".
Although it looked as if the model number label had
been torn off, I was confident that the set belonged to
the customer. Having been burgled a couple of years
ago, I reject any suspect equipment. If I'm certain that
the equipment has been stolen, I notify the police.
Normally you find that with stolen equipment an
attempt has been made to obliterate or destroy the
make/model number. Quite often the customer will let
on that it has been "knocked off'.
Anyway, back to the Beko set. When I switched it on
it remained lifeless for about two minutes then entered
the trip mode, ticking away quite merrily. I tried again,
this time with a meter connected across the mains rectifier's reservoir capacitor. The meter's reading rose
gradually to 150V, then the tripping started. It took me
what seemed like ages to discover the culprit: one of
AC input legs of the bridge rectifier was dry-jointed. In
my defence, I have to say that the soldering looked
perfect — even under a magnifying glass.
Ferguson IKC2 Chassis
As I'm not familiar with this chassis, it took me a long
time to track down the cause of intermittent going into
the standby mode. The fault was very intermittent —
maybe once an hour, or a few minutes from switch-on
then OK for the rest of the day. Heating and freezing
didn't seem to have any effect, neither did blanket
resoldering on the main PCB.
I disconnected the field scan plug, turned down the
first anode voltage to protect the tube, and left the set
running. It operated for a couple of days without going
to standby. The most likely suspects in the unusual
thyristor field output stage seemed to be the TL082C
driver chip IF01 and the BY398 diode DF16. I replaced
these two items and left the set on test for a further two
days. Everything now seemed to be OK.
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LOSHIBA
rvice Briefs
More know-how from Toshiba, based on
Technical Bulletins CDH66 and CDH67

TV Sets
Models 1450RB, 1450TB, 1752TB,
2151RB and 2151TB (C4ER Chassis)
Stuck in standby: Check whether the 2SC1740S-Q
standby control switch transistor Q831 is open-circuit. If
so, fit a replacement — part no. 23114528. Alternatively
the power protection thyristor D471 may have come into
operation. There are two likely causes of this. First a
short-circuit between pins 1 and 2 of the TA8403K field
output chip IC301. Replace the chip, part no. B0377890.
Secondly the 2SA933S current sensing transistor Q340
could be leaky. Part no. for replacement is 23114530.

Models 2145DB and 2545DB (C3SSR
Chassis)
Dead set with the HT voltage low at 50V. HT returns
to 125V when the line output stage is isolated: Check
whether the UZ18BSB 18V overvoltage detection zener
diode D474 is leaky. Part no. is 23316342.

Model 2163 (C6S Chassis)
Line jitter, may be intermittent: This fault can arise
when the TB1229N video/colour decoder/timebase generator chip Q501 is faulty. The part no. is B0101547.

when this moves: Peaking coil L910 in the emitter circuit of transistor Q910 on the CRT base panel open-circuit. Replace L910, part no. 23289479.
Woofer makes a 'plop' noise on channel change:
Replace capacitor C664 (100, 16V).
Teletext subtitle dropout: The modification shown in
Figs. 1 and 2 will correct this.

Models 2563DB and 2863DB (C6SR
Chassis)
Stuck in standby: Check whether the 2SC1815Y standby control switch transistor Q831 is open-circuit. If so,
fit a replacement. Part no. is A6317440.

Projection TV
Models 48PJ6DB and 55PJ6DB (C5SS
Chassis)
Bottom of picture is initially blank, with a buldge
upwards at the left-hand side. Fault clears as the set
warms up: The 2SC1815Y V-stop transistor Q350 on
the DPC PCB is leaky. This causes CRT blanking.
Replace the transistor, part no. A6317440.

VCRs

Model 2550TB (C4ER Chassis)
All V3 Models
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Stuck in standby. Power protection thyristor D471
operates at switch on: The leads of the 22052, 0.5W
resistor RNO2 are too long. One is bent back to the PCB
by the plastic chassis frame and is shorting to the power
protection PCB track. The cure is to cut off excessive
wire. You will find RNO2 along the back edge of the
chassis, in the centre.

Tape stuck in machine; unloading gear will not lift
the cassette housing: Cam lever K470 has a spigot broken off and cannot engage with the FL drive slider.
Replace K470, using improved version — part no.
70031477.

Models 2557DB, 2857DB and 3357DB
(C5SS Chassis)

Models V204B, V205B, V215B, V226B,
V254B, V255B, V404B, V425B, V426B
and V454B (V3 cat 1 Chassis)

Dot or vertical worm-like pattern on bright areas of
the picture. The pattern stays with the bright area

Station tuning drifts off and becomes erratic.
Machine eventually goes to standby: The +5V sup-
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R434
Change
a 6k8

nance/chroma processor chip IV001 is faulty. Replace
the chip, part no. 70012632.

Delete
.425
R427
Add 47k resistor in
place of Link JP194

Add
.015pF
capacitor
Cxxx

Remove
8428
Add link
Remove
R429

ID3371

Fig. 1: Teletext subtitle dropout modification for TV
Models 2857DB and 3357DB. Delete link JP194,
R428, 8429 and C425. Change R434 to 6.81(52. Add
an insulated jumper wire link, an 0.015pF capacitor
and a 471(52 resistor in the positions shown above.

plies to the tuner and all outputs from the power supply
are high because transistor TP091 (2SA1020-Y, part no.
70011386) is leaky and diode DP093 (1N4148, part no.
70010817) is short-circuit. Replace these items.
No playback, E-E or OSD video. The DC conditions
and timing pulses at pins 10 and 11 (the I2C bus lines
SDA and SCL) of the tuner-modulator are correct,
but there is no burst of data when the remote control
unit is tried. Service mode EEPROM data reads 00:
Replace the 0010M tuner-modulator unit, part no.
70012019.

Models V226B and V426B (V3 cat 1
Chassis)
Continuous auto-tuning with no 33V supply at the
tuner: Diode DP071 (BAV20) in the power supply has
failed. Fusible resistor RP071 (4752) may have gone
open-circuit. Replace these two items — part nos.
70012434 (DP071) and 70040125 (RP071).
Black streaks on peak white areas of the picture during playback of all tapes: The TA8892BN lumi-

Remove R429

Remove link J194
and fit 47k resistor

Models V705B, V726B and V856B (V3
cat 2 Chassis)
Intermittently dead at start up: The U4614B chopper
control chip IP001 could be faulty, with the voltage at
pin 11 jumping between 8V and 10V. Replace the chip,
part no. 70011972.
No sound: Check whether the +9V supply to the audio
PCB is missing. If so, zener diode DWO1 1 (2.7V) could
be open-circuit. Replace DW011, part no. 70012541.

Models V705B, V726B, V804B, V825B,
V854B, V855B and V856B (V3 cat 2
Chassis)
No E-E sound — sounds as if the machine is in the
wrong system: The multi-sound processor chip ICD03
or IN001 (depending on model) is faulty. Fit a replacement. Type is MSP3410B in Model V856B (part no.
70012643), MSP3410 in all other models (part no. is
70012438 for Models V705B and V726B, 70011885 for
Models V804B, V825B, V854B and V855B).

VCR Spares
As previously reported a service kit is available for
mechanism repairs to the R2000 Chassis (Models
V212B, V213B, V312B, V412B, V423B and V513B)
under part no. 70031719. It contains a drive belt
(70011007), a reel belt (70011111), an idler arm assembly (70011106), a brake band subassembly (70011075),
a pinch roller assembly (70011037) and a head cleaner
assembly (70011036). Use of this kit will save £12.10
and make ordering easier. Toshiba advise that with telephone orders for any of the individual part numbers you
will be asked whether you want the kit instead.
Unfortunately it is not possible to implement this question with viewdata orders.

Add new cap Cxxx
0.015mfd C-E Q425

Replace R434
3.3k with 6.8k

Remove C425

Remove R428

rAr./..warii.a-A77t• rall=4717EaTrA'Aril
„At
4r

Add wire JPxxx
between Q501 pin 2
and point shown.

Fig. 2: Positions of the teletext subtitle dropout modifications. PCB shown from the print side.
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TV
Fault Finding
Reports from
Philip Blundell, AMIEEIE
Martin Abbott
Richard Flowerday
David Smith
Pete Gurney, LCGI
Giles Pilbrow
Michael Maurice
Alan J. Roberts
Terry Lamoon and
Stephen Leatherbarrow

Sharp DV5903H (D3000
Chassis)
One of these sets had a video problem — a digital video problem! The
picture had a soot and whitewash
look about it, and there was no
sync or teletext activity. A video
signal fed in via the scart connector
didn't alter the symptoms.
Scope checks at the stand-up
digital video unit showed that the
correct composite video input was
present at pin 39 of the VCU2136A
AD/DA converter chip IC1404, but
the digitised video output pins 5, 6,
7, 8 and 9 were not all active. As I
was using a black-and-white staircase signal input, these pins should
have all been active. I very carefully fitted a replacement VCU2136A
chip, which restored the picture.
Since then I've had another
VCU2136A failure. This time the
symptom was a blank white raster.
P.B.

Ferguson TX805 Chassis
For a dead set, check whether one
of the series connected 68kQ resistors RP41, RP42 or RP44 is opencircuit. Before you do so, check
whther the mains bridge rectifier's
reservoir capacitor CP31 is
charged! P.B.

Sharp DV5937H
Field collapse was the problem
with one of these sets. Checks
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around the field output chip IC500
showed that there was 42V at pin 8
but no 16V supply at pin 4. Fusible
resistor R615 could have been
open-circuit, but on this occasion
D601 was open-circuit. Its part
number is RH-DX0127CEZZ. P.B.

Philips 14TVCR240
If one of these combined TV/VCR
units is dead, check the start-up
voltage at pin 6 of the TDA4605
chopper control chip. The voltage
here should be 10V when the
power supply is running normally.
You may find that it is low at
around 3V. If so check the UGO6B
diode D6334 which is probably
leaky. The Philips part number is
4822 130 83307. P.B.

Matsui 209R
You sometimes find that there is
remote control lock-out with these
sets, i.e. the remote control system
will bring the set out of standby but
won't accept any further commands. The thing to do is to replace
the NVM3060-2201 memory chip
IC403. Fit a genuine Matsui chip
with the same mask code. It's
advisable to replace C401 (1µF,
50V) and 0417 (220pF, 16V) as
well.
Before fitting the new chip,
replace C606 (10pF, 50V) and
C607 (47pF, 50V) in the power
supply. Also cure any arcing, e.g.
at the focus spark gap on the tube's
base panel. Fit IC403 in a goldplated 8-pin DIL socket — take care
with handling. M.A.

Sony KVX2902U (BE3B
Chassis)
When a valid signal was being
received this set wouldn't accept
commands from the remote control
unit or the on-board keypad. This
was useful, as it enabled us to note
down the EVR settings before we
replaced the EEPROM chip IC002.

Since a new memory chip didn't
make any difference we then
replaced the microcontroller chip
IC001. This restored normal operation. Unusual, or what? R.F.

Toshiba 255R7B
The customer's complaint was that
the picture fluttered and went all
white. When we removed the back
and examined the PCB we found
that all the pins to the deflection
coils were dry-jointed, with solder
cracks round them. How the set
could have worked remains a puzzle! When we'd resoldered the pins
and fitted a new TDA3561A colour
decoder chip there was a picture
but no line or field lock. The original timebase generator chip was a
TDA2579. As there was only a
TDA2579A in the storage cupboard
we fitted this. The set then produced excellent pictures. D.S.

Hitachi CPT1476R
(NP84CQ Mk 3 Chassis)
This set was dead with no start-up
voltage. The two 82k resistors
R902 and R903 are suspect in this
event, but were OK. The culprit
was the 2.7V zener diode ZD910.
A replacement brought the set back
to life. D.S.

Matsui 1455
We had two of these sets in at the
same time, both with field collapse.
In the first one R310 (10Q, fusible) in the supply to the field driver and output stages looked OK but
was open-circuit. In the second one
R256 (3952, fusible) had burnt up
because the 12V zener diode D219
was short-circuit. These two components provide a supply for the
multifunction chip IC202. D.S.

Alba CTV4800
No sound was the complaint.
Voltage checks showed that there
was no supply to the audio output
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chip. As no shorts could be detected we replaced Q201 (2SC2703)
which provides the supply. There
was now a supply to the chip, but
still no sound. So in went a new
TDA1904 audio chip. This cured
the fault. When extracting this chip,
make sure that wire links W013
and W014 don't short to each
other: the wires have enough play
for this to happen. D.S.

Perdio CT1411
No picture was the complaint with
one of these sets. When the first
anode control was turned up the
cause was found to be field collapse. There was no 12V supply as
R414 (120) was open-circuit and
the 12V zener diode ZD401 was
short-circuit.
With sets of this type, which use
an Onwa chassis, it's advisable to
replace certain components in the
power supply — C909 (47pF, 25V),
C910 (10pF, 50V) and the 8.2V
zener diode ZD901. The capacitors
should be 105°C types. Otherwise
the HT could rise intermittently,
though you will probably find that
it is OK when checked. Unfortunately the circuit diagrams for Onwa
sets are very difficult to read. D.S.

Hitachi CPT2476 (G6P
Chassis)
"Poor sound" was the customer's
complaint. The sound would very
intermittently disappear, leaving a
howl and hiss for good measure.
The set had received previous
attention: a quick check showed
that the audio output transistors and
just about every other associated
component had been replaced.
On test, the fault showed up
after several hours — there was a
loud hiss. Oscilloscope checks
showed that this originated in the
IF section. The cause was obvious
when the tinplate screen was
removed from the board: the
HA11485NT IF chip IC201 had
virtually fallen out of the board
because of dry-joints. Interestingly,
the fault was not microphonic. A
quick clean up and resolder cured
the trouble. P.G.

Mitsubishi CT25A4STX
(Euro 12 Chassis)
The fault was no tuning. Unless the
30V regulator IC955 or its feed
resistor R951 is defective, which
they weren't, it is an unusual fault
with this chassis. The set entered
the tuning mode, and the on-screen
graphics indicated that tuning took
place, but nothing appeared by way
of a signal.
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Checks around the digitally-controlled tuner revealed that pin BT
was at OV. The tuning voltage,
which is generated internally,
should be present here. The pin is
decoupled by C102 (0.01pF, 25V)
which proved to be the cause of the
fault. P.G.

Huanya 37C-3
From the ringing and patterning
that was present there was obviously an IF fault. Its cause, not surprisingly, was the IF chip IC201, which
is type CD7607AP (the C is omitted from the marking on the chip).
This device is hard to find. After a
little research I decided that it's
exactly the same as the TA7607AP.
One of these was fitted, clearing
the fault. P.G.

Matsui 2091/GoldStar
CIT2180G
This set would come out of standby
when the remote control unit was
used but not when the set's on/off
switch was used. The cause was
transistor Q706, which was leaky
base-to-emitter. A 2SC1815 proved
to be a suitable replacement. G.P.

the pin-amp and H-size controls on
board D1 had very little effect.
C808 (47nF, 250V) was open-circuit. It's in parallel with one of the
EW modulator diodes. G.P.

Panasonic TX21V2
The left-hand speaker would crackle very loudly whenever any part of
the set was touched. The cause of
the trouble was traced to R2081, a
10k11 surface-mounted resistor on
PCB B. When it had been removed
we found that it was cracked. G.P.

Toshiba 2835DB
The on-screen display was white
instead of green. When teletext was
selected a peak white raster
appeared. It was so bright the set
shut down. Scope checks showed
that RGB signals reached the
TA8808BN colour decoder/timebase generator chip IC501, but the
output was incorrect. A new chip,
part no. B0384303 cured the fault.
G.P.

Mitsubishi CT25A3STX
(Euro 12 Chassis)

There was no teletext: the set
would go into the text mode, but
the only things displayed were the
clock and a caption at the bottom of
the screen. This said that there was
no text available. The cause of the
fault was the SDA5248-5C1 text
decoder chip IC101 on board V.
The part no. is 8-759-166-41. G.P.

I'd had to replace the line output
transistor a few weeks previously.
This usually fails because the 47pF,
50V chopper drive coupling capacitor C906 becomes leaky. As a
result, the HT can rise momentarily.
This time the problem was intermittent sound. The cause was dryjoints in the IF can. A blanket
resoldering job cleared the trouble.
I wonder if this will become a common fault? M.M.

Matsui 1498

Grundig CUC3400 Chassis

There was sound but no picture.
R430 (180kil, 1W) in the line output stage was open-circuit. G.P.

This portable set didn't produce
any sound. The cause was simple:
R367 was open-circuit and C366
short-circuit. These components
decouple the supply to the audio
output stage. M.M.

Sony KVB2912U (AE2
Chassis)

JVC AV21H1EK (JX III
Chassis)
This set blew the line output transistor Q502 at switch on. One of
the EW modulator diodes, D502
(BY228), was short-circuit. G.P.

Toshiba 255T7B
There was no picture: when teletext
was selected, only a very dim image
could be discerned. Scope checks
showed that there were no RGB
outputs from the TDA3561A colour
decoder chip Q501. Voltage checks
around this IC revealed that pin 24
was at about 0.5V instead of 9.6V.
C511 (10nF ceramic), which is connected to this pin, was leaky. G.P.

Sony KVM2131U
There was pincushion distortion and

Philips G110 Chassis
After rebuilding the power supply
there was a good picture but no
sound. F2 showed on the screen.
There was also no response to commands via either the front panel
keys or the remote control unit.
According to the service manual F2
means that there's a timing error,
microcontroller chip IC7720 being
a possible cause.
This was not the case however,
the lack of sound being the clue. A
single black wire supplies 9V to the
Nicam board. It's connected to the
cathode of D6661 on the component side of the main PCB. The
wire had become detached — resol-
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dering it restored full operation.
M.M.

Toshiba 175T9B
This set came in because the picture was too high. There's no width
or set-HT control in this chassis. A
quick visual check in the line output stage revealed all. C464
(680pF), which tunes the line output stage, had at some time broken
down and been replaced with a
9,100pF capacitor. Fitting the correct capacitor from Toshiba cured
the width problem, but there was
now lack of height. A height control tweak corrected this.
Whoever had fitted that capacitor shouldn't be repairing TV sets.
The damage that might have been
caused by higher (approximately 30
per cent) voltages could have
caused severe damage with the risk
of fire. M.M.

Mitsubishi Euro 12 Chassis
This set, a CT25A2STX, would
sometimes work then switch to
standby. At other times all it would
do is to come on in standby. When
it did work there was a regulation
problem — the picture width varied
with the brightness.
I always think that Mitsubishi
sets are a little untidy inside, with
yards of cabling that has to be
unclipped before the chassis can be
put into a reasonable servicing
position. A check on the HT output
from the power supply showed that
it was bobbing around between
about 145V and 178V. C906
(47µF, 50V), which is in the chopper transistor's base drive circuit,
had made a mess of the panel and,
when checked with a bridge, read
about 10pF. C920 (100pF, 25V)
had gone the same way. Once
replacements, rated at 105°C, had
been fitted everything was OK.
A.J.R.

Philips G90AE Chassis
When this set was switched on
there was a perfect picture but no
sound. P1 was displayed in the top
right-hand corner of the screen, followed a few seconds later by F7 at
the top left-hand corner.
Programme change was not possible, and the LED at the front
blinked orange and green. After
about five minutes the F7 disappeared, the LED stopped blinking,
the sound returned and everything
was OK.
Now the F7 code relates to a
teletext fault, so I checked the supplies to the text chips. These were
OK. It was time to bring out the
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scope. A look at the supplies
showed that they were clean. The
next step seemed to be to check at
IC7800's reset pin. At switch-on
the voltage stayed high. It then
started to fall from around 2.8V to
0.7V some five minutes later, when
everything began to work.
The reset pulse is generated
from the output of a 5V series regulator. At switch on this output was
distorted by hefty 2V spikes, which
then slowly reduced in amplitude.
The regulator's 83V input is
derived from the line output transformer. The reservoir capacitor
here, C2843 (220pF), was the obvious suspect. It measured only 52pF
when checked with a bridge. A new
220pF, 16V capacitor cured the
fault. A.J.R.

Hitachi CPT1455
(NP84CQ2 Chassis)
This portable came in with no
sound. Everything else was perfect.
As the output stage was OK, the
TDA4503 signal processor chip
was suspect. When a new one had
been fitted there was plenty of volume. A nice, easy one for a change!
A.J.R.

Genexxa Portavision
I wonder where they invent these
strange names?! This little 6in.
colour portable had apparently been
bought from a Tandy's outlet about
a year previously. It seemed doubtful whether it would be worth looking at, but it had been booked in by
Honey Bunny while I was out. It
was dead, and when I removed the
casing I found that the on/off
switch had burnt out. This is not
surprising: it was a blade type, similar to the ones you find in cheap
transistor radio receivers, linked to
the volume control. I raided the
scrap box, where I found a similar
type that fitted quite well.
The TV set then worked, but the
switch sparked very badly when it
was operated. I expect that it will
be back next year with the same
problem. But the customer was
happy, as Tandy didn't want to
know. A.J.R.

Philips 3LC2050
I've handled a few of these 3in.,
pocket-sized LCD-screen portable
TV sets without too much difficulty. They also incorporate a stereo
FM radio. The electronics are mostly on a single PCB. This one came
in because it had no TV sound.
After carefully dismantling it, the
set can be run with access to both
sides of the PCB. Vision and sound

IF processing is carried out by a
UPC1416G surface-mounted chip,
IC71. Its pins are easy to get at, and
it was soon apparent that plenty of
sound went in at pin 13 (from the
sound detector) but none came out
at pin 14, which feeds the audio
amplifier. A new chip restored the
sound.
If you should decide to look at
one of these sets, beware of the
supply to the display's backlight,
which consists of a bright fluorescent tube. The HT (about 150V, at
low current) can remain for ages
when this tube fails. It packs quite
a punch, as I found out on one
occasion. Fortunately the HV circuitry is all contained in the fold-up
screen, so for normal servicing you
don't need to go near it.
Here's a quickie for no sound at
all (TV or radio): check the 1052
surface-mounted resistor R120. I've
had this fail on a couple of occasions. A.J.R.

Grundig G1000 Chassis
This set wouldn't power up, and
there was no LED light at the front.
The power supply seemed to work,
but was not receiving its start-up
signal from the microcontroller circuit. While checking in this area I
came to TR540 (BC847) whose
base was held at 0.3V and wouldn't
change with the standby signal.
When I removed TR540 for test I
found that it was leaky. A replacement got the set going again. T.L.

Hitachi C2565TN
The screen had no picture but plenty of flyback lines. There was not a
lot of life coming from IC1401. A
replaceent restored the picture. T.L.

Sanyo CBP2180A
I've had field collapse with several
of these sets. If a quick check at the
field output chip IC451 shows that
its supply is missing, go to the feed
coil L451 (33pH). It can be dryjointed or open-circuit. Something
to watch out for. T.L.

Grundig GT2105
This set seemed to be dead. A
quick check on the HT feed to the
line output stage revealed a pulsating voltage. The line output transistor Tr302 was short-circuit. T.L.

Ferguson ICC9 Chassis
One of these sets was stuck in
standby. While doing the standard
checks on the supplies I found that
the 5V feed to pin 24 of the microcontroller chip IRO1 was low. The
cause was TR87 (BC858B). It's
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worth replacing TR85 (BC848B) as
well when you get this problem.
T.L.

Grundig G1000 Chassis
If the problem with one of these
sets is no green, check TR802
(BC847) which goes leaky. It's a
surface-mounted device. It is also
worth checking TR904 (BF423) on
the CRT base panel. T.L.

Toshiba 2857
This set came in because of a sync
fault. In addition the picture would
go blank. Gentle tapping produced
a reaction. I eventually traced the
cause of the trouble to the 27MHz
crystal XT01, whose connections
were very poor. A replacement
solved the problem. T.L.

correctly we had to replace the
three 36V s-m zener diodes D65579, also the 18V s-m zener diode
D6555. To restore the set to life we
also had to fit a new line output
transformer.
Incidentally the surface-mounted
transistors we've come across usually have printed on them a single
letter/digit code, e.g. G3, M1 etc.
Does anyone have a decode list for
these? Our enquiries have led to
nought. S.L.

Ferguson TX90 Chassis
A recent case of intermittent loss of
sync was cured by replacing R130
(820Q). In the fault condition the
voltage at pin 26 of the TDA4500
chip IC102 was high at around
3.6V. The normal reading is 2.4V.
S.L.

Philips Anubis A Chassis
After fitting a rebuild kit
(SBC7021) the power supply
wouldn't regulate. We could build
up the supply to the set via a variac
until the HT reached 95V: any further increase in the mains voltage
resulted in overheating of the 15052
surface-mounted resistor R3551
and, usually, failure of the BC848C
surface-mounted transistor TR7537.
To get the power supply to function

Nikkai TLG2501
EW distortion was the problem
with this set. On investigation we
found that R154 was open-circuit.
As this is in the DC feed to the
TDA8145 EW control chip we also
replaced this item, along with the
100k0 potentiometer RV105 which
was faulty. The cause of all these
problems was a defective EW coil,
L103. We have been told that this

is not an unusual occurrence with
these sets. S.L.

Mitsubishi CT2554TX
This set had a problem on the secondary side of the power supply,
where the 650mA circuit protector
Z902 was open-circuit. The 5V regulator it feeds was also open-circuit. This regulated supply is used
by the teletext panel, and a check
showed that there was a short
across the rail. The cause was
traced to the MAB8461-W115 chip
IC7704.
When we'd replaced these components there was no sync. The
cause was again on the text board,
where IC7706 (SAA5243P/E) was
responsible. S.L.

Ferguson B14R (TX80
Chassis)
This set came in dead with some
whistling. When we increased the
first anode supply we found that
there was field collapse. A check
on the supplies derived from the
line output transformer showed that
the 13V supply was missing. This
was simply because the safety
resistor RP68 (0.6852) was opencircuit. We could find no reason for
its failure. S.L.
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Philips 25ML8300/05B
(FL1.7AA Chassis)
There was no sync — the field and
line scans could be seen slipping
slowly through. A scope check at
pin 5 of IC7400 showed that the
sync signal from the high-end box
(where 100Hz scanning conversion
takes place) was missing, though it
was present at pin 6 of ribbon cable
H/S20. There was a crack in the
print where the track runs along the
edge of the board. When this had
been bridged however the fault had
hardly changed. R3228 in the highend box was misadjusted.
Incidentally your eyes are not
deceiving you when you look at the
circuit diagram: yes, there are two
TDA2579B chips in this set! P.B.

Grundig GT2101 (G1000
Chassis)
Loss of one colour has become a
common problem with these sets
lately. So far we have had two
causes: either the 3300 emitter bias
resistors (R903, R908 or R913) for
the RGB output transistors on the
CRT base panel, or the BC847
RGB emitter-follower transistors
(TR801/2/3) on the main panel.
The resistors go open-circuit while
the transistors develop base-emitter
leakage.
There's a trap for the unwary.
Because of its auto grey-scale
action, the video processor chip
IC800 will probably be producing a
greater output in the channel affect-
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ed than in the other two. So in the
case of an open-circuit 3300 resistor the faulty channel is the one
with the largest signal on the main
board! P.B.

Sharp DV5935H (BCTV-A
Chassis)
The 2SD1546 line output transistor
Q600 was short-circuit in one of
these sets. As I was removing it I
noticed that R619 (390, 0.5W) and
R632 (390, 0.5W fusible) in the
line scan circuit were both burnt.
The 0.561.1F line scan coupling
capacitor C607 was open-circuit.
Normal operation was restored
when these four items had been
replaced, using components
obtained from Sharp. P.B.

Philips CP90 and CP110
Chassis
Problems in the IF department are
becoming more common as these
sets age. The IF/sync module is
meant to be replaced rather than
repaired, but the price of the module is prohibitive. Probably the
most common symptoms are ringing on the picture, with herringbone
patterning and loss of teletext. In
this case coil L5082 is usually the
culprit. I have not so far been able
to find a source of replacement
coils, and instead rob them from
old modules. P.B.

Hitachi C2114R
If one of these sets keeps reverting
to standby, check that the 112V HT
supply is correct — measure it at the
cathode of D951. If the voltage is
high, suspect that R951 (391a
0•5W 5%) has risen in value. In one
set I had in recently the high voltages had killed the TA8427K field
output chip IC601. P.B.

Child Lock
A Tatung Model TU2C52 was
stuck on ch. 1 and there was no

control of the analogue functions,
either via the on-board controls or
by remote control. Before you suspect the microcontroller chip or an
EEPROM problem, don't forget the
child lock. The set proved to be in
this lock-out mode. To return to
normal operation, hold in the programme + button whilst switching
the set on.
While on this subject, with
Ferguson ICC5 series sets you use
the Fastext keys to remove the
child lock: press red, green and
blue and hold yellow until successful (usually after a few seconds).
S.L.

Philips K40 Chassis
This set was dead with the line output stage screaming to be put out of
its misery. When the supply to the
line output stage was disconnected,
the HT voltage returned to normal.
The BU508A line output transistor
T7162 turned out to be leaky. A
replacement didn't alter the symptoms however.
When I disconnected the scan
coils there was EHT, sound and the
tube's heaters lit up. With some
relief, I fitted a replacement scan
yoke. Sadly, this didn't cure the
basic fault.
I eventually found that someone
had fitted two 47k0, 1W resistors
in parallel in the feed to the line
driver transistor. As there should be
a 6800 resistor in this position, the
supply was insufficient. For those
who are not aware of it, the line
driver stage is actually on the
power supply board which is
mounted centrally beneath the neck
of the CRT. S.L.

Sony KVM1421 (BE2A
Chassis)
This set, the teletext version of the
KVM1420, was stuck in standby.
Only the standby light could be
seen, though the power supply was
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working. A tap on the teletext
board would sometimes get the set
to start up, but resoldering the
power transistors Q01-03 on this
board didn't provide a lasting
repair.
In desperation I removed the
chip transistor Q02 and reconnected
it using wires. This enabled the set
to work. So did refitting Q02
slightly off the board. The transistor's mounting seemed to have
been the cause of the trouble. R.M.

Boots CTV1417R
This 14in. portable had a burnt out
resistor (R306 —10Q, 0.5W safety)
in the supply to the field output
stage. But a replacement resistor
wasn't all that was required. R234
was unrecognisable (should be
39Q, 1W) because its neighbour
D212 (12V zener diode) was shortcircuit. When I looked for a common cause of all this I found that
C609 (47pF) in the power supply
was low in value and leaky. It lay
between two power resistors. I fitted a 105°C type as a replacement,
with sleeving on the full length of
its leads to keep it away from the
heat. R.M.

crack at pin 1 of the line output
transformer.
Service manual 727 20783 for
the AA5 AB chassis should have
attached to it 727 20875 for the
AA5 95.01 colour TV. This supplement is essential. R.M.

Occasionally it would come on all
right. It took me some time to trace
the cause of these symptoms. The
culprit turned out to be the 2.2pF,
50V non-polarised electrolytic
capacitor C911 in the power supply. C.W.

Loewe Concept 55/63/70

Nokia 5864 (Monoplus
Chassis)

This set, which had been brought
into the UK from the Netherlands,
was dead. I found that the BD139
line driver transistor T525 was
leaky. As a result, the 3.3Q safety
resistor in the 27V supply was
open-circuit. This supply is also
protected by R666, an 0.220 safety
resistor. R.M.

JVC AV25F1
A line across the screen with no
sound is what you get when regulators IC521 and IC522 become dryjointed at the same time. R.M.

Samsung C1213R
These 10in. portables seem to be
more reliable than the similar
Akura type. But this one was intermittently dead. The cause was
eventually traced to the mains
bridge rectifier going open-circuit.
C.W.

Philips G90AE Chassis
This set produced a strange picture
— only part of it could be seen. The
sound was OK. There was a pulsing white line at the top of the display, which was rolling and pulled
into a contorted triangle with
jagged parts at the bottom.
Thankfully replacing the TDA2579
timebase generator chip IC7470
restored normal pictures. R.M.

Sony KVM1421 (BE2A
Chassis)
This set was stuck in standby — the
only thing you could watch was the
standby light! The power supply
was working, and as no obvious
fault could be found I ordered a
new ST24CO2CP memory chip
(IC001) from Sony. When this had
been fitted all I had to do was to
tune in the channels. R.M.

Philips 25PT4101 (AA5 AB
Chassis)
The LEDS were pulsing: the timing
of their flashes gives an indication
of the cause of the fault. On this
occasion they were flashing on and
off for three seconds, which means
that there is an EEPROM error. But
a new ST24CO2A chip made no
difference. I then found that the
LM317T regulator had no output
and replaced it. The set still didn't
work, because there was a hairline
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Hitachi G6P Chassis
I've had quite a few of these sets
that would sometimes fail to start
because the values of the 821(52
start-up resistors R902 and R903
had changed. So I now replace
them without bothering to check
their values. With one set recently
however this failed to cure the
fault. C905 (4.7pF, 160V) was
open-circuit. A replacement
restored good starting every time.
C.W.

Nokia 6354
The symptoms with this Nicam set
were an intermittent crackle and
intermittent loss of sound, both
affecting the right-hand channel.
Good signals were present at pins
28 and 29 of the DACM chip
NA10, but not so good at pin 9 of
the TDA2615 audio output chip
NA90. I found that the surfacemounted BC858B transistor VA80
was noisy. A replacement cured
both faults. C.W.

With the HT voltage set correctly,
at 109V, the raster just met the
edges of the screen. Consequently
the customer complained that with
some pictures there was lack of
width. The cause of the fault was
coil LK11, which is in series with
the line scan coils. It was quite hot
when the set was in operation, and
I presume that it had shorted turns.
To set the HT voltage with these
receivers you short-circuit test point
XF01 to chassis, enter the service
mode by pressing Mute, M and TV
on the remote control unit, move up
and down the service options then
use the volume control for adjustment. Measure the HT voltage at
point X003. C.W.

Grundig CUC4635 Chassis
After replacing the tripler I found
that there was no picture. Checks
on the I2C bus lines showed that
while the clock line pulse level was
correct the data line pulse level was
low. After some time I found that
the cause of the problem was in the
Nicam module, where a short was
present in the MC144130 chip
IC2250. A replacement restored all
functions, but the customer was a
bit shocked at the cost of the tripler
and IC. C.W.

Toshiba 2539DB
The customer said that this set was
dead. In fact it was tripping very
quickly and the standby LED was
flashing. Transistor Q841
(2SA1015) in the power supply was
faulty. C.W.

Ferguson TX100 Chassis
This set took about five minutes to
come on — the HT would rise slowly to about 100V. The cause turned
out to be the chopper drive coupling capacitor C117 (100p F).
C.W.

Bush 2121
Hitachi CPT2178 (G6P
Chassis)
This set didn't start up every time.
Sometimes it would come on with a
blank raster, and at other times it
would come on with a two inch
band of dots across the centre of
the screen and no picture.

The picture was shifted to the left,
with a black margin on the right,
slight foldover on the left and a
blanked stripe about lcm from the
right-hand edge of the raster. This
stripe wriggled like a snake, in
sympathy with the video content of
the picture. The cause of the trou-
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ble was failure of the line pulses
from the output stage to reach the
line oscillator chip. R419 (4701M)
was open-circuit. C.W.

Panasonic Euro 1 Chassis
This digital chassis can be quite
daunting when dead. But not this
time: R628 (4701d2) which feeds
pin 5 of the TDA4601 chopper control chip IC611 was open-circuit.
B.S.

Panasonic TX25AD1DP
(Euro 2 Chassis)
This Dolby Pro-Logic receiver had
a phosphor burn on its CRT. The
cause was not immediately obvious. When it had been for some
days on the soak test bench I happened to switch it to standby, using
the remote control unit instead of
the on/off switch. This provoked a
display of lights of which Blackpool would have been proud, so I
hastily unplugged the set.
It soon became apparent that
when standby was selected the
main power supplies remained
active as the line and field scans
decayed. Relay RL6101 on the
front panel was sticking. A replacement (part number TSE10818) and
a new CRT put matters right.
Panasonic recommends replacing
R668 on panel E as well as
RL6101. B.S.

Panasonic TX29AD2DP
(Euro 2 Chassis)
This Dolby Pro-Logic receiver produced a display with ragged verticals and picture break up. I suspected the digital video processor chip
IC601. Fortunately a replacement,
part number VDP3108APPA1,
restored normal operation. B.S.

Hitachi NP6C Chassis
This set produced slightly distorted
sound, as if the speaker was faulty.
But a new speaker made no difference. The cause of the fault was
eventually traced to a dry-joint at
pin 10 of the HA11485NT
video/sound chip. Pin 10 is part of
the feedback circuit. M.Dr.

JVC CS2181EKT (BYX
Chassis)
This set would come on in the AV
mode. When TV was selected all
the channels were tuned to the
same programme. This situation
occurs when the —30V supply to the
memory chip on the tuning module
falls below —26V. Try replacing the
2SA1015 transistor Q956 in the
active ripple filter circuit, also this
transistor's base decoupling capaci-
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tor 0959 (3.3pF, 50V) and the
—30V reservoir capacitor C958
(33pF, 35V). In addition, replace
the electrolytic capacitors C016
(10pF, 16V) and C017 (10pF, 50V)
on the station selector module.
These surface-mounted electrolytics
can be obtained from Farnell
Electronic Components, Leeds
(01132 633 411). M.Dr.

Tatung 190 Chassis
These sets usually come in because
they are dead, the cause being failure of one or both of the 151d2
start-up resistors R802 and R803. If
you fit ordinary carbon resistors,
the set will be back before long.
Obtain resistor pack part number
337-316 from Farnell Electronic
Components (01132 633 411). It
contains ten 0.75W metal-film
resistors rated at 350V. Fit a couple
of these resistors and you'll never
see the set again.
If the chopper transistor is shortcircuit, replace R811 (470k51) as
well. Use Farnell part number 337493. These resistors cost about 6p
each. M.Dr.

Panasonic TX25MD1 (Euro
2 Chassis)
This set had no teletext. When it
was put in the text mode it displayed only P100 and the word
TEXT**** appeared in the station
identification box. The cause of the
fault was traced to an open-circuit
capacitor, C3508, which is a surface-mounted 0.047pF component
that feeds composite video to the
teletext processor chip IC3502.
M.O.

Mitsubishi CT29A4STX
(Euro 12 Chassis)
This set produced a good picture —
for just a few minutes. Then rows
of vertical dots, about three inches
apart, would appear. After that the
picture would intermittently black
out. I first checked the supply lines,
which were all OK. I then checked
the voltage at pin 21 of the colour
decoder/timebase generator chip
IC201. This is the blanking feed
from the text board. In the picture
mode the voltage here should be
0-2V. I found that it was changing
from 0.5V to 0-8V. Q7705
(JC501Q, R) on the text panel was
at fault. M.O.

lines were also visible when the set
was displaying a blank raster in the
AV mode. It seemed to be a decoupling fault. I traced the cause to
C421 (1,000p F), which decouples
IC201's supply pin 6. M.O.

ITT CT3537
Intermittently dead was the complaint with this set. When it was
first switched on it would run for
about half an hour. If you then
switched off and on again the set
was OK for a further period. These
periods between switch off/ons
gradually decreased to about one
minute. The cause of the problem
was a 5V regulator on the control
panel, IC405. M.O.

Finlandia C59GZ7 (Salora
M Chassis)
When this set was switched on
from standby the status display was
left blank, with no raster or sound.
The 150V HT supply was low at
about 20V. I replaced the S2000AF
line output transistor TB525, as
failure of this item is a common
fault with these sets, but the fault
was still present. Replacing DB525
(BYV95C) cured the fault — it's
connected in series with TB525.
O.G.

Dynatron CTV114 (Philips
CP110 Chassis)
The cause of an irritating "on-off'
flashing picture, with misleading
symptoms as though there was a
dry-joint, was traced to the 22pF,
250V HT reservoir capacitor
C2670. I also replaced the HT
smoothing capacitor C2621 (same
value etc.) as its plastic insulating
sleeve had shrunk. O.G.

Panasonic Z5 Chassis
At switch on the EHT came up then
tripped off and the standby light
kept flashing. Tests showed that the
protection switch Q502/3 was being
activated, cutting off the line drive.
By shorting across C507 to disable
the protection circuit the set was
made to operate, with normal picture and sound. The voltage at the
base of Q505 should be 7V: it was
5.2V, which is low enough to activate the protection switch. The
cause of the trouble was R525
(3001a 0.5W) which was opencircuit. When it had been replaced
the set workled perfectly. M.K.

BPL 9009KDR
This small portable is the same as
the Sanyo CBP3001. There were
lines superimposed on its picture:
in addition and as a result the verticals were kinked and variable. The

Hitachi C28P759 (Salora
M Chassis)
This set would come on when the
mains switch was operated and
could then be put into the standby
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mode using the remote control unit.
The trouble was that the remote
control unit wouldn't bring the set
out of standby. A check on the
voltage (SB5V) at pin 27 of the
microcontroller chip IC01 showed
that in the standby mode it was low
at 2.7V. When not in standby it was
correct at 5V. The SB5V supply is
derived from the 10V supply,
which in the standby mode was low
at 4.6V. The relevant reservoir
capacitor is CB622 (470pF, 16V)
which had gone low in value. M.K.

Panasonic TX29AD1DPB
(Euro 2 Chassis)
This set was tripping slowly with
picture collapse. When plug W7002
was disconnected from the audio
board the set came on with a picture but no sound. Checks in the
power supply on the audio panel
showed that it was dead, with the
start-up resistors R7000 (1501M)
and R7005 (180kQ) open-circuit.
The I2C bus was being loaded by
the inactive chips on the sound
panel — disconnecting W7002 had
removed this load, allowing the I2C
bus in the rest of the set to work.
Replacing R7000 and R7005
restored normal operation. M.K.

Aiko/Perdio 512
Excessive brightness with flyback
lines is a common fault with these
sets. The usual culprit is the reservoir capacitor for the first anode
supply, C120 (2pF, 250V). It's as
well to replace the associated rectifier as a precaution, though it rarely
fails. J.C.P.

PCB connector CN2101 was
removed, cleaned and refitted to the
main PCB. Its partner on the text
PCB was resoldered. The print on
the underside of the main PCB in
the general area of CN2101 was
examined with a magnifier and any
suspect points were cleaned off and
resoldered. When the set was
reassembled it worked perfectly —
after adjusting C2044 to remove
character dropouts. J.C.P.

somewhere. It turned out to be
C317 (2.2pF, 50V), which is in the
linearity feedback loop. Violent
field linearity variations occurred
when I cooled and heated it. N.B.

Salora M Chassis

Finlux 5810

There was lack of height but good
linearity. A check showed that the
software height adjustment was at
maximum. I found that the 1S2 current sensing resistor RB575 in the
field output stage had gone high in
value. It's in series with the field
scan coils and forms part of the
feedback circuit. This was a 110°
set — the resistor's value is 1.5452 in
90° sets. J.C.P.

This 10in. portable was dead. It
would come out of standby then go
straight back again, with the 11V
supply doing the same. The cause
of the trouble was failure of the
11V supply to reach the line output
stage because of a microscopic
break around the leg of L652 in the
feed. N.B.

Sanyo CBP2560
The mains switch is a weak point
with these sets. It's rarely a contact
problem, usually a faulty latch/return
spring. This means that the set will
either not stay on after being
switched on or won't switch off.
As a temporary measure if you
don't have a replacement switch
with you, withdraw the chassis,
apply a small squirt of switch lubricant to the switch spring/shaft and
flick the shaft in and out a couple of
times. This should provide a cure —
but get back as soon as possible
with the correct replacement. J.C.P.

Salora 22J20
There was very intermittent but
severe width contraction with attendant EW correction problems. The
cause was eventually traced to a
dry-joint at L508. N.B.

B and 0 1.X2500/2800
For various intermittent faults related to going off then coming back
on again, check for dry-joints
around transistors 1TR1/2/3 on the
microcontroller/tuner board at the
bottom of the cabinet. N.B.

Goodmans C1401R
GoldStar C1990LT
This set refused to come out of
standby. The relay would click, but
there was no sound or picture and
the CRT's heaters remained unlit.
After a few minutes a slight, warm
smell would be noticed. The chopper and line output transistors both
measured OK, but the HT voltage
was low at 60V instead of 115V.
C8075 (33pF, 160V) was found to
be hot. Fitting a replacement cured
the fault. J.C.P.

For intermittent loss of the picture,
remove the screening cans from the
IF module and look for dry-joints,
especially at the miniature ceramic
capacitors between transformer
windings.
Faults caused by dry-jointed
line output transformer pins are
also common with these sets. You
can get picture fade out because of
loss of the CRT heater supply for
example. J.C.P.

Goodmans 3375
Hitachi CPT2198 (G80
Chassis)
When this set was switched to the
text mode it displayed a blank grey
raster with just P100 in the top lefthand corner. There was no further
response to handset commands
until the set was returned to the picture mode. As we had another similar set in the workshop, we were
able to check the text PCB by
swapping it over. It was OK.
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This monstrous set was dead. The
cause was an arcing joint at the
chopper transformer pin that's connected to the chopper transistor. As
has been my experience with these
sets, there were plenty of other dryjoints that required attention. N.B.

Toshiba 217D9B
There was severe field distortion for
the first hour or so. So there was
obviously a faulty electrolytic
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Grundig ST55-725FT
(CUC7350 Chassis)

Sharp DV6635H (BCTV-A
Chassis)

This new set was brought back with
an unusual problem a week after
being delivered. Only one function
was affected — the OK message that
comes on when a setting is memorised had changed to E. The correct
values were being stored.
On Grundig's suggestion new
microcontroller and EEPROM
chips were fitted, but the E
remained. In previous Grundig
chassis, special functions were
called up by holding down one of
the front control buttons then using
the mains switch to power the set.
After a few minutes of trial and
error I found that switching on with
the programme-down button held
down cleared the 'fault'. P.B.

When this set had been on for a
few minutes the picture would
gradually go dark then disappear.
Checks in the video section showed
that the luminance was being lost in
the TDA4681 video processor chip
IC400. The problem was not being
caused by the chip itself: the sandcastle pulse at pin 14 was the trouble — it was misshapen. The field
section of the pulse is derived from
the TDA8350Q field output chip
IC500, where the pulse at pin 2
changed when the picture went
dark. A new TDA8350Q chip
restored normal operation. P.B.

Ferguson B49F (TX90E
Chassis)
If there is no tuning, check the 33V
supply at pin 4 of the tuner unit. If
this is low or missing, check RH06
(12kO) which is by the tuner and
RH04 (271S2) which is by the line
output transformer. P.B.

Toshiba 2100TBT
This set had two faults: the picture
pulsated for the first few minutes
and the set wouldn't tune or store a
station. The reason for the pulsating
picture was that the power supply
didn't run cleanly from cold.
Replacing C824, C829 and C830
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soon cured that. The tuning fault
was a bit more obscure.
The exact symptoms were as
follows: when a channel was selected the picture came up then the tuning slowly drifted off. This happened with all stations. Suspecting
an AFC problem, I started by
checking the voltages at transistor
QA06. There was no voltage at its
base, though there was at pin 5 of
the IF module. RA75 (1k0) was
open-circuit. P.B.

Panasonic TC100G
This aged but nice portable
TV/monitor was dead when powered from the mains supply. It was
OK with a DC supply. There was a
buzz, but the DC conditions on the
primary side of the power supply
were haywire. The outputs on the
secondary side were, even when
unloaded, at just over fifty per cent
of the correct levels. R816 (330k0)
in the trigger amplifier stage was
open-circuit. N.B.

A check showed that the microcontroller chip's ident pin didn't toggle
when a station was found. The
associated pull-up resistor 8709
went open-circuit on load, though it
seemed to be fine when checked
with a meter. N.B.

Harwood HTV4914
An intermittently snowy picture has
been the problem with a couple of
these sets I've had in. The impression you get is that there is a tuner
problem or a faulty socket. The
rather interesting cause however is
an invisible break in the print just
after the tuner's IF pin. N.B.

Bush 2052T
After curing the usual excessive HT
fault you may find that the sound is
muted. Your reaction would be to
replace the microcontroller chip
IC601. When this is ordered however you will find that an equivalent which won't work properly is
supplied. Once Alba has sorted out
this problem you may still have the
fault. Check the voltage at pin 13
of IC601. If there is no voltage
here, check the 1N4148 diode D304
in the network connected to pin 30
of IC301. It may be short-circuit. It
seems that a number of engineers
are waiting for microcontroller
chips that are not needed. R.W.

Philips CTX-S Chassis
This set would occasionally go off.
Purely by accident and good fortune, whilst I was prodding around
in the power supply area looking
for dry-joints the HT preset R3325
fell apart. A replacement solved the
problem. J.E.

Amstrad CTV250
Samsung CI5322T
This set produced no sound though
the output stage was clearly working. In addition the sweep tuning
didn't stop. There was obviously a
link between these two symptoms.

This set would intermittently switch
off, as if it had been unplugged.
After a long time it might or might
not go into the standby mode by
itself. When it did, use of the
remote control unit to select a chan-
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nel would result in normal operation until the fault returned. To
save room and time while waiting
for the fault to put in an appearance
I took the back off, hoping to spot
something obvious. There were
countless dry-joints, some just
developing, in the power supply
and line output stages. A blanket
resoldering job followed by a twoday soak test proved that all was
now OK. J.E.
Dynatron 279062EK/05Z
(Philips 2A Chassis)
This set was dead. Its power supply
was trying to produce the HT voltage but couldn't because the
BU508V line output transistor was
short-circuit. A replacement died
immediately when the set was
switched on. Fortunately it didn't
take us long to discover that one of
the tuning capacitors in the EW
diode modulator circuit, C2609
(9.1nF, 1.5kV), had a burn hole in
its case. When checked it was
found to be open-circuit. After
replacing both components and
resoldering a few suspect joints in
the line output stage there were no
further problems. J.E.
Hitachi CPT2064
There was no remote control operation. Although the customer blamed
the remote control unit and ordered
a replacement, the cause of the fault
was in the set itself. The M58485P
chip IC3003 had failed. J.E.
Pye 37KV1212/0513
After a short while the sound would
be accompanied by crackle and
popping noises. Tapping anywhere
on the mother board would instigate the fault. In particular the
TDA7052 audio output chip
seemed to be very sensitive to
slight taps. It had already been
resoldered, but removing it, cleaning the print and refitting it cured
the noises. J.E.
Hitachi CPT2250
The verticals were ragged and there
was severe line tearing. The cause
of the trouble was C809 (lpf,
250V) which was open-circuit. J.E.
Alba CTV601/Bush 2009
Field collapse was the problem
with one of these sets, also a noiseless raster and no sound. A new
AN5521 field output chip brought
the raster back — for a couple of
minutes! I then did what I should
have done first and checked the HT
voltage. It was high at 150V
instead of 112V. Replacing the
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chopper drive coupling capacitor
C909 (47g, 25V) brought it back
down to the correct level, but the
field output chip had succumbed to
the high voltages. The 12V supply
was also missing, which is why
there was no sound or vision. R422
(5.2Q, 3W) and ZD402 (12V) had
failed. Once these three items had
been replaced the set was pronounced fit. E.B.
Hitachi CPT2236 (NP83CQ
Chassis)
The customer complained that the
picture "bounced intermittently".
This was so, but it was more that
the top inch of the picture came and
went, leaving a gap at the top of the
screen — the linearity was not
affected. I scoped the field input at
pin 1 of IC601 and found that a
large line pulse was present on the
waveform when the fault occurred.
After much checking and changing
of capacitors in the field timebase I
found that C613 (100nF) was the
culprit. It's connected across the
field scan coils. E.B.
Fidelity IX5000 Chassis
This set was dead with no 120V HT
output from the power supply.
When I disconnected R57 to unload
it the BUT56A chopper transistor
TR1 failed. As I've had similar
problems before with this type of
power supply I replaced the 4.7pF
chopper transistor base coupling
capacitor C5. I also replaced the
lOnF, 1.5kV line output stage tuning capacitor C28 as one of its legs
was burnt, though it measured OK.
Further checks brought me to the
100g HT reservoir capacitor C18,
which was open-circuit. After fitting replacements I started the set
up via a variac. When the AC input
reached 120V the set sprang to life
and the HT remained constant at
120V as the input voltage was
increased to 240V. E.B.
Panasonic Alpha 1
Chassis
This set was half dead! The channel numbers and the standby LED
were alight, but there was no sound
or raster. Various checks in the line
output stage failed to reveal anything amiss, so I disconnected the
scan coil plug. The standby LED
then went out with the channel
numbers still alight. So in went a
new TLF15506F line output transformer. This brought the set back
to life. D.S.
Granada C16BZ4
This set produced a yellow picture

because R271 (561a in the blue
channel was open-circuit. It's
advisable to replace the equivalent
resistors in the other chanels as
well. D.S.
JVC C14ET1EK
This set produced a picture that was
swamped with a red cast. Checks
on the tube base panel showed that
Q502 was short-circuit collector-toemitter. A.T.
Ferguson TX90 Chassis
There was reduced height with
slight top foldover. Having had
experience with these sets I looked
for dry-joints around the field output transistors, but there weren't
any. Voltage checks then showed
that TRIOS had only 0.5V at its
base instead of 1V. The cause of
the fault was in the DC feedback
circuit, where R194 had risen in
value from 2701d2 to around 500k.Q.
Note that the value of this resistor
varies with screen size. A.T.
Goodmans 1450T
This set had a blank raster, as if
someone had switched it to the AV
mode. The cause of the problem
was cracked print along the rear
edge of the board, removing the
supply to ZD102. I've also had one
of these sets that wouldn't tune
because of cracked print in the
same area. A.T.
Thomson/Ferguson TX805
Chassis
Failure of the M52038SP multifunction chip IL01 in one of these
sets produced the blank raster
symptom (no video). A replacement restored normal operation.
The set was actually badged as the
Goodmans 1410. A.T.
Sharp 59CSO5H
If you get one of these large-screen
sets and it looks as if the CRT is
faulty, with poor focus, check
whether R618 has risen in value. It
should be 2.2ka T.L.
Sony KVM2140
The complaint with one of these sets
was that it would intermittently
crack, with a picture flash. It was
left on soak test and after a while it
started to produce the symptoms.
When I removed the back and
inspected the PCB closely I saw that
the line output transformer's earth
pin was dry-jointed. A clean up and
resoldering cleared the fault. T.L.
Sony KV25F1
This large TV set would lose its
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picture and sound intermittently
though the on-screen display
remained. It was a difficult problem
to deal with because the fault
wouldn't show on test in the workshop, only in the customer's home
— occasionally. I eventually
checked with a friend who is familiar with the chassis. He recommended a Sony sync circuit modification which consists of changing
R117 to 2k5I (1-208-789-11) and
C201 to 0.lpF (1-164-004-11), then
replacing IC3 with the type supplied under part no. 8-759-447-61.
The IC differs depending on model
number, so check this.
The set concerned now seems to
be behaving itself. The modification provides improved sync performance under weak signal conditions. T.L.
Ferguson ICC9 Chassis
If continual tripping is the trouble
with one of these sets, try replacing
the BC327-40 transistor TL65 in
the line drive circuit. T.L.
Ferguson T1OR
The complaint with this little 10in.
set was a line down the middle of
the screen, which is rather unusual
nowadays. But the customer was
quite right. I removed the back,
powered the set up again and
tapped the main PCB gently. A
loud arcing noise came from the
scan coils. The wire from the line
output stage to the coils was just
hanging on the tag — it appeared
never to have been soldered. I
cleaned the connections, made a
good physical wrapped connection
and resoldered it. This cured the
problem. T.L.
Matsui 1436
Fluctuating brightness was the complaint with this portable. I'd had the
problem before, and just touched
the sub-brightness preset VR303.
This settled the picture. A new 101d2
preset cured the problem. T.L.
Sony KVM14TU
This portable came in with a darkish picture that flared slightly. You
could have thought, mistakenly,
that the CRT was faulty. The things
to check are the first anode supply
diode D852 and the feed resistor
R852. Replacing them should
restore a good picture. You may
find that the resistor is somewhat
burnt. T.L.
Ferguson ICC9 Chassis
If the problem with one of these
sets is a bright white screen, check
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the 1052 safety resistors RB06 and
RB07 on the CRT base panel. T.L.
Hitachi G6P Chassis
Most of the picture was blanked
except for an uneven area about
three inches wide at the left-hand
side of the screen. What remained
of the picture in this area suffered
from line pulling and unlocked
colour, and was also expanded in
size. When the back cover was
removed it was evident that something was cooking. Close inspection of the components around the
line output transformer revealed
that tuning capacitor C782 was in
some distress. A replacement put
things right. K.E.
Grundig CUC7OKT
Herringbone patterning and a negative picture, but only on some
channels, was the complaint with
this old set. The problem cleared
when the set had warmed up. I
eventually found that replacing the
47pF and 220pF electrolytics next
to the IC in the IF can restored normal operation. K.E.
Hitachi NP83CQ Mk 2
Chassis
The picture was bright on the righthand side of the screen, fading to
very dark on the left-hand side. The
condition improved as the set
warmed up. This sort of thing usually means that the reservoir capacitor in supply for the RGB output
stages, derived from the line output
stage, is faulty. A quick burst of
freezer on C715 (4.7pF) proved the
point. K.E.
GoldStar CIT9508
After a few minutes the picture
would fade and disappear. We've
often had this fault with Ferguson
sets, but never before with a
GoldStar one. As with the Ferguson
sets, the cause of the problem was
loss of the CRT heater supply. Dryjoints at connector P451 on the
main panel were to blame. K.E.
Panasonic U4W Chassis
This set would occasionally refuse
to come out of standby. The cause
turned out to be the reservoir
capacitor for the error sensing circuit in the power supply, C808. The
correct value is 47pF (25V). When
it was measured with a capacitance
meter the reading was only 19pF. A
new capacitor cured the fault.
M.M.
B and 0 MX1000
This set was dead, with the line

output and chopper transistors both
short-circuit. A previous engineer
had replaced the chopper transistor,
which had failed again immediately. The cure for this is to replace all
the driver transistors in the power
supply as well as the chopper transistor itself. The cause of the line
output transistor failure was probably the dry-joint we found at the
tuning capacitor. M.M.
Mitsubishi CT15M2TX
(Euro 7 Chassis)
There were two faults with one of
these sets. First, it wouldn't come
out of standby. The STR54041
chopper chip was responsible for
this. The second fault occurred
when the set had warmed up: line
and field sync were lost. The cause
was on the text board, where the
MAB8461-W115 microcontroller
chip IC7704 responded to heating
and cooling. A replacement
restored normal operation. M.M.
Sony KVX2562U
There were lots of lines and the
height and linearity were doing odd
things. Scope checks showed that a
sort of 500Hz ripple was present on
the field output sawtooth waveform. It was also present at the
input to the field output chip. The
culprit was the CXD2018Q multifunction chip. Replacing this 48-pin
flatpack device, which lives on
board M, cured the fault. M.M.
Philips CP110 Chassis
After a few seconds the display
would go out and there was no
response from either the front panel
buttons or the remote control unit.
The culprit was the 1N4148 diode
D6733, which is located beside the
microcontroller chip. It was leaky.
M.M.
Decca DYS9893C
This set was 'dead' except for the
channel indicator LED. Checks
showed that the power supply was
working, and that HT was present at
the collector of the line output transistor. There was no supply at the
line driver transformer's primary
winding however. This supply
comes via a plug-in PCB that carries
the scart socket and the switching
circuitry. The PCB connector had a
dry joint at its end pin (they aren't
marked). Resoldering brought the
set back to life. M.M.
Samsung CI3312Z (P58SC
Chassis)
This portable produced no sound
unless it was connected to a hi-fi
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system via the scart socket. Sound
switching is carried out by the
CD4066BCN chip IC601. The
2SC1815 transistor Q601 controls
this and appeared to be faulty. A
replacement cured the fault. M.M.

Philips CP90 Chassis with
Fastext
The picture was OK when this set
was first switched on. Then, after a
few minutes, small black dots akin
to satellite TV sparklies began to
appear. After a few more minutes
these dots turned into small rectangles and the picture became dark.
The cause of the trouble was a
faulty SAA5243P/E text processor
chip. A new chip produced a good
picture without dots. C.W.

Finlux 1000 Series
This set was dead with RU14
(101S1) burning up. The cause was
a short in the chopper transformer,
which is the same type as in the
3000 series chassis. C.W.

Amstrad TVR2
When this set had warmed up the
verticals became ragged. Checks in
the power supply were fruitless, as
no undue ripple could be found.

What I did discover was that freezing the line driver transistor cleared
the fault. But a replacement made
no difference. So why was the transistor running away with itself?
Checks on nearby components
revealed that CC1409 (1nF, 2kV)
was open-circuit. Normal operation
was restored when this item had
been replaced. C.W.

Toshiba 2539DB
There was only a low whine from
one of the background speakers.
Everything else was OK. The culprit was the TA8211AH chip
IC501. C.W.

Finlux 5100
Although the EHT came up when
this set was switched on there was
no sound or picture. When the
tube's first anode voltage was
increased there was illumination on
the screen. Checks showed that the
S5V and S12V supplies were missing, the culprit being the BC557
transistor TA18. It was leaky. C.W.

Sanyo CBP2565/2566
(E3-A25 Chassis)
The complaint with one of these
sets was flaring and a dim picture.

Apparently another
firm had condemned the tube. In fact
the HT was low.
After a few checks
we found that the
thick-film error
voltage sensing unit
A701 was suspect —
it's a small, fourpin module. As the
circuit is shown in
the manual, individual parts could
be tested. The silicon devices were
OK, but the resistors were up the
wall. Unfortunately when we tried
to order a replacement we were told
that the unit is no longer available.
Rather than scrap the set we decided to make a replacement on a
small piece of Veroboard, with a
potentiometer for HT adjustment.
Fig. 1 shows the circuit. C.W.

Matsui 1466
Failure to start up, though the channel indicator is alight, has become
quite a common problem with these
sets. The start-up resistors R502
and R503 (both 330k0) in the
power supply tend to go open-circuit. It's best to replace them both.
C.W.

Fig. 1: The error
voltage sensing
circuit used in
the Sanyo E3A25 chassis.
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Trade Memoirs
entered the radio and TV trade, as it was then known,
in the late Fifties. In those days you would sign up for
a five-year apprenticeship and would go to the local
technical college for at least one day a week. I still
remember one teacher who referred to a valve's anode as
its `plate'! He taught us radio (or was it wireless?) and TV
repair, and told us to take it in two stages. To some extent
this is still relevant today.
First was the observation test cold, i.e. look around for
visual evidence of faults before powering up. Secondly
was the observation test warm, i.e. plug in and check
power supplies etc. We used to call this stage "plug in and
tune for maximum smoke"! It's a shame that with all the
safety devices these days you seldom get this effect.
I'll never forget his face one day when we all connected our oscilloscopes to the test TVs we had on our benches to create little green test cards on the screens. We had
connected field and line sync pulses to the scopes' X and
Y inputs and the video signal to the Z input at the rear.
This was way before colour TV came to the UK. We
were given a couple of brief afternoon lessons on the US
NTSC system however, the only colour system at the
time. It all seems a lifetime ago. But we learnt something
— eventually!

I

Workshop Life
One of my earliest recollections of workshop life was of
replacing DK91/96 valves in Vidor and Ever Ready
portable radio receivers. The valve heaters were powered
by a 1.5V battery. When its, output fell below 1.1V the
local oscillator would cut out. If it did so before the voltage fell it meant a new valve.
Then the transistor radio appeared. There were these
soldered-in three-legged devices and no valves. How on
earth did they work? About the same time the printed circuit came along. How were we going to cope with all this
new technology? No more low-emission DK91/96s and
no HT batteries, just low voltages everywhere.
Who remembers the Perdio Piccadilly pocket radio
which came in a gold cardboard box? It was really fun to
work with, especially if you laid it down on top of its box
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to start on it, not realising that the box's gold covering
would short out the PCB.
Another tedious apprentice job — after you'd washed
and polished the workshop floor, fetched twenty Players
for the workshop manager and made the tea — was fitting
new elements to Morphy Richards CA75 irons, not forgetting to make sure that the thermostat was set to cut out
at 180°C on the wool setting (I think!). Who now remembers the smell and smoke that would emanate from the
new element? On this subject, hands up all those of us
who remember the smell that a worn-out selenium rectifier produced. The only good thing about these rectifiers
was the washers we made from the cooling fms. Do you
remember the number of BY100 silicon rectifiers you fitted to replace these smelly devices?

Was it Easier?
Was servicing easier in those far-off times? Some things
were straightforward. Mains droppers, rectifiers and
valve heaters would go open-circuit. With the valves it
was like Christmas-tree lights — always the last one you
came to that was the culprit. But it was not all that simple. The PCC84 and PCF80 valves in tuner units were
troublesome, and you had to remember to smear the contacts in Cyldon tuners with Vaseline. Then there was IF
instability. This was caused by an open-circuit or leaky
capacitor, but just try to find the right one.
Thoughts about capacitors bring back memories of the
waxed paper type. These would always become leaky at
some stage. After you'd removed them from the equipment on the bench, the procedure was to use a soldering
iron to melt the wax into the lid of a tin. You could then
use it to stick screws on the end of your screwdriver. In
those days there didn't seem to be any cross-cut screws in
our industry — maybe they were not invented until later.
Another problem was the EHT rectifier valve, which
was soldered to the top of the line output transformer. It
you applied too much heat to the terminals they would
disappear into the transformer's plastic covering. This
plastic was a weird substance that would eventually break
down under the stress of the high voltages present, creat-
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ing beautiful corona discharges. Some early Baird sets
(no, not the ones with the big scanning wheel — I'm not
that old!) had a truly lethal EHT supply. It used a winding on the mains transformer to step up the voltage. Just
try shorting that out with your screwdriver! Only the service manager was allowed to take the back off these sets.

Tube Replacement
There is one job I shall never forget from my apprentice
days — replacing the CRT in an old BBC-only Ekco TV
set. The tube was mounted in a metal cradle, and the mask
and implosion guard were fastened at the front. The
whole thing was held in by four bolts, similar to today's
sets. Sounds easy, doesn't it?
As we know, all TV sets collect dust over the years. The
mask around the viewing area in these old sets was made
of a weird rubber-cum-plastic substance which became
very dirty if not properly sealed. The glass implosion
guard was held on to the front of the mask by PVC tape,
and a rubber seal was placed between the rear of the mask
and the front of the tube. The mask was a whitish colour
and was easy to blemish with fingerprints. When you
pushed the rubber seal to the back of the mask, there was
always the right amount of dust left to drop down
between the glass and the mask. The service manager
would tell us that tube replacement should take about half
an hour. With me it took about four hours! The only way
to remove fingerprints from the mask was to dismantle
the whole thing and wash the mask in soapy water.

Modernistic Murphys
I recall the futuristic-looking Murphy V310/410 series
sets which had a lift-up control panel lid at the top of the
cabinet. This lid was connected to the on/off switch, so
that the set came on when the lid was lifted. These sets
came with only two sets of coils in the tuner unit, so new
coils had to be ordered and fitted if the set was to be used
in a different area. To tune the coils you had to use a long
knitting needle with its end filed down to form a screwdriver. This was pushed through a hole in the control
panel, down a plastic sleeve: if you were lucky enough,
you could just about manage to get the screwdriver end to
reach the core of the coil inside the tuner. If the core was
tight, the needle would snap in the sleeve. A long time
was then wasted trying to retrieve it. How many mothers
couldn't understand why their knitting needles kept on
disappearing?!

Before the Aerosol
Before the advent of the aerosol switch cleaner all we had
was Servisol shake and spill cans. Hard luck if you
dropped as much as a spot on a plastic component. We
would use this terrible liquid to deal with spiders (don't
tell the RSPCA). It was hopeless with something like a
noisy volume control, especially if this had a plastic spindle — what a mess! We kept rows of replacement volume
controls on the spares shelves, next to the rows of valves.
They had different resistance values and some incorporated a switch, either double- or single-pole. What a lot to
confuse the young apprentice!
The worst thing you could do with this 'liquid' was to
pour it over the multiple-gang wafer switches used in all
the better radio receivers of the time. Sometimes you
could get away with it, but me — never! The problem was
that the HT voltage, about 200V, would track around the
Paxolin wafers and make permanent circuits where they
weren't supposed to be. The penance for doing this terrible deed was to replace the whole switch bank. This was
a complete afternoon's nightmare. We're talking about
the days before the PCB: so the first thing you had to do,
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prior to cutting away the wires and components from the
switch wafers, was to draw a diagram showing all the
connections. If some clever Dick hid your diagram, panic
would set in.

A typical Currys
shop display in
the Fifites.

Mechanisms
We also had to deal with record player decks that incorporated autochanger facilities. Then there were those
cheap reel-to-reel tape recorders which all seemed to cost
29 gns. Most of them used the BSR deck. Think of all
those broken jockey springs that had to be replaced!
If you were really lucky you could work on a Philips
deck, adjusting the clutches with things that looked like
sweets, or on Grundig TK5/8s with worn out belts that
could stretch for miles. I think we all gave a sigh of relief
when some clever engineer came up with the audio tape
cassette. But it might have been good training for the
VCR mechanics that were to come along twenty or so
years later.

Colour TV
How many of us in this trade suffer from bad backs and
blame it on the advent of colour TV? It had been bad
enough carrying an old radiogram the size of a large sideboard. To deliver the new dual-standard colour TV sets
was no mean feat either. For one thing they had proper
wooden cabinets. They also had switches whose contacts
became tarnished. Thank goodness by now we had
Servisol in aerosol cans — it just didn't smell the same any
more!
The coming of colour TV introduced the chopper power
supply to TV, initially in the Ferguson 3000 chassis. We
had just got over the 2000 chassis with its weird EHT regulator panel. Some manufacturers were still making
hybrid colour TVs, with big PL509s etc. If you had one
of these in your lounge you didn't need central heating.
They consumed a great deal of power — and what a fire
hazard some of them were.

Video and All
Subsequently we had to deal with video qassette
recorders, of various sorts before the VHS system became
the standard. The early Philips cassette system had one
reel above the other and ran for about an hour. The Sony
and Sanyo Betamax machines were giants. Then there
were those Hitachi disc players, like glorified audio LP
machines — they had a stylus playing system.

We've been through a great deal during my long participation in the trade. Am I really this old? And are there
many other engineers who have been in it for as long as I
have? There don't seem to be many of us, around here
anyway.
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The Onwa TV
Power Supply
Philip Blundell, AMIEEIE, and Stephen Brushforth on the operation of
a power supply that has been causing a lot of problems
Chassis produced by the Chinese Onwa company have
been imported in large quantities and sold under a wide
range of brand names including Akai, Alba, Amstrad,
Bush, Goodmans, Hinari, JVC, Matsui and Perdio.
There are several slightly different chassis, with either
14,20 or 21in. tubes. What they all have in common is
the same basic power supply, which has been giving
service engineers a fair amount of trouble in recent
times.
Fig. 1 shows a typical example. Although the circuit
remains basically the same in all the chassis, the component reference numbers tend to differ. For example,
C911 is C910 in some sets. It has also been C909 and
C410, and there are sets that use 500 series numbers in
the power supply.

Circuit Operation
It is worth considering the circuit's operation, since
this may not be too clear at first sight — we've done our
best to draw out the circuit logically however. We will
use the component reference numbers shown in Fig. 1.
A conventional bridge rectifier, BR901 with its reservoir capacitor C906, produces some 320V at pin 7 of
the chopper transformer T901. Q904 is the chopper
transistor. When the set is first powered, Q904
receives forward bias at its base via R913 and thus
switches on. Since its collector load is inductive, the
current build up is gradual. Q904's current flows via
its emitter resistor R914 and, a key component in the
circuit's operation, R902. A sawtooth voltage waveform is therefore generated across R902.
Q902/903 form a pulse-width modulator/switch
whose function is to switch Q904 off. A positive bias
from the junction of R907 and R908 is applied to the
base of Q902. As it's a pnp device this is reverse bias,
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which holds Q902 in the cut-off state. The negativegoing sawtooth developed across R902 when Q904
conducts is also applied to the base of Q902 however,
via C908 and R909. At some point this sawtooth voltage will drive the base of Q902 negatively and it will
switch on. Q903 is then forward biased via R910 and
the two transistors momentarily lock on, placing an
AC short-circuit across Q904's base-emitter junction,
via C911. The negative plate of this capacitor receives
a negative charge and Q904 switches off. There is now
no voltage across R902, so Q902/903 switch off.
When Q904 switches off, the rectifier diodes on the
secondary side of the circuit, D905 and D904, conduct.
In this way energy is transferred from the transformer
to the secondary side of the circuit. As a result of the
current reversal in the transformer, a positive pulse
appears at pin 10. This is applied to the base of Q904
via D901 and C911. Q904 switches on again, and the
cycle is repeated.
D902, C910 and R912 provide pulse shaping. C912
and R915 form a simple snubber network.

Regulation
The bias for Q902 is controlled by Q901. This is the

basis of the output voltage regulation. D903 produces
across C909 a supply for Q901. This voltage is obviously proportional to the other output voltages produced by the chopper power supply. It is monitored at
the base of Q901, whose emitter is held at a constant
voltage by zener diode ZD901. As the conduction of
Q901 varies with changes in the output voltages, so
does the voltage across R906 and the bias at the base
of Q902. Thus the point at which Q902 switches on
during the sawtooth via C908/R909 is varied. The net
result is pulse-width modulation at the base of 0904,
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Fig. 1: The self-oscillating chopper power supply circuit used in a number of Onwa TV chassis. These have been
used in many sets sold in the UK under various brand names. Note that there is considerable variation in the
component reference numbers used. The on/off switch generali), has a third pole.

whose switch-off time alters to stabilise the outputs.
VRI is used to set the HT voltage, which is usually
about 112V with 14in. sets, 115V with 20in. sets.

Faults
There's a common fault pattern with these sets. Two of
the electrolytic capacitors in the power supply are crucial to correct regulation, C911 and C909 (remember
that the component reference numbers vary with different versions of the chassis). C911, the chopper transistor's base drive coupling capacitor, gives most trouble. Failure of this capacitor results in a substantial
increase in the HT voltage. The result will be damage
in the line output stage and in stages whose supplies
are derived from the line output transformer.
Some versions of the chassis incorporate an overvoltage protection circuit, which is supposed to switch the
set to standby when the HT voltage rises above a certain level. Because of certain design limitations however it doesn't always work.
The components that seem to suffer first when the
HT voltage rises are the 12V, 1W zener diode ZD401
(may be ZD402 in some sets) and its 5.6U, 3W feed
resistor R419 (may be R425, R436 etc.). The regulated
12V supply provided by ZD401 is used by the field
output chip and other circuits. In some chassis a 7812
regulator chip is used instead. You may find that the
set works with low width and brightness variations
prior to the failure of ZD401/2. Other items that may
fail include the line output transistor and the field output chip.

Kits

including Chas Hyde and Son Ltd. (phone 01759 303
068, fax 01759 303 620). An upgrade kit for a working
set and a service kit which in addition includes the
parts most likely to have failed.
Items that should be replaced as a matter of course
are VR901, C909 and C911 (use types rated at 105°C),
and C904/5/7 (upgrade to lkV). 1f D905 is type RG2,
change it to type BYT52.
To improve the operation of the overvoltage circuit
where fitted, change R663 (may be R677) to 4752 or
short it out.
Other items to replace (service kit) when the set has
failed are as follows: Q904; the 2SD1555 line output
transistor (Q402, Q403 or whatever); C914 (upgrade to
40V) — in some chassis this is C920 or C406, 22011F,
again upgrade to 40V; R902 (upgrade to 3W); R914;
and the 0.6852, 1W fusible resistor (R421, R434 or
whatever) in the line output stage 12V rectifier circuit.
If the above is a bit confusing, our apologies: it is a
bit difficult where so many chassis variations are
involved. As one final variation, the Matsui 1455 uses
600 series component reference numbers in the power
supply!

A service manual on Onwa TV sets, service code TV2, is available from Grove
Farm Publications, Grove Farm, Long
Lane, Barnby-in-The Willows, Newark,
Notts NG24 25G (phone 01636 626 895)
at £18 including post and packing.

Two kits are available from component suppliers,
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Toshiba
Service
Briefs
More know-how from Toshiba, based on Technical Bulletins CDH68 and CDH69

Model 2163DB (C6S Chassis)
Poor character width in the teletext mix mode: Cause
is poor performance of the TV/text switch in the
TB1229N video/colour/timebase generator chip Q501.
Replace the chip with the improved type TB1229AN,
part no. B0102070.

Models 2512DB and 2812DB (C91SB
Chassis)
Lack of width with corrugated effect to side of picture: The value of C424 (4.7pF) on the DPC PCB has
decreased. Replace C424, part no. 24676479.

Models 2527DB, 2539DB, 2927DB,
2939DB, 3327DB and 3339DB (C2D
Chassis)
Field bounce on channel change: Replace R329
(22142, 1/6W).
Reduced height from cold or field cramping at the
top: Either C321 or C322 has probably fallen in value.
C321 (18nF, 50V plastic film) is connected to pin 14 of
IC302. C322 (2.2pF, 50V electrolytic) is connected to
pin 15 of IC302. If capacitor replacement doesn't cure
the fault, replace the TA8859P EW chip IC302, part no.
B0384680.

Models 32W6DB and 32W6DG
When using the service park position the chassis must
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be secured to the cabinet top using a back fixing screw
— tighten over the slot in the plastic frame. The addition
of a washer is recommended to provide more secure fixing: it will give greater surface contact at this point.
Note that the line output transformer part no. quoted in
the service manual is incorrect: the correct part no. is
23236517.

Spares
The IR receiver (K901) used in Model 1752TB is incorrectly specified in the schematic diagram. It should be
shown as type TFMS5380, part no. 23904750A.
To avoid PCB damage in transit, the power/deflection
PCBs used in Models 2557DB, 2577DB, 2857DB,
2877DB, 3357DB and 3377DB are now supplied without the chopper transformer T803 (for the same reason
they also come without the LOPT). The original or a
replacement chopper transformer will therefore have to
be fitted as appropriate.

Projection

TV

Safety note: Do not attempt to operate a projection TV
with the X-ray protection plate at the front removed —
the plate is under the front plastic cover beneath the
speaker grill. A safety interlock lead, which has to be
disconnected to gain access to the CRTs, is attached to
the protection plate. When this lead is open the power
supply is disabled. Overriding this connector and
removing the plate will expose you to harmful X-rays
from the CRTs.

Models 48PJ6DB/DG and 55PJ6DB/DG
(C5SS Chassis)
Convergence errors appear

gradually with

use. May
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be corrected with digicon adjustment but reappear:
Replace resistors R7716, R7721 and R7711 which are
connected to the STK392 vertical convergence output
IC Q751, or R7726, R7731 and R7736 which are connected to the STK392 horizontal convergence output IC
Q752. These resistors tend to increase in value. The correct value is 2.212, rating 2W. Part no. is 24323229.
If either of these output ICs has overheated and failed,
the relevant three resistors specified above must be
replaced in addition to the IC.
If the power 2/digicon chassis (left-hand side looking
from the rear) has been removed during service it is easy
to fit the two 4-pin plugs P621 and P712 in the wrong
sockets at the rear edge of the PCB, especially as the
shorter lead goes to the farther socket. The symptoms
will be the power LED flashing green at six-second
intervals and no sound or picture. No damage will be
done.
Rubber grommets (inserts) for the speaker grill plastic
location pins are not listed in the service manual: they
are available under part no. 23451853.

Satellite TV
Model TS540
Dead, fuse FS1. (1A fast-blow) open-circuit: The usual
causes are as follows.
(1) One of the 1N4007 (part no. 1200400701) bridge
rectifier diodes D1-4 short-circuit.
(2) D55 (type BAS16, part no. 9120001651) leaky.
(3) The STP4N90F1 MOS chopper transistor Q1 (part
no. 1104910000) short-circuit and the 1051, 2W antisurge resistor R1 (part no. 1431007821) open-circuit.
No sound, distorted sound or only one sound channel
working: Replace the MSP3400 sound processor chip
U18 (part no. 1090340000).
No signal. The tuning voltage at pin 15 of the tuner
does not vary with channel-change operation: Two
likely causes are as follows.
(1) The 4MHz clock signal at pin 12 of the Nicky chip
U26 is missing because the 74LS74 oscillator chip U31
(part no. 1010007400) is faulty.
(2) The Nicky chip U26 (part no. 1090960103) is faulty
with no tuning voltage output at pin 16.
Grid of dots flashes on the screen, over the picture:
The M550555 display chip U7 (part no. 1090505551) is
faulty.
Test signal and text box are permanently displayed
in the centre of the screen: This occurs when test point
TST1 in the VideoCrypt decoder, between ICs U8 and
U9, is dry-jointed or the track is broken. Resolder/repair
as necessary.

V226B, V255B, V425B, V426B, V705B, V726B,
V727B, V856B and V857B.
Dim clock display: CP041 (220pF, 25V) has fallen in
value. Replace capacitor.
Dead, or pulsing outputs from the power supply:
Two likely causes are as follows.
(1) CP007 (10pF, 50V) or CP008 (100pF, 25V) has fallen in value. Replace both capacitors.
(2) The U4614B chopper control chip IP001 (part no.
70011972) has failed.
While the above notes will help speed diagnosis and
repair, the power unit is available from Toshiba spares
at typically less than £30 trade. It may therefore be more
cost effective to replace than repair the unit.
Crushed whites with playback via the RF modulator
only: The 2SC2236-Y 12V regulator transistor TW003
is faulty with low output (11V). Replace the transistor,
part no. A6325549.
Intermittent video and audio mute with both E-E
and playback: The 17.7MHz crystal QT102 (QT001 in
Cat 2 Hi-Fi models) is faulty. Replace the crystal, part
no. 70012188.
Models V205B, V215B and V255B (V3
Cat 1 Chassis)
No E-E or playback picture or OSD, with no supply
to the RF modulator: Check capacitor CW001 (100pF)
in TWOOl's base circuit by substitution.
Models V226B and V426B
The main microcontroller chip IT001 in these models
has been changed from the origina! type
TMP9OCS74DF part no. 70012656 to part no.
70012801. The only difference is that the new chip has
additional software for a full-band modulator. This may
automatically upgrade some early versions of these
VCRs.

Ribbon Cables
Following requests Toshiba can now supply the following ribbon cables for V3 type VCRs.
Models V204B, V205B, V215B, V226B, V254B, V255B,
V404B, V425B, V426B, V454B, V705B, V726B, veo4e,
V825B, V854B, V855B and V856B: 6-pin FFC from the
main PCB to the loading motor and cam switch, part no.
70011821.
Models V2048, V205B, V215B, V226B, V254B, V255B,
V4048, V425B, V426B, V454B, V705B, V726B and V856B:
14-pin FFC from the main PCB to the KDB PCB (key display), part no: 70011980.
Models V804V, V8258, V854B and V855B: 12-pin FFC
from the main PCB to the KDB PCB (key display), part
no. 70011818.

V3 Cat 1 and Cat 2 Chassis
These chassis are used in Models V205B, V215B,
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TV
Fault Finding
Reports from
John C. Priest
Pete Gurney, LCGI
Blair McEvvan
Chris Avis
Chris Watton
Michael Dranfield
Graham Colebourn an
Stephen Leatherbarrow
Beon CTV1403T
These sets tend to have problems
with their power supply start-up circuit. First examine the PCB, above
and below, for brown glue on and
around components in the power
supply and line output area. The
glue will have become brittle and
hard and needs to be removed. Once
the board has been cleaned up you
may find that the set works all right.
If not, replace the start-up resistors —
R508/9 (1501(Q, 0.5W) and R107/8
(2701A1, 0.5W). This should restore
normal operation, but I have had one
case where the CNX82A optocoupler D111 had to be replaced.
Check the long wire link between
the microcontroller chip and the
transistor that drives the optocoupler
if the set sometimes fails to come
out of the standby mode. J.C.P.

Memorex 1400
These sets were sold through Tandy
outlets. The chassis is very similar
to that in the Matsui Models
1455/1465 and the same service
manual can be used. If a replacement remote control unit is required,
the Konig HS00004 will operate all
functions with the Matsui 1465 and
these Memorex sets. There may be
some buttons for functions not provided with the Memorex sets. J.C.P.

Panasonic Alpha 3 Chassis
There was severe EW bowing and
none of the relevant controls had
any effect. It's not an uncommon
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fault with this chassis, the usual
cause being the TDA8145 chip
IC701, with R708 and/or L701 also
failing. In this case R708 and L701
were OK. A new TDA8145 chip
restored some operation of the width
and parabola controls, but a full, linear scan could not be obtained and
the trapezium control stili had no
effect. Further checks revealed that
there was no voltage at pin I of
1C701 because the associated
0.01pF. 50V disc decoupling capacitor had an interna! resistance of
55Q. A new capacitor finally cured
the problem. J.C.P.

Philips NC3 Chassis
If there is intermittent loss of the
picture — it fades off and on as the
CRT heaters go out then come on
again — check for faint haloes (dryjoints) at the base of the line output
transformer. You may need a magnifier to see them. Don't just resolder the transformer's legs. Remove
the transformer, as you will probably find that the legs are quite black
above the PCB level. Scrape and retin them before refitting the transformer to the PCB. Also check the
connections to the CRT's base
panel. J.C.P.

Nikkai Tara 10
I've had a number of these sets with
intermittent loss of luminance — a
dark red/purple display. You usually
find that the PCB is sensitive to tapping. The brightness, contrast and
colour controls are part of a single
assembly. Remove it, treat the tracks
with a little contact cleaner, then
clean off the print before refitting
the assembly.
1f this doesn't clear the problem,
look at the print in the generai area
of the TDA3566 colour decoder
chip. I've had several sets where the
solder pad drilling has been well off
centre — sometimes barely on the
pad at all. It pays to remove the IC
then clean up the whole area with
desoldering braid and PCB cleaner

before refitting it. Take great care to
ensure good connections to the solder pads.
The soldering in these sets leaves
a lot to be desired: there is far too
much solder on most of the connections and dry-joints abound. J.C.P.

Mitsubishi CT25A2 (Euro
12 Chassis)
The complaint was of intermittent
Nicam crackling, more when the set
had warmed up. On test it was obvious that the set was drifting off tune.
Eventually the text was corrupted as
well. This is becoming quite a common problem, the cause being bad
joints in the 1F unit, particularly
around the two ICs, the SAW filters
and the coils. When it's faulty the
unit is not always sensitive to tapping. Resoldering cured the problem. P.G.

Huanya 37C-2
This set carne from another dealer,
the complaint being no luminance.

The D7193 colour decoder chip
10501 had been replaced, also several transistore in this area. A scope
check at the base of the luminance
delay line driver transistor Q302 displayed a suitable waveform, but
voltage checks showed that the transistor was saturated — there was 9V
at its collector instead of 4.5V. This
in turn cut off the luminance emitter-follower transistor Q303.
The cause of the trouble was in
the pedestal clamp stage. Transistor
Q304 should have 10V at its emitter.
This supply comes from the subbrightness control, via D306 (type
I S2076). Only 8V was present here.
The cause of the fault was D306. It
checked OK out of circuit, but a
replacement restored the luminance
and correct voltages. P.G.

Toshiba 219T9
This set took a progessively longer
time to start up. Eventually it died
altogether — the power supply sat
there with most of its voltages pre-
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sent though it wasn't working. I've
had a few dried-up capacitor problems with this model. Replacing
C818 (22pF, 100V), C814 (100pF,
50V) and C823 (10pF, 16V) on the
primary side of the chopper power
supply usually gets things going,
and did in this case. It's also wise to
check the capacitors on the secondary side of the circuit, using a
scope, and to replace them as necessary. P.G.

Mitsubishi CT25A4STX
(Euro 12 Chassis)
There was intermittent loss of sound
and sometimes no picture. In most
cases of this sort a good tap on the
VIF module will produce results.
When the module was removed I
found that there were bad joints at
both ICs and most of the capacitors.
Resoldering all the joints and earths
cured the fault. P.G.

Sharp DV5103H
This set carne in dead with a blackened mains fuse and the surge-limiter resistor R700 (8.32) open-circuit. The short-circuit was stili present when the chopper transistor had
been removed. I subsequently found
that the transformer was the culprit,
with all the pins on the primary side
shorted together. P.G.

Daewoo T200
This set wouldn't come out of standby. You switch it to on by pressing
the programme buttons at the front.
In this case the relay clicked but not
much else happened. While preparing to take some voltage measurements I noticed that C410 (1nF,
2kV) in the line output stage was
puffing away merrily. The transistor
proved to be OK, and a new capacitor restored the set to life. B.McE.

Grundig GT1401
There was no sound or picture. The
supplies were OK except for the 5V
rail. D114's cathode connection
wasn't through the print. Soldering
it properly cured the problem.
B.McE.

Beon CTV1412R
If the sound blares intermittently,
check for dry-joints at R140. This is,
anyway, what it's marked on the
PCB — it is actually a wire link.
B.McE.

there was no green or blue. A new
chip cured the fault. B.McE.

JVC C141EK
The problem was an intermittently
bright raster with lack of height and
width. The lkSI HT preset VR901
had bad tracking. A replacement
cured the problem — the HT should
be set for 112.5V. B.McE.

Sharp DV5161H
This set wouldn't come out of standby. Checks revealed that the 12V
supply was missing. D602 (1N4936)
was open-circuit. B.McE.

Finlux 5025C26
There was either no sound via the
scart socket or low, distorted sound
would break through. The 0.6852
fusible resistor RL74 on the back
panel was open-circuit. It's in series
with the 12V supply. B.McE.

There was a greenish raster with no
video. A check on the RGB outputs
from the TA8718 timebase generator/colour decoder chip IC201
showed that the red was OK but
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Mitsubishi CT2155STX
(Euro 4Z Chassis)
There was intermittent loss of
sound. The cause was eventually
traced to the muting switch transistor Q706, a weird JA101QR — fortunately I was able to find one on a
scrap board!
Other sets fitted with this chassis
include the CT2153 and CT2553.
C.A.

Samsung C15013T (P58S
Chassis)

There was a green raster with flyback lines. I found that the green
output transistor's 22k-Q, 0.25W
load resistor R808 was open-circuit
— so there was no voltage at the collector of Q802. B.McE.

Channels could be tuned in but not
stored. This fault is usually caused
by a defective EEPROM chip, but
not this time. I found that the data
signal between the microcontroller
chip and the EEPROM was very
poor. The cause was an increase in
the value of the pull-up resistor
RR53 — the correct value is 3.314).
Does anyone know why LOPT failure is so rare with Samsung TV
sets? C.A.

Sony KM2171U (BE4A
Chassis)

B & O LS5500 (also
LX/MX/L etc)

The picture had become a wide pincushion and there was no response
to the relevant service mode commands Pincushion/width control
originates at pin 8 of IC301, where
there should be 0.6V. The voltage
had risen to 1.4V and there was no
sign of a parabolic waveform. It
seemed logical to replace the chip
(type MC44007P), which tumed out
to be the correct action. I then spent
far too long playing with the digital
picture adjustments in the service
menu, something that's stili a novelty here. C.A.

Snowy pictures, no sound and erratic
colour suggested a possible tuner

Hitachi CPT2808 (G7P Mk
Il Chassis)

Akura CX12
The on-screen display and the sound
were OK but the screen was otherwise blacked out. This can simply
mean that the contrast is at minimum and not memorised. Adjust the
contrast to a suitable level then
memorise the setting by holding
down switch S002, by the tuner, and
putting the set into standby. C.A.

Boots CTV1414R
Minoka MK1491A

channel positions. The 32V tuning
voltage via IC102 had risen to 38V.
A replacement 1PC574J chip
cleared this bizarre fault.
The set is the same as the Matsui
1450/Saisho CT147R. C.A.

Why do people buy TV sets from a
chemist? Perhaps I should open a
pharmacy in the comer of my shop!
Anyway, a channel number could
be selected and tuned in, but the set
would then memorise it on all

fault. But a high-tech investigation

with a can of freezer showed that the
severity of the symptoms was
reduced when the TDA8120 chip
IC6, which includes the 1F section,
was cooled. This chip also contains
two voltage regulators and tends to
run hot, demonstrated by the darkened board beneath it. A replacement
chip restored the top-quality B & O
performance. C.A.

Nokia 9291 Cinescreen
These large sets, which are fitted
with the Euro-digital chassis, have
an Ipsalo type power supply/line
output circuit similar to that used in
the Salora J, K, L and M chassis.
This set was dead.
I usually find that the best way to
check the power supply is to disconnect the collector of the line output
transistor then force the set into the

standby mode. Do this by switching
the set on then connecting the mains
supply. This will give yOu a due.
Check the ±15V supplies, which are
marked on the PCB. The readings
are usually around ±12V. If so, the
power supply is probably OK and

the line output stage components
should be checked, i.e. transistor
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T525, diode D523 and the associat-

ed components.
In this particular case the ±15V
supplies were OK but the Ipsalo
transformer was faulty. This may
sound odd, but with these sets standby is achieved by effectively shorting out the line output transistor.
The cost of the transformer is related
to screen size, so the repair is an
expensive one.
Incidentally a Jabco type tester
can be used to check the transformer. Check between pins 14 and
15 for the line output primary winding and pins 1 and 2 for the power
supply primary winding. C.W.
Sony KV27XRTU (SX
Chassis)
This set was dead. Checks in the
power supply showed that the 135V
HT supply was missing while all the
other outputs were low. The cause
was simply that L651 was open-circuit, but in this set it turned out to be
an N38 type ICP. C.W.
Nokia Euro Stereo
2BF110NN
If there's a screaming chopper transformer and ragged verticals from
cold, replace C787 (10pF, 50V). As
this capacitor sits right next to a
very hot running 22052 wire-wound
resistor the replacement should be
rated at 105°C.
C787 should also be replaced
when you find that the line output
transistor is faulty, as it will almost
certainly have been the root cause of
the problem — assuming that you
have already attended to the dryjoints. M.Dr.
Toshiba 2927DB
Excessive EHT was the problem
with this Dolby Pro-Logic set — the
anode cavity was sparking. The HT
was also high, at 180V instead of
125V. The cause of the trouble
turned out to be the TLP721 optocoupler IC826 in the power supply.
Why hadn't the overvoltage trip
shut the power supply down?
Because transistor Q841 (2SA1015)
in the trip circuit was leaky.
Fortunately no other damage had
been done. M.Dr.
Philips CF] Chassis
This set had a very unusual fault.
There was a three-inch band of very
faint patterning about two inches
from the left-hand side of the screen.
When the aerial was disconnected
the problem showed up as a dark
patch through the snow. As the
problem was worse at switch on, a
tin of freezer was brought into
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action. The cause of the fault was
eventually traced to C2484 (4.7g),
which is connected to the emitter of
the E-W modulator driver transistor.
Tests showed that it had fallen to a
very low value. A replacement rated
at 105°C was fitted. M.Dr.
Sharp DV3760
This set would trip back to standby
after two seconds. Various items
were disconnected from the power
supply to establish the source of the
trouble. This revealed that there was
a heavy load in the line output stage.
In fact the line output transformer
was faulty. A genuine replacement
from Willow Vale was priced at less
that £12 plus VAT, a bargain. The
cheapest genuine line output transformer we've ever bought was
obtained from Philips recently — it
cost £9.11 plus VAT. Could it be
that the major manufacturers are trying to stamp out dubious-quality
pattern parts? M.Dr.
GoldStar C1T9325
If there is sound and EHT but no
picture, and the cause of the fault is
not field collapse, connect the collector of one of the RGB output
transistors to chassis via a 101d2
resistor. If the picture returns and
remains on until the set is switched
off, replace the TDA3562A colour
decoder chip. It's on a stand-up subpanel. M.Dr.

fixed with a blob of hot glue to
steady it. This method of component
fixing often results in premature failure of the soldered joints. So look
out for this as a matter of routine.
G.C.
Goodmans 2875
This 28in. set produced no sound or
picture because the line output stage
had failed. The soldered joint at one
end of the E-W capacitor C134 had
burnt out. Although the capacitor
itself was unharmed, the 82055AF
line output transistor had been
destroyed. A replacement transistor
and repair to the PCB restored normal operation. G.C.
Panasonic TX21V1 (Alpha
2 Chassis)
The picture would disappear intermittently, leaving a blank, dark grey
raster. I found that the soldered
joints at all three pins of connector
B4 had cracked. This connector is
right at the front of the chassis,
under the CRT's rim. It's on the IF
panel, which is beside the tuner.

G.C.
Hitachi C2509 (G7PS
Chassis)
The field scanning was very non-linear: the bottom of the picture was
cramped while the top was
stretched. The cure was to replace
two electrolytic capacitors: C712
(2,200pF, 50V) which is the reser-

Salora K Chassis
If the set is dead with a faint whistle
coming from the Ipsalo transformer,
check whether D603 (type PE2D) is
short-circuit. M.Dr.
Matsui 2091
If the power supply is working but
the line output stage remains inactive, replace diode D401 (1N4007)
in the line driver stage. It provides
the start-up supply for the collector
of the line driver transistor — when
the set is up and running this stage
obtains its supply from the line output transformer. A word of warning:
D401 can become intermittent, so
it's worth fitting a replacement
whenever one of these sets comes
into the workshop.
Incidentally the set is fitted with
a GoldStar chassis. M.Dr.
Hitachi C2118, C2119
If one of these sets appears to be
completely dead apart from the
standby light showing, or fails in
this way intermittently, check the
connections to the 9V regulator
IC703. They may well be cracked,
especially if the regulator has been

voir capacitor for the 28V supply
used by the field output stage; and
C606 (680µF, 16V) which is the
field scan coupling capacitor. G.C.
Ferguson 51J7 (TX99
Chassis)
The owner of this set said that
although it had not changed the programme number to which it was set,
the station displayed changed randomly. When I checked there were
no signals at all. The tuning control

voltage was almost zero and resisted
all attempts to increase it, so attention was turned to the TACS control
panel on the left-hand side.
There was no voltage at the tuning supply stabiliser IC243 because
one of the 21d2 resistors in the feed
chain (R234 and R254-8) was opencircuit. I replaced all six of them,
using 1W types, to prevent further
failures. Care is required to prevent
the larger resistors clashing with the
plastic frame when the board is refitted. G.C.
Philips GR2.3AA Chassis
This 16:9 aspect ratio set was dead.

It didn't take me long to discover
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that the mains fuse had failed and
the BUT11AF chopper transistor
was short-circuit. As a check on the
surrounding circuitry didn't reveal
anything amiss, a new fuse and
chopper transistor were fitted. At
switch on they went the way of the
originals. The power supply control
circuitry is on a subpanel, and incorporates a CNR50 optocoupler. As
these devices have proved to be
troublesome in other Philips chassis
I replaced it, along with the fuse and
BUT11AF transistor. This time the
set worked.
The degaussing thermistor was
also replaced as it was crumbling.
It's not a standard device: one half is
used as a surge limiter, as in some
versions of the 2A chassis. S.L.

Ferguson IKC2 Chassis
This set was dead though the chopper power supply's HT output was
normal — there was 111V at the
cathode of DP50. The 7V output
was at zero however, while the other
outputs were approximately fifty per
cent low. This situation means that
there are no line pulses because the
line output stage isn't working. In
fact there was no line drive.
Further checks showed that the

safety circuit was in operation, with
transistor TVOI (BC558C) conductive for no apparent reason. When I
removed it for testing I found that
there was collector-emitter leakage.
Not much, but enough to reduce the
15V supply and shut down both the
power supply and the line drive.
This is comprehensive protection,
but it does make fault finding difficult.
When TV01 had been replaced
the set worked but there was no
colour and an ominous ticking
sound carne from the line output
transformer. The transformer had
pinholes and occasionally arced. In
view of these defects it seemed likely that the TA8659CN timebase
generator/colour decoder chip IVO1
was faulty. When this item had been
replaced and a new line output
transformer had been fitted the set
worked well. S.L.

Granada C59FZ6
These sets, which are fitted with the
Salora M chassis, always seem to
come in with the same complaint:
the S2000AF line output transistor is
either leaky or short-circuit. A
replacement will usually fail in the
same way, especially from cold.

Replace the 220pF electrolytics

C624 and C523, which are dose by,
and all should be well.
These sets also suffer very badly
from dry-joints. It's usually necessary to blanket resolder the power
supply and the line output stage.
S.L.

Osaki P146R
The customer complained about
"lines on the screen". They started at
the top left-hand comer and curved
down towards the right-hand edge of
the screen. It looked as if the flyback
was slow. The cause of the trouble
was C310 (4.7pF, 160V) which was
virtually open-circuit. S.L.

Ferguson TX100 Chassis
This set was supposed to be dead
though the HT and EHT supplies
were present. But there was no 12V
output from the MC7812CT regulator IC8. Its input is obtained from
the line output transformer via a rectifier circuit that consiste of D21
(RGP10G), surge limiter R145
(0.2252) and reservoir capacitor
C135 (4.7uF, 40V). D21 was opencircuit and R145 read 2052. I
replaced these two items and, as a
precaution, C135 and IC8. S.L.

John Edwards'
Service Notebook
Samsung C15937AN
This set was dead except for a highpitched squeal that carne from the
chopper power supply. There was no
line timebase operation because the
outputs on the secondary side of the
chopper transformer were all very
low. With the set switched off (and
unplugged) I disconnected each line
in turn and checked for a short-circuit. The reading obtained across the
32V line, which feeds the 1DA2161
audio output chip, was about la) to
chassis. When pin 7 of this chip was
unsoldered the short cleared. A new
TDA2161 IC restored the set to life.
The customer subsequently mentioned that just before the fault
occurred he had connected two external speakers to the set. I decided to
check them out and was glad I did.
One very tiny, under-rated speaker
was connected by threadbare wires
joined in several places — the leads
were just wrapped around the speaker terminals. The other speaker was
not only of different size and
impedance — it also had a ripped
cone!

Finlux 50255
This set has a built-in satellite
receiver. It suffered from intermittent loss of picture because the
tube's heaters would go out at random. As no obvious dry-joints could
be seen, I resoldered the heater supply resistors, R929 on the tube base
panel and Rz2 and Rz5 on the main
board, hard wired between them,
then resoldered the ribbon cable
connections from the main board to
the CRT base panel. There was no
further trouble after that.
I was not impressed by the fact that
the back cover provides, via two
screws, the support for the satellite
PCB. When the cover is taken off
the PCB is free to move. A vertical
plastic leg protrudes from the bottom of the satellite PCB and clips
loosely on to a metal frame attached
to the main board. But this doesn't
provide sufficient support. You have
been warned.

Akai CT2870UK
This set led me a merry dance. It
would tune in the bower channels,
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e.g. 23 and 26, but not channels 30,
33 and higher—the ones available in
my area. I suspected the ZTK33B
tuning voltage stabiliser, which
according to the manual is D7102
and is connected to pin 7 of the
tuner/IF module. I soon found that
D7102 didn't exist, and that the print
layout was slightly different from
that shown in the manual. Yes the
model number, and a few others, were
clearly printed on the front cover of
the manual, the chassis type being
shown as the Nokia Compact D-E.
While scratching my head and
preparing myself for a grand tour of
the PCBs in a search for the diode I
spotted the words "Compact D-2"
etched in small type on the vertically-mounted audio output board.
Naturally I didn't have the Compact
D-2 manual in stock, so the grand
tour began anyway.
There are so many plugs and sockets fixed to ribbon cables going here,
there and everywhere that tracing
the path from pin 7 of the tuner/IF
module became too frustrating. I
resorted to a visual check of the
boards and eventually found the
diode on the audio output board,
where I began! The circuit reference
is D901. Within minutes of fitting a
replacement I had a normally working receiver.
I realised later that the reason I had
so much difficulty fmding the diode
is that in this chassis the 33V tuning
supply is not connected to the
tuner/IF module directly. It's taken
to an interface chip which in turn
feeds the module.

cause the smoothing resistor R557
(10f2) was open-circuit. It shouldn't
have taken so long, but R557 is in
the chopper power supply, which in
this chassis supplies all the power
circuits — audio, field and line. The
line output transformer is restricted
to generating the EHT, first anode
and focus voltages, some pulses and
the CRT's heater supply. Because I
didn't have a circuit diagram I had
been searching in the line output
stage for the source of the supply for
the RGB output transistors. We live
and learn.
The second set was dead, but life
was easier now that I had a circuit
diagram. The surge limiter resistor
R502 (3.952, 6W) was open-circuit,
so it was no surprise to fmd that the
2SD1710 chopper transistor Q513
was short-circuit. While checking in
the power supply I found that Q553

(2SC536) was also short-circuit. It's
the error voltage sensing transistor
and in addition drives the PC1138
optocoupler D515. To be on the safe
side I replaced both these items.
I then powered up the set slowly,
using the variac and monitoring the
130V HT supply at the cathode of
D551. At an input of about 150V
AC the power supply sprang to life,
delivering an HT of 175V. I shut
down, to save all my hard work, and
checked around again. Q512
(2SC3807), which controls the
chopper transistor drive, was shortcircuit base-to-emitter. Although
cheap, it's a little special because of
its high base-to-emitter voltage rating, so there's no real equivalent. I
resisted the temptation to experiment with clifferent transistor types
Sanyo CI1133012 (A3-M4
and ordered the correct replacement.
Chassis)
I had three of these portables in for Next day, with the new 2SC3807 fitrepair in quick succession, each with ted, the set worked normally.
a different fault. I tackled the first
The third set was stuck in standby.
one without a circuit diagram. This time the chopper power supply
Having leamt my lesson, I obtained was working correctly, delivering
one before delving into the other 130V to the line output stage_ But
there was no line drive because the
two.
Set number one's symptom was a line driver transistor Q431 had no
very bright raster with flyback lines. 24V collector supply. This comes
The first anode control on the line from the 2SB764 pnp-type transisoutput transformer had little effect. I tor Q551, which was short-circuit
eventually traced the cause of the base-to-emitter. It acts as a switch. I
fault to loss of the 130V HT supply found that the BC640 is a suitable
to the RGB output transistors be- replacement.
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Thomson TX805 Technology
The Thomson TX805 small-screen TV chassis is used in Ferguson and
Goodmans models. J. LeJeune takes a look at the technology and circuitry
employed
The Tuner

The Thomson TX805 chassis is used in the Ferguson
Models D14R and T14R, also the Goodmans Model 1410.
It has similarities to the older, successful TX80, and follows
that design in having a 'hot' chassis and a combined line
output/chopper power supply of the Wessel type. The tuner
therefore has an isolated aerial socket.
Much of the circuitry is contained in two large ICs, the
TMP47C834-47C634 microcontroller IRO1 and the
M52038-SP (PAL) signal processor chip 11.01. The latter
incorporates the IF strip, the colour decoder and the sync
and field timebase generator sections. It provides luminance
and colour-difference outputs which are matrixed externally to produce RGB signals to drive the output stages on the
CRT base panel. There's a discrete component audio driver/output stage, while for field output an LA7830 chip
(IF01) is used. Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the chassis.

Tuner

(TH93).
The tuner uses a voltage swing of 0.5-30V to cover the
Field
output

Audio
dover/
output

IF

We'll begin with the tuner, which is a Thomson type MTPBG-2024. A block diagram is shown in Fig. 2. The original version has a VHF section, which is omitted for UK
sets. There are four stages, starting with a BF998 MOSFET
RF amplifier. The input to this is fairly broadband: there's
bandpass tuning in its output circuit, using varicap diodes.
The following mixer stage is based on an earthed-base
transistor, with the local oscillator and UtiF input signals
both being applied to its emitter circuit. Earthed-base operation is also used in the local oscillator stage, with feedback
from a capacitive tap across the oscillator coil. The mixer
transistor's collector feeds a bottom-coupled bandpass filter. This is followed by an emitter-follower buffer stage
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Fig. 1: Block
diagram of the
Thomson
TX805 chassis.
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range 470-860MHz. It's a variant of the tuner used in the
Thomson IKC2 chassis.

HF
put

BP
fitter

MOSFET
RF amo

BP
tuning

IF
BP
fitter

Mixer

Buffer
stage

IF
to T102

The IF Strip
t.

The tuner's IF output is fed to a SAWF driver transistor,
TI02 (BF959), which uses selective feedback in its emitter
circuit to provide frequency compensation. The SAWF,
QI01, provides a balanced output which is fed to pins 8 and
9 of the signal processing chip IL01, see Fig. 3.
Within the IC a differential amplifier converts the signal to
the normal unbalanced state. This is followed by a gaincontrolled (AGC) amplifier then a linear amplifier, after
which the signal is at a suitable level for application to the

Osc

AGC

0.5-30V
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D

Fig. 2: Block diagram of the tuner.
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Fig. 3: Block diagram of the IF section of the signal processor chip IL01.

synchronous demodulator. Demodulation of this type is
basically a switching process: the signal is sampled at the IF
carrier peaks to extract the video information. The demodulator therefore requires a second, switching input. For this
purpose the IF carrier drives a `tank' coil, L103, which produces a pure sinewave at the carrier frequency. L103 should
normally be left well alone: if adjustment is needed, it
should be done using a good oscilloscope to observe the
sharpness of the video transients at pin 51 of IL01.
The IC produces, at pin 52, a negative-going AGC voltage
for the MOSFET RF amplifier transistor in the tuner. This
is effective up to high-level inputs. The interna! AGC system is of the forward type and can be monitored at pin 5
which is connected to the filter capacitor C107.
The demodulated output at pin 51 of 1L01 is filtered by
LV01. It also contains the 6MHz FM sound signal. The latter is fed via CI18 to the 6MHz ceramic filter Q102, reentering the chip at pin 48.

Luminance Signal Processing
The video component of the signal is fed via filter
to TV04 which
QV01/LV02 (to remove the 6MHz
drives the comb filter VV01. This separates the luminance
and chrominance components of the video signal, providing
separate feeds to pins 38 (chroma) and 41 (luminance) of
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IL01. VV01 also provides the luminance signal delay
required.
The first process when the luminance signal re-enters
IL01 is sharpness control. For this purpose an HF filter
(CV36 and RV41) provides a second input at pin 40. The
arrangement is shown in Fig. 4. It involves three voltagecontrolled amplifiers. Amplifier A receives the full bandwidth luminance signal, amplifier B a signal with reduced
HF content and amplifier C the HF input at pin 40. This pin
also receives the DC sharpness control voltage, which is
obtained from pin 6 of the microcontroller chip IR01. The
outputs from the three amplifiers are added then fed to the
following contrast control stage. The gain-control characteristics of the three amplifiers are tailored to provide a
smooth transition from a 'soft' picture to a sharp, somewhat
overshot one, over the range of the electronic sharpness
control.
Sharpness control is followed by contrast control then
brightness control. A simple video amplifier, whose gain is
controlled by the DC voltage applied to pin 36 of IL01 is

used for contrast control. Brightness is controlled by adjusting the clamp potential on which the video signal sits — the
clamp reservoir capacitor is connected to pin 39, while the
DC brightness control voltage is applied to pin 38. Note that
pins 36 and 38 both serve two putposes: pin 36 is also used
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1L01 also incorporates the PAL colour decoder, which
operates in the conventional manner. The chroma input is at
pin 38. Pin 34 provides an output to the chroma delay line
circuit which in tum provides R — Y and B — Y inputs at pins
27 and 28 respectively. The 4.433MHz crystal is connected
to pin 32.
The only slightly unusual thing here is the origin of the
pulses for the ident switch. They are obtained from the
heater winding on the line output transformer and fed via
CP61 (lpF) and RP46 (39k52) to pin 26, where they are fed
to a flip-flop circuit.

More IL01 Functions
IL01 also contains the 6MHz FM sound detector, volume
control and audio preamplifiers stages, with output at pin 4,
and the sync and field timebase generator system, see Fig.
5.
The heart of the sync and field timebase generator section
is a voltage-controlled 500kHz crystal oscillator — the crystal is connected to pin 14. Division by 16 then 2 provides
line-frequency (15.625kHz) pulses at pin 20. We will see
how these are used when we come to the Wessel circuitry.
The sync separator receives a video input from the collector
of TV04 at pin 44. It provides a sync pulse output to the
field sync integrator at pin 43 and in addition feeds pulses
to the comparator stage. This also receives the line-frequency pulses, generating an output to control the VCO. In the
absence of a video input at pin 44 the receiver will free-run
at frequencies very dose to normal. The sync output at pin
43 is also fed to pin 36 of the microcontroller chip to control the OSD.
The integrated field sync pulses return to 1L01 at pin 45,
where they are applied to a trigger circuit which resets a
divide-by-625 counter. This in tum restarts a ramp generator connected to pin 16. CF08 is charged via JP41 from an
intemal current source to produce the ramp. Linearity feedback from the field output stage is applied to the junction of
CF08 and JP41. The linear ramp is fed to a driver stage
which also receives feedback for height control at pin 17.
The field drive output appears at pin 18.

The Field Output Stage
47n
18k= CF02
1%< 22
Height
6k8

47 T

90

Fig. 6: The field output stage.
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for the burst filter while pin 38 is also the chroma input pin.
The IC's 'official' brightness control pin is pin 42: beam
current limiting is applied here, also to the contrast control
pin.
The luminance signal is finally fed via an open-emitter
buffer stage to output pin 22 — by open-emitter we mean
that the emitter load resistor is an external component,
RV25. There is also a further, extemal emitter-follower
buffer transistor here, TV05, which provides current amplification and impedance matching to the RGB matrixing
stages. On-screen display (OSD) blanking is also applied to
the base of TV05, to insert a rectangular black box for the
graphics. The OSD blanking originates at pin 25 of the
microcontroller chip, and is shaped by the circuitry around
TRO2 and TR13 to enhance the edge sharpness.

PF01
220
220

RFO1
2.7

An LA7830 chip is used in the field output stage. As usual
with such devices, it contains a drive amplifier, an output
stage and a flyback boost circuit — see Fig. 6. A 22V supply
that's derived from the line output transformer is fed to pin
6. This is inadequate to produce the flyback, hence the boost
circuit which operates as follows, see Fig. 7.
A pulse drive is applied to the bases of transistors Qf and
Qs. During the scan period Qs is held conductive and boost
capacitor C charges via D from the 22V rail. During the flyback period Qf is switched on and Qs switches off. The 22V
supply thus appears at the negative plate of capacitor C,
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which retains its 22V charge, and diode D switches off. The
supply to the output stage is now approximately 44V — the
22V supply plus the charge across C. In the TX805 circuit
C is CF09 (100pF) and has a 68052 resistor in series (JP20)
to provide current limiting.
DC can be fed to the scan coils to provide shift adjustment.
A three-position switch gives either no shift, slightly
upwards or slightly downwards shift selection.
Protection for the field scan coils is provided by transistor
TF01. Should the field scan coupling capacitor CF01 go
short-circuit, a negative voltage will be developed across
RF01. This will forward bias TFO1, applying the negative
voltage to the protection (PROT') line. This line is connected to the base of TR07, whose role is described below.

c

D
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Fietd
drive

Scan
circuit

Ou put

Driver
stage

Fig. 7:
Operation of
the field flyback boost
circuit.

stage

Qf

Signal Output Stages

5

The RGB and audio output stages are quite conventional.
Colour-difference signal and luminance signal matrixing is
carried out by the BC546A transistors TV101/2/3 on the
main panel: they receive colour-difference signals at their
bases and the luminance signal at their emitters, where the
RGB OSD signals are also applied. TV101/2/3 drive the
emitters of the BF422 RGB output transistors on the tube
base panel.

The complementary-symmetry audio output stage (a pair
of pnp/npn transistors, TA03/4) delivers 1.5W to the 1651
speaker. TA05 is connected between the bases of the audio
output pair to stabilise their operating points. Bootstrap
feedback is applied to the driver transistor's load circuit.

RR91
47
leAs

5V

C/R01

The Microcontroller Chip
The dedicated microcontroller chip IR01 fulfils several
functions: it decodes the infra-red remote control commands and the front panel key operations; it supplies onscreen graphics to accompany operation of the receiver controls; it provides pulse-width modulated outputs for brightness, sharpness, colour and contrast control; it provides
audio muting; and it carries out channel selection using a
phase-locked loop for tuning.
Fig. 8 shows the system control circuitry associated with
IR01. When the set is switched on at the mains, LED DKO1
lights and the `LED2' supply (at the earthy side of DK01)
appears at the collector of TR08, whose base is forward
biased by RR50 and DR05. TRO8's emitter then provides
an output voltage for the microcontroller's power supply
pin 42, via DROI, and 'the IR receiver's power supply pin,
via RR91. This is the standby state, with IR01 's on/standby
pin 20 at 5V.
When an on command is received, the voltage at pin 20 of
IRO1 falls to zero. This controlls the emitter of transistor
TP12 in the power supply. It switches on, in turn switching
TP11 on. The chopper/line output circuit then starts up. This
circuitry will be shown in Part 2 next month.
When the mains supply is disconnected, there is no
longer a voltage feed to the collector of TR08. TR08, zener
diode DRO4 and TRO7 switch off, while TRO6 switches on
(CR20 is still charged). As a result, the 'start' line goes low.
CR14 discharges, switching TR12 off momentarily.
IROl's reset pin 33 goes high for lmsec, allowing it to store
the user settings before the 5V supply decays.
TRO7 is normally on, being forward biased via DRO4 and
RR48. Thus TRO6 is held cut off. As a result IRO1 's hold
pin 34 and the start line, which is connected to the base of
TP12 in the power supply, are in the high state. TRO7's base
is also connected to the PROT' line. When this goes low,
TRO7 switches off and TRO6 switches on. The start line goes
low, switching off TP12 with the result that the receiver
shuts down.
The PROT' line is linked to TFO1 (see above) and the
excess-current detection circuit in the power supply. It goes
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Fig. 8: System control circuitry associated with the microcontroller
chip IR01.

negative when a fault is detected, overriding the bias via

DR04. Thus TRO7 switches off and TRO6 switches on, with
the results described above.
There's no mains switch at the front of the receiver, but a
substantial rocker-type switch is fitted at the rear for mains
switch-off if required.

Next Month
The main section of the receiver not so far touched on is the
combined power supply/line timebase circuit. We will be
dealing with it in the concluding instalment next month.
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TV
Fault Finding
Reports from
Philip Blundell, AMIEEIE
Michael J. Cousins
Keith F. Brown
Michael Dranfield
Graham Colebourn
David Smith
Glyn Dickinson
Chris Watton
Nick Beer and
Roger F. White
Thorn C15012R (Samsung
P68SC Chassis)
This set produced a picture with
weak red content. When I checked
the voltages at the collectors of the
RGB output transistors I found that
the red output transistor's voltage
was at a higher level than that in
the green and blue output stages.
Checks on the colour-drive signals
from the mother board, at plug
CN901, showed that the DC bias in
the red channel was low. I traced
back through the circuit and found
that the red drive was being dragged down by diode RD09, which
adds the on-screen display to the
drive from the colour decoder. This
1N4148 diode was leaky. For green
channel problems check RD10, for
blue channel problems RD11.
Incidentally the spares address
for Thorn brand TV sets is Thorn
UK Ltd., Glaisdale Drive,
Bilborough, Notts NG8 4LA
(01159 290 434). Trade only. P.B.

Mitsubishi CT2555STX
(Euro 4Z Chassis)
Teletext was OK but the vision signal produced a weak, smeary picture. I connected a staircase test
pattern and traced the path of the
signal from the IF module along to
PCB VC/RGB-CTI, where the
video signal became low around the
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Y amplifier Q253. The 12V supply
to this transistor was missing
because of a break in the print at
the very top edge of the PCB,
where the plastic retaining bracket
is connected. P.B.

GoldStar CIT9902F
(PC04A Chassis)
This set wouldn't come out of
standby. When checks were carried
out around the microcontroller chip
IC701 I soon discovered that crystal X701 (10MHz) wasn't oscillating. A replacement crystal was
required. P.B.

Ferguson ICC9 Chassis
This monster (Model D78N) had no
green. As I didn't fancy hauling it
back to the workshop it had to be
fixed on site. A tube analyser
cleared the CRT, and the
TEA5101A RGB output chip IB01
was OK. Tracing the signal path
back brought me to the STV2160
multifunction chip IVO 1. This
seemed to be the most likely suspect, especially as there have been
reported cases of failure because of
CRT flashovers (there's a modification for this — remove jumper link
JV56 and fit a surface-mounted
4.7142 resistor in its place). Needless to say a replacement chip
didn't cure the fault.
Only one area remained: the
buffer amplifier transistors, the relevant one being TV76 (BC858B).
This surface-mounted pnp transistor
had been cold checked and found to
be OK, but a replacement restored
the tube's green drive. If only I had
a nice, compact scope or a few
more muscles! M.J.C.

Sharp DV5935 (BCTV-A
Chassis)
When cold checks were carried out
on this dead set I found that the
2SD1546 chopper transistor Q705
and the MC44602 control chip

IC700 were short-circuit. In addition the 1001JF chopper drive coupling capacitor C712 was low in
value. On the secondary side of the
circuit rectifier diode D708 and its
feed resistor (not shown in the circuit diagram) were badly burnt.
These items were replaced and the
set was then powered. It produced
outputs on the secondary side of the
power supply except for D708,
which supplies a 12V regulator
transistor and an 8V regulator IC.
In view of the previously distressed
state of D708 I thought that the
cause of the problem was heavy
loading, but eventually found that
the chopper transformer T700 was
damaged. A new transformer
restored the 12V and 8V supplies
and the set sprang to life. M.J.C.

Mitsubishi CT2553STX
(Euro 4Z Chassis)
The reported fault was no signals —
scart operation was OK. An attempt
to retune the set showed that while
channels could be found they
couldn't be stored. The EPROM
chip IC702 was suspected, but
checks showed that its —31V supply
at pin 2 was missing. This is
derived from transformer T951, via
rectifier D955. The cause of the
problem was an open-circuit secondary winding on T951. A
replacement transformer restored
IC702's —31V supply and hence the
picture and sound. M.J.C.

Goodmans 1450T (Onwa
Chassis)
This set was dead apart from the
fact that the standby light was on,
there was a click from the relay and
the power supply was producing a
115V HT output. No visible damage could be seen. The cause of the
problem was loss of the supply to
pin 42 if the multifunction chip
IC301 because R323 (6.81(52, 5W)
was open-circuit. A replacement
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restored the picture and sound. If
this doesn't cure the fault check
C909 and C911 (both 47pF, 50V),
the 12V, 1W zener diode ZD402
and IC301 (AN5601K). K.F.B.
Tatung 190 Chassis
There was sound but no picture no EHT in fact. The cause of the
problem was that R413 (1852, metal
film) in the supply to the line driver
transistor was open-circuit. No reason for its failure could be found.
M.Dr.
Hitachi CPT2174 (G6P
Chassis)
This set was brought in because it
made a whistling noise. We suspected a noisy inductor. Not this
time however: the whistling
occurred only with scene changes
and bright pictures. The culprit
turned out to be the HT smoothing
capacitor C909 (220pF, 160V)
which had fallen to a very low
value. M.Dr.
Sony AE2 Chassis
This set tripped back to standby
after two seconds. The manual says
a two-second trip means that
there's a field fault. When the set
was switched on and off in quick
succession there was only half a
field scan — the top half. The
TDA8179S field output chip in this
chassis requires + and —15V supplies. The latter was missing
because safety resistor R854
(0.4752) was open-circuit. But the
replacement failed at switch on: a
new field output chip was required.
For good measure we also replaced
the flyback boost capacitor C1505
(220pF, 50V). M.Dr.
Hitachi G8Q Chassis
If the power supply is tripping and
you can't find any shorts on the
secondary side of the circuit, try
replacing C908 (220pF) on the primary side. In one case we had in
recently this capacitor had fallen in
value to 150pF. A replacement
rated at 105°C cured the problem.
M.Dr.
Bush 1500
Another dealer had attempted to
repair this set. In the process he'd
removed two transistors which he
had not replaced. With the help of a
similar, scrap chassis we decided
that a 2SC1815 would be suitable
in positions Q104 and Q611. After
fitting a couple of these transistors
the set carne on but was off tune. In
addition the automatic station
search didn't stop when a station
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was found. After spending a lot of
time on the problem we found that
replacing the vision detector coil
T101 cured the fault. M.Dr.
Philips CF1 Chassis
For loss of field sync, replace
C2377 (10pF, 63V). This will cure
the problem, but for good measure
C2368 and C2369 should also be
replaced. They are both 4.7pF,
63V. M.Dr.
Hitachi CPT2476 (G6P
Chassis)
If the set comes on with a bright
white screen, there is only 20V at
the tube's. cathodes, and the set
switches to standby after two seconds, replace the 12V zener diode
ZD301 which is on the main panel.
It's in series with all three RGB
output transistors. M.Dr.
Ferguson ICC5/IMC
Chassis
There was a very odd problem with
one of these sets: no sound, no picture, and a raster when one of the
tube's cathodes was earthed via a
101d2 resistor. This proved that the
cause of the 'problem was not field
collapse. When we advanced the
setting of the first anode control we
got a blank, unmodulated raster
with flyback lines.
We thought that the set might be
stuck in the AV mode. When a VCR
was connected to the scart socket we
got good sound but still no picture.
A lot of time was spent carrying out
various checks before we noticed
that the power supply's 8V output
was low at 5.4V. The culprit was
CP37 (4,700pF, 25V, 105°C) which
was open-circuit. M.Dr.
Sony KVM2170/2171
Although these sets are stili quite
new we have had a couple of them
suddenly go completely dead. The
chopper power supply was working, but one of its outputs was
missing. There should be 135V at
the cathode of D606, 20V at the
cathode of D607 and 8.5V at the
cathode of D608. In both cases the
8.5V supply was missing because
ICP PS603 was open-circuit. It's
rated at lA (N25 type). The current
through the replacement was
between 0.4-0.5A, so all was considered to be OK. Neither set has
bounced — the repairs were carried
out several months ago. G.C.
Matsui 1496R
This set was dead with no power
supply operation. There should be a
119V HT output at C119, which is

handy to remember! We found that
R108 (2201d2) was open-circuit: as
a result there was no 5V bias at pin
3 of the TDA4605 chopper control
chip IC104. R109 (330k-Q) was
also going high in value, so this
was replaced as well. As the set is
still a youngster we uprated both
resistors to 1W. G.C.
Sanyo CBP2576/2876
(EDO Chassis)
This set had given up, with a pungent smell of burnt plastic that lingered for days! A hole had been
burnt in the PCB at the line scan
end of connector K-FF. After the
usual clean up and rewiring exercise the set carne back to life, but
there was no EW correction
because ICP R756 (N20) was opencircuit.
Finally there was no sound. We
got it back by carrying out the
"start NVM" procedure described
on page 13 of the service manual:
this restores the basic digital set-up
of the chassis. Very little further
adjustment of the digital settings
was required to obtain correct picture geometry. G.C.
Hitachi CPT1558/Luxor
18036549
These 15in. Swedish sets are ideal
for kitchen use, having a sealed
membrane keypad. When a Luxor
example came in with a severely
mangled keypad we discovered that
it's no longer available as a spare
part. A repair was possible however, using a keypad from a scrap
Hitachi version of the set: it's
marked differently but works in the
same way.
Our troubles were not over yet,
as keyboard operation was intermittent. We eventually traced the
cause of this to a cracked joint in a
very unexpected piace, at one end
of RD54, an 82052 resistor which is
between the base and emitter of
TD12 near the keypad ribbon-cable
connector. We then knew why the
original keypad had been clawed to
death!
If you have trouble with the
microcontroller or ROM chip (IDO1
and ID02) in these sets, get in
touch with Chas Hyde (01759 303
068). There were several versions
and sources of these chips, and they
are not all compatible. G.C.
Toshiba 150R6B
This set had been given a new
LOPT, a set-up, a soak test and a
clean bili of health. The owner
brought it back next day with the
classic condemnation "it's gone
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again — it lasted only fifteen seconds".
This time there was no 5V output at pin 9 of the power supply
board output connector. RS05, a
1552,, 0.5W fusible resistor, was
bumt and open-circuit. It feeds a
5V regulator, QS02. We fitted a
new resistor and connected a voltmeter across it to monitor the current. The reading was 0.5V running, as stated in the service manual, and 0.33V in standby. The set
ran happily all day and the next. No
connection between the two failures
could be discerned. G.C.

Philips CP110 Chassis
This set was dead except for the
display of "Fl". A voice in my
mind kept blaming the microcontroller chip, as it was the origina!
one with no metal shield, but voltage checks showed that it was OK.
The 1.6A Wickman fuse F1653
was open-circuit, no doubt because
of excess voltage, the overvoltage
protection board seeing it off.
When the fuse and the CNX62A
optocoupler had been replaced the
set behaved impeccably during a
lengthy test run. D.S.

Philips 2A Chassis
After repairing a straightforward
field fault I noticed a message
which said that the set was reluctant to come out of standby when
the remote control unit was used.
This was true, with the set tripping
instead of coming on. The set could
be heard `plopping' in standby. I
traced the cause of this fault to
C2681 (6.8pF, 63V) in the optocoupler circuit. G.D.

Bush 1500
This set was stuck on one channel
with no response from the front
controls. The usual cause is a faulty
pushbutton, but not this time. There
was a due: standby couldn't be
selected because a leak across the
auxiliary contacts of the mains
switch locked up the microcontroller chip. The cause was some
nasty black glue that was used to
anchor the wires. Removing this
cured the fault. G.D.

ITT Monoprint B Chassis

Ferguson ICC5 Chassis

This set was in the standby mode
with the CRT's heaters lit. I found
that C722 (470pF, 16V), the reservoir capacitor for the 8V supply,
had gone low in value. D.S.

EW bowing was the not unusual
fault with one of these sets (Model
59P7). After resoldering the obvious dry-joints the fault was still present with the usual suspects blameless. The width and pincushion controls worked, but not enough, while
the trapezium control was inoperative. This was the due. It receives
its supply from the 23V line via a
resistor and a 6.8V zener diode,
DG10. This was leaky. G.D.

Philips G90AE Chassis
There was no focusing at all. When
the top of the tube base was
unclipped the reason was immediately obvious. The entire focus connector and its spark gap were covered with verdigris. A new tube
base cured the fault. D.S.

Ferguson TX805 Chassis
This set (Model D14R) didn't do
anything. When checks were carried out in the power supply we
found that RP41 and RP42 had
both gone high in value. The correct value is 68ka D.S.

Philips CF1 Chassis
This set was tripping. After checking for obvious shorts I decided to
disconnect the crowbar thyristor
and power the set via a variac. It
worked perfectly, with the HT correct at 95V. To save time (!) I
replaced the three series-connected
zener diodes and the thyristor, but
the set still tripped. I then replaced
the only other two components in
the trip circuit, a resistor and a
capacitor. It still tripped. Time for
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some theory. The zener diodes
were being switched on not by the
DC voltage but by ripple, because
the 47pF HT reservoir capacitor
C2322 was open-circuit. G.D.

Salora J Chassis
A fault we are now getting quite
often with these sets is variation in
raster size and focusing with picture content. The culprit is the EHT
tripler. Unfortunately this is rarely
mentioned when the set is brought
in because of another fault. It can
wreak havoc with your estimates,
especially as "the set never did that
before you fixed it"! G.D.

Matsui 209T
This set was dead because C613
(4.7nF, 1kV) had failed, which is
not unusual. It's in the HT rectifier
circuit. If you don't have a handset,
you can't switch the set on from the
front as it comes on in standby —
which is a good way of selling
handsets! To get the set out of
standby, short out 'switch' SW414
(not fitted) at the front of the PCB

momentarily. The set will then
spring to life! G.D.

Sony KV2762
Tuning voltage instability was the
problem with this set. Colour
would sometimes be lost, but only
in certain areas of the picture. At
other times the sound would be
lost, with the picture fluttering. My
first check was at the 33V tuning
voltage stabiliser D005, where only
30V was present, but a replacement
didn't improve matters. The feed
comes from the 40V supply, which
I found to be low at only about
33V. So not enough current was
flowing to operate the regulator.
This 40V supply is derived from
the chopper transformer, via R651
(1.211) and D652. R651 had risen
in value to nearly 7052. C.W.

Finlux 1000 Series
This was the later version with CTI
(colour transient improvement).
When these sets are first switched on
the screen should remain blank until
the TDA3505 video processing chip
has checked the grey-scale levels.
This set carne on with a red raster,
then green followed by blue. The
cause was Cb38 (10pF, 63V). C.W.

Philips CP90 Chassis
The power supply was OK but
there was no line drive. A check on
the 19V supply produced a reading
of only a couple of volts. The
330pF, 35V reservoir capacitor
C2691 was the duffer here. C.W.

Hitachi CPT2178 (G6P
Chassis)
Loss of sync was the trouble with
this teletext set, the cause being on
the text PCB. When the video signal
arrives at this panel it goes to
IC2101 and, via Q2104, to pin 3 of
the CD4016 chip IC2108. This acts
as a sync separator, but there was no
output at pins 1 and 4 which are
connected together. After making
various checks I found that the 5V
supply was low at only 2.5V,
because the HA17085 regulator
IC2110 was faulty. This supply is
used by the logic system. Because it
was low, the control applied to pins
12/13 of IC2108 was affected. C.W.

Bush 1418
If one of these sets is dead with no
standby light and 320V is present
across the main reservoir capacitor,
check R913. This 3301d2 resistor
can go open-circuit. C.W.

Salora J Chassis
No picture was the complaint with
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this set. A scope check on the sandcastle pulse input at pin 7 of the
TDA3562A colour decoder chip
ICB200 showed that the field component was missing. The field timebase was working all right, the field
flyback blanking pulse being lost at
the junction of RB424/5 because
TB209 (BC237) was short-circuit.
N.B.

Toshiba C2225B
The owner insisted on having this
set repaired despite its tired tube.
There was an arc on sound and
vision from cold, but you couldn't
instigate it by physical means. It
could be heard anywhere around
the power supply and line output
sections of the chassis. I eventually
discovered that the earthing screw
from the core of the LOPT to the
PCB was corroded. Replacing the
screw and retinning the land cured
the fault. N.B.

the 12V regulator IC851, which
had no input because rectifier diode
D855 was open-circuit. N.B.

Solara J Chassis
It's been a long time since we had a
new fault with one of these sets.
The field scan flickered and rolled
intermittently. No amount of fiddling in the field timebase affected
the scanning, but twisting the chassis dìd. The cause of the trouble
turned out to be a dry joint at the
odd pin of the Ipsalo transformer —
the one in the centre of the diodesplit type (so the fault would not be
possible with the tripler version of
the chassis). N.B.

Sony KVM1421 (BE2A
Chassis)
There were jagged verticals when
the set had warmed up. The cause
of the fault was C814 (4.711F) in
the pincushion correction circuit.
R.F.W.

Panasonic Alpha 1W
Chassis

Ferguson ICC7 Chassis

This set was dead. Some quick
voltage checks showed that the 12V
line oscillator supply at pin 7 of
IC101 was missing. It comes from

One of these sets had a strange
sound fault. To start with the sound
was normal, but after a while the
volume and mute controls stopped

working — the on-screen graphics
were still present. If the set was
then put into standby and brought
back on there was no sound. I suspected bad joints on the Nicam
board and carried out a close examination, resoldering any joints that
looked dodgy. To my great relief
this cured the fault. R.F.W.

Sanyo CTP6144
A very intermittent hum bar was
present only when an aerial was
connected. If I touched the aerial
socket and an earth at the same
time the set would go to standby.
The cause of the fault was the optocoupler D331. R.F.W.

Matsui 1492
This set had a peculiar fault after
putting right the usual results of
failure of C909 and C910 in the
power supply (the line output transistor, the 12V zener diode and the
field output chip all had to be
replaced). When the set was put
into the standby mode the sound
and picture went but a dark monochrome picture then appeared, with
no sound. The cause was Q907
which was short-circuit. R.F.W.

Thomson TX805 Technology
In this concluding instalment J. LeJeune describes the combined chopper/line output stage, which is known as the Wessel circuit, also the
drive and protection arrangements

L

ast month we covered most of the circuitry used in
the Thomson TX805 small-screen TV chassis. We
left for separate consideration this month the combined chopper/line output stage, which uses an arrangement called the Wessel circuit.
It's not the first time that this circuit has appeared in
TV sets in the UK. The TX80E chassis, predecessor to
the TX805, used it. Older readers will recali the
Ferguson 9000 series chassis, which was introduced in
1975. It used the same basic circuit, which Ferguson refered to at the time as the Syclops (synchronous chopper
and line output stage) circuit. Shortly after that, in 1978,
Rank Radio International imported a small-screen Saba
chassis that featured the circuit. This chassis was used in
the Bush BC6004 and one or two other RRI models.
The basic idea is to use a single switching transistor, in
the TX805 an S2000AF, as both the chopper and line
output transistor, with separate chopper and line output
transformers in its collector circuit. An isolating diode
separates the driven end of the two transformers' primary windings. There are advantages to operating the
chopper circuit at the line frequency, including the fact
that a single drive system is required.
The chopper transformer is used solely to generate the
HT supply for the line output side of the circuit. With
the exception of the supplies required for standby operation, all the other supplies are derived from the line
output transformer.

Basic Circuit
Fig. 1 shows the basic elements of the Wessel circuit
with component reference numbers that relate to the
TX805 chassis. TP10 is the single chopper/line output
320V0

Fig. l: Basic
elements of
the Wessel
circuit as
used in the
TX805 chassis.
r've
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transistor and LP03 the chopper transformer. This transformer's primary winding is fed with some 320V which
is produced by the mains bridge rectifier circuit.
TP10 is switched on about half way through the line
scan. Current then flows through the chopper transformer's primary winding and also, via the isolating
diode DP10, the line output transformer's primary
winding (LP04). When TP10 is switched off, rectifier
diode DP11 switches on, charging CP17 to produce an
HT supply of some 103V to power the line output circuit.
When TP10 is switched off DP10 also switches off.
The line output side of the circuit then operates in the
conventional manner to produce the flyback followed
by the first half of the line scan. To recap on this, tuning
capacitors CP18/CP19 produce, with LP04, a positive
half-cycle of oscillation during which the scanning
beam is returned to the left-hand side of the screen.
When the oscillation tries to swing negatively, the efficiency diode DP13 conducts and the first half or so of
the forward scan is produced. TP10 is then switched on
to complete the forward scan and drive the chopper
transformer.
The squarewave drive at the base of TP10 is timed to
meet the requirements of the chopper action and the line
output stage operation.

Drive Circuitry
Fig. 2 shows the mains rectifier, standby switching and
Wessel drive circuitry. Bridge rectifier DP26-29 produces some 320V across its reservoir capacitor CP31.
This is the feed to the primary winding (pin 12) of the
chopper transformer. In addition, RP44/42/41/DP02
bias the base of the 12V regulator transistor TP15,
which supplies the standby switching transistors
TP11/12 and also, via LED DK01, the microcontroller
circuitry (see Fig. 8 last month). When TP12 is switched
on by the microcontroller circuit — its emitter is controlled by pin pin 20 of IROI while its base is connected
to the `start' line — TPI 1 in turn switches on and the
Wessell drive circuit comes into operation.
For regulation, we need a variable mark-space ratio
pulse waveform to drive the base of the chopper/line
output transistor TP10. The origin of this is the charging
circuit RP12/CP03 — both are close-tolerance components. CP03 is charged via RP12 from the voltage at the
junction of RP12/RP03. This voltage is controlled by
the conduction of the error sensing transistor TP03,
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Fig. 2: The mains bridge rectifier, standby switching and Wessel drive circuitry. TP15 is type BUT11AX or ON4843, part no.
16004610. RPO7 is 6.8kS2 in 14in. sets, 6.19Icu in 20in. sets.

whose emitter voltage is stabilised by the 2% tolerance
zener diode DP06 while its base is fed via a potential
divider network that's connected across the line output
stage's 103V supply (see Fig. 1). Should the latter vary,
the voltage at the junction of RP03/RP12 will vary,
altering CP03' s charging time. PPO1 enables the HT and
the voltages derived from the line output transformer to
be set up.
CP03 is discharged at line frequency intervals by
TP02/11301. When the amplitude of the voltage developed across CP03 as it charges, and thus the voltage at
the emitter of TP02, exceeds the voltage at the base of
this transistor it will switch on. TP01 in turn switches
on, and CP03 is discharged. These transistors then
switch off, since TP02 is once more reverse biased. The
free-running frequency is slightly lower than the line
frequency. So positive-going line sync pulses from pin
20 of IL01 (see last month) are fed to the base of TP01
to switch the discharge transistors on.
The net result of all this is a sawtooth waveform,
whose rise time is controlled by TP03, at the base of
TP04. The output from this buffer transistor is AC coupled (to provide a DC block) to the base of TP05, with
DC restoration by DP37. RP14/15 attenuate the sawtooth waveform. TP05 acts as a pulse-width modulator
— Fig. 3 illustrates its action. It switches on when the
sawtooth voltage waveform at its base rises to 0.7V.
TP06, which had previously been forward biased via
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Fig. 3: How the pulse-width modulator transistor TPO5 generates a
variable mark-space ratio pulse waveform at its collector. The ratio
depends on the amplitude of the sawtooth waveform applied to its
base.

RP16, then switches off. TP09 in the line driver circuit
is now forward biased via RP76, while TP13 is reverse
biased. TP10 is then switched on.
When TP05 switches off, TP06 switches on, TP09
switches off, TP13 switches on and TP10 switches off.
TP1O's base drive network is interesting. When TP09 is
on and TP13 off (TP10 is then forward biased and thus
on), CP08 is charged to a maximum of 2.7V (set by
zener diode DP21). When TP09 is switched off and
TP13 switches on, CP08's positive plate is effectively
earthed. The base of TP10 is thus driven negatively as
CP08 discharges. This ensures a rapid turn off for TP10.
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is to provide current limiting so that LP03 doesn't saturate, with loss of regulation. There is also a link to the
PROT' line, via RP91 and DP96.
The line output transformer's heater winding is also
connected to DX03, see Fig. 5, which develops a positive voltage across CX02. This is monitored by the 2%,
10V zener diode DX02. Should the outputs from the line
output transformer rise because of failure of circuit regulation, DX02 will conduct applying a positive voltage
to the base of TRO6 (Fig. 8 again, last month). The start
line then goes low, switching TP12 (Fig. 2) off, and the

** 470n

104011

Fault Finding
The chassis suffers from a common fault that results in
a virtually dead set. One or more of the resistors
(RP44/42/41) that bias the base of transistor TP15 goes
open-circuit. The usual culprit is RP41. There is never
any other reason for the failure of these resistors. You
won't find any signs of overheating or any other indication of trouble. It could be that the resistors are damaged
by leadout wire preforming prior to insertion in the
PCB. A replacement resistor should be all that's
required to restore normal operation.
Reliability is otherwise good. There are one or two
other points worth noting however, as follows.
The front LED, DK01, can develop a high-resistance
state. There is then a reduced voltage feed to the 5V regulator TR08. If this can't switch on, there is no supply
to the microcontroller circuitry so the set will again produce the no results symptom. As a quick check, short
across DK01. This can be a tricky fault to diagnose if
you are not familiar with the chassis.
For intermittent colour dropout, replace the 4.43MHz
crystal QC01.
Finally there are several BA157 rectifier diodes in the
power supply circuits. This device tends to be unreliable
and is a prime suspect in the event of a fault condition.
My thanks to Mark Paul for these fault notes.

Fig. 4: The chopper/line output stage circuitry. RP32 is a jumper lead
in 14in. sets, 1 id2 in 20in. sets. RP92 is 0-6852 in 14in. sets, 0-5652 in
20in. sets.
Fig. 5: The
excess voltage
protection circuit. RX03 is
9-091a2 in
20in. sets.
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Wessel Circuit
Fig. 4 shows TP10 and the circuitry it drives. We have
already described the circuit action (in connection with
Fig. 1). Note however that while the efficiency diode
DP13 is conductive during the initial part of the forward
scan DP10 is held non-conductive. Thus TP10 can be
turned on early in the cycle for the sole purpose of energising the chopper transformer LP03. Once DP13
switches off, TP10 can also drive the line output transformer LP04, via DP10.

Circuit Protection
There are several protection arrangements in the TX805
chassis. Some of the actions were described last month,
in connection with Fig. 8.
The earthy end of LP03's secondary winding is connected to chassis via the low-value resistor RP92. DP90
produces a negative voltage across CP90. This is
applied to the base of the pulse-width modulator TP05,
via DP92/DP94/RP90, as bias. The aim of this feedback
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The Toshiba 2505/2805DBT
John Coombes provides a fault-finding guide for these
complex receivers, which helped start the 'home cinema'
market
he Toshiba Model 2805DBT carne on the market
some eight years ago. It was one of the first 'home
cinema' receivers. There are numerous features
including a large, 28in. CRT with a special lavender
coating, Fastext and Nicam. The thick plastic cabinet
has a slim double baffle to give powerful (20W per
channel), good quality stereo sound. Frequency-synthesis tuning provides selection of a hundred stations. With
the aid of two external speakers you can have Dolby
Surround Sound. A 25in. version, Model 2505DBT, was
also marketed.

T

Power Supply Faults
The chopper power supply is quite complex, with two
control chips, master and slave. The master chip is on
the secondary side of the circuit, the slave on the primary side. Fig. 1 shows the basic arrangement in greatly
simplified form. On the secondary side of the full circuit
there are two 5V regulators and a 12V regulator. The
L78MR05 regulator Q806 provides the supply for the
microcontroller circuit.
Fortunately these sets have proved to be very reliable.
There is one misleading condition that can occur in the
power supply, giving the no results symptom, when
several faulty components have been replaced. Under
certain fault conditions C828, which is connected to pin
3 of Q803, will charge to some 3.8V: the receiver will
not come to life until this voltage has been discharged —
assuming that the fault has been cleared.
If the set is dead, check the voltage across the mains
bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor C818. No voltage
here could mean that the surge limiter resistor R805 or
the mains fuse F801 is open-circuit. In this case the
chopper transistor Q804 (2SC4288A) could be shortcircuit. If so, the two chopper control chips Q803
(TEA2164) and Q807 (TEA5170) should also be
replaced. These chips can be ruined when Q804 is dryjointed. Set failure because of a fault in this area can
also occur when D817 (RU4A) in the snubber network
is short-circuit.
If the voltage across C818 is OK at some 320V, check
the start-up resistor R810 (821(52, 3W). It may be opencircuit or could have gone high in value, though the latter is a rare occurrence. If there has been an excessive
overload you might find that resistors R822 and R824
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(both 0.3952, 1W) are open-circuit.
Sometimes the receiver will go into the trip mode
when switched on. In this case check R816 (12kS2)
whose value may have changed. If the power supply is
tripping in the standby mode, check the switching transistor Q817 (2SC2120Y). If this is OK, check the voltage across the 13.7V supply reservoir capacitor C824.
The items to check if this voltage is low or missing are
D810 (BYD33J) which could be short-circuit, R814
(0.33S1) which could be open-circuit and C424 itself
which could be short-circuit or leaky. If all these items
are OK, the slave chip Q803 is suspect.
The master control chip Q807 (TEA5170) can be powered by a 9V battery to check its operation. If it is OK
when so powered its output weaveform at pin 3 will be
in the maximum on-time state. Check whether the supply is in the burst mode. If so, check the standby control
circuit (Q809, Q810, Q811, Q814 and associated components).
If there is no drive output at pin 14 of the slave control
chip Q803 (TEA2164) but the LT supply is present at
pin 16 (13.7V across C824), check whether C828 is
charged which may indicate that there's an excess current fault.
On the secondary side of the circuit, the first item to
check is the HT rectifier D818 (RU4AM) which may be
short- or open-circuit. If necessary check for shorts
across the LT lines provided by diodes D819, D826,
D828 and D829 (all type RU4Z). The chopper transformer T803 could have shorted turns, in which case the
audio output chips Q608 and Q609 (type TDA2030A)
could have blown up — D828 will probably have suffered.
An item to check on the primary side of the circuit is
D809 (BYD33J) which sometimes goes open-circuit.
If the HT voltage developed across C833 is low at
about 65V, check for a fault in the line output stage.
If necessary, check the operation of the L78MR05 5V
regulator Q806. There should be 20V at pin 1. If this
voltage is missing, check D826 (RU4Z) and R861
(0.2252, 1W). If the 20V supply is very low, check
whether the 12.5V regulator transistor Q813
(2SD717Y) is short-circuit — also whether zener diode
D827 (04AZ13X) is short-circuit.
If everything seems to be OK so far, suspect the chop-
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Fig. 1: The basic chopper power supply arrangement, simplified, used in the Toshiba Models 2505/2805M, showing the master-slave control chip system. The 10V supply feeds a 5V regulator; the 20V supply feeds 5V and 12.5V
regulators - the former provides the microcontroller chip's supply.

per transformer T803 (part number TPW3186).
Sometimes there's a memory problem rather than a
power supply fault. If the set goes back to standby
after switch on though pin 37 of the CX80424-107S
microcontroller chip QA01 drops to a low state then
quickly rises back to 5V, the pPD6254CX memory
chip QA07 is faulty. Its replacement will restore normal operation.
Line Timebase Faults
If there is no sound or picture and the voltage across
C833 (HT reservoir capacitor) is low, check the line output stage. The ON4408 output transistor Q404 or
either/both of the EW modulator diodes D440 (BY228)
and D441 (BYW95C) could be short-circuit. If not, suspect shorted turns in the line output transformer T461. If
Q404 goes short-circuit as soon as the set is switched
on, D440 is probably faulty - check it by replacement.
If the HT is OK but is not present at the collector of
Q404, check the feed resistor R444 (0.8252, 2W). This
resistor may have to be replaced if the line output transistor and/or transformer have gone short-circuit. If
R444 is OK, check the voltage at the collector of the
2SC1569/FA5 line driver transistor Q402. No voltage
here means check the driver transformer T401 for dryjoints, Q402 for being dry-jointed or open-circuit, and
the 3.61d2, 7W feed resistor R416 which could be opencircuit or, sometimes, dry-jointed.
If the line driver stage is OK, check that there is 9.2V
at pin 40 of the TA8783N colour decoder/deflection
chip IC501. If the voltage here is correct or low, IC501
is suspect: if it is missing, check whether the 04AZ9.1Z
zener diode D401 is short-circuit or R867 (10052) in the
power supply is open-circuit.
If there is excessive width, L423 could have shorted
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turns - check it by replacement.
For sound but no picture, see if the CRT's heaters are
alight. If not, check whether R920 (540, 1W) is opencircuit or pin 9 of the line output transformer is dryjointed. It's just possible, though this is rare, that the
CRT heaters are open-circuit.
Loss of Sync
If there is no line or field sync, replace IC501
(TA8783N).
Field Faults
For field collapse, first check that the 27V supply is present at pin 2 of the TDA8170 field output chip Q303. If
it's OK, check Q303 by replacement; if the voltage is
missing, check R327 (4.752, 1W) and D302 (BYD33J)
either of which could be open-circuit, also C314
(2,2000) and C322 (220pF) which could be short-circuit or leaky. If necessary check the flyback boost diode
D305 (BYD33J) which could be open-circuit.
It's possible that the scan coils are open-circuit, though
dry-joints or open connections at pins 5 and 6 of
plug/socket P570 are more likely.
A DC bias is applied to the scan coils. If this is missing, check whether R334 (5600, 2W) is open-circuit.
The field ramp is generated by IC Q371 (TA8739P),
which also produces the EW correction drive. If there is
field collapse with a few scanning lines visible above
the centre line, check for a ramp waveform'at pin 15 of
this chip. Its absence could mean that the chip or C372
(2.2pF) has failed.
Tuner Faults
The tuner unit can be responsible for a flickering picture
and/or more often the picture just going to blue mute. In
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either case the remedy is to replace the tuner.
Tuning drift can be caused by the tuner unit but is
more often caused by the pPC574JL 33V stabiliser
D108. If there is no tuning voltage, R829 (101a 2W)
in the power supply is probably open-circuit.

Video Faults
If there is a blank raster with no sound, check whether
the back terminal cover plate is pressing on QV22 —
remove and resolder all connections if necessary.
For RGB problems, check the voltages at the RGB
output pins of IC501 (TA8783N), 41/2/3 respectively.
There should be about 3.75V here. If these voltages are
incorrect and the voltage at pin 53 is more than 0.5V,
replace IC501.
On a few occasions we have found that there is a
blank raster, the remote control unit works but there's
no on-screen display. The cause of this has been the
TDA8170 field output chip Q303: check at pin 3, where
the voltage should be 0.7V.
No picture could mean trouble with the voltage regulation transistors Q514 (BC327) and/or Q516
(BC547A) on the tube base panel: check the DC conditions here carefully.
We've traced the cause of dark lines across the screen
to dry-joints at C319 (0.22pF) in the field output circuit.

Sound Faults
The sound section does not give much trouble — most of
the problems occurred in the early years, before modifications were introduced. A motorboating noise from
all speakers with the set in the standby mode was
caused by a poor earth connection to the heatsink for

ICs Q609 and Q610. This was a very intermittent fault.
For further details, refer to Toshiba Technical Bulletin
CDH41 (March 1992), which also deals with the problem of a ticking noise from the right-hand Surround
speaker, present only when using Dolby Surround and
noticeable when the Surround speakers go quiet with
no signal. To overcome this problem, remove R610 and
jumper link J109 which is under the heatsink for ICs
Q608/Q611. Fit R610 in the J109 position and fit a link
in the R610 position.
A third problem covered by bulletin CDH41 is a lowlevel hum from the left-hand Surround speaker in all
modes, more noticeable at minimum volume. The
cause is earth loops induced in the Surround sound chip
Q610. Check the bulletin for the correct position of the
green wire and cutting the earth print.
If there is motorboating in standby that's not caused
by the problem mentioned above, check for a short
between pins 4 and 5 of IC Q608 (TDA2030A).
For no sound from either or both main channels,
check that the 30V supply is present at pin 5 of the relevant chip(s), IC Q608 and Q609. If the supply is present, suspect the chip(s). If the supply is missing, check
D828 (RU4Z) in the power supply.
If the main channels are OK but the Surround channels are not, check the 24V supply at pin 5 of ICs Q610
and Q611. If the supply is correct, check the chip(s) by
replacement. If the supply is missing or incorrect,
check D829 (RU4Z) and pin 15 of the chopper transformer where there may be a dry-joint.
If there's a Nicam problem, such as Nicam dropout or
crackle on sound, it's usually best to replace the Nicam
PCB complete. Repair can be very expensive, in terms
of both time and component costs.

John Edwards'Casebook
Ferguson 59P7 (1CC5 Chassis)
I've heard many disaster stories about repairing these
sets, but the problems I've had to date have been quite
straightforward — I bet I'll pay for saying that! This set
for example was dead. One of the four BY255 mains
bridge rectifiers was short-circuit, also the S2000A3
chopper transistor TP24. As usual the power supply
area was full of dry-joints. It has been my experience
with these sets that the best way to avoid bounces is to
sit down, make myself comfortable and resolder all the
power supply joints carefully, even the ones that look
good — and don't forget the posistor in the degaussing
circuit. After doing this and replacing the faulty components I powered the set via the variac. As all was
well, a direct connection was made to the mains supply. Again the set worked correctly.
When the set had performed faultlessly on soak test
for eight hours I phoned the customer and collection
was arranged within the hour. The instant I put the
phone down the set went dead — including the channel
indicator. I bet you know that sinking feeling well.
With the set back on the bench, I removed its back and
switched on. It carne to life straight away, without any
hint of trouble. I tapped this and prodded that but the
set behaved faultlessly. "Oh dear" I thought, "now
what?"
Lady Luck was with me however, or most likely felt
sorry for me. As I brushed against the mains lead the
set went dead again. It could be switched on all right,
so I wiggled the mains lead and heard a faint arcing
noise in the mains plug. I felt mixed emotions when I
removed the mains plug's top cover and gazed inside.
Stupid of me — surely by now I've learnt always to
check customers' plug wiring. This one was potentially lethal. The live and neutral screws were very loose,
and the insulation on both wires had been stripped
back to the cable grip. How on earth they didn't touch
each other is beyond me.
As I finished making good the plug and refitting the
set's back cover the customer arrived. He paid up
cheerfully and, as he departed with his set, he glanced
back and said "do you fix hairdryers — ours keeps
going off and on".
"Did you put the plug on?" I asked.
He nodded to indicate that he had.
Smiling politely, I suggested that he should check the
wiring.

Toshiba 214T7B
This was an interesting fault. The customer cornplained that there was no sound. In fact I could just
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hear very faint sound with my ear dose to the speaker.
The volume can be adjusted by a rotary control
beneath the control flap — this was tumed to maximum
— by the handset's up-down buttons and, of course, the
mute button.
A finger and screwdriver blade hum test at the input
to the TDA1015 audio output chip IC621 proved that
it was OK. So I connected my scope to the TA7680 IF
chip's audio output pin 2. There was plenty of audio
here. Thus encouraged, I traced the print to pin 15 of
the TDA1524 chip IC620. This is a stereo or twochannel tone control chip that should provide a mono
output at pin 11. There was no output here. To prove
that IC620 was faulty, I checked that its input and output were AC coupled then linked pins 11 and 15
together. Sound blasted from the speaker. A new
TDA1524 chip restored normal, controllable sound.

Hitachi CPT2176 (G6P Chassis)
This set was dead apart from a faint squeal that carne
from the power supply. When I disconnected one end
of L795 to isolate the line output stage the power supply delivered the correct 110V output. From the outset
I suspected the line output transformer, which in fact
tested faulty. But with the transformer removed the
power supply refused to work at all. I decided not to
worry about this until a new transformer had been
obtained and fitted. The following day I fitted the new
transformer, reconnected L795 and switched the set
on. Apart from the need to adjust the first anode and
focus controls all was well.
Looking at the circuit diagram, I noticed that the winding connected to pins 1 and 2 of the LOPT provides
feedback to the power supply. I assume that it provides
pulses to synchronise the operation of the line output
stage with that of the power supply, and that this is the
reason why, with the transformer missing, the power
supply didn't work.

Mitsubishi CT2525
The fuse and the 4.752, 5W surge limiter resistor R901
were open-circuit. The 2SD1887 chopper transistor
Q901 and the 3V zener diode D909 were short-circuit.
I read somewhere that if you get a low resistance reading across D908 and D907 the TEA2164 chopper control chip is suspect. I did, so I replaced the chip as well
as the other parts. I then resoldered numerous suspect
joints in the power supply area. It was fmally switchon time. As usual, I brought my trusty variac into operation.
The set fired up normally and produced a good pic-
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ture and sound. But after a few minutes I sniffed something cooking. After switching off I checked the chopper transistor with my finger to see if it was being
asked to pass too much current. It was far too hot. I
decided to check its 47pF base drive coupling capacitor C906. A multimeter resistance check suggested
that it was OK, a reading of 32pF was obtained with
the capacitance meter, but a scope component tester
display showed that it was definitely very leaky. When
I fitted a replacement, rated at 105°C, the power supply operated at normal temperature.

Ferguson FV62LV
In either the E-E or the record mode the picture would
intermittently disappear into snow, as if the aerial had
been disconnected. The cause of the problem was
immediately obvious once the top cover had been
removed, or so I thought: the tuner connections to the
PCB were all badly dry-jointed. Almost open-circuit in
fact. But resoldering them made little difference.
Closer examination revealed that the aerial socket's
centre conductor had broken off inside the tuner module — because the customer had been frantically wiggling the aerial and RF leads in the hope of getting his
picture back. Another job for MCES.

Orion D3100VP
The owner of this centre-mounted deck machine (I'm
not keen on them either, Jeff) complained that the
playback picture would disappear into snow for a few
seconds then right itself. The machine could work for
days without the fault putting in an appearance. "Oh
dear" I thought, looking at the four VCRs and two TV
sets on the soak test bench. Fortunately the fault
appeared within minutes of my selecting play. One
thick, snowy noise bar developed across the centre of
the picture: it spread out to fill the top and bottom of
the screen, then retracted to the centre again. This display was repeated three more times, with the sound
pitch varying. Then, as the customer said, everything
was back to normal. I thought about the possibility of
missing or low-amplitude control pulses and cleaned
the audio/control head. Then the machine joined the
others on the soak test bench.
I connected a monitor, inserted a tape and prepared
myself for a long wait. In order to start at the beginning
of the tape, I selected rewind. The nature of the. problem then became immediately obvious. The capstan
rumbled then emitted an ear-piercing, high-pitched
squeal as its speed increased. I though it was going to
disintegrate, and hurriedly pressed the eject button.
Accessibility above and below the deck is, fortunately, good with this machine. Once the capstan shaft circlip, the three retaining bolts and the bottom cover
have been removed, the capstan flywheel can be gently withdrawn away from the stator PCB. If you get
this problem you will see a brown stain on the shaft
where lubricant was once present. I used a cotton bud
and methylated spirits to return the shaft to its original
shiny finish, then lightly greased the base of the shaft
and reassembled the machine. I was rewarded with
quiet reel functions and no more capstan speed variations.

NEI 2891 (CE25 Chassis)
To say that this set was dead was an understatement.
Its power supply had suffered a severe headache, and I
wondered whether it was going to pass this on to me.
As I peered down at the lifeless power supply section
of the chassis I noticed the charred remains of two
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resistors and a bulging electrolytic capacitor that was
just waiting to burst.
Some quick resistance checks seemed to indicate that
there were shorts and open-circuits everywhere. It
looked as if it was a nightmare. As the customer was
there in front of me I decided to warn him. "It's not a
while-you-wait job" I said, "you'll have to be prepared
to spend £80 or £90" — hoping that he would take the
set away. But no. "OK", he replied, "when will it be
done? It's the wife's only pleasure you see."
I decided that the best plan was to check every component in the power supply individually, either by lifting a leg and measuring the resistance or, with capacitors, the leakage. Transistors were checked by desoldering two legs and checking for shorts. This method
enabled me to draw up a list as I progressed. It sounds
like a long and laborious approach to fault fmding, but
took only about a quarter of an hour.
The list of definitely failed parts was as follows:
Tr100 (SGSIF344) chopper transistor, D104 5.1V
zener diode and TDA8380 chopper control chip all
short-circuit; IC100 (TCTD1101) optocoupler diode
section leaky; R102 (0.2252) and R109 (13.71M) both
burnt out; and C122 (22pF, 100V) very leaky. I
replaced these items then powered the set via my variac. I was delighted when it burst into life and all was
well.

Philips G110 Chassis with S-VHS
The customer complained that there was no sound
when the input connection was made via the two SVHS phono sockets. Audio connected via the scart
socket was OK. I had visions of spending the day carrying out scope checks in complicated switching circuitry, so I decided to have a cup of tea to clear the
head then go about the job logically. Well, it might
start off that way, before frustration and guesswork
took over.
The basic circuitry involved is shown, in simplified
form, in Fig. 1. Audio input via pins 2 and 6 of the
scan socket is presented to pins 2 and 12 of the
HEF4053 audio switching chip IC7905. The S-VHS
audio inputs go to pins 1 and 13 of this chip. The
selected output appears at pins 14 and 15 and is then
passed to pins 18 and 20 of the TDA8425 audio processor chip IC7260.
1 disconnected the scart plug to view the S-VHS
audio conditions. Signals were present at pins 1 and 13
of IC7905, but there were no outputs at pins 14 and 15.
So pins 2 and 12 were permanently connected to the
outputs. Fortunately the switching control inputs at
pins 10 and 11 were OK. This meant an internai fault
within the chip, which was confirmed when a replacement restored correct switching and S-VHS sound.
Control inputs
5—VHS
inputs

, 10
15

18
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20

Fig. The audio
switching
arrangement
used in versions
of the Philips
G110 chassis
with 5-VHS provision.
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Ferguson ICC9 Chassis
There was no sound or picture. The
set would come out of standby, try
to power up three times then go
back to standby. In the standby
mode the HT supply to the line output stage (USYS) is 90V. Each
time the set tried to power up the
HT increased to 152V for one second then returned to 90V.
Checks in the line output stage
showed that the HT was present but
there was no drive. So checks were
made at the relevant pins of the
STV2160 chip IVO l, which incorporates the timebase generators.
Everything was normal here. When
I followed the path of the horizontal drive output from this chip (pin
32) I came to transistor TL63
(BC848B) which was open-circuit.
A replacement restored the set to
life. P.B.

Grundig CUC5361 Chassis
"Picture shakes" was the complaint
with one of these multi-standard
sets. There was intermittent picture
rolling, and when the picture rolled
the colour intensity seemed to
increase. If the colour was then
adjusted using the remote control
the on-screen bar graph changed
from "colour" to "tint". I thought
that maybe the set was going into
the NTSC mode (60Hz field frequency).
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The TDA8214A timebase generator chip IC520 should sense the
signal's field frequency. If this is
60Hz, the state at pin 8 should
change to let the microcontroller
chip know. It wasn't changing, so
my first guess was ruled out.
Two other possibilities sprang to
mind. First, the remote control
receiver can become noisy — the
usual result of this is no remote
control operation, though I have
known the result to be front control
lock-out or spurious channel changing. The other possibility was voltage or ripple problems with the
microcontroller chip's supply.
The voltage was correct (incidentally the microcontroller supply
is not always 5V — check which
type of chip is fitted), but there was
a ripple problem. So time was spent
bridging electrolytics and replacing
the 5V regulator IC686. I then
noticed that the amplitude of the
ripple measured at any point varied
when the scope's chassis connection was moved from one place to
another. This led to the conclusion
that there was ripple on the set's
chassis line.
The cause of this will be obvious to old-timers who can remember ITT CTV sets. The metal
strengthening frame on which the
main PCB is mounted is used as an
earth path. There were dry-joints
where the frame is soldered to the
print. After a few minutes spent
resoldering with a high-wattage
iron the rolling had gone. P.B.

Philips K40 Chassis
There was sound but no picture: the
EHT rustled up, the contrast and
brilliance settings were not at minimum (as can happen when the
Nicad battery is flat), and a field
buzz could be heard coming from
the scan coils.
Coloured rasters were produced
when I injected a signal at the out-

put pins (12, 14 and 16) of the
TDA3561A colour decoder chip.
The chip's 13V supply was present
at pin 1, but there was no sandcastle pulse at pin 8. This pulse is produced by the TDA3576B sync chip.
A new TDA3576B IC restored the
picture. P.B.

Sharp 59CS03H (CS
Chassis)
This chassis will come as a surprise
to any engineer who has not seen
one before. The PCB is very compact, being packed with surfacemounted components. For this reason Sharp offers an exchange service: you can buy a complete chassis at a fixed price as long as the
PCB to be returned has not been
damaged by inexpert attempts at
repair. Sadly this option was not
open to me: a neighbouring dealer
had tried to repair the power supply, leaving the print in a sorry
state.
A new chopper MOSFET plus
R706, D718 and a couple of BC338
transistors got the power supply
working with a dummy load. But the
line output transistor was short-circuit, so there was stili work to be
done.
A new line output transistor
failed to restore the picture — and
there was a burning smell. The set
was hastily switched off. DC
checks in the line output stage
revealed that the 13V supply rectifier D601 was short-circuit. With a
new 1N4935 fitted in this position
the picture came on, but was pincushion shaped — and the sound
from both channels was distorted.
Oh dear! The price of an exchange
chassis was beginning to look very
reasonable.
To reduce the dissipation, the
field, audio and EW output stages
all operate in class D. So a switching pulse fault seemed a possibility.
D619 and D621 were both short-
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circuit — but D621 was not shown
on the circuit diagram. A phone
call to Sharp technical revealed that
later versions of the 59CS03 are fitted with the same chassis as the
59CS05. A look at the 05 manual
supplied provided the correct diode
types, and with replacements fitted
the sound was OK and the picture a
lot better. But the grey scale had a
red tint.
The grey scale was perfect in
the service mode. In the normal
mode the picture was red. This was
easy to deal with. The customer
has a tint adjustment on the second
page of the picture menu. It was
set to warm. When this adjustment
was restored to the centre position
the final `fault' had been corrected.
P.B.
JVC C14ET1EK (Onwa
Chassis)
There was no sound or picture,
with field scan lines separating
along the bottom of the screen. The
12V zener diode was short-circuit.
It's a common fault with this chassis, which also appears in Alba,
Bush and other models. I'd had the
problem before, and also knew that
C909 and C911 in the power supply have to be replaced to reduce
the HT to a safe level. Otherwise
the set will come back with the
same fault after a week or two. It
carne back nevertheless.
"After a couple of days" the customer said, "there was a line wriggling along the bottom of the picture." I felt that this must be something to do with the previous problem, and measured the voltage on
the 12V line. It was low at 11V.
The fusible safety resistor R434 in
the relevant rectifier circuit had
increased in value from the correct
0.689 to 6-851. It must have been
rather stressed by the initial fault.
Another item to replace as a matter
of course! D.F.
Panasonic Alpha 1
Chassis
There was no sound or vision,
either off-air or via the scart socket
The M51320P AV switching chip
IC2601 was faulty. To check,
remove the chip and connect a
jumper lead across the input/output
pin connection points — the set
won't work at all with a leaky chip
still in position. A.S.
ITT Digivision B Chassis
Various symptoms — dead or intermittently dead, reverting to standby
or flashing on the picture — can be
caused by the same problem. Check
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the mains input choke for cracks in
the soldering around its pins. You'll
find it next to the mains switch on
the front control PCB. A.S.

IC603, one between pins 1 and 9
with its cathode to pin 1, the other
from pin 9 to chassis with its cathode to pin 9. M.K.

Sony KVM2531U (AE1
Chassis)
There was lack of height with
cramping at the centre of the
screen. A check on the +27V supply to the field output chip showed
that it was low at 20V. The usual
cause of this, as here, is that R802
(0.47Q) has gone high because
D801 is leaky or possibly short-circuit. We have used an RGP15J
diode as a replacement. A.S.

Toshiba 2539D
Intermittent loss of sync and no
remote control operation were the
complaints with this set. Toshiba
suggests that if the text PCB is a
PB4600 the 27MHz crystal should
be replaced. If the panel is not a
PB4600, fit a 27MHz crystal. M.K.

Ferguson 51J8 (TX99
Chassis)
If the problem is intermittent flashing and sparking, which looks as if
the mains plug is loose, check for
dry-joints at the bank of 1k52 resistors (R254-8 and R234) at the bottom of the TACS board. They provide the feed to the ZTK33 tuning
voltage regulator. A.S.
Fidelity CTV140 (ZX4010
Chassis)
There were four horizontal black
bars across the picture. They
became worse as the colour, contrast and brightness were increased.
C45 (10pF, 50V) in the beam limiter circuit was leaky. A.S.
Hitachi C2114RE
Video playback via one of these
sets was marred by bent verticals at
the top of the picture. The problem
occurred with bought or rented cassettes — the VCR's own recordings
were OK. On Hitachi's suggestion
C104 was changed to 221rF, 16V
and C205 to 4.7pF, but this made
no difference. I found that reducing
the value of C701 to 3.3nF and
C702 to 0.47pF, 50V solved the
problem, but must emphasise that
this is an unofficial modification of
my own devising! Model C1415R
uses the same circuit. E.T.
Sony KVM2171U (BE4A
Chassis)
This set appeared to be dead. But
the HT rail was at 144V, so the
power supply was OK. The line
timebase wasn't running however,
because PS603, an N25 circuit protector, had gone open-circuit.
Fitting a replacement cured the
fault, and no cause for its failure
could be found.
Sony has issued a modification,
as follows, to prevent this failure:
change PS603 to type N75 and fit
two 5.6V zener diodes across

NEI C25F1FXN
There was a blank screen though a
rustle of EHT was heard at switch
on. When the first anode control
was turned up there was a blank
raster with flyback lines. A check
on the sandcastle pulses showed
that there was a slow rise of the OV
DC level by about 1V between
pulses. I eventually found that R121
(270k9) was open-circuit — it's near
the line output transistor. M.K.
GoldStar C1T2168 (PC04A
Chassis)
There was no sound or raster with
the HT low at 50V instead of
118V. Replacing the 47p F, 160V
HT reservoir'capacitor C806S
cured the fault. M.K.
Hitachi C2114T-311
If there is front panel control lockup after half an hour or more, or
the picture disappears when the set
has warmed up, leaving a noisy
raster with the controls locked, fit
the updated microcontroller kit part
number A523217. Links have to be
changed and diodes removed —
instructions come with the kit.
Note that the 4.194MHz crystal
X001 can be responsible for the
controls locking and the sound
gradually breaking up and then disappearing when the set is hot. M.K.
Philips G110 Chassis
There were two faults with one of
these sets (a Philips 28GR9772),
poor field linearity and width variations. C2509 (2.2pF, 50V) was the
cause of the first fault: it's in the
field linearity feedback network.
The second fault was caused by an
intermittent width control (R3525,
10k51). When this preset was
removed and checked it was found
to have risen in value to almost
40kU. S.L.
Ferguson ICC8 Chassis
The problem with this set was poor
focus, which improved somewhat
during the course of an evening's
viewing. When a new focus control
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unit and even a complete CRT base
panel failed to cure the fault we
began to suspect the tube.
Fortunately a set with an identical chassis arrived in the workshop,
so we were able to swap over the
chassis temporarily. This proved
that the CRT was OK. The cause of
the fault turned out to be the line
output transformer. An Orega
40308-11 was fitted, curing the
problem.

Sanyo E4-B21 Chassis
There was no remote or front panel
control. We checked the 5V supply
to the M34300N4-627SP microcontroller chip IC701 and its 4MHz
oscillator. No problems here. Pins
22-30 are the relevant address lines,
and this is where the cause of the
fault lay. Pin 22 was being held
low by a leaky 6.2V zener diode,
D743. It had reverse leakage, producing a reading of some 1.5k52.
With the fault present the address
line voltages were somewhere
between OV and 5V. When the
fault had been repaired these lines
were at either OV or 5V, the correct
situation. S.L.

Ferguson ICC6 Chassis
There was sound but no sign of a
raster. Voltage checks on the CRT
base panel revealed that there was
something amiss with transistor
TB11, via which the emitters of the
RGB output transistors are returned
to chassis. It proved to be short-circuit base to collector.
We've had to replace a number
of line output transformers in both
this and the ICC8 chassis. S.L.

NordMende F17 Chassis
The problem with one of these
Thomson sets was intermittent start
up. It was a very random fault. We
eventually traced the cause to CL33
(10pF, 50V), which is associated
with TL17 in the safety circuit. It's
connected to pin 28 of the
TEA2029C chip IL14, and had fallen in value. The chassis is similar
to the ICC5. S.L.

sets of this age. After eliminating
the two 100pF scan coupling
capacitors I replaced the 4.7pF
feedback capacitor C2403, which
is connected to the slider of the
height control. This cured the fault.
K.E.

Ferguson ICC7 Chassis
I replaced a faulty mains on/off
switch and then found that the set
would die after thirty seconds to
two minutes' operation. When
checks on the major components in
the chopper circuit were fruitless I
carried out a dose examination of
the PCB and discovered a dry-joint
at CP29, which is in the snubber
network. The mains switch had
failed because the customer had
been repeatedly stabbing at it in
frustration when the set kept
switching itself off. K.E.

Grundig CUC2600 Chassis
It was a relief to find that this dead
Grundig set didn't require a major
power supply rebuild. Some quick
checks showed that there was HT at
the collector of the BU546 chopper
transistor though there were no outputs from the power supply. Before
replacing the TDA4600 control
chip we decided to check C631
(100pF) which couples the drive to
the base of the chopper transistor.
Its value had fallen dramatically.
K.E.

Toshiba 213R4B
The job card said "no sound".
When I listened dose to the speakers I detected some life in the audio
stages, though the signal wasn't
getting through. So it was a matter
of tracing the signal path back from
the audio output stage. This brought
me to the TDA1524A chip IC620
which controls the audio signal
level. A replacement restored the
sound. K.E.

Philips GR1-AX Chassis
Ferguson TX98 Chassis

The cause of intermittent low output from the power supply with
pulsing, usually from cold, was
traced to C2690 (100pF, 50V)
which is mounted on a small subpanel. S.L.

"Would sometimes go off' the customer said. When the set eventually
did switch off a quick check in the
chopper power supply revealed that
everything worked up to what,
according to the circuit diagram,
should have been the TDA8138
5V/12V regulator chip IC11.
Instead, in this set there was a subpanel with separate 5V and 12V
regulator chips. Close inspection
showed that the 5V regulator was
dry-jointed. K.E.

Ferguson ICC5 Chassis

Toshiba 175T9B

There were two complaints with
this set (Model 51K7), intermittent
failure to switch on and "lines at
the top of the picture". The lines
turned out to be a very expanded
scan over the top four inches or so
of the screen. Two components
give a lot of trouble in the thyristortype field output circuit used in this
chassis, a 1.5142 resistor (RL22)
and a 4.7nF capacitor (CL22). They
are mounted next to the thyristor
(DL21), being connected in series
across it. This time they were OK.
The field output stage uses a
winding on the line output trans-

Several key components in the
power supply had failed, namely
the STRD4420 chopper chip Q801,
the R2M avalanche diode D808
(overvoltage protection), and the
6.22, 7W surge limiter resistor
R801. The cause of their failure
was one of the line output stage
tuning capacitors, C646 (680pF,
2kV), which was short-circuit. K.E.

Philips CP110 Chassis
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former, while the field scan coils
are connected to a 21V supply
that's derived from this transformer. A scope check on this
supply showed that lots of linerate pulses were presént. When
checked, the reservoir capacitor
CL52 had a value of around lpF
instead of 1,000pF. A replacement
cured both faults. S.L.

This set was allegedly dead, but I
noticed that a low-level buzz carne
from the loudspeaker. The 95V HT
and 5V LT supplies were OK, but
the 9V supply was low at 5.5V.
This supply feeds the audio output
chip and also provides a start-up
supply for the line preamplifier/
driver transistors, via D6523 and
L5524. This small choke had a
crack along its body and turned
out to be open-circuit. K.E.

Philips G110 Chassis

Philips CF1 Chassis

If the set is very slow to come on
(about one minute) and won't
switch off to standby, with the
sound muting but a pulsating picture stili present, replace R3617
(22052). It's on the primary side of
the power supply providing, in
conjunction with a parallel zener
diode, the isolated chassis return
path. You will usually find that
this surface-mounted resistor has
gone open-circuit when there has
been a major power supply blowup. M.Dr.

There was reduced height with
cramping at the bottom.
Electrolytic capacitors are always
favourite for faults of this type in

This fairly new set (less than
twelve months old) wouldn't come

Sharp 66CS03H
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out of standby. The cause of the
fault was traced to ripple on the 5V
supply to the digital ICs. C714
(1,000pF, 10V) was the culprit — it
had gone low in value. Personally I
would have liked to see a low-ESR,
2,200pF capacitor in this position.
A replacement cured the fault.
But when the set is still under guarantee Sharp likes to have the faulty
chassis back, supplying a complete
replacement. So we had to refit the
faulty capacitor and order a
replacement chassis. Is this how
Sharp intends to build up a fault
pattern with this relatively new
chassis? M.Dr.

Bush 2064NTX
If the fault is field collapse, carry
out a scope check at pin 42 of the
TDA8361 multifunction chip
IC100. If there is no field-rate sawtooth waveform here, replace R149
(3.3MQ). M.Dr.

Tatung 180 Chassis
There was very low sound and no
line or field sync. The composite
video signal was present up to pin
27 of the SAA5231 teletext chip,
but there was no output at pin 1.
This problem was cured by replac-

ing the MAB8441P-T049 teletext
microcontroller chip.
I now had correct sync, but there
was still no sound. The TDA1524A
volume/tone control chip on the
sound PCB was faulty.
As the area around the tube's
anode cap was very dirty, it seemed
that the basic cause of the problems
could have been EHT flashover.
M.Dr.

Hitachi G7PS Mk II Chassis
High HT at switch on, with the
result that the over-voltage protection diode ZD903 fails, is usually
caused by the fact that R909 (39k9)
has gone high in value. Exactly the
same thing happens when C906
(4.7pF) dries up. It's best to replace
both these items at the same time.
Use an 0.75W metal-film resistor in
the R909 position. M.Dr.

between standby and on — presumably the same symptom would be
produced by failure of the field
timebase. M.Dr.

GoldStar CIT4785
(PC08X8 Chassis)
The symptoms were a dark picture
with slight field non-linearity at the
top of the screen. I found that the
HT reservoir capacitor C820 (10pF,
160V) had dried up. The chassis
uses a TDA4601 type power supply. G.P.

Hitachi C25-P819 (G7P
Mk II Chassis)

Ferguson ICC9 Chassis

The picture would intermittently
become a mass of lines at the centre of the screen. This could be
instigated by flexing the deflection
board. The cause was a dry-joint at
C702, which is glued to the rear of
the board near the timebase generator chip IC701. G.P.

The power supply blipped at
switch on, i.e. the voltages at the
secondary side of the circuit came
up then the set died. The cause of
the problem was the TDA8172
field ouut chip IF01: pin 5 had
shorted to chassis. With the chip
removed the set would cycle

The picture was shifted over to the
left and was stretched towards the
extreme right of the screen. I found
that C805 (15nF, 400V) and R517
(27kS1) were both open-circuit.
G.P.

Sony KV2756UB

Servicing in South Africa presents some different problems from those we are
used to in the UK. Colin Knight on his day-to-day experiences there

Servicing South African style
R

eading Television here in South
Africa I keep coming across strange
names for sets. Fidelity, Hinari and
Bush for example — and what exactly is a
Baby 10? Doubtless UK readers will find
Tedelex, Funai, Pioneer, Barlowvision
and Supersonic equally strange names.
In my opinion the servicing trade in
South Africa is probably where the UK
was in the Eighties, with the occasional
"new-fangled monster" coming along.
Take a typical day in the shop.

Start of the Day
The shop's not been open for five minutes
when in waddles a 67cm Barlowvision
attached to a rather out-of-breath customer.
"It's dead" I am told.
"What happened before it went dead?" I
ask.
"Well, it hasn't been switched on for a
few years. The wife used it as a coffee
table. Now the kids want a TV for their
games."
What we call a Barlowvision might well
be referred to as a Thorn in the UK. When
I open the set up I find a modular chassis
with a dirty (literally) great tapped wirewound resistor on the power supply subpanel to the right, with the chroma and
luminance boards facing me on the left.
This one had clearly suffered greatly
before it expired, as the resistor had a
scorched appearance and crumbled when
touched. Age of the set? Around 1975
probably. Number of them in daily use
here in Cape Town? I estimate two-three
thousand.
The next set in was a Funai TV-VHS
video combination from the local fire sta-
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tion. It's apparently used for training
videos and the complaint is about reluctance to give the tapes back. I find that a
plastic latch that's used for mechanically
releasing the forward and rewind brakes
has a piece broken off it. No sign of the
missing piece in the machine though . . .
"No problem, contact the agent or a good
parts supplier to order a new one!" I hear
you say. What agent?

with a teletext decoder!
Nicam stereo is another laugh. We've
had it for about a year on one of the four
available channels but the cost of a set
with Nicam is some R3,000. Not the sort
of thing you'd buy when you can get a
`bare bones' set with on-screen displays
and remote control for R1,250.
No wonder we see so many elderly sets
still in daily use.

Spares

Repairs

Trying to obtain parts for the myriad of
strange Korean, Japanese, Chinese and
Malaysian, and even the few sets that
were locally assembled in our former sosuch
as
called
"homelands"
Bophutatswana, is often not just a nightmare — it's usually just plain impossible!
Yes, there are a few spare parts centres
that supply the occasional bit of information such as a circuit diagram, and 'pattern
parts' that often require great ingenuity
(and luck) to install, but in general as a
servicing technician you are on your own.
The greatest aid to servicing here is a really good equivalents book such as Towers
and/or Philips ECG.

Much has been written about the Sony
Trinitron KV191/2 and the difficulty in
getting spares for it. I repair on average
eight of these sets a month. They usually
have GCS (gate-controlled switch) trouble. Now the Sony agents here in South
Africa do still carry a large range of spares
for these sets — but not the GCSs. So we
have to rip them out and discard them.
You should see some of the modifications
used!
In wanders a typical African mamma.
Weighing in at around 150kg, she has no
trouble balancing a 36cm Tedelex colour
portable on her head. It's wrapped up in a
black plastic refuse bag. The problem?
"The bulb' s finished Inkozi (sir)."
I put it on the bench and immediately
hear the rustle. No, not EHT.
Cockroaches! Once a liberal dose of bug
spray has been applied the carcasses can
be removed. I then find that the cause of
the trouble is the line output transistor. It's
a 2SC5028. Availability? Not a chance!
In goes a 2SD1555 and a load of
heatsink compound. Switching, on I'm
rewarded with a rustle. EHT this time.
I'll have to get a new can of bug spray
tomorrow...

Laugh if you can
Test gear is often a source of great mirth
here. Equipment is available, but its cost
is prohibitive. This is because of our lousy
rate of exchange with most countries. A
test pattern generator that sells in the UK
for about £50 would cost some R900
(£410) in South Africa.
Ask the average citizen here about teletext and they'll just look at you. It's been
available since 1984, but during my eighteen years in the trade I've yet to see a set
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TV
Fault Finding
Reports from
Philip Blundell, AMIEEIE
Maurice Kerry
Graham Colebourn
Glyn Dickinson
John Trimmer
Brian Storm
C.J. Guy
Chris Watton
Michael Dranfield
and Chris Avis
Philips G90AE Chassis
The BUT11AF chopper transistor
was short-circuit. After fitting a
power supply kit (part no. 4822 310
20496) I found that the 95V line
was at 12V. This is its voltage in
the standby mode, but the LED
didn't say that it was in standby.
Cold checks on the secondary
side of the power supply revealed
that R3668 (15052) was open-circuit. This would result in the HT
line being high, and was probably
why the BUT11AF transistor had
failed. Further checks showed that
the overvoltage protection diodes
D6655/7/8/9 were all short-circuit.
After replacing these everything
was OK. But I usually give these
sets nine hours in standby and nine
in the picture mode before return to
the customer. P.B.

Toshiba 258T7B
If the line output transistor appears
to be short-circuit, check the tuning
capacitor C464 (2,700pF, 2kV) first.
It tends to crack and go short-circuit.
The part no. is 24092037. P.B.

ed type and a modification sheet
that tells you to replace one capacitor and one resistor. To make these
changes you will require a 1.5nF,
63V or 100V capacitor and a 471d2
surface-mounted resistor. P.B.

Philips 2A Chassis
Flyback lines in one colour visible
on dark scenes are caused by an
open-circuit resistor on the tube
base PCB. Check R3447 for red,
R3427 for green or R3407 for blue
lines. They are all 3001d2 resistors.
P.B.

JVC AV21SXLEK
A high-pitched buzz could at times
be heard from this set. The culprit
turned out to be the line linearity
coil L521. I've also known the line
output transformer cause this problem. M.K.

Panasonic Euro 1 Chassis
Failure of the TDA8175 field output chip IC561 was the cause of
partial or complete field collapse. I
replaced IC561 and fitted an
MA2100 diode in place of link
B51, with its cathode towards D562
and R566. Kit part no.
TZ55EK001. M.K.

Sony KVM1410U (BE2A
Chassis)
There was very intermittent tuning
drift — changing channels would
often restore the picture and sound.
After a long search the cause of the
problem was traced to the VIF coil
L501. A replacement cured the
fault. M.K.

Grundig G1000 Chassis
For reduced width with a folded
over picture, check that the line frequency is correct at 15,625Hz. If
the line oscillator is running at
almost twice this speed, the microcontroller chip 10500 (part no.
75990-200-63) is probably faulty.
You will be supplied with an updat-
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Samsung CI5070AN
(US60A Chassis)
There was intermittent loss ofaudio
and a blank raster. We've had similar faults, sometimes very intermittent. The cause always turns out to
be one or other of the 1N4003
diodes D801/2, which diodes sup-

ply the 12V regulators IC801 and
1C802 and go high-resistance.
When the 1N4003 diode D503
develops leakage you get no or a
very dark picture. Check the output
from IC802: it will probably be
low.
Our policy is to replace all three
diodes when one of these sets suffers from intermittent faults. M.K.

Bush/Alba 2857NTX/A
This set carne on with a blank
screen and the front panel keys
inoperative. A check on the 5V
supply showed that it was correct at
switch-on but dropped to 3.4V
when the set was brought out of
standby. The cure was to replace
IC103. M.K.

JVC C14ET1
This portable suffered from lack of
height, which varied at random
sometimes declining to field collapse. The 0.68SI fusible resistor
R431 in the field scan supply line
was to blame: its resistance varied
wildly when the leads were stressed.
There was no other fault in the field
scan circuit, which drew 140mA
from the restored 24V supply.
A week later the set carne back
with the complaint that it had
"failed again". And so it had: there
was nothing on the screen and no
sound, just the pilot light glowing.
This time R434 in the 14V supply
had failed. G.C.

Sony KVM1421/
KVM1621 (BE2A Chassis)
There was no picture or sound with
these two teletext sets. The screens
were blank except for the channel
number etc. displays, so at least the
power supplies and timebases were
working. The only fault I could
find on the main board was absence
of the sync signal. With a teletext
set this comes from the text board
(V), so I checked here.
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The 12V supply at pin 16 of
ICO2 was very low because R04, a
470Q, 0.5W chip resistor, was
open-circuit. This was odd, because
the resistor has to dissipate only
10mW — unless the 13V zener diode
it feeds goes short-circuit, which it
hadn't. New resistors in both sets
restored normal operation and
didn't get hot. Perhaps the wrong
value had been fitted originally. G.C.

Tatung 190 Chassis
The picture and sound both showed
signs of going out of tune and pulsated for two seconds after a channel change. This happened on all
channels. The fault was cured by
adjusting the vision detector coil
L102, which is labelled "tank" on
the PCB. G.C.

Hitachi G6P Chassis
One of these sets had a very unusual
picture fault. At switch-on the picture would be normal for a minute
or two. It would then shrink away
from the right-hand side of the
screen, leaving a black area with a
waving, irregular border. As the
symptoms became worse the picture
would narrow, loose all colour and
shift to the left until the whole
screen was blank.
Prime suspects were the line output transformer and the colour
decoder/timebase generator chip
IC501, but both proved to be blameless. The cause of the trouble was
one of the line output stage tuning
capacitors, C782. It's one of a
series-connected pair: their junction
supplies a feedback pulse to the line
sync circuit in IC501.
Incidentally the tuning capacitors
in the set concerned had much higher values than those shown in the
circuit diagram: 0782 was 2.2nF,
2kV, C785 15nF, 400V and C781
7.5nF, 1.6kV. G.C.

Tatung D Chassis
There was a small but perfectly
formed picture. After rebuilding the
entire field output stage to no avail,
and seriously thinking about telling
the customer that it was a widescreen set, I decided to have a word
with Tatung.
"Aha" said the nice man, "check
R504 (3.3M52) and that the 33V line
isn't low." He was quite right. The
33V line provides, via R504, a voltage source for the field ramp generator circuit. It was at less than 10V.
Replacing the TAA550 33V stabiliser
IC001 and its feed resistors R015/6
(both 6.81(0) restored full height. Pity
that the customer hadn't mentioned
having to retune his set! G.D.
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Philips CP110 Chassis
After fitting the power supply service kit and replacing the main
reservoir and the HT electrolytics I
still had a dead set. I was about to
delve into the power supply again
when I remembered that I'd had this
fault before. The nicad back-up battery voltage had fallen to 1.7V. A
replacement restored the sound and
picture. It seems that a dubious pattem part was the problem: the battery had obviously only recently
been changed. G.D.

Sony KVX2152U
The fault symptoms ranged from
shimmering on-screen graphics and
changes in volume level to a blank
raster with a strange high-pitched
noise through the speakers. After a
lot of searching — the faults were
very intermittent — I found dry-joints
at IC604 and D612. Unfortunately
they can't be seen until the plastic
chassis support has been removed.
J.T.

Hitachi C2846TN
If one of these sets appears to be
dead, with only the standby light
showing, check for dry-joints at
IC952. J.T.

Panasonic Alpha 4 Chassis
A blank screen greeted me when I
switched this set on. The on-screen
graphics were still displayed, which
indicated that the RGB circuitry was
OK, and further checks proved that
audio and video outputs were available via the scart connector. Checks
around the IF processor chip IC101
revealed that the 9V supply at pin 41
was low. This supply comes via R170
(5652) which had increased in value.
Once this item had been replaced
there was a perfect picture. B.S.

Ferguson TX100 Chassis
(Stereo)
Although the sound from both
speakers was very distorted there
was nothing wrong with them or
with the TA7227P dual power
amplifier IC3 on the rear PCB. The
cause of the fault was associated
with the TA7630P stereo analogue
sound control chip IC2.
Left and right sound signals are
fed into this IC at pins 2 and 15,
along with a 5.8V bias that's
obtained from pin 16. As the 330pF,
16V decoupling capacitor connected
to pin 16 was short-circuit there was
no bias. Despite this gross DC error,
some sound stili emerged.
In addition to replacing this
capacitor I found it necessary to
increase the audio gain by adding a

10052 resistor across R37 (left channel) and R38 (right channel). These
resistors are near IC3. G.C.

Goodmans 2170
This six-year old set suddenly
became stone dead without any prior
waming. The mains rectifier system
was working all right, but there were
no outputs from the power supply
because R108 (2701M) was opencircuit. As usual we upgraded it to a
larger 1W type. G.C.

Sony KVM1440U (BE4
Chassis)
This three-year old portable produced a dark screen with faint,
unsynchronised hash instead of a
picture. Its owner had discovered
that the picture would appear if the
aerial plug was pushed in very hard.
So all we had to do was "to mend
the aerial socket".
In fact in the no picture condition there was still a video output at
pin 19 of the scart socket, so the
receiver was still working. The
chroma processing chip IC301 sits
half-way up the PCB: off-air video
enters at pin 40. A blue wire added
on the print side also took the signal at pin 40 to a front panel socket, J1401. The cause of the fault
was the fact that pin 40 was soldered to the blue wire but not to the
PCB pad — the good joint obscured
the bad one. G.C.

Salora M Chassis
This set was OK in standby, but at
start-up there was a horrible, rasping, tripping noise. It took me some
time to trace the cause of the trouble
— DB521 (1N4148) was leaky. This
diode is in the standby switching
circuit. You will find it next to the
connector that supplies heater current to the CRT base.
The set was a Finlandia Model
C66GZ7. C.J.G.

Boots Portable (Onwa
Chassis)
This portable produced a small picture because the HT was low. The
cause of the problem was R608 in
the set-HT potential divider network
— at the earthy end. It had risen in
value from 3.31d2 to 4-351M.
The resistor has different reference numbers (including R403,
R903 and R904) in other Onwa
chassis. C.J.G.

Hitachi NP83CQ Chassis
There was no teletext operation. I
found that transistor Q142 (BC548)
on the remote control panel was
short-circuit emitter-to-base. It
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buffers the clock feed to the text
panel.
The set was a GEC Model
C2287. C.J.G.

Philips CP90 Chassis
This set produced a very dull picture — but only when connected to
the mains supply directly. When
the set was connected via our isolated supply the picture was fine.
When the chassis was removed
from the cabinet the cause of the
fault became obvious: the connection to the CRT's Rimband had
come adrift. Reconnection cured
the fault. Any ideas on why the set
worked correctly with an isolated
supply? C.J.G.

Salora M Chassis
With this set in standby there was a
loud whistling noise. The cause of
the fault was the TDA8172 field
output chip ICB570 which was
short-circuit between the ±13V rails
but not to chassis. C.J.G.

Panasonic Z5 Chassis
This set was dead with no power
supply activity though the 300V
supply was present across the
mains bridge rectifier's reservoir
capacitor. The cause of the trouble
was the STR51424 chopper chip
which had an interna! short
between pins 2 and 4. C.J.G.

Philips K40 Chassis
Note that the orientation of the
TDA3576B sync chip IC7200 is
marked incorrectly on the component side of the PCB. Guess how I
found out! Fortunately the chip
wasn't damaged. C.J.G.

a crack in the line output transistor's insulation pad. C.W.

Finlux 5000 Series
This set worked perfectly when
switched on using the mains
switch. But if it was put into standby then asked to come back on by
remote control it made an odd noise
and remained in standby. The 7V
supply rectifier Du4 (BYS27-45)
was faulty. C.W.

Grundig TVR5504
The complaint was "intermittently
dead", though the VCR section
continued to operate. The latter is a
separate unit in this combi model.
On test the TV section worked for
hours: no amount of thrashing,
heating or cooling instigated the
fault. When it did eventually
appear, no such efforts would
restore normal operation. The cause
was nevertheless a dry-joint in the
line output stage.
On close inspection the LOPT's
joints looked perfect. But when an
iron was applied to the connection
to the line output transistor's collector it splattered and solder wouldn't
run on to the PCB copper, though it
flowed on to the pin. Cleaning the
PCB track and resoldering cured
this awkward fault. C.W.

Hitachi CAP162
This very old 16in. set had a dark
picture and the CRT seemed to be
very sad. A few checks were made
before we condemned the set to the
skip. This revealed that the first
anode supply was very low at only
160V. C714 (2,200pF, 1kV) was
open-circuit. A replacement produced very good results. C.W.

Finlux 3000 Series
If the problem with one of these
sets is that the EW modulator
diodes Dz7 and Dz8 are faulty, the
scan coupling capacitor Cz19
(value depends on tube type)
should also be checked. It tends to
overheat, and you may not notice a
small amount of EW correction
error when the set is working. Also
check the BD241A EW modulator
driver transistor Tk4 which may be
leaky. C.W.

Philips 2A Chassis
Two of these sets carne in together
with similar symptoms. They
would both go off after a while.
One would come back on by itself
while the other one had to be
switched off then on again to restart
it. The first set had an intermittently open-circuit line driver transformer winding. The second set had
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Toshiba 2539DB (C2DB
Chassis)
This Dolby Pro-Logic set came in
with the complaint "no 16:9 switching". My first thought was that a
huge chip at a huge price would be
required. But no, Q305 (25C1815GR) in the switching circuit was
short-circuit base-to-emitter. It
costs only a few pennies. C.W.

Finlux 5000 Series
One of these sets was dead but
made funny noises. The mains
bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor
Cu34 (220pF, 385V) was open-circuit. C.W.

width control had no effect. R423
(2.2kS1), which is connected to one
end of the width control, was opencircuit. M.Dr.

Mitsubishi CT29A4STX
(Euro 12 Chassis)
When this set carne on it produced
a burst of EHT then tripped out.
Checks showed that the HT rose to
200V before the trip. The culprit
was 0906 (47pF, 50V) in the chopper transistor's base drive circuit:
its value had dropped to about
20pF. As it is mounted next to a
hot heatsink, a replacement should
be rated at 105°C. M.Dr.

Matsui 2899N
When standby was requested the
LED channel display went off and
the sound muted but the picture was
stili there. The culprit was relay
RY101 on the power PCB. Its contacts were welded together. M.Dr.

Amstrad CTV1410 (Onwa
8214 Chassis)
If there's reduced height, check the
voltages at R302 (6.8ku, 5W). There
should be 112V at one end and 9V at
the other. In this particular case the
9V supply was low at 5.98V because
R302's value had risen to 935kQ.
This resistor provides the supply for
pin 21 of the TA8718N colour
decoder/timebase generator chip. It
usually goes open-circuit — the result
is then a dead set. M.Dr.

Mitsubishi CT21A3STX
(Euro 12 Chassis)
This set had no teletext and the picture had shifted to one side horizontally. The cause of the problem
was the EEPROM (IC702).
Purchase of a service manual
turned out to be a better proposition
however as it's about the same
price as a ready-programmed EEPROM and describes in detail EEPROM reprogramming. This is usually all that's required. M.Dr.

Goodmans 1430R (Onwa
8214 Chassis)
This set was dead though the power
supply was OK and the standby
light worked. A check at pin 21 of
the TA8718N colour decoder/timebase generator chip IC301 showed
that the 9V supply was missing.
R302 (6.81a 5W) in the feed was
open-circuit. M.Dr.

Amstrad CTV280N

Tatung 195 Chassis

This large set had a width problem:
the picture was about two inches in
at each side of the screen. The pincushion control worked but the

This set worked after the usual control membrane replacement, but the
picture was very plastic and lacked
contrast. The grey-scale tracking,
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the RGB drive voltages and the
tube's first anode supply were all
correct. When the 0.335 resistor
R903 in the heater supply on the
tube base panel was checked the
reading was 8a Problem solved.
When it was removed and inspected however the marked value was
8.31 — and it was the originai resistor!
Presumably the tube had been
underrun from new, but it was nonthe-worse for that: the correct-value
heater ballast resistor produced an
as-new picture. The set was actually a Boots Model CTV1411R. C.A.

Mitsubishi CT25A4STX
(Euro 12 Chassis)
Hum in standby and no degaussing
were the reported symptoms, which
had an unexpected common cause.
In this chassis the 24V supply powers the audio amplifier and, unusually, provides auto-degaussing via a
relay. The supply's reservoir capacitor C960 (1,000pF, 35V) had dried
up. A replacement cured both
symptoms.
We also replaced the chopper
transistor's base coupling capacitor
C906, using a 47pF, 63V type rated
at 105°C. This reduces the likeli-

hood of high HT developing, with
destruction of the line and/or field
timebase. C.A.

Philips GR1-AX Chassis
This set wouldn't come on — there
was just buzz. The power supply
was OK, but there was no feed to
the transistors in the line driver
stage (Tr7521 and Tr7523) because
coil L5524 was open-circuit. C.A.

Ferguson TX99 Chassis
After replacing a faulty on/off
switch we found that there was
excessive width and the HT was
only 100V. The line scan coil plug
PL/SK23 can be fitted either way
round to PL/SK4 on the main PCB:
at some previous time it had been
reversed. When we fitted it correctly the width was dramatically
reduced. It became normal when the
HT had been reset to 115V. C.A.

Finlandia C59HZ6 and
similar (Salarci M Chassis)
Here's something to add to Michael
Dranfield's useful information
(page 492, May 1997) on the
apparent failure of some Granada
sets to memorize on channel positions 1-4 only. This particular

model requires a special remotecontrol button sequence to store on
these positions — presumably to
reduce call-outs from renters playing with the search/store buttons
and loosing stored channels.
To store channels on positions
1-4, find the required signal then
press A/RED, 0/AV, STEP and
STORE in sequence. My thanks to
an unknown but helpful Granada
engineer on the end of a phone in
Exeter for this valuable piece of
inside information. C.A.

Alba CTV10
This almost Nikkai Baby 10 type
set had an intermittent, fluctuating
picture that would sometimes disappear into a faint red raster with
flyback lines. The source of a voltage variation consistent with the
random fault was eventually traced
to the collector of Q301, which is
part of the on-screen display drive
circuitry.
When this 2SC1815 transistor
was removed, a tiny spot of board
contamination was seen underneath.
We cleaned the area and, as a precaution, fitted a replacement BC546
transistor. This cleared the fault permanently. C.A.

The Nokia N Chassis
This chassis uses digital processing in the signals sections but is
otherwise fairly conventional. Michael Maurice on the main things
to bear in mind when servicing these sets
The Nokia N chassis, successor to the Salora M chassis
(see Television August/September 1997), uses a number
of custom-made digital chips in the signal processing
sections. Unlike the M chassis, it has fairly conventional power supply and line output stage circuits. The chassis is designed to drive 21, 25 and 28in. CRTs, with
some line output stage component value variations
depending on tube size.
The chassis can be described as truly international,
catering for PAL, Secam and NTSC signals. Some sets
have facilities to cater for the various sound systems.
The user can even select the menu language — more on
this later. You will find the chassis in Nokia, Salora,
Finlandia, De Graaf and Hitachi receivers released
around 1991-3. In the UK the chassis was mainly sold
by Nokia on an OEM basis to Granada (Finlandia) and
Hitachi.
The chassis consists of a large mother board with plugin modules for the IF, Fastext and Nicam circuitry. A
front operation PCB carries the four switches and the
programme display. There's another board for the CRT
base, with the RGB output stages on it.
When you look at the chassis you will see a number of
copper heatsinks. One at the left-hand side, viewed from
the rear, carries the line output and EW modulator driver transistors and the line driver chip. Another heatsink,
towards the centre of the chassis, carries the field output
and voltage regulator chips.

Dismantling
How a set has to be taken apart depends on the model of
course. Hitachi and Finlandia sets have separate speaker boxes which are screwed to the cabinet back. You'll
have to remove them before taking the back cover off.
Take care not to short-circuit the speaker leads, as this
can damage the output amplifiers. When refitting the
cabinet boxes, ensure that the speakers are wired correctly and in phase. Don't overtighten the screws —
doing this could break the fragile plastic.
De Graaf models have the speakers fitted to the front
of the set, so you can remove the back in the normal
way.
Once the back is off the complete chassis can be slid
out. With Hitachi and Finlandia sets the mains switch,
display, IR receiver and headphone sockets are on a
small panel at the front of the chassis. You will have to
disconnect them to slide the main PCB out of its runners. In De Graaf models these items are at the top righthand side of the set.
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Take care not to damage the front flap. Apart from the
flap itself the side panels could be damaged.

Power Supply
This chassis represented a departure from the wellknown Nokia/Salora Ipsalo circuit, with its single transformer for the chopper and line output stages. In the N
chassis there are separate chopper power supply and line
output stages.
The power supply circuit is shown in Fig. 1. It's based
on a TDA4605 chopper control chip (IN01) which
drives a 2SK1118 field-effect chopper transistor
(TN01). When operating normally (this includes the
standby mode) the circuit produces an HT supply of
155V across reservoir capacitor CN12.
To check whether there's a fault in the power supply
or the line output stage, disconnect the latter and connect a 60W bulb as a dummy load in its place. If the
fault is in the line output stage, the power supply will
now work.
The power supply is generally reliable (but see fault
notes later). Normal operation can usually be restored
by replacing the TDA4605 chip and the 2SK1118 transistor. Before fitting these items, it's best to check all
the high-value resistors associated with IN01.

Line Output Stage
The only unconventional thing here is that the drive for
the base of the S2000AF line output transistor TH02
comes from pin 1 of the TDA8140 line driver chip
IH01, i.e. there's no discrete component driver stage
with transformer.
If the line output transistor has died, the tuning capacitors CH07/08/09 should be checked. It's best to replace
CH07 whenever there has been line output stage failure.
The value is 9.1nF (11nF in 21in. sets) and the rating
1.6kV. In the larger-screen models you can use the blue
Philips type that does the job in the 2A chassis. CH09
(150nF, 400V) should also be replaced. In some sets this
capacitor is rated at 250V: uprate it to 400V. I use the
RS Components polypropylene type (stock code 1691821). CH08 (27nF) can be responsible for some weird
and wonderful EW faults when faulty. Check the two
EW modulator diodes DH02 (BY228) and DH03
(RGP15J). Replace them if in any doubt.
The line output transformer seems to be reliable,
which is more than can be said for the focus/A1 control
module that's fitted to it. This item can arc and burn up,
usually affecting the focus lead that comes out of the
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Fig. 1: Circuit diagram of the FET chopper power supply circuit used in the Nokia N chassis. TNO2 provides on/standby
switching, controlled by 1001. The line driver chip 1H01 is also switched. When the 12V supply U5 is present TNO3
switches on to enable the U6 supply (5V) and TNO4 switches on to provide the supply for 1H01.

transformer. If this has been badly damaged you will
need a new transformer.
Check the whole area for dry-joints, especially around
CH07/08/09.
In addition to the items so far mentioned, EW correction involves transistors TH03 (BD241D) and TH04
(BC639) and the loading coil LH06. The drive comes
from pin 8 of the XC/MC44000 digital chip IF01 in the
signals part of the main board. Most problems are
caused by the tuning capacitors, as mentioned above,
but the loading coil can fail with shorted turns. Check it
by substitution.

to both the PCB and the heatsink. It's not easy to unsolder these pins because the heat is absorbed by the heatsink. This is how I do it — others may have different ideas.
First unsolder the eight pins that are not soldered to the
heatsink, then lift the IC so that the eight unsoldered
pins are out of the board. Apply heat to the remaining
eight pins and remove as much solder as possible with
desoldering braid. Next apply a generous amount of
flux. Heat the pins and at the same time use thick pliers
to pull the IC out. You may break several of its pins or
the lot. Once the chip is out, any remaining pins can be
removed. Be prepared to have to repair some of the print
in this area afterwards.

Line Driver Stage
The line driver stage is certainly different, see Fig. 2.
It's based on a TDA8140 chip (IH01) which only rarely
fails. This is just as well, because removing it is difficult. The chip can be responsible for loss of line drive
and for repeated failure of the line output transistor.
IHO1 is mounted on the same large copper heatsink
that carries the line output transistor, The problem is that
pins 9-16, which are connected to chassis, are soldered
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Field Output Stage
A TDA8170 chip, IV01, is used in the field output stage.
Should this chip fail it will load the linee output stage,
from which its 24V supply (U8) is derived. The microcontroller chip IDO1 will detect that a fault is present
and switch the set to standby.
Unfortunately you can't remove or unsolder IVO1 to
prove that it is responsible for the reversion to standby,
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as the microcontroller chip needs to know that it's there!
Replace the flyback boost capacitor CV01 (220pF) as
well as the IC.
The Signal Circuits
The signals circuits are on the right-hand side of the
main PCB. They are separated from the power stages by
the metal heatsink that carries the regulator and field
output chips.
UK sets have a UHF-only tuner. The IF strip is a plugin module fitted with UK standard 6MHz crystals. I
have come across modules with crystals for 5.5MHz
sound as well: if you have such a module, the tuning
menu (see later) can be used to select the sound.
There are two types of stereo sound module, a large
one that incorporates a standard Nicam decoder and
another that has two digital ICs, one of which is an
MSP2400 multisound processor. The former is generally found in De Graaf and Hitachi models, the latter in
Finlandia sets. I understand that it will process the
German Zweiton sound signal as well as Nicam. The
modules are not interchangeable, and I am not sure
whether an MSP2400 chip obtained from another manufacturer will work — I am told that there are different
versions of this chip. Perhaps someone can clarify this
for us? A peculiar fault occurs when this chip fails: the
set will not come on, though the front LEDs flicker at
switch on. To check, remove the Nicam module and
switch on. If the set now works normally (with mono
sound) it's likely that the MSP2400 chip has failed.
The text module also plugs in. It uses SAA5231 and
SAA5243 text processing chips.
Video and sync processing and video input switching
is carried out by the XC44000 chip IF01 (or its equivalent, type MC44000). It's a sort of digital jungle chip
that's controlled by IDO1 via an I2C bus. IF01 carries
out PAL, Secam and NTSC decoding; grey-scale adjustment; generation of line, EW and field drive signals;
geometry adjustments; and beam limiting. Note that
there are several versions of this IC. Although they are
interchangeable, realignment for geometry and grey
scale may be required if a different version is fitted.
Details are given in the electronic screwdriver section.
Audio processing at baseband frequencies is carried
out by IL01 (MC44130). It's essentially an input/output
switcher together with tone, balance and volume controls. Overall control is again by IDO1 via the I2C bus.
The microcontroller chip IDO1 is the heart of the set. It
works in conjunction with an SDA2526/MCM2814
EPROM, ID03, controlling everything from the comprehensive user settings to the equally comprehensive
electronic screwdriver system.
Tube Base PCB
A single TEA5101A chip, IT01, on the CRT base panel
provides the RGB drive signals. The chip can be responsible for the loss of one or more colours. If it goes shortcircuit, RT05 (105I) will go open-circuit. The result will
be a bright raster with flyback lines.
If the picture appears washed out, bright and with flyback lines, check the 200V line. If the voltage is low,
replace CH17 (2.2pF) on the main PCB.
Common Faults Summary
Dead set: Check the fuse in the power supply and the
one on the mains input panel. If the latter (FN51, 2AT)
has blown, suspect the BY133 mains bridge rectifiers
DN03-6 or the degaussing posistor RN10. If the DC
fuse FNO2 (1.25A) has blown, the 2SK1118 chopper
FET TNO1 is probably short-circuit. The FET and its
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TDA4605 control chip INO1 should be replaced as a
pair. Check the associated resistors and capacitors.
Power supply tripping: The most likely cause is a
short-circuit S2000AF line output transistor (TH02).
Check the tuning capacitors in the line output stage, also
the EW modulator diodes DH02-3, before replacing the
transistor (see earlier comments).
Set goes to standby: Check the TDA8170 field output
chip IVO1 by substitution. Alternatively there could be
data line corruption: check the text and Nicam boards by
unplugging them, and the tuner.
Very wide picture with no EW correction: Suspect
that the BD241D EW modulator driver transistor TH03
is short-circuit and/or the RGP15J diode DH03. Check
the tuning capacitors in the line output stage.
Narrow picture with no EW correction and transistor TH03 getting very hot: Suspect the tuning capacitors in the line output stage and the EW loading coil
LH06.
Picture size varies horizontally and vertically with
changes in picture brightness: Suspect CH08 (27nF,
400V) in the line output stage. You can use a 33nF,
400V capacitor if a 27nF one is not available.
Set sometimes goes to standby when changing channels, poor sync and/or poor picture regulation:
Suspect the XC44000/MC44000 digital jungle chip
IF01.
Low contrast: Suspect the BC857B video buffer transistor TF03.
Others may be able to add to this list, which is a short
guide to some of the faults that I and my colleagues have
had.
Programming and Menus
With the exception of power on/off, volume and programme up/down, the remote control unit has to be used
to operate the set. The user can set and store all tuning
information, including standards settings, and operate
and store contrast, brightness, colour, volume, base, treble, balance and headphone levels (the latter is independent of the volume level). This is all done by using the
menu button and the Fastext colour buttons. To access
these settings, press menu on the remote control unit.
You will then see the following:
colour
balance
h.phone
volume

contrast
bass
mono
norm

brightness
treble
wide
prog

with the top line highlighted in colour. All programming
is carried out in this section.
Select the programme number you want to set then
press menu repeatedly until the bottom line comes up in
colour. Press the blue button. You will now see:
TV

satellite

radio

in which only TV will be highlighted in red — unless you
have a receiver with a built-in satellite and/or radio system (the chances of seeing one of these is small). When
you have selected TV, the menu will change to:
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PR MHz Ch A

system

store
Standby switching

A indicates the tuner — ft can be switched to B, but you
will then get no signal as the set doesn't have a second
tuner.
If you know the direct channel number, press the green
button and enter it. Otherwise you can search by pressing the red button. If you decide to tune by channel
numbers you can stili fine tune by pressing the red button then using step +/—.
Store by pressing the blue button. You can then select
the next programme by pressing a number.
If you want to change the language, press the yellow
then store buttons on the handset. You will see a list of
languages. Press the relevant number for the language
required. The menu will then come up in the selected
language.
If, instead of selecting language, you just press yellow
you can select the system, which is for sound only. For
UK use set to system 1. If you set to another system you
may not receive Nicam sound. Note that the system setting is individuai for each channel. If for example the
reported fault is no Nicam sound on one channel, check
the system setting on that channel.
If, when in the system, you press the remote control
unit button with the swung arrows that point in a circular manner, you will fmd that the yellow button will
change to Auto or PAL or Secam or NTSC. Use the step
button to store the required system, which will again be
individuai to the particular channel. Press the blue button to store the new settings.
The sound and picture settings should be self-explanatory. If you wish to store new settings as a personal preference then, after selecting what you want, press the
menu button till the bottom line is coloured then press
the yellow button. The Nomi will flash to show that the
new settings are stored.
The mono setting is also self-explanatory. The wide
setting is for a spatially wide sound effect — not for
widescreen or 16:9 pictures.
You may wonder why I have gone into the above in
such detail. Three examples will explain why.
(1) If, with one set, you tuned any channel in on programme 3 it was in black and white. If you tuned the
same channel in o n say number 5 it would be in colour.
The reason for this was that programme 3 had been set
to Secam colour. By going through the menu I reset
programme 3 to PAL. It then carne up in colour.
(2) After playing about with the remote control unit a
customer had managed to set the brightness, colour and
contrast very low — and had changed the language to
Spanish! Press a few buttons and all was well. I advised
the customer not to change the settings.
(3) Another customer complained about not getting
stereo sound with BBC-1, BBC-2 and ITV. The cure
was to go through the menu and reset to system 1.

The Electronic Screwdriver
The only preset potentiometer in the chassis is PNO1 in
the power supply, for setting up the HT voltage. There
are also first anode and focus controls on the line output
transformer. All other control operations have to be set
by using the remote control unit and storing information
in the EPROM.
To enter the service mode, press buttons -/- -, menu
and TV/N in quick succession (within 1.5 seconds).
The following commands are available via the remote
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control unit:
Step pmg+/-: Steps from one adjustment to another.
Number buttons 0-9: These give direct access to adjustments 0-9, i.e. height, vertical linearity, vertical S correction, vertical position, horizontal position, width,
parabola tilt, parabola amplitude, parabola corner,
colour green. Always do the first four first.
Volume +/-: To increase/decrease adjustment.
Number buttons 0-7: To set or reset option bits and special codes.
Prog. button P/store: To store parameter values.
Standby: To exit from the service mode.
The adjustments appear in a small black box in the
centre of the screen, e.g. V.AMP 18 where V.AMP is
the height and 18 the value. Use volume +/- to change
settings and step +/- to go to the next parameter.
Before you carry out any adjustments I suggest you
run through them all and note the settings. You can then
return to them if you get into trouble.
Adjustments shouldn't be necessary unless a repair has
been carried out in the deflection circuitry. Even then
adjustment should be minimal. If you find it necessary
to make a large adjustment you might well be masking
a fault.
You can also set up the grey scale. Set the Al voltage
first: display a normal picture and set up the control (on
the back of the LOPT) so that the two dots on the front
display are extinguished.
I suggest you leave the option bytes well alone. You
could fmd that you have selected an `illegal' setting: the
receiver will then go to standby and won't come out
again. Unfortunately the only way out of this is to
replace the EPROM. The option byte settings vary
depending on the microcontroller chip fitted.

Spares
Part numbers have been omitted since they depend on
the brand. In compiling this article I've relied mainly on
the service data for the Finlandia C/D59JZ5E and the
Hitachi C2562TN/C2862TN.
Spares are available from Chas Hyde and Son, Willow
Vale Electronics and Granada. Pattern remote control
handsets are available from CPC under order code
HSRC1370.
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TV
Fault Finding
Reports from
Philip Blundell, AMIEEIE
Michael Maurice
Keith F. Brown
Michael Dranfield
Pete Gurney, LCGI
Paul Hardy and
C.J.Guy

Ferguson TX92 Chassis
If there is loss of one colour, check
the tube's first anode (screen/G2)
voltage as laid down in the manual.
The cathode voltage for the missing
colour should of course be high,
and there will probably be no
change as the Al voltage is varied.
The first cheCks should be on the
tube's base panel. Lift one end of
all three 82k51 RGB feedback resistors RB24/44/64. Check their values and replace any that are out of
tolerance.
If this doesn't restore the missing colour, switch off and lift one
end of RV17 (8252), RV18 and
RV16 (both 12052) on the main
panel. Tune in a monochrome signal and scope IVO I 's RGB output
pins 27, 28 and 29.'With a
monochrome signal all three waveforms should be of similar amplitude. If one is low, replace the three
100nF chip capacitors CV10/11/12.
This has solved the problems I've
had so far. P.B.

Samsung SCT11B/D
Chassis
The following applies to sets,
including Models CI3373 and
CI5079, that are fitted with this
chassis — you will find the chassis
number printed on the PCB, just
below the line output transformer
on the solder side.
If the set is dead with DZ801 or
IC801 short-circuit, inspect the
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board in the area of DZ801. If it's
blackened, indicating that DZ801
has been getting hot, the power
supply has probably been producing excess voltage in standby. In
standby the 125V line should rise
to 140V. In some sets it can rise to
180V, with the result that DZ801
fails. Replace the following parts
with the latest types — this normally
solves the problem:
DZ801, replace with part no. 0403000691.
IC801, replace with part no. AA1320004P version C.
HC801, replace with part no.
AA13-20004M version C.
If the supply still produces 180V
in standby, replace C852 using part
no. 2301-000111. P.B.

Grundig M70-690/9
(CUC6851 chassis)
If there is no front display, check
whether fuse Si6010 on the mains
switch panel is open-circuit. P.B.

Samsung C15079T (SCT11D
Chassis)
This set produced a blank blue
screen with no sound. The menus
could be called up, but they were
partly off the top of the screen.
This was a due — the EEPROM
had lost its settings.
With the SAA5290ZP-026 the
option byte should be set to 5D.
With the SAA5290ZP-042 the
option byte should be set to CA.
Once a new EEPROM had been
fitted and the option byte set up,
the menus were in the correct place
on the screen and snow had
replaced the blank display. But no
signals could be tuned in. Pin 1 of
the microcontroller chip, where the
PWM tuning voltage signal should
be present, was short-circuit to

chassis. A new microcontroller chip
and a picture size and grey-scale set
up completed the repair.
If you need to order a service
manual for a CI5079T, quote the
chassis type — you will find it on
the solder side of the PCB, by the
LOPT pins. P.B.

Hitachi C1414T
Although this set's power supply
appears to be quite conventional it
won't start if you connect a light
bulb as a dummy load across its
output. If you switch on then connect the bulb, it will light.
The basic fault was that the
overvoltage zener diode ZD952
(P6KE130R) and the line output
transistor Q702 (BU2508DF) had
gone short-circuit. Replacing these
items and the optocoupler IC901
(CNX82R) cured the fault. But
before doing so I wanted to test the
power supply running on its own.
Hence the comments above. M.M.

Sony KV2553MT
This multi-standard set had been
imported from the USA. There was
no picture: the owner complained
about a thin white line across the
screen with a black band at the bottom. The cause of the trouble was
C681 (560µF, 25V) which on test
read under 90g. A new 680µF,
50V capacitor rated at 105°C cured
the fault. M.M.

Philips 2A Chassis
When this set carne in it was tripping. Fortunately the engineer who
brought it along mentioned that
there was a width fault. I found that
R3601 (5.652) in the EW modulator
driver stage was open-circuit. A
replacement stopped the tripping,
but there was now excessive width
with the control having no effect.
A voltage check at the emitter of
the EW modulator driver transistor
TR7599 produced a reading of
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approximately 2.2V instead of the
usual 15.5V. A check at the width
control itself revealed that the —26V
supply was missing. R3602 (1552)
was open-circuit because the supply's reservoir capacitor C2602
(10µF, 63V) was short-circuit.
When I removed it I found that its
case had burst. Replacements followed by setting up restored correct
operation. M.M.

Matsui 209R
The fault symptoms were field
bounce and partial field collapse.
The cause turned out to be dryjoints at the scan plug connector.
Resoldering put matters right. M.M.

Philips CP110
This one carne in from another
dealer who thought that the cause
of the blown mains fuse was the
degaussing posistor, which rattled.
Checks revealed that two of the
mains bridge rectifier diodes were
short-circuit. When these were
replaced the fuse held but the set
didn't come on.
The voltage at pin 9 of the
TEA1039 chopper control chip was
low. So I replaced the usual items —
the BUT11AF chopper transistor
TR7665, the TEA1039 chip, the
12052 and 100Q resistors in
TR7665's base circuit etc., but still
no joy. The BYD33J HT rectifier
D6664 was short-circuit. When this
had been replaced the set came on
and the channel numbers lit up.
Time to reconnect the scan-coil
plug, restoring the HT supply to the
line output stage. The set then
tripped. I had a working set once
the line output transformer had
been replaced — pity the tube was
as flat as a pancake! M.M.

Samsung CI6230
There were two faults with this set:
no remote control and flyback lines
at the top of the screen when the set
had been on for a while. The customer mentioned that the field output chip had been replaced several
times. I replaced the associated flyback boost capacitor, but the field
fault persisted. The cause was the
chip itself, proved by a squirt of

freezer.
When I removed the chip I
found that the previous engineer
hadn't bothered to clean off the old
heatsink compound. So the chip
wasn't making proper contact with
its heatsink. All was well when I'd
cleaned off the old grease and fitted
a new chip.
The cause of the remote control
system failure was simple: the pre-
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vious engineer had forgotten to refit
the plug from the remote control
sensor/amplifier! M.M.

Ferguson TX90 Chassis
Field collapse superimposed on a
normal picture was the unusual
symptom with this 14in. set. At
first I thought that the screen had
been burnt by a previous field collapse fault. But this was not the
case: after about five minutes the
line almost vanished.
The field output stage bias resistors were all OK. They are fed
from the same 150V line that supplies the RGB output transistors.
The cause of the problem was this
supply's reservoir capacitor C190
(22µF, 160V). A replacement also
improved the picture. K.F.B.

Hitachi C2114T (G7PS
Chassis)
The field output chip IC601 had
failed. It failed again after a few
months and was replaced, along
with C605, only to fail yet again.
On Hitachi's advice we fitted a
lOnF, 50V capacitor across the
field scan coils, on the print side of
the panel, and made sure that R613
was fitted. But the set continued to
destroy its field output chip.
The latest modification is to add
two BZX79-33V zener diodes in
series, with their cathode to pin 2
of IC601 and the anode to chassis.
If this fails, it seems that a new
CRT is required. K.F.B.

Ferguson ICC9 Chassis
If the symptom is loss of one of the
primary colours, check the relevant
surface-mounted buffer transistor
first. Use a scope — these transistors
can test OK with a multimeter.
TV71 is for red, TV76 for green
and TV81 for blue. M.Dr.

Tatung 180 Chassis
The power supply pumped at
switch on. When the feed to the
line output stage was disconnected
the power supply fired up first
time. But connecting a 60W bulb as
a dummy load made it trip again.
The usual cause of this fault is
C806 and C807 (both 100g, 25V).
Not this time however. The capacitance of the mains bridge rectifier's
reservoir capacitor C805 (100µF,
385V) had dropped to a very low
value. M.Dr.

Sanyo EC1-B Chassis
One of these sets would shut down
after three seconds. The chassis
incorporates a protection circuit
that's monitored by the

PCA84C840/062 microcontroller

chip IC701. The idea is that the
protection line is held high by the
10k52 pull-up resistor R706.
Various diodes connect this line to
the supply rails. When a supply is
lost, the relevant diode conducts
and the protection line goes low.
The exception to this circuitry is
the HT line (B1), which is checked
for overvoltage by a potential
divider/zener diode/transistor
arrangement which likewise pulls
the protection line low in the event
of a fault.
In this particular case however
IC701 had developed an interna!
leak of about 2kQ, which made the
protection line go low. I assume
that the three-second delay is programmed into the chip's software
to allow the supply rails to be
established before checks are made.
I've now had this fault three
times, with two other variants of
the same chassis. P.G.

Hitachi CPT2508 (G7P Mk
Il Chassis)
This set was dead with the mains
fuse blackened and the 3.952, 7W
surge limiter resistor R901 opencircuit. As a 30052 reading was
obtained across the mains bridge
rectifier's reservoir capacitor C909
I at first suspected that the chopper
transistor Q901 was leaky. The culprit was the snubber capacitor C919
(4.7nF, lkV) however. It's one of
those disc capacitors and on closer
inspection I could see that it had
split along its length. A replacement rated at 2kV restored normal
operation. P.G.

Toshiba 1510TBT
This set had died during an electrical storm. Unusually the power
supply worked, but the set was
stuck in standby. The 5V supply for
the microcontroller chip ICA01 is
derived from the AC mains supply
via a 3.9k52, 10W resistor (RA60)
which acts as an integrator in conjunction with a 470µF, 16V capacitor (CA45). The 9V supply produced by these components is
clamped by a couple of series-connected 4.7V zener diodes and fed to
a BC547B 5V regulator transistor
(QA03).
Checks showed that the 5V supply was low at 4V while the voltages at the pins of ICA01 were
haywire. In particular the voltage at
its reset pin hovered at 1.2V instead
of being 5V. Thus ICA01 refused
to initialise. The reset line is fed by
QA04, which is in QA03's base
circuit. QA03 was the cause of the
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trouble: it had slight base-emitter
leakage. P.G.

pose, low-voltage transistor. I've
found that a BC182L works quite
well as a substitute. P.G.

GoldStar CIT2180F
The owner of this 14in. portable
complained about an extremely
intermittent bright picture. When the
fault finally put in an appearance I
found that C431 (4.7g, 250V) had
gone open-circuit. It's the reservoir
capacitor for the 180V supply to the
RGB output stages. P.G.

Huanya 37C3

Hitachi G7P Chassis

Some quick ones on these sets. If
the set fails to start, check R710
(101a 3W) which provides the
line oscillator with a start-up feed.
No colour usually means that the
D7193AP colour decoder chip
IC501 is faulty. Replace with a

One of these sets would intermittently fail to start. We'd had it in
for the same fault about six months
previously, and thought we had
cured it by replacing C914 (2.2µF,
50V) which had fallen in value. It's
part of the start-up supply for the
TDA4601 chopper control chip
IC901. This time C914 was OK.
The culprit was C916 (33µF, 25V),
which takes over as the reservoir
capacitor for IC901's supply once
the circuit gets going. As with
C914, it had fallen in value. P.H.

TA7193.
If there's no field flyback blanking, check the two 11.1F, 50V seriesconnected electrolytics C612/3.
Note that in some versions of the
chassis only one of these capacitors
is fitted, the other one being linked
out. Non-linear field scanning usually means that C611 (2.211F, 50V)
is open-circuit. P.G.

Mitsubishi CT25M1TX
The complaint was intermittent loss
of the picture. When the loss
occurred it lasted for only a few
seconds. The fault could not be
instigated by heating/freezing or by
tapping, and during a soak test put
in an appearance just once in three
days. When it occurred the picture
blanked completely, but both text
and the on-screen graphics stili
worked.
Eventually the fault lasted for
longer than its usual brief period
and I had a chance to make some
checks. The signals were OK at the
TDA3561 colour decoder/switching
chip, including the sandcastle pulses. Data input switching is carried
out at pin 9, which goes high for
text/on-screen graphics. In the fault
condition the voltage here was
0.9V instead of OV. Two transistors, Q7705 (text) and Q702 (onscreen graphics), control this voltage. Q702 had 3.2V at its emitter
instead of OV, and much the same
at its base. At first I suspected the
microcontroller chip IC701, but
breaking its connection to Q702's
base stili left the incorrect voltage
here. A replacement transistor, type
JC501QR, cured the fault — the
original one had been intermittently
leaky.
The JC501QR is a general-pur-
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Saisho CT141X/Matsui
1420A

This set was dead. There was plenty of voltage across the mains
bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor
C808 but nothing at the collector of
the chopper transistor Q801. The
cause was hairline cracks around all
the pins of the chopper transformer,
though a magnifier was required to
see them. Resoldering restored normal operation. P.G.

Mitsubishi CT2964ST (Euro
4 Chassis)
This monster set's reported fault
was no teletext. After attending to a
multitude of dry-joints in the power
supply and timebase sections of the
main board I turned attention to the
complaint. In fact the set seemed to
be switching over to the teletext
mode but produced only a blank
screen. The 5V teletext supply was
low because C922 (100µF, 25V)
was open-circuit. Once this capacitor had been replaced the set performed as it should, which is more
than can be said for me after I'd
lifted it! P.H.

Bush 2114T
The customer said that this set had
gone bang. When I opened it up I
could see why. The HT reservoir
capacitor C810 (220µF, 160V) had
exploded. There was debris everywhere — it took an absolute age to
clean it all up. To avoid a bounce I
also replaced R808 (270kO) and
C818 (1µF, 50V). When faulty
these items can be responsible for a
blown chopper transistor and high
HT respectively. P.H.

Ferguson C51ND (ICC7
Chassis)
Intermittent sound was the complaint with this Nicam set. The
audio was sometimes low and
couldn't be changed even though
the on-screen level moved when

told to do so by the remote control
unit. In addition the sound menu
had only the volume level control
present: the displays for balance,
bass, treble and mono/stereo were
not there. After attending to some
suspect joints on the main and
Nicam boards the problem was stili
present. Thinking it might be a
microcontroller fault I replaced this
item. Again to no avail.
Ferguson Technical was very
helpful and suggested that I resolder pins 24, 25 and 26 of the
TDA6200 chip IS04 on the Nicam
board. These pins handle the clock
and data traffic. As I'd already
done this, the next suggestion was
to resolder all the links on this double-sided board. Doing this cured
the fault. Note that IS04 can be the
cause of the fault.
I also found that the, on-screen
graphics were a bit too far to the
right. This was corrected by adjusting LB03 in the on-screen display
oscillator circuit. P.H.

Philips CP90 Chassis
I thought this was going to be an
easy one — the set had lost its memory. A new nicad battery fixed that.
I then found that the tuning would
not stop at a signal. As the transmission tuned through, I briefly
saw a picture that was shifted to the
left.
So it appeared that there was a
problem with the line oscillator,
which is in the IF unit. This module
is not covered in the manual, and
Philips seems to regard it as unrepairable. A replacement module is
expensive, so an attempt at repair
seemed preferable to a declined estimate. In fact replacing the TDA2579
chip cured the problem. P.H.

Salora J Chassis
This set took a long time to come
on and the mains switch wouldn't
latch. When the electrolytics on the
primary side of the Ipsalo circuit
were checked with a bridge CB712
and CB726 (both
35V) were
found to be low in value. They
were replaced, along with the
switch, but this wasn't the end of
the matter.
There was pronounced ripple on
the screen when the set was stili
cold. CB514 (1,000g, 25V), the
15V supply reservoir capacitor on
the secondary side of the Ipsalo circuit, was low in value. In addition
field lock was not too good. This
was cured by replacing the field
scan coupling capacitor CB410
(2,200µF, 25V) which had also
fallen in value. P.H.
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Philips KT4 Chassis
The complaint with this set was
intermittent loss of the picture,
sound OK. Fortunately the fault
became permanent after a few days.
When the picture went off, the line
frequency whistle changed pitch.
But there was still EHT.
The chassis has an unusual
power supply/line timebase
arrangement. Drive for the line output transistor is obtained from a
secondary winding on the chopper
transformer. A TDA3576B chip,
IC7200, is used for line sync purposes. It controls an oscillator in
the power supply. The TDA3576B
chip was faulty. So was the screen
printing on the PCB — at first we
fitted the replacement chip the
wrong way round. Fortunately it
suffered no damage. M.Dr.

Hitachi C2114T (G7PS
Chassis)
This set had died because of the
usual failure of R901. When it had
been revived there was a hum bar,
yet no ripple could be detected on
any of the supply lines. It was
eventually removed by a slight
tweak to the AGC preset. All chan-

nels, both strong and weak, had
been affected. C.J.G.

GoldStar CIT2168
This set bounced following a power
supply repair, the complaint being
no teletext. There were dry-joints at
connector P102 on the text board.
Why are we always expected to do
two repairs for the price of one?
My local garage doesn't! C.J.G.

JVC C1480
Tuning drift was the complaint
with one of these sets. For tuning
control they have an unnecessarily
complicated and ridiculously
expensive thick-film module. Oh
dear. We were able to trace the
cause of the trouble to a surfacemounted electrolytic capacitor on
the module however — C016,
0-47µF. It's the same type that
gives trouble with certain JVC capstan motors. C.J.G.

was the cause, and the 10052 surface-mounted resistor R651 was
open-circuit.
It's always worth checking the
waveform carefully where an electrolytic capacitor is used to couple
the drive to a chopper or line output
transistor. C.J.G.

Datsura CDR9009 (Sanyo
A1-14 Chassis)
For a rolling, non-linear field scan,
check the value of R548. It varies
with the model. This one was fitted
with a 180k52 resistor that had risen
in value to several Ma C.J.G.

Fidelity CTV1405R
These portables are getting a bit
long in the tooth now but can still
produce excellent pictures. This
one suffered from erratic tuning,
sound buzz etc. A replacement
AFT coil cured all these faults.
C.J.G.

Sony KVX2952 (AE1C
Chassis)

GoldStar CIT2168 (PC04A
Chassis)

The chopper transistor was shortcircuit and a replacement got very
hot and threatened to go the same
way. C611 (47µF) in its base circuit

The cause of intermittent failure to
start was traced to D401 (1N4003).
It provides a start-up supply for the
line driver stage. C.J.G.

Sony

A guide to which models have
been fitted with which CTV
chassis over the past ten years.
Compiled by Giles Pilbrow

Chassis Guide
The following list of the models fitted with each Sony
CTV chassis released over the past ten years can be
particularly helpful when the service manual for a particular model is not available.

AE1 Chassis
A modular, large-screen chassis produced during 198790. Model numbers that end in T or l incorporate a teletext decoder. An M in the model number indicates mono
sound. Nicam adaptor kits were available for some sets.
Remote control units RM670, RM671. Models are as
follows:
KV21XMTU KV21XMU KVDX21TU
KVDX2112U KVDX27TU KVDX271TU
KVM21TU KVM21U KVM2511U
KVX2121U KVX2129U KVX2521U
KVX2529U KVX21TU KVX25TU

AE IA/AE 1 B Chassis
These chassis are similar to the AE1 but have different
power and system control circuits. Nicam sound is standard. Produced in 1990. Remote control unit RM689.
Models are:
KVD2512U
KVE2512U
KVX2132U

KVD2912U
KVE2912U
KVX2532U

KVX2932U

AE1C Chassis
As AE1A/B but with different microcontroller circuits.
Some sets have a sophisticated colour decoder with a
digital comb filter. Produced during 1991-2. Remote
control units RM816, RM817, RM813. Models:
KVA2122U
KVA2512U
KVA2112U
KVA2922U
KVA2912U
KVA2522U
KVC2122U
KVC2522U
KVE2922U
KVE2925U KVM2521U KVM2531U
KVX2152U
KVX2542U
KVX2142U
KVX2942U
KVX2545U
KVX2552U
KVX2952U
BEI Chassis
Basic mono sound chassis for small-screen sets produced during 1989-91. Model numbers that end with T
or 1 incorporate teletext. Remote control units RM670,
RM657, RM658. Models:
KVM 14TU
KVM16U
KVM2121U

KVM14U
KVM19TU
KVM2130U

KVM16TU
KVM2120U
KVM2131U

BE2/BE2A Chassis
Basic mono sound chassis for small-screen sets pro-
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duced during 1991-94. Model numbers that end with 1
incorporate teletext. Remote control units RM694,
RM841, RM820, RM826. Models:
KVM1400U
KVM1411U
KVM1620U
KVM2140U
KVM2151U

KVM1401U
KVM1420U
KVM1621U
KVM2141U

KVM1410U
KVM1421U
KVM2101U
KVM2150U

AE2 Chassis
Replaced the AE1C chassis for large-screen sets. Many
functions controlled by an 12C bus. The first Sony sets
to have service mode for all adjustments. All sets have
Nicam and teletext. Produced during 1992-93. Remote
control units RM830, RM832. Models:
KVB2512U
KVE2932U
KVX2162U

KVB2912U
KVS2912U
KVX2562U

KVE2532U
KVS3412U
KVX2962U

AE2A/AE2B Chassis
These two chassis are very similar. They differ from the
original AE2 in that they don't have a separate teletext
board — the teletext circuitry is incorporated on the M
board. Models with G in the number have a built-in
Astra satellite receiver with a VideoCrypt decoder. The
KVA2542/2942U have Dolby Pro-Logic sound. Sets
produced during 1993-94. Remote control unit RM831.
Models:
KVA2132U
KVA2932U
KVE2942U
KVS2922U
KVX2172U

KVA2532U
KVA2942U
KVG2515U
KVS3412U
KVX2572U

KVA2542U
KVE2542U
KVG2915U
KVS3432U
KVX2972U

AE2F Chassis
This is a top-of-the-range chassis with 100Hz scanning.
The KVW2812U was Sony' s first widescreen model.
The KVW3212U is fitted with a PAL Plus decoder.
Produced during 1994-95. Remote control unit RM842.
Models:
KVS2942U KVW2812U KVW3212U

BE3B Chassis
A stereo sound chassis to replace the AE2B, though the
AE2B Dolby Pro-Logic sound models were continued.
Produced during 1994-96. Remote control units
RM833, RM837. Models:
KVX2102U
KVX2182U
KVX24WS1

KVX2502U
KVX2582U
KVX28WS1

KVX2902U
KVX2982U
KV25T1U
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AE3 Chassis
Top-of-the-range digital chassis with 100Hz scanning,
Dolby Pro-Logic sound and digital picture effects such
as picture-in-picture (PIP) and picture-and-picture
(PAP). Production started in 1995. Model KVS2952U is
a current model. Remote control units RM831, RM838.
Models:

Sony chassis to incorporate all the teletext circuitry within the main microcontroller chip. Production started in
1995, still current. Remote control unit RM836. Models:
KVM 1440U
KVM1441U
KVM2170U
KVM2171U KV16WT1U KV21M1U
KV21M3U
KV21T1U
KV21T3U
KV14M1U
KV14T1U

KV28WS3U KV32WS3U KVS2952U

BE5 Chassis
AE4 Chassis
Similar features and specification to the AE3 chassis.
Produced in 1996. Remote control unit RM862. Models:
KV32WS4U KV32WX4U

BE3D Chassis
New stereo sound chassis to replace the BE3B. Much of
the circuitry on the main board remains the same as in
the earlier chassis, but the A board is quite different.
Production started in 1996, still current. Remote control
units RM839, RM862. Models:
KV25F1U
KV29F1U
KV25F2U
KV29F2U
KV25F3U
KV29F3U
KV25X1U
KV29X1U
KV24WX1U KV28WX1U KV24WS2U
KN28WS2U KV28WF1U KV32WF1U
KV29FX11U
•

BE4/BE4A Chassis
Mono sound chassis to replace the BE2 series. The BE4
chassis is used for portables, the BE4A in 21in. models
— much of the circuitry is identical however. The first

A stereo sound chassis for use in small-screen sets.
Production started in 1996, still current. Remote control
unit RM836. Models:
KV21X1U
KV2OWS1U

KV21X4U

KV16WS1U

GEI Chassis

A very sophisticated digital chassis with 100Hz scanning. The first sets to feature Sony's completely flat FD
Trinitron tubes. Also the first Sony domestic TV sets to
have VGA inputs to provide direct connection to a PC.
Production started in 1997, still current. Remote control
unit RM862. Models:
KV28FD1E

KV32FD1E

LEI Chassis

Sony's first LCD back-projection models for domestic
use. Sets are considerably more compact than conventional CRT projection ones. Production started 1996,
still current. Remote control unit RM838. Models:
KL37W1U

KL5OW 1U

KL50W2U

The Mitsubishi Euro 12 Chassis
John Coombes on what to check when tracing the causes of faults
in these 21, 25 and 29in sets

T

he Mitsubishi Euro 12 chassis was used in a number of models that were on sale during the period
including the CT21A2STX,
1991-93,
CT21A3STX, CT25A2STX, CT25A3STX, CT25A4STX, CT25A6STX, CT29A4STX and CT29A6STX.
As usual, we'll start with the power supply.

Power Supply Faults
The power supply circuit is shown in Fig. 1. It' s a chopper arrangement that uses a master-slave IC control system, with transformer coupling (T902) between the
master chip (TEA5170) on the secondary side of the circuit and the slave chip (TEA2261) on the primary side.
The most common fault is no results. The mains on/off
switch S991 may have failed — it tends to go open-circuit, possibly at only one pole, live or neutral. Check the
2AT mains input fuse F991, which may have blown violently. Also check whether the 4.752, 10W surge limiting resistor R901 is open-circuit. If either of these items
is open-circuit, the things to check are the four BYW56
mains bridge rectifier diodes D901-4, the degaussing
posistor RP901 and the 2SD1887 chopper transistor
Q901. If the latter is short-circuit, the RD3•OFB1 zener
diode D908 that' s in series with it will probably also
have shorted: don't check D908 in-circuit — the lowvalue current-sensing resistors R911/12 in parallel with
it may result in a false short-circuit reading.
Q901 may have failed because of a dry-joint at its collector. Check this carefully. Also check for dry-joints at
its heatsink. A dry-joint here can result in a flashing picture for several weeks before Q901 fails. It may be necessary to replace the two chips, IC901 (TEA2261) and
IC950 (TEA5170) if Q901 has failed. Always replace
them as a pair. Another item to check is zener diode
D909 (RD4.3EB2) which may be short-circuit.
Another possible cause of fuse blowing is the chopper
transformer T901. It may have shorted turns.
If the receiver is just dead, check the start-up resistors
R902 (10k52, 2W) and R903 (8.2ku, 2W) which may
have gone high in value or open-circuit. If they are OK,
check whether R920 (5.6S2, 3W) is open-circuit. Other
things to check if necessary are D911 (EQA02-14B),
which may be short-circuit, and D905 (BYD33G) and
R904 (1552, 2W), either of which may be open-circuit.
It may be necessary to replace IC901/1C950, again as a
pair. On a few occasions we have found that dry-joints
at the chopper transformer T901 are the cause of this
problem. Resoldering should cure this
Another thing to check on the primary side of the circuit is whether L902 is dry-jointed.
The set may be dead because of a fault in the HT cir-
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cuit. The HT at TP91 should be about 120V. If there is
no voltage here or a very low reading, check whether the
RU4AM HT rectifier diode D951 is open-circuit or its
reservoir capacitor C972 (100g, 200V) is short-circuit.
A low HT voltage reading could be because C972 or
C971 (also 100g, 200V) is open-circuit. The alternative is a short-circuit in the line output stage. This can be
checked by disconnecting one end of R557 (8.2SI, 10W)
and adding a 60W bulb across C971 as a dummy load.
If the lamp lights and a multimeter connected at test
point TP91 produces a reading of 120V, the fault is in
the line output stage. See later. If the reading is low or
missing check the power supply.
You might however find that the HT voltage is high.
In this event check whether Q901' s base drive coupling
capacitor C906 (4711F, 50V) is open-circuit. In this
event the HT line usually rises to about 200V and the
line output transistor Q552 goes short-circuit. If C906 is
OK, check D907 (RD3.OFB1) and R907 (1852, 0.5W). It
may be necessary to replace all three components.
No results may mean that the 5V supply is missing.
Check whether circuit protector Z953 (PRF3150) is
open-circuit. If so, D954 (RU4Z) and/or C958 (1,000µF,
16V) is probably short-circuit. Alternatively the
SI3050C 5V regulator chip IC952 might be dead or dryjointed — possibly at all of its connections.
The 12V supply is protected by Z952 (PRF3150).
When it goes open-circuit there is no feed to the tuner
and IF unit. If the SI3120C 12V regulator IC951 is
faulty there may be patterning on the screen. If necessary check whether C952 (2,200µF, 25V) and/or C973
(3,300µF, 16V) is open-circuit or intermittent.
Loss of the 5V or 12V supply could of course be due
to a short-circuit across the line. Loss of the 24V supply
means no audio — also no degaussing, see below. Check
whether protector Z956 (PRF5000) is open-circuit. If so
D955 (BYW95B) and/or C960 (1,000µF, 35V) could be
short-circuit. If they are OK the short is in the audio section — see later.
The 28V line supplies the field output stage. If this
supply is missing, check whether R976 (0.8251) is opencircuit and/or D952 (RU4Z) or C956 (1,000g, 35V) is
short-circuit. Otherwise check for a short in the field
output stage — see later.
The degaussing circuit is a little unusual, see Fig. 2. In
addition to the conventional posistor there's a relay to
control the degaussing. The relay driver transistor Q903
receives at its base a command from pin 5 of the microcontroller chip IC701. When it's switched on, the relay
contact closes and degaussing takes place. The relay circuit is supplied by the 24V line.
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The Line Timebase
The majority of line timebase faults will also produce
the no results symptom. The most common fault is a
short-circuit line output transistor (Q552), which is type
2SD1877 in 21in. sets and type 2SD1878 in largerscreen sets. A short-circuit line output transistor could
mean that the HT is high because of failure of C906 in
the power supply, see the previous section. If the HT is
correct, check for dry-joints at Q552' s heatsink. The
first symptom that these produce may be interference
lines on the picture. If this is allowed to carry on, Q552
will eventually be destroyed. The interference on the
picture plus an arcing sound can also be caused by dryjointing at the collector of Q552. Shorted-turns in the
line output transformer T552 will also destroy Q552.
Another thing to do if necessary is to check for dryjoints at the small choke (L556) that's in series with the
emitter of Q552. For repeated failure of Q552, check
whether there are dry joints at the line driver transformer T551.
If there are no short-circuits in the line output stage,
check whether the 120V supply is reaching the collector
of Q552. The feed resistor R557 (8.212, 10W wire-
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104341

wound) could be open-circuit if this supply is missing.
If R557 is OK with no voltage at its input side, check
back to the power supply. If there is voltage at both
sides of R557, check carefully for open-circuits or dryjoints at pins 1, 6 and 2 of T552.
There could of course be no line drive. If there is no
supply at the collector of the 2SC2482 line driver transistor Q551, check the driver transformer T551 for an
open-circuit or dry jointed primary winding and, if necessary, whether the feed resistor R554 (6.8k52, 5W) is
open-circuit.
If there is no line drive at the base of Q551 or the
waveform is incorrect, the MC44000VCJ colour
decoder/timebase generator chip IC201 is suspect. It
may be necessary to check this chip by replacement.
If there is still no line output stage operation, the scan
coils might have shorted turns.

Fig. 1: The
chopper power
supply circuit
used in the
Mitsubishi Euro
12 chassis.
Some sets
have more
than one
mains filter
choke.

Field Timebase Faults
Field collapse is the most common fault here. First
check whether the 28V supply is present at pin 2 of the
TDA8178S field output chip IC451. If not, check R976
(0.8252, 0.5W), D952 (RU4Z) and C956 (1,000µF, 35V)
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AC from mains fitter/switch

Fig. 2: The degaussing circuit is
unusual in having a relay for
control.
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4k7
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in the power supply. R976 will go open-circuit if D952
or C956 is short-circuit or there' s a short in IC451. If
there is still field collapse after replacing IC451, check
whether the flyback boost capacitor C452 (220g, 35V)
is open-circuit. IC451 will be ruined if this capacitor is
faulty. Also check whether the associated 1N4003ID
diode D451 is open-circuit.
If necessary check for field drive at pin 7 of the
MC44000VCJ colour decoder/timebase generator chip
IC201, and that there's a field ramp at pin 6. IC201 is
suspect if these waveforms are missing — check it by
replacement.
If still in trouble, check whether the field scan coils are
open-circuit and for dry-joints at the connection plug
and socket. Ensure that they are making correct contact.
If there is intermittent field collapse, check all the pins
of IC451 for dry-joints. Check pins 6 and 7 of IC201 if
necessary.

Colour/display Faults
If there's just a bright raster, check for a dry-joint at pin
6 of the line output transformer T551. Then check
whether R553 (2.2S2, 0.5W safety) and/or D556
(BYD33G) is open-circuit. If so, check whether C565
(47µF, 250V) is short-circuit. Check the connector (LB)
to the tube base panel: ensure that there are no dry-joints
at pin 1 at either end.
If there is a bright raster and the 200V supply at the
tube base panel is OK, check the RGB outputs at pins
17, 18 and 19 of the MC44000VCJ chip IC201.
If the raster is very bright with flyback lines, the tube' s
first anode supply control may be defective. This fault
may intermittent, flickering up and down.
The reverse condition, a blacked out screen or just
very low luminance, can also be caused by a faulty
screen (Al) control. Alternatively, the luminance output
at pin 29 of IC201 may be missing. If so replace IC201.
It may be necessary to check the luminance signal path
via pins 3 and 6 of the NJM2209S sharpness control
chip IC202 to pin 17 of the TDA4565 CTI chip IC602.
Check the waveforms and DC conditions at these pins
carefully.
For loss of one colour, check the relevant
2SC2688/2SC2482 output transistors on the tube base
panel. These are Q651/658 red, Q652/659 blue and
Q653/660 green. The loss may be intermittent. In this
case check for dry-joints at these transistors. Check the
DC conditions at their pins carefully.
Loss of one colour can be caused by a faulty tube. The
emission of one gun could be very low. Check also for
a possibly open-circuit heater — this fault can usually be
seen, with only two of the heaters in the row lit. Check
for dry-joints at the CRT pins and ensure that they are
making correct contact with the base.
If the symptom is incorrect grey scale, check the
1N4148 diodes D655/6/7 which can become leaky.
Otherwise the output transistors and IC201 are suspect.
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If necessary check Q710 (JC501Q, R) by replacement —
it' s associated with the microcontroller chip.
For complete loss of colour IC201 (MC44000VCJ) is
suspect, but check for dry-joints at its pins before trying
a replacement. The 17.7MHz crystal X601 is also suspect. It may be dry-jointed or faulty. On rare occasions
you might find that the CXP80424 microcontroller chip
IC701 has set the colour at a low level. It may be incorrectly programmed or need replacement.

Tuner/IF Faults
A broken aerial socket can be the cause of snowy/grainy
pictures: if the fault is intermittent, the socket could be
dry-jointed. Check the aerial as well. If there is white,
chalky dust in the socket, water is probably coming
down the inside of the aerial lead. The water usually
enters at the aerial connection on the roof and is then
sucked down by syphonic action. Another cause of
snowy pictures is a low-gain tuner (TU101) — the RF
amplifier packs up. Because of the compact construction,
it's advisable to replace rather than try to repair the tuner.
If there's no tuning, check for 33V at pin 14 of the
tuner unit. Absence of this voltage usually means that
R971 (181(52, 2W) is open-circuit or IC955 (µPC574JK)
is short-circuit.
Dry-joints in the tuner and/or IF module can cause
many intermittent symptoms such as a blacked out picture, black lines flickering across the screen, loss of signals when the set has been on for a long time or a blank
screen with loss of the on-screen graphics. Dry-joints in
the 1F unit can cause a double-image effect, akin to picture ghosting. It's best to replace the tuner and IF module as a pair. The tuner is part no. 295P397030, the IF
module (1P101) part no. 305P700030.

Sound Faults
The sound output chip is IC361 (TA8200AH). If there's
no sound, check the DC conditions at the pins of this
chip, which may have failed. If still in trouble, check the
DC voltages at the Nicam board' s connection pins.
Crackling on sound or Nicam dropout is usually caused
by dry-joints on the Nicam PCB.
With some earlier sets you can get an audible whistle
at about 1kHz when a Nicam transmission is being
received. Use of the volume control varies this whistle.
To cure the fault, connect a wire link between the negative terminals of C3342 and C3346 on the print side of
the Nicam PCB. This link should be insulated and run as
dose to IC3305 as possible.

Incorrect EEPROM Operation
Corrupted data in the X24C04P EEPROM IC702 can
cause many different faults such as no text, no Nicam
sound, and incorrect height, width, brightness etc. settings. A kit is available from Mitsubishi, part no.
263P434020. It includes two pull-up resistors and an
0.1µF capacitor. After fitting it, refer to the service manual for reprogramming information.

Remote Control Faults
If the handset does not emit command signals, check the
batteries and/or the battery terminals. Check for corroded contacts or dry-joints. If necessary check the LED for
dry-joints and the crystal (X1) for dry-joints or broken
connections.
A cracked PCB or liquid contamination can result in
non-operation, intermittent operation or incorrect operation of the pushbuttons.
The M50461-113FP chip may be faulty. Contamination can cause corrosion or clogging between its pins.
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Toshiba
Service Briefs
More know-how from Toshiba, based on Technical Bulletins
CDH/AH70 Feb/May
TV Sets

sis. Fig. I shows the points at which to make the connections.

Model 2151TB (C4E-R Chassis)
Tuning drift. Will not stop at channels during a
search tune. Fine channel tuning is possible, but the
channels pull off tune slightly when the channel is
changed: The AFT buffer transistor Q106 has collectoremitter leakage. As a result, the AFT voltage at pin 9 of
ICA01 is incorrect. Replace Q106, which may be either
type 2SC1470S (part no. 23114528) or 2SC1815Y.

Models 2557DB, 2857DB and 3357DB
(C5SS Chassis)
RF and AV inputs both produce a ringing (ghosting)
effect with distorted verticals and poor colour and
contrast: The TC9090N digital comb filter chip QZ01
is faulty. Replace. Part no. is B0410687.
Green smear when the colour is turned up (check
with a colour-bar generator): The B — Y signal amplitude is low because capacitor CQ35 at pin 23 of the
TA8772AN chip QQ02 (1H DL PCB) has fallen in
value. Replace CQ35 (0.47µF, 50V).

Models 2557DB, 2857DB and 3357DB
(C5SS Chassis),
2577DB, 2877DB and 3377DB (C7SS
Chassis)
Distorted sound at power up (sounds like a Dalek).
Distortion clears when the set warms up: There is ripple on the audio mute line because the 12V rail that supplies the base of the off-mute transistor Q612 is insufficiently smoothed. The cure is to add a 47µF, 25V electrolytic capacitor on the print side of the PCB, with its
positive lead connected to the junction of R612 and the
anode of D612 and its negative lead connected to chas-
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Models 2577DB, 2877DB and 3377DB
(C7SS Chassis)
Good picture but swirling patterns and no sound:
The 8V output from the power supply is inadequately
smoothed because C897 is open-circuit. Replace C879
(2,200g, 16V).

Models 28MW7DB, 28MW7DG, 32MW7DB
and 32MW7DG (C7SS Chassis)
Very slow channel change. Channel selection can
take typically ten seconds or more. Although this is
the primary symptom, other effects may be encountered as follows:
(1) The channel ident, which is obtained from teletext packet 8/30 and is normally displayed at the bottom of the screen, is missing.
(2) When text is selected, no text is displayed. If the
mix mode is selected there is only an L-shaped picture at the left and bottom of the screen with the rest
of the picture blacked out,
(3) The picture has a mosaic effect.
(4) There is incorrect Fastext operation.
(5) There is an oversized OSD display within a normally-sized OSD window.
The cause of all this is a data communication problem
between the teletext processor chip and the DRAM on
the text module. The cure is to fit service kit part no.
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Add a 47µf 25v o n
print side of PC14,
at this point.
TCP01421 in the case of Models 28MW7DB and
28MW7DG, or service kit part no. TCP01422 in the
case of Models 32MW7DB and 32MW7DG.

Moda 32W6DB (C655 widescreen chassis)
No pitture (blank screen), text and OSD both OK: If
the video input at pin 15 (VA) of the 100Hz UP convener unit U908A is OK but there is no output at pin 9
(IX). and the external power supplies, timing signals
and data/clock bus inputs at the converter are OK,
replace the Up converter module. The part no. is
23709123.

Projection TV
Models48PJ6DB and 55PJ6DB (C655
Chassis)
Dead with the 2A fuse F807 open-circuit: The STRS6708 switching device Q803 has an interna! short-circuit When this happens the 6.2V zener diode D854 also
goes short-circuit. Replace Q803, part no. 23904247,
and D854. part no. A7270200.
Dead with the PRF5000 circuit protector Z889 opencireuiL The LA4282 audio output IC Q601 has failed.
Replace Q601, part no. 23318413, and Z889, part no.
23144451. To prevent a repeat failure it is advisable to
replace the IC protection diodes D601/2/3/4, all type
1N4148. part no. 23115599.
Rig-hand channel is very noisy with TV and AV
inputs. Noise does not vary with volume control
adjustment and finally mutes the sound: The
2SC2878-A mute transistor Q682 is faulty. Replace.
Part no. is A6342206.

VCRs
Model V226B (V3 CAT 1)
Appears to be dead, is actually running in the backup mode: Power Good 5V supply is missing at pin 5 of
the power supply connector BP002 because resistor
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RP052 (11d1) has gone high in value. Microcontroller
chip IT001 runs in the back-up mode when this supply
is low or missing, i.e. the 32•768kHz clock is running
but the main 16MHz clock is shut down and there's no
display. Cure is to replace RP052.

Models V804B, V825B, V854B (V3 CAT 2)
One level meter displays maximum output when a
hi-fi recording is being played back: The PNR
(Playback Noise Reduction) amplifier in IC920 has a
short-circuit decoupling capacitor. This is C928 for the
left channel, C929 for the right channel. Both are 10pF,
16V. Replace whichever one is faulty.

Models V856B and V8578 (V3 CAT 2)
No E-E or playback video: Check whether the video
output signal at pin 11 of the video processor chip
IV001 is reaching the buffer transistor TV011. If not,
RVO11 has gone open-circuit. This is a 10052 chip resistor, part no. 24872101.
Reverts to standby within seconds of powering up:
The 2SC2236-Y 12V regulator transistor TW003 is
probably leaky. As TW003 also forms part of the standby switching circuit, the VCR switches back to standby.
Replace TWO03, part no. A6325549.

Clock Crystal
An alternative 27MHz teletext clock crystal is being
supplied by Toshiba, under part no. 23153472. It's a
replacement for the crystal used in many models, with
the component reference number XT01 or ZFO1 and
part number 23153012, 23153457 or 23153472. The
new crystal comes with a 10pF capacitor which replaces
CTO2 (crystal XT01) or CF16 (crystal ZFO1).

Technical Information

Version 2 of the Toshiba Technical Data Disc, part no. TTDD98,
is now available from Toshiba Spares, Units 6/7 Admiralty Way,
Camberley GU14 3DT at £8. Version 2 of the Toshiba Technical
I Repair Book, part no. TTRD98, is available at £6.
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Reports from
Philip Blundell, AMIIEeIec
Ian Field
Stephen Leatherbarrow
Mike Leach
C.J. Guy
A.J. Roberts
Pete Gurney, LCGI and
Michael Maurice

Ferguson ICC9 Chassis
One of these sets (Model D59F)
was stuck in standby. Use of the
remote control unit had no effect,
neither did temporarily disconnecting the bubble keypad. The power
supply voltages were all correct.
Attention was therefore turned
to the microcontroller chip IR01.
It's supply voltage was correct and
its oscillator was running. But the
reset pin was permanently at 2V
instead of the 4.9V quoted in the
manual. Transistor TR90 was conducting when it should have been
off, while the latching pair TR85/
87 should have been switched on
but wasn't. Cold checks showed
that TR85 was faulty — it had a
5051 base-emitter leak. To be on
the safe side I fitted a new BC848B
(TR85) and BC858B (TR87). P.B.

Philips 52ZY3535/25G
(Anubis B AA Chassis)
This set was in the shop demo mode.
For those of you who have not seen
this, the word "demo" is displayed
and the set displays all the menus
and features in sequence. I couldn't
find his feature in the service manual, but a few minutes spent playing
with the front controls revealed the
way to remove it. Switch on the
mains supply with the volume — and
the programme + buttons held down.
Repeat this procedure to bring the
mode on again. P.B.

Hitachi C28-P745VT
After a couple of hours this set,

714

TV
Fault Finding
which is fitted with a Salora chassis, developed a field fault. The
lower half of the field scan
remained OK, but the upper half
was squashed up into a one-inch
band just above the centre of the
screen. Scope checks showed that
the drive to the TDA8172 field output chip was OK, but the output
was very odd. The waveform at pin
6 (flyback boost supply) was also
wrong. The flyback boost diode
D571 had developed high forward
resistance. P.B.

Ferguson ICC9 Chassis
After ten minutes or so the vision
and sound went off, leaving a blank
raster. The menus still appeared if,
for example, the volume was
adjusted. There was a video output
at pin 6 of the IF module. It went
as far as transistor TX16, where it
was lost. TX16's emitter voltage
was low but the path to the positive
rail (it's a pnp transistor) is rather
involved. It includes the 4052
switching chip IX01, where pins 3
and 4 should be at 2.4V DC but
were low in the fault condition.
Several components could have
been the cause of this low voltage.
Replacing TX09 (BC858B)
restored the voltage and brought
back the picture. P.B.

Goodmans 1450T (Onwa
Chassis)
The cause of no results was a
small, 4.7nF, 500V disc ceramic
capacitor that's connected in parallel with the mains bridge rectifier's
reservoir capacitor. It had been arcing and had begun to disintegrate.
The 4.752, 5W surge limiter resistor
provided circuit protection, not the
mains fuse. There are two more of
these tiny disc ceramics, on the AC
side of the bridge rectifier.
These capacitors are a fraction
of the size of Y-rated equivalents,
and have no markings other than

value and voltage. It would be best,
from the safety point of view, to
replace all three with a more suitable type whenever one of these
sets comes in for service.
Don't forget to check the two
small electrolytics in the chopper
circuit. There are numerous versions of this basic design, with different value capacitors in these
positions. There have been references to this problem before in
these pages. Suffice it to say that
the replacements should have the
same capacitance value as the ones
removed. The helpline engineers
suggest the use of capacitors rated
at 105°C and also an upgraded the
voltage rating. I.F.

Philips G90AE Chassis
The symptoms were no sound and
F7 in the display. The picture was
normal, and the fault corrected
itself after about fifteen minutes.
I've seen this many times before
and have previously been able to
cure it by replacing the
TMP47C434N-3555 microcontroller chip IC7720 and/or the EEPROM. Not this time however.
Localised heating and freezing
would instigate or clear the fault,
but a particular cause couldn't be
established. A check on the 5V
supply produced a reading of
4.85V. I traced the supply back to a
point near its source, where the
reading was 5.05V. Linking these
two points provided a 'cure'.
The actual source is the 5V regulator in the chopper circuit.
There' s a 22µF smoothing capacitor
here, C2661. A replacement boosted the supply to the micro, providing a final cure. S.L.

Panasonic Euro 1 Chassis
Compression of the top two inches
of the field scan was the symptom
displayed by this set. Failure of the
TDA8175 field output chip IC561
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was the cause and is not uncommon. Panasonic has produced a kit
to deal with the problem, part no.
TZS5EK001. It consists of the chip
and an MA2100 diode (D568).
Remove link B51 and fit the diode
in this position, with its cathode to
the left as you look into the back of
the set. S.L.

BPL KLR9402-01
This set produced only a standby
light. I didn't have a service manual, so it was going to be a print-following foray. There were outputs at
all the rectifiers in the chopper circuit, but there was no supply at the
line driver stage. This supply
appears to be switched via Q551A
and Q552. I found that the set
worked when this latter transistor
was switched on by artificial
means. Its base feed comes from
the microcontroller chip via R793
(4.71M), which was open-circuit.

Ferguson TX98 Chassis
There was no control of the analogue functions (volume, contrast,
colour, brightness) either via the
remote control handset or the front
panel controls. The cause was the
MC14411P DA converter chip IC9.
S.L.

feeds pin 12 of the LA7800 timebase generator chip, which produces the field drive signal at pin 6.
This can be a misleading fault. If
there's no feedback from the field
output stage the chip won't produce
a field drive output, leading to a
chicken-and-egg situation. S.L.

covered that there was only 241V
across the mains bridge rectifier's
reservoir capacitor instead of the
330V or so one would expect. Yes,
the capacitor was duff. It's back to
batteries and bulbs for'me for a
while! M.L.

Hitachi C28300

After carrying out a power supply
repair I found that the HT was very
low at only 26V. With the line output stage disconnected the HT rose
to 148V. When a 60W bulb was
connected across the power supply' s HT output as a dummy load
the voltage again fell to 26V. To
cut a long story short, the culprit
turned out to be D905 (MPG06J)
which, when checked with a meter,
proved to be leaky. It provides,
with C906, the feedback voltage for
the error detector stage. When a
replacement had been fitted I had
the full 110V on load. M.L.

Hitachi C2118T
The symptoms produced by this
widescreen set were very confusing. If the set was switched on from
cold it would run indefinitely with
no problems. If it was switched on
when warm it was still OK. But if
it was switched on from cold,
allowed to warm up for twenty
minutes, put into standby via the
remote control unit for twenty minutes, then powered up again using
the remote control unit the set
would come on with no luminance.
I tried the whole process on two
successive days and each time the
same thing happened.
Scope checks carried out along
the rather complex luminance signal path narrowed down the source
of the trouble to the 16:9 compression circuit, which is a sub-panel
on the main chassis. The culprit
turned out to be the SAA4981 chip
IC1300. After fitting the replacement I tested the set for several
days and all was well. M.L.

Amstrad CTV2200
Field collapse was the not unusual
fault with this set. Probably a simple case of fitting a TDA3654 field
output chip and a modification kit
and all would be well. As many
engineers know however, this is not
a perfect solution: you tend to find
that the height, bias and added
potentiometer require delicate
adjustment.
But I digress. The cause of this
particular horizontal white line was
failure of R838 (10Q safety). It
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Philips CP90 Chassis

This set suffered from slight tuning
drift. After a while the station
would drift a bit, as if the set needed fine tuning for an optimum picture. It was sensitive to heat around
the ZTK33 tuning voltage stabiliser, and also capacitors CF16/17/18,
but replacing these items made little difference to the symptom. After
some head-scratching and a few
more squirts from the freezer can
the cause of the trouble was pinpointed: the BC858C transistor
VL08 in the AFC circuitry. It's a
surface-mounted device. M.L.

"Picture takes a long time to
appear" the report said. Easy I
thought, it's the HT electrolytics.
But no, not this time. In fact a
blank raster was visible when the
setting of the first anode preset was
advanced, and after about five minutes the picture would suddenly
appear.
A lot of searching eventually led
us to the culprit, which was C2265
(0.1 µF). It decouples pin 24 of the
TDA3561A colour decoder chip
IC7260. When checked it produced
a reading of about 5k52. Pin 24 of
the chip is connected to the burst
detector circuit. C.J.G.

Samsung CI5070AN

Thomson TX80 Chassis

Talk about missing the obvious!
That' s just what I did however —
even telly men are human! This set
produced only a high-pitched whistle (pulsing) that came from the line
output stage. But almost everything
seemed to be OK. The 17V and 5V
supplies were correct, and the HT
measured 123.5V (it should be
125V). So I assumed that the power
supply was OK and spent a lot of
time replacing items in the line output stage, all to no avail.
Eventually I started all over
again, at the power supply, and dis-

This set carne to us from another
dealer who said it destroyed the
S2000 line output transistor about
once a month. A replacement
brought the set back to life, but
after a few minutes it became quite
hot. The problem was cured by
replacing its 100µF, 35V base drive
coupling capacitor CP08. C.J.G.

Ferguson ICC5 Chassis
This chassis has an unusual thyristor field output circuit. The symptom with one of these sets was
compression of the first four inches
or so of the field scan. In addition
the verticals in this area were horizontally displaced in sympathy with
the video signal.
In the past we' ve come across
unusual effects that were caused by
CL22 and RL22, but they were
blameless on this occasion. Use of
freezer almost anywhere in the
field/line output stage would temporarily clear the symptoms. The
cause turned out to be CL52
(1,000g), which is the reservoir
capacitor for the 23V supply. S.L.

Boots 1417R
Flyback and teletext lines were visible at the top of the picture. The
culprit was R307 (1052, 2W) which
had risen in value to about 5052. I
have also had this fault with some
Matsui models that use a similar
chassis. C.J.G.

Hitachi C141OR

Pye 25KX1201
This 10in. portable produced a terrible picture with green streaks all
over it. I found that the green gun's
cut-off preset on the CRT base
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panel was open-circuit. An excellent picture was present once a
replacement had been fitted and set
up. It's worth resoldering all the
earthing links on the component side
of the PCB, as these can cause some
very odd intermittent faults. C.J.G.

Panasonic Alpha 2W
Chassis
The red content of the picture was
smeary and the setting of the red
cut-off and drive controls was critical. The cause was very unusual:
the peakirig coil in the red output
transistor's load circuit had become
a resistor with a value of around
50ka It's on the tube base panel.
C.J.G.

Amstrad CTV1410
The volume was at maximum, the
graphics remained on-screen permanently and the set wouldn't tune,
though it would select channels that
had already been tuned in. All this
was caused, not unexpectedly, by
the MN1220 EEPROM. When we
checked we found that the Amstrad
version costs about £30 while the
Alba version, which has exactly the
same program in it, costs around
£14. Guess which one we ordered!
C.J.G.

Ferguson ICC5 Chassis
This set tripped three times then
died. It wasn't for any of the usual
reasons however. We tried many
things, including the line output
transformer. TL17 (BC548B) in the
trip circuit turned out to be leaky
emitter-to-base.

Panasonic TX2482
This saga started off with line
foldover. I went to the customer's
house where, as usual, the set was in
a dark corner with difficult access. I
nevertheless managed to resolder a
few dry-joints, after which the set
seemed to be OK.
A few days later I received a call
to say that the set had produced the
same symptom and was now making a squealing noise. The obvious
thing to do was to take it back to the
workshop, where I found that there
were dry-joints around the line driver transformer.
I removed it, cleaned its pins then
refitted it, expecting the set to work.
But the 2SD1441 line output transistor had suffered. When I fitted a
replacement the EHT rustled up then
immediately died with a squeal. The
new transistor had failed. After carrying out more checks I decided that
the line output transformer was suspect. A new line output transistor
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and transformer at last restored normal operation. A.J.R.

Minoka MK1498N
I'd never seen one of these sets
before. It's a 14in. portable with
Nicam, Fastext, a full scart facility
and phono connections as well. The
set was dead apart from a buzz at
switch-on. Some checks revealed
that there was no line drive, but
without a circuit diagram I had to do
things the hard way.
It soon became apparent that all
the important things are performed
on a daughter board which is edgemounted on the main panel and has
three large ITT chips on it. Akura
provide an excellent technical backup on Minoka models, so I made a
can to the company. A very helpful
man (thanks Donald!) suggested a
few key points to check. The 5V supply was correct but the voltage at pin
R (reset) on the daughter board was
low at about 2.8V instead of 5V.
When pin R was disconnected the
voltage returned to 5V, so the fault
was on the daughter board. I found
that pin R is connected to all the
chips on the board. When pin 23 of
IC701 (video processing) was unsoldered the set started up (without
video), proving where the fault lay.
Akura provides a board exchange
service at a reasonable cost. When I
obtained and fitted a replacement
board there was an excellent picture.
A.J.R.

Philips 22CE2267 (2A
Chassis)
There had been a power supply
blow up. After repairing this I found
that the back-up battery had also
failed. Once this had been replaced
and everything had been set up all
seemed to be well. When I gave the
customer a call he asked whether I'd
found the cause of the brightness
fault. So I put the set on soak test
and after some hours the brightness
went down.
It couldn't be restored using the
remote control unit, but use of the
front button brought it back. When I
removed my finger from the button
however the brightness went back
down again. It's not uncommon for
the front keyboard to cause this
trouble: you can prove it by disconnecting the flexi-cable. The set then
worked perfectly, with remote control. A new keyboard completed the
repair. A.J.R.

Osaki CTV2OT 1Fidelity
ZX3000 Chassis)
This set had a blank raster with flyback lines. Sound was normal. A

scope check at pin 7 of the TDA3562
colour decoder chip showed that the
sandcastle pulses were missing. The
cause turned out to be R406
(100kS2) which was open-circuit. It
supplies feedback pulses from the
line output stage. A.J.R.

Philips G90AE Chassis
There was a cogging effect down
the sides of the picture. This made
viewing a strain, and subtitles
almost impossible to make out. The
47pF, 160V HT reservoir capacitor
C2630 was the cause — it was opencircuit. I find it advisable to replace
the 47µF, 160V smoothing capacitor
C2631 as well. It runs quite hot,
being mounted against a heatsink.
A.J.R.

Grundig ST70-400
The complaint was intermittent failure to start up and no remote control operation. Initially it seemed
that there might be a microcontroller problem. But the cause
turned out to be much more simple.
I noticed that when the fault
occurred the standby light went out.
Checking around in this area I
found two 7W resistors, R617
(10.71M) and R616 (6.8k.(2), which
were both dry-jointed. They feed
the remote control IR block and the
standby circuit respectively.
Resoldering cured the faults. P.G.

Thorn CT5122 (Samsung
Chassis)
The customer's complaint was "no
volume". In fact the sound could be
turned up, but only for about a quarter of the range. I suspected a software lock, which turned out to be
the case.
The chassis used in this set is a
variation of a Samsung one. The
same procedure is good for both. To
remove the lock you need the originai remote control unit — many pattern one's don't have the required
buttons. Select either volume up or
down at the receiver and, while the
on-screen bar graph is being displayed, press the remote control
unit's -/- - key. I assume that either
the customer had inadvertently
locked the set or the settings had
become corrupted. P.G.

Tatung D Chassis
One of these sets produced sound
and a bright green raster. A check at
the green cathode showed that the
voltage was low, as expected.
TR931 (BC547) in the green output
stage was then found to be open-circuit at every pin. But the fault was
stili present when a replacement had
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been fitted, and the new transistor
was getting hot. A check on its
100k.Q bias resistor R932 produced
a reading of almost 850ka A new
resistor (0.6W, 2%) cured the fault,
and for good measure the bias resistors (R912 and R922) in the red and
blue output stages were also
replaced — checks showed that they
were going high in value. P.G.

Sanyo CBP2145
The line output transistor had gone
short-circuit because the output
transformer was faulty. Once
replacements had been fitted the set
performed reasonably well despite
its age. When the set was switched
on from cold however the power
supply refused to start up. There was
HT at the chopper transistor but little else. The usual causes of this are
C307 (4.7µF) and the start-up resistors R.308/9 (180M). They were all
OK, though the start-up voltage was
less than one would expect. Voltage
checks anywhere in the control circuit would get the set going until the
following day.
The cause of the fault was eventually traced, by substitution, to an
unmeasurable leak within the power

supply optocoupler D331. It's used
for standby control, and the leak was
just enough to prevent start-up. P.G.

Orion 14VT
Intermittent sound, flashing on the
picture and crackle were the complaints with this portable. It took
several hours on soak test for the
fault to appear. The symptoms were
all related, the cause being poor soldering at the audio output transformer T351. As the audio output
stage is fed from the HT line, there
was interference because of arcing.
On inspection, the pins of the
transformer were found to have
traces of lacquer on them. A good
clean and resolder cured the problem. P.G.

Philips GR2.1 Chassis
This set produced a raster of sorts
and the green LED was flashing.
The manual says that a flashing
green LED indicates a microcontroller fault. This was a red herring
however. The HT was low when
connected to the line output stage,
but correct when a bulb was connected as a substitute load. So you
might have expected a line output

stage fault, and the transformer
looked to be the most likely suspect. But a replacement made no
difference. I then did what I should
have done in the first place and
checked the protection circuit in the
power supply. As it was in operation, I decided to try disabling it.
The result was smoke from the
audio output chip. When this item
had been replaced the set worked
normally. M.M.

Hitachi C2848TN
This Dolby Surround set produced
a picture but no sound. Checks
showed that the separate audio
power supply was tripping. The
tripping continued when both audio
output chips had been removed.
Further checks brought me to
D9112 which was short-circuit.
M.M.

Sony AE1A-C Chassis
The field scan coupling capacitor
C531 (680µF, 25V) is the cause of
many field faults with these sets.
Non-linearity is usually the first
symptom. Sony now supplies a
680µF replacement rated at 50V,
105°, part no. 1-111-123-11. M.M.

Service notes on the

Mitsubishi EE3 Chassis
John Coombes describes some faults you could experience with
these sets and some modifications that might be required
he EE3 chassis is used in a number of Mitsubishi
CTV receivers that include AVI in the model number, e.g. the CT21AV1B, CT25AV1B and
CT28AV1B. The sets first appeared in about 1995. The
following notes, based mainly on Model CT21AV1B,
summarise our fault experiences to date.

T

No Results
This is often because the line output transistor Q552 has
gone short-circuit. A modification kit (AVMS-KIT) is
available to deal with the situation. It includes a number
of components that may fail should Q552 have gone
short-circuit. The components supplied are as follows:
R713 (1k52 — value changed during production), R726
(5-6k52 — value changed during production), Q552 (type
2SD1556), Q901 (S2000N), R508 (value change to
3.9k52, 5W for CT25/CT28AV1 range models only),
R991 (4.752, 10W), zener diode D909 (RD3.0FB2) and
a 10µF, 25V capacitor which has to be added and is then
known as C720. There is also a 22pF capacitor in the kit
— this is used in only M5 series models (EE4 chassis).
Replace Q901, R991 and D909 only if they are faulty.
R713 and R726 must be changed to the new values and
C720 added in all early production receivers whether
Q552 has failed or not. Note that R726 is normally
unmarked• it's the 10k52 resistor that is probably
attached to the print side of the main PCB with one leg
soldered to C717 and the other to pin 12 of IC701 — in
later production R726 is on the component side of the
board, near Q716. Fit C720 on the print side of the PCB,
see Fig. 1.
Q552 may have gone short-circuit because the HT is
high. If so, check whether C914 (47g, 35V) is opencircuit.
No results can be caused by failure of circuit protector
Z951, which should be uprated from 2A to 3.15A.
The cause of the fault can also be in the feed to pin 15
of the TEA2261 chopper control chip IC901, including
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the start-up resistors. Check R915 (1552, 2W), R922,
R901 and R902 (all 221(52, 2W). R902 often goes opencircuit.
If the 2AT mains fuse F991 has blown violently, the
S2000N chopper transistor Q901 is probably short-circuit. In this event -IC901 (TEA2261) and the
TCDT1124G optocoupler PC951 should also be
replaced. Check the zener diode D909 (RD3.0FB2)
and the current sensing resistors R908 (0.3352, 2W)
and R909 (0.2252, 2W) any of which could be opencircuit.

Blank Raster/No Sound
If there is a blank raster and no sound but the on-screen
graphics cari be displayed, check whether circuit protector Z953 (1.6A) is open-circuit. In sets that incorporate
a satellite receiver (models CT21AV1BS etc.) the cause
of this may be a short in the LNB feeder. In these sets
Z953 has been uprated to 3.15A to avoid failure because
of accidental shorts — the part no. is 299P193030. Z953
must remain at 1.6A in non-satellite models.

Blank Raster/No Sound/No Graphics
Circuit protector Z953 may be open-circuit because the
2SC2236-O,Y 8V regulator transistor Q952 has failed
or is dry-jointed. If so, obtain the 8VREG-KIT — this is
also its part number. Change the value of R957 to 1.2k52
and replace the RD9.1D3 zener diode D957 if faulty.
After fitting the kit, check the resistance between the
emitter of Q952 and chassis. The reading should be
about 2k52. If it's incorrect, suspect IC202 (TEA6415C)
and/or IC301 (MSP3410). These two chips are not
included in the kit.

No Results/Green LED On
With this condition voltages are present on the secondary side of the power supply but there is no line
drive. The condition may clear if the receiver is
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switched off then on. There is loss of memory, e.g. no
tuning data, no text. IC951 (TDA8137) will be the cause
when its 5V outputs are low. Check whether C955 has
been upgraded to 3,300pF, 16V (part no. 181P353000).
Change C702 to 10pF, 25V (part no. 181P353020). If
the set is a Dolby model, increase the value of R3D68 to
6802 (0.25W).
It may be necessary to reprogramme the EEPROM
(IC702) to restore the line drive - adjust the options and
VCJ settings. The options settings are in the service
manual. Adjust the VCJ settings for optimum picture
performance.
Replacing C955, C702 and R3D68 as described above
normally cures persistent lock-up and memory corruption. In a few rare cases the symptoms may persist. If so,
change the value of R702, R213 and R214 to lka
0.25W.

No Sound
Obviously the TDA7263 audio output chip IC351 can
be the cause of this. But it can fail for an unusual reason.
This is to do with the mute circuit, which includes C368,
Q301, Q302, Q304 and Q305. C368 controls the voltage
at the bases of the muting transistors Q301/2. At some
point as it discharges, HF oscillations can occur in
Q301/2. These damage IC351. To overcome the problem, remove C368: the switching of Q301/2 will then be
more positive.
Intermittent no sound when switched on from standby
can occur with the Dolby Models CT25AV1BD,
CT25AV1BDS, CT28AV1BD and CT28AV1BDS. The

R951
W920

1C951

At AZ PLAtiTIC

Fig. 1: How and where to fit C720 - on the print side
of the main PCB. It must be dose to 1C951, as shown.

solution is to add a 560kQ, 0.25W resistor across X3D1
on the print side of the Dolby PCB.

Tuning Drift
The tuner may be faulty or the iiPC574 33V regulator
D956 leaky - check the later by replacement. If there is
tuning drift when the receiver is cold, change R736 to
15ka
If still in trouble, obtain modification kit TD-EE3/4 to
improve the AFT pull-in range. If necessary check the
180Ia 0.25W resistor in series with a 1N4148 diode
whose cathode is connected to the tuner unit's 5V line.
When this modification has been completed, ensure that
the AFT is set to the on position. The tuning drift problem tends to occur at the higher end of the band.

Servicing the

Panasonic
NVJ40/42/45/47/F55
Brian Storm describes the innovations that were introduced with
this range of VCRs, and their subsequent fault history
hese machines all use the final version of the G
mechanism. Their main feature is improved mechanism response time in comparison with previous
models. The play and record mode response times were
improved by using a new full-loading system. When a
cassette is inserted, the video tape is quickly loaded and
wrapped around the drum, awaiting the play command.
Previously the loading arms stayed at the stop position
until a key was pressed. For rewind and fast forward the
tape is unloaded to the stop position: both functions also
have faster spooling times.
Another update is the head cleaning mechanism which
is fitted to the right of the drum. It's activated by the
drum's exit guide and gives the heads a brief clean
every time a cassette is inserted — and every time the
mechanism returns from the rewind or fast forward
position.

T

Remote Control
The combined remote control/bar scanners were
redesigned, with more features added. The VCR control
panels have brightly-coloured buttons that are colour
co-ordinated with the relevant buttons on the remote
control units.
Table 1: Luminance/chrominance processor module variations.
Model

Board

NVJ 42
NVJ 42

VE P03928H
VE P03928X

VEFH14D
VEFH14G

NVJ47
NVJ47

VEP03928M
VEP03928AB

VEFH14D
VEFH14G

NVF55
NVF55

VEP03857T
VEP03928AF

VEFH14D
VEFH14G

NVF77
NVF77

VE P03928 B
VE P03928R

VEFH14D
VEFH14G

NTSC Playback
Another feature that most of these models have is NTSC
tape playback facilities. Although this was available
with previous models such as the NVL28 and NVJ35, it
had never been made a major feature before.
The system works by altering the NTSC chrominance
and burst signals to provide compatibility with the
PAL system. The 60Hz field, 525-line format remains
the same: this means that the TV set must be able to
switch its line and field rate automatically between the
two standards. Of the models Covered in this article,
only the NVJ40 does not have an NTSC playback
facility.

NTSC Dub
In addition the NVJ45, NVJ47 and NVF55, also the
older NVF77 editing deck, have an NTSC dub facility.
This can cause some problems for the unwary. It enables
NTSC tapes to be copied by allowing the record servo
circuitry to lock to the NTSC 60Hz field rate.
The problem is that most users discover this feature
only when they try to record a normal PAL broadcast
with the machine switched to NTSC dub (probably activated by an over-zealous duster!). The result is an unstable monochrome recording and a panic-stricken phone
call for service. Obviously most people are not too
happy when asked to pay a service engineer to flick a
small switch over to the correct position.

Module

Servicing
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A new service feature, designed to help the hard-pressed
engineer, is a built-in error code memory. If the machine
has an intermittent fault you can press eject, rewind and
fast forward together (eject and shuttle forward with a
jog/shuttle machine). The VCR will then display any
fault code that' s been stored. You can activate this feature permanently
linking together test points
TPSERV and TPGND (ground).
The last two digits of the timer display show the fault
code. If the machine has been unplugged from the mains
supply since the fault occurred the data will unfortunately be lost. This service aid can be very useful when
dealing with intermittent faults.
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Fig. Circuit diagram of the power supply used in Models NVJ42 and NVJ47. There are considerable differences in
the other models.

The fault codes are as follows:
EO

No fault condition.

El

Drum motor stopped.

E2

Reel rotation stopped.

E4

Mechanism jammed while unloading.

E5

Mechanism jammed while moving between fast
forward and rewind.

E9

No serial data communication between the front
panel microcontroller chip IC7501 and the system control/servo microcontroller IC6001.

The disadvantage of these machines from the servicing
point of view is the increased use of surface-mounted
components, including the system control/servo chip
106001. As this particular IC is not wholly reliable, a lot
of service departments had to consider an investment in
modem desoldering equipment or risk damaging main
boards.

Mechanism Faults

Another service feature is the addition of plug-in connectors between the main PCB and all the sub-panels.
The RF amplifler/tuner units have a plug added at the
side for mating with the adjacent RF converter. The connecting looms were all changed to push-in card connectors. This makes it easier to disconnect and reconnect
sub-panels for test purposes.
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The G mechanism was by this stage at its most reliable,
though there were some problems with the metal sector
gear that drives the drum loading guides. These could
ride up and slip off the top of the nylon gears. The result
is disastrous gear teeth stripping as the mechanism
struggles to unload.
The cause of intermittent mechanism faults, especially
from cold, is usually dry-joints at the mechanism
solenoid' s lead-out wires.
Intermittent stopping (E2 fault code) usually means
that the output from one or both of the reel rotation sensors is low, sometimes because of dust and fluff buildup under the spool. The part number for the optosensors
is ON2170
Intermittent powering off when a cassette is inserted
often means that there's too much play around the cas-
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sette housing mode switch. The best way of dealing with
this is to replace the cassette housing right side, which
comes as a complete unit. The part number is VXA4480.

The Power Supply
The redesigned power supply (see Fig. 1) gives less trouble than the previous types, though you can get problems
with Model NVF55 when the earthing track goes opencircuit at a soldered joint to the screening can and anode
of Q1103. The result is that the output voltages rise drastically. The power supply then cuts out, going dead.
The NVJ42 and NVJ47 can suffer from high-pitched
whistling should the mains voltage be slightly higher
than normal. This is easy to cure: add an 0.01g capacitor across pins 3 and 4 of Q1103.
C1127 (330µF) in the earlier power supply can be the
cause of patterning on playback when it goes low in
value, or no playback with a distorted E-E picture when
it goes open-circuit.

Video Problems
The new luminance and chrominance sub-boards use a
ceramic module on stilts to carry out most of the processing. Unfortunately the electrolytic capacitors on the
module can leak and corrode adjacent components. This
causes numerous symptoms that are cured by replacement of the module. The symptoms include no or poor
playback colour; no or poor playback luminance; no EE luminance; no record colour; no record luminance;
and any intermittent version of these faults.
The module part number is VEFH14D or VEFH14G,
depending on the luminance/chrominance sub-board

type. Although the boards are interchangeable, the modules aren't! The variations are listed in Table 1.
For dark bars on the E-E picture check C318. For
sound-on-vision on the E-E picture check C313. These
22µF electrolytics go open-circuit.

Faults List
Fairly common faults, especially with the NVF55, are:
Capstan motor speed excessive: L2001 open-circuit,
so no 12V supply to the stator.
No VU display and a blank raster: IC7001 faulty.
Failure to lock on station with cable channels: Add a
capacitor across C7680
Failure to lock on station when search tuning: D7601
(MA151K) faulty.
Low E-E gain: Tuner unit and RF amplifier faulty. Part
no. ENV87837H3Y.
Low feedthrough gain: Tuner unit and RF amplifier
faulty. Part no. ENV87837H3Y.
Common faults with Models NV140/42/45/47 are:
No E-E sound: 1C7651 (AN5451N) faulty.
Rolling E-E picture: C315 (22µF, non-polarised electrolytic) open-circuit.

TV
Fault Finding
Reports from
Philip Blundell, AMIlEelec
John Pitt-Francis
Michael Maurice
Chris Watton
Giles Pilbrow
Graham Colebourn
Maurice Kerry
David A. Chaplin and
Glyn Dickinson
Philips D16 Chassis
"Dead set" was the complaint.
When it was switched on the only
response was that the standby,
power on, teletext and RGB lights
were flashing. The table at the back
of the manual tells us that this
means "protection line active". A
scope check at the collector of the
surface-mounted transistor Tr7657
confirmed this: the voltage was at
OV instead of 5V.
As usual with Philips sets of this
era, the protection line monitors the
audio, field, EW and line output
stages. It shuts the set down if a
fault is sensed in any of them. To
find out which section is faulty,
check voltages as follows:

exchange scheme) but the circuit
description book does have a circuit, so you can check for simple
faults. In this case coil L5251 was
open-circuit, removing the supply
to the DPU2553 digital processor
chip.
This was not the end of the story
however: while the set was on test
another fault appeared. When the
set was first switched on from cold
there would be no colour — the
colour flickered then, after a few
minutes, stayed on. A burst of
freezer soon showed that the culprit
was crystal X1207 on the digital
video board. A new crystal cleared
this final fault. P.B.

Samsung CI5013T (P58SC
Chassis)
This set was dead. The chopper
transistor Q801 read short-circuit
but this was a red herring: C816
(2.2nF, lkV), which is in parallel
with Q801, had gone short-circuit.
The surge limiter resistor R801
(5.6S2, 7W) had failed as well.
C816 is part no. 31417-901-660
(Willow Vale code 79331CA);
R801 is part no. 31039-687-569
(WV code 79331RA). P.B.

Audio stage: Collector of Tr7130.

Philips FL1.7AA Chassis
EW circuit: Anode of diode D6502.
Line output stage: Collector of
Tr7495.
Field output stage: Emitter of
Tr7425
In a correctly working set there
should be OV at all these points. In
fact the voltage at the emitter of
Tr7425 was pulsing high, indicating that there was a field timebase
fault — loss of field drive in fact.
The field drive comes from the
digital video board. There's no circuit diagram for this in the manual
(the board is available under an
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This set's picture would black out
intermittently. The slightest pressure at the rear of the large signal
panel would instigate the fault. A
few seconds spent looking around
with the magnifying glass revealed
the cause: a dry-joint at jumper
4404, by plug L03. P.B.

Grundig CUC73O1 Chassis
When this set had been on for a
few minutes line drive would be
lost. The TDA8362A colour
decoder/timebase generator chip
IC150 produces the drive waveform, which is fed to the line driver
stage via a BC858B buffer transistor (CT169). Scope checks soon

revealed that this surface-mounted
transistor was the cause of the trouble.
The set was actually a Matsui
Model 20V1T. P.B.

JVC CS218OEK
Tuning drift was the problem, particularly during the first twenty
minutes. IC921 and C925 in the
30V regulator circuit were proved
innocent by substitution. I then had
an expensive choice: to try replacing either the tuner or the station
select module, type SBXM904A(E). A chat with the very
helpful JVC technical help team
indicated that the module was the
more likely cause. A replacement
cured the fault, but the customer
was faced with quite a large bill.
Has anyone tried component-level
fault-finding with this problem? It
sounds like a stock fault. J.P-F.

Hitachi CPT2250 (Salora
Chassis)
There was no picture and a faint
smell — the sound was OK. RB589
(0.6851 safety) was found to be
overheating because the
TDA2653A field output chip had
failed. Replacements restored normal operation. J.P-F.

Decca 165 Chassis
There was no tuning, just a snow
storm. Was it the tuner? No! This
was proved by unsoldering pin 4 of
the tuner and feeding it from the
slider of a 100kS2 potentiometer
connected across the 33V supply.
This gave perfect tuning. Since
QR07 read OK, the fault seemed to
lie in the M491BB1 voltage synthesis chip IRO 1 A replacement
restored the tuning. J.P-F.

Akai CT2115
Neither operation of the front control nor the remote control unit
would bring this set out of standby,
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even to trip. The supplies all
seemed to be OK and no dry-joints
could be seen. It seemed that the
PCA84C640P microcontroller chip
could be the cause, so I debated on
whether to get one and try it or buy
a manual. A replacement chip
proved to be a good bet, restoring
correct operation. J.P-F.

side is so dose to the tuner that it is
imposible to reach it with a probe. I
removed the text module then refitted it at an angle of approximately
30°. After completing the repair I
removed the board and refitted it
correctly. M.M.

Philips GR2.2 Chassis

This set tripped when switched on.
It remained dead, with no flashing
LEDs. I disconnected the line outThe picture would go off after ten
put stage and checked the HT,
minutes. Dry-joints at the line drivwhich was OK at 148V. When the
er transformer T801 were the
cause. I also resoldered some chop- 32V rail was disconnected the set
per transformer joints — they looked- fired up. The culprit was the standby thyristor Thy6670: a replacenext in line to give trouble. J.P-F.
ment restored norma! operation.
M.M.
Toshiba T284T8B
The customer complained of a dead
Philips CP90 Chassis
set with a bad smell of burning.
The width fluttered in and out, but
The cause was the Lorlin-type
only when it was set correctly. If
mains switch, which was now a
the width was increased or
charred mess. Fortunately the cusdecreased the picture was steady.
tomer had fitted a 3A fuse in the
The cause of the trouble was evenplug. It had blown, preventing a
possible fire. Also fortunately there
tually traced to C2619 (1.5nF, 2kV),
which is one of the tuning capaciwas no damage to the mains input
tors in the line output stage. C.W.
PCB or the components adjacent to
the switch. M.M.

Sony KVMX25TU

Hitachi C2119TZ
Panasonic Euro 1 Chassis
When this set was switched on the
standby light blinked for a fraction
of a second then went out. Panic is
the usual reaction when this sort of
thing occurs, as the cause of the
fault is generally in the digital section. Not this time however. Quite
by accident I found that if the set
was left on for some time the raster
would be restored. The fault was in
the power supply. Replacing all
four electrolytics and the highvalue resistors produced normal
operation at switch-on. M.M.

If one of these sets is stuck in the
standby mode it's worth checking
the TA8427K field output chip,
which may be short-circuit. It's a
common cause of this problem.
C.W.

Ferguson TX80 Chassis
This set was stuck in standby. The
cause was found in the line output
stage, where DP12 (BA157) had
failed. It's the rectifier for the 8.6V
supply and is connected to pin 7 of
the transformer. C.W.

Hitachi G100 Chassis
Toshiba 2927DB
No text was the complaint with this
set. When I called Toshiba's very
helpful technical department I was
told that memory corruption was
the probable cause. I was able to
clear the fault by going into the
manufacturing mode and resetting
the option bytes. M.M.

Nokia MP37H1
This portable produced no picture
or sound, though the graphics were
OK. The video signal is routed
through the text board, where there
was an input but no output. The
cause of the fault was a BC858 surface-mounted transistor VR08.
There was normal sound and vision
once it had been replaced.
The way in which this set is
constructed makes it difficult to
work on the text board. Its print
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This set (Model C2564TN) was
tripping. To isolate the power supply for test, disconnect plug PL702
and connect a 60W bulb between
the plug' s orange lead and chassis.
If the bulb lights, the power supply
is OK — the HT should be 140V. In
this event a fault in the line output
stage is likely. I found that D704
(BY228), which is one of the EW
modulator diodes, was the cause of
the trouble. A nasty dry-joint at
L650 had probably led to its failure. C.W.

Philips 2A Chassis
There was disturbance to the line
and field sync — a jumping picture
and line tearing, which varied with
the video content. The fault was
stili present when a signal was fed
in at the start socket, clearing the
tuner and IF sections. Our next sus-

pect, the TDA2579/N5 sync chip,
was also blameless. It's video input
looked good when scoped, but I
noticed that the fault was not so
bad when the probe was applied.
This indicated that I was in the
right area. The culprit turned out to
be C2550 (1µF), which was opencircuit. C.W.

Sony BE2A Chassis
The power supply tripped loudly.
No short-circuits could be found,
and the tripping stopped when the
feed to the line output stage was
disconnected. The cause was eventually traced to T604, which had
shorted turns. This transformer is
connected directly across a line output transformer winding to feed
pulses to the power supply for synchronisation. The part no. is 1-424078-11. G.P.

Ferguson TX91 Chassis
The sound was permanently at
maximum. I traced the cause to the
BC858B transistor TV02 which
was leaky. Note that in this chassis
the volume control voltage comes
from the jungle chip IV01, not the
microcontroller chip. G.P.

Sanyo ED1 Chassis
There was no picture, just a bright
glow at the top of the screen. This
indicated a field fault. The cause
turned out to be the DPU2553
deflection processor chip IC508 on
the digital PCB. Its part no. is 409
211 87 01. G.P.

Ferguson T1OR (Thomson
TX90 Chassis)
If there's no or low sound with
inability to produce the tuning
menu, the hotel mode needs to be
released. To do this proceed as follows:
(1) Use the remote control unit to
put the set into standby.
(2) Switch off using the mains
switch. Wait thirty seconds.
(3) Switch back on at the mains
while simultaneously pressing the
remote control unit's standby button.
(4) A menu will be displayed. The
hotel mode can be switched on/off
by using the volume +/— keys.
Press the TV button tó clear the
menu. G.P.

JVC MXII Chassis
There was intermittent field collapse with one of these sets. The
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cause was traced to zener diode
D441, type RD3.0ES(B2), which
went leaky when warm. It's connected to pin 13 of the TA8859P
vertical distortion compensator chip
IC461. This provides the field drive
at pin 8. G.P.

because the line output transformer
had failed, so no surprises here.
Charles Hyde can supply the transformer under stock code P81397.
The front panel buttons also
needed repair. G.C.

Hitachi C1414T
Goodmans Compact 110

JVC C14ET1EK (Onwa
Chassis)
In addition to the usual high HT
problem caused by C911 and C909
in the power supply this set had no
teletext. The cause was CO20
(3.3µF, 50V) which was open-circuit. G.P.

Matsui 1450
This set wouldn't come out of
standby from cold. I found that the
5V supply to the microcontroller
chip was low because C611
(470µF, 25V) had dried up. For
reliability C609 and C607 should
also be replaced. G.P.

GoldStar CT12190F
The complaint with one of these
sets was intermittent teletext operation. The cause was traced to a dryjoint at the emitter of Q1 on the
text PCB. G.P.

Sony AE1C Chassis
We've had many Sony sets that
have suffered from progressive
cramping at the bottom of the
screen with associated width reduction. The cause of the fault is the
field scan coupling capacitor,
which falls in value. We recently
had one of these sets with this fault
and also no sound. The customer
told us that the two faults had
appeared on the same day, and
cleared slowly as the set warmed
up. He felt that there had to be a
common cause.
A new scan coupling capacitor
(C531, 680µF) corrected the field
scan problem, but not the sound
fault. The cause of this second
problem was ripple on the 15.5V
line — it activated the turn-on mute
circuit. Normal sound was restored
when C615 (1,000µF, 25V) had
been replaced — it's the reservoir
capacitor for the 15.5V supply.
G.C.

JVC AV21F1EK (JX Chassis)
If there's no picture, just a blank
screen, check for a cracked solder
joint at pin 2 of the line output
transformer. G.C.

These handy 10in. sets have an
Onwa-type power supply on a separate board. It generates a single
13V output at about 3A. There's no
mains switch — a label on the back
of the set advises the viewer to disconnect it from the mains supply
when not in use. So the chopper
circuit runs continuously, and eventually does its Onwa special thing
and blows up. To repair it, you will
need Philip Blundell's article
(February issue page 236) and an
Onwa kit. You may also need a
new output reservoir capacitor
(CP12). This is a 6,800µF, 16V
type, but its ripple rating is what
really matters, and it shouldn't be
over 35mm tall. I fitted a low-ESR,
105°C, 3,300µF, 25V capacitor
rated at 3.15A (RS 394-850).
In addition to most of the parts
in the kit, RP24 (1.81d2) and the
three small control transistors had
to be replaced. RP24 had burnt out.
The supply will operate when QP02
(the third small transistor) is shortcircuit emitter-to-base, but the regulation is awful — the output is 50
per cent high with normal mains
input and loading. I prefer to fit
higher-rated transistors in these
positions, such as the 100V-rated
BC639 (npn) and BC640 (pnp).
They are much less likely to fail
when the electrolytics wear out and
the supply produces an excessive
output again. G.C.

Toshiba 2500TBT
Cramping at the top of the picture
gradually cleared after about an
hour. The cause was C317 (2.21aF)
which was low in value when cold.
It's situated at the back of a
heatsink near a 3,3001£ capacitor,
in the field circuit area. M.K.
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This dead teletext portable had a
short-circuit line output transistor
(Q702) which, I was surprised to
find, is not mounted on a heatsink.
I thought it was type BU508DF,
but a closer look showed that it was
type BU2508DF. The only difference appears to be that the
BU2508DF is rated at 0.4ptsec
while the BU508DF is rated at
0.7µsec. Anyway a new
BU2508DF restored the set to life.
Although the transistor seemed to
run quite warm it battled on, and
the owner tells me that the set is
still well several months later.
D.A.C.

Rediffusion Mk 4 Chassis
This teletext set produced a good
picture when it was first switched
on, but after a few seconds the picture turned to a very bright green
raster with flyback lines. As I
couldn't find any circuit fault I
tried tapping the neck of the tube.
There was a click and a flash and
the picture returned. I explained to
the owner that the tube was faulty
and was liable to short again at any
time. D.A.C.

Hitachi CPT1491 (NP84CZ
Chassis)
At switch on this portable produced
a whistling noise from its chopper
transformer with no sound or picture. The power supply would shut
down after a few seconds. When
the feed to the line output stage was
disconnected the power supply
worked all right. As no other faults
could be found, I ordered a new
line output transformer. When this
had been fitted the sound and picture carne up, though the tube had
seen better days! D.A.C.

Ferguson TX90 Chassis
Sony KV14M1U
At switch on the EHT could be
heard to rustle up then die. The
standby LED then started to flash
six times on/off, pause then repeat.
This is an over-voltage or excesscurrent indication. The line output
transformer proved to be faulty. We
have found that this is the usual
cause of the trouble. M.K.

Philips 14TVCR240
This TV-video combination could
manage only a rude, blurting noise.
The power supply was tripping

screen when the set is hot, try
replacing D508 in the field circuit.
It's an MA723TA5 diode and must
be this type. We've had this fault
more than once. M.K.

Panasonic TX29AD2DP
If line pairing develops at two-three
inches from the bottom of the

This set did nothing though the HT
supply was present and correct.
There was a 19V input at pin 1 of
the MC7812CT regulator IC105,
but very little emerged at pin 3. A
new 12V regulator brought the set
back to life. D.A.C.

GEC C1656H
This 16in. colour portable is fitted
with the ITT CVC1100 chassis. At
switch on there was only a squawking noise from the chopper transformer. Very often this is because
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line output transformer has
failed. I checked the line output
transistor first and found that it was
short-circuit all round. A secondhand BU208D restored normal
operation, but why had the previous
one failed?
There were no dry-joints in the
chopper and line output sections,
and all likely resistors, capacitors,
diodes etc. checked out OK. I then
opened the mains plug and found
that the live and neutral terminal
screws were very loose. After
putting this right I replaced the second-hand line output transistor with
a new one and gave the set a long
soak test. D.A.C.

Ferguson 14M1 (TX86
Chassis)
Repeated failure of the TIPL791
line output transistor is common
with these sets. The cause is dryjoints, usually in the power supply,
the line driver stage or at the pins
of the 12V regulator.
In a couple of cases the set
would fail when the back cover was
replaced, but no amount of tapping

would reveal the whereabouts of
the poor connection when it was
removed again. The dry-joint was
found to be at R61, which is in the
extreme corner of the power supply. The plastic extension between
the panel and the back cover presses on it. The easiest way of replacing this item is to fix it to the back
cover with hot melt before fitting.
G.D.

Mitsubishi CT2023B
The set was dead though there was
HT at the line output stage. This
usually means dry-joints at the line
driver transformer. Not this time
however. The line oscillator wasn't
working because its start-up supply
was low. The start-up isolation
diode D501 had a slight leak. G.D.

about to change the tuner when I
realised that this is a mono set that
doesn't have data lines!
As the microcontroller chip had
been replaced I decided to try a
new EEPROM. This made no difference. The previous repairer had
replaced the microcontroller chip
IC7708 with a Nicam type (suffix
1637) instead of the standard version (suffix 1237). When the correct chip had been fitted the set
could be tuned in. G.D.

Matsui 1455
This set reverted to standby very
occasionally. Whenever the board
was touched it came back on again!
After a long battle (and a lot of solder) I found that the 2SD1426 line
output transistor was intermittent.
G.D.

Philips 25MN1550 (GR2.2
Mono Chassis)

Thomson TX90 Chassis

This set had been elsewhere. It produced a snowy raster with the
words "ERR TUNER" on the
screen. There were no remote control functions. This points to a fault
on the tuner's data lines. I was

There were no signals though some
variation in the snow could be seen
when trying to tune. The 33V tuning supply was missing because
RHO4 (271M) by the line output
transformer was open-circuit. G.D.

Servicing the

JVC C14/C21ET1
These models use a version of the Onwa chassis and as a result
are more troublesome than those fitted with a standard JVC chassis.
Cliff Martin provides a fault guide based on service experience with
many hundreds of the sets
hese JVC sets were fitted with the well-known
Onwa chassis that has appeared in several brand
ranges, for example Goodmans and Bush. The
component reference numbers in the following article
relate mainly to the 21in. version. The two sets are very
similar in design, but the circuit reference numbers vary
between the two models. There are also differences in
the chassis layout.

T

Power Supply
It's by now well known that the power supply in these
chassis can cause big problems, because when faulty the
HT output can rise from 112/115V to over 200V. You
can always tell when this has happened, because the
12V regulator zener diode ZD401 will be short-circuit
and its feed resistor R419 will be burnt out. In severe
cases the top of the HT reservoir capacitor will have
split open.
An upgrade kit, part number TPCA0068B (14in.
model) or TPCA0068C (21in. model), is available from
JVC and can be used to repair the power supply. But it
doesn't contain zener diodes ZD901 (8.2V) and ZD902
(9-1V). It's essential to replace them, as they almost certainly contributed to the fault. ff the set has one of those
cheap, open-type skeleton presets for HT adjustment,
replace it with a better-quality one — intermittent wiper
LT
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Q 617
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Fig. 1: The overvoltage protection circuit used Model
C14ET1. For more reliable operation short out R663 and
change the value of to R401 to 471(Q.
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contact causes a dramatic rise in the HT voltage.
To improve reliability, the upgrade kit components
should be fitted to any set that comes in for service.
The kit also modifies the overvoltage protection circuit
to ensure that the set goes into the safety mode should
the fault occur again. This is achieved by switching off
the 5V supply to the microcontroller chip. As a result
the HT relay drops out.
If the set seems to be dead, i.e. the standby LED is not
alight, don't assume that the power supply is not working. It may be that R404/R918 (0-689) is open-circuit.
This removes the LT supplies and can be confusing
because, in the 14in. model, the HT reservoir capacitor
is connected to the output from the relay. So there are no
outputs from the power supply.
If there are no pulses at the collector of the chopper
transistor Q904, check whether its base drive coupling
capacitor is open-circuit. It may read OK when checked
with a capacitance meter, but won't work in circuit.
If Q904 is short-circuit it will have taken out R902 as
well and maybe R914. Ensure that these items are
replaced with original parts, as they are safety components. C909 and C911 should be replaced if this has
happened — these two capacitors are included in the
power supply kit.
If the HT rectifier diode is leaky or short-circuit, the
relay will drop in then straight back out again. The diode
supplied with the upgrade kit is an improved version.
Remember to check that its series safety resistor hasn't
suffered.
Although it's best to use the upgrade kit, if the set is
required in a hurry replacing both zener diodes with
standard types and the two 47g capacitors with 105°C
types should be OK and ensure reasonable reliability.
The modification to the cutout is as follows: in Model
C21ET1 short out R677 and remove R678; in Model
C14ET1 short out R663 and change the value of R401
from 10k(2 to 471d2 (see Fig.!).
A 5V supply is fed to pin 10 of the colour
decoder/timebase generator chip IC301, regulated by
ZD301. This zener diode is suspect in the event of faults
such as high brightness.
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It saves a lot of time and money if supply voltages are
carefully checked before you start replacing ICs etc.
Line Timebase
The line output stage is quite reliable. It provides the
24V and 12V supplies. Sometimes the 0.6852 surge limiter resistors here go high in value. The voltage on the
12V line will fall, causing strange faults, notably field
cramp at the bottom of the screen.
Failure of the line oscillator to start usually means that
R317 (21in. model) or R323 (14in. model) has gone
open-circuit, removing the start-up supply to IC301.
Sync Faults
Sync faults are rare, but poor field sync can be caused
by C308 going almost open-circuit. It couples the video
signal to the base of Q302. This fault doesn't affect the
contrast or the picture in any other way. For no sync
with 14in. sets, check whether 8340 is open-circuit.
The IF Strip
In most chassis the IF strip is probably the most reliable
section. Not so in this one! Any capacitor is likely to
fail, especially if it's of the ceramic type. These capacitors always go leaky: 2-31d2 is a common reading. They
can cause the following faults:
No sound: Check C110.
No sound with a slight whistle: Check C106.
Severe sync crushing with a soot-and-whitewash picture: Check C113.
No AFC action: Check C119 (21in. model) or C129
(14in. model).
If there's no picture, check whether the test points in
the IF section are pushed over so that they touch the
metal coil screening cans. This fault may clear if the set
is tapped.
CF101 can go open-circuit. This will add a 6MHz carrier to the video. The result is patterning and no colour.
Control System
The control system is fairly reliable. The microcontroller chip doesn't fail very often, though it frequently
gets accused of having done so.
The most common fault is intermittent reverting to
standby. This is caused by leakage in the tack switches.
If the set shuts down when switch AV is pressed I've
found that it's best to replace all the switches.
Another problem is failure of the set to stop when
search tuning. It's caused by a fault in the ident circuit,
around transistors Q614/615. Any component in this
area is suspect. The capacitors and 1N4148 diodes D609
and D610 are favourites. Failure of this circuit also
mutes the sound.
In Conclusion
In conclusion, I wish other engineers the best of luck
with these (and other!) sets. Although the chassis used
in these models is troublesome, it doesn't reflect on the
quality of JVC's own current and past TV chassis.
These are so reliable that it would be difficult to prepare
a fault-finding article on them such as this one.
The basic Onwa power supply circuit was shown on
page 237 of the February issue, but the component reference numbers vary greatly from model to mode! and
mostly don't match with these JVC sets.
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John Edwards' Casebook
Hinari VXL35
There were no deck functions and the red power-on
LED went out a couple of seconds after switch-on. As
with normal operation, the selected channel' s green
indicator LED remained on. There was the usual
cracked print around the legs of Q02 in the power supply, but repair made no difference. Checks on the
STK5332 regulator then showed that the switched output at pin 5 was at only 6V instead of 13V. A new regulator restored normal operation.

Sony KV1421
The complaint was no colour after about half an hour.
I found that there was a dry-joint at the 4.43MHz crystal X352 in the colour decoder circuit.

Ferguson TX100 Chassis
The customer said that this set was dead. In fact the
power supply was working but there was no line drive.
It didn't take long to discover that the. BC372
Darlington line driver transistor TR8 was short-circuit
and its 1552 feed resistor R143 open-circuit (note that
the value of R143 varies with the type of tube fitted). I
replaced these two components and, with great confidence, switched on. But there was stili no line output
stage operation, only the smell of R143 cooking.
I switched off and allowed the transistor and resistor to
cool down. Then I disconnected the driver transformer's
secondary winding and switched on again. This time
there was a healthy drive waveform at the collector of
TR8 and no overheating. So I concluded that the
BU508A line output transistor was overloading the
stage. When it was checked with a meter it claimed to
be innocent. But I've been caught out before, so I
checked it again with the scope component tester. Hey
presto, the base-emitter waveform was that of a zener
diode. In went a new BU508A, and confidence returned.
My only doubt was whether the condition of the tube
would have warranted the repair. Fortunately the picture
was good.

Mitsubishi CT25A5STX (Euro 14SF
Chassis)
Sound was OK but the picture was blanked out. When
the setting of the first anode preset on the LOPT was
advanced I saw that there was field collapse. It didn't
take long to establish that there was no LOPT-derived
27V supply at the cathode of D553. In fact the reading
from this point to chassis was just 3S1 and, not surprisingly, circuit protector Z551 (315mA) had failed.
When the small, vertically-mounted PCB that holds
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the TEA2031A EW correction chip IC5E1 and a few
other components was removed the short-circuit had
gone. So far there hadn't been any real surprises. I
replaced IC5E1, refitted the small PCB and switched on.
Up carne the sound followed by a picture — with severe
EW distortion. Adjustment of the three presets had no
effect, and the new IC was very hot. I unplugged its
PCB again and looked closely under the main board.
There was a beauty of a dry joint at one leg of the line
scan coupling capacitor C557. I resoldered this, confident that I'd found the cause of the fault. In fact I got a
bit carried away and resoldered most of the joints in the
line output stage and the surrounding areas. Feeling perhaps too confident, I refitted the PCB and tried again.
Once more there was sound and a picture, with EW distortion and a cooking IC.
I checked the EW modulator diodes, then every component on the EW board, but everything was OK. The
only likely suspects that remained were the two coils
L554/5. They didn't show any signs of distress, but I
decided to order replacements. At least I'd have a couple of days' break from it!
A few days later the coils arrived. As I placed the set
on the bench my mind was already wondering about
other possibilities. How's that for confidence? Anyway
once the coils had been fitted I obtained an almost perfect raster. A slight tweak of the three presets, which
I'd disturbed, produced really excellent geometry.
Goodmans C1401R
The chap who brought this set in said it produced a
lousy picture on all channels and had to be tuned in
each time he switched on. In fact the tuner had very low
gain: a picture could just be seen amongst the snow. In
addition, when the tuner was gently tapped the picture
broke up, a symptom you get with those Sony sets
which have a VIF module that's prone to dry-joints.
The customer's comment about the need for retuning
was simply because the gain was so low he thought the
set wasn't tuned to anything.
While booking the job in I was reminded by the customer how cheap tellys are to buy. So I wasn't to get
"carried away" while repairing the set. From this it was
obvious that the job Would bring in very little money. I
decided that there was no point in buying a tuner, which
would leave no money for my efforts. It would have to
be a labour-only job if it was to show a small profit. If
I couldn't fix the tuner, or the cause of the trouble was
something else, I would have to suggest that the set was
beyond economic repair.
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When I removed and opened up the tuner I saw that
the solder joints around the edge of the PCB — they
include the metal case for earthing — looked crusty. So
I resoldered them, also a few suspicious joints within
the tuner's circuitry. There were first-class pictures on
all channels when the tuner had been refitted, and the
display remained rock-steady when the tuner was
tapped.
GoldStar RQ121
This mid-mount machine was dead with no power-on
LED illumination or display. The customer said that
"the bloke down the road" wanted £90 to fix it — "if you
can do it cheaper the job's yours". The figure of £89.99
came to mind, but I said nothing. Instead, I agreed to
have a look.
I didn't have the circuit diagram but, when I removed
the top cover, I was delighted to see that the power supply is readily accessible. Within seconds I had removed
the three securing screws and had the power supply
lying alongside the machine, still linked to the main
board via its 12-pin connector PL101. To provide further help, the voltages are printed alongside the connector.
The 12V and 5V supplies were missing at the relevant
pins. So I followed the tracks back and carne to a shortcircuit 13V zener diode, ZD102. When this had been
replaced the 12V supply was present. The 5V supply is
produced by a three-pin 7805 regulator, IC101. It had
13V at its input pin but no output. Once a replacement
had been fitted the machine was back in service. The
customer was delighted to pay far less than £90.
Ferguson TX99 Chassis
There was nothing but a snowy raster. R334 (4.752) in
the feed between the chopper power supply and the 5V
regulator on the control board was open-circuit. I've
been told that this is quite a common fault, so jot it down
in your book.
Hitachi CPT2178 (G6 Chassis)
The jovial chap who brought this set in explained that he
was late for work. Could I have a quick look at it? He
would like, if possible, to collect it on his way home that
evening. He went on to explain that switch-on would
sometimes require several attempts — apart from this it
was a good set and he didn't want the bother of having
to buy a new one.
I wasn't too concerned, because the two 82k52 startup resistors R902/3 cause this problem. I whipped
them out and checked them. One measured over
300k52. "As I thought" I said, "it won't take long."
"Fine" he replied, "I'11 pick it up tonight. I'm really
grateful. You've come highly recommended." Then he
was gone.
What a nice guy I thought as I reached for two
replacement resistors. After fitting them I switched on
and waited for the rustle of EHT. I was about to fill in
the repair ticket when the power supply emitted a
familiar high-pitched whistle, indicating line output
transformer trouble. Sure enough the transformer was
faulty, but at least the transistor was OK. A feeling of
relief carne over me when I discovered that I had a
good second-hand transformer in stock.
Seeing that it wasn't a new one, I thought, I won't
make a song and dance. I'll fit it free of charge for this
nice young man and put it down to a public relations
job. After fitting the transformer I switched on and was
greeted by the crackle of EHT, followed by audio hash
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and a raster. Feeling much happier, I connected the
aerial cable. The picture verticals were corrugated and
the high-pitched squeal returned. Oh dear! It was probably only capacitor trouble, but I was getting a bit fed
up. What could I charge, after giving the customer the
impression that it was a simple repair taking only a few
minutes to do? I gritted my teeth and started to check
the electrolytics in the power supply. C905 and C910,
both 4.7g, 160V, were leaky and virtually open-circuit.
Once replacements had been fitted the job was at last
complete. When he called to collect his set I told the
nice young man that what had started out as an apparently simple job had in fact taken longer than expected.
"I know how you feel" he replied, stili smiling, "I've
had a day like that too". He then looked at the set,
which I'd left on the soak-test bench. "Ah, I see you've
managed to get rid of those wiggly lines around the
edges of people, and that horrible squealing noise —
well done!" As he spoke he withdrew a £10 note from
his wallet.
Suddenly I thought this wasn't a nice young man at
all. "That' Il be fifty quid" I said.
He stopped smiling.
Ferguson FV30B
The customer's complaint was that this machine
wouldn't timer record. Instead when the timer button
was pressed, after the programming sequence had been
entered, the machine went straight into the record
mode — as if instant record had been selected.
I would have been baffled to know where to start
without being given the additional information that no
clock settings or channel information were retained
when the machine was disconnected from the mains
supply. Back-up battery I thought, and was correct.
The 2.4V battery, mounted on the front panel assembly, was virtually flat. Once a new battery had been fitted the machine accepted and retained the clock and
channel information and a timer recording was successful.
When I returned the machine to its owner I was told
that it was disconnected from the mains supply every
night for safety. I explained that it's designed to be left
plugged in. But I had a feeling that the nods of agreement I received on leaving the house were more of
courtesy than intention.
JVC AV28F1EK (JX Chassis)
The cause of intermittently reverting to standby is usually dry-joints at the pins of the L7812ABV regulator
IC521. To prevent other intermittent problerns developing, the L7805ABV regulator IC522, which is
mounted on the same heatsink, should also be resoldered.
Monitor Repairs
Here are a couple of recent monitor repairs I've had:
Viglen MT1428LE: Intermittent frame collapse was the complaint
with this one, the cause being dry-joints at the frame deflection coil
plug/socket. Resoldering put this right.
Digital PCXBV-BC: The power supply had shut down because the
BU2525A line output transistor 7617 had gone short-circuit collector-to-emitter. The cause was dry-joints in and around the line driver
circuitry.
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Philips CP110 Chassis
If the set appears to be dead but the
mains fuse and the BUT11AF
chopper transistor are both OK, one
possibility is that the mains bridge
rectifier's reservoir capacitor
C2656 (150µF) is open-circuit. If
the voltage across C2656 is in the
region of 215V DC, its capacitance
is certainly very low.
For an intermittently dead power
supply, the chopper transformer
could be going open-circuit intermittently. P.B.
Sharp 37AM12H
Poor picture and sound were the
complaints with this colour
portable. When I tried the set I got
the impression that there was an IF
fault — there was a rushing noise on
the sound and the colour was noisy.
When retuning was tried the tuning
menu was found to be locked.
As the only 37AM12 I'd seen
previously had an NVM (nonvolatile memory) fault, I selected
the service mode and checked the
AGC and AFC settings. They were
both set to FF. I don't know what
the recommended settings are (the
manual doesn't say), but maximum
didn't seem likely! Setting them at
half way improved the results, so a
new pre-programmed NVM (part
no. CH-IX1463CJHC) was fitted.
Once the tuning, the picture geome-
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try and grey-scale had been set up
all was well. P.B.
Toshiba 140R4B
If one of these sets refuses to come
out of standby, check resistors R811
(1001(0) and R812 (120kS2). They
tend to go open-circuit. P.B.
Ferguson ICC7 Chassis
If there's a Venetian-blind effect of
horizontal lines superimposed on
top of the picture, the electrolytic
capacitors in the IF module are suspect. In one case recently C123
(4.7µF) produced a low-capacitance
reading when it was removed and
checked with a bridge. To be sure
of a lasting cure I replaced all five
electrolytics in the module. P.B.
Bush 2857NTX
The symptoms were no sound then,
after a short time, the set shut down
— as when there's no signal. A
check at pin 29 of IC601 showed
that the amplitude of the ident signal was low at 4V. The cause was
C135 (0.02µF) which had a 130k12
leak. When a replacement capacitor
had been fitted the ident signal rose
to 8V and the set worked normally.
M.K.
Mitsubishi CT28AV1BD
(EE3 Chassis)
After about a minute the picture
had crushed whites. When a greyscale from the pattern generator
was tuned in only the first few bars
up from black could be seen: the
rest were white. A scope check
showed that the video waveform
was clipped above the dark-grey
bar. This could be observed at pin
20 of the scart socket.
When I looked at the circuit diagram I saw that this ruled out the
CRT drive and colour decoder/
timebase generator ICs, as the
video signal first goes to the
switching chip IC202: this feeds the

scart socket and the colour decoder
chip. IC202' s supply was found to
be low because the collector of the
8V regulator transistor Q952 was
dry-jointed. Resoldering this cured
the fault. The set used the modified
arrangement with a larger transistor
in the Q952 position, mounted on a
heatsink in the centre of the main
board. M.K.
Sharp DV5161H (4BSA
Chassis)
When this set had warmed up there
was field foldover and a bright
raster with flyback lines. After a
short while a rattle was heard from
the LOPT, followed by collapse of
the raster from the sides to a squiggle, then shut-down.
A scope check at pin 12 of the
jungle chip IC801 showed that the
line drive started to break up when
the raster did, suggesting that
IC801 might be faulty. But the
cause of the trouble was the fact
that the 26V supply was low at
19V. When the 26V rectifier D501
(DX0511BM) had been replaced
the voltage was correct and the set
worked normally. The low supply
voltage had obviously upset the
operation of IC801. M.K.
Sanyo C25EG95 (EC3-A25
Chassis)
Patterning in the background, similar to cross-modulation, can be
caused by interference on the
brightness control line. On several
occasions I've found that C211
(0.01µF) wasn't fitted, though
there's a position for it on the PCB.
This capacitor decouples the
brightness control line at pin 17 of
the IF/colour decoder/timebase generator chip IC101. M.K.
Onwa K9228
This set wouldn't switch to standby
properly: a bright raster was left.
The cause was Q903, which failed
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to turn off the HT switching transistor Q902. When I get this problem I replace both Q903 (2SA1013)
and Q902 (2SD1545).
Another standby fault involves
Q904 (2SD1015) and Q906
(2SD804) in the 27V supply to the
sound section. The symptom is
hum from the speaker in the standby mode. It's not always noticed in
the workshop. M.K.

Sony KVX2562U (AE2
Chassis)
The message "teletext not available" appeared when text was
selected. In addition the on-screen
displays and menu screens were
shifted to the right. Resistor R38
(750k0) on the text (V) PCB was
found to be open-circuit. G.P.

Hitachi C1714T
There was no on-screen display
because the field pulse at pin 27 of
the microcontroller chip was incorrect. It's derived from the sandcastle pulse, which was found to be of
excessive amplitude and wrongly
shaped because D703 in the line
output stage was open-circuit. G.P.

Sony KVG2915U (AE2B
Chassis)
There was an intermittent rushing
noise on satellite sound. The cause
was traced to a dry-joint at crystal
X3001 on the satellite (S) PCB.
G.P.

Sharp DV5132H
At switch on a bright white raster
appeared. This was followed by
shut down. I found that there was
no 200V HT supply at the CRT
base panel. The cause was traced to
a 100pF ceramic capacitor (C857)
which had developed leakage. As a
result the safety resistor R632 had
gone open-circuit. G.P.

Sony AE2 Chassis
This set would occasionally shut
down. Just before it went off, the
picture became a broken up mass of
lines while the LEDs at the front of
the set would flash thirteen times.
This indicates that there's a field
protection problem. The cause of
the trouble was found to be dryjoints at the field output chip
IC1501. G.P.

temperature type. I also replaced
C313 and C317. G.P.

Hitachi C2114T
At switch on the EHT could be
hear to come up. Then the set
returned to standby. These sets
have field protection that puts the
set in standby if a short is detected
across the 27V rail. The cause of
the problem was the TA8427K
field output chip IC601. G.P.

Philips GR1-AX Chassis
The chopper FET Tr7610 had gone
short-circuit. In addition the two
152 resistors R3616 and R3680 that
are connected in series with it had,
as usual, failed. Replacing these
items didn't restore the set to life
however: the 10V zener diode
D6610 in the FET's drive circuit
was leaky, though it read OK. G.P.

Ferguson C51N (ICC8
Chassis)
The cause of no colour turned out
to be a defective switch (SE50) on
the text board. It looks like a preset
potentiometer, and is accessible
through a small hole in the back of
the cabinet. G.P.

Toshiba 2140TB (C4
Chassis)
This set appeared to be stuck in
standby. The power supply was
working, but there was no line
drive. A large, 52-pin chip, IC501
(TDA8361), carries out all the
video/chroma processing and generates the timebase drive signals.
When I checked this chip I found
little at any of its pins. There are
two supplies. One is derived from
the line output stage. The other, at
pin 36, comes from the chopper circuit via the 9V regulator transistor
Q870. This obviously has to do its
job for the set to get going.
Q870's base voltage is set by the
10V zener diode D878. There is
also a shunt transistor here, Q871,
to switch the regulator on and off.
The zener diode had failed, with
the result that Q870's emitter voltage was just 1.2V instead of almost
9V. P.G.

JVC C14E1

This 14in. portable, which is fitted
with an Onwa chassis, refused to
power up. At switch on the relay
Toshiba 218D9B
chattered for a second or two then
The cause of poor field linearity —
the set shut down. A check to see if
the raster was stretched at the top — there was a short-circuit across the
was capacitor C303 (2-2µF). It's
secondary side of the relay cleared
mounted very dose to the hot-runthis possibility, but the reading at
ning field output IC, and had devel- •the input side was soon.
oped leakage despite being a highThere is not much to check here.
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I soon found that C402 (4.7nF) in
the snubber network across the HT
rectifier D905 had become resistive. It's rated at 500V. I fitted a
more substantial capacitor rated at
2kV.
When servicing these sets make
sure that, in the interests of HT stability and safety, the power supply
and over-voltage trip upgrades have
been carried out. Refer to the
February and September 1998
issues for further details. P.G.

Philips GR1-AX Chassis
"Half a picture" was the complaint
with this set, and the effect was
indeed quite strange. The scan
appeared to start about half way
across the screen and wrap round,
so that what should have been the
centre of the scan just started on the
left-hand side. •
A few scope checks around the
TDA8305 chip IC7020, which contains the timebase generator circuits, showed that the line section
of the sandcastle pulse was missing
at R3529. The input to this resistor
is routed around the outer edge of
the PCB. There was a hairline
crack in the print at the corner — I
suspect that the side of the set had
been knocked. A small wire link
cured the problem. P.G.

Sanyo CBP2180A (A5
Chassis)
The customer said this set was
dead. In fact it reverted to standby
about five seconds after switching
on. Suspecting a protection fault, I
checked the voltage at pin 19 of the
main microcontroller chip IC701.
My initial thoughts were confirmed
by the fact that there was only 2.9V
here instead of 5V. The voltage at
this pin can be pulled down by
either over-voltage protection or the
absence of any of the numerous
supply lines.
Checks in the power supply
before the set tripped produced
largely correct readings, the HT
voltage being spot on. Five seconds
is not much time to look for missing voltages so, having proved that
the cause of the trouble wasn't
excessive voltages, I decided to disconnect the HT feed to the line output transformer (pin 3) and connect
a lamp here as a load. This will
prevent mishaps in the line output
stage and show whethei the power
supply will run stably under load.
To enable the power supply to
operate, short-circuit the base of the
standby switching transistor Q570
to its emitter.
When this had been done all the
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supplies except the 12V at the front
panel assembly were found to be
correct. The latter was at only
2-5V. The source of this is the
78M12 regulator IC552 which had
failed, producing an output of only
3V. P.G.

Waltham 1410

Panasonic TX2112 (U5N
Chassis)

ITT CP3126 (Monoprint
B/MN Chassis)

Intermittent loss of the picture,
sound OK was the complaint. It
was an extremely intermittent fault
— the set would work for days or
weeks then fail. The slightest tap
would then restore the picture. The
fault couldn't be instigated by tapping or freezing: it had to occur
spontaneously.
The set had received previous
attention for the fault, and virtually
the whole of the signal panel had
been resoldered to no avail. When
the fault occurred, gently removing
the back generally cleared it without providing any chance for measurements to be made.
Eventually the fault lasted just
long enough for voltage readings to
be carried out on the timebase
board. This showed that some of
the line output transformer-derived
LT supplies were very low or missing. Scope checks then revealed
that the cause of the trouble was
high-resistance joints between the
through-board rivets to which the
line output transformer's pins are
soldered and the print. The soldered
joints looked perfect when examined using a magnifying glass, with
the rivets soundly fitted in the print.
But the scope showed AC at some
pins and nothing at the print. The
problem was cured by cleaning the
print and complete resoldering. P.G.

The cause of no sound was eventually traced to the 470i.tF Philips
electrolytic capacitor C304 which is
connected to pin 5 of the TDA8196
audio control chip IC301. It had
gone short-circuit. I was helped by
the little LM386 outboard amplifier
I use for audio hunting! D.S.

Granada C51EZ5
This set produced a white raster
with flyback lines. Routine checls
on the supply line voltages failed to
reveal anything amiss. So the CRT
base panel was examined with a
magnifying glass. I found minute
hairline cracks in the print to the
first anode connector and in the
print that connects R6 to R24.
Repairing them restored the picture.
D.S.

choke was relocated away from the
plate. D.S.
If the picture is dark and lacks
width, replace R812 (150k,Q,
0.5W). D.S.
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Ferguson ICC5 Chassis
Loss of blue drive was caused by
failure of the TEA5040 video processor chip IV21. Earlier sets need
to be modified when 1V21 is
replaced. Details of the modification come with chips obtained from
Willow Vale. C.J.G.

Bush 2059NTX
Although the HT supply was present this set remained dead. The
cause was soon traced to R919
(0.6852) which was open-circuit,
removing the LT supplies. It
appeared to be intact, with no burn
marks. The usual power supply
upgrade to this Onwa chassis was
carried out. D.S.

Tatung TN1901 (190
Chassis)
Incorrect operation of the front
panel controls with this set, and
others I've come across, was cured
by replacing the HD401220A02S
microcontroller chip IC702. The
Tatung part no. is 19-8315-6. D.S.

GoldStar C114A80
This set reverted to standby a few
seconds after being switched on. It
seemed that the microcontroller
chip was sulking because the EEPROM chip wouldn't talk to it. A
new 24C04 EEPROM cured the
problem, after retuning and resetting the PP values — this set doesn't
need a preprogrammed EEPROM.
C.J.G.

SharpDV51083 (D3000
Chassis)
Tripping, which was at first intermittent, was caused by C715
(2,200µF, 16V). It's one of the LT
reservoir capacitors on the secondary side of the chopper power
supply. Oddly its ESR was OK. It
was just low at about 50µF. C.J.G.

Nikkai Baby 10
A new type switching regulator was
fitted. They are very efficient and
produce less heat. But when the set
was switched on there was an
almighty screeching racket. The
cause of the problem was the RF
choke in the regulator, with the tin
screening plate acting as a
diaphragm. All was well when the

quite common for customers to
complain that the picture takes a
long time to appear. This is caused
by the tube' s emission being too
low for the auto grey-scale circuit
to operate. The cure is to fit a
100k,Q resistor between the 'Auto'
and 12V pins on the CRT base
panel. The picture is then as good
as ever. C.J.G.

Ferguson ICC7 Chassis
There was no blue in the display.
Unusually, RT66 (1kS2) which is in
series with the tube's blue cathode
had become open-circuit. C.J.G.

Bush 2020 etc (Indiana
100 Chassis)
As these sets age it's becoming

Sony AE1A Chassis
When I first went to repair this set I
got the impression that someone
had been playing with it. The EHT
cable was not located properly, and
other parts of the wiring looms had
been left lying about rather than
being tied up as they should be.
The convergence, width and EW
settings were also out.
As none of the controls would
adjust the width and EW correction, I replaced the TEA2031A EW
driver chip IC1501 (on board J1)
and set up the picture.
A couple of weeks later the customer complained that the set went
off intermittently. A check on the
HT voltage revealed that it was
alarmingly high — 175V instead of
135V. The cause was R522
(1001M) in the HT sensing circuit.
It had risen in value to about
140k.Q. After replacing R522 and
resetting the picture parameters the
set worked normally. M.M.

Philips Anubis A Chassis
There was no audio output from
this 17in. portable. It was in pennanent mute because the BC848 transistor Tr7156 was leaky. A replacement restored the sound. M.M.

Nokia N Chassis
The picture varied in size and the
degree of EW distortion depending
on picture content. Turning down
the contrast and/or brightness had
the same effect. As a first step I
checked the HT voltage, which was
stable and correct at 150V. I then
replaced the MC44000 digital jungle chip IF01. This made no difference. I checked and doublechecked all the relevant outputs
from, and feedback lines to, this
chip.
Finally I did what I should have
done at the beginning: I removed
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and checked all the capacitors and
diodes in the line output stage.
Ch04 (27nF) turned out to be opencircuit. A replacement put things
right.
The set was actually a Finlandia
Model C51JZ2. M.M.

Matsui 1496
Apart from the buzz from the
degaussing coils at switch on this
set was dead. The 5N90 chopper
FET Q101 was leaky source-todrain, and the surge limiter resistor
R101 (4.7Q) was open-circuit. The
power supply uses the well-known
TDA4605 chopper control chip. It
always pays to check the highvalue resistors around this IC. In
this case R109 (3301M) was opencircuit while R108 (220k2) read
270ka When R101, R108, R109,
IC101 (TDA4605) and Q101 had
been replaced the set carne back to
life. M.M.

Daewoo DMQ2057
This set, which carne to me via
another dealer, had a bright, smeary
picture. He had turned down the

setting of the first anode control but
this had made little difference. Pity
he hadn't checked the 190V supply
to the RGB output stages on the
CRT's base panel — it was low at
46V. The reservoir capacitor C426
(330', 250V) was the culprit —
there was brown stuff oozing from
its legs. A replacement restored
normal pictures — after resetting the
Al control. M.M.

how to use the remote control unit
to make adjustments, but the original one wasn't available — the customer was using a Philex type. By
experimentation I was able to discover which button is used to select
the chroma phase and, more importantly, how to store new settings.
Once this had been done there were
no further problems. M.M.

ITT ST38767

Sony KV27XRTU (SX
Chassis)

The customer's first complaint was
about field bounce and intermittent
loss of colour. I resoldered some
dry-joints at the 5V regulator: this
cured the field bounce, but didn't
cure the very intermittent loss of
colour.
Some time later the customer
reported that there was sound but
no picture. After some chip swapping (they are mounted in sockets)
I discovered that the cause was the
TPU2732 teletext processor chip.
This item and the 17.734475MHz
crystal were replaced, but there was
then no colour.
The service manual explains

A rental engineer doing a bit of
work on the side told the customer
that there had been a burn-up and
that a new power supply was
required. A chopper transformer
burn-up is not unknown in these
sets, but is very uncommon. When
I called I found that there had been
no burn-up. In fact if the 135V connector was unplugged the power
supply ran with a light bulb as the
load. The faulty item was the line
output transformer. Once a replacement had been fitted the set carne
back to life. Incidentally the power
supply PCB is not longer available
from Sony. M.M.

Servicing the

Panasonic Euro-1 Chassis
John Coombes on possible fault conditions with this chassis,
which was used in the first Panasonic sets to feature digital signal
processing

T

he Panasonic Euro-1 was the first TV chassis from
Panasonic to feature digital signal processing. It
went into production in 1993. Most of the standard
circuitry (power supply, line and field output stages etc.)
is arranged on a mother board at the base of the cabinet:
the digital signal processing circuitry, which includes
generation of the timebase drive signals, is on a separate
vertically-mounted panel at the rear of the chassis.
The following Models use this chassis: TX25A3,
Fig. 1: The circuitry
on the primary side TX25W3, TX28W3, TX29A3 and TX29W3.
of the power supply. See Table 1 for Power Supply Problems
semiconductor The chassis uses a chopper circuit based on the TDA4601
device types. control chip (IC611). Fig. 1 shows the circuitry on the pri-

mary (non-isolated) side of the chopper transformer
T639, Fig. 2 the circuitry on the secondary (isolated) side.
If the mains fuse F6101 (3.15AT) has blown or blows
intermittently, the degaussing posistor R6102 is suspect.
Check it by replacement.
Other causes of a blown mains fuse are a short-circuited bridge rectifier (D613, type RBV408), chopper transistor (Q624, type S2000AF) or control chip (IC611, type
TDA4601). Shorted turns in the chopper transformer
T639 is another possibility.
If the TDA4601 chopper control chip doesn't start up,
check whether one of the start-up feed components R621
(4.71d1, 2W) or posistor R622 is open-circuit. Alternatively 0622 (100nF, 25V), the reservoir capacitor for the
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chip' s supply, could be either short- or open-circuit.
Another possibility is R628 (4701(S2) which can go opencircuit.
The start-up circuit supplies pin 9 of IC611. A low voltage (less than 12V) suggests that C622 is open-circuit. If
the voltage is less than 7.5V there could be an overload on
the secondary side of the circuit. If there are no obvious
shorts in the line output stage, disconnect coil L651 and
connect a 60W bulb across the HT reservoir capacitor
C651 (47µF, 250V). If the bulb lights up, the power supply is working correctly. If it doesn't light up, check the
over-voltage diode Q651 (1'F )312S) which could be
short-circuit and the HT rectifier D651 (RU4) which could
be open-circuit. If there are no 150V HT supply faults,
check the LT lines on the secondary side of the circuit.
If there's no 12V supply, check fuse F661. This will
blow if C662 (470µF) is short-circuit. Alternatively, the
12V supply will be missing if IC666 (TL431A) is shortcircuit. See also the note on standby switching later.
If still in trouble, check for dry-joints at the chopper
transformer T639. Poor connections here can cause intermittent cutting out or just no results.
Failure of the TDA8175 field output chip IC561 will
also produce the no results symptom.
For a buzzing or whistling power supply Panasonic suggests changing the value of C632 from 100pF to 1,000pF.
This capacitor is between pins 2 and 3 of IC611. In addition, add a 1,000pF capacitor between pins 3 and 6.
The cause of failure to start or no results can be in the
control circuit or elsewhere on the digital board. Pin 62 of
the microcontroller chip IC1801 (CCU3000) should go
low when the remote control unit is used to switch from
standby. When this happens Q697 (2SA1309ATA)
should switch on, in turn switching on Q663 (BUZ71A)
via R667. The 12V supply then appears. If Q663 is faulty
or Q697 open-circuit there will be no 12V supply. If pin
62 of IC1801 does't go low, check the chip by replacement. This must be done with care, using appropriate
equipment.
Loss of the 10V supply on the digital board will produce
the no results condition. This supply is produced by the
regulator transistor Q1011 from the 12V line. Q1011
(2SC3940) could be faulty, its base bias zener diode
D1012 (MA8110) could be short-circuit or its feed resistor R1012 (4.7Q) open-circuit.
Failure of the multisound processor chip IC1401
(MSP2401) on the digital board can be responsible for no
or intermittently no results. This can obviously be a difficult fault to locate. For a due, monitor the 5V supply at
pins 15 and 39 of this chip. The supply is also used by
other chips on the board.
If there's no sound or picture and the set reverts to
standby after a few seconds, check whether R561 (1.5Q,
0.5W safety) is open-circuit. This resistor is in series with
the 27V supply to the field output chip IC561.

The Line Timebase
As with any chassis, line output stage failure will produce the no results symptom. If the 150V HT supply is
missing, check as described above to find out whether the
fault is in the power supply or the line output stage.
Ensure that the feed resistor R531 (105), 10W) is intact.
If it's open-circuit, the S2000AF line output transistor
Q534 could be short-circuit or the line output transformer
T531 could have shorted turns.
Low HT could mean that Q534 is leaky or short-circuit.
If so, it could have been damaged by dry-joints on the line
driver transformer T528 or shorted turns on the line output transformer T531. If the output transistor is OK,
check the EW correction diodes D536 (ERB06-15) and
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D537 (RU2M) which can go short-circuit.
If there is no line drive at the base of Q534, check for
27V at the collector of the line driver transistor Q526
(2SC3944RLB). If this voltage is missing, T528 could be
dry-jointed or R521 (330, 0.25W safety) open-circuit. In
the latter event check whether C521 (100g) is short-circuit.
The next step is to check for drive pulses at the base of
Q526. These come from pin 13 of the DPU2553 deflection processor chip IC1501 on the digital panel. If there
are no pulses here the chip could be faulty, but first ensure
that the 5V supply is present at pin 14 and the 5V standby supply at pins 10, 17, 18 and 19. The line drive pulses
pass from the digital panel via transistor Q1536 (2SD601)

Fig. 2: The circuitry on
the secondary side of
the power supply. See
Table I for semiconductor device types.

Table 1: Power supply semiconductor devices.
D613
D622
D624
D636
D651
D656
D661
D663
D665
D671
D681
D686
D687
D694

RBV408
BY298
ERCO8
BY298
RU4
BYW98
RU3N
ZDP12
MA165TA5
MA750A
BA157
RU30
RU30
EQB6.2V

IC611
IC666
IC676
IC691

TDA4601
TL431A
TL431A
AN78L05

Q624
Q651
Q663
Q674
Q681
Q682
Q697

S2000AF
TFD312S
BUZ71A
BUZ71AF
2SA1309A
BC638
2SA1309ATA

D491

MA167
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which could be open-circuit. If it's necessary to replace
IC1501 this must be done with great care.

The Field Timebase
The most common problem is field collapse, which can
obviously be caused by the TDA8175 field output chip
IC561. For replacement purposes there's a modification
kit that consists of the chip and an MA2100 diode. This
should be fitted in piace of link B51, with its cathode to
pin 3 of the chip and its anode to pin 5. If the fault is intermittent, IC561 and/or its 27V supply feed resistor R561
(1.5W is suspect. An alternative cause of field collapse is
failure of the flyback boost capacitor C563 (220µF, 40V).
It tends to go open-circuit.
lf the receiver comes on with a blank raster, check
whether there is a field flyback pulse at pin 6 of IC1501.
The pulse may be missing because of a dry-joint at pin 3
of IC561. This activates the protection circuit in IC1501.
If the receiver is working but the only result is teletext
lines at the top of the raster, replace IC561. The chip can
also be the cause of top compression.
For intermittent increase in height, check the MCU2600
master clock chip IC651 by replacement. It's on the digital panel.

Digital Chip Faults
Fault finding on the digital panel is not easy. The chips
can cause faults for reasons that are not obvious. The following notes summarise experience in this area. Chip
replacement should be done with great care to avoid damage to the print and adjacent components.
If dark, shadowy parts of the picture become dotty, the
D712223 digital transient improvement chip IC1661 is
suspect. The fault can be very intermittent. This chip can
also be responsible for a blacked out picture with the
sound OK, and distorted, noisy colour.
The TPU2735 teletext chip IC1771 can be responsible
for some odd faults. There may be a normal picture that
flashes to a white raster; no teletext with just a blue
screen; or loss of the on-screen menus with random numbers/characters instead. If the blue screen fault is not
caused by the chip, check C1776 (47g, 16V) which can
go short-circuit.
The SAD2140 analogue-to-digital converter chip
IC1601 can be troublesome. Here are some of the symptoms it produces when faulty: a monochrome picture that
goes negative; a white raster; a dark picture with weak
sync; an intermittently light raster with no sync; a
solarised picture; a weak monochrome picture with poor
sync.
The DPU2553 delfection processor chip IC1501 can be
responsible for lines on the picture over teletext and a picture that intermittently turns to a white raster.
The ACVP2205 adaptive comb filter/video processor
chip IC1631 can be the cause of a dark, blank raster.
In addition to sound problems (see later) the MSP2410
multisound processor chip IC1401 can be responsible for
a dark raster with no sound and for the line drive cutting
out after a short period of operation.

Sound Faults
Many sound faults are caused by chips on the digital
panel. If there's distorted sound and popping, the
ACP2371 audio control chip IC1301 is suspect.
Alternatively the 10pF capacitors C1332/3 could be the
cause — check them by replacement. IC1301 can cause
rustling and crackling on sound, also no sound. For the
latter fault, first check that the 5V supply is present at pins
1 and 44 of IC1301.
The MSP2410 multisound processor chip IC1401 is
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suspect for loss of or distorted Nicam sound. Before
replacing it, check for dry-joints and that the 5V supply is
present at pin 39. If there is slight distortion with a Nicam
transmission, check the 7pF capacitors C1423/4 by
replacement. If the distortion is on one channel only, the
relevant capacitor (C1423/4) could be dry-jointed.
Poor Nicam sound can also be caused by the AMU2481
audio multiplex chip IC1431.

Colour Faults
If there's loss of one colour, check for dry-joints at the
transistors in the relevant output stage — Q3393/4/7 red,
Q3383/4/7 green and Q3373/4/7 blue. The dry-joints
could also be at the CRT tube base — pin 8 red, pin 6
green, pin 11 blue. Alternatively the relevant feedback
resistor could be open-circuit or high in value. These are
R3394 red, R3384 green and R3374 blue. The value
varies with model — usually 91kS2 or 100k.Q.
For intermittent loss of colour check crystal X1656
(17.7MHz) on the digital board — its connected to pins 12
and 13 of the MCU2600 master clock chip IC651.

Remote Control
The remote control unit gives very few problems apart
from the battery connections, which are a common cause
of faults with all remote control units. Check for corrosion and bent connections, i.e. poor contact.
If necessary dismantle the unit and check for sticky button contacts because of grease from fingers.
No operation can be caused by the LED being dry-jointed or incorrectly positioned.

Diagnostic Interface and Memory Pack
The Panasonic LUCI diagnostic interface has been available for a couple of years or so. There are versions for the
Euro-1, -2 and -3 chassis. It connects the chassis to a PC
to enable adjustment and control to be carried out via the
PC using a service remote control unit. The system is particularly helpful when dealing with intermittent faults.
The minimum PC requirements are a 286 or higher processor, 4Mb of RAM, 500Kb of hard-drive free space and
a COM1-4 serial port. The service remote control unit is
part no. TZS2EK004.
In the service mode, all TV functions can be set up
using the remote control unit and PC menu options.
Various diagnostic tests show whether the data bus lines
in the TV set are correct and check individual ICs. The
most useful type of test is called a cycle test, which helps
in the search for the cause of intermittent faults. It monitors the major ICs in the receiver and reports when a failure has occurred, with an elapsed-time indication.
There is also a memory pack, part no. TZS2EK002, that
gives access to the set's memory. This facility enables
tuning information, customer preferences and service
data to be transferred to and from the TV set. The receiver has two 21-pin scart connectors. Use the lower one for
copying: plug in the memory pack, then enter the service
mode. When feeding data in, the screen will display
PROGRAM EXTERNAL » TV. Press the TV set's
store button and the tuning information will be stored in
its memory — the screen will display LOADING while
this takes place. The process takes about three minutes,
after which OK! is displayed. The same basic process can
be used in reverse, the screen displays being PROGRAM
TV » EXTERNAL and STORING. To get out of the
service mode, simply switch the receiver off. If a problem
occurs the screen will display PROGRAM ERROR! In
this event switch the receiver off and try again. If necessary, check the connections between the TV set and the
memory pack or check the pack's 9V battery.
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Servicing in

ith all the microprocessors, digital equipment, computers and the like that surround us
today, I thought it would be interesting to
wander back to a gentler age, when TV engineers were
a revered race. God-like, almost.
The year is 1956, the year I left school. There was no
real career training in those days, but there was virtually full employment. In fact there was more likely to be
a shortage of manpower then. We were still in the postwar recovery era.

W
A Start

When I left school I had to find a job for myself. Having
an interest in electronics, I naturally made a beeline for
the nearest radio and TV repairer. As luck would have
it, there was a notice in the window. "Improver
required" it said. This meant that whoever got the job
was expected to improve! It was a bit like an apprenticeship without the formalities. The training would of
course be only as good as the engineer who provided it,
and the amount of time he could manage to spend on it.
I got the job. The engineer who interviewed me was
impressed with my basic knowledge, so that was it. I
was taken on at the princely sum of two pounds ten
shillings a week (£2.50 in modern money). I remember
giving a pound to my mum, and living for a whole week
or more on the rest. I should mention that I was paid
cash-in-hand, so there were no deductions for income
fax and the like. It was quite common then.
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got his
first job in the radio/TV
repair trade in 1956.
Then as now, it was a
time of change. This
account tells you what
it was like in that earlier era
A a•

The Sets
An interesting point about the period was that one
gained first-hand knowledge of pre-war, 1936-9 vintage
sets, many of which were still in use. It was some weeks
before I could work without supervision, but I was eventually left to get on with things.
One of the first jobs I had was to replace the tube in a
Philips projection TV set. Yes, they had them then! It
was an horrendous beast, all valves of course, and produced a 405-line black-and-white display. Because of
the cost of tubes in those far-off days, TV pictures tended to be 9-12in. in size. Anything larger was expensive
by the standards of the time.
The Philips set was a back-projection type. It produced, on a prismatic screen, a picture with a diameter
of about 16in. The source was a 3in. Mullard MW6-2
CRT which ran at an EHT of 25kV. Viewing had to be
in total darkness! It was a noisy set in operation. As it
used the 405-line system the line timebase worked at
10,125Hz, just within the range of human hearing — and
pretty audible if you were youngish. This was true of all
the sets of the period. But this projection model had one
other annoying feature.
In those days there were a number of ways of generating the EHT — not all sets used flyback EHT, though this
was shortly to become standard. The Philips projection
set used a 1kHz oscillator as part of the EHT generator
section. With the noise of that, beating against the line
oscillator, well you can imagine!
If one of these sets suffered from field or line collapse,
there would be a bright horizontal or vertical line
respectively. This would immediately burn the tube,
which would require replacement. What, no protection?
Well, there was a safety circuit of sorts. If I remember
correctly, it used an EB91 double diode. The circuit
worked, but cowboy engineers invariably removed the
valve. This made fault-finding much easier!
Tube replacement was difficult to say the least. It was
encased within the optical projection unit, a series of
front-aluminised mirrors. There was a glass shroud
around the tube's EHT connection. It made the EHT
lead difficult to remove. Anyway, having eventually fitted a replacement, it was switch-on time. It took two
minutes or more for the set to warm up. I waited expectantly. Then a fuzzy line appeared on the screen. I had a
fit of horrors as I realised that in my enthusiasm to fit the
tube I'd not dealt with the original fault. The result?
Another burnt tube. The boss was not impressed.
I survived this setback, and subsequently had to
replace another tube — I became quite good at doing this.
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The set was a large, pre-war Marconi one. It had an
Emiscope tube with a very long neck — so long that the
tube had to be mounted vertically in the cabinet! There
was a mirror in the cabinet top, which locked at an angle
to enable the picture to be viewed. With Alf s help, I
was able to stand on some steps to feed the new tube
into the deflection coil assembly. After that it was plain
sailing.
Incidentally we were able to replace the tube only
because we had another one of these sets in the workshop. It had been damaged during an air raid, and I was
told that it had been sitting there since the business
resumed fully some time in the early Fifties. Fortunately
its tube was intact.
Then there was the Philips Model 520A, a combined
radio/TV set. Invariably the drive cord broke, so the
radio couldn't be tuned. In those days radios used variable capacitor or, sometimes, variable reactance tuning
— definitely not the PLL arrangement employed in
today's sets. Readers old enough to remember those
beasts will squirm in horror at the thought of that drivecord arrangement! Somehow I muddled through and got
my first one working. But it didn't seem to have the
orignal smooth tuning action.
Because CRTs were so expensive, the sets had quite
small pictures. A way to make them larger was to attach
a magnifier to the front of the set. It consisted of a plastic lens that was filled with liquid paraffin. Sometimes,
through accident, a customer would lose the liquid
paraffin. Guess who had the job of filling up again?!

Band III
One of the reasons why my boss had advertised was the
advent of Band III TV. This was the start of commerciai
television, which became known as ITV. In the London
area it used Channel 9. The additional channel per area
meant that a lot of converting had to be done to enable
older sets to receive a Band III signal as well. The converter units took many forms, and names like Brayhead
and Cyldon come to mind. They were manufacturers of
turret-type tuners that could be used to convert most
types of receiver.
At that time there were stili a number of TRF (tuned
radio frequency) sets around. As there had originally
been only one station (BBC) in each area, it hadn't been
necessary to produce superhet TV receivers. With the
advent of the new channel we finally said goodbye to
the TRF receiver.
The purpose of the Band III converter was to convert
the frequency of the ITV signal to that of the local BBC
channel. Anyone who wanted to view ITV with an older
set would have to have a converter fitted. Our recent
experience of Channel 5 beating with the output from
VCRs etc. is similar to the sort of trouble technicians
experienced in the Fifties with their "front-end" converters.

Odd Devices
There were some rather odd devices around at the time.
One was the 'converted oscilloscope'. You could get a
kit which converted an early oscilloscope into a 405-line
TV set, albeit with a green picture! These devices existed because the price of TV sets was beyond the means
of the average person.
Prices were often quoted in guineas. The smallest type
of set would be priced at around 59gns, which was £6119-0d (£61.95p). Since wages were around £10 a week
and TV was on only from late afternoon till about 10
p.m., buyers were not exactly beating a path to the door
of the shop! But the converted oscilloscope made it pos-
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How TVs
looked in the
Fifties.

sible for an average working-class family to sample the
delights of the BBC-only service.
Oscilloscopes could be bought from the many government surplus shops that sprang up at about this time to
offload no longer wanted war-time equipment. Some
kits carne complete with a scope and all the necessary
parts. If you wanted the sound as well you could pick it
up via a separate tuner designed for sound only, or from
the medium-wave band. But you had to make the tuner
yourself!
Another odd device that found its way into our workshop was a wire recorder. This device, which could
record sound only of course, was used in some allied
aircraft and by some support units, and probably had
other uses during the war. It consisted of some very simple electronics, a large bobbin of wire that moved at a
hell of a pace, and an electric motor. The wire would
sometimes break. If it did, you just tied a reef knot in it
and away it went. Maximum response was up to 5kHz!

Radio Sets
In those days radio sets were of the four- or five-valve
superhet type. They were often designed for AC/DC
operation — there was stili quite a lot of DC around at the
time. As the DC varied from area to area, either a dropper resistor, with a series of taps on it to adjust for different input voltages, or a 'line cord' was used. The latter was a mains lead that had a given resistance per unit
length. It could thus be cut to provide the required voltage drop to match the mains input to the receiver.
Because the line cord was used to reduce the voltage,
it got warm. If hidden beneath a carpet, it could catch
fire. Very often the owner would shorten the lead to
make it neater. Next time the set was switched on all the
valve heaters would blow! The line cord wouldn't pass
safety standards today.
Stereo radio had just recently been introduced. But I
never saw a receiver until the early Sixties.

Then and Now
Back then we repaired anything and we enjoyed doing
it. We were highly regarded as well. Yes, believe it or
not, it was a prestige career in those days. Since then
almost every aspect of electronics has changed.
The single most important development was the invention, in 1947/8, of the transfer resistor, or transistor as we
know it today. It didn't change things immediately: in
fact I didn't see a transistorised device until the early
Sixties. But it made a tremendous difference, eliminating
the power-hungry valve, reducing the size of everything
very considerably, and paving the way for the microprocessor, without which there would be no computers.
Looking back, those days were simpler and quieter
times. They are now fading into the pages of history.
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Fault Finding
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Philips G90AE Chassis
This set was dead though there was
some power supply activity — there
was an HT output but it was low at
50V. With a dummy load connected and the input to the set via a
variac, the HT was correct at 95V
with an input of 120V AC. As the
input was increased towards 220V
the HT gradually fell. Cold DC
checks on the secondary side of the
power supply revealed that D6653
(BAS32) was short-circuit. P.B.

Grundig G1000 Chassis
If the set is dead with the power
supply making a clicking sound,
check whether D301 (BA157) is
short-circuit. It's the rectifier for
the 26V supply derived from the
line output transformer. P.B.

Mitsubishi CT25B3STX
(Euro 12 Chassis)
Excessive HT (it should be 145V)
is often the cause when the field IC
fails. Replacing C906 (47µF, 50V
105°) in the chopper transistor's
base drive circuit usually solves the
problem — but not this time!
The next step is to check the
values of R961, R972 and R960 in
the HT sensing network and replace
C905, C909, C906 and C920. In
the past this has solved 90 per cent
of power supply faults. Again, not
this time.
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To check whether the fault is on
the primary or secondary side of
the power supply, scope the output
waveform at pin 3 of the TEA5170
chip IC950. Use a variac to reduce
the mains input so that the voltage
at TP91 (145V) falls below 140V.
The pulses should widen as the
voltage falls below 140V, and narrow if the voltage rises above
145V.
On this occasion the pulses were
at their narrowest by the time 145V
was reached. They couldn't narrow
further even when the voltage rose
above 145V.
This suggested a fault on the primary side of the circuit. D907
(RD3.0), which is connected in parallel with C906, was found to be
short-circuit. P.B.

Philips G90AE Chassis
"No sync, TDA2579 replaced" it
said on the job card. When I looked
at the weak, broken up display on
the screen a video problem
appeared to be more likely. Checks
around the TDA5850 video switching chip showed that the normal
1.5V peak-to-peak input waveform
was present at pin 8 but only 0.5V
peak-to-peak emerged at pin 5. A
new TDA5850 chip cured the problem. P.B.

Grundig P37-440
(CUC4401 Chassis)
If the set is dead with only low output voltages from the power supply, replace C633 (100µF, 25V).
P.B.

Ferguson TX91 Chassis
If you cannot gain access to the
tuning menu by pressing the tuning
button on the remote control unit,
try this: switch the set to standby
and turn the mains switch off; wait
till the standby light goes out, then
turn the mains switch on while
holding down the remote control

unit's standby button. The lock
menu will appear, and you can then
remove the lock. P.B.

Mitsubishi CT25A2STX
(Euro 12 Chassis)
Here' s a question for you. What's
the cause of the following symptoms: excessive width with bowed
verticals; no on-screen menus; and
the picture is shifted to one side?
The answer is a low-amplitude
H SYNC feedback pulse from the
line output stage. D559 (1N4148)
in the clipper network was found to
be short-circuit.
Dry joints at the pins of the line
output transformer also required
attention — they could well have
been the cause of the diode's failure. P.B.

Panasonic Alpha 1W
Chassis
This set was dead apart from the
fact that the channel numbers lit up
and changed. There were no
squealing noises from the power
supply. Quick checks confirmed
that there was 330V across the
mains bridge rectifier's reservoir
capacitor and that the 5601M startup resistor R803 was OK. The only
other likely cause was the
STR54041M chopper chip. When
you replace it, always replace C808
(10g, 63V) as well. It's the reservoir capacitor for the —4V supply at
pin 1. After doing this the set was
back in action again. M.M.

Thorn CT5122T
I was told that the customer's children had been playing with a highpowered water pistol and that some
water had got into the set. It hadn't
occurred to them to unplug the set!
Close inspection showed that
there was slight corrosion around
the memory and text chips. I
removed the board and cleaned the
affected areas with a liberal dose of
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video head cleaner and a toothbrush. After drying the PCB thoroughly, followed by reassembly, I
was relieved to find that the set
carne on. But the memory had
become corrupted, with the loss of
all tuning and RGB or EXT video
on some channels. Reprogramming
cured this. M.M.

Crown CRP14 (SM1 Mono
Chassis)
This set was dead. I found that the
5N90 chopper FET was short-circuit and the 5.6S2, 5W surge limiter
resistor R101 open-circuit. The
TDA4605 chopper control chip
IC101 had also failed, and the associated resistors R108 (220k52) and
R109 (330k9) were open-circuit.
Once these items had been replaced
the set sprang back to life. M.M.

Mitsubishi CT14MV1B
This TV/VCR unit, a Philips clone,
was dead. I found that the mains
bridge rectifier diodes D6313-6 and
the 29 surge limiter resistor R3337
had failed because the chopper FET
Tr7330 had gone short-circuit.
Diodes D6332 and D6337 had also
gone short-circuit. These items
were replaced, along with the
MC44603 chopper control chip
IC7310, but the unit still failed to
start up. R3338 (3952 fusible), in
the drive to the FET's gate, was
open-circuit. All was well once this
item had been replaced. M.M.

JVC AV28F1EG
This German set was sent to me by
another dealer "because it needed a
field chip". The symptom was flyback lines at the top of the picture.
There was a very simple cause: the
field output chip's pins were dryjointed. Resoldering them, also the
pins of the two regulators in the
power supply, put matters right.
M.M.

JVC AV25SD4
When this set was switched on the
green light showed but there was
no picture or sound. Another dealer
had resoldered the pins of the line
output transformer. But he'd
missed the connection to the line
output transistor's collector. It often
becomes dry-jointed in this and
other JVC models. Resoldering this
one pin and its rivet restored normal operation. M.M.

Akura CX24 (Nikkai
TLGO9O9 Chassis)
Text data lines covered most of this
set's screen. The cause of the fault
was in the field output stage, where
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C310 (4.7µF, 250V) had failed.
C.W.

per transistor is too dose to the
heatsink. In this condition it will
tend to flash across. M.Dr.

Hitachi CTP2568
This set would sometimes refuse to
come out of standby. When it did it
worked well. To cut a long story
short, the cause of the problem
turned out to be the 1.2V memory
back-up cell. You will find it on the
mains input panel, to the left as you
look in at the back. Curiously, the
set didn't loose its channel memory. C.W.

Tatung 140 Chassis
The pictures were very streaky
when captions were being displayed, with dark bands the full
width of the screen. This looked
like video output stage trouble, so I
dobed a 1011F capacitor across the
200V supply on the CRT's base
panel. This cleared the fault but
when, instead, the reservoir capacitor for the 200V supply was
replaced the fault was back. Its
cause turned out to be the BA159
rectifier diode D403. C.W.

JVC C2155EM
This multi-standard set was very
reluctant to come out of standby
and had to be plugged in for a few
hours before it would start. Two
2201.1F capacitors in the standby
supply, C13 and C33, were found
to be low in value. Replacements
restored normal starting. C.W.

GoldStar CI54441 (PCO4X
Chassis)
If there' s flat-out brightness, the
picture appearing briefly with loss
of brightness control when the set
is switched off and on, replace the
three 6801A2 resistors on the tube
base panel. C.W.

Toshiba 145R7B
One of these 14in. sets had very
low, distorted sound. I found that
the audio mute transistor Q680 was
conducting slightly, hence the distortion. A rather unusual muting
circuit is used in this chassis, with a
link to the RGB drives via three
1N4148 diodes D201-3. One of
these had a 2000 leak. Because of
the unusual circuitry, I don't think I
could have sorted out the fault
without a circuit diagram. M.Dr.

Tatung 190 Chassis
If the mains fuse or the surge limiting resistor is faulty and you cannot
find the cause using a multimeter,
you will probably find that R812
(331eQ) in the snubber network connected to the collector of the chop-

Philips G90 Chassis
Intermittently from cold this set
would lock up with no sound and
wouldn't change channels. In addition error code F7 would be displayed on the screen. The manual
says that this indicates a teletext
fault. Some scope checks showed
that there were line-frequency pulses on the text 8V supply. The cause
of the problem was C2843 (220µF,
25V) which had dried up. M.Dr.

Hinari CT4 (Nikkai
TLGO101 Chassis)
This set's picture was smeared to
one side, as if the first anode control had been set far too low. When
I checked the voltages at the collectors of the RGB output transistors I
found that they were low at only
about 100V. The supply to these
transistors comes via L501 ( I Op.H),
which had 200V at one end and
100V at the other. A replacement,
obtained from a scrap set, cured the
fault. M.Dr.

Saisho CT144R
This set had an intermittent fault.
When it was present there was a
three-inch band of noise bars across
the screen with a crackle on the
sound. The cause was traced to dryjointed chassis-bonding lugs at the
regulator's heatsink. When these
had been resoldered a tap test
showed that all was well. B.L.

Ferguson TX98 Chassis
Circuit protector ICPI was opencircuit for no reason that could be
detected. So we fitted a replacement and left the set on soak test.
Shortly after this there was a firework display from the line output
transformer. Would a replacement
transformer reveal that other faults
were present? Fortunately all was
well. B.L.

Mitsubishi CT28AV1BS
(EE3 Chassis)
This TV/satellite receiver wouldn't
power up: it just flashed pretty
green and red LEDs. Some voltage
checks showed that there was only
7V instead of about 11.5V at the
cathode of D952 on the secondary
side of the chopper cireuit. Its
1,000µF, 16V reservoir capacitor
C955 had dried up. A replacement
rated at 105°C cured the fault. B.L.

Ferguson ICC7 Chassis
At switch on all this set produced
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was a short squeal. The HT voltage
was OK, but there was no 24V supply. Surge-limiter resistor RP62
(0.152) was open-circuit and a resistance check showed that there was
a short-circuit across the supply.
The culprit was the TDA8178 field
output chip IF01. Fortunately all
was well once IF01 and RP62 had
been replaced. B.L.

Panasonic Z4 Chassis
This set had a dead power supply.
IC801 had gone short-circuit, taking R802 with it. When these two
items had been replaced the set still
didn't want to know: it just sat
there flicking its standby LED.
Voltage checks around IC801
revealed that pin 2 was at OV. This
led me to transistor Q801, which
was short-circuit collector-to-emitter. Normal service was resumed
once this transistor had been
replaced. B.L.

the other it was 47052,. It goes opencircuit because of dry joints at the
scan coil plug/socket.
To check for this fault, connect a
22051 resistor across the field scan
coils to see if the symptom clears.
G.R.
After fitting a new on/off switch we
found that the set tripped, with the
HT pulsing to 112V. A fault in the
protection circuit seemed likely.
Replacing transistore TV01, TV02
and TV17 cured the fault. G.R.

There was no picture though the
on-screen graphics could be called
up and the sound was present. I
spent some time on a wild goose
chase in the video and text circuitry, then decided to check that the
receiver's supply lines were all present and correct. The 5V regulated
supply to the control, VIP and CCT
chips turned out to be missing.
Z951, a 630mA circuit protector on
the power supply panel, was opencircuit. No reason for its failure
could be found. K.E.

Toshiba 216T9B

Ferguson ICC8 Chassis

There was excessive height. Close
examination of the field timebase
section of the PCB drew my attention to C303 (2.2g, 63V) which
looked decidedly poorly. It's the
field ramp generator capacitor,
which is connected to pin 31 of
IC501. A replacement cured the
fault. G.R.

The picture was mainly red and
green, with the blue content evident
only on highlights. The tube's voltages seemed to be about right, and
drive waveform checks didn't
reveal anything seriously amiss.
Perhaps the TEA5101A RGB output chip was faulty? Before fitting
a replacement I decided to check
the values of the resistors in the
output stage feedback circuits. This
led me to RT64 which had risen in
value.
We've now had the same fault
on two more occasions. K.E.

Ferguson IKC2 Chassis

Ferguson ICC9 Chassis
This set's screen would frequently
become bright red: the protection
circuit would then switch it to
standby.
The CRT and its base socket
were eliminated by disconnecting
the red cathode's feed resistor
RB31. I then discovered that the
cathode drive was only 15V instead
of the more usual 140V.
Since the red drive input to the
TEA5101 RGB output chip was
almost double the 3.5V it should
have been, I decided to check the
video circuitry on the main PCB.
The culprit turned out to be the
BC858B emitter-follower transistor
TV71. It was going open-circuit
intermittently. R.F.

Hitachi C2146TN
This set might remain totally dead
or the EHT might rustle up then
die. Occasionally the set would
work. For this sort of thing check
for dry joints at the 8V regulator
IC951 and the 5V regulator IC952.
If you don't find any, resolder
IC901, the line driver transistor
Q701 and its transformer. Soldering
all these items cured this sec.
For intermittent standby operation resolder IC950. G.R.

Panasonic TX25T2
Severe field instability and line
pairing is a common fault with
these sets. It happens when the filter/snubber resistor R469 associated
with the field scan coils goes opencircuit. The value seems to vary.
We had two sets in with this fault
recently. In one R469 was 15052, in
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Mitsubishi CT2125TX

Sony KVM16TU
The customer's complaint was that
on the odd occasion this set would
not start up — he was convinced that
the on/off switch was the culprit.
When the fault appeared we quickly established that the mains rectifier was working, so the switch was
OK. When we checked the start-up
resistor R602 we found that, it had
risen in value from 560k2 to
660ka But the basic cause of the
fault was the BC637 current-limiting transistor Q601, which was
short-circuit. It's connected in
series with R602. M.J.C.

Hitachi C2118T (G7PS Mk
2 Chassis)
Intermittent field collapse was the
complaint with this set. So I
replaced the LA7835 field output
chip IC601 and the 100µF flyback
boost capacitor C603. A nice quick
one I thought. Half an hour later
there was field collapse again. A
check with the scope showed that
drive was present at pin 1 of IC601,
and a quick blast of freezer on it
restored the field scan. Time for
some voltage checks, which I
should have carried out in the first
place.
The supply at pin 7 was high at
over 30V, while the HT voltage
was 128V instead of 112V.
In fact the cause of the trouble
was R909 in the power supply. It
had increased in value from 39kU
to 45k52. As a result the HT voltage
was just below the level at which
ZD903 (P6KE130A) would short
across. M.J.C.

Samsung CI348Z (P50
Chassis)
Intermittent field roll was the customer's complaint. After checking
that his signal was OK we took the
set back to the workshop, put it on
the soak test bench, and waited for
the fault to appear. Sure enough the
field unlocked momentarily. But
when we took the back off the set
the fault cleared. So we set about
checking the components in the
field sync circuit. Coupling capacitor C351 (0.47µF, 50V) turned out
to be leaky. K.E.

Mitsubishi CT2525TX
There was a strange moiré-type patterning over the whole picture, also
slightly reduced height and colour
saturation. A sharp tap on the side
of the cabinet seemed to restore
normal operation, so I felt that the
cause of the problem was probably
to do with dry-joints. Close examination of the main PCB revealed
some very suspect-looking joints in
the power supply section, but the
cause of the trouble turned out to
be the 12V regulator chip IC902.
K.E.

Matsui 20R1 (Grundig
G1000 Chassis)
The customer complained that there
was "no operation". In fact the set
was tripping. Some checks showed
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that there was a short across the HT
rail, but disconnecting the line output transistor made no difference.
Disconnecting pin 4 of the line output transformer did however. This
pin is connected to the collector of
the output transistor, so we were
definitely in the right area. The culprit turned out to be the BY133
efficiency diode D304. P.G.

Sony KVD2912
Intermittent crackling on Nicam
and loss of the picture were the
complaints with this set. The sound
problem took a bit of time to show
up. Its cause was traced to bad
joints in the IF can, particularly at
the video tank coil and the AFC
coil. When it eventually occurred
we traced the cause of the loss of
picture to a bad crimp at the heater
supply plug on the CRT base plate.
P.G.

Decca D25NEE5 (Tatung E
Series Chassis)
The power LED carne on but the
set refused to start. On investigation I found that the power supply
was running, with all the LT rails

intact and 150V present at the line
output transformer. But there was
no drive at the base of the line output transistor. There was drive on
the primary side of the driver transformer T401, but its secondary side
appeared to be open-circuit.
When I removed the transformer
I saw that the ends of the windings
had never been tinned during manufacture. As a result they had
become dry-jointed. Resoldering
cured the problem. P.G.

Mitsubishi Euro 12 Chassis
The customer complained that there
was an intermittent field fault, the
symptoms being lack of height and
foldover. In fact when the symptoms did eventually appear the
cause was obviously low output
from the power supply — the HT
line was at only 87V. The voltages
were correct in standby however.
Quick checks while the set was
in the fault condition revealed that
the set-HT control was inoperative
and that there was no supply at pin
2 of the TEA5170 master regulator
chip IC950. This supply comes
from the collector of the power

switch-1 transistor Q951, which
was switched off. This led us to the
power switch-2 transistor Q952,
whose collector should be at OV
when the set is working. In fact
there was a rather excessive 29V
here, which returned to normal in
standby. The cause of the trouble
turned out to be an invisible hairline crack in the print between the
base of Q952 and the junction of
R956/7. The confusing 29V carne
from the sound switch-1 transistor
Q954 and its bias resistor. The base
of this transistor should also go low
when Q952 switches on. P.G.

GoldStar C1T9172 (PC11A
Chassis)
The cause of very intermittent loss
of the picture, the sound remaining
OK, was eventually traced to the
TDA8214A timebase generator/
field output chip IC401. When the
tinplate screen beneath the PCB
was removed, the IC was seen to be
badly dry-jointed. In fact it had not
been inserted far enough into the
board during manufacture. The bad
joints were sensitive to heat, not
vibration. P.G.

SPECIAL OFFERS ON SEMICONDUCTORS

1998/1999

ONLY THIS MONTH WHILE STOCKS LAST HURRY . . HURRY . .
2SA
2SA1015=010
2SA1016=010
2SA1017=010
2SA1030=035
2SA1104=050
2SA1123=010
2SA1156=110
25A1180=145
2SA1198=020
2SA1232=115
2SA124=020
2SA1284=035
2SA1286=010
2SA1302=075
25A1307=025
2SA539=035
2SA562=010
2SA628=010
2SA643=020
25A677=015
2SA678=015
2SA702=020
2SA715=020
2SA720=010
2SA786=010
2SA794=020
2SA798=030
2SA836=012
2SA839=030
2SA841=012
25A854=010
20A861=035
2SA872=010
2SA885=020
2SA893=010
2SA913=035
204517=025
2SA933=010
2SA934=015
2SA937=010
2SA940=030
2SA965=035
25A968=045
2SA970=010
2SA977=010
2SA979=010

2521
2581010=010
2S61098=060
2931109=060
2931143=025
2SB1163=315
2SB1185=040
2S81331=050
2S8173=010
293175=017
258176=042
2S8337=070
2S8434=010
2S6531=090
256548=010

2S8549=045
293549=045
2S8560=010
2S8595=015
293596=030
258598=026
2S6600=150
2S8621=015
293643=010
2SB644=010
2SB690=025
258695=010
293772=020
2SB775=015
2SB793=012
2S8857=065
2S8883=084
293941=036

2SC

2SC1008=010
2801030=100
2SC1123=010
2SC1222=008
2501328=013
2SC1345=012
2S01359=007
2SC1362=048
2SC1368=047
2SC1383=028
2SC1393=017
2SC1398=007
2SC1429=030
2S01514=018
2SC1583=010
2SC1627=008
2SC1674=015
2SC1675=042
2SC1678=050
2SC1685=035
2501740=005
2SC1760=065
2SC1827=045
2SC1890=010
2SC1904=130
2501907=029
2501923=005
2SC1970=095
2501985=063
2502003=013
2SC2021=007
2SC2026=020
2SC2076=048
2SC2120=013
2SC2122=078
2SC2153=030
2SC2168=070
2SC2209=033
2SC2229=004
25C2235=011
2S02238=018
2S02271=017
2SC2278=040

2SC2363=011
2SC2440=120
2SC2590=035
SC2591=035
2SC2611=025
2SC2621=028
2SC2631=017
2SC2636=035
2SC2660=050
2SC2719=045
2SC2792=125
2SC2899=045
2SC2922=250
2SC2979=150
2SC3089=085
2SC3117=025
2SC3148=125
2SC3152=045
2SC3199=030
2SC3260=135
2SC3262=125
2503311=010
2503353A=150
2SC3422Y=030
2SC3460=100
2SC3502=040
2SC3679=100
250387=025
2S0388=020
250454=005
2SC458=007
2S0460=005
2SC469=070
2S0481=105
2S0535=015
2S0536=010
2SC603=05
2SC752=050
250761=070
2S0790=025
2SC828=008
2SC867=300
2S0867A=350
2SC879=250

25D

2S01134=040
2901136=020
2501153=010
2901177=015
2S01212=060
2901246=015
2S01265=040
2S01273=025
2501396=070
2S01397=075
2S01403=105
2S01412=030
2901427=150
2SD1428=140
2S01453=225
2S01496=150
2S01577=190

2S01589=030
2S01647=125
2S01710=135
29)1764=100
2SD1879=140
2SD1889=185
2S01912=030
2S01991=010
2SD2012=035
2SD234=035
2S0381=035
2SD388=095
250400=013
2113428=075
2SD467=005
2S0478A=010
293549=055
250603=010
2S0636=005
2SD669A=020
2S0761=035
2SD773=012
2S0789=013
2SD792=230
29)810=045
2S0818=060
2S0819=110
230822=095
2S0826=015
29)843=030
2S0849=175
2SD871=295
250882=020
200993=150

STK
STK0040=500
STK011=600
STK015=
STK080=400
STK1049=485
STK2125=500
STK2129=600
STK2240=900
STK3082=400
STK4017=300
STK4060=625
STK4211/2=600
5TK4211A,=700
STK433=300
5TK4352=200
STK4362=200
STK437=225
STK439=475
5TK4392=200
8TK441=500
STK457=500
STK463=650
STK4773=400
STK4833=600
STK5324=250
STK5335=350
STK5337=150
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STK5361=200
STK5431=550
STK5441=295
STK5461=300
STK5466=250
STK5471=350
STK5478=225
STK5481=385
STK561=300
STK563=250
STK5725=225
STK583=250
STK6932=350
STK6962=200
STK73410=200
STK7360511=150

TDA
TDA1012=120
TDA1013A=085
TDA102300
TDA1054B=085
T0A1062=100
TDA1220A=040
TDA1327=100
TDA1412=025
T0A1589=075
T0A1771=105
T1JA1905=045
TDA2030A=080
TDA2161=
TDA2530225
TDA2542=075
T0A2546=200
T5A2577A=195
TDA2600=300
TDA2616=130
TDA2640=675
TDA2654S=150
T0A2700=345
TDA2820M=065
TDA3190=200
TDA3500=285
TDA3562APHIL=295
TDA3562AST=295
TDA3592A=245
TDA3645=385
TDA40508=045
TDA4420=100
T13A4427=300
T0A4443=075
TDA5660P=240
TDA5820=170
TDA6101Q=080
TDA7000=095
TDA7222=120
TDA7245=090
TDA7250=125
TDA7251=400
TDA7255=400
TDA7273=065
T0A7275=050

CATALOGUE

(A) SMD Transistors Kits - 7 types,
10 of each BC 807-40, BC 817-40, BC 846B,
BC 850C, BC 856B, BC 860B, IN 4148.
Order Code: KIT08. Price: £7.85.

335 PAGES A4 SIZE
AVAILABLE FROM
SEPTEMBER 1998

(B) SMD 0.2W Preset Kits - 13 values,
5 of each 100R, 220R, 470R 1K, 2K2, 4K7,
10K, 22K, 47K, 100K, 220K, 470K, 1M.

Order Code: SMD Preset. Price: £32.50.
(C) SMD Electrolytics 105 PEG Kit - 15
values of 5 each 22/47/100 at 6.3V,
10/22/47/470 at 16V, 33/100 at 25V,
1/2.2/4.7/10/22/47 at 50V.
Order Code: KIT20. Price: £20/25.

KONIG
TRANSFORMERS
AND VIDEO HEADS
AT VERY COMPETITIVE
PRICES.
Please ring for makes and
models.

KONIG FOR QUALITY
AND REPUTATION FOR
THE LAST 35 YEARS

HURRY, HURRY,
FOR REMOTE
CONTROLS
DUE TO LARGE QUANTITY
PURCHASE, PRICES HAVE BEEN
DROPPED TO:

£4.50

p&p + VAT

Ring for makes and
models while the stock lasts.

To secure your copy please send
£3 p&p and is refundable after
purchase of £100 within
3 months.
Order your copy by
Post/Fax/Phone.

FOR MORE BARGAINS AND
NEW PRODUCTS PLEASE USE
OUR 1998/1999 CATALOGUE.
IT'S A MONEY-SAVER .
ASK
Please phone us for the types noi listed.
p&p for orders over £3 and £2.50 for
Please add
orders under £3 plus p&p and VAT at 17.5% on the total.

Trade counter now open:
Mon-Fri 9am-5.30pm; Sat 9am-3pm.

J.J. COMPONENTS
Rear of 243/247 EDGWARE ROAD,
COLINDALE, NW9 6LU
Sales Hotlines: 0181 205 9055
Fax Admin: 0181 205 2053
Free Fax Order Line: 0800 318 498
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John Edwards'
Casebook
JVC AV21H1EK
"It don't work since I connected my old Rogers amplifier to it" the old gent said, once we'd reached the sitting room where the set lived, "all' s I got was this smell
of burning, then it packed up." It seemed obvious to me
that the audio output IC had probably been damaged,
but before I could utter a word his wife started pumping at the on/off switch.
"There" she said, "listen." Not unexpectedly, the set
issued a faint squeak then returned to the relative safety of the standby mode, whereupon she started to thump
the top of the set with vigour while drawing my attention, with pointed finger, to the blank screen. "See" she
said, "nuffin."
I switched the set off and removed the back cover.
Then I disconnected plug Q at the top of the large, vertically-mounted PCB, thereby removing the 28V supply to the audio output stage. When I switched the set
on again it carne to life with a perfect picture, but no
sound of course.
"Nice one" he blurted out, "didn't take long. Knew it
weren't anything much. What does I owe ya?"
"Nothing" I said, "unless you want sound as well."
After agreeing a price, in truth after a lot of haggling,
next day I fitted a new TA8216H audio chip — in the
workshop. The original one had a pin hole through its
case. When I returned with the set I explained that the
external speaker sockets were for speakers only. But
I'm not sure that he got the message.

Fisher FVHP725
When mains power was applied the loading motor
whirred continuously and the clock flashed zeros.
Pressing the power button made no difference: there
was still no channel indication or light from the poweron LED.
I thought I was in for a 'nasty', but decided to investigate the mode motor assembly. I removed it, carried
out thorough degreasing, cleaned it and applied fresh
lubricant. When I'd refitted it the machine powered up
normally. A new forward/rewind idler completed the
repair.

to-peak HF 'noise' at the earth pin. When I resoldered
the heatsink to PCB mounting lugs the fault cleared.

Ferguson TX10 Chassis
I don't see many of these old-timers nowadays. Those I
do come across have usually seen better days as far as
the tube is concerned. This one produced a nice, clear
picture however, so I decided to tackle the no red in the
text mode problem. The obvious thing to do was to
replace the TDA3560 colour decoder chip, which in
fact cured the fault.
I was less keen about agreeing to a three-month guarantee on such an old set. My experience is that in the
customer's mind a repair guarantee tends to cover
everything in the cabinet, no matter what's written on
the invoice.

Goodmans 2043 (GoldStar PC04A
Chassis)
This set' s power supply was working but there was no
106V output at the cathode of the HT rectifier diode
D803 and thus no line output stage operation. One leg
of the fusible resistor FR803 (4.7Q), which is in series
with the rectifier, was badly dry-jointed. Resoldering
was all that was needed to bring the set back to life.

JVC HRD540
The deck was jammed, with the loading motor struggling fruitlessly to shift the half-loaded mechanism and
jammed carriage tray. I unplugged the machine and
removed the carriage. After placing it in the eject position I put it to one side. I then rotated the loading motor
by hand until the hole in the main cam aligned with the
hole in the chassis, at approximately the twelve o'clock
position. As I did so I saw that the tape guides and halfloading arm returned to their stop positions.
The mechanism seemed to be quite free and there
weren't any tight spots. So I refitted the carriage and
powered up. Numerous tests — running through all the
modes, including eject, after inserting a tape — proved
that all was now well.

Saisho CM2080T,
Sony KV2092 (XE4 Chassis)
The fault symptom could best be described as very fine
ragged edges to the picture content. The slightest
movement of the field output IC's heatsink would instigate or stop the effect. I carried out scope checks at the
pins of the IC while the symptom was present, but there
was no interference other than a very low 2-4mV peak-

This set wasn't completely dead: the power supply produced an HT output of about 33V. A check on the
2SD1555 line output transistor Q402 showed that it
was leaky. Once this and the STR50103A chopper chip
IC501 had been replaced the set worked normally. But
as a precaution I also replaced the two 330kS2 start-up
resistors R502 and R503.
More on page 47
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Philips 14GR1227 (GR1-AX Chassis)
The set was dead. Its line output transformer had failed,
which is quite common with this chassis. After fitting a
replacement transformer there was a normal picture but
the sound was severely distorted. A new TDA7052
audio output chip was required to complete the repair.

Ferguson TX100 Chassis
Gurgling and spluttering noises carne from the LOPT
area. The tell-tale sign that R143 was charred then indicated that the BC372 Darlington line driver transistor
TR8 was in trouble. In fact it was very leaky collectorto-emitter. After replacing TR8 and R143 I was surprised to find that the symptom was still present.
When I checked the BU508A line output transistor I
found that it had developed base-emitter leakage. But a
replacement still didn't get the set going. Instead it produced the familiar "click, click, reach for the transformer" noise. With a new LOPT installed the set at last
behaved itself.

Hitachi VT14
The AC fuse on the small vertically-mounted rectifier
board on the right-hand side of this VCR was shattered.
This section supplies HT to the large multi-regulation
board at the rear of the machine. I measured a direct
short-circuit to chassis at its output connector. When
the dew sensor plug was disconnected there was no
short, and on applying power the machine worked correctly. I managed to scrounge a working sensor from a
scrap machine.

Ferguson 51J8 (TX99 Chassis)
An old boy summoned me to his car and pointed to the
set resting on the back seat. "Lift it out for me mate,
me back' s gone again. Happened when I put it in."
I did as asked, and soon had the set on the bench waiting for its owner to catch us up. When he arrived he
took a couple of deep breaths and started to speak.
"Every time I go to switch on the telly the mains
under the stairs trips out. So I called out an electrician
bloke. Real clever fella he was. Polite too — you don't
get a lot of that nowadays. Anyway he says it's the telly
that's tripping the mains, only he don't fix tellys.
Charged me thirty quid call out, but I suppose you have
to pay for expertise."
I thought if that's clever then I'm a genius, and was
about to speak when he continued.
"I don't want an expensive repair bill, as I've already
forked out thirty quid on it."
I did my best to hide it, but felt irritation and annoyance taking hold of me. So it's all right for someone to
point to a TV, say there's something wrong with it then
charge £30 for his "expertise", but I'm supposed to
penny-pinch fixing it! I walked him to the door and
suggested that he should phone later.
The on/off switch was jammed and was coated with
black, burnt carbon. The contacts had shorted every
which way. This explained the mains tripping. When
I'd fitted a new switch and discarded the old, cracked
mains plug, which contained five turns of wire wrapped
around the fuseholder pretending to be a fuse, the set
carne to life. But the picture was awful!
There was no degaussing action and the picture was
was all greens and blues. I looked to see if the degaussing plug was disconnected. It wasn't. Then I checked
under the PCB for dry-joints at the degaussing posistor,
but the connections seemed to be OK. I resoldered all
the joints anyway, including the degaussing coil socket
pins. Still no difference. Then I found a second-hand
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PTH451C posistor that didn't rattle and soon had it fitted. But the symptom was still there. It wasn't until I
cut off the degaussing plug and soldered the two leads
directly to the socket pins that a normal picture
appeared. Phew!
Later in the day the old boy was on the phone for a
progress report.
"It's all done" I said, "forty quid to you."
"What!" he exclaimed, "that means I've spent seventy pounds on the set. Is it worth it?"
"Yes" I replied, "it's definitely worth £40 to have the
set working again, but if you don't want it done pay me
£30 instead. As you said, you have to pay for expertise."

Sanyo CBP2145 (E2- 821 Chassis)
Intermittent field collapse was the problem with one of
these sets. Resoldering obvious dry-joints at the pins
of the TDA3651 field output chip IC431 cured the
trouble, but on test I noticed that the three primary
colours would drop out at random and return. Gently
tapping the small, vertically-mounted RGB output subpanel on the tube base PCB made no difference, and the
soldering on it appeared to be OK. But resoldering the
panel did the trick.

Sony KVM1620 (BE2A Chassis)
Apart from the familiar Sony switch-on buzz and a
slight flicker from the standby indicator this set seemed
to be dead. In fact its power supply was producing the
correct 120V HT output, but this didn't reach the line
output transformer because the CPN15 circuit protector
PS801 had gone open-circuit.
A replacement protector brought the set back to life,
and a long soak test proved, that all was well.

Amstrad CTV250
There was a normal picture but no sound, just a faint
buzz at high volume settings. When I removed the back
I noticed that the vertically-mounted PCB which contains the sound IF and audio circuitry had become
detached from its chassis-mounted guide. As a result it
was leaning over to the left, with its track side resting
against the body of the tuner unit — exactly where the
soldered joints of the TDA3857 sound IF chip are situated. I returned the PCB to its correct position, but there
was still no sound.
A check showed that the 5V supply was present at pin
19 of the chip. So I presumed that it had been damaged,
and was about to order a replacement when I spotted a
charred stand-off resistor some distance away. It was
designated R215, and had 12V at one side and nothing
at the other — in fact it was open-circuit. I didn't have
the circuit diagram, but assumed that it provides a supply to maybe the Nicam section. Normal sound
returned when a replacement had been fitted. During a
long soak test the resistor remained cool, with 12V at
one side and 11.2V at the other.

JVC HRD830
In the E-E mode the sound was low and distorted — it
could just be heard amongst the white noise — and the
picture was blanked out. When testing the machine I
found that the sound might improve after a while, to
almost normal, but the screen remained blank. The
2SD1863 5V regulator transistor Q02 in the tuner/IF
block was very hot to touch and the surrounding area
was scorched and damaged. Once the board had been
repaired and a new transistor had been fitted everything
was OK.
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Toshiba
Service Briefs
More know-how from Toshiba, based on Technical Bulletins
AH71 and AH72

TV Sets
Models 2173DB (C7S chassis) and
2573DB/2873DB (C7SR chassis)
Intermittent failure to respond to remote control
commands, OK after a full reset: This microcontroller lock-up problem is caused by a software anomaly. The cure is to replace the microcontroller chip
QA01 with a modified type as follows:
Model 2173DB type SAA5297A/056, part no.
23906377.
Models 2573DB and 2873DB type SAA2597A/055,
part no. 23906378.
In Model 2173DB a 100µF, 25V capacitor must be
added between the junction of RV60/RA84 and chassis,
as shown in Fig. 1.
Model 2550TB (C4E-R chassis)
Lack of width with severe EW error: Can occur
when RDOI goes short-circuit because one leg of RD05
has bent over, shorting out PCB track. Remove short
from RD05 and replace RD01 (1551, 0.5W).
Fig.
In Model
2173DB a 100pF,
25V capacitor
must be added
between the junction of
RV60/RA84 and
chassis when the
modified type of
microcontroller
chip is fitted.
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QV01 7

RV14
100

CV24
•01
From PH02, pin 15

MM1250X0
RV60 RA84
18k
1k
0VO4

5 disable
from QA01, pin 14

Add
100pF, 25V

Models 2557DB, 2857DB, 3357DB,
2577DB, 2877DB and 3377DB (C5SS
chassis)
Luminance reduces gradually over a period of fifteen minutes: Cause is leakage in the luminance coupling capacitor C203 (0.19F), which is connected
between pins 4 and 53 of Q501. Replace C203.
Model 32W6DB (CESS widescreen
chassis)
No EW correction: Can be caused by shorted turns in
coil L461 on the wide deflection PCB. Replace the coil,
type TLN3349D, part no. 23248111.
Models 48PJ6DB and 55PJ6DB (C5SS
chassis)
Poor convergence and field scan jumping: Check
whether the VD waveform is present at pin 20 of P708,
the convergence module connector. If it's missing,
replace Q774 (type 2SC1815, part no. A6317440).
Hotel mode - C80 chassis
This chassis is used in Models 1480RB, 148ORBW,
1480TB, 1480TBW, 1782TB and 2181TB. There are
two modes for hotel use: (a) disable the tuning functions and (b) disable the tuning and limit the volume to
50 per cent. To enable these modes, proceed as follows:
(1) Enter the service mode by pressing the sound mute
button on the remote control unit once, then press and
hold the sound mute button while also pressing the TV
set's volume down (—) button.
(2) At the top left of the screen you will see adjustment
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item OPT with a data number 07H underneath, and at
the top right S/D to indicate that you are in the service
mode.

+18V, —18V and +30V, which are provided by power
supply 2 (left-hand side, Fig. 2). Each of these supplies
is protected by a fuse (F802, F803 and F804 respectively). A quick check at these fuses (test points 4, 6
and 3) will usually show that F803 is open-circuit. The
flashing LED indicates that the power protection circuit
has operated.
Replacement of F803 (2A, part no. 23144870) will
usually clear the fault. If this fuse fails repeatedly, the
digital convergence module may be faulty.

(3) To set hotel mode (a) change the data setting to 82H
by pressing the volume up/down buttons. To set hotel
mode (b) change the data setting to 83H by pressing the
volume up/down buttons.
(4) Press the on/standby button to exit the service mode
and store the new settings.

Dead set, LED at front not alight: Power supply 1
provides the main 125V HT output but relies on +18V
from power supply 2 to keep running. It produces no
outputs in the standby mode. Power supply 2 provides
supplies to the digital convergence circuit (see above)
and also provides the regulated 5V-1 supply for the
microcontroller chip and the front LED.
If the front LED is not lit, power supply 2 isn't working. Check at test point 1 (fuse F807, 2A). The fuse is
probably open-circuit. Check the resistance from the
fuse to chassis. If the reading is low, Q803
(STRS6708) is faulty and zener diode D854 (6.2V) is
short-circuit. Replace Q803 (part no. 23904247),
D854 (part no. A7270200) and F807 (part no.
23144870).

Caution: When you are in the service mode there is
access to 45 adjustments which are selected by using
the channel up/down buttons. It's possible that when
you enter the service mode you won't start at OPT: you
will then have to scroll through these adjustments until
you find OPT. Do not alter any of the other settings
without reference to the service manual.

QUICK FAULT-FINDING GUIDE - C5SS
CHASSIS
This chassis is used in two projection receivers, Models
48PJ6DB and 55PJ6DB. Because of their size and
weight, they can present a problem for the field service
engineer. Faults are generally associated with the two
power supplies however, and a few quick checks will
sort most of them out. In some cases a replacement fuse
may be all that' s required.
Fig. 2 shows the chassis layout. Power supply 1 is on
the deflection/power supply PCB, shown at the centre.
Power supply 2 is on a PCB with the digital convergence module and the surround and centre audio amplifier chips, shown at the left-hand side.

No centre or surround audio: Power supply 2 provides a 26.5V output which is used by the surround
and centre audio amplifier chips Q641 and Q621.
These chips may be damaged if the user connects
faulty or incorrect equipment to the external sockets.
Check at F808 (4A). If this fuse is open-circuit, Q641
or Q621 may be damaged. Each of these chips is protected by six 1N4148 diodes which should also be
replaced ìf the chip has failed — otherwise repeated
failure may occur. Q641 (rear/surround amplifier) is
protected by D641-D646, Q621 (centre amplifier) by
D621-D626).

Picture is completely misconverged, with the LED at
the front flashing red/green: The digital convergence
circuit is not functioning. It requires three supplies,
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Fig. 2: Layout of
the C6SS projection
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Replace F808 (part no. 23144867) and Q641 or Q621
(part no. B0376795) and the associated protection
diodes.

General Notes
The standby/on command comes from pin 7 of the
microcontroller chip. It goes low for standby, high for
normal operation. If power supply 2 isn't working
there will be no supply to the microcontroller circuit
and thus no switch-on signal.
Power supply 1: Provides 125V at F470, 40V at the
cathode of D885 which is protected by Z889, and
12V at Z890. There should be 9V at pin 9 of Q801
(test point 2). None of these supplies are present in
standby. They are not present when power supply 2 is
inoperative, nor will there be a 300V supply at F805.
The input to this power supply is switched by relay
SR80. The chopper chip is Q801 (STRS6709).
Power supply 2: Should have 300V at F807.
Outputs are 26.5V (audio) at F808, +18V at F802,
—18V at F803 and +30V at F804 (these are the digital convergence supplies), and the 5V-1 supply from
a regulator which is fed via Z868 and D863. The
chopper chip is Q803 (STRS6708). Power supply 2
is also subject to standby switching from the microcontroller chip.
AC fuse: The inputs to both power supplies are via
F801 (3-15A).

VCRs
Models V228B and V4288
Once the incoming signals have been stored in the correct positions the auto set-up operation places the RF
modulator's output in a spare UHF channel. This channel number is stored in a volatile memory location.
Thus if the power to the VCR is interrupted, the position is lost and is either reset to ch. 60 or the modulator's output is switched off. In this event a customer
using RF connection will have lost the video channel.
The cure is to select an RF channel between 53-69 and
store it manually as follows: turn on the VCR, press and
hold the menu buttons for eight seconds, select a suitable channel with the shift up or down buttons, and
finally press menu again to store.

Models V726B and V856B
Cannot access automatic head-switching adjustment, display is slightly dim, and there's dropout
type interference on playback: This occurs when the
—32V supply at pin 3 of the power supply connector is
low. The cause is reservoir capacitor CP051 (1g, 16V)
being low in value or open-circuit. Replace it.

Models V726B, V7278, V856B and
V8578
Squelching noise on E-E — a similar sound to an offtune AM radio receiver: This occurs when the
2,200pF, 50V decoupling capacitors C102/3/4/5 are
leaky. Replace these chip capacitors.

Servicing
The Panasonic Alpha 2 Chassis
The Alpha 2 series chassis appeared in numerous forms and remained
in production for several years. So there are a lot of these sets around.
John Coombes provides a guide to fault diagnosis
he Panasonic Alpha 2 chassis proved to be quite
a success. There were a number of versions,
including the 2N and 2W (larger-screen models),
versions with and without teletext or Nicam sound,
and versions with different AV and audio output
arrangements. Several different tubes from various
manufacturers were used. This article is mainly based
on Model TX21T1, a popular 21in. set with teletext —
the non-teletext version was Model TC21R1.
Production of the Alpha 2 series continued for a number of years, from 1988 to about 1994.

T

Power Supplies
There are two separate power supplies, see Figs. 1
and 2. The main one (Fig. 1) is based on an
STR54041M chopper chip (IC801). The standby
power supply (Fig. 2) produces 5V for the remote
control and microcontroller sections of the receiver.
If the set is dead, check the 3.15A mains fuse F801.
If it's open-circuit, check the RBV4-08 (there are
alternatives) mains bridge rectifier D801 and the
spike-suppression varistor, type ERZC1ODK621C,
which has the circuit reference number D804. It can
go short-circuit then blow itself open-circuit.
If F801 is OK, check whether the surge-limiter
resistor R802 (4.7S2, 5W), the bridge rectifier D801
or the start-up resistor R803 is open-circuit. R803
may have gone high-resistance. In some models
there's a 2701(51 resistor, R827, in series with R803.
This can also go open-circuit.
If there is 300V at pin 3 of IC801 but the power supply is producing no outputs, the chip could be opencircuit or intermittent in operation. As a quick check,
the voltage at pin 2 should not exceed 0.4V. If there
is no voltage at this pin the opto-coupler D811
(TLP621GR-LF2), which is used for standby switching, could be faulty.
If the symptom is no results with the power supply
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screaming very loudly, check the HT rectifier D851
(C2408M) then, if necessary, the 17V supply (audio)
rectifier D853 (EU02). These rectifiers can be leaky
or short-circuit.
If the power supply is `dead' but whistles, check
whether the SR2KN over-voltage protection diode
D854 is short-circuit. If so, this means that the chopper IC has failed to regulate the output. Replace
D854, IC801 and C808 (10pF, 50V). Also check
D807 (ERA22-04), R815, R818 and L808. With this
fault you will find that the fusible link R567
(TSF19102) in the feed to the line output stage has
gone open-circuit while the line output transistor
Q551 has gone short-circuit. The line output transformer T551 may also have failed.
A dead set with a squeal from the power supply
means trouble in the line output stage — see the next
section.
If R851 or D852 (EU02) in the 26.5V supply has
gone open-circuit there will be no line drive, hence
the dead-set symptom — usually with whistling from
the power supply. The value of R851 varies slightly.
In the TX21T1 it's 2.252, 0.5W while in larger-screen
models it's 1.252. Check the reservoir capacitor C855
(100pF, 35V) as well if necessary.
If the set powers up briefly then shuts down, check
whether L303 (10µ11) is open-circuit. It's in the 12V
feed to the CITAC and other chips. If the set shuts
down after a quarter of an hour or so D811 is suspect.
The dead set symptom can also be caused by failure
of the 5V standby supply. Check the reservoir capacitor C1206 (1,000pF, 16V) and if necessary the
L78M05MRB regulator IC1204 which can go opencircuit.

The Line Timebase
To check whether the cause of set failure is in the line
output stage or the power supply, remove the fusible
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Fig. 1: The main power supply circuit in the Panasonic Alpha 2 chassis. Some component values vary with different versions of the chassis, see text. The values shown here are based on Model TX2171.

link R567 and connect a 60W bulb between test point
TPE1 and chassis. If the bulb lights and there's 121V
at TPE1 the power supply is OK.
Check the following: R567 and R551 which could
be open-circuit, and the line output transistor Q551
which could be short-circuit. In 21in. models Q551 is
type 2SD1439RL while in larger-screen models it's
type 2SD1441RL. The value of R551 also varies —
8.252, 7W in 21in. sets, 109, 7W in others. If Q551 is
leaky or short-circuit, with R567 open-circuit, the
likely cause is dry-joints at the line driver transformer
T531. Resolder all four pins.
If Q551 is short-circuit with R567 open-circuit and
D854 in the power supply short-circuit the cause is
excessive HT, see previous section. The line output
transformer T551 could have developed shorted turns
and there will be a whistle from the power supply.
If there is sound but no picture, check R557 in the
tube' s heater supply. Again the value varies. In the
TX21T1 it's 0.560, 0.5W. Alternatively check for
dry-joints at pins 7 and 10 of the line output transformer.
If there is intermittent operation of the receiver, or
there's flashing or arcing that produces a great number of bright lines on the screen, check for dry -joints
at the line output transformer T551. Check all pins
carefully, ensuring that there is correct connection
through the PCB. A dry-joint at T551 can be the
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cause of intermittent loss of line hold.
In the event of no line drive, check for about 27V at
the collector of the 2SD836ALB line driver transistor
Q501. If this voltage is missing, check the relevant
rectifier circuit in the power supply — see previous
section. Alternatively the driver transformer T531
could be dry-jointed and/or Q501 faulty.
If the line driver stage is OK, use a scope to check
the line drive waveform at pin 11 of the TDA2579A
timebase generator chip IC501. It should be a 1.5V

Fig. 2: The standby power supply
circuit. D1208 is
type S1W8810.

peak-to-peak amplitude squarewave at 20µsec. If the
waveform is incorrect, IC501 is probably faulty. If
the waveform is missing, check that IC501 is receiving its 11V supply at pin 10. It comes from pin 3 of
IC851 (AN78M12LB) via D501. If the voltage at pin
3 of IC851 is missing, check this regulator: if the
reading obtained is low, check C861 (100pf, 16V).
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Bad dressing of the leads in the EHT circuitry can
cause striations on the picture.
Larger-screen models (Alpha 2W chassis) incorporate a conventional EW diode-modulator. If the
symptom with one of these sets is a bowed picture,
C754 (180pF) in the PCC amplifier circuit could well
be the cause.
Field Faults
Repeated failure of the AN5521 field output chip
IC451 is a problem with some models, such as the
TX25T2. A modification kit, part no. TXS3EH001, is
available from Panasonic to deal with it.
IC451 should have a 26.5V supply at pin 7. The
source is the same as the supply to the line driver
stage, i.e. D852 (EU02) etc. Check this rectifier and
R851 if the supply is missing. There should be a
boosted supply of about 27.5V at pin 3. If this is
missing, check D451 (ERA15-02) and the fusible link
R484 (TSF19631) either of which could be open-circuit. The AN5521 chip itself is suspect for field collapse of course.
If the output stage seems to be OK, check that the
field drive input is present at pin .4 of IC451. If it's
missing, check back to pin I of the TDA2579A chip
IC501. Check for dry-joints at pins 1, 2 and 3 of this
chip, also the DC conditions. IC501 could be faulty,
but quite a common cause of field collapse is failure
of C403 (10nF). It becomes leaky.
Other possibilities are open-circuit field scan coils
or dry-joints at pins 2 and 4 of the scan-coil connector E4.
Field scan distortion — striations and line pairing —
occurs when R469 goes high-resistance. This resistor
is connected in parallel with the field scan coils and
its value varies. In Model TX21T1 it's 4700. Typical
values in larger-screen models are 150Q and 18052.
Check it by replacement.
Loss of Sync
The main cause of loss of sync is the TDA2579A
timebase generator chip IC501. Check for dry-joints,
check the DC conditions and check IC501 by replacement. In some cases the screen goes black and the
power supply squeals.
If the sync is very poor, replace the non-polarised
50V electrolytic capacitor C3550 on the teletext
panel.
Picture Faults
Blank raster/flyback lines: The cause of this can be
difficult to establish. It can be to do with the first
anode control. We have on occasion found the cause
to be the MAB8461PW135 microcontroller chip
IC3507 on the teletext board.
No picture, loss of the brightness control voltage:
Check C309 (10µF, 50V). It's connected to pin 20 of
the TDA3505 video control chip IC602.
Intermittent loss of video: Check the TVSM1326P
TV/AV switching chip IC2601.
No/poor contrast: Check whether R562 (130k52) in
the beam limiter circuit has gone open-circuit or high
in value. IC602 (TDA3505) could be faulty.
Dark screen, possibly intermittent: The voltage at
the contrast control pin 19 of the TDA3505 chip
IC602 should be variable between 1.5-4-3V. The chip
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can be faulty and either C311 (0-471.1F, 50V electrolytic) or C626 (10nF) can be leaky. Check these
items by replacement.
Shading at right-hand side: Look for a very faint
line down the right-hand side of the screen. The cause
is lack of decoupling on the 16V supply. Replace the
reservoir capacitor C858 (1,000g, 25V).
Unstable on-screen graphics: Various graphics/teletext display problems can be caused by C3511
(220pF) on the teletext panel. It's connected to pin 24
(pulse generator) of the SAA5231 video processor
chip IC3501.
Bright red/green/blue picture: Check whether the
relevant 2SC2923RL RGB output transistor is shortcircuit — Q351 green, Q352 blue, Q353 red.
Excessive red/green/blue can be caused by a leaky
emitter decoupling capacitor in the RGB output
stages. They are C351 (220pF) green, C352 (270pF)
blue and C353 (220pF) red. If these are OK, the cause
of excessive red, green or blue is likely to be the
TDA3505 chip IC602. Check it by replacement.
Colour Faults
If the colour is unlocked, check C642 (10nF) by
replacement. For erratic/incorrect colour, check the
lOnF capacitors C612 and C613 by replacement.
Intermittent colour can be caused by the chroma
delay line DL601, which can also be responsible for
low saturation. Other causes of intermittent colour
are: dry-joints at the oscillator crystal X601; the 30pF
trimmer C637 which may be faulty or misaligned;
and the TDA4510 colour decoder chip IC601 which
may be faulty or dry-jointed.
Teletext Faults
If there's teletext in the mix mode but not otherwise,
replace C3526 (10nF). If there's no teletext and the
channel number is unstable, check C3511 (220pF)
and C3517 (10nF) by replacement.
If there is no teletext and the picture is unlocked
until the text button is pressed or set to the AV position, check IC3506 (M68400P-12L) by replacement.
A modification kit, TZ5803001, is available to deal
with white beating bars over the text — the cause of
the trouble is within IC3507.
Sound Faults
We will have to restrict coverage to the basic mono
sound circuitry. If there's no sound, check that the
17V supply is present at pin 9 of the AN5265 audio
output chip IC253. If this supply is missing, R288
(1252, 1W) could be open-circuit and/or C272
(470µF, 25V) short-circuit. If the supply is present,
IC253 could be faulty, C269 (10nF) could be leaky or
R221 (5652, safety) could be open-circuit — if this
resistor is intact there should be 11.5V at pin 1 of
IC253. R221 is not fitted in all versions of the circuit.
If the sound is muting, the PCD8582 memory chip
IC1202 could be the cause — check it by replacement.
Remote Control Faults
Ensure that the battery connections are not corroded
or broken. If the hand unit is OK, check that the
UPC1474HAL remote control decoder chip IC1101 is
receiving its 4.5V supply at pin 9. C1107 (100µF,
6.3V) and R1104 (10052) are suspect when this voltage is missing.
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TV
Reports from
Philip Blundell, AMIlEelec
Kevin J. Green
Pete Gurney, LCGI
Michael Dranfield
Chris Watton
Alan J. Roberts
Colin C. Guy
Denis Foley and
Alan Bayly
Philips G90 Chassis
When the problem is low gain,
don't forget to check the voltage at
pin 6 of the tuner unit. If R3001
(155I, part no. 4822 111 30513) is
open-circuit, removing the voltage
at this pin, the symptom is low
gain, not no signals as you might
have thought from the way in
which the circuit diagram is drawn.
This applies to both versions of the
chassis, B and AE, P.B.
Philips GR2.1AA
If the symptoms are reduced width
with bowed verticals, check for
dry-joints at the legs of the EW
modulator driver transistor Tr7533
(or Tr7534, depending on tube
type). Should resoldering its legs
fail to cure the fault, the BC848
transistor Tr7530 has probably suffered and is open-circuit base-toemitter. P.B.
Sharp Model DV5150H
(53B chassis)
If the 2SD1554 line output transistor Q603 has gone short-circuit and
the PCB around the heatsink is
scorched, check whether the line
drive waveform is correct. In one
set recently the waveform was of
low amplitude, but a puff of freezer
on the three series-connected
diodes in the transistor's base circuit brought it back to normal. So
we replaced these three diodes
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Fault Finding
(D601, D603 and D607), using
1N4004s. P.B.

Mitsubishi CT14MS1 (EE2
chassis)
There was a black line down the
left-hand side of the screen, i.e. the
whole picture had moved over to
the right. Checks in the line output
stage revealed that R571 (56052,
1W) was open-circuit. As a result
there was no pulse feedback to the
earlier circuitry. K.J.G.
Panasonic Euro 2 Chassis
The picture's contrast content was
breaking up wildly: there were
black lines across the picture,
which was of generally poor quality. After much searching I discovered that the cause was a very leaky
surface-mounted capacitor, C310
(0-11.1F). As a result, the voltage at
the collector of transistor Q311 in
the video processing circuitry was
at only 3.8V instead of 11V.
K.J.G.
Bush 2850NTX-M5 (TV4
chassis)
The complaint with this set was
that it took a long time to come on.
When I tested it I found that it took
varying periods of time to do anything, though the power supply was
up and running and the output voltages were all correct.
Checks around the ST6385
microcontroller chip IC101 showed
that there was a reset problem. The
voltage at the reset pin (33) started
at around 3.5V and eventually rose
to 4.8V, when the set sprang to life.
There seems to have been a
design problem here. The circuit
diagram shows just a 11.IF capacitor
(C113) from pin 33 to chassis. It
relies on an intemal pull-up resistor
to charge to the required voltage. In
this particular set and a few others

I've come across, an elaborate circuit on a small stand-off PCB is fitted in place of C113. It produces
the reset actiorr from the 5V supply.
But it doesn't seem to cure the
problem. My unofficial cure is to
revert to the arrangement shown in
the circuit diagram, i.e. delete the
added board and fit the 1FIF capacitor, then add a 100kS1 pull-up resistor from pin 33 to the 5V line. This
has provided a cure on each occasion.
Note that this model may be fitted with one of two quite different
chassis — the suffix indicates which
one is used. P.G.
Mitsubishi CT25M1
This set was supposed to be dead,
but on test its power supply was
found to be running. Furthermore a
check at pin 10 of the microcontroller chip showed that the poweron line worked correctly when the
remote control unit was used. The
line controls various switching transistors on the power supply panel.
Connection is via pin 2 of plug PB:
it was open-circuit.
Several electrolytic capacitors
on the power supply panel, which
had been repaired previously, tend
to leak electrolyte. Most of them
are directly above plug PB. I found
that electrolyte had run down the
panel and rotted away the pins
within the plug and socket. The
solution was to clean off the board
and reconnect the leads directly to
the panel. P.G.
Amstrad TVR2
There was no sound from this combined TV/VCR unit. Checks on the
voltages around the AN5265 audio
amplifier chip IC1301 produced
correct readings except for the DC
volume control pin 4, where the
reading was OV instead of about 5-
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7V. The source of this voltage is
pin 22 of the main microcontroller
chip. It's linked to IC1301 via a
level-shifting transistor and is then
decoupled by C1137 (47µF) which
was short-circuit. A replacement
restored the sound. P.G.

Mitsubishi CT2125TX
The user settings couldn't be stored
and had to be reset each time the
receiver was switched on. Tuning
was not affected. The settings and
the tuning information are stored in
an EEPROM, IC702, which needs a
—30V program voltage at pin 2 for
it to store information. When this
voltage was checked it was found
to be only slightly low, at —26V,
but the fall was enough to prevent
the settings being written in.
The cause of the fault was traced
to the power supply panel, where
C962 had leaked most of its electrolyte. I usually replace all the secondary side electrolytics in these
sets as they are prone to leakage.
Be sure to fit the correct grade of
capacitor, as incorrect types will
not last long.
Should the EEPROM need
replacement, note that when retuning you must enter a channel identification, e.g. BBC1, otherwise the
channel will skip when stepping
through. P.G.

Thomson TX90 Chassis
This set wouldn't tune, though the
on-screen graphics indicated that it
was on the correct channels. The
tuner is of the digitally-controlled
I2C type. Clock and data pulses
were present, but the 33V tuning
voltage at pin 4 was missing. It
comes from a potential divider
where one of the resistors, Rh04
(271d1), was open-circuit. You'll
find it in front of the line output
transformer, viewed from the rear
of the set. P.G.

Sony KVX2542TU (AE1C
chassis)
This set had appalling purity errors.
There was also some picture geometry distortion. It is something I've
seen several times with these sets,
the usual cause being movement of
the scan coils down the tube neck
over a period of time. Before the
coils are fitted, fibre tape is
wrapped round the neck of the
tube. It tends to migrate with heat,
taking the yoke with it. This is not
very obvious, as the dust is intact
and nothing appears to be amiss.
But if you look between the CRT
bowl and the yoke you will see a
noticeable gap between the coils
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This 14in. portable regularly drifted
off tune. The chassis is full of
hybrid modules. It seemed that the
cause of the trouble could be on the
IF/AFC panel, but it was actually
on the SBX-M903A tuning control
board. There are three surfacemounted electrolytic capacitors on
this panel, C015 (22pF, 6V), C016
(0.47g, 50V) and C014 (3.3µF,
50V). They were all thermally sensitive. Replacements cured the
fault. P.G.

no notice of remote control commands. When I opened the remote
control unit I found that it was wet
inside. A nice easy start to the day I
thought. Wrong!
After cleaning up the remote
control unit I found that the set still
didn't work correctly. A scope
check at pin 22 of the SAA5012 IR
decoder chip confirmed that it was
receiving commands, so a new
remote control unit and an
SAA5012 chip from a scrap set
were tried. This made no difference. I also noticed that of the set's
manual channel up-down buttons
only the up one worked correctly —
if the down button was pressed the
channels went up!
I eventually found the cause of
the fault by accident, when I
switched the set off at the bench
socket by mistake. When the set
was switched on again it came on
instead of going to standby. The
momentary contacts on the on/off
switch were permanently stuck
together. M.Dr.

Sony BE1 Chassis

Sharp DV5937

A dark picture was the complaint
with this set. Nice easy one I
thought, just replace the diode and
resistor in the first anode supply.
But they weren't the cause this
time.
The picture was OK to start
with, but after twenty minutes it
darkened to the extent that it was
only just visible. The first anode
voltage was OK, so I cooled the
TDA3505 video control chip. As
this seemd to cure the fault a
replacement was fitted. But twenty
minutes later the picture became
dark again. To cut a long story short,
the cause of the trouble was excessive leakage current in C329 when
hot. C329 is a small, red tantalumlooking capacitor of 22pF, 16V. It's
part of a circuit that appears to hold
the picture dark until the tube has
warmed up fully. M.Dr.

This set was dead with the ON4584
chopper transistor Q903 short-circuit. It had been driven hard on
because R951 (39kS1) had risen in
value to 78ka It's a good idea to
fit an 0.6W metal-film resistor in
this position. M.Dr.

and the rubber location wedges.
When the coils have been relocated, a clean band of tape, usually up
to an eighth of an inch, is usually
visible, showing how much movement has taken place.
A warning with these sets and
larger variants: the cabinets are quite
fragile and, if handled incorrectly,
can crack vertically at the front of
the set — dead centre, where the
Sony badge is located. P.G.

JVC C1480EK (BX11 chassis)

Hitachi C2114T
This set powered up then returned
to standby. I suspected high HT.
So, as a check, a 100W bulb was
connected across the HT line. The
set then carne on and remained in
operation long enough to show that
the cause of the trouble was field
collapse. In addition I found that
the TA8427K field output IC was
very hot. A new chip cured the
problem. M.Dr.

Ferguson 20C3 (TX100
chassis)
This set worked manually but took

If the symptoms are field collapse
with lack of width, check the
0.8252, 1W safety resistor R615. If
it's open-circuit, you will almost
certainly find that diode D601
(DX0127) is short-circuit. M.Dr.

Hitachi C14148-311

Salora M Chassis
This set appeared to be dead. The
thing to do is to switch off and pull
out the mains plug, then switch the
set on and replace the plug in the
socket. This forces the set into the
standby mode. If the standby LED
operates, the power supply is usually OK. When I switched this set
from standby the display went off
and there was no sound or picture.
But the tube's heatures were lit, so
there was line output stage operation.
When the setting of the first
anode control on the tube's base
panel was advanced a single line
appeared on the screen. So I
replaced the TDA8172 field output
chip and the two 470µF capacitors
next to it — this is quite a common
fault, but normally doesn't kill the
display. There was no difference
however. Further checks revealed
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that the 17V and 12V supplies were
missing because D601 (BY133)
was open-circuit. This rectifier
diode is fed from a winding on the
combined line output/chopper
transformer. C.W.

Amstrad CTV1400
If the symptom with one of these
sets is weak contrast, the on-screen
indicator showing that adjustment
is taking place though it remains
low, check R410 (1201M). It's
connected to pin 2 of the line output transformer and tends to go
high-resistance or open-circuit.
C.W.

Goodmans 2170
There was flat out brightness. A
check on the CRT base panel
showed that the 190V supply did
not reach the RGB output transistors. The small 100µH choke that's
in series with the supply had gone
open-circuit. A replacement
restored the picture. C.W.

Hitachi C2118 (GIPS Mk
2 chassis)
There was no sound or picture
though the HT was OK and the
line output stage was working. I
advanced the first anode control
setting and found that there was
field collapse. As there was 25V at
pin 7 of the LA7835 field timebase
chip I assumed that it was faulty
and fitted a replacement. This
made no difference. The chip also
requires a 9V supply, which was
missing because the MC7809 regulator chip IC703 was open-circuit. A replacement restored the
sound and picture. Silly me! C.W.

Huanyu 37C3
This old Chinese Hitachi lookalike
had a very bright raster with flyback lines. A check showed that
the supply to the RGB output
stages was low at only 100V. The
reservoir capacitor for the supply,
C774 (10µF, 250V), was open-circuit. C.W.

Ferguson 36K3 (TX98
chassis)
The colour varied intermittently
and lines would appear on the picture. The cause was a dry-joint at
the focus/A1 supply earth pin (4)
on the line output transformer.
C.W.

and on occasion the set reverted to
standby. I soon spotted the cause
when the workshop lights had
been turned out: the CRT connector lit up when the fault occurred.
The focus pin spark gap was
sparking. A replacement restored
normal behaviour. C.W.

Hinari VTV100
This VCR/TV combination looked
as if it had been used as a doorstop
and footrest! There were also
cigarette burns along the top. It
came from a local 24-hour cabbie
firm and had presumably been
used to while away the small
hours. The VCR section had been
removed: I was told that it was
still in use at the depot to watch
films of a certain sort during the
night via a small portable. They
wanted the TV section fixed
because of its larger screen.
It was dead apart from a click
from the standby relay and a red
light. I found numerous dry-joints,
but the main fault turned out to be
nothing more than burnt-out relay
contacts — when in standby the
mains supply is switched off completely by the relay. A replacement
got it going, and the cab firm
owner paid up with the comment
"that'll keep the boys happy, they
can watch their er . . . films on a
bigger screen now." A.J.R.

Zenon 9009KDR
This brand and model were totally
new to me, and I was none the
wiser when I removed the back.
The standby LED came on but
nothing else happened. I soon discovered that the 4.752, 5W surge
limiter resistor in series with the
bridge rectifier was open-circuit
while the 2SD1710 chopper transistor was short-circuit. Oddly, the
2A mains fuse was intact.
The resistor wasn't a problem,
but I didn't have a 2SD1710 transistor. Typically, the customer did
not want to spend much. When I
consulted the equivalents book I
found that the BU508AF was an
excellent match. Once I'd fitted
one of these I checked around and
couldn't find anything else amiss.
I switched on, with bated breath,
and was rewarded with an excellent picture. After a two-day soak
test I pronounced it fit. Does anyone know who made this set?
A.J.R.

Tatung VINYBEOP
Where do they get these model
numbers from?! There were intermittent clicks from the speakers,
the picture sometimes blanked out
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Philips 21PT5322 (MD1.2
chassis)
The customer complained that
interference appeared on the pic-

ture when the volume was
advanced above number 42 on the
bar display. This is a pretty high
level, which made fault-finding
rather awkward. But the customer
was right. When I tapped around
on the SSP (Small Signal Panel) I
obtained a similar effect. After
some investigation an area of the
board was localised. At worst, a
light tap here with a ballpoint pen
was enough to cause flickering,
which could occasionally be seen
as no luminance.
When the panel was hinged
down to the service position I saw
a small panel designated CTI.
Tapping this produced the fault, so
it was removed for investigation.
With a strong bench light and
magnifier I noticed that one pin of
the edge connector was dry-jointed. But you really had to look for
it. The pin had to be cleaned
before it could be resoldered. All
the pins were treated in the same
way. When I refitted the board and
tested the set it was OK. A.J.R.

Philips G90AE Chassis
This set needed a power supply
rebuild. Once the kit had been fitted, I connected a dummy load in
place of the line output stage and
ran the set up using a variac. It
refused to start, though the green
LED came on. The HT remained
at 0-8V.
I checked around the protection circuit, including the three
series-connected zener diodes that
monitor the HT supply, but all
was well. With the dummy load
removed the HT rose to 68V. But
when the mains input was
increased above 160V the power
supply started to trip and make a
rather nasty clicking noise.
Further checks showed that the
drive waveforms around the slowstart and switch-off transistors
were all wrong. Once I'd replaced
the BAS32 diodes D6611, D6613
and D6614 everything worked all
right. I don't know what was
wrong with the original ones: they
measured OK. A.J.R.

Philips 29PT828
(GFL2.20E chassis)
The customer complained about
intermittent sound from the righthand speaker. The set was left running for ages, and at one point the
RH channel sound went off for a
matter of seconds. But no amount
of tapping around on the audio
panel would instigate the fault.
The set was again left. When the
RH sound next went off a slight
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tap on the cabinet, near the speaker, restored it.
For want of something better to
do I ordered and fitted a new
speaker, which made no difference. Eventually, after many
hours, I discovered that slight
movement of the cable near its
plug connection to the speaker
would sometimes produce the
fault. It seemed possible that one
of the crimped connections might
be intermittent, so I dismantled the
plug, remade the cable end and
reassembled it. The set then ran
with no further problems. A.J.R.

Akura CX25
I'd got this set going by 'cloning'
the EEPROM from another one.
But the picture had what looked
like the kind of purity errors you
get when the scan coils have been
dislodged away from the flare of
the tube — there was green at one
side and yellow at the other.
Monochrome pictures were displayed perfectly however.
I found that the VCO setting
was locked to the wrong frequency. In fact when I set it up in
accordance with the instructions in
the manual it appeared to lock at
several points. I eventually found
that the correct setting was 249,
but this may not apply with all
sets.
To enter the service mode,
press S901 at the front of the PCB
and 'display' on the handset simultaneously. Then use 8 and 9 on the
handset to cycle through the
adjustments, and vol+/— to set each
one. Store each setting, by pressing P, before moving on to the
next one. C.J.G.

Ferguson T49N (TX91
chassis)
This set has one of those artyf**ty cabinets and contained what
was a new chassis to me. The job
card said "no memory". In fact the
set would quite happily search all
day for a station and find nothing.
The tuning voltage was stuck at
30V because the surface-mounted
transistor TF01, which integrates
the squarewave tuning output from
the microcontroller chip, was
open-circuit base-to-collector.
Once this had been replaced the
original tuning was all restored
and needed no setting up. Field
engineers! C.J.G.

Hitachi G7P Mk 2 Chassis
There was buzzing on sound and
the picture looked flat. The cause
was the video detector coil L202.
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A replacement obtained from a
scrap chassis restored correct operation. C.J.G.

Hitachi C2519
All this set produced was a slow,
cyclic tripping noise. The
TDA3654 field output chip had
gone was short-circuit. C.J.G.

Mitsubishi CT29AT5
This very heavy 29in. set didn't do
anything other than carry out
degaussing at switch-on. The
power supply was working however, but the line output stage was
not. The cause of the trouble was
L551, a tiny 3.3µF choke that's in
series with the base of the line output transistor. Fortunately I found
an identical choke in a scrap
Panasonic chassis. C.J.G.

Philips G90AE Chassis
There was a bright raster with poor
field linearity. The common factor
was the 163V supply, which is
derived from the line output stage.
It was low at 90V because R3570
(8.2Q) was open-circuit. A diode
(D6560) between the 163V and
95V HT line was providing the
90V. Very confusing. Anyway a
new resistor cleared both symptoms. C.J.G.

Salora M Chassis
One of these sets produced an oddlooking, spotty picture. The cause
turned out to be the VCU2133
video codec chip ICB201. C.J.G.

Bush 2420/Alba CTV702
The problem was sound muting on
some stations and the search tuning
not stopping at stations. The sound
is designed to mute when there is
no signal, but with this set it muted
intermittently depending on the
picture content. Fortunately this
occurred often enough for me to be
able to check voltages and view
waveforms.
The pulses at the collector of
Q403 were varying in amplitude.
Q403 produces them from the sync
pulses and sends them to the microcontroller chip. Q403 turned out to
be OK, the cause of the trouble
being its 7501d2 base bias resistor
R424 which was open-circuit. D.F.

Quickies
Hitachi C1414T: There was no
sound or vision and the red LED
didn't light. The 82k0, 0-5W startup resistor R901 in the power supply was open-circuit.
Matsui 1496T: No sound and

vision and the red LED not alight.
R108 (2201(Q) in the power supply
was open-circuit. It's part of a
potential divider that's connected
to pin 2 of the TDA4605 chopper
control chip. D.F.

Mitsubishi CT25M1TX
After three-four minutes the picture would start to fluctuate rapidly. A check on the HT line showed
that the voltage was low at 107V
instead of 112V. The culprit was
C906 (47µF, 25V 105°C) but we
replaced C905 as well. D.F.

Sony KVM2131U (BE1
chassis)
If, after replacing the field output
chip IC501, you find that the 24V
line is high at 28.5V and the 119V
HT line is high at 135V, don't
waste time as I did trying to find
out why. The 'high' voltages are
correct.
Unable to control the sound
though the on-screen display says
you can? One cause was reported in
the March 1994 issue — leakage in
diode D201 (1SS133). Here's
another — leakage in C076 (4.7nF).
With one set we had the following intermittent symptom: six
coloured lines a third of the way
down the screen, two each red, blue
and green. The cure was to resolder
dry-joints at the pins of the field
output chip IC501. D.F.

GoldStar CI14A80 (PC31A
chassis)
There were dark lines on the picture and a whine came from the
power supply. The culprit turned
out to be the mylar capacitor C812
(0.22g, 63V) which had fallen in
value. It's connected to pin 7 of
the TDA4605-2 chopper control
chip IC801 as part of the soft-start
circuit. D.F.

Tatung D Chassis
This set had no picture — there was
just a short squeal at switch on. The
cause was loss of line drive because
R427 (2212, 0.5W, 2%) in the feed
to the line driver stage had cooked
and risen in value to about 41(51. As
no other fault was found a 1W
replacement was fitted and all was
well.
With this chassis pin 5 of the
line output transformer can be disconnected and a 60W bulb wired in
its place to provide a load for the
HT supply. This can be a help
when tracking down some faults.
We've had this chassis in the
Thorn Model P1482T and the
Tatung Model VU3DE3. A.B.
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John Edwards'
Casebook
Grundig CUC2410 Chassis
There was sound and text but no programme picture.
When the brightness was set at maximum only a blank
raster was displayed. Checks revealed that there was no
video input at pin 8 of the TDA3566 colour decoder chip,
because the BC548C buffer transistor Tr2523 was shortcircuit collector-to-emitter. A new transistor brought the
picture back.

chopper transistor's collector circuit, C919 (4.7nF, 1kV)
and C928 (2.2nF, 1 kV). Their cases were both cracked.
Replacements got the set was working again.

Orion D1094

This set would revert to standby intermittently — sometimes two or three times an hour, sometimes only once
every two days! Several components were replaced without success. I then decided to replace the STR6020 chopper chip IC901. This put an end to a most frustrating fault.

This centre-deck machine would try to switch between LP
and SP when tapes recorded in the LP mode were being
played back. I cleaned the ACE head, which improved matters, but to clear the problem completely I had to remove
the deck and resolder its plug/socket connection to the
mother board, at the rear.
When you look down at the front of the machine, to the
left, you see a PCB that acts as a jumper, connecting the
mother board to the power supply board. Dry-joints are
common here as well.

Sony KVM2131U

Matsui 2160

Field collapse was cured by resoldering the UPC1488H
field output chip, but while I was moving the set to replace
the back cover the scanning again collapsed. This time it
could be made to come and go by tapping almost anywhere
on the PCB. Resoldering the pins of the TDA2579 timebase
generator chip cleared this second fault.

When this set was switched on hash noise blasted out at
full volume while the screen remained blank. The channel indicators worked normally. A faulty line output
transformer was the cause of the trouble. At over £70
trade, plus labour, I was surprised that the customer
accepted my estimate. Fortunately nothing else was
wrong once the new transformer had been fitted.

Hitachi CPT1473 (NP82C2 chassis)

Hitachi C2524R (GIPS Mk 2 chassis)
The mains supply got no farther than the bridge rectifier
because the 6.8S2, 5W surge limiter resistor R901 was
open-circuit and the BUT12AF series chopper transistor
was short-circuit. When these items had been replaced a
resistance check showed that there was a short-circuit
between the 150V HT line and chassis (across C905). The
180V over-voltage protection zener diode ZD903 was
short-circuit. Once this had been replaced the set powered
up and operated correctly.

Hitachi CPT2226 (NP81CO Mk II chassis)
The top half of the picture was reduced while the bottom
half was normal. When I replaced C608 (22µF, 160V),
which smooths the supply to the field output stage, there
was full scan but flyback lines were present at the top.
This was cured by replacing C715 (4.7µF, 250V), the
reservoir capacitor for the HT supply to the RGB output
stages.

Ferguson TX90 Chassis
Bush 2057NTX/Nikkai TLG2195
This is one of those Onwa chassis. The set was stuck in
standby because the 12V zener diode ZD402 had gone
short-circuit, taking the feed resistor R422 with it. There
was thus no 12V supply. This is quite common and well
known. As the basic cause of the failure can be increased
HT from the power supply, it pays to monitor the HT line
for a few hours after replacing the zener diode and resistor.
On one occasion recently I had to replace Q901, Q902,
Q903, ZD901, ZD902, C909, C910 and R907 to achieve
stable power supply operation.

Hitachi CPT2508 (G7P Mk 2 chassis)
"It went off puff, then a trickle of smoke came out of the
back — just after the Argie scored. Frightened the life out of
the wife" the customer said. A nice quick job for a change.
I headed straight for the two blue pulse capacitors in the
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The picture was OK but there was no sound. Holding a
small screwdriver blade between thumb and forefinger, I
touched the base of the audio output stage driver transistor TR120. There was hum from the loudspeaker, so the
cause of the fault was prior to this stage. But only just: the
audio coupling capacitor C165 (47µF) was open-circuit. A
replacement restored normal sound.

Philips KT3 Chassis (later version)
After about two-three hours the colour would fade out to
black-and-white. If the set was switched off for say ten
minutes then on again, a normal picture would appear and
the saga would be repeated. The cause of the trouble was
traced to C56 (0.1µF), which is connected to pin 23 of the
TDA3560 colour decoder chip IC35. The components
connected to pins 23/4 provide filtering for the colour reference oscillator PLL.
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servicing

Alan Dent reports on fault conditions
that can be encountered with these sets

the NEI E5 Chassis
he E5 chassis was used in a number of models
released by NEI, including the E14C IR, E14C1X,
E20C1R, E20C1X, E25G1TFXN, E28G1TFXN
and the ART701. As these numbers suggest, the chassis
will drive tubes with sizes from 14 to 28in., only minor
circuit modifications being required.
Models with 110° tubes (25 and 28in.) have an EW
modulator panel and usually incorporate Nicam stereo
(Zweiton stereo in Continental sets). The 90° models
have mono sound. Teletext is an option, with a one-page
memory for 14 and 20in. models and an eight-page
memory for 28in. sets.
The main PCB used in 14in. models is physically
smaller than the one used in larger sets, but electronically the two versions are virtually identical.
Transformer types change, but their operating conditions are the same.

T

low. The CRT could have an internal short-circuit.
IC751 (TDA4950) can go short-circuit in 110° sets,
pulling down the 27V field output stage supply.
Squealing chopper transformer, with outputs normal but T651 hot: D653 short-circuit but T651 still
OK. Use a BYT52M as a replacement.
Transformer chirps at low brightness/line jitter
(14in. sets): Check that the values of R655 (330k0) and
the 1MQ resistor in parallel with it are correct. These
components can go high-resistance.
The microcontroller's 5V supply is low: C692
(1,000µF) is probably open-circuit.
Excessive width, reduced height: The value of the HT
preset P651 (2.5k11) is varying intermittently.

The Power Supply
The power supply is based on a TDA4605-2 control
chip (IC651) and a BUZ90AF chopper FET (T651). Fig.
1 shows the circuit. Here are the faults we've encountered:
No output: Check whether R654 (820k0) is open-circuit. Check the voltage across the mains bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor C665 (100µF in 90° sets, 2200
in 100° sets). If low at about 260V, C665 is open-circuit.
IC651 could be faulty.
10651 and T651 short-circuit: Check whether snubber
diode D653 (BA159) is short-circuit. Change it to type
BYT52M. Check the print between pin 5 of IC651 and
T651's gate, also the earth track to pin 4 of IC651, to
ensure there is no damage.
Low output, power supply appears to be tripping
with bursts of energy at 0.3sec intervals: Check
whether D652 (BA157), C657 (47µF) or R664 (10Q) is
open-circuit. T651 (BUZ90AF) could be low-gain. If
the voltage across C665 is 260-270V, replace it.
Low output, 140V maximum: The HT preset P651
(2.5k52) has fallen in value.
Tripping: The line output transformer TR702 could
have shorted turns. Check for shorts on any supply line.
IC681 (LM317) could be faulty if the 12V supply is
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Line Timebase Faults
The line output stage is conventional, with certain component value changes depending on size and type of
CRT. When the tube is a 110° type an EW modulator
subpanel, with a TDA4950 chip (IC751), is added and
the line output transistor T702 is type BU508A — it's
type BU508D (with integrated diode) in 90° models.
IC101 (TDA8361) generates the line drive. Fault experiences are as follows (see also preceding power supply
section):
The line output transistor T702 goes short-circuit at
power up: Check whether the BA157 25/27V supply
(90°/110° tubes) rectifier D705 is short-circuit. The
CRT could have an internal short-circuit at its final'
anode. Disconnect the 25/27V supply to the field timebase. If T702 is then OK, disconnect pin 38 (sandcastle
pulse input) of the jungle chip IC101 (TDA8361) and
reconnect the supply to the field output stage. If T702 is
still OK, C124 (2.2nF) is open-circuit — it's connected to
pin 39 of IC101.
No raster, pulse voltage at the collector of 1702 is
400V instead of 1kV peak-to-peak: Check whether the
S-correction capacitor C709 (470nF or 330nF depending on CRT) is open-circuit. If so C710 (2.2µF, 350V)
and R709 (10k0 fusible) may have failed.
No raster (no line drive): If the drive at the base of the
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Fig. 1: Circuit diagram of the chopper power supply used in the NEI E5 chassis. In 110° models the HT is 150V, C665 is 220pF
and R603 is 5.6Q, 11W; in 90° models the HT is 118V, C665 is 100pF and R603 is an NTC thermistor. The MU resistor in parallel with R655 is present in 14in. models only. VA681 is 2AT in 110° models, 1.25AT in 90° models. VA682 is a link in 90° mono
sets: in 110° stereo sets it's a 500mAT Wickman fuse.

BC639 line driver transistor T701 is mostly negativegoing, the 1N4148 clamp diode here (D701) is open-circuit.
No raster (low line drive): If the waveform at the collector of T701 is 10V instead of 30V peak-to-peak,
check whether the BA157 25/27V supply rectifier D705
is leaky. The resistance of the driver transformer's primary winding may be high — it should be 4.30. If the
ratio of the drive is not 50:50, IC101 (TDA8361 jungle
chip) is faulty.
Line jitter at low brightness (14in. sets): See power
supply section (R655).

Visible picture breathing — particularly noticeable
when going from text to picture: Change the value of
C711 in the beam limiter circuit from 47µF to 4.7µF
(16V).
Line frequency incorrect (just off, but colour OK
when locked): C122 (4.7nF) leaky. It's connected to
pin 40 of IC101.
Varying brightness: Potentiometer assembly on the
LOPT faulty (especially if the first anode voltage is
varying). See also CRT base panel section and the following section on EW modulator faults.

EW Modulator (110° Sets)
Narrow raster (low EHT, reduced height): The linedrive frequency is too high, probably 40µsec. The
colour reference oscillator crystal Q101 (4.43MHz) also
acts for the line generator circuit: C127 (18pF), which is
in series with it, can go open-circuit. If IC101 is
replaced, R121 may have to be changed to 8.2k.(2 if
471S2 or to 8.21d1 if 471d2 — it depends on the chip's
mask version.
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IC751 short-circuit, L751 gets hot: Check whether
D751 (BY299) is open-circuit or dry-jointed.
L751 burning (gets hot): The line scan coils could be
open-circuit or K703A's pins dry-jointed.
Incorrect width control (works at maximum and
minimum only, other controls have no effect): Width
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control P752 (lkS)) open-circuit. Could have happened
if IC751 has failed.
No controls operative (line pulse output at pin 5 of
IC751 unmodulated): IC751 could be faulty, R753
(0.22S2) open-circuit or L751 could have shorted turns
(approximate DC resistance should be 851).
R753 open-circuit: IC751 (TDA4950) faulty.

Bottom cramped (lower linearity varying): C308/9
(4.7nF) could be leaky, or ramp capacitor C120 (100nF)
could be open-circuit or intermittent (it's connected to
pin 42 of IC101).

Controls operative but will not reduce width to correct setting: R753 (0.2252) open-circuit.

Bottom severely cramped — linearity control has no
effect: C306 (2.2µF) is open-circuit.

Full width, no EW control: D751 (BY299) short-circuit.

Picture shifted upwards (no real change of linearity):
C305 (1,500µF with 90° tubes, 3,300µF with 110°
tubes) is leaky.

D75112 have failed, R707 (2.752, 2W) open-circuit:
Pin 4 of K701 is open-circuit or dry-jointed.
Lack of width (25mm each side): Replace C704
(2.2nF, 1.6kV) if white-cased Iskra type.
Tapered kink (not adjustable) in all four corners:
L751 is faulty (resistance measures OK).
Intermittent width variation: IC751 (TDA4950) is
probably faulty.
Bowed, half-width picture: C753 (680nF, 400V) is
dry-jointed or open-circuit.
Field Timebase Faults
The field output chip IC301 is type TDA3653B/C with
90° tubes, type TDA3654 with 110° tubes. The field
drive is provided by IC101. Fault conditions we've
experienced are as follows:
Field collapse: Check the PCB for cracks around
IC301' s pins: the cracks can be repaired but IC301 will
have failed. Check the supply via R301 (2.252 fusible
with 90° tubes, 0.22SI fusible with 110° tubes). The supply voltage is 25V with 90° tubes, 27V with 110° tubes.
C308/9 (4.7nF) could be leaky (below 21d2). R115
(1001(0), R116 (1MS2) or C120 (100nF) could be opencircuit (no ramp at pin 42 of IC101). C306 (2.20) could
be leaky or short-circuit. D301 (1N4003) or R307 (1.5SI
with 90° tubes, 0.820 with 110° tubes) could be opencircuit. Check for dry-joints at the heatsink/PCB connection, or copper broken. C307 (470pF) could be
leaky, in which case the voltage at pin 5 of IC301 will
drop to approximately 5V.
Nearly complete field collapse (approximately one
inch of severely distorted scan if the first anode voltage is increased): C303 (100g, 40V) is open-circuit.
This may kill IC301.

Horizontal lines visible on still pictures: A scope
check will show that there are line pulses on the output
waveform. C304 (220nF) is open-circuit.
Picture blanks out after several hours: C303 (100µF)
is leaky or fitted incorrectly (the positive side should go
to pin 6 of IC301, the negative side to pin 8).
Signal Section Faults
The IF circuitry is contained in the TDA8361 (PAL only
models) jungle chip IC101, along with the timebase
generators and the colour decoder. Note that the
TDA8361 cannot be interchanged with the TDA8361A.
Vertical lines on noisy raster (ringing on pictures):
There's an open-circuit in the SAWF F101 or the track
to pin 45 or 46 of IC101 is open-circuit.
No video, on-screen displays OK. No AV video. May
be intermittent: Check at pin 21 of IC101. This pin
must be low for normal video. It goes high for teletext
or OSDs. Check the sandcastle pulse input at pin 38 of
IC101. If the pulses are missing or distorted, check the
track from R710 (2201a 1kV) to C714 (100nF) — it
may be open-circuit adjacent to the heatsink tab.
No video, no OSDs: Check the sandcastle pulses at pin
38 of IC101 and the line-frequency pulse input at pin 26
of IC901. If either is missing, check R705 (4.7k0),
R710 (220kS2, lkV) and C714 (100nF).
No video, no OSDs. Blanked screen for three seconds
then snow. Delay also if any function is selected:
Check the field-frequency pulse at pin 27 of the microcontroller chip IC901. If missing check C301 (4.7µF,
63V), R941 (4.71d2) and D914 (4.7V zener diode).
Slight floating pattern or noise in background: This
can be produced by noise on the tuning line. Change
C105 from 220nF to
50V.

Varying height (Model ART701 mainly): Height control P302 has faulty pin to carbon track connection.
Heatsink earth tab/PCB connection cracked or dry-jointed.

Picture very noisy and ringing. Alignment voltage at
TP5 OK but alignment seems to be incorrect: SAWF
F101 wrong type or faulty.

Top foldover: Check whether D301 (1N4003) is leaky
or R302 (47052 90711d2 110° sets) is open-circuit.

Raster blanks out after several hours: See field timebase section.

Top foldover and bottom cramped: C304 (220nF) is
leaky.

Colour Faults
No colour or colour drops out occasionally: Crystal
Q101 could be slightly off frequency. Check C127
(18pF), R122 (1001a, C129 (4.7nF) and C130 (100nF)
as necessary.

Line pairing, top linearity stretched: R304 (27052) is
high in value or open-circuit.
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Severely cramped field scan (bright foldover in centre, also curving in from horizontal edges): One scan
yoke segment is open-circuit. Check resistance (13.5f2
with 90° tubes, 5.552 with 110° tubes).
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No red and other colours very smeared with TV/AV
operation, RGB OK: IC103 (TDA4662) low output at
pin 11.
Incorrect colours, RGB and text OK. Chroma will be
tearing horizontally on colour bars: IC103
(TDA4662) has incorrect outputs at either pin 11 (R —
Y) or pin 12 (B — Y).
Low chroma, DC control voltage at pin 26 of IC101
OK: Low output level from IC103 (TDA4662).
Intermittent blue with RGB inputs (scart socket):
Cause was C160 (100nF) shorting to T1501 on the
Nicam PCB. Very unusual.
CRT Base Panel
There are minor component changes depending on the
type of tube fitted. Smaller-screen (90°) sets may have
either a 22.5mm mini-neck tube or a standard 29mm
neck tube. The physical layout differs but the panels are
compatible electrically.
Low or varying brightness: C206 (22nF, 1kV) could
be leaky or R215 (331(52) open-circuit. These components filter the first anode supply. If necessary check the
track which could be open-circuit. See also the line
timebase section.
Smeary picture with very bright colour, as if one gun
is fully on. Cannot set up the cut-toffs: One of the RGB
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Correction
Note that Tr2 in Fig. 2 on page 501 of the May issue,
in the mains-operated remote control tester article,
should have been shown as a pnp transistor. The
corrrect transistor type is shown in the parts list.

output transistor collector load resistors (R210/1/2,
121(12 2W) has gone high-resistance or open-circuit. The
collector voltage might be about 95V.
Cannot set the first anode voltage correctly (may set
in steps): Open-circuit track to pin on CRT base.
Audio Faults
Also see the Nicam section. In all cases the output stage
is of the balanced-bridge type. If external equipment
such as active loudspeakers are connected, they must be
isolated from chassis ground using an isolating transformer. The output chip, of whichever type, is rather
`fragile' and can easily fail if lines or pins are accidentally shorted.
No sound, with an audible hiss when the volume setting is increased: In some early sets the alignment of
L101 is suspect. See manual for alignment details.
Check that F102 is the correct type (6MHz in UK).
Check for RF at pin 5 of IC101 (TDA8361): if OK,
IC101 may be faulty.
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No sound, no audible hiss: Check supply to output chip
via R506. If missing, check T682 (BD679) and the associated components. Also check the supply track, as it
runs around the perimeter of the PCB. Check the decoupling capacitors C532, C534 and C535 before replacing
the IC.
Sound buzz (90° mono only): This is usually associated with remodulated signals on cable feeds. Fit a 10µH
inductor and 68pF capacitor in parallel from the junction of C148 and F102 to chassis earth. Can be fitted in
the F103 position if this item is not present.
Distorted sound, probably one channel, sometimes
both: The cores of DU573-DU578 on the loudspeaker/headphone panel become saturated. Remove the
coils, take two turns off each, then replace.
Nicam Section
Nicam sound is processed by IC1511 (SAA7283ZP)
with IC1501 (TDA2545A) for signal conditioning.
Sound buzz when mono is selected: Occurs with early
chassis (serial nos. 601XXXX to 605XXXX). Carry out
the following modification. Remove C150 (33pF) from
the main chassis and fit it in position C1591 on the
Nicam panel. Add a 100mm length of wire from the
open end of C1591 to the right-hand hole of the
removed C150 on the main panel.
No Nicam, 5V supply missing: Check whether C1592
(10nF) is leaky or R1594 (11d2) has gone high in value.
No Nicam, OSD shows yellow bar when Nicam is
selected: IC1511 (SAA7283ZP) or Q1511 (8.192MHz
crystal) could be faulty.
No Nicam or mono, loop voltage at pin 39 of 1C1511
very noisy or high (4V): Q1511 (8.192MHz crystal)
faulty.

CRT lights but no OSD or control when the set is
powered up: Check the I2C lines at pins 39/40 of
IC901. One or both may be low — they should be high.
There may be a crack in the PCB near IC901.
Blank raster, no OSD. Snowy raster after three seconds. Also delay in unblanking after any function
change: Check the field sync pulses at pin 27 of IC901.
If missing, check R941, C301, D914 and the print track
from C301.
Set goes to standby after a short period, no other
function controls. Must power off to reset. Other
obscure symptoms, e.g. OSD colours change, odd
OSD symbols, tuning drift): Internal arcing in the
LOPT.
Set comes out of standby but LED goes off instead of
to half brightness. No other functions: Crack in tracks
under D703. No line drive etc. Internal CRT short-circuit, EHT rises monentarily then stops. Applies mainly
with 14/20in. sets.
Set comes out of standby then immediately goes
back: Most likely cause is shorted turns in the LOPT
(TR702), as a result of which the power supply trips.
IC751 (TDA4950) in 110° models could be short-circuit, pulling down the .27V supply to the field output
stage. D705 (BA157) could be leaky.
Sweep tuning does not stop: Ident doesn't change state
because pin 4 of IC101 (TDA8361) is open-circuit. If
the AFC voltage at pin 9 of IC901 is correct (approximately 2.5V DC) when the picture is tuned manually,
check the supply at pin 42. If at 5.5V, check whether the
5.6V zener diode D684 is touching T681 (BD135). If
the supply is at 6.5V, T681 (BD135) is short-circuit.

Microcontroller Section
No remote operation (no OSD, may operate from
handset once then no more function control): R686
(1212 fusible) open-circuit or high in value.

Tuning bar travels very fast then locks up all functions (other functions may be OK): IC901 is faulty.

Drifts off tune when OSD goes off, also no text functions: R686 (2.252 fusible) open-circuit or high-resistance.

All buttons at front and on handset produce "store"
display (may be OK sometimes): IC902 (24CO2)
faulty.

Drifts off tune (33V supply noisy or low): Check
D685 (ZTK33), C695 (4.7nF) and C907 (4.7pF).

Teletext Faults
No text operation or other faults: Check whether
R686 (120 fusible) is high-resistance or open-circuit.

No tuning bars or store function (yellow bar only
when tuning or store is selected): D904 (1N4148)
leaky or resistor fitted in this position by mistake.
Wrong OSDs flash up when either the handset or
control panel is used: This applies with early sets, serial nos. 601XXXX-605XXXX, E28G series only.
Inspect the front control buttons for concaving/dishing —
they must be convex. If concave they will be on continuously. On later sets a different switch with a white
actuator is used. They are not interchangeable unless the
plastic button assembly is also changed. It is also wise
to check the straightness of the PCB: if it's bent, warm
it up and straighten it.
No OSD or control when powered up by handset
(screen lights up): Inspect the function and clear but-
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tons on the front control panel for dishing (concave).
Check that line sync pulses are present at pin 26 of
IC901. If missing, check the print track opposite the line
output transistor T702.

Fastext page select incorrect, text OK: IC403
(P83C654) faulty.
Page number floats from left to right and back:
Check C407 and C411 (both 100nF) which can go opencircuit. Alternatively IC401 (SAA5281P/E) may be
faulty.
Text symbols and letters break up: IC401
(SAA5281P/E) faulty. ,
Spares
Spares for these sets should be available from Maplin
Electronics (NEI Spares Division), Unit 11, Valley
Court, Station Road, Wombwell, Barnsley, S. Yorkshire
S73 OBS. Phone 0113 277 4310, fax 0113 277 4312.
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TV
Fault Finding
Reports from
Philip Blundell, AMIlEelec
J. LeJeune
Pete Gurney, LCGI
Kevin J. Green, TMIIE
Michael Dranfield
Alan J. Roberts
Colin J. Guy and
David Smith

Philips 32PW9763/25
(MD2.25 chassis)
There was no sound output. This
chassis has a separate power supply
for the audio section. Checks here
revealed that the BU508AF transistor 7302 was short-circuit and resistor 3300 (6.8S2, part no. 4822 117
12681) was open-circuit. Ohmic
checks on the ±16V lines showed
that there was a low resistance
across them. One of the audio output ICs (7740) was short-circuit.
P.B.

Grundig CUC631O Chassis
"Set dead, LED flashes" the label
said. Initial tests showed that the
line output transistor T568 was
leaky. As there were no dry joints in
the line driver or output stages, and
the line drive signal and the supply
voltages were OK, I fitted a replacement and switched on. The new
transistor lasted about a second.
The next step was a check the
line output transformer, using my
trusty Konig tester. It got a green
light. I then noticed three blue
`box' type Philips capacitors. The
9nF one, C969, was almost opencircuit. Its part no. is 8515 911 114.
P.B.

Daewoo T594 (CP760
chassis)
The cause of the picture being displaced to the left is normally a
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crack at pin 10 of the line output
transformer. As a result there's no
feedback pulse for the line generator's AFC loop. J.LeJ.

Salora 21L57
There was no picture though the
sound was OK. A check on the
voltage at pin 26 (fast blanking) of
the luminance/chrominance processor chip produced a reading of
2.5V. The voltage here should be
OV for TV reception. This pin is
DC connected to the TPU2732 chip
IC13 on the STG110E digital module. A new digital chip cured the
problem. J.LeJ.

Mitsubishi CT25M1
This set would run for days then
die. In the dead condition, the
standby light would pulse between
half and full brightness, as in the
trip condition. The power supply
used in this chassis is quite happy
to run when removed from the set
with a lamp as a dummy load at
plug PZ, where there should be
112V/120V depending on tube size.
I tried this and found that the fault
was still present, confirming that it
was in the power supply.
The usual causes are C905
(470pF) and C906 (47µF) on the
primary side of the circuit or any of
the reservoir capacitors on the secondary side. They were all blameless however. Regulation is via an
optocoupler, with a potentialdivider network on the secondary
side for voltage monitoring. R960
(160k11) in this network often goes
high but was OK. The voltage at
the excess-current sensor pin of
IC901 was correct, so excess current wasn't the cause of the problem.
To break the loop to determine
on which side of the power supply
the fault lies, you can remove the
optocoupler (PC951) and connect a
10kS2 resistor across pins 4 and 3.

When this was done everything was
OK, proving that the cause of the
fault was on the secondary side of
the circuit. But extensive component checks failed to bring any
faulty ones to light. I then received
a tip that the optocoupler's driver
transistor Q953 can occasionally
refuse to work though it checks out
all right. The BC547 is a suitable
replacement. I finally solved the
problem by fitting one. P.G.

Sony KV2215
The complaint with this set was
sound but no picture. The line timebase was working, but none of the
supplies derived from the output
stage were correct. When I checked
the outputs from the chopper power
supply I found that the main HT
line was at about 80V, with considerable ripple, instead of 135V. The
other outputs were correct. The
cause of the trouble was C652
(33µF, 250V), which was open-circuit. To ensure future reliability, I
decided to replace all the electrolytic capacitors on the secondary
side of the power supply. P.G.

Ferguson ICC8 Chassis
When this set was switched on
there was a very dark, greenish picture with streaking. It gave the
impression that the tube was faulty
(low emission). A check on the
CRT voltages was fairly inconclusive: most were approximately as
specified in the manual. I felt that
there was probably a drive problem, and disconnected the CRT's
base PCB to check the resistors
around the RGB output chip. The
three 39kS2, 1W feedback resistors
RT24, RT44 and RT64 were all
open-circuit. P.G.

GoldStar CIT2190F
This set was brought in because it
was 'dead'. In fact the power supply was working. All outputs were
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present apart from the HT. Simple:
the HT recifier diode D803 had
gone open-circuit. P.G.

Philips GR1-AX chassis
There was a very intermittent fault
— it usually occurred when the set
had been on for several hours.
Sometimes the picture would shift
to the left slightly, with reduced
width. At other times the lower half
of the picture would exhibit line
tearing. The cause was eventually
traced to C2523 (6.8g, 50V)
which smooths the supply to the
line driver stage. It would go opencircuit intermittently. P.G.

Nokia SP71D1
This set was dead with the
S2000AF line output transistor
short-circuit. After checking that
the HT was correct, and various
relevant components, a replacement
was fitted. It failed at switch on.
When a more detailed check on the
line output stage was carried out I
found that capacitor CK51 (8.7nF,
1.6kV) was faulty. It appeared to
read correctly in circuit, but one leg
remained behind when it was
removed from the board. Its
appearance was very discoloured
where the lead entered, but otherwise it appeared to be OK. P.G.

Mitsubishi CT21A5STX
14FS chassis)
The picture's brightness would
sometimes change. The cause of
the trouble was eventually traced to
C593 (22g, 350V) in the first
anode supply. K.J.G.

Mitsubishi CT25A5STX
(14FS chassis)
According to the job card this set
should have been dead. But when it
was switched on a picture covered
with bad herringbone patterning
appeared. A check on the LT rails
showed that there was heavy ripple
on the 16V line. The reservoir
capacitor C955 (2,2001E, 25V) was
faulty. Once this had been replaced
all that remained to be done was to
attend to the dry joints to cure the
dead-set fault. K.J.G.

JVC 14ET1EK
It seemed that this set was in the
hotel mode, as channels couldn't be
stored with the memory button and
a green H was present in the top
right-hand corner of the screen.
JVC told us that the set doesn't
have a hotel mode. This one did,
but it was off! The cause of the
trouble was eventually traced to the
pull-up resistor R605 (47k0) for
the chip-select pin — it was opencircuit. K.J.G.

Sharp DV5940H (4BSC
chassis)
The HT supply came up, then the
set went dead. The trip in this chassis has a time delay: you have to
wait thirty seconds before the set
can be switched on again.
Operational amplifier IC600 forms
part of the trip circuit — its other
half is the EW modulator driver.
One of the inputs to IC600 monitors the supply to the field output
chip. The cause of the problem was
here: R645 (ill, 1W safety) was
open-circuit. M.Dr.

refused to come on with D614 disconnected. I then found that the
line oscillator's supply at pin 8 of
IC801 was low — only 3V. The
cause of the trouble was R679
(100kC2), which was open-circuit.
It's connected to the base of Q610.
When the set is in full operation,
Q610 is switched off and the 12V
supply is derived from the line output stage via Q606. M.Dr.

Naiko N1096
This 10in. mains-battery set is a
revised version of the Baby 10
made by Onwa. The first time I
came across one I was surprised to
find that it's fitted with the switching regulator I designed (see
Television May 1996), but the circuit wasn't copied to the book.
Possibly for cost reasons, a radial
instead of a toroidal choke is used.
As a result, the field scan coils pick
up radiation from the choke. This
gives rise to very fine horizontal
lines across the screen.
A while back we bought seven
of these sets at auction. We think
they were customer returns,
unloaded by Makro. Four of them
required a new DC socket as the
original one had melted. The other
three were dead. The cause was
traced to a dry-joint at C308
(3.3nF), which is connected to pin
34 of the TA7698AP chip. This is
part of the line oscillator circuit.
The problem arises because of
C308's position on the PCB. When
the chassis is pushed in, C308 is
forced against the side of the•cabinet. As a result it's pulled out of
the PCB. M.Dr.

Sony KVM2171U
There was a picture and sound but
no text or on-screen display. I
found that R081 had gone open-circuit because, in turn, C810 was
open-circuit. As a result of C810's
failure, the flyback pulse was much
larger than normal. Hence the failure of R081. K.J.G.

Crown CRV37 (11AK08
chassis)
This 14in. portable was dead.
Checks in the power supply showed
that R809 (0.4752) was open-circuit. I suspected the chopper FET,
but it read OK when checked with
a meter. I then found that R809
would go open-circuit with the FET
removed. After many component
checks I came to the conclusion
that the chopper transformer TR802
was faulty. This was proved by
replacement. Since then we've had
another of these sets with the same
fault. K.J.G.
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Nokia SP71D1

Hitachi CPT2158

If the BC337 line driver transistor
V1(22 blows a few minutes after
switch-on, replace capacitor CK22
(2.2µF, 100V). M.Dr.

Sharp C3710H (8PSR
chassis)

There was a blank raster and no
sound. A few scope checks soon
revealed that there was no video
output from the TDA4505 IF/timebase generator chip. Another problem then arose: apparently the
TDA4505 is no longer available. I
thought I had one somewhere however, and after turning the workshop upside down I found a new
TDA4505E. Would it work? Some
of these chips are specially selected
— different suffix types are listed
for different manufacturers. As I
had nothing to loose, I fitted the E
one. The set then worked perfectly.
The TDA4505E is still in the lists,
so this information may help with
other sets. A.J.R.

The line oscillator chirped at
switch-on and the standby light lit
up. The set then died. In this chassis the trip shorts the line drive to
chassis via D614, but the set still

Roy Rodger's Repairs had had a go
at this one. They'd tried to fit some
standard transistors in the power

Bush 1427T
When there's a bright screen with
flyback lines, check the CRT cathode voltages first. If they are low at
about 100V, replace R435 (0.6851,
safety). Don't twiddle the first
anode potentiometer, as a near-perfect picture can be obtained when
R435 is open-circuit and the potentiometer is carefully adjusted.
M.Dr.

Philips G90AE Chassis
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supply in place of surface-mounted
types. Fortunately the print was still
in good condition, so I started with
a new repair kit. After fitting this
there was some activity when the
set was tried with a variac and a
dummy load in place of the feed to
the line output stage, but a fault
was present on the secondary side
of the power supply.
I then discovered that T7652
was missing and that one of the
series-connected zener diodes,
D6659, was short-circuit. When
these items had been replaced the
HT rose to 70V, but no higher. I
disabled the protection circuit and
reduced the mains input voltage.
This made no difference. Rather
than try to isolate the faulty component, which can be quite difficult
where surface-mounted components
are used, I decided to replace the
remaining BAS32 surface-mounted
diodes. This took about fifteen minutes: the result was a working
power supply.
The set still didn't work however — it screamed when the line output stage was reconnected. The
BUT 11AF line output transistor
was faulty, though it measured OK.
Once a replacement had been fitted
there was a good picture.
I wish that certain types of dealer would leave these sets alone if
they can't cope with surfacemounted components. A.J.R.

Philips G110 Chassis
Not all problems with these sets
relate to the power supply! The
complaint with this one was poor
width regulation at high brightness
levels. It was most noticeable with
pictures that went from light to
dark very quickly: the picture width
would vary considerably. When the
brightness was turned up towards
maximum, the width came in by an
inch or so. As the HT remained
rock steady at 148V, the cause of
the fault was almost certainly
somewhere in the EW correction
circuit.
It took a long time to find the
culprit. Various chip resistors and
diodes were checked, then finally
chip capacitor C2526 (8.2nF) was
found to have a leak of about
501d2. A replacement restored normal operation and stable width.
I've since had another set with the
same fault. A.J.R.

Hitachi G6P Chassis
The complaints were "white screen
and sometimes dead". I ran the set
for several hours before the screen
went bright white. A tap on the
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main panel then brought the picture
back. This fault was cured by resoldering numerous dry-joints.
The "sometimes dead" problem
was more of a challenge. After two
days on soak test the set died, with
no HT output from the power supply. Not being familiar with this
chassis, I spent some time before I
discovered the cause. The crowbar
thyristor across the HT supply was
being triggered because the EHT
sensing diode ZD752 had a very
slight reverse leak. A new 24V
zener diode put that right. A.J.R.

Mitsubishi CT29AT5
The sound was slow to come on
from cold, often taking up to an
hour to appear. The cause was
C9F4 (1,000µF) on the power supply panel. It had leaked goo over
adjacent components. Cleaning this
off and fitting a new capacitor
cured the fault. C.J.G.

Toshiba 2927DB
The picture was displaced about
half an inch to the left. After much
searching I noticed a hairline crack
in the PCB near the line output
transformer: the track connected to
R404 was open-circuit. Bridging
the crack cured the fault. Failure of
the resistor would presumably produce the same symptom. C.J.G.

Thorn P1470R (Philips
GR1-AX chassis)
There was no sound or picture,
with a low hum from the speaker.
Investigation showed that the
TDA8305 chip's line drive output
was missing, because C2058
(224E) was open-circuit. It's connected to pin 11 of the chip
(IC7020). This is the volume control input, which is also used for
the line oscillator start up. C.J.G.

Beko 16328NX etc
If the front panel controls with this
and related models are ineffective,
remote control operation being normal, the child lock is on. To release
it, hold down the + and — buttons
while switching on the mains supply. C.J.G.

Hitachi C2524T (GIPS
chassis)
This set had been repaired elsewhere because of a power supply
blow up but had striations on the
left-hand side of the screen. They
were not visible when a signal fed
in via the scart socket was being
displayed. Careful checks on the
video waveform at various points
showed that the spurious signal was

present at the output from the video
detector. It took some time to find
the cause, which was L101, a little
choke in the 12V supply to the
tuner. It had a burn mark on it, but
wasn't open-circuit. A replacement
cured the fault. It think it must have
been damaged by excess current
when the original fault occurred.
C.J.G.

Ferguson D14R (TX805
chassis)
This set produced a loud squeal
then went dead. I found that CP17
(100g, 160V) was short-circuit.
It's the reservoir capacitor for the
103V supply. C.J.G.

Sharp 66CS03H (CS chassis)
This set has several expensivelooking digital surface-mounted
chips on the main PCB. It was slow
to start from cold. The cause was
C714 (1,000µF, 16V), which is the
reservoir capacitor for the 5V
standby supply. I hope I don't meet
one of these sets after an EHT
flashover! C.J.G.

Hitachi CPT2658 (Salora L
chassis)
The complaint with this set was
distorted sound. A tweak of L102
cleared the distortion, but the setting was very critical. R121
(3.91a, which is connected in parallel with the coil, was open-circuit.
C.J.G.

Sanyo CBP2866
This set would sometimes trip or
produce anything from a plain
raster to unlocked field sync. The
cause was the 12V regulator IC780,
type 3122V, which according to
Sanyo is no longer available. A
12V, 1W type was tried but it ran
too hot for comfort. A TIP41 transistor with a 13V zener diode and a
2752 dropper resistor ran much
cooler and continuously without
any problems. It was either this or
scrap a set that produced an excellent picture. D.S.

Samsung CI5937AN
This set was dead because its
TDA2616A audio output chip had
gone short-circuit. It was OK once
the chip had been replaced. The duff
one had been loading the power supply, preventing operation. D.S.

Sony KVM531
When this set had been working for
some time its picture would drift to
monochrome. A new 8.8MHz crystal cured the fault. D.S.
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By carrying out
repairs to these sets
you could probably
make as good a profit
as Tesco did. The circuitry is straightforward and most faults
predictable. Chris
Watton reports on his
experiences with
them

Tellys
or years we've grumbled about other businesses
getting involved in ours, about garages and supermarkets and so on selling audio and video products.
But it's a fact of life that we just have to accept. We can
still gain some advantage. The small repair business can
make a bit of cash from repairs that Tesco and the like
cannot do. After all, these items do go wrong. And forty
quid from a repair is as good as forty quid from a sale.
Most of the sets sold in these outlets are of Far Eastern
origin. They are generally quite simple to repair, as they
use mainly lowish technology. Most have only simple
text and mono sound. Fortunately they are simple to
operate and don't have loads of features that viewers
never use. They present a few problems for us, but then
that's why we are here, isn't it? You find the sets riddled
with poor solder joints, particularly on subpanels. These
cause simple failures.
One popular set is the Amstrad-badged PT9601 chassis. This article takes a look at the circuitry used in the
chassis and some of the faults that can be encountered.
The 28in. version is similar but has a different panel layout.

F

The Power Supply
We'll start with the power supply, see Fig. 1, as this has
to work before anything else will. The circuit is of a
well-known type, being based on a TDA4605 chopper
control chip (IC1) and a FET chopper transistor (Q1).
Features of the IC include soft start, a supply voltage
level detector and burst operation during an overload
condition.
A start-up supply for ICI is provided by R2, D8 and
C 1 1 . The running supply is produced by D6 with C11.
Once this supply has been established, regulation is provided by feedback from pin 3 of the transformer to pin
1 of the IC via R9, D7, R12, ZD1 and P1, with C12 for
smoothing. The output pulses at pin 5 of the IC drive the
chopper transistor Ql: P1 adjusts the drive pulse width
and thus sets up the output voltages. These are 115V
(+B), 33V (+D), 16V (+E), 12V (+A), 8V (+C), 5V (+F)
and 12.5V (+G).
The standby switching voltage comes from pin 41 of
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the microcontroller chip. It's applied to the base of Q20,
which controls the voltage at pin 1 of the LM317 regulator chip IC3.
When Q20 is switched on, there is no 12V supply.
The chopper FET fitted is type STH5N80. We've not
seen it listed anywhere. A BUK454 is a suitable replacement.

The Line Timebase
The line driver and output stages are conventional. An
EW diode modulator is included in the 28in. version.
Line drive is generated by a TDA8362 chip, which in
addition to incorporating the timebase generator stages
includes the IF strip and the colour decoder circuitry.
The line drive output is at pin 37.
Various voltages are generated in the line output stage,
as follows: EHT, focus, first anode (screen), CRT
heater, 180V (+M) for the RGB output stages and 26V
(+K) for the field output chip. Feedback pulses for the
TDA8362 and microcontroller chips are derived from
pin 3 of the line output transformer (smaller screen version). In addition, a voltage for the beam limiter circuit
is derived from the earthy end of the transformer's EHT
section.
The line output transistor is type BUH515D or
BU2508D in smaller-screen sets, type BUH515 or
BU2508A in the 28in. model.

Field Output Stage
Smaller screen sets use a TDA3653B field output chip
while the 28in. version uses a TDA3654. The field drive
comes from pin 43 of the TDA8362 chip. The field
ramp is generated at pin 42 of this chip, while pin 41 is
used for linearity feedback.

RGB Drive
The RGB output stage arrangement, on the tube base
panel, also varies with tube size. In the basic chassis a
TDA6103Q chip, IC201, provides the tube's RGB
drives at pins 9, 8 and 7 respectively. There are 82k52,
0.5W feedback resistors between the IC's input and output pins. The 180V supply is fed to pin 6 of the chip via
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R213 (4752), with C206 (10µF, 250V) for smoothing.
Potential divider R211 (2201S2)/R212 (2.2kil) provides
a supply for pin 5 of the chip — this is smoothed by C205
(0.22µF).
The 28in. version uses discrete-component cascode
output stages — a JC547A/BF869 pair of transistors in
each case.

Audio Output
The remaining power circuit is the audio output stage. In
mono only models a TDA7056A chip is used. It requires
a 12V supply at pin 2. Stereo models have a TDA7507A
audio output chip. This has the 12V input at pin 4.

The Jungle Chip
The IF strip, the luminance and chrominance signal processing and the timebase generator stages are all contained within the TDA8362 jungle chip. There is only
one adjustment, for the vision demodulator. Chroma
processing is carried out in conjunction with a
TDA4665 64[tsec delay line chip. The jungle chip also
carries out internal/external signal switching — for scart
sockets and teletext. Table 1 provides pin-connection
details.

:=C34
11000

8M2
*--*-NA,Ar•

nel tuning (voltage synthesis) and remote-control operation. An I2C data bus provides links to the memory
chip, the teletext circuit and, with stereo sets, the Nicam
subpanel.
Pin 1 provides a pulse-width modulated output for
channel tuning. The pulses are fed to the base of Q301,
whose collector is linked to the 33V supply. This
arrangement controls the charge developed by C302, i.e.
the varicap tuning voltage. Filtering is provided by
R305/6 and C303.
Pins 2-5 are the volume, brightness, saturation (colour)
and contrast control outputs.
Pins 13-20 are used for on-board control keys.
Pins 22-24 provide RGB outputs for on-screen displays. These are buffered by Q304-6 then fed to pins 1820 of the TDA8362 chip.
Pins 31 and 32 are connected to a 10MHz crystal,
which is often dry-jointed.
Pin 35 is for the remote-control input.
Pins 39 and 40 are the I2C bus connections SDA and
SCL. Connection is via the overload protection resistors
R338 and R339.
Pin 41 provides standby/on control. The output goes to
Q20 in the power supply.
Pin 42 is connected to the 5V supply.

Fig. 1: The chopper
power supply circuit
used in Amstradbadged PT9601 sets,
which have been
sold in Tesco stores.

The Microcontroller Chip
Simple sets use a CTV322 microcontroller chip, stereo
sets a CTV352. It controls the analogue voltages for
viewer adjustments, internal/external switching, chan-
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Teletext
The simple text circuit uses a single SAA5254P chip,
IC451. Pins 24 and 25 (SCL and SDA) are connected to
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the I2C bus for mode and page selection instructions.
The video input is at pin 8, via an AV/TV switching circuit and an emitter-follower (Q451-3). Pins 1 and 10 are
connected to the 5V line. The 27MHz crystal is connected to pin 3. RGB outputs appear at pins 15-17, with
a fast-blanking output at pin 19.

Audio Demodulation and Processing
In mono sets the demodulated audio signal appears at
pin 50 of the TDA8362 chip. Tuning is set by a 6MHz
filter at pins 5 and 7. With stereo sets there's a separate
Nicam board which receives its input from the tuner

Table 1: Jungle chip (TDA8362) pin
connections.
Pin

Use

1

Decoupling
Video demodulator coil
Video signal ident output
6MHz sound/volume control DC input
Audio switching
Output to 6MHz filters
Decoupling
Chassis
Supply voltage
Chassis
Decoupling
Off-air composite video input to switch
Luminance delay peaking
External composite video input to switch
Input to chroma switch
Brightness control input
R output
G output
B output
RGB switching
R input
G input
B input
Contrast control input
Colour control input
Hue control input
B — Y input from chroma delay chip
R — Y input from chroma delay chip
R — Y output to chroma delay chip
B —Y output to chroma delay chip
Crystal oscillator output
Filter for crystal oscillator PLL
Crystal 1
Crystal 2
Start supply
Line drive output
Line flyback pulse input
Filter for line PLL 2
Filter for line PLL 1
Field linearity feedback
Field ramp generator components
Field drive output
AFC output
Input to IF amplifier
AGC output
AGC reservoir capacitor
Tuner adjust (to AGC circuit)
Audio output
Decoupling
Decoupling

2-3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45-6
47
48
49
50
51
52
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unit. There are three chips on this board, a TDA3845 IF
amplifier/demodulator, an SAA7283 Nicam decoder
and a TDA8425 for stereo switching.

Dry-joints
The Nicam subpanel suffers from dry-joints. Symptoms
can be no sound, low sound or one channel intermittent.
The problems usually occur at the wire links, and as
usual will show up when the joints are heated (they
splatter) though they look OK. They must be cleaned
and resoldered.
Dry-joints tend to be present at all the crystals used in
the chassis. I assume that they get tarnished during storage, with the result that the solder doesn't flow correctly.

The Cabinet
The back cover can be extremely tedious. Don't feel too
bad if it takes four or five goes to get it back on, as it
slots on to the PCB and into the front half of the set. It's
best to place the set on its face and lower the cover on
to it. With 28in. sets the front is so springy when the
back is off that we find it best to place something
beneath the tube, for fear that the set will snap in two!
To withdraw the chassis you will have to unsolder the
lead from the tube's Aquadag earthing band to either the
tuner or the can over the IF circuit. Remember to put it
back.
When refitting the chassis, make sure that leads to the
front panel don't get trapped in the plastic slots, as you
won't be able to get the back on.
When the set is powered it will be in standby. To switch
it on, press a remote-control unit number button or one of
the channel up/down buttons on the set. If no signal is
received, the set will revert to standby after five minutes.

Fault Notes
Dry-joints at the chopper transformer TR1 are the usual
cause when you find that the set is dead with the chopper FET Q1 short-circuit. Always replace the TDA4605
control chip as well when Q1 has failed.
If there's no start up check R2 (68k52) and R22
(0.22Q) in the power supply.
Check for dry joints at L20 if there is no supply to the
line output stage.
For no results, check the voltage at pin 41 of the
microcontroller chip IC301. If it remains high (standby)
when the channel-change buttons are pressed, proceed
as follows. Short the base of Q20 to chassis. This should
produce the I 2V supply. Then check for 5V at pin 42 of
IC301. If this supply is missing, check the 5V regulator
IC2 and R22 (0.2251). If the 12V and 5V supplies are
OK, check for the 10MHz clock signal at pins 31 and 32
of IC301: if this signal is missing, resolder the crystal. If
the 10MHz signal is OK, check at pins 39 and 40
(SDA/SCL). If either is low, the memory chip may have
failed. Suspect IC301 if these checks are all OK.
In the event of no picture with the EHT OK, check for
dry-joints in the text area of the PCB. Also check the
27MHz crystal, which may be intermittent.
The line driver transformer could be faulty if the line
output transistor is short-circuit. Check its leadouts.
Also check the line output stage tuning capacitor C607
(7.2nF, 1.6kV) in smaller-screen sets.
For intermittent spots on the picture, check whether Cl
is dry-jointed.
Intermittent line tear can be caused by faulty connections to the line driver transformer. Remove the transformer and resolder its leadouts.
For tuning drift check ZD2 and R25 (12kS2).
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TV
Fault Finding
Reports from
Philip Blundell, AMIlEelec
David Smith .
Bob Longhurst
Chris Watton
Paul Hardy
Michael Dranfield
Tony Matthews and
Derek, Telecare

Toshiba 3357DB (C5SS
chassis)
Another dealer had replaced the
STRS6709 chopper chip Q801
because it had gone short-circuit
between pins 1, 2 and 3. The
replacement failed next day. When
Q801 has failed, D809 (MTZJ5.6B,
part no. 23316672) must always be
checked. If it's short-circuit Q801
will fail when the set is brought out
of standby. P.B.

Hitachi CPT1454
"Just snow" it said on the job card.
Voltage checks around the tuner
unit (helpful to have the pin functions printed on the PCB) showed
that the 12V supply was missing.
When I traced back along the track
I found a crack in the copper, by
the AGC control. The track was
broken at one end of R222. A small
wire link restored normal
operation.P.B.

Philips 29PT9113/05
(MD2.22 AA chassis)
This set was dead — well almost. At
switch on the front LED went green
for 15 seconds then turned steady
red. There was no EHT or sound of
any kind during this time. It's
unusual for the LED to be a constant red during a fault condition: in
most situations it flashes red. The
trusty dealer service tool couldn't
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pick up any error codes, so I was
on my own with this fault!
The standby microcontroller
chip (the chassis has two chips of
this type) appeared to be OK, as the
front LED and the remote-control
receiver sections were working. But
the main microcontroller chip,
which wakes up the set and sends
error codes to the infra-red transmitting LED, wasn't working.
Checks around this IC showed
that the clock oscillator (1200) was
running, the reset pulse was OK,
and the +5S standby, +5V2 and
+8S supplies were present and correct. Even the Main-Is-Alive signal,
which indicates that the main
microcontroller chip is operational,
was as per the manual. The I2C bus
was active during the 15 seconds
when the front LED was green.
Could there be a software fault —
either a faulty ROM or EAROM?
Fortunately I was able to borrow a
working text/control PCB from a
neighbouring dealer (thanks
Kevin!). This enabled me to prove
that microprocessor 7200 was
faulty.
Philips operates a repair service
for this PCB, at a fixed price.
Remember to keep the orignal
EAROM chip (or copy it) to save
having to set up the option codes,
picture geometry, grey scale and
tuning afterwards! P.B.

Samsung C15944 (SCT12B
chassis)
The TDA8350 field/EW output
chip in this chassis seems to fail
quite often. Samsung has issued a
modification sheet, which is rather
too involved to explain here. The
value of one component has to be
changed and five others added. Ask
me in 18 months if it does the trick!
If you replace the chip and the
scanning is restored but there are
flyback lines at the top of the
screen, check R307 (1051) which

tends to go high in value. Its part
no. is 2008-000179. P.B.

Grundig G1000 Chassis
If the set is dead but the standby
LED is glowing, check whether the
efficiency diode D304 (BY133) is
short-circuit and R314 (6.8k0, 4W)
in the feed to the line driver stage is
open-circuit. P.B.

GoldStar CI20C22F (PC42
chassis)
There was no sound or vision, just
a blank raster with the on-screen
display showing when the remote
control unit was used. A check on
the supply lines seemed to be a
good idea, especially as there are
several 78 series three-terminal regulators on the signals board. IC831
(7812) had 16V at its input but only
9V instead of 12V at its output. A
replacement restored normal operation. P.B.

Panasonic TX29AD1DP
Tripping with field collapse was the
complaint with one of these sets.
There are two switch-mode power •
supplies and a conventional transformer supply. Look no farther than
R7000 (180M) and R7005
(150k0) which are connected in
series and provide a start-up supply
for the STR chip. They are on the
side panel, where the audio output
stage lives. R7000 had in this case
gone high in value. As a result the
power supply couldn't get going.
A word of advice. There are two
identical plugs near the top of the
panel. If they are wrongly connected you will get the same results.
Better to mark them than be led a
merry dance! D.S.

Osaki C15013T
This set was stuck in standby.
Safety resistor R826 (15I, 0.5W)
was open-circuit and the line output
transistor was short-circuit — which
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was not surprising as R826 had
250V at one side! The cause of the
excessive voltage was C852
(470g, 16V) in the power supply.
It had gone low in value. Once it
had been replaced and the HT had
been set at 125V the receiver produced a super picture. Odd that the
160V capacitors were intact and
hadn't blown their tops! D.S.

Crown CTZ9009R
The width varied, with severe EW
bowing. After all the main components had been checked and proved
to be OK I removed the scan coils
and found severe burn marks in one
spot. Fortunately I had a spare
yoke, which restored normal scanning. D.S.

cause of the fault turned out to be
dry-joints on the chopper transistor's metal heatsink plate — its soldered lugs are used to complete the
chassis line. Had it been a Sony set
I would have looked for dodgy lugs
first! B.L.

Tatung A Chassis
There was no remote-control operation. The handset was OK, but an
oscilloscope check showed that
there was no output from the standup IR receiver unit. Its 5V supply
was present, and the external circuitry was OK. A new receiver unit
from Wizard Distributors, order
code TAT117, solved the problem.
B.L.

There was just a squealing noise
when this set was switched on. The
cause turned out to be the 2SD1877
line output transistor Q552, which
was short-circuit. After checking
for possible causes I fitted a
replacement and switched on. The
set then worked perfectly but, still
suspicious, I kept a wary eye on it.
After about ten minutes my suspicions were confirmed when the HT
rose. Fortunately there was no further damage. The cause of this
power supply fault was the
STR54041 chip IC901. B.L.

Ssangyong CTV0014
There was sound but no picture,
because of field collapse. The surge
limiter R122 (3.351) in the supply
to the field output chip was opencircuit, and a resistance check
showed that there was a dead short
across the supply. C108 (1,000µF,
25V) rather than the IC had gone
short-circuit. I used a 35V replacement, unhappy at the thought of a
25V electrolytic decoupling a 25V
supply. The HT was correct at
120V. A two-day soak test proved
that the set was now OK. B.L.

Ferguson ICC8 Chassis
I was told that this set went dead
intermittently. It failed to do so
during five days on test. So I carried out a tap test, followed by a
flex-and-twist test. It was still OK.
Blanket resoldering of all likely
causes of the trouble was then
undertaken. It failed during the first
evening the customer had it back!
After another five days of fruitless testing a frustrated thump on
the side of the cabinet did the trick:
off it went. A quick attack inside
revealed great sensitivity around
the plastic power supply cage. The
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No sound is a quite common fault
with this set. The cause is usually
safety resistor R550 (4.752) which
goes open-circuit. It's mounted
next to the speaker plug. C.W.

Sony KVX2532 (AE1B
chassis)
If the picture is cramped at the bottom and stretched at the top, check
the field scan coupling capacitor
C531 (680g, 25V). It's quite a
common fault with these sets. This
one had a rather unusual fault,
incorrect purity and convergence
because the scan coils were incorrectly positioned. C.W.

Hitachi C2166TN
Goodmans 2185T

Mitsubishi CT15M2X

Matsui 20T1

There was a green picture. The
usual suspects were all OK, so further testing was required. This
brought me to R618 which was
open-circuit. According to the circuit daigram it should have been
4701(51, but 330kS2 was fitted. It
was covered with the dreaded dried
glue.
Another fault was apparent, field
cramping. The cause of this turned
out to be C333 (4.7µF). B.L.

Ferguson TX99 Chassis
Although the power supply was
working the set appeared to be
dead. Checks showed that the
18.5V supply was missing. The
usual cause of this is the 1 A circuit
protector ICP1 going open-circuit,
but in this case there was an opencircuit at pin 7 of the chopper transformer. When the transformer was
removed most of the leadouts were
found to be very poorly soldered.
Remaking them restored normal
operation. C.W.

Roadstar TVM70034
These 6in. monochrome sets are
popular with lorry drivers. One
problem you get is loss of tuning or
tuner drift. The usual cause is C107
(0.01g), a disc capacitor that tends
to become leaky. C.W.

Daewoo T514 (CP365
chassis)
Intermittent loss of the signal is a
complaint you can get with these
sets. If a button is pressed, you find
that the on-screen displays are
there. But only switching off and
on will restore the signal. Then,
after a while, the fault returns. The
cause is poor connections to the
chopper transformer. Don't be surprised if no amount of thrashing
will instigate the fault. C.W.

For an apparently dead set with a
dim standby LED, check the connections to IC902. C.W.

Tatung 140 Series Chassis
It took over a year to establish the
cause of an extremely intermittent
fault, low gain, with one of these
sets. Fortunately the customer was
quite understanding. On initial test
the fault put in a brief appearance
then refused to make another. Some
suspect joints were remade. On
subsequent visits the tuner was
replaced, as the best guess as to the
cause, then the SAW filter and the
IF chip. During one visit the fault
remained long enough for voltage
checks to be carried out. I found
that the base-emitter junction of
Q101 (BF959), which drives the
SAW filter, was going open-circuit.
A BF141 proved to be a suitable
replacement, and the set has not
been back for many months now.
P.H.

Philips G90AE Chassis
The customer's complaints were
that the picture was ragged, the display went dim and teletext was
poor. The first two faults were
cured by replacement of C2640
(680g) and C2580 (470µF), the
reservoir capacitors for the 22V and
12V supplies respectively. The teletext fault was a bit more obscure: it
looked rather like poor purity.
Resoldering the joints where the
teletext panel is joined to the main
PCB didn't fix it. The cure was to
resolder a lot of the long links on
the main PCB near the teletext
panel. P.H.

Sony KVM2140U (BE2A
chassis)
We've had a number of these sets
in which the Aquadag earth lead
retaining clip has broken away
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from the cabinet. The only way to
repair this is to use a couple of tie
wraps and anchor the lead to the
tube mount. In most cases there is
no other damage. With one set
there was no picture after reattaching the lead. The customer had
complained that it was dead. In fact
there was field collapse because
R819 (0.4752, 0.25W safety) had
failed. P.H.

Sharp CV2131 (8PSR chassis)
This set had intermittently failed to
work and was now dead. Quite a
number of poor joints were attended to, but the real culprit was C723.
It's a 3.31.1F non-polarised electrolytic capacitor in the power supply. I didn't have one in stock, but
two 6.8µF electrolytics connected
back-to-back restored normal operation. P.H.

Philips G90AE Chassis
We've seen a number of these sets
that have displayed F4 or F7.
Usually the signals are missing, the
LED changes colour from green to
orange and there is no response to
the remote control unit. These error
codes point to the EEPROM or the
teletext chip. In each case however
the microcontroller chip has been
faulty.
The error codes seem to occur
only when the chip is quite warm.
Freezer spray and a hairdryer are
useful diagnostic aids to prove
whether it's faulty. I usually warm
the chip until I can just touch it
with the back of a finger for a few
seconds. If the fault is present at
this temperature, a power reset usually makes no difference. If you
then cool the chip slightly with
freezer, a power reset will normally
restore correct operation. P.H.

Ferguson ICC5 Chassis
At switch on the EHT blipped up
but the set otherwise remained
dead. The cause was traced to a
dried out electrolytic capacitor,
CP26 (470µF), on the primary side
of the chopper power supply. It's
the reservoir capacitor for the 7.5V
supply. M.Dr.

NEI E28G1TFXN (E5 chassis)
This set would trip out at switch
on. The supply to the line output
stage was disconnected and a bulb
was used as a dummy load. This
proved that the cause of the fault
was in the power supply. Cold
checks revealed that D652, which
provides the supply for pin 6 of the
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TDA4605-2 chopper control chip,
had a high forward resistance. Once
it had been resoldered it seemed to
be OK and the set worked. So the
set was put on soak test.
A couple of hours later the set
was again dead. This time the
power supply was OK but there
was no supply to the line driver
stage. Another diode, D705, was
found to be dropping more than
0.7V. A replacement restored normal operation then, ten minutes
later, there was field collapse. The
boost diode D301 in the field output stage was faulty.
It was by now clear that there
was a batch of bad 1N4003 diodes
in the set. I removed another one,
from a different part of the circuit,
placed it across my ohmmeter
probes and pulled at the leadout
wires. The forward resistance varied as different stress was applied
to the wires. As the offending
diodes were all silver in colour they
were very easy to spot. It was
apparent that unless they were all
replaced the set would be coming
back time and time again. I decided
to replace the lot with 1N4007s.
After that the set worked perfectly
for days.
Intermittent problems with
Samsung S13240/3269 VCRs are
caused by the same thing, high forward-resistance diodes. Again it's
best to replace the lot — in this case
there are only about six. M.Dr.

Bush 2052T/A
For no sound check Q616
(2SC1815). It's in the ident feed to
the microcontroller chip IC601.
When it fails IC601 mutes the
sound because it thinks there's no
incoming signal. M.Dr.

JVC CVT21EK
This set would switch on then drop
back to standby as the relay
removed the HT supply. Suspecting
field collapse, I shorted the relay's,
contacts. The set then came on with
a blank raster and no on-screen displays.
Checks around the microcontroller chip IC601 showed that the
voltage at the reset pin (2) was low.
This pin is connected to chassis via
Q602, whose base is labelled "X
ray". It's part of a trip circuit that
operates in the event of a fault,
forcing the reset pin low to switch
the set back to standby. When I
traced the path from the base of
Q602 I came to Q805, which monitors the line output stage's HT current as it flows via R808. This
0.685, 1W safety resistor was the

cause of the trouble: it had
increased in value to 1.252,. M.Dr.

Toshiba 175T9B/215T8B
For field linearity problems check
the electrolytic feedback capacitor
C317 (4.7µF, 50V). M.Dr.

Ferguson ICC9 Chassis
"Intermittent picture and sound" it
said on the job card. As tapping the
rear of the PCB seemed to provoke
the fault I spent some time resoldering suspect joints. This failed to
cure the fault. I then decided to
scope the line drive waveform and
found that it disappeared when the
fault was present. It was not being
produced by the STV2160 chip
IV01. Voltage checks around this
chip showed that the supply at pin
13 dropped sharply in the fault condition. The cause was traced to
DV01 (1N4001), which was intermittent. T.M.

Matsui 20T1 (Grundig
G1000 chassis)
Off-air reception was OK but the
picture was unstable when a prerecorded tape was being viewed. The
customer was using a scart lead,
and the video option had been
selected. A replacement microcontroller chip cured the fault. T.M.

Energy-saving Lamps
The customer complained about
random channel changing, going
into the text mode and sometimes
switching off. None of these things
happened in the workshop. The
customer then told me that the trouble occurred in the evening, when
the lights were on. Energy-saving
fluorescent lamps had recently been
installed in the centre light, and
were eventually found to be the
cause of the trouble: they were
putting out a lot of infra-red radiation which was interfering with the
remote control circuitry. T.M.

Ferguson ICC8 Chassis
One of these sets would trip out
immediately after starting up.
Checks in the line output stage
showed that the BY397 13V supply
rectifier DL13 was short-circuit.
Make sure that you use a fast diode
in this position — I use a <50µsec
device. D.T.

Osaki P140
There was no tuning or on-screen
tuning indication because the
microcontroller chip had become
corrupted. Resetting cures the fault:
select channel 38 then press 'store'
and 'control up'. D.T.
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John Edwards'
Casebook
Mitsubishi CT21M2TX (Euro 14 chassis)
When this set was switched on the standby LED glowed
red. Then, when the standby button on the remote control unit was operated, the set came to life and the LED
turned green. But the screen remained blank and there
was no sound. This situation continued as I changed
channels, except for the display of an occasional burst of
snow. The EEPROM chip IC702 is not all that reliable
so, after checking that the 5V supply was present at pin
8 and that there was data activity at pins 5 and 6, I fitted
a replacement. But I couldn't figure out how to tune and
store channels using the remote control unit. The only
relevant button was the preset one: all the others were
normal customer preference ones.
I phoned the customer to ask for the user's booklet.
This never goes down well — it suggests that I don't
know what I'm up to. The lady of the house said she
hadn't seen it for years, but would ask her husband to
phone when he got back from work to tell me how to
work the set. That was too much. I told her not to bother, it wouldn't take me long to figure it out.
Well, I did figure it out — eventually. So if you want
to know, this is it. Select the channel you want to tune
in, then press the preset button (I got that straight
away!). You will see the tuning display appear,
coloured blue. The next step is to change its colour to
yellow by pressing the channel down button. Then
press the volume + or — button to start the search tuning. When it has stopped on a channel, press volume +
until the channel you selected is displayed. Press the
preset button to store it, then repeat for all the other
channels you require. I don't know if my method is the
same as that in the user's booklet, but it works.
I was not all that surprised when the husband phoned
me that evening. Apparently his wife had suggested he
got in touch. I was happy to tell him that the set was now
OK. "Yeah, I guessed she'd got it wrong" he said, "after
all, one tele' s the same as any other."
I decided not to get involved in a discussion about the
thousands of models and the numerous circuit arrangements and different control systems in use. I agreed with
him and arranged a delivery time.

GoldStar GSEQ121
This centre-mount machine erased the previous sound
track but wouldn't record over it. The E-E and recorded
pictures were fine. I decided to carry out checks at the
pins of the BA7790LS audio playback/record chip
IC401. The 9V supply was present at pin 7, and audio
from the IF strip was present at pin 18. But there was no
output to the record head at pin 21. So either the chip
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was faulty or it wasn't being told to record.
Pin 24 is used for record/playback switching. There
should be 5V here in the record mode and 1V in playback. In fact 0.5V was present here whichever mode
was selected. Thinking that the chip might be faulty, I
disconnected pin 24. The voltage on the print leading to
it remained at 0-5V. So the chip was permanently
switched to playback.
The control voltage comes from pin 31 of a surfacemounted microcontroller chip. I .decided to check the
continuity between the two pins with my multimeter's
buzzer facility: there was no response with one prod at
the audio chip and the other at the microcontroller chip,
but when the 'audio' prod was placed on the track about
2mm from pin 31 of the micro a buzz was heard.
Although I couldn't see it, there was an open-circuit just
short of this pin. I solved the problem by carefully soldering one end of a single strand of wire directly to the
micro's pin and the other end to a good area of track,
with a small piece of insulation tape beneath. After that
there was continuity between the two pins and correct
record/playback operation.

Compaq 491 (171FS)
This 17in. monitor was dead. There was HT at the drain
of the chopper FET Q920, but no supply at pin 7 of the
UC3842 chopper control chip. R902 (301d2) was opencircuit.

Matsui 1496R/T and 2096R/T
Here's a bit of information that could well be useful.
The following situation can arise with these sets: the
customer has entered a 'pass' code number and has forgotten it, or has accidentally entered a random code
number. In either event the set will remain in the pass
mode and won't allow access to some or all channels.
The instruction book doesn't mention this.
To remove the pass code: (1) take the PCB out of the
remote control unit and connect a tact switch between
pins 4 and 17 of IC1; (2) switch on the set via the remote
control unit and select the channel or channels that have
a pass code number; (3) press the tact switch and hold it
down for about a second. The 'pass channel' will clear
and the picture will return.
To remove the pass mode permanently, press the tact
switch again. The message "pass clear" will appear on
the screen and the set will be back to normal operation.
Return the remote control unit to its original condition
and write out your invoice! My thanks to Dave at
Charles Hyde for this one. I had a customer two days
after he'd told me!
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John Edwards'
Casebook
GoldStar CIT9902F (PC04A chassis)
The top quarter of the raster was severely distorted, the
lower three quarters being normal. This chassis has a
fairly standard field timebase circuit based on a
TDA1170N chip. Many checks were carried out in this
area before I discovered the cause of the problem: the
flyback boost diode D301 had slight reverse leakage. Its
case was dull, the type number couldn't be discerned
and I didn't have a manual. So a 1N4001 was tried.
During a three-day soak test the set worked perfectly.

Two Alba CTV713s
The first of these sets produced normal sound but there
was no EHT. As the 16V feed for the audio output chip
and the 12V feed for the signals circuits are derived
from the power supply, the cause of the problem was
loss of line drive. I replaced the short-circuit 2SC1555
line output transistor Q210, using a BU508DF, but there
was still no line output stage operation.
The TDA4505E IF/timebase generator chip normally
supplies a healthy 2V peak-to-peak line drive squarewave at pin 26 and a 3.5V peak-to-peak field drive at
pin 3. There was nothing at either pin, though the normal 12V was present at pin 7 — this made sense, as the
power supply was working. Scope checks at the IC's
pins showed that the video and audio waveforms were
all OK, but the line oscillator signal at pin 24 was of
very low amplitude. How did I know all this? Well,
there are my TV IC Data File books! I then tried heating
and freezing the components around the IC, but this
made no difference.
A few minutes later a nice new TDA4505E chip had
been fitted. And less than a minute after that I found I
needn't have bothered: there was still no line drive.
Then, purely by chance (so often the case!), I noticed a
bare link wire mounted high off the board alongside the
vertically-mounted preset line hold control. In fact it
was because the link was so close that my attention was
drawn to it. Close examination with the main board fully
retracted from the set showed that the link was touching
the legs of the preset. I turned the board over to look at
the print and was relieved to discover that the link
should have no electrical connection with the preset.
Just a slight movement of the wire link away from the
preset was all that was required to restore oscillator
operation and line drive.
When the set's owner came to collect it he told me that
his brother had a problem with his CTV713 — the two
sets had been bought at the same time. I asked about the
nature of the problem.
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"Well, John, it may be too much even for you.
Personally I reckon it's the tube."
I suggested that his brother brought it along next time
he was passing. His brother arrived about half an hour
later and placed the set on the bench.
"Probably wasting your time" he said, "I reckon it's
the tube or a duff picture valve."
I couldn't bring myself to comment on this, so I concentrated on plugging the set in and switching it on. A
good picture came up, but with text lines across the top.
"Looks like cap problems" I pronounced.
"What's that, some sort of valve?"
I gave him a guesstimate and he cheerfully departed.
C267 (4.7pF, 160V), which is mounted close to the
heatsink for Q212 in the field output stage, looked tired
and proved to be leaky when tested. I fitted a replacement and glanced at the line hold preset before switching on. I needn't have worried: all was well.

Philips VR6561/05R
I'm not fond of the Philips Charlie deck. Some engineers sing its praises, but I've never understood the reasoning behind its design. When it was introduced, much
simpler and more service-friendly VHS decks were
being made by every other manufacturer, including the
newly fashionable centre-deck types, and are still in use.
I hate renewing the video head, with those silly spacers
to get the gap correct. To me, a deck strip down is a
nightmare. We all have our likes and dislikes, but this
deck always makes a Charlie out of me!
I was reflecting on this while the customer told me that
his machine wouldn't rewind, fast forward or play, and
that the tape looped on eject. I suspected the worst.
I removed the top and inserted a dummy cassette. The
spool carriers remained stationary while the drum and
capstan did their things. After a short while the deck
shut down, as it should. Eject was normal, except that
the supply spool didn't rotate. Hence the tape looping.
Frightening thoughts about weird mechanical problems
between the two-layer deck design filled my head. I
quoted f70-£80 to be sure the customer would grab the
machine and run, but to my surprise he told me to go
ahead.
The next day, after psyching myself up to do the job, I
removed the front panel and the three screws underneath
the machine, then raised the deck to its service position.
I was in luck: the capstan-to-reel pulley belt had
snapped. That was it — no nightmare this time.
The following day I gave the customer the good news.
I told him exactly what the problem had been, and that
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the charge would be £20, not £70-80. To my amazement
he turned quite nasty, accusing me of fitting secondhand bits to get the price down! Said he wanted a proper job done, not a bodge.
I give up! After some thirty years in this trade, I
thought I'd seen it all. Maybe next time I'll stick to my
original estimate. Just to keep the customer happy of
course!

Panasonic TX28W1 (Alpha 2W chassis)
The only sign of life was a screaming power supply. So
I disconnected the thermal resistor (R567) in the feed to
the line output stage and connected a 60W bulb across
the HT reservoir capacitor C854. The HT then measured
158V and all was quiet. I was about to accuse the line
output transformer when the HT suddenly rose to 175V,
the bulb took on a new brilliance and the power supply
screamed viciously at me. So it was a power supply fault
after all.
Cold checks in the power supply revealed that C808
(10µF, 50V) was slightly leaky. I also discovered that
R567 was in fact open-circuit. Apart from a few crusty
looking joints in the power supply nothing else seemed
to be amiss. So I replaced the two faulty components
and blanket soldered the power supply. For good measure I also resoldered the line driver transformer, as this
is a known cause of problems with these sets.
When I switched on after removing the bulb and
reconnecting the the feed to the line output stage the HT
was stable at 158V and the set produced a good picture.
After an eight-hour soak test I declared it fit for normal
service.

Mitsubishi HSM54
This machine accepted cassettes and worked OK in the
fast forward and reverse modes. But when play was
selected the tape returned to the stop position and was
then ejected. The machine would either shut down or sit
there innocently, waiting for the tape back.
Close inspection of the pinch-roller mechanism during
the brief period between selecting play and the tape
being unlaced showed that the roller was lowered into
position, then rotated towards the capstan shaft. After
trying the machine a few times, and with my nose
almost resting on it, I noticed that the roller didn't turn
when it engaged with the rotating capstan shaft. The
tape was then ejected.
I switched off, removed the pinch-roller circlip and top
cover, then attempted to remove the roller assembly. It
normally slides off without effort. This one was almost
seized however. A few drops of WD40 and rigorous toand-fro movements eventually loosened the roller from
its shaft. After a good clean with a cotton bud moistened
with methylated spirit, followed by application of a tiny
drop of light oil to the shaft, the pinch roller worked like
new.
Replacement of the pinch-roller assembly is a common job with these machines. The plastic arm that's
attached to the roller and follows the rotating pinch-cam
groove breaks away as a result of fatigue, jamming further movement of the roller assembly. I'm surprised that
the roller section remained intact, considering how tight
it was on its shaft.

Hitachi CPT1646R
There was a channel indication but no sound or raster
because fuse FS901 was open-circuit. That's all. A few
more like this one, please!
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TV-VCR
Reports from
Michael Dranfield
and
Gerry Mumford

Sharp VT3700H
There was no tuning, no sound and
a cassette couldn't be inserted.
Some voltage checks soon revealed
that the output from the 12V regulator IC751 was low. This wasn't
the end of the story however. The
33V tuning voltage stabiliser
IC1005 was short-circuit while its
feed resistor R760 (22052, safety)
was open-circuit. In addition the
overvoltage protection zener diode
D757 (15V) was short-circuit.
Once these items had been
replaced the unit worked well. But
the print around the rather expensive STRM6523 chopper chip was
badly discoloured. I came to the
conclusion that it had probably
been the cause of the problem and
replaced it as well. M.Dr.

Sony KV21V6U

Sony BC4
Chassis: See

also fault reports
on page 778.
This chassis is
used in the Sony
KV21V6U and
other models.
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If the unit's recordings play back as
snow with a hissing sound, check
for dry-joints at tuner unit TU101.
This tuner is used for recording
only, so the TV section isn't affected. The tuner has an aerial filter/
isolator block fixed to it and they
don't seem to be plugged together
properly. So they are too high
above the PCB when soldered in.
The result is very poor soldered
joints. It's best to remove the tuner
and filter completely and push them
together as far as possible before
soldering them back to the PCB.
G.M.

Aiwa VXT1410
If one of these combi units seems
to be stuck in standby, check for
dry-joints at the pins of the
power/standby key switch on the
front PCB before you delve into the
power supply and system control

COMBIS
circuitry. This seems to be a very
common problem. G.M.

Philips 21PV688
This unit wouldn't accept a tape.
As usual with this type of fault the
deck was mistimed and the cure
was to retime it. While testing however another fault became apparent.
The picture would disappear after
about five minutes, and in addition
there was no teletext. Freezing the
SAA5281 text processor 7900
brought the picture back but had no
effect on the teletext. It looked as if
a replacement would be necessary,
but at this point I noticed a much
simpler solution — there was a dryjoint at the nearby 27MHz crystal
1880. G.M.

Sony KV21V6U
There was no picture, though onscreen messages were displayed.
The unit appeared to tune, and the
deck operated correctly — but
with a totally blank screen! All
video sources converge at the
CXA1855Q video switching chip
IC401, which is bus controlled.
It's a surface-mounted, flat-pack
device. As the inputs were all present under the correct conditions
and the chip's supply was OK, a
replacement was fitted.
Fortunately this cured the fault.
G.M.

Philips 21PV688
If one of these units is stuck in
standby, check the fusible resistor
3514 (4.75I, 3W). It goes open-circuit when the TDA8356 field output chip 7510 fails. G.M.

Philips 20PV164/05
There was no sound in any mode
unless the volume was turned to
almost maximum, which resulted
in a very distorted output. Otherwise the unit worked perfectly. As
there was an audio input to the
TDA7056B audio power amplifier
chip IC7240 and all the surrounding voltages appeared to be normal, the chip was replaced. This
cured the fault for a short time, but
a week later the unit bounced.
I replaced the IC again, also the
BC848B muting transistor 7250
and the BZX79C18 protection
zener diode 6242. The unit worked
for a few minutes then the fault
recurred. After examining the audio
section very thoroughly I finally
saw what was happening. There are
a number of bare wire links under
the tuner. These are connected to
the audio IC, and some were
bulged upwards and intermittently
touched the earthed underside of
the tuner can. This destroyed the
IC. Flattening the links with a slimbladed screwdriver and replacing
the IC for the third time finally
cured the fault. G.M.

Sony KV21V6U
This unit displayed a strange error
message, asking to be reset, whenever access was gained to the
clock-set or preset-set on-screen
menus. A fair amount of time was
spent on going through the menus
and searching the service-mode for
any options or set-ups that could
account for the problem. As I was
not getting anywhere I decided to
replace the ST24C16FM6TR EEPROM chip IC002. The unit then
worked perfectly — once a full setup had been completed to load all
the data into the new chip. G.M.

Philips 14TVCR240/05
There was no picture or sound. The
only sign of life was the front LED
which was lit. When a cassette was
inserted the deck operated, but that
was all. The power supplies were
found to be OK, but the line output
stage was inactive because there
was no line drive. Checks in the
line driver stage showed that there
was the correct squarewave at the
base of the transistor but only a
low-amplitude sinewave at its collector. The associated UGO6B
clamp diode was leaky. G.M.
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TV
Fault Finding
Reports from
Philip Blundell, AMBEelec
Michael Dranfield
Chris Watton
Robert Marshall
Martyn Davis, MIlEelec
Graham M. Colebourn
Giles Pilbrow
Colin J. Guy and
Pete Gurney, LCGI

Philips 21PT1532/05
(L6.1AA chassis)
After a few hours' use the sound
would go off and the set would
refuse to carry out any remote-control request. Normal operation
would be resumed for ten minutes
or so if the set was turned off at the
mains switch then switched back on
again after a few seconds.
Something was upsetting the
microcontroller chip, but what?
I spent a few minutes looking
through past issues of Philips
Service Link and discovered that a
modification on the low-voltage
side of the power supply is suggested for text versions of the L6.1:
change 7505 to a BC337-40 (part
no. 4822 130 41344) and 3500 to a
surface-mounted 47052 resistor
(part no. 4822 051 20471). I tried
this, but it didn't cure the fault. The
microcontroller chip itself was the
cause of the problem.
The microcontroller chip originally fitted was type
SAA5290ZP/039 L6TXT MEU-1.0
(part no. 4822 209 14646). When I
ordered it I discovered that it has
been superseded by the
SAA5290ZP/072 L6T MOE-1.1
(part no. 4822 209 15954). P.B.

Mitsubishi CT2525
"Intermittently dead" the report
said. To me this meant dead on
cold mornings — or electrolytic
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capacitor trouble. A few minutes
spent using the freezer can soon
revealed the culprits: C906 (471.1F,
25V), C905 (220g, 25V) and
C912 (4.7g, 50V) were all in need
of replacement. P.B.

Panasonic TX21T1 (Alpha
2 chassis)
The channel indicator was working
but there was no sound or picture.
A look around the high-value resistors in the power supply was fruitless, and a check on the outputs
from the power supply failed to
reveal any shorts. I then decided to
lift the diodes on the secondary side
of the power supply to check
whether any were leaky. D851 had
developed this condition. P.B.

Sharp DV5937
This set was dead with a faulty
2SD1546 line output transistor
(Q600). No reason for its failure
could be found, so a replacement
was fitted and the set was left on
soak test. Two days later the new
transistor died. A lot of time was
spent on further investigation.
Finally the cause of the trouble was
found to be a dry-joint at the scan
coil socket — on the coils themselves. A mirror was needed to
view the back of the scan coils
PCB. M.Dr.

can now be operated only by
remote control. M.Dr.

Alba CTV842
For no colour, replace the 0.47µF
electrolytic capacitor connected to
pin 12 of the TA7698AP colour
decoder/timebase generator chip.
This tip could apply to any set that
uses this IC. M.Dr.

Matsui 1436XA
If only the standby LED lights up,
the STK7348 chopper chip is probably short-circuit. In his case you
will also have to replace R653
(1.552,, 2W), R659 (11d1, 0.5W),
R651 (2712, 2W) and C655
(0.47µF, 50V). Failure to do so will
result in the destruction of the new
STK7348 chip at switch on. M.Dr.
Editorial note: The Bush Model
2004 appears to be the same, but the
resistor wattage ratings shown on
our circuit diagram differ slightly.

Sharp 66CS03
This set was dead with only the
orange neon glowing. The cause of
the trouble was traced to a leaky
blue disc ceramic capacitor that's
connected across the line output
stage tuning capacitor. The offending 2.2nF, 2kV capacitor is on the
underside of the PCB. There was a
split across its body. M.Dr.

Samsung CI5937AN

NEI E28G1TFXN

This set wouldn't come out of
standby. The power supply was
OK, but the microcontroller chip
wouldn't issue the power-on command. The cause of the problem
was traced to the user control panel
at the front of the set. When it was
unplugged (connector CNO07 on
the main board) the set could be
switched on using the remote control unit. The control panel part
number is given in the manual, but
it's no longer available. So, much
the customer's annoyance, the set

There was intermittent loss of the
sound and picture and the power
LED was dim. The cause was poor
joints at the rectifiers on the secondary side of the chopper transformer. C.W.

Salora M1 Chassis
The line output transistor was
short-circuit. When a replacement
had been fitted the picture was
shifted, with about an inch border
at the left-hand side of the screen.
In addition the new transistor was
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overheating and soon failed.
Obviously the line drive was incorrect. All the transistors in the line
driver stage were replaced, also the
supply decouplers which are a frequent cause of this fault. But the
problem persisted. I eventually discovered that DB528 (BA157) was
open-circuit. It provides the positive supply for the line driver stage
when the set is not in standby. A
new diode cured the fault.
A new line output transistor was
fitted then, ten minutes later, the
field output chip failed. Fortunately
this was an unrelated fault. The
cause was a dry-joint at the boost
capacitor CB571 (100pF). C.W.

Nokia Euro Stereo Chassis
When the set is apparently dead,
with no display, sound or raster
though EHT is present, the usual
cause is 12C bus failure. It can be
checked at the test plug. First
ensure that the 5V supply is good,
then check the clock and data lines
(SCL and SDA). If low, remove
the Nicam PCB. If the set then
works, suspect the plug-in
MSP2400 chip. This fault is not
uncommon. C.W.

Ferguson ICC5 Chassis
This set tripped three times then
died. Checks in the power supply
revealed the culprit, CP24 (47µF,
100V). It couples the drive to the
chopper transistor TP24. C.W.

Hitachi C2808
Intermittent loss of the left-hand
channel sound had been a problem
with this set for about a year. We
thought we'd tried everything. The
set would work correctly for weeks,
then the left-hand channel sound
would drop out, maybe for minutes
or for hours. Eventually it went off
permanently. With scope in hand I
soon found the cause of the trouble.
The left-hand speaker coupling
capacitor C420 (470µF) was opencircuit. C.W.

Morphy Richards CT870
This 6in. set was dead. I didn't
have the circuit diagram but soon
found that the efficiency diode
D304 in the line output stage had
failed. An RGP10 was tried as a
replacement and ran cool during a
lengthy soak test. C.W.

Daewoo GB2896ST
(CP775 chassis)
This set came in dead. An initial
investigation showed that the
2SD1880 line output transistor
Q401 was short-circuit and two
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nearby resistors were burnt with
unreadable values. So a service
manual was ordered from CPC, and
I'm glad I did this. The cause of the
trouble was one of those blue, highvoltage disc capacitors, C416
(680pF, 2kV). It's connected to the
collector of the line output transistor and is used to tap off line-frequency pulses for feeding to various ICs. An associated 1N4148
diode (D503) was short-circuit, also
a 10i chip resistor (RC527). The
resistors that had originally provided clues to the cause of the trouble
were R503 (10k0) and R409
(4.7k0). Since these had both burnt
the board the replacements were fitted stood off it. R.M.
Editorial note: This chassis is also
used in the Goodmans Models
255NS and 285NS.

Hitachi C2864TNZ
There was a single blink from the
LED. A check with the manual
showed that the HT voltage at
D930 should be 149V. When the
set was switched on after being off
for several hours, an EHT rustle
was heard but the supply voltages
fell back and the set remained dormant. The line output transistor is
on a separate panel. You can check
the HT voltage with a bulb as a
dummy load when the plug to this
panel is disconnected — it has one
orange and one green lead. Because
VR930, which sets the HT voltage,
was making poor contact the HT
was nearly 170V. I then found that
safety resistor R509 (10), which is
next to the line output transformer,
was open-circuit. Be sure to fit an
0.5W component in this position.
This was not the end of the matter. The TEA5101A RGB output
chip IC800 and C821 (4.711F,
250V) had to be replaced to restore
normal operation. R.M.

Crown CRV47 (11AK08
chassis)
This set was dead with R809
(0470) in the power supply burnt
out. The cause is usually the chopper transformer TR801 going shortcircuit, taking out Q801 and possibly IC801 as well. But not this
time!
When R809 had been replaced
the power supply ran but was pulsing. So I set about isolating each
output on the secondary side of the
power supply in turn, expecting to
find a short-circuit. The power supply finally got going when I lifted
D810 (26V and 12V supplies), but
the HT was high at 126V and
couldn't be reduced to 110V. Back

then to the primary side of the
power supply, where I eventually
found that R805 (330k0, 1W) was
open-circuit.
Once this resistor had been
replaced the set was OK. What a
relief! These little sets can be really
awkward if the fault isn't absolutely straightforward. M.D.

Philips 29PT9113
(MD2.2AA chassis)
This set came in 'dead'. The green
LED came on for about twenty seconds then went off, to be replaced
by the red LED. There was no
other power-up. The thing to do is
to check for 8V at IC7569 and 5V
at R3564 on the main board, then
for 4.7V at the main-is-alive pin
on the left-hand vertical panel. If
these voltages come up for a while,
the 4.7V pulsing, you have a control software problem. The cure is
to replace IC7202, part no. 4822
900 11058.
Fortunately the chip is a push-fit
into its socket. It takes a good deal
less time to fit than it does to find the
above-mentioned test points! M.D.

Bush 2850NTX/A (TV8
chassis)
This set had apparently been smoking when it packed up. On inspection I found a burnt-out track
between the scan-correction capacitor C307 and the adjacent scan
yoke connector pin. The capacitor
and connector had to be removed
so that the damaged section of
board could be cut away. The
capacitor was OK, but the connector pin was useless — the scan connection had to be hard wired.
I then found that the BUH515D
line output transistor T308 and the
TDA8170 field output chip IC401
had both been damaged and had to
be replaced — they can be obtained
from SEME. R408 (0.220) in the
supply to IC401 had also failed.
In addition to all this the CRT
was heavily magnetised and refused
to demagnetise until the degaussing
coil connector had been unplugged
and refitted. The degaussing posistor was checked and found to be all
right. G.M.C.

Thomson 10MG73B (TX91
chassis)
When this 10in. set had received a
heavy jolt the aerial socket had broken off the tuner and the sound had
packed up. To our surprise the board
was OK. The sound was missing
because RA08, a surface-mounted
22k0 resistor (of the cylindrical
Melf type), had been dislodged by
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contact with the plastic side runner
in which the board slides. G.M.C.

Philips 22CE2561 (2A
chassis)
We've now replaced several line
output transformers in these sets
without incident, but there were
complications on one occasion
recently. It's well known that
C2609 in the EW modulator circuit
can cause problems, so this was
also replaced. But the fault persisted. When the set was cold, or
whenever the programme was
changed, the channel display and
indicator LEDs would flicker and
throb violently and the main HT
supply would dip briefly about ten
times a second. The screen would
be blank, and there was no sound.
When the feed to the line output
stage was disconnected and a
dummy load (60W bulb) was connected instead the HT was correct
and steady at 140V. The cause of
all these symptoms was found to be
repeated resetting of the microcontroller chip on the control panel. Its
reset drive is derived from the 7V
rail, the relevant rectifier (D6642)
being fed from pin 5 of the LOPT
via a fuse and a 2711H choke
(L5642) with an 82Q damping
resistor in parallel. This supply was
0.5V low, enough to activate the
reset circuit. An additional 10µH
choke connected across L5642
restored the 7V supply without
impairing the filtering too much.
G.M.C.

Bush 2866NTX
There was no reception — all that
appeared was noise and the onscreen graphics. Checks showed
that the tuning voltage was missing. R124 (15k0), which feeds the
33V stabiliser, was open-circuit.
It's right at the front of the main
board. G.M.C.

Sony BE4A Chassis
This set was dead except that the
standby LED flashed four times,
which indicates that there's no line
output stage operation. Checks
showed that there was no line drive
output from the MC44007P chip
IC301. A replacement, part no. 8759-333-44, restored normal operation. G.P.

(180k52), which either goes highresistance or open-circuit, upsetting
the line flyback pulse at pin 38 of
the jungle chip. We normally fit a
high-quality 0.6W metal-film resistor in this position whenever we see
one of these sets. G.P.

Nokia 3742A
The picture produced by this
portable had very low contrast. A
check at pin 25 of the TDA8362
chip showed that the voltage varied, but this had no effect on the
picture. A replacement TDA8362
IC cured the fault. G.P.

Grundig P37549/12
(CUC5305 chassis)
The problem with this set was no
picture when the input came via the
scart socket. IC2350 (TDA5931-5)
on the IF panel was faulty. G.P.

Sony BC4 Chassis
If the set is completely dead, check
the output from the standby power
supply transformer. The usual suspect when this is missing is the
TOP223Y-BB chopper chip IC610,
which tends to take R602 (0.152,
0.5W) and D603 (S1WB60) with it.
The part numbers are 8-759-470-64
(IC610), 1-202-933-61 (R602) and
8-719-510-06 (D603). G.P.

turned down or up as normal from
then on, until the set was switched
off then back on. The cure was to
replace the SDA2546 EEPROM
chip IC005. C.J.G.

Sharp 51CSO3H (CS chassis)
The power supply outputs were OK
but there was no line drive. It was
not being produced by the expensive, surface-mounted TDA8374B
jungle chip IC201. When a replacement had been obtained and fitted
the drive appeared — together with a
dazzling lightning display from the
LOPT.
I switched off rapidly and
looked in depair at all the surfacemounted digital ICs — and at the
price limit set by the customer. In
the end I decided to take a chance
and replace the LOPT. Once this
had been fitted the set worked perfectly — even the EEPROM hadn't
been corrupted. It's time designers
appreciated that digital ICs and
high voltages should at least be on
separate PCBs, if not in separate
cabinets! C.J.G.

Salora K Chassis
This set was dead because the integrating capacitor CB711 (22nF) in
the diac start-up circuit was leaky.
C.J.G.

Grundig G1000 Chassis

Akura CX25/CX26/1400

There was an unfocused band of
illumination, about 6in. wide, down
the centre of the screen, with normal sound. The HT was spot on
and nothing in the line output stage
seemed to be under stress though
the focus and EHT voltages were
both low. My HR LOPT tester
exonerated the transformer. A
check on the line drive from IC800
(MC44007) then revealed that it
was at exactly twice the correct frequency — and was synchronised
when a signal was present.
Apart from the crystal, which
was checked by substitution, there
don't seem to be any other discrete
components that could affect the
line frequency. The manual states
that line control setting is carried
out during production and cannot
be readjusted. Needless to say
replacing IC800 had no effect. We
had to replace the microcontroller
chip IC500. C.J.G.

Most odd intermittent effects, such
as no picture, one colour predominant etc., can be cured by carefully
resoldering the earth links on the
component side of the digital processing PCB. To do a proper job
however it's necessary to remove
three of the ICs, as there are links
beneath them. These are links J771
and J779 under the TPU chip; links
J747, J792 and J746 under the VSP
chip; and link J772 under the VCU
chip.
I've repaired several of these
sets now and have found that the
ICs are quite tolerant of being
removed and replaced. C.J.G.

Sony KVM2531U (AE1C
chassis)

The problem with this set was
severe tuning drift and no sound.
When the PCB was lifted I saw that
it had received attention elsewhere:
the tuner had been replaced, along
with a number of other components.
A check on the 33V supply showed

Matsui 1482
This set displayed a bright, blank
raster. The cause was C630 (100µF,
25V) which was completely opencircuit. It's the reservoir capacitor
for the 12V supply. C.J.G.

Protech 7295
Sony BC4 Chassis
We've had several of these sets that
either shut down with the standby
LED flashing twice (excess current)
or operated with line foldover and
an overheating line output transistor
(Q802). The cause is R624
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This set worked normally from
switch on, but if the volume up or
down buttons were touched the
sound went to full blast — and I
mean full blast! The sound could be
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that it was varying between 3132.5V. The 33V zener diode and its
15kil series resistor R818 had been
replaced. They are connected via a
resistor to a digital/analogue converter transistor, which is followed
by a filter network. A check from
the collector of this transistor to
chassis produced a reading of 171SI,
which seemed to be on the low side.
By disconnecting components I isolated C504 (0-11.1F) as being the
cause of the leak. It's a small, disctype capacitor part way along the
filter.
The cause of the loss of sound
was initially traced to the
TDA1521A audio output chip,
which is on the Nicam panel. It had
been incorrectly fitted, with pin 1
connected to pin 10 — for reference,
pin 1 is towards the rear-facing
edge of the PCB. After some
checks a replacement was fitted but
died immediately. It took me some
time to find the cause. One of the
speaker coupling capacitors, C380
(1,000µF, 35V), was going almost
short-circuit under load. It seemed
to be OK when checked with a
capacitance meter. P.G.

Panasonic Alpha 2W
Chassis
The customer complained that the
picture would intermittently go
bright red, then the set would trip
off. There was just enough time to
carry out a few checks on the CRT
base panel before the protection circuit operated. The voltage at the
collector of the red output transistor
Q353 was found to be only 3.5V,
and there was precious little voltage
at either side of its load resistor
R353. There's a 180µH peaking
coil (L353) in series with this resistor. It was going open-circuit. P.G.

Goodmans 2032
A few of these sets have been
brought in because of smoking/
burning. In each case I've found
that the line output stage tuning
capacitor C444 (330pF, 2kV) had
become a pile of ash. P.G.

Nikkai NT20
Intermittently dead was the complaint with this set. I put it on soak
test and found that the fault
occurred about once a week. It
eventually lasted long enough for

some checks to be carried out. I
found that there was no voltage at
the collector of the chopper transistor Q811, though there was 340V at
the other end of the transformer's
primary winding.
The transformer was going opencircuit intermittently. When I
removed it I found out why: there
was a faulty joint at one pin of the
primary winding. It looked as if the
connection had never been soldered
from new. There were no further
problems once I'd made the transformer's connections good. P.G.

JVC CS2181EK (BYX chassis)
There was intermittent tuner drift
and severe patterning. The fault
appeared to be thermally sensitive:
it was not present when the workshop was cold. I inspected the
vision IF module and found several
bad joints, mainly at the AFC and
vision demodulator tank coils and
the SAW filter. These were made
good and the set was then put on
soak test. It was left there for a
week, during which there was no
further trouble. P.G.

Fault Notes on the

11AK03 TV Chassis
This Vestel chassis was used in several NEI and Bush models.
Alan Dent provides fault-finding tips
he 1 lAK03 is a fairly conventional modular chas- shorting in the chopper transformer T802, also check the
sis that produces no nasty surprises. It was used by line output transformer T602.
NEI in Models NE5147 and NE5544 and by Bush
in Models 2714, 2720, 2721, 2814T and 2820T. Note No energy transfer to secondary side of the power
that the NEI and Bush versions are not identical. The supply: Check whether C815 (100pF, 25V) is open-cirpower supply information given below applies to both cuit.
versions, the audio information to the NEI version.
No 12V supply: Remove the standby-switching transisfor TR802. If the 12V supply then appears, the problem
Power Supply
This is a conventional circuit based on a TDA4601 con- is with the microcontroller chip or TR802.
trol chip (IC801) and a BU508A chopper transistor
(TR801). Here are some quick fault-finding checks.
Audio Faults
The following information is based on the NEI models
Will not start (no pulse output at pin 7 of IC801): which have two audio PCBs, one for Nicam.
F801 (2.5A), R801 (2.2Q, 5W), TH802 (a thermistor,
should read 4.7kS2 when cold), R803 (2.71d1), R810 No audio output: Check the 28V and 12V supplies. If
(100k11), R804 (22052), R806 (1.21d2) or C813 (8.2nF) there's an input to IC308 but no output, check the I2C
could be open-circuit. C809 (100µF, 16V) or D802 bus.
(1N4007) could be short-circuit. IC801 could be faulty.
No audio output, 1C309 destroyed or getting hot:
Will not start up (one pulse every 300msec at pin 7 of Check for oscillation at the output pins. If there's oscilIC801): R808 (4752), R805 (10kS2), C814 (100g, lation in both channels, check C373. If only one channel
16V), L802 (4.7µH), D801 (BA157), TR801 or T802 is affected, check the relevant Zobel network:
(pins 3-4) could be open-circuit.
C361/R338 or C360/R339.

T

Uncontrollable HT: Check whether VR801 (4.7k0),
R807 (121M) or D801 (BA157) is open-circuit.

Low-level mono sound, Nicam OK: Check the alignment of VL302.

Slow start-up: Check whether C814 (100g, 16V) is
leaky.

No audio (muted sound), may produce mono audio
sometimes depending on bus conditions, i.e. method
of coming out of standby: Check for data pulses at pin
Tripping at 1Hz (chirping sound): The HT rectifier 15 of 1C302. If missing, check the voltage at pin 1. If
D806 (BY299) or the line output transistor TR602 this is OV, 5V or oscillating, add a small capacitor
(BU506D) or any other component on the secondary (approximately 4-7pF) between pins 17 and 18 of
side of the power supply could be short-circuit.
IC303. There should then be approximately 2.5V at pin
1 of IC302. It may be necessary to select the capacitor
R801 (2.252, 5W) open-circuit and TR801 (BU508A) value to obtain 2.5V.
short-circuit: Check R809 (270W). The resistor used
in this position must be of the correct type.
Switches to mono on some picture scenes or channel
changes: Check the alignment of VL301. There should
F801 blasted: TR801 (BU508A) is probably short-cir- be no video on the 6MHz carrier at pin 14 of IC301.
cuit to its heatsink.
Mono audio (red on-screen display, cannot switch to
No or low energy output (chopper transformer T802 stereo with handset, also noisy PLL line): X301
squealing and TR801 hot): There could be internal (13.104MHz) has gone high in frequency.
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As we greet the new millennium, it seems appropriate to take a
look at one of the most noteworthy features of the Twentieth
century, the development of TV. Alastair Carruthers tells the story,
from the earliest days to digital TV via satellite

A Century o
T

elevision means seeing at a distance. It is something we take for granted, a part of almost everyone's daily life. When did it start? This is not as
easy a question as you might think, since many people
carried out research and development work over several
decades before TV became a practical proposition. And
it depends on what you mean by seeing at a distance:
this varies from primitive forms of fax to today's highdefinition, full-colour displays transmitted in digital
form via satellite, terrestrial broadcasting networks and
cable. The antecedents go back a long way in time, to
well before the start of the twentieth century.
Nevertheless TV as we know it has been a result of
twentieth century innovation.

Antecedents
Photography dates from around 1839, with the work of
Fox-Talbot, Daguerre and others. It had become wellestablished by 1850. Telegraphy had been proposed in
1837, by Wheatstone and Cooke, and was a practical
reality by the middle of the century. It's not surprising
that some people started to think about putting the two
together: why not send pictures by telegraph? To do so,
two things were required: a method of converting light
values into an electrical signal, and a way of scanning
the picture to convert it into a series of light signals.
Some sort of display could be devised by reversing the
scanning process and modulating a light source.
The first requirement was met with the discovery by
John May, in 1873, that the electrical resistance of selenium was light-sensitive. He had been carrying out work

140

on cable transmission, and noticed that the readings
obtained with his measuring equipment. 'v hick compared the resistance of copper cable with a length of
selenium, became erratic in the presence of strong sunlight. That was to lead to the photoelectric cell.
An early form of fax scanning had been devised by
Alexander Bain in 1842. He used a ropy of metal brushes to scan some raised metal type. their output being
linked by wires to a second set of brushes in contact
with a moving roll of light-sensitive paper. In this way
letters were successfully transmitted. In 1862 the Abbé
Caselli successfully transmitted a picture by wire
between Amiens and Paris: he used a tiny light bulb
fixed to a moving carriage to scan the picture, the
reflected light being directed to a photocell. Shelford
Bidwell in 1881 used a box with a small hole at the front
and a selenium plate at the rear to scan a photographic
slide. His equipment was widely demonstrated.
These forms of scanning were suitable for use with
still pictures, but would be hopelessly inadequate if a
moving picture was to be transmitted. In 1880 Maurice
Leblanc proposed a method of scanning that used two
oscillating mirrors, mounted at right-angles, to scan an
object. This was made to work, but was extremely difficult to implement. As a simpler alternative, in 1882
Atkinson came up with the rotating mirror drum.
A more promising system for mechanical TV however was the scanning disc, thought up by the Russian
engineer Paul Nipkow, who took out a German patent
for a "television machine" in 1884. It was to be the basis
of Baird's work in the Twenties and early Thirties.
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Others, including Dieckmann in Germany, experimented with the use of scanning discs. The Nipkow disc had
a series of small holes in it in the form of a single spiral.
As it rotated, these holes scanned the image behind the
disc — from top to bottom. At the receiving end the
viewer's eye integrated the scanned samples. This relies
on a phenomenon known as the persistence of vision.
The eye retains an image for about a fifteenth of a second: if the picture is changed at a higher rate, a moving
picture is seen. This is of course the basis of all television.
One other item that plays a vital role in TV had been
devised by the start of the twentieth century. This was
the cathode-ray tube, developed by Karl Ferdinand
Braun in 1879 as a cold-cathode device for research purposes — it could scan out patterns, using electrostatic
deflection. Work on the CRT continued, and by 1906
Braun had devised a tube with a hot cathode and an electrode whose voltage could be varied to alter the brightness of the display. It had, in fact, become a possible
means of providing a TV display.

Transmitter
scan
generators

Receiver

Sensitive
target

11)741
Fig.1: A.A. Campbell Swinton's 1911 proposal for an all-electronic
TV system.

Early Proposals
Although the theory behind TV as we know it was
emerging by the turn of the century, the technology
required was still far off. After all, the thermionic diode
detector was patented only in 1904, by Ambrose
Fleming, and the triode valve in 1906, by Lee De Forest.
Ideas were nevertheless forthcoming.
Boris Rosing, a lecturer at the St. Petersburg Technical
Institute, published a proposal in 1907 and obtained a
British patent for it. The camera end was mechanical,
using two mirror drums for vertical and horizontal scanning, with a selenium cell to generate the video signal.
The significant feature however was the use of a modulated CRT to provide the picture at the viewing end.
Deflection was to be electromagnetic. In every respect
this was far in advance of Baird' s ideas almost two
decades later. Rosing is reputed to have demonstrated
his system in the laboratory: he also developed a more
sensitive form of photocell.
It seems that at about this time Dieckmann in Germany
had devised and built a system with a scanning disc at
the transmitter end and a CRT to provide the picture.
Little is known about his apparatus, though a picture of
it is in existence.
In 1908 A.A. Campbell Swinton expressed the opinion, in a letter to Nature, that to be a practical proposition television would have to be electronic at both the
transmitting and receiving ends. In 1911 he presented
proposals in greater detail in a lecture to the Röntgen
Society. Fig. 1 shows the scheme. He is reputed to have
done some work on it, but didn't succeed in getting the
system to work. Basically two things were missing: a
light-sensitive camera tube target, and a method of providing, sufficient amplification to drive the display tube.
Things seem to have come to a temporary halt at about
this time. World War I was hardly the time to be pursuing a technology that didn't have any immediate practical application. All effort went into radio communication, which led to the start of regular broadcasting in the
early Twenties. Television was just something that
might be feasible, with transmission via cable.

The Twenties
The name most closely associated with TV in the
Twenties is John Logie Baird. He was an electrical engineer by training, and as a student at Glasgow University
had been fascinated by the work of Nipkow and others
on mechanical TV. After various business ventures that
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Fig.2: Circuit
diagram of the
Baird Televisor
Produced by
Plessey in the
early Thirties.

seemed to bring him little success, he settled in Hastings
in 1923 and resumed experiments with mechanical TV.
He had little money with which to finance his research,
but plenty of flair and determination. He got a mechanical system going, and in 1925 gave some public
demonstrations at Selfridges in Oxford Street — Gordon
Selfridge considered it good publicity for his store, and
provided some backing. What did the public see? The
picture was strictly black and white, roughly 2in. by
1.5in. in size, had 16 lines and a repetition rate of five
frames per second. Transmission was achieved over a
few feet of cable. The demonstrations were of still, not
moving, pictures. Later that year Baird further developed his system and achieved a grey scale. He had to
raise further funds if his work was to continue, and
could do so only by demonstrating progress publicly. In
1926 he invited members of the Royal Institution to a
demonstration at his Soho laboratory. A report in The
Times the following day gave him a much-needed publicity boost.
Baird went on to refine his systems. There are few
technical details, because he was much concerned about
commercial confidentiality and let little out. But he went
on to increase the number of lines, to adopt flying-spot
scanning (mirror-drums), and to use MW radio for
transmission. A demonstration radio transmission
between London and Glasgow was achieved in 1927,
and from London to New York in the following year. In
1928 he patented a sequential colour TV system. In
1930 his company started to sell televisors, which were
made by Plessey, and the BBC was persuaded to provide experimental transmissions of his 30-line system.
In all about 1,000 Baird televisors were manufactured
and sold. Sound was transmitted separately. Receivers
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a target layer, which was scanned by an electron beam.
Charges were thus stored between each scan, hence the
increased sensitivity. A connection to the target layer
provided a serial video output as the scanning progressed.
The strange thing is that, again under great secrecy, a
camera tube that was almost identical to the Iconoscope
was being developed by a team at EMI in the UK. It
became known as the Emitron, and was developed
between 1929 and 1932: production of a successful tube
seems to have been achieved just ahead of the
Iconoscope.
Development of the Iconoscope/Emitron was a considerable feat: the target layer in particular was a problem — how to make it, what to make it of, and how it
actually worked!
The Image Dissector and the Iconoscope-type tube
were both successful devices. But whereas the
Iconoscope/Emitron type tube came to be widely used
in the early days of TV, the Image Dissector was used
mainly as a high-quality scanner for still pictures.

Fig.3: An offscreen photo of
Baird 30-line
mechanical TV.

The Thirties
were also sold by various companies in kit form — how
many, no one knows. But mechanical TV was severely
limited: in 1934 the 30-line transmissions came to an
end — there had never been anything approaching a regular, scheduled service.
Fig. 2 shows the circuit of the Televisor. There's not a
valve in sight, unless you count the neon tube, which
was simply connected to the MW radio receiver's audio
output transformer. The modulated output from the
neon bulb, of a brownish hue, was scanned by the
Nipkow disc and viewed through a magnifying lens.
There was an auto-sync system, which worked after a
fashion — the 30-line transmissions didn't include sync
pulses. Fig. 3 gives an idea of reception quality. You
had to set the motor speed and framing each time the
televisor was switched on.
More important developments were in progress in the
USA, though industrial secrecy again makes it difficult
to ascertain precisely what was happening. The important point is that Philo T. Farnsworth, who filed an application for an all-electronic TV system in 1927 and provided a laboratory demonstration in 1929, and Vladimir
Zworykin, who had been a student of Boris Rosing, both
carried out development work on electronic camera
tubes. The Farnsworth tube came to be known as the
Image Dissector, the Zworykin tube as the Iconoscope.
The Image Dissector made use of a photocathode,
which emitted electrons when light was focused on it
(the phenomenon of photoemission had first been noted
by Heinrich Hertz in 1886). The electrons were attracted to the far end of the tube, where a plate with a small
hole in the centre was placed. This very wide beam of
electrons was made to scan the plate by electromagnetic means. The small sample of electrons that passed
though the hole provided the video signal. The problem
with this device was its lack of sensitivity — the signal
output was minute. To overcome the problem,
Farnsworth subsequently added an electron multiplier.
Zworykin applied for a patent for what was eventually
to become the Iconoscope in 1923 — because of legal
difficulties, the patent wasn't granted until 1938. He
was at the time working for Westinghouse Research
Laboratories, and subsequently continued his work at
RCA. The advantage of the Iconoscope over the Image
Dissector was its much greater sensitivity, because of
the use of electron storage. The scene was focused on to
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The Thirties were when TV really began to happen,
which in practice meant the advent of electronic camera
tubes. All-electronic TV was being developed in the
UK, the USA, Germany, France and other countries.
The first regular, scheduled TV service anywhere was
started in the UK by the BBC in August 1936. By then
EMI -had developed a complete system with 405-line,
50Hz interlaced field scanning; Baird had continued his
work and had an alternative 240-line system. Which one
to use? The government couldn't decide, and set up the
Selsdon Committee in May 1934 to decide. The
Committee couldn't decide either! As a result, when
broadcasting started it was dual-standard, with the EMI
and Baird systems in use alternately. It didn't take long
for the superiority of the EMI system to be proved:
Baird's system was dropped in February 1937. The EMI
system was more flexible. Baird still didn't have an
electronic camera. To overcome the problem, he came
up with the idea of the Intermediate Film Camera. The
output from a cine camera went via the processing bath
to be scanned by a mechanical television camera — this
clumsy system had to be bolted to the floor, and didn't
produce particularly good pictures. Although his system
was dropped, Baird continued to carry out development
work. Amongst other things he came up with a twocolour camera tube, the Telechome, in 1940.
The work of the Marconi company in developing VHF
transmitters for TV was also vital in getting TV broadcasting started in the UK.
A fully-electronic 180-line system had been developed
by Telefunken in Germany by the mid-thirties. It was
used only for closed-circuit work, because the Nazi government wouldn't permit over the air TV broadcasting.
By the end of the Thirties Germany was using 441 lines
and France had started a 455-line system.
Why didn't TV broadcasting in the USA start until
1941? During early 1933 RCA demonstrated the first
successful all-electronic TV system. The transmitter,
W2XBS, was atop the Empire State building in New
York. The system used 240 lines with sequential frame
scanning at 24 frames per second. The video carrier was
at approximately 45MHz, and the channel bandwidth
was 2MHz. Much other work was being done, but RCA
was out in front. This was the time of the great depression however. The radio industry wasn't making any
money, and few potential viewers could afford sets.
RCA began regular broadcasts as part of a large-scale
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field test in June 1936, again from W2XBS but this time
with 343 lines and 30 interlaced frames per second. The
bandwidth was now 5.75MHz.
In June 1936 the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC), which had been set up in 1934,
began hearings on the use of the radio spectrum above
30MHz. There followed several years of dispute about
TV standards. At the June 1936 FCC hearings the Radio
Manufactures Association (RMA) proposed a 441-line
standard with 30 interlaced frames per second and a
6MHz bandwidth. But at that stage no one had achieved
441-line TV! It wasn't until February 1937 that Philco
was able to provide a convincing demonstration of 441line TV. In 1938 the RMA revised its standard, the significant change being to recommend vestigial sideband
transmission (a full upper sideband and a partial lower
sideband), something that wasn't adopted in the UK
until the immediate post-war period. The FCC still
couldn't come to a decision on whether to accept the
standard however.
In October 1938 RCA decided to bring pressure by
announcing that it would start regular TV transmissions
as a public service in April 1939, to coincide with the
New York World's Fair. Several manufacturers produced sets, but sales were poor. By the end of 1939
fewer than 400 sets had been sold in the New York area.
Further FCC hearings were held in January 1940.
There was disagreement at these on the RMA standard:
Philco proposed a 605-line, 24 frames/sec system, while
DuMont advocated 625 lines with 15 frames per second.
The FCC procrastinated, and RCA continued its pressure. In the end, in mid 1940, the FCC said it would
approve a standard provided the industry could agree on
what it should be. This led to the NTSC (National TV
Standards Committee) being set up. It re-examined the
standards question thoroughly, and decided to back the
RMA 441-line system with one alteration — FM was to
be used for the sound channel. The FCC felt that 441
lines was inadequate, and in March 1941 the NTSC
proposed an increase to 525 lines. This standard was
finally approved in April 1941, and broadcasting started
later that year.
By this time TV broadcasting in Europe had ended
with the advent of World War II — though there were
some limited services in Continental Europe during the
war. After the war a 625-line system became gradually
accepted throughout Europe, though France had an 819line system for a time. It required a huge bandwidth, but
the pictures were superb.

Colour
The next major development was colour. This takes us
back to the USA again where, in 1948, CBS introduced
an experimental sequential system and started to sell
sets. Fields were transmitted in RGB sequence, a
colour-filter wheel being used at the receiver in conjunction with a standard CRT. This was a failure.
Because of the filter wheel the sets were bulky, the picture quality was poor, and worst of all the system was
not compatible — those with monochrome sets couldn't
receive the transmissions.
The NTSC was once more brought into action to adjudicate. It set a specification that work already done by
RCA met. In effect a system devised by RCA became
the NTSC system, which was approved by the FCC in
1952. Compatibility was achieved by using separate
luminance and colour-difference signals (two), the latter
being used to modulate a subcarrier in quadrature (the
third colour could be obtained at the receiver by matrixing the luminance and two colour-difference signals).
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Monochrome receivers simply ignored the subcarrier
and its modulation. Colour receivers decoded the modulation and derived three colour signals to drive the
tube. The latter had by this time been developed by
RCA, using ideas of its own and others. Its important
feature was the shadowmask, which enabled the three
beams to strike only screen phosphors of the appropriate
primary colour — red, green or blue.
The system had one significant disadvantage. Because
of the quadrature/phase modulation used for the colour
subcarrier, phase shifts that occurred anywhere in the
system caused a colour change at the receiver. Viewers
were provided with a hue control to compensate for this.
When the time came for Europe to decide on a colour
system, modifications were introduced to overcome this
deficiency. Hence the PAL and SECAM systems.
Colour broadcasting started in the UK in 1967, and by
that time UHF was being used for TV transmissions.

Recent Years
There is much that we have had to leave out in this brief
look at the progress of TV, for example significant camera tube developments with, first, the Image Orthicon
and subsequently the Plumbicon tube — not to forget the
vidicon for CCTV applications — and the development
of standards converters by the .BBC and the IBA. The
converters did much to lay the foundations of digital
TV, by establishing hoW a video signal can be successfully converted to digital form and back again (to drive
the tube), and be processed while in digital form. We
can mention more recent developments only briefly.
During the late Sixties UK broadcasters started to
make use of a few lines in the field flyback period for
test and identification signals. They were called VITS —
Vision Insertion Test Signals. Could the field flyback
period be used for anything else? The answer was yes,
and the service that emerged was teletext. This is a digital signal that can be stored in a TV set, decoded and
used to produce screen displays of news and other information. The service started in the autumn of 1976, and
the technique was subsequently adopted by many overseas broadcasters.
Engineers were also considering how to add stereo
sound to TV transmissions. Several systems were
devised, the UK opting for a digital approach, Nicam.
The signal is modulated on to a subcarrier just above the
mono sound one. Nicam transmissions started in 1990.
The first TV use of satellites was for distribution to
broadcasters and cable operators. Experiments with
DTH (Direct To Home) transmissions started at an early
stage however, in particular with the ATS-6 satellite in
1975. The technology was soon proved, and in the UK
regular broadcasting to TV viewers (Sky TV and BSB
originally, then merging to form BSkyB) started in
1989/90. This took domestic TV into the SHF region,
with dishes and LNBs. FM was adopted for the video
signal.
Why not transmit the signal in digital form? This would
have been unthinkable as recently as the Eighties,
because of the wide bandwidth that would have been
required. Rapid developments in signal compression in
the early Nineties overcame the problem, by removing
spatial and temporal redundancy (repetitive signal values, such as large areas with no detail repeated for a
number of frames). Once the MPEG-2 standard had been
developed and adopted it remained only to find spectrum
space. That was not a problem with satellite transmission; rather more of a problem with terrestrial TV.
Then there's video, but this is a subject in its own
right. For another time perhaps.
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TV
Fault Finding
Reports from
Colin J. Guy
Michael Dranfield
Pete Gurney, LCGI
David Smith
Kevin J. Green, TMIIE
Michael Maurice
Glyn Dickinson
John Hepworth
Gerry Mumford and
Paul Hardy

Hitachi C21-P918 (G08
chassis)
This set was dead with a blackened
mains fuse. The cause was found to
be melted PVC insulating tape on
the degaussing coil. It was resting
on the audio amplifier's heatsink.
This presented a considerable safety hazard. C.J.G.

Ferguson D68N (ICC9
chassis)

Panasonic TX25W2
(Alpha 3 chassis)

Poor picture was the complaint
with this set. In fact there was no
luminance, as happens with the
ICC5 chassis when the luminance
delay line goes open-circuit. Easy I
thought — but I couldn't find a
delay line. A check with the circuit
diagram revealed that the luminance delay line is within the
TDA4671 video processing chip
ICO2, which is expensive. The
cause of the fault turned out to be
TCO2 however. It's a surfacemounted BC848 transistor in the
circuit between ICO2 and IV01,
where matrixing is carried out, and
was short-circuit emitter-to-base.
These little blighters seem to be
about as reliable as those brown
Panasonic capacitors. C.J.G.

The complaint with this set was
poor focus. When the focus control
was adjusted the picture brightness
altered considerably. I suspected
the LOPT, but when the first anode
lead was disconnected from the
tube base PCB the focus voltage
was found to be leaking to the
CRT's first anode pin. A new CRT
was required. Fortunately Express
TV had some at bargain prices, so
the repair was economic. C.J.G.

Hitachi C2166TN
The cause of intermittent tripping
turned out to be the 5V regulator
IC952. I initially thought that dryjoints at its pins were responsible,
but in the end a replacement 7805
had to be fitted. C.J.G.

Hitachi CPT2598 (G80
chassis)
This set had been in several times
because its EEPROM had become
corrupted. Each time I'd fitted a
replacement and set it up. The
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cause of the problem turned out to
be the degaussing posistor, which
arced internally when tapped.
C.J.G.

Hitachi G7P Mk 2 Chassis
This set had been brought in
because it was dead. Replacement
of the electrolytic capacitors on the
primary side of the chopper circuit
restored normal operation. But it
was back next day:..the customer
said that it would start in the morning, but if he switched it off it
wouldn't come on again unless it
was left off for several hours. He
was right. The cause turned out to
be R913 (10052) which is connected between the base and the emitter
of the BUT11AF chopper transistor. It was open-circuit. C.J.G.

Mitsubishi CT2154TX (Euro
4 chassis)
Our installer had called to move the
VCR channel to avoid digital interference. He found that the set

would tune but would 7.':
channels — those alrea:.:_r.ed, in
were OK. The cause of -.he p,roblem
was loss of the —30V
to the
EEPROM. It comes fro —
standby supply transformer T:,,51. which
was sitting in a blob of '7'
glue. When the transforpr.e7 had
been removed and the_;caned
off, the broken windinz codld be
seen. It was successfully re: aired.
C.J.G.

Hitachi CPT2174 (G6P
chassis)
This set produced a brig-;ht picture
with flyback lines even w hen the
first anode preset was turned to
minimum. The cause of the trouble
turned out to be zener diode ZD301
(12V) which was leaky. Its across
the luminance feed to the CRT base
panel. C.J.G.

Matsui 2096
This set was dead with the 6 8Q
surge-limiter resistor R101 opencircuit. The cause was traced to a
short-circuit between the primary
and feedback windings on the
chopper transformer. I was able to
get the transformer direct from
Mastercare (0870 909 0444) at a
reasonable price with same-day
despatch using a credit card number.
It's also advisable to replace
R108 (2201M) and R109 (3301M)
in these sets, using 0.75W metalfilm resistors. They are connected
to pins 3 and 2 respectively of the
TDA4605 chopper control chip
IC104. M.Dr.

Sharp 59CS03H
I am not impressed with this chassis. The set was sold brand new just
eighteen months ago and here it
was back in the workshop, dead
and full of dry-joints and scorch
marks on the PCB. The power supply was whistling, and it didn't take
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me long to discover that the surface-mounted 2SA1797Q power
transistor Q305 in the class D audio
output stage was short-circuit. As a
precaution I also replaced Q306,
D301 and D302.
At switch on the set failed
straight away. This time D305
(1N4933) was short-circuit — I'd
checked it previously and it had
read OK.
Whenever one of these sets
comes in for repair, always check
for dry-joints at the back of the
scan coils PCB. A burn-up here can
cause mass destruction in both the
power and the line output sections
of the receiver. M.Dr.

Nokia 6364UK SFN (Euro
Stereo 2 chassis)
Intermittent reversion to standby,
width problems, change of line frequency or failure of the line output
transistor can all be caused by a
faulty BC337-25 line driver transistor (T507). It will appear to be OK
on test, but replace it nevertheless.
For good measure also replace
C507 (220g) which decouples the
supply to the line driver transformer TR510. M.Dr.

Tatung B series Chassis
If there's no line or field sync and
you find that a video signal is present at pin 5 of the TDA2579A
timebase generator chip IC401, the
cause of the problem is most likely
to be a crashed X2402P EEPROM
chip (IC703). It's not necessary to
replace this chip: just reprogram it.
If the set lives in a smoky or
dusty atmosphere, clean the tube
base. Sparking around the focus pin
will crash the EEPROM. M.Dr.

Sharp 51DSO2HThis set wouldn't come out of
standby. Eventually, after fiddling
about, I managed to get it to come
on. But the front buttons — volume
up/down and channel up/down —
didn't work. The cause turned out
to be simple. R705 (68kO), which
feeds the standby microcontroller,
was open-circuit. M.Dr.

Bush 2063NTX (Vestel
11AK10 chassis)
Field collapse was the problem
with this set. There was a vertical
ramp at pin 43 of IC401
(TDA8362A) but nothing else. The
cause of no input at pin 1 of the
TDA3653B field output chip IC701
was C701 (4.7nF), which was
leaky. It's not the first time I've
come across leaky disc ceramic
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capacitors in this area with various
brands that use the chassis. M.Dr.

Crown 2894
The chassis in this set was familiar:
it's used in most 28in. Bush sets.
The customer had complained that
the field scanning was unstable
after half an hour. After replacing
the usual capacitors in the primary
side of the chopper power supply I
put the set on soak test. About thirty minutes later the height
decreased, the linearity altered and
there was intermittent field bouncing.
My first move was to check the
12V supply, which is derived from
the line output stage, used to power
the line/field generator IC. The
voltage at ZD402 is quite critical. It
should be 12V but had fallen to
10.4V. Tracing back to source, I
found that the 25V supply was also
somewhat low. The cause of the
trouble was R435 (0.68Q) in the
feed to the 25V rectifier. It measured 4.352 out of circuit and the
correct 0.685 when it had cooled.
A replacement cured the fault. P.G.

Alba CTV842
This 14in. portable was dead. When
I checked it I found that the power
supply was working but there was
no line drive. The cause was quickly traced to the line driver transformer, whose primary winding
was open-circuit. When the transformer was removed it was clear
that the transformer had been damaged by the glue which had been
applied to the PCB — it was badly
discoloured, and had rotted the
ends of the wires where they are
soldered to the transformer's connection pins.
I've had this problem before.
With care and the use of a good
magnifying glass you can clean the
ends of the wires and reconnect
them by adding sufficient extra
wire to make a good joint. P.G.

Toshiba 3357DB
It was not the first time I'd come
across the problem, which had in
this case been caused by the
owner's dislike of the surround
sound speakers. Feeling that they
got in the way, he disconnected
them. Two weeks later the set died.
I found that the 5A fuse link Z889
and the TA8211AH surround sound
rear speaker amplifier Q640 had
failed.
With another customer's set that
suffered from the same problem the
above items were faulty, also the

TA8256H chip Q870 which drives
the front speakers. This additional
chip had died when the front speakers had been disconnected with the
set switched on in order to vacuum
clean the carpet! P.G.

Panasonic TX28W3/BK
(Euro 1 chassis)
This set had a fairly straightforward
fault, field collapse. I checked the
voltages around the TDA8175 field
output chip IC561 and found that,
DC wise, they were all within specification. A new IC restored the
picture. Some further checks were
then carried out to see whether anything that might have contributed to
IC561's failure could be found.
C558 (2,2000, 50V), the reservoir
capacitor for the 27V supply, had a
domed top and an extremely high
ESR reading, and the field flyback
boost capacitor 0563 (220p1, 50V)
was leaky. P.G.

Amstrad CTV1400
Intermittent loss of the picture was
the complaint with this 14in.
portable. On test I found that the
loss was extremely intermittent — it
put in an appearance only once in
two weeks. At first I suspected an
intermittent connection to the
CRT's heaters, as the brightness
slowly decayed then returned, but
the fault cleared before the set's
back could be removed and I could
not see any bad joints.
When the fault did last long
enough for some measurements to
be carried out I discovered that the
first anode voltage had fallen to
6V. A replacement HR line output
transformer cured the fault. P.G.

Tatung D14RDD64 (Series
D chassis)
This set was locked to one channel
and the volume was at maximum.
I've had the problem before with
the D chassis. The cause is usually
EEPROM corruption, which a reset
will cure.
To load the factory defaults
when the set is on, short-circuit
pins 1 and 2 of PC701 near the
main microcontroller chip and press
any one of the front panel controls.
The set will then go into standby.
Remove the short-circuit and
switch the set back on. Factory
defaults will be loaded in the EEPROM and retuning should, as in
this case, complete the repair. P.G.

Bush 2163NTXA
There was intermittent sound: it
would sometimes go low, fade off
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or just cut out. Tapping the Nicam
panel would instigate the fault. I
tried almost everything on the panel
then noticed that a small coil,
UL302, near the TDA2546 chip
was mounted at an acute angle. Its
pins appeared to have been soldered and looked to be intact, but I
decided to resolder them anyway.
As I did so, one of the lands for the
coil came clean away. All was well
when I replaced it with a wire link.
I guess that the print had been damaged under the edge of the solder
run. D.S.

Alba CTV4856
The main complaint was varying
height. No mention was made of
the fact that ITV (ch. 59 in our
area) was right at the edge of the
OSD tuning scale and that BBC2
and Ch 4 couldn't be tuned in. The
power supply was producing the
correct outputs, but a check at the
33V stabiliser showed that there
was only 18V across it. A replacement made no difference. Checks
on related components brought me
to C504, an 0.1g disc ceramic
capacitor that's near the front of the
PCB, right next door to a green
mylar capacitor. It was leaky: a
replacement cured the tuning and
the height problems. D.S.

cation. Uprate CP602 to 2.5A CPN75 and add two 5.6V zener
diodes, one between pins 1 and 9 of
IC803 (cathode to pin 1) and the
other between pin 9 and chassis.
Mount the diodes on the print side
of the PCB. M.M.

Akai CT2185-10
This set was brought in because it
wouldn't come out of standby.
Resoldering dry-joints in the power
supply and line output stage cured
that. But every so often there was a
static discharge around the speaker
grille. A 1MS2 resistor connected
between the grille and chassis cured
this problem. Note that it must be a
safety-rated component. M.M.

Toshiba 2552DB
There was intermittent loss of the
picture, with just a blank raster.
The cause was eventually traced to
the service switch S202. I was
tempted to link it out, but decided
to obtain and fit a replacement.
M.M.

Saisho FST212A
This set was dead with the relay
open-circuit. The relay is no longer
available, but an equivalent RS
type can be used. M.M.

Sony KV19XMTU
Ferguson ICC7 Chassis
One of these sets was brought in
because there was no line or field
sync. CV54 (0.1g) was found to
be open-circuit. K.J.G.

Grundig T70-440
This set displayed a very bright
raster with flyback lines. The cure
was to replace the TEA5101A RGB
output chip on the CRT base panel
and the 10Q resistor in the supply
to it. M.M.

Bush 2914
The colour balance was incorrect —
predominantly red. It didn't take
long to find that R919 (680k0) in
the R output stage was open-circuit.
M.M.

Sony KVM2171U (BE4A
chassis)
This set was dead with CP602 on
the secondary side of the power
supply open-circuit. As there were
no shorts I fitted a new 1A, CPN25 fuse-link, which restored normal operation. About three months
later the set was back with the same
fault. A call to Sony produced the
information that the cause is an
inrush of current at power on from
standby, and that there's a modifi-
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Another dealer brought this set
along. He couldn't understand why
it wouldn't tune in and why there
was drifting with the stations that
had been tuned. I removed the IF
can and resoldered the dry-joints at
the coils. That cured the fault. Sony
sets have, over the years, suffered
from this problem. M.M.

Protech 7295
This 28in. Nicam set is fitted with a
chassis, type 11AK12, that turns up
in various brands. The fault was
field collapse, though the TDA3654
field output chip was very much
alive. The drive comes from a
TDA8362A multi-function chip.
Checks here revealed that pin 33,
which is used to generate the field
ramp, was at OV. R810 (221S2)
should provide a feed from the 33V
rail. It had failed. G.D.

Panasonic TC1465 (Z1
chassis)
The complaint was "lines on the
screen after an hour". I put the set
on test and after a while the luminance began to vary erratically. The
fault was also present with an AV
input. Scope checks led me to the
2SC2636 emitter-follower Q303,
whose output was a pale imitation

of the input. A replacement cured
the fault. G.D.

Sharp 66CS03
These large-screen sets with a
portable's chassis worry us, often
for good reason. This one had been
seen by someone else, who
`couldn't get the parts'. It was not
in too bad a state — just a few disconnected diodes and evidence of
work around the line output transformer. This was repaired and the
set was then switched on. There
was tripping —at least the set wasn't dead! Visual inspection led me
to C714 (1,000g, 10V) which
looked very upset. A replacement
brought the set back to life, but
there was arcing from the line output transformer. Once this had been
replaced and the geometry had been
set up we had a happy set and customer. Relief all round!
Whenever you get one of these
sets in an essential precation is to
resolder the pins at the scan coil
socket. G.D.

Ferguson 59K5 (ICC5
chassis)
There was the "three strikes and
you're out" kind a tripping with
this set. Unplugging the audio
panel is a good first move. It made
no difference this time. The line
output transistor measured OK out
of circuit, but there was a 21d2
reading between its collector and
emitter connections. This resistance
disappeared when pin 8 (HT) of the
transformer was disconnected. The
only other connection to the primary winding is the feed to the 200V
rectifier, at pin 6. Sure enough
DL55 (BA157) was short-circuit.
As a result, CL58 (47µF, 100V)
and RV82 (1052, on the tube base
panel) had been damaged.
Replacing them restored the picture. G.D.

Mitsubishi CT2607
"Twenty four years old and never
gone wrong before" the proud
owner of this set declared. It was
not that old I think, but the fault
was obvious — field collapse. Scope
checks showed that there was a
good field scan waveform, then a
bell rang in the back of my mind.
"Check the scan coils" it said. I did,
and found that they were open-circuit. Since I'd nothing like them in
the salvage box I split them and
saw two odd loading coils, one
with a broken wire. This was easily
repaired, after which there was a
good picture. For another twenty
four years?! G.D.
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Beko 30328T
This 28in. set showed no signs of
life apart from the standby light,
which responded to the remote-control handset — it flashed for a couple of seconds after receiving a
command, but nothing else happened. I've had a number of 28in.
Beko sets with duff LOPTs, so I
jumped in and fitted one. Wrong:
the set still sat there inactive. I then
did what I should have done in the
first place — used the scope to
check for line drive. The cause of
the trouble was now obvious. The
line driver transistor T801 was
open-circuit base-to-emitter. J.H.

Toshiba 214R7B
This set was OK with most scenes,
but with high-brightness shots the
picture pulsated wildly. Checks in
the beam-limiter network revealed
that D242 (1N4148) was short-circuit. J.H.

Mitsubishi Sets
I've had quite a few Mitsubishi sets
with RGB variations and intermittent symptoms like flyback lines
and varying contrast and brightness. In every case the cause of the
problem has been hardly any solder
on the tube base connector on the
base panel. J.H.

TDA8178 field output chip was
dry-jointed and RF33 was open-circuit. This resistor is listed as 1.852,
but 0.330 was fitted. After replacing it and obtaining a Konig handset very cheaply I sold the set
straight away. It's amazing what
some people throw out. J.H.

Sony KV28WS2U (BE3D
chassis)
The display produced by this
widescreen set had bad EW bowing
and excessive width. R870 (10,
1W fusible) was found to be opencircuit. It's in the feedback network
in the EW output stage. The
replacement ran cold and the set
was pronounced healthy. G.M.

Grundig T36-446
(CUC4410 chassis)
There was sound but no picture,
because the line drive was missing.
The chassis is slightly unusual in
that there's no line driver transformer, a TDA8140 driver chip
(IC526) being used instead. This
and the field output chip IC411
were badly dry-jointed, but resoldering them made no difference. As
IC526 had power and a drive input,
and there were no short-circuits in
the line output stage, a new
TDA8140 chip was fitted. This
cured the fault. G.M.

Amstrad CTV3028N
This set was dead with the 2A
mains fuse blown. The chopper
power supply uses a BUZ90AF
FET which was short-circuit, the
cause being R108 (270k0) which
was open-circuit. I replaced these
items and switched on. The result
was tripping, because the line output transistor was leaky. Replacing
this completed the job.
I've had this chassis for repair in
Alba and Bush sets. J.H.

Hitachi CPT2128 (G7P
chassis)
There was no line sync and the display was displaced to the right of
the screen. The phase detector in
the TDA2579 timebase generator
chip IC701 receives pulses from the
line output stage at pin 12. They
come via R726 (2.20) and R605.
R726 was open-circuit. J.H.

Ferguson B59N (ICC8
chassis)
I acquired this set for £5 during a
recent visit to the local skip yard to
dispose of some rubbish. It's a
59cm Nicam and Fastext set that
produces excellent pictures — I have
one myself. When I tested it there
was field collapse, because the
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Sony KV14T1U (BE4 chassis)
This smart portable was dead. Its
front LED blinked six times to indicate an over-voltage or excess-current fault. In fact, as usual with this
chassis, the TDA9302H field chip
IC501 was the cause of the fault. It
becomes dry-jointed and fails.
But this particular set had a trick
up its sleeve. There was a bad vertical shift error when IC501 had been
replaced, with a 2cm deep black band
at the top of the screen. Any attempt
to alter it in the service mode resulted in foldover. The DC shift for the
field coils is provided by Q500 and
Q501. Checks showed that the voltages around these transistors were
way out, though the associated components were all OK. The cure was
to replace the very expensive
MC44007P jungle chip IC301, which
provides the drive for Q500. G.M.

Solavox 20T19 (ITT Mini
chassis)
This rather old set was stuck in
standby. Fuse Si651 (1AF) had
blown because the BU508A chopper transistor T713 was short-circuit. The cause was eventually
traced to C701 (4.711F), which was

open-circuit. It's a mains filtering
capacitor connected just after the
filter choke. G.M.

Sony KVM2101U (BE2A
chassis)
There was bad EW bowing.
Inspection showed that C806
(47nF, 250V) in the line output
stage was bulging and had split
open. Fortunately a replacement
cured the fault and there was no
other damage. I've since had this
fault with a number of these sets.
It's beginning to look like another
stock fault. G.M.

Philips 21PT131B (Anubis
A chassis)
This set seemed to be dead, but the
power supply was producing a low
HT output at 40V instead of 95V.
The cause was traced to the
BC848C error-sensing transistor
Tr7537. It's voltage readings were
wrong: there was about 6V at the
collector and emitter, a slightly
lower reading being obtained at the
base. When this surface-mounted
device was removed for checks it
was found to be leaky collector-toemitter. A replacement restored
normal operation. P.H.

Sony KV2212UB (YE2
chassis)
This set was dead with no output
from the power supply. As there
were no obvious signs of failure I
carried out some resistor checks
and found that R603 (390k0,
0.5W) in the start-up supply was
open-circuit.
As usual with this chassis,
diodes D801, D802, D808 and
D809 on the line timebase panel
were poorly jointed. I find that the
only way to get decent soldered
joints here is to remove the diodes
and scrape the leads before
retinning them prior to refitting.
P.H.

Hitachi CT2114TE-311
This set would intermittently revert
to standby. Sometimes HT was present and field scan coil buzz could
be heard. Sometimes the switched
9V supply was absent. In addition
the text was sometimes corrupt, and
remote-control commands were
often ignored. A new microcontroller chip cured these problems.
Make sure that you identify the
chip correctly before ordering it, as
there appear to be two models with
the same model number but different innards. This one used an
SAA5296P/015 chip, which is
expensive. P.H.
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We talk loosely about
processors and micros.
There are important
differences however
between the various
devices used for digital control in TV sets
and other equipment.
K.F. Ibrahim describes
this family of ICs and
their operation

Microcomputer Systems for TV
he introduction of very-large and ultra-large scale
integration (VLSI and ULSI) enabled the equivalent of a million or more transistors to be incorporated in a single integrated circuit. This has made it possible to manufacture complex circuits and complete systems on a single silicon chip. Four types of processor
chips may be found in a digital TV set-top box: (1) general-purpose microprocessors for basic system programming and control; (2) dedicated processors such as
video decoders and transport-stream demultiplexers; (3)
microcontrollers; and (4) system-on-chip processors.
Three basic technologies are used in the fabrication of
ICs: bipolar (TTL), CMOS and NMOS. The latter two
are normally used because they provide higher component density.
To make the operation of such processing systems
clear, we'll start with a description of a basic generalpurpose microcomputer system, see Fig. 1. It consists of
the following elements: (1) a central processing unit
(CPU); (2) memory chips, RAM and ROM; (3) an
address decoder chip; (4) input and output interface
chips, PIO and UART, for connection to other systems
(monitor, printer etc.); (5) a direct memory address con-
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troller (DMAC); (6) programmable devices as required;
and (7) a bus system.

The CPU
The CPU is the actual microprocessor. It's usually a
VLSI chip that contains all the circuitry required to
interpret and carry out program instructions. This
involves data manipulation, logic and arithmetic operations, and timing and control of the system.
A microprocessor chip's capability depends on the
number of parallel data bits it can handle. Common
microprocessor chips have 8- or 16-bit capability
(width). The smaller 4-bit and 8-bit microprocessors are
generally used as dedicated devices in industrial applications and domestic appliances such as washing
machines and TV receivers. Microprocessors also differ
in the speed at which they can carry out instructions.
Speed is specified as the system clock frequency, in
MHz.
While the bit-width determines the quantity of information that can be handled in any one cycle of operation, the speed determines the number of operations that
can be carried out per second.
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We will look at the CPU chip's internal operation later
in this article.

Memory Chips
A microprocessor system requires a certain amount of
data storage capacity where programs such as start-up
routines and other processing control software are kept.
The two types of chips normally used to provide the
necessary memory space are DRAMs (dynamic RAMs)
and ROMs. Other types, such as PROM, EPROM, EEPROM and flash, may also be used.

Address Decoder Chip
The input to this 'chip is a group of address lines.
Depending on their states, one of the outputs is enabled
— generally by taking it low. If such an output is connected to the CS (Chip Select) pin of a memory chip,
that chip will be enabled, i.e. selected. With two address
line inputs, four outputs are available, see Fig. 2. With
three address line inputs eight outputs are available and
so on. The arrangement shown in Fig. 2 is referred to as
a 2-to-4 address decoder.

I/O Interfaces
Input/output devices connect the system to external
items. They act as an input or output route for transferring data to and from items such as a keypad, display
unit, remote control unit, video decoder etc. Two types
are shown in Fig. 1, PIO and UART. PIO stands for parallel input-output: this chip provides a parallel communication path to and from the system. A UART
(Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter) provides a serial data communication route to and from an
external device such a modem or mouse.
With a UART there are two data lines, received data
(RDX or RD) and transmit data (TDX or TD). There are
also a number of control lines, known as handshake
lines. The 9-pin RS232 D-type connector (port) is standard for use with a UART. Pin connections are 1 DCD
(carrier detect), 2 RX (receive data), 3 TX (transmit
data), 4 DTR (data terminal ready), 5 ground, 6 DSR
(data set ready), 7 RTS (request to send), 8 CTS (clear
to send) and 9 RI (ring indicator).
The input/output interface chips are programmable,
i.e. they can be used to connect to devices with different
specifications. A programmable chip incorporates a
number of internal registers — small data storage areas,
normally eight bits in length. The chip's mode of operation is defined by the contents of these registers — the
CPU adjusts the contents. When an external device such
as a modem requests attention, the CPU initialises the
I/O interface (in this case a UART) by loading its regis-
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ters with the appropriate codes for the modem's requirements, such as speed and bit length. Once the UART has
been initialised, the CPU calls up a program known as a
service routine. This enables the system to communicate
with the modem.

Fig 1: A basic
general-purpose
microcomputer
system.

DMAC
The vast majority of computer operations involve the
transfer of data between different parts of the system.
The microprocessor chip normally carries this out.
Where a large amount of data has to be transferred a
faster method, known as direct memory access (DMA),
may be used. In this case a DMA controller chip takes
over for the duration of the transfer. Once the data transfer has been completed, the DMAC hands control back
to the CPU.

The Bus Structure
The hardware items so far mentioned are interconnected
via a bus structure that has, as shown in Fig. 1, three sections, address, data and control. The address and data
buses provide a parallel highway along which multi-bit
addresses and data travel from one chip to another. The
control bus is used for the lines that carry control signals
to and from the CPU.
As its name indicates, the data bus is used to transfer
data between the CPU and other chips in the system.
The address bus carries data that identifies the memory
locations where data is to be read (retrieved) or written
(stored). It's also used to identify other parts of the system such as the input/output ports. The control bus carries the CPU control signals, such as clock, reset, read
(RD) and write (WR).

Control Signals
The number and type of control signals depends on the
microprocessor and the system design. Control signals
are normally active low, i.e. the high state is the rest
position, the low state (logic zero) being used to produce
the required action. Active low signals are identified by
a bar above them. The main CPU control signals are as
follows:
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A9 A8 Output
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Fig 2: Operation
of an addressdecoder chip.
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Fig. 3: Print-out
of a clock pulse
signal - taken
from a digital
storage oscilloscope.
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Reset (RES or RST): This is a type of interrupt that
oven-ides all other interrupts. The reset pip_ is normally
held high. If it's taken low by a manual reset or by accident or fault, the CPU program is immed,ately stopped
and the processor is reset. To restart mieroprocessor
operation, the reset pin must go high as-ain.
A simple RC charging circuit can be used to provide
reset action, the capacitor charging via the resistor from
the microprocessor's supply voltage. A: switch on the
capacitor will be discharged, the voliaze across it providing the low state. As it charges it pro% ,des the high
state. A discharge switch across the eapaeUor will provide a manual reset.
When the reset pin goes high the irscroprocessor
immediately starts an initialisation preseess. This consists of directing the CPU to the mentor:. II's:anon where
the system start-up program is stored. I: ,s necessary to
ensure that all DC voltages have reached a steady state
before initialisation takes place.

8- bit bus

ALU

Other
controls

Timing
and
logic control

Accumulator

-ow Clock

)(tot

105901

Fig. 4: Basic arrangement of an 8-bit microcontroller chip.

Clock pulses: A clock pulse signal, see Fig. 3, is an
essential requirement for processor operation. It synchronises the movement of data between the various
chips in the system and controls the operating speed —
without it the system comes to a halt. The clock pulses
must be accurate and stable, so a crystal oscillator is
used to generate them — it's built into the CPU/microprocessor chip. Clock pulse frequencies vary between a
relatively slow 8MHz and 100MHz or more.
Any drift in the clock pulse frequency may cause
microprocessor malfunctioning. A logic probe, can be
used to monitor the pulses, but a frequency counter or an
oscilloscope with appropriate bandwidth must be used
to check the frequency.
Read (RD) and write (WR): The CPU's read and write
lines determine whether it is to receive or transmit data.
In a read operation the CPU receives data from an external memory location. The opposite occurs with a write
operation.
Interrupts: When a peripheral device such as a channel
decoder or a transport demultiplexer needs attention it
sends an interrupt request (IRQ) signal to the CPU.
When the CPU receives such a signal the main program
is temporarily interrupted so that the request can be
dealt with. Once the device's needs have been met, the
CPU returns to the original program. The CPU will have
one or more interrupt lines, which are referred to as
IRQ1. IRQ2 etc.
With an IRQ the CPU completes the current program
instruction before recognising the request. Other interrupts, such as halt, stop the execution of the main program to enable an external source or device to have a
different program executed.
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Resetting and Initialising: The res.-resters in all programmable chips, including the CPU and power supply
control chips, must be set to an initial state that determines the start-up parameters of the chips. This is
known as initialisation.
After power-on, a reset pulse know n as Power On
Reset (POR) is generated and used to reset and initialise
all the programmable chips. It occurs ori,:e the various
DC voltages have reached a steady and siarle level. This
normally involves a delay of 20-60msea.

Operation of a Microprocessor
The internal arrangement (architecture . of a microprocessor chip is complex and varies from one manufacturer to another. There are however common elements, as
follows: (1) an arithmetic and logic unit { ALL (2) timing and control logic, (3) an accumulator and other registers, (4) an instruction decoder, and (51an internal bus.
Microprocessors operate on a fetch and execute basis.
During the fetch phase the processor recei \ es an instruction from the memory location where the relevant program is stored. This is done by putting the address of the
memory location on the address bus and enabling the
read control line. The address decoder selects the appropriate memory chip, which then puts the contents at that
address on the data bus. The CPU receives the instruction (data) and stores it in an internal register called the
instruction register.
During the execute phase the CPU decodes the instruction and carries it out. To do this, the CPU has to generate the timing and control signals required for the execution of the particular instruction. The execute phase
may involve a simple arithmetic operation. e.g. addition
or subtraction, or more complex data transfer to or from
memory or peripheral devices.
The fetch and execute phases may both take more than
one clock cycle to complete, depending on the nature of
the instruction. When the execution phase has been
completed, the microprocessor puts the next program
address, i.e. the address where the next instruction is
stored, on the address bus and the next fetch and execute
operation is carried out.
Timing diagrams show the relationships between the
various signals such as clock, address, data and
read/write.
The microprocessor performs its operations in a predetermined sequence known as a program. This is a
series of instructions that breaks each operation down
into a number of individual tasks. The instructions are in
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two parts: operator and operand. Each instruction, such
as add or move data, is represented by a binary number
known as the machine code, operational code or opcode
for the particular processor. This is the operator part of
the instruction. The operand part consists of the data that
the opcode is to work on, e.g. the two numbers to be
added or the data to be moved.
With an 8-bit system there will be an 8-bit operator
and one or more 8-bit operands. Naturally an instruction
with a number of operands takes longer to execute than
one with fewer operands. Each make of microprocessor
has its own set of machine codes known as the instruction set.
Writing programs in machine code is a lengthy and
tedious process. So programs are normally written in a
computer language that uses normal alphabetical letters
and words. These are then translated into the appropriate series of opcodes. The simplest form of translation is
the assembler, which employs an assembly programming language. In this language each opcode has a
mnemonic name such as EN for enable, MOV for move,
ANL for AND logic and INC for increment.

Types of Microprocessor
There are two basic types of microprocessor, CISC
(Complex Instruction Set Code) and the faster RISC
(Reduced Instruction Set Code). RISC processors carry
out fast mathematical operations by using fewer, i.e. a
`reduced' number of, instructions. Examples of CISC
processors are the Intel 80XXX and Pentium series;
examples of RISC processors are the power PC and
OAK.

and output lines available and the data width, i.e. four,
eight or sixteen bits. Microcontrollers usually have their
instruction program permanently stored in an internal
ROM at the manufacturing stage, a process known as
mask programming. Some chips in addition work with
an external EPROM that can be used for user programming.
The basic architecture of an 8-bit microcontroller chip
is shown in Fig. 4. Its program is held in the ROM, with
a small RAM (1-4kbytes) available for data and other
external control signals. The timer/counter may be loaded, started, stopped or read by software commands. In
TV applications it is used to keep track of the sequence
of lines and fields and prompts the device to carry out
certain operations at specific times. One parallel 8-bit
port (A) is shown. Each port may be assigned as an
input or output. Two lines of a parallel port can be used
as a serial input/output port. There is also a serial bus
interface, which is used to control peripheral devices
such as tuners and demodulators.
The ALU (Arithmetic and Logic Unit) carries out
arithmetic operations such as adding two numbers or
performs a logic function such as NAND or NOR on two
numbers. The ALU therefore has two parallel inputs,
one for each number. When an ALU operation is completed the result is temporarily stored in the accumulator for subsequent use.
The timing and control section provides the necessary
system synchronisation. Interconnection between the
various sections is via a multiplexed 8-bit bus.

Microcomputer Chip
The basic elements of a microcomputer system — CPU,
memory, DMA controller, PIO and UART ports and a
bus interface — can be incorporated in a singe chip.
Microcomputer chips are used to control ASICs
(Application Specific ICs) or ASSPs (Application
Specific Standard Processors) such as analogue video
and audio decoders, digital sound processors and digital
TV demodulators and demultiplexers.

Dedicated Processors
Dedicated processors are designed to carry out one particular task, e.g. demultiplexing, video or audio decoding etc. They are programmed and controlled by the system microprocessor chip via the address/data bus and
control signals or by a serial bus or both. Chips such as
demultiplexers and video/audio decoders require their
own dedicated memory store which is linked by local
address/data buses. The processor has its own on-chip
clock, which sets the processing speed. This is distinct
from the system clock, which provides system synchronisation.

Microcontrollers
Microcontroller chips, also known as CCUs (Central
Control Units), are dedicated microcomputer chips.
They contain a microprocessor core plus RAM, ROM or
other memory and input/output ports. A number of
microcontroller chips are available from various manufacturers, for example the Intel 8048/49 series, Motorola
6805 and 146805, Texas TMS1000 and Zilog Z80
series. They are used as dedicated computer systems for
applications such as car engine, washing machine, VCR
and of course TV receiver control.
The difference between one microcontroller and
another lies in the type and size of memory incorporated, the instruction set, operating speed, number of input
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Fig. 5: Internal arrangement of a typical TV microcontroller chip.

Fig. 5 shows the internal arrangement of a typical TV
microcontroller chip.

The Serial Control Bus
Microcontroller chips use a serial bus to control other
devices. There are two main types of serial control bus,
the two-line inter IC (referred to as IIC or I2C) and the
three-line Intermetall (IM) bus.
The 12C bus has two bidirectional lines, serial clock
(SCL) and serial data (SDA). Any device connected to
the bus can send and receive data, which is transmitted
as 8-bit bytes. The first byte of a transmission consists
of the 7-bit address of the device concerned followed by
a read/write bit to indicate whether data is required from
or being sent to the device. A number of data bytes follow, the total number in a message depending on the
nature of the information being transferred. Each data
byte is followed by an acknowledge bit.
The first byte of any data transfer is preceded by a start
condition, the message being terminated by a stop condition. An arbitration system is used to ensure that two
devices don't use the bus simultaneously. The clock line
is active only when data is being transferred, the frequency being variable — data can be sent at a slow or fast
rate up to 1 00kbits/sec.
The Intermetall bus has three lines, I (Ident), C (Clock)
and D (Data). The ident and clock lines are unidirectional between the microcontroller and the other devices
linked to the bus. Data is bidirectional. The start of a
transmission is signalled by the ident line going low. An
8-bit address is then sent along the data line. After eight
clock cycles the ident line goes high to indicate the start
of data transmission. Data is then transmitted via the
data line for eight or sixteen clock cycles for an 8-bit or
16-bit data word, after which the ident lines goes low to
indicate the end of data transmission.
A receiver may use both types of bus to provide connections to different sections. In the Thomson!
Ferguson ICC5 colour TV chassis for example there are
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four different buses.
A number of chips are available for operation with
I2C or IM buses including microcontrollers, tuner interfaces, channel decoders, EEPROMs, ADCs and ASIC
processors.
A serial bus can be checked by using a logic probe or
oscilloscope to check for the presence of a pulse train.
Make sure that a data transmission should take place
when carrying out this test. This is easily done by using
the remote control unit — say to change channel.

System-on-a-Chip (SoC)
The evolution of chip manufacturing technology has
vastly increased the amount of circuitry and the functions that can be incorporated in a single chip. The
change from 0.5m to 0.18µm track width made available a vast amount of space that can be used for additional functions — processing and the provision of extra
memory of various types. Merging different processes
yields a single universal process known as a System-onChip (SoC) processor.
SoC is the latest advance in chip technology and is
likely to replace ASIC technology over the next few
years. It combines a microprocessor core with integrated memory, I/O ports etc. The core is a powerful RISC
processor such as an ARM or OAK type.
SoC processors can carry out two functions simultaneously: (1) program and control of external devices such
as video/audio decoders and terrestrial DTV demodulators, using the powerful CPU core; and (2) carry out a
specific complex processing operation such as transport
demultiplexing in a digital TV decoder. In short, a SoC
doubles as a general-purpose and a dedicated processor.
SoCs are already being used in DTV set-top boxes, for
example the transport processor in Pace terrestrial
STBs.
K.F. Ibrahim is a Training Consultant and Senior
Lecturer at the College of North West London and
author of several books including Television Receivers.
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the Philips L6.1 Chassis
This small-screen chassis has several features that could confuse those
not familiar with it, including a series chopper circuit and a live line
scan circuit. Alan J. Roberts describes the main circuitry and outlines
correct servicing procedures
he Philips L6.1 chassis was introduced some three
years ago to drive 14-21in. CRTs. There were teletext and non-teletext versions. The microcontroller
chip in the teletext version contains the text circuitry, so
there are no separate teletext chips.
An unusual feature of the chassis, certainly in Philips
designs, is that the primary side of the line output stage
and the line scan coils are not mains-isolated, sharing
the same chassis line as the primary side of the power
supply. An optocoupler is used in the line driver stage to
isolate the low-signal sections of the chassis from the
mains supply.
The following notes cover the operation of the serieschopper power supply and the line and field output
stages. We will also look at the microcontroller chip
connections and functions.

T

The Power Supply
The power supply is a self-oscillating down-converter.
Fig. 1 shows the circuit. The basic principle is to use a
switching transistor to control the energy stored in a
coil: the chopper transistor is an STP4N40F1 MOSFET,
Tr7504. Note that the HT supply is not isolated.
When Tr7504 is switched on, the voltage at the output
from mains bridge rectifier D6506 is connected to pin 2
of the chopper transformer T5500. There is a build up of
current and energy in the winding. The start-up resistors
R3513 and R3518 ensure that Tr7504 conducts when
the set is first switched on. D6502 prevents Tr7504's
gate-source voltage rising above 15V.
The earth return for winding 2-3 of T5500 is via safety resistors R3514/5. They are each 1Q, so the combined resistance is 0.5Q. The small voltage developed
across these resistors is proportional to the current
through winding 2-3. As the HT smoothing capacitor
C2515 charges, a sawtooth voltage is developed across
R3514/5. This voltage appears at the emitter of transistor Tr7501, whose base voltage is set by the feedback
regulation system, see below. At a certain point on the
sawtooth, set by the feedback bias, Tr7501 switches on
and the chopper transistor switches off.
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Because of the energy stored in T5500. :Pe voltage at
pin 2 of T5500 then swings negatively. Az this point the
efficiency diode D6504 switches on. Thus HT current
continues to flow and the stored energy us released.
During this period a voltage with re'. ors.e polarity is
developed across winding 1-2 of T55($). The DC component is blocked by C2503. When the • oltage across
winding 2-3 falls to zero, the feedback ‘Ua C2503 and
R3511 switches Tr7504 on again and the c'‘ c]-c. is repeated. The HT voltage depends on the stored energy. which
in turn depends on the on time of the chopper transistor.
Voltage regulation is carried out by Tr' 5(12 which, via
R3503/4. sets the DC level at the base of Tr-501 and
thus controls the point at which Tr7501 sw itches on
(remember the sawtooth voltage at its emitter. see
above) and Tr7504 switches off. The base of Tr7502 is
fed from a potential divider connected across the HT
line. Its emitter samples HT variations. in the form of
the voltage that appears across R3509. D6501 providing
a fixed voltage drop. This arrangement gives very precise control of Tr7504, and thus a stable FIT.

Protection
One disadvantage of a series arrangement like this is that
the output voltage could rise to the same level as the
input, over 300V, should the chopper transistor go shortcircuit. This would probably cause irreparable damage to
the power supply and other circuitry. To prevent this,
zener diode D6514 will conduct when the output voltage
rises above 130V. This blows the mains fuse.
If the HT is low, because of a short-circuit downstream
or incorrect start up, zener diode D6510 conducts. As a
result, Tr7504's gate voltage rises very slowly (a few
milliseconds). The current through winding 2-3 of the
transformer takes a long time to reach zero, so Tr7504 is
switched off for long periods. In this condition the current flow is very low, protecting the MOSFET transistor.

Secondary Voltages
Winding 5-6 of the chopper transformer feeds rectifiers
D6503 and D6507, which produce outputs at about 9.5-
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Fig. 1: The power supply circuitry used in the Philips L6.1 chassis. Do not measure the voltage at the gate of the MOSFET chopper Tr7504. The mains switch arrangement varies with different models: see the relevant manual for details.
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Fig. 2: The line driver and output stage (primary side only) circuits used in the Philips L6.1 chassis. Res = reserved position, allocated for possible future use in some models. Linearity coil 15424 is present in 20 and 21in. models.

10V. The output from D6503 also feeds the 5V regulator transistor Tr7505. A FOR (power-on reset) voltage is
developed across R3502.

Line Driver and Output Stages
As previously mentioned, the primary side of the line
output stage and the line scan coils are not mains isolated. Because of this the line drive circuit is somewhat
unusual, see Fig. 2. Optocoupler IC7420 provides isolation between the live circuitry and the low-signal parts
of the chassis.
A TDA8361/N4 chip, IC7100, generates line drive
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pulses at pin 37. These are coupled to the base of
Tr7103 by 02120. When Tr7103 is non-conductive, the
LED section of the optocoupler is without bias and is
therefore off. Since no light is produced within this
device, the transistor section is also off. In this condition
Tr7421 is in turn non-conductive. The BUT11AX line
output transistor Tr7422 is then on. Current flows in the
primary winding of the line output transformer T5422,
and energy is stored.
When Tr7103 is switched on by a line drive pulse it
activates the LED section of the optocoupler and
Tr7421 is in turn switched on. Tr7422's base-emitter
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Table 1 Components that vary with tube size

Table 2. Microcontroller chip pin functions

switches off.
is thus shorted across and
C2420 tunes the flyback pulse and 13(':J-2.3 provides the
efficiency diode action. The cycle :s :hen repeated.
Winding 4-3 of the line output trans-',-----.er provides a
at the appropositive-going pulse to switch Tr7422
priate time. C2429 charges via R342t, :aet the line output stage started — as described ab7% the line driver
circuit (Tr7103/IC7420/Tr7421) pro% laes the switch-off
action. In the absence of line drive rues-es Tr7422 could
the positive
turn on hard and fail. R3100 pre \ en:s
bias it provides at the base of Tr71(13 s•-s::rhes this transistor on and Tr7422 is thus cut off.
In the standby mode the microconte-c leer .ehip produces
IC7100 via
a low output that's coupled to pin 3
R3112. This removes the drive pulses 3:7_,:e Tr7103 is
now biased on all the time the output sIazt is shut down.
:he circuit (not
Tr7423 on the secondary side
is a 52-pin
shown) provides line blanking.
device that incorporates the IF st::-.7 and the colour
decoder in addition to the sync and I17:;- 7.1:•42 drive pulse
generator circuits.

Pin Function

Field Deflection

junction
Component

14in.

20in.

21in.

C2402
C2420
C2422
C2424
C2428
C2516
R3144
R3405
R3430
R3432
R3505
R3507
L5424
Tr7401
Tr7402

1.5pF
7.5nF
330nF
680pF
NF
47pF
47052
4.70
1162
5601dI
NF
1.51d2
NF
BD136
BD137

1pF
10nF
560nF
1000pF
1pF
47pF
NF
3.352
82052
2.2MQ
NF
1.2kS1
Lin. coil
BD229
BD228

1.5pF
10nF
470nF
1000pF
1pF
68pF
4700
3.352
82052
5601(52
150f2
1.21(52
Lin. coil
BD229
BD228

Analogue outputs for tuning, volume, brightness, colour etc.
Band switching
Switches between AM and FM sound: high for UK sets
AFC input and standby output, non-teletext models
No UK function (used with multiband sets)
Chassis
Makes service mode active when connected to chassis
(dent: high if video present, low if no signal
AFC input and standby output, teletext models
Signal selection: high for internal, low for external (scart)
Status input. High for external signal, low for internal
Not used. Could be used for an on/off switch. Connected to
+5S in present sets
LED drive. In sets with Tr7607 fitted, the LED lights brighter in
20
standby
Internal video
23
External video
24
NIL output for non-interlaced teletext mode
27
32-34 OSD outputs in different colours
Fast blanking (FBL). Blanks the video in the OSD or teletext
35
modes
Sandcastle pulse input (required for OSD)
36
Field flyback pulse input (required for OSD)
37
38-39 OSD generator
41-42 Oscillator. Non-text 4MHz, text 12MHz
POR (power on reset). Micro starts only when POR is high (5V
43
supply correct)
Teletext option. Tells micro if teletext is present
44
Remote control input
45
46-48 Inputs from local keyboard
49-50 I2C bus. Connected to the EEPROM and other devices

1-7
8-9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Table 3: Error messages
OSD

LED

Fault

0
1
2
3

No flashing
One flash
Two flashes
Three flashes

No error
Micro error
I2C bus fault
EEPROM error

Teletext and Control
The teletext and control operations are combined in a
single microcontroller chip, 1C7600. Table 2 lists the
pin functions. Note that the circuit diagram shows two
numbers for each pin: those outside the IC mbol are
for the text version, those inside for the non-text version.

Servicing
The PCB is conveniently marked on the print and component sides with functional blocks and text. Test points
are also marked on each side of the board, using a letter
code and number. For example test point P1 is test point
1 in the power supply. Other letters are L line timebase, F
field timebase, S sync, V video, C control. T text and A
audio. The numbering in any circuit block is done in a
logical sequence: start with the lowest number and follow
through

Possible cause

Service Default-alignment Mode
IC7600
Bus low (s/c)
IC7605

The microcontroller chip will detect errors in circuits connected to
the I2C bus.
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Pin 43 of IC7100 is the source of the f. eid drive waveform, which is fed to a very simple da: -eie.-component
field driver and output stage. The dr: ..27 transistor is
Tr7400 (BC337). A complerne7.7.a.--:,. -symmetry
(pnp/npn) pair is used in the output staze The transistor
types here depend on tube size, see Tabi-c 1. The 40V
supply for these transistors is derived fn: the line output stage — R3427 (la), D6420 (BYD33C and C2424
(value depends on tube size) are the rectifier circuit
components. C2401 (68011F) is the field scan coupling
capacitor: the parallel combination R34,12 , 470C2) and
C2404 (10nF) is connected across the s.an coils to
damp parasitic oscillation.
A signal called NIL (Non-InterLace es onnected to
the earthy side of the field scan coils lc 770% ide noninterlaced operation with teletext dispia:. s It prevents
character jitter and improves text legibilit:. NIL generates a small DC that flows through the field scan coils.

This is a predefined mode that can help when fault-finding, especially when, there's no picture. Obviously the
power supply has to be working. All analogue settings
(volume, brightness, colour etc.) are set to their mid-positions; the set is tuned to programme 1; an OSD error message is displayed continuously (assuming that the power
supply and timebases are working); the OSD button acts
as search and auto-store on the highest programme num-
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001

Fig. 3: A service
default-alignment
mode screen menu.

0023 S

1.0

32000

SYSTEM BG+I

ber; the hotel mode is disabled; and auto switch-off in the
absence of sync pulses (no signal) is disabled. All other
functions remain normal.
All waveforms and voltages shown in the manual apply
in the service mode. There are two ways of entering this
mode: by shorting service pins S1 and S2 (this connects
pin 14 of the microcontroller chip to chassis), or by pressing 'default' or 'align' on the dealer service tool. The
mode can be left only by switching the set to standby or
pressing 'diagnose 99 — OK' on the service tool, not by
use of the on/off switch. Refer to the L6.1 service manual for information on the dealer service tool. The device
can be used with this and other chassis.
When the default-alignment mode is active, the menu
shown in Fig. 3 will be seen on screen. The top line
shows, left to right: the option code (current options
selected are shown bottom centre); an hours counter that
indicates the number of hours the set has been in use — the
S next to it indicates service-mode active; and the microcontroller chip's software version. The line at the centre
of the screen shows the error code history: the last five
errors are stored in the EEPROM. The last error that
occurred is shown on the left. 0 indicates no error. This
form of error indication is useful when dealing with an
intermittent fault. The bottom row shows, as mentioned
above, the current option settings.
The error buffer can be cleared by putting the set in
standby or pressing 'diagnose 99 — OK' on the service
tool. Switching off with the mains switch does not clear
the codes. Table 3 shows a list of error codes.
An error is also accompanied by the LED at the front of
the set flashing. This is useful if the set cannot display a
picture.

Repairs
Most repairs involve the power supply or line output
stage. If the mains fuse F1501 has blown, a complete
repair kit (part no. 4822 310 10663) should be fitted. The
following items differed in early models: C2512 470g;
C2503 33nF; D6510 BZX79-C12; R3512 68k12. Make
sure that these values/types are fitted in any set that
comes in for repair.
The power supply will run off-load but not with a
dummy load. It doesn't like being started via a variac.
Once the repair kit has been fitted and the above components have been checked for value/type, disconnect pin
1 or 2 of the line output transformer, apply mains power
and check that the HT is correct (96V). It may read slightly high (98V) off load. Usually everything will be OK. If
not, switch off and check through the power supply again.
Once the HT is present and correct, before connecting
pin 1/2 of the LOPT again check the line output transistor Tr7422. If it's short-circuit, the line output transformer T5422 is probably also faulty. Check for a short
between pin 1 or 2 and pin 3 (live chassis). If the LOPT
seems to be OK, I would suggest replacing Tr7422,
Tr7421, Tr7103 and the optocoupler IC7420 together. A
fault in any of these components can damage Tr7422.
Note that Tr7422 is type BUT1 1 AX: it is important that
the AX version is fitted — the AF version will work as a
test but won't last long. Also note that T5500' s type differs between 14in. and 20/21in. models (types are G563201 and G7529.00THCF respectively).
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John Edwards'
Casebook
Ferguson C49F (TX90E chassis)
There was no picture or sound, just a loud fizzing noise
and a smell that reminded me of the cap gun I had when a
child. The cause of this was obvious once the back cover
had been removed. There was a large, carbonised hole
where the print from the collector of the line output transistor to the transformer had once been supported — a thin,
discoloured and twisted strip, of print provided the only
continuity between the two. I scraped around the hole with
a small screwdriver, removing loose print tracks and carbon deposits, then used 22 SWG rigid wire to remake the
circuitry.
When I switched the set on again an orange glow accompanied by more fizzing noises came from around the base
of the transformer, telling me that I'd missed something.
The components are mounted very close together in this
area, so I couldn't pinpoint where the arcing came from.
To improve visibility, I removed the line output transistor
complete with its large heatsink. I could then see that the
9•InF, 1-6kV tuning capacitor CL22 and RL24 (2.2kQ,
0.7W) were both badly scorched. Replacements restored
correct and silent line output stage operation. Note that the
value of CL22 varies depending on tube type.
While the set was on test I found that slight flexing of the
main board produced shutdown or partial field collapse.
This chassis is well known for dry-joints that cause problems in the power supply and the line and field output
stages. The present set was no exception, and wasn't
declared fit until a further hour had been spent resoldering
here, there and everywhere.

Hitachi C1414T
This set's power supply had shut down because the HT
over-voltage protection diode ZD952 was short-circuit.
When I replaced it and switched the set on again the EHT
anode cap fizzed and cracked. Fortunately I had my finger
ready and switched off pronto. Clearly the HT was much
too high.
Checks in the HT sensing network revealed that R951
(39kf2, 0.5W, 5%) was open-circuit. It's on the chassis
side of the potential-divider chain that feeds the base of the
error-sensing transistor Q951. A replacement cured the
problem.
I recall that on a previous occasion I had, after repairing
the power supply, to replace the TA8427K field output
chip IC601 as well. So be prepared.

Alba CTV6682
The symptoms were field collapse and no sound.
Replacing the TDA3654 field output chip made no differ-
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ence, neither did replacing the TDA8362A multi-function
(timebase generators, colour decoder etc.) chip. Time for
rational thought. Well, I always start off with that, but
somehow I always get diverted.
Some checks revealed that there was no voltage at ramp
generator pin 43 of the TDA8362A chip. The voltage for
the RC ramp generator network is obtained from the 33V
tuning supply, which was missing. Hence the loss of
sound as well. When I checked back to source, which
turned out to be the 149V HT supply, I came to R818
(22k11) which was open-circuit. As it showed no signs of
distress I simply fitted a replacement and switched on.
There was full scan and normal sound.

Toshiba 2112DBT
There were three flyback lines at the top of the screen.
They were quickly removed by replacing the boost supply
reservoir capacitor C333 (100g, 35V) in the field output
stage.

Hitachi CPT2128 (G7P chassis)
The mains fuse was shattered but the surge limiting resistor R901 was OK. A quick check on the BUWI IA chopper transistor showed that it was short-circuit. I fitted a
replacement and glanced around for signs of distress elsewhere. Two capacitors (C928, 2.2nF, 2kV and C919,
1.5nF, 2kV) in the chopper transistor's collector circuit
were discoloured and their cases showed signs of cracking. So I replaced them as well.
Then I remembered that a common cause of chopper
transistor failure when the drive comes from a TDA4601
chip is failure of the high-value resistor connected to pin 4
of this IC. There are two resistors, R932 (120142) and
R931 (1501d2), connected in series in this chassis. Checks
showed that R932 was indeed open-circuit. I decided to
replace them both then, pleased that my brain still retained
some useful information, I switched on. Another TV had
been brought back from the dead.

Toshiba 201E4B
This set's sound output was normal but its screen display
was strange to behold. There was a full raster with the
colour content pulsating very rapidly on and off and misconvergence. The picture geometry was 'a mess, with all
vertical content distorted. A scope check across the mains
bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor C810 (120g, 400V)
showed that some 35V peak-to-peak of ripple was present
here. In fact the waveform was a virtually unsmoothed
rectifier output. A replacement capacitor cleared the problem.
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TV Chassis 11AK08 and 11AK10
These chassis were sold in the UK under several different brand
names. Alan Dent provides fault notes based on experience gained
with NEI and Nikkai models

T

he 11AK08 and 11AK10 chassis were produced by
the Vestel TV plant in Turkey. They were bought
by several importers and were distributed in the
UK under various brand names. The 11AK08 was
designed for use in 14/15in, sets and is physically smaller than the 11AK10, which is intended for use with
20/21in. tubes. Electrically the two chassis are almost
identical. The following article is based on experience
with the versions imported by NEI and used in the following models:
11AK08 chassis: NEI NE3743TX and Nikkai
K3743TX.
11AK10 chassis: NEI NE5155NT, NE5159NT,
NE5159TX, NE5555 and NE5559TX. Nikkai
K5155NT and K5159NT.
There are models with and without teletext. The sets are
operated by a microcontroller chip: there are two versions of the software, one a normal OSD system and the
other for full menu control.
Note that you may well find minor circuit variations in
the versions of these sets supplied to different importers.

The Power Supply
The chopper power supply circuit used in the 11AK08
chassis is shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows differences in
the power supply circuitry in the 11AK10 chassis. The
following notes are based on the 1 1 AK08 chassis.
No output with the fusible resistor R809 open-circuit: TR802 could have shorted windings. Chopper
transistor Q801 could be short-circuit: if so D808 should
also be replaced — use type BYT52M. R805 could be
open-circuit: this will damage Q801 and IC801. Note
that this fault can also damage the mains filter choke
TR801.
No output with no start-up voltage at pin 6 of 1C801:
Check whether R802 is open-circuit, IC801 has an
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internal short at pin 6 or D806 is short-circuit.
No output with the start-up voltage pulsing and low
drive to Q801: Check whether D808 is faulty or R804
open-circuit. With the latter fault IC801 will also fail.
Slow tripping (HT output but tripping): Check
whether VR801 is open-circuit. In this case D809 could
also have failed.
Slow tripping (no HT output): Check whether D809 is
open-circuit. IC801 could be faulty, damaged by either
R804 or R805 going open-circuit.
Low output (HT about 85V): Check whether R813 has
gone high in value.
•
Will not come out of standby (LED stays in standby
mode): If pin 41 of IC501 changes state check Q802,
Q803, Q804 and Q805 — the latter could be low gain.
D840/841 (1N4148) could be leaky. Regulator IC802
could be short-circuit.

Line Output Stage
The line output stage is very straightforward. It uses a
BU506D transistor (Q602) and has proved to be reliable. One problem you can get is a shorted turn in the
line scan coils. The symptoms are no raster with the
power supply tripping and maybe motorboating in the
speaker. The DC resistance will probably still read
120, but the flyback pulses at the collector of the line
output transistor will be approximately 400V p-p and
wide rather than 1.2kV and narrow.
If the set reverts to standby, the LED turning to green
then going out slowly after five seconds, the line scan
coils could be faulty. With this fault the EHT comes up
then decays. Check whether the line output stage is consuming over 450mA.
If the line output transformer TR602 has an internal
short you can get the following symptoms. The set will
come out of standby but immediately goes back. The
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Fig. 1: The chopper power circuit used in the 11AK08 chassis.
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Fig. 2: Chopper power supply circuit differences in the 11AK10 chassis. The rest of the circuitry is as shown in Fig. 1.
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LED flashes and the sound may motorboat.

The Field Timebase
Both chassis use a TDA3653B field output chip (IC701)
with the field generator circuitry in the TDA8362A
`jungle' chip IC401.
Field collapse: There are several things to check. Look
for cracks around IC701' s pins. Cracks can be repaired,
but IC701 will almost certainly have failed. Check that
the 26V supply is present at pin 9 of IC701: if not, R711
(4.70 fusible) is probably open-circuit. C701/702
(4.7nF) could be leaky (below 2142). R707 (3.9kg),
R702 (10k52), R706 (1.852), C426 (10nF) or C453
(33nF) could be open-circuit. C426/C453 are the ramp
generator capacitors at pin 43 of IC101, where a 2V p-p
signal should be present. The 11AK10 chassis has a single 33nF capacitor (C426) in this position. Note that the
33V supply is used as the feed for the ramp generator
circuit: if missing, check R818. No ramp could also
mean that R441 (10M52) is open-circuit. C705 (3.3µF,
50V) could be leaky. The flyback boost diode D701
could be open-circuit: it's type BYD33J in the 1 lAK08
chassis, type 1N4003 in the 11AK10 chassis. There
could be a dry-jointed heatsink/PCB connection or broken copper. If C703 (470pF) is leaky, the voltage at output pin 5 will drop to approximately 5V.
If there's about an inch of severely distorted field scan
when the setting of the first anode control is increased,
the flyback boost capacitor C707 (1000, 63V) is opencircuit. This situation could kill IC701.
If there's nearly complete field collapse with maybe
the picture bouncing, check R442 (330k,C2) in the ramp
generator circuit.
If there's about an inch of scan shifted upwards, check
R702 (101M) which is probably open-circuit.
Varying height: Check for faulty contact at the track of
the height control VR702. The heatsink earth tab/PCB
connection could be cracked or dry-jointed.
Top foldover: D701 or C703 (470pF) could be leaky or
R717 open-circuit. R717 is 1142 or 56052 in the 1 lAK08
chassis depending on the CRT type. In the 11AK10
chassis it's 68052 with the circuit reference number
R710.
Top foldover, bottom cramped: C704 (0.1µF) is probably leaky.
Line pairing with top linearity stretched: R709
(4700) is high in value or open-circuit.
Severely cramped frame — bright foldover in the centre with edges curved from horizontal: One section of
the scan coils is open-circuit. The DC resistance of the
field scan coils should measure 13-552.
Top severely cramped, bottom reasonably OK:
IC401 is probably faulty.
Bottom cramping (lower linearity varying): Check
C701/2 (4.7nF) for leakage.
Bottom severely cramped, linearity control has no
effect: C705 (3.30, 50V) is open-circuit.
Picture shifted upwards — no real change in linearity: The scan coupling capacitor C706 (1,000µF, 35V) is
leaky.
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Visible horizontal lines on still pictures: If there are
line-frequency pulses on the field output waveform
C704 (0.1µF) is open-circuit.
Picture blanks after several hours: Flyback boost
capacitor C707 (100µ,F, 63V) is leaky or fitted with
incorrect polarity.
Field jitter: R441 (10MS2) in the ramp generator circuit
is high in value or intermittent.
Black lines on the picture — very noisy field drive:
R461/463 (5600) noisy though values are OK. These
resistors, connected to pins 42 and 43 of IC401, are not
present in the 10 chassis.

The Jungle Chip
The TDA8362A chip IC401 contains the IF strip, the
colour decoder and the timebase generators. Colour
decoding takes place in conjunction with IC402
(TDA4661-V2B) and IC403 (TDA8395). Some faults
associated with the circuitry around IC401 have been
covered in the field timebase section above.
Poor or no sync — if the line locks, there no field sync:
C408 (47nF) at pin 15 is leaky. This shifts the DC and
thus the sync slicing level.
Low-gain, noisy picture. AGC preset works but
doesn't set correctly: C428 (1g, 50V) at pin 48 is
open-circuit. In the 10 chassis this capacitor is listed as
2.2µF, 16V.
No colour: IC401 could be faulty. In particular it could
be pulling down the saturation control voltage at pin 26.
Check as necessary X401 (4.43MHz), C420 (18pF),
R437 (100k52), C418 (01µF) and C419 (4.7nF).
No video (05D OK) — stuck in AV mode: If the
TV/AV software switches but not pin 16 of IC401,
check at the collector of Q404. If stuck at 7V, measure
the resistance between pin 12 of IC501 and chassis. If
00, there's a short on the TV/AV line adjacent to the
right earth tag on the base screening can. If pin 16 of
IC401 is stuck at 2V, Q404 (BC548B) is leaky.
No video, no OSD: Check the sandcastle pulses at pin
38 of IC401. If they are low or missing, disconnect pin
5 of IC402 which could be faulty. If necessary check
back to R612 (24k-Q).

CRT Base Panel
The RGB output stages are mounted on the CRT base
panel and use discrete component circuitry. There is
black-current feedback to pin 14 of IC401.
Low or varying brightness: The first anode supply will
be affected if C907 (1nF or lOnF, lkV) is leaky or R925
(470k0) or the track is open-circuit.
Bright coloured raster (one colour): The relevant output transistor is short-circuit.
Excess of one colour — drive control makes CRT saturate in that colour: Check the relevant 6801M resistor R904, R911, R918 in the black-current feedback circuit and the associated transistors for open-circuits.
One colour missing: Either the relevant RGB output
transistor (Q901, Q903, Q905) is open-circuit or R905,
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R912, R919 (all 1.21Q) is open-circuit.

No remote functions. Set reverts to standby when vol
+1— are used: IC502 faulty

Low general saturation level: Check the 6801d2 resistors R904, R911 and R918 and the associated transistors.

Goes to standby when a signal is located while tuning: IC502 faulty.

One colour missing after a CRT flashover or internal
short: Check drive at relevant CRT base panel input
pin. If present but low, i.e. about 30 per cent compared
with others, check the relevant isolation diode
(D506/718, all type 1N4148) at IC501's OSD outputs. If
low-resistance, replace. This fault can mean that IC501
has been damaged.

Audio circuitry
The following notes are based on the stereo plus Nicam
module, which has a TDA1521A audio output chip
(IC305). This chip is a bit fragile and can easily fail if
lines or pins are accidentally shorted. An audio isolation
transformer must be used if external equipment, such as
active speakers, are connected.
No sound: If the supply is 30V with respect to chassis,
the earth track adjacent to the cut-out in the PCB is broken: this will probably kill IC305. IC305 could be
faulty, possibly short-circuit.
Intermittent sound (both channels): Check whether
C364 (100nF) is shorting to link pins 2 and 8 of IC305.
Distorted sound: If the input to IC305 is OK, the chip
is faulty.

Goes to standby while operating normally (no real
time scale): IC501 faulty.
Shows time-out clock and will not stop search tuning: No ident at pin 34 if IC501. Possibly the track by
the square hole for the audio heatsink is broken.
Failure to store channels or analogue control levels.
Will store on channel one but all data is in other locations as well. Also no text or Nicam: SDA line at pin
40 of IC501 not at TTL level. Pull-up resistor R539
(3.3k0) under field IC heatsink is cracked.
Sweep tune doesn't stop: If it doesn't slow down, look
for ident at pin 34 of IC501. If sweep slows down, look
at AFC pin 9: if it doesn't swing between 0-8V, suspect
IC501 but first check C509 (2.2nF) for leakage. If the
ident doesn't switch, check the pull-up resistor R534
(331(11) and C454 (2.2nF, not shown on circuit diagram).

No Tuning
Band switching is carried out by the LA7910 chip
IC503. With the 08 chassis you can get failure to tune
though the tuning voltage is OK because this chip's 12V
supply is missing. Check whether R825 (68052) is opencircuit.

Apparent arcing noise from speaker (no internal
sparking visible): This can be caused by an internal
problem in IC401 on the main PCB.
No audio but nasty audio pulses in speaker: No intercarrier output from pin 14 of IC301.

Microcontroller System
The microcontroller chip is IC501. Three different software versions may be installed: one is a full menu-operated system, the others are normal OSD systems.
Chassis 11 AK08 and early versions of the 1 1 AKIO use
the OSD systems CTV351S or CTV422M. The menuoperated system CTV551SV2 is used in 11 AKIO sets
with serial numbers from A600001 and 660001. This
system requires a service password, which is 734.
In the event of the install function not working, go to
Features and clear all locks to 'off .
Goes to standby after a short period — removing the
Nicam PCB clears the effect but no text (11AK10):
S+5V supply to Nicam and text circuits missing.
Display shows locked. When unlocking, strange
effects can occur, e.g. lock changes when addressing,
not toggling: IC501 faulty.
Display shows all channels locked — unplugging
Nicam PCB cures problem: Nicam PCB cracked,
break affecting supply to IC304. This upsets the I2C
bus.
No menu functions. Comes out of standby but no
menu functions selected. When install button selected, XXX is displayed. Vol +1— makes set revert to
standby. Gobbledegook may be displayed on menu
functions: The RAM IC502 is faulty.
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TV
Fault Finding
Reports from
Philip Blundell, AMIlEelec
Paul Hardy
Kevin Green, TMIIE
Graham Coleborn
Michael Dranfield
Adrian Spriddell
Michael Maurice
Mike Leach
Gerald Smith and
Colin J. Guy
Philips G9OAE Chassis
If the BUT11AF chopper transistor
7625 is short-circuit you will have
to fit kit SBC7023, part no. 4822
310 20496. The instructions in the
kit tell you to add two 1N5061
diodes in positions 6608 and 6609
but don't explain where they go.
The positions are marked on some
boards. Where these markings are
not provided, connect the diodes in
series and connect the anode of the
pair to the base of the chopper transistor and the cathode to its emitter.
P.B.
Samsung SCT12B Chassis
In the event of failure of the
TDA8350 field output chip IC301
in this chassis the following components should be added when fitting the replacement chip:
Connect an MTZ15C 15V, 500mW
zener diode (DZ403, part no. 0403000656) between pin 3 and chassis
(in parallel with C303) with its
cathode to pin 3.
Connect a 1N4004 (400V, 1A)
diode (part no. 0402-000132)
between pin 9 and the 46V side of
R307, with its anode to pin 9.
Remove L301 which is in the PCB
position marked J349. In its place
fit a 10j.tH axial coil (part no. 2701000116) and a 1.20, 5%, 2W
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fusible resistor (part no. 2008001013) connected in series. Then
add, from the junction of this series
combination and R302/R303/C301
to chassis, an MA2560 56V, 1W
zener diode (part no. 0403-001039)
with a 470nF, 5%, 100V capacitor
(part no. 2305-000407) in parallel.
The anode of this added zener
diode goes to chassis.

BC327 transistor all was well —
note however that this is a pnp
device, which is unusual in the line
driver stage. About a week later the
set bounced with the same fault.
When I consulted Nokia technical I
was advised to replace the surfacemounted transistors VK51 (BC848)
and VK52 (BC858) as well. This
seems to have done the trick. P.H.

The extra components can be
added on the underside of the PCB.
Check resistor R307 (1052,
0.5W, part no. 2008-000179)
which, if faulty, can be responsible
for flyback lines on the screen. P.B.

Deccacolour D28NEE5
(Tatung El chassis)
There was slight top field foldover,
its severity depending on the aspect
ratio in use — you can select high,
wide or normal with these sets. The
high and normal ratios produced
the greatest error, hardly any
foldover being seen in the wide
mode. A replacement TDA8350Q
field output chip cured the fault.
P.H.

Sony KVE2512U (AE1A
chassis)
The complaint with this set was
intermittent field collapse. Feeling
confident, I dived in straight away
and attended to the numerous poor
joints on the main panel. I also
removed the IF unit and resoldered
most of the joints here, to avoid a
possible bouncer. When I switched
the set on I discovered that the
problem hadn't been resolved: there
was partial field collapse. As carrying out voltage checks in these big
Sonys is not particularly easy, I
replaced the TDA8170 field output
chip as a first guess. But the partial
field collapse was still present. My
attention was then drawn to the
6800, 25V field output coupling
capacitor C531. It looked as if it
had been under stress, as the insulation had contracted appreciably. It
proved to be open-circuit.
It's quite common to find that
the field output coupling capacitor
in Sony sets has gone low in value.
The result is cramping in the lower
part of the display. An open-circuit
capacitor is rather more unusual.
P.H.
Nokia MP37H1
The line driver transistor VK01 had
failed. When I fitted a replacement

Proline M5900TT (Tatung
170/180 series chassis)
The cause of no picture was safety
resistor R433 (1.252) being opencircuit. It protects the supply to the
field output stage. P.H.
Naiko N1495
This 14in. portable with twin speakers was supplied by a local cash and
carry outlet. It was dead and, needless to say, servicing information
was virtually non-existent. The internal fuse and posistor had failed. The
latter was marked 180C915*34S, but
I couldn't find a source. A Konig
4740 positor, as used in the Ferguson
ICC5 chassis, proved to be a reliable
replacement. P.H.
Sony KVM1421U (BE2A
chassis)
This set suffered from extremely
intermittent loss of red. I replaced
the R output transistor Q706 and
the emitter-follower Q709 but this
made no difference. In the fault
condition the red input at the CRT
base panel seemed to be of the right
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amplitude. The only thing I could
find wrong was the DC voltage at
pin 1 (red output) of the TDA3505V1 video processor chip IC302: it
seemed to be a little on the low
side. In the end I cured the problem
by replacing this chip. I can only
assume that the internal biasing for
the red output suffered from intermittent failure. P.H.
Beovision 8092 (type
7233)
There was no picture because of no
CRT heater supply. The cause was
traced to poor joints at P23 and
poor contacts at the connector,
which had to be cleaned. Once
these problems had been dealt with
there was a picture but the line hold
was poor. The line hold preset
R108 was intermittent. P.H.
JVC C1480EK (BX11 chassis)
If the problem is drifting off tune,
remove the station selector module
and replace the surface-mounted
capacitors C014, C017 (both 3.3µF,
50V), C015 (221E, 6.3V) and C016
(0.47µF, 50V). You will almost
certainly find that at least one of
them is leaking, so the board will
need a good clean. If you are lucky
it should then work. After the
repair you may find that search tuning operates but the tuning information cannot be stored. This means
that either part of the print or some
of the plated-through holes near or
below these capacitors has been
damaged. You may also find damage under the memory chip — repair
is sometimes possible. A replacement module is very expensive,
making repair uneconomic if one is
needed. P.H.
Toshiba 210T6B
Complete loss of colour was the
problem with this set. It took us
some time to discover that C506
(0.01g) was leaky. It's connected
to pin 7 (colour control) of the
TA7699AP colour decoder/timebase generator chip IC501. K.G.
Sanyo CBP3012 (A3-A14
chassis)
This portable was a bit old for our
service department but, as it was a
chargeable job, we decided to have
a quick look. There was no output
from the chopper power supply
though there was HT at the collector of the chopper transistor Q513.
Checks on the transistors in its
drive circuit revealed that Q511
(2SA608) was short-circuit. When
the set was switched on after
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replacing this transistor it was tripping. Some further checks revealed
that the voltage error sensing transistor Q553 (2SC536), which is on
the secondary side of circuit, was
also faulty. K.G.
Samsung CI5337 (US60A
chassis)
The basic complaint with this 2lin.
Nicam set was no sound after warm
up. When the sound cut out the picture darkened a little. Sometimes
the picture would blank out altogether. There are two 12V regulator
chips on the signals board. The output from one of them, IC802, was
low at only 7.5V. Its input was also
low at 8.5V. Both regulators are fed
from the 16V rail, each one via a
series diode. D802 in the feed to
IC802 was dropping over 7V, and
as a result was extremely hot! A
new 1N4003 diode restored the picture and sound. I checked the current through it and found this to be
satisfactory at 270mA. G.C.
Panasonic TX25AD1DP
(Euro 2 chassis)
The mains supply to the chopper
circuit is switched off in standby by
a relay that's operated by the
microcontroller chip 11801 — at pin
19. This set came on with no picture and sound: the relay and standby LED were pulsating at a frequency of about once a second. As
the 150V HT supply was very low
and pulsating an overload was,
incorrectly, suspected. I then
noticed that the HT rail pulsed up
to a modest voltage several times
during each of the relay's on periods. So the relay drive was overridden by connecting a shorting link
between the emitter and collector of
Q6114 on the front board (M), near
the relay.
With the power supply now running continuously, and some peace
and quiet in which to work, it
became clear that the chopper circuit was too feeble to maintain its
own operation let alone run the set.
A new TDA6505-3 control chip
(I611) failed to make any difference, as did several other replacements. The culprit turned out to be
C637, a 2.2nF polyester capacitor
which had gone clean open-circuit.
It's connected to pin 2 (current simulation) 1611. Whatever next?!
G.C.
Sharp 37VT-24
The complaint with this TV-video
combi unit was "no TV operation".
When the owner was questioned, it
seemed that the unit would switch

itself to standby after about half an
hour. What would happen is that
the CRT beam-limiter circuit would
shut the set down to standby, which
is unusual. The cause of the trouble
was the 1.21%2 resistor R626 in the
beam-limiter circuit: it had gone
high in value — in fact by the time
we had the unit it was effectively
open-circuit. Thus as soon as any
beam current started to flow the
unit tripped off. G.C.
Philips K40 chassis
Although these sets are now quite
old we still come across them from
time to time — and usually find that
they produce a better picture than
some new budget-priced sets. A
recent example required a new line
oscillator chip, a memory battery
and a little resoldering to put it into
good order — all quite routine. But
it bounced on us with the complaint
"intermittent blank screen and no
sound, getting worse, a knock may
restore normal operation".
I initially assumed that a dryjoint somewhere had been missed,
but none could be found. In the
fault condition the power supplies
were all normal, also the scanning
and EHT — and the fault disappeared when the chassis frame was
hinged down. The cause of the fault
was found in the middle of the signals board, at connector M13,
which links video signals to and
from the scart socket. The screen
braids of the coaxial cables fitted
into the plug in M13 were long and
uninsulated, and had become
draped across the plug's signal
pins, thus shorting out the video
signal. G.C.
Sony KV2020/KV2022
Severe line oscillator warm-up drift
made it impossible to obtain line
lock at all times. The usual cause of
this is C507 (33nF polyester): it
gets fried by R514 which is next to
it. On this occasion however the
cause was a defunct electrolytic
capacitor, C509 (10g, 16V). It
decouples the oscillator's 5.5V supply. G.C.
Sharp 59CS05 and
66C505 (CS chassis)
This nightmare took several sessions to sort out. The chassis is
technically advanced, with digital
processing and class D amplifiers
for field scanning, EW correction
and the audio outputs. It's built on
a compact plated-through-hole
board with conventional parts and
surface-mounted components on
both sides. Much of the board runs
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too hot for its own good. There
were dry-joints, cracked joints,
porous joints and cooked joints all
over the place. The BUH515 line
output transistor had failed, the surface-mounted RGB output transistors were going intermittent and
Q707 (BC338-40), one of the two
5V sub-regulator transistors, was
intermittently open-circuit. The
result of all this was a vast array of
ghastly symptoms! G.C.
Philips CP90 Chassis
This set had no front LED display
though the HT supply was present.
The 2.4V NiCad battery was shortcircuit and there were plenty of
dry-joints, but the culprit was
C2691 (330µF, 25V) which had
dried out. It's the reservoir capacitor for the 19V supply. M.DE.
Grundig CUC7350 Chassis
This set wouldn't come out of
standby and the output from its
LM317T regulator was very low. It
took a while to find the cause of the
problem, though it was actually
staring at me. The aluminium
heatsink for the regulators had
become unclipped from the PCB
and had risen up. As a result of this
the spring clip holding the LM317T
regulator was shorting to its tab.
M.Dr.
Toshiba 140E4B
If the problem is no tuning or memory functions, replace capacitor
CA17 (3.3µF, 160V). It's right next
to the chopper transformer. M.Dr.
Mitsubishi CT2555STX
(Euro 4Z chassis)
The customer complained about a
buzz when changing channels.
Initially I thought that the AFC was
slow to pull in or that a mute circuit
had failed, but the penny dropped
when I pressed the Nicam-off button. The result was no sound, just a
buzz. When changing channels the
set defaults to mono sound before
the Nicam sound drops in. The
6MHz resonator X3 in the IF module needed replacement. A.S.
JVC C14ET1EK (Onwa
chassis)
There was no picture or sound. In
fact this set seemed to be so dead
that I at first thought that the power
supply or line timebase had failed.
In fact the cause of the trouble
turned out to be an open-circuit
0.6852 resistor, R434, in the feed to
the 14V supply rectifier D408. It's
tucked down beside the LOPT.
When you have slid the PCB back
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into the cabinet, make sure you
plug the speaker lead into CN201,
not CN403, or you will think you
have a field fault.
With another of these sets there
was no picture or sound, just the
standby LED on. Its power supply
was OK but there was no line timebase operation. R323 (6.81d2, 5W)
in the feed to the AN5601K chip
IC301 was open-circuit. A.S.
Panasonic TC1485 (Z3
chassis)
There was no colour, just a bright,
pink screen with a Hanover-blind
effect. C601, a 1 OnF disc ceramic
capacitor in the PAL delay-line circuit, had turned into a 32052 resistor. A.S.
Mitsubishi CT15M2TX
(Euro 7 chassis)
The source of a singing inductor
noise was traced to the chopper
transformer, though the noise didn't
come and go when the usual push
test with a screwdriver was applied.
Oddly enough, resoldering the earth
connection to the PCB for the
STR54041 chopper chip IC901' s
heatsink completely cured the
noise. A.S.
Ferguson TX99 Chassis
The cause of intermittent spots
and/or flashing over the picture was
traced to the HT smoothing inductor L21, which had a cracked irondust former. I fixed it with superglue. A.S.
Panasonic TX28A1 (Alpha
2W chassis)
There was a faint squeal at switch
on then nothing apart from the
channel no. indicator. The line output transistor Q551 and the overvoltage protection diode D854 were
both short-circuit, while the fusible
link (R567) in the feed to the line
output stage was open-circuit.
There are two suspects in this situation: C808 (10g, 63V) on the primary side of the chopper circuit
and the STR54041M chopper chip
IC801. Once the components mentioned above had been replaced I
checked for dry-joints at the line
driver transformer. The set then
worked normally. M.M.
Sony KVA2532U (AE2A/B
chassis)
The picture would go off intermittently with a flash. At the same
time the standby LED would start
flashing. The flashing is an error
code. In this case it was 13, which
means a timebase fault. The cause

of the trouble was dry-joints at the
field output chip. Once these had
been resoldered there was normal
operation. M.M.
Philips 14TVCR240
Sound but no picture was the complaint with this portable TV/VCR
combi unit. A quick check revealed
that R8511 was open-circuit. When
this item and the TDA3653B field
output chip IC7510 had been
replaced normal operation was
restored. M.M.
Thorn CT5122T
The customer's son had put Flash
down the front screen of this
Tatting clone. Checks showed that
the damage was confined to the
microcontroller/EEPROM section
of the PCB. I cleaned this with
video head cleaning fluid, then
allowed it to dry before reinstalling
the board in the set. This revealed
that the memory had been corrupted. After resetting everything (not
easy) I had a working receiver.
With some modern chassis resetting
the software takes longer than carrying out the actual repair. M.M.
Salora L67 Chassis
At switch on there was a bright
spot at the centre of the screen.
Yes, there was both line and field
collapse. At switch off a faint vertical line could be seen, so I decided
to check the line output stage. The
scan coupling capacitor CB513
(250nF, 400V) was dry-jointed, but
resoldering made no difference.
When it was checked with a capacitance meter it turned out to be
open-circuit. A replacement
restored normal operation. Why
field collapse? The scan coils form
part of the line output stage tuning.
When they are disconnected the
line output stage is detuned and the
voltages derived from it will be
low. M.M.
Hitachi C2119R (GIPS Mk
II chassis)
This set would shut down after
about twenty seconds, with a
buzzing noise that came from
somewhere around the line output
stage or the power supply. A quick
check showed that the HT voltage
was present and correct. I assumed,
correctly, that a protection circuit
had probably come into operation,
and found that a shut-down voltage
was present at pin 20 of the
TA8690AN jungle chip. This voltage will normally be present when
there is either excessive EHT or
excessive beam current. In fact nei-
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ther of these conditions applied: the
3.9V zener diode ZD701, which
monitors the beam current, was
leaky. A replacement cured the
fault. M.L.

Hitachi C2118T (GIPS Mk
II chassis)
This fault was of my own making. I
had rebuilt the power supply and
repaired the print around the 9V
regulator IC703. The set bounced
because the field scanning was
stretched at the top and cramped at
the bottom. Many capacitors and
other items were checked or
replaced before I saw what I'd
done. The 9V regulator should
point towards the tuner: this one
pointed towards the LOPT. I'd
reversed it when repairing the print.
In this condition the device produced an 'output' of about 10.5V,
which accounted for the distorted
field scanning. It's something that
is all too easy to do. M.L.

Philips CP110 Chassis
There was no picture and the sound
pulsed on and off. A check on the
HT supply revealed that it was low

and fluctuating. Once the 100µF
capacitor on the power supply subpanel had been replaced the picture
and sound came up but there was
ripple on the verticals. This was
cured replacing C2633 (1000),
which smooths the supply to the
line driver stage. G.S.

Panasonic TX29AD1DP
(Euro 2 chassis)
This set was dead with no sound,
picture or power. You could hear
the power supply tripping. I
replaced the short-circuit
BU2508AF line output transistor
(Q534), disconnected the HT feed
to the line output stage and used a
60W bulb as a dummy load for the
power supply. When I switched the
set on the power supply was OK,
producing the correct 145/150V HT
voltage. Now to find the cause of
Q534's failure.
I checked the waveform at the
base of the line driver transistor
Q526 and found that it was too
low. There was only 0.5V at its
base, which is not enough to trigger
it and produce a drive waveform at
its collector. The drive comes from

the digital PCB at the rear of the
set. It was OK at pin 27 of 11601,
but was low at the collector of
Q1612. The voltage here was low
at about 0.5V. When I replaced
D1614, which is shown on the PCB
and the circuit diagram as a coil
(L1614), Q1612's collector voltage
rose to about 4.5V and the level of
the line drive at the base of Q526
rose to 2.8V. When I removed the
bulb and reconnected the LOPT the
set came on normally. G.S.

Grundig CUC20/30
Chassis
There was no sound or picture, just
a blue screen. The cause was a collection of dry-joints at the 5V and
8V regulators IC61050, IC61060
and IC61040. Resoldering them
restored the sound and picture. G.S.

Hitachi C1714T
The picture's size decreased as the
brightness increased. Needless to
say the HT was low and varying.
The cause of the fault was the
CNX82A optocoupler 1C901,
which was short-circuit on the primary side. C.J.G.

John Edwards'
Casebook
Philips G110 Chassis
My heart sank. This is my least favourite chassis and its
notorious power supply had failed. I ordered two repair
kits, issued orders that I was not to be disturbed for at
least a week, then set to. Two hours later it was time to
check out the repair, with the set powered via my variac. I slowly increased the mains input to about 210V,
and noticed that the HT output from the power supply
remained steady at only 40V. I've never had success
first time when repairing a G110 power supply. This
was no exception.
I checked the numerous surface-mounted components
I'd replaced for correct orientation, and was confident
that I had fitted the kit correctly. So I started to check
the components I'd not replaced in the primary side of
the circuit — by taking resistance readings across them.
For once luck was on my side. The 1000 resistor
R3616, which is connected between the base and emitter of Tr7616 in the chopper drive circuit, had risen in
value to lka When I fitted a 'normal' resistor I was
rewarded with a fully functional TV set. I still don't like
these sets though!

Ferguson 59P7 (ICC5 chassis - mono
sound version)
There was no sound from this set's speaker and none at
its scart socket. An IF input was present at pin 14 of the
TBA120T sound detector chip, and audio fed into the
scart socket appeared at pin 3, but there was no output
at pin 8 of the chip. After confirming that its 12V supply was present at pin 11, and that there was no muting
at pins 4 and 5, I fitted a new chip. After that the sound
blasted out.

Alba CTV4881NTX
The screen was blank and there was no sound, as if the
set was in the AV mode with no signal input. When the
setting of the tube's first anode preset was turned up
there was a blank raster with flyback lines. Time to
check around the tuner, where I found that the 12V supply was missing because R422 (1052) was open-circuit
and the 12V zener diode ZD402 was short-circuit.
Replacing these items restored the tuner's supply, and
once the channels had been tuned in I had sound and a
picture. But my problems weren't over.
The picture varied in size depending on the brightness
of the scene, which meant that the HT regulation was
poor. In fact it measured about 124V and varied up and
down by as much as 6V with brightness changes. The
way to tackle this second problem was to check components in the power supply. I found that C909 (47µF) was
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almost open-circuit, C910 (10pF) was leaky, while the
resistance reading between the base and emitter of Q902
was only a few hundred ohms. It's type 2SB774, but a
BC212 is a suitable alternative. Once replacements had
been fitted the HT was correct at 115V and the picture
was stable.
The last time I had one of these sets in I had to replace
the 2SC2335 standby control switching transistor Q907.
I used the readily available BUT56A.

Matsui 209R
This set's power supply had shut down in the protection
mode. I found that C613 (4,700pF, 1kV) in the network
connected across the HT rectifier D607 was short-circuit.

Philips 210E7550 (3A chassis)
Although this set appeared to be dead, its power supply
produced an HT output of 35V that rose to 135V when
pin 15 of the line output transformer was disconnected.
I don't like estimating for LOPT breakdowns, as there
always seem to be additional problems such as field collapse, failure of the microcontroller chip or whatever
once a replacement transformer has been fitted. On this
occasion I was lucky. A new transformer restored normal operation.

Texet DVT9254P Combi Unit
When a cassette was inserted the carriage would go
down about half way then stop, wait a few seconds and
return to the eject position. To confuse matters, when I
inserted a dummy cassette so that I could see the cause
of the jamming it loaded normally. An embarrassingly
long time elapsed before I realised that the tower LED
had rotated slightly from its normal position, with the
result that the underside of the approaching cassette
rested on top of it.
In this design the LED is mounted on the deck diecast
and is held in place by only a couple of thin strips of
moulding. The problem was solved by rotating the
tower back into its correct position and applying a small
drop of superglue to its base to hold it there.

Decca CV9371
Fuse F802 had shattered because the BU426A chopper
transistor was short-circuit. Checks in the power supply
revealed that R808 (150k52) had risen in value to almost
1MQ while C814 (1µF) was virtually open-circuit. I
replaced these items and, for good measure, the
TDA4600 chopper control chip. A soak test confirmed
that the set was now OK.
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Sharp DV5161H (4BSA
chassis)
This set was supposed to be dead,
but its power supply was running
normally. The cause of the fault
was the 5V regulator transistor
Q1010 (BC338) which provides the
5V supply for various items including the MC44006 colour decoder/
timebase generator chip IC801. It
was leaky, producing a low output
(4V). C.J.G.
Hitachi TN Series
I have had several of these sets
recently with various faults, including failure of the field output chip
and power supply blow ups. In each
case the caption "C 46 TN" was displayed after the repair. To remove
this, using the original handset, press
both record buttons, switch the set to
standby then disconnect from the
mains supply. Reconnect the set and
start it up in the usual way. Does
anyone know why this happens? I
am assured by owners that the caption was not present before the fault
occurred. C.J.G.
Philips 21PT165B (AA5 AB
chassis)
This set made a squeal as it
attempted to start then went to
standby. The microcontroller chip
responded to remote control operation, indicated by flashing from the
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LED. After eliminating many
things I replaced the expensive
TDA8361 jungle chip (IC7015). At
switch on there was a spark from
the side of the LOPT then the new
chip died. With a new LOPT and
another TDA8361 chip fitted I
found that there was a green raster.
T7275 (BF422) on the CRT base
panel had to be replaced as well.
C.J.G.
Sony KV2705
When there is no EW correction
with these sets the usual cause is
the gate-controlled switch Q802.
Not this time however. R567
(82k51) was open-circuit. C.J.G.
NEI E2591TFXN (CE25
chassis)
This newish and, for NEI, quite
nicely made set was dead with an
audibly pulsing power supply. The
mains bridge rectifier's 220µF,
400V reservoir capacitor was opencircuit. C.J.G.
Ferguson 59P7A (ICC5
chassis)
This set appeared to be stone dead
though a slight rasping noise came
from the power supply. The source
of this noise was arcing across bad
dry-joints at the large wirewound
resistor RP23 in the chopper transistor's snubber network. After
cleaning and resoldering this and
many other poor joints littered
throughout the power supply and
the line, field and EW stages I
switched on again. This time the set
came on but just blinked its LED
once.
There was no drive at the base
of the line output transistor TL31
nor at the collector of the driver
transistor TL29. There was a
healthy squarewave at the base of
TL29, but it was held off because
the 1N4148 clamp diode DL28 was
open-circuit. G.M.

Sony KVX2162U (AE2
chassis)
This set was stuck in standby. The
front LEDs blinked eleven times,
which indicates a teletext bus error.
I found dry-joints at the regulators
IC683 and IC684 on board A however: dealing with these cured the
fault. The usual dry-joints at the
audio and field chips had previously been resoldered.
The set then came on, but there
was no line sync. Adjusting RV506
(line frequency) on board M locked
the picture, but not teletext or
major on-screen displays. The
minor channel number display was
missing altogether. Some time was
spent probing around until a dryjoint was found at pin 24 of IC304
(CXA1587S). Once RV506 had
been adjusted back again all was
well. G.M.
Hitachi CL32WD2TAN
This set was dead. The cause was
quickly traced to D706/D710 which
were short-circuit. Their replacement restored the picture, but the
EW correction was poor. The set
produced a good display once D707
and the field output chip IC701 had
been replaced. In this chassis the
field output chip contains a fair
proportion of the EW correction
circuit. K.G.
Mitsubishi CT14MS1BM
There was a very nice black line
down the left-hand side of the
screen, i.e. the picture had shifted
across to the right. The value of
R571 had changed. K.G.
Hitachi C2976TN (A5'
chassis)
The power supply would start up
then the set would revert to standby, suggesting that the comprehensive protection circuit was either
being triggered or was faulty. After
many checks with an oscilloscope I
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found that the line output protection
system was in operation, the culprit
being C703 (10nF) in the diode
modulator circuit. K.G.

Matsui 21V1N (Grundig
CUC7350 chassis)
This set was dead. The owner said
that it had "gone phut in the bottom
left-hand corner". Inside there was
a Grundig chassis with the mains
fuse blown apart. Two of the mains
bridge rectifier diodes and the
chopper MOSFET were short-circuit. I replaced all the bridge rectifier diodes, the chopper transistor
and the UC3843 chopper control
chip IC60030. G.C.

Ferguson 51L50 (ICC5
chassis)
In this Nicam stereo version of the
chassis the luminance delay line
VV53 is replaced by a small subpanel (PC1272) that carries the
delay line and some S-VHS switching. The subpanel is mounted on
the chroma-luminance PCB by just
three connecting pins, for the luminance output (top), chassis and the
luminance input (bottom). If the
subpanel is vibrated or flexed too
much the printed track to the top
pin in particular is likely to crack.
The result is a loss of luminance
drive and a very dark screen. G.C.

Bush 16-7094
When either the programme — or
the volume — button on this 20in.
set was pressed the on-screen display changed to 'video' and the
controls locked. The keys all
seemed to be scanned by the microcontroller chip, so I decided to
order a replacement. When this
arrived and was fitted it made no
difference. The cause of the fault
was a very leaky diode (D709) in
the key matrix. All that was
required was a new 1N4148 diode.
G.C.

NordMende 3437
This 26in. set was dead. The internal mains fuse had blown because
the lowest of the three bridge rectifier diodes on the transformer
board, DP43, was short-circuit. A
BY179 proved to be a suitable
replacement. G.C.

Sony KVE2522U (AE1C
chassis)
This model has an advanced colour
decoder with a digital comb filter
inside a screening can at the top of
board B1. The set's picture occasionally lost its colour, flickered
strongly and pulled sideways at the
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top. I found that the symptoms
could be instigated by gently twisting the top of the decoder board.
The cure was to resolder the
screening can's five mounting lugs.
One of the lower lugs is a vital
earth connection.
If this doesn't cure the fault the
crystals and trimmer capacitors are
suspect. In this model the lower
pair are the UK PAL ones. G.C.

Ferguson A59F (ICC7
chassis)
This set had suddenly shut down.
When the customer had switched it
off then on again it worked but the
picture had hardly any red content,
even when displaying teletext. The
tube must have flashed over to the
red cathode, because the lkSZ protection resistor (RT08) in series
with it had risen in value to 800ka
G.C.

Sharp 59CS03H
I share Michael Dranfield's lack of
esteem for this chassis (page 156,
January). On the other hand we do
need some expensive and unreliable
sets to keep us going these days!
This one came in dead, and a quick
inspection revealed the usual dryjoints on the scan-coil PCB and the
accompanying items of dead silicon. Willow Vale supplies a chassis
kit that contains everything normally required to get one of these sets
going. I fitted the kit and was
rewarded with HT but not the reassuring rustle of EHT. Oscilloscope
checks showed that there was no
line drive from the TDA8375A
chip IC201. This is a surfacemounted horror the size of a
postage stamp, with 64 pins. As far
as I can tell it provides no advantages in comparison with the previous generation of more engineerfriendly chips, and you don't get
much change out of £40 for it. It
was ordered however, prayers were
said over it and it was then fitted.
Success!
The moral of this tale is: don't
get tied to an estimate with this
chassis. S.H.

NEI NE3743TX (11AK08
chassis)
We recently had in one of these
portables — the chassis was covered
in the February issue. The set
appeared to be stuck in standby, but
when I removed the back I saw that
it had received previous attentiorr—
this had not been mentioned by the
customer of course. It didn't take
long to establish that the power
supply was working but there was

no line drive, with Q802 (switched
12V supply) cooking away gently. I
fitted a replacement but this made
no difference. The TDA8362A jungle chip IC401 had the correct 8V
supply at pin 10 but wasn't producing the line drive output at pin 37.
Its new appearance led me to
believe that it had been recently
replaced.
A check with various catalogues revealed that there are
numerous non-interchangeable
versions of this chip, intended for
various different sets. It transpired
that someone had fitted the version
that costs less than £5. It looks
identical to the correct chip, but
doesn't work in this chassis. The
version required is available to
special order from CPC at about
£28, and also from Maplin's NEI
division at about the same price.
This is worth remembering when
you provide estimates. I wouldn't
be surprised if the previous repairer had greatly underestimated the
repair cost and returned the set for
that reason.
Fortunately I happened to have a
scrap Bush 1433 that uses the same
chassis. The TDA8362A from it
restored normal operation. Since
then I've had another two of these
sets with the same expensive problem. S.H.

Sony KVX2172U (AE2B
chassis)
I thought this was going to be a
straightforward repair: the set was
allegedly dead. In fact it would
start up but then, after a few seconds, shut down with the sound
indicator LEDS flashing. This indicates a deflection problem, which
turned out to be dry-joints at the
field output chip.
When this had been repaired I
checked the set and found that preset location number 3 wasn't tuned
to any of the local transmitters. I
tried retuning it via the manual tuning menu and noticed that when I
dialled in the correct channel number preset number 8 in the tuning
list changed to the same setting. As
a test I tried the opposite and found
that number 8 also tuned number 3.
I tried the non-volatile memory initialisation procedure (after noting
down the settings) but the fault persisted. So a new memory chip
(IC072) was ordered and fitted.
This was initialised, then the original settings were stored in it. I
missed one however, and this
caused an odd problem. The set
appeared to work, but the A and B
LEDs at the front flashed alternate-
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ly then, after about one and half
minutes, the set switched to standby and back on again. The cause of
this was the feature setting called
`equaliser', which was set to on
instead of off. Once this had been
reset operation was normal. D.B.

Panasonic Alpha 2W
chassis
There was no picture though the
channel indicator was alight. I
found that the chopper chip IC801
wouldn't start up because pin 2 was
held low by the standby/on control
transistor Q802. This 2SD965R
transistor was leaky collector-toemitter. D.B.

B&O LX2500
This set wouldn't start up — it just
went back to standby. I tried starting it in the audio-only mode, when
there is no line output stage drive,
but the result was the same. Checks
showed that the HT rose to almost
40V before the set shut down. This
is the effect you get when the
BU508 line output transistor TR11
is short-circuit. The transistor read
OK however. Other checks, on the
EW diodes etc., failed to reveal
anything amiss. So I started the set
in the audio-only mode with the
collector of the line output transistor disconnected. It then worked,
with the correct HT. But another
line output transistor failed to
restore normal operation.
A check on the drive to the line
output transistor in both modes
showed that it was 0.7V DC. So the
transistor was being switched on all
the time, shorting the HT line. This
is one of those chassis that has a
transformerless line drive circuit.
The cause of the trouble was a dryjoint at one end of the 22052 resistor R52, which should enable the
base of the pnp driver transistor
TR15 to go high so that it switches
off. TR15 and TR11 were both on
all the time. D.B.

Sony KV2OWS1U (BE5
chassis)
In all display modes except 4:3
aspect ratio there was a blanked
part of the picture at or near the
bottom of the screen. It consisted of
a horizontal bar approximately two
inches high. In one zoom mode the
picture could be seen appearing
again below the blanked section. I
discovered that extra blanking was
being produced by the small subPCB U, which directly blanks the
RGB drives to the CRT base PCB.
When the preset potentiometer on
this PCB was adjusted the blanking
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bar moved up or down the screen.
Checks on the various inputs to this
PCB showed that everything was as
it should be — line and field pulses,
EW signal, vertical ramp, supply
and some DC control lines.
As luck would have it we had
another of these sets in the workshop. So with great confidence I
fitted the U board from the other
set in the one on the bench — only
to get exactly the same results! The
next step was to compare very carefully the inputs to the U board in
both sets. They were the same with
one exception: in the faulty set pin
1 was at 5V instead of 4-4V. The
cause was soon found when the
plastic frame had been removed
from the bottom of the main PCB
in the faulty set. Pin 1 is connected
via a 2.21M surface-mounted resistor (R008) to one of the pins of the
microcontroller chip IC001. One
end of R008 hadn't been soldered.
The micro must load down the control line marked HV BLK 1 a little
via R008. With R008 disconnected
the extra blanking operates when it
shouldn't. D.B.

Alba CTV841 (Onwa
chassis)
The report said that this set "went
bang when switched on". It was
very similar to the fault with a
Goodmans set I mentioned some
time back. The small 4.7nF, 500V
disc ceramic capacitors C904/5/7
around the mains bridge rectifier
tend to go bang — literally! Last
time it was C907, which is in parallel with the mains bridge rectifier's
reservoir capacitor. This time it was
C904, which is across one arm of
the bridge rectifier. As usual the
4.752, 5W surge limiting resistor
R901 had sacrificed itself to save
the fuse, but this time R902 (2.252,
2W) had also blown open. This
resistor generates the chopper
switch-off ramp which, fortunately,
is capacitively coupled to the chopper drive circuit — so the damage
gets no farther.
Although the use of non Y or
X2 rated capacitors in the C904/5/7
positions is cause for concern, there
is one 'benefit'. Failure of these
capacitors often brings a set into
the workshop just in time to prevent the damage that occurs when
the two small electrolytics give up!
The procedure that I find works
with these Onwa sets is as follows.
Replace as routine C904/5/7 with
X I X1 (both specifications together)
resin-dipped disc ceramic capacitors — the same type that's used in
high-specification monitors.

Replace the two 471.1F electrolytics
in the power supply with 100y,
low-ESR types, with 0.470, 63V
Mylar or polycarbonate capacitors
in parallel. These have a much
lower ESR than any electrolytic
capacitor of any value, and reduce
the self-heating in the electrolytic
capacitors they protect. If R901 has
blown I replace it with an SCK122
negative-temperature coefficient
surge-limiting thermistor. This type
has a room-temperature resistance
of about 12Q, falling to 3-452 at the
running temperature. Once these
few small modifications have been
carried out these sets are no more
troublesome than most other economy designs. I.F.

Samsung Cl3352 (P68
chassis)
The customer complained that this
14in. portable occasionally produced a bright picture with flyback
lines. Unfortunately the fault was
rather elusive. We soak tested the
set for several days then returned it.
A few days later the set came back.
The fault condition had started to
put in more frequent appearances,
and lasted long enough for checks
to be made.
In the fault condition the first
anode supply and the 180V supply
to the RGB output stages remained
correct, but the voltages at the collectors of the RGB output transistors dropped to about 35V. The
180V supply is fed to the RGB output stage load resistors via choke
L901 (330µ1-1). A replacement
cleared the fault. P.G.

Orion 2093 Combi
This TV/VCR combi unit was dead.
With only the end caps of the internal mains fuse still in place there
was obviously a short-circuit in the
power supply. The cause was quickly traced to the STK73410 chopper
chip IC501. I had to obtain a manual to find the values of the two
high-wattage safety resistors that
had also disappeared. For reference
they are R508 1.852, 3W and R506
27Q, 3W. Both can be obtained
from CPC to special order. Once
these items had been replaced the
unit worked normally. P.G.

Philips 28PW632A/05
`Poor picture' was the complaint
with this widescreen set. On test I
found that there was no green drive
at the CRT — the cathode was cut
off because of a failure in the green
output stage on the base panel. The
cause was soon traced to the BF422
transistor T7364. P.G.
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John Edwards'
Casebook
Sony KVM2151U (BE2 chassis)
The mains fuse had shattered because the STR54041
chopper chip IC601 was short-circuit. I looked around
for reasons, and found that there were dry-joints at all
four leads of the mains bridge rectifier D601. I don't
know about you, but I am very unsure when a major
component fails for no obvious reason. It just doesn't
seem right to simply replace it and switch on. Even
when the set then works I feel uneasy, and consider the
set to be repaired only after a long soak test.
In this case I replaced the fuse and chip, carried out the
resoldering then, while keeping an eye on the new fuse,
I slowly applied mains power via my variac. At about
110V there should have been signs of life but the power
supply remained dead. I increased the input to normal,
at which point there was about 300V at pin 3 of IC601.
But there was OV instead of about 0.3V at the drive pin
2, to which the start-up resistor network is connected.
After switching off and discharging the main reservoir
capacitor C604 I set about checking the few components
in this area. The BC637-16 limiter transistor Q601 was
found to be short-circuit base-to-collector.
With a new transistor fitted I again wound up the
mains input via my variac. At about 90V the power supply attempted to start up, coming to life fully at 110V.
At this point the HT stabilised at 130V as the input was
increased to the full mains voltage. The set produced a
good picture and sound and, or so I thought, all was
well.
A week later I received an irate phone call from the
set's owner, explaining in very graphic tones his displeasure that the set had once more failed. "What did I
intend to do about it?" He reckoned a full refund plus
"inconvenience money" was in order. I reckoned not.
Anyway within an hour the set was back on the bench,
staring at me. It took up residence in the workshop for a
further week, during which three transistors in position
Q601 failed. Each one went short-circuit base-to-collector, with no signs of stress leading up to its demise. I had
by then checked every component in the power supply,
including the chopper transformer (one was borrowed
from a scrap set), and was feeling very old and tired.
The thought of a refund was now becoming a distinct
possibility.
Then, by chance, while inserting yet another new transistor, positioned as per the etched drawing on the PCB,
I turned over the board to solder the leadout wires and
this time noticed something odd. I blinked a few times
in disbelief. Turning the board over and over a few more
times and comparing the tracks with the leadouts confirmed that the etched print of the transistor ECB and
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body were the wrong way round. I had been fitting the
transistors incorrectly! Although annoyed with myself
at not noticing this before, I was nevertheless very
relieved.
As for the owner, when he collected his set he made it
very clear that in future he would go elsewhere. When I
thanked him he gave me a confused look then departed.

Sony KVX2521U (AE1 chassis)
The top half of the picture was stretched out, with
foldover across the centre. The bottom half was normal.
Correct linearity was restored by replacing the field scan
coupling capacitor C531 (680µF).

Philips 14CF1014 (CF1 chassis)
The customer complained that his set kept switching
off at random. When I removed the metal screening
plate that covers the chopper transformer I saw that
every pin was dry-jointed. I did some quick resoldering, slid the board back into the cabinet and switched
the set on. It behaved itself for the rest of the day, so I
phoned the owner to arrange for collection the following afternoon.
Next morning, while working on another set, I looked
over at the soak-test bench and saw that the set was now
suffering from field collapse. A glance at my watch
indicated that I had about an hour before collection was
due. I hastily put the set on the bench, removed the back,
slid out the board and turned it upside down. The field
output transistors TR7400 and Tr7401 were both dryjointed. After another quick resoldering job the set
worked normally. I was about to switch it off when it
did so itself.
Back to the same routine: remove back cover, slide out
board and turn over. I then scanned the board looking
for more dry-joints. There was one at the collector of the
line output transistor — a slightly discoloured ring surrounded the pin. I decided to spend what little time I had
left resoldering everywhere, and had just completed the
last joint when the set's owner arrived. I hastily
reassembled it and left it switched on for him to see.
"That's fine" he said, giving the set a hearty slap on
the side of the cabinet. "Always went off when I did
that" he explained. I was very relieved that it didn't do
so this time.

Bush 2557NTX
This set was dead with a blackened mains fuse. On

inspection I found that the mains bridge rectifier BR901
and its reservoir capacitor C905 (220µF, 400V) were
both short-circuit.
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in the Sixties
The Sixties was a time of great change for TV. At the start of the decade there
were just monochrome sets with valves, designed for 405-line transmissions at
VHF. By the end there was 625-line colour at UHF, with transistorised chassis
that used the odd IC. Austin Fairchile describes this period of rapid development

The Murphy
Model V410
was considered to be
an advanced
design in
1960.

n a previous article I took a look at the TV
scene in the Fifties, the post-war recovery
period. The following decade was one of
growth. The "space race" had begun in 1957,
when the USSR launched Sputnik 1 and terrified the Americans. Thereafter the USA
began to spend countless billions of dollars
on space missions. This got underway in
earnest in the Sixties, with the announcement
that America would be going all out to get a
man on the moon by the end of the decade.
There followed the Mercury series of earthorbit missions, then the Apollo launches.
Success was achieved in 1969.
Most of these missions were televised, and
in those days anything to do with space was
hot stuff. It was inevitable that everyone
wanted to have a television set. At the time an
average receiver would be a monochrome
one with a 14in. tube — there was no colour
until 1967. It would cost about 75 guineas.
TV sets were often priced in guineas (21
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shillings) as it made
the price look a bit
easier on the pocket.
Anyway 75 guineas,
equivalent to about
£78.75 in today's currency, was a lot of
money then. My wage
at the time was about
£14.10s. Od. (£14.50)
a week — and that was
with overtime! But I
lived quite well, and
could afford to buy a
TV set on HP. For
those who couldn't,
rental was a good
option.
The Sixties was a
period of tremendous growth for rental TV.
Much else was rented at that time, even
radios, also washing machines, spin driers,
refrigerators and, later on, audio tape
recorders (no VCRs then). For most people
these things were too expensive for cash purchase. There were no credit cards then. And
when it came to a TV set, the question of reliability had to be taken into account: renting
took care of repair costs.

TV reliability
The TV sets of the period were notoriously
unreliable. They still used valves, which
meant that a large amount of heat was generated. The dropper resistor contributed to this:
it was used mainly as a series device to
reduce the mains voltage to the level required
to power the valve heaters. These were generally connected in series, so the heater voltages of all the valves were added together and
the total was subtracted from the mains volt-

age. The difference was the voltage across the
heater section of the dropper resistor, whose
value was determined by simple application
of Ohm's Law.
As valves are voltage-operated devices,
there was no need to stabilise the current. So
the power supply circuits in TV sets were
very simple. They often consisted of nothing
more than a dropper resistor, a half or biphase rectifier and a couple of smoothing
capacitors. If a TV set had a transformer and
a full-wave rectifier in addition to the other
components, it was sophisticated! As the
valve heaters were connected in series they
were like Christmas-tree lights: should one
fail they all went out and the TV set ceased to
function.
Another common problem with valves is
the cathode-to-heater short. When this fault
occurs in a valve, some of the heaters in the
chain would go out and some would stay on.
Those that stayed on would glow like searchlights, often becoming damaged as a result.
Dropper failure could cause loss of HT
(dead set with the heaters glowing), or no
heater supply with HT present. When the HT
rectifier valve went low emission, there was
low EHT, a small picture and poor performance all round. CRTs would go soft or low
emission, the result being a faint picture, or
cathode-to-heater short-circuit, the result this
time being uncontrollable brightness.
On average a TV set would have twelve to
fourteen valves, any one of which could go
low-enlission or fail in some other way. All
valves have a finite life, so each one would
probably have to be replaced at one time or
another. The amount of heat generated in an
average TV set would dry out the capacitors,
which then failed. So you can see why people
rented!
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The CRT could cause various problems. Because of its cost, it was the general practice to place its heater at the
earthy end of the chain. In this position it
was less likely to be overloaded by a
heater chain fault. But during the winter
months, when the mains voltage dropped
a bit, it would be starved of power. This
would eventually lead to 'cathode poisoning' with loss of emission. The `cure'
for this was to fit a booster transformer
designed to overrun the heater by 10, 20
or 30 per cent. It would work fine for a
while, until the CRT completely expired.
At about this time CRT reactivators came
into being — and a weird and wonderful
collection of devices they turned out to
be. Regunned tubes also started to
appear. You couldn't do this with the
`hard-glass' triode tubes made by
Emitron. These were fitted in a number
of older sets. Yes, they were still around,
at least during the early Sixties.

Developments
A great deal of development occurred
during the Sixties. Many TV sets and
radios made in the early Sixties were still
hard-wired: the introduction of the printed-circuit board changed the construction
of electronic equipment forever. The first
one I ever saw was in a Pam transistor
radio. PCBs were ideal for use in transistor radios, because of the small size of the
components used and the fact that such
radios ran almost cold. They were not so
good for use with valve circuitry, as the
heat from the valves caused all sorts of
problems. Print cracks could develop if a
board became warped. If it became carbonised there could be serious leakage
and tracking problems. In addition it was
more difficult to remove components
from a PCB. Many technicians at that
time didn't like PCBs.
As the Sixties progressed, transistors
took over more and more in TV sets.
They first appeared in a rather random
fashion, for example in the sync separator
stages in some Pye models. Then the IF
strip became transistorised. Early transistors were based on the use of germanium,
which was far from ideal. The change to
silicon produced devices that were more
robust and had a better signal-to-noise
ratio.
Car radios became fully transistorised,
and 'solid-state' circuitry ceased to be
based on earlier valve arrangements.
Many hi-fi amplifiers had been transistorised from the late Fifties, and all tape
recorders were now solid-state. Both
reel-to-reel and compact-cassette
recorders were available at this time.
Initially, audio cassette recorders had a
maximum upper frequency response of
only about 9kHz. To increase it meant
either a smaller head gap or a faster
speed. Philips, which developed the compact audio cassette and holds the patents
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for the design (which we still use today!)
wouldn't allow an increase in speed.
Good reel-to-reel recorders had a frequency response that extended to 20kHz
when the tape speed was 15in./sec. This
is true hi-fi. In time the frequency
response of compact-cassette recorders
did improve, because of the use of better
head materials with a smaller gap. This
led to the demise of the reel-to-reel audio
recorder as a domestic product
We began to benefit from spin-offs of
the space race between the USA and the
USSR. The need to squeeze as much
technology as possible into the early
computers in the Mercury space capsules
used by the USA lead to the first integrated circuits. This technology soon
found its way into consumer equipment.
Often these devices were hybrid encapsulations rather than true chips, but they
did improve reliability and saved space.
The few chips around in those days were
analogue devices. There was no significant use of digital techniques in TV sets
then.
Major developments in the TV field
came with the announcement of BBC2. It
would use the 625-line standard, with
transmissions at UHF instead of VHF.
Once the details had been finalised and a
starting date had been set, manufacturers
got to work producing dual-standard sets.
Initially a number of receivers that could
be converted for dual-standard operation
appeared, but so much work was required
to carry out the conversion that the
expense hardly seemed worthwhile. If
sets had the 405/625-line switching built
in. it was only necessary to add a UHF
tuner and install a suitable aerial. Then, if
you were lucky, you might get good
BBC2 pictures. To start with most UHF
tuners used valves such as the PC86 and
PC88. They were all manually tuned.
Some had slow-motion drives and others
had push-buttons. They didn't have a lot
of gain, so it was important to have an
adequate aerial and use low-loss cable.

which should be used in the UK.
Eventually PAL (Phase Alternation Line)
was adopted — the broadcasters came to
the conclusion that it provided slightly
more robust reception under difficult
conditions.
The announcement that colour was to
be introduced made it imperative for
BBC1 and ITV to be transmitted in 625line form at UHF. This followed rapidly.
While we waited for colour TV, those of
us who regarded ourselves as real technicians devoured every bit of information
on the subject we could find. The most
important source was Television magazine. No, I've not been bribed to include
this plug! It's a fact that almost everything I learnt outside working hours came
from the magazine. I can remember some
negative thinkers at the time who hastily
gave up the trade because colour TV
appeared to be far too complicated!
But manufacturers continued to produce 405/625-line sets, and even the first
colour receivers were of the dual-standard variety. It would be many years
before the VHF channels were finally
switched off.

The smallest, lightest
transistor portable
set, by Sony in the
early sixties.

The coming of colour
The start of BBC2 with 625-lines and
UHF transmission in 1964 paved the way
for another major development that came
strong on its heels. This was the introduction of colour TV in 1967. There had
been various colour test transmissions in
the late Fifties and early Sixties, generally using the US NTSC colour system
adapted to 405 lines. The biggest problem with NTSC is chroma signal distortion along the transmission path, leading
to colour changes in the received picture.
US receivers incorporate a 'hue' control
to compensate for this.
Various techniques were developed to
overcome the problem, the main ones
being the French SECAM system and the
German PAL system. There was a great
deal of debate in the mid Sixties as to

Early colour receivers
When I returned to the workshop after
lunch one day in 1967, I can't remember
exactly when, there were two very large
cardboard and wooden crates sitting outside the shop. One had "Ferguson
Colourstar" on the box, the other had
"HMV Colourmaster". Colour had
arrived! I quickly unloaded the van and
shot into the shop to talk to the boss.
"When are we going to open the colour
TVs?" I asked.
"Straightaway Austin" he replied, "I
was just waiting for your return. I
couldn't handle those big crates by
myself, and I want to get one of the
receivers on show as quickly as possible."
We cleared a space near the front of the
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would see the first TV chopper power
supply, in the Thorn 3000 chassis.

and blue rasters to coincide) was a
lengthy procedure and had to be done
with both 405 and 625 lines — although
there was no 405-line colour, the picture would have colour tints if the convergence was out. There were one or
two test films during the day, for
demonstration purposes, and this
helped to sell a few more sets — so long
as they were set up correctly. I won't
describe the procedure as it's long-dead
technology. Those too young to
remember it can consider themselves
lucky that it's all done in the tube today.
One of the most important features of
those sets was that they were truly
`solid-state'. In fact the Thorn 2000
chassis was a world's first: no valves at
all, and fully modular. We had another
technician at the time. I remember him
taking a quick look and giving in his
notice! Colour was complicated
enough, but transistors as well! I wonder how he's doing now? Probably
making a fortune mending computers!
Another thing changed with the introduction of fully-transistorised sets. The
power supply became much more complicated, because of the need for regulation. The 2000 chassis bristled with
zener diodes and series-regulator transistors. Just before the end of the decade we

window, and proceeded to manhandle
the gigantic packages into the shop. The
Ferguson set was taken to the back of
the shop — it was an 'advanced order'
from a customer. We then started to
unpack the HMV set. Both were manufactured by Thorn and had the same
chassis. Only the cabinets differed. The
HMV name was synonymous with
quality, and this set was the more
expensive of the two. Its price was 349
guineas (£369.45), a fortune in those
days. But we were trading in an upmarket area, and selling colour TVs at
that price wasn't a problem.
Once the set had been unpacked I fitted a mains plug and read the instructions. I also went to the workshop to
fetch two new pieces of equipment, a
crosshatch generator and a degaussing
coil. Why didn't I set up the receiver in
the workshop? It was simply a matter of
marketing. The gigantic colour set
stood out a mile, and soon attracted a
crowd of people — just to watch me set
it up in the window! I felt like a king!
In those days colour TV chassis bristled with knobs for convergence adjustment, the purity had to be set up and the
tube often needed to be demagnetised
(degaussed).
Convergence (getting the green, red

End of the decade
In 1969 I went to work for a leading
rental company. Because of my experience with colour, I was given a top post
and paid extra: the basic rate was £21.50
a week, with an extra £2 for colour. I
was surprised to find that there were still
colour TV sets with valves, the Baird
700/710 series for a start. These Bairdbrand sets had valve timebase circuits
and were dual-standard models, though
the 405-line switching had been disabled (it wasn't necessary in our area).
In fact most setmakers at the time continued to produce hybrid (valve/transistor) chassis, probably because line output transistors were then rather unreliable. But the valve alternative also had
its problems. There was a risk of fire.
and the transformers often failed.
Colour TV, because of the setting-up
difficulties and the rather unreliable
nature of the line output stage. became
a licence to print money for the rental
companies. Servicing the sets was fun
too! We did well with our rentals that
year. It was the year when Neil
Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin walked on
the moon.
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Fault Finding
Reports from
Kevin Green, TMIIE
Derek Bogiscin
Gerry Mumford
Pete Gurney, LCGI
Stephen Leatherbarrow
Cohn J. Guy and
Denis Foley

Panasonic TX21S3T
This was a nice little problem.
After an initial inspection the set
was switched on and greeted us
with a high-pitched whistle, as if
the line output transistor was shortcircuit. Some checks in the line
output stage proved that there were
no shorts, but the line drive waveform was in a sad state. A check at
pin 9 of IC601 produced a reading
of only 3.7V instead of 8V. The
cause of the trouble was D861, type
1SS133T-77, which had developed
high forward resistance. K.G.

Sharp DV3760H (4BSA
chassis)
This set seemed to have a tripping
problem, with the LED on the front
panel flashing. The fault was intermittent. After many tests I found
that D602 (1N4936) in the power
supply was breaking down under
load. It's the rectifier for the 13.5V
supply, on the secondary side of the
chopper transformer. K.G.

Sony KV25F2
There was an unusual problem with
this set: it whistled quite loudly, but
only in the standby mode. A clue
was that Q601 was getting quite
hot. The cause of the fault was that
C604 (1000, 50V) hadn't been fitted during assembly. K.G.
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Sony KVE2542U (AE2A
chassis)
This set would start up briefly then
shut down and flash its stereo
LEDs to indicate a field fault.
Checks in the field output stage
revealed that the supplies, including
flyback boost, were present but the
output ramp was flattened at one
end. To keep the set on I shorted
across the collector and emitter of
Q1501 in the protection circuit, as
its wasn't being driven as it should
be to keep its collector voltage low.
What appeared to be CRT current
sensing lines could then be seen
half way down the screen, while
slight movement of the chassis
would switch between this and a
normal picture.
Checks between pin 3 of connector CN0526 (SAW+) and pin 4
(GND) showed that there was a
positive DC shift in the waveform
when the fault occurred, but a
scope connected to the other end of
this lead, at PCB M, showed that
there was no change here. I found
that the chassis connection was
going high, to about 30Q. The
cause was the crimped chassis-connection wire in the plug at the PCB
M end. It was loose. Once it had
been soldered everything was OK.
D.B.

erator chip IC5 goes low — pin 7 is
a muting output.
The cause of the trouble was a
dry-joint at pin 5 of IC5. It links a
220nF capacitor to a coincidence
detector within the chip. The other
pins were also going dry. Once this
IC had been resoldered there was
correct operation of the set. D.B.

Goodmans 1410
(Ferguson TX805 chassis)
This smart portable was stuck in
standby. When I removed the back
I could just hear a slow ticking
noise. The combined power supplyline output stage (Wessel circuit) is
not easy to work on, but as various
cold checks failed to reveal anything amiss a new transformer
(Samsung type FCV-1410E12) was
fitted. This cured the fault.
When you replace the transformer it is very important to route
the white-coloured single wire
that's connected between resistor
JV33 and chassis between the main
body and the core of the transformer, i.e. inside the 0 core. It's
used as a pick-up to feed line pulses to the microcontroller chip 1801,
via transistor TR09. If the wire
isn't routed correctly the result is
sound with a blank raster (no
video). Guess how I found out!
G.M.

B&O 8902
When this set was first switched on
the sound was muted. Normally
this condition lasted for only a few
minutes, and once the sound came
up it wouldn't mute again until the
set had been switched off and left
for some time. Checks around the
mono audio detector chip IC3 on
the tuner/IF PCB showed that the
mute connection (pin 5) was being
activated with a DC level of 11V.
This feed comes from TRIO, which
turns on when pin 7 of the line gen-

Tatung E Series Chassis
This large-screen set was totally
dead with the 3.15AT mains fuse
FS801 blackened. The fuse had
blown because two limbs of the
discrete diode bridge rectifier
D801-4 (type BY127MGP diodes)
were short-circuit, along with the
lOnF, 2kV transient suppression
capacitor C805, which had split
open. In addition the surge-protection thermistor R802 had arced
across and burnt up — this was
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probably the initial cause of all the
destruction. G.M.

Beko 19321N (AT3 chassis)
This smart Nicam set appeared to
be dead but was tripping. As no
shorts could be found on the secondary side of the power supply,
attention was turned to the primary
side where R111 (820k.C1, 0.5W)
and R112 (330k i, 0-5W) were
both found to be open-circuit. It
was strange but fortunate that these
two resistors had failed together, as
just one of them failing would have
resulted in a much more expensive
blow up.
When the set was being soak
tested it started to produce various
intermittent faults, such as no
video, or lines scrolling up and
down the screen, or no response to
remote-control commands. The
cause turned out to be poor connections in the socket in which the
microcontroller chip IC901 sits.
I've had this fault previously with
this chassis. As the IC tends to run
quite warm, it's wise to upgrade
this socket to a high-quality
`turned-pin' type. This will prevent
further problems G.M.

Ferguson T14R (TX805
chassis)
This set powered up but there was
no picture. When I advanced the
setting of the first anode control a
blank raster appeared. A valuable
clue was that there was no OSD
either, which led me straight to the
RGB output stages on the CRT
base panel. I found that the 12V
base bias was missing because
RT40 (681a 0.5W) was open-circuit. It forms part of a potential
divider, with RT42, that's fed from
the 150V line. G.M.

Goodmans 2180
There was partial field collapse —
in fact only about an inch of vertical scan in addition to the usual
bright horizontal line. The chassis
uses a discrete transistor class B
field output stage, where checks
showed that the 2SC2073 npn
transistor Q212 was open-circuit.
A replacement restored the full
scan, but the top was folded over
with flyback lines visible. The
cause was a dry-joint at D206,
which is also in the field output
stage. G.M.

Toshiba 2500TBT
The field scanning was extremely
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distorted: the bottom of the picture
was missing and the top was
stretched. At first glance it looked
as if the field output IC was faulty,
but checks showed that the DC
conditions at its pins were all correct. There are no linearity controls
in this chassis, so attention was
turned to the feedback loop where
C317 (2.20, 50V, 105°C) was
found to be very unstable thermally. It read correctly when checked
with a capacitance meter, but the
ESR meter pronounced it open-circuit. A replacement plus resoldering the usual crop of bad joints
completed the repair. P.G.

Mitsubishi CT25AV1BDS
(EE3 chassis)
This TV/satellite receiver was
dead: it had apparently taken
longer and longer to come on and
had eventually died. My first move
in this situation is to check the
chopper transistor's base drive coupling capacitor C914 (470, 35V)
as it often dries up. It showed the
usual signs of leakage. I fitted a
replacement and, at switch on,
expected to find that the set
worked. But it was still dead.
Voltage checks showed that the
power supply was working. The
outputs were correct, with the
exception of the 5V supply from
the TDA8137 regulator chip IC951.
Its input at pin 1 was slightly low
with plenty of ripple present. The
1,0000, 16V reservoir capacitor
for this feed. C955, had dried up.
An ESR check produced a reading
of 95g.
I decided to replace all the electrolytics on the secondary side of
the power supply, using low-ESR
types. P.G.

(22µF, 63V) on the primary side of
the power supply for improved reliability. P.G.

Sony KV27XRTU
The complaint was no picture and a
strange noise, though the sound
was normal. A quick check
revealed that the noise came from
the line output transformer while
the absence of a picture was caused
by no first anode voltage at the
CRT base. When I traced the first
anode supply back to source I came
to the safety resistor R807 (1k.(1,
1W) which was open-circuit. The
rectifier diode was OK, and there
were no obvious shorts, so a
replacement resistor was fitted. At
switch on the cause of the original
resistor's failure was obvious.
Because of a slight spillage on the
PCB, the first anode voltage was
tracking to chassis via the secondary winding of the line driver
transformer.
I cleaned the board carefully to
ensure that no tracking could occur.
There was a good picture when I
switched the set on again, and the
noise had vanished. P.G.

Hitachi C2118 (GIPS Mk II
chassis)
This set was dead with the overvoltage diode ZD903 short-circuit.
In a case like this I usually remove
the line drive by shorting the line
output transistor's base and emitter
and use a bulb as a dummy load to
determine where the fault lies. At
switch on the HT was excessive at
160V, and didn't vary much when
the HT preset VR901 was adjusted.
The cause of the problem was
quickly traced to R909 (39kS2,
0.5W), which is in series with
VR901. P.G.

Samsung CI5373T
I've had several of these sets in
with the same basic problem. The
power supply is in the trip mode
because of a short across the HT
line. The culprit has in each case
been DZ801, an R2K type protection diode that's supposed to go
short-circuit in the event of excessive HT voltage.
Recently a few of these sets
have come in with a stable supply
but output diode failure. In all cases
there appears to have been gradual
failure, with the PCB scorched
slightly around the diode and the
solder at the ends breaking down
because of heat. Replacement has
in every case cured the fault, but in
addition I usually replace C851

Ferguson ICC9 Chassis
This set would only sometimes
come on, and then only from cold.
If it came on it would work for a
period then either trip or go completely dead. This was accompanied by the red LED flashing in
sympathy or no LED light at all.
The cause was eventually traced to
TP78 (BC848B) in the power supply trip circuit. S.L.

GoldStar CIT2172'
The customer control levels, particularly contrast and brightness, had
to be reset at every switch on. I
found that all levels except contrast
could be stored to suit the customer. GoldStar technical said that
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the contrast cannot be preset: this
was strange as it was clearly set at
a very low level. I was then told to
change the value of R520 to 181M,
which restored the contrast to
acceptable levels. S.L.

Ferguson ICC9 Chassis
A fault we seem to get in batches is
failure of the surface-mounted transistors TP66 (BC858B) and TP69
(BC848) in the secondary protection circuit. The set trips but there
are no obvious faults. If removal of
TP66 results in normal operation,
replace these two transistors.
Leaks that disappear or temporarily
seal-up on application of a soldering iron can be very frustrating/
confusing. S.L.

Hitachi C2114T
Loss of signals/functions was
caused by failure of IC001 (new
type TMP47C1237N/N155). This
later type must be fitted whenever
IC001 fails. A kit, part no.
A523217, is available: it consists of
the IC (part no. 2001787) and four
links (part no. H163020). First
delete diodes D021 and D022 and
links J015C and J015D. The latter
link is beneath IC001. Fit two new
links in place of the two diodes and
the others in positions J015A and
J015B — the latter is also beneath
IC001. We obtained our kit from
CHS. S.L.

GoldStar CF28C22F
(PC33J chassis)
The height was very low with a
degree of instability. The cause was
FR301 (1Q) in the field output
stage supply circuit. It read 3052
and the voltage across it was 9V.

S.L.
Ferguson D59N (ICC9
chassis)
This set was stuck in standby. The
cause was traced to the 9V regulator IP03. The regulator itself was
OK but it had no earth connection.
This should be via DP83 (LL4148)
which was open-circuit. S.L.

Ferguson 559N (ICC9
chassis)
The BUH517TH line output transistor TL19 was short-circuit.
When a replacement was fitted it
became very hot very quickly and
threatened to go the same way. The
line driver stage in this chassis is
unusual: there's no transformer, a
complementary-symmetry transistor
arrangement being used instead.
Replacing the 2SC2655 npn transis-
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tor TL61 in this stage restored normal operation, though it measured
OK when checked with a tester.

C.J.G.
Philips GR1-AX Chassis
There was no chopper action with
the HT line sitting at about 8V.
R3613 (12010 in the startup/chopper FET bias circuit was
high at about 500k51.
In another of these sets, though
this time with a Pye badge, the
chopper circuit was again inactive
with 15V present on the HT line.
This was another FET drive circuit
fault: zener diode D6610 (BZX79C10) was leaky. C.J.G.

sync pulse, so attention was turned
to the supply rails. No line-frequency waveforms could be found anywhere however. I eventually discovered that decoupling the tuner's
12V supply pin improved but didn't
cure the condition. A new tuner
cleared the fault. C.J.G.

GoldStar C120A80 (PC31A
chassis)

This set suffered from field jitter
when hot. The fault could be instigated by warming the field output
area of the PCB with a hairdryer.
Unfortunately cooling almost any
component in the area would clear
the condition. The 1N4002 flyback
boost diode D601 was eventually
proved to be the cause. C.J.G.

This set would trip momentarily
during bright scenes — turning up
the first anode preset made the
effect worse. Tests proved that the
cause of the fault was in the power
supply, though it ran all right with
a 60W bulb as a dummy load. It
seemed that a sudden change in the
load rather than the actual value of
the load was the cause of the trouble. The electrolytic capacitors
were all found to be OK. It was
while I was checking the highvalue resistors in the power supply
that I came across the cause of the
fault: R802, which should have
read 6801(Q, was actually 68k11. It
looked to be the one originally fitted. A replacement cured the fault.

JVC AV25S1EK (MXII
chassis)

Philips G110 Chassis

Hitachi C2509T (G7PSL
chassis)

There were what looked like flyback lines at the bottom of the
screen, and it was obvious that
someone else had been trying to
find the cause of the fault.
Replacing the TDA3654 field output chip IC441 and the various
electrolytics in the circuit made no
difference. I eventually discovered
that increasing the value of C442
(feedback between pins 5 and 3 of
the chip) from 150pF to 470pF
cured the fault. C.J.G.

Panasonic Alpha 2W
Chassis
There was a loud whistle accompanied by horizontal lines on the picture. The electrolytics proved to be
blameless: a replacement
STR50401 chopper chip restored
order. Use a genuine Panasonic
replacement. In this chassis some
pattern ones explode after running
for a few minutes! C.J.G.

Goodmans GD2580
(Ferguson TX92 chassis)
The left-hand inch or so of the picture was brighter than the rest, the
effect being more noticeable with
dark scenes. Teletext was not affected, which ruled out the video output
stages and their supply. A check on
the CVBS waveform showed that it
had a definite peak just after the

C.J.G
The symptoms with one of these
sets were lines on the picture, parts
of the picture blanked out and no
teletext. Fortunately I had another
one in the workshop and was thus
able to make comparisons and swap
over the teletext panel. The cause
of the problems was the SAA5231
teletext processor chip IC7830 —
make sure that the mask number is
correct. D.F.

Matsui 1492
The problem with this set was
intermittent loss of sync. The composite video signal goes to the sync
separator in IC201 (TA8691) via
the teletext daughter panel. Remove
this panel and check for dry-joints
at pins 4 and 8 of connector CP851.

D.F.

Toshiba 2527DB
There was reduced height with
cramping at the bottom of the picture. After replacing the field output chip IC301 and various associated electrolytics I turned my attention to the TA8859P deflection distortion correction chip IC302 and
its associated circuitry. C322
(2.20, 50V) in the ramp circuit
(pin 15) was faulty. For good measure I also replaced C317 (220ttF,
16V) which decouples the 12V supply. D.F.
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Service Briefs
More know-how from Toshiba, based on Technical Bulletins AH78
and AH79

TV Sets

to pin 4 of the deflection chip Q420 is dry-jointed.
Resoldering C4403 will clear the fault.

Models 1400TBT, 2100TB and 2500TB

Model 28W8DB (C7SS chassis)

Picture stretched at top of screen and cramped at the
bottom: This occurs when the 2.211F field ramp charging capacitor C303 is defective. Replace C303, part no.
24617912.
Note that any model of this vintage, using a similar
chassis, could suffer from the problem.

A thin horizontal white line is present across the centre of the picture: The cure for this fault is to move
capacitor C314 from the component side of the PCB to
a new position on the print side as shown in Fig. 1.

Models 2557DB, 2857DB and 3357DB
No surround or centre sound: This can occur when
the 2SA1015 headphone mute transistor Q611 is leaky
or short-circuit. The part no. is 23314791N.

Models 28MW7DB and 32MW7DB
Picture is shifted to the right-hand side by approximately three-four inches. The effect seems to be correctable with HPOS in the service mode but the OSD
remains shifted: Capacitor C4403 which is connected

Field Output
IC 301

Old Position
Of C314

Models 28W8DB, 32W8DB and 28W93B
Sound mutes when the picture has highly-saturated
colour: This fault can be extremely intermittent, and
may occur only with very highly-saturated single
colours such as red. As a result the symptom may be
reported as appearing only on certain programmes or
possibly advertisements. The solution is to add a 120pF
capacitor in the vacant position originally occupied by
resistor RV49 on the rear terminal PCB. RV49 is not fitted in these models.

Models 40PW8DB, 40PW8DG, 56PW8DB
and 56PW8DG (CESS chassis)
Hum and buzz from the rear speakers: A production
change was made on signals PCB type no. 23536538A
— a jumper wire was added on the component side as
shown by the broken line in Fig. 2. Because of this, a
low-level hum may be noticeable in the surround sound
speakers. The following measures will reduce the level
of this hum:
(1) Replace the added jumper wire with a new one of
480mm length routed as shown by the solid line in Fig.
2. Secure with hot-melt glue as shown.

rvew rosttton
0 C314

(2) Add a jumper lead of 140mm length between pin 3
of PD30A on the Dolby Digital module and BB21 GND
as shown in Fig. 3.

VCRs
Models V228B and V428B
Fig. 1: New position for C314 on the print side of the PCB, Model
28W8DB.
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Dim front display, no picture and no mechanical
operation: If a quick check on the outputs from the
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Fig. 4: Position of the earthing spring, VCR Models V2298,
V4298, V7098 and V7298.

Fig. 5: Position of the wire link to be added between the
earthing spring and the mechanism fixing screw.

power supply reveals that they are all at
approximately two-thirds of the correct
level the optocoupler IPSO is faulty,
causing incorrect regulation. Replace
IPSO, part no. 70012802.

Fig. 2: Position of the jumper wire, shown with broken line, added as a
production modification with signals panel 23536538A in the CESS
chassis. Remove this jumper wire and instead fit a 480mm jumper wire
as shown (solid line).

Models V229B, V429B,
V709B and V729B

1.4.4116

d 1'0

1.1.1;174441:
41:411L-744.1,414141 11141.44141414141fi
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3-41
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White, flashing horizontal interference specs on the playback picture:
Cause is the earthing spring (see Fig. 4)
making poor contact with the mechanism base plate. The cure is to clean and
retension the spring and add a wire link
as shown in Fig. 5 between the earthing
spring and the mechanism fixing screw.

Models V726B and V727B

1 =

Fig. 3: In addition, add a 140mm jumper wire on the print side of the Dolby Digital module,
between pin 3 of PD30A and 8821 GND.
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No playback picture (blank raster
with flashing white lines that run vertically through the picture): This
occurs when chip jumper RV048, a
resistor-type link, goes open-circuit. As
a result there is no video input to IV001.
Replace RV048, part no. 70241096.
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John Edwards'
Casebook
Mitsubishi CT25B2STX (Euro 12 chassis)
Field collapse was the problem with this set. As you may
know, the original TDA8178S field output chip is no
longer available. A TDA8171 can be used instead however, provided the tube size is less than 29in. For convenience I fitted a kit from Charles Hyde (MODKIT2). It's
very cheap and contains the chip and two other components. You can imagine my disappointment when I
switched on and found that the fault was still present.
As I didn't have a circuit diagram I traced the print from
each pin, looking for a route towards the line output transformer. Well, that's the usual source of the supply for the
field output stage, isn't it? Not in this chassis. I eventually restored full scanning after tracing the source of the
missing 28V supply to the chopper power supply circuit,
via R976 (0.8251) which was open-circuit.

revealed no difference in the waveforms produced by the
two thyristors. I went as far as fitting the original thyristor
back in the set to prove the point. The set of course failed
to come on again. I can only assume that the defective
thyristor failed when subjected to voltages higher than
those applied with test equipment

Philips G90AE Chassis
The picture and sound were very good but a permanent
and very annoying loud squeal came from the power supply area. Quiet operation returned once the following components had been replaced: R3614 (360k0), R3618,
R3620 (both 180k0) and C2630 (47µF). C2630 is the HT
(95V) reservoir capacitor. The resistors provide the chopper start-up feed.

Sanyo CTP7134 (8013 chassis)
Hitachi C1414T
The power supply was working normally but there was no
line drive, so the set was stuck in standby. Some quick
checks revealed that the 8V supply at pin 10 of the multifunction TDA8361 chip IC201, which produces the line
drive at pin 37, was missing. The supply comes from the
chopper circuit via Q953, the 9V regulator IC951 and
D213. Q953 is switched on and off by the microcontroller
chip IC001, via Q952, for on/standby purposes. In standby the base of Q952 is low, which was the case here.
The base of Q952 is also connected to the anode of
thyristor Q703 (TS0820-20) in the safety circuit. This
monitors the 200V supply, the audio output stage supply,
the beam current and the field timebase. I thought that the
field output chip was the most likely suspect and replaced
it, but this made no difference. To my surprise disconnecting all the safety sensing inputs, by unsoldering the
gate of Q703, also made no difference. When I unsoldered
its anode however and switched on I had a normally functioning set.
The next step was obviously to check the thyristor. I
know that checking a thyristor with the ohmmeter or
diode-test functions of a standard multimeter can be misleading — unless there's a short-circuit or severe leakage
between the pins. This was no exception: the suspected
short-circuit between the device's anode and cathode was
not there. Once again I switched the set on, this time with
the thyristor removed, and once again it worked perfectly.
But the set couldn't be left without safety protection, so a
new thyristor was fitted. It now worked correctly.
Curiosity got the better of me (it often does). I removed
the new thyristor to carry out comparison measurements
with the original one. No difference could be found. More
surprisingly, my trusted oscilloscope component tester
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Although there was no picture or sound there were signs
of life — a regular popping noise came from the speaker. It
seemed likely that there was a fault in the line output
stage, and when I got around to the transformer I found
that there was a short-circuit between pin 7, the connection
to the line output transistor, and pin 1. The original transformer costs over £50 plus VAT, which would have
placed the job firmly in the "beyond economic repair" category. A cheaper pattern type is available however, and
when I obtained and fitted one the set sprang to life. For a
brief moment I dared contemplate carrying out a TV repair
and actually making a profit. But a glance at the picture
brought me back to reality. There was no EW correction,
the sides of the raster bowing in towards the centre.
I marked the position of the slider of the pincushion correction preset VR4001 (a wise thing to do, I have learnt),
then rotated it back and forth. As this had no effect, I
returned the slider to its original position. Here we go I
thought, this is where profit turns to loss, as usual. But it was
a case of no repair, no money, so back to the job in hand.
The EW driver transistor Q4005, mounted on its large
heatsink, was cold. It was obviously not conducting. The
area in which it's situated was littered with dry-joints, and
the components were covered with a thick layer of dust. I
set about resoldering all suspect joints, then used a 2in.
paintbrush to clean the component side of the PCB. While
doing this I noticed that R4012 (2.252) was tarnished and
sad-looking. It measured open-circuit. A replacement was
soon installed, and there was then a full, linear raster. R4012
is in series with the drive to the EW diode modulator circuit.
I find there's something appealing about a PCB that's
been cleaned up after being buried for years under dust
and grime. I can't explain it, but the board seems to take
on a new lease of life.
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Sharp 66CS03H
If you find that the line output transistor in one of these sets is shortcircuit, it's vital to replace C604 in
the line timebase and C714 in the
secondary side of the power supply
as well. Also unclip the scan coil
PCB and check for dry-joints. A.B.

Bush 2857NTX
"Bang, dead, smoke" summarises
the customer's fault report. A look
inside showed that the workmanship and build quality were very
similar to that of the widely-used
Onwa chassis. A quick comparison
between the circuits in the Bush
manual and the Grove Farm Publications Onwa manual showed
many similarities.
The bang and smoke were
caused by C925 (1,000g, 25V)
and C926 (220, 160V), both of
which had literally blown their
tops. R916 (0.6852, 1W safety) was
open-circuit. These components are
all on the separate power supply
panel, which is very convenient to
work on. With the Onwa fault history in mind I checked C910 (47µF,
25V) whose ESR was high. I then
set to and replaced all the components that corresponded with those
known to be unreliable in the Onwa
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chassis. The set has since given
reliable operation. A.B.

Thomson 28WS23U
(ICC17 chassis)
Two of these nice 28in. widescreen
sets came in recently. The complaint with the first one was excessive width and EW bowing. I found
that the BD241C PIN output transistor TL41 was badly dry-jointed.
As a result, the BYW76 PIN output
diode DL22 was short-circuit (the
reading was 1052). Once the diode
had been replaced and the transistor
resoldered there was a perfect display. The problem with the second
set was no sound. It was being
muted because the surface-mounted
BC847B transistor TS81 was leaky
(measured 10052) collector-to-emitter. G.M.

Sony KV21X4U (BE5
chassis)
Although this set appeared to be
totally dead its power supply was
running. But the outputs were all
really low and were falling steadily.
Obviously there was something
amiss in the feedback loop, and fortunately a replacement SE135N
error amplifier chip (IC601) cured
the problem. The set then worked
all right until it was put into standby, when it whined loudly and a
small raster was faintly visible in
the centre of the screen. The power
supply was not being shut down
completely in the standby mode
because the 2SC2389S switching
transistor Q603 was short-circuit
base-to-emitter. G.M.

Decca/Tatung 190 Chassis
This portable powered up and displayed a peak-white raster with flyback lines for a few seconds, after
which there was partial field collapse before it finally shut down.
When the first anode control was
set at minimum the set ran stably,

just displaying the peak-white
raster with flyback lines. In this
condition there was about 2V at the
tube's cathodes. R201 (8.251,
0.5W) in the feed to the RGB output stages was open-circuit. The set
worked normally once R201 had
been replaced and the first anode
control had been reset. G.M.

Hitachi G80 Chassis
Most of this set's picture was
obscured by a white, liney mass
that gradually faded away after a
few hours. The 200V supply to the
RGB output stages was found to be
noisy and low (82V) because the
relevant reservoir capacitor C720
(4.7p,F, 250V) had dried up. G.M.

Grundig P45-540
(CUC5301 chassis)
This portable had a strange onscreen display fault. When a signal
was tuned in the OSD appeared
colourless and there was just a dim
outline of all graphics in the same
colours as the picture background.
When the picture was blanked
because of no aerial input signal
etc. the multi-coloured OSDs were
perfect. After many inconclusive
tests I replaced the TDA3566
colour decoder chip IC2541 in desperation. Fortunately this cured the
fault. G.M.

Toshiba 218D9B
There was sound but no picture.
When the setting of the first anode
control was advanced a blank raster
with flyback lines appeared. I carried out some checks around the
TA8659N til ebase generator/
colour decoder chip and found that
the sandcastle pulse was missing at
pin 35. When I traced the source
back to the line output stage I came
to C410 (2,700pF) which had line
pulses at one end but not the other.
It wasn't faulty however, just dryjointed at one end. You'll find it
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under the plastic frame around the
line output transformer. M.Dr.

configuration is the same, it just
slots in. M.L.

was released by using the remote
control unit to switch to standby
then back on again. C.J.G.

Matsui 21V1N (Grundig
CUC7350 chassis)

Sony KVA2922 (AE1C
chassis)

Tatung B Chassis

Failure of the expensive IRFBC40
chopper MOSFET was mentioned
in the March issue. The usual cause
of this is a dry-joint at C60029
(470pF) in the associated snubber
network. To avoid bounces, this
point should always be checked. In
addition it's wise to replace
R60027 and R60028 (both 0.4652)
as they can change value. The
result is a tripping set. Also replace
R60022 (10S1) and the following
1N4007 diodes: D6011-14 and
D60023-24 — they tend to go shortcircuit. M.Dr.

Intermittent start up was the symptom with this heavy monster. I've
found by experience with this chassis that resoldering all the many
common dry-joints will often cure a
problem but may sometimes mask
another one: while doing the resoldering, I've heated up sections of
the power supply where capacitors
have dried up, so the problem has
returned at a later date. It's a good
idea to replace C605, C608, C611
and C617. They tend to dry up and
cause intermittent problems. M.L.

Samsung C15373Z
If you find that the SMR40200
chopper IC in one of these sets is
faulty you will also have to replace
the HC801 hybrid IC with the
newer, modified type HIS0169C
and the R2K avalanche diode on
the secondary side of the power
supply. M.Dr.

JVC CY21EK
Intermittent return to standby was
the complaint with this set. It took
three sessions in the workshop to
finally establish the cause. This was
loss of line drive from the
STV2116A chip 1C401 because of
a dry-joint at the ceramic resonator
X401. M.Dr.

Philips 14CT2206/25S
(CTX-E chassis)
Despite their age these sets still
produce a better picture than a £99
supermarket special. This one
would search tune but wouldn't
stop when a station was found. I
discovered that pin 1 of the
LM339N quad op-amp chip IC7830
on the VST panel didn't go low
when the search button was
pressed. A new LM339N chip
cured the problem. As a quick
check, short pin 1 to chassis when
the set is tuning. M.Dr.

Hitachi C2514TE
The off-air sound and picture were
OK but in the AV mode there was
only a hiss on the sound and the
video level was low. As in most
modern sets the AV switching is
complicated. If you encounter similar problems, try the two transistors
mounted just to the right-hand side
of the scart socket first. They are
Q005 and Q007, both type
2SC3413. A BC639 seems to be a
suitable replacement and, as the pin
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Philips 28PW9623/05
(MD2.25 AA chassis)
After tube replacement because of
an internal short this set would
work only in the service default
mode (SDM). The standby light
would flash quickly, and the set
would refuse to come on. To enter
the SD mode you have to short out
the two test pins on the small signal
panel. To cut a long story short, the
IRF620 FET 7470 that controls the
140V supply switching was leaky.
It's on the large heatsink at the centre of the chassis. M.L.

This set was dead with no activity
from the power supply. A check at
pin 7 of the UC3844A chopper
control chip IC801 produced a low
reading of 7V. The two start-up
resistors were OK, and a new chip
made no difference. The cause of
the trouble was D807 (1N4148),
which takes over from the start-up
resistors to supply IC801 once the
power supply is up and running. It
had turned itself into quite an effective 7V zener diode! C.J.G.

Hitachi C2558 (GC/8
chassis)
The problem with one of these sets
was repeated failure of the
TDA3654 field output chip, at
intervals of about a month. I eventually discovered that there was an
almost indiscernible dry joint at
one of the tags of the scan coils.
Incidentally when this chip has
to be replaced in any set it's a good
idea to replace the electrolytic
capacitor connected to pin 6 (flyback boost) as well. The usual
value is 47 or 100p.F. C.J.G.

Sharp C3720H
Bush 20201
There was no teletext but when
`mix' was selected page 100 would
appear, line by line, over a period
of several minutes. It was floating
instead of being synchronised with
the picture. The cause of this
strange symptom was the
VAD1250 chip IC01 on the text
panel. C.J.G.

Matsui 1436/Bush 2004
There was no colour and a streaking
effect on the left-hand side of the
screen. It was rather reminiscent of
a fault one used to get with the
Thorn 3000 chassis! The cause
turned out to be C318 (2.2p,F, 50V),
which is connected to pin 12 of the
TA7698AP timebase generator/
colour decoder chip 1C301. C.J.G.

Ferguson B14R (TX80
chassis)
There was a buzzing noise, a weak,
narrow raster with a hum bar, and
the word 'lock' was just visible.
The cause of the main problem was
that DP15 (1N4001) was open-circuit. It's one of three series-connected diodes in the base drive coupling to the chopper/line output
transistor TP10. A new diode
brought up a full raster: child lock

There appeared to be tuning drift
and, sure enough, I found that the
33V supply was varying. Someone
had used a TAA550 as a replacement for the stabiliser IC1003. The
correct replacement is type
IX0037CE, which I didn't have in
stock. A ZTK33 was pressed into
service and proved to be able to do
the job. I've found that the ZTK33
is far more effective than the old
TAA devices. P.H.

Philips 21PT166B (AA5 AB
chassis)
This set had been left in standby
while its owner was on holiday.
When he came back it wouldn't
respond to remote control commands or do anything else. The
outputs from the power supply
were all OK, and a new
ST24CO2CP EEPROM chip
restored response to remote control
commands. There was no line drive
however. Checks around the multifunction TDA8361 chip IC7015
proved that its supplies were present, but there was no line drive
output at pin 37. A new chip cured
this. Then, a few moments later, the
green output stage on the CRT
panel suffered a burn up. This

model is fitted with a narrow-neck
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CRT. Transistors 7245 and 7275,
diodes 6275 and 6278, and resistors
3254, 3276 and 3270 had to be
replaced. P.H.

components are not marked on the
PCB, but R358 is the circuit reference number of the resistor that has
to be replaced. B.L.

IC604. There was no output from
this chip, and no short to chassis
across its output. A new regulator
restored normal operation. G.C.

Sharp 51AT-15H (5BSA
chassis)
The customer complained that this
set would go off intermittently. Lots
of poor joints required attention,
and R611 (3.31M, 0.5W safety) in
the line scan circuit was replaced as
it had changed value to 2.5k11. The
set then worked for several days
without incident. It was sent on its
way, but was back again a couple of
weeks later. Fortunately this time
the fault was permanent. There was
no line drive, with the base of the
line output transistor biased at —7V.
Checks around the timebase generator/colour decoder chip IC801
revealed that its 5V supply was
missing at pin 35. It comes from
regulator transistor Q708 (BC33840) which was open-circuit. P.H.

Mitsubishi CT14MS1TX
The complaint was inability to tune
and store channels. I initially found
that the raster blacked out every
time a remote-control command
was transmitted. When the set was
eventually tricked into entering the
tuning mode the symptom conesponded with the complaint.
Various tests were inconclusive
but, bearing in mind microcontroller system faults in other sets
with the same symptoms, I decided
to replace the X24C04P EEPROM
chip IC702. Once a replacement
had been fitted the set was happy to
tune and store channels etc. B.L.

Unimor OTC M651TS
This Polish TV set was made by
Gdanskie Zaklady Electroniczne, so
it was a complete stranger to me.
Built in 1994, it's a relatively modern and well-made stereo set (not
Nicam) that was bought in
Germany. The 24in. FST tube is of
Philips manufacture. It arrived in
the workshop with a note that said
"dead". But the set did select and
display programme numbers, and
the standby mode worked.
Checks inside revealed that various supplies were present, including the 144V rail. But the 15V supply from D508 was missing. This
diode is linked to the chopper transformer via an 0.10 resistor, R521.
The solder joint at one end of it
was cracked, probably because a
470pf capacitor was glued to the
top of it. You often find cracked
joints where components have been
glued in place.
If you need to convert the set to
UK 6MHz sound, fit a Sharp
RFILC0084CEZZ (WV27049B)
four-pin filter in position FC104
and adjust the core of coil L104
about one turn anticlockwise to
maximise the output from the discriminator. G.C.

Goodmans VN6000
This set was dead: I was told that
the fault had previously been intermittent. I'd no circuit, and some
quick checks failed to reveal anything amiss. The obvious thing to
do was to investigate the capacitors
in the power supply. Both C822
and C823 were low in value,
recording a significant loss when
checked with a bridge. Replacement with 105°C types cured the
problem. P.H.
Bush 2114T
Intermittent loss of the picture was
the fault with one of these sets. The
cause was the TDA3562A colour
decoder chip. These sets use the
TDK version, which is no longer
available. There seem to be several
ways of persuading a non-TDK
chip to work in this and other sets
that use it, the easiest being to connect an 8201d1 resistor between
pins 1 and 19. The picture is then
fine, but teletext is slightly brighter
than normal. As sets that use this
chip are getting on in years, customers don't mind so long as the
repair is cheap. P.H.
Matsui 1407
For no sound, replace the audio output transistors Q351 and Q352 then
carry out the following upgrade.
Locate the two surface-mounted
resistors that are in series adjacent
to the replaced transistors. One is
1500 (151), the other lk52 (102) or
1.51d1 (152). The higher-value
resistor has to be replaced with a
18052 resistor. Unfortunately these
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Akura CX5
There was no sound, so I started at
IC621. Voltage checks showed that
there was only 4V at pin 9, though
my data books indicated that 17V
should be present here. With no circuit diagram I had to trace the voltage source by following the copper
print. Thii took me to a verticallymounted power supply subpanel,
where D810 was burnt up. As no
short-circuits were apparent, I fitted
a 1N4007 and switched the set on.
Perfect sound burst forth and a prolonged test proved that all was now
well. B.L.

Matsui 1436/Bush 2004
Matsui 1403
The screen would occasionally go
blank. Tapping the PCB would then
cure the fault. The cause was service switch S301. The simplest
course was to remove it and solder
wire jumper links across the PCB
holes. B.L.
Sony KV27XRTU (SX
chassis)
There was cramping and foldover
at the top of the screen. The cause
turned out to be C563 (3.3µF,
160V), which is the reservoir capacitor for the supply to the discrete
component field output stage. B.L.
Sony KV29F1U (BE3D
chassis)
There was no picture or sound and
the LEDs didn't light. But there
was unregulated HT, and some
power supply outputs were present.
The voltage at the cathode of the
HT rectifier D609 was low at 24V
instead of 135V. The reading at the
cathode of the 8V rectifier D610
was 9V. This supply feeds the
L4941BV 5V standby regulator

When this set was switched on

there was no picture or sound.
After a while a very faint raster was
discernible, with horizontal
foldover in the middle. The EHT
was low, and the tube's heaters
barely glowed. There's an 0.50,
0.5W resistor, R756, in series with
the base of the line output transistor. It was either faulty or dry-jointed, because fitting a replacement
cleared all the symptoms. G.C.
Bush 1402/Alba CTV840
This set would shut down intermittently. In the fault condition all
three outputs from the power supply (112V, 16V and —55V) were
present, and the standby relay
stayed closed. But there was no line

drive output at pin 20 of the
TDA8718 chip IC301, though the
9V start-up supply was present at
pin 21. The cause of the problem
was at pin 19. A 500kHz ceramic
resonator is connected between this
pin and chassis, via a 39052 resistor
(R313). The connection at one end
of this resistor was unreliable
because the wire was too short to
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have been soldered properly. G.C.
Mitsubishi C28C7B (EE3
chassis)
Another dealer had replaced the
S2055N line output transistor
because it was leaky, but had been
unable to restore the line drive.
Voltage checks in the driver stage
showed that Q551 was fully conductive, as its base was at 0.75V
instead of 0.4V. Tracing back I
came to Q501, which is labelled
`H. Drive 1' — its input comes from
pin 12 of IC202. The voltage at the
collector of this JC501-R transistor
was higher than it should have
been. A replacement restored correct bias at the base of Q551 and
normal line drive. P.S.
Matsui 2199N
At switch on the standby LED
flashed and there was a motorboating sound from the loudspeaker.
After a blast from the workshop
hairdryer the set would come on
and operate normally. It wasn't
long before the cause of the problem was narrowed down to the
reservoir capacitor in the 11V supply, C541 (22µF, 50V).
We weren't finished yet however. When the set was switched to
standby the line output stage continued to run. The culprit this time was
the HT switching transistor Q503
(2SC4160) which was leaky. P.S.
Huanyu 37C2
We still see a fair number of these
ageing Chinese manufactured sets,
which are based on the Hitachi
NP82CQ chassis. This one would
only squeal at switch on. I initially
suspected the LOPT, but routine
voltage checks revealed that there
was no supply at the line driver
transformer. R786 (2.4k-Q, 2W)
was open-circuit.
A few days later another of
these sets came in with the same
symptoms. This time there was no
supply to the timebase generator
chip IC701 because R710 (10142,
3W) was open-circuit. P.S.
Akai CT2137 (11AK10
chassis)
There was greatly reduce field
scan, in fact only an inch in the
middle of the screen. No fault
could be found in the field output
stage, and the TDA8362 IF/colour
decoder/timebase generator chip
IC401 seemed to be OK. The scan
could be temporarily restored by
touching pins 41, 42 and 43 of this
chip with a finger. Pin 43 is the
field ramp generator pin, which is
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fed from the 33V rail via R442.
This supply was missing. It's
derived from the 149V line via
5D1, 5R16, 5R99 and a few other
components. The cause of the problem was that 5R16 (8.2k0) was
open-circuit. A.W.
Sharp CS Chassis
Line output transistor failure is
occasionally experienced with this
chassis. A repair kit with ten components is available to prevent a
repeat performance. The part number is 51CSCHASSISKIT for sets
with 51cm tubes, 59CSCHASSISKIT for the 59cm version. A.W.
Orion TV400
The chassis used in this model
appears to be of Philips manufacture. A customer who brought one
in for repair said there was no
sound or picture after a storm. The
cause of the trouble turned out to
be the 8V regulator chip IC7016.
A.W.
Toshiba 285T8
At switch on there was a blank
raster and no sound. There were
also no lights at the front and no
response to remote-control commands. The set has two chopper
power supplies, the main one and a
sub power supply for standby operation, powering the microcontroller
chip. The voltages on the secondary
side of this latter power supply
were very low. Tests suggested that
the cause was on the primary side
of the circuit.
After checking many components I was getting nowhere.
Before giving up however I made
the power supply turn on hard by
reducing the value of the chopper
transistor's emitter resistor, then
looked to see where the smoke
came from. It wasn't long before I
found that C832 (330pF, 2kV) had
a small pinhole in it. A replacement, with the emitter resistor
restored to its correct value, produced normal operation. C832 is
part of the snubber network. M.M.
NordeMende 3038
This set was dead apart from the
standby light, which lit briefly at
switch off. The cause was RP42 in
the power supply — it was open-circuit. The chassis in this set is either
the Thomson/Ferguson ICC5 or
something very similar. M.M.
Philips 21GR2552 (G90AE
chassis)
At switch on all you got was a popping sound from the speakers. The

cause was one of the 47pf, 250V
HT reservoir/smoothing capacitors
C2630/31. Normal operation was
obtained when they had been
replaced (if one has failed the other
will be on the way out). M.M.
Panasonic TX28A1 (Alpha
2W chassis)
Picture pulling to the right-hand
side was the complaint,with this
set. Fortunately the customer
phoned me as soon as it started.
The cause was dry-joints at the line
driver transformer. Had the condition been left unchecked, the line
output transistor and fuse link
would have failed. M.M.
Mitsubishi CT25M1
A juddering raster will be familiar to
those who remember the Philips G8
and Rank A823 chassis. With this
Mitsubishi model the usual cause is
the 411F, 25V chopper drive capacitor C906. It leads a hard life and is
best replaced whenever one of these
sets comes in for service. A.F.
Toshiba 211R3B
The main symptom with this set
was an extraordinarily large herringbone pattern on the picture.
When I studied the screen I noticed
that the verticals weren't perpendicular. The cause of the trouble was
the mains bridge rectifier's 240µF,
400V reservoir capacitor. A.F.
Grundig CUC3800 Chassis
We've had the no sound symptom
with several of these sets, and on
each occasion the cure has been to
replace IC2210 on the stereo board.
If you are tempted to use a TBA2292 in this position, as suggested in
some catalogues, don't. It may cause
you some heartache. If the original is
type U2829B, fit this device. It's
available from Willow Vale. A.F.
Mitsubishi CT2525
In our experience these sets are
reliable. But you can get some
peculiar faults: not starting up from
standby; the channel display at the
extreme right of the screen in the
tuning mode; contrast, colour
and/or brightness all at maximum;
and suchlike odd faults — all intermittent. The thing to do is to
remove the power supply module
and inspect the electrolytics visually. There are too many for comfort,
but the ones troubling the set can
usually be identified by signs of
physical distress. Pay particular
attention to C956, C959, C962 and
C964. If in a quandary, use a scope
to check the rails. A.F.
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John Edwards'
Casebook
Naiko CTVN2097NTX
The nice young man at the other end of the phone said
his TV made cracking noises and "didn't smell nice".
He explained that it would be only a minor problem,
because the set was just out of warranty. As he lived
within a mile of the workshop, I offered to collect it at
no charge.
When I switched the set on the line output transformer
produced a beautiful firework display. The familiar
aroma of ozone filled the air. Provided there had been
no damage to anything else and I could obtain a replacement transformer, it looked like a routine job. As with
so many of the sets that come into the workshop nowadays, I'd not come across this brand before. But I found,
by luck, that the transformer is readily available from
HRS.
So I phoned the nice young man to give him the price
details, expecting a simple yes or no to go ahead (usually no these days). Instead, I was subjected to a barrage
of questions.
"It's only two days out of warranty, can't you get the
maker to foot the bill?"
I explained that I couldn't.
"This is bloody ridiculous. I'm not paying anything. It
must have been faulty from new. What do you think?"
"I try not to."
"OK. Can you write me a letter to send to the maker
explaining what's wrong with the bloody thing?"
"Certainly. I charge £25 for a technical report."
I thought the phone was about to explode. Then he
turned on me.
"You're all the ******* same. Talk about watching
each others' back."
I knew that the job had gone pear shaped and that nothing I could say would alter the situation. So I invited
him to collect his set at no charge.
"What! You collected the bloody thing, you *******
well bring it back."
I've been thirty years in this trade, trying to give good
value for money. From time to time there has been
abuse from customers, and I've regarded this as just part
of the job. But my attitude has changed over the past
couple of years. Now, sometimes, I let go and tell the
punter exactly where to put his property. I feel much
better afterwards, and there's less chance that I will suffer a heart attack through bottling up all my aggression.
Strangely, on this occasion it calmed the situation
down. The young man came to collect his set and actu-
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ally apologised for being so rude. Now there's a first!

Saisho CT144R
There was no red in the display. After quickly exonerating the circuitry on the tube base panel I turned my
attention to the TA8659AN colour decoder/timebase
generator chip, which produces RGB outputs at pins 41,
42 and 43. Voltage checks showed that there was 3V at
pins 42 and 43 but nothing at the red output pin 41. The
obvious thing to do was to replace the chip, but after
doing so there was still no red.
I then connected the colour-bar output from a pattern
generator to the aerial input socket and sprayed around
the chip. As I'd hoped, the red colour bar appeared then
just as quickly disappeared. More careful spraying of
individual components, with pinpoint accuracy,
revealed that one of the three 0.4µF capacitors connected to pins 44, 45 and 46 was very touchy. These are
clamp reservoir capacitors. I decided to replace all three,
after which there was no further trouble with the colour.

JVC C21M3EK
The line frequency was way off and the field scan did
not quite reach the bottom of the screen. I marked the
position of the HT preset control's wiper, then increased
the HT. Once it had risen by about 15V the picture
became normal.
When I checked the components in the power supply I
found that the only discrepancy was with R421. It read
about 551 instead of 0.680. As I didn't have the correct
value in stock I fitted two 1SI resistors in parallel.
Bingo! The picture was back to normal with the wiper
of the HT preset restored to its original position.

Beko 20320NX
The symptom was most alarming, and at first sight the
cure was not all that obvious. Not to me, anyway.
There was severe line tearing at the top of the picture,
extending across the full width of the screen. This tearing gradually diminished as the scanning proceeded
downwards. At about the centre of the screen the effect
had the appearance of a faint hum bar or horizontal striation that extended across two thirds of the picture
width. The picture was normal from there to the bottom
of the screen. Most odd.
The cause of this strange symptom was the 22052 resistor that's connected across the scan coils, on the neck of
the tube. It was open-circuit.
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TV
Fault Finding
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Philips L7.2EAA Chassis
A number of these sets have come
into our workshop, all with the
same fault: the set starts up for a
split second, with the front LED
lighting then going brighter, after
which the set shuts down. In every
case R3451 has been open-circuit
because of failure of the field chip
IC7401.
It's worth checking D6468 as
well, and we have recently been
informed of an upgrade to the field
circuit: add a 51V zener diode
between pins 4 and 5 of IC7401,
with the cathode to pin 5. K.G.

Mitsubishi CT25M1TX
The symptom gave the impression
that there was a fault in the field
timebase, as the field was very
unsteady and tended to roll. But
there was also a bend in the verticals at high contrast levels, suggesting that the cause lay elsewhere. In
fact the culprit turned out to be
C906 (47µF, 25V) in the power
supply. K.G.

Sharp 51AT-15H (5BSA
chassis)
The cause of most odd faults with
these sets, such as field cramping,
patterning, poor or no remote con-
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trol action or intermittent line output transistor failure, is C713
(1,000g, 16V) in the power supply. It's the reservoir capacitor for
the —10V line. You will usually
find that it looks distressed. It's a
good idea to fit a replacement
whenever one of these sets comes
in for repair. G.D.

Samsung C1593CN
This new set came in as DOA —
Dead On Arrival. When it was
checked there was obviously power
and EHT. Then a blue screen suddenly appeared and the set could be
tuned. While on test the volume
counted up to 100, then the channels started to count down.
I started to suspect the microcontroller chip, but all was well
when I disconnected the front panel
controls. Unusually, the five controls are part of a resistive ladder —
not unlike old wired remote-control
systems. I discovered that the cause
of the problem was the volume
down switch, which was varying in
resistance. To be on the safe side I
changed all five controls. G.D.

Matsui 20V1R (Grundig
CUC7301 chassis)
This set was almost dead: there was
a slow, tripping noise, and the LED
was flashing. When a dummy load
was connected to the HT supply the
output voltage fell to zero, so the
chopper circuit was investigated. I
eventually found that the HT preset
R654 (4700) was open-circuit.
G.D.

Bush 2157NTX (Onwa
chassis)
This set had low HT rather than the
high HT we have come to expect.
The cause of low HT can be the
0.6852 resistor in series with the HT
rectifier. On this occasion however
the voltage at the input to the HT
switching circuit was correct

(112V) but the voltage at its output
was low. The 2SC2335 switching
transistor didn't look too pleased
about the situation. The basic cause
of the fault was the 1001S2 resistor
in the switch's drive circuit — it had
gone high in value — but I replaced
the 2SC2335 and 2SA1013 transistors as well as they had been overheating. The fault could occur with
any set that uses an Onwa chassis
with this on/standby switching circuit. G.D.

Philips 14PV170/05
televideo
There was a chicken-and-egg problem with this set: was the cause of
the trouble in the VCR or the TV
section? The symptoms were no
picture and a tape stuck inside, with
the mechanism pulsing. After a
short while the tape would load,
then start lacing and unlacing with
the front LED flashing. Luckily my
first move was to disconnect the
supply to the line output stage, after
which the video mechanics worked
normally. A new (and fairly expensive) line output transformer was
required. G.D.

Hitachi C2564TN (G100
chassis)
We frequently get these sets with a
short-circuit line output transistor
(Q703) and/or a faulty diode
(D704) in the EW modulator circuit. These items are on the separate EW subpanel. A new
BU808DFI transistor and BY228
diode usually restores the set to life
— but not for long. The culprit is the
EW filter coil L651 on the power
PCB, though the subpanel should
be thoroughly inspected for dryjoints and the EW loading coil
L650 and transistors Q651 (BU801)
and Q652 (BC548B — on the power
panel) checked.
A quirk of this set is that if teletext is selected and the aerial is
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then disconnected, the picture will
slowly expand as the line frequency
decreases. It then stabilises but
Q703, which runs hot normally,
overheats under these conditions —
or with no signal input. The line
timebase frequency takes a second
or two to settle after signal interruption: any longer and crystals
X519 and X520 need to be replaced
as they can also cause failure of
Q703.
For reliable repairs in the line
output stage it's vital to use parts
supplied by Hitachi. G.D.

Alba CTV841 (Late Onwa
chassis)
There was no picture. When the
setting of the first anode control
was advanced there was an overbright but good picture. This suggested a fault in the beam-limiter
circuit, where R430 (1801S2) was
found to be open-circuit.
To be on the safe side I uprated
the electrolytic capacitors in the
power supply at the same time.
G.D.

Mitsubishi CT28BW2B
(EE3 chassis)
For a smeared, low-contrast picture,
or a virtually white screen with flyback lines, check R686 on the tube
base panel. The value is usually
1.8ka A.B.

Sharp SV287XH
This set would shut down to standby at switch on. There was also a
smell of burning. Close inspection
of the PCB led me to R518 (a 2.252
safety resistor) which emitted a
small wisp of smoke each time the
set tried to start.
This resistor is in the supply to
the LA7831 field output chip
IC501, which had failed because
C521 and C522 (both 100g, 35V)
had gone open-circuit. P.S.

of thyristor Q704 whenever R719
in effect became open-circuit.
It is worth removing the chassis
from its plastic housing before dryjoints are tackled in this series of
models, as some potential problems
are obscured by the cross supports.
P.S.

Sharp DV59083H (D3000
chassis)
This set would trip because of highvoltage arcing from the line output
transformer. Once the LOPT had
been replaced the set would still
shut down because R628 (11(12) and
R746 (22kS2) in the beam-limiter
circuit were high in value. The set
remained on when these resistors
had been replaced, but produced a
dull, barely visible picture. The
cause was C606 (0.22µF) in the
beam sensing circuit. C606, which
is connected between pins 6 and 7
(chassis) of the LOPT, was leaky: it
had presumably been damaged by
the original arcing. P.S.

Samsung CI5013T (P58SC
chassis)
This set was dead though there was
320V across the mains rectifier's
reservoir capacitor and at the collector of the chopper transistor. A
visual check revealed that C816
(2,200pF, lkV), which is connected
in parallel with the chopper transistor, was split. In addition, C808 and
C813 (both 100g, 16V) were low
in value and C817 (100µF, 25V)
was open-circuit. Once these capacitors had been replaced the set
came on in standby. When I
pressed the channel-up button the
set came on, but there was a distinct lack of contrast and the control had no effect. R210, which is
part of the beam-limiter system,
was open-circuit. Its value is
120k52 (1331S2 in 14in. versions).
There was a good picture once this
resistor had been replaced. P.S.

Hitachi C2846TN
The customer's complaint was that
for the first hour the set would shut
down to standby every few minutes. After that it remained on all
day. I dealt with the usual dryjoints at the voltage regulators, but
the problem persisted. During the
course of a PCB examination using
a strong magnifying glass I discovered a dry-joint at R719 which,
with R718, forms a potential
divider to monitor the voltage conditions in the line output stage for
the protection system. The set was
shutting down because of an
increase in the voltage at the gate
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Alba CTV3400
This set had top field foldover — it
was worse from cold. The cause
was traced to the HT voltage,
which was low at 96V. There was
115V at the collector of the standby
switching transistor Q507, but its
base voltage was only 96V. The
driver transistor Q506 turned out to
have an open-circuit junction. A
2SA1013 proved to be a suitable
replacement. M.Dr.

Sharp C66CS-D8H
This set was dead with the line
output transistor getting red hot.

We've had these symptoms
before with the 51cm version of
the chassis, the cause being the line
output transformer. As there was
no voltage at the tube's EHT connection, it seemed reasonable to
assume that the transformer was
indeed faulty (with a short-circuit
rectifier diode fed from the LOPT
there is usually some voltage at the
EHT connector). But the diagnosis
turned out to be an expensive mistake, as a replacement LOPT made
no difference.
The cause of the fault was eventually traced to.D609 (1N4933). It
had a high forward resistance that
could be varied by pulling the leadouts (while monitoring with an
ohmmeter). Strangely, this diode
supplies the collector of one of the
transistors in the line driver stage,
from a winding on the LOPT: there
was a squarewave drive at the base
the line output transistor, but no
EHT output was produced by the
transformer.
As D609 can read OK but be
faulty when passing current, I
would recommend its replacement
whenever a set fitted with the CS
chassis comes into the workshop.
M.Dr.

Philips CP90 Chassis
If the crowbar thyristor 6696 fires
intermittently from cold, with the
result that the set trips, and there is
no HT supply fault, replace C2700
(4.7µF, 63V) which decouples the
thyristor's gate. M.Dr.

Sharp 51AT-15H (5BSA
chassis)
A reduced supply voltage to the
MC44007 multifunction chip IC801
(video and chroma processor and
timebase generator) is the usual
cause of incorrect line frequency
with these sets. On investigation
however the first item I noticed was
C713 (1,000µF, 16V) in the chopper
power supply. It had turned black
and was open-circuit. But after
replacing it the fault was still present. Further checks revealed that
most of the reservoir capacitors in
the power supply were faulty: C712
(220µF, 16V), C714 (470µF, 10y),
C716 (100µF, 16V) and C719
(470µF, 35V) all had to be replaced,
also C604 and C622 (both 22011F,
10V) in the line driver stage.
As this set had been brought in
by another dealer I don't know
where it had come from, but its
internal appearance gave me the
impression that it had been running
24 hours a day. M.Dr.
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the 0.3311 safety resistor R751 in
the power supply (secondary side).
When I checked it I got a reading
of 0.6652.
Obviously the cause of the fault
was current limiting in the power
supply. This seems to be one to
watch out for. M.Dr.

Ferguson D59F (ICC9
chassis)
If one of these sets won't come out
of standby, unsolder pin 19 of the
STV2160 colour decoder/timebase
generator chip IVO1 and try again.
If the set now comes on, the cause
of the fault is in the trip circuit. The
culprit is usually TP66 (BC858B),
even if it tests OK. For good measure however I usually replace
TP67 and TP69 (both type BC848)
as well. They are all surfacemounted transistors. This fault can
also be intermittent.
Don't forget to resolder pin 19
of IV01. M.Dr.

Sony KVM2121U (BE1
chassis)

Sharp DV5132H
This set wouldn't come on and the
front LED was flashing between
red and green. It came on when the
Nicam board was unplugged, but
with no on-screen graphics. This
was a red herring however — one
that caused me a lot of wasted time.
A Nicam panel from a similar set
was tried, but the fault condition
remained as before. The cause of
the trouble was eventually traced to

gain. The cause is dry-joints in the
IF section's screening can. The procedure to adopt is as follows:
unsolder the can, at the print side of
the board; resolder all the joints at
the top print connections inside the
can; refit the can and resolder it at
the print side of the board. All
should then be OK. M.M.

Hitachi C2114T

There was lack of sync for the first
twenty minutes or so: once the set
had warmed up there was a good,
stable picture for the rest of the
day. Checks showed that video was
entering the text board but not coming back out, and that the 12V supply was low at about 8V. After
spending some time carrying out
checks in the 12V regulator circuit
I came to the conclusion that the
SAA5231-V6 video processing
chip ICO2 was the cause of the
fault. A replacement confirmed the
diagnosis. M.M.

Sanyo CB5957 Mk. 2
I've had this fault twice now: it
looks like intermittent low tuner

There was no picture and no sound.
Checks showed that all settings —
brightness, contrast, colour etc. —
were at zero. Obviously the EEPROM chip was empty. As this was
a trade repair and I was to go on a
course the next day I told the trader
to reset everything and see what
happened. Usually replacement of
the EEPROM chip is the only longterm solution. M.M.

Panasonic TX2461 (U5W
chassis)
It's odd how the same component
produces different symptoms in different chassis when it fails. In this
case the symptom was odd colours,
the culprit being the degaussing
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.£2000
H.P. 5342A 10Hz-18GHz Freq Counter
£800
FARNELL API 00130 Power Supply.
.£1000
FARNELL AP7630 Power Supply
£800
PHILIPS PM5418TN Colour TV Pattern Generator........
......£1750
PHILIPS PM54181X1 Colour TV Pattern Generator......
......£2000
86K Accelerometer type 4366....
...£300
HR 11692D Dual Directional Coupler 2MHz-18GHz.....
......£1600
H.R 11691D Dual Directional Couple 2MHz-18GHz.....
......£1250
TEKTRONIX P61098 Probe 100MHz Readout. Unused
..........£60
TEKTRONIX P6106A Probe 250MHz Readout. Unused
__£55

H.P. 8562A 1KHz-22GHz
£9000
ADVANTEST R3261A 9KHz-2.6GHz Synthesised
£4000
EATON/AILTECH 757 0.001 -22GHz
£2500
£3500
TEKTRONIX 492 50KHz-18GHz
H.P. 8558B with Main frame 100KHz-1500MHz.£1 250
H.P. 853A (Dig Frame) with 8559A 1 00Khz-21GHz
£2750
MARCONI 2382 100Hz-400MHz High Resolution.£2000
B & K 2033R Signal Analyser
£1500
ADVANTEST TR41 31 10KHz-3.5GHz
£2750
MARCONI 2370 30HZ-110MHz
from £500
HP141 Systems 8553 1KHz-1 1 OMHz from
£500,
8554 500KHz-1250MHz from £750; 8555 1 OMHz1 8GHz
from £1000

UNUSED OSCILLOSCOPES
TEKTRONIX TDS350 Dual Trace 200MHz 1GS/Sec.£1500
TEKTRONIX TAS485 4 Channel 200MHz etc............£1100
H-P. 546000 Dual Trace 100MHz 20MS/s.
£1000

OSCILLOSCOPES
PHILIPS PM3092 2+2 Ch 200MHZ Delay TB etc........ £950
PHILIPS PM3082 2+2 Ch 100MHZ Delay etc....... .....£800
TEKTRONIX TAS465 Dual Trace 100MHz Delay etic...£800
TEKTRONIX 2465 4 Ch 300MHz Delay Sweep Cursors.....
..£125
TEKTRONIX 2430 Dual Trace 150MHz 100MS/s Cursors
etc...
.£800
TEKTRONIX 2232 Dual Trace 100MHz 100MS/s Cursors
.£800
etc
TEKTRONIX 2212 Dual Trace 60MHz 20MS/s Cursors etc.
£650
TEKTRONIX 2210 Dual Trace 500MHz 20MS/s..........£450
H.R 54200A Digitising 50MHz 200MS/s...................... £600
good oscilloscope
PHILIPS PM3217 - Very
including 2 probes,
Dual Trace 50MHz Delay

Pouch and Front
Cover

THIS IS THE
BEST CHEAP
SCOPE YOU WILL
EVER BUY!!!
GOULD 051100 Dual trace, 30MHz
delay, very bright. Supplied with
manual and 2 probes.

£200

USED EQUIPMENT — GUARANTEED. Manuals supplied
This is VERY SMALL SAMPLE OF STOCK. SAE or telephone for Oats. Please check availability before
ordering. CARRIAGE all units £16. VAT to be added to total of goods and carriage.
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posistor. The 96009 posistor usually blows the mains fuse when it
fails in Ferguson and Philips sets. It
doesn't do so with Panasonic sets —
I've had three with the same fault.
A replacement posistor restored
correct colours. M.M.
Ferguson 51K5 (ICC5
chassis)
The symptom was intermittent loss
of sound. The set had obviously
been elsewhere: nearly all the joints
on the sound module and in the
power supply and line output sections had been resoldered. Pity
whoever it was didn't check the
headphone socket, where all the
joints were poor. After resoldering
the connections I gave the set a
soak test. This proved that the
sound was now OK. M.M.
Sanyo CBP2872 (ED1
chassis)
This set produced a mosaic-like
picture. Video, sound and deflection processing is carried out digitally in this chassis. One of three
chips could have been the cause of
a fault like this: the VCU (video
codec), DTI (digital transient
improvement), or PVPU (PAL
video processor unit) chip. Scope
checks on the data lines showed
that one of them was down, but it
was hard to pinpoint which one as
they all work together. As it turned
out, the PVPU2204 chip IC502 was
the cause of the trouble. M.M.
Philips CTX Chassis (20in
set)
There was no sound — and the
sound mute switch hadn't been
pushed in! In fact the loudspeaker
had failed. It's no longer available,
but an alternative from RS Components, stock code 267 6895, fitted
perfectly. My customer was delighed with the clearer sound obtained
from this lOW speaker. M.M.
Salora M chassis
The symptoms with this set, which
uses digital signal processing, were
incorrect colour phase and the
colours running through. It was
akin to trying to reset the colour
reference oscillator in a standard
PAL chassis. But going into the
service mode then setting up the
reference oscillator didn't lock the
colours. I eventually discovered
that someone had replaced the
PVPU (PAL video processor unit)
chip with the 2204 type, as found
in many Sanyo sets, instead of the
2203 type. The fault was cured by
fitting the correct chip then setting
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up the reference oscillator. M.M.
Sharp 66AS-05H (4BSC
chassis)
This set had gone off with a burning smell, no picture then later no
sound. There were no signs of an
obvious burn up however. At
switch on I noticed that field collapse could be seen briefly before
the set started to trip intermittently.
A quick check on the voltages
around the field output chip IC500
was inconclusive, but when the
chip was removed it fell in half.
This had been the cause of the
smoke, so further checks were carried out to look for a possible reason for its demise.
My ESR meter showed that the
flyback boost capacitor C506
(100µF, 35V) had an impedance of
1512. It was also found to be slightly leaky when checked conventionally. Replacement of these two
items cured the fault, but it's a
mystery why none of the safety
components had failed. P.G.

satisfactorily in this position when
a 2SA879 is not available. P.G.
Mitsubishi CT2146 (Euro 6
chassis)
The complaint with this set was
intermittent patterning on the
screen, sometimes faintly in the
background, sometimes obscuring
the picture altogether. It took some
time for the fault to put in a regular
appearance — it usually vanished
the moment the back was removed
and the chassis cooled down slightly. Once the fault did appear more
regularly, the cause was found by
using a scope to check the supply
lines. The culprit was C920 (470µF,
25V), the reservoir capacitor for the
15V supply fed to the 12V regulator. It was going open-circuit intermittently, more so as its temperature increased.
With sets that use this chassis
it's advisable to replace all the electrolytic capacitors in the power supply and to check those in the field
output stage for signs of leakage.
P.G.

Alba CTV1OR
This set is fitted with the wellknown Nikkai Baby 10 chassis.
The complaint was an unstable picture after an hour or so. When the
fault put in an appearance the picture overloaded and there was also
a pronounced AFC problem. The
cause was obvious when I removed
the tinplate shield from beneath the
IF IC. The video demodulator's
tank coil T102 and the AFC tank
coil T104 were both dry-jointed.
Resoldering produced a perfect picture. P.G.

Toshiba 2812DBT
Lack of width was the complaint
with this set. Apparently the width
had decreased progressively over a
period of about a month. It had
now settled down, with a gap of
about two inches at each side of the
raster and slightly ragged edges. In
this chassis the EW correction circuitry and the line driver stage are
on the DPC board, which is at the
rear right. All adjustments for
width etc. are made by software —
there are SDA and SCL lines to the
TA8739P deflection correction chip
Onwa K9228
IC371.
There were few signs of life apart
Some quick voltage checks
from a tripping power supply. The
showed that the 12V and 27V supcause was quickly traced to the
plies to the board were both present
BU508AF line output transistor
and correct and that the EW driver
Q402, which was short-circuit. The transistor Q422 had approximately
reason for its failure became appar- the correct 9V at its collector. It's
ent while I was fitting a replacenot the easiest board to work on,
ment: the adjacent 4.7nF, 1.6kV
with many screening plates that
tuning capacitor C417 had a visible obstruct access. 1 decided to remove
it for further checks, suspecting that
bulge in its casing. On test it
the semiconductor devices were
proved to be open-circuit.
probably OK but that there was a
When there is line output stage
failure in one of these sets I usually dried-up electrolytic somewhere. So
some ESR checks were carried out
check the 2SA879 HT switching
transistor Q903 before completing
— what did we do before these
the repair. It tends to go short-cirmeters became available? C372
cuit when there's a fault in the line
(2.2µF), the ramp capacitor connectoutput stage. The net result is that
ed to pin 15 of the chip, produced a
the set works but won't go into
reading of 2052, but the real culprit
standby, producing instead a blank
was C424 (4.7pF, 100V) which is
white raster with flyback lines. As
connected in parallel with Q422: it
usual it was faulty. A replacement
was open-circuit. Replacement
capacitors, of the 105'C type, cured
completed the repair.
I have found that a BF470 works the fault. P.G.
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John Edwards'
Casebook
JVC AV29SX1EK (JA chassis)
The top half of the raster was missing. The first thing I
noticed while removing the back cover was how flimsy
the plastic cabinet was, considering the weight of the
set. With the cover removed the heavy tube rocked to
and fro precariously. I tilted the set forwards, placed a
large cushion between the tube face and the wall, then
inserted a book beneath the cabinet. This seemed to stabilise the chassis.
The TDA8350Q field output chip IC401 has two supply pins, 4 and 8. There should be 14.5V at pin 4 and
42V at pin 8 — both supplies are derived from the line
output transformer. Checks at these pins showed that
there was only 16V at pin 8, because the surge-limiter
resistor in this supply was open-circuit. It's FR553
(5.652, 0.5W). I fitted a replacement and switched on
confidently. To my disbelief there was then complete
field collapse! As luck would have it I had an identical
IC in a scrap chassis. Once this had been fitted there was
full scanning. Knowing when to accept good fortune, I
resisted the temptation to investigate further and settled
for a job done. The worst part was several attempts at reuniting the very large, thin and wobbly back cover with
a forever moving front cabinet!

surements, carrying out the repairs and a check on the
results. I charged £25, at which point the customer
scooped up the four original components, slipped them
into one of his pockets and announced "now I know
what to buy in future — I bet these cost all of a quid". He
then mumbled something, probably not very flattering,
paid me and departed.

Hitachi C1714T
This set was stuck in standby with no other signs of life.
I've had failure of the TA8427K field output chip in
these sets before, so this seemed to be a good place to
start. Sure enough when I disconnected the supply to it,
by unsoldering the anode of D702, the set came to life
with field collapse. In with a new chip then. Once this
operation had been completed and D702 had been
reconnected I confidently switched on.
Oh dear. The standby mode again. Once again the set
sprang to life with field collapse when I disconnected
the diode. At last I behaved like a proper engineer and
checked the diode.
Yes, it was short-circuit. Well, we all get off days,
don't we?!

CTX1451CLR Monitor
Matsui 1455
This model is fitted with one of the infamous Onwa
chassis. The problems are mainly in the power supply,
but affect other circuits — especially when the HT voltage increases because of defective regulation. This time
there was the classic field collapse. R310 (100, 0.5W)
was open-circuit, so there was no supply to the field output stage. And as the 12V zener diode D219 was shortcircuit there was no supply to the 6501 colour decoder/
timebase generator chip IC202.
I explained to the customer that this was a common
problem, and from that moment on he stood close behind
me looking over my shoulder to watch my every move.
I would have liked to have fitted the power supply repair
kit that's available from most component distributors.
But the customer wanted a cheap repair, now. So in went
a new resistor, zener diode and replacements for the two
electrolytic capacitors that are the usual cause of unstable power supply operation — C606 (10g) and C607
(47µF). The former is the reservoir capacitor for the supply to the voltage error-sensing stage, the latter being the
chopper transistor's base drive coupling capacitor.
The whole operation took about twenty five minutes,
from putting the faulty set on the bench to taking mea-
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I take on monitor repairs only when I think I have a
good chance of success without having to obtain a circuit diagram or specific parts, which can be well-nigh
impossible to get. Sometimes I'm lucky, sometimes not.
I took this monitor on because the symptom, a 'yellow'
picture, seemed to be a classic case of a dry-joint somewhere on the tube base panel.
I started by examining the RGB output transistors, which
were all properly soldered. I had no more success with the
rest of the board. Gentle tapping had no effect either. So
out came the meter, scope and pattern generator.
There were correct inputs at the M51387P video processor chip IC601, but one of the three output waveforms
was of very low amplitude in comparison to the other
two. I next discovered that each colour has its own preset
gain control. The one connected to pin 4 of the chip had
no effect. At last a clue! The voltage at the slider of this
preset control was only 0.5V, compared to 5V with the
other two. What could be dragging the voltage down?
The chip was obviously a suspect, but the cause was fortunately a simpler one. Pin 4 is decoupled by an 0.011ff
capacitor, C604. I snipped one of its legs and switched the
monitor on. The result was a perfect display. When I
checked C604 I found that it had a 21L52 leak.
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Matsui 21N1

output transformer, but a check
with the LOPT tester said otherwise. While refitting the transformer I noticed that the scan-correction capacitor C405 (0.221E,
400V) had a slight bulge in its case
— this was not visible with the
transformer in place.
The capacitor checked OK when
removed, but a replacement cured
the fault. I can only assume that the
original one was going open-circuit
under load. P.G.

JVC C14E1EK (Onwa chassis)

The customer complained about a
rather intermittent loud crackling
on sound. It took some time to find
the cause, as no amount of heating
or tapping would produce the
symptom. When the fault did occur,
either a loud crackle or hissing was
present. The volume control had no
effect on it, and the on-screen volume graphics disappeared from
time to time.
The source of the fault was
eventually found to be the Nicam
panel, which is mounted above the
tuner. When the fault was present
the 5V supply on the panel varied
wildly. The cause was a hairline
crack at the rear, right side of the
panel. Two lugs from the chassis
pass through the panel and are
twisted to secure it. The crack radiated from this general area.
Carefully bridging the two tracks
affected cured the problem. P.G.

The complaint was field collapse.
Some quick checks showed that
there were no voltages at the
LA7830 field output chip IC401
because the 25V supply was missing. This is derived from the line
output transformer via the surgelimiter resistor R433 (0.6852) which
was open-circuit. Having checked
for shorts I replaced this item, but
the new resistor died immediately.
Several items were suspected
but the culprit turned out to be
C424 (4.7nF, 500V), which is the
protection capacitor for the 25V
supply rectifier D406. This capacitor measured OK when checked,
but turned into an effective resistor
as soon as a supply was present. A
1kV type was fitted as the replacement, as the original seemed to be
somewhat underrated. P.G.

GoldStar CF28C22F
(PC33J chassis)

This set was dead. A quick check
around the TDA4601 IC based
power supply showed that there
was HT at the chopper transistor
but little else. The start-up feed
consists of two resistors (1.21S2 and
1.510 and a little blue thermistor,
PTC2. The latter measured opencircuit, and on removal left one of
its legs behind. Replacement of this
component and resoldering the

"Dead" was written on the job card.
Voltage checks showed that the
power supply was operating correctly — all the outputs were within
their specified values. My next test
was for drive at the base of the line
output transistor. While doing this I
discovered that the transistor was
extremely hot. I suspected the line

Goodmans 2875 (F11
chassis)

extremely bad joints on the chopper
transformer completed the repair.
P.G.

Philips 15CE1210 (CP90
chassis)
This set had a fairly straightforward
line output transformer fault. When
a replacement had been fitted the
set came back to life, but with no
channels and no display. A quick
check around the microcontroller
chip showed little amiss apart from
the fact that the 6V supply to the
LED driver transistors Tr7876 and
Tr7878 was missing. It comes via
an RC filter: the 22052 series resistor was OK, but the 330µF, 6V
smoothing capacitor C2875 was
short-circuit.
A new capacitor restored the
display, and it was then obvious
that the channel-up button had been
pressed several times in an attempt
to get the set to work, sending it to
a blank channel. P.G.

Mitsubishi CT29AT5
There was no sound and it didn't
take long to discover that the
TA8218AH audio power IC had
failed — the supply voltage was present but there was little else by way
of voltages around the chip. While
the replacement was being fitted I
noticed that there were signs of
electrolyte leakage in the area. Both
the 4701E, 35V speaker coupling
capacitors and the 1001E, 35V supply decoupling capacitor were
found to be leaking badly when
removed.
Once these items had been
replaced and the electrolyte had
been cleaned from the PCB there
was normal sound. P.G.

Sharp 66CS03H
Yet another of these sets turned up
recently, with a symptom that was
new to me. There was a raster with
numerous out-of-focus coloured
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blobs and what looked like a few
lines of field non-linearity near the
top of the screen, also no sound. It
looked like a Ferguson ICC5 when
the east-west correction chip fails,
only brighter. Checks on the supplies derived from the line output
transformer, always a good starting
point with these sets, revealed that
the 45V supply was missing. It supplies the field output stage and the
hideously complicated sound output
stage.
The 5.60 feed resistor R643 was
open-circuit and the 10V zener
diode D623 was cooked to a frazzle, though it checked OK. I
replaced these two items then
switched on again. R643 started to
smoke, so I switched off quickly
and removed Q509, which feeds
the field output stage. When I
switched on again the 45V supply
was correct. While checking around
the field output transistors I found
that there was no —13V supply at
the emitter of Q508, because R631
was open-circuit. Normal operation
was restored by replacing R631 and
refitting Q509. S.H.

peak-white raster before shutting
down. I found that the rectifier
(D554) for the 200V supply had
split in two. There was normal
operation once a replacement, also
a new reservoir capacitor, had been
fitted. I.B.

Grundig CUC7350 Chassis
Although a replacement chopper
1-..E,T and control IC restored some
life to this set it wouldn't come out
of standby properly. Most of the
supplies were at about 30-50 per
cent of their rated value. After a
fruitless search for an overload on
one of the outputs from the power
supply I decided to check the primary side in more detail.
There are two parallel-connected
0.560, 1W resistors (R60027/8) in
series with the chopper FET's
source connection. I had suspected
them at an earlier stage, but an incircuit measurement of about 0.60
seemed to be reasonable. When out
of circuit, one of the resistors measured OK but the other produced a
reading of 440. Replacing them
both provided a complete cure.
A.B.

Philips 28GR9 (G110
chassis)
The picture would blank intermittently and lines would appear on
the picture. There was also no teletext. Supplies 12G and 12H on the
teletext panel measured low at 6V.
They are derived from the 12F supply via R3917, which was dryjointed. Resoldering it restored normal operation. M.K.

Panasonic TX28PK1 (Euro
4 chassis)
When this set was switched on you
could hear the power supply start
up then, after a couple of seconds,
shut down. It seemed that the line
output stage wasn't starting up, and
checks showed that the fusible HT
feed resistor R877 was open-circuit. No shorts were discovered
when the line output transistor and
transformer were checked, so a
suitable replacement was fitted and
the set was tried again. This time it
ran a little longer and produced a
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Sharp DV3760
The job card simply said "dead".
When the set was switched on the
red standby LED flickered green
and red but, apart from a pulsing
noise from the power supply area,
the set was indeed dead. This was
one of those faults where you spot
the cause of the trouble as soon as
the back cover is removed, then
spend time going through a logical
fault-finding procedure that takes
you back to where you started.
I spotted a capacitor on the secondary side of the power supply
with what looked like old glue
under it. After checking the outputs
on the secondary side of the circuit
I was back at C604 (1,000g,
16V), which was open-circuit and
had leaked on to the PCB. A
replacement cured the fault. I.B.

is very important, since failure here
can result in Q601 going short-circuit and the line drive circuit in
IC201 dying. If this chip is faulty
the resistance across the pull-up
resistor R611 will be low at 15-2852
instead of 82052. In this case the
chip will have to be replaced. M.K.
Sharp 37AM23H
There was no tuning function and
the on-screen display was almost
off the screen. A new non-volatile
memory chip (IC1002) and resetting the height restored normal
operation.
To enter the service mode you
have to press and hold the front +P
and —V keys while switching on the
mains supply, then release the keys
when the set starts up. Use the
channel up/down keys on the
remote control unit to select "vertical height adjust", then use the volume up/down keys to carry out the
adjustment. To exit the service
mode either switch the set off or
press the remote control unit's
mode button. Do not alter any
NVM memory location settings
without reference to the service
manual. It's a good idea to note the
hex value before changing any
memory setting so that you can go
back to it again if need be. M.K.

Sony 10/X287211 (AE2
chassis)
The complaint with this set was
that it would shut down after about
thirty seconds, with no LEDs
alight, come on again after a few
minutes or longer, then go off again
Sharp CS Chassis
thirty seconds later. This cycle
Models that are fitted with this
would continue as long as the set
chassis include the 59CS03H,
remained switched on.
59CS05H, 66CS03H and
The power supply could have
66CS05H. The power supply can
been shutting down altogether, or
fail catastrophically, the cause
going to standby, but in the fault
being diodes D609 and D610 state neither the standby LED nor
they go high-resistance intermitthe A and B LEDs were lit.
tently. The sequence of events is as Initially, at switch on, the standby
follows: when these diodes are
LED would flash as normal, then
faulty the line output stage is
the A and B LEDs would come on
switched off and on rapidly; the
to indicate that a signal is present,
power supply fails, sending excesfollowed by a picture and sound.
sive HT to the line output stage;
The LEDs are driven by the
then the line output transistor goes
microcontroller chip on board M.
short-circuit. There's a kit of parts,
In the event of a fault the A/B
part number 59CSCHASSISKIT,
LEDs flash in a sequence that indifor the power supply. It includes
cates the fault area. In standby the
the offending diodes and a line out- other LED should be lit.
put transistor.
To ascertain whether the power
It's advisable to check and
supply was in standby, or not I
replace R707 and R720 in the
checked the HT voltage, which
power supply and, in the line timeshould be 135V in normal operabase, change C604 to 330g, 10V
tion and 61V when in standby. It
and R638 and R641 to 39052, 2W.
was in standby. I then checked
Also check for dry-joints at the scan whether the mierocontrollee s 5V
coil plug mounted on the yoke. This standby supply was present. In the
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fault condition it was low at 0-7V.
So this was why the standby LED
was not lit and the set shut down.
The cause of all this was circuit
protector PS681, which feeds the
standby 5V regulator. It was going
high resistance. These items are
both on board A, which is near the
front adjacent to board D. M.K.
Sony KVM1401U (BE2
chassis)
No or intermittent colour is often
caused by the trimmer in the crystal
reference oscillator circuit. Just
touching it will often restore the
colour. For more reliable operation
I replace it with a fixed 22pF or
27pF capacitor. C.J.G.
Tatung TU2C52G (C series
chassis)
This set couldn't be tuned, had no
sound and the colour was wrong.
The cause of the first two faults
was the fact that the 'hotel lock'
was on. To release it, hold down
the vol— button while switching on.
The cause of the colour fault was a
large splash of solder under SK501:
as a result the blue and green drives
to the CRT base panel were shorted
together. A sticker inside the set
stated that it had been "Boldon
Refurbished". Enough said! C.J.G.
GoldStar C120A80 (PC31A
chassis)
This set appeared to be dead,
though the power supply was working. A scope check revealed that
there was line drive at about
20kHz, which led me to suspect the
TDA8362 colour decoder/timebase
generator chip IC501. In fact its
main 12V supply was missing: it
was running on the 8V start-up supply. Regulator IC401 (7812) was
open-circuit. C.J.G.
Ferguson. C39F (new TX90
chassis)
Remote control worked but the
front controls were all inoperative.
When I managed to extract the
front PCB I found that all five tact
switches were open-circuit. C.J.G.
GoldStar CI20A80 (PC31A
chassis)
The width would decrease when the
scene was bright. If the bright
scene was prolonged, the set would
trip off. Tests showed that the HT
voltage varied with picture brightness. Dummy load tests then
revealed that the power supply was
unable to provide the full output. I
noticed that R802, in the feed to
pin 3 (primary voltage monitor) of
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the TDA4605-2 chopper control
chip, was 68k.C2 instead of 6801M.
Fitting the correct value cured the
fault, which must have been present
from new. C.J.G.
JVC C140EICY
This set often didn't start or, when
it did, there would be no channel
change with spurious graphics on
the screen. The cause was C015, a
22µF, 6.3V surface-mounted electrolytic capacitor on the control
module. It's in the microcontroller
chip's reset circuit. C.J.G.
GoldStar C1T9902F (PC04
chassis)
The customer complained that the
"on/off switch is broken". Needless
to say it wasn't. We plugged the set
in, switched it on, fiddled with the
handset buttons to find out how to
bring it out of standby and eventually got it working. After resoldering various dry-joints and replacing
a number of low-voltage electrolytic capacitors in the power supply
we left the set on the soak-test
bench. When, the following morning, power was applied to the
bench the set came on in standby.
A quick flick of the remote-control
unit and all was well. The set was
switched off and on several times
during the day with no ill effects.
However we noticed that if the set
had been switched off the previous
night it wouldn't start up next
morning until it had first been put
into standby, either using the
remote-control unit or by interrupting the mains supply. Once it had
fired up, the set would work normally unless switched off for a considerable length of time.
The cause of this unusual

after which the set was put back on
soak test with a voltage monitor. It
shut down three times during the
morning. Over the next week much
resoldering was carried out and a
number of components were
replaced, including the TDA4601
chopper control chip. We eventually discovered the cause of the mayhem: the mains bridge rectifier's
reservoir capacitor was going opencircuit intermittently. A.S.
Philips 25PT4521/05
(MD1.1E chassis)
Flyback lines were visible across
the top third of the screen. The culprit was found to be the BC327A
transistor Tr7400 on the TESLA
panel, which is used with the
A59TMZ 40X01 CRT. It's not in
all sets that have this model number. When fitted you will find it on
the main panel, next to the field
output stage heatsink. D.F.
Hitachi C21P819 (G8Q
chassis)
Neither the remote-control unit nor
the front controls P+ or P— would
bring this set out of standby. The
power supply was working, but
there was no line drive output
from 1C701. Previous contributors

have described how to check the
standby control from the microcontroller chip IC1501. The voltage at pin 10 of this chip was at
the standby level (1.1V). Removal
of the inverter transistor Q1510
restored timebase operation, but
still with both green LEDs showing and no signals. It seemed that
the microcontroller's clock wasn't
working. While carrying out further checks around IC1501 the set
sprang to life. It now appeared to

behaviour was eventually traced to
the supply to the line driver stage.
There's a start-up supply, which is
derived from the chopper transformer, and a running supply which
is derived from the line output
transformer. The start-up supply
comes via D401 (1N4003). With
the set in its fault condition and
meters attached, we found that
D401 had a forward drop of about
15V. A BYV95C was fitted as a

have an intermittent fault.
I replaced the 8.8MHz crystal
X1501, but was not confident that
this was the cause of the trouble.
Now that the set was working, I
tried the remote-control unit again.
It seemed to be sluggish in operation, as if something had been spilt
into it. The batteries were low!!
Further investigation revealed
how I had been fooled yet again.
This version of the G8Q chassis,

replacement and seems to have

with control panel PC298-10, uses

cured the problem. A.S.

a different microcontroller chip
(type T900514) from the one in
my circuit diagram. Furthermore
there are no wiper contacts on the
mains switch to trigger pin 1 of the
IC. The P-I- and P— buttons don't,
for some reason, turn the set on as
one would expect.

Hitachi C2573TN
This was a bit of a nightmare. The
set came to us as dead, so all the
electrolytics in the chopper circuit
were replaced. Then, after checking
the supply lines, we left the set on
soak test. The following day the

LOPT failed. A new one was fitted,

So how much can I charge for

replacing a pair of batteries? D.E.
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Sony KVM2151U (BE2
chassis)

The complaint was colour dropping
out. We noticed the effect only
occasionally over a period of several days, and finally managed to tie
it down to a line twitch that presumably upset the burst gating. A
close look at the PCB revealed
numerous print cracks around component legs. So a blanket resoldering operation in the line timebase
and power supply areas was carried
out. This cleared the fault. A.S.
Finlux 5025

The TDA1521 sound output chip
ICpl had failed. A replacement
restored sound, but when the volume was turned up to no more than
a moderate level the chip would be
driven to clipping. Ra73 (0.10) in
the 30V supply circuit had risen in
value. A.S.
Philips 14GR2520 (G90AE
chassis)

This set came back after I'd cured
the dead-set symptom — the original
problem had been no output from
the power supply because the
SFOR5D43 thyristor Thy6670 was
short-circuit. This time the set
wouldn't go into standby. I hadn't
checked as fully as I should,
because this second fault must
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obviously have been caused by the
first one.
When the remote control unit's
standby button was pressed, the
LED on the set went from green to
orange instead of red. Pin 41 of the
microcontroller chip IC7220 goes
low for standby. This change, via
Tr7671, turns on Thy6670, the
thyristor I had already replaced. •
When Thy6670 switches on it
should increase the voltage across
C2660 to 14V — during normal
operation the voltage across this
capacitor is approximately 8V. At
14V, which is fed to the optocoupler via D6653, the set goes to
standby. The 8V was not increasing
as it should because D6669
(BAS32) was short-circuit. A new
diode cured the fault. D.F.
Hitachi C2114R

This set was dead. I found that the
BUT12AF chopper transistor Q903,
the CNX82A optocoupler IC901
and the P6ICE130A over-voltage
protection diode ZD952 were all
faulty. They appeared to have been
replaced before. The customer
denied any knowledge of a previous repair — "it's my mother's" was
all the help I could get from him.
Suspecting that I might end up with
the same problem as my predecessor, I went a little further and discovered that R951 (39k0, 0.5W 5
per cent) in the HT sensing potential divider network was faulty. I
fitted a replacement then, with a little adjustment, obtained the correct
112V HT voltage. But the set was
still dead.
I've not been able to work out
exactly what happens, but if the
line output stage doesn't start at
switch on the 9V supply is disabled. As a result the TDA8361 IF,
colour decoder and timebase generator chip IC201 ceases to produce a
line drive output. If you connect a
scope to pin 37, you can see the

line drive pulses appear momentarily. The line output stage wouldn't
work because it was being damped
by the TA8427K field output chip
IC601, which was faulty.
Once a replacement had been
fitted there was sound and a picture. But the picture was displaced
to the right. This was a phase-shift
condition, likely to be caused by a
fault in the pulse feedback between
the line output stage and IC201.
Checks in the feedback path
showed that the clipper diode D704,
which is connected to chassis, was
leaky. But when a replacement was
fitted the picture disappeared! It
seemed a shame to give up after getting so far. There was still a raster,
so perhaps it was something to do
with replacing D704. In fact there
are two clipper diodes. The other
one, D703, is connected to the 9V
rail. When this second one had been
replaced there was a normal picture.
The diodes are both type 1N4531.
Another of those jobs with
which it's impossible to charge for
all the time and effort you have to
spend on it! D.F.
Philips 28CL6770/25Z
(FL1.10 chassis)

The set would come on in standby
and sometimes went to standby
when changing channels. This is
usually a sign that the protection
circuit is coming into operation. I
noticed that the screen was being
over-scanned: the height and width
were both excessive. A check on
the HT voltage showed that it was
high, at 156V instead of 141V,
approximately 10 per cent above
the specified figure.
The circuit diagram shows the
control module as a grey box that's
available as part of the power supply repair kit. HT sampling is at pin
8L40. R3374 is mounted on the
module in series with this pin. It' a
small (0.25W?) resistor, and on test
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I found that it had changed in value
by 10 per cent, from 75k,Q to 82k52.
A replacement restored the HT to
141V, after a tweak on the preset,
curing the fault symptoms. D.F.

Finlux 3000 Series
Chassis
This set wouldn't come out of standby from cold. The standby LED just
flickered and went out. Once the
electrolytic capacitors Cu7 and Cu8
in the power supply had been
replaced the set worked normally.
Cu7 is the reservoir capacitor for the
supply to the TDA4601D chip and
Cu8 the chopper transistor's base
drive coupling capacitor. Both are
100g, 35V. G.S.

Brion Vega 25BST219
This set had no sound. The picture
was OK and the on-screen display
worked, but there was no volume
bar. The NVM3060 memory chip
CII was corrupt — a replacement
restored the sound and full OSD.
G.S.

Grundig CUC2030 Chassis
There were horizontal black-and-white
lines across the screen and the set
wouldn't tune in. The lines were present even with a video input via the
scart connector. It was as if the standard was wrong or there was no sync.
After a lot of checking the cause was
traced to the sound MSP chip, which
was corrupting the data lines. When
the data lines to this chip were disconnected the set could be tuned in and
the picture was OK. A new MSP chip
put matters right. G.S.

Hitachi CT1709
This portable produced a snowy display and wouldn't tune in. On making some checks I found that the
tuner's VT supply was missing.
Replacement of the 33V zener diode
ZD002 and its 121d2 feed resistor
R044, which was open-circuit,
restored the tuning and picture. G.S.

Nokia 6364UKSFN
The Nicam sound crackled. There
was normal sound once the
MSP2400 sound processor IC had
been replaced and the EEPROM values had been reset. G.S.

Samsung CI5052X (P68
chassis)
If the HT output from the power supply is high, before you try replacing
the SDH2O9B chopper control chip
IC801 replace C852 (4700, 16V).
This may well bring the HT back to
within its normal voltage range,
enabling it to be set at 125V. C852 is
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the reservoir capacitor for the supply
to IC801. B.McC.

Decca DBS9892C
We've had a couple of these oldish
Nicam sets with the same fault —
intermittent operation. The cause of
the fault is not easy to spot: remove
the scart PCB from the Nicam and
main panels (one tag soldered) and
you will find a dry-joint at the far
left and the far right pins of the connector. When the joints fail completely the set will be dead, as the
LT is looped through this panel.
The audio PCB also suffers from
dry-joints. The result is audio
"thumping". G.D.

Samsung CI6837AN (Z68
chassis)
Odd symptoms but fortunately an
easy cure. The screen was filled with
`space invader' (remember them?!)
style white dots that curved in at the
sides and flipped in and out at the
centre of a blank raster. There was
also no sound. It seemed a good idea
to check the 5V and 12V supplies,
which were very low because of a
poor connection at the 15V feed link
wire to the regulators. G.D.

Goodmans Compact UO
These Samsung-based sets suffer
from power supply trouble. If one of
them comes in dead, inspect the
electrolytics in the field output
stage. If they are bulging, throw the
set away: the HT will have gone
high, overrunning everything. If they
are OK, use an external 12V supply
to power the set. If it works, strip
the power supply down and remove
any black glue from the PCB, especially at the snubber network where
the 390, 5W resistor can fail
because the glue has damaged the
PCB. The chopper transistor usually
survives. Then replace the two
180kS2 start-up resistors, using histab components, and check that the
47µF capacitors are 105°C types and
are in good condition. Use the best
type you can find for replacement.
Then look for a new speaker, as you
will have broken the wires going to
the old one . . . G.D.

ITT Compact D2 Chassis
This set was brought in because of
field faults. Easy, there were dryjoints at the field output IC. The customer also complained about poor
sound. There was no Nicam sound,
and the FM sound was buzzing.
Access is not good, so I decided to
inspect the sound IF section.
Replacing C242 (0.47µF) and C244
(47µF) in the IF can brought good

sound without any realignment. There
was still no Nicam sound, but the customer decided that he didn't want this
fault repaired. G.D.

Pioneer SD28AV1
The standby LED flickered and the
remote-control unit wouldn't bring
the set out of standby. Checks
revealed that the 5V output from the
7805 regulator chip IC722 was
unsteady. The cause was a short-circuit at pin 27 of the microcontroller
chip IC1451, which is socketed. R.P.

Hitachi C2558TN (G8Q
chassis)
The channel number was displayed
but there was no EHT. Voltage
checks showed that the 12V supply
was low at about 5V. The cause was
found to be C933 (2,2000, 25V)
which is the reservoir capacitor for
the feed to the 12V regulator. R.P.

Samsung C15913 and
CI6813 (U88MT chassis)
Proceed as follows if C560 (2.2µF,
250V), which smooths the HT supply on the CRT base panel, has
failed. Change C410 (may be shown
as C401 on the PCB and the circuit
diagram) from 2200, 100V to
47µF, 250V, and connect its negative
pin to chassis. It's the reservoir
capacitor for the HT supply to the
RGB output stages. Change C416,
which smooths the supply to the line
output stage, from 2.2µF, 250V to
470, 250V. If R415 (0470, 0.5W)
is fitted, check whether it's open-circuit. If so replace it. This is official
Samsung information. R.P.

B&O MX3500
This set suffered from crackling
sound, very similar to Nicam
dropout, which stopped after about
25-30 minutes. A long, hard look
with a magnifying glass and a strong
bench light revealed dry-joints at the
audio output chips IC3 and IC4.
They are on PCB10, the bottom
board. R.P.

Pioneer SD28AV1
(ITT/Nokia D-E FST chassis)
There was no HT output from the
power supply, which worked all right
in standby and when loaded with a
light bulb. The TDA3654 field output chip 1C401 was shorting the 26V
supply, which is derived from pin 8
of the line output transformer. R.P.

Panasonic TX21T1 (Alpha 2
chassis)
This set suffered from intermittent
fuse blowing. Every so often the
mains fuse F801 would shatter. Once
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it had been replaced the set would
work for ages before providing a
repeat performance. The cause of the
trouble was the mains bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor C807
(100pf, 400V). D.S.

Mitsubishi CT21A2STX
(Euro 12 chassis)
This set was brought in because of
field collapse. Before fitting a new
TDA8178S field output chip
(IC451) it is worth replacing C956
(1,000µF, 35V), the reservoir capacitor for the 28V supply, and C452
(2200, 35V), the flyback boost
capacitor. It is also a good idea to
check the HT voltage, which should
be about 120V. Do this before fitting
the new IC, or by lifting one end of
R976. Excessive voltage is usually
caused by C906 (47µF, 50V), C909
(2.20, 50V) and the two 3V zener
diodes D907 and D908 (both type
RD3.0FB1).
A modification kit (Mitsubishi
Mod. kit 2) is available from
Grandata. This is three times cheaper
than the TDA8178S chip and is easy
to fit. D.S.

Ferguson D14R (TX805
chassis)
This set was dead and in a sorry state.
The mains fuse was blackened, and
the S2000AF chopper/line output
transistor TP10 was short-circuit.
With this chassis it's always best to
check DP50 (ZPU150), the over-voltage protection diode across the 103V
supply (from pin 5 of the LOPT to
chassis). In this set it laid unmarked,
mounted vertically, on RX05 and
wire link JP26, just to the left of the
Al potentiometer on the LOPT — if
one of us engineers fitted components
like that we'd be called cowboys.
If DP50 is short-circuit or leaky, a
thorough check needs to be carried
out. Replace the following components: DP10 (BYV38), RP92 (0.6852
fusible), DP90 (BA157), DP21 (2.7V
zener diode) and CP08 (100g,
35V).
I didn't gamble. After fitting a
new LOPT I was rewarded with a
working set. So much for the built-in
protection circuits. And why fit the
power switch on the back? D.S.

Mitsubishi CT25A4STX
(Euro 12 chassis)
This set tripped when switched on —
it was in the over-voltage mode. A
previous engineer had replaced various capacitors in the power supply,
using low-ESR 105°C types. He had
also replaced the RD3.0FB1 zener
diode D907 in the chopper transistor's base drive circuit. When I tested
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it however the replacement proved to
be leaky. A further replacement
brought excellent results. D.S.

Hitachi C2524TZ (GIPS
chassis)
This set required a new line output
transformer. The part number on it is
2436771. Be careful when ordering.
If you order an HR type, the correct
one is HR7832, not HR7600 as
shown in one catalogue. It's also
wise to check the value of R909
(39k0). When it goes high the HT
rises. It's best to replace this resistor
as a matter of course. D.S.

Ferguson D68N (ICC9 chassis)
There was no line or field sync. The
cause was TX07 (BC848B), which is
a surface-mounted device. D.S.

Cathay 3501B
The picture displayed by this set was
of reduced width. The cause was
traced to dry-joints at the line driver
transistor Q110. There was normal
scanning once it had been resoldered.
D.S.

Soudwave CTV1405R
This set was dead though the power
supply was OK. The cause of the
trouble was the line driver transformer, whose primary winding was
open-circuit. D.S.

Panasonic TX25MD1 (Euro
2 chassis)
We've had very few faults with this
chassis. With this set however there
were flyback lines at the top of the
scan. The fault was very random and
was eventually traced to D456
(MA2160B), which is associated
with the field flyback boost voltage
generator circuit. S.L.

Goodmans 256NS (Philips
L6 series chassis)
This Philips based set was dead but
whistled. The cause was traced to
C2912, a blue disc capacitor (2.2nF,
2kV) near the line output transformer. It was leaky. According to
the back cover the chassis was type
L6.3: the chassis itself was labelled
L6.2! S.L.

Samsung C15373T
A dead set with the mains fuse blown
is not my favourite repair with these
sets. You will almost certainly find
that IC801 is short-circuit. Samsung,
helpful as ever, has a repair kit.
Replace IC801 (SAMSA40100080),
ZD801 (SAMS32167401880) and
HC801 (SAMSA40100090).
Although this will cure the problem,

we have experienced repeat failures
for which no explanation could be
found. Remember this when you provide your repair estimate. S.L.

Bush 2857NTX
A change to get one of these sets that
wasn't dead! It produced a very poor
picture however, lacking crispness.
The cause was traced to R433
(150ki2) in the beam-limiter circuit.
It had changed value. S.L.

Osaki P148T
This set apparently went off with a
pop. When I switched it on a slight
noise, not unlike a simmering kettle,
came from the line output stage.
There was about 10V at the collector
of the line output transistor, but it
wasn't hot. A check at the cathode
of the HT rectifier D812 also produced a reading of 10V. The 47g,
160V HT reservoir capacitor C828
was open-circuit. Once a replacement had been fitted the set worked
normally. B.L.

Matsui 2096T
We've had a couple of dead sets in
recently. The BUH5150 line output
transistor Q580 was short-circuit in
the first one. The cause of its demise

was a dry-joint at C576 in the field
output stage. With the second one
R108 (220k.(2) in the power supply
was open-circuit. It's connected to
pin 3 of the TDA4605 chopper control chip. B.L.
Samsung C15322T

When this set was switched on the
standby LED glowed for a few seconds then flicked off. Voltage checks
showed that the outputs on the secondary side of the power supply came
up then decayed. The culprit was
C817, which when tested read 40µF
instead of 100p.F. B.L.

Mitsubishi CT21M1TX
From a cold switch on the picture
was generally unstable, with wavery
lines that flickered across the screen,
while the only sound output was

hum. Scope checks showed that there
was ripple on all the outputs from the
power supply. The culprit proved to
be C905 (470µF, 25V) on the primary side of the circuit. As I didn't
have the circuit diagram I had to rely
on freezing and heating suspect
capacitors to locate the faulty one.
B.L.

Bush 2866NTX
There was no 33V tuning supply
because R124 (15kf2, 1W) was
open-circuit. It's shown as 121d2 in
the circuit diagram. B.L.
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(100µF) in the field timebase. A few more
The front panel display was OK, also E-E jobs like this and I would soon be in profit
operation, but the VCR wouldn't accept a again!
cassette. While checking around in the
power supply to look for clues I found that Mitsubishi Euro 12 Chassis
there was no voltage across C9, because The power supply chirped three times then
fuse F3 was open-circuit. With a new fuse shut down. This suggested a line output
installed and the machine plugged in there stage fault, and a quick check showed that
was 21V across C9. Nice one I thought. But the 2SD1878 output transistor was shortwhen I tried to insert a cassette the machine circuit. When I fitted a replacement and
switched on the set came to life with a perwasn't having it.
I checked for any sign of voltage move- fect picture and no signs of stress.
I've heard it said that an unstable HT supment across the loading motor while
attempting to insert a cassette. There was a ply can cause destruction of the field chip
fluctuation of a couple of volts, so I discon- and/or line output transistor in these sets.
nected the wires to the motor and checked So I also replaced the chopper transistor's
again. A healthy 12V was present at one of 47µF base drive coupling capacitor C956.
the wire ends. As a final check, I connected
a loading motor from a scrap chassis to the Philips 14GR1221 (GR1-AX
chassis)
wires. It spun beautifully.
A well-known distributor quoted me over The power supply had shut down and I
£30 plus VAT for a new loading motor. wasn't getting anywhere with cold checks.
Add to this my miserly £15 labour charge So I unsoldered the connection to the gate
and the result was a customer who wasn't of the protection thyristor THY6641 and
too pleased. He reminded me that a large slowly (very slowly) powered up via the
retail store nearby was selling new VCRs at variac, monitoring the voltage at pin 6
little more. Oh dear, here we go again. He (HT) of the line output transformer. At the
asked me to get it going any way I could, correct 95V there was just a low-frequency
provided the cost didn't exceed £30. My `growl' from the loudspeaker. By instinct I
immediate reaction was to hand it back, but checked the voltages at the other pins of
the LOPT. My suspicions were confirmed
that doesn't put food on the table.
Another distributor told me that there was by a 95V reading at pin 1, which should
a pattern motor at £6 plus VAT. So I provide a pulse feed for the 160V supply
ordered one, thinking that I would at least rectifier. When I desoldered the transmake a small profit. You can imagine my former and carried out resistance checks I
feelings the next day when I opened the found that there was a primary-to-secbox to find a completely different motor. ondary winding short between pins 1, 6 and
No way would it fit the chassis I had. When 10.
A new transformer was obtained and fitI phoned to query the point, the distributor
ted. Then, after reconnecting the gate of the
insisted that it was the correct motor.
A fellow engineer called and saw me protection thryistor, I switched on. The HT
rotating the motor this way and that to see was correct, but there was no line output
how I could make it fit. He gave me a funny stage operation. A discoloured inductor,
look, smiled then said "wrong motor mate". L5224, was the clue this time — it's in the
He did however tell me that the motor I supply to the line driver stage. I thought it
required was also used in the Amstrad too good to be true when I found that I had
VX1000Y deck. So I took a chance and a good one in a scrap chassis. The set burst
into life once it had been fitted.
ordered one — for £15 plus VAT.
On arrival next day it turned out to be the
correct motor. But I had forgotten the post, Bush 2514 (Indiana 100
packing and handling charge. Oh well, if all chassis)
went smoothly from now on I would show I had to replace a number of components
before I could get correct power supply
a profit of £9. Wow! That's the life!
Fitting the motor was painless, and the operation with this set: R800 (820142),
mechanism then willingly accepted a cas- which is in parallel with the mains bridge
sette. My heart stopped for a moment when rectifier's reservoir capacitor; R809
the playback picture consisted of nothing (2701M) in the feed to pin 4 of the
but snow. Luckily a quick head clean cured TDA4601D chopper control chip; C819
(1000, 10V) which smooths the reference
that.
output at pin 1 of this IC; C820 (11.1.F,
100V) which is the reservoir capacitor for
Toshiba 2112DB
There were four flyback lines at the top of the feedback regulation; and the chopper
the picture. They were quickly removed by transistor's base drive coupling capacitor
replacing capacitors C331 (10) and C333 C810 (1000, 16V).

Aiwa HVGX150K

John Edwards'
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colour decoder IC was strange. I was
about to condemn the chip when I saw
some of the dreaded black gunge! Correct
colouring was restored when it had been
scraped away. To be on the safe side I
spent the next fifteen minutes happily
scraping and cleaning the rest of the
chassis, as the corrosive glue was doing
its worst. G.D.

Matsui 1482
The picture was grainy and someone had
already changed the tuner. Of course you
never know whether there might have been
an unaccepted estimate — the customer
always denies that the set has been
anywhere else. To be sure, I fitted another
tuner. The results were the same, though
the AGC was working normally. Odd.
More by luck than judgement, I next
replaced the SAWF. This brought back a
good picture with the original tuner
refitted. G.D.

Bush 2167NTX

TV FAULT FINDING
Reports from
Glyn Dickinson
Geoff Butcher
Pete Gurney, LCGI
Colin J. Guy
Paul Smith
Bob McClelland
Michael Dranfield
Chris Watton and
Michael Maurice

Grundig G1000 Chassis
This set was ticking quietly to itself. Easy!
Replace the line output transistor and
resolder the dry-joints. But not this time:
the set still tripped. When the supply to the
line output stage was disconnected there
was a slower trip. So that was no help and
the stage was reconnected. Suddenly the
set came on, with a large hum bar on the
screen. The mains bridge rectifier's
reservoir capacitor C104 was open-circuit.
G.D.

Panasonic TX21S1 etc
(Z5 chassis)
We've had a few of these sets in with
mysterious complaints about thick lines
occasionally appearing on the screen. The
cause of the fault is the tuner, which is
identifiable by the extra group of five pins
at the end. We usually find that it can be
repaired by resoldering the earthing strips
and the tuner casing to the PCB inside the
case. G.D.

Amstrad STV2100N
This odd-looking set has a built-in satellite
receiver, but the chassis looked familiar.
The symptom was a varying red tint over
the picture. A check at the CRT's red
cathode showed that the voltage was low
and could be varied, but the red content of
the picture was all over the place.
The red output waveform from the
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There's no accounting for taste, as
witnessed by this sky blue 21in. set with
matching remote control unit! It was dead,
with the BUZ90 chopper transistor shortcircuit. The cause of this is usually the
220k0 resistor in a control chip feed line.
We replace it, also its neighbouring 330kCI
friend, using hi-stab components. The odd
thing is that the original components
appear to be hi-stab ones, though they
seem to last less well than standard carbon
resistors! G.D.

Ferguson ICC5 Chassis
This set was brought in because of a nice,
easy fault — a dry-joint in the colour
decoder circuit. But when I replaced the
back it started to trip: three times then
dead. Disconnecting the supply to the line
output stage restored the HT voltage, but
isolating the various secondary supplies
derived from the LOPT didn't. EHT
generation and field timebase operation
could be heard during the brief powering
up. Time to be brave!
I disabled the trip by shorting TL17
collector-to-emitter. This brought back the
picture. It didn't take long to find that
DL25, the ZPD10 zener diode that
monitors the 13V supply, was opencircuit.
Note that for normal operation TL17
must be on, so disconnecting the
monitoring lines as a test doesn't work.
G.D.

Ferguson FG2OCB22U
This is an unusual televideo unit. The
report said that it switched itself off after
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ten minutes. Unusually, it did exactly that!
The power supply would shut down
completely, then reset after a further few
minutes. Since the fault was obviously
heat-dependent I decided to replace all four
electrolytic capacitors on the primary side
of the power supply, using hightemperature components. This cured the
fault. G.D.

Hitachi CL2864TA
This set was dead except for a flashing red
light. The cause was found to be D704
(BY228) on the line output sub-panel — it
was short-circuit. After restoring normal
operation by fitting a replacement I noticed
a slight hum from the bass speaker. It
varied in intensity with the picture content
but was not affected by the volume setting.
The level was very low, and I was not sure
whether or not it was caused by a fault.
When the set was switched on from cold
next day however there was also a
pronounced picture size bounce and jumpy
sync. Replacing C916, C942 and C957 in
the power supply cured both the picture
disturbance and the hum. On test the
capacitors were found to be only slightly
sub-standard. G.B.

Hitachi C2508
The complaint with this set was
"intermittently dead and making a strange
noise when it did work". At switch on the
set sprang to life, but made a loud
screeching noise which indicated that
something was amiss in the power supply.
As a matter of routine, I replaced all the
electrolytic capacitors in the chopper
circuit — many showed signs of leakage.
But the fault was still present when I
switched on again.
Voltage checks revealed that there was
only approximately 260V across the mains
bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor.
When this capacitor was removed for test
it was found to be virtually open-circuit. A
150µF, 400V replacement restored normal
operation with no noise. It amazes me that
the power supply could run at all with
effectively no mains reservoir capacitor.
P.G.

Bush 1433
This cheap 14in. portable produced a blank
raster with reduced width and height. It
was obviously a low HT fault, and a check
at the output from the HT rectifier diode
D809 produced a reading of 89V. While
checking this voltage I noticed that the
nearby HT reservoir capacitor was hot to
touch. There was no electrolyte leakage,
but a replacement (47µF, 160V) cured the
fault. P.G.
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Amstrad STV20
This combined TV/satellite model has
proved to be quite reliable. The satellite
section is the PCB of the SRD400 without
the power supply components. One I had
in recently was reluctant to come out of
standby. Its power supply stopped
momentarily when an attempt was made to
switch on, and as a result the microcontroller chip reset. The cause was traced to
R1997 (2.2M0), which was open-circuit.
Another one emitted a loud whistle
from the power supply all the time. The
cause was the STK73907 power supply
chip IC1901. C.J.G.

Nokia FX3725
(Mono Plus chassis)
The customer complained that this set
made a noise when in standby. In fact
when standby was selected the picture and
sound were muted but the timebases
continued to run. The cause was traced to
V037, a surface-mounted pnp transistor. It
was leaky. C.J.G.

Panasonic TX25AD1DP
(Euro 2 chassis)
There was a most peculiar fault with this
set. Part of every letter or numeral in the
teletext display, but not graphic characters,
was missing. As a result text parts of the
display were virtually unreadable, though
larger characters built from graphics
looked correct. The picture was fine.
I initially tried replacing the TPU3040
text processor chip IC1701, but this made
no difference. The fault was cured by
replacing the VDP3108A video processor
chip IC1601. Fortunately I'd allowed for
this possibility when I gave the customer a
quote. At least the chassis has 'proper'
chips, not surface-mounted ones! C.J.G.

Ferguson 59P7 (ICC5 chassis)
This set tripped randomly. Tapping the
PCB anywhere, or even thumping the
bench, would instigate the fault. After
much resoldering I discovered that the
cause was the degaussing posistor. C.J.G.

Philips 52ZY3535
(Anubis B AA chassis)
This set was dead with a short-circuit
chopper transistor. I replaced it, also the
CNR50 optocoupler IC7514, and couldn't
find any other faulty components on the
primary side of the circuit (there aren't
many). But when power was applied the
FET immediately turned to a piece of wire
again. More careful testing revealed that
the control chip (IC7500) was the cause of
the trouble. All was well once these three
items had been replaced. C.J.G.

Mitsubishi CT25A5STX
(Euro 12 chassis)
The power supply blew up again after a
rebuild — don't you just hate it when this
happens?! I found that the 3V zener diode
ZD908 was short-circuit. It's in series with
the chopper transistor's emitter, along with
two 0.2552 resistors (all in parallel), and is
easily missed during initial testing. C.J.G.

Ferguson 51K7 (ICC5 chassis)
There was no remote-control operation
with this set, even with a known good
handset. Pulses were arriving at the
microcontroller chip, and they appeared to
be OK. So, after checking the clock and
reset pulses, I replaced first the
microcontroller chip and then the
EEPROM, using substitutes from a
working set. Neither made any difference.
After scratching my head for a while I
decided to swap over the IR receiver
modules. This proved that the cause of the
trouble lay here. A new SL466 IC was
tried, but again there was no difference.
Careful comparison of the two modules
revealed that the faulty one had a lOpf
electrolytic capacitor fitted in position
C950 whereas the good one had a link
fitted here. Carrying out this 'modification'
cured the trouble. Any ideas about this,
anyone? The faulty set and module showed

no signs of having been recently tampered
with, and the customer said it had just
stopped working properly one day. C.J.G.

Samsung CI5079T
The complaint with this set was
intermittent variation in width. I found that
the cause was the SMR40200 IC in the
power supply. C.J.G.

Sharp 59CS03H (CS chassis)
This should have been an easy one: the
BUH515 line output transistor Q601 was
short-circuit because of a dry-joint at the

scan coil connector. After resoldering,
fitting a new transistor and replacing the
usual capacitors the set started up but died
again soon afterwards. The new transistor
was short-circuit, this time because of a
print break between its collector and C601
(probably caused when removing Q601).
As I didn't have another BUH515 in
stock I tried the equivalent BU2508A. The
set would then work only with the scan
coils disconnected. Normal operation was
restored when the correct transistor had
been fitted. P.S.

Samsung C1348Z
(P54S chassis)
The power supply in this 14in. portable
produced an HT output of only 40V. A
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blast of heat directed at the power supply
soon brought the set back to life. C813
(1000, 25V), which couples the drive
pulses to the base of the chopper transistor,
was found to have fallen in value to jtst
51.1.F. C813 lives under R802, a 5W
resistor, so I was not surprised to find that
it was faulty.
For good measure I also replaced C808,
C811 (both 100pf, 25V) and C812 (1µF,
50V) which all showed slight deterioration. After that the HT was correct at
125V. P.S.

Philips 25PT632A/05
(GR2.4AA chassis)
The customer said that after he had stood
on the remote-control unit the screen went
green then blanked out. The first thing I
noticed when I checked the CRT base PCB
was that R3374 and R3434 (both 1.5kS2)
were burnt to a crisp. The former is in
series with the tube's green cathode while
the latter is in series with the green control
grid. Further meter checks revealed that
R3431 (18052 safety) and R3372 (27052)
were open-circuit, also that Tr7364
(BF422), the npn transistor in the
complementary-symmetry green output
stage, was leaky.
The reason for all this damage was an
internal leak in the CRT, with the green
gun reading 3kS2 to chassis. A quick blast
with the rejuvenator cured this, and
replacement of the faulty components
restored a good picture. All we then had to
do was to convince the customer that the
remote-control unit hadn't caused the
fault! P.S.

Grundig ST55-725
(CUC7350 chassis)
The complaint with this set was
intermittent or delayed start up. The cause
was traced to C60031 (10011F, 35V) which
had fallen in value. It's the reservoir
capacitor for the supply to the
UC3842N/AN chopper control chip (pin
7). B.McC.

Sharp 66CS03H
The cause of intermittent failure of the
BUH515 line output transistor, which
usually blew from cold at switch on, was
traced to C604 (3300, 10V). It generates
a small negative bias for the emitter of the
line driver transistor.
To prove the point, connect C604 to a
digital capacitance meter and spray it with
freezer. With a faulty component, the
capacitance will fall off dramatically. The
replacement has to be rated at 105°C with
a low ESR. M.Dr.

Toshiba 1400TB
This set's field scanning was non-linear.
The usual cause of this is C317 (2.2µF,
50V) in the feedback circuit to the field
output chip. On this occasion C317 was
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OK however. A scope check at pin 31
(ramp generator) of the TA8659AN colour
decoder/timebase generator chip showed
that the ramp was curved — it should have a
steep, linear rise. The cause was C303
(2.2µF, 50V). It's not near the field stage
however: you'll find it behind the
4.433MHz subcarrier crystal.
If, after replacing the tube and scan
coils, you find that the chopper transformer
has started to make a loud, buzzing noise,
try connecting a 33052. 0.5W resistor in
parallel with R814. M.Dr.

Samsung CI3312Z
This set's volume was stuck at maximum:
the on-screen display turned up and down
but the volume didn't. The cause was
traced to R615 (8.21d2) in the DC volume
control network. It was open-circuit.
M.Dr.

Sharp DV5935
(BCTV-A chassis)
If you find that R632 and R619 (both 3952,
safety) in the line scan coupling network
have burnt up, replace them along with the
coupling capacitor C619 (0.56g, 250V)
and resolder L603. It may also be
necessary to replace the 2SD1546 line
output transistor.
These sets also suffer from dry-joints on
the scan coils PCB. It's wise to attend to
this whenever a set comes in for servicing.
M.Dr.

Thomson 32WS83KP
(ICC19 chassis)
This widescreen set was reported to be
dead but was actually tripping. The power
supply would make an attempt to start,
with a flash of the red LED in the power
button. A scope check at the base of the
chopper transistor revealed DC pulses at a
frequency of about 1Hz, so I assumed that
the power supply was in the overload
condition.
When pin 6 of the LOPT was
disconnected the power supply produced
an HT output (Usys) of about 95V. As the
line output transistor and the associated
EW modulator diodes checked OK, I next
disconnected pin 5 of the LOPT. This is
the feed for the 198V supply to the RGB
output stages. With this pin disconnected
the set came to life. The cause of the
trouble was the TEA5101B RGB output
chip IB01 on the CRT base panel. C.W.

Sony KV2766UB
There was intermittent remote-control
operation with this set. Power supply
trouble was the cause, the 6V supply being
low at about 3.8V. C655 (220g) was the
culprit. C.W.

Salora M Chassis
It's quite common with these sets for the
Aquadag band fixings to crack and fall off.

Usually the one at the top right-hand side
breaks. When this happens the band drops
into the power supply, with a bang: it
always seems to link the chopper
transistor's heatsink and the line output
stage heatsink. This of course connect& the
primary to the secondary side of the power
supply.
If you are lucky, all you will need are.
some BY133 diodes for the-bridge rectifier
and a fuse. If you are unlucky, the LF0070
hybrid chopper control chip and the
chopper transistor will also have failed.
It's a good idea to put a cable tie on the
band whenever you see one of these sets,
as the parts can be very expensive. C.W.

ITT Digi 3 Chassis
If the reference oscillator is unlocked when
cold, replace the MCU2600 clock
generator IC. C.W.

Fidelity CTV3228
Quite a few of these sets suffer from a
tuning problem. They appear to tune
correctly, then you find that every preset
has the same station as the last one tuned
in. A dry-jointed memory chip (IC302) is
the cause.
Line collapse is often caused by the
scan coupling Capacitor C620 (0-47µF,

250V) going open-circuit. When this
happens, check R711 (3.352) on the EW
subpanel. C.W.

Ferguson 51J7 (TX99 chassis)
There was no picture or sound though the
programme numbers came up. A. scope
check showed that there was a video output
from the IF strip when a local station was
tuned in. But there were no analogue
control voltages (brightness, colour,
contrast and volume). Checks at the
M494B1 microcontroller chip showed that
there were no PWM outputs from the
control pins. A new M494B1 chip restored
normal operation once the stations and
analogue settings had been stored. M.M.

Mitsubishi CT25B2STX
Nicam dropout with a crackling noise from
the speakers in these and other sets that use
the same chassis is caused by dry-joints in
the IF module — just as with earlier chassis.
M.M.

Sony KVX21TU (AE1 chassis)
This set was dead with the mains fuse
blown and the 2SD1548LB chopper
transistor Q602 short-circuit. Nothing
unusual about that, but while fitting a new
transistor I noticed that D608 in the
snubber network had a small crack in it. A
check showed that it was short-circuit.
Sony supply type RU-3AM as the
replacement.
The more common fault in the snubber
network is a dry-joint at the 2200, 10W
■
resistor R614. M.M.
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Servicing the

Sony BE4 Chassis
This chassis was used in Sony small-screen (up to 21in.) models from
1994 until quite recently, so there are many of these sets around.
One feature is teletext decoding by the microcontroller chip. Giles
Pilbrow provides a detailed servicing guide

T

he Sony BE4 chassis has been
in production since 1994.
Extensive use of I2C and
microprocessor control virtually
eliminates the need for preset controls. All models fitted with the
chassis use the RM836 remote-control unit. The following models are
fitted with the chassis:
KV14M1U KV14T1U
KVM1440 UKVM1441U
KV16WT1U KV21M1U
KV21M3U KV21T1U
KV2170U
KV21T3U
KV2171U

The Power Supply
Fig. 1 shows the power supply circuit, which is based on the Sanken
STRS5706 switching-regulator chip
(IC601). This device contains all the
active circuitry on the primary side
of the power supply, including the
chopper transistor. It uses the freerunning flyback converter principle:
the mark-space ratio and frequency
of its output both vary depending on
the load conditions. The switching
frequency is between 100kHz for
standby operation and 30kHz at
high beam current. There is no
direct feedback from the secondary
side of the circuit. Full output voltage is maintained when the set is in
the standby mode.
R604 and D601 charge C607 to
provide a start-up voltage at pin 9 of
IC601. Once this voltage has
reached 8V, the device starts to produce a chopper drive output at pin 8.
This is fed to the base of the internal
chopper transistor at pin 3, via R609
and C610. When the chopper transistor conducts, current flows via
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the primary winding (pins 3 and 1)
of the chopper transformer T602. At
a point determined by the timing circuitry within IC601 the drive is cut
off. The chopper transistor switches
D601
GBU4JL

4n7
R601
3.3

off and the magnetic flux built up
within T602 collapses, producing
voltages across the secondary windings. Once start-up has been
achieved IC601 is powered from
R615
0.47
0.5W
W.,
Fusible

•
4n7

1M
0.5W

T602

oC606
T 180
400V

•

R603
15
1W
18M2
1W

2n2

1
2n2

R604
47k
3W

C608
Nim 10
50V D602
EU1Z

100k

D601
EM1

•

I

D605
EU1Z

6
D604
EU1Z

14
C607
220
25V

14
R611
2K4

TH P601
3P
0.1

4n7

T601

C609
1n5
500V

[

R610

Degaussing
coils

IC601
STR5706
0.
II

R609
22
1W

01

F601
4A
250V
Mains

C614
.001
2kV

R627
0.56
1W

C610
100
25V
Non-isolated Isolated Ferrite
chassis
bead
chassis

Jrz

D603
EG1Z
R607
0.56
2W
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winding 6-9 of the transformer, with
D602 taking over from D601 to
charge C607.
Regulation of the outputs relies on
the voltage developed across winding 8-6 of the transformer. This voltage is rectified by D605/C608 and
applied to pin 7 (sense) of IC601.
The voltage here is about 31.6V
when the power supply is running
normally and 32.5V in standby. This
voltage is used to control the charging of an internal capacitor: when
the charge reaches a threshold, the
output drive is cut off. The 'on' time
of the chopper drive is in this way
controlled.
The magnetic flux within T602
must have decayed completely
before another drive pulse is produced, otherwise the chopper transistor will be destroyed. So the 'off'
time of the drive must also be controlled. Winding 6-9 of the transformer is connected via D604 and
R611 to pin 6 (inhibit) of IC601:
once the voltage here falls below a
threshold the next drive pulse can
start. The voltage at pin 6 is about
1.5V when the power supply is run-

ning normally and 0.9V in standby.
earth via R607. The voltage develWith no load (standby) the +B oped across this resistor is thus relat(HT) rail voltage will rise slightly, to ' ed to the total power taken from the
about 126V for 14in. and 144V for supply. Should the voltage exceed
21in. sets. Connecting a 100W bulb an internal threshold, IC601 will
as a load should bring the voltage reduce the chopper drive.
down to the correct level. Note that
The primary-side excess-current
some manuals for 21in. models protection does not latch, so a perincorrectly show the HT voltage as sistent overload will result in the
118V: in fact the voltage is 135V. power supply tripping. This protecWith 14in and 16in. sets the HT tion circuit usually operates only
when working normally is 118V.
when there is a dead short across the
HT rail.
Protection
The chassis incorporates a full range Temperature: IC601 shuts down
of protection features as follows:
when its internal temperature
exceeds 150°C.
Overvoltage: Since IC601 is powered from a winding on T602, its Excessive +B current: The earthy
supply voltage is related to the out- side of the HT winding on the chopput voltages on the secondary side per transformer (pins 12-11) is
of the circuit. Should the voltage at returned to the mains-isolated chaspin 9 exceed 9.2V, IC601 will shut sis via R600. The voltage developed
down and latch. It will not function across this resistor is applied to the
again until the feed from the mains emitter of Q600. As the HT current
supply has been interrupted.
increases, the emitter of Q600
becomes more negative with respect
Excess current, primary side: The to chassis. At a certain point it will
emitter of the internal chopper tran- switch on, in turn switching Q602
sistor is returned to the non-isolated on. The collector of Q602 is con-

680p
L604
+B
D606
RGP15J

22k

C620
100
160V

47k
Excess current protect
Norm OV
Tripped 8V

R600
0.47
2W

C600
47
50V

C611
1.110
50V

1SS133
8.4V
DTA144ES
220

PS603
N25

1SS133
D608
ERA81-004

Fig. 1: Circuit diagram of the chopper
power supply used in the Sony BE4 chassis.
JW indicates that a jumper wire is fitted in
this position.
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nected to pin 52 (X-ray protect) of
the microcontroller chip IC001.
Once this pin is taken high, the set
will be put in the standby mode and
the standby LED will flash six times
to indicate what has occurred. The
line drive is also inhibited, by Q803,
which grounds the base of the line
driver transistor Q801.
Note that the voltage at the base of
Q602 is normally 8.4V, with OV at
the collector. These voltages are
shown incorrectly in the service
manuals.

Fig. 2:
Modification to
PS603.

LT Regulator
IC603 (TDA8139) is a dual-output
regulator which is configured to provide two 5V supplies. The standby
5V supply at pin 9 is present whenever mains power is switched on.
It's used for the remote control sensor (IC003), the NV memory
(IC002) and the microcontroller
chip (IC001). The main 5V output is
produced at pin 8: it powers the signal processing and timebase generator circuits, also the teletext section
of IC001.
Standby switching is achieved by
using the disable input (pin 4) of
IC603. When this pin is taken low,
the main 5V supply is switched off

1+

or*

(ON SCREEN
DISPLAY}

Fig. 3:
Entering the
service mode.

5
(DIGIT 5)

mo+

Elk
(VOLUME +)

O
(TV/

and the set enters the standby mode.
The switching is controlled by pin
51 of IC001 (some circuit diagrams
show pin 4 of IC603 connected to
the standby 5V supply!).
A further function of IC603 is to
provide the reset pulse for the
microcontroller chip. This is produced at pin 6 and is active low.

Servicing
Before carrying out any cold checks
on the primary side of the power
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supply, ensure that the mains bridge
rectifier's reservoir capacitor C606
is completely discharged. An isolation transformer should always be
used when working on the primary
side of the power supply.
If the set appears to be dead, the
first thing to check is the HT (+B)
voltage. If this is present, the primary side of the power supply is OK
and attention should be turned to the
8V rail. It is not uncommon to find
that this supply is missing because
PS603 (N25, 1A) is open-circuit. To
prevent a recurrence, uprate PS603
to N75 (2-5A) and add two 5.6V
zener diodes as shown in Fig. 2.
If no voltages are present on the
secondary side of the power supply,
check the voltages at the pins of
IC601. There should be about 330V
at pin 1. If this voltage is missing,
check R615. If this resistor is opencircuit, IC601 is likely to be faulty.
Confirm this by checking the internal chopper transistor: access is at
pins 1, 2 and 3 (collector, emitter
and base respectively). If the chopper transistor has failed, carefully
check all the other components on
the primary side of the circuit. Pay
particular attention to R611, D602,
C609, R610 and C614. It's also
wise to replace C610 and R607 —
the latter can be responsible for random cutting out and tripping problems.
If the chopper transistor is OK,
check the voltage at pin 9. During
normal operation there should be
8V here. When the supply is not
running however the voltage at this
pin will ramp between 5V and 8V
(seen on an oscilloscope). This
could be because the overvoltage
protection latch has operated, which
can be seen by monitoring 10601
with an oscilloscope at switch on: a
very brief burst of drive can be
detected at pin 3 (base) and pin 9
will exceed 9V for an instant, after
which the set will remain dormant
until the mains feed is switched off
and on again. If the overvoltage
latch has operated, check the condition of the feedback components
between pin 8 of the chopper transformer and pin 7 of IC601.
If there is no voltage at pin 9,
check R604. It's more likely however that pin 9 has developed an
internal short to earth.
Finally, IC601 can be checked incircuit (with no mains supply feed
of course) by connecting a 9V battery between pins 9 (positive side of
battery) and 2 (negative side of battery). A drive waveform should
then be seen at pins 8 and 3, at a
frequency of about 20kHz.

Service Mode
Entry to the service mode is by
putting the set into standby then
pressing the following keys on the
remote-control unit: i+, 5, volume +,
TV (see Fig. 3). Once the set is in
the service mode, TT_ will be displayed on the screen. This is known
by Sony as test mode 2, and is primarily intended for use on the production line where it's necessary to
be able to make tests and perform
adjustments quickly without having
to wade through menus. Entering
various two-digit numbers enables
certain functions: some of the more
useful ones are listed in Table 1.
Other adjustments are available by
pressing the menu key. Selecting
`adjust' enables the geometry and
drive levels to be altered. The 14 and
21in. models share the same software, so not all controls are operative. East-west controls apply only
to the 21in. models. 'V cenJEW'
controls the width with 21in. models, the vertical centring with 14in.
sets.
Adjustments are made using the
four 'cursor' keys in the same way
as with the normal customer menus
and are stored automatically. Should
the service menu obscure the screen,
pressing the mute key will clear the
screen leaving the current adjustment active.

NVM Reset
Incorrect settings in the NVM chip
can cause some strange fault symptoms, ranging from no picture to
operation at twice the line frequency
(perhaps leading to failure of the
line output transistor). To erase and
reprogram the NVM with default
data is a simple task, as follows:
Select program 59. Enter the service mode, then TT49. Switch the
set off, wait for about thirty seconds,
then switch back on. The microcontroller chip will now send new data
to the memory. Once a picture has
appeared it should be possible to see
if the faults have been cured. All that
remains is to set the system (TT26
for the UK) and switch teletext on as
appropriate (TT18).

Service Connector
An alternative to resetting data manually is to use a device known as an
I2C link. This is a PC-based product
that interfaces with the TV set via
service connector CNO01. It enables
complete NVM contents to be transferred from one set to another, without having to spend time on readjustment, should the NVM prove to
be OK.
The I2C jig can be used if the set
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won't switch on provided the standby +5V supply is present and the
mirocontroller chip is working.

Table 1: Code numbers in test mode 2.
Code

System Control
The BE4 chassis was one of the first
to use a new type of Philips microcontroller chip that incorporates a
teletext decoder, thus making it possible to build a teletext set without
any additional components. The
only differences are the setting of
TT18 and the version of IC001 fitted. Although IC001 is quite expensive, it might make sense to fit the
teletext version should a replacement be required because of a fault.
Adding teletext might help offset the
cost of an expensive repair.
Apart from teletext, IC001 is fairly
conventional. Sweep tuning is carried out in the usual way: a PWM
output appears at pin 1 and is converted to 0-30V by Q001 and the
associated filter. The tuner AGC is
obtained from IC001 as a 0-5V output at pin 4.
IC001 produces the on-screen displays, with RGB outputs at pins 32,
33 and 34 respectively and blanking
at pin 35. These outputs are fed via
buffer transistors to the colour
decoder/timebase generator chip
IC301. Line- and field-frequency
pulses (approximately 5V peak-topeak) are fed in at pins 36 and 37. If
these are incorrect the result will be
an unstable display.
If a problem occurs either at startup or during normal operation,
IC001 may shut the set down and
produce an error code. The LED will
flash a number of times, pause then
the cycle will be repeated. The number of flashes indicates the cause of
the problem, see Table 2. Note that
when the LED is flashing the set is
actually in standby, so the main 5V
supply is not present.
Field Output Stage
The field output stage is based on a
TBA9302H chip (IC501) in 14in.
models or an STV9379 chip in 21in.
sets. Unlike some previous designs,
the output stage is AC coupled to the
scan coils, so no special protection
circuits are required. To prevent
phosphor burn in the event of field
collapse the picture is blanked.
Field collapse with 21in. models
can be caused by R814 (0.4752) in
the 24V supply going open-circuit.
An improved replacement is available, part no. 1-249-443-11.
Line Output Stage
The line output stage is conventional, employing an S2055 output transistor (Q802). It's very efficient, so
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Function

Clears the service mode
TTOO
Despatch condition. All customer controls are reset
TTO8
to their factory preset values
Enables/disables the sharpness control
TT17
Toggles teletext on and off. Non-text sets display
11-18
only P100 when text is turned on
Set to PAL I (UK) operation
T1-26
Auto AGC adjust normally on — AGC can be adjustTT33
ed manually if required
CRT Al (G2) adjustment mode. Adjust the first
TT38
anode voltage (RV703) until two dashes are displayed
Loads default data into the NVM at power on
TT49
Adjusts horizontal position of text/OSDs
TT74

Q802 doesn't require a heatsink.
The 14in. models don't have EW
correction, but 21in. models have an
EW diode modulator that's driven
by a simple circuit consisting of
Q804 and Q805 (curiously, they are
labelled V OUT in the circuit diagram). The EW drive originates at
pin 8 of 1C301, adjustments being
made in the service mode.
One common problem with 21in.
sets is increased width that cannot
be adjusted, because IC301 has been
damaged by a CRT flashover. The
solution is to replace IC301 and add
a 47051 resistor in place of wire link
JW101 (between pin 8 and the base
of Q805).
The 14in. sets can suffer from failure of Q802 with, sometimes, damage to the chopper chip IC601 and
its feed resistor R615. To prevent a
recurrence increase the value of
R806, which is in series with Q802' s
base, from 1.552 to 1-851.
The line output transformer T802
provides six supplies. Pin 10 feeds
rectifier D806 which produces the
24V supply for the field output chip
IC501. Pin 4 feeds rectifier D802

which produces 190V for the RGB
output stages. The EHT is produced
in the normal way, and a separate
winding supplies the CRT's heaters.
The focus voltage is obtained from a
tapping within T802. The A1/G2
supply is derived from either a tapping within the transformer and controlled by a potentiometer on it, or
from pin 1 which feeds rectifier
D804, in which case the control is
mounted on the CRT base panel.
Jungle Chip
IC301carries out video signal processing and generates the timebase
drive signals. UK sets are fitted with
an MC44007 which can decode both
PAL and NTSC signals. It provides
a complete colour decoder in conjunction with the MC44140P delay
line chip IC302. Secam sets use an
MC44002 chip in position IC301.
For UK operation only a PAL crystal is fitted, but NTSC operation can
be obtained by adding a 1432MHz
(4 x 3.58MHz) crystal in position
X301 and enabling NTSC in the service mode (TT19). If NTSC is
enabled without fitting a crystal the

Table 2: LED error codes.
Flashes Meaning

3
4

IC301 no acknowledge
IC603 or IC301 faulty
IC301 internal self-check failed
No line flyback pulse at IC301

5
6

IC301 stack overflow
+B excess-current protection

7
8
9

NVM fault, IC301 OK
NVM and IC301 error
General 12C error

2

Possible cause
Main +5V supply missing.
IC301 faulty
No line drive or excess-current
trip operating. See error code six
IC301 faulty
LOPT has shorted turns or
IC501 is short-circuit
10002 faulty
IC002 and IC301 are both faulty
IC001, IC002 or IC301 faulty
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a Sony PlayStation, the picture
may be too dark. This can be rectified by changing the value of R318
from 560 to 680 and R358 from
220 to 1052.

Tuner and IF circuitry
The BE4 chassis will work with
tuners from various different
sources, though Philips and Sony
types only are used in UK sets. The
tuner operates from a single 5V
supply rather than the normal 12V.
Tuning operates on the voltagesynthesis principle, a voltage of
between 0 and 28V being applied
to pin 2 of the tuner. The tuning
voltage is derived from the +B rail
and is regulated by the 33V stabiliser
diode
D002.
Microcontroller chip IC001 produces a PWM tuning output at pin
1. This is fed to the base of Q001
which supplies, at its collector, a
filter that produces the required
tuning voltage.
result is a bright white raster with
flyback lines — this also happens if
the PAL crystal is faulty.
The colour may drop out with a
poor signal. To overcome this,
increase the value of C326, which is
connected to pin 38, from 0.1µF to
0-47g. The time-constant of the
auto colour system selection within
the chip is then increased.

Video Inputs
External video from the scart or
front input is fed directly to pin 2
(V2 in) of IC301. This pin can be

software configured to accept
either composite video or the Y
input of an S-video signal.
RGB signals from the scart socket are fed directly to IC301. To display RGB signals, pin 8 (AV
select) and 16 (fast blanking) of the
socket both have to be high. Sync
is taken from the composite video
input at pin 20. There is no compensation for the difference in timing of RGB signals, so pictures
viewed in the RGB mode will be
displaced slightly to the right.
With some RGB sources, such as

Audio
The TDA1013B audio output chip
IC401 is powered from the 18V rail.
A volume control voltage is applied
to pin 7, and is held at OV when the
sound mute is on. IC401 is always
powered, so some very slight background noise may be audible when
the set is in standby.
Audio switching is ingenious.
Inputs from the scart socket and
tuner are AC coupled to doublediode D100. The two audio signals
are switched by changing the DC
conditions at D100.
■

Fault Summary
The following is a list of faults known to
occur from time to time with sets that use
this chassis.

at the line driver transformer T801 or at
R806 in the line output transistor's base
circuit.

Set powers up briefly then returns to
standby with the LED flashing six
times: The cause is usually the line output
transformer. Disconnect the supply to the
field output chip IC501 first, as it can
cause the same symptom when faulty.

Field collapse: Resistor R814 in the 24V
supply open-circuit.

No operation, HT OK: Check whether
PS603 (8V supply) is open-circuit.
Alternatively X001 (12MHz) could be
faulty.
Power supply tripping, HT low at about
70-80V when the feed to the line output
transformer is disconnected: Chopper
chip IC601 is faulty.
Intermittent operation, with the LED
flashing four times: Caused by dry-joints
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Excessive width that cannot be adjusted
in the service mode: Replace IC301 and
add a 47052 resistor in place of link
JW101.
Dark picture: C823 (22nF, 250V) in the
beam limiter system short-circuit.
Bright raster in either red, green or
blue, with the set switching to standby
(LED flashes six times): Heater-cathode
short within the CRT.
Picture OK, no teletext or on-screen displays: C810 (1nF, 400V) open-circuit.
This affects the line pulses at pin 36 of
IC001.

No B — Y or R — Y: Replace IC302
(MC44140P).
R, G or B missing from the teletext display: Check Q012, Q013 and Q014
respectively.
No picture via scart input: D407
(RD6.8ESB2 zener diode) short-circuit.
Distorted audio: R405 (4.70 5% nonflammable) open-circuit.
Tuning drift: D002 (PC574J) leaky or
setting of the PLL adjustment in the service mode incorrect.
No remote-control operation: Replace
the remote sensor IC003 (SBX1790-11)
and fit a 5.6V zener diode in position
D003.
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TV FAULT
FINDING
Reports from
D. Hodgetts
Geoff Butcher
Michael Maurice
Paul Smith
Stephen Leatherbarrow
Colin J. Guy
Ian Bowden
Andy Barkley
Roger F. White and
Gerald Smith

Panasonic TX25MD1 (Euro 2L
chassis)
One of these digital sets came into the
workshop because of field collapse. After
carrying out a few voltage checks around
the field output chip IC451 I decided to
scope the drive signal from the main signals processor chip IC601 (VDP3108-25).
The waveform was very noisy, so I looked
up the price of this IC. I suddenly lost the
will to live — it was £35! Was Ito risk it or
give the set back to the customer?
Then I remembered that I had a stock
set that was stuck in standby. So swapped
over the VDP chips. The customer's set
was now stuck in standby, while the stock
set had field collapse! I had accidentally
repaired the fault in the stock set and
proved that what both of them required was
a new VDP chip. I could order a couple
with confidence. Result: two working
TX25MDls ! D.H.
Mitsubishi CT21M5BT (EE4 chassis)
According to the customer the original
fault with this set was that it would sometimes cut out completely. It would usually
come back on if it was left switched off for
a while. Now however it wouldn't start at
all. During several days of soak testing in
the workshop the fault failed to put in an
appearance. So the set was returned, but as
soon as it was switched on the fault
returned.
Back in the shop, I found that the symptom was still present: the green LED would
flash momentarily, then nothing. I tried
resoldering a number of possibly bad joints
but got nowhere. There's a useful troubleshooting article on this chassis in the
January 1999 issue of Television. Although
the present symptoms were not covered,
the article does have a circuit diagram of
the power supply and a description of how
it works.
I found that at switch on the HT rose
momentarily to 150V: the power supply
would then shut down. Checks around the
HT regulation circuit brought me to the
opto-isolator PC951. While probing this
the set came to life again. Careful examination with a high-power magnifier revealed
very fine cracked solder joints at some of
its pins. Since resoldering these the fault
has not recurred. G.B.
Grundig CUC6330 chassis
The symptoms with this set were no picture
with arcing inside the CRT base. Someone
had already had a go, and for a while I
feared that the tube itself might be the
cause of the trouble: the EHT was OK but
the focus voltage was way too high, as
though there was a leak from the final
anode to the focus pin.
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Connection of an external focus supply
produced a normal picture however. The
focus/Al potentiometer (it's separate from
the LOPT in this model) turned out to be
OK, so it appeared that the fault must be in
the LOPT itself. Replacement proved that
this was the case: the original type is rather
expensive, but Konig have a replacement
(type FAT30329) at a very reasonably
price. G.B.
Sony KV14T1U (BE4 chassis)
The set would very occasionally trip off,
with the LED giving a diagnostic indication of six flashes. Switching it off then
back on again would restore normal operation, sometimes for hours or even days.
The usual cause of this sort of thing is bad
soldering in the field timebase. So some
resoldering was carried out, after which the
set was soak tested then returned to the
customer. A couple of weeks later it was
back with the same symptoms.
One difficulty had been that the set
would fail only when I wasn't looking at it.
This time however I managed to see that
immediately before cut off the screen
became bright blue. I eventually found that
light tapping on the CRT neck would
sometimes produce blue flashes on the
screen or, on occasions, the full fault. At
other times tapping the tube's neck had no
effect at all. Sadly it appeared that the
problem was being caused by a short within the tube. As the fault was so very intermittent, I didn't feel that I could guarantee
any repair short of tube replacement. This
would obviously be uneconomic. G.B.
Mitsubishi CT2125 TX (Euro 10
chassis)
There was severe patterning over the whole
screen. When the power supply panel was
removed I saw that there was considerable
corrosion of the tracks beneath C952, in
fact parts of the copper were completely
eaten away. There was no sign of leakage
from components near the damaged area
but C956 (2,200µF, 16V), which is about
30mm away, was bulging and had leaked
electrolyte over the top of the board.
I could see no connection between the
leakage on the top of the board and the corrosion beneath, so the sequence of events
remains something of a mystery. Cleaning
and repairing the damaged tracks and a
replacement for C956 restored normal
operation. G.B.
Hitachi C2508T
This set took a long time to come on. I
found that the mains bridge rectifier's
1500, 400V reservoir capacitor was virtually open-circuit. A replacement from
Hitachi is very expensive, and because of
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the height restriction you have to be very
careful about the replacement. Fortunately
RS Components has a capacitor of similar
height, stock no. 839-224.
That wasn't the end of the story. There
was now EHT but it took a long time
before a stable picture was obtained. C922
was the cause of this problem. M.M.

Salora M Chassis
The symptom with this set was line collapse. At first glance it seemed that the
cause was the melted scan coil plug and
socket, so these were replaced. The fault
was still present however, the cause being
traced to the scan coupling capacitor
CB531 (250nF, 250V) which was open-circuit. Once this had been replaced the set
went dead when asked to come out of
standby. DB525 (BYV95C), which is in
series with the line output transistor, was
short-circuit. Replacing it along with the
usual capacitors in the power supply
restored normal operation.
Note that CB531 is 330nF with 90°
models. M.M.

ensure a lasting job, also replaced the line
output transformer. The set then worked
well for the rest of the day.
At switch on next morning however I
was greeted with squealing, lack of width
and line tear. I switched off hurriedly and
carried out cold checks in the line output
stage. L5420 (15µH) in the 14V supply
gave strange readings in-circuit — and even
stranger ones when removed! There were
also two visible rings around its body. A
replacement restored correct line drive
which, with hindsight, was probably the initial cause of the problem. P.S.

Philips 14CT2006/05S (CTX-S
chassis)
This set produced a good monochrome picture. But when the colour was turned up the
picture was marred by thin black lines
across the screen. I decided to concentrate
on the area around the TDA3560 colour
decoder chip IC7192. Fault-finding consisted mainly of component substitution. The
fault disappeared when C2218 (2.2g, 63V)
was replaced. It's between pins 4 and 5 of
IC7192. P.S.

Ferguson A51F (IKC2 chassis)
There was EHT when this set was switched
on, but before anything could come up on
the screen the set went to standby. It did this
a few times, at approximately four-second
intervals. The line output transistor was also
getting very hot.
To cut a long story short, I found that
though field pulses were reaching the
TL082 field driver chip IF01 nothing but
DC came out of it. This turned the field
output thyristor hard on. A new TL082 chip
cured the fault. M.M.

Philips 14PV163/05
This TV/VCR combi unit suffered from
what appeared to be line pairing with offair pictures. It was not present with prerecorded tape playback or input via the scart
socket. The distortion could be seen at the
video output from the IF section. The cause
was the tuner, type U944C-IEC. M.M.

GoldStar CF25C28F (PC58A
chassis)
Field collapse was the initial fault with this
set. I replaced the TDA8350Q chip (IC351)
used for field output and also fitted the
modification kit (LG part no. KITPC58A).
This brought back full vertical scanning,
but there was bowing at the sides. IC351
also carries out EW correction, so I needed
to look elsewhere.
The voltages at pins 11 and 12 of IC351
were negligible — pin 11 should be at 14.2V
and pin 12 at 0.7V. When I traced back I
came to Q351 (KTB988Y) which was
short-circuit emitter-to-collector. The new
fusible resistor FR359 supplied with the kit
was also found to be high. Correct picture
geometry was restored once Q351 had been
replaced and a new 2211, 0.5W fusible
resistor had been fitted. P.S.

Goodmans 1430
Goodmans 20431 (GoldStar
PC04A chassis)
At switch on there were what can only be
described as two black blobs towards the top
part at either side of the screen. The cause
was eventually traced to C406 (11iF, 160V)
in the line scan coupling circuit. M.M.

Philips 25PT4103/07 (L6.2AA
chassis)
This set came in dead with a short-circuit
line output transistor and blown up power
supply. I used Alan Roberts' write-up (L6.1
chassis) in the January 2000 issue of
Television to help with the repair and, to
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When R302 goes open-circuit the set will be
stuck in standby. It provides a DC feed to
pin 21 the colour decoder/timebase generator
chip IC301. With this feed missing there's
no line drive output from the IC. S.L.

Ferguson D59N (ICC9 chassis)
There was a very nasty fault with one of
these sets. The effect was similar to that
produced by a loose aerial plug, and the
chassis was tap-sensitive. I removed the
tuner and IF modules with the idea of resoldering dry-joints, but eventually traced the
cause of the fault to the BC858B surfacemounted transistor TC03.

I've had numerous surface-mounted
transistor failures (TP66 and TP69 for
example) in this and other Thomson chassis, but few in chassis from other manufacturers. S.L.

JVC AV29SX1 (JA chassis)
In the event of field collapse because of
failure of the TDA8350Q field output chip
IC401, check 'which version of this chip
was fitted. If it's a version 3, the following
modifications should be carried out — these
are not necessary with a version 5 chip.
(1) Change the IC to version 5.
(2) Change FR553 from part no. QRH127J5R6M to part no. QRH017J-180M.
(3) Add C411, part no. QFLC2AK-103MZ.
(4) Add C407, part no. QFLC2AK-103MZ.
Note that this does not apply to Model
AV29SX1.
(5) Change R560 from part no. QRG019J332S to part no. QRG019J-222S.
(6) Add zener diode part no. RD62E(B)-T2
between pins 8 and 9 of IC401, cathode to
pin 8.
(7) Change FR552 from part no QRH027KR82M to part no. QRH027J-1R8M.
If a version 3 IC is fitted, change C402
from 100pF to 4,700pF (part no.
QCY31HK-472AZ. S.L.

Proline 1415T
The complaint with this set was no sound,
picture OK. After various checks it became
apparent that the EEPROM was faulty or
corrupted. No problem I thought, phone
Comet and obtain either details on how to
reprogram it or a new programmed EEPROM. Comet denied all knowledge of this
model however.
It's fitted with the Thomson/Ferguson
TX807 chassis, so I contacted CHS who
supplied a programmed device at modest
cost within 24 hours. This was not the end
of the story however. After fitting the new
chip there was sound but the height was
now reduced. Obviously when these
devices are programmed they are provided
with default values and our VA (vertical
amplitude) needed a tweek.
To put the chassis in the service mode,
proceed as follows: (1) Switch the set on.
(2) Use the remote control unit to put it in
standby. (3) Switch the set off. (4) Switch
on again while holding down the magenta
handset key. (5) When the picture appears,
press the magenta key again. It is then a
simple matter of following the on-screen
information. All adjusted values are stored
automatically. My thanks to Thomson
Technical who were most helpful. S.L.

Sanyo CBP2576/2876 (EDO chassis)
No sound was caused by the TDA7253
audio output chip IC1680 being short-circuit.
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As a result, protector ICP853 was open-circuit. For the bright raster, sound OK symptom check the 22f safety resistor R534. If
it's open-circuit, check or replace the
TEA5101A RGB output chip IC500. S.L.
JVC AV21H2EK
There were no signals and no graphics, but
input via the scart socket produced a normal display. Checks revealed that there was
no input at IC522, a 5V regulator sited
close to the line output transformer. The
cause of the loss of input was the 6.852
fusible resistor R527, which was open-circuit. Although the regulator seemed to be
blameless I replaced it for my own peace of
mind. S.L.
Goodmans 2580/2880
(Ferguson TX92 chassis)
Loss of sound has become a common fault
with these sets. The cause is usually failure
of the surface-mounted BC848B transistor
TS90. It's in the mute circuit. S.L.
JVC CS2191EKT
The owner of this set was convinced that
the CRT had failed, and indeed the picture gave this impression. Scope checks
revealed that the luminance signal fed to
the CRT panel was very crushed however. It was OK where it emerged at pin 4
of the colour decoder/timebase chip
IC201. On its way to the CRT panel the
luminance signal is applied to a circuit
where the on-screen display RGB signals
are inserted. D804 (1SS133) in this circuit turned out to be leaky. When a
replacement 1N4148 diode was fitted
there was an excellent picture. The owner
seemed to be most disappointed about
this: I can only conclude that he was
expecting to have to buy a new set.
C.J.G.
Hitachi C2114T
After half an hour or so the remote-control
system would lock up. Checks around the
microcontroller chip revealed that the supply was high at 5.35V. Replacement of the
5.1V zener diode ZD001 reduced the supply to 5.1V and cured the fault. C.J.G.
Ferguson B59N (ICC8 chassis)
The cause of lines on the picture was traced
to C131 (100) in the IF can. Strange, as it
decouples pin 3 of the sound IF chip!
C.J.G.
Akai CT2185 (Sanyo A5 chassis)
This set would go to standby a few seconds
after being switched on. Checks around the
microcontroller chip revealed that pin 19,
the protect input, was low though all the
supply lines came up correctly. The pull-up
resistor for this pin was open-circuit. It's
R748 (100k11). C.J.G.
Ferguson A14R (TX80 chassis)
Weak distorted sound was caused by CI04,
a surface-mounted lOnF capacitor, which
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fell in half when removed. It's in series
with the sound detector coil LI02. C.J.G.
Tatung TN1901 (190 series
chassis)
This portable bounced, with the complaint
that the tuning drifted slightly from cold,
after we'd fitted a new keyboard membrane. I found that R005 (5.61\4f1) in the
AFC circuit was missing and had never
been fitted from new. Adding this resistor
cured the fault, but the customer was
adamant that the set had never drifted
before we fitted the new keyboard. C.J.G.
Ferguson ICC8 Chassis
As it's no longer available, Thomson now
supply a kit to replace the TDA8178/F field
output IC used in this chassis. The kit consists of an STV9379 IC, a 2.1V zener diode
and a 39051 resistor. After adding one of
these kits I found that the field linearity was
poor. It took me a while to discover that the
zener diode supplied with the kit was
faulty. C.J.G.
Ferguson D59F (ICC9 chassis)
When this set had been running for a few
minutes the sound would increase to full
volume. The OSD came up and worked
normally when the volume control was
operated, but it had no effect on the volume
except at the minimum position when the
sound muted. The cause of the trouble was
yet another surface-mounted BC848B transistor, TR55. It became open-circuit when
warm. C.J.G.
Philips 21PT1653 (L6.2 chassis)
This set was dead part from a buzz from the
power supply. Fuse F1502 was found to be
open-circuit and the rectifier it feeds,
D6503 (BYD33D), short-circuit. Once
these items had been replaced the result
was the same. I then found that the drive to
the line output transistor was missing. This
comes via an optocoupler, IC7420. There
appeared to be sufficient drive at the input
to IC7420 but there was nothing at the base
of the driver transistor Tr7421. I came to
the conclusion that the optocoupler was
faulty, and a replacement restored normal
operation.
The optcoupler is used for mains isolation, the line output stage being live.
There's a slight delay at switch on,.when
you hear a buzz from the power supply,
before the line output stage starts up. I.B.
Goodmans GD2880A (Ferguson
ICC9 chassis)
When this set had been on for about five
minutes a bad line 'waterfall' effect was
noticed. With the fault present, the line
drive was found to have a near sinewave
superimposed on it. I noticed that the fault
was never present when the set was first
switched on. I also noticed that the 7809
regulator IP03 had been getting very hot:
the PCB around it was brown, and it had
been resoldered during a previous repair.

This regulator provides a standby supply
and a start-up supply, via TL65, for the line
driver stage. Once the line output stage is in
operation, it provides a 7.5V supply for the
line driver stage and the start-up supply is
switched off. The problem was that the
start-up supply wasn't being switched off
because TL65 remained on. It's controlled
by a BC858B surface-mounted pnp transistor, TL64, which should be switched off by
a 13V bias derived from the line output
stage. It was leaky from base-to-collector
however, and as a result TL65 remained on.
For reference, when the set is running
the base of TL65 should be at about 10.5V.
In this case the voltage here was low at
about 7.25V. Once a new BC858B transistor had been fitted the fault cleared and
IP03 ran cold. I.B.
Philips 41GR884 (projection
G110 chassis)
This set was reported as being dead. It started up however, but shut down again after a
very short delay. I found that the protection
circuit on the main PCB was being triggered. The source of this triggering is on
the front convergence/protection board,
where R3818 (180k52) was open-circuit.
It's connected between the 200V supply
and the cathode of D6819, which it should
keep reverse biased. I.B.
JVC C14ET1EK (Onwa chassis)
This set tripped rapidly when switched on.
The cause was C402 (4.711F, 500V), which
is part of the protection network in parallel
with the HT rectifier D401. The capacitor
was leaky — the reading I obtained when I
checked it was 1600. To improve reliability, C909 and C911 on the primary side of
the power supply were also replaced. I.B.
Sony KVM14U (BE1 chassis)
The reported problem with this set was the
usual loss of tuning because of dry-joints in
the IF can. Once these had been attended to
another fault became apparent. On certain
scenes there was hooking at the top of the
picture: a buzzing noise in time with this
could be heard coming from the line output
stage.
Checks around the TDA2579A timebase
generator chip IC551 showed that the line
dive pulses were disturbed when the fault
was present. I also found that there was a
flat 2.8V DC level with S-shaped liursts in
time with the hooking at pin 8 (phase detector) of the chip. The set was OK when cold,
and cooling IC551 would clear the fault.
The chip was thermally faulty. I.B.
Bush 1408
The problem with this set was excessive
height. You will find a parallel RC network
connected to pin 13 of the TA8718N colour
decoder/timebase generator chip IC201.
The R section of this network consists of
R240 in series with the height control
VR202. R240 is shown as 10kS2 in the circuit diagram but the resistor fitted was actu-
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ally 18ka It had risen in value to about
54ka An 181(11 replacement cured the
fault. A.B.

electrolytic capacitors on the primary side
of the power supply, C808 (100µF, 16V)
and C817 (100g, 25V). R.F.W.

Alba T14

Ferguson TX9 Chassis

I have had a number of these sets in, all
with the same fault: the mains fuse is
open-circuit and the chopper FET Q1
short-circuit. The cause is R294 (270k11)
going high in value. I had difficulty finding the P5NA80F1 FET, but RS lists the
isolated version (STP5NA80F1) under
order code 313-2857. R.F.W.

There was field collapse with this old set,
the cause being something I've not seen
mentioned before. I replaced the
TDA1170S field timebase chip IC55 and
the 100µF flyback boost capacitor C208
but this had no effect. The cause of the
fault was R294 (18142) in the DC feedback
network. R.F.W.

Sanyo CBP2180 (A5 chassis)

Philips 14PT1532 (L6 series
chassis)

This was a strange fault. The set would
produce either a picture or sound though
not both — the on-screen displays were OK.
There was a clue: when there was a picture, it was displaced to one side and had a
vertical band of colour. After checking for
the usual dry-joints on the regulators I subsequently found that the horizontal shift
potentiometer VR411 was the cause of the
trouble. R.F.W.

Samsung C15013
(P585 chassis)
This set wouldn't come on and a strange
noise came from the power supply, which
is of the TDA4601 control chip type. The
cause of the trouble was failure of two
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This dead set had been got at by a battery
fitter! The chopper FET had been replaced
with a BUT12AF and, to make life interesting, here were signs of liquid spillage.
After cleaning the PCB and fitting a SOPS
kit the LED would come on then fade out.
Voltage checks showed that the HT supply
was trying to get there but didn't make it.
The cause of the trouble was the HT
smoothing capacitor C2515 (47µF, 200V).
R.F.W.

Mitsubishi CT2525 (Euro 10
chassis)
This set was intermittently dead, more so
from cold, because the power supply was

reluctant to start up and run. Normal operation was restored by replacing three leaky
capacitors in the power supply: C905
(2200), C906 (47µF) and C912 (.7g).
G.S.

Finlux 3000 Series Chassis
The problem with one of these sets was an
intermittently snowy picture. Resoldering
the dry-joints in the large tuner/IF can
made no difference, but replacing the
SDA3202-3 tuning chip ICil did. If this
chip is not available, use a TSA5511. G.S.

Nokia Stereo Plus Chassis
To start with there was just a two-inch
band of lines at the centre of the screen. A
new TDA8350Q field/EW correction output IC (NS10) restored the picture, but
with two inches of flyback/foldover at the
top. The supply to the chip (pin 8) was low
at about 16V instead of 42V. RK68 (1052)
in the supply's smoothing circuit had gone
high in value. G.S.

Finlux 3000 Series Chassis
There was field cramping with lines at the
top of the screen. It was worse from cold,
when there could be just lines across the
screen. The cause of the trouble was the
flyback boost reservoir capacitor Ck4
(100g, 35V) which was leaky. G.S.
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Fault Guide:
The Philips FL1.10
Chassis
These complex sets incorporate protection and self-diagnosis systems
but can still present difficulties when fault finding. John Coombes
presents a step-by-step guide
odels that use the FL series chassis are sophisticated sets that date from 1991-6. They have
Nicam stereo sound, teletext, picture-in-picture (some models) and an I2C bus control system.
There are widescreen versions (these have two line output transistors) and versions with 100Hz field scanning.
Some models incorporate a satellite receiver. This article is based on the basic FL1.10 chassis however.
No sound or picture is the most common fault symptom. The sets incorporate a lot of protection circuitry
that will produce this condition. Note first that there are
two chopper power supplies, the main (SOPS) and the
standby (µSOPS) one. The latter produces the +V start
(17.5V) and +5V standby supplies.
If there's no LED illumination, check mains fuse
F1200 (2.5AT) and the four mains bridge rectifier
diodes D6210-13 (type GP15J-16). When the fuse has
blown it is more likely that the degaussing thermistor is
faulty (note that the thermistor fitted depends on the
type of tube).
If the power supplies are both dead with no LEDs lit,
check R3252 (220k52) in the bias supply for the
BUX85F µSOPS chopper transistor Tr7250. It tends to
go open-circuit. It's helpful to remember that with the
red LED alight the µSOPS power supply must be working.
The +5V standby supply powers the microcontroller
chip IC7115, which therefore continues to work when
the main SOPS is faulty or shut down because of a fault
condition. The SOPS protection (shut down) circuitry
operates when there's a fault in the field driver/output
stage, the EW driver circuit or the audio output circuitry; excessive beam current; excessive EHT (the waveform at pin 13 of the line output transformer T5555 is
monitored); or excessive output from the SOPS circuit
(protection occurs when the voltage across C2236, the
reservoir capacitor for the 13V supply, rises above
19V).
Service kits are available to repair the SOPS circuit.
They include the plug-in drive/control board and all the
parts that should be replaced to provide a sure, long-lasting repair. It's important to replace all the items includ-
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ed in the repair kit. There are four different kits for the
various versions of the FL series chassis. For the FL1.10
chassis the kit is part no. 4822 310 31921.

uSOPS faults
If the supply to the microcontroller chip IC7115 is missing and the mains input circuit is OK, i.e. there's 285V
across the bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor C2214,
there is a fault in the mSOPS circuitry. This is fed from
the mains bridge rectifier via R3235 (1W, 5% safety
type). Check whether R3235, R3252 or the transformer
T5255 is open-circuit. R3250 (62W), which is in series
with the chopper transistor, could be high in value or
open-circuit. There are three transistors on the primary
side of the circuit, Tr7201 (BC857C), Tr7250
(BUX85F) and Tr7251 (BC848). Check these for shorts,
also if necessary diodes D6201 (LL4148) and D6251
(LLZC5V6) by replacement. Tr7201 and Tr7251 can be
responsible for low output from the mSOPS power supply when faulty. If the on LED flickers, check the
BD825 5V regulator transistor Tr7270 on the secondary
side of the circuit by replacement.
If the 5V output is low, check the zener diodes D6266
(BZX79-F6V8) and D6272 (BZX79-B5V6) by replacement. The symptoms are stuck in standby with the spatial /11 symbol displayed and failure to respond to commands.

The protection arrangements
There are two forms of protection, software and hardware. Software protection operates when the microcontroller chip gets an incorrect or no response from a
chip/device linked to it via the I2C bus. Hardware protection operates when the monitoring circuitry detects
one of the fault conditions listed above (see paragraph
five), e.g. a faulty field'driver/output chip. Fault indications are given by on-screen error code numbers, flashing LEDs, or both at the same time if the set is in the
service default mode and able to produce a raster.
If the set is giving a fault indication, switch off then on
again then momentarily link test points S24 and S25 on
the small signals panel to enter the service default mode.
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Always do this first, to establish whether software or hardware protection is in operation. Note that the service
default mode can be switched off only by switching the set
to standby — if the set is switched off at the mains then on
again it will came back on in the service default mode.
When software protection is in operation the set will run
and produce an error code. Refer to the service manual for
details. This feature is very helpful when dealing with
intermittent faults. When hardware protection is in operation the set will not start up while the default mode is activated. The microcontroller chip will still be in operation
however, producing LED indications for about five minutes — probably because it establishes that a supply is missing.
To implement the software protection mode, the microcontroller chip produces a standby output. The voltage at
TP56, the standby/protection input to the SOPS control
panel, then falls below 0.5V. When hardware protection is
in operation the voltage at this point falls to 0.5-1V —with
the set operating normally the voltage is approximately
17V. To determine whether hardware protection is active,
measure the voltage at TP56 with the .set in the service
default mode or before error message 99 appears in the
LED display.
If a line output stage short-circuit is suspected, check the
harmonic tuning capacitor C2504 first. To isolate the
SOPS power supply from the line output stage, disconnect
L5511 at the supply side. Do not run the power supply off
load: connect a 100W bulb between the supply side of
L5511 and chassis. Note that the lamp will come on for
only about two seconds then go out, because software protection is being activated. Use the service default mode to
get the lamp to light continuously.
If the lamp does not light, check that diode D6260
(LL4148) in the µSOPS circuit is producing the +V start
supply. This is nominally 17.5V but may be as high as
22V, as the µSOPS circuit is non-regulated. This is normal.
If the main power supply still doesn't start up, there
could be a fault in the audio output section, which receives
+16V and —16V supplies. Unsolder them both — if they are
disconnected separately protection will operate.
If the main power supply is still shut down, proceed as
follows. The line output stage must be disconnected and a
variac used to produce a slowly increasing AC input.
Remove diode D6375 (LL4148). This disables the SOPS
over-voltage protection. Power the set via the variac, starting at about 60V AC. Monitor the 141V HT supply (TP57)
while slowly increasing the AC input. The power supply
should start up when the AC input reaches about 170V,
producing the 141V HT output.
If the HT supply doesn't regulate correctly, fit a power
supply repair kit.
If the power supply now runs and works correctly,
replace D6375 (LL4148), Tr7380 (BC858C) and Tr7381
(BC848C). Fit replacements, don't rely on cold checks.
If the power supply didn't start up with D6375 removed,
proceed as follows — with the line output stage still disconnected and the AC input not exceeding 175V. Fit a
new LL4148 diode in position D6375, don't refit the old
one. Then remove coil L5381. This disconnects all hardware protection except SOPS overvoltage via D6375. If
the supply now operates correctly, a fault is activating one
of the hardware protection lines. After refitting L5381 you
can check by disconnecting individual lines. Do not operate the set with coil L5381 removed and the line output
stage connected.
To check whether the field timebase is the cause of hardware protection operation, connect one probe of a dualbeam scope to TP62 and the other to the 28V supply, with
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both inputs DC coupled. If there's a field deflection fault,
the 28V voltage will start to fall while, at the same time,
the voltage at TP62 rises. If there is a slight delay between
these two events, the field timebase is not causing the protection to operate.
To check the E/W circuit, connect a DC-coupled scope
to the collector of Tr7540. If the voltage rises to 14V then
falls to 0.7V before dropping to OV, the E/W circuit is the
cause. If the voltage rises to 14V and remains steady
before falling to OV the E/W circuit is not the cause.
The line output stage can be checked by using a scope to
check the amplitude of the pulses at pin 13 of the line output transformer. If they exceed 16.5V the protection will
operate. This could indicate a faulty or poorly-connected
component.
Excessive beam current is given away by the appearance
of a very bight screen before the protection operates.
A simpler method of checking whether the SOPS supply
is the cause of hardware protection being initiated is to
connect a DC-coupled scope between TP59 and chassis. If
the voltage exceeds 19V the SOPS is faulty. There will be
spurious shut down if zener diode D6376 (LLZC18V),
which monitors the SOPS circuit, is leaky. Check it by
replacement. D6376 can cause very intermittent shut
down.
Protection is held on by a latching circuit that consists of
Tr7380 (BC858C) and Tr7381 (BC848C). Check these
transistors by replacement if the set is stuck in standby.
With some sets you can get a ticking noise from the power
supply and a line on the screen when Tr7381 is faulty: this
occurs when the receiver gets hot.

Line timebase faults
If the receiver is dead with the red LED lit, check for dryjoints at the line driver transformer T5503 (which could
also be open-circuit) and the line output transformer
T5555. With a dry-joint condition the set may run for long
periods of time until hot, then cut out. If the line output
transistor Tr7506 is short-circuit, ensure that T5503 is not
dry-jointed. If T5503 is OK, check the tuning capacitor
C2504 which may be leaky or dry-jointed. C2504 is a 2kV
safety component whose value varies with the model/tube
— from 330pF to 2-2nF. In later production the voltage rating was increased to 3kV. Various selected line output
transistors have been fitted. I generally use a 2SC4288A
which seems to work well.
A dead set with the standby LED on can be caused by an
EW circuit fault. Check the driver transistor Tr7610
(2SA1359) and diode D6525 (BYW95C). Tr7542
(BC857C) in the protection circuit will cause this fault
when leaky. If there's no EW correction, L5526 may have
shorted turns.
If the receiver goes into the protection mode when warm
and the display on the front panel starts to flicker, check
for dry-joints at T5503. Dry-joints at L5526 can be the
cause of the set going into the protection mode intermittently.
Some receivers can go into the protection mode for no
apparent reason because the line output stage protection is
too sensitive. For monitoring purposes the waveform at
pin 13 of the LOPT is connected to D6546 via an RC coupling network that consists of C2547 and R3547. The sensitivity of the circuit can be reduced by lowering the value
of C2547 and increasing the value of R3547. It would be
as well to consult Philips Technical if you think this
should be done, quoting the model and serial number.

Field timebase faults
The field driver and output stages are in the TDA3654Q
chip IC7450 which is monitored at pin 7 by the protection
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circuitry. Thus failure of this chip will switch off the
SOPS circuit.
For field collapse without switch-off, check whether
IC7450' s 29V supply (pin 9) is present. It is derived from
the line output transformer. If it's missing, check D6534
(BYD34G) and the associated components, especially
C2535 (1,000µF, 35V), R3534 and R3535 (both 2.752
safety type). The field drive input is at pin 1 of IC7450
(test point TP64). If this is missing or incorrect, check the
TDA2579B/N8S1 timebase generator chip IC7400 by
replacement. Open-circuit field scan coils could be the
cause of loss of field scanning.
If there is very intermittent field collapse, check for dryjoints at IC7450 and if necessary the scan coil plug/socket. Before resoldering the plug/socket, clean the pins so
that the resoldered joints are good.
The TDA3654Q chip can be the cause of reduced scan at
the bottom of the picture when warm. If this problem is
experienced, check the chip by replacement.
If there are flyback lines on the picture check whether
zener diode D6451 (BZX79-C8V2) is open-circuit.

Loss of sync
This occurs when R3509 (1001S2) goes open-circuit,
removing the line flyback pulse feed to pin 12 of the
TDA2579B/N8S1 sync/timebase generator chip IC7400.

Tuner/IF faults
Low gain, with a snowy picture and noisy sound, is the
most common fault. It may be intermittent, or there may
be picture flickering or blanking out to give no picture or
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sound. Other possible symptoms are failure to tune in
some channels, tuning drift, the colour disappearing or
even interference on a particular channel. The cause of
these faults is a poor earth connection at the tuner unit's
screening plate. The solution is to resolder the plate.
If the receiver goes into channel search and continually
runs through the search mode, check/replace the tuner/IF
unit.
For failure to tune, check R3240 (1001d2, 5%, 0.5W) in
the power supply. When this resistor is open-circuit there
will be no tuning voltage feed.

Audio faults
No sound usually means failure of the TDA1521Q/N4
audio output chip IC7000, which should be checked by
replacement. With this fault the set will switch to standby
via the protection system, showing error code 99.
If the sound keeps crackling on all channels and the
receiver sometimes goes into standby with no error code,
check the Nicam module by replacement.
If there is a noise in one channel but the other one is OK,
suspect the 1DA8425N7 audio control chip IC7680.
Check it by replacement.

Remote control faults
The remote control units are very reliable but the battery
connections can cause problems — intermittent operation
or no results. The buttons can stick or go short-circuit. As
a result the batteries will fail. If the remote control unit is
inoperative or the functions are incorrect, check whether
there has been liquid spillage into it.
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(0.6852) was the culprit. It read high at
1.212.
I've since had R434 go open-circuit
intermittently in other sets. This ties in
with the customer's original complaint.
M.D.

Bush 2550NTX
These not very old sets can suffer from a
very serious burn up at the line scan plug
connector. If you get one in for repair
before this happens, resolder the pins at
the deflection coils socket. If the burn up
has already occurred, the set will almost
certainly be a write-off. M.D.

Sharp DV6632H
For ragged verticals and EW distortion in
the corners, replace C623 (4.7µF, 63V) in
the EW diode modulator drive circuit. It's
right in front of the hot-running EW
driver transistor Q603. M.D.

Mitsubishi CT25M1TX

TV FAULT FINDING
Reports from
Michael Dranfield
Steve Hague
Ian Bowden
Chris Avis
Giles Pilbrow
Graham Richards
Gerald Smith
Geoff Butcher
Colin J. Guy
Mike Leach and
Denis Foley

Sharp 66D505

Bush 2914

Failure to come out of standby is
becoming a common problem with these
sets. The cause is the BUH515 line output
transistor going short-circuit. It usually
fails because of a dry-joint at the line scan
coupling capacitor C613 (0.68g, 250V).
M.D.

This set produced a good picture and
sound, but the chopper transformer was
squealing very loudly. When I removed
the back I immediately saw that a new
line output transformer had been fitted.
This is where the trouble lay. The sync
winding for the power supply had been
fitted the wrong way round. It consists of
three turns of insulated red wire wrapped
around the core of the LOPT. The correct
phasing is vital. In Panasonic sets a black
stripe indicates the polarity, but this
transformer didn't have any indication.
All that was required was to reverse the
connections to the winding. M.D.

Sony KV2766
This is a big set and, to make matters
worse, it was used upstairs in a bedroom
and the fault was intermittent. When a
satellite TV signal was fed in at the scart
socket, the terrestrial signal remained on
the screen. As the set gradually warmed
up, the satellite TV picture and sound
started to break through. The cause of the
fault was eventually traced to a capacitor
on the power supply PCB. The 6V output
was slightly low, the culprit being C655
(220µF, 25). It had an ESR of 40 and its
capacitance value had fallen to 80µF.
M.D.

JVC C14E1EK (Onwa chassis)
The customer complained that this set
wouldn't come out of standby, but I never
saw the fault while the set was on test.
What I did notice was a slight field
bounce when the channel was changed.
The fault was in the line output stage
derived 12V supply, which was slightly
low at 11.5V. Safety resistor R434
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There was sound but no picture. The
cause was loss of the 5V supply to the
teletext ICs. I found that circuit protector
Z95 (630mA) on the power supply PCB
was open-circuit. M.D.

Ferguson B14R (TX80 chassis)
If one of these sets refuses to come out of
standby, check whether DP12 or DP36 is
short-circuit. They are both type BA157.
Beware however: the mains reservoir
capacitor CP31 remains fully charged in
this condition. M.D.

Hitachi C2133TN (Nokia Stereo
chassis)
The customer said "there was a crack like
breaking glass, then nothing". I took the
back off, expecting to see a shattered fuse
and associated power supply damage, but
everything seemed to be OK. When I
connected the mains supply and switched
the set on there was the welcome rustle of
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EHT followed by the appearance of a
snowy raster. There were no on-screen
graphics, and the channel-change buttons
on the set and the remote control unit did
nothing apart from produce a red-LED
flicker.
I've had only one of these sets before,
some two years ago. What seemed like
acres of surface-mounted silicon had to be
replaced, which cost a lot of time and
money, and the customer never came
back. Since then the set had been in use in
my son's bedroom. It now proved useful,
enabling me to carry out voltage and
waveform comparisons between the faulty
and the working set.
The service manual is very sparse on
information, and quite misleading in
places. For example the supply labelled
"stby 5volts" is present only when the set
is not in standby. Comparison checks
showed that all the voltages were the
same, and there was no discernible
difference with the clock and data lines. I
replaced the EEPROM, because it's easy
to do, but this didn't help.
Once you get to this stage the only
logical approach is to replace the cheapest
chip first. But inspiration then struck —
unfortunately about three hours later than
it should have done! I disconnected the
clock and data lines to the Nicam
processor chip, a 64-pin monster that costs
about £35. When I switched on again
there was an excellent picture and all
functions were restored — apart from the
sound of course. S.H.

Ferguson ICC9 Chassis
There was no vision when this set was
first switched on, just a blank raster with
intermittent flashing that, in time, became
more frequent until the picture appeared.
A check through the video path when the
set was in the fault condition revealed that
transistor TCO2 (BC848) was reverse
biased, with its base at 4V and its emitter
at 4.5V. The cause was the next surfacemounted transistor in the stage, TC03
(BC858), which was leaky from emitter to
collector — there is DC feedback to the
previous stage. TC03's collector voltage
should be 3.8V, not 9V as it was in this
set. I.B.

Beko 11.1 Chassis
This large set had no life and no model
identification label, which had probably
been removed sometime during a dubious
part of its history. Thanks to the Harvey
service manual library, I was able to
discover the chassis type and then found
that the 4.70 safety resistor R101 in the
feed to the line driver stage had expired.
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After carrying out the usual checks for
shorts, the condition of the driver
transistor TR101 and the presence of line
drive from the jungle chip, I tried fitting a
new resistor. This didn't bring success.
The next logical suspect seemed to be
the line driver transformer T101. It's not
listed in SEME's catalogue but proved to
be a modestly-priced stock item, no.
BE051709. When the replacement arrived
I decided, before fitting it, to compare the
DC resistance of the primary winding in
the new and the old transformer. The
readings were 4.2f2 and 1.852 respectively. This confirmed that the original
transformer was defective. C.A.

Sharp DV5103H
This set seemed to be dead. There was HT
however, but it was low at 35V. The cause
was Q509 (BC635) and Q510 (BC338) in
the field timebase: they were both leaky.
C236 and C502 were also replaced.
There appear to be different versions of
this chassis. Our circuit diagram showed
an IC field output stage. G.P.

above the main PCB there's black gunge
(adhesive) that's used to secure various
wire links. I'd once had trouble with this
type of glue in an Amstrad SRD510
satellite receiver — it had caused
intermittent and weak video. I decided to
remove all this black glue from the
underside of the PCB. When I switched
the set on again after doing this the fault
had been cured. G.R.

Ferguson D59N (ICC9 chassis)
This set had field flicker (as if the frame
hold control was incorrectly set — them
were the days!). Scope checks revealed
the presence of a 25Hz squarewave at pin
20 (breathing correction) of the STV2160
multi-function chip IV01. There should,
according to the manual, be no waveform
at this point. Pin 20 is decoupled by a 1nF
surface-mounted capacitor, CV11. In fact
the manual was wrong: the capacitor was
100nF, and it was open-circuit. I tried a
lnF capacitor, but this had no effect. A
new 100nF capacitor cured the fault. G.R.

Onwa K9228
Bush 2863NTX
There was field collapse, with no ramp
signal at pin 42 of the TDA8362 multipurpose chip. The ramp generator is fed
from the 33V tuning supply. Because
R818 (221(11, 1W) was open-circuit, this
feed was missing. G.P.

This set was stuck in standby. Checks
around the microcontroller chip proved
that there was no clock oscillator
operation. A new 8MHz crystal was all
that was required to restore normal
operation. G.R.

Samsung CI5373T
Sony KVM2101U (BE2A
chassis)
This set suffered from very intermittent
and sporadic interference that seemed to
respond to tapping or flexing the PCB.
The cause of the problem was found to be
a bad earth connection at the STR54041
chopper chip's heatsink (IC601). The
joints looked all right but the tags were
badly tarnished. Cleaning and resoldering
cured the fault. G.P.

Bush 2052T
There was no sync (line or field) though
the on-screen display was OK. IC301
(AN5601K) is the main video/chroma/
timebase/sync processor, video being fed
in at pins 15 and 16. The only problem I
could find was that there appeared to be a
very low-frequency signal superimposed
on the video waveform. When pin 16 was
disconnected the waveform was normal,
though with a blank raster of course. So I
decided to replace the IC, which
unfortunately made no difference.
I checked everything around IC301, all
to no avail, and began to realise that this
was not the usual component type of fault.
Then an idea occurred to me. Under and

If the complaint is sound sibilance
(hissing etc.), add a 330pF capacitor
across C223. We've done this with half a
dozen of these sets now. C223 is mounted
at the front right corner, just outside the
screening can. G.R.

Bang & Olufsen 3201
(MX4500/5000)
The problem was the tuner going dead
when tapped. To clear this fault, remove •
the VHF module. There are two modules:
the one to remove is that closest to the
chassis edge, just behind the aerial input.
If the customer requires VHF operation,
try a blanket resoldering of the VHF
module. The other one, which provides
UHF operation, doesn't appear to give any
problems. G.R.

Hitachi C2576TN
The complaint was stuck in standby. In
fact the protection circuit was in
operation: You can prove the point by
measuring the voltage at the gate of
thyristor Q958, which is near the line
driver transformer. If the reading is 0.7V,
the protection circuit in operation. A wire
link across C932 will disable it, but I
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wouldn't recommend doing this.
Fortunately a careful inspection
revealed that one of the audio output chips
(IC4500) had a hairline split in its case.
Disconnecting it brought the set back to
life. A replacement was then ordered.
G.R.

Nokia 6364UK SFN
This set was dead with no sound or
picture. I soon found that the S2000AF
line output transistor was short-circuit.
After fitting a replacement I looked for a
cause of its failure and found that the two
tuning capacitors next to it were dryjointed and sparking. After cleaning up
the PCB and resoldering the connections I
ran the set on test for two days to prove
that it was OK. G.S.

Nokia 5156 Stereo Plus
If there is no sound or faint noise, try
disconnecting pins 7 and 9 at the Nicam
module. The mute transistors VA60
(BC857) and VA61 (BC847) are suspect
if the sound then comes up. G.S.

Goodmans 1404
The customer said that the fine tuning
didn't work. I found that channels could
be tuned in correctly in the tuning preset
mode but, on reverting to the normal
mode, every channel would be slightly off
tune. As a result, the pictures were
patterned and distorted.
There seems to be little information
available on this model. Despite this I was
able to cure the problem by slight
adjustment of the AFC tank coil T103.
G.B.

GoldStar CF25A64DF (PC73A
chassis)
There were flyback lines at the top of the
picture. The cause was FR359 (10Q
fusible), which was open-circuit. It's in
the flyback supply for the field output
chip. C.J.G.

Toshiba 2500TBT
The top of the picture was badly stretched.
I found that C303 (2.2g) was opencircuit. Though part of the field timebase
circuit, it's well away from the output
chip. C.J.G.

Grundig P37-070 (CUC7301
chassis)
The line output transistor was shortcircuit. A replacement ran hot, and the
picture was displaced to the right. The
cause turned out to be transistor CT169
(BC858B), which is a buffer between the
TDA8362A chip and the line driver stage.
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It was, as so often with these surfacemounted devices, leaky. C.J.G.

Ferguson T5173GF (TX91
chassis)
At switch on there was a burst of EHT
then the set reverted to standby, with the
standby LED flashing. I found that the set
would power up and produce a blank
raster when the microcontroller chip's
reset input was held low. So the power,
line and field stages were all OK. I then
noticed that IR03 is a 24C04 EEPROM.
Being highly suspicious of this device, I
fitted an empty one. The set then powered
up with the set-up menu showing. A
complete set up and retune completed the
repair. C.J.G.

Panasonic TX2153T (Z7
chassis)
A loud whistle came from the power
supply because there was no line drive.
D861, which supplies the start-up supply
for IC601, was open-circuit. C.J.G.

Thorn P1480R (Daewoo C901
chassis)
There was no sound at all from this set.
The cause was traced to the sound
detector coil L128. One from a scrap set
restored normal operation. C.J.G.

Sharp DV5165H (4BSB chassis)
The line output transformer was shortcircuit between its primary winding and
chassis. When a replacement was fitted a
loud screaming noise came from it.
Voltage checks showed that the 5V supply
was low at 4V. A new 7805 regulator
(IC751) restored normal operation. C.J.G.

Philips 25ST2761 (GR2.2AA
chassis)
This set would pulse on and off for a
couple of minutes when it was first
switched on from cold. Replacing C2559
(100pF, 25V), which smooths the supply
to the line driver stage, improved things
but the set was still reluctant to start. A
replacement CNR50 optocoupler
completed the cure. C.J.G.

Sony KV25K5U (FE1 chassis)
This new, boxed set had peculiar
symptoms. There was a snowy, low-gain
picture and a noise that sounded a little
like a 1kHz tone came from both
speakers. This tone was also audible in the
AV mode, but the picture was then OK. I
wondered whether the tuner was faulty,
but ruled that out because the AV
switching would isolate it in the AV
mode.

I decided to concentrate on the audible
tone and tried fitting the known good
stereo decoder board from a stock set.
This made no difference. As the 5V
output from regulator IC604 in the power
supply was slightly low at 4.96V I tried
disconnecting it and fed in an external 5V
from the bench power supply. This
produced good results in all sound and
picture modes. But replacing several
components in the set's 5V supply failed
to cure the fault: the set still produced the
same symptoms when its own 5V supply
was used.
After spending some time carrying out
checks the set started to work all right by
itself, but the fault was back next day.
This prompted me to try the use of heat
and freezer. It still took some time, but I
eventually discovered that the set worked
correctly when the main microcontroller
chip IC001 was heated intensively. When
I carried out a substitution check with the
stock set, swapping over the
microcontroller chips, the fault appeared
in the stock set.
It seems that from cold the clock and
data lines from the main microcontroller
chip were upsetting the tuner and stereo
decoder, thus producing the two fault
symptoms. A new microcontroller chip
restored correct operation. M.L.

Nokia 5524UK FX (Mono Plus
chassis)
This usually reliable chassis is beginning
to suffer from a common problem, slow
start up from cold. A quick rustle of EHT
can be heard at switch on, then the set
goes dead with no standby light display.
The cause is normally C033 (10g,
160V) which is the reservoir capacitor for
the HT supply. M.L. .

Sharp 66CS-03H
A common fault seems to be emerging
with these sets: slow start up from cold.
The front green and orange LEDs will
usually flash, and there will be no
response when the remote control unit is
used. Apart from dry-joints, try replacing
C714 (1,000µF, 25V), the reservoir
capacitor associated with D712. You will
quite often find it bulging or even split.
M.L.

Philips/Dynatron G110 Nicam
Chassis
Field bounce and rolling were caused by
failure of C2465 (220g, 16V). It smooths
the 12V supply (+12d) which is used by
the TDA2579 timebase generator chip
1C7470. D.F.
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Why don't manufacturers use metal-film
resistors rated at 350V in this position?
Standard carbon resistors are rated at
250V. M.D.

TV FAULT FINDING
Reports from
Michael Dranfield
Mike Leach
Chris Watton
R. Withey
Adrian Spriddell
Glyn Dickinson
T.J. Edwards
Geoff Butcher
Gerald Smith
Denis Foley
Graham Richards
Michael Maurice and
Colin J. Guy

We welcome fault reports from
readers — payment for each fault is
made on publication. See page 106
for where and how to send reports.
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Goodmans 2175RA
As this set warmed up the picture started to
flash on and off, displaying different
colours. After a while a red picture was left
on the screen — the green and blue picture
content had disappeared. No amount of
heating or cooling would produce or
remove the fault condition. With the aid of
a service manual for a similar model I
eventually found that R620 (2201M) on the
CRT base panel was open-circuit. It's part
of the CRT cathode-current measurement
circuit that provides feedback to pin 18 of
the TDA3566 colour decoder chip for automatic grey-scale/cut-off adjustment. M.D.
Tatung T25NE61 (E series
chassis)
If you get one of these sets that won't
come out of standby, check the voltage at
the emitter of the 8V regulator transistor
TR806. In this set there was no output
from the transistor, a TIP31A, though it
tested OK when checked with a meter. A
replacement restored normal operation.
M.D.
Aiwa VX9142K
This new 14in. TV-video combi unit
worked for only a couple of days. It was
now dead with a cassette stuck inside. The
cause was R516 (270k52), which is connected to pin 3 of the TDA4605 chopper
control chip in the power supply.

JVC AV29SX1EK
This 29in. set wouldn't come out of standby. When the back had been removed it
was evident that someone had already tried
to repair the set: the TDA8366 IF/colour
decoder/timebase generator chip IC101 and
the EEPROM had been replaced.
The basic fault was loss of the line
drive, which comes from pin 38 of IC101.
The 8V supply was present at pins 10 and
35 of this chip, so I checked the clock and
data lines at pins 5 and 6 respectively. The
voltage at pin 6 was slightly low (the circuit quotes 2.9V at this pin). It's a complex
set, and various ICs had to be disconnected
from the data bus. The set came out of
standby when pin 8 of the teletext microcontroller chip 1C806 was disconnected.
Everything then worked — except teletext
of course.
A replacement P83C654FBP/541 chip
restored full operation but left little change
out of £30. With a service manual at £16
and labour, it was an expensive repair.
M.D.
Sharp 37VT-24H
This is a TV video combi era_ If yew, fled
that the set switches back to standby after
six seconds, replace R626 (1.2MS1). It's
part of a trip arrangement and tends to go
open-circuit. M.D.
Alba CTV3458
The set was dead with the BUZ90 chopper
MOSPBT short-circuit. This time the cause

was not R4 or R5: D5 (FRI55) in the snubber network was short-circuit. Nevertheless
R4 and R5, also the TDA4605 chip, were
replaced as a precaution. M.D.
Aiwa VXT1400KER
Orange electrolytics are suspect in this TVvideo combi unit. With this one the red in
the display was weak. It's best to replace
C905, C907 and C909 (all 1µF, 50V) even
if they test OK. Replacing them covers all
three drives, R, G and B, and will avoid a
comeback later. M.D.
Philips 21PV688/05
This eighteen-months old TV-video combi
unit kept going back to standby at switch
on. The Cause was heavy current consumption by the TDA8356 field output chip. It
had failed, which was not surprising as
there was no heatsink compound. Safety
resistors R3512 (4.751) and R3541 (1a)
were also replaced — they looked as if they
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had been getting hot.
The unit then stayed on, but there was
no picture because the supply to the CRT's
heaters was missing. R3532 and R3537
(both 4.752), which are in series with the
heater supply, were open-circuit. M.D.

Hitachi C2558TN (G80 chassis)
The problem was a ballooning picture
whose size varied with the brightness level.
A check on the HT voltage showed that it
varied between 140-160V as the brightness
level changed. The HT preset VR941
(2.2kS2) had suffered a bit and was replaced
but the culprit turned out to be R941
(1001a 0.5W) at the 'hot' end of the HT
sensing network. It had risen in value. M.L.

Sony KV14V5U
This TV-video combi unit seemed to be OK
when first switched on, but after a few minutes it would stick on BBC1 and the channels couldn't be changed. After a while
channel change produced only a blank
raster for ten seconds, then BBC1 would
return — with no on-screen graphics.
The graphics reappeared when I sprayed
freezer around the tuner area, but there was
still only BBC1. The cause of the fault
turned out to be some nasty-looking dryjoints at the tuner pins. Once they had been
resoldered the combi worked a treat. M.L.

GoldStar CIT2170F (PC12B
chassis)
There was severe patterning from cold on
all channels — the symptom looked like RF
interference from a VCR. The cause was
C827 (1,000µF, 25V), which was leaky. It's
the reservoir capacitor for the feed to the
12V regulator Q802. A hairdryer and freezer made tracing the cause of this fault easy,
as the set worked perfectly when it was
warm. M.L.

Sharp DV6635
The cause of repeated failure of the line
output transistor was traced to the scan
coils connector being dry-jointed at the
yoke end. Resoldering put an end to the
problem.
With another of these sets the cause of
intermittent line output transistor failure
was dry-joints at L603 in the scan drive circuit. C.W.

GoldStar CI14A20
There was failure to tune with this portable
set. The on-screen graphics showed that
tuning took place, but there was only snow
on the screen. The 33V tuning supply was
missing because FR403 (5.6f2) was opencircuit.
The PCB shows many voltages and
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other information, which is handy if you
don't have a circuit diagram — st 12V
means switching transformer 12V, ft 25V
means flyback transformer 25V, etc. C.W.

Ferguson M3610U (TX807
chassis)
The complaint with this set was poor starting. It would sometimes remain in standby
for a minute, at other times for as long as
an hour, and would make a bit of a noise
from time to time while in standby. Once it
came on it was OK. The cause of the trouble was the 6.8V zener diode DP57. C.W.

mittent, taking out your nice new components in seconds.
Unfortunately the reasonably-priced
transformers used in the Crown portable
(type HR9104 from SEME) are different,
and the cost of the genuine part makes
repair uneconomic. G.D.

GoldStar CIT4175 (PC11A
chassis)
When this set came out of standby it would
just sit there. I found there was no line
drive because D812 (1N4003), which provides the start-up supply for the line driver
stage, was open-circuit. G.D.

Akai CT2870
The complaint was distorted sound. It was
OK with a weak signal. The cause was
traced to a 47µF electrolytic next to the
sound IF chip in the HF block. C.W.

Ferguson B51F (ICC7 chassis)
At switch on there was a stronger than
usual rustle of EHT and the green power-on
LED lit. Then the set cut out completely
with no light from the LED.
The cure was to fit a link on the PCB
between RP53 and test point BP50, because
electrolyte had leaked from CP59 (3,300uF,
35V) and eaten its way through the track.
I've had this with a couple of my rental
sets now, so the fault may be becoming a
common one. R.W.

Matsui 20VIT
This Grundig-sourced set (CUC7303 chassis) had a faulty line output transformer.
Unfortunately the transformer for the
CUC7303 chassis will not work in this
20in. set as it's designed for the 14in. version, and the cost of the Matsui replacement
is prohibitive. Konig has a suitable replacement however, type KN30331.

Philips CP90 Chassis
The set was one that has remote control.
After a routine LOPT and battery replacement it worked but with no number or
standby light display. Fortunately the cause
of the problem was not the microcomputer
chip but C2875 (330pF, 6-3V) which was
short-circuit. G.D.

Panasonic TC2061 (U5 chassis)
For the first few minutes there was line
pairing with a louder than normal line whistle. The cause was C808 (47µF, 16V) in the
self-oscillating chopper power supply — it's
the reservoir capacitor for the regulation
feed. A.S.

Sony KV2500WX
There was very poor field linearity, with
foldover at the top and bottom of the
screen. The cause was C558 (560µF). A.S.

Grundig G1000 chassis
The line output transistor was short-circuit
and a replacement died instantly. When the
HT was checked with a dummy load in
place the reading was 200V, much to the
annoyance of the reservoir capacitor.
Checks on the primary side of the power
supply revealed that the surface-mounted
diode D105 (BAS16), which provides the
feedback for the chopper-control chip
IC100, was leaky. G.D.

Matsui 1496R
This set came in with a blown power supply. I've had a couple of them in recently
with faulty chopper transformers: the red
ones go short-circuit, the other type inter-

Tatung D25TEE5 (E series
chassis)
The customer complained that the set was
tripping. A check on the HT voltage
revealed that it was in excess of 170V
instead of 150V. There was also picture
bowing. I lifted L403 to disconnect the feed
to the line output stage and fitted a bulb,
then checked the HT voltage again. It was
the same. The chopper chip IC801 has a

habit of developing a fault condition that
produces excessive HT, but not this time.
The cause of the trouble was R814 (75ki2,
0.6W, 2%) in the HT monitoring network.
It had risen in value to 881S2. T.J.E.

Matsui 1420B
There was very bad crackling and banging
from the loudspeaker, and in addition the
sound was coming and going. It sounded
just like a ceramic capacitor breakdown,
which in fact is a known failure with this
model.
The audio power amplifier was exonerated because the output from the LA7520
sound/vision IF chip was also bad. I found
that the DC voltages at pins 26, 27 and 28
of this IC were varying with the fault symptom. After replacing various ceramic capac-
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itors and the ceramic filter in the audio part
of the circuit I came to the conclusion that
the chip itself must be faulty, so a replacement was ordered. I was relieved to find
that the sound was normal once it had been
fitted. G.B.

Sanyo CBP2576A (EDO chassis)
There was excessive height with field
foldover at the top of the picture. A new
TDA8170 field output chip (IC700) made
no difference. The cause of the fault was
the flyback boost capacitor C703 (100µF,
50V), which is connected between pins 3
and 6 of the IC. G.S.

Nokia 7177 Classic (Stereo Plus
chassis)
This set would revert to standby, usually
after two-three minutes — the power supply
could be heard labouring before it cut off. I
disconnected the HT feed to the line output
stage and inserted a dummy load, but the
set still reverted to standby. This led me to
suspect a regulation problem. The cause
was a noisy surface-mounted BC858C transistor, V071. Its collector must be at OV
DC, with 5V peak-to-peak line-frequency
pulses present. If the DC level creeps up,
the set goes to standby. G.S.

Crown CRP25NT
The picture came in at the sides because of
an EW correction fault, and the pincushion
adjustment made little difference. The
cause of the fault was Q579 in the horizontal correction circuit. A replacement
restored normal operation. G.S.

of which was present. After some time
spent checking the electrolytic capacitors,
semiconductor devices and high-value
resistors in this area I was rewarded with a
whisp of smoke from the bottom edge of
C832 (330pF, 2kV), which was obviously
leaky. It's in the snubber network. A
replacement cured the fault. D.F.

Mitsubishi CT25M1TX (Euro 10
chassis)
There was a weak, milky picture with no
contrast control. I found that the voltages
around the JC501 contrast control switching
transistor Q704 were all wrong, though the
transistor produced perfect meter readings
when removed for test. A replacement nevertheless cured the fault. G.R.

Sanyo CBP3012-10 (A3-A14
chassis)
According to the job card the set took a
long time to come on. When you get this
problem go straight for R520 and R521
(both 1201S2). In this set one read 180k0
and the other 2M52! I fitted hi-stab replacements. G.R.

Mitsubishi CT15MS1TX (EE2
chassis)
This set appeared to be dead with no sound
or picture, though there were no power-supply problems. The tell-tale sign is the LED,
which glows orange when the set is taken
out of standby then turns green. The cause
of the fault was the X24C04 EEPROM
IC702. All was well after fitting a replacement, retuning and resetting the picture and
volume adjustments. M.M.

Nikkai KS159T
This set was dead, with the BUZ77B chopper transistor Q801 blasted and reading
open-circuit. In addition I replaced R809
(0.4752) and R805 (330ki2), which were
both open-circuit, and the TDA4605 chopper control chip IC801. The set then
worked normally. G.S.

Sharp 51AT15H (5BSA chassis)
There was no sound or picture with the
chopper circuit labouring audibly. I found
that the output voltages on the secondary
side were all about a third less than they
should have been. Checks in the field output stage revealed that Q509 and Q510
were both short-circuit. Replacements
restored normal operation. G.S.

Toshiba 285T8B
The complaint was no sound or vision. I
could hear the EHT rustle up, and when the
first anode voltage (control on LOPT) was
increased there was a blank raster. So the
main power supply was OK. But a check at
the microcontroller chip showed that its 5V
supply was missing. A second chopper circuit produces 5V and 13V outputs, neither
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Hitachi C25-P228 (G8Q chassis)
This set tripped at switch on. With a symptom like this you would expect to find a
fault on the secondary side of the power
supply, but checks here proved fruitless.
When I carried out some checks on the primary side of the circuit I found that the
mains bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor
C906 (220µF, 385V) was open-circuit.
M.M.

left-hand side of the chassis when viewed
from the rear.
Another of these sets produced an intermittent picture wobble. The fault came and
went when I tapped around the VIF/sync
processing PCB. Although no obvious dryjoints could be found, resoldering numerous
suspect joints and cleaning the board
restored a stable picture. M.M.

Ferguson D59F (ICC9 chassis)
When they change value RB24, RB44 and
RB64 (all 39kC2) can each be responsible
for what looks like a low-emission tube.
Not on this occasion however. There was
no green because the BC858B driver chip
on the main PCB was open-circuit.
Another of these sets produced an excellent black-and-white picture when I'd
replaced RB24, RB44 and RB64. After
some head-scratching I found that the S
video switch at the rear of the set was in the
midway position. Resetting it restored the
colour. Phew! M.M.

Panasonic TC2195 (Z3T chassis)
This set came from another dealer, the fault
being intermittent field collapse and intermittent poor linearity. He had resoldered

most of the joints in the field output stage
and those pins of the TDA4505M IF/timebase generator chip he could get to without
removing the metal can! Had he done so he
would have been able to resolder the dryjoints on the other pins of the chip. Doing
this cleared the fault. M.M.

Philips 25PT4501 (MD1.1E
chassis)
There was intermittent reversal of colours:
when the fault occurred, a red screen from
the pattern generator became bluish.
Touching the sandcastle input pin (15) of
IC7113 instigated the fault. This IC is the
Secam decoder chip, and is shown as an
add-on in the manual So I removed it, after
which the set behaved perfectly. Why fit
the chip in an area where it serves no purpose? C.J.G.

Matsui 1436XA
Bush 2805NTX
When this set was switched on all you got
was a dot in the middle of the screen. There
was a dry-joint and slight burning of the
PCB at the scan-coils connector. Resoldering this restored the line scanning but not
the field scanning — the TDA8170 field output chip IC401 had also failed. M.M.

JVC AV21F1EK (JX chassis)
Intermittent sound was the problem with
this set. The cause was traced to one pin of
IC501, the TDA3810 ambient sound processor chip, being dry-jointed. You will
find it on the small daughter board that sits
next to the main audio output board on the

There was field collapse, which was cured
by replacing the field output chip. But the
customer also said that he was getting a
shock from the loop aerial. A PAT tester
showed that the resistance between the
mains pins and the aerial socket was well
under 100ka The cause was traced to a
rubber block that was glued to the underside of the PCB, right across the mains isolation area. The rubber, or the nasty glue
with which it was stuck on, had become
conductive and was presenting a serious
safety hazard to the user. I've since found
this block glued in exactly the same position in several more of these sets. A safety
recall, perhaps? C.J.G.
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Sony Chassis Guide
A chassis/model listing update to make it easier to find relevant service manuals. Compiled
by Giles Pilbrow

The following list of the models fitted with more recent Sony

FE1/FE1A Chassis

I CTV chassis supplements the listing that was published in
the July 1998 issue of Television (pages 658-9).

A new 50Hz chassis launched in 1998 to replace the 4:3 BE3D
and BE5 chassis. Has a reduced component count and lower
power consumption than its predecessors. Still in production.
Remote control units.RM883, I2M887. Models are as follows:

AE5/AE5A Chassis
This 100Hz chassis. designed to drive Wega flat 16:9 and 4:3
aspect ratio CRTs, was introduced in 1999 and is still in production. Extensive digital signal processing provides digital
effects and line doubling with some models. Remote control
units used are the RM891, RM892 and RM893. Models are as
follows:
KV28FC6OZ KV28FQ75U KV28FX60U
KV29FS7OU KV32FC6OZ KV32FQ75-U
KV32FX6OU KV36FSIOU

BC4 Chassis

•

These are combined TV/VCR units. Production started in 1997
and the units are still current. Remote control unit RMC811.
Models are as follows:
KV14V5U
KV2 I V6U

KV14V6U

KV21V5U

BE3E Chassis
This 50Hz chassis, designed to drive Wega flat 16:9 CRTs,
was introduced in 1999 and is still in production. It's similar to
the BE3D chassis but with new power supply and deflection
circuitry. DS and DX sets are IDTV models-that incorporate a
free-to-air digital tuner. Remote control units RM887, RM888.
Models are as follows:
KV28DS2OU KV28DX2OU KV28FX2OU
KV32DS2OU KV32DX2OU KV32FX2OU
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KV21XAT
KV25K5U
KV25X5U
KV29FX2OU KV29K5U KV29X5U

FE2 Chassis
A new 50Hz chassis to replace the BE4. Incorporates a new
Philips 'jungle' IC that for the first time combines the colour
decoder; microcontroller and teletext functions in a single
device. Launched this year. Remote control unit RM887.
Models are as follows:
KVALMIU
KV21LT1U

KV14LT1U

KV211-_,M1U

GE1A Chassis
Used in Sony's first 100Hz MTV models, based on the original GEI chassis. Introduced in 1999 and continues in production. Remote control RM891. Models are as follows:
KV2SDS6OU KV32DS60U

RE2/RE2D Chassis
A rear-projection chassis operating at 50Hz. Loosely based on
the BE3D chassis. Introduced in 1998 and remains in production. Model KP41DSIU is an IDTV set. with a free-to-air digital tuner. Remote-control units RM862, RM892. Models are as
follows:
KP41DS1U KP41S4U
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Servicing

the Sharp CS chassis
This is an unusual chassis that can easily confuse those not familiar
with its operation. The following article (Part 1) by Alex Towers has
been designed to make servicing easier by means of a step-by-step
approach to fault finding
t first glance the CS chassis,
with its densely-packed
surface-mounted components
on both sides of the PCB, looks as if
it would be very difficult for faultfinding and repair. With a logical
approach and some care and attention
however the chassis, in its various
versions, can be serviced at little cost
to either your pocket or your sanity.
Several problems can be
experienced with the chassis. They
are not too difficult to fix. The main
requirements are an understanding of
the way in which the chassis works,
and confidence in replacing surfacemounted components. The aim of this
article is to assist with fault diagnosis
and, hopefully, enable you to avoid
unnecessary component replacement
and time-consuming searches for the
cause of faults.
Note that, unless otherwise stated,
all the circuit diagrams and pictures
are based on Model 51CSO5H.

A

Fault finding

Fig. 1: Location of
the chassis version
number.

To save time and stress it's best to
tackle faults logically rather than to
jump in and follow hunches. Try to
ensure that a component is actually
faulty before replacing it.
One thing that can catch out the
unsuspecting engineer is the

Version N4
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operation of the receiver in the
standby mode. A processor chip on
the primary side of the chopper
power supply circuit, IC1010,
disables the power supply for
standby. To turn the set on, either
press one of the four buttons at the
front or use the standby button on the
remote control unit. It's not unusual
for the receiver to take up to ten
seconds to come out of standby as the
start-up procedure is carried out.
The chassis does not get particularly
hot, and the heatsinks and output
transistors should be only warm to
touch. It is rare for the major ICs to
fail, though the video processor
IC201 is probably the most common
device to fail in a set.
There are several ways in which the
large, flat-pack ICs can be replaced.
We can't describe them all here. If
you are happy with the method you
usually employ, use it. Otherwise it's
best to call upon someone who has
experience of replacing such devices
without damage to repair the set. The
ICs are of two types, gull-wing and Jlegged. Both are simple to replace
when you know how.
As sets that use the CS series
chassis are .now some four-five years
old, dry-joints are beginning to
appear. You will find them mainly in
the chopper and the line and field
output stages, but they can be present
anywhere in the chassis. They
,normally occur at standard radiallead components, but it's worth
reflowing the solder at surfacemounted output devices as well.
When looking for dry-joints,
especially in the field output stage,
don't be surprised to find that an
intermittent fault is caused by
component failure rather than a dryjoint. Refer to the field timebase
section for an example of this.
It's important to check the
connections to the line scan coils

wherever a set comes in for repair.
The scan coils all have a small PCB
to which the drive cable is connected.
Occasionally the socket becomes dryjointed, the result being either erratic
turn on or failure of the line output
transistor (Q601). Resoldering the
connections will usually remedy this
but in some cases, where a dry-joint
has arced, the scanning leads will
have to be connected to the coil tags
directly.

Receiver and chassis
identification
The first two digits of the model
number indicate the CRT screen size
— 51, 59 or 66cm. The next two
letters indicate chassis CS. The last
three digits indicate features, as
follows:
**CSO3H Basic Fastext and Nicam
receiver.
**CSO5H Fastext, Nicam and SRS
receiver.
**CSD8H Dolby Pro-Logic models
(59 and 66cm only).
Although the sets may be fitted with
different versions of the chassis, they
are all basically the same. The major
differences between 51 and 59/66cm
models are in the power supply and
the audio, field and line output
stages.
Table 1 lists the main ICs used in
the CS chassis. The type and part
number remains the same with most
screen sizes and chassis versions.
Only the NVM and EPROM have
different part numbers depending on
model. NVM and EPROM part
numbers are listed in Table 2.
Dolby Pro-Logic models
incorporate another NVM (IC1011)
that contains the extra data required
for Dolby Pro-Logic processing. Its
part number is RH-IX1603BMZZ.
These chassis were produced in
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Table 1: Main ICs used in the CS chassis.
IC

Function

Type

Part number

IC1001
iC1002
IC1004
IC1005
IC1006
IC1007
IC1008
IC1009
IC1010
IC1012
IC1013
IC201

Microcontroller
NV memory
EPROM
Port controller
Port expander (input to IC1001)
Port expander (output from IC1001)
Optocoupler (data to IC1010)
Optocoupler (data from IC1010)
Primary-side processor
Reset pulse gen (secondary side)
Reset pulse gen (primary side)
Video processor (51cm models)
Video processor (59/66cm models)
Multiple sound processor
Headphone amplifier
Op amp, audio PWM
Mega Text
Op amp, field PWM*
Optocoupler (power supply regulation)
Delay line

SAB-0502
24C16

RH-IX1598BMZZ
Depends on model
Depends on model
RH-IX1485BMZZ
RH-IX1474BMZZ
RH-IX1475BMZZ
RH-FX0103BMZZ
RH-FX0103BMZZ
RH-IX1559BMZZ
VHIPST529C2-1
VHIPST529C2-1
RH-IX1611BMZZ
RH-IX1582BMZZ
RH-IX1592BMZZ
VHIM5218L//-1
RH-IX1556BMZZ
RH-IX1584BMZZ
RH-IX1556BMZZ
RH-FX0103BMZZ
RH-IX1583BMZZ

IC301
IC302
IC303
IC401
IC501
IC701
IC802

SN74ALS573
HEF4021BT
HEF4094BT
MOC8105SR2
MOC8105SR2
ST6210BM
PST529
PST529
TDA8374B
TDA8375A
MSP3410B-TS-F7
M5218L
BA10393
SDA5273C26
BA10393
MOC8105SR2
TDA4665T

*Also EW amplifier in 59/66cm models.

various versions that differ in minor
ways — normally small layout
changes or alternative 40/45V
generator circuits. The chassis
version can be identified by
examining the edge of the main
PCB around the CRT base-panel
cutout — see Fig. 1.
It's important to know the chassis
version, as this will enable the
correct circuit diagram to be used.
All early chassis used in **CSO3H
receivers were either versions N2,
N3 or N4: later models were fitted
with the N5, N6 or N7 versions.
These latter were the base chassis
for **CSO5H and **CSD8H
models. So, when servicing an N5
or higher number chassis, it's
advisable to use a **CSO5H or
**CSD8H service manual.

Table 2: NVM and EPROM details for different models.
Model

NVM (IC1002)

EPROM (IC1004)

51CSO3H
51CS05H
59CS03H
59CS05H
59CSD8H
66CS03H
66CS05H
66CSD8H

CH-IX1588CJH3
CI-1-1X1588BMZZ
CH-IX1588BMZZ
CH-IX1588BMZZ
CH-IX1588BMZZ
CH-IX1588BMZZ
CH-IX15888MZZ
CI-1-1X1588BMZZ

CH-IX1507CJH8
CH-IX1507CJHB
CH-IX1507CJH7
CH-IX1507CJHA
CH-IX1600CJHO
CH-IX1507CJH7
CH-IX1507CJH6
CH-IX1600CJHO

First steps

that it's all right — even if it shuts
down again a few seconds later.
Before proceeding further, check
the resistances across the various
supply lines. They, vary slightly (by
a few hundred ohms) from set to
set, but the following figures
provide a guide:

The first thing to note is that the
chopper power supply is switched
off in standby, so there will be no
voltages on the secondary side of
the supply. When you look at the
front of the set all that's visible is a
red light. This doesn't mean that the
power supply is running: the neon is
connected across the output from
the mains switch, so it's a mains-on
indicator only.
When a set comes into the
workshop for repair, check that it's
not in standby either by pressing
any of the four buttons at the front
for a couple of seconds or by using
the standby button on the remote
control unit. If the power supply
then starts up, this normally means

+18V supply (cathode of D719)
greater than 11d1. —18V supply (anode of D710)
greater than 50052.
HT supply (cathode of D708)
greater than 1142 with the line
output transistor disconnected. The
HT is 112V for 51cm sets, 150V for
59/66cm sets.
+7.1V supply (cathode of D712)
greater than 101ca
The two +5V supplies are derived
from the +7.1V supply via Q704
and Q707. We will consider these
later.
Fig. 2 shows the circuitry on the
primary side of the chopper power
supply. For standby operation,
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Q702 is switched on thus
connecting the gate of the chopper
MOSFET Q701 to the earthy side
of the supply produced by the mains
bridge rectifier D701-4. Pin 10 of
IC1010 controls Q702 — the voltage
here is high for standby — via R734
and D721. IC1010 is powered by a
separate full-wave rectifier circuit
(D724-5 and C723) whenever the
set is connected to the mains
supply. Note that the voltage at its
supply pin (1) can be anywhere
between 3.5V and 5•IV — zener
diode D1101 is included to set the
maximum voltage. If the voltage is
lower than 3.5V there's a fault in
either the rectifier circuit or IC1010.
You can check whether the power
supply is operational by
disconnecting one end of D721. Be
careful when doing thiS: if the set is
shutting down because of a
protection fault, further damage
may occur. It is important to
reconnect D721 after completing a
repair. Otherwise, when the set
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returns to standby the sound and
picture will be muted by the
microcontroller chip IC1001 but the
chopper circuit will not be turned
off. The result can be intermittent
popping sounds from the

loudspeakers or other erratic
conditions while in standby.
Fig. 3 shows the location of
IC1010 and associated components
— D724 and D725 are behind the
posistor. Fig. 4 shows the location

of R734 and D721 on the print side
of the PCB.
IC1010 generates a
synchronisation signal so that
communication with the main
microcontroller chip IC1001 can be
maintained via the optocouplers

IC1013
10723
100

R727
1k

I1OV

C1103
22

IC1009
1k8

C1102
100
110V

D1101
5.1V

47k

22k

Ch,
LL
—0 0

D1102

Ch—
a

Fig. 2: Circuitry on the
primary side of the
chopper power
supply. 59/66cm
models have C733
(220p, 2kV) in parallel
with C718 and R706 is
0.33Q.
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IC1008 and IC1009. Ceramic filter
CF1001 determines the frequency
of the sync signal. If CF1001 is
faulty, there will be no
communication with IC1001. The
usual symptoms are failure of the
front buttons to operate and the
remote-control system being
inactive. These symptoms will also
be present when the voltage at pin 1
of IC1010 is below 3.5V.
For timer and general operations
IC1010 needs to be synchronised to
the mains supply. This is done by
feeding a 100Hz signal from the
bridge rectifier to pin 15 via
R740/C724 and the following
clamp circuit, which restricts the
amplitude of the pulses to
approximately 5V. D711 is
incorporated to isolate the bridge
rectifier's reservoir capacitor C706
from the 100Hz as it would
otherwise smooth this signal. If the
amplitude of the 100Hz, 5V signal
falls because of a problem with the
feed components the receiver may
not start up or respond to the
controls (front buttons and the
remote handset).

Power supply problems
Mains AC

8M 8M

3n3
4kV
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A common problem is failure of the
chopper MOSFET Q701. This is
normally caused by erratic mains
supply variations or failure of C706
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Disconnect
either R734 or
D721 to disable
the standby
operation of the
power supply

0724 and
D725
provide
the supply
to 1C1010
Pin 1 of
IC1010 can
be between
3.5V and
5.0V

When the base
of 0702 is high,
the power
supply is turned
off

Pin 10 IC1910

Fig. 4: Location of R734 and D721 on the print side of the PCB.
Fig. 3: Location of IC1010 and associated components
(D724/5 are behind the posistor).

rivets loose). In most cases you
will also find that D718 and Q702
are faulty. Sometimes R720 (22k11)
also fails. It is worth checking the
value of R720: if it goes high there
will be intermittent failure of Q701.
In normal operation the voltage at
the gate of Q701 rises to 4.5V.
Q701 then switches on. The voltage
at its gate continues to rise until it
reaches about 9V, when Q703
switches on, returning Q701' s gate
to OV. Thus Q701 switches off. The
charging circuit at Q701' s gate
consists of R704/5 and C707, which
is returned to earth via R708 and
the winding on T700. R704/5 can
go high in value. In this event the
power supply normally fails to start
up. Alternatively its operation may
be erratic.
IC701, Q703 or R709 can be the
cause of poor regulation. If R709
goes high in value all the outputs
from T700 will rise. As a result the
reservoir capacitors may fail
prematurely. In a few rare cases
other parts of the circuitry may be
damaged.
Fig. 5 shows the circuitry on the
secondary side of the power supply.
Q704 and Q707 provide 5V
supplies for the various processing
ICs. Note that although the output
from Q704 is labelled +5Vstby it is
not present in standby as the
chopper circuit is switched off.
These 5V supplies can sometimes
be low (less than 4.9V is considered
to be low). This will lead to erratic
or no operation of the various
processing ICs or even failure of the
output stages. Normally either
Q704 or Q707 will be the cause of a
low 5V supply.
Q707 has been known to cause
intermittent failure of the field
output stage supply fuses (R631 and
R632), a black band at the bottom
of the screen, the 'rainbow effect' at
the top of the screen, line tripping
and slowness in coming out of
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T700

Fig. 5: Circuitry on the secondary side of the chopper power supply.
In 59/66cm models R716 and R723 are 49.9K2 1%, R715 is 4-71d2 1%
and R718 is 1801d2 The HT is 112V in 51cm models, 150V in
59/66cm models.
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standby. If Q707 is faulty it's a
good idea to replace C714 as well,
even if it has been replaced before.
Q706 provides the reset pulse at
pin 10 of the microcontroller chip
IC1001. It's controlled by the

Reset

(C)2 0706
C2412
TC715
0.22

R716
22k
1%
R723
22k
1%
R715
3k3
1%

2k2

220p

II
R718
18k
1%

charging of C715 via R724 and
D714 from the 7-1V supply. If
C714 is leaky, the 7.1V supply will
develop slowly and the reset pulse
will not reset IC1001 or will do so
after a delay of minutes to hours.
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If C714 has to be replaced, be sure
to fit a component rated at 105°C.
The start-up procedure
Once you have established that the
power supply will operate
independently of any control from
IC1010 the next step is to see if the
start-up procedure is being
completed. It's important to
understand the start-up procedure,
as this is the key to finding the
cause of the majority of faults in the
CS chassis. The basic start-up
procedure is as follows — the Nicam
LED is red during steps 1-16 and
green during steps 17-19:

(1) IC1010 and IC1013 are fed with
power derived from the mains
supply via the rectifier circuit
D724/5 and C723.
(2) IC1013 resets IC1010 at pin 7,
which goes low.
(3) The power supply starts up
when pin 10 of IC1010 goes low.
(4) The +5V supply is established.
(5) The microcontroller chip
IC1001 is reset at pin 10, which
goes high to reset and then returns
to OV.
To isolate IC301 from
the 12C bus, remove
8303
and
R304

Fig. 6: Isolation
of the MSP chip
IC301 from the
PC bus.

(6) The clock oscillator at pins 20
and 21 of IC1001 starts.
(7) Data is read from the EPROM
IC1004 via the parallel data bus
(ALE is active).
(8) The I2C bus reads data from the
NVM (non-volatile memory)
IC1002.
(9) IC1001 produces a secondary
reset pulse via pin 14 of IC1007.
(10) The secondary reset pulse
resets IC305 and IC401 (via
Q1001).
(11) Data is sent to IC305 via the
I2C bus to check that it has been
reset.
(12) Data is sent to IC201 via the
I2C bus to check that it is
operational.
(13) The secondary reset pulse
occurs again.
(14) Line drive, at 31.250kHz, starts
at pin 56 of IC201.
(15) IC401 is interrogated via the
M3 bus to check that it is
operational.

Fig. 7: Location
of IC301 and
IC401.

(16) The line output stage becomes,
active. A flyback pulse is sent to pin
57 of IC201.
(17) IC201 switches the line drive
at pin 56 to the normal rate,
15.625kHz.
(18) The field and audio output
stages become active.
(19) Audio and video mute
released: the picture appears.

Fig. 8: Location
of the microcontroller chip
IC1001, the
EPROM 1C1004
and the port
controller
IC1005.

Pin 10 Pins 20 and Pin 11
ALE
Reset 21 Clock
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Note that if the set was in standby
when the mains supply was last
switched off it will revert to standby
at step (7) via the action of IC1010.
Also that during the start-up data is
transferred to IC1010 via
optocoupler IC1008. This enables
IC1010 to interpret the various
remote-control and key-scan
commands.
By monitoring the ALE signal at
pin 11 of IC1005 (see Fig. 8) you
can check whether data communication is taking place between the
EPROM (ICI004) and the microcontroller chip IC1001. Effectively,
the ALE signal changes state each
time data (an instruction) is read
from the EPROM. This must
therefore mean that the reset pulse
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has been applied to IC1001 and that
the system clock is working. The
microcontroller chip reset is on the
leading edge — when the reset has
occurred the reset pin will be low at
OV. This does not, however, mean
that the NVM is working correctly. If
you suspect that the NVM is faulty it
can be removed from the circuit. If it
is faulty the set will then start up after
about thirty seconds. However when
this is done the line timebase will run
at 31.250kHz and there will be no
picture or sound. This technique will
not work with the Dolby Pro-Logic
Models 59CSD8H and 66CSD8H
unless the Dolby Pro-Logic panel is
disconnected and the software (NVM
and EPROM) is replaced by
**CSO3H versions.
Once the microcontroller, EPROM
and NVM chips have been ruled out
as fault possibilities the next signals
to check are those that control the
processing ICs. The CS chassis has
two system buses. The first is the I2C
bus that communicates with the
signal processor chip IC201, the
multiple-standards processor IC301,
the NVM IC1002 and the tuner. The
second bus is a dedicated M3, which
is used for communication with the
Mega Text chip IC401.
The CS chassis has a staged power

start-up as follows: (1) The power
supply starts. (2) The line output
stage starts. (3) The field output stage
starts. (4) The audio stage mute is
released. This ensures that very little
stress is placed on the power
components in the chassis.
If you suspect that either IC301 or
the tuner is faulty and is causing I2C
problems they can be disconnected.
The result will be loss of sound with
IC301 disconnected and no tuning
with the tuner disconnected. To
disconnect IC301 from the I2C bus,
remove R303 and R304. Fig. 6 shows
the location of these items. This
technique will not work if, within
IC301, there's a short-circuit that
affects the operation of other parts of
the circuit (the likelihood of this is
remote).
If the Mega Text chip IC401
doesn't respond to the secondary
reset pulse, the line output stage will
start up then shut down repeatedly in
a two-second cycle. The Mega Text
IC may not be faulty: it is more likely
that the 20.48MHz crystal X451 is
short-circuit or off-frequency. Note
that if the Mega Text crystal is
disconnected the receiver will start
up but there will be no OSD or
teletext. Fig. 7 shows the locations of
IC301 and IC401.

If IC201 is disconnected from the
I2C bus the set will not come on and
the Nicam LED will flash at twosecond intervals as the secondary
reset pulse is repeatedly applied. This
applies with Dolby Pro-Logic and
later software versions only — when
the earlier EPROM is fitted the LED
remains steady (on).
Fig. 8 shows the physical
arrangement of IC1001, IC1004 and
IC1005. The NVM can just be seen at
the top of the picture. Note that there
are several different types of
EPROM, depending on the receiver
and chassis type. It is important that
the correct EPROM is fitted,
otherwise the overall operation of the
set may be adversely affected. If you
are in any doubt as to which EPROM
should be fitted, refer to the parts
listing in the relevant service manual.
Experience has shown that failure of
the EPROM is very unlikely.
The NVM is also available in a
number of different versions. Once
again the correct type must be
ordered, using the part number listed
in the service manual.

To follow
In Part 2 next month we will deal
with fault-finding in the various
power output stages.

decouple this pin with a lOnF disc ceramic
capacitor. After that, touching pin 2 with a
meter probe no longer switched the set to
standby, but the other faults were still present.
Ferguson Technical suggested replacing
the microcontroller and EEPROM chips as
a pair, but this failed to cure the fault. I
eventually traced the cause to the surfacemounted BC848B transistor TR01, which
is connected to pin 39 (interrupt request) of
the microcontroller chip. A replacement
transistor restored normal operation.
Note that there are two versions of the
TX91 chassis: the other is the TX91G. The
microcontroller chips are not interchageable as they have different pinouts. M.D.

Tatung 190 series chassis
This set could be tuned in and the stations
could be stored, but when the channels
were changed the volume fell to zero. The
fault was cured by replacing the
HD401220RAO6S microcontroller chip.
Note that there is no separate EEPROM in
this chassis — it's in the microcontroller
chip. M.D.

Matsui 14V1R (Grundig
CUC7303 chassis)

Reports from

Michael Dronfield

Kevin Green, TMIIE
Eugene Trundle
Gerald Smith
David Evans
Michael Maurice

Colin J. Guy
David Smith
John Poulton and
Steven Leatherbarrow

Minoka MK1491A
This was an interesting fault condition. The
set was tripping and the 112V HT supply
was low, but removing its load by disconnecting the collector of the line output transistor made no difference. After many
fruitless cold checks I decided to disconnect pin 4 of the optocoupler in the power
supply. The HT voltage then rose to 150V
— as the line output transistor was still disconnected, no harm was done. What I did
find however was that R606 began to
smoke. It's in the TDA1013B audio output
chip's 20V supply, which is also used to
bias the optocoupler. It turned out that the
audio output IC was short-circuit. As a
result the 20V supply was low and the
optocoupler reduced the HT voltage. M.D.

Ferguson T51N (TX91 chassis)

We welcome fault reports
from readers — payment for
each fault is made on
publication. See page 166 for
where and how to send
reports.
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This set had all sorts of intermittent faults.
It would switch itself to standby, come
back on of its own accord, the height
would decrease and the sound system data
in the EEPROM would change on its own.
Presumably the height and sound system
values were reverting to their default ones.
Reprogramming the EEPROM would cure
the problems for a few hours or so, but the
EEPROM would then again become corrupt.
I noticed that the set would switch to
standby when pin 2 (reset) of the microcontroller chip was touched, so I decided to

The customer complained that a faint picture was still present when this set was
switched to standby. I couldn't see any picture when I tested the set, but the CRT
heaters remained alight in standby and
buzzing came from the field scan coils.
Absence of the correct manual caused a bit
of a problem, but I managed to find that pin
1 of IC676 should go to 1.2V in standby: in
this set it remained at 10-7V. When I traced
back from this pin I came to a BC848 surface-mounted transistor whose base would
switch between 0.7V and zero though its
collector remained high. It tested OK, but a
replacement cured the fault. M.D.

Matsui 2086
For lack of contrast replace R316 (1001d2).
It's part of the beam-limiter circuit and can
be found between the field output IC and
the power switching relay. M.D.

Philips Anubis A AC chassis
One of these sets had a very narrow picture: just a strip about four inches wide
some three inches from the left-hand side
of the screen. The rest of the screen was
blanked out. After some checking and head
scratching I eventually found that the cause
was the TDA3504 video controller chip
IC7280,
Another of these sets had a nice little
bread-and-butter problem: it would intermittently blow its BUT11A line output
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transistor. The cause was found to be one
we've had several times before, dry-joints
at the connector plug that feeds the scan
coils. K.G.

comes from the front area of the PCB,
where the cause was traced to dry-joints at
link J159 — at the front right of the main
PCB. G.S.

Toshiba 32MW7DB

Decca D14RFG6 (Tatung F series
chassis)

There was no colour at all, just a very faint
pattern over the screen. Checks showed that
the relevant supply voltages were OK and
that the reference oscillator was working
correctly. I then found that the colour could
be restored by attenuating the aerial input
by about 12-18dB. The cause of the fault
was the TA1259N chip Q501. K.G.

Sanyo CBP2565 (E3-A25
chassis)
There was complete absence of picture and
sound though the front panel LED display
was alight. It took a long time to discover
that Q724 (2SA608) in the chopper power
supply was short-circuit emitter-to-collector. It takes the error bias input from the
regulation feedback optocoupler and applies
this to the chopper control circuit. E.T.

Sharp 66AS05
This set had no sound or picture and it did
not take long to discover that the 2SD1546
line output transistor Q600 had failed. I disconnected the HT feed to the line output
stage then checked the waveform at C607,
which couples the line drive to the pre-driver transistor Q606 (2SC2412). The drive
should be 3V peak-to-peak but was
cramped. When one end of C607 was lifted
it came up full and uncramped. Q606, a
surface-mounted device, turned out to be
leaky. A replacement produced a clean line
drive waveform and, once the line output
stage had been repaired, normal sound and
pictures were restored. G.S.

Nokia 6364UKSFN
The picture had what looked like an EW
fault, though the EW correction circuit was
OK. When I checked the network D515,
R515, C515 I found that 0515 (2.2g) was
faulty. A replacement restored correct scanning. G.S.

This set would switch on normally. After
less than half a minute however it would,
without any warning, shut down in the
standby mode with the standby light flashing — there was a repeated pattern of four
flashes. The cause was R909, R913 and
R922 (all 180k52) which had gone high in
value. They are on the CRT.base panel.
Diodes D901 and D910 in the beam limiter
circuit, which is also on the CRT panel, can
also cause this fault.
My thanks to Wizard Distributors who
obtained this information from Tatung.
D.E.

Sanyo CBP2876 (EDO chassis)
This set wouldn't come on: it kept reverting
to standby with a squealing noise. It's very
difficult to fault-find with this chassis as
almost any fault will make it go to standby!
There was a tell-tale sign of burning from
the TDA8170 field output chip however,
and I noticed that it was cracked. I replaced
it, along with the 1001IF flyback boost
capacitor C703, which had certainly seen
better days, and the fuselink R715. When I
switched on again I was rewarded with a
picture that was flashing. There were also
hissing and arcing noises from the line output transformer. A new LOPT and setting
up restored good results. M.M.

Proline NV3200
The complaint with this 33in. monster was
lines in the centre of the screen. Because of
its size, I had to carry out the repair at the
premises. Fortunately the problem turned
out to be field flyback lines, caused by the
demise of C432 (100g, 63V). M.M.

required replacement of the TDA4950 EW
correction chip IGOL M.M.

Philips 17PT166A (Anubis A AC
chassis)
This set came in dead from another dealer
who was convinced that the line output
transformer was short-circuit. It wasn't: the
cause of the short was the scan coupling
capacitor C2450. The value varies with
tube size. With 15 and 17in. tubes the value
is 330nF. M.M.

Philips 6110 Chassis
When the channel was changed this set
would usually flick to a blank screen with
unlocked text lines on it. This also happened when text was selected. The cause
was found to be on the text board. I
replaced the SAA5231 video processing
chip, which then got very hot before blowing the safety resistor R3917 in the 12V
supply. I next suspected the 13.875MHz
crystal X1801, but it was blameless. The
culprit turned out to be the 6MHz tuning
coil L5803. Once a replacement had been
fitted the SAA5231 chip ran cool and the
set worked correctly. M.M.

Toshiba 3339DB
The picture was bright with flyback lines.
My first check was on the 200V supply to
the RGB output stages. As this was correct,
attention was turned to the line output transformer. Adjustment of the first anode control got rid of the lines, but so did adjustment of the focus control! When I consulted
Toshiba I was told that the CRT had failed.
The customer didn't feel inclined to pay for
a new tube, so I set up the focus and first
anode controls as best I could. The customer
was happy with that. M.M.

Philips Anubis A Chassis

This set was dead with no sound or picture.
There was no activity on the primary side
of the chopper power supply because the
transformer was open-circuit between pins
5 and 6. A replacement restored the set to
normal working order. G.S.

This set was dead though a clicking noise
came from the power supply. Checks soon
revealed that the S2000AF line output transistor was short-circuit. When a replacement was fitted there was an EW fault with
the EW driver transistor TH03 (BD241D)
running very hot. The culprit was CH09
(150nF) in the line output stage tuning network — it was open-circuit. The replacement should be rated at 400V. M.M.

Sanyo CBP2180

Ferguson 59K7 (ICC5 chassis)

This dead set required the usual power supply rebuild. When I reconnected it to the
mains supply the fuse blew. So I did what I
should have done in the first place: I started
the set up via the variac, having replaced
the fuse and the chopper transistor and connected a light bulb across the 95V supply as
a dummy load. As everything was now OK,.
I refitted the chassis in the set. It worked
until I tried to connect the aerial, then spluttered and died. This time a careful inspection of the PCB revealed a hairline crack
between pin 12 of the chopper transformer
and the optocoupler. Once this had been
repaired and a new fuse and BUT11A transistor had been fitted the set worked and
continued to work. M.M.

This set had a snowy picture and wouldn't
tune in. Checks at the tuner showed that
there was no voltage at the TU pin. It

Intermittent operation was cured by attending to dry-joints in the line output stage.
There was also lack of width, which

There was reduced height and bowing at

Mitsubishi CT2154TX (Euro 4
chassis)
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Finlandia C51JZE (Nokia N
chassis)

Toshiba 2512DBT
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the sides of the picture. Both could be set
up almost correctly in the service mode, but
not quite. The cause was two dried up electrolytic capacitors in the screened DPC
module, C372 (2.2g) and C374 (2201E,
16V). C.J.G.

Philips 25PT4103 (L6.2 chassis)
This chassis uses a strange arrangement
with the line and field output stages on the
non-isolated side, the drives being fed via
optocouplers. The problem was that the line
output transistor, Tr7906 on the deflection
module, ran hot and failed after a few minutes, though there was a perfectly good picture while it lasted. The cause was L5420
which was open-circuit. It's in the line
drive circuit.
The parentage of the designers of several
modern chassis has been under discussion
recently in this workshop! C.J.G.

Mitsubishi CT21A2STX (Euro 12
chassis)
The picture was rolling and was generally
unstable. Voltage checks revealed that the
12V supply was high at 15V. The cause of
the fault was the 1N4148 diode D958,
which is connected between pins 4 and 5 of
the 12V regulator IC951. C.J.G.

Philips 21GR2350 (G90AE
chassis)
The power supply was in a right mess following someone's attempt at fitting a repair
kit. I had to remove most of the surfacemounted components then install a new kit.
After that the outputs from the power supply were all low. The cause was Tr7654
(BC847C) which was leaky. C.J.G.

Sony KVE2912U (AE1A chassis)
There was no remote control operation and
no sound. In addition the picture size varied
with the brightness level, though this would
improve as the set warmed up. The cause of
all these symptoms was C615 (1,000g,
25V), which is the reservoir capacitor for
the +14V rectifier. C.J.G.

GoldStar CF28C28F (PC58A
chassis)
Field collapse was cured by replacing
IC351 (TDA8350CQ) which had virtually
melted. The tatty soldering revealed that it
had been replaced before, and when I
looked more closely I realised that the
puny, badly-designed clip didn't hold the
IC tightly to the heatsink. So I adapted a
stronger clip from another chassis, and
ensured that adequate heatsink compound
was applied. C.J.G.

Philips 14PV163 tele-video
This set would fire up very briefly when it
was switched on from standby or when a
tape was inserted. The tape would be immediately ejected, then the set would revert to
standby. The cause of the trouble was the
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switching transistor Tr7352, which is in the
middle of the PCB. It was open-circuit. A
replacement cured both faults. D.S.

ally found that DF30 (BAV103) in the field
output stage was open-circuit. Its function
is to rectify the field output pulses to produce a bias voltage to hold TL60 on. J.P.

Sharp 66CS03H
This set was dead with a short-circuit
BUH515 line output transistor. The cause
of its demise was dry-joints in the line output stage. Note that the neon lamp is connected in the mains input circuit and indicates power on only. D.S.

JVC AV21F1EK (JX chassis)
There was no tuning or on-screen display
with this set. The cause was simply dryjoints at the transistors on the long heatsink
panel near the power supply and the line
output stage. D.S.

Amstrad CTV1410
This set wouldn't store stations. On investigation I found that the EEPROM's —30V
supply was missing. Although the 2.2k0
feed resistor R603 looked very distressed it
read correctly when checked. The cause of
the trouble was the lOnF decoupling capacitor C602. J.P.

Panasonic TX24MD1 (Euro 2
chassis)
This set was stuck in standby. When it was
switched on the EHT would rustle up then
die. The EAROM IC1203 was faulty. J.P.

Philips G90AE Chassis
When this set was switched on there was
rapid tripping. The cause was traced to the
BC557C transistor Tr7652, which is part of
the pulse-width modulator circuit in the
power supply. A replacement restored normal operation. D.S.

Sony KVE2922U (AE1C chassis)
The BUZ91A FET chopper transistor in
this set had failed. The cause was R604
(150142) and R610 (180142) which had
gone high in value. A new chopper transistor will fail immediately if these resistors
are faulty. D.S.

LG GoldStar CF28C22F
If you get one of these sets with field collapse, it's best to fit the modification kit
(KITPC33J). This involves replacing about
seven components to improve reliability.
The kit comes with instructions, and also
covers Models CF25C22F and CF29C42F.
D.S.

Bush 2850NTX-A (TV8 chassis)
There was only a single dot in the centre of
the screen. I found that the line scan connection was burnt at the plug to PCB joint.
After repairing this there was field collapse.
The TDA8170 field output chip was shortcircuit and its supply components were
damaged. These are rectifier D402 (BA157)
and fusible resistor R408. The reservoir
capacitor was OK. S.L.

Mitsubishi CT28AV1B (EE3
chassis)
This set produced a picture with severely
crushed highlights (reminiscent of a faulty
Sony IF unit — you know the one!). There
was also very loud sound hum. I found discoloration and solder deterioration around
Q952 (2SC2236) which proved to be leaky.
There's a modification for this problem,
available from CHS as "8V regulator kit",
code 44052, at a very reasonable price.
S.L.

Ferguson C51F (ICC6 chassis)

Hitachi C2846TN

Now and again this set would scroll
through the channels, even though they
were tuned in. If you get this problem look
no farther than the touch membrane. We've
also had the problem with similar models.
Note that these sets scroll through the channels when no carrier signals are being
received. D.S.

If the TV model number is displayed and
cannot be removed, the set is in the 'factory
mode'. Press both record buttons on the
VCR section of the handset, switch to
standby then switch off at the mains. Wait
for thirty seconds. After that the set should
be all right. S.L.

Goodmans GD2880 (Ferguson
TX92 chassis)

This unit was dead with the LED at the
front moving from red to green. The cause
of the trouble was R817, which was virtually open-circuit. Note that if there is a VCR
fault that results in no deck operation the
LED also, for some reason, produces this
indication. S.L.

Daewoo TVC14VP tele-video
This set was stuck in standby. When it was,
switched on the EHT came up then died
instantly. The only clue I could find in the
power supply was that pin 4 of the
TDA8139 regulator chip IP70 was at 5V
instead of OV. This pin is connected to the
set's safety system, which centres of transistor TL60 (BC548B) in the line output
stage. When I overrode the protection by
linking the collector and emitter of this
transistor there was a normal picture and
sound, which indicated that the cause of the
fault was in the protection circuit. I eventu-

Goodmans 2019R (Onwa
chassis)
If, after replacing the usual electrolytics in
the power supply and the 12V zener diode
D402, you are left with poor, no or excessive contrast, the culprit will be the
AN5601K colour decoder chip IC301. S.L.
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Servicing

the Sharp CS chassis
This month's instalment (Part 2) deals with the unusual field (class D) and line
output stages. Alex Towers describes basic circuit operation and fault-finding
procedures
I n Part 1 last month we covered the basic
operation of the CS chassis, then faultfinding in the power supply section. This
month we will outline procedures for
tackling faults in the line and field
timebases.
If there's a problem in the line output
stage (a faulty line output transistor,
shorting LOPT, damaged flyback tuning
capacitors, dry-joints at the connections to
the deflection coils, etc.) the set will not
start up — the start-up procedure described
last month will be aborted. As an aid to
fault diagnosis the line output transistor
can be removed, enabling the start-up
process to be completed.
When this is done the line drive signal
will be present at pin 56 of the multifunction chip 1C201 until the set is turned
off. The best place to monitor the line
drive signal is at R611, which is mounted
on the top of the PCB (see Fig. 9). It's
important to note that the amplitude of the
drive signal must be at least 6.5V peak-topeak: the line output stage will not operate
correctly with anything less.

Pin 56 of IC201 is an open-collector
output. This means that a load resistor is
required, which brings us back to R611
(82051). R611 is connected between pin 56
of IC201 and the 8V supply. It can go high
in value or open-circuit. The result is low
or no line drive. Within IC201 a couple of
protection diodes are connected to pin 56.
One is connected to the positive supply,
the other to chassis (OV). These diodes can
become leaky, the result being no or very
low line drive. The normal resistance
between pin 56 and chassis (OV) is
approximately 1.2kS2 while the resistance
between pin 56 and the 8V supply is 82052
(R611). If the resistance to chassis is less
than 50052, this almost certainly means
that IC201 is faulty and must be replaced.

The field timebase
Problems occasionally arise in the field
output stage. Most of them result in a dead
set. Faults in the field output stage usually
involve destruction of the output pair of
transistors Q507 and Q508. If these
transistors are removed and the PCB is

cleaned there should be no permanent
damage to the print.
The following items should also be
replaced when the output transistors have
failed: D501, D502, D507, D512, C506,
C507, C512 and C517. D507 and D512 are
radial components mounted on the
component side of the PCB. Fig. 10 shows
the position of certain of these components
on the print side of the PCB.
The field output stage occasionally
becomes intermittent, the result being
erratic field scan problems such as
cramping at the top or bottom of the
picture or partial collapse. In this situation
it is best to start by replacing the
components listed above.
If there's of a bright line, which cannot
be removed by adjustment, at the top of the
picture (about one inch down) the normal
cause is C512 and/or C517.
Fig. 11 shows the field timebase circuit.
To minimise dissipation, the output stage
operates in the class D mode (the
transistors, Q507 and Q508, are operated
as switches which are either saturated or

Q507
Q508
SCART
socket
D502
C507

R611 Measure line drive signal here
Fig. 9: Checking the line drive signal at pin 56 of IC201.
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Fig. 10: Location of critical field timebase components on the print
side of the PCB.
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Fig. 11: The field timebase circuit used in the Sharp CS chassis. IC501A is the pulse-width modulator, 0504/5 comprise the driver stage
and Q507/8 the output stage, with 0509 and 0512 providing the flyback action. The +13V, -13V and +40V supplies are derived from the
line output transformer. The above circuit applies to 51cm models. There are several component variations with 59/66cm models.

off). A low-pass filter (L501 and C514)
integrates the output to produce a sawtooth
waveform to drive the field scan coils.
Class D operation means that a pulsewidth modulated drive is required. This is
created by mixing a line-frequency
sawtooth and a field-frequency ramp: as
the ramp progresses, the mark-space ratio
of the pulse-width modulation increases.
IC501A is the pulse-width modulator. A
vertical drive ramp from IC201 is applied
to pin 3 via Q502/3. The other input, at pin
2, is a line-frequency sawtooth that's
produced by Q501 and its associated
components. Pulses from pin 1 of the line
output transformer are fed via R618 and
C501 to the base of Q501, which acts as a
discharge device for the RC charging
circuit R502 and C502. To ensure a linear
sawtooth, R502 is connected to the HT
supply (112V or 150V depending on tube
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size). In effect the output from IC501A is a
15.625kHz squarewave modulated by the
field drive waveform.
C501 or Q501 can fail, producing a
rainbow effect at the top of the screen.
Q509, which is connected to the 40V
supply (45V in larger-screen models),
provides the field flyback in conjunction
with Q512. If the 40V supply is missing or
low (typically 25-35V) there can be field
cramping, severe linearity problems — and
even sound muting. These symptoms are
sometimes present together. Typically
C619, D619 (59/66cm models) or problems
with Q507 and Q508 cause these faults.

The line timebase
The line driver and output stages are
unusual in that there is no impedancematching driver transformer and they start
up at twice the line frequency. The basic

circuit is shown in Fig. 12.
When the line output stage starts up,
energy is induced in the output transformer
T601 and diodes D609 and D610 provide
power to turn the output transistor Q601 on
and off. At the start of the conduction
cycle, Q601 is biased on via R602 from the
+13.5V line. As the transformer is
energised, D609 provides current to turn
on Q601 harder. Likewise the —18V supply
works in conjunction with current via
D610 and Q603 to turn Q601 off. During
the start-up process the line speed is
doubled. This means that the output
transformer is untuned and doesn't take too
much current.
When IC201 receives a feedback pulse at
pin 57 from the output stage the line speed
is switched to the conventional 15-625kHz.
At this point Q601 is turned on and off
entirely by the supplies generated by D609
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Fig. 12: The line driver
and output stages
(51cm models). Q601 is
type 8U508AFI in 51cm
models, type 81.1H515 in
59/66cm models
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and D610, with Q603 synchronising the
action.
A number of problems can occur with
this unusual circuit, resulting in
intermittent or premature failure of Q601.
D609 and D610 can break down
intermittently, causing loss of switching
voltage. C604 can dry out because it's
mounted near to R628: this leads to loss of
energy in the negative supply, with Q601
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overheating then failing. It is routine
practice to bend resistor R628 away from
C604 and replace the latter with a hightemperature (105°C) type. D609, D610 and
C604 come as part of the CS Chassis Kit —
see Part 3 next month. R601 can go high in
value or open-circuit: the result is instant
destruction of Q601 at switch on.
The circuit used in larger-screen (59 and
66cm) sets is basically the same, the main

EW drive from
pin 62 of
IC201

T

47n

Fig. 13: Circuitry used in
59/66CS03H and
59/66CSD8H models to
generate the 45V supply
and provide EW
modulator drive.

difference being the use of an EW diode
modulator.

The 40/45V supply
A 40/45V (depending on tube size) supply
is generated from pin 6 of the line output
transformer for use in various other parts
of the receiver. The circuitry depends on
the chassis version. If the chassis is version
5 or above with **CSO3H receivers, use
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the **CSO5H circuit diagram. If the
chassis is version 7 with **CS03H or
**CSO5H receivers, use the **CSD8H
circuit diagram.
It is important that this supply is correct
as it's used for several critical purposes, as
follows:
(1) To generate the flyback voltage in the
field output stage (to return the spot to the
start of the scan).
(2) To turn off a muting circuit which
ensures that the audio output is suppressed
when the set is turned on. This eliminates
any popping or banging from the internal
speakers during the start-up. Note that the
Pro-Logic speakers that are driven from
the Dolby Pro-Logic PCB are not muted in
this way.
(3) For the EW correction circuit in
59/66cm models (to provide pincushion
correction).
Pincushion correction is not necessary with
51cm sets, so there is no EW circuitry. In

addition the supply generated from pin 6 of
the line output stage is slightly lower at
40V. The rectifier circuit used is shown in
Fig. 12. D612 is the rectifier and C619 the
reservoir capacitor. The value of the surgelimiter resistor R628 is 2251.
With 59/66cm sets EW correction is
required and the supply generated from pin
6 of the LOPT is slightly higher at 45V.
Fig. 13 shows the circuitry used in
59/66CS03H and 59/66CSD8H models.
D622 is the 45V rectifier with C619 its
reservoir capacitor. The value of the surgelimiter resistor R643 is 5-6Q. D619, which
is connected to the LOPT-derived +13V
supply, acts as a clamp. The EW output
stage operates in the class D mode.
IC501B is the pulse-width modulator,
Q605 is a driver transistor while Q606/7
are the output transistors.
Fig. 14 shows the slightly different 45V
rectifier circuit used in 59/66CS05H
models fitted with chassis versions 5 and 6.
D612 is the 45V rectifier, C619 is the
reservoir capacitor and the value of the
surge-limiter resistor R628 is 5.652. D619
clamps the cathode of D621.

D612
1N4935

R628 D621
10V
5.6
45V
Fused

From pin 6
of LOPT

0619
27V

C6191
O

+13V

Fig. 14: Modified 45V supply circuit in 59/
66CS05H models using chassis versions 5 and 6.

In all these circuits C619 is rated at 63V,
105°C.

Correction
In Fig. 5 last month the outputs from D719
and D710 should have been shown as
+18V and —18V respectively (for 51cm
models). +16V and —16V is correct for
59/66cm models.

Next month
In the concluding instalment next month
we will deal with the audio circuitry (class
D again), adjustments, changing the NVM
values, software reset and the multipurpose kit introduced to deal with known
faults in the CS chassis.

Service notes on the Sharp BCTV-A chassis
We've had a fair uumber.of these sets
pass through our hands,.They include
Models DV5935, DV5937 and DV6635.
Most faults are caused by problems in the
line output stage. Our experiences have
been as follows:

the 2SD1540 liae,Qutput transistor is dryjoints at the scan coils. Unplug the lead
from the coils, unclip the small PCB, turn
it over and resolder any obvious dryjoints. in one set the plug/socket was
intermittent— this was cured by cutting
the wire and soldering it directly to the
reverse side .of the hoard.

voir capacitor for the LOPT-derived 42V
supply. You will find the voltage across
C600 low.

Power supply pulsing from cold: In
every case we've found that C743
(330µF, 25V) was open-circuit. It's the
reservoir capacitor for the supply to the
MC44602 chopper control chip (IC700)
in the power supply.

Field 'unstable': Check C504 (9.471.tF,
50V electrolytic) and the EW coil L604.

Dead set with smell of burning: It's
quite common to get a big burn up
around R619/R632 (both 390., 0.5W,
R632 fused) in the line-scan coupling circuit. The cause is C619 (560nF, 250V).
C604 (470nF, 250V) is often damaged as
well. With a little care, it's possible to
repair the damage. The line output transistor Q600 (2501546) usually also dies:
if you are lucky, it will have died before
the hoard damage is excessive. If the
resistors burn up after your repair,
replace L603 (3.3141) which is sometimes damaged by the heat.

Field collapse: This is commonly caused
by D601 (part no. DX0127CE) going
open-circuit. lt's the rectifier diode for
the LOPT-derived 16V and 12V (via regulator IC600) supplies.

Dead set, Q600 short-circuit, R619/
R632 OK: The usual cause of failure of

Rolling on-screen display: The cause is
failure of C600 (100uF, 63V), the reser-
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Bad pincushion distortion: Check C607
(560nF, 250V) in the line-scan coupling
circuit and the EW diode modulator loading coil L604 (15mH).

Field or pincushion problems: These
can be caused by the TDA8350Q chip
IC5()0 — it provides the field output and
the drive to the EW diode modulator.
No picture: Can be 10500 again, supplying incorrect blanking pulses to the
colour decoder circuit. The picture may
be OK from cold then go off when the
set has warmed up.

Report from Nigel Goodwin
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TV FAULT FINDING
Reports from
Michael Dranfield
Glyn Dickinson
Ian Bowden
Denis Foley
Graham Richards
Eugene Trundle
Geoff Butcher and
LCGI
I. Le

We welcome fault reports from
readers — payment for each fault is
made shortly after publication. See
page 246 for where and how to
send reports.
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Sony KV211XMU (AE1 chassis)
This set could be tuned in, but when the
channel was changed after it had been on
for an hour or so the stations would all be
lost. If the set was left to cool down, they
would all be back.
This suggested a problem around the
M58655 memory chip IC003, and I found
that its —30V supply fell to —15V when the
fault occurred. A check with the circuit diagram showed that this supply is derived
from the LOPT. I replaced the reservoir
capacitor C826 and the smoothing capacitor C017 (both 10g, 50V), but an hour
later the problem was back. There's a small
white coil (L807) with a parallel 10k0
resistor (R830) in series with the rectifier
diode. The coil had —30V at one end and
—15V at the other: a puff of freezer on the
coil cleared the fault.
It's not very often that you come across
an intermittently open-circuit choke. One
from a scrap board provided a lasting cure.
M.D.
Bush 2850NTX-A (TV8 chassis)
These sets appear to be made by Schneider
of Germany. The complaint with this one
was no results. Some quick checks showed
that the power supply lines were all in
order — but note that they will be slightly
low when the power supply is running
unloaded.

I thought that the microcontroller chip
IC702 was the cause of the trouble,
because there was activity at the serial data
and clock pins 40 and 41 for only about a
second, after which activity ceased. There
was 5V at pin 42, the voltage at the reset
pin 33 was high, and the 8MHz clock was
running (pins 31 and 32). So it appeared to
be a fair bet that the IC was faulty. Wrong!
To cut a long story short (much time
was wasted as the service manual contains
no circuit description), the microcontroller
chip must receive a sync pulse from the
line timebase at pin 26 within one second
of powering up, otherwise the serial data
and clock lines will become inactive and
the set will appear to be dead.
The problem was caused by transistor
T301 (BC547B), which provides the input
to the Darlington line driver transistor
T309. It was leaky. Once a replacement
had been fitted the set worked normally.
Loss of field sync at pin 27 of the
microcontroller chip might also result in
some sort of shutdown, but because of lack
of time I've not been able to confirm this.
A word of warning about transistors
T307, T304, T305 and T306 in the EW
drive circuit. They all float on the voltage
at the collector of the line output transistor:
any voltage measurements here must be
made with respect to the T307's source
connection. In the interests of safety, a service manual should be obtained before one
of these sets is serviced. M.D.
Ferguson C39F (Thomson TX90

chassis)
RL24 (2.21a 0.7W) in the line scan circuit
was burnt to a crisp. Capacitor CP27,
which is right behind RL24, had been melted by the heat. To be on the safe side I also
decided to replace CL23 and CL24 (both
33µF, 160V). The cause of the damage
had been a dry-joint at the line scan coupling capacitor CL26 (360nF, 250V).
Because of this the scan current's earth
path had been via RL24, CL23 and CL24.
M.D.

Sharp 66DS03H
This set wouldn't respond to the remote or
the on-board controls. A common cause of
this complaint is failure of R704 and/or
R705 (both 68kC2) in the 5V supply to the
slave microcontroller chip IC702. Not this
time however. IC702 was processing the
remote control data and feeding it to optocoupler IC704. A good 5V peak-to-peak
serial data train was present at the LED
section of IC704, but at the output side the
pulses were at only 1V peak-to-peak. A
replacement optocoupler made no difference, the 3.3kS2 pull-up resistor R102 was
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OK and the 5V supply was spot on.
This left only the C161K main microcontroller chip IC101 as the suspect. When
pin 74 (data input) was lifted, the amplitude
of the serial data across R102 was restored
to the correct level. Resistance checks at
pin 74 produced readings of 200Q both
ways. Replacement of IC101 cured the
fault. It's an 80-pin surface-mounted
device. M.D.

supply power to the slave microcontroller
chip on the primary side of the power supply.
The chopper power supply is switched
off in standby, reducing the consumption to
a couple of watts. M.D.

Ferguson B59F (ICC7 chassis)
For low, weak sound replace CS14 (10,
63V) in the IF module. M.D.

Tatung 190 Series Chassis

Thomson TX90 Chassis

This 14in. portable would come on OK, but
the chopper transformer whistled very loudly. Then, after ten seconds or so, the set
would revert to standby. A check on the
115V HT supply showed that the voltage
rose to 150V in the standby mode.
The cause of the fault was the 4752, 4W
wirewound resistor R827 on the primary
side of the power supply. It's part of the
FET chopper transistor's snubber network,
and was open-circuit. Note that the snubber
circuit differs in some versions of the chassis. M.D.

There were three connected faults with this
Ferguson set: no sound, the tuning didn't
stop, and the set reverted to standby after
five minutes. The common factor was the
signal ident circuit — the ident input at pin
36 of the microcontroller chip IRO1 didn't
change. There are four transistors (TJ01-4)
in the ident circuit. In view of previous
experience of faults in this area I decided to
replace all four (BC558A, BC548B and two
BC558Bs). After that the set worked normally. G.D.

Philips 22GR9972
This set suffered from intermittent teletext.
The cure was to reflow the connections to
all the surface-mounted ceramic capacitors
on the text PCB.
While the set was on test another problem occurred: the on-screen display flashed
up "MONO F2" during reception of a
Nicam signal. Close inspection of the
Nicam PCB revealed hairline cracks around
most of the surface-mounted ceramic
capacitors. Resoldering them cured the F2
fault.
Could this sort of problem be the cause
of intermittent power supply blow ups?
M.D.

Fidelity CTV920
The chopper transformer was buzzing and
the HT voltage was very low. The cause
was traced to the blue disc ceramic capacitor C171 (3,300pF, 2kV), which was burnt
and split. It's part of the snubber network
associated with the STK7348 chopper chip
(IC7).
The set was also sometimes reluctant to
start from cold. This problem was cured by
replacing C169 (1 RF, 50V). It provides the
feedback drive to the chopper transistor in
IC7. M.D.

Philips 21GR2550 (G90AE chassis)
This set would work all right for several
minutes. It would then start to go off and on
violently. I couldn't find any dry-joints, but
there was a smell of ozone. The CRT's
focus pin was arcing, so a new base socket
was required. G.D.

Hitachi C2546TN
If the problem with one of these sets is field
collapse, before you condemn the field output chip it's worth checking for a dry-joint
at the fusible resistor in its power supply.
We've had several sets with this fault.
Unfortunately two of them had suffered
screen burn at the centre of the CRT. So do
check for this whenever one of these sets
comes in for repair. G.D.
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Samsung CI3351A (P685A
chassis)
This set produced a very odd picture. When
the first anode voltage was turned up I was
able to see that the width was only about
two-thirds normal and that there was a twoinch section which was brighter down the
middle of the screen. A scope check at the
collector of the line output transistor
showed that two voltage spikes were present. As I couldn't find any faulty line output stage components, I took a look at the
line drive waveform.
At the collector of the line driver transistor Q401 there should be a squarewave of
25V amplitude with overshoot on the positive-going leading edge. In this case the
amplitude was low at 17V, and the leading
edge was severely rounded. The reason for
this was that D405 (1N4003) was open-circuit. It provides the supply for the line driver stage, taking over from the start-up feed
via D404 once the output stage has come
into operation. I.B.

Panasonic TC2195 (Z3T chassis)
The customer said there was no picture. In
fact the field scanning was very distorted
and would sometimes collapse completely
when the chassis was moved. A look at the
underside of the PCB showed that nearly
every joint in the field output stage had
been resoldered in the past.
By flexing the PCB very gently I discovered that the cause of the trouble was in
fact in the area of the TDA4505M IF/timebase generator chip IC101. Most of the connections looked suspect, but when pin 2
(field ramp generator) was heated with an
iron the solder shrank away from the PCB.
The set worked perfectly once the chip's
pins had all been resoldered. I.B.

Ferguson TX100 Chassis
This ageing set had developed an appetite
for line output transistors. The bravest of
them lasted for only about a week. I had
checked all the usual dry-joints, and
replaced the line hold control. Luckily at
switch-on I heard a definite arcing and,
having just repaired a 25in. Sharp set, took
a look at the scan coil PCB. Sure enough
the left-hand pin was dry-jointed. It would
be a good idea to check any set fitted with
this type of PCB. G.D.

Sharp 66E505
If the set won't respond to the remote control unit and the on-board volume and channel-change buttons don't work, replace the
two 68k52 resistors R704 and R705. Use
0-75W, 350V metal-film resistors. R704
and R705 are near the on/off switch. They

scan coils. I did and it worked! Now, how
about five correct lottery numbers?! G.D.

Pye 37KN3030 (Philips NC3
chassis)
There was an odd fault with this old
portable: a vertical green tuning indicator
bar was permanently present on the screen.
The cause was found to be C371 (100g,
16V), which was short-circuit. It's in the
circuitry that detects when sync lock has
occurred and should then switch off the
tuning line. I.B.

Panasonic TXS3T (Z7 chassis)
Hitachi C2546TN
This set came out of standby, growled
crossly for a second, then went back again.
No shorts were evident, and resoldering
didn't seem to help. A blinding flash of
inspiration then suggested that I change the

The symptom was no sound, picture normal. "Can't be much" the customer had
said. After checking that the volume hadn't
been turned down I connected another
receiver via the scart socket. The result was
perfect sound. I didn't have a service manu-
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al, so I checked around IC601
(M52778SP-A) with a scope. FM sound
was being fed in at pin 2, but I couldn't
find any audio output. The ever-helpful
people at Panasonic suggested C208
(10µF), which is connected to pin 33. Not
this time however!
Once I had obtained a manual I saw
that the audio should leave IC601 at pin 47
and pass to pin 10 of IC251. It didn't, so it
seemed that IC601 was faulty. But the
price is £15.95 plus VAT! As there was no
alternative I had to order one. Fortunately
the replacement restored normal sound.
D.F.
Bush etc 11AK12 Chassis
If you get one of these sets with a blown
up power supply (short-circuit power
MOSFET chopper transistor etc.), you
must replace the chopper transformer. It's
available at a very reasonable price from
Bush as part of an upgrade kit: you get an
improved transformer, a resistor, a capacitor and instructions. The chassis is used in
various Bush, Goodmans, Crown etc.
sets. G.R.
Philips 21PT1532/05 (L6.1
chassis)
This set would intermittently lock up or
loose the picture altogether. To cure this
problem, carry out the following modification: remove Tr7505 (BC548B) and fit a
BC337-40 transistor in its place, then
change the value of R3500 from 33052 to
47051 (part`no. 4822 0512 0471). These
two components are in the 5V supply
(+5S) that feeds the microcontroller chip
and the EEPROM.
If any unusual faults persist, the EEPROM chip may be corrupted. Its part number is 4822 2096 2098. G.R.
Sharp 51AT15H/15AT151R
(5BSA chassis)
This set was dead though the standby LED
went out when a channel button was
pressed. Checks showed that there was no
line drive at pin 12 of the MC44007 colour
decoder/timebase generator chip IC801
because its 5V supply at pin 35 was missing. The cause was traced to the BC338-40
standby switching transistor Q708, which
was short-circuit. G.R.
Philips 21PT165/05 (AA5 AB
chassis)
Loads of these sets have come in because
of tripping, with burn ups or short-circuit
RGB output transistors etc. on the tube
base PCB. The tube base PCB with components is available for less than £5 plus
VAT from Philips, but very often the
TDA8362 multi-function chip IC7015 on
the main PCB will have been damaged.
This costs nearly £30. If, after fitting these
items, there is a dull picture the 8.251 safe-
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ty resistor R3470 in the RGB HT supply is
open-circuit.
Having repaired the set you could well
find that it bounces back after a week or
so, again tripping but this time with the
line output transformer reading short-circuit, usually at all pins. So we now include
the price of a replacement LOPT in the
estimate when one of these sets comes in
with RGB faults. It seems that the transformer develops an intermittent fault that
causes the tube base PCB trouble. G.R.
Samsung C15344 (551A chassis)
Wrong option set up can cause: (1) poor or
no colour, (2) no sound, (3) white noise on
sound, (4) no sync. To reset to the UK
standard, proceed as follows:
(1) Switch on at the mains switch.
(2) Use the remote-control unit to go to
standby.
(3) Then, in quick succession, key in 'display', 'menu', 'mute' and 'standby'. You
should then be in the option set-up.
(4) Set 'option' for 'CI'.
(5) Go to reset.
(6) Press volume up (the display will
change to "wait for 5 secs" ).
(7) Finally, go to 'standby'. G.R.
Mitsubishi CT37C2STX
If the set is stuck in standby, replace C959
(4700, 16V) and C956 (2,200µF, 25V).
Also check R956 and R986 for badly-soldered joints. G.R.
Sony KVE2522
The picture displayed by this old set was
very distorted: cramped at the centre,
stretched at the top and folded over at the
bottom — painful! Normal field scanning
was restored by replacing the 680g, 25V
scan coupling capacitor C532 and the
1000,.50V flyback boost capacitor C531.
E.T.
Toshiba 214R7B
The customer told me that he had inadvertently left the set in standby overnight
rather than turning the mains power switch
off. The next morning it was dead. His
switch off procedure had not been the
cause of the fault however — it would have
happened anyway sooner or later. I found
that the mains fuse had blown because of a
faulty degaussing posistor. One of the
discs inside had disintegrated.
As usual this was not the end of the
story. While reassembling the set I found
that when the main smoothing capacitor

was pushed down slightly there would be
an arcing noise and the set would then
sometimes revert to standby. After a fair
amount of resoldering in the main power
supply area without success, I spotted a
bad joint at the primary winding of the
small transformer that powers the standby
and control circuitry. It was nowhere near
the apparently sensitive area of the PCB,
but resoldering it cured the trouble. G.B.
Sony KVM14TU (BE1 chassis)
There was no sound or picture, just a highpitched whistle from the power supply — as
though there was a short-circuit across its
output. Resistance tests failed to reveal any
shorts however. The cause of the trouble
was eventually traced to a breakdown in the
line output transformer's plastic insulated
case. The insulation was able to resisf the
low voltage from the ohmmeter but not the
full HT from the power supply. G.B.
Ferguson T59F (TX92 chassis)
This set kept shutting down. I checked for
shorts on the secondary side of the power
supply (line output stage etc.) but couldn't
find any. When the cathode of DS4 was
disconnected the power supply started up
all right. A check on the secondary voltages revealed that there was only 30V at
DP51. There was also excessive ripple.
The cause of all this was CP52 (100g)
which was open-circuit. I.L.
Ferguson RP46 rear projector
For no convergence, check the operation
of the convergence power supply near the
blue tube. Resistor RPO9 (1001M) goes
open-circuit. This is a very common fault
that can be repaired on site.
Another fault is RP18 (2201a2) going
open-circuit. This stops the convergence
power supply working.
I've had both these faults about eight
times during the last year, at different
sites. Use resistors rated at 340V. I.L.
Orion 20935 combi unit
When this TV/video combi unit was playing back a tape there was wow on sound
with a swirling picture. The cause was
traced to CS23 in the TV power supply. It
was open-circuit. I.L.
Ferguson D51N (ICC9 chassis)
This set was dead with the line output
transistor short-circuit. Once a replacement
had been fitted the set started up, but with
no picture. There was drive at the base of
the line output transistor, but it was of low
amplitude. A check on the voltages in the
line driver circuitry showed that there was
only 2.5V instead of 6.5V at the collectors
of TL64 and TL65. The cause of the fault
was that DL61 (1N4001) went open-circuit
on load — it measured OK out of circuit.
I.L.
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shiba
Service
Briefs
More know-how
from Toshiba, based
on Technical
Bulletins AH80,
AH81 and AH82

TV Sets
Models 1782TB, 2180TB and
2181TB

Very occasional pulling on teletext
subtitles: Increase the value of RB06 from
560142 to 1%2.
Models 2145DB and 2545DB

Subtle and continual changes in the
contrast level may occur when playing
back DVD recordings with Macrovision
protection (anti-copying system): An
improvement can be obtained by adding a
47kS2 resistor between pins 54 and 61
(11.6V supply) of the TA88088N chip
IC501. Fig. 1 shows the resistor in
position, with a plastic sleeve for
insulation.
Model 2163DB (C6S chassis)

No line sync from cold, channel display
permanently on, sound mute appears
only momentarily, can't enter the service
mode: CB12 (560pF) in the circuit that
feeds sync pulses to pin 34 of the
microcontroller chip QA01 has gone very
low in value. Fit a replacement.
Models 2539DB, 2939DB and
3339DB

Subtle and continual changes in the
contrast level may occur when playing
back DVD recordings with Macrovision
protection (anti-copying system): An
improvement can be obtained by fitting a
10k0 resistor between pins 54 and 61
(11.9V supply) of the TA8783N chip
IC501 and increasing the value of R211
from 1142 to 4.7ka R211 is connected
from pin 54 of IC501 to chassis. Use a
plastic sleeve to insulate the added resistor.
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Models 2557DB, 2857DB,
2577DB, 2877DB, 3357DB and
3377DB

Set dead with the green LED flashing on
and off every three seconds: There's no
line drive, probably because D431 (1N4148)
is open-circuit, removing the 9V supply to
pin 22 of the TA1222AN chip IC501. The
part no. for D431 is 23115599.
Service tip: It's a temptation, when
servicing a set with power supply excesscurrent protection, to disable the protection
circuits as a way of revealing the cause of
the fault. This is not wise however as it
could lead to further component failure. In
these sets breakdown of the field output
stage — Q301 (TA8427K) etc. — will almost
always result in the set reverting to standby
(protection mode) because of excess current
drawn from the 27V supply. The best way to
tackle this fault is to turn the tube's Al/G2
control to minimum, then lift R327, the
surge-limiting resistor in the 27V supply. If
the Al/G2 potentiometer is then slowly
increased and field collapse is visible, the
diagnosis has been confirmed.
The same principle of isolating supplies
can be applied to audio output stages and the
convergence circuits in projection TV sets.
Model 2812DB

Reduced width and a slight tearing effect
at the edges of the picture: C424 (4.70,
100V) in the EW modulator drive circuit on
DPC board U904A has fallen in value. Fit a
replacement, part no. 24676479.
Model 3377DB (C7SS chassis)

Hiss from the left or right main speaker at
volume level 1: The fault is in the IF
Multiplex and Audio (IMA) processor
module H002, type MVGS48. Replace the
module, part no. 23148275.
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Model 3387DB
Picture limiting in bright areas with all inputs:
CZ16 (1µF, 50V), the DC blocking capacitor at the AD input to pin 3 of the comb-filter IC QZ01, is leaky.
Replace this capacitor, part no. 24206010.

Model 3787DB
Power supply tripping and no power LED
operation: If a quick check on the supply lines reveals
that they all go high briefly before the power supply
subsequently shuts down, C833 is open-circuit. It's part
of the soft-start circuit: the failure allows the power
supply outputs to rise above their normal levels at
power supply start-up. Replace C833, which is 4-71.1F
or, in some sets, lOpf.

VCRs
Models V229B, V429B, V709B and V729B
White, flashing horizontal interference specs on the
playback picture: This happens when the earthing
spring makes poor contact with the mechanism base
plate. A suggested cure that involved fitting a separate
earthing wire was described in Toshiba Technical

Power supply tripping very lightly, all outputs
present with no obvious under- or over-voltages:
Q802's collector voltage is much lower than the normal
35V because reservoir capacitor C819 (22g, 100V)
has fallen in value. As a result Q802 cannot perform its
normal function, which is to prevent the voltage at pin
9 of IC801 falling below the minimum 6V. Replace
C819.

Models 28MW7DB/G and 32MW7DB/G
Various picture symptoms. Freeze frame of noise.
Line speed off but freeze frame or no sync and slowmotion picture: VD pulse output at pin 31 of IC501,
feeding the up-converter, of low amplitude — 0.9V p-p
instead of 5V p-p. Replace IC501 (Q501), part no.
B0385990.

Models 28W8DB and 28W93DB
Power supply tripping with red and green LEDs on
the front panel flashing on and off at one second
intervals: Q802' s collector voltage is much lower than
the normal 35V because reservoir capacitor C819
(220., 100V) has fallen in value. Asa result Q802
cannot perform its normal function, which is to prevent
the voltage at pin 9 of IC801 falling below the
minimum 6V. Replace C819.

Fig. 1: Position of the 47142 resistor that can be added in Models 2145138
and 2545138 to improve DVD playback with recordings that have
Macro vision protection.

Model 32WD98B (C9SS chassis)
Squealing noise when the set is switched to standby.
When coming out of standby there's only a small,
unlocked raster on the screen — sometimes almost
locked, but with bad east/west distortion. Sometimes
set won't come on at all: The STR-F6668B chopper
chip Q801 is faulty. Replace it, part no. 23135008.

Models 40PW8DB/G and 56PW8DB/G
Faint vertical lines on the left-hand side of the
screen, fading towards the centre: Damping resistor
R441 (1W) across L441 open-circuit. Replace R441,
part no. 24532102.

Model 40WHO8B (COOP chassis)
Set stuck in the standby mode (red LED at front
illuminated): The main chopper power supply can fail
as a result of a spurious mains pulse. To confirm this,
check whether R821 (see Fig. 2) is open-circuit. If so
it's likely that bridge rectifier D802 will also have
failed. Replace these items and, to ensure reliability
against spurious mains pulses, fit an extra resistor R804
in the power supply filter circuit on the deflection PCB,
see Fig. 2, right-hand side. These components are
included in repair kit 40WHREPKIT which can be
ordered from the Toshiba Spares Department (check on
01276 694 000).
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Fig. 2: Left, positions of R821 and D802 in TV Model 40WHO88 (COOP
chassis). Right, where the extra resistor R804 in repair kit 40WHREPKIT should be added to provide increased protection against spurious
mains pulses.
Fig. 3: The new
and old cylinder
mounting
plates used in
VCR Models
V2298, V42913,
V7098 and
V7298.
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Fig. 4: The new
Plate Cylinder A
in position.

Bulletin AH78 (see also Television May 2000, page
411). To provide better earthing, a new type of cylinder
mounting plate, called Plate Cylinder A, has been

developed. The separate earthing wire is not required
when this is fitted. Plate Cylinder A should now be
used to cure the problem. The part no. is 70373461.
Fig. 3 shows the new and old parts, Fig. 4 the new part
in position.

Model V726B
Capstan motor runs backwards in standby: The
capstan motor should be stationary in standby because
the PWM at pin 99 of IT001 is at OV, though the
capstan direction output F/R is high (reverse). If the
2.5V capstan motor reference supply at pin 42 of IT001
is low there will be a slight imbalance in the motor
drive output, producing reverse motor rotation. The
fault occurs when CT031 (47g, 16V) is leaky.
Replace this capacitor to cure the problem.

Models V726B, V727B, V856B and V857B
No record colour: This fault will be present when
diode DV029, type LL4448, is leaky. To confirm the
diagnosis, check the DC voltage at pin 29 of the Y/C
signal processor chip ICV01. The correct voltage here
is 2.1V. A lower voltage indicates a leaky diode. Fit a
replacement: the diode is a surface-mounted device,
part no. 70010965.

power control module. The set then came
on, but the picture brightness was varying.
A check on the first anode voltage
revealed that the focus/Al control, which
is part of the line output transformer, was
faulty. As the trip is connected to the
beam-current sensing via transistor
Tr7591, I assumed that a new line output
transformer would cure the problem.
Wrong! All it did was to cure the brightness problem: the set continued to trip
when pin 2M37 was reconnected.
The trip is also linked to the audio output stage. It monitors the continuity of the
+16V and —16V supplies. The —16V supply was missing because circuit protector
CP1601 (2.5A) was open-circuit. This was
in turn caused by the fact that the
TDA1521 audio output chip IC7240 was
short-circuit. I hadn't noticed that the
audio was missing, mainly because the
large speaker is mounted in the back of
the cabinet. M.D.

De Graff D59HZ5

TV FAULT FINDING
Reports from
Michael Dranfield
P. Salkeld
Graham Richards
Colin J. Guy
Gerald Smith
Denis Foley
Pete Gurney, LCGI
Michael Maurice
Bob McClenning
Gary Laidler and
John Hopkins

We welcome fault reports from
readers — payment for each fault is
made shortly after publication. See
page 298 for details of where and
how to send reports.
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Ferguson ICC8 chassis
Despite having been in the TV servicing
business for over twenty years I still come
across strange faults that surprise me.
According to its owner, this set's contrast
had become very low "all at once". Now a
common source of trouble with these sets
is the 39k0 feedback resistors in the RGB
output stages, on the CRT base panel.
When one of them goes high in value it
can play all sorts of tricks via the auto
grey-scale circuit — even make it look as if
the tube's emission is very low. I replaced
all three resistors, but this made the fault
even worse! The picture was now visible
only when the room was darkened.
I spent a long time looking for the
cause of the fault and eventually discovered that the lki1 flashover protection
resistors in series with the tube's cathodes
were open-circuit (RT26 red, RT46 green
and RT66 blue). Not just one, all three!
Stray capacitive coupling must have been
producing what little picture there was.
Replacement resistors restored the picture. When I took the set back I questioned its owner again. The answer was
still the same, "all at once". M.D.

Philips 28PW662B/05 (GR2.4
chassis)
This set was tripping. After some fruitless
checks I decided to disconnect the electronic trip by desoldering pin 2M37 on the

This set wouldn't come on. The power
supply was running however, and the two
green LEDs at the front were flashing on
and off. Scope checks around the microcontroller chip revealed that the data on
the serial data line was of very low amplitude.
A number of different devices are connected to this bus. Checking one after
another, I eventually disconnected the
serial data pin of the MC44130P chip. The
set then came on, but with no sound. My
equivalents book shows that the
MC44130P is a sound processor chip. I'd
not come across it before, but a replacement restored the sound. M.D.

Akura CX240
If there's a snowy raster with only two
inches of field scanning, replace R842
(39ka 1W) in the line output stage. M.D.

Panasonic TC2185 (Z3 chassis)
This set, which has a comprehensive protection circuit, tripped out two seconds
after being switched on. When pin 15
(protection) of the IF/colour decoder/timebase generator chip IC101 goes high, the
set shuts down. The cause of the trouble
was traced to R560 (2701M) in the network that monitors the 185V supply to the
RGB output stages. It had risen in value to
470ka As a result, there was insufficient
voltage to hold D555 cut off. R560 is right
next to the line output transformer. M.D.

Ferguson T49F (TX91 chassis)
For crushed video with poor luminance,
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replace the BC858B surface-mounted
transistor TV01 — even if it tests OK.
M.D.

nected to pin 2 (field feedback). It's
one of those lOnF, 50V capacitors that
tend to develop leakage. A replacement
restored perfect field scanning. G.R.

Beko 30128T
This 28in. set was dead but produced a
faint ticking noise. Some cold checks
soon revealed that the BU508DF line
output transistor was short-circuit. My
experience has been that there is always
a cause when this type of transistor
fails. Sure enough further investigation
showed that C140 (22nF, 630V) was
open-circuit. CHS stock a suitable
capacitor, code no. P40407. P.S.

Sony KV28DS6OU (GE1A
chassis)
If there's lack of width and east/west
distortion, replace circuit protector
PS1502 on board D1. Sony has uprated
it from 1A to 2A. P.S.

Panasonic TX25/29AD2
(Euro 2 chassis)
A common problem with these sets is
reluctance to enter or leave the standby
mode. Relay RL6101, which is activated by the microcontroller chip, suffers
from sticking contacts. You can remove
the plastic cap and spray cleaning fluid
on the contacts, but it's better to fit a
replacement. The part no. is TSE10818.
P.S.

Sony KV28WS2U (BE3D
chassis)
It looks as if this is going to be a common problem with these widescreen
sets — I've had three in one week. The
LED flashes twice, pauses, then flashes
twice again and so on. One's first
thought might be the LOPT. However
in every case I've had the cause has
been the M24C32-MW6T EPROM chip
IC2. It's an eight-leg surface-mounted
device on the side panel, under a
screening can. The part no. is
875952494. P.S.

Bang and Olufsen 3386A
This set came out of standby but
remained lifeless, though it tried to come
on when I swung out the PSU/EHT panel.
Resoldering connectors P22, P23 and P25
on board 46 (control PCB for the power
supply) cured the problem. G.R.

Sony KVS2942U (AE2F chassis)
Multi PIP and photo mode are some of the
features of this set. It would come on, but
before the tube had warmed up the EHT
etc. would cut out. The protect mode was
in operation, and after some checks I
established that vertical protection was the
cause.
Disconnecting Q1504 (vertical protect
transistor) enabled me to see what was
going on. There was good field scanning
at the top half of the screen, but the bottom half was a jumble of lines.
Scope checks indicated that the cause
of the trouble was on the field sub-panel.
The main item here is the CX02018Q
chip IC2561, which is part digital and
part analogue in operation. The field sawtooth, parabola etc. are all produced on
this sub-panel. After checking the 5V and
12V supplies and the SDA and SCL lines
I decided that the chip itself was faulty. A
replacement restored perfect geometry
control, with all the features (PIP etc.)
working correctly. G.R.

Bush 2868NTX (11AK19 chassis)
No east-west correction was cured by
replacing the BUK444 FET Q683, which
was short-circuit source-to-gate. To get
into the service mode with this chassis
select the install menu then key in 4, 7, 2
and 5 via the remote-control handset.
C.J.G.

Amstrad CTV3128N

JVC AV25F1EK (JX chassis)

There was field collapse with a narrow
display and no sound. Checks around
the TDA8361A IF/colour decoder/timebase generator chip IC1101 showed that
its 8V supply was missing at pin 10.
The other supply at pin 36 was obviously OK because this feeds the line
generator section of the IC. The cause
of the missing supply was L300
(1.3p,H) which was open-circuit. I was
able to salvage one from a scrap chassis. G.R.

This set was dead with a short-circuit line
output transistor (Q502, BU508AFI).
Once a replacement had been fitted there
was a nasty arcing noise. A new line output transformer was required to complete
a reliable repair. C.J.G.

Panasonic TX28W2 (Alpha 3
chassis)
The problem was field collapse. As the
AN5521 field output chip seemed to be
OK I carried out some tests around the
TDA2579A timebase generator chip.
This brought me to C400, which is con-
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Salora 24K77 (K chassis)
Even after replacing the usual electrolytics and diodes this set was reluctant to
start on a cold morning. When the fault
was present there was the usual whine
from the start circuit but the 8V supply
was low. Replacing D603 and C604 in
the hybrid module failed to improve matters. As a last resort I removed the Ipsalo
transformer, intending to try another one.
The cause of the trouble was then
revealed: dry-joints at pins 17 and 18
within the transformer. C.J.G.

Finlandia 66GZ7 (Salora M
chassis)
This set appeared to be dead though the
standby function worked. DB525
(BYV95C) was short-circuit. It couples
the line output transistor to the LOPT.
C.J.G.

Nokia 7176 Classic
This set was stuck in standby with the
LED pulsing. There was HT but no EHT
because the line drive was missing.
Checks showed that it disappeared after
VK22, which is a surface-mounted
BC337 transistor. A replacement restored
normal operation. G.S.

Nokia 7176 Classic
The sound from the left speaker was distorted and got worse until only noise was
heard. The cause was a faulty BC858B
surface-mounted transistor, VA81. A
replacement restored clean sound. G.S.

Philips 21GR9752 (G90B chassis)
This set was dead but there had been a
prior complaint about "awful teletext".
Restoring the sound and picture didn't
present much of a problem: I found that
C2545 (1.5nF, 3kV) in the line output
stage was short-circuit.
The teletext problem was a rather
more difficult one to resolve. The characters were over-contrasted, crushed and
without colour. On occasions there was
red 'flaring' to the right of them. When
the chassis was pulled back the fault disappeared!
After a while I found that the fault was
both temperature and shock sensitive, the
most sensitive area being on the main
panel, between the teletext and Nicam
panels. There's another daughter board,
which is used mainly as a connector link
for the scart socket, between them. It has
print on both sides inserted into the main
panel and is not mentioned in the parts
list. I removed it with some difficulty,
expecting to see breaks on its print edges.
There weren't any, and after resoldering
it back in position the fault had been
cleared. It would obviously have been
sufficient to have resoldered the dryjoints. D.F.

GoldStar CF28A50 (PC58A
chassis)
The picture produced by this set looked
as if someone had taken the top edge and
torn it off diagonally. As the voltages in
the field output stage seemed to be OK I
replaced all the electrolytic capacitors in
this area: some read low when checked
with an ESR meter and some had a definite leak. This produced no noticeable
improvement, but when the TDA8350Q
field output chip IC351 was replaced the
scanning returned to normal. I assume
that the leaky electrolytics had damaged
the IC. P.G.
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Sony KVM19TU (BE1 chassis)
There was lack of width and an obvious
EW fault, which is quite rare with this
chassis. The pPC4558C pincushion-correction chip IC801 and the 2SD1761F
driver transistor Q803 were checked and
found to be OK. Voltage checks failed to
show anything amiss, so some resistance
checks were carried out. This revealed
that L804 (2.7mH), which couples the
EW drive to the diode modulator, was
open-circuit. Removing it and resoldering its terminals, after cleaning the wire,
cured the trouble. P.G.
Matsui 28M1 Mk Ill
This set was dead and, fortunately, there
didn't seem to be any shorts in the
power supply. Because of the low cost
of these sets, anything catastrophic
within the power supply usually means
that the set is a right-off. Some quick
checks showed that there was 340V at
the mains bridge rectifier's reservoir
capacitor and the collector of the chopper transistor but little else. A visual
check then revealed what appeared to be
a couple of 180k52, 1W start-up resistors. R621 was open-circuit. I replaced
them both, using a high-voltage type.
P.G.
Sony KVG2915U (AE2A/B
chassis)
There was a strip of picture about two
inches wide down the left-hand side of
the screen. The situation was the same
when text was selected. A look at the
sandcastle pulses showed that they were
incorrect, so a check was carried out on
the line-frequency feedback pulses at
pin 8 of the CXA1587S RGB processor
chip IC304. They were very distorted.
The feed is from pin 2 of connector
CNO106, where they were present and
correct. They pass next to R597, a 221(11
surface-mounted resistor, which was
found to be dry-jointed with the print
slightly charred. I replaced it with a
standard 1/8W type which I fitted on the
print side of the PCB. This provided a
complete cure.
The offending resistor is hidden by
the plastic chassis frame. As this model
has a built-in satellite receiver/decoder,
a fair amount of dismantling is required
to remove board A to get to the required
section. M.M.
Sharp DV5103 (Euro DS1
chassis)
There was very low sound. The mute
and volume control circuits worked, but
the voltage at pin 4 (mute) of the
TDA1905 audio output chip IC301 was
very low. The cause was C321 (470g,
10y), which decouples this pin. It had
an 8052 leak. C321 is not shown on the
circuit diagram I had for this model, but
a replacement restored normal sound.
M.M.
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Sony KV27XRTU (SX chassis)
There was a display of video at the bottom half of the screen, with just flyback
lines in the top half. The channel number was also displayed in the bottom
half. This was a red herring: careful
observation showed that only the bottom
part of the picture was being displayed.
Quickly earthing the CRT's blue
cathode produced a full blue screen, so
the field output stage was working correctly and the fault was being caused by
a blanking fault. A check on the sandcastle pulse, which is produced by the
TDA2579 timebase generator chip
IC501, revealed a field-frequency
squarewave sitting on top of the linefrequency pulses. I replaced the chip
with a TDA2579A, which completely
cured the fault. After setting up there
was a good picture. M.M.
JVC C21M3EK
This model is based on an Onwa chassis. There had been the usual power
supply problems, so an upgrade kit had
been fitted. After that there was a picture but no sound. Further checks
showed that there was no PWM output
from the volume control pin of the
microcontroller chip IC601. Normal
sound was obtained once a replacement
had been fitted. Note that the replacement is an upgrade, and several associated components have to be changed.
Fortunately these are supplied with the
chip. M.M.
Philips 29PT632A (GR2.4
chassis)
This set was dead but produced a ticking noise. It had come from another
dealer who had been unable to clear the
fault. Some quick checks showed that
the BU2508 line output transistor was
short-circuit. When a replacement had
been fitted the set continued to tick and
there was now arcing at the tube base.
The line output transformer had obviously been removed, so I decided to
extract it for test. During the course of
this operation the earth pin for the
focus/A1 control section fell out!
A new transformer was fitted but the
set still ticked. As a check I disconnected the power supply control module's
protection pin. The set then switched on
and the screen lit up, revealing an EW
correction fault. I next found that fuse
protector 1534, which links the EW
drive to the line output stage, was opencircuit. There was no further trouble
once this item had been replaced. M.M.
Mitsubishi CT25AV1B (EE3
chassis)
This set was dead with a leaky line output transistor. When a replacement had
been fitted it was clear that the
TEA203 IA EW correction chip was
faulty (short-circuit). Once this had been

replaced there appeared to, be no further
problems, so the set was boxed up and
returned to the customer.
About two months later it failed again.
This time the line output transistor was
OK but there was no line drive. Q501,
type JC501-R, was the culprit. It's used
to invert the line drive pulses from the
MC44031 colour decoder/timebase generator chip IC201. A 2SC1815 proved to be
a suitable replacement M.M.
Sony KV21XRTU (SX chassis)
The symptoms were failure to tune in the
output from the VCR and a bad BBC1
picture. The cure was to resolder the dryjoints at the IF transformers. M.M.
Philips 14GR1227 (GR1-AX
chassis)
This set appeared to be dead but had
tripped out because the HT was high.
R3610 (3301a in the series chopper
BET's gate circuit had gone high in value.
M.M.
Sharp 66E505
This set was stuck in standby. I found
that the bleed resistor R713 (6801M) was
open-circuit. B.McC.
Alba CTV840 (Onwa chassis)
This portable's screen was covered with
black vertical bars, with a picture visible
in the background. I found that C420
(22g, 160V) was open-circuit. It
smooths the supply to the line driver and
output stages. G.L.
Ferguson T51F (TX91 chassis)
This set produced a snowy raster. Checks
revealed that the surface-mounted transistor TH02 (BC858) was short-circuit collector-to-emitter. G.L.
Samsung C13312
This 14in. portable was dead. A quick
visual inspection didn't reveal any obvious faults and the mains plug and lead
were in good condition. There was 360V
at the mains bridge rectifier's reservoir
capacitor but nothing at the collector of
the line output transistor. The chopper
power supply wasn't working, and checks
in this area showed that C808 (100,
50V) was low at 8.511F and C817 (100g,
25V) low at only 101..tF. Replacements
restored normal operation. J.H.
Bush 2571NTX
We see quite a lot of these 25in. sets
under various guises. I rather like the layout and build quality (despite the low
price of the sets) but component specification leaves something to be desired.
This one.wouldn't come out of the standby mode. Some resistance checks on the
secondary side of the power supply
revealed that R826 (4701a 0.25W) was
open-circuit. A replacement was all that
was needed. J.H.
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Servicing

The Sharp CS chassis
This concluding instalment deals with
the audio circuitry, adjustments,
software reset and the multi-purpose
service kits
Table 3: Multi-purpose service kit components.
Component 51 CSCHASSISKIT
C601
C804*
0619
C708
C714*
D609
D610
D718
D720
F701
Q601**
0701
0702
0703
R7O6*"
R707

RC-FZ0147BMZZ
RC-EZ012213MZZ
VCEAGA1JW107M
RC-FZ9683BMNJ
VCEAHA1AB108M
RH-DX0503BMZZ
RH-DX0504BMZZ
RH-EX0419BMZZ
RH-DX0045BMZZ
QFS-C3226CEZZ
RH-TX0125BMZZ
RH-TX0166BMZZ
RH-TX0102BMZZ
RH-TX0102BMZZ
VRN-VV3ABR47J
VRS-TV1JD221J

59CSCHASSISKIT
RC-FZ0152BMZZ
RC-EZ0122BMZZ
VCEAGA1JW107M

RC FZ9638BMNJ
VCEAHA1AB108M
R H-DX0503BMZZ
RH-DX0504BMZZ
RH-EX0419BMZZ
RH-EX0045BMZZ
QFS-C3226CEZZ
RH-TX0144BMZZ
RH-TX0166BMZZ
RH-TX0102BMZZ
RH-TX0102BMZZ
VRN-VV3ABIR47J
VRS-TV1JD221J

*High-temperature type.
** Different transistor type for 51 and 59/66cm
Models.
*** In Models 59CS05H and 66CS05H only R706 is
part no. VRN-VV3ABR33J.
Note that 8707 and C708 were not identified in Fig. 2
(January issue page 156). R707 (22011) is the resistor
between D720 and the base of Q702. C708 (68nF) is
the capacitor between the source of 0701 and the
base of 0703.
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revious instalments (see
January and February
issues) dealt with the
power supply, the basic
operation of the set (microcomputer control) and the line
and field timebases. The chassis
is compact, and a number of its
circuit features were adopted
because of the need to reduce
power consumption. As with the
field timebase, the audio output
stages operate in the class D
(switched) mode.

p

The audio circuitry
The audio output stages (left and
right) are similar to the field
output stage, though the method
of producing the pulse-width
modulated output differs. Fig. 15
shows the circuitry. Pulse-width
modulation is carried out by
IC303. In each channel positive
feedback from the output stage
results in the whole amplifier
oscillating at about 130kHz.
L302/C333/C357 filter the leftchannel output,
L304/C340/C358 the rightchannel output. To prevent a
beat between the left and right
channels, the two oscillators are
coupled via C352 and R360. If
one of these components should
go open-circuit, an audible
whistle may be heard from the
speakers.
Another cause of audible
whistle is associated with the
muting system. Fig. 16 shows
the mute circuit. When
conductive, Q313 and Q314

provide muting by shorting out
the bases of the driver transistor
pairs Q303/4 and Q309/10. They
conduct when the 40V supply
generated in the line output stage
is missing. If there is excessive
ripple on the 40V supply, usually
because C619 is leaky, this
signal will be fed to the output
stages which will start to whistle.
The output transistors may,
depending on model, have
heatsinks connected to their
bodies. The higher the output
power, the larger the transistors.
But they are always surfacemounted devices which are on
the component side of the PCB.
In the event of audio output
transistor failure, the zener
diodes and 47nF capacitors in
their base circuits should also be
replaced.
There are two types of speaker
connector on the main PCB,
either a four-way socket as
shown in Fig. 17 or two two-way
sockets. As the socket pinouts
are identical, the two types can
be interchanged simply by
cutting a four-way plug in half or
fitting two separate plugs into
one four-way socket.
Dolby Pro-Logic models have
an additional PCB for the ProLogic output amplifiers and
processing stages. There's also a
separate Pro-Logic power supply
in these sets to power the extra
circuitry. Note that this power
supply is not switched off during
standby. If the set is left in
standby, intermittent popping
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base of 0303/4

Adjustments
Adjustments are relatively
straightforward once the service
mode has been entered. To enter the
service mode, proceed as follows:
(1) Connect a signal generator to
the receiver's RF input and tune a
free channel to this source.
(2) Switch the receiver off, using
the mains switch at the front.
(3) Press the channel up and the
volume down buttons.
(4) While keeping these buttons
pressed, use the mains switch to
turn the set on.
(5) Keep your fingers on the two
buttons until a picture appears. The
receiver is then in the service mode.
(6) Release the buttons.
(7) The channel buttons can now be
used to select functions.
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Fig. 16: The
audio mute circuit.

D3

+18V

(8) Use the volume buttons to
change the data.
(9) Use the remote-control unit's
standby button to store data (this
must be done for each adjustment).

Changing the NVM values
It's sometimes necessary to access
the NVM memory and reprogram
individual locations. Sharp
Electronics (UK) Ltd. does not
provide a map, so data should be
changed only if this has been

base of 0309/10

advised or proved to cure a
particular problem.

Software reset
It's possible to reset the default
values within the NVM if you
suspect that the NVM is faulty.
This can be done only when the set
is operational and it's possible to
enter the test mode. Problems that
may call for the NVM to be reset
include erratic Nicam reception,
intermittent or no text, intermittent
tuning, etc.
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T

he BE3D is Sony's core 50Hz chassis, designed to drive 4:3 and 16:9
CRTs in screen sizes up to 32in.
diameter. It consists of three main PCBs.
Board D, the largest, contains the power
supply and the audio and deflection output circuits. Board A, which is plugged
into board D, is a high-density board that
contains the signal-processing circuitry
and the tuner. The RGB output stages are
mounted on board C. In this first article
we will consider the circuitry on board D..
Table 1 lists the models fitted with the
BE3D chassis.

Power supply operation

In the first of two articles
Giles Pilbrow deals with
the power sections of the
chassis
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Fig. 1 shows the power supply circuit,
which is based on the Sanken STRS6708 chopper chip (IC600). It produces
an HT output of 135V which is maintained by optocoupler feedback. The
SE135N error detector-amplifier chip
IC602 drives the optocoupler IC601, providing the LED section of IC601 with
increased current as the HT rises.
The feedback loop is also used to
reduce the power consumption in the
standby mode. When standby is selected,
pin 62 of the microcoprocessor chip ICI

(on board A) goes low. As a result Q604
switches off and Q603 switches on, connecting pin 2 of the optocoupler to chassis. The HT voltage falls to 25-30V, with
all other outputs being reduced proportionately. To maintain a constant 5V supply for IC1, Q602 switches on. The 5V
regulator IC604 then receives an additional input from D608/C612.
If Q602 goes open-circuit the set will
operate normally until standby is requested. It will then pulse in and out of standby. The symptom can give the impression that there's a fault on board A,
because a substitute A board from another set appears to clear the problem.
If Q602 goes short-circuit C617 will
burst, because its maximum voltage rating is exceeded. This can occur when the
HT is high, in which case IC602 or
IC601 is suspect.

Excess -current protection
The chassis incorporates two means of
providing excess-current protection. In the
event of a heavy load, such as a short-circuit line output transistor, the power supply will trip. This mode of operation is
based on monitoring the voltage across
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Mains AC

R605, which is connected between the emitter of the chopper transistor (pin 2 of IC600)
and the chassis side of the mains bridge rectifier D600. Thus the voltage across R605 is
proportional to the total load on the power
supply. When the load is excessive, the drive
from IC600 is inhibited. This action is
cyclic, so a permanent short-circuit will produce a repeated tripping sound from the
chopper transformer T601. In the event of a
transient overload such as a CRT flashover
the set will carry on working. If IC600 needs
to be replaced, check R605. Its value can
rise, which can lead to spurious tripping.
The HT circuit incorporates a currentmonitoring system that removes the line
drive when there's excess current which is
insufficient to trigger the primary-side pro-
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C630
2,200
25V

tection. T601' s HT winding is returned to
chassis via R608, so the voltage across this
resistor is proportional to the total load
across the HT supply. Q605 is biased so
that its emitter is normally at about 0.5V
while its base is at about OV. When the HT
current is excessive, the voltage at the emitter of Q605 moves negatively. It conducts
and Q606 in turn switches on. The collector
of Q606 is connected to the base of Q805,
which switches on to remove the input to
the line driver transistor Q803.
The collector of Q606 is also connected,
via D618 and R633, to pin 66 of the microcontroller chip IC 1. This puts the set in the
standby mode with an error code displayed.
A quirk of the BE3D chassis is that IC1
responds to a high on the 'protect' line only

D614
FMLG12S

if this occurs while the set is actually working. Should the fault be present at switch
on, there will be no error display and full
HT. But the set will be 'off' because Q805
disables the line drive. The most likely
cause of this situation is a shorted turn in
the line output transformer. The symptom
will be a burst of EHT followed by an
apparently dead set. But the set will be very
much alive, with the power supply working
normally and response to remote-control
commands The clue is that the collector of
Q606 will be at about 10V. To check the
line output transformer, disconnect pin 4
(HT input). Q606' s collector voltage
should then fall to OV. If its collector voltage remains high, check the protection circuit (Q606, Q605 etc.).
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Over-voltage protection
The chopper chip IC600 is powered from
a winding on T601. Should there be an
over-voltage condition its supply will rise.
When the voltage at pin 9 rises above 10V
the chip will shut down and remain in this
state until the mains supply is interrupted.
Shut down is very rapid, so reliable measurements can be made only with an oscilloscope.

Degaussing
To reduce power consumption and
ensure good colour purity, even after a
prolonged period in standby, the
degaussing circuit is fed via a relay,
RY600. This is normally energised for
about ten seconds each time the set is
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Fig. 7: The chopper power supply circuit used in the Sony BE3D chassis.
Some component value and circuit
variations will be found in different
versions of the chassis.

D619
A1SS133T

D620
1SS133T

Degaussing
control from IC1
D622
9.1V

switched on. RY600 can fail, the result
being incomplete degaussing and
colour-purity problems. An improved
replacement is available, part no. 1-755018-11.

The Lumisponder
The BE3D chassis has a feature which
goes way back into TV history: a photocell that monitors the ambient light level
in the room and adjusts the brightness
level to suit. The device is IC901, whose
output is fed to IC1 to set the picture
level. This action can be somewhat
abrupt, and sometimes gives rise to customer complaints. It can be disabled by
switching off 'auto picture' in the customer menu.

Field output stage
The STV9379 field output chip IC500
requires —15V and +15V supplies which are
derived from the line output transformer.
There's no feedback to the jungle chip
IC301 on board A. This simplifies faultfinding, as drive (at pins 1 and 7 of IC500)
should be present whenever the set is on.
There's a protection circuit to alert the
microcontroller chip in the event of a field
output problem. This safety system is necessary because the field output stage is DC
coupled'to the scan coils. Thus a faulty field
output chip could pass a heavy current
through the scan coils, with the potential
for further damage.
Once a field output problem is detected,
the set will be put into the standby mode
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and the standby LED will flash twice (the
same as for excess current). For fault-finding purposes the protection can be disabled
by lifting D505. If the set now remains on,
IC500 is likely to be faulty. Also check
R509 and R510 (both 0.47Q, 5% nonflammable) in the +15V and —15V supplies,
R505 (1.20, 5% non-flammable) in the
output filter network and the boost reservoir capacitor C510 (2200, 50V).

Table 1: Models fitted with the Sony BE3D chassis.

Line output stage
The line driver and output stages are conventional, with the drive provided by IC301
on board A. The 2SC2688L driver transistor Q803 is transformer-coupled (T804) to
the 2SC4927-01 line output transistor
Q802. Always check the soldering at T804
and R819, which is in series with the base
of Q802, as dry-joints here can result in
failure of the line output transistor.
The capacitor tap-down network C816,
C817 and C815 in Q802's collector circuit
produces pulses (HFBPs) which are fed
back to IC301 and IC1. If they are missing
there will be no picture or on-screen display. The 5.6V zener diode D817 acts as a
clamp to provide square-topped pulses. If
this diode is leaky the picture may be partially blanked out.
Widescreen sets can suffer from some line
tearing when used in the 4:3 mode — this
tends to happen when the set has been running for some hours. The problem can be
cured by replacing the driver transformer
T804 with a new type, part no. 1-437-19514.
The focus potential is obtained from the
line output transformer. Some large-screen
models incorporate a dynamic focus circuit
which is mounted on board D4. It corrects
the focusing at the edges of the screen by
applying a line-rate parabolic waveform to
pin DF on the line output transformer to
modulate the focus voltage.

Model

CRT

Dolby
Pro-Logic

Remote control
Unit

KV25F1U
KV29F1U
KV25X1U
KV29X1U
KV25F2U
KV29F2U
KV25F3U
KV29F3U
KV24WX1U
KV28WX1U
KV24WS2U
KV28WS2U
KV32WS2U
KV28WF1U
KV32WF 1U
KV29FX11U

4:3
4:3
4:3
4:3
4:3
4:3
4:3
4:3
16:9
16:9
16:9
16:9
16:9
16:9
16:9
Flat WEGA

No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

RM862
RM862
RM839
RM839
RM862
RM862
RM862
RM862
RM839
RM839
RM862
RM862
RM862
RM839
RM839
RM886

All models have Nicam sound.

The base of Q801 is fed with a pulsewidth modulated signal. IC301 provides, at
pin 33, a parabolic waveform that's fed to
the inverting input of an operational amplifier in IC800: line flyback pulses are fed to
the non-inverting input. The output at pin 7
of IC800 is a line-rate squarewave whose
mark-space ratio alters in relation to the
field scanning.

Audio output stage
In Nicam-only models the TDA7264 audio
output chip IC1200 receives its input from
the digital signal processing chip IC202 on
board A: in sets with Dolby Pro-Logic the
input comes via a more complex route,
from IC1201 on board Al.

Audio muting
EW correction
A standard diode modulator circuit is
employed in the line output stage for EW
correction. The two diodes are in the same
package, D812. Their centre tap is connected to the collector of the 2SC4793 EW
driver transistor Q801 via an AC blocking
choke (L801) and R835 (27Q).

Audio muting is applied to pin 4 of IC1200.
The muting circuit, see Fig. 2, is based on
transistors Q1200 (2SC1740S-RT) and
Q1201 (DTC143TS-TP), which are connected as a gate arrangement that enables
muting to be applied from four sources.
The microcontroller chip IC1 produces a
mute output at pin 7. This is fed to the emit-

21V

0.1
Mute signal
from IC1
Headphones
socket -.

Q1200

4k7

IC1200
pin 4

JW306
0

2k2
01202
7V from
D611

D1201
3.9V
Q1201
470
5V

352

Fig. 2: The audio
mute circuit. Q1202
is part of the
separate
headphones
amplifier muting
circuit.

ter of Q1200, whose base is biased via
Q1201. When this muting is off (pin 7 of
IC1 is low), Q1200 is conductive, holding
the voltage at pin 4 of IC1200 low. Q1201
prevents 'thumps' at power on. It receives
base bias from the 7V supply that feeds the
main 5V regulator IC603 (see Fig. 1).
Because of the charging characteristic of
the reservoir capacitor C615, this supply is
not established when the set is first turned
on, so muting is applied during this period.
Q1201' s collector is connected to the main
5V supply, which is not maintained in the
standby mode. Thus muting is also applied
during standby operation.
The fourth input to the muting circuit is
from the headphone socket, which can
mute the audio when a headphone plug is
inserted. This feature is not implemented in
UK sets, in which the speakers and headphones can be controlled separately — the
headphone socket has its own amplifier and
volume control. The headphone socket
could be made to mute the audio by inserting link JW306.

Dolby Pro-Logic models
Dolby Pro-Logic models have an additional board, K1, that contains an IC amplifier
for the centre and rear loudspeakers. The
circuitry here is identical to that around
IC1200 on the main board. Models
KV24WS2 and KV28WS2 can suffer from
a 50Hz buzz via the rear speakers. This can
be cleared by carefully positioning the lead
that runs between CN1307 on board Kl and
CN1407 on board D.
■

Next month
Topics covered in Part 2 will include
system control, the service mode, the
I2C bus, teletext and signal processing.
We will round off with a list of some
faults that can occur with these sets.
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5 of the TDA3654 chip, as close as possible
to the IC. M.D.

Fidelity WSTV7028NF
The symptom with this widescreen
supermarket special was serious lack of
width, with striations at the left-hand side
of the screen. When the back was removed
I saw that it uses the Vestel AK19 chassis.
This was helpful, as we have the manual for
the chassis. The cause of the fault was
traced to C630 (430nF, 250V), which was
open-circuit. It's in the line output/EW
modulator area. M.D.

Alba CTV3359

TV FAULT FINDING
Reports from
Michael Dranfield
Steven Leatherbarrow
John Hopkins
Glyn Dickinson
and
P. Salkeld

This set, which is fitted with a Vestel
chassis, came in with sound but no picture.
The cause of the problem was loss of line
drive, and was traced to the BD679A
regulator transistor Q601. Close inspection
of the PCB revealed a flashover burn mark
between the base of Q601 and the output
side of the line scan coil socket.
In my opinion the PCB track to the base
of Q601 is far too close to the hot end of
the connection to the scan coils. To avoid
this failure, remove links J602 and J604
then link these points together on the
Scan coils
socket
0000

J602

Sharp DV5937
The picture was OK but there was an LF
hum on the sound. The customer
complained that his VCR had stopped
working at the same time the hum had
started. I thought this rather unlikely, but
there was no picture via the scant socket
when I pressed the VCR's play button. A
substitute set confirmed that the TV was
indeed the cause of the problem.
When I got back to the workshop I
studied the service manual and found that
the LA7016 AV switching chip IC406 is
fed from the same 12V rail as the Nicam
sound PCB. This supply was low at 10.9V.
It's derived from pin 5 of the LOPT, with
R615 (0.8252, 1W) as the surge limiter in
the rectifier circuit. This resistor was the
cause of the trouble: it had risen in value to
7.352. A replacement cured both faults

M.D.

Remove
links -

J604

0601

V4k
Fit insulated
wire link on
component side

Fig. 1: Suggested modification to avoid
flashover between the line scan coil socket
and the base of Q601 in the Alba Model
CTV3359.

component side of the board, using a short
piece of insulated wire. See Fig. 1. M.D.

JVC AV21F1EK (JX chassis)
If the problem with one of these sets is no
on-screen display and no teletext, check for
dry-joints at regulator IC522. The fault
usually starts off as an intermittent one.

M.D.

We welcome fault reports from
readers — payment for each fault is
made shortly after publication. See
page 362 for details of where and
how to send reports.
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Samsung C16230 (UM88MT-1
chassis)

Matsui 20T1

If the TDA3654 field output chip has to be
replaced to cure field collapse, carry out the
following modification — otherwise the new
chip will not last longer than about six
months. Trace the track from pin 5 of the
TDA3654 chip back until you come to the
wire link PJ28. Remove it and fit a 101.1H
inductor, Samsung part no. 2701-001040.
Then fit a 470nF, 100V polyester capacitor
(part no. 2305-000407) between pins 4 and

The problem with this set, which is fitted
with a Grundig chassis, was intermittent
grey-scale variations, usually from cold.
I've had this problem before, with a worn
tube, because the auto grey-scale can't
cope. But the fault was still present when I
swapped over the CRT.
I eventually removed all three BF423
video output transistors and checked them
with my Peak transistor analyser. The hfe
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(gain) of one of them varied between 55
and 355 in the hot and cold states. With the
other two the variation was not more than
20. A replacement BF423 transistor cured
the fault. M.D.

penny then dropped — I'd been there before.
A new M50450-023P microcontroller chip
cured these remaining faults. If you suspect
an OSD fault, the inputs to the tube base are
via plug KC1/2 and can be easily
disconnected as a check. S.L.

Samsung TI20C5DF2S/XEV
At switch on this TV-VCR combi unit
remained dead except for the degaussing
relay, which operated cyclically — a couple
of seconds on then a couple of seconds off.
Scope checks around the microcontroller
chip revealed that the clock and data lines,
at pins 23 and 24, were cycling on and off.
This appears to be a start-up procedure
however, not a fault: the microcontroller
chip loads data on to the bus and, if it gets
no response within a couple of seconds,
powers down then tries again.
Further checks showed that there was
quite a large ripple on the 5V supply to the
EEPROM. This comes from the KA7806
regulator IC804. I assumed that it was faulty
and that the EEPROM had been corrupted.
But the fault remained when these two
items had been replaced. There was also
still a large ripple on the output from IC804.
I came to the conclusion that this was
normal and started to check around the
TDA8842 jungle chip IC201, which was
cycling on and off under the control of the
VC bus. A scope check at the line drive
output pin 40 revealed that there was no life
at this point. I replaced the 4.433619MHz
subcarrier crystal, whose output is divided
down to produce the line frequency, again
with no improvement. Nor did a new jungle
chip make any difference.
The only other component I could see that
would cause loss of line drive was the
charging capacitor C238, which is connected
to pin 42. It turned out to be blameless. I
eventually discovered the cause of the fault
by accident. While double-checking the line
drive output I accidentally shorted pin 40 to
pin 41, the sandcastle pulse input. I heard the
EHT rustle up and a big puff of smoke came
from somewhere. Close inspection revealed
the source of the trouble. C414 (680pF,
2kV), which couples feedback pulses from
the collector of the line output transistor to
pin 41 of IC201, had a pinhole burnt around
its outer edge. When checked it produced a
resistance reading of just 20012. A
replacement restored the set to life. I was
glad to see the back of this one! M.D.

Hitachi CTP2476 (G6P chassis)
There was a blank white raster with flyback
lines. Disconnecting the luminance input to
the CRT panel, at TV3, removed the
display. It was then only a short step to
Q301 (2SA673C) which was short-circuit.
A replacement restored the picture, but it
was marred by red flyback lines. In addition
there were no on-screen displays. The
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Ferguson B59N (ICC8 chassis)
There was a blank raster with normal sound,
and no graphics displays. The cause of the
trouble was traced to DL42 (1N4148) which
was slightly leaky. It's in the pulse
connection to pin 35 of the TA8659CN
colour decoder/timebase generator chip
IVO1 and is associated with a blanking feed.
S.L.

Mitsubishi CT25B2STX
When the TDA8178S field output chip
IC451 fails it's advisable to replace the
associated electrolytic capacitors and,
particularly, those on the primary side of the
power supply. Note that it is usual for a
TDA8171 to be supplied, along with a small
modification kit, as the TDA8178 is no
longer available. S.L.

Sharp DV5935H (BCTV-A
chassis)
Stuck in standby seems to be the usual
symptom with these sets. This time the
cause was a faulty 2SD1546 line output
transistor Q600. Failure of the line scan
coupling capacitor C619 (560nF, 250V) is a
common cause of damage to Q600, and you
may find that associated components are
stressed, in particular the 3912 resistors
R619 and R632. They are both safety types.
S.L.

Mitsubishi CT2153STX (Euro 4Z
chassis)
Amnesia, channel or level problems should
lead to a check on the 30V supply at pin 2
of IC702. You will usually find that the
voltage is low, so the EEPROM chip can't
function properly. The cure is to replace
C962 (100g, 50V). S.L.

Sony KVX2942U (AE1C chassis)
The cause of low sound in one of these sets
turned out to be the 13V zener diode D271,
which was open-circuit. Another audio
problem we had recently was intermittent
failure of the surround sound. The cause
was faulty speaker sockets on the back
panel. A point to note is that the pair are in
series, so lose one and you lose both. As the
sockets/back panel is no longer available I
used the spare main output pair as
replacements. S.L.

JVC C14E1EK (Onwa chassis)
This set was dead and I was not surprised to
find that the HT was high at 118V (should
be 112.5V). This was dealt with in the usual

way, by replacing the two 470, 50V
electrolytics C909 and C911 on the primary
side of the power supply (use types rated at
105°C). This restored good regulation but
the set was still dead. Further checks
revealed that there was no supply at pin 42
of the AN5601K colour decoder/ timebase
generator chip IC301. It's derived from the
HT line via R323 (6.8k12, 5W fusible)
which was open-circuit. A replacement was
all that was required. S.L.

Akura CX30
These portables have been around for a few
years and have proved to be reliable
enough. This one was brought in because
there was field collapse. The field output
stage consists of a couple of transistors, so
fault-finding was simple. There was no
supply because R422 (1052, 0.5W) was
open-circuit. It's connected between pin 5
of the LOPT and rectifier diode D420
(BA133), which was leaky. J.H.

Fidelity CTV3228NF
"No picture, sound OK" said the owner of
this large-screen set. He wanted a cheap
repair because he could get a new set from
Argos at under £200. As the sound was OK
I said it shouldn't be too bad, thinking of
the run of poor scan coil connector joints
I've had recently.
I carried out some checks in the line
output stage and found that R618 read a
few MS2 instead of 1001d2 (1W). When a
replacement was fitted C600 (10, 250V)
went up in smoke. A new capacitor seemed
to work happily but there was still no
picture. I then found that C620 (0.470,
250V) had dropped in value to 16pF. I
upgraded the replacement to 400V and was
rewarded with a good picture. J.H.

Toshiba 1752TB
This 17in. set was less than eighteen months
old. It was brought in dead with a smell of
burning, and a quick visual inspection
revealed that the line output transformer had
been overheating. In most cases this would
mean going to Argos for a new set at
£99.99, so I offered the customer this option
— I could hardly tell him that he wouldn't
get the same quality as the Toshiba set when
it had lasted only eighteen months. The
customer opted for repair, so I fitted a
Konig replacement LOPT, which has a
much meatier case. A new 25D1554 line
output transistor completed the repair. J.H.

Panasonic Euro 2 chassis
Red, white and blue said the patriotic job
card. No, not a degaussing fault. There was
a grainy picture with smeary red and white.
Good teletext however. The picture was
still grainy and smeary when a video signal
was fed in at the scart socket. Yet another
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symptom of failure of the VDP3108-29
digital processing IC. Panasonic now
supplies an improved version plus two .
surface-mounted capacitors (which may
already be fitted), an EEPROM and a
helpful installation sheet to guide you
through the reset procedure. G.D.

Sharp 51AT15H
There was no green in the display. I
decided to be smug and not even remove
the back. Instead I entered the service
mode (V—, P+ and mains on) then scrolled
to G gain. Sure enough, zero.
Unfortunately increasing it to 30 had no
effect and I had to remove the back after
all, to sort out the CRT base panel where
someone had decided to try out his new
soldering iron. Once I'd removed several
blobs of solder the green was back. G.D.

Hitachi C2546TN
Intermittent operation then dead is a
common problem with these sets.
Resoldering IC950, 1C951 (under the
plastic frame in the centre) and IC952
usually cures the trouble. In one case
recently however the set would still revert
to standby occasionally. Much time (and
solder) was spent in the search for a dry-

joint. I eventually found that IC950 was in
need of replacement. G.D.

Hitachi A7 series
These are mainly widescreen sets. The most
common problem is the set reverting to
standby or tripping off and on again. Many
thanks to my TLO who said that the usual
cause is dry-joints (often invisible) at the setHT control VR950. This advice provided an
instant cure for two big headaches! G.D.

Philips CP90 chassis
A new line output transformer had been
fitted but soon after there was a blank raster
and no sound. An input via the scart socket
produced normal results, so attention was
turned to the IF strip, for which no circuit
diagram is provided. I had no luck when I
changed the TDA2541 IC, but subsequently
found that C2098 (0.470 or 1pf) was opencircuit: To be on the safe side I replaced the
other electrolytic capacitors in this area. G.D.

Goodmans 2875 (F11 chassis)
After repairing a power supply blow-up there
was an odd fault: the set powered down when
standby was selected, but when it was
switched back on it died. In view of the
original fault, I decided to replace the small

electrolytic capacitors on the primary side of
the power supply. This cured the trouble, but I
was rewarded with a picture that had all the
appearances of a very leaky tube. Fortunately
replacing the three 68k0 feedback resistors
R26, R28 and R29 on the CRT base panel
restored a normal grey scale. G.D.

Bush 2866NTX
The complaint with this set was no results. A
quick check revealed that the BU2508DF
line output transistor Q501 was short-circuit.
But the set was still dead when a replacement
had been fitted, this time with R604 (3.311,
2W) on the small, upright EW panel burning.
Further checks brought me to C596
(0.011g) which was open-circuit — it was
not a dry-joint. The set burst into life with
correct scanning once 8604 and C596 had
been replaced. P.S.

Sony KV32FX6OU (AE5 chassis)
This fairly new widescreen set had no sync
with teletext, the on-screen displays and
menus. It looked like a nasty fault, so I made
a quick phone call to Sony. The suggestion
was to replace IC2303 (part no. 8-759-43864) on board Bl. Thanks Sony: the
replacement did the trick! It's a surfacemounted device. P.S.

In this concluding
instalment Giles Pilbrow
deals with system control,
the service mode, the 12C
bus, teletext and signal
processing, then rounds
off with a list of some
common fault conditions
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he microcontroller chip and the
video, sound and teletext signal
processing chips are all on board A.
This board looks a bit daunting at first
sight, with its high proportion of surfacemounted components and integrated circuits. The following notes outline circuit
operation and provide practical advice on
fault finding.

T

mittent problems with the set not coming
out of standby (all models fitted with
IC1001). Sony issued various bulletins
that detailed the software changes. The
most recent was TV04899, which
includes some circuit changes on board
A. If IC3 is replaced without modifying
the circuit the result will be field collapse
— the set will not shut down.

System control
The heart of any modern TV chassis is its
microcontroller chip. This one uses a
Siemens SDA5250M 8-bit device, which
operates with an 11.5MHz clock. For
flexibility the operating software is
stored in a separate 128K-byte ROM
chip, IC3 — the software version is usually printed on the chip's label, or can be
read from the 'IC status' screen in the
service mode. User and production data
are held in a non-volatile memory, IC2.
This 32K-bit serial EPROM is linked to
the I2C bus. To reduce the possibility of
the NVM data becoming corrupted, IC2
has an additional control line (pin 7) to
inhibit writing unless the microcontroller
chip has specifically requested it. For
data to be written, pin 7 must be low.
To ensure reliable start-up a reset pulse
is generated by IC4. This is applied to the
microcontroller and some of the other
ICs once the standby 5V supply has been
established.

The service mode
Access to the service mode is by putting
the set into standby then pressing the
sequence of keys shown in Fig. 2 on the
remote-control handset.
Once the set is in the service mode
TT_ _ is displayed on the screen — this is
known by Sony as test mode 2. When a
two-digit code from the handset is
entered at this point some functions are
activated. There are many so-called TT
codes. The more useful ones are listed in
Table 1.
Other adjustments can be accessed via
the service menu.

Software updating
There were several software revisions
during the life of the BE3D chassis.
Problems ranged from intermittent
switching to standby (early FI and F2
models) and loss of picture/sound (all
sets made before March 1997) to inter-

The I2C bus
With the exception of the teletext chip all
the ICs on board A are controlled by the
I2C bus. Each chip contains a number of
memory locations known as registers,
which need to be loaded with data before
the IC can perform its tasks. Fig. 3 shows
the I2C bus and microcontroller arrangement.
It's not possible to see what data is
transferred via the I2C bus. The only
checks that can be made are for activity
on the clock (SCL) and data (SDA) lines,
and that the amplitude of these signals is
similar. For fault-finding there's a diagnostic system that indicates errors either
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with the bus generally or when a specific IC
fails to respond. The error codes are listed
in Table 2. There are three categories as follows:

•+

(1) General, where a number of devices fail
to respond. This is usually because a supply
is missing.

5

(2) Bus problems. Either the SCL or the
SDA line is held low, usually because of
failure of an IC. Short-circuits can be identified by resistance checks. If no short-circuit can be detected, each chip can be isolated in turn from the bus lines. This is easier than it sounds, as 10052 resistors are fitted in series with the clock and data inputs
to each chip. Lifting each of these in turn
along the affected bus line will reveal the
culprit
Obviously the set won't work when one
of the chips is disconnected, so the thing to
do is to look for a change in the error code
when a chip has just been disconnected.

0
(VOLUME +)

(DIGIT 5)

(ON SCREEN
DISPLAY)

(TV)

Fig. 2: Entering the service mode.

Table 1: Useful TT codes.
Exit service mode.
Enable/disable ageing mode.
Reset customer setting to factory default.
Scart auto 16:9 switching (pin 8) enable/disable.
Display software version and TV status.
Sets for 32in. wide CRT.
Sub-contrast adjustment (use red/yellow keys to adjust).
our adjustment (use red/yellow keys to adjust).
Sub-col
Sub-brightness adjustment (use red/yellow keys to adjust).
Set up for UK operation (PAL I, UHF chs. 21-68).
Sets for 25in. (24in. wide) CRT.
Sets for 29in. (28in. wide) CRT.
Erase and reprogram the NVM (programme position 59 only).
Teletext/OSD horizontal shift (use red/yellow keys to adjust).

TTOO
TTO7
TT08
TT13
TT14
TT16
TT21
TT22
TT23
TT24
TT37
TT38
TT49
TT74

(3) Device failure. Each chip has error
codes of its own. Most have several to indicate different internal problems. Exactly
what these mean is of little relevance for
servicing.
There are cases where no error code is
displayed. This can happen if the micro-

Fig. 3: Block diagram of the system control arrangement. R617 is on
the main board.
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STBY
5V

6 5

W/R
IC2
8 Memory

STBY 5V
I

(NVM)
IC4
Reset

61

Main reset

Audio mute

62

Standby switching

11

Rotation coil

78

Degaussing relay

3

16:9 switching

61

Standby LED

80

IR sensor

64 t

Lumisponder

86 t

Protection

65

Front keybank

16

403

Table 2: Error codes for bus problems.
Number of LED flashes

Problem

2
3
4
5
10, 18
19
7, 16, 21
6, 17, 22
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 20, 23, 25, 26, 27
28
8
9, 24

Main board protection in operation. Field output failure or excessive current.
SCL line low. Short across line.
SDA line low. Short across line.
SCL and SDA lines low. Any device could be faulty.
Failure of the NVM IC2.
More than one device hasn't responded.
Failure of the video switch IC201.
Failure of the jungle chip IC301.
Failure of the teletext chip IC1001.
Problem with the Dolby Pro-Logic decoder chip IC1201
Problem with the tuner.
Problem with the Nicam decoder chip IC202.

controller chip isn't running, or has an
internal fault.
Teletext
All BE3D chassis sets have teletext, but
there are two different types of decoder.
The simplest version uses the teletext capabilities of the microcontroller chip IC1.
This involves the minimum of external circuitry for the purpose. The main difference
is that the frequency of crystal X1 is
18MHz.
Although IC1 's teletext capabilities are
perfectly adequate, it does not have the
ability to produce the detailed graphics
needed for the menus in some models.
With these, IC1001 is added. It's an
SDA5273 chip from the Siemens
Megatext family of devices, referred to as
Compact Text in Sony chassis. Instead of
making use of the I2C bus, a proprietary
three-wire bus is used to link IC1001
directly to the microcontroller chip IC1.
IC1001 requires line- and field-frequency
pulses to operate. Loss of the field pulses
will result in text/OSD rolling. With loss of
the line pulses there will be no output at all.
Sound
Sound signal demodulation and decoding
is handled by IC202, which in UK sets is
an MSP3410 that can deal with both 6MHz
mono and Nicam stereo signals. The sound
IF signal is fed in at pin 25, after which it
is digitised and decoded internally. Unlike
older designs there are no frequency-determining components, such as ceramic filters,
in the sound channel. The sound systems
that IC202 will decode are determined by
the destination setting stored in the NVM,
and can be changed by the TT codes: TT24
sets UK operation.
Should a foreign receiver be brought into
the workshop, conversion is simple. Just
enter the service mode and, at the TT
prompt, type in 24. This should at least give
mono audio. Sets made for the Russian and
German markets are fitted with an
MSP3400 chip which does not have Nicam
capability.
IC202 has two pairs of stereo outputs.
Pins 56 and 57 provide signals for the audio
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output chip on the main board. Pins 59 and
60 provide outputs for the headphones and
the line-out phono connectors. It's possible
to establish from the sound menu the type
of signal here (mono/Nicam) and the volume level. This additional output from
IC202 is useful when you are trying to
establish the cause of a no-sound fault, as
checking for sound at the headphone socket will reveal whether IC202 is working.
Surround sound
Sets equipped with Dolby Pro-Logic are
fitted with a small daughter board known
as the Al board. This has a Motorola digital signal processor chip, IC1201, and a
256K-bit RAM, IC1202. Digital audio is
fed directly to the DSP chip from IC202 on
board A, using what's known as the I2S
bus.
The Al board is piggy-backed on board
A, being held in place by its two 8-pin connectors. Take care when inserting board
Al, as the connectors are not keyed. If the
board is fitted the wrong way round the set
will shut down and display error code 4,
because the SDA line is earthed.
The main audio output from IC202 is not
used in these models. All the audio is routed through board Al, with the front
left/right channels fed to the output amplifier IC1200 and the centre and surround
channels fed to an output chip on board
K1.
Faults on board Al are rare. To help with
fault-finding an extension lead, part no. 9948-000-27, is available.
The jungle chip
The colour decoder and timebase generator
stages are in IC301. This was originally
type CXA2000Q. In later sets it's type
CXA2076Q. The two chips can be interchanged, but some circuit and software
changes are required to enable older boards
to work with a CXA2076Q. These are
detailed in Sony service bulletin TV08397.
IC301 will decode both PAL and NTSC
signals, and all models have both crystals
fitted. Secam compatibility is possible
using an additional TDA8395T decoder
chip (IC303). PAL delay is handled by

IC302, which is either a Sony CXL5520M
or a Philips TDA4665T. There are some
circuit differences with these two ICs, so
take care when ordering. The Philips type
gives more trouble, the symptoms being no
colour or incorrect hue with some phase
shift between the chrominance and luminance signals.
Video switching
IC201 selects either S- or composite-video
signals from the tuner or any of the AV
inputs. The switching voltage from pin 8 of
the scart sockets is fed to pins 4 and 6 of
IC201. The voltage level at these pins indicates the signal-source state, as follows: 02V no signal; 4.75-7.25V a 16:9 signal;
9.5-12V a standard 4:3 signal.
Some external equipment provides insufficient voltage to switch the set to the correct mode. To overcome this, the auto 16:9
switching can be disabled by entering
'FT13 in the service mode.
Pin 23 is fed with a sync signal derived
from the tuner's video output. This is used
as a flag to the microcontroller that a valid
signal has been detected.
The tuner
The BE3D chassis uses a combined
tuner/IF unit manufactured by Sony. While
the tuner section is considered to be nonserviceable, the W section can be repaired
and circuit information is included in the
service manual.
The most common problem is an intermittent picture or picture disturbance. It
can normally be instigated by tapping the
unit. Careful resoldering should provide a
cure. The places to concentrate on are the
8-pin interconnection between the tuner
and IF boards and the 6-pin output terminal.
For no video output check Q01
(2SA1037K), which sometimes goes shortcircuit or leaky.
Known fault conditions
Set comes on then goes to standby with
two flashes of the standby LED: The
STV9379 field output chip IC500 is faulty
or dry-jointed.
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Set comes on then goes to standby with
two flashes of the standby LED. Set
works all right once D505 is disconnected: Zener diode D505 (MTZJ-T-77-3.6A)
in the protection circuit is leaky.
Set comes on then goes to standby with
two flashes of the standby LED, which
still flashes when D505 has been
removed: Replace the NVM memory chip
IC2.
Set does not go into standby fully — picture disappears but the line is still running: Check/replace Q602, Q603 and Q604
in the standby switching circuit, also reservoir capacitor C615. Then ensure that the
HT is 135V. If not, replace the error detector chip IC602 (SE135N).
Set operates normally until standby is
selected. It then pulses in and out of
standby, with RY600 clicking each time:
Check/replace Q601 (2SC3852A), D603
(6.8V zener diode) and R634 (220) on the
primary side of the power supply. R634
was not identified as such in Fig. 1 last

month (page 350): it's the 220 resistor
between D604 and Q601.

without flyback lines: Set is in the ageing
mode. Enter TTO7 in the service mode to
clear.

Brief burst of EHT followed by no operation, with no error code: The excess-current protection system is in operation
because the line output transformer T803 is
faulty.

Random channel change or volume bar
appearing: Replace tactile switches
S900/1/2 on board D.

Set intermittently shuts down at switch
on. Some arcing interference is visible on
screen when the set does work: Replace
the line output transformer T803.
Line tearing when hot (32in. models
only): Replace the line driver transformer
T804 with new type, part no. 1-437-195-14.
Incomplete degaussing: Replace relay
RY600 with improved type, part no. 1-755018-11.
Picture is partially blanked horizontally:
Zener diode D817 (RD5.6ESB2) in the
blanking circuit is leaky.
Over bright almost negative picture but

No sound (headphones OK) with
PS600/1 open-circuit: Replace the
TDA7264 audio output chip IC1200.
Very distorted audio or loud crackling
sound: The audio demodulator/processor
chip IC202 (MSP3410) is faulty.
Set locks up or shuts down when hot:
IC202 (MSP3410) is faulty. This fault can
always be confirmed by heating IC202.
Complete loss of sync in the teletext
mode: IC1001 faulty (models that incorporate IC1001).
Incomplete or scrambled OSD and
menus, teletext OK: IC1001 faulty (models that incorporate IC1001).
■

Servicing

the Philips Anubis A
chassis p
Large numbers of these nice
little sets, which first
appeared in 1991, were
sold. They are very reliable
and are worth
reconditioning for sale
when brought back in part
exchange. Pete Murchison
describes the few problems
you could expect to get
with them

hilips introduced the Anubis series
of colour TV sets in 1991. The
chassis had been designed to drive
tubes of size up to 21in., and was the
successor to the G90AE and G90B
chassis. A considerable number of these
sets were sold, and they have proved to
be extremely reliable. However they are
now coming back in part exchange as
customers upgrade to more modern
widescreen sets. We have found that they
are well worth reconditioning to sell as a
second set or to those who just want a
basic, cheap TV receiver. The tubes are
almost always good and bright, the PCBs
are hardly ever burnt or discoloured, and
once a set has been renovated it can be
installed and forgotten about. As with all
Philips products, spares are readily
available and the prices of major items
such as the line output transformer are
very reasonable. Philips Service is to be
commended!
The circuitry is contained on a single
PCB which is modular, i.e. the board is
divided into specific areas each of which
is dedicated to a particular circuit
function. The microcontroller chip
provides a menu system for automatic
tuning and the brightness, contrast and
colour settings. Menus can be called up
from the front panel or via the remotecontrol unit. The microcontroller chip
also switches the set in and out of
standby.

Power supply
The power supply forms the heart of the
chassis and, along with the line output
stage, is where most faults occur. So it's
a good idea to take a look at the
operation of the power supply before
considering the faults that can occur.
Fig. 1 shows the basic power supply
circuit (much simplified), which is of the
now familiar Philips SOPS (selfoscillating power supply) variety. It
provides a 95V HT supply for the line
output stage, a 9V supply for the audio
output stage, and a 5V supply for the
microcontroller chip when the set is in
standby (when the set is fully on the
microcontroller chip is powered by the
line output stage derived +5B line). All
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other circuits are fed with a low-level
voltage in standby so that they cannot
operate.
The mains input is fed to bridge
rectifier D6502-5 which charges its
reservoir capacitor C2505 to about 290V.
Chopper transformer T5525 and
transistor Tr7525 are connected as a
blocking oscillator, with feedback to the
base of Tr7525 via winding 15-10 of the
transformer. Block B controls the on/off
switching of Tr7525. There's regulation
feedback from the secondary side of the
circuit via optocoupler IC7514. Resistors
R3514/18/20 provide pulses to start the
circuit operation. Incidentally there's
nothing new about blocking oscillators: I
remember valve versions in the
timebases of TV sets in the Fifties and
early Sixties!
When Tr7252 conducts, energy is
stored in the transformer. This is released
when Tr7252 is switched off. The
rectifiers on the secondary side of the
circuit then conduct.
The 95V HT supply is monitored by
Tr7537, with zener diode D6537
providing a reference voltage at its
emitter. Tr7537 drives the optocoupler
via Tr7552/4.

Protection
Overvoltage protection is provided by
the crowbar trip consisting of transistors
Tr7556 and Tr7555. Zener diode D6555
monitors the line output stage derived
+5B supply, while D6557/8/9 monitor
the 95V supply. When Tr7555/6 latch
on, the SOPS is switched off via IC7514.

Standby operation
Pin 19 of the microcontroller chip
IC7600 controls the on/standby action by
switching transistor Tr7571 on or off (for
standby). When Tr7571 is switched off,
thyristor Thy6570 is able to conduct. It
charges C2560 to some 13V, which is
fed to the regulation circuit via zener
diode D6568. This reduces the on time of
the chopper transistor, with the result
that the output voltages are greatly
reduced.
The 5V regulator transistor Tr7561
provides the supply to the
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Fig. 1: Basic circuit, much simplified, of the SOPS power supply
used in the Anubis A chassis.
Tr7525 is the chopper transistor,
which is connected as a blocking
oscillator. The optocoupler IC7514
provides regulation feedback
between the secondary and primary sides of the mains-isolating
chopper transformer T5525.
Illustration courtesy of Philips
Service.

microcontroller chip 1C7600. When the set
is switched on, IC7600' s reset pin 33 has
to be kept low for at least imsec. Zener
diodes D6562/65 and transistor Tr7563
provide the reset action.

Faults
Perhaps the most common fault is a dead
set with the mains fuse blown. The first
thing to check is the degaussing posistor
PTC3501 which often arcs over inside. If
the posistor is OK, check whether the
chopper transistor Tr7525 is short-circuit.
If it is, the optocoupler 1C7514, transistors
Tr7512/7515/ 7516/7555 and diodes
D6515/6545/ 6549 (some of these are not
shown in the simplified circuit) should also
be checked.
After a failure of this type it's advisable
to fit the replacement components in the
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C
SOPS repair kit ES7021. Philips
recommend this for continued reliability.
The kit contains an optocoupler, four
bridge rectifier diodes, a 2A mains fuse,
transistors Tr7525, Tr7516, Tr7512
(BC848) and Tr7515 (BC858), and diodes
D6522, D6523 and D6517 (BZV85-5V1).
All very well, but what do you do if the
set still fails to power up? The answer is to
check the thyristor Thy6570 (SFOR5D43)
and the associated LL4148 diode D6569.
These could be defective, holding the set in
permanent standby. In this event the red
standby LED should be illuminated, telling
you that the primary side of the circuit is
working with the +5A supply present.
Sometimes however the +5A supply goes
haywire when the set is switched to
standby. The symptoms are that the set
doesn't switch off properly, with the

picture flickering on and off. The cause is
the 6.2V zener diode D6568. A kind of
motor-boating sound from the loudspeaker,
with the LED flickering, occurs when
transistor Tr7553 (BC858A) is leaky. This
transistor can also be responsible for a
power supply 'hiccup' every so often, with
the picture flickering each time the hiccup
occurs.
A dead set does not necessarily mean a
power supply fault of course. A fault in the
line output stage will trip the power
supply, with the set shutting down.

The line timebase
Fig. 2 shows a simplified circuit of the line
timebase, which is straightforward. IC7015
(TDA4504) is a multi-function chip that
contains the IF section, the timebase
generators and the sandcastle pulse
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Fig. 2: Basic circuit, much simplified, of the line timebase. IC7015 contains both the line and field generators, with line drive output at
pin 29 and field drive output at pin 4. It also contains the IF strip. Illustration courtesy of Philips Service.

generator. The squarewave output at pin 29
is passed to the line driver transistor
Tr7440 (BF422) which is transformercoupled to the output transistor Tr7445
(BUT11AF). The output stage provides the
line deflection current, various supplies
from the secondary windings on the
transformer, and the EHT, focus and first
anode voltages.
The line output transformer T5445 can be
a source of trouble in more ways than one.
The internal insulation can break down
with a short-circuit between the primary
winding and chassis. This closes down the
power supply. The same thing happens
when shorted turns within the transformer
cause excessive current flow and, as a
result, line output transistor overheating.
The transistor then fails with emittercollector punch-through. Sometimes
however the transistor holds its own: the
defective transformer then makes the set
go into the protection mode, with the red
standby light blinking rapidly.
When scan coil plug M5 is disconnected
there is no 95V feed to the line output
stage. If the power supply is OK, the HT
voltage will then rise to 95V, confirming
that the cause of the fault is in the line
output stage.
A defective line output transformer can
also produce a brilliant white screen with
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flyback lines when, for some reason, the
tube's first anode voltage has gone sky
high — probably because of a defective
chassis connection within the transformer.
Conversely the transformer, with its
integral first anode and focus controls, can
cause complete loss of brightness when the
set has been on for some time, because the
first anode voltage has dropped to a low
value. This seems to be caused by the
controls changing value with temperature.
Another strange line output stage fault
leads to complete loss of colour. A scope
check at TP11 (pin 30 of IC7015) will
show that the sandcastle pulses are of
reduced amplitude and distorted. The cause
is R3456 (330142 or 430142 depending on
tube size) cooking and going high in value.
Apart from these faults I've found that
the line output stage is very reliable. This
goes for much of the rest of the circuitry as
well. There are however a few general
faults that are worth mentioning.

Tuning troubles
The UHF tuner, type U743, is controlled
by IC7600. A voltage-synthesis tuning
system is employed. Pin 1 of IC7600
produces an output of 0.2-5V depending
on the frequency selected. This is fed to
the base of transistor Tr7605, whose
collector sets the correct tuning voltage (0-

33V). AFC is added: it's switched off
during search tuning, and on again when a
station is received. It's the AFC that
sometimes causes trouble.
The AFC can be slightly too slow to
operate when search tuning is in progress.
As a result, stations are passed without
locking on. The cure is slight readjustment
of the IF detector coil L5040.
At other times the picture starts to go
haywire because the AFC suddenly drifts
off (erratic tuning). In this case check the
status diode D6052 (LL4148) and zener
diode D6370 (LLZ-F12). The tuner can
also drift, with complete loss of picture and
sound.
Another peculiar fault can occur when
tuning a VCR's UHF output: the set won't
lock to it — most frustrating! There's a
small modification that can be
implemented to cure this. It ensures proper
pull-in of the VCR channel. Connect a
BZY79C-6V2 zener diode and a 1N4148
diode in series, anode to anode, between
pins 14 and 21 of the TDA4504 chip
IC7015, with the cathode of the zener
diode to pin 21 and the cathode of the
1N4148 diode to pin 14.

Copy-protected tapes
While on the subject of connecting a VCR
to these sets it's worth mentioning the
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problem of playing Disney tapes, which
are copy protected. The results jump all
over the place, because these sets don't
like reproduction from copy-protected
tapes. I discovered this when I sold a set to
a friend for his daughter's bedroom: she
was hooked on Disney videos! Extra
pulses are added to the field sync with
these tapes, the result being instability.
A number of modifications are required
to cure this, because both the chroma and
the sync circuits are affected. In the sync
section, change C2350 to 47nF, C2351 to
4.70, R3350 to 751(C2 and R3351 to
1.51d1 There are several changes to the
chroma circuit to prevent flicker. Add a
47nF capacitor between pin 12 of IC7250
(TDA4650) and chassis; change C2267 to
1nF; replace jumper wire 9268 with a
5.1k0 resistor (Philips part no. 4822 116
52286); replace C2310 with a 10k0
resistor; remove R3306 and fit a jumper
wire in its place. This should, hopefully,
resolve the problems. I say hopefully
because in practice I could still detect a
slight flickering of the picture.

Colour faults
I've occasionally had the following colourfault symptoms: the picture has a kind of
greeny bias to it, faces look very sickly,
and there's a Hanover blind effect. The
cause is a faulty delay line or TDA4660
delay-line chip (IC7221). This IC can be
the cause of a very curious fault, when a
blue line is superimposed on the middle of
a colour picture.
Apart from these few faults the colour
decoding circuitry seldom gives any
trouble.
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Hotel mode
An acquaintance of mine works for the
local council at the rubbish disposal skips
where members of the public go to dispose
of household rubbish, and is surprised by
the number of really good TV sets that are
dumped after a few years' service with
often only a very simple fault. He brings
me these sets for repair and resale, after
which we split the profits between us.
Recently he came through the door with a
21in. Anubis A set in his arms, plonked it
on my bench and announced that it came
on OK but with just a snowy screen,
suggesting that perhaps the tuning system
was at fault as it was impossible to call up
the tuning menu. He was amazed when I
pushed a few buttons, got the set to retune
and told him that there was nothing wrong
with the set: it had been locked in the hotel
mode, a setting that prevents the user from
fiddling with the tuning or adjusting the
volume level — handy for hotel bedroom
sets!
To deactivate this mode, select ch. 38
then press both 'select' on the front panel
and `sleeptimer' on the remote-control
handset for four seconds, after which an H
will be displayed at the front of the set.
Switch the set off then back on again. This
removes the H and cancels the hotel-mode
setting, so that normal tuning and volume
control once again operate. Note that the
set can be returned to the hotel mode by
repeating this procedure. Also note that
non remote-control sets employ an earlier
version of the microcontroller chip: with
this the hotel mode can be set/reset at the
front-control panel — press 'select' while
holding the search button in. Should you
replace the microcontroller chip with a

later version and find that the set is stuck
in the hotel mode you will need to replace
the ST24CO2P EEPROM then retune all
the programmes.
To tune, press the select button the front
panel. This brings up the horizontal green
tuning bar on the screen. Next press the
search button. The tuning process then
starts, with the bar gradually lengthening
as the microcontroller chip searches up
through the channels. The search stops
when a TV station is found. This can be
assigned a programme number by using
the programme +/— buttons, after which it
must be memorised by pressing store. All
quite straightforward.

Nursery set
So, going back to where I started, a
perfectly good TV set had been thrown out
because someone couldn't unlock the hotel
mode! There's a further tale to be told
about this particular set which, after being
cleaned up, was put on display in the shop
for sale. A few days later her ladyship
from a nearby stately home rushed in
declaring that she urgently needed a
television for the children's nursery —
something second-hand would do. Her
eyes fell on a nice little set that stood in the
corner. It was the previously-mentioned
Anubis. "Perfect" she declared then, once a
deal had been struck, she said she would
send the butler round to collect it. Later
that day Jeeves drew up in a very stylish
limousine and took the set. There we have
it then, a perfect "rags to riches" tale, with
a set from the local council skips now
residing in a rather posh nursery! Anubis is
the ancient Egyptian god of death, but here
was one Anubis that refused to die!
■
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220µF, 16V sound coupling capacitor
C202. M.D.

JVC CS2181EKT
All stations had reverted to ch. 21, which is

BBC1 in our area. Other stations could be
tuned in but not stored. The basic cause of
the fault was two surface-mounted capacitors on the station-select module. They had
both leaked electrolyte and damaged the
print. The MN1226S memory IC also had
to be removed, as there are through the
board links that had gone open-circuit
beneath it. I used a single strand from a
length of 24-strand bell wire to repair these
links. M.D.

Hitachi C2164TN

TV FAULT FINDING
Reports from
Michael Cranfield
P. Salkeld
Gerald Smith
Gerry Mumford
Graham Richards
Glyn Dickinson
Chris Watton
Michael Maurice and
Jason Boylin

We welcome fault reports from
readers — payment for each fault is
made shortly after publication. See
page 426 for details of where and
how to send reports.
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This set would trip out at switch on. As I
didn't have a service manual I spent a lot
of time getting nowhere. Then I recalled
the customer mentioning that he had connected extension speakers to the set's rear
speaker terminals a couple of weeks before
the set had gone off. When I removed the
TDA7263M audio output chip the set came
back to life. Note that the correct M version must be fitted, as the TDA7263 has a
different heatsink fitting. M.D.

Tatung T2OTD50 (D chassis)

Tatung T25NE61 (El chassis)

When teletext was selected the picture
remained in the background. The set was
not in the mix mode however, as the background colours changed when mix was
selected. Pin 19 of the SAA5244P text chip
should be low in the picture mode, high for
text. This was OK, but the change wasn't
being passed on to pin 5 of IC302 because
Schottky diode D304 (BAT85) was opencircuit. M.D.

The picture had shifted right up to the top
of the screen — only an inch of the bottom
was visible at the top. Pins 1 and 2 of the
TDA8350Q field output/EW driver chip
IC401 should have differential field drive
inputs from the TDA8366 IF/colour
decoder/timebase generator chip IC501.
One of these inputs, which are directly
coupled, was missing. A new TDA8366 IC
cured the fault.
You get a similar effect when the field
scan coupling capacitor in the Ferguson
14in. portable Model 3787 (NordMende
chassis) goes short-circuit. M.D.

Grundig CUC7350 chassis
The dealer who brought this set along
described the fault as a "twitching picture".
On test I noticed that the width varied with
picture content. When I checked HT supply
the voltage varied between 119V at highbrightness white and 129V at black level.
The cause was eventually traced to R60027
(0.5652), which is part of the current-sensing network in series with the chopper
FET's source connection. R60028, in parallel with R60027, could also cause the problem. In 14in versions of the chassis these
resistors are 0.6852. Note also that the correct HT setting depends on the type of
tube, varying between 124-130V. M.D.

Panasonic TX14B3T (Z375
chassis)

Alba CTV4855

There seemed to be no picture, but when
the setting of the first anode control was
advanced the field collapse symptom
appeared. IC301 (TDA8356) was faulty.
The part number is the same as the IC type.
To prevent failure of this IC at a later date,
three modifications should be carried out:
change the value of C309 to 220, 100V
(part no. ECEA2A220); add an 0.01µF
capacitor (part no. ECQM2A104J) across
R310; and fit a 2.252, 1W resistor in place
of jumper wire R420. P.S.

This set produced very little sound output
even though the on-screen display indicated that the sound should have been at maximum. The cause of the trouble was the

There was continuous tripping because the
line output transistor Q603 was short-cir-

Sharp DV5131H (S3B chassis)
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cuit. The set's past record showed that two
previous replacements had been fitted in a
short period of time, so I contacted Sharp
Technical Service. The advice provided
was as follows: fit a 2SD1556 transistor,
part no. TX0138BMZZ; fit a coil, part no.
VP-CF1ROK0000, in place of FB601; and
add a 1.8k0, 1W resistor in series with
R600. P.S.

Sony KV28WS2U (BE3D chassis)
A couple of months ago (March issue page
296) I mentioned that failure of the EPROM
in these widescreen sets is becoming a common problem. Two repairs bounced. I have
now discovered that the EPROM corruption
was caused by the red gun flashing over.
Fortunately the EPROM could be reprogrammed, and the two tubes were under
warranty. Never a dull moment! P.S.

and the HIS0169B hybrid chip HC801. It's
also worth checking the audio output IC as
this can go short-circuit. G.S.

JVC AV28WT4
This set was stuck in standby with the ECO
light flashing. I found that the B1 secondary rail read virtually short-circuit. The
cause was a short in the EW circuit. Normal
operation was restored once D521, C470
and Q466 had been replaced. G.S.

Sharp CS05 chassis
The sound from one channel was distorted.
It was worse at high volume. Normal sound
was restored by replacing the relevant audio
output transistors Q311 and Q312, their
parallel diodes D307 and D308 and the 27V
zener diodes D303 and D304 in the drive
circuitry. G.S.

Bush 2867NTX (11AK19 chassis)

JVC C14E1EK (Onwa chassis)

If the picture sometimes takes a long time
to appear but comes up quicker when the
first anode control on the line output
transformer has been adjusted, the item to
check is capacitor C608 (101.1F, 250V).
It's the reservoir capacitor for the supply
to the RGB output stages. You'll find it at
the edge of the chassis, next to the LOPT.
P.S.

The complaint with this set was that sometimes, at switch on, there was just a snowy
screen and no sound. When this happened
there were also no on-screen displays and
no response to the remote-control unit. This
led me to the TMS73C47 microcontroller
chip IC602. As it was always possible to
clear the fault by manually resetting this
chip (connect pin 32 to chassis momentarily) much time was wasted probing around
in the reset circuit.
The cause of the trouble was eventually
found and was far more strange. There was
a slight nick in the front edge of the PCB.
This had severed the print that links pin 2
of IC602 to chassis. Pin 2 is used for factory testing of the IC, and is normally left
earthed. Presumably with the pin floating
there was a 50:50 chance as to whether the
set was in the run or test mode. Much time
would have been saved if the offending
print had not been made invisible by a thick
covering of black ink on the underside of
the PCB. A small wire link cured the fault.
G.M.

Hitachi C2848TN
If C***48TN-311 appears on the screen the
set is in the factory set-up mode. The cure
is as follows. Remove the flap at the bottom
of the remote-control unit and press the tuning button. Then press the menu button.
Finally, go to standby. When you exit the
standby mode the set prompt will be
removed. P.S.

Sony KV32WF1U (BE3D chassis)
I dreaded having to tackle this fault: the
symptoms were two serrated lines, one
near the top of the screen and the other near
the bottom. I phoned Sony Technical and
was overjoyed to learn that it was a known
fault. The cure is to fit an improved line
driver transformer, part no. 1-437-090-31.
It works. P.S.

Samsung CI5079T
I was told that this set "had sparked and the
picture was all lines". When I checked I
found that the set was dead. The two
1000, 200V HT reservoir/smoothing
capacitors were puffed up, and the R2K
over-voltage protection diode had blown
apart. It seemed that excessive HT had been
the cause of the trouble, so in addition to
the above items I replaced the 220, 50V
electrolytic on the primary side of the
power supply, the SMR40200C chopper IC
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Hitachi CPT2158 (NP85CQ Mk II
chassis)
This old set had been brought in with the
complaint "poor picture". The screen was
dark and streaky, and the overall picture
brightness seemed to fluctuate. The cause
of the trouble turned out to be zener diode
ZD801 (3.3V, 500mW) on the tube base
panel — it was leaky. ZD801 is part of the
black-level restoration network, and affects
all three drives (RGB). G.M.

Sharp DV3760H/3770H (4BSA
chassis)
The set was allegedly dead. Checks in the
power supply revealed that this was work-

ing. All the secondary voltages were OK
except for the 13V output that should have
been present at the cathode of D602. There
is no fusible resistor in the rectifier circuit,
and D602 read OK on a diode test. Nevertheless a replacement restored the missing
supply. I fitted a GP15 type. G.R.

Grundig GT2103 (G1000
chassis)
I've had this fault several times now. The
set seems to be dead, and after various
checks you find that the ST6365 microcontroller chip IC500 isn't being reset (pin 33).
If there's no reset voltage pulse here nothing happens. There are two surface-mounted transistors, TR450 (BC847) and TR451
(BCX19), in the reset circuit. What usually
seems to happen is that TR451 goes shortcircuit. I replace them both.
One set would work only with TR451
removed. I'd already replaced both transistors and the 3.9V zener diode D540. G.R.

NEI E28G1TFXN
This set had a dark picture and dark graphics. In addition remote control didn't work.
The feed to the 5V regulator near the rectifier diodes on the secondary side of the
power supply was only 4V, but rose to 7V
in standby. The value of its feed resistor
R686 had risen from 2.251 to 95Q. I fitted
an 0.25W safety type. G.R.

Philips L6.2 and L6.3 chassis
For channel lock-up etc. replace the
BC337-40 transistor Tr7505. G.R.

Nokia 3724 (Mono Plus chassis)
This set was tripping because of a short-circuit across the U2 (12V) supply. The cause
was on the CRT base panel, where pin 2 of
the TEA5101N/B RGB output IC was dead
short to chassis. The chip is available from
CHS. G.R.

Sony KVM2101U (BE2 chassis)
There was excessive HT — it measured
180V instead of 135V across the reservoir
capacitor C609. A replacement STR54041
chopper chip put that right, but the power
supply was now squealing. The culprit
turned out to be the 21V supply reservoir
capacitor C610 (22µF, 63V). G.R.

Tatung F series chassis
These sets come in many guises,. including
Hitachi and Goodmans. They have a halflive chassis, with mains isolation provided
by the LOPT and the scan coils. So care is
needed when servicing. Care is also needed
with the larger-screen models as there is a
tendency for an unsupported CRT to crack
the cabinet front when the back is removed.
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This particular set would occasionally
remain in standby, with a slight squealing
noise. Close inspection with a magnifier
revealed that two surface-mounted components at the edge of the chassis, R812 and
C807, had never been soldered. G.D.

Philips 25PT4103 (L6.2 chassis)
Smoke then dead was the complaint with
this set. As usual, C2912 (2.2nF, 2kV) had
split. But once a replacement had been fitted I was rewarded with buzzing and no
pictures. The HT was correct, but the secondary LT voltages were low. An external
9V feed got the set going, but with severe
line cogging. Things were fine with a 200V
mains input!
Despite the correct HT voltage, I decided that the cause of the trouble lay on the
primary side (the chassis uses a non-isolated series chopper circuit to supply the HT
for the line output stage), and eventually
discovered that the two parallel currentsensing resistors R3514/5 (152, 0.5W
fusible) had risen slightly in value. G.D.

Sharp 51AT15 (5BSA chassis)
Now that these sets are a few years old it
has been proved that most problems, such
as slow starting, line cogging, line output
transistor failure or intermittent tripping,
respond to the following treatment.
Replace all six electrolytics on the secondary side of the power supply, using
good-quality components. Also replace the
two BC338-40 5V regulator transistors
Q704 and Q708, and the BU508DFI line
output transistor Q601, using Sharp-supplied spares. Don't worry: for once they
aren't expensive! G.D.

Fidelity 3121
This supermarket set uses a version of the
Turkish-manufactured PT-11 chassis,
which can also be found in Alba/Bush and
Amstrad sets. I've had a couple that were
stuck in standby, with the voltage at pin 2
of the LM317 regulator chip 13 at only 2V,
although the other supplies were present.
This is the switched 12V line, which is
turned on by the microcontroller chip 1301
at pin 41. Unfortunately this device is
designed to fail just after the guarantee
period! The numbers on it make no sense,
but it's available at quite a reasonable price
under Amstrad part nos. 045101070221 (for
the mono Model CTV322) and
045101070201 (for the stereo Model
CTV352). They are versions of the Philips
PCA84C8x1 microcontroller chip.
The excellent manual is already no
longer available. G.D.

didn't click in when operated. As this is a
Mitsubishi set, the usual rule of heating the
capacitors until you smell fish applies!
As expected, C960 (1,000g, 35V) was
leaking. So was C975 (47g, 50V). When
these had been replaced the relay still didn't
operate, as the leakage had damaged the
JC501 switching transistor Q903 which is
mounted between the two capacitors. G.D.

Goodmans 3375 (F11 chassis)
This huge-screen set is fitted with the same
chassis as Models 2575 and 2875. This one
was dead, but a faint ticking came from the
TDA4601-type power supply after a few
seconds. Checks showed that the HT rose
then fell to a very low value.
Since there were no shorts on the secondary side of the power supply I concentrated on the primary side and, as a start,
replaced all the electrolytics. This didn't
help, and waveforms showed that the set
was trying to start but failing to latch on.
With no manual, the only thing I could do
was to check each component in turn.
Fortunately it wasn't long before I discovered that R164 (10052, 5W) was open-circuit. It's in series with the feedback from
pin 7 of the chopper transformer T1. G.D.

Amstrad WSTV3032
The BU2525 line output transistor had
blown. When a replacement had been fitted
the set ran for a minute with a narrow, folded picture, the output transistor getting hot
and diode DO1 smoking. The capacitors and
all the silicon in the line output stage were
checked and a new LOPT was tried, but the
diodes kept overheating. The culprit turned
out to be the STV2145 EW driver chip,
which had no output. It's worth getting
quotes for this device. One supplier quoted
£16.40 plus VAT, another £3 plus VAT.
C.W.

Salora M chassis
If one of the colours is missing or varying
in level, check the 821d1 resistors on the
CRT base panel — R12 (red), R22 (green)
and R32 (blue). It's quite common for them
to fail. I replace all three C.W.

Hitachi C1415T
There was sound but no CRT display.
Some quick checks revealed loss of line
drive because the BF459 driver transistor
Q701 was open-circuit. This type of transistor is used in the RGB output stages in
some earlier Hitachi models, in which it
also has a tendency to go open-circuit.
M.M.

Sony KVDX271TU (AE1 chassis)
Mitsubishi CT25A4STX (Euro 12
chassis)
The complaint with this set was poor purity. The degaussing circuit includes a relay
that can be activated from the handset. It
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This set had difficulty in coming on from
cold. The cause turned out to be C615
(1,000g, 25V) which was leaky. It's the
reservoir capacitor for the 14V supply via
Q603 on the secondary side of the chopper

power supply. Once a replacement had
been fitted the set would come on from
cold without any trouble. M.M.

Mitsubishi CT29B2STX
Failure of C906 (47µF, 63V) is a wellknown cause of tripping with these sets.
Similar symptoms are now beginning to
appear because of failure of C909 (2.2g,
63V). I now replace them both whenever a
set comes in for repair. M.M.

GoldStar CI20C22F (PC42B
chassis)
At switch on this set would come on for a
fraction of a second then revert to standby.
Checks showed that the GL7812 12V regulator IC831 was open-circuit. M.M.

Goodmans GD2880
This set's picture was very poor, with
ghosting. It looked like an aerial problem,
but a check with my pattern generator
proved that the cause of the trouble was
within the set. Resoldering a number of
dry-joints in the IF section restored a normal picture. M.M.

Philips 21GR2550 (G90AE
chassis)
There was intermittent loss of colour, loss
of sound, random channel changing and a
random display of F4 on the screen. This
suggested a problem with the microcontroller system. Replacement microcontroller
and EEPROM chips, IC7600 and IC7601,
restored correct operation. M.M.

Goodmans 2875 (F11 chassis)
If the picture displayed by one of these sets
gives the impression that the CRT is flat,
with one or more colours missing, go
straight for the three 681d2 feedback resistors R26, R28 and R29 on the CRT base
panel. You will almost certainly find that
one or more has gone high in value or
open-circuit. In the interests of reliability,
replace all three. M.M.

Bush WST66 (4400 chassis)
"No results" it said in the report that came
with this 28in. widescreen set. The LEDs
on the front panel worked correctly, and at
switch on an HT rustle could be heard.
Scope checks showed that the 5V supply
was missing at pins 39 and 44 of ICR1.
Checks at test points then showed that the
5V supply was missing at TP6. The BD441
transistor was faulty. The heatsink clip
retainer hadn't been fitted correctly and it
had probably overheated as a result. This
was confirmed when I tried to replace the
transistor and noticed that the print on the
underside of the PCB had come away.
Some repairs/links were needed to get
this set back into service in a safe condition. Note that with this fault the handset's
standby button no longer operates. J.B.
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obtained from Willow Vale (part no.
19545S): its hfe (gain) figure was too high
at about 40. In addition the maker's mark
on the transistor — it looked like a stylised 5
— differed from that on the faulty transistor
removed from the set — this was a sort of
capital T. Most power transistors have a
typical fife of between 7-14. M.D.
Binatone 01/9014
This set is similar to the Matsui 1455.
After rebuilding the power supply I found
that the sound was distorted at high-volume
levels. The cause of the fault was traced to
the 2SD400F regulator transistor Q607,
which should have approximately 12V at its
emitter. At high-volume levels there was
about 5V here. A replacement cured the
fault. •
Power supply blow-up is always caused
by the chopper transistor's drive feed
capacitor C607 (470, 25V) drying out.
This can also cause line output transformer
failure. M.D.

TV FAULT FINDING
Reports from
Michael Dranfield
Gerald Smith
Graham Boor
Graham Richards
David Smith
Denis Foley
Gary Laidler
Ivan Levy, LCGI
Chris Walton
John Stacey
P. Salkeld and
Chris Dakin

We welcome fault reports from
readers — payment for each fault is
made shortly after publication. See
page 490 for details of where and
how to send reports.
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Tatung T2OTD50 (D chassis)
This set was dead with the feed resistor
R427 (220, 0.5W, 2%) to the line driver
stage open-circuit. The transistors in the
line driver stage, TR401 (BC547) and
TR402 (BC337), commonly cause failure
of R427, but not on this occasion. When a
replacement resistor was fitted it burnt up at
switch on.
Further investigation revealed that there
was no line-drive waveform, just a DC
level, at pin 37 of the TDA8361 IF/colour
decoder/timebase generator chip IC503.
The chip was OK however, the problem
being that the regulated 8V supply at pin 10
was low at 5V. Checks in the regulator
circuit then revealed that R822 (4.752, 0.5W
safety) in the feed to the series-regulator
transistor TR803 was open-circuit.
It's a good idea to resolder the line
driver transformer T401 as it's worked very
hard in this chassis and is a common source
of dry-joints. Resolder the line scan socket
as well — this will avoid future burn-ups.
M.D.

Ferguson B68N (ICC8 chassis)
This set had a straightforward problem: the
line output transformer was faulty and the
output transistor was short-circuit. The new
2SD1546 line output transistor went shortcircuit after just one minute however. I
eventually discovered that the cause of the
problem was the transistor itself, which I'd

Ferguson ICC9 Chassis
The basic problem with this set was
intermittent loss of sound. In addition,
when the sound went off the
microcontroller chip would sometimes lock
up and none of the buttons on the set would
work. Switching the set off then on again
would restore normal operation, sometimes
for days. In this situation the surfacemounted transistors around the
microcontroller chip are suspect. I replaced
all four, TR85 (BC848B), TR87 (BC858B),
TR90 (BC848B) and TR81, but after that
the set wouldn't come out of standby.
A lot of time was wasted before I
discovered that there's an error in the
service manual. TR81 is shown as a pnp
device. However a check with an identical
set revealed that it should be an npn type.
Once the correct type had been fitted the set
switched back on, and a lengthy soak test
proved that the sound fault had been cured.
M.D.

Sharp CS05 Chassis
This set was stuck in standby.
Disconnecting the supplies to the sound
section restored operation in the rest of the
set. Now to find the cause of the fault! I
replaced the sound output transistors and
the diodes and zener diodes in the circuit,
but the results were the same. The cause of
the trouble was the sound driver transistors
Q303 and Q304, though they read OK
when checked. G.S.
Samsung CW593
This set was dead — it wouldn't come out of
standby. The front LED would flash orange,
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and the power supply could be heard
labouring. When I checked the HT I found
that there was a short-circuit here. The cause
was C814, which is fitted in parallel with
D802. It was going short-circuit. A
replacement restored normal operation. G.S.

Aiwa VX-T1410K
If you get difficulty with starting up,
patterning on the pictures and/or capstan
servo pulsing with one of these combined
TV-video units, replace C522 (2.2µF, 50V)
and C523 (100µF, 50V). G.R.

Panasonic T14S3T
The job sheet for this portable set said that
there were poor, rolling pictures. When I
switched on, it was quite obvious that the
video was inverted. A scope check at 10601
confirmed this. We carry this chip in stock,
but a replacement made no difference.
Replacing the EPROM IC1205 cured the
fault. G.B.

Goodmans GVT66WI (Bush
11AK19 chassis)
The symptoms with this set were lack of
width and concave sides to the picture.
Checks in the EW-correction brought me to
R629 (2.70, 1/3W safety type) which was
open-circuit. A replacement restored perfect
geometry.
If you need to enter the service mode
with this set, call up the install menu then
press 4, 7, 2 and 5 in that order. G.R.

Tatung T28W730
This 28in. widescreen set had been visited
several times in the customer's house, the
complaint being poor start-up from cold.
But the fault never showed up during any of
these visits. The set was now in the
workshop, along with another one that had
the same reported fault. General checks for
dry-joints etc. failed to reveal anything
amiss, so I contacted the manufacturer and
was told to change CP12 to 1,000µF. Doing
this cured the fault in both sets. G.B.
Panasonic TX21S3T
The first of these sets that came our way
was dead because D861 had failed. We now
check this item for the fault before looking
elsewhere. G.B.
Sanyo CBP2180A A5 chassis)
Field collapse was the complaint with this
set. On checking voltages in the field
timebase I found nothing at one end of
L451, which is hidden under a blob of
hotmelt glue. A replacement restored the
field scanning. G.B.
Panasonic T14S3R
This portable came to us after being at
another dealer for some months awaiting a
replacement for 10601. On investigation I
found that the HT supply to this chip was
missing, because D861 was open-circuit. A
replacement restored normal operation.
G.B.
GoldStar C1T2570F (PC12B
chassis)
Lines on the picture it said on the job sheet.
Sure enough there were, and the remote
control didn't work either. Scope checks in
the low-voltage circuits showed that spikes
and general rubbish were present. The cure
was to replace C827 (1,000µF, 25V) and
C830 (470µF, 16V). These are the reservoir
capacitors for the regulated 12V and 5V
supplies respectively. G.B.
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Sanyo CTP3131 (80P-B14
chassis)
The BUT11A chopper transistor Q304 was
short-circuit and the 2.752 surge-limiter
resistor R313 open-circuit. These
components fail when the start-up feed
resistor R302 (39010 goes open-circuit.
For improved reliability fit a high-stability
resistor. G.R.
NEI E28G1IFXN
This set was dead with the BUZ90AF
chopper transistor T651 short-circuit. When
I checked with the NEI technical
department I was told to ensure that D653 is
type BYT52M, not type BA158 as in early
production. This can apparently be the
cause of T651' s failure. I also checked that
the high-value resistors connected to pins 2
and 3 of the TDA4605 chopper-control chip
were OK. After attending to these points I
switched on, but the set was still dead.
There was only 255V across the mains
bridge rectifier's 220µF, 400V reservoir
capacitor, which was clearly open-circuit. A
replacement brought the set back to life.
G.R.
Goodmans 255NS (Daewoo
CP775 chassis)
This set was dead though the power supply
was running. A check at the base of the
2SD1207 line driver transistor Q402
showed that the drive was missing. It
comes from pin 40 of the TDA8375A chip
1501 via a pre-driver stage, which consists
of an npn/pnp pair of transistors, Q405
(2SA854) and Q406 (2SC945). These transistors were both leaky. As I didn't have the
original types I fitted equivalents — a
BC639 in the Q405 position and a BC640
in the Q406 position. This produced perfect
operation.
I've since had another of these sets with
the same symptoms. This time there was

some drive at the base of Q402, but it was
less than half of what it should have been.
Q405/6 were again the cause of the fault.
G.R.
Bush 2169NTX
If the set is dead with the mains fuse
blackened, you'll probably find that the
P3NA90 chopper transistor Q1 is either
short-circuit or leaky. The cause is usually
that R4 (270k52) has gone high in value or
open-circuit. In this case R5 (6801M) had
gone slightly high as well, and was replaced
as a precaution, also Cll (47µF) and C12
(1µF). After that the set worked normally.
Note that if the FET is replaced without
renewing R4, the chances are that it will
blow at switch on. D.S.
Alba CTV4808 (11AK19E3
chassis)
There was no tuning, though the tuning
indicator moved. The cause was traced to
Q501, which is a BF240. A BC548C seems
to be able to do the job. When one was
fitted all was well. D.S.
Crown CRV37 (11AK08 chassis)
This set was dead with the BUZ77 chopper
FET Q801 short-circuit. In addition its
0.4752 fusible feed resistor R809 had gone
open-circuit. When you get this situation
check R805 (3301(52), which in this set had
gone very high in value. Always replace
R805 when Q801 has failed. In the interests
of reliability I also replaced C817, C831
(both 1µF, 50V) and C812 (47µF, 16V).
D.S.
Sony KV14T1U (BE4 chassis)
I've recently had two of these sets in with
the same problem. They were both dead
because of fine cracks around the line
output transformer. I was able to carry out
repairs by installing wire links. Some
people may feel that this is a bit risky, but
what else can you do? D.S.
Sony KVM1420U (BE2A chassis)
After about fifteen minutes the picture and
sound would fade. Adjusting the volume
control would result in a slight increase in
the contrast! Q005 (DTA143TK) and R045
(471M, chip type), which appear to form
some sort of muting circuit, had been
damaged when C012 (22µF) had leaked
electrolyte through the PCB. Replacing
these three components cured the fault. D.F.
Hitachi CPT2660 (Salora J
chassis)
Loss of red and severe Hanover blinds is a
fault that's appeared before in these pages
(July 1990 page 678 and September 1992
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page 785). If you find that the problem is
present after replacing the TDA2653A field
timebase chip, try adjusting the vertical
frequency control RTB400. Although the
picture will lock, the 50/60Hz switching can
be affected if RTB400 is not correctly set.
D.F.

JVC C14ET1EK (Onwa chassis)
Intermittent sound and paired scanning lines
at the bottom of the screen can be the result
when R434 (0.68E2, 0.5W) goes high in
value. It's the surge-limiter resistor in the
rectifier circuit for the LOPT-derived 12V
supply. D.F.

Sharp DV6635H (BCTV-A
chassis)
There was bad EW distortion and the field
scan covered only the top half of the screen.
I decided to look into the EW fault first, and
found that L604 (15µH) in the drive to the
diode modulator had melted. When I looked
for the cause I came to C607 (0.560, 250V)
in the line scan current path. It read 27pF
when checked with a capacitance meter.
Once these two components had been
replaced there was a good picture. The field
fault had gone, maybe because the EW fault
had overloaded the TDA8350Q chip 10500,
which provides both the field scan and EW
drive outputs. G.L.

Mitsubishi CT25A5STX (Euro
14SF chassis)
There was field collapse and checks showed
that Z551 (SOC3150) was open-circuit and
D553 (BYD33G) short-circuit.
Replacements were fitted, but when the set
was switched on D553 promptly went black
and Z551 open-circuit. When I checked
with the circuit diagram again I found that
this supply also feeds the TEA2031 EW
correction chip IC5E1, which was shortcircuit between pins 5 and 6. I decided to
check the rest of the components in the EW
correction circuit and found that L555
(1501) had shorted turns. Once these items
had been replaced and a few adjustments
had been carried out there was a good
picture. G.L.

Ferguson TX92 chassis
This set was dead with the 2.5AT mains
fuse FP01 open-circuit and the MOSFET
chopper transistor TP16 short-circuit. TP16
fails when RP11, one of a string of three
180142 resistors that's connected to pin 2 of
the TDA4605 chopper control chip IP01,
goes open-circuit. It's quite a common fault.
I.L.

in the line output stage but couldn't find
any. When the feed to the LOPT was
disconnected, the set started up with the
correct HT and line drive. So the LOPT was
checked out of circuit with a tester It was
OK. Next, the lead from the LOPT to the
EHT splitter was disconnected. Once again
the set started up. The EHT splitter, which
is near the green gun, was faulty. I.L.

Sharp DV6635H (BCTV-A
chassis)
This set was dead and there was a smell of
burning. I soon spotted the culprit, which
was the 1nF, 2kV disc capacitor C706 in the
chopper transistor's collector circuit. A
replacement restored the picture but there
was an EW fault. The diode modulator
circuit was OK, the cause of the fault being
the TDA3850 field/EW output chip. C.W.

Tatung TUNOA51
This set sometimes failed to start up, though
HT was present. The standby LED went out
when the set was turned on with the
handset, but it didn't start. The cause of the
trouble was the LM317 regulator IC802.
C.W.

Bush 1407 (Onwa chassis)
There were strange intermittent faults with
this set: on-screen graphics, the volume
would turn up by itself, tuning and remote
operation would be lost. The cause was the
1N4148 diode D602. C.W.

Toshiba 349P9B
There were no signals, the field scanning
was folded up and there were lines on the
raster. The cause was R327 (6.2E2) which
was open-circuit. C.W.

Hitachi C2119T (GIPS chassis)
If the set is stuck in standby, go straight to
R903 (821d2) which is adjacent to the
BUT12AF series chopper transistor Q903.
If a replacement doesn't cure the fault,
check whether the LA7836 field output chip
IC601 is short-circuit. J.S.

Pye 25KX2101
There was no audio output from this nice
little mains/battery colour portable. I
noticed that the resolderable fuse resistor
R401 had sprung. When this had been
resoldered there was distorted sound, which
suggested that the TDA4190 audio output
chip was faulty. Unfortunately it seems to
be impossible to obtain this device.
However further checks showed that the
470µF, 40V audio output coupling capacitor
C431 was short-circuit. J.S.

Ferguson RP46 rear projector
At switch on the red standby LED came on
then went off. On investigation I found that
a buzzing noise came from the chopper
transformer: the power supply appeared to
be overloaded. I checked for obvious shorts
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Panasonic TX25T2 (Alpha 2W
chassis)
I've had this fault before: the symptoms are
excessive height with top foldover. The
cure is to replace R469 (15052) which goes

open-circuit. It's in the field feedback
network. You will find it under a white
ceramic resistor next to the line output
transformer. P.S.

Bush 2872NTX (11AK19ES
chassis)
When you switch one of these sets on the
red standby LED glows: it turns to green
when you select a station. But not with this
one. The LED flickered a low green and
was dead. It didn't take long to establish
that the 5V supply was missing. R867
(0.3352) was open-circuit. P.S.

Hitachi C28WD2TN
This set produced a dull red raster. Checks
showed that the tube's voltages were all
wrong. On investigating further I
discovered that two of the 5601-2 cathode
feed resistors R807/8/9 had burnt out
because of an internal short in the tube. A
replacement tube is expensive. P.S.

Bush 2850NTX/A (Schneider
chassis)
There was no line-scan operation. The scan
plug and socket had melted, so as a start I
removed them and soldered the wires
directly to the PCB. But there was still no
scanning, because the scan coupling/correction capacitor C307 (330nF) was opencircuit. Resoldering a number of dry-joints
completed the repair. C.D.

Panasonic TX25MD1 (Euro 2
chassis)
This set would run for about five seconds
then trip. It would then run and trip again.
No sound or picture appeared. After about
five minutes of running and tripping the set
would come on with a good picture and
sound. A phone call to Panasonic brought
the suggestions that the EAROM or the
video processor chip could be the cause of
the problem, but replacements didn't help.
When I tried freezing the various ICs I
found that application of freezer to the
MSP3410-15 audio processor chip IC2101
brought the tripping state back. A new chip
solved the problem.
When ordering this IC from Panasonic,
add TV after the type number. Otherwise a
surface-mounted version of the device
that's used for VCRs will arrive. C.D.

Sharp 66CS-03H (CS chassis)
The field scanning in the lower half of the
screen was perfect, but the upper half was
very distorted. A check on the 45V supply,
at C619, showed that it was low — about
15V. The following components were
responsible: R643 (5.6E2), which was
overheating; the surface-mounted 10V
zener diode D623, which was leaky; and
the lA protector R632, which was opencircuit. Once these items had been replaced
there was a good picture. C.D.
■
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nect it to the PCB. The monitor worked all
right and the customer happily paid up. I.F.

IBM 6322-002
I've had several cases where the complaint
with one of these monitors has been "power
light OK but no display". Each time the
cause has been bad joints at the scan coil
connector. A quick and easy job for a
change. G.B.

Sony CPDE100E
A rapid ticking came from the power supply,
and a quick check showed that the HT was
low and pulsating. When the monitor was left
for a few minutes the ticking stopped and the
HT rose slightly, but it was still low and pulsating. Capacitor checks revealed that C625
(220µF, 100V) was virtually open-circuit.
Normal operation was restored once a
replacement had been fitted. G.B.

Packard Bell 1512ME
This monitor was dead except for the orange
standby light. The customer said that prior
to the failure the picture had occasionally
flickered. I found that the line output transistor was short-circuit. The cause of the
transistor failure, and the flickering, was not
far away: there was a bad joint at C430.
G.B.

Belinea 102010
There was power but no display. When the
first anode control was advanced a grey
raster appeared but there was still no sign of
a display: even the OSD messages were
absent.
Checks on the CRT base panel revealed
that there was no voltage at the contrast
control pin of the video preamplifier chip.
This voltage is derived from a variable
mark-space ratio output at pin 2 of the CPU
chip, where there was no 'signal'.
Fortunately I had another, working monitor
of the same type in the workshop. There
was no difference when I swapped over the
CPU chip, but when I swapped over the
associated 93CC66 EEPROM the faulty
monitor worked.
So I fitted a new, blank EEPROM. There
was a display of sorts, but it was completely
misadjusted and there were still no onscreen menus to make adjustment possible.
It obviously had to be correctly programmed.
Many TV sets have some way of restoring default settings to a new EEPROM, but
I couldn't find a way of doing it with this
monitor. In the absence of a supplier of the
correctly programmed chip, another solution
was necessary. I was reluctant to abandon
the job after getting this far!
After a lot of consideration I decided to
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invest in an inexpensive EEPROM programmer, so that I could copy the good
chip's contents to the new chip. This was
successful and restored normal operation.
All I need now is lots more monitors with
the same problem! G.B.

GoldStar 1555D
If one of these monitors is dead, check the
2.5AT HRC mains fuse first. It seems to be
prone to spurious failure in this model.
G.B.

Amstrad PC14M8LR (Tatung
Y2V chassis)
You sometimes find that one of these monitors is dead with the BU2508AF line output
transistor TR407 short-circuit. Before you
fit a replacement, connect a 40W dummy
load between the transistor's collector connection and chassis, then check the B+ voltage which should be 110V. If it's high,
check the value of R504 (210k52, 1W carbon film). In the last one I had with this
fault R504 had risen in value to 270k52.
You will find it at the centre of the chassis,
next to the B+ adjustment potentiometer.
A.R.W.

Daewoo CMC1427S
The power supply was tripping and there
was a low-resistance reading across the
80V HT line.
Everything in this monitor seems to be
awkward to get at. The CRT base assembly
is fixed to the tube's neck with hot-melt
glue, and there's a knack to removing the
shield, most of which is the heatsink for the
video output chip and remains attached to
the CRT panel. Lever out the tab and unsolder this end. Ease the PCB out of the
shielding box while keeping the solder at
the other end melted.
The main chassis is dismantled by
unclipping the plastic floor from the front
assembly to gain access to two screws, one
in the LOPT cage and one enclosed by the
frame output heatsink. The PCB then
unclips, slides back and lifts out.
When I checked the CVA2415T video
output chip 1C802 on the CRT base panel I
found that the HT connection (pin 9) had
shorted to the IC's earth casing. IC802 is
extremely hard to obtain (Daewoo didn't
want to know). When I found one it was
rather expensive. A.R.W.

IBM 6540-02N
For loss of one of the primary colours,
check whether the relevant output transistor
on the CRT base PCB is short-circuit collector-to-emitter. You'll find that it's
marked SD1609. It's really a 2SD1609, and
can be replaced with a BF459. A.R.W.

Shin Ho/AV2 SM483F
This strange monitor was totally dead.
Some checks revealed that the B+ secondary diode D151 (HER305) was shortcircuit, but when a replacement was fitted
the monitor powered up then quickly
switched off. This was because the EHT
had risen to 30kV! The culprit turned out to
be Q605 (IRF9610) in the B+ regulator circuit. It was short-circuit source-to-drain. As
a result the full B+ voltage reached the line
output stage. G.M.

CM14UHR (unbranded)
Apart from the type number at the rear of
the cabinet this monitor was without any
brand indication. It did however have a
slight resemblance to an older Dell. It had
died in a storm, and an investigation
revealed that the surge limiter R804 had
burnt up and melted the neighbouring
mains filter capacitor C828 (0.47µF, X2
rated). Replacement of these two items
restored normal operation. G.M.

Viglen AX1595
This monitor powered up but there was no
display. I found that there was a massive
dry-joint at the B+ supply feed choke L102.
It's in the centre of the chassis, and a total
strip-down is required to gain access to it —
including removal of the speakers and the
plastic frame. G.M.

Schneider VCM14
There was intermittent line collapse followed by turn off. As the fault condition
seemed to be sensitive to tapping, some
time was spent examining and resoldering
many joints on the main PCB — with no
success. Eventually, after some very careful
probing, I discovered that the cause of the
trouble was the horizontal hold preset
VR702 (47052 miniature vertical). It was
going open-circuit intermittently G.M.

GVC M1448
You sometimes get the complaint that the
screen display crashes intermittently: the
bottom power light may be on and the top
two flashing. In this event replace Q101 —
use a 2SK1117 or 2SK1118. D.N.

Tatung TM3401
If the screen display is small and the width
can't be adjusted, replace the following
items: R465 (4.70 flameproof), L405
(33mH) and C423 (130 polyester, 63V,
10%). D.N.

KFC CK1420/1450
If one of these monitors is dead with no
power, replace R531 (560kO). It's a common fault with these models. D.N.
■
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Brian Storm takes a look at the
various features that were
introduced with the Panasonic
Euro-4 chassis, which uses digital
chips for signal processing, and
provides advice on servicing

he Panasonic Euro-4 was
introduced in 1997 as a
successor to the highlysuccessful Euro-2 digital chassis. A
lot of the circuitry is similar to that
in its predecessor, but there are
important differences. These
include a combined system control
and teletext microcontroller chip,
variations in the video processor to
cater for basic (as opposed to
100Hz) widescreen sets, a digital
interface between the sound
processor and Pro-Logic processor,
Q-link, the introduction of owner-

T

ID storage, new 'help' facilities and
redesigned on-screen displays.

Owner-ID
The owner-ID facility enables a
new set owner to store his/her
name, address and postcode in the
set's memory. This data is protected
by a pin number should the details
need to be altered — when the set
changes hands or the owner moves
house. There's an instruction label
on the set's back cover for
displaying the owner-ID should the
set be recovered after theft. Simply
press and hold the F button on the
front of the set for more than five
seconds.

OSDs
The on-screen displays have been
redesigned, especially the picture
adjustment menus which now clear
to show just the indicator for
adjustment that's being carried out.
Previously the menus covered twothirds of the picture, making it quite
difficult to achieve optimum
adjustments as most of the picture
was obscured.

Help
On-screen help facilities are
activated by the help button on the
remote-control unit. It's marked "?'.
All the controls and menus are
demonstrated, and indication of
which scart connector is available
for the Q-link facilities is provided.

0-link
This is the Panasonic version of a
scart-connected smart link. The
system is designed to be
compatible with all current systems
for 'preset download' and 'direct
TV record'. The former feature
enables you to download a
duplicate of the TV set's tuning
memory to a compatible VCR or
from a VCR to the TV set. The
latter feature provides a 'what you
see is what you record' facility,
assuming that the TV set and VCR
have identical channel position
layouts. The VCR will switch to
the same channel position as the
TV set and immediately start to
record.
Apart from these global features,
Q-link provides other
R863
D871* 56
A— +12V

R864 150 0.5W

T802

Fig. 1: The mains input and
standby power supply
circuitry used in the Panasonic
Euro-4 chassis. Minor
variations may be found
between different versions of
the chassis.
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The power supply

complementary features between
Panasonic TV sets and VCRs.
These include VCR power-off
when the TV set is switched off,
provided the VCR is not recording
at the time. If a TV set is in
standby, it will power up when a
menu option is called for on the
VCR, or if the VCR has a tape
inserted from standby: both units
then power up as the VCR plays
the tape.
These features are all enabled by
a data link via pin 10 of the scart
lead. The AV2 socket is the
dedicated Q-link scart connector. If
Q-link fails to work, check that the
scart lead has pin 10 connected —
some scart leads labelled "fullywired" don't have a pin 10
connection.

particularly via the mains relay
drive transistors Q853 and Q854,
would reduce the voltage to
IC1101. The result would be a
complete system reset, with
continual reversion to standby.
From the fault-finding point of
view, the thing to remember is that
a switch-on fault may be caused by
lack of assistance for the standby
power supply rather than a serious
data-corruption problem because of
an I2C bus-loading problem, as can
sometimes happen with sets that
employ digital-processing
technology.
The main power supply is based
on an STRF6654LF51 chip
(IC801), which has an integrated
MOSFET chopper transistor. It uses
quasi-resonant operation for
improved efficiency, in a standard
flyback-converter arrangement. Fig.
2 shows the circuitry on the primary
side of the supply. R805, R814 and
C816 provide a start-up voltage for
pin 4 of IC801: once the circuit is
running, D803 keeps C816 charged.
Pin 4 also detects overvoltage
conditions. If the voltage at pin 4 is
excessive, an internal latch is

Figs. 1-3 show the basic power
supply circuitry used in the Euro-4
chassis (there are minor variations
between different versions of the
chassis).
For some years Panasonic has
followed a 'green' policy for
standby power supplies, with
consumption at less than 2W. This
is achieved by using a separate,
very low-power standby
transformer. Fig. 1 shows the
standby circuit, with T802 the
transformer and Q852 the standby
5V regulator transistor. The current
provided by the transformer
(typically 90mA) is in fact so low
that it's unable to cope, without
assistance, with the increased
current demand when the set is
switched out of standby. The
assistance in this circuit is provided
by a feed from the main regulated
12V line, via D871.
Without this assistance from the
main power supply circuit switchon would be defeated. As the main
microcontroller chip IC1101 and its
associated circuitry try to power up,
the additional current drain,

The remote-control unit
The newly-designed remote-control
units have a left-side 'tool bar' for
the major controls such as picture,
sound and set-up access menus.
Panasonic VCR or DVD controls,
along with the less frequently
needed user buttons, are inside a
small flap at the bottom.
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Fig. 2: The circuitry on
the primary side of the
main chopper power
supply in the
Panasonic Euro-4
chassis. Minor
variations may be
found between
different versions of
the chassis.
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activated and the power supply
switches off. This will also happen
should IC801's external
temperature exceed 140°C. To reset
the latch, power must be removed,
i.e. switch the set off at the mains.
The MOSFET's drain connection
is at pin 3 while its source is
connected to pin 2, which is
returned to the negative side of the
primary supply via R810 and R811.
The voltage developed across these
resistors is therefore proportional to
the current passed by the MOSFET,
and is sensed at pin 1. This pin is
connected to an internal
comparator, to which an internallygenerated reference voltage is also
applied. Should the external voltage
exceed the internal reference
voltage, excess-current protection is
applied. This limits the output drive
at pin 3 on a pulse-by-pulse basis.
Effectively, the power supply will
pump until the extra loading is
removed.
Fig. 3 shows the circuitry on the
secondary side of the chopper
power supply. For power supply
regulation against secondary load
changes, the two outputs that are
subject to the greatest variation are
monitored. IC850 monitors the HT
supply to the line output stage: it

acts as a constant-voltage source
that's connected via pin 2 to the
cathode of the LED in the
optocoupler D805. The 15V supply,
which feeds the 12V regulator
IC851, is monitored by D853. A
variation in either supply will alter
the current through, and the voltage
across, R850, and thus at the anode
of the LED in D805. In this way the
LED's conduction, and hence the
voltage at pin 1 of IC801, is varied
to provide regulation.

R873/R872. If the voltages rises
sufficiently, D875 switches on and
again Q855 removes the relay
drive, switching the set to standby.
There is further protection in the
LT circuits. D863 monitors the
12V supply, D865 the 8V supply
and D866 the 5V supply. These
diodes are connected to the base of
Q851 and will conduct if there's a
short across the relevant supply (in
practice if the supply falls below
4.3V). As a result Q851 and Q856
switch on. Q856 is connected to
pin 75 of the main microcontroller
chip IC1101. This pin is normally
high (5V), but is taken low when
Q856 switches on. After five
seconds the set reverts to standby.
Note that the LT protection
circuit will also operate should the
standby 5V supply rise above 5.7V,
because D866 will conduct and
Q851 and Q856 will in turn switch
on.
Pin 75 of IC1101 is also
connected to a beam-current
protection circuit that consists of
D511, D609, R622, R566 and
C569. Should the CRT beam
current exceed a predetermined
level, D609 and zener diode D511
will conduct, taking pin 75 of
IC1101 low with the same result.

Additional protection
There's additional overvoltage and
excess-current protection in the HT
supply (150V or, in 21in. models,
120V) to the line output stage. This
consists of Q857, D875 and the
associated circuitry. The line
output stage current passes via
R877, which is connected between
the emitter and base of Q857. In
normal operation the current
through R877 and the voltage
across it are insufficient to switch
Q857 on. Should the current
demand be excessive, Q857 will
switch on and, via Q855, cancel the
drive to the switch-on relay RL801.
The set then switches to standby.
D875 monitors the voltage at the
junction of the voltage divider
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Fig 3: The circuitry on the secondary side of the main power supply in the Panasonic Euro-4 chassis. The HT is 150V in most models, 120V
in 21in sets. Minor variations may be found between different versions of the chassis.
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The main microcontroller
chip
The main microcontroller chip
adopted for the Euro-4 chassis also
incorporates teletext processing. It's
an SDA5450 series device with the
following features: an 8-bit 0500
CPU; an 18MHz internal clock;
eight 16-bit data-point registers;
two 16-bit timers; a watch-dog
timer; 256 bytes of on-chip RAM;
10kbytes of on-chip display RAM;
a lkbyte acquisition buffer; lkbyte

of extended RAM; a 6-channel, 8bit pulse-width modulator; a 2chanel, 14-bit pulse-width
modulator; 4 multiplexed A-to-D
converter inputs with 8-bit
resolution; an 8bit in/out port
operational 12C bus emulator; two
8-bit multifunctional in/out ports;
one 4-bit port; one 2-bit in/out port;
one 3-bit in/out port with optional
RAM/ROM address up to
512kbytes.
Pins 1-5 are the crucial main

supply, oscillator and reset pins.
Table 1 lists the various pin
functions.
As the main microcontroller chip
and the EEPROM are generally
plugged into sockets, these should
be checked for integrity when
intermittent faults occur.

The video and deflection
processor
The digital video and deflection
processor chip used in the Euro-4

Table 1: Main microcontroller chip pin functions.
Pin(s)

Function

1
2
3, 4
5

Chassis connection.
Standby 5V supply, which should be stable within ±0.1V.
6MHz crystal (main system clock and teletext reference oscillator).
Main system reset input from IC1104, which holds the operating system within IC1101 off until the 5V standby
supply is established.
Connections to the EEPROM IC1102, where the menu structure, operating parameters and address/data
look-up tables for all the digital processors employed are held in non-volatile form. The EEPROM is common to
all Euro- 4 moels except integrated digital terrestrial TV sets.
RGB outputs for the on-screen displays and teletext.
RGB blanking input.
Line and field sync inputs. When there is no signal from an AV input or the tuner, the on-screen displays are
locked to an internal reference. When a signal is available the on-screen displays are locked to its sync pulses
to prevent jitter.
Serial clock and data lines for loading and controlling the slave digital processors.
Serial clock and data connections to the EAROM chip, which contains model-dependent data and stores all user
data variables. While EEPROM IC1102 defines the chassis type, EAROM IC1103 defines the individual models
within the range.
Mains relay on/off control.
Main reset control line for the slave digital processors.
Power-down indication to IC1101. The slave digital processors require set-up data to function correctly: IC1101
needs to be told when the set is switched to standby (other than by IC1101 itself) so that it can reload the
appropriate data in the slave digital processors. IC1105 provides the indication back to IC1101.
Service read/write line connected to pin 10 of the AV1 socket, which is used to read from and write to a Panasonic
scart memory pack.
AV switching inputs from AV1 and AV2. When pin 8 of the scan socket is at 12V the set selects the appropriate
input. With pin 8 at 6V the set selects the appropriate socket and switches to 16:9 aspect ratio. The voltage at
pin 58 or 59 is 3.21-5V for 4:3 AV selection and 1.25-3•.19V for 16:9 AV selection.
Front keypad detection input. Whichever key is selected varies the voltage at this pin in a manner determined by
the key's position in a potential-divider network. This tells IC1101 which key has been pressed without the need
for a complex key-matrix circuit.
AFC detection input. During search tuning IC1101 waits for a midpoint between the highest and lowest voltage
swings before storing the tuning data.
Filter connections for various parts of the teletext circuitry.
5V supply for the teletext processor.
The reference for the internal phase-locked loop.
Composite video feed to the teletext processor.
Field-scan failure protection pin. When there is field collapse transistors Q1108 and Q451 detect this and pull pin
71 low. After five seconds the set switches to standby, preventing CRT burn.
AV link or Q-link connections, buffered by 01104-Q1107, to pin 10 of the scan lead.
Infra-red remote-control data input.
General protection pin, which is pulled low to switch the set to standby. The following devices are connected to
this pin: D511 for monitoring beam current Q856 for monitoring the 12V, 8V and 5V lines via Q851 and D863,
D865 and D866 respectively.
Geomagnetic correction control line for large-screen sets in which correction is provided to compensate for
rotation errors caused by local magnetic fields.
Mix control line for large-screen sets that have separate luminance and chrominance inputs which may need to
be combined to form a composite signal.
Chrominance select line, again for large-screen sets that have Y, C inputs.
Audio mute control line.
Front indication LED control line.

6-36

37-39
40
46, 47

48, 49
50, 51

52
53
54

55
58, 59

60

61
63-65
66
67
68
71
72, 73
74
75

77
78
79
80
81

The rest of the pins are for various SECAM options not used in the UK.
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Fig. 4: Simplified
block diagram of
the VDP3120
digital video and
deflection
processor chip.

Field drive

EW drive

chassis, IC601, is a 64-pin dual-inline embedded-RISC controller that
works at 80Mbits/sec. There are
three types: the VDP3120 for
highest-quality picture
performance; the VDP3112 for
high-quality but not widescreen (no
pre-scaler) models; and the
VDP3108 for basic sets, again not
widescreen, which are also without
adaptive comb filtering and scanvelocity drive.
We'll take a look at the VDP3120,
which provides the entire video
display and deflection processing
required for 4:3 and 16:9, 50/60Hz
sets. Fig. 4 shows a muchsimplified block diagram of the
device, which incorporates the
following functions.
Video decoding: Four composite
and one component (Y/C) input;
composite video and sync output;
high-quality analogue-to-digital
converter; adaptive 2H comb filter
for Y/C separation; 1H NTSC comb
filter; single-crystal (20.25MHz)
multistandard colour decoder.
Video processing: Horizontal
processing (0.25 to 4); black-level
expander; dynamic peaking; soft
limiter (gamma correction); colourtransient improvement.
RGB processing: Programmable
RGB matrix; digital RGB bus
interface; two analogue RGB
inputs; half contrast switch; picture
frame generator.
Deflection processing: Scanvelocity drive output; line drive
output; field drive output; blacklevel monitoring for CRT ageing;
EHT stabilisation.
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Interface

CRT check
ADC

CRT
sensing

I 2C bus

The VDP3120 has five analogue
inputs: pin 60 is the chrominance
input from pin 15 of the AV2 scart
socket or AV3 S-VHS socket if
provided; pin 61 the composite
video input from the UHF tuner/IF
module; pin 62 the composite video
input from pin 20 of the AV1 scart
socket; pin 63 the composite video
input from the AV2 scart socket or
the luminance from the AV2 scart
socket in the S-VHS mode; and pin
64 the composite video input from
the AV3 scart socket or AV3S
luminance input from the front
RCA sockets if fitted.
The I2C bus-controlled input
multiplexer passes the selected
signals to a high-quality, 8-bit
analogue-to-digital converter which
produces digital Y and C outputs.
These are passed to an adaptive
comb filter to remove any
unwanted signal components that
may remain with either signal — this
prevents cross-patterning or chroma
crawl in detailed areas of the
picture.
From the adaptive comb filter the
two signals pass to the
multistandard colour decoder,
where the digital Y, U and V
signals are produced. They are then
fed to a horizontal scaler stage for
processing to fit a 16:9 CRT.
Several scaling modes (or aspects)
are available: 4:3 produces black
`curtains' at each side for
undistorted display of a 4:3 picture
on a 16:9 CRT; 14:9 produces a
similar effect, with a 14:9 image
that has small 'curtains' at each
side; 16:9 gives a full-screen
display on a 16:9 CRT; zoom
generates a cropped 4:3 image on a
16:9 CRT; super zoom magnifies
and crops the image in the
horizontal as well as the vertical

plane; the 'just' mode applies a
non-linear distortion to a 4:3 image
to avoid the 'fat-face' effect that a
linear stretch gives on a 16:9 CRT;
while the auto mode leaves the
aspect selection to software control.
Auto-wide processing tries to
provide a best-fit solution for every
type of signal that's fed to the set. It
may not work reliably with some
reception conditions in the UK,
especially where the signal comes
from cascaded terrestrial relay
transmitters. The incoming video
signal is checked for black sections
above and below the picture
information. These sections have or
should have no video information,
enabling the 'auto-wide' detection
system to make decisions for best
fit of the picture on a 16:9 CRT. If
noise is present in the black
sections, the detection system will
have trouble making decisions and
indeed may not make any at all or,
conversely, make too many
decisions. Either situation will
make the 'auto-wide' function
useless.
The sense input, pin 28, is used
for CRT current checking, which is
carried out during the field flyback
period. Two sets of measurements
for each gun, cut-off and peak
drive, are carried out sequentially
during this period. The input range
at pin 28 is controlled by switching
between pins 26 and 27, which
introduce resistor networks to
buffer the peak RGB samples. The
latter are also used for beamlimiting control and AI references.
Field output failure is detected at
pin 11: if there is no field scan
waveform the RGB outputs will be
switched off, preventing CRT burn.
The line drive output is at pin 50.
Line flyback pulses for reference
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Fig. 5: The EW modulator drive circuit used in the Euro-4 chassis.
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purposes are fed back to pin 13.
This section of the chip has a
separate 5V standby supply. By
keeping it running in the standby
mode, a stable line-drive output is
ensured during power-up from
standby.
Field drive is produced at pin 31
and an EW drive at pin 32. A scanvelocity modulation drive is
available at pin 34 for sets with
larger screen sizes.

Line timebase problems
The line driver and output stages
are conventional and
straightforward, but do watch out
for a batch of bad BU2508AXLB
line output transistors that were
fitted in certain sets. If you order
this transistor from Panasonic you
will get two transistors, with advice
on fitting an uprated transistor in
widescreen sets. Most of the sets
with this problem should have been
dealt with by now.
If there is an unstable line sync
effect, check whether clipper diode
D556 (1SS133T-77) is leaky. This
affects the line flyback pulses fed
back to pin 13 of 10601 for
reference.

EW drive
The Euro-4 chassis has a
redesigned east-west correction
section based on a TEA2031A chip
(IC701), see Fig. 5. The EW
correction parabola from pin 32 of
IC601 is buffered by Q701 and fed
to pin 7. Line flyback reference
pulses are fed to pin 8, where the
circuitry varies between 4:3 and
16:9 operation. The EW drive
output at pin 5 is fed to the EW
diode modulator via the 8.2mH
loading coil L701, which prevents
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high-voltage pulses being fed back
to IC701.
If you have to replace IC701,
always check that L701 reads about
7.5a If it reads low, it has shorted
turns and IC701 will soon fail
again. Other EW problems can be
caused by leaky diodes in the
circuitry connected to pin 8.

Audio processing
The Euro-4 chassis uses an
MSP3410D multi-sound processor.
This version of the widely-used
MSP series chip has a digital I2S
bus for bi-directional
communication with a Dolby ProLogic processor. It ensures that
there is no noise degradation of the
audio signals as they are fed around
the inside of the set to the
additional stages used for Pro-Logic
processing.
The MSP3410D has the following
facilities: two selectable analogue
IF inputs, with complete on-board
decoding of FM sound, AM sound
and Nicam sound. Everything is run
from a single 18.432MHz system
clock with no need for external
filtering. The digital sound stages
have processing for five-band
equalisation, volume, bass and
treble control, and pseudo-stereo,
all under 12C bus control. Along
with three stereo line inputs that are
software selectable, there are two
simultaneous stereo line outputs
and two gain-controlled stereo
outputs, again by software.
The Dolby Pro-Logic decoder,
type DPL3519A, is a sister chip to
the MSP range. It's almost pincompatible with the MSP3410D but
is dedicated to providing a
complete active Pro-Logic decoder
with optional sub-woofer drive.

Audio power
An additional power supply based
on an STR10006M chopper chip
(IC2701) is used for the centre,
surround and sub-woofer output
amplifiers. Pin 2 of IC2701
receives a start-up feed via R2702
(150k51) and R2703 (1801S2).
Regulation feedback, which is
entirely on the primary side of the
circuit, is to pin 1 of IC2701 via
D2706 and R2705 with C2713
(220g, 16V — connected to
provide a negative supply) as the
reservoir capacitor. HT for the
chopper transformer (T2701) is
derived from the mains bridge
rectifier in the main power supply
(Fig. 2), with C2707 (100p1,
400V) for smoothing.
Fig. 6 shows the circuitry on the
secondary side of T2701, which
provides +18V and —18V supplies
for the TDA2030AV audio output
chips. It includes a Panasonic
standard audio-regulator stage
that's based on Q2701 and Q2702:
this is designed to lengthen the life
of overworked audio output ICs.
When you are watching one of
your favourite surround-sound
films there is inevitably a surprise
attack by helicopter gunships,
which will probably be shot down
by a maniac brandishing high-tech
weaponry. If it were not for the
action of Q2701 and Q2702, this
type of viewing material would
cause irrepairable damage to the
unsuspecting audio output chips.
Q2701 and Q2702 act together to
reduce the voltage to the output
chips, but maintain the output
power without clipping by
sustaining the current increase as
full power is approached.
Before you replace an audio
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Fig. 6: Circuitry on the
secondary side of the
separate chopper power
supply used for the centre, surround and subwoofer audio output
chips, where fitted.
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output chip in an arrangement such
as this, check whether the regulator
transistors are still all right. In this
particular circuit it's not
uncommon to find that Q2702 has
become leaky through trying to

protect a damaged audio output
chip from its eventual demise. If
the transistor is leaky, the chances
of the replacement chip lasting
long are remote. In fact the next
failure may well scorch the PCB

I

Mute
control

quite badly, as the chip may run
very hot for some time before it
fails.
Q2706 provides power on/off
mute control, to prevent a pop noise
at switch on or switch off.
■

equipment is brought in for repair. It did on
this occasion. A whole row of pins, 41-64,
of the LA71529 80-pin surface-mounted
flatpack IC had never been soldered.
Resoldering cured the problem.
A while back I tried sitting a new
flatpack IC on the PCB of a digital satellite
receiver and pressing it down by hand
before soldering it in, to see if it cured a
problem, but it was impossible to get all the
pins to touch at the same time. M.D.

Bush 2059NTX
These Onwa chassis sets are prone to
power supply blow up. Should you find that
there are further faults after the repair, such
as the picture size varying with the
brightness, check any 0.680 safety resistors
you can find. The excessive currents they
pass when the supply voltages rise seems to
affect their value, which increases to about
452. As a result, the currents that can be
drawn from the supplies they protect are
limited. M.D.

Ferguson D78N (ICC9 chassis)

TV FAULT FINDING
Reports from
Michael Dranfield
Glyn Dickinson
Chris Dakin
P. Salkeld
Dave Gough
Geoff Butcher
Denis Foley
Chris Watton and
Graham Boor

Samsung C15322XT
At switch on this set's power supply made
a noise as if it was about to blow up. A
check on the secondary side of the circuit
showed that the HT was at over 250V
instead of 125V. Switch off quick! The
cause of the problem was C852 (470µF,
16V) on the primary side of the circuit — it
had dried out. When a replacement had
been fitted the HT was correct at 125V but
the set was still dead. R826 (HI safety) in
the feed to the line output stage was opencircuit while the 2SD1650 line output transistor was short-circuit. M.D.

This portable was dead though there was
plenty of voltage at the input to the chopper
power supply. Bypassing any thought processes, I replaced various items in the power
supply before noticing a standby mains
transformer which was open-circuit. G.D.

Thomson Nature 2
(TX807 chassis)

Matsui 21V1N
(Grundig CUC7350 chassis)

The picture that this under-guarantee set
produced was predominantly blue, and the
grey-scale couldn't be set up. I traced the
cause of the problem to the 1N4148 diode
DT71, on the tube base PCB. It was slightly leaky — approximately 5k0 with reverse
bias. M.D.

After the usual power supply rebuild there
was no sound. RF or scart AF reached the
Nicam panel, but nothing came out to the
working audio amplifier. All the processing
is carried out by one chip, IC3960. How
we laughed at its price: who says the
Germans have no sense of humour?!
Fortunately the cause of the trouble was
not the chip. Its 8V supply was missing,
because the LS4148 surface-mounted diode
CD3963 was open-circuit. G.D.

Thomson 441A
(Combi mono EU)
We welcome fault reports from
readers — payment for each fault
is made shortly after publication.
See page 554 for details of where
and how to send reports.
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The fault with this huge set was EW
bowing. Adjustment of the software
controls made little difference, so I left
them where they were. Circuit checks
revealed that the voltage at the collector of
the BD675 EW driver transistor TL40 was
low. The culprit was the associated 4.7µF,
160V capacitor CL42. Why does everyone
leave the workshop when I need a hand to
move a set like this? G.D.

This 14in. TV-video combi unit had been
bought at an auction of catalogue/store
returns, so it was presumably brand new.
The problem was with video playback:
there was no picture, just a blank, noisefree screen. I usually find that a good look
around pays dividends when new or newish

Matsui 1482

Ferguson A51F (IKC2 chassis)
"By the way" the customer had said, "the
sound was a bit low before the set went
off." You know how these parting cornments often indicate something that's really
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hard to fix! A new on/off switch restored
the picture and very low sound. Some time
was then spent carrying out tests in the
audio output circuit, before a scope check
showed that the audio leaving the expensive
IF can, at pin 10, was low. Prior to this the
audio leaves the can at pin 7, for the scart
circuit, returning at pin 14. A 1µF, 63V
axial capacitor, CS14, connects pin 14 to
the LA7550 chip within the can. It had fallen in value. G.D.

Alba CTV701 (Onwa chassis)
These chassis don't get any easier to repair!
This is a 20in. version with text. There was
no sound or picture, just a pretty pattern on
the screen. Video reached the text processor
chip but didn't leave it, because the 5V supply was missing. This supply is switched by
the same signal that drives the relay-control
transistor. The control signal was varying
enough to operate the relay, but not enough
to get the text and audio circuits working. It
should fall to OV but was at 3V. Earthing
this line made the set work, but there was
still patterning — and picture-size variations,
which provided a clue. The HT was unstable. So I replaced the 1000, 160V electrolytics in the HT supply and the set was
finally cured.
Since then I've had two more of these
sets that have required the same treatment.
G.D.

Sharp 51AT15H (5BSA chassis)
This set had a folded-up raster, with flyback
lines towards the centre of the screen. I
replaced C713 in the —10y supply because
I didn't like the look of it, also C712 in the
+10V supply (they are both 1,000pF, 16V),
but there was no change. At this point I
noticed that the front controls didn't work,
there was no on-screen display, and the
remote control didn't work either! This suggested an EEPROM fault. It was nothing of
the kind of course. All functions were
restored when Q509 (BC635) and Q510
(BC338) in the field timebase were
replaced. They were both leaky, and were
affecting the data lines. G.D.

on-screen displays. Checks on the OSD
generator chip IC801 showed that there was
no activity here. As this IC is on the TV
PCB, fault-finding was not easy. Cold
checks were the only answer. I eventually
found that the 7.4MHz oscillator coil, circuit reference L802, was open-circuit. Its
part no. is 4822 157 71289. P.S.

Panasonic TX21GV1
(Z421V chassis)
A known problem with these combi units is
intermittent switching off and coming back
on again. The answer is to replace the
TOP210 chopper power supply chip
IC1807. P.S.

Philips 29PT6773/05
(MD1.2EAA chassis)
This set worked perfectly except that it
wouldn't go into standby. While carrying
out a general check on the large signals
panel, which incorporates the power supply,
I discovered that R3588 (3.3Q, 0.5W) in
the standby/protection system was open-circuit. A phone call to Philips Technical for
any additional information revealed that
C2561 should be changed to 3,3000, 16V
(part no. 4822 124 40784). P.S.

Panasonic TX21GV1
(Z421V chassis)
There were flyback lines in the top half of
this combi unit's picture — teletext was OK.
I always go into the 'self-check' mode with
these sets before diving in. To do this, press
volume down on the set and the status button on the remote-control unit. Once this
had been done no further action was
required. P.S.

Bush 2857NTX
This set came in because it was dead. The
usual capacitors on the power panel, C908
and C910, were faulty. When the set was
up and running I tried selecting standby: the
sound muted and the picture went dark. A
check on the standby transistor Q201, on
the main board, showed that it was shortcircuit emitter-to-base. I found that a
BUT56A worked in this position. P.S.

Sony KV2OWS1B (BE5 chassis)
This set was reluctant to switch on from
standby when cold. Once persuaded, it ran
reliably. Heating the power supply area
cleared the fault, but all the electrolytic
capacitors proved to be OK. When I spoke
to Sony I was advised to increase the value
of C623 from 56µF to 2200. This cured
the problem. C.D.

Philips 14PV182/05
This TV-VCR combi unit worked well
apart from the fact that it didn't produce
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Samsung C15079T
Failure of the 2SD5072 line output transistor Q401 is a fairly common fault with
these sets. How often have you replaced it
along with ZD801, IC801 and HC801 in
the power supply, restoring normal operation, then had the set back a week later with
the same fault? To overcome this problem,
Samsung has introduced a recommended
service procedure. I'm pleased to be able to
say that it works. Replace the following
items: ZD801, part no. 0403-000691;

IC801, part no. AA13-20004P; HC801, part
no. AA13-20004M; F801, part no. 3601000261; L803, part no. AA27-90001G;
C803, part no. 2303-000163; C851, part no.
2401-002280; C852, part no. 2301-000111;
Q401, part no. 0502-000295.
It may look like a rather daunting task,
but doesn't take long once you get started.
P.S.

Akai CT2125
(Samsung P58C chassis)
This set came on with the power supply
chirping away and the red standby light on.
After thirty seconds it would trip off.
Checks in the power supply revealed that
C817 (1000, 25V) was faulty. It's the
reservoir capacitor for the supply to the
TDA4601 chopper control chip (pin 9). A
replacement restored normal operation.
D.G.

Bush 2169NTX
This set was dead with the 2.5A fuse
blown. Further checks in the power supply
revealed that R1 (5.6S1), R4 (2701S2) and
the P3NA90F1 MOSFET Q1 were all
faulty. Replacement of these items brought
the set back to life. The original type of
MOSFET is quite pricey. I found that a
BUZ77B did the job. D.G.

Alba CT840
Another dead set. This time R302 (6.8ki2)
in the power supply had gone high in value.
A replacement restored full operation. D.G.

Philips 25PT4103 (L6.2 chassis)
I had been doing battle with this set for a
while: sometimes it was dead apart from a
buzzing from the speaker, like an angry
bee; sometimes there was a picture with
severe line sync disturbance; and sometimes it worked normally. In the May 2001
issue Glyn Dickinson described a fault
with almost identical symptoms, the cause
being the current-sensing resistors in the
power supply. I had already replaced these
as part of the Philips power-supply repair
kit however. The cause turned out to be the
nearby BF487 transistor 7501, which was
going open-circuit intermittently. It's used
to switch off the self-oscillating series
MOSFET chopper transistor, its conduction
point being determined by the sawtooth
developed across the current-sensing resistors and the regulation bias at its base.
G.B.

Toshiba 2512DBT
The symptoms were severe lack of height
with slight bottom compression. The cause
turned out to be C372 (2.2µF) which is not
easy to replace, especially if you don't
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know where it is! You'll find it tucked
away under a screening can on the DPC
sub-board. G.B.

Osaki 32145
This 14in. portable was completely dead.
There was HT at the mains bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor, but the power supply wasn't running. Checks on the start-up
bias resistors and several other components
revealed that they were all OK. I decided to
replace the STR50103 chopper chip, though
on every other occasion when I've had to
replace it the problem has been excessive
voltage outputs from the power supply. The
replacement made no difference, and I then
spotted some very poor joints at D124,
C170 and R121, which appear to be associated with the standby circuit. Resoldering
these joints brought the set back to life, but
this was not the end of the story.
I refitted the original STR50103 chip —
no point in throwing away a good component, is there? Wrong! When I switched on
again the EHT came up momentarily then
the set died with a buzzing from the power
supply. You've guessed it: the STR50103
was producing excessive output and had
blown the R2M avalanche protection diode
D508. All was well once the new STR50103
had been refitted, along with a new R2M.
Ever the optimist, I decided to be glad the
fault had developed on the bench rather
than back at the customer's home. G.B.

GoldStar CIT2168
The customer's complaint was that this set
"just went off'. I found that the line output
transformer had shorted turns, which prevented the set from powering up. A replacement transformer put matters right. G.B.

Ferguson 59J7 (TX100 chassis)
I was caught out by this one! The set came
in with field collapse. Failure of the
TDA3652 field output chip is often the
cause, so I merrily replaced it (with the
usual TDA3654 plus modification kit) and
resoldered any dodgy-looking joints I could
see. This put matters right, I thought.
Two days later the set was back again
with the same fault. I found that the output
chip was OK, but there was a bad joint at
the field-scan output connector. It's hidden
under a plastic chassis member, which is
why I hadn't noticed it on the first occasion. G.B.

Hitachi C2556TN
This set sorely tried my patience. Although
the job card said "dead", when I switched it
on I heard the EHT rustle up. But the
screen was blank except for a display of the
channel number and some graphics on the
right-hand side. After a while I discovered
that the set worked normally when an aerial
was connected. Had the designers decided
to mute the sound and picture in the event
of no signal?
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The fault was actually an extremely
intermittent tripping of the power supply. It
was made more difficult to diagnose
because of the extraordinary long soft-start
operation. Every time I moved the chassis
the picture and sound would click off then
slowly return some seconds later. I couldn't
persuade the set to stay off — that would
have made life too easy!
I resoldered the pins of the chopper and
line output transformers, and every regulator IC that I could find, but the fault persisted. I then discovered that the fault disappeared when the cradle that holds the chassis was removed. After high-flown suspicions, which proved to be unfounded, of
static discharge from the plastic cradle to
the PCB, I saw that one end of potentiometer R950 was tight up to the cradle and that
the connection had broken (dry-joint). I
suspect that R950 is part of the overvoltage
protection circuit. D.F.

Genexxa CTV10/Goodmans
Compact 110
The cause of reduced height in one of these
10in. portables was traced to RPO5
3W metal film) which was open-circuit. I
used a resistor sourced from Philips, part
no. 4822 053 12822.
Another of these sets had no line scan (a
vertical white line down the screen)
because the scan-correction/coupling
capacitor CH01 (4.7µF, 50V bipolar type)
was open-circuit. I was again able to
source from Philips, part no. 4822 124
23057. D.F.

Ferguson TX92 chassis
This set came on, worked all right for about
a minute, then went off. It was noticeable
that the 12V regulator IP50 was getting
very hot, but a replacement made no difference. IP50 provides a start-up feed to the
9V regulator 1P70, via DP54. Once the set
has got going the feed to IP70 is derived
from the line output stage, via DP55. This
latter diode was faulty, and as a result IPSO
was trying to maintain the supply. Replacement of DP55 solved the problem.
DP55 is type 1N4001 in mono sound
sets, type BYV10-20 in sets with stereo
sound. C.W.

Aiwa VX-T1000 Mk 2
This TV-VCR combi unit had lost its line
drive. The VCR and sound sections
worked. After much tracing around, as I
didn't have a circuit diagram, I eventually
found that D7, a 9.1V zener diode, and
C105 (330g, 16V) were both short-circuit.
Shame the CRT was worn out! C.W.

Philips 10CX1120
This mains/battery portable worked all right
when connected to the mains but not when
used with the 12V battery power supply.
Checks in this module showed that there
was no drive to the BUZ71 chopper MOS-

FET T29. A replacement drive coupling
capacitor, C23 (1µF), put that right.
I discovered that if the DC supply drops
below 10.6V the power supply stops and
won't restart until the set is disconnected
from the power source then reconnected.
I also found that the 9.1V zener diode
D37 was open-circuit. As a result the 8V
output was a little high. This didn't seem to
affect the set. C.W.

Goodmans Compact 110
The switch-mode power supply in this 10in.
set didn't start up. An easy one for a
change: R5 (1801(12) was open-circuit.
C.W.

Finlux 5000 series chassis
There was no luminance though the sound
and text were OK. The cause proved to be
transistor Te9 (BC857) which is hard to
find as it's not marked on the PCB. Its base
is connected to pin 9 of the text PCB while
its lkS2 emitter resistor Ra88 is connected
to the junction of Re31 and Re35.
If the channel number is permanently
displayed you can remove it by pressing i
then pressing and holding the clock button
on the handset. When the clock disappears,
so will the channel number. Do the same
thing to get it back. C.W.

Nokia 6332
(Euromono 2 chassis)
There were three coloured lines that danced
in the top three inches of the picture. The
cause was in the field output stage, where
diode 6D04 (1N4002) was leaky. It's connected between pins 2 and 6 of the
TDA8170 field output chip to produce the
flyback boost voltage. C.W.

Tatung T21TF70
This 21in. set was dead with the standby
LED giving four flashes at a time, which
was obviously an error code. A check with
the service manual narrowed the cause of
the trouble to the beam-current monitoring
system, where R909 was found to be opencircuit. As a precaution R913 and R922
were also replaced. These resistors are on
the CRT PCB. G.B.

Panasonic TX25AD1DP
(Euro-2 chassis)
This set was dead with the power supply
tripping. A quick check around for any
obvious shorts failed to reveal anything
amiss, but I subsequently found that when
plug W7002 on audio board K was disconnected the set powered up. This plug provides the bus link to the board. The cause
of the problem was failure of the separate
power supply on this board, because the
start-up resistors R7000 (1801S2) and
R7005 (150k0) were open-circuit.
Presumably the main microcontroller chip
was failing to get the response it expected
■
from board K. G.B.
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was within the LOPT. Fortunately a
replacement cured the worn-out tube effect.
I.F.

Viewsonic 17GS
(Model 1769GS-2)
There was no sign of life from this monitor.
It was the old start-up resistor problem.
R831 (330142) was completely open-circuit,
while R828 (270141) had a decidedly peaky
appearance. They both looked as if they had
been of unsuitable type to start with, so I
fitted more appropriate replacements and
copied a trick used by a great many monitor
manufacturers: the higher-value resistor is
the one that's connected directly to the
320V source, so a high-voltage type is used
in this position; the lower-value resistor is at
a lower voltage, so only a good-quality
component needs to be used here — there's
no need for the resistor to have a highvoltage rating. I.F.

EMC EM1428
The job card said "intermittent fault that
goes away when the monitor is tapped". The
customer also wanted the width "stretched".
After wire-brushing the baked-on flux on
both the main and the CRT PCB I found
that the solder was thin in places and heatcrystallised at some of the hotter-running
components. Once thorough resoldering had
been carried out there was no sign of any
intermittent fault despite vigorous flexing of
both PCBs.
The width was quite poor but not
noticeably worse than with other monitors
of the period. I tried removing the ferrite
slug from the width coil, but this didn't
increase the width sufficiently. With the
slug still out, an added 2.2nF, 1.6kV
capacitor in parallel with the flyback tuning
capacitor C619 produced too much width.
Fortunately replacing the slug provided a
normal width adjustment range. I.F.

Tatung TM3401 (Y2P chassis)
This monitor was dead with no LED
illumination. One of the most common
causes is failure of the 4.7nF, 1.6kV (bright
orange!) line flyback tuning capacitor. The
excessive voltage then generated activates a
small thyristor which is disguised as a
signal transistor. This in turn increases the
current through the LED section of the
regulation feedback optocoupler
sufficiently to stop the power supply. In
this case however a replacement test proved
that the flyback tuning capacitor was not
the cause.
As this was the version of the chassis
with the energy-saving sub-panel screwed
to the side of the line output stage heatsink,
R705 (6801(52) was a possibility. This
resistor feeds a standing bias to the gates of
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the two power MOSFETs used to
disconnect loads from the secondary side of
the power supply. R705 can go high in
value or open-circuit, and can cause
symptoms that range from suspicion of
excessive ripple to complete shutdown. In
this case R705 was OK!
I next checked the start-up resistors. In
this monitor R804 was replaced by link
LK815, leaving R805 as the sole start-up
resistor. Lack of voltage at pin 7 of the
UC3842 chopper control chip does not
necessarily mean that a start-up resistor is
open-circuit. There are two small thyristors
and a transistor connected to this line. They
can, in response to a variety of fault
conditions, short the line to 'live' chassis.
But in this case R805 was open-circuit. It
was somewhat discoloured: the colour
bands appeared to be blue/black/brown. I
believed the blue and, possibly, the black,
but definitely not the brown! It almost
certainly started off as orange. The black
band could have been red before
overheating, giving a value of 62k52,
though 601d1 is not unheard of. As I didn't
have either value in a suitable wattage
(3W), I decided to cheat!
There was a scrap Acer F6Y to hand
with a pair of 2W 331d1 start-up resistors.
This combination would not only increase
the total wattage rating to 4W, it would also
distribute the dissipation by employing the
R804 position. One resistor had a pink
body, the other a grey body: pink is high
voltage, grey regular. So the pink one went
in the R804 position and the grey one in the
R805 position. This restored normal
operation.
Some manufacturers use the highvoltage resistor in the position connected to
the mains bridge rectifier's reservoir
capacitor, with a regular resistor (0.25W or
less) at the UC3842 end of the start-up
resistor chain. Liteon is an example.
Experience has shown that the ordinary
resistor is only slightly more likely to fail
than the high-voltage one! I.F.

Samtron SC428PSL
The display was barely visible, so I
switched to a full peak-white raster. After a
few seconds the emission had improved to
the point where the raster was easily visible
but was still far too dim. Very often the
cause is low heater voltage, but it wasn't
too bad in this case. When I replaced the
heater rectifier with a Schottky-barrier type,
upgraded the reservoir capacitor and
buffered it with a 11.1F, 50V non-electrolytic
capacitor, there was a significant
improvement.
A trick that often works in a case like
this is to replace all three 11.1F, 160V video
coupling capacitors with non-electrolytic

types of the same value and voltage rating.
When high-voltage/low-value electrolytics
are used in an area that gets warm, their
ESRs increase. It may rise to a higher value
than that of the surge-limiting resistor in
series with the relevant tube cathode. Even
if the ESRs haven't risen to this extent,
non-electrolytic capacitors will still
improve the tube drive.
This improvement to the video
amplifier's transient response contributes to
dislodging the contaminants that
accumulate on the cathode coating. To
obtain the best improvement to the tube's
emission while running it in, I use a
chequerboard test pattern which pulsedrives the cathodes. Another advantage is
that the average beam current is reduced
and with it the risk of a warped
shadowmask.
After several hours of running in I gave
the grey scale a final balance. Because of
the age of the tube, the resolution
improvement was not as great as I had
hoped for. But the emission was as good as
new! I.F.

Elonex MN024/Acer Peripheral
JVP7156E/F3T
The display's background was flooded with
green. I found that the three RGB
amplifiers were working correctly, the
cause of the trouble being incorrect
voltages from IC103 (Acer AP3105G). Pin
11 was being pulled to +5V by the in-line
resistor network RP1910 (8 x 4.7k)2). The
results with a replacement AP3105G chip
from a scrap chassis were exactly the same,
so either both chips had the same fault or
the front-panel microcontroller was sending
a faulty serial-data sequence to the chip at
switch on. I then found that with IC103
removed the monitor produced a display
that had a normal grey scale. But all three
screen cut-off and gain adjustments were at
maximum, and the user contrast and
brightness controls no longer worked.
As a socket was fitted, I decided to try
bending pins 10, 11 and 13 of IC103 out.
This produced normal gain and user control
operation with the three colour cut-offs at
maximum. An e-mail was sent to Acer
Peripheral (webmaster@acercm-eu.com)
but the customer was in a hurry for his
monitor. So I added a 47kS2 preset from the
IC103 pin 11 position to chassis to enable
the green background to be adjusted. This
worked and the customer was satisfied with
the results.
Pin 10 of IC103 is for blue background
adjustment and pin 13 for red. Presumably
the other outputs along this side of IC103
are for the video gains and user controls,
but I wasn't able to check on which of the
other pins does what. I.F.
■
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P+, Vol— and Vol+ did nothing.
When I scoped around the
MN15151GBC microcontroller chip I
found that the key-scan pulse for these controls was missing. It turned out that the
chip was faulty. If the set had not been in
the child/hotel lock mode I could have got
away without a new microcontroller chip,
relying on remote-control operation only.
M.D.

Sharp 59CS05H (CS chassis)

TV FAULT FINDING
Reports from
Michael Dranfield
Philip Salkeld
Glyn Dickinson
Shane Humphrey
Chris Watton
John Coombes
Graham Boor and
Peter Tennant

Sharp 76FW-53H
This 32in. widescreen set produced sound
but no picture. When the first anode control was turned up a blank white raster
appeared. I noticed that there was a problem with the field scanning — a foldover
near the bottom of the screen. So I checked
around the field output stage and found that
the IRFROlOTM flyback FET Q503 was
leaky source-to-drain. A replacement
restored the picture. It's a surface-mounted
D-pack device, part no. RH-TX0172BMZZ.
I subsequently discovered that a field
flyback pulse is applied to pin 11 of IC801,
as "vertical protection". If IC801 doesn't
detect a 50Hz pulse at 4V peak the RGB
drives are blanked out. In the event of no
picture, check pin 11 of IC801 first: this
will tell you whether there's a field output
problem. M.D.

I could see that this set had been elsewhere
— someone else had been replacing parts.
To cut a long story short, the TDA8375A
IF/video processor chip IC201 had failed.
After fitting a replacement the set powered
up but the drive to the BUH515 line output
transistor was wrong and the line output
transformer was screaming in protest. The
cause was traced to R712 (5.6Q, 1W) in
the rather unusual line drive arrangement.
Someone had fitted a 1S2 resistor here.
The set was OK once the correct value
resistor had been fitted in position R712,
but there was a slight buzzing noise on the
sound. I had forgotten to replace IC201's
screening can. M.D.

Nakio N2100TX
This set was dead apart from a slight ticking noise that came from the power supply.
Checks showed that the HT supply to the
line output stage was very low. The cause
was the mains bridge rectifier's reservoir
capacitor C5 (100µF, 400V). The voltage
across it was only 230V, so it must have
been open-circuit. M.D.

Sharp DV5103
After fitting a replacement chopper transformer in this set I found that the width
was reduced and the line output transistor
was getting hot. It turned out that I had fitted the wrong transformer. The one I had in
stock was for Model DV5105. It looks the
same and is pin compatible, but in the
DV5103 the line driver transformer is fed
from the 113V HT rail via a 3.9k..Q resistor
while in the DV5101 it's fed from pin 11
of the chopper transformer. M.D.

Tatung VT2CC1

We welcome fault reports from
readers — payment is made for
each fault published. See page
682 for details of where and how
to send reports.
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This set had what I thought was a simple
fault. It wouldn't respond to commands
from the remote-control unit and the frontpanel buttons didn't work. Replacement of
the TFMS4360N IR sensor restored
remote-control operation and showed that
the set was in the hotel-lock mode. To
unlock, switch off at the mains, hold the
front-panel P+ control down and switch
back on. This failed to unlock the set however, and I soon found that some of the
front-panel controls didn't work — pressing

Sharp 51DT25H
When this set was first switched on there
would sometimes be lack of height or
sometimes the TV stations would have
drifted off tune. If the set was switched off
and on again these problems would disappear. I felt that the cause was probably the
NV memory chip, but I was wrong.
Sharp has a modification to cure this
problem. Add a 3.6V zener diode between
pin 63 of IC201 and chassis, with its cathode to pin 63, and another 3.6V zener
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diode between pin 64 of IC201 and chassis, with its cathode to pin 64. Fit a 12p.H
peaking coil, part no. VP-CF120K0000, in
place of wire link 7122. Add a 7.5V zener
diode between pin 30 of IC201 and chassis, with its cathode to pin 30.
Strangely, the Sharp technical bulletin
makes no mention of cleaning around the
anode cavity, where I believe the root
cause lies. M.D.

JVC CJT21EK
This newish set was dead with no voltage
at pin 4 (start-up) of the STRF6653 chopper chip IC921. A DC resistance check
between pin 4 and chassis produced readings of 150 one way round and 1500 the
other. When the new STRF6653 chip
arrived from SEME I found that the 1500
reading was the faulty one. The new chip
restored normal operation. M.D.

short-circuit the free hole of link 9710
close to capacitor C2702 to wire link 9278
with a piece of PVC-covered wire about
11cm long. This did the trick. P.S.

Beko NR28128NX
The front controls worked correctly but
there was no remote-control operation.
Scope checks around IC951 showed that
there was no activity here. A replacement
cured the fault. I obtained it from a scrap
Sony chassis, but SEME can supply Beko
spares. P.S.

Sharp 51AT15 (5BSA chassis)
NEI 2891FTXN (CE25 chassis)
I have had this problem before: the set
goes to standby intermittently. Find C154,
which is next to the line output transformer, remove it and solder the wire link
that was under it. P.S.

Grundig G1000 chassis
Toshiba 2505DB
The stations would all be lost intermittently, leaving a screen full of snow. Tapping
the tuner made no difference, but this is
where the fault lay. The 4MHz crystal
inside, for the prescaler IC, was dryjointed. M.D.

Mitsubishi CT21AV1B (EE3
chassis)
The set was dead with its green LED illuminated. Investigation showed that the
power supply was running but there was
no line drive. There's a modification for
this problem. Change C702 from 1,000µF
to 1011.F, 25V and check that C955 has
been uprated to 3,300µF, 16V. Replace
the 2200 resistors R702, R213 and R214
with 1k0, 0.25W resistors. P.S.

Bush 2857NTX
The strange fault with this set was sync
crushing from cold. Voltage checks
showed that the 11.5V supply was slightly
low. The cause turned out to be R436
(6.80, 2W) which had doubled in value.
A replacement cured the fault. P.S.

Panasonic TX-W28R4DP (Euro4 chassis)
A dead set with the line output transistor
Q551 short-circuit is a known fault with
this chassis. Fit kit TZS9EK001 and follow the instructions for the model you are
repairing. P.S.

Philips 32PW6515/05 (SA10E
chassis)
These fairly new sets are developing hum
from the front speaker. When I spoke to
Philips Technical, now in Germany, I was
advised to remove wire link 9710 and
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found that there was no drive at pins 1 and
3 of the output chip, though the voltages
here were present and correct. There's a
cluster of small ceramic capacitors by the
IC and, thinking of Panasonic sets long
gone by, I decided to remove and check
each one. Bingo! C623 (1nF) had a heavy
leak.
Incidentally, have you noticed how few
sets have the scan coils straight? The letterbox programmes seem to show this up.
G.D.

It is worth checking the mains bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor C104 (47µF,
400V) whenever one of these sets comes
in. If it's a black Siemens type it will
probably fall off the PCB! Various symptoms can be present when C104 is defective, from intermittent power supply failure to grey-scale variations. G.D.

This set had a small picture because the
HT was low. There's no preset control,
the HT voltage being sensed, for regulation, via a couple of two per cent zener
diodes, D716 (27V) and D717 (75V).
D717 was giving a good imitation of a
47V zener diode.
Incidentally the HT in these sets is usually nearer 112V than the 108V quoted in
the service manual. G.D.

Hitachi C2874TN

This portable uses a grown-up version of
the dreaded Onwa chassis, with real components and a proper PCB! This one was
dead, though HT was present at the collector of the chopper transistor. As there
was no kick-start at its base, I replaced the
330k0 feed resistor. No luck. After much
component checking I noticed an additional 10k0 resistor, R919, in series with the
base circuit. It's not present in the earlier
chassis, and was open-circuit in this particular set. G.D.

Following routine replacement of the
LA7838 field output chip I was rewarded
with an apparently dead set that nevertheless produced a plopping sound from the
left speaker. Since this was a rushed production chassis (apparently because
Toshiba beat Hitachi to a Dolby model!)
there are numerous components on the
print side of the PCB.
I spent some time checking that I hadn't damaged any of them before I realised
that this was a new fault. The main power
supply wasn't working, because the chopper transistor's start-up/bias resistor R901
(82k0, 0.5W) was open-circuit. The plopping noise was caused by the fact that the
audio output stage was working with no
input — it has its own power supply. G.D.

Sony KVX2572 (AE2A/B
chassis)

Panasonic TX29AD1 (Euro-2
chassis)

This set came on with an EHT rustle, then
tripped with the LED flashing.
Resoldering the usual dry-joints didn't
help, but I noticed a slight haze on the
screen when I repeatedly switched on and
off. This suggested that the line output
transformer was OK. Fortunately a new
STV9379 field output chip brought the set
back to life. G.D.

There was no sound or picture, just a ticking noise that came from the back of the
set. The noise was coming from relay
RL6101, which is on board M. On several
past occasions I've found that power supply tripping with this chassis has been
caused by line output transistor problems.
On this occasion however the relay itself
was faulty. S.H.

Bush 1439

Panasonic TX32PK2C (Euro-4
chassis)

JVC CV14EKS

Field collapse was the problem with this
just out of guarantee set. Having
expressed my customary surprise that it
had lasted so long, I replaced the
TDA3653B output chip. This made no
difference. I dug out a similar circuit, then

The rear surround sound speakers weren't
working. On investigation I found that the
TDA2030AV IC for the rear speakers,
IC2704, had overheated badly and part of
the encapsulation had actually blown
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apart. After fitting a replacement I
checked the speakers and leads carefully
for shorts before switching on. All was
well S.H.

IF/timebase generator chip IC502 were
also correct. The cause of the trouble
turned out to be the SAWF SWF101. The
only check is by substitution. J.C.

Hitachi CL2864TA

Grundig P37-730 (CUC7301
chassis)

The customer reported that the set had
"gone bang", then went off. On investigation I found that the power supply was
tripping and F902 in the 148V supply to
the line output stage was open-circuit. A
60W bulb connected as a dummy load for
the 148V rail brought the power supply
to life, suggesting that there was a fault in
the line output stage. Checks and substitutions in this area did nothing to stop the
power supply tripping however.
I decided to check the supplies derived
from the line output transformer. The
resistance reading between the 200V output and chassis was a highly suspect
31Q. The RGB output chip IC800 on the
CRT base panel was the cause of the
trouble. Once IC800 and F902 had been
replaced the set worked normally.
IC800 is listed as type TEA5101A in
the manual, but Hitachi supplied type
TEA5101B as a replacement. S.H.

Bush 2052T
There was lack of contrast even though
the bar graph showed that the adjustment
was set at maximum. The cause of the
trouble was 8316 (100M, 0.5W). You'll
find it between the power supply relay
and the field output chip. C.W.

Fidelity CTV920
If there are vertical bands on the picture,
about an inch wide and an inch apart,
replacing C50 (100g, 25V) will cure the
effect. It's the reservoir capacitor for the
supply to the 12V regulator IC9. C.W.

Thomson ICC17 chassis
This set was dead. After checking the
standby power supply I found that the
low voltages were present but the main
power supply wouldn't start up. The
cause was a small crack on the customer
control panel. As a result there was no
supply for the standby LED and the
remote-control receiver unit. C.W.

The picture would go bright and might
also pulse. I traced back from the SW pin
at the CRT base panel connector to the
two surface-mounted transistors CT181
(BC58B) and CT186 (BC848B) on the
main panel. These both had to be
replaced to restore normal operation. J.C.

Mitsubishi CT25AV1BD (EE3
chassis)
This set came in with the line output transistor Q552 short-circuit and the
TEA2031A EW correction chip IC551
faulty. Once these items had been
replaced there was only slight control
over the width and no EW correction.
R510 (100Q, 2W) was found to be overheating, the cause of all the trouble being
shorted-turns in coil L501 (6,800pH).
J.C.

GoldStar CIT2175 (PC07X2
chassis)
The problem with this set was field collapse. The voltages around the LA7830
field output chip IC301 were correct, and
a replacement made no difference. The
drive comes from the TDA4502A
IF/timebase generator chip IC201. Scope
checks here showed that the field drive
and ramp waveforms were incorrect. The
DC conditions around this IC were correct, but a replacement restored the field
scanning. J.C.

Baird RR5191N (Ferguson ICC7
chassis)
This ex-rental set came into the workshop
With the complaint no or intermittent
sound. The set was put on test and after
some time the fault finally appeared.
Slight flexing of the Nicam PCB would
restore normal operation. The cure was to
replace all the wire links on this board.
G.B.

Matsui 1436XA
Hitachi C2558TN (G8Q chassis)
If the set is stuck in standby, the following items in the chopper power supply
should be replaced: IC901 (UC3844),
Q901 (BUZ91A), Q902 (SGSIF344) and
the optocoupler 0C941 (CNX82A). J.C.

Sony KVM1420U (BE2A
chassis)
The complaint was "snowy picture/noisy
sound". The picture was certainly poor,
and gave the impression that a slight
ghost image was present. Checks on the
tuner showed that its operating conditions
were OK. The DC conditions around the
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This 14in. portable was dead. All it needed was a replacement start-up resistor,
R652 (3901M). On test however 'I noticed
a slight crackle on the sound. The cause
of this was eventually traced to the 6MHz
filters in the sound IF circuit.
Replacement restored normal, clear
sound. G.B.

was this time a different type, requiring
the mica sheet and heatsink compound to
be removed. I'm not sure whether this
change is to improve reliability or
because the original type has been discontinued. Certainly the equivalent type
that used to be available can no longer be
obtained. Time will tell. G.B.

Panasonic TX25AD2 (Euro-2
chassis)
A field call had been requested for this
set. When I arrived at the house I found
that the picture had a distinct lack of
width with severe EW distortion. As
nothing obvious could be found, the set
had to be taken back to the workshop.
The cause of the trouble turned out to be
C593, a little 0.0111F disc ceramic in the
EW drive generator section of the set. It
had gone short-circuit. G.B.

Bush 2059NTX
No colour was the reported fault. When I
switched the set on there was a
monochrome picture with a lot of wavy
lines swirling about. I noticed a very discoloured electrolytic capacitor, C125
(100g, 16V), near the 12V regulator
IC103. A replacement cleared the lines
and restored the colour.
For improved reliability C909 (47g,
25V) and C910 (10µF, 50V) in the power
supply were replaced. But the set would
not switch to standby, because the HT
switching transistor Q907 (2SC2335) had
failed. Once this had been replaced
everything worked correctly. G.B.

Ferguson ICC5 chassis
The symptoms were ragged verticals on
text only, and only after the set had been
in operation for ten minutes or so. Out
came the freezer and the heat source. Use
of these revealed the culprit, which was
DV68 on the text PCB. Note that several
different text panels were used with this
chassis. P.T.

Goodmans TVC14VP (Daewoo
CP310 chassis)
The symptoms with this TV/VCR combi
unit were an audible click from the relay
at switch on, then reversion to standby.
The cure was to replace the HT preset
VR801 (4.7kQ), D807 (BYV95C) which
is in series with it, the 2SD1555 chopper
transistor Q801 and the TDA4601 chopper control chip 1801. The components in
this area should all be checked for dryjoints. P.T.

Sony ICV2521U (AE1 chassis)
Samsung C15079
The job sheet said that this set was dead.
We've had a few of them with the same
fault. The cure is to replace IC801,
HC801, L803 and ZD801. The chip supplied by Samsung for the IC801 position

The sound was OK but there was no picture, because the tube's first anode supply
was missing. The cure was to replace the
first anode supply rectifier D803
(RGP01) and R807 (11(Q, 1W) which is
in series with it. P.T.
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Servicing

the NEI CE25/CE28 series chassis
These chassis, made in
Spain or Turkey, were
used in a number of
different models. Alan
Dent provides a detailed
guide to fault conditions
you could encounter

here were three main versions of this
chassis. The first was manufactured
by Clarivox in Spain. It's easy to
identify: the single-sided board is made of
biscuit-coloured material. Version two was
made by Vestel in Turkey. The board has
double-sided copper and is made of greencoloured material. Version three was
introduced in early 1994. It's similar to the
basic Vestel version but the audio output
stages use a different IC with associated
alterations to the layout. It has facilities for
adaptation to include a satellite receiver,
scart sockets and mono audio.
Models fitted with these chassis include
the NEI 2571, 2591, 2871, 2891,
C25F1TFXZ and C28F1TFXZ, and the
Nikkai TLG2501, TLG2801, 5959 and
6666.

T

The power supply
The chassis use a conventional chopper
power supply, though the control chip
IC100 (type TDA8380) is an uncommon
device. Fig. 1 shows the primary side of
the power supply circuit, Fig. 2 the
secondary side. Regulation feedback from
the secondary side is via optocoupler
IC101. Fusible resistor R102 (0.2252, 2%),
which provides current limiting, is a key
item.
No output because R102 has failed or is
out of tolerance can result in base-collector
breakdown in the chopper transistor
TR100. The following components will
probably have to be replaced: TR100,
R102, IC100, IC101, R109, C107, C108
and D104.
If C109 is 2.211F, change it to 3.3µF.
D104 should be a BZX85 series 1.3W
zener diode. If a 300mW zener diode is
fitted, uprate it.
Multi-component failure can also be
caused by components in the snubber
network: check whether C105 is dryjointed or leaky or R328 is open-circuit.
If there's no output because of failure of
TR100 and a replacement fails
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immediately, R107 or C122 could be low
in value or R112 high in value. If TR100
gets very hot (100°C) before it fails, L100
could be dry-jointed or open-circuit. The
normal heatsink temperature for TR100,
measured at its case, is approximately 5060°C.
If there's no output with no major
failures, check whether R101, R103,
R112, R115, R116, C110, C111, C122,
D104 or D106 is open-circuit, C112 is
short-circuit or IC101 is short-circuit
between pins 3 and 4.
If there's no output and the power supply
is tripping, the line output transistor TR128
could be short-circuit. Also check the
values of R109 and R111, and that D104 is
a BZX85 type. The earth track to pin 4 of
IC100 could be open-circuit, especially
after a power supply blow up.
Here's a summary of other power supply
faults I've come across:
Low HT (64V nominal): The ripple
voltage at pin 5 of IC100 must be in
millivolts. If the ripple is higher, C110 is
probably open-circuit.
Low HT (139V) and no raster, with the
power supply chassis line at 7V relative
to the signals chassis: You will also find
that the I2.0 bus appears to fail, i.e. the set
seems to be OK in standby but there is no
control after coming out of standby. Earth
link LK172, top to bottom, is open-circuit.
It's under C130.
High HT (180V with no control): IC101
could be faulty or there could be no
feedback to IC101 or IC100. Check
TR102/3/4 and the associated components,
R124/5 which could be open-circuit and
C125 which could be short-circuit. If
C114's voltage rating (160V) has been
exceeded, replace it.
HT is OK in standby but drops at power
up: The voltage fall may be from 154V to
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120V depending on power requirement.
R112 is open-circuit.
Set will not switch to standby: TR130 is
probably short-circuit. The symptoms are
that there's a raster and audio but the
standby LED is on.
Noisy chopper transformer (highpitched squealing): R117 or C113 is
open-circuit.
In normal operation the power
consumption should be as follows:
HT supply 300mA nominal, 400mA at
maximum beam current. 26V supply
70mA quiescent, 1.13A at maximum
volume. 12V supply 40mA quiescent,
400mA typical.

Line driver and output stages
The line drive signal is generated by a
TDA4504B IF/timebase generator chip,
IC001, which is mounted on the jungle
subpanel. Its line drive output at pin 29 is
AC-coupled by C151 (0.10) to a twotransistor driver stage (TR106 JC501P and
TRIOS BC337), with DC restoration by
D123 (1N4148). Fig. 3 shows the circuit.
The output is transformer-coupled

(TX101) to the base of the BU508AF line
output transistor TR128.
The line output stage is conventional,
with a diode modulator (D116, D117) for
EW correction. The line output
transformer, TX102, generates the tube's
EHT, focus, first anode and heater
voltages, a 200V HT supply for the RGB
output stages, a 28V supply for the field
output and EW chips, and a 5V supply for
teletext and other functions. The 5V supply
is stabilised by IC103 (7805).
A short-circuit line output transistor will
cause power supply tripping. Before fitting
a replacement check the tuning capacitor
C134 (1.2nF, 1.6kV) which could be opencircuit, the result being excessive flyback
pulse voltage. In this event the TDA8145
EW correction chip IC107 may be
damaged. Other causes of failure of TR123
are shorted turns in the LOPT (TX102) or
a drive fault. In the latter case check the
value of R174 (680 fusible) which feeds
the line driver stage, and R123 (152, 1W)
which is in series with the base of TR128 —
also see note below on TR128 failure after
five minutes.
If a replacement line output transistor
goes short-circuit immediately, check the
components in the EW modulator circuit:

D116 (BY228) or D117 (BY299) might be
short-circuit or C131 (9.1nF, 1.6kV, 5%)
or C132 (27nF, 400V) could be opencircuit.
If a replacement output transistor goes
short-circuit after about five minutes the
line drive voltage could be low, not turning
TR128 off fast enough. The usual cause is
that TRIOS (BC337) in the drive stage is
open-circuit, though TR106 (JC105P)
could be faulty. It might be that the track
from pin 1 of the LOPT to the junction of
R121/C312/R122 is broken — this will
remove the feedback pulses to IC001.
Another possibility is that R371 (1E2
fusible) in the scan current path is opencircuit — this is a side-effect of no EW
correction. The line drive could be low or
of the wrong frequency because the earth
for the module that houses IC001 is
broken: this usually occurred with the early
Clarivox PCB.
Some causes of no raster because of loss
of line drive are: R174 (see above) opencircuit, the DC restorer diode D123 shortcircuit or connected the wrong way round,
and the IC001 module earths open-circuit.
Line collapse with possibly arcing or a
squealing noise occurs when L116 in the
line scan current path shorts to D121.

Fig. 1: Primary side of the chopper power supply circuit.
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Fig. 2: Secondary side of the chopper power supply circuit.
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Replace D121 (BA157) and C140 (10µF,
250V) — these two components form the
rectifier circuit for the 200V RGB HT
supply.
Here are some other possible line scan
faults:

10k
D112
6.2V

IC119
ZTK33B

2n2

TR133
JC501P

refer to the jungle chip (IC001) section.
Picture disturbances of these sorts can be
caused by the earth link LK174, which is
adjacent to C130, when it's high-resistance
or dry-jointed.

EW modulator
Excessive width: D117 (BY299) in the
EW modulator open-circuit or low EHT
because the tuning capacitor C134 (1.2nF,
1.6kV) is faulty. See also the EW
modulator section.
Non-linear scanning: If the temperature
of TR128 is OK, the linearity coil L104 is
fitted the wrong way round. If TR128 is
getting hot (it may be destroyed) TRIOS
(BC337) is open-circuit.
Picture breathing: The symptoms are
width variation with beam-current
changes, also non-linear line scanning.
Check C132 (27nF, 400V) in the EW
diode modulator. It's likely to be opencircuit.
Picture disturbances: For striations/line
ringing check the line linearity coil
damping resistor R135 (11d2, 1W fusible),
C610 (10nF) on the CRT base panel, and
the damping network on the Nokia
deflection yoke. Any of these items could
be open-circuit. For ragged/wavy verticals
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The EW diode modulator is in the line
output stage: various faults have been
referred to in the section above. It's driven
by the TDA8145 chip IC107. Note that the
width control affects the parabolic
waveform to some extent. Here's a
summary of some possible EW fault
conditions.
Excessive width: If the controls have no
effect, check the supply (about 27V) at pin
6 of IC107. If this is missing the fusible
resistor R154 (2752) could be open-circuit.
If there's no voltage at pin 7, check
whether C160 (22nF) is short-circuit or
R153 (220k52) is open-circuit. There
should be about 7.5V at pin 8: check C159
(3.3nF) if this voltage is low. IC107 could
be faulty. If R368 (2.211 fusible) is opencircuit there will be no EW modulator
drive.
If the width control works but not fully,
check whether the fusible resistor R371
(10) is open-circuit. In this situation
TR128 overheats and fails. If there is no
control and R371 is open-circuit check

2k2

IP
4.r

1k

Standby
switching

D117 (BY299) which is probably shortcircuit.
Underscanning: If there's no foldover and
the controls have some effect, check
whether D109 (1N4148) is short-circuit.
There will be excessive voltage at pin 8 of
IC107. If there's foldover and no effect
from the controls, R181 (101d2) or D116
(BY228) could be open-circuit. In the
latter case R154 and IC107 could fail.
Bottom half bowing: If the bottom half of
the raster is bowed out, the top half is OK
and the controls work partially, IC107 is
faulty.
Controls have partial effect, with
ringing on verticals: C134 (1.2nF, 1.6kV)
in the line output stage is faulty.
Pincushion control acts as a width
control with the width control working
normally: Check that there's a field ramp
waveform at pin 1 of IC107. If missing, the
link from PL102 or the track is opencircuit.

The jungle module
The TDA4504B IF/timebase generator
(jungle) chip IC001 is mounted on a
separate subpanel, which also houses the
TDA2545A sound IF chip IC002. So
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R174
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various IF and timebase faults can have
their origin here. The following is a
summary of various faults I've
encountered.
It might be thought that a picture shifted
10cm to the left has its cause in this area.
In fact the component that causes the fault
is D734 (1N4148) in the RGB shift circuit
on the text panel: it produces this symptom
when it goes short-circuit.
Ragged verticals: Can be caused by a
poor soldered connection to the jungle
module. R022 (3.3k0) or C017 (2.20)
could be open-circuit. These two
components are connected to pin 27 of
IC001 and act as the APC filter in the line
timebase generator circuit.
Top pulling with video playback:
Change R022 to 1.5k0, R023 to 821(0,
C017 to 4.7pf and CO21 to 68nF.
Line frequency drift: Check whether
CO22 (2.7nF) is leaky
No horizontal shift: R016 (36k0), which
is connected to pin 31 of IC001, is opencircuit. This removes the feed from the
horizontal shift control RV003. There is
also an anti-breathing feed to this pin.
Field roll/picture togging: C009 (10g)
is open-circuit. This affects the AGC
action.
Field roll: With signals from a local relay
station, or TV games, increase the value of
R013 from 11(0 to 1.5ka There could be a
weak input to the sync separator (IC001
pin 28) from IC110 in the teletext circuit
because R211 (1.2k0) has gone high in
value.
Field cramping: The exact symptom is
bottom half OK, top half severely cramped
but with no foldover. Check R018 (151(0)
and R019 (43k52) which can go high in
value. R019 can rise to about 80k0. The
junction of these resistors is connected to
pin 5 (field feedback) of IC001.
Height jitter: Check R027 (1.3%2) and
C013 (220nF) in the field ramp circuit
connected to pin 3 of IC001.
Patterning on video: C012 (2.2nF) is
open-circuit. It decouples the field
feedback at pin 5 of IC001. The symptom
appears as instability.
Weak picture: This symptom occurs
when R010 (2.21(0) is open-circuit.
Video muted by IC117: IC001 is faulty.
IC117 is the microcontroller chip. It
receives an ident input from IC001 (pin
14) at pin 29.
No picture, no OSD, raster if first anode
voltage increased: This occurred with
early (Clarivox) chassis when the earth
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Fig. 3: The line driver
stage circuit.

connections to the jungle module were
poor. These connections are rather fragile
with a single-sided PCB. Repair using
tinned-copper wire to strengthen the joints.
Negative picture: If there is excessive
video (2V p-p) at pin 6 of the module, the
preset contrast control RV004 (1k0) is
high in value or open-circuit. If the video
level is OK, check whether link LK107 on
the main panel is open-circuit.

Field timebase
The field generator circuit is in IC001 on
the jungle subpanel. Its field drive output
at pin 4 is fed to pins 1 and 2 of the
TDA3654 field output chip IC106 on the
main board. There is feedback between the
two ICs. See relevant fault notes above.
Field collapse: IC106' s supply pin 9 is fed
with 28V via fusible resistor R140 (10),
which may be open-circuit. If so IC106
could be short-circuit. Check the
components in the field scan current path:
R147 (0.330), C146 (3,30011F) and R141
(0-680). Field collapse can be caused by a
short-circuit in IC107 (TDA8145) — the
field output at pin 5 of IC106 is fed to pin
2 of IC107. This can cause failure of
IC106. If so, replace IC106 but disconnect
the link to IC107. If the field scanning is
OK, IC107 is faulty.

It is important that the correct series
heater resistor (R614) is fitted should the
CRT be replaced. The value of R614 is
3.9E2 with a Nokia or Philips tube, 1.6E2
with a Videocolour tube. R614 is fusible.
Fault conditions associated with this
panel are as follows.
Uncontrollable brightness: There is no
HT supply to IC601. Check the fusible
resistors R625 (1000) and R137 (100) —
the latter is on the main board. Another
possibility is D121 (BA157) which is also
on the main board.
No raster: The 12V supply at pin 2 of
IC601 is missing. Check fusible resistor
R612 (10E2). This assumes that the tube's
supplies are present, in which case a raster
will appear when the setting of the first
anode control is advanced.
One primary colour missing: IC601
could be faulty. The cause could be the
relevant feedback resistor being opencircuit — this upsets the dark-current signal
and cuts off the drive. The feedback
resistors are R604 (blue), R605 (red) and
R617 (green). They are 47k0, 1W.
Coloured tint — any primary colour:
IC601 is faulty.
Coloured flashing lines: IC601 is faulty.

Near full field collapse: Check the 33V
zener diode D124.
Line pairing at top of screen: Instability
caused by R148 (0.5W), which is
connected in parallel with the field scan
coils, being open-circuit. It's value
depends on CRT type, 120E2 with a Nokia
tube, 39052 with a Philips tube or 2200
with a Videocolour tube.

Washed out pictures/slow to warm up:
This is usually after the tube has been
replaced or in an early production set,
where the value of R614 is incorrect (see
above).
Striations: Check C610 (10nF) which
decouples the tube's first anode supply.

CRT base panel
IC601 (TEA5101A) on the CRT base panel
contains the RGB output stages. It also
incorporates auto grey-scale circuitry.
Preset resistors are, unusually, added to
balance the RGB drives, which come from
the TDA8391 chip IC111 on the main
board.

Next month

In part 2 \‘e will 0/N et fauns that can
in the audio circuitry, the signal proccssin
and switching circuitry.the tuner, the
microcontroller system. and the teletext
section.
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Reports from
Michael Dranfield
Eric Oliver
Graham Richards
Gary Laidler
Eugene Trundle
Mike Leach and
Roger Burchett

TV FAULT FINDING
We welcome fault reports from
readers - payment for each fault
is made shortly after publication. See page 746 for details of
where and how to send reports.

Matsui 2092T
I have come across two different versions
of this set. Although the model number is
the same, they are fitted with different
microcontroller chips and have different
line output transformers. In addition a
different remote-control unit is required.
The grey Philips LOPT fitted in one version
goes short-circuit between the primary
winding and chassis. The black LOPT is
more reliable, but this version suffers from
dry-joints at the line driver transformer. As
a result, the 2SD1555 line output transistor
fails. Circuit protector SOC2000, which is
next to the chopper transformer, sometimes
goes open-circuit when the line output
transistor dies. M.D.

Sharp 59CS03H
There were no teletext or on-screen
displays. As the text and on-screen display
signals come from the same chip, IC401
(SDA5273C26), I carried out scope checks
here. The clock crystal was operating
correctly at 20.48MHz, video entered the
chip at pin 10, there were field and line
sync pulse inputs at pins 4 and 5
respectively, and the power supplies were
OK — 3V at pin 23 and 5V at pins 11, 12,
16, 21 and 25. There were blanking pulses
at pin 64, but there was no RGB
information at pins 61, 62 and 63. In view
of this I decided that the chip must be faulty
and ordered a replacement. Good job it cost
only £7, because the fault was still present
when it had been installed.
I then studied the electrical adjustment
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manual and discovered that there are two
NVM adjustments, one relating to the OSD
contrast and the other the teletext contrast.
But the problem was how to navigate
through the service menu without an onscreen display — only a black box was
present on the screen when a button was
pressed. Fortunately the service manual
lists the adjustments in the order in which
they come up on the screen, so I was able to
step through to the OSD contrast
adjustment. Bingo, up came the OSD. I was
now able to see the service screen. Moving
on to the text contrast, I found that this was
also set at zero.
New values couldn't be stored however.
When I moved on to the next adjustment
the text and OSD contrast settings were
reset to zero. I was beginning to wish I'd
changed the NVM in the first place. Then I
noticed, in the electrical adjustment manual,
that the OSD and text contrast are set by the
user menu. Using the instruction book, I
managed to scroll down to the text and
OSD and turned them up. The personal
settings could then be stored.
To complete the repair I cleaned around
the anode cap, in case an EHT flashover
had been responsible for the problem. An
odd thing I discovered is that with the
Megatext chip removed the set fires up then
trips out with a two-second cycle. M.D.

Bush BTV170T
This 14in. TVNCR combi unit had no TV
sound, though there was sound when a tape
was played. The customer also mentioned
that teletext had stopped working some
time back. I had to buy the service manual
to reprogram the EEPROM. Don't buy the
EEPROM, as it comes blank and you will
still need the service manual.
The sound fault was cured by changing
the data at address OD to B3. For teletext,
address 08 needs to be 44 and address 09

needs to be 61. For the Tatung-badged
version of this set without teletext, address
08 needs to be 40 and 09 needs to be 60.
Apart from this the other NVM data is the
same. This information will help if you
have the wrong manual for the job. M.D.

Samsung CI5373T
This set had a dead power supply. I found
the cause in the snubber network, where
C803 (2.2nF, 800V) was short-circuit. The
two series-connected resistors R802 and
R803 were open-circuit: both are 10052
safety resistors, though my manual shows
the value as 1052. Unfortunately IC801,
HC801 and DZ801 had also been destroyed. M.D.

Tatung 190 Chassis
The picture was rippling when this set was
switched on from cold. Checks on the
power supply lines showed that everything
was OK, but a scope connected to pin 26,
line drive output, of the TDA4505
IF/timebase generator chip IC101 revealed
all. The mark-space ratio of the drive
waveform was wrong. The fault cleared as
the set warmed up. A new TDA4505 chip
restored normal operation. M.D.

Sharp 59CS03H
This set was dead. The cause, as so often,
was failure of the TDA8375A1F/video
processor/timebase generator chip IC201.
There was a low resistance between pin 56,
the line drive output, and chassis. A
replacement brought the set back to life.
I mentioned this problem to an
electronics engineer who designs recording
studios. He came up with a novel solution.
The output at pin 56 of the TDA8375A is
open-collector, with two Schottky
protection diodes, one connected to the
internal supply rail (cathode to the rail) and
the other to the internal earth (anode to
earth). As a Schottky diode has an 0.5V
forward voltage drop, he suggested
applying a 2V battery to forward bias the
shorted diode and blow it open-circuit! I
haven't tried this, but he assures me that it
will work as has done it in the past. M.D.

Ferguson ICC7/8 Chassis
There have been problems with the supply
of field output chips for use as replacements
in these chassis. If you fit a Phoenix Modkit
8F and find that there is cramping at the
bottom of the screen, fit a 2.7V zener diode
instead of the 2V zener diode supplied in
the kit. It's connected from pin 7 to chassis,
with its anode to chassis.
If you fit the new type of TDA8178FS
chip made by S.T. Sing and find that there
is still no field scanning, fit a 3.9kS1 resistor
between pins 2 and 7 and a 2.7V zener
diode from pin 7 to chassis, anode to
chassis. E.O.

Goodmans 286NS/05 (Philips
L6.3 chassis)
The problem with this set was lack of
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width, with the EW adjustments having no
effect. These sets have separate line scan
coupling and EW coupling capacitors
(instead of using a single capacitor to do
both jobs). C2915 provides the line scan
coupling and C2913 the EW coupling.
They are both 390nF, 250V capacitors.
The cause of the problem was that C2915
had gone open-circuit.
The set had been in a week or so
previously because it was dead with the
line output transistor faulty. Now we know
why the transistor had failed! A new
capacitor plus adjustment of the width etc.
controls restored normal scanning. G.R.

JVC MX and MX II chassis
If the HT starts to come up and then shuts
down, don't overlook D521 (BY228) in
the rather complicated EW diode
modulator circuit. It's partly hidden by a
large pulse capacitor behind the line output
transformer.
Models fitted with these chassis include
the AV25/AV28GS1EK and
AV25/AV28S1EK. G.R.

Checks in the supply/reset circuitry for the
microcontroller chip 1R01 revealed
incorrect voltages around TR85 (BC848B)
and TR87 (BC858B). Two new transistors
sorted this problem out. The final fault, a
blank raster but video via the scart
connector OK, was cleared by replacing
TX16 (BC858B) in the scart processing
section of the receiver. G.R.

Bush 2863NTX/A (11AK19
chassis)
This set came in with the line output
transistor short-circuit. When I fitted a
replacement and switched on again the
bottom two inches of the picture were badly
cogged and the new transistor was running
hot. The capacitors in the line output stage
all seemed to be OK, so I carried out a
close inspection with a magnifier. This
revealed an almost invisible dry-joint at
wire link J613, which is connected to the
emitter of the line output transistor. Once
this had been attended to, a long soak tested
proved that the set was now OK.
I've since had two more of these sets
with the same fault. G.L.

Bang and Olufsen 7730
This set's problem was no sync and weak
video. My problem was that I didn't have a
circuit diagram! But scope checks brought
me to TR1 (BC547C) on the AV/scart
board. There was plenty of video at its
base, but nothing at its emitter. When I
removed it for test I found that it was leaky
collector-to-emitter. A replacement
restored this old set's performance to new.
G.R.

Ferguson C51F (ICC6 chassis)
This set tripped nine times then there was
nothing (the LED didn't always blink). I
carried out checks around the
microcontroller chip IRO1 and found that
the conditions at the line and field sync
pulse input pins 26 and 27 were incorrect.
Further investigation brought me to TL90
(BC848B) which monitors the beam
current. It's closely connected to TF01
(another BC848B), which I also replaced.
The originals read OK when checked out
of circuit, but replacements cured the fault.
G.R.

Akai CT2137UKT
There was no audio, just hiss. The sound
was OK via the scart connector. Not
thinking about set-up menus etc., I
replaced the 6MHz filter 30F2 next to the
TDA8362A jungle chip. This made no
difference. There was an empty place for
another filter, 30F1, so I fitted a 6MHz
resonator here. This produced perfect
sound. G.R.

Goodmans GD2880A
(Ferguson ICC9 chassis)
The job card listed three faults. No remotecontrol operation was cured by replacing
the IR detector on the front PCB. The
second fault was "intermittently dead".
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Sanyo CBP2180A (A5 chassis)
If the picture is shifted towards the righthand side of the screen, replace the
horizontal centring potentiometer VR411
(50k,Q). The fault is sometimes
intermittent. Don't try to clean VR411, as
the set will nearly always pay you a return
visit. G.L.

Ferguson C51F (ICC6 chassis)
This set's picture was affected by what can
only be described as line twitch. It got
worse as the set warmed up, but use of
freezer failed to locate the culprit. After
much checking with an oscilloscope I
found that TV71 (BC858B) was the guilty
party. It's in the line pulse feedback path to
pin 13 of the STV2110 colour decoder/
video processor/timebase generator chip
IVOL When it was checked with a meter it
produced perfect readings, but a
replacement cured the fault. G.L.

Bush 2868NTX (11AK19
chassis)
This set was brought in because it was
dead. But there were no short-circuits or
signs of distress. In view of the number of
these sets I've repaired recently, I really
ought to get a circuit diagram! Checks in
the power supply revealed that R825
(2.2MS2) was open-circuit. So I fitted a
replacement and, in hope, switched on.
Nothing — the set was still dead. After a lot
more checks I found that R806 (22k0) was
open-circuit. Its replacement finally
restored normal operation. Has anyone got
an 11AK19 circuit diagram going cheap?!
G.L.

Daewoo DMQ2159 (CP315
chassis)
For the first thirty minutes or so after

switching this set on the picture was
excessively bright with low contrast and
field flyback lines visible. The cause was
C426 (3.30, 250V), which is the reservoir
capacitor for the 190V supply to the RGB
output stages. It's at the rear of the main
PCB. E.T.

Bang and Olufsen MX3000
Many of these sets are still going strong
after more than a decade. At this stage in
their lives a common problem is dry-joints.
When these are at thyristor DL21 the result
is intermittent field collapse; when they are
in the tube heater circuit on the main PCB
the picture disappears; and when they are
around the line output transformer the
result may, for example, be spasmodic line
underscanning. Always scrape, flux and tin
the affected pins or leads before
resoldering. E.T.

Hitachi C28300TN (A5 chassis)
If the picture takes a long time to appear
and/or has heavy white bands across it
from cold, replace C954 (1,000g, 35V).
It's the reservoir capacitor for the 12.6V
supply, on the secondary side of the
chopper transformer. You'll find it on the
power/deflection panel. M.L.

Nokia 6361 (D-E FST chassis)
After carrying out resoldering in the line
output and power supply sections to cure
the usual intermittent problems I found that
the picture was quite badly shaded, dark at
one side and light at the other. The culprit
was C525 (10g, 50V), which smooths the
output from the 12V regulator. M.L.

Matsui 1455
This set was stuck in standby. My first
checks were on the transistors in the HT
switching circuit, Q605 and Q606, as they
have given a lot of trouble in the past. Not
this time however. The cause was R624
(1001a, which links the on command to
the base of Q605. M.L.

Samsung C15061 (P68SA
chassis)
The customer said that the brightness
varied. But on the first two occasions when
this set came in the fault didn't appear. On
the third occasion the picture was very
dark at switch on, but the brightness
returned after about a minute. The set
didn't repeat this performance.
I pondered and decided that the line
output transformer was probably the cause,
with a dodgy first anode potentiometer.
But, to my embarrassment, the set came
back a fourth time. On this final occasion
the fault was almost permanent. The
brightness was actually fluctuating very
fast. It did this in all modes, including text
and AV. The cause was eventually traced
to the 2SA539-Y transistor Q905 on the
tube base panel. It's a pnp transistor that's
connected in series with the emitters of the
three RGB output transistors. M.L.
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Sony KVX2182U
(11E313 chassis)
Sets that are stuck in standby can be a
problem. There are often so many possible
causes, with all sorts of protection circuits
which can operate, that it can be difficult to
know where to start. If you should get one
of these Sony sets with the problem
however the first suspect is the memory
chip IC002. It's a small, surface-mounted
device which is on board A. There's an 80
per cent chance that a replacement will cure
the problem, with no other faults evident.
The part no. is 8-759-334-20. You will need
to set up the width etc. afterwards. M.L.
Hitachi G8Q Chassis
We all know what happens when C933
(2,200µF, 25V) in this chassis dries up,
don't we? Line tearing, leading to no
picture with the sound OK. Then finally
nothing, as if the set is dead. The 12V line
is in trouble of course, because C933 is the
reservoir capacitor for the supply to the
12V regulator. While you are replacing
C933, do yourself a favour and change
C932 (470µF,16V) as well. It's the
reservoir capacitor for the 8V supply.
You'll be glad you did, as the following
story shows.
The set, a CPT2578, had for some years
lived in a flat within walking distance. I had
replaced C933 about twice. The owner then
moved to a converted farmhouse miles
away, and the set was installed two floors
up. That meant two sets of narrow stairs.
Guess what happened next?
The aerial rigger had retuned the set for
the different transmitter. Then strange
teletext faults appeared, the most obvious
being the need to switch the set off at the
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mains, then on again, to return to TV from
text. Two days later the set came on with a
blank screen, the sound being OK. Could I
call and investigate?
I made the call with a feeling of
foreboding. A check on the memory
program showed that it was wrong. After
setting the bits correctly the text faults
seemed to have been cured, but I still had a
blank screen. When I turned up the Al
control flyback lines appeared. My first
thought was sandcastle pulse problems, but
I wasn't convinced about this. The owner
lugged the set down the stairs, and back to
the workshop it came.
Initial checks showed that the sandcastle
pulses were indeed wrong, but I could
smell something getting hot. That
something was the L932/R931 combination
in the 8V supply, which feeds the 5V
regulator on the text panel. The regulator
was getting hot. Things cooled down when
I removed the text board and fitted a link to
reconnect the video. A scope check then
revealed that there was a large ripple on the
8V line. C932 was the culprit.
The sandcastle trouble was caused by
the TDA2579A timebase generator chip
IC701, which also produces the sandcastle
pulses. It takes its supply from the 12V rail.
Once a replacement had been fitted there
was a good picture.
There was a clean 8V supply when
C932, L932 and R931 had been replaced.
But it was loaded down when I refitted the
text panel, and there was a repeat of the
overheating. It was difficult to assess how
much silicon was faulty on the text board.
Both RAM chips were damaged at least.
Fortunately I had another text board, of
unknown condition. It proved to be a

working board.
The moral is to replace both C933 and
C932. My notes suggest that when C932
starts to dry up diagonal bands of
interference can be seen, particularly in the
text mode. But the owner saw nothing
amiss until it was too late. R.B.
Phoenix CTV21058
This set is fitted with the Fidelity ZX4000
series chassis, or a version of it. But the
component reference numbers are not the
same. For example C80 (100g, 25V),
which causes low start-up voltage at pin 9
of the TDA4600 chopper control chip when
it fails, is C94 in this version.
The fault this time came to light when
the owner's son used the mains switch, for
the first time in many months, to turn the
set off — it normally stayed in standby. The
set refused to come on straight away and
when it did finally start up, after many
frantic thumps on the mains switch, it
couldn't be turned off.
The mains switch, which was the
original one, had succumbed and was now
welded on permanently. The cause of the
very slow start up was the chopper
transistor's base drive coupling capacitor
C95 (100µF, 25V). Its value had fallen to
60µF. Incidentally this item is C78 in the
ZX4000 series chassis. Fortunately the
chopper had survived and, after resoldering
some suspect joints, the set was declared to
be healthy again. R.B.
Goodmans 2032
This Comet model is similar to the Nikkai
NT20. Top foldover is a common fault with
these sets. The item to check is C313 (2.211F,
200V) which goes open-circuit R.B.
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Alan Dent continues with his coverage of fault
possibilities with these chassis, this time dealing
with the tuner, the signal processing circuitry and
the audio circuitry

the NEI CE25/CE28 series chassis
ast month's article on these chassis
covered the chopper power supply
and timebase sections of the receiver,
also the tube drive circuitry on the CRT's
base panel. This time we will concentrate
on the small-signal stages and the audio
circuitry.

L

Tuner and band-switching
A UHF-only tuner was fitted in sets
intended for the UK market, with no bandswitching. Sets sold in some European
countries, including Ireland, have a
multiband tuner with band-switching
(TR108-110, TR112-114 and the
associated components). Here are the faults
I've encountered in this area.
Noisy picture: If the AGC action is OK,
the tuner is low gain and should be
replaced. If there is no AGC action, check
whether C226 (47µF) is leaky or R247
(11(52) is open-circuit. The tuner AGC
comes from pin 6 of the TDA4504B IC on
the jungle module.
Tuning drift: The PCA84C640B
microcontroller chip IC117 produces a
PWM tuning output at pin 1. This is
integrated by TR126 and the associated
components. TR126 (2N3904) could be
leaky or low-gain. 0272 (100pF) in its
base circuit could be noisy. The integrating
capacitors C199 and C271 (both 100nF)
could be leaky.
Vertical noise bars (approximately five)
across the screen: Replace the tuner.
Other symptoms are a very unstable
picture and noise bars with no aerial
connection.
One band not being selected: Check the
relevant band-switching components.
TR108/113 select UHF, TR110/112 select
Band I and TR109/114 Band III.
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Luminance and no picture
faults
Composite video leaves the jungle module
at pin 6 and passes to pin 16 of the
TDA8453A luminance delay and chroma
filtering chip IC109. There are two
luminance outputs from this IC. The output
at pin 6 goes to pin 25 of the TDA8391
colour decoder chip IC111 for matrixing
with the chroma signals. The delay output
at pin 4 passes to TR120/121 which
provide inverted and non-inverted sync
feeds. The non-inverted output goes to pin
27 of the SAA5231 text generator chip
IC110 for text sync. It leaves IC110 at pin
1 and returns to the jungle module at pin
13. The inverted output from TR120/121
goes via TR122 to pin 19 of scart socket
AV1. If the set is non-text, the inverted
feed from TR120/121 goes direct to pin 13
of the jungle module.
No luminance and no OSD: Check that
the 8V supply to the 5V regulator IC103
(7805) is present. If not, R139 (0.2252
fusible) could be open-circuit or D122
(BY297) leaky. Check the sandcastle
pulses at pin 15 of the jungle module, pin 8
of IC111 or pin 15 of IC113. If distorted or
of incorrect amplitude, check that the
pulses at the junction of R151/C157/R152/
C155 are of 20V peak-to-peak amplitude.
If not, C155 (1nF) could be leaky. If
necessary disconnect the sandcastle inputs
at IC111 and IC113 and check the pulse
amplitude at the junction of R173/R151/
C157: this should be 300V peak-to-peak.
R173 (270k0) high in value causes a
droop on the trailing edge of the top pulse,
R121 or R151 (both 270kS2) high in value
causes the bottom level to be distorted. If
the sandcastle pulse modifies when pin 8
of IC111 is lifted but is not clean and
square, check R121/R151.
No luminance, OSD OK: Pin 2 of the

jungle module should be low for TV, high
for AV. The switching source is pin 16 of
the audio switch module. Pin 36 of the
microcontroller chip IC117 should be low
for TV, high for AV. This output is
inverted by TR116 then fed to pin 2 of the
audio switch module where it's inverted
again by TR903 before appearing at pin
16.
Pin,15 of the audio switch module should
be at OV. If not, the video from pin 6 of
IC109 will be inhibited.
Check whether R286 (15052) is opencircuit. If so, pin 9 of IC111 will float to
0.9V.
If there is no 2FC output at pin 28 of
IC111 there will be no luma output at pins
4 and 6 of IC109. There should be a
400mV 2FC signal at pin 12 of IC109.
Causes of loss of the 2FC signal are
XL102 (4.43MHz) faulty or C203 (15pF)
open-circuit.
Very weak luminance, poor sync, OSD
OK: Check whether R010 (2.21d2) on the
jungle module is open-circuit, then check
whether C295 or C210 (both 10µF) is
leaky, TR120 (JC501P) is leaky collectorto-emitter, or R230 (56k0) is open-circuit
or high in value.
No raster until the first anode voltage is
increased: The TDA8391 colour decoder
and luminance/chrominance matrixing
chip IC111 could be faulty. The first anode
voltage will be difficult to set, because the
brightness oscillates. IC111 usually fails as
a result of flashover from the line output
transformer to chassis.
There could be a fault in the dark-current
feedback conditions between pins 6/11/14
of IC601 on the CRT base and pin 10 of
IC111 via pin 4 of CON600. For an
average still picture there should be 1V DC
at the cathode of zener diode D604. Check
whether pin 10 of IC111 or pin 4 of
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CON600 is open-circuit.
C256 (10) which decouples pin 11 of
IC111 could be leaky.
Pin 24 (beam limiting) of IC111 should
be at 4.5V nominal. If the voltage is lower,
check R160 (8.2kfl), D134 (1N4148),
R333 (11a1) and C299 (33µF).
On early chassis (Clarivox), check the
earth connections to the jungle module.
These can break rather easily if the module
is handled roughly.
Uncontrollable brightness: Check
whether pin 5 of IC111 is open-circuit and
filter components R317 (33k11), R206
(18142) and C269 (470nF).
No picture when the SVHS switch
SW100 is operated: D138 (1N4148) is
open-circuit.
No luminance from/to a scart socket pin:
Check relevant signal path.
Negative picture: See jungle module
section.
Interference on picture as volume is
increased: Lead PL107, PL108 trapped in
CRT P band.

Colour decoder
The colour decoder section is quite
complex, involving three ICs: IC111
(TDA8391) is the decoder, IC113
(TDA8451A) is a digital chroma delay line
and IC109 (TDA8453A) provides chroma
filtering and luminance delay. Some fault
conditions have been listed in the
luminance/no picture section. Auto greyscale correction is used to minimise colour
drift as the set ages. Here are some specific
colour decoding faults.
No colour: IC113 could be faulty. If its
12V supply at pin 3 is missing check
whether R337 (1051 fusible) is opencircuit. If there's a monochrome picture
with a ragged display check C202 (100nF)
for leakage.
One primary colour missing: No output
from the relevant pin of IC111 (13 red, 15
blue, 17 green). Check the relevant clamp
capacitors C257 red, C253 blue and C252
green (all 470nF) for leakage. Also see
CRT base panel section.
Chroma unstable at transitions: Check
whether R253 (3.3142) or C243 (1µF),
which are connected in series with pin 5
(PLL) of IC113, is open-circuit.
Magenta and cyan only: If the chroma
from IC111 to IC113 and back is OK
there's an internal fault in IC111.
Noisy chroma: Can occur when the focus
lead connection at the line output
transformer isn't seated correctly.
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Mute control
from IC117, pin 2

D140
1k 1N4148

Pin 2 of
R372
IC116
100k (TDA2616)

16V

Fig. 4: Muting and anti-plop circuits used with the TDA2616 audio output chip. TR135
is switched on by the microcontroller chip 1C117 to provide muting. TR136 is normally off, with 16V at its base and emitter. At switch off D139 is reverse biased and
TR136's base is driven negatively. It switches on, applying the charge held by C322
to the base of TR135 which switches on to mute the audio chip.

Audio circuitry
The sound IF circuitry is centred on IC002
(TDA2545A), which is part of the jungle
module. Its input comes from the quasiparallel SAW filter SF001. The output at
pin 12 of IC002 is passed to pin 8 of the
Nicam module. There is also a mono path
via CF100 to IC114 (U829B), then to pin
10 of the Nicam module. IC505 (4066) on
the Nicam module carries out mono/stereo
switching. The outputs at pins 11 and 12 of
the Nicam module go the audio switch
module, which routes audio signals to and
from the scart sockets, and to IC115
(TDA8425). This switching chip is
connected to the I2C bus: it also controls
the volume, tone and other variables.
In versions 1 and 2 of the chassis the
audio output chip IC116 (TDA2009A) is
fed via a mute module. In version 3 the
mute circuit is on the main panel and
works in conjunction with IC116, which is
type TDA2616 (see Fig. 4).
The TDA2009A chip's audio output pins
are 8 and 10: the outputs are fed to the
speakers via 2,000g coupling capacitors
(C236 and C288). With the TDA2616 chip
the output pins are 4 and 6 and the
coupling capacitors are 1,000g (same
circuit reference numbers).
The following is a guide to audio faultfinding, based on workshop experience.
No sound: Check the 26V supply from the
chopper circuit to IC116. If missing, R133,
D108 or the PCB track from the power
supply around the edge of the main board
could be open-circuit.
Use an oscilloscope to trace the audio
from pins 11 and 12 of the Nicam module
to pins 18 and 20 of IC115, then from pins
9 and 13 of IC115 to pins 1 and 9 of the
TDA2616 audio chip or, in earlier
versions, pins 1 and 5 of the TDA2009A
chip via the audio mute module (audio in
at pins 4 and 6, out at pins 1 and 2, with
the mute input at pin 5 — pin 3 provides the
chassis connection for the mute circuit). If
muting is active, check the ident pulse at

pin 29 of the microcontroller chip IC117.
This comes from pin 5 of the jungle
module (pin 14 of IC001). Pin 2 of IC117
goes high for muting. In version 3 muting
is applied to pin 2 of the TDA2616 IC via
TR135 (JC501P), which could be shortcircuit — see Fig. 4.
Intermittent muting could occur with
early chassis because pin 12 of the
microcontroller chip IC117 was left
floating: it should be connected to chassis.
If there's no audio from IC115, check
C237 (100µF) which could be leaky. It's
connected to pin 2.
No sound when AV is selected: IC115 is
probably faulty.
No mono sound, stereo OK: R517
(101d2) on the Nicam module open-circuit.
IC116 getting hot: Can be caused by RF
oscillation at the output pins. Check
whether any of the following are opencircuit: C286 or C287 (both 0.1µF), R257
or R258 (both la fusible). With the
TDA2616 chip, check C282 (100µF)
which is connected to pins 3 and 8.
Shorted speaker leads etc. will probably
destroy IC116.
Distorted mono sound: L107 could be off
tune or CF100 or C297 (1nF) faulty.
Mono audio missing: TR111 (JC501P)
could be faulty or R248 (2.2k0) opencircuit. TR111 is an emitter-follower
between the output from IC114 and pin 10
of the Nicam module. It also provides a
feed to the AV2 scart socket.
Low-level mono audio/distorted Nicam:
Check whether pins 2 and 3 of the audio
switch module are shorted.
Sound plop at power off: This applies to
the version 3 chassis only — there is no antiplop circuit with the TDA2009A chip. Fig.
4 shows the muting and anti-plop circuit
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used with the TDA2616 audio output chip.
If the anti-plop circuit doesn't work, TR136
(JC101P) could be faulty or R375 (100k12)
open-circuit. The 16V supply could be
missing from the top-side track. Check
D139 and other components as necessary.

Nicam module
The Nicam decoder used in UK sets is in
one module that's connected to the
microcontroller chip IC117 via the I2C
bus. There are few faults here.

No Nicam sound: If the LED or on-screen
display shows no Nicam signal, the carrier
or data PLL isn't locked. If the LED or onscreen display show nothing wrong, check
the audio outputs at pins 6 and 8 of the
TDA1543 DA converter IC502. If audio is
present here, check through IC503
(TL084) and TL505 (4066) and the
associated components. If there's no audio
output from IC502, check IC501
(SAA7280), IC504 (TDA8732) and the
associated components.

Nicam slowly oscillating (plopping):
Check the setting of C544 (data PLL).
Nicam drop-out: L503/4 may be the
wrong value — should be 1mH (applies to
■
versions 1 and 2 only).

Next month
The teletext section and th
microcontroller system

right when the set was in operation,
insufficient optocoupler current caused
poor regulation at switch on. Hence the
tripping. The cause of the trouble was
R951 (8.21d1), which provides the supply
to the anode of the optocoupler's diode
section. It had risen in value to 221d2.
M.D.

Akai CT2579N (Nokia Compact
DE chassis)
This set had a massively oversized picture.
The symptom was rather like an old
monochrome set when the DY87 EHT
rectifier's emission was low. As the
picture size didn't alter when the
brightness level changed I ruled out the
diode-split line output transformer. The
cause of the trouble was traced to a dryjoint at C513, which is one of the two
parallel-connected line scan-correction
capacitors. M.D.

Ferguson D14R (TX807 chassis)

TV FAULT FINDING
Reports from
Michael Dranfield
John Hepworth
Bob Flynn
Gerald Smith
Philip Salkeld
Geoff Butcher
Robin Beaumont
Glyn Dickinson
Graham Boor
Graham Richards and
Roger Burchett

We welcome fault reports from readers
— payment far each fault is made after
publication.
Reports can be sent by post to:
Television, Fault Reports,
Anne Boleyn House,
9-13 Ewell Road,
Cheam,
Surrey SM3 8BZ
or e-mailed to:
tessa2ftbtinternetcom
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Sharp 51AT-15H (5BSA chassis)
I've had a batch of these sets in for repair,
all with the same intermittent fault — they
would go off, accompanied by a
screeching noise and corruption of the
EEPROM' s AGC and AFT settings so
that, when the set came back on, it was off
tune. In each set the cause of the fault was
Q708 (BC338-40) in the switched 5V
supply. I used a BD131 (different pin
connections) as a replacement, because it's
a power transistor which is designed to get
hot — the BC338 isn't.
To reprogram the NVM, tune the set to
a station on auto. When the AFT comes
into operation it will take the set off tune.
So fine tune the set for the best picture and
store this setting. Then put the set in the
service mode and go to the AFT
adjustment. When the remote-control
unit's 'key' symbol is pressed, the NVM's
AFT data will be programmed
automatically. M.D.

Hitachi C2846TN
This set came in because it was tripping. In
between trips the HT supply would peak at
170V. If a 100W bulb was just touched on
the HT rail the set would come on with the
HT correct at 150V.
With the set now working, I was able to
carry out some checks in the voltage error
amplifier circuit. Although it worked all

If, at switch on, you get a burst of EHT
then the set reverts to standby, check the
0.6852 safety resistor RP68. In this
particular set it was open-circuit. It's near
the line output transformer. M.D.

Watson FA3629B
This set is fitted with the new Vestel
11AK2OSE chassis. The fault was no
sound, and on investigation I found that
R829 (4752) in the feed to the TDA2822M
audio output chip IC301 was open-circuit.
As there was a low-resistance reading
between the IC's supply pin and chassis I
decided that it was faulty and replaced
both these items.
The method of entering the service
mode with this model is the same as with
the previous one: go to install in the
customer menu then press the remotecontrol unit's 4.7.2.5 buttons. M.D.

Toshiba 2855DB
There was a blank raster and no sound —
no on-screen displays either. On
investigation I found that the 5V supply
was absent because an SOC1000 circuit
protector (equivalent to a 1A fuse) was
open-circuit. Once this had been replaced
the set worked perfectly with an input via
the scart socket, but not with an aerial
input.
These sets have a digitally-controlled
tuner which has constant 5V and 32V
supplies — there is no variable 0-33V
tuning supply. It was the third of these
tuners, type UF812BL, that I've had with
this fault symptom. The tuner, part no.
23321196, is made by Sony and is
repairable by MCES. J.H.
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Cathay CTV3000
The problem with this set was line drift as
it warmed up. After a lot of heating and
freezing around the TA7698A colour
decoder/timebase generator chip I
eventually found that C232, which is
connected to pin 33, was suspect. A
replacement cured the fault. J.H.
Philips GR2.4 chassis
There was sound but no raster. The tube's
heaters were alight, and EHT was present.
The first anode voltage was quite low, and
nothing much happened when it was
increased. When I looked at the screen
after a few minutes with the lights off
however I could see a faint display of line
collapse. There were no signs of any dryjoints or burn-ups on the board, so I
carefully popped the scan-coil connector
out of its plastic moulding and took a
peek. There were two whacking great dryjoints. Once I'd resoldered all the joints
here there was a good picture. J.H.
Bush 2051T
This is the first of these Turkish-made sets
I've seen. It led me right up the garden
path. The customer had snapped off the
aerial socket, and this was the only
problem he had mentioned. I repaired the
socket and switched on, to be greeted by a
high-pitched squealing noise from the
power supply.
I looked all over for short-circuits, but
couldn't find any. There was no 12V
supply, and while checking this out (I'd no
circuit diagram) I realised that the set was
in standby. The 12V supply comes from
pin 8 of the 9-pin chip IC101. Pin 4 is the
switching pin. When I pressed the PR+
button at the front of the set it started up
and ran quietly. Put it in standby and it
squealed like a stuck pig.
There are four small electrolytic
capacitors in the power supply, C114
(1000), C113 (220), C115 (220µF) and
C116 (1011F). They all tested OK when
checked with a capacitance meter, but
replacements cured the fault.
The customer said it wasn't doing that
before, of course. J.H.
Sharp DV5103H (Euro DS1
chassis)
If the set is slow to come on, with Q700
(BF487) in the start-up circuit
overheating, replace C707 (22µF, 50V)
and C713 (10, 50V). B.F.
Panasonic Alpha 4 Chassis
There was field cramping and a buzz on
the sound. The TDA3654 field output chip
was faulty. B.F.
JVC JX Chassis
The sound was OK but there was no
picture. When the setting of the Al/G2
control was advanced there was a blank
white raster, and teletext could be
displayed. The TDA4580 RGB video
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controller chip was faulty. B.F.
Aiwa VXT1450K
The fault with this TV/VCR combi unit
was field collapse. The cause was traced
to FR812 (3.9Q, 1W fusible) which was
open-circuit. No reason for its failure
could be found. A long soak test after
fitting a replacement proved that all was
now OK. B.F.
Sanyo ED1 Chassis
When this set was first switched on the
picture was blacked out except for about
two inches across the bottom of the
screen. The cause of the trouble was
traced to poor connections at Q453.
Although they looked OK, resoldering
them was the answer. Q453 is in the
standby switching circuit that controls the
supply to the line driver stage. B.F.
Sharp CS Chassis
The reported fault was distorted sound
from one channel — the sound would mute
normally without noise. When you get this
problem, replace the surface-mounted
zener diodes (27V or 24V dependent on
model) across the inputs to the sound
output transistors. It's advisable, in the
interest of reliability, to replace the
transistors as well. If the fault persists,
replace the two 1N4933 diodes across the
output transistors. G.S.
Sharp 59CS-D8H
Various symptoms were reported with this
set: the picture was slow to appear, text
would keep coming on, and there was a
bad buzz on sound. Much to my surprise
all three faults showed up almost
immediately. The cause of all these
problems was C714 (1,0000, 16V),
which is the reservoir capacitor for the 5V
supplies. It had blown up. G.S.
Toshiba 2939DB
The speaker symbols would appear
erratically on the screen and the set
suffered from Nicam dropout. The cure
for this problem is to change the values of
three components on the Nicam board.
Replace RD12 (1001M) with a 33k52,
0•5W resistor; replace RD11 (2.21M) with
a 1.8k-Q, 0.5W resistor; and replace CD18
(22nF) with a 47nF capacitor. If the
Nicam board has to be replaced, it's part
no. is 2336-9729. P.S.
JVC AV25GS1EK (MX chassis)
Stuck in standby faults can be tricky to
diagnose. I normally disconnect pins 5
and 6 of the EEPROM chip and see what
happens. If the set bursts into life, as this
one did, the EEPROM chip is probably
faulty. It's IC704 (part no.
CAT35C104HP) in this model. P.S.
Hitachi C2544TN (G100
chassis)
There was hum on sound and a pattern

effect on the screen. The cause was faulty
electrolytics in the power supply: C924
(470µF, 16V), C925 (10µF, 50V) and
C927 (4700, 25V). They are associated
with the 5V and 12V supplies. P.S.
Philips 25PT632A/05
(GR2.4AA chassis)
This set was dead with the fuse in the
mains plug blown. It's becoming a
common fault: the on/off switch starts to
arc or burn. The sets are easily
recognisable because of their mahogany
cabinets. P.S.
Bush 2568NTX
The symptoms were lack of width with
EW bowing. A nice easy one for a change.
R629 (2.752, 0.5W) was open-circuit. P.S.
Mitsubishi CT25M3TX
(Euro 14 chassis)
This set was going berserk. It was
reluctant to come out of standby, wouldn't
stop at stations and the graphics were
going crazy. C955 (2,200g, 25V) on the
secondary side of the power supply was
leaking and had damaged the EEPROM
IC702. A new capacitor and X24C04P
memory chip put matters right. P.S.
Philips 25PT4103
The power supply and EHT were
pulsating at a low rate. I found that R3425
(1252) in the line drive circuit had gone
high in value. G.Bu.
Philips 32PW9763/05
(MD2.25E chassis)
This set was stuck in standby with the red
LED flashing. The behaviour of the LEDs
provides vital information. If the red LED
flashes at 5Hz it's a protection fault
indication from the main microcontroller
chip, which lives on the control and
teletext subpanel. If the LED flashes at
1.25Hz the fault is more likely to be in the
control circuit itself.
I attempted to read out any error codes,
using the Philips dealer service tool, but
no information was available. Back to
basics! The standby 5V supply was
present, and the 5V and 8V supplies,
which feed the control board, appeared
briefly during the start-up phase. The
`main-is-alive' line, which runs between
the main and standby processors, provides
further valuable information. When I
checked the waveform on it at pin 36 of
the standby processor, using the waveform
in the service manual as a guide, I saw
that the bottom part of the pulse was
missing. This suggested a main processor
fault. I had a spare control board
available, so I swapped over the pluggable
NVROM and software ROM ICs and
soldered it in. The set then came to life,
proving that the fault was on the control
panel.
A replacement main processor (it's a
64-pin flatpack device) didn't help, so I
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removed the feature box for better access
to the control board. It should be written
large on every workshop wall that a
microcontroller chip requires three things:
power, clock pulses and a reset. In this
case the reset line, at pin 53, was stuck
high because the 3.3V zener diode D6227
was open-circuit. A new surface-mounted
zener diode restored correct operation.
Why did all this take so long? The
control board is hidden away behind the
screened feature box and is very difficult
to check while in place. If the set is dead
(or nearly so), removing the feature box
will not make matters any worse, as the
error will not be detected. With
hindsight, making the control PCB a
plug-in type would have made our lives
easier. R.Be.

Panasonic TX21S1T
This set worked normally at start up but,
over several minutes, the brightness then
increased until excessive beam current
made it trip. After checking various
possibilities I replaced the line output
transformer, which turned out to have a
fault in its Al supply section.
Shortly afterwards a TX21S3T came
in with identical symptoms. The cure
was the same, though the two models use
different LOPTs. R.Be.

Sony KVX2532U
(AE1B chassis)
The customer complained that the
picture broke up when the aerial lead
was disturbed. As an afterthought he
mentioned that teletext didn't work. It
appeared that the luminance signal was
being lost when the aerial socket was
moved. When text was selected, the
display attempted a few words then gave
up, not even managing to advance the
clock.
I decided to look for the cause of the
text problem first, as this was not
intermittent. The text board plugs into
the motherboard, and is surrounded by
clip-on screening cans. As the metalwork
was very short of solder where it met the
earth print, I resoldered all the lugs then
refitted the board. This appeared to cure
the problem. I went on to look for the
cause of the luminance fault, resoldering
connections on board A (signals) and its
connectors — these have caused problems
in the past. When I refitted board A
however the text fault was back and was
worse than ever!
I examined the text board with a
microscope and found that there were
dry joints at most of the ICs. The
SAA5231 chip, whose task is to extract
the text information from the video
waveform, was the worst affected.
Resoldering all the ICs on the text board
cured both faults.
A similar problem with screening cans
occurs with the Sony AE1C chassis, at
board B1 which carries the colour decoder
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and digital comb filter chips. Resoldering
here can cure a variety of colour faults.
R.Be.

JVC AV2551EK (MX II chassis)
The picture was unstable with line jitter.
For some reason it was worse with
BBC1. An oscilloscope check showed
that the video output from the IF module
had ragged sync pulses. Further
investigation led me to the 11.F
electrolytic reservoir capacitor for the
AGC feed. A replacement cured the
fault. R.Be.

Sanyo CBP2180A (A5 chassis)
Before you condemn the output IC
because of a field fault, check L451
(33mH). It can go open-circuit, often
intermittently, causing all sorts of odd
displays. G.D.

Hitachi C2546TN
This set came in because it was tripping. I
replaced R950 (68k1 ), R951 (12kn) and
R952 (821d2), which are all in the power
supply voltage error detection circuitry
and are rated at 0.5W, then attended to the
usual dry-joints. This cured the tripping
but there was no colour, though the screen
took on a red cast as the setting of the
colour control was advanced. I first
suspected the 4.43MHz crystal, but the
cause turned out to be the TDA4665
digital delay line chip IC501. G.D.

Sanyo 25MT2
This set would come on for a few seconds
then trip off, with the standby light flashing.
By repeatedly switching out of standby a
good picture and sound could be obtained
during those few seconds. The
microcontroller chip's protection circuit (pin
45) monitors the 9V and 24V outputs from
the power supply, the 200V supply derived
from the line output transformer, and the
beam current. I noticed that C662 (4700,
16V) was leaking, but a replacement made
no difference. It's the reservoir capacitor for
the 9V supply. Then, by isolating the
protection sensing lines in turn, I discovered
that the problem was with the 200V supply
monitoring. R495 (180k0) in the potentialdivider network was open-circuit. G.D.

Fidelity CTV3128NF
As an agent for a national repair
company we see quite a few of these
sets, all of which have been bought at a
local out-of-town superstore. If the mains
fuse is open-pircuit for no apparent
reason, check that the degaussing
posistor has been upgraded from the
black type to a Philips 96209 type.
Several of these sets have come in
recently because they were dead.
Replacing R609, C620, Q580 and Q602
usually provides a cure. We have been
advised to change R609 to 21(52, 5W for
greater reliability. G.Bo.

Panasonic TX24W1
(Alpha 2W chassis)
This set appeared in the workshop with a
job sheet that said "bright red picture".
According to another dealer the tube was
faulty. Once the red output stage peaking
coil on the CRT base board had been
replaced there was a normal picture.
Change all three at the same time — L351,
L352 and L353. G.Bo.

Amstrad CTV3121N
The job sheet said that only the standby
light could be seen. On investigation I
found that R22, an 0.225 safety resistor,
was open-circuit. A replacement restored
normal operation.
The customer had also said that for a
time the set had not always done what it
was asked to do, or carried out an incorrect
operation. As a precaution I replaced 1301
and 1302 (the microcontroller and
EEPROM chips). The set was given a long
soak test before it was returned. G.Bo.

Bush 2850NTX/A (TV8
chassis)
The only sign of life was a momentary
flicker from the LED at switch on. When I
checked the outputs from the chopper
power supply I found that there was only
30V at the cathode of D202 (BYT56K),
which is the HT rectifier. This suggested
that its reservoir capacitor C203 (4711F,
250V) was faulty. The capacitor seemed to
be more or less OK when checked with a
capacitance tester, but a replacement
restored normal operation, with the HT at
145V. G.R.

Grundig CUC3400 chassis
This chassis uses a combined chopper/line
output stage. Repeated blowing of the
transistor (T661) was cured by replacing
IC655 (TDA3640), D666 (fit type
RGP30M), R637 (11d2 preset), C661
(47g, 63V), D662 (ZPD3.9V), R661
(10 carbon) and C667. The latter is either
0.15µF or 2.2µF depending on the
transistor/transformer combination. The
transistor can be type BUT56A or type
BUT12A. G.R.

Mitsubishi CT2146TX
(Euro 6 chassis)
There was no line drive, though no reason
for its absence could immediately be
established. My eye was drawn to some
carbonised glue around the field output
chip IC401 however. When this was
scraped away the cause of the fault could be
seen: the earth track from the line generator
circuitry had been almost completely eaten
away. R.Bu.

Bush 3114A
If the standby light is on but the set is
otherwise dead, check whether R502
(3301d2) is open-circuit. When R502 fails
the STR50103 chip doesn't start up.
R.Bu.
■
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A serviceman's guide to the
he Panasonic Euro-5 chassis was
introduced in 1997 to complement the
Euro-4 chassis. It was designed
specifically for use in large-screen, highperformance models and includes the
following features: an owner-ID system;
on-screen user `help'; 100Hz technology
with frame-based processing and an
automatic movie mode; dynamic autofocusing, which maintains a pin-sharp
picture right to the edges of the screen;
intelligent scart linking technology (Qlink); 100 pages of teletext memory;
picture-in-picture (for simultaneous display
of the AV and tuner inputs); geomagnetic
correction; scan-velocity modulation;
widescreen switching at pin 8 of the AV1
and AV2 connectors.
Some of these features have already been
described in previous articles: see the July
2001 issue for an account of the Euro-4
chassis and the August 2001 issue for
information on the Tau version of the
chassis.

T
Brian Storm describes the
technical features of the
Panasonic Euro-5 chassis,
which includes complex
video signal processing to
produce optimum-quality
100Hz displays
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Fig. 1: The mains input and standby power supply circuitry used in
the Panasonic Euro-5 chassis.
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The owner-ID feature is exactly the same
as in the Euro-4 chassis. It enables owners
to write their name, house number and post
code into the non-volatile user memory
chip. Once this has been done the
information can be obtained by holding
down button F, which is inside the control
flap at the front of the set, for more than
five seconds. The owner-ID data is pin
protected for access via the tuning menus.
Help! on-screen demonstrations of the
menu structures and features can be
obtained by pressing the ? button under the
flap at the bottom of the TV remote-control
unit.
Q-link is available via the AV2 scart
socket. It provides general features such as
downloading of preset data and direct TV
record, also Panasonic-specific features
such as auto VCR power on/off when the
TV set is switched on or off.
The standby power supply
The standby power supply used in the
Euro-5 chassis (see Fig. 1) was designed
on 'green' principles: in the standby mode
the set's power consumption is kept below
1.9W. Mains transformer T801 supplies,
via the 5V regulator Q852, just enough
power to maintain the system-control
circuitry in the standby condition.
When the main microcontroller chip
IC1101 decides to switch on the main
power supply, using relay RL801, the
unregulated supply to Q852 could fall very
quickly. As Q852' s 5V output decreased, a
point would be reached where IC1101
would be reset. To prevent this happening
and still maintain a low power
consumption in standby, diode D853 and
resistor R869 provide a helper feed to
maintain the standby 5V supply after
power-on. They are fed from the regulated
12V supply.
If the standby light is faint and the set is
stuck in standby, check diodes D854, D847
and D846 which can develop high
resistance or become leaky. If the standby
light is bright and the set won't come out
of standby, check Q846 and D845 which
can be damaged by arcing contacts in the
standby relay RL801. In this case RL801,
Q846 and D845 should all be replaced.
The main power supply
The main power supply is considerably
more complex than in the Euro-4 chassis,
using an AN8029 control chip (IC801) to
drive a MOSFET chopper device (Q801).
Again, energy saving and efficiency were
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Panasonic Euro-5 chassis
the design principles: FET technology is
considerably more efficient than bipolar
transistor technology. Fig. 2 shows the
circuitry on the primary side of the main
power supply.
There is an additional energy-saving
feature in the form of thyristor D806,
which is connected in parallel with the
surge-limiting resistor R809. At switch on
R809 provides limiting of the initial surge
current, in the usual way. Once the chopper
circuit has started up D806 is switched on,
shorting out R809. This reduces the power
consumption after the start-up period.
IC801 receives a start-up feed at pin 7 via
resistors R820 and R821. As the chopper
circuit starts to oscillate and power

spikes appear at pin 8.
Basic on/off timing of the chopper circuit
is set by C812, R811 and C816 which are
connected to pins 2 and 3 of IC801. The
output pulses at pin 6 drive the MOSFET
chopper device Q801. Q803 and Q804
provide a latch which operates in the event
of spikes and transients appearing on the
drive, thus protecting Q801. Once again
release of the latch can be achieved only by
removing then reapplying the supply.
Excess current is monitored at pin 4-of
IC801. The voltage here is developed
across resistors R823-5 and R830, which
are connected in series with Q801. Zener
diode D818 prevents misoperation of the
excess-current trip and also prevents

becomes available from the feedback
winding on the chopper (flyback converter)
transformer T802, D814 and C823 take
over to supply pin 7 of IC801.
If the voltage at pin 7 rises excessively or
transients appear on the line the 12V zener
diode D803 will conduct, feeding pin 8.
This is the overvoltage protection pin.
When activated in this way IC801 will
latch off. The only way to release the latch
is to remove the supply and then reapply it.
The latch is also thermally activated when
the body temperature of IC801 exceeds
150°C. Zener diode D820 and the
associated filter circuit prevent misoperation of the latch, or in extreme cases
damage to IC801, should high-frequency
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Fig. 2: The circuitry on the primary side of the main chopper power supply in the Panasonic Euro-5 chassis.
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damage to IC801 should the voltage across
the resistors rise excessively.
Pin 1 of IC801 monitors the drive state at
T802, helping to increase the speed of the

on/off switching.
Feedback for regulation is at pin 9, which
monitors the HT and 15V supplies on the
secondary side of the circuit via the
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Fig. 3: The circuitry on the secondary
side of the main chopper power supply
in the Panasonic Euro-5 chassis.
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Protection circuitry
All protection circuitry in the Euro-5
chassis is connected via buffer transistor
Q1109 to pin 75 of the main
microcontroller chip IC1101. This pin is
usually high (5V). When a protection
circuit is activated, Q1109 switches on and
pin 75 of IC1101 goes low. Five seconds
later the mains relay RL801 is deactivated,
the set thus switching to standby. When
this happens the standby LED will flash at
regular intervals.
Resistor R886 (see Fig. 3) is connected in
series with the 147V supply to the line
output stage. It provides monitoring to
prevent excessive beam current. With a
value of 0.5652, the voltage across R886 is
normally about 0.5V. When there's
excessive HT current the voltage across
R886 will increase and Q849 will switch
on. The voltage thus developed across
R889, smoothed by C868, is fed via D860
to the base of Q1109, which initiates
reversion to standby.
Other protection feeds to Q1109 are from
Q1110 which monitors the 15V supply for
shorts, Q401 which monitors the —15V
supply for shorts and Q1108 which
monitors the 5V supply for shorts. Q400
monitors the field output stage to check
that the scan waveform is present, while
Q3908 monitors the dynamic auto-focus
(DAF) output stages for abnormal
operating conditions such as no field or
line DAF drive.
Thus pin 75 of IC1101 could be driven
low as a result of a fault in several different
areas. It is not however a good idea to

100Hz

CVBS
or Y _
From
IC3001

optocoupler D815.
Fig. 3 shows the secondary side of the
main power supply. T802 and D815
provide mains isolation between the
primary and secondary sides. IC845
(SE140N) is a constant-voltage reference
which is connected to the two supplies
subject to the greatest load variation: the
147V HT supply to the line output stage
and the busy 15V supply. Any voltage
variations at these outputs produce current
variations through IC845. Such variations
are passed via D815 to IC801. Q854 and
Q853 increase the sensitivity of the
monitoring circuitry and thus improve the
regulation.
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Fig. 4: Basic block diagram showing the main
chips on the F (features) panel.
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disconnect pin 75 or Q1109 when fault
finding. To force the set to come on
without first isolating the cause of
protection being activated is to ask for
trouble. There might well be a puff of
smoke that indicates the premature demise
of many innocent semiconductor devices —
especially if the 147V rail and the DAF
circuit are not checked first. It is a simple
matter to check the isolating diodes
between Q1109 and the monitoring
transistors mentioned above to see which
diode is conducting. Once the faulty
section has been located, appropriate
checks can be carried out in this area.

The main microcontroller and
system control
The main microcontroller chip IC1101 is
similar to that in the Euro-4 chassis, with
the teletext processor and on-screen
display generator built in. This family of
microcontrollers (SDA5450 series) also
has the AV-link (Q-link) processing on
board. Be careful when ordering
replacements, as an inaccurate part number
can leave you with a dual-in-line package
version instead of the four-sided J-leg
versions used in the Euro-4 and Euro-5
chassis.
In the Euro-5 chassis the main
microcontroller chip operates with three
memory chips, IC1102 (EEPROM),
IC1103 (SRAM) and IC1104 (EPROM).
IC1104 contains the address and data
information for every digital processor
chip used in the Euro-5 chassis range, the
menu structure and menu-specific control
data. IC1103 provides additional page
memory for the teletext features. IC1102 is
used for user-data storage and modelspecific control data.
Table 1 lists the various pin functions for
IC1101.

The video processor

connected to the PC bus for device control
and data loading. Pin 13 is the line flyback
pulse input to synchronise the line drive.
Pins 15 and 16 are connected to the field
ramp generator components C616 and
R622. Pin 17 is the 5V supply and pin 19
the chassis connection. Pins 20 and 21 are
connected to a 12MHz crystal (X601)
which provides the reference clock for
IC601.
Pin 23 is the 100Hz field timing pulse
input for the line to field scan divider, and
pin 24 the 2H line scan timing pulse for the
internal PLL.
Pin 25 is used to switch beam-current
monitoring sensitivity between 4:3 and
16:9 operation, via Q553.
Pins 26-28 are R — Y, B — Y and Y inputs
from board F (100Hz up-conversion). In
normal operation IC601 passes 100Hz
video signals from this source to the CRT
base PCB as RGB outputs at pins 40-42. If
the fast-blanking input pin 33 is activated
however, RGB OSD or teletext outputs
from IC1101 are fed in at pins 35-37 for
display via pins 40-42.
Pin 39 is the 8V supply.
Pins 40-42 are the RGB drives to the
CRT base PCB, with pin 43 used for beam
current limiting. Pin 44 monitors the black
current of each CRT drive for automatic
grey scale and CRT ageing compensation.

100Hz processing
The heart of the 100Hz processing in the
chassis is the features board F, where all
the really difficult work takes place.
Normal TV video information is
broadcast at a rate of 25 complete pictures
per second. To avoid flicker, each picture
(frame) is transmitted as two separate
interlaced fields per second, increasing the
screen refresh rate to 50Hz. This
improvement becomes less effective with
large-screen sets. Wide area flicker is
noticeable, and prolonged viewing can be
quite tiring. For large-screen sets it is better
to increase the field rate artificially to
100Hz.

The surface-mounted TDA9330H video
processor chip IC601 takes video feeds
from the 100Hz processor, the picture-inpicture section and the
OSDs/teletext outputs from
IC1101. IC601 also acts as
the timebase generator,
producing field drive
outputs at pins 1 and 2, an
EW drive output at pin 3
and the line drive output at
pin 8. The latter can be set
to double the line frequency
for 100Hz operation by
leaving pin 12 open, as in
this chassis. For normal
line-frequency operation pin
12 would be connected to
chassis. Pin 5 is connected
to pin 54 of IC1101 to
switch off the line drive.
Pin 4 is an input for EHT
Fig. 5: Principle of edge enhancement as carried out
breathing compensation.
in the DFU chip.
Pins 10 and 11 are
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This is not as easy as it might sound.
Simply doubling the normal scanning by
repeating fields A and B will provide A, B
followed by A, B, at 100Hz. But because
the transmitted video will have movement
between fields A and B, if this is repeated
by storing the two fields in a memory then
reading them out again at a faster rate the
movement will also be repeated.
Consider a car moving across the screen.
It will move during two fields and then
start its movement again. The motion will
continue for four fields and go back two.
This will continue until the car has crossed
the screen. Clearly such a series of fields
cannot be used for moving pictures, only
for stills. The system we have to adopt to
reduce these motion artefacts is fields A, A
then B, B. With this system the car will
cross the screen in a more linear fashion.
Motion problems will still be present
however, because we are effectively
stopping the motion with each field
repetition.
So we need to shift each second raster
vertically to interlace raster A with raster A
and raster B with raster B. This introduces
a slight vertical jitter, which has to be
removed by reprocessing each second
raster, using a line-by-line averaging
system. This gives us a scanning system
that consists of fields A, A*, B, B*, where
the asterisks indicate reprocessed as
opposed to transmitted fields.
The minimum memory requirement for
such processing is one field store, but this
can provide only minimal information for
line reprocessing. The Euro-5 chassis
employs a frame memory to store fields A
and B. This provides a higher vertical
resolution for moving pictures and enables
still pictures to be shown at full resolution.

Movie mode
The Euro-5 chassis also has an automatic
`movie' mode in which the field scanning
reverts to A, B, A, B when there is no
motion between fields. Films are produced
at a frame rate of 24 pictures per second.

A
Out
B

C
,0.48µS

A+C=D

B-D=E

B+E
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They are then used for TV transmission or
recorded on tape or disc with each picture
effectively a still frame and with a buffer
frame added to make 25 a second. As this
effectively ensures that there is no
movement between fields A and B, the TV
set can use the field A, B, A, B format

without motion problems. So there is no
need for the extra processing, which in fact
degrades the picture slightly.
With the Euro-5 chassis the jitter
reduction can be switched off via the user
menus to improve the resolution when film
material is being shown.

Extended noise reduction
Extended noise reduction means a threedimensional noise reduction system that's
used to maintain good resolution and
picture sharpness. This process uses the
frame memory to reinforce video signals
on a line-by-line basis, using temporal and

Table 1: Main microcontroller chip pin functions.
Pin(s)

Function

1
2
3-4
5
6-36
37-9

Chassis connection.
Standby 5V supply.
6MHz clock crystal.
Main reset input.
Connections to the EPROM and SRAM chips.
RGB on-screen display and teletext outputs. These leave IC1101 in 100Hz form to match the 100Hz video
from the features PCB.
Fast-blanking output.
Chassis connection.
Standby 5V supply.
Serial clock and data connections SCL3 and SDA3. These go to pins 10 and 12 of the AV1 scart connector.
They are used for writing and reading data to and from a Panasonic memory pack. As these are not standard scart socket connections, transistors Q1112 and Q1113 enable the connections only for the service
modes.
Line and field sync feeds to lock the on-screen displays when a suitably strong signal is available. Otherwise
the OSDs lock to an internally-generated timebase. If the OSDs were always locked to the internal timebase
there would be beating between the picture information and OSDs, showing up as annoying jitter.
These are the SCL1, SDA1, SCL2 and SDA2 lines, providing data-loading and device-control connections to
every digital IC in the chassis via standard I2C bus technology.
The mains relay control pin. High is off and low is on.
Master reset output from IC1101. Once IC1101 has sent a data load to all the digital processor ICs it has to
reset them and start them all off together again.
Line drive on/off switching to pin 5 of IC601.
Power off detection. Should power to certain parts of the set fail momentarily, IC1101 may be unaware of
this and try to control a digital processor that has lost its set-up data. IC1105 sends a signal to this pin to
tell IC1101 that it needs to send out a data load and then a master reset to regain control of the system.
Slow-switching from pin 8 of AV1 and AV2. These pins enable automatic AV switching. In this chassis they
also provide widescreen switching dependent on the voltage. If there is 12V at pin 8, AV mode with an
aspect ratio of 4:3 is selected. If there is 6V at pin 8, AV mode with 16:9 aspect ratio is selected. It is impor
tant to note that this does not happen with scart connector AV4. Pin 71 does not have the widescreen AV
switching facility.
Although most circuits show this as a key-scan pin this is not so. Pin 60 is a voltage-sensing input that's connected to a local keypad. Keypad connections short out various parts of a resistive ladder. Depending on
the button pressed, there will be different voltages at the top of the ladder. IC1101 checks the voltage at pin
60 to determine which key has been pressed.
AFC monitoring input for search tuning. When the AFC voltage at this pin reaches the centre position
between highest and lowest swings the tuning data is held and made available for storage.
Filter component connections for teletext data phase shifting and the PLL.
Standby 5V supply via separate filtering.
Current reference for the teletext PLL.
Composite video input for teletext processing.
AV link data in and out connections, connected to pin 10 of the AV2 scart connector via switching transistors
Q1103, Q1104, Q1106 and Q1107.
Remote-control data input.
Protection input, to initiate reversion to standby under a fault condition. See main text.
Selects whether the OSD or teletext data is in the 100Hz or 50Hz mode.
Geomagnetic rotation drive control.
Activates transistors Q1112 and Q1113 to pass data to pins 10 and 12 of the AV1 connector in the service
mode.
Headphone volume control, connected to pin 9 of IC2351.
Standby LED on/off control.
These pins can be used for switching Secam circuitry in and out.

40
42
43
44-5

46-7

48-51
52
53
54
55

58-9

60

61
63-5
66
67
68
72-3
74
75
76
77
78
79
81
82-4

Note that some pins are not used.
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spatial processing. When there is motion in
a picture however these processes will tend
to destroy it.
The Euro-5 chassis uses motion detection
to reduce this processing inversely,
depending on the amount of motion
detected. This reduces the so-called "dirtywindow effect" you can get with 100Hz
processing.
The results of all this are improved
resolution and more natural pictures.
Line interpolation

The extensive processing on board F
includes resealing of the picture for various
widescreen formats. When the active
picture content is magnified to fill the
screen with a letterbox transmission, line
interpolation techniques are used to
improve the vertical resolution. This
involves generating new line information
by line averaging and inserting this
information into the picture. (Panasonic
didn't subscribe to PAL+, as the
technology was considered to be redundant
before it was implemented.)
F board circuitry

Fig. 4 shows in block diagram form the
basic chip arrangement on board F. The
first and most important requirement for
large-screen TV is a high-quality, wide
bandwidth luminance signal. If the quality
of the luminance signal is even slightly
suspect, every defect will be magnified and
cause problems in the subsequent video
processing stages.
So the first chip on board F is IC1502,
which is a high-quality digital video
processor and colour decoder with a builtin adaptive 2H comb filter. This guarantees
a 5.5MHz luminance signal free from
cross-colour artefacts and patterning. With
normal y/C separation the luminance
signal bandwidth is restricted to 3-8MHz.
The composite or separate luminance
signal is fed in at pin 62 of IC1502, with
the chrominance input at pin 63. Other
inputs are available but are not used in the
Euro-5 chassis. The signals are then
analogue-to-digital converted and fed to
the 2H adaptive comb filter for highquality separation. If the input is luminance
only from an S-video input the comb filter
can be switched off via software.
The chrominance signals are extracted in
the decoder stage. The digital luminance
output is available at pins 20-25, 28 and
29. Digital UV outputs are available at pins
38-43, 46 and 47. Other important pins are
5 and 6 for the 20.25MHz crystal timebase,
4 and 66 for the 5V processor supply and
54 for the master reset from IC1101. Pins
55 and 56 are the serial data and clock
connections for data loading and software
control.
Most importantly IC1502 provides, at pin
18, the 13.5MHz line-locked clock for the
50Hz processing stages and, at pin 19, the
27MHz line-locked clock for the 100Hz
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processing stages. Vertical and horizontal
timing signals for the next stage are
produced at pins 12 and 16.
The 'component interface processor'
IC1503 interfaces the digital luminance
and multiplexed UV data with the analogue
RGB inputs from start socket AV1,
feeding them directly to the 100Hz upconversion processor IC1505. Most of the
supplies for IC1503 come from the 3.3V
regulator IC3806 on board E and IC1506
which provides 3-5V. The eight-bit
luminance input to IC1503 is at pins 31-38,
with the multiplexed UV data input at pins
21-28. Analogue RGB enters at pins 69, 60
and 52 and is then A-D converted. A fastblanking input at pin 77 selects the RGB
inputs — the digital video inputs generally
have priority over the RGB inputs.
IC1503' s digital luminance outputs are at
pins 101-106, 98 and 99, the multiplexed
UV data outputs being at pins 111-116,
108 and 109. Pins 82 and 83 are used for
serial clock and data control.
IC1505 is the heart of the up-conversion
processing, in conjunction with the
memory IC1507. It also carries out lineflicker reduction, automatic letterbox
detection, motion-adaptive noise reduction,
movie-mode detection, line interpolation,
vertical zooming and freeze frame.
Horizontal zooming is carried out in the
second component interface processor,
IC1510. The 100Hz luminance leaves
IC1505 at pins 47-49 and 51-55, with
100Hz UV leaving at pins 56-58 and 6165.
The digital features unit (DFU) chip
IC1504 is used to improve picture edge
detail for both luminance and chrominance.
Fig. 5 shows the basic principle of edge
enhancement as carried out in IC1504,
which also provides black-level
enhancement or adaptive intensification —
sometimes known as artificial intelligence
or AI.
Chrominance transient improvement and
chrominance resolution improvement are
carried out alongside luminance transient
improvement. These processes improve the
picture before the second interface
processor IC1510 converts the 100Hz
digital signals back to analogue 100Hz Y,
B — Y and R — Y outputs. IC1510 also
provides horizontal rescaling for
widescreen displays. The 100Hz analogue
signals are fed to IC601 on board E.
In conclusion

The circuitry after these stages is mostly
conventional. The Euro-5 chassis employs
dynamic auto-focusing. It's very similar to
that in Euro-4 chassis Tau sets, but at twice
the line frequency.
Watch out for dull pictures with flaring
highlights, as some people I know have
replaced very heavy CRTs when
confronted with this fault then found that
the guilty party is a considerably smaller,
lighter and cheaper component, namely

C386 (3.9nF, 2kV) or C397 (2.2nF, 2kV).
These capacitors, which are mounted on
the CRT base panel, decouple the first
anode supply. They usually develop a
slight leak, thus reducing the first anode
voltage. III
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Will TV and PC converge?
Panasonic's Euro-5 chassis
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Make sure of your
copy of Television
It can be difficult finding a copy of
Television at local newsagents.
The number of magazines being
published keeps increasing, which
means that newsagents have less
shelf space for the display of
individual titles. Specialist
magazines in particular get
crowded out.
There's a solution to the problem.
Most newsagents provide "shopsave" and/or home-delivery
services. There's no charge for a
shop save. You simply ask your
newsagent to order a copy for you:
it will be kept on one side each
month ready for you to collect.
Home-delivered copies are ordered
in the same way, but generally
incur a delivery charge.
A newsagent can order any
magazine for you, whether or not
the shop normally stocks it.
If you buy your copies of
Television from a newsagent and
want to make sure you get every
issue, just ask at the counter.
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In this concluding instalment
Alan Dent deals with the
teletext, scarf and control
sections of the chassis

Servicing

the NEI CE25/CE28
series chassis
n this final instalment I'll provide a quick run-down on
various faults you could encounter in the teletext, scart and
the control sections of these chassis. Incidentally the
TDA8380 chopper control chip in the power supply, see Part 1
(October), is a Philips device. So, although it was not widely
used, it shouldn't be too difficult to obtain replacements.

I

Teletext
The teletext system uses four ICs, one of which is a co-processor
that's mounted on a sub-panel — it determines the text features
(FastText, Tops Text etc.). The teletext system will not operate
without the sub-panel.
No text: If there are no headers or page numbers, check whether
XL701 on the FastText panel is open-circuit. If the header and
Fast/Tops boxes are OK, check whether C186 (22nF) is opencircuit. If the page number only is present, check XL101
(13.875MHz), C189 (15pF), and whether L105 (1501), C190
(27pF) or R200 (5.61d1) is open-circuit.
Corrupt text, headers and page numbers OK: Check whether
C184 (1nF) is open-circuit or leaky or whether any of the
following are open-circuit: C185 (470pF), C187 (270pF), C188
(100pF) and R201 (68kS2).

Scarf sockets
Most models have two scart sockets with different features. AV1
has composite video in and out, stereo audio in and out, SVHS
input and switching at pin 8. AV2 has composite video in and
out, mono audio out, stereo audio in, RGB and fast blanking
inputs, and switching at pin 8.
Switching problems (pin 8) can be caused by the voltage-clamp
circuits on the teletext sub-panel; horizontal shift problems can
be caused by the shift circuit on the teletext sub-panel.
If there's no video input at AV2, check TR904 (JC501P) on the
audio switch module.
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The microcontroller chip
A dedicated microcontroller chip (IC117) from the
PCA84C640 range is used, with its functions determined by a
mask program designed solely for NEI. There were several
software versions. The chip controls all digital functions (text,
tuning and key panel) and analogue functions (volume,
brightness, saturation, contrast) via an I2C bus system. At
power on a reset cycle starts.
Here are some possible fault conditions in this area.
Will not come out of standby: In this condition the red LED
stays at half brightness. The standby switching output at pin 41
of IC117 is applied to the base of TR133 (see Fig. 2, page 728,
October issue). If pin 41 stays low, suspect XL103 (9.83MHz)
which is connected between pins 31 and 32 of ICI17. Because
of scope probe capacitance loading, this cannot be checked
directly. So look for pulses at strobe pins 13-19. If these are
missing, replace XL103. If strobe pulses are present,
disconnect all the ICs connected to the I2C bus except the
memory chip IC112 — leave the pull-up resistors R296/7
connected. Check that the amplitude of the pulses on the SDA
and SCL lines (pins 40 and 39) is correct at 5V peak-to-peak. If
the microcontroller chip then produces the switch-on condition
(high) at pin 41, check each of the items connected to the I2C
bus, not forgetting the audio control chip IC115 (TDA8425).
Reset components C263 (680nF) and R295 (1001d1) or their
supply (5V standby, see Fig. 2) may be faulty.
Check the connections of PL950 in version one and two sets:
if the pads are broken the set won't operate.
Set comes out of standby but there are no functions, no
raster and the set won't return to standby: This is typical of
the I2C bus crashing. Disconnecting all the items connected to
the bus will lead to identification of the cause of the fault. Note
however that the same symptom will be present if the earth
connection via link 172 (under C130) is open-circuit.
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Will not tune (OSD OK): Check the tuning voltage line (tuner
pin TV), which should swing between 0-28V depending on the
OSD display position. If there is no change of voltage, check at
pin 1 of IC117 for a 5V peak-to-peak squarewave with a varying
mark/space ratio. If this is missing, replace IC117. If the output
at pin 1 of IC117 is OK, suspect the integrating circuit transistor
TR126 (2N3904) and its associated components. If there is no
voltage at all, check the 33V supply (see Fig. 2).
If the tuner is a multi-band type, check that just one of the
band-switch pins is active. If more than one pin is high, the tuner
will not work correctly. Check TR108-110, TR112-4 and the
associated components.
Tunes but will not store channels (OSD OK): Check R320
(561d2), C266 (3.3nF) and IC112 (PCF8582A).
Tuning will not stop at channels (OSD OK): To stop the
tuning sweep, press fine tune on the remote-control unit. This
will enable the video signal to be tuned, then the cause of the
trouble traced more easily. Check pin 29 (ident) of IC 117: it
should go high when a signal is present. If it doesn't, check the
ident output at pin 14 of IC001 on the jungle module - the pullup resistor R011 (151(Q) may be open-circuit. Check for video at
pin 27 of IC110. If missing, R217 (7552) is probably opencircuit.
Check the adjustment of RV001 (line frequency) on the jungle
module.
Will not store analogue levels in PP mode: Check the memory
chip IC112 - there are different segments for tuning and
analogue.
No on-screen display: Check that the sync inputs, line and field,
are present at pins 26 and 27 respectively of IC117. Both must
be present. If there is no field sync at pin 27, check whether
D133 (1N4148) is short-circuit. Check the outputs at pins 22
(red), 23 (green), 24 (blue) and 25 (blanking) of IC117.
OSD wrong colours or wrong levels: If text is OK, check at
pins 22/23/24 (RGB) of IC117 for 5V peak-to-peak levels then
trace via TR117, TR118 and TR123 to pins 14, 18 and 16
respectively of the colour decoder chip IC111.
If the text levels are also incorrect, check IC111 (TDA8391),
C258, C255 and C259 (all 100nF) and R279, R281 and R283 (all
150C2).
OSD shifted horizontally, squashed or elongated: Check R288
(2.2kn) and C260 (22pF - 33pF with some versions of the chip)
in the OSD oscillator circuit. These components are connected to
pin 28 of IC117.
Analogue functions incorrect: If one control, for example
brightness, has an effect on the others, check the 5V supply to
R315/6/7. If one function isn't working, check the relevant
component network and IC117.
AV switching incorrect: Pin 36 of IC117 is low for TV, high
for AV; pin 34 is low for TV/AV1 and high for AV2. If these
outputs are OK, check the following inverter transistors, TR116
and TR115 respectively (both type JC501P), and the few
associated components. There are further inverters on the audio
switch module, which produces TV low/AV high at pin 16 and
AV1 high/AV2 low at pin 15.
Defaults to AV1 at switch on: Pin 12 of IC117 must be at OV.
Check earthing to ensure that this pin isn't floating.
No remote functions: Check the IR receiver chip IC951 and
R298 (101M).
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Keypad/IR module
This was intended for version three of the chassis but could be
retrofitted to earlier versions with a new cabinet front, connector
CON950 and a headphone/IR panel added.
Important: To protect the microcontroller chip if either
CON952 or CON953 is open-circuit C952/C953 and R960 must
be fitted, otherwise large voltages can be generated via the
speaker wires running across the CRT.
Keypad will not function (one or all keys): This can be caused
by the connector from PL955 or the membrane itself. To test,
short-circuit pins 1 and 7 of CON950. This should make the set
step up one channel. If suspect, carefully replace the membrane.
With 28in. models the CRT must be removed to refit the PCB
because of the short membrane tail.
Either LED not working or working incorrectly: For the
green LED, check whether Nicam is OK. If yes, connect another
LED to pin 12 of CON950. If OK, remove PCB carefully. For
the red LED, check associated components after checking that
pin 10 of CON950 is at OV. R955 (11d2), which is in parallel
with TR951, ensures that the red LED shines dimly when the set
is working normally. In standby, R954 (221d2) ensures that the
red LED is bright, i.e. TR951 (JA101P) is fully on.
No output from either speaker: The contacts of headphone
connector SK951 are faulty or C952/3 (100pF) are both shortcircuit.
No output to one/both headphones: Connector SK951 faulty or
check which of R956/7/8/9 (all 680) is/are open-circuit. ■

WATCH SLIDES ON TV
MAKE VIDEOS OF
YOUR SLIDES
DIGITISE YOUR
SLIDES
(using a video capture card)
"Liesgang diatv" automatic slide viewer with built in high quality colour TV camera. It has
a composite video output to a phono plug (SCART & BNC adaptors are available). They
are in very good condition with few signs of use. For further details see www.diatv.co.uk
£91.91+ vat = £108.00
Board cameras all with 512x582 pixels 8.5mm 1/3 inch sensor and composite video out.
All need to be housed in your own enclosure and have fragile exposed surface mount
parts. They all require a power supply of between 10 and 12v DC 150mA.
47MIR size 60x36x27mm with 6 infra red LEDs (gives the same illumination as a small
torch but is not visible to the human eye)
£37.00 + vat = £43.48
SOME' size 32x32x14mm spy camera with a fixed focus pin hole lens for hiding behind a
very small hole
£35.00 + vat = £41.13
40MC size 39x38x27mm camera for
mount lens these give a much sharper image
than with the smaller lenses
£32.00 + vat = £37.60
Economy C mount lenses all fixed focus & fixed iris
VSL1220F 12mm F1.6 12x15 degrees viewing angle
£15.97 + vat = £18.76
VSL4022F 4mm F1.22 63x47 degrees viewing angle
£17.65 + vat = £20.74
VSL6022F 6mm F1.22 42x32 degrees viewing angle
£19.05 + vat = £22.38
VSL8020F 8mm F1.22 32x24 degrees viewing angle
£19.90 + vat = £23.38
Better quality C Mount lenses
VSL1614F 16mm F1.6 30x24 degrees viewing angle
£26.43 + vat = £31.06
VWL813M 8mm F1.3 with iris 56x42 degrees viewing angle
£77.45 + vat = £91.00
1206 surface mount resistors E12 values 10 ohm to 1M ohm 100 of 1 value £1.00 + vat
1000 of 1 value £5.00 + vat
866 battery pack originally intended to be used with an orbitel
mobile telephone it contains 10 1.6Ah sub C batteries
(42x22dia the size usually used in cordless screwdrivers etc.)
the pack is new and unused and can be broken open quite
easily
£7.46+vat = £8.77
Please add 1.66 + vat = £1.95 postage & packing per order

JPG ELECTRONICS
Shaws Row, Old Road, Chesterfield S40 2RB.
Tel 01246 211202 Fax 01246 550959 MastercardNisa/Switch
Callers welcome 9:30 a.m .to 5:30 p.m. Monday to Saturday
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cover, which restored the picture — but only
until the fuse blew. The cause of the
problem was that the previous engineer
hadn't reassembled the machine properly.
On the right-hand side there's a spring
clip which is designed to connect and earth
the bottom cover to the top main cover. The
previous engineer had removed the main
PCB and forgotten how to reinstall the clip.
It should go past the PCB and be seen on
the print side of the board, so that it makes
contact with the bottom metal cover.
Refitting it correctly cured the blue picture
and the intermittent fuse blowing — it had
been shorting the connectors of the YC
daughter board.
VCRs are nowadays too often rejected
as being beyond economic repair.

Twin LNB

Service
Casebook
Michael Maurice

Saisho VRS6600
This machine belongs to some friends of
ours who live a considerable distance away.
For that reason it had been elsewhere for
attention, where it had been declared
beyond economic repair because parts were
not available. I was asked to take a look at
it when we were next in their part of the
world.
When I removed the covers I found that
one of the fuses in the power supply had
blown. Once a replacement had been fitted
the machine powered up normally. When a
tape was inserted however the machine
tried to load it but didn't succeed, because
the loading belts were stretched and worn.
These were easily replaced, along with the
mode switch.
When I reassembled the machine to test
it something odd occurred. In the playback
mode the screen turned blue. I removed the
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Another friend, another problem. He
wanted a twin LNB fitted, so that he could
run two SkyDigital receivers. I obtained
one, called round and tried to align the dish.
But whenever I turned the meter on it
would check the battery content then switch
off. I suspected a faulty LNB, so I took it
back to the wholesaler.
Luckily I took the meter along as well.
When we tried another LNB it was the
same. Then another and another. The whole
batch was faulty! An LNB of different
make solved the problem, getting me past
the battery check to the searching part.
Correct dish alignment resulted in another
happy friend.

Hitachi 46TN series
The problems caused by dry-joints at
regulators IC950, IC951 and IC952 in
Hitachi C21/25/2846TN series receivers
have been well documented in these pages.
So when I had a call to one of these
receivers that intermittently "went off' I
though to myself easy. How wrong I was!
The set had received previous attention
and the regulators just mentioned had all
been resoldered. I eventually discovered
that the cause of the trouble was in the
standby switching circuit, where R956
(1ki-2) was dry-jointed. It's buried in a
mound of hot-melt glue.
Hitachi had obviously thought that
securing these items to the board with some
kind of glue would stop them becoming
dry-jointed. In fact it didn't quite work out
like that.

Philips 21PT166B
Another trader brought along this 21in. set.
It's fitted with the AA5 AB chassis, which
is a new one to me. The set was described
as being "dead", and it didn't take long to
establish that the 630mAT LT fuse F1571
was open-circuit because there was a short

across the 8V supply. But where? The 8V
supply goes to a lot of places. In fact the
cause turned out to be the TDA8361E
IF/colour decoder/timebase generator chip
IC7015. When I obtained and fitted a
replacement the set started up, but there
was arcing from the line output
transformer, which had probably been the
cause of the IC's failure. Once a new LOPT
had been fitted and the first anode and
focus controls had been set up there were
good pictures and sound.
Unfortunately for the trader, he had
provided a quote before he knew what was
wrong with the set.

NEI 2591FXTN
The original complaint with this set was
that it wouldn't come on. When I checked
the set it worked all right Thinking that
there might have been a starting problem, I
replaced a couple of capacitors on the
primary side of the power supply, ran the
set on test for a day then returned it to the
customer. A couple of weeks later he called
to say that the set had gone off and stayed
off.
It would come on in standby when
switched on at the mains, but when asked to
come out of standby it just sat there and did
nothing. Checks showed that there was HT
up to and including the line output stage,
but there was no line drive. This comes
from a TDA4504 IF/timebase generator
chip.
I found that the tuner's chassis
connection and the signals chassis were at
about 7V. There appeared to be a 2252
resistance between chassis potential on the
secondary side of the power supply and the
signals chassis line. I looked for dry-joints,
cracked print etc. but couldn't find any. So
I decided that the simplest solution would
be to hard-wire the chassis connections. I
did this with a length of wire connected
between the IF can and chassis at the power
supply. After that the set powered up and
ran normally.

Mitsubishi HS640V
Failure of the right-hand carriage arm lever
is a well-known problem with models that
use this deck. What is now becoming a
common problem is that the carriage
runners, which are part of the main chassis,
crack and disintegrate. Modification kits
were introduced to overcome this problem,
but they were not a success.
The only solution is to replace the entire
deck, which is available from Mitsubishi at
a reasonable price. It comes complete
except for the head drum assembly.
Replacement is easy, and there's no setting
up. All you have to do is to persuade the
customer not to buy a new machine! ■
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Toshiba
Service
Briefs
More know-how from Toshiba Technica
based on Bulletins AH83 and AH84
Technical and Service website
The Toshiba Technical and Service website
(http://tesc.toshiba.co.uk) has been in operation
since June. An authorised user name and password
are required to access service manuals and techni-

Model 28NO3B
Intermittent switching on by itself, sound muting or
teletext appearing without request: Microcontroller chip
QA01 is detecting noise from the infra-red remote-control
input and converting this to a set function. The cure is to fit
version 1.14 of the SAA5563PS chip, part no. 23000616.
Field collapse because the field drive output at pin 26 of IC
Q501 is missing: The VCD chip Q501, type TB1251N, has an
internal fault. Its part no. is B0102103. A modification is
required when this chip is replaced: remove link G330 and fit a
lkfI, 1/6W resistor in this position. Fig. 1 shows the location
of G330, which is in the field feedback path to pin 25 if Q501.

cal bulletins, plus a PIN number for spare part

Model 28W93B

ordering. Customer access is open and gives FAQs

No on-screen displays and no teletext: It's likely that the
27MHz crystal XF01 on text module U907 is faulty. The part
no. is 23153472.

and owner's books.

Fig. 1: Location of link G330 in Model 28NO3B.

Shows
Position of link
G330 on PCB
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Models 28WD98B and
32WD98B

Fig. 2: Where
to fit the felt
tape in Model
32WD988/G
to prevent
centre speaker
buzz.

Stuck in standby: If the main HT rail is at
71V instead of 125V, the HIC1016 IC
Z801 is faulty. R479 (68Q, 0.5W fusible)
and R471 (27052, 0.5W fusible) will
probably be open-circuit. Replace these
three items. The part nos. are 23904998 for
the HIC1016 IC, 24531680 for R479 and
24531271 for R471.

Model 32WD98B/G
There have been complaints about buzzing
(resonance) from the centre speakers with
this model. The cure is to fit three pieces of
felt tape, 125 x 25 x 0.4mm, to the lower
mask area. The tape is available as part no.
23466494 — cut three pieces from the tape
supplied. The CRT has to be removed to fit
the tape. When it's replaced, ensure that it
is pushed down on to the lower support
ribs and that the four fixing screws are
fully tightened (35kgcm).
Figs. 2 and 3 show the position of the
tape. Fit it to the raised edge of the mask
area: it must not overlap the edge so as to
be visible from outside. Remove the centre
speaker grille, which is a snap fit, by using
a flat-bladed screwdriver to push out the
clips from below, then pull up the grille
and lever it out of the side and top clips.
Refit the grille to the front cover by
inserting the lower clips first, then the side
and top clips.

Fig. 3: How the tape
should be fitted. Section
of front cover, lower
mask area.

Models 40WHO8B and
46WH08B
Green convergence too wide on bright
scenes, OK with dark scenes: The cause
is likely to be a faulty green CRT. Confirm
by swapping over the green and blue CRT
bases and convergence connectors. The
part no. for the green tube is 28908030 for
Model 40WHO8B and 28908033 for
Model 46WHO8B.

66µs

Model 43PJ93B
Set dead with the red power LED on the
front panel out: The 5V-1 (5V) supply in
this model is produced by a separate nonswitch-mode power supply circuit. It feeds
the microcontroller chip and power LED.
In the standby mode all other supplies are
switched off by a relay that's controlled by
the micro chip. Thus when the 5V-1
supply is missing there are no other
supplies in the receiver. The usual cause of
failure of the 5V-1 supply is the 6.1V
zener diode D7709, which goes shortcircuit. It's on the convergence PCB U907
(PB9405A). The part no. for D7709 is
23316675.

Models 50PJ98B and 61PJ98B
Set is stuck in standby with the red
power LED on the front panel lit: The
usual cause is that bridge rectifier D802 on
power supply PCB PB8772 has gone
short-circuit because of an AC mains
supply surge. As a result R821 will be
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0.6V

(a)
OV

0.33V
16µs
66µs

(b)

Fig. 4: Waveforms
that should be
obtained with an
STRF66688 power
supply IC when
checked out-of-circuit using an 18V
supply, (a) at pin 1,
(b) at pins 2 and 3.

6.8V
OV

0.4V
8µ4-0—

open-circuit. The part nos. are as follows:
D802 23357041; R821 24510497. To
prevent a repeat failure, remove C8130 on
the audio power supply PCB (PB8971).

Service tip
The STRF6668B power supply IC used in
some models can be checked out-of-circuit
by connecting 18V (two PP3 batteries in

series) between pins 4 and 5 (positive to
pin 4, negative to pin 5) then using a scope
to monitor the waveforms at pins 1, 2 and
3. Make the scope's Y input connection
via a x10 probe. Fig. 4 shows the
waveforms that should be obtained.
This method of testing was devised by
Toshiba's Northern Area Technical and
Training Manager Ian Thompson. ■
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Samsung C13352AT
(P68 chassis)

A good picture appeared at switch on but
channel changing via either the remotecontrol unit or the front panel took several
seconds after the button was pressed. Other
adjustments — volume, contrast, colour and
brightness — were also slow to react. A clue
was provided by the fact that teletext was
intermittent, with a blank screen most of the
time. Replacement of the 27MHz crystal
TX01 in the teletext area restored normal
operation. R.B.D.
Matsui 2092T

TV FAULT FINDING
Reports from
Michael Dronfield
Roy B. Dell
Geoff Butcher
Paul Sargent, LCGI
Peter Nutkins
Graham Richards
Philip Salkeld
Ivan Levy, LCGI
Nick Beer
David Smith
Chris Dakin
Roger F. White and
Mike Leach

Alba CTV4808 (Vestel 11AK19
chassis)

This set would come on in standby. If a
button was pressed the red light would
change to green, become dim and start
flashing faintly. The power supply
appeared to be running all right, and no
obvious causes of the tripping could be
found. A 100W bulb touched on the HT
rail lit up, and the line timebase then came
into operation. The screen was over
bright, with flyback lines.
Checks on the tube base panel led me
to the 4752 safety resistor R914, which
was open-circuit. It provides the 180V
feed for the RGB output stages, which are
in the TDA6108JK IC. The resistor had
failed because of an internal short within
this IC. Replacement of these two items,
restored normal operation.
I can only conclude that the set was
tripping because insufficient current was
being drawn from the power supply. M.D.
Tatung 180 Series Chassis

We welcome fault reports from
readers — payment for each fault
is made after publiation. See
page 106 for details of where and
how to send reports.
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The problem with this set was lack of
contrast. It's an easy enough one to deal
with, just replace R430 (1201M, 0.5W) in
the beam limiter circuit. The only
difficulty is that R430 is underneath the
line output transformer's Al and focus
controls. To get at the resistor you have to
remove the transformer. M.D.

This set was dead and the customer had
been told that the chopper chip was faulty.
There were complications because the
phantom fiddler had been at work. First of
all the mains fuse was missing. These sets
often blow the fuse because the degaussing
posistor TH501 is disintegrating inside.
Sure enough it was. When a replacement
fuse and posistor had been fitted however
the set still continued to draw excessive
current. There were no obvious shorts, but
when I powered up slowly via a variac I
found that the mains rectifier's reservoir
capacitor was getting very hot. Its tags had
fresh solder on them, and close inspection
showed that it had been replaced the wrong
way round, presumably because the PCB
track at its negative end had etched patterns
that looked exactly like + symbols. To be
on the safe side I fitted a replacement.
I assumed that everything was now OK,
but half an hour into a soak test the picture
suddenly vanished. The line output
transformer's primary winding had shorted
to chassis. This damaged the standby HT
switching transistor Q503. Once these
items had been replaced there was no
further trouble. G.Bu.
Panasonic TX21/25MD1
(Euro-2L chassis)

On four separate occasions I have cured
very intermittent grainy pictures or
flickering, which can easily be mistaken for
aerial problems, by replacing the tuner unit
(type ENV87880G3). Tapping the unit will
sometimes instigate the fault. It was another
case of crossed fingers during a soak test!
Pa.S.
Ferguson D49F (TX90E chassis)

There seemed to be two separate faults with
this set: intermittent loss of the picture and
sound, returning to a blank (untuned)
channel); and field cramping when hot.
Both faults could be instigated by tapping
the heatsink of the TDA8218 timebase
generator/field output chip IL01.
Resoldering failed to provide a cure. The
IC had to be replaced, being defective
mechanically. Incidentally this item is
becoming hard to obtain. Pa.S.
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Panasonic TX25MD3
At switch on from cold this set produced
intermittent flashes of field scan with no
sound. After about half an hour the
picture and sound came on but the height
was excessive. The fault was cured by
replacing the video processor chip IC601,
type VDP3108APPA1. But the chip is
supplied as a kit with a replacement
EPROM, which wouldn't work with this
set. If the original chip (IC601) is type
VDP3108-29, fit the new EPROM. The
part number of the kit is TZS9EK002-2.
Pa.S.

Alba CTV4859
This neat 21in. set also appears in the
Goodmans, Beko etc. ranges. It looked
new enough for its warranty to have just
expired. Bad luck for the customer, as the
cause of low brightness and poor focus
was a prematurely low-emission CRT.
Pa.S.

down it. This final fault was cured by
replacing the LT reservoir capacitor C318
(2201.1F, 25V) on the secondary side of
the chopper circuit. G.R.

Ferguson RP46
Beko 28128NX
The power supply could be heard
tripping, and on investigation I found that
the BU508DF line output transistor was
short-circuit. As there was no obvious
cause for its failure I fitted a replacement
and powered the set. It now worked, but
the width would occasionally vary.
The line driver transformer seemed to
be faulty and, once it had been removed
from the PCB, the cause of the trouble
was obvious. The ends of the windings
are wrapped around the pins, which fit
the PCB and are soldered. But one of the
pins hadn't been soldered during
manufacture. A clean and solder put
matter right. G.R.

Sharp DV5132
Bush 2867NTX
(11AK19 chassis)
I wasted a lot of time on this set initially
as I thought it was stuck in standby. What
was actually happening was that every
time the set was switched off it would
come back on in standby, but could be
brought out of standby by pressing
channel up or down. The real fault
however was loss of line drive. The
safety resistor in the feed to the line
driver transformer was OK, the cause of
the trouble being the 0.335 resistor R866
which is in series with the 14V rectifier.
It was open-circuit, and after replacement
the set worked perfectly. To confuse
matters, R866 is not shown in the circuit
diagram. P.N.

When this set was switched on it tried to
start up then went to standby. I found that
if the channel button was pressed
continuously field collapse appeared.
Investigation in the field output stage
revealed that the TDA8175 chip's 28V
supply was missing. The cause of this
was R612 (2.252, 0.5W) which was opencircuit. Ph.S.

Panasonic TX25MD1
(Euro-2L chassis)
If the problem is field foldover with a
red/green pencil line at the top of the
screen the quickest way to deal with it is
to order kit TZS5EK001. It contains the
two components required to clear the
fault, IC451 (TDA8175) and D456
(MA2160B). Ph.S.

Sharp CV2133H
(8PSR chassis)
This set tripped once (the LED lit once)
then there was nothing. On investigation I
found that the 33g, 63V bipolar
electrolytic capacitor C723 in the chopper
power supply (primary side) was faulty.
Two 4.7g, 63V electrolytics were wired
back-to-back as a replacement. The set
then produced a picture which was good
except that there was a 'water mark'
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The picture went red at switch on then
this rear-projection set shut down. I found
that RG18 (680k52) on the sub G2 board
was open-circuit. It's in series with the G2
potentiometer PG03. With RG18 opencircuit there was over 800V instead of
400V at the tube. I.L.

Thomson 14MK15U1
(TX807C chassis)
There was failure of the composite video
via the start socket with this set — off-air
operation was OK. I discovered a break
(not visible) between RV023 and RV022.
I.L.

Mitsubishi C2857B
This set was dead with the standby, light
flashing. On investigation I found that the
voltages at the secondary side of the
power supply were all present and'correct.
A check on the drive at the base of the
line output transistor showed that it was
OK initially but became distorted and low
in amplitude after about fifteen seconds.
When I checked through the line drive
circuitry I found that the waveform at the
base of Q501 was correct but the
waveform at its collector was very low
and distorted. When the base of the line
driver transistor Q551 was disconnected
the waveform at the collector of Q501
was OK. This was a red herring however.
The cause of the trouble was Q501, which
went open-circuit under load. It measured
OK out of circuit, but a replacement cured
the fault. I.L.

Ferguson 36MK48TV

Toshiba 2512DB
After fitting a replacement line output
transformer, type AT2078/25, the set
worked — but with a small raster, and it
wouldn't go to standby! Because of this
the set's parameters couldn't be
memorised.
Both faults were cured by replacing
the standby switching transistor Q845. It
was type 2SC2023, but a BUT12A works
all right in this position. It now went into
standby and memorised the new data,
putting right the small picture. G.R.

was the STV2180A chroma delay line
chip IC402. The part no. is 033-E0218031. Ph.S.

Bush 2857NTX
If the left-hand side of the screen is
darker than the right-hand side, replace
C424 (10µF, 160V). It's the reservoir
capacitor for the supply to the RGB
output stages. P.S.

Mitsubishi CT25AV1BD
(EE3 chassis)
At switch on this set produced a blank
raster. There was also no sound, and the
on-screen graphics couldn't be displayed.
It's a common fault with this chassis, the
cause being loss of the 8V supply. Fit the
8VREG-KIT which is available from
SEME. Ph.S.

JVC CV14EKW
The symptoms were unbelievable: the
colour was OK over half the screen, half
way down there was a green line, while
the other half of the screen had a greenish
monochrome picture. Use of freezer
revealed the cause of the trouble, which

This radio/TV combi set was dead. The
cause was soon found: there was no HT at
the cathode of DP20 because CP36 was
dry-jointed. I.L.

Ferguson RP46
There was an unusual fault with this rearprojection set. Volume control via the
remote-control unit was OK, but strange
symptoms would occur when the onboard keypad was used. For example if
the volume down button was pressed the
volume would decrease initially then,
after about a minute, it would creep up to
a much higher level. After much testing,
which included a substitute keyboard and
microcontroller chip (IR01), I eventually
discovered that CR11 was open-circuit.
It's near IR01. I.L.

Panasonic TX25T2
(Alpha 2W chassis)
This set came on but after a few seconds,
before a raster appeared, it went off, i.e.
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the power supply shut down but the
channel number remained. While the set
was'on there was EHT and all the supplies
were present. A colleague had concluded
that the STR54041 chopper chip IC801
was faulty, but a replacement had made
no difference. When I checked I found
that the power supply was being told to
switch off by the microcontroller circuit —
pin 7 of connector E20 (the P ON line)
dropped to the low state just before the
power supply died.
Checks on board M showed that the
microcontroller chip was doing
everything it should, but the DC
conditions around Q1310-3 and Q1212
were not right. To disable the effect of
these transistors I lifted R1245, which is
actually a wire link. The set then came on
and stayed on. While it was in this
condition I was able to look at the DC
biasing around the transistors and found
that the collector of Q1310 was high at '
4.5V. The cause of the trouble was D1315
(MA700), a Schottky diode, which was
leaky. N.B.

Panasonic TXC71
(Alpha 1 chassis)
I wondered whether this old set would be
worth repair, but the tube was lively
enough. The complaint was noisy and
distorted audio. It sounded like IF trouble,
which seemed to be confirmed by the fact
that audio fed in via the AV inputs was as
clean as a whistle.
When I removed the back of the set the
symptom became intermittent. I found
that the fault was very sensitive to
mechanical pressure around the front lefthand side (viewed from the rear) of the
chassis, where the daughter boards are
plugged in. Gentle prodding brought me
to C2401, an electrolytic capacitor at the
front edge of the AV/tuning/control
board. It was dry-jointed at both legs.
N.B.

Sony KVM2171U (BE4 chassis)

would trip the set. On other occasions the
set would remain on no matter what was
disturbed, or how hard. When the fault
was present there was no drive at the base
of the BF489 line driver transistor Q707.
While investigating the cause of this I
found that there were several wire links
that had very little solder on them. The set
worked perfectly once all the wire links
towards the front of the PCB, and several
others in the middle, had been resoldered.
D.S.

Panasonic TX24T1
(Alpha 2W chassis)
The cause of no picture was traced to
R390 (1201S1, 0.5W) omthe tube base
panel. It's the top part of the potential
divider that provides base bias for the
upper transistors in the cascode RGB
output stages. A good-quality component
should be used in this position. D.S.

JVC AV28WFR1EK (JK chassis)
I've had problems with two of these
widescreen sets, both less than two weeks
old. One had much reduced width and
would trip after a few seconds, the other
had slightly reduced width but ran
happily. In both cases the cause was the
line output stage tuning capacitor C521
(3.5nF, 1.5kV). The replacement supplied
by JVC appeared to be of better quality
than the original. Slight adjustment of the
EW setting in the service menu completed
the repairs. C.D.

Grundig ST95-775
(CUC7890 chassis)
This 37in. monster had very poor focus. A
check on the focus voltage at the tube
base panel showed that it was low — only
IRV. Its path from the focus control to
the tube base is via the dynamic focus
panel, where C07 (680pF, 12kV) was
leaky. A replacement from Grundig
restored good focus. C.D.

Hitachi C2121T
(Daewoo chassis)

This set would work normally for about
half an hour then go completely dead.
Various tests and component checks in
the power supply led me nowhere. But
when the STRS5706 chopper chip IC601
was replaced the fault disappeared. I
should have known, having had this sort
of problem in the past with STR-type
chips. D.S.

There was no sound or picture, only a
squealing noise and a burning smell that
came from somewhere. I was about to
accuse the line output transformer, but
found that the smell actually came from
the TDA8356 field output chip IC301. A
replacement restored normal operation.
C.D.

Hitachi C2556TN

Wharfedale 350

This set would trip to standby or go off
completely, usually after ten minutes or
so but sometimes as soon as it was
switched on. Stamping on the floor, as the
customer demonstrated, would bring the
set back on. It would then continue to
work, sometimes for hours, until it felt
like going off again.
Sometimes the lightest tap on the PCB

This 20in. set is fitted with the same
chassis you find in many Alba 14in. sets.
The chopper FET was short-circuit and
the 270kS2 resistor associated with the
control chip was open-circuit. I fitted a
120k0 and 150kS2 resistor in series, as
I've had some repeated failures with this
component. It must be the high voltage
that kills this resistor. R.F.W.
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Goodmans GD2880
(Ferguson TX92 chassis)
The customer who brought this dead set
in thought that the switch was faulty. On
investigation I found one bad joint at the
1.5nF capacitor (CP13) beside the
chopper transistor. Resoldering it cured
the fault. R.F.W.

Panasonic TX14S3T
This dead set had been to another
repairer, which is always bad news. I
made several attempts to get the power
supply to run, even trying a new chopper
transformer. Then I noticed that the STR
chopper chip is shown in the circuit
diagram with an A after it. The one in the
set didn't have the A. I ordered the more
expensive but correct device from SEME,
not expecting it to make any difference.
But it did. The set then worked fine.
R.F.W.

Sony KV32DS6OU
(GE1A chassis)
This huge, heavy monster decided to fail
a few hours after being installed. There
was a plain white raster, with the onscreen graphics all present and the menus
working correctly, but no sound or
picture. The fault was present in all
modes, including digital and input via the
scart sockets.
The DC voltages around the tuner
seemed to be OK, and in the analogue
mode there was video at the relevant
output pin. I followed this through the
circuit and found that it was still present
at the rear PCB, called J, and at the AV
input/output chip IC4203. It was obvious
that this chip wasn't switching properly,
with the video getting lost somewhere
within it.
Data was present at pin 32 of IC4203,
but there were no clock pulses at pin 31.
In addition the DC voltage at this pin was
only 0.1V. The clock and data pulses
come from the main microcontroller chip
IC1116, which had no clock pulses at pin
20. I carefully desoldered and lifted this
pin and checked whether pulses were
then present. As they were missing it
seemed likely that IC1116 was faulty
rather than that the clock pulses were
being lost because of a short somewhere.
A replacement microcontroller chip
proved the point — thank goodness! M.L.

Hitachi C32WF810N-311
This flat, widescreen set suffered from
what looked like tuning drift after several
hours' use.. The tuner was suspect but
proved to be OK. I eventually found the
cause of the trouble by the good old heat
and freezer treatment. The culprit was the
TDA9320H chip IC1200, which is a
surface-mounted device. It was upsetting
the tuner's AGC line. M.L. ■
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Mark Paul begins a detailed
investigation of the circuit techniques
used in this chassis, starting with the
rather unusual discrete-component
chopper circuit

Thomson 's
TX807 technology
he Thomson Multimedia TX807
chassis is used in a wide range of
models with screen sizes from 10 to
21in. It's basically a mono sound chassis
aimed at the lower-price end of the
European market, though a stereo variant
(TX807CS) drives tubes up to 25in. This
article covers the basic mono version, but
both have much shared circuitry.
Features of the sets include teletext;
automatic or manual channel setting using
frequency- or voltage-synthesis, the tuning
range covering
Interband/Hyperband/UHF/VHF; onscreen displays; a sleep timer; child lock;
and a sharpness control. With small-screen
sets the audio output is 1.2 or 3W (music
power); with larger-screen models it's
6W, or 6W + 6W with the stereo version.
The external sockets consist of dual scart
connectors, audio and video cinch and an
earphone socket.
We'll start with the power supply.

T

Power supply overview
The chopper power supply is described as
"free-oscillating safe intelligent"
(FROSIN). Figs. 1 and 2 show the circuit.
It's basically, a self-oscillating flybackconverter type whose operating frequency
depends on the mains input voltage and
the load. Chopper transformer LP03
provides mains isolation between its
primary and secondary sides. There are
two versions of the power supply, to cater
for the various AC mains supply Voltage
ranges in different parts of the world: the
`narrow-range' version caters for supply
voltages between 180-265V, while the
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`wide-range' version, intended for use in
Asia, copes with AC inputs in the range
90-264V. The PCB is the same, but there
are different versions of the chopper
transformer.
The design of LP03 has made possible
reduced size and cost without
compromising on the core temperature.
The main factor here is a minimum
operating frequency, above 50kHz for
narrow-range supplies and above 25kHz
for wide-range supplies. In addition a tap
on LP03 optimises for the two different
HT voltages used with smaller- and largerscreen tubes and the different power
requirements.
The highest operating frequency occurs
in the high mains voltage, low-load
condition. It may rise to 100kHz in both
narrow-range and wide-range sets. In
normal operation the frequency is about
70kHz, the power consumption then being
45W. The power supply has a digital burst
mode for standby operation, reducing the
power consumption to a target of less than
2W. The degaussing cut-off relay also
assists in reducing consumption.
Near zero turn-on loss operation reduces
the chopper transistor's power dissipation
and suppresses switching noise. This calls
for a high primary-to-secondary winding
ratio in the transformer and an improved
switching-point circuit.
An optocoupler (IP01) provides feedback
regulation. IP50 (TL431) on the secondary
side of the circuit senses the HT voltage
(UB) and drives the optocoupler. There
are three reasons for the use of
optocoupler feedback:

(1) Standby operation is initiated from the
secondary side of the circuit, so a feedback
path is required.
(2) To stabilise the audio supply voltage
(UA). This is particularly important as the
supply for the microcontroller chip IRO1 is
initially, and in the standby mode, derived
from the same source (UA). Tight
regulation is required to ensure that the HT
voltage is not modulated by high soundpower levels.
(3) To improve HT immunity to mains
ripple. This effect is more obvious when,
with a low mains-voltage condition, the
field and mains frequency differ.
A discrete-component chopper control
circuit is used. Careful design has enabled
the component count to be kept low,
providing PCB space for low-power
standby and wide-range control circuitry.
Because of the improved transformer
design, a low-cost power MOSFET can be
used as the chopper (TP20) with the bonus
of a simple driver circuit.

Basic chopper action
The mains input is fed to the bridge
rectifier DP01 which charges its reservoir
capacitor CP08 to about 300V. This
unstabilised DC voltage appears at pin 9 of
the chopper transformer LP03, as the input
to the primary winding. The other end of
the primary winding, pin 5, is connected to
the drain of the chopper MOSFET TP20.
The FROSIN control circuitry drives the
gate of TP20.
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Fig. 1: Circuit diagram of the chopper power supply used in the Thomson TX807 chassis, primary side. Certain component values differ
with the tube size, others with the wide-range version.

At start up the feed via RP05/6/7 charges
CP24. When the voltage across CP24 rises
to 8.85V, TP25 switches on, in turn
switching TP20 on. The threshold for
conduction of TP25 is set by the zener
voltage of DP23 (82V) plus the emitterbase voltage of TP25 (0.65V) — note the
DC path via RP24, DP23, RP25 and pins 2
and 1 of LP03. At start up the voltage at
pin 2 is zero, as LP03 has yet to be
activated. So the conduction of TP20
depends solely on the charge across CP24.
Once the circuit comes into operation
DP25 conducts to maintain the charge
across CP24 and saturate TP20 in its
switched-on condition. The 15V zener
diode DP21 limits the gate-source voltage
applied to TP20.
When TP20 switches on, the current
through RP20 rises in a sawtooth manner
(because of TP20' s inductive load). When
the voltage across it has risen sufficiently,
TP22 switches on. This in turn switches
TP23 on (TP22 drives the base of TP23).
The two transistors form a latch. Once they
have switched on, TP23 shorts TP2O's gate
to its drain and it switches off.
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With TP20 switched off, the standard
chopper power supply action occurs. The
polarity of the voltages at the pins of LP03
reverses. So TP25 switches off; DP25
conducts, charging CP24; TP22/23 are
held saturated by the bias via DP37/38 and
RP37, charging CP22 (see following
section); and energy transfer (flyback
conversion) between the primary and
secondary windings of LP03 takes place,
activating the rectifier diodes (DP80 and
DP90) on the secondary side of the circuit.
CP40 in the soft-start circuit is charged via
DP40. After the oscillatory phase CP22 is
discharged, TP22/23 switch off and TP25
switches on to start the next cycle. But this
time the regulation circuit comes into
operation. We've jumped ahead of the
action however.

Improved switching-point
circuit
With any power-switching transistor the
most life-threatening times are at switchon and switch-off. This arrangement is no
exception. To ensure minimum turn-on
loss, the chopper MOSFET TP20 has to

switch on when its drain voltage is at
minimum. This is called zero-voltage
switching (ZVS). As with any chopper
circuit, once the energy stored in the
transformer has been discharged the drain
of the MOSFET sees an oscillation caused
by the inductance of the transformer and
the snubber capacitor — in this case CP09.
The drain voltage could reach OV during
this oscillation, but the actual value
depends on the mains voltage. At
maximum mains voltage there would be
loss of`ZVS. So the exact timing of TP2O's
switch-on point during the oscillatory
cycle is very important. Circuitry is added
to ensure this ZVS operation.
ZVS control is provided by diodes
DP37/38, resistor RP37 and capacitor
CP22, which provide an RC time-constant.
This circuit holds TP22/TP23 in saturation,
and thus,TP20 off, ensuring that its drain
voltage has fallen to zero in the oscillatory
cycle before the next switch-on pulse
arrives at its gate. The design of LP03 is
optimised, in conjunction with the value of
CP09, to assist with this.
A further circuit plays a part in ZVS
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Fig. 2: Circuitry on the secondary side of the chopper
power supply. The HT (UB)
is 105.5V with 14in. sets,
115.5V with 20/21in. sets.
UA is 13.5V for 1.2W audio,
20V for 6W audio.

control: CP23 introduces a delay in the
switching of TP25. Working in
conjunction with the circuit described
above, it ensures that TP2O's drain voltage
falls to almost zero before switch on.
This support circuitry achieves a
dramatic reduction in TP2O's power losses.
There is greatly reduced internal heat,
which is what does the damage. The
overall design has an operating efficiency
of some 81 per cent.

Soft-start
The soft-start circuit consists of CP40,
AC
from
LP02

Degaussing
coil

Fig. 3: The relay-controlled degaussing
circuit.
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Burst pulses
from IR01
(standby)

2

DP40 and RP40/41, which are fed from pin
3 of LP03. As with any soft-start
arrangement, the idea is to provide a
controlled increase in the current passed by
the chopper transistor while the load on the
supply is still of very low impedance,
reducing the stress on the transistor in this
situation. There is in fact just a small drain
current during the start-up phase.
Basically, the negative voltage developed
across CP40 delays the point at which the
latch circuit, TP22/23, switches on and
consequently the instant at which TP20 is
switched off.
Initially the voltage across CP40 is zero,
and TP22's switch-on time is controlled by
the voltage developed across RP20. After a
few cycles of operation, a negative voltage
is developed across CP40 and increases,
delaying the latch switch-on and thus
increasing the conduction time of TP20.
Once the circuit has stabilised, with
nominal output voltages, the voltageregulation loop comes into operation.
The charge developed across CP40 also
provides compensation under low or high
mains voltage conditions.

Cycle of operation
We have seen how the driver stage — TR25
and its associated components — works,
switching TP20 on. TP20 is voltage-

driven, with the gate drive arranged to be
about 15V, which also provides enough
turn-on current to charge the MOSFET' s
input capacitance. DP21 ensures that the
gate drive does not exceed 15V. The
values of RP27 and RP21 are selected to
achieve the optimum turn-on speed for
TP20. Together with the values of
RP05/6/7 and CP24, the rating of DP23 is
selected to provide a fast turn-on when the
mains supply is low.
CP24 also provides the supply for the
optocoupler IP01, via RP30 and DP30.
Note that TP2O's switch off is controlled
by the voltage developed across RP20 and
the charge on CP22. The link between
RP20 and the base of TP22 is via RP23
and RP26: the value of RP23 is chosen to
achieve fast switch on of TP22/TP23 and
in turn improved switching of TP20.
As noted at the beginning, the circuit is
self-oscillating. When, after TP2O's switch
off, the energy in the transformer has been
transferred to the rectifier circuits on the
secondary side, the voltage at pin 2
decreases. Once the preset threshold has
been reached, TP25 switches on again.
CP23 introduCes a delay as part of the ZVS
control. In addition, CP22 has to discharge
to switch TP22 off before TP20 can switch
on again.

Regulation
Feedback for regulation is via optocoupler
IP01. The emitter of the phototransistor
section of this device is connected to CP22
to provide regulation. Note the DC path
from CP24 via RP30, DP30 and the
phototransistor section of IP01 to CP22.
DP30 helps set the regulation range, along
with RP56/58/54 on the secondary side of
the circuit.
In normal operation the HT and the audio
supply are regulated. Voltage sensing is
carried out by IP01 and the TL431
`programmable zener diode' IPSO. The
anode of the photodiode section of IP01
senses the audio supply via RP52. IPSO
senses the HT voltage at pin 3, and
controls the conditions at the cathode of
the photodiode in IP01. When the HT
voltage rises, the voltage at pin 2 (cathode)
of IP01 falls. The conduction of the
phototransistor section of IP01 will
increase, thus increasing the charge on
CP22. TP22 will be held on for longer,
delaying TP2O's switch on.

Standby operation
When standby is selected the line timebase
is switched off and the power consumption
is thus greatly reduced. TP20' s on time
could fall below 1psec, which would be
insufficient to achieve saturation. The
operating frequency would be high, with
poor chopper transistor switching and thus
high dissipation. To avoid this, CP38 and
RP38 supply a negative current pulse to
CP22. TP22 and TP23 are thus held off for
a period when TP20 conducts, ensuring a
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Fig. 4: The line driver and output stages. Note that
some component values vary with tube type.
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minimum on time for TP20.
In addition the power supply goes into
the burst mode of operation. The
microcontroller chip IRO1 produces at pin
2 pulses which drive TR52 and thus pin 3
of IP50. When TR52 is switched on, the
charge across CP22 is increased, switching
off TP20. This action restarts the power
supply for 350usec approximately every
llttsec.

Protection
There is inherent current limiting and
simple but effective overvoltage
protection. If the feedback regulation is
open-circuit, the voltages on the secondary
side of the circuit will rise. The voltage at
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pin 2 on the primary side will also rise,
with the result that the 24V zener diode
DP27 switches on. This shuts down the
drive to TP20.
Zener diode DP40 limits the conduction
time of TP20 in the event of a regulation
malfunction.
The charge held by CP23 delays TR25's
switch on. This contributes to safety
should DP37 or DP38 go open-circuit. The
switching loss in TP20 would then be high,
with the possibility of its failure.

RL27
68k
5%

Fault

EHT OP
DL25
Ri.29 27V
2k7
5%

powered by the 12.5V supply from the line
output stage, which ensures that there is
degaussing action every time the set is
switched on. SP01 is switched on for fiveten seconds after application of the 12.5V
supply. When CP71 has charged TP71
switches off, the relay contacts open and
the degaussing ceases. This arrangement,
in conjunction with the burst-mode
standby operation, reduces the standby
power consumption considerably.

Troubleshooting
Degaussing
Relay SPO1 and the associated circuitry
(see Fig. 3) controls the CRT degaussing.
The relay-driver transistor TP71 is

If there's no 300V supply across CP08,
check the mains fuse FP01 and the surgelimiter resistor RP01. Failure of FP01 can
be caused by a defective degaussing
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posistor, RP02. If TP20 is short-circuit,
FPOI or RP01 will be open-circuit. When
TP20 has failed RP20, TP22 and TP23
should also be replaced.
If the 300V supply is present but TP20 is
not being switched on, check the voltage at
its gate. If here is no gate voltage or this is
less than 2V, check TP20 and RP20. If
these items are faulty, TP22 and TP23
should also be replaced. If TP20 and RP20
are OK, check TP22/23 then RP05/6/7 and,
if necessary, DP21, TP25, DP27, DP25/6,
RP21 and RP90.
If the HT voltage (UB) is very low, the
voltage across CP08 is normal and TP20 is
switching, check IP01 and 1P50.
If standby is normal but the set fails to
start up, check TL03 and that there is some
9V at the emitter of TR07.

The line timebase
The line timebase circuitry is conventional
and is similar to that in the TX90 series
chassis. The line drive signal is generated
by the TDA8842 IF/colour
decoder/timebase generator chip IVOI, at
pin 40. It's produced by a voltagecontrolled oscillator and divider, which are
controlled by the 4.43MHz crystal at pin
35. If there are no line sync pulses, the
microcontroller chip IR01 is notified via
the I2C bus and the set clocks down for
five minutes then goes to standby. In
standby the 8.5V supply to IVO1 is
switched off by TR08, which is controlled
by pin 20 of IR01.
Fig. 4 shows the line driver and output
stages. The line drive signal is coupled to
the base of the driver transistor TL01 via
RVO6 and CL02, with DC restoration by
DL07. The driver stage operates in the
`flyback' mode, i.e. energy is stored in the
primary winding of the driver transformer
(LL01) and is then, when TL01 is switched
off, transferred to the secondary winding.
Because of the opposite polarities of the
primary and secondary windings, the
output transistor TL02 is off when TL01 is
on and vice versa.
At start up TL01 is powered from the
sound supply (UA) via TL03. Once the
line output stage is operating normally it
produces various outputs including 86V
and 12.5V. The 86V supply is applied to
the base of TL03, which switches off.
TL01 is then powered by the 12.5V
supply. Note that the microcontroller chip
IRO1 and IVO1 are powered from the same
source. IROl's 5V supply is obtained from
the regulator transistor TR01, while IVOl's
8.5V supply is obtained from the switching
transistor TR07. Both are fed from the
junction of TL03 and DL01. This power
sourcing arrangement reduces the overall
consumption, prevents possible
overheating of the chopper transformer
LP03, and minimises the voltage dip that
would otherwise occur in the UA voltage
during transition from standby to on.
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Output stage
The line output stage follows normal
practice. The line output transistor TL02,
type BUH515D, incorporates an efficiency
diode. In steady-state conditions the scan
coupling/correction capacitor CLO5 is
charged to an average voltage roughly
equal to HT via LL03, the scan coils, the
primary winding (pins 2-1) of the line
output transformer LL05, LL08 and LL09.
When TL02 is switched on about half way
through the scan, driven to saturation by
LL01, the efficiency diode and the flyback
tuning capacitor CLO4 are short-circuited
to chassis. The charge across CLOS is
applied to the scan coils, and current builds
up linearity. This drives the beams from
the centre to the right-hand side of the
screen. Simultaneously, a linear current
builds up in the primary winding of LL05.
TL02 is switched off when the beams
arrive at the right-hand side of the screen.
As current can no longer flow via TL02,
the magnetic energy stored in the scan
coils and the line output transformer's
primary winding collapses. The current
produced by this collapse creates an
oscillation between the tuning capacitor
CLO4 (aided by CLI O), the scan coils and
LL05's primary winding. This oscillation
(a half cycle), with CL04/10 charged to a
high voltage as current flows into the
inductances then the current reversing,
moves the beams from the right-hand side
of the screen to the left-hand side. When
the oscillation tries to reverse, with the
voltage at pin 2 of LL05 about to swing
negatively, the efficiency diode DLO4 (and
the one in TL02) switch on. The current
flow via these diodes, with the inductances
acting as current generators, drives the
beams from the left-hand side of the screen
towards the centre, at which point TL02 is
switched on again.
The network RL05, DLO3 and CLO3
suppresses oscillations that would be
caused by the sudden load changes on the
transformer. These could cause undesirable
effects similar to horizontal phase
modulation, particularly visible as a
`mouse-teeth' effect on a cross-hatch
pattern. DLO8 shifts the picture
horizontally for correct centring.
LL03 is the line linearity coil. A close
analysis would show that the voltage
across the scan coils is higher during
conduction of the efficiency diode than
during conduction of the output transistor.
This would make the picture appear more
cramped on the right than on the left. The
linearity coil corrects this by presenting a
higher impedance during conduction in
one direction than the other. RLO3 and
CL33 damp the coil to prevent ringing.
The diode modulator — DL04, DL06,
CL04, CLO6 — is included to minimise
breathing caused by poor EHT regulation.
Compensation for breathing is achieved by
using the modulator to vary the voltage
across the coupling capacitor CLOS.

During the flyback, the voltages
generated across LL05's secondary
windings are rectified to produce various
supplies — EHT, focus, first anode, heater,
12.5V etc. The 180V supply for the RGB
output stages is derived from a tap on the
primary winding, with the rectifier DL20
conductive during the forward scan: this
improves the regulation in comparison
with flyback conduction. Protection
against overloads or short-circuits is
provided by various fusible resistors.

Beam-current limiting
To avoid stress to the tube and the line
output stage the average beam current is
limited to a specific value that depends on
tube size and type. Again, this is standard
practice. Beam current is monitored at the
earthy end of the diode-split EHT
generator, i.e. at pin 6 of the line output
transformer, across CL60. During normal
operation the voltage at this point is set by
the bias from RL62/65. If the beam current
exceeds a certain value, the voltage at this
point swings negatively. This voltage is
smoothed by RL60, CL61 and DL60 and
applied to pin 22 of IV01, reducing the
contrast and thus the beam current.

Protection
Should the 180V supply fail, maybe
because CL20 goes short-circuit, DL21
will reduce the 86V supply. RL45 could
well then go open-circuit. This prevents
TL02 overheating in the absence of video
drives. RL21 and RL23 provide a
discharge path for CL20 when the power
supply is off. In the event of line output
stage failure while operating, say because
of a dry-joint, connector problem etc., the
86V supply again falls. Either of these two
events will be sensed by the potential
divider RL27/29, whose junction is
connected to pin 16 of the microcontroller
chip IRO1. This will revert the receiver to
standby operation via I2C bus control of
IV01. With the line drive shut down, the
risk of fire because of arcing is prevented.
The 'signal' produced at the junction of
RL27/29 is called 'fault'. A fault-trip
sequence is initiated when the voltage here
falls below 1.8V. The sequence is standby
6secs, on 6secs, standby 6secs etc. until the
fault is cleared. In the event of the 86V
supply rising by about 40 per cent the fault
signal voltage will rise to 42V, which
results in the same trip sequence. The
reversal to on prevents false triggering
because of a CRT flashover, arcing, noise
etc. ■

N-xt mo th
The next section of the receiver to be
investigated will be the field timebasc.
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engineer, who had replaced the line output
transformer. The fault symptom was that
the width closed in gradually, followed by
line output transistor failure. I checked the
tuning capacitors, then studied the line
drive waveform, which had an unwelcome
negative-going spike on it. I replaced most
of the components in the line drive
circuitry before condemning the line driver
transformer T2. A replacement borrowed
from another set proved the point.
As has been mentioned in these pages
before, Comet will not supply this part. In
fact the helpful man thought it was
probably not available even to their
privileged engineers! As there was no
option, I cleaned and resoldered the
leadouts. This restored cool running in the
output stage with full width. G.D.

TV FAULT FINDING
Reports from
Glyn Dickinson
Steve Hague
Mike Leach
Philip Salkeld
Robin Beaumont
Chris Dakin
Graham Boor
G.W. Roper
Mark J. Leach and
Adrian Farnborough

We welcome fault reports from
readers — payment for each fault is
made after publiation. See page
170 for details of where and how
to send reports,
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Bush 1433 (11AK20 chassis)
We've had several of these sets with the
complaint reverting to standby or going off
completely, sometimes after a tap on the
board. A dry-joint of course, but where? In
each case removing the IF shielding plate
and resoldering the regulator chip IC802
and the jungle chip IC401 has cleared the
problem. G.D.
Sharp DS/ES chassis
These chassis are a welcome backwards
step from the CS chassis. Sharp must have
listened to the curses emanating from
many a workshop, as they use a larger,
more conventional PCB with a sensible
complement of surface-mounted devices.
The circuitry is similar in many areas
however. The most common trouble is a
dead BUH515 line output transistor
because of a dry joint at C608 or C613. If
you are unlucky, the power supply will be
damaged as well. In this case replace
Q701 (2SK2605), Q702, Q703 (both
BC338), D712 (15V zener diode), D713,
D730 (both 1N4148), C713 (68nF) and
R716 (0.4752 or 0.22Q), and check
whether any of the rectifiers on the
secondary side of the transformer are
short-circuit. Most of these items are
identical to those supplied in the CS
chassis kit. G.D.
Goodmans W288NS
This widescreen set was about eighteen
months old. It had come via another

Tatung B1 chassis
These sets often come in with lack of
width and incorrect line frequency. The
cause is corrupt EEPROM data. To set the
values, move jumper plug PL704, which
brings up the service mode. Scroll down to
value 07, using buttons 3 (down) and 2
(up) on the remote-control handset, and set
it using balance + and —. A typical value is
about 28. A picture should now be visible.
If the geometry values are affected, height
should be 09, linearity OA, vertical
positioning OC and width OE. Press store
on the front panel before moving the
jumper back (early copies of the manual
omitted this step).
The cause of the corruption is often that
R814 (751(52, 2% or better) in the power
supply has changed value with the result
that the HT voltage is high. Recently
however we have had a faulty degaussing
posistor cause the problem. It's best to
replace both these items.
If you don't have the correct handset, a
Philips unit will do — provided it has a
balance control. G.D.
Toshiba 145E7B
I look after a number of these sets at a
holiday park. If the SR2M over-voltage
diode D808 has gone short-circuit, the
STR50020 chopper chip will need to be
replaced — it tends to become leaky when
hot. C813 (47g, 63V), which is mounted
in a pool of glue, can also be the cause of
this symptom.
If the STR50020 chopper chip is shortcircuit and the replacement overheats, with
low HT, the small chopper transformer
T802 is suspect. This item is not exactly
cheap! G.D.
Goodmans GD2592 (Ferguson
TX92 chassis)
This set was dead with a blackened fuse.
The chopper FET TP16 was short-circuit,
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and the cause seemed obvious — a huge
dry-joint at the capacitor (CP13) in the
snubber network. I cleaned and resoldered
this, replaced the BIT and the TDA4605
control chip, and checked all the highvalue resistors in the circuit. But when I
switched the set on I was rewarded with a
bright flash from the fuse as the new FET
expired.
After numerous inconclusive checks
and not a few component replacements in
the primary side of the power supply I
eventually found that the BY399 HT
rectifier DP51 was short-circuit. A
replacement restored normal operation. In
theory this type of power supply should
simply refuse to work when there's a
short-circuit at the secondary side. And
what about that dry-joint? S.H.

Hitachi C2586TN
This was a fault you might come across
once in a lifetime. It seemed that the CRT
was faulty, as the first anode control on
the line output transformer just couldn't
be set up correctly. Whenever you got the
display almost correct, the picture would
go bright green and the set would shut
down to standby.
Many things were tried — various items
on the CRT base panel, and around the
jungle chip on the main PCB. Eventually
the cause of the trouble was traced to a
faulty diode in one of the lines that feed
RGB from the text/microcontroller
section to the tube base panel. It was D8,
in the green drive. The circuit diagram
shows it as an ordinary diode, but in fact
it's a 3.3V zener diode.
Watch out for this one. I went down
many different garden paths before
solving the problem. M.L.

Sony KVE2932U (AE2 chassis)
There was excessive width with EW
problems. The width could be varied
using the service menu but not by enough.
Checks showed that the —7.4V supply was
poorly smoothed, the cause being C819
(470g, 16V). A normal picture appeared
once it had been replaced. M.L.

Several DC voltages around the field
output chip were high, which suggested
that it wasn't drawing a lot of current. The
field drive was present at pins 1 and 2, but
the waveforms looked poor and cramped.
When I disconnected them from the
output chip they returned to normal. This
suggested a drive problem, so I traced
back to the source on the signals panel
and replaced the TDA9160A chip IC501.
That cured the field scanning problem.
I then had to redo the soldering that
had been done previously and redress all
the leads with cable ties, as the original
cable clips were missing. Customers often
tell us that their sets have already received
attention, but these "blokes down the
road" remain very elusive. M.L.

Philips 29PT828C/05
(L2.2AA chassis)
This set was dead with the 5A fuse in the
mains plug open-circuit. I feared the
worst, but there were no obvious shortcircuits. So I fitted a new fuse and
switched the set on. The mains rectifier's
reservoir capacitor (220ttF, 385V) started
arcing. After fitting a replacement I
switched on again. Was I pleased when
the set worked! These are not my
favourite sets. P.S.

This set had received attention from "a
bloke down the road" who had tried to fix
it. The set was dead with just the standby
light on. The LOPT was shiny and new,
the field output chip was also new, and a
lot of soldering had been carried out on
the underside of the deflection PCB. The
cause of the dead problem was
straightforward: C703 (10nF, 2kV) in the
line output stage was badly bulged. A
replacement produced a picture, but there
was field scanning in only the bottom half
of the screen — the top half showed just a
few flyback lines.
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Bush 1434 (11AK20 chassis)
The set shut down with a ticking noise.
Cold checks brought me to D604
(BA157) which was short-circuit. A
replacement restored normal operation.
This could be a common problem: I've
since had two more of these sets with the
same fault. P.S.

Samsung CI533CN
(S51A chassis)
This set worked all right with inputs via
the start socket but there was no RF
signal. As the supplies at the tuner all
appeared to be correct, I ordered a new
tuner. But the fault was still present when
it had been fitted. A phone call to
Samsung technical produced the answer.
Order the service manual (first issue free)
and go into the factory setting menu.
There's a list of adjustments. I was
offered further help if this didn't clear the
problem, but there was no need to go
back. P.S.

Bush 2164NTX
Shorted turns in the line output
transformer is a common fault with these
sets. The symptoms are a dead set with
the green LED flashing. CHS stock the
transformer, the order code being
ALB586. P.S.

Grundig ST70-700NIC/FT
(CUC2030 chassis)
This set came in with line collapse
because of a dry-joint at the scan coil
plug. When I resoldered this I found that
there was lack of width and EW bowing.
Tracing back through the circuit I came to
R55006 (5.6Q, 0.5W), which was opencircuit. There were perfect results once
this item had been replaced. P.S.

Sony KV25X5U (FE1 chassis)
Hitachi C2976TN

diodes, D510 and D511, part no. RHEX0404BM22; fit a coil, part no. VPCF120K0000, in place of link J122; and
fit another zener diode, D403, part no.
RH-EX0412BMZZ. Fortunately the
circuit reference numbers are printed on
the PCB. P.S.

I've had several cases where the set has
been dead with the LED flashing four
times. If the 9V supply is present at pins
33 and 44 of the jungle chip IC301, look
no farther than R546 (47Q, 0.5W) which
goes open-circuit. It feeds the 135V
supply to the line driver stage. P.S.

Sharp 51DT-25H
When switched on from cold this set
behaved strangely, for example there was
lack of height, no video and tuning drift.
A phone call to Sharp provided the
answer. There's an NV memory
modification, as follows. Fit two zener

Philips 32PW9543/05
(MD2.25E chassis)
The customer complained about generally
poor definition. In particular when he
used his DVD player for audio the onscreen display was decidedly fuzzy. I
often 'borrow' a Sky digital receiver
when investigating faults like this: the
blue and yellow captions are clear, and
the option to toggle between RGB and
PAL is useful. When I did this I found
that the definition was poor in all modes.
The DVD player was checked with
another set and found to be satisfactory.
A useful feature with this chassis is the
operating hours counter, which you access
via the service mode. The set had been
used for nearly 5,000 hours, which is a lot
for a two-year old, so suspicion fell on the
tube. A replacement improved matters,
but not as much as I had hoped.
So what can affect the definition in
both the RGB and PAL modes if the CRT
and focus circuits are known to be OK?
These widescreen sets are fitted with
SCAVEM (scan-velocity modulation), a
circuit that slows the line scan down
briefly during fast video signal transitions
to make them appear sharper. A small
amplifier on the tube base panel drives a
coil on the neck of the tube. I
disconnected the coil while watching the
on-screen captions. There was no
difference. I then checked the SCAVEM
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amplifier and found that the BD140
transistor Tr7140 was short-circuit baseto-collector. There was an excellent
picture once a replacement had been
fitted. R.B.

transistors, VA60 and VA61. They are of
the surface-mounted type. As I've had
problems with this type of transistor in
Ferguson sets, I decided to replace them.
This restored good sound. C.D.

discover that there was a faulty rectifier
diode in the line output stage, D552
(ERD29-06). A BYW95C seems to work
happily in this position. G.B.

B&O Beovision MX4500

Matsui 1476

I've had a couple of these sets recently
with poor FM sound — vision buzz and
white noise spoilt the usually excellent
performance. Don't waste time with
ceramic filters or trying to retune the
detector coils. The cause of the fault is
CI76 (10p1) which decouples pin 3 of the
TDA4445 first sound detector chip 1171.
It's under the screening can that covers
the tuner section of the main PCB. You
could get the same fault with other sets
that use this chassis. R.B.

The power supply was ticking and the set
was otherwise dead. This indicated an
overload. On inspection I found that C412
(470i1F, 16V) and C414 (1001uF, 35V)
near the LA7837 field timebase chip
IC401 were both leaking badly. After
cleaning the board, fitting replacement
capacitors and resoldering some dry-joints
the power supply still ticked. When the
field timebase chip was removed the
power supply worked correctly. A new
LA7837 chip restored full operation. C.D.

This set would revert to standby after a
few seconds. I managed to establish that
the power supply lines were all present
and correct and that the line timebase
was working, but there was no field
output. When I used a magnifying glass I
found that there were virtually invisible
rings' around all the legs of the field
output chip IC451. Resoldering cleared
the fault. G.W.R.

Sharp 66FW53H
(DA100 chassis)

Toshiba 28W8DBA

Panasonic TX25MD4

This set appeared to start up then dropped
back to standby. It repeated the cycle
indefinitely. I checked the protection
circuits for fault indications but found no
clues. So I decided to override the switchon signal from the standby processor by
shorting pin 15 of IC702 to chassis. The
set then started up and produced a picture,
though only limited functions were
available.
To confirm my suspicions I spoke to
Sharp technical, who agreed that the
NVROM was likely to be the cause of the
problem. When I replaced this minute,
surface-mounted 8-pin chip the set came
to life. All that remained was to
reprogram all the picture geometry, tuning
and customer control settings.
Approved Sharp service agents can
download most manuals from the website.
Having realised the limitations of this
service however Sharp will supply paper
circuit diagrams only, at very reasonable
prices. Part numbers and a vast range of
other technical tips are on the website.
R.B.

Panasonic TX33PF10
(Euro-5 chassis)
I've had two of these sets in recently. The
first one had low, unadjustable sound with
the AV channels, the second one had
sound but nothing on the screen. Running
a 'self-check' cured both faults. To run a
self-check you press the —IV button on the
set while at the same time pressing the
remote-control unit's 'status' button. To
exit self-check, use the power button to
switch the set off. Then, when the set is
switched on again, it will go into the setup mode after which everything should be
OK. C.D.

The customer complained that this set
would switch itself off intermittently, with
the red LED flashing, and had poor
colour. When I called the cause of the
trouble was obvious: there was no red in
the picture. A quick check showed that
there was no voltage at the tube's cathode
— it had developed an internal shortcircuit. A new tube restored good colour
with no more tripping out. Fortunately the
set was still under guarantee. C.D.

JVC CS2190EK (BXII chassis)
This set would run for about twenty
minutes then go off with just the LED
alight. Voltage checks revealed that in the
fault condition the 115V supply (B1) was
missing. I checked the voltages around
the two transistors in the B1 supply
switching circuit and found that Q924' s
emitter was at 88V instead of 115V. The
feed is via an N5 circuit protector
(CP901), which had developed a
resistance of several ohms. A replacement
restored reliable operation. C.D.

Panasonic TC14S1R (Z5
chassis)
This. 14in. set belonged to a member of
the local CID. According to the rap sheet
it was dead. On investigation I found that
the mains fuse F801, D807, D808 and the
chopper chip IC801 (STR51203M) had
all failed. It's advisable to fit a chopper
chip obtained from Panasonic. G.B.

Tatung T21TD50 (D chassis)

Nokia ST51A1 (Stereo chassis)

This 21in. set had no green in the display.
Checks on the CRT base panel showed
that R932 (1001(C2) on was open-circuit.
As a result there was no feedback/bias at
the base of the green driver transistor
TR931. As a precaution I also replaced
R922 and R912 in the B and R output
stages. G.B.

The complaint with this set was no sound.
It would sometimes come on if the set
was switched off and on several times.
When I looked at the circuit diagram I
saw that there are a couple of muting

The owner wanted to get this dead 10in.
set going again if possible and
economical. It didn't take me long to
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Hinari CT16

JVC AV25VM1EK
There was top and bottom cramping
(about an inch) with bright white line
scanning. The screen would flash and
then go blank. If the setting of the first
anode control was increased a green raster
with field flyback and horizontal scan
lines appeared.
The TDA8350Q field and EW output
chip IC401 was suspect, and had a low
voltage at pin 11. A replacement chip
produced a perfect picture. M.J.L.

Mitsubishi CT25M3LTX
(Euro 14 chassis)
Field collapse is common enough with
these sets. The usual cause is that the
safety protector Z551 or 0.825 resistor in
the 27V supply to the field and EW output
chips has failed. In some sets Z551 is 2A,
in others 1.6A. The protector or resistor is
connected to pin 3 of the LOPT. This time
however the AN5521 field output chip
IC451 had failed, with the circuit
protector intact. The replacement, and yet
another one, failed within two days.
Scope checks failed to reveal anything
amiss so, for want of any better ideas, I
decided to replace the reservoir capacitor
for the 27V supply. It's C560 (3,30011F,
35V). A 2,200g, 35V capacitor was
fitted, as 3,300g is not an easy value to
obtain. Some months have passed since
this repair was carried out, so the
replacement capacitor seems to have done
the trick. A.F.

Toshiba 2573/2873DB
The problem with this set was excessive
width because of no EW modulator
operation. I checked for a field waveform
at pin 4 of the TA8859 chip Q302 and
found it missing. A new IC restored
correct scanning. A.F.

Mitsubishi CT2145BM
(Euro 6 chassis)
It's unusual to have no colour with this
chassis. Scope checks showed that there
was no chroma at pin 3 of the TDA3565
colour decoder chip IC252. This
suggested a fault in the bandpass
transformer L0601, which was opencircuit. A.F. ■
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In this second instalment Mark Paul describes the field
timebase, the tuning system, the various operations performed by the signals-processor IC, and the operation of
the RGB output stages

Thomson 's
TX807 technology
generator which is in the TDA8840
IF/colour decoder/timebase
generator chip W01. It's controlled
by a vertical count-down circuit,
which is driven by a line-frequency
signal and reset by the incoming
field sync pulses. The external
ramp-generator capacitor CV16
(0.11.1F) is connected to pin 51: the
current-reference resistor RV10
(39kQ) at pin 52 controls the ramp
generation. The field driver stage in

n last month's article we looked
at the rather unusual chopper
power supply used in the
Thomson TX807 chassis and the
line output stage. This time we'll
deal with the field timebase then
make a start on the signals side of
the chassis.

I

The field timebase
The field timebase circuitry is
conventional, starting with a ramp

IVO1 is optimised for use with the
following field output chip. There
are differential field drive outputs
at pins 46 and 47.
The field output chip IF01 is
either an SGS-Thomson TDA8172
or a TDA9302H. See Fig. 5.
Previous Thomson field output
stage designs — in the ICC9 chassis
for example — used an AC-coupled
field scan circuit. This one is DCcoupled. The main differences lie
330p

-i

RF09*

Fig. 5: The field
output stage circuit used in the
TX807 chassis.
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in the power supply arrangements,
the component count, elimination
of the scan-coupling capacitor, and
the reference voltage for vertical
centring.
IF01 requires both positive and
negative supplies, at pins 2/6 and 4
respectively. This approach has
two advantages. First, chassis
potential can be used as the scan
`centring' reference. This
eliminates position shift with
temperature drift and makes the
setting less sensitive. Secondly
there is no need for a scan-coupling
capacitor with its inherent nonlinearity. The need for DC
feedback to compensate for this
non-linearity is removed, reducing
the component count and further
reducing the possibility of position
shift with temperature drift.
Field scan geometry is adjusted
via the I2C bus, operating within
IV01. Field slope, height, shift and
scan-correction are all adjusted by
software, further reducing the
component count. Anti-breathing
compensation is provided by
feedback from the earthy end of the
EHT generator section in the line
output stage (LOPT pin 6) to pin
50 of IVO1, thus tracking the beam
current.
The field output stage in IF01 is
configured as a differential
amplifier which is driven by the
ramp and bias currents supplied by
IV01, I + Ir and I — Ir respectively
at pins 46 and 47. There's feedback
from the output to the input via
RFO9 to set the gain: the currentsensing resistor RFO5 develops a
voltage proportional to the
deflection current.
CF01 and RFO1 form a zero-pole
compensation network to increase
the amplifier's phase margin while
maintaining the bandwidth. RFO1
is fusible to prevent overheating
should CF01 go short-circuit. RFO2
is connected across the field scan
coils to damp out line-frequency
effects caused by the proximity of
the line-scan coils. CF03 is the
boost capacitor to provide the
increased voltage required for the
flyback.

The tuner
The TX807 chassis is designed for
use with either a voltagesynthesiser or a frequencysynthesiser tuner, by using the
relevant options provided on the
main PCB. Tuner types CTT5000
and CTT5045 use FST and VST
respectively. The following notes
refer to the CTT5045 tuner, which
conforms to world-standard
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Fig. 6: Block of the
tuning and IF section of the receiver.
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terrestrial tuner pin connections
and mechanical size. It
incorporates Band I/III/UHF
switching, with separate dual-gate
MOSFET RF amplifiers (type
S595TR). These are self-biasing.
This is followed by a Philips
TDA5736T mixer-oscillator chip,
which has separate mixer inputs
and VCOs. This arrangement
provides good image rejection and
selectivity, low noise, good input
matching and easy alignment.
Fig. 6 shows the tuning and IF

QI34
6MHz
trap

amplifier arrangement. When a
particular channel is selected, the
microcontroller chip IRO1 produces
at pin 1 the relevant PWM output.
This is fed to the base of transistor
TH01, whose collector is
connected to the stabilised 33V
tuning voltage supply. Its output is
smoothed by an RC low-pass filter
and fed to pin 2 of the tuner to
bring in the required channel.
In the channel search mode, IVOJ
informs IR01 via the I2C bus when
a channel has been found. There is
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then a slowing down in the varicap voltage
change, with the system automatically
fine-tuning for optimum signal capture.
The transistors, varicap diodes, other
diodes, resistors and ceramic capacitors in
the tuner are all of the surfacemounted/flat-chip type. The tuner is
powered at 5V and has a total power
consumption of about 375mW.

IF circuit
The tuner produces its IF output at pin 11.
There is provision for IF filtering to suit
various TV transmission standards, with
switching where multi-standard operation
is required. Items that are not required for a
particular market are omitted. Thus Fig. 6
shows the UK arrangement, for standard I.
The tuner's output is fed via transistor
Till to the bandpass-shaping SAW filter
QI30, which provides a differential IF
output for pins 48 and 49 of the TDA8840
IF/colour decoder/timebase generator chip
IV01.
The demodulated output from the IF
section of IVO1 exits at pin 6 and is then
fed via the buffer transistor TI31 to the
6MHz intercarrier sound BPF QI32 and
the 6MHz trap QI34. QI32's output is fed
to IVOl's FM sound input pin 1. QI34' s
output is fed to a further buffer transistor
TI33 then to IVOl's CVBS input pin 13. A
feed is taken from the emitter of TI33 to
pin 19 of the scart socket as a CVBS
output.

The signals processor chip
There are various versions of the Philips
TDA884X IF/colour decoder/timebase

9.1V

Black-current feedback

Fig. 7: RGB output stage circuitry, ten-transistor version.
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Fig. 8: RGB output stage circuitry, seven-transistor version.

generator chip, TDA8840 for PAL only
decoding, TDA8841 for PAL/NTSC and
TDA8842 for PAL/Secam/NTSC
decoding. We have already mentioned it in
connection with the IF amplifier and
timebase generator sections of the chassis.
It has a high degree of integration,
incorporating the following functions as
well: colour signal decoding with a builtin chroma delay line, audio processing
with volume control, CVBS and RGB
switching, black stretch and CRT blackcurrent stabilisation. It requires an 8.5V
supply, at pins 12 and 37. All controls and
set-ups are carried out via the I2C bus,
with the SDA connection at pin 8 and the
SCL connection at pin 7. Pins 10 and 11
enable S-video signals to be fed in,
chroma at pin 10 and luminance at pin 11.
On-screen display and teletext RGB
signals, also scart RGB inputs, are fed in
at pins 23, 24 and 25 respectively. When
these inputs are required, a fast-blanking
input at pin 26 rises to 4V to cut off the
off-air signals. In the European version of
the chassis the black-level of the inserted
RGB signals is clamped by external
transistors, TV03, TV05 and TV07:
clamping is carried out during the burstgating period, triggered by TV08.
The chip has alignment-free internal
luminance and chroma delay lines and a
chroma trap, implemented as gyrator
circuits that are tuned by tracking with the
4.43MHz oscillator. The chroma trap in
the luminance signal path is bypassed by a
11Onsec delay when S-video inputs are
selected, to compensate for the delay
introduced by S-chroma decoding to R — Y

and B — Y. In Secam versions the centre
frequency of the trap is set to
approximately 4.2MHz for improved
suppression of the modulated colour
subcarriers.
The chroma section of the chip
incorporates an ACL (Automatic Colour
Limiting) circuit that can be switched via
the I2C bus. It prevents over saturation
when signals with a high chroma-to-burst
ratio are received, and is gated so that only
the chroma and not the burst signal is
reduced. Thus ACL operation does not
affect colour sensitivity. The burst PLL
detector has two gain modes to provide a
good catching range when the PLL is not
locked and low ripple voltage with good
noise immunity once the PLL has locked.
The colour-killer circuit switches off the R
— Y and B — Y demodulators when the
input signal is very low (reduced chroma
and burst amplitude): a built-in hysteresis
prevents on/off switching with low, noisy
signals.
The chip's RGB outputs appear at pins
21, 20 and 19 respectively and are fed to
the CRT base PCB circuitry. One trick
with the TDA8842 is that the colourdifference signal matrixing adapts
automatically to the decoded standard
(PAL, Secam or NTSC).
The contrast and brightness controls,
along with the peak-white limiter, operate
on both internal and external RGB signals.
The RGB outputs have their own separate
gain controls to obtain the correct white
balance and compensate for different CRT
phosphor efficiencies. The nominal output
amplitude is about 2V black to white at
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nominal input signal and control
settings.
Beam-current limiting to protect
the CRT and line output
transformer is applied to pin 22.
Sensing is at the earthy end of the
EHT section of the LOPT, see Fig.
4 in Part 1 (January). As the
voltage at pin 22 falls, the contrast
level and subsequently the
brightness is reduced.

Black-current stabilisation
IVO1 has an automatic blackcurrent stabilisation loop which
adjusts the black-level of its RGB
outputs to the cut-off voltages
required at the CRT's three
cathodes. Since there is no current
when a cathode voltage is at the
cut-off point, the loop stabilises at
a very small cathode current. This
`black current', at the three
cathodes, is measured within IVO1
and compared with a reference
current to adjust the black level of
the RGB outputs.
The black-level loop is active
during the four lines at the end of
each field-flyback blanking period,
lines 20-23 and 333-336. The
CRT's 'leakage' current is
measured during lines 20 and 333.
During the next three lines the cutoff current (black level) of the

three guns is adjusted. The nominal
black-current value is 10µA.
Feedback for control is to pin 18 of
IV01. The ratio of the 'black
currents' for the three guns tracks
with the white-point adjustment
automatically, so that the
background colour is the same as
the adjusted white point.

CRT base PCB
The CRT base PCB incorporates
the RGB output stages, which take
the RGB outputs from IVO1 and
drive the CRT's three cathodes. It
also provides focus, first anode and
heater supply connections for the
CRT. The 180V supply required
for the RGB output stages is
derived from the line output stage,
as described in Part 1.
20 and 21in. models have ten
transistors in the RGB output
circuitry while smaller-screen sets
have seven. Since the output stages
are identical, only one will be
described. Fig. 7 shows the tentransistor version, Fig. 8 the seventransistor version.
The component reference
numbers in Fig. 7 refer to the blue
output stage. Transistor TT72, type
2SC2482, is a high-voltage device
with low capacitance to provide a
bandwidth of greater than 2.7MHz.

The gain is set so that its output
can reach 120V when the drive
from IVO1 is adjusted for
maximum. CT71 is incorporated to
improve the HF response — by
reducing the negative feedback
introduced by RT72. The emitterfollower TT71 improves the signal
transition time.
Each of the three-transistor output
stages sits on a reference voltage
provided by the emitter-follower
TT81. This determines the DC
working point of the three RGB
amplifiers. The reference voltage is
set by the potential divider RT8283, which is fed from the stabilised
8.5V supply.
TT73 provides feedback for the
black-current stabilisation circuit.
DT82 is included to provide overvoltage protection.
The seven-transistor version is the
same with the omission of the
emitter-follower TT71 and some
component-value changes. See
Fig. 8. III
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The concluding instalment in this series
will deal with the microcontroller circuiry, teletext and the audio output
stage.

Sony KVM2151U
(BE2A chassis)
This set was dead, and spectacularly so.
The cause was the STR54041 chopper
chip IC601. It had been replaced before,
but the previous engineer had fitted one of
dubious quality. This had failed and had a
big crack in it. The associated BC637-16
current limiter transistor Q601 had blown
its top. The surge limiter resistor
R601(3.352,10W), the start-up resistor
R611 (120k52) the mains input fuse F601
and the plug-top fuse had all failed.
Fortunately I had all these items in the
van and was able to rebuild the power
supply before the customer's eyes. Use
only a genuine Sony chip in the IC601
position.

Service
Casebook
Michael Maurice

Kenwood DP730 CD player
The customer said this CD player
wouldn't play some discs. So I ordered
and fitted a new laser unit. As it still
skipped when playing one or two of the
customer's discs I thought I would be
clever and tweak the four presets for
focus and tracking control. This was a big
mistake! No matter what I did, I couldn't
get the machine to work.
Eventually I had to phone Kenwood
Technical, where a very helpful chap said
he would fax me the setting-up
instructions from the manual. This
enabled me to realign the machine, after
which it worked perfectly.

Ferguson 51K7 (ICC5 chassis)
The 1.6AT mains fuse FP05 had blown
and on investigation I found that the
lOnF, 250V mains filter capacitor CP02
had split in half. A new capacitor and fuse
restored normal operation — for five
minutes, after which the fuse flashed and
the set went off. The cause this time was
the degaussing posistor RP01. A new fuse
and posistor restored operation for a lot
longer than five minutes.

Mitsubishi CT29B2STX (Euro
12 chassis)
There were two faults with this set. The
main one was field collapse because of a
faulty output chip. But the customer said
there had been a problem with the picture
geometry at the top and bottom of the
screen before this occurred.
The field output chip often fails
because of trouble in the power supply.
Whenever I get a call to one of these sets I
always check the power supply, whatever
the fault. C906 (471.tF, 63V) and C909
(upgraded to 10g, 63V) should be
replaced and, on the secondary side, any
capacitors that are leaking.
Another cause of field output chip
failure is trouble with the flyback boost
capacitor C452 (220g, 35V). It's
situated under a hot resistor and is next to
a heatsink: double trouble! You often find
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that it's leaking.
The original chip is no longer
available. Instead you get a kit which
consists of a new IC, four resistors, a
capacitor and a length of wire. Full
instructions are included — their clarity
depends on the source of the kit. Field
scanning was restored once I had fitted a
kitand a new flyback boost capacitor, and
had attended to the usual power supply
problems.
I was then left with the picture
geometry fault. 29 and 33in. sets that use
this chassis require north/south
correction. The circuitry is on a separate
board which is bolted to the chassis near
the LOPT. The cause of the trouble was
here: Q4009, which regulates the —30V
supply, was open-circuit. A BC640
proved to be a suitable replacement.

Hitachi CPT2188
This set came from another dealer who
thought that the cause of no power was
the on/off switch. He couldn't be
bothered to fit a replacement. Instead he
cut all the wires and bypassed the switch.
The result was a set that came on,
produced a picture but no sound. So he
brought it to me. It baffled me for a few
minutes until I realised that when he
bypassed the switch he joined all the
wires across, live to live, neutral to
neutral and, wait for it, the switch's
momentary contacts.
This is where the problem lay.
Momentary contacts are supposed to
connect momentarily. A replacement
switch, connected correctly, cured the
fault — and made the set safe again.

JVC HRD755
When play or record was selected the
tape would start to load up then unload.
A worn loading belt or block I hear you
say. Not this time. The drum wouldn't
rotate because it was partially seizing.
When I dismantled the motor I couldn't
find the cause here. It seemed that the
upper drum's bearings had dropped
slightly and were seizing on the lower
drum. So I dismantled the drum and
added a very thin shim. When it was
reassembled the motor turned freely.
This lovely old VCR was restored to
correct operation once I'd reset the
tracking and checked through the tape
path. Although JVC wouldn't have
approved of my repair, it was either that
or writing off the machine as a new
lower drum is prohibitively expensive.

No sound
I was asked to look at a Mitsubishi VCR
with the complaint no sound. But when I
played a tape the sound was present. The
customer also had a Sky digibox, which
was connected to the TV set and the
VCR via scart leads. It transpired that
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when she played tapes she switched the
TV set, which is fitted with the Tatung B
chassis, to channel 0. This is where the
problem lay.
The TV set produced Nicam stereo
sound all right, but not mono sound. As
the sound processing ICs are now either
not available or very expensive, the
customer decided not to proceed with
repair. Instead, I showed her how to
switch the TV set to scart input (labelled
CVBS 1). She was perfectly happy with
this solution.

Sanyo CBP2872 (ED1 chassis)
The trouble with this set was no colour.
If you went into the set-up mode you
could adjust the oscillator so that the
colours ran through, but as soon as you
came out of the service mode the set
would revert to black-and-white.
A call to Chas Hyde's Sanyo
Technical Advice line produced the
suggestion that the fault might lie in the
MCU2600 master clock chip or its
associated crystal. But replacements
made no difference. Where to go next?

There are three chips in the digital
video processing section of the chassis, a
video coder unit (VCU), a PAL video
processor unit (PVPU) and a digital
transient improver (DTI). Any of them
could have been the cause of the trouble,
and fault finding in this area is not
particularly easy.
I then recalled a similar fault I had
had with a Salora M chassis, at one of
the ex-rental wholesalers. In that receiver
the colour couldn't be set up because
someone had swapped a PVPU2203 for a
PVPU2204. Taking a chance and
explaining to the customer what I was
going to do, I ordered a new PVPU2204.
Bingo! Once the replacement had
been fitted it was possible to set up the
circuit, restoring full colour.

Sharp 66AS-05H (4BSC
chassis)
The set was dead with just a ticking
noise from the power supply. The usual
cause of this is failure of the line output
transistor because of a dry-joint on the
connector PCB for the scan coils. Once

these repairs had been carried out the set
worked, but a couple of hours later the
customer phoned to say that the set had
again failed.
This time the set wasn't tripping and
the line output transistor was OK. But
there was no line drive. The cause was
the MC44002 jungle chip IC800. How
do you explain that the two faults are not
connected?

Hitachi C2846TN
There were two faults with this set, field
collapse and no sound. After attending to
the usual dry joints at the regulators
IC950, IC951 and IC952 I found that
R710 (2Q) in the supply to the field
output chip IC601 was also dry-jointed.
Once this had been put right there was a
picture but still no sound.
The cause of this was the EEPROM
chip, which had become corrupted as a
result of the dry-joints at the regulators.
A replacement, part no. E730045,
restored the sound.
Note that the value of R710 varies
with tube size. ■

were linked together. I then discovered
that the pins go to the on/off button at the
front of the unit.
A major strip-down was necessary to
get at the switch, which was dry-jointed at
the PCB. There's no access to it from
underneath. M.D.

Tatung F series chassis
This set came on with no green in the
display. Then, after about ten seconds, it
went into the protection mode — dead with
the standby LED flashing. Checks on the
tube base PCB showed that R913 was
open-circuit, R922 had risen in value to
220kQ and R903 was out-of-tolerance.
Replace these 180k52, 0.75W resistors
with the 350V metal-film type (available
from Farnell). I wouldn't have expected
to find resistors that had gone high-value
in such a new set. So this could become a
stock fault. M.D.

Ferguson B68N (ICC8 chassis)
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Tatung E series chassis
This set had a most unusual fault: there
was only half a picture, in the top part of
the screen. I replaced the TDA8350Q
field and EW output chip IC401 but this
made no difference. Both 1.252 safety
resistors in the supplies to IC401, R422
and R437, tested OK. To cut a very long
story short, I discovered that
disconnecting R421 (22Q, 2W) in the EW
modulator circuit restored a full picture,
but with excessive width and bent
verticals. The cause of the problem was
shorted turns in the EW loading coil
L409. As a result line pulses were being
fed back to the TDA8350Q chip — the
new one had also been destroyed. M.D.

Hitachi C2556TN
If one of these sets goes off intermittently,
the cause will probably be dry-joints at
the three-terminal regulator IC951. If the
set trips three-five seconds after switch
on, replace R950 (68kQ) in the power
supply. Use a 350V metal-film type. A set
will trip out even when this resistor rises
in value by 11(Q, so beware! M.D.

Daewoo GB14F7T1

We welcome fault reports from
readers — payment for each fault
is made after publiation. See
page 234 for details of where and
how to send reports.
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This TV-video unit came in with a tape
stuck inside and wouldn't switch on. The
standby switch-mode power supply was
running and about 8V was present at
diode D831. But there was no voltage at
the 6V regulator IC1806. I found a
plug/socket (P803) marked 8V in, 8V out.
There was 8V at the input but no output.
The unit came on when these two pins

This set was dead, though the power
supplies would come up for about five
seconds before dying back. Not much
time to look for the cause of the trouble! I
eventually discovered that the BSR51 line
driver transistor TL17 was faulty. I used a
BC879 as the replacement because it is
easier to obtain. It's a Darlington
transistor with integral collector-toemitter diode. M.D.

Bush 2768NTXSIL
If the set won't come out of standby, or
the line output transistor is blown, always
replace the 2SC1573 line driver transistor.
I fit a different type, as the 2SC1573
seems to be prone to failure. M.D.

Sharp C3720
The cause of changes in brightness level
accompanied by variations in height was
traced to a dry-joint at the regulator
transistor Q604, which is near the mains
on/off switch. M.D.

Mitsubishi Euro 10 chassis
This fault would apply to other chassis
that use the same audio circuitry, such as
the Euro 4 and 6. There was a picture but
no sound. A check at the audio output
chip showed that its supply was missing,
because the SOC2000 protector Z952 in
the power supply was open-circuit. There
didn't seem to be any shorts, so I fitted a
new protector and switched on. As the
protector didn't blow I connected the scart
lead from the Sky digibox I have on my
bench. Perfect sound blasted out, and did
so for two hours until I took the set back.
I plugged it in, connected the aerial and
switched on. No sound! Red-faced, I took
the set back to the shop and connected it to
the scart lead and the aerial. AV sound
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was OK, but there was not a peep at RF.
Time for scope checks. There was no
audio output from the IF chip IC101 (pin
9), so I took one from a scrap board and
fitted it. This made no difference. I then
swapped over the detector coil L301,
which restored the sound. The moral is to
check both AV and RF operation before
returning a set. J.H.

and C909 (2.20, 50V) in the power
supply, on the primary side.
A few weeks later the customer called
to say that the fault was back again. This
time I checked the electrolytics on the
secondary side of the power supply. As
most were leaking I replaced the lot. After
resetting the parameters all was well.
M.M.

ITT Compact B2 chassis

JVC AV25F1EK

This set was dead. It tripped just as the
HT voltage appeared. When the feed to
the line output stage was disconnected the
HT supply was OK. So I checked for
shorts and anything obviously amiss in
the line output stage, but couldn't find any
faults. As I had a LOPT on the shelf I
fitted it. No difference!
Perhaps there was something wrong in
the power supply. I decided to check the
electrolytics. C700, C701 (both 10uF),
C704 and C711 (both 470) were all low
in value. Four capacitors later all was
well. J.H.

There was a text fault with this set. The
pages kept jumping to ones that hadn't
been selected, or different pages would be
displayed, usually several times a minute.
Close inspection showed that there was a
solder bridge between pins 1 and 2 of the
SAA5243 text processing chip ICO2.
Correct operation was restored once this
bridge had been removed. M.M.

JVC AV21SX1EK
This set intermittently displayed partial
field collapse, with the top quarter of the
screen going blank. Tapping the top of the
set would restore the picture for a few
moments. The cause of the problem was a
dry-joint at C961. This 2,200g, 25V
electrolytic capacitor smooths the output
from the 8V regulator chip IC951. The 8V
supply is used, amongst other things, to
power the TDA8366 IF/colour
decoder/timebase generator chip IC101.
M.M.

Bush 2850NTX (TV4 chassis)
A vertical white line (line collapse) is not
uncommon with these sets, the cause
being a dry-joint at the scan coil
connector on the PCB. This time however
the 330nF, 400V scan-correction
capacitor C419 was burnt and opencircuit. A replacement restored the
scanning.
I've also seen these sets badged
Schneider. M.M.

Toshiba 2873DB
There was lack of width and EW
correction. The cause of the fault was the
TA8859CP chip Q302. Note that there are
various versions of this chip, denoted by
the suffix. The correct part should be
ordered from Toshiba. M.M.

Mitsubishi CT25A3STX
(Euro 12 chassis)
There was no text, no Nicam and the
picture was very wide. The cause was a
corrupted EEPROM chip, IC702. So I
replaced it, set up the parameters and for
good measure replaced C906 (47p.F, 50V)
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Sanyo CBP2876A (EDO
chassis)

LOPT, T402. I used an HR7927 as the
replacement. Once these items had been
replaced there was full operation. D.G.

Philips 21GR2350 (G90AE
chassis)
This set would work all right for ten
minutes or so then shut down with the
power supply pulsing loudly
(motorboating). Some hefty tapping
around the LOPT area showed that Q7502
was dry-jointed. It's one of the transistors
in the field output stage. A good resolder
cured the fault. D.G.

Bush 2867NTX
The customer complained that there was
severe picture bowing after a minute or
so. A close visual check revealed a very
nasty dry-joint at L652. There was no
further trouble once this had been
attended to. D.G.

This set was dead with the 2SD1556 line
output transistor Q650 short-circuit. The
cause of its demise turned out to be C605
(2.21rF), which was leaky. It couples the
line drive signal to the base of the TIP111
Darlington line driver transistor Q600.
M.M.

Sanyo CE28WN4B

Philips 25ST1750/05B
(GR2.I AA chassis)

JVC AV25VM1EK

There was excessive width and
adjustment of the width control had no
effect. In addition the set would go off
after a couple of hours, with the standby
light flashing. If the set was switched off
and allowed to cool down, it would come
back on again. The latter fault was caused
by some burnt joints, but the width
problem was caused by a component
failure. R3585 (15Q) near the line output
transformer was open-circuit. G.B.

Toshiba 222T5B
This elderly TV set still produced an
excellent picture, but the sound channel's
bass response was very poor, with a nasty
grating noise. The treble response was
OK. When I examined the loudspeaker I
was amazed to discover that the foam
surround had completely disintegrated,
leaving a gap all the way round the front
of the cone! I couldn't get an exact
replacement speaker, so modified the
baffle to suit an alternative size. G.B.

Goodmans 285NS (Daewoo
CP775 chassis)
This set was dead with the power supply
ticking away very faintly. Cold checks
showed that the 2SD1880 line output
transistor Q401 was short-circuit. So was
D406 (BYW95C), which is in series with
the HT feed to the line output stage. The
cause of the trouble turned out to be the

These relatively new sets are starting to
come in with extended height and EW
geometry problems. It's a known fault
condition. For this model fit modification
kit B1OH04N1C. If it's a Dolby Pro Logic
model however, use kit BlOH04DOL. P.S.
The set was dead with the standby light
on. It didn't take long to discover that the
line drive was missing. I then checked the
supply at pin 35 of the TDA8366 jungle
chip IC101. There was OV here instead of
8V. This supply comes from the 8V
regulator IC951, which had 11V at its
input but nothing at its output. There was
a good picture once a replacement, part
no. KIA7808PI, had been fitted. P.S.

Bush 2867NTX
The cause of field collapse and no sound
turned out to be R818 (22kQ, 2W), which
was open-circuit. It's in the LT supply to
the jungle chip. P.S.

Sanyo CE28WN4B
This set would cut off with the LED
flashing — it was in the protection mode.
To disable this, disconnect R648 to
prevent the set going to standby. I did
this, switched the set on and waited for
the fault to show up. After a couple of
hours the CRT's heaters went out. When I
traced back to the line output transformer
I found a dry-jointed resistor. Once this
had been attended to all that was required
to complete the repair was to refit R648.
P.S.

Sharp 51AT-15H (5BSA
chassis)
A well-known fault with this chassis is
the BC636 transistor in the field output
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stage overheating and going short-circuit.
Once you replace it and get the scanning
back, more often than not there are green
and red lines at the top of the picture. To
cure this replace D504 (1N4148) which is
just behind the transistor P.S.

Daewoo GB2898ST (CP775
chassis)
The customer complained about buzz on
sound at low volume levels. Daewoo
Technical provided the answer: resolder
the field output IC's heatsink, using
plenty of solder. The Goodmans Model
285NS is fitted with the same chassis and
develops the same fault. P.S.

Sony KV25K5U (FE1 chassis)

of the fault was found to be loss of the
supply to one of the surface-mounted ICs.
The two large (relative to all the other
ones in the tuner) 82Q surface-mounted
resistors, which are in parallel, were both
lifting off the solder at one end. The fault
was cleared by resoldering them. I.B.

Toshiba 259D9B
The report said "just lines on screen". But
the set ran for hours before it failed. There
was then loss of both line and field sync,
which proved to be very, very sensitive to
movement of the chassis and, in
particular, a cable bundle that passes
around the teletext PCB. The cause of the
problem turned out to be an invisible dryjoint at pin 1 of ICF01 on the teletext
PCB. The soldering at several other pins
of this IC was suspect, so to be sure every
pin was resoldered. I.B.

There was no remote-control operation
with this set, though the remote-control
handset was transmitting normally. The
output from the remote-control receiver
was at about 100mV, which seemed to be
rather low. A substitute from another
chassis made no difference. The cause of
the trouble was eventually traced to the
5.6V zener diode D011, which is
connected across the receiver's output: it
was leaky. Once a replacement had been
fitted the output rose dramatically, to
about 4V, and remote communication was
restored. C.A.

JVC AV28SD4EK

Goodmans GD2580 (Ferguson
TX92 chassis)

The power came up briefly then died. As
so often with this type of fault, a new line
output transformer was required. B.F.

This set was reported to be dead, but ran
for several hours on the bench before it
failed. The cause was simply a dry-joint at
CP13 (1.5nF, 1.6kV), the capacitor in the
snubber network connected to the drain of
the chopper FET TP16.
There was another problem. The
CRT's heaters would go out because of a
dry-joint at pin 9 of the CRT base socket.
In fact all the connections were suspect.
I.B.

Hitachi C2564 (G1OQ chassis)
This set sometimes failed to start from
cold. Once it did start it never failed to
restart. The cause of the trouble was
found to be C927 (470g, 25V), which is
the reservoir capacitor in the supply to the
12V regulator IC921. It had fallen in
value. I.B.

Panasonic TX21MD1 (Euro 2
chassis)
The complaint was "no tuning". This was
correct: no signals were found when the
tuning swept across the band. I also
noticed that the snow on the screen
looked very dark, and that the snow
livened up when the tuner's IF output pin
was touched. This suggested that the
IF/detector section was OK.
I removed the tuner, opened it up and
attached it to the rear of the PCB to
provide access while running the set. It
then worked normally, but with a little
squirt of freezer it failed again. The cause
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Philips Anubis BAA chassis
The only life that came from this set was
a pulsating squeak. A check on the more
obvious suspects produced no joy, but
perseverence paid off. I found that C2540
(2,200g, 16V) was leaky. A hightemperature replacement was fitted,
restoring the power. B.F.

NEI 2131TX
Intermittent loss of power was caused by
a poor connection at L802, which is near
the chopper transformer. Unless you use a
magnifying glass the joint will look all
right. B.F.

fitted a new transistor. This restored
normal operation. B.F.

Toshiba 258T7B
The faults with this set were a loud
screeching noise, which was worse when
it was first switched on, and corrugated
verticals. The first fault was caused by the
fact that the 12V supply to the audio IC
was going very high. The cure was to
replace C866 and C869 (both 10g, 50V).
Fortunately the. IC had survived without
damage. The cause of the corrugated
verticals was also capacitor trouble, this
time C820 (470g, 15V). B.F.

Hitachi G7P chassis
The power supply was pulsing. I had a
resistor modification kit from Charles
Hyde in stock, so this was fitted. It's best
to replace the electrolytics and the
TDA4601 chopper control chip as well.
S.D.

Sony KVM2131U (BE1 chassis)
For field faults, replace the uPC1488H
field output IC and also C504 and C507,
which are both 470)4F. S.D.

Panasonic TX28PK2 (Euro 4
chassis)
After a few minutes this set would start to
trip, with the main power relay cycling on
and off. The overvoltage trip senses the
150V HT voltage via a 75V zener diode
that's connected to a potential divider
network across this supply. The lower
resistor (R872) in this network had not
been pushed through the PCB and had not
been soldered. As a result, the zener diode
was sensing the full HT voltage.
Remaking the faulty connection cured the
problem. R.B.

Aiwa VXT1000 Mk 2
This TV/video combi unit was totally
dead. On investigation I found that there
was an internal short-circuit within the
STK7348 power chip, between pins 3 and
7. In addition R103 (1.5Q, 3W), R104
(27Q, 3W) and R105 (1kQ, 0.5W) had
failed, and C90 (1/4F, 50V) read faulty.
After fitting replace-ments I gave the unit
a long soak test. This proved that all was
now well. B.F.

Bush 2871NTX (11AK19
chassis)
The power supply was tripping because
the BU2508AF line output transistor was
short-circuit. Several poor joints,
especially at the scan coil socket, were
suspected of being the cause of the
failure. These were resoldered and a new
transistor was fitted. It failed at switch on.
When I carried out a closer inspection I
found that the scan-coil plug had been
overheating internally. This had caused
the poor connections on the main board
and the demise of the transistor.
I removed the plug and socket and made
the connections directly to the board, then

Sony KV28FX65U (AE5
chassis)
This new stock set would work for about
thirty seconds, then the picture would
break up into a fine mosaic and disappear.
The on-screen displays, sound and teletext
continued to work normally. I found that
disturbing board B1 (100Hz processing)
made the fault come and go. Closer
inspection of the large surface-mounted
ICs revealed poor soldering at IC2311 —
one of the earth pins was just touching the
print. Reflowing fresh solder to the
affected parts cured the fault. R.B.

Panasonic TXW28R4 (Euro 4
chassis)
This widescreen set would trip to standby
at random after a few minutes. On
investigation I decided that the vertical
protection circuit was the cause. Capacitor
C464 is shown as 22nF in the circuit
diagram but 220nF in the parts list. A 22nF
capacitor had been fitted, but in fact 220nF
is the correct value — confirmed by
Panasonic Technical. The fault cleared
once the correct value had been fitted. R.B.
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Thomson 's 11(801
technolog
In this concluding instalment in the series Mark Paul deals with the
microcontroller circuitry, teletext and the audio output stage
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anagement of the TX807 chassis is
carried out by a Toshiba
TMP47P1637 4-bit CMOS
microcontroller chip, IR01. It's a
42-pin device with 32 input/output
ports and a clock speed of 6MHz. The associated
ST24W04 EEPROM memory chip IR02 is used for
storage of the user parameters, for the service mode
and as a back-up in the event of mains power
failure. IRO1 performs the following functions:
remote control and keyboard management; standby
switching; standards switching; voltage- or
frequency-synthesis channel selection; volume,
brightness, contrast and colour control; on-screen
display signal generation; power supply control in
standby; timebase monitoring watchdog.
Fig. 9 shows basic connections to the
microcontroller chip, Fig. 10 the power supply,
standby control and reset arrangements. IRO1 is
powered by a 5V supply at pin 42. In normal
operation this is derived from the 12.5V supply
generated in the line output stage (see Fig. 4,
January) via DLO1 and a 5V series regulator circuit
(TRO1 and DR02). In standby the 5V regulator is
fed from the chopper power supply generated audio
supply (UA) via TL03, which is switched off by the
VTU supply at its base once the line timebase is
working.
The clock signal is generated by a quartz
oscillator circuit, with the crystal QR01 connected
between pins 31 and 32 of IR01.
RR46 and CR25 provide the reset time-constant
(pin 33). When the supply rises sufficiently for
TRO2 and TRO3 to switch on (voltage across CR01
close to 5.8V) CR25 charges via RR46. In the event
of mains supply failure TRO2 and TRO3 switch off
rapidly and the voltage at pin 37 drops to zero.
IRO1 then saves in the EEPROM the parameters
required for switching the set on.
Pin 34 of IRO1 monitors the supply at pin 42. If
the supply falls below 4.5V, the set switches to
standby.
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The receiver is taken out of
standby as follows. First a
correction is required to Fig. 4: the
output from TL03 is fed to IRO]
and the line driver stage, not IV01.
When the on command is received
by IR01, the voltage at pin 20 rises
rapidly. TR08 and in turn TRO7
switch on, producing an 8.5V
supply (VS) at the collector of
TR07. This is the supply for the
signals-processor chip IVO1 which,
once powered, produces line and
field drive outputs. When the line
timebase is operational, TL03
switches off and the 5V regulator
receives 12.5V via DLOI.
During IROl's reset period, the
time-constant network CR04 and
RRO7 along with TRO4 suppress
the output at pin 20.

External commands and
LED indication
Depending on the model, the
TX807's keyboard has either four
or eight keys which are arranged in
a line/column matrix, see Fig. 11.
IRO1 provides outputs for the
matrix at pins 9-12. Key
commands are received at pins 13
and 14. The voltage at these pins is
low in the absence of key
operation. When a key is
depressed, either a high level from
pin 9 or a sweep-signal from pin
10, 11 or 12 is passed to pin 13 or
14.
Infra-red remote-control signals
are detected by IK01 and presented
to IRO1 at pin 35. The code, which
is transmitted every 80ms, consists
of 12-bit serial words. Each word
has four address bits, one call bit
and seven data bits.
The front panel has a two-colour
LED (DK01), red and green. In
standby the red section is powered
via TL03 and RR06. When the set
is switched on from standby TL03
is switched off and the 12.5V
supply from the line output stage
powers the green section via DKO5
and RK05/6. In the electronic key,
programmable stop and safety
modes DKO1 produces flashes of
light — is red flashes in the
electronic key and programmable
stop modes, driven by pin 4 of
IRO1 via TR09, and alternate
red/green flashes in the timebase
safety mode.
Fault sensing comes from the
junction of RL27 and RL29 in the
line output stage (see Fig. 4) and is
applied to pin 16 of IR01.
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With voltage-synthesis tuning
(CTT5045 tuner) pin 1 of IRO1
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produces 14-bit PWM which is
applied to the base of THO1 to
produce the tuning voltage (see
Fig. 6 last month). Pins 17, 18 and
19 of IRO1 provide band
switching. AFC is carried out by
the signals-processor chip IV01,
which communicates with IRO1
via the I2C bus.
Pins 3 and 7 of IRO1 provide
control signals for standards
switching. These are fed to
transistors that switch in/out
various filters.
With frequency-synthesis tuning

the tuner (CTT5000) receives
instructions on channel selection
and standards management via the
12C bus. The 33V supply for the
varicap diodes is fed to pin 9 of the
tuner. Pins 3 and 7 of IRO1 play
the same role as with voltagesynthesis tuning.

OSD signal generator
IRO1 produces the signals required
to display menus on the screen.
Fig. 12 shows the arrangement
used. Pin 25 of IRO1 feeds fastblanking (FB) pulses to the base of

TV1, which in turn drives pin 26
of the signals-processing chip
IV01. When fast blanking is
applied, IVO1 ceases to produce
RGB outputs from teletext, AV and
off-air inputs. IRO1 produces its
RGB outputs at pins 22, 23 and 24
respectively. These are capacitively
coupled to the buffer transistors
TV2, TV04 and TV06, with
clamping provided by TV03, TV05
and TV07 — the clamp pulses are
obtained from pin 41 of IV01, via
TV08. In the Asian version of the
chassis a different arrangement is
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Fig. 12: The OSD circuitry.
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used: IROl's RGB outputs are fed
to pins 23, 24 and 25 of IV01.
A 7MHz clock oscillator circuit is
connected to pins 28 and 29 of
IR01. This sets the fast blanking,
and is enabled in the OSD mode
only.
Line pulses (HFY) from pin 7 of
the line output transformer are fed
to pin 26 of IRO1 via the inverter
transistor TR05. Field-frequency
pulses are fed to pin 27. These are
obtained from the sandcastle pulses
at pin 41 of IV01, via the
integrating network
RR67/RR68/CR40/TRI0. These
two signals, H and V, are present
with and without a video signal.
They are required to set the position
of the OSD window within the
scanned raster. If the line pulses are
missing there is no OSD. If the
field-frequency pulses are absent at
pin 27 or 38, IRO1 will not produce
OSDs, the screen remaining blank.
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DX03
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14
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IX01
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12 0
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Other pins
The following is a list of functions
for the other main pins of IR01.

25,26
/7777

Pin 2: Produces a burst-operation
control signal for the power supply
in the standby mode. It's fed to the
primary side of the power supply
via TP52 and the optocoupler — see
Fig. 2, January.

Fig. 13: The teletext interfacing
arrangement.

IA22
Headphones

Pin 5: Produces an output to
control and enable EEPROM
writing.
Pin 6: Provides audio muting
when at SV. With 14in. models
muting occurs at switch on and in
the standby mode: at other times
muting is performed by the
software in IVO1. With 20/21in.
models muting occurs at switch on,
at channel change, with loss of
signal and when in standby.

CA07
1000

CA02

U

Audio from 101 22

DI

UA 0
5,6,7,8
RA23
68k

Pin 8: Provides a PWM logic
control output which is applied to
pin 10 of the AM sound IF chip
1120, which is not fitted in system I
sets.
Pin 15: Provides the source
switching output for pin 8 of the
scart socket.

RA29
910

RA31
470

RA24 IC A22
100k

47

T

DA02
8.2V
DA01
9.1Vo

Pin 16: Monitors the conditions in
the line output stage, see earlier
note.
Pin 39: Some models incorporate
an FM radio. This pin provides FM
radio on/off switching.

/7777

H

TA22
BC557B

RA22
1k5

RA30 TA23
1k BC337

Mute to
from IR01

Fig. 14: Basic audio
amplifier arrangement used to provide
an output of 1.2W.
TA21
BC548A
/7777

Pins 40 and 41: These are the
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Fig. 15: Basic audio amplifier
arrangement used to provide a
3W or 6W output, depending on
the supply voltage (UA).

TA23

Mute
©TA21

SDA and SCL connections to the
I2C bus, for communication with
the other I2C-connected devices —
the signal-processing chip IVO1,
the teletext chip IX01 and the
EEPROM IR02.

Teletext
The TX807 chassis has a separate
teletext PCB which is connected to
the main panel via a 10-way
plug/socket (BX01/BV04). Fig. 13
shows the interfacing. A singlechip SGS Thomson decoder is
used, type STV5348 (IX01). It's
controlled by IRO1 via the I2C bus
and has an eight-page internal
memory. No separate adjustments
are required.
IX01 works with a 13.875MHz
clock crystal which is connected to
pins 23 and 24. The output from
this oscillator is processed
internally to provide all the other
clock requirements. The chip is
powered at 5V by the regulator
TX03/DX05, which is fed from
the 5.5V regulator in the line
output stage. Typical current
consumption is 60mA, with a
maximum of 120mA. In the
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standby mode the 5.5V input-is not
present, thus reducing the standby
power consumption.
Composite video containing the
teletext signal arrives at pin 10 of
BX01 and is fed to pin 1 of IX01
via the BC558B emitter-follower
TX01 and CX03 (0.11.tF). The IC
is a combined teletext slicer and
decoder. The slicer separates the
teletext data from the video signal.
Once the data has been extracted,
the selected teletext page is
captured, stored and displayed,
using the RGB and fast-blanking
outputs (pins 8-10 and 12).

Audio circuitry
The TX807 is designed as a mono
sound chassis, with a degree of
flexibility built into the audio
department. Either of two ICs can
be used, providing 1.2W or 3W
output with 14in. models and 6W
with 20/21in. models. There is
also a stereo version that delivers
6W per channel. This description
deals with the mono versions only.
Fig. 14 shows the basic 1.2W
14in. arrangement, using a
TDA7267 chip (IA22). Pin 1 is

used for the supply, which is
obtained from the chopper circuit.
The demodulated, volumecontrolled audio signal obtained
from pin 15 of the signalprocessor chip IVO1 is fed via
CA02 to pin 4 of IA22.
The base of TA21 is fed with the
mute output from IRO1 (pin 6).
Muting occurs when the receiver
is switched on or switched to
standby. TA21 is then switched
on, connecting pin 3 of IA22 to
chassis. Transistors TA22 and
TA23 provide muting when the
receiver is switched off. The 9.1V
supply, from II01 (78L09), rapidly
disappears at switch-off. Thus
TA22 and TA23 saturate,
connecting pin 3 of IA22 to
chassis in the same way as with
TA21. The aim is to prevent
`switching plop'.
This straightforward amplifier
has a closed-loop gain of 32dB.
The output appears at pin 2 and is
fed to the loudspeaker via CA07.
RA14 is included to ensure that
the negative terminal of CA07 is
connected to chassis at all times.
IA22 incorporates thermal
overload and AC short-circuit
protection.
Fig. 15 shows the slightly
different arrangement used to
obtain a 3W or 6W output. This
time the audio output chip is IA21,
type TDA7253, which
incorporates muting and a class
AB push-pull output amplifier.
The power supply is fed to pin 9
and the audio input to pin 5.
Negative feedback is applied to
pin 4 via RA25/RA26/CA24. The
amplifier's closed-loop gain is
about 28dB. CA09 is added to
improve immunity to interference.
RA13 and CA06 form a filter
network to suppress HF
oscillations caused by amplifier
instability, which is always a
possibility with a high-gain
amplifier.
The muting system is identical to
that in the 1.2W version and is
again connected to pin 3 of the
audio chip.
The supply voltages are 12V for
the 1.2W amplifier, 16V for the
3W amplifier and 21V for the 6W
amplifier.

Miscellaneous points
There was an error in Fig. 5 last
month, where the drive input to
the flyback generator from the
power amplifier was omitted. In
an article to follow shortly we'll
deal with the large-screen ICC17
chassis. •
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dropped. The tube base socket was electrically leaky, pulling down the focus voltage and in turn the first anode voltage —
the Al potentiometer is in series with the
focus control, on the chassis side, a standard arrangement with most LOPTs.
When I opened up the tube base socket it
was green inside, a sign of dampness. A
replacement socket from a scrap set cured
the fault. M.D.
Toshiba 2512DB
If there are EW problems, replace all five
electrolytics on the stand-up EW PCB
before looking any farther. M.D.

TV FAULT FINDING
Reports from
Michael Dranfield
Philip. Salkeld
Dave Husband
Chris Dakin
Robin Beaumont
Glyn Dickinson
Denis Foley and
Ian Bowden

Bush 1433 (11AK2OS chassis)
If the problem with one of these sets
appears to be poor HF responSe in the
video output circuitry, check the following
resistors on the tube base panel: R931,
R932 and R933. They are all 150ka You
will probably find that one of them is
open-circuit. M.D.
Aiwa VXT1000
If the STK7348 chopper chip in one of
these TV-video combi units fails intermittently, replace C88 (3,300pF, 1 kV) in the
snubber network. In one set I had recently
this capacitor appeared to be perfect when
checked with a capacitance meter but
broke down when checked with my insulation flash tester. M.D.
Sharp DV5150 (S3B chassis)
If the top part of the field scanning is
expanded, with the auto grey-scale RGB
test lines showing, replace C712 (100g,
35V). It's the reservoir capacitor for the
24V supply. M.D.

We welcome fault reports from
readers — payment for each fault is
made after publication. See page
298 for details of where and how
to send reports.
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Matsui 21801T
There was sound but no picture. A check
on the first anode voltage showed that it
was low at 200V. When the first anode
lead was disconnected from the tube base
the voltage remained low, so I replaced
the line output transformer. But the fault
was the same as before. Very strange!
After about ten minutes an out-of-focus
picture started to appear. The penny then

Thomson ICC17 chassis
This 32in. widescreen Ferguson set had
an EW geometry problem, with the width
at maximum. Checks revealed that the EW
modulator diode DL22 (BYW76) was
leaky and that the BD241C driver transistor TL41 was defective. But there was still
an EW problem when replacements had
been fitted. Further checks showed that
there was no parabolic waveform at the
base of the BC546B pre-driver transistor
TL42, which was faulty. There was still
no parabolic waveform when TL42 had
been replaced, and cold checks showed a
dead short across the shunt zener diode
DL42 in its base circuit. DL42 wasn't the
cause of the trouble however. The
TDA8855H jungle chip (IF strip, colour
decoder and timebase generator) 1V01 was
to blame. It's a 64-pin flat-pack device.
After three attempts with my Pace desoldering station I'd still failed to remove
it. I then realised that it was glued to the
PCB, and had to resort to pin-by-pin lifting to remove it. A replacement cured the
fault. Just as well, as the original IC was
now totally wrecked! M.D.
Sony KVX2572U
(AE2B chassis)
This set was dead — when it was switched
on the standby LED blinked thirteen
times. A quick check with the manual
revealed what this means: vertical protection is in operation. The cure was a new
field output chip (IC1501, type STV9379,
part no. 8-759-192-71). P.S.
Philips 28PW6324/05R
(SA8.0E chassis)
The symptoms with this widescreen set
were sound and a dim raster. My first
check was to try a scart input. There was
no difference, ruling out front-end problems. Using my sense of touch, I then
noticed that the RGB output chip's
heatsink on the CRT base panel was getting red hot. It ran cool when the tube
base was pulled off. Tapping the tube's
neck quite firmly brought the picture back.
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Further tapping produced red streaks
across the screen. There was possibly a
grid-cathode short, but the only remedy
was to replace the tube. Poor insurance
company! P.S.

Sharp 59DS03H
These sets are starting to come into the
workshop with the dead-set symptom.
You will find that the 3.15A mains fuse is
open-circuit and the following items are
short-circuit: the chopper FET Q701 (part
no. RH-TX0166BM22), the zener diode
D712 (part no. RH-EX0419BM22) and
the BUH515 line output transistor (part
no. RH-TX0144BM22). If you are lucky
the set will work once these items have
been replaced. It could be stuck in standby however. In this case go straight to
Q702 (BC338) in the power supply.You
will find that it's short-circuit base-toemitter. P.S.

Bush 2857NTX
Nicam 'popping' is a known problem
with this model. The cure is to replace the
13.104MHz crystral X001 on the Nicam
board. P.S.

Philips 21GR2350
(G90AE chassis)
I've repaired dozens of these sets but
have never before had a no sound fault.
The cause turned out to be the TDA8191
intercarrier sound/audio output chip
IC7220. Wonders never cease! P.S.

Mitsubishi CT28BW2BD
This set would try to start up then revert
to standby. It's not the easiest chassis to
service. By trial and error I discovered
that D507 (BYD33G) was short-circuit. It
provides the 28V supply for the field output IC. P.S.

faults, and will the set bounce? Who
knows?! Watch this space! D.H.

Goodmans W288NS
This newish widescreen set was dead
with the mains input fuse blown. Initial
checks showed that two of the mains
bridge rectifier diodes were short-circuit,
so I replaced all four with upgraded
diodes. As there were no measurable
shorts I replaced the fuse and switched
on. The fuse blew violently, and a strange
smell came from the chopper transformer.
I fitted a new transformer (it's available
from CPC), a new fuse and switched on
again. This time the fuse remained intact,
but the power supply was dead. A new
TDA4601 chopper control IC completed
the repair. I've always found it best to
replace this IC with the type originally
fitted, i.e. Siemens in these sets. C.D.

Bang & Olufsen LX5500
(type 3903)
According to the customer this set had
become hard to turn on from standby and
was now stuck in standby. I didn't have
any service information, so I decided to
check the capacitors in the power supply.
C20 and C25, both 47g, 50V, measured
low. Replacements cured the fault. C.D.

Matsui 28WVDP (Grundig
CUC2059 chassis)
Another newish widescreen set that was
completely dead. Both internal mains
fuses were blown, because the BUZ90A
chopper transistor T60006 was short-circuit. I checked the high-value resistors in
the power supply and found that R60001
(2701(Q) was open-circuit. Once these
items had been replaced the set ran reliably. C.D.

JVC AV21F1EK
Beko 28328T
If the picture takes a long time to appear,
replace R213/4/5 (221(52) on the tube
base PCB. If this doesn't cure the problem, replace the line output transformer.
The SEME code number is LOPTX1173.
P.S.

A very dull, greeny-looking picture
would eventually appear, after waiting for
several minutes. Voltage checks at the
CRT's cathodes revealed little. I decided
to try another tube and was rewarded
with an excellent picture, which you get
with these sets. C.D.

Panasonic TX25MD3 (Euro-2M
chassis)

Bang & Olufsen 115000
(type 3766)

This set was stuck in standby. The cure
was simple, to replace Q1212 (BC847B)
which drives the power supply switching
relay. But it had blown apart, and I couldn't find any reason why.
When I switched the set on all was
well apart from a whistle (at about
10kHz) on the sound. A very expensive
replacement audio processor chip cured
this fault.
Was there a connection between these

This set displayed field flyback lines and
had height and linearity problems.
Having no service information, I decided
to check the capacitors in the field timebase circuitry. The following produced
low readings: C44, C45, C47, C48, C49,
C54 and C26. Replacements cured the
fault symptoms. C.D.
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Grundig P27-649/ 12
This 10in. mains-battery portable worked

all right with a mains supply feed but
wouldn't start with battery power. After
chasing around the power supply for a
while I found an auxiliary switch behind
the mains switch knob. It starts up the set
on battery only. The fault was cured by
resetting the contacts and adjusting the
switch position.
The cause of many complaints about
failure to start with battery operation can
be traced to inadequate wiring or connections. If the voltage measured at the set
drops below the low-voltage cut-off point
(usually about 10.5V) for even a short
time the set may not start. When testing
on the bench, be sure to use an oversized
power supply or, better still, a fullycharged battery. R.B.

Philips 32PW9543/05
(MD2.25E chassis)
I should have had my suspicions about
this set when it arrived in several cardboard boxes! The dealer reported a
power-supply problem which, it transpired, was caused by a faulty zener
diode across the feedback optocoupler.
Numerous other faults were repaired, then
the set was returned to its owner.
A few weeks later it came back. It
refused to start up, with the red LED
flashing fast. This indicates a protection
fault. There are two ways of starting one
of these sets when it's in this condition:
either use the dealer service tool (DST) to
put the set in the service default mode, or
short the test pins on the small-signal
panel, next to IC7600. Provided the fault
is not one likely to cause damage — loss
of field scan for example — the set will
then start up. In this case use of the DST
wouldn't start the set, but shorting the test
pins did. This is a clue, because certain
error codes are ignored only when the
internal test pins are used.
The set was now running in the service-default mode. In this state all the
analogue control values are set to midpoint and the set is tuned to 475.25MHz.
I could use the DST to read the error
code, which was 74 — series switch
faulty. The series switch is a MOSFET in
the HT feed to the line output stage. It
can switch this supply off under certain
fault conditions, controlled by the main
microcontroller chip. The switch is
checked when the set starts up: if it doesn't respond as expected, the set will shut
down. Usually the problem is a shorted
switching transistor (Tr7470), but not in
this case.,
The presence of line flyback pulses is
detected on the digital deflection panel
(DDP), which tells the microcontroller
chip if there's a problem. After much dismantling I was able to reach the compo-
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nent side of this panel to carry out oscilloscope checks. I found that the op-amp
which detects the flyback pulses, IC7360,
didn't produce any output during the
short period when the line timebase ran.
The pulses are fed to pin 2 via diode
D6316, to turn it on. In this case the associated lOnF reservoir capacitor C2334
gave an open-circuit indication. It's a surface-mounted ceramic capacitor. A
replacement cured the fault.
The last part of the repair was to go
back into the service mode and clear the
old fault codes from the error buffer, to
avoid confusing the next technician on
the scene. R.B.

Toshiba 255R7B
This elderly set produced a good picture
most of the time, but the line phasing
went astray intermittently, producing a
broad black band at the right-hand side of
the screen. I resoldered a number of obvious dry-joints and replaced the capacitors
around the TDA2579 timebase generator
chip, but none of this helped. The cause of
the fault was eventually traced to dryjoints at the pins of the IC itself. R.B.

Sony KVE2532U (AE2 chassis)
The picture displayed a variety of 'digital'
effects: poor sync, mosaic, and odd
colours. I went straight to the digital comb
filter, where the luminance output consisted mostly of chroma information. This
was an early version of the circuit, with
the comb filter in a multi-legged hybrid
IC. Later versions of the chassis have a
surface-mounted package. Fortunately the
part is still available, and the replacement
cleared all the symptoms. R.B.

Panasonic TX32PG30
(Euro 7 chassis)
The set was stuck in standby — there was
no degaussing, and no relays operated.
This suggested a problem with the central
control system, which is on plug-in PCB
U. I would have liked to plug in a
replacement panel, but didn't have one
available. So I had to diagnose the cause
of the fault properly!
Several useful monitor points are taken
to a test plug on the main PCB, next to
the control module. I found that the 5V
and 3.3V supplies were OK, but the reset
line going into the board was stuck half
way between the rails. Unplugging the
board restored the reset, so it was being
loaded by something on the board.
Most of the power and data lines on
the board are decoupled by tiny surfacemounted filters, which consist of two coils
and a capacitor in a package the size of a
surface-mounted resistor. LC1118, which
feeds the reset line, was leaky. R.B.

Sharp DV5131 (S3B chassis)
This set was stuck in standby, which
means that the power supply is working
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but the 5V and 12V supplies are not
being switched on by transistors Q703
and Q707. Fusible resistor R744, which
biases these transistors, was open-circuit.
But a replacement restored only the 12V
supply. The 5V supply was at less than
2V. This supply comes via two 1N4004
diodes, D732 and D733, one of which
was almost open-circuit. I decided to
replace the two of them, after which the
set worked normally. G.D.

fault with the chassis standing vertically
and slightly flexing it. In this condition
the protection input at pin 28 of IL14
(TEA2029C) was being activated. The
cause turned out to be loss of base bias at
TL17, as one end of RL18 (4.7kQ
MELF) was lifting clear of the PCB. You
will find it near pin 1 of the line output
transformer. I.B.

Grundig CUC7301chassis

The report said that this set was dead. In
fact the power supply was running but
there was no supply to the line drive circuit, because F851 (1.25A fuse link) was
open-circuit. A resistance check showed
that there was a 452 short-circuit across
this supply. At first I suspected the field
output chip IC451, which is also fed from
this 28V supply, but the cause of the trouble was a short-circuit between the primary and secondary windings of the line
driver transformer. Normal operation was
restored once a new transformer and fuse
link had been fitted. I.B.

When rebuilding the power supply in one
of these sets remember to check the condition of C626 (47nF, 385V), the mains
bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor.
Otherwise the new parts will have a lifetime of only a few seconds! G.D.

Bush 2874NTX
There were three coloured lines across
the screen and no picture. The cause was
the TDA8351 field output chip. With this
fault the 100Q fusible resistor next to the
IC also fails.
Before returning the set to the children's home from which it had come I
spent a little while wondering why the
front-panel controls didn't work. The
child lock was on of course! It's worth
remembering that the set will be stuck in
standby. If this happens and you don't
have the remote-control unit to hand you
could spend a long time searching for a
non-existent fault. G.D.

Ferguson Ti 4R (TX805
chassis)
The jolly bin man brought this immaculate set along. He'd found it with some
rubbish and decided I'd like it. When I
tried the set I found that it tripped slowly,
with the LT supplies appearing for a second before dropping again. A new line
output transformer was required. After
fitting this, the inevitable aerial socket
and obtaining a new remote-control unit
there wasn't much by way of profit! G.D.

Sony KVA2512U
(AEIC chassis)
A fault you can get with these sets is
sound crackles with the OSD flashing on
and off. If you've checked the soldered
connections to the audio output chips
IC251 and IC261 and the 5V regulator
IC604, which is hidden by a chassis
extrusion, try replacing CV1101 on board
Al (Nicam decoder). It's one of those
orange trimmers that are not as reliable as
they should be. I fitted a 39pF fixed
capacitor, which worked for me. D.F.

Ferguson 59K5 (ICC5 chassis)
The problem with this set was very intermittent failure to start or tripping whilst
on. What made matters worse was that
the set tended to fail only when assembled. In the end I managed to instigate the

Panasonic TX25MD1
(Euro-2 chassis)

Toshiba 2505DBT
The field scanning was very distorted. The
bottom was folded about a third of the way
up the screen, the top was folded down a
little, and there were black lines across the
field. The main capacitors in the field output stage has already been replaced. A
check on the field drive at pin 8 of the
TA8739P field generator and EW correction chip Q371 showed that a great deal of
noise was present. The feedback to pin 6
had a ramp, as it should, but with HF sitting on top of it. Checks in the field feedback network revealed that C317 (ljtF,
50V) was leaking electrolyte. A replacement restored correct scanning. I.B.

Hitachi CPT2476 (G6P chassis)
The only result when this set was
switched on was a quiet noise from the
power supply. The HT read about 25V,
which rose to about 50V when the feed to
the line output stage was disconnected.
The cause was a dry-joint at the anode of
the chopper circuit efficiency diode D902.
It looked fine, but when the diode was
pressed the blob of solder could be seen to
lift away from the print. Resoldering
restored normal operation. I.B.

Tatung 180 chassis
This receiver, a Decca DBS9892, would
run for several hours before producing
the dead-set symptom. Any movement of
the chassis made the fault come and go. I
found that the supply to the line driver
stage disappeared when the fault was present. The supply goes via pin 1 of connector M001 on the AV PCB, then off to
the audio output PCB, before returning to
pin 15 of M001 and then to the line driver circuit. There was a dry-joint at pin 15
of MN001. I.B. ■
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STRANGE
FAULTS
Alan Dent on some
unusual and difficult
faults, several of which
have occurred more
than once. Watch out!

Crown CTF14R/CTF14T
There was no picture, the line output
transformer squealed loudly and the line
output transistor kept blowing. Once
these sets have been brought out of
standby the DC supply to the jungle
chip IC201, which produces the line
drive, is derived from the line output
stage. So diagnosis was going to be a bit
of a problem. A check on the drive at
the base of the line output transistor
showed that it consisted of bursts of a
40µsec pulse waveform. I decided to
disconnect the line output transistor's
collector and power IC201 from an
external source to see what was going
on.
Initially the supply to IC201 is about
6V. In this condition the chip provides a
40usec line-drive waveform to kickstart the line output stage, which then
provides the correct running voltage for
IC201. In turn IC201 produces the
64psec line-drive waveform required
for normal scanning. When the supply
to IC201 rises, the crystal oscillator is
supposed to take charge, driving the
output stage correctly. In this case the
crystal oscillator wasn't working. Thus
when the supply voltage rose the line
drive stopped and as the voltage fell the
40usec drive started again.
After a lot of head-scratching I called
a friend at Philips Semiconductor
Application Labs. He suggested that the
chip's internal reference voltage could
be the cause of the trouble. Indeed it
was! Because C261 (22nF) was leaky,
the reference voltage was only about 4V
instead of 7V. It should be measured
with a very high-impedance meter or
scope. Once C261 had been replaced,
everything was OK. Thanks Paul.
Moral: it pays to have friends in
important places. It also pays to
persevere — since the initial one we've
had more sets with this fault. You also
find them badged Harwood
HTF142SL.
Beko 35228T
We had two of these sets with the
following fault symptom: low sound
output with an audible oscillation. They
were passed to me after the first
engineer's time limit had been exceeded
by several hours. I contacted Beko tech
help early on, but they had no idea what
the cause could be. When I explained
that I had two sets with the same fault it
was suggested that I checked the menu
settings. Some help!
I discovered that the tweeter speakers
were getting hot. A scope check showed
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that the outputs from the audio
amplifiers were accompanied by an
oscillation at approximately 16kHz. It
was obvious that the Nicam PCB at the
left-hand side of the chassis was the
source of the fault, as there was no
oscillation at the inputs from the IF
section. This type of fault suggests a
decoupling problem, so the wet-finger
technique was applied. I found that
when one area was checked in this way
the sound came up correctly and the
oscillation stopped.
The area was around the 36.4MHz
crystal Q382 and the SAA7710T chip
IC303. Was the crystal off frequency?
When a trimmer capacitor was added in
series with the crystal the oscillation
stopped and correct sound was
produced. After a few more tests
however I decided that this was not the
answer. I found that adding a 68k52
resistor and a 68pF capacitor across
C344 (18pF) provided a complete cure.
The circuit was then tested with extreme
temperature changes and proved to be
stable.
Bush 11AK2OS chassis
The LED was continuously green. When
one of these sets is powered the LED
should be red, changing to green when
the set is brought out of standby. The
12V regulator IC805 is switched on by
Q803 (BC547), which was leaky. As a
result the 12V supply was stuck at 10V,
with no potential change across the bicolour LED to alter its colour. Otherwise
the set worked normally.
Models that use this chassis include
the Bush 1433 and Alba CTV3409.
Goodmans GVR5000/1/2
I've had a couple of interesting
problems with these VCRs. The first
one had no playback video output. After
replacing IC4001 'to get it out of the
way' I really had to start looking for the
cause of the fault. The surface-mounted
100nF capacitor C4069 proved to be
leaky.
The symptom with the other machine
was noisy playback pictures — it looked
as if the heads were worn. Drum
replacement made no difference, so the
cause of the fault was obviously on the
PCB. IC4001 was replaced to eliminate
it, and again was not to blame. This
time C4073, another surface-mounted
100nF capacitor, was leaky.
Both faults have now been
experienced with several of these
machines ■
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circuit. On test it gave an open-circuit
indication, but when tested after removal it
seemed to be OK. Nevertheless a
replacement cured the fault. M.D.

Ferguson T78N (TX92 chassis)

TV FAULT FINDING
Reports from

Thompson 24WK24U
(ICC17 chassis)

Michael Dranfield

This set was tripping, with flashes from
the red standby light. After much wasted
time getting nowhere I decided to disarm
the safety circuit by shorting together the
collector and emitter of transistor TL71.
The set then came on with a blank display
except for the six RGB auto grey-scale
lines being visible across the centre of the
screen. This proved that there was a field
timebase fault. In this chassis the
TDA8351 field output chip IF01 has
separate LOPT-derived scan and flyback
supplies, instead of the usual flyback boost
arrangement. The cause of the fault was
that the field flyback supply was missing,
because protector ZL11 (MP25) in the
rectifier circuit was open-circuit. A
replacement restored normal operation.
M.D.

Eugene Trundle
Glyn Dickinson
Philip Salkeld
Mark White
Kevin Green, MITE
Graham Bond
Robin Beaumont
Martyn S. Davis, LEng., MILE
G.W. Roper
and Roger Burcheft

Sharp 37AM23
There was no green in the display because
the EEPROM had been corrupted. The
solution is to replace Q708 and Q704 (both
type BC338-40) in the power supply, also
C716 (220g, 10V). This will prevent a
recurrence of the EEPROM crash. M.D.

Tatung B series chassis
We welcome fault reports from
readers — payment for each fault is
made after publiation. See page
358 for details of where and how
to send reports.
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There was field foldover at the top with
bright scenes and in addition white scenes
affected the colour purity — with high
beam current there was shadowmask
doming. The cause of the problem was
traced to R537 (470Q) in the beam-limiter

This set's red standby LED was flashing
on and off. Now a common cause of this is
a faulty line output transformer. My incircuit LOPT tester gave a faulty
indication, so a new transformer was
fitted. Just to be sure, I ran an in-circuit
test on the new one and obtained a green
for go reading. The old transformer was
indeed faulty, but the set was still dead
with the standby light flashing — just as
before.
The power supply was running, but
there was no 9V output from the TDA8139
regulator chip IP70. Pin 4 of the regulator
is taken high to enable the 9V output, but
it was stuck low. A check at the
microcontroller chip IRO1 revealed that the
8MHz clock was running, but pin 29 was
high all the time. To force pin 4 of IP70
high, I connected the base of transistor
TRO2 to chassis. The set then came on, but
there was no video or OSD. At switch on
the serial clock and data lines from IRO1 to
the X24C04 EEPROM chip IR02 came up
then went dead. I suspected the EEPROM
chip, and a new one cured the problem.
The old one must have been damaged by
the faulty LOPT. M.D.

Samsung CI1683
The complaint with this set was
intermittent failure to switch on — the
indicator flashed on then off again. The
cause was traced to capacitor C808 (47[IF,
25V) in the start-up circuit. It measured
470, but its guilt was proved by an ESR
test. E.T.

Sony KV28FX2OU
(BE3E chassis)
This newish widescreen set was dead. I
spent a little time carrying out checks in
the main power supply before I realised
that there's a very simple chopper standby
power supply on the control PCB. This
had failed. The items that had to be
replaced were IC5605 (TNY253P) and
R5602 (4.7Q, 0.25W safety), part nos. 8759-584-19 and 1-249-389-11
respectively. G.D.

Matsui 2107
This set, which is fitted with a Vestel
chassis, was dead though there was slight
tripping. No shorts could be detected on
the secondary side of the chopper
transformer, and a good waveform was
present at the gate of the chopper FET.
Despite this, the cause of the trouble was
the unusual chopper control IC
(TDA16846). There seem to be supply
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problems at present with this chip, which
is available from CPC and Charles Hyde.
The IC is also used in some versions of
the 11AK19 chassis, often being the
cause of a dead set. G.D.

signals connected via the scart socket.
After finding that the supplies to the tuner
were present and correct I decided to
order a replacement. The new tuner, part
no. E710029, restored normal operation.
P.S.

line appears. With the install menu on
screen, press the volume up and down
buttons at the same time, for about six
seconds, until service becomes an option.
Once this has been done follow the onscreen pointers. M.W.

Bush BTV170T

Panasonic TX25W2 (Alpha 3
chassis)

Amstrad CTV3121
This set was dead with the power supply
ticking. All the LT supplies were varying
in sympathy, but there were no shortcircuits. The cause of the fault was the
mains bridge rectifier's reservoir
capacitor C5 (100[IF, 400V). G.D.

Bush 2867NTX
(11AK19 chassis)
The symptoms displayed by this set were
severe lack of width and bowing. Checks
showed that the EW FET's drain voltage
was missing. I found the feed resistor
R629 (2.7Q fusible) open-circuit because
of a dry joint at C630, which is next to the
scan coil plug. Fortunately there was no
PCB damage. G.D.

Samsung WI24W6VN
Varying brightness is becoming a
common problem with these sets. The
cause of the fault is a defective Al
potentiometer on the line output
transformer, T444. The only cure is to fit
a replacement. Note that the part number
is on the side of the transformer. P.S.

Matsui 28WV2N
This set, which is fitted with the Grundig
CUC2059 chassis, was dead. Some quick
checks showed that the chopper transistor
T60006 was short-circuit. A BUZ90 can
be fitted in this position. Also replace the
two resistors that cause T60006' s
destruction. These are R60001 (681S2,
1W) and R60007 (270k52, 1W). All was
well once this had been done. P.S.

Bush 2874NTX
How about this for detective work?! The
set was stuck in standby and the customer
also complained that the front controls
didn't work. This second problem can
normally be cured by going into 'features'
and setting the child lock to 'off'.
The thing I found puzzling about the
actual fault was that there was 15V at the
collector of the line output transistor.
After finding that the power supply was
operational, I decided to remove the
EEPROM chip. The set then started up.
To cut a long story short, when I fitted a
front panel from a scrap set and
reconnected the EEPROM there was
normal operation. The cause of the fault
was the remote-control sensor. P.S.

Hitachi C2546TN
This set produced a blank raster, with no
sound or picture. It worked all right with
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These portable combi sets come in
cabinets with various colours — silver,
black and yellow. No text is a common
fault. To deal with it you need to contact
Bush Technical who will fax through a
program sheet to restore the text. It's
straightforward once you are in the
service menu. P.S.

Tatung F series chassis
When this set, a Decca Model D14RFG6,
was first switched on a picture appeared.
Then, after a minute or so, everything
closed down. I also noticed that the onscreen display was very dark. This drew
my attention to the tube base, where I
found that the three 1801d2, 0.5W
resistors R909, R913 and R922 all
produced different resistance readings.
Once replacements had been fitted there
was a good picture. P.S.

Samsung C1633CN
There was sound but no picture with this
set. When I advanced the setting of the
first anode control on the line output
transformer the picture returned. This led
me to suspect the transformer, but I
phoned Samsung Technical for
confirmation I was given a word of
warning as well. When you fit the
replacement, back off the Al control for
about fifteen minutes. Wonders never
cease! P.S.

The report said that there was a teletext
fault with this set. When it was switched
on and left for several minutes the text
header became erratic and unstable. When
mixed text was tried it was not
synchronised, nor was the channel
identity.
After much detective work the cause of
the trouble turned out to be C3511
(220pF) on board H. It's connected to pin
24 (timing PLL) of the SAA5231 text
video processor chip IC3501. K.G.

Mitsubishi CT25M1
This very strange fault turned out to be
manmade When it was tested the set was
seen to have faint bars across its screen,
but it was OK with a scart-input signal.
While carrying out checks in the power
supply I noticed that someone had
replaced Z950 with a 1S2 resistor instead
of a circuit protector. C956 also appeared
to be the worse for wear. K.G.

Ferguson T14R
(TX805 chassis)
This set displayed a blank screen: if the
CRT's first anode voltage was increased a
slightly reddish raster appeared. The cause
of the fault was RT40 (68k52, 0.5W) on
the CRT base panel. It forms part of the
base bias network for the RGB output
transistors. K.G.

Hitachi C2886TN

ITT CT3436 (80R 90* chassis)

This set had a good picture but no sound.
A check on the voltages around the sound
output IC showed that they were all OK,
and I then found that the muting transistor
Q4000 had been turned on (0.6V at its
base). The mute signal comes from the
microcontroller chip, so thought turned to
the EEPROM settings — I'd had trouble in
this area before. As it was, there had been
a thunder storm in the area a couple of
days previously. So into the service mode
I went, to check that the correct sound
system was selected etc. Everything was
OK.
It was time for more radical action. I
selected "E2 shipping mode", which
downloads default data into the memory.
After doing this the set had to be retuned,
but the problem had been solved. I wish
I'd thought of it before taking the back
off!
To get into the service mode, hold
down the menu key until the installation

A squeak on sound, just after switching
off, was one of the faults with this vintage
set. The cause was eventually traced to
failure of C232 (10011F, 25V) in the HF
module. While this module is apart, it's as
well to replace C227, C228 and C229.
Another problem was intermittent
white spots on the picture and a persistent
spot at the centre of the screen after the
set had been switched off. These faults
were cured by dismantling the focus
control and resoldering the earth
connection. G.B.

Sony KVX2162U (AE2 chassis)
This set had caused us a problem over
several months. From time to time the
picture would disappear, leaving normal
sound but the LED on the front panel
flashing randomly, which indicates a fault
within the auto-greyscale circuit. The
video driver IC and various components
on the tube base panel were replaced, but
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the fault was so intermittent that I was
never sure of the diagnosis — and the set
kept coming back.
After a while the fault became more or
less permanent and I was able to make
some comparison checks with another
similar set. The first anode voltage
seemed OK at about 350V, but in fact
should be nearer to 700V. When I
investigated the 680kQ feed resistor R701
on the CRT's base panel it fell apart. A
replacement restored the Al voltage and a
normal picture. R.B.
Hitachi CPT2196
(G8Q chassis)
There were several fault symptoms with
this set: patterning on the picture, slow
response to remote-control commands,
and occasional complete loss of the
signal. While checking in the power
supply I noticed that C933 (2,200µF,
25V), which is the reservoir capacitor for
the supply to the 12V regulator IC932,
was leaking badly. Normal operation was
restored once this and several other
doubtful capacitors had been replaced.
R.B.
Philips 14PV345/05
(TVCR99 chassis)
This televideo unit had no TV picture and
no video playback, though the teletext and
on-screen displays were OK and the
sound was normal. The TDA8841 jungle
chip receives RGB text information from
the SAA5562 'painter' IC: pin 26 of the
TDA8841 switches it to the text mode. I
found that this pin was not fully earthed in
the picture mode, so the IC thought it
should be displaying text. After tracing
the circuit back via a number of
intermediate components I came to the
conclusion that the painter chip was
faulty. A replacement cured the problem.
If a set fitted with this chassis appears
to be dead at start up but the record LED
is flashing, suspect the EEPROM chip
IC7801 on the TV board, near the text IC.
If the standby LED is flashing, suspect the
other EEPROM chip IC7818 on the video
board. Note that this information is
incorrectly reversed in the service manual.
As usual, I found out the hard way. R.B.
B&O Beovision L4500
The picture was poor, with a distinct blue
cast and blue steaks from white edges.
Checks on the tube base PCB showed that
the blue video output transistor's 10kQ
load resistor was open-circuit. R.B.
Thomson 37M973J
(ICC9 chassis)
The problems with this huge set were a
dicky on/off switch and the picture
bowing in at the sides. The switch was
easily sorted out, but the EW problem was
one of those repair-by-instalment faults!
A scope check at pin 27 (EW drive) of
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IVO1 showed that there was no output.
There should be a 1.2V peak-to-peak
waveform at line frequency here. So I
replaced IVO1 (STV2160). This involves
uprating the surface-mounted capacitor
CV46 to 22nF (previously lOnF) — it's
the breathing compensation capacitor at
pin 19. I also found that RL45 (3.3Q),
which is in series with the EW driver
transistor TL40 (BD675), was opencircuit. It seemed best to replace them
both.
At switch on I found that the righthand side of the picture was correct but
the left-hand side was still curved in. I
suspected that one half of the EW coil
LL08 might be short-circuit. In addition
there was no EW adjustment.
Replacements for LL08 and CL42
(4.71AF, 160V), which measured low in
value, finally cured the fault. CL42 is in
TL40's collector circuit.
Replacement part nos. are IVOI
11039162, TL40 10520590 and LL08
10092690.
To enter the service mode, carry out
the following procedure. Switch off using
the mains switch and allow the LED to
extinguish. Switch the set on again while
holding down the blue text key on the
remote-control unit. Press the blue key
again. M.S.D.
GoldStar CI20E2OF
This set was drifting in and out of tune.
The fault was cured by replacing Q06
(KTC3198V), ZD401 (33V) and D404
(1N4148), which are by the tuner, and
C415 (220g, 16V), C414 (47[1T, 50V)
and C418 (10µF, 50V) which are by the
line output transformer. M.S.D.
Akai W2034
This set was stuck in standby. The HT
was low at only 50 per cent of the correct
voltage, and the front LED was blinking
Sounds bad? The set was actually in the
child-lock mode. All I had to do was to
obtain the remote-control unit, switch on
and disable it. M.S.D.
Ferguson M8422U (ICC17
chassis)
If one of these sets comes in dead with
the mains fuse blown, check DP06
(BZW04-342) which is connected across
the mains bridge rectifier's reservoir
capacitor. The part no. is 25354340. It's
not shown in all the circuit diagrams for
this chassis. M.S.D.
Toshiba 55PJ6DB (C5SS
chassis)
The complaint with this large projection
set was "keeps going off'. I had to wait
about 50 minutes for the fault to occur.
Sure enough the set was completely dead,
but life was restored by switching off and
on at the mains supply.
The clue was the fact that the set went

off completely, with no LED light at the
front. This indicates loss of the 5V supply
from regulator Q852. A quick check here
revealed a broken and dry joint at one of
its legs. Q852 has a large, ungainly
heatsink attached to it, and this doesn't
quite sit properly. As a result the IC's
legs are stressed, which can result in a
fractured leg.
Access to the main power supply
board is quite easy. Simply remove all
the screws from the back panel, reach
your right hand into the back of the set
and unclip all the connecting leads. Don't
worry too much about how to refit them,
as they are more or less unique to their
own sockets and go back in quite easily.
Once its own two retaining screws have
been removed the whole assembly slides
out of the rear of the set.
Resoldering Q852 provided a
permanent repair. M.S.D.
Sharp 66DS03H
If one of these sets comes in with only
half the field scan, check fuses F601 and
F602 (2.5A) before you panic and reach
for the pills. They commonly fail,
producing this symptom. M.S.D.
Ferguson X51FB (TX91
chassis)
This set was stuck in standby. A check on
the BUH515 line output transistor
produced measurements that seemed to
be all right, but it was hot. A replacement
solved the problem. M.S.D.
Bush 2863NTX/A (11AK19E3
chassis version)
This set seemed to be dead, but there was
an extremely low HT supply — 16V. I
tried running the power supply with a
dummy load in order to check the
components on the primary side,
including the optocoupler, but everything
seemed to be OK Thinking that there
might be a heavy load on one of the LT
supplies, I checked around the regulators.
The supply to the 5V regulator IC804
was missing because R867 (0.33Q) in the
feed was open-circuit. A replacement
also restored the HT, with the set then
fully functional. G.W.R.
Amstrad CTV3028
The nearest thing to a good old-fashioned
stock fault with this model is an
intermittently over-bright raster with
flyback lines and the sound present. The
cause is loss of the supply to the RGB
output stages of course. When you follow
the four-way ribbon cable from the tube
base PCB to the main board you will find
the dry-joint obvious — it's at the pin
nearest the back edge of the board. The
socket should be unsoldered and pushed
fully home. This is usually prevented by
a resistor that needs to be gently bent out
of the way. R.Bu. ■
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Toshiba service
briefs
Models VTV1402B and VTV1402S
A common cause of the dead set symptom is failure of the
2SD2627LS line output transistor Q406, which goes short-circuit.
The part no. is BZ510036. To prevent further failure, the two
1,000pF, 500V capacitors C417 and C438 should also be replaced.
Suitable replacements are supplied with Q406 when this is ordered
from Toshiba. Fig. 1 shows the positions of these components.
Models 32MW7DB and 4OWHO8B
There have been complaints that the picture brightness fluctuates
when objects in the foreground move, for example the brightness
of the map in the background fluctuates when the weatherman
moves his arm. An improvement can be obtained by changing
some data values in the receiver's design mode: this reduces the
action of the black-extender circuit.
Note that data should not normally be changed in the design
mode, as some changes can result in a non-working set. So special
care is required.
To enter the design mode, first enter the service mode as follows.
Press the remote-control unit's mute button, then press it again and
hold. While holding it down, press the menu key on the set's front
panel. The letter S should appear at the top-right corner of the
screen and RCUT at the top-left corner. You are then in the service
mode.
To enter the design mode, press and hold the remote-control
unit's call button, then press the menu key on the TV set's front
panel. The S at the top-right corner of the screen should change to
D. You are now in the design mode. Use the channel-up and
channel-down keys to select the data name required, and the
volume-up and volume-down keys to change the data. To store
new settings, switch the set to standby then on again.
The data settings to change to deal with the brightness
fluctuation problem with these sets are as follows:

Fig. 1: Positions of 0406, C417 and C438 in the Toshiba Models
VTV14028 and VTV1402S.

Data name

New setting

BS2
2BS2
3BS2
N BS2
WBS2

07
07
07
07
07

The above information is from the Toshiba Technical
Bulletin AH85.

Make sure of your copy of Television
It can be difficult finding a copy of Television at local newsagents. The number of magazines being
published keeps increasing, which means that newsagents have less shelf space for the display of
individual titles. Specialist magazines in particular get crowded out.
There's a solution to the problem. Most newsagents provide "shop-save" and/or home-delivery services.
There's no charge for a shop save. You simply ask your newsagent to order a copy for you: it will be kept on
one side each month ready for you to collect. Home-delivered copies are ordered in the same way, hut
generally incur a delivery charge.
A newsagent can order any magazine for you, whether or not the shop normally stocks it.
If you buy your copies of Television from a newsagent and want to make sure you get every issue, just
ask at the counter.
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and tried again. There was severe arcing
from the CRT's scan-coil connector and
the replacement BU508AF bit the dust.
I remade the connection to the scan
coils, fitted another line output transistor
and switched on. The set worked with the
protection circuit disconnected, but when
it was reconnected the set remained in
standby. The fault had damaged several of
the small, surface-mounted transistors in
the protection circuit.
I've since had a number of these sets
with the same fault, and I now know to go
straight to the CRT's scan coil connector
PCB to repair any damage here.
Fortunately with all subsequent jobs of
this type the protection circuit hadn't been
damaged.

Nokia ST51D2 (Mono Plus
chassis)

Service
Casebook
Michael Maurice

This set's picture was almost negative.
When I checked the set on the bench I
quickly discovered that the cause of the
problem was on the vertically-mounted
text PCB. The video signal was being
very severely crushed here.
There's very limited access to the print
side of this board and, as most of the
components are surface-mounted, faultfinding is difficult. I decided to
disconnect the board from the main PCB
and remount it at an angle so that I had
easier access to the print. Once this had
been done it didn't take long to discover
that the culprit was transistor R08
(BC858).

Sony KVM2141U (BE2 chassis)
This set was brought in because it was

Hitachi C2976TN (A5 chassis)
There was an EW fault with this set — the
picture was expanded and bowed. I first
found that L751, which appears to be the
EW loading coil, was dry-jointed. But
resoldering it didn't cure the problem.
The EW drive comes from IC601
(TDA8350Q), which is also the field
output chip. A fair bit of dismantling has
to be carried out before this IC can be
replaced, but it's the usual cause of the
fault. Make a note of the connections of
the three small capacitors that are
mounted on the print side of the PCB,
across several of the IC's pins. I've had
this fault several times now.

Philips 28CL6770/05 (FL1.0
chassis)
This set was stuck in standby. The cause
appeared to be simple enough — the
BU508AF line output transistor was
short-circuit. But the set was still stuck in
standby when I had fitted a replacement.
So I disconnected the protection circuit
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Photo 1: Line-output stage bodge in a
Sony Model KVM2141U. To fit a BU208A
output transistor, a previous repairer had
bolted a scrap heatsink to the one mounted on the PCB.

dead. But the label on the back, stuck
there by a previous repairer, suggested
trouble before I had even got the back off!
And so it proved to be.
The BU508AS2 line output transistor
had been replaced with a BU208A. As
this transistor obviously wouldn't fit on
the original heatsink, the repairer had
taken a heatsink from a scrap set and
bolted it to the original one. Photo 1
shows the bodge.
A new transistor was obtained from
Sony, together with a clip and the circuit
protector. Once these items had been
fitted the set worked correctly.

Mitsubishi CT29B2STX (Euro 12
chassis)
There were several reported fault
symptoms with this set: no text, sound
crackling, picture geometry distortion
and, sometimes, failure to come on from
cold. This suggested two things, a
problem in the power supply and
EEPROM corruption. The usual causes of
failure to turn on from cold are C906
(47g, 50V) and C909 (2.2g, 50V) in
the power supply. The former is the
chopper drive coupling capacitor while
the latter is in the slow-start circuit.
EEPROM corruption can be caused by
leaky electrolytic capacitors on the
secondary side of the power supply or the
EEPROM itself. I replaced all these items,
but when I switched on after doing so
there was — nothing!
Checks showed that there was 330V
across the 2SD1887 chopper transistor,
and that the TEA2261 chopper control
chip had a start-up supply. I decided to
replace the TEA2261 chip and the
chopper transistor. When I switched on
again the set started up and went into
standby. So far so good. But when I used
the remote-control unit to switch the set
out of standby there was a loud bang. A
flame shot out of the side of the chopper
transistor and, before I could reach for the
switch, every component between the
base of the transistor and the IC had been
burnt and the top had been blown off the
IC.
I was quite shaken by this, and started
to look for a cause. I've had chopper
transistors fail before in these sets, but
never like this! I decided to rebuild the
power supply, this time with parts
obtained from a different source. When I
showed the new supplier the blown
transistor he suggested that it was
probably a graded part or a second.
I fitted the new parts and switched on,
making sure I was sufficiently far from
the set. To my delight it came on and then
came straight out of standby. I left the set
running for a few minutes, then set about
reprogramming the EEPROM. The
picture and sound were, as expected with,
these sets, excellent. ■
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Protech 7295 (Vestel 11AK12
chassis)
The cause of field collapse in this set was
traced to R818 (22kQ, 1W) which was
open-circuit. It provides the feed to the 33V
tuning-voltage stabiliser and also the field
sawtooth charging capacitor. M.D.
!nowink_

Bush WS6671
PP

These widescreen sets are now just out of
guarantee and some have come in with the
symptoms dead with a ticking noise. On
every occasion I've found that the
BU2508AF line output transistor is shortcircuit because C626 is dry-jointed. P.S.

Sharp 51AT15H
(5BS-A chassis)

TV FAULT
FINDING
Reports from
Michael Dranfield
Philip Salkeld Bob Flynn
Martyn S. Davis Gary Laidler
M.J. Goodall Graham Richards
Bob Dewis and Graham Boor
We welcome fault reports from
readers — payment for each fault is
made after publication. See page
424 for details of where and how
to send reports.

Bush 1407
This set wouldn't store channels. On
inspection I found that there was a small
spillage around the microcontroller chip
IC602. Cleaning this up seemed to clear the
fault, but the set came back a few days later
with the same trouble. Suspecting that
IC602 had been damaged I fitted a
replacement, obtained from a scrap set. But
the fault was still present. I then found that
the —30V supply to the memory chip was
low at —12V. The —30V zener diode and
memory chip were both OK: the cause of
the fault was C602 (1nF) which decouples
the zener diode. This small, green disc
capacitor was leaky. It was nowhere near
the area of the spillage, which was a red
herring. M.D.

Philips L6.3 chassis
If the BU1508AX line output transistor
Tr7906 is faulty, make sure that choke
L5420 in its base drive feed is not opencircuit. If it is, the replacement transistor
will not last for long. M.D.
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All this set produced was a snowy raster. It
didn't take me long to find that there was no
12V supply to the tuner, because R243
(5.6Q, 0.5W) was'open-circuit.
It pays to replace C713 (1,000g, 35V)
in the power supply whenever one of these
sets comes in for repair. It's the reservoir
capacitor for the —10V line, and can be
responsible for many faults with this
chassis. P.S.

Bush 2868NTX (1 lAK19-5
chassis)
EW problems are quite common with these
sets. With this one the cause turned out to
be C630 (470nF) — it's not the usual cause.
Fault finding can be difficult without a
circuit diagram. P.S.

Sharp 66ESO3H (CA10 chassis)
This set produced only half the field scan.
The field output transistors Q501 and Q502
are surface-mounted FET devices: one of
them was short-circuit. I decided to replace
them both (Q501 part no. RHTX00171BMZZ and Q502 part no. RHTX00172BMZZ), and also had to replace
the 2.5mA circuit protector F601. Once this
had been accomplished there was full
scanning. P.S.

Hitachi C32W510SN-311
This set was dead with the standby light
pulsing. After some general checks, which
proved fruitless, it was time to try
disconnecting the supplies to various
devices. I started with the field output chip,
which was OK, then tried the TDA7263M
audio output chip IC4000. This was the
culprit — it was short-circuit between some
of its pins. P.S.

Toshiba 2877 (C7SS chassis)
This set came in because it was dead. Some
quick tests revealed that the HT voltage was
low at 60V, but disconnecting the feed to the
line output stage didn't make any difference.
Everything pointed to a defective chopper
device, the STRS6709 chip Q801. I checked
with Toshiba Technical who agreed that this
was likely to be the cause and said that it is
also important to replace D809 (part no.
23316672), D813 (part no. 23316725) and
D804 (part no. 23316678). The part no. for
Q801 is 23905084. The set sprang to life
once these items had been replaced Thanks,
Toshiba. P.S.

Pioneer SV2801
The usual causes of intermittent loss of
sound are poor connections at the speaker
plug sockets or the earthing of the AM/FM
sound module. On this occasion however
the fault was eventually cured by replacing
the 17.7292MHz crystal QS46 (part no.
266.407). B.F.

Bush 1473T (11AK08 chassis)
The picture would sometimes become
smeary or even black out completely.
Prodding about anywhere near the CRT
base panel would produce either symptom.
The cause of the trouble was traced to the
earth wire at PL901. Although it appeared
to be well soldered, the wire was not
making it through the PCB. B.F.

Hitachi C2119T (GIPS chassis)
The BUT12AF chopper transistor Q903
and P6KE180A overvoltage diode ZD903
were short-circuit with the 6.852, 5W
surge limiter resistor R901 open-circuit.
The most common cause of this is poor
solder joints at the chopper transformer
T901, either on the transformer itself or
where it's soldered to the board. Resolder
these before replacing the faulty parts.
For a reliable repair the following
troublesome components should also be
replaced: R909 (39kS2), C906 (4.7µF,
250V), C908 (331AF, 100V), R902 and
R903 (both 82k52, 0.5W). B.F.

Daewoo DVT1482P
The customer's complaint with this
TV/VCR combi unit was no sound or
picture with a smell of burning. A good
look around the TV section before
switching it on revealed a hole in the side of
the line output transformer. A replacement
was ordered and fitted. Fortunately nothing
else had failed. B.F.

Philips 14CF1014 (CF1 chassis)
This old set belonged to an elderly lady
who wanted it repaired for sentimental
reasons. She assured me that it produced a
good picture. The fault was loss of field
sync, so I reached for the hairdryer and
freezer. This led me to C2377 (10uF, 63V),
which is connected to pin 4 of the
TDA2577A timebase generator chip IC7375.
A replacement cured the fault and she was
right — it was a cracking picture. P.S.

Amstrad CTV1410 (Onwa
chassis)
A 'dead' Onwa chassis without the usual
problems! The HT voltage was about 50V
instead of 112V and there was no standby
relay action. The relay is driven by Q610,
which was OK but wasn't being driven by
pin 36 of the microcontroller chip IC602.
R632 (33k52), the load resistor at pin 36 of
IC602, was open-circuit. B.F.
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Goodmans 336NS (F16
chassis)
Although this set worked there was a
strong smell of burning. It came from one
of the line output stage tuning capacitors,
C134 (17.4nF), which is connected in
parallel with a lower voltage rated 1.8nF
capacitor. As I couldn't find a supplier for
a 17.4nF capacitor I replaced both
capacitors, using values lOnF and 9.1nF
with the working voltage uprated to 2kV.
The picture size and EHT were OK when
the set was switched on again, and a long
soak test proved that all was well. B.F.

Philips 52ZY3535 (Anubis B AA
chassis)
There was a blacked out screen with
perfect sound and a faint smell of burning.
The picture was blacked out because there
was no field scanning. I found that R3452
(4.7Q) in the supply to the TDA3653B
field output chip IC7400 had burnt out. As
no shorts could be detected, I fitted a
replacement and tried again. This time
R3450 (3.9Q), which is in series with
R3452, failed. All was well once R3452
and IC7400 had been replaced. B.F.

Sharp 66ES-D7H (DA100
chassis)
There was sound but no picture, because
of field collapse — a thin line could be seen
across the screen. In this chassis IC501
provides the field scanning. It receives a
13V supply, which is obtained from the
rectifier circuit D609, F602 and C616 in
the line output stage, at pins 14 and 16. It
was tempting just to replace the IC, but
we've no record of failures here. A check
on the 13V supply revealed that it was low
at 8-9V. There was no difference when
IC501 was disconnected, so I starting to
look at the smoothing capacitors.
C616 measured low in value, but a
replacement made no difference. A look at
the circuit diagram showed that the supply
arrives at IC501 via L502, with C501
(470g, 25V) for smoothing. This
capacitor measured correctly, but a
replacement restored the correct voltage
and the scanning. M.S.D.

Ferguson Fl4VB12A
We've had several of these TV/VCR
combi units with the complaint intermittent
loss of sound. In every case the cure has
been to replace the switching chip IS001,
part no. 101-22-010. M.S.D.

Orion TV7058
This 14in. set was dead with no front
LED light. When I removed the back I
found some sort of Philips chassis, with a
power supply based on the TDA4605
chip. Close examination revealed a
continuous ticking sound. So it seemed
that the power supply was in the
protection mode, and I decided to check
whether the line output transistor was OK.
Good guess: the BUT11AF transistor was
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short-circuit. A replacement restored the
set to life. M.S.D.

Hitachi C2976TN (A5 chassis)
There were lines at the top of the picture. I
found that the 44V supply from the line
output stage to pin 8 of the field/EW output
chip IC601 was low at about 25V. This
suggested a faulty voltage-doubler circuit —
D71.8/9 (BY33J) and C725 (33nF, 400V).
It's quite common for the diodes to fail,
but in this case C725 was open-circuit.
M.S.D.

Thomson 37MG73J (ICC9
chassis)

and down. A small puddle of electrolyte
led me to CO21 (22tiF, 50V), which is
associated with the brightness output from
the microcontroller chip IC001. The
capacitor read perfectly when checked with
a capacitance meter, but a replacement
cured the fault. G.L.

JVC Cl4A1EK (MV chassis)
This set produced a bright raster with
flyback lines. The obvious likelihood was
that the supply to the RGB output stages
was missing. As usual, this is derived from
the line output transformer. A check on the
rectifier circuit here showed that the fusible
surge-limiting resistor FR557 (47Q, 0.5W)
was open-circuit. G.L.

How many of these monsters did we sell?
This one had a field scanning problem: the
picture was broken up, with folding
horizontal lines, from about mid screen to
the bottom. In a situation like this it's
always wise to go for the obvious. So I
replaced the TDA8177 field output chip
IF01 and anything around it that looked
like an electrolytic capacitor. All to no
avail. It was time to get serious and use the
scope.
IF01' s input waveform, at pin 1, was of
the correct shape but had a serious, ringing
distortion on it. The output waveform, at
pin 5, also had this ringing. The drive
comes from pin 16 of IV01. Was this chip
faulty? There is feedback from the scancoil circuitry to pins 17 and 18 of IV01.
Scope checks on the feedback waveforms
revealed the same ringing. Suspecting that
the problem was being caused by line
signal that wasn't being filtered out, or
some sort of HF instability in IF01, I
switched the set off and started to check all
the resistors in this area, especially lowvalue ones. Sure enough RF11 (1.5Q) was
open-circuit. It's part of a filter network at
IF01' s output, and a replacement cleared
the fault Amazing that such a small
component produced such a dramatic
effect on such a big set! Incidentally RF11
is a critical safety component, part no.
15022560. M.S.D.

There was field collapse, and a quick
check showed that the field output chip's
supply was missing. Further checks
brought me to R814 (0.47Q) which was
open-circuit. No cause of its demise could
be found and a replacement restored the
picture. G.L.

Akai CT2862UNT

Goodmans GTV9200

This set was brought in because of field
collapse. Rectifier D406 (BA157) was
short-circuit, R422 (0.68Q) was opencircuit and the TA8427K field output chip
IC401 had failed. All probably because
C401 (100tiF, 35V) was open-circuit.
M.S.D.

The symptoms with this 5in. mains/battery
portable were loss of the picture, which
might return when the first anode voltage
control (part of the focus pack) was
moved, or the brightness varying as the set
warmed up. They would suggest that the
focus pack was faulty. In fact the culprit
was C801 (22nF, lkV), which is mounted
on the tube base PCB. When it was
checked out-of-circuit its capacitance read
correctly, but its DC resistance had fallen
to 500MQ — just enough to upset the action
of the Al/focus supply chain. M.J.G.

Bush 2863NTXA (11AK12
chassis)
The problem with this set was field
collapse. As I didn't have a circuit diagram
I carried out cold checks in the field output
stage and found that R818 (22kQ) was
open-circuit. G.L.

Sony KVM2141U
(BE2A chassis)
This set produced a fading picture: it was
as if someone was turning the contrast up

Hitachi C2119T (GIPS chassis)
The problem with this set was intermittent
field collapse. I attended to the dry-joints
around the field timebase chip IC601,
R909 (39kQ) in the power supply (errorsensing network) and two power supply
capacitors, then put the set on test. After
about half an hour the field collapse was
back. Flexing the board restored the
picture, and more dry-joints were dealt
with. But, after much head scratching, the
cause of the trouble turned out to be the
1N4002 flyback boost diode D601. It was
going open-circuit intermittently. G.L.

Alba CTV3458
I've had three of these sets in recently, all
with the same fault. The sets were dead
with the mains fuse blown. In each case the
culprit wasC8 (lnF, lkV), which produced
a reading of just a few ohms. G.L.

Sony KVM2171U
(BE4A chassis)

Sharp 66AS05H (4BS-C
chassis)
Someone had fitted'the wrong line output
transistor (Q600) in this set. It should be
type 2SD1546, but an S2000AF had been
installed. Well, they are shown together in
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an equivalents book. But the set had
worked for only three days, and the
replacement transistor was very cooked
and short-circuit. The 2SC2271 driver
transistor Q601 and 2SC2412 pre-driver
transistor Q606 had also failed.
Correct replacements were fitted, but the
set still wouldn't start up. A check at pin 12
of the MC44002P colour decoder/timebase
generator chip IC800 revealed that the line
drive output was at only 1V instead of 3V
peak-to-peak. I didn't have an MC44002P in
stock but I did have an MC44007P, whose
pin connections are identical. Being bold
(occasionally), I decided to try it. This paid
off: the set worked perfectly and, many
weeks later, is still doing so. Since IC800
had been faulty, with a low line drive output,
an S2000AF might have worked after all.
G.R.

Grundig ST63-725/8/FT/GB
(CUC6330 chassis)
This multi-standard set mislead me briefly.
It produced a negative-looking picture,
which made me think there was video
overloading. In fact the set was working to
the wrong standard — I think it was in the
Secam instead of the PAL mode. The
picture was OK with a scart video input.
Use the remote-control unit's P/C key
to get the user menu, then set the standard
(S) to number 2. Use the OK key after each
operation, otherwise the new information
won't be stored. G.R.

De Graaf D51ICS4D
An inspection of the chassis showed that
there were a number of faulty electrolytic
capacitors. Once they had been replaced
the set was still stuck in standby. I found
that the optocoupler D315 was faulty. It's a
CNY75, but a CNX82A will do. G.R.

control unit works for TV but not for the
VCR commands Every time the remotecontrol unit has been defective. The keys
still transmit signals, but maybe the
frequencies have shifted. The handset is
reasonably priced, the Philips part no.
being 4822 219 10593. G.R.

Bush 2857NTX

Samsung CI5937AN (Z68
chassis)

The fault description read "RGB fault".
There was a blank green screen, which was
put right by replacing Q555 (2SC1815)
and Q552 (2SC2482). But the picture that
was no w displayed was weak and milky.
An over-sensitive beam limiter perhaps? I
telephoned Bush Technical and was
advised to check R433. It should be 1501S2
but read open-circuit. A replacement put
matters right. Thanks Bush! G.R.

You can get the following symptoms with
these sets. At switch on there is no picture
because of low heater voltage. After about
five minutes the picture appears, but with
lack of width, very jagged verticals and an
arcing noise from the line output
transformer. The transformer is not the
cause: the item to replace is the HT
reservoir capacitor C828 (470g, 250V),
which goes open-circuit. B.D.

Toshiba 2805DBT

Sharp DV3761H (4BSA
chassis)

If there is distorted field scanning/ foldover
with lines across the screen, look for C372
and C317. One is near the TDA8170 field
output chip and the other near the
TA8739P field generator/EW correction
chip. They are the only two red
electrolytics on the chassis, and both are
2.21tF, rated at 50V, 105°C. They also tend
to leak electrolyte. G.R.

Philips 14PV2841/055
We've had a number of these televideo
units with the problem that the remote-

The job sheet said that the picture would
close in or stretch at the top. I replaced the
EEPROM chip, reset all the usual
parameters and left the set on test. All
seemed well for a few days, then the fault
reappeared. After a lot of headscratching the
cause was eventually found: the field ramp
charging capacitor C512 (82nF), which is
connected to pin 6 of the MC44006 jungle
chip IC801, was intermittent. A
replacement, followed by a further soak
test, proved that all was now well. G.B.

Thomson's ICC17
technology
Mark Paul begins a detailed investigation of the circuitry used in
this chassis, starting with the complex dual chopper power
supply arrangement

he Thomson ICC17 chassis
replaced the ICC9 and TX92F in
Thomson's core range of TV
receivers, for both 4:3 and
widescreen models. It represented a major
re-engineering operation, taking into
account the current trend in TV receiver
technology and the latest silicon
available. The ability to handle signals
conforming to most TV standards
worldwide, and any type of video signal
fed to the scart socket, was retained.
Major changes were introduced in the
power supply, microcontroller, timebase
and audio processing sections of the
chassis.
The power consumption is less than 1W
in standby, conforming to EEC legislation
in this respect. The deflection stages are
designed to be able to drive a wide range
of CRTs, as follows: 21in. 90° 4:3
Medium Planar; 25 and 28in. 110° 4:3
Medium Planar; 24, 28 and 32in. 16:9
Super Flat; 25 and 28in. 110° 4:3 Super
Flat; and 33in. 110° 4:3 Medium Planar.
With Medium Planar tubes in sizes up to
28in. the display power consumption is
35W, with the 33in. Medium Planar tube
it's 41W while with Super Flat tubes it's
47W. The EHT varies between 28.529-5kV and the maximum beam current
between 1.2-1.65mA depending on tube
type. Audio processing may be mono or
Nicam and Virtual Dolby or Dolby Pro
Logic depending on model. Audio options
are lOW RMS mono, 10 + lOW RMS FM
stereo/Nicam/Virtual Dolby, or 10 + 10 +
10 + 10W RMS Dolby Pro Logic.
Frequency-synthesis tuning is used as
standard.
As with the previous chassis, all but four
alignment and service adjustments are

T
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carried out using the remote-control
handset. For details of how to enter the
service mode refer to the relevant ICC17
service manual.
Chassis variants include multi-standard
AV decoding — 50/60Hz PAL, Secam and
NTSC (3.58/4.43MHz); comprehensive
AV socketry; a 3.5mm headphone socket
with loudspeaker switch; and Fastext (8page memory).
Features include automatic install;
Navilight remote-control system (fast
system using on-screen guidance); a 99channel memory; automatic programming
with AFC; auto naming using PDC, CNI
or text station codes; multi-country
selection (16 country tuning tables);
multi-lingual menu languages (14
countries); child lock; full hotel menu;
sharpness control; programmable auto
clock and calendar function; auto volume
limiting; and enhanced video processing.

Chopper power supply basics
The chopper power supply used in the
ICC17 chassis is of the flyback-converter
type. This has three phases during each
cycle of operation, the forward, flyback
and oscillation phases. During the
forward phase the chopper transistor is
switched on, current builds up in the
primary winding of the transformer and a
magnetic field is developed in its core. No
current flows in the secondary windings
during this phase. During the flyback
phase the chopper transistor is switched
off. Current flow in the primary winding
of the transformer ceases and the
magnetic field starts to collapse,
conforming to the back-EMF principle.
This collapse induces currents in the
secondary windings, and the rectifier

diodes connected to these charge their
respective reservoir capacitors. The delay
between the end of the flyback phase and
the start of the next forward phase is
referred to as the oscillation phase: during
this phase no current flows in either the
primary or the secondary windings of the
transformer.
A problem that could arise in practice is
interference caused by the chopper
transistor between the forward and
flyback phases. This can be overcome by
adding a snubber network across both the
primary and the secondary windings. The
chopper transistor's operating parameters
when it switches off and on are critical to
reliability: it is during these times that the
device is most likely to fail, not while it is
conductive. Other factors that are of
importance in practice are the switching
speed of the rectifier diodes on the
secondary side of the circuit and the
voltage drops across them.
The main factors that have to be taken
into account in the design of a chopper
circuit of this type are losses when
switching on at the beginning of the
forward phase, the time taken by the
chopper transistor to switch off, the peak
voltage developed across the chopper
transistor at the beginning of the flyback
phase, and the oscillation that takes place
at the end of the flyback phase.
Some of these factors are tackled by
using 'zero-voltage switching' (ZVS).
The principle here is that the voltage
across the"chopper transistor should be as
near to zero as possible when it switches
on. This brings about a considerable
reduction in lost power, improving the
circuit efficiency; it drastically reduces
dissipation in the transistor; and it means
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Fig. 1: Circuitry on
the primary side of
the power supply in
the Thomson 1CC17
chassis. Some
component values
have been omitted
as they depend on
CRT type. DP22 is
6.81, in some
models.
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that the operating frequency can be
increased and the size of the transformer
reduced without loss of power output.
To achieve zero voltage across the
chopper transistor, the ratio between the
number of turns in the primary and
secondary windings on the transformer is
adjusted: the number of primary turns is
increased while the number of secondary
turns is reduced. By altering the
transformer's turns ratio in this way, the
voltage developed across the primary
winding will go negative during the
oscillation phase, creating the right
conditions for zero voltage across the
transistor at the start of the next forward
phase in the cycle. This calls for accurate
detection and control of the point at which
the transistor is switched on. Note that the
increased number of primary-winding
turns means that the voltage developed
across the transistor at switch off, during
the flyback phase, will be very high.

FROSIN circuit principles
The chopper circuit used in the ICC17
chassis employs the FROSIN (FRee
Oscillating Safe INtelligent) principle. It
has a good pedigree, having been used in
the R5000 Hi-Fi VCR chassis and the
TX807 and TX92 TV chassis. In earlier
FROSIN flyback-converter designs there
was a compromise between zero-voltage
switching and the high voltage developed
across the chopper transistor during the
flyback phase. The circuit in the ICC17
chassis uses true zero-voltage switching.
In any high-power, high-frequency
chopper circuit design it's important that
the high voltage developed at chopper
switch off is controlled. But, during the
flyback phase, there are other critical
factors with respect to the chopper
transistor. With a mains supply voltage of
264V and an input power of 250W the
peak voltage across the chopper transistor
will be nearly 1-2kV. Thus a bipolar
transistor with a Vces of greater than
1.5kV is required in the chopper position
under worst-case conditions.
The effort to avoid such difficulties in
the ICC17's FROSIN design has
produced considerable advantages, as
follows: a low-cost design; highly
efficient power conversion; a high
switching frequency (up to 100kHz at
250W); zero power-consumption snubber
networks. Except for a couple of voltage
comparators, the design is a discretecomponent one.

Overview
There are actually two chopper power
supplies in the ICC17 chassis, one to
provide a standby voltage (U stby) and
the other to provide most of the voltages
when the set becomes operational. They
are not entirely independent of one
another however. The reason for using
this twin design is to meet the EEC
requirement for the standby TV power
consumption to be less than 1W.
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The output from the main power supply
is 35-47W, depending on the deflection
requirements, plus up to 4 x lOW audio. It
has been designed to operate with inputs
in the range 190-264V AC. The maximum
average power taken from the mains is
about 145W, with a peak of 250W.
The circuitry is shown in Figs. 1
(primary side) and 2 (secondary, side).
Fig. 3 shows the degaussing circuit. We'll
now consider the circuit operation in
detail.

The standby power supply
The mains input is capacitively coupled
by CP16/17 to the bridge rectifier DP1619. This is done to limit the power
consumption to less than 500mW. At the
output from the bridge rectifier there's a
surge limiter resistor RP20 which is
followed by the series connected reservoir
capacitors CP24/26. These are in parallel
with two zener diodes, DP21/22, which
provide stabilised 39V and 5.6V supplies.
The 51V zener diode DP20 provides
protection.
The 39V supply is fed via chopper
transistor TP21 to pin 4 of chopper
transformer LP20. The 5.6V supply is
used to power the dual voltagecomparator chip IP20 and optocoupler
IP50. TP21 is driven at a fixed frequency
of about 65kHz by an asymmetric
squarewave generator — one half of IP20.
The duty-cycle of this device's output is a
fixed 3:1, so TP21's on time is kept at
approximately 41.tsec.
The non-inverting input (pin 3) of IP20a
is connected to a potential divider
(RP26/7) across the 5.6V rail and also to
the feedback resistor RP25. The inverting
input (pin 2) is connected to a timing
circuit that consists of CP23, RP23/4 and
DP24. The time CP23 takes to charge and
discharge controls the frequency and
mark-space ratio of the squarewave at
output pin 1. This is coupled to TP21 by
CP22 and RP22.
CP20, between the collector and base of
TP21, acts as a snubber capacitor. It also
helps to reduce interference to weak
VHF/UHF signals, for example from a
set-top aerial.
A bridge rectifier, DP60/3, rectifies the
voltage developed across LP20' s
secondary winding, with CP23 as the
reservoir capacitor. The U stby supply
thus generated is used to power the LED
in optocoupler IPSO, the standby
switching circuit associated with TP67
and, on the front panel, the infra-red
remote-control receiver, the standby LED
and the programme plus and minus keys
(Pr+, Pr—). It does not power the
microcontroller: see later for how this is
arranged, via the wake-up circuit.

factor correction circuit to comply with
stringent EMS regulations and minimise
mains-borne interference. It has been
designed to reduce the symmetrical and
asymmetrical interference generated by
the main chopper circuit and fed back to
the mains supply, and to limit external
interference arriving at the receiver.
DP01-04 is the bridge rectifier that
feeds the main chopper circuit, with
CP10 as its reservoir capacitor. RPO4
provides surge limiting. The resistor
chain RP01/06/16/17/18/78 provides a
discharge path across CP10. Chopper
transformer LP50 uses slot-technology
construction. The chopper transistor is
TP50, which is type BUH516TH16 or
type S2000N with 21in. MP tubes.
Optocoupler IP50 is used to provide
voltage-regulation feedback from the
secondary to the primary side of the
circuit. It's also used to ensure that the
main power supply remains dormant until
required — we'll return to this later. So
IPSO is powered by the standby 5.6V and
U stby supplies.
It's convenient to consider TP50' s base
drive in two sections. First, a selfsustaining current supply provided by
LP50, DP41 and CP41, driver transistor
TP44 and the special inductor LP44.
Secondly the cut-off circuit that controls
the base-drive and protects TP50. In this
area TP59 monitors safety inputs while
TP42 controls TP5O's switching.

Positive base drive
This section of the power supply is a new
design developed around the contrawound inductor LP44. The arrangement
provides both positive and negative
switching voltages for the base of TP50.
When the driver transistor TP44 is
switched on, the voltage developed
across CP41 is effectively applied to the
base of TP50 via LP44. TP50' s main
characteristics are its collector-emitter
voltage rating and the speed at which it
can switch. When TP50 switches on,
current flows in the primary winding of
the chopper transformer LP50, pins 2115. While this current flows, positive and
negative voltages are induced in LP50' s
control winding (pins 18, 17, 19). The
positive voltage at pin 19 is rectified by
DP41, charging CP41. This voltage is
applied to the emitter of TP44. The
negative voltage at pin 18 is fed via RP44
and zener diode DP44 to the base of
TP44, to ensure that it remains saturated.
With TP50 switched on, current
continues to flow in LP50' s primary
winding and the voltage developed across
the current-sensing resistor RP49 rises
accordingly. This voltage charges CP59
via the limiting resistor RP59, providing
bias for transistor TP59.

The main chopper circuit
As mentioned earlier, the main and
standby power supplies are designed as
separate though linked circuits. There's a
sophisticated mains filter and power-

Cut-off circuit
The base of TP59 is connected to several
sources that affect the charge across
CP59. These are as follows. (1) A
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voltage-regulation current from the
optocoupler 1P50 via RP38. (2) A
negative soft-start current from CP52 via
RP53. (3) A supply compensation current
from CP54 via RP55. (4) The FROSIN
feedback current from pin 18 of LP50 via
RP56 and DP56/7. (5) A switch-on
current pulse from pin 18 of LP50 via
RP57 and CP57. (6) The over-voltage
protection circuit via RP98.
Once the voltage at the base of TP59
exceeds 0.7V it will switch on. This takes
the voltage at the base of TP42 low. It
switches on, short-circuiting the base and
emitter of the driver transistor TP44
which switches off.

Negative base drive
When TP44 switches off, the current
supply from CP41 to the base of the
chopper transistor TP50 via LP44 is
interrupted. This interruption to the
current flow causes reversal of the EMF
induced in LP44. As a result, there is
current flow via two separate circuit
paths from LP44's centre pin 1. Circuit
path one is via DP47/8, CP47 and DP46
to pin 5 of LP44. The direction of the
current flow via CP47 produces, with
respect to ground, a negative voltage.
Circuit path two is via DP47/8 and the
emitter-base junction of TP50 to pin 3 of
LP44. Resistors RP40 and RP48 are
connected in parallel with this path.
As the magnetic field in LP44 collapses,
the turns ratio and mutual coupling
between LP44's windings produces a
four-fold increase in TP5O's negative
emitter-base current. The two diodes
DP43 and DP45 in parallel with TP5O's
base-emitter junction limit the negative
voltage across the junction to —4V. Note
that these diodes are a special type
(RGP02-20) which actually consists of
two diodes in series, providing a
combined junction voltage drop of
approximately 2V.
As a result of all this TP50 switches off.
Its collector voltage starts to rise, but the
snubber capacitor CP49 limits this rise to
approximately lkV. The negative voltage
developed across CP47 ensures that TP50
is held off.
At this point the energy stored in the
chopper transformer's ferrite core is
transferred to the secondary windings,
also the control winding which produces a
positive output at pin 18. This is rectified
by DP56/7 and applied to the base of
TP59 via RP56. The voltage at pin 18 is
also applied to the base of TP44 via RP44
and DP44. This ensures that TP59 is held
on and TP44 off.

The FROSIN circuit
The idea of this is to ensure that TP50
isn't switched on until there is 'zero
voltage' at its collector, i.e. it doesn't
switch on until all the energy in LP50 has
been transferred to the secondary supplies
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and the oscillation that takes place
between LP50' s primary winding and the
snubber capacitor CP49 has been
completed. There is also a snubber
capacitor, CP81, across the HT (U sys)
supply rectifier DP80 on the secondary
side of the chopper circuit. In addition to
limiting the peak voltage rise across the
transformer's windings, these capacitors
affect the oscillation phase of the cycle
and the operation of the FROSIN
circuitry.
During the oscillation phase the current
induced in the winding between pins 17
and 18 of LP50 ensures that TP59
remains switched on. When the voltage at
pin 18 swings negatively, TP59 is
switched off, TP44 switches on again and
the forward phase of the next chopper
cycle starts.

Overvoltage protection
To protect the power supply against
excessive secondary voltages resulting
from failure of the regulation loop, the
positive current induced in winding 17-18
of LP50 is rectified by DP58, charging
CP58. If the voltage across CP58 exceeds
19V, zener diode DP59 will conduct. As a
result, transistors TP58 and TP57 (a
`digital' type) will switch on. They are
connected in a thyristor configuration and
thus latch on.
The voltage across CP58 is now applied
to the base of TP59 via RP98. This high
voltage holds TP59 on and the main
chopper supply switches off. The 5.6V
feed from the standby chopper circuit via
DP53 ensures that this safety circuit
remains active until the mains supply is
switched off.

Secondary-side supplies
LP50' s secondary windings develop the
main DC voltages to operate the receiver.
These are as follows.
(1) The 200V U video supply is
developed across pins 5-6, with DP82 as
the rectifier and CP82 as the reservoir
capacitor. It's used by the RGB output IC
on the CRT's base panel.
(2) The HT supply U sys for the line
output stage. This varies with the tube and
is set by selecting various taps. Winding
5-4 gives 126V, winding 5-3 132V and
winding 5-2 138V. The rectifier is DP80,
the reservoir capacitor CP80.
(3) The 33V tuning voltage supply. This
is derived from U sys via RP80/79 with
zener diode DH01 for stabilisation.
(4) The 30V audio supply +UA. This is
obtained from winding 8-9 with DP84 the
rectifier and CP84 the reservoir capacitor.
It's also fed to the 12V regulator IP87 to
power IP95 (TDA8139) initially, see
section headed low-voltage supplies.

(5) The general-purpose 12V supply U
timer. This is obtained from winding 5-7
with DP93 as the rectifier and CP93 as
the reservoir capacitor. It's used by IP95
to generate the following voltages: (a)
+5V up, which is used primarily by the
microcontroller chip IRO1 and the audio
processor chip IS40. (b) +8V, a widely
used supply which in particular powers
the video/deflection processor chip IV01.
(c) The microcontroller chip's reset.
The low-value ceramic capacitors in
parallel with DP82/84/93 reduce the
interference that occurs when the diodes
conduct. CP81 across DP80 is the
previously mentioned secondary-side
snubber capacitor. Ferrite beads
LP80/82/84/93 further reduce
interference. CP92 and CP95 are included
to reduce interference that could cause
on-screen 'spooks' with weak VHF/UHF
signals.

Regulation
To provide voltage regulation the
programmable zener diode IP61 senses
the U sys supply via the potential-divider
network RL65, whose value depends on
tube type, RP63, PP64 and RP64. IP61
controls the conduction of the LED in
optocoupler IP50 and in turn the voltage
at the base of TP59.
IP61 works by comparing the voltage at
its reference/sensing pin with an internal
voltage source. In this circuit
configuration, if the sensed voltage falls
below 2.5V the voltage at the cathode of
the LED in IPSO will rise and vice versa.

Low-voltage supplies
The +5V up and +8V supplies are derived
from either the +UA or the U timer
supplies, as mentioned above. Initially,
they are derived from the +UA supply:
when the power supply becomes fully
operational, they are derived from the U
timer supply.
In the timer mode the voltages on the
secondary side of the circuit are all at
approximately 50 per cent of their
nominal value. This means that the U
timer supply is too low to power IP95.
Instead, IP95 is fed from the +UA supply
via the 12V regulator IP87. In this mode
the input to IP87 is insufficient for it to
regulate: it simply acts as a voltage
dropper. Diode DP87 isolates the feeds to
IP95 once the U timer supply is at the
operational level.
During the initialisation phase the
voltages on the secondary side of the
power supply rise to 75 per cent of their
nominal value. The +UA supply continues
to be the voltage source for IP95.
Once the set is in the on mode, all
voltages on the secondary side of the
power supply rise to their nominal values.
IP95 then takes its supply from the U
timer line. At this point the +8V supply
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Fig. 3: The triac-controlled degaussing circuit.

(pin 8 of IP95) is switched on by the
microcontroller chip IR01, which drives
pin 4 of IP95 high. 1P95 is a
programmable regulator: its 8V output is
set by RP97/99. CP97 smooths the 8V
supply.
DP87 is reversed biased once the set is
in the on mode, so virtually no power is
taken from the +UA line by the LT
circuits.
Overvoltage protection is incorporated
in the +8V circuit to protect the U timer
supply in the event of failure of the 12V
regulator IP87. Protection is provided by
zener diode DP94 and resistor RP94,
which are connected in series between
pins 1, 2 and 7 of IP95. If the voltage
across DP94 exceeds 13V, the +8V
supply will be switched off internally.
The main power supply will first enter the
timer mode then the standby mode.

The standby mode
In normal operation the optocoupler IP50
provides feedback for voltage regulation.
It can also be used to switch the set to
standby. Transistor TP67, which is
connected to the cathode of the LED in
IPSO, controls this.
In the standby mode TP67 is forward
biased via RP68/69 from the U stby
supply. It shorts out IP61 so that
maximum current flows in the
optocoupler. TP59 switches on and the
main chopper circuit switches off. TP67 is
switched off to take the set from standby
to on.

The wake-up circuitry
As previously mentioned, one aim in the
design of the ICC17 chassis was to
minimise the power consumption in the
standby mode. For this reason there is no
supply to the microcontroller chip IRO1 in
standby, so it cannot be used to bring the
set out of standby. An alternative way of
`waking up' the set is therefore required.
This is the reason for the wake-up circuit
that controls the way in which the main
chopper supply is switched on.
The U stby supply is used to generate a
low-level +5V stby supply that powers
the standby LED GE01 and the infra-red
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receiver GKOL and is used as the pull-up
voltage for the programme plus and minus
buttons, via RRO5 and RR06. If any of the
following conditions change, the STBY
ON command line changes from low to
high: (a) the front-panel programme plus
or minus button is pressed; (b) an infrared remote-control command is received;
(c) pin 8 of either scart socket AV 1 or
AV2 goes high.
The components associated with this are
RR21 and DR21 from the front panel,
capacitor CR22 for the IR signal and
diode DR23 and resistors RR52/3 which
are connected to the scart sockets. The
high on the STBY ON line switches TP71
on, switching TP67 off and discharging
CP69. IPSO the reverts to the regulation
mode.
The 'digital' transistor TP72 is
connected in parallel with TP71 to ensure
that CP69 is completely discharged. Two
capacitors, CP72 and CP73, are connected
to the base of TP72. Their function is to
ensure that the microcontroller chip IRO1
has sufficient time to take control of the
STBY ON line. It is CP72 that's
important when the set is switched on: it
ensures that the main chopper power
supply is held in the timer mode until
IRO1 has verified that the switch-on
command is a valid one. If, after checking
the remote-control code and the stored
data in the EEPROM, the command is
found to be false, the receiver reverts to
standby after eight seconds.
The emitter of the phototransistor in
IPSO is also coupled to the inverting input
(pin 6) of the second voltage comparator
in IP20. The connection was originally
via RP35 but was changed to RC coupling
with CP35 and RP36. The non-inverting
input (pin 5) is clamped at a voltage set
by RP30 and RP31. Thus, as IPSO
changes from the standby switching to the
regulation mode, the comparator detects
an imbalance across its input pins 6 and 5.
Output pin 7 rises to 5.6V (the supply
voltage at pin 8), which is fed to CP41 via
DP39 and RP41.
When TP67 is switched off IP61 reverts
to its regulation mode. But not
immediately. The junction of RP62 and

RP63 in the voltage sensing circuit is also
connected via DP70 and RP70 to two
threshold detector circuits, one centred on
TP75 the other on TP82.

Timer mode
Once the main chopper circuit has been
brought into operation the voltages on the
secondary side start to rise. When the U
timer voltage rises to approximately 10V,
zener diode DP72 conducts and current
flows via RP72/74. The junction of these
resistors is connected to the base of TP76,
whose emitter is connected to the +8V
supply. Since the +8V supply is absent at
this stage, TP76 is switched on by the
voltage across RP74. TP75 in turn
switches on, and the U timer supply
becomes the source of the control voltage
for IP61, via DP70 etc. As a result, the
voltage at pin 6 of IP20 falls and the
voltage at pin 7 is about 5V. This voltage
change is fed to the base of TP59 via
RP65 and CP38. As a result the chopper
transistor TP50 is switched off.
All the secondary-side voltages then
start to decay. When the U timer voltage
drops below the conduction point for
DP72, transistors TP76 and TP75 switch
off. The voltage at IP61' s sensing pin
falls, the conditions in IP50 change, the
voltage at pin 7 of 1P20 falls and TP50
switches on again. The U timer supply
rises to the point where DP72 conducts
again, and the whole process is repeated.
This puts the main chopper supply in the
burst mode, operating at a frequency of
about 120Hz. The voltages on the
secondary side of the circuit are now at
about 50 per cent of their nominal value,
and the set's power consumption is
typically 3W.

Initialisation mode
Once IRO1 has validated the command to
power up, it drives pin 4 of IP95 high and
the +8V supply appears at pin 8. This is
applied to the emitter of TP76. Thus TP76
and TP75 switch off.
The +8V supply is also fed to the emitter
of digital transistor TP82, via RP82. Its
base is connected to the +5V on supply,
which is at this point missing. Thus TP82
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switches on and the +8V supply is fed via
DP70 to IP61's sensing pin as the control
voltage.
The U sys voltage will also now
contribute to IP61's sensing voltage, and
as a result the voltages on the secondary
side of the circuit will be stabilised at
about 75 per cent of their nominal value.

The stabilisation/on mode
The line output stage now begins to
operate, and the +5V on supply is
generated. It switches off TP82, with the
result that IP61 is now controlled solely
by the U sys supply. DP70 is reverse
biased, isolating resistors RP70/77.
Normal regulation is thus established,
with the voltages on the secondary side
of the circuit held at 100 per cent of their
nominal values.

The degaussing circuit
The degaussing circuit is shown in Fig. 3.
The coils are connected across the AC
input via posistor RP15 and triac TP15.
The triac's gate voltage is controlled by
transistor TP14.
When the main chopper circuit starts
up, the winding between pins 13 and 14
of LP50 produces a negative voltage
which is rectified by DP12, charging
CP13. RPM and RP11 provide surgecurrent and peak-voltage limiting
respectively. RP12 and the 33V zener
diode DP14, which are connected in

parallel with CP13, control the voltage at
the base of TP14.
When the main chopper circuit is in the
timer mode the voltage developed across
CP13 is about —1.5V. This is insufficient
for DP14 to conduct, so TP14 and TP15
remain off. As the power supply enters its
initialisation phase the voltage across
CP13 rises to —2.5V, which is still
insufficient for DP14 to conduct. At the
transition between the start of the
chopper supply's on mode and the
beginning of line output stage operation
the voltage across CP13 rises to —5V.
DP14, TP14 and TP15 then switch on,
and degaussing takes place until the
posistor reaches its cut-off temperature.

Supply failure system
A power-failure circuit monitors the
mains supply voltage and the outputs
derived from the line output transformer.
The voltage developed across winding
5-7 of LP5O during the forward-transfer
phase is rectified by DP89, which
produces across CP89 a negative voltage
that's proportional to the voltage across
the mains bridge rectifier's reservoir
capacitor CP10. This negative voltage
forms part of the biasing network at the
base of transistor TP90. Under normal
circumstances the negative voltage is
large enough to ensure that TP90 is cut
off. Should the mains input fall below a
certain level, the negative voltage across

CP89 will be insufficient to hold TP90
cut off.
The collector of TP90 is connected to
the base of TP86, whose collector is
connected to pin 27 of the
microcontroller chip IRO1. This is the
POWER FAIL line. When TP90
conducts, TP86 switches on and the
POWER FAIL line goes from low to
high. IRO1 then switches off the +8V line
by taking pin 4 of IP95 low. This shuts
down the scanning and puts the main
chopper circuit in the timer mode.
TP86 also monitors the +5V DST and
+5V ON supplies derived from the line
output transformer LL05. If the +5V ON
supply falls below 4.6V because of an
overload, TP86 will switch on and the
main chopper circuit will be put in the
timer mode as described above. The +5V
DST supply is monitored at TP86's
emitter. If it rises because of a problem in
the line output stage TP86 will again
switch on, with the same result.
Schottky diode DP83 provides
protection by clamping the junction of
resistors RP84 and RP86 to the +5V UP
supply.

Next month
So much for the operation of this
complex power supply system. Next
month we'll delve into the timebase
circuitry.

transistor, replace the STR54041 chopper
chip 1C901 in the power supply M.D.

Bush 1495N
If the set is dead, check R806 (22kQ)
which is connected to the optocoupler
IC801. In this set it was open-circuit.
M.D.

Mitsubishi C14M7B (Daewoo
chassis)
This colour portable had a rainbow effect
on the screen. I found that a hole had
blown open in the field output chip 11301.
When a replacement had been fitted it
started to get red hot. The cause was loss
of the differential drive from the
TDA8374 jungle chip, at pins 46 and 47.
A new TDA8374 restored normal
operation. The replacement field output
chip that had become so hot hadn't,
fortunately, been damaged. M.D.

Bush 2571NTX

TV FAULT FINDING

There was no blue content in the picture. I
decided not to mess about and replaced the
TDA6108JF chip IC901 on the tube base
panel. This restored a good picture. P.S.

Toshiba 14TO1B

Reports from
Michael Dranfield
Philip Salkeld
Dave Husband
Michael Maurice
Nick Beer
John Wragg
Martyn S. Davis
Graham Richards
and
Robin Beaumont

Schneider STV2802T
This set was brought in because it was
tripping. A check on the S2055N line
output transistor showed that it was leaky.
As no reason for its failure was apparent, I
fitted a replacement. At switch on the line
output transformer arced to chassis and the
new transistor blew. A replacement
transformer (HR8320) is available from
SEME, but differs mechanically. You have
to do the following. Break off the three
plastic fixing lugs, remove the heatsink
assembly for the line output transistor and
the field output chip, and file out a longer
hole above the focus control so that
adjustment can be made.
When refitting the heatsink assembly,
make sure that you don't lose the plastic
fasteners and the insulating strip. This is
most important, as the two heatsinks are
isolated electrically and must remain so.
M.D.

Sharp DV5131H (S3B chassis)

We welcome fault reports from
readers — payment for each fault is
made after publication. See page
552 for details of where and how
to send reports.

For ragged verticals, worse when the set is
cold, replace C613 (220g, 16V) even if
an in-circuit ESR test suggests that it is
OK. It smoothes the supply to the line
driver stage. M.D.

Mitsubishi CT1535TX
(Euro 7 chassis)
For intermittent failure of the line output
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This set produced a negative picture and
there was tuning drift. These multi-system
portables have a habit of going to the
wrong system. The cure is to call up the
service menu, scan down until you come
to system and alter it to CI. P.S.

Sony KV28FX2OU
(BE3E chassis)
This widescreen set was stuck in standby. I
noticed that a buzzing noise came from the
line output transformer T803 and decided
to order a replacement (part no.
145330831). Once it had been fitted the set
worked normally. P.S.

Toshiba 28WD98B
There was a strange problem with this set:
the brightness level was changing. I
phoned Toshiba Technical for help and
was told to go into the service menu and
change S (Service) to D (Design). You
need to phone Toshiba for the relevant
instructions, which were faxed to me.
They worked a treat. P.S.

Daewoo GB2898ST
This set was dead apart from a ticking
noise. The line output transistor Q401 was
short-circuit and there was arcing from the
line output transformer. When these two
items had been replaced I discovered that
there was field collapse. The TDA8351
field output chip had a crack in it. All was
well once a replacement had been fitted. I
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obtained the replacements from a scrap
chassis, which certainly kept the cost
down. It's rare that a scrap chassis comes
in handy. P.S.

R103 (47kQ), which is part of the start-up
arrangement. It goes open-circuit. M.M.

Sharp 56FW-53H (DA100
chassis)

This set was dead and there appeared to
be a dead short across the line output
transistor. In fact D536, the upper EW
modulator diode, had gone short-circuit,
placing the full HT across C593 (4.71uF,
63V) in the EW drive circuit, so this had
also gone short-circuit. Replacing these
two components restored normal
operation. M.M.

This set was stuck in standby with the
power supply closed down. To cut a long
story short, I discovered that the
avalanche diode D735, part no. RHEX0875BMZZ, was short-circuit. It's on
the print side of the PCB, across C720. I
was advised by Sharp Technical to
replace optocoupler IC705, part no. RHFX0110BMZZ, as well. This restored
normal operation. Since then I've had two
more sets with the same fault, and have
also noticed that Chas Hyde do a kit. So it
must be a common fault. P.S.

Sharp 66DS-03H
Stuck in standby is becoming quite a
common fault with these sets. The
S2000AFI line output transistor goes
short-circuit because of a dry-joint at the
storage capacitor C608. P.S.

Bush 2868NTX (11AK19
chassis)
After replacing a faulty line output
transformer I was greeted, at switch on,
with severe geometry errors. The service
mode could be entered, nut none of the
adjustments would alter the display.
Suspecting the 24C08 EEPROM, I tried at
least two from my little plastic drawers
without success. Then, in desperation, I
replaced the microcontroller chip, also
without success. What I should have done
is to look in the manual, where it tells you
that the EEPROM contains a "4-bit
unique identification code". The fault was
cured by ordering the correct IC
(ALB488) from Chas Hyde. D.H.

Mitsubishi CT25M3TX (Euro 14
chassis)
This set would go off after 15-20 minutes
— the fault had apparently developed after
a lightning strike. When I checked it in
the workshop I found that the HT was
very high at 180V instead of 145V. I
suspected a fault in the feedback
regulation circuit and, when I found that
the error detector/amplifier transistor
Q953 was a JC501, I jumped in and
replaced it. The HT was then correct. A
BC639 proved to be a suitable
replacement for the JC501, which is a
rather unreliable transistor. M.M.

Amstrad CTV3128N
A common fault with these sets is that
they are dead at switch on. The cause is
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Panasonic TX25A3 (Euro-1
chassis)

JVC AV28S1EK (MX II chassis)
This set would revert to standby. Checks
showed that the cause of the problem was
field collapse, but a previous engineer had
replaced the field output chip. Further
investigation showed that there was no
12V supply to the jungle chip IC201
because of dry-joints at the line output
transformer. M.M.

Sanyo CBP2865 (E3-A28
chassis)
After about ten minutes the picture would
start to roll horizontally, the field
scanning would decrease and the picture
would go white. When I measured the
voltage across the 12V line in this
condition I found it low at only 7V. The
cause was the S13122P 12V regulator
IC780 in the power supply. It looks like a
BU508A and is rated at 3A. The correct
device must be used in this position. Once
a replacement had been fitted the set
worked normally. M.M.

De Graaf D59HZ5 (Nokia N
chassis)
This set was dead with the mains fuse
intact. Checks showed that there was a
12V supply at the TDA4605 chopper
control chip but nothing else. Once I had
replaced this IC and the 2SK1118
MOSFET chopper transistor the set
worked normally. I checked the original
MOSFET and found that it had a 20Q
leak between its gate and source
connections. M.M.

Grundig ST70-660/8FT
(CUC5360/61 chassis)
There was intermittent loss of colour.
This is usually caused by either a lazy
crystal or an intermittent trimmer
capacitor. Replacing the 8.8MHz crystal
Q5073 and the associated 4.5-20pF
trimmer C5073 cured the fault. As I was
unable to obtain part numbers for these
items, I used a Sony crystal and a suitable
trimmer obtained from RS Components.
M.M.

Panasonic TC14S3R (Z7
chassis)
Despite having sold hundreds of these
sets we have had little trouble with
them. This one was dead however.
Unusually for such a modern set, it has a
separate, fairly large standby supply
transformer (T1201). It was the cause of
the fault, with an open-circuit primary
winding. N.B.

B&O MX7000
This monster 28in. set with active
speakers was stuck in standby, which
usually means that the power-fail
protection circuit is in operation. There
is more than one way to find out what's
the cause of this — there could be a
short-circuit or a heavy load. Having
found nothing obvious, e.g. a shorted
line output transistor or dry-joints, I
shorted the service link to see if the set
would then start. It did, but with no
sound.
This led me to the rear AV switching
PCB, where I found that R118 was
open-circuit because regulator transistor
Tr2 and C111 (a 100nF surface-mounted
ceramic capacitor) were short-circuit.
The capacitor is across Tr2's output, and
had made it overheat and fail. N.B.

Panasonic TX25MD1 (Euro-2
chassis)
This set appeared to be dead except for
standby LED illumination that lasted for
approximately four seconds after switch
on. But the power supply was up and
running, with HT present. There was no
line drive however, because the 27V
supply to the line driver stage was
missing. I found that the Wickman fuse
F851 in the supply was open-circuit, and
a cold check revealed a short-circuit to
chassis from the cathode of the rectifier
(D852). This short seemed to be in the
line driver stage rather than the field
output stage, which shares the 27V
supply, but none of the obvious items in
the line driver stage was short-circuit. In
addition the short remained when the
line driver transistor Q501 was removed.
The only remaining possibility was an
interwinding short in the driver
transformer T501. This proved to be the
case, and normal operation was restored
once T501 had been replaced. N.B.

B&O MX3000
There was no sync with text or onscreen displays — the display just rolled
through. I traced the cause to dry-joints
at the connections to the little sub-board
that's soldered to the text hoard via wire
links. N.B.
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Toshiba 2805DBT
The symptoms with this set were reduced
height, distorted field linearity and lines at
the top of the picture. The cure was to
replace the ramp capacitor C372 (2.2g,
50V), which is connected between pins 5
and 15 of the TA8739P field generator/
EW correction chip Q371. It's on the print
side of the panel, beneath Q371. Also
replace C317 (2.2atF, 50V) in the field
linearity feedback network. Use
replacements rated at 105°C. I've had this
fault on several occasions. J.W.

Schneider STV1401
The symptom with this colour portable
was field collapse, with the line
oscillating up and down at one second
intervals in the bottom half of the screen.
I found that R718 (4.7Q, 1W) was opencircuit. It's next to C707, near the field
output chip. J.W.

Ferguson T59N (TX92 chassis)
This four-year old set was 'dead' with the
standby LED pulsing slowly. It seems to
be quite common with these sets for the
line output transformer to fail in such a
way that the 101S2 surface-mounted
resistor RL08, which is on the underside
of the board, burns out. A new LOPT, line
output transistor and 10kQ resistor
brought the set back to life. RLO8 is
actually in the beam-limiting network, at
the earthy end of the transformer's EHT
section. I recommend a general
resoldering of all the dry-joints around the
line output stage. Part numbers are
transformer 104 52520, transistor 104
01110. M.S.D.

Hitachi C2874TN
The LA7838 field output chip IC601 in
this set had failed. The cause was the
flyback boost capacitor C603 (100tIF,
50V) which was faulty. M.S.D.

ITT ST35767 (Digi 3 110°
chassis)
For low or intermittent sound, though
sound via the scart socket is OK, suspect
the U828B sound demodulator chip. G.R.

Toshiba 210T6B
This set had suffered as a result of a
lightning strike. Once the STR54041
chopper chip IC801 and the TLP631GB
optocoupler DR10 had been replaced, and
a new mains fuse had been fitted, it
worked. But there was an obscure side-toside picture wobble. Scope checks
revealed that the power supply was
radiating something it shouldn't have
been. The cause was transistor Q806
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(2SA1020Y), a replacement curing the
fault. G.R.

Panasonic TXG29
The picture would disappear after a few
minutes, leaving a blank raster. Finding
the cause of the trouble was a marathon
job, so I'll cut to the chase! The lower
porch section of the sandcastle pulse was
slightly misshaped, the distortion being
sufficient to trigger video circuit blanking.
The TDA8350Q field output chip was the
cause, producing incorrect field scan
feedback pulses, though the field scanning
was in no way affected. A check on the
sandcastle pulses after replacing the IC
showed that they were now perfect. G.R.

Sanyo CBP2180 (A5
chassis)
If the problem is field collapse and the
24V supply is missing at pin 6 of the
LA7832 field output chip IC451, check
for a dry-joint at L451. It's near the line
output transformer. G.R.

Philips 32PW6332/05
(MD1.2 chassis)
This set would intermittently trip to
standby, but only when the picture format
was 4:3, never when it was widescreen.
There are several protection circuits in
this chassis. Zener diode D6482 (56V)
monitors the voltage across the EW driver
transistor. This voltage varies with the
picture format, being greatest (39V) with
a 4:3 display. Because the zener diode
was slightly leaky, it would shut the set
down in this mode. A replacement cured
the problem.
The voltage across the EW driver
transistor is about 31V in the 14:9 mode,
21V in the 16:9 mode and only 14V in
`super zoom'. The diode's leakage was
insufficient to cause a problem in these
modes. R.B.

B&O LX2502
This set had a faulty line output
transformer but used the rather less
common grey type (as opposed to black).
No spare part was available, so B&O
offered to supply an exchange
power/timebase board. The estimate was
accepted — on reflection it was cheap
compared with a new B&O receiver! R.B.

Panasonic TX32PK2 (Euro-4
chassis)
We've had several of these sets with
picture problems — going dark and out of
focus. Usually the cause is low first
anode voltage, because one of the yellow
ceramic disc capacitors on the tube base

panel is leaky. Diagnosis is helped by
putting the set into the service mode for
Al/G2 adjustment. As a very slight leak
will affect the AI supply, it's not
normally possible to measure the leakage.
Replacement is the best way of
confirming the diagnosis.
These sets can also suffer from
spurious failure of the 3.15A mains fuse.
Panasonic has approved an uprating to 5A
which seems to solve the problem. R.B.

Philips L6.3 chassis
The 5V supply to the microcontroller chip
was varying because the regulator
transistor Tr7505 was faulty. Use only a
BC337-40 in this position. Fuse F1502
can cause a similar fault. Be careful,
because the fuse may go only slightly
high-resistance and a casual meter check
may suggest that it's OK.
All sets fitted with this chassis are
prone to these problems. Symptoms
include tripping when placed in standby
and stuck in standby with the LED on the
front panel at half brightness. The chassis
is also used in some Goodmans sets, e.g.
Model 256NS. R.B.

JVC AV29SX1EK (JA chassis)
There was a normal picture but no sound.
I traced the signal around the Dolby
processor board and eventually found that
the 5V supply to the board was low. A
new 7805 regulator (IC952) solved the
problem.
The same fault in another of these sets
had a totally different cause. This time the
signal was getting lost in the source
selector switching. But the cause of the
trouble lay elsewhere: a new memory chip
was required. As this item is preprogrammed for this model it had to be
ordered from the manufacturer. R.B.

Philips 24PW6005/05
(A10E chassis)
This set's brightness and contrast varied
at random. By checking the tube's first
anode voltage with a high-impedance
100:1 scope probe I was able to prove that
variation here was the cause of the
problem. A new line output transformer
was required. R.B.

Samsung C114F1Z
There were no signals because the tuner's
VT pin was stuck at 33V. I traced the
circuit back through the PWM drive
system and found that the relevant pin of
the microcontroller chip was being held at
chassis potential by a leaky 150pF
capacitor. Replacement of this item cured
the fault R.B.
■
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John Coombes on how to
tackle the various faults
you might encounter
with sets that use this
chassis

Sony AE 1 C chassis
fault-finding guide
The Sony AE1C was the last of the AEI
series chassis. It was used in a number
of models released during the 1991-2 period, including the KVA2112U,
KVA2122U, KVA2512U, KVA2522U,
KVA2912U, KVA2922U, KVC2122U,
KVC2522U, KVE2922U, KVE2925U,
KVM2521U, KVM2531U, KVX2142U,
KVX2152U, KVX2542U, KVX2545U,
KVX2552U, KVX2942U and
KVX2952U. There are differences in
detail between these models, in particular
some have a sophisticated colour decoder
with a digital comb filter in a screening
can. The following notes are based primarily on the KVA2122U/KVA2522U/
KVA2922U.

Power supply problems
No results should first lead to a check on
the 4AT mains fuse F1601, which could
be OK, open-circuit or blown. If it's opencircuit, try another: it may have failed
through age or a lazy fuse wire. If a
replacement goes open-circuit, check
whether the mains on/off switch S1701 is
arcing. If the fuse has blown, the mains
switch may be faulty, the degaussing
posistor THP601 may be short-circuit, or
the mains bridge rectifier D601
(D4SB60L-F) and/or the chopper transistor Q602 (2SD1548) may be short-circuit.
On rare occasions D601 and Q602 can go
short-circuit because of shorted turns in
the chopper transformer T601. THP601
can cause intermittent fuse blowing as a
result of internal arcing.
If there are no results and F1601 is OK,
check whether the surge limiter resistor
R1603 (2.7Q, 7W) or the start-up resistor
R608 (18kQ, 3W) is open-circuit. R608
could also be dry-jointed.
When the chopper transistor Q602 goes
short-circuit R643, which is in series with
its emitter, may well have gone open-circuit. The value is 0.155 with 21in. models, 012Q with 25 and 29in. models. Also
check R600 (1Q) if fitted. Failure of Q602
can be caused by its base drive coupling
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capacitor C611 (47tIF) being faulty. When
there is trouble in this area, make sure that
R651 (100Q) is OK.
Failure of the chopper control chip
IC601 (TEA2260) is another possible
cause, on the primary side of the chopper
circuit, of no results. If there is no drive
output at pin 14 and R608 (181(52, 3W) is
OK, check it by replacement. You may
find that the red LED lights up but the
excess-current detection trips the power
supply. IC601 can be the cause of this
symptom. Again, check it by replacement.
Items to check on the secondary side of
the power supply in the event of no results
include the HT rectifier D611 (ERD2908J) and its reservoir capacitor C621
(100g, 160V). Check whether circuit
protector PS603 (0.6A), which is in series
with the 2SD2096 12V regulator transistor
Q607, is open-circuit. If so, Q607 could
be short-circuit. Otherwise, check for dryjoints at all its legs - remove the transistor
and clean its legs to ensure that there is no
tarnish that may cause further dry-joints.
If Q607 is OK, check IC501 (TEA2028B)
which can go short-circuit internally.
Failure to switch on from standby can be
caused by paint or silicone dripping down
from the CRT, during production, on to
the +B preset RV501 (2.2kQ). In time this
paint may become conductive, lowering
the HT feedback control voltage. The
result can be excessive power consumption, with the set going into the excesscurrent trip mode. The only way to overcome this problem is to remove the affected components and clean the complete
area.
If the power supply hiccups several
times then cuts out, check C605 (220g,
35V) and C617, which may be 100g or
22011F depending on tube size. It's a good
idea to replace these capacitors, also C611
and C608 (4.7g), as a matter of course as
they can all be troublesome.
If the symptom is no results with the
standby light lit, which may be intermittent, check the 5V regulator IC604

(TEA7605) for a fault condition or dryjoints, and circuit protector PS602 (2A)
which could be open-circuit.
If there's a snowy raster and noise from
the loudspeakers check for dry joints at
the 12V regulator IC608 (MC7812C),
whether circuit protector PS601 (2A) is
open-circuit and whether IC604 is OK (it
could be dry-jointed at all three pins).
The 5V regulator IC604 can also, when
dry-jointed, be responsible for horizontal
bars when the receiver is first switched on.
Another possible cause of this is dry-joints
at the 8V rectifier diode D612 (CTU-12S).
Poor contact at IC604's chassis connection
can cause flickering on-screen graphics,
intermittent sound crackles or sound distortion when the receiver is cold.
If the HT is high at about 160V instead
of 135V, there will be lack of height with
the corners of the picture rounded. In this
event check R522 (1001M) which is in
series with the +B preset RV501. Note
that all the outputs from T601 will be high
when this fault occurs. The best way to
avoid HT drift is to replace R522 with a
47k52, 0.25W resistor and a 56kQ, 025W
resistor in series, then adjust RV501 for
135V at TP91 (cathode of D611).
For intermittent operation check for dryjoints at IC604, IC608, D610 and D612.
No results can also be caused by line
output stage failure, while a blank screen
will be the result when there is field collapse - see following sections.

Line timebase faults
If the symptom is no results with the HT
line low at 60V, check whether the line
output transistor Q804 (BU508-AS1H or
2SD1941-06) is short-circuit. Check for
dry-joints at the legs of the driver transformer T801 before switching on after fitting a replac&nent. Alternatively the tuning capacitor C821 (680pF, 2kV) could be
short-circuit or the line output transformer
T802 or the scan coils could have shorted
turns.
If there is no line drive check the supply
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to the line driver transformer T801: the
fusible resistor R822 (1kQ) could be
open-circuit or C810 (33g, 160V) shortcircuit. Check whether the line driver
transistor Q805 (2SC2688-L) is dry-jointed or short-circuit. If Q805 is OK but
there are no line drive pulses at its base,
check back to pin 10 of IC501
(TEA2028B). If the DC conditions
around this chip are OK but there is no
line drive output, fit a replacement.
Line output stage failure can be caused
by the HT supply going high or varying
(see above). If, after repairs have been
carried out, there is no EW correction
IC1501 (TEA2031A) on board J1 is probably faulty. If the vertical lines are bent
inwards in the corner of the picture, check
C1514 (0.022g) on this board.
If there is horizontal distortion of the
picture and an audible rattle, check C506
(0.022aF, 250V) in the line phase control
circuit.

Field timebase faults
The most common fault is field collapse
which, with this chassis, produces a blank
screen. The first thing to check is whether
R802 (0.47Q) in the 27V supply is opencircuit and that D801 (RGP10G) is OK.
Then trace through to R530 (1.2Q) which
could be open-circuit. If the 27V supply
is OK, check the DC conditions around
the field output chip IC502 (TDA8170)
and for dry-joints. If necessary check
IC501 by replacement.
Lack of height with cramping at the centre of the screen will be the result when
the 27V supply is low. Check whether
R802 has gone high-resistance because
D801 is leaky.
The usual cause of field linearity problems, e.g. cramping at the bottom of the
picture, is the field coupling capacitor
C531 (680mF). The replacement should
be rated at 50V, 105°C (Sony part no. 1111-123-11). If the linearity at the top of
the picture is poor, check the flyback

Intermittent faults
If there are intermittent horizontal bars
when switching channels and the receiver
switches off intermittently, check for dryjoints at rectifier D612 and the 5V regulator IC604 (TEA7605) on board D.
If there are intermittent black horizontal
lines in the middle of the picture, C527
(0.11,iF, 100V) is probably faulty. As a
result there is oscillation in the TDA8170
field output chip IC502 which overheats.
If there are black horizontal lines on the
picture more noticeable the longer the
receiver remains on and, after a long period of time, remote control operation no
longer works, check the microcontroller
chip IC001 (SDA20560-AE1C) by
replacement.
For intermittent loss of the raster with
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boost capacitor C532 (100g). If the picture is stretched at the top and collapsed
at the bottom, check C521 (0.1g, 100V).
Linearity problems can also be caused
by dry-joints or poor connections at the
scan coil plug/sockets.

Purity/geometry trouble
Because of the method of mounting, there
is a tendency for the scan coils to move
down the tube neck. The result is bad
purity and geometry errors. Look for a
gap between the coils and the rubber location wedges. To cure, reposition the yoke.

Sound faults
There are two TDA2050 audio output
chips, IC251 (left) and IC261 (right). If
there is loss of sound in one channel,
check the relevant IC for dry-joints. If
there is no sound from either channel,
check that the 20V supply is present at
pin 5 of these ICs. If the supply is missing, circuit protector PS604 (2A) could be
open-circuit or IC251/261 short-circuit.
For intermittent loss of one channel or
crackling on one or both channels, check
IC251/261 for dry-joints.
Loss of sound or spontaneous volume
changes can be caused by a faulty memory
chip, IC005 (SDA2546). Check by replacement. If the sound mutes shortly after
switch on, check the sync separator transistor Q004 (2SA1037K). It can distort the
sync input to the microcontroller chip
IC001, which initiates muting. Muting can
also be caused by ripple on the 15.5V line
because C615 (1,500uF, 25V) is faulty.
Low sound will be the result when D271
(13V zener diode) goes open-circuit. If
there is no audio in certain modes, the
cause may be muting which can occur
when returning to a channel from a blank
one. In this case check the SDA20560AE1C microcontroller chip by replacement.
If there is intermittent loss of sound or a
buzz on sound, check for dry-joints in the
IF unit and resolder as necessary.
the sound OK, check the video signal processor IC301 (TDA4580) by replacement.
Intermittent loss of video can be caused
by a dry-joint at pin 24 of IC2
(SAA5246E) on teletext board V.
If there is tuner/IF failure and the picture intermittently blacks out, check for
dry-joints at IC608 (MC7812CT) on
board D. If there's what looks like incorrect tuning and the set goes to mute,
check for dry-joints in and around the IF
unit VIF101 on board A. Tl, T2 and T5
in the unit should be resoldered and the
board checked throughout for dry-joints
to avoid intermittent loss of picture
and/or sound.
For loss of picture with correct channel
numbers, check for dry-joints at the luminance and chroma buffer transistors

Distortion in one channel can be caused
by a faulty loudspeaker.
In some models there may be hum in
certain modes and standby because of a
malfunctioning sound mute circuit. Look
for R637 (11M, 1W) and, if fitted, remove
'it. Connect a 27kQ, 2W resistor (R631)
between pins 3 (+B) and 4 (chassis) of
connector D86 on board D then adjust the
standby +B control RV601 for 135V at
TP91.

Picture faults
For loss of red, green or blue check Q704,
Q707 or Q710 respectively by replacement. They are type 2SA10910.
If here is a dark screen, possibly with a
smell of burning, check D803 (RGP0217) and R807 (1kQ, 1W) in the Al/G2
supply. They may have burn up or gone
open-circuit.

Teletext faults
For poor text reception check whether the
5V regulator transistor Q2 (2SD2096) on
board V (teletext) is short-circuit collector-to-emitter.
If there is no picture and one of the text
colours is missing, check the relevant
0.22g, 100V sample-and-hold capacitor
C301 (red), C302 (green) or C304 (blue).

Tuner replacement
The original tuner was type SUF944PLL.
Type U944C is supplied as a replacement.
For it to work, R107 has to be changed
from OQ to 221(52 and R193 from 10kQ to
100Q. Some later AE1C sets may have
been fitted with the U944C tuner initially.

Earlier chassis
Much of the circuitry in the AE1C chassis
is common to the earlier A and B versions
of the chassis. In particular the power supply and timebase circuitry are virtually
identical. So much of the information in
this article is also applicable to earlier
models.
Q1403 (JC501) and Q1404 (2SA1037K)
on board J1.
In sets that incorporate a digital comb
filter (on board B1), a flashing picture
and pulling sideways at the top, which
can be very intermittent, and colour dropout can be caused by dry-joints at the
legs of the screening can.
For intermittent loss of colour, suspect
trimmers TC301 and TC302 which are
associated with the colour decoder chip
IC304 on board Bl.
If thereis a flickering picture, plopping
on sound and the on-screen display is
constantly mixed up, the SDA line is
overloaded because the audio control
chip IC201 (TDA6200) on board Jl is
faulty. You will find the voltage at pin 25
low — about 2.5V instead of 4-5V.
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itself — as if the AFC was pulling it in.
This would happen more often as the set
warmed up.
This led me to suspect the small subpanel that contains the micro and control
sections. A little freezer applied to the
main microcontroller chip IC7064 made
the symptom worse, and a replacement
cured the problem.
This chip can be responsible for several
different fault conditions. I've had to
replace it to cure poor remote-control
operation, poor/intermittent sound, and
sound distortion when used with a DVD
player. The correct microcontroller type
must be identified before ordering. Three
types are in use, identified by the label on
the front of the chip. They are ED, EP and
ET. It is essential to fit the correct type.
Part nos. are
Al0ED1-1.2
A 10EP1-1.6
A1OET1-1.6

TV FAULT FINDING
Reports from
Mike Leach
Philip Salkeld
Graham Boor
Ian White
Glyn Dickinson
David I. Scott
Ivan Levy LCGI
Stuart Vick and
Bob Flynn

Hitachi C28W5105N-311 (A7
chassis)
The complaint with this widescreen set
was low sound output. On test I found that
the sound didn't reach its maximum level
though the on-screen graphics indicated
that it did. The cause was straightforward,
a dry-joint at R4005 where it's soldered
through the panel. This resistor can also
be the cause of audio popping and varying
audio levels. You will find it just behind
the audio output chip. To ensure a reliable
repair, solder both sides of the contact.
M.L.

Sharp 37ET-35H
This set produced a bright raster with flyback lines. The sound and remote-control
functions were OK. Checks at the tube
base panel showed that it was receiving
hardly any drive from the TDA8840H jungle chip IC201, which is a surface-mounted device. The voltages around it were
either wrong or non-existent. A new chip
cured the fault. M.L.

part no. 9965 000 10425
part no. 3111 250 54501
part no. 3111 250 54511

It's perhaps worth mentioning that the
faults listed above were all caused by failure of an EP type chip. If the paper label
has been removed and you are unsure
about the type to fit, consult Philips
Service. I've noticed that the numbers
(1.2, 1.6 etc) may vary, but the important
thing is the ED, EP or ET type. M.L.

Tatung T14TD40 (D series
chassis)
There were no results with this 14in.
portable apart from the faint weep of the
power supply when it was first switched
on. A check on the HT voltage showed
that it was high at 138V instead of 115V.
Further checks revealed that there was no
8V supply at pin 10 of the TDA8361 jungle chip IC503, because D811 (BY396) in
the chopper power supply was open-circuit. A replacement restored normal operation. M.L.

Bush WS6671
Set dead with the green LED blinking is
becoming a regular fault with this
widescreen set. If the line output transistor
isn't short-circuit the transformer probably
has shorted turns. CPC supply it. P.S.

JVC AV25F1EK (JX chassis)
Philips 28PW6305/05 (A10E
chassis)
We welcome fault reports from
readers — payment for each fault is
made after publiation. See page
488 for details of where and how
to send reports.
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The picture was spoilt by a bad ghosting
effect. It looked like another picture superimposed on the one being watched. In fact
it was a ghost of the channel being
watched. The chroma shift was most evident, being displaced about two inches to
the right of the main picture. Occasionally,
on channel change, the effect would right

These have been reliable sets. The only
common fault, which has been mentioned
in these pages before, is a dry-joint at the
regulator on the heatsink that runs up the
middle of the chassis. This set was stuck
in standby however. In this state all the
outputs from the power supply were present. When the set was brought out of
standby these voltages disappeared. They
remained when the feed to the line output
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transformer was disconnected.
The transformer was the cause of the
trouble. I decided to order a compatible
one rather than the original, which would
have been too expensive in view of the
age of the set. When it had been fitted
there was, as usual, an excellent picture.
P.S.

Panasonic TX29AD2 (Euro-2
chassis)
This set produced a bright screen then
reverted to standby. The first step was to
check whether there was a supply to the
RGB output transistors on the CRT's
base panel. There was next to nothing
and, when I traced back to source, I
found that R366 (100Q, 0.5W) was opencircuit. P.S.

looked at the network of components in
this circuit I decided to check the capacitors first, using a capacitance meter. C613
(680nF, 250V) was found to be open-circuit. A replacement restored normal operation. P.S.

Samsung CI5013T (P58SC
chassis)
Two of these sets came in during the
same day, both dead. When they were
switched on you could hear the power
supply trying to start. Both were cured by
replacing C808 (1000, 16V), C811
(100, 50V), C813 (100g, 16V) and
C817 (100g, 25V), which are all on the
primary side of the TDA4601-type chopper power supply. G.B.

Ferguson T59F (TX92 chassis)
Sony KVX2932U (AE1C
chassis)
Blowing of the 2SD1548 chopper transistor Q602 can be a problem. Cold checks
normally show that R600 (1Q), which is
in series with it, is open-circuit. The four
electrolytics in the chopper circuit could
well be leaky and should be replaced.
They are C605 (220ttF), 0608 (4.7ttF),
C611 (47g) and C617 (100g). Also
replace the TEA2260 chopper-control
chip IC601. After that you should be OK.
P.S.

Bush WS6671
The problem with this relatively new
widescreen set was that the picture was
pulsing then the set would shut down.
After checking a couple of items I
noticed that the electrodes in the neck of
the tube were arcing together. Fortunately
the set was under warranty. P.S.

Sharp 37DM23H
This set was totally dead. A nice easy one
for a change. There was no start-up voltage at the chopper transistor because
R404 (560kQ, 0.5W) was open-circuit.
As a precaution I also replaced R405,
which has the same value. P.S.

The job sheet said intermittent picture or
lines on picture. I left it on test while
attending to some other jobs. After a
while the picture became snowy/offtuned. A replacement tuner cured the
fault, which is becoming quite common
with these sets. G.B.

Mitsubishi CT21A2STX (Euro
12 chassis)
This set was brought in after the owner
bought a new VCR: he couldn't tune it to
the output from his new VCR. When 1
checked it on the bench I found that previously tuned channels were OK, but in
the search mode it wouldn't stop at a station. The cure was to replace the 0.470
capacitors in the IF circuit. G.B.

Philips 25PT4521
This set was dead, and from the smell
that still lingered in the back it was obvious that some arcing or burning of the
PCB had taken place. Attention was
quickly focused on the burnt-up on/off
switch and PCB. Easy I thought, new
board and off we go. Philips told me that
it's no longer available, but I found that
CHS (Charles Hyde) can still supply, the
part number being P11973. G.B.

JVC AV25SX1EK (JA chassis)

Hitachi C2509T (G7PS chassis)

The cause of no sound is usually the
MSP3410-SDIL multi-sound processor
chip IC601. Not on this occasion however. A phone call to JVC put me right.
Replace the KIA7805PI 5V regulator
IC952. The no-sound symptom occurs
when its output drops to 4.5V. P.S.

The problem with this set was very poor
field linearity, and from the evidence of
fresh solder around the field output IC it
was obvious that recent work had been
done. The cure for this fault is to replace
the field scan coupling capacitor C606
(6800). G.B.

Sharp 66ES03H (CA10 chassis)

Matsui 2107/2109 series

We are starting to see a few of these sets
now. This one was stuck in standby. The
line output transistor was getting hot and
was not operating correctly, while R613
(22kQ) was also overheating. When I

I've come across the following fault several times now: the set cuts out when the
aerial plug is inserted or moved in its
socket. The action to take is to check all
the earthing connections around the IF
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screening can — in fact remake them all.
I.W.

Bush 1433 (11AK20 chassis)
This set would work for up to a minute
then trip off, with the LED flashing.
Freezing almost anything in the power
supply would get it going again. I
replaced the 330kQ and 820kQ resistors
as a matter of course, using metal-film
components, and also the TDA4605
chopper control chip, but there was no
change. The cause of the trouble was
eventually traced to two 1N4148 diodes,
D807/8. G.D.

Sony KVX2502U (BE3B
chassis)
This set had been the victim of a storm,
and had a dead power supply.
Replacement of the STR-S6708 (Sony
specification) chopper chip IC600, the
TLP721 optocoupler IC601, and the
SE135 error-detector chip IC602 usually
does the trick in this event. This time the
power supply then worked, but only in
standby. The switching line from the digital panel varied randomly, though the
panel worked when tried in another set.
The cause of the trouble was the standby
switching transistors Q603, Q604 and
Q606, which were all leaky. G.D.

Hitachi C2114
Whenever the problem is an intermittent
fault with an Hitachi set, it's worth
checking the inevitable afterthought components you find glued to the underside
of the PCB. This set would make an arcing noise and subsequently damage the
line output transistor. I eventually found
that C428 (470nF) under the jungle chip
was soldered to the IC pin but made
intermittent contact with the PCB. G.D.

Decca D14TFG5
As soon as the picture appeared, looking
decidedly `tubey', the set would trip off
with the LED flashing four times.
Adjustment of the first anode control
brought back a reasonable picture without
tripping, but the teletext display had no
red. Replacing R909 (180kQ, high-stability) on the CRT base panel restored a
good picture but, to be on the safe side, I
also replaced R913 and R922 in the
green and blue channels.
When I told the customer the good news
he replied "don't bother, they're so cheap
new". I failed to convince him that paying nearly three times the cost of my
repair for the same result was hardly sensible economics.
By the way, if you do need to replace
the CRT in these sets, make sure that you
use the correct type, as the scan coils
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form a hot/cold isolation barrier and are a
safety item. G.D.

Panasonic TX21MD3 (Euro-2
chassis)
This set produced a very grainy picture.
In fact Channel 5, our weakest local signal, was unviewable. Playback of a good
tape via the scart socket was fine however, so it seemed that there was a tuner
fault. As its supply was OK, I came to the
conclusion that a new tuner would be
required. Fortunately I was wrong. An
internal examination revealed several
poorly-soldered joints. Normal reception
was obtained once these joints had been
resoldered.
I couldn't help noticing that the picture
quality was generally under par for the
first five minutes or so. A check on the
tube's operating conditions failed to
reveal anything unusual, so I had to conclude that the tube was no longer at its
best. As so often, the owner didn't seem
to be aware of the degraded picture. D.I.S.

Sony KVDX2112U (AE1
chassis)
This Nicam set had a long, unattended
history of intermittent sound drop-out,
affecting both channels. The cause was
traced to a single embrittled joint on the
audio output chip IC251. During a prolonged test after remaking the joint distortion of the left-hand channel sound set
in: it worsened to an LF oscillation when
hot air was applied to IC251. A new chip
cured the fault, and I can only assume
that the long-term effect of the poor connection had in some way been to stress
the silicon. D.I.S.

Grundig CUC3400 chassis
This old but reliable set's power supply
was tripping. The cause was traced to
C667 (2.2ttF, 385V) in the snubber network. It was short-circuit. We were recommended to fit a replacement rated at
400V. S.D.

Mitsubishi CT21A3STX (Euro
12 chassis)
For field collapse with the sound OK,
replace the TDA8178S field output chip
IC451 and R976 (0.82Q, 0.5W fusible) in
its 30V supply, which is obtained from
the chopper circuit.
If the HT rises above 122V, replace
the chopper drive coupling capacitor
C906 (471,tF, 63V, 105°). S.D.

Seleco 25SM631
This set was dead. Checks showed that
the HT supply was high at 162V instead
of 130V because there was no line drive.
I then found that the 15V supply was
missing because R20 (1Q) was open-circuit and IC1402 short-circuit between pin
2 and chassis. When replacements had
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been fitted there was still no line drive
from IC501. Its supply was low at only
1.5V, this time because R500 (4.7Q) was
open-circuit.
Once this item had been replaced the
set worked, but there was lack of contrast. D2501 in the beam-limiter network
was open-circuit. I.L.

I cured the problem by resoldering the
connections to the TDA8137 regulator
chip IC951 — even though they appeared
to be OK. B.F.

Sanyo C28EH27NB (EB3-A
chassis)

Thomson 24WK23U (ICC17
chassis)

There was a faint blank raster, with a gap
at the top and bottom, also no sound. The
outputs from the power supply were all
correct, but a 5V supply that's derived
from a separate transformer, T381, was
missing. This transformer was the cause
of the trouble, with an open-circuit primary winding. Its part no. is PT0146A.
Checks on the replacement showed that
the primary measured 2.7kQ while the
secondary measured 15Q. B.F.

This set was dead with the standby light
on. The BUH516TH16 line output transistor TL34 was short-circuit. I.L.

Finlandia C/D66KZ6/F (Nokia
Euro Stereo 2 chassis)

Ferguson D78N (ICC9 chassis)
This huge set produced a pink display —
there was very little green drive at the
tube. The green output at pin 36 of IVO1
was OK but the following BC858B buffer
transistor TV76 was leaky. I.L.

Ferguson 68K4 (ICC5 chassis)
This set produced a blank raster with no
sound, and there was no 7-segment display. The Ferg 07 microcontroller chip
IRO1 was faulty. I.L.

Intermittent loss of the picture's red content was caused by a poor connection at
R47, a surface-mounted resistor on the
CRT base panel. Being such a small component, this poor connection could be
seen only with the aid of a magnifying
glass. B.F.

Steepletone BTV510
This monochrome portable was brought
in because there was a "silver-rope
effect" at the left-hand side of the picture.
Close examination around the line output
transformer revealed a dry-joint at pin 1,
which is connected to D601 and C604.
Resoldering cleared the fault. I.L.

B&O 3923 (LX4500)
This set was dead with the 5A fuse
blown. Checks showed that the BUT12F
chopper transistor Tr I was short-circuit.
It had failed because of a poor connection
at C5. B.F.

JVC AV21F1EK (JX chassis)
Philips 28CL6770/25Z (FL1.10
chassis)
When this set was switched on the green
LED lit for fifteen seconds then the set
reverted to standby with the red LED on.
There were no shorts, so I carried out
some checks in the protection circuit and
found that Tr7380 was short-circuit e-b-c,
Tr7480 was short-circuit e-b and Tr7542
short-circuit e-c. After replacing these
items I switched on and found that there
was line collapse. A check at the scancoil PCB revealed that the print at 2A01
was open-circuit and burnt. When this
had been repaired I switched on and
smoke came from Tr7512. Further checks
showed that Tr7512, Tr7513 and D6516
were short-circuit while R3516 was opencircuit. These items are in the line-shift
circuit. Once they had been replaced the
set worked normally. S.V.

Mitsubishi CT21AV1BD (EE3
chassis)
After a minute or so the picture would
black out, with no sound. Before doing so
it would break up, like an IF fault. The
same results were obtained with a signal
fed in via the scart socket. I found that
flexing or prodding the main board anywhere would produce or cure the fault.
Many connections were resoldered before

There was a blank raster with the sound
OK. Checks showed that the 200V supply
at pin 5 of the TEA5101A RGB output
IC on the CRT base panel was missing.
FR521 (47Q, 1W fusible) in the feed had
gone open-circuit, but the cause of the
fault was the IC. The picture was back
once these two items had been replaced.
B.F.

Panasonic TC2233 (U4W
chassis)
Although the field scanning looked perfect
with a test card, an annoying one line of
text would intermittently appear about half
a inch from the top. It was barely noticeable with normal pictures, but when a programme was transmitted in the
`widescreen mode' it was smack in the
middle of the blacked out top section. The
fault was cured by replacing C453 (100g,
35V) and C454 (47ttF, 25V). B.F.

Amstrad CTV1410 (Onwa
chassis)
The sound was OK but the screen was
blacked out. When the setting of the first
anode control was advanced a blank
raster with flyback lines appeared. The
conditions around the video processor
chip IC301 were incorrect, the cause
being R316 (12kQ). B.F.
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Large numbers of 14 and 21in. sets fitted with this chassis, successor to the 25,
have been sold. Brian Storm provides a serviceman's guide to the circuitry used
in the chassis, with a list of some common faults

Guide to the Panasonic
Z7 chassis
he Z7 chassis was used in 14in. portable
Tyearsand
basic 21in. models for a number of
after replacing the Z5 chassis in

in the standby mode, typically about 1W.
It's based on the circuit used in the Euro2, -3, -4 and —5 chassis. T1201 is the
standby mains transformer which, with
rectifier circuit D1202/C1201 and the regulator transistor Q1204, produces a 5V
supply. This is used to power the microcontroller chip IC1201, the EEPROM chip
IC1202 and the IR receiver chip IC1204.
Regulation is provided by Q1204, with
zener diode D1209 and D1212 to set its
base voltage. The voltage-doubler network
C1202/D1205/D1208/C1203 provides bias
for D1209 and Q1204 and a voltage to
operate the on/off relay RL1201, which is
driven by Q1203 and Q1202.
The circuit provides enough power to
operate the set in standby only, thus keep-

1997. Improvements over the previous
chassis are as follows: new low-consumption (1W) standby power supply; simplified, highly-efficient main chopper power
supply (because of the improvements,
21in. sets consume about 50W); new main
microcontroller chip with built-in teletext
processing and OSD generator; softwarecontrolled service adjustments; automatic
channel tuning, naming and sorting procedure; and improved circuit protection.

Standby power supply
The standby power supply, see Fig. 1, was
designed for very low power consumption
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Fig. 1: The standby power supply circuit used in the Z7 chassis.
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ing the consumption in this condition to
an absolute minimum. When the main
power supply is brought into operation
and the microcontroller chip starts to play
its full role, the output from the standby
power supply has to be supplemented:
otherwise, the standby supplies would
drain and the microcontroller chip would
cease to operate, the set reverting to standby. The supplement is provided via R1205
and D1214 from the main power supply's
12V output.

The main power supply
The main power supply, see Fig. 2, is
basically a series chopper circuit based on
an STR58041A-M chip (IC801). The HT
supply to the line output stage is therefore
not mains isolated, which was an unusual
approach at the time when the chassis was
designed. Instead, the line driver and output transformers provide isolation, see
Fig. 3. The advantage of this arrangement
is more efficient power transfer between
the chopper circuit and the line output
stage, with the consumption reduced to
about 50W.
R804 and R811 provide a start-up feed
and bias for the chopper transistor, whose
base is connected to pin 2 of IC801, collector to pin 3 and emitter to pin 4. The
chopper transistor is connected as a
blocking oscillator, with feedback to its
base from a secondary winding on the
transformer (T801) via R807 and C808.
T801's primary winding provides the
energy store, with D810 as the efficiency
diode and C812 to smooth the output.
Transistor Q802 improves the fast switching of IC801: it does this in conjunction
with C810 and C817. Feedback for regulation is applied to pin 1 of IC801 via
R810 and D811, with C811 for smoothing.
R805 and Q801 monitor the current. If
this is excessive, Q801 switches on.
IC801 is then switched off until the current demand falls. Over-voltage protection
is provided by the avalanche diode D812,
which is connected across the chopper
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Fig. 2: The main power supply circuit used in the Z7 chassis.

power supply's HT output (+B12). D812
conducts when the HT voltage is excessive, removing the supply to the line output stage. It's obviously important to
check this voltage with respect to the nonisolated side of the power supply and not
the isolated chassis. A convenient point is
the negative side of the mains bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor C807. The
HT/+B12 supply is 103V with 14in. sets,
125V with 21in. models.
Windings on the secondary side of T801
provide isolated 22V and 12V supplies.
The 22V supply (+B5) is used by the
LA4285 audio output chip IC251. This
supply is monitored by Q252 and Q253,
which is connected to pin 31 of the microcontroller chip IC1201. Pin 31 also monitors the field and line output stages, the
12V line (+B2) and the outputs from the
regulators (1C851 5V, IC852 9V and
IC853 8V). The latter all take their input
from the +B12 supply. In the event of a
fault in any of these areas pin 31 of
IC1201 goes low. After five seconds the
set will revert to standby, with relay
RL1201 deactivated.

pulse pins respectively. They control the
I2C bus system.

The microcontroller chip
The microcontroller chip IC1201 is a 52pin device which includes the teletext
decoder and OSD-generator functions.
Fig. 4 shows a basic block diagram. The
pin functions are as follows:

Pin 20: Contrast reduction control for
teletext and OSD operation. A high at this
pin reduces the contrast level set by
R1290 and R1291. Pin 20 also blocks the
RGB signals from the start input while
the teletext mode is active.

Pin 1: Mains relay control. When this
line is low Q1202 and Q1203 switch on,
closing the contacts of relay RL1201.

Pin 21: Switches the OSD signals to lock
to external sync when a stable sync signal
is available.

Pins 2 and 3: The serial data and clock
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Pin 4: Automatic contrast control tracking (CAT) input.
Pins 5-9: These pins are connected to the
keypad. For activation they are pulled low
by the relevant front control button.
Pin 10: Chassis connection.
Pins 12-13: These pins are connected to
an 18MHz crystal, which provides a reference for the internal clocks including the
teletext clock.
Pin 14: Not used.
Pin 15: Master reset. Holds the chip off
until the power supply outputs are established correctly. IC1202 provides the reset
pulse.
Pin 16: CAT on/off (see pin 4).
Pins 17-19: Not used.

Pin 22: Standby LED control.

Pin 23: Mute control for the audio output
IC.
Pin 24: Chassis connection.
Pins 25-27: Filter pins for the internal
text processing stages.
Pin 28: 5V (+B7) from Q1204.
Pin 29: Reference current control.
Pin 30: Video input for teletext processing.
Pin 31: Protection monitoring. This pin
is normally held high via R1218. The following supplies/circuits are monitored.
The 190V supply (+81) derived from the
line output stage: this supply provides the
feed to R1218 and to the tuning-voltage
circuit. The 22V supply (+B5), via transistors Q252 and Q253. The 12V supply
(+B2) via D857. The 9V supply (+B4) via
D858. The 8V supply (+B8) via D860.
The 5V supply (+B3 from IC851, not +B7
from Q1204) via D859. The operation of
the LA7840 field output chip IC451 via
Q453 and Q454. Should any of these
inputs take pin 31 low, the drive to the
mains relay RL1201 is removed, putting
the set in the standby mode.
Automatic beam limiting protecPin
tion. This pin is normally held high via
R1220. If the beam current is excessive
zener diode D506 conducts, taking pin 32
low. As with pin 31, the drive to the
mains relay RL1201 is removed, putting
the set in the standby mode.
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+B2 via D861.
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Pin 14: I2C SDA connection.
Pin 15: Connection to
line osc. reference crystal
X303 (via C310).

27n
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Pin 13: Line drive output.

Non-isolated section

Pin 16: Line sync filter.
Pin 33: AFC input for correct operation
of the search tuning.
Pin 34: Not used.
Pin 35: Chassis connection.
Pin 36: 'Power good' input from Q1210.
Monitors the 12V supply (+B2). Should
the set experience a momentary power
failure but maintain standby operation, the
microcontroller will need to reload data
from the EEPROM chip IC1205 to the
`jungle chip' 10601 and reset it. Otherwise the set will experience latch-up.
Pin 37: 5V supply (+B7). Pins 28 and 37
have separate filter coils.
Pins 38 and 39: Display clock reference
tuned circuit. Used for teletext processing.
Pin 40: Used to mute the audio output
from the scart socket.
Pins 41-43: Used for vision and sound
switching with Secam-equipped models
only.
Pin 44: Serial data input for remote control.

Pin 51: No used.
Pin 52: Output for suppressing interlace
jitter with teletext displays.

Pin 17: Reference current for field generator.
Pins 18 and 19: Differential field drive
outputs to IC451 (LA7840).

The jungle chip
The jungle chip IC601 (M52778SP),
another 52-pin device, incorporates the IF
circuitry, the colour signal decoder and
switching circuitry and the timebase generators. PAL signal decoding is carried
out in conjunction with the delay-line processor chip IC602 (U3665M-MDP). Being
I2C bus controlled, IC601 requires no
variable resistors to set up the picture
geometry, preset brightness and greyscale.
Instead, a simple software service menu is
provided for this purpose. All service settings are then stored in the non-volatile
EEPROM memory chip IC1205, along
with the user data.
IC1205 also stores set-up data for the
reception standards of the country in
which the set is used, and the automatic
tuning, naming and sorting software routine.
IC601' s pin functions are as follows:
Pin 1: Tuner AFC output. Also goes via
buffer transistor Q102 to IC1201 to assist
with search tuning.

Pin 45: Sandcastle pulse input for synchronising and decoding teletext information and on-screen displays.

Pin 2: Intercarrier sound input.

Pin 46: Slow-switch input from the scart
socket. Activates the AV mode.

Pin 4: AGC decoupling.

Pin 20: 8V supply for the field driver
stages.
Pins 21, 22 and 23: RGB outputs.
Pin 24: 5V (+B3) supply for the RGB
output stages.
Pin 25: B input, either teletext or OSD
from IC1201, or AV from scart socket
(Q3107 provides source switching).
Pin 26: Beam current limiting input.
Pin 27: G input, either teletext or OSD
from IC1201, or AV from scart socket
(Q3106 provides source switching).
Pin 28: APC filter capacitor.
Pin 29: R input, either teletext or OSD
from IC1291, or AV from scart socket
(Q3105 provides source switching).
Pin 30: Colour-killer filter components.
Pin 31: Input source switching (fast
blanking) via Q3108.

Pin 3: AGC input.
Pin 32: Not used (3.58MHz crystal).
Pin 33: Audio decoupling.
Pin 5: VIF chassis connection.

Pins 47-49: RGB outputs for teletext and
OSDs.
Pin 50: Blanking output for teletext and
OSDs
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Pins 6 and 7: VIF inputs.
Pin 8: VIF 5V supply (+B3).

Pin 34: Used for switching an external
video source through for display, either
from the scart socket or from the front AV
jacks.
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Pin 35: Chroma APC filter components.
Pin 36: Video input from IF section after
filtering, via buffers Q301 and Q302.
Pin 37: Signals section chassis connection.
Pin 38: Video output to Q502 which
extracts the sync signal.
Pin 39: Sync input from Q502.
Pin 40: 4.43MHz crystal for PAL decoding.
Pin 41: B — Y colour-difference signal
output to IC602.
Pin 42: Not used.
Pin 43: R — Y colour-difference signal
output to IC602.
Pin 44: B — Y input from IC602.
Pin 45: R — Y input from IC602.
Pin 46: Audio output to IC251
(LA4285).
Pin 47: Audio input from the scart socket or front AV jacks.
Pin 48: Audio output to the scart socket,
pins 1 and 3.
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Pins 49 and 50: Tuned circuit (L103) for
the vision demodulator.
Pin 51: APC filter components.
Pin 52: Demodulated video and sound
output for filtering and buffering. The FM
sound signal returns to pin 2, the video to
pin 36.

Servicing notes
The Z7 chassis is fairly straightforward
from the servicing viewpoint, once you
are aware that the primary side of the line
output stage is not mains-isolated. The
set-up data for vision and sound processing is held in the EEPROM chip IC1205,
so this is a critical and model-dependent
item. A faulty memory chip can produce
the following symptoms: no colour; no
tuning; IF problems; distorted video
(though good via the scart socket); and no
or distorted sound. Distorted/inverted
video can mean a poor, rolling picture.
In addition to IC1205 and, obviously,
IC251, no sound (with AV sound OK) can
be caused by IC601. A check on C208
(10/4F, 16V) at pin 33 may be worthwhile.
The line output transformer can fail in
various ways. With an open-circuit primary winding the power supply will start up
then the set will revert to standby. OK at
start up followed by excessive beam current then reverting to standby can be
caused by a fault in the focus/Al section.
D861 (1SS133T-77) in the +B10 supply

to the jungle chip IC601 can be troublesome. Should it go high-resistance the
result may be distorted line drive, the
symptoms being no results apart from a
loud whistle. It can go open-circuit and be
the cause of failure of the over-voltage
avalanche diode D812.
Power supply faults are fairly predictable, as follows:
Dead with a dim standby LED: Check
D1202, D1205, D1208 and C1201.
Goes off intermittently: Check D1202,
D1205 and D1208.
Goes off or stuck in standby: R1218
(560k52) could be high-resistance.
Q1203 leaky: Replace RL1201 and D814
(1SS133T-77).
To enter the service mode select program position 60 and set the sharpness to
minimum, then press the V (down) button
on the front of the set at the same time as
the remote-control unit's 'off timer' button. Use the channel up/down buttons to
go through the menu, and the + and — buttons to alter the values. Press 'store' to
retain new values. Use the normalise button to leave the service mode.
To activate the self-check mode in case
of software problems, press the V button
on the front of the set at the same time as
the remote-control unit's 'status' button.
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Thomson's ICC17

technology
Part 2 of Mark Paul's description of the circuit technology used in this
chassis deals with the timebases
art 1 of this series dealt with
the fairly complex discretecomponent chopper power
supply used in the ICC17 chassis.
One topic covered was the wake-up
system, which is used to bring the
chassis out standby — to minimise
power consumption, there's no supply to the microcontroller chip in the
standby mode, hence the need for
circuitry to take the power supply
from standby to on. This is relevant
to the timebase start-up sequence.

p

The deflection processor
This chassis uses the Philips
TDA8855H signals processor chip,
which contains the vision and sound
IF strips, the colour decoder system
(PAL/NTSC/Secam) and the timebase generator stages. Fig. 4 shows a
simplified block diagram the timebase-generator section of the
TDA8855H chip (IVOl). Amongst
the features of this section of the IC
are: horizontal and vertical zoom; an
alignment-free line oscillator; field
drive outputs optimised for the DCcoupled field output stage; I2C bus
control of picture geometry; and
implementation of safety shutdown.
Once the power supply reaches the
initialisation phase in moving from
standby to on, the microcontroller
chip IR01 switches on the +8V out-
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put from IP95 (TDA8139). This supply is fed to pin 53 of IV01.Two further voltages are generated internally
from this single input, with decoupling at pins 19 and 55. When the
+8V supply is switched on, IRO1
downloads deflection data to IVO'
via the I2C bus, which is connected
to pins 18 (SDA) and 17 (SCL) of
IV01. The line and field output
stages are switched off during this
period, and remain in this condition
until IVO1 instigates the correct startup routine.
Generating the line-drive
output
The video signal produced within
IVO1 is passed through a controlled
amplifier, which sets the sync pulse
amplitude, and is then passed to the
sync separator. This consists of a
slicer that operates at 50 per cent of
the sync pulse amplitude. There are
two outputs from the sync separator,
to a separate field sync separator and
to the first line-frequency phase-lock
loop (PLL) detector. The latter has a
very high static steepness, to ensure
that the phase of the picture is independent of the line frequency. The
slow or fast time-constant used by
the first PLL is controlled by the
incoming signal or can be directly
controlled by IRO1 via the I2C bus.

The filtering components (CV21,
CV22 and RV17) for the first PLL
are connected to pin 59. A variable
time-constant ensures good performance of the PLL under weak-signal
and VCR-playback conditions.
To overcome problems that could
be caused by anti-copying guard signals, the first PLL is gated during the
field flyback period. In addition an
internal noise detector monitors the
incoming video signal: if the noise
becomes excessive, the first PLL
automatically switches to the slow
time-constant.
A coincidence detector is used to
establish whether the line oscillator is
synchronised and whether the sync
pulses can be used for transmitter
identification. It can be desensitised
when search tuning is carried out to
ensure that the tuning system doesn't
stop at very weak input signals.
The voltage-controlled line oscillator section incorporates a digital control circuit. This determines the freerunning frequency of the oscillator
and is locked to the colour decoder
reference frequency (4.43MHz for
PAL operation). An internal capacitor sets the line oscillator frequency
at twice the line frequency. Because
of internal component tolerances, the
automatic 'calibration' circuit compares the oscillator frequency with
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Fig. 4: Simplified block diagram of the timebase generator section of the TDA8855H signals processor chip 11101.

that of the colour decoder's crystalcontrolled oscillator. If the coincidence detector finds an out-of-lock
condition, the calibration process is
repeated.
The line drive output (at pin 56) is
suppressed when IVO1 is first powered. Once the deflection subaddress data has been downloaded
via the I2C bus into the deflection
register, the line oscillator is calibrated and, when the frequency is correct, the line drive output is switched
on.
The line oscillator is followed by a
second PLL, which receives flyback
pulses from the line output transformer LL05 at pin 57. This section
is used to generate the line drive output. The arrangement ensures that
the line output transistor cannot be
switched on during the flyback period. Capacitor CV20, connected to
pin 58, is the filter capacitor for this
PLL. Pin 58 is also connected to the
safety input — a safety circuit monitors the timebase voltages and the
integrity of the deflection coils. If
the output from the safety detector
circuit, via DL75, rises above 6.8V
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the line drive is switched off. It can
be switched on again only via an
internal soft-start procedure. The
EHT tracking input at pin 3 also provides over-voltage protection.
Pin 57 is also used to produce the
sandcastle pulses. The line flyback
pulses fed to this point are added to
an internally generated burst key
timing pulse of 4usec duration and a
field blanking period of fourteen
lines.

The line driver stage
Fig. 5 shows the line driver stage
and the circuitry on the primary side
of the line output transformer. The
line drive output at pin 56 of IVO1 is
open-collector, so a load resistor is
required. This is RL31. RV18 is
included to limit the collector current
and reduce radiation.
The line driver circuit consists of a
classic three-transistor push-pull output arrangement. The line drive pulses are fed via a potential divider
(RL39/32/33) to the base of transistor TL31 which in turn drives the
complementary-symmetry push-pull
pair TL32/33. The values of RL31

and the potential-divider resistors
ensure that TL31 remains on in the
absence of drive pulses. CL37 and
DL31 provide bootstrapping, while
RL35 and RL36 provide current limiting. The output from TL32/33 is
connected to the primary winding of
the driver transformer LL32, with
CL38 as a coupling capacitor. The
average DC developed across this
capacitor is approximately half the
supply voltage: DL32 and DL33 provide a discharge path when the set is
switched to standby.
The secondary winding on LL32 is
connected across the base-emitter
junction of the line output transistor
TL34, which is type BUH516H16
or S2000N depending on tube type.
RL37 helps to shape the drive waveform and provides a degree of damping.
The drive pulses at the base of
TL31 control the direction of current
flow in the primary winding of the
driver transformer LL32. When
TL31 is switched off, its collector
voltage rises and TL32 switches on.
TL33 is switched off, and CL38
charges via LL32, TL32 and RL35.
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Fig. 5: The line driver stage and the circuitry on the primary side of the line output transformer, including the EW diode modulator and its drive circuit. Some component values have been omitted as they depend on the type of tube used.

When TL31 is switched on, TL32
switches off and TL33 on. CL38
then discharges via LL32, RL36 and
TL33. The line output transistor
TL34 is on when TL32 is conductive
and off when TL33 conducts.

Line output stage and EW
correction
The line output stage and the EWcorrection diode modulator are conventional. TL34's collector is connected to pin 9 of the line output
transformer LL05 and, via the linearity coil LL26, to the scan coils.
CL24 is the S-correction capacitor,
which is returned to the centre point
of the diode modulator network
DL21/22 and CL21/22. The network
across the S-correction capacitor, i.e.
DL24/25, RL24/25 and CL25, is
included to damp and suppress oscillation in CL24 with rapid changes in
beam current. With 16:9 sets a second S-correction capacitor, CL51,
can be switched into circuit in parallel with CL24. This reduces the line
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deflection power and corrects the
picture linearity when viewed in the
4:3 centre mode.
The diode modulator is similar to
that used in the ICC9 chassis. Its
purpose is to modulate the line
deflection at the field rate with minimum effect on the supply voltage.
This can be achieved only when the
primary current is not affected by
changes within the deflection circuit
as a result of width correction.
The diode modulator can be considered as a short-circuit bridge network which is between the supply
voltage and chassis. The two sections (top and bottom arms) of the
bridge have the same resonant frequency and reactance, i.e. AC resistance values. One side of the bridge
consists of the scan coils and the Scorrection capacitor CL24 in parallel
with the upper flyback capacitor
CL21. The second half of the bridge
consists of the EW correction coil
LL22 and CL42 in parallel with the
lower flyback capacitor CL22.

In operation the two capacitors
CL21/22 form a voltage divider,
with the energy stored in CL22 used
during the flyback period. The integrated value of the flyback voltage is
stored by CL42. Because the voltages
across both arms of the bridge must
remain equal, the voltage developed
across the scan coils mirrors that
across CL42. The parabolic EW-correction modulates the voltage across
CL42 and thus the current flowing in
LL22.
The EW correction parameters are
downloaded to IVO1 via the I2C bus.
This information is used by IVO1 to
produce, in conjunction with an
internally-generated field sawtooth
waveform, an EW-correction drive
that appears at pin 62. The drive is
applied to the base of transistor
TL42, which operates as a
Darlington pair with the power transistor TL41. RV20 and RL43 define
the working range of the EW correction circuit: CL41 is incorporated to
reduce any tendency for the circuit to
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ring. RL44 protects the EW
correction circuit against overloading.
Because of the source
impedance of the EHT system,
excessive beam currents could
modulate the line output stage.
To prevent this, a voltage
derived from the earthy end of
the EHT stack is fed back to
pin 3 of IVO1 via RL45 (see
Fig. 6). Breathing compensation, from the same source, is
applied to the EW correction
circuit via DL48, RL48, RL49
and CL48.
Fig. 6 shows the secondary
side of the line output stage,
which produces various voltages in addition to the CRT's
EHT, focus, Al and heater
supplies. These are as follows:
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In addition flyback pulses of
approximately 10V peak-topeak amplitude are produced
by winding 1-6 for pin 57 of
the signals processor chip
IV01. Pin 8 of the LOPT is
connected to the earthy end of
the EHT block. This is the
source of the beam-current limiting (BCL), EHT safety and breathing supplies.

,
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330p
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Fig. 6: Circuitry on the secondary side of the line output transformer. Some component values
have been omitted as they depend on the type of tube used.

Format switching
The ICC17 chassis is designed to
drive 4:3 and 16:9 aspect ratio
CRTs, with specification changes to
suit a number of different types of
tube. The various parameters for
these CRTs are stored in the
EPROM chip IR02, and are downloaded to IVO1 via the I2C bus.
Access to this data is via the 'service
mode' menu, under the subtitle
`tube' — for further details see the
full service manual. In addition to
these parameter changes, the maximum beam current and the deflection
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► IV01
pin 3

8

V SUPPLY: Basic supply for
the field output chip, 13.5V or
15.5V depending on CRT type.
Produced by winding 4-6.

+5V ON: 5V supply derived
from +5V DST via regulator
transistor TL14.

EHT

RLO3

V RETRACE: Flyback supply
for the field output chip IF01,
42V or 48V depending on CRT
type. Produced by winding 5-6.

+5V DST: Unregulated 5.6V
supply for the tuner and MSP
audio processor chip. Produced
by winding 3-6.

12V
U driver

HT
U sys

current have to be set for each type
of CRT. For this purpose the microcontroller chip IRO1 issues two commands, FORMAT/BCC at pin 43
and P_FORMAT at pin 41.
The FORMAT/BCC command
adjusts the sensitivity of the BCL
circuit. The maximum beam current
is set by the voltage fed to pin 8 of
the LOPT via the resistor chain
RL01/3/4/5/6, which is fed from the
HT (U sys) line. The pulse-width
modulated FORMAT/BCC signal
from IRO1 is converted to a DC voltage by the integrating network

RL59/CL59, which feeds the base of
the emitter-follower transistor TL59.
This transistor drives TL02, which
with RLO2 shunts RL03-6. Thus
when IRO1 produces the FORMAT/BCC command, TL02 diverts
a certain amount of current, thereby
adjusting the beam-current limiter's
sensitivity. Varying the mark-space
ratio of the FORMAT/BCC signal
sets the voltage at pin 8 of the
LOPT.
The maximum beam current must
be reduced to 75 per cent of its nominal value when a 16:9 CRT is used
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V retrace
* 1N4148

8V

DL75*

ivoi

will rise above the trip value.
A short across the V SUPPLY or
+5V ON supply will switch on DL72
or DL73 respectively, removing
TL71's forward bias and thus tripping IVO1. If one of the RGB output
stages goes short-circuit the beam
current will increase and the voltage
on the BCL line will fall below OV.
DL74 will then switch on with the
same result.
Digital transistor TL72 is included
in TL71's base circuit. Its purpose is
to ensure that once the safety circuit
detects a fault condition TL7l
remains off until IRO1 switches off
the 8V supply.

Field drive generation
Fig. 7: The safety circuit that monitors the operation of the line and field
output stages. Its output is fed to pin 58 of the signals processor chip IV01.
In the event of a malfunction, IVOrs line drive output is switched off.

in the 4:3 centred picture mode. The
beam current must also be reduced
when a 4:3 aspect ratio CRT is used
in the 16:9 (letter-box) mode.
The P_FORMAT output at pin 41
of IR01, also referred to as
P_SWITCH, is fed via RL57 to the
base of transistor TL55. This transistor in turn drives TL52, which is
used to switch thyristor TL51 on,
thus adding CL51 in parallel with
CL24. This additional S-correction
capacitor reduces the deflection current and improves the linearity of a
centred 4:3 picture.

The safety circuit
The line output stage incorporates a
safety circuit, see Fig. 7. This provides continuous monitoring to prevent damage as a result of CRT
burn-in, open-circuit line or field
scan coils, a short-circuit across any
of the voltage outputs provided by
the LOPT, or a short-circuit in one
of the RGB output stages.
When the safety circuit is inactive,
TL71 is switched on and its collector
voltage is held at almost OV.Thus
isolation-diode DL75 is reverse
biased. As previously mentioned, the
safety circuit's output is monitored at
pin 58 of IV01. When a fault condition is detected, TL71's collector
voltage rises and, once the level of
6.8V is exceeded, the line drive is
switched off.
When the set is switched on, the
voltages that TL71 monitors are
missing. So TL71 would be non-conductive and the safety line voltage
would be above 6V, making it
impossible to switch the receiver on!
A delay circuit is used to overcome
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this problem. At switch on TL41 is
provided with forward bias from the
+8V supply while CL72 charges via
RL76 and RL74. Charging takes
approximately 800ms, which is long
enough for the voltages produced by
the line output transformer to appear
and take over control of TL71.
If a problem subsequently occurs,
the safety circuit operates and the
line drive is disabled. The
POWER_FAIL circuit associated
with the +5V ON supply will inform
IRO1 of the failure, shutting the set
down. To reset the safety circuit, the
+8V supply must switch off and
capacitor CL72 must be allowed to
discharge via DL77 before switching
the set on again.
When the set is working normally,
the V RETRACE supply is the
source of forward bias for TL71. To
cater for different tubes, zener diode
DL71's voltage rating is either 24V
or 30V (V RETRACE 42V or 48V
respectively). RL70 provides a load
for DL71. The voltage developed
across this resistor is applied to the
potential divider chain RL71-4.
DL72, DL73, and DL74, which
monitor the V SUPPLY, the +5V
ON and BCL line voltages respectively, are all reverse biased.
In the event of an open-circuit failure in the line output stage, the V
RETRACE voltage will drop to
almost half its normal level and
DL71 will no longer be conductive.
The voltage applied to the potentialdivider chain will fall to zero, TL71
will switch off and its collector voltage will rise to the 8V supply provided by RL75. DL75 will conduct
and the voltage at pin 58 of IVOI

Field timebase operation begins with
the extraction of the field sync pulses
from the video waveform, see Fig. 4.
These pulses are used to trigger the
count-down divider, which uses
pulses from the line oscillator as the
clock signal. The count-down circuit
has various 'windows', depending on
whether the incoming video is at a
50Hz or 60Hz field rate. It can also
be forced into various modes via the
I2C bus to cater for conditions such
as channel changing, no signal or a
non-standard AV video signal.
The count-down circuit is followed
by a sawtooth generator. CV26,
which is connected to pin 4, produces the ramp. RV25, connected to
pin 5, sets CV26's charging current.
CV26 is discharged during the flyback period. The result is a sawtooth
waveform with an amplitude of 3V
peak-to-peak superimposed on a 2V
DC pedestal. To compensate for circuit tolerances, correction values can
be loaded into the field geometry
register via the I2C bus. These control the height, field shift, field linearity and vertical zoom. As previously mentioned, an EHT-related
feedback voltage is applied to pin 3.
This prevents breathing effects
caused by excessive beam current.
The sawtooth voltage waveform is
finally current amplified to enable
direct-coupled drives to be fed to the
field output IC. Negative- and positive-going outputs appear at pins 63
and 64 respectively. These outputs
are asymmetrical, to ensure that neither temperature nor external disturbance has any effect on the field
scanning. CV23 and CV24 are
included to avoid interference radiation.

The field output stage
Fig. 8 shows the field output stage
circuit, which is based on a Philips
TDA8351 chip (IF01). This has two
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Fig. 8: The field output stage circuit.

output stages which are driven by a
phase splitter. The field scan coils
are connected between the output
stages. This is a bridge configuration, which improves the overall linearity and the power output efficiency. IF01 requires two supplies, V
SUPPLY (13/16V depending on
tube) at pin 3 and the V RETRACE
flyback supply (42/48V) at pin 6.
RFO2 converts the two asymmetrical drive currents from IVO1 to a
voltage waveform. Its value determines the current gain of the field
amplifier in IF01. CF01, CF02,
CF11 RFO1 and RFO3 are included
to reduce interference.
The incoming signal voltage drives
the positive output stage during the
first half of the field scan and the
negative output stage during the second half: the outputs are at pins 7
and 4 respectively. The parallel
resistors RF04/5/6 provide current
feedback to pin 9. This, with RF02,
sets the overall gain.
Zener diode DF01 provides protection against CRT flashovers by limiting the voltage across the field scan
coils to 56V. CF10, CF03 and CF04
protect IF01 from supply voltage
spikes caused by flashovers. RFO7
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provides scan coil damping, while
RFO8 and CF08 decouple out-of-frequency components.
IF01 incorporates a 'vertical guard'
circuit which produces a pulse at pin
8 during the field flyback period.
This is connected to pin 34 (beam
current limiting) of IVO1, which will
blank the screen to prevent CRT
damage under any of the following
conditions: missing field flyback
pulses; a short-circuit across IFO1's
output pins; shorted field scan coils;

an open-circuit field deflection loop;
or when thermal protection is activated.
TFO1 and its associated components produce field flyback pulses
that are fed to pin 48 of the microcontroller chip IRO1 to synchronise
the on-screen display menus with the
field scanning.
Next month
In Part 3 next month we will turn to
the signals side of the chassis.

NEW BOOK
The Confederation of Aerial Industries has published a new book entitled An
Introduction to Domestic Radio, TV and Satellite Reception, by R.A. Calaz. More than
half of the book is devoted to terrestrial and satellite TV reception, with many practical
tips on installation and setting up each part of a system. The remainder of the book covers signal distribution with IRS and SMATV systems, Health & Safety requirements and
the choice and use of test equipment. A comprehensive glossary of terms is included.
The hook is intended as an introduction for newcomers to the industry and members of
the public who wish to know more about the reception and distribution of electromagnetic signals, also as a technical reference source for installers, and to provide further
information for course students. Subjects covered include IRS system planning, the theory of digital TV, home-cinema systems, broadband datacasting, DiSEqC switching, plasma displays and fibre optics.
The book is available from Book Sales, CAL Fulton House, Fulton Road, Wembley,
Middx HA9 OTF at £35 + £2.95 postage and packing for CAI members or £39 + £2.95
for non-members. The CAI's phone no, is 020 8902 8998.
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Sony KVA2922U (AE1C chassis)

Service
Casebook
Michael Maurice

There were several problems with this set,
which came to me from another dealer.
First the tuner's aerial socket had broken
off and was, according to him, nowhere to
be seen. Other faults were intermittent loss
of colour and intermittent cutting out. The
set was now dead.
I stripped out the chassis and removed
the PCBs. At this point I found the tuner's
aerial socket, which was lying on the main
PCB, across several links. All dry-joints
around the 5V and 12V regulators IC604
and IC608 were resoldered, also those
around the TDA2050 audio output chips
IC251 and IC261. The tuner was replaced,
as a new one had been obtained. It was
necessary to carry out a small modification
on board A, as the tuner supplied was a
replacement for the original Fagor unit. For
the intermittent colour problem I replaced
X301 and CT301 on the colour/video processor PCB. I then reassembled the set.
At switch on I was greeted with EHT
coming up, then nothing. I eventually
found that D010 and D011, which are
across the SCL and SDA lines, were shortcircuit. Replacements restored normal
operation.
Pity the CRT's emission was low!

picture would come in at the sides, then go
off. And there was no teletext. I noticed
that the line output transistor, which in this
chassis does not provide the EHT, field
output stage supply etc., was running hot.
There's a 220uF, 35V capacitor in the line
output transistor's base drive coupling circuit (the component reference number
varies with different sets that use this chassis). This was the cause of the scanning
trouble. Resoldering various dry-joints on
the text module restored the teletext.

Philips 28CL6770/05 (FL1.0
chassis)
This set was dead with the standby light
out. The mains fuse was intact however.
What had failed was the separate standby
(OOPS) power supply, which is not covered by the repair kits for the chassis. I had
to replace the fuse (F1250, 250mAT), the
three transistors (Tr7201, BC558B;
Tr7250, BUX85F; Tr7251, BC848), the
two diodes (D6251 5.6V zener; D6201,
LL4148) and R3250 (68Q) on the primary
side of the circuit, and the 5V regulator
transistor Tr7270 (BD135) on the secondary side.
I also attended to a suspect joint on the
CRT's scan-coil connector PCB — this is a
common cause of problems with these sets.

Akai VSA77
The customer said this VCR switched itself
to stop when in the record mode. But it
also happened in playback. I told him that I
needed to carry out more detailed tests, at
which point he produced a service manual
and an oscilloscope! Checks showed that
the reel sensor wasn't switching correctly.
Once a new one had been fitted the
machine behaved itself.

Bush 2863NTX (11AK12
chassis)
This set was dead with the line output transistor short-circuit. While looking for a
possible cause I found a dry joint at the
scan-coil connector on the main PCB.
Once this had been resoldered and a new
transistor had been fitted all was well. I
booked the job in, collected some money
and departed.
A couple of weeks later I was called
back. The new transistor was short-circuit
and, when looking for a cause, I found that
a wire link that connects its emitter to chassis was open-circuit. Once this had been
resoldered and a new transistor had been
fitted the set was OK. This seems to have
provided a permanent cure.

B&O 3382 (30AX chassis)
There were two faults with this set. The
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Ferguson S59N (ICC9 chassis)
The fault with this set was simple. The set
was dead, the culprit being the mains
switch. The cure wasn't so simple however. Just follow these 'simple' steps.
(1) Remove the back — but where are the
screws? Remove the front bezel and you
will find them.
(2) Remove the main PCB — not so difficult.
(3) Remove the front operation PCB,
which caries the switch. It's jammed and
won't budge, and there is no room between
the CRT and the panel to grab hold of it!
(4) Remove the CRT.
(5) Second attempt at removing the operation PCB is successful.
(6) Replace the mains switch.
(7) Reassemble. The procedure is the
reverse of the above.
The repair took me the best part of one and a
half hours, but was in the comfort of the customer's home — and the coffee was good!
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Another Panasonic portable fitted with
the same chassis, this time Model
TX14J1, came in because there was no
colour. Again the memory chip was the
cause of the fault. By swapping the memory chips over between two of these sets
the fault could be moved from one set to
the other. R.B.

Philips 28CL6770/25Z (FL1.10
chassis)

TV FAULT FINDING
Reports from
Robin Beaumont
K.G. Rigby
Glyn Dickinson
Philip Salkeld
Philip Laws
John Wragg
Bob Flynn
Graham Boor and
Martyn S. Davis

Philips 28PW6305/05
(Al OE chassis)
This set was buzzing, but the noise didn't
come from the loudspeakers. I initially
suspected the deflection yoke, which is
part of the CRT assembly, but in fact the
cause of the problem was the 'mains harmonic choke', which is on a sub-panel
next to the power supply. These circuits,
known variously as harmonic chokes or
power-factor correctors, are now widely
used to reduce interference fed back into
the mains supply. They can cause a variety of problems by buzzing, overheating
or going open-circuit.
In this case the plug and socket connections are such that the panel can easily be
bypassed to prove the cause of the trouble.
R.B.

Panasonic TC14S3R (Z7
chassis)

We welcome fault reports from
readers — payment for each fault is
made after publiation. See page
616 for details of where and how
to send reports.
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The picture produced by this 14in.
portable was very distorted. A check on
the video waveform at the scart socket
suggested that it was inverted. After a
while the penny dropped: the set thought it
was in France, where positive modulation
is used. The option codes in the memory
chip were wrong. As these are programmed into the IC during manufacture,
it had to be replaced.
Be careful to order the exact part from
Panasonic, as there are many different versions. I have also known the memory chip
in this set to cause sound problems.

A new line output transformer had been
fitted in this set, which came from another
dealer. He had wired out the burnt connections at the plug on the scan coils.
Unfortunately he had made a common
mistake in assuming that the plug connections follow the tags at the top of the
yoke. They don't! Wiring them this way
produces a short-circuit between the line
and the field coils: the set then shuts
down. After correcting this error I
replaced a number of components in the
horizontal shift circuit. This restored full
performance.
It's now difficult to obtain original line
output transformers for some Philips FL
series chassis. The HR Diemen web site
lists a large number of equivalents: search
the database, using the Philips part number but omitting the 4822 prefix. This will
often reveal a replacement transformer
that may be available from your usual supplier but is not cross-referenced in his catalogue. R.B.

Sony KV28LS35U
This set was dead apart from the fact that
the standby light flashed eleven times.
This error code is supposed to indicate
that the 8V supply to the jungle chip is
missing, but in fact the main power supply
wasn't starting up. The power-factor correction choke in the AC feed to the mains
bridge rectifier was open-circuit. As there
were no obviously poor connections a new
choke had to be fitted.
Another similar set, Model
KV29LS30U, produced the same symptoms
but in this case the cause of the trouble was a
dry-joint at the drain of the upper chopper
transistor in the power supply. Resoldering
this cured the fault — no parts were required.
R.B.

Philips 28PW6006/05 (L01.1E
chassis)
This new receiver would often fail to
switch out of standby when cold — several
attempts would sometimes be required.
Once the set was running it would keep
going without any problems.
I discovered that the EW protection circuit was tripping as the line timebase started up. As there didn't seem to be any particular reason for this I consulted Philips
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Technical. The advice provided was to
reduce the sensitivity of the protection
circuit by changing the value of R3040 to
10k52. This worked. R.B.
Hitachi C24W410SN
There was a very intermittent sound
crackle, usually when the set was cold
and present with the left-channel output
only. This type of noise suggested a fault
in the output amplifier, so I replaced the
TDA7263M IC. Unfortunately the repair
bounced straight away. Once a number of
through-board earth links near the output
stage had been resoldered the fault had
permanently gone. R.B.
Philips 28PW6315/05 (A10E
chassis)
This set would switch to the scart input at
random when it should have been showing the programme output from the tuner.
The fault is not uncommon. It's caused
by the 'painter' chip IC7064 on the
small-signals panel. This IC is also the
main microcontroller chip and in addition
handles the on-screen and teletext displays. Equipment suitable for small surface-mounted devices is required to
replace it. The ALOE chassis uses three
versions of this IC with different software, as follows:
A 1 OED1-1x, part no. 9965 000 10425
A10EP1-1x, part no 3111 250 54501
AlOET1-1x, part no. 3111 250 54511.
Make sure that you order the correct one.
With some boards the software version
can be read from the label on the chip. In
all cases it's displayed on the screen
when the set is in the service mode. R.B.
Sony KVM1421U (BE2A
chassis)
This portable set worked normally when
it was first switched on, but after twenty
minutes or so the contrast and sound
faded to almost nothing. Precise use of
freezer spray in the tuning department
showed that C012 (22g) was faulty. It
had leaked electrolyte, which had penetrated to the print side of the board where
the 47kQ chip resistor R045 was found to
be open-circuit. Cleaning the contaminated area and fitting replacement components cured the fault. K.G.R.
(Editorial note: There seems to be
some variation in this area between different models that use the chassis.)
Ferguson A51F (IKC2 chassis)
The customer complained that this set
would occasionally go into standby then
switch itself back on. As I couldn't instigate the fault I resoldered various dry-
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joints in the line output stage and checked
the mains switch. After a prolonged test I
replaced the back, whereupon the set
tripped off with a very dim LED display.
Twisting the chassis produced the
fault, and I eventually found a dry-joint at
the earthing point for the chopper transistor's heatsink, beside the main smoothing
block. G.D.
Bush 1433
A large number of these sets are coming
in with broken buttons. The mouldings
usually break when the debris is removed,
so I find that the best method of replacement is to drill up to four fine holes and
use short self-tapping screws to secure
the new strip. A lot easier than gallons of
hot-melt!
One set that came in displayed rolling
on-screen garbage after this repair. Close
inspection revealed that L503 had broken
off because the customer had used a
plank to try to get at the tact switch
through the hole where the button had
been! G.D.
Ferguson T14R (TX805
chassis)
No picture with these sets is usually
because RT40 (68kQ, 0.5W) on the CRT
base panel has failed. It provides base
bias for the RGB output transistors,
which receive the RGB drive signals at
their emitters. G.D.
Hitachi C1405R
This set had been in for a new BUT12AF
chopper transistor and mains fuse some
weeks previously. Everything had seemed
to be OK at the time once replacements
had been fitted, but they had failed again.
It's a common occurrence if a nonHitachi transistor is used, but this was a
genuine one (at a genuine price!).
The set worked once another genuine
replacement had been fitted, but I decided
that more detailed investigation was
required. I discovered that the HT varied
by over 5V with varying picture content.
It shouldn't! A new optocoupler cured the
fault and, hopefully, the set's expensive
appetite. G.D.
Daewoo 1R20A5T
Dead was the complaint with this set —
and three others. The cause was a dryjoint at the AC input socket on the PCB.
Worth a mention I think. P.S.
Bush 6690D (11AK19B
chassis)
This widescreen set produced a bright
screen with no picture information. I
found that the TDA6108JF RGB output
chip IC901 on the tube's base panel was

stone cold. Further investigation revealed
that R914, a 47Q safety resistor in the
200V feed to pin 6 of the IC, was opencircuit. Normal pictures were displayed
once these two items had been replaced.
P.S.
Sharp 56FW-53H
This widescreen set was stuck in standby.
A quick check at the collector of the
BUH515 line output transistor revealed a
short-circuit. Isolating the line output
transformer revealed that it was the cause
of the short. The part no. is
RNF2069BMZZ. P.S.
Toshiba 2857DB (C5SS
chassis)
It's not often that you get a short-circuit
line output transistor (Q404) with these
sets. If there is no apparent reason for its
failure, make sure that you fit the correct
type, 2SD2253FA, part no. A6872801.
Guess how I found out! P.S.
Goodmans GTV69W3 (11AK19
chassis)
Set dead with a ticking noise is a fault
I've reported with the Bush 2871NTX
etc. 4:3 aspect ratio sets. It's now happening with these widescreen sets. The
2SD2579 line output transistor Q605 goes
short-circuit because of a dry-joint at
C626 in the EW diode modulator network. You invariably end up with a EW
fault because R629 is open-circuit. It's
value may be 2.7Q or 4.7Q. P.S.
Bush 2868NTX (11AK19
chassis)
This set was dead apart from a squealing
noise — normally they come in because
they are tripping. The line output transistor was OK. The short-circuit reading was
across D612 (BY228), the upper diode in
the EW diode-modulator circuit. Makes a
change! P.S.
Tatung C series chassis
Many models are fitted with this chassis.
If there's what seems to be a microcontroller fault, for example failure to
respond to customer controls, try resetting
the EEPROM. This is done by switching
on while the volume-down key on the set
is held. P.L.
JVC AV29SX1EK (JA chassis)
No sound was the complaint with this set.
Scope checks revealed that good audio
was present at the input to the Dolby
PCB but nothing came out. Further
checks revealed that L + R signals were
present up to IC401 (TDA7315D).
Amongst other things this rather expensive chip provides volume control, but a
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replacement failed to cure the fault. As
the IC is controlled by an PC bus, suspicion fell on the EEPROM chip IC703.
After replacement (part no.
AT24C0429SX1EK) and a full set-up I
was rewarded with excellent sound and
pictures. P.L.

complaint with this set. Although this is a
new chassis, it's nice to know that Sony
still can't solder properly! Once I'd
removed the main board from its plastic
cradle I discovered that the cause of the
trouble was a dry-joint at the line driver
transformer T531. B.F.

Philips 14PV182/05

Ferguson C51F (ICC6 chassis)

The customer's complaint with this
TV/VCR combi unit was "smoke then
dead". I found that the 1.6A anti-surge
mains input fuse F1311 had blown
because the P4NA60F1 chopper transistor Tr7330 was short-circuit. D6336
(PH33D) was also short-circuit, and the
MC44603P control chip IC7310 had to
be replaced.
Before you switch on, check the mains
bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor
C2317 (47pF, 400V). In this case it was
bulged out underneath and leaking. J.W.

A red P1 was displayed at the left of the
picture and none of the remote-control
functions worked. The front controls did
work however, so it was not a problem
with the membrane. The solution was to
hold the channel up and down buttons
while switching on at the mains.
Presumably P1 is the display for child
lock, but there is no mention of it in the
customer's instruction book. B.F.

Thorn P1402A
This portable was dead. The cause was
simple: the 330kQ, 0.5W start-up resistor
R802 was open-circuit. But when a
replacement had been fitted I found that
there were horizontal lines, similar to
teletext, across the centre of the picture.
C310 (4.7pF, 160V) had fallen in value.
J.W.

Wharfedale 550
This set would intermittently shut down,
with a repeated thumping noise. The
chassis looked familiar, and is probably
similar to that in the Bush Model
2866NTX etc. The cause of the trouble
was certainly one that's found with some
Bush models: the connection plug for the
line scan coils overheats internally, the
result being a poor connection with the
socket. I remove the plug and the socket
and wire the two leads directly to the
board. B.F.

Bush 1550
There was no sound or picture, and no
standby LED illumination. The power
supply and the line timebase were working, and a blank white raster appeared
when the setting of the tube's first anode
preset was advanced. Checks around
IC102 (TDA4505E) showed that its supply was missing at pin 7. It comes from
the L7812 12V regulator IC103.
Replacing this item and its decoupling
capacitor C125 (100pF, 16), which can
cause patterning problems, restored normal operation.
I also replaced the usual capacitors —
C909 (47/4F, 50V) and C910 (100F,
50V) — in the power supply. B.F.

Hitachi C2556TN
Intermittent loss of power was traced to a
poor connection at IC951. B.F.

JVC AV25F1EK (JX chassis)
The problem with this set was intermittent loss of line hold. It could be instigated by tapping the video/chroma PCB.
No obvious dry-joints could be found,
but resoldering X501, IC203 and the
plug/socket connections solved the
problem. B.F.

Sony KV29X5U (FE1 chassis)
Intermittent loss of the picture with the
sound OK, or nothing at all with the
standby LED flashing four times, was the
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reservoir capacitor for the control-chip's
supply. G.B.

Hitachi C2164TN
This 21in. set was dead. We see a lot of
them and, as usual, the 821(Q, 0.5W startup resistor R901 was open-circuit. It's
advisable to replace R952 (47k52, 0.5W)
as well, as this resistor can be the cause
of power supply tripping. It's in the HT
sensing network. G.B.

Nikkai Baby 10
This 10in. portable was dead. Being
12V/mains operated, it's worth repair. It
is quite common for the DC input socket
to melt. A new socket and 630mA fuse
set the customer up for the caravan season. G.B.

Hitachi C32WF810N (A/D8
chassis)
This has become a stock fault. The set
comes in with the complaint no picture,
dead or stuck in standby but works all
right on the bench. The cause is always
dry-joints on the 'line oscillator velocity
modulation panel', which is at the rear of
the set, lying horizontally. Simply unclip
it (unsolder the flylead) and resolder all
the link wires, in particular KZ14, KZ16,
KZ18 and KZ20. Don't forget to reconnect the flylead when reassembling the
set. M.S.D.

Tatung E chassis
According to the report this set was
dead. When I connected it up I could
hear the power supply clicking away.
The cause was quickly traced to the
S2000AF line output transistor TR401,
which was short-circuit, undoubtedly
because C420 (6.8nF, 2kV) was faulty.
It's the upper capacitor in the EW diodemodulator circuit. I decided to replace
the other capacitor as well — C421
(22nF, 1kV). G.B.

Sharp 37AM23H (5BSA
chassis)
The owner of this little portable complained that he would sometimes see
strange on-screen characters and graphics
he was not used to seeing. They appeared
only briefly, but he was concerned about
them. The clue was that the tuning menu
wasn't available. A new EEPROM chip
(IC1002) put matters right. G.B.

Goodmans 3375 (F11 chassis)
The job sheet said that this set was dead.
Normal operation was restored once the
following items in the power supply,
which is based on a TDA4601 choppercontrol chip, had been replaced: the
BU508A chopper transistor TR15; its
base-drive coupling capacitor C103
(100pF, 35V); PTC2 in the start-up feed;
and C102 (100pF, 16V), which is the

Philips 25PT4103/05 (L6.2
chassis)
This three-year old set was dead/squealing. The squealing stopped when I disconnected pin 2 of the line output transformer and fitted a microwave bulb,
which glowed nicely, between its feed
point and pin 3. To cut a very long story
short, capacitor C2912 (2.2nF, 2kV) had
burnt and blown itself up. It lives on the
deflection module and is a disc type, part
no. 4822 126 13451. M.S.D.

Toshiba 2550TB
I was told that this set had suddenly lost
its sound. A quick scope check suggested
that here was no audio around the
TDA2611A audio output chip, but was
rather inconclusive. As I didn't have a
service manual to hand I ordered a
replacement chip from SEME, using the
company's excellent CD-ROM/internetbased system SALI. But when the new
IC was fitted there was still no sound.
The audio output is routed to the
speakers via a small PCB that contains a
headphone socket. I began to feel very
suspicious about this socket, and found
that someone had shoved a length of
mains wire into it, holding the contacts
open. I wish I'd discovered this earlier, as
the repair was carried out under our own
extended warranty. M.S.D.
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STRANGE
FAULTS
Alan Dent reports on some
unusual and difficult faults
that could have you running round in circles. These
tips could save you a lot of
time and stress

Akura Model AVTV028WSS/
Wharfedale Model M8/890
(PT92 chassis)

(0.1g) is leaky. It's connected to pin 9 of
the tuner unit.

We've experienced several tricky faults
with these sets, as follows:

Bush Model WS6671/
Goodmans Model GTV288
(11AK19 chassis)

No picture, EHT OK and heaters lit,
low-brightness OSD and text: This is a
beam-limiter circuit fault, caused by transistor TD50 (BC556) going short-circuit.
It's possible that the jungle chip IVOI
may also be damaged. To check this,
measure the resistance between pin 49
and chassis. The reading should be several
MQ. If it's about 2-3kQ, replace the chip.

The following fault condition can be
experienced with any of the many sets
that use this chassis. The symptoms are a
raster but no or a very weak picture when
the setting of the Al preset control is
advanced. The chassis uses a TDA6108
RGB output chip and a TDA8843 jungle
chip (or variants). This combination
incorporates auto grey-scale correction,
and if either chip fails you can get these
symptoms.
I've had two sets with these symptoms
recently. In both cases replacing the two
ICs failed to cure the fault, so I had to
look elsewhere. It was obviously a beamcurrent limiting fault.
Set one had had its cabinet front
replaced because of damage. The fault
was present after the cabinet repair. A
junior engineer was given the task of finding the cause and discovered that the
beam-current limiting line from the cathode of D608 was grounded and not at
approximately 101S2 as it should have
been.
Where was the short-circuit? In fact
this was a man-made fault. When the
CRT had been refitted to the cabinet
front, the wire from the CRT's Aquadag
coating to the point near the tuner had
become detached. It had been resoldered
to the tuner instead of the correct position on the PCB, thus shorting the BCL
line to chassis. Reconnecting the wire to
the correct position restored normal operation.
Set two had a similar problem. But the
picture came on after about ten minutes,
though it was a bit 'flat'. Again replacement of the two ICs made no difference,
so the fault had to be in the BCL circuit.
After checking around for a few minutes I
decided to use freezer and the heat gun to
try to localise the fault area. This investigation suggested that there was a dry-joint
rather than a defective component. In fact
the cause the trouble was a hairline
crack in the track to the pad where R617,
which is connected to the base of Q601, is
mounted. It was heat-sensitive.
Resoldering the track/pad restored normal operation.

Power supply dead, i.e. no outputs: As
usual check the mains fuse, the surge-limiter resistor etc. If everything is OK,
check at pin 14 of the TDA16846 chopper
power supply chip with an oscilloscope. If
the voltage is slowly oscillating at about
9-15V, check at output pin 13. If the output is also oscillating slowly, but is not
producing RF bursts, check resistor RPO6
(3.9MQ). This resistor is part of a potential-divider that feeds 1V to pin 11. When
this voltage is missing there will be no
output.
Set didn't seem to come out of standby:
In fact there was a rustle of EHT but no
line scanning. The jungle chip IVO1 has
at least four supply points, 3.3V at pins
54, 56 and 61 and 8V at pin 14. When the
set comes out of standby, IVO1 produces
line drive pulses for approximately 1-2
seconds. This is enough to start up the
line output stage, which then provides the
8V supply for pin 14 of IVO1. In this case
the 8V feed was not produced, so the line
drive stopped after about a second.
To continue the diagnosis I disconnected the feed to the 8V regulator TD04 in
the line output stage and instead fed it
with 10V DC from the power supply.
After this, when the set came out of standby there was very narrow line scanning.
The causes were a dry-joint at the lineloss coil LD01 and the fact that RP38
(22Q fusible) was open-circuit. Once
these points had been attended to the line
output stage produced the correct 8V feed
and the set worked normally.
Poor tuning range, i.e. will not tune
above ch. 50: The usual cause of this is
that the surface-mounted capacitor CT17
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Servicing the Sony FE-1 chassis
T

The FE-1 was introduced in

1998 as Sony's core chassis
for 50Hz Nicam models. It

has much-simplified circuitry
and physical layout in comparison with its predecessors. Giles Pilbrow describes
the technical features of the
chassis and provides faultfinding guidance, including a
list of known faults

he FE-1, introduced in 1998, became
Sony's core chassis for 50Hz Nicam
models, taking over from the BE3D
and BE5 chassis for 4:3 sets. It's much
simplified in comparison with the BE3D,
most of the circuitry being housed on the
single main board A. The RGB output
stages are on board C, Nicam decoding is
carried out on board Si, while the small
front PCB H1 is used for the control
buttons and front AV inputs.
To date, the following models
incorporate the chassis: KV21X5U,
KV25K5U, KV25X5U, KV29K5U and
KV29X5U. The remote-control unit for all
these models is type RM883. In addition
Model KV29FX2OU, with remote-control
unit type RM887, is fitted with the FE-1A
chassis. This has some circuit variations to
drive a Wega-type flat-faced CRT.

Standby operation
One major difference from previous Sony
designs is the use of two separate power
supplies. A small, efficient standby power
supply keeps the consumption in this mode
to less than 1W. Thanks to the TOP209
chopper chip (IC609) from Power
Integrations Inc. the standby power supply,
see Fig. 1, has a very low component
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count. IC609 contains all the active
circuitry, including a 700V MOSFET
power transistor.
The mains input is half-wave rectified by
D626 and D621 (type ERC04-06S),
producing about 180V across the reservoir
capacitor C638. This supply is fed via the
surge-limiting resistor R627 to pin 2 of the
standby chopper transformer T602. Pin 1
of the transformer is connected to IC609's
drain connection, at pin 5. A snubber
circuit consisting of D629, D628 and C646
is connected between pins 1 and 2 of the
transformer to limit spikes that might
damage IC609.
Operation of IC609 is governed by the
voltage at pin 4. This is used for both
regulation and start-up. At switch-on there
will be no voltage at pin 4. A comparator
within IC609 detects this condition and
connects an internal resistor between pins
4 and 5, charging C640 and C639. Once
the voltage at pin 4 has risen to 5.7V, the
internal resistor is disconnected and drive
is applied to the internal chopper transistor.
During normal operation D627 provides
the voltage for pin 4 of IC609, derived
from winding 3-4 on the transformer. The
voltage at pin 4 is then used to control the
duty-cycle of the supply. It should be
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Fig. 1: The mains input circuitry and the separate standby power supply circuit used in the Sony FE-1 chassis.

exactly 5.7V when the supply is in
operation.
Winding 5-7 on the secondary side of the
transformer feeds rectifier D632 which
produces about 8V across its reservoir
capacitor C641. This is filtered and fed to
the TYA7805CTV 5V regulator IC608.
The standby 5V supply produced by this
chip is used to power the microcontroller
chip IC001, the EEPROM IC004, the local
keyboard multiplexer IC005, the reset chip
IC003, the standby/on relay RY601 and
the infra-red sensor chip IC900 (on board
H1).

Standby circuit protection
If there's an overload on the standby 5V
supply the voltages produced by T602 will
fall. Thus the voltage at pin 4 of IC609 will
also drop. Once this voltage falls below
4.7V IC609 will revert to its own start-up
mode, charging C640. When the voltage
across this capacitor reaches 5.7V IC609
will attempt to operate normally again. If
the overload condition is still present the
trip cycle will be repeated. Tripping to the
safe state will continue as long as the
overload persists.
Operation of the excess-current trip can
be checked by measuring the voltage at pin
4 of IC609. In the trip condition it will
ramp between 47V and 5.7V every few
seconds.
IC609 will also shut down if its junction
temperature exceeds 145°C, returning to
normal operation once the device has
cooled.
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The main power supply
The main power-supply circuit is based
on a Sanken STR-F6654 chopper chip,
IC606, which produces a regulated 135V
HT (B+) output in all models. Fig. 3
shows the circuitry. The input to the
bridge rectifier D601 and the feed to the
degaussing circuit is via relay RY601.
A start-up voltage is provided by R608
and R667, which are connected to pin 4 of
IC606. The IC will start to operate
normally once the voltage at pin 4 reaches
16V. When the set is running D603, which
is fed from winding 7-8 on the chopper
transformer T603, takes over the supply to
pin 4 of IC606. In normal operation the
voltage at this pin is between 15V and
16-8V.
Voltage control for regulation is applied
at pin 1 of IC606 from the secondary side
of the circuit via the optocoupler PH601.
An SE135 stabiliser (IC603) is used to
drive the optocoupler. It produces a
variable current output at pin 2 depending
on the voltage at pin 1, which is fed via
R617 from the HT line. An increase in the
HT voltage increases the current drawn by
IC603. The LED in PH601 then shines
more brightly, increasing the conduction
of the phototransistor in the device. The
feedback voltage at pin 1 of IC606 then
rises and the on time of the drive
waveform it produces is reduced. This in
turn reduces the HT voltage. A decrease in
the HT voltage has the opposite effect.
The net result is that the operating
frequency of the main power supply varies

between 120kHz at zero beam current and
80kHz with a bright white raster.

Primary excess-current
protection
A short-circuit across any supply derived
from T603 will decrease all the output
voltages, including the supply to pin 4 of
IC606. When the voltage at this pin falls
below 10V IC606 will stop working and
restart. This cycle will be repeated until
the cause of the overload has been
removed.

Over-voltage protection
If the voltage-regulation loop fails, the
output voltages will all rise. When the
voltage at pin 1 of IC606 reaches 22.5V it
will switch off the drive to the chopper
transistor. Unlike the excess-current
protection, this triggers a latch within
IC606. The chopper transistor drive is
then removed until the mains supply is
interrupted.
The over-voltage trip operates very
quickly. The best way to determine
whether it is being fired it to use an
oscilloscope to monitor the HT voltage. If
this is seen to rise significantly above
135V then fall to zero, check IC603 and
PH601. Another clue is that IC606's startup circuit will still be operating, with the
voltage at pin 4 ramping between 10V and
16V as the circuits within IC606 come to
life, draw current (at 16V), then the
voltage falls because of the loading placed
on the start-up circuit.
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Fig. 2: How to enter
the service mode.
Press the keys
shown while the set
is in standby.

Audio

114
(ON SCREEN
DISPLAY)

Secondary excess-current
protection
Additional protection is incorporated to
shut the set down in the event of a problem
in the line output stage. The feed to the line
output transformer T511 is via R572. Any
increased loading will increase the voltage
developed across this resistor. Once the
voltage exceeds about 12V Q571 will
conduct, in turn switching on Q574, which
is connected to pin 18 of the colour
decoder/timebase generator chip IC301. As
a result its line drive output will be
disabled.
The excess-current signal produced by
Q571 is also fed to pin 52 of the
microcontroller chip IC001, which reacts
by putting the set into standby via
Q601/RY601 and indicating the presence
of the fault by flashing the standby LED
twice. To avoid false triggering, the
microcontroller chip ignores the voltage at
pin 52 for the first two seconds after switch
on. Should the excess-current circuit be
triggered during that time, the error code
(LED flashes) produced will not be 2 but a
code associated with no line drive, such as
4 (vertical protection) or 5 (no auto greyscale feedback).

5
(DIGIT 5)

Elk

.r►
(VOLUME )

(TV)

field collapse. Should the field flyback
pulses disappear Q575 will switch on,
taking pin 15 of the jungle chip IC301 low.
Pin 15 is connected to the internal Vprotect register, which is regularly checked
by the microcontroller chip. When the
microcontroller chip detects a field problem
it will mute the picture and flash the
standby LED four times. Unlike previous
Sony models, the set will remain on and not
go to standby. If the line output stage is not
running and the LED flashes four times,
investigate other possibilities such as the
excess-current trip circuit or no operation
of the main power supply.

The line timebase
The line timebase is straightforward. IC301
produces a 5V peak-to-peak line drive
signal at pin 19. This is fed to the base of
the 2SC2688 line driver transistor Q535,
which is coupled to the base of the
2SD2539 line output transistor Q533 via
the driver transformer T531.
It is always a good idea to check the
soldering in this area, as dry-joints at
Q535 and T531 can be the cause of line
output transistor failure.

East-west correction
Fault finding
Once the excess-current circuit has
operated it can be difficult to determine the
cause, as the microcontroller chip has
switched off the main power supply. The
best way to tackle this is to disconnect pin
3 (HT) of the line output transformer. In
this condition the trip should not operate
and, if the problem is in the line output
stage, the LED will no longer flash twice. It
might flash four times to indicate that the
field scanning no longer works.
If the standby LED continues to flash
twice with pin 3 of T511 disconnected
there may be a problem with the protection
circuit. The resistors around Q571
occasionally change value, giving rise to
an error code of 2. Check R541, R573 and
R575, which are all 100kQ, and R543
(471M).
If the line output transistor or transformer
has failed the current-sensing resistor R572
(1Q, 2W) may have gone high in value.
The result will be spurious shutting down.

Field output stage
The field output stage is based on an
STV9379 chip, IC501, a device that Sony
has used for some years. It gives little
trouble, the usual cause of problems in this
area being dry-joints.
Q501 and Q575 are incorporated to detect
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A 2SK2251-01 MOSFET, Q532, is used to
drive the EW diode modulator circuit. To
reduce heat dissipation, the input to Q532 is
a pulse-width modulated signal that's
generated by an LM393N comparator chip,
IC531. This IC receives a parabolic
waveform input at pin 5 and line-frequency
pulses at pin 6 (from pin 1). The duty cycle
of its output therefore varies on a line-toline basis, depending on the amplitude of
the parabolic waveform. To stabilise the
width, pin 5 of IC351 is also connected to
the ABL output from the line output
transformer (pin 11).
When there are width or pincushiondistortion problems it's a good idea to try
the service-mode adjustments first (after
noting down the existing values!) as some
problems could simply be the result of
misadjustment or memory corruption.
If Q532 becomes excessively hot,
check/replace L535, C547 (750nF, 200V),
C536 (lpF, 200V), T532 and L537. Not all
these components will be fitted — it depends
on the tube. Some of the coils may be
linked out. The coils may show signs of
overheating after a short period of use,
posibly being warm to touch. This indicates
shorted turns. The capacitors are a little
harder to check: a capacitance meter may
well give them a clean bill of health when
they are actually faulty!

Audio signal detection is carried out by the
IF chip IC101 (the exact type varies with
model). The demodulated 6MHz mono
audio output should be present at pin 8, the
6.552MHz Nicam carrier output at pin 12.
Both signals are passed to IC1101
(TDA9875P) on board Si. IC1101 also
receives audio from the AV inputs as
follows: from scart socket 1 at pins 33/34,
and from scart socket 2 plus the front AV
inputs at pins 36/37. This chip has a crystal
(X1101) connected between pins 18 and
19: no adjustment is needed, as X1101 is
trimmed by varicap diode D1101 whose
control voltage is derived from the Nicam
error rate.
L and R audio outputs appear at pins 61
and 60 respectively of IC1101. As this IC
operates from a single 5V supply, there is
insufficient audio voltage swing to drive
the audio output chip. So an audio
preamplifier chip, IC1102, is included. The
output from this is passed to IC201
(TDA7495) on the mainboard.

The jungle chip
IC301, a Sony CXA2060AS chip, carries
out colour decoding/video processing and
timebase signal generation. There are two
RGB inputs and two video inputs, and the
chip can decode any colour standard signal.
It's operated at 9V under the control of the
PC bus.

RGB output stages
The RGB output stages are on the CRT
base panel (board C). In each channel
there's a cascode stage consisting of a
2SC1740 transistor driving a BF871
transistor. The output from this is fed to a
BF421 emitter-follower transistor that's
also used for auto-greyscale sensing. The
collectors of these emitter-follower
transistors are connected to a common line
which is labelled IK. This abbreviation is
found in many Sony circuits: I means
current and K cathode. The IK line is
connected to pin 21 of IC301.
If the IK signal is missing or distorted,
here will be no picture. To indicate that
there's an IK problem, the microcontroller
chip flashes the standby LED five times
(IK faults do not shut the set down). It's
rather difficult to check the operation of
the IK circuit, as any problem on board C
is likely to result in a blank screen. The
best method is to connect one channel of
an oscilloscope to the IK line and the
other to the R, G or B input to the board,
then connect the trigger input to stable
field-frequency pulses, from the field scan
coils for example. It should be, possible to
see the individual R, G and B test lines
produced by IC301. The test pulses fed to
the board should be more or less identical,
separated only by time. A correct IK
signal will contain all three of these test
lines. If there's a problem with the IK
circuit, one line will be missing.
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Fig. 3: The main
power supply circuit
used in the Sony FE-1
chassis.

Comparison of the timing of the missing
line and the input signals will show which
channel to concentrate on.
The circuitry on board C is generally
reliable. It can suffer as a result of tube
flashover however. In this event it is
worthwhile checking all the
semiconductor devices on the board. Pay
particular attention to the three BF421
emitter-follower transistors. If damage
has occurred on board C, the 3.9V zener
diode D308 on the main board may well
be short-circuit.

Control system
The FE-1 chassis uses a Philips
SAA5497PS microcontroller chip
(IC001). It's based on the popular 80051
with additional teletext decoding and onscreen display capabilities. An external
8K I2C EEPROM, IC004, holds the
tuning memory and service adjustments.
To prevent data corruption, IC004 has an
additional control connection at pin 7:
this has to taken low before data can be
sent to the device. The I2C bus is
connected to CNO01 at the rear of the
chassis, enabling a set to be interfaced
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with a PC for diagnostics.
Pin 1 of IC003 provides the
microcontroller chip with a reset pulse.
The pin is low at power on, until the 5V
supply has stabilised. The reset signal is
also used, with Q014, to control the
supply to the EEPROM — Q014 applies
power to IC004 only when the reset pulse
ends. This is an additional safeguard
against memory corruption. The reset
pulse applied to IC001 is inverted by
Q010. Contrary to the information in the
service manual that the reset pulse at pin
43 of the microcontroller chip is active
high, the pin is normally at OV, being held
at 5V at switch on.
IC001 has an analogue input at pin 11.
This is used to monitor the front keyboard
and pin 8 (control) of each scart socket.
IC005 enables all these functions to be
carried out by one pin of IC001. It's an
analogue switch that multiplexes the
different control signals for application to
pin 11. IC005 can fail, the result being that
the set continually changes channels,
adjusts the volume or switches to AV.
These symptoms can also be caused by a
faulty tactile switch on board HI. To

0.1

03

prove which item is the cause, disconnect
S900-902: if the problem persists, IC005
is faulty; otherwise, replace the switches.

Teletext
Teletext decoding is completely integrated
into IC001. Video from pin 6 (MONOUT)
of the jungle chip is fed to pin 24 of IC001.
The same signal is used to feed the scart
socket, via buffer transistor Q405. The noteletext symptom (P100 only) can occur
because Q405 is short-circuit. Only two
external components are required by the
data slicer in IC001: C033 for black-level
clamping, and R077 as a load resistor for
the voltage reference.
A separate 5V supply is used for IC001's
teletext and other analogue functions. It's
fed to pins 38 and 39.

The service mode
Entry to, the service mode is by using the
key sequence shown in Fig. 2 while the set
is in standby. The service mode is
indicated by the presence of Ti'-- at the top
right-hand corner of the screen. Some twodigit handset codes have special functions
— the more useful are listed in Table 1.
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Main power supply starts up but shuts
down very quickly: 10603 (SE135N)
faulty.

Code

Meaning

00
08
11
12
13
14
18
24
31
34
35
36
49

Cancel service mode and return to normal operation
Shipping condition (resets customer settings to 'as new' values)
Sub-contrast adjustment
Sub-colour adjustment
Sub-brightness adjustment
Teletext horizontal position adjustment
Disables/enables inter-station muting
Sets sound IF and tuner band for UK
Disables/enables 15 minute auto-standby function
Toggles teletext character set between east and west (UK = west)
Toggles between wide and 4:3 CRT
Enables/disables velocity-modulation circuitry
Reprograms EEPROM to factory defaults (program 59 only)

LED flashes

9
10

Problem

Secondary excess-current protection
No field deflection
No auto-greyscale feedback
I2C clock or data low at power-on
EEPROM (IC004) gives no I2C bus acknowledgement at power on
Jungle chip (IC301) gives no I2C bus acknowledgement at power on
Tuner gives no I2C bus acknowledgement at power on
Nicam decoder chip (IC1101) gives no I2C bus acknowledgement at
power on

The resulting display shows the number
of times a fault code has occurred, up to a
maximum count of 255 for each code. If
the set has been in use for some time, there
may be error counts in some or all
locations. To reset the error count enter 8
then 0 on the remote-control handset.

EEPROM reset
The EEPROM's contents can be returned
to factory-default settings by selecting
programme 59, entering the service mode
then, at the TT-- prompt, entering 49
followed by 24 (for the UK) and 08.
Finally, switch off at the mains.

Known faults
The following is a summary of fault
conditions that have been experienced with
this chassis.

The error-history display

No power at all (standby power supply
not working): 10609 (TOP209) faulty.
Also check C640 (47pF, 25V), D631
(MTZJ-12B), D628 (P6KE200), D629
(UF4005PKG23) and R627 (4.7Q, 5%,
0.25W).

Some intermittent faults fail to occur when
a set is brought into the workshop. The set
is able to count the number of times any
particular error code has appeared. To
display this information, put the set in
standby then use the key sequence shown
in Fig. 4.

No power but relay operates (main
power supply not working): IC606 (STRF6654) faulty. Also check R659 and R660
(0.33Q, and 0.395 respectively, 5%, 3W),
R603 (0.1Q, 0.5W fusible) and C625
(100pF, 25V).

Error codes
Table 2 lists the LED-flash error codes and
their meanings.
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Et*

5
(ON SCREEN
DISPLAY)

Set shuts down intermittently with 2,
4 or 5 LED flashes after displaying a
bright red, green or blue raster: The
CRT is faulty.
Set continually changes channels or
adjusts the volume: S900, S901 or
S902 on board H1 or 1C005
(CD4052BCM-FL63) on board A is
faulty.
Dark or no picture: R516 (56kS2, 5%,
0.5W) or R517 (271(52, 5%, 0.25W) is
high-resistance or open-circuit.

Geometry and grey-scale adjustments
are carried out by pressing the handset's
`menu' button then choosing the
appropriate option. Once an item has been
adjusted it's memorised automatically.

Fig. 4: How
to obtain the
error-history
display. Use
the key

Set shuts down at start-up with 2, 4 or
5 flashes from the standby LED:
Check R541, R573, R575 (all 1001(Q)
and R543 (47kS2). These are all 5%,
1/10W chip resistors.

(DIGIT 5)

(VOLUME )

O
(Ty)

Excessive picture width: Q532
(2SK2251-01) is short-circuit. Check the
other components in the EW circuit
before returning the set to the customer.
A vertical band of interference is
visible on the left-hand side of the
screen with dark scenes: Add a
1,000pF, 2kV capacitor (part no. 1-161731-81) in parallel with D539 in the EW
diode modulator circuit.
A vertical purple line is visible on the
picture: Replace 1C301, type
CXA2060AS, part no. 8-752-082-35.
Pressing the screen-format button
displays wide, smart, zoom and 4:3
modes yet these settings have no effect
on the picture: Enter TT35 in the
service mode to select a 4:3 CRT.
One colour missing with teletext and
on-screen displays: Check Q009 (red),
Q007 (green) or Q008 (blue) as
appropriate. These transistors are all
type 2SC2412K.
No teletext, P100 only: Q405
(2SC2412K) is short-circuit.
No sound from cold: Check C618
(2,200] F, 25V).
No sound: Enter TT24 in the service
mode. Alternatively Q202 (2SC2412K)
could be leaky.
No remote-control operation: Check
the remote-control sensor 1C900 (type
SBX1981-51, part no. 8-742-014-11)
and D907 (MTZJ-9.1A) on board H1
and D023 (MTZJ-5.6B) on the main
board as necessary.
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Thomson's ICC 17
technology
Part 3 of Mark Paul's description of the circuit technology used in this
chassis deals with the signal-processing sections

n this third instalment in the
series we will take a look at the
signals-processing
arrangements. The final part next
month will cover the
microcontroller, audio and signalsswitching sections.

I

Multiband tuner
The Thomson CTT5010 tuner used
in this chassis is quite complex,
with a TUA6010X IC that carries
out, under the control of the I2C
bus, band switching, oscillator
selection and frequency-synthesis
tuning. The chip incorporates an
I2C interface and has separate VHF
and UHF inputs. It operates with a
4MHz reference crystal that's
connected to pins 13 and 14. Use of
this reference frequency enables the
tuning to be controlled to within
62-5kHz. The IF output is fed to a
bipolar buffer transistor whose
output is capacitively coupled to
pin 11 of the tuner. There are also
three gain-controlled MOSFET RF
amplifier transistors in the tuner,
one for each band. Band coverage
is 48.25-112.25MHz, 119.25399.25MHz and 407.25863.25MHz.
The I2C bus is connected to pins 4
(SCL) and 5 (SDA) of the tuner
which requires two supplies, 5V at
pin 6 and the 33V tuning supply at
pin 9. There's an AGC input at pin
1, the IF output appearing at pin 11.
The tuner's power consumption is
approximately 375mW.
The IF strips
The IF output from the tuner is
filtered to separate the vision and
sound signals. Processing is then
carried out by a 64-pin, flat-pack
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Philips TDA8855H chip, IVO1,
which incorporates separate vision
and sound IF strips, a multistandard colour decoder and, as
mentioned in Part 2, the timebase
generators. The IF section is multistandard, using carrier-regeneration
signal demodulation. This enables
all standards used in Europe,
including BG/H/I/LLVDKK% to be
accommodated. Switching control
is via the I2C bus. AM sound
demodulation covers 4-5-6.5MHz.
IVO1 provides tuner AGC with rollover control and AFC via the I2C
bus. Fig. 1 shows in simplified
block diagram form the signals
sections of IVO1.
The vision IF input at pins 1 and 2
of IVO1 comes via a SAWF, FI10,
which provides a balanced output.
The signal is then amplified and
demodulated, using a PLL carrierregeneration technique. The carrier
reference frequency is produced by
a frequency and phase detector
circuit that controls a voltagecontrolled oscillator which operates
at twice the IF. An inductor (Fl30)
connected to pins 13 and 14 is used
for tuning. The resultant carrier is
divided and used by both the video
demodulator and the AFC detector,
the AFC information being sent to
the microcontroller chip IRO1 via
the I2C bus. AFC filtering is carried
out by an RC network that's
connected to pin 15.
The demodulated video is
amplified and passed through a
muting circuit before it appears at
pin 16 of IV01. A feed between the
amplifier and mute circuits goes to
the AGC detector, which checks
the sync pulse amplitude and peak
white video to set the AGC voltage

fed back to the tuner. The AGC
reservoir capacitor is connected to
pin 6.
The video output at pin 16 is fed
via a buffer transistor to a sound
trap and is then AC coupled by
CI63 (100) to pin 24 of IV01.
A SAWF, Fl20, is also used to
provide in the sound IF feed to pins
8 and 9 of IV01, again with a
balanced output. Prior to this
there's a trap which can be
switched between 32.4MHz and
40.4MHz by means of transistor
TI10, which is controlled by IRO1
(pin 42). The incoming sound IF
signal is fed to two gain-controlled
differential amplifiers. An AGC
detector looks at both the AM and
FM carriers and controls the gain of
the two differential amplifiers to
ensure that a constant IF signal is
fed to the AM demodulator and the
single-reference QSS (Quasi Split
Sound) mixer. The reaction time of
the AGC detector is set to 'slow'
for normal video conditions. If the
vision IF signal drops however the
reaction time is set to 'fast'. In the
FM mode the reaction time is set to
fast via the I2C bus.
A phase-multiplier technique is
used to demodulate the AM sound,
which is then passed through a lowpass filter to remove any trace of
carrier harmonics. The output from
this demodulator appears at pin 27
of IV01. It's not relevant with UK
transmissions of course.
The FM sound carriers (6MHz
mono and 6.552MHz Nicam) are
generated by the QSS mixer. In this
stage the FM sound is mixed with
the vision PLL reference frequency.
The output is then passed through a
high-pass filter to reduce the
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Fig. 1: Simplified
block diagram of
the signal-processing sections
of the TDA8855H
chip 11/01.

residual video-signal components
and finally appears at pin 11 of
IV01.
The audio outputs from IVO1 are
fed to IS40 for further
amplification and processing. We'll
return to this next month. The
output from pin 11 is level-adjusted
by transistor TS01 before
application to IS40.

Video processing
IVO1 contains all the circuitry
required to decode the selected
video signal to produce RGB drive
outputs. It includes the following:
Two video input selector switches
for internal video and video from
the AV1, AV2 and front-panel
connectors (AV3). Two
luminance/chrominance to CVBS
mixers. Luminance and
chrominance separation circuitry.
A variable luminance delay line
with peaking and coring
compensation. A multi-standard
chroma decoder: once the signal
has been identified, decoding needs
only two crystals, 4-43MHz for
PAL/NTSC/Secam and 3.58MHz
for 60Hz NTSC. Two RGB input
selector switches for AV1 and
OSD/text inputs. Continuous CRT
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cathode-current calibration
circuitry, and RGB drive
preamplifiers.
There's an I2C bus transceiver for
interfacing with the microcontroller
chip IR01. The tuner, AV1 and
AV2 video signals and the Y/C
signals from AV1 and the frontpanel connector are fed to the input
selector switches. These, under the
control of IR01, are selected and
processed into VC components
then converted to RGB. Selection is
then made between the processed
RGB signals and the external AV1
RGB inputs. Further processing
occurs before the RGB outputs are
sent to the CRT board.
A new circuit has been introduced
in the video processing — blue
stretch, which adjusts the level of
the red and green signals to
improve the white performance.
The switched 8V line is connected
to pin 23 to supply the video
processing circuitry, with CV02
(100nF), CV03 (1000) and LV02
for filtering.
Several integrated alignment-free
filters and traps must be set and
calibrated prior to any processing.
Before the centre frequency of
these traps and filters can be set, an

initiation process must be carried
out under the control of IR01.
IRO1 downloads data relating to
the two crystals QC01 and QCO2,
which are connected to pins 51 and
50 of IVO1 respectively. Once this
data has been logged, IVO1 verifies
the presence of the filters. On
identification, the required crystal
oscillator is calibrated and its
frequency is used as a reference for
the filters, traps and colourdifference signal demodulators. The
line output drive at pin 56 is
disabled while this process is taking
place.
The decoded/switch-selected RGB
signals are fed to a black-stretch
circuit that monitors the incoming
luminance — it looks for differences
between the darkest point in the
signal and the back-porch blanking
level (during the burst period).
Black level is detected by means of
an internal integrating capacitor.
Once detected, a correction value is
added to the luminance signal to
increase the overall grey-scale
range. The value added depends on
the luminance signal level. The
black-level stretch circuit can be
made inoperative via the I2C bus
and customer menu.
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Contrast and brightness control
are applied following the blackstretch operation, also beam-current
limiting (BCL) and average white
level (AWL) compensation.
The beam-current information fed
to pin 34 is detected at the earthy
end of the EHT system in the line
output transformer, across
RL07/CLO8 (see Fig. 6 last month,
page 603). RLO9 and CLO9 provide
integration while zener diode DLO9
provides protection.
Blue-stretch is the next step in the
signal processing. When the
incoming RGB level exceeds 80 per
cent, the red and green signals are
reduced by approximately 17 per
cent. This gives improved white
rendering.

Continuous cathode
compensation
The final processing before the
RGB outputs leave IVO1 is
continuous cathode calibration
(CCC), or automatic cut-off (blacklevel) adjustment. Information from
the CRT base panel circuitry is fed
back to pin 30 of IVO1 via a simple
T filter (RV08/RV15/CV14) to
provide this black-level
compensation/calibration. The
action of the CCC loop is based on
two test signals which are generated
within IV01 on alternate fields to
check beam-current leakage and
black levels.
The process can be controlled by
IRO1 via the 12C bus, or by IVO1
itself in the automatic mode. The
RGB outputs are blanked while
black-level detection is taking
place. This is relevant when a nopicture fault is being investigated.
CCC provides compensation for
variation in certain CRT gun
characteristics.
CCC operation is quite complex.
U video
200V

The loop has to be initialised before
any adjustment takes place. First,
IVOl's RGB outputs are blanked
off. The +8V supply is then
switched on and a 1.5-second
counter is started. At the end of the
allotted time the feedback current
from the CRT base panel is checked
until either 8 or 20nA is detected.
When either of these currents is
detected a 2.5-second counter is
started. Once the timer period has
elapsed, the RGB outputs are
switched on and the CCC-loop
carries out the alignment process.
This routine is called 'cold start'.
Normal CCC-loop operation then
starts. The system generates the first
of two test lines, and measurement
and adjustment procedures are
activated. At line 18 the CRT's
leakage current is measured. Next,
the black level for each of the
CRT's three guns is checked — at
line 20 for red, line 21 green and
line 22 blue. A second'test line is
generated in the next field. The
same measurements are carried out
on lines 330, 332, 333 and 334.
The results are compared with
internal reference currents and are
used to control the black-level
current and driver stage gain for
optimum tube performance,
virtually during its life. To provide
a good grey scale the black levetis
set at almost the CRT's cut-off
level.
The important feature of this type
of two-point stabilisation is that
both the .offset and the gain of the
RGB signal paths is controlled by
feedback. The maximum cathode
drive currents are fixed by the
relationship between the internal
reference current, the test pulses and
the gain setting in each path.
A 'CRT Warm Detect' block
monitors the 'warm-start' condition.

220

When the incoming current exceeds
130)1A, the RGB driver stages are
released and normal two-point
stabilisation is activated.
High-pass filter networks are
included in each RGB output path
from IV01.

CRT base board
Fig. 2 shows the circuitry on the
CRT base board. The RGB output
stages are incorporated within a
Philips TDA6107Q chip, IB01. This
contains three independent highvoltage amplifiers whose gain and
DC offset voltage are fixed,
feedback resistors, input resistor
networks and a voltage-reference
source. Pin 6 is used for the HT
supply, pin 4 is connected to chassis
and pin 5 provides the CCC
feedback information. The outputs
at pins 7, 8 and 9 are connected to
the CRT cathodes via series
inductor-resistor networks, with
diodes connected to the junction of
these components to protect the IC
against tube flashovers.
CRT switch-off spot suppression
is provided by transistors TB01,
TI302 and the associated
components. In normal operation
the base of TBO2 is held high by the
PO line, from pin 39 of IRO1 via
inverter transistor TR60. Thus
TI302 and in turn TB01 are held
conductive, and CBO3 is charged
via RB08 and DB04. The diode
clamps the CRT's grid voltages at
+0.7V. At switch off the PO line
goes low and TB01/2 switch off.
The voltage across CB03 reverses,
a large negative potential appearing
at the CRT's grids. The screen is
therefore blanked and, because
DB04 is reverse biased, the voltage
remains negative for several
minutes — until CI303 discharges
■
via RB08 and RI307.
RB08
47k

196V

C806
10

DB05
f=3CB03

10

•
•
DB31* •• DB71*•• DB51*=0

A A A

11301
TDA6107C)

•

„T:
1k
1.AA,

Fig. 2: Circuitry on the CRT base board.
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IC1003 (L7805), C604 (2,200p,F), C1011
(47g) and C1012 (100. M.D.

Samsung C16644N
The cause of field collapse is usually the
TDA8350Q field/EW output chip. If,
after fitting a replacement, you find that
the six RGB test lines are visible at the
top of the screen, the cause is loss of the
46V flyback supply. Check the 10Q safety resistors R307 and R409. One or both
of them will be open-circuit. M.D.

Grundig TVR3700

Martyn S. Davis

For intermittent line faults, such as a double image, line transformer screeching or
wrong line drive, replace Q601 (BF422)
even if it tests OK. Sometimes an intermittent transistor in this position will result in
the chopper FET going short-circuit. M.D.

This TV/VCR combi unit was brought in
by another dealer. He had fitted a new
pinch roller then, when he reassembled the
unit, he found that there was partial field
collapse which varied with the picture
brightness. Luckily for me he forgot to
bring the remote-control unit along, so I
tried to use the Al preset to vary the
brightness. As I did so the field scanning
fell from about an inch to total collapse.
To provide picture breathing compensation, the beam current monitoring point at
the earthy end of EHT system is linked via
R3202 to the ramp generator within the
TDA8362 chip. A check at pin 42 of this
IC revealed that there was no field ramp
generator supply via R3201 — the only
feed was from the BCL line. In stripping
the unit down the dealer had caught the
print with something sharp, the result
being a cut between the 33V supply and
R3201. Once this had been repaired the
unit produced correct field scanning. M.D.

Gary Laidler

Tatung T32W4415

Amstrad CTV3128

Field collapse plus lack of width was
caused by failure of the TDA8350Q chip
ICF1. When you get this fault you will
also have to replace the two 2.2Q safety
resistors RF8 and RF9, and the 33Q safety
resistor RF10.
The chassis is also used in a variety of
inexpensive sets, for example Bush models.
A common fault is failure of the line output
transistor, the cause being a pinhole in the
insulation of the line output transformer.

The customer said there was line collapse,
and I could see a nice little earner. How
wrong! I noticed a large dry-joint at the
scan-coupling socket, attended to this and
switched on. I then found that the EHT
was low and that R711 on the stand-up
EW PCB was cooking. R711 was
replaced, along with the TDA8145 EW
correction chip and the EW bridge coil
L679 (10mH). The latter was burnt and
had shorted turns — I found a suitable
replacement in an old Vestel chassis. But
the set still failed to work. To cut a long
story short, the scan-correction/coupling
capacitor C620 (470nF, 250V) was opencircuit.
Don't unplug the EW board with the set
in the fault condition. When I tried this the
line output and chopper transistors both
blew.
So much for it being a nice little earner!

TV FAULT FINDING
Reports from
Michael Dranfield
Philip Salkeld

Dave Gough
Robin Beaumont
and
Glyn Dickinson

Fidelity CTV3221NF

M.D.

Sharp DV5161 (4BSA chassis)

We welcome fault reports from
readers — payment for each fault is
made after publiation. See page
680 for details of where and how
to send reports.

686

Beware of sets that display a poor picture
—one that looks as if the CRT is worn out.
The cause of the fault is likely to be data
corruption in the EEPROM chip. There
may be another symptom, excessive or
lack of height. The poor picture can be
cured by resetting the colour drives in the
EEPROM, but if you simply reset these
the problem will return at a later date. To
prevent a recurrence, check R601 (0.68Q)
—it's connected to pin 9 of the chopper
transformer. If its value has risen, replace
it. Also replace the 5V regulator chip

M.D.

Decca D2OTKG5
(Tatung K chassis)
The EEPROM in this new set was corrupt.
As a result, the sound was stuck in the
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wrong system and there was lack of
height. You don't have to use a complicated button-pressing sequence to enter
the service mode with this chassis. Just
order a dealer service remote-control
handset from Tatung. M.D.

Philips 29PT6433/05
(MD1.2EAA chassis)
There was a strange fault with this set.
The customer complained about blue flyback lines on teletext. The field engineer
had called twice and had each time
reduced the setting of the first anode preset on the line output transformer. As the
fault persisted, I decided to replace the
LOPT (part no. 4822 1401 0584). A long
soak test proved that it had been the
cause of the problem. P.S.

Bush 2871NTX (11AK19 chassis)
We seem to get a lot of these sets in for
repair. When you consider that stores like
Tesco, Aldi and Asda have been selling
them this is probably not surprising. This
one's picture was too wide, with eastwest distortion. It's becoming a common
fault. All that's required is to resolder the
dry-joint on the BUK444 EW driver transistor Q603, which is on a metal heatsink
next to the line output transformer. P.S.

JVC C 1 4ET1EK
I've repaired many of these portables in
the past but have never before had a no
red problem. There are two 2SC2482
transistors in the red output stage, Q502
and Q503. Both were short-circuit emitter-to-base. P.S.

Goodmans 206NS
There was a picture shift problem with
this set — it was up from the bottom.
Geometry adjustment is carried out electronically, by going into the service
menu, but I couldn't get into it using the
customer's remote-control unit. A call to
Comet revealed that a service remotecontrol unit, type DAEW48B1530SVC, is
required. This did the trick. P.S.

Sharp 66FW-53H (DA5OW
chassis
Stuck in standby is a common problem
with these sets, the optocoupler IC705
being the usual cause. To my surprise
however the HT was low at 35V — when
IC705 is faulty it goes sky high. While
carrying out checks in the power supply I
found that D722 (1N4934) was short-circuit. It makes a change! P.S.

Samsung C12052OBT (S15A
chassis)
This 20in. set went through the motions
of auto-tuning but no stations were found.
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Operation was correct with a scart input.
The 33V supply to zener diode DZ903
was missing because R810 (181d2, 2W)
had gone open-circuit. Its part no. is 2003
000527. M.S.D.

Thomson 28WT25US (ICC17
chassis)
There was a problem with this TV/DVD
combi unit's line scanning. A folded vertical line was present about two inches in
from the left-hand side of the screen. The
effect was as if a magnifying glass had
been placed over this part of the display.
Visual inspection of the line output stage
quickly revealed the cause. RL26 (1142,
0.5W, which damps the line linearity coil,
had burnt and was shattered — in half. The
original cause of the problem appeared to
be poor soldering to this component. It's
shown as 'safety critical' on the circuit
diagram, but not in the parts list! The part
no. is 10393870. M.S.D.

Sharp 66DS-03H (CA10
chassis)
It's not unusual to get one of these sets
with a short-circuit line output transistor
because of dry joints around C613. In a
couple of them the mains fuses had also
blown. In both cases a major power supply repair was required. The following
items had to be replaced: Q701, R716,
D712, R720 (surface-mounted), Q702
and Q703. You should also check R713/4
and R704/5 which can prevent start-up.
M.S.D.

Philips 28PW9512/05
(MD2.12AA chassis)
This set was tripping, with flashes from
the LED. Suspecting failure of the line
output transformer, I carried out a quick
check across the transistor. Sure enough
there was a very low resistance reading.
The transistor checked OK when measured out-of-circuit, and the short was still
present when the transformer was disconnected. I then started to check the capacitors in the line output stage, as they seem
to fail on a regular basis in today's largescreen sets. Sure enough when C2433
(390nF, 250V) was checked it produced a
reading of only a few ohms. The only clue
that it was faulty was a very small amount
of wax substance where the capacitor's
legs go through the board. Once a replacement had been fitted another very large,
very heavy widescreen set departed from
the workshop. G.L.

GoldStar CF28C22F (PC33J
chassis)
There were lines at the top of the screen
when this set was switched on. The obvious thing to do seemed to be to replace

the TDA8350Q field/EW output chip
IC301, but this made no difference. The
chip has separate supplies at pins 4 and 8,
both derived from the line output transformer. R304 (1051, 0.5W) in the 'flyback' supply to pin 8 was open-circuit.
There was correct scanning once a
replacement had been fitted. G.L.

Fidelity CTV3228NF
The problem with this set was line collapse. Some checks with a capacitance
meter revealed that C609 (0.47g, 250V)
was open-circuit. G.L.

Ferguson Al OR (TX80 chassis)
This colour portable worked all right with
a 240V mains supply but was, dead with
12V operation. The DC-DC converter circuit is on a separate panel, and it didn't
take long to find that the two transistors
here, TD701 and TD702 (type 7416-1),
also diode DD707 (1S1888), were shortcircuit. Once these items had been
replaced and a new 8A fuse (FD702) had
been fitted all was well.
According to most stockists the 74161 transistor is obsolete and is no longer
available. Fortunately we had a few, but
our supply is getting low. Does anyone
know of a source or a suitable alternative,
as we repair quite a lot of these sets. G.L.

JVC AV29SX1EK
(JA chassis)
I was called to see this set because of a
no-picture fault. In view of its size, I
hoped to be able to fix it in the customer's home. When I replaced the
TDA8350Q field/EW output chip IC401
there was a good picture, but four days
later the customer was on the phone to
say that the picture had gone again.
This time I had to take the set back to
the workshop for tests. I eventually found
that a DMM check on FR552 (1.852, 2W)
produced a reading of 952. It's the surgelimiter resistor in the rectifier circuit that
provides the supply for pin 4 of IC401.
Much to my relief, replacing FR522
cured the problem. G.L.

Bush 6671 (11AK19
chassis)
When this set was switched on the only
result was a faintly audible pulsing from the
power supply. The BU2508AF line output
transistor Q605 was faulty. A replacement
restored normal operation. D.G.

Beko 14.1 chassis
This widescreen set was dead. Checks
showed that F1 (2.5A) was open-circuit
and T601 (2SK2545) short-circuit. All
was well once these items had been
replaced. D.G.
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Samsung C15937AN (Z68
chassis)
There was partial field collapse — a black
band about an inch deep at the top of the
screen. As there are no controls to
tweak/adjust, I decided to replace the
TDA8350Q field/EW output chip IC301.
This action restored full field scanning.
D.G.
JVC CS2180M
This model has PAL/Secam/NTSC decoding capability. But there was tuner drift
with all selected channels. Not unexpectedly, the cause of the trouble was on the tuner
board, which is clearly marked SBXMOOZA. There are four surface-mounted
capacitors, C104-7, on this board. Replace
them all and you will be rewarded with pictures that remain locked on channel. D.G.
Bush 1407 (Onwa chassis)
The customer complained that the sound
became very distorted when the volume
level was increased. I've had the problem
before with various sets that use this chassis. The cure is to fit an 0.5RF electrolytic
capacitor between output pin 5 of the
TBA820M audio chip IC201 and a nearby
chassis point. This will cure the distortion.
D.G.
Grundig CUC5301 chassis
If you get one of these sets with sound but
no raster, check the soldered joints at the
scan coil plug on the main PCB. They
have a habit of drying out, the result
being these symptoms. D.G.
Samsung C1541IG (P585H
chassis)
This set would power on, the relay would
click then, after a few seconds, the standby light would fade away. The chassis
uses a TDA4601-based chopper power
supply. As I expected, ESR checks on the
electrolytic capacitors in this part of the
chassis produced many high readings
(C800, C811, C813, C820, C822 and
C829 all read high). To achieve a reliable
repair, I decided to replace all the electrolytic capacitors in the power supply
and through to the line output stage. The
result was a working set. D.G.
Philips 32PW9631/05
(GFL2.30 chassis)
This widescreen set would start up only
intermittently, because the EW protection
circuit was operating. After spending
some time chasing around in the line
timebase without result I disconnected the
protection line. The result was a cloud of
smoke from a faulty 510nF S-correction
capacitor. I also had to replace the series
switch — the IRF620 MOSFET in the HT
feed to the line output stage — as it was
short-circuit. Although failure of this item
would not otherwise stop the set from
working, it's used to shut down the line
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timebase under certain fault conditions.
The microcontroller chip checks the
switch when the set is started up: if the
check fails, the set is placed in the protection mode. R.B.
Toshiba 3357DB
Two of these impressive 33in., 4:3 CRT
sets came in during one week. The problem with the first one was no UHF reception: start operation was OK. A new tuner
was required. The second one tripped
when brought out of standby because the
audio output IC was short-circuit.
These were straightforward repairs, but
the size and weight of the set makes each
job a serious undertaking. R.B.
Philips 46PP912A/05 (FL1-PTV
chassis)
There was a convergence problem with
this 46in. projection set. Horizontal red and
green lines at the top and bottom of the
screen were regularly jumping — the effect
was rather like poor interlace. In this chassis the convergence 'power amplifiers'
have their own switch-mode power supply,
which provides ±16V outputs from a separate PCB at the rear of the cabinet. Checks
showed that the positive output was low
with severe 50Hz ripple.
I at first suspected a capacitor problem
on the primary side of the power supply,
but the cause of the fault turned out to be
the CNR50 feedback optocoupler. The
ripple was caused by the large 50Hz component in the current drawn by the field
convergence circuitry. R.B.

Sony KVX2972U (AE2B
chassis)
This set worked normally until the channel was changed or the aerial was disconnected. The loudspeakers then crackled.
A Sony technical information sheet
directed me to the mute circuit in the
audio power amplifiers. Two new
TDA7052 power amplifier ICs were
required. R.B.
Sharp 56FW53H (DA5OW
chassis)
This set was dead with just light from the
orange neon. Excessive HT problems can
occur with this chassis, and seemed to be
the cause of the trouble as the crowbar
avalanche diode D735 across the 150V
line was short-circuit. I replaced the
diode and the feedback optocoupler
IC705 but the power supply still refused
to start. The two surface-mounted transistors Q702 and Q703 on the primary side
were leaky and had to be replaced. R.B.
Philips 32PW9616/05
(MG3.1E chassis)
The sound from the centre speaker of this
Dolby Pro-Logic set was badly distorted.
Sound from the left, right and surround
channels was OK. After some time spent
checking the Dolby processor and power
amplifiers, which all seemed to be OK, I
decided to check the obvious thing: the
drive unit was out of centre and had to be
replaced. R.B.

Philips 28PW6305/05 (A10
chassis)
The picture was OK when this set was
cold, but after about ten minutes the contrast gradually decreased, leaving a dark
picture with crushed whites. The teletext
and on-screen graphics displays were
always satisfactory. Careful use of heat
and freezer brought me to the l[tF, surface-mounted capacitor C2246 on the
small-signals panel. It couples the video
signal to the input of the comb-filter 7405
and was slightly leaky when warm. R.B.

JVC AV24WT2EK
This small widescreen set had exhibited
field collapse before it went off. On
inspection I found that the LA7841 field
output chip IC401 had been overheating.
Replacement resulted in brief screen illumination, then the set tripped off. IC401
is fed from split ±14V supplies, and the
—14V supply was missing. Feed resistor
FR553 (la, 1W) was open-circuit
because capacitor C407 (100nF) was
short-circuit. FR552 in the +14V feed
had also risen slightly in value, so this
item was also replaced. After that there
was a very good picture. G.D.

Philips 32PW9523/05
(MD2.25 chassis)
The picture took on a red cast intermittently, sometimes with red flyback lines.This
could have been caused by incorrect firstanode voltage setting but, while I was
attempting to adjust this, I found from the
cathode voltages that the emission of the
CRT's red gun appeared to differ from
that of the other two guns. The red problem was still present when the red and
green cathode drives had been swapped
over, so the cause of the fault was proved
to be in the tube.
A replacement CRT and readjustment
of the Al voltage produced an excellent
picture. R.B.

Ferguson C49F (Thomson
TX90 chassis)
After repairing an arcing fault in the line
output stage I was left with very low
sound. The cause is usually CS14 (1[LF)
in the IF unit, but not this time. The volume-control voltage reached only 3V,
though the bar-graph indication increased.
I then found that there was no access to
the tuning function. I assume that the set
was in the hotel mode, corrupted as a
result of the arcing, but the manual doesn't mention this. As I happened to have a
scrap chassis I simply replaced the microcontroller chip, which cured the fault.
Someone is sure to know how to unlock
■
the micro! G.D.
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A serviceman's guide to the
Panasonic Euro-7 chassis
Brian Storm begins an account
of the circuitry and features
incorporated in one of the most
complex TV chassis ever
introduced in the UK. Part 1
looks at the power supplies, the
microcontroller system, circuit
protection and the signal
processing arrangements

T

he Pansonic Euro-7 chassis was
introduced in late 2000 for use
in high-performance, largescreen TV sets, replacing and
updating the by then ageing Euro-5
chassis. It has a number of features
that were new to the Panasonic
range, including progressive-scan
technology, twin RGB inputs and
twin UHF tuners.
The main features of the chassis are
as follows: 3D on-screen graphical
displays, owner ID storage for
security, progressive-scan mode,
advanced 100Hz processing, two
tuners for PIP and PAP, picture and
teletext (PAT), a 1,000-page teletext
memory, a sub-page teletext

memory, onboard operating software
stored in an upgradeable flash
memory, coaxial and optical digital
audio inputs, AC3 and DTS audio
processing, 5.1-channel onboard
decoder and output stages, S2
widescreen switching with AV3S, 3to-2 field pull-down recognition for
NTSC films, and dynamic autofocusing.
The owner ID system is identical to
that in the Panasonic Euro-4 and
Euro-5 chassis. It enables owners to
store their name and postcode in a
set's user memory, protected by a
four-digit PIN code. If the police
should be involved in a recovery, a
sticker on the back of the set advises

Mains bridge
rectifier

L810

Fig. 1: The standby power supply circuit used in the
Panasonic Euro-7 chassis. IC841 is type MIP0254SPSCF.
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Optocopler D848 senses variations
in the output voltage, with D886
and D885 providing a constant
reference voltage. Feedback is to
pin 4 of IC841.
Many of the circuit diagrams I've
seen have a link missing between
D843 and pins 2 and 3 of IC841.
Draw in a line and the circuit makes
sense! Also ignore the two
components usually shown in series
with C847. Wire links are fitted in
these positions. The components are
labelled JW on Panasonic circuits,
JW standing for jumper wire. This
is not uncommon with Panasonic
circuit diagrams.

them to press and hold the F button
in the front flap for five seconds.
The owner's details will then
appear on-screen.

Standby power supply
The Euro-7 chassis has no standby
mains transformer. Quite simply,
half-wave rectified mains voltage is
fed to pin 5 of a small eight-pin
chip, IC841, see Fig. 1. The 56Q
safety resistor R841 in series with
the feed will go open-circuit in the
event drastic failure within IC841.
The slow-start capacitor C843,
connected to pin 1, enables the set
to resist the initial surge with a cold
start. T841, the small standby
chopper transformer, provides
mains isolation in this area.
D888 and C888 on the secondary
side of the circuit produce a 5V
supply for all the circuitry in
operation during standby, i.e. the
main microconctroller chip IC1101,
a flash ROM and an EEPROM.
Additional circuitry provides
regulation for the extra power
demand when the set switches on.

chassis degausses every time it
comes out of standby.

Main power supply
The main chopper power supply,
see Fig. 2, is a development of the
arrangement used in the Euro-4
chassis, with the addition of the
MOSFET power transistor Q805 in
what could be described as an
active-snubber arrangement. It helps
to cater for the extra current demand
with the Euro-7 chassis.
IC801 is a self-contained chopper
power supply which is started by
applying 15V to pin 4 via R803 and
R804. Once the circuit starts up,
D819 takes over provision of the
supply for IC801. This supply is
monitored by IC80linternally:
should it rise dramatically, an
internal latch is activated, switching
IC801 off. This latch is also
activated if IC801' s body
temperature exceeds 140°C. To
restart the power supply, the mains
input must be switched off then
reapplied.
The voltage across R806 and R810

Degaussing
This chassis is designed to provide
degaussing when the standby mode
is left, hence relay RL802 which is
connected to the degaussing circuit.
This recognises that today's users
tend to leave their sets in standby.
Thus degaussing never takes place
when this is designed to occur at
mains switch on, the risk being a
discoloured raster. The Euro-7
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Fig. 2: The main power supply circuit used in the Euro-7 chassis.
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Fig. 3: Internal
arrangement of
the SDA6000
microcontroller
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Euro-7 chassis
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processing.
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is monitored at pin 1 of IC801 to
detect excess current conditions.
Should the current drawn by the
chopper MOSFET in IC801 be
excessive, the power supply will
pump until the overload is removed.
The free-running frequency of IC801
is set by C829 and R837.
IC851 on the secondary side of the
circuit acts as a 140V constantvoltage regulator, with help from the
3V zener diode D852. Pin 2 of IC851
produces a variable current output
depending on the voltage at pin 1.
This drives the optocoupler D823,
providing regulation feedback to pin
1 of IC801 on the primary side of the
circuit. In this way any fluctuations in
the HT feed to the line output stage
are ironed out.

The main microcontroller
An SDA6000 Infineon C166
microcontroller chip with an M2 core,
IC1101, is used for system control in
the Euro-7 chassis. It also generates
high-resolution graphics and provides
high-level teletext processing. Fig. 3
shows the internal arrangements
within the chip. Use of this advanced
processor makes it possible to use
rewriteable flash memory for the
onboard operating software.
IC1101 lives on board U, which
plugs directly into the main signals
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PCB (board A). Because it is possible
to plug this sub-panel into board A
two ways, large arrows are printed on
it. These point directly to the nearest
edge of board A. Connecting board U
wrongly will not cause any damage
however.
Board U also houses an 8Mbyte
flash ROM chip, IC1102, and a
16Mbyte text memory, IC1106. For
test purposes board U can be swapped
with one from another set, as the
model specific data is stored in a
standard eight-pin EEPROM,
IC1104, on board A.
At least half of IC1101' s 128 pins
are used for reading from and writing
to IC1102 and IC1106. Important
pins for fault-finding are as follows:
pin 73 is the master reset input from
IC1254; pin 106 is the 33V supply to
the main operational section; pin 107
is the main chassis connection; pins
108 and 109 are connected to the
6MHz crystal X3501; pin 115 is the
chassis connection for the 2.5V
supply; pin 123 is for the 2.5V
supply.
From this it's clear that IC1101 has
two supplies, 33V which is used by
most of the IC and 2.5V which is
used by the sections associated with
pins 110-128. Keep this in mind,
because if the 2.5V supply is missing
the 3.3V supply is switched off by

Q1121 and Q1122 on board A.
Other important pins are as follows.
Pin 5: Remote control data input.
Pin 76: Enables the serial connection
to AV1 for memory packs in the
service mode.
Pin 82: Activates the degaussing
circuitry.
Pin 92: Activates the mains input
relay RL801.
Pin 93: Monitors for digital errors
and mutes the sound to prevent
speaker damage.
Pin 94: Monitors the 5V supply. If
this fails momentarily, IC1101 has to
reload all the digital processor chips
with operational data and reset them.
Pins 74, 75, 98, 99, 100 and 101:
These are the serial data connections
for control of and data loading to all
the digital processor chips.
Pins 102 and 103: These are the
100Hz synchronisation inputs from
board DG.
Pin 104: Contrast reduction output to
the RGB processor chip IC1315.
Reduction is activated when onscreen menus are displayed to prevent
doming and discoloration in highbrightness areas.
Pin 105: Blanking feed to the RGB
processor chip IC1315 for teletext
and on-screen displays.
Pins 112-4: RGB outputs to the RGB
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processor chip IC1315 for teletext
and on-screen displays.
Pins 120 and 121: Composite video
inputs, used for stripping off teletext
information and synchronisation of
the user menus.
Pin 124: The keypad feed. As with
all modern Panasonic TV chassis,
this uses the voltage-sensing
principle, not a key matrix. A
resistive ladder is wired across the
local key inputs. Whichever key is
pressed determines the voltage at
pin 124 of IC1101 and therefore the
function.
Pin 127: This is the general
protection pin for the whole set. The
voltage here is normally high, at
2-5V. It's pulled low to provide
protection, the set going to standby
within five seconds.
Protection circuitry
Having got to pin 127 of IC1101,
we must take a look at the circuitry
that initiates protection. It monitors
no fewer than eight parameters, see
Fig. 4. Pin 127 of IC1011 is
connected via R1154 to D867, D869
and the collector of Q854, which are
all on board D. D867 is connected
to the 14V supply and D869 to the
field output stage's +15V supply. If
there is a short-circuit across either
of these supplies pin 127 will be
taken low. It will also be taken low
when Q854 conducts. The base of
this transistor is connected to six

monitoring circuits.
D865 is connected to the —15V
supply to the field output stage. In
the absence of this supply D865
conducts and Q854 switches on.
Two conditions in the line output
stage are monitored, on the primary
and secondary sides. On the primary
side line flyback pulses from the
junction of C554/5 are fed to the
cathode of the 36V zener diode
D595. Excessive pulse amplitude
will switch on D595, D594 and
Q854. On the secondary side of the
line output stage D591 and the
10.4V zener diode D592 monitor
the flyback pulses in the CRT's
heater supply. D593 rectifies the
pulses, charging C591. If the CRT
heaters go open-circuit or the
amplitude of the pulses is excessive
D592, D591 and Q854 conduct.
The HT supply to the line output

stage is monitored by Q851, which
checks the voltage across resistor
R857. If this voltage is excessive
(excessive current demand), Q851,
D859 arid Q854 conduct.
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The EW circuit is monitored via
D861 and D862. This circuit checks
the flyback pulses coming back
through the EW loading coil. If the
coil starts to fail, protection will be
initiated before damage occurs in
the EW drive circuit.
The final monitoring circuit is on
board A, for the field output stage.
The main items here are D454,
Q451, C451 and D452. In normal
operation D452 rectifies the field
scan, charging 0451. Q451 is held
conductive and D454 is biased off.
In the event of field scan failure
Q451 switches off and D454 is
forward biased by the 12V supply.
Thus Q854 again conducts.
No one should approach faultfinding in this protection circuitry
by simply isolating pin 127 of
IC1101 from the monitoring
circuits and looking for smoke.
Simple voltage checks will show
which circuit is activating
protection and thus where to look
for the fault.

PCB A
PCB A contains all the signal
processing circuitry and the field
and audio output stages. It follows
Panasonic practice apart from the
provision of two UHF tuners, the
main tuner TNR003 and the subtuner TNR004. The main difference
is that there is no sound output from
the sub-tuner, which is used to
provide picture-in-picture and
picture-and-picture displays.
Board DG plugs directly into
board A. It provides 100Hz upconversion or progressive scanning
and all the drives for the field and
line output stages etc.
The surround sound stages are on
board Z and the audio processing
circuitry on board DP. These boards
are mounted above board A.
The following is a list of the ICs
on board A and their functions.
Main
analogue
video

IC1104: EEPROM for user and
model specific data.
IC1105: 5V supply monitor for
power failure.
IC1107: Level-shift processor for
3.3V data (PCB U) to 5V data (PCB
A).
IC1108: 5V regulator for the infrared receiver circuit.
IC1109: Reset generator for PCB
DG.
IC1251: 3.3V regulator for PCB U.
IC1252: 2.5V regulator for PCB U.
IC1253: Sub-processor output
expander, controlled by IC1101.
IC1254: Reset generator for PCB
U.
IC1315: RGB processor.
IC2001: Audio processing and
switching.
1C2301: Left- and right-channel
audio output stages.
IC2302: Headphone amplifier
stage.
IC2303: Right-channel acoustic
feedback processor.
1C2305: Sub-woofer output stage.
1C2306: Left-channel acoustic
feedback processor.
1C2307: Acoustic feedback gain.
IC2705 and IC2709: 3.3V
regulators, mainly for PCB DG.
1C2706: 5V regulator.
IC2707: 8V regulator for IC2001.
IC2708: 9V regulator.
IC3001: Video input switching
processor and widescreen switch
detector.
IC3002: RGB input switching.
IC3003: Video gain for picture-inpicture balance.
IC451: Field output stage.
IC459: Line drive buffer.
IC4801: Geometric rotation
preamplifier.
IC4802: Geometric rotation output
stage.
10501: EW buffer.

PCB DG
PCB DG carries out the picture

Main
global
core

R drive
G drive

Sub
analogue
video

SDA9415
Sub
global
core

Motion-adaptive upconversion,
3D picture noise reduction,
PIP, PAP, etc.

B drive
Line drive
Field drive

Analogue

EW drive

G

DAF drive

enhancement processing in this
chassis. The main processor is an
SDA9415. Fig. 5 shows a block
diagram for this IC, which performs
the following operations:
Motion-vector based scan-rate
conversion for 100/120Hz scanning.
Motion-vector based scan-rate
conversion for progressive 50/60Hz
scanning.
3D spacial and temporal noise
reduction.
3D motion estimation.
6M onboard picture memory.
1.1M onboard vector memory.
Separate inputs for sub and main
picture processing.
Picture-in-picture processing to
1/9 size.
Picture-and-picture processing for
split-screen displays.
Automatic letterbox display
processing, with flexible zoom
modes.
There are also two global core
video processors (sub and main) for
analogue-to-digital conversion and
motion-compensated luminance and
chrominance signal separation. Fig.
6 shows the general arrangement.
Global core processors are special
Panasonic multi-standard digitalvideo processors that provide almost
perfect digital separation of the
luminance and chrominance signal
components, using adaptive,
motion-compensated digital
processing. The result is a very
clean chroma signal and a wideband
luminance signal. These are
essential for modern large-screen
TV sets and plasma panels.
In addition there are two
component interface processors
(CIPs) to provide RGB input
analogue-to-digital conversion and
for deriving the timing signals to
synchronise the whole system in the
progressive- and 100Hz-scan
modes.
There will be some Euro-7
models, such as the TX28PG45, that
don't have picture-in-picture
facilities and therefore have no subpicture global core processor on
board DG. Be wary of this if
swapping DG panels between sets.
With five large surface-mounted
processor chips and a pin count of
over a thousand, Panasonic has
designated board DG nonrepairable. Replacement is on an
exchange basis only.

B

To follow
Fig. 6: Signal processing on board DG,
overall arrangement.
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In Part 2 next month we'll look at
the progressive and 100Hz
scanning, dynamic focusing, audio
processing, the service menus and
the self-check.
■
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Thomson's ICC 17
technology
Part 4 of Mark Paul's description of the circuit technology used in this chassis
deals with the microcontroller, signals switching and audio sections

n this concluding instalment in the
series we'll take a look at the
microcontroller system, signals
switching and the audio section of
the chassis. The microcontroller chip,
IR01, belongs to the SGS/Thomson
ST92 family. It's an 80-pin flat-pack
device which is mounted on the
solder side of the main PCB. It
controls all functions via a single I2C
bus and several in/out ports. An
innovation with the ICC17 chassis
was the integration of the teletext
decoder into the microcontroller
chip.

I

Microcontroller system
As mentioned in Part 1 (July) the
microcontroller chip is not powered
in the standby mode. This is done to
save power. Because of this, a wakeup system is required, see Part 1.
When the set has been brought out of
standby, IRO1 and the associated
devices are powered by the +5V up
supply, which comes from pin 9 of
the TDA8139 chip IP95 (see Fig. 1).
This supply is fed to pins 10, 34 and
52 of IR01. IP95 also provides the
reset for pin 54 of IR01. The reset
line goes from low to high some
40msec after the voltage at pin 9 of
IP95 reaches 5V: the delay is
produced by CP98 (see Fig.2 July).
Detection of a mains supply or line
output stage failure leads to the
`power fail' line (at the collector of
TP86) going from low (normal state)
to high. This line is connected to pin
27 of IROI which, when it detects a
fault condition, takes pin 4 of IP95
low, switching off the 8V supply
(which is used by the timebase
generator circuitry in IV01). The
switch-off command appears at pin
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39 of IR01, and is fed to IP95 via
TR60. The control line from TR60 is
labelled PO. TR60 also takes the
reset line low.
IRO1 has a 4MHz crystal, QR01,
connected between pins 11 and 12.
The frequency is used as a reference
to generate an internal clock
frequency of 22MHz by means of a
voltage-controlled oscillator and a
phase-locked loop. The PLL
components (RR95, CR95 and
CR97) are connected to pin 55 of
IR01.
The microcontroller chip works in
conjunction with two memory chips,
an EPROM (IR02) and an EEPROM
(IR03). The device used in the IR02
position has a capacity of 512Kbytes:
it stores IROl's operating
programmes and the service-mode
default values. There are sixteen
address lines and eight data linesbetween IRO] and IR02, also three
control lines that are used for address
bus extension. The EEPROM IR03
has a capacity of 1Kbytes and is used
to store the user adjustable values
(brightness, contrast, colour etc.),
channel tuning information and the
standby status information. It's
connected to IRO1 via the I2C bus,
which also provides communication
with the video/deflection processor
chip IVOL the audio processor chip
IS40 and the tuner. IRO l's I2C pins
are 32 (clock) and 33 (data). The bus
frequency is 80kHz. When a device
connected to the bus fails to send an
acknowledgement to IR01, the
standby LED GEOlwill produce the
relevant fault code (see later).
The keyboard buttons are arranged
in a two by two matrix which is
connected to IRO1 at pins 21-24.

When a button is pressed, the
relevant key-in line goes low. IRO1
detects this change and generates
key-scan pulses (approximately
I2msec) to determine which key has
been pressed. The infra-red remotecontrol receiver GKOI is also
mounted on the keyboard module.
It's powered by the U stby supply,
stabilised by the 5.1V zener diode
DK01. The output is connected to pin
25 of IR01. The panel-button and IR
signals are used by the wake-up
circuit to bring the set out of the
standby mode. This was described in
Part 1.
IRO1 requires two inputs to
generate on-screen menus, VSYNC
at pin 48 and HSYNC at pin 49. The
former comes from transistor TFOI
(see Fig. 8, August), the latter from
pin 1 of the LOPT (see Fig. 6,
August) via attenuator network
RR82/81. A frequency multiplier
controlled by the components
connected to pin 53 (CR92, RR93,
CR93) is used to determine the pixel
grid for the menus.

Teletext
IRO1 incorporates all the circuitry
required to process teletext data and
produce text and graphics for
display. Composite video
(CVBSTXT) is fed to pins 60 and 61
via CR98 (82pF) and CR99 (0.47uF)
respectively. It comes from emitterfollower TV10 (BC846B), which
takes its feed from pin 54 (selected
CVBS output) of IV01. A PLL is
used to regenerate the teletext clock:
its filter components CR96 and RR96
are connected to pin 57.
Video programming system
(VPS/PDC) information can be
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Fig. 1: Microcontroller circuitry referred to in the text.
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extracted from line 16 of field one
and wide-screen signalling (WSS)
information from line 23. The signal
fed to pin 61 is used for the former,
the signal fed to pin 60 for the latter.
A voltage-controlled oscillator and
PLL are used to extract the WSS
information: tuning is provided by
RR90, which is connected to pin 50,
and'filtering by CR90, RR91 and
CR91, which are connected to pin
51.
Menu or teletext text/graphics is
sent to IVO1 in RGB form from pins
47, 46 and 45 respectively, with fast
blanking from pin 44.

Timer mode
In the timer mode pins 19 and 20 of
IRO1 are low and pin 39 is high.
When pin 19 is in this condition
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TR13 and TR15 (see Fig. 1) are off
and the red standby light remains
illuminated. Power for the infra-red
receiver and the front-panel keys is
provided by the U stby line, with
zener diode DKO1 (5.1V) for
regulation.
With pin 20 low TR20 is off, TP71
is on, TP67 is off (see Fig. 2, July)
and the current flow via the LED in
the optocoupler ceases. This
unbalances the input to IP20, its
output at pin 7 rises towards 6V and
the main power supply starts up.
With pin 39 high, TR60 is on and
pin 4 (PO) of IP95 is low. The 8V
supply at pin 8 of IP95 is thus
switched off.

On mode
The following conditions apply in the

on mode. When the CRT is warm,
pin 19 of IRO1 goes high. TR13 and
TR15 switch on and the red standby
light goes out. The IR receiver and
front-panel keys continue to be
supplied by the U stby line. Pin 20 of
IRO1 remains low. Pin 39 goes low,
TR60 switches off and pin 4 of IP95
goes high, switching on its 8V output
at pin 8. IVO1 and the green frontpanel LED are powered. Normal
power supply regulation is initiated,
as described in Part 1.

Other pins of IR01
Various other pins of IRO1 are worth
noting, as follows.
Pin 28 (mute): This pin goes low to
mute the sound when changing
channels, during automatic and
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manual programme search routines,
when the remote-control unit's mute
key is pressed, when the set is
switched on from cold, when the set
is switched off using the mains
switch, when switching to standby
via remote control and when the set
is in the standby or alarm mode.
Pin 29 (MSP reset): When the set is
switched on or when changing
channels this pin produces a 5msec
low-level pulse to reset the audio
processor chip IS40.
Pin 30 (format detect): This pin is
used to tell IRO1 whether a 4:3 or a
widescreen tube is fitted. When the
pin is connected to 5V via RR44 the
CRT is a 4:3 type. When the pin is
connected to chassis via RR48 the
tube is a 16:9 type.
Pins 36-37 (AVS2/1): These pins are
fed with the voltage at pin 8 of the
two scart sockets AVS2 and AVS1
respectively, via resistive attenuator
networks. A voltage between 1-1.5V
at either pin indicates a 16:9-format
picture, a voltage between 3-3.5V a
4:3-format picture.
The earthy end of the attenuator
networks is connected to chassis via
transistor TR23, which is switched
off in standby (when there is no +5V
up supply). The voltage at pin 8 of
the scart sockets can then be used to
force the set on, via RR52/RR53 and
diode DR23, which is connected to
the base of transistor TP71 in the
power supply. TR23 is held on when
the set is on.
Pin 40 (AV3 port): The output at
this pin is used, with sets that have
AV sockets at the front, to switch the
BA7604N chip IX01 between AV2
and AV3 inputs. High selects AV2
signals, low AV3 signals.
Pin 41 (P switch): The output at this
pin is used to switch TL55 in the line
output stage (see Fig. 5, August) to
provide additional scan-correction
capacitance. A low at pin 41 means
16:9 or zoom 1 mode, a high at pin
41 centred 4:3 mode.
Pin 42 (trap information): The
output at this pin is used to change
the tuning frequency of the vision
trap in the sound IF section.
Pin 43 (format/BCC): The PWM
output at this pin is fed to TL59 in
the line output stage (see Fig. 6,
August) to adjust the beam-current
limiting and average white for
different tube types and picture
formats.
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Fault-code signalling
The red standby LED is used to
provide fault-code signalling. This
arrangement was adopted as being
easiest to implement when the I2C
bus has stopped operating and the
voltages produced by the deflection
stages are missing. Fault conditions
are indicated by a two-digit number
with a pause for separation (see
Table 1). The indication is repeated
at least four times. A maximum of 81
codes can be shown in this way.
Note that the chassis uses a bicoloured standby LED. Thus the
colour displayed when signalling a
fault may not be just red. If the
switched +8V supply is present at pin
8 of IP95, orange and green may be
visible.

Signal switching
The ICC17 chassis is equipped with
two scut sockets (AV1 and AV2)
and, depending on cabinet design,
optional front-facing video and audio
input phono (cinch) and S-VHS
sockets (AV3). Switching between
the different signal sources is carried
out by the signals/deflection
processor chip IVO1 and the audio
processor chip 1540. In addition
IX01 (BA7604A) provides switching
between AV2 and AV3 sources.
IR02 controls the switching, via the
12C bus and its AV3 port (pin 40).
Scart socket AV1 has composite
video in at pin 20, red in at pin 15,
green in at pin 11 and blue in at pin
7. These inputs are capacitively
coupled to pins 29, 41, 42 and 43
respectively of IV01. The fastblanking input at pin 16 of AV1 is
direct coupled to pin 44 of IV01.
The composite video or luminance
input at pin 20 of AV2 is capacitively
coupled to pin 10 of IX01, with
DX59 for clamping and CX58
(27pF) to limit the frequency
response. The chroma input at pin 15
is direct coupled to pin 1 of IX01.
The AV3 composite video or
luminance input is capacitively
coupled to pin 8 of IX01. In earlier
production this input was clamped by
DX62, which was subsequently
replaced by CX64 (47pF). The AV3
chroma input is capacitively coupled
to pin 3 if IX01.
After decoding RGB signals or the
switching voltage at pin 8 of the scart
sockets IRO1 sends three bits of
information (INA, INB and INC) to
IVO1 via the I2C bus. Depending on
the state of these bits, IVO1 selects
and processes the required video
input. For AV2/3 switching, pin 40
of IRO1 sends'a control signal to pins
4 and 7 of IX01. This is high for
AV2 and low for AV3.

The CVBS output from the tuner is
always present at pin 19 of scart
socket AV1. It comes from pin 26 of
IVO1 via the emitter-follower
transistor TX15 (BC547B).
The CVBS signal selected by IVO1
appears at pin 54 of this IC and is fed
via emitter-follower transistor TX45
(BC547B) to pin 19 of scart socket
AV2. Two bits, CS1 and CSO, via the
I2C bus determine which signal
appears at pin 54 of IV01.
The collectors of TX15 and TX45
are fed from the +8V supply via the
current-limiting safety resistor RX17
(10Q).

Audio signal processing
The ICC17 chassis has been designed
to cater for various audio
requirements from mono sound to
Dolby Pro-Logic. Basic audio signal
processing is carried out by either an
MSP3400C IC or, where Nicam
sound processing is required, an
MSP3410D IC (IS40). This takes its
inputs from IV01. For stereo sound
the audio outputs drive a TDA7269
dual audio-amplifier chip, IS80.
Where Dolby Pro-Logic or Virtual
Dolby processing is required, the
MSP chip is replaced with either of
two separate modules, AMDP 17001
00 for Dolby Pro-Logic or AMVD
19100 00 for Virtual Dolby. An
auxiliary power module, AM/DP
17000 00, provides the extra speaker
drives for Dolby Pro-Logic.
A new feature introduced with this
chassis is the Automatic Volume
Limiter, which is switchable. When
activated, the volume remains
constant during channel surfing and
advertising periods.
IS40 has two supplies, 8V at pin 39
for analogue signal amplification and
processing, and +5V ON at pins 7, 18
and 57 for digital signal processing.
Both inputs are well filtered to
prevent switching noise interference
from the chip. The only other
important item here is an 18.432MHz
crystal (QS40) to provide the main
internal clock signal. It's connected
to pins 62/3.
After level-shifting by TS01 the
demodulated FM/Nicam input is fed
to pin 58 of IS40. It's then passed
through a gain-controlled amplifier
to the complex digital demodulation
and decoding block, where all
available FM mono, FM stereo and
Nicam signals are detected and
processed.
IS40 is controlled via the 12C bus
(SCL pin 9, SDA pin 10). This
provides signal selection and bass,
treble, stereo base width
enlargement, pseudo stereo, balance
and master volume adjustment as
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required. The stereo outputs are at pins
28 (right) and 29 (left).
The TDA7269 stereo output chip has
a 33V supply at pin 3 and can provide
2 x lOW RMS at 80. It's internally
protected against shorts and thermal
runaway. IRO1 and a single levelconverter transistor (TS81) control the
audio mute function.

Dolby variants
For Virtual Dolby operation the onboard processor (IS40) is replaced
with a sub-module, the remainder of
the audio circuit being the same. The
sub-module contains an MSP3410D
audio processor (IS100) and a
DPL3518 Dolby processor (IS200).
The latter decodes the digital data
produced by IS100, creating Virtual
Dolby data that's returned to IS100
for further processing.
In Dolby Pro-Logic models the onboard processor and stereo amplifier
are replaced by a sub-module and an
auxiliary audio power amplifier
board. The Pro-Logic sub-module
uses the same IC complement as the
Virtual Dolby version, but has
additional interconnections between
the ICs and extra sockets. The
auxiliary audio power amplifier board

Table 1: Failure codes indicated by the standby LED
Code

Error description

10
11
14
15
20
21
23
25
26
27
28
34
36
37
41

Child-lock mode
Timer mode
No response from IV01
No response from IS40
Bus access prohibited by software
Bus data line held low
Bus clock line held low
Switched 5V supply missing
CRT is not warming up in the allotted time
Deflection failure more than three times
IF01 guard voltage (pin 8) exceeded
No response from the NVM chip IRO3
Wrong address passed to bus handler
Unexpected level on NMI (power fail) line
Bus data line not recoverable

has two TDA7269 stereo output
amplifiers (IA001 and IA002) and an
MC33076 stereo amplifier (IA003)
that powers the headphone socket.
The board has phono output sockets
for left and right channels, subwoofer
and surround channels. IRO1 and a
two-level converter transistor circuit
(TA021 and TA02) control the audio
mute function. To prevent

overloading, the 33V supply is
monitored by a current-sensing
resistor (RA080) and a switching
transistor (TA080). When a fault
condition is detected, the switching
transistor triggers a latch circuit that
consists of two transistors (TA072
and TA077). This mutes both power
amplifiers via steering diodes DA074
and DA075.
■

CORRECTIONS
There were several errors in the article on the Sony FE-1 chassis
last month. The circuits shown in Figs. 1 and 3 have lots of little
squares on them, in the lettering. They certainly aren't there on
the editorial computer screens! What has happened is that every
return used by our draughtsman in producing the lettering with his
PC has led either the Highbury server computer or the computer at
the printer's end to produce a square. We are trying to establish
why this occurred.
Unfortunately the printers used the same artwork for Figs. 2
and 4, which were scanned in. Fig. 2 should show volume + not
volume —, see Fig. 1 below. Fig. 4 is correct as printed.
The rather strange network shown in Fig. 2 below was omitted
from Fig. 3. John's fault this time. Between pin 2 of IC606 (the
source connection for the integrated MOSFET chopper transistor)
and resistors R659/660 there's a diode short-circuited by a lead
with two ferrite beads. Frankly, I didn't believe it — especially as
the Sony circuit diagram shows pin 3 of IC606 connected to chassis! Apparently the diode is there "to reduce the reverse voltage
for the MOSFET", while the ferrite beads "reduce noise from the
power supply". I still don't believe it!
The email address for Bobby Doorwanand given in the August
issue (page 633) was incorrect. It should have read
DoorwanaBD@state.Gov
The computer compatibility problem mentioned earlier (those little squares) is presumably the cause of another weirdo. Several
minus signs in circuit diagrams have appeared as an n with a tilde
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(ON SCREEN
DISPLAY)

(DIGIT 5)

(VOLUME r)

TV)

Fig. 1: How to enter the service mode, Sony FE-1 chassis.
Press the keys shown while the set is in standby.

above. Examples are Figs. 1 and 2
on page 589 in the August issue
and Fig. 2 on page 527 of the July
issue. We are trying to establish
the cause of this.
We have been asked about the
last line (omitted) of the leader in
the June issue (page 451). It
should have read "faces an uncertain future".
Well, one or two human failures, one or two computer ones.
Computers aren't new, so why are
we still experiencing trouble? The
answer seems to be different versions of software that lack coma
Fig. 2: Items connected to
patibility in some respects. Anyone pin 2 of 10606 in the Sony
know why my PC's insert key no
FE-1 chassis.
longer works after some new software was installed (bog standard Windows Word)? It's a real
pain. J.A.R.
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chip had been fitted however. I was now at
a loss as to what the cause could be, since
even a short-circuit at pin 5 (input to the
output section of the IC) would produce
some audio output at pin 6. I resorted to
cold checks on the IC's peripheral
components, and eventually found the
cause of the problem: R617 (220kQ) was
open-circuit. It's connected between pins 3
and 4. Strange, because this is part of the
audio output section of the IC. Anyway a'
replacement resistor cured the fault. M.D.

Philips 17PT166A
(Anubis A-AC chassis)
This set was in the shutdown mode, with a
dead short reading between the collector
and emitter of the line output transistor.
The cause is usually a winding-to-earth
short in the LOPT, but not this time. The
culprit was the scan-coupling capacitor
C2450 (330nF, 250V). M.D.

Sony KVX2172U (AE2A
chassis)

TV FAULT FINDING
Reports from
Michael Dranfield
Philip Salkeld
Philip Laws
Ron Mitchell
David I. Scott
Bill Bolam
Peter Tennant
Bob Flynn
Arthur Jackson and
Martyn S. Davis

We welcome fault reports from
readers — payment for each fault is
made after publiation. See page
744 for details of where and how
to send reports.
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GoldStar CIT2181FG
There was a black mark on the picture,
most noticeable when the aerial was
disconnected. In addition there was slight
bottom field foldover when the set was
cold. It took me a while I find the cause,
because I had already tested the faulty
component with my ESR checker which
said it was OK. Eventually, when I
removed C423 (470g, 25V), I found that
its value had fallen to 120µF. You will
find this capacitor next to the standby
relay. M.D.

Bush WS6672

This set had very low, distorted sound. The
bar moved up and down when the volume
control was operated but the audio level
didn't change. The mute button worked
however. When a signal was fed in via the
scart socket the picture would change but
the low, distorted off-air sound remained.
At this stage it was clear that repair would
be impossible without a service manual.
Armed with this, I found that the digital
volume control/switching chip IC201
(TDA6622-5) had off-air sound going in at
pins 1 (left) and 3 (right) and scart sound
going in at pins 7 (left) and 8 (right). But
very little audio was present at the output
pins 16 (left) and 15 (right). The correct
12V was present at the power supply pin
21, so it seemed that the IC must be faulty.
A replacement cured the fault. M.D.

This set came in because it was tripping. I
found that the BU508SAF line output
transistor was short-circuit. The cause was
capacitor CD08 (560nF, 250V) which is
part of the EW modulator arrangement. It
was open-circuit. M.D.

Mitsubishi CT21M1TX (Euro 10
chassis)

Samsung CI5012Z (P58SC
chassis)

Sony KV32FQ75U (AE5A
chassis)

The complaint with this set was no sound.
The audio processor/output chip is IC602,
type TDA1013A. There was an audio
input at pin 8, but no audio was present at
pin 6, the output from the volume control
section of the chip. A meter check at pin 7,
the DC volume control input, revealed that
everything was OK here — the voltage
could be varied over the range 0-6V. As
the IC's supply (pin 3) was correct at 18V,
it seemed that the IC was faulty.
The situation was the same when a new

These are horrible sets to service. The
dead set symptom is not uncommon. If
you find that IC6604 in the power supply
is short-circuit you will also find that the
0.1Q safety resistor R6666 is open-circuit.
Don't just replace these two items and
switch on, as they will blow immediately.
Check the FET Q6806 which will be shortcircuit source-to-drain. I learnt this the
hard way! The part nos. are IC6604 8-729045-40, R6666 1-202-933-61 and Q6806
8-729-047-59. P.S.

For a funny sideways picture wobble,
replace C905 (470g) and C906 (47p,F)
which are on the primary side of the
chopper power supply. M.D.
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I've had several of these sets, and the
Matsui versions, that were stuck in
standby. A modification kit, part no.
BTV17MODKIT, that consists of a small
plug-in PCB with full instructions, usually
restores normal working order. But I
would recommend obtaining a service
manual and thoroughly checking that all
the option bytes are set correctly before
the set is returned to the customer. P.L.

resistor R913, but this turned out to be
OK. After spending some time isolating
and checking all the components in the
power supply I finally discovered that the
chopper transistor had base-emitter
leakage of about 700kQ. As a result the
start-up voltage was being reduced to just
below the minimum required to get the
chopper transistor to conduct.
A new 2SD1545 transistor and some
attention to dryish joints got everything
working again. Upgrade kits for this
power supply are available from various
component suppliers. R.M.

Toshiba 21504B

Toshiba 140ORBT/140ORBW

Mitsubishi CT2525TX

Dead set with the red LED blinking is a
fault you get with this model. The 630mA
fuse FD802 is open-circuit because of
shorted turns in the line output
transformer T444 (part no. AZ363004).
P.S.

The picture had gradually decreased to a
single horizontal line. The DC voltages at
pins 13 and 14 of the TA8718N colour
decoder/timebase generator chip IC501
were the same, so the linearity feedback
loop was working. But the voltage was
only 4.5V instead of 6.7V, and didn't vary
when the height control was adjusted.
When I checked the ramp generator
capacitor C303 (2.2g) I found that it had
a 2M52 leak. A replacement (tantalum
type) restored the height, but the picture
was not centred vertically because of
noticeable non-linearity in the top third of
the screen. C317, another 2.211F
electrolytic, in the linearity feedback
circuit was then found to have a 90kQ
leak. A tantalum replacement (35V
instead of 50V) cured the non-linearity.
P.L.

"Dead" was the somewhat unhelpful fault
description with this set. In fact it was far
from dead: the red power lamp was alight,
and most of the power supply, including
the HT section, was working correctly.
The cause of the problem was loss of the
5V supply at the microcontroller chip
IC701. I found that there was only 4V at
the input of the 5V regulator IC952,
which was therefore unable to produce an
output. Reservoir capacitor C956
(2,200g) had dried up — and leaked for
good measure. A replacement restored
12V or so at the input to IC952 and the
correct 5V output.
But the set still refused to come out of
standby. Some time, far too much in fact,
was spent checking the circuitry around
the standby control transistors Q950 and
Q951 before the penny dropped. The
owner had removed both batteries from
the remote-control unit! D.I.S.

Bush 2571NTX (11AK19
chassis)
Field collapse was the trouble here. From
experience of these sets, the procedure is
to check whether the 100Q safety resistor
R704 is open-circuit. If so the TDA8351
field output chip IC701 is short-circuit.
This time R704 was OK, but the 15V
supply at pin 3 of IC701 was missing. It's
derived from pin 6 of the line output
transformer, via the rectifier circuit D606
(BA157)/C632 (1,000g, 25V). D606
was open-circuit. Once a replacement had
been fitted the set worked normally. P.S.

Bush 216ONTX (Grundig
G1000 chassis)
There was sound but only a bright raster
with this set. It didn't take long to discover
that there was no HT supply to the CRT
base panel. Tracing back to source, I
found that R315 (1052) was open-circuit.
It's connected to pin 9 of the LOPT. P.S.

Beko 25411ND
Another set with sound and a bright
raster. The picture could be restored by
turning down the setting of either the
focus or the Al control on the LOPT. The
controls worked normally when the CRT
base was removed, proving that the tube
itself was the cause of the fault. The tube,
type A59EM253X07, was sent away for
rebuilding. This proved to be the answer,
though at some cost. P.S.

Bush 2872NTX
(11AK19-E3 chassis)
Here's a new problem we are getting with
this model. The symptom is a dead set,
and you find that the 0.22Q resistor R870
in the power supply is open-circuit. The
cause is C833 arcing against the chopper
transistor's heatsink. R870 and C833 are
connected in series. P.S.

Toshiba 50WH18B
It seems that stuck in standby is becoming
a common fault with this projection set.
The cheapest and easiest solution is to
replace the text panel, part no. 23786696,
which can be obtained at £21.70 plus
VAT. P.S.

Sharp 66CS-03H (CS chassis)
This chassis can be a headache. Field
cramp at the top of the screen, improving
as the set warms up, is a known fault
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however. The cause is C512 (22g, 50V).
P.S.

Bush BTV17

Mitsubishi CT25A5STX (Euro
14SF chassis)
This set came in with field collapse and a
quick check revealed that circuit protector
Z551 had blown. The AN5521 field
output chip IC451 was OK however. Cold
checks showed that IC5E1 (TEA2031A)
on the EW sub-module was short-circuit.
A replacement lasted only a few minutes
before it failed however, the cause being
shorted turns on the EW loading coil
L555. Another TEA2031A chip and a
new coil (SEME part no. TPAR2343)
completed the repair. P.L.

JVC 14E1EK (Onwa chassis)
There was an interesting power supply
fault with this set, which was reported to
be dead. After carrying out cold checks
which showed that the chopper.and line
output transistors and the 12V regulator
were intact, I replaced the two 47tiF
electrolytics in the power supply before
switching on — very important with this
chassis if further damage because of
excessive HT is to be avoided. The set
remained dead, with 300V DC at the
collector of the chopper transistor. So I
went straight for the 3301M start-up

B&O 31/63
Despite its striking looks this twelve-year
old set's circuitry appeared to be largely
conventional. The owner's complaint was
that it kept reverting to standby. It didn't
take long to find the cause, fatigued joints
at the edge connectors that link the two
power boards together. Many of the
electrolytic capacitors had clearly seen
better days however — some even
appeared to be leaking. So they were
replaced as a precaution against further
trouble.
This restored correct operation, but I
wasn't over-impressed with the picture
quality. It seems to me that the dark
Perspex outer screen serves only to reduce
the picture colour, contrast and,
especially, brightness to unacceptably low
levels, requiring over-correction with the
controls. D.I.S.

Samsung WI28W6VD (SCT53A
chassis)
At switch on the set would be OK and
work for about ten minutes. There would
then be a strange sound from the power
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supply and the set would go to standby.
This would be followed by continuous
powering up and tripping. Use of freezer
enabled me to find the cause of the fault,
which was the 7.5V zener diode DZ808.
Normal operation was restored once this
item had been replaced. The part number is
0403-000562.
This chassis tends to suffer from
EEPROM corruption. You need to go into
the service mode and carry out a factory
reset. B.B.
Tatung T28NE51 (EIW and ElN
chassis)
The problem with this set was flyback lines
at the top of the picture. The thing to do
when you get this fault is to check resistors
R422 and R437 (both 1.2Q, 0.5W) which
tend to go high in value. They are surge
limiters in the supplies used by the
TDA8350Q field/EW output chip IC401.
B.B.
Sharp 56FW-53H (DA100
chassis)
The symptoms with this set were sound but
no picture, because there was no line
timebase operation. Checks in the line
output stage showed that D610 (1N4933)
was short-circuit. A replacement restored
normal operation. It's as well to check for
dry-joints at C613. B.B.
Sharp 59DS-05H (CA10
chassis)
There was no picture with this set. Checks in
the line output stage showed that L604 had
been overheating while R613 was opencircuit. The cure was to replace C613
(680nF, 250V), C619 (2.2pF, 160V) and
R613 (22kQ, 2W). Q602 (BUH515) should
also be checked. B.B.
Goodmans TVC201T
There was no TV operation with this unit,
though the VCR section worked normally.
C413, which should be 10/4F, 250V, had
fallen in value to only 114F. P.T.
Sony KVX2962U (AE2 chassis)
When the problem is intermittent loss of
teletext you will usually find that the edge
connector on board V is corroded. A
thorough clean up normally does the trick,
but in severe cases you may have to replace
the connector and pins on the main board.
P.T.
Philips CT2309/05W
The symptoms with this set were no picture
or sound and a loud noise as if it was offtune. The channel indicator was alight. The
cause was R3586 (2.2Q, safety) being opencircuit because of dry-joints in the line
output stage. P.T.
Sony AE1 chassis
There were no results and a check revealed
that the 2A circuit protector PS601 in the
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15.5V supply was open-circuit. No obvious
reason for its failure could be found, but I
decided to replace the associated 1,000/4F,
25V reservoir capacitor C615 as it is known
to cause problems with this supply. Once
the replacements had been fitted there was
sound and a picture, and a soak test proved
that all was now OK. B.F.
Huanyu 37C-3
There was no sound or picture and a
whining noise came from the power
supply. The cause was traced to an
`invisible' poor connection at L782, which
is in series with the emitter of the line
output transistor. B.F.
Toshiba 2505DBT
The symptoms with this set were reduced
height with wavering bars all over the
picture. There was a common cause, C317
(2.2/4F, 50V) in the field linearity feedback
network. There was a good picture once a
replacement had been fitted. B.F.
Daewoo CP365 chassis
The cause of an intermittent crackle on
sound, with no visible effect on the picture,
was traced to an 'invisible' poor connection
at C808 (270pF, 1 kV), which is connected
to pin 3 (primary winding) of the chopper
transformer. B.F.
Panasonic TXC21
(U4 chassis)
The cause of failure to power up with no
action from the relay was traced to R1351
(0.68Q, 0.25W fusible) on the front M
board. No reason for its demise could be
found, and its replacement followed by a
long soak test proved that all was then OK.
B.F.
Thomson 72MK89D (ICC11
chassis)
We sold hundreds of these sets, some of
which are now returning with various fault
symptoms. One common problem is loss of
luminance. A look at the manual is
somewhat daunting, as the Y signal path is
via a lot of discrete-component circuitry
(approximately fifteen surface-mounted
transistors), half of which is on a verticallymounted screened video module. The
circuitry can be broken into mid-way by
connecting a scope to pin 14 of plug/socket
BV001. Missing or crushed video here has
always been caused by T130, T132 or T134
in the IF module. If a good signal is present
at pin 14 of BV001, the cause of the fault
can be narrowed down by removing the
screening from the video module to provide
limited access to some of the transistors
here for scope checks. If no signal reaches
TV001, TV681 and/or TV682 have been
the cause. If there's a good signal at TV001,
TV002 and/or TV003 are faulty.
A common problem that's beginning to
develop with this chassis is excessive
brightness with flyback lines. The cause is

resistor RL128 (1.8MQ), which is at the
earthy end of the Al/G2 potential-divider
network. This component is mounted on
the dynamic focus module. A.J.
JVC AV29TS2EK
This set would power up and an EHT
rustle could be heard. It would then almost
immediately shut down. A useful clue,
noticed as the set shut down, was a raster
of reduced size all round. The flyback
tuning capacitor C521 was open-circuit.
We've since had two more of these sets
with the same fault. A.J.
Sharp 66ES03H (CA10 chassis)
The usual simple cause of a dead set is a
dry-joint at C613. This destroys the line
output transistor Q602. In this case the
line output transistor ran very hot, while
the set 'squeaked'. For some reason C613
had gone open-circuit as well as being
dry-jointed, while R613 had burnt out.
Nothing else had been damaged. C613 is
680nF, 250V, part no. RC-FZ6684BMNJ;
R613 is 2.2kQ, 2W, part no. VRSVV3DB222J. M.S.D.
Samsung TI14C5
This combi unit was dead. The cause was
traced to the optocoupler. M.S.D.
Toshiba 3738DB
(C8SS chassis)
There was no sound in any mode, just
motorboating from the rear speakers. As I
wanted to repair this set in the customer's
home if possible, I made a quick call to
Toshiba's excellent technical chaps. We
all agreed that the most likely culprit was
the Dolby Digital module, item U101A,
part no. 23781658. It's quite easy to
replace — simply unclip everything,
remove the board, unsolder four lugs and
unplug the old unit, not forgetting the
sideways connector that goes into the IF
block. Unfortunately there was still no
sound when this had been done.
So out with the meter to check the 35V
supply to the two LA4282 audio output
chips Q601 and Q602. This is best done at
pins 24 and 23 of the blue hinged plug
BB12 from the power board. The supply
was pulsing up and down, so there was a
blown output chip. Unsoldering pin 10 of
Q601 and Q602 in turn proved that Q601
had failed.
At this point the owner revealed that
somewhere along the cable run he had
wired in a third surround speaker of
dubious origin. He had used Elastoplast in
lieu of insulating tape, and then fixed the
connection under his carpet on a nice
sharp gripper rod! Why do people spend a
small fortune on a TV set that's too big for ,
their house, too heavy to lift, and then do
such stupid things?
After fitting a new LA4282 chip, part
no. 23318413, and some new wiring all
was well. M.S.D.
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provides helpful
workshop hints and tips
As promised last month, this time some
notes on servicing the Beko C14 chassis
and on cheap Daewoo VCRs.

The C14 chassis
I have to say that I like this chassis, which
is manufactured in Turkey by Beko
Electronics. As with any chassis, there are
a few faults to which it is prone. But overall it's reliable, produces good results and
is straightforward to work on. You come
across it in a number of sets, of both the
4:3 and the widescreen variety, from various distributors. In the Bush range it
superseded the 11 AK19 chassis. There are
various options, such as a built-in digital
decoder and an internet box, and a range
of sound systems from standard Nicam to
Dolby Surround.
The power supply is based on an
MC44608 control chip, with a 2SK2545
as the chopper FET. So far it has proved
to be very reliable, and I've yet to
encounter a fault in this area. However in
some models the 2.5A fuse, ST601, has
failed for no apparent reason. If you do
come across a set with a short-circuit FET
on the primary side of the power supply, I
suggest you also replace D609 (RGP10J).
In addition R601 will have failed.
Apart from the 145V HT line, all the
circuits on the secondary side of the
power supply are protected by either fuses
or fusible resistors. This traditional
approach makes for easy fault-finding.
Again I've yet to encounter any problems
here, but the most likely suspects in future
will be the regulator ICs.
A tripping set indicates that there's a
problem in the line output stage, the
LOPT being the number one suspect. It
usually develops a hole in the top and
starts arcing. Two different types are used,
a Nokia and an Eldor. Either can be fitted
without need to change any other components. The BU2508DF line output transistor gives little trouble.
The field output stage is based on a
TDA8351/8356 IC. There's nothing much
that causes problems apart from the IC
itself. If you find that R521 (0.47Q
fusible) is open-circuit with no apparent
cause, suspect C517 (24F, 63V) which
can become leaky.
The catch with this otherwise reliable
chassis is the sound circuitry, which consists of an MSP34XX series decoder chip
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and a TDA7263 audio output stage. The
version of the MSP device used depends
on the sound options built into the set. A
replacement should be of exactly the same
type, but suspect this device only as a last
resort. The simplest fault is failure of the
output IC: R341 (5.6Q, 2W fusible) will
also have perished.
There can be problems with the capacitors in the sound circuitry, particularly the
surface-mounted ones, and these can
cause some bizarre fault conditions.
Should you encounter a weird sound fault,
examine the surface-mounted capacitors
closely with a magnifying glass. You will
quite often find that one of them has split.
Failing that, refer to the following list of
faults I've encountered. If necessary,
replace all the capacitors in the list.
(1) Randomly varying sound in one channel: Replace C310 or C312 (10[tF, 63V).
(2) Loud clicks from one channel with no
sound: Replace C348 or C350 (100nF).
(3) No sound at all, but sound appears
when the voltages around IC301 are
checked: Replace C235 (100nF).
(4) Oscillation in one channel: C348 or
C350 has changed value. Should be
100nF.
(5) Mono sound only, though the set displays stereo: Replace C301 (2.2nF).
(6) No surround decoding: Replace C308
(1.5pF).
(7) Loud click when changing channels:
Replace C304 (100nF).
(8) Channels unbalanced: Replace C316
and C319 (1nF).
Finally, to enter the service mode you
need a special engineer remote-control
unit. It's available from SEME.

with change out of twenty quid . . .
Sadly, some of the parts used in these
machines are lucky to make it through the
guarantee period. There are Daewoo
machines that seem to break down the
moment you wave a video cassette anywhere near them! Now don't get me
wrong: Daewoo produces a range of
excellent electronic products, including
good-quality budget TV sets, but the reliability of its cheap videos is not good.
Fortunately they are not too difficult to
repair. A high percentage of faulty ones
can be returned to their owners quickly,
without them having to re-mortgage their
homes in the process! Poor heads are the
number one problem. The slightest
amount of tape dust can cause complete
loss of the picture. It would seem logical
to replace the heads but, apart from the
cost consideration (no pattern heads seem
to be available yet), this is often not
required. As with many other cheap
VCRs, the back tension is set unnecessarily high. After cleaning the heads thoroughly, reduce the back tension by turning the adjuster 180° clockwise. This
should prevent the unit returning for a
weekly head clean.
If the VCR has gone mad, suspect the
mode switch.
Most of the other problems are associated with the power supply. The cheap
electrolytic capacitors quickly dry up and
cause all sorts of faults. The worst offenders are the orange ones, so pounce on
these first. If the machine has a separate
can that contains the switch-mode module, unsolder and dismantle it then replace
all the electrolytics in it. Don't ignore the
primary side of the supply: there's a small
47g electrolytic here that's critical for
reliable operation. It's quicker and cheaper to change all the capacitors than to try
to trace the cause of a fault to an individual one. I'm sure that kits will soon appear.
Use 105°C, low-ESR types throughout
and you will have a machine that might
still be giving good service in ten years'
time. Well, maybe.

Cheap Daewoo VCRs
I'm sure that most of you will at some
time have found a cheap video on your
bench. You know the type I mean, one of
those machines that costs only £59.99 and
the customer thinks it should last for
twenty years! You are expected to mend it

Next month
Next time I'll report on a widescreen
Daewoo TV set that wouldn't turn on
when the video timer was on or the cooker was in use! Yes, it's true — but you'll
have to puzzle over why until next month.
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Sony TV chassis
A chassis-model listing,
compiled by Giles
Pilbrow, to make it
easier to find relevant
service information

his is the third Sony chassis-model
listing I've compiled to help service
engineers find their way around the
many Sony models and the related service
literature that have been released in recent
years. The original listing appeared in the
July 1998 issue of Television, with some
updating in the December 2000 issue.
This time, to make finding a particular
model easier, the models are listed in
Table 1 with brief notes on each chassis
below.

T

AE5 chassis: This was used in a range of
entry-level widescreen models with
100Hz scanning. It has redesigned
deflection circuitry to enable Wega flatscreen CRTs to be driven and to provide
better switching between screen formats.
AESA chassis: Very similar to the AE5
but with more sophisticated video
processing, including Sony's DRC
(Digital Reality Creation) system with the
option of 50Hz or 100Hz scanning modes.
These sets have a twin-tuner for pictureand-picture (PAP) displays. Model
KV36FS70 was Sony's first UK set to
incorporate a 36in. Wega CRT.
AE6B chassis: An entry-level 100Hz
chassis to replace the AE5. The complex
100Hz processing board is replaced by a
single chip on the motherboard.
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AE6D chassis: The two 100Hz IDTV
models fitted with this chassis replace sets
based on the GE1A chassis. This is a
completely revised chassis though with
some similarities to the AE5 design.
There's a digital tuner for DTT reception
and MHEG digital teletext. Sony model
numbers that start KD indicate digital
reception facilities.
BC5 chassis: Used in TVNCR
combination sets with twin tuners. The
VCR side is based on the SR mechanism
that's used in many standard VHS
machines. The sets include teletext.
Replaced the BC4 chassis.
BE3D chassis: Nicam stereo sound
chassis designed to drive 4:3 and
widescreen tubes in sizes 25in. and over.
Long-running production started in 1996.
Has some similarities with the earlier
BE3B chassis. All sets include teletext.
Model KV29FX11U is fitted with a Wega
CRT.

drive 4:3 and 16:9 Wega flat-faced CRTs
in screen sizes 14-32in. A single chip
carries out the functions of
microcontroller, teletext decoder, colour
decoder and timebase generator. Except
for the KV14LM1U, all models
incorporate teletext. The two DX40
models incorporate a digital tuner for DTT
reception, with MHEG digital teletext.
GE1A chassis: These sets were the first
from Sony to incorporate a digital tuner
for DTT reception. Initially the DS60s did
not incorporate MHEG digital teletext
though this could be added via a software
upgrade. The DS65s included digital
teletext from launch. The chassis uses
100Hz scanning.
LE3 chassis: LCD rear-projection sets
with a slim-line design and high-contrast
screen. Replaced the LE1 chassis. A twin
tuner is incorporated for PAP displays.

BE3E chassis: Has many similarities
with the earlier BE3D chassis but
incorporates additional circuitry to be able
to drive Wega flat-screen CRTs. To
reduce power consumption in standby, a
separate power supply is included for the
microcontroller circuitry. Models with D
in the number after the tube size
incorporate a digital tuner for DTT
reception. In addition the DX30 models
have MHEG teletext.

RE2 chassis: CRT rear-projection chassis
to replace the RE1. Has an autoconvergence system based on photocells
around the outside edge of the screen to
enable the set to adjust itself when the
auto-convergence button is pressed. Both
sets include teletext. The signalsprocessing and system-control sections of
the chassis are loosely based on the BE3D
chassis, while the deflection and power
circuits resemble the previous REI
chassis.

FE1 chassis: A compact chassis designed
to drive 4:3 CRTs. To reduce power
consumption in standby a separate power
supply is included for the microcontroller
circuitry.

RE2D chassis: Widescreen CRT rearprojection chassis incorporating a digital
tuner for DTT reception and MHEG
digital teletext. Circuitry is almost
identical to the RE2 chassis.

FE1A chassis: Similar to the FE1 chassis
but with circuit variations to be able to
drive a Wega flat-face CRT.

RE3 chassis: CRT projection models that
incorporate Sony's DRC digital video
processing circuitry.

FE2 chassis: A general-purpose 50Hz
chassis, introduced in 2000, designed to

RE3W chassis: Similar to the RE3 but for
16:9 aspect ratio display.
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Table 1: Sony model listing for 1998-2002 (to date)
Model

Chassis

RC unit

Year

Sound

KD28DX4OU
KD32DX4OU
KD32DX100U
KD32NX100U
KD51DS1U
KF50SX100U
KF50SX200U
KP41DS1U
KP41S4U
KP41S5U
KP44PS2
KP48PS1
KP53PS1
KP61PS1
KV14FV1U
KV14LM1U
KV14LT1U
KV21FT1U
KV21FV1U
KV21LS3OU
KV21LT1U
KV21X5U
KV24LS35U
KV24WS2U
KV24WX 1U
KV25F 1U
KV25F2U
KV25K5U
KV25X1U
KV25X5U
KV28DS2OU
KV28DS6OU
KV28DS65U
KV28DX2OU
KV28DX3OU
KV28FQ75U
KV28FS2OU
KV28FX2OU
KV28FX6OU
KV28FX65U
KV28LS35U
KV28LS6OU
KV28WF1U
KV28WS2U
KV28WX1U
KV29F 1U
KV29F2U
KV29FX11U
KV29FX2OU
KV29K5U
KV29X1U
KV29X5U
KV32DS2OU
KV32DS6OU
KV32DS65U
KV32DX2OU
KV32DX3OU
KV32FC6OZ
KV32FQ75U
KV32FX2OU
KV32FX6OU
KV32FX65U
KV32LS35U
KV32LS6OU
KV32WF1U
KV32WS2U
KV36FS7OU

FE2
FE2
AE6D
AE6D
RE2D
LE3
LE3
RE2D
RE2
RE2
RE3W
RE3
RE3
RE3
BC5
FE2
FE2
FE2
BC5
FE2
FE2
FE1
FE2
BE3D
BE3D
BE3D
BE3D
FE1
BE3D
FE1
BE3E
GE1A
GE1A
BE3E
BE3E
AE5A
BE3E
BE3E
AE5
AE5
FE2
AE6B
BE3D
BE3D
BE3D
BE3D
BE3D
BE3D
FE1A
FE1
BE3D
FE1
BE3E
GE1A
GE1A
BE3E
BE3E
AE5
AE5A
BE3E
AE5
AE5
FE2
AE6B
BE3D
BE3D
AE5A

RM933
RM933
RM933
RM935
RM892
RM903
RM905
RM892
RM862
RM862
RM903
RM892
RM892
RM892
RMC815
RM889
RM887
RM887
RMC815
RM887
RM887
RM883
RM932
RM862
RM839
RM862
RM862
RM887
RM839
RM888
RM888
RM891
RM892
RM888
RM888
RM893
RM887
RM887
RM891
RM887
RM932
RM932
RM839
RM862
RM839
RM862
RM862
R M886
RM887
RM887
RM839
RM888
RM888
RM891
RM892
RM888
RM888
RM892
RM893
RM887
RM891
RM887
RM932
RM932
RM839
RM862
RM892

2001
2002
2001
2001
2000
2000
2002
1999
1998
1999
2001
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
1998
2001
1996
1996
1996
1996
1998
1996
1999
1999
1998
2001
1999
2000
2000
1999
1999
1999
2000
2001
2002
1997
1996
1996
1996
1996
1998
1999
1998
1996
1999
1999
1998
2001
1999
2000
1999
2000
1999
1999
2000
2001
2002
1997
1998
2000

Nicam
Nicam
Nicam
Nicam
Nicam
Nicam
Nicam
Nicam
Nicam
Nicann
Nicam
Nicam
Nicam
Nicam
Mono
Mono
Mono
Mono
Mono
Nicam
Mono
Nicann
Nicam
Nicam/Pro-Logic
Nicam
Nicam
Nicam
Nicam
Nicam
Nicam
Nicam/Pro-Logic
Nicann/Pro-Logic
Nicam/Pro-Logic
Nicam
Nicam/Pro-Logic
Nicam
Nicam/Pro-Logic
Nicam
Nicam
Nicam
Nicam
Nicam
Nicam
Nicam/Pro-Logic
Nicam
Nicam
Nicam
Nicam
Nicam
Nicam
Nicam
Nicam
Nicam/Pro-Logic
Nicam/Pro-Logic
Nicam/Pro-Logic
Nicam
Nicam/Pro-Logic
Nicam
Nicam
Nicam
Nicam
Nicam
Nicam
Nicam
Nicam
Nicam/Pro-Logic
Nicam/Pro-Logic
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provides helpful
workshop hints and tips
The Daewoo mystery!
I am normally confined to my bench,
which suits me well. But from time to
time I have to make field calls, especially
when the unit concerned breaks down
only in the customer's home. And so it
was that on a fine Tuesday morning I set
off for Mr Petrie's house, to attend to a
problem with his 28in. widescreen
Daewoo set. He had had it for only a few
weeks, and complained that he couldn't
switch it on when either the VCR's timer
was set or his cooker was in use! When I
spoke to him on the phone I wondered
whether he was on some kind of medication!
On arrival I had to fight my way into
his living room — it was jam-packed with
every sort of electrical gadget you could
think of, from disco mixers to lava lamps.
Mr Petrie certainly made the case for
investing in electricity shares! The problem TV set turned out to be a Model
DWP-28W2GB, and it quickly transpired
that the difficulty was more in switching
it off than on.
Mr Petrie normally used the set's
mains switch to turn it off, instead of
leaving it in standby. When his cooker
was on however a strange fault occurred.
At switch off the red standby LED didn't
go out: instead it started to flash. The set
then seemed to be in some sort of protection mode, and couldn't be switched back
on. When the mains switch was restored
to the on position the set remained in this
protection mode. The only way of getting
the set to switch on again was to unplug
it from the mains supply then reconnect
it. Mr Petrie claimed that setting the VCR
timer had the same effect, but I was
unable to verify this. Believe it or not,
when the cooker was off the set behaved
normally. In addition, switching the set in
and out of standby was unreliable.
After removing the back, I thought
that the cause of the problem was going
to be simple. The mains feed goes first to
the on/off switch, which in this model is
an SPST type. After that there's a fuse, a
filter, then the bridge rectifier, which
consists of four separate diodes. I suspected the switch, which I assumed was
leaky. But a replacement made no difference.
A check on the voltage across the
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mains bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor showed that 70V was present in the
fault condition. In fact the chopper power
supply was working, with the secondaryside outputs all present though low. At
this point I realised that the set was not
going into a protection mode: the microcontroller chip was crashing because its
5V supply was low at about 2.5V.
With the cooker switched off, the voltage across the mains bridge rectifier's
reservoir capacitor in the fault condition
was a little higher, at about 82V.
However the chopper power supply had
shut down, extinguished by the snubber
network. Confused as to where the unexpected voltage was coming from, I tried
another mains on/off switch. Again there
was no difference.
Then, just as I was about to change
careers, I had a brainwave. I asked Mr
Petrie to show me his fuse box. On
examination I found a PME (protective
multiple earth) installation. For those of
you who are unfamiliar with this arrangement, the neutral and earth lines are connected together prior to the meter. The
idea is to provide a higher level of protection from shock.
When I returned to the Daewoo set I
found the cause of the problem within
seconds. The mains supply connections
to the main PCB had been soldered the
wrong way round! The switch was therefore disconnecting the neutral, not the
live, mains feed. Because of the PME
system, the set found a neutral connection via the 4.7M52 resistor that links the
live and isolated sections of the chassis,
the scart lead's earth, and another 4.7MQ
resistor in the VCR's chopper power supply. Despite the high total resistance, this
was sufficient to power the chopper circuit with its tiny current demand.
Resoldering the lead the correct way
round produced normal operation — and
restored my sanity!

Some quickies
Another strange fault recently came my
way, this time with an LG N239I VCR.
The customer's complaint was that the
timer was faulty, and that the clock randomly changed! I couldn't get the fault to
appear on the bench of course, but a telephone call to LG Technical revealed all.

To set its clock this model picks up the
time from the teletext information.
Unfortunately this is not entirely reliable,
especially in weak-signal areas. The solution is to add a 1N4148 diode in position
D622. This disables the function, and you
simply set the clock manually.
"Storm damage" was the complaint with
a Philips Model 15CE1518 portable
(CP90 chassis) which was stuck in standby. In view of the age of the set, I at first
thought that repair would not be an economical proposition. Fortunately I took
the back off to take a look, and immediately spotted leakage from the 2.4V backup cell. A replacement got the set working again.
Another customer complained about
storm damage. This time the set was a
Nokia Model CI14F80 portable with
field collapse. A replacement TDA16846
field output chip cured the fault.
A more detailed investigation was
required with a JVC Model
AV29SX1EK (JA chassis) that suffered
from field collapse. I fitted the JVC field
kit, and replaced the BYW95B rectifier
diode D552 in the line output stage
derived 16V supply and the 0.825, 2W
feed resistor FR552. This restored field
scanning, but there was still no picture. I
carried out extensive tests in the syncfeedback and beam-limiting circuits
before condemning the TDA8366
IF/video/chroma/timebase generator chip
IC101. A replacement restored normal
operation. CPC seems to be the cheapest
source for this IC.
Another jungle chip replacement was
needed recently, this time in a Beko
Model 28128 (11.1 chassis). There was
no video when using the scart input,
though everything else worked. A
replacement TDA8361 chip restored full
operation.

Next month
Next month I'll take a look at how
microwave ovens work. Once you are
familiar with them they can provide a
useful extra income stream for the
brown-goods workshop.

■
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A serviceman's guide to
the Panasonic Euro-7
chassis
Brian Storm concludes his description of the circuitry and features
incorporated in this complex chassis. Subjects discussed include the
provision of progressive or 100Hz scanning
n Part 1 last month I dealt with
I the basic aspects of this chassis,
including the power supply
arrangements and the
microcontroller system. I also
touched on the complex picture
enhancement processing that can be

carried out. As we saw, this is done
on PCB DG, which is designated by
Panasonic as non-repairable and is
available on an exchange basis
only. The key chip here is the
SDA9415 processor. Amongst
other things it can provide motion-
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dynamic auto-focus drive
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vector based scan-rate conversion
for 100/120Hz scanning or motionvector based scan-rate conversion
for progressive 50/60Hz scanning.

Why progressive or
100Hz scanning?
A common question asked about
this chassis is why does it
incorporate progressive-scan
technology? Also, is this better than
100Hz scanning? To answer these
questions we need to consider the
two TV systems the chassis is
designed to work with, NTSC and
PAL.
These systems were both adopted
many years ago, in the Fifties and
Sixties respectively. They were
designed to make optimum use of
the available bandwidth and
provide the best possible picture
performance within this restriction.
Both employ interlaced scanning,
i.e. alternate odd and even fields are
scanned out: these combine to form
the overall displayed picture
(frame). The reason for using this
technique is to double the screen
refresh rate and thus reduce flicker.
With NTSC the field rate is 60Hz,
i.e. 30 complete pictures per
second: the rates are 50Hz and 25
with PAL. These rates were in turn
related to the belief in the very
early days that the field rate had to
be synchronised with the mains AC
frequency, which is 60Hz in North
America and 50Hz in Europe. To
sum up, interlacing reduces flicker
and makes optimum use of the
channel bandwidth.
The NTSC system has 525 scan
lines per frame and a 60Hz field
rate. With this system, gaps
between the scanned lines become
noticeable as the screen size is
increased. The PAL system has a
greater number of lines, 625, at the
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expense of a reduced field-scan
rate, 50Hz. Because of this, largearea flicker is the more noticeable
problem with large-screen PAL TV.
To counter the problem, PAL set
manufacturers can double the fieldscan rate to 100Hz. This removes
large-area flicker and makes the
display more comfortable for
prolonged viewing. NTSC set
manufacturers prefer to adopt linedoubling techniques, or
progressive-scan technology, to
reduce the visibility of the line
structure.
These techniques both have
inherent problems, because of the
odd and even field system.
Effectively, with a normal PAL
transmission there are 50 lowresolution pictures (fields) instead
of 25 high-resolution pictures
(frames). Combining the 50 lowresolution pictures by interlacing
gives a high-resolution stationary
picture with low-resolution where
there is movement in the picture.
This has to be taken into account
when generating extra lines or
fields. Early attempts at 100Hz
processing generated noticeable
smearing and judder effects. Fast
processors and large memory stores
have greatly improved these
processes with modern 100Hz sets.
Film material does not create as
many problems, as each picture in a
film is actually a still from which
two fields are derived. With no
movement between these odd and
even fields, 100Hz film processing
is a lot simpler. Converting film to
the PAL system is simply a process
of increasing the film speed slightly
from 24 frames a second to 25, or
keeping 24 frames a second and
adding a padder frame every
second. But increasing the film rate
is not feasible with NTSC: the
increase from 24 to 30 is too
noticeable. So more padder frames
have to be added. In practice a 2-to3 field system is employed, though
it can generate smearing effects
during scene changes. With modern
processing, such as that used in the
Euro-7 chassis, this 3-to-2 pulldown technique is understood and
the field processing is altered to
remove the problems.

Options with the Euro-7
chassis
The Euro-7 chassis offers the
following basic options: 100/120Hz
scanning; progressive scanning; or
an 'auto' mode where the software
looks at the frame rate and selects
100Hz for PAL and progressive
scanning for NTSC. The latter gives
the best overall performance
subjectively. Other options in the
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picture-processing modes are as
follows:
(1) Flicker reduction 'off' for films,
as they require less processing
using ABAB field sequences. Slight
improvements in resolution can be
seen with the flicker reduction set
to off.
(2) Flicker reduction 'on' for
normal interlaced broadcasts, to
remove line flicker caused by the
100Hz field AABB sequence
processing.
(3) Flicker reduction 'dynamic' or
DDM (dynamic digital motion).
This increases the 100Hz
processing to reduce motion
artefacts to the lowest possible
level, though it can cause
pixellation with fast-moving,
detailed scenes.

The DF PCB
Dynamic auto-focusing (DAF) is
essential to maintain accurate
focusing at the extremities of the
picture with modern 110°deflection CRTs in screen sizes of
32in. and above. The Euro-7
chassis is no exception in
incorporating this. The DAF output
stages are on PCB DF, which is
mounted vertically on PCB D, next
to the line output transformer. Fig.
1 shows the circuitry.
The vertical and horizontal DAF
drives come from PCB DG. Be
wary of early circuit diagrams, in
which plugs DF1 and DF2 are
labelled incorrectly. The H DAF
input is at pin 1 of plug DF1, the V
DAF input at pin 2. Pin 2 of DF2
carries 15V for Q522/3, pin 8 140V
for the mixing transformer T701.
There are two high-gain
amplification stages, based on

Q521-3 for the H DAF drive and
Q524-5 for the V DAF drive. After
amplification, the drive waveforms
are at about 300V peak-to-peak.
They are combined in transformer
T701, which produces a mixed
output at about 1.5kV peak-to-peak.
This is fed to the focus section of
the line output transformer, which
has two focus control
potentiometers. These enable the
DC and AC focus voltages to be set
for accurate overall focus. If these
two controls are insufficient, there's
a DAF phase adjustment available
via the service menu.

CRT base board
The CRT base board PCB L is
where the RGB drive circuits and
the scan-velocity modulation
circuitry live. The circuitry is
virtually identical to that in
previous Euro-series chassis. There
are separate TDA6111Q chips,
IC351-3, for the RGB drives. A
discrete-component circuit is used
for the scan velocity drive, with a
complementary-symmetry output
stage that consists of Q955 and
Q956.

Audio processing
The Euro-7 chassis can incorporate
digital surround-sound processing
for DTS, Dolby Digital, AC3 and
Dolby Pro-Logic audio. There are
optical or coaxial digital inputs at
the rear of the set for DTS and AC3
signals. Any of the scart sockets
can be configured to accept a digital
surround input to match the
incoming picture. Note that if a
scart input is configured for digital
sound no analogue sound will be
available at that socket. The
complaint of no sound at a scart
input has become common with this
chassis. To get the analogue sound
52k3
470p 470p

H t 114k7 <68k

Integrator
Audio
input

Elm

PW mod

0.33

33n
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3
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Fig. 2: The class-D amplifier arrangement used
for the front left and right audio (one channel
only shown).
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Table 1: Service mode 1 alignment settings

Service menus

Function

Screen name

Setting

Horizontal position
Vertical position
Width
Height
EW parabola
EW keystone
Vertical tilt
Vertical linearity
Top scan width
Bottom scan width
Vertical scan correction
Vertical bow
DAF overall focus
RGB highlights
RGB lowlights
Preset brightness
PIP and POP gain
UHF tuner splitter gain

H-pos
V-pos
H-amp
V-amp
Parabola
Trapezoid
H-Parallel
V-Linear
Top-Corner
Bottom-Corner
V-S-Correct
C-Correct
DAF-Phase
High
Low
Sub-Brightness
Video-Gain 2
SPL-Gain

Optimum
Optimum
Optimum
Optimum
Optimum
Optimum
Optimum
Optimum
Optimum
Optimum
Optimum
Optimum
Optimum
Optimum
Optimum
Optimum
Optimum
High or low, 1 or 0

back, use the sound set-up menu
to switch off the digital sound.
The digital and Pro-Logic
surround sound processing is
carried out on PCB DP, which is
also designated as non-repairable
by Panasonic.
The surround sound output
stages for left rear, right rear and
the centre speaker are on PCB Z,
which has its own switch-mode
power supply. The front left, front
right and sub-woofer output stages
are on PCB A. IC2301 (TDA7490)
is the L/R output amplifier,
IC2305 (TDA7481) the subwoofer output amplifier. These
chips use class D output stages.
The principle here is to reduce the
power dissipation by converting

the audio signal to pulse-width
modulation. This is fed to an LC
integrating network to restore the
analogue sound. Fig. 2 shows the
arrangement used for one of the
L/R output stages. A class D
output chip requires a much
smaller heatsink for a given
power. Capacitor sizes in the
associated circuitry are also
smaller, as they have to deal with
higher frequencies — typically
between 100-200kHz.
Acoustic feedback is employed in
this chassis to improve the AF
response from the front left and
right speakers. This technique was
described in my article on the
Euro-4 TAU chassis, see Television
August 2001 pages 597-8.

Access to the service menus is
identical to that in previous chassis:
set the bass to maximum, the treble
to minimum, then press the frontpanel V button while holding the
remote-control unit's index button.
Once in service mode 1, the first
menus are concerned with picture
position and geometry. See Table
1. The geometry options have been
upgraded, with extra adjustments to
provide more precise alignment.
There's a DAF phase adjustment
for 32in. and larger-screen models.
Other additional adjustments
include sub-picture video gain, to
enable the sub-picture contrast to
be matched to that of the main
picture. There is a splitter gain
option in the feed to the two UHF
tuners: the gain can be reduced
when there is patterning because of
strong local signal conditions.

Self-check
This mode is of crucial importance:
it enables the operating software to
be restored to its factory default
condition. All user data settings are
removed, enabling the user to start
again should he/she get into a
complete tangle. I've had some sets
with sound and no picture, or with
a picture and distorted sound. The
self-check has restored normal
operation. To initiate it, press the V
button at the front of the set while
holding the remote-control unit's
status button, then switch the set
off at the mains supply. On
reapplying the supply the set will
be restored to its pre-sales
condition.
■

Guide to he

Thomson TX92 chassis
This chassis was used in a number of Thomson and Ferguson brand models with
screen sizes 21in. and above. Mark Paul starts a short series that describes the
operation of the circuitry in the chassis
approach to tuning. In addition, certain
software changes are required to
accommodate various band-switching and
transmission-system options. As a result the
microcontroller functions differ slightly and
a different chip is used in this position
(IR01). The design of the power supply,
deflection circuitry, teletext and video
circuitry remains the same however.
Because there are Nicam and mono sound
models in the range, there are slight
differences in the scart circuitry set-up from
model to model. For full details of these
variations, refer to the relevant service
manual.

he TX92 chassis and its variant the
TX92F was used in a range of
Thomson and Ferguson brand models
with screen sizes 21in. upwards. The
models you commonly encounter are as
follows: Thomson 21DS73H, 25DT63H
and 28DT73H; Ferguson M6373GH,
M7073GH, T59F, T59FN, T59FNB, T68N,
T68NB and T78N. F in the suffix means
fastext, N means nicam and B refers to the
TX92F version of the chassis.
The basic difference with the latter is that
it uses frequency-synthesis instead of
voltage-synthesis tuning. There are changes
in the IF section to cater for this different
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Power supply overview
The chopper power supply is based on the
well-tried TDA4605 control chip, IP01,
which drives a power MOSFET device,
TP16. Use of a MOSFET gives improved
performance in comparison with a bipolar
device, and is cheaper. The chopper
transformer LP16 provides mains isolation.
There are two power supply variants, for
mono and stereo sound receivers.
The power supply operates in the usual
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As usual when providing an account of the
circuit technology used in a chassis we'll
start with the power supply. See Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1: Block diagram showing the power supply arrangements in the Thomson TX92 chassis.
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flyback mode: energy is stored in LP16's
primary winding when TP16 conducts, and
is released to the circuits on the secondary
side when TP16 is switched off, i.e. during
the 'flyback' period. It also operates in a
discontinuous mode. This means that the
chopper transformer is completely
demagnetised after each cycle of operation,
even when the power supply is being started
up or there's a short-circuit on the
secondary side of the circuit. In normal
operation the power supply's frequency
varies over the range 30-68kHz depending
on the mains input voltage and the load.
When the set is in the standby mode, IP01
generates bursts to drive TP16. This ensures
that TP16 operates within its design
limitations and that the circuit operates
efficiently with very small output power.
In normal operation the HT voltage (Usys)
produced by the chopper power supply is
monitored and regulation feedback to the
primary side of the power supply is
provided via an optocoupler, IP60. Standby
regulation is also initiated on the secondary
side of the circuit: this enables the output
voltages to be reduced to about fifty per
cent of their nominal levels, thus reducing
the power consumption.
The output voltages derived from the
chopper transformer's two secondary-side
windings are 125V or 130V (Usys) and 23V
(Ua). The 12V regulator IPSO provides an
output that's designated Ustby. Amongst
other things this is fed to a TDA8139
regulator, IP70, which produces a 5V output
at pin 9 and a switched 9V output at pin 8.
The power supply design allows for a total
mains power consumption of 125W. Fig. 1
shows the overall power supply
arrangements in the chassis in block
diagram form. Note that the supply
designated Ustby powers regulator IP70
and, in standby, the line driver stage. When
the set is in normal operation the line driver
stage is powered by the 13V supply derived
from the line output transformer. The block
labelled 'save and under volt' (TP91, TP96
and the associated components) generates a
signal called 'power fail'. In the event of
power failure this ensures that the
microcontroller chip IRO1 saves data.
The chassis does not have a conventional
on/off switch in the mains input circuit.
Instead, there's a small switch (SM01) in
series with the start-up resistors. As a result,
power is at all times fed to the mains bridge
rectifier. When the on/off switch is in the
off position the power drawn from the
mains does not exceed 15W, even with
every possible short-circuit!
We will now look at the various sections of
the power supply in greater detail. The
complete circuit is shown in Figs. 2 and 3 —
the primary and secondary sides
respectively.

Mains filter and rectifier
The mains input is fed to socket BP01 on
the main PCB. Downstream from this there
are fuse FP01, filter components CPO1,
LPO1 and CP02, the bridge rectifier DP06-
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9, the surge-current limiting resistor RPO1
and the reservoir capacitor CP11. The filter
is included to reduce the switching noise fed
back to the mains supply and remove spikes
from the mains input. Its capacitors are
discharged via RPO2 when the mains plug is
disconnected.
CP11 is charged by the bridge rectifier
and, as there is no conventional mains
switch, about 320V is present here
whenever the set is connected to the mains
supply. This is an important warning.
Capacitors CP07/8/9 reduce interference
generated by the rectifier diodes. The
unregulated 320V supply produced in this
way is fed to pin 4 of the chopper
transformer.

Degaussing
The degaussing action is controlled by a
series-parallel connected posistor, RP03, in
the usual way. The series section has a
resistance of about 18Q when cold,
enabling a large current to flow through the
degaussing coils. As the posistor heats up,
the resistance of its series section rises to
about 2MQ. This takes about 300msec,
after which the degaussing cycle is
complete. The parallel section of the
posistor keeps the device warm, so that after
the initial cycle there is little current in the
coils and thus no disturbance to the picture.
The disadvantage of this arrangement is
that the posistor consumes about 1.2W for
self-heating. As this exceeds the aimed-for
standby power consumption, circuitry is
added to switch off the supply to the
degaussing circuit in standby. Triac TP40
provides the switching action. When the set
is operating normally, DP40 develops about
—5V across CP40. Zener diode DP41
switches on, triggering TP40 so that it
conducts. In standby the voltage across
CP40 falls to about —2V. Thus DP41 and
TP40 are off and there is no current feed to
the posistor and coils. Degaussing occurs
whenever the set is brought out of standby.

Start up
When the on/off switch is put in the on
position current flows via the start-up
resistors RP04-6, charging CP25 and CP26.
IP01 thus receives a supply at pin 6. The
start-up current is quite small, less than
0-8mA.
When the voltage at pin 6 of 1P01 reaches
about 12V it starts to produce output pulses
to drive the chopper transistor TP16. The
current drawn by IP01 rises to about 11mA,
and the voltages across CP25 and CP26
start to fall. The under-voltage protection
value at pin 6 is typically 7.25V — below
this value the IC stops working. So the
circuit design must be such that the voltage
across CP25/6 doesn't fall to this level. In
standby and in normal operation the supply
for pin 6 is derived from the chopper
transformer LP16.
To achieve low power consumption in
standby the voltages produced by the
transformer are much lower in this mode
than in normal operation. This presents a

problem in generating the supply for pin 6
of IP01. It's overcome by providing two
voltage feeds, one for standby and one for
normal operation.
In standby the supply current for IP01 is
generated by winding 5-7 on the
transformer. DP21 produces about 16V
across CP22. This is reduced and stabilised
by TP22, some 9.6V then being present
across CP25. In this condition DP24 is
reverse biased. When the receiver is brought
out of the standby mode the voltages
produced by LP16 all increase. The voltage
across CP22 rises to some 29V, but the
output from TP22 remains the same. D24
starts to conduct, and the voltage across
CP25 rises to about 13V. DP23 is now
reverse biased, and TP22 ceases to conduct.
When the set is switched off pin 2 of the
on/off switch is connected to chassis via
LP06. CP25 discharges via RP26, RP28 (a
coil) and LP06. When the voltage at pin 6
of IP01 falls below 4V it stops working.
When the set is switched off the power
supply still has a consumption of about
0.5W, because of the current in RP02,
RP10-12 and RP07/08/14/09.

Pin functions
Before going any further, the functions of
certain of IP02's pins should be described.
Pin 2 is the primary-current simulation
(PCS) input. As the current in LP16's
primary winding (pins 8-4) increases, this is
reflected as a voltage change at pin 2.
Should a certain value be reached,
determined by the regulation voltage at pin
1, the output pulses at pin 5 will cease. This
`overload point', typically 3V at pin 2,
means that the maximum capability of the
power supply has been reached and any
further loading of the outputs will not be
accommodated — the output voltages and
power will start to decrease. The overload
point is determined by the RC network
RP10/11/12 and CP10.
Pin 3 is the primary voltage monitor
(PVM) input. It monitors the output from
the mains bridge rectifier via
RP07/08/14/09. IP01 switches off when the
voltage at pin 3 is too low in comparison
with an internal reference voltage. The
voltage at pin 3 also determines the
correction current for the overload point.
This current is added to the current flowing
via RP10-12 and represents an additional
charge in CP10. It reduces the turn-on phase
of TP16 and sets the correct overload point.
Pin 6 is the supply input, as we have seen.
Once a predetermined threshold has been
reached, the internal voltage reference is
switched on, initiating normal operation of
IP01.
Pin 7 is the soft-start input. Initially, short
pulses are produced to drive TP16. The
duration of the soft-start, whose purpose is
to reduce stress on the power supply
components during the start-up period, is
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RPO3

determined by the ramp produced
across CP37.
Pin 8 is the zero-crossing
detector input. The start-up phase
is controlled by IP01 internally.
Once the power supply has
started up, the timing of all drive
pulses is controlled by the zero
point on the falling edge of the
pulses fed to pin 8 from pin 6 of
the transformer via the network
RP29, CP29, RP30. The trigger
threshold is typically 50mV.

Burst-mode operation
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■
regulation input at pin 1 of IP01,
because DP45 is reverse biased. In standby
producing drive pulses at pin 5. As the
maximum on time for TP16 and thus the
the output power drops rapidly and so does
voltage across CP31 builds up, DP45
power consumption. It consists of CP48,
the negative voltage at pin 6 of LP16. The
switches on again and IPOI pauses. The
TP48, RP48 and RP47. In normal operation
voltage across CP45 moves positively,
circuit thus produces bursts of pulses from
TP48 is switched on by the negative voltage
switching DP45 on. There is thus feedback
IP01. The frequency of the burst pulses is
across CP45, via RP47. CP10 is thus
to pin 1 of IPOI, which is IPOI 's regulation
above the range of audibility, at about
connected to power-supply ground, and its
pin, and as a result the IC pauses.
45kHz. The burst frequency, which is
value determines the time-constant for PCS
CP31 discharges during this pause, as
mainly determined by the value of CP31, is
(see previous note on pin 2 of IP01), i.e.
there is no energy from LP16. After a time
about 50Hz.
TP16' s drain current. In standby however
DP45 switches off and IP01 starts up,
The second added circuit decreases the
the base of TP48 is taken high via RP48,
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which is connected to a stabilised positive
voltage, so it switches off. The capacitance
connected to pin 2 of IP01 now consists of
CP10 and CP48 in series, reducing the
value to 0.89nF. The time-constant in
conjunction with the series resistors is now
much smaller than in the on mode, giving a
maximum on time for TP16 of 3ltsec and a
maximum drain current of 1.8A.

power-supply regulation and control. When
a set is in the normal on mode IP01
compares the voltage at this pin with an
internally-generated reference voltage and,
on this basis, adjusts the width of the output
pulses at pin 5 to meet the load
requirements on the secondary side of the
power supply, be they normal, overload or a
short-circuit condition.
There are three basic conditions at pin 1, as
follows. During start-up the voltage
developed across CP31 is applied to pin 1 via

Regulation
As we have seen, pin 1 of IP01 is used for
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the potential-divider RP33, RP34 and RP36.
The voltage is typically 0-4V.
When the mains supply is connected the
chopper circuit starts up then goes to
standby. It does this even though the
receiver may have been in the on mode
prior to disconnection from the mains. In
the standby mode regulation relies on IPSO,
the 12V regulator on the secondary side of
the circuit, see Fig. 3. In this mode it acts as
a resistor, producing an output at about
10V. TP61 is a switch that's controlled by
the 9V supply. With no 9V
output from IP70, TP61 is
conductive and RP62 links
Usys
the output from IPSO to the
base of TP60, which
compares it with the
+SVstby reference voltage
at its emitter. TP60' s
Power fail
collector current flows via
to IRO1
the LED in the optocoupler
1P60, determining the
conduction of the
phototransistor in this
package and, in turn, the
voltage across CP31. The
a
output voltages from the
DP54 DP55
power supply are then
1N4001
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-.a
13V
N• 14
phase: Ua is at about 12V.
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470 .470 7 1n
716V
16V
microcontroller chip
•
switches on the 9V supply
and TP61 switches off.
TP60 now provides
* Type 1N4001 in mono models,
regulation by monitoring
type BYV10-20 in stereo models
the Usys supply via the
network RL90, PP66 and
RP67, with PP66 providing
adjustment. Ua rises to
Ustby
about 23V. Diode DP61 is
included to compensate for
temperature drift in TP60.
5V stby
CP32, CP33 and CP36
decouple any disturbances
that might affect the
Reset to IRO1
regulation feedback loop.
PO from IRO1
The RC network
9V
RP38/CP38, together with
the soft-start capacitor
o CP76
10
CP37, provides voltage
integration at pin 7 of
IP01. This pin is connected
to the output from IP01' s
Stereo models
internal error amplifier.
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- 5V stereo

150
=

2

•

DP82
1N4148

3
IP60

Chopper MOSFET
operation

5V mono

Fig. 3: Circuitry on the secondary
side of the chopper transformer
LP16.

The chopper drive pulses
produced by IP01 appear
at pin 5 and are fed to the
gate of MOSFET TP16 via
RP15. DP17, RP17 and
CP17 provide gate
protection against
electrostatic voltages.
RP15 and CP17 integrate
the drive pulses, increasing
their rise time. This
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increases the power loss in TP16, but has to
be done to keep the interference generated
by its switching to an acceptable level.
The snubber network in TP16' s drain
circuit, consisting of DP13, RP13 and
CP13, performs two tasks. It limits the peak
voltage of the pulse that appears at the drain
of TP16 when this device switches off, and
reduces the rise time of the pulse — this also
reduces the RF interference generated by
the rapid voltage rise at switch off. CP13
slows the voltage rise as it charges via
DP13. The energy stored in CP13 is
subsequently dissipated by the power
resistor RP13.

Secondary side voltages
In standby, when the regulation is based on
the output from the 12V regulator 1P50,
Usys is about 90V and Ua 12V. Because of
the voltage drop across IPSO and DP54,
Ustby is nearly 10y. It supplies the voltage
regulator 1P70, which produces the 5Vstby
output at pin 9. The PO signal from the
microcontroller chip IRO1 switches off the
9V at pin 8 of IP70. The 5V supply from
IP80 (stereo models) is thus also missing.
When the receiver is switched to on, IRO1
sets its PO output high and the 9V output
from IP70 is switched on. The Usys output
from the power supply then rises to its
nominal operational level and forms the
basis of the feedback regulation action via
TP60 and IP60. Ua also rises, to about 23V.
11350 is then able to act as a regulator,
producing 12V at its output, and the Ustby
voltage rises to 11-3V. The 9V supply is
used to power the video processor/timebase
generator chip IVOL which now produces
line drive pulses and gets the deflection
circuitry going. The potential divider
RP76/7/8, which supplies pin 7 of IP70, sets
the exact value of the 9V output.
With the line output stage in operation, the
13V supply is generated on the secondary
side of the line output transformer. This is
fed to DP55, increasing the Ustby supply to
about 12.3V.
Now that IP70' s 9V output is present, the
5V supply is generated. There's a difference
here between stereo and mono versions of
the chassis. In stereo models the 9V supply
is fed to a 5V regulator, IP80. Thus the 9V
and 5V supplies appear simultaneously. In
mono models the drain on the 5V supply is
much less and a more cost-effective circuit
is used. When the 13V supply from the line
output stage appears it switches on TP82,
which connects the 5V line to the 5Vstby
supply.
1P70 also produces a reset output, at pin 6,
for the microcontroller chip. When the
5Vstby output from 1P70 falls below
typically 4.85V, its reset output goes from
high to low, after a delay produced by CP74.
IRO1 is then reset before its supply voltage
(5Vstby) goes too low. This happens
whenever the mains supply is disconnected
and can occur when there's a fault in the
chassis.
The ferrite bead LP51 and capacitors
CP51 and CP53 reduce interference
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produced by the switching action of
rectifier diodes DP51 and DP53.

Power fail
The power supply produces a 'power-fail'
output which is fed to the microcontroller
chip IRO1 and the sound processor chip
IS40 (stereo models). IRO1 needs this
information to know when the power is
going down, so that it can arrange to save
data in the memory — data is saved
whenever the set goes from on to standby.
IS40 uses the power-fail signal to mute the
sound when the power goes down.
The power-fail circuit is based on
transistors TP91 and TP96. In the on mode
Ua is at about 23V. It supplies the base of
TP96 via the potential divider RP97/8. As
the base of TP96 is above 5V, it's switched
off and the power fail output is low. TP91
is also off. When the receiver is switched
to standby, or the on/off switch is put in
the off position or a short-circuit occurs,
the Ua voltage falls. At 15.5V the base of
TP96 will be at 4.3V and it will switch on.
The power-fail output goes high and TP91
is switched on. RP95 is then connected in
parallel with RP97, so the value of Ua
required to switch TP96 off again will be
higher (18V) than that required to switch it
on. This action avoids unwanted switching
of TP96.

Safety functions
Several safety functions are provided,
some within the TDA4605 chip IP01.
If the load on the secondary side of the
power supply increases above the overload
point, which is 160W drawn from the
mains supply with the TX92 chassis,
IP01' s internal overload amplifier begins
to reduce the width of the output pulses.
Thus TP16' s on time is decreased and the
output voltages begin to fall. When the Ua
supply falls below about 15.5V, the powerfail circuit is activated and the receiver is
switched to standby by IRO1.
If there's a short across the Ua supply the
receiver is again switched to standby.
If there's a short across the Usys supply,
for example if the line output transistor is
short-circuit, the chopper transformer will
be unable to provide sufficient power for
IP01 to operate normally. When the
voltage at pin 6 of IP01 falls below 7.25V,
the IC switches off and there is no dive
output for TP16. As the voltage at pin 6
continues to fall, when it reaches
approximately 5V IP01 goes through a
reset phase and tries to start up again. The
frequency of this burst-mode restart is set
by the large time-constant of the start-up
circuit, which operates with half-wave
rectification of the mains supply. This
phase is referred to as the "inquiry mode".
In addition, IP01' s internal overload
amplifier reduces the width of the output
drive pulses to a minimum period, to
ensure that IP01 can start up without
`virtual short-circuit' problems — bear in
mind that there will always be a current
surge at switch-on, as the electrolytics on

the secondary side of the circuit are all
empty. The circuit is designed to produce
very low power consumption, below 1W,
during this type of fault condition.
If the mains voltage falls below 160V
this is detected at pin 3 (PVM, see earlier)
of IP01. The IC then ceases to produce
output pulses until a reset occurs at pin 6,
i.e. IP01 goes into the inquiry mode.
If there's a fault in the feedback
regulation control loop, e.g. a short-circuit
in the phototransistor section of the
optocoupler, the voltages on the secondary
side of the circuit will start to rise. So too
will the supply voltage at pin 6 of IP01. To
limit this increasing-voltage condition,
IP01 switches off when the voltage at pin 6
rises to approximately 16V. When the
voltage at pin 6 falls to 5V, IP01 again
goes into the inquiry mode.
IP01 also incorporates an internal
temperature protection circuit that disables
the logic circuitry in the IC when a
predetermined temperature threshold is
reached. The IC monitors the temperature
and will restart once this decreases to a
permissible level.

Setting up
The power supply is unable to provide the
HT (Usys) required for different tube sizes
automatically, so jumper links are included
at the relevant secondary winding on the
transformer (pins 14 to 10/11/12). JL52
selects 125V and JL53 130V. It's
important to check the appropriate service
manual to find the correct voltage setting
(PP66) for a given CRT.
Turning PP66 fully anticlockwise
produces minimum output voltages from
the power supply.
With pin 4 of IP70 connected to chassis
(pin 5) and pins 1 and 2 of BP02 linked by
the on/off switch, the power supply should
operate in the burst mode (standby). Usys
should be about 85V (across CP52). For
full operation connect the base of TRO2 to
chassis: to avoid the receiver going to
standby, connect the collector of TL60 to
chassis before and during Usys set-up.
With a synchronised dark picture, adjust
PP66 for the relevant voltage, ±5 per cent,
across CP52. The auxiliary and secondary
voltages should be within ±7 per cent of
stated values. The CRT heater voltage
should be 6.2V RMS ±5 per cent.

Safety check
With the receiver operating on a blank
channel the power consumption should be
about 75W. Connect a 100Q resistor, for
about two seconds, as an additional load
across the Usys supply, at CP52. The power
consumption should rise to approximately
140W and the power supply should then
switch to the standby mode, with the powerfail output jumping to 5V.
■

Next month
In part 2 we'll take a look at the timebase
circuitry.
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well once these two components had been
replaced. P.S.

Bush WS6671
These just out-of-guarantee sets are coming in with the 2.7Q EW feed resistor
burnt out. The cause can be a dry-joint at
C630 (390nF, 250V) but more often than
not the capacitor is open-circuit. P.S.

GoldStar WE320101P
This all-singing, all-dancing monster came
in because its front touch-key pad didn't
work. The microcontroller chip ICO1 had
to be replaced, using the upgraded version
part no. 01S0750011A. When you get this
you receive an instruction sheet which
tells you to adjust the EPROM settings.
You will also need a service remote-control unit, part no. 6710V00036Y, to get
into the EPROM settings. These two items
cost about £70. TV repair is becoming an
expensive business. P.S.

Bush 2877NTX

TV FAULT FINDING
Reports from

Samsung CI501FT5X

Robin Beaumont

This set came on for a few seconds with a
bright white raster, then tripped out. The
sequence would then be repeated. I suspected loss of the 200V supply to the
RGB output chip, but was wrong. It took a
long time to find the cause of the fault,
because of the limited time during which
the set remained on. The cause was eventually found to be the 5.1V zener diode
ZD201, which clamps the line-pulse feedback to pin 41 of the TDA8842 jungle
chip. It was short-circuit. M.D.

Steve Turrell

Decca D1 0R609

Michael Dranfield
Philip Salkeld
Arthur Jackson
Martyn S. Davis
Mike Leach

Mark Tyerman
Ivan Levy, LCGI
and
Chris Avis

The problem with this 10in. set was lack
of width. I noticed that the resistor which
supplies the line driver transistor, RHO4
(22Q, 2W), was red hot. The led me to
suspect shorted turns in the line drive
transformer. Once again I was wrong. The
culprit was CH09 (2,2001.1F, 10y), whose
top had burst open. No reason for its failure could be found, so I fitted a replacement and gave the set a long soak test. It
was now fine. As far as I can find, no service manual is available for this model.

M.D.
Wharfedale 550
We welcome fault reports from
readers — payment for each fault is
made after publiation. See page 40
for details of where and how to

send reports.
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These sets are supplied by Tesco. This
one came in with sound but no picture. I
soon found that R609 (1kQ, 5W) was
open-circuit. Further investigation
brought me to the 2SC1537A line driver
transistor Q580, which was leaky. All was

This set was dead with the chopper transistor Q802 short-circuit. It wasn't the
usual BUZ90 however, but an MTP6N60E
instead, part no. 30001386. I also found
that D824, part no. 30001319, was shortcircuit. The set sprang to life once these
two items had been replaced. P.S.

Philips 32PW6324/05
(A8.0E chassis)
When these sets revert to standby it's time
for the Aspirin. You may need to replace
the microcontroller chip IC7000, part no.
311125054411, and the memory chip
IC7088, part no. 482220914928. The next
step is to note the option code number on
the CRT's label, then go into the service
menu and change the number to the one
on the label. After that go into the service
alignment menu (SAM) and, with the aid
of the service manual, adjust the geometry. P.S.

Wharefedale 550
The customer's complaint was that the set
went off with a burning smell. I went
quickly to the line output stage to check
the 2.2nF, high-voltage disc ceramic
capacitor C599 which is the usual cause.

P.S.
Thomson 28/32VK24/25 etc
(ICC17 chassis)
Failure of the line output transformer is
now very common with these sets. The
symptoms ,are as follows: a red LED display at switch on, then the LED goes off,
comes back with two pulses, goes off
again and returns with seven pulses. The
new transformer comes with a small modification kit, part no. 35175720. But similar
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fault symptoms are often displayed after
fitting the kit. The usual cause is that the
field output chip IF01 and circuit protector ZL11 were damaged by the transformer failure. A.J.

LG CI-14B50F (11.1 chassis)
This set appeared to be stuck in standby,
but in fact the line drive was missing
because there was no supply to the line
driver transformer TRI01. The transformer is fed from the 12V rail, which is
derived from pin 15 of the chopper transformer via R410 (0.1Q), D410 and
IC403. I found that R410 was open-circuit. No shorts could be found, but the
chopper transformer was badly soldered.
A replacement resistor, chopper transformer resoldering and a good clean up
with PCB cleaner completed the repair.
A.J.

Philips 28PW6332 (MD1.2E
chassis)
We've had a number of these sets with
the symptoms no OSDs, no menus etc,
picture OK. The cause has been traced to
the amplitude of the sandcastle pulses
being low. Measure this at R3611 on the
small-signal panel. The correct levels are
4.5V at the source end of R3611 and
0.62V at the microcontroller end. If the
amplitude at the source end is 2.5-3V, it's
too low.
The sandcastle pulses seem to go all
over the place, but in every case I've had
the cause of the problem has been a leaky
transistor on the 16:9 module, Tr7420.
This module is mounted vertically, just
below the tube's neck. I suspect that the
damage is being caused by flashover in
the far from reliable tubes. Note that
information on the 16:9 module is available only in a supplement sheet. A.J.

Samsung CI5944/683 etc
(SCT12B chassis)
The TDA8350Q field and EW output
chip in this chassis, IC301, is prone to
failure. Samsung has a very successful
modification with seven or eight parts to
replace or add, but doesn't supply these
as a kit. SEME however supplies a very
reasonable kit for this fault, order code
RK312. We have repaired over fifty sets
with this fault and have had no repeat
failures. A.J.

Hitachi C32W510SN
(A7 chassis)
There was an obvious field fault with this
set: the picture was jittery, with horizontal lines of interference in the lower half
of the raster. The fault could be produced
or cured by tapping and flexing the board.
Three lengthy soldering sessions and one
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field output chip later I was still no nearer
to finding a solution. It then occurred to
me that the cause of the fault might be in
the feedback system. The cause turned
out to be dry-joints at R602 and R603,
which are connected to pin 5 of IC601.
The reason they took so long to see is
that solder access to them is very difficult. The leads come through the board
right beneath a wide plastic strut, and the
joints are covered with a large blob of
hot-melt plastic which holds an extra
2.2Q resistor in parallel. The set was fine
once R602/3 had been lifted, cleaned and
resoldered. M.S.D.

Philips 14PV184
This TV/VCR combi unit produced a
good picture after replacement of the line
output transformer. But when retuning
was attempted the set wouldn't display
any menus. My thanks to Philips Service
for the answer to this one. When you get
the problem replace the small coil,
L1802, on the bottom panel. It's connected across pins 42-43 of the microcontroller chip IC7801. M.L.

Hitachi C2114T (GIPS chassis)
It's probably now common knowledge
that these sets suffer from microcontroller
failure, giving sound and graphics problems when warm. But this set had no
sound and streaky white lines on the picture from cold. The cause turned out to be
C955 (47g, 25V), the smoothing capacitor for the 15V supply. M.L.

LG KE14U73
Illumination from the standby light was
the only evidence that anything was
happening in this 14in. combi unit.
Checks showed that HT was present, but
the jungle chip (IC500) on the bottom
panel didn't get going because its 8V
start-up supply at pin 37 was missing.
The cause was D850 in the power supply. It was leaky. M.L.

Philips 32PW6305/05
(Al OE chassis)
This set had been taken to another dealer
because of a no-picture fault. We were
asked to look at it because there was now
a very poor picture. It was very milky,
and lacked contrast and brightness. The
previous dealer had advanced the setting
of the tube's first anode control and told
the customer that the set was "now OK".
Checks in the line output stage
showed that there was no voltage at pin
10 (beam-limiter line) of the transformer.
A few more DC checks and a look at the
circuit diagram took me to the BF423
transistor Tr7408 on the main PCB. It
turned out to be leaky. The fault was

cured by fitting a replacement transistor
and resetting the Al voltage. M.L.

Philips 28PW6315/05 (A10
chassis)
This set would appear to lock up intermittently, with no response to remote-control
commands. The microcontroller (painter)
chip is IC7064 on the small-signals panel,
pin 76 being the remote-control input.
When the fault was present this pin was
stuck high. The IR receiver tried to pull it
down but managed only an 0.25V p-p
signal. A new microcontroller chip cured
the fault. R.B.

Panasonic TX32PG30 (Euro-7
chassis)
There was an odd intermittent colour
fault with this set — I believe it's called
`posterisation' when used as a deliberate
effect. Everyone in the picture appeared
to have a green five o'clock shadow,
including the ladies. The fault could be
instigated by disturbing the DG board,
which carries the digital picture processing circuitry. I suspected dry-joints here,
but as the set was under warranty and the
board is an exchange item I ordered a
replacement. Unfortunately the new
board was faulty and destroyed the line
output transistor at switch on. I assume
that there was a problem with the line
drive waveform.
A second replacement board and a
new 2SC55591000RK line output transistor restored correct operation. R.B.

Philips 28PW9515/05
(MG2.1E chassis)
This set was dead with the BU2520DF
line output transistor short-circuit. A
replacement transistor brought the set
back to life, but a modification to the line
drive circuit is recommended to prevent
a recurrence. The modification is as follows: remove C2411; change C2413 to
10uF, 100y; and change R3406 to 100Q.
This alters the line drive coupling from
AC to DC. R.B.

Sony KV28FD1E (GE1 chassis)
This is a complex chassis with every
possible add-on feature, and I had never
seen one before! It had an EW problem,
with low width. Fortunately the Sony
Assist database came to my rescue,
pointing to fuse PS1502 on board Dl. I
found it open-circuit, for no apparent reason, and after fitting a replacement the
set worked correctly during a lengthy
soak test. R.B.

Hitachi C2546TN
There was no sound but otherwise the set
worked normally. As routine tests
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revealed nothing amiss I decided to try a
new memory chip. This did the trick, and
retuning was all that had to be done. The
set is old enough to have real presets for
the picture geometry and other adjustments! R.B.

parts of the picture. A normal picture was
obtained once the VDP3108A digital signals processor chip IC601 had been
replaced. M.T.

Goodmans 286NS/05 (Philips
L6.2 chassis)

There was no field or line sync because
the TDA2579B timebase generator chip
IC7470 was faulty. The cause of its failure
was arcing in the line output transformer.
A new transformer and IC restored normal
operation. I.L.

This set came in with the usual stuck in
standby problem. The cause was
Wickman fuse FS1502. It's becoming a
stock fault with these sets: the fuse fails
for no apparent reason. Luckily I have a
friend who works in the metallurgy
department of a local company. He examined the fuse under high magnification
and came to the conclusion that it had
failed from fatigue, not excessive current.
I now replace this fuse whenever one of
these sets comes in. S.T.

Philips CP90 chassis
Living near a few caravan sites, I see a
lot of these portables. People seem to
think that after leaving a TV set in a
damp caravan for nine months it should
work perfectly when switched on!
Anyway, apart from the usual backup battery and posistor failures, here are some
faults I've had with these sets:
No display, sound OK: Check the CRT
heater circuit on the tube base panel.
R3473 (1Q) can go open-circuit or you
might find a dry-joint at L5473. Another
possibility is LOPT failure.

Philips 25MN1550 (GR2.2
chassis)

Ferguson M7073GH
This set came back within the warranty
period. The symptoms were a bright
white image with poor focusing. I found
that adjusting the focus control altered the
amplitude of the video at the tube's cathodes. A new tube had to be fitted. I.L.

Grundig T63-539 (CUC5310
chassis)
This set was dead with the DC fuse SI624
(1.25AT) open-circuit because the chopper transistor T644 (BUZ90) was shortcircuit. After carrying out the repair I
found that there was intermittent loss of
the picture because of 10V ripple on the
200V HT rail. C681 (4.7g, 350V) was
open-circuit. I.L.

Thomson 21DK24U (ICC17
chassis)

Sound faults: For hum, replace C2102
and C2113 (both 470g, 25V). For intermittent sound check ceramic filter
CF1103. For no sound, check whether
L5108 is open-circuit. S.T.

The red standby light was flashing. I was
able to get the set to come on by using
the remote-control unit, but an overbright raster with flyback lines appeared.
Checks around the TDA6107Q RGB output chip IB01 on the CRT base panel
revealed that the 196V HT supply was
low at only 1.5V. The cause was RB06
(220Q) which was open-circuit. Once this
resistor had been replaced there was a
normal picture. I.L.

Hitachi G7PS Mk II chassis

Sharp XG-P1OXE

This set had a lcm wide bright line
across the screen (field collapse). The 9V
regulator chip IC703, type AN7809, was
leaky. S.T.

This LCD projector produced a flashing
picture with a PAL signal input. It was
OK with Secam/NTSC. Scope checks
showed that IC4001 (Y/C separator) wasn't receiving any video signal. Tracing
back along the signal path I came to
Q4011 (1MX2) which had video at its
base but not at its emitter. Voltage and
resistance checks showed that it was
short-circuit collector-to-emitter. In addition R4053 (4.7Q) in its collector feed
was open-circuit. Q4011 is a surfacemounted Darlington transistor. I.L.

Memory battery drains over several
days: C2901 (22nF) leaky.

Sanyo CE32WP3
This widescreen set tripped straight to
standby. I found that the TA8216H audio
chip IC501 was faulty, also R1637 (2.7Q,
5W) and D1637 (YG901C2-LB). But the
fault was still present after replacing
these components. The cause was traced
to IC3101 (JLC1562BN) on the Nicam
board. Disabling the standby circuit by
disconnecting J616 in the power supply
helped. M.T.

Panasonic TX21MD1 (Euro-2L
chassis)
There was a sort of a white snow effect
on the screen, but only in the brighter
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GoldStar C121A80FA (PC31A
chassis)
This set was stuck in standby. The 12V
standby supply was present and correct,
and scope checks showed that the power
supply seemed to be working correctly. It
would come out of standby when asked

by the remote-control unit, but the set
wouldn't come on. I found that the HT
rectifier diode D804 wasn't receiving any
input at its anode. Tracing the feed back,
via the standby/on relay, I came to L804.
This coil was dry-jointed, though not
obviously so. I.L.

Philips 32PW9763/05 (MD2.2
chassis)
In the Dolby Pro-Logic mode the sound
from the centre speaker was very distorted, and in the loudspeaker test mode the
results were out of balance. While carrying out checks in the switching circuitry
on the audio processing board I found
that the 13V supply was low at 5V.
Regulator transistor Tr7432 was without
bias because resistor R3433 was not soldered at one end. This item had been
replaced during a previous repair but not
properly soldered. Sound was normal
once this had been attended to. R.B.

Toshiba 215T8B/175T9B etc
There was severe foldover and cramping
over the top half of the picture. After
checking the usual items without success
— the supplies, electrolytics in the field
timebase and the field output chip — I discovered that the cause was the TDA2579
timebase generator chip IC340. A
replacement obtained from our TV graveyard provided an economic cure. C.A.

Sony KVX2142U (AE1C
chassis)
The symptom, unfamiliar to me, was no
power-up at switch on, with the LED giving one flash every twelve seconds. The
power supply was producing the correct
voltages on the secondary side, but only
about 7V came from the 12V regulator/
standby switching transistor Q607. This
bit of circuitry has a high diode count,
including two series-connected zener
diodes in Q607's base circuit. These are
D612 (6.2V) and D618 (5.6V). D618 was
found to be very leaky. A replacement
restored a good picture from this ten-year
old veteran. C.A.

Philips 14TVCR240/05
The cause of power supply tripping with
this TVNCR combi unit was traced to
diode D6335, which was short-circuit,
and R3343 (5.6Q) which was open-circuit. These items are in the feedback regulation loop, and as a result the HT was
going through the roof and the tripping
occurred. The diode is type UGO6B,
which is not in any of our equivalents
books. I noticed that one supplier had it
listed at about 25p, but in similar circuits
that are based on a TDA4605 chopper
control chip a 1N4148 diode is used in
this position. I decided to fit one of these,
and after doing so the unit worked happily enough. C.A.
■
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the Samsung Sa 11D chassis
John Coombes provides a fault-finding guide for these
popular small-screen sets

his chassis was designed to
drive 14, 20 and 21in. tubes.
The production run started in
about 1996. It's used in several
models, including the CI3373,
CB501FZ1, CI5073 and CI5079.
There was also the SCTI1B
version which is very similar — see
note at end.

T

Dead set
Most faults occur in the chopper
power supply circuit, see Fig. 1.
It's quite simple, but a little
unusual in having two ICs on the
primary side. These are IC801
(SMR40200C), which
incorporates the MOSFET
chopper transistor, and a hybrid
device, HC801 (HIS0169C),
which incorporates most of the
control circuitry.
It's not unusual to find a dead
set with the mains fuse F801
(3-15AT) blown. What seems to
happen is that HC801 fails, with
the result that excessive voltages
are produced. The over-voltage
protection diode DZ801 (R2K)
goes short-circuit and IC801 fails.
Replace these items plus coil
L803 and the following
capacitors: C803 (2.2nF, 800V),
C851 (22µF, 35V) and C852
(1.8nF, 16V). These components
come in a power supply kit. Fit
them all and resolder any suspect
dry-joints at the resistors in the
power supply. Also check the line
output transistor Q401, which may
have gone short-circuit. This is
generally type KSD5072YD. See
further note below.
There are other possible causes
of a dead set of course. If D803 is
open-circuit there will be no LT
outputs from the power supply.
This rectifier provides a start-up
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supply for the line driver stage and
the input to the TDA8133/KA7630
regulator chip IC802. A 5V output
should be present at pin 9 of this
chip, with a switched 8V output at
pin 8. The latter is switched by the
microcontroller chip IC901
(on/standby control). If the 5V
output at pin 9 is missing, check
whether R809 (47Q) is opencircuit. If R809 is OK, IC802 is
suspect.
If the 5V output is present at pin
9 of IC802 but there is no 8V
output at pin 8, check for about 4V
at pin 16 of the microcontroller
chip IC901. If this voltage is
missing, check DZ903 (7.5V),
DZ901 (5.1V) and IC901.
A short-circuit line output
transistor (Q401) will give the
dead set symptom of course. It
may have failed because of a
power supply problem, see
previous note. Alternatively it
could have failed because of dryjoints at the line driver transformer
T401, the KSC2331Y line driver
transistor Q402 and/or the line
output transformer T444, which
can develop shorted turns. Other
items to check in the line output
stage if necessary are the tuning
capacitors C402 (7.2nF, 1.6kV)
and C403. The value of the latter
depends on tube size. If the line
output transistor goes short-circuit
repeatedly there could be shortedturns in the scan coils. Michael
Dranfield's letter last month (page
55) is relevant here.
A further dead set possibility is
no line drive. Check back via the
driver transistor Q402 to pin 13 of
the M52777SPA jungle chip
IC201. This chip contains the IF,
colour decoder and timebase
generator circuits.

Field faults
The TDA8356 field output chip
IC301 has two supplies which are
both derived from the line output
transformer. There should be 1516V at pin 3 and about 45V at pin
6. If the fault is field collapse,
check that these supplies are
present. The 45V supply will be
missing if R304 (10Q, 0.5W),
D403 (TVR10G) or R410 is opencircuit. The relevant items in the
16V supply are R409 (0.22Q, 0.5W
fusible) and D404 (1R56U41). This
chip does not have a flyback boost
circuit. If the supplies are present
IC301 is suspect. Other
possibilities are dry-joints at the
scan-coil plugs and sockets or
open-circuit scan coils (check at
TP13/14).

Tuner/IF faults
A very snowy picture and noisy
sound can be caused by a dry-joint
at the centre pin of the aerial input
coaxial socket. This fault can be
very intermittent.
For basic reception problems
check the voltages at the pins of the
tuner unit TU01. Incorrect voltages
could be caused by a faulty tuner
and/or the following SAW filter
driver chip. This is a hybrid device,
HC101 (PAP102). In either event,
check by replacement.
If the tuner and HC101 seem to be
OK check at the serial clock and
data pins of the microcontroller
chip IC901 (pins 39 and 40) and
the AT24C04-10PC EEPROM chip
IC902 (pins 6 and 5). If there's no
activity, check the chips by
replacement.

No sound
The sound IF signal is fed via a
separate SAW filter (SF101) to
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pins 1 and 16 of the TDA4445B
sound IF chip ICKOL The output
from pin 12 of this chip is fed to
pin 2 of the jungle chip IC201,
which provides an output at pin 46
to drive the TDA7056A audio
output chip IC601. Input to this
chip is at pin 3, with the output at
pins 6 and 8. There should be a
12V supply at pin 2. In the event of
no sound, check through this signal
path, starting at ICK01. If the
supply at pin 2 of IC601 is
missing, check R812 and R813
(both 4.752, 2W). Its source is
D803.
No sound could also be caused by
a fault in the muting circuit. The
two transistors here are Q903
(KSC815Y) and Q907 (KSR1012).
Check by replacement as
necessary.

A common fault is customer
misuse, i.e. spillage of one sort or
another. In some cases the unit can
be cleaned up and reset for normal
operation.
If individual buttons don't work,
check by cleaning. If this fails a
replacement handset may be
required.

output at pin 25. These are fed to
IC201, at pins 29, 27, 25 and 31
respectively. The RGB signals are
capacitively coupled. Check the
voltage conditions at these ICs
then check them by substitution if
necessary.

Miscellaneous faults
If the picture is faint there could be
a video fault. In most cases
however you will find that the set
has been set to the mild position
via the handset.
We have found that in some rare
cases channels 1 to 4 are OK but
channels 5 and 12 produce a snowy
picture. The cause is a faulty tuner
unit.

The SCT11B chassis
This is very similar to the
SCT11D, and much of the
information provided above applies
to models fitted with this chassis.
They include the CI3373Z,
CI5373T and CI5079Z. There are a
number of component differences
however. For example IC201 is
type M52309SP, and there's a
combined SIF/VIF SAW filter. The
main difference is in the field
timebase. This uses a TA8445K
chip (IC301) with a conventional
flyback boost system. Its 24V
supply, which is derived from the
LOPT, is fed to pin 7. There is also
an 8V supply at pin 1. A VPG101
hybrid IC, HC301, is interposed
between the jungle chip and the
TA8445K chip's input (pin 2). •

Remote-control faults
The most common problem with
any remote-control unit is no
operation because of faulty
batteries or battery contacts.
Alternative possibilities are dryjoints at the LED or the crystal, or
possibly cracked legs here. If the
legs are broken, you can in some
cases solder leads on to what's left
at the crystal.

No text
Check that the 32.768kHz crystal
X901 connected between pins 31
and 32 of the microcontroller chip
IC901 is working. If not, suspect
the crystal. IC901 provides RGB
outputs at pins 24, 23 and 22
respectively, and a fast-blanking
D801
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Fig. 1: The chopper power circuit in the Samsung SCT11D chassis.
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Guide to the

Thomson TX92 chassis
In this second instalment in the series Mark Paul describes the circuitry used in
the line and field timebases. The chassis can drive 4:3 and widescreen tubes

n the first instalment last month we
looked at the power supply
arrangements used in the chassis. This
time attention is turned to the scanning
circuitry.

I

The line driver stage
The line drive pulses are produced by the
colour decoder/video processor/timebase
generator chip IV01, whose line drive
output is at pin 36. This is fed to the fairly
straightforward line driver circuit shown in
Fig. 4. The pulses are AC coupled via
CL32, with DL34 providing DC
restoration. The two transistors TL30 and
TL31 drive the coupling transformer LL19.
The stage operates in the flyback mode, i.e.
energy is stored in the primary winding of
LL19 when the two transistors are
switched on, then transferred to the
secondary side when the transistors are
switched off.
When the line drive pulse is in its high
state the two transistors are saturated and
current builds up in the primary winding of
LL19. Because the primary and secondary
windings of the transformer are connected
with opposite polarities, the line output
transistor TL19 is reverse biased. When the
line drive pulse falls to its low state CL32
discharges, TL30/31 switch off and the
energy previously stored in LL19's

primary winding is transferred to the
secondary side, producing current flow via
the base of the line output transistor, which
is driven to saturation. The leakage
inductance of LL19's secondary winding
limits the current decay in TL19's base
region as it switches off, providing a small
collector current switch-off delay.
The network DL38/CL38/RL38 clamps
the peak voltage which appears at the
collector of TL31 when it's switched off.
This is necessary to ensure the reliability of
TL31, since its maximum collector-emitter
voltage is 45V. RL32 and CL33 adapt
TL19's base current to its collector current,
increasing the driver stage's efficiency.
The supply for the driver stage is the
Ustby line, which is at about 10V in
standby and 13V when in the on mode.
Thus during start up of the line timebase
the supply voltage is less than in the
normal operating mode. This does not
present a problem because in standby Usys
is only 90V compared with 130V in the on
mode, so TL19's collector current is
reduced.
In addition there's a soft-start
mechanism. There are two aspects to this.
First, CL30 is discharged when deflection
starts, and secondly the width of the line
drive pulses from IVO1 is held for a limited
period at 40 per cent of the normal working
RL31
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0

7
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2k2

it19
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16V
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33
1k
1k
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10k

RL33
470

Base of
TL19

RL19
22

TL31
BC337-40

o CL38
1

width. The result is that TL19's collector
current is reduced during the start-up
phase.
One advantage of the line driver stage
design is that deflection simply stops
should TL31 go short-circuit. There will
then be no 13V supply from the line output
stage and 1P50 will limit the Ustby supply
at 1A.

The line output stage
The TX92 chassis is designed for use with
110° 4:3 and 106° 16:9 tubes. It includes
format control, which is necessary with
widescreen tubes. The circuitry is shown in
Fig. 5.
The output stage circuit follows
conventional lines. DL21, DL22, CL21 and
CL22 form the EW diode modulator, while
the scan-correction capacitor CL24 and the
linearity coil LL26 are connected in series
with the scan coils. There's a damper
network across CL24, consisting of RL25,
DL25, DL26 and CL26. Its job is to
attenuate the forward sweep resonance in
the event of sudden load changes. There
are two diodes in series in case one goes
short-circuit.
TL41 is the EW driver transistor, whose
input comes from pin 13 of the STV2145
chip IF02. This chip is controlled by the
PC bus, via which the width, EW amp (1
and 2) and EW tilt can be adjusted. The
potential-divider network RL42, RL44 and
RL48 adjust and correct the working point
for the EW control.
The line output transformer LL05
generates various supply voltages, also
feedback pulses and a beam-current
limiting output for IVO I. Beam-current
limiting information is tapped from the
earthy end of the EHT section (pin 8). The
voltage here goes increasingly negative as
the beam current increases. The potential
divider RL03-07 determines the current
value at which beam limiting commences.
Four resistors are used in the upper arm of
the network to divide the power
dissipation.

Format control
Fig. 4: The line driver stage circuit used in the Thomson TX92 chassis.
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An additional circuit is included in parallel
with CL24 in sets fitted with widescreen
tubes. This is shown in a broken-line box
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IV01. An additional IC is used
between IVO1 and the TDA8177
field output chip IF01 however to
enhance the functionality and meet
various zoom and raster correction
requirements with different types of
tube. This is IF02, type STV2145.

supply, which will drop with a
reduction of the energy stored in the
line output stage. Again the result is
to switch off TL60, but in this case
switching is initiated in TL60's
emitter circuit.

in Fig. 5. When the command to
switch to 16:9 format is received, the
microcontroller chip IRO1 generates,
in conjunction with the memory chip
IR02, the 'format' signal. This
appears at pin 28 and is fed to the
base of TL53, which in turn drives
TL52. The latter switches thyristor
TL51 on, which in turn connects
CL51 across CL24. The addition of
CL51 reduces the line scan current
and improves the linearity of a
centred 4:3 picture.

The field timebase

Picture formats

As with the line timebase, the basic
field drive waveform is generated by
RLO3
15k

Usys
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RF36
200k
Breathing input to IF02 pin 9
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TL60 monitors various parameters,
producing a safety signal that's fed to
pin 30 of the microcontroller chip
IRO1 to switch to standby in the
event of a fault condition. The factors
monitored are that the line and field
output stages are working, that the
13V supply is present and the beam
current.
In normal operation a rectifier
circuit in the field output stage
produces sufficient output for the
24V zener diode DL63 to conduct.
TL60 is therefore switched on. In the
event of failure of the field output
stage TL60 switches off. In the event
of failure of the line output stage
there is no 26V supply for the field
output stage so TL60 again switches
off. Failure of the 13V supply or
excessive beam current also reduce
TL60's base voltage with the same
result.
The TX92F chassis has an extra
input for TL60 to sense partial failure
of the line output stage. An additional
transistor (TL61) monitors the line
output transformer derived 200V
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Fig. 5: The line output
stage circuit used in the
Thomson TX92 chassis.
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Fig. 6: Block diagram of the STV2145 chip.

er,t

with this chassis are as follows:
4:3 tubes: Either normal 4:3 picture as
transmitted with 7 per cent vertical and
horizontal overscan, or a 16:9 picture as
transmitted with 7 per cent horizontal
overscan and reduced vertical amplitude
(black at top and bottom) to maintain the
correct aspect ratio.
16:9 tubes: In this case there are three
possible formats. First a 16:9 picture as
transmitted with 7 per cent overscan at the
top and bottom. Secondly a 4:3 picture as
transmitted with 7 per cent vertical
overscan and black bands at the left and
right of the screen. To 'clean up' the left
and right edges of the picture in this mode,
7 per cent oversize blanking is applied (via
the fast blanking in IV01). Thirdly a zoom
fills the screen horizontally (plus 7 per
cent overscan) with a 4:3 picture, with
some loss of picture vertically and 7 per
cent aspect ratio distortion. To avoid
possible beam reflection at the top and
bottom in this mode 25 per cent oversize
vertical blanking is applied.
With a conventional 4:3 picture display
(without zoom) the blanking requirement
is to cut off the video signal during the
line and field flybacks — the edge of the
tube 'cleans up' the border of the picture.
Things become more complex with 16:9
scanning and zoom. A centred 4:3 display
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on a 16:9 tube needs oversize horizontal
blanking as the tube edge doesn't provide
any help. With a 4:3 aspect ratio zoom,
vertical oversize blanking is required to
avoid wasted picture power above the top
and bottom of the screen and the
reflections this can cause.

The STV2145 chip
These blanking requirements, plus
generation of the EW correction waveform
and processing of the field drive
waveform, are carried out by the STV2145
chip TF02. Fig. 6 shows a block diagram
for this device.
The blanking output (OBLK) is at pin 11.
Quite a lot of effort is required to produce
it in the zoom mode. This is based on
checking the DC value of line 270.
The following is a summary of the
operations carried out by TF02. (1) Field
sawtooth generator with amplitude control
loop. (2) Fast vertical amplitude correction
for breathing (pin 9 is used to sense the
beam current). (3) I2C bus control of field
amplitude, position and linearity. (4)
Generation of the EW correction signal.
This is fed out at pin 13 and is such that
only a simple Darlington transistor driver
stage is required externally. (5) FC bus
control of the EW functions — width, EW
amplitude, EW shape (corner correction)
and EW tilt (trapezium). (6) Production of
a blanking output to suit the picture
format.

Field output stage
The field output stage is quite simple,
being based on a TDA8177 chip. This is
IF01, see Fig. 7. The scan coils are
connected between IFOF s output pin 5 and
the 13V supply in a bridge configuration.
Field deflection power is drawn from the
26V supply, which is derived from the line
output transformer.
During the first half of the forward scan
(the top half of the picture) CF15 charges
via the scan coils and IF01 from the 26V
supply. During the second half of the
forward scan (bottom half of the picture)
the direction of current flow reverses, with
CF15 discharging via the scan coils and
IF01 to chassis. As the value of CF15 is
large, the 13V supply is not loaded by the
field scan current. With some tubes
however a small current may be required to
centre the field scanning. This current, less
than 40mA, is the only load on the 13V
supply.
A conventional boost arrangement is used
to provide the flyback.

Field linearity correction
The flatter the CRT faceplate the greater
the need for field scan current correction
over each scanning cycle. An S-shaped
sawtooth waveform is required for good
field linearity. The conventional way to
achieve this is to use an RC network. But
where a zoom mode is required correction
has to be dynamic, to adapt with the zoom
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circuit used in
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IF02 pin 15

T
IF02 pin 16

setting. IF02 has built-in adjustable scan
correction. But only the amplitude of the
scan correction is adjustable, not its start
and end.
A resistor bridge within IF02 carries out

scan correction in conjunction with an
error amplifier. Feedback to the bridge is at
pins 15 and 16. These are connected via a
resistor network to each side of RF12,
which is in series with the scan coils.

Next month
In Part 3 next month we'll take a look at
the signals circuitry.

this condition could catch fire. M.D.

Hitachi C2114T (GIPS chassis)
This set was owned by a housebound customer who had it on from morning to
night. He said it would sometimes switch
to standby when remote-control unit buttons were pressed. This would happen
when the set had been on for about eight
hours. He said he could tell when the fault
was going to occur because if he pressed
channel 8 on the remote-control unit channel 9 would come up on the set.
I found this hard to believe, but sure
enough when I keyed in channel 8 towards
the end of the working day the OSD
brought up channel 9. On pressing another
button the set tripped to standby. A new
TMP47 series microcontroller chip
(IC001) cured the fault. M.D.

Sony KVM2511U (AE1 chassis)

FINDING
Reports from
Michael Dranfield
Robin Beaumont
David Smith
C.A. Jackson
Les Mainstone
Eugene Trundle
Philip Salkeld
Gerry Laidler
Dave Husband
and
Dave Gough

Tatung V25NEFO (E series
chassis)
There was an unusual fault with this set. It
was OK until it was switched to standby
using the remote-control unit. In standby
the red LED flashed and a pumping noise
came from the speaker. The set would
sometimes switch itself back on. I found
that pin 10 of the ST6385 microcontroller
chip IC701 was pulsing on/off: it should
be low for on and high for off. So a new
microcontroller chip was ordered and fitted, but needless to say the fault was still
present.
Now pin 10 of IC701 is also connected
to a circuit that reduces the HT voltage in
standby, the main items involved being
transistors TR802-5. There was nothing
amiss here however. What I did discover
was that the HT voltage didn't fall when
the set was switched to standby. The cause
of the trouble was traced to TR801
(BF422) in the control circuitry on the primary side of the power supply. It was
leaky. Once a replacement had been fitted
the 150V supply fell to 69V in standby and
the fault had been cured. M.D.

Amstrad CTV3128N
We welcome fault reports from
readers — payment for each fault is
made after publiation. See page
108 for details of where and how
to send reports.
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If the set is dead with no light from the
standby LED, check R103 (47k52) which is
on the primary side of the power supply.
Also watch out for sets that sometimes
won't come on. The cause of this is always
a faulty on/off switch. You may hear it
arcing when the set is on. A switch left in

I was led a dance by this set. The HT was
too high and the preset on the primary side
of the power supply seemed to do nothing
when it was turned from one end to the
other. Eventually, after checking and/or
replacing most of the components in the
power supply, I noticed that the silk-screen
print next to the preset I had thought was
for setting the HT level said "standby HT
set". The one that adjusts the HT voltage
when the set is running is right next to the
field output chip, and can be mistaken for
the height control! M.D.

Philips 24PW6324/05R (A8.0E
chassis)
When search tuning was carried out this
set always settled with the tuning slightly
high in frequency. As a result there was
patterning on saturated colours. Manual
fine tuning would always correct the problem. The AFC feedback is generated by
the TDA8843 jungle chip, which was
faulty. R.B.

Philips 28PW6515/05 (A10E
chassis)
This set's picture jumped about as the
height and width varied at random. A previous dealer had decided that the cause of
the trouble was on the plug-in small-signal
panel, by carrying out a substitution check.
The TDA8885H jungle chip on this board
is responsible for picture geometry as well
as many other things, but was not guilty on
this occasion.
I connected the set to the Compair diagnostic computer interface. By putting the
set in the `Compair mode' I was able to
stop the picture jumping. In this mode the
EC bus between the microcontroller chip
and the jungle chip goes into a pause state.
As the fault was not present in this condition it seemed likely that the jungle chip
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had been receiving instructions from the
microcontroller chip to alter the geometry
and was itself working correctly. Previous
experience suggested that the 'painter'
microcontroller chip was likely to be the
cause of the fault, and a replacement confirmed this diagnosis. R.B.

Sony KVA2942U (AE2B
chassis)
This set would sometimes stick in standby. Dry-joints at regulator IC681
appeared to be the cause, but the fault
remained when they had been dealt with.
During subsequent testing I found that the
plug-in board K1 was the cause of the
trouble. It carries the power amplifiers for
the centre and surround channels. Two
new TDA2052 ICs were required.
In this chassis the chopper circuit provides ±22V supplies for the audio amplifiers. The centre tap of the relevant
winding on the transformer is returned to
chassis via a 22Q fusible resistor, R627.
If this resistor goes open-circuit the
±22V supplies can wander, muting the
power amplifiers. R.B.

Philips 28CL6770/25Z (FL1.10
chassis)
This set tripped when it was brought out
of standby. I checked the TDA1521 audio
output chip first and found that it was
short-circuit. R.B.

Hitachi C2976TN (A5 chassis)
At switch on sparks jumped all round the
tube base panel for a few seconds then the
set went to standby. I found that the line
output stage tuning capacitor had burnt up
and damaged the PCB. Unusually, the
excessive EHT had caused no other faults.
A new capacitor and print repair were all
that was required, but to avoid future
problems I replaced the usual carbon
resistors in the power supply. This would
ensure reliable starting and a stable HT
voltage. R.B.

Philips 28PW6515/05 (A10
chassis)
When the set had been running for several
hours it would go to standby and remain in
this state until it was switched off at the
mains. The cause of the fault was the
microcontroller chip IC7064. R.B.

Goodmans 2580 (Ferguson
TX92 chassis)
Loss of sound was caused by failure of
the BC848B surface-mounted transistor
TS90. It's the audio muting switch. D.S.

Sony KV21M3U (BE4 chassis)
This set came in with field collapse. R814
(0.47Q) in the 24V supply was found to
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be open-circuit. Use the proper type from
Sony, as it's an improved version. D.S.

Ferguson 14D1 (TX85 chassis)
The symptom with this set was intermittent field collapse. I found the cause by
scoping pin 3 (field drive) of the
TDA4501H IF/timebase generator chip
IC2. A replacement chip cured the trouble. D.S.

Sharp 51DSO3H
This set was stuck on one channel (ITV).
The cause was R704 (68kQ) which had
gone high in value. It's advisable to
replace R705 (also 68kQ) as the set can
be stuck in standby when it goes highresistance. I used 1W metal-film hi-stability resistors in these positions. D.S.

Naiko N2897
This 28in. Nicam stereo monster was dead
except for a whining power supply. On
investigation I saw that C134 had been
arcing where it was dry-jointed to the
PCB. After a clean up and resolder I discovered that the line output transistor was
short-circuit. A replacement got things
going, but started to overheat gently after
about ten minutes.
R196 in the supply to the TDA4950
EW correction chip IC18 was shedding its
skin. A replacement stopped the line output transistor overheating, but there was
some width overscanning. A new
TDA4950 chip completed the repair.
C.A.J.

tor will ensure a lasting cure. L.M.

Sharp 51CSO3H
(CS chassis)
If the set takes an increasingly longer time
to start up or switches itself back on from
standby, replace C714 (1,000g, 10V) on
the secondary side of the power supply. It
will probably have fallen in value. The
positioning of the capacitors on the secondary side is poor, as they collect most
of the power supply's heat dissipation. I
blanket solder the power supply and surrounding PCB. It seems that Sharp TV
sets suffer more than most from poor print
and solder connections. L.M.

Mitsubishi CT21M5BT (EE4
chassis)
While the sound continued the picture
would randomly disappear, leaving a
blank screen. Sometimes there was no
picture for several minutes from switch
on. The cause was 'invisible' bad soldered
joints at the TEA5101B RGB output chip
IC650 on the tube's base panel. E.T.

Sanyo 25BN2
The complaint with this set was that it
would switch itself off at completely random, and rare, intervals. We didn't see the
fault during a week's soak test, but we did
find a dry-joint at the collector of Q611 in
the power supply. After dealing with this
we returned the set — and haven't heard
anything since. E.T.

Hitachi C2556TN2
Bush 2871NTX/Goodmans
GTV288 (11AK19 and similar
chassis)
We've had the following situation with a
number of these sets. The initial symptom
is crackling and a noisy picture. At this
stage the customer rarely switches off but
waits to see if the fault will clear. The raster
size then decreases, ending up with severe
lack of width and EW bowing, while the
line output transformer begins to heat up. In
nearly every case I've had, the following
action has provided a complete cure.
Remove the chassis and carry out a
blanket resolder between the line output
transistor and the transformer. This will
cure the basic cause of the trouble, which
is very poor soldering between most of
the capacitors (C611/610/626/613/630)
and the print. Then replace Q603, type
BUK444 or its equivalent, plus R629
(2.7Q), which is usually open-circuit.
Replace diodes D611/612 even if they
appear to read OK. C630 (430nF) must be
replaced, as I've found that it has nearly
always changed value.
The set should now work correctly but,
as a precaution, a new line output transis-

The problem with this set was spasmodic
loss of sound and vision, though the
standby LED remained on. The cause was
intermittent loss of the 5V supply,
because all three legs of the L7805 regulator chip IC951 were dry jointed to the
PCB. E.T.

Bush 2866NTX
A common symptom with these sets is
dead with a ticking noise. You will find
that the BY228 diode in the EW modulator network is short-circuit. When it fails
it takes with it Q579 (BD237) on the
small subpanel next to the line output
transformer. P.S.

Sharp 56FW-53H (DA5OW
chassis)
We've had a number of these fairly new
sets with EW faults. The item to check is
C613 (560nF, 250V) in the line output
stage. It goes open-circuit. P.S.

Decca D28NT92S
The customer said this set went off with a
crackling noise while he was watching it.
When I switched it on I noticed that RD17
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(4.7kQ, 1W) and RD06 (10kQ, 1W) were
burning and that there was arcing in the
neck of the CRT. Fortunately the set was
still under warranty. I seem to be getting a
number of CRT faults of one sort or
another. P.S.

reading of 1.7kQ. The two other fuses,
F851/852, produced readings of less than
05Q. A replacement cured the fault and a
check on the current showed that it was
only 140mA. There was no further trouble
during a long soak test. G.L.

Toshiba 2805DB

Roadstar CTV552/ Goodmans
Compact 110

This set came in dead. I normally check
the ON4408 line output transistor first
and, as expected, it was short-circuit.
Toshiba supply an alternative. Further
checks showed that the 2SC3182 EW
driver transistor Q422 (part no.
A6358055) and D440 (BY228) were also
short-circuit. Replacements restored the
set to life. P.S.

Sony KVE2932U (AE2 chassis)
Picture flashing is a fault I've had before
with these sets. The culprit is the
SBX1692 comb-filter chip IC1301 on the
small board B 1. It's easy to replace (part
no. 8-741-692-01) but at over £62 plus
VAT the repair is expensive. P.S.

Philips 28PW6816/05S (A10E
chassis)
This TV/DVD combination set came in
because the eject button was broken. It's
becoming a common fault. The part no. is
3139 137 91461. P.S.

Beko NR30128T
Failure of the line output transformer is a
common fault with these sets. SEME can
supply it under part no. LOPTX35228P.
When the transformer fails R118 (10kQ,
0.5W) always burns out. Note this value,
as service manuals are not easy to obtain.
P.S.

These 10in. mains/battery colour portables
are popular with caravaners and we see
quite a few of them at certain times of the
year. A common problem is failure of
CP22/CP30, which are both 100tIF electrolytics. They live a hard life, being next
to high-wattage resistors. While the power
supply is apart it's a good idea to replace
RP04/RPO5 (both 180kQ), as I've had
them fail when the capacitors go low in
value. QP01 (2SA1012) often fails: a
BD244C works well in this position. And
the 6.8V zener diode ZPO6 may well have
died.
When ZPO6 has gone short-circuit I
always check RVOT (4.7Q) and ICV1
(TDA3653). I've often found them faulty.
G.L.

Grundig GT2103 (G1000
chassisj
If one of these sets has a bright screen
with flyback lines the cure is to replace
R315 (10Q), which is near the line output
transformer. It's in the rectifier circuit for
the supply to the RGB output stages.
We've had this fault several times now.
G.L.

GoldStar K114U71
The customer complained that this
TV/video combi unit wouldn't tune. It
played tapes all right. As I'd no circuit
diagram I started to check the voltages on
the secondary side of the power supply
and found that the 9V supply at pin 13
was virtually non-existent. A check on the
associated safety fuse F853 produced a
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Goodmans 2575
(F11 chassis)
This set produced little other than a faint
whine. First things first: from memory I
decided to carry out a visual check on the
lower side of the PCB. This confirmed
that, as usual, one of the legs of C134,
which is in the line output stage, was
hanging out. After a clean/resolder the
next port of call was the S2055N line output transistor, which was short-circuit. A
replacement restored normal operation.
D.G.

Philips 28PW6324/05R

I had three of these portables in during the
course of one week, all with the same
fault — dead. In each case the cause was
RP4 (330kQ), which had gone open-circuit. G.L.

The customer complained that this
widescreen set had a very nasty picture. I
found that it was green-tinted, with flyback lines. Adjustment of the first anode
voltage didn't improve matters, nor did
visual and meter/scope checks reveal anything amiss. As a last resort, good old
workshop practice came to the rescue. I
resoldered the line output transformer,
even though it looked fine. After that
there was a good, tint-free picture. D.G.

Finlux 3024F

Matsui TVR161

This set produced a snowy raster with an
off-air signal but was fine with a scart
input. Checks in the tuner section led me
to ICil (SDA3203-3) where the voltages
were incorrect. A replacement cured the
fault. G.L.

This TV/video combi unit was dead with
no sign of life whatsoever. Cold checks in
the power supply revealed that R506
(8201a was open-circuit. So the
2S1(2056 chopper FET Q500 was suspect,
and was indeed faulty. It's also good practice to replace to replace C515 (lg.
160V), C504 (47g, 25V) and R504
(330kQ). Once these items had been
replaced the unit worked perfectly. D.G.

Alba CTV3458

Sony KV21LS3OU
This set produced a bright raster with flyback lines. The picture returned when the
setting of the Al/G2 control on the line
output transformer was reduced. The
focus control had the same effect. A new
transformer, part no. 1-453-345-11, cured
the problem. P.S.

chassis. This one was dead with the fuse
intact. The 22kQ start-up resistor R806,
which has been mentioned before in these
pages, had gone open-circuit, this time
because pin 1 (supply input) of the
MC44604 chopper control chip IC802 had
gone short-circuit to chassis. D.H.

Goodmans 215N (Daewoo
CP365 chassis)
This set produced a dark picture. The
EHT crackled and the whole picture fluttered. Fearing major damage, I switched
off quickly and carried out some checks
in the chopper power supply, which is of
the TDA4601 type. Once C811 and C813
(both 100g, 50V) and C812 (1µF, 50V)
had been replaced the HT was stable, but
the picture was still dark and fluttering.
In this job it sometimes pays to just
look. I saw that C414 (24F, 160V) in
the line output stage was in a very sorry
state. It's the boost capacitor, and read
virtually open-circuit when checked with
a meter. A replacement restored normal
operation, but I also had to replace C304
(220g, 35V) and C303 (1,000uF, 35V)
which are near the AN5515 field output
chip 1301. They were close to 'popping'
their tops, because of the earlier high HT.
G.L.

Bush 2872NTX (11AK19
chassis)
I thought I knew all the faults with this

Ferguson T51F
(TX91 chassis)
This set would run for a while then shut
down. Visual checks revealed a dry-joint
at pin 1 of the line output transformer.
Resoldering this cured the fault. D.G.

Toshiba 2101TB
This set had a nasty green screen. The culprit was Q505 on the CRT's base panel:
one leg was dry-jointed. The AN5515
field output chip IC303 was also in need
of resoldering, being almost loose on the
PCB. There was a nice picture after the
resoldering. D.G.

Sharp 66DS03H
The customer said there was field collapse
then the set went dead. Visual checks
soon revealed the culprit. The polymer
capacitor C613 had a leg burnt out of its
socket. A clean and resolder restored normal operation. D.G.
•
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Guide to the

Panasonic Z8 chassis
The basis of the Z8 chassis is the Philips Ultimate One Chip (UOC)
processor, which does just about everything. Unlike the previous Z7
chassis it can be used in sets with screen sizes up to 25 and 28 inches,
having provision for EW correction and stereo sound. Brian Storm
provides a guide to the circuitry and system operation
he Z8 chassis was developed
as a replacement for the Z7,
which had a long production
run and had been used in
Panasonic's 14in. portables and
basic 21in. sets. It can also be used
in 25 and 28in. sets however,
having provision for EW correction
and stereo sound. The basis of the
Z8 chassis is the Philips Ultimate
One Chip (UOC) processor — the
TDA9350/60/80 series. These
combine the functions of IF
processing, colour decoding, video
processing, scan generation, sound
processing, RGB processing, AV
switching, teletext operation, OSD
generation and system control.
Larger-screen (25/28in.) stereo
models have an additional multisound processor chip which is
controlled by the UOC via the I2C
bus.

T

Standby power supply
Fig. 1: The standby
power supply
circuit used in the
Panasonic Z8
chassis.
From T552
pin 6

R1209
68

The standby power supply circuit
used in the Z8 chassis, see Fig. 1, is
similar to that in other recent
Panasonic chassis in that its mains

transformer is adequate only for
standby operation. At power up the
reservoir capacitor C1201 would
soon discharge and the set would
revert to standby were it not for a
top-up feed via R1209 and D1205.
This feed is derived from pin 6 of
the line output transformer. The
idea is to keep the power
consumption in standby at an
absolute minimum.
Bridge rectifier D1201 charges
the reservoir capacitor C1201which
feeds the 5V regulator IC1202.
This supplies the infra-red receiver
and the EEPROM chip IC1103.
The following regulator IC1201
provides a 3.3V supply for the
UOC IC601.
Relay RL801 provides standby/on
switching by controlling the feed to
the mains bridge rectifier in the
main power supply. Q1201 is the
relay driver transistor, which is
buffered by Q1204. This transistor
receives the on/standby command
from pin 1 of the UOC. D1202 and
C1210 provide protection for
Q1201 against the effects of

spiking and arcing at the relay's
contacts. If Q1201 is damaged,
RL801, D1202 and C1210 must
also be replaced.

Main power supply
As with the previous Z7 chassis,
the chopper transformer (T802)
does not provide mains isolation,
which is instead provided by the
line driver (T553) and line output
(T552) transformers and the line
scan coils. All measurements in the
non-isolated stages are with respect
to the mains earth. Again like the
Z7 chassis, as there is minimal
power transfer via the chopper
transformer there is power
efficiency saving and a cost saving
with the transformer.
Fig. 2 shows the circuitry on the
primary side of the chopper
transformer. D802 is the bridge
rectifier and C809 its reservoir
capacitor. The chopper circuit is of
the series type and is based on the
STRF6523LF51 chip IC801. This
contains the MOSFET chopper
transistor and is similar to the
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device used in the Euro-4 chassis.
The MOSFET is coupled via
L803/D803 and R808/9 to pin 5 of
the transformer, with D808
providing efficiency diode action.
The primary winding (pins 5-1)
acts as an inductive reservoir, the
HT generated at pin 1 (+B supply)
being fed to the line output stage.
D809, an avalanche diode,
provides over-voltage protection
and C815 smoothing.
R804 provides a start-up feed for
pin 4 of IC801. Once the power
supply starts up, D805 and C810
maintain the supply to this pin at
about 16V. Pin 4 also provides
monitoring for over-voltage
conditions, tripping an internal
latch should the voltage rise to
about 20V. This latch can be reset
only by disconnecting the mains
supply to the set then reconnecting
it. The latch also operates should
the temperature generated within
IC801 rise to 140°C. Current
monitoring is provided across
R808 and R809, with feedback to
pin 1. Activation of excess-current
protection makes the power supply
pump on a cycle-by-cycle basis
until the overload is removed.
Regulation is by varying the duty
cycle of the MOSFET' s drive
waveform. IC801 contains an
oscillator circuit to which feedback
is applied via pin 1. IC802, with
D814, monitors the +B supply. It
provides a constant-voltage source.
Any voltage variation across IC802
will result in a current variation
within the device. This produces an
output at pin 2 to control the
optocoupler D804. Feedback from
this is via D812 and R806 to pin 1
of IC801, where it alters the markspace ratio of the MOSFET drive
waveform.
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Fig. 2: The non-isolated
chopper power supply
circuit used in the
Panasonic Z8 chassis.
Mains isolation is
provided in the line
output stage.
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The UOC chip
As previously mentioned the Z8
chassis is based on one main
processor chip, IC601, which
provides all the low-level control
operations, signal processing and
switching required in a set. We'll
provide a brief account of the
various sections, starting with
system control.
The main supply for IC601 is
3.3V which is obtained from
IC1201 and fed to pin 61. A power
reset at pin 60 comes from IC1102.
Pins 58 and 59 are connected to a
12MHz crystal, which is used as the
reference for all the TV processing.
The front control keys are
connected to pin 6 of IC601. This
pin senses voltage changes. The
local keys are connected to a
resistor ladder network. Thus key
presses change the voltage at pin 6.
The remote-control input at pin 64
shares the same priority but looks
for serial-data commands.
Country options, such as menu
language, tuning system and sound
carrier, are stored in the EEPROM
IC1103 and downloaded to IC601
at pins 2 and 3 via the I2C bus every
time IC601 is reset.
Pin 1 of IC601 provides the
standby/on relay drive output,
which is fed to Q1204.
Models that employ the Q-Link
system for communication between
a VCR and a TV set use pins 62 and
63 of IC601 for the data-link in and
out. Switching transistors Q1103-6
are used to switch data between
these two pins and pin 10 of the
scart socket.

Video processing
IC852 provides a regulated 8V
supply for the video/chroma/sound
processing sections of IC601.

D807

D809C8151
7k.220.
160V

The IF output from the tuner is fed
via a SAWF to pins 23 and 24 of
IC601. Pin 27 provides an AGC
output for the tuner. Video
demodulation is carried out within
IC601, a composite video signal
being produced at pin 38. This is
fed to external traps and to pin 19 of
the scart socket via buffer transistor
Q3104, returning to IC601 at pin
40. Video in from the scart socket
or from the front RCA inputs is fed
to pin 42. Whichever source is
selected is fed to the internal colour
decoder. RGB inputs from the scart
socket are connected to pins 46, 47
and 48, with fast blanking for
synchronisation and control being
fed to pin 45.
The RGB outputs to control the
CRT drive circuitry appear at pins
51, 52 and 53. IC351 on the CRT
base panel produces the drives for
the CRT's cathodes. Compensation
for CRT ageing is provided at pin 5
of IC351 and is fed back to pin 50
of IC601, where the black-level
current is monitored and, if
necessary, updated in the
EEPROM. This prevents grey-scale
drift as the set ages.
Q351 also provides after-glow
spot-suppression when the set is
switched off.

Teletext and OSDs
The teletext section of IC601 has a
ten-page memory for Fastext
features or favourite-page storage.
The teletext reference is obtained by
dividing down from the 12MHz
crystal X601. Video for data slicing
and acquisition comes internally
from the video processing section.
On-screen displays are generated
at RGB level and are synchronised
internally by the off-air line and
field sync pulses or by the internal
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clock if stable sync pulses are not
available.

Sound processing
With non-stereo models the
internally demodulated sound
leaves IC601 at pin 44 and is fed to
the audio output chip. In addition
there's a line-level output at pin 28
for the scart socket.
Stereo models incorporate a
separate multi-sound processor
chip, IC2001. Pin 35 of IC601
provides an sound IF feed which is
passed via IF amplifier transistors
Q2003 and Q2004 to pin 47 of
IC2001. Pins 24 and 25 of IC2001
provide the drive signals for the
audio output stages.

Scan drives
The line drive output at pin 33 of
IC601 is generated using the
12MHz crystal as a reference.
Flyback pulses are fed back to pin
34. The horizontal phase-control
system is decoupled at pins 16 and
17.
The field drive output is at pins 21
and 22. It's produced from the line
generator via an internal divider.
The amplitude and shape of the

field drive is determined by the RC
components connected to pins 25
and 26, i.e. R803 and C614.
An EW drive output is available at
pin 20 for 110° large-screen
models.

Protection systems
Beam-current limiting by contrast
and brightness reduction is achieved
by connecting pin 49 of IC601 to
the earthy end of the EHT supply.
C558 decouples the feed while
R557/8 provide a DC bias to hold
the voltage variations within a
predetermined range.
Monitoring for general protection
is at pin 36 of IC601. This pin is
biased low by R2202 and R621.
Q603 switches pin 36 high should a
safety problem occur.
The 200V supply for the RGB
output IC is monitored via D603
and R631. If the voltage drops,
D603 conducts and Q603 switches
on. Pin 36 of IC601 goes high and
within ten seconds the set will
switch to standby by releasing
RL801.
The 5V supply is monitored via
D601. If the voltage falls because of
an overload, the same switching

action occurs.
Excess beam current protection is
provided via D403 and R629.
Should the beam current exceed a
certain level zener diode D403 and
Q603 will switch on.
Field scan failure is monitored via
Q401 and Q402. During normal
field scanning C409 is charged via
D401, switching Q402 on. With
Q402 conductive, Q401 is off. If
there is no field scanning C409 is
discharged, Q402 switches off,
Q401 switches on, D603 conducts
and Q603 switches on taking pin 36
of IC601 high.
IC601 also monitors the 8V
supply, using the 3.3V supply as a
reference. Should the 8V supply fall
below 6V IC601 will release the
standby/on relay RL801.

Service menu
Access to the service menu is by
setting the sharpness to minimum
while at channel position 99, then
pressing V at the front of the set at
the same time as mute on the
handset. Use the channel up/down
buttons to navigate through the
menu and the volume +/— buttons to
alter values.
■

Guide to the

Thomson TX92 chassis
In this third instalment in the series Mark Paul describes the signals
side of the chassis - the IF, colour decoder, video processing, RGB
output and timebase generator sections
he TX92 chassis is designed
for multi-standard operation
and is therefore fitted with a
VHF/UHF tuner, type MTM4045.
The tuning-voltage is provided by
the microcontroller chip IR01,
which also controls the band
switching. The TX92F chassis uses
frequency-synthesis tuning, so the
type of tuner differs. In the F
version the tuning is again
controlled by IR01, this time via the
I2C bus.

T

IF strip
There are differences in the IF strip
depending on whether the set has
stereo or mono sound capability.
Fig. 8 shows a block diagram of the
stereo-sound version, which uses a
TDA9811/V3 sound/vision IF chip,
1150. The feed from the tuner to the
BF771 SAW filter driver transistor
TI20 includes filters that provide a
notch at either side of the passband.
TI20 drives separate SAW filters,
FI10 and FI20, for the vision and
sound inputs to 1150.
1150 provides a composite video
output at pin 10 and FM/Nicam
sound at pin 20. The latter is fed to

the sound processing section via
TI70 (BC848B). Pin 19 provides a
tuner AGC output and pin 23 an
AFC feed which goes to IR01.
Pin 9 is used for video-standard
switching. This is controlled by
IRO1 via the PC bus and the video
processor chip IV01. The latter's
PC bus decoder provides the videosystem control signal at pin 11.
Mono sound models use an
STV8224A1 IF chip, II01. The
input to this, at pins 19 and 20, is
from a single SAWF, the driver
transistor TIO1 again being type
BF771. There's a composite video
output at pin 11, an audio output at
pin 15, a tuner AGC output at pin
23 and an AFC output at pin 2. As
before, the latter goes to the
microcontroller chip IR01.
In most versions of the chassis the
composite video output (CVBS int)
from the IF section is passed to the
colour decoder/video
processing/timebase generator chip
IVO1 via the scart section of the
chassis, so this must be looked at
next. In mono sound sets, which
have a single scart socket, the
composite video (CVBS) output

from pin 11 of II01 goes straight to
IV01. II01 contains a switch to
select either internal or external
(scart) composite video.

Scart section
Fig. 9 shows in block diagram form
the AV socket system and its
associated video switching used in
the TX92 chassis, including all
extra options, i.e. a second scart
socket and a front connector board
(FCB) with DIN socket. The CVBS
int signal is one input to the
LA7221 video switching chip IX01,
which is controlled by the AVE1
and AVE2 lines from the
microcontroller chip IR01. The
other inputs are CVBS from the AV
sockets as fitted.
The FCB option is incorporated in
some models, and there are
different versions of this. One
version used in the TX92F chassis
has a DIN input socket for separate
video and chroma. This calls for
another video switching chip, IM51
(TEA2114), because IX01 does not
have available an input to cater for a
front-panel CVBS input. Note that
in the tuner mode the signal passes
Video system
switching

Fig. 8: Block diagram of the IF
strip, stereo sound models.

Composite
video
output

IF from
tuner

FM/Nicam
sound

Trap switching
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via the FCB: thus absence of
this connection leaves a blank
screen.
Connector BX50, which is
included in all versions of the
chassis, is used for alignment
purposes during production.
The fast-blanking input from
the AV1 scart socket is passed
to an additional detector
circuit, using transistors TX55
and TX56, which provides a
feed (FBD) to IRO1 for RGB
`full-page detection'. This
enables IRO1 to distinguish
between full-page and inserted
RGB signals.

DIN

FCB/AV3

• RGB full-page
detection

009

R audio
L audio

UM51

RGB in/out

Chroma

CVBS int

FB

FBD

1—Path with no FCB

AV1
BX01

TX55/6 *

AVE1,2
from IR01

Source switching

CVBS in/out
CVBS to
IV01

0

Audio in/out

0

The video processing
chips
Two chips are used in the
video processing section of the
chassis, IVO1 and IC01. The
former is an FC bus-controlled
device that carries out colour
decoding (multi-standard),
video switching and processing
and generation of the timebase
drive waveforms. It's usually
type STV2118, but there are
two other versions: type
STV2112 does not have
provision for NTSC signals,
while type STV2116 has no
provision for Secam. ICO1,

1 2%
BX50

CVBS in/out

Fig. 9: Block diagram of the
AV switching section of the
chassis, including all
options. Some models have
one scart socket, others
two. There are different
versions of the optional
front connector board (FCB).
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and
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Fig. 10: Simplified
block diagram of the
colour decoder and
timebase generator
sections of the
STV2118 chip IV01.
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CC11
1n
R—Y
—0.--11 I

Clamp

R Y
Line
memory
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LPF

CC10
1n
B—Y

Clamp
Line
memory

Sandcastle
pulses

Sample
and hold

LPF

3MHz clock
Pulse
detector

Fig. 11: Block
diagram for the
TDA4665 digital
chroma delay line
chip.

Frequency/
phase det.

LPF

type STV2180 or in some later sets
type TDA4665, is a digital chroma
delay line: note that these two chips
are not pin compatible.
IVO1 has two supply pins. Pin 42
receives a 9V feed (VCC2) from
the TDA8139 IC in the power
supply. This is used by the chroma,
scanning and bus decoder sections
of the chip. Pin 22 also receives the
9V supply (VCC1) but this time via
switching transistor TV62 (BC33740), which switches on when the
13V supply is produced by the line
output stage. The voltage at pin 22
is used by the video section of
IVO1. Total current consumption,
VCC1 plus VCC2, is about 148mA.
ICO1 has a current consumption of
15mA.

Colour decoding
Fig. 10 shows in simplified block
diagram form the colour decoder
and timebase generator sections of
IVO1. There are inputs for CVBS at
pin 20 and for SVHS chroma from
the FCB at pin 23. In normal
operation the CVBS signal is fed to
either a bell (cloche) filter in the
Secam mode or a bandpass filter in
the PAL/NTSC mode. A phaselocked loop consisting of a
bandpass filter, a phase comparator
and a loop filter capacitor (CC03,
connected to pin 8) tunes the filters.
The reference signal is the 4.43 or
3.58MHz carrier from the colour
decoder VCO. The PLL sets the
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Sample
and hold

6MHz
VCO

=2

centre frequency of the bandpass
filter to coincide with the reference
signal frequency and adjusts all the
other filters. The bell filter is fine
tuned by a second PLL that
operates during the field flyback.
Filters separate the chroma from
the incoming CVBS signal. For
SVHS operation the bell/bandpass
filter is linked to the chroma input
at pin 23.
The colour decoder section carries
out conventional decoding, either
PAL, NTSC or Secam, to produce
R — Y and B — Y outputs for the
RGB matrixing stage. It operates in
conjunction with the chroma delay
line chip ICO1.
Fig. 11 shows the arrangements
within the TDA4665 delay-line
chip in block diagram form. The
operation of the chip is controlled
by a 6MHz oscillator which
operates within a PLL that uses the
burst gating component of the
sandcastle pulses as a reference. Its
output is divided by two to provide
the 3MHz switching signal. Since
the operation of the delay lines is
locked to the line frequency via the
burst gating pulses, they operate
correctly at the PAL and NTSC
frequencies as well as the variable
line frequency from a VCR.
The colour-difference signals are
capacitively coupled to ICO1 by
CCIO and CC11. They are clamped
then split between two paths, direct
and delayed. The one-line delay is

carried out by a memory, which
consists of switched capacitors,
followed by a sample-and-hold
circuit then a low-pass filter.
There are 190 parallel capacitors
in each memory, and each capacitor
has a write and read switch. At a
line frequency of 15.625kHz and a
clock frequency of 3MHz, there are
192 clock cycles per line (3MHz ÷
15.625kHz = 192). The delay
through the 190 capacitors plus the
delay between the input buffer
amplifier and the delay-line output
is exactly one line period minus 3t
÷ 2, where t = 333ns. The sampleand-hold circuit is used to restore a
continuous signal and eliminate
`staircase' components. It
introduces a delay oft 2 while the
LPF adds a delay of exactly t. As a
result, the delayed signal has
undergone a delay of exactly one
line period.
The delayed and undelayed
colour-difference signals are then
added to cancel any spurious phase
shifts, buffered and returned to
IVO1 for further processing.

Timebase generator
section
Sync separation consists of lowpass filtering and black-level
alignment followed by slicing to
remove the sync content of the
CVBS signal. Video is identified as
being present when there is
coincidence between the tip of the
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has two windows for field
frequency selection, 248-288 for
the 60Hz mode and 248-252 for the
50Hz mode. In the 50Hz mode the
field blanking pulse runs from line
1 to line 22. The field drive pulses,
which leave at pin 35, are some
10.5 lines long. As we saw last
month they are passed to the
STV2145 chip 1F02.

Video processing

Fig. 13: The
spotsuppression
circuit on the
CRT base board.
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line sync pulses and a linefrequency window set by phaselock loop 1 (PLL1). This PLL is
based on a 500kHz VCO which
operates with an external ceramic
resonator, QV01, that's connected
to pin 32. It has three modes of
operation, which can be selected by
the I2C bus: normal, short timeconstant and long time-constant.
The normal mode uses both timeconstants, long in normal operation
and short that's automatically
introduced during the field flyback
and in the search mode operation of
a VCR — when the field frequency
is different from normal off-air
reception. In the short time-constant
mode this time-constant is in
continuous use while in the long
time-constant mode the long timeconstant is in continuous use.
The line scanning section also
generates the burst gate pulses and
a line-frequency signal for
controlling the chroma and video
circuits. The line drive pulses fed
out at pin 36 have a width of
281usec. They are produced when
the VCC2 supply at pin 42 rises to
6.8V at start-up. When VCC2 drops
below 6.2V at shut down the line
drive output is disabled. A soft-start
duty cycle is also built in, related to
the rising and falling values of the
VCC1 and VCC2 supplies. The line
drive can also be disabled via the
PC bus: it then remains at the high
level. Line position adjustment is
also carried out via the I2C bus.
Pin 37 of IVO1 is used for the line
flyback pulse input and sandcastle
pulse output. The input has two
thresholds: the lower one enables
line blanking pulses to be extracted
while the higher one enables pulses
to be extracted to feed to PLL2.
This is used to shift the scan to
compensate for the storage time of
the line output transistor TL19.
For perfect interlacing the field
sync pulses are locked to twice the
line frequency. The field sync
window is from line 248-252 — this
is the catching range. IVO1 actually

Fig. 12 shows a block diagram of
the video processing sections of
IV01. The luminance signal (Y) is
separated from the chroma signal
by internal filtering. It's then passed
to a delay line which has different
delay times depending on mode.
This is followed by peaking
(sharpness), after which the signal
goes via a black-level clamp to the
control section. Sharpness is
controlled by the PC bus with a
range of between +5 and +30 per
cent. The colour-difference signals
from IC01 are clamped, subjected
to saturation control then fed to the
RGB matrix, along with the Y
signal. Contrast, brightness and
saturation, also the RGB gains, are
all adjusted via the PC bus.
The RGB switch section selects
RGB from the matrix, external SC
RGB from the start circuitry, or
external OSD RGB from the
microcontroller IRO1 or the teletext
processor IT01. Selection is
controlled by the fast-blanking
signals FB SC or FB OSD, with FB
OSD having the higher priority.
When the FB lines are inactive
(low) the internal RGB signals are
selected. The RGB OSD inputs are
always set at maximum contrast
while the RGB SC inputs can be
controlled within a range of 12dB.
The signals pass to the output
section, where cut-off regulation
and drive adjustment are carried
out. The output stages can be
blanked under PC control.
The beam current limiting input is
at pin 31 and is used to reduce the
contrast and brightness. The
contrast is reduced when the
voltage at pin 31 is less than 6V. At
less than 5V the brightness is also
reduced. These are automatic
adjustments to prevent CRT and
line output transformer stress.
Automatic black-level regulation
is built into IVO1 to adjust the greyscale as the tube ages. Feedback
from the RGB output stages on the
CRT base board is applied to pin
30, being detected as a voltage
across RV35. Although black-level
(leakage current) measurement is
carried out sequentially for the

three beams, the results are fed to
the common resistor RV35. An
internal warm-up detector prevents
the feedback loop operating during
start up from cold. It holds off
measurement until the CRT's
cathode currents reach a nominal
value.
The leakage current measurements
are carried out during the field
blanking period by adding pulses to
the RGB output waveforms. The
blue current is measured during line
21, the green current during line 22
and the red current during line 23.
The differences between the
measured values and the values
previously stored in internal
capacitors are compared to an
internal reference voltage. The error
voltages thus generated are used to
adjust the DC offsets at the
respective outputs, keeping the cutoff currents constant. Three
external capacitors are used to store
the error voltages, CV10, CV11 and
CV12 (100nF each). They are
connected to pins 26, 24 and 25
respectively. The DC offset remains
constant during the field.

The RGB output stages
The RGB outputs from IVO1 are
fed to a TEAS 1 01B RGB output
chip, IB01, on the CRT base panel.
Target bandwidth is greater than
5MHz at the —3dB points. The
associated input and feedback
resistors set the gains and DC
output levels.
The CRT's grid circuit
incorporates a spot-suppression
circuit, see Fig. 13. CB03 charges
to 200V during normal operation. A
constant current flows via DBO1,
RB03 and DB04, setting the CRT's
grid voltage at 0.7V. At switch-off
the 200V supply, which is derived
from the line output transformer,
rapidly drops to zero. DB04 is then
reverse biased by the negative
charge held by CB03. The CRT's
grids remain at about —200V for
more than a minute, blanking the
screen, as CB03 discharges via
RB03 and DBO1.

Video alignment
Various menus can be used in the
service mode for video alignment
via the PC bus. This includes CRT
Al voltage adjustment and drive,
peak-white and cut-off adjustments
to the country standard.

Next month
In the concluding instalment next
month we'll look at the
microcontroller, teletext and audio
arrangements used in the chassis. ■
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Hitachi C2509T (GIPS chassis)

Service
Caseboo
Michael Maurice

When pin 3 of the chopper transformer
becomes dry-jointed there's a trail of
destruction. It provides the feedback, so
when it goes open-circuit all the voltages
on the secondary side of the circuit go
sky high. The usual repair is to replace
the 2SD1884 line output transistor Q781,
the BUT12AF chopper transistor Q903,
R760-2 and R766 which are all 2.2Q
resistors, ZD903 and R901 (6.8Q, 5W).
To improve reliability I also replace R902
and R903 (both 82kQ, 0.5W) in the startup circuit, R909 (39k0, 0.5W), R912
(47kQ, 0.5W) and C906 (4.7t1F, 250V) —
and resolder the pins of the transformer.
This normally cures the fault. But this
time the set went to standby and just
looked at me. Q902 (BUX86) had failed.
When it was replaced the set came to life,
but wouldn't go to standby. Q901
(BC328) had also failed.

Matsui 28DWO1A
This is an 'integrated digital TV' set, i.e.
it has a digital receiver, in this case of
Pace manufacture, bolted to the chassis.
The fault was simple: the aerial socket
had broken off. There is usually quite a
lot of dismantling required to get at the
digital section, and my problems were
compounded by the aerial engineer who
had suggested that "it was a five minute
job that should cost about £15"! How do
you explain to the customer over the
phone that it's nothing of the sort? What I
did was to arrive late in the evening and
start to dismantle the set. The main chassis came out, followed by the digital section, then this section had to be dismantled to get at the tuner.
After watching me do all this and put
it back together the customer was on my
side and happily paid the bill!

Granada VHSHS5
Sometimes an older VCR is worth repairing, and sometimes it's valued enough by
the owner to warrant a large bill. This
was an example, because it can record
teletext subtitles. The customer was
extremely hard of hearing, so this was of
immense importance to him. In fact initial
contact was made through a telephone
relay system, after which communication
was by fax.
The symptoms were very poor playback pictures, with the E-E pictures even
worse. The cure was to replace all the
electrolytic capacitors in the power supply and IF modules.

Praline 28N1
There were two faults with this set, which
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was just out of guarantee. The first was
failure of the line output transformer. A
replacement from SEME brought the set
back to life but the geometry was way
out, notably the width which left vertical
black bands at either side. The customer
told me that Comet engineers had tried to
adjust the settings, but the following day
they were out.
As it's almost impossible to get service information from Comet I posted a
request on the Euras pin board. A reply
arrived a few days later, enabling me to
return to the customer to reset the geometry.
In these sets all new settings must be
stored individually, which the Comet
engineer had failed to do. I plugged in my
pattern generator and, after tuning Ch. 1
to the output from the generator, carried
out the settings in the service mode.
Switching on and off confirmed that
everything was now correct.
How anyone can contemplate altering
a TV set's g
eometry without a pattern generator is
beyond me.

Mitsubishi CT25AV1BS (EE3
chassis)
This set produced a blank screen with no
sound but did display graphics. The cause
was that the 2SC2236 8V regulator transistor Q952 had failed. In this case it had
gone short-circuit collector-to-emitter,
while the associated 9.1V zener diode
D957 had gone short-circuit.
Unfortunately fuse Z953 hadn't blown,
and as a result the voltage on the 8V line
had risen to 22V. The TEA6415C AV
switching chip IC202 and the MSP3410
sound processor chip IC301, which is
expensive, had been damaged.
There's a modification kit (8VREGKIT) that deals with the shortcoming of
Q952 by providing an up-rated transistor
and a few other parts. The set was OK
once this and replacement ICs had been
fitted.

Sony KV28WS2U (BE3D
chassis)
This set powered up at switch on. The
EHT then built up and died, followed by
the standby LED flashing. It's quite a
common problem, the cause being the
surface-mounted EEPROM IC002. When
I replaced this the set powered up and
ran, but there was severe corruption of
the graphics, text and menus. Sony
advised replacement of the microcontroller chip, which incorporates the text
functions. This is not to be confused with

the Megatext chip. I fitted a replacement
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and switched the set on, but it was dead
as initially.
After a lot of head-scratching a friend
suggested replacing the EEPROM again.
This time it worked!

Panasonic TX25AD1DP (Euro-2
chassis)
This fault was easy to diagnose — I didn't
even have to remove the back! The picture had coloured snow because the
VDP3108 video/deflection processor chip
IC601 had failed. Panasonic supplies a kit
that consists of a new VDP3108AAP1
chip, two surface-mounted capacitors and
an EEPROM chip. It comes with full
instructions. I've fitted many of these kits
to the TX21/25MD1 range of sets without
problems, so I confidently set about fitting the kit and switched on. There was
nothing! No standby light, just nothing.
What could have gone wrong? The
EEPROM is a plug-in device, so it made
sense to swap it over with the original
device. The set then came on, but there
was vertical jitter. When I phoned
Panasonic I was told that I had the wrong
EEPROM for the set and should obtain a
new one, part no. 27C010-800SA. I did,
fitted it, and the set worked. But there
was still field jitter. A further call brought

the information that the EEPROM supplied was correct for the new version of
the VDP3108. I was told to re-order the
kit and just change the EEPROM. After
doing this the set worked correctly. Now
all I have to do is to try to obtain some
refunds.
All this was done in the customer's
home, and required several visits. Why
didn't I take the set back to the workshop? Because I'm a TV engineer, not a
weightlifter!

regulator transistor Q683). Once resoldering in this area had been carried out the
set worked normally.
But I was called back yet a third time,
at which point I decided to take the set
back to the workshop for a detailed
examination of signals board A and
power/deflection board D. The cause of
the trouble turned out to be a dry-joint at
R849 (15Q, 2W) on board D. It's in the
line scan circuit.

Goodmans 2575 (F11 chassis)
Sony KVX2572 (AE2 series
chassis)
Dry-joints at and/or complete failure of
the TDA8179S field output chip IC1501
is a fairly common fault with these sets.
When the chip is faulty the A and B
lights at the front of the set flash thirteen
times. Replacement of the IC or resoldering usually cures the trouble. On this
occasion I had to replace the chip, but
this wasn't the end of the story.
A few days later I was called back.
IC1501' s soldering was OK, so I had to
look elsewhere. The next most common
problem with these sets is the soldering
around the 5V and 12V regulators on signals board A (the TDA8138A 5/12V regulator chip IC681 and the 2SD774 5V

This set had suffered from the usual dryjoint that leads to a burnt line output
stage tuning capacitor. This time it had
damaged the two EW modulator diodes
as well, so all three items were replaced
(the line output transistor had not succumbed). When I switched the set on
there was obviously an EW problem, and
the TDA4950 EW correction chip was
getting hot. The cause was the loading
coil, which had developed shorted turns.
Parts like this for Goodmans sets are
not readily available, but a marking suggested that the value was 10mH. As luck
would have it I had a Sony 10mH coil for
the AEI chassis (position L807). When I
fitted it and switched on everything was
OK. Thank you Sony!
■

suspect. As it's a Philips tube I decided to
take my BK467 CRT tester out of the
mothballs and assess it. One gun had low
emission. After a good clean and balance
with the BK467 a very nice picture was
displayed. D.G.

Hitachi C2118R
The customer complained that the picture
was unstable with horizontal lines. From
experience I went to the LA7835 field
timebase chip IC601 which, as I suspected, was dry-jointed. After resoldering it
there was a very stable picture. D.G.

Philips 21PT166B (AA5 chassis)

TV FAULT FINDING
Reports from
Dave Gough
Arthur Jackson
Martin J. Abbott
Les Mainstone
Martyn S. Davis
Philip Salkeld
Denis Foley and
Robin Beaumont

Toshiba 2812DB
The problem with this great monster was
severe line tearing with bands down either
side of the screen. Checks on the EW module showed that C424 (4.7pF, 100V),
which is under the screening can, was
open-circuit. All was well once a replacement had been fitted. D.G.

Matsui 1476
The customer said "I think the tube's
gone". He said there was a flashing red
screen and weird colours. Visual checks
on the PCB revealed the cause of the trouble. One leg of the posistor in the degaussing circuit, TH501, had burnt off. Once a
replacement had been fitted there was a
nice picture. D.G.

SEG CT7951 G3 (11AK19P
chassis)

We welcome fault reports from
readers — payment for each fault is
made after publiation. See page
172 for details of where and how
to send reports.
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This monster had been sold by the Lidl
group of stores some time ago as a one-off
during a promotion. The customer said it
was dead. Cold checks showed that the
5W, 2.252 ceramic surge-limiter resistor
R817 was open-circuit. Replacement of
the 2SK2545 chopper transistor Q802,
also the BA159 diode D805 and a UF5407
diode, was also necessary. After that the
set was OK. D.G.

Toshiba 2500TB
This set had a very red screen. Cold
checks on relevant circuitry failed to
reveal anything amiss so the CRT was

This set appeared to be dead but there was
HT at the line output transformer's primary winding. Further checks brought me to
protector 1571, which was open-circuit.
It's in series with the 11V supply from the
chopper transformer, in the feed to the 8V
regulator chip IC7567, which had a shortcircuit across its output. The 8V supply
goes via L5565 direct to pin 10 of the multifunction chip IC7015. This pin was shortcircuit to chassis.
Be careful when providing an estimate
for this repair, as the cause of IC7015's
demise can be insulation breakdown in the
line output transformer. It was in this case,
and has been in every other set I've had
with the fault. A.J.

Ferguson T14T (TX805 chassis)
This set produced a very dark picture.
Checks on the tube's heater and first anode
supplies showed that the voltages were
correct, but its cathode voltages were very
high. The cause of this was RT40 (68kQ,
0.5W) which provides base bias for the
RGB output transistors TT01/2/3. It had
gone very high in value — the reading was
over 21\452. A.J.

Philips 28/32PW6005 (A10E
chassis)
We have had a number of these sets
recently with either no or intermittent
sound, or switching to Ext (1), when
warm. In every case the cause has been the
microcontroller chip IC7064. It can change
the state of the audio mute line and shut
down the audio amplifier chip IC7702.
Headphone sound is still present, as a separate amplifier is used for this and muting
is not applied here.
The part no. for IC7064 in this ET version is 3111 250 54511. A.J.

Thomson 28WF25U (ICC17
chassis)
We recently had two of these sets in on the
same day with the same fault, randomly
switching to standby with the red LED
flashing. If the set was switched on again it
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might run for five minutes or a couple of
hours, then fail again. There was a clue: a
slight arcing sound from the CRT base
panel just prior to the failure. In both
cases the cause of the fault was leakage in
the focus spark gap. A replacement CRT
base socket, part no. 80298800, provided
a complete cure. A.J.

Philips 28ST2781 (GR2.2
chassis)
This set was supposed to be dead, but a
slow tripping sound came from the power
supply. Checks showed that there was a
dead short across the HT line. The cause
was the flyback tuning capacitor C2545
(1.5nF, 2kV), which was short-circuit and
badly burnt. A replacement and general
service completed the repair. I've noticed
that the replacement capacitors are now
rated at 3kV. A.J.

Sony KV1400UB
Although this little set is 24 years old it
produced an excellent picture. The complaint was no sound. I found that R254
(390Q) in the 105V supply to the audio
output stage was open-circuit. No other
fault was found, and a long soak test
proved that all was now well. A.J.

Philips 29PT727B (GR2.4
chassis)
If one of these sets is tripping and there
are reports or suggestions of a burning
smell, the line output transistor Tr7545 is
probably short-circuit. The cause is usually the scan coupling capacitor C2550,
whose failure can be intermittent. This
blue block-type capacitor seems to suffer
from a poor connection at one of its legs.
The overheating effect can be clearly seen
down the component's side wall when it
is removed.
The transistor type and capacitor value
used in this chassis depend on tube
type/size. With the 29in.tube, Tr7545 is
type BU2520AF and C2550 is 680nF.
A.J.

Fidelity CTV3228NF (SM2
chassis)
The customer said that the colour faded
out. A TDA8361A chip is used for video
processing in this chassis. I replaced the
18pF fixed-value capacitor in the colour
reference-oscillator circuit with a 56pF
trimmer. Colour run-through could then
be seen when the aerial plug was pulled
out and loosely reinserted. Further checks
led me to the burst phase-detector circuit,
where R332 and C325 (0.1µF) provide a
time-constant of 10msec. They are connected to pin 33 of the chip. When I
checked 0325 I found that its capacitance
wandered upwards like a fruit machine.
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With my LCR meter on the 120Hz range
there was a momentarily-high dissipation
reading. Clearly the APC circuit was too
unstable to be able to lock the reference
oscillator. Everything was OK when I
replaced C325 — I used a 100V polyester
type. M.J.A.

Sharp DV51083H (D3000
chassis)
There were one or other of two fault conditions when this set was switched on.
Either a faint raster that looked like low
tube emission was produced, and the set
couldn't be turned off using the remotecontrol unit; or the set came on displaying
horizontal bars. The cause of the trouble
was traced to C1485 (47µF, 50V) and
C1442 (10g, 16V) on the digital video
panel: they decouple the reset chip
IC1416 and the clock oscillator chip
IC1408.
In the interests of reliability it's as well
to replace decoupling capacitors C732 and
C710, which are associated with the 5V
regulator chip IC703, and C719 (1,000g,
6.3V) in the 5VM supply. M.J.A.

Good mans GTV288 (11AK19
chassis)
The only response I got when I switched
this 28in. set on was that the green- LED
at the front started to flash. After a few
checks I convinced myself that the line
output transformer was faulty. Wrong!
There was frustration when I ordered a
replacement transformer and was sent the
wrong type. This was my fault for not
quoting its serial numbers — several different transformers are used in this chassis.
There was abject misery when I obtained
the correct transformer, fitted it and found
that the LED still winked at me!
At this point it was necessary for me to
start to use the engineering skills I had
been taught many years ago. When I carried out checks on the various supplies
obtained from the chopper transformer I
found that the tiny 0.33Q, 0.5W resistor
R867 was open-circuit. I did get some
consolation, as it's not shown in all the
circuit diagrams. Amongst other things
the supply concerned feeds pin 1 of the
optocoupler IC801. Lesson learnt: check
supply voltages first! L.M.

Philips 32PW962B/05 (FL2.24
AA chassis)
This monstrously heavy set's red LED
gleamed but it wouldn't start. I gave it a
quick clean to remove the mountain of
accumulated dust, then went in with the
meter. Normally with a dead set I begin
by carrying out resistance checks on the
line output and chopper transistors. In this
case there was a dead short-circuit across

the former. Out it came, but it was free of
any shorts. There were still shorts at its
socket however. Further checks brought
me to C2504 (2.2nF, 3kV), which was
cracked and shorted. A replacement
restored normal operation. L.M.

Hitachi C2125T (11A19Kchassis)
"Set went pop" was the fault description
that accompanied this Vestel-made set.
Some quick meter checks seemed to indicate that it was in a protection state.
Because Hitachi's CD-ROM-based circuit
diagram is so hard to read, I decided to
carry out cold-resistance checks between
all the diodes on the secondary side of the
chopper transformer and chassis. There
was a dead short at the cathode of D812
(BYD33D), which was itself short-circuit.
The part no. is VS3000315. It's the rectifier for the 14V supply, and had simply
died of its own accord. A replacement
restored normal operation. M.S.D.

Panasonic TX33AK10 (Euro-5
chassis)
The reported fault was "water on the picture". The picture was bleary or pixellated, with trailers or a tracing effect after
every movement. It looked as if the set
was locked in some sort of weird digital
special-effect mode. In my experience
these sets are prone to EEPROM corruption, which can cause all sorts of strange
effects. Thankfully resetting the EEPROM
chip cured the fault.
To reset the EEPROM, hold down the
volume minus control on the set and the
status key on the remote-control unit, with
the set switched on. The status key is the
button just above the red text one, with a
small + sign by it. The set then runs
through a little routine and displays some
data. After that it has to be reinstalled, i.e.
tuned in. M.S.D.

Thomson 28DG35UD (ICC19
chassis)
The note with this set said it needed a new
line output transformer. But after fitting a
replacement I found that it still wouldn't
come out of standby. When it was activated, all that happened was that the LED
flashed continuously. Further investigation showed that the power supply seemed
to be working and producing voltages at
the right places on the secondary side. So
maybe the set was in a protection mode,
because of a short somewhere?
At this point I noticed a rather large
Dolby module at the rear of the set.
Knowing the sorts of things that customers can do, I decided to unplug the
module. The set then sprang to life,
though without sound. A quick investiga-
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tion showed that the TDA2615 power
amplifier chip IS450 had a smoky hole in
it. All was well once a replacement had
been fitted. The part no. is 10257880. All
that remained was to educate the customer
on external speakers and how to use them!
M.S.D.

until couple of years ago. There was arcing in the neck of this set's tube, causing
no sound or picture. Fortunately the set
was only three months old. The entire set
was exchanged. P.S.

Philips 25PT4103/05 (L6.2
chassis)

This set usually worked when it was
switched on but sometimes it was dead
with the red LED blinking. A phone call
to Philips Technical produced the suggestion that I should replace the relay in the
power supply, circuit reference 1002, part
no. 2422 1320 7405. This cleared the
fault. P.S.

This set had been in a couple of months
previously because a sudden short-circuit
had occurred in the deflection module.
Capacitor C2912 had failed, and a
replacement had restored normal operation. It was now back with a rather strange
fault. The set would work correctly for
about ten minutes then the chroma would
gradually fade out, leaving a perfect
monochrome picture with sound. After
that the set would trip to standby. If it was
switched off and on the cycle of events
would be repeated.
It seems that the trauma of the original
fault had damaged the TDA8361 `bimos'
(Philips word) jungle chip IC7100.
Fortunately a replacement cured the fault.
The part no. is 4822 209 13047. M.S.D.

Ferguson T59NB (TX92F
chassis)
There was a field fault with this set —
foldover at the top of the picture. The cure
was to replace the flyback boost capacitor
CF30 (47µF, 50V). It's connected
between pins 3 and 6 of the TDA8177
field output chip IF01. M.S.D.

Hitachi C24W410SN
Stuck in standby is a common fault with
these sets. The usual cause is dry-joints at
the LT regulator IC951. It was a common
problem with older Hitachi models. P.S.

Panasonic TC14S3R
(Z7chassis)
This portable produced a weak, negative
picture. It gave the impression that the set
was working to the wrong TV system. In
fact the EEPROM IC1205 (part no.
XL24D02P-AA1) had become corrupted
and had to be replaced.
After replacing it you will need to
carry out the self-check. Press the F button and the volume down button on the
TV set and the status button on the
remote-control unit simultaneously. The
screen will then go to the self-check
mode. Switch the TV set off then on
again to confirm that the check has been
done. When the self-check has been completed, switch off at the mains. When you
switch on again the set will go into autosearch. You just have to be patient! P.S.

Bush WS6674
Tube faults were virtually unheard of
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Philips 32PW6615/025
(MG1.1EAA chassis)

Bush 2850NTX
Line collapse is a common problem with
these sets. The line scan-coil socket normally catches fire and burns a hole in the
board. Fortunately in this case just one
pin was burnt, and a good clean up and
resoldering put matters right. P.S.

Toshiba 43PJ93B
The trouble with this projection set was
caused by the fact that the customer hadn't read the instruction book. He complained about a 5cm line from left to right
at the top and bottom of the screen. The
set had been used mainly with 16:9 transmissions, and the fault showed up when a
4:3 transmission was viewed. With a 16:9
transmission the contrast level should be
set at 50 per cent. Instead, the set had
been operated at 100 per cent contrast
level. As a result all three tubes had to be
replaced. P.S.

Sony KV14FV1U (BC5 chassis)
When this new TV-VCR combi set was
switched on all that happened was that
the LED blinked four times. As I didn't
have a circuit diagram I made a beeline
for the BU4508DX line output transistor
Q802, which was short-circuit. Its part
no. is 872905182. In addition the N75
circuit protector PS602, part no.
153268621, was open-circuit. P.S.

Beko NR28416NDS
A number of these relatively new sets
have come in because of insulation breakdown in the line output transformer
TR502. The part no. is 058834-TR2. P.S.

Philips 21PT16613/05 (AA5 AB
chassis)
This set was dead with the 630mA
Wickman fuse F1571 blown. When a new
fuse was fitted there was sound and the
front LED lit. EHT was heard rustling up,
and the CRT's heaters were alight. But
there was no picture. Checks on the CRT
base panel revealed that the Al/G2 and
focus voltages were incorrect. A new line

output transformer restored normal operation.
The fuse had probably been blown by
the protection circuit thyristor Thy7481. It
didn't blow after replacing the LOFT. D.F.

Ferguson D14R (TX80 chassis)
This set would die after about half an
hour, when the excess-voltage protection
diode DP50 (ZPU150) would go short-circuit. After replacing CP08 (100g, 35V)
and checking several other components in
the combined line output/chopper transistor TP1O's base drive circuit, also DP50,
the fault was still present. I finally traced
the cause to a dry-joint at the wire link
from pin 5 of the line output transformer
LP04. This obviously removed the 104V
+B supply temporarily, and the feedback
to the primary side of the circuit. The supply would then be restored at a higher
level, killing DP50. There was no more
trouble once all suspect joints had been
resoldered. D.F.

Bush 2868NTX etc (11AK19
chassis)
Dead with the line output transistor shortcircuit is a common fault with these sets.
To prevent a recurrence, it's worth taking
a look at the plug and socket that provide
the connection to the scan coils. If there
are brown stains on one of the pins,
remove the plug and wire the connections
to the PCB directly D.F.

Philips 32PW6305/05 (A10
chassis)
A pattern of vertical lines floated behind
the picture. It looked like cross-modulation, especailly as the fault would sometimes go when the aerial was disconnected then reconnected. Unfortunately the
fault was still present with a scart input,
so further thought was required. Careful
checks with the oscilloscope, using a
colour-bar pattern via the AV input,
showed that the signals were clean when
they entered the TDA9181 comb-filter IC
but noisy when they came out. A new
TDA9181 cleared the fault. R.B.

Thomson 20CB25UT
This TV-VCR combi set sometimes
worked correctly but more often than not
there was no response to operation of the
remote or local controls. Sometimes it
would come on with no sound or picture.
A previous dealer had replaced the microcontroller and EEPROM chips without
changing the situation. I managed to catch
the fault for long enough to discover that
the microcontroller chip's clock wasn't
running. A new crystal made no difference, which left only the two surfacemounted crystal tuning capacitors. Replacement of these cleared the fault. R.B.
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In this final instalment in the series
Mark Paul describes the teletext, audio
and control sections of the chassis

Guide to the

Thomson TX92 chassis
n Part 3 last month we covered the signal
reception and processing sections of the
chassis up to and including the tube drive
arrangements. This leaves two signal
systems to be described, teletext and the
audio side. Once we've done that we will
conclude with an outline of the
microcontroller systems, which differ
slightly between the two versions of the
chassis (TX92 and TX92F).

I

Teletext
The chassis uses an SAA5281 single-chip
teletext decoder IC, IT01, which can be
used with all 625-line based World System
teletext transmissions. No external memory
is required as the chip can store up to eight
pages, with an enhanced mode that allows
seven Fastext pages to be stored. Few
external components are required, and there
are no critical or adjustable components.
Fig. 14 shows the teletext decoder chip in
simplified block diagram form, along with
the peripheral components except for the
supply smoothing and decoupling
components. 5V is fed via a filter to the
VDD pins 11 and 52. Pins 4, 5, 15, 26 and
39 are connected to chassis. Typical power

consumption is 75mA. A number of pins
are not used and are left disconnected.
The 27MHz crystal QT01 forms part of a
Colpitts oscillator, with connections to the
chip at pins 1, 2 and 3. This is the master
oscillator for all the timing. The amplitude
of the oscillations is controlled to reduce
radiated and conducted transmission of the
27MHz frequency. This also reduces the
power level in the crystal.
A positive-going composite video signal
at about 1.2V peak-to-peak amplitude is
capacitively-coupled by CT10 to pin 9. The
DC level at this pin is set by the sync
separator, to optimise extraction of the sync
pulses. This also ensures that the CVBS
range lies within the capacity of the
analogue-to-digital converter. In order to be
able to separate the sync pulses correctly,
despite a range of input signal amplitudes, a
black-level sample has to be stored. This is
the function of CT09, which is connected to
pin 8. The capacitor at pin 6 generates a
positive reference voltage for the AD
converter.
Iref at pin 10, determined by RT02,
provides a reference voltage for an internal
analogue reference generator. Nearly all the

analogue circuits in the chip use this
reference.
The RGB outputs at pins 16, 17 and 18
are fed via the LL4148 isolation diodes
DT01-3 to pins 14, 13 and 12 respectively
of IVO1. Pin 20 provides a fast-blanking
output to enable the teletext display. The
output level (high) at pins 16-18 is set by
the voltage at pin 19. This is determined by
the voltage-divider RT05/06 via the
emitter-follower transistor QT01.
Pins 24 and 25 provide connections to the
I2C bus. These pins are driven high during
power down, setting the internal memories.

Stereo sound circuitry
Stereo models use either an MSP3400 or
MSP3410 audio processor chip, IS40, for
demodulation, decoding and scart
switching. The MSP in the type number
stands for Multi-standard Sound Processor.
The difference between the two types is
that the MSP3410 can handle Nicam sound
while the MSP3400 can't. Both can
demodulate FM mono and stereo signals
and all satellite systems. Fig. 15 shows a
basic block diagram for the audio
arrangements in stereo models and Fig. 16
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Fig. 14: Simplified block diagram of the SAA5281 teletext decoder chip IT01. The peripheral circuitry,
with the exception of the supply filtering and decoupling, is also shown.
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the demodulator system in the MSP3410
chip.
All functions in the MSP3410 chip are
12C-bus controlled. Operation of the chip
relies on an 18.432MHz crystal, QS40,
which is connected to pins 62 and 63. The
power-on-reset at pin 24 comes from a
BC848B transistor, TS20, whose base is
connected to the power-fail output from the
power supply (see Fig. 3, November).
The sound IF input is fed to pin 58 of
IS40 with no pre-filtering. After AGC the
signal is fed to an analogue-to-digital
converter, which means that FM and Nicam
demodulation are carried out digitally.
The mono input (AM sound system L at
pin 60), two stereo scart inputs (AV1 and
AV2) and the front-connector board input
(AV3) as well as the FM and Nicam inputs
(pin 58) contain pre-volume settings to
compensate for level differences. In the
switching section every input (FM, Nicam,
scart, I2S, Sbus) can be selected and
switched to every output.
The left and right stereo outputs at pins 29
and 28 respectively of IS40 are capacitively
coupled to the TDA7263 audio
amplifier/output chip IS80. Treble and bass
adjustment within IS40 for these outputs is
software-controlled across the range +12dB
to —12dB in steps of 1dB. A loudness
function from 0dB to +17dB is also
available, and in addition there's stereo
base width enlargement and pseudo-stereo
if required. Overall volume can be set
within a range of 106dB in steps of 1dB.
The scart outputs at pins 33/4 and 36/7 are
set to the standard 500mV.
The TDA7263 audio chip is an 11-pin
SGS-Thomson device incorporating class
AB stereo output stages. It includes a mute
facility which is activated at pin 3. This is
controlled by two BC848B transistors,
TS81 and TS90. They receive inputs from
the microcontroller chip and the power-fail
line.
The audio output from the loudspeakers is
5W RMS per channel. There are headphone
outputs at 1.8V, 200Q. The headphone
sockets are switched, so the loudspeakers
are isolated when the headphones are
plugged in.

Mono sound circuitry
Fig. 17 shows the audio arrangements used
in mono-sound models. In some of these
sets an LA7220 chip, IX01, is used for scart
switching. Sound IF demodulation is
carried out by the STV8224 chip 1101,
which receives a DC input (0.5-5V) for
volume control at pin 13 from pin 10 of
IV01. Scart audio in/out is at pins 16 and 15
respectively. II01' s audio output at pin 14 is
fed to the TDA7253 audio output chip IS85
via a tone-control circuit: CS08 (47nF) is
switched in/out of circuit by a BC848B
transistor, TS12. Control of TS12 is from
the microcontroller chip IRO1 pin 13 or 14
depending on type, see later. The output at
this pin is low for 'music' and high for
`voice'.
The muting arrangement is the same as in
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Fig. 15: Basic
block diagram of
the audio circuitry used in
stereo-sound
models.

Mute

stereo models. Control is at pin 3 of IS85.
Muting occurs when the receiver is
switched on/off, when no transmissions is
received and in the standby mode. Pin 8 of
IS85 provides 5W RMS and there is again a
1.8V/200Q switched headphone output.

Microcontroller systems
The microcontroller chip (IR01) used in the
TX92 chassis is one of the ST9 series. The
TX92 uses type ST929117B1, though there
are variations with slightly different
numbers and suffixes and part numbers.
Check which one is fitted before ordering a
replacement. The TX92F uses type
ST9293J9B 1. Again there are some
variations. The main difference between
these two basic types is in the pin
connections — they both have 42 pins. Both
operate in conjunction with an X24C04
EEPROM chip, IR02.
The pin connections to the
microcontroller chip in the TX92 chassis
are as follows:
Pin 1: Remote-control input. This is an
interrupt-input pin, Schmitt triggered, for
receiving and decoding IR control signals.
Pin 2: Reset. This is active low. To ensure
proper reset of IRO1 this pin must be held
low for 53 cycles of the crystal oscillator in
addition to the 10msec start-up period. The
input comes from pin 6 of IP70 in the
power supply
Pins 3 and 4: These provide the scart
selection switching outputs AVE1 (pin 4)
and AVE2 (pin 3). With AVE1 and AVE2
low the scart 1 input is selected; with AVE1
low and AVE2 high the scart 2 input is
selected. With AVE1 high and AVE2 low
the signal from the tuner is selected.
Pins 5 and 6: Keyboard row 0 and 1 scan
outputs.
Pin 7: Keyboard column 1 input (channel
up/down).
Pin 8: Not used.
Pin 9: Sound IF switching for mono
receivers — low for systems I/D/K, high for
systems B/G.

Pin 10: Keyboard column 0 input (volume
up/down).
Pin 11: Used to control the standby LED
and active high. With pin 11 high (standby)
the red LED is on; with pin 11 pulsed
(standby with child lock or standby with
wake-up time set) the red LED is blinking;
with pin 11 low (TV on) the brightness of
the red LED is reduced.
Pin 12: CRT information — standard or flat.
Pin 13: Mono sound tone control. Low for
`music', high for 'voice'. With stereo
models the sound 'ambience' conditions are
selected by sending preset treble and bass
values to the sound processor chip via the
I2C bus.
Pin 14: Audio mute output. This provides
`anti-plop' during supply switching, i.e.
on/off or into standby, also muting in the
absence of a detectable transmission.
Pins 15-17: OSD outputs, blue pin 15,
green pin 16, red pin 17.
Pin 18: OSD fast-blanking output. When
any of the RGB outputs is active a logic 1
output pulse (5V) is generated. A voltage
divider reduces the 5V to interface with the
video processor chip IV01.
Pins 19 and 20: The I2C data and clock
line connections respectively. The bus is
connected to IV01, the EEPROM IR02 and
IS40 (stereo models). There's a
comprehensive range of service mode
menus for setting picture, sound and
operating conditions. Full details are
provided in the relevant service manuals.
Pin 21: 5V supply.
Pin 22: Chassis connection
Pins 23 and 24: These pins are connected
to the PLL filter and the reference current
resistor respectively for the OSD oscillator
circuit.
Pin 25: 5V supply for the analogue
circuitry, in IR01.
Pin 26: Line pulse input for OSD position
control.
Pin 27: Field pulse input for OSD position
control.
Pin 28: Format output. High for 4:3 and
16:9, low for centre with 4:3. This
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command is used to switch a 16:9 set to a
4:3 'full information' display, i.e. blanked
areas at the right- and left-hand sides of the
screen.
Pin 29: Power control. High for standby,
low for power on. This output is fed to pin
4 of IP70 in the power supply via an
inverting transistor, TRO2 (BC848C). So at
IP70 its high for on and low for standby.
Pin 30: Safety input from TL60 in the line
output stage, see Fig. 5 December issue.
Various possible fault conditions are
monitored, i.e. failure of the 26V field
output stage supply, no field scanning,
failure of the 13V supply, failure of the
200V supply and excessive CRT beam
current.
If a fault condition is detected (high at pin
30) with the receiver in full operation, i.e.
approximately two seconds after the on
command, IRO1 will switch off the receiver
then switch it on again. This procedure will
go through up to five trip cycles after which
the receiver will remain off, indicating a
permanent fault condition.
Pins 31 and 32: Trap switching control for
Scart
audio in

Scart
audio out

Its

IF in
from
SAWF

"

19
20

various standards. For UK system I should
be 01 for mono and 00 for stereo.
Pins 33-35: Band switching. For UHF pin
33 should be at 0, pins 34 and 35 at 1.
Pins 36 and 37: These are connected to the
8MHz crystal QR01. Since the internal
clock frequency divider is not enabled in
the TX92 chassis the internal clock runs at
8MHz.
Pin 38: Scart 2 pin 8 sensing input. See pin
41.
Pin 39: AC power-down detection input.
Connected to the power-fail output from
the power supply (see Fig. 3, November).
This pin receives an early warning of
power failure, enabling IRO1 to back up
current control data to the EEPROM IR02
before the supply to IRO1 drops below the
working level.
Pin 40: Tuning voltage PWM output.
Pin 41: Scart 1 pin 8 sensing input. Pins
38 and 41 monitor the voltage at pin 8 of
the scart sockets via potential dividers.
The receiver mode is TV with 0-0.9V at
pin 38 or 41, AV 16:9 with 1.5-2.9V at
pin 38 or 41 and AV 4:3 with 3.4-4.8V at
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Fig. 17: Basic block diagram of the audio circuitry used in mono-sound models.
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pin 38 or 41.
Pin 42: AFC input. For station detection
and fine tuning.
With the microcontroller used in the
TX92F chassis the pin connections are as
follows. See above for further details.
Pins 1 and 2: AVE2 and AVE1 control
respectively.
Pins 3 and 4: I2C bus SCL and SDA
connections respectively.
Pins 5-12: As for the ST9291.
Pin 13: 5V supply.
Pin 14: Tone switching.
Pin 15: Mute command.
Pin 16: No connection.
Pin 17: OSD fast-blanking output.
Pins 18, 19, 20: OSD blue, green and red
outputs.
Pin 21: Chassis connection.
Pins 22 and 23: OSD oscillator PLL filter
and reference current resistor connections.
Pin 24: 5V supply for analogue circuitry
Pin 25: Line pulse input.
Pin 26: Field pulse input.
Pin 27: Power control to IP70 via TR02.
Pin 28: AV2 pin 8 monitoring.
Pin 29: AV1 pin 8 monitoring.
Pin 30: Connection to 8MHz crystal.
Pin 31: Chassis connection.
Pin 32: Connection to 8MHz crystal.
Pin 33: Reset input from IP70.
Pin 34: Format output.
Pin 35: No connection.
Pin 36: Remote-control input.
Pin 37: AFC input.
Pin 38: Power-fail input.
Pins 39 and 40: Trap control.
Pin 41: No connection.
Pin 42: Safety input from TL60. High for
switch off.
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Sony KV28FD1 E (GE1 chassis)

SERVICE
CASEBOOK
Michael Maurice

This must be one of the most complex TV
sets ever produced by Sony. The fault
symptom was that strange menus and
graphics would intermittently appear on the
screen. Sony technical was able to suggest a
cause: dry-joints at the microcontroller and
Megatext chips. So I took out board A,
removed the screening can and started to
resolder these ICs. I went over every joint,
taking good care and using lots of flux.
Then I refitted the board and switched the
set on. It worked, and a lengthy soak test
suggested that everything was now OK. But
you can never be too sure with a fault like
this, so I decided to leave the set on test for
another day.
When I checked next day the set was
still playing up, but not as badly. So I
checked my resoldering then decided to
apply the iron to the flash memory chips,
IC036 and IC037. After another long soak
test everything seemed to be OK.

Philips 29PT632A (GR2.4
chassis)
This should have been a simple repair. The
mains switch had failed and burnt up the
PCB on which it sits. The PCB is not
readily available from Philips and is
expensive, but SEME supply an OEM
version which is a direct equivalent. I keep
it in stock and fitted one. The components,
apart from the switch, were carefully
removed from the old board and transferred
to the new one, then a replacement switch
was fitted.
When the set was switched on it
remained in standby. It could be brought
out of standby when the control panel at the
side of the set was used, but not when the
remote-control unit was used. In fact no
remote-control functions worked. It took
some time to establish that the cause was a
short-circuit between the output from the
remote-control receiver and chassis — the
new PCB was defective, with a bridge
between the chassis and output tracks. Once
this bridge had been removed the set
worked perfectly. But the job took a lot
longer than I had estimated.

Sony KVA2942U (AE2A/B
chassis)
The complaint was no sound. In addition
there were pops and bangs when the set was
switched on and off, and the sound muting
was inoperative. The customer then told me
that these problems had started when
another engineer had tried to fix an
intermittent sound fault. The cause of this
had been dry-joints at the left-channel audio
output chip IC251. He had resoldered this
IC but, in the process, had bridged pins 1
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and 3, connecting the mute line to the
output.
As the mute line is shared by both audio
output chips, IC251 and IC261, these were
replaced, along with Q206 (2SA1037K) via
which the muting is applied — it was shortcircuit. The set then worked correctly but,
after half an hour, the sound became
unstable. R627 (4.7Q) in the power supply
had failed. It's connected in series with the
earthy side of the +22V and —22V audio
supply lines. There were no further sound
problems once a replacement had been
fitted.

Philips 25571724 (GR2.1
chassis)
There was no teletext with this set —
selecting text would produce the fault code
F7 on the screen. The cause was the
microcontroller chip IC7800 on the teletext
board. It's type PCF84C81/A89. Ensure
that an exact replacement from Philips is
fitted, otherwise some text functions won't
work.

Toshiba 2500T/JVC HRD660
This customer had inherited the VCR and
had decided to use it to replace his ageing
Bush machine. He'd had the Toshiba set
from new. His complaint with this set up
was bands of lines on the TV picture,
whatever the channel. Plugging the aerial
into the back of the TV set made no
difference. The customer also mentioned
that a strange buzzing noise came from the
VCR when it was switched on.
Disconnecting the mains supply to the
VCR removed the interference. The VCR's
power supply was the cause of the trouble:
it was radiating interference. The customer
also mentioned that the VCR's heads were
worn. In view of this, repair was considered
to be uneconomical. Pity, I would have
liked to know exactly what was responsible
for the interference.

Grundig XS63/8/FT (CUC5360
chassisj
The fault with this set was no video via the
scart sockets. These are on the video PCB,
along with the switching arrangements and
the decoder. A quick look at the circuit
diagram suggested that the scart and tuner
signals go via the video switch to the IF
chip, but this is not the case. Only the scart
signals are routed through the CD4052
switch IC: switching between the scart and
tuner signals is carried out in the tuner/IF
IC. Fault-finding becomes easier once this
is appreciated — just! Four DC-coupled
transistors are involved, CT2512, CT2513,
CT2514 and CT2517 (types BC848/858).
•
Replacing all four cured the fault.
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set was switched on from cold. After about
ten minutes the scan had opened up to full
size. The problem is caused by C372
(2.2µF. 50V), which is mounted under
IC371 on the print side of the PCB. On this
occasion however a replacement failed to
cure the fault and much time was wasted
chasing red herrings. What had happened
was that C372 had also leaked slightly, producing a conductive path on the PCB. A
good clean up cured the problem.
If you accidentally fit the replacement
capacitor the wrong way round the set will
work but there will be intermittent field jitter. Guess how I found out! M.D.
Tatung VU2CEO (C chassis)
An audible noise from the chopper transformer when the set is left in standby can
be cured by replacing CE803 (220uF,
25V). It's on the primary side of the chopper circuit, being the reservoir capacitor
for the supply to the TDA4605 chip. M.D.
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Samsung CI5337AN (US60A
chassis)
This set was dead because there was no
line drive from the TDA4504B if/timebase
generator chip IC101. The problem was
not caused by the chip however. Its 12V
supply was low at only 8V. The cause was
D801 (1N4007) in the feed to the 12V regulator chip. It had a high forward resistance of 50Q. M.D.
Goodmans 286NS/05 (Philips
L6.3 chassis)
For EW distortion replace C2913 (390nF,
250V) on the scan panel. It looks as if it is
brand new but you will find that it's opencircuit. M.D.
Goodmans GTV66W1 (11AK19
chassis)
There was EW distortion because of a dryjoint at C613 (12nF) in the diode modulator circuit. In addition R629 (2752 safety),
which is in series with the modulator
drive, was open-circuit. I replaced these
two items but R629 blew again at switch
on. There were no more dry-joints but I
found that C630 (390nF, 250V) in the
bridge circuit was low in value at only
100nF.
I have subsequently had other sets fitted
with this chassis where C630 has fallen in
value. It runs hot. M.D.
Toshiba 2505DB
There was partial field collapse when this

Matsui 20TN (Tatung chassis)
If the problem is field flyback lines at the
top of the picture, replace R424 (2252).
M.D.
Philips GR2.2AA chassis
This set was dead because the mains
bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor C2603
(150uF, 385V) had fallen off its rivets and
was rattling around inside. Once a replacement had been fitted the set came on, but
there was excessive width. This problem
was caused by C2559 (100uF, 25V),
which had leaked electrolyte on to the
width coil damping resistors R3551 and
R3552 and caused a burn-up on the PCB.
New components, a clean up and track
bridge cured the EW problem.
When the fault occurs with 25in. models the preset width control burns up, taking out a safety resistor between the line
output transformer and the width potentiometer. M.D.
Hitachi IDTVs
With the advent of Freeview, users who
previously disregarded the terrestrial digital TV transmissions are taking an interest
in them but find that, typically, they can
get only two or three channels. This is
because of outdated software. An upgrade
is available from Hitachi in the form of a
plug-in and charge-up card. After its use
retuning will bring in all the programmes,
in both the 16- and 64-QAM modes. E.T.
Thomson 24WK25UG
These and similar sets can in some environments suffer from excessive picture tilt.
A kit, which consists of a rotation coil and
associated drive electronics, is available
from Thomson's service department. After
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fitting it adjustment is by means of a preset potentiometer, not via the set-up software, even though it's offered in the service menu. E.T.

Hitachi C2546TN
This set was as dead as a dodo, for the
very good reason that the ON4584 chopper transistor Q903 was open-circuit
between all three leadouts. A replacement
failed to bring it to life because ZD901
(4.7V BZX79 series zener diode) and
D905 (1N4531) in the start-up voltage
supply were both short-circuit. E.T.

Bush 3472NTX
The standby light blinking is a common
symptom with these sets. If you find that
the S2000A line output transistor is shortcircuit, almost certainly the line output
transformer has suffered from insulation
breakdown. It can be obtained from CHS
under part no. FBT40564. P.S.

JVC AV28WFTIEKS
The complaint with this in-warranty set
was "goes to standby". When it was
switched on a picture would appear
momentarily, with lack of width, then the
set would shut down to standby. JVC
Technical was able to provide a quick
diagnosis: the 2nF, 1.5kV line output
stage tuning capacitor C521 breaks down.
Nice to get help. A replacement, part no.
QFZ0196-202, cured the fault. P.S.

Wharfedale 5505
These sets were sold by Tesco and are
now starting to give trouble. I hear from
other engineers that there are problems
obtaining spare parts. With this one the
line output transformer was burning.
Straightforward: CHS can supply it under
part no. ALB924. P.S.

Toshiba 2927DB
This strange fault was cured by block
replacement of several components in the
deflection distortion correction circuit,
which is based on the TA8859P chip
IC302. The symptoms were lack of height
but momentary full height when you
changed channels. Items replaced were
C322 (2.2g), C317 (220µF) and R329
(22kQ, 0.5W). You need to go into the
service menu to readjust the height.
Instructions are given in the service manual. P.S.

Philips 21PV330/07 (Delta
2000 chassis)
This TV-VCR combi set came in with a
short-circuit line output transistor. I could
find no obvious cause for this, but a
replacement failed without warning an
hour or so later. I replaced the line output
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transformer and various other items without clearing the fault. Several output transistors later the problem was cured by fitting a new line drive transformer. I can
only assume that the original one developed an internal short when hot. R.B.

Philips 32PW6305/05 (A10
chassis)
This set seemed to tune normally but only
snow appeared on the screen. The cause
was traced to the small signal panel, by
substitution, but no component fault could
be found here. The A10 chassis may be
fitted with either a Philips or an ALPS
tuner. They are not identical. The tuner
type has to be set in the option codes and
stored in the EEPROM. If the tuner fitted
differs from the stored option code it will
receive incorrect PC bus information and
be unable to tune in the signal. I checked
the option codes against the label attached
to the tube and found that one number was
incorrect. After adjusting this the set
worked normally. R.B.

Amstrad CTV3128
The customer told us that the picture was
bowed in at the sides, adding that they
had been watching the set in this state for
nearly a week before calling us. Why do
they leave things until the set smokes?
Anyway, a quick check on the print
around the line output stage revealed a
mass of dry-joints. After attending to that
I carried out some further checks. C592
(0.68µF) had changed value, and the
TDA8145 EW correction chip, 1600, had
failed. For good measure I also replaced
the S2055N line output transistor. L.M.

the invoice, then put the set on the soaktest bench while other jobs were attended
to.
Two hours later the set shut down. A
large black cloud appeared over the workshop: there's nothing more dispiriting
than a dead Euro-1 after you have proclaimed it well. I took off the back and
went over the same ground as before until
I realised my fatal error: I hadn't replaced
the TDA4601 chopper control chip
IC611. Once a replacement had been fitted the set livened up and continued to
run satisfactorily. L.M.

Goodmans1/0/322NS (F19
chassis)
A regular ticking sound came from this
set's power supply. Some quick checks
revealed the usual dry-joints at C68, C69
and C70, while D24 (BY228) was shortcircuit. C69 (22nF) produced a completely incorrect reading. I replaced these
items, switched on — and was rewarded
with the same ticking as before. Out came
the BU508D line output transistor, which
the tester said was OK. But I've been
caught out by that before. Once a replacement had been fitted the set produced a
good picture and sound. L.M.

Panasonic TX29AD1 DP (Euro-2
chassis)
The complaint was dead with the power
supply tripping, mainly from cold. The
items to replace are C622 (47µF, 50V)
and C634 (luF, 50V) which are associated with the TDA4605-3 chopper control
chip 1611. I.R.T.

Hitachi C32WF810
Panasonic TX28W3 (Euro-1
chassis)
Apparently this set had "just died". When
I stripped it down I found that the power
supply was inactive, with 330V across the
mains bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor
C618 but no activity elsewhere. R628
(470kQ), R626 and R627 (both 560kQ)
all appeared to be distressed though they
read within tolerance. So replacements
were fitted.
My old Hameg oscilloscope has a
component checker which I find invaluable. I pressed it into service to check all
the electrolytics on the primary side of the
power supply. There was a very crooked
lean on the scope's display when C622
(100uF, 25V) was checked, though the
capacitor meter said its value was correct.
It seemed a sensible policy to replace all
the electrolytic capacitors in this area, and
after doing so I confidently switched on.
Once I'd checked and reset the HT voltage (P633) the set seemed to be happy
enough. The back went on, I printed out

Inteiiiuittently switching to standby is a
complaint you sometimes get with these
sets. Before getting involved in the complex protection circuit, check the 'oscillator PCB' for dry-joints. It's a small subPCB which is mounted horizontally near
the start sockets. I.R.T.

JVC AV32WFP1EK
This set was dead with the standby LED
on. When the 12V and 5V rails were
checked C966 (0.01[AF) was found to be
short-circuit. I.R.T.

Hitachi C24W410
If there's a very intermittent crackle on
sound replace the 47Q resistors R4005
and R4009 in the audio output circuit.
I.R.T.

Philips 21PV288
This TV-VCR combi unit certainly
swelled the coffers of the swearbox! It
was stuck in standby: there was no
response to either the front or the remote
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controls. To cut a very long story short,
the SAA5254 text processor chip IC7881
proved to be the cause of the problem.
I.R.T.

Philips 25MN1550 (GR2.2AA
chassis)
It took some time to find the cause of the
fault with this set. Initially the line output
transistor was replaced and dry-joints
were attended to. Three weeks later the
line output transistor failed again. Various
capacitors and the line output transformer
were replaced, but the set still continued
to eat BU508s every now and again.
While it was on soak test I noticed that
there appeared to be variation in the horizontal phasing. So I replaced the
TDA2579B timebase generator chip.
After a lengthy soak test the set then
seemed to be all right. P.L.

R952 (68kQ) in the HT preset network —
its value is critical. P.L.

JMB JMBN028WSS
This 28in. widescreen set wasn't very
welcome in my small workshop, so I
decided to try to get it out of the way as
soon as possible. The fault symptom was
severe EW bowing, and the customer
complained of a smell of burning. Checks
in the line output stage showed that RV38
(8.2Q) was open-circuit, because of similar problems to those you get with chassis
such as the 11AK19. I started to check
capacitors and soon came across CD21
(680nF, 250V) which looked perfect but
read open-circuit when checked with a
capacitance meter. Fortunately a replacement restored normal operation, because
trying to get circuit diagrams for these
supermarket TVs is a joke. G.L.

uncertain as to whether it was on the Dolby
or the AV selector board. Fortunately
another of these sets came in a couple of
days later. This enabled me to prove that
the cause was on the AV selector board.
The culprit was the MSP3410-SDIL multisound processor chip IC601. J.G.

Ferguson M3615UT (TX807
chassis)
This set came on and tried to start up —
the LED went green for about six seconds
— then reverted to standby. A few quick
checks in the line output stage revealed
that the flyback pulse at the collector of
TL02 was at only about 300V peak
before the set shut down. Cold checks
then showed that DLO4 (BY228) in the
EW modulator circuit had a lkQ leak. A
replacement brought the set back to life
with an excellent picture. J.G.

Goodmans W322NS

Samsung C12052OBT

Nikkai 3743 (11AK08 chassis)

This widescreen set's power supply was
pumping. It didn't take long to discover
that the line output transistor was shortcircuit. As I didn't have a service manual
I removed the transistor, connected a
60W bulb across the HT rail and monitored the line drive. All was well. A new
line output transistor failed immediately
however. The next thing to check seemed
to be the 15nF, 2kV flyback tuning capacitor. The cause of the trouble was now
obvious: one of its legs had no solder.
How the set had worked as long as it had
is a mystery. P.L.

This set was dead with the 3.15AT mains
fuse shattered. Visual inspection revealed
that C805 (2.2nF, 800V) was black and
had lost some of its outer case. But it still
read 1.7nF when checked with a capacitance meter. I fitted a replacement rated at
1kV and, to my surprise, the set then came
on. In view of past troubles with certain
Samsung models I gave the set a long soak
test. There was no further trouble. G.L.

Most of these sets we see are dead with
R809 in the feed to the chopper transformer's primary winding open-circuit,
often because the transformer is short-circuit between pins 2 and 10. If the transformer (TR802) is OK, the chopper
MOSFET Q801 is probably short-circuit.
In this case you will find that either R804
(820kQ) or R805 (330kQ) is high in
value or open-circuit, causing the damage. Well made HR chopper transformers
are available from SEME under order
code PTX6074. A.J.

Panasonic TX14JT1
This under-guarantee set lost BBC1 at
position 1, but would retain it at a spare
position. The cure was to replace the
EEPROM IC1205, part no. X24S111MAZ. P.L.

Bush 2152T (Onwa chassis)
The symptoms with this set were no
sound and a blank raster, with a slight
swirling pattern present on the screen.
Scope checks showed that a good video
signal was present at pin 19 of the IF chip
IC101. I followed this to the teletext chip
IC801, where it was lost because the 5V
supply was missing. It was being muted
by Q805, which was switched on because
there was 3V at the collector of the standby relay driver transistor Q605. Scope
checks showed that pulses were present at
the base and collector of this transistor. In
a flash of inspiration I replaced the electrolytic capacitors on the secondary side
of the chopper transformer. Bingo! I wish
I had taken more notice of that swirling
pattern. P.L.

Hitachi C2874TNY
If one of these sets reverts to standby
there are two things to check. First the
TDA7253M audio chip IC4451, which
could well be short-circuit. If not replace
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Matsui 1436XA
We've had two of these older portables in
recently. The first was completely dead.
By luck we've had this fault before: the
primary winding of the standby transformer, which is in front of the relay, was
open-circuit.
The second set would power up but
remained in standby. The culprit was R652
(390k52, 0.5W), which is connected to pin
5 of the STK7348 chopper chip. G.L.

Schneider STV5501 (11AK19
chassis)
This set had a bright screen with flyback
lines. Obviously the 200V supply to the
RGB output stages was missing. The rectifier is D609, which in this set was a
BA159. It was OK, but the resistor in
series with it was open-circuit. To be on
the safe side I replaced both these items.
A long soak test proved that all was now
well. G.L.

Philips 28PT4523/25 (MD1.2E
AA chassis)
This set was tripping. Luckily cause of the
trouble was obvious when a visual check
was carried out: C2433 (1.5nF, 2kV) had
burnt up. It's one of the flyback tuning
capacitors in the line output stage. G.L.

JVC AV29SX1 (JA chassis)
There was a 6kHz buzz on the sound with
this set. Much time was spent scoping
around, looking for the cause, but I was

Thomson 28WF25U (ICC17
chassis)
The customer complained that this set
was dead, but checks showed that voltages appeared on the secondary side of
the chopper circuit for a few seconds, at
about half the correct voltage. The cause
of the trouble was traced to the standby
power supply, where the 39V input to the
series chopper transistor TP21 was low at
11V. Zener diode DP21 (39V) was leaky.
Once this item had been replaced the set
worked normally. A.J.

Sharp CV2133H (8P-SR
chassis)
These excellent sets are now showing
age-related problems. Very often the customer blames the on/off switch when the
red LED flashes briefly at switch-on then
fades out, leaving the set dead. The usual
cause however is capacitors C714 (10µF,
100V), C716 (47g, 63V) and C723
(3.3µF, 50V non-polarised) on the primary side of the power supply. When faulty
they produce very high ESR readings.
Replacements will restore normal power
supply operation.
You will then usually find that there are
visible teletext lines, because the field flyback boost capacitor C502 (22011F, 25V)
has a high ESR. It's worth checking this
capacitor when any repair is carried out. A.J.
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Some awkward faults this
time, particularly problems with microprocessortype chips and a fuse that
behaved oddly. Adrian
Gardiner reports from the
front line

his month I'll describe some of the
T
more complex faults I've had to deal
with recently. But before going further,
readers may well have spotted an error
in last month's column where Fig. 2 and
Fig. 4 were transposed. This was caused
by a mix up at the editorial office. Our
apologies.

Microcontroller trouble
I don't know why, but I seem to have to
replace an awful lot of microcontroller
ICs, particularly those used in modern
TV receivers. From conversations with
others in the trade, this appears to be
very unusual. Anyone wish to comment
on this matter?

Toshiba 32ZD09G (COOS '
chassis)
Toshiba sets seem to be the worst sufferers from microcontroller trouble.
Generally, Toshiba sets are very reliable,
so I don't see a lot of them. With the
slightest sign of a power surge however,
pop and in they come. This particular
set had been one such victim, because of
a lightning strike close by.
The set was dead, but the power supply was actually in the protection mode
(see below). Some quick checks
revealed that the phototransistor section
of the TLP621 optocoupler Q826 was
short-circuit. When a replacement had
been fitted the power supply was tripping. Working on a hunch, I next
replaced the SE116 HT monitoring chip
Q827. These SE series devices often
suffer when there's been a power surge,
and in the interests of reliability should
be replaced as a matter of course in such
a situation.
The power supply was now running,
but the set was stuck in standby.
Toshiba's software checks all the
devices connected to the I2C bus. If the
set cannot start, the microcontroller chip
reports on the condition by flashing the
power LED. A one second cycle means
that the set is in the protection mode,
while half-second flashes indicate a fault
related to the I2C bus.
With this set the LED remained out,
which led me to suspect the microcontroller chip. As this is a relatively expen-
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sive device, I first replaced the EEPROM QA02. There was no change, so
off went the order for the microcontroller chip. Once it had been fitted I
was rewarded with the sound of the line
output stage starting up, then up came a
picture. All that remained to be done
was to enter the service mode and set up
the various parameters. Do this by pressing the mute key, then press it again
and, while holding it, press the menu
button on the set.

REOC madness!
A REOC 21TN (Beko chassis) gave me
the runaround recently. These sets are
made exclusively for Safeway and,
being of Beko manufacture, are fairly
straightforward. This set was dead.
Initial checks showed that the fuse
and the surge limiter resistor were OK.
After finding that the chopper FET was
in order I dived into the start-up circuit,
but could find nothing amiss here. So in
went a replacement chopper controller
chip. There was still no change.
At this point I did what I should have
done in the first place — check the voltage across the mains bridge rectifier's
reservoir capacitor. It was low at only
70V. The on/off switch tested OK so,
assuming that it was going high-resistance under load, I replaced the surge
limiter resistor. After further tests I discovered that it was the fuse that was
going high-resistance under load! It read
OK on my meter, but a replacement
brought the set back to life.
I have had this same fault on two
subsequent occasions. So, if you find
yourself in this position — replace the
fuse first!

JVC AV29SK1EK (JA chassis)
This 29in. set, fitted with the JA chassis,
was another troublesome one. Now apart
from the usual field scan problems,
these sets are supposed to be reliable
and straightforward. I have repaired several of them however and have yet to
have a simple fault.
This one looked promising: the mains
fuse had failed because of a short in the
bridge rectifier. But the set was just as
dead when these items had been

replaced. As the main chopper FET
Q901 was innocent, I turned my attention to the start-up resistors. Everything
seemed to be OK here, so a new
MC44603P chopper control chip
(IC901) was tried. At last progress had
been made, but the power supply was
now tripping.
No obvious shorts could be found on
the secondary side of the power supply,
so it seemed to be a regulation failure.
In went a new TLP621 optocoupler
(IC902) and SE135 monitoring chip
(IC953). Success: the set was now stuck
in standby!
Further checks proved fruitless. As a
precaution I replaced the EEPROM
(IC703). There are actually two
EEPROMs in this chassis, the main one
(IC703) for the microcontroller and
IC805 for the teletext circuit. Progress
had been made: the set now came on in
standby and, after a three-second delay,
the green power LED came on. The set
remained lifeless however.
Checks around the microcontroller
chip ruled it out, as the power-on line
(pin 18) was going high after the threesecond delay. This indicated that the IC
was trying to get the set started. Moving
to the TDA8366 jungle chip IC101, I
found that there was no line drive output. The IC's power supply was OK, so
I decided to eliminate it by substitution.
Again the symptoms remained the same.
At this point I checked the I2C bus
and found that the SDA line was being
held low. This meant disconnecting the
various ICs from the bus one by one.
The culprit turned out to be the
P83C654FBP/541 teletext microcprocessor, which had an internal short. Once a
replacement had been obtained and fitted
I had, thankfully, another healthy patient.

Next month
Next month I'll be starting a series of
articles on PCs. My involvement with
computers extends over fifteen years. I
intend to cover the basics of hardware
and software fault diagnosis and repair.
In addition to being useful for anyone
thinking of entering this field, the series
should help the ordinary user in keeping
his machine running efficiently.
•
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IC1213. After that the set came on but
there was no sync. Checks showed that
video was present at the input to the
TDA2579B timebase generator chip
IC501, which ruled out a fault in the text
module. A new TDA2579B chip restored
good pictures and sound.
Why all these devices had failed I will
never know. Was the effort worthwhile?
Yes, I sold the set a few days later.

Philips STU3600

Service
Casebook
Michael Maurice

Panasonic TX25X1 (Alpha 4
chassis)
This set was stuck in standby. As there's a
separate standby power supply you can
normally, when the main power supply
fails, bring the set out of standby (i.e. the
LED goes out) by using the remotecontrol unit — though the set remains off.
Not this time: it was permanently stuck in
standby. If you earth the standby/on
control optocoupler D826 on the primary
side the set should start. It didn't, so I
fitted a new STR56041M chopper chip.
When I switched the set on the power
supply started up but there was field
collapse and smoke came from the audio
output chip. There was a raster and no
smoke when the relatively cheap field and
audio output ICs had been replaced, but
the set was still stuck in standby.
Further checks made me suspect the
microcontroller chip IC1213. But by this
time the customer wanted to be rid of the
set and asked me to dispose of it. I
decided to persevere, and replaced
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There's not much call for repairs to
analogue satellite receivers nowadays, but
occasionally a customer asks for one to be
repaired — usually, as in this case, to be
able to receive foreign stations. A feature
of this receiver is its two LNB inputs. It
appeared to be dead.
Checks showed that the power supply
worked, but the main microcontroller
chip's 12MHz crystal oscillator had failed.
A new crystal didn't get the receiver going
however. By chance my local satellite
stockist had a second-hand Grundig
GRD300, which is almost identical to the
Philips model but not quite. I didn't want
to get too involved with retuning the
whole receiver, so I took a chance and
fitted the EEPROM from the Grundig
model in the Philips receiver. Bingo, it
was back in operation.

Sony KVX2575U (AE2 series
chassis)
In a previous Casebook feature (January) I
mentioned this troublesome set, to which I
had been called three times because of
dry-joint problems. The final problem had
been a dry-joint at a resistor in the line
deflection circuit. After attending to that
the set had been all right for a few weeks.
But I then came across the customer again
and, on asking, I was told that the set had
given more trouble. He had decided to buy
another set, and gave me the Sony.
I decided to start by rechecking all my
previous work and double-checked for
dry-joints, but couldn't find any. I next
disconnected the protection circuit. When
I powered the receiver the EHT rustled up
then died. But the Nicam light stayed on.
When I did get the EHT to come up and
stay up, I found that the set would die if
board A or D was tapped. Again careful
inspection failed to reveal any dry-joints,
but what I did notice was that when the

EHT came up the static was fiercer than
normal. So there appeared to be a power
supply problem. When I used my trusty
hairdryer to heat up the primary side of
the chopper circuit the EHT came up and
stayed up. The cure was to replace all the
small electrolytic capacitors on the
primary side of the power supply.

Goodmans 285DPL
This Nokia-based set was stuck in standby
because of a problem in the field output
stage. Normal operation was restored once
the TDA8350Q field/EW output chip
NS l0, the 1052 fusible resistor RK68 and
the BY399 diode VK71 had been
replaced.

Sony SLV715UB
The customer didn't want to spend much
money on this machine, so he gave it to
me. It was dead, the cause being the usual
electrolytic capacitors in the power
supply. But when the power supply was
opened the damage turned out to be much
more serious. The electrolyte had corroded
a number of print tracks and burnt one of
the connectors and the plug of the wiring
loom.
Undeterred, I removed all the old
capacitors and one or two other
components and cleaned the board
thoroughly with isopropyl alcohol. I then
fitted new capacitors and linked parts of
the print where the tracks had broken. A
connector and cable loom from a scrap
machine were fitted. When I switched the
machine on it didn't come on fully and
smoke came from the power supply. This
smoke wasn't produced by component
overheating: there' was PCB conduction
between print lines. I cut out the offending
track and linked it across with wire.
The power supply then started up and
the machine ran, but in both playback and
E-E the audio was very low. The cause of
this was on the hi-fi module, where there
are several purple electrolytics. They were
all leaking in various degrees, so I
replaced the lot. The machine now worked
correctly, and a new pinch roller and headcleaning roller completed the job.
Was it worthwhile? I quite like these
older machines. The build quality is
excellent, and the performance far
superior to that of modern VCRs. So the
machine now sits in my hi-fi cabinet! ■
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the BF423 error-amplifier transistor Q803
is not included, and if you don't replace
this transistor your new kit may selfdestruct at switch on.
Poor soldering at T802, T401 and the
degaussing posistor may have been the
cause of the demise of the chopper transistor Q801 in the first place, so attend to
this before you switch on. M.D.
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We welcome fault reports from
readers — payment for each fault is
made after publiation. See page
300 for details of where and how

to send reports.
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Protech 5131NT (Vestel chassis)
The complaint with this set was sound but
no picture. When I advanced the setting of
the Al control a picture appeared: all the
colours were present, but it looked very
poor with all the symptoms of a low-emission tube. The tube's cathode voltages
were all on the high side however. I then
remembered what the customer had said:
"flashing colours before the set went off'.
So I replaced the TDA6107Q RGB output
chip on the CRT's base panel. After doing
that there was an excellent picture.
The low-emission CRT look about the
picture was a red herring, so beware!
M.D.
Bush 1473T (11AK08 chassis)
If the 0.470 safety resistor R809 in the
power supply blows at switch on and the
BUZ77 MOSFET chopper transistor is not
short-circuit, the chopper transformer is
faulty. A meter check may say that the
transformer is OK however, so what I do
is to flash-test between its primary and
feedback windings at 2.5kV AC. This will
show up any intermittent insulation breakdown. Replacement transformers can be
obtained from SEME at £7.75 plus VAT.
The part no. is PTX6074. M.D.
Tatung F series chassis
You quite often get one of these sets in
with a power supply blow up. Tatung
now provides a power supply service kit
with eleven components. Unfortunately

Samsung C15052
There was no reception and partial field
collapse with this set. The basic problem
was that water had been running down the
aerial lead and had shorted the tuner's
12V supply (B+) to the tuning pin. After
cleaning this up the fault was still present.
The voltage at the tuner's B+ supply
pin was now 1-4V. The same reading was
obtained at the output of the 12V regulator
IC402, whose input was also low. I traced
the cause to the 10Q safety resistor R419,
which was open-circuit. I say "traced"
because this resistor is not shown in the
service manual. A replacement brought
the set back to life — fortunately no other
damage had been done. M.D.
Bush 2867NTX (11AK12
chassis)
This set was apparently dead. A quick
check at the collector of the line output
transistor produced a reading of 150V,
which suggested that the line drive was
missing. Next step was a check on the LT
rails. The 12V supply was low because
rectifier diode D812 (BYV27) was leaky.
P.S.
Sony KV32DS6OU (GE1A
chassis)
There was an EW fault with this set. I
noticed that Q1510 (2SK2518) was
cracked and R1604 (390Q, 1W) had burnt
out. In addition the 2A circuit protector
PS1502 was open-circuit. The set worked
correctly once these three items had been
replaced. Part nos. are 872903409,
126032371 and 153359331 respectively.
P.S.
Beko NR2541ND
When you have repaired one of these sets
you will generally have to adjust the vertical picture shift. There are no controls, so
you have to go into the service menu. The
customer remote-control unit won't do:
you need to order service remote control
unit 14.1, part no. 7MZ187. SEME can
supply it. P.S.
Thomson 32WT45U
The complaint with this set was flyback
lines. I reduced the setting of the
screen/Al control on the line output transformer, which seemed to provide a cure
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for a short time, then noticed that the picture had started to pulsate. The set was
relatively new and both problems
appeared to be associated with the line
output transformer. A replacement, part
no. 10675710, put matters right. P.S.
Bush 2866NTX
I thought I knew all the dead-set faults with
this chassis. On this occasion however I
found that R103 (47kQ, 1W) in the power
supply was open-circuit. All was well once
a replacement had been fitted. P.S.
Philips 14PV330/07 (SAA
chassis)
This TV/VCR combi set was dead. My
usual procedure with dead combi sets is
to carry out cold checks in the power supply and line output stages. In this case I
found that D6391 (BYW98/200) in the
power supply was short-circuit. P.S.
Bush WS6673 (11AK37
chassis)
The fault symptom with this fairly new
set was excessive width. A general check
in the line output stage revealed that
C622 (12nF, 350V) was short-circuit.
This set is nothing like the earlier
11AK19 chassis. P.S.
Sharp 66DS-03H (CA10 chassis)
If you get the dreaded faulty optocoupler
fault, which causes excessive HT (similar
problem to Model 56FW-53H) and blows
a few parts in the power supply (Q702,
Q703 etc.), then replace these parts and
switch on only to find that that there is
still excessive HT, you've damaged the
optocoupler with your soldering iron.
Sharp Technical has issued a bulletin,
CTV20010101, which gives advice on
the temperature so that this problem can
be avoided. P.S.
Philips 25PT4495/05 (L6.3AA
chassis)
This set was tripping because of a shortcircuit in the line output stage. Capacitor
C2912 (2.2nF) was charred and evidently
shorted. I fitted a replacement rated at
3kV. D.F.
Philips 25PT4495/05 (L6.3AA
chassis)
There was intermittent failure of frontcontrol and remote-control operation with
this set — the microcontroller chip would
intermittently seize up. If the mains supply was switched off then on again the
fault would clear, usually for the rest of
the day. The cause of the trouble was
traced to the BC337/40 5V regulator transistor Tr7505.
If the customer is in the habit of leaving
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the set on in standby for long periods this
transistor seems to cook the board. I might
have got away with simply resoldering it
but decided to fit a replacement and leave
the pin-out leads extra long. D.F.
Toshiba 50PJ98B (C9SS
chassis)
The fault symptom with this very large
projection set was sound but no picture.
In view of the size of the set I was under
great pressure to carry out repair at the
customer's house. I've come across the
symptom in the past when the rear AV
panel has been poorly connected, usually
because of heavy-handed insertion of
scart leads etc.
When I removed the back panel, undid
the four or so retaining screws and slid
the chassis out as far as I could, I was
rewarded with a picture that soon faded.
As the receiver was connected to raw
mains and I enjoy life, I wriggled leads
and pressed plugs into sockets very gingerly, using only one hand with the other
hand behind my back. As a safety warning to younger technicians, never ever
poke about with two hands or place two
hands anywhere near a live TV chassis.
An hour later, after removing and
resoldering several boards, the penny
dropped. None of the tube heaters were
alight. The heater supply goes from the
deflection panel via P903A to the, central
green CRT, where it's distributed to the
red and blue CRTs. The connector on the
base of the green tube had never been
properly pushed home! The set was about
eighteen months old and had been like
this from new. M.S.D.
Thomson 28DT73H (TX92
chassis)
This five-year old set would run for a
couple of minutes then revert to standby.
I feared a complicated fault involving
optocouplers and leaking bits and pieces,
but decided to carry out a quick check for
dry-joints. Pins 1 and 2 of the line output
transformer were just sufficiently dry to
be the cause of the fault. After resoldering these pins I gave the set a lengthy
soak test and then declared it to be OK.
M.S.D.
Bush WS6671 (11AK19
chassis)
After replacing the line output transistor
and resoldering the usual poor joints in
this area the set worked for about a day.
The picture then vanished, leaving a
blacked out screen with just the three
RGB test lines moving up and down in
the top half of the screen. A replacement
TDA8351 field output chip restored the
picture but, as I could find no apparent

reason for its failure, I resoldered all the
connections in its supply and the peripheral circuitry. A long soak test proved
that it was then OK. B.F.
Ferguson M3615UT (TX807
chassis)
There was no sign of life apart from the
red LED at the front pulsing. This was
not actually a fault: the set was in the
child-lock mode. To get it out of this
mode, switch the set on at the mains
while holding the magenta text key on the
remote-control unit till it comes on. B.F.
Sharp DV5107H (Deco 4
chassis)
This set was dead with the 2A mains fuse
blown. A dead short could be measured
across the chopper transistor Q702, but it
was OK. The short was between pins 2, 4
and 6 of the chopper transformer T700. A
new fuse and transformer produced
power for all of three seconds, then the
fuse failed again. Once more there was a
short across Q702. This time it was
faulty, presumably having been weakened
by the original problem. In addition to fitting a new MJFI8006 transistor I
replaced the TEA1039 chopper control
chip IC700, just in case. B.F.
Panasonic TX25X1 (Alpha 4
chassis)
The outputs from the power supply would
briefly rise then die, with an even briefer
glimpse of field collapse. The cause of
the problem was the VDP3108-A-29
video/defection processor chip, which is
no longer available. A replacement kit is
supplied with the new chip and is not too
difficult to fit. B.F.
Amstrad CTV3128N
There was no power and nothing was
blown. The cause of the problem was
traced to R103 (47142). Replacement of
this resistor was all that was required. B.F.
Amstrad CTV1410 (Onwa
chassis)
If this set was left in standby it would
sometimes switch itself back on again!
The fault could be produced by flexing
the main board. While looking for cracks
I noticed that R920 and R302 were shorting together physically, thus bypassing
the relay. Parting these resistors cured the
fault. B.F.
Bush 2872NTX (11AK19
chassis)
The customer said that the picture would
intermittently increase in size with bowed
sides. With a fault like this I always look
for a possible cause before leaving the set
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on test — in case it develops into something
worse. While examining the print with a
magnifying glass I came across a barely
visible dry-joint at L602 in the line scan
circuit. A long soak test after resoldering
L602 proved that all was now well. B.F.

Hitachi CPT2178 (G6P chassis)
The cause of very intermittent loss of line
and field sync was finally traced to poor
conections at IC2110, the 5V regulator on
the teletext board. B.F.

Nokia 3724UKFX (Mono Plus
chassis)
This set produced a normal picture when
cold, but after a short time it became very
dull with poor video content. Scope
checks showed that there was a good
video signal at pin 7 of the TDA8362
IF/colour decoder/timebase generator chip
DD01, but the signal was crushed when it
re-entered at pin 13. The signal path
between these two pins is via the teletext
panel, and the cause of the problem was
proved to be on this panel by shorting
across component position JL03. In nontext versions this is a link, but in text sets
the link is omitted.
The cause of the fault was the surfacemounted transistor VR14 (BC848B),
which was very leaky all ways round. AJ.

Sanyo 32WN5B (EB6A chassis)
This set would come out of standby
briefly but would then shut down again,
with the LED flashing red and amber. The
HT was normal at 145V during the brief
on time, and no shorts could be detected
across any of the supply rails.
Pin 19 of IC801 is a protection input
that monitors several supply lines and
should normally be in the high state. In
this case it was low, because the +9V supply from IC642 was low. In turn this
chip's 15V input from the chopper power
supply was low at 7V. The cause of the
problem was simply a dry-joint at the
smoothing capacitor C640. A.J.

very unusual picture fault symptom.
Approximately 2in. in from each side of
the screen the picture was over-bright; the
next 5in. in at each side was about normal; and the centre section was quite dark
with flyback lines. As happens all too
often, the fault cleared when the back
cover was removed. It could be instigated
easily with movement anywhere on the
CRT base panel however.
The CRT's cathode waveforms
remained normal when the fault was present, but I found that a large ripple waveform was present at the G2/A1 supply
pin. The cause was simply a very poor
joint at the decoupling capacitor C902.
A.J.

Ferguson T59N (TX92 chassis)
These sets often give the impression that
the tuner is intermittent. While the tuner
does tend to suffer from internal dryjoints, the most common cause of the
symptom is the surface-mounted transistors in the IF circuit. Blanket reworking,
plus ensuring that the earthing screen is
well soldered, usually provides a cure.
G.D.

Sharp 51DT-25H (CA1 chassis)
This set was stuck in standby with a loud
motorboating noise from the speaker.
Checks showed that the outputs on the
secondary side of the chopper circuit were
all present, but the 10V supply was a little
low with a large, noisy waveform superimposed on it. The reservoir capacitor
C712 (220uF, 16V) was virtually opencircuit. G.D.

Bush 2020
A wooden set!! The complaint was very
poor sound so, ignoring the advice (it
must be the valve) I replaced the
TDA2006 audio output chip IC601. Great
idea, but the cause of the fault was that
the 100kS2 feedback resistor R608 was
open-circuit. G.D.

Ferguson T68N (TX92 chassis)
Samsung CI3352XT (P68SC
chassis)
We still have some of these sets out on
rental. They often come in now with the
line output transistor Q402 (2SD1651)
short-circuit. It's advisable to connect a
dummy load across the 125V HT rail and
increase the mains input voltage slowly,
using a variac, as the HT voltage can
quickly rise to over 160V. This is almost
always because C852 (470g, 16V) on
the primary side of the chopper circuit has
a very high ESR.
In some cases the tube has been damaged, so this component should be
checked when any repair or servicing is
done. A.J.

Toshiba 32Z13P
This 32in. (100Hz) widescreen set had a
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A flashing LED with no results is common with these sets. The line output
transformer (there are two types) is usually at fault, but replacement often leaves
the same symptom. If RLO8 (10kS2, surface-mounted) has burnt out, the safety
circuit has been damaged. Check DL08,
DL80 and DL81 (all type LL4148), TL80
(BC548) and DL83 (24V). Sometimes the
microcontroller chip and/or EEPROM is
damaged as well. G.D.

Samsung C1593CN3X (551A
chassis)
There was no sound or picture, though a
very snowy picture and sound could be
obtained from the scart socket. I suspected the tuning, but was wrong as the voltages were correct. The cause of the problem was the 24W16 EEPROM IC902.

The replacement supplied by Samsung
is a 24C16, which contains VHF and
UHF tuning but on system 'CK'
(PAL/Secam B/G). You have to enter the
service mode, select the option byte table,
change to system 'CI' (UK version),
select menu and enter the reset mode. If
you fail to do this you will end up with a
picture but no sound.
The service mode is entered by using
the remote-control unit. With the set on,
the sequence is as follows. Press standby,
display, menu, mute and power on. To
leave the service mode, switch the set to
standby. K.V.C.

Mitsubishi CT14MV1 (Philips
chassis)
This set was dead though the power supply was OK. When the standby button
was pressed the set started up then immediately shut down. The protection circuit
was obviously being activated. To disable
the protection, simply pull plug 1923 on
the TV/LTB board. This enables the set to
run.
When I did this the symptom looked
like field timebase failure, except that
there was a two-inch band of scanning
across the centre of the screen. Voltage
checks around the field output chip
IC7510 produced normal readings except
at pin 8, which was at 1.5V instead of
11V. Suspecting the IC, I fitted a replacement. This made no difference, so it was
time to look a bit deeper. After checking a
number of voltages on the TV board I
found that the 32V line was at only 11V.
This was obviously upsetting the field
ramp generator, which is in IC7200
(TDA8361).
The cause of the trouble turned out to
be the TL431CLP regulator IC7331. Once
this had been replaced the 32V supply
was correct and so was the field scanning.
One to watch out for with other Philipsderived sets. K.V.C.

Hitachi C2842N (11AK19PP
chassis)
This set took me by surprise — I had no
idea that Hitachi has been using Vestel
chassis in its large-screen models. The set
was dead with D823, which is not shown
in the circuit diagram, blown in two. It's
in series with D822 and is either a
UF5407 or a 1N5407. When I fitted a
replacement the set remained dead, but no
short-circuits could be found and the
chopper FET Q802 was OK. So it seemed
that the MC44604P chopper-control chip
IC802 had failed. All was well once a
replacement had been fitted, but to be sure
the set was subjected to a long soak test.
I recently had the same fault with a
Bush 28in. widescreen set, Model
WS6673, but this time the PET had failed
as well as D823. It seems that the
11AK19 chassis is turning up in all
makes. K.V.C.
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Line output
stage operation
The line output stage is at the heart of a TV set, generating the EHT
and other supplies as well as the line deflection. Its operation
became rather more complex when the EW diode modulator
technique was added. Keith Cummins explains basic circuit
operation, provides an historical perspective and adds some notes
on fault finding

he line timebase has been with us for a long time
now. But do you realise quite how long? Just over
seventy years have passed since Alan Blumlein
patented his circuit for 'resonant return scanning' in
1932. The circuit is fundamentally the same as that used
in today's sets, as you can see by comparing Figs. 1 and
2. These show Blumlein's basic circuit and a typical
transistor circuit of today. The component configuration
has hardly changed, which illustrates just how
fundamental the principle outlined by Blumlein in his
patent was.
Before we consider how the circuit works I should
mention that when the scanning spot is at the centre of
the screen it is undeflected, which means that the
current through the deflection coils is zero. We will
adopt the convention which says that a positive current
is required to deflect the spot to the left and a negative
one to deflect it to the right. This convention agrees
with the current flows in the circuit I'm about to
describe.

T

Fig. 1: Alan Blumlein's
original line deflection
circuit, patented in April
1932.

Line
driver
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Bask operation
So, how does it work? We'll start by assuming that
Tr 1 in Fig. 2 is off and that Cl and C2 have charged to
the positive supply voltage. There is no current flow in
the scan coils and the beam is undeflected. The line
driver stage then switches Trl on. As Trl is driven to
saturation, the lower end of the line output transformer
and the line linearity and scanning coils are connected
to chassis (OV).
C1 now discharges via the scan coils at a rate
determined by their inductance. This negative current
deflects the beam to the right-hand side of the screen.
Cl contained sufficient energy to maintain the current
required to achieve full deflection.
We now come to the clever bit. At the end of the
scan the driver circuit switches Tr 1 off. The scanning
current ceases abruptly, and the collapsing magnetic
field around the inductive components produces a
large positive voltage pulse at the collector of Trl.
This pulse also charges C2, which forms a tuned
circuit with the inductive components. As a result
there is a half-cycle of oscillation, at a much higher
frequency than the scanning frequency. The positive
current that flows in the scan coils at this time drives
the beam to the left-hand side of the screen (this is the
`flyback').
When the oscillation tries to swing negatively to
complete the cycle, DI switches on, providing a clamp
action. As a result the current falls linearly from its
peak value towards zero and the beam moves from the
left-hand side towards the centre of the screen. Just
before the current falls to zero, Trl is switched on
again and the cycle is repeated.
Note that the charge across Cl is replenished via the
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output transformer during the flyback period, when
neither Trl nor Dl is conductive. Because of its effect
in making use of the flyback energy to produce the
first part of the forward scan, Dl is known as the
efficiency diode.
Additional windings on the output transformer
provide the EHT required to operate the tube and
lower voltage supplies for other parts of the receiver.
Note that the EHT in particular is affected by the
flyback time, which in turn is determined by the value
of the flyback tuning capacitor C2.

T2
LOPT

EHT and
auxiliary
supplies

Fig. 2: Basic modern transistor line output stage circuit,
seventy years on!
Scan
coils

C1
Line
drive

Effect of deflection angle
Alan Blumlein's original design related to tubes that
had a narrow deflection angle. Modern wide-angle
tubes require scan correction, because the beam length
from the electron gun to the screen varies with the
position of the scanning spot — the beam length is
greater at the sides and corners of the screen than at the
centre. Consequently a constant deflection angle results
in different distances being traversed across the screen,
for a given angle, because the 'leverage effect' is
greater at the periphery of the screen. Without
correction, the result would be a very non-linear scan.
Correction takes various forms: East-West (EW) and
S correction, in addition to basic overall linearity
correction. The effects are cumulative at the corners of
the screen, where the line and field deflections are both
at a maximum.
Without correction the raster would be pincushion
shaped, as shown in Fig. 3(a). The horizontal bowing at
the top and bottom of the of the screen can usually be
corrected by appropriate scan-coil design. This changes
the basic raster shape to that shown in Fig. 3(b). The
correction required to straighten out the bowed sides of
the raster is known as EW correction. Provided the
deflection angle is not more than about 90°, this can
again be achieved by suitable scan-coil design. With
greater deflection angles dynamic correction is
required. The amount depends on the vertical position
of the scanning line within the raster, so the correction
signal, a parabolic waveform, is derived from the field
timebase.

N

(b)

(a)

(c)

S correction
The correction required to the scan deflection angle as
the beam travels from left to right across the screen is
called 'S correction'. By choice of a suitable value for
Cl, the scanning coils can be made to resonate with Cl,
thus applying sinewave modulation to the scan-current
sawtooth waveform. The rate of change of the current
at the beginning and end of the scan is reduced by
modifying the current waveform to a shallow S shape:
hence S correction. The effect is shown in Fig. 3(c).

Fig. 3: (a)
Uncorrected
raster distortion
with a wideangle tube. (b)
Correction
achieved by
scan-coil design.
(c) An Scorrected scan
waveform.

Overall linearity correction
Overall linearity correction is achieved by
incorporating Ll in the basic circuit, Fig. 2. L1 is a
saturable reactor fitted with a polarising magnet. Hence
the inductance varies depending on the magnitude and
sense of current flow. Adjustment of the magnet
enables any differences in the scan amplitude from one
side of the screen to the other to be ironed out. To
prevent spurious ringing effects, the inductor is usually
damped by a parallel resistor.

HT

Fig. 4: Line scan circuit with
EW correction applied by
means of a diode modulator.

L3

B1

Width

C
Field
parabola

Pincushion
adjUst
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EW correction - the diode modulator
Although the circuit generally used for EW correction
with wide-angle tubes (over 100°), the EW diode
modulator, appears to be relatively simple its mode of
operation is not immediately obvious. Fig. 4 shows a
typical circuit configuration arranged in three boxes, A,
B and C. Box A contains the basic scan circuit
components shown in Fig. 2. Instead of being returned to
chassis however D1, C2 and Cl are connected to the
items in box B. This contains a very similar circuit to
that in box A, except that the scan coils are replaced by
inductor L3. The resonant frequencies and reactances of
the components in boxes A and B are broadly similar.
The EW modulation applied has to vary the line
scanning amplitude without affecting the flyback time
and consequently the EHT produced by the line output
stage. The circuitry in box B achieves this by using an
integrator, L3 and C3, from which energy is drained by
Tr2 in box C. C4 provides flyback tuning, and D2
overswing clamping, in the same way as D1 and C2 in
box A. The flyback pulse amplitude is shared between
circuit sections A and B in the ratio C4:C2. D1 and D2
clamp the negative overswings simultaneously.
Discharge of the integrating capacitor C3 via Tr2
controls the scan amplitude by changing the proportion
of charge distributed between Cl and C3. It does not
affect the flyback time. The modulation applied to Tr2
varies the scan amplitude. It consists of a field-frequency
parabolic waveform, which straightens the vertical edges
of the raster. A standing DC bias is also applied to Tr2 to
set the picture width.

Faults
We all know that most faults in a TV receiver occur in
the power supply and the line output stage. Failures in
the latter are not surprising, since high voltages and large

currents are present. There is also energy dissipation in
the form of heat. These factors together mean that
reliability is compromised. The line output transistor is a
common cause of failure. In many chassis the line output
transformer is inclined to die as a result of internal shorts
of one sort or another. Dry-joints and high-resistance
plug/socket connections are another source of trouble.
The line output transistor often fails as a result of
other problems. Dry-joints, or shorted turns in the
transformer, can be responsible. Another cause of
failure is the base drive circuit. Resistor or capacitor
value changes here, or a dry-jointed or faulty driver
transformer, can result in incorrect drive, so that the
output transistor doesn't switch cleanly. Its dissipation
increases, it overheats then fails. Be sure to check the
drive waveform, and use an exact replacement if
possible. Cheap transistors often have low gain so that,
even with the correct base drive, they don't saturate.
This again means overheating and failure.
Line output transformer technology has improved in
recent years, so that failure is less common than in
earlier times. The increased demands with widescreen
sets have led to increased failure with some chassis
however. Watch out for rectifier diode shorts in the
supplies derived from the transformer. A short-circuit
diode is equivalent to shorted turns within the
transformer. It's much easier to replace a diode than the
transformer, particularly when the latter doesn't fix the
fault!
The heavy currents circulating in the line scan circuit
affect poor soldered joints, which become crystalline
and high-resistance. This can lead to arcing, and the
transients produced can be very damaging. Lead-free
solder appears to be worse in this respect. It's worth
checking joints around the line scan circuitry as a
matter of course.
■

John Coombes presents a servicing guide for
this chassis, which is used in Models 2557DB,
2857DB and 3357DB

The Toshiba (555 chassis
he Toshiba C5SS chassis was
used in three sets, Models
2557DB, 2857DB and
3357DB, that were launched in
about 1996. They are fullspecification receivers with features
that include Dolby Pro-Logic
sound. There was also a projection
version of the chassis — this article
deals with the standard version.

T

Power supply operation
The chopper power supply circuitry
is shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the
primary and secondary sides
respectively. The primary side is
relatively simple, with most of the
circuitry, including the chopper
transistor, incorporated in Q801
(STR-S6709). This IC incorporates
both excess-current and overvoltage
protection.
Pin 9 is the supply pin which, at
switch on, is fed via the start-up
components R803 and D802. When
the voltage at pin 9 rises to about
8V, IC801 becomes active,
producing drive pulses for the
chopper transistor at pins 4 and 5.
Q801 shuts down when the voltage
at pin 9 falls below 6V. To prevent
this happening during the start-up
period, Q802 switches on when the
voltage at its emitter falls below
6V, supplementing the start-up
supply. Q802 receives a collector
supply from the rectifier circuit
D806, C819. When the power
supply is up and running, pin 9 of
Q801 receives its supply (about 9V)
from the rectifier circuit D803,
C808. Q802 is then reverse biased.
Overvoltage protection within
Q801 shuts it down when the
voltage at pin 9 rises above 10V.
D815 is included to prevent damage
to Q801 should the voltage at pin 9
rise above 15V. Excess-current
protection is provided by
monitoring the voltage across the
chopper transistor's emitter resistors
R818 and R829, with feedback to
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pin 6 of Q801. The voltage here is
compared to an internal reference
source. When the squarewave
voltage at pin 6, normally very
small, exceeds the reference voltage
the width of the drive pulses at pins
4 and 5 is reduced, providing a selflimiting action.
Pin 8 of Q801 monitors the
conditions in the chopper
transformer T803 when the chopper
transistor switches off, to prevent
the chopper transistor being
switched on again early. The
chopper transistor is not allowed to
be switched on until the voltage at
pin 8 is below 0.75V.
Feedback for regulation is via
optocoupler Q826 to pin 7 of Q801.
Most of the circuitry on the
secondary side of the power supply,
see Fig. 2, is incorporated in the
hybrid IC Z801. This monitors the
HT supply at pin 5, producing an
output to control the optocoupler at
pin 3. The 27V supply produced by
D896 and C895 is fed to pin 8.
Excess current demand in the line
output stage is checked by
monitoring the voltage across R470,
at pin 2. In the event of excess
current the set is switched to
standby — the output at pin 12 of
Z801 switches off the H Vcc
regulator transistor Q430, removing
the 9V supply to the line generator
section of IC Q501 on the signals
panel. The 9V regulator transistor
Q420 is also switched off. Further
protection is provided by fuse F470.
A short across the line output
transformer derived 27V supply, for
example because of failure of the
field output IC, is sensed at pin 14
of Z801. Such a fault will again
switch the set to standby. The feed
to pin 14 comes from Q370
(2SA1015Y) via R373, D370
(MTZJ4.7B) and D371 (1N4148).
Q370 senses the voltage across
R370 (1Q, 0.5W) in the feed to the
field output stage.

Standby is initiated by the
microcontroller chip QA01, at pin
7. The output from this pin is fed to
pin 9 of Z801 via QB30. In the
standby condition Q430 is switched
off, closing down the line timebase.
In this condition the regulation
control reduces the chopper power
supply's output voltages to about
half their normal value. The input to
the 5V regulator Q840 remains
sufficient for it to be able to power
the microcontroller chip.

Power supply faultfinding
An important point to note is that
should the 27V output from the
power supply be missing because
Z889 is open-circuit, virtually
nothing in the set will be operative.
There will be no supply to the
microcontroller chip QA01, the
standby LED or the optocoupler
Q826. Because of the latter
condition the power supply will not
function. Z889 will blow in the
event of a short-circuit in the audio
circuitry, so a shorted audio output
chip (see audio section later) will
give the dead step symptom.
The first step with a dead set
however is to check the voltage
across the mains bridge rectifier's
reservoir capacitor C810. If there's
no voltage here, check whether the
mains fuse F801 is open-circuit or
blown. For a blown fuse, first check
for shorts in the bridge rectifier
D801 and C810. If either of these
items is faulty the surge limiter
resistor R810 will probably be
open-circuit. The other main
suspect for a blown fuse is a shortcircuit between pins 1, 2 and 3 of
the chopper chip Q801. When Q801
has to be replaced for this fault
D809 must also be replaced.
Otherwise Q801 may fail again in a
couple of days. It will fail when the
set is switched on from standby if
D809 is short-circuit.
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If the voltage across C810 is
normal, at about 320V, check the
voltage at pin 9 of Q801 (between
pins 9 and 2). If the voltage
between these pins is missing or
very low, check D802 and/or D803
by replacement. C808 could be
faulty — check its ESR or
capacitance. If these items are OK,
check Q801 by replacement.
If the voltage between pins 9 and
2 is above 6V but the chip fails to
start up, check Q802 by
replacement. If the voltage
waveform between pins 9 and 2 at
switch on is varying and rises
briefly above 10V, replace Z801,
Q826, Q801, Q802 and D810 as a
block.
If the power supply simply fails to
start up, check Q801, Q802, D804,
D803, D806, D808, C816 and
C819.
If the HT output from the power
supply is low at 60V instead of
125V, check for 5V at pin 5 of the
5V regulator Q840. If this voltage
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is missing or low, check R841 and
Q840. If the 5V supply is correct,
check Z801, the microcontroller
chip QA01 (TPM87CP38N-3218)
and QB30 by replacement.
If the front LED is flashing, the
protection circuitry is in operation.
Check R470 and F470 then check
the line output stage, see below. If
the green LED flashes on/off every
three seconds, check whether D431
(1N4148) is open-circuit, removing
the H Vcc supply to Q501. If the
set is dead with no LED
illumination, check Q801 for
shorts.
When the set is switched on and
the power supply reverts to standby
because an excess-current
condition operates the protection
circuit, do not try overriding the
protection circuit to establish the
cause of the fault. This can cause
further component failure. If the
TA8427K field output chip Q301 is
at fault the set will usually revert to
standby because of excess current

drawn from the line output stage
derived 27V supply. If this is
suspected, the best course of action
is turn the Al/G2 control to
minimum, lift R327 (the surge
limiter in the 27V supply) then
slowly increase the setting of the
Al/G2 control to check whether
field collapse is visible: if so, the
diagnosis is confirmed. This
principle of isolating supplies can
be applied to the audio output
stages and, in projection models,
the convergence circuits.

Fig. 1: The
circuitry on the
primary side of
the chopper
power supply in
the Toshiba
C5SS chassis.
The mains
bridge rectifier
D801 is type
D6S860.

Line timebase faultfinding
The most common failure in the
line output stage is a short-circuit
line output transistor. This is Q404,
type 2SD2253FA. If, it has failed,
check the line driver transformer
T401 for dry-joints.
If there's no line drive, check that
the 9V supply (H Vcc) is present at
pin 22 of the TA1222N colour
decoder/sync/line generator chip
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Q501. As we have seen, this is
derived from D896/C895 via
regulator transistor Q430 and D431.
Check back to source. If Q430 is
switched off, Z801 could be faulty.
Check by replacement.
If the supply at pin 22 of Q501 is
OK, check the line drive output at
pin 23. If this is missing. Q501 is
suspect. Check it by replacement.
The AFC filter capacitor C403
(0.0211F), which is connected to pin
20 of Q501, is also suspect.
The line driver transistor is Q402,
type 2SC1569(FA-5). It's fed from
the 125V line via R416 (5.61(Q,
5W) and the primary winding of the
line driver transformer T401. This
stage has proved to be reliable,
apart from possible dry-joints at
T401 as mentioned above.

Field collapse
In the event of field collapse, check
for 27V at pin 6 of the TA8427K
field output chip Q301. If this is
missing, Q301 could be shorted. As
we have seen, the set will then
revert to standby. There could
however be a fault in the 27V
supply itself. Check the reservoir
capacitor C310 (2,200uF, 35V), the
rectifier diode D302 (BYD33J), the
surge-limiter resistor R327 (4.7Q,
2W) and R370 (1Q, 0.5W) in the
voltage-sensing circuit.
If the voltage at pin 6 is OK,
Q301 and the field-scan coupling
capacitor C306 (4.700uF, 25V) are
suspect.
The field and EW drives are
produced by the TA8859AP IC
Q302. If necessary, check at pin 15
of Q302 for a field-frequency
sawtooth waveform. If this is
missing, check Q302' s 9V supply at
pin 3. No or low voltage here calls
for a check on the 9V regulator
transistor Q420 (2SC3852) and
Q421 (2SC1815Y) in its base
circuit, also the associated
MTZJ7.5A zener diode D420.
Q420 receives its input from the
chopper supply's 12V output, via
Z895 - see Fig. 2. Q302 should
have a field sync input at pin 13. If
this is missing, check back to its
source at pin 31 of Q501.

Tuner/IF faults
If there is no picture - this usually
means a blue screen - with the
sound muted out, check for a video
output at pin 7 of the IF module
H002. If this is present, suspect a
fault on the AV switching PCB. If
it's not present, check for an IF
input from the tuner at pin 2. If this
is OK, the IF module is suspect.
The tuner and IF modules both
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have 9V and 5V supplies. The latter
is obtained from a 5V regulator
transistor, Q830 (2SC3852), which
is fed via Z896 from the chopper
power supply's 8V output. Q830's
base is biased by D892
(MTZJ5.6C) and the 9V supply
from regulator transistor Q420. The
tuner also has a 32V supply, which
is stabilised by D101. If the tuner's
supplies are OK, the unit is suspect.
Two types of tuner, Alps/Sony
and Matsushita, are used in these
sets. The Alps/Sony one is much
smaller. Both are connected to the
serial clock and data lines.
An indication as to whether the
tuner unit or the IF module is faulty
can be obtained by turning off the
blue screen via the main menu. If
the result is a screen covered in
white snow with no picture the
tuner is probably defective. If the
result is a blank raster with no
snow, check the IF module by
replacement. The IF module is
difficult to repair and is best
replaced.

for poor soldered connections at the
27MHz crystal XT01. To be sure
that you have cured this fault it's
best to replace the crystal.

Colour faults
We have had very few colour faults
with these sets. If there are colour
faults, check the DC conditions and
waveforms around QV01 and
Q501. In a few cases there has been
a green smear on the picture when
the colour is turned up. In this case
replace capacitor CQ35 (047g,
50V), which can go low in value. If
there is poor contrast/colour,
ringing (distorted verticals) and a
ghosting effect with both RF and
AV inputs, check the TC9090N
comb filter IC QZ01 by
replacement. If there is loss of
colour when the set is first switched
on, check the 4.43MHz crystal
X503. Use of freezer may bring on
this fault.

Audio faults

If there is no picture, does the test
pattern appear on the screen? If it
does, the tuner is suspect. If there is
no test pattern suspect the
TA1218N AV switching chip
QV01. Before condemning it,
ensure that the 9V supply is present
at pin 33.
If QVOl's inputs and outputs are
correct, check for a 1V peak-to-

If there is no sound in the TV
mode, check the waveforms at pins
12 (R out) and 14 (L out) of the IF
module H002. If incorrect, replace
H002. Next check the R and L
outputs at pins 35 and 37
respectively of the TA1218N
switching chip QV01 on the back of
the AV PCB. Move on, if
necessary, to check the R and L
outputs at pins 5 and 6 of the ProLogic PCB. If there are no or
incorrect outputs here, check for 9V

peak luminance input at pin 15 of

at pin 7 and 5V at pin 12. The 5V

Q501 (TA1222AN). If this is
missing, check back via C201 to
Q202 or Q205. If the input is OK,
check for 2V at pin 4 (Y out) and
RGB outputs at pins 43, 42 and 41
respectively. Q501 issuspect if any
of these are missing. Check it by
replacement. If the voltages at pins
41-3 are correct (1-6V), check the
drive circuitry on the CRT base
board.
If the luminance gradually reduces
when the set has been on for a
quarter of an hour or so, replace the
luminance coupling capacitor C203
(0.1uF). It's connected between
pins 4 and 53 of Q501 and can
become leaky.
If there is no line or field sync,
suspect Q501. Check it by
replacement.
If the picture has moved to the
left-hand side of the screen, check
D430 (MTZJ10C) by replacement.
If there is loss of sync and the
picture blanks out, usually
intermittent conditions, with the
OSD OK, try tapping the text PCB
lightly. If this cures the fault, check

supply is obtained from regulator
transistor Q830 (2SC3852) on the
signals panel. Check this transistor
and the associated zener diode
D892 (MTZJ5.6C) if necessary.
The 9V supply is obtained from the
9V regulator Q420 (2SC3852) on
the deflection panel. Items that
might need to be checked here are
Q420, Q421 (2SC1815Y) and D420
(MTZJ7.5A). If the supplies are
OK, detailed checks on the ProLogic panel will have to be carried
out.
The outputs from the Pro-Logic
panel pass to the sound processor
chip QGO1 (TA1217N) on the. AV
PCB then to the audio output chips.
These are Q670 (TA8256H) on the
signals panel for the L, R and
woofer outputs and Q640
(TA8211AH) on the
pow,er/deflection panel for the
surround and centre outputs. QGO1
should have 9V at pins 28 and 35.
Q670 and Q640 are powered by the
audio 25V supply, see Fig. 2. In
both cases pin 9 is used for the
supply. Check the DC conditions

Video faults
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Fig. 2: The circuitry on the secondary side of the chopper power supply.
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and waveforms around these chips
as necessary.
On more than one occasion we've
had customers disconnecting the
surround sound speakers and
shorting the leads together. Z889
(PRF5000F) then goes open-circuit
and Q640 short-circuit. Q670 can
fail for various reasons, taking
Z889 with it when it goes shortcircuit.
If there's a plopping noise from
the centre speaker (woofer) when
changing channels, check C664
(10uF, 16V) by replacement. In a
few cases we've had low and
distorted surround and centre sound
because the TA1217N sound
processor chip QGO1 has been
faulty. If there's no surround or
centre sound check the headphone
mute transistor Q611 (2SA1015Y)
which could be leaky or shortcircuit.
The memory and
microcontroller
If there's loss of memory, check
for 5V at pin 8 of the MN24C08EN

EEPROM chip QA02. This supply
comes from pin 5 of the 5V
regulator Q840, see power supply
section. Then check for activity on
the SCL and SDA lines, pins 6 and
5 respectively. If there are no
pulses here, check the
microcontroller chip QA01
(TPM87CP38N-3218) by
replacement. If the clock and data
lines are OK, replace QA02.
Programming will be necessary
after replacing QA02. Various
picture adjustments may then have
to be carried out. To carry out
initialisation of QA02, press the
`call' button on the remote-control
unit and the 'channel up' button on
the set at the same time.
The microcontroller and
EEPROM chips QA01 and QA02
should be replaced as a pair.
When using the self-diagnostic
system, which is described in the
manual, item (4) BUS CONT will
display H002 N/G for normal bus
operation, not OK. This is not a
fault, and does not affect the selfdiagnostic system.

If there is no picture or sound but
a service mode on-screen display
can be obtained, the self-diagnostic
system gives an indication of the
cause of the fault. At switch on the
following items are checked via the
secondary bus, in the following
order: H001, Q501, H002, QV01,
Q302, ICD01, ICD03, QZ01 and
QT01. If one of these items
grounds the SDA line, the circuit
reference of the item checked prior
to the faulty one will be displayed.
Remote-control faults
The CT-9763 remote-control unit
used with these receivers has
proved to be very reliable. In a few
cases individual buttons have worn,
making it impossible to
increase/decrease volume or, in
most cases, difficult to change
channels. As usual the battery
contacts can give trouble, very
often because the batteries have at
some stage leaked.
The remote-control unit is
required to get into the service
■
mode for adjustments.

D815, type MTZJ15B part no. 23316725;
and resistor R810 (3Q, 15W), part no.
24007864. P.S.
Tatung T28NE51(E series
chassis)
This particular set had been in and out of
the workshop like a yo-yo, with no fault
found. The customer had been
complaining about a bright screen. On this
occasion the fault showed up. Hard wiring
PL902 on the CRT base panel cured the
fault. P.S.

TV FAULT FINDING
Reports from
Philip Salkeld
Peter Dolman
John Percival
Neil Page
Martyn S. Davis
Glyn Dickinson
Jerry Fedorak
Gary Laidler
and
Les Mainstone

Toshiba 28N23B (11AK37
chassis)
This new set was supplied by a catalogue
company. It looks nothing like a Toshiba
model! The fault was flyback lines at the
top of the picture. I found that C604
(100g, 63V) had burst its banks, but the
fault remained after fitting a replacement. I
had to replace the STV9306 field output
chip IC601, part no. V30013985, to clear
the fault. P.S.
Sharp 66FW-53H (DA5OW
chassis)
A new fault that's showing up with these
sets is failure of the BUH515 line output
transistor at switch on. Fit a replacement,
check for dry-joints in the line driver and
output stages and replace C607 (330g,
25V) in the line driver stage. P.S.
Bush WS6674
This new set had no tuning voltage, so all I
had was a snowy raster. I found that RP19
(15kQ, 1W) was open-circuit. A
replacement restored the signals. P.S.

We welcome fault reports from
readers — payment for each fault is
made after publiation. See page
364 for details of where and how
to send reports.
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Toshiba 28W8DB (C7SS
chassis)
When one of these sets comes in dead and
you find that the 5A fuse in the mains plug
is open-circuit, replace the following
items: Q801 STRS6709, part no.
23905084; bridge rectifier D801, part no.
23316795; zener diode D804, type
MTZJ6.8B part no. 23316678; zener diode

JVC AV29SX1EK (JA chassis)
Whenever I have had a no-sound fault with
these sets in the past the cause has been the
multi-sound processor chip IC805. Not
this time however. After checking a
number of components in the sound stages
I came to the conclusion that the sound
system was wrong and decided to replace
the EEPROM, IC703. I was delighted
when the sound came storming back! The
part no. is AT24C0429SX1EK. P.S.
Toshiba 28N23B (11AK37
chassis)
This set came in dead with a fault in the
power supply section. One thing I noticed
is that C808 retains its charge, so watch
out! The supplies to the MC44608 chopper
control chip IC800 were OK but there was
no drive output at pin 5. When I ordered a
replacement I found that it comes as a kit,
part no. V30011968, which consists of two
items, the IC and R801. The value of R801
has been changed from lkQ to 4.7k52. P.S.
Panasonic TX25MD1 (Euro-2
chassis)
The problem with this Nicam set was very
occasional loss of sound, sometimes
heralded by crackling and grumbling. The
fault cleared quickly whenever the set's
rear cover was removed, yet no amount of
heating or cooling would instigate the
condition. I did however notice that when
the crackling occurred there would be
slight cramping at the end of the field scan.
Suspecting that this might be caused by a
common supply loading effect, I tried
proving the point by open-circuiting the
supply to the sound output IC while it was
being driven, to see if the same field
linearity change occurred: it didn't. So
what was the link between the intermittent
audio and the field timebase?
There was a clue when measurements
were taken around pins 62 and 63 of the
audio processor chip IC2101 on the B
board's subpanel. When a test prod was
applied here the sound could be made to
mute intermittently, and was even replaced
occasionally by what sounded like a 1kHz
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sinewave signal. Significantly, both
conditions were accompanied by the same
field linearity changes. Normal audio
could then be restored only by switching
the set in and out of standby. Pins 62 and
63 of IC2101 are connected to the IC's
clock reference crystal, which turned out
to be the culprit. The part no. is TSS4004B. I assume that the common link was the
clock and data bus, to which the audio
and field processing ICs are both
(amongst others) connected. P.D.
JVC AV21F1EK (JX chassis)
The BU508AFI line output transistor in
this set was found to be short-circuit
emitter-to-collector. A replacement
restored normal operation, with no
obvious reason for the failure being
apparent. There was a repeat breakdown
after a few hours on soak test however.
As JVC's specified transistor doesn't
come cheap, I decided to use a
`sacrificial' standard type from stock and
run the receiver via a variac set to about
85V, i.e. just below the voltage required
for the onset of normal HT regulation, to
enable a careful investigation to be carried
out.
It transpired that the cause of the
failure was a momentary interruption to
the line drive. Although the fault was not
shock-sensitive, its cause was finally
traced to intermittent joints on the doublesided video/chroma daughter board on
which the line oscillator (in IC203) is
mounted. Despite their 'good'
appearance, the solution was to resolder
the connections to pins 1-18 of this IC,
and in particular links EX001, EX002,
EX004, EX015 and EX019 which provide
earth continuity between the two sides of
the PCB.
The repair was completed by fitting the
approved JVC line output transistor. P.D.
Proline 1415R
This newish set was dead and I suspected
an open-circuit start-up resistor chain.
Nearly right! The zener diode DP27
(BZX55C27) at the bottom of the chain
was short-circuit. A replacement got the
set running again. J.P.
Panasonic TC15M1RP (Z4
chassis)
This portable was dead with powersupply problems. The STR54041 chopper
IC and the two 2SD965R transistors were
all short-circuit, while the 4.752 mainsinput surge-limiter resistor was opencircuit. In addition to these items I
decided to replace the 10uF, 63V and
100uF, 6.3V electrolytic capacitors on the
primary side of the power supply, using
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105°C types. An inspection for dry-joints
preceded switch-on, after which all was
well with a good picture. J.P.
Philips 21GR2550 (G90AE
chassis)
The power supply was tripping so, with
the power disconnected, I carried out
resistance checks on the line output
transistor. There were no shorts here.
Luckily I found a circuit diagram, and
decided to try disconnecting the trip
circuits. This brought success when I
disconnected the line with three 33V
zener diodes in series. They are surfacemounted devices, but there's enough
room to solder in wire-ended equivalents.
I replaced all three, as it was not obvious
which one was at fault. Another satisfied
customer! J.P.
Alba CTV841
This set was dead with the 4.7Q surgelimiter resistor open-circuit. Checks for
shorts revealed that one of the ceramic
4.7nF capacitors that protect the mains
bridge rectifier was short-circuit.
Replacing these two items saved the day.

J.P.

Sony KVX2142U (AE1C
chassis)
This oldish set produced a good picture
but the owner was worried about an
"intermittent crackle" on the sound. The
first time I heard it the wax left my ears!
Examination of the soldering revealed
myriads of dry-joints, but I had to remove
the PCB from its plastic frame to get to
the power-supply circuitry and the
massive dry-joint at the rectifier diode
that supplies the audio output stages. It
had been completely hidden by the frame.
J.P.
Ferguson 59P7 (ICC5 chassis)
The customer complained about picture
shrinking then the set going dead. When
the set was on the bench it just tripped
three times then died. I checked for shorts
across the supplies derived from the line
output transformer to no avail, then
wasted a lot of time checking various
items before I started some serious faultfinding.
To cut a long story short, the EW coil
LG11 was breaking down under load and
had shorted turns. Once this item had
been replaced I was rewarded with a 4in.
wide picture with pincushion distortion.
Replacing CL44 (300nF), which is
connected across LG11 and was opencircuit, cured this. Clearly CL44's failure
had made LG11 overheat and thus short.
The only clue was a small resistor in

position JI35, next to LG11. It had also
overheated. It's in series with RL44, but I
can't find it on any circuit diagram.
Anyone know the correct replacement?
Incidentally the set produced the usual
excellent picture after this — not bad for a
set now some 13 years old! N.P.
Editorial note: Our circuit diagrams for
Models 59M2 and 59P7A show two
resistors labelled RL44 in series, with
values 56Q and 120Q. A check with other
circuits shows that there were quite a lot
of circuit variations in this area in the
ICC5 chassis.
Sanyo 28DN5 (EB6 chassis)
It's unusual for one of these sets to come
in dead. The faults we more often get are
defective EEPROMs and whistling line
output stages. A quick check showed that
the 2SC4429 chopper transistor Q613 was
short-circuit. No other components
seemed to have been affected. Sanyo
technical suggested replacing the
optocoupler and reference zener, D615
and D645 as well. M.S.D.
Sharp 37G0-20H
There was a field fault with this little
portable: the picture was DC shifted
downwards, while the top half of the
picture was broken up, distorted and had
bright spots because of apparent foldover.
The field output transistors Q501 and
Q502 are driven by an op-amp, IC501.
Everything is DC coupled, with no
significant electrolytics that might cause
problems. It was only after I'd replaced
the above items without success that I
noticed the separate +10V and —10V
supplies to the output transistors. If one of
these voltages is faulty you would expect
to get the above symptoms. So it was over
to the smoothing capacitors in the power
supply, where I found that C712 and
C713 (both 220uF, 16V) were faulty. One
had halved in value and the other was
slightly high. Replacements cured the
fault. M.S.D.
Akai CT2159UT
This six-year old set was trying to start
but couldn't. A quick inspection revealed
a familiar-looking chassis of the Onwa
type. The fault was cured by replacing
C910 and C912 (both 47uF) in the power
supply. One of them had halved in value.
M.S.D.
Sanyo 28WP3 (WB2A chassis)
This set would turn on, the EHT would
rustle up and produce a brief picture (no
sound), then the set would revert to
standby. There's a multitude of
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`protection diodes' in this chassis, any
one of which will return the set to standby
should it detect a fault. One possible
approach would have been to identify and
lift each diode in turn. But this is a Dolby
Pro-Logic set with external speaker
connections. I have a golden rule with all
such sets, considering the propensity of
their owners to misconnect them: check
the sound output chips first!
The set came out of the protection
mode when I isolated IC051 and lifted
D682. This produced a good picture with
no sound. It would have taken me hours
to locate and test each diode otherwise.
The chassis has a separate power supply
for the audio output section, and the
owner had blown this as well, taking out
D1633, Q1633 and R1639. Everything
was fine once these items had been
replaced. For good measure I replaced the
associated protection diodes as well.

M.S.D.

Samsung CI593CN (S51A
chassis)
Before you commence work on one of
these sets, check which chassis it is — the
number is printed on the underside of the
main PCB, near the line output
transformer. This set was dead, with a
burnt out capacitor by the chopper
control chip. Replacing IC801 and C807
brought the set back to life. The part
numbers are IC801 1203-001482 and
C807 (2.2nF, 800V) 2303-000163.

Fine, except that the service manual is
not available and you are told to use the
DS one, which is totally different in this
area. Basically the output transistors are
types FR9120TM and FR9110TM, and
the supply rails are changed to 16V and
37V. Details are in a Sharp bulletin,
reference CTV2000 06 09. You can
obtain a copy from Sharp via email. G.D.

Sony KVM214OUB (BE2A
chassis)
The reported symptoms were "picture
and sound fade after seven hours"! First
the picture flickered, then it lost all
contrast, though the on-screen display
was OK. Close inspection of the PCB
revealed something unpleasant around
the field output IC. Replacing Sony's
famous light-blue capacitors C821 and
C823 (100g, 16V and 22µF, 50V) didn't
help, but I then spied blue meanie CO21
(22)IF, 50V) near the jungle chip.
Replacement of this capacitor made the
fault permanent, as the electrolyte had
rotted the surface-mounted resistor below
it and damaged the PCB. Some work
carried out under the magnifier cured the
fault. G.D.

Goodmans 1450T
This portable appeared to be dead though
a faint noise came from the power supply
area. Cold checks here showed that R404
(152, 0.5W) was open-circuit. A
replacement restored normal operation.

M.S.D.

J.F.

LG C120E20

Toshiba 214ORB

This set was dead because the STRS5707
chopper chip and the bridge rectifier were
both short-circuit. I fitted replacements
then increased the mains input gradually,
using a variac. At 50V input the HT was
over 200V, and an ominous growl came
from the variac! Everything seemed to
test OK, but a correctly-regulated HT
supply was obtained once the four small
electrolytics in the power supply had
been replaced. G.D.

The fault with this set was field collapse.
Checks around the TDA8361 IF/colour
decoder/timebase generator chip IC501
showed that the 8V supply at pin 10 was
missing. There were two reasons for this:
C503 (220tiF, 16V), which smooths the
supply, was short-circuit; and R480
(4.7Q, 0.5W fusible) in the feed to the 8V
regulator IC480 was open-circuit. J.F.

Matsui 2109NS
Matsui seems to have fine-tuned the 'just
out of guarantee' clock! A dead set is
almost always caused by R504 being
open-circuit. It consists of two tiny
2.2MQ resistors in series. A long time
since we saw resistors of this value in a
power supply! G.D.

Goodmans W288NS
This widescreen set seemed to be dead
though a high-pitched whistle came from
the line output stage. We've had dry-joint
problems with this model. C134 was
found to be scorched at one end and the
line output transistor was faulty.
Replacements brought the set back to life
with a good picture. J.F.

Sharp 66ES-03H

Bush 1497ITV/3 (11AK2OS
chassis)

This is by way of a warning: most of
these sets are fitted with a Thomson
CRT, which means that the field output
stage has been completely redesigned.

This was a good one: the height of the
picture was stretched and the right-hand
side was in by about an inch and a half.
The fault came and went when the PCB
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was flexed. After much flexing I found
that the wiper of the HT potentiometer
VR801 had never been soldered. All was
well after the application of a bit of
solder. G.L.

Fidelity CTV3221NIF
The trouble with this set was intermittent
loss of line drive. After replacing the
BF422 line driver transistor Q601 I gave
the set a long soak test. This proved that
the fault had been cured. G.L.

Sony KV21X1U
This set produced a severe venetian-blind
effect when cold. As it warmed up the
picture could just be seen. Use of the
hairdryer and freezer led me to three
capacitors by the tuner, CO3, C15 (both
47pF) and C19 (10uF). The latter was the
culprit, reading only 511F and going opencircuit when frozen, but to be safe I
replaced all three. G.L.

Hitachi C2164TN
The customer complained about very
intermittent start-up, though the set kept
going once it was warm. After stripping
the PCB out I discovered the usual dryjoints around the power supply and a
leaky capacitor on the primary side, C910
(33uF, 16V). I dealt with these faults then
switched on and got good sound and a
picture. But when I reassembled the PCB
in its plastic holder and slipped the whole
unit back into the cabinet the set was dead
with not even light from the front LED.
Out came the PCB, back out of its holder,
switch on and there was good sound and a
picture. The set would function only with
the PCB out of its holder!
After much flexing of the PCB and the
use of triple magnifiers I discovered a
minute dry-joint at the emitter of Q954,
which is part of the standby switching
circuit. L.M.

Ferguson B78NT (ICC5 chassis)
This monster was brought in because it
was dead. I cleaned up the truly filthy
chassis then carried out some checks with
the meter. The line output transistor was
short-circuit and CL42 (360nF, 250V)
was leaky. All was well once these items
had been replaced. L.M.

Sharp DV5932H (BCTV-A
chassis)
The picture was badly bowed in at the
sides. A quick look around the line output
stage revealed various, dry-joints, a partly
burnt out EW coil (L604) and a damaged
capacitor (C607, 0.561IF, 250V). Once
these points had been attended to the
picture was OK. L.M.
■
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Service
Casebook
Michael Maurice

I've been seeing a lot of Bush/Alba TV
sets recently. Most of them are made in
the Vestel factory at Manisa, western
Turkey, one of the largest TV plants in the
world. Hitachi, Mitsubishi, Sanyo, JVC
and Toshiba are amongst the well-known
TV manufacturers that have used Vestel
chassis in their budget sets. Amongst other
contracts Vestel supplies sets for retailers
Carrefour of France and Quelle in
Germany, to sell under their own brand
names. The company is making use of
Turkey's low-cost labour and its customs
union with the EU to concentrate on high
volumes. Production has risen steadily
from 350,000 sets in 1994 to an estimated
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six million last year. The manufacturing
process is flexible — Vestel claims to be
able to carry out any customised order in
just a week! Other Vestel products include
PCs.
Vestel has R&D centres in Turkey,
Taiwan, Bristol in the UK and California.
It's UK centre has developed software to
enable TV, satellite reception, internet use
and DVD playing to be integrated. A lowcost flat-screen TV set is being developed
with Thomson. There's no doubt about it,
we shall see a lot more from Vestel.
So, on to Bush. The company's
products are aimed at the budget end of
the market, which seems to be what most
customers want nowadays. From our point
of view it's an advantage that these sets
use fairly conventional and simple
circuitry. Bush has an excellent technical
help department that you contact initially
by fax. You will usually get a phone call
within a day or two with advice on how to
resolve the problem.

Bush 2871NTX (11AK19
chassis)
When it was turned on this set would go to
standby. When you tried to bring it out of
standby the set would try to start for a
couple of seconds then revert to standby.
The customer also complained that the
width had been decreasing intermittently,
but he had kept the set going "to keep the
kids happy".
I attended to several dry-joints in the
power supply, and replaced R629 (2.752)
in the EW modulator drive circuit, but the
set still didn't work. The cause was not far
away. L601 (part no. 30002026) in the
line scan circuit was burnt out. Once I had
replaced it there was an excellent picture.

workshop did not appeal to me.
Fortunately Bush sets go straight into
standby when powered. This is a great
help. I removed the electronics, making a
note of where all the wiring goes, and took
the main board back to the workshop. It
didn't take long to discover that L801 was
open-circuit. When a replacement was
fitted the power supply started up: the HT
rose to approximately 150V, then fell to
about 30V as it should when the power
supply goes to standby. I returned to the
customer and refitted the board, after
which the set worked well.
In some circumstances it can be a
viable option to take a chassis out of a set
and work on it in the workshop. When you
consider the weight of some modern sets,
this may be the only way to go about
repairing them.

Bush 2871NTX
This set wouldn't tune in correctly. In fact
it would tune in only ITV (channel 23),
which was at the far end of the set's
tuning band! The 33V supply to the tuner
was low, the cause eventually being traced
to C504. This surface-mounted capacitor
was leaky.

Bush 2866NTX/SM2
The customer said there was sound but no
picture, just a bright white screen. Easy I
thought, loss of the 200V supply to the
RGB output stages. But I was wrong. The
bright white screen wasn't so bright, and
there were no flyback lines. It seemed
likely that the TDA8363AN3 jungle chip
was to blame. So, after a short discussion
with the customer, I ordered one from
CPC. After fitting it the set worked
normally.

Bush WS7673SIL

Bush 2876NTX

This set was only eighteen months old
when it died. A quick check revealed dryjoints at diode D002, which is mounted
on a sub-module that's soldered to the
main PCB — it was the connection to the
main PCB that was dry-jointed. I also
found that the chopper FET was shortcircuit, but all the fuses and fusible
resistors were intact. I attended to the dryjoint, then replaced the chopper FET and
the control IC. But the set remained
lifeless. To add to my problems, the set
was up four flights of stairs and there was
no lift. Now as I've said before I'm not a
weightlifter, and moving the set to the

This set also produced a bright white
screen, and this time the 200V supply was
low. The culprit was the fusible resistor in
the feed to the RGB output IC.

JVC HRD540, HRD560,
HRD910, HRJ200 etc
A common fault with these machines is
that the grease used to lubricate the idler
dries up. As a result the idler cannot move
between the spools and the tape gets
chewed. There's no need for a
replacement idler. Simply remove it, strip
it down, clean all the surfaces, relubricate

and reassemble it. All will then be OK. ■
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Sharp DA100 chassis
This chassis is used in several widescreen models. Phi!:p Laws summarises his
experiences after buying a number of sets for repair

-W

hile things were quiet a few
months ago I was looking for
ways to boost business. I found
that most dealers in my area don't handle
Sharp TV sets, so I bought some service
manuals and let it be known that I now
serviced them. On the whole this turned
out to be quite successful and profitable.
So when I was given the opportunity to
purchase a quantity of faulty widescreen
sets at a knockdown price I decided to go
ahead, and then had to really get to know
the chassis concerned. The following
article is based on my experiences and
some useful course notes I received a few
years ago. These brief servicing notes are
intended to be used in conjunction with the
service manual, which is a must when
working on the sets. I found the main
circuit diagram too small to work with, so I
scanned it and printed it out in poster
format. This worked quite well.
The chassis is the DA100 (50Hz), which
is used in Models 56FW53H, 66FW54H
and 76FW54H. The 32in. version differs
from the smaller sets in having two extra
PCBs, which are mounted at each side of
the main chassis. The one on the left
contains the EHT/focus assembly and
some extra scan-correction circuitry, the
one on the right being the Dolby Pro-Logic
board. Most faults occur on the main PCB
however, so servicing is much the same
whatever the model.
The chassis can be withdrawn and
mounted upright. To do this, disconnect the
front AV PCB, unclip the customer control
panel after removing the screw, and undo
the various harness clips.
Servicing these sets is much like any
others, but a knowledge of the design helps
a lot — some unusual circuitry is used.

Service mode
To enter the service mode, switch the set
on while pressing volume — and channel +
on the user control panel. Adjustments are
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selected and altered with the remotecontrol unit. Use channel +/— for selection
and volume +/— for alteration. Press the
standby button to store.

The power supply
Figs. 1 and 2 show the power supply
circuitry, on the non-isolated (primary) and
isolated (secondary) sides respectively.
There are actually two power supplies, the
main chopper one that provides the HT and
the usual LT voltages, and a second one
which provides 5V and a 100Hz timing
pulse for the primary-side microcontroller
chip IC702. This 5V supply is also used for
the on-board control keys and the infra-red
receiver. It's energised whenever the mains
supply is connected to the set. IC702
controls the chopper power supply for
on/standby switching. The main items here
are D730 and Q702, which shorts the gate
of the chopper transistor Q701 in standby.
When the mains supply is first connected
however IC702 allows the chopper power
supply to start so that the main
microcontroller chip IC1001 can complete
its boot-up sequence. Line drive is muted
during this process. The boot-up sequence
takes about three seconds, which is long
enough for all the secondary supplies to be
established. So, even if you have a
protection or I2C fault, you can find out
whether all is well in the power supply.
The most common power supply fault is
excessive HT. This can destroy the line
output transistor Q601, or sometimes the
HT rectifier D720 and its reservoir
capacitor C720. The culprit is the
optocoupler IC705. Occasionally the
chopper FET Q701 will have failed, in
which case Q702, Q703, D712 and R716
should also be replaced. Care is required
when replacing the surface-mounted
optocoupler IC705, as it's securely glued to
the PCB. When fitting the replacement the
soldering-bit temperature must not exceed
250°C. Note that there are three of these

optocouplers in all. The other two, IC703
and IC704, are used to enable the primaryside microcontroller chip IC702 and the
main microcontroller chip IC1001 on the
secondary side to communicate with each
other.
When dealing with a suspect power
supply I've found it best to disconnect the
HT supply to the line output transistor and
fit a 60W bulb as a dummy load across
C720.

The line timebase
The line timebase features a
transformerless driver stage which uses
two transistors, Q603 (2SC2412) and
Q602A (KSC2500). These require positive
and negative supplies which are provided
by the main power supply and
supplemented by the outputs from
windings on the LOPT. There is also a
line-drive mute transistor, Q607
(2SC2412), whose base is controlled by
pin 57 (H out) of the main microcontroller
chip IC1001. It's active during the boot-up
sequence and certain fault conditions,
including I2C bus faults.
Failure of the line output transistor Q601
(BUH515) can, as previously mentioned,
be caused by excessive HT. But there are
other causes: check for dry-joints at C601
in the EW modulator circuit (a common
problem) and C613 in the line scan circuit.
Q506 (2SD2391) is the EW modulator
Fig. 1: Power supply circuitry on the
primary (live) side. In addition to the main
microcontroller chip IC1001 there's a
microcontroller, IC702, on the primary
side. These two communicate with one
another via the optocouplers 1C703 and
IC704. Optocoupler IC705 is used for
regulation feedback The optocouplers are
all type MOC8106 or FX0106. Note the
switched degaussing system, controlled
by IC702. In the standby mode IC702
switches 0702 on, earthing the gate of the
chopper transistor 13701.
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Fig. 2: Power supply circuitry on
the secondary side of the chopper
transformer T701. IC707
generates the 5V supply. It
contains an oscillator whose
timing components are
connected to pin 4. Feedback for
regulation is to pin 14. D718/9 are
type MBR310ORL.
If not present, a 170V avalanche
diode (D735) should be connected
in parallel with C720 as shown.
Part no. is RH-EX0875BMZZ.
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supplying LT to the main microcontroller
chip. The latter reads the EEPROM and
communicates with other ICs via the I2C
bus, while inhibiting line drive via its H
out signal (pin 57). It communicates with
the primary side microcontroller chip,
confirming that all is OK and asking
whether the set was previously in standby
or on. The H out signal is finally
withdrawn, and the line timebase starts up.
(2) Protection. Pin 95 of the main
microcontroller chip IC1001 switches the
set to standby when it goes low. Q606
monitors the beam current. Q302/3/4
monitor the audio output stages, and can be
sensitive enough to trigger the protection
mode if the main speakers are unplugged.
(3) Pin 11 of IC801, V prot, blanks the
RGB drives when the field flyback pulse is
missing or distorted.
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driver transistor. It can also fail as a result
of C613 being dry-jointed. Q506' s drive
comes from IC503 (BA10393). The
associated bias resistor R519 (100k0,
0.5W) can go high-resistance or opencircuit. The result is poor EW correction
and excessive width. On one occasion
there was no EW drive to IC503 from pin
32 of the VDP3120C2 chip IC801. This
chip was faulty, with a measurement of
only a few ohms between pin 32 and
chassis.

The field output stage
The arrangement used here is anything but
conventional. Basically, one end of the
scan coils is driven by a ramp waveform
that rises from —20V to +10V and can be
measured at pin 4 of IC501 (TX1786). The
other end is connected to a flyback
generator that develops a +25V pulse at the
collector of Q502 (KSA926). This also
provides the field protection (V Prot) pulse
input at pin 11 of IC801 (VDP3120C2).
Most field faults seem to be caused by
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(5) The front LEDs give some error
indications. Four flashes with a gap were
noted when IC801' s clock and data lines
were disconnected (this is the VDP3120C2
IC).

16
9
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

R743
47k
1%

2

(4) Pin 12 of IC801 appears to monitor the
line flyback pulses and hence the EHT via
a zener diode. I've had no problems here.

L705

0.1

D714

R748
4k7

MBR34ORC

the flyback generator circuit, the FET
Q503 (IRFRO1C) in particular. But it's
worth checking for a ramp waveform at
pin 4 of IC501.

Servicing summary
As with sets from so many manufacturers
nowadays, the rest of the circuitry in this
chassis relies heavily on I2C bus control
and large-scale integration, differing
mostly in component choice. Many of the
surface-mounted transistors used in the
chassis were new to me, but most of the
components I've needed are listed in
SEME's excellent SALI CD.
There are some protection and operating
sequences to note. These are as follows.
(1) With a working set the time taken from
switch-on to an EHT rustle being heard is
approximately three seconds. The
sequence of operations is as follows. The
supply for the primary side microcontroller
chip, reset etc. is established. The main
power supply is then switched on,

Set appears to be stuck in standby but the
chopper power supply is running with the
HT output correct. No line drive because
the H out 'on' condition is permanent. No
lights flashing. Cause of the trouble was
the X24645 EEPROM chip IC1003.
As above but the stereo light flashes three
times then a gap. Cause of the fault was the
MSP3410P sound processor chip IC305.
As above but the stereo light flashes four
times then a gap. 1C801 (VDP3120C2)
faulty.
Set starts up then reverts to standby.
Sometimes a picture can be seen, other
times the line stage is noisy (similar to a
faulty line output transformer) and there's
no field drive. IC1003 (X24645) faulty.

In conclusion
This concludes the notes I made while
dealing with this batch of faulty sets. I
hope the information will be of help to
other engineers. It's rare that we get a
chance nowadays to learn about a chassis
like we used to, but when you've bought a
number of them you have to!
Editorial note: A detailed article on the
circuitry used in this chassis and faultfinding procedures is being prepared by the
Sharp Technical Team and will appear
shortly. Note that there are several wire
links that go open-circuit in the event of
excessive current flow in the circuit
concerned.
■
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The cause of the trouble was eventually
traced to R532 (1.5MQ), which is connected to pin 2 of IC501. For good measure I
decided to replace R529 (1MQ) as well.
Use 0.75W, 350V metal-oxide resistors.
M.D.

Sony KVX2552U (AE1C
chassis)
This set would produce an intermittent
loud crackle on sound and, sometimes, the
picture would go off. I spent a long time
resoldering various dry-joints to no avail —
after a lengthy soak test the problem
would recur. The cause was eventually
traced to dry-joints at the 5V regulator
IC604 and the associated feed rectifier
D612. I had failed to spot this earlier
because these two components are
obscured by the plastic frame that holds
the chassis — it has to be unscrewed and
removed to reveal them. I've since had the
same fault with three more of these sets.
M.D.

TV FAULT FINDING
Reports from

Sharp 51AT-15 (5BSA chassis)

and

This set seemed to be dead but the power
supply was up and running and the field
scan coils were buzzing. In this chassis the
field output stage is powered from the
chopper transformer instead of the line
output transformer, hence the active field
output stage. Checks showed that there
was no drive signal at the base of Q603 in
the line driver circuitry. The cause of the
problem was loss of the 5V supply at pin
8 of the EEPROM chip IC1002, because
the 5V regulator transistor Q704 (BC33840) had an open-circuit emitter connection.
A good-quality transistor from a reputable supplier must be used in this position, otherwise there will be a repeat failure a few months later. I get my replacements from Farnell Electronic
Components. M.D.

Dave Clark

Matsui 2107T

Michael Dranfield
Philip Salkeld
Peter Dolman, I. Eng.
Martyn S. Davis
Arthur Jackson
R.J. Evans
Matthew Biddlecombe
Dave Husband
Martin McCluskey

We welcome fault reports from
readers — payment for each fault is
made after publiation. See page
428 for details of where and how
to send reports.
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I was beginning to lose patience with this
set, mainly because I had blown so many
components while looking for the cause of
the fault. Every time I switched on, ten
quid's worth of components went up in
smoke! I would find the chopper FET
dead short-circuit, the 5.6Q surge-limiting
resistor open-circuit and, to be on the safe
side, would replace the TDA16846 chopper control chip IC501. Then, at switch
on, the power supply would strike up, the
standby LED would light up and the FET
would go short-circuit.

Bush WS66735IL
If one of these sets is tripping with a
faulty 2SD2579 line output transistor, the
cause is usually a dry-joint at the flyback
tuning capacitor C626 (12nF, 2kV). Don't
just resolder it though. Take it out and
measure its value. You may find that this
has fallen, as a result of internal heating.
M.D.

Beko NR28411ND
The 2.5A sand-filled fuse in this dead set
had failed. I've often had it go in older
Beko sets for no apparent reason. Not this
time however: there had been a power
supply blow up. The following items had
to be replaced: R639 (15Q, 0.5W); R606/7
(both 0.475, 0.5W); IC601
(MC44608P40); and the chopper transistor
T601 (K2545). All was well once the
replacements had been fitted. P.S.

Sharp 66FW-53H (DA5OW
chassis)
A fault that's starting to show up with
these sets is distorted sound. You'll find a
surface-mounted chip, IC1300, on the
small plug-in audio board in the righthand corner of the main chassis. It cooks
and contaminates the board. Fortunately
the board is available at a modest cost.
The part no. is DUNTK7285BMW1. P.S.

Bush WS6672
This set was dead with a smell of burning.
In the past several of these sets have come
in with a large burn-up on the main PCB.
On this occasion however I found that the
on/off switch had been arcing. I recognised it as being similar to the one in the
Wharfedale Model 550, so I decided to
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order the replacement from CHS (order
code MS32) as this seems to be quicker.
P.S.

Panasonic TX25MD1/M
(Euro-2 chassis)
There was a picture tearing fault with this
set. Teletext was OK, but the fault was
also present with a scart input. The cure
was to replace the video processor chip
IC601, part no. VDP3108-APPAl. P.S.

Sharp 76FW-53H (DA5OW
chassis)
It's rare that you get snowy picture faults
nowadays. I adopted the old TV servicing
diagnostic measure of tapping the tuner,
but this proved very little. Nevertheless a
replacement cured the fault. The circuit
reference no. is TH201, the part no.
RTUNH0123BMZZ. P.S.

Bush 2868NTX (11AK19-5
chassis)
There was no teletext, just '100' in the
left-hand corner of the screen. It's a
known fault with this model. The cure is
to replace the multi micro/text chip, type
SDA5255-A047. It is important to get the
last four digits right or you will end up
with all sorts of problems. The chip is
available from CHS. P.S.

Sony KV28FS2OU (BE3E
chassis)
The faults with this newish widescreen
set were EW pincushion distortion and
intermittent width variations. The
line/field scan output connector CN800
was the cause of the width instability: the
EW problem remained when this had
been dealt with. I wondered whether the
arcing contacts could have caused EEPROM corruption, but a scope check at the
input to the EW control chip IC800
revealed a normal-looking parabolic
waveform that could be varied when the
relevant settings were altered in the service mode. Adjustment had no effect on
the raster geometry however. Reference
to earlier fault reports in Television convinced me that the cause of the problem
lay in the driver stages, particularly as
brief scope checks showed that there was
no field-frequency parabolic waveform at
the EW driver FET Q801. So I ordered
replacements for IC800 and Q801. There
was no change when they had been fitted.
What I should have done was to think
a bit more about how the circuit operates.
The purpose of IC800 is to produce a
pulse-width modulated output, at line
rate, from the parabolic input. So you
won't see any parabolic waveforms when
you carry out scope checks at the output
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from IC800 onwards! This elegant
approach allows Q801 to be operated in
class D, minimising its dissipation. The
principle is explained in Giles Pilbrow's
excellent article on the BE3D chassis, in
the April 2001 issue. The cause of the
trouble was simple. R835 (27Q, 3W),
which couples the drive output to the EW
modulator diodes, was open-circuit. The
moral of this little story is not to leap to
conclusions without first thinking through
the circuit operation! P.D.

Sharp 76FW-53H (DA5OW
chassis)
The reported fault with this set was
"white line down the middle". Sure
enough at switch on the symptoms were
sound but no picture. Instead, there was a
bright dot in the centre of the screen, with
a vertical line that extended upwards
from this dot. A brief inspection revealed
that C620 had bulged at the top. It's part
of the line scan current path: C619, C620
and D613 are connected in series, with
R613 in parallel with D613 and the s-correction capacitor C613 in parallel with
the lot. C613 had become dry-jointed,
forcing all the current through the parallel
path. As a result R613 had overheated.
Because of its close proximity, part of
C613 had actually melted. C620 had
overheated, blown its top and gone opencircuit. Hence no line scan. Normal operation was restored once all these items
had been replaced. M.S.D.

Hitachi C32WD2TN2
(A7 chassis)
The report with this two-three year old
set was "dead, tripping". In fact I could
hear the rustle as the line timebase tried
to get going. So I spent a long time resoldering dry-joints, replacing the jungle
chip and trying to find the line drive
before I decided to consult Hitachi technical. It seems that the symptoms are
known with this set.
The thing to do is to check resistors
R807, R808 and R809 on the CRT base
PCB. If one of them has burnt out, the
Philips tube has an internal short-circuit.
In this event the recommended cure is to
replace the tube and the tube base PCB,
as several transistors here will have been
compromised. The part nos. are A527110
for the CRT base PCB, and T176001 for
the CRT, type W76ESF031X13. M.S.D.

Sanyo CE28WN5/32WN5 etc
(EB6-A chassis)
Intermittent sound, which may be sensitive to PCB flexing, is common with this
chassis. The cause of the problem has in
every case been poor soldering of the sur-

face-mounted main microcontroller chip,
IC801. Resoldering this item provides a
reliable repair. A.J.

Philips 21PT1663
(L7.2E chassis)
This set would switch on briefly then
revert to standby (bright LED). These
symptoms indicate that the protection
mode has come into operation, and are
often caused by a faulty line output
transformer (T5445). In this case however the cause was a field output stage
fault. The output chip IC7401 was shortcircuit, and the two safety resistors in the
— and + supplies to the IC, R3449 (1Q,
0.5W) and R3451 (2.212, 0.33W), were
both open-circuit. Replacements provided a cure, but Philips recommends
adding a BZX79C51 zener diode
between pins 4 and 5 of the replacement
chip, anode to pin 4, to prevent damage
to the chip. A.J.

Thomson 14MG15U (TX807C
chassis)
This quite new 14in. set produced a dull
picture with low contrast, though some
change could be seen as the contrast was
adjusted through its range. The cause of
the trouble was in the beam-limiter circuit, where RL,002 (100kQ, 0.25W) was
open-circuit. You'll find it in the line output stage. A.J.
JVC C 1 4ET1 EK (Onwa chassis)
A fairly common problem with these sets
is that the standby relay can be heard to
latch on but the set remains dead. If
checks show that the HT at the line driver
and output stages is normal, but the line
drive waveform is missing, the cause of
the fault is likely to be in the supply to
IC301 which, amongst other things, contains the line oscillator. Check at pin 42.
The start-up supply is 8-5V, which is

derived from the HT supply via R323
(6.8kQ, 5W). This resistor fails for no
apparent reason. It's worth replacing
C909 and C911 as well on the primary
side of the power supply to ensure correct
HT voltage. A.J.

JVC 7860GB
I installed this set for my aunt in 1976. In

spite of being in daily use it only recently
developed its first fault. The symptom
was a slightly overbright picture with flyback lines. The cause was a low supply to
the RGB output stages — the voltage was
about 110V instead of 150V. The source
of this supply is D08 in the line output
stage, where I found that the associated
capacitor C21 (47itF, 50V) was open-circuit. It seems to couple line pulses to D08
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for rectification. In the absence of these
pulses the supply came solely from the
110V HT line.
I fitted a replacement capacitor and
gave the set a general service, after which
there was an excellent picture. A.J.

Bush 2059/2159NTX (Onwa
chassis)
The picture alternated with a blank raster.
When it was present it had corrugated
verticals. The cause of the trouble was the
HT supply, which was fluctuating.
Checks showed that the reservoir capacitor C915 (1000, 160V) was open-circuit. R.J.E.

Panasonic TX25MD3 (Euro-2M
chassis)
The picture gradually faded away after a
few minutes, reappearing when the set
was switched off then on again. This was
followed by a repeat of the fault symptom. The audio remained OK. A check
on the RGB outputs from IC601 showed
that they faded away when the fault
occurred, though the video input
remained constant. All. IC supplies were
OK. The fault was cured by replacing
IC601, which is type VDP3108APPA1.
It's not cheap! R.J.E.

JMB NO28WSS (PT92 chassis)
The green LED was flashing. Apart from
that the set appeared to be dead. The voltages at the secondary side of the power
supply were more or less non-existent.
When I disconnected the feed to the line
output stage and substituted a dummy
load the HT and the other outputs from
the power supply were correct. The line
output transistor (TD02) and transformer
both checked OK. I eventually found that
DD07 (BY228) was the cause of the trouble. I missed it first time round as I had
given it only a forward diode test, which
was OK. R.J.E.

Panasonic TX25MD1 (Euro-2L
chassis)
If the set is dead apart from the green
LED lighting for approximately one second every eight or nine seconds, replace
IC601 (type VDP3108-29). This IC is no
longer available, but there's a replacement kit. It consists of IC type
VDP3108APPA1, EPROM type
27C010-603 that just pushes into the
holder, and a 4pF surface-mounted capacitor. R.J.E.

the same time. No amount of heating and
cooling on the component side of the
PCB would instigate the fault, but when
transistor Q005 (type DTA143TK) on the
print side was frozen the sound and picture immediately returned to normal. In
the fault condition the voltage at Q005's
collector read 2.5V instead of 11.7V. The
transistor read all right out of circuit, but
a replacement cured the fault. M.B.

Philips 25PT4475 (L9.1E
chassis)
I replaced the tuner, at thirty odd pounds,
to cure snowy pictures. But when I
switched on there was no sound. Maybe
the new tuner was faulty? No, because
there was no audio via the scart socket
either. Then, while leafing through the
service manual, I came across a page
marked "option bytes". When I entered
the service mode — press 0, 6, 2, 5, 9, 6
and menu — I found that option SB was
incorrect. As a result the TV thought it
was a mono set and ignored the
Nicam/audio processing IC. I assume that
the faulty tuner had corrupted the NVM.
D.H.

Sanyo CE32WN4 (EB6-A
chassis)
This was typical of the sort of set that
frightens me — big, wide and silver! The
LED glowed orange, and there was no
HT. But the fault turned out to be a
quickie. R621 (120kQ) on the primary
side of the power supply was open-circuit. D.H.

JVC AV29SX1EK
The picture was excellent but after ten
minutes the brightness started to flutter
rapidly, with the picture occasionally
blanking out altogether. Normal operation
was restored when the 16/9 button on the
remote-control unit was pressed, though
with reduced height of course. A replacement TDA8350Q field output chip cured
the fault. M.McC.

Amstrad CTV3028
These sets also appear under the Fidelity
and Bush labels. This one worked fine
with an off-air signal but there was no
picture via the scart input. Video was present at pin 15 of the TDA8361 jungle
chip, and the AV switching voltage at pin
16 was correct. A new IC cured the fault.
M.McC.

Hitachi C28WD2TN
Sony KVM2140 (BE2A chassis)
When this set had been on for about an
hour the sound would suddenly decrease.
There was a drop in picture brightness at
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The complaint with this widescreen set
was no picture. On test a faint blank
raster could be seen with the workshop
lights switched off. A picture appeared

after a few seconds when the first anode
voltage was increased, but it was in blue
and green only. Checks on the CRT base
panel showed that the voltage at the red
cathode was zero, which would normally
mean a peak red raster. The tube had an
internal fault. M.McC.

Sony KVM2101U (BE2A
chassis)
If the picture produced by one of these
sets has bowed sides with slightly
increased width, replace C806 (47nF,
250V) in the EW diode modulator circuit.
My thanks to Sony technical for this one.
M.McC.

Philips 28CL6770/252 (FL1.10
chassis)
Two of these heavyweights came in on
the same day with the same symptom,
stuck in standby. The cause of the failure
with the first set was the usual one: the
line output transistor was short-circuit
because of dry-joints at the CRT end of
the scan-coil plug. The cause of the problem with the second set was less common. R3347 on the plug-in power supply
control board had risen in value from
75kS2 to 100kQ. It's in the set-HT potentiometer network. D.C.

Thomson 28WS23U (ICC17
chassis)
This set came in with a now common
symptom; at switch on the EHT rustled

up then the set shut down. In most
cases a replacement line output transformer, with modification kit, cures the
fault. A new transformer stopped the
shutting down and the EHT was present. The tube's heaters lit up, but there
was no sound or raster, while the front
LED blinked from green to orange
twice then six times. I read this as error
code Z6, which didn't provide much
help. To cut a very long story short,
after chasing down many blind alleys I
discovered that CB01 (10nF, 3kV) on
the CRT base panel was leaky, so there
was little Al voltage. Sounds easy, but
I find fault diagnosis difficult with
these sets. D.C.

Philips 32PW9523/05M
(MG2.1E chassis)
I'm not sure whether you could call this

tripping. The set seemed to start up,
relays clicked, then the set shut down
with LED flashing. The clue was that the
voltage across the reservoir capacitor
came up then decayed quickly, even
before the LED started to flash. Relay
1010 was faulty, conducting only

momentarily at switch on. D.C.

■
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The Panasonic
Euro-4H chassis
The 4H version of the Euro-4 chassis incorporates 100Hz scanning.
An added PCB takes over from the previous video processor/RGB
processor/timebase generator chip to provide various extra features.
Brian Storm describes the change and what it involves
he Panasonic Euro-4 chassis,
which was described in the
July and August 2001 issues
of Television, has been with us
since 1997, when it first appeared
in 21-25in. models with black
cabinets. Since then the chassis has
been used to drive ever-larger 16:9
aspect-ratio sets in a variety of
silver and blue cabinets. The
versatility of the Euro-4 chassis lies
in the variety of digital
video/timebase processor chips that
can be used: VDP3108 for 4:3 sets,
VDP3112 for standard widescreen
sets and VDP3120 for top-of-therange sets that provide the highestquality pictures.
On the Continent, especially in
Germany, Panasonic has supplied
100Hz versions of the chassis for
some time. Since the autumn of
2001 this version, the Euro-4H, has
also been available in the UK. The
initial models were the TX28PK25

T

Fig. 1: Simplified
block diagram of
the
arrangements
on panel F in the
Euro-4H chassis.

and TX32PK25. Subsequently
Models TX28PL10, TX32PL10,
TX28PL20 and TX32PL20 were
released. These Euro-4H sets also
have an improved service menu,
with additional geometry
adjustments, to satisfy the demands
of ever more discerning viewers.
Unlike its more sophisticated
stable-mate the Euro-7 chassis, see
Television October 2002, the Euro4H chassis uses a fixed-field
sequence, AA-BB, for 100Hz
processing. With the more
upmarket Panasonic 100Hz models
the processing is more elaborate
with the ability, in order to
optimise picture performance, to
switch field sequences depending
on the source of the video material.

The F panel
Instead of the 64-pin digital video
processor/RGB processor/timebase
generator chip used in the Euro-4

connector AV1; generation.of a
line-locked clock and a doublefrequency line-locked clock;
generation of an analogue video line
output for pin 19 of the scart
sockets.
The analogue video inputs are fed
to pins 71-75 of IC1502. The
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Text and OSD
inputs rom IC1001

Field sync

Analogue
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R
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Analogue
video

G
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Video processor
and
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G
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Digital multiplexed 8
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processor
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HOF

-0-

X1501
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the RGIA line inputs from scart

13.5MHz (LLC1)

Line sync

inputs

chassis, in the Euro-4H chassis
there's an upright PCB designated
board F, with three ICs mounted on
it. This PCB is referred to as the
features board, hence F. Fig. 1
shows a simplified block diagram.
The first IC on the board, IC1502
(C1AB00001345), is a digital video
processor and input selector. It
carries out the following functions:
video switching for the line inputs
and UHF tuner/IF video feed; highquality comb filtering for excellent
video/chroma separation;
PAL/NTSC colour decoding;
analogue-to-digital conversion of

l2C bus

Line, iel , EW
and scan velocity-modulation
drives
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composite video output is available
at pin 70. RGB inputs are fed to
pins 1, 2 and 3, with the fastblanking pulses fed to pin 80. A
field sync output is available at pin
57, a line sync output at pin 54, the
13.5MHz line-locked clock (LLC1)
at pin 28 and the double-rate
(27MHz) line-locked clock (LLC2)
at pin 27.
The outputs from this IC consist
of an 8-bit digital luminance signal
and multiplexed, time-shared 8-bit
digital U and V colour-difference
signals. These digital video signals
are fed to IC1503 (SDA9400) for
up-conversion to 100Hz.
IC1503 carries out the following
functions: large-area flicker
reduction; line-flicker reduction;
vertical zooming; vertical
shift/panning; colour-transient
improvement; luminance-signal
peaking; motion-adaptive temporal
and spatial noise reduction; still
picture provision; 100/120Hz
interlaced scanning.
The SDA9400 chip has its own
internal frame memory for 100Hz
up-conversion purposes. The 8-bit
digital luminance input is fed to
pins 43-50 while the 8-bit digital
U/V input is fed to pins 31-34 and

37-40. These signals are
synchronised by the field sync
input at pin 22 and the line sync
input at pin 23. The 13.5MHz linelocked system clock (LLC1) is fed
in at pin 29, providing a write clock
for the up-conversion memory. The
27MHz clock (LLC2) input is at pin
54, for the double-rate data read
out.
The up-converted digital
luminance signal output is at pins 1,
3-7, 63 and 64, while U/V data
output is present at pins 10-17.
These outputs are fed to IC1504
(DDP3310BPSD3), which is a
single-chip digital video and
deflection processor.
IC1504 carries out the following
functions: horizontal scaling;
dynamic peaking; gamma
correction; colour-transient
improver; RGB processing; CRT
black-level calibration; and
generation of double-rate line,
double-rate field; EW and scan
velocity-modulation drives.
The horizontal scaler, which is
synchronised by the 27MHz clock,
is responsible for the display of the
active picture in various formats,
such as" 'Just' mode and 4:3. The
luminance section of the chip

provides dynamic peaking, contrast
and brightness control and gamma
correction.
The RGB processing section
inserts text and on-screen graphics
generated by the microcontroller
chip IC1001. These inputs are at
pins 31, 32 and 33 of IC1504.
Pin 7 measures the ultra-black
current of the CRT's beams during
the field flyback period. Two
resistors, R1538 and R1539, at pins
15 and 16, are switched into circuit
at this time to limit the current
during measurements of peak R, G
and B. IC1001 compares these
measurements, via the 12C bus, with
data held in the EEPROM chip, and
carries out updating as necessary to
prevent grey-scale drift.
The analogue RGB outputs appear
at pins 24, 25 and 26 of IC1504 and
are fed to transistor buffers before
leaving the board along with the
various timebase and scan-velocity
drive signals.
Rest of the chassis
The rest of the Euro-4H chassis is
very similar to the normal Euro-4,
apart from the addition of IC601
(TEA2114) on panel E for AV2
■
out source switching.

Samsung CI5373 (SCT11B
chassis)

Service
Casebook

This set was tripping. On investigation I
found that the line output transformer was
arcing. The customer agreed to my estimate for fitting a replacement but, when
this had been done, I was rewarded with
field collapse. After much discussion with
the customer I was given permission to
proceed. The cause of this second fault
turned out to be the VPG101 hybrid IC
HIC301, which is between the jungle IC
and the field timebase IC. This is a difficult
situation, since the arcing could have damaged other components.
You might wonder what HIC301 does.
It appears to be there because of the
designer's choice of jungle and field timebase ICs. The Mitsubishi M52309SP jungle
chip (IF/colour decoder/timebase generator) IC201 contains a field ramp generator.
The TA8445K timebase chip IC301 also
contains a ramp generator, and requires a
trigger input at pin 2. The latter is derived
from IC201's sawtooth output by HC301,
which contains just two transistors and a
handful of passive components.

Akai CT2870

Michael Maurice

There was very poor and noisy sound when
this set was first switched on. I decided that
replacing the electrolytic capacitors in the
tuner/IF module would be a good start.
Fortunately this cured the fault.

head drum won't rotate or is very stiff. The
cure is to remove the drum from the deck,
separate the lower and upper sections
(Philips provide a tool for this, but it's
expensive), strip down the lower drum and
clean out the dried-out lubricant.
Relubricate and reassemble the lower drum,
making sure that the shaft can turn freely.
Next refit the upper drum to the lower
drum, using the mica washers that are supplied with a new head. Make sure that
everything is positioned as it would be if
you were replacing the drum. Finally refit
the drum to the deck, reassemble and test.

Mitsubishi CT32BW1B
This monster is certainly very complicated.
It looked quite awesome when I got the
back off. The set was dead, with 330V
across the mains bridge rectifier's reservoir
capacitor. I didn't have the circuit diagram
and was unable to get one, so I decided to
carry out a blanket job on the power supply. I replaced the STRM6529 chopper
chip, an 0.22Q resistor that according to
Euras can go slightly high in value, and the
circuit protectors on the secondary side of
the power supply.
When I switched on I was rewarded
with the standby light, then the on light,
followed by EHT then a blue screen with a
four-letter word in the top left-hand corner.
The latter changes when you bring up the
tuning menu. Another repair completed in
the customer's home!

Sony KVDX271TU (AE1 chassis)
This set would start up with a slight burst
of EHT then shut down. Whenever I get
one of these sets I always check for dryjoints and replace C615 (1,000µF, 35V),
the reservoir capacitor in the 15.5V rectifier circuit on the secondary side of the
chopper power supply. I noticed that the
LA4280 audio output chip IC251 was dryjointed and attended to this as well. But the
fault was still present. So I removed IC251
and found that it had a crack in it. The set
worked normally once a replacement had
been fitted. I gave it a soak test and
returned it to the customer.
A few hours later he phoned to say it
had failed again. When I went round to
take another look the truth emerged. He
had connected the TV speakers to a hi-fi
system, which had blown the new LA4280
chip and also damaged several components
in the muting circuit. The set worked well
once these items had been replaced. I
warned the customer never to connect any
other equipment to the speaker terminals.

Philips VR260 (Turbo deck)
This situation can occur with any VCR
that's fitted with the Philips Turbo deck: the
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Akai TV2835
This budget set uses the same chassis as
some Schneider models. The fault was no
sound. Unfortunately the customer was
hard of hearing: he had set the default volume level to maximum and blown both
loudspeakers!
As parts for this set are impossible to
obtain, I had to try to find an alternative
repair method. I found that the speakers
and mountings from a scrap Sharp CS set
fitted and restored the sound. Not quite
how the manufacturer intended, but it did
make the old boy very happy. So happy
that he gave me a bottle of his best port!

Philips GR2.4 chassis
I have had this fault on several occasions
now. The set trips and it looks like line output transformer failure. In fact you will
find that the fusible resistor R3588 is opencircuit. A replacement will restore normal
operation, but only for a short period of
time. Always replace the line scan coupling
capacitor C2549. Even if it looks OK, it
will almost certainly be burning up inside.
The value is usually 680nF, 250V but can

vary with tube type.

■
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A few days later he brought the set to
my shop, having replaced the items
mentioned above. When it was switched
on the standby LED flashed orange but
nothing else happened. I hadn't come
across this problem before, and found that
the HT supply was low at 63V instead of
125V. To cut a long story short, he hadn't
removed the insulating washer from the
SMR4020 chip. Samsung supply a hybrid
device as the replacement, and the
instructions tell you not to fit the insulating
washer. The new device has to touch the
heatsink. He had obtained the replacement
from a dubious source and had not
received a modification sheet.
Unfortunately I hadn't noticed the washer,
and wasted quite a lot of time checking
components. M.D.

Thomson 443/Combi Model
21CB26VN
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Fidelity WSTV7028N
(11AK19-8A chassis)
The report said there was a width problem
with this set, which is fitted with a Vestel
chassis. It's not an uncommon fault with
this chassis, and is usually caused by a
dry-joint. Sure enough a blackened dryjoint was present at C630 (0.27pF). This
was far from being the end of the story
however. When the dry-joint had been
attended to there was excessive width and
EW bowing. The usual cause is a shortcircuit EW diode modulator driver
transistor, Q603. This device (BUK444)
was found to be leaky, but a replacement
made no difference.
The cause of the problem took a while
to find but, with the aid of my digital
inductance meter from Peak Electronics, I
found that it was the EW loading coil,
which measured just 3pH. A replacement
from a scrap set measured 16mH, so the
original one clearly had shorted turns - yet
it looked perfect. M.D.

This set had been bought at an auction of
returned electrical goods and looked quite
new. It had obviously received previous
attention - given away by the poor
soldering. The field output chip IF01, the
chopper FET TP20 and the zener diode
connected to its gate had all been replaced.
The power supply was running, but the set
wouldn't switch on.
I loaded the HT supply with a 100W
bulb and switched the set on. It now
worked all right, including the video
section, so clearly the cause of the trouble
was in the power supply. I figured, not
having the manual, that if the chopper FET
had gone short-circuit a high voltage
would have been applied to its gate, which
was presumably why the gate protection
zener diode had had to be replaced.
Tracing back from the gate I came across a
100Q surface-mounted resistor, RP531,
that was open-circuit. A replacement cured
the fault. M.D.

Ferguson D14R (TX805
chassis)

Samsung CI5079T (SCT11B
chassis)

This set was dead. I expected to find that
one of the 68k52 start-up resistors was
open-circuit, but they were all OK. When I
reconnected the set to the mains supply it
came on! I decided to replace the back and
put the set on soak test, but when the back
was refitted the set was tripping on/off.
The cause of the trouble was traced to dryjoints at the field output chip IF01. M.D.

A dealer friend of mine rang up for help
with this set, as I'm a Samsung dealer. He
had found a blackened fuse and the
SMR4020 chopper chip short-circuit, and
wanted to know whether anything else
should be replaced? I told him to replace
the HIS0169C hybrid chopper controller
chip HC801 and the R2KN avalanche
diode DZ801 across the HT supply as well.

Here's a warning with these TV/video
combi units. After completing a repair on
the VCR side I reassembled the unit and
found that video playback produced a
snowy raster with no sound. The cause of
the problem was traced to incorrect
plug/socket connections. The socket to

Daewoo GB14H1N
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which the speaker is connected is the same
as the one marked 'set AGC' near the
tuner. Normal operation was restored once
the plugs had been reversed. Fortunately
no damage had been done. M.D.

Toshiba 28W23B (11AK37
chassis)
It should have been possible to deal with
this set's problem during a straightforward
field call. The complaint was that the
picture was too low on the screen — you
couldn't see the Fastext colours. I found
that the usual procedure, pressing the blue
Fastext button followed by 4 7 2 5, didn't
work. When I returned to the workshop
and located the manual I found the service
adjustments but not how to get into the
service mode, so a phone call to Toshiba
was required. The procedure is to press
the menu button then 4 7 2 5. For this
particular adjustment press the green
Fastext button to get into geometry, select
VP1 (vertical position) then adjust in the
usual way. P.S.

Sharp 51DT-25H
The customer's complaint was that there
were lines across the screen when this set
was switched on from cold. Sure enough
there was line tearing. So out came the
hairdryer and freezer. With patience the
cause of the fault was traced to C604
(220j F, 10y). I fitted a replacement and
when the set was tried the following day
all was well. P.S.

Philips 21PT4457/05 (L01.2EE
chassis)
When the set was first switched on there
was no red in the display then it went to
standby. This very much suggested a
faulty tube, but before ordering a
replacement I decided to carry out some
checks on the CRT base panel. As a result
I discovered that R3316 (68Q, 0.5W) was
open-circuit and Tr7311 (BF422) was
short-circuit emitter-to-base. P.S.

Bush 3472NTX
I've mentioned line output transformer
arcing problems with this model before.
When ordering the replacement by model
number it's important to quote the number
on the little white label on the side of the
transformer as well. In this set the number
was 13525006. You can get replacements
from CHS. P.S.

Toshiba 28W23B (11AK37
chassis)
It's becoming quite common to find that
one of these sets has gone off with a bang,
destroying a number of components in the
power supply. The items that will have to
be replaced are IC800 (part no.
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V30011968); Q801 (part no. V30001386);
C860 (part no. V30000107); D892 and
D896 (both type BA159); R805 and R852
(both 33Q, 0.5W); and F801 (2.5A antisurge). You can also expect the
BU2508AF line output transistor to be
short-circuit. P.S.

Ferguson T68NB (TX92
chassis)
This set was stuck in standby. To cut a
long story short, the on/off switch at the
front of the set also acts as the standby
switch. It wasn't latching. Replacements
can be obtained from CHS under code no.
20102AG. P.S.

Sharp 66FW-53H (DA5OW
chassis)
We've had a number of these sets in with
strange faults. This one worked fine for
about twenty minutes after which the
contrast level kept stepping down until the
picture was grey. The fault was also
present with teletext, hence my feeling
that it could be a video output fault. I
decided to replace the TEA5101B RGB
output chip IC1801 on the CRT base
panel, and was delighted to find that this
cured the problem. P.S.

Toshiba VTV14025B
This combi unit kept on destroying its
2SD2627LS line output transistor, Q406.
When I re-ordered the device it came with
a kit, part no. BZ510036. In addition to
replacing the transistor you have to
change C417 and C438, using the
1,000pF, 500V capacitors supplied. P.S.

Okishi N2818W
(PT92 chassis)
This set was dead with the power supply
tripping. I found that the BU508AF line
output transistor was short-circuit and
RV38 (22Q) was burnt. The usual cause
of this is dry-joints in the line output
stage, but not this time. The cause was
CD08, which was open-circuit. Its value
depends on the model, being either 680nF
or 470nF (250V). S.M.

Sony KV28WS2U (BE3D
chassis)
There have been a few reports where one
of these sets has been stuck in standby
with the LED flashing error 2, the cure
being to replace the EEPROM. If you do
this you will spend about half an hour
removing the screening can, replacing the
chip and putting the screening back, then
an hour setting up the geometry for each
screen mode. There's an easier way that
takes less than a minute, and you don't
even have to remove the back.
While the LED is still flashing, put the

set into the service mode by pressing
standby, i, 5, vol+ and TV. This disables
the software protection, and the set will
come on with TT— on the screen. Now
press 0, 8 on the remote-control unit (i.e.
TT08). This will clear the error buffer, but
the geometry settings will remain
Another common fault with these sets
is failure of the LOPT. This gives the
same error 2 flashing. So, if you have tried
to switch the set on in the service mode
but it still won't come on, suspect the
transformer. To confirm this diagnosis,
measure the voltage at the collector of
Q606 in the protection circuit while
switching the mains supply on. If it rises
to 11V, the LOPT is faulty. Once you
have replaced the transformer the voltage
at the collector of Q606 should remain at
OV, but the set still won't come on
because the error code remains in the
EEPROM. Enter TTO8 in the service
mode, as described above, and everything
should be OK. S.M.

Beko 12220 (10.2 chassis)
The customer complained that the front
buttons sometimes didn't work. I replaced
all thirteen, but the fault was still present.
I then noticed that the mains on-off switch
is of the same infamous type used in older
Grundig sets, where momentary contacts
often go leaky causing the no-sound fault.
Once the switch had been replaced the
front buttons behaved as they should.
S.M.

Philips 14TVCR240/05
I've had several of these combi units with
the same fault, sound OK but no picture
(no line drive). In most cases the cure has
been to replace the BC637-16 line driver
transistor Q7584, which goes open-circuit.
On one occasion the cause was R3584
(47Q) in the supply to Q7584 going opencircuit, and on another the cause was
D6581 (UGO6B, use a 1N4148) between
the base and emitter of Q7584 being
leaky. It seems that the line driver circuit
is the weak spot in this chassis. S.M.

Toshiba 28W93B (C7SS
chassis)
This set was stuck in standby with the red
LED on. I found that the HT was only
43V (should be 125V). The error amplifier
circuit for regulation is in the HIC1016
hybrid chip IC801. Replacement of this IC
restored normal operation. S.M.

Grundig CUC7301/3 chassis
A blown power supply is usually caused
by a dry-joint at C669 in the snubber
network. You can obtain a repair kit from
SEME or CHS. With a set that came in
recently however the power supply had
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blown but I couldn't see the usual dryjoint. When a repair kit had been fitted
and the set was switched on it blew
straight away. The culprit turned out to be
C626 (47piF, 385V), which was opencircuit. It's the reservoir capacitor for the
mains bridge rectifier. This capacitor is
not supplied with the kit.
I subsequently received a phone call
from a fellow engineer who had the same
problem — blowing the repair kit — and
suggested that he checked the main
reservoir capacitor. He later confirmed
that this item had been open-circuit. In his
set the value was 100yF (385V). So it
looks as if this is becoming a common
problem. The Grundig repair kits should
be upgraded. S.M.

Toshiba 2151TB (C4ER chassis)
If one of these sets trips off after about
two-three seconds, check the HT voltage.
The reading should be 115V. With this set
the HT rose to 150V. The cause was
C817 (22yF, 100V), which was almost
open-circuit. J.G.

Goodmans GD2880D
(Thomson TX92F chassis)
This set would sometimes revert to
standby, maybe every few minutes, then
work normally for several days. A quick
check for dry-joints in the, power supply
showed that CP13, in the snubber
network, had a hairline crack around the
joint. Resoldering it cured the problem,
but there was no picture. The heater
supply pin at the CRT base was very
badly dry-jointed, as were the rest of the
pins around the CRT base. A good
resolder job all round finally got the set
working and ready for collection. J.G.

Hitachi C2146TN
The fault with this set was horizontal
striations across the top third of the
picture. A check on the supplies to the
field output chip showed that they were
OK, with no ripple. The drive waveform
was also OK. It looked as if the cause of
the trouble could be ringing in the scan
coils, and a check with the circuit diagram
showed that a damping resistor, R611
(270Q, 0•5W), is connected across them.
It's partly hidden behind the plastic frame
that supports the PCB, but turned out to
be badly dry-jointed at one end.
Resoldering it cured the fault. J.G.

Ferguson B68N (ICC8 chassis)
This set was apparently dead, but I found
that the power supply would start up
briefly at switch on then shut down in the
protection mode. I've had this fault
before, so I went straight to the
TDA8178FS field output chip which was
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short-circuit. As it's no longer available,
Thomson supply a kit. This consists of an
STV9379F chip, a 2.1V zener diode and a
3.9kQ resistor. I've found that if the zener
diode supplied is fitted there's a peculiar
band of non-linearity across the lower
part of the screen. It varies with picture
content. The solution is to fit a 3.9V zener
diode instead. S.H.

Goodmans 286NS/05 (Philips
L6.3AA chassis)
The fault symptom with this big set was
severe EW bowing. I've had a number of
Philips sets with faulty capacitors in the
line output stage, so I carried out some
checks here. Sure enough C2913 (390nF,
250) read just 2.7pF when checked with a
capacitance meter. A replacement cured
the problem. You'll find this capacitor on
the small stand-up sub-panel. G.L.

Bush 2871NTX (11AK19
chassis)
This set was tripping. I decided to carry
out some cold checks, as it usually pays
off with this chassis. There's a group of
three UF5402 rectifier diodes (D814/5/6)
on the secondary side of the chopper
transformer, one of which was shortcircuit. It had damaged the board. G.L.

Another TEA2031A and a coil (SEME
part no. TPAR2343) restored normal
operation. P.L.

Bush BTV17
I've had several of these sets, and their
Matsui clones, stuck in standby. A
modification kit (part no.
BTV17MODKIT), which consists of a
small plug-in PCB and full instructions,
normally restores a set to full working
order. I would however recommend
obtaining a service manual and checking
that all the option bytes are set correctly
before the unit is returned to the customer.
P.L.

JVC AV29SX1EK (JA chassis)
The reported symptom was no sound.
Scope checks showed that good audio
entered the Dolby PCB but nothing left it.
Further checks revealed that L and R
signals were present up to the TDA7315D
chip IC401. Amongst other things this
rather expensive surface-mounted IC is
responsible for volume control. But a
replacement made no difference. As the
IC is I2C-controlled, I suspected the
EEPROM IC703. After replacing it (part
no. AT24C0429SX1EK) and carrying out
a full set-up I was rewarded with excellent
sound and pictures. P.L.

Amstrad CTV3121N
This set produced a blank raster when the
setting of the Al control was advanced,
and the red LED at the front didn't light
up. I was about to start checking the
outputs on the secondary side of the power
supply when I noticed a slight brown mark
on R22 (0.22Q), which turned out to be
open-circuit. I could find no reason for its
failure, and a long soak test after fitting a
replacement proved that all was now well.
G.L.

Sharp C3720H (14A
chassis)
This set started up, the LED went green,
then almost straight away turned back to
red. After that the set remained in standby.
Fortunately we've had this fault before. I
went straight to R521 (3.9Q) which is next
to the LOPT. It's in the 24V supply for the
field output chip IC501. G.L.

Goodmans W322NS
This widescreen set's power supply was
pumping. It didn't take long to establish
that the line output transistor was shortcircuit. As I didn't-have a service manual I
removed the dead transistor, connected a
60W bulb across the HT supply and
monitored the line drive. All was well, but
a new transistor failed immediately. I
decided to check the 15nF, 2kV flyback
tuning capacitor and found that one leg
had no solder. How the set had worked as
long as it had is a mystery. P.L.

Alba CTV5984
This set's screen was bright green with
flyback lines. A check at the CRT's green
cathode showed that the voltage was very
low. The cause was the TDA6108JF RGB
output chip IC901. E.T.

Matsui TVR180R
Mitsubishi CT25A5STX
(Euro 14SF chassis)
This set came in with field collapse and
circuit protector Z551 blown. The
AN5521 field output chip was innocent
however. Cold checks revealed that
IC5E1 (TEA2031A) on the EW submodule was short-circuit. But its
replacement lasted for only a few
minutes. The culprit was the EW loading
coil L555, which had shorted turns.

A puzzling failure to come out of standby
(this combi unit had a rental videotape
trapped inside!) can be caused by a
faulty/corrupt 24C04-6 EEPROM chip,
IC1099. It's available at a reasonable price
as a Phoenix kit, MODKIT37, from
Grandata.
The same fault can occur with the
Matsui Model 2080 and various Alba,
Bush, Decca/Tatung and Orion models.
E.T.
■
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Unusua
Faults
Alan Dent on some
unusual faults that
could cause you trouble

Bush WS6673 (11AK19 chassis)
There was no picture or on-screen display
but the set produced a raster when the first
anode voltage was turned up. The symptom
was the same as described in a previous
report (August 2002, page 634). A
resistance check between the CRT
Aquadag lead connection point and chassis
produced a reading of zero ohms instead of
101(52. Various items connected to 'CRT
earth' were removed: the item that cleared
the short was the wire between the CRT
base board and the Aquadag coating.
There was no obvious reason for the
short-circuit, i.e. no trapped speaker leads.
The fault was caused by the three-wire
ribbon lead to the IR remote-control sensor
being trapped between the CRT's rimband
and the cabinet front's support plastic.
Loosening the CRT and removing the
trapped wire restored normal operation.
The fault had occurred in production, and
had taken a few weeks to show up.
In this chassis the Aquadag coating is
connected to the earthy end of the EHT
system. Thus when a short occurs here the
beam-limiting circuit comes into action.
York X5 Junior (PT92 chassis)
There was a raster but no tuning action.
The OSD was OK. This fault caused rather
a stir: the set uses a frequency-synthesis
tuning circuit controlled via the I2C bus,
and it was not easy to decide what was
causing the trouble. The microcontroller
chip is integrated with the IF and video
processor.
I checked the voltages at the tuner, and
that there were pulses on the I2C bus.
Everything seemed to be OK. A new tuner
made no difference. As I have an IF
generator, I fed an IF signal to the SAW
filter to prove that the IF signal path was
OK. It was.
There are only two major items that
control the tuning, the tuner and the
microcontroller. The tuner had already
been eliminated, so the
microcontroller/processor chip was
replaced. Needless to say there was no
change. There were pulses on the I2C bus,
but it was impossible to know whether the
bit streams were correct.
I decided to do the unthinkable and
change the EEPROM. This proved to be
the faulty item, but why? As I don't have a
logic analyser I don't know the answer to
this. All I can say is beware, the EEPROM
can be responsible for more ills than you
might think.
This model is the same as the York
B52T.
Toshiba 2573DB (C7SR chassis)
The picture and sound were perfect for
about an hour then a light bar, about twenty
lines deep, appeared across the top of the
screen. A look at the field scan waveform
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showed that the top of the sawtooth was
flattened.
Application of freezer to the TA8427K
field output chip Q301 didn't alter the
situation, but I nevertheless fitted a
temporary replacement. Application of
freezer to the TA8859CP chip Q302, in
which the field generator circuit resides,
cleared the fault symptom. But a
replacement chip made no difference.
I had a note about capacitors causing
this sort of trouble in a similar model, but
again replacements failed to cure the fault.
I monitored the supply to Q302 and
found that it dipped slightly when the fault
was present. It comes from the LM7812
chip Q408, which also feeds the CRT base
board. Its 14V input is derived from the
LOPT. A new LM7812 cured the fault.
The brightened line was not field
foldover but line pairing. The drop in the
supply voltage caused non-linearity in the
field generator circuit for just the first few
lines.
Bush 7764 (11AK37 chassis)
The problem here was no on-screen
displays. This is a fairly new chassis, thus
the fault database is rather limited at the
moment. The fault caused a bit of
headscratching.
When a remote-control command
requested an OSD, there were RGB outputs
from the microcontroller chip. But they
were not correct as there were no sync
pulses. Line and field sync pulses are fed to
pins 40 and 41 of the microcontroller chip
from the timebases, and should be of 8V
peak-to-peak amplitude. The amplitude of
the field sync pulses was OK, but the line
sync pulses were at only 1V p-p.
Comparison with another set showed that
they should be at 8V p-p.
Various components were disconnected
from the line sync feed, but the pulse
amplitude remained the same. I then
noticed a vertically-mounted module that's
also connected to the line sync feed. It's
not shown in my circuit diagram, though
this does show connector PL407, which is
where the module is fitted.
When pin 5 of the module was
disconnected I had correct-amplitude line
sync pulses and OSDs. The module is
connected to the microcontroller chip, the
CRT PCB and the base of Q901. It houses
a CD4538 dual-monostable chip and a
preset. A replacement module cured the
fault, but I wanted to know what it does
and how the preset is adjusted if necessary.
The module is active only with a 4:3
display. The preset adjusts the blanking
time. If It's advanced too far the right-hand
side of the picture is cut off, giving what
looks like a narrow picture. The preset
should be adjusted with a Test Card or
other pattern that has known edges so that
■
these are in view.
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switch the set on first thing in the morning
in a cold workshop, the transistor goes
short-circuit. The cause of this problem is
C607 (330/4F, 10V) which goes low in
value. It's in the line drive negative bias
supply.
For long-term reliability it's a good idea
to replace both D610 and D611 with type
1N4935. They may test OK, but can go
high-resistance when hot. M.D.
Tatung C series chassis
If you experience microcontroller
symptoms with one of the many models
that use this chassis, e.g. won't respond to
the customer controls, try resetting the
EEPROM. This is simple to do: switch on
while holding the volume-down key on the
set. P.L.
Panasonic TX14JT1
This newish set lost BBC1 on position 1
but would retain it on a spare position. The
cure was to replace the EEPROM chip
IC1205 (part no. X24S11-1MAZ). P.L.
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Sharp 51AT-15H (5BSA chassis)
If the set won't come on and the line
output transistor is getting very hot, don't
suspect the line output transformer first.
Instead, use a scope to check the line-drive
waveform. The fault is more likely to be
caused by a defective transistor in the line
driver stage, Q604 (BC636) or Q602
(BC635-16).
For long-term reliability also replace
the 5V regulator transistor Q708 (BC33840) in the power supply. It can go opencircuit intermittently, giving rise to odd
faults. M.D.
Ferguson B59F (ICC7 chassis)
This set produced no audio output — there
was just a crackling from the speakers.
The cause of the fault was traced to a leaky
BC548B transistor, TA32. Note that this
model uses the mono sound version of the
chassis.
The customer used this set in his
conservatory, so presumably an EHT
flashover in a damp atmosphere had been
the cause of the failure. M.D.
Sharp 56FW-53H (DA100
chassis)
The line driver and output stages in these
widescreen sets are very similar to those in
the CS chassis. They are starting to suffer
from the same problems.
The line output transistor may fail at
switch on from cold. A replacement may
appear to cure the problem but, when you

Toshiba 2505DBT
The complaint with this set was "reduced
height with interference". The display it
produced suggested that the field and line
scans had become mixed up. I suspected
the TDA8170 field output chip Q303, then
the two 220/4F, 35V capacitors C313 and
C322, but they were all innocent. The
cause was C317 (10F) in the field
feedback circuit to pin 6 of the TA8739P
ramp generator and EW correction chip
Q371. R.M.
Philips 28PT4494 (L6.3AA
chassis)
There was reduced width with no EW
correction. The width control (3924) had
an effect on the picture but the pincushion
control (3913), whose symbol is incorrect
on the circuit diagram in the manual, had
no effect. The scan panel is mounted
vertically behind the line output
transformer, making access difficult.
When the panel with its heatsink had been
removed I found that C2913 (390nF,
250V) was open-circuit. R.M.
Beko 19321T
The input fuse FU101 (3.15AT) kept
blowing. As there were no obvious shortcircuits I removed the degaussing posistor,
which rattled. A replacement restored
power, but the picture was shifted far too
much up the screen. R725 (1501S2) was
found to be high at 170k52, but a
replacement made matters worse. Clearly
someone had adjusted the preset P702 to
compensate for the faulty resistor's
increased value. Resetting it centred the
picture.
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R717 and R722 (both 1MQ) can cause
field collapse with this model. For
striations across the top of the screen,
replace the 220Q resistor on the scan
coils. B.F.

part number on the side. In this case it
was 88700402216. Once the transformer
and the S2055N line output transistor had
been replaced the set was back in working
order. P.G.

Goodmans 206NS (Daewoo
CP380A chassis)

Goodmans 286TVS/05 (Philips
L6.2 chassis)

Sound was OK but the screen was
blacked out. The situation was the same
with a scarf input. When I touched a
10kQ resistor between the CRT's red
cathode and chassis there was a full-sized
blank red raster. The cure was to replace
the TDA8374A IF/colour
decoder/timebase generator chip 1501. It's
inside a metal can. B.F.

This set was stuck in standby. I made
things more difficult for myself by first
accusing the CNX82A optocoupler in the
line driver stage. Wrong! I then found that
the 630mA circuit protector 1502 was
open-circuit. It looks like a small, brown
block capacitor, and is in the 9V and
hence 5V supplies. The CP had failed
because D6503 (BYV10/40), which it
feeds, was leaky.
Once these two items had been
replaced the set wouldn't produce a
picture and the sound was changing
channels every five seconds or so.
Although the 9V and 5V supplies were
now OK, the tube's heaters were out and
there was only 82V at the first anode! It
transpired that the replacement
optocoupler was faulty. Once the original
one had been refitted the set worked
correctly. P.G.

Toshiba 2877DB (C7SS
chassis)
There was field collapse from cold. As the
set warmed up there would be a flicker
followed by a return to normal. Tapping
around the TA8427K field output chip
IC301 was the wrong thing to do! The set
went off with the front LED pulsing.
IC301 had-gone short-circuit between
pins 1 and 2. The cause of its failure may
have been a poor connection at D301.
Resoldering here and a new IC restored
normal operation. B.F.

Sharp DV6632H (4BSC
chassis)
Tripping usually means a short-circuit
line output transistor because of a poor
connection at the scan coil plug's socket.
Not this time however. There was a lowresistance reading (about 350Q) across
the transistor. The cause was C639 (1nF,
2kV). B.F.

Philips 25PT532A (GR2.2AA
chassis)
There was no sign of life apart from a
pulsing noise. When I disconnected the
HT feed to the line output stage and
substituted a dummy load the power
supply was OK. As no shorts could be
detected I fitted a new line output
transformer. There was no change, but I
was on the right lines. The cause
eventually proved to be the EHT cable.
This would normally be replaced as part
of the new transformer, but in this case
does not come with it. B.F.

Sharp 66FW-53H (DA5OW
chassis)
Two of these sets that came in recently
had the same fault: stuck in standby with
a short-circuit BUH515 line output
transistor. In both cases one leg of C613
(0.56/4F) was dry-jointed, at the end that's
connected to the scan coil plug and socket
on the main PCB. The faulty joint was not
easy to see, having only a faint black line
around it.
A careful look around the main chassis
will nearly always reveal further dryjoints, so a blanket solder in the power
supply and line output stages is advisable.
L.M.

Alba CTV3409 (11AK08
chassis)

Proline 28N1

This set would work quite happily for one
or two hours then revert to standby. By
using the old heating and cooling
technique I found that R805, which is
connected to pin 2 of the TDA4605-2
chopper control chip IC801, was
responsible. As it warmed up, its value
increased from 3301(52 to about 950kQ.
L.M.

This fairly new set arrived with the mains
switch in the on position. When the set
was powered and the remote-control unit
was used to bring it out of standby the
cause of the trouble was obvious —"a large
spark shot out of the line output
transformer. Two different types of LOPT
are used in this model. You will find the

This combi set arrived on the bench with
a small note attached: "deceased", the
customer had written. Having spoken to
him earlier on the phone, I assumed that
he meant the set. So I dismantled the set
and switched it on. The front LED
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Goodmans TVC201T

glowed, and a loud whistle came from the
line output transformer. The HT and LT
supplies were all normal.
Cold checks around the LOPT revealed
a short from the 200V supply to chassis. It
was traced to the TDA6107Q RGB output
chip 1901 on the CRT's base board — pin
6 was badly burnt. A replacement restored
normal operation. L.M.

Sharp 66ES-03H (CA10
chassis)
The only indication of life with this set
was a red indicator light that refused to
change to green. Close examination of the
main PCB revealed the usual dry-joints in
the line output stage, C608 (680nF) being
particularly bad. I replaced this capacitor,
along with the BUH515 line output
transistor, but the set remained in its
comatose state.
Attention was turned to the power
supply, where component checks revealed
that R713 (560kQ), one of the chopper
power supply start-up resistors, was opencircuit. A replacement brought the set
back to life. L.M.

Philips 25PT4103 (L6.2AA
chassis)
Two of these sets came in recently with
the same symptom, a vertical white line.
With the first one I quickly found a very
bad dry-joint at the line-scan plug and
socket on the scan-coil assembly. This
area was OK with the second set, so
checks were carried out in the scanning
circuit. I found two burnt out resistors
here, R3929 (220Q) and R3930 (56052).
These were replaced then capacitor
C2915 (390nF) was checked. There was a
tiny hole in its side. Once this item had
been replaced there was good sound and
pictures. L.M.

Sony KV21LT1U (FE2 chassis)
This set switched itself to the protection
mode with an error message from the
standby LED — five flashes (unstable
AKB). Voltage and resistance checks on
board A revealed that R618 (2701(Q,
0.25W) was open-circuit. A replacement
restored normal operation. The part no. is
1-247-889-00. C.B.

Sony KV28DS2OU (BE3E
chassis)
There was intermittent channel switching
and the set wouldn't stay in standby. The
problem was caused by IC5604
(TEA7605) in the microcontroller circuit
power supply on board H. Its part no. is 8759-510-52. C.B.

Sony KV28LS66U
There was intermittent loss of picture and
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power, also field deflection problems. I'd
had the problem twice before with similar
sets. The cause is poor contacts at the pins
of IC0005 on board M. Check with a
magnifying glass. Use of a fine-tipped
soldering iron and flux to reflow the
soldering cures the fault. C.B.

Hitachi C28300TN
Off-air programme reception was OK but
a slight field jitter was noticed in the
teletext mode. This jitter seemed to come
and go, with varying degrees of intensity.
After a while the jitter was also noticed
with the on-screen graphics of a broadcast
transmission. I was lucky, because use of
freezer led me to the cause quite quickly.
This turned out to be the 5.1V zener diode
ZD602 in the field timebase. It's not far
from the output chip. After fitting a
replacement a long soak test proved that
the jitter had been eliminated. M.L.

Sony KV32WF1U (BE3D
chassis
If you get one of these sets in with poor
geometry settings and find that in most
picture formats the display is slightly
overstretched, try checking the output
from the 9V regulator IC606. The chances
are that you will find the output from this
LM2940CT device slightly high at about
10-11V.
In this case I found that all the
geometry settings were adjustable in the
service mode, but not by enough to
produce correct amplitude etc. Obviously
if you go into the service mode first you
may upset all the settings, as I did! So
start by checking the regulator. M.L.

Hitachi C2156TN (A7 chassis)
The fault with this set was field collapse,
caused by failure of the field output chip.
After fitting a replacement there was
reduced height, which could be adjusted
in the service mode but not by enough to
fill the screen. The culprit was R603,
which in this model is 1Q, 0.25W. Check
the value of this resistor before replacing
it, as the value varies with model and
screen size. M.L.

Philips 21PT5322/05 (MD1.2E
chassis)
This set led me a bit of a dance. The
symptoms were very slow remote-control
operation and no sound. Response to
remote-control commands took about 1015 seconds. I dived in and replaced the
EEPROM chip IC7685, set the receiver
up in the teletext mode and sent it on its
way back to the customer. It returned next
day with the complaint no Nicam sound.
You've guessed it, I hadn't set Nicam in
the service mode. So I put the receiver in
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the service mode and set the Nicam
sound. Suddenly I was back at square one
again, with slow remote-control operation
and no sound!
Everything was OK when the receiver
was set to mono sound in the service
mode, so I decided to replace the
MSP3410 multisound processor chip
IC7353. To my relief this cured the fault.
I was lucky in being able to take a donor
chip from a scrap set — it's an expensive
device. M.L.

Hitachi C28W410SN (A7
chassis)
These widescreen sets usually produce
good pictures. This one would
intermittently over-modulate however,
producing a bright, high-contrast picture
as if someone had turned up the video
level to maximum. Scope checks were
rather inconclusive, as all the waveforms
looked good. Eventually however I
replaced the JC548 transistor Q503,
which seemed to have noise on its output.
I'm not too sure whether this was the
actual cause — it could just have been a
dry-joint that I disturbed in the soldering
— but the set never came back. M.L.

Philips 21PT1532 (L6.1
chassis)
If one of these sets appears to be dead but
there's nearly 300V across C2516, check
Tr7505 (BC548B). Another clue is that
the red LED at the front doesn't light
when this transistor is faulty. J.L.

Bush 3472NTX (Pro 4400
chassis)
There was no sound, no picture and no
on-screen display, just a blank grey raster.
This condition is normally caused by a
faulty BD441 transistor, TP6, in the +5V
supply. Not on this occasion however.
Check the voltage at pin 22 of the
processor chip TDA8843: if it is higher
than 3.6V, the IC's RGB outputs will be
blocked and you get just a blank raster. In
this case the cause was a leaky 1N4148
diode, DC4, in the beam-limiter circuit.
It's located half way between the LOPT
and the scart socket. S.M.

Toshiba 2877DB (C7SS
chassis)
At switch on there was a brief burst of
EHT then the set returned to standby, with
the green LED flashing. The culprit was
the TA8427K field output IC Q301,
which was short-circuit at pin 2. S.M.

Philips 32PW9523/25
(MD2.25 chassis)
This set came on all right but with bright
scenes the picture size would reduce, the

set would revert to standby and then come
back on again. There are two 0.395
current-sensing resistors in the power
supply, R3546 and R3547. They had gone
slightly high in value. The part no. is 4822
117 11745. S.M.

Bush BTV17A (Orion
chassis)
This combi unit was dead. I had to replace
the following items: the STRF6707
chopper chip, the ON3171R optocoupler
IC506 and the 2SD2627 line output
transistor Q406, which were all shortcircuit. In addition the following resistors
were open-circuit: R542 (0.39Q, 1W
safety type, part no. R32181R39J), R543
(680Q safety type, part no. R635U2681J)
and R503 (4.7kQ).
Don't power up this chassis with the
video unit disconnected from the TV
board. The power supply is designed in
such a way that the earth connections for
various secondary supplies are made via
the video board rather than directly on the
TV board (there are link positions marked
on the PCB, but they are not fitted). When
the video unit is disconnected there is no
HT regulation and the power supply will
blow up at switch on. S.M.

Finlux 5025S (5000
chassis)
This set wouldn't find any stations. I
suspected the tuner and sent it to MCES.
When it came back and was refitted the
set still wouldn't find any stations.
Reference to the service manual revealed
that when an I2C-connected device is
added or removed the set needs to be
reconfigured in the service mode.
To enter the service mode you switch
on the mains supply then, within five
seconds, press TV, PRG and EXTRA in
succession. When the service screen
appears, press 0, 4 on the remote-control
unit. The processor then checks all busdriven device addresses and shows those
found on the screen. Press the blue button
to memorise the new configuration.
Once this had been done the set could
be tuned without any problems. I
resoldered any suspicious joints, then
returned it to the customer. Three days
later it bounced back with the same
problem, no tuning. This was restored by
once again carrying out configuration. It
seems that the SDA2586 EEPROM chip
gets corrupted. As I couldn't see any dryjoints that might cause this I fitted a
replacement. A pre-programmed
EEPROM has to be fitted in these sets, so
I had to use my programmer to transfer
the data from the old chip. I assume that
the set is now OK, as the customer hasn't
reported any further problems. S.M.
■
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Sony KVD2512U (AE1A/B chassis)
Various faults can be present when these
sets are switched on from cold. They
include no power, low sound, no sound and
distorted sound. Go to the power supply
and replace C615 (1,000pF, 35V) and
C622 (2,200pF, 16V). This should clear
the problem.

Salora 24K70

Service
Casebook
Michael Maurice

There was a bright white raster with the
sound OK. If you looked carefully, you
could see some sort of picture behind the
overall whiteness. A quick check on the
200V supply to the RGB output stages
showed that this was present and correct.
The set was an imported version from
Germany, and had been fitted with what I
can only assume is a Secam transcoder
module. A TDA3590 chip lives on this
module. Fitting a replacement cured the
fault.

Sharp VC-MH711HM
This was an interesting fault, the complaint
being no tape playback. There was a prerecorded tape inside. When play was pressed
the counter didn't move. Going to cue produced some sort of picture, but when you
went to review the picture cut out after a
few seconds.
There was in fact nothing wrong with
the drum, the ACE head or any of the playback circuits. The machine was permanently erasing because Q552, which switches
the erase amplifier on and off, was shortcircuit. A replacement transistor cured the
fault, but a few of the customer's tapes had
been ruined.

when it was connected to the mains supply.
It would also come out of standby, and the
backlight for the display would light up.
But nothing else happened. There was no
display and no sound.
After watching me check various things
on the transformer board and the main PCB
the owner casually mentioned that he'd
taken the thing to pieces because the volume
control was erratic. The penny then
dropped: he'd inadvertently disconnected
the small ribbon cable from the front operation PCB. I had to remove this board to refit
the cable, and while I was at it I cleaned the
volume control. In this unit the control is in
fact a digital rotary encoder. After reassembling the unit everything was OK.

Beko 15225NX
This set was dead because the line output
transformer was faulty. After fitting a
replacement the set came on but I couldn't
set up the Al voltage and the grey-scale was
out. I eventually found that R1237 on the
CRT base PCB was open-circuit. Once this
had been replaced I was able to set up the
Al and focus voltages for a normal picture.

Akai CT2870
Once this set had warmed up there were
flyback lines at the bottom of the picture. A
replacement TDA3654 field output chip
cured the fault.

Sony KVM2101U (BE2 chassis)
There was intermittent momentary loss of
colour or half a picture with colour and
flashing. The cause was a dry-joint at the
earth connection for the focus section of
the line output transformer.

Sony KVE2932U (AE2 chassis)
This fault was intermittent. The set would
start, then sometimes the screen would just
have a strange glow on it, or sometimes
you'd get a bright white line then nothing
at all. If you get these symptoms, or when
the set comes in for service, remove signals
panel A and resolder the connections to the
TDA8138A 5V/12V regulator 10681.

Philips 21PT5322-05 (MD1.2
chassis)
There was no picture or sound, just a blank
raster, though the on-screen displays
worked and operation via the scart socket
was OK. The cause of the trouble was transistor Tr7100 (BC848B) in the tuner/IF
section. It's a signals buffer (emitter-follower).

Ferguson 59J7 (TX100 chassis)
There were two faults with this set. The
first was a black band at the bottom of the
screen and poor field linearity. The cause
of this was C101 (6.8pF) in the height/field
linearity network. It was open-circuit. Note
that its value varies with model, depending
on the tube. It may be 3.3pF or 10pF. The
other fault was intermittent loss of sync.
This was caused by intermittent failure of
the chopper transformer.

Sony STR-NX1
This audio system would go into standby
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Sony SLV625UB
There were wild variations in the tape
speed in the play and record modes. In
addition the eject button worked very intermittently. The first fault was overcome by
slightly moving the FG pickup head closer
to the capstan's rotor, on the understanding
that should the machine fail again within
six months a new motor would have to be
fitted but labour would be free of charge.
The intermittent eject fault was caused by a
dry-joint on the switch. A new pinch-roller
assembly completed the job.
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For good measure I also decided to
replace optocoupler IC705 in the power
supply and fit an avalanche diode (RHEX0875BM) across the HT line, as recommended by Sharp. Do not solder the
optocoupler at a temperature of more than
220°C.
Thankfully after replacing all these
components and attending to various dryjoints the set came on first time. M.D.
Philips 32PW6526-05 (SA10E
chassis)
This set produced the word 'locked' in the
middle of the screen. You get this situation when the customer has forgotten the
pin number. Here's the remedy: switch the
set on; press menu; got to features and
press enter; go to parental lock and press
enter; put in code 0711; then put in code
0711 for a second time. The lock will now
be cleared. P.S.

TV FAULT FINDING
Reports from
Michael Dranfield
Philip Salkeld
Denis Foley
Glyn Dickinson
Arthur Jackson
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Jerry Fedorak
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We welcome fault reports from
readers — payment for each fault is
made after publiation. See page
617 for details of where and how
to send reports.
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Sony KV14T1U (BE4 chassis)
This set tripped at switch on. I didn't have
a service manual, and on investigation was
surprised to find so many dry-joints in
such a newish set. Resoldering them failed
to cure the fault however. The field output
chip had been dry-jointed and was thus
suspect, but the set tripped out so quickly
that it was impossible to carry out any
measurements.
The solution was simple. I removed the
CRT heaters' ballast resistor R729 on the
base panel and used my bench power supply to power the heaters. Then, at switch
on, field collapse was visible for a split
second. A new TDA9302H field output IC
cured the fault. M.D.
Sharp 76FW-53H (DA100
chassis)
The customer said that the width came in
then the set died. The basic cause of the
trouble was a dry-joint at C611 (lktF,
250V) in the EW-modulator circuit. I
found that the 2SD2391 EW-modulator
driver transistor Q506 hard burnt to a cinder. It's surface-mounted, and as a result
had done as much damage to the board as
possible. After repairing the print I had to
replace the following components in the
EW modulator circuit: C611; Q506; the
modulator diodes D603 (BY228) and
D604 (BY299); coils L603 and L604;
R610 (1Q, 0.5W fusible); C528 (1014F,
63V); D502 (DX0551); and D516
(C47BZT03).

Toshiba 28W23B (11AK37
chassis)
As mentioned before, a power supply
blow-up can occur with these sets. The
items involved are IC800, Q801, D892/3,
R805, R852 and R855. This particular set
worked once these components had been
replaced, but when it was put into standby
a peeping sound came from the power
supply. This was put right by replacing the
optocoupler, part no. V30015087. P.S.
Sharp 76FW-53H (DA100
chassis)
The customer complained that the picture
was too wide, i.e. there was an EW fault.
The usual cause is C613 (560nF, 250V),
but not on this occasion. Time to get out
the scope. A check at pin 32, EW drive, of
IC801 produced just hash. The cure was to
replace this IC, which is type VDP3120B
(part no. RH-IX1688BMN2). P.S.
Philips 21PT1664-055
(SL9.2E AA chassis)
This was supposed to be a workshop job
but had to be dealt with in the field. The
customer had complained about distorted
sound. When the distortion was heard in
the customer's home I was able to diagnose the cause, which was the speaker. A
replacement cured the problem, but it's
quite expensive at over £24 plus VAT.
The part no. is 482224010396. P.S.
Bush 2868NTX (11AK19 chassis)
A dead set with the line output transistor
short-circuit is a well-known fault with
these sets. After fitting a replacement
however you sometimes find that when
the set is brought out of standby there's
still no EHT. The cause is a dry-joint at
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link J613. It's becoming quite a common
problem. P.S.

Beko 30128T
Lack of height has become a rare fault
nowadays. In this case the height varied
as-the set warmed up. Use of freezer
revealed the cause, which was R1381
(1Q, I W). It's a stand-up resistor that's
next to the LOPT. P.S.

Philips 25PT4521-05 (MD1.1E
chassis)
A fault you can get with these sets is no
sound and picture with the on-screen display normal. The symptoms are often
intermittent, so it's worth examining the
Aquadag earthing spring. It can come
adrift when the plastic securing lug on the
tube rim has broken. The spring is just
long enough to short the Aquadag to a
heatsink on the chassis. This removes the
picture. D.F.

Hitachi CPT2888 (Salora
K chassis)
Yes, I know! But it belongs to the manager of my local Indian restaurant and just
fits in his cabinet. Anyway, there were
obvious field faults, with foldover and flyback lines on the picture. The 25V supply
to the TDA3654 field output chip was low
at 19V. Replacing the rectifier, reservoir
capacitor and surge-limiting resistor in the
supply didn't help, but when I fed 25V in
there was a good picture. Field output
stage power consumption was 0.8A, which
I felt was a little high, so I replaced the IC
just in case. No luck.
I decided to check where else the 25V
went. The voltage and current were correct when the tuning PCB was removed. I
then found that TC113 (BC557B) and
DC113 (6.8V zener diode) associated
with the memory chip were both short-circuit. Vegetable dansak and saag aloo I
think! G.D.

Daewoo GB20C4T
This set was dead with a short-circuit line
output transistor. A common cause is an
arcing transformer, but on this occasion the
HT was very high. The reference voltage
for regulation is developed within module
1802. A replacement cured the problem —
the part no. is 4850M04710. G.D.

Fidelity CTV3128
This Supermarket set also turns up as the
Wharfedale 550 — usually with a blazing
on/off switch. But this set's picture shifted to the left a few seconds after it came
on. The line shift control associated with
the TDA8361 jungle IC did nothing, and
replacing it and the IC made no differ-
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ence. While I was checking waveforms
the line output transistor went short-circuit. Its replacement became fairly warm,
and I found that the base-drive waveform
had a spike on it. Normal operation was
restored when the line driver transistor
was replaced. G.D.

Grundig CUC2040 chassis
The complaint with this set was "intermittent". It was suffering from the Philips
scan-coil syndrome (dry-joints on the subPCB). When this fault had been dealt with
there was severe EW distortion. Replacing
R55006 (5.6Q, fusible) restored the width:
the TDA8350Q IC had to be replaced to
cure the bowing. G.D.

Matsui 28WV2N (Grundig
CUC2059 chassis)
The most common fault with these sets is
dead with blown fuses. Replacing the
BUZ90A chopper transistor T6006, the
TDA4605-3 chopper control chip,
R60001 (270kQ), R60002 (68kQ) and the
fuses will restore normal operation —
unless you power up with a variac, in
which case the BUZ90A will go short-circuit almost instantly! Don't ask me why.
G.D.

Crown CTF25NT
This is almost a CTV25 — anyone remember them? It was stuck in standby, but fortunately the relay clicked and the main
power supply produced 148V. This supply didn't get to the line output stage
however, because a blob of black glue
had eaten its way through the print. Its
removal and the addition of a link cured
the problem. No shortage of screws to
hold this set together! G.D.

Hitachi C2117TE
This set uses the same chassis as Models
C2114/2119. It went off on channel
change after an hour. Although the cause
of this can be microcontroller chip failure,
on this occasion the cause was simply that
the HT was slightly high at 117V.
Replacing R951 (39kQ) and R953 (47kQ)
in the error amplifier circuit with closetolerance types restored the HT to 112V
without need for adjustment. G.D.

with horizontal lines then switched itself
off. A quick check showed that the 200V
supply to the CRT base panel was missing. Cold checks at its source revealed
that D6445 was short-circuit and the 1Q
surge-limiting safety resistor R3445 was
open-circuit. Replacing these items
restored the 200V supply, but the symptoms remained as before. R3840 (100Q
safety) on the CRT base panel was opencircuit. It's connected between the 200V
supply and the RGB output chip IC7830.
Replacing this item completed the repair.
A.J.

JVC AV- N280EKT (BY11 chassis)
The complaint with this set was "only
external input working". When I checked
it there were no stored channels. They
could be tuned in but not memorised.
Although this is a complex-looking chassis with a high component count it
appeared to be similar to the 14in. JVC
models we see more often, and we know
that these require a —30V supply to the
memory circuit for channel storage etc.
The station select module in this set also
requires —30V. A check at pin 10 of the
memory chip IC001 showed that it was
missing. The supply reached the module,
at pin 26, and was present at both sides of
R092. But the print to pin 10 of IC001
was open-circuit because of electrolyte
leakage from C017, which decouples this
pin. Cleaning the PCB, rewiring the print
and replacing C017 completed the repair.
A.J.

Sanyo .CE32WP4 (EB6 chassis)
This widescreen TV set's vertical and
horizontal picture geometry were badly
corrupted. When I checked the service
manual I found that we had attached to it
a 'service flash' from the excellent Sanyo
technical department. It provided modification details to correct the fault and prevent a recurrence. It appears that the corruption can occur during a reset cycle. A
`geometry kit' that includes a new PROM
device, IC802, is available from Sanyo. It
includes full fitting and setting up instructions. Two kits are available, so make
sure you specify the model number when
ordering. The kit provides a reliable
repair. A.J.

Thomson ICC9, TX92 chassis etc
After line output transformer replacement
in one of these sets it may still appear to
trip. This is because the faulty part has
activated child lock. Simply use the
remote-control unit to bring the set out of
standby. G.D.

Philips 32PW6515(Al OE chassis)
This set produced a very bright screen

Thomson 32WR22 (ICC17
chassis)
This 32in. widescreen set appeared to be
stuck in standby, but a whining noise
came from the power supply. Cold checks
showed that there was a short-circuit
across the collector and emitter of the line
output transistor TL34, but this device
was OK. The cause of the trouble was in
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JVC AV28X10EKS
This set sometimes produced the unusual
symptoms shown in Photo 1. The display
would consist of vertical black and white
stripes, bowed outwards from the centre,
and there would be no response from the
remote-control unit or the front-panel buttons. It was very intermittent. When it
was present the only way in which the set
could be made to work was to switch it
off at the mains and then switch back on
again. The fault would then disappear for
weeks. Teletext subtitles on page 888 also
had an annoying flicker as the text was
updated.
JVC technical supplied the remedy.
Remove C2977, if fitted, and R2953.
Photo 1: The unusual symptoms sometimes
Then fit a 3.3kg2 resistor in position
present with a JVC Model AV28X10EKS.
R2961. This is all on the power/deflection
panel. It changes the source of the BSO
line to the deflection and RGB processor
the associated EW diode modulator secchip IC301, tying it to the 5V instead of
tion, where DL21 (BY228) and the driver
the 141V supply (via R953/4). On the
transistor TL41 (BD241C) were both
Micon panel, remove the surface-mounted
short-circuit. A.J.
chip IC012 and fit a 42-pin 16MB EEPNokia 5524 (Mono Plus chassis) ROM IC, type R27V1652E, in position
IC002. The board is already drilled to
No sound or picture was the complaint
accept this IC. It has new software, verwith this set. Unusually, the actual sympsion 3.44.
toms were field collapse and no sound.
I suspect that the resistor modification
While looking for a common cause I disalone would cure the black-and-white
covered that the 8V supply to pin 10 of
stripes fault, but the flickering teletext
the signals processor chip DD01 was
subtitles would require the EEPROM
missing. It comes from a series regulator
change. Once this work had been comtransistor (V033) which is fed with 12V
pleted a very long soak test proved that
from the chopper power supply. R033
the set was now OK. J.G.
(15Q) in the feed to V033 was open-circuit. All was well once this resistor had
Toshiba 145E7B
been replaced.
The job card with this colour portable said
I was wondering how line drive could
it would go on and off and you could hear
have been present, as DD01 contains the
a crackle. Visual inspection revealed the
line generator. The answer is that the IC
cause of the problem, a dry-joint at pin 10
has a second supply at pin 36. A.J.
of the line output transformer. Once this
had been resoldered there was a good picMitsubishi CT2525TX (Euro 10
ture. J.F.
chassis)
These popular sets can still produce an
BPL KLR9402-01
excellent picture. But, as they age, we
This colour portable was dead with the
often see them with power-supply problems. A dead set with the chopper transis- 2.5A fuse F501 blown. Further checks
showed that Q513 (BU508AF) was shorttor Q901 short-circuit is common. For a
circuit while Q432 (BU508DF) was
reliable repair the following items should
leaky. All was well once these items had
be replaced: Q901, IC901, D907, D909,
C905, C906 and C912. Should a set come been replaced. These sets are made in
India. Remote-control units can be
in for any other reason, a check on the
obtained from VViltsgrove Ltd. J.F.
capacitors in this list will generally prevent damage on the primary side of the
Ferguson 37140 (TX90 chassis)
power supply.
The complaint with this set was intermitThe capacitors on the secondary side
often become leaky and can create unusu- tent tripping. On test it came on all right
then after a few minutes the fault
al teletext faults or tuning problems,
appeared. A quick check showed that the
memory etc. The worst offenders are
HT was high. Further investigation
C959, C962 and C964. But, when the
power supply PCB is removed, any others revealed that R225 (33kQ) in the set-HT
network had gone high in value. There
can be given a quick ESR test. A.J.
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was a good picture once a replacement
had been fitted, and a soak test confirmed
that everything was now OK. Note that
the value of R225 varies with tube size —
it's 47k52 in 20in. models. J.F.

Ferguson M7022U
(625R/ICC17 chassis)
This set tripped off intermittently because
the line output transformer was breaking
down. When a replacement had been fitted the set produced a very pale picture.
The LOPT trouble had led to a fault in the
beam-limiter circuit. After various checks
and component changes I decided to
replace transistor TL02 (BF422). This
cured the fault, though the transistor read
OK when checked with a meter!
Note that the 625R/ICC17 is different
from the ICC17 chassis, especially
around the beam-limiter circuit. A sure
sign of a faulty LOPT in the ICC17 chassis is the presence of a contaminated ring
of 'goo' around the iron former, especially with the biege-coloured transformers.
G.R.

Matsui 201R/20V1R (Grundig
CUC7301 chassis)
All four 1N4007 diodes in the mains
bridge rectifier were short-circuit, also the
MJF18004C chopper transistor (a
BUT11A works fine in this position). I
also replaced the UC3842A chopper control chip IC630. The set worked when a
new fuse had been fitted — but for only one
minute! The BUT11A had failed again.
This time checks in the chopper,transistor's base-drive circuit revealed a leaky
3.6V zener diode (D663). A new diode,
BUT11A and fuse gave reliable operation,
proved by a long soak test. G.R.

Fidelity 3132NF
These widescreen sets with PIP suffer
from a problem I've now had twice. At
switch on the line output transistor gets
hot or may already be short-circuit. Either
way, try disconnecting the EHT cable
from the LOPT. The set will then probably work (with no picture of course).
The EHT cable has an 'encapsulated
box' attached to it near the cavity-connector end. It has an input, an output and an
earth lead that's connected to the tube's
Aquadag coating. Reconnect the EHT
cable to the LOPT and disconnect and
isolate the earth lead from the `EHT box'
(keep well away — it has 30kV on it!).
Switch on and, if you get a perfect picture, the EHT cable assembly needs to be
replaced. A safer way of proving its guilt
is to fit a standard EHT cable/connector
from a scrap chassis. G.R.
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the Sharp D100 chassis
The Sharp D100 (50Hz) chassis
and its derivative the DA5OW are
used in a number of widescreen
models. While there are a number
of circuit differences to cater for
different tubes etc., basic faultfinding procedures remain the
same. Part 1 of this new series,
by
introduces the
chassis and describes the basic
power supply circuitry
roduction of the DA100 (50Hz) chassis and its derivative
the DA5OW, which are used in many widescreen Sharp
TV sets, started in 1999 with the FW models and continued up to the HW models which were introduced in
2001. Production ended in 2002. A number of changes to circuit
configuration, layout and operation were introduced, but basic
circuit theory and fault-finding procedures remain the same for
all models. The aim of this series of articles is to assist engineers
by describing various fault-finding procedures that are helpful in
reducing repair time and cost.
One important point to note is that the large and expensive processor chips (microcontroller, VDP, MSP etc.) fail only rarely.
Note also that different types of CRT, from Philips, Thomson
(Videocolor) and LG, have been used. The scanning coils are
supplied with the CRT, so there are some component variations
in the line output stage. As there are two focus anodes with
Philips CRTs, the line output transformer also differs with these.
Most problems are related to the power circuits (chopper and
line output) or the memory. Resetting or replacing the NVM

P

(EEPROM) chip can cure many faults that appear to be in the
picture processing or drive circuits.
Fig. 1 shows the basic chassis layout (Model 56FW53H).
Basic features
The following models are fitted with the chassis: 59ESD7H*,
66ESD7H*, 56FW53H, 66FW53H, 66FW54H*, 76FW53H,
76FW54H*, 66GF63H, 66GF64H*, 76GF63H, 76GF64H*,
28HW53H and 32HW53H. The models asterisked incorporate
Dolby Pro-Logic processing. All models have Nicam and
FastText. The first two models in the above list are fitted with
4:3 aspect-ratio tubes, all others being widescreen models. The
first two digits in the model number indicate tube size in cm or
inches.
There are three scart sockets at the rear: composite video, S
video and RGB video can be fed into these sockets. In addition
some models have front AV sockets (phono and S video).
All Dolby Pro-Logic models have full functionality, allowing
connection of separate speakers for front left, front right, rear
left, rear right and a sub-woofer. In the Pro-Logic mode (once set
up correctly in the user menu) the internal speakers — left, right
and centre — become the centre channel.
Some FW and GF models and all HW models have an earth
plane on the top surface of the PCB (double copper). This is
green in colour and was added reduce interference to and possible corruption of the NVM (EEPROM) chip caused by power
supply disturbances and CRT discharges. With this modification
the fourth digit of the serial number is 5. The first three digits
indicate the month and year of manufacture, i.e. 201 512112
indicates manufacture in January 2002.
In later FW sets a power-factor module is fitted as a separate
PCB. It's connected between the output from the mains bridge
rectifier and the reservoir capacitor, its function being to ensure
that the current/voltage drawn from the mains supply remains in
sync. This eliminates 'spikes' or 'troughs' in the mains voltage
waveform, which keeps the electricity suppliers happy.

ICs

Fig. 1: The DA100 (50Hz) chassis layout, Model 56FW53H.
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The IC complement of the basic chassis is listed in Table 1.
Although the ICs may be available from other sources, it's recommended that replacements are obtained from Sharp Electronics
(UK) or the company's approved distributors, using the part numbers listed. There can be compatibility problems when incorrect
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Table 1: IC complement, Sharp DA100 chassis
Ref no.

Type

Function

Part no.

Pack

IC1001
IC1002
IC1003
IC1004
IC1005
IC1300*
IC1302*
IC1801
IC201
IC202
IC203
IC2401
IC301
IC302
IC304
IC305
IC401
IC501
IC502
IC503
IC701
IC702
IC703
IC704
IC705
IC706
IC707
IC708
IC801

ST1OR272L
27C4000
24645
24645
PST529
BA4558
TDA7480
See note 3
TDA4472
BA10393
UPC574J
See note 1
TDA7480
TDA7480
M5218L
MSP3410D
HEF4053
TDA7480
BA4558
BA10393
PST529
ST6203
MOC8106
MOC8106
MOC8106
TL431
L4978
TLP165J
See note 4

Microcontroller
EPROM/OTP/MTP
EEPROM
See note 2
Reset for IC1001
Centre LS drive
Centre LS audio out
RGB output
IF processor
AFT feedback
33V regulator
Megatext IC
Audio output
Audio output
Headphone amp
Audio processor
Video switch
Field output
Field feedback
AGC and EW control
Reset for IC702
PS primary side controller
Opto link from IC1001
Opto link to IC1001
PS regulation FB opto
Programmable zener diode
5V regulator
Degauss control optocoupler
Video/deflection processor

RH-IX1685BMZZ
See note 1
RH-IX1603BMZZ
RH-IX1603BMZZ
VHIPST529C2-1
VHIBA4558F/-1
VHITDA7480/-1
See note 3
RH-IX1672BMZZ
RH-IX1556BMZZ
RH-IX0037CEZZ
See note 1
VHITDA7480/-1
VHITDA7480/-1
VHIM5218L//-1
RH-IX1636BMZZ
RH-IX1602BMZZ
VHITDA7480/-1
VHIBA4558F/-1
RH-IX1556BMZZ
VHIPST529C2-1
RH-IX1646BMZZ
RH-FX0106BMZZ
RH-FX0106BMZZ
RH-FX0106BMZZ
RH-IX1674BMZZ
RH-IX1704BMZZ
RH-FX0111BMZZ
See note 4

SMD
DIL
SMD
SMD
Wire
SMD
DIL
QIL
SMD
SMD
Wire
DIL
DIL
DIL
DIL
DIL
SMD
DIL
DIL
SMD
Wire
SMD
SMD
SMD
SMD
Wire
SMD
SMD
DIL

*Not used in Model 56FW53H.

Table 2: ICs on the Dolby Pro-Logic PCB
Ref no.

Type

Function

Part no.

Pack

IC1301
IC1302
IC1303
IC1304
IC1305
IC1701
IC1702
IC1703

DPL3519A
TDA7480
TDA7480
TDA7480
TDA7481
KA431AZ
KA431AZ
MOC8106

Pro-Logic processor
Left audio output
Right audio output
Surround audio output
Sub-woofer output
Programmable zener diode
Programmable zener diode, 5V supply
PS regulation feedback opto

RH-IX1679BMZZ
VHITDA7480/-1
VHITDA7480/-1
VHITDA7480/-1
VHITDA7481/-1
RH-IX1674BMZZ
RH-IX1674BMZZ
RH-FX0106BMZZ

DIL
DIL
DIL
DIL
DIL
Wire
Wire
SMD

ICs are fitted; even when they have the correct type number.
There are several variations between different versions of the
chassis, see notes 1-4 below.
The ICs on the separate Dolby Pro-Logic PCB are listed in
Table 2. Note that some of the circuit reference numbers are the
same as those of ICs fitted on the centre-speaker PCB.
Note 1: The Megatext chip IC2401 may be type SDA5273 (part

no. RH-IX1673BMZZ) or type SDA5275 (part no. RHIX1709BMZZ). It's important to fit the correct type. The
EPROM chip fitted (IC1002) depends on the CRT type and
Megatext chip (IC2401) used. In some GF models IC1002 is an
MTP: this does not have a window on top and normally works at
3-3V. Details are as follows.
Model 56FW53H. With a Thomson tube and SDA5275 text
chip IC1002 is part no. CH-IX1711CJH7. With a Philips tube
and SDA5275 text chip IC1002 is part no. CH-IX1711CJH5.
With a Thomson tube and SDA5273 text chip IC1002 is part no.
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CH-IX1664CJH9. With a Philips tube and SDA5273 text chip
IC1002 is part no. CH-IX1664CJHG.
Model 66FW53H. With a Thomson tube and SDA5275 text
chip IC1002 is part no. CH-IX1711CJH6. With a Thomson tube
and SDA5273 text chip IC1002 is part no. CH-IX1664CJH5.
With an LG tube and SDA5273 text chip IC1002 is part no. CHIX1664CJH7.
Model 66FW54H. IC1002 is part no. CH-IX1664CJH6 with a
Thomson tube, part no. CH-IX1664CJHE with an LG tube.
IC2401 is type SDA5275.
Model 76FW53H. With a Thomson tube and SDA5275 text
chip 1C1002 is part no. CH-IX1711CJH6. With an LG tube and
SDA5275 text chip IC1002 is part no. CH-IX1711CJH4. With a
Thomson tube and SDA5273 text chip IC1002 is part no. CHIX1664CJH5. With an LG tube and SDA5273 text chip IC1002
is part no. CH-IX1664CJH7.
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Model 76FW54H. IC1002 is part no. CH-IX1664CJHF
with a Thomson tube, part no. CH-IX1664CJHE with an
LG tube. IC2401 is type SDA2575.
Q701

Model 66GF63H. IC1002 is EPROM part no. CHIX1711CJH1E with a Philips tube, or MTP part no. CHIX1711CJH1M with a Thomson tube.
Model 66GF64H. IC1002 is an EPROM, part no. CHIX1711CJHO.

1701

8792

Model 76GF63H. IC1002 is an MTP, part no. CHIX1841CJH7.
Model 76GF64H. IC1002 is either an EPROM, part no.
CH-IX1664CJHAE, or an MTP, part no. CHIX1664CJHAM.
Models 28HW53H and 32HW53H: The part no. for
IC1002 is CH-IX1841CJHO.

0722
+10V

0720
+150V

0719
-18V

0718
+18V

Note 2: Models 66FW54H, 76FW54H, 66GF64H,
76GF63H and 76GF64H have a second EEPROM,
IC1004, to store teletext page information and, with Dolby
Pro-Logic models, some audio data. The type and part
number is the same as IC1003.

Fig. 2: Main power supply items on the component side of the PCB.

Note 3: IC1801 is type TEA5101A (part no. RHQ702 IX1416BMZZ) in FW and some GF models, type
TDA6019JF (part no. RH-IX1833BMZZ) in later versions
of Model 56FW53H, and type STV5109 (part no. RHIX1803BMZZ) in some GF and all HW models. These
Q703 ICs are not interchangeable.

1C705

1C702 1C704 1C703 1C708
Fig. 3: Main power supply items on the print side of the PCB.

b722 (+10V)

C720

Fig. 4: Power supply measurement points.
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Note 4: IC801 is type VDP3120C2 (part no. RHIX1688BMN2) in some models and type VDP3130Y (part
no. RH-IX1858BMZZ) in HW models and some later FW
and GF models. These ICs are not interchangeable.
Some patterning can occur when fitting later versions of
the VDP3120C2 in earlier sets. In this case remove C824,
which is connected in parallel with R801 between pin 33
of IC801 and chassis.

Power supply
The basic chopper power supply in this chassis has been
used in many Sharp receivers during the past six years and
is reliable. It works by changing both the pulse width and
frequency of operation to regulate the supplies on the secondary side. The major difference between the various
models is in the current the supply provides, which is
reflected in the consumption. As previously mentioned
later versions of the chassis incorporate a power-factor
module between the mains bridge rectifier and the chopper
circuit to ensure that current is drawn over the complete
input voltage cycle, not just the peaks.
It is important to note that in standby the chopper circuit
is switched off, reducing the power consumption to less
than 3W. When pin 15 of the ST6203 microcontroler chip
IC702 on the primary side of the power supply (see Fig. 1,
page 407, May) is high (5V), Q702 is switched on. This
earths the gate of the chopper transistor Q701 and stops
C714 charging. To bring the set out of standby pin 15 of
IC702 goes low (open-circuit). C714 then charges and
Q701 switches on to start the chopper circuit action.
Fig. 2 shows the main items in the power supply on the
component side of the board while Fig. 3 shows the main
items on the print side. Fig. 4 shows the power supply
measurement points and Fig. 5 the basic chopper circuit.
The supplies generated on the secondary side of the
power supply are as follows:
150V HT. Measure at the cathode of D720. Typical
range 145-155V. Nominal resistance 10kQ.
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D718

T701

+16V

H

17
320V 0
R715i
C710
47k
7k
47n

R713
560k

C718
1000

7

T

T ,000

l= C719

"'100p

3 D719

0

I C711
on,330p

0

H

O
•

H

a-

D720
*R765
220

5
R716
0.47

16V
150V

1
C720
100
R717
ir 22k
0712
15V
•

8V

D721
8V2

lrin

12

R714
560k

C712

R727
180

R766
220

D711

0701

R728
180

C715

R743
47k

D727

D735
170V

C714
15
1 D722
IC707
pin 11

o 11•1
D713

D715

14

C738
non 56p

R719
220

0703

0702

0.1

C721
470

14
R722
0.33

*R744
47k

R720
10k

10705

D726
12V

C716
3n3
C717
15n
1M

470

Ar
On/standby
from IC702

R792 D730
IC706

A
8746
47k

Fig. 5: The basic chopper power supply circuit.

18V. Measure at the cathode of D718. Typical range 15-20V.
Nominal resistance 10kQ.
-18V. Measure at the anode of D719. Typical range -15 to -20V.
Nominal resistance 900Q.
10V. Measure at the cathode of D722. Typical range 7-10y.
Nominal resistance 10kQ.
5V. Measure at pin 6 of IC707. Typical range 5-52V. Nominal
resistance 300Q.

Basic chopper circuit operation
Refer to Fig. 5. Pin 17 of the chopper transformer T701, the input
to the primary winding, is at either 320V DC or 360V DC
depending on whether the supply comes from a conventional
bridge rectifier/reservoir capacitor arrangement or a power-factor
module respectively. This voltage also charges C714 via R713
and R714, with the result that the voltage at the gate of the chopper FET Q701 rises. When this voltage reaches 4.5V, Q701
switches on and current flows in the primary winding of T701. As
a result the voltage at pin 15 rises. When this voltage reaches
5.6V, zener diode D716 conducts and Q703 switches on, earthing
the gate of Q701 which switches off. Q703 switches off once
C713 has discharged, and the cycle is then repeated.
There is obviously no voltage regulation with the circuit operating in this manner, so the outputs would rise to maximum levels.
Regulation is based on sensing the HT voltage generated by
D720/C720. The programmable zener diode IC706 monitors this
at its gate, via the potential divider network R743-6, and in turn
controls the current that flows via the LED section of the feedback optocoupler IC705. As the brightness of the LED increases
or decreases, the conduction of the phototransistor section varies
in sympathy, controlling the bias applied to the base of Q703 and
thus the switching operation of the circuit. The anode of the LED
section is held at 12V by the regulator R766/R765/D726, which is
fed from the 16V supply: the collector of the phototransistor section is supplied by the rectifier circuit D715/R722/C716.
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R745
1k8

Excess-current protection is provided by Q702, whose base
monitors the voltage across Q701's source resistor R716 via
D713 and R719. Should the voltage across R716 rise excessively,
Q702 switches on and Q701 switches off. When the voltage
across R716 drops, Q702 switches off and normal operation is
resumed. If the excess-current condition persists, the power supply will trip.
Q702 is also used for standby switching. Its base is connected
via D730 and R792 to pin 15 of the primary side microcontroller
chip IC702. When the voltage at this pin rises to the high state
Q702 is switched on and the set remains in standby. IC702
receives a remote-control input at pin 4. In sets with Dolby ProLogic, pin 15 of IC702 also controls the power supply on the
Dolby PCB.

The standby power supply
This part of the circuit has been changed from previous chassis,
where the standby supply was obtained from a bridge rectifier plus
two 68kQ resistors and a 5.1V zener diode to limit the voltage.
Instead, a series regulator is used, see Fig. 6. It's supplied from the
mains input, with the earth return via the bridge rectifier. Why this
added complication? One of the main reasons is power consumption. Coupled with the degaussing control circuit, the standby consumption is reduced to less than 3W.
D708 and D707 form part of a bridge rectifier with two of the
main bridge rectifier diodes D701-4. Thus at the junction of D708
and D707 there's a 100Hz signal that consists of positive halfcycles at mains potential. Each time the signal exceeds 47V, zener
diode D729 conducts and Q717 switches on, connecting the gate
of Q715 to chassis. Q715 is thus'switched off. During the period
when Q717 is off, Q715 will turn on, enabling 0739 to charge to
approximately 7V. This is limited to 5V via R777 and D710.
The period when Q715 conducts is very short - it's turned on
only when the 100Hz signal at the junction of D708 and D707 is
less than 47V. So a top-up supply from the bridge rectifier is
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4._

R703
150k

R721
150k

NV

D701 - 4

Mains
supply

V D708

D734 I

R777
47

R770
220 fusible

5V

I D707

D731

T

C739
220

TD710 C724
5V1 T 220

470k
= C272005
385V

320V to
chopper
cct.

D729
47V

Clock pulses to
IC702, pin 8

Fig. 6: The standby power supply
circuit.

0
Mains
AC

T702

01

POR701
0

Degaussing
coils

0
R769
820

R763
100
fusible

IC708

incorporated, consisting of D734, D731, R721 and
R703, feeding C724.
The 100Hz squarwave at the junction of Q717 and
D733 is also used as a timing signal for the real-time
clock in the primary-side microcontroller chip IC702
(pin 8). It's passed to pin 8 via a Schmitt-trigger (Q708
and Q709) to ensure that the signal is free from noise.

Degaussing circuit
R762 R768
From 0727 220 220
T701
pin 15

A/

wm
Nol C737
1

R767
10k

A D728

From IC702
pin 14

4V7
0714
2SA1037

Fig. 7: The degaussing circuit.

Supply from
D722/C721

Fig. 7 shows the degaussing circuit, which operates
only when the chopper circuit is running and pin 14 of
IC702 is low. Unless the triac T702 is switched on,
there can be no current flow in the degaussing coils.
T702 is controlled by Q714, via the LED/diac optocoupler IC708. The emitter of Q714 receives a bias supply
that's derived from pin 15 of the chopper transformer:
its base is controlled by pin 14 of IC702. It therefore
switches on only when the conditions mentioned above
are met. Degaussing current continues until posistor
POR701's resistance increases to provide limiting or
pin 14 of IC702 goes high, turning off Q714.
Since the default condition for IC702 is pin 14 low,
degaussing should occur each time the set is switched on
by the main on/off switch or brought out of standby. The
latter occurs whether or not the main microcontroller
IC1001 is in communication with the primary-side
microcontroller IC702.

5V and 3.3V supplies
Fig. 8: The 5V supply generator.

0712
BC635-16

R754

33
3.3V

Fig. 9: The 3.3V
series-regulator
circuit.

C1027
470
10V
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The set's 5V supply is obtained from a DC-DC converter, IC707, see Fig. 8. This device will operate with a
supply of between 8-55V at pin 11. The output voltage
it produces at pins 5 and 6 depends on the value of the
feedback resistor R747, which for a 5V output must be
2-7k52. C741, connected to pin 3, provides a soft-start
routine. If pin 3 is held low IC707 will not operate. The
frequency of the oscillator in IC707 is set by the values
of R706 and C735. The design of IC707 incorporates
excess-current and over-voltage protection.
The main microcontroller chip in this chassis runs at
3.3V (pins 7, 28, 38, 49 and 78). This voltage is derived
from the 5V supply via a series-regulator circuit that
consists of Q710, Q711 and Q712, see Fig. 9.

Next month
In Part 2 next month we will continue the description of
the power supply circuitry, including the power-factor
correction circuit, and provide fault-finding advice on
■
this part of the chassis.
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mix. The action required to correct this
fault is as follows. Short out PL701 while
pressing the P— button on the remote-control unit five times (this will bring up the
mixed mode). Then press the V+ button to
set the text contrast/colour level. Press the
TV button on the remote-control unit to
store this setting. My thanks to Tatung for
this information. P.S.
Bush 3472NTX
This monster produced a bright screen then
shut down in the standby mode. A quick
check at the STV5112 RGB output chip on
the CRT base panel revealed a short-circuit. Further observation revealed that
RV19 (33Q, 0.5W) in the HT feed had
burnt out. The picture was back once these
two components had been replaced. P.S.

TV FAULT FINDING
Reports from
Michael Dranfield
Philip Salkeld
Vincent Power
Dave Husband
Graham Richards
Uel Harte
Mark Tyerman
Gary Laidler
Martin J. Abbott
Dave Gough and
Chris Jackson

We welcome fault reports from
readers — payment for each fault is
made after publiation. See page
681 for details of where and how
to send reports.
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Goodmans 256NS/05
The symptoms with this set were lack of
width with EW distortion. Tapping around
the PCB made the fault come and go, but
this was a complete red herring. It was a
component not a dry-joint fault, the culprit
being C2013 (390nF) on the line scan
PCB. M.D.
Toshiba 1400TB
If there's a snowy raster with no tuning
and no OSD, check for dry-joints on the
teletext plug-in module. M.D.
Amstrad CTV312N
This set produced an over-bright picture,
as if the first-anode voltage was excessive
or the 175V supply to the RGB output
stages was low. Neither of these possibilities was the cause of the fault however.
R211 (2201M) on the tube base PCB was
open-circuit. M.D.
Bush 2054T
These sets are coming in with no audio.
The cause is rarely the TDA1904 audio
output chip IC201. Provided 17V is present at pin 2 of this IC, a block change is
required. Replace C202 (2201.1F), C203
(47g) and C219 (470µF). Once this has
been done the audio will be back. Use
capacitors rated at 35V. P.S.
Tatung V21NDFO (D4N series)
This set worked but the graphics were all
black, i.e. the channel number and teletext

Sharp 66FW-53H (DA100
chassis)
A dry joint at the line-scan correction
capacitor C613 (560nF) has been mentioned in previous fault reports. The result
is a short-circuit BUH515 line output transistor, with the set reverting to standby.
When I fitted a new BUH515 there was an
EW fault, and I found that there was a
short-circuit reading across D604 in the
EW diode modulator circuit. By disconnecting various components I discovered
that the surface-mounted 2SD2391 EWdiode modulator driver ransistor Q506
was short-circuit collector-to-emitter. The
part no. is TX0151BMZZ. P.S.
Samsung C16844N
The customer said that the picture was "up
from the bottom then the set went dead".
First stop was the TDA8350Q field output
IC, which had a hole in its side. You have to
fit a version '5' type. The job was completed
by replacing C804 (100µF, 35V). P.S.
Panasonic TX42PT10
Strange things happen with projection
sets. This one had no picture though teletext worked fine. Panasonic suggested that
I should carry out a self-check as follows:
press key F on the front of the set; hold
V— on the set while pressing the status key
on the remote-control unit; switch the set
off when the self-check has been completed. When you switch the set on again it
goes into auto-tune. To my amazement
this brought the set back to life. P.S.
Bush 2867NTX (11AK12
chassis)
This set was stuck in standby. The 150V
HT output from the power supply was present, also the LT outputs except for the
12V from IC802. Removal of the associated standby switching transistor Q802
(BC548) brought the set back to life,
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which proved that the timebases were
OK. The next step was to check that pin
41 (standby/on) of the microcontroller
chip IC501 went high and low when the
remote-control unit was used. It remained
in the high state, hence the stuck in standby condition. A replacement chip
(CTV5515.VE2) from a scrap chassis got
the set working properly. P.S.

Philips combis
We've experienced some common problems with 14in. Philips combi sets.
Tripping with the TVCR Mono98 occurs
when C2364 (470pF, 1kV) is leaky. The
same fault with the B range usually
means that C2332 (470pF, 1kV) is shortcircuit. These troublesome capacitors are
blue in colour. V.P.

Philips 20P'V1 84
This 20in. combi set was brought in
because it was dead. On investigation I
found that F1311 (1.6AT) was open-circuit, D6315-6 were short-circuit, R3337
was open-circuit and C2328 (470pF,
1kV) was leaky. The latter was another of
those troublesome blue-coloured capacitors. V.P.

Sharp 66GF-63H (DA5OW
chassis)
There was no remote- or front-control
operation, though the sound and picture
were OK. I thought the simplest way to
tackle this would be to check whether the
LT supply to the remote-control sensor
was present. It wasn't. I traced the 5V
supply back to Q715 (2SK2175) which
appeared to be turned off. It's controlled
by a surface-mounted transistor, Q717
(2SC2412). Replacement of this device
restored normal operation. D.H.

Sharp 66ES-03H
An insatiable appetite for line output transistors is usually cured by resoldering/
replacing C608 or C613. After exhausting
my supply of BUH515s however I decided to dust off the scope and check the
line-drive waveform. It seemed to have
peaks and troughs were it shouldn't. A
330µF capacitor (C607) at the base of the
line driver transistor Q601 looked a little
fatigued. A replacement cured the fault.
D.H.

Ferguson D59F (ICC9 chassis)
If there's poor regulation with crackling
from the chassis around the power supply/line output transformer area, with
possibly a watermark on the picture during bright scenes, go straight to CL23 —
it's next to the scan-coil plug. The usual
value is 8.2nF (1kV I think), but this
varies with the LOPT and tube size. My
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thanks to Thomson technical for this
information. G.R.

ondary side of the power supply was
short-circuit. A replacement restored normal operation. Much relief! U.H.

Beko 20212T (12.1 V1 chassis)
These sets usually have a 14-pin chip
(IC901) in the power supply. In this case
the power supply was pulsing on and off
with the LED blinking. A phone call to
Beko technical brought the suggestion
that I should check the surface-mounted
capacitors on the primary side of the circuit. Spot on! C923 (56pF) was leaky, a
replacement curing the fault.
Some of these sets have a 16-pin
MC44603AP chip in the power supply.
G.R.

Sony KV27XRTU
This old-timer produced a snowy picture.
Another engineer had replaced the tuner
(type U342) to no avail. Voltage checks
produced a reading of OV at the AGC pin,
and a resistance check here read 50Q to
chassis. This led me to C120 (4.7nF)
which was leaky. G.R.

Bush 2550NTX/M5 (TV4 chassis)
There was a ripple on the picture during
dark scenes or when text was selected. A
scorch mark next to the chopper transformer provided a clue. CR816, a 47Q
surface-mounted resistor, gets hot and in
turn damages CC808, a 4.7nF surfacemounted capacitor. Replacing these two
components cured the picture-ripple problem. G.R.

Hitachi C2576TN (A5 chassis)
The LED was blinking and a check on
the HT, at the cathode of D950, produced
a reading of only 75V instead of 150V.
After a search around, and noting that the
HT preset VR950 had little effect, I discovered that R953 had gone very high in
value. Its resistance should read 2.7kQ,
but the meter indication was over 451M.
A replacement restored normal operation
— it's in series with VR950. G.R.

Akura ATPTVO28WSS (PT92
chassis)
There was an EW fault with this set. A
general inspection revealed that RV38
(2.2Q) was open-circuit. I couldn't see
any dry-joints in this area, so I fitted a
replacement resistor and switched on. But
there was smoke from RV38 which went
open-circuit again. The cause of the fault
was CD21 (680nF), which was open-circuit. U.H.

Philips 20PV220
This TV/VCR combi unit was tripping.
Access for voltage measurements is limited, so component checks were carried
out. I soon found that D6391 on the sec-

Grundig ST70-460 (CUC4635
chassis)
This set was stuck in standby. Initial
checks in the power supply showed that
the 8V and 5V outputs were missing,
while the 2.5AT Wickman fuse SI671
was open-circuit. A check at the cathode
of the rectifier for these supplies, D671,
showed that a short-circuit was present. I
eliminated the 5V supply by disconnecting pin 1 of the MC7805CT regulator
chip. Further checks on the 8V line
brought me to the TDA8140 line driver
stage, where the smoothing capacitor
C507 (1,000uF, 25V) was short-circuit. A
replacement cured the problem. U.H.

Philips 32PW6615/25 (MG1.1E
chassis)
The standby LED was flashing. This indicated a protection fault. The cure was to
replace both the TDA2616Q audio chips
IC7740 and IC7750. The part no. is 4822
209 32641. U.H.

LG 21A50E
Slow to come on was the complaint with
this set. An easy one for a change. A check
on the voltage across the mains bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor C801 (220µF,
385V) produced a reading of only 160V. A
replacement cleared the fault. U.H.

Grundig ST63-550 (CUC5360
chassis)
This set was stuck in standby. I found
that there was no voltage at the collector
of the BC637 line driver transistor T513
and that the 315mA Wickman fuse SI563
was open-circuit. A check across T513
produced a short-circuit reading, but the
transistor was OK. The culprit was C516
(2.2nF), which was short-circuit. U.H.

Philips 28PW6006/05 (L01.1E
chassis)
This set would revert to standby after ten
seconds, giving no time to check the error
code in the service menu. The fault was
cured by replacing the TDA8359J field
output chip IC7471. Its part no. is 9352
635 76112. U.H.

Panasonic TX21MD3 (Euro-2M
chassis)
This set was tripping slowly. The cause
was unusual: the line driver transformer
T501 was short-circuit all ways round. Its
part no. is 5270103200. M.T.

Hitachi C2117T
After a quick burst of power this set
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reverted to standby. The cause of the
trouble was high HT because R951
(39kQ, 0.5W, 5%) had risen in value to
42kQ. It's in series with the HT preset,
on the earthy side. M.T.

Philips 14PV170/05
This set was brought in because it was
tripping. Initial tests pointed to a faulty
line output transformer. The tripping
stopped when a replacement had been fitted, but there was a bright screen with
flyback lines and smoke came from
R3592 (4.7Q) near the transformer. This
resistor feeds the TDA6103Q RGB output chip on the CRT base panel. It had
developed an internal short. All was well
once these two items had been replaced.
G.L.

Hitachi C24W1TN-311
This set produced a few more grey hairs.
The complaint was "small picture then a
horizontal line". Easy I thought, replace
the TDA8350Q field/EW output chip.
Wrong! The new IC restored field scanning, but there was EW bowing with no
adjustment possible. Fortunately I have
the Hitachi ESTA CD ROMS with the
diagrams, which were helpful.
I soon found that R702 (100Q) was
open-circuit and Q601 (IRFS530A) shortcircuit, and fitted replacements. But to
my dismay the results, when I switched
on, were the same. Further checks
revealed that C705 (15nF, 630V) had a
waxy substance at one leg. Sure enough a
capacitance meter showed that it was
faulty. Surely after replacing it there
would be an unbowed picture? No!
After a lot more checking and component lifting I came to the conclusion that
the TDA8843 jungle chip IC501 must
have been damaged by all the other component failures. Fortunately I had one on
a scrap panel. When I fitted it there was
at last an unbowed picture. G.L.

Matsui 21V1N (Grundig
CUC7350 chassis)
The complaint with this set was no sound.
As I didn't have a circuit diagram I carried out some cold checks and found that
SI40006, a 1 AT Wickman fuse in the
centre of the board, was open-circuit. The
audio output chip is a TDA7263. I've had
lots of them fail in Mitsubishi sets, so I
replaced this as well. A long soak test
proved that all was now OK. G.L.

Bush 6690D (11AK19 chassis
with DTT decoder)
There were the usual dry-joints and the
line output transistor had failed. After
carrying out the repair work required I
switched on and was rewarded with
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sound and a picture. But the picture was
slightly dull and had a definite flicker.
While thinking about the horrors that the
DTT panel might cause, I pulled the main
PCB out again and noticed a hairline
crack in the print by the cathode of D608.
It's on the right-hand side of the LOPT,
where there's a runner that supports the
chassis. I was greatly relieved to find that
repairing this crack cured the fault. G.L.

Bush 3114T
This set was dead. I was about to start on
the power supply when I noticed the
sorry state of C128 (220µF) on the microcontroller board. It was all bulged and
leaking. Once a replacement had been fitted all was well. It's at the input side of
the 5V regulator IC108. G.L.

Matsui 20T1 (Grundig G1000
chassis)
The picture blanked off from right to left,
like a curtain closing, leaving just a narrow strip of picture at the left-hand side.
A scope check at TP501 (/HSYNC)
showed that the pulse waveform had
acquired a DC level of about 2V, with a
displaced negative-going peak after the
positive-going blanking pulse. The line
pulse feeds (flyback and /HSYNC) are
obtained from the line output transformer
via a buffer stage that's centred on the
emitter-follower Tr300. Replacing Tr300
(BC847) and D305 (BAS16), which are
surface-mounted devices, cured the fault.
The /HSYNC pulses are fed:to pin 26
of the microcontroller chip IC500. I suspect that the fault corrupted IC500's internal adjustment data for the line frequency.
Early versions of the microcontroller chip
were prone to a fault that doubled the frequency of the line drive. M.J.A.

experience with these sets I removed the
decoder panel. As usual, all the pins on
the lower panel socket were badly dryjointed. Resoldering cured the fault once
and for all. D.G.

Bush 2721 (11AK03 chassis)
There was severe line tearing and lack of
width. Checks with an ESR meter showed
that the HT reservoir capacitor C827
(47µF, 160V) was the culprit. A replacement solved the problem. D.G.

Crown CRV37 (11AK08
chassis)
This set was dead. Cold checks in the
power supply showed that the following
items were faulty: Q801 (BUZ77B),
IC801 (TDA4605), R805 (330kQ), R803
(820kQ) and R809 (0.47Q). Once
replacements had been fitted the set
worked well. D.G.

Panasonic TX1 (Alpha 1
chassis)
This set appeared to be dead. In fact however there was a faint hum from the
power supply. Checks in the line output
stage showed that the protectors were
intact. Further checks with the meter
revealed that R851 (2.2Q), on the secondary side of the chopper circuit, had
gone high in value. It's the surge limiter
in the 26V supply, which feeds the line
driver and field output stages. D.G.

Hitachi CPT2174 (G6P chassis)
Coloured horizontal flashing lines was
the complaint with this set. I suspected
the field output chip IC681 as its pins
were dry, but the cause turned out to be
one of the transistors in the audio output
stage, Q422, which was dry-jointed. D.G.

Bush 1433 (11AK20 chassis)

Daewoo GB2898ST

The original remote-control unit had been
lost. I found that the CPC replacement
Type 900, order code AB1007090030,
didn't work with this particular set. A
Philips SBC RU620/00V universal
remote-control unit worked with some
functions, using codes 068 and 411, but
with the wrong keys (these are Thomson
VCR codes).
This proved that the set was OK.
There is clearly more than one type of
remote-control unit for this model.
M.J.A.

The customer said he "smelt something
burning, then the set went off'. My experience with these sets has been that a new
line output transformer is always necessary, because of leakage/arcing. But there
were no such signs this time. The cause
of the burning was soon apparent however, as the TDA8351 field output chip was
split in half and badly burnt.
Unfortunately a replacement failed to
restore normal operation. Further checks
showed that the 2SD1880 line output
transistor was open-circuit and the LOPT
short-circuit. I had a working set once
these items had been replaced. D.G.

Grundig ST70-755/9
(CUC6460 chassis)
The customer said there was no raster or
sound. A good bang used to bring it back
he added. Visual examination showed
that extensive resoldering had already
been carried out. On the basis of previous

Matsui 28WN20
This relatively new set produced a very
wide picture with no EW correction. The
cause of the fault was C622 (12nF, 630V)
in the EW diode modulator circuit. C.J.
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Televisio

Since the introduction of
digital signal processing in
the early Nineties there has
been a major change in TV
sets - a rapid increase in the
use of control software.
takes a look at
the way in which software
use has evolved and how it
operates. He concludes with
a summary of typical fault
conditions that can be caused
by corrupted data

major change in TV sets occurred with the introduction of
digital signal processing in the early Nineties, namely a
rapid increase in the use of control software. Early digital
TV sets contained a large number of digital processing chips for
sound, vision and text processing and scan generation. Software
then mainly involved sending initial loading data to each chip at
switch on, and of course providing control data during use. This
loading/system data was usually stored in a non-volatile
EEPROM. In addition the EEPROM held the setmaker's specific
user and service menu structure.
This use of on-screen menus and digital signal processing
enabled setmakers to standardise a chassis and add or subtract
features for particular models and markets by means of software
changes.
Since the early days of digital TV processing chipsets have been
considerably reduced, to the extent that we now have basic onechip (apart from the power stages) TV chassis, for example the
Panasonic Z8, Sharp GA20 and Philips L01.
This reduced hardware complexity has been more than matched
by an increase in software complexity. Most significantly,
software now has to be written to select the correct tuning,
decoding and language systems worldwide. Hardware costs
become cheaper for the setmaker as there are fewer parts to source
and fit during production. But the software, though cheap to
duplicate, has become more complex to write and has to be proved
throughout the world. Even software written specifically for
Europe has to cover a large number of different tuning-system and
language options. These must all be recognised by the software
and dealt with accordingly.

eight bits select various options. For example, the first byte may
be used for tuning options, with the bits employed as follows:

Options

Philips however employs an option-bit binary-weighting system,
with the result that the option bytes appear as a decimal
representation of the binary number. Thus, to take the above
binary options, they will appear as follows on the screen of a
Philips set:

A

One way of dealing with this wide variety of choices is to write
software that incorporates various options. These so-called model
options can be hidden in the service menus and selected as
required. Alternatively a region-dependent EEPROM can be used.
This tends to be more expensive, and adds complexity as a number
of different EEPROM versions have to be produced to cover
Europe and the world, and the spare parts system has to be geared
up to deal with them. Many a tear-stained service manual has been
caused by the supply of incorrect EEPROM variants. To make
matters worse there are chassis that have EEPROM variants and
EPROM variants as well. On the plus side, a non-volatile
EEPROM is more resistant to heat/static build up and of course
CRT flashovers.

Typical software options
Software options are usually set out in tables, using bytes whose
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Bit 0 for tuner type, e.g. 1 = Alps, 0 = Philips
Bit 1 for system L sound, e.g. 1 = yes, 0 = no
Bit 2 for the colour system, e.g. 1 = PAL, 0 = NTSC
and so on.
There could be six such option bytes as follows:
Byte 1 for tuning options
Byte 2 for CRT options (variations in size and aspect ratio)
Byte 3 for OSD language/text options
Byte 4 for sound options (surround, stereo, etc.)
Byte 5 for various features (child lock, parental control etc.)
Byte 6 for worldwide channel sorting options.
It's clear from this that software problems can generate an
impressive list of apparent faults — most engineers will have had
such experiences. With this type of option-bit system you can
check the ones and zeros to make sure that they are correct —
assuming that you have vision. Typically they may appear as
follows:
Byte 1
Byte 2
Byte 3
Byte 4
etc.

Byte 1
Byte 2
Byte 3
Byte 4

11000110
10001000
00100011
11110000

198
136
35
240

Foreign options
Some engineers have experienced problems when attempting to
alter option bits for exporting/importing sets to and from Europe.
Generally a European set will have the hardware to work in the
UK (though it may not provide Nicam sound), but a UK set's
hardware will seldom include a multi-band tuner and will usually
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not decode Secam colour.
So, even if you have a list of all the option settings for a TV
chassis you have to make sure that the hardware is present to
support changes you make in the software.

12C EEPROMs
Probably the least reliable but cheapest approach is to programme
part of an EEPROM chip with the system/loading/menu data and
use the rest for customer channel and picture/sound settings.
Nowadays these EEPROMs are universally controlled by the main
and possibly only microcontroller chip via an 12C bus. 12C-based
EEPROMs are produced by several different manufacturers, and
all use the same read/write protocols. The main manufacturers and
their IC types are as follows:

1131111111111131111111111/11131:11111M1211138111

r-NVM Type ------X24CO2 (2k bit)

'4 if aI. If IF1 tr ID
1W DO 01 00 80 lip Fri 11.

OC .09

X24C04 (4k bit)

09

28 13 •12 17 28 23 11: 04. :24 09 05 00 .00 00 00 00
. .
.
09 01 •C2 :00 09 lE •10 '27 1F 00 00 '05 14 00 14

C X24003 (ak bit)
X24C32 (32k

00 .00 :00 00 00 01 .00 'FF FF : FF •FF FF FF FF
74 42' .00 21= F4 C4 00 32 : F3 C4 Oil 31 73 C4'00

r
1

F4 CO 00 .34 F7 .84 00 .25 F4 .CI 00 23 F4 42 00
F3 .C4 00 .20 30 44 :00 '11/ 74 41 00 16 50 01 00
74 i41 00 10 74 41 00 .11) 74 41 00 .10 511 01 00
50 '01 00 i'11) 50 01 00 10 : 50 01 00 10 80 01 00
50 01 00 10 50 01 00 10 50 01 00 :1111 74 41 00
50 '01 00 18 50 01 00 '11) 50 :01 00 ID 50 01 00

Manufacturer
Thomson
Xicor
Catalyst
Philips
Atmel

IC type nos.
ST24Cxxxx
X24Cxxxx
CAT24Cxxx
PCF85Cxxx
AT24Cxxxx

The `xxx' part of the number indicates the capacity of the
EEPROM.
Here are some examples.
X24CO2: Capacity 256 bytes arranged as one page x 256 bytes.
Possible base addresses A0-A2-A4-A6-A8-AA-AC-AE. Page
addressing: Page 1 base address.
X24C04: Capacity 512 bytes arranged as two pages x 256 bytes.
Possible base addresses AO-A4-A8-AC. Page addressing: Page 1
base address, Page 2 base address + 2.

50 01 00 '16 •50 •01 00 10 :50 '01 .00 1D 14 44 00
50 :01 :00 11) '50 :01 •00 1D 75 41 00 ID 50 01 00
50 01 .00 fitli 50 01 00 AD : 50 01 '00 AD :;1, 01 00
D 50 01 • 00 10 75 41 : 00 16 00
A2 A4 A6 A8 AA

di.

AC AE

Fig. 1: Page AO of a typical 16k TV EEPROM, with location 00 highlighted. Much of the data could be for tuning.

typical address is page number A02, address 8B and data F7, all in
hex.
Fig. 1 shows page AO of a typical 16k EEPROM. Location 00 is
highlighted. A great deal of the data could be for tuning, as most
sets have about 100 channel presets nowadays and have memory
reserved in the EEPROM for this data.

EEPROM faults
X24C08: Capacity 1,024 bytes arranged as four pages x 256
bytes. Possible base addresses A0-A8. Page addressing: Page 1
base address, Page 2 base address + 2, Page 3 base address + 4,
Page 4 base address + 8.
X24C16: Capacity 2,048 bytes arranged as eight pages x 256
bytes. Possible base addresses only A0. Page addressing: Page 1
base address, Page 2 base address + 02, Page 3 base address + 04,
Page 4 base address + 06, Page 5 base address + 08. Page 6 base
address + OA, Page 7 base address + OC, Page 8 base address +
OE.
"•?.
X24C32: Capacity 4,096 bytes arranged as 16 pages x 256 bytes.
Possible base addresses A0-A2-A4-A6-A8-AA-AC-AE. Page
addressing: Page 1 sub-address 00, Page 2 sub-address 01 through
to Page 16 sub-address OF.
X24C64: Capacity 8,192 bytes arranged as 32 pages x 256 bytes.
Possible base addresses AO-A2-A4-A6-A8-AA-AC-AE. Page
addressing: Page 1 sub-address 00, Page 2 sub-address 01 through
to Page 32 sub-address 1F.
X24C128: Capacity 16,384 bytes arranged as 64 pages x 256
bytes. Possible base addresses A0-A2-A4-A6-A8-AA-AC-AE.
Page addressing: Page 1 sub-address 00, Page 2 sub-address 01
through to Page 64 sub-address 3F.

In the hostile environment of a TV set, with heat, static, flashovers
etc., EEPROM data corruption is a common cause of faults. Here
are some likely symptoms:
No tuning, just snow (incorrect tuner selection).
No sound, AV inputs OK (incorrect sound system selection).
One AV input not working (incorrect model option selection).
Blank raster, sound OK (incorrect video system selection).
Geometry distortion (incorrect geometry option selection).
No aspect-ratio control (incorrect model option selection).
Missing user function (incorrect model option selection).
Incorrect Pro-Logic operation (incorrect model option selection).
Dead set (incorrect CRT beam-current data).
Dead set (no height data).
Dead set, blowing the line output transistor (incorrect line
frequency selected).
No colour (incorrect colour system selected).
No colour and no sound (incorrect system data).
I've experienced all these faults from time to time and, as a
result, I tend to suspect the memory chip for anything other than a
blown up power supply. All too often the fault symptom may
suggest as the cause a chip with more legs than a millipede (and
sometimes smaller). So it makes sense to check EEPROM data
integrity first.

Chip programmer
X24C256: Capacity 32,768 bytes arranged as 128 pages x 256
bytes. Possible base addresses A0-A2-A4-A6-A8-AA-AC-AE.
Page addressing: Page 1 sub-address 00, Page 2 sub-address 01
through to Page 128 sub-address 7F.
Chips as large as the X24C128 and X24C256 are generally used
only on PCBs for DVB or MPEG control/processing.

Typical EEPROM address layout
Most EEPROMs are laid out in pages that are F by F hex, so a
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bit)

X:24C64 p4k bit)

An EEPROM programmer is a useful tool to have these days. Not
to reprogram a suspect EEPROM inside a set, as it could well have
been damaged, but to write the correct software to a cheap, blank
memory chip and try this by substitution. There is often an
enormous price difference between a blank chip and a sparessourced preprogrammed one.
Most setmakers nowadays can supply an EEPROM programmer
of sorts, although not cheaply, with appropriate default memory
chip data, or you can build your own. Various designs are
available on the internet.
•
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Part 2 of this series, by
Alex Towers, deals with
power supply fault-finding
and the operation of the
line driver and output
stages

Servicing

the Sharp DA100 chassis
n Part 1 last month the basic
features of the chassis were
listed, with details of the IC
complement, and a description of
the basic power supply operation,
standby and main chopper, was
provided. Our apologies for
misquoting the chassis type
(DA100 not D l 00).

I

I.LAI 006C8Za
Location of R792.
move R792 to
override the standby
operation of the
power supply.

Overriding the PS control
As we saw last month, Q702 is
switched on or off for on/standby
control of the main chopper power
supply. So it's possible to check
whether the latter is working by
removing the control voltage at
the base of Q702. The simplest
way to do this is to disconnect
R792, see Fig. 10. If there are no
problems with the power supply
or the supply lines it should start
up. It's good practice to
disconnect R623 when carrying
out this check, to ensure that the
line output stage doesn't become
active. See Fig. 11. If R623 is not
disconnected and there's a fault in
the line output stage the power
supply may not start.
When the power supply starts
with R792 disconnected it should
regulate correctly. The power
supply outputs can be
disconnected in this condition but
the integrity of the regulation
feedback loop must be
maintained, otherwise the HT will
rise to a high level and
component failures will occur.

Power-factor correction
Later versions of the chassis
incorporate a power-factor
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Fig. 10: Location
of R792.

correction module between the
output from the mains bridge
rectifier D701-4 and the reservoir
capacitor C705. Its function is to
ensure that current is drawn from
the start of the mains voltage
cycle, i.e. zero-voltage switching,
so that good mains supply voltage
waveform linearity is maintained.
The module is a sub-board which
is mounted on the left-hand side
of the main chassis (when viewed
from the rear of the set). The
board also has the focus
modulator circuit (76cm and some
66cm models only) on it.
The power-factor correction
circuit (Model 56FW53H) is
shown in Fig. 12. It's basically a
DC-to-DC converter that
increases the input voltage to the
main chopper circuit to about
400V DC. About 325V arrives
from the mains bridge rectifier at
L6. Q1701 acts as a chopper
transistor, controlled by IC1701,

:623 to isolate the
line stage, This is the feed
resistor into pin 2 of the
flyback transformer

the output being rectified by
D1703 which has C705 as its
reservoir capacitor. Note that
when the module is incorporated
the value of C705 is reduced to

Fig. 11: Location
of R623 in the
feed to the line
output (flyback)
transformer.
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68pF while its voltage rating is
increased to 450V (instead of
220pF, 385V as shown in Fig. 6).
Fig. 13 shows the power-factor
correction PCB in 66 and 76cm
models - it's on the left. Fig. 14
shows the power-factor correction
PCB used in Model 56FW53H: as
shown in Fig. 15, it's mounted at
the front of the set, underneath
the CRT.

High HT
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D1702
18V

22

R1713
330k
VV\t
1%

Fig. 13: The
position of the
power-factor
correction PCB
in 66 and 76cm
models - it's on
the left.

R1707
100

11.4

R1711
.C1706
10k
T 1On

Fig. 12: The
power-factor
correction circuit,
Model 56FW53H.

C1707
22n
630V
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In some fault conditions the HT
can rise to over 200V, which can
cause damage in other parts of the
chassis, see list below. The usual
cause of high HT is failure of the
power supply voltage-regulation
feedback optocoupler IC705. This
device is easily damaged by
excessive heat while being
soldered. So keep your soldering

R1714
330k
MA,
1%

iron turned down to below 250°C,
and don't solder any leg for more
than ten seconds. If these
conditions are not adhered to the
transparent barrier between the
LED and optotransistor sections
will be damaged. Note that
sometimes, when the optocoupler
has been damaged whilst being
fitted, the set will work for several
weeks or months.
To prevent damage to other parts
of the circuitry should the HT rise
an avalanche diode (D735, see
Fig. 5) was added in parallel with
the HT reservoir capacitor C720
from late 1999 production. It has a
rated maximum voltage of 170V
and will go short-circuit when this
voltage is reached. The diode, part
no. RH-EX0875BMZZ, should be
included in all sets. Fig. 16 shows
the position of D735, on the print
side of the PCB. Note the use of
hot-melt glue to prevent the diode
from shorting to adjacent tracks.
When the avalanche diode is
incorporated only four items
generally need to be replaced in
the event of a high-HT fault.
These are D735, Q601, IC705 and
C720. This is because D735
prevents further damage. A Sharp
kit, part no. FWSERVKIT01//,
contains these four items.
If the diode is not fitted the
following components should be
checked for damage before
switching the set on:
Q601, the line output transistor,
part no. RH-TX0192BMZZ. It
becomes leaky or goes shortcircuit.

R1715
330k

"VV
1%

IC301/2, the audio output ICs,
part no. VHITDA7480/-1. These
can go short-circuit. Also check
the supply feed chokes L315,
L316, L350 and L351 (part no.
VP-CF3R3K0000). Fig. 17 shows
the location of these components.
IC1801, the RGB output chip on
the CRT base PCB. See Part 1 for
the part no. It goes short-circuit.
Check that the resistance at pin 5
is greater than 50052 with respect
to chassis.
C720, the HT reservoir
capacitor, which can be physically
damaged. Part no. depends on
value, see previous note.
IC1301, the centre-channel
amplifier, part no. VHITDA7480/1. This goes short-circuit. It's
located on the centre-speaker
PCB, see Fig. 18.
Q5407, part no. VS2SA1837//-1,
and Q5408, part no.
VS2SC4793//-1. These are the
scan velocity-modulator
transistors, which are mounted on
the CRT base PCB. They can go
short- or open-circuit. See Fig. 19
for the location of these items
(and IC1801).
The CRT base PCB suffers
under the high-HT condition. In
this case all the electrolytic
capacitors usually have to be
replaced.
The moral is, don't run the set
under the high-HT condition.

No power-supply
operation
No power-supply operation can be
caused by a number of
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components, the most common
failures being around the primaryside control chip, IC702. If the
supply to pin 1 of this IC falls
below 5V, the operation of the
power supply becomes unreliable.
Though the power supply is quite
complex, only a few components
cause problems.
For low supply to IC702 check
R770 (220Q or 270Q safety),
R771 (470kQ, 1W), R721 and
R703 (both 150kQ). R771 is
connected to the gate of Q715.
The 5V regulator IC707 on the
secondary side of the circuit can
fail, the result being a set that
doesn't turn on even though the
power supply starts up.
No power-supply operation or
low HT (about 30-40V) can be
caused by R713 and R714
(560kQ, 0.5W) going high in
value or breaking down under
load. It's important to check these
two resistors by substitution, as
they can read OK with a meter
though they are faulty. They must
be of the metal-film, not carboncomposition, type.

optical diac IC708, see Fig. 20.
This capacitor was fitted during
production of all GF and HW
models.
Intermittent failure of the
chopper transistor Q701 can be
caused by dry-joints at the

components in the snubber
network (D711, C710, R715) or
poor connections to the mains
rectifier's reservoir capacitor
C705. Q701 must be the correct
type, S5F1ON80A (part no. RHTX0198BMZZ). Use of an
Fig. 14: The
power-factor
correction PCB
used in Model
56FW53H.

Other power-supply
problems
The cause of erratic remotecontrol operation has been traced
to several components in the
power supply. The symptoms
normally encountered are no
remote-control operation or
intermittent control of volume,
either increasing dramatically or
rising slowly with the OSD
visible. D729 (see Fig. 6) can be
the cause but it's more common
for noise to enter IC702 which
then produces spurious remotecontrol commands that reach the
main microcontroller chip
IC1001. To prevent this
happening, fit a 470nF, 16V
surface-mounted capacitor (part
no. VCKYTV1CF474Z) across
the input (pins 1 and 3) to the

Fig. 15: Location
of the powerfactor correction
PCB in Model
56FW53H.

Location of Power Factor PWB

Location of
D735 on the
print side of
the PWB
ss•••
•• I•

•• •

••ssI••

.....
111:

4„41 I ,,,,,

pf

,
,,,,,
,,,,,,

s

Fig. 16: The location of avalanche diode D735. Note hot-melt glue
(see text).
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L315 L316 1351 1350
Fig. 17: Location of the audio output stage components on
the main PCB.
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incorrect transistor can result in
a power supply that doesn't work,
causes excessive RF interference
or is unreliable.
If there's a mains surge or
lightning strike Q701 will
invariably fail. D712, Q702, Q703
and R716 will also have suffered
damage, as will the bridge
rectifier diodes D701-4. To
prevent further failure it's
advisable to replace all these
components, even if they do not
appear to be faulty.
The programmable zener diode
IC706, which drives the feedback
optocoupler IC705, can cause high
or low HT. Its part no. is RHIX1704BMZZ.
Erratic operation of the main
microcontroller chip IC1001 can
be caused by the 3.3V supply
rising to 5V because of failure of
Q710, Q711 or Q712 in the 3.3V
regulator circuit. Check for 3.3V
at the emitter of Q712.

The line output stage
As in previous Sharp chassis a
transformerless line driver stage is
used, with its running voltages
obtained from the line output
transformer T601. Fig. 22 shows
the basic line driver and output
stage circuitry.
At switch on 8V from the power
supply is fed to the collector of
Q603 via R605 and to the
collector of Q602 via R628 and
R608, while —16V is applied to
the emitter of Q602 via R619.
Line drive pulses from pin 50 of
IC801 are fed via inverter Q802 to
the base of Q603. As a result
Q603/2 and the line output
transistor Q601 are brought into
operation. The waveforms that
appear at pins 6 and 10 of T601
are rectified by D610 and D611
respectively to produce the
running voltages for the driver
stage.
When the drive signal is high,

the emitter of Q603 goes high,
switching Q602 on. The voltage at
the collector of Q602 falls, and
Q601 switches off. Conversely
when the drive signal goes low
Q603/2 switch off and Q601
switches on. As the current drawn
from the 8V supply via R608 and
R628 (both 1k52) is minimal,
Q601 doesn't turn on fully. But it
does energise T601 sufficiently
for secondary-winding voltages to
be produced. When D611
conducts Q601 switches on
harder, until the drive signal goes
high to start the next cycle.
Once the line output stage is
running, D611 provides a lowimpedance, high-current path to
turn Q601 on. D610 does the same
to switch Q601 off. These lowimpedance supplies are required
to ensure that the output transistor
spends a minimal amount of time
on the linear portion of its
characteristic. When Q601 is

Location of
SMD capacitor
Ce

e speaker PWB 1C1302 - 1C1300 is an 5MID device
mounted on The print side of The PWB
Fig. 20: Location of the SMD capacitor at 1C708.

Fig. 18: Location of the centre-speaker PCB.

5V
10u5

1C1801

II I I

Q912

Q5407

1111

11

C15408

Fig. 19: Position of CRT base PCB components that can
fail under high-HT conditions.
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Fig. 21 Drive waveform at the base of the line output transistor 0601.
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A BY228
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Fig. 22: The basic line
driver and output
stage circuitry.
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1N4935
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—13V

C632 y EL C615
470
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25V
25V

C613

R623
C632

C604

Q601

Fig. 23: The location of various components in the line output stage. C613
is the scan-correction capacitor.

switching between on and off or
off and on power is generated and
is dissipated as heat. Thus Q601
can fail if it takes too long to
switch on or off.
With this driver arrangement it's
essential that the circuit is started
softly. For this reason the line
drive frequency is doubled
initially, effectively reducing
Q601's on time, until the run
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voltages have been established.
In addition to producing the
EHT, focus and first-anode
voltages for the CRT, T601
produces ±13V supplies for the
field output stage — D609 rectifies
the pulses at pin 9 while D608
rectifies the pulses at pin 5. Line
flyback pulses (HFB) from pin 1
are fed to IC801 for timing and
safety (to prevent excessive EHT)

purposes. These pulses are also
rectified by D510 to produce a
25V supply for the field flyback.
The pulses at pin 7, sitting on the
HT supply, are rectified by D621
to produce the voltage required
for the RGB output stages.
Finally a negative-going voltage
obtained from pin 8 is used for the
protection circuit. This voltage is
proportional to the beam current.
The greater the beam current the
greater this negative voltage,
which is linked to pin 95 of
IC1001 via zener diode D622 and
Q606. Should this voltage exceed
the safe working level, pin 95 of
IC1001 will go low and the set
will be switched to standby (no
power supply operation).
Fig. 23 shows the location of
various components in the line
output stage. Fig. 21 shows the
drive waveform at the base of
Q601.
Next month
We'll continue next month with
the focus modulation (66 and
76cm models) and EW drive
circuits, and provide fault-finding
guidance on the line driver/output
•
stages.
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set however there were flyback lines at the
top of the picture when the replacement
had been installed. On further
investigation I found that R437 (1.2Q,
0.5W) in the 45V supply had been
damaged. A replacement cured the fault.
P.S.

Toshiba 32ZP180
Shutting down to standby with projection
models that use this chassis has previously
been reported. The fault also occurs with
this widescreen model. The teletext panel,
part no. 23786696, can be the cause. P.S.

Philips 25PT4523/25
(MD1.2E chassis)

TV FAULT FINDING
Reports from
Philip Salkeld
Philip Laws
Chris Bowers
Bill Bolem
Arthur Jackson
Martin McCluskey
Glyn Dickinson and
Matt Marrs

Philips 21PT1164/055 (L9.2E
chassis)
This set was totally dead. When I get this
symptom with Philips sets I go straight for
the line output transistor, which in this
model is a BUT11APX (part no. 4822
1301 1575). Sure enough it was shortcircuit, but after fitting a replacement the
set was still dead. Further investigation
showed that there was little activity in the
power supply. After carrying out some
tests I decided to order the MC44603A
control chip, circuit reference IC7520 (part
no. 4822 2099 0025). When the
replacement arrived and was fitted the set
came back to life. P.S.

Sharp LC20E1E
I'd never seen this LCD set before. The
fault was no teletext. When I phoned
Sharp technical I was told that there were
two options, to phone Sharp service and
arrange for the set to be collected for
repair or to resolder the surface-mounted
chips IC1601, IC1602 and IC1603. I
decided to take the bull by the horns and
do the latter. This proved successful,
which brought a smile to my face. P.S.

We welcome fault reports from
readers — payment for each fault is
made after publication. See page
745 for details of where and how
to send reports.
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Tatuno T28NE51
(E series chassis)
Failure of the TDA8350Q field output and
EW drive chip IC401 is becoming a
common problem with these sets. There is
usually a hole in its side, and all that's
required is to fit a replacement. With this

This set was dead with the 1N5061 mains
bridge rectifiers D6510-3 short-circuit.
After fitting replacements and carrying out
some general checks I switched the set on.
It was still dead, with no outputs on the
secondary side of the power supply. The
simplest thing to do seemed to be to order
service kit ES7056 (part no. 4822 310
32259). This is recommended when the
chopper transistor is short-circuit, though
it was OK on this occasion. When the kit
arrived I replaced all the items that are on
the primary side of the power supply. The
set then came to life. It's easier to order
the kit than the separate parts. P.S.

Tatung T28W441 (4400
chassis)
There was no sound or picture. When you
get this symptom, check the voltage at the
collector of the S2000AF line output
transistor TL4. If it's at about 49V the set
is stuck in standby. Turn your attention to
the low-voltage regulator ICP3 in the
power supply. Resolder it, paying
particular attention pin 9 which is the 5V
supply to the microcontroller chip. P.S.

Sharp 66ES-03H (CA10
chassis)
I've reported this fault before, in
connection with Model 66FW-53H
(DA100 chassis). It's now showing up
with these sets. The symptom is the
BUH515 line output transistor blowing at
switch on. The item to replace is C607
(33014F, 16V), which provides the negative
supply for the line drive circuit. P.S.

Bush 2152T (Onwa chassis)
The symptoms were no sound and a blank
raster, with a slight swirling pattern
present. Scope checks showed that there
was a good video signal at pin 19 of the IF
demodulator IC. I followed this to IC801
(teletext), where it was lost as the 5V
supply was missing. It was in fact being
muted by Q809, which was being switched
on because there was 3V at the collector of
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the standby relay driver transistor. Scope
checks revealed that there were pulses at
both the base and collector of this
transistor. In a flash of inspiration I
replaced the electrolytics on the
secondary side of the power supply. This
cleared the problem. I wish I had taken
more notice of that swirling pattern! P.L.

Philips 25MN1550 (GR2.2AA
chassis)
The repair to this set was spread over
several weeks. To start with the line
output transistor was replaced and some
dry-joints were attended to. Three weeks
later the transistor failed again. Various
capacitors and the LOPT were replaced,
to no avail: the set still ate a BU508 every
now and again. While I had the set on
soak test I noticed that the horizontal
phasing seemed to vary. I replaced the
TDA2579B timebase generator chip and,
after a long soak test, decided that the set
was now OK. P.L.

Sharp 66FW-54H (DA100
chassis)
No picture with a ticking noise was
actually line collapse. On investigation I
found that the scan-correction/coupling
capacitor C613 (560nF) was open-circuit.
Once a replacement had been fitted there
was a narrow, bowed picture. Replacing
the 2SD2391Q EW-modulator diver
transistor Q506 completed the repair. P.L.

Decca/Tatung F series chassis
A number of sets fitted with this chassis
have come my way with the symptoms
that they revert to standby with the LED
flashing four times. This indicates that the
set has been unable to achieve black-level
clamping/auto grey-scale adjustment. The
cause is usually one or more of the three
180k52 resistors R909, R913 and R922 on
the CRT base panel. I recommend
replacing all three with high-stability,
metal-film resistors. P.L.

Philips 25PT4493 (L6.3AA
chassis)
This set seemed to be lifeless, but voltage
checks showed that the power supply was
running and the HT was correct. Further
investigation led to the microncontroller
chip's 5V supply, which was missing. The
cause was transistor Tr7505 (BC337) — it
was open-circuit. P.L.

Sony KV32LS6OU (AE6B
chassis)
When this set was switched on a buzzing
noise came from inside. The buzzing
sound came from the power supply,
where the four ceramic capacitors around
the mains bridge rectifier D6001 were
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resonating. I've had this fault with a
similar set before. The solution is simple.
Replace the four 4.7nF, 500V capacitors
C6012/3/6/7 on board G with four 1.5nF,
2kV ceramic capacitors, part no. 1-104571-00. This stops the buzzing. C.B.

LG Flatron RZ- 15LA31
This 15in. LCD set would die if it was
moved. I found that the 12V DC
connector at the back produced the fault
when disturbed. The AC-to-DC power
supply unit lead was checked for breaks
with a multimeter and found to be OK.
When I looked inside I found that the
cause of the trouble was dry-joints at the
DC jack connector. A quick resolder
cured the problem. C.B.

Sony KV28DX2OU (BE3E
chassis)
Intermittent loss of digital stations (lockup) was the complaint with this set.
Inspection of board A2 with a magnifying
glass showed that the shield board (can)
of board N was cutting into the tracks of
board A2, causing a short-circuit. The
solution was to unsolder the shield board
(can) and pull it away from the tracks on
the top side of the board, to provide an air
gap between the shield case and the
board, then resolder. C.B.

Sony KD32DX100U (AE6D
chassis)
There was waviness on the menu
boarders, mainly when using a Sky
digibox. The solution to this problem is to
improve the earthing of board D1 by
adding a wire (UL1007 AWG18 30mm),
if not already fitted, between Q8106's
source terminal and the earth terminal of
CN8615. This will restore normal,
straight menu boarders. C.B.

Goodmans W28ONS (F19
chassis)
If you have a dead power supply with one
of these sets, check for dry-joints at the
mains choke L3. In this set further checks
were required however. I found that R8
(390k52, 1W) and R9 (560k52, 1W) had
both gone high in value. Replacements
brought the power supply back to life.
This set also appears as the Proline
Model 28N1. B.B.

windings — they were slightly discoloured.
A replacement from CHS, part no.
ALB1034, cured the fault. B.B.

JVC AV25GS1EK (MX chassis)
The problem with this set was that the
power supply shut down after two-three
seconds. The cure was to replace
EEPROM IC704, JVC part no.
CAT93C66P. After fitting the
replacement you have to enter the 'preset
mode' to alter the settings and
adjustments. B.B.

Hitachi C28W4OTN
There was an intermittent EW problem
with this set. When the glue around the
pin connections of Q700 (IRFS530A) had
been carefully removed a number of dryjoints were discovered. Dealing with these
cured the fault. B.B.

Toshiba 28W8DB (C7SS
chassis)
The symptoms with this set were no
picture, sound OK. When the setting of
the first anode control was advanced there
was a full raster instead of the usual field
collapse. The fault was nevertheless
caused by the TA8427K field output chip
IC301: the field blanking pulse at pin 7
was missing. A new IC restored the
picture. B.B.

JVC C1480EK (BX11 chassis)
If the problem is drifting off tune, the cure
is to replace four capacitors in the stationselect module. These are C014 and C017
(both 3.3pF, 50V), C015 (22pF, 6-3V)
and C016 (0.47pF, 50V). B.B.

Philips 25PT4523 (MD1.2E
chassis)
This 25in. Nicam set produced a blank
screen. Sound was OK. Checks showed
that the CRT's supplies were all present
but its cathodes were cut off. To cut a
long story short, R3450 (68k52) was opencircuit. It's part of a potential divider
network that feeds beam-current
information to pin 20 of IC7119 in the
video control section.
We've had this problem a few times
now. Note that the value of R3450
depends on tube type and size. A.J.

Sanyo 28XP1 (EB4A chassis)
Bush 2867NTX (11AK19-5
chassis)
There was lack of width and EW
distortion, with no control via the service
menu. No voltage was present at the
BUK444 EW diode-modulator driver
transistor Q603. After checking R629 and
a number of capacitors I came to the
conclusion that the EW choke had shorted

This Dolby set switched on for only a few
seconds then reverted to standby. During
its short on time a full picture could be
seen with the lights off, but there was no
sound. The set was going into the
protection mode because of a short-circuit
in the audio output section. IC3051 was
the cause: it drives the centre and
surround speakers and is mounted on a
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separate PCB. A protect line monitors its
supplies and, when activated, reports
back to the microcontroller chip. A
replacement for IC3051 restored perfect
sound and pictures.
The customer had caused the fault by
adding extra speakers in parallel with the
surround outputs. A.J.

Panasonic TX2172 (Alpha 1
chassis)
These are old sets now, but they have
Fastext and any we see have excellent
tubes. The only fault we seem to get is a
blank raster, the cause every time being
the TDA4505M chip IC101, which
carries out sound and vision IF and sync
processing. A different chip is now
supplied, along with two changed-value
resistors and instructions. We consider
that repair is still economical, as the
picture quality and reliability are
excellent. A.J.

Philips 32PW6515 (Al OE
chassis)
The unusual symptoms with this set were
that the volume level couldn't be altered
when it had been on for a short time, and
that when a channel change was
requested there was a delay of 10-15
seconds before this happened. The cause
of several unusual channel-change and
sound faults has been the 'painter' chip
IC7064. It was once again the cause of
the trouble. This model uses the EP
version of the chip, part no. 3111 250
54501. A.J.

Sharp 51AT15H (5BSA
chassis)
The customer said that this 21in. set was
dead. When it was tested however the red
standby light appeared briefly then faded
out. Checks showed that there were
outputs at all the rectifier diodes on the
secondary side of the power supply. The
voltage on the +5VB line was low at only
1.3V however, because the BC338-40
series regulator transistor Q708 was
almost open-circuit. This hard-working
component supplies the timebase
generator and video/chroma processor
chip IC801. A.J.

Mitsubishi CT21M5BT (EE4
chassis)
"Dead when warm, very intermittent"
was the complaint with this set. When the
fault finally occurred checks showed that
the power supply was tripping. As the set
worked normally for most of the time one
of the usual overload failures seemed an
unlikely cause. While carrying out checks
around the regulation feedback
optocoupler PC951 the set restarted and
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ran normally for hours. As cold checks
proved that all the associated components
were OK, the optocoupler was replaced.
This provided a permanent cure. A.J.

Schneider STV2802T
We had fitted a new line output
transformer to this set because of EHT
arcing. A week later it came back with
the complaint "no picture". Scope checks
at the base of the line output transistor
showed that the drive waveform was
present for only a fraction of a second at
switch on. But if the HT supply to the
line output stage was disconnected the
drive continued to be present.
To cut a very long story short, C307
(47nF, 100V) was found to be opencircuit. It's a small red capacitor near the
line output transistor and appears to be
part of a potential divider network that
feeds pulses back to the timebase
generator circuitry. A few days later we
had the same problem after replacing the
LOPT in another of these sets. We now
change C307 as well. M.McC.

Bush WS6667
Several of these widescreen sets have
come in dead. In each case the cause has
been the HT rectifier diode DP12, which
goes short-circuit. The chopper
transformer should also be checked for
bad joints. M.McC.

Crown CRP2196T (SM1 mono
chassis)
This set was dead. It uses a conventional
chopper power supply with a FET and a
TDA4605 control chip, Q101 and IC101
respectively. The 5N90 FET was shortcircuit and the 5.652, 5W surge-limiter
resistor R101 was open-circuit. Checks
around the IC, revealed that R109
(3301(Q) was open-circuit and R108
(2201d2) had risen in value to over
600kQ. Once these components had been
replaced the set produced a first-class
picture. M.McC.

Sony KVX2152U
(AE1C chassis)
The customer had complained that this
set was dead, but when it was switched
on a faint tripping sound was heard from
the power supply. A voltage check across
the mains bridge rectifier's reservoir
capacitor C604 (220jiF, 385V) produced
a reading of only 170V. The capacitor
was completely open-circuit! M.McC.

Goodmans 285NS (Daewoo
CP775 chassis)
If one of these sets comes in with a shortcircuit TDA8351 field output chip (I301)
and the BYV95C rectifier diode (D408)

in the 46V supply has been overheating,
the cause is usually shorting in the line
output transformer. So be careful with
your estimate! The Eldor transformers
used in cheap supermarket and own-brand
sets seem to have a very short (in all
senses) life. G.D.

JMB TV430SLR
This is an arm's-length Philips subsidiary
set, fitted with the CTV-BB chassis. It
was tripping because of a short across the
95V supply. By force of habit I replaced
the line output transformer, but the shortcircuit was actually caused by the BYT42M efficiency diode D6447. G.D.

Matsui 1408R
A dead set is usually caused by failure of
the 2201d2 start-up resistor R513.
Obvious, but it's easy to overlook as this
2W metal-film resistor:looks as if it
should last forever. Don't forget to
reconnect the speaker plug! G.D.

Schneider STV2802T
"It's made by Asda" proclaimed the proud
owner of this set, conjuring up the vision
of an in-store factory behind the
delicatessen counter. Once the back had
been taken off (Torx T20, long-reach) I
found a German chassis. The set was
tripping because the S2055 line output
transistor was short-circuit. No dry-joints
could be found, so I fitted a replacement
and brought up the HT gradually. Not
gradually enough to prevent fireworks
from the LOPT (guess the make!). A
replacement was fitted, but the IC that
provides the line drive had been killed.
Oh dear, it's a VDP3108B, which will be
familiar to Panasonic fans. But the A
version doesn't work in these sets, and the
B version doesn't seem to be available.
Anyway the repair was now uneconomic.
Perhaps supermarkets should put a "best
before" date on their sets. G.D.

Some quickies
Sharp 66GS-62H: For symptoms like
tuner drift replace IC201.
Philips 21PT4457: It was impossible to
increase the volume above fifty per cent.
The cure was to replace IC7831.
Mitsubishi CT2525TX (Euro 10
chassis): There was no picture though the
on-screen display was OK. This display
showed that the colour, contrast and
brightness were at maximum. The cause
of the trouble was the —30V supply, which
was low. The cure was to replace C962.
Bush 1433 (11AK08 chassis): There was
a bright raster with flyback lines because
the 200V supply to the RGB output stages
on the CRT base panel was missing. D604
■
(BA157) was open-circuit. M.M.
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One of the most frustrating aspects of our
business is the TV sets and VCRs that you
repair then find that they fail a few days
later with exactly the same symptom,
though the cause is often not the same.
Within a week I had three examples.

Ferguson B59F (ICC7 chassis)

Service
Casebook
Michael Maurice

This set was dead with its line output
transistor short-circuit. As usual, the cause
was that one end of CL21 in the EW
modulator circuit was dry-jointed. When
this capacitor is dry-jointed it normally
fails, so I replaced it. Not with the Ferguson
capacitor but with lOnF, 2kV and 1.5nF,
2kV disc capacitors in parallel. This makes
up the original value. An S2000N was fitted
as a replacement for the line output
transistor.
The fault recurred two days later. This
time I ordered the correct capacitor and a
2SD1546 transistor and fitted them. The set
worked, then failed again after another two
days. The line output transistor had died,
but not because of the capacitor. There had
to be another cause. What could it have
been?
In the end I replaced the 24V supply
reservoir capacitor C59 (3,300pF, 35V),
which appeared to be leaking (as it does),
and CL18 in the network across the primary
winding of the line driver transformer
LL19. I upgraded this capacitor to 1pF,
50V, as suggested by Euras. It's probably
relevant that the line driver stage is fed from
the 24V supply. I had to fit another line
output transistor of course.
I went away for a long weekend, and
phoned the customer on my return. The set
was still working and, as I haven't heard
since, I assume that it's now OK.

A request
One of my happier childhood memories is of having a reel-to-reel tape
recorder, a Korting MT157. Over the
years it received much use and abuse.
I tried repairing and playing about with
it when I was in my teens, but this just
made things somewhat worse.
I've always wanted to rebuild this
lovely old machine, and to help with
this I imported an MT158 from Canada.
I am hoping to swap its motor and
mains transformer with ones from
another machine. I could use my old
machine as the donor, but would prefer another machine for spares. Does
anyone have any spares or even an old
machine? It doesn't have to work, as
long as the motor runs and it works
with a 220-240V, 50Hz supply. If you
should have one, or know of a source
of spares, please email me at
Michael.ali@btinternet.com

756

Sharp 56FW-53H (D100
chassis)
The only sign of life with this set was that
the orange standby light lit. Its line output
transistor was short-circuit, the cause as
usual being a dry-joint at the scancorrection capacitor C613 (560nF, 250V).
The set worked once a replacement
transistor and capacitor had been fitted, so I
boxed it up and left it with the customer. He
phoned three days later, and was not happy.
He now had sound but no picture.
I collected the set and found that the line
output transistor had failed again. This time
the fusible resistor in the feed to the line
output stage was open-circuit, hence the
sound. I checked for dry-joints and found a
suspect one at the EW loading coil. This
was resoldered, a new transistor was fitted,
then the set was put on soak test. It worked
for two days after which, on a particularly
cold morning, it failed. The line output

transistor was once more short-circuit.
This time I checked C607 (330pF, 16V)
in the negative supply to the transformerless
line driver stage. It was leaky, with a high
ESR. I replaced it, along with the line
output transistor, and put the set on test
again. To ensure that the workshop was
cold, I turned the heating down and left the
windows open overnight. The next morning
was very cold, but the set came on. So I
returned it to the customer. This time it had
been fixed for good.

Panasonic TX28X1DP (Alpha 4
chassis)
This set was dead and squealing, the cause
being the 2SD1577RL line output transistor
Q554 which was short-circuit. I replaced it,
along with the notorious 82nF, 2kV
capacitor C558 in the EW modulator circuit.
The set then worked, so I took my fee and
departed.
The next day the customer was on the
phone. Same fault. This time I took the set
back to the workshop, where I looked very
carefully for a cause and found dry-joints
around the TDA2579A timebase generator
chip IC501. This was resoldered, and a new
STR56041M chopper chip IC821 was
fitted. After that the set continued to work
perfectly.

Hitachi VTF150E
There were two problems with this VCR, a
noisy capstan motor and no audio from the
right-hand channel in E-E or record. The
first fault was cured by replacing all the
capacitors on the secondary side of the
power supply. The second fault was in the
Nicam circuitry, where the TDA1543 D-A
converter chip had failed. A replacement
restored the sound in both channels.

Philips 20PV184/05
This combi set couldn't be brought out of
standby and had a tape stuck in it. For once
it wasn't the cassette section's worm drive.
The line output transformer was faulty.

Toshiba 40PW8DB
Projection TV sets are always difficult to
work on and, because of their size, repairs
have to be carried out in the customer's
home. This was no exception, and the repair
was urgent as its owner is severely disabled.
His TV set and computer are his only forms
of entertainment. The fault was no picture.
A quick inspection revealed that the CRT
heaters were not lit. The cause was traced to
a dry-joint at the heater circuit surgelimiting resistor, which is mounted on the
green CRT base board. To get to it you have
to dismantle both the front and back of the
set. Resoldering cured the problem.
■
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Servicing

the Sharp DA1 00 (50Hz) and
DA5OW chassis
Part 3 of this series, by Alex Towers, deals with the dynamic focus, EW correction
and field output stage circuitry and outlines line and field timebase fault-finding
procedures
e ended last month with the operation of the basic line
drive and output stage circuitry. Before we start on faultfinding in this area we should take a look at the focusmodulation circuits used in larger-screen models, since these are
linked to the line-scan current path.

W

Dynamic focusing
Because of their larger screen size, 66cm and 76cm models employ a
focus-modulation circuit. It's driven by the line-scan current
waveform. The function of the focus modulator is to ensure that the
picture is kept in focus at the edges of the display. When the beams
are deflected to the edges of the screen they become distorted, as the
distance they travel is greater than at the centre of the screen.
Fig. 24 shows the circuit used in GF models. The primary winding
of transformer T1602 is connected in series with the line-scan current
path, prior to the chassis return via the scan-correction capacitor
C613. The signal generated in the secondary winding is fed to the
slider of the focus control potentiometer, and is thus superimposed
on the DC focus voltage.
This basic arrangement is used in both FW and GF models.
Because of the different type of screen with FW models however a
rather more complex focus-modulation circuit is used, see Fig. 25.
With FW models the screen is not truly flat, the curvature affecting
the time taken by the beams to reach the screen to a greater extent
than with a flat screen. Focus correction in both the horizontal and
vertical directions is therefore required. Horizontal correction is
carried out as with GF models, but vertical correction is added, see
Fig. 25. The EW drive signal is fed via R1610 and C1605 to pin 2 of
IC1601, whose output at pin 1 drives Q1602 and Q1601. The latter
adjusts the waveform produced by T1602's secondary winding.
Fig. 26 shows the focus-modulator PCB in FW models.

Fig. 24: The dynamic focusmodulation circuit used in GF
models.
From line❑
scan coils
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To0
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Line output stage faults
If the negative supply used to switch off the line output transistor
Q601 is too low it won't turn off rapidly. A large voltage will be
developed across its collector-emitter junctions during the switch-off
period, while current is still being drawn. The power generated has to
be dissipated by the transistor itself, which will get very hot and will
eventually fail. The usual cause of this problem is C607, which can
fall in value or become leaky. As a result, the negative switch-off
supply falls. If this has not already been done, it's advisable to fit a
105°C capacitor in this position.
For intermittent failure of the line output transistor it's advisable to
replace C607, D610 and D611. Dry-joints can also cause this
problem. The areas most commonly affected are the line scan coils'
chassis return circuit (C613, R613 and the associated components)
and the scan coil connector itself. Sometimes C613 or R613 become
open-circuit, the result being loss of line scanning with the possibility
that the output transistor becomes short-circuit or leaky. C613 can
fail under load, so it's best to check it by substitution. C528, C632
and C615 can also be responsible for intermittent failure of the line
output transistor.
Note that the correct type of line output transistor must be used. An
incorrect type will result in erratic operation or premature failure of
the device. The Sharp part number for Q601 is RH-TX0144BMZZ
You could find that the line drive is missing even though the main
microcontroller chip IC1001 has gone through the boot-up sequence.
The line drive signal comes from pin 50 of the video/deflection
processor chip IC801. IC1001 produces a line mute output at pin 57
— this is rather misleadingly referred to as HOUT. The mute can be
released to enable the line output stage to start up by short-circuiting
the base-emitter junction of Q607 (2SC2412) or temporarily
disconnecting link wire JL2, see Fig. 27.
If D1601 on the focus-modulator PCB (66 and 76cm models only)
becomes leaky or short-circuit, the result will be an over-large
picture as the EHT drops to about 20kV.

EW correction

FocusO
voltage

Focus and0
Al/G2 module

In addition to the normal EW correction required with a 4:3 aspect
ratio, 110° deflection tube a widescreen set requires a change of
correction for different scanning modes. There are generally three
basic modes with widescreen sets, 4:3, 14:9 and 16:9, but in addition
the latter can have three variants, full, panorama and cinema. The full
mode is used to stretch a 4:3 format picture which contains fastmoving action, for example motor racing: so it doesn't matter greatly
if the horizontal linearity is not constant across the screen. The
panorama mode is similar but for slow-action or even stationary
displays, for example news programmes, where any variation in
linearity would be noticeable. To overcome this problem the linearity
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Fig. 25: The dynamic focus-modulation
circuit used in FW models.
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while a parabolic EW signal from pin 32 of the video/deflection
processor chip IC801 is fed to the non-inverting input. The result is
a pulse-width modulated output at line frequency, with the width of
the pulses determined by the parabolic EW signal. This output is fed
to Q506, which is biased for class D operation, is then low-pass
filtered and is finally used to drive the diode modulator (D603/604
and C601/610). The low-pass filter consists of L603 and C610. In
addition the output from the filter is fed via C611 to coil L604. The
centre tap of this coil is connected to the line linearity circuit, while
the other end is connected to chassis. Thus the line linearity can be
adjusted by the parabolic EW signal.
Fig. 29 shows the print side of the EW circuit and Fig. 30 the
component side.

Fault-finding in the EW
correction circuit
It is important to establish in which part of the circuit the fault lies.
Check the control output at pin 32 of IC801. There should be a
parabolic waveform here, at a base frequency of 50Hz. It will change
shape depending on the amount of correction applied. So it is
important to enter the service mode (see later) and ensure that none
of the adjustments are at minimum or maximum.
If this waveform is present and changes as adjustments are made,
the cause of the fault will be in the drive or output circuitry. Faults
that can be experienced in this area include:

of
This is JI.2. It connects pin 57 of 1‘1001 (Hour) to the
Q607. If the wire is removed, line drive will always be present to the
output transistor
Fig. 27: Location of link wire JL2.

is kept constant at the centre of the screen, the sides of the picture
being stretched to fill the screen. The cinema mode is for use with
pictures that are in true 16:9 format. When setting the geometry, the
set must be put in the 'full' mode.
Fig. 28 shows the basic EW correction and line scan circuitry used
in these sets. It's centred on transistor Q506, which operates slightly
differently from a conventional EW diode-modulator driver in that it
is turned on to increase rather than reduce the width. This enables the
circuit to work more efficiently, and as a result the transistor does not
become overly hot in operation.
IC503 is a switching amplifier. Integrated line-frequency pulses
from the line driver circuit are fed to the inverting input via Q501,
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(1) R519 (usually 100kQ), which is connected to the 150V supply,
can go high in value or open-circuit. It's mounted on the component
side of the PCB. The part number is VRD-RA2HD104J. Note that
the value is sometimes 150ka Check the value before fitting a
replacement, as incorrect value will result in poor EW geometry
performance.
(2) Q506 (2SD2391), which is a surface-mounted device, can be
leaky, short-circuit, open-circuit or can overheat. The part number is
RH-TX0151BMZZ. If it has to be replaced, the following should
also be changed: L603/4, D502-4, D516 and C528.
The resistance of L603 and L604 can fall — L603 is normally 8Q.
The part numbers are L603 RCLIP0286BMZZ and L604
RCLIP0284BMZZ. Clamp diodes D502-4, part number RHDX0551BMZZ, can be intermittently faulty. Clamp diode D516, part
number RH-EX0837BMZZ, can also be intermittently faulty — it's
not shown in the GF circuit diagram but is fitted to the chassis. The
reservoir capacitor C528 (10pF, 63V) can become leaky. Its part
number is VCEAGA1TW106M.
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(3) The EW modulator diodes
D603 and D604 can go open- or
short-circuit. Part numbers are
D603 RH-DX0299BMZZ and
D604 RH-DX0302BMZZ

LineD

Fig. 28: The basic EW correction/line
scan circuitry.
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The CRT PCB
Two types of CRT PCB are used, one for 66cm and 76cm sets and
the other for the 56cm Model 56FW53H. The major difference is
that there is no scan-velocity modulator or picture-rotation circuitry
in the 56cm model, so the PCB is smaller. Note that the RGB output
chip IC1801 can be one of three types, see Part 1. Fig. 31 shows the
66cm and 76cm PCB, Fig. 32 the 56FW53H PCB.
It's possible for the grey-scale to wander, the picture brightness
ramping up or down. If the Al/G2 voltage is set correctly, check
IC1801 by substitution.
Picture smearing will occur if the reference voltage at pin 2 of
IC1801 (type ItA5101A or TDA6019JF) is about 10V instead of
about 11-5V. This normally shows in the red display. If the voltage is
below 9V the picture will blank. In both cases Q912 (TX0130) or its
associated components can be the cause. This transistor can run hot
(especially with GF modules, because the transistor draws more
current). If you suspect that the transistor could fail because of this, a
68Q, 0.5W resistor can be added between its collector and emitter. It
is easiest to fit this resistor on the print side of the PCB.

Fig. 29: The EW circuit seen from the print side.

Class D output stages
Sharp used discrete-component class D output stages for a number
of years to minimise dissipation. Subsequently a specially-designed
IC was introduced for the purpose. This device is ideal for TV audio
and field output stages, where high efficiency (low energy use) is
required. The TDA7480 IC is for use in audio and field output
circuits, while the TDA7481 version is used to drive the sub-woofer
in sets with Dolby Pro-Logic. Table 3 shows the pin details for the
TDA7480, with voltages when used in the field output stage

ICI801

Fig. 30: The EW circuit seen
from the component side.

Q912

Q5407

Q5408

Fig. 31: The
CRT PCB
used in 66cm
and 76cm
models.

L604
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fitted it does not get hot during operation.
The external components fitted to pins 8 and 9 determine the
base frequency of the PWM section of the IC. With an audio
circuit the frequency will vary from the base frequency by at least
the bandwidth of the audio signal (20kHz): this ensures that no
beat signals that could interfere with the audio signal are
produced.
The voltage at the standby/mute pin 12 determines the IC's
operating state. At less that 0.8V the IC will switch to standby (no
output). With a voltage between 1-8-2.5V the output will be
attenuated by 60-80dB. For normal operation the voltage should
be above 2-7V.

(IC501). The voltages differ slightly when the chip is used in the
audio output stage.
Note that pins 1-3 and 17-20 are all connected together by a
large area of print on the bottom of the PCB. This area is used as a
heatsink for the device, so it's very important that all these pins
are soldered when fitting a replacement, otherwise premature
failure of the device may occur. Note that when the IC is correctly

The field output stage
Fig. 33 shows the basic field output stage circuit. The TDA7480 chip
IC501 is operated in a similar way to its use in the audio output
stage, except that there's no mute circuit — though C511 prevents
operation until the +13V supply is present.
The pulse-width modulated output at pin 4 is fed to a low-pass
filter (L501, C504) that produces a ramp drive for the scan coils. The
ramp is at +13V when the scan starts at the top of the screen,
decreasing to —13V when the scan reaches the bottom of the screen.
The scan coils are returned to chassis via Q503, which is switched
on during the field scan period and off during the flyback. IC502

Fig. 32: The CRT PCB used in Model 56FW53H.
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Fig. 33: The basic field output stage circuit.
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provides an error-signal output that's fed to pin 11 of IC501 for
linearity and height correction.
Fig. 34 shows the circuit used to generate the field flyback. Q503 is
switched off to start the flyback and Q502 is switched on, connecting
the 'earthy' end of the scan coils to +25V. Since there is —13V at the
other end of the scan coils at this time, there is effectively 38V
across them. The beams are thus driven back the top of the screen.
The field drive signal from pin 31 of IC801 has a negative-going
pulse in addition to the ramp waveform. This negative-going pulse
initiates the flyback. It's fed via R508 to the emitter of Q505, whose
base voltage is set by the potential-divider R526/R514 so that it
switches on only when the negative-going pulse appears at its
emitter. When Q505 switches on its collector voltage falls, switching
Q507 on. Q507's emitter voltage then falls to chassis potential. This
has two effects. First Q503 is switched off because its gate bias has
been removed. Secondly D507 conducts, switching Q502 on.
The field flyback pulses generated at the collector of Q502 are fed
to pin 11 of IC801 as the V prot signal, see Fig. 35. This provides an
indication that the field output stage is working. If IC801 does not
detect the negative edge of this pulse, it assumes that the field output
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IC801.
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Fig. 36: The field output stage, component side of the PCB.

stage is not working and blanks its RGB outputs.
Fig. 36 shows the field output stage from the component side and
Fig. 37 the layout on the print side of the PCB.

Field timebase faults

usual cause is that Q502 and/or Q503 is leaky or short-circuit. In this
case the 25V supply will probably be low.
Red, green and blue lines may be seen at the top of the screen. This
normally means that the automatic grey-scale correction lines
generated during the field flyback period are not being blanked
correctly. Adjustment of the Al/G2 setting on the line output
transformer will normally cure this problem. It is possible for the
fault to be caused by incorrect operation of the field flyback circuit
however. First check that the +25V supply generated by D510/C520
is not low (below 18V) and that there is no excessive ripple here. If
there is a problem in this area, the flyback circuit is unable to
generate a high enough pulse to send the beams back to the top of
the screen. It is not unusual to find that C520 or the feed resistor
R530 (10Q, shown as R617 in Fig. 22) is faulty.
If there is severe vertical distortion or a very small picture, pin 12
(mute) of IC501 may not be at 5V. At any voltage less than 2.7V the
IC's output will be attenuated by 70dB. The cause could be failure of
C511 or R509.
Foldover at the bottom of the screen when the set has been
operating for about fifteen minutes can be caused by failure of the
100nF surface-mounted capacitor C505. Replace it with a capacitor
from Sharp, part no. VCKYTV1HF104Z.

Most field-scan faults are caused by software corruption or output IC
failure. If the EEPROM gets corrupted it can cause severe vertical
Next month
distortion, no drive, or foldover at the top of the screen. An
Next month we'll continue with the operation of the audio circuitry
EEPROM problem can be solved by blanking it, using the blanking
and fault finding in this section of the receiver.
OTP (see later). As the audio and field output ICs are the same, a
substitution check will prove whether the field output IC is faulty.
When a 56FW53H set is fitted with a
Thomson tube, check that EEPROM location
F7 on page OC is OD. This location controls
Table 3: TDA7480 pin details
the field blanking point and, if set incorrectly,
Nominal voltage
Function
can cause red, blue and green lines to flash
Pin(s)
intermittently at the top of the screen. The
—13.1V
Negative supply
setting can be incremented to OE, OF or 10 if
1-3
4
OV
PWM output
necessary. 10 is the maximum allowable
—2.5V
Anode of internal bootstrap diode
value — any higher setting will result in an
5
unstable blanking level. If the symptom
6
9.9V
Connection to external bootstrap capacitor
OV
No connection
persists with a setting of 10, there's a fault
7
OV
8
Connection to external feedback integrating
elsewhere in the chassis.
Field collapse produces the blank-screen
capacitor
symptom. To avoid a line being burnt on the
9
—11.8
Connection to external frequency-setting
screen in this event IC801 monitors, at pin 11,
resistor
Signal earth
the field flyback pulses. It blanks the screen
10
OV
when these pulses are missing, by shutting
11
OV
Input
12
5V
Standby/mute control
down its RGB outputs. When the blankOV
No connection
screen symptom is present, check for 50Hz
13
14.1V
Positive signal supply
pulses at an amplitude of 5V at pin 11 of
14
—2.5V
Reference voltage
IC801. They may be missing or corrupted
15
14.1V
Positive power section supply
because of a fault in the flyback circuit. The
16
—13.1V
Negative supply
17-20
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connected to pin 6 of the TDA4950 EW
chip IG01, had dried out.
A replacement capacitor cured the
raggedness, but the EW control now did
nothing. At this point I noticed that with the
new 10],tF capacitor fitted the TDA4950
chip was getting very hot. A replacement IC
restored normal operation. M.D.

TV FAULT FINDING
Reports from
Michael Dranfield
Philip Salkeld
Glyn Dickinson
Les Mainstone
Andrew T. Duggan
Martin Cole
Ian Turnbull
Jerry Fedorak
Dave Husband
Martyn S. Davis and
Steve Hague

We welcome fault reports from
readers — payment for each fault is
made after publiation. See page 40
for details of where and how to
send reports.
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Grundig 28EKB-T70-1020A
(Professional 2500 chassis)
This newish set was dead. When it was
switched on from standby the green LED
lit up but nothing else happened. Not
having seen one of these sets before I was
quite pleased to find a large, blackened
dry-joint at the line scan coils socket. But
the set remained dead after resoldering this
joint, and the power supply was up and
running. Scope checks around the line
driver PET (TL1) showed that gate drive
was present but there was nothing at the
transistor's drain. Nor was there any
voltage at the drain connection to the
driver transformer. At this point I was
stuck, not knowing the set. Fortunately the
local Grundig dealer lent me a manual, and
I then found that a surface-mounted
BAV203 diode (DL2) between pin 3 of the
driver transformer and chassis was shortcircuit. M.D.
Ferguson ICC5 chassis
As this old set used to provide such
excellent pictures its owner gave the goahead for repair at up to £40. The picture
was very ragged, as if there was a dried up
electrolytic capacitor across the HT
supply. But I found that tweaking the EW
potentiometer cured the trouble.
Unfortunately the picture then lacked
width, so it was obviously not a power
supply problem. Further investigation
showed that CGO1 (10j F, 50V), which is

JVC AV28WFR1EKS
The problem with this set was field
collapse. But there was a wavy instead of a
straight line across the screen. The last
time I'd seen this symptom was with a set
fitted with the Thorn 9000 chassis! The
cause had been a dry-joint at the earthy
end of the field scan plug/socket: the field
collapse was being modulated by the line
scan coils.
But no dry-joints could be found this
time, and a resistance check showed that
the field scan coils were open-circuit. It
seemed that a new tube would be needed
but, with nothing to lose, I decided to heat
up the solder joints on the yoke and flow
some fresh solder on. This provided a
complete cure. Also a good tip from the
customer — a 24-can case of Stella lager —
who thought he was going to have to shell
out for a new tube! M.D.
Thomson 32WX65US (ICC19
chassis)
There was no luminance though the OSD
was OK. A scope check showed that the
luminance signal was missing at pin 4 of
IV001, so the cause of the problem was on
the digital signal module, which is difficult
to get at. The luminance signal passes
through five ICs and a handful of surfacemounted transistors on this module. It's
not easy to carry out scope checks on the
module, but I eventually found that there
was a luminance input at pin 26 of IV601
(TDA9143) but no output at pin 12. A
replacement IC cured the fault. M.D.
Toshiba 28W93B (CESS chassis)
This set was stuck in standby though 125V
was present at the HT fuse F470 in the
power supply. After finding nothing wrong
in the line output stage I returned to the
power supply to check the LT rails and
found that there was no voltage at pin 21
of plug 813A. Tracing back from this I
discovered that R430 (56Q, 0•5W) was
open-circuit and that there was a shortcircuit at the emitter of Q430. The cause of
the trouble was the 0.0 1pF disc ceramic
capacitor from this point to chassis, C431.
It was short-circuit. A new capacitor and
resistor restored normal operation. P.S.
Goodmans 285NS
These sets always seem to come in dead
because the line output transformer has
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been arcing, as a result of which the
output transistor blows. SEME can supply
the transformer, under code no. HR7927.
On this occasion however the set was still
dead once these items had been replaced.
There was HT at C805, the mains bridge
rectifier's reservoir capacitor, and at pin 1
of the STR5707 chopper chip 1801, but
there were no other supplies. I decided to
carry out a resistance check between pins
2 and 4 of 1801, and discovered that they
were short-circuit. A replacement restored
normal working order. P.S.

Tatung T28NE51 (E chassis)
I was called out to this set, the complaint
being no sound. When I tried the remotecontrol unit I found that the green cursor
which shows the volume level remained
at zero. The brightness, contrast etc. all
varied. So the sound was locked. To
release it you press vol+ on the set and at
the same time press the mute button on
the remote-control unit. After doing this
the sound returned and could be adjusted
normally. P.S.

Beko 16328NX
This oldish set had a vertical shift
problem, i.e. a black line that was well up
from the bottom of the screen. Use of
freezer revealed the culprit, which was
R725 (150kQ, 0.5W). A long soak test
after fitting a replacement confirmed that
this resistor had been the cause of the
fault. P.S.

Samsung CI6844N
In most cases replacement of the
TDA8350Q field and EW output IC will
cure field faults in these sets. However
you will sometimes find a side effect,
flyback lines at the top of the picture. To
clear this fault replace R307 (10Q, 1W).
P.S.

Beko NR28426NDS
If you come across a dead set and the
cause is not the sand-filled fuse, go
straight to the BU508D line output
transistor T504. You will find that it's
short-circuit. Don't replace it until you
have fitted a new line output transformer
(TR502), because this will have been
arcing. As this set was in warranty the
replacements had to be ordered direct
from Beko. P.S.

Grundig ST82-774 (CUC7890
chassis)
This monster seemed to be dead apart
from the fact that the front display was
illuminated. Investigation showed that the
HT and LT supplies were present. When I
moved to the line output stage I found that
there was no drive. These sets use a
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TDA8140 line driver chip, IC526. Checks
here showed that there was an input from
the line generator at pin 7 (what a relief!)
but no drive output at pin 1. A
replacement IC restored normal operation.
The next problem was to get the set off
the bench. What a weight! P.S.

Philips Anubis AA- 5 chassis
The report with this 21in. set said
"crackling then dead". Seeing a dreaded
triangle on the line output transformer's
label I replaced it The result was a
tripping set, though all the supply
voltages were correct. Line drive was
present, but at very low amplitude — the
TDA8361E jungle chip had been dealt a
mortal blow. A replacement restored the
EHT, and revealed field collapse! A new
TDA3654 IC brought the picture back. I
wonder how loud that "crackling" had
been?
Note that this chassis differs from the
Anubis A, which has a different jungle
chip. G.D.

Grundig ST70-755/9
(CUC6460 chassis)
This set was dead though there was 330V
at the mains bridge rectifier's reservoir
capacitor C626 (220pF). This item is
followed by a DC Wickman fuse, Si624
(1.6A), which was open-circuit. I also
noticed that there was a bad thy-joint at
C648 (470pF, 1.6kV), which is in parallel
with the chopper transistor T644. I
replaced the latter (IRFBC40) and IC631
(TDA4605/03), also C648 and, as a
precaution, C633 (100pF, 25V) and C661
(lpF, 63V). A new fuse completed the
repair and, at switch on, the set sprang to
life. L.M.

Philips 29PT727B (GR2.4AA
chassis)
This set had a faulty line output transistor
(BU2520AF) and transformer. I gave the
customer an estimate, which was
accepted. Fortunately it allowed some
leeway for unforeseen eventualities.
When the transistor and transformer
arrived they were fitted and the EW
modulator diodes D6546 (BY228) and
D6547 (BYW95C) were replaced. After a
quick check around the line output stage
for anything else amiss I switched the set
on. Result, a flashing front LED.
After the customary expletive, I
isolated the line output stage and provided
the power supply with a dummy load. It
declared itself very happy. So attention
was redirected to the line output stage,
where I found that F1534 (315mA) was
open-circuit. This led me back to the EW
drive circuit, which is on the CRT base
panel, and opened a can of worms.

Tr7533 (BD440) was short-circuit, so
this and the two surface-mounted
transistors Tr7530 and Tr7537 (both type
BC848B) were replaced. I also replaced
two diodes, D6560 (LL4148) and D6561
(BZX79-C68), which provide a feed to
the protection circuit. The BZX79-C68
diode had tested OK with my equipment.
After that the set was fired up, voltage
checks were carried out and the set was
boxed up. After five hours on the soak
test bench it died again, with a thin
squealing sound. At this stage I
contemplated a plumbing course.
Off came the back and out came the
chassis. This time I found that the bulky
scan-correction capacitor C2550 (680nF,
250V) was the culprit, with a short-circuit
reading. I assume that it had failed as a
result of stress from the previous
problems. L.M.

Samsung CI5337AN (US60A
chassis)
This set, with its excellent, usually
trouble-free chassis, arrived with a note to
say that it did odd things at odd times,
sometimes flashing and the text not
working. Two of the diodes in the mains
bridge rectifier circuit, D801 and D802
(type 1N4003), showed signs of
overheating, so replacements were fitted.
They are on the larger of the two PCBs.
When the set was switched on it produced
a blank raster, with no signs of any audio
or video. I was suspicious of the two 12V
regulators IC801 and IC802, but
replacements made no difference. The
culprit turned out to be the 5V regulator
IC804 (MC7805). Once this had been
replaced the set worked and, after
retuning, behaved itself with normal text.
L.M.

Grundig CUC2030 chassis
"Turns itself off when my back's turned"
claimed the elderly lady customer. When
I took the back off and removed the
chassis I noticed a number of dry-joints
on the secondary side of the power
supply. These were repaired and the set
was switched on. All the supply-line
voltages were checked and found to be
correct, so the chassis went back into the
cabinet. When the set was switched on it
was dead! Out came the chassis again
and, after much twisting and tapping, a
dry-joint was found at C53009. Dealing
with this cured the erratic shut down.
L.M.

Philips 25PT4494/05 (L6.3 AA
chassis)
At switch on this set produced a raster but
no sound. The front and remote controls
produced no response, and there were no
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signs of any graphics. A check on the
outputs at the secondary side of the power
supply showed that the 5V rail was at
only 02V. This led to a check on
transistor Tr7505 (BC337-40) which was
open-circuit. A replacement cured the
fault. L.M.

Daewoo DVT1482P
This combi unit was dead with no
illumination from the standby LED. After
some attempts the LED did light, but
when Power was pressed the unit just
tripped and died. While making a few
checks in the power supply I noticed that
C811 (100/4F, 16V) was almost touching
the heatsink for the chopper transistor
Q801. As a result it had dried up. A
replacement solved the problem. A.T.D.

Bush 1433 (11AK2OM chassis)
This set was dead with a short-circuit
chopper transistor — Q801, type 2SK2750.
Checks revealed that in addition the
following were either blown or shortcircuit: R851 (0.33Q), R801 (2.2Q, 5W),
R819 (0.47Q), R812 (1kQ, surfacemounted) and D808 (BA159). Just in case,
I decided to replace the MC44603AP
chopper control chip IC801 as well. After
that the set ran perfectly. A.T.D.

Philips L01.1E chassis
If you get a loud mechanical noise as soon
as the set is switched on from the mains,
the degaussing coil is vibrating/rattling on
the CRT's rimband. To cure the fault all
that's required is a spot of hot-melt glue
to keep the coil away. M.C.

dry-joint at R811 in the current-sensing
part of the power supply. I.T.

Hitachi C2142N
The complaint with this set was loss of
red, because of failure of the TDA6108
RGB output chip. A modified CRT base
PCB is available from Hitachi to prevent
repeated failure. The part no. is
VS20089197. I.T.

Panasonic TX21GV1
The sound would sometimes disappear
when a cassette was inserted in this combi
unit. The cause was traced to dry-joints at
C613 in the audio circuit on the VCR
PCB. LT.

Proline 28N1
This set was stuck in standby. When the
remote-control unit was used to bring it
out of standby the power supply would
whistle then go back to standby. Cold
checks in the power supply revealed that
C25 was dry-jointed. Once it had been
resoldered the set came back to life with
good results. J.F.

Minato ST1411
This 14in. colour portable was dead.
Checks in the power supply revealed that
R502 (100kQ), one of the start-up
resistors, was open-circuit. In addition
there was a dry-joint at C506. Once these
points had been attended to everything
was OK. J.F.

Grundig W70-2030

This flat-screen set would switch to
standby after a few seconds. Checks
revealed the cause to be loss of the first
anode supply, because of a fault within
the CRT. The tube fitted was an LG type
W76QDD259X. LT.

This one-year old widescreen set was
brought in because it was dead. The
standby LED at the front would
sometimes light up. Visual checks in the
power supply area revealed the cause of
the trouble, dry-joints with arcing at plug
R629 to the transformer (mounted at the
corner of the cabinet). Normal operation
was restored by resoldering the plug. J.F.

Philips 25PT4521 (MD1.1
chassis)

Wharfedale 550S
(PT92 chassis)

There was no picture because of field
scan failure. I found that the —15V supply,
which is derived from the line output
transformer, was missing with circuit
protector CP1463 (800mA) open-circuit.
The cause of this was transistor Tr7440
(BC327), which was short-circuit, and
diode D6440 (1N4148), which was leaky.
These two components are mounted on a
small sub-panel. LT.

Two of these sets required attention on
the same day. The first one produced a
rustle of EHT at switch on then shut
down. Checks in the line output stage
revealed a diode that looked as if it had
nipped outside and spent too long in the
sunshine. Sure enough it read 22Q. That
was the easy one.
Set two seemed to have a blanking
fault — the picture was cutting out about
once a second, though the sound and
teletext were OK. So I dusted off the
scope and ordered a service manual. After
much wasted time checking waveforms
and voltages I decided to enter the service
mode (press sub-page on the remotecontrol unit and volume down on the set)

Hitachi C32WF523-311

LG KE14U73
Very intermittently this combi unit's
picture would disappear with
motorboating on sound. In the fault
condition all the main supply voltages
dropped significantly. The cause was a
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to find out what was inside the micro. I
discovered an item marked CL (cathode
drive level), for which the manual
suggested a setting of 4. It was actually at
8. To be on the safe side I set the level to
3. After that all was well.
Note that this chassis is used in the
Bush Model 2876T amongst others. D.H.

Philips 25PT4523 (MD1.2E
chassis)
This set was dead with its input fuses
blown. It didn't take long to spot the
cause. A small, blue high-voltage
capacitor, C2540, had blown itself in half.
This 220pF capacitor is connected in
parallel with the chopper transistor. Its
failure had taken out the big cement
resistor and two of the mains bridge
rectifier diodes.
For good measure I replaced the chopper
FET, all four mains bridge rectifier diodes,
all three HV capacitors and the large 1Q
anti-surge resistor. I was then rewarded
with the satisfying sound of EHT rustling
up and a working set. M.S.D.

Philips 32PW9544 (MD2.25E
chassis)
There was a degree of urgency associated
with the repair of this large, expensive
dead set. When the customer arrived to
report the fault she apparently became
hysterical then abusive — to the extent that
the police had to be called in. She then
phoned our various managers to offer
them her views, and followed this with a
four-page letter to our MD. So it was a
chance for me, the lowly engineer, to
shine and retrieve the situation.
On investigation I found that the
chopper FET was short-circuit and the
control IC had a short-circuit diode and
open-circuit resistor connected to pin 3,
which drives the FET. The following
items were replaced: Tr7541
(STW9NA60), IC7520 (MC44604),
D6524 (BYV10-20), R3524 (10Q),
R3546 and R3547 (both 0.39Q). Once
this had been done there was the sound of
EHT to confirm that the repair was
successful. Phew! M.S.D.

Hitachi C2142 (11AK19 chassis)
I have not come across this model before
— it didn't look like a Hitachi set. The
reported fault was no sound. When I took
the back off I was a little surprised to find
a Vestel 11AK19 chassis. Not that I mind:
it's relatively predictable, and easy to
work on. A few quick checks revealed
that pin 2 of the TDA2614 audio output
chip was being held low. This is the mute
pin, which is controlled by transistor
Q100 (BC548B). When it was tested this
transistor proved to be leaky. A
replacement restored the sound. S.H. ■
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Service notes on the
Vestel 11AK33 chassis
The 11AK33 chassis is used in various models from Hitachi, Wharfedale
and other sources. Alan Dent summarises his experiences to date with
this generally well-engineered product
have recently had for repair a number of Hitachi sets, Model
C28W440N, which are fitted with
the Vestel 11AK33 chassis. This chassis is also used in the Wharfedale flatscreen Models 28PF1 and 32PF1. But
there are different versions of the chassis, which affects servicing procedures.
The Hitachi model is fitted with version
11 AK33J4 (software AK33J024) while
the Wharfedale models are fitted with
version 11AK33J3 (software
AK33B023). With the Hitachi version a
`fault condition trip' is written into the
software. Under a lot of conditions this
doesn't allow 'hot' repairs. The software trip is not present with the
Wharfedale models, but nevertheless
some of the faults mentioned below are
very relevant to them.
The main PCB in this chassis is made
of high-quality material — composite
fibreglass rather than the usual paper
phenolic material. Thus physical breakage is rare. The board may nevertheless
be damaged should a component overheat and burn its solder pads. This particularly applies to D601 (BA159)
which provides the 60V flyback supply
for the STV9379FA field output chip
IC600. The supply is derived from pin
11 of the LOPT, and is also the source
of the tuning voltage.

I
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I2C bus to the microcontroller chip
IC500, which in turn switches the
power supply to standby. At the same
time IC200 ceases to produce the linedrive output at pin 56.
There are several possible reasons
why this might occur. In most fault
conditions the set reverts to standby
after five seconds. Under some fault
conditions however the set reverts to
standby after approximately two seconds. These are separate conditions and
require different approaches.

Two-second trip
In this condition there is almost certainly a fault in the power supply. What
happens is that as soon as the line-drive
pulses appear and the line output stage
draws current (200mA) the power supply reverts to standby. To enable faultfinding to be carried out in this condition the following steps should be
taken.
(1) Connect a 60W lamp as a dummy
load across the HT (150V/160V) reservoir capacitor C127.

Types of tripping

(2) Disconnect link J290 and fit a flexi
jumper from the pad of J288 in series
with J290 to L504 (+3.3V) near the
microcontroller chip. Also disconnect a
link that supplies HT to the line output
stage — there are four to choose from.

If pin 30, blanking input, of the 64-pin
TDA8885 jungle (IF/colour
decoder/timebase generator) chip IC200
doesn't receive the correct waveform
the chip sends a shutdown signal via the

The standby command is now disabled
and the power supply can be 'hot tested'.
Various items can be disconnected to
isolate sections of the power-supply

control — the collector of Q105, the collector of Q103 and any two pins of
thyristor Q107. Once these items have
been disconnected only the HT-monitoring circuit and the optocoupler IC100
will be in use. If, after this, the power
supply still fails to give full output,
check R128 (130142) in the HT-monitoring circuit. If its value changes by
ten per cent it will prevent the power
supply from providing full output.
Alternatively you can make up a module from scrap components, see Fig. 1,
to replace the control circuit and optocoupler. Remove the optocoupler
(IC100) from the PCB and connect the
module in its place.
It is not unusual for items on the primary side of the power supply to fail.
IC106 (MC44608) and the optocoupler
IC100 (TCET110G) can both be
responsible for low output.
Resolder all disconnected items once
the fault has been cleared.

Five-second trip
This is the more difficult situation, as
many conditions can cause the set to
revert to standby after five seconds. As
previously mentioned, the jungle chip
IC200 will tell the microcontroller chip
IC500 to switch the power supply to
standby if the blanking waveform at pin
30 is missing — it will also cease to produce•the line drive pulses. The blanking
waveform is made up of elements from
the field and line output stages. Thus a
problem in the line or field timebase or
a missing power supply will produce
the revert to standby after five seconds
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IC100 IC 00
pin 4
pin 1

condition. To establish the cause, I
recommend the following checks.
If a spare control panel is available,
connect it to PL509. If not, it may save
time to remove the panel from the set
to make switch-on easier - so that you
don't have to try to switch on from the
front every time.
(1) Check for line drive at the base of
the BU2508AF line output transistor
Q602 or some other convenient place.
Note that the line drive does not
appear immediately - the jungle chip
has a delay timer. If there is no line
drive after three seconds, check back
via the line driver transistor Q600 to
pin 56 of IC200. If there is no line
drive here, check that the 12MHz crystal X200, connected to pins 51 and 52,
is oscillating. IC200 may be faulty, or
the 8V supply at pin 23 or 53 may be
missing.
(2) If the line output stage is able to
operate and produce EHT, check the
supplies to the STV9379FA field out-

put chip IC600. There are three supplies, +60V at pin 3, -11V at pin 4 and
+11V at pin 2. It's best to check these
supplies at the IC's pins, as they are
all fed via fusible resistors. If any voltage is missing, check the relevant
fusible resistor. If it's burnt, replace
the IC. You may find that the voltages
are present and that there are fielddrive ramps at pins 1 and 7 yet there's
no output. In this case IC600 is probably faulty.
(3) If there are no ramp drives at pins
1 and 7 of IC600, check for oscillation
at pin 4 of IC200 - this is the fieldramp generator. Also check at pins 64
and 63 for field drive and inverted
field drive respectively.
(4) If the EHT comes up then the set
goes to standby the EHT overvoltage
trip in IC200 may be operating. IC200
monitors the EHT and HT voltages at
pin 3 and the beam current at pin 34.
The nominal voltage at pin 3 is
approximately 1.8V DC. If this voltage

HT

TCET110G

IC 00
pin 3
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30k

100p

10k
470
TL431

2k

Isolated Chassis

Fig. 1: Power-supply control module that
can be used for testing. Remove IC100
from the PCB and make the five module
connections shown above (IC100 pins 1,
3 and 4, HT and isolated chassis). Do not
make any connection to pin 2 of IC100.

Table 1: Voltages/waveforms at the pins of 1C200 (TDA8885)

Pin

Voltage/waveform

Pin

Voltage/waveform

33

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

IF input. 2V DC
IF input. 2V DC
EHT monitoring, normally 1.8V DC
3V p-p field ramp on 2V pedestal
4V DC
Chassis
AGC. 2.8V DC with normal signal
Sound IF input. 2V DC
Sound IF input. 2V DC
SIF AGC. 2.5V DC
0.5V p-p sound on 2.5V pedestal
n/c
7.4V DC
Chassis
IF PLL. 2.5V DC
2V p-p comp video on 2V pedestal
SCL. 5V p-p
SDA. 5V p-p
3.5V DC
1.5V DC
S video in. 3.5V DC
OV
8V DC
1V p-p comp video on 3.2V pedestal
Chassis
2V DC
n/c
2.3V DC
1V p-p comp video on 3.2V pedestal
3V p-p blanking on 3V pedestal
Blue drive output, 2V p-p
Green drive output, 2V p-p

R drive output, 2V p-p
BCL input. 2.8V
Red OSD input. 3.5V DC
Green OSD input. 3.5V DC
Blue OSD input. 3.5V DC
1V p-p OSD blanking on 3.5V pedestal
1V p-p luminance on 3V pedestal
1V p-p luminance on 3V pedestal
Scart R in. OV DC
Scart G in. OV DC
Scart B in. OV DC
Scart blanking in. OV DC
OV
2.6V DC
2.6V DC
2.6V DC
4V pedestal with 0.4V p-p RF on top
5V DC
Xtal RF, 2V p-p on 0.5V pedestal
Xtal RF, 2.5V p-p on 0.5V pedestal
8V DC
2V p-p comp video on 2V pedestal
4V DC
3.8V p-p line drive on 2V pedestal
6V p-p sandcastle pulses on -0.5V pedestal
PLL. 3V DC with slight RF on top
PLL. 4V DC
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34
35

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

Chassis
0.3V parabola on 2.6V pedestal (EW drive)
2.5V p-p inverted field drive on 1.5V pedestal
2.5V p-p field drive on 1.5V pedestal
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rises to 3V the set reverts to standby. Pin
34 is connected to transistor Q220
(BC858B) and associated components.
With care D626 and D131 (both type
1N4148) in the HT protection circuit can
be disconnected, but monitor the EHT or
some other line output transformer
derived supply to ensure that the EHT
does not rise too high. Nominally the
EHT is 30kV and the HT supply to the
RGB output stages is 195V.
(5) If the EHT trip is active C611 (3.3nF
or 3.9nF, 2kV) may be open-circuit. The
EHT can then rise to approximately 37kV,
which is very dangerous.

Fault summary
The following is a list of faults that don't
make the set revert to standby.
(1) No OSD and flashing lines on the picture. Remote-control functions delayed.
This can be caused by absence of the
sandcastle pulse feed from pin 57 of
IC200. Check whether R299 (10052) is .
open-circuit and associated components
(Q209, Q211 etc.).
(2) Black line at the left-hand side of the

screen. The line flyback pulse feed to pin
57 of IC200 is missing. Check for a broken track at the edge of the PCB, adjacent
to R608 (11S2).
(3) Set won't come out of standby. If the
supplies to the microcontroller chip are
OK and pulses are present on the I2C
lines, replace the EEPROM IC502.
(4) Brightness varying, sometimes
increasing to flyback lines with the set
tripping off. Check for a dry-joint at
R916 (4.7kS2) on the CRT base panel — it
may not be soldered at all. This resistor is
in series with the CRT's control grid.
(5) No sound. If audio inputs are present
at pins 7 and 11 of the TDA7265 output
chip IC701 and its ±14V supplies are present at pins 3 and 1/6 respectively, check
whether the voltage at the mute pin 5 is
high at 8V. If this voltage remains high
when pin 5 is disconnected, replace
IC701.
(6) No audio, but hiss from speakers. First
check whether the receiver is set for system B/G signals. Then check the
18.432MHz crystal X700 which is con-

nected between pins 62 and 63 of the
MSP3410 sound processor chip IC700.
(7) A very faint picture with flyback lines.
This is a dark-current reference problem.
There are two disc capacitors soldered to
the case of the tuner, each connected to a
black wire. These two wires can short,
especially if the chassis has been twisted
round to deal with a different service
problem. Another possibility is that the IR
receiver's ribbon cable has been trapped,
earthing the CRT's rimband, as previously
reported with the 11AK19 chassis.
(8) Width reduction and EW distortion
when the brightness increases, followed
by the set tripping. The value of the HT
current monitoring resistor R144 (0.75Q,
2W) had increased to 1.5Q.

In conclusion
The faults described above may suggest
that the chassis is troublesome. But it's a
well-engineered product and these faults
are typical of any TV chassis. Once they
have sorted out the set is reliable.
Table 1 shows typical conditions at the
pins of IC200. It can be helpful to have
•
this information to hand.

ervidng
•

the Sharp DA100 (50Hz)
and DA5OW chassis
Part 4 of this series, by Alex Towers, deals with the audio circuitry including
the separate Dolby Pro-Logic board used in most models

A

s mentioned last month the audio output stages operate in
the class D (switching) mode and use a TDA7480 IC. Fig.
38 shows the left-channel audio output circuit. At switch
on C362 is discharged and the voltage at pin 12 of IC301 is thus
low. This prevents any output from the IC until the supplies have
been established. Once the supplies are present and the voltage at
pin 12 is in excess of 2.7V the IC will begin to switch, producing
at pin 4 a pulse-width modulated output whose frequency and
mark-space ratio depend on the input at pin 11. L352 and C361

R351 R350
27k
10k

form a low-pass filter that converts the PWM output to an
analogue signal to drive the loudspeaker. A proportion of this
output is fed via R358 to an averaging circuit as a protection
signal: if the average of the signal at the junction of L352 and
R358 is not zero, the control software will switch the set to
standby.
Q305 is switched on during system reset or when the
microcontroller chip IC1001 produces an HOUT (Horizontal
Mute) output at pin 57. IC301 is thus muted as pin 12 is at

+5V
L350
+16V
3

*2SC2412
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Fig. 38: The left-channel audio output circuit. The left, right, centre and surround sound (Dolby Pro-Logic models) channels all use
a TDA7480 chip. Note that the TDA7481 chip used in the sub-woofer channel (Dolby Pro-Logic models) has completely different
pin connections.
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Fig. 39: Location of the centre-speaker PCB.

chassis potential.
All models except for the 56FW53H are fitted with a centrespeaker PCB which uses a similar circuit. IC1302 is the centrechannel output chip. which is again type TDA7480. Fig. 39 shows
the location of the centre-speaker PCB. Note that this has gone
through a number of revisions, not all of which are compatible. Be
sure to use the correct circuit diagram when servicing.
In Models 66GF64H and 76GH64H the centre speaker is located
in the rear cabinet.

Audio fault-finding
Audio output stage faults are usually caused by high HT (see Part
2, October, page 726 for more on this fault condition). When the
HT is excessive one or both of the audio output ICs (IC301,
IC302) may fail. Usually the supply feed coils (L350 and L351 for
IC301, L315 and L316 for IC302) will go open-circuit as the IC
draws excessive current. The part no. for these coils is VPCD3R3K0000. Check IC1302 on the centre-speaker PCB as well,
as this also fails. The feed coils here are L1302 and L1303 (same
part no.).
If a whistling is heard from the centre speaker it could be that the
centre signal is beating with the left or right signal. To cure this
reduce the value of R1312 from 12k52 to 8.21c52 (Sharp part no.
VRS-TVIJD822J). This will change IC1302's operating
frequency and stop the beat.
It's possible for the protection circuit to operate when the
speakers (left, right and centre) are left disconnected. This can be
particularly frustrating when carrying out repairs. As the leads that
connect the speakers to the PCB are fairly long they can be left
connected, even when the chassis is tilted to provide easy access.
1C1300, an op-amp IC that's mounted on the print side of the
centre-speaker PCB, can run hot and result in a dead set (shortcircuit across the +16V or —16V rail). To reduce IC1300's
operating temperature add jumper wires JF2 and JF3 as shown in
Fig. 40. Check for dry-joints at C1306 (2.244F) and resolder if
necessary. Also check the condition of IC1300 and replace if
necessary. If the track is cut below IC1300 and jumper link JL1 is
fitted, as shown in Fig. 41, it is not necessary to carry out the
modification shown in Fig. 40. If the set is dead with IC1300
short-circuit, it can be run by completely disconnecting the centrespeaker PCB. The part no. for JF2 and JF3 is VRS-TV1JD000J;
the part no. for IC1300 is VHIBA4558F/-1.

c1 os
81313
32

Fig. 40: Centre-speaker PCB modification.

supply. There are four output ICs, IC1302/3/4 (all type TDA7480)
and IC1305 (type TDA7481). The other ICs on the board are the
Dolby Pro-Logic processor IC1301 (type DPL3519) and the
feedback optocoupler IC1703 (type MOC8106) in the power
supply. The PCBs used in different models are virtually identical
except that in GF models the input for the sub-woofer output chip
IC1305 (pin 9) is obtained from pin 31 of the MSP3410D
processor chip IC305 on the main PCB instead of pin 21 of
IC1301. Because of this the matching circuit, which consists of
Q1304 (2SC2412) and the associated components, differs. In
addition a different output from IC1301 is used to drive the
surround-sound output chip IC1304. The DPL PCBs in FW and
GF models are therefore not interchangeable. There are also
software differences between the models. The GF models have the
sub-woofer speaker in the rear cover.
The chopper power supply operates in the same way as that on
the main chassis but generates only four outputs, +17V and —17V
for the output chips, +8V for the DPL processor and +5V for the
muting circuits. The chopper chip is Q1701 (type 2SK2605). Its
heatsink gets very hot — sometimes it is too hot to touch. This is
normal. During standby the power supply is turned off by IC702 on
the main chassis in the same way as with the main power supply.
The board receives a stereo signal input, derived from either an
off-air Nicam signal or an external AV source, from the MSP

Dolby Pro-Logic circuitry
Models whose numbers end in a 4, e.g. Model 66GF64H,
incorporate Dolby Pro-Logic circuitry. This is on a separate PCB,
see Fig. 42, which includes its own mains-isolated chopper power
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Fig. 41: Alternative centre-speaker PCB modification.
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Fig. 42: The Dolby Pro-Logic PCB.

sound processor chip IC305 on the main PCB. IC1301 converts
this to Dolby Pro-Logic outputs.
IC1302 (left) and IC1303 (right) drive 8Q loudspeakers. IC1305
(sub-woofer) drives a 4Q base-reflex speaker. IC1304 (surround
sound) drives two 16Q speakers which are connected in parallel
but in anti-phase. If the front speakers are connected to the rear
speaker output IC1304 will eventually fail. Invariably the
customer will complain that the rear speakers didn't produce
enough volume before the IC failed.

Faults in the Dolby Pro-Logic circuit
With an incorrectly operating or dead set the Dolby Pro-Logic
PCB can be ruled out as a possible cause simply by disconnecting
it from the main PCB. This is easily done by disconnecting the
large multi-way cable from the main PCB, see Fig. 43. The set
should then start up normally, but there will be no sound if the

receiver is set for external speakers.
A set may sometimes appear to be dead because of failure of the
Dolby Pro-Logic power supply. The usual situation is that the
chopper transistor Q1701 has failed along with the ±17V rectifiers
D1708 and D1710 (type MR826) and some or all of the output
chips IC1302/3/4/5.
Some problems are customer-generated, especially when they
relate to user settings. Amongst the more common are that the set is
not configured for external speakers (no sound from the external
speakers) or that the set has not been set up for Dolby Pro-Logic (no
Dolby Pro-Logic operation). Refer to the user operation manual for
more information on this.

Next month
In Part 5 next month we'll tackle the control system and the
video/sync processor chip.

no. J2315921R), Q905 (part no.
T633133), Q906 (part no. J2315891R),
IC900 (part no. T900452) and IC901 (part
no. T548013), also Q907 and Q908 which
have the same part nos. as above.
Once these components had been
replaced the set came to life with a slight
lack of width. All that was needed, after
removing the dummy load, was to adjust
VR950 gradually for 150V across C958.
Bring back the Philips Gll chassis, all
is forgiven! P.S.

Panasonic TX29A3 (Euro-1
chassis)
Lack of height with field foldover is a
straightforward fault — the field output IC
needs to be replaced. Unfortunately the
TDA8175 is now obsolete. You have to fit
a TDA8177 which comes as a kit, part no.
TZS9EK026-1, with a number of other
parts. P.S.

JVC AV32R25EKS (JK chassis)

TV FAULT FINDING
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Sony KV32FQ75 (AE5A
chassis)
The symptoms were lack of width and EW
curving. There are two transistors in the
line output stage in this chassis, Q8603
and Q8604. When Q8604 goes short-circuit you get the tripping problem. When
Q8603 goes short-circuit you get the
symptoms listed above. A replacement,
part no. 8-729-046-18, restored normal
operation. P.S.

This set had been subjected to water damage. The only way to get it to work was to
replace the main PCB assembly. Nowadays
with fairly new sets obtaining the correct
part number can be a problem. If the serial
number with one of these sets ends in an A
the part no. is SJL-1108A-U2.
When the new board arrived I fitted it
and found that there were two problems:
no sound and funny colours — it looked
line an ident fault. I came to the conclusion that the set was probably working on
the wrong system and, after a lot of
thought, decided to take the EPROM
(IC702) from the faulty panel and fit in
the new one. This proved to be a good
idea, as it restored correct operation. In
luck again! P.S.

Hitachi C24W430N-311
When one of these sets comes in dead the
cause is very often dry-joints at one of the
two voltage regulators on the long
heatsink. If not, reach for the service manual: you've no chance without it! The first
step is to disconnect the HT supply to the
line output stage and connect a dummy
load instead. Then feed 5V from an external power supply to R957, which is in the
power-good line to pin 60 of the microcontroller chip IC001. This will prevent
the power supply closing down, and is a
great help in determining whether the fault
is field collapse or something else.
In this case the set was still dead,
which suggested that the cause of the fault
was in the power supply. I noticed that
C905 (220µF, 400V) was fully charged
even when the set was switched off. In
fact the power supply was not drawing
any current, which normally means a fault
on the primary side of the circuit. I didn't
mess about, instead replacing Q902 (part

Daewoo DTE28A7GB
The picture width twitched, but not all the
time. I phoned Daewoo technical and was
given the following advice: look for dryjoints, particularly at D405 (BY288).
R399 (12Q, 2W) and C499 (6.8nF).
Before I resoldered them I gave them a
good bash, but nothing happened on the
screen. Being someone who always does
as he is told, I then resoldered them. A
long soak test proved that this had fixed
the fault. P.S.

Beko NR28128NX
This was another dead set. If you find that
R101 (4.7Q, 0.5W) has burnt out the line
output transformer has been arcing. Guess
how I found out! Beko spares can be
obtained from SEME. P.S.

Panasonic TX33AK10 (Euro-5
chassis)
This set produced a good picture and
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sound when switched on, but after a few
minutes the picture darkened and became
very yellow. When teletext was selected
however the display was correct, with all
three colours present, though a little dark.
The fault had become gradually worse
over a month.
The cure was to replace three capacitors on the tube base panel, C395 (part
no. ECQM1H104J), C386 (part no.
ECVK3D392J) and C397 (part no.
ECKC3D222JB). My thanks to Panasonic
technical for help with this. The fault can
also be caused by a dry-joint at pin 39 of
IC601 on the main signal board.
Fortunately replacing the three capacitors
in the customer's house restored correct
operation. M.S.D.

Hitachi C32W510SN (A7
chassis)
In the May 2003 issue (page 431) I
reported an unusual fault with a 32in.
Hitachi set fitted with this chassis. The
EHT was tripping on and off because of a
short-circuit in the Philips CRT, with evidence in the form of burnt-out resistors
on the tube base panel. Apparently there
had been a batch of faulty tubes and the
symptoms are now well known. The point
however is that because of the way in
which the set switches on it can be very
difficult to diagnose whether or not the
tube is the cause.
This set was dead (stuck in standby)
but was fitted with an LG tube. At
switch-on the microcontroller chip performs an auto grey-scale check on the
tube. If it is unable to carry out this check
for any reason, the set is locked out and
stuck in standby. So far there doesn't
seem to be a way to get round this situation in order to prove whether or not the
tube is faulty. The set didn't have burntout resistors on the CRT base panel, but I
was lucky because I had another working
C32W510 in the workshop. it had had the
usual dry-joints at IC951. The set worked
when these were resoldered — but it was
fitted with a Philips tube!
After consultation with Hitachi I connected the faulty set's chassis (the one
with the LG tube) to the Philips tube and
switched on. I was rewarded with an EHT
rustle and a raster. This suggested that the
LG tube was faulty, and indeed all that
was required was a replacement. The tube
costs over £680 plus VAT however.
Fortunately the cost was covered by
Hitachi, as the failure had occurred within
the first twelve months.
At the moment it seems that the only
way of diagnosing whether the fault is in
the line output stage/power supply or the
tube is by tube substitution. The newer
Model C32WF810, which is fitted with
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the A/D8 chassis, operates in a similar
manner and can cause quite big headaches
should the tube fail. It's as well to be
aware of this. Hopefully our good friends
at Hitachi will come up with a way of
bypassing the various feedback lines to
the microcontroller chip so that we can
isolate or show a faulty tube. M.S.D.

Toshiba 28NO3
We've recently had two of these sets that
came in dead. In both the cause was
ZP82, a soldered-in 2.5A fuse.
Replacement and a soak test was all that
was required. M.S.D.

Hitachi C28W430N
(A7 chassis)
At switch on the audio came up with horrendous crackling. This could be instigated to some extent by wiggling the aerial
lead. There were also odd pips and
squeaks. I resoldered the usual dry-joints
at the voltage regulators then found that
the cause of the trouble was dry-joints
around the audio chip, in particular at
R4005. A soak test after resoldering these
joints proved that the fault had been
cured. M.S.D.

Toshiba 2101TB
For about the first twenty minutes after
this set was switched on from cold the
power supply tripped. Thereafter the set
behaved itself. Hairdryer and freezer tests
showed that C830 (100µF, 50V), the
reservoir capacitor for the TDA4601
chopper control chip's LT supply, was
faulty. Its location, between a heatsink
and a high-wattage resistor, probably contributed to the failure. D.B.

ticularly CP28 which is mounted near a
hot regulator with predictable results.
C082 (1,0009F, 35V) under the tube
bowl is also worth an ESR check. Finally
check and resolder as necessary the blue
capacitor adjacent to the line-scan coil
socket. C.A.

Grundig MW82-2101
(CUC2058 chassis)
This set was dead with the HT fuse opencircuit because the chopper FET T6006
was short-circuit. Its part no. is
GR83028-050-50. I also found that the
TDA4605-3 chopper control chip
IC60010, part no. GR8305-354-605, had
failed. The cause of all this trouble was
that R60001 (270kQ) was open-circuit.
Replacement of these items cured the
fault.
I have had a few problems with the
heatsink foil on T6006 blowing the HT
fuse intermittently. Its part no. is
GR29303-156-1801. U.H.

LG R128CZ1ORX (14.2 chassis)
This set was dead with the power supply
tripping. Initial checks on the primary
side of the power supply revealed nothing
amiss. When I disconnected the supply to
the line output stage the set came on in
standby. Checks on the line output transformer revealed a short-circuit between
the primary and secondary windings.
Thankfully a replacement, part no.
057834-EL2, cured the fault. U.H.

Daewoo DWX28W5GB
(CP775 chassis)

The fault symptoms with this TV/DVD
combi unit were a white screen (uncontrollable brightness with flyback lines),
sound OK. The cause was R642 (10Q,
0.25W) which had gone open-circuit. I
think this is a fault that others are likely
to come across. J.L.

This set had just a flashing LED. Checks
in the line output stage revealed that the
BY288 diode in the EW modulator section was short-circuit. A replacement
brought the set back to life, but when the
aerial was connected I found that there
was an EW problem. A check for drive
modulation at pin 8 of the TDA8358J
chip IC301 showed that this was missing.
The repair was completed by fitting a
replacement. U.H.

Goodmans Compact 210

LG C11413501F (11.1 chassis)

These Comet cheapies are better than
some but do suffer from a few bugs.
Attention to these will clear most reported symptoms and improve reliability. The
base of the 39Q resistor RS06 in the
power supply snubber network is spattered with the dreaded brown glue, which
can cause a flashover with consequent
component damage and must be removed
— hopefully before Armageddon! Also
check for and clean off any signs of glue
in the power supply area under the board.
The three 4709F capacitors in the
power supply should all be replaced, par-

The complaint with this set was no scart
input. A scope check at pin 19 of the
scart socket showed that there was a
video output. The scart input is fed to pin
15 of the TDA8361 chip IC1, but there
was no video at this point. When I traced
back to the scart socket I came to a 47nF
surface-mounted capacitor, C39, which
had never been fitted. Adding this component 'cured the fault. U.H.

Bush DVD142 (11AK46 chassis)

Daewoo GB2898T (CP775)
If you find that the 2SD1880 line output
transistor is short-circuit the cause will be
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breakdown of the insulation in the transformer. This is becoming a stock fault.
The part numbers are TSD2578 for the
transistor and 50H0000181 for the transformer. U.H.
Sharp 37AM-12H (5BSA
chassis)
The cause of intermittent loss of signals
or going off tune was traced to the 47nF
surface-mounted capacitor C211, which is
connected to the tuner's VT pin. It was
intermittent. B.F.
Panasonic TX24A1 (Alpha 2
chassis)
The picture width would decrease, especially with bright scenes. Eventually the
set would shut down. The cause was the
STR54041M chopper chip. Replace it
with a Panasonic IC — other chips will not
last. While you are there it's a good idea
to replace C808 (10pF, 50V). B.F.
Toshiba 2101TB
The cause of field collapse was a short
between pins 1 and 2 of the AN55I5 field
output IC. As a result R327 (6.8Q, 1W
fusible) had failed. In addition to these
items I replaced 0313 (100pF, 35V) and
D305 (BYD33J) in the flyback boost network. B.F.
Goodmans W288NS
The chassis in this widescreen model is
similar to the F11. There was no sign of
life apart from a noise from the power
supply. As with the Fl 1 chassis, the
cause was a poor connection at C134
(11nF, 1-6kV). Rather than resoldering it
I fitted a replacement. This condition normally damages the 82055N line output
transistor and the TDA4950 pincushion
correction chip. They seemed to be OK
but, to be on the safe side, I fitted
replacements. B.F.
Toshiba 2527DB (C2D chassis)
There was reduced picture height when
the set was cold. As it warmed up the
height gradually increased. This condition
can normally be cured by replacing C322
(2.2pF, 50V) and C317 (220pF. 16V). In
fact this action did improve matters, but
not enough. 1 then replaced IC302
(TA8859P), which again produced some
improvement and the fault took less time
to clear. But the complete cure was to
remove the components in this area and
clean both sides of the PCB. C317 had
leaked electrolyte, a little of which had
passed through a small hole to the print
side. B.F.
Philips 25PT532B (GR2.4
chassis)
The customer said there had been line
collapse followed by nothing except the
green LED flashing. The plug/socket on
the scan coils needed rewiring, but the set
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was the same after doing this. Further
checks showed that the line output transistor was OK but the 315mAT Wickman
fuse F1534 was open-circuit. A replacement didn't change the situation. I eventually found that D6561 (BZX79C68)
was leaky. There was normal operation
once this item had been replaced. B.F.
Goodmans 2185T
Sometimes the power supply wouldn't
start up. This fault can be caused by any
of the two 150kQ or 270kQ resistors, but
in this case the cause was the STR54041
power IC itself. B.F.
Grundig ST70-775/9
(CUC6460 chassis)
A dead set with the chopper transistor
T644 short-circuit and the Wickman fuse
SI624 open-circuit can be caused by a far
from obvious dry-joint at C648. B.F.
Sanyo C28WN1B (WB2B
chassis)
The fault with this widescreen set was
field collapse. Access for servicing is difficult, as the EHT lead is quite short. This
limits chassis positions for voltage checks.
The set is fitted with a TDA8361
video/chroma/deflection processor chip
(IC101) and an LA7833 field output chip
(IC501) but, unusually, a TA8859AP
`deflection correction' chip (IC531) is
included in the field drive path between
IC101 and IC501. It carries out vertical
and horizontal geometry correction under
the control of the I2C bus, which is connected to pins 9 and 10. There was a vertical trigger input at pin 13 but no field
drive output at pin 8. A replacement cured
the fault but took several weeks to obtain.
The picture was then excellent. A.J.
Ferguson W70201S (ICC17
chassis)
The top half of the picture was blanked
out and the bottom half displayed the part
of the picture that should have appeared
at the top. The TDA8351 field output
chip IF01 requires separate + and — drive
inputs at pins 1 and 2, and the symptoms
suggested that one of these inputs was
missing. Scope checks showed that the +
drive waveform at pin 1 was barely visible, the cause being a very leaky surfacemounted capacitor, CF01 (1nF), between
this pin and chassis. A replacement
restored normal operation. A.J.
Thomson 44RW67US (1CC21
chassis)
At switch on this 44in. rear-projection set
produced an uncontrollable screeching
and vibration from the speakers. A picture
appeared, but I quickly switched the set
off. Cold checks revealed that the
TDA7269 audio amplifier chip IA002 was
short-circuit, and in fact had split apart
physically. This IC drives the centre

speakers. No other component fault was
found. I did however find that no heatsink
compound had been used. This may well
have led to the IC's failure. A.J.
Samsung C13373Z (SCT13B
chassis)
We sold large numbers of these 14in. sets
and now see quite a few of them with the
dead set symptom, apart from a slowly
flashing red LED. The fault can be intermittent. The cause every time has been
dry-joints at the rivet connections to the
line output transistor Q401. A.J.
Sharp C3706H (14B chassis)
This set switched itself to standby after
five seconds. I found that the protection
circuit, which consists of Q603, Q608
etc., was being activated. As no shorts
could be detected and the HT voltage was
normal I decided to bypass the trip by
removing Q608. This enabled fault-finding to be continued. There are several
inputs to the protection circuit, and m this
case the problem was found to be with
the beam-limiter input. R623 (1.2MQ)
was totally open-circuit. It's connected to
the HT supply as part of a potentialdivider network. A.J.
Philips 25PT4103 (L6.2
chassis)
This set appeared to be dead, with no
sound or picture via the tuner or scart
socket. When the setting of the first anode
control was increased a red line appeared.
The cause of the fault was traced to
R3438 (3.3Q) which was open-circuit. A
replacement restored all functions. P.G.
Samsung CF25A64DF
The report said that this set was dead. In
fact it was tripping, because the
TDA8350Q field/EW output IC was
faulty. A replacement brought the set
back to life, but with distorted verticals
and flyback lines. The cause was traced
to FR359 (10Q, 0.5W fusible) in the 45V
supply to the chip. D.P.
Daewoo T514 (CP365 chassis)
We've had two cases of intermittent failure to start up with this model. In one
case the set would also intermittently
revert to standby of its own accord. In
both sets the cure was to replace the following capacitors in the TDA4601-type
power supply: C811, C813 and C817 (all
100pF, 50V) and C812 (lpF, 50V). E.T.
Panasonic TX29AD1 (Euro-2
chassis)
Intermittent field collapse was the problem
with this set. The fault would come and go
at the slightest touch on the chassis or
even the cabinet. This one was easily dealt
with using fresh solder, flux and a hot iron
— virtually every pin of the TDA8175 field
output chip 1591 was dry-jointed. E.T.
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Sony KV2217UB (YE2 chassis)
This set's picture had a pinkish tinge. The
customer said that the fault had occurred
suddenly, which ruled out a worn CRT. The
cause was the RGB preset controls RV7015. They had become noisy, so I replaced all
five then reset the grey-scale. The result
was an excellent picture.

Mitsubishi CT2965STX (Euro 8F
chassis)
When this set was switched on from cold
all the analogue settings went to maximum.
The cause was the reservoir capacitor for
the —30V supply. I replaced C906, C964,
C709 and C710, all of which were leaking.

Sony KV29F1U (BE3D chassis)
This was a somewhat elusive fault. When
the set was switched on from cold the
picture would be noisy and start coming in
at the sides. The cause was the line driver
transistor Q803 (2SC2688L), which was
dry-jointed.
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Philips 21GR2752 (G90B
chassis)
The complaint with this set was that the
picture was poor for about twenty minutes
after it was switched on. I found three
electrolytics in poor condition, as follows:
C2660 (680pF), the reservoir capacitor for
the 8.6V output from the chopper
transformer; C2551 (111F) in the line scan
circuit; and C2570 (22pF), the reservoir
capacitor for the 200V supply used by the
TDA8153 RGB output IC. Replacements
restored good pictures from switch on.

Decca DBS9892C
JVC AV25F1EK (JX chassis)
This set was dead because the line output
transformer had failed. When this happens
the power supply trips out immediately. One
way of checking for LOPT failure is to
disconnect the power supply's HT plug and
see if the set powers up. If it does, reconnect
the HT plug, disconnect the other plugs and
again see if the set powers up. If it does't
the LOPT is almost certainly faulty.

Toshiba 261T4B
There was a bright band down the righthand side of the picture. The cause was
C449, the reservoir capacitor for the supply
to the RGB output stages. Once a
replacement had been fitted, also a new
power switch, the set was OK.

Philips 24CE3588 (CP110
chassis)
The picture produced by this set had lines
across it and the bottom half was missing.
Resoldering the field output transistors
cleared these symptoms.

Sony KVX2542U (AE1C chassis)
There was a horizontal white line across the
screen, but this time the field output stage
was not the cause. Its 27V supply is also
used by the TEA2031A EW-correction chip
IC1501, which is on board J1. The cause of
the trouble was in the EW correction circuit:
the loading coil L806 had shorted turns and
was burnt. I had to replace both the coil and
the TEA2031A chip.

B&O 3382
Because of a short-circuit in the line output
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stage there was no picture or sound. In this
case the cause was not the line output
transistor but the small output transformer,
T11, which was short-circuit primary-tosecondary. In these sets the EHT, focus and
Al supplies are derived from the chopper
transformer, in a similar arrangement to
that in the Ferguson TX10 chassis. T11
looks like a linearity or EW loading coil.

This set was dead apart from a squeal that
came from the power supply. The line
output transistor was short-circuit and, as
the connector to the line scan coils was dryjointed and burnt, this was replaced as well.
The set then worked. Next morning the
customer phoned to say that it had gone
again. This time I replaced the line output
transistor and the tuning capacitors. But the
repair lasted for only thirty seconds. All
was well once the BY228 and BY399
diodes in the EW modulator circuit had
been replaced.

Grundig T70-540 (CUC5310
chassisr
There were two faults with this set. One
was that the bottom of the picture was
bouncing up and down, the other that the
remote-control unit didn't work. The first
was cured by resoldering dry-joints around
the TDA8214A timebase generator/field
output chip IC520. The second fault was
caused by a faulty infra-red receiver. A
replacement restored normal operation.

Philips 21AA3350/05B (Anubis
A chassis)
This set was dead, so I fitted the Philips
power-supply kit. The set then worked but, as
I moved the chassis, there was a crackle and it
died. To cut a long story short, there was a
crack in the print going to the secondary side
of the optocoupler. This was repaired but the
set then wouldn't go to standby. The cause
was failure of thyristor Thy6570
(SFOR5D43)' and diode D6569 (LL4148) in
the standby-control circuit on the secondary
•
side of the chopper transformer.
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This set had a very narrow picture. The
culprit was in the EW diode modulator
circuit, where Ck24 was open-circuit. Its
value varies with tube type — 5.6nF or
6.8nF.

The radiogram was a Decca model fitted
with a BSR autochanger, the tuner and
amplifier being fully transistorised.
I removed the turntable unit and
began to strip it. The turntable had
seized, also the large cam gear. The later
was the hardest to remove. Moderate
force was required, together with some
WD40. Once I had removed the cam I
had to scrape off the old grease before I
could clean the surfaces with solvent
cleaner. The turntable worked beautifully
when all the old grease had been cleaned
off both the cam and the turntable
bearing, new grease had been applied
then the items had been reassembled.
The customer was very pleased, and it
was a job that for once I really enjoyed
doing.

Philips 28ML8800
(FL1.6 chassis)

Philips 28ML8760
(FL1.0 chassis)

This should have been an easy fault: the
set went into the protection mode after a
few minutes. Unfortunately the set had
been used in this state for some time, and
there was now dark text and no sound
except from the scart socket. The first
fault was easy to cure. There were dryjoints at the EW loading coil. The other
problems were caused by EEPROM
corruption, as a result of interference
from the dry-joint condition. But I didn't
have a service manual or the option codes
— and neither did EURAS. Fortunately
the internet proved to be a great help. I
went into Google and put in FL1.6. It
didn't take long before I found a site that
provided some option codes. A complete
cure was achieved by going into the
service mode and inserting these codes.
What did we do before the internet!

The reported fault was intermittent loss
of picture, the sound being OK. When I
checked the set I found that there was
still a faint raster when the fault occurred.
This suggested a blanking fault.
Examination with a magnifier revealed
that C4404 in the field output stage was
dry-jointed. All I had to do was to
resolder it.

Bush 2866SM2

Michael Maurice

I was told that you couldn't change
channels once the set had warmed up: the
channel number would change, but not
the channel. When the overview was
called up there was gibberish in the
channel information. The set was
naturally working fine when I visited the
customer. I took a chance and replaced
the EEPROM. The set then worked, and
there haven't been any complaints since.

Nokia FS91E 1 (FS chassis)

Sony KVA2122U
(AE1C chassis)
This set led me a merry dance. The
reported faults were doesn't come on
straight away, intermittent no picture
with the channel number showing, and
intermittent crackling from the
loudspeakers. Whenever I'm called to
one of these receivers I carry out a
general service, which means replacing
the four electrolytic capacitors on the
primary side of the power supply, also
C532 and C531 (uprate to 50V) in the
field output stage, and resoldering IC251,
IC252, IC604, IC608 and the dry-joints
in the IF module. It pays to take a good
look around for other dry-joints.
Having done all this, in the customer's
house, I reassembled the set, switched it
on and got nothing, except a pumping
noise from the power supply! Back in the
workshop I disabled the line output stage,
connected a bulb across the 135V supply
and tried again. The bulb lit, but when the
set was tried with the supply to the line
output stage reconnected it tripped. When
I heated the power supply the set started
and ran. Various things were tried before
I finally discovered that the 5V regulator
IC604 was thermally sensitive. A
replacement cured the trouble.
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Vintage equipment
Every so often someone asks me to
repair a piece of vintage equipment. The
customer who phoned me on this
occasion had a late Sixties radiogram in
which the turntable wouldn't rotate.
Whenp the customer confirmed that it
played 78s I assured him that the cause
wasn't a belt but most likely that the
turntable had seized through lack of use.

Sony KVA2922U
(AE1C chassis)
I thought I knew all the faults that this
chassis could throw at me. But this was a
new one. The customer complained that
he couldn't tune in to his cable box,
which was linked via a scart lead. But if
you connect the two via a scart lead you
don't need to tune in! The fault was that
you couldn't get a picture via the scart
lead or the tuner.
I resoldered suspect joints all over the
main board, the A board and even the J1
board. There was no change, so I had to
take this back-breaker to the workshop
for attention. After tracing the video
signal across the various boards I
discovered that the cause of the fault was
loss of the 7V supply, because L604 was
open-circuit. A replacement restored
normal operation.
■
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Part 5 of this series, by
Alex Towers, deals with
the control system and
the video/deflection
processor chip

Servicing

the Sharp DA100 (50Hz)
and DA5OW chassis
s with all recent Sharp TV
chassis, the main
microcontroller chip
(CPU) IC1001 is responsible for
control of the set. It communicates
with other areas of the chassis via
various data buses but, as with
similar chassis, it doesn't operate
during standby. There is therefore
a need for some form of control
on the primary side of the power

supply. A slave processor
(IC702), which is connected to the
main microcontroller chip via two
optocouplers (in/out), is used for
this purpose. The slave processor
has a volatile memory, thus each
time power is applied to a set the
chopper circuit has to start up so
that the slave processor's program
can be downloaded from the
EPROM/OTP/MTP (depending on

A

model) chip IC1002 via IC1001.
The set can then switch to
standby. The remote-control
receiver is connected to the slave
processor chip. Fig. 44 shows the
control system in block diagram
form.
IC1001 is connected to other
parts of the chassis via several
types of bus. A parallel bus links
IC1001 to the EPROM/OTP/MTP

12S Bus

Dolby
Processor

Multi-Sound
Processor

Video/Sync
Processor

IF

Tuner

IC2028
12C Bus (1)

AFT-1
AFT

Slave
Processor -4C
©TP
IC1001
(CPU)

eeprom)

M3 Bus

NVM
(eeprom)

Pa f
Sto
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at Main Reset
Reset out (1)
110 Reset out (2)
SAV Link Data
AV Link Clock
NKProtection
aText

Fig. 44: Block diagram of the
control system used in the
Sharp DA100 (50Hz) and
DA5OW chassis.
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5V
3.3V
R1021
4k7
Reset in, IC1001 pin 79
To pin 45
(protection)
IC1001
Reset out (1), IC1001 pin 54

D301
0302

Q606

Reset out (2), IC1001 pin 56

Teletext reset

R360
10k

Audio
inputs

HOUT, IC1001 pin 57
(line drive muting)

0304

ABL
(T601
pin 8)

R615
5k6

D622
27V

C644
12,200

C377

•"10

—16V

t

-- Line drive starts

Fig. 46: The audio-output and beam-current monitoring circuitry.

Fig. 45: Reset timing diagram.

chip IC1002, which contains the
operating system. There are two
I2C buses. 12C(2) is used for the
links to the EEPROMs (NVMs) —
some models have two of them.
These memory chips contain data
relating to all adjustments — end
user, service or an automatic
setting carried out by the CPU.
I2C(1) provides serial data
communications between the CPU
and the tuner, the video/deflection
processor chip IC801, the multisound processor chip IC305 and
the Dolby processor chip IC1301
(where fitted). The M3 bus
provides communication between
the CPU and the Megatext
processor IC.
Two data lines provide
communication between IC1001
and the slave processor chip

IC702 on the primary side of the
power supply, via optocouplers
IC703 for the feed to IC702 from
IC1001 and IC704 for the feed
from IC702 to IC1001.

Resets
There are three reset lines
associated with IC1001. The main
system reset is generated by
IC1005 and operates each time the
chopper power supply starts up.
It's a change of state from low to
high. Reset out (1) is generated by
IC1001 and is fed to the
video/deflection processor chip
IC801. If IC801 is not reset, the
line generator will not function.
Reset out (1) occurs only after a
main reset in. Reset out (2) resets
all other relevant sections of the
set and occurs only after a reset
3.3V

5V
R806
1k

R1049
10k

Line drive
(HOUT) from
IC801 pin 50

0802
R626
4k7

Line mute
(ROUT) from
IC1001 pin 57

0607
R1047
10k
Audio
muting

R1044
10k

Q1004

R1005
4k7
5V
0

3.3V

Fig. 47: The
main reset and
line-drive mute
circuitry.
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IC1005
Reset
61.

T

0.1

D1009
I

168n

T

Reset to
IC1001 pin 79

out (1). Note that the reset for the
teletext IC is inverted.
Fig. 45 shows the reset timing.
Resets are a change of state, from
low to high or high to low. The
order of events is as shown:
establishing the 3.3V supply; reset
in at pin 79 of IC1001; reset out
(1) at pin 54; reset out (2), pin 56.
The line generator starts when
reset out (1) has occurred, but line
drive will not be present until the
mute (HOUT) from pin 57 of
IC1001 has been released (OV).

Protection
Pin 95 of IC1001 provides safety
monitoring for various conditions
in the chassis. Fig. 46 shows the
audio output and beam-current
monitoring circuitry. The outputs
from all the audio output stages
are fed to the bases of Q303 and
Q304 via R360, which with C377
forms an averaging circuit. As the
output voltage fed to the speakers
should have an average DC level
of OV over a period of time, the
DC voltage at the bases of Q303
and Q304 should be zero. If the
voltage moves in a positive
direction, Q303 will switch on,
removing the 5V bias at pin 95 of
IC1001. The set will then switch
to standby. Similarly if the DC
voltage moves in a negative
direction Q304 and Q302 will
switch on, with the same result.
If the beam current is excessive,
sensed at pin 8 of the line output
transformer T601, zener diode
D622 will conduct and Q606 will
switch on. As with the audio,output fault condition, the set will
switch to standby.
Fig. 47 shows the main reset and
line-drive mute circuitry. During
the boot-up sequence the line
drive to the line driver and output
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stages is muted by switching
Q607 on, thus shorting out the
line drive. A word of explanation
is required at this point, as there
are two HOUT lines. HOUT from
pin 50 of IC801 is the actual line
drive, which is fed to the line
driver stage via Q802. ROUT
from pin 57 of IC1001 is the line
muting signal, which switches
Q607 on and off. Muting is also
applied to the audio circuits, to
prevent any sound from the
speakers during start-up or shutdown. HOUT from IC1001 also
occurs when the microcontroller
chip fails to communicate with
the various devices connected to
the I2C buses.

AV link
The chassis can control a VCR
directly via the scart socket, or the
VCR can control the TV set. In
either case the VCR must be
compatible with the AV link
system used. And, during
installation of the TV set and
VCR, it will be necessary to
decide which device has overall
control.
Fig. 48 shows the control
circuitry. Commands from the TV
set to the VCR appear at pin 16 of
IC1001 and are fed via Q1005 to
pin 10 of the AV-1 and RGB scart
sockets. Instructions from the
VCR come via the same scart
connections then pass via D1003
to pin 92 of IC1001. Zener diode
D411 provides protection against
excess voltage being applied to
the scart sockets.

Microcontroller faults
Faults associated with the
microcontroller chip IC1001
normally result in failure of the
set to function, i.e. turn on or
operate correctly. A check on the
ALE (all logic enable) output at
pin 36 will show whether the
internal system is carrying out
instruction cycles. This pin
changes state with each
instruction cycle that the chip
carries out, so it's a good
indicator of whether the IC is
working. The normal frequency of
this squarewave signal is
8.77MHz.

The EPROM and
EEPROMs
For it to work the microcontroller
chip IC1001 requires an operating
program, which is held in IC1002.
Three different types of device
have been used in this position —
EPROM, OTP or MTP. An
EPROM has a small transparent
window in the top so that UV
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5V

RGB Scart
pin 10
AV1 Scart
pin 10

Fig. 48: The AV
link control circuitry.

Service data
to AV1 Scart
pin 12

light can be used to erase the
stored data: OTPs and MTPs
don't have this window. OTPs
(one-time program) are devices
that can be programmed only
once. They are cheaper than an
EPROM, but less flexible. MTPs
(multi-time program) are similar
to OTPs but can be programmed
many times. Note that all these
devices are static-sensitive, so
anti-static precautions must be
adhered to when handling them.
EEPROMs, alternatively called
NVMs, are used to store various
values that can be adjusted in the
service mode and any changes
made by the user while setting up
the receiver. They are also used to
store various transient data values
generated by the microcontroller
chip during its operation.
If a blank EEPROM is fitted, a
set of default data values stored in
the EPROM will be downloaded
to it via the microcontroller chip
during the boot-up procedure.
This takes about a minute to
complete and takes place only at
initial switch-on after replacing
the EEPROM. It's important that
this process is not interrupted, as
this could corrupt the data. If a set
switches on within ten seconds
after fitting a new EEPROM this
writing procedure has not been
completed and there may be a
problem elsewhere in the set.
When an EEPROM has been
changed it's possible that, when
the set is switched on, there may
be picture problems such as poor
geometry, incorrect audio and
picture settings etc. This is
because the default data needs to
be modified to take account of
CRT and component tolerances
and any customer preference data
that will have been lost.
Before blanking or changing the
EEPROM, it's advisable to check
that the correct EPROM version is
fitted. Refer to Part 1 in this
series, last September, for more
information on the type of chip

used in the IC1002 position in
particular chassis.

EEPROM blanking
The data stored in the EEPROM is
vital for the set's correct
operation. When a fault occurs, it
can be difficult to decide whether
the cause is a hardware or a
software (data corruption) failure.
In such a case it's helpful to check
that the EEPROM contains correct
data. If the EEPROM is loaded
with a working set of default data
values, the set will then either
work (if data corruption was the
problem) or remain faulty (if the
cause of the problem is a
hardware defect).
The problems that can be caused
by faulty software are many and
varied. Some of the worst memory
corruption faults can lead to
premature failure of the line
and/or field output stages. Most
such problems are permanent
however, such as no sound, a
blank raster, blanking faults (half
a picture, missing parts of the
picture, etc.), OSD and teletext
faults. The list of possible faults is
quite extensive.
Without access to an EEPROM
programmer or blanking jig, you
have little option but to replace
the EEPROM, switch the set on
and wait. With all FW, HW and
GS models it takes about a minute
for default data to be downloaded
from the EPROM after fitting a
blank EEPROM. Corruption can
occur if the process is interrupted,
then the whole process has to be
repeated.
Two types of blanking jigs are
available for these chassis, one for
the FW/GF models and the other
for HW models. They come in the
form of an EPROM/OTP/MTP,
the Sharp part numbers being:
FW/GF blanking jig FW-SERVJIG01
HW blanking jig HW-SERVJIG01.
Note that the HW blanking jig
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Fig. 49: Block
diagram of the
VDP3120
video/deflection
processor chip
IC801.

credit card. Alternatively the kit
works at the lower supply voltage
can be purchased from Willow
(3.3V). Although it won't be
damaged if used with a 5V set, the Vale Electronics. The part no. for
. the jig is NVM-PROG-JIG1,
EEPROM will not be blanked.
Sharp price code BC. The part no.
The reverse is also the case —
for the disk is NVMwhen an FW/GF blanking jig is
DATADISKI, Sharp price code
used with a 3.3V supply.
AL.
Use of the jig is simple. Just
Once the jig has been made and
follow the instructions below:
the software installed on a PC, it's
possible to program an EEPROM,
(1) Turn off the TV set at the
view the data, and even take data
mains.
from a good EEPROM. Version
1.17 of the Ponyprog software is
(2) Remove IC1002.
recommended for use with this jig
— other versions have been known
(3) Replace IC1002 with the
to cause various communication
correct blanking jig.
failures and thus crashed data.
Further details of the jig were
(4) For sets with two EEPROMs,
given in the February 2003 issue
disconnect pin 5 of IC1004.
of Television.
(5) Turn the set on (out of
The video/deflection
standby).

processor IC
(6) Wait for one minute.
(7) Turn the set off at the mains.
(8) Remove the blanking jig from
the IC1002 socket.
(9) Replace the original IC1002.
(10) Turn the set on (out of
standby).
(11) The set will take about a
minute to come on.

EEPROM programming
jig
To make fault-finding a lot easier
Sharp has issued details of a
handy little jig that enables these
ICs to be programmed quickly
and easily. In most cases the
EEPROM doesn't have to be
removed from the PCB. Default
data is available for account
holders from the Sharp Technical
website. For non-account holders
a disk is available from the Sharp
parts centre, with payment by
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The video/deflection processor
chip IC801 is a member of the
Micronas VDP31xxB family.
These high-quality processors
provide economic integration of
various functions in all classes of
TV sets. They are based on
functional blocks in two previous
Micronas chips, the VPC3200A
video processor and DDP3300A
display and deflection processor.
Fig. 49 shows a block diagram for
the device, which contains all the
video, display and deflection
processing required for 4:3 and
16:9 TV sets operating at 50Hz or
60Hz. The functions incorporated
are as follows: a 2H adaptive
comb filter; a scan-velocity
modulator; a 1H comb filter;
colour-transient improvement;
RGB insertion; CRT control; a
programmable RGB matrix; four
composite inputs (one for SVHS); a composite video and
sync output; horizontal scaling
(0.25 to 4); panorama vision; a
black-level expander; dynamic
peaking; a soft-limiter (gamma

correction); high-performance line
and field deflection generators; a
separate ADC for CRT
measurements; EHT
compensation; an embedded RISC
controller (80 MIPS); an I2C
interface. There's just one crystal
(20.25MHz) for all systems, and
few external components are
needed. A single 5V supply is
required.
The analogue front-end provides
analogue interfaces for all the
video inputs and mainly carries
out analogue-to-digital conversion
for the following digital video
processing. Most of the functional
blocks in the front-end are
digitally controlled (clamping,
AGC and clock oscillator): the
control loops are closed by the
fast processor embedded in the
decoder.
Up to five analogue inputs can
be connected, four for composite
video or S-VHS luminance. These
four inputs are AC-coupled,
clamped to the sync back porch
and amplified by variable-gain
amplifiers. The other input is for
an S-VHS chroma signal, which is
internally biased and has a fixedgain amplifier. There are two
analogue-to-digital converters that
run at 20.25MHz and have 8-bit
resolution. The input to the
luminance ADC is available at the
analogue video output pin, and
must be buffered by a sourcefollower.
The average beam-current
limiter (BCL) in the chip uses the
beam-current sensing input. A
filter with a bandwidth of
approximately 2kHz is used to
average the beam-current value
during the active picture period.
The limiter has an automatic
offset adjustment which is active
two lines before the first beam
cut-off measurement line and
allows threshold-current setting.
If the beam current is above the
threshold, the excess current value
is low-pass filtered and used to
attenuate the RGB outputs, by
adjusting the white-drive
multipliers for the internal, digital
RGB signals, and the analogue
contrast multipliers for the
analogue RGB inputs to the chip.
The lower limit of the
attenuation is programmable, so a
minimum contrast can always be
set. The ABL attenuation is
switched off during the CRT
eta-rent measurement. This is why
some faults are 'masked' in the
service mode. After the whitedrive current measurement line, it
takes three lines to switch back to
BCL-limited drives and
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brightness.
Pin 34 provides an analogue
output to drive the scan-velocity
modulator circuit (see next
month). The DAC involved is a
current sink, like the RGB DACs.
At zero signal level the output
current is 50 per cent of
maximum.

Field flyback pulses

Line flyback pulses
From T601
pin 1

Protection arrangements
The chip contains protection
inputs at pins 11 and 12, see Fig.
50. These provide CRT and drive
stage protection. Pin 11 monitors
the operation of the field output
stage. Its input, a 50Hz, 5V peak
pulse, is taken from the field
flyback generator circuit (Q502
and Q503). If the negative edge of
this signal is not detected the
RGB drives are blanked. This
feature can be selected by
software.
Pin 13 is the usual line-flyback
pulse feedback pin. The pulses are
also rectified by D615 and C617
as a way of monitoring the EHT
voltage. The voltage thus
obtained, less than IV under
normal conditions, is fed to pin
12, with D617 to provide limiting.
There are two threshold levels.
Between zero and the lower
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Fig. 50: The protection inputs to 1C801
(pins 11 and 12).

threshold level normal operation
continues. Between the lower and
higher threshold levels the RGB
drives are blanked. If the DC
voltage continues to rise and
passes the higher threshold level
the line drive output is also cut
off.

Fault notes
Two different types of VDP chip
are used in the IC801 position,
VDP3120 and VDP3130,
depending on chassis version —
see Note 4 on page 670 in Part 1

of this series (September 2003
issue). These two types are not
compatible.
A slightly different version of
the VDP3120 chip is used in later
versions of the chassis. The basic
type number is the same, but the
revision number differs. Should
patterning be experienced after
replacing a VDP3120 chip,
remove C824,if fitted. This lOnF
capacitor is connected between pin
33 and chassis, in parallel with
R801 (101S2). Poor dressing of the
cables can also cause patterning.
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fault had to be on the primary side of the
circuit. Many items were checked, and
some changed, before I came to the cause
of the trouble. There was slight reverse
leakage in diode D6515. It's marked
T4148, but a 1N4148 worked all right.

M.D.
Grundig CUC6330 chassis
This set wouldn't come out of standby.
The cause of the problem was simple
enough: there was no serial clock or data
on the I2C bus between the microcontroller
chip and a handful of other chips, not even
a blip at switch on. To cut a very long
story short, after much wasted time the
cause of the fault was traced to the infrared remote-control receiver, a three-pin
device as used in many chassis.
Disconnecting this item restored activity
on the I2C bus and the set sprang to life.
I have never had a fault like this before.
In most sets a faulty sensor only results in
no remote-control operation. M.D.

TV FAULT FINDING
Reports from
Michael Dranfield
Philip Salkeld
Eugene Trundle
Dave Husband
Jerry Fedorak
Mike Leach
James Grant and
Garry Laidler

We welcome fault reports from readers
— payment for each fault is made after
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Thomson 2810/24U (ICC17
chassis)
There was an intermittent fault with this
set: it would trip off after a couple of
hours' use. I found that the fault could be
brought on in minutes by using a
hairdryer, so it seemed that tracing the
cause would be quite simple. Not so, as the
chassis has components on both sides of
the PCB. I thought I had narrowed down
the fault area to the electronic trip circuit,
which is centred on transistor TL71. But
grounding the collector of this transistor
failed to cure the fault, so the cause was
elsewhere.
I eventually came to the power-fail
transistor TP86 (BC856B): heating it
tripped the set. But a replacement failed to
cure the fault. While checking the voltages
around TP86 I found that it was on the
edge of conduction. Heating it had simply
tipped the balance. Its emitter was sitting
at 7V instead of 5V. The penny then
dropped.
The HT voltage was too high — in fact
all the outputs from the power supply were
too high. The cause of the mischief was
RP63 in the voltage-error sensing circuit.
Its value should be 432kQ, but it had risen
to 527kQ. M.D.

Schneider STV1405T
This set, which is fitted with the Philips
CTN-BB chassis, was tripping. The power
supply wouldn't work with a bulb as the
load, so it seemed that the cause of the

Toshiba 2181TB
This set was dead with a faulty STR58041
chopper chip and the 4.7Q surge-limiter
resistor R872 open-circuit. The cause of
the failure however was C821 (470pF,
2kV), which is in the chopper circuit's
snubber network. It had a pinhole in the
side. M.D.

Bush 2871NTX (11AK19

chassis)

This set would trip back to standby, with
low EHT voltage. The cause seemed to be
a dry-joint at C630 (0.47g, 250V) in the
line output stage. Always remove this
capacitor and check its value, as the dryjoint can lead to internal heating with the
result that its value falls.
This was attended to but the fault was
still present. Further checks revealed that
coil L602 had shorted turns. The service
manual gives its value as 1mH, but it read
30[tH. A replacement brought the set back
to life — with EW distortion. All that was
required was to replace the 2.752 safety
resistor R629 in the EW drive circuit. M.D.

Sharp 28HW53H (DA5OW
chassis)
We've had a number of these sets with the
same fault: the brightness steps up and
down at will. It can be a difficult fault to
deal with. One of the causes can be the
RGB output chip IC1801 on the tube's
base panel. There are two different types.
If a replacement doesn't cure the fault
replace Q912 (BC337-40) which is also on
the CRT base panel. The part no. is
TX0218BMZZ. With the last two sets
however the cause has been corrupt data in
the EEPROM chip IC1003. The only
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answer is to replace this eight-pin,
surface-mounted IC, part no. RHIX1603BMZZ. Before you do so, go into
the service mode and make a note of all
the settings. Please don't forget! P.S.
Tatung T14RF71(F series
chassis)
This small portable was brought in
because it had an intermittent revert to
standby problem. On test it did just so
after a period of time, with the standby
light continuously blinking Replacement
of the usual 180kQ resistors R909, R913
and R922 on the CRT base panel didn't
improve matters. To cut a long story short,
the cause of the trouble was incorrect
setting of the first-anode preset on the line
output transformer. What a life! P.S.
Beko NR20242-8R
The fault symptom with this almost new
set was intermittent black horizontal lines
across the picture. They came and went
when the board was flexed. After intense
resoldering followed by exhaustion I
decided to phone Beko Technical, who
knew about the problem. I was advised to
replace the surface-mounted 1nF
capacitor C410. When you unsolder it one
leg will drop off. I must add that there
were also no graphics when the lines
appeared. The capacitor can be ordered
from CPC, part no. CA00639. This
seemed to be the easiest course. P.S.
Bush WS6674
This set was tripping. I went straight to
the line output transistor but found that it
was OK. Further checks brought me to
DD07 (BY228), which was short-circuit.
When this happens you usually find that
RV38 (2.2Q, 1W) has burnt out. The set
worked once replacements had been
fitted, but there was excessive width. I
rechecked DD07 and found that there was
a short-circuit reading across it, though
the diode itself was all right. Further
checks in the EW circuitry brought me to
transistor TV01 (BD680A), which was
the cause of the short-circuit reading. All
was well once this item had been
replaced. P.S.
JVC AV21TS4EK (JH chassis)
This set was dead. Faults with these
excellent sets are usually straightforward,
and this was no exception. The on/off
switch was jammed A replacement can
be ordered from JVC spares — part no.
QSW0750-001. P.S.
Goodmans GTV66W1 (11AK19
chassis)
The complaint with this set was no
picture. When the setting of the first
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anode control was advanced a picture
with lack of contrast appeared. This
suggested a fault in the beam-current
limiter circuit, which is connected to the
earthy end of the line output transformer's
EHT section. While checking the
components involved I discovered that
C604 (47nF, 63V) was short-circuit. A
replacement cured the fault. P.S.
Bush WS6674
Use of glue in the line output stage is
causing some problems with these sets.
The glue can eat the solder around CD21,
with the result that the S2000N line output
transistor TD02 blows. The same problem
affects a coil that's connected to the plug
for the line-scan coils, but in this case the
fault symptom is line collapse. P.S.
Daewoo T514
The picture would gradually fade out at
random times, leaving the sound normal
and EHT present to bristle my arm hairs
near the screen. The trouble of course was
the tube's heaters going out. There was a
hairline crack in the solder at one of the
line output transformer's heater-supply
pins. E.T.
Panasonic TX21GV1
This TV-VCR combi unit was as dead as
a doornail following a lightning surge.
There were flashover deposits on the PCB
near the standby chopper transformer's
primary side leadouts (T802). An external
9V supply proved that the rest of the set
was working. The problem was cured by
fitting a new TOP210 standby chopper
chip 1807 (expensive) and replacing
C840. E.T.
Sony KVM21TU
More dry-joints, though this set had lasted
well — it first saw the light of day in 1989.
The symptom was intermittent sound, the
cause being dry-joints at the pins of
1C201 on audio board KM. E.T.
Tatung V14RDDO
A bright vertical line down the screen
showed that there was an open-circuit in
the line scan path. The badly burnt joint
between pin 1 of the yoke connection
plug 401 and the PCB land could have
had serious consequences had it not been
found and repaired. E.T.
Sharp 76FW53H (DA100
chassis)
I thought this big, widescreen set's CRT
was faulty — the picture was dark and
smeary. But when the back was removed I
was surprised to find not a Philips but a
Thomson tube! A closer look at the screen
showed that there was slight horizontal

shading. Memories of twentieth century
Philips and GEC chassis came flooding
back, where a similar problem would
occur when the supply to the RGB output
stages was low. So I checked this voltage
at plug H on the CRT base panel. It was
low at 150V instead of 175V. The
reservoir capacitor for this supply, C1811
(10µF), is also on the CRT base panel. A
replacement capacitor cured the fault.
D.H.
Watson FA7040
The only results this 28in. colour set
produced were a flashing green LED and
a ticking noise. I started to work with my
trusty Avo meter and soon discovered that
D612 (BY228) was short-circuit and
R629 (2.7Q) open-circuit. The results
were good once replacements had been
fitted. Note that the value of R629 in this
chassis depends on tube size. J.F.
Philips 14GR1221/05W (GR1AX chassis)
There was a smoothing problem with this
set, the symptoms being ripple on the
right-hand side of the display and hum on
sound. Checks in the power supply area
revealed that C2606 (68µF, 400V), the
mains bridge rectifier's reservoir
capacitor, was faulty. A replacement
cleared the faults. J.F.
Bush 2514T
Sometimes the standby LED would come
on, but mostly the set remained dead.
Checks in the power supply area revealed
that R605 (5.61S2) was dry-jointed.
Resoldering it restored normal operation
with good results. J.F.
Goodmans GTV76W2SIL
The complaint with this monster 32in. set
was a small picture. Actually it had an
EW fault. Once we got it on the bench I
was able to carry out some checks in the
line output stage area and found that the
value of R629 (5452) had fallen (it's value
depends on tube size). A replacement
brought up a full-sized picture. To prevent
failure of this resistor, check the
capacitors in the line output stage for dryjoints. Make sure you soak test the set
before returning it. J.F.
Alba CTV601 (Onwa chassis)
There was no sound or picture. I found
that the 12V zener diode ZD402 was
short-circuit and as a result R422 (5.2Q)
had gone open-circuit. The set worked
fine once these items had been replaced.
J.F.
Daewoo DVT1482P
This TV/VCR combi set was dead. Visual
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checks showed that someone had replaced
Q801, using a transistor with a Panasonic
number. Reference to the circuit diagram
showed that it was the wrong type. I
obtained the correct 2SD2499 from
SEME and fitted it. The set then worked
correctly. J.F.

Philips 24PW6322/05
(MD1.2E chassis)
This set was tripping and produced a
burning smell. When I took the back off
and switched the set on smoke came from
the area of the line output transformer.
Checks showed that C2420, a ceramic
disc capacitor that's connected in parallel
with the two line output transistors, was
scorched. A replacement restored the
excellent picture. Its value depends on
tube size and type, 1.5nF in this case. J.F.

Sony KV28FX65U (AE5
chassis)
This set worked all right for the first five
minutes or so, after which the remote- and
local-control functions would lock up. If
the set was switched off at the mains then
switched back on again it would often
work normally, but only fora further five
minutes, often less. These sets suffer from
what I would call high-resistance
connections, rather than dry-joints, on
board MI, which contains the
microcontroller and teletext decoder. It's
in a metal can at the right-hand side of the
chassis. Great care is required when
resoldering on this board, as the chips are
very small.
Resoldering the memory chip IC9107
will often cure intermittent problems, but
in this case the microcontroller chip
IC9105 had to be replaced. M.L.

Hitachi C28W440N (11AK33
chassis)
At switch on this brand new set would
shut down to standby before any sort of
raster appeared. The cause of the trouble
was obvious once the chassis had been
removed. There were three big dry-joints
at the STV9379FA field output chip
IC600 and others in the line output stage.
Once these had been attended to the set
produced a good quality picture. M.L.

Samsung SP403J
This lamp-driven rear-projection set had
suffered badly and required a lot of work
to the optics section. Because the LCD
unit was faulty, a large are of the screen in
the centre wasn't lit. The LCD unit alone
cost over £300 trade! In addition the lamp
had exceeded its recommended 6,000
hours' use, and the flashing red light at
the front of the set indicated that lamp
replacement was due. Also one of the
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lenses attached to the old LCD unit had
deteriorated so badly that a dark-brown
patch had formed in the centre. But our
problems started after the optical
replacements had been installed, and I
have to thank Samsung service for the
answer. Basically the set wouldn't enter
the service mode. To do this you put the
set in standby then press the following
buttons on the remote-control unit, one
after another: display; picture standard;
mute; power. But when this was done the
picture would flash on and off with the
service mode graphics showing on screen
for only about two seconds at a time.
With these sets you have to reset the
lamp-hours parameter in the service mode
to stop the lamp replacement indicator at
the front of the set flashing — this can be
annoying for the customer. But if the
6,000 hours has been exceeded a software
bug can stop you being able to select
sections of the service mode because they
flash on and off the screen. There's an
answer, but you have to be quick — very
quick! Observe the service mode flashing
on and off then press the following
buttons on the remote-control unit, in this
order: programme up three times, volume
up once, cancel once. If you can do this in
two seconds you will have reset the lamp
hours to zero and stopped the red light at
the front of the set flashing. It took me
ten-twelve goes, but it really does work.
Thank you, Samsung! M.L.

Bush 1473T (11AK20 chassis)
There was no tuning with this 14in.
portable. All it produced was a snowy
raster, though the tuning indicator moved
all right. Lack of a circuit diagram meant
that I had to work out that the tuning
voltage is fed to pin 2 of the tuner
(counting from the aerial socket) then
trace back to the collector of Q505, which
was OK, then back to the area beside the
line output transformer, where I found
that R822 (151M) was open-circuit. It
feeds the 33V tuning supply, which is
derived from the 112V supply. After
replacing this resistor the tuning worked
and the set produced an excellent picture.
During my fault-finding I also
discovered that Q202 was short-circuit.
But this is the Band III switching
transistor and wouldn't have had any
effect here. J.G.

Black Diamond BDS29S
(11AK19 chassis)
This 28in. set ticked very quietly. I
wasted time looking for line output stage
problems, which are common with these
sets, then noticed that D807 (BA159) in
the power supply looked visibly
distressed. It was short-circuit. A long

soak test after fitting a replacement
proved that everything was now OK. G.L.

Matsui 2107NS Mk 2
This set came in dead with the surgelimiter resistor R503 (5.6Q, 7W) opencircuit and the chopper FET Q501
(2SK2651) short-circuit. The damage had
been done by R528 (470kQ) going opencircuit. To ensure a reliable repair I also
replaced R529 (1MQ), IC501
(TDA16846) and C503 (100g). G.L.

Nikkai Baby 10
I get a few of these sets in when the
caravan season draws to a close. This set's
picture had corrugated verticals for ten
minutes from cold. A new-type regulator
had been fitted, and this is where the fault
lay. C481 (100g) and C483 (2,200g)
inside the regulator had dried up and were
very low in value. Replacements cured the
fault. I have a feeling that I will see more
of this fault, because of the number of
these regulators I've fitted. G.L.

Matsui 28WV2N (CUC2059
chassis)
I had repaired this large set some months
previously because of a power supply
fault. Now the customer complained that
the picture kept twitching, with the OSD
coming on. I didn't relish having to pick it
up, so I had a look at it in situ. Fortunately
all that was wrong was an almost invisible
dry-joint at C53009, which is to the left of
the line output transistor. G.L.

Sony KVM2141U (BE2 chassis)
Field collapse was the complaint with this
set, and a quick check showed that the
supply to the field output IC was missing.
Tracing back from this item I came to
R819 (1.2Q) which was open-circuit. No
reason for its failure could be found, and a
long soak test after fitting a replacement
proved that all was now well.
A fault that's quite common with these
sets is intermittent loss of colour, the
cause being trimmer CT332. I checked
the capacitance of a working trimmer and
found that it's about 15pF. So whenever I
get one of these sets I fit a fixed 15pF
capacitor in place of CT332. I've done
quite a few and had no problems. Suitable
capacitors are available from CPC under
order code CA01795. G.L.

Samsung CI5030AN
The problem with this set was severe
patterning on the screen. Fortunately the
state of C831 (470µF, 25V) gave the
game away. It's the reservoir capacitor for
the 16V supply, on the secondary side of
the chopper transformer. All was well
once a replacement had been fitted. G.L.
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There is nothing more frustrating
than the intermittent fault that
shows up only once in a while and
whose cause is difficult to detect.
The first three items in this
Casebook illustrate such faults and
the repair methods used.
JVC AV29SX1EK (JA chassis)

Service
Casebook
Michael Maurice

The fault with this set was intermittent loss
of the picture, the sound and on-screen
graphics remaining OK. I tried to solve the
problem in the customer's house, and it
didn't take long to find that there were dryjoints at the connectors on the AV selector
PCB. Dealing with these seemed to be the
end of the matter, but when I reassembled
the set the fault was still present.
I then found that flexing the main PCB
slightly made the fault come and go. After
resoldering loads of suspect dry-joints I
decided to take the set back to the
workshop, where I studied the circuit
diagram carefully. Checks showed that
video was present at the input to the jungle
chip IC101 when the fault was present, so
clearly something was blanking the video
output. But what? Further checks in the
fault mode, which was not easy to
implement, revealed that pins 1-4 of the
BU4066BC switching chip IC802 were at
2V instead of OV. In fact pin 7 (chassis)
was also at 2V!
The cause was an invisible dry-joint at
link 100, which connects the earthing of
IC801/802 to the main ground. Resoldering
this link cured the fault.

Sony KVM2131U (BE1 chassis)
Very intermittent loss of sync was the fault
with this elderly set, which was
nevertheless in good condition. I first
resoldered all the common dry-joints in the
IF module (this is often the cause of such
faults), then attended to dry-joints at the
field output and sync/deflection generator
ICs. The regulator circuit connections on
the text board also looked suspect, so these
were resoldered. On test the set then
worked well, but after a couple of hours the
fault returned.
The cause of the trouble was on the text
module, where the output from the 12V
regulator transistor Q802 was low at about
8V. I decided that the best course of action
would be to replace this surface-mounted
transistor, and found that a 2SD1207 works
well here. There was no further trouble
after this.

Goodmans WS288NS (F16 chassis)
The initial fault was a dead set. The line
output transistor had been short-circuit
because of dry-joints in the associated
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circuitry. A replacement transistor and
some resoldering weren't the end of the
story however. When I switched the set on
there was sound but no picture with off-air
reception, though text and scart operation
were OK.
As all the video processing is carried out
in the TDA8361A jungle chip it seemed
sensible to fit a replacement. This failed to
cure the fault, which appeared to be thermal
because the picture became grainy at the top
and top left-hand side as the set warmed up. I
took the set back to the workshop, but scope
checks there were inconclusive while flexing
the board made the fault come and go.
I decided to cover the board with flux
and resolder every joint within three inches
of the jungle chip. All was well after
cleaning the board and reassembling the
set. Don't ask me what had caused the
fault: I've no idea as to which joint it was!

Panasonic TC2160 (U5 chassis)
The customer phoned and said that there was
a very dark picture with too much colour.
Or, to put it another way, there was no
luminance. I was lucky in finding that
Cricklewood Electronics had the TDA3562
decoder chip in stock, and confidently took
one along on my visit to the customer.
Fitting it cured the fault, much to our delight.

Bush 2874NTX
Sound was OK but there was no picture.
Checks showed that the first anode and
focus voltages were missing. Unusually, the
cause of the fault was within the line output
transformer — a replacement provided a
complete cure.

Panasonic RX-FT510
There were'tapes stuck in this portable
radio-cassette machine, which belonged to
the proprietor of the local ballet school.
I wondered whether it would be worth repair,
as the cost would surely outweigh that of a
new machine. Then I noticed an unofficial
modification. Someone had fitted a
switchable variable pitch (speed) control.
These machines usually sell for between £40£60, but because of the modification over
£200 had been paid. A new set of belts cured
the trouble, and I advised the owner to have
another similar machine serviced as well.
I copied out the circuit of this
modification, which consisted of a switch,
a potentiometer, a preset potentiometer
and a few fixed resistors.
The Modification to the second machine
was even simpler. It consisted of a preset
potentiometer and a potentiometer with a
centre click position. Someone is making a
hefty profit here. Perhaps there's a new
line of work for me!
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In the concluding instalment in this
series Alex Towers deals with the
picture-rotation and scan-velocity
modulation circuits and provides
general servicing guidance

Servicing

the Sharp DA100 (50Hz)
and DA5OVII chassis
revious articles in this series
have covered most of the basic
circuitry used in these chassis
in some detail. Two sections
remain, the
picture-rotation and scan-velocity
modulation circuits.

P

Picture rotation
Because of the width of a 16:9 CRT
the picture can be tilted horizontally by external magnetic fields.
An extra coil is fitted around the
bowl of the CRT to overcome this
problem. It is driven by a DC
amplifier that's controlled by a signal from the microcontroller chip
IC1001. Fig. 51 shows the circuit.
The microcontroller chip provides
a PWM correction signal at pin 55.
This is low-pass filtered by R1620
and C1608 and then fed to the
error-amplifier chip IC1601. The
output from this IC swings between
a positive and a negative voltage
depending on the mark-space ratio
of the PWM from IC1001.
Under normal conditions, when
the CRT is not affected by external
magnetic fields, there will be no
output from the error-amplifier IC.
Q1603 and Q1604 are therefore cut
off and no current flows through
the tilt coil. If the output from
IC1601 is positive, Q1603 turns on
and current flows through the coil
via the +13V supply. Conversely
when IC1601's output is negative
Q1604 turns on, current flowing
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from the —13V supply via the coil.
The user can adjust the output
from IC1001 via the picture menu.
Note that the location of this circuit can vary between 66cm models, where it's on the CRT base
PCB, and 76cm models where it's
on a sub-PCB. This circuit is not
fitted in HW series sets and Model
56FW53H.

Scan-velocity modulation
The purpose of scan-velocity modulation is to maintain the luminance
level as the electron beams scan
across the face of the CRT. The distance that the beams travel from the
electron guns to the CRT screen is

greater at the outer edges than at
the centre. This distance difference
is emphasised with 16:9 CRTs. As
a result, the intensity of the beams
varies as they travel across the face
of the CRT. To overcome this effect
a coil is placed around the CRT
neck, close to the gun assembly. Its
purpose is to vary the speed of the
beams as they scan across the
screen, thus maintaining correct
luminance transitions. Fig. 52
shows the scan-velocity modulation
circuit.
The signal that's used to provide
scan-velocity modulation is derived
from pin 34 of the video/deflection
processor chip IC801: the amount
+13V

1M

220
10n

+13V
1kHz PWM from R1620
10k
IC1001, pin 55

100k

= C1608
10

100k

00k

Til
coil
13V

2.4V

2k2
MA/
13V

220

219

470
140V

12V o

these features there may be no
noticeable change to the picture.
But if the set is left in this condition for a number of hours the rotation-output transistors will fail prematurely.
Fig. 53 shows the positions of the
tilt and SVM coils and connectors.

Preventive maintenance
The following points should be
checked and attended to as necessary whenever one of these sets is
serviced.

*390
33

Drive from
IC801. pin 34

Q5412

(1) A 170V avalanche diode, D735,
should be fitted across C720. The
part no. is RH-EX0875BMZZ.
220

(2) C604 (330pF, 10V) should be
rated at 105°C. The part no. is
VCEAGA 1 AW337M.
(3) Resistors R713 and R714
(560kQ, 0.5W) should be of the
metal-film type, part no. VRCMA2HG564J.

Fig. 52: The scan-velocity modulation circuit.

Tilt coil (part)

SVM coil

SVM coil
connector
- Tilt coil
connector

Fig. 53: Positions of the tilt and SVM coils and connectors.

of correction applied can be adjusted by the user via the picture menu.
The drive signal is based on the
luminance signal and controls the
conduction of Q5407 and Q5408,
depending on the intensity of the
luminance at any point during the
scanning. If there is a bright area at
the edge of the picture, the current
in the SVM coil will be increased
to accelerate the scanning. The
result is a brighter picture at that
instant. If the scene is dark, the coil
is not energised. As the picture
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(4) Resistors R1721 and R1722
(560k2, 0.5W) in the Pro-logic
power supply should be of the
metal-film type, part no. VRCMA2HG564J.
(5) Two extra capacitors, C1826
and C1827, should be fitted on the
CRT base PCB in Models
66FW53/4H and 76FW53/4H, see
Fig. 54. C1826 is 4.7nF, 500V, part
no. VCKYPA2HB472K. C1827 is
lOnF, 250V, part no. RCKZ0029CEZZ.
(6) Ensure that there are no dryjoints in the line output circuitry,
especially at C613 and R613.
(7) Ensure that the EPROM fitted is
correct for the CRT and circuit
combination (see IC information in
Part 1 of this series for more information on this).

Servicing tips
information changes all the time, so
does the SVM signal. When viewed
on an oscilloscope the SVM output
signal looks like an inverted luminance signal.

Fault-finding
One of the most common problems
in this area occurs when a receiver
has been serviced. The plugs for the
scan-velocity modulation and picture-rotation coils are the same, so
it's easy to mix them up. If no
adjustments are made to either of

When servicing this chassis it's
advisable to remove it from the
plastic support frame by taking out
the eight or ten fixing screws. This
takes only about a minute and can
save many more when searching for
a component that's located under
one of the bracing bars. It is not
acceptable to remove any of this
support frame, as this may result in
the chassis cracking.
Note that the 56cm version of the
chassis does not have a support
frame, because the base of the cabinet and rear cover supports it. In
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Fig. 54: CRT base PCB modification, 66 and
76cm models only.
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Model 56FW53H the front of the
chassis fits into a slot at the front of
the cabinet: if it is not correctly
aligned, the PCB will crack when
the rear cover is replaced.
When, with this model, pushing the
chassis back into the cabinet take
care not to damage IC705 on the
bottom of the PCB: this device can
catch one of the strengthening ribs
at the bottom of the cabinet if the
chassis sags when being pushed
back into place.
It is possible to work on the
chassis away from the cabinet and
CRT. When power is connected to
the chassis it will start up and
respond to the remote-control unit
just as when it is connected to the
CRT and other peripheral components. It is important however
that the chassis is not run in this
condition for long, because of
incorrect loading on the line and
field output stages. This will result
in excessive heat being generated
in the driving semiconductor
devices, which can lead to their
failure. With some power supply
faults this is the most convenient.
way of fault-finding. To ensure
that the chassis can be worked on
for a reasonable time, disconnect
R623 in the HT feed to the line
output stage.
The protection circuit may
operate intermittently if the speakers are disconnected. This will
shut the set down. It's therefore
important to leave the speakers
connected. This is not a problem,
as the leads are fairly long and
allow the chassis to be moved
without restraint.

to indicate whether various devices
connected to the I2C bus are operational. These codes are shown in
Table 1. Note that the boot
sequence can be repeated six times
before a fault code is displayed.
The time taken for a reboot varies
depending on which section is
faulty.
EEPROMs are normally not faulty
but simply need reprogramming:
default data is contained in the
EPROM. When replacing an
EPROM, always blank the EEPROM first. Blanking information
was provided in Part 5 last month.
HW sets don't have an OPC LED,
so a jig will have to be made. This
consists of a LED connected
between pins 12 and 5 of a scart
plug, with the cathode to pin 5.

Error codes

(5) While keeping these buttons
pressed, use the mains on/off
switch to turn on the supply.

Each chassis has a system of flashing the LEDs at the front of the set
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Service mode
Except for focus, all adjustments
with this chassis are carried out in
the service mode. The service mode
is provided to enable the engineer to
set up the receiver correctly for the
CRT fitted. These adjustments may
differ from one receiver to another.
To enter the service mode, proceed
as follows.
(1) Connect a test pattern to the
aerial socket.
(2) Tune the receiver to this signal.
(3) Turn the receiver off, using the
mains on/off switch.
(4) Press the volume down and
channel up buttons at the front of
the set at the same time.

I

I
Fig. 55: The internally-generated geometryadjustment test pattern.

(6) When the set starts up it will be
in the service mode.
(7) Release the two buttons.
Use the channel up and down buttons to move between options. Use
the volume control buttons to
change data. To store the data, use
the standby button on the remotecontrol unit. To exit the service
mode turn off the receiver using the
mains switch.
The following on-screen display
appears when the service mode is
entered
-SERVICE SOFTWARE AND
HEXADECIMAL COUNTER DISPLAY:
SW ON XXXX SW OFF XXXX
HOURS ON XXXX
The figures displayed in the
XXXX locations are hexadecimal
representations of the number of
times an operation has been carried
out. For example, if the hexadecimal number displayed after SW
ON is OE4A, this means that the
receiver has been switched on
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3,658 times.
The following adjustments can be
carried out in the service mode:
horizontal shift, EW width, pincushion phase, pincushion amplitude, corner amplitude, corner symmetry, vertical linearity, height, S
correction, vertical shift, red gain,
green gain, blue gain, red cut-off,
green cut-off, blue cut-off, alter
EEPROM page, alter EEPROM
position, alter EEPROM value, teletext mix-mode contrast, teletext
contrast, OSD contrast, DVCO
adjustment (NTSC), DVCO adjustment (PAL), AGC adjustment, AFT
adjustment, OPC value and autoinstallation on/off.
All geometry adjustments are
based on an internally-generated
test pattern, see Fig. 55. Use this
for guidance when carrying out any
of the above geometry adjustments.
Proceed as follows to set the
Al /G2 voltage and grey-scale.
(1) Tune the set to the output from
an RF signal generator.
(2) In the user menu, set the picture
levels to the 'factory' settings.
(3) In the user menu, set the tint
control to its centre position.
(4) Enter the test mode.
(5) Set the ABL levels in the EEPROM by adjusting positions 60-65
on page 00 to read 80. Store each
location by pressing the standby
button on the remote-control unit.
(6) When the ABL levels have been
set, adjust the Al/G2 and grey scale
(if necessary) as follows.
After setting the ABL levels as
above, go to the red cut-off adjustment. Six boxes will appear on the
screen, indicating red/green/blue
gain and (below) cut-off. Using a
crosshatch pattern, set the Al/G2
control on the line output transformer so that the reading in the red
cut-off box (bottom left) reads
between 60 and 80.
Important! After setting the
Al/G2 control at least one of the
RGB adjustments must be reset to

Fig. 56:
Six- and four-pin
optocoupler
connections.
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Table 1: LED fault code table
Green LED (Ni(mi)

Fault indication

Main reset or EPROM
EEPROM
MSP
Video/deflection IC
I2C 1 locked Keeps repeating the
12C 2 locked (EEPROM)
MegaText/M3 bus
Boot sequence

Off
2 flashes/pause
3 flashes/pause
4 flashes/pause
boot sequence
On
On
On
On

Ott
force the software to reset the correct ABL levels. All you need do is
to adjust one of the grey-scale gain
or drives by one point. There is no
need to press the standby button to
store this adjustment.
Grey-scale adjustment is then as
follows. Using a grey-scale pattern,
set the red cut-off value to 32 and
the red gain to 50. Next, adjust the
green and blue cut-off and gain for
correct grey-scale tracking. As with
all grey-scale adjustments, it will be
necessary to readjust the settings to
achieve good tracking.
Note that when adjusting the grey
scale the figures displayed in the
boxes are an indication of the
CRT's performance only.
These adjustments are for guidance only. If any problems are
encountered, the adjustments
should be carried out using a colorimeter, as explained in the relevant service manual.

Part changes
During the three-year production
run of this chassis there were a
number of parts changes. This can
cause problems when referring to
parts lists in service manuals should
the parts not tie up. Changes normally relate to CRT types, use of
the power-factor module and the
introduction of the double-copper
chassis. An alternative manual is
available for the latter. Other
changes can be noted at the Sharp
Technical Web (account holders
only). Non account holders can
obtain this information from Alan

OraiiKe LED (OPC7)

On
Off
Off
Off
On
1 flash/pause (1:3)
On
Off
Off

Dyson's Techline Services (0906
861 5915). Service literature can be
bought from Willow Vale
Electronics or CPC.
A number of different types of
CRT were fitted in certain models
(see lists in Part 1, September
2003). It's very important to match
and quote chassis and CRT types.
Because of this, Sharp has a special
ordering procedure when account
holders need a CRT.
Three different remote-control
unit battery covers are available for
these sets, depending on the type of
remote-control unit. These are as
follows.
Remote-control unit part no
RRMCG1060BMSA,
RRMCG1070BMSA,
RRMCG1071BMSA and RRMCGA006WISA, use battery cover
part no. GCOVHA009WISA.
Remote-control unit part no
RRMCG1059BMSA, use battery
cover part no. GCOVHA013WISA.
Remote-control unit part no
RRMCG1073BMSA, use battery
cover part no. GCOVHAOlOWISA.
A four-pin optocoupler is supplied,
part no. RH-FX0113BMZZ, to
replace the original six-pin types.
Pins 1 and 2 remain the same while
pins 4 and 3 of the 4-pin type correspond to pins 5 and 4 of the 6-pin
types, see Fig. 56. As a result the
replacement optocouplers have to be
fitted diagonally, so that the pins
align correctly. When IC705 is
replaced, R724 and R750 must also
be replaced. When IC703 is replaced,
R711 must also be replaced. When
IC704 is replaced, R1017 must also
be replaced. No resistors need be
replaced when IC1703 on the Dolby
Pro-Logic PCB is replaced. Change
only the resistor(s) associated with
the optocoupler being replaced. The
required parts are available in a kit
(part no. GF/FWOPTOKIT) that contains one optocoupler and all the
resistors that might be required.

Replacement Device
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Once upon a time the TV trade
went about its business
peacefully.
There were Bush, Murphy, HMV,
Ekco, Pye and other nice sets.
What went wrong with them
was well known and easy to
deal with.
Then the invasion started.
Things were never to be the
same again, as
Gerald Gutteridge recalls

Dawn of the Rising Sun
eslie Burke felt a tear well up in the
corner of his eye as his right hand
caressed the burnished mahogany
cabinet of the adjacent Dynatron console
TV set.
"This is just about the end" he protested, "Matsitachi, plastic cabinets and
remote controls".
Gordon Burke eyed him coldly. "It's
what the customers want. They are reliable, and they're good value". With that
he turned and walked purposefully out of
the show room.
Leslie heard his footsteps disappearing
down the stairs. It was some time before
he could bring himself to look up and
face the new oriental addition to the
upstairs showroom.
Downstairs, Gordon opened the front
door of the shop and stepped out on to
the pavement. He smelt the fresh morning
air as he looked up at the green and red
neon sign. 'Burke Brothers (Leicester)
Ltd' glowed brightly above his head. He
walked along the pavement, nodding to
passers-by as he inspected the window
display. The front displays were of large
colour television consoles. Around at the
side widow, audio units and smaller TV
sets were lined up beneath a large
Matsitachi banner. Further along the TV
sets were less impressive, being mainly

L
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ex-rental and monochrome.
Behind the displays Gordon could see
Leslie, having ventured downstairs, studiously avoiding his gaze. Gordon took
his generous frame slowly back inside,
glanced at his nephew disapprovingly,
then opened the door next to the sales
counter. Negotiating an antique coffee
machine and assorted detritus, he turned
into another doorway with the legend
`Service Department' in bold red lettering
above it.
Service matters
A small dark-haired man turned to greet
him. "Don't much like those Matsitachi
sets" he said brightly.
Gordon groaned audibly. "Derek, I pay
you to repair them, not like them" he
replied.
"Ah, but when they go wrong, who gets
the hassle?" the smaller man continued.
"Take them new-fangled silicon chips.
They can have up to twenty eight legs
you know."
"Yes, but do they go wrong? Not often.
Not every week like some of the sets we
rent out." Gordon took a deep breath,
ready for further debate, but at this point
Derek was distracted by an old man who
carried a food mixer. Gordon was able to

pass on to the service manager's office
without further distraction. Once there he
greeted his brother David.
David stood up as Gordon entered. He
was taller and slimmer than Gordon, and
had considerably more hair. "Hi big
brother" he said, smiling through a cloud
of cigarette smoke.
Gordon nodded to him. "They took it
quite badly" he said.
"Yes, I heard" David replied, "but it's
not my problem, is it? Look" he continued, "we're in the nineteen seventies, not
in the nineteen fifties. Things are changing fast. We have to keep up to stay in
business. We have to keep up with the
times."
Gordon nodded again, this time in
agreement. "Just what I told them. Fancy
a coffee?"
"Not that sump oil in there" grimaced
David, gesturing in the direction of the
staff coffee machine.
With that they both walked amiably outside into the adjacent precinct.
Dissent
Back in the service department Leslie had
found a sympathetic ear. "Never going to
catch on" he declared. "Might rent a
couple on the housing estates in town,
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but that's about it."
"Just hope they never go wrong, young
Leslie" Derek interjected. "Alien technology you know. Some of the circuitry is
bizarre, and getting spares could be a
nightmare." Leslie nodded in agreement.
"Nobody wants plastic cabinets painted
with wood grain, and cordless remote
controls will never catch on" Derek continued, warming to his theme. But before
he could get to the additional problem of
Japanese service manuals a brisk voice
intervened.
"Derek, get one of those new Matsitachi
sets out and get it on the bench and set it
up. Has to be delivered this afternoon." It
was Leslie's father, Barry.
"Could be problem, Barry. Never set one
up before, and the manuals are in English."
"Now Derek" came the sharp reply, "get
it sorted. The Bull's Head wants it today.
The landlord's brother has one and reckons they never go wrong. It's a cash job!"
Derek hurriedly grabbed a tall gangly
youth who had been rearranging dust and
cigarette ends on the floor with a sweeping brush then disappeared in the direction of the stock room.
Problems
Some minutes later Derek and the youth
had the set unboxed on the bench.
"Cheap looking thing, innit?" articulated
the youth.
Derek frowned at the front of the set.
"It's got no knobs on it" he growled.
Leslie reached across and pressed a
plastic panel. A door opened quietly,
revealing an array of buttons and knobs.
Derek prodded one hopefully and the set
came to life, displaying white noise.
"Plug an aerial in lad" he said to the
youth, who was hovering behind him.
"Can't. It don't fit" came the reply.
Derek further narrowed his already narrowed eyes and peered at the aerial socket. "'S right" he gasped.
Leslie reached for the instruction book
and packing and took out a small piece of
plastic. "Needs an adaptor for the UK" he
volunteered helpfully.
Derek took the adaptor grudgingly.
"What country was it designed for then?"
he asked.
"They were designed for Europe in general, according to the sales rep" Leslie
replied, "should work almost anywhere in
Europe."
Minutes later they had the set displaying
an acceptable picture. "Always look
washed out to me, foreign sets" grumbled
Derek, "can't beat the picture on a Bush
or Murphy set."
"I always like the pictures on the ITTKB sets" commented Leslie, "probably
just got the edge on the Bush sets."
"Problem is no valves" continued
Derek, "can't drive a tube very hard with
transistors, just not robust enough."
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"Is the set working, Derek?" enquired
Barry, businesslike, from the doorway.
"After a fashion" Derek replied.
"Then get it across the road sharpish.
We could have some good business with
this new landlord. And while you're over
there, tune his old television to the local
channels. It's in the kid's room."
Half an hour later Derek and the gangly
youth were inside the pub demonstrating
the relevant controls to the set's new owners. "Sorry about the instructions" Derek
commented, "seem to have been translated into English by Stanley Unwin." He
chortled to himself, amused by his
impromptu joke. "Where's the set you
want tuned in then?"
Help
The landlord led them down a corridor to
the next room, then left them to tune the
set in.
Derek peered anxiously at the large television in the corner. "Not seen one of
them before" he muttered to his youthful
assistant. "Grundig. Never heard of
them."
"German I think" said the youth, bursting into life, "seen 'em in town."
"Do you know how to tune them in
then?" Derek asked, starting to perspire
copiously.
"No."
Derek investigated the front of the set,
switched it on, then pressed each channel-change button as if he was disarming
a land mine. Learning nothing from this
and managing to display only white
noise, he peered round the side and then
underneath the set.
The sound of the door opening interrupted his concentration. A small girl
entered. She glared at the two men round
the television set and walked purposefully
to the dolls' house in the corner.
After more judicious prodding Derek
found a control panel at the side of the
set. There were four brightly-coloured
buttons inside. Derek prodded each button in turn and watched the white noise
change. Presently a faint, noisy channel
swam into view. Derek pressed the buttons again, and the white noise returned.
"Damn, thought I'd sussed it just then" he
said to the awestruck youth.
"Can I watch Playdays now?" an impatient voice came from behind Derek's
shoulder.
"If you can tune this thing in, young
lady, you can" Derek replied.
The little girl reached past Derek and
pressed two buttons in quick succession.
The BBC2 globe appeared clearly on the
screen.
"You couldn't find BBC1 and ITV
could you?" Derek asked desperately.
The girl tutted, pressed the buttons again
and marched round to the settee theatrically.
Derek gently pressed the control door

shut, then quickly dragged the youth out
into the corridor. "Won't charge you just
for tuning the set in" he called down the
corridor, which brought the landlord out
in response.
"Nice of you" he said, "fancy a quick
pint before you go?"
Ultra what?
"Wouldn't mind, thanks" Derek said,
mopping his brow liberally as they made
their way to the bar area.
"How does them cordless remote controls work then?" the landlord asked amiably while pulling the pints.
"Ultrasonics" came a voice from above
Derek's head, "we done it at college."
"Ultra what" said Derek, looking up
over his shoulder tentatively.
"Ultrasonics" repeated the gangly youth,
"it's sound waves only too high in frequency for the human ear. My grandma's
friend's got one. It attracts bats and dogs
into the garden."
"Don't you mean cats and dogs?" the
landlord asked.
"No, bats and dogs" the youth repeated
sagely. "They can hear the high frequencies. In fact bats use high-frequency radar
technology to see with, instead of their
eyes. These new televisions have a microphone inside and interpret the sounds as
control commands."
Derek stared at the youth. "Amazing
what they teach 'em at colleges these
days, innit?" he finally blurted out. "We'd
best get back to the workshop."
One-eyed gods
"What sort of television do you own
Gerald?" asked Derek as they waited to
cross the road back to the shop.
"Dunno" replied the youth.
"What do you mean, dunno?" Derek
snorted impatiently.
"Don't watch it, 'cept on Cup Final day.
Besides, Dad reckons it rots the brain —
turns it to chocolate blancmange. He says
they're just one-eyed gods waiting for us
to worship them."
Derek stared at the youth, transfixed by
this revelation. "You are about to start a
career repairing these one-eyed gods" he
said with deliberation, starting to feel
quite dizzy.
"But I don't have to like them as well,
do I?" asked the youth defensively.
"No, I suppose not" conceded Derek,
feeling quite out of touch with current
youth. He had enjoyed the Sixties and to
some extent the start of the Seventies, but
had somehow started to lose his way. Too
many things were changing too fast. As
for not watching television, where would
we be without it? He might have to talk to
his wife instead. Derek shuddered visibly.
They crossed the road back to the shop
without further discussion.
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Servicing

the Philips 1.01 chassis
The Philips LOlchassis can drive 14 to 32in. tubes with 4:3 or 16:9 aspect ratio
displays. It's based on the Philips Ultimate One Chip (UOC), an 80-pin IC that acts
as the microcontroller and signal processor. Brian Storm describes the circuitry
used, the service modes, and lists some known faults
he Philips LO1 was designed as a
global 50Hz chassis able to drive 14 to
32in. tubes with either 4:3 or 16:9
aspect ratio. There are 100 UHF channel
presets and 40 FM radio channel presets —
the aerial cable for the latter plugs into a
small three-pin socket beneath the UHF
aerial input. The version of the chassis used
in smaller sets (14-21in.) is designated
L01.2, the version for larger-screen sets (up
to 32in.) being designated L01.1
The chassis is based on the Philips
Ultimate One Chip (UOC) IC that acts as
the microcontroller and signal processor
(sound, video and deflection). The chip
was mentioned in a previous article in
these pages on the Panasonic Z8 chassis.
This time the QFP80 quad flat-package
version is used. The 80-pin, surfacemounted chip is fitted on the underside of
the main PCB. Its part number varies with
model and thus the features required. It's
important to appreciate this, as changing
an 80-pin, surface-mounted device two or
three times is no laughing matter. Stereo
sets are fitted with an MSP3415G multisound processor.
The UOC IC requires a 3.3V supply
for the microcontroller section and an 8V
supply for the signal processing stages. It
provides the following functions and
processing: main microcontroller; onscreen display generator; teletext
processor; RGB processor; video
processor; video input switching; sound
input switching (mono sets); sound
demodulator (mono sets); video
demodulator; colour decoder (multistandard); line timebase generator; field
scan driver; EW driver.
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Power supply circuitry
The chopper power supply, see Figs. 1 and
2, is based on the popular TEA1507 control chip (IC7520), a so-called second-generation green chip. This 8-pin dual in-line
IC is designed to maximise power efficiency in all operating modes. A special
feature, called the burst mode, can be used
for low-power standby operation. In this
mode the chip produces controlled bursts
of switching signals to operate the chopper
power supply in a low-power condition,
producing just enough power to maintain
the 3.3V supply for the UOC device.
IC7520 receives a start-up supply at pin
8 via R3532. This is obtained from the
mains rectifier and, via an internal current
source, charges C2521. During the start-up
sequence C2522 provides a soft-start
action. Pin 1 of IC7520 can be taken low
to activate the burst mode, though it's not
done in this way in the LO1 chassis. Once
the start-up sequence has been completed
IC5720 is supplied from winding 8-9 on
the chopper transformer T5520 via rectifier diode D6520, with C2521 as the reservoir capacitor.
To achieve a high operating efficiency
the chassis uses a variable-frequency,
quasi-resonant flyback-converter chopper
arrangement. Pin 4 (demag) of the IC7520
monitors the transformer's feedback winding (pins 8-9) pulse by pulse for control
and protection purposes. Variations in the
load on the supply are fed back to pin 3 of
IC7520 via the optocoupler IC7515.
Monitoring is based on the circuitry
around transistor Tr7540 and zener diode
D6540 on the secondary side of the circuit. This monitors the 140V HT feed to

the line output stage. An increase in the
HT voltage increases the current through
the optocoupler.
Transistors Tr7541 and Tr7542 are
used for standby switching. When a standby command is received the UOC activates this circuit. IC7520 detects the condition, which it interprets as a drastic
overload, switching to the burst mode for
safe operation.
Transistor Tr7522 on the primary side
of the circuit is used to protect the chopper
FET Tr7521. If there is an overload on the
transformer, shorted turns or mains input
spiking Tr7522 switches on temporarily,
removing the drive to Tr7521. Primary
side excess current is monitored by resistors R3526 and R3527. The voltage developed across them is fed to pin 5 (sense) of
IC7520. Should the voltage exceed a preset level, current limiting is activated.
In the standby mode the main 12V supply on the secondary side of the circuit
provides enough power for the 3.3V regulator IC7560 to maintain the supply for
the UOC.
The degaussing control circuit is
powered by the auxiliary 13V supply
derived from the line output stage, so
degaussing is activated when leaving the
standby mode. The degaussing relay driver
transistor Tr7580 switches on initially,
closing the relay. A timing circuit,
consisting of R3580 and C2580, is
connected to its base. When C2580 has
charged (4 seconds) Tr7580 switches off,
releasing the relay. The 13V line
supplements the 3.3V supply via R3565
and D6565 when the UOC is active and
thus drawing more current.
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Fig. 1: The circuitry on the primary side of the chopper power supply.

An excess-current circuit based on
transistors Tr7561, Tr7562 and Tr7564 is
connected to the 12V line. Tr7561 is
normally switched off by the negative bias
at its base, provided by D6563 and D6567
(4.7V zener diode). Should the voltage
developed across the monitoring resistor
R3564 rise sufficiently, all three transistors
switch on. Tr7561 sends a power-down
indication to the UOC and, via Tr7450,
overloads the EHT monitoring circuit in
the line output stage, with the result that
the set reverts to standby. The power-down
indication tells the UOC that part of the set
has lost power and it will have to
reprogram any slave processors and send
out resets once power has been restored.
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The line timebase
The line output stage is fairly conventional
but the line driver stage is somewhat
unusual, see Fig. 3. The drive waveform
from pin 30 of the UOC is fed to the base
of buffer transistor Tr7462, then to the
complementary-symmetry driver transistors Tr7461 and Tr7463. A matching transformer, T5461, applies the drive to the
base of the BU4508DX line output transistor Tr7460.
Larger screen sets incorporate an EW
correction circuit that consists of an
STP3NC6OFP FET, Tr7400, and associated
components. There's a protection circuit
for Tr7400, based on zener diode D6401
(its voltage rating depends on the tube).

This circuit operates should the EW loading coil start to fail and allow high-voltage
flyback pulses through to the EW drive
circuit. When D6401 conducts it earths pin
80 of the UOC via transistor Tr7606 and
the set reverts to standby.
A relay driven by transistor Tr7444 is
included on the primary side of the line
output stage. This is for the 'super-wide'
mode, which is available from the aspect
modeelection. Super-wide is the Philips
version of a smart aspect that seeks to fit
a 4:3 picture into a 16:9 display with the
minimum of apparent distortion, satisfying customers who dislike seeing black
bands at the sides of the screen. The relay
modifies the scan-correction by switching
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in some extra capacitors with
carefully-selected values. The
result is to give a non-linear
stretch to the 4:3 image.
Pin 7 of the line output
transformer feeds the CRT
heaters. This pin is also
connected to rectifier diode
D6447 which feeds two pnp
transistors, Tr7441 and Tr7443.
Tr7441 is for black current
monitoring and protection.
Should the rectified heater supply
fall, Tr7441 switches on. The
black-current line then rises
above the limits expected by the
running software. After a pause
the set reverts to standby. Tr7443
is included to detect a rise in the
rectified heater supply. In this
event it conducts and the EHTO
Drive from
line voltage rises sharply. This is UOC pin 30
detected at pin 34 of the UOC as
a sharp rise in the EHT and again
the set reverts to standby.
An added complexity is that
the field guard waveform is connected to
the black-current line (Tr7441's collector)
so that the running software can monitor
this as well as the black current.
With this chassis too little or too much
beam current will initiate protection, so be
very careful when setting the Al control
on the line output transformer.

D6467 BAV70
0 12V from
power supply

13V from
LOPT
D6468
BAS216

R3549 in
power supply
3.3V
P3493
3.9/6.8*0
fusible
"value depends
on type of CRT

R3256
Tr7461
BC337-25

C2460

C2455
47

Tr7463
BC327-25

R3251
100

Base of
Tr7460

win C2405
1n
R3468

L5242

T5461

R3463
33

Tr7462
PDTC143ZT

Fig. 3: The line drive circuitry.

To help with fault finding the set's software produces and stores in memory faultcode information, see Table 1.

sound muting is deactivated, along with
child locks, parental controls and timer
on/off settings.
To cancel the customer service display
simply press any key.

default service mode is to short together
two internal service links, 9641 and 9631
(see Fig. 4), before switching on. If this
method is used, check the LT lines quickly
as the 8V line protection is overridden. If a
faulty EEPROM is suspected, the service

Customer service mode

Default service mode

A customer service mode is included in
the software to help with fault diagnosis
on outside calls. To activate this, press and
hold the remote-control unit's mute key
and at the same time press and hold any
local key for four seconds. It's easiest to
use the set's volume-down key. This produces on screen a read-only display that
shows the software version, fault codes,
software options, tuning standards and the
user-control settings. In addition any

If a set is faulty, getting an error code displayed could be impossible without removing certain connections to the UOC. This is
not easy with a surface-mounted component. To overcome the problem a default
service mode is available using a remotecontrol unit key sequence: 062596 and
menu. If it's not possible to produce an onscreen display the red LED will blink
sequentially to indicate the fault code.
A more drastic method of entering the

links can be used to check whether the
UOC works when the EEPROM has been
removed. But the raster will be small,

Fault codes

Table 1: Fault codes for the 101 chassis
Code Fault condition

10
11
12

No fault
X-ray protection (USA only)
Line timebase protection/high beam current
Field protection/missing or distorted field guard waveform
Multi-sound processor not responding to the data bus
Power-off reset/3.3V or 8V supply failure
Clock or data bus line problem
Excess 12V supply current
EW protection activated
EEPROM not responding to the data bus
Tuner not responding to the data bus
Black-current loop outside specification
PIP generator not responding to data bus (not Europe)
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noisy and distorted.

Service alignment mode
To enter the main service alignment mode,
use the remote-control unit key sequence
062596 followed by screen info. This
gives direct access to the model options,
geometry settings, grey-scale settings etc.
The software options can be checked with
a list of codes on a white label that's usually on the back of the CRT.
After carrying out a repair, don't forget
to clear the error code buffer from this
service mode.
To exit the service alignment mode,
switch the set to standby — simply switching it off will bring it back on in the service alignment mode.

Known faults
Transistor Tr7441 (BC857B) in the line
output stage protection circuitry can be the
cause of several different faults depending
on whether it's leaky or short-circuit. The
set may lapse into standby after briefly

showing a coloured or bright raster. It may
show a black raster then go off.
Sometimes the set just stays in standby but
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the LED flashes eleven times repeatedly.
The 3.3V regulator 1C7560 (L78L33) can
fail. If it goes short-circuit, the UOC will
almost certainly fail as well. Make sure
that you double check the UOC part number for the set, as a number of different
versions are used in the L01.1/L01.2
range.
The line output transformer T5445 can
fail. The power supply then goes into the
current-limiting mode.
The tuner can fail, but always check that
the option byte data is correct before you
condemn it, as the on-board software
enables several different tuners to be used.
Low gain can simply mean that the wrong
tuner type has been selected.
This is not really a fault: if the local keypad doesn't work, someone has activated
the child-lock mode. To release, use the
remote-control unit and the user menus.
Fig. 4: Short these service links to enter the default service mode.

One of the problems you get
when running a servicing
business is sets that fail
again soon after repair,
often exhibiting the same
symptoms but with a totally
different cause. Here are six
examples I've had recently.
Philips 29PT6973
The original fault had been the dead-set
symptom because the on/off switch had
burnt out. Less than two months later I was
called back because the set was again dead.
This time the cause was one of the 220nF
disc capacitors in the power supply. The
customer understood the situation and paid,
but was clearly not happy.

Grundig M70- 2701

Service
Casebook
Michael Maurice

Again the original fault had been a dead
set. Repair of the power supply had
involved replacement of the 68kQ and
270kQ resistors along with the IRFPC50
chopper FET and the TDA4605-3 chopper
control chip. Within a month it had failed
again, the symptom this time being a bright
white screen. The green video output IC
was short-circuit, and as a result the 10Q
resistor in the 200V supply had gone opencircuit.

Panasonic TX25MD1 (Euro-2L
chassis)
Tuner drift had been the original fault with
this set. It had been easily solved in the
customer's home by replacing the tuner.
Within three weeks I was called back when
the degaussing posistor failed, blowing the
mains fuse.

Philips K40 chassis
The original fault with this elderly set had
been intermittent loss of the picture, the
cause as usual being dry-joints around the
line output transformer. Within five weeks
the set was back, this time dead with just a
flash from the standby light. I found that
the line output transistor was short-circuit.
When I fitted a replacement the set came on
with a horrible squealing sound and a smell
of burning. The line output transformer had
also failed. The customer agreed to the
repair because it was cheaper than a new
set — and the picture is incredibly good.

Panasonic TX25MS1 (Euro-2L
chassis)
When this set was first switched on there
was a bright raster with flyback lines, also
an EW fault. The sound was OK until the
set tripped. If you tried a few times the
fault would go away. The first thing I did
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was to resolder a number of suspect joints
in the line output stage, and fit new capacitors in some places where the local cowboy
had fitted unsuitable ones. As the set then
behaved itself, I returned it to the customer.
Two weeks later the set was back again,
this time with a short-circuit line output
transistor. I fitted a replacement, then
looked for a possible cause of the original
transistor's failure. While doing this I fount
that several pins of the VDU IC were dryjointed. Resoldering them seemed to cure
the fault. Had they been the cause?
Probably, as the set hasn't been back.

Sharp 66CS03H

I was originally called to this set because it
took a long time to come on. Replacement
of the usual crop of capacitors in the power
supply cured that problem. But a few week
later I was called back because there was
no sound. R643'was open-circuit.

Panasonic NVHD675

This relatively new VCR didn't respond to
remote-control commands. The cause was
obvious once it had been stripped down: the
infra-red remote sensor was dry-jointed.

JVC AV25F1EK (JX chassis)

The customer said that the picture had taken
longer and longer to appear. There was now
a very dim picture, as though the CRT had
failed. A check with my CRT tester proved
that this wasn't the case however. After
some thought I decided to replace the
TDA4580 RGB video controller chip IC351.
Much to my relief, this cured the fault.

Orion 32F44

Field collapse was the fault with this
widescreen set. It wasn't easy trying to find
the faulty parts in a badly-lit room, but this
made more sense than taking the monster
down three flights of stairs. I had to replace
the TDA8350Q chip ICF1, also RF8, RF9,
RF10 and RF16.

Goodmans 1760SW

I don't normally service Goodmans audio
systems, but the owner was adamant that
she wanted this one repaired. The problem
was that after about thirty seconds the light
on the CD player would flicker and it would
turn itself off, saying "no disc". After dismantling the system, which is a nightmare, I
found the 8V regulator that powers the CD
section. It consists basically of a couple of
transistors and a 9.1V zener diode. A
replacement zener diode and series power
transistor restored the supply and got the
CD player going again. I was concerned tha
the transistor ran very hot, because its
heatsink was woefully inadequate, but a
soak test over several days confirmed that it
was working satisfactorily.
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Sony KV32LS35U (FE2 chassis)

Reports on complex or
tricky TV fault conditions
are sometimes too long for
inclusion in our regular
fault-finding section. We've
put a few of them together
in this extended fault report
feature

Reports from
Mike Leach and
Denis Foley
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This monster Sony set was another headbanger that came my way recently. The
symptoms were very unusual. When the
set was switched on it produced a plain
white raster, with no sound or scart switching and no sign of snow via the tuner. It
would not respond to remote-control commands, though the LED flashed when a
remote-control button was pressed. It obviously knew that something was happening
but was unable to process this.
The workshop was very busy at the
time so, after a quick assessment, an EEPROM chip was ordered. This seemed to be
a logical first step. When the new chip
arrived I fitted it and found that the symptoms hadn't changed but the picture settings had. Obviously the new EEPROM
was blank. This affected the picture size,
so it was clear that the control system was
at least partially working and that the
EEPROM's settings were being processed.
I blew the dust off the oscilloscope and set
about trying to find out what was going
on.
Clock and data pulses were present at
the microcontroller chip and looked OK —
as far as one can reasonably tell.
Nevertheless I decided to disconnect the
clock and data lines at the various controlled devices in the chassis to see if any
corruption was taking place. The tuner was
disconnected first, then the multisound
processor chip. There was no difference in
either case and not much left to check, so I
went back to the microcontroller chip.
Further checks in the control area led me
to believe that this chip had to be faulty. A
replacement was ordered and subsequently
fitted. Lo and behold, no difference!
I had already spoken to Sony technical
to discuss the fact that in some of these
sets the microcontroller chip has no reset,
the reset IC being absent. I don't know if
one had ever been fitted in this case, but
was told that some earlier sets do have a
reset IC and later ones don't. In this set the
reset pin (64) appeared to be connected to

chassis. This had confused me — I had
spent some time looking for a short-circuit
that wasn't there!
A second call to Sony produced the
answer. After some ten minutes' discussion, making scope checks at the same
time, it was suggested that I try pressing
the TV button on the remote-control unit —
the one that takes you out of the teletext
mode and is highlighted as a square box. I
pressed it and the graphics came up. There
was picture snow and all the remote-control functions worked. When I picked
myself up off the workshop floor and
retrieved the swinging telephone handset,
before it came back and hit me on the
head, the very nice chap at Sony told me
that the set must somehow have entered
the ageing mode. This is entered by keying
TTO7 in the service mode, and produces
the very symptoms I had thought to be a
fault. Pressing the TV button exits this
mode, returning the set to normal.
As the original EEPROM had all the
customer's settings stored in it I refitted it.
The 'fault' symptoms were then back. The
EEPROM had remembered the ageing
mode, and the TV button had to be pressed
again to produce a picture. After that
everything was OK.
I wondered whether the original microcontroller chip had caused all this to happen, as both EEPROMs produced the
effect. They had both been connected to
the original microcontroller chip before a
replacement had been fitted. Maybe,
maybe not! I also keep thinking to myself
that of all the remote-control buttons I had
pressed during diagnosis and testing I had
never once pressed the TV button. If I had
done so I might have cured the 'fault'
without knowing why! Many thanks to
Sony technical. M.L.

Sanyo CE28FWN3-B (EB6-C28
chassis)
This set was in and out of the workshop
several times before the cause of the fault
was discovered. It would come in with
drastically reduced height and very poor
trapezium settings. A new EEPROM had
been fitted and the receiver had been set
up, but it still came back with the same
problem. Not having a Sanyo agency, we
didn't appreciate how badly the trapezium
adjustment can be affected when there's a
field fault in this chassis. Several other
engineers (thank you Graham at PVS)
advised me to look for a field fault rather
than concentrate on the memory/control
section.
The set sat on the rack for several days
before being switched on. When powered
it produced a good picture, but the height
decreased very slowly over a period of
about six hours. The following morning it
was only slightly better, and no external
heat or freezing had any effect. Basically,
once it had gone into the fault condition it
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would take several days
to right itself if it wasn't
switched on. Don't you
just love 'em!
I left the set for a week
then hooked a scope to
the field output chip's
drive pin and switched it
on. After about four-five
hours the waveform was
slowly becoming smaller.
The drive waveform
comes from pin 26 of the
jungle chip IC201, which
is type TB1251CN —
obviously a Sanyo special. I got the same results
with the scope connected
to this pin — low drive.
There was a scrap chassis
in the workshop, so I took
its jungle chip and fitted
this in the present patient.
A full field then filled the
screen, topping up my
confidence no end.
Anyone else had trouble
with this chip? M.L.

Figure 1: The protection circuit in the Philips
G110 chassis acts on the chopper power
supply via the feedback optocoupler IC7614.
Various sensing circuits are connected to
the transistor latch Tr7655/6
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This 29in. set's line output transistor was
short-circuit. I ordered and fitted the transistor kit (part no. 994801441) and the
new transistor failed at switch on. This is
not uncommon: it usually means that the
line output transformer (part no.
145330831) has failed. So I fitted a
replacement and was rewarded with a
blank raster.
I moved a little uneasily on my ageing
bench stool, as I knew I was in for a
lengthy repair and had assured the customer that his set would be ready later
that day. Sound was present, also the onscreen graphics, but there was no picture.
Teletext worked, except that the red was
missing. The LED at the front of the set
flashed several times, I can't remember
how many — my mind was concentrated
on replacing the microcontroller etc. chip,
which in this chassis is an 'ultimate one
chip' device (or UOC). It does just about
everything known to man, but the replacement didn't cure my problem! Well it did,
slightly: it cured the no red in the teletext
mode, that was all.
I turned my attention to the beam-limiting (ABL) circuit, which is connected to
the UOC chip, and found a total of three
surface-mounted diodes that were all
either leaky or short-circuit: D021, D505
and D507. Replacement of these finally
restored normal operation, some ten days
after the initial promise . . .
These UOC chips are actually quite
reliable, though they do tend to fail big
time when there has been a major failure
in the line output stage. When ordering a
replacement, always check the IC's mask
version. There have been several updates,
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and the correct version must be used as
the replacement — be warned! M.L.

Philips G110 chassis with
Nicam
The initial fault with this set was a shortcircuit BU508AF line output transistor
(Tr7545). When I fitted a replacement the
set worked for about five seconds after
which there were two loild cracks because
of excessive EHT. This was enough to
destroy the line output transistor again.
Examination of C2548 (82nF, 3kV) in the
diode modulator circuit showed that it had
a bulge in its side.
So C2548 was replaced and another
BU508AF was fitted. I then had a totally
dead set with no LED illumination. When
I disconnected the supply to the line output stage and connected a dummy load in
its place the HT was correct at about
148V. So the power supply hadn't been
damaged. Fortunately I had a line output
transformer in stock, but installing it got
me no farther forward.
I've had problems previously when trying to find the cause of faults in the protection circuitry see Figure. 1 in these
sets. It wasn't going to be easy this time
either! The Wickman fuse F1534 in the
EW drive circuit was OK. So were zener
diodes D6561, D6590 and D6592, which
are used to sense various conditions.
Eventually I got round to checking transistor Tr7591 (BC858) in the beam-current sensing circuit. It was leaky emitterto-collector. Once a replacement had been
fitted the power supply started to work, as
did the line output stage. There was
sound, but where was the picture?
When I advanced the setting of the Al
control on the line output transformer

there was a dim raster, but no luminance
or colour. While I was trying to find the
cause of this latest condition the set, after
about twenty minutes, again went into the
protection mode.
Further checks on the items I had
already replaced got me nowhere. This
time I had to look farther afield, to the
Nicam stereo section. This circuitry is
shown in diagram E in the service manual: the previous components had all been
in diagram B, power supply and deflection. There's a further protection circuit
for the audio output section, with another
BC858 transistor, Tr7284. It was also
leaky emitter-to-collector. A replacement
restored normal power-supply operation.
I now had a set that would remain on
long enough to trace the cause of the final
fault (no picture). When I connected a
scart lead to my monitor it produced a
normal picture. There were video inputs
at pins 21,22 and 25 of the TDA8390
luminance/chroma processor chip
IC7350, but no RGB outputs at pins 13,
17 and 15. Voltage checks around this IC
revealed a high at pin 9, about 5V if my
memory is correct, instead of a low of
OV. This pin controls the switching
between external RGB inputs to the IC
and decoded off-air signals. Temporarily
shorting pin 9 to chassis produced the OV
that was required for normal off-air
reception. I now had normal reception,
and decided to leave it at that!
"Why go to so much trouble with an
old set?" I hear you ask. Well, I have provided an annual service contract with this
set since it was new. It seemed only fair to
the customer that I should try my best to
get her set working when it had given so
little trouble over the years. D.F.
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(RGP10D) on the secondary side had been
replaced. A BY133 had been used, and the
board beneath it was discoloured.
I replaced DP90 with the correct type,
also DP27, and confidently switched the
set on. Once again DP27 went short-circuit. Now DP90 is the rectifier for the
supply to the audio output stage. I figured
that if this had been the original cause of
the problem the safety resistor RP90
(0.22Q) may have been damaged. In fact
it was open-circuit. I concluded that the
power supply will not run correctly unless
fully loaded. M.D.

Daewoo IR14A5

TV FAULT FINDING
Reports from
Michael Dranfield
Philip Salkeld
Uel Harte
Arthur Jackson
Jerry Fedorak
L. Gare
John Evans and
Philip Laws

We welcome fault reports hon readers
— payment for each fault is made after
publication.
Reports can be sent by post to:
Television Magazine Fault Reports,
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Azalea Drive, Swanley, Kent BR8 8HU

or e-mailed to:
twinford@highburybiz.com
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Goodmans GTV34R3
Stuck in standby, with the power supply
running but no line drive, is a problem I've
come across on several occasions with various different sets that use this chassis. The
cause is always an invisible dry-joint at the
little blue resonator between C20 and C24
near the STV2102B jungle chip. There's
no circuit reference number for the resonator on the PCB. M.D.

Tatung T14TK7OL
(L series chassis)
This newish set produced a bright white
raster with flyback lines. I carried out some
checks on the CRT base panel and found
that safety resistor R24 (22Q) was open-circuit. The associated electrolytic capacitor
C6 (22pF, 250V) had a bulging top. So I
replaced these items and switched on again.
R24 immediately blew, though there was no
short-circuit at its output side. I then noticed
that D607 (BYT42G) on the main board
was charred, while capacitor C621 (10pF,
250V) had burst its top open. Replacements
(R24, D607 and C621) restored normal
operation. It would appear that D607 had
been the basic cause of the fault. M.D.

This 14in. set had a big burn up in the
power supply. R806 (100Q) and R807
(2.4kQ) were both burnt to a crisp, R804
(0.56Q) was open-circuit, and the snubber
capacitor C806 (470pF, 2kV) was split
down the centre. I suspect that this capacitor had failed initially, leading to all the
other damage. If so the STRS5707 chopper chip 1801 would also have been damaged. I replaced this item as well and,
when I switched the set on again, it fired
up first time. M.D.

Philips 21PT1664/055
(SL9.2E chassis)
Sound but no picture was the complaint
with this set, i.e. there was no raster.
When I removed the back I saw that the
CRT's heaters were alight. So I adjusted
the Al supply control on the line output
transformer, fully expecting to see the
field-collapse symptom. But there was no
change. A check on the Al supply at the
tube produced a reading of about 20V. The
control was open-circuit. Replacement of
the line output transformer, part no. 4822
1401 0669, was the answer. I seem to
recall that the same problem used to occur
with an older Philips chassis. P.S.

Tatung T14RF71 (F series chassis)
This set appeared to be in standby, but the
HT output from the power supply was pulsing between 50V and 105V. Disconnecting
the power supply outputs made no difference to the symptoms, so I started to carry
out component checks in the power supply.
This led me to C809 (100pF, 250V) which
was open-circuit. A replacement restored
the set to full operation. P.S.

Bush WS6674
Ferguson TX807 chassis
The dealer who brought this set in said that
the 24V zener diode DP27 went short-circuit at switch-on. As DP27 is connected in
series with the start-up resistors I found
this difficult to believe. But he was right. I
couldn't find any faults on the primary side
of the power supply but noticed that DP90

This widescreen set was stuck in standby.
With this type of fault I generally check
the HT supply at the collector of the line
output transistor first. It read 100V and
was decaying, which was strange to say
the least. The power supply produces an
HT output of 145V, which is fed to pin 2
of the line output transformer. It was pres-
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ent and correct. Pin 1 of the transformer
feeds the line output transistor. A piece of
glue was stuck on pin 1, making it highresistance. All that was needed to put
matters right was to resolder pin 1. P.S.

Toshiba 3387DB (C8SS chassis)
This set's green LED was flashing. When
I noticed that the CRT was a Philips one I
figured that it was the cause of the fault.
A tap on the neck of the tube verified
this. When the replacement came it was a
Thomson type, which is fitted with different scan coils. A phone call to Toshiba
spares revealed that a kit, part no.
23013117, is required.
The replacement was straightforward
but, when the set was switched on, there
was trapezium distortion. I read the
instructions again and found that the two
leads in the two-pin plug that goes from
the CRT base panel to the scan coils have
to be interchanged. Doing this cured the
problem. All this work because the original
Philips tube is no longer available! P.S.

25V capacitor C26. Both turned out to be
leaky. U.H.

Daewoo DWX28W5GB
(CP885 chassis)
I had two of these sets, both new stock,
that reverted to standby intermittently.
The cause of the problem was the connection between the line output transistor and
the transformer. Close inspection revealed
a high-resistance here. U.H.

Dansai 9313A
The initial fault was failure to revert to
standby correctly. This set led me a merry
dance. I found that transistor Q506
(2N5401) was leaky, and a replacement
seemed to cure the fault. A day later
Q506 failed again. A check on the HT
output from the power supply then
revealed that it was high at 127V instead
of 108V. Adjusting the preset made no
difference. The cause of the problem
turned out to be C809 on the primary side
of the power supply. U.H.

Sony KV28LS35U (FE2 chassis)

Daewoo GB2OHIT

This set was dead. A good place to start is
the BU2515DX-127 line output transistor
Q533, which was short-circuit. The part
no. is 872904908. When I fitted a
replacement the set was still dead, with
the front LED flashing twice. According
to the manual this means that there is an
excess-current problem.
I dived into the excess-current network
and eventually came to R618 (270kQ,
0.5W) which had gone high in value. A
replacement restored normal operation. I
have to say that Sony sets are not the best
to work on. P.S.

The complaint with this set was sound
distortion when warm. I ran the set for
two hours before the fault put in an
appearance. Then, by using freezer spray,
I found that the cause was C620 (100pF,
25V). It was leaky. U.H.

Hitachi C2556TN
This set belongs to a neighbour, who
knocked on my door and said that it kept
stopping and starting. When I walked into
the room and saw the model my immediate thoughts were of dry-joints at the
usual LT regulators, especially when I
tried tapping the set. But this wasn't the
cause. The offending dry-joint was
revealed only when I removed the plastic
frame from the PCB. The HT preset
VR950 was the culprit.
Two weeks after that I had another set
in which VR950 was dry-jointed. P.S.

Akai TV2111TGB
The fault symptoms with this set were
cramped field scanning and inability to
tune in channels. I wondered whether the
two faults were related — a supply rail
problem perhaps? As I didn't have a service manual I phoned my friend Tom in
Cookstown NI. He suggested a check on
the 33V zener diode D14 and the 47pF,
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Grundig ST55-734 (CUC2121
chassisj
The problem with this set was very intermittent field collapse. It was not a difficult fault: coil L53021 next to the field
output IC was dry-jointed. U.H.

Philips 32PW6332 (MD1.2E
chassis)
This chassis is used in several 25, 28
and 32in. models. We've had a problem
several times with them, the symptoms
being a dead set with the mains fuse
blown and two or more of diodes
D6510-6513 in the mains bridge rectifier network short-circuit. Cold checks
usually fail to reveal any other shorts. In
this case the thing to do is to remove
C2544 (2.2nF, 2kV) in the snubber network, inspect it and check for leakage.
A burnt pinhole is often evident, together with a slight leak. If this item is not
checked a replacement fuse and diodes
will usually blow instantly at switch on.
The part no. for the capacitor is 4822
126 13451. A.J.

Grundig GT1402 (G1000
chassis)
There was no sound from this 14in. set.
Checks around the audio output chip
IC550 showed that the 9V supply at pin 2

was missing. The cause was simply that
the series resistor R560 (4.752 safety) was
open-circuit. There were no other component faults, but the soldering was poor in
all areas and the speaker leads had not
been trimmed and appeared to touch
where they came through the PCB. I
replaced R560, resoldered as necessary
and trimmed the speaker wires. A.J.

Sharp 51DT25H (CA1 chassis)
The fault report said that the sound pulsed
on and off and the picture took ten minutes to appear. This was a useful and
accurate description. Checks showed that
there was excessive ripple on the +10V
rail, because C712 (220pF, 16V) was virtually open-circuit. All the other capacitors in this area were perfect. A.J.

Philips 25PT4523 (MD1.2E
chassis)
This set's power supply was tripping rapidly. Initial checks showed that the outputs at all the rectifier diodes on the secondary side of the power supply were
low. A lot of time was spent checking out
the high-power stages, but the cause of
the problem turned out to be a short
across the +5V standby rail. When attention was turned to the small-signal panel I
found that the Aquadag wire and spring
were jammed across it, because the plastic clip on the tube had snapped. The
microcontroller chip IC7600 and the
EEPROM chip IC7685 had both been
damaged. I had to repair the Aquadag
cable and replace both chips. A.J.

Hitachi C28WD2TN
This set would run for a few minutes
then produce a loud plop from the
speakers and go dead. The cause was
very poor joints at the 5V regulator
IC951 (L7805CP). It's becoming a
common problem with this range of
Hitachi sets. A.J.

Philips 28PW6305 (Al OE
chassis)
No remote-control operation with this
chassis is commonly caused by the microcontroller chip IC7064. We have had two
cases recently however where the cause
was the infra-red receiver IC6009, which
seems to go open-circuit. The part no. is
9322 127 54667. A.J.

Matsui 1496T
This set was tripping (ticking noise). On
inspection I found that C576 was dryjointed. I decided to check the BUH515D
line output transistor Q580 and found that
it was leaky. Resoldering and a new line
output transistor restored the set to life,
with a good picture. J.F.
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Philips 28PW6332/05
(MD1.2E chassis)
When this 28in. set was switched on it
produced a vertical line straight down the
centre of the screen for a second. Line
collapse followed by switch off presumably. There's a ribbon cable that goes
from the line output stage to a PCB
above the scan coils. On inspection I
found a dry-joint here. To be on the safe
side I resoldered all the connections. This
time there was a good picture when the
set was switched on. J.F.

Zanusi 26ZA374GB (Telaid
BS665 chassis)
When the customer phoned and said her
Zanussi had gone off I thought she must
be referring to a washing machine. But
no, when I called round there was a
Zanussi TV set. When I switched it on
there was a line whistle. Cold checks
showed that the BU2508AX line output
transistor was leaky. All was well once,a
replacement had been fitted. J.F.

Beko 12220NX
The customer said there was a crackle
with Nicam sound when the set had
warmed up. The 17.472MHz crystal Q4
on the Nicam board was faulty. L.G.

Alba 4859 (11AK19 chassis)
The picture would go but came back
when the panel was flexed. I found that
there were poor connections between
B701 and pin 22 (beam-current limiting)
of the jungle chip IC401. L.G.

B&O 3119 MX2000
RL25 (10kQ), which is connected to pin
5 of the line output transformer, was
burnt. When I fitted a replacement transformer and resistor there was a weak/dim
picture. CL24 was then found to be shortcircuit. L.G.

Philips 24PW6322/05
(MD1.2E AA chassis)
This set was dead (no results) with the
red LED flashing. Cold checks in the
power supply showed that the
STH8NA60FI chopper FET was
short-circuit.
I replaced it, also the MC44603P control chip IC7520, but when I switched on
there was a tripping noise and smoke
came from the lnF, 2kV blue disc capacitor C2433 in the line output stage. It's
connected between the collectors of the
two parallel line output transistors and
chassis. I fitted a replacement capacitor
and checked other components in the
line output stage. All appeared to be well
here and when I switched on there was a
good picture. J.E.
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Bush 7690D
This monster integrated-digital
widescreen set is fitted with the 11 AK19
chassis. The reported fault was no picture, just lines. What this meant was a
blank raster with flyback lines — the
sound was OK. Checks on the CRT base
panel revealed that R914 (47Q fusible)
was open-circuit, because the
TDA6108JF RGB output chip IC901 was
faulty. A normal picture was displayed
once these two items had been replaced.
R914 is quite well hidden between
IC901's heatsink and the white-coloured
connector next to it. J.E.

Schneider STV2802T
The customer said there was no picture
and a cracking noise. When I removed
the back and switched on, violent arcing
was seen at the top of the line output
transformer. I would advise against fitting
an HR8320 as a replacement as adjustment to the adjacent heatsink will be
required for access to the focus control.
In this situation you will often find that
the S2055N line output transistor has
blown. Even if it seems to be OK I recommend fitting a replacement. While you
are at it, check IC401 for dry-joints. It's
mounted against the rear of the heatsink
mentioned above.
The original line output transformer is
available from CPC under order code
TFEBT40680. J.E.

Matsui 20TN (Tatung D4N
chassis)
There was no audio and no OSD, just
black panels with no text. This fault is
caused by the XL24CO4P EEPROM
chip. When you have fitted a replacement
it will be necessary to retune the set, reset
the user controls and adjust the picture
height and linearity. To do this enter the
service mode by shorting out PL701,
which is next to the microcontroller chip.
Use the remote-control unit's P+ and P—
buttons to step through the program and
the vol+ and vol— buttons to alter settings. Store new settings by pressing the
Clear button (stored will show at the top
of the screen). To leave the service mode
remove the shorting link. J.E.

Panasonic TX32PK3 (Euro-4
chassis)
This set would come on for about six
seconds then revert to standby. During
its on time the EHT rustle could be heard
and, if the Al control was advanced, a
faint blank raster could be seen.
I checked the various protection lines
and found that the voltage at pin 71
(Vprot) of the main microcontroller chip
IC1101was low. This led me to the VDP

chip IC601, where the field flyback
pulse was missing at pin 11. As full
scanning was possible, I traced back
along the pulse path and came to chip
capacitor C454 (220nF) which was opencircuit. P.L.

Philips 25PT482 (GR2.2 AA
chassis)
The fault report said "goes off'. Once the
usual dry-joints around the line output
transformer had been attended to the set
remained on. While it was being soak
tested however the picture occasionally
faded to snow. The tuner wasn't sensitive
to tapping, but I managed to make some
voltage measurements with the set in the
fault condition. These showed that the
tuner's AGC voltage had fallen from a
nominal 6V to zero. I traced the source
back to the large IF module, where it was
the only voltage that varied. Inspection
here, with a magnifier, revealed a cracked
joint at R3013, which supplies bias to pin
10 of the IF chip. Resoldering this joint
provided a lasting cure.
I subsequently had another Philips set
that was fitted with a similar IF module
and had the same fault. P.L.

Panasonic TX14S1T
(Z5 chassis)
The symptoms with this set were dead
with a twittering power supply. Voltage
checks showed that all outputs from the
power supply were low. I decided to disconnect the HT feed to the line output
stage and fit a dummy load instead — a
60W bulb. The power supply would then
sometimes run normally. There was nothing obviously wrong with the line output
stage, so I reconnected its supply. To my
surprise the set then sprang to life, with
the bulb I had forgotten to disconnect
glowing merrily! How could this be?
After disconnecting/connecting the
bulb a few times and discounting
thoughts of under-load protection I turned
my attention to the primary side of the
power supply, where R821 (330k0) was
open-circuit. P.L.

Bush 1441 (Grundig G1000
chassis)
The picture's height was reduced, it was
shifted to the left and was very weak
with a poor grey scale. All that was necessary was to set up the RGB outputs and
the picture geometry, using the service
menu. To do this, switch the set on while
holding the prog + and — buttons on the
set. Then select the item to be adjusted
with the remote-control unit's menu button and adjust it with the handset's prog
+ and — buttons. When finished, press the
TV button to store the new settings. P.L.
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Tatung TYN9801P (B series
chassis)
This set had failed during a thunderstorm.
Checks in the power supply revealed that
there was a short-circuit across the supply
to the chopper control chip. So a new
UC3844N chip was fitted. When I switched
the set on it remained dead though the HT
was now at 58V. Many fruitless checks
were carried out, then I eventually tried
replacing all three BY399 diodes in the
chopper FET's snubber circuit. Although
the diodes all read OK when cold, the
power supply — and the rest of the set —
then worked.

circuit. When I replaced all three items the
set worked, to my relief.
It would appear that a short-circuit on
the secondary side of a power supply of this
type can kill the chopper FET and its control IC.

Panasonic TX25T2 (Alpha 2W
chassis)
The complaint with this set was white flyback lines. This time the flyback boost
capacitor C455 (100#F, 50V) in the field
output stage wasn't the culprit. The
AN5521 output chip (IC451) was the cause.

Hitachi C2514T
LG WE32010IP

Service
Casebook
Michael Maurice

This set's relay kept clicking on and off and
there was no picture. The cause of the problem was the microcontroller chip ICO1. I
was told by LG technical that an updated
version, part no. 01S0770011A, should be
fitted. As I don't have an account with LG I
ordered the chip from SEME. When it
arrived I fitted it along with a new EEPROM, part no. 0IAL241600B. After
switching the set on however all I got was
EHT with no picture and no on-screen
menus. A few phone calls and faxes to LG
brought the response that the microcontroller chip should be obtained from LG
direct. There is apparently a difference
between the version sourced from LG
Europe and the UK version, though the part
numbers are the same . . .
I obtained the UK version though an
LG dealer and fitted it. There was now
snow on the screen, which would blank
when you changed channels, but there were
no on-screen menus and I couldn't get into
the service mode. More faxes, phone calls
and emails brought the suggestion that I
must be doing something wrong. But eventually LG technical sent me another chip
from an older batch. When I fitted it, with a
new EEPROM, the set worked.
I've lost count of the number of phone
calls and faxes involved and the amount of
time I had to spend on the job. But credit
where credit is due: LG technical was very
helpful and provided support even though
I'm not an account holder. Most other manufacturers would leave you high and dry.

Sony KVX2162U (AE2 chassis)
This set had died during a thunderstorm.
Checks showed that the chopper FET Q601
was short-circuit, so I fitted a new BUZ91A
and also replaced the TDA4605-3
control/driver chip IC601. When I switched
the set on these two items failed again. I
also found that the HT rectifier D611
(D5L60), which had been OK when I first
checked the power supply, was now short-
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The sound was poor and muffled, as if one
of the transistors in the audio output stage
had failed. The cause was the loudspeaker
however, though there was no physical
damage. A replacement proved the point.

Sanyo CB5949
This set was intermittently dead.
Resoldering dry-joints on the secondary
side of the power supply put that right, but
the set wouldn't respond to the front-panel
controls — remote-control operation was
OK. Checks showed that the switches
worked, and that the correct pulses reached
the microcontroller IC. The 5V supply was
also present and correct. So it seemed that
the microcontroller IC was faulty. A
replacement proved the point, restoring
front-button operation.

Toshiba 2512DB
This set had died during a thunderstorm.
Only a faint ticking came from the power
supply. Checks revealed that several of the
BC547B transistors in the standby power
supply circuit were faulty, but replacing
them made no difference. The set worked
when I replaced the two TLP621 optocouplers D814 and D830 and the SE140N voltage-error detector/optocoupler driver IC833.

Finlandia C59JZ5 (Nokia
Eurostereo 2 chassis)
This set would cut out intermittently.
Checks showed that the set tripped when it
cut out, there being no standby or any other
output from the power supply. There was
300V across the mains bridge rectifier's
reservoir capacitor however. The clue to the
cause of the fault was that the set would run
happily for hours when the contrast was
turned down to about mid-way and, conversely, tripped more frequently when the
contrast was set at maximum. So attention
was turned to the beam-limiter circuit,
where I found that C858 (1.5pF) had a
1.51(52 leak. A replacement restored reliable
operation, even at maximum contrast
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Extended Fault
Reports
Reports on complex or
tricky TV fault conditions
are sometimes too long for
inclusion in our regular
fault-finding section. We've
put a few of them together
in this extended fault
report feature
Reports from
Martin J. Abbott
and
David I. Scott

Hitachi C2186TN (A7 chassis,
3D stereo)
There were no off-air signals with this set:
the screen remained blank and the volume
control had no effect. Sound and picture
were normal with an AV input. I replaced
the ST24W16-1 EEPROM chip IC005,
which had been corrupted — the replacement was obtained from Chas Hyde.
Before you start on the process of setting up it's worth noting that this is a
multi-system capable set and that, peculiar
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to modern Hitachi TV sets, an external
AV input can be assigned to any channel
by programming the manual-tuning menu.
All service-mode adjustments produce
bar-graph displays. I found it helpful to
measure the bar lengths with a tape measure and keep a record of these before taking out the old memory chip. It also saved
time to take a note of the customised naming and frequencies on the manual-tuning
menu. These can be re-entered — it saves
having to do this in the customer's home.
The far-right box on the manual-tuning
menu has to be set to system I. If it is set
to DK or BG the sound will be poor. If
you are pre-setting all the frequencies
manually, it's easy to go down each box,
setting the correct system letter. Likewise
the second box from the right has to be set
to the correct input. When the new EEPROM was fitted this box had `mon' in it.
For tuner input selection, leave this box
blank.
Under the tuner adjustment heading in
the service mode no system box should be
ticked except I (for the UK). There's a list
of 34 models under options. You have to
select the correct one.
If you decide to reset the bar indicators
by measurement, the horizontal adjustments must be carried out first. M.J.A.
Mitsubishi CT25A5STX (Euro
14SF chassis)
"Faultless for ten years" this set's owner
said. There was certainly plenty of dust
inside. The set was now dead apart from
the initial degaussing action. My first step
was to disconnect the HT feed to the line
output stage and fit a dummy load (60W
bulb) with a voltmeter across it. When I
switched on again the bulb glowed dimly
and, surprisingly, the HT was correct at
145V. So the basic problem was excessive
loading on the power supply. It didn't take

long to find the cause: the 2SD1555 line
output transistor (Q551) was very leaky.
The dilemma I then faced was what
had caused the transistor's failure?
Excessive HT is the usual culprit, but didn't seem to be the cause this time. But as a
precaution I replaced the usual two suspect capacitors, C905 (4701/F) and C914
(47pF), and carried out a blanket resoldering in the line driver/output stages. A
check on the HT after doing this showed
that it was still steady at 145V.
All was revealed when the HT feed to
the line output stage was reconnected and
power was applied. The set burst into life,
accompanied by sparking from the S-correction capacitor C567, whose rivet connection had burnt away from the PCB.
This hadn't been obvious before, because
the joint is hidden by a red wire strap
that's glued on top of it. A PCB clean up,
followed fresh solder, completely cured
the problem — and I had the satisfaction of
knowing what the original fault mechanism had been. D.I.S.

Sharp 66FW-53H (DA100
chassis)
The fault originally reported with this set
was that the picture was displaced
upwards, i.e. the top inch or so of the picture/text was missing, though the field linearity was apparently correct. Before I had
a chance to look at it however a more serious problem had arisen: the set was stuck
in standby.
Investigation showed that the power
supply had shut down because of a virtually full short-circuit across the 150V HT
supply. There was severe leakage in the
BUH515 line output transistor Q601. As I
couldn't see anything else wrong, I
assumed that an excessively high HT supply had killed the transistor. So I replaced
Q601 and, in addition, the MOC8106 regulation feedback optocoupler IC705.
When I switched the set on everything
seemed to be working and I could see the
original offset picture symptom. But I then
noticed random picture-width variations,
which could be instigated by tapping the
PCB. Careful examination of the PCB
revealed several poor joints, the most serious being at R613 where one end barely
penetrated the board and C613 which was
completely dry-jointed at the end connected to the line scan coils. In addition C611
and R624, whose leads were oxidised,
hadn't been soldered properly. Once these
connections had been remade the line
scanning was rock steady, and I concluded
that the dry-joints, not high HT voltage,
had been the cause of Q601's failure.
All that was needed to complete the
repair was to enter the service mode,
adjust the vertical centring and store the
new setting. After that I gave the set a
lengthy soak test. D.I.S.
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apparent on the transformer. I then noticed
that a hole had been burnt in the front of
the TA8427K field output chip. A check
on the associated flyback boost capacitor
C421 (100pF, 35V) showed that it was
open-circuit. So this is why the IC had
failed.
When I had replaced these two items
the set continued to trip. I found that the
27V supply rectifier D411 was short-circuit. It's marked G6, but a BYW36 works
well in this position. M.D.

Akura AB280W-S

TV FAULT FINDING
Reports from
Michael Dranfield
Dave Husband
Philip Salkeld
Philip Laws
Dave Packham
James Grant
David Kerrod
Les Mainstone
Bob Flynn and
Martyn S. Davis

We welcome fault reports from readers
— payment for each fault is made after
publication.
Reports can be sent by post to:
Television Magazine Fault Reports,
Highbury Business,
Media House,
Azalea Drive, Swanley,
Kent BR8 8HU
or e-mailed to:
t.winford@highburybiz.com
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Goodmans GTV34T6SIL
(Vestel 11AK36 chassis)
I have had this fault several times with
sets that are fitted with the 11AK36 chassis — various brands use it. The symptom
is EHT brushing lines on the picture, i.e. a
horizontal ripple that changes with beam
current. In days gone by it could, with the
Philips G11 chassis, be cured by replacing
the EHT lead assembly — assuming that
the cap had not fallen off and got stuck in
the line output transformer. The first time
I came across the problem with the
11AK36 chassis I assumed that a new line
output transformer would be required, but
this is not so.
If you peel the rubber seal back from
the base of the EHT lead you can prise out
the EHT wire. In all the sets I've come
across with this problem there has been
green corrosion on the wire. It must have
been there from new, as none of the sets
showed any other signs of dampness — and
the rubber seal appears to be watertight.
Clean off the corrosion and everything
should be OK. M.D.

Matsui 28DW01
This set, which has a built-in digital
decoder, was tripping. The customer said
that smoke had come from the back. I told
him that the cause could be a faulty line
output transformer, which would be
expensive. The line output transistor was
OK however, and there was no burning

This set was tripping. In between trips it
displayed a blank white screen. A check
revealed that the HT voltage was low and
contained HF hash. The cause was the
smoothing capacitor C627 (100pF, 200V),
which was open-circuit. Once it had been
replaced the set came on normally but
with very low contrast.
This cannot be adjusted without the
remote-control unit, so I phoned the customer and told him that there may or may
not be another fault but I needed the
remote-control unit in order to check on
this. He then told me that over the past
few months he had been lowering the contrast as this kept the set running for longer.
Funny that he failed to mention that when
he brought the set in. M.D.

Sharp 56FW-53H
(DA100 chassis)
If the set is dead and R613 (3.3kQ, 3W) in
the line output stage is getting red hot,
check the line scan coupling capacitor
C613 (560nF, 250V). R613 is part of a
network that shunts C613. You might also
find that the 2SD2391 EW modulator driver transistor Q506 has been damaged.
M.D.

Hitachi C2156TN-311
There was a colour purity problem with
this set, so I replaced the posistor in the
degaussing circuit. The replacement made
no difference, and the coils tested OK.
What next? I then spotted a 2AT glass
fuse, F902, near the degaussing posistor. It
was open-circuit. It's the first time I have
come across a separate fuse for the
degaussing circuit. M.D.

Toshiba 32WD98B (C9SS chassis)
At switch on this widesceen set produced
an HT supply of 60V for a second then
shut down, with zero HT and no light
from the standby LED. When I carried out
a random. check on the components in the
power supply I found that the two 22V
zener diodes D810 and D818 on the primary side were short-circuit. I replaced
them and confidently restored power.
There was full HT (125V), a burst of
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EHT, then the HT voltage dropped to 60V
with, this time, the standby LED remaining alight.
The power supply operation is similar
to that in the C5SS chassis, so I looked at
the article on this chassis in the April
2003 issue. It suggested that the symptom
can be caused by an excessive load on the
line-output stage derived 27V supply.
This is used by the LA7846N field output
chip, so I fitted a replacement. At switch
on the set worked normally — but why had
the two zener diodes in the power supply
failed? D.H.

Bush WS6673
(11AK19 chassis)
When this just out of guarantee set was
powered the LED glowed red as normal.
It should turn to green when the set is
brought out of standby. Instead it went
out then came back in red. The BUZ90AF
chopper transistor was overheating, so I
decided to carry out some cold checks.
This brought me to D807 (MR852),
which was short-circuit — it's in the snubber network. A replacement restored normal operation. I've not seen these symptoms before with the 11AK19 chassis.
P.S.

Beko NR21231ND
This set was dead. A check on the HT
voltage produced a low reading of 30V,
though no short-circuits were apparent. I
decided to remove the BU808DF1 line
output transistor T552 and try again. This
time the HT voltage was correct.
Resistance checks between the pins of the
transistor produced lowish readings, and
when I looked at the PCB I noticed a dryjoint at C555 (7.5nF). A quick resolder
and a new line output transistor restored
normal operation. The transistor is available from SEME at a very reasonable
price. P.S.

Sharp 66FW-53H
(DASOW chassis)
A number of these sets have come in
recently with excessive width and EW
distortion. The important thing is to establish in which part of the circuit the fault
lies. The control signal comes from pin 32
of the video/deflection processor chip
IC801, where a parabolic waveform
should be present. Enter the service mode,
select EW width and adjust it (use the
volume minus and plus buttons). If the
waveform varies horizontally, you know
that the IC801 is OK. So the cause of the
fault will be in the drive or output circuitry. The possibilities here are Q506, L603,
L604, D502, D503, D504, D516 and
C528. Provided Q506 (2SD2391, part no.
RH-TX0151BMZZ) is OK, the most like-
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ly offender is L603 (part no.
RCLIP0286BMZZ) which develops shorted turns. P.S.

LG WF32Al2T
(MC52C chassis)
This set was totally dead. On inspection I
found that C810 (470/tF, 16V) was
swollen and IC801 (STR-S6709) had
blown in half. The set was OK once these
two items had been replaced. IC801's part
no. is 01SK670900A. P.S.

Beko NR28128NX
I've not previously had the no-sound
symptom with this model. On investigation I found that R417 (0.1Q, 0.5W) in
the LT feed to the TDA1521 audio output
chip IC601 was open-circuit. It seemed
likely that IC601 was faulty and had been
the cause of R417's failure. All was well
once these two items had been replaced.
P.S.

Tatung T14RF71
(F series chassis)
This portable was stuck in standby.
Voltage and resistance checks produced
no clues as to the cause. So the hairdryer
and freezer were brought into action, paying particular attention to the power supply. This restored normal working. Time
and patience brought me to zener diode
D409, which was the actual cause of the
fault. Its part no. is 6615016730. P.S.

Samsung WS28W6NG
This set was tripping, with the relay chattering. The power supply ran normally
when the feed to the line output stage was
disconnected, but the symptom returned
when a dummy load was connected. The
HT reservoir capacitor (330/4F, 200V)
was open-circuit. P.L.

Sanyo 25DN2
This set reverted to standby after a few
seconds, with the LED flashing. Pin 45 of
IC801 seemed to be a good place to start,
as it's labelled protection. Sure enough
the voltage here was low at 1V instead of
4.7V. A long drawn-out process followed,
while I checked the various protection
lines. They are mostly connected via
diodes, and are thus easy to check. I
found that D445 was conducting. It seems
to monitor the CRT heaters! When I disconnected D445 and switched the set on
again it worked, with the picture intermittently fading. The cause of the problem
was simply a dry-joint at R451 in the
heater feed line. P.L.

Samsung CI5079T
The original fault with this set had been a
dead power supply. I obtained and fitted

the repair kit, then found that the HT output was only 75V. The line output stage
worked to the extent that it was producing
outputs, though these were not correct.
When the feed to the line output transformer was disconnected the HT rose to
approximately 150V.
I have to thank Samsung technical for
help with this one. Make sure that you
have removed the mica washer from
IC801 and cleaned the compound from
the heat sync. D.P.

Thomson 28DG24U
(ICC17 chassis)
The standby light flashed twice then
seven times — error code 27. This usually
means a faulty line output transformer or
field output IC, or the supply to it, but not
this time. I disabled the protection circuit
by connecting the collector of transistor
TL71 to chassis, but the set still flashed
error code 27. I then tried disconnecting
the inputs to TL71, DL72, DL73 and
DL74. Still no change.
A check on the HT line (Usys), using a
scope with DC input, produced a reading
of about 170V for the brief moment during which the EHT rustled up. With this
4:3 set (A66EHJ43X15 CRT) it should
have been 132V. Cold checks in the HT
sensing network revealed that RP63
(4321(52) had risen in value to 570k52. A
replacement cured the problem.
This sort of fault used to be quite common with many makes of sets. I hate
these ones! J.G.

Panasonic TX24DX1
For the first half an hour there was no
teletext, only the header page number.
The cause, proved by a squirt of freezer,
was the microcontroller chip IC1101 (type
SDA5450C59). D.K.

Panasonic TX28PL1
(Euro-4 chassis)
If there's no picture, with very low-contrast text and graphics and the sound OK,
replace the EEPROM chip IC1103
(X24ORZ-01GA). Do a self-check after
replacing it, by pressing the status button
on the remote-control unit and the V— button on the set then switching off with the
mains switch. Switch on again, retune and
run the set for about 45 minutes to allow
for auto grey-scaling. D.K.

Hitachi C2164TN
This set was dead. When I dismantled it I
found that it was in very poor condition,
with dry-joints all round the power supply. These were attended to, and all the
electrolytics on the primary side were
replaced at this stage. Some proved to be
leaky, but they weren't the cause of the
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problem. The start-up resistor R901
(82k52, 1W) was faulty. L.M.

Panasonic TX25MD3/TX28LD1
(Euro-2 chassis)
These two sets arrived within a day or two
of each other. One had a good picture and
sound for a short time, then the picture
gradually faded out. At first I thought that
the CRT's heater voltage was dropping.
The second set produced a reasonable picture except that there were faded vertical
yellow bars down the left-hand side, in a
band about six inches wide. In both sets
the cause of the trouble was eventually
traced to the VDP3108-PP-Al chip IC601.
Sadly, because of the price of the chip,
only one estimate was accepted. L.M.

Hitachi C2858TN
(G08 chassis)
This set was dead. Checks in the power
supply revealed that zener diode ZD901
was short-circuit. So there was no supply
to the UC3844 chopper-control chip
IC901. I replaced these two items, and the
two series-connected chopper transistors
Q901 and Q902. When I switched the set
on again the HT at the secondary side of
the chopper circuit was almost normal but
was pulsing, with the twin front indicators
flashing. Checks in the line output stage
showed that the S2000AF output transistor Q702 was leaky.
A new S2000AF produced an EHT
rustle for a few seconds each time the set
was switched on. Attention was then
turned to the LT supplies and, after much
delving, the 12V regulator IC932 (7812)
was found to be leaky. The smoothing
capacitor at its output, C937 (lpF, 50V),
read only 0-5pF. These two items were
replaced, along with C933 (2,200pF,
25V). The set then remained on, but the
sides of the picture were bowed in. The
cause was the TEA2031A EW
control/driver chip IC651. Fortunately a
fairly high estimate had been accepted by
the customer. L.M.

Sony KV32FX2OU
(BE3E chassis)
This heavy monster sat on my bench ticking loudly. When I isolated the power
supply it ran normally, so attention was
turned to the line output stage where I
found that the 2SC5251 output transistor
was short-circuit. A replacement was
obtained and fitted, then the set was powered via a variac. At 160V input the line
output transistor died a horrible death,
emitting a loud crack in the process.
My home-made line output transformer
tester, coupled to my scope, told me that
the transformer was OK. But it seemed
the most likely cause of the trouble. The
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expensive replacement, along with another transistor, finally restored normal operation. L.M.

Proline CTV28N1-T
At switch on this fairly new set produced
a bright white screen with flyback lines.
A check on the 200V supply at the CRT
base panel showed that it was missing.
The relevant rectifier is D28 (BA157),
which was short-circuit. Naturally the
4.752 safety resistor R174 was open-circuit. Replacement of these two items
cured the fault. L.M.

Alba CTV3419
(11AK36 chassis)
When this set was first turned on there
was no sign of life. There would then be a
crackle on the sound, after which a picture would appear with tearing and interference that gradually cleared. The item to
replace is C822 (470pF, 16V), which gets
slowly cooked by a nearby regulator. Use
a high-temperature capacitor. B.F.

Philips 14PV162
The 4A input fuse in this combi unit had
blown, but no short-circuits could be
found. At switch on with a new fuse fitted
a cloud of smoke appeared from the
degaussing posistor and the fuse blew
again. The posistor was a black one with
the marking T209-9716 on its case. The
more usual type 96209 was fitted in
another of these units, so I used this type
as the replacement. B.F.

Sharp C3703H (7PS chassis)
Power would be lost intermittently. The
fault could be instigated by pressure on
the board, but no obvious dry-joints could
be found. Investigation with a magnifying
glass however revealed a problem connection at D502. Resoldering this cured the
fault. B.F.

Matsui 2890
The sound was OK but the screen was
blacked out because of field collapse.
Voltages are marked on the main PCB, and
I found that the 28V supply was missing. It
comes from the power supply panel, where
R515 (3.352, 1W) was open-circuit. No
reason could be found for its failure, but a
lot of poor joints in the field and line
stages were in need of attention. B.F.

.Sharp 59DS-03H
(CA10 chassis)
The line output transistor was short-circuit
because of a faulty capacitor, C613
(680nF, 250V). After replacing these two
items there was field collapse with a smell
of burning. Q501 (IRFR9020) and Q502
(IRFRO 10TM) had failed, and as a result

F601 and F602 (both 1.5A) were opencircuit. You can obtain the necessary parts
from Charles Hyde — a BUH515 transistor
(order no. SH1054), a 680nF, 250V
capacitor (order no. SH2094) an
IRFR9020 transistor (order no. SH919)
and an IRFRO 10TM transistor (order no.
SH920). B.F.

Proline 28N1 (F19 chassis)
D25 (BA157) had burnt to a cinder. I
dealt with some poor connections and fitted a new diode. When I switched on
there was an oversized picture with
bowed sides. The cure was to replace C69
(22nF, 400V). B.F.

Philips L6.1 chassis
After a while the picture would collapse
to a line down the centre of the screen
(line collapse). This was cured by replacing C2422 (560nF, 250V). When the set
was working again most channels would
constantly flick off tune then back on
again: any station that remained on looked
off-tune. Coil L5100 in the IF circuit was
found to be intermittent. B.F.

Bush 1438 (11AK2OS chassis)
The height was reduced to about an inch.
Before it became permanent the fault had
been intermittent. The cause was D702
(1N4007) which was breaking down intermittently. B.F.

Sanyo 24WN4
There was no red in the picture. Scope
checks seemed to show that the
TDA6103Q RGB output chip IC701 on
the tube base panel was faulty, but a
replacement failed to restore the red picture content. To prove that the red gun in
the CRT was OK, I carefully desoldered
and wired the blue and then green drives
to the red cathode. This cleared the tube
of suspicion and I subsequently found that
R706 (100kQ) was open-circuit. It biases
the red input to IC701, and had probably
died with the chip. The TDA6103Q is
part no. 4094688403. M.S.D.

Sanyo 28WN4
There was no red in the picture. This set
came in at the same time as the 24WN4
(see above) in which the cause of the trouble was on the tube base panel. In this case
however there was an open-circuit gun
within the 28in. tube. I used the same technique to prove exactly where the fault was:
careful desoldering/soldering to link the
green/blue drives to the red cathode (no
picture) and the red drive to the blue/green
cathodes (this did produce a picture). This
was quite an unusual fault, as in my experience tube guns tend to go short-circuit. A
new tube provided a full cure. M.S.D.
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the Hitachi A7 chassis
Glyn Dickinson provides a repair guide for this chassis, which was
introduced in 1998 and remained in production for several years. It was
used in a wide range of models, both 4:3 aspect ratio and widescreen
he Hitachi A7 chassis was
introduced in 1998 and was
the company's first one for
widescreen models. A pared-down
version was used in Hitachi's last
UK-produced (pre-Vestel) largescreen 4:3 aspect-ratio sets,
Hitachi's smaller-screen models
being supplied by Daewoo then
Tatung. The A7 chassis is welldesigned, most problems arising
because of assembly problems or
poor components. Picture quality is
reasonably good — provided the
digital noise-reduction circuit is
switched off and the sharpness control is set at less than fifty per cent.
Breathing is quite noticeable with
14:9 and 4:3 pictures: most people
seem to use the panoramic
`Michelin-man' ratio however and
so don't complain about this.
Hitachi has a department whose
job it is to provide confusing model
numbers. They certainly got to
work with the A7 chassis. Models
C2X56TN, C2567TN (Nicam),
C2X86TN (Dolby), C2966 and
C2986 are 4:3 aspect-ratio sets. The
department was then given a W to
play with, so we got the widescreen
Models C24W1TN, C28W1TN,
C28W2TN and C32WD2TN. These
were superseded by the similar
TN2 models, which had the VGA
panel deleted and became the
C2X/32W410/430TN (Nicam) and
C2X/32W510/530TN (Dolby ProLogic). An S in the model number
simply means a silver cabinet. As
many CRT variations were used
and the chassis was in production
for four years' there were numerous
circuit additions and deletions. This
article concentrates on the 28in.
widescreen Nicam set.
The sets came with a stand or an
optional video cabinet on to which
the set is located with two pegs and
is secured (hopefully!) by two

T

screws. These can be found by
reaching above the video shelf. A
chubby screwdriver is handy here!

implode spectacularly. So take care
over the replacement.
If a Panasonic CRT is fitted you
can usually heave a sigh of relief!

Switch-on sequence
In common with most modern sets,
the set carries out a check at switch
on run by the microcontroller chip.
First the power supply comes on
and voltages develop. The standby
light is then illuminated dimly for a
second, after which it becomes
bright. On early models it should
then dim and the degaussing relay
will click. Software checks are in
progress at this time. Once these
have been completed (about ten
seconds, though it seems much
longer) another relay clicks (early
models again) and, hopefully, the
on-screen display will appear, followed by the sound and then a picture. It's important to remember
that the set will return to standby if
any of the checks fail. Something
as simple as an over-advanced Al
control will cause this. There can,
as a result, be all sorts of difficulties with fault diagnosis.

Tube troubles
Before any work is carried out I
recommend one thing. If the set is
fitted with the dreaded Philips tube
with the middle letters ESF, inspect
the CRT base. If any components
here are burnt the CRT has an
internal short and, unless the customer is a bank manager, repair
will be uneconomic. This might
just save you some time.
GoldStar tubes fitted in largerscreen sets have their own quirk:
they can suffer from the 'purpleneck syndrome', which will trip the
set. It seems to be an inherent
weakness with the CRT. Here's a
warning from a tube man. Even
though a purple neck usually means
air in the CRT, this tube can still

Dismantling
Even though the 32in. sets are a bit
awkward to handle, I don't recommend trying to service them in the
customer's house. The cabinet front
can become alarmingly floppy,
especially if the stand's screws
haven't been fitted!
For virtually all repairs it's necessary to remove the plastic chassis
frame. To do this, remove the back
and one black screw by the phono
sockets, the extension speaker
socket panel (two screws) if fitted,
the VGA interface panel if fitted,
and the white plastic rivet by the
line output transformer. If this rivet
puts up a fight, cut it off rather than
risk a crack in the PCB. Be careful
of the electrolytic mounted beside
the rivet. Remove the CRT base
and the two purse clips that secure
the speaker wires. On later models
there may be a sub-power PCB —
remove this.
Remove the tape that holds a
blue wire away from the highwattage resistors (don't forget to
replace it when reassembling), turn
the chassis over, and cut the transit
cable tie by the chopper transformer if this hasn't already been
done. Inspect the chassis for 'afterthought' components, and check
that they won't be fouled by the
chassis — if they come off, you
won't ever find out where they
came from! Mark the position of
the Al control, then slide the chassis a couple of inches to the front.
Disengage the left-hand side and
remove the frame.

Power supply operation
The Hitachi designers work on an
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Fig. 1: The power supply circuitry, primary side. Circuit and component-value variations will be found in different versions/models.
and F902 are not fitted when RL900 is used.

`if it ain't broke' basis, so the
power supply will be vaguely
familiar to those who remember the
CPT2198 series. Thermistors aside,
this was a good basic design that
was refined during the Nineties, the
result being a very reliable circuit.
I'm not sure whether the Vestel
chassis Hitachi is now using will
continue this tradition . . .
Two factors that are typical of
Hitachi design are low power consumption and lots of protection circuits. Much additional circuitry is
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used to this end. Once this has been
stripped away (not literally!) you
will see that the power-supply
design is fairly conventional. Figs.
1 and 2 show the circuitry on the
primary and secondary sides of the
chopper transformer T900 respectively.
In early models the degaussing
circuit uses a relay to isolate the
coils completely once they have
been activated. The main power
supply uses an optocoupler, IC901,
for regulation. Bridge rectifier

D901-4 rectifiers the mains supply,
and pin 7 of the UC3844 chopper
control chip IC900 receives a startup supply, about 16V, via R901,
D905 and Q905. IC900 produces a
squarewave drive output at pin 6.
This is fed to the gate of the
BUK452-60A FET Q901, which is
connected in series with a
BUT12AF bipolar transistor, Q903.
Thus Q901 drives Q903 at its emitter. The purpose of Q903 is to provide a cleaner and more rapid
switch-off than the FET on its own
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can, and seems to help increase its
life. Once the power supply is running the start-up feed is disabled by
Q906 switching off Q905. This
reduces consumption.
The current that passes through
the primary winding of T900 is
monitored by R910 (0.552, 2W), the
voltage developed across this resistor being fed to pin 3 of IC900. If
the voltage is excessive, IC900
shuts down. Q907 and Q908 alter
the operating frequency in the
standby mode. Q902 protects
IC900 when there's an under-voltage condition.
The secondary side of the power
supply is quite complicated, mainly
because of the protection circuitry
(see Fig. 3). IC950 is a quad comparator that monitors various voltages and shuts down the power
supply, via the microcontroller
chip, should a fault develop.
Comparator 1 monitors the 26V
audio supply at pin 6; comparator 3
monitors the conditions in the line
output stage at pin 8, i.e. current
through the line output transistor
Q751; while comparator 4 monitors
the 200V supply produced from a
tap on the line output transformer,
and hence the EHT, at pin 10. LT
protection relies on reverse-biased
diodes: D962 (18V supply); D963
(8V supply), D969 (5V supply);
and D972 (5V standby supply).
Comparator 2 is used as a
`power-good' detector. Should a
brief mains supply interruption that
could lock-up the microcontroller
chip occur, this comparator will
shut down then restart the power
supply to initialise the set. Bear this
in mind when investigating difficult
intermittent trip faults.
The HT is set by VR950, which
forms part of a potential divider
with R950 and R953. Error sensing
is carried out by Q954, whose
emitter is held at 6.2V by ZD950.
Don't be fooled by this. Despite its
circuit reference number, ZD950 is
a voltage-reference diode, not a
zener diode, and measures opencircuit. It must be replaced by the
correct type (BZV10). A 6.2V
zener diode will shut down the
power supply, or make it behave
erratically. Q954 drives the LED in
IC901.
In standby the LT supplies are
switched off by a high from pin 24
of the microcontroller chip.
The LT voltage regulators are
conventional: IC951 is the 5V regulator, IC952 the 5V standby regulator
while Q957 regulates the 8V supply.
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Traditionalists will applaud the
inclusion of a good old-fashioned
avalanche diode, ZD970
(PGKE180), across the HT supply.

Dead set, fuse blown
This is an unusual fault but, if the
mains fuse has failed, you will
probably find that Q903 is shortcircuit. Replace the following items
— use genuine Hitachi parts: Q903
(BUT12AF), Q901 (BUK45260A), IC900 (UC3844), R910
(0.5Q), R950 (68k52 metal film)
and ZD903 (27V). Check all the
other diodes in this area.

Set trips intermittently
By far the most common complaint
is the set reverting to standby, or
tripping out then reverting to channel 1. Although the cause is usually
dry-joints, to avoid recalls it is
worth carrying out the following
procedure.
Resolder the HT preset VR950.
Resolder the line driver transistor
Q701 and the transformer and
capacitors in the line output stage.
Trim any leads in this area — the
shears didn't always cut these during manufacture — and check the
soldering here.
Next to the middle of the PCB.
Resolder IC951, IC952, IC602,
Q601, Q957, Q951 and R986 —
dry-joints here are the most common causes of tripping.
Now turn the chassis over and
inspect the area between the audio
heatsink and the front switches.
There are several through-board
links here: resolder them. There are
also three between the field output
IC and the LOPT, and two around
the jungle IC.
A couple of other things should
be checked. If R950 (68kQ, near
the HT preset) is a carbon resistor,
replace it with a metal-film type
(part no. 0113795). If it's not present, fit modification kit 73333961.
Don't get too alarmed — it's a
spring! Fit the longer end to the
core of the line output transformer,
then push the other end through
nearest hole in the line output transistor's heatsink and secure it on
the adjoining tag. Although this is
not specifically advised, I think it is
good practice to thread the spring
through a piece of sleeving in case
it becomes detached. The purpose
of the spring is to prevent static
build-up that can cause spurious
tripping.
Hopefully the set will, once
reassembled, run. Adjust the HT

preset for the voltage shown in
Table 1. The voltage is critical to
within 0.2V, so an accurate digital
meter should be used — no AVOs
here, please! Adjust the voltage
with the set cold, displaying an
average picture, then recheck half
an hour later. If a test pattern is not
available, I find that a text page is
next best. With widescreen models
the voltage will decrease slightly as
the set warms up.
Hopefully the set will now no
longer trip. If it still does, there are
various possibilities. A noisy IR
preamplifier (metal type) may
cause noise spikes. An overadvanced Al can also cause this —
check the black level with text. If a
GoldStar CRT is fitted, a very
slight reduction may be needed. If
the trip operates at high volume
and contrast levels, it's permissible
to reduce the sensitivity slightly by
turning VR923 anticlockwise.
If the set still trips, panic.
Recheck for dry-joints and monitor
the HT to try to isolate the fault.
We've had a faulty HT preset and a
loose core in the chopper transformer cause this, also the CRT —
the trip is so quick that we didn't
see the red flash at first, but flicking
in and out of text provoked it. A
new CRT was the cure, though I
was far from convinced that it
would work! Check the degaussing
circuit: in the quest for low power a
relay was used in early models, but
later ones use a conventional circuit,
so check for an intermittent posistor.
If the set trips only in the customer's house, check for energysaving light bulbs that can cause
random IR interference. Also make
sure that the mains socket is good
and secure: a drop-out will not necessarily affect the picture but will
activate the power-good comparator which will deliberately trip the
set. Block-type mains adaptors
should not be used, and check any
dubious multiplugs.

Set trips permanently
In this case the set remains dead or
tries to start then immediately shuts
down. This points to an over-voltage or, more usually, excess-current
condition. Check and resolder the
possible dry-joints listed above —
you will need to anyway! — and
check that R950 is up to standard
(if in doubt, replace it). But the
most common cause is a short in
the line output stage, either the x
line output transistor Q751
(BU2508AF, Hitachi specification)
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or a disc-ceramic tuning capacitor
(values vary, but the offender will
usually put its hands up!). When
replacing the transistor, check very
carefully for dry-joints in the line
driver area and replace the line driver transistor if you are unsure about
it. Very often the customer will complain about a shifted picture before
the failure. Check and resolder the
through-board links by the jungle
chip as well to avoid a recall: there
is also a hidden one next to 1C950.
If the line output stage is blameless, the next favourite is the audio
output stage, which is based on
IC4000. Not surprisingly, damage
here is usually caused by someone
adding extension speakers. Failure
can take out part of the 26V rail,
Q951 often being damaged.
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If the set works when brought
into the workshop, suspect that
someone has put an audio phono
lead in the 18V supply for the IR
speaker extender. This can result in
R975 (22Q, 2W) overheating slightly — the supply regulator IC953 usually survives. A knock-on effect is
that the audio item connected doesn't take too kindly to 18V in a signal
path, the result being another repair!
The next suspect in line is the
field output IC — very often repeatedly switching the set on will reveal
field collapse or half a raster.
If the set is still tripping, it's time
to check the protection circuitry. The
circuits themselves are quite reliable,
so they are generally responding to a
fault — don't be tempted disconnect
them and look for where the smoke

Fig. 2: The power supply circuitry, secondary side. Circuit
and component-value variations will be found in different
versions/models.

comes from! The 26V line carries
quite a current, and if the relevant
trip is disconnected there can be a
minor explosion. The value of R766
(emitter of Q751) is critical (1Q,
10W, 5%).
As previously described, the trip
circuitry is based on 1C950. To isolate
all the trips (beware!!!) desolder pin
12 (earth) of the IC. A better course is
to remove each diode in turn —
remembering that the last one to be
disconnected will be the faulty one...
Hum bar
A hum bar on the screen can be
caused by the degaussing circuit in
later sets, without the relay. A modification sheet is available to reinstate the relay if necessary — the
idea is to prevent any current what-
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Field and EW circuits
In the large-screen models the
field/EW chip IC601 is a conventional TDA8350Q. It's fed by the
27V supply, which is derived from
pin 5 of the LOPT, with flyback
boost derived from the 200V supply. This IC is more reliable than in
other chassis because, in most
models, a separate EW MOSFET
Table 1: HT voltages for different models
Model

HT

2156/2186
2156/2186 (later version)
2556/2586/2856/2886
24/28W
24/28W (Panasonic CRT)
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109V
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150V*
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115.5V
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.
100
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10k
1%
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soever flowing via the coils once
degaussing has been achieved. It
also has the advantage that
degaussing is controlled by the 5V
line, so a set left in standby will be
degaussed at switch on. It's a fairly
involved modification, so make
sure that this is the cause of the
fault — by temporarily disconnecting the coils first.
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Fig. 3: The protection circuitry
in the A7 chassis.

driver (Q601) is used — the designers felt that IC601 ran too hot when
its internal EW amplifier is used.
The smaller-screen models may not
have Q601 fitted, instead using
IC601's amplifier pins 11 and 12.
Most faults here are confined to
the IC, dry-joints and dried-out
capacitors. One 'fault' that can be
misleading is when the lower half
of the picture is blanked out
because someone has switched on
the blanking in the vertical adjustment menu! This is always handy
as a test for some know-all who
isn't familiar with the chassis . . .

Audio stages
Basic versions of the chassis use
IC4000 (TDA7263M). As previously mentioned, it can short internally. Remove it to check if it's the
cause of tripping — often there's a
hole in the side! An intermittent
crackle can be caused by a throughboard connection by the IC. Check
the connections to R4005 — it can
be missed, as it's hidden between
two capacitors — and R4009.
Switching and stereo processing
is carried out by IC400
(TDA9875). Fortunately it doesn't
seem to cause much trouble, as the
switching circuits are a nightmare —
especially as shown in the manual!

The only fault I've had here was
distortion with one AV input. It was
caused by the IC.
If fitted, the Dolby circuit uses a
Yamaha YSS241 chip in conjunction with IC400. It's virtually trouble-free. Any odd buzzes are usually caused by incorrect cable routeing. External amplifier-speakers are
used, so the outputs are via four
phono plugs. Understandably, not
much happens when a customer
connects conventional speakers to
these outputs!
The original Dolby sets came
with IR wireless speakers. The
advantages were dubious — a
power lead to each speaker was
still required. More seriously, there
were pops, crackles, drop-outs and
hisses, especially with non-Dolby
broadcasts. Conventional amplifier-speakers were supplied with
later sets.

The signals circuitry
As with most modern sets, this area
is relatively trouble-free. On the
odd occasion the tuner fails, with
predictable symptoms. The scarf
sockets can be changed to AV, RGB
or S-Video via the menus. Scart-1
doesn't always switch when presented with an AV signal, or chooses RGB which is incompatible with
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some Sky boxes. It is usually best
to use Scart-2 for satellite reception
and force AV mode through the
"More . . ." menu.
The processor used varies. Early
models were fitted with a
TDA8375, which was subsequently
changed to a TDA8843 then a
TDA8841. These ICs are not interchangeable, and care must be taken
that a replacement has the correct
suffix — there are six possibilities.
Unstable text and on-screen displays are usually caused by a driedout capacitor in the deflection circuit — C601 (220/tF, 35V).
Poor picture is a complaint you
get occasionally, usually described
as being over-bright or with loss of
detail. The picture is usually fine at
switch on, but the contrast gradually increases until the controls won't
go low enough, with corresponding
overshoot. Much time can be wasted looking for a heat-related fault.
The cause of the problem is our old
friends the earthing points on the
PCB. The problem areas are around
IC501 and between the LOPT and
the field output IC. All the throughholes-here must be reworked carefully — on both sides of the PCB, as
a resistance of only a couple of
ohms can wreak havoc with the
picture. Any apparent beam-limiter
faults are also usually caused by
problems in this area, though tapping the PCB will rarely cause the
symptom, suggesting that there's a
component fault.

The brain
The microcontroller chip IC001 is
an 80-pin surface-mounted device,
type SAA5296/7. The difference
between them is the location of the
program code, which is internal
with the SAA5297 but external, in
EPROM IC002, with the
SAA5296, an interface chip
(IC003) being required. Remember
that this is not the same as the settings EEPROM which, in both
cases, is IC005 (type ST24W16).
IC004 is an analogue switch that's
used to route the TLC bus.
As in most chassis the microcontroller chip is very reliable:
replacement is usually unnecessary
and can cause all sorts of other
problems. If there is a problem,
start with the EEPROM and then
look for a load on the I2C bus
caused by another part of the
circuitry. Check for oscillation at
pins 57 and 58 (12MHz crystal)
of IC001.
Random channel changes and/or
volume changes can be caused by a
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noisy 5V rail, dry-joints, a faulty
IR receiver or the front-panel
switches (check by replacement in
both cases). Make sure that the set
isn't tripping and resetting the
micro. Carry out a very careful
inspection of the PCB around the
customer controls — spillage here
can cause all sorts of trouble.
Remember that the LED should
glow bright, then dim as the set
comes out of standby. To bring it
out, press and hold the P+ button:
if the light doesn't dim, investigation in the microcontroller area will
have to be carried out. More often
it dims then reverts to bright: this is
a trip condition, and investigation
should take place elsewhere as previously outlined.
For those not familiar with
Hitachi tuning systems, to tune the
set press and hold the menu button.
An additional line (install) will
appear, enabling the tuning function. A quick method of temporarily tuning a channel is to use the CH
button on the remote-control unit
and type in its number.

The service menu
Access to the service menu is similar to earlier models. Select menu
then press vol+ and vol— on the
front panel simultaneously for
about five seconds until another
three lines appear: install, service
and exit service. This may take a
few tries, as it can be a bit fiddly. I
am extremely reluctant to adjust
anything in the service mode —
unless I know that someone else
hasn't been so cautious!
Adjustment of the geometry and so
on is fairly straightforward, but do
remember to check all resolution
modes after any changes. As
always, it makes sense to make a
note of the settings — some software uses bargraphs, some numbers. Cathode level is best set at
77V with a test pattern, though the
manual originally suggested 84V or
91V — GoldStar CRTs can overrun
and trip the set at this level.
The details of the set can be
found under options. The size of
the screen is important here, though
usually the Model number is
W2D/TN instead of -410 and -510.
Under options you will see two
extra lines that might be unfamiliar
— shipping mode and factory mode.
Shipping mode does what it says —
returns the settings to default. This
is useful if the memory is hopelessly corrupted. Factory mode, like
formatting a hard disk, falls into
the "don't even think about it" cat-
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Fig. 4: The degaussing relay drive circuit used in
earlier production sets.

egory. The set will not know what
it is. If you are determined to do it,
make a shadow copy of the data
first. It's usually best to obtain a
replacement EEPROM and tweak it
as required. When adjustments
have been completed, remember to
go to 'exit service menu' to memorise and return the set to standby.
Odd complaints with early sets,
such as inaccessible text pages,
inability to tune in higher channels
or problems with Sky remote compatibility, can be resolved by
changing the EEPROM to one with
software version 3.0. Press menu
repeatedly in the service mode to
see which version is running.
Problems are usually confined to
versions lower than 2.0.

In conclusion
Once the dry-joints have been dealt
with and modifications have been
carried out this is a very reliable
chassis. The A8 and A20 that followed it are similar, but use switching regulators in the LT circuits.
This solves the dry-joint problem
here, though the through-board
links are still a problem, especially
on the digital processing panel.
Following these chassis, Hitachi
pulled out of European CRT-based
TV set production to concentrate
on plasma displays. Current largescreen Hitachi sets use the ubiquitous Vestel 11AK19 and 11AK33
chassis, with minor modifications
to the trip circuits and software. •

My thanks to Dave Evans,
Hitachi 7'LO supremo,
and Hitachi's computer
brain dump for assistance
with this article.
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A holiday at .!
Ron Bourne recalls training back in the
Fifties, when he attended a course at the
Murphy Radio factory in Welwyn Garden City
uring the early Fifties I was
invited to go on a course on
television at Murphy Radio
Ltd., Welwyn Garden City. This
was a major event in my life.
Nowadays we travel all over the
world without a thought. In those
days London was a distant city.
There were not many cars on the
roads — only bosses had them! So
the journey was to London on the
LMS then, via the underground, to
Kings Cross to join the local LNER
service to Welwyn Garden City.
During this latter part of the journey I had my first glimpse of the
TV transmitting aerial at Alexandra
Palace, the only one in the country
at the time.

ing much of the first morning on the
around the god we were going to
principles of the blocking oscillator,
worship in our future years — a large
which was widely used as a TV
12in. console TV. At that time protimebase generator. We were then
grammes ran from 8 to 10 p.m., not
introduced to the complex TV signal
counting breakdowns during which
waveform, interan interlude was shown. We
lacing, sync sepa- Model V114C which
saw a plough going up and
had a nine inch screen
ration, the thyradown a field. Don't forget
and was manufactured that in those days all protron and other
in1949.
matters.
grammes were live. Even
After lunch in
so, it all seemed to be a
the works canmiracle. We couldn't foreteen we were
see what the future would
shown the
hold.
workbenches
Our training lasted for
where we
six more days. It included
would do our
an introduction to the new
practical work.
idea of deriving the EHT
They would be
supply from the flyback
condemned outpulses in the line timebase.
Our landlady
right today. The
We thought this wouldn't
I can't remember the name of our
benches were
catch on, because of poor reglandlady — there were about six of
made of Dexion
ulation. There was nothing like a
us engineers. She was a formidable
angle with a chipboard sursharp scanning line with good regface, and along the front there
lady whose husband had been
ulation, provided by a lethal mainswere power sockets coupled by conderived supply!
ordered to sleep in the garden shed
to make room for us! Her view
duit we were told we mustn't touch
The sets
while looking at the test sets as they
seemed to be that everyone who
were earthed! Some of the sets had
hailed from north of Watford
The construction of the sets in the
lived in a cave. I was
chassis that were at half mains early Fifties would not be believed
bottom of the pile
potential, so there would be today. Their heavy metal, sprayed
when she discovno way of escaping an
chassis would nowadays satisfy a
ered that I was
electric shock. We were
car body shop inspection. The cabifrom Stoke-ontold to keep our left
nets were made of highly-polished
hand in our pocket. No
Trent. So I
wood. De luxe sets had folding
ended up in the
isolating transformers in doors. Genuine, lovely pieces of
attic bedroom
those days!
furniture — no plastic then!
with an engineer
The main Murphy
Later, one de luxe Murphy set
from Rugeley.
TV product at the time
had a 15in. CRT that was operated
At breakfast
was Model V114, a
at 15kV derived from the mains.
she told us the
heavy beast with a huge
The EHT generator circuit was at
rules of the house.
power transformer on the
the base of the large cabinet. It
In before 10.30 p.m.,
bottom chassis. It produced
used two EHT valve rectifiers in a
no keys. She then
a killer mains-derived
voltage-doubling arrangement. This
enquired if anyone A 1953 Murphy twelve inch
6kV supply for the set's
was a real killer — I've seen a onemodel V210C.
played whist?
12in. CRT. A UU* fulland-a-half inch arc-over. You had
Everyone decided that they were not
wave rectifier valve was used to pro- to make sure that the large smoothfamiliar with cards. Obviously she
duce the HT supply. Even the vision
ing capacitors were discharged with
IF detector was a small, clip-in
would have had to win!
an earth lead. If you discharged
thermionic valve — there were no
them with a screwdriver its tip
At the factory
semiconductor devices in those
would be blown off!
The next day about twelve of us
days!
Return
After dinner at our lodging —
assembled in a small class room at
the factory. We were, in this unfamil- there was still food rationing at the
We returned to our workshops to
iar environment, going to learn about time — some of us went to the facto- await our turn in the evolution of
ry canteen where, in a darkened
the mysteries of TV circuitry. There
television — the opening of the
corner, there were some chairs
were two tutors. I remember spendSutton Coldfield transmitter.
■

D
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that the fault was in the power supply. I
noticed a couple of high-value resistors
around the chopper IC, and when these
were checked I found that RPO6 (3.9MQ,
0.5W) was open-circuit. A replacement
brought the set back to life. It seems to be
a popular model. P.S.

Philips 28PW9536/05R
(SMG7.1E chassis)
The complaint with this set was distorted
sound from the right-hand channel.
Interchanging the speakers made no difference. On the assumption that it was not an
output stage fault, and having found that
there was activity around the MSP3410D
multiple sound processor chip IC7751, I
decided to order a replacement. This 68pin surface-mounted IC is a horror to
change. Thankfully the replacement put
matters right. P.S.

Mitsubishi CT25AV1B (EE3
chassis)

TV FAULT FINDING
Reports from
Michael Dranfield
Philip Salkeld
Mike Leach
Eugene Trundle
Uel Harte
M. Richardson
Jerry Fedorak
Bill Bolem and
Gary Laidler
We welcome fault reports from readers
— payment for each fault is made after
publication.
Reports can be sent by post to:
Television Magazine Fault Reports,
Highbury Business,
Media House,
Azalea Drive, Swanley,
Kent BR8 8HU

or e-mailed to:
twinford@higbhurybiz.com
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Matsui 2107T
This set's power supply was tripping audibly. A check on the 2SC5250 line output
transistor showed that it was slightly
leaky. The cause wasn't obvious until I
brought my x10 eyeglass into play: I
could then see a ring around one leg of the
line driver transformer. Resoldering plus a
replacement transistor restored normal
operation. M.D.

The customer complained that the picture
was too wide. On inspection I saw that
there was an EW problem. Checks
revealed a short-circuit reading across one
of the EW modulator diodes, D506, but
the diode itself was OK. Time to disconnect pins 4 and 5 of the TEA2031A EW
correction chip IC551, where a short-circuit was found to be present. A replacement IC restored the scanning to its correct width. P.S.

Toshiba 3339DB

This is a 14in. TV/VCR combi unit. If the
fuse in the plug or the internal mains fuse
blows every couple of weeks, replace the
degaussing posistor TH801. It has a tendency to intermittent internal flashover.
I've had this fault a few times now. M.D.

The standby light was on but there were
no other signs of life. A check at the HT
fuse produced a reading of 60V, which
indicates that the set is stuck in standby.
This is a known fault, the cause being
shorted turns in the line output transformer. In the past the cost of this item
has been prohibitive, but I've noticed that
Toshiba now stocks an equivalent, part no.
23236641, at a very reasonable price. It
makes repair of this oldish set a sensible
proposition. P.S.

Ferguson M51131 (TX807C
chassis)

Philips 28PW6615/05 (MG1.1E
chassis)

This set seemed to be dead, but voltage
checks showed that there was 35V at the
collector of the line output transistor. Cold
checks revealed a dead-short rectifier,
DP092 (MUR120), on the secondary side
of the power supply. A replacement
brought this eighteen-month old set back
to life.. M.D.

The customer said that the picture would
flash red then went completely red. No
surprise to find that the W66ESF002X14
tube was faulty. Fortunately it was
insured. After fitting a replacement I was
rewarded with sound and a raster. A check
on the CRT base board showed that the
TDA6108JF RGB output chip was running cold;Further checks revealed that the
BAV21 diodes D6305, D6306 and D6307
(part no. 4822 1303080842) were all
leaky, also the BAS216 diode D6310 (part
no. 4822 13083757). To be on the safe
side I also replaced the TDA6108JF chip,

LG KE14P2GX

Bush W56674 (11AK37 chassis)
This set was dead with no LED display.
The mains bridge rectifier's reservoir
capacitor held its 330V charge when the
set was switched off, a clear indication
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part no. 9352 56140112. CRT flashovers
can cause quite a lot of destruction. P.S.
Bush WS6674 (PT92 chassis)
Apparently the picture had become narrow then the set had shut down in standby. I found that the BY228 EW modulator diode DD07 and the BD680A driver
transistor DV01 were short-circuit, while
RV38 (2.2Q) was burnt out. When I
replaced these items and switched the set
on it was back in the narrow-picture condition. After a few seconds RV38 started
to overheat. When you get this situation,
check CD08 and CD21 (both 680nF,
250V) with a capacitance meter.
Replacement of one of these capacitors
normally clears the fault. On this occasion however there was glue at the two
legs of CD21. It effectively made CD21
open-circuit. All was well once this clear
glue had been removed and the capacitor
had been resoldered. P.S.
Panasonic TX28PL4
There was sound but no picture from the
AV3 output. Otherwise the set worked
perfectly. My first step was to carry out a
self-check on the set, in case the microcontroller chip had been corrupted. The
situation remained the same after doing
this however. A look at the block diagram
showed that the AV3 socket is fed from
the video processor chip IC601. A
replacement, part no. VDP3120BPPC2,
put matters right. This IC has been a
problem with many Panasonic models.
P.S.
Philips 25PT4103/05 (L6.2
chassis)
This set was very slow to start up. It
would come on only when it had been
switched on for about five minutes. While
it was thinking about rousing itself a loud
hum came from the speaker, and I found
that most of the voltages on the secondary side of the power supply were
low. A drop of freezer and my trusty
hairdryer helped with the diagnosis. The
cause of the trouble turned out to be transistor Tr7501 (BF487) in the power supply. M.L.
Hitachi C32WD2TN2 (A7 chassis)
This large-screen set's power supply was
constantly pumping. As there were no
obvious shorts in the line output stage I
disconnected D952 to remove the 26V
supply to the audio output stage. The
pumping then stopped, and inspection of
the TDA7263 audio output chip IC4000
revealed a crack at the centre of the chip.
I fitted a replacement, which went bang
shortly after switch on. This time the set
continued to run but there was no sound
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from the right-hand channel. Two zener
diodes in the audio output circuit were
found to be faulty, ZD4002 (36V) and
ZD4000 (12V). A couple of new diodes
and another output chip restored the
sound. M.L.
Philips 14PT3685/05 (L9.3
chassis)
It's great when you can relate what you
learnt at technical college all those years
ago to a fault with a modern-day receiver! The symptom with this set was a bent
and rather curvy field collapse. I remember being told that the cause would usually turn out to be open-circuit field scan
coils. Well, not quite. In this case it wasn't the coils themselves but an open-circuit connection in the scan-coil plug,
which plugs into the main PCB. The
crimping was poor and was easy to put
right, providing a cheap cure. M.L.
Sharp 37AM23H (5BSA
chassis)
Only snow was present on the screen, and
I soon found that there was no voltage at
the tuner's supply pin. A circuit diagram
was required to follow the path of the
supply to the tuner. In the process I found
a leaky 3.3V zener diode, D211. A
replacement restored life to the tuner and
all was then well. M.L.
Daewoo DTL25G7GB
This set had poor and intermittent
remote-control functions. It would sometimes be OK, and on others wouldn't
appear to come out of standby. The LED
would turn green however, but no line
drive would be produced. When the set
decided to work correctly a very loud
buzzing and vibration came from the area
of the chopper transformer. Prodding and
poking in this area with an insulated,
blunt instrument made no difference to
the tone of the buzz. Bells started to ring
in my empty, Monday-morning head, so I
measured the voltage across the mains
bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor. The
meter produced a reading of only 221V!
A replacement 180/iF, 400V electrolytic
cured the evils mentioned above, and
Monday suddenly didn't seem so bad
after all! M.L.
Daewoo T514 (CP365 chassis)
If the complaint is intermittent picture
fading or no picture from a cold switch
on, check for bad solder joints in the
tube's heater circuit — at pin 10 of the line
output transformer and the motherboard
plug pin it feeds. E.T.
Sony KV36FS76U
This is certainly a heavy set — it took four

of us to carry it into the workshop! The
complaint was a rattling/whistling sound
that came from within and whose loudness increased with the picture-tube's
beam current. The line output transformer
was the cause, the set running silently
once a replacement had been fitted. E.T.
Hitachi CPT2578 (G80 chassis)
How old does a TV set have to be before
it gets kicked out of this column? This
one clocks in at some fourteen years. The
complaint was about an intermittent
burping from the loudspeaker in the
standby mode, with the two green LED
bars flashing. The cure was to replace
C908 (470/1F, 25V) in the power supply.
E.T.
Tatung T2OTD51(D series
chassis)
We rent out a lot of Tatung TV sets that
use this chassis and have got to know
them very well. But it was the first time
we'd had this fault. The 115V rectifier
D809 was dry-jointed at both legs, the
result being spasmodic shutdown. I also
found that the soldering of crystal XL301
was suspect. This is a common complaint
with the chassis. E.T.
Philips 14PV320
This TV/VCR combi unit produced the
no-go symptom, though a subdued pumping noise came from the chopper transformer as a result of the operation of its
excess-current trip. Checks showed that
D6391 (BYW98-200) was short-circuit,
though its series-wired fuse F1391
remained intact. E.T.
Tatung T21TD50 (D series
chassis)
The picture had disappeared, though the
sound remained I found that resistor
R427 (22Q) was burnt and open-circuit,
because the line driver transistor TR402
was leaky. It's advisable to fit a
2SD677C type in this position, in place of
the original BC337, even though the leadout configuration is different. E.T.
Grundig P37-070 (CUC7301
chassis)
This set seemed to be dead, but the power
supply was tripping slowly. Checks on
the primary side revealed that R667 (1Q)
had risen in value to 3.152. As a precaution I also replaced R666, which is in parallel with R667. Note that the values can
vary with different chassis. U.H.
Bush DVD1421V(11AK46
chassis)
This TV/DVD combi set had been purchased from a local supermarket less than
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three months ago. But the owner had lost
his receipt, and therefore wanted us to
repair it. The red light would come on
then, when the unit was switched on
from standby, the green light appeared.
But shortly afterwards the set reverted to
standby. A check on the BU808DFI line
output transistor Q602 revealed that it
was leaky. So a replacement was fitted
and all the associated circuitry was
checked. The unit was then left to run
for the rest of the day, with no problems.
The next day the original fault symptoms returned, but this time the line output transistor was OK. The cause of the
problem was the MC44608P40 chip
IC800 in the power supply — found by
heating and freezing it.
To go into the service menu, first
press menu on the remote-control unit
then scroll down to install. Don't enter
it: instead, press 4, 7, 2 and 5 on the
remote-control unit. M.R.

LG R128CI1ORX
The first anode voltage was fluctuating,
producing a very bright raster with flyback lines. Checks on the tube base
panel showed that R709 (220Q) was
open-circuit and C703 (lOpF, 250V)
leaky. M.R.

Samsung WS28V53N
This set was brought in because of lack
of green in the picture. Both IC501 and
IC502 (the red and green drive chips) on
the CRT base panel had short-circuit
pins, but the fault was still present when
replacements had been fitted. Further
checks showed that R508 (82kQ, 0.25W)
was open-circuit. M.R.

plug's socket, as this chassis suffers
from problems here. After resoldering
the socket I switched the set on and
obtained a perfect picture. J.F.

Philips 28PW6615/05
When I tried this 28in. widescreen set
the standby LED was flashing. Cold
checks in the power supply revealed that
the relay, circuit reference 1002, was
intermittent. It's available from CPC as
part no. PS280-10375. J.F.

Fidelity CTV3128NF
All this large set produced was a ticking
noise. Tests showed that the BU2525AF
line output transistor Q602 was leaky.
There were also dry-joints at the tuning
capacitors. Everything was OK once
these problems had been attended to.
J.F.

Goodmans Compact 110
There was no picture or sound, only the
front red LED was on. When I checked
the 12V supply to the line output stage I
found that coil LHO1 was open-circuit.
It's located near the TDA3653A field
output IC. A blob of glue on the track
side of the PCB had hidden an open-circuit solder joint at the coil. Once it had
been cleaned and resoldered the set
worked normally. B.B.

Sharp DV5940H (4BS-C
chassis)
This set was tripping, so checks were
carried out in the line output stage where
the 2SD1546 output transistor was found
to be leaky. After fitting a replacement I
checked the connections at the scan-coil
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Strange noises came from the line output
stage in this set. A quick check showed
that L604 had been overheating. The
cause of the trouble was D604, which
was short-circuit. U.H.

Daewoo GB20C5NTS (CP185
chassis)
This set became a bit of a nightmare to
repair. The fault was stuck in standby,
with the standby LED flicking slowly
between green and amber. My initial
suspicion was a fault in the line output
stage, but there was nothing obviously
wrong here and a new output transformer, also a new field output IC, made
no difference.
Attention was then turned to the
microcontroller chip. Clock and data
pulses were present, and the supply voltage was correct. A scope check at reset
pin 60 showed that it didn't toggle at
switch on. When I disconnected pin 60
the set came back to life. A replacement
microcontroller chip cleared the fault.
Note that the new version 2 should be
fitted, and that the EPROM should be
replaced at the same time. Remember to
adjust the tuner option codes after fitting
the replacements. U.H.

Technosonic Q7 text

Black Diamond BD14T
(11AK2OS chassis)

The fault report with this Amstrad-based
portable said "small picture". A check on
the HT voltage at the cathode of D511
produced a reading of only 85V instead
of 110V. The usual culprits in this situation are C508 and C509 on the primary
side of the power supply. This time they
were OK, but I fitted replacements to be
on the safe side. The actual cause of the
fault was the 330pF, 160V HT smoothing capacitor C517. A replacement
cleared the fault. U.H.

This set was dead with the mains fuse
blown. On initial investigation I couldn't
see anything else wrong — the MOSFET
chopper transistor and its control chip
were both OK. By chance I then noticed
that the blue disc-type capacitor C808
was split open. A replacement plus a
new fuse restored normal operation.
U.H.

I am used to line output transformer failure with these sets. The problem with this
one however was bad EW distortion.
Once the back had been removed the
cause was obvious from the state of C313
(12pF, 100V — strange value). A replacement restored correct scanning. G.L.

Philips 14PT2002/05 (L01.2E
chassis)

Goodmans 286NS (Philips
L6.2 chassis)

There was no sound. I initially thought
that the set might be in the wrong sound
standard, but checks on the menu and
option codes proved fruitless. Close
inspection of the surface-mounted jungle
chip IC7200 showed that several of its
pins were poorly soldered. A complete
solder reflow cured the fault. U.H.

The only sign of life with this set was a
faint whistle from the line output stage.
An ohmmeter check across the output
transistor produced a dead short reading,
which is what you usually find with these
sets. But the transistor itself was OK, the
cause of the fault being C2912 (22nF,
2kV) which was short-circuit. G.L.

Philips 14PT1532/05 (L6.1
AA chassis)
There was lack of height and foldover,
and R3405 was burning. The cause of
the fault was the surface-mounted capacitor C2404 which was leaky. Once I'd
replaced these two components the set
worked correctly. B.B.

Sony KV16WT1U
The symptom with this new set was field
collapse. In the past I've found dry-joint
problems in the field output stage in
Sony sets. Not this time however. So out
with my trusty Avo to check the voltages
at the line output transformer, where the
24V supply was missing. The dry-joint
was at wire link L807, which was almost
dropping out. Resoldering cured the
fault.
I also found poor soldering at the rear
start socket. After dealing with this I
gave the set a soak test to ensure that
everything was OK. J.F.

Sharp 51DT25H

Schneider STV2802T
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Sony KV29LS3OU
All that happened when this set was
switched on was that the standby LED started to flash. These sets are heavy beasts, and
I didn't relish the thought of having to take
it back to the workshop. Checks showed
that the HT supply came up when the set
was brought out of standby, but was low at
about 90V instead of 135V. I carry an oscilloscope in the car, and by checking at the
collector of the line output transistor I could
see that all was not well. The most likely
suspect was the line output transformer. I
returned next day with a replacement and
fitted it. The set produced a good picture
once the focus had been adjusted.

PCB with the scart sockets against another
module. This had worked — for about twenty minutes — then failed, leaving the customer £35 worse off and still with no
colour.
I took the set back to the workshop and
checked with the circuit diagram. Chroma
and luminance separation, also input
switching, are carried out on the scart PCB.
I removed this PCB and looked for dryjoints. There were several at the connectors
that plug into the main PCB, especially the
one for chroma out. Resoldering provide a
complete cure. Shame on that cowboy!
Incidentally our local main library has
all the U-View circuit books — it's where I
found the circuit diagram for this set.

Mitsubishi CT2125TX

Service
Casebook
Michael Maurice

The complaint with this set was poor teletext reception, especially BBC2 Ceefax.
Whenever I get one of these sets in I replace
all the electrolytic capacitors in the power
supply. Most of them were leaking. Once
replacements had been fitted the set worked
very well — including BBC2 Ceefax.

Matsui 32WN01
This set was actually badged Philips. So,
when the customer phoned me up and told
me that it was dead apart from a flashing
red light, I had an idea that the cause could
be one of those little blue disc capacitors.
Unfortunately on test I found that the line
output transistor and transformer had both
failed. I managed to obtain replacements
next day and, once they had been fitted, I
was rewarded with a good picture.

Toshiba 2939DB
This set had no sync. The cause turned out
to be the clock crystal associated with the
text module, ZT01. A replacement cured
the fault.

Hitachi C1709T
The picture was very, very green. In fact
there was simply no red or blue. The usual
cause of loss of one or more colours is failure of the relevant BF459 RGB output transistors on the CRT base PCB. Not this time
however. After carrying out further checks,
in the workshop, I came to the conclusion
that the cause of the fault lay in the
TA8690AN jungle chip. A replacement
confirmed this diagnosis.

Toshiba 2505DB
I was told that there was intermittent loss of
colour and found that there was a blackand-white picture. The set had received
attention from a local cowboy, who had
told the customer that there was a bad connection, probably broken print, and that
tracing it would be impossible. He had carried out a makeshift repair by wedging the
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Philips 20CT4636
This elderly set appeared to be dead except
for a flash from the standby light. The cause
turned out to be the TDA3576B timebase
generator chip. I managed to obtain a replacement, which restored normal operation.

Finlandia C66HZ6 (Salora M
chassis)
This set was totally dead, with the mains
fuse blown and the chopper transistor shortcircuit. I found that the plastic holders
which retain the degaussing coils and the
Aquadag earthing braid had cracked. As a
result the braid had come off and shorted
out the heatsinks.
I decided to take this set back to the
workshop, partly because it needed a service and also because I feared that it might
be a complicated repair. To start with I
replaced the chopper transistor and the 15V
zener diode that's connected between its
base and emitter. The replacements went
short-circuit at switch on. I had to hunt
round for someone who had an LF0070D
hybrid chopper drive IC, but eventually
found one. I also replaced the small electrolytic capacitors on the primary side of
the power supply, and many on the secondary side. Fortunately the set then
worked.
The pictures produced by these sets have
always been excellent. I wonder how many
of today's sets will be working reliably
with good CRTs in 13 years' time?

Panasonic TX25MD1 (Euro 2
chassis)
The customer complained that she couldn't
receive the 'cable channel', though she
could with her portable TV set. It was an
old analogue cable system, with the output
from the terminal on ch. 52. The problem
was that the set's tuner was failing. As I
carry these in stock it didn't take long to fit
a replacement. A check with the customer
next day proved that all was well.
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A troublesome Beko
I recently had a Beko set, Model
28416ND, in for repair. It's fitted with
the 14.1 chassis, with which I'm sure
many of you are familiar. The fault
seemed straightforward enough: a blowup had occurred in the power supply. The
chopper control chip IC601 had blown its
top off, the chopper FET T601 was shortcircuit, and several other components had
been damaged. IC601 is type MC44608P.
I used a 2SK2545 FET, which has
proved to be reliable in this position.
D601, the supply rectifier for the control
IC, and D607 in the snubber circuit needed replacement. So did R605 (39Q),
R606 and R607 (both 0-47Q).
Whenever one of these power supplies
requires repair I always improve the reliability by adding a 4.7kQ resistor in
series with the diode that provides the
chopper control IC's supply, in this case
D601. In some makes a resistor is
already fitted in this position, but quite
often its value is lkQ: increase it to
4.7ka
Once these items had been fitted I
applied power and was rewarded with
good results. So, after a reasonable soak
test, the set was returned to its owner.
Unfortunately it came back two days
later, but this time it was stuck in standby. Expecting to find a short in the line
output stage, I quickly checked around
the output transistor. But nothing seemed
to be amiss. Checks on the other supply
rails also failed to reveal any shorts. At
this point I turned my attention to the
original problem, the power supply blowup. Checks around the optocoupler
revealed the cause of the trouble: the
optocoupler was very leaky at both the
primary and the secondary side. In addition D614 and ZD603 in the standby
switching arrangement were short-circuit,
and R617 (47Q) in the feed to the optocoupler on the secondary side had suffered. So I fitted replacements, using a
PC123 optocoupler. I then applied power,
expecting the set to start up. There was a
just brief rustle of EHT, after which the
set died. Checks on the secondary side of
the power supply showed that the voltages were normal, with the HT at 145V.
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Further checks revealed that the line
drive was missing. I traced through the
circuitry back to the source, jungle chip
IC101, where it was also absent. A common cause of this is the surface-mounted
decoupling capacitors C132 and C125, at
pins 1 and 39 of the IC. They tested OK,
but to be sure I fitted replacements. This
made no difference. All the other outputs
from the IC were correct, so I suspected
the chip itself, a TDA8843.
Unfortunately the problem was still present when a replacement had been fitted.
The only other clue was that the 12C bus
seemed to be particularly busy. To rule
out software problems, I blanked the
EEPROM. The problem was still there
however, and by now I was beginning to
think that the skip in the back was the
best solution!
In a desperate attempt to find more
clues, I did what I should perhaps have
done at the beginning: I connected a
scope to the HT rail. The voltage was
correct and stable at 145V, but there was
a problem when power was first applied
to the set. The scope revealed that immediately after power up there was a brief
but very marked dip in the HT voltage.
At this point I disconnected the feed to
the line output stage and connected a
dummy load. When power was restored
the HT supply rose normally and
remained stable.
So it seemed that there was a substantial overload when the line output stage
attempted to start up. Although it tested
OK, I fitted a new output transistor. This
made no difference. At a loss as to the
cause of the trouble, I decided to replace
the line output transformer. When power
was reapplied, there was the sound of
EHT and the set sprang to life.
A long soak test proved that all was
now well. Needless to say I was more
than glad to return the set to its owner!

are popular with caravanners and lorry
drivers. You find various brand names on
them. Most use the same chassis however, which is based on a CD5151 IC.
Here's a round-up of common problems
I've come across.
General: These units are hand-soldered.
Many faults are caused by either poor
soldering or bridged connections. Start
with a thorough general inspection, as
this can often solve a lot of problems.
Dead set: Check for cracked print
around the DC input and aerial sockets.
It seems to be a common problem with
these sets.
TV dead: Check Q702, Q703 and D702.
TV unstable with excessive width: The
primary supply transistor Q701 was
short-circuit collector-to-emitter. A
TIP42C works well in this position.
Field collapse: R519 (10Q) open-circuit.
Bright white screen and no sound:
IC202 defective.
Radio dead: C104 (100pF) short-circuit.
No tuning: Check R206 (10Q).
Low gain: The usual cause is a defective
tuner, but Q201 in the AGC circuit can
also be responsible.
Very dull, washed-out picture: CRT
faulty.
Poor focus: CRT faulty.
No sound: IC301 faulty.
No sound with R307 (22Q) burnt up:
C317 (470/4F) short-circuit.

More madness
I recently bought a crate of 5.5in. monochrome TV sets. Although such sets are
generally uneconomic to repair, they can
be quite profitable if you get them at the
right price. These compact units combine
a 12V TV set with a dual-band radio, and

Buzzing on sound: Carefully adjust the
IF discriminator coil L301.
Mirrored picture: I've come across several cases where the line scan coils were
■
soldered the wrong way round.
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always that the HT reservoir capacitor
C829 (47pF, 160V) is open-circuit.
Strangely, the fault seems to affect only
20in. sets. M.D.

Sharp 56FW-53H (DA100
chassis)
This set had an intermittent picture/colour
fault. While I had it on test the picture
blanked out altogether, which made for
easier fault finding. I checked around the
TEA5101A RGB output chip IC1801 on
the CRT base panel and found that the
voltage at pin 2 was low at only 4V
instead of 11.5V. This supply comes via
transistor Q912, which seems to form
some sort of switch-on delay, being biased
on by the CRT heater supply. Anyway, a
check on Q912 (2SC2412) showed that it
was leaky. A replacement restored the
supply and cured the intermittent greyscale drift. M.D.

Samsung TVP5050

TV FAULT FINDING
Reports from
Michael Dranfield
Philip Salkeld
Uel Harte
Gary Laidler
Bob Flynn
Glyn Dickinson
Mike Leach
and
Andrew Duggan
We welcome fault reports from readers
— payment for each fault is made after
publication.
Reports can be sent by post to:
Television Magazine Fault Reports,
Highbury Business,
Media House,
Azalea Drive, Swanley,
Kent BR8 8HU

Sony KVB2912U (AE2 chassis)
There was an intermittent fault with this
set. After about half an hour the picture
would blank out, but the on-screen display
and the sound would remain. I looked at
the set on and off for five weeks, checking, changing and scoping, so I will cut
the story short. I eventually decided that it
might be a good idea to put the set in the
teletext mix mode and see what happened
when the picture went off. Bingo! When
the picture went off, so did the red in the
teletext display.
This took me to the red output pin 13
of the SDA5248 teletext chip IC101: the
red output disappeared when the picture
blanked out. The chip is available from
SEME but is expensive at about £30. It
cured the fault however, and I was glad to
see the back of this 29in. monster. M.D.

Bush DVD142TV (11AK46
chassis)
This TV-DVD combi unit produced sound
but no picture in both the TV and DVD
modes. What I didn't expect to find was
dry-jointed connections to the line output
transformer, as the set was just out of guarantee. The result was no voltage at the collector of the line output transistor. I look
forward to seeing more of these sets! M.D.

Alba CTV4808 (11AK19 chassis)
or e-mailed to:
t.winford@highburybiz.com

A fault I've had on many occasions with
this set is an audible tripping noise from
the chopper transformer. The cause is

This TV-VCR combi unit was dead with
no output from the power supply. The dealer it came from had already replaced the
STRS6707 chopper chip to no avail. After
start up the supply at pin 9 of this IC comes
from the chopper transformer, via a simple
series-pass regulator based on Q802
(TIP102). This is where the trouble lay.
Q802 was short-circuit collector-to-base,
and its base-bias zener diode DZ802 (7.5V)
was also short-circuit. Replacing these two
items restored the set to life. M.D.

Bush WS7674 (PT92 chassis)
This just out of guarantee set was dead
with the red LED on. When it was brought
out of standby the LED went to green,
then off and finally back to red. Most
faults have been in the power supply, but
the HT output was correct at 145V. I
checked all the obvious components in the
line output stage, but everything seemed
to be OK. I then decided to remove the
line output transformer. Once this had
been done the green light stayed on. A
replacement was ordered from CHS, using
the number on the small label on its side —
1362.5006D. To my relief the new transformer restored normal operation. P.S.

Samsung WS32M64V (KS3A
chassis)
This set had been repaired by another dealer. When we became involved the customer told us that following the repair the
set's brightness varied and the colour went
purple. I put the set on test and sure
enough the brightness varied and the greyscale was going crazy. The problem was
where to start. I decided to phone Samsung
technical and, after describing the fault, I
was asked whether anyone had adjusted
the screen (Al) control. If so, there's a set-
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ting-up procedure. This is as follows:
(1) Feed a blank picture signal to the aerial socket (from a pattern generator or old
video set to AV).
(2) Access the factory mode (standby,
display, menu, mute, standby).
(3) Select G2 adjust.
(4) Turn the screen VR until the red text
at the top of the picture turns green. If
you continue to turn the VR the text will
go red again. Set for the middle of the
green section.
(5) Press the menu button.
(6) Select video adjust 1.
(7) Choose any item, e.g. select 'red cutoff'.
(8) Change the value of the selected
adjustment by 1, then return to the original value. For example if the red cutoff
value is 127, change it to 128 then return
it to 127.
(9) Press the menu button to return to the
main service menu.
Both problems were cured once this
had been done. Screen/A1 adjustments
are starting to become critical. P.S.

Beko 16328NX
The symptom looked like field distortion.
There were black horizontal strips across
the screen: they travelled well down the
screen though not to the bottom. But
freezing and heat application made no
difference. I then noticed, across the scan
coils, a 220Q, 1W resistor that was in
distress. A check showed that it was
open-circuit. Once a replacement had
been fitted the set was ready for return to
the customer. P.S.

Toshiba 28N23B (11AK37
chassis)
No sound problems can lead you up the
garden path. You will have to contact
Toshiba technical, which can provide service menu information to reprogram the
EPROM. The purpose of this note is to
stop you tackling the problem with your
signal tracer, because there simply is no
sound. Happy days! P.S.

LG R132CZ1ORX (14.2 chassis)
The customer complained about a loud
whistle from the back, intermittent of
course. The cause was eventually traced
to the EW loading coil L501, part no.
051707. U.H.

NEI 1551TX
The set was dead. In this event check for
12V at pin 9 of the chopper control chip
IC800. If the supply is missing, replace
thermistor TH901. A resistance check
with a good thermistor should produce a
reading of 6.8k52 when cold. Note that
this thermistor can also be the cause of
intermittent power supply problems. U.H.
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Toshiba 50WH18B
This projection set was slow to come out
of standby. In addition the remote-control
operations were erratic. The cause was
eventually traced to IC QT07 on the text
PCB. A solder reflow of this IC cured the
faults. U.H.

fully. The solder must have just been
making contact. All was OK once it had
been resoldered.
Now that's a one-off I thought, but a
week later I had another set with the
same fault. G.L.

Matsui 28NO3
Thomson Tekno 2 Combo
I hate repairing combi units. This one was
dead. Checks on the primary side of the
power supply revealed that one of the
start-up resistors, RPO5 (120kQ), was
open-circuit. A replacement restored normal operation. U.H.

Grundig ST55-725 (CUC7350
chassis)
The job card said dead set. Expecting the
usual power supply rebuild, I ordered the
parts that would have been required. But
it turned out to be a strange fault. I was
surprised to find that the mains fuse was
intact. There was no supply at pin 7 of
the chopper control IC however. When a
replacement IC was fitted the power supply started tripping, with drive present at
pin 6 of the IC.
Checks on the secondary side of the
power supply showed that D61001 was
short-circuit, but a replacement failed to
cure the fault. Much time was then spent
checking the secondary side and the output stages. As everything seemed to be
OK I returned to the primary side of the
power supply, where the BYT54M diodes
D60029 and D60030 proved to be shortcircuit. Replacements brought the set to
life with line collapse. The cause of this
was the line output transformer, part no.
GR29221 031 63A. In all it turned out to
be an expensive repair. U.H.

Wharfedale 550
This set was tripping. The first thing I
noticed was that the line scan coil plug on
the main board was very discoloured. I
hard-wired it and, amazingly, found that
the line output transistor had survived —
usually it doesn't. The set still tripped
however. I then spotted a disc capacitor,
C599 (22nF, 2kV), with a black dot on
it. It's right by the line output transformer, and read leaky. A replacement
restored normal operation. G.L.

Naiko N2866
This is a budget supermarket 28in. set
with a built-in DVD player. The customer
said that it had been intermittently dead
and was now totally dead. To get the
main board out isn't fun — you have to
disconnect lots of wires. Once it was out
the cause of the trouble was clear. The
legs of the BYW76 diode DP14 were
slightly wider than the PCB holes and,
during assembly, it hadn't gone home

This set was dead. Initial checks on the
primary side of the power supply failed
to reveal any shorts, so I moved to the
secondary side where I found that DP12
(BYV28-600) was short-circuit. I fitted a
replacement and, flushed with success,
switched the set on. It produced a bright
screen with flyback lines, because there
was no HT supply to the RGB output
stages. Checks around the line output
transformer revealed that RL18 (33Q)
was open-circuit. A replacement restored
normal operation, and a long soak test
proved that all was well. G.L.

Sony KVM2131U (BE1 chassis)
No sound with an occasional crackling
noise was cured by replacing D202
(1SS133). This type of diode is used
throughout the chassis, and is not too reliable. So you can suspect it if there is one
in the area giving you trouble. B.F.

Goodmans 255N$ (Daewoo
CP775 chassis)
The sound was OK but the screen was
blacked out. I found that all the voltages
derived from the line output transformer
were low, including the tube heater voltage. The unlikely cause was a poor connection at the plug/socket on the small
scan-coil PCB. Usually this results in failure of the line output transistor. B.F.

Thomson 14MS15UT (TX807
chassis)
The field linearity was poor and the picture was shifted to the left. The cause was
a corrupted EEPROM (ST24W04), which
SEME can supply under order code
M22W04. After fitting a replacement you
will probably have to adjust the height.
To enter the service mode turn the set off
to standby, switch it off at the power
switch, and switch on again while holding
down the magenta key on the remotecontrol unit. Hold this key until the picture appears and then the adjustment data.
Again using the magenta key, select the
geometry menu. Adjust VA50 and store
with the OK button. Press exit to leave
the service mode. B.F.

Philips 25PT532B (GR2.4
chassis)
Once it had warmed up this set would usually go off with a flashing red power LED
It would have to cool down before you
could turn it on again. The cause was
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eventually traced to poor connections at
the scan-coil socket PCB, not the usual
ones that cause failure of the line output
transistor but the two at the other end. B.F.

Philips 22CE2567 (2A chassis)
For about the first half an hour the picture
would continually flick from on- to offtune every second or so. The cure was to
replace the three electrolytics in the IF
module. B.F.

ume and muting circuit at pin 5. There
was lots of sound once the correct device
had been fitted! G.D.

(IC002) was faulty. We keep them in
stock, and a replacement cleared the
problems. M.L.

Akura AP2821S

Panasonic TX14GV1

Ooh look, a new silver Akura! Inside
there's a piece of Turkish delight. This
set was dead because RPO5 (1MQ) was
open-circuit. And, of course, the line output transformer was arcing. G.D.

This TV/VCR combi unit came to the
workshop from the showroom. The sales
staff said it didn't start up. But it worked
all right for us. So back off, tap around,
back on, soak test — no start up! In fact
the unit would take a tape in but wouldn't
eject it, and on the TV side it didn't produce a picture. The timer light was flashing orange, while the power light was
green in standby with no illumination at
power up. To cut a long story short, the
5V supply to the SDA5457 micro 1701
was intermittent because of dry-joints at
L702 and D705. These components are
on the bottom board. M.L.

Ferguson B59F (ICC7 chassis)
Toshiba 3327DB (C2D chassis)
This monster's field scanning was
cramped at the bottom and stretched at the
top. Field problems are usually caused by
C317 and C322, with possible electrolyte
leakage that needs to be cleaned or damages IC302. On this occasion however the
fault was cured by replacing C305 (lpF,
50V). B.F.

LG KE14P2PX
This combi unit was dead. The 4A input
fuse was blown, and there was a low
resistance reading across a section of the
bridge rectifier. The degaussing posistor,
type 14MQ, needed replacement. After
that the resistance reading was about
350Q. B.F.

Hitachi C2874TN
A common fault with this complex set is
failure of the LA7838 field output IC,
which often becomes intermittent.
Replacement of the IC and its decoupling
capacitor cures the fault. To do this, I
suggest cutting the plastic frame to gain
access to the pins. Although this may
seem a bit drastic, removing the chassis
frame now that these sets are a few years
old disturbs the ribbon cable that links the
two PCBs. As a result the cable can fracture, leading to lots of intermittent faults,
with extremely awkward replacement
being the only cure. G.D.

Crown CTF28NT
This set was tripping. I found that the line
output transistor was short-circuit. D402
(BY228) had evidently been overheating
and was also short-circuit. Once these
two items had been replaced there was a
picture, but it was narrow with no EW
correction. Fortunately the cause was not
too far away — R427 (10Q, 1W fusible)
was open-circuit. G.D.

Tatung B series chassis
There was no sound. Audio arrived at the
output chip IC601, but nothing came out
despite the 14V supply being present at
pin 2. But a new IC made no difference.
Much time was wasted until I realised
that the IC is type TDA7056. I had fitted
one with the suffix A, which has a vol-
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"Came in at the sides then went dead" the
customer reported. Not surprisingly, the
line output transistor was short-circuit.
When this and the usual tuning capacitor
had been replaced there was a picture but,
after a few seconds, the new transistor
started to overheat and the width came in
at the sides, with some foldover. Clearly
something was wrong with the line drive,
the culprit being CP59 (3,300pF, 35V).
I've noticed that this capacitor seems to
be in a poor state in most of these sets, so
replacement is advisable as a matter of
course. It's the reservoir capacitor for the
24V supply. G.D.

Panasonic TX36PB50
This set had been out for only a short
while before it was part-exchanged for
something bigger! When we checked it
over in the workshop it appeared to
have no sound, though the previous
owner had not mentioned this. It seems
to be a common fault however, and my
thanks go to the Panasonic technical
website that pointed me in the right
direction. Basically, you have to
remove the sound board, which is
known as the DP PCB, and reflow the
solder around the various ICs. The most
likely causes of the symptom are
1C2510, 1C2501 and IC2504. Make sure
that you resolder all these surfacemounted ICs and all the plated-through
electrolytics carefully. Resolder the
capacitors on both sides of the PCB.
Have a general look around for other
poor soldered joints, and deal with them
as necessary. M.L.

Hitachi C2566TN
This set was suffering from all the
known Hitachi problems. It would shut
off seconds after switching on, or sometimes work for a while before shutting
down. All seemed to be well after a
good solder up around the regulators and
a new 68kQ resistor in the power supply. Until, that is, I tried to turn up the
volume and change channels with the
front controls. There was no sound at all,
and the channel up and down buttons
had no effect. I knew about this one
from a time back — the EEPROM

Naiko N2850W
There were slight brightness and contrast
variations for the first ten minutes, after
which the picture would flash for a while
then disappear, leaving a just-visible
green raster and sometimes flyback lines.
The sound and remote-control operation
were both OK. The first anode supply was
varying slightly, but a new line output
transformer failed to cure the problem.
Nor did replacing the TDA6107Q RGB
output chip on the CRT base. Further
checks failed to reveal anything amiss,
leaving the tube as the main suspect.
In the end another set with the same
Philips A66ECK001X13 CRT came in
for repair, so I carried out a tack-toback' test, linking all the connections
from the suspect CRT to the other set.
This confirmed that the CRT was the
cause of the trouble. A.D.

Goodmans 285NS (Daewoo
CP775 chassis)
When one of these sets comes in dead
and tripping, the line output transformer
T402 usually has a shorted primary winding or has been arcing and has killed the
2SD1880 line output transistor Q401.
One set came in with both of these items
faulty, and in addition the TDA8351 field
output chip 1301 had a hole in its front.
D408 (BYV95C) looked scorched, while
C413 (220F, 160V) was swollen. These
two components provide the 46V supply
for 1301.
Once these items had been replaced
there was sound but no picture, just a
bright white shadow a third of the way up
the screen. A replacement TDA8375A
jungle chip (1501) restored the picture. It
lives under the screening can.
We've also had the BYW95C boost
diode D406 fail as a result of a defective
LOPT. A.D.
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seemed to be fine. When the output from
the variac was increased further however
there was a loud bang from the power supply and the set died again.
It was now obvious that the blue disc
capacitor 02540 (22nF, 2kV) was the
cause of the problem, and was without
doubt responsible for the failure of the
other components that had been replaced.
A hole was discovered at the bottom of
the capacitor. Fortunately the new chopper
transistor was fine: I suspect that without
the use of the variac I would have had to
replace all the other parts again. M.R.
Thomson 28WF45EG (ICC20

chassis)

Extended Fault
Reports
Reports on complex or tricky
TV fault conditions are sometimes too long for inclusion in
our regular fault-finding section.
We've put a few of them
together in this extended fault
report feature

Reports from
Charles Ritchie
M. Richardson
Martyn S. Davis
David I. Scott and
Arthur Jackson

Panasonic TX25MD1 (Euro-2L
chassis)
The fault symptoms with this set were
field cramping and RGB lines across the
picture. Replacing D456 (MA2160B) in
the field flyback boost circuit and resoldering the joints around the TDA8175 field
output chip IC451 usually cures the fault,
but not this time. The TDA8175 IC also
had to be replaced, but the device is now
obsolete. Fortunately Panasonic supplies a
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kit, part no. TZS9EK026-1, that contains a
TDA8177 IC, a small PCB, a few resistors
and fitting instructions. Once I had fitted
the kit, gone into the service mode and
adjusted VAMP, VSYM, VLIN, VDC and
VPOS the set worked well.
When you fit the kit for the first time it
seems to be a daunting task. Fortunately it
gets easier with practice. There are a few
omissions however. Resistors R455 and
R457 are surface-mounted components.
R455 must be removed and a wire link fitted on PCB E (the main board) before
PCB D (the new PCB) is fitted. There is
no information on how to get into the service mode, and it would be nice to have
before and after modification diagrams of
the field output stage.
To get into the service mode with this
chassis, set the bass to maximum and the
treble to minimum. Then press the F button followed by the volume-down button
on the TV set, while pressing the reveal
button on the remote-control unit. Use the
red/green buttons to select a function, and
the yellow/blue buttons to alter values.
Press the store button on the TV set to
retain the new values, and the N button on
the remote-control unit to exit the service
mode. C.R.
Philips 32PW9723/05
(MD2.25 chassis)
This 32in. widescreen set was completely
dead. I removed the back and checked the
components in the power supply. The
STW9NA60 chopper transistor Tr7541
was short-circuit, also the 1N5062 mains
bridge rectifier diodes D6510-3. As a precaution, I also replaced the MC44604P
chopper chip IC7520 and the surrounding
capacitors.
Thank goodness for the variac! I slowly
turned up its output, and the set produced
a good picture with sound. Everything

This newish set came in dead with the
front LED flashing error code 25, which
indicates that the switched 5V supply is
missing. It was the first time I had worked
on the chassis, so I spent a fair amount of
time getting to know it and seeking a possible cause of the fault. Eventually it all
boiled down to the line output transformer. This comes as a kit, part no.
35699030, that curiously doesn't include
the output transistor, part no. 10461310.
Once I had replaced these items there
was sound but no picture, because diodes
DL302 and DL303 had gone short-circuit.
How did I get to the line output transformer? Because Thomson's helpful technical department suggested that I try it. I
find it amazing and, in a strange way,
reassuring that after all these years
Thomson still hasn't worked out how to
design reliable line output transformers.
There's hope for the service trade yet!

M.S.D.
GEC C2100
When I was asked if I would look at this
supposedly well cared for set my first
thought was that its owners had got the
model number wrong. When it arrived I
was astonished to find that it was indeed a
thirty-year old single-standard hybrid set
with a wood-veneer cabinet, and that it did
seem to be in spotless condition.
Apparently it had been regularly used as
the main set over the years, with only a
minimal number of repairs (supported by
bills), and had been relegated to another
room only when Channel 5 started up —
the C2100 has only four channel push-buttons of course.
Infrequent use had continued until a
few weeks previously, when there was
sound but no picture for a few minutes
after which the set had gone completely
dead. It didn't take long to find that the
rear-mounted HT cut-out had operated
because of an overload, the cause being
failure of the 0.47pF boost reservoir
capacitor — it had gone short-circuit. I was
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fearful that the PY500A boost diode
might have suffered as well. But no, once
the capacitor had been replaced (yes, I
did have one to hand!) the picture came
up with the correct width and no ballooning as the brightness was increased.
I couldn't help noticing that the picture
was very washed out and dim, and fortunately knew the cause of this as well, a
low-emission PL802 luminance output
valve. A replacement valve (also to hand!)
followed by adjustment of the many convergence controls rewarded me with an
amazingly good picture given the age of
the set and the technology it used, and
also the fact that it still had its original
Mullard red-labelled Colourscreen tube.
The owners were extremely pleased, but I
had to warn them that, despite its excellent condition both inside and out, it was
living on borrowed time. They were nevertheless reluctant to let it go, and I have
no doubt that I shall see it again. D.I.S.

usual. It quickly changed to amber, and
EHT was heard. Normally the amber goes
green and, after about another four-five
seconds, a picture appears. But in this
case the amber remained for fifteen seconds and no picture appeared. After the
fifteen seconds the LED flashed green
and amber alternately, then flashed two
pulses followed by a delay then another
six pulses. This means error code 26,
which occurs when the tube takes a long
time to warm up.
The cause of the problem was the
tube's Al/G2 supply. As no shorts could
be found, I disconnected the Al lead
from the tube base and checked the voltage. A supply of only 4V was available
from the LOPT. A replacement transformer — the part no. for this model is
10680470 — cured the fault.
The error code is worth noting, as
other components could produce the same
symptoms. A.J.

Thomson 32WF25U (ICC17
chassis)

Sanyt? C28DN1 (EB4-A28
chassis)

When this large, flatscreen set was
switched on a red LED illuminated as

This set produced a bright standby light,
but when channel-up was pressed the

LED went dull then started to flash.
Voltage checks revealed that the primary
side of the power supply was very dead,
as the surge-limiter resistor R602 (3.952,
7W) was open-circuit. The LED and the
microcontroller chip are powered via a
separate mains transformer.
Further checks showed that the chopper transistor Q613 and the line output
transistor Q432 were short-circuit. I
replaced R602 and Q613, checked other
relevant components on the primary side
of the power supply, then removed the
line output transistor and connected a
dummy load across the HT line. When
the set was powered via a variac, I discovered that the HT rose to over 200V at
60 per cent mains input.
The cause of the trouble was R641
(68kS2), which was open-circuit. It's part
of a potential divider across the 150V HT
rail, its lower end feeding a voltage to the
optocoupler D615.
Once R641 and Q432 had been
replaced there was normal HT. But the
LA7833 field output chip IC501 had also
been damaged. Replacing this item completed the repair. A.J.

The TV boom years
Ron Bourne describes the days when TV was still
something new and exciting, for the public, service
engineers and sales people alike

D

wring the Sixties I joined a large
local radio and TV retailer as a
service engineer. It was a very forward-looking company for the time, with
over nine shops in the area and a motto —
"It's the service that counts!" — that was
blazoned on all the company's vehicles.
The vans, mostly Ford 100Es, also had
coloured balloons painted on the sides. If a
car heater was installed you were lucky.
.But, living up to the motto, the vans were
fitted with the first Pye radiotelephones.
So we were in constant communication
(well, for most of the time!) with the service centre. This, along with other offices
and departments, was in a large former
public house that dated from the Victorian
period.
The main office was upstairs. Other
rooms were occupied by sales representatives, the sales office, the Sales Manager
and, of course, the Managing Director. He
would pass his comments and instructions
on in memos that were written in bright
green ink. We quaked in our shoes if we
received one of them! I recall a service
engineer being reported for excessive
speeding in the city. The memo he
received said "if the police don't get you
next time, I will!"

Servicing procedures
When we arrived at the Service Department
we would report to the Radiotelephone
Office, which was run by a former army
captain. He had four gorgeous girls as his
assistants: we all enjoyed rapport with them!
To start the day's work we would be given a
clipboard with triplicate job sheets attached.
Our kits included a large, heavy mainsoperated soldering gun. So we also required
an extension lead and numerous mains
socket adaptors — two-pin 15A, three-pin
15A, two-pin 5A, three-pin 5A, Wylex types
and the new-fangled 13A plug top. If I had
only a couple of soldered joints to do, for
example to replace an EY51 EHT rectifier
valve, I would use a bog-standard
Woolworth's soldering iron, asking the customer if I could heat it up on the gas stove!
If you couldn't carry out the repair on the
spot, you radioed the RT Office. A larger van
would be sent along later that day to pick up
the set and bring a loan one. If calls came in
while you were out they would be passed on
to you. My call sign was "C Charlie"!
A French-polisher was also employed, to
renovate sets. Don't forget that in those days
they were pieces of furniture. A joiner was
employed for alterations to the shops. He
later fitted individual service booths in the
Television Room for each inside engineer.

Salesmanship
The sales team was driven hard. We
service engineers would get ten
shillings for each sales lead that led
to a sale, and there was a competition for the engineer who generated
most sales each month. One sales
gimmick offered a free holiday for
two as the prize. The outside sales
staff had a deck chair fixed atop
their vans with a placard that said
"Are you going to Alassio?"
Some staff didn't take kindly to
having this stuck outside their
house when they went home.
I remember our Sales
Manager once accepting a cake
from a customer as a deposit
for a TV rental! He wouldn't
let a stone go unturned in the
effort to make a sale. That's
how he came to be head of
the sales department. He was
forever thinking of gimmicks
to increase sales.
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The fleet of vehicles would be replaced
every two years. As a public-relations exercise the new vans, in the latest colours,
would be paraded single file through the
city, with a public-address van in front.
There were no traffic problems in those
days. In fact the police helped us. This
could have been because our Managing
Director was a well-known local magistrate!
On Sunday morning we were expected to
take our vans to the Ford dealer to give
them a good wash and clean. There was no
excuse for a dirty van. We didn't get paid
for this chore — it was simply expected of us
to maintain the good name of the firm.

High links
One day they couldn't light the coal fire in

the RT Office. The domestic engineer had
the bright idea of throwing some old washing-machine oil on the stubborn fire. There
was a great cloud of smoke followed by a
huge bang. The plaster above the fireplace
fell off, and the chimney pot blew off and
fell through the roof of the premises next
door, narrowly missing a mechanic who was
working on a car.
We were a happy crowd, and didn't realise
what good times we had.
Len Briggs
Incidentally, does anyone remember the
Pye lectures that were given by Len
Briggs? He was a gem, from his first lecture in Birmingham on the principles of television to the last one, given at Belle Vue,
Manchester, on teletext. By that time he
had to welcome "ladies and gentlemen" —
up to then only male TV engineers had
been present at these events.
Besides a blackboard, his main aid
was a large cane which he used to
demonstrate that a negative pulse can

go more negative.
In the early days only about a dozen
engineers would be present. At later events
this grew to hundreds. The sets he covered
over the years ranged from a 9in. TRF
model with EF50 valves through models
such as the V4 to more modern 625-line
chassis such as the KT3. He didn't get to
deal with many ICs, but did cover the notorious TDA2600 class D field output chip in
the Gll chassis.
They were great get-togethers for us to
discuss TV faults. Those were the days,
when digital reception was way off!
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check js the BU2515DX-127 line output
transistor Q533 (part no. 872904908)
which, as expected, was short-circuit.
Failure of the transistor is caused by the
output transformer T511 (part no.
859883440) however. It develops shorted
turns. Never be tempted to replace the
transistor without also replacing the transformer. P.S.

Toshiba 28W33B (11AK37
chassis)

TV FAULT FINDING
Reports from
Michael Dranfield

Alba CTV3419SIL (11AK36
chassis)

Mark Tyerman

This very new portable TV set had failed.
All that happened when it was switched
on was that the red standby LED flashed
on and off. I suspected a fault in the line
output stage but, when the back was
removed, I spotted two electrolytic capacitors with bulging tops, C604 and C822
(both 470}4F, 16V). They are on the secondary side of the power supply. Once
replacements had been fitted the set
worked normally. I was surprised to see
faulty electrolytics in such a new set — but
welcome such easy money makers! M.D.

Bob Flynn and

Bush 2134TSIL

Philip Salkeld
Andrew Duggan
Dave

Packham

Larry Shelbourn
Peter Tennant

Jerry Fedorak
We welcome fault reports from readers
— payment for each fault is made after
publication.
Reports can be sent by post to:
Television Magazine Fault Reports,
Highbury Business,
Media House,
Azalea Drive, Swanley,
Kent BR8 8HU

or a-mailed to:
Lwinford@highburybiz.com
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There was sound but no picture with this
fairly new set. I noticed that the line timebase started up initially, then faded off,
but became frustrated when checking and
disconnecting components in the line output stage. We had another one of these
sets in the workshop at the time, so I
decided to fit the chassis from this one
into the other one. To my delight the set
then burst into life. The scan coils must
have been short-circuit or with shorted
turns. P.S.

Sony KD32DX4OU (FE2
chassis)
This big, heavy monster was dead apart
from the LED flashing twice, which normally means that the set is in the overvoltage protection mode. The first item to

The symptom with this set was line collapse. My first suspicion was a dry-joint
on the scan-coil plug, but this was OK. I
then noticed that R612 (2.752, 0.5W) was
completely burnt out. Something similar
happens in the earlier 11AK19 chassis, the
usual cause being an open-circuit capacitor or dry-joint. The cause was the same
with this set, but with a slight difference:
C627 (820nF, 250V) is on a small subpanel that's beside the line output transformer. The print that runs up to it was
burnt out. Replacement components plus a
small link put matters right. P.S.

Black Diamond BDS2851HD
These sets are manufactured for
Mitsubishi. There is no circuit information, so servicing could be a problem. This
one was stuck in standby. Checks revealed
that C617 (12nF, 1.6kV) was•short-circuit.
When I replaced it and switched the set on
there was an EW/lack of width fault.
While checking in the line output stage I
discovered that R613 was burnt out. I
replaced it with a 2.7Q, 0.5W resistor
which cured the problem. P.S.

Sony KVX2552U (AE1C chassis)
I've had field collapse many times with
these sets. You usually find that R802
(0.4752) in the 27V supply to the
TDA8170 field output chip IC502 is opencircuit and that the IC is short-circuit. This
time however R802 went open-circuit
again after fitting replacements. A shortcircuit reading was still present, so it was
time to look elsewhere. After consulting
the circuit diagram I checked the
TEA2013A EW chip IC1501, which had a
short at pin 6. A replacement restored normal operation. P.S.

Thomson 32WT45US (ICC20
chassis)
This set sparked and made noises. It was
not difficult to discover that the line output transformer was the cause of the
sparking: But there's a problem when you
come to order a replacement. There are
two different types of transformer,
depending on the type of tube fitted. One
transformer has two focus controls, the
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other has one. In this case the tube was
type W76EJY011X121, for which the
correct transformer has part no.
10675710. Happy days! P.S.

JMB 66W (11AK19 chassis)
When I switched this set on there was a
harsh tripping noise. It was not like when
the line output transistor is short-circuit.
On investigation I found that one of the
LT rectifier diodes on the secondary side
of the power supply was short-circuit.
When this had been replaced smoke came
from the TDA2615 audio output IC. All
was well once this had been replaced.
P.S.

Bush 2867NTX
This set was dead. It was a common stock
fault, with the chopper transformer shorted. The replacement comes with R812
(47Q) and C809 (220nF) that have to be
fitted. But the set remained dead when
the replacements had been installed. After
some further checks I found that D806
(1N4148) was leaky. All was well once a
new diode had been fitted. A.D.

Sanyo CE28WN3B
This set was dead with R810 (033Q)
open-circuit and the STRF6653 chopper
chip IC800 short-circuit. There were no
problems with any other components and,
after ordering and fitting replacements,
the set ran with no problems. The
replacements were obtained from Charles
Hyde and Son under stock codes
11936BX for IC800 and 119936TH for
R810. A.D.

Bush WS6671SIL (11AK37
chassis)
This widescreen set was dead with the
2.5AT mains fuse F801 blackened. The
2SK3115 chopper 1--ET Q801 (part no.
30001386) was short-circuit, IC800
(MC44608P40, part no. 45248701) and
IC801 (ET1102, part no. 30007069) were
both faulty, and R805 and R852 (both
33Q) had burnt out. After replacing these
items many other components in the
power supply were checked before I
came to D894, a surface-mounted
1N4148 type, that had a reverse leak
when measured in-circuit with its cathode
disconnected. Out it came, and when
checked out-of-circuit it read OK. But the
best course was obviously to replace it.
When the set was switched on it
sprang to life with the HT steady at just
under 150V. After a long soak test it was
returned to the customer. A.D.

Bush 1497ITV/3 (11AK20
chassis)
Two of these sets that came in for repair
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were stuck in standby. When a new memory chip (IC502) was fitted to the first set
it sprang to life as soon as the programme
button was pressed. The picture was fine
once the set had been tuned, but was
shifted down. Going into the service
mode enabled me to sort that out. The
second set was also fitted with a new
memory chip, but still refused to come
out of standby. I didn't have to look far:
the crystal (X502) near the micro was the
cause. I left the new chip in just in case,
and again the picture was shifted down.
There were no problems after adjusting it
in the service mode.
I always listen to the line output transformer for any arcing or static charges
with this chassis, and replace it if necessary. A.D.

Proline 28M1
"No sound" came the cry from the customer. Could be a blessing I thought.
Anyway a signal injected in the output
stage produced a buzz from the speakers,
so that was OK. Then I noticed that the
on-screen display didn't alter when the
volume button was pressed. It turned out
that the 24C04 NVM was faulty. When I
returned the set to the customer the video
also needed retuning, so it seems that a
mains surge may have been to blame.
D.P.

Audio Logic P1430
This 14in. TV/DVD combi unit is an
Asda special. It came in dead with the 2A
mains fuse blown. On investigation I
found that the chopper transistor was
short-circuit, also the 2SC1815 and
2SA817A sensing transistors and the
associated 91V zener diode.
Replacement of these items and the line
output transistor restored normal service.
D.P.

Sharp 66FW-53H (DA100
chassis)
The reported fault was "dead". As usual
the 560nF S-correction capacitor was dryjointed, and the heat had made it bulge. A
replacement got the set going again, but
with excessive width and EW bowing.
The EW drive transistor Q506 (2SD2391)
was open-circuit and L603 had shorted
turns (it should read 11-7mH). Replacing
these items completed the repair. D.P.

Goodmans 2053T (Tatung A
series chassis)
The cause of intermittent colour, vision
smearing and no pictures turned out to be
a dry-joint at XL551 on the
luminance/chrominance subpanel. When I
plugged the panel back in the set was
stuck in standby! This time the cause was

a dry-joint at the auxiliary contacts on the
switch. D.P.

Hitachi C28W440N (11AK33
chassis)
The complaint with this set was unstable
audio output. When we gave the set a
good test in the workshop for a couple of
hours the problem turned out to be intermittent Nicam break up with stereo/mono
OSD. The culprit was the 64-pin
MSP3410DC5 processor chip IC700.
L.S.

Sanyo C21EF25NB (EB2A
chassis)
This set would trip at switch on or trip
intermittently after some time. The cause
was found to be a dry-joint at the blackcovered link wire near the chopper transformer. L.S.

Goodmans TVC141/Daewoo
DVT14F6 (CP420 chassis)
If one of these combi units is dead, check
for 20V at R831 — it's on the top panel to
the right of TS02. If this is OK, check for

dry-joints at the power switch SW08 on
the bottom panel. It's a full strip-down
job, and if the deck is loaded with a cassette you will need your regulated power
supply to provide about 7V to power the
loading motor for access to the deck
screw under the cassette house. This has
become a common fault. L.S.

Nokia Mono Plus chassis
The complaint was no video, sound OK.
The fault had been intermittent but had
become permanent. It was cured by
replacing the TDA8362 jungle chip
DDO . L.S.

Philips 28PT4494 (L6.3AA
chassis)
The complaint was "set dead after a burning smell". On inspection I found that the
2.2nF, 2kV disc ceramic capacitor C2912
on the deflection module had burnt up.
Fortunately there were no other problems
— I have known the line output transistor
to go short-circuit and EW problems to
occur. L.S.

Goodmans 1410 (Thomson
TX805 chassis)
This set was dead with the fuse in the
plug blown. The customer said that the
set blew the cut-out in the mains supply
when it went off. One of the 1N4006
mains bridge, rectifier diodes (DP28) was
short-circuit to chassis. P.T.

Goodmans GTV69W3 (11AK19
chassis)
This widescreen set usually displayed a
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blue raster, though it could be any colour.
The fault was cured by replacing the
TDA6108 RGB output chip on the tube
base panel. It's important to check for
dry-joints on this panel and at the line output transformer connections. In this case
the Aquadag connection was dry. You can
also have a faulty tube base socket. P.T.

Hitachi C28W430N (A7
chassis)
The symptoms with this set were very
intermittent picture and sound or no start
up at all. You will hear the relay click
twice. I've had the problem with many
sets in this range. The cause has always
been dry-joints at the HT preset VR950
and at the 5V regulator IC951. P.T.

Matsui 2107R
If the set is dead apart from a bleeping
noise, replace the 2SC5250 line output
transistor (you'll find that it is short-circuit), also C444 and C437. Also check
for dry-joints, especially at the line driver
and output transformers. P.T.

would settle down. All was then OK.
This happened every time the set was
first switched on. The cure was to
replace C2559 (100pF, 25V).
As a final twist of the knife I then
found that when standby was selected the
power LED went orange instead of red
and the picture and sound remained. A
replacement standby thyristor (Thy6670,
type TAGE0102AA) finally restored my
sanity.
The only clue I have as to why these
extra problems occurred is that the customer said he leaves the set in standby
when it's not in use. B.F.

Grundig MW70-2690
(CUC2059 chassis)
After a few minutes the picture became
very blue with flyback lines and shifted
to the right, as if there was a false line
lock. The cause of the fault lay inside a
screened can, where the TDA8843 jungle
chip IC34015 was found to be thermally
sensitive. The correct part can be
obtained from CPC under order code
GR8305-338-843. B.F.

Hitachi C24W511TN (A7

chassis)
This fault tested me. Very intermittently
the set would go back to standby. The
fault could be made to come and go by
flexing the PCB. After resoldering many
connections I still had a set that was
playing up. While carrying out some
more resoldering a leg of R959 in the
protection circuitry moved too freely: it
had been snipped in the factory but had
been making contact intermittently. For
some reason R962 had been snipped and
removed completely. I think R959 had
been snipped by mistake and not
replaced. After fitting a 15k52 replacement (it says llkS2 on the circuit diagram, but 15k52 was fitted) the set
worked fine. M.T.

Philips 21PT522A (GR2.2
chassis)
The 2A input fuse F1600 was open-circuit because the BUT12AF chopper transistor Tr7625 was short-circuit. I fitted
the power supply repair kit that includes
all the parts needed when this fault
occurs — in this case the cause was later
found to be the CNR50 optocoupler
IC7614.
At switch on the power LED was
flashing and smoke came from the power
area. I found that D6646 (BYD33D) had
split in half because C2646 (15y/F, 25V)
was short-circuit. Once these components
had been replaced there was a flashing
power LED which, after a short period,
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Mitsubishi CT28AV1BD (EE3
chassis)
There was no sound because circuit protector Z952 had failed, but why? There
was a very low resistance reading across
this supply rail: it vanished when a twopin plug to the audio output board was
disconnected. The cause of the problem
was traced to one of the output chips,
IC3A2 (TDA7263) — the other one was
OK. A replacement restored normal
operation, and I warned the customer
about correct connection of the external
speakers just in case. B.F.

Wharfedale 550
After a few minutes the picture would
collapse to just a dot at the centre of the
screen, after which there was nothing
except for the sound. If the set was left
alone the picture would return after about
thirty seconds, this cycle being repeated
every minute or so until the set settled
down for the rest of the day. Many poor
connections were found, especially at the
resistor in the HT feed to the line output
stage, but the answer lay in replacing
Q580 (2SC1537A). B.F.

Thorn P1482T (Tatung D
chassis)
This set appeared to be in the child-lock
mode. The volume couldn't be increased,
a key symbol or a clock display appeared
when various functions were selected,
and none of the front controls worked.

The reason for all this was that the EEPROM had been corrupted, the answer
being to reset it. To do this turn the set
on, short together the two pins of PL701
and press any control at the front. The set
then goes to standby. Remove the short
and turn the set on again. You will have
cleared the problems but will have to
retune all the channels. B.F.

Philips 14TVCR240
There was perfect sound but no picture
with this TV/VCR combi unit. I found
that R3511 (2.7Q, safety) was open-circuit, but could find no reason for its failure. A long test after fitting a replacement proved that the unit was now OK.
The part no. is 4822 052 11278. B.F.

Matsui TVR141
The cause of an intermittent bright raster
with flyback lines was on the CRT base
panel, but no dry-joints could be found.
The wiring of CP803 was suspect however and rewiring this socket cleared the
fault. B.F.

Matsui 1436XA
This set produced a whining noise and

appeared to be stuck in standby. Cold
checks revealed that the 2SD1554 line
output transistor was short-circuit. After
fitting a replacement I switched the set
on and it came to life, but a second later
arcing was seen from the line output
transformer. I switched off quickly, and
saw that there was a hole in the side of
the transformer. There were no further
problems once a replacement had been
obtained and fitted. J.F.

Samsung C15012Z (P58SC
chassis)
There was sound but no picture. Cold
checks revealed that the 2.2nF, lkV
ceramic disc capacitor C816, which is
connected in parallel with the chopper
transistor, was faulty. A replacement was
fitted, after which I checked for shorts
before switching on again. Quite a few
dry-joints were found. After dealing with
these the set was switched on and a good
picture came up. A soak test confirmed
that all was now OK. J.F.

Panasonic TC21S3R (Z7
chassis)
This 21in. set was brought in because the
picture would fade away after a few seconds then return. On inspection I found
that the tube's heater connections were
dry-jointed on the base panel. After resoldering them the set was given a soak test:
the picture now stayed there. J.F.
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Extended Fault
Reports
Reports on complex or tricky 7V
fault conditions are sometimes too
long for inclusion in our basic faultfinding section. We've put a few
of them together in this extended
fault report feature

Reports from
Gordon Haig
James Grant
and
Arthur Jackson
We welcome fault reports from readers
— payment for each fault is made after
publication.
Reports can be sent by post to:
Television Magazine Fault Reports,
Highbury Business,
Media House,
Azalea Drive, Swanley,
Kent BR8 8HU

or e-mailed to:
t.winford@highburybiz.com
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Goodmans W28ONS (F19
chassis)
The picture produced by this widescreen
set had a vertical column of what
appeared to be superimposed video at the
left-hand side of the screen. It wasn't
really foldover. When the set was displaying a picture with reduced height, i.e.
with black strips at the top and bottom,
what should have been black in the column was brightened up, see Fig. 1.
To remedy this, remove the back (eight
fixing screws) then slide out the PCB
after releasing the semi-concealed plastic
`barbs'. There is one of these at each side
of the board, about four inches from the
front of the set. To work on both sides of
the board disconnect the plug/socket for
the speakers, also the degaussing
plug/socket, and remove the CRT's base
panel.
I spent a lot of time with my
ESR/capacitance meter trying to find the
cause, to no avail. Unfortunately I didn't
have a circuit diagram. I then turned to
checking resistors and came across R90
(150kQ, about 0.5W) which was opencircuit. R90 is in series with R91, which
has the same value and wattage rating. To
find these resistors, go to pin 3 of the line
output transformer and follow the print a
little way along the board.
I decided to replace both these resistors, after which a correct display was
produced. G.H.
Daewoo GB2898ST (CP775
chassis)
This set had been in the workshop three
months previously for a new line output
transformer and 2SD1880 output transistor. The transformer had been arcing at
the EHT lead, and this had as usual
destroyed the transistor. A nice, simple
job. But the set was now back with a

shorted 2SD1880 transistor. It was shortcircuit base-to-emitter, and a replacement
ran very hot — after running for only five
minutes it was too hot to touch.
All the associated capacitors and
diodes were proved to be innocent by
substitution, including the boost reservoir
capacitor C409 (1000F) and C401 (10pF)
which decouples the supply to the line
driver stage — these capacitors can cause
the problem. The line drive waveform
looked OK, and the few components in
the line driver stage all proved to be in
order. So what could have been causing
the line output transistor to overheat? You
could have boiled a kettle on it.
After some serious head scratching I
decided to check my stock of 2SD1880
transistors. There were transistors from
two different manufacturers in the drawer.
Comparing them, I found that the baseemitter resistance of one make was 50Q
while that of the other make was 33Q.
The one I had fitted in the set was a 50Q
type. Fitting a 33Q replacement cured the
problem. This transistor ran as cool as a
cucumber — even after a couple of hours it
was only warm.
I would have expected a 2SD1880 to
be the same from any source, but obviously not. So beware, engineers out there.
The transistor I had fitted three months
earlier had been from the 50Q batch.
Goodness knows how it had lasted for
three months. J.G.
Ferguson T59N/68N (TX92
chassis)
We see a lot of these sets. The customer
usually describes the fault as stuck in
standby, because the intensity of the LED
briefly changes when start-up is attempted
but the set remains off. When confronted
with this problem we find it best to turn
the chassis up and check whether the
10k0 surface-mounted resistor RL08,
which is mounted below the line output
transformer, is burnt. If it is, the line output transformer LL05 is faulty and, generally, replacement of these two items will
restore normal operation.
But we have had cases where the customer has tried to switch the set on
repeatedly, until it goes dead because he
has blown the line output and chopper
transistors.
Once the repair has been completed
it's usually necessary to start the set with
a prolonged press on a numbered remotecontrol unit button, as the set seems to
enter the child-lock mode. A.J.
Sanyo CE32WN5-B (EB6-A28
chassis)
A few of these sets, and other models that
are fitted with this chassis, have come our
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way with a very sensitive and intermittent field scanning problem: the top and
bottom of the picture jitter and start to
cramp up and down slightly — the picture
may close in by about 2in. at the top and
bottom.
The symptom clears with movement
almost anywhere on the chassis, but the
cause has been traced to very poor soldering of a small cluster of surfacemounted components under a screening
plate on the underside of the chassis. The
items concerned are transistors Q521,
Q522 and Q531 and their associated
components, particularly R522 and
R532.
This circuitry is connected in the V
drive path, between IC201 and the field
output chip IC501. Reflowing this area
carefully clears the problem. A.J.

Philips 28PW6005 (A10E
chassis)
The complaint with this set was no
sound or picture. When I tested it the set
powered up and produced a dull, snowy
raster. As a start I checked the menus
and found that the picture setting levels
were correct, also the channel frequency
and country selections. But no stations
were available.
No common cause of these two symptoms came to mind, so I decided to start
with the tuning fault and found that the
33V tuning supply was missing at pin 9
of the tuner. This supply comes from the
line output stage (A2), where the supply
to the 33V stabiliser D6481 was missing.
It comes from the 142V HT rail (called
Vbat) which, unusually, feeds the emitter
of a pnp transistor, Tr7408. When this
transistor is biased on, its collector feeds
R3409 (68k52) which in turn feeds
D6481, producing the 33V supply.
Tr7408 was switched off. Before
looking for the cause, I noticed that its
collector goes to another line which
takes the HT supply via a potential
divider network (R3435/6/7). This sets
up a positive bias for the beam limiter,
which explained the second symptom —
the dull screen.
The cause of the trouble was the
100k0 resistor R3414, which is connected to the base of Tr7408. It was opencircuit. I can't see the purpose of this
transistor arrangement — in fact the circuit diagram shows a dotted link across
the collector and emitter of Tr7408. A.J.

Thomson 32WS23U (ICC17
chassis)
This large set had come from another
dealer who told me that it would originally try to start up then quickly shut
down, producing error code 27. He had
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Black area
brightened, i.e. no
blanking

Column with
strange effect
Black as normal

Fig. 1: Distorted display produced by a Goodmans Model W28ONS.

been advised to fit a new line output
transformer and modification kit (part
no. 35175720). When these parts had
been fitted however the set failed to start
up fully, and the dealer believed it still
produced error code 27.
Before I switched the set on I checked
the previous work and found that all the
parts had been neatly fitted. I also
checked protectors ZL11 and ZL13 in
the field timebase supplies, as a field
deflection fault produces error code 27.
Both protectors were OK.
I switched the set on, watched the
LED and listened carefully. EHT was
heard clearly, and the LED turned to
amber quickly. Normally the amber
remains on for about eight seconds, until
a picture appears, then the LED goes
green. But in this case it remained amber
for twenty seconds then produced an
error code, which was 26, not 27! This
indicates that the "tube does not get
warm in time". Further checks showed
that there was no heater supply because
of a hairline print crack at one end of the
series heater coil LB02 on the CRT base
panel. This coil is part of the modification kit, and the damage had obviously
occurred during its replacement.
Note that loss of the Al/G2 supply
produces identical symptoms. A.J.

Sanyo CE28WN5-B (EB6-A28
chassis)
This popular widescreen model tends to
suffer from premature tube failure but
has otherwise proved to be very reliable.
Recently however we have had a few of
these sets with the dead-set complaint.
When I carried out the usual cold checks
with the first one there was nothing obviously wrong, but I noticed two things
when the set was powered: first the
degaussing was clearly heard, and secondly no LED indication appeared.
Voltage checks showed that the HT
voltage was low and was pulsing
between 25-30V. Subsequent checks,
disconnections etc. led me back to a

power-control problem. It seemed that
the set was stuck in standby. Moving to
the power-control line from the microcontroller chip I found the simple cause
of the trouble. There was no 5V supply
at the microcontroller chip, because the
mains transformer from which this is
derived (T681) was open-circuit.
The primary section of the power supply was receiving voltages, but the optocoupler was being misinformed. The
main clue is the no red LED illumination.
The dead sets we have subsequently
had in have all suffered from the same
problem. Unusually, it's the secondary
winding on the transformer that goes
open-circuit. A good transformer reads
2.3k52 across the primary winding and
13-952 across the secondary winding.

The part no. is 610 033 3758. A.J.

Philips 25ST1750 (GR2.2AA
chassis)
Our aerial rigger diagnosed the cause of
this set's problem at the customer's
house and gave an estimate for tuner
replacement. When we checked the set
next morning in the workshop it refused
to start — a low tripping sound could be
heard. As we were making checks the set
started up and continued to run, confirming the tuner problem. A new tuner was
fitted and a general service was given,
then the set was put on test for the rest of
the day.
Next morning it failed to start and
was tripping again, but came on after a
few minutes and continued to operate
perfectly. This suggested capacitor trouble, and much time was spent checking
various suspects.
The problem was finally cured by
replacing the two start-up resistors
R3624 (3301(52, 1W) and R3625 (5601S2,
0.5W), though they were only slightly
out of tolerance. The customer denied
any knowledge of this second problem.
Maybe his mains supply voltage is higher than ours. A.J.
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Reminiscences of a
TV engineer's wife
Apprenticeship
I began my apprenticeship at the
early age of fifteen, my new
boyfriend being one year into a fiveyear apprenticeship with one of the
major electronic repair companies of
that time. "Five years!" I hear the
younger of you exclaim. But that's
right. And during every year there
were day releases, evening classes,
exams, visits to head office for
appraisals — and a forty-five hour
working week as well.
Apprenticeship papers meant
that the company had more control
of your soul than the devil himself.
If, back then, you tried to get out of
an apprenticeship it involved a
legal wrangle. Fathers also had to
sign on the dotted line to guarantee
that their sons would fulfil the five
years. Luckily apprentices were
paid at that time — they hadn't
always been. My boyfriend
received the princely some of
£3.4s.6d (£3.23) each fortnight. It
was paid into his bank account.
When we started courting he
was still learning to drive, which
was another requirement of the job
Elaine Everest reflects on her time — fortunately the company did pay
this. He had to spend his own
served as wife of a TV engineer for
time travelling long distances by
public transport to the college.
and the changes she has seen
Once he passed his test however he
could borrow one of the vans to get
hat's this then? A woman to classes until the time when we
writing in Television and had our own car. This was a brilConsumer Electronics! liant cream-coloured Morris Oxford
How come? Well, stop and think for with leather upholstery. The bodya moment. Who's been there all work was held together with filler
through your years of training? Who that we religiously rubbed down
takes the phone calls for all you self- and painted every Sunday.
employed TV engineers? Who keeps
Once he'd passed his driving
the dinner hot while you fit in that test the company wanted its second
`one last call' on the way home? I'll pound of flesh: evening calls.
tell you. It will be either your wife, When he'd finished the shift at 10
your mum, your partner, your sister, p.m., the van had to be returned to
your gran or maybe 'er indoors. Nine the workshop and our car collected.
During much of our courtship I was
times out of ten it will be a woman.
As a time-served TV engineer's
picked up at six and map read for
wife, I've been reflecting recently
my budding engineer. I read a book
by torchlight, in all weathers, while
on the changes I've seen in this
he attended to his calls — heating
industry — from the female angle.

and lighting not being provided in
most of the inside of a TV engineer's van. By the time we had collected the car it was time to go
home, my curfew time being 10.30
p.m. Any later was not allowed for
good girls in those days.

Prospects
All TV engineers were time-served
in the late Sixties: it would have
been unthinkable to take on an
untrained engineer. But it was a
very good job to get into. You had
prospects, a comfortable future to
look forward to. How little we
knew about the impending
Japanese invasion. First the sets
began to appear in the shops.
Eventually they took over most of

the UK manufacturers.
This all took place at the time
when transistors were replacing
valves in TV sets, first in the signals stages and then throughout.
Reliability increased, so the need
for servicing decreased. The cost of
sets started to fall relative to other

goods, and the time eventually
came when they could be picked
with the weekly groceries at throwaway prices.
Other changes affected us.
Takeovers within the UK rental
industry meant that we all started to
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work for only one or two big corporations. Then there was the
decline of the rental market: how
many people do you know who
rent a TV set nowadays?

Colour
But I'm getting ahead of myself. A
big divide amongst technicians
occurred when colour TV sets first
came on the market. Those with
colour-TV qualifications were more
in demand than those who could
handle only black-and-white sets.
Until recently we still knew elderly
engineers who never made the transition and stayed with mono sets.
A big perk of being an engineer
was that you could borrow a set for
special occasions. My mother was
given this honour one Christmas
when my husband, as he was by
then, brought home a colour set.
She was so terrified of this monster
in her living room that it spent the
whole holiday covered in her best
tablecloth in case someone should
dare touch it. She never once

switched it on. And she didn't live
to see the first colour set dad
bought. It came complete with a
highly-decorative wooden cabinet
and brass handles, reminiscent of a
mausoleum. We would all sit there
watching the horse racing, amazed
at the greenness of the grass — it
was very green, as the colour control was set to maximum in order to
get value for money!

Problems of yesteryear
I must admit that I much prefer a
simple wooden cabinet to the black
or silver plastic you usually get
with today's models. One problem
that engineers came across was the
number of people who used the
warmth produced by a set to dry
nappies. As a result the wood
warped and cracked. And for all the
high-tech specifications thrust
down our throats today, the old sets
had a much better sound system.
The reason for this was the use of
very large diecast speakers and
valve sound.

Speaking of valves, I also recall
the amount of equipment engineers
in the field had to carry. One large
suitcase would contain the vast
array of valves you might need.
Strange that customers always
thought just two valves were made
— the 'sound valve' and the 'picture
valve'. It makes me laugh when I
hear today's anorak brigade rave on
about valves in high-fidelity amplifiers. Sorry, been there, done that,
and got the dustpan-and-brush for
the broken glass!

It wasn't so bad
All in all I feel that TV engineers
were treated much better forty years
ago, not only by customers but also
by their employers.
We still have memories of a
fifteen-shilling (75p) merit pay rise.
It was awarded after a letter of gratitude had been sent by a satisfied
customer. This gave us the opportunity to be within the pay scale that
enabled us to buy our first home, for
£7,000. But that's another story! ■

describes
line output stage problems
with the Vestel 11AK52 ani
Thomson TX807CS chassis
A SEG CT2913
A recent field call involved a SEG Model
CT2913, which turned out to be fitted with
the latest offering from Vestel, the 11AK52
chassis. The chassis has a host of features
that are normally reserved for top-end
brands, and I'd not come across one
before. It has digital picture processing, a
frame store, 100Hz scanning, progressive
scanning, twin tuners with picture-in-picture, rotation etc.
The processing features are built into a
large tin box, which is fitted to a more traditional-looking main chassis. Fortunately
the fault was reassuringly Vestel: the set
was tripping. I wasted no time, homing in
on the line output transistor which was
short-circuit. In addition the scan-correction capacitor was dry-jointed. Some things
never change! I attended to the dry-joint
and fitted a replacement transistor, using
type BU2508D. Then I switched the set on
again. The result was another reassuringly
Vestel fault: the power supply promptly
blew up! At this point I decided to take the
29in. monster back to the workshop for
more detailed investigation.
Back at base I checked all the secondary-side supplies carefully, paying particular attention to the power-supply feedback.
As no fault could be found, the power supply was rebuilt. This included fitting a
replacement control IC and chopper FET.
When power was applied the set started up
normally, so what had happened I don't
know. The set was then reassembled and
taken to the soak-test bench. Unfortunately
it wasn't there long before it shut down
and started tripping again!
As expected, the new line output transistor had failed. Careful checks were carried out in the line output stage, paying
particular attention to the scan-correction
and EW capacitors, but nothing seemed to
be amiss. Another transistor was then fitted, and once again the set worked. The
replacement transistor was running very
hot however, so out came the oscilloscope
to check the line drive waveform.
It was clean and correct, but the drive
level seemed to be rather low. After failing
to find a cause for this I came to the conclusion that the drive had been optimised
for the type of line output transistor originally fitted, a 2SC5302 device. So I
ordered the correct part and fitted it. After
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that the set ran correctly and the transistor
remained cool.
Quite why Vestel has decided against
using the common types of line output
transistor I don't know. But clearly when
you get this fault it's essential to fit the
correct type. I'm sure we are going to
come across this fault quite often over the
coming months. So order some 2SC5302
transistors now!

A pain-in-the neck Thomson!
A Thomson Model 28DG17UG arrived on
my bench as a 'Monday-morning' job. This
modern set is fitted with the TX807CS
chassis, which has been pulled out of
retirement for use in a range of inexpensive sets that produce very good results.
The fault seemed to be pretty ordinary:
the set was tripping because the S2055N
line output transistor TL035 had failed. A
replacement was quickly fitted, and the
soldering of various items in the line driver
and output stages was reflowed. Power was
then applied, and the set ran normally. So
off to the test bench it went. Two days later
it was returned to the customer — but failed
immediately when the delivery driver
switched it on. I somehow knew that the
set was going to plague me when he
brought it back!
How right I was! The set ran correctly
when another line output transistor was fitted. Furthermore the transistor stayed cool,
even after running for an hour. Then, when
my back was turned, pop: off it had gone!
Another device was fitted, with the intention of monitoring the line drive. But this
time it failed immediately. What could I
do? A fourth transistor went in, and this
time the set ran. Scope checks failed to
reveal any problem with the line drive —
even when the latest transistor bit the dust
after about ten minutes!
Having decided that the line drive was
not the cause of the problem, I replaced the
tuning capacitor CL021. In typical
Thomson fashion, its value is unusual —
14.6nF. An exact replacement was therefore used, part no. 10042750; also, for
good measure, an exact replacement line
output transistor, part no. 20578760. This
seemed to do the trick initially, as the set
ran for several days. Just when we thought
it was safe to return the set however it
decided that it wanted to stay and ate

another transistor. This was becoming
expensive!
Offering assistance, a colleague suggested that it would be an idea to rebuild
the power supply as, in the past, he had
known it to produce high voltages. A repair
kit is available from Thomson, part no.
35135370. It contains lots of parts, and
takes about an hour to fit. In it all went,
along with another S2055N transistor. On
went the power, pop went the transistor!
I was now at the stage where half of me
wanted to get to the bottom of this difficult
problem and the other half wanted to wield
a sledge hammer around the workshop!
There were no other symptoms, and nothing ever seemed to be amiss at the moment
of failure. Furthermore there was no consistency about the length of time the set
would work before the destruction
occurred.
It seemed logical to conclude that there
was an intermittent connection problem
somewhere, perhaps a hairline crack in a
PCB track. But it could be in only a few
parts of the circuitry: EW, scan-correction,
the scan coils or perhaps the line drive. A
vast amount of banging the chassis and
prodding various parts had already been
carried out. Sometimes this would cause
failure, but more often than not it wouldn't.
While prodding around again however
there was suddenly a breakthrough that led
to the cause of the trouble.
In this chassis the EW circuit is on a
separate panel that's mounted close to the
line output stage. The two are connected
together by a thick, three-wire ribbon cable
with plugs at both ends. When this cable
was touched there was immediate failure
of the line output transistor. The connections at both ends were sound, but the
cable itself was intermittent!
A replacement cable, from a scrap set,
and yet another S2055N transistor cured
the fault. This was confirmed by a lot more
prodding and an extra-long soak test. At
last the set was happy and prepared to
leave my bench — to make way for another
horrible item!

What's next?
Next month I will let you in on the horrible
fault that took over from the Thomson set.
It involved a long, in-depth relationship
with a Sony hi-fi unit!
■
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proved that there were no shorts, and further checks brought me to the feed resistors R6895/6 (0.47Q, 0.5W) which were
both open-circuit. They provide the ±15V
feeds for the field output IC. Once they
had been replaced the set came back to life
with no further problems. Sony sets are the
most unpredictable ones I work on. P.S.
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Bush WS7674 (PT92 chassis)
I've had two dead sets with the green
LED on, giving you the impression that
there is either no line drive or it's being
pulled down. In each case however the
line output transformer was the cause of
the problem. So when this one came in
with the same symptoms I immediately
ordered a new LOPT, only to find that it
made no difference.
After clearing my head I started to
check the outputs from the transformer,
and found a short-circuit across the output
from DD01. This provides the 200V supply for the TDA6107Q RGB output chip
on the CRT base panel. Disconnection of
R006 (47Q, 0.5W) on the base panel
proved that the short was at pin 6 of the
IC. The set was back in working order
once a new TDA6107Q chip had been fitted — and I now have a spare line output
transformer! P.S.
Sony KV32FQ75U (AE5
chassis)
This set was dead with the usual short-circuit 2SC5480 line output transistor
(Q6804). I had one in stock, so I fitted it
nervously without replacing the line output transformer, fully expecting it to fail
at switch on. To my amazement it survived, but I then noticed that the LED at
the front of the set was blinking four
times. This indicates that the set is in the
vertical protection state.
A quick check at the field output IC

Philips 28PW6006/05 (SL01.1E
chassis)
The customer complained about a flickering picture with a clicking noise. When
the set was brought into the workshop I
found that the symptoms were as
described, and was quite surprised that
the clicking noise came from the CRT
base socket. The clicking stopped when I
disconnected the lead from the firstanode control to the base. A check at the
lead with my voltmeter produced a reading of over 1kV — it should have been
about half that.
Replacement of the line output transformer, part no. 312813821341, restored
the correct first-anode voltage. You don't
often get too much of something. P.S.
Hitachi C28W511N/311 (A7
chassis)
This set was dead. My first step, to disconnect R751 in the HT feed to the line
output stage, restored the 150V supply. A

check on the BU2508AF line output transistor Q751 then revealed that it was
short-circuit base-to-emitter (this was
done with the transistor removed from the
set). It's a sure indication that there's a
line-drive fault, and a dry-joint was duly
found at one of the pins of the line driver
transformer T702. P.S.
Hitachi C28WF 540N
This in-warranty set had sound but no
raster. When the setting of the first anode
control was advanced there was a picture
with lack of contrast. I have to thank
Hitachi technical for assistance at this
point: I was told that the 100pF surfacemounted capacitor C385 was short-circuit.
It's next to the tuner unit, under two black
wires. P.S.
Sony KV25K5U (FE1 chassis)
When one of these sets comes in dead
with the LED blinking four times then a
pause then the LED does it again, the set
is in the excess-current protection mode.
The usual cause of the trouble is that the
line output transformer T511, part no.
145326411, has developed shorted
turns. P.S.
Samsung C13352XT
This colour portable came in with the red
LED on. When it was brought out of
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standby with the remote-control unit the
fault could be seen: smoke was coming
from the side of the line output transformer. The part no. is FCM-2014FL. An
HR replacement is available, so I ordered
one of these. When it was fitted the set
produced a good picture. J.F.

Sharp C1430H
This portable produced a full picture at
switch on, but once it had warmed up
there was field collapse. A check around
the field output chip IC501 revealed a
number of dry-joints. The set worked reliably once these had been attended to. J.F.

Bush 2571NTX
This set was dead with a faulty power
supply. The following items had to be
replaced: D802, D804, D826, D827, R817
and Q802. Once this had been done I was
rewarded with sound and a picture. J.F.

Sharp 66ES03H
There was no picture and the LED was
flashing between orange and green. Cold
checks showed that the BUH515 line output transistor Q602 was short-circuit. No
other shorts were found, but C613 and
C608 were dry-jointed. I fitted a new
BUH515, resoldered the connections,
crossed my fingers, switched on and was
rewarded with good results. For good
measure I checked the scan-coil plug, as
dry-joints tend to develop here. J.F.

Decca/Tatung F chassis
A number of sets fitted with this chassis
have come my way with the following
fault symptom: reverts to standby with
the LED flashing four times. This indicates that the set has been unable to
achieve black-level clamping/auto greyscale tracking. The cause is usually one
or more of the three 180kQ resistors
R909, R913 and R922 on the tube base
panel. It's best to replace all three with
high-stability, metal-film resistors. P.L.

was advanced.
I checked the various protection lines
and found that the voltage at pin 71
(VPROT) of the main microcontroller
chip was low. This led me to the VDP
chip, where the field flyback pulses were
missing at pin 11. As I knew that full
field scanning was possible, I followed
the path of the VFLB pulses and found
that chip capacitor C454 (220nF) was
open-circuit. P.L.

Decca D2OTFG5
If the symptoms are stuck in standby with
a whistling power supply, check the HT
voltage which, even in standby, should be
near its correct value. If it's low at about
40V, replace C809 (100pF, 250V). P.L.

Philips 25PT482 (GR2.2 AA
chassis)
"Goes off' said the fault report that came
with this set. It remained on once the
usual dry-joints around the line output
transformer had been attended to. But,
while it was on soak test, the picture
occasionally faded to snow.
The tuner wasn't at all sensitive to tapping, so I was able to take some voltage
readings in the fault condition and found
that the AGC voltage fell from a nominal
6V to zero. I followed the source back to
the large IF module, where this was the
only voltage that varied. Inspection with a
magnifier revealed that the joint at R3013
was cracked — this resistor supplies bias
to pin 10 of the IF chip. Resoldering provided a lasting cure.
I subsequently had another Philips set
with a similar IF module and the same
fault. P.L.

Sharp 21HS5OH
The fault sympton with this fairly new set
was colour smearing and ringing, somewhat like a delay-line problem. I eventually traced the cause to R804 (100Q)
which was open-circuit. R.B.

Philips 25PT4493 (L6.3 AA
chassis)

Amstrad CTV280

This set seemed to be lifeless but checks
showed that the power supply was running and the HT voltage was correct.
Further investigation revealed that the 5V
supply for the microcontroller chip was
missing. The culprit was transistor Tr7505
(BC337) which was open-circuit. P.L.

Grundig WF70-3020

Panasonic TX32PK3 (EURO-4
chassis)
This set would come out of standby for
about six seconds then revert to standby.
During its on time an EHT rustle could
be heard and a faint blank raster was visible when the setting of the Al/G2 control
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For intermittent Nicam sound with some
crackling, try replacing Ql. It's a
6.522MHz crystal. R.B.
After two minutes the field scanning
started to cramp then fold over at the top
of the screen. Checks around the field
output chip IC401 showed that the 12V
supply was low. The cause was R465,
which had gone high in value. It feeds the
12V regulator IC403. R.B.

Sharp 21HS5OH
The complaint was no sound. Going into
the service mode to make sure that the set

was working to the correct standard, I wondered whether this could be another EEPROM fault. It was. I obtained a replacement from Willow Vale and, after reprogramming, there was perfect sound. R.B.

Hitachi A7 chassis
I repaired two sets that were fitted with
this chassis on the same day, so perhaps
it's a common fault. They were both
stuck in standby because the 18V regulator, which receives a line output stage
derived input, was dry-jointed. This is not
unusual. But, after resoldering the regulator, the first set produced a picture only a
couple of inches high at the bottom of the
screen while the second one had excessive width and poor EW correction. Both
these faults were cured by replacing the
TDA8843 jungle chip IC501. So be careful when you give an estimate for a
straightforward regulator dry-joint repair
— you may need to include the cost of a
TDA8843 chip. D.H.

Beko 26414R
This set was dead with the 1.25AT fuse
FU102 blown. Suspecting a power-supply
blow up, I checked across the chopper
PET which read short-circuit. When I
took it out a little voice said check it
again. I did, and it read OK. But the short
was still present on the board. It disappeared when the chopper transformer
TR101 was removed. I obtained a
replacement from SEME, part no.
PTX6075, at a very reasonable cost. G.L.

Goodmans 255NS (Daewoo
CP775 chassis)
The fault symptom with this set was field
collapse. In addition to a TDA8351 field
output chip (1301) I decided to quote for
a new line output transformer, as it was
the original one and I have had so many
of them fail. When I fitted the replacements I found that there was field
foldover across the top three inches of the
screen (I love this job really!). To cut a
long story short, C305 and C403 (both
47014F) were low in value and had damaged the new TDA8351 chip at switch
on. They are right behind the nice warm
field output stage heatsink! G.L.

Matsui 2196N
I didn't recognise the chassis in this set —
it looks very like a Beko one. The set
was dead and checks showed that the
5N90 chopper FET Q101 was short-circuit and the 5.652, 5W surge-limiter
resistor R101 was open-Circuit. In this
situation it's always a good idea to check
the high-value resistors in the power supply. R109 (330kQ) was open-circuit.
R108 (220kQ) read all right, but I decid-
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ed to change it anyway.
The set worked once the replacements
had been fitted, but came back a week
later — the mains bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor C105 (100pF, 400V) had
failed. Fortunately the components I had
fitted were all OK. I replaced C105 and
gave the set a long soak test, which
proved that all was now well. G.L.

from the AC supply, and this was missing. Much investigation revealed the culprit — the relay! It contacted long enough
to charge the mains bridge rectifier's
reservoir capacitor, but not long enough
for the IC to start. It's a 5V, 10A item,
circuit reference 1002, part no. 4822 2801
0375. Willow Vale stocks it under code
16375RH. G.D.

Hitachi C28WF540N (11AK33
chassis)

Hitachi C28W440TN (11AK33
chassis)

This set was tripping. I suspected the line
output transistor, but this proved to be
OK. So I checked the rectifiers on the
secondary side of the chopper transformer
and found that D118 (UF5402) was shortcircuit. A replacement restored normal
operation. G.L.

The description of the fault with this set
was "bang"! This meant that the mains
fuse had blown and Q100 (PN80) had
exploded. I replaced these items, also
IC107 (MC33260), then started the set
via a variac. The result was a controlled
explosion.
Looking at the manual, I found that
these components form a power-factor
correction circuit that's not fitted in all
sets. The main power supply tested OK,
so it appeared that there had been damage to components in Q100's gate circuit. Checks revealed that R103 (22Q),
R105 (33Q), R154 (1kQ) and D107
(LL4148) were open-circuit. They are
all surface-mounted items. The service
manual lists R103 and R105 as 39Q
with R154 deleted. To be on the safe
side I replaced all the components as
they were originally. This restored normal operation. G.D.

Matsui 1091X
All that happened when this set was
switched on was that the relay clicked. It
didn't take me long to find that D552 was
short-circuit — it was a bit discoloured. I
couldn't find any reason for its failure, and
the set worked when a replacement had
been fitted. But I decided to replace C651
(1000), C653 (lpF) and C654 (33pF) as
well as they looked very tired. They live in
the shadow of R651, a 10W wire-wound
resistor in the power supply. G.L.

Wharfedale T2801
This set produced a faint whistle from the
line output stage but little else. Visual
inspection revealed that a once blue
capacitor was now a charred wreck. It
was CD27 (2.2nF, 2kV). A replacement
cured the fault. G.L.

Grundig TVR5540FT
I've had a number of these sets in recently, all with the same fault. The standby
relay clicks and the set will not come on.
Check the voltage at the output of the
standby power supply. If this is low, at
less than 6V, replace C840 (47pF, 25V).
It's in the feedback circuit to the
TOP210PFI standby power supply IC.
This usually cures the fault. If not,
replace the IC as well. J.G.

Philips 28PW6615 (MG1.1
chassis)
This widescreen set went into standby,
the relay clicked, then a few seconds later
the relay clicked out with the standby
light flashing. The power supply is basically similar to that in the MD1.1 chassis
so, having ascertained that the 320V supply was present at switch on and found
that there was no drive to the chopper
NET, I fitted a repair kit.
At switch on there was no difference!
Pin 1 of the control IC receives a feed
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PCB, and found dry-joints at the regulators and the field output chip IC400
(TDA3653B). But resoldering these items
didn't cure the fault.
Time to get out the hairdryer and
freezer. Heating around IC400 brought
the picture back, but a replacement IC
didn't make any difference. Replacing the
flyback boost capacitor C402 (100pF,
35V) cured the fault: when I checked it
with an ESR meter it was open-circuit. I
hadn't checked C402 previously because
when it goes low in value it usually causes field cramping at the top. C.R.

Beko 20420T (AT4 chassis)
This set was dead and I soon found that
the start-up resistor R104 (47kQ, 1W) was
discoloured and open-circuit. The set
seemed to work all right when a replacement had been fitted — until I moved it to
plug in the aerial. It then reverted to standby. I had already resoldered any suspicious
joints in the power supply. There was HT
at C104, but not at pin 7 of the chopper
transformer. The only item between these
points is fuse FU102 (1.25A). The fuse
was OK, the problem being the fuseholder.
Once I had retensioned the contacts the set
behaved correctly.
In hindsight it was obvious why R104
had failed: as there was no supply from
the feedback winding, R104 had been
continuously trying to supply pin 6 of
IC101 (TDA4605-2). C.R.

Proline 28N1 (F19 chassis)
The picture was shifted down a few inches
and the sound was very low. There was
obviously EEPROM corruption, but
where to start? The internet seemed to be
a good idea and, with some searching and
experimentation, I eventually found the
service menu. You press and hold vol+
while switching on, then press standby on
the remote-control unit. Scroll and adjust
are provided by the channel and volume
keys respectively. To store, use the yellow (swap) key.
This procedure put the picture right,
but the sound was still a problem. It was
eventually restored to normal by reinitialising the IC and readjusting the parameters. To do this, scroll to the 'version'
line in the menu and press V+. It will display 'busy' then reset. G.D.

Blaupunkt PM45-15VT
(Grundig CUC7303 chassis)
The customer's complaint was sound OK
but no picture for twenty minutes. When I
switched the set on I heard a healthy buzz
from the field scan coils and, turning up
the Al control on the LOPT, obtained a
blank white raster with flyback lines.
After turning the Al control back I decided to have a look at the underside of the

A faulty plug top
An under-guarantee Panasonic set,
Model TX14B4TL (Z185 chassis), was
dead with the 5A fuse in the moulded
plug top open-circuit. The internal fuse
F801 was OK however, and no discernible shorts could be found in the
power supply. I replaced the fuse,
plugged the set in again and switched on
at the socket. The fuse blew instantly.
This was odd, because the set itself wasn't switched on at the time.
To save my dwindling supply of 5A
fuses, I decided to connect a 500W halogen lamp across the fuseholder in the
plug top instead. I then removed the
switch (SW801) from the PCB in the set
and switched on at the socket. The lamp
lit up at full brightness. With the mains
lead disconnected from the set the lamp
still came on at full brightness. The plug
top was faulty, a replacement restoring
normal operation.
When I examined the plug top it
looked OK. A meter connected between
the live and neutral pins produced a reading of 10kQ. I can only assume that the
plug top had become carbonised internally and was breaking down when the
mains voltage was applied. C.R.
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to a crisp. It's not clear from the circuit
diagram what their function is: they are
connected to pin 42 (phase-2 filter) of the
TDA884* jungle chip IC401. The two
transistors are DC coupled, and their failure had created a dead short-circuit across
the 8V supply, which is derived from the
14V supply via regulator IC805. Hence the
failure of D812.
Normal operation was restored once
these two transistors had been replaced.
Make sure that you have the correct circuit
diagram when repairing these sets. There
are several versions of the 11 AK19 chassis, depending on the size and aspect ratio
of the tube. M.McC.

Extended Fault
Reports
Reports on complex or tricky TV
fault conditions are sometimes too
long for inclusion in our basic faultfinding section. We've put a few
of them together in this extended
fault report feature

Reports from
Bob Flynn
and
Martin McCluskey

We welcome fault reports from readers
— payment for each fault is made after
publication.
Reports can be sent by post to:
Television Magazine Fault Reports,
Highbury Business,
Media House,
Azalea Drive, Swanley,
Kent BR8 8HU

or e-mailed to:

twinford@highburybiz.com
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Philips 29PT5321 (GR2.4
chassis)
This set was dead apart from a faint pulsing noise. Initial checks revealed that fuse
F1534 (315mAT), which is in series with
the EW drive to the line output stage, was
open-circuit. Looking for a reason, I found
that D6561 (BZX55C68) in the protection
monitoring line was leaky. As a precaution
I also replaced D6546 (BY228) in the EW
diode-modulator circuit. The set then produced a picture, but with bowed sides.
The EW drive circuit is on the tube base
panel. Checks here showed that the driver
transistor Tr7533 (BD440) was short-circuit. So this was replaced along with
Tr7530 (BC846B), which can also fail. The
result was a perfect picture — for about ten
minutes. F1534 and Tr7533 had both failed
again, this time with a smell of burning.
The cause of all the trouble turned out
to be the scan-correction capacitor C2550
(680nF, 250V), which had a small pinhole
at one end of its casing. B.F.
Bush 2871NTX (11AK19
chassis)
This chassis must have been designed to
keep TV repairmen in a job! "Stuck in
standby" was the complaint with this set.
When it was switched on via either the
remote-control unit or the front panel the
HT voltage rose to over 140V. But the set
remained 'dead' because there was no line
drive. A check on the 14V supply, which
feeds the line driver stage, produced a
reading of less than 3V at the cathode of
D812. It looked distressed, and a new
BYD33D increased the supply to 9V. But
there was still no line drive, and there was
a smell of burning from somewhere
though no smoke could be seen.
To cut a long story short, Q500
(BC548) and Q504 (BC558), which are
inside the screened IF section, were burnt

Bush WS6673 (11AK19PRO
chassis)
This widescreen set had received attention
elsewhere, and had been returned to the
customer unrepaired. The original complaint had been 'dead'. An inspection of
the chassis revealed that the chopper
MOSFET Q802 (MTP6N60E) and the
chopper control chip IC802 (MC44604)
had been replaced.
When mains power was applied there
was a chirp from the power supply and the
HT voltage rose to about 60V. This is not
enough for normal operation, but is too
high for standby. I noticed that the red
front-panel LED was out. This was
because the microcontroller chip's 3.3V
supply was missing at pin 2 of the LM317
regulator chip IC804.
I decided to start by investigating this
problem. When the set is in the standby
mode, the voltages on the secondary side
of the power supply are much lower than
for normal operation. A small thyristor,
Q810 (MCR22-6), rectifies pulses from the
chopper transformer's 150V secondary
winding, providing a supply of about 12V
at the input (pin 3) to IC804, which in turn
produces 3.3V for the remote-control circuitry. There was hardly any voltage at
this IC's input pin as Q810 was short-circuit cathode-to-gate.
I fitted a replacement thyristor and
switched on. This time the front LED
flashed from red to green repeatedly and a
tripping sound came from the power supply. Much time was wasted checking for
overloads, and checking the circuitry
around the chopper control chip IC802,
before I discovered that Q806 was leaky.
This BC548 transistor is part of the standby switching system. It controls the optocoupler to provide switching between
standby and full-power operation.
Much to my relief a new BC548 transistor restored normal pictures and sound,
and a long soak test proved that no further

faults were present. M.McC.
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the geometry just needed to be set up to
cater for component tolerances. So another
£20 odd was spent on a service manual
with the setting-up adjustments.
To enter the service mode select program number 91, adjust the sharpness to
minimum, exit all menus then quickly
press red, green, menu in that sequence.
Use the remote-control unit's programme
up/down buttons to navigate through the
adjustments, and volume up/down to
change the values. Be warned however:
the adjustments take place very slowly.
and it's easy to conclude that changing the
value has had no effect. For example the
value for width default is given as —1100.
and the value for vertical centring default
is given as +3939. So, depending on how
corrupt the EEPROM has become, you
could be sat there for ages. Anyway, setting up the EW adjustments finally cured
the problem. M.D.

Matsui 1436

TV FAULT FINDING
Reports from
Michael Dranfield
Philip Salkeld
Charles Ritchie
Eugene Trundle
Uel Harte
Bob Longhurst and
Mike Leach

Sharp 51DT-25H
This set was stuck in standby. While I was
carrying out some checks it came on and
worked fine, so I resoldered some suspect
joints and replaced the back. With the set
now reassembled I tried it again and found
that it was once more stuck in standby.
Further checks showed that there was only
1.9V at the EEPROM's supply pin while
the HT was low at 39V. So the cause of
the problem was in the power supply.
The 560kS2 start-up resistors R704 and
R705 had both risen in value to over
1MQ. I replaced them with 0.75W, 350V
metal-film resistors from Farnell. This
cured the fault. I would have expected the
power supply to produce no outputs at all
with these resistors faulty. M.D.

The line hold was off frequency with this
set. I adjusted it and resoldered a few dry joints but a week later the set was back
with the same fault. This time I replaced
the line hold prreset VR481 and tested the
set for a couple of days. It worked fine.
but bounced again a week later with the
same fault.
Now the line frequency is set by the
components that are connected to pin 34
of the TA7698AP luminance/chrominance
processor/timebase generator IC. So my
plan was to replace any components connected to this pin. When I traced back
from the pin however I found that R490
(151(Q) was covered in hard, brown conductive glue. I scraped the glue off, but
the resistor underneath didn't look too
good. I removed it and found that its value
had increased to 18-5kS2. The glue attack
was obviously increasing its value slowly.
A replacement resistor was fitted and the
set hasn't been seen since. M.D.

Ferguson ICC17 chassis
Daewoo WP895
We welcome fault reports from readers
— payment for each fault is made after
publication.
Reports can be sent by post to:
Television Magazine Fault Reports,
Highbury Business,
Media House,
Azalea Drive, Swanley,
Kent BR8 8HU

or e-mailed to:
t.winford@highburybiz.com
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This set was tripping, the cause being a
leaky BY228 diode (D403) in the EW
modulator circuit. Simple faults always
seem to turn into bigger ones however!
Once a replacement had been fitted the set
came on all right and everything seemed
to be OK until teletext was selected. It
then became apparent that the width was
excessive with EW distortion. The cause
was a shorted EW output FET within the
TDA8358J field output chip (output at pin
8). A replacement IC was obtained and fitted, but now the width was insufficient.
Scope checks at pins 5 (parabola) and 8
confirmed that the new chip and the EW
modulator were working, so it seemed that

This set's power supply had blown up, with
the BU2525AX chopper transistor dead
short. I replaced quite a few components,
but the power supply went bang again at
switch on. The cause was eventually traced
to slight leakage in TP42 (BC857B). I have
decide in future with these sets to replace
all four surface-mounted transistors in the
power supply, TP42, TP57, TP58 and
TP59. They are so cheap and easy to
replace compared with the time taken to
remove, test and replace. M.D.

Philips 32PW6006/05 (L01.1E
chassis)
We've had a number of these sets in
because they were dead. You usually find
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the mains fuse black and the side blown
off the chopper transistor. A power-supply repair kit is available from Philips,
part no. 3122 785 90600. To avoid a callback it's important to replace all the parts
supplied. I've fitted a few recently and it
has been good to see a Philips power kit
going in with success first time. P.S.

JVC AV28GT1SJF (11AK45
chassis)
This set was dead with the chopper transistor Q102 short-circuit and the 0.225,
0.5W fusible resistor R152 burnt out.
Further checks in the power supply failed
to reveal any other faults, so I ordered
Q102, part no. VE-30001386, R152, part
no. VE-30001224 and, for good measure,
IC106, part no. VE-30011968. When the
parts arrived I fitted them and switched
on nervously, hoping for the best. The set
started up perfectly. P.S.

Beko NR30128T
You don't get many field collapse faults
with this chassis. As I didn't have the circuit diagram I decided to check the voltages around the TDA3654 field output
chip. There were no voltages at any of the
pins. Resistor checks were next carried
out, and I found that R126 (5.6Q) was
faulty. A replacement rated at 1W restored
the field scanning. In general these are
excellent and fairly reliable sets. P.S.

wear. With no circuit diagram available, I
decided to trace their connections. This
brought me to the line output transformer,
so it seemed that they were associated
with the line feedback pulses used for
synchronisation. The two components
were CR405S (4.7nF), part no. 2305000382, and R414 (15kQ), part no. 2001001078. Once replacements had been fitted the set was back in correct working
order. P.S.

Samsung WS28W6NS (KS3A
chassis)
A problem I've had a few times with
these sets is an intermittent loud crack
with picture disturbance. The cure is to
redress the degaussing coils away from
the EHT cap. C.R.

Black Diamond BD29S
(11AK19PRO chassis)
This set was stuck in standby. I zoomed
in on the line output transistor Q605 and
found that there was a short-circuit reading between its collector and emitter.
Isolating pin 3 (HT) of the line output
transformer proved that the short wasn't
in the line output stage. Then, moving
over to the power supply, I found that the
HT rectifier D816 (UF5407) was shortcircuit. All was well once a replacement
had been fitted. C.R.

Sharp DV5131H (S3B chassis)
Samsung WS28M64N
There was a strange fault with this set.
The picture was fine, but with teletext
there was a vertical judder. A phone call
to Samsung produced the answer. Go into
the service menu (standby, display, menu,
mute, standby), select the video adjustment 2 menu, locate VSU and reduce it
by three digits. In this case the VSU was
at 110: reducing it to 108 brought the teletext back to normal. Nice to get help! P.S.

Philips 21PV688/05
This combi set was dead. I noticed that
when it was switched on the line timebase started up then the set reverted to
standby. Further investigation brought me
to R3514 (1Q, 0.5W) which was burnt
out. I traced the connections to this resistor and came to the TDA8365 field output chip IC7510, where pins 5, 6 and 7
were short-circuit. All that was required
to restore normal operation was replacement of these two components. P.S.

Samsung CZ21A083N (KS1A
chassis)
The problem with this in-warranty set
was line shift displacement. When I carried out a visual check I noticed two
components that looked the worse for
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The fault with this set was intermittent
field collapse. I've had it before with this
chassis. During manufacture, C731
(0.1yF) and R507 (1Q, 0.5W) are mounted on the print side of the PCB and are
supported by glue. This glue tends to corrode the pins of the TDA8170 field output chip IC501. The fault can usually be
cured by removing C731 and R507,
cleaning off all the glue, resoldering
IC501 then refitting C731 and R507 in
their correct locations on the component
side of the PCB. I don't understand why
Sharp mounted these components in this
way, but I suppose I shouldn't complain —
it brings in extra work!
If you get field cramping with this
chassis, check C712 (100/tF, 35V) in the
power supply. C.R.

Ferguson A14R (TX80 chassis)
I've had two of these sets in recently. The
first one was dead with TP10 (S2000A3)
in the combined switch-mode/line output
(Wessel) stage short-circuit. No reason
for its failure could be found, so I fitted a
replacement and switched on. A whiff of
smoke came from the scan coils. I
switched the set off quickly and, fortunately, the new transistor had survived. I
was able to salvage scan coils from a

scrap tube. When they were fitted, the set
worked perfectly.
The complaint with the second set was
intermittent operation. This was cured by
resoldering RP39 (6.8kQ, 9W) in the
standby supply. C.R.

Sony KP41DS1
The complaint with this rear-projection
set was that the screen came up bright
green then the set shut itself down.
Checks showed that there was zero voltage at the cathode of the green tube
because L731 in the 200V feed on its
base panel was open-circuit. We replaced
C735 and C737 as well, just in case they
had been responsible. E.T.

Philips 20PV164/05
This 20in. TV/VCR combi unit was dead
with its 4A mains fuse blown. As there
was no measurable electrical fault we
replaced the fuse and switched on. A puff
of smoke from degaussing posistor 3310
showed that it was the cause of the trouble. E.T.

Toshiba 2500TB
These are old but good sets. This one's
picture fault was reminiscent of those we
got years ago with valve TV sets: lack of
height, squashed at the bottom and
stretched at the top. Very often C317 is
the cause, but on this occasion another
2.21.4F capacitor, C303, was responsible.
It's in the feedback circuit. E.T.

Sony KV25K5U (FE1 chassis)
When this set was switched on all it did
was to flash its standby light in sequences
of two. This indicates that the set is in the
protection mode, and we found that the
2SD2539 line output transistor Q533 was
short-circuit between all three legs. Its
demise had probably been caused by the
hairline cracks around the pins of the
driver transformer T531. E.T.

Tatung TUS9744C
This is an ancient set, but the owner wanted it to be repaired! The fault symptoms
.were no sound or picture, though the channel indicator lit up to show that there was
some life present. Checks showed that the
18V supply was missing at the line driver
and other stages. In this stereo/Nicam
model it loops through the AV interface
board, the one that caries the scart socket.
This is where the cause of the trouble lay:
there were cracked soldered connections to
many of its plug/socket links with the
motherboard. E.T.

Daewoo DVT2082
There was complete lack of sound from
this TV/VCR combi unit, though the pic-
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ture was present and all other functions
worked correctly. We found that the
TDA7056 audio output chip 1601 was
very warm to touch. A replacement
restored the sound. E.T.
Black Diamond BD21T
(11AK19B chassis)
The customer said that this set had been
slow to come on and was now dead.
Some quick checks revealed that the HT
supply was at 87V instead of 115V. After
disconnecting the feed to the line output
stage the HT was still only 87V. The
cause of the trouble was the HT reservoir
capacitor C829 (47pF, 160V) which was
open-circuit. U.H.
Grundig MW82-502IRDT
(CUC2058 chassis)
If you find that one of these sets has a
habit of blowing any of the three RGB
amplifier ICs at switch on from cold,
replace the CRT socket rather than condemning the CRT. U.H.
Samsung WI28W6VN
This one caught me out. The fault symptom was no picture. When I checked the
Al voltage I found that it was very low at
only 78V, and that adjustment of the control made no difference. So I fitted a new
line output transformer, which made no
difference. Closer investigation revealed a
lOnF, 3kV decoupling capacitor, C530,
which was leaky. The part no. is 2201000969. U.H.
Philips 21PV688/05
This unit was dead. The cause was quickly traced to the primary side of the power
supply, where D6336 and the blue disc
capacitor C2328 were both found to be
short-circuit. The part nos. are 4822 130
31878 and 4822 122 50116 respectively.
Replacements restored normal operation.
U.H.
Toshiba 2181TB (C80 chassis)
This set was dead. The mains fuse was
intact but the surge-limiter resistor R872
was open-circuit. There were no apparent
shorts, so I accused the STR58041 chopper chip of being leaky. While removing
it I noticed, by chance, a small blue disc
capacitor, C812 (470pF, 2kV), with a
bum mark. It's partly hidden by the
heatsink. A new capacitor and resistor
restored normal operation. U.H.
Sony KVM2151U (BE2A
chassis)
The picture intermittently came in from
the sides, with bowing etc. It was easy to
clear or bring on the fault: just tap or flex
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the PCB. Simple I thought, just a matter
of resoldering. Many obvious and suspect
joints were attended to, but the fault persisted. The 'quick, profitable' job was
becoming a nightmare. I can only say that
eventually, after using magnifying goggles
etc., I came across R807 (6.8k52) which
was dry-jointed at one end. This little surface-mounted resistor is in series with the
base of the EW driver transistor Q803. Job
done once it had been resoldered. B.L.
Sony KV36FS70 (AE5A
chassis)
This set would shut down intermittently
for no apparent reason, sometimes after
five minutes and sometimes after a couple
of hours. It's a real monster, so we wanted it out of the way quickly! When it
went off the standby light would flash
five times. This indicates that there is a
problem with the tube's cathode current
(or AKB as the service manual puts it). A
glance at the CRT base panel revealed
two high-value resistors, R5387 and
R5386, which are in the Al/G2 circuit.
They should both be 820k52. When measured one was 9621(12 and the other
13MQ! Only the two resistors were needed to fix this one. M.L.
Philips 21PV918/07
This TV/VCR combi unit was stuck in
standby. I don't like these things, so I
phoned Philips service which had the
answer — in broken English. Replace transistors Tr7543 (BC847B) and Tr7547
(BC857B) in the protection circuit and be
sure to clean off all the original glue
beneath these surface-mounted components. I did this and had little confidence
that it would work, but it did! It's obviously a common problem, but only if you
know it! M.L.
Hitachi C2125S
This Vestel-based Hitachi set was said to
be stuck in standby. When powered via
the on/off switch these sets always go
into standby. You can then turn them on
with either the channel up/down on the
local keypad or use the remote-control
unit. In this case the local keypad wouldn't turn the set on, the remote-control
unit would. When the set did come on
none of the local controls had any effect.
The cause of the trouble turned out to be
the EEPROM, IC502. A replacement
restored the local functions and all was
well. M.L.
Sony KV21FV1U (BC5 chassis)
Sound was normal but there was no sign
of any display unless the Al voltage was
slightly increased. This revealed a blank

raster. So I obtained a circuit diagram and
set about tracing the video signal path. As
I had already confirmed that the outputs
from the scart socket were correct, I
checked the video input at pin 43 of
IC301 (CXA2139S). This was correct.
Further checks at the supply and the clock
and data pins of this IC failed to reveal
anything amiss, so I decided to order a
replacement. When this arrived I fitted it.
I always hate that first switch on, after
spending some £30 on a calculated guess!
I needn't have worried. A perfect picture
appeared. B.L.
Matsui 32WN03SIL
This set was stuck in standby. It didn't
take me long to discover that the line output transistor was short-circuit. Further
checks drew a blank, so a new S2000AFI
transistor was fitted. At switch on the
line output transformer erupted, destroying the new transistor. By quoting the
transformer's type number I was able to
obtain an HR replacement, type HR8624.
I had also noticed a rather sad-looking
electrolytic capacitor in the power supply, CP14 (2.2pF, 400V), which proved
to be open-circuit. Once these three components had been replaced the set was
OK. B.L.
Sanyo CE14MT4B
The customer said "there was a pretty
pink screen with perfect sound". On test
this proved to be correct. The menu captions and teletext were a sort of washedout whitish colour. I checked the CRT
drive voltages and found that they were
all slightly different. When I checked
back to the RGB outputs from the
TB1254AN jungle chip, at pins 20, 21
and 22, I found that there were three different voltages here as well. I desoldered
these three pins, then touched each one to
its respective solder pad. The green drive
was the only one that produced a picture.
the red and blue pins producing a bright,
blank raster. A replacement IC restored
the picture. B.L.
Bush 28ZKFWST66 (PAL 1
chassis)
This set was totally dead with the 2.5A
internal mains fuse blown and the chopper FET short-circuit. Being aware of
other Bush blow-ups, I decided to obtain
a manual. I then checked various possibilities, to no avail. So I decided to replace
the STP4NA6OFI chopper FET TP2 and
the TEA2262 chip ICP1. After fitting a
new fuse I switched on and waited for the
bang. There was no bang, and when the
set was brought out of standby it worked
perfectly. Phew! B.L.
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pling capacitor here (C406). A replacement
cured the fault.
The internal reference voltage controls
most functions to some extent. Different
voltages, depending on the capacitor leakage, cause different symptoms. A check on
this voltage at an early stage could avoid a
lot of headscratching. A.D.

Extended Fault
Reports
Reports on complex or tricky TV
fault conditions are sometimes too
long for inclusion in our basic faultfinding section. We've put a few
of them together in this extended
fault report feature
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Reoc TT7 (Beko 14.1 chassis)
This brand name is used by the Safeway
supermarket group. The problem with the
set was no audio, just a quiet hiss. There
was sound when a signal was fed to the
start socket, so I concentrated on the
Micronas MSP3410P Nicam procesor chip
IC301. I fitted a replacement and also
changed the associated 18MHz crystal, but
this made no difference. A glance at the
circuit diagram showed that there are virtually no peripheral components associated
with the Nicam section of the chip. There
are a couple of lOnF decoupling capacitors,
C236/7, which I replaced. But there was
still no sound.
Then it occurred to me that the sound
system could be incorrectly set in the
menu. Using the service handset, I went to
the system menu and found that it was correctly set to PAL I. But the sound menu
showed that the receiver was set for BG,
and this couldn't be changed.
Normal sound was restored by replacing
the EEPROM chip IC402. Why it wouldn't
allow me to select PAL I in the sound setup I don't know. But beware of this possibility. A.D.
Bush WS6677 (11AK19
chassis)
The set would come out of standby but
wouldn't produce a raster. Normally it's a
bread-and-butter fault, but this time it was a
bit different. The line drive is produced by
the TDA8843 jungle chip IC401, at pin 40.
There was no line drive here, and no oscillation at pin 35, which is connected to crystal X401. I replaced the crystal, then the
associated capacitor and resistor, and after
that the chip itself, all to no avail.
Then I remembered a similar problem
with another chassis that uses this Philips
IC. Pin 9 of the chip is used to decouple an
internal reference voltage. The reading here
should be 6.75V DC, but was only 4.5V. In
this set there's a 22nF, ceramic disc decou-

Bush 1435 (11AK36 chassis)
This set wouldn't come out of standby —
the red LED remained on. Another engineer had had trouble with it, and eventually
it came to me. The microcontroller chip
had been replaced, so this wasn't to blame.
Incidentally the PCB has 56 holes for the
chip, but some sets are fitted with a 42-pin
device. The smaller IC is a non-text chip.
Microcontroller chip reset is at pin 2.
There should be a change from OV to 5V
just after the chip's supply pin 1 goes high.
In this case the voltage at pin 2 remained
low, leaving the chip in the reset mode.
The reset pulse delay is controlled by a
transistor, a zener diode, three resistors and
an electrolytic capacitor. None of them was
responsible for the trouble. The cause was
the fact that the 5V supply was low at 4V,
which is insufficient for the zener diode to
conduct and turn the transistor on. The 5V
supply comes from Q805, which is shown
as a transistor in the circuit diagram but is
in fact a 3-pin 78L05 regulator. A replacement restored normal operation.
There are at least four versions of the
circuit diagram for the 11A1(36 chassis, and
none are up-to-date. Most Vestel circuit diagrams are available at the company's website, but you require a password and an
account number. A.D.
Thomson 28WF201Gitype
446X, ICC17GB chassis)
This Polish-made widescreen set would
produce only a flashing LED at the front. It
wouldn't start up when the remote-control
key was pressed. The flashing code from
the LED was two flashes then seven, which
means that the set is in the protection mode.
The customer said that he had seen dramatic variations in picture size before the set
went off.
It has been mentioned in these pages
before that RP63 (432kS2) in the chopper
power supply can give trouble. It's in the
HT sensing circuit for regulation via the
optocoupler. So I took this tiny resistor out
and checked it. The reading was about 21S2
high. I thought it best to fit a replacement,
but didn't have this unusual value in stock.
So I made up a temporary network of four
resistors in series (330k52 + 1001S2 + 1k52
+ 11d2) and soldered it in. This at least
proved that the cause of the fault didn't lie
here!
I then noticed that CL25 (114F, 25V) in
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the line scan circuit was venting its top.
There's a good circuit of this area on page
602 of the August 2002 issue of Television.
I also noticed that the red-bodied scan-correction capacitor CL24 (360nF) was
swollen. Indeed CL24 had a molten
impression on it of the metal tab of the
adjacent thyristor (TL51). When checked
CL24 proved to be open-circuit.
The set ran normally once these two
capacitors had been replaced. But I was
dismayed to notice that with captions and
teletext the verticals were bent inwards.
This was because the EW output transistor
TL41 (BD241C) was short-circuit collector-to-emitter. It's mounted on the rear
metalwork. A new transistor completed the
repair — a TIP31C seems to be suitable
here. G.H.
Mitsubishi CT25B2 (Euro 11
chassis)
The line output transistor Q522 (2SD1878)
was short-circuit because the HT was too
high. As usual, replacing C905 (470/4F,
35V), C906 (47}4F, 50V), C909 (22pF,
50V) and C920 (100T/F, 25V) in the power
supply put that right, so a new line output
transistor was fitted. At switch on it all
looked as if it was going to work, but nothing appeared. Z551 (SOC2000) was opencircuit because the EW chip IC551
( E,A2031A) was short-circuit. When these
items had been replaced there was a raster
that was stretched in the top half and
cramped in the bottom half, also no teletext.
Suspecting a corrupted EEPROM, I
replaced C958 (1,000jF, 16V) which can
cause this then switched on to check the
EEPROM settings. I found that teletext
had returned, but the field scanning was
still distorted. As the EEPROM settings
were normal attention was turned to the
field circuit, where C454 (4.7pF, 50V) was
found to be the cause. B.F.
Philips 25ST1750 (GR2.2
chassis)
The complaint was "dead set", but the
power supply was tripping. Cold checks
showed that the line output transistor
Tr7545 was short-circuit. There were also
poor joints in the line driver and output
stages. These were attended to, then the
HT was checked with a dummy load fitted
and found to be correct. So a new
BU508AF line output transistor was fitted.
When the set was switched on a violent
flashover shot from the line output transformer, instantly blowing the new transistor.
An estimate was provided and accepted
but, when the new transformer and transistor were fitted, there was no sync and no
sound because the TDA2579B timebase
generator chip IC7470 had been damaged.
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There was an excellent picture, and sound,
when a replacement had been fitted. But
when teletext was requested only a blank
screen with random characters appeared.
The text PCB in this model is pluggable, and fortunately I had one from a
scrap set to complete the repair. It was a
sharp reminder of the dangers of estimates.
A.J.
Thomson 72MK89DU (ICC11
chassis)
As these sets age, a couple of unusual fault
symptoms are showing up. One is intermittent sound, another is intermittent or no
remote-control operation, sometimes with
the letter P in red present at the bottom left
of the picture.
The cause is the EEPROM chip IR003.
But reinstallation and setting up are
required. If the faults are intermittent it's
worth entering the service mode and noting
the contents of the original device. This
can save a lot of setting up time. IR003 is
available from Thomson spares, the part
no. being 10097100. A.J.
Sharp 76FW54H (DA100
chassis)
The complaints with this 32in. widescreen
set were slow to come on and picture
small. On test the set appeared to start normally. EHT rustle was heard, but the green
LED then went out again as the set reverted to standby. This cycle occurred a few
times, then the picture appeared briefly —
only on the right half of the screen however, the left half being blank. But a fullwidth teletext option could be displayed.
When we switched the set off and
attempted to start it again in the service
mode it wouldn't come out of standby. The
cause of the problem was a corrupted EEPROM chip, IC1003 (part no. RHIX1603BMZZ). Once a replacement had
been fitted the faults had all gone and only
retuning was required. A.J.
Thomson 52RW87E (ICC21
chassis)
The complaint with this huge and very
inaccessible 52in. rear-projection TV set
was no sound or picture with the red LED
flashing. When I tested the set it made
three attempts to start. During these
delayed attempts EHT was heard then the
set went into the protection mode and displayed error code 33.
Cold checks in the power and deflection
circuits were fruitless, so a service manual
was ordered. The error code information in
the manual describes code 33 as "deflection safety circuit has detected a problem".
The HT supply was correct but, as the set
went into the protection mode so quickly,
other voltage checks were initially of little

help — until I finally started to make sense
of the operation of the protection system,
following paths over several pages in the
manual.
To cut a long story short, I traced a
number of deflection protect lines to pin 5
of IV200 on the SSB. This pin is called
"flash" and, amongst other components,
the cathodes of three diodes
(DV520/521/523) are connected to it. The
anodes of these diodes are connected via
ICs IV520/521 to sampling points in the
deflection stages. Thomson technical had
never had any problems of this nature but
eventually came back with the information
I requested, the threshold voltage at
IV200's flash input pin. This is 2V: anything above 2V removes the line drive and
initiates protection.
During the set's brief on time the voltage at pin 5 of IV200 rose to 4.5V. This
potential was arriving via DV521. Cold
checks on all the components associated
with this protect input line (called H.DEFL
PROT) revealed no problems so, rightly or
wrongly, I decided to lift one end of
DV521 temporarily then switch on briefly
and carefully watch for clues.
The cause of the problem was immediately obvious, as a large arc shot from the
line output transformer because of insulation breakdown. A replacement transformer (part no. 10737140) was obtained
and fitted, and DV521 was reconnected.
When the set was switched on again it produced an excellent picture.
I learnt a lot working through this fault,
and my service manual has many notes for
next time. A.J.
JVC AV28GT1SJF (11AK45B4
chassis)
This widescreen set was still under warranty. It had failed with the symptoms no
sound or picture, a high-pitched noise and
a pulsing red LED. Checks showed that the
line output transistor Q602 was short-circuit. Further checks revealed that the HT
voltage was correct, and no problems were
evident in the flyback tuning and scan coupling circuitry. I fitted a replacement line
output transistor and tried again. There was
a high-pitched noise, the transistor got very
warm and, while scope checks were being
carried out, quickly failed.
I suspected heavy loading, and blamed
the line output transformer. This was not
the cause of the problem of course! I then
did what I should have done earlier, fitted
a dummy load instead of the line output
transistor and checked the frequency of the
line drive. It varied between 3-4kHz at
source, pin 50 of IC200. The cause of the
problem was a faulty crystal, X201, which
is connected between pins 51 and 52 of
IC200. Its part no. is VE-30008778. A.J.
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were sound and a bright raster. I carried
out a quick check to establish whether the
220V supply was present at the tube base
panel. It was present at one side of R519
(47Q, 0.5W) but at the other side there
was a short-circuit reading. The culprit
was the STV5109 RGB output chip
IC501. I've had similar trouble with the
Vestel 11AK19 chassis. P.S.

Sony KV24LS35U (FE2 chassis)
Replacement of a faulty line output transformer, which blows the line output transistor, is a well-known and straightforward
fault with these sets. After replacing these
items this set sprang to life, but I noticed
that the picture regulation altered with
changes in scene brightness. I decided to
check with Sony, and was pleased to find
that it's a known fault. The components to
check are the following resistors: R516,
R517, R518, R510, R528 and R529. In
this case R518 (1.5kQ) was open-circuit.
It's a surface-mounted component. P.S.
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Sharp 28JW73H
The customer had complained about a
black dot on the face of the tube — the set
was apparently OK in all other respects.
When it was brought in I noticed that
there was a phosphor dot burn mark. As
the set was still in warranty, I ordered a
new tube. When this arrived I fitted it and
returned the set to the customer.
Four months later the set came back
with the same fault. The first time the set
had come in I had checked with the Sharp
website to see if it was a known fault. On
this second occasion there was a bulletin
on the problem. The cure is to change
zener diode D1307 from a 5.6V to a 6.2V
type (part no. RH-EX0584BMZZ). D1307
is mounted on the print side of the panel,
beneath the line output transformer.
Unfortunately the CRT had to be replaced
again. P.S.

Philips 32PW6515/05 (A10E
chassis)
There was no sound or picture, just a ticking noise. Some quick checks showed that
the BU4508AX line output transistor
Tr7410 was short-circuit. I couldn't find
any cause for its failure, so I fitted a
replacement. The set then came on and a
long soak test proved that it was OK. The
part no. for the transistor is 55089127.
P.S.

Samsung WS24V53N
The symptoms with this in-warranty set

Bush WS7673SIL (11AK19
chassis)
The customer complained of loss of output
from the AV2 connector. Sound was present, but there was no video. AV1 was
OK. As a first step I replaced the start
socket, in case the customer had damaged
it, but this made no difference. So a fax to
Bush technical seemed a good idea. I was
told to check the surface-mounted resistors
R083 (75Q) and R084 (4752) and, failing
that, to check for a hairline crack at the
AV2 socket edge. The latter turned out to
be the cause of the trouble. P.S.

Hitachi C28W430N-311 (A7
chassis)
We've had three of these sets in recently,
all with the same problem — popping or
crackling from the right-hand speaker.
Needless to say they were all lined up on
the soak test bench for days with no sign
of the fault. I decided to check with
Hitachi technical, who were aware of the
problem. I was told to resolder R4005 at
the top and bottom of the PCB. Since
doing this the three sets have been
returned with no further complaints. P.S.

Hitachi 28W440N (11AK33
chassis)
This set was dead with the 2SD2579
(BU2508AF) line output transistor Q602
short-circuit. The part no. is VS30016869.
Once a replacement had been fitted the set
powered up with an under-scanned picture
and EW distortion. The culprit was C611
(3.9nF, 2kV), part no. VS30014943.
According to Hitachi failure of Q602 can
be caused by spurious spikes. A modification is recommended to avoid this possi-
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bility: wire a BA159 diode directly across
the base and emitter of Q602, with its
cathode connected to the base.
In another of these sets the line output
transformer, part no. VS30001441, had
failed in addition to the above components.
By way of interest the service mode
is entered by pressing the remote-control
unit's blue key followed by 4725. It
wasn't necessary to do so with these
faults. M.S.D.

Thomson 28WT25US (ICC17
chassis)
The fault symptom with this set was vertical lines at the left-hand side of the
screen. This is line ringing, which occurs
when RL26 (1kW, 0.5Q carbon) in the
feed to the line scan coils goes open-circuit. The part no. is 10393870. Replacing
this resistor usually cures the fault. If
there is still a small amount of ringing,
replace the line linearity coil LL26 (part
no. 10526140) and if necessary the line
output transformer. M.S.D.

Toshiba 32W8DB
We've had several of these large
widescreen sets in with faulty tubes. This
set was dead however, because the
STRS6709 chopper IC Q801 was shortcircuit between pins 1, 2 and 3. The 3Q,
15W surge-limiter resistor R810 had also
failed. A careful check on all the diodes
associated with Q801 showed that they
were OK, so replacement of R801 and
Q801 completed the repair. M.S.D.

Thomson 52RW87E (RPC21ICC21 chassis)
This monster set kept switching off to
standby then coming straight back on
again. The fault was intermittent, and
there didn't seem to be any pattern to it.
The mains lead, mains plug and wall
socket in the house had been replaced in
case there was an intermittent mains connection. All this was to no avail, so the
set was brought into the workshop.
Fortunately the innards can be removed
in one block and then powered up on the
bench. It was then immediately apparent
that one of the tube bases was arcing over
within the socket assembly. A replacement cured the fault and a soak test confirmed that all was now OK. M.S.D.

Sanyo CE32WN5B (EB6A
chassis)
We've had several of these sets with
intermittent or no sound. In every case
resoldering IC801's pins has cured the
fault. It's a reasonably-sized surfacemounted IC that's on the underside of the
main board. A standard iron, lamp and
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magnifier are all that's needed. M.S.D.

Hitachi C2842 (11AK19 chassis)
There was a standard EW fault with this
older set. The circuit diagram can be
found on Hitachi's excellent Esta D2
disc. This showed traditional EW drive
and diode modulator circuits. The driver
FET Q603 feeds the diode modulator via
C620, L604 and R629. A quick cold
check revealed that R629 had died. It's a
2.7Q safety resistor in this model. A
replacement from a scrap set cleared the
fault. M.S.D.

Wharfedale CTV850
This set was dead with the mains fuse
VA603 open-circuit. A check on the
BUZ90A chopper FET T602 showed that
it was short-circuit. I also replaced the
TDA4605-2 chopper control chip, as a
precaution. Once satisfied that there was
nothing else amiss I powered up and was
rewarded with a working set. D.G.

Portland P14F5
The customer said that this combi unit
would work only when it felt like it. I
could get it to come on only momentarily,
after repeated pressing on the frontmounted standby button. The unit had to
be stripped down. Once I had the main
board on the bench, under the inspection
glass, the cause of the problem was obvious: the PCB-mounted, tactile-type standby switch SW08 was badly dry-jointed.
Once it had been resoldered and the unit
had been rebuilt it worked faultlessly.
D.G.

Toshiba 218D9H
This set had field collapse of the type
that's quite common with Toshiba sets:
there was the usual band of thinly-spaced
lines above the collapsed frame line. As
always capacitors are suspect, and I found
that C303 (2214F, 50V) was leaking. A
replacement restored the field scanning.
D.G.

Schneider STV2502T
All this Asda TV set produced was a
glowing LED and a ticking/pulsing
sound. After some visual checks I connected my meter to the S2055N line output transistor, which was short-circuit at
all terminals. Checks on the line output
transformer with my LOPT tester then
confirmed that this was also faulty. All
was well once a new transistor and transform had been fitted. D.G.

B&O L2502
The symptoms with this set were sound
but no raster — the screen was black. I
suspected that someone else had looked

at it, as the cabinet screws were loose. I
decided to turn up the setting of the Al
control to see what this would produce.
The result was a thin horizontal line
across the screen. Checks at the
TDA2170 field output chip IC2 confirmed that it was the cause of the trouble. It's not cheap, but a replacement
restored normal operation. D.G.

Amstrad CTV2880
This set was stuck in standby. I was
unable to obtain a service manual, so I
had to spend some time looking around
on the chassis. I discovered that the
standby transistors Q903 (2SA1013) and
Q905 (2SD1543) weren't operating,
though Q903's base voltage rose to what
seemed to be the correct level with the
remote 'on' command. The two transistors had already been replaced. Looking
closer, I found R924 (100kQ) which is
the base-bias resistor for Q903. It had
risen in value to over 250kQ. A more
substantial metal-film resistor was fitted,
curing the problem. G.R.

NEI NE3743
This 14in. portable was dead with a shortcircuit reading across the source and
drain connections of the chopper FET
Q801. The FET was blameless however,
the chopper transformer TR802 reading
short-circuit across all its primary connections. All that was required was to
replace TR802 and R809 (0.47Q, 0.5W).
G.R.

Tatung E chassis
This B-grade set had no model number
on it. The problem was intermittent
video, and I noticed that the video switch
chip IC202 had been overheating. A
replacement also started to get hot. This
was because the 8V regulator transistor
TR806 was producing 11V at its output.
Closer examination showed that the associated 8V zener diode ZD821 had been
clumsily fitted next to the regulator's
heatsink, with the cathode end not properly soldered and its leg touching the
heatsink. All that was required was to
reposition and resolder ZD821. G.R.

Sharp 51AT15H (5BSA
chassis)
There was no line drive because Q603
(BC547) had failed. As there's no transformer in the line driver stage, Q604
(BC636) and Q602 (BC635-16) should
also be replaced. The line output transistor Q601 is type BU508DFI: only this
type should be fitted, as 'equivalents'
may well overheat. Note that the HT
(cathode of D708) is 114V, not 105V as
shown in the manual we had. G.R.
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Grundig M95-410/9
This set is the size of a small bungalow.
The complaint was very poor focus. As
the set uses a separate EHT multiplier
with an integral focus control I obtained a
replacement and fitted it, all to no avail.
The cause of the fault lay on the dynamic
focus PCB, where the series-connected
capacitors C64001 and C64002 (both
1.5nF, 6kV) were faulty. While waiting
for replacements I found that the set functioned without them, with little deterioration in picture quality. The part no. is
8502-200-066, Willow Vale 81066A.
G.D.

Sharp 28JF73H
The complaints with this ultra-flat screen
set were no picture, a funny noise and a
smell. The CRT base socket was arcing
merrily. A new one didn't help, and it
turned out that the line output transformer
was being rather generous with its Al
and focus supplies. Amazingly for a
Sharp set, a new (expensive!) transformer
restored normal operation with no further
problems. The Willow Vale code for the
transformer is 27983LT. G.D.

Bush WS7671 (11AK19 chassis)
This 32in. monster is fitted with a modified 11AK19 chassis. As it was tripping I
went straight to the line output stage, but
there was no short here — and the tripping
was much more rapid than usual.
Unloading its various outputs pointed to a
power supply fault, especially as the
chopper FET was running warmer than
usual. I replaced the 1.5MQ resistor
(R816) that causes odd faults, also various diodes with upgraded parts, all to no
avail. The FET and IC were blameless
too. There was only one thing left, the
chopper transformer TR802. This turned
out to be the culprit, though I could find
nothing obviously wrong with the openconstruction original. Fortunately it's
cheap! G.D.

Thomson 28WR23UG (ICC17
chassis)
This set had failed three days out of guarantee. Currys had diagnosed a faulty line
output transformer, but was unwilling to
bend the rules. So the customer
approached us. The LED flashes, two followed by seven, confirmed Currys' diagnosis. Internal burning was revealed when
the EHT lead was released, providing further confirmation. But the symptoms
were the same when a replacement transformer had been fitted. Then, remembering the TX92 chassis, I checked the trip
associated with the beam limiter. Sure
enough TL59 (BC857B) and TL02
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(BF422) were both short-circuit.
Replacements restored normal operation.
It's worth noting that the faulty transformer was the newer black type. G.D.

Sharp 28JW73 (GA20 chassis)
This set was dead with the TEA1507
chopper control chip IC701 blown apart.
No other fault could be found on the primary side of the power supply so, as
these sets are usually very reliable, we
decided to check with Sharp technical.
We were told that a few such failures
have been caused by the HT rectifier
D755 going short-circuit. It's thought to
fail in some unusual manner, as a typical
short across the HT rail does no damage.
In this case IC701 and D755 were the
only faulty components. A.J.

Hitachi C32WD2TN
This huge set was dead. When we got it
to a serviceable position and carried out
some tests we found that HT was reaching the chopper transistor but no drive
was present. Checks around the UC3844
chopper control chip IC900 showed that
there was no supply at pin 7. There was a
very low resistance reading between this
pin and chassis. As the leak remained
when pin 7 was disconnected, it was clear
that ZD902 (BZV85C18) was the culprit.
This was the only faulty component. A.J.

JVC AV29SX1EK (JA chassis)
These 29in. sets produce excellent sound
and picture quality with good reliability.
One problem however is total or partial
field collapse caused by failure of the
TDA8350Q output chip IC401.
Replacement of this IC alone provides
only a short-term cure. For a permanent
cure fit JVC's field modification kit, part
no. TPCE-0051. This kit is also available
from SEME under part no. RK204G. A.J.

Philips 29PT6773/05 (MD1.2E
chassis)
This set worked all right with scart
inputs, but no channels could be tuned in.
Checks showed that the tuning voltage
was missing at the 33V regulator. Tracing
back to source, R3568 (1001(Q 0.5W in
this model) was found to be open-circuit.
It's in the power supply area of the main
PCB and is connected to the 140V HT
rail.
This model has a beautiful piano-finish
cabinet and an excellent-quality tube. I
doubt whether more recent sets could
match the picture quality. A.J.

Samsung CI683CNG (551A
chassis)
The job ticket said "dead", but checks

showed that the power supply was tripping. A lot of time was spent eliminating
items on the primary and secondary sides
of the circuit, but nothing obvious was
found. The voltages on the secondary side
all rose to about ten per cent of the correct
value. The cause of the trouble was eventually found to be C814 (850pF, 1kV)
which had an 8k52 leak. It's in parallel
with the HT (B+) rectifier D805. A.J.

Sharp 28/32 JW73 and JF73
(GA2O chassis)
These widescreen sets have proved to be
very reliable, but you can get the dead or
intermittently dead (with a fizzing sound)
symptom because of a poor-fitting
plug/socket connection where the incoming mains lead is attached to the PCB. A.J.

Black Diamond BD21T (11AK19
chassis)
The BU2506DF line output transistor
Q605 was short-circuit because the HT
was excessive. When I replaced Q605
and the CQY8ONG optocoupler IC801
the HT returned to its correct value,
115V, but there was field collapse.
Replacing IC701 (TDA8356) cured that,
but the result was a bright raster with flyback lines. This fault was cured by
replacing IC901 (TDA6107Q) and R914
(47Q) on the CRT base panel. C.R.

Grundig P37-731 (CUC7303
chassis)
Tuning drift was the problem with this
set. Before doing anything about it I
decided to resolder the connections to the
snubber capacitor C669 (1nF, 1.6kV) and
check the ESR of the mains rectifier's
reservoir capacitor C626 (47yE, 385V),
as these items are well known for causing
power supply blow-ups.
Back to the tuning drift problem. A
replacement tuner didn't make any difference, and the 33V tuning supply across
D683 (ZTK33B) was rock steady. A
point I noticed was that tuning didn't stop
when a station was found. Slight adjustment of the vision demodulator coil F130
cured the fault. C.R.

Black Diamond BD14T
(11AK2OS chassis)
This set produced a very dim picture.
When checked, all three cathode voltages
were high. The fault gave the impression
that the tube's G2/A1 voltage was low,
but it turned out to be correct. The picture
was restored to normal brightness by
replacing diodes D901 and D902 (both
type 1N4148) in the beam-current information (BCI) circuit. These diodes are on
the CRT base panel. C.R.
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new blanking chip cured the fault, but
quite a bit of setting up for picture geometry is still required. M.D.

Matsui 1420T

Extended Fault
Reports

Sharp 66FW53H (DA100
chassis)

Reports on complex or tricky TV
fault conditions are sometimes too
long for inclusion in our basic faultfinding section. We've put a few
of them together in this extended
fault report feature

Reports from
Michael Dranfield
Charles Ritchie
Arthur Jackson and
John Coombes
We welcome fault reports from readers
payment for each fault is made after
publication.
Reports can be sent by post to:
Television Magazine Fault Reports,
Highbury Business,

Media House,
Azalea Drive, Swanley,
Kent BR8 8HU

or e-mailed to:
t.winford@highburybiz,com
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This set powered up at switch on, with
EHT, but went back to standby before a
picture appeared. I kept switching it on
and off, in the hope that the CRT's heaters
would get warm enough to produce some
sort of picture and a clue to the cause of
the fault. But what happened was that the
set came on and stayed on! All I could do
was to resolder a number of dry-joints.
After that the set would sometimes come
on and sometimes it wouldn't. At least
some scope checks could be made however.
I found that the field drive disappeared
when the set tripped. A clue at last! But it
was a very misleading one, and more time
was wasted. As the set had been brought
in from some distance away, when it came
on there was just a snowy raster. I connected a pattern generator to the scart
socket and found that there was colour
displacement on the verticals. The penny
then dropped: the EEPROM was corrupt.
On to the next problem then. As
EEPROMs usually become corrupt rather
than faulty, Sharp supplies a blanking chip
that empties the EEPROM in the set
(IC1003). It's used with a jig, in the
EPROM position (IC1002). Once the
EEPROM has been blanked, default data
will be loaded into it via the microcontroller chip at switch on. But the blanking
chip is quite expensive and, in addition,
there are different versions depending on
whether the microcontroller chip is a 3.3V
or a 5V type. Guess what? I had the
wrong (3.3V) one for this set!
I looked through the Farnell catalogue
and found a blank 4MB ROM at a third of
the price of the Sharp blanking chip. So I
obtained one and copied the contents of
the 3.3V chip into this 5V chip. Use of my

A screeching sound came from the power
supply in this set and I found that the line
output transistor was short-circuit. A
replacement transistor blew at switch on,
but I couldn't find any other faulty components in the line output stage. As a last
resort I connected my digital inductance
meter across the line scan coils. The reading obtained was in the pH range instead
of the usual 4mH.
Clearly the cause of the fault was shorted turns in the line scan coils. This surprised me a bit, as the usual cause of scancoil failure is hardened moisture-absorbent
convergence rubber wedges and these
were still soft. All became clear when I
removed the yoke. Glue that holds the
coils together had become conductive and,
as a result, there had been a burn up. So
the set was scrap.
All was not lost however. A few weeks
earlier a customer had given me a 14in.
Matsui TV/VCR combi set that had fallen
off its wall bracket, saying that he couldn't be bothered to claim off his insurance.
As the tube was the same type, I put the
two sets back to back and powered the
tube in the smashed cabinet. It came on
with purity errors, so a tube swap was out.
But at least the scan coils were OK.
After fitting them in the 1420T and
converging it, the set worked fine. In the
end I had spent more time than I could
charge for on the repair — or than the set
was worth. But by the time I had found
the cause of the fault I was passed the
point of no return. The customer went
away happy. M.D.

Bush 2035T (11AK19 chassis)
The owner said that a mineral drink had
been poured down the back of this set,
which was now dead. When I examined it
I found that the liquid had dripped down
the back of the CRT and landed on the
primary side of the power supply. The
damage wasn't too bad. The surge limiter
resistor R817 (2.2Q, 5W) was open-circuit, two of the 1N4007 bridge rectifier
diodes, D802 and D804, and the FET
chopper transistor Q802 (03N60S5) were
short-circuit.
To gain access for cleaning, I removed
the chassis from the set. Then I removed
the faulty components and some of the
larger ones, i.e. the chopper transformer,
chopper control IC etc., and gave the PCB
a good scrub, using a half-inch paintbrush
and a solution of distilled water and washing-up liquid. After rinsing it I gave it a
blast from a hairdryer then placed it on top
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of the workshop storage heater to dry
overnight.
The next morning I replaced the faulty
components (a BUZ90A is a suitable
replacement for the 03N60S5), refitted
the others I had removed, then refitted
the chassis in its cabinet. With some trepidation, I switched on. The LED lit up
red and, on pressing a channel button, the
LED changed to green and the set came
out of standby. To my great relief, sound
and a picture came up a few seconds
later. A long soak test confirmed that all
was now well. C.R.

Sharp 51AT-15H (5BSA
chassis)
When this set had been on for half an
hour the red picture content would flash
on and off. According to my notes, I had
had a similar problem with the blue channel in this chassis. Replacing Q872
(BF422) and Q877 (BF421) on the CRT
base panel had cured the fault on that
occasion. So this time I decided to
replace the BF422 and BF421 transistors
in the red channel, but this didn't make
any difference.
When I connected the scope to the
CRT's red cathode there was no variation
when the fault occurred, which was odd.
Moving over to the green cathode, I
found variation here and realised that the
red and green channels were transposed.
The transistors I had replaced were in the
green channel. The manual clearly shows
that pin 7 of the CRT base socket is the
red cathode, pin 9 the green cathode and
pin 3 the blue cathode (correct). I also
noticed that the pins of connector K were
transposed.
The parts list gives two numbers for
the CRT base PCB (PWB-B). In this set
the number on the PCB didn't correspond
to either of those listed. This is probably
the explanation why the green and red
channels were transposed.
Replacing the correct transistors cured
the fault. C.R.

Grundig T55-731 FT GB
(CUC7301 chassis)
Audio OK but no picture was the complaint with this set. When I switched it on
I could see the CRT's heaters glowing
and heard a healthy buzz from the field
scan coils. So at least the field and line
timebases were working. I turned up the
setting of the Al/G2 control on the line
output transformer, expecting to see a
blank white raster with flyback lines, but
there was still no display.
A check on the Al/G2 voltage at the
CRT base PCB produced a reading of
only 95V, even at the highest setting of
the control. The voltage didn't increase
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when I disconnected the wire from the
CRT base PCB and checked at the wire
end. So it seemed that the line output
transformer (TR550) was faulty. Before
condemning it I decided to measure the
focus voltage. This was when I noticed
the green corrosion at the focus connection on the CRT base socket. I assumed
that the leakage here was loading the
focus and in turn the Al/G2 voltage.
When I replaced the CRT's base socket and switched on, a noise came from
the neck of the CRT. I switched off
quickly. The next step was to disconnect
the Al/G2 and focus wires from the CRT
base PCB and switch on again. There
was now a reading of over 1kV at the
Al/G2 wire even with the control at its
lowest setting. Obviously the earthy end
of the Al/G2 and focus controls was
open-circuit. A replacement line output
transformer restored the picture and, fortunately, there was no damage to the
CRT.
The part no. for the line output transformer is 29221-031-56A. C.R.

Black Diamond BD28S
(11AK19 chassis)
This set was dead though 320V was present across the mains bridge rectifier's
reservoir capacitor C804 (150pF, 400V).
There were no outputs from the secondary side of the power supply. While
working on the primary side I noticed a
dry-joint on a coil, which is not shown in
the circuit diagram, between pin 7 of the
chopper transformer and the drain of the
chopper FET Q802. Resoldering this coil
cured the dead-set symptom.
When the set was taken out of standby
however I saw a slight discharge between
the CRT's Aquadag coating and the
degaussing coils. The set then reverted to
standby with the green LED flashing.
This was a man-made fault. While I was
moving the chassis to service it, the wire
from the Aquadag to the CRT base PCB
had broken from a coil (again not shown
in the circuit diagram) at the CRT base
PCB end. Reconnecting the wire to the
coil restored the set to normal working
order. C.R.

Thomson 21MS73CT (type
109/TX91 chassis)
This 21in. set was dead, though degaussing was heard at switch on. Checks in the
power supply showed that there was voltage at the collector of the chopper transistor TP20 but no oscillation. When I
consulted my TX91 service manual I
found that two very different power supply arrangements are used in this chassis,
one with a TEA2261 controller IC and
the other a discrete component design

that uses several transistors. This set used
the discrete-component version.
The cause of the fault was simply loss
of the kick-start supply, which comes via
three series-connected 270kQ, 0.5W
resistors, RP05, RPO6 and RP07. RPO5
was open-circuit. In view of the age of
the set I decided to replace all three resistors.
Be careful, as the mains bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor CP10 holds a
healthy charge with a fault of this type.
A.J.

Philips 25MN1550 (GR2.1
chassis)
The owner of this 25in. mono sound TV
set said that it had given no trouble until
now, at twelve years old, there were two
faults. First, the set would run for up to
an hour after which the picture and sound
were lost and the green LED changed to
flashing red. The second complaint was
that there were three fine horizontal
coloured lines approximately an inch
down from the top of the screen.
The cause of the first problem was
simply a dry-joint at pin 1 of the line output transformer (the primary winding).
The cause of the second problem was in
the discrete-component field output stage,
where the 22/4F, 50V bootstrap capacitor
C2502 was open-circuit. A.J.

Vestel 11AK19 chassis
We've had a number of sets in recently,
mainly Bush/Alba models, fitted with this
chassis. The faults have been as follows:
Dead with the mains fuse intact and
320V at the drain of the chopper FET
Q802: A couple of components connected to the chopper control chip IC802 can
cause this fault. We've had C807 (1/.4F,
50V) leaky and R811 (22kQ) open-circuit.
EW faults: Check R629 which goes
open-circuit and C630 for dry-joints. The
value of R629 can vary: replace with the
same value.
Bright raster with flyback lines: R914
(47Q) in the supply to the RGB output
chip IC901 (TDA6107/8) could be opencircuit and/or IC901 faulty. R914 is by
the side of the IC.
Stuck in standby: Many components in
the power supply can cause this symptom. In this case the HT rectifier D816
was open-circuit.
Set in trip mode with red LED flashing: D807 (BA159) in the snubber network was short-circuit. J.C.
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A chassis-model listing update, compiled by Giles Pilbrow, to make it easier to find releva
,e last guide to the various chassis used in
Sony TV sets sold in the UK was published in our November 2002 issue. In the
intervening two or so years Sony has been
quite active in introducing new TV products.
Several models have continued in production
however, so there is some overlap with the
previous listing. Table 1 lists the models, while
notes on the various chassis are given below.

T

AE6A: Introduced in 2002, current models.
These are high-end 100Hz sets that follow on
from the successful AE5A chassis. The
KV32FQ80U was the first Sony model to
incorporate a Memory-stick slot to enable still
images and movies taken with a digital still
camera to be played back directly. There's a
separate EHT generator circuit, as used in
some AE6B models (see below).
Remote control units RIA945 and F1M936.
AE6B: Introduced in 2002, current models.
The chassis superseded the AE5 and is based on
the Micronas VSP9402 100Hz processor chip.
Because of the high level of integration, there's
no separate 100Hz processing board. All signal
processing is carried out on main board A. A
small daughter board M is used for system
control and teletext: different models have
different versions of the processor/software IC.
The deflection circuitry is based on the
same principles first used in the AE5/AE5A
chassis, though the power supply is improved.
This uses the same robust design as in the
FE2 chassis. FX66 and FQ70 models have a
separate, regulated EHT generator. This gives
greatly improved regulation, with no noticeable change in image size with beam-current
variation. The downside for the service
engineer is greater complexity — and several
additional protection circuits!
The FX66 models have a unique remotecontrol locator system that uses a low-power
radio transmitter within the set. When this is
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activated, the remote-control unit emits a
beeping sound until it's located.
Remote-control units RM932. RM937, RIVI938
and RM947.
AE6BA: Introduced in 2004, current model. A
hybrid between the AE6A and AE6B chassis
with more sophisticated video processing than
the AE6B models.
Remote-control unit RM945.
AE6D: Introduced in 2001, current models.
Similar to the AE6A chassis but combines
100Hz processing with a digital tuner board.
DX200 and NX200 models incorporate the
improved EHT regulation circuitry first used in
the AE6B chassis. NX200 models include a
Memory-stick slot.
Remote-control units RM933 and RM939.
AE6X: Used in CRT rear-projection models on
sale 2002-4. Model KP44DX2U incorporates a
digital tuner.
Remote-control unit RM948.
AE7A: Introduced in 2004, current models. This
is a very sophisticated chassis that's based on the
power and deflection circuitry in the AE6A with
new video-processing circuitry. Model
KV36HQ100B was the first in the UK to have a
Super Fine Pitch Trinitron tube. Memory-stick
slots are standard with both models.
AT2: Introduced in 2002, current models.
These are small-screen LCD sets with stereo
sound and, in some models, a Memory-stick
slot. Larger sets have a built-in power supply,
smaller ones don't. The 26in. model can accept
progressive-scan and high-definition signals
via its component input.
Remote-control units RM932 and RIV1Y1101,
13X1: Introduced in 2003, current models. A
new entry-level 4:3 chassis with mono sound

to replace the FE2 for some sets.
,:27,r-,tr ,-Intral unit RMW100
FE2: Introduced in 2000, current models.
This core 50Hz chassis took over from the
BE3E and 14E1 chassis. It uses a single-board
design, much simplified in comparison with
previous sets. Most of the circuitry is centred
around the Philips TDA9394 IC, which
contains the main microcontroller, teletext,
colour decoder, video switching and timebase
generator circuitry.
Remote-control units RM887, RM889. RM932
and Riv1947,
FE2D: Introduced in 2001, current models.
Entry-level 50Hz sets that include an analogue and a digital terrestrial tuner. The
digital section has gone through three
revisions since the first DX40 models. DX50
and DL10 sets have a faster processor for
improved digital teletext. The most recent
DL1 1 and DX51 models include a new user
interface and EPG.
Remote-control units RM933 and RM949.
LE3A: Used in sets sold during 2002-3. These
are LCD rear-projection sets that provide much
improved picture quality and brightness in
comparison with the previous LE1 chassis. The
compact optical unit means that sets are much
slimmer in comparison to the previous CRT
and LCD projection models. Later sets have a
sealed optical unit that's assembled and must
be serviced in a clean-room environment to
prevent dust getting into the assembly.
Remote-control unit RM905.
LE4A: Introduced in 2003, current models. A
redesign of the previous LE3 chassis providing
improved picture quality and contrast ratio with

a reduced component count. These sets also
have an HD15 connector for a computer input.
Remote-control unit RM906.
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Models shown opposite: Left — KF50SX200U Centre — KLV30MR1

— KD32DX150U

Table 1: Model/chassis listing

nt servicing information
ati~l x1: Sold during 2003-4. The sets have more
sophisticated features than Triton TS1 models (see
below), using a separate media box and panel. The
KVL30MR1 has a 30in. LCD screen while the 42 and
50in. models use plasma technology. The sets have a
computer and a variety of AV inputs, also a Memorystick slot to view pictures and MPEG movies taken
with digital cameras.
Although they look identical physically, it's
important to know that the media boxes are not
interchangeable between LCD and plasma models:
LCD sets use the MBT-MRL1 media box, plasma sets
the MBT-MR1 box.
Remote-control unit RM972.
MAXI: Introduced in 2004, current models. These
sets represent the state of the art in Sony's TV
range. They are again based on the use of a separate
media box and display panel. The 32in. set uses an
LCD panel while the 42in. sets are available in
LCD or plasma versions. The 50 and 61in. sets have
plasma screens. All are capable of displaying highdefinition 1,080i video as well as normal AV and
computer inputs.
The new MBD-MRX1 media box is slimmer
than its predecessor and includes both digital and
analogue tuners. Unlike the MR1 series, the same
media box can be used with any of the MRX1 series
display panels.
A Memory-stick slot is incorporated, with the
ability to record video from either a digital or
analogue source in MPEG-4 format then play it
back via a handheld device such as one of Sony's
Clio PDAs.
Remote-control unit RMY1011

Triton: Sony's first consumer plasma TV sets, sold
during 2002-4. Features include an integrated analogue tuner and table-top stand.
Remote-control unit

WA1: Introduced 2004, current models. A smallscreen LCD chassis with stereo sound.
Remote-control unit RMY1108.
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Model

Chassis

Model

Chassis

KD28DL1OU

FE2D

KLVL23M 1

AT2

KD28DL11U

FE2D

KLVL32M 1

AT2

KD28DX200U

AE6D

KP44DX2U

AE6X

K D23DX4OU

FE2D

KP44PX2U

AE6X

KD28DX5OU

FE2D

KV14CL1OU

BX1

KD28DX51U

FE2D

KV14CT1U

BX1

KD3W.100U

AE6D

KViCLM1U

FE2

KD32DX150U

4E6D

Kvi1LT1U

FE2

K 032DX 200U

AE 60

KV21CL oU

BX1

KD32DX4OU

FE2D

K \./21CT1U

BX1

KD32DX5OU

FE2D

KV21FT1U

FE2

KD32DX51U

FE2D

KV21LS3OLJ

FE2

KD32NX100U

AE6D

KV21LT1U

FE2

KD32NX200U

AE6D

KV24LS35U

FE2

KD36NX200U

AE6D

KV28CS7OU

AE6B

KDEP42MRX1

MRX1

KV28EW2OU

FE2

KDEP5OMRX1

MRX1

KV28FQ7OU

AE6B

KDEP61MRX1

K1RX1

KV28FX66U

AE6B

KDLL32MRX1

MRX1

KV23FX6pU

AEgiB

KDLL42MRX1

MRX1

KV28HX15U

FE2

KE32TS2E

Triton

KV2P,LS35U

FE2

KE42MR1

MR1

KV23LS'36U

FE2

KE42TS2E .

Triton

KV23t_S6OU

AE6B

KE50MR1

MR1

KV29LS3OU

FE2

Kil42SX200U

LE3A

KV32CS70U

AE6B

KF42SX 300U

LE4A

KV32FQ7OU

AE6B

KF5444 00U

LE3A.

KV32FQ8OU

AE6A

KF50SX300U

LE4A

KV32F086U

AE6BA

KF60SX300U

LE4A

KV32FX66U

AE6B

KLV15SR1

AT2

KV32FX6U

AE6B

KLV15SR2

AT2

KV32H0100B

AE7A

K LV17HR 1

AT2

KV32HX15U

FE2

KLV17HR2

AT2

KV32LS35U

FE2

KLV17HR3

WA1

KVALS36U

FE2

KLV20SR3

WA1

KV32LS6OU

AE6B

KLV215H2

AT2

KV36FS76U

AE6A

KLV21SR2

AT2

KV36H0100B

AE7A

KLV26HG2

AT2

K 7321 S1E

Triton

K LV301v1R 1

MR1

KZ42TS1E

Triton
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The Vestel thyristor
Not many people appreciate why there's a thyristor on the secondary side of
many Vestel power supplies. Alan Dent explains its purpose and operation,
with particular reference to the 11AK19 chassis, and also provides fault-finding
guidance
470p
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Fig. 1: Standby/on
switching circuitry used
on the secondary side of
the power supply in the
Vestel 11AK19 chassis.
Note that there are a
number of variations in
this circuitry in different
versions of the chassis.
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D811, Q810, D869,
R827 linked out

he Vestel 11AK19 chassis and
its subsequent variants uses a
fairly straightforward chopper
power supply, the primary side in
particular. The secondary side can
provide a few headaches however,
because of the use of a thyristor
(Q810) and three switching transistors (Q805/6/7). Fig. 1 shows the
relevant circuitry. Note that there
are variations in the different versions of the 11AK19 chassis. For
example the fusible resistor R867
may be omitted or it may be on the
other side of the feed from Q810.
IC804 may be a 5V regulator or an
LM317 regulator arranged to provide a 3.3V output: it depends on
the type of microcontroller chip
(IC501) used. See also Fig. 2.

T

0805

Circuit operation - the
thyristor
The thyristor Q810 is active only
when the set is in the standby
mode. In this mode the base of
Q805 (BC548B) is at OV and the
transistor is thus switched off.
Pulses from pin 17 of the chopper
transformer TR802 are fed via
R828/C831 to the gate of Q810,
firing the thyristor on every half
cycle. The anode of Q810 is fed
from the same point, via D818. As
a result, pulses are fed to the input
of the standby LT supply regulator
IC804 — to supplement the low output from D811 in this mode. The
large reservoir capacitor C813
smooths the input to IC804, the ripple here being negligible.
When the microcontroller chip
brings the set out of standby it
switches Q805 on. This effectively
earths the gate of Q810 so that it is
no longer triggered.
Why is this arrangement necessary? When the set is in the standby mode, the voltages produced on
the output side of the chopper
transformer are all vastly reduced —
to conserve power. If something
was not done, the supply to the
microcontroller chip IC501 would
be inadequate. C813 is large and
can hold a reasonable charge when
the microcontroller chip is quiescent, as the load is high-impedance.
But as soon as IC501 is asked to
come out of standby and switch the
set on, the current drawn will be
much increased, draining C813.
Thus IC501 would revert to the
`sleep' mode. If the microcontroller
was repeatedly asked to operate,
this could lead to severe oscillation
and possibly damage. To overcome
the problem, D818 and Q810 provide an auxiliary feed to top up
C813.
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Standby
switching

Fig. 2: The optocoupler standby/on switching arrangement used in the
11AK19E-3 version of the chassis. Somewhat different!

When the set is brought out of
standby Q810 is no longer active
and the voltages on the secondary
side of the power supply rise to the
normal operating levels.

Fault-finding
Various fault conditions can occur
when the thyristor is not switched
off. The most notable is a tripping
`squeak' because the HT supply is
being virtually shorted to chassis
via IC804. If the symptom stops
when the anode or cathode of Q810
is disconnected, you still have the
problem of persuading the microcontroller chip to come out of
standby. The thing to do in this
event is to disconnect the output
from D811 then use a battery to
feed IC804.

Standby switching - the
optocoupler
Optocoupler IC801 provides regulation and standby-switching feedback
to the primary side of the circuit. In
the standby mode Q807 is switched
on, connecting zener diode D819 in
series with the diode section of
IC801. As a result, the power supply
operates in the low-power mode.
When the set is brought out of
standby Q806 is switched on, thus
switching Q807 off. The current
through the diode section of IC801
is now controlled by the TL431
`variable' constant-current device
Q809, which monitors the HT sup-

ply at its gate connection. If the HT
voltage falls, the resistance of the
optocoupler rises and the primary
side of the circuit responds by feeding more energy to the transformer.
VR801 sets the HT voltage.
As mentioned earlier, considerable variation in circuit detail exists
in the various versions of the
11AK19 chassis. Fig. 2 shows the
optocoupler standby/on switching
arrangement used in the 11AK19E3 chassis.

Fault conditions
When problems are experienced in
this part of the circuit it is helpful
to consider it as two separate sections, Q809 which controls the
voltage regulation and Q806/7
which carry out standby/on switching. If Q807 is short-circuit, the HT
won't rise when an attempt is made
to bring the set out of standby. But
Q810 will be inactive, reducing the
supply to the microcontroller chip.
So it won't be possible to make the
microcontroller chip operate.
It's impossible to override this
situation, so the obvious thing to do
is to check whether Q807 is shortcircuit. The same situation will
arise if Q806 is open-circuit.
Various other fault' conditions
that are outside the scope of the
present article can arise. But whatever the situation, it helps to treat
the circuit as described above — as
■
separate sections.
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Bush 2768NTX
There was sound but no picture with this
set, which I suppose made a change from
the usual dead set with a ticking noise.
Checks showed that the 2SC1753A line
driver transistor was the cause of the problem. It had to be obtained to special order:
no one stocks it locally, and there's no
equivalent.

Sanyo CE32FWN2
This set appeared to be dead, with the
LEDs flashing green and red alternately. It
didn't take long to establish that there was
virtually no output from the 8V regulator
chip. The IC itself was at fault, a replacement restoring normal results.

Grundig CUC120 chassis

Service
Casebook
Michael Maurice

It's not often that I get a call to an old-timer
like this. But it had gone off during a thunderstorm, and its elderly owner wanted it to
be repaired. I found that the BU208 chopper transistor had failed, so I decided to
replace it along with the electrolytic capacitors in the power supply. But the set just
ticked when it was switched on. I then
found that the HT rectifier diode had also
gone short-circuit. A replacement restored
normal operation, and the picture was very
good. This set must be at least 23 years old.

Sanyo CE28WN5
It is always nice when customers come
back to you, especially when you learn that
they've had an unfortunate experience in
between. The last time I visited this one, on
a recommendation, the problem had been
with a Sharp set fitted with the CS chassis.
I was able to repair the set by replacing
several capacitors in the power supply. The
next call came while I was attending a
friend's function abroad. As the customer
wanted a new set tuned in urgently, he
called in the local cowboy who, apparently,
messed things up. This time I was called
when his Sanyo set needed attention — it
was dead.
It took little time to discover that the secondary winding of the transformer in the
standby power supply was open-circuit. I
ordered a replacement transformer, which
arrived a couple of days later: once it had
been fitted the set sprang to life. Another
satisfied customer!

Mitsubishi CT2553STX (Euro 4Z
chassis)
These sets were solidly built and produce
excellent pictures. But they suffer from
three problems: leaky electrolytic capacitors; Japanese Evostick that becomes hard
and conductive; and dry-joints in the tuner.
The first fault I had with this set was par-

tial field collapse, to some extent because
of those capacitors. I replaced several in the
field output stage and around the regulators,
but the real cause of the trouble was that
the Evostick-type adhesive had been used
around the TDA2579A sync/deflection generator chip IC501 and was causing havoc. It
took some time to clean it off thoroughly,
but this cured the fault.
Two weeks later I was called back
because there was no sound or vision via
the tuner, AV operation being OK. The
cause of the problem was the standby transformer, where the same glue had corroded
the secondary winding that provides the
—30V supply for the memory. The transformer is no longer available, so I had to
repair it. When I removed it I could see
where the wire that goes to the pin had
been corroded. There was enough of the
wire protruding to be able to solder a strand
of wire between it and the pin. This
worked, and the delighted customer was
once more able to use the set properly.
These sets are now 15-16 years old. I
wonder how many of today's new sets will
be around in 2020?

Philips 32PW9763
A nice easy one for a change. The symptoms, from switch on, were an arcing noise,
a totally defocused and dim picture for a
few seconds then standby. The cause was
that a previous repairer hadn't refitted the
EHT cap correctly.

Decca CV1371 (130 chassis)
This was another old-timer. The complaint
was poor field sync from cold. Fortunately
the set was cold when I called to see it, and
heating up the area around the sync/deflection generator chip produced stability. The
fault was cured by replacing C402, C403,
C406 and C407.

Wharfedale 5505
The usual cause of a burning smell from
one of these sets is a faulty on/off switch.
This, in turn, is normally because of a dryjoint. But with this set the line output transformer was arcing over. I replaced it and,
for good measure, the switch.

Hitachi C2558TN
The complaint with this set was intermittent
poor pictures and sound. The first thing I
did was to replace C931 (220pF, 200V),
C932 (1,000pF, 16V) and C933 (2,200pF,
25V), which are all reservoir capacitors on
the secondary side of the chopper power
supply. After that the set was stuck in
standby! It's not easy to trace the print on
these boards, but I eventually discovered a
hairline break in the 8V supply.
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Extended Fault
Reports
Sharp DV5937

Reports on complex or tricky TV
fault conditions are sometimes too
long for inclusion in our basic faultfinding section. We've put a few
of them together in this extended
fault report feature

Reports from
Michael Dranfield
Uel Harte and
Philip Laws

We welcome fault reports from readers
— payment for each fault is made after
publication.
Reports can be sent by post to:
Television Magazine Fault Reports,
Highbury Business,
Media House,
Azalea Drive, Swanley,
Kent BR8 8HU

or e-mailed to:
t.winford@highburybiz.com

This set was stuck in standby. After carrying out some checks I decided that the
EEPROM was responsible, probably
because of bad data. I asked a Sharp dealer friend of mine if he had an EEPROM
dump for this model, so that I could reprogram the chip. He didn't, but he did have
a paper copy of the EEPROM map that I
could use to program it manually. This is
not an easy task, but is cheaper than buying a replacement EEPROM.
After a few attempts at correcting the
data, making multiple errors in the process, I came to the conclusion that it
would be easier to erase the chip completely and type all the 512 hex codes in
by hand, using my programmer. This took
some time but cured the fault — the set
now came on. After setting up the geometry I read the EEPROM again and stored a
copy on my computer for future use.
This was not the end of the story however. When the set had been on test for a
few hours I noticed an intermittent disturbance on the picture, followed by a reduction in height and the contrast going to
zero. The set then switched off, and was
again stuck in standby. Once again the data
in the EEPROM had changed on its own.
My friend came to the rescue again,
with a copy of the Sharp technical bulletin
that relates to intermittent data corruption
in this chassis. It said that the cause of the
problem is the MR852 5V supply rectifier
diode D709, which should be replaced
even though it might test OK. I fitted a
replacement and again reprogrammed the
EEPROM. After that the sat ran for a
week without any problems, and has not
returned since. M.D.

Thomson ICC20 chassis
According to the customer this set would
switch itself off when teletext was select-
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ed, with the LED at the front flashing an
error code. When I had it on the bench it
wouldn't come on at all. Instead, it flashed
up error code 26 (tube not getting warm in
time). After checking for dry-joints in the
CRT heater supply and finding everything
here OK, I turned my attention to the safety circuit. This is connected to pin 5 of the
TDA9330H chip IV200. The set reverts to
standby when the voltage at this point
rises above 2V. In this set the voltage rose
to 4V. Various circuits are monitored.
Rather than disconnecting various surfacemounted components, I decided that it
would be quicker to short pin 5 to chassis
and see what happened.
The set now came on, with sound and a
picture, but when switching through the
different sizes the picture became unstable. In addition something in the line output stage was getting hot. I found that this
was the Cinerama switching FET TL100,
which read faulty when checked with my
PET analyser. As a quick test I tried a different type, but this produced the same
fault. The set worked correctly in all picture modes only when the correct type of
FET (STP1ONB2OFB) was fitted.
Another thing to watch out for with this
chassis is a dry-joint at the scan-coupling
capacitor CL035. It can be very hard to
see, and can result in the set reverting to
standby after a few hours' use. But don't
just resolder the capacitor: take it out and
measure its value. This can often be low
as a result of internal heating. M.D.

Goodmans GTV601
The reported fault with this ageing set was
sound distortion. The customer omitted to
mention that there were also lines on the
picture, with slight field cramping at the
bottom. The sound was like an outboard
boat engine. Within five minutes the field
fault was getting worse.
For a change I decided that the faults
were related. The circuit diagram was of
the guess-the-voltage type, but there were
only two outputs from the power supply. It
seemed to be a good idea to scope for
noise on these outputs. The 110V HT supply was OK but when I came to the 15V
supply, at the cathode of D905, there was a
2V AC ripple. As a quick check, I disconnected the cathode of D905 and fed 15V to
this point from my bench power supply.
The result was perfect sound and vision.
There are only three components in the
15V supply. I decided to replace D905 and
the reservoir capacitor C917, but this made
no difference. The only component left
was the 0.685 surge-limiter resistor R619.
I had already checked it in-circuit, and
when I removed it and checked it again it
still read OK. At this point I was ready for
the men in white coats. The only thing left
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to do was to replace it and hope for the
best. To my surprise, this cured the fault.
Out of interest I decided to heat the
resistor and measure its resistance. The
heating made no difference. My conclusion is that the resistor's value increased
under load. U.H.

Grundig Monolith 70-290
This set was dead. A check on the voltages
around the TDA4601 control chip in the
chopper power supply showed that there
was only 5.8V at pin 9. No less than 9V is
required here for the chip to work correctly.
The obvious thing to do was to check the
reservoir capacitor for this supply, C633
(100pF, 40V), which turned out to be opencircuit. But when I fitted a replacement and
switched on there was still nothing.
Time to check the output voltages at
the secondary side of the circuit. The HT
and the +8V and +5V supplies were present and correct, but the —12V and +12V
supplies were both missing. When I traced
back to pin 10 of the chopper transformer
I found that there was an 0.22S2 resistor,
R661, that was open-circuit. A replacement cured the fault.
The initial mistake I made for the second fault was that the blue relay on the
secondary side of the power supply wasn't
being activated. U.H.

Bush 28ZKF
This set is fitted with a Tatung chassis —
I've come across it in the Tatung Model
28W441. The symptoms were as follows.
The set came on in standby, which is normal with these sets, and a red light. When
the remote-control unit was used to switch
on, the light went green but nothing else
appeared to happen. There was no sound
or raster, and no further response to the
remote-control unit.
I opened up the set and found that the
supply to the line output stage was OK
and the field scan circuit was running.
The only explanation I could think of
was that there was something wrong in
the microcontroller (ICR1) circuitry.
Checks here showed that the voltage at
pins 38 and 39 was low at only 2.7V.
This led me back to the power supply,
where I found that the BD441 5V regulator transistor TP6 was faulty — it had visibly overheated. In fact it looked as if its
heatsink clip had been missing from
new. A replacement BD441 transistor
and a clip from a scrap chassis cured the
fault. P.L.

JVC AV-28WFR1EK
Goes to standby was the reported fault
with this set. And that's what happened,
sometimes after only a few seconds and

sometimes after running for a few hours.
When it went off there was just the red
standby light. No amount of tapping or
flexing would instigate the fault: it just
happened when it wanted to. There was a
clue however. When the set went off, it
had to be switched off at the mains
before it could be brought back out of
standby. This indicated that the protection line was being activated. A scope
connected to a suitable point proved that
this was the case.
After disconnecting the various monitoring diodes I found that transistor Q593
was being turned on, because the voltage
at the potential-divider network R595/6
was exceeding its turn-on threshold. This
circuit monitors the voltage (60V) at pin 8
of the line output transformer. I found that
the voltage here was high and was varying, as were all the secondary voltages
derived from the line output transformer,
though the HT supply to the stage was
rock solid.
It was time to check components in the
line output stage. C521 (3.5nF, 1.6kV) in
the flyback tuning circuit turned out to be
low in value. A replacement provided a
permanent cure.
Note that the value of the capacitor
used in this position depends on the tube
size etc. P.L.

bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor produced a short-circuit reading. I then
removed the STRF6654 chopper chip 1801
and found that two of its pins were shortcircuit. Further checks were carried out in
the power supply, but everything seemed
to be OK. A replacement chip, plus fuses
of course, restored normal operation. P.S.

Tatung T28W440
The complaint was sound motorboating —
the picture was OK. Switching to AV
made no difference, so I assumed that the
cause of the fault must be on the audio
output side. Checks around ICS6
(TDA9860) varied the symptom, and you
could hear the sound coming through. A
replacement, part no. 5063198609,
restored normal sound. P.S.

Sony KV-32FQ75U (AE5A
chassis)

TV FAULT FINDING
Reports from
Philip Salkeld
Charles Arundel
Martin McCluskey
Bob Flynn
Charles Ritchie
Uel Harte
Steve Hague and
Jerry Mumford

Sharp 32LW92H (11AK45B5
chassis)
This set had a narrow picture at the centre
of the screen. The first thing I noticed was
that L603 was overheating. As I couldn't
run the set in this condition, I had to
switch off and carry out some cold checks.
D611 (UF5407), one of the EW modulator
diodes, proved to be short-circuit. When I
tried again after fitting a replacement the
picture was wider and curved and still didn't fill the screen. Further checks brought
me to R613 (33Q, 1W) which was opencircuit. There was a normal picture once
this item had been replaced.
This chassis is now being used by
many manufacturers. P.S.

Grundig MW70-505-1RDT
(CUC2059 chassis)
We welcome fault reports from readers
— payment for each fault is made after
publication.
Reports can be sent by post to:
Television Magazine Fault Reports,
Highbury Business,
Media House,
Azalea Drive, Swanley,
Kent BR8 8H11

Do you remember the good old days when
TV sets used an EHT tripler? The tripler
either suffered from insulation breakdown
and cracked down to chassis, or went shortcircuit, shunting the line output transformer
to produce the dead-set symptom, generally
with a tripping noise. The latter fault was
present in this set. It was not that old, and I
was amazed to find a tripler in use again.
The replacement was obtained from CPC,
code no. GR29201-474-01. P.S.

Daewoo DWX28W5GB
or e -mailed to:
t.winford@highburybiz.com
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This set came in dead with both the mains
plug fuse and the internal fuse open-circuit. A resistance check across the mains

There was patterning on the screen when a
picture was present. Use of freezer and the
hairdryer seemed to alter the shape of the
patterning, but that was about it. After
spending some hours on the fault a decision had to be made. The patterning
seemed to alter more when I worked on
board B3. So I decided to order a replacement board, part no. A1620148A. It was
quite a risk, as the board costs about £185
plus VAT. I had my fingers crossed when
I fitted it and switched on. Fortunately my
guess had been correct. P.S.

Beko NR20272TDS
The fault symptom displayed by this fourmonth old set was field judder. It gave me
the impression that there was a dry-joint,
but use of heat and freezer proved that the
TDA8174AN field output chip was the
cause. The part no. is 452648.
The number of in-warranty repairs is
certainly on the increase. P.S.

Sharp 28JF73H
The set produced a tripping noise, with the
LED jumping from red to green. This corresponded with the HT supply going from
60V to 145V. As the line output transformer was getting rather warm I decided
to fit a replacement, part no. RTRNFA014WJZZ. This got the set up and running again. P.S.

Hitachi C2154S
This model is fitted with some form of
Vestel chassis. The sets are coming in
with the fault symptoms stuck in standby
and a tripping noise. The cause can be in
the power supply or the line output stage.
To check on this, remove the line output
transistor. If the HT voltage is then correct
the fault is in the line timebase. More
often however the cause is in the power
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supply. You will notice that there are a
number of small black silicon diodes with
strange numbers here. I generally fall
back on the reliable old BA159. The one
to go for is D806, which tends to go
short-circuit. P.S.
Daewoo DWF28W8GB
(WP895 chassis)
There was an unusual fault symptom with
this set: field pairing towards the centre
of the screen plus two intertwined sinusoidal white lines across the centre. It
occurred when the set was first switched
on, and gradually cleared after about half
an hour. The cure is to move the 1Q,
0.5W fusible resistor R398 away from the
line linearity coil L401. The resistor,
which is in the field circuit, was picking
up line pulses from the coil. C.A.
Daewoo DSC3210EGB (SC140
chassis)
The fault report from the customer was
that the set would die when it was
switched on using the on/off switch. Our
field engineer found that the 4A quickblow mains fuse was open-circuit.
Replacing it with a 4A anti-surge fuse
restored the set to life.
The fault never occurred when the customer used the standby mode to switch
on and off. This was because the actual
cause of the fault was a low-impedance
degaussing coil. Some of these sets were
fitted with a 9Q instead of a 24Q
degaussing coil during manufacture,
when there was a shortage of coils.
The correct procedure is to replace the
coil and the quick-blow fuse. An antisurge fuse should not be fitted. C.A.
Daewoo DWF28W5GB
(WP895 chassis)
The problem with this set was that it
reverted to standby after a few minutes.
The cause was in the excess current protection circuit, which is connected to pin
64 of the main microcontroller/video processor chip 1501. A call to Daewoo technical revealed that a modification to this
part of the circuit is sometimes necessary
— change the value of R598 from 15kQ to
22kQ. C.A.
Decca D14RFG5 (F series
chassis)
At switch on there was sound but no
raster. Then, after a few seconds, the set
cut out with the front LED flashing four
times, pausing, then flashing four times
again and again. This error code indicates
a beam-current monitoring fault. In fact
R915 (0.68Q), in the feed to the CRT's
heaters, was open-circuit. It's on the CRT
base panel. M.McC.
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Daewoo GB14HIT
If one of these TV/VCR combi units has
been locked and no one can remember
the PIN number, key in blue, yellow,
green, red, standby, standby (standby
twice) very quickly. Try this several
times, as it's difficult to get the timing
exactly right. My thanks to Alan Dyson
of Techline Services for this information.
M.McC.
Hitachi C2114R
This set was stuck in standby. A check on
the voltage at the gate of trip thyristor
Q703 showed that the set was in the trip
condition. This can occur when the line
output stage is drawing excessive current,
the usual cause being the TA8427K field
output chip — it takes its supply from the
line output transformer and there is no
safety resistor in the feed. A new
TA8427K restored normal operation.
M.McC.
Philips 14PT156A (Anubis AAB chassis)
This portable was dead apart from a faint
noise that came from the power supply. A
dead short-circuit could be measured
between the collector and the emitter of
the line output transistor, but the cause
was an internal short in the transformer.
M.McC.
Goodmans 1410 (Ferguson
TX805 chassis)
This set tripped slowly every two seconds
or so, with a clicking noise that came
from the speaker. It uses a Wessel circuit,
with a single transistor as the chopper and
line output device. Even when you have
the circuit diagram in front of you there
seems to be no logical way of carrying
out fault diagnosis. I wasted a lot of time
checking the various supply lines for
overloads and short-circuits then discovered, by accident, that the set came to life
(after a fashion, displaying a bright spot
in the centre of the screen) when the plug
for the line scan coils was left off. This
suggested lack of field scanning.
So I carried out some checks in the
field scan circuit, where I discovered that
DF04 (BA157) was open-circuit. It's the
rectifier for the flyback boost supply at
pin 3 of the LA7830 field output chip
IF01. All was well once a replacement
had been fitted. M.McC.
Black Diamond BDS295
(11AK19PRO chassis)
When this set was powered the LED
turned green then the set reverted to
standby. No shorts could be measured
across any of the outputs on the secondary side of the power supply. As an

experiment, I disconnected the drive from
the base of the line output transistor and
switched the set on again. A puff of
smoke came from D807 (BA159) in the
power supply. It's the diode in the snubber network on the primary side. A
replacement restored the sound and picture. M.McC.
Sony KV29F2U (BE3D chassis)
There was a brief burst of EHT then
nothing, except that the set responded to
the remote-control unit (the LED at the
front lit when a command was sent). The
cause of the fault was the STV9379 field
output chip IC500. The usual result when
it fails is that the standby LED flashes
twice. B.F.
Bush 2868NTX (11AK19
chassis)
This set would come on for a while then
go off with a popping noise that came
from the tube neck area. Fortunately the
cause was not the tube itself but the tube
base socket. This can be obtained from
CPC under part no. AB3862021000. B.F.
Ferguson B59N (ICC8 chassis)
This set would try to come on, then go
off with a short flash from the red standby LED. The brief period of action left
no time for fault diagnosis, though it did
provide a clue — a noise from the line
output transformer. When I removed the
final anode lead from the transformer I
saw that the wire end was corroded. It
seemed to be best to replace both the
lead and the transformer. I had them in a
scrap chassis, and it would have been
impossible to clean the contacts inside
the transformer. B.F.
Philips 25PT4523 (MD1.2E
chassis)
This set was dead apart from a couple of
loud squeaks at switch on. I found that
there was a low-resistance reading across
the line output transistor. The cause had
to be traced all the way back to the secondary side of the power supply, where
C2588 (330pF, lkV) was faulty. B.F.
Hitachi C32WF810N (A/D8
chassis)
This set would blow the fuse in the
plug and the 4A fuse in the set itself.
The cause was a faulty power switch.
While the set was on test after fitting a
replacement it would intermittently turn
off then on again. The cause is normally poor joints at the links on the horizontally-mounted PCB, but in this case
the cause was poor joints at regulator
IC952, which is next to the power
relay. B.F.
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Goodmans 1428T (Daewoo
CP330 chassis)
This set was dead with the 2SD1555
chopper transistor Q801 short-circuit. The
cause was that R802 (150kQ) had risen in
value to 750kQ. B.F.

Mitsubishi CT25A5STX (Euro
14 chassis)
When this set came on there was no
colour, progressing quickly to poor sync
or the line frequency being way off. The
cure was to replace the 4.43MHz crystal
(X601) that's connected to pin 35 of the
TDA8361 jungle chip. B.F.

Sanyo 14MT4 (EC8-A14
chassis)
This set appeared to be dead because the
BU808DFI Darlington-type line output
transistor Q432 was leaky. A replacement
got the set working, but after a few minutes it started to get hot. I decided to
check the driver stage, and found that
C434 (47j F, 50V) produced a high ESR
reading. When a new capacitor had been
fitted Q432 no longer overheated. C.R.

Grundig T55-731 (CUC7303
chassis)
This set was dead with fuse S1600
(2.5AT) black and open-circuit. I couldn't
find any shorts in the power supply so,
suspecting the degaussing posistor, I
removed it and connected a 500W halogen lamp across the fuseholder. When I
switched the set on again the lamp lit up
at full brightness and I saw a flash in the
vicinity of the IRFBC40 chopper FET
T665. The cause of the fault was obvious
once T655 had been removed. A hole in
the insulated washer on the heatsink was
shorting T665's drain to chassis.
A new washer and fuse got the set
working again, and the job was completed by refitting the posistor. C.R.

Black Diamond BDS1451T
(11AK36 chassis)
This set produced a blue screen with
flyback lines. When I examined the
CRT base PCB I saw that R921
(1.51(Q, 0.25W) was burnt. The reason
for this was that during manufacture
the ribbon cable on the CRT base PCB
had pushed R915 (181(Q) over, shorting
it to R921. But pushing R915 back to
its correct position and replacing R921
didn't cure the fault. Q906 (BF421)
also had to be replaced to obtain a normal picture. C.R.

Beko 19321T (AT3 chassis)
This set was stuck in standby with the
front LED flashing dimly. I found that the
HT supply (U1) to the line output stage
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was low at 90V. In addition the 17.5V
supply (U2) was missing. The cause was
D110 (BYW72) which was short-circuit.
The set worked normally once a replacement had been fitted. C.R.

Philips 28PW6515/05 (A10
chassis)
This set refused to come out of standby.
On investigation I found that there was
no line drive, and immediately suspected the painter chip on the small-signals
panel. As I didn't have a spare PCB to
try as a check, I decided to replace the
painted chip. Forty minutes later the
chip had been installed and, with fingers
crossed, I powered the set. All that was
required was a lengthy geometry set up.
It was the EP version of the painter chip
— the part no. has changed to 9352 710
77557. U.H.

Akai CT2155UK (Samsung
P58CH chassis)
The fault with this set, an easy one for a
Monday morning, was field collapse. It
didn't take long to discover that the 24V
supply was missing at pin 9 of the field
output chip IC301. It's derived from the
line output transformer, via safety resistor R412 (1Q) and rectifier diode D401.
The diode was open-circuit, a replacement restoring normal operation. U.H.

Hitachi C28W430N-311 (A7
chassis)
The HT regulation was poor and, with the
preset at maximum, the voltage was
137V. This time the HT preset VR950
and its feed resistor R950 were both OK.
The problem was with the BZV10 reference diode ZD950, which was leaky. The
correct part should be used, obtained
from Hitachi. For good measure I also
replaced the optocoupler IC901 and the
BF422 error-sensing transistor Q954.
U.H.

Toshiba 2500TB
Field collapse is often caused by a dryjoint at the scan-coil plug. Not this time
however. Further checks showed that the
supply at pin 7 of the AN5521 field output chip IC303 was low — 14V instead of
26V. The cause was the flyback boost
capacitor C313 (220) F, 35V), which was
leaky. U.H.

then again shut down in the protection
mode, with the red LED flashing approximately twice a second.
If we put the sets into the default service mode they came on and worked perfectly, with all voltages correct. If they
were put into the self-diagnostic mode,
when they initially started up they indicated that there was a problem with the
140V module. It provided exactly 140V
however, and when self-diagnosis was
reset we were told that there was no fault!
Eventually the culprit turned out to be the
IRF620 FET Tr7470. It is worth noting
that the replacement supplied isn't insulated like the original and is clamped
against a heatsink. S.H.

Samsung WS-28M64N (KS3A
chassis)
This 'Plano' 28in. widescreen set was
dead apart from a soft, slow ticking sound
that came from within. I soon found that
the 2SD5703 line output transistor Q401
was short-circuit. As no other fault could
be found, a replacement was tried. It
became very hot in just two seconds, then
destroyed itself. As usual in such circumstances, the line output transformer had a
short-circuit primary winding. A new
transformer and transistor restored an
excellent display. G.M.

Grundig W70-2030 (Gorenje
E9 chassis)
This smart silver 28in. widescreen set
intermittently refused to switch on, with
no power, display or LED illumination.
The cause was the 751M, 2W start-up
resistor R604, which had not been soldered in correctly during manufacture —
one leg was not through the PCB, and
only intermittently touched the soldered
pad underneath. Resoldering it cured the
fault. G.M.

Bush 6690D (11AK19 chassis)
The fault symptoms with this 28in. integrated digital widescreen set were
reduced width and EW distortion.
Inspection revealed many dry-joints in
the line output and EW stages. As a
result, R629 (5.6Q, 0.5W) had gone
open-circuit. Some resoldering and a
replacement resistor produced a perfect
display. G.M.

Philips 32PW9763/05

Goodmans W288NS-A
(Formenti F19 chassis)

We've had three of these sets in now with
exactly the same mysterious symptoms.
All three had the same initial problem —
stuck in the protection mode with the red
LED flashing, because of a leaky flyback
tuning capacitor. When the capacitor was
replaced the sets came on very briefly

When this 28in. widescreen set powered
up it briefly produced a display then
made a loud arcing noise and switched to
standby. The line output transformer was
suspected initially, but the cause turned
out to be the CRT base socket. A replacement provided a complete cure. G.M.
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Hitachi C36WF830TN
This monster was stuck in standby. The
cause was dry-joints on the line oscillator
board, which plugs into the main board just
in front of the scart sockets. You have to
remove the power supply, which is to the
rear of the chassis, to get at this board. The
problem was with the wire links at the earth
points. Remove the old solder, clean the
links with a fibre-tip pen, then resolder on
both sides. This action cured the fault.

Grundig GTV2150
This TV/VCR combi unit, which appears to
be based on an Orion chassis, was dead.
Checks showed that the line output transistor was short-circuit. Whenever I get this
situation, I look for the cause. In this case
the line driver transformer was dry-jointed.
The cure was to replace the transistor and
resolder the transformer.

Service
Casebook
Michael Maurice

JVC RX-MXG9B
When this hi-fi system was powered up the
CD drawer flew open and there was a clicking noise as the sled went back to the centre
and hit the end stop. The voltages in the
power supply were all present and correct,
and I was about to give up when I came
across wire link W984, one end of which
had never been soldered. The system had
worked all those years through mechanical
connection between the link and the PCB's
solder pad! Soldering it provided a complete cure.

Sharp VCMH60
VCRs are nowadays considered to be
throwaway items, but the owner of this one
wanted it repaired. It appeared to be dead,
though the drum was spinning. When I'd
unplugged and checked various items the
machine just ticked! It was soon apparent
that there was a power supply fault.
Replacing the main smoothing capacitors
on the secondary side of the power supply
restored normal operation.

Hitachi C2846TN
The complaint with this set was no colour.
In addition you couldn't bring up the menus
to check the picture and sound settings.
Checks around the microcontroller chip
showed that the line-frequency pulses here
were of low amplitude. The cause was the
micro chip itself.
Once a new microcontroller chip had
been fitted the menus could be brought up.
The colour setting was at approximately 50
per cent, so there should have been colour.
A replacement TDA8361N5 jungle chip
restored the colour.

Ferguson 51J8 (TX99 chassis)
Most of these sets were probably consigned
to the skip years ago. But not this one, which
is still going and its sprightly 104-year old
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owner doesn't want to get rid of it. The
complaint was loss of memory on certain
channels, the cause being a faulty M494B1
microcontroller/EEPROM IC. A replacement, obtained from SEME, cured the fault.
The customer was very pleased, and so was
I. Somehow I can't see her getting used to
the latest widescreen sets with their complicated menu-driven remote controls!

Italian Sky Digital
An old customer had brought back an
Italian Sky Digital receiver. He could get
Italian pictures and sound on his TV set,
using the scart socket, but he couldn't get
the signals to go round the rest of the
house. This wasn't surprising, as the Italian
Sky box didn't have RF facilities.
I was about to give up when I spotted an
old, redundant Grundig analogue receiver.
These receivers have a facility to connect a
decoder via a third scart socket. So I connected the VCR output from the Italian Sky
Digital receiver to the Grundig receiver's
decoder input and set up the receiver so that
its programmes went through the 'decoder'.
Bingo, it worked.
All I still had to do was to tune in the
DVD/VCR recorder and get that going
round the house as well.

Hitachi C2566TN
This set was now stuck in standby. Before
that it had been going off intermittently. A
quick check revealed that regulators IC951
and IC952 had been resoldered on a previous occasion. But they were in fact the
cause of the trouble. The cure was to
remove them both, clean their pins thoroughly and then resolder them.

Toshiba 55PJ6DB
There were two problems with this huge
projection set. First the convergence was
way out, and secondly for the first ten minutes the picture was distorted with field roll.
I cured the first fault by replacing the two
STK392-110 convergence output chips. To
cure the second fault I had to remove the IF
module and replace all the electrolytic
capacitors. There are no diagrams for this
module — Toshiba expects it to be replaced
as a complete unit but, at nearly £200, it's
very expensive. The set produced excellent
results when the above work had been carried out.

Sanyo CBP2180
The problem with this set was field collapse. It was cured initially by resoldering
the dry-joints around the field output IC. A
couple of months later however the customer called to say that the fault was back,
though it was now intermittent. This time
the cause was the coil in the supply to the
field output IC. It was going open-circuit
intermittently.
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Servicing the

B&O Unity TV chassis
The Unity TV chassis has some novel features that could cause
confusion. Paul Coles explains the basic operation of the sets then
describes fault conditions that could be encountered, the steps to take
to establish the cause and the remedial action required
he B&O Unity chassis was
introduced in the early Nineties
and was used in several chassis
types/Models as follows: chassis
type 39XX, Models L4500,
LX4500, L5500 and LX5500; types
316X and 326X in Models
MX3500 and MX5500; and type
36XX in Models LS3500 and
LS5500. An X in the model number
indicates that teletext is included,
while Model numbers that start
with an M have monitor styling.
The first digit in the model number
indicates the tube size, e.g. 4 25in.
and 5 28in. The tubes are of the flat
square type, while the audio section
can provide 2 x 40W of hi-fi sound
— there's a built-in Nicam decoder,
and bass, treble and loudness controls are provided.
The sets were supplied with
Beolink 1000 remote control. They
can be turned on in the audio mode
(AV-Radio). Stereo audio can be
fed in at the audio socket from a
set-top box for listening to Sky
Radio etc., or a B&O CD player
can be plugged in (AV-CD). TV
station identification is carried out
via teletext station naming. Some
sets have motorised stands or
bases: the set can be rotated via
remote control by selecting picture
then using the < or > buttons
depending on which direction is
required. All B&O VCRs connected to these sets can be operated via
the Beolink remote-control unit.

T

Signal circuits

Module 1 contains the tuner unit,
IF and detector circuits. Band
selection and the tuning voltage are
controlled by the computer interface chip 11C4 (SAB3037) in communication with the microcontroller chip via the I2C bus. The
tuner's oscillator frequency 256
is fed back to pin 20 of 11C4. The
IF output from the tuner is routed
to SAWF1 and SAWF2 to obtain
the sound and video IF signals for
1106 (TDA8120). Demodulated
video leaves this IC at pin 8 and is
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passed to module 5 (AV/scart).
Divided down sound IF — 6MHz
(mono FM), 6.552MHz (Nicam) —
leaves at pin 5. The 6MHz FM
sound is fed to the FM demodulator
chip 11C2 (TDA2557) while the
6.552MHz signal is sent to Nicam
module 8.
Colour decoder module 2
receives video from AV/scart module 5. It goes via switching chip
2102 (TA7348P) to pin 25 of the
decoder chip 21C3 (TEA5640C).
The demodulated R — Y and B — Y
signals are then fed to pins 17 and
18 of the matrixing/control/blanking
chip 2IC4 (TDA3506). The Y signal
from the delay line enters this IC at
pin 15. R, G and B outputs are produced at pins 1, 2 and 3. Both these
ICs have sandcastle pulse inputs.
Note that 21C3 does not have a
4.433MHz crystal connected to it:
the reference frequencies required
for detection are generated internally from data stored in an internal
ROM and a 62.5kHz signal that's
fed to pin 15 from 2IC6
(HEF4060). All adjustments to the
video processor 21C4 are carried
out via remote control in the service
mode. 2IC4 also carries out CRT
gun cut-off and balancing (auto
grey-scale) during the field blanking
period. The clamping capacitors are
C20, C21 and C29 (each 47nF) for
RGB emission and C30 (22/4F) for
CRT leakage current.
Nicam decoding is fairly conventional. The module receives a
15V input at pin 5 of plug P804:
10V and 5V supplies are derived
from this. If either of these supplies
is missing the set will not come out
of standby. For fault-finding,
demultiplexer mute can be disabled
by disconnecting pin 20 of 8IC2
(CF70123) and applying logic 1 to
this pin.
Deflection circuitry

PCB10 is the deflection module.
There are three main ICs on this
module, the sync processor and
line drive generator 10IC2

(TDA2579A); the geometry
processor 10105 (TDA8432) which
produces the field and EW drives;
and the TDA2170 field output chip
101C1. There is also a small stilldisplay module that ensures stable
on-screen displays under no-signal
or noisy-signal conditions. The
idea is to prevent noise disturbing
the line oscillator.
Pin 16 of 101C2 should be at
9.5V for the line oscillator to start
up. In the audio mode (no EHT and
deflection) the voltage at this pin is
low. The line drive output is at pin
11 of this IC. Pin 3 is the field sync
output, which is fed to pin 2 of the
processor chip 10IC5 via the noninterlace flip-flop 10IC6 (4013).
The chassis can be switched to the
non-interlaced mode (shift 7) for
computer use, games etc. 10105 is
12C bus controlled and, with 10IC2,
generates and monitors all deflection signals, drives etc. Geometry
adjustments are carried out via
remote control in the service mode
and are applied to 10105 via the
I2C bus. Pin 24 monitors the CRT
beam current (LOPT pin 4) to keep
the field geometry and line scanning stable with EHT variation.
There are two versions of this
module. Type 8007379 (later) has a
FET line driver with transformer.
The earlier version uses four transistors (10TR4/5/6/7) and no transformer in the line driver stage. This
has slow-start built in to protect the
line output stage and power supply.
The idea is to allow the CRT's
capacitance to charge slowly when
switching from the audio mode, providing correct conditions for the line
output transistor to switch off rapidly (if it turns off slowly heat is generated and the transistor can fail).
The power supply

The chopper power supply (see
Figs. 1 and 2) is capable of producing an output of about 200W and
operates at twice the line frequency
(32kHz), locked to the line frequency in the TV mode to avoid
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Fig. 1: Circuitry on the primary side of the chopper power supply.
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picture disturbances. The start-up
supply for the oscillator and driver
stages is via R92 and R93.
Oscillator transistors 4TR27 and
4TR22 control the ramp-generator
transistor 4TR23. The ramp generated across 4C22 is fed to the
pulse-width modulator that consists
of transistors 4TR28 and 4TR24,
with feedback via 4TR26. 4TR25
is a buffer stage, which is followed
by the chopper driver stage using
transistors 4TR29/33/19/20 in a
push-pull arrangement. In the
standby mode the chopper transistor 4TR1 is driven by narrow pulses. The width of the drive pulses is
controlled via optocoupler 4IC2.
4TR21 provides protection during
start up, when the electrolytics are
discharged, by monitoring the load
on the power supply and reducing
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the chopper on time until all the
outputs have been established.
To switch on from standby the
microcontroller chip 6IC13, which
is on the teletext/control module,
produces a 5V squarewave output
(powerfail) at pin 10. This is fed
via the powerfail bus to 4TR35
which switches on, charging 4C26.
4TR8 then switches on and as a
result FET 4IC5 switches off. The
8V standby voltage falls and the
regulation feedback increases the
width of the chopper drive pulses
to compensate. When the power
supply starts to produce normal
outputs, regulation is controlled by
the potential divider network 4R30,
4R27, 4R82.
To switch to standby, the microcontroller chip removes the drive to
4TR35. 4TR8 switches off and FET

4IC5 switches on, connecting the
HT line to the 8Vstandby supply.
All outputs fall to approximately a
fifteenth of their normal operating
levels, with the HT output at 8V
instead of 148V.
Powerfail system

The powerfail system, see Fig. 3,
monitors various conditions
throughout the chassis. It's based
on the 5V squarewave output produced at pin 10 of the microcontroller chip 61C13. This is ring-coupled through all the modules except
for the Nicam one (spur only here),
returning to pin 13 of 6IC13 if
there are no faults. When an overload or a missing or excessive voltage is detected the powerfail signal
ceases, there's no drive to 4TR35
and the set reverts to standby.
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trouble. Then go into the service
mode (short P48 on module 5, at
the bottom right-hand corner) while
the set is on and clear the powerfail
error code. To leave the service
mode, press off on the remote-control unit.

Service Kit 6276331 for checking the boards.

Fault conditions
No standby LED illumination, set
appears to be dead: 4C20 (100pF)
and 4C25 (47pF) have dried up.
The replacements should be 105°
types.
Set totally dead with the BUT12
chopper transistor 4TR1 shortcircuit: Check and repair damaged
print then replace 4TR20 (BD435),
4TR19 (BC368), 4TR29 and
4TR33 (both BC558B). Replace
4TR1 (BUT12) but note that it is
very important to use a very goodquality branded transistor or a specially-selected one from B&O.
Under no circumstances use a
cheap device, e.g. one with the type
number ground off and BUT12
MEV painted on. This will fail,
causing considerable print damage
with other transistors blown.
Stuck in standby occasionally/
permanently, sometimes switches
to standby when on: Usual cause
is a powerfail error being fed to the
microcontroller chip 61C13. As a
result, power is lost. Resolder all
the diodes on the secondary side of
the power supply, module 4, and
resolder the transformers and semiconductor devices on the deflection
panel. This will usually cure the

Table 1: I2C bus error codes
Code

Faulty item

22
40
42
80
84
8C
CO
44
2E

61C8, teletext generator
81C1, Nicam port expander
2IC5, DAC for CRT grey scale/cut-off
51C1, sound control
11C7, stereo decoder
10IC5, geometry processor*
1IC4, CITAC IC (tuning etc.)
121C10, PIP switch IC
12IC9, PIP IC

*Or all communication blocked. Set started in service
mode displays field collapse (horizontal line).
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Set won't come out of standby:
Try turning on in the service mode
(short P48). If the set doesn't
switch on, press reset on the TV
then unplug the Nicam module and
press TV on the remote-control
unit. If the set then works, the 10V
supply on the Nicam module is
missing, usually because the surface-mounted transistor 8TR8
(BC808-25) is open-circuit.
Replace if necessary and refit the
module.
If still no go, the BU508A
(BU2508 in some sets) line output
transistor 10TR8 is probably shortcircuit. Fit a replacement then.
before switching on, check the line
driver stage. In early versions.
replace the drive coupling capacitor
10C9 (220pF, 25V) which will
have leaked. In later versions fitted
with a line driver transformer
replace C12.
The set could be stuck in standby because the IR receiver is turned
off. Try picture 1 store picture 5
store then try again.
The set may come on with field
collapse or no sound when P48 is
shorted. Check the field output
stage and sound output stages as
necessary.
If necessary check the I2C clock
and data lines with a scope. No
data usually means that 6L11 or
6L12 (10pH) on the teletext/microcontroller board has failed. Replace
as necessary.
If the set fails to come on with
the Nicam module removed, use
service kit 6276331 (see photo), fitting the leads one by one and pressing standby then TV until the set
comes on. The board thus identified
as faulty can be run, with caution,
and checked conventionally, looking for missing or loaded supplies.
Note that the powerfail bus monitors all the supply lines in the set,

the beam current and all PCBs
except the Nicam module.
Sides of the picture curved: Don't
run the set in this condition for
long — the transformers and coils
get very hot! If 10TRI (BD135)
and 10R5 (11d2) are burnt and
overheating, replace the EW loading coil 10L4. Note that transformer 10T2 may also have been
damaged (if a new one is difficult
to obtain, use T5 from a scrap 2800
board).
AV board: Module 6 is trouble-free

apart from dry-joints, which can
cause intermittent audio loss on one
channel etc.
Picture dim, almost negative,
with trace of colour — may be
intermittent: Check for 2V peakto-peak video at the scart socket. If
excessively low, locate and replace
the video gain preset 1R108
(4.7k52, 2.2kQ on some sets). It's
on the tuner/IF module. Adjust the
replacement for IV peak-to-peak
video at the emitter of I TRI or 2V
p-p at the scart socket.
Weak picture with dark lines
across: Remove the colour decoder,
module 2, and resolder the main
ICs. Locate the D-A converter chip
2IC5 (TDA8444) and resolder the
surface-mounted resistors
2R60/1/2/3/4/5/6/7 around it. If the
fault becomes permanent because of
this problem, pin 19 of 2IC5 (contrast input) will be at OV instead of
about 3.5V.
Loud crackles, intermittent loss
of sound: Locate the QPSK
demodulator chip 8IC1 (TA8662N)
on the Nicam module and carefully
replace it. Then connect a scope in
the XY mode, X to 8L2 and Y to
8L1, and adjust 8C34 (VCO) for a
stable waveform — it looks like an
X with a circle round it (the X
should not be tilted.
The alternative is to remove and
return the module to B&O for
exchange/repair.
■

Table 2: Part numbers
Item

Part no.

BUT12 kit, power supply

8320850

Line output transistor (BU508A)

8320857

EW loading coil (L4)

8024046

EW transformer (10T2)

8014074

8TR8 on Nicam board

8320609

6L11 and 6L12 (pC board)

8020552
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ate flashing around the P6NK6OZF chopper transistor Q102. On removal it was
like charcoal. I cleaned around the print,
fitted a replacement and switched on
again. Although the set was still dead
there was no arcing. Replacement of the
MC44608 chopper control IC restored normal working order.
This Vestel chassis is also used in the
more common Sharp Model 28LW92H.
P.S.

Grundig ST84-796/9 TOP/LOG
(CUC6380 chassis)

FINDING
Reports from
Philip Salkeld
Gary Laidler
Charles Ritchie
Chris Bowers
Chris Avis
Uel Harte
and
Glyn Dickinson

Sony KV28FX66U
(AE6B chassis)
The symptoms with this set were no
results with the LED flashing twice.
Normally a faulty line output transformer
is the cause of this situation, but there was
no sign of line drive and the 135V HT
feed was missing. A check at pin 1 of
CN6005 on board G (power supply)
showed that the HT was not being produced. Extensive cold checks on this
board eventually revealed that R6019
(390kQ, 0.5W) was open-circuit. All was
well once a replacement had been fitted.
There are no easy faults with Sony sets
unfortunately. P.S.

Panasonic TX32LXD1
We welcome fault reports from readers
— payment for each fault is made after
publication.
Reports can be sent by post to:
Television Magazine Fault Reports,
Nexus Media Communications,
Media House,
Azalea Drive, Swanley,
Kent BR8 8HU

or e-mailed to:
twinford@highburybiz.com
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The fault with this LCD set was that at
switch on the display momentarily lit up
then the set reverted to standby. My
thanks to Panasonic technical who told me
the cause before the set actually came in
for repair. The cure is to replace the 1.5A
circuit protector R916 with an uprated
2.5A version. P.S.

JVC AV28GT1SJF (11AK45
chassis)
This set was dead with the 5A fuse in the
mains plug open-circuit. The 3.15A fuse in
the set was OK, and a general check
around the power supply failed to reveal
any short-circuits. So I was left with no
alternative to replacing the mains-plug
fuse and switching on. There was immedi-

There was sound but no picture. When the
setting of the first anode preset on the line
output transformer was advanced the fault
was seen to be field collapse. Checks
around the TDA8350Q field/EW output
chip 1C430 showed that the 45V supply
was present at pin 8 but the 16V supply at
pin 4 was missing. This supply is derived
from the line output transformer, where I
found that R525 (1Q, 2W) was badly
burnt and open-circuit. Replacement of
R525 and IC430 restored this huge, heavy
set to working order. P.S.

Toshiba 40WHO8B
This projection set was stuck in standby.
Unless you are familiar with these sets the
problem is knowing where to start. I began
with cold checks in the power supply and
found that R821, a 4.7Q wire-wound resistor, was open-circuit. This led me to the
bridge rectifier D802 which turned out to
be short-circuit.
I decided to check with the Toshiba
website, which has been helpful in the
past, and found a bulletin on this fault.
There's a repair kit, part no. 40WHPOWER. Fitting this prevents a recurrence of
the fault. P.S.

Panasonic TX32DK1
Lack of contrast was the fault with this
set. Most video problems with this chassis
are caused by the video processor chip
IC601. I was fairly confident that a
replacement would cure the fault, but my
face sank when it didn't. The next step
was to get out the manual so that the
beam-current limiter circuit could be
checked. This network starts at pin 3 of
the line output transformer, where I found
that R558 (120kQ, 0.5W) was open-circuit. At least I have a spare IC601. P.S.

Sony KD28DX4OU (FE2D
chassis)
This analogue-digital set would come on
for a few seconds then revert to line collapse with the red LED flashing twice,
which indicates that it's in the excess-current mode. The fact that it happened every
time the set was switched on cleared the
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possibility of a fault in the line output
stage. So the next step was to check components in the excess-current circuitry.
This can take time. When, eventually, I
checked R618 (270kQ, 0.5W) it read
470kQ. A replacement restored normal
operation. P.S.

As the sets appeared to have received
little attention over the years I decided to
do a blanket resoldering job on them,
paying particular attention to the connections to the TDA4505M IF/sync chip
IC101, the TDA3653B field output chip
IC451 and the line driver transformer
T531. C.R.

Samsung CI5013T
This old-timer had suffered from the
usual failure of the line output transistor
and capacitors in the power supply. When
replacements had been fitted the set
worked but there was tuning drift when it
was cold. To cure this fault I had to
replace C111 (33pF), C113 (100pF),
C604 (47pF) and C608 (lpF). G.L.

Wharfedale M8 (PT92 chassis)
This set was dead with the BU508AF line
output transistor TD02 short-circuit
because of a dry-joint at the scan-coil
plug. Once I had attended to these points
the set produced a very narrow picture. I
was surprised to find that the capacitors
in the line output stage were all innocent.
The culprit was diode DD07 (BY228) in
the EW modulator circuit. It was leaky
and, as a result, RV38 (22Q, 1W) in the
drive circuit had failed. G.L.

Mitsubishi CT2534TX (Euro 4
chassis)
There was intermittent height variation
and field foldover in the centre of the
screen. The 25V supply to the field output stage is derived from the line output
stage. When I monitored this I found that
it was varying in unison with the fault
symptom. I also noticed that the HT supply was varying between 135V and 155V.
The cure was to replace IC901
(STR59041), Q901 (2SC2236Y), Q954
(2SD965R) and Q955 (JC501Q) in the
power supply and resolder numerous dryjoints. This stabilised the HT supply.
Interesting that the width didn't vary
when the fault was present. C.R.

Philips 20PV220

The fault with this set was field cramping
and foldover at the bottom of the screen.
FR553 (1Q, 1W) in the —14V supply to
the LA7845N field output chip IC401 had
risen in value to 18Q. Once I'd fitted a
replacement and resoldered the IC's pins
the scanning was back to normal. C.R.

When this combi unit was switched on it
produced a white raster with flyback
lines. A few seconds later it would trip.
Prior to the tripping I noticed that the
170V supply to the CRT base panel was
missing. It comes from the power/deflection PCB, where D6532 (BYD33J) was
short-circuit and R3532 (4.7Q) open-circuit. There was a normal picture once
these components had been replaced.
C.R.

Panasonic TX14B4TL (Z185
chassis)

Panasonic TX2153T
(Z7 chassis)

This set had me fooled. The complaint
was lack of height. As there was no field
distortion I went to the service menu and
adjusted the height. But even at the maximum setting there was still lack of height.
I checked the field output stage, but
everything seemed to be in order.
A colleague suggested that the set
might be in the 16:9 mode. This seemed
to be unlikely, as it's a portable model,
but I've seen this feature with some larger 4:3 sets. He was right of course. The
problem was solved by going into the
user menu and resetting to 4:3, then going
into the service menu and restoring the
height to its original setting. C.R.

When this set was switched on it reverted
to standby after a few seconds. But I
could hear the EHT rustle up before it
went to standby. When the back was
removed the set worked perfectly.
Suspecting a dry-joint somewhere, I
decided to try tapping the PCB gently
with the handle of a screwdriver. When I
tapped in the vicinity of the LA7840 field
output chip IC451 there was field collapse followed by a switch to standby.
The solution was to resolder IC451's
pins. While I was about it I also resoldered the connections to the line driver
transformer. C.R.

JVC AV29TS2EK

Panasonic TC1785 (Z3 chassis)

Sony KD32DX100U (AE6D
chassis)

Two of these sets came in on the same
day with the same fault — an intermittent
dark flashing picture. In both cases resoldering the connections to the TDA3566
colour decoder chip IC601 on board B
cured the fault.

There was no power and the LED flashed
twice. Multimeter checks revealed that
R6019 (330kQ) on board G was defective. A replacement, part no. 1-247-89100, restored normal power-on operation.
Another of these sets had colour patch-
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es on the left- and right-hand sides of the
screen. When I carried out a visual
inspection inside the set I saw that the
clamp which secures the deflection yoke
had not been tightened during manufacture. Over a period of time it had slipped
back on the tube neck, causing horrendous purity errors. All was well once the
yoke had been pushed forward and the
clamp tightened. C.B.

Schneider 28G011
This set had a blank raster and no sound.
A look inside revealed what appeared to
be a Philips chassis. During a visual
inspection I saw that an L7809CV 9V
regulator had overheated and its legs had
started to disintegrate. A replacement
restored the picture and sound. C.B.

Sony KD32DX150U (AE6D
chassis)
This set produced an unstable picture,
both horizontally and vertically. Voltage
and capacitance checks revealed the
cause of the fault, which was a ceramic
chip capacitor, C6827 (0.01pF, 25V), on
board D2. A replacement restored picture
stability. The part no. is 1-162-970-11.
C.B.

Philips 20PV164
This combi unit appeared to be dead. It
didn't take long to find that the supply to
the field output IC was missing, because
R3511 was open-circuit. Once a replacement had been fitted the unit worked normally. C.B.

Panasonic TX21AD2M
(Euro-2M chassis)
There was sound but no display. I discovered that the 27V supply protector
F851 had blown because of a direct short
between the primary and secondary
windings of the line driver transformer
T501. It was the first time I've experienced failure of this component in the
Euro-2 chassis. Fortunately a similar
scrap chassis provided the correct
replacement. C.A.

Mitsubishi CT25A2STX (Euro
12 chassis)
There was sound from both channels, but
with a loud buzz on the left-hand side.
This familiar symptom with the Euro 12
chassis suggested problems with the
0.47pF electrolytics in the IF module.
Many of them were in poor condition, but
replacing them made no difference. Scope
checks on the AF outputs from the Nicam
board showed no superimposed interference, but checks at the inputs to the audio
amplifier IC361 did. When the ESRs of
the 1pF, 50V input coupling capacitors
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C361/2 were checked they were both
found to be open-circuit!
Replacements cured the buzz and, not
surprisingly, increased the overall sound
level. C.A.

Toshiba 1400RB
This old faithful had died and its devoted
owner wondered whether it could be
revived. My past experience with these
sets prompted me to give an optimistic
prognosis. Later, on the operating table, I
found that the 5V supply was missing.
There was no 9V supply at the collector
of QA03. This is derived from the mains
AC input via a hefty 3.9kQ resistor,
RA60, which had no voltage at its output
end. After an initially misleading ESR
test on the associated 470}4F, 16V reservoir capacitor CA45 I carried out a DC
resistance check and found that this
capacitor was short-circuit. The patient
responded well to the corrective surgery,
producing a healthy picture and sound to
match. C.A.

(2.2nF, 2kV). This item had a telltale
hairline crack at the rear side but was
obscured behind CD18 (that's my
excuse). I replaced it with an uprated 3kV
type. If the defective capacitor had been
coloured blue I would have found it much
quicker! C.A.

Grundig Elegance
MW82-2101
This was an unusual fault: every few
weeks the HT fuse would blow.
Investigation eventually revealed a small
pinhole in the insulator foil for transistor
T6006. The part no. is GR26303-1561801. U.H.

the components in the output circuit had
to be carried out. This eventually led me
to R305 (330Q), which was open-circuit.
It's connected in parallel with the scan
coils and is located at the back, beside the
scan-coil plug on the chassis. A replacement removed the disturbance. U.H.

Panasonic TXW28R4
We don't see many Panasonic sets in this
part of the country. The problem with this
one was that it reverted to standby after a
few minutes. After leaving the set on test
for a short while I noticed it going into
the field collapse condition. The cure was
to resolder dry joints at the field output
chip IC451. U.H.

Toshiba 2500TB
The complaint with this set was that it
took ten minutes to come on. I found that
at switch on the HT was low, at only 33V.
When I started to carry out checks on the
primary side of the power supply I discovered that C831 (100jF, 50V) was leaky.
A replacement cured the problem. U.H.

Thomson 32VK29UW

Panasonic TX14GV1 (CP421
chassis)

Goodmans GTV69W5SIL
(11AK37 chassis)

Grundig T55-440 (CUC4400
chassis)

This combi unit with the usual Daewoo
power board produced regular clicks from
RLY1 but nothing else. There was almost
no 9V output from the TOP210-based
standby supply, where I found that C840
(47/4F, 25V) had an ESR of 5.2Q. A
replacement brought the unit back to life,
but I had to resist the temptation to watch
I Rotor which was in the video compartment! C.A.

The fault symptom with this set was that
the standby light was pulsing slowly.
Checks on the primary side of the power
supply showed that the 22kQ surfacemounted chip resistor R803 was open-circuit. When I switched on after fitting a
replacement the HT was fluctuating. This
was cured by replacing the optocoupler
IC801. U.H.

The customer complained that it took
twenty minutes from switch on for the
picture and sound to appear. As there
were no outputs on the secondary side of
the power supply in the fault condition I
suspected capacitor trouble on the primary side. The culprit turned out to be C633
(100/4F, 25V). U.H.

Samsung CI14Y2TS (KS1A
chassis
This set refused to come out of standby. I
won't tell you how many hours I spent on
it! In the fault condition the power supply
was running correctly and the HT to the
line output stage was correct. The clue
was corrupted line drive. Check the
12MHz crystal X901, which is beside
IC201. It was running at the wrong frequency. The part no. is 2801-001476.
U.H.

Akura ATPTV028WSS (PT92110 chassis)
This set, with its long-winded model
number, was tripping. A resistance check
first from the collector of the line output
transistor to chassis is often productive
with this fault condition, and in this case
showed a leak of 200Q between the collector of TD02 and chassis. But it took
longer than it should have done to track
down the cause, which was the yellow
ceramic flyback tuning capacitor CD27
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Grundig MW70-3699
(CUC2059 chassis)
The set's standby light was pulsing slowly. I first isolated the line output stage by
disconnecting the scan-coil plug. This
proved that the power supply was OK.
Further checks showed that the line output transistor and the EW circuit were
also both OK. From experience, line output transformer failure is rare with this
chassis. But my tester showed that the
primary winding had shorted turns. The
part no. is GR20221-029-63. It's still
available from CPC. U.H.

Daewoo GB20C5NTS (CP185
chassis)
The fault symptom was severe line tearing at the top, extending the full width of
the screen. While observing this I recalled
a similar fault with a Beko set a few
months before. Scope checks on the
inputs to the field output chip showed
that they were OK, but there was a lot of
distortion at the output side. A replacement IC made no difference, so checks on

The trouble with this set was that it
would revert to standby, with no particular fault pattern. The cure was to replace
the CRT socket, part no. 8029880. It's
available from SEME at modest cost
under part no. TPAR2560. U.H.

Matsui 20TN/Decca D21NDF5
(D4N chassis)
Two of these sets had the same fault, no
sound and no on-screen display. I decided
to replace the microcontroller chip, which
didn't help. But replacing the EEPROM
cured both faults.
To set up the height, short the service
pins and scroll down to option 09. To
store, press either 'TV' or 'clear' on the
remote-control unit. Charles Hyde stock
the EEPROM under code 25003AH. G.D.

Philips 28PT4523 (MD1.2
chassis)
Bang then dead are not the happiest
symptoms with a Philips set! In this case
the mains-plug fuse had blown and the
bridge rectifier was short-circuit.
Everything else seemed to be fine. I
replaced these two items and powered the
set via a variac. As I increased the input a
picture appeared, then there was a flash
and a bang. Fortunately it was only C2543
(2.2nF, lkV) in the chopper-circuit snubber network exploding, though another
bridge rectifier was required. G.D.
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pins 46 and 47 of the multifunction chip
1C201, which Samsung calls 'the one
chip'. The cause of the trouble was obvious on close inspection: the IC had not
been fully inserted into the board along one
side, leaving pins 29 to 56 just touching
the solder. I cleaned off the remaining solder, reseated the IC then resoldered it. This
provided a reliable repair. A.J.

Extended Fault
Reports
Reports on complex or tricky TV
fault conditions are sometimes too
long for inclusion in our basic faultfinding section. We've put a few
of them together in this extended
fault report feature

Reports from
Martin McCluskey
Arthur Jackson and
Martin J. Abbott

We welcome fault reports from readers
— payment for each fault is made after
publication.
Reports can be sent by post to:
Television Magazine Fault Reports,
Nexus Media Communications,
Media House,
Azalea Drive, Swanley,
Kent BR8 8HU

or e-mailed to:
t.winford@highburybiz.com

Ferguson B59F (ICC7 chassis)
At switch on there was a brief squawk
from the power supply while the red LED
lit for one second. There were no measurable shorts across the outputs from the secondary side of the chopper power supply
but I noticed that CP22 (470pF, 16V),
which is near the TEA2261 chopper control chip IP01, was leaking electrolyte on
to the PCB. A board clean up and a
replacement capacitor failed to cure the
fault however.
Much time was wasted checking for
overloads. I then noticed that CL14
(1,000pF, 16V), which is the reservoir
capacitor for the 13V UL3 supply, looked
a bit shrivelled up. This supply is derived
from the line output transformer. It's used
in various sections of the receiver and also
provides a feed to the regulation circuit in
the power supply. A replacement capacitor
restored normal operation.
The ICC7 chassis has been around for
almost fifteen years but I've still not found
a way to fault-find with it logically.
M.McC.
Samsung CI21S2OBT (S15A
chassis)
There were intermittent field problems
with this 21in. mono-sound set. As it
warmed up, the picture would start to close
in from the top and bottom until it eventually collapsed completely. When I checked
I found that the PCB was sensitive almost
anywhere and that the symptoms would
vary from field collapse to gross over-scanning.
At one time during field collapse however I was able to establish that the supplies to pins 3 and 6 of the field output
chip IC301 were present while the output
waveform at pin 7 was missing. So attention was turned to the drive source. The
Vout 1 and 2 drive waveforms come from

Fidelity CTV3221NF
The chassis in this 21in. Nicam set looked
familiar to those used in several other
brands, and from the description the fault
didn't seem to be too serious. The customer said there was a short picture with
the top section stretched and the lower section compressed, so a fault in the field output stage was suspected. But when the set
arrived the picture was also found to be
lacking in width, by about two inches at
each side.
Checks showed that the HT line was at
85V, which seemed to be very low. So I
switched off and carried out some cold
checks on the primary side of the power
supply. This revealed that C11 (47pF,
25V), which decouples pin 6 of the
TDA4605-3 chopper control chip, had a
very high ESR — 18Q. A replacement was
confidently fitted, but there was no
improvement when the set was switched
on again. Further checks, on the secondary
side of the power supply, revealed that C25
(47yE, 160V) was completely open-circuit.
When a replacement had been fitted the
HT rose to 125V and there was a perfect
picture with correct geometry. A.J.
Samsung SP42W4HBX
(type J54A42U4)
This 42in. rear-projection set would switch
on in the standby mode but when start-up
was attempted there was a loud screeching
and the standby LED remained red. Cold
checks revealed that the line output transistor, type J6920, was short-circuit. I
removed it and connected a bulb across the
HT supply so that I could check the HT
and drive conditions in the line output
stage. These were both fine.
A replacement transistor was therefore
temporarily fitted, on the underside of the
PCB, to monitor the conditions at switch
on. When this was tried the LED briefly
went green but, within seconds, there was
screeching and fizzing from the line output
stage. The new transistor quickly failed,
and the original conditions returned. As
there were no obvious shorts or burn marks
and all the capacitors in the line output
stage checked out OK, suspicion fell on the
output transformer.
Before ordering a replacement I decided
to check with Samsung technical. A very
helpful man confirmed my suspicion but
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said that a complete PCB containing the
LOPT is normally supplied, as other components may have been damaged, and that
the price of the assembly is quite reasonable. So we ordered the board, known as
the SUB PCB ASSY, part no. BP9400044A, as suggested and fitted it carefully. I say carefully because there are a
large number of plugs/sockets and it's
possible to put some of these in the wrong
places. This restored a good picture and
sound.
The only adjustments required were
slight corrections to the convergence, carried out via the customer menus. The
complete SUB PCB ASSY cost £98 plus
VAT trade. A.J.

Philips 29PT828 (GFL2.20E
chassis)
In our opinion this excellent quality 29in.
4 x 3 model has been very reliable. In fact
up to now we've had only two in for
repair, the problem in both cases being
intermittent field scanning caused by dryjoints at the field output chip 1C7260. So
when this one came in with complaints
about intermittent closing to a horizontal
line and switching off at random a similar
cause was suspected.
But the trouble this time was quite different. After varying periods of time the
picture would start to close in vertically
and equally from the top and bottom,
leaving about 4in. of scanning. The picture would then open out fully and close
down fully about once a second until the
set went into the protection mode and shut
down. The cause of the fault was traced to
the drive source, which is on a geometry
panel called DDP. Checks in this area
revealed that a 22V reference voltage, at
pin 2 of J13, dropped to about 9V in the
fault condition. The faulty component was
the 22V zener diode D6306, type
BZX79C22V, which is on the main PCB.
When tested it was found to be very
leaky. A.J.

Toshiba 36ZP18Q
(COOS chassis)
The owner of this 36in. set provided a
good description of some unusual picture
faults that were very intermittent and
would sometimes show from cold or after
the set had been running for a short time.
He said that parts of the picture would
freeze or go into lines while other parts
remained normal. When the set was put
on test the picture remained perfect until
the third morning. The trouble then
showed up from cold. The picture was
perfect in the centre third of the screen
but the top and bottom sections consisted
of stationary horizontal lines, just as if the
line frequency was slightly off. Over the
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next few minutes the horizontal lines
cleared and the top and bottom sections
went into a digital still mode, a normal
picture remaining in the centre of the
screen.
This was clearly a digital processing
fault of some sort, so I checked with
Toshiba technical to find out whether any
such symptoms were known. They confirmed that there had been a few reports
of unusual digital ill effects, and that in all
cases the problem had been in the DFS
module. This is a non-serviceable board,
part no. 23785888, but is very reasonably
priced at £52.87 + VAT. Replacement of
this board cleared the fault. A.J.

Samsung 28W8VDE (KS3A-P
chassis)
The complaint with this widescreen set
was no blue, though some blue did bleed
through in patches on certain scenes. The
RGB output stages are on the CRT base
panel, where three TDA6101Q ICs are
used to drive the three guns. IC503 is the
one that provides the blue drive. Checks
here proved that there was a problem, and
cleared the tube of blame.
Pin 3 of IC503 is the blue drive input.
The voltage here was at 2V, while the
voltages at the other two chips, IC501
and IC502, were at 3.8V. When I checked
with the circuit diagram I found that
there's a 100kQ resistor, R513, between
pins 9 and 3 to provide feedback. It was
open-circuit. A replacement restored normal colours.
The equivalent resistors in the other
channels are R503 (red) and R508
(green). A.J.

Toshiba 21523B2
No power was the complaint with this
fairly new 21in. set. When it was tested
however a slight whining noise could be
heard. This suggested trouble in the line
output stage, and I found that the
2SD2499 output transistor Q401 was
short-circuit, probably because the driver
transformer T401 was badly dry-jointed.
When T401 had been resoldered and a
new transistor had been fitted the set
worked perfectly, but I decided to check
at the Toshiba technical website to see if
any other problems were known.
The report on this fault recommended
that for a reliable repair T401 should be
removed from the board to scrape and retin its legs. Be careful how you go about
this. When I unsoldered T401 with braid
and tried to lift it out it was still held
solid to the board. So I gave it a gentle
rock and, to my horror, the upper part
snapped and tore away two of the winding leadouts, leaving the bottom part
firmly fixed with a red glue. I eventually

managed to remove and repair it, but
watch out — I've since seen a few more of
these sets with the same fault. A.J.

Bush ITV2100 Internet TV
(Beko 7SZ chassis)
I was called out to this set to replace the
mains fuse, which needed upgrading to
3.15AT.
The customer was hard of hearing and
complained about poor speech intelligibility — the sound reproduction was
indeed poor.
This set is equipped with a graphic
equaliser that can be set up manually to
flatten the frequency response and provide a smooth presence rise. The equaliser has an adjustment range of ±12dB in
2dB steps. One block showing in the bar
graph indicates —12dB.
I found that the following set up
worked well: 100Hz —2dB; 300Hz —6dB;
1kHz —2dB; 3.3kHz +2dB; 10kHz —4dB.
This corresponds with the following number of blocks in the bar graph: 6, 4, 6, 8,
5. M.J.A.

Sony KVX21TU (AE1 chassis)
This set would rustle up then shut down.
The mains supply had to be left switched
off for several minutes before trying
again. On examination I found that R822
which protects the line driver stage and
R802 which protects the field output
stage were visibly distressed. This suggested that the set had been running in an
over-voltage condition for some time.
R522 (100kQ) in the feed to the HT
(+B) preset RV501 checked out OK but
sputtered when it was resoldered, suggesting that there had been electrolyte
leakage from C517. When checked C517
was found to have an ESR of 75Q.
Before fitting a replacement I cleaned the
area with a wodge of paper tissue soaked
in rework flux.
RV501 had gone high-resistance and
was replaced, along with C518 (0.4714F,
50V) which couples the input to the base
of the line driver transistor. C518 had
also gone high ESR. Finally I found that
the line output transformer had shorted
turns. A Konig replacement from CPC,
stock no. TFFBT40089, was very reasonably priced so I decided to fit one — the
customer didn't want to pay much, a
common frustration for service engineers.
The inductance of the primary winding
was 3.483mH and the Q 17.5 at lkflz.
Note that there is also a standby HT
preset, RV601. They both need to be set
up — for 135V at TP91.
I normally fit HR LOPTs as I have
come to trust them over the years. They
are available at a reasonable price from
Wiltsgrove. M.J.A.
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Saved from the skip!
Many people write off older sets when they go wrong, though they are often
better built than more recent products. Large numbers of sets can be given a further worthwhile lease of life with a little effort. Michael Maurice describes some
examples of successful repair/restoration

I

sn't it nice when people don't
automatically assume that just
because something is old it
should be taken to the tip and be
replaced with a new one when a
fault develops? Unfortunately however many people, especially of the
younger generation, now go for the
replacement option without giving
it a second thought. They seem to
be programmed to dispose of their
electronic equipment, including
items that are only two-three years
old and may have just a minor
fault.
More and more my job, and
therefore my business, depends on
my skill at persuading customers
not to go for a replacement but
have a repair carried out. Here are
some recent examples.
Goodmans 2875
I had sold this set to a customer
second-hand a few years ago. She
was about to bin it and buy a cheap
set from the local supermarket, but
I managed to persuade her not to.
The problem was that the set was
dead with a purring noise that came
from the power supply. As there
were no shorts in either the power
supply or the line output stage I
had to carry out some live voltage
checks. I soon found that there was
only 225V instead of the usual
330V across the mains bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor, which
was open-circuit. A nice new
150pF, 400V electrolytic restored
normal operation. Not long to do,
not expensive to carry out.
Philips 14CE1201 (CP90 chassis)
I wondered whether the customer
would go for a repair this time.
After all, 14in. TV sets sell for
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under £50 in some stores. But he
required only a little persuasion to
agree to a repair.
The set was dead and it took
only a few minutes to discover
why. The chopper transistor's collector connection was dry-jointed! I
also found that the voltage across
the Nicad back-up battery was
1.2V instead of 2.4V.
After attending to these two
points I retuned the receiver and set
up the brightness, colour and contrast. This restored the excellent
pictures these sets can provide. I'll
bet it will last longer than anything
you buy today!
Panasonic TX28X1 (Alpha 4
chassis)
Another set the customer was
thinking of throwing out. His kids
were trying to persuade him to buy
a plasma set! The set was dead
with its mains fuse open-circuit. As
no shorts could be found I looked
at the posistor in the degaussing
circuit. When I removed the top
this item was found to be in order
as well. The fuse had probably just
failed because it was old. A
replacement restored normal operation, and I told the customer I
would have another look into the
cause should it fail again after a
short while. Again, the set produced excellent pictures and sound.
NC AV29SX2EK
"I don't know whether it's worth
repairing this TV" the customer
said when he phoned me at about 8
o'clock in the morning. When he
told me the make, model number
and the fault I replied "most definitely yes". The fault symptoms
were intermittent lines on the picture followed by no picture. The
cure was to remove, clean and retin all the pins of the field output
chip IC401. After resoldering it an
excellent picture was obtained.
B&O MX2000
This set is about 18 years old. It

had been got at by a third party and
was now dead, but the owner wanted it fixed! The set is based on
either the Thomson ICC3 or ICC5
chassis. First, the power supply had
to be removed, which is no mean
feat. It's part of the mains transformer and, to get at it, you have to
remove the speaker grille, then a
couple of screws and after that tilt
the whole assembly forward before
lifting it out. The original mains
bridge rectifier consisted of four
1N4004 diodes. I replaced them
with type 1N5062, which has higher voltage and current ratings. I
then replaced the mains fuse and
the missing posistor in the degaussing circuit. As a precaution I tested
the power supply outside the set.
As it was working I refitted it, connected the set to the mains supply
and switched on.
I was rewarded with sound and a
picture. But the picture was pale
with low brightness and, no matter
what I did, I couldn't improve it. A
check showed that the CRT itself
was in good order. Sometimes the
picture did become good, but not
for long. To make matters worse,
when you pressed down on the
function keys at the top of the set
the picture reverted to normal!
To cut a very long story short,
the cause of the problem was faulty
CRT earthing. The reason why
pressing down on the function keys
restored a good picture was that the
module or, more importantly, the
IR remote-control receiver was
earthed. Pressing it down brought it
into contact with the CRTs'
Aquadag coating. Further investigation revealed that the earth lead
from the main chassis wasn't making a connection on the CRT base
board. It wasn't dry-jointed. This is
a B&O rather than a Thomson
board, and the print lands for the
earthing wires are connected to the
main print land by four small strips
of copper. These had cracked.
Remaking the connections using
stout wire provided a complete and
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permanent cure.
Yet another set rescued from the
dump!
JVC C140EKY (BX11 chassis)
This set was a really old brute, but
was very well built for its day. The
customer wanted it to be repaired
for sentimental reasons — it had
been an eighteenth birthday present. It was dead except for a whining noise. I found a short-circuit
zener diode across the 15V rail in
the power supply — this is the
source of the supply to the line
driver stage.
The cause of the trouble was
intermittent failure of the
STR54041S chopper chip.
Replacement of these two items
brought the set back to life.
Grundig MVV70-2699
I nearly lost this job as the customer didn't want to wait a day or
so for me to come out. So she
called the local cowboy, who told
her "it would be a big job" and
couldn't even give her a rough
estimate. As usual the customer
didn't think it was worth spending
much on the set. Some work had
obviously been done in the power
supply. Why I don't know, as both
fuses were intact and the set was
ticking away merrily. The cause of
the failure was the BU2508AF line
output transistor. There appeared to
be no particular cause of its
demise.
I fitted a replacement and
replaced/uprated the 681S2 and
270kW resistors in the power supply, fitting 1501d2 and 180k52 resistors rated at 2W, 500V. In addition
I replaced the two small electrolytic
capacitors in the power supply,
because the other 'repairer' had fitted unsuitable, poor-quality types.
The work was carried out in
front of the customer at her home

and took about an hour and a half.
Philips 21PT4494
When the customer phoned me and
told me this set was dead I was
sure that it would need a powersupply repair kit. But no, the power
supply was working. The culprit
was T7505 in the 5V supply. A
replacement restored normal operation.
A few hours later the customer
was on the phone. No, nothing
wrong — he wanted to thank me for
quick and efficient service.
Hitachi C2156TN
This set was dead apart from the
fact that the standby light was on. It
had been worked on previously, but
I double-checked the work and
removed the old solder before
resoldering the connections to the
regulators IC951 and IC952 and the
earth-plane links. The set then
worked — until I refitted the back!
To cut a long story short, I persuaded the customer to let me have
the set for a couple of days rather
than buy a new set. The cause of
the problem turned out to be the
HT preset RV950. It wasn't dryjointed, but was failing intermittently. A new potentiometer
restored reliable operation
Toshiba 3357DB (C5SS chassis)
I'm a little wary about these sets
because the huge Philips ESF-type
tube can fail. This set was dead
with the standby light on and the
HT fuse open-circuit. This is quite
common, the usual cause being a
faulty line output transformer.
Before giving the customer an estimate I asked her whether there
were any picture faults. She told
me that the picture would sometimes go red, but always settled
down.
I told here that the CRT was also
likely to be faulty, that this wouldn't be cured by fitting a new transformer, that the condition was likely worsen and that the CRT is no
longer available. She still decided
to have the repair done. After fitting a new transformer and fuse I
found that the picture did indeed
have a red cast. But she couldn't
say I didn't warn her.
Sony KVE2922U (AE1C chassis)
The customer was thinking about
looking at a new set but decided to
call me because I had serviced this
one occasionally over the past few
years. The problem, as the cus-
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tomer described it, was that the picture "exploded" or went huge. In
fact it was like the centre of the
picture magnified a couple of
times. A quick check on the HT
supply showed that it was present
and correct at 135V. When I took
my screwdriver and tapped board
J1 at the back of the set the picture
changed size momentarily.
I removed the chassis from the
set and resoldered board J1's edge
connector and the corresponding
one on main board D. The picture
size was then back to normal.
Another one saved from the tip!
Schneider STV2502T
A very loud buzzing noise came
from this set when it was switched
on. The buzz drowned out the
audio, and was caused by the scan
coils. These are normally available
only with the CRT, replacement of
which would have made the set
uneconomic to repair. But a quick
call to Express confirmed that the
scan coils do go noisy and that they
could supply a set of coils at a very
reasonable price. They arrived next
day and, when fitted, produced a
good picture with no buzzing.
Sony KVX2562U (AE2 chassis)
It was touch and go whether this
set was repaired or not. It was dead
apart from flashing LEDs that gave
the number 13, indicating a deflection fault. A new STV9379 field
output chip (IC1501) was fitted,
but the results remained the same.
So I disconnected the protection
pin and found that there was field
collapse. As I didn't have an oscilloscope or a service manual with
me I took the set to the workshop.
Checks showed that the supplies
to IC1501 were present and correct,
also that good field pulses were
present at the input to the chip. But
there was no output. I popped in
another STV9379 and was rewarded with a full picture.
Conversations with other engineers suggest that there are a lot of
duff components out there, and that
the problem is not confined to the
smaller component suppliers. I
don't know who supplied me with
this duff IC, as I obtain my spares
from several suppliers. Even if I
could pin the supplier down, would
they be prepared to pay me for the
time and inconvenience caused? I
think not!
So there we are then. 13 to me
and zero for the dump! And that
was just over a couple of months.
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STR-F6668B chopper chip 1901, which I
decided to replace as well (part no.
CZ00869). I fitted a standard BZY type
zener diode in position D911. All was
well after this action. P.S.

Daewoo GB28G2ST
Whenever the report with one of these sets
is that it went off with a smell of burning I
suspect the line output transformer. On
this occasion however C413 (24F, 160V)
was overheating. After fitting a replacement the problem was field collapse. This
was cured by replacing the TDA8351 field
output chip 1301. P.S.

Panasonic TX32LXD1
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Tatung T28NG8OS
The set had a faulty line output transistor
(BU2508AX), which is not uncommon in
this model. The usual cause is dry-joints at
the line scan socket, but they were all
right this time. As no obvious cause of the
transistor's failure could be found I fitted
a replacement and switched the set on.
The EHT came up then the set started to
trip — the new transistor had blown. I suspected a flyback tuning problem and
found that the two capacitors, C405 and
C407, connected in parallel with the line
output transistor both read 2.4nF. The
value of C407 should have been 9.1nF.
This capacitor is one of the dark red type
usually seen in Japanese sets. They are
normally very reliable, but this one was
faulty. M.D.

Alba CTV3419SIL (11AK36
chassis)
If the BU808DFI line output transistor is
faulty, make sure that you replace it with
this exact type. Also replace C822 (470j/F,
16V), C604 (47/4F, 50V) and C607 (lOptF,
50V). Finally, fit a 10kQ resistor between
the base and collector of the line driver
transistor. Pay particular attention to any
poor soldering in the path to the base of
the line output transistor. M.D.

Hitachi 42PD3000E
This in-warranty plasma set was stuck in
standby. The plasma screen acts as a monitor that's controlled by the AV power
board, which is a separate unit. A general
check on this unit brought me to D911, a
52V zener diode, which was short-circuit.
It's connected across pins 1 and 5 of the

This LCD set was completely dead.
Checks on the usual circuit protectors and
low-value resistors didn't help. The chassis has two power panels, one down the
side where I couldn't find any HT voltages, and the other on top. I noticed that
IC801 on this panel was split. The number
on it, which is the part no., was
STRL351LF428. Further checks revealed
that R808 (5.6Q, 5W) was open-circuit.
Fortunately replacement. of these two
items restored the set to normal working
order. It's going to take me a time to get
used to LCD sets. P.S.

Sony KF42SX300U
This projection set came on for a few seconds then reverted to standby. I noticed
that the lamp went out after this period of
time. When I removed the lamp it
appeared to be all right. Its supply comes
from a small power panel and, fortunately,
we had another of these sets in the workshop at the time. So I was able to try
swapping over the panel, which confirmed
that it was the cause of the fault. As the
set was in warranty there was no cost for
the replacement, part no. 1-468-798-14.
A few days later I had the same trouble
with another of these sets. This time the
panel was chargeable — at £136.94 +
VAT. There are expensive parts in these
projection sets. P.S.

Technosonic WCT2816T(PT90
chassis)
We have had several of these sets with the
same fault, field bounce. Technosonic
eventually came up with a modification,
part no. PT90-frame mod. It consists of a
300nF, 63V capacitor and a 50mm length
of insulated wire. There is also a clear diagram that shows you what to do. The
modification has cured this fault every
time. P.S.

Daewoo DTY28A8GBS
I've noticed that the microcontroller chip
used in these sets is easily corrupted, the
result being geometry errors. These are
corrected by going into the service mode,
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the procedure being as follows: tune in
channel 91; go into the picture mode; turn
the sharpness down to minimum; exit
menu; press red, green, menu within a
second. Set up the geometry, which is
straightforward. To store, press standby.
P.S.
Beko 20272TDS (12.1 chassis)
This fairly new set was dead. It took only
a few moments to find that the
STP3BNA60 chopper FET T601 in the
power supply was short-circuit. In addition the 2.7Q, 5W surge limiter R601 was
open-circuit. Finally the basic cause of all
this was R606 (1%2, 1W), which was
also open-circuit. Replacement of these
three items brought the set back to working order. P.S.
Samsung SP42W5HG
This rear-projection TV set uses three
CRTs. The fault was intermittent and
spasmodic contraction and horizontal 'jitter' of the green raster only. We traced
the cause to dry-joints at the pins of the G
horizontal-convegence drive chip
ICZ104 and at its heatsink mountings.
Reflowing these joints appeared to cure
the trouble, but the set came back after a
while. To provide a reliable cure we had
to replace the chip itself, type STK392040. E.T.
Bush 2867NTX (11AK19
chassis)
Intermittent shut-down was the problem
with this set. It would happen completely
at random. Tapping and flexing the PCB
revealed a dry-joint at one leg of coil
L602 in the EW circuitry. There were several other dodgy-looking joints in this
area. We refreshed them as well as a precaution while we had the chassis out. E.T.
Hitachi C2864TN
Many of these older sets are still in use,
around here anyway. They often develop
a problem with the sound: it starts to cut
in and out intermittently. The usual cause
is dry-joints at the 5V regulator IC4010
on the Nicam daughter panel. E.T.
Samsung CI5373
There was no picture and no sound from
the speaker, but a loud rushing/tearing
noise came from the chopper transformer
in the power supply — even when the set
was switched to standby. The mains
bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor C801
(150pF, 400V) was open-circuit. E.T.
Bush 2138TSL
From time to time the screen would light
up very bright blue. We've had so much
trouble lately with faulty CRTs that we
thought the set would be a write-off.
Absolutely not! We discovered that the
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wires soldered to connector X101 on the
CRT's base panel had not been cropped,
or at least they had been left too long, and
were thus able to touch together. E.T.
Thomson 32WX211S (ICC17
chassis)
This very large set would switch to standby at random. It would sometimes come
on again while at other times it would
remain off. I heard a crack from the tube
base just before it went off, the cause
being a fault in the socket assembly (part
no. TPAR2560). A replacement cured the
problem, but we find that it's becoming
quite common with all versions of the
ICC17 and replace this item whenever
one of these sets comes in for repair. A.J.
Philips 2OPT1547/05 (TE1.1E
chassis)
This modern 20in. set was dead. When I
opened it up I was surprised to find the
PT92P chassis, which is used in some
Bush sets and those of other brands.
Voltage checks showed that there was a
full supply at the drain of the chopper
FET TP01, but no drive appeared at its
gate at any stage. The start-up resistors
RPO5 and RPO6 were suspected but
turned out to be OK, so the next step was
to check the voltages around the
TDA16846P chopper-control chip IP01.
These were all low. In particular the voltage at pin 2, which is referred to as PCS
(primary-current simulation), rose to only
0.3V and then dropped quickly to zero. A
tiny surface-mounted capacitor, CP12
(680pF, 50V), is connected between this
pin and ground. When I checked it cold
the reading was 211(Q. A replacement
cured the fault. A.J.
Sharp 28KF-84H (GA200
chassis)
This superflat, widescreen set had been
brought into the workshop because it was
dead. When I tested it I heard a low, fast
tripping sound. Cold checks soon
revealed the cause: diode D753 on the
secondary side of the chopper transformer
was short-circuit. The chassis is unusual
in using a bridge rectifier to produce the
150V HT supply. D753 is one of the
bridge rectifier diodes, the others being
D720, D721 and D746. In the interests of
reliability I decided to replace all four —
the part no. is RH-DX0643BMZZ. When
the set was tested it produced a particularly good picture. A.J.
Thomson 21MG17UG
(TX8O7CS chassis)
I recently repaired three of these 2Iin.
sets within a few days. All had the same
fault. The set would appear to come on,
then revert to standby. Checks on the first
one showed that the HT supply rose to

the correct level, and that the line output
stage briefly tried to work. But it quickly
shut down again.
I spent some time disconnecting the
feeds on the secondary side of the line
output transformer and checking for
shorts etc. As everything seemed to be
OK I ordered a replacement transformer
(part no. 10654690). This proved to be
the only faulty item. New transformers
cured the other sets as well, so this could
become a common problem. Fortunately
the replacements are reasonably priced,
so repair is economic. A.J.
Sanyo CB1443 (EC2-A14
chassis)
This portable set was reported as being
dead, but checks showed that the primary
side of the power supply was active
though stressed, with the chopper transistor Q313 getting hot. Cold checks
revealed what appeared to be a short-circuit across the 130V HT line (B1), but
this short remained when the feed to the
line output stage was disconnected. The
cause of the fault was the EU2A HT rectifier D351, which was dead short. A.J.
Sharp 59DS-05H (CA10
chassis)
This set was stuck in standby with the
line output transistor Q602 short-circuit.
A close visual inspection revealed that
the connections to the line-scan coupling
capacitor C613 were badly dry-jointed.
Checks in the line drive and power supply areas showed that they were OK —
this particular chassis seems to run quite
cool. Once I had resoldered C613 and fitted a new BUH517 line output transistor
the set worked normally. A.J.
Hitachi C28W430N (A7
chassis)
Sometimes this set wouldn't switch on
but, if left in standby for about an hour, it
would function when the mains switch
was turned off then on. The cause of the
trouble was eventually traced to poor
joints on the top surface of the PCB,
around the power supply and timebase
ICs. B.B.
Sony A1/2 chassis
I have had problems with the loudspeakers used in these sets. The rubbery material that attaches the cone to the front
seems to perish after several years. As the
speakers cost over £30 each, I've used
instead suitably-sized replacements from
newer Panasonic and other brand TV sets.
Perhaps someone could suggest other
sources of 130 x 75mm speakers that
would fit these Sony TV sets. B.B.
Matsui 2109NS
The cause of intermittent reduced height
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was eventually traced to dry-joints at
IC201, which is hidden under a screening
plate on the underside of the PCB. B.B.

Philips 14PT1342 (L6.1AA
chassis)
"Fizzy picture" was the reported symptom with this set. When I checked it on
the bench I saw that here were also slight
variations in picture size along with random colour drop-out. All this pointed to
EHT fluctuations, especially as the line
output transformer has push-in-and-lock
EHT and focus lead connections. Sure
enough, when I removed the EHT lead I
saw that the exposed wire end had been
blackened by arcing. I cut back the lead,
prepared a fresh end then pushed it back
firmly into the transformer socket. This
cleared all the symptoms.
Memories of the Gll chassis! C.A.

Grundig W70-2020
This dead set's mains fuse had blown
because the degaussing posistor R628
was faulty. It's an `EPCOS T209' device,
which is used in several other popular
models. I've found that the cheapest
equivalent replacement appears to be the
96706 or 140M, which is available from
Wiltsgrove under order code DT17. C.A.

Schneider Scinema 2818 (TV9
chassis)
I recondition quite a lot of Schneider TV
sets for resale, and find that many of
them are well assembled and easy to service. This one had been discarded
because of severe EW distortion. On
inspection I saw that C313 (12/4F, 100V)
beside the EW coil was visibly bulging. I
used a lOptF, 250V 105°C type as the
replacement. There were no other component problems, and the picture required
only small geometry adjustments. It then
went on sale with a new Wiltsgrove-supplied remote-control unit and my usual
twelve-months' guarantee. C.A.

Sharp CV2133H (8P-SR
chassis)
This set was stuck in standby. When it
was switched on there was just a brief
flash of red from the front tri-colour LED
(D1002). Normally when these sets are
switched on the LED is red and changes
to green once the line output stage is up
and running. The green section of the
LED gets its supply from the LOPTderived 27V supply, and this is where the
problem lay. R521 (3.352, 0.5W) was
open-circuit because the IX064C field
output chip IC501 was faulty. Replacing
these two components restored normal
operation.
The LA7830 is a suitable replacement
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for the IX064C and costs a lot less. C.R.

Philips 21PT4475/25 (L9.2E
chassis)
The complaint with this set was intermittent audio. When the set was switched on
and the fault was present I could hear a
plop from the speakers, which suggested
that the audio output stage was working. A
check on the audio-processing PCB
revealed a dry-joint at pin 2 of connector
0240. Resoldering this cured the fault. C.R.

Muruyama PHL20 (Philips
CTN-AA chassis)
This set was dead with the internal fuse
F1500 (2AT) blown. Checks revealed that
one of the 1N4005 bridge rectifier diodes
(D6502) was short-circuit and that there
was a leak across the source and drain of
the FET chopper transistor. The transistor
itself was OK, the culprit being C2524
(470pF, 1kV) which is in parallel with it.
The set worked normally once these two
items had been replaced. C.R.

JVC AV25S1EK (MXII chassis)
The fault with this set was lack of height
when cold. It cleared when the set had
been on for a quarter of an hour. There
was no field distortion when the fault was
present, just lack of height. I noticed that
the set had received previous attention
from another repairer, and this is where
the problem lay. The TDA3654 field output chip IC441 had been replaced, but the
flux hadn't been removed after the
replacement. Cleaning the flux off cured
the fault. C.R.

Hitachi C2574TNY-311
This model contains a large internal bass
speaker and is very heavy. The complaint
was field collapse, and a new LA7838
field output chip (IC601) cured this. But I
noticed that with non-letterbox format
pictures the top third of the picture was
covered with flyback lines. This was
cured by replacing C603 (1001tF, 50V) in
the field flyback boost network. M.McC.

Toshiba 36ZP38B
"Picture going off' was the complaint
with this huge, heavyweight widescreen
set. After a few minutes the picture would
bounce vertically then go into a 'freeze
frame' of coloured vertical bands.
Occasionally the picture would blank out
altogether and the set would revert to
standby.
A call to Toshiba technical provided
the solution to the problem. There's a
screened can that Toshiba calls the DFS
module, circuit reference HX01, in the
centre of the signals panel. Once a
replacement, part no. 23148027, had been

fitted there was no further trouble.
Although the fault had been sensitive to
tapping, the man at Toshiba said he had
never been able to repair one of these
modules. After a look inside I believed
him! M.McC.

Durabrand 14in TV/DVD
This supermarket TV/DVD combi unit
played DVDs all right but the TV side
was unusable because signals couldn't be
tuned in. As I had no circuit diagram I
carried out some checks around the tuner
and found that there was OV at the tuning
voltage pin whichever channel was selected. The tuning system seems to be conventional, and I found a 33V voltage stabiliser (ZD101) near the tuner. There was
no voltage here either. Tracing back, I
came to its feed resistor R161 (100k52)
which is in front of the line output transformer. One leg was dry-jointed. Attention
to this restored normal operation. M.McC.

Matsui 28N10 (11AK37
chassis)
The fault was described as "flickering". At
first I couldn't get the set out of standby,
but the child lock was on of course! When
I used the remote-control unit a picture
appeared briefly then tripped off. But I
had sensed rather too much EHT, and a
quick check revealed that the HT was at
175V.
The usual culprits are R817 and R854
in the HT sensing network, but in this set
they had been replaced with a single
140k52, 1 per cent resistor. Still just as
unreliable however. The HT was correct
when I replaced it with two hi-stab 68kQ
resistors. G.D.

JVC AV28GT15JF (11AK45
chassis)
The owner reported that the off-air picture
had become intermittent then failed altogether. This looked like a tuner fault, but
checks showed that its 12V supply was
missing. The 2.7kQ surface-mounted feed
resistor R210 had gone open-circuit
because the associated decoupling capacitor C213 was leaky. When checked it produced a reading of under 200Q. G.D.

Matsui 25BKG/25NO3
The line output transformer in this set was
arcing so I fitted a replacement.
Unfortunately the resulting picture was
wrapped around at the right-hand side,
with a bar at the left. Looking at the data
for the TDA8843 jungle chip led me to
pin 41 (blanking and line feedback),
where there was a curious waveform. This
pin is connected to a resistor, RL14
(8.2kQ), which is buried under the
heatsink. It was open-circuit. G.D.
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Mitsubishi CT15M2TX (Euro 7
chassis)
Low contrast and brightness were the complaints with this set. In fact the picture was
barely visible, with only highlights showing. There was no improvement when the
setting of the first anode control was
advanced.
The symptoms suggested that the
TDA3651A video/chroma chip IC251
could be faulty. Before replacing it however I decided to carry out some checks.
Contrast level and beam limiting are carried out at pin 7, where the voltage should
be about 3V with a normal picture. The
voltage was low at only 0.9V, and using
the remote-control unit to alter the contrast
brought little increase. The brightness level
is set at pin 11, where the voltage was also
low — 1V instead of 2.2V for a normal picture.
Both pins are connected to a switching
transistor, Q704 (type JC501), via diodes
D728 and D729 respectively. This transistor was faulty, and as a result the voltages
were being pulled down. A BC368 proved
to be a suitable alternative, providing a
complete cure. J.T.

Sharp CE28DN-4 (EB6A
chassis)
This set belonged to my son and had
worked perfectly for four years. An intermittent fault then appeared. The picture
would become either all blue or all green,
accompanied by raster size reduction and
bright flyback lines. I found that the
TDA6103 RGB output chip IC701 got
very hot in the fault condition. As a precaution I fitted a replacement, but this
made no difference. I eventually found that
the fault could be brought on by tapping
the neck of the CRT gently. This suggested that the CRT was the cause of the problem, and in fact there was a heater-cathode

short in the blue and green guns when the
fault was present.
It occurred to me that isolating the
heater supply from the chassis might work.
I found an old 6.3V transformer and connected it in circuit. A three-hour soak test
brought no recurrence of the fault, so this
seemed to be the solution. But the colours
were all wrong. I went into the service
mode and adjusted the RGB balance. After
a bit of fiddling I managed to get a nigh
perfect picture.
I soak tested the set for a couple of
days, with some CRT neck taps, and found
that the fault had been 'cured'. In case the
line output transformer had been stressed
by the fault condition, I fitted a replacement then returned the set to my son. His
wife commented that it now worked "better than ever"! What should have been a
journey to the tip turned out to be a case of
happy families. B.S.
Tevion TBCTV2800 (Beko 14.2
chassis)
This set had been through our hands a few
weeks previously, but came back with the
same symptoms, i.e. dead apart from the
LED glowing. The LED dimmed, as it
should, when attempts were made to bring
it out of standby, but nothing else happened. On the previous occasion replacing
the optocoupler in the power supply had
got the set going, but obviously the real
cause of the trouble was elsewhere.
I won't take up space with all the dead
ends and red herrings we followed before
we found that the MC44608 chopper control chip was working with only its startup supply, which is applied to pin 8 via
D601, straight from live mains. The running supply at pin 6 failed to appear. This
is derived from the chopper transformer,
rectified by D607 with C610 as the reservoir capacitor. There's also a 4.7pH
choke, which is in series with D607. This
was the cause of the fault — it was opencircuit. Ironically it's mounted close to the
wrongly-accused optocoupler, so it is possible that the process of optocoupler
replacement had temporarily healed the
fault in the choke. At least that's my
excuse!
Here are a couple of points to note with
this chassis. The power supply will not
work when a tungsten lamp is used as a
dummy load. Use a high-wattage resistor
of about 2.2k52 instead. Also beware of the
main reservoir capacitor. With the fault
above the chopper stops instantly when
power is removed, leaving the charge with
nowhere to go. So if you encounter one of
these beasts with a charged-up mains
reservoir capacitor you'll know what to
look for. Also note that some versions of
the MC44608 IC won't work unless a
47kS2 resistor is fitted in series with the
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start-up diode D601.
Although this is a Beko chassis, the
power supply has much in common with
those in some Vestel chassis. The
11AK30 is almost identical except for the
component numbering, and the standby
arrangement is very similar to the system
described by Alan Dent in the April
issue.
A CD-ROM version of the service
manual can be obtained from SEME.
You will find it amongst the components
listed for the LG Model RI-28CZ10RX.
Fortunately we had one of these at the
time the Tevion came in. G.M.S.

Sharp CV3730H (14B chassis)
This set is a mains portable that was
assembled in Malaysia. The cause of the
fault took me a long time to find. At
switch on there was a flash from the red
LED for about a second, then nothing.
No results at all. A check for HT at
TP702 produced a reading of almost
120V — the correct voltage is quoted as
115V. TP702 is connected to the 1052
resistor R611, which provides the feed to
the line output stage where nearly 120V
was present. There was almost 11.5V at
the output from the LT rectifier, D302,
on the secondary side of the chopper
power supply. Meter and scope checks in
the line driver stage then showed that
there was no line drive input. This comes
from pin 37 of the TDA8362 IF/colour
decoder/timebase generator chip IC801.
I eventually found that Q605 had no
base bias, because the surface-mounted
resistor R625 (100kQ) was open-circuit.
Q605 provides a start-up supply for
IC801, at pin 36. See Fig. 1. The board is
drilled to take a normal resistor as an
option in the R625 position, so I fitted a
conventional 0.5W type. This restored the
start-up supply and the set then worked.
G.H.

Thomson 28WF45E (ICC20
chassis)
The complaint with this set was that it
had for some time been difficult to get it
to switch on properly. The sequence
would often be as follows. The LED
quickly changed from red to amber then,
after 20-25 seconds, the set would go into
the protection mode and produce error
code 26. The customer reported that if he
switched the set off for a few minutes
and tried again it would usually come on
and continue to work normally.
When I tested the set the symptoms
were exactly as described above. But I
noticed that when the picture appeared it
was very soft and badly focused. It
improved significantly after a short time.
The cause of this is a poor tube of course.
Error code 26 is generated when the
tube's warm-up time is too long.
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11.5V
from
D302

Q605

D610

R627
150

IC801
pin 36
D623
8.2V

C648
220

Running
supply
9V
from
0604

Fig. 1: Start-up supply circuit for 1C801 in the Sharp 14B chassis.

I attempted to set up the tube's focus
and Al voltages to improve the picture
quality, in the hope that this would reduce
the warm-up time, but unfortunately it
made no difference. I then considered
tube reactivation, but before trying this I
decided to check with Thomson technical
to see if they had any suggestions.
This proved to be worthwhile, as a
software modification is available. It
ignores the warm-up time, effectively
deleting error 26. The answer is to
change the surface-mounted NVM IR002
to a new software type, part no.
35701490. Note the original geometry
settings, as a few will need to be altered
when the new device is fitted.
With the new software-type IC a picture appears after eight seconds but is
still poor for a time. To prove a point I
removed the tube's heater and Al supplies and found that the set powered up
fully, with a green LED, sound and no
sign of error 26, in eight seconds. I think
this could become a common problem, as
I subsequently had two more of these sets
with the same trouble. A.J.

Sony KV32FX68B (AE6B
chassis)
The symptoms with this large, ten-month
old set were no sound or picture with just
a flashing red LED. Checks proved that
one of the line output transistors, Q8804
(part no. 8-729-056-17), was short-circuit, and a closer look revealed a split
down the side of the line output transformer (part no. 1-453-340-41). When
replacements for these two items were
obtained and fitted the symptoms were
the same. Voltage checks quickly showed
that the 130V HT supply wasn't reaching
the line output stage, because the two
parallel-connected resistors R8894/5
(4.7Q safety type) were open-circuit.
Once these had been replaced the set
powered up with sound and a picture, but
there was bad EW bowing.
The raster-correction circuitry in this
model is very complex, with a large com-

ponent count. I found it easiest to carry
out cold checks in this area, and eventually cured the problem by replacing four
surface-mounted transistors that were
short-circuit all ways round. These were
Q8119, Q8120, Q8122 and Q8123, which
are all identical pnp devices (part no. 8729-216-31). They are mounted on a
small panel, called D board, that's separate from the main PCB. A.J.

Thomson 10MH73B (TX91
chassis)
The complaint with this 10in. mains/battery model was "difficult to get it to
come on from standby or, if it does come
on, it runs for a varying length of time
then reverts to standby". When I tested
the set it came on normally, ran for about
ten minutes then shut down with the red
LED alight. Some quick checks cleared
the power supply, as its outputs were still
present and correct, but there was no line
drive. It was missing at source, which is
pin 36 of the signals processor chip IV01.
Checks around IVO1 revealed that the
9V supply at pin 42 fell to about 1V
when the set failed. This supply comes
from pin 8 of the 9-pin voltage regulator
chip IR02. The voltage here was varying
wildly. This was also the case with the
voltage at pin 7, which receives a feedback sample of the output at pin 8 via a
potential divider that consists of RRO5
and RR06. The voltage inputs at pins
and 2 of IR02 remained stable and correct at all times.
The set ran normally when an external
9V supply was connected to pin 8 of
1802, so attention was turned to resistors
RRO5 (4.31(Q) and RRO6 (1.6k52). The
value of RRO5 was correct but the value
of RR06, at the earthy end of the network, read between 3kQ and 101(Q as the
temperature changed. RRO6 is a surfacemounted component. As there was room
I replaced it with standard carbon resistors, making up the value (approximately) by using two of them. This provided a
reliable repair. A.J.
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Sharp 51AT-15H

Sony KV25K5U

Intermittent picture, intermittent line
sync and intermittent frame shifted
down were the problems with this TV. I
eventually traced the responsible item to
R712 (560R) base resistor to the 8v regulator transistor Q803.

Intermittent no sound or picture was the
complaint with this TV. On inspection I
found that the line driver transistor was
dry jointed.

Panasonic NV-HD640 VCR
For a while video recorders were not
worth repairing but now as the supply
of new ones dries up and people are
left with racks of pre-recorded video
tapes they are becoming more willing
to have them repaired. This one was
crinkling tapes and the customer was
complaining of intermittent eject.
A new pinch roller sorted out the first
problem and the second one was
traced to a cracked loading motor pulley (VDP1660).

Proline 28N1

Sanyo 32WN5 (Chassis EB7)
I was called to this set with the reported
fault of sound but no picture. EHT was
present as was the 200 volt supply to the
crt base and the heaters were lit. The
three cathodes though had 180v on
them. The frame circuit checked OK so
that wasn't the problem. I eventually
solved the problem with the tried and
trusted tap with a screwdriver on the tube
neck and the picture appeared. Oh
dear, another one destined for the
scrapheap.

Sharp 32LF92H (11AK45)
This TV was over-scanning and the E/W
was bowing. I found that D611
(UF5407) was leaky, C622 (18n 1Kv but
varies depending on set) was faulty and
these had damaged Q201 and Q223
(Both BC848B sm transistors).
Replacing these and a quick prayer
resulted in a normal raster.

Sony KD28DX4OU
This set was dead and the line output
transistor was s/c. Now I am always suspicious when this transistor is faulty and
look for reasons for its demise. I
checked and resoldered around the line
stage although the joints all looked OK. I
replaced the transistor shut my eyes and
switched on. I was right to have been
suspicious as the line output transformer
crackled and smoked and the new transistor said goodbye. A new transformer
and a second transistor produced an
excellent picture.

This set was dead and I diagnosed a
short circuit line output transistor. On
inspection I found that the buffer
capacitor was dry jointed and the heat
had caused it to bulge. Replacing these
two items and re-soldering various suspect joints completed the repair.

Toshiba 2812DB
Sound but no picture was the reported
fault with this machine but on arrival at
the house the TV was working. On interrogation the customer said that the picture faded slowly and then would reappear over a period of time. I headed
straight for the CRT heater circuit
which had a number of poor connections
on it. Re-soldering provided a complete
cure.

Mitsubishi CT 33B3STX
This set suffered from intermittent
sound and picture although the tube
heaters were lit and there was EHT. I
traced the problem to the IF panel which
was dry jointed. You have to remove the
panel which is soldered in before you
can get into it to attempt a repair.
Usually you will find the IF coils are dry
jointed (a la T201/2 in Sony sets). After
repairing the joints and refitting the
panel you switch on and hope you
haven't missed any otherwise you will
have to repeat the operation.

Watson FA7040
Varying height and frame linearity
were the problems with this Makro special. A cure was effected by replacing the
frame flyback capacitor and re-soldering
the frame output IC cured the faults.
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Samsung model CZ21
A8VN /Toshiba 21 SO4A
chassis type KS3A
Power supply faults — Dead
If the set is dead but the red LED
blinks check firstly for open circuit fuse
FB802 (630 milli amp).
If the fuse is at fault and a replacement causes a second failure then
suspect a faulty line output transformer (T 444) which has gone shorted
turns.
If this proves to be alright then
check the output voltage from the
power supply if the output voltage
proves to be high then check the
resistor R821 (133 kilo ohms) for
increase in value or open circuit.
If after plugging receiver into mains
input circuitry there is no LED lit on front
it is necessary to check the microprocessor circuitry.
The microprocessor IC901 check
the supply volts are correct there is no
short circuit the reset and crystal are
functioning correctly then replace the
processor IC90 1 (SIM806EW-A0 15).
If, however this all proves to be
alright check that the input voltage is
present on IC903 (78RM33) if the
input is correct but no output then
replace IC903 (78RM33).
If this is negative and the input voltage is incorrect or missing then check
diode D801 (IN5397GP-600V) and /or
diode D801 (IN4004) check by replacement as they may not read faulty.
If both diodes prove to be alright
then check the input voltage to IC804
(KA7806) if this is alright replace IC804
(KA7806).
If the input voltage to IC804 is incorrect then check diode D806 (FM-G 125)
if faulty then replace and be sure to
check resistor R828 (1 ohm) for open
circuit.
If this all proves to be negative then
check IC801 S (KA3S 1265P) for short
circuit and FP80 1 S (5amp) for open circuit. If this all proves to be functioning
correctly then check if the LED is on
check the the microprocessor L.T. line is
the correct voltage.
If this is incorrect then trace the
L.T.line back to source.lf however
there is voltage but it is low then check
IC90 1 (SIM806EWA015) by replacement.
If the voltage varies normally on pin
50 of IC901901 when using the remote
control check D,C, conditions on Q908
(KSC815) if incorrect then replace.
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If Q908 proves to be alright then
check IC803 (78R08) for incorrect D.C.
conditions this may require replacement.
If this IC803 is operating correctly check
IC201S (VDP3112B) for line drive
waveform from pin 50 if very low or no
output then suspect IC20 1 S as being at
fault.
If the waveform is however present
on IC20 1 Spin 50 trace back to transistor Q204 (KSC815) check the D.C. conditions and if they are incorrect then
replace fRuIty transistor.
If all this proves to be negative then
trace back through Q402 (KSC2073) to
the line driver transistor Q401
(KSC5703) back to the line transistor
Q404.
In some cases if the power supply
does not start-up check the resistors
R802 (15 kilo ohms) R803 (15 kilo
ohms) and or R804 (15 kilo ohms) check
any of these for open circuit.
If the set is dead then check IC801S
(351265R) has being at fault but once
again before switching on always be
sure to replace the zener diode DZ803
(MTZJ3OD) this as usually gone short circuit if the I.C. is at fault.
On IC80 1 S it requires at lease 15
volts output voltage appears to be too
high or unstable be sure to check resistor R821 (133 kilo ohms) for change in
value.
If there is a noisy power supply or
lines rolling down the screen check C803
(470uf) for low capacity.
if the soft start circuitry is not working
this will blow the chip IC801S
(KA3S1265A) to pieces the start-up circuitry uses C811 with the charging voltage being limited by zener diode
DZ808 (MTZ7.5) check for short circuit
in any of these components or check by
replacement.

Line stage faults
The first check in the line stage is to
check the line output transistor Q40 1
(KSC5703) check for short circuit or in
some cases a leaky condition.
If the line output transistor as gone
short circuit check or ensure there are
no dry-joints on the line driver transformer (T401). If still in trouble then
check that there are no dry-joints on
the line driver transistor Q402
(KSC2073).
If, however this still proves to be
negative then suspect that the Flyback
transformer (T 444) as developed
shorted turns in its windings.
Check the D.0 conditions or resis-

tance of coils. If in the line stage
excessive width occurs then check
capacitors C426 (270nf 400v) and if
this is fitted be sure to change to
(430nf 400v).
On the larger Samsung sets model
WS28M64N if this set is dead and
ticking and the line output transistor
Q401 (2SD5703) is short circuit but the
replacement overheats badly and then
fails again this is due to shorted turns
on the Flyback transformer (T 444).
This fault may also cause no results
with the red LED blinking check the
fusible protector FB802 (630 milli amp)
for open circuit. If after replacement of
protector FB802 it goes open circuit
again then it is necessary to replace
the Flyback transformer (T 444).
In some cases with these sets the
unit does not come on the green LED
is lit but there is no line drive then
check for faulty capacitor C407 (1 nf2K
v) check by replacement or in some
cases you can see the bum mark on
the side of the capacitor.
If the line output and line driver
stages appear to be alright then check
the D.C. conditions on IC20 1
(VDP3112B) if they all appear to be
alright but there is no line drive waveform then replace IC20 1 (VDP3112B).
If, however there is a line drive
waveform on pin 50 of IC90120 1 but
not at the base of the line driver
transistor Q402
(2sc2073) then check Q204 (KSC
1815) for short circuit. if the tuning
capacitors C405 (6.3nf 1.6K v) and/or
C406 (6.3NF 1.6K v) check for short circuit or leaky condition, if these capacitors prove to be faulty this can give
excessive E.H.T. causing the set to trip.
If there is a intermittent operation or
cutting out check the thick film type
device HIC401 (KSD5703) check also
that there is no dry-joints on HIC401
device.
If all proves to be negative then
check IC20 1 S (VDP3112B) Video processor combination IC. Check for dryjoints. If there is a east/west faults then
check IC40 1 (LM393) check D.C. conditions or check for dry-joints on all pins.
If there is intermittent bright picture
or bright raster with flyback lines this
can be due a dry-joint on the G2 screen
control or it can be due to a faulty
Flyback transformer (T 444) this can be
proved by measuring the G2 screen volts
which can be displayed on a multimeter
showing a increase or decrease in
volts.
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In many cases a light tap on the G2
screen control can cause variation on the
picture. A similar fault can also occur
with the focus control also mounted on
the Flyback transformer (T444) the only
effective cure is to replace the Flyback
transformer.
If there is line collapse or intermittent
line collapse check the line scanning coils
or there connections (GT 40 1/GT 402)
for dry-joints.

Video faults
If there is video faults with the sound
appearing to be alright. It is necessary
firstly to check the G2 screen control is
there a video picture be blank raster
with possible flyback lines or is there line
collapse or frame collapse.
If the deflection circuitry both line
and frame scanning proves to be
alright check the CRT tube base check
carefully the cathodes red, blue and
green.
If the cathode voltages are correct
then check the CRT heater if not lit
then check resistor R523 (1.5 ohms)
for open circuit. If this still proves to be
negative then check the connections
from the main P.C.B. to the C.R.T.
tube base.
If this all proves to be alright then
check for faulty Flyback transformer (T
444) or if this proves to be operating
correctly suspect a faulty C.R.T. with a
open circuit heater.
If however when checking the G2
screen control the deflection is not
correct then check the video processor
IC20 1 S (VDP3112B) pin 31 vertical
drive or pin 50 line drive.
If the frame drive pin 31 is incorrect
then check DZ202 (MTZJ5.6B) by
replacement. If however zener diode
proves to be alright then suspect
IC201S as being at fault. If the vertical
drive on pin 31 is correct then trace
back to frame output IC30 1.

Frame output faults
If there is a frame fault the most common being frame collapse check D.C.
voltage on IC301 (LA7845), if there is no
volts on pin 6 offtame output IC301
check 5resistor R425 (0.47 ohms) for
open circuit or check diode D401
(RUZ0A60V) open or short circuit.
If still at fault then check DZ302
(MTZJ24 B) zener diode for short
circuit.
If this proves to be alright then
check D.C. to IC803 (78R08) if incorrect trace back to source or replace
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IC803.
If this all proves to be alright then
check for dry-joints on frame scanning
coil connections GT30 1 IGT302.
Check the frame scanning coils for
open circuit or may be the coils have
arc across to create shorted turns.
If this all is working correctly then
check capacitor C301 (1 uf50v) for
short circuit. Check also the resistor
R424 (0.47 ohms) for open circuit.
If this all proves to be negative then
check the zener diode DZ303
(MTZJ24B) for short circuit.

No Sound
The first check for no sound is to ensure
the loud speaker connections are correct
and there is no dry-joints.
If this all proves to be alright then
check that the 14 volts is present on
pin 3 and pin 13 of IC901602 (TDA
7297) sound amp I.C. if the 14 volts is
missing then check resistors R630
and/or R631 (2x 0.33 ohms) for open
circuit.
If this proves to be alright then
check F A803 (7 amp) circuit protector
for open circuit. If the protector F A803
is open circuit however then it is
necessary to check diode D807
(FM6125) for short circuit and /or
capacitor C820 (3300uf) for short
circuit.
If still at fault then check voltage on
IC602 (TDA7297) pin7 if the pin
appears to be in a low state then the
sound is muted. If this is the case then
check D816 (TVRI OG) and/or Q906
(KSC 1815) check D.C. conditions or by
replacement. If IC602 pin7 proves to
be correct then check IC601
(MSP34116-A2) pin 24 and pin 25 if
the results are incorrect then replace
the Sound amp IC602 (TDA7297).
If pins 24/25 on IC601 prove to be
normal ensure the 5 volt and 8 volt
lines to IC601 are present. If the L T
lines are correct then check that the
input to IC60 I from the tuner unit is
correct, but if incorrect then replace
tuner unit (TUOI5)

CRT/CRT tube base faults
If there is loss of one colour Red IC503,
Green IC502 and Blue IC50 I (3x TDA61
0 1 Q) check the individual I.Cs.
This series of IC901 (TDA61 0 1 Q)
can also give a bright colour raster
which could be red, green or blue.
The same symptoms can also be
caused by a faulty C.R.T. If there is no
picture be sure to check that the

C.R.T. heaters are are lit and not open
circuit. If the C.R.T. heaters are not
open circuit but are still not lit check
resistors R523 and! or R522 (2x 0.68
ohms) for open circuit.
If there is only red colour parts on
the picture which come up visibly has
red streaks are due to resistor R503
(10 kilo ohms) on the C.R.T. P .C.B.
If there is no picture content at
switch on but the sound is alright with
E.H.T. present. The picture appears
alright when the G2 screen control is
changed. This can be traced to resistor
R528 on C.R.T. tube base. If the set is
dead then check capacitor C511 (10uf
50v) for short circuit.

Tuner/IF faults
The most common fault with the tuner
unit is that the sound is alright but the
picture is very)' snowy.
This can be caused by faulty aerial
socket with the inner connection dry)'jointed on the tuner unit P.C.B.
If this proves to be alright then
check that the earth section of the
aerial socket is not cracked causing
snowy picture or may be intermittent
snowy pictures.
In some cases the tuner/I.F. units
can switch to SECAM which is caused
by a faulty Sound IC601 (MSP3411G)
check by replacement.
If there is tuning drift this can also
be due to a faulty tuner unit (TUO 15)
but before replacing the tuner unit
check the 33 volt stabiliser diode
ZD804 (TZP33A) check the D.C.
condition or by replacement.
If there is a fault on the SCL/SDL
series data lines this may cause the
tuner unit to shut down giving no IF.
output.
If you feed signal in on the scart
socket and in a A V mode and it will
give sound and pictures on the screen
then this puts the fault in tuner or IF.
units.

Remote Control faults.
The remote control for these models can
be very)' reliable the battery)' connections can cause intermittent or no
operation.
The robber sheet with the contacts
on if badly worn can cause many
different faults like one channel not
being able to select.
In some cases if the remote control
is not working at all check the LED for
dry)'-joints this can also cause intermittent operation of remote control.
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50 years ago
Recent articles and
correspondence have shown our
readers to have a lively interest
in television's history. And, there
are few better records of that
history than the past issues of
this magazine, which first
appeared in April 1950.

known — is 'The VM Band III
Converter'.
The VM reference may need a little
explanation, however, especially for
younger readers!

•THE V.M. BAND III CONVERTER.

Viewmaster

It is an abbreviation for Viewmaster, a
do-it-yourself television set which
could be built at home from a set of
plans produced by TCC — the Tubular
n January 1956, the big news
Condenser Company.
was the coming of ITV which, for
Unbelievably, it was claimed at the
the first time, broke the BBC's
time that more than 30,000 of these
television monopoly. The
receivers were in use, all built, one
Croydon transmitter serving
assumes, on the kitchen table!
London on channel 9 had opened on
Practical Television's lead article
22nd September 1955, and the
was ostensibly, therefore, a description
Lichfield transmitter covering
of a 'converter' for the Viewmaster,
Birmingham and the Midlands on
except that it was not.
channel 8 was already radiating test
The Viewmaster was a TRF design.
transmissions.
With all RF amplification taking place
Most viewers, however, could
at signal frequency, instability probreceive neither of these Band III
lems would have been almost guaranchannels, as they had single-channel
teed with an ordinary set-top-box
receivers permanently tuned to their
converter.
local Band I BBC transmitter.
Even worse, the London version of
Small wonder then, that there was
the Viewmaster had the vision stages
enormous interest in converters — the
aligned for the wrong sideband. (In
first set-top boxes — which shifted the
1956, Alexandra Palace was still
frequency of the ITV signal to the BBC
radiating a double-sideband vision
channel so that it could be received by
signal.) The designers had, therefore,
those single-channel sets.
bitten the bullet, and had, in earlier
This was a far from ideal solution,
issues, described how to convert the
of course, not least because re-radiaViewmaster's RF section so that it
tion of the converted signals could
worked as an IF strip.
cause severe interference with other
The Viewmaster converter was,
nearby receivers.
therefore, actually a fully-fledged Band
Despite their shortcomings, convert- I and Band III tuner with outputs at
ers were the cheapest way for most
the then-standard IF frequencies of
people to get ITV, and they were very
34.65 MHz for vision and 38.15 MHz
popular.
for sound.
It comes as no surprise, therefore, to
As can be seen from the pictures,
see that the headline on the cover of
the design is interesting because it
the January 1956 of Practical
used a printed circuit board — available
Television — as this magazine was then from TCC, of course — which was
something
quite novel
at the time.
Indeed, it
was so novel
that the
magazine
devotes
considerable
space to
describing
how to fit
components
to the board,
and how best
•••
,TRR
to solder
rig, 1 —Theoretteal circuit of the tuner.
them.
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For constructors of the era, this was
the equivalent of moving into the
realm of surface-mount devices and
lead-free solder!
One other interesting point. The
tuner uses a standard switch, rather
than the turret arrangement popular
in commercial equipment and, in the
interests of simplifying construction,
no attempt is made to cover the full
twelve Band I and Band III channels.
Instead the unit covers a single channel in Band I, plus two in Band III.
But why two Band III channels? The
text explains that the BBC is expected
to start broadcasting an alternative
programme in Band III, presumably in
the not-to-distant future.
In the event, of course, those who
built the tuner would have to wait
more than eight years for the launch of
BBC2, only to find that they still could
not receive it as the transmissions
were in the UHF bands, and used 625
lines rather than 405.
The tuner's circuit diagram shows a
typical double-triode cascode RF stage,
followed by a triode-pentode mixer
oscillator. The valves will be familiar
to anyone involved with television in
the 60s and 70s — the PCC84 and the
PCF80.
The text explains that, even though
the Viewmaster has parallel-fed
heaters, these valves with seriesconnected heaters were chosen as it
simplified the design of the PCB and,
for the additional heater transformer
needed, "it was not considered at all a
disadvantage to specify a 16V winding
rather than a 6.3V winding."
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Sharp 32LF92h (11ak45b
Chassis)
This chassis is being used quite extensively it came in for geometry problems
and blanking out when selecting
screen sizes. The Eprom was the fault
IC502 however you need to go on the
technical website and find bulletin
CTV20050402 which gives you the
part numbers for different models.
The P/P for P/No for this model was
V20148983.

P, T1, 90 Chassis
In this report I have not mentioned the
make or model number, the fault
which I have reported before is frame
Bounce. The modification that was
used earlier has not been successful in
some cases. You now need to order
PT90 Modkit3 which involves fitting
two electrolytics and a surface mount
capacitors, full instructions are given,
hopefully this should be the end to this
ongoing problem.

Sony KV-28LD6ou
Two of these sets came in with the
same fault that being no remote control
functions, using the scope from the
remote control sensor I eventually
arrived at the 'm' board.
Unplugging this board brought
me to IC0002SAA5667HL/M1/1036
which reminded me of the Philips
Painter chip. Comparing the price of
the I. E. and a new board there was not
a great difference. The 'm' board was
ordered P/No A1300287A £40.13 +
VAT and when fitted brought back the
remote control functions.

Sony KV-28LS6ou
This set came in dead with the red
L.E.D. flashing. I did not pay attention
to the number of times because in
these sets I always check the line output transistor.
In every case it is always short circuit 25c5696 P/no. 872905617 caused
by the line output transformer P/No
859885150. When both parts were
replaced the set was still dead with the
L.E.D flashing four times. R8895 and
R8896 both 0.4752 0.5W were open circuit. They supply the —ive and +ive L.T.
supplies to the field output I.C. these
two components completed the repair.

Samsung WS-28M64N
This set came in with a very intermittent crackle on the sound. It was on
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soak test for over a week and I heard it
twice. Off with the back and in goes the
hairdryer which brought me to IC601
MSP3410D P/No 1204-001661 where
you could activate the fault. I noticed
when the replacement arrived it had a
slightly different number MSP3411G.
It cured the fault which was proven
after a long soak test. MSP stands for
Multiple sound processor.

Philips 28PW6517/05 L1.1E
Chassis
This set came in with a purity problem.
The auto deguassing appeared to be
working, so a replacement CRT was
ordered. I was not confident that it
would solve the problem because
Philips tubes normally cause going into
standby but having said that Philips
CRTs are not the most reliable. When
it arrived and was fitted the purity
problem was still present. The next
step was to check the degauss circuit
again, applying cold checks I came
across component reference 3509
470Q resistor which was open circuit.
A replacement corrected the purity and
no doubt the CRT will be used eventually.

PHILIPS 25PT4458/05 LO4E
CHASSIS
These sets are less than a year old and
already I don't like them. The picture
on this one was displaced to the right
and had a tendency to jump back giving the impression it was a dry joint. I
must thank Philips Technical for
their assistance. Replace circuit reference 2486 27PFD 500 Volt capacitor in
the line stage P/No 225250808255
would put matters right. Good information he was spot on.

TATUNG T28NG8OS G
SERIES
I like working on Tatung sets but
unfortunately we do not see many in
the workshop. This one was dead and
tripping, straight to the line output
transistor Q403 BU2508AX which
was short circuit. The usual dry joints
on the line driver transformer were
innocent. The cause of its failure was
due to a lovely dry joint on the scan coil
socket. Always a good picture on
these sets.

BUSH 2017 SIL VESTEL
CHASSIS
This cheap set from one of the super-

markets came in dead with a slight
tripping noise. A quick check on
Q603 BU208 DF1 (Darlington
Transistor) showed that it was short
circuit. There was no sign of dry
joints, so reluctantly I replaced it and
switched on, and the set sprang to life.
However, I am never happy just
replacing the line output transistor.
There is generally a cause for its failure. Freezing components individually on the line stage was a wise decision.
When C613 was sprayed, the line started to tear. 100MFD 50 Volt its
replacement and a long soak test
proved the answer.

THOMSON T70171 R
TX807CS CHASSIS
This set came in dead with the L.E.D
flashing continuously. On the earlier
TX807 Chassis when this happened it
was in child lock. To come out of this
all you need to do is press any number
button on the remote control. There
was a look of disappointment on my
face when this did not put it right this
time. A few checks brought me to the
line output transformer, which was
promptly ordered and fitted.
S.E.M.E Supply I.T Code No.
LOPTX1344 £17.10+VAT.

PHILIPS 28PW6322/05
MD1.2E CHASSIS
Whenever these sets come in with a
blue picture I immediately think CRT.
However,the blue screen did not look
like a tube fault. On the tube base I
removed component reference 7302
BF869, the blue output transistor
which restored red/green. Further
checks on the base brought me to 3309 1
K ohm 1/2 watt, which had burnt out.
Comparing cold checks with the red output stage with the blue revealed an 80
ohm reading across the base/emitter of
7303 BF422 transistor. Replacement of
this component restored the blue level to
its correct state.

SANYO CE28FWN3-B
The customer said there was a flash
and the set went into standby. The
line output transistor Q432 2SD2580
was short circuit. There was no
obvious reason for this so in the
interest of sanity I ordered 2 transistors and the line output transformer
T451. When the parts arrived I fitted
the transistor and switched on. I
was rewarded with a loud crack
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across the transformer. Fortunately,
the transistor survived and after
replacement of the transformer,all
was well. Q432 P/No. 4051442307
T451 P/No. 6450519659.

TOSHIBA 29N23B 11AK37
CHASSIS
This set was dead with the red
standby light flickering continuously.
I checked all the usual components in
the power supply,which proved they
were in working order. From this it
was apparent that something was
preventing the power supply starting
up. Time for drastic action, I
removed D889 MCR22,although its
marked as a diode its actually a
thyristor. The set sprang to life.
The activity of D889 is controlled by
the micro. The 5 Volt supply for the
micro is from regulator IC802-its
output was low at 2 Volts. There are
two capacitors, C827 and C838,
which are decoupling capacitors,
C827 4700 MFD 16 volts was open
circuit. Replacement of this component fully restored the set to working
order.

GOODMANS GTV69W4SIL
11AK37 CHASSIS
This set was totally dead, no standby
light,no HT voltage. The 330 volts
across the smoothing block C809 was
present. The voltage on PIN 6 of IC
800 was pulsing from 8-12 volts. The
smoothing capacitor remained
charged when the set was switched off.
A clear indicator that the fault is in the
power supply. After spending hours on
the power supply doing cold checks,
and finding nothing wrong the only
other alternative was to start replacing
parts. Out of desperation I replaced the
3 BA159 diodes-D804,D892 and D893
which miraculously brought the set
back to life.

TOSHIBA 28W33B
11AK37 CHASSIS
The customer complained that the
picture went greenish,and the usual
bang on the back of the set restored the
blue. A dry joint on the tube base perhaps??-No chance. With more time
spent on the set it was apparent it was
on the main board. After resoldering
the jungle I.0 and components

around it I was getting nowhere. I
eventually noticed the fault would
come and go when flexing the leads
which carries the RGB signal to the
CRT. No more time wasting,I hard
wired PL405 direct to the
board,which restored the correct
colour.

PHILIPS 32 PW6006/25
101.1E CHASSIS
This set came in dead and with most
Philips sets I generally do a quick cold
check on the line output transistor.
In this model it is circuit ref. 7460
BU4508DX transistor and it was
short circuit. I could find no other
fault and replaced it and the set fired
up. I put it on the soak test bench
and it ran for a few days but I did
notice on occasions the picture
jumped in from the right hand of the
screen. A phone call to Philips
Technical seemed a good idea where
he told me this was a common fault.
Replace circuit ref. 2455 47MFD 35
Volt capacitor which would also
cause the failure of the line output
transistor.

John Coombes
Sharp model 56FW53H
No picture/ sound alright.
If this fault gives no picture then be
sure to check capacitor C613 (0.68uf
400v) for open circuit or check for dryjoints on capacitor. If still in trouble
then check also R613 (2.2 kilo ohm 2w)
for open circuit. If the set still proves to
be at fault then check the zener diode
D516 (47v) for short circuit.

Matsui model 1420T
Dead
This fault can be traced to the
power supply check Transistor Q501
(2SK2647) for short circuit. If Q501
does prove to be at fault also check
diode DS22 for short circuit and
resistor R503 (22ohms) for open circuit. If all these components are at
fault and before switching on after fitting the new components also
replace IC504 (L0414817B) opto
coupler.

J.V.C. model LT-26C31BJE
No picture / sound alright.
Although there is no picture but
sound is alright the LCD set will
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intermittently go off to standby
mode. This fault can be traced to the
large P.C.B. heavily screened under
the AV P.C.B. check IC004 and/or
IC4103 for dry-joints this operation of
resoldering should not be undertaken
without the correct soldering equipment and careful operation to
restore normal function.

Bush model 7690D
Dead
If the set is dead initially check
the line output transistor Q605
(BU2508AF) for short circuit. If Q605
is short circuit then also check capacitor C626 (Oluf) for dry-joints. A new
Q605 and C626 is the best course of
action if the capacitor was dry-jointed
because this my have arc internally
giving an intermittent fault

Sony model KV28FX68U
Dead.
This fault can easily be traced to dryjoints on the transformer T6003.

Proline model 28N1
Dead

If this set is dead and there is a loud
whistling or squeal check the line output transistor TR16 (S2055N) for
short circuit. If after replacement
transistor TR16 goes short circuit
again be sure to check capacitor C69
(22nf 400v) for low capacity.

Hitachi model C2154S
Dead
This fault is located in the power supply check the resistor R836 (1.2 ohm)
for open circuit and/or capacitor C812
(471nf 2Kv) for short circuit.

Toshiba model 40PW08
No picture/sound alright.
This fault can be traced in some cases
to a faulty frame output IC 303
(LA7833S). But if this proves to be
alright then check the C.R.T. tube base
for transistor Q915 (A6317440)
which goes leaky.

Toshiba model 24Z33B
No tuning.
This is a quick fault to trace which is a
open circuit resistor R547 (220 kilo
ohms).
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Sharp 51AT-15H
Intermittent picture, intermittent
line sync and intermittent frame
shifted down were the problems with
this TV. I eventually traced the
responsible item to R712 (560R) base
resistor to the 8v regulator transistor
Q803.

Sanyo 32WN5 (Chassis EB7)
I was called to this set with the
reported fault of sound but no picture.
EHT was present as was the 200 volt
supply to the crt base and the heaters
were lit. The three cathodes though
had 180v on them. The frame circuit
checked OK so that wasn't the problem. I eventually solved the problem
with the tried and trusted tap with a
screwdriver on the tube neck and the
picture appeared. Oh dear, another one
destined for the scrapheap.

Sharp 32LF92H (11AK45)
This TV was over-scanning and the
E/W was bowing. I found that D611
(UF5407) was leaky, C622 (18n 1Kv
but varies depending on set) was
faulty and these had damaged Q201
and Q223 (Both BC848B sm transistors). Replacing these and a quick
prayer resulted in a normal raster.

Sony KD28DX4OU
This set was dead and the line output
transistor was s/c. Now I am always
suspicious when this transistor is
faulty and look for reasons for its
demise. I checked and resoldered
around the line stage although the
joints all looked OK. I replaced the
transistor shut my eyes and switched
on. I was right to have been suspicious
as the line output transformer crackled and smoked and the new transistor
said goodbye. A new transformer and a
second transistor produced an excellent picture.

Panasonic NV-HD640 VCR.
For a while video recorders were not
worth repairing but now as the supply
of new ones dries up and people are left
with racks of pre-recorded video tapes
they are becoming more willing to have
them repaired. This one was crinkling
tapes and the customer was complaining of intermittent eject. A new
pinch roller sorted out the first problem
and the second one was traced to a
cracked loading motor pulley
(VDP1660).
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Sony KV25K5U
Intermittent no sound or picture was
the complaint with this TV. On
inspection I found that the line driver
transistor was dry jointed.

Proline 28N1
This set was dead and I diagnosed a
short circuit line output transistor. On
inspection I found that the buffer
capacitor was dry jointed and the heat
ad caused it to bulge. Replacing these
two items and re-soldering various suspect joints completed the repair.

Toshiba 2812DB
Sound but no picture was the reported
fault with this machine but on arrival
at the house the TV was working. On
interrogation the customer said that
the picture faded slowly and then
would reappear over a period of time. I
headed straight for the CRT heater circuit which had a number of poor connections on it. Re-soldering provided a
complete cure.

Mitsubishi CT 33B3STX
This set suffered from intermittent
sound and picture although the tube
heaters were lit and there was EHT. I
traced the problem to the IF panel
which was dry jointed. You have to
remove the panel which is soldered in
before you can get into it to attempt a
repair. Usually you will find the IF
coils are dry jointed (a la T201/2 in
Sony sets). After repairing the joints
and refitting the panel you switch on
and hope you haven't missed any otherwise you will have to repeat the
operation.

Watson FA7040
Varying height and frame linearity
were the problems with this Makro
special. A cure was effected by replacing the frame flyback capacitor and resoldering the frame output IC cured
the faults.

Panasonic TX29AD2 DP
The customer complained of a loud
crack when the set was switched on
which was caused by a dry joint on
D544 in the line stage. The other fault
(not reported) was East West distortion
which was cured by going into the service mode and adjusting the width and
E/W controls. To get into Service
mode; Bass on max, Treble on min,
press F on the set then vol — on the set

while pressing reveal on the remote.
Pressing N gets you back out.

Philips
(MG2.1A)

32PW9556/05R

On switch on this set intermittently
went to standby with the LED flashing
red.I found that the relay 9584 contacts had burnt out so that no AC was
getting to the main power supply. I
replaced this and found that
although the set would go to standby
the LED stayed green. This was
caused by the other relay 1010 being
open circuit. Replacing both relays (5
volt coils single pole single throw)
cured the problems.

Philips
(L1.01)

28PW6506/05

An alarming amount of smoke from
back of this TV prompted the customer
to call me. On inspection it was coming
from the CRT base and involved VDR
3345 (P. No. 482211713016), which
connects the aquadag to chassis, was
caused by the Line Output
Transformer. Replacing both items
and carefully setting up the Al's
restored normal service.

Panasonic TX25A3
This TV reverted to standby. The
fault was caused by a faulty field output IC, which in turn had been seen to
by the 220uf feedback capacitor. The
TDA 8175 field chip is no longer
available but has been replaced by a kit
(TZS9EK026) from SEME. Fitting
this and the 1R5 resistor R566 cured
the fault after adjusting the height etc.

Phil Cooke
Toshiba 36ZP18Q
I arrived at the house and the customer said it had gone off so they had
taken the back off found a fuse that
had blown, changed it and it blew
again so they called me. For some reason they had replaced the back and all
the screws, so on removing it I was surprised to find the mains fuse intact,
instead F889 aT5A was distressed. Not
having a circuit with me I removed the
panel to trace its reason to be. It
appeared to be in the earth return on
the secondary side, so I checked
where the supplies went to, and
wasn't surprised to find a s/c reading
which I traced over to the sound output
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stage.The supply goes to Q640-Q670
and isolating them after removing the
panel quickly found the culprit. This
was replaced, the panel re fitted,
switch on and the fuse blew again.
Don't panic the thought of my chiropractor's fee should this have to be
taken to the workshop made me persevere in the house. I checked the line
again and it was dead short again so I
removed the large right hand panel
again but all cold checks seemed ok.
Don't panic again refit the panel and
make more checks. This time doing it
slowly I noticed that two four pin plugs
were identical and very close, these
being P606A and P607A guess what? I
had reversed them, fitting them correctly and a new fuse and all was now
well. The moral of the story Don't be in
a hurry and Don't panic.

Schneider SRF2108T
The customer phoned and said all was
well for about twenty minutes then the
picture gradually got brighter with
white lines until the screen went all
white. I told him what time to switch it
on the next day so that I could arrive
and see the fault. Sure enough when I
arrived there were the flyback lines. I
put my meter on the Al pin and of
course it went dark, but on removing it
a perfect picture returned. I resisted
the temptation to wack the tube and
switched off to make some cold checks
on the tube base. A good idea, the first
check was R709 a 220r which was o/c,
a replacement curing the problem.

Sony KV29F1U BE3D
chassis
Off air reception was ok except for the
low emission tube, but when cable
reception through the scart was on, the
picture was flashing on and off every
few seconds with changes of brightness,
a slight adjustment of RV701 the
screen voltage cured the problem.

Glyn Dickenson
Panasonic TX21-GV1
This televideo is a badged Daewoo. It
had worked very hard and was now
dead. There was a blown 5A plug fuse in
the internal holder — not very encouraging! Luckily there was a dead short
due to C835 (2n2, 630v) having blown
its side off. Replacing this brought
back life of sorts, but the LEDs flashed
and the relay clicked in sympathy.
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Eventually a picture appeared. There's a
standby power supply as well, and C840
(47uF, 25v) in the primary was found to
be low in value.

Hitachi C1420VT (Philips
televideo)
This set was dead. As I was removing
the back cover I powered it up to see
how dead it was — and was rewarded by
a degaussing thermistor that literally
exploded. I wondered why the fuse hadn't blown — well, it won't if it's been
wrapped in silver foil! In these days of
people being told they can sue for almost
anything, I wondered whether I would
have had any redress had I been
injured. At least the customer is now in
no doubt as to the differing purposes of
fuses and foil...

Panasonic TC21S1 (Z5)
This set was dead, although voltage was
present at the 'top' of IC801. The chip
was leaky, but a replacement
(STR51424-M) caused the set to make a
metallic thumping noise, although
standby worked. There's a thorough
explanation of the workings of this
power supply (it uses the then fashionable `hot' line output stage) in the
August 1996 issue of Television, which
led me to the HT rectifier thyristor D820.
It wasn't turning on sufficiently
because transistor Q803 (25131272)
was leaky.

Toshiba 24W33K (11AK37)
Time was you could rely on those nice
shiny reddish-brown high voltage
capacitors. Not any more! If you get a
line output stage fault go straight to the
capacitors — usually at least one will
have changed value. C618 (3n9, 1.6kV)
will blow the BU2508 instantly and
C625 (typically 0.12uF) can short causing severe E/W distortion.

Philips GR2.2 chassis
This oldish set had a picture which was
shifted to the right with severe
foldover. The TDA2579B causes many
faults on this set, but the cost of a
replacement led me to carry out further
checks before ordering one. There was a
very low waveform at pin 12 which is the
feedback from the collector of the line
output transistor. Checking back to see
why I stopped at a nasty brown patch on
the print side — C2559 (100uF, 25v) had
leaked through the print. This is the
decoupling capacitor for the line driver

stage. Replacement and a clean-up
resulted in a good picture.

Philips 28PW6517 (L01.1E)
Clicking on and off was the complaint
here. There was a vague burning
smell coming from the CRT base
where a small disc component was getting hot. This isn't a capacitor — it's a
thermistor between aquadag and true
earths to provide a reference potential.
It's also a red herring as the fault is due
to the line output transformer. The HR
replacement is HR7057. Amazingly
for a Philips, the set worked fine after
replacement with no other damage.

Panasonic Euro-2L
Hone of these arrives with a short-circuit
line output transistor, remove the
metal screening plate under the digital
section and resolder the lugs from the
top can. This will prevent the fault recurring. Incidentally, the digital processing
IC which causes all sorts of faults and
used to come as a kit is now obsolete.

Samsung SP42W5HSX
This projection set has one main problem — one of the two convergence
amplifier ICs fails with drastic misconvergence and jumping colours. They are
each on a large heatsink on the left of
the main PCB — some dismantling is
needed to remove them. For this reason
I replace them as a pair despite their
price. There are eight pairs of parallelconnected 150R resistors feeding them—
check for overheating here, also two
SOC-type fuses. The ICs are usually
type STK392-040, although -010
might be fitted — I use the type originally used. A word of warning — only use
genuine Samsung parts as pattern
components drift wildly as they heat
heat up and correct convergence cannot
be achieved. To adjust the convergence, enter mute, 1, 8, 3 in quick succession. This displays a crosshatch and
cursor which can be navigated and
adjusted by the joystick buttons.
Colours are switched on and off by the
two buttons adjacent to the zero button,
and active colour select is by keys 7 and
8. Store is via S-MODE I-II. After completion, carry out the 'perfect focus'
adjustment (top left under flap). The service manual is available via the
Samsung service portal. The 47" version
has the ICs and associated components
on a separate PCB which is more economic to replace as a complete unit.
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Philips 24PW6006
L01.1AA(chassis)
This set came in completely dead with
no standby light. I discovered the
start up voltage at pin 1 of the switching control i.c in the primary side was
at half its correct voltage(5v approx).
After various substituting of
parts(including i.c,fet)i found the
capacitor C2526 470NF surface
mount capacitor was leaky.i found
this by isolating pin 1 of the ic which
then produced oscillation at pin 1, so
obviously pin 1 was been loaded.

Matsui 20T10A TV
This set came in dead,voltage checks
showed all secondary voltages were present and correct,i discovered there was
no line drive because IC101 STV2246
was faulty.

Sony KV32C570U
This set would start up the standby light
would go green but there was no line
drive,the m board contains a painter
chip, it was this that was faulty.

Matsui 24WN20
This tv came in dead,the standby light
would go green then back to red,discov-

ered there was no line drive to lien output transistor TL2 due to no supply
voltage to the line driver transistor
TL1.Resistor RL1(15 ohms) was open
circuit due to DL15 being short circuit.

Panasonic TX28G1
This set came in dead the STR54041
was faulty

Toshiba VTV1534 TV/VCR
combi
This set had a screaming noise when
switch on,the lopt had a short circuit
primary

Samsung WS32A116T
This tv came in with what looked like
red flaring,scoping the red drive to the
red cathode showed the waveform to be
completely wrong. I discovered the
feedback resistor R506(82K) tob be
open circuit,this is becoming very common I have since have this several times
no only in the red but green and blue
channels.

Philips 32PW9308-EM5
This TV would intermittently trip, tapping the main board showed a filed
callapse, I found the field waveform to

be present at IC7440 pin 1 but was
missing at the frame i.c input, after
tracing the field waveform i came to
the field coupling transformer 5621 the
field waveform was present at its primart but disappeared at its secondary
removing the transformer I discovered
one of the pins had a poor connection to
its winding, remaking the connection
cured fault.

Samsung CW21A1 13V TV
This tv had no sound,resetting eeprom
brought up distorted sound, replaceing
the MSP34000G sound processor
cured fault.

Samsung SP43H3HTX rear
projector(with built in dvd)
This projection set would not play DVD
on its built in DVD player due the 8volt
supply (from the power supply
mounted vertically on the left hand
side when viewed from the rear)missing. I discovered the zener diode
DZ814(30Vzener) connected to
IC812S A KM1M05565R chopper i.c to
be leaky, I also discovered that the
chopper ic IC812S was dry jointed,
resoldering the i.c and replacing the
diode cured the fault.

Roy Blaber
BUSH 2877ntx AK19 chassis
Yet another AK19 chassis with an
east/west fault,not the usual suspects
C630,R629 or L602 but L604 with
shorted turns, its in the drain of
Q603 the east/west FET.

GRUNDIG MW70-502
cuc2059 chassis
This set came on with a very bright
screen and then it tripped off.There
was no 200 volts to the video output
chips because R24081&R5400 were
open circuit, the cause one of the
TDA6106q chips was short circuit.

GOODMANS TVC202
The cause of dead set was IC1901an
TDA6107JF video output chip, it
being short circuit.Only the JF version
will work and is available from
Charles Hyde.

GOODMANS 286NS Philips
L6.2 chassis
This set was dead with only 20 volts on
180

the 150 volt rail.Various checks were
made until I found D6502 an 15 volt
zenor was short circuit.

PHILIPS 21PT1557 L012eaa
chassis
This set was tripping but EHT was
heard at switch on. Suspecting high
HT I disconnected the line output stage
and quickly monitored the 95 volt
rail,which was high at 128 volts.
Replacing D6541 an 10 volt zenor was
the cure its connected to the anode of
the opto coupler.

WHARFEDALE GTV850
After replacing the degause positor
for mains fuse blowing.I switched on
to be rewarded with a good picture
but the sound had a whistle on
it,flexing the sound module varied the
volume of the whistle but soldering
suspect dry joints had no effect.Then
on closer inspection I realised the
panel was plugged into the main PCB
and not hard wired as I first
thought. The cure was to simply
apply some switch cleaner to the plug
and socket connection.

PHILIPS 25 PV720
This combi would intermittently go to
standby,reducing the contrast level
kept the TV on.Suspecting a beam current limiter fault I replaced D6541 an
22 volt zenor which is connected to

SANYO CBP2180 A5 chassis
For reverting to standby after a few
seconds, check R558 an330k resistor it
goes high in value and monitors the
180 volt rail.

Send your TV fault reports to:
TVEditorenexusmedia.com
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Pace ZIF tuner failure
Tuner failure in pace satellite receiver boxes is now one of the most
common faults there is ,I am of
course referring to models fitted with
the ZIF type tuner module,the
problem is caused by failure of the
MAX2104CCM 48 pin down converter chip and typical faults range from
stuck in st/by to no satellite signal
received sometimes intermittent or
affecting only some channels.Now
the underneath of the chip has a
metal pad which is not only the R.F
ground plane connection but also the
heatsink contact ,which of course
has to be soldered to the ground
plane on the pcb,investigation has
shown that the soldering between
these two areas is very poor and for
a long time I assumed this to be the
cause of the chip failure however
this has turned out to be incorrect
and the real cause of chip failure is
more complex.
Some time after 1996 Maxim
semiconductors introduced a change

in the moulding compound that is
used to produce the chips package
,phosphorus was added to the moulding compound as a flame
retardent,replacing Bromine and
Antimony which are not considered to
be very environmentally friendly and
it would seem that the addition of the
Phosphorus sets up some chemical
reaction within the chips package
leading to the growth of Silver
Dendrite between adjacent pins ,this
growth then results in high resistance shorts between pins.
Any one who has restored vintage
radios will be familiar with 1960 s
transistor radios that use the AF
XXX series of transistors in which
over time a crystal substance grows
within the transistor which eventually causes one of the lead outs to short
to the screen connection , a simple
way round this is to simply cut off the
screen connection extending the
transistors life.
Now in the case of the
MAX2104CCM there is a way to

destroy the Silver Dendrite growth
and believe it or not it is possible to
repair the chip without having to
remove or replace it ,this is of course
only a short term solution as the
Silver Dendrite will start to grow
again , remove the tuner and the
small metal screening can covering
the chip and heat up the chip to
around 190-200 degrees ,don't go
over 205 and then let it cool and hey
presto the chip will now be found to
work again,I have soak tested
repaired tuners in this way and they
still continue to work,but I stress
this is only a short term solution as a
repeat failure is inevitable.
Chips manufactured by Maxim
after November 2001 were produced
with non- Phosphorus based moulding compound ,but bare in mind
millions had already been produced
and many will still be sitting is stock
at semiconductor surplus suppliers so
beware ,the top of the chip carries the
date code as follows, 0145= 2001 year
, week 45( November).

7064 is to use the new SMD removal
system CHIP QUIK it will enable
normal solder to reflow at a safe low
temperature below 150 deg C (300
deg F ).So due to the low temperature
reflow it prevents mechanical damage
from I.C. extraction when the reflow
is incomplete. It will also stop thermal blistering burns and delamination of pcbs. This in turn will also
prevent heat damage to pads leads
and all circuitry .
Also it finally eliminates heat
damage to solder joints of adjacent
components. Because of the easy
replacement it will reduce labour cost
and eliminate loss P.C.B. due to heat
damage. So with just a little practise
the replacement technic can be
perfected very quickly with good
results every time. The CHIP QUIK
SMD1 kit can be obtained from
C.P.C. this contains 2.5 feet of CHIP
QUIK which is said can remove 8 to
10 S.M.D.s.
Also lcc syringe of CHIP QUIK no
clean rework paste flux. Alcohol pads
for clean-up and complete instruction
for SMD removal and clean-up. The
removal is very easy just apply the
flux to all leads with the syringe .

Then melt CHIP QUIK over all pins, it
is necessary to maintain CHIP QUIK
in a molten state long enough to
release the SMD device. Finally lift
the chip ( I.C.) off the P.C.B. with a
dental pick or vacpick or even tweezers. While still in a molten state use a
cotton swab flux to move excess to an
unused section of P.C.B. Then with
solder braid clean each pad until
thoroughly clean and finally remove
residue with a alcohol pad. Once
removal is complete and clean it is
necessary to be very precise about the
position of a new SMD. Incorrect
fitting gone lead to further faults or
even damage or the ruin of a new
SMD. There is quite along list of faults
caused by the Painter SMD IC7064.
• Intermittent sound mute.
• No reaction to remote control but
set controls work normally.
• Pincushion distortion or east/west
fault.
• Chroma as shifting and shadowing
effect.
• Standby LED flashes at half
intensity only set does not function.
• Dead LED flashing or just goes out.
• Color lines down picture.
• Ghosting image.

John Coombes
Philips model 28PW6515/05
Al OE Chassis
This Al0E chassis covers many
different models all of which have
thewell known Painter module which
contains the Painter I.C. 7064 which
can be a different type of IC for many
different models. The list that follows
is the different models the type of IC
and the part number.
28PW6305 28PW6315 28PW6515
29PT5515 32PW6305 32PW6515
part no; 935271077557 A10EP1-2.0
24PW6005 28PW5406 28PW6005
32PW5406 32PW6005
part no; 311125054511 AlOET1-1.8
28PW6315 28PW6526 32PW6315
32PW6526
part no; 996500010425 A10ED1-1.2
28PW6816
part no; 996500010426 A10EDN-1
28PW6826 32PW6826
part no; 996500012349 A10EDD1-1.3
32DW6557
part no; 996500014559
A10EGN1-1.4.
The replacement of SMD devices
can be difficult and can lead to the
ruin of the pcb in this case the
Painter module. The easiest way to
replace a SMD like the Painter IC.
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• Sometimes does not start-up/channel or picture slow to reappear
after channel changed.
• Switches off after 1 hour or longer.
• Muted sound while a DVD player
is used on EXT1 or EXT2.
• T.V. is switching intermittently to
EXT1.
• Sound distortion from DVD player
connected to external starts.
• Intermittent loss of sound.
It is worth mentioning at this
point when removing a SMD to give
added protection surround the SMD
with Chemask a high viscosity peelable temporary solder masking
agent. This protects P.C.Bs, contacts,
pins posts terminals and gold fingers
during wave soldering. After completed soldering it is removed easily by
hand or tweezers. This is produced by
CHEMTRONICS which is available
from C.P.C.
When the Painter I.C. has been
replaced then it is necessary to set-up
the receiver again.If the Painter IC is
fitted correctly when the set is
switched on then the relay will click
twice and the set will go into auto
search. If this tunes all channels it
then IC is operating correctly and it
may only be necessary to set-up the
geometry.But before checking all
functions be sure to set-up the optioncodes as external sockets may not be
working if the codes are incorrect.
Option codes can be found on the
label on the C.R.T.
If the download has not been made
correctly data corruption can occur
with problems like geometry data lost
or all programmes locked in some
cases the menu password is protected. If this fault occurs it is necessary
to change the eeprom ( N.V.M. none
volatile memory) IC7066 ( M24C32WMN6 ) to force the Painter IC to
initialize a download of default
values. If after changing the Painter
IC with the updated software which
is IC7064 from A10EP1.1x to
A10EP1-2.0 and there is intermittent
break —up of sound or even a stutter
or drop effect while using the start
input. This could be a problem which
requires the changing of addresses in
the eeprom ( N.V.M). for software
version A10EP1-1.6 change the value
of version main ID on address 12
( hex) from value 01 to 02. Also be
sure to change value of version sub
ID on address
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13 ( hex) from value 09 to 00. If
the software versions are lower than
A10EP1-1.6 wrie down IF PLL, AGC
and GEOMETRY alignment values
then replace with software version
A10EP1-2.0 changing the alignment
values in the service alignment
mode. Iff however there is a problem with the eeprom ( N.V.M. )
device which is likely to be corruption then there is only one course of
action and that is to replace IC7066
( M24C32-WMN6 ). If after replacing IC7066 eeprom turn on the set
and wait 30 seconds, then enter the
service mode ( SAM) and go to
options and set-up according to
numbers on the CRT sticker. If
however the television is still not
back to normal operation then it is
necessary to use the Philips
Compare diagnostic system to
upload a blank N.V.M. If this is
available go to the Compare/data
directory on your local hard disc and
open a hex file. Be sure to change all
values to ( 0 ) zero save and then
close file. Now start up Compare
and go to menu item Tool/Compare
tools eeprom read/write. Click on
load select the adjusted file and click
on o.k. Then click on write click o.k.
then wait until the file is upload to
the ( N.V.M.) and close Compare. At
this point go back and turn of the
television. Turn the set on again and
wait 30 seconds, then enter the
service alignment mode ( SAM) and
go to options code and set-up from
numbers once again on the CRT
sticker.
On this chassis there are a few
faults caused by IC7066 ( M24C32WMN6 ) the eeprom ( N.V.M.) the
first is in the service alignment
mode ( SAM) were there is no
remote control operation but the
picture and sound prove to be
alright. There can also be a fault
with erratic picture size. If there is
intermittent loss of color and no
tuning both of which can be caused
by a corrupt eeprom (N.V.M. )
IC7066. on a few rare occasions we
have found the eeprom causing
excessive green.If however if the
option codes prove to be incorrect
due to data corruption of the eeprom
be sure before replacing IC7066
eeprom that the capacitor C2962
4700uf ) is not at fault check by
replacement.

Power Supply Faults — Dead
One of the most common problems
on this chassis for no results is the
failure of the on/off switch ( 0132 )
which goes open circuit or overheats
very badly sometimes causing
damage to the Mains input P.C.B. it
is mounted on.
It can also go dry-jointed on any
of the individual tags to the P.C.B. If
it has gone dry-jointed on any of the
pins it is advised to replace the on/off
switch because this can be caused by
overheating of the contacts which is
caused by poor connections between
the pins. If this all proves to be
alright and there is no still no
results check the D.C. voltage across
capacitor 2915 ( 470uf ) if this voltage is 285 volts or plus but there is
still no results then suspect the
Power regulator IC7921 ( STRQ6551 ) but also when replacing
IC7921 also replace the opto coupler
7929 (TCET1103G ). If however
when checking the voltage across
capacitor 2915 ( 470uf ) there is no
voltage then check the bridge rectifier D6915 ( GBU4J ) for short or open
circuit. If Power regulator IC7921
and the opto coupler 7929 have
failed then be sure to check for dryjoints on the switching transformer
T5912. If this proves to be alright on
the primary side of the power supply
check for 140 volts from the secondary section of the power supply.
If this is missing from the power
supply check D6938 ( BY229-800) for
open or short circuit. If there is a
secondary voltage from test point (4 )
but the voltage is low then suspect a
short circuit in the line stage. Check
under Line Output Faults if the
secondary proves to be low. If the set
proves to be dead then be sure to
check the degauss circuitry for faulty
P.T.C. ( 3912) for short circuit or if
after replacing the mains input fuse
the set works m,ake sure the P.T.C.
as not blown itself apart.

Line stage faults
If the set is dead and the relay is
clicking until the protection circuitry
operates and shuts the set down.
Then is due to a faulty line output
transistor 7410 ( BU4508AX ) check
for short circuit. If the line output
transistor 7410 proves to be short
circuit check for dry-joints on the line
driver transformer 5408. If still in
1 83

trouble then check for a faulty line
output transformer 5431 which may
have gone shorted turns. If after
removing the line output transistor
the short circuit is still present across
collector to chassis then suspect
tuning capacitor C2411 ( 82Onf 2kv )
having gone short circuit.If however
the set is dead but there is a very
noticeable whistle check capacitor
C2414 (12nf 1.6kv ) for short circuit.
If this all proves to be negative then
check the east/west transistor Q7470
( STP16NE06 ) by replacement. In
the line stage if transistor 7408 (
BF423 ) is short circuit which will
mean there is no tuner function or
start picture, this means there is a
black picture with no on screen
display. In a few rare cases the line is
tearing when cold but can only be
visable on the left hand side of picture
when warm this is due to the thyristor 6485 ( PQ1OZDA ) check by
replacement. If the picture gives
excessive width or there is pincushion
distortion, which may be intermittent
check for dry-joints ontransformers
5474/75/76 resoldering will restore
normal operation.
In a few cases we have found
east/west correction varying and on
the left hand side of the screen there
is a bright line moving downwards
this fault can be proved by heating
diode D6474 ( BYVV95C/20 ) and/or
D6475 ( BYM/95C/20 ) very slightly to
ensure these components are at fault
before replacement. If the diodes
prove to be alright be sure to check
the capacitors C2419 ( 470nf 250v )
and/or C2418 ( 680nf 250v) also
check by replacement. If there is a
tripping sound from the relay and
there is a burning smell check and
replace faulty line output transformer
T5431. If still in trouble then check
the line driver transistor 7481 (
BF819) for open circuit or may be
short circuit. Over the last few
months the common fault on the line
driver transistor is dry-joints. If still
in trouble then check for line pulse on
the base of the line driver transistor
T7481 ( BF819 ) if this is missing
then trace back to source.

Frame faults
In most cases the common fault in
the frame stage is frame collapse.
This fault is usually due to a faulty
frame output IC 7501 ( TDA8172 ) or
184

check for dry-joints on the pins of the
frame 1C7501. The dry-joints can
also give intermittent frame collapse
or maybe lines on the picture or even
intermittent frame foldover. If
however frame output IC 7501
TDA8172 ) is at fault the set may go
into protection mode which renders
the set dead and the LED flashes
twice. If the picture is broken in two
with foldover in the upper part of the
picture be sure to check diode D6505
( BYD33D ) check by replacement. If
the set goes intermittently into
safety mode ( protection) this may
be no picture or frame fault check
capacitor C2425 ( 100uf ) for open
circuit which is in the frame amplifier circuitry which gives a incorrect
frame drive pulse. If the frame stage
however appears to be alright but
there is a loss of LT lines to the
frame stage, trace back to the deflection PCB and check resistors R3448
lohm) and/or R3449 ( lohm) for
open circuit. If still in trouble then
check the diode D6448 ( BYVV95C/20
) for short or open circuit. If this all
proves to be negative then check the
scanning coil connections ( 0222 )
for dry-joints, or possible open circuit
of the coils.

C.R.T.and/or C.R.T. tube
base faults.
Before condemming the C.R.T. check
the tube base for D.0 conditions
firstly check the cathode volts this
can be a clue to indicate if C.R.T. is
at fault or its associate circuitry. If
there is excessive red, green or blue
this could be caused by the C.R.T.
but if the eeprom is at fault this can
also cause similar symptoms. In
some cases however the red, green
and blue color guns are at fault this
may cleared by a gentle tap on the
C.R.T. or in very bad cases a short
circuit can be read from heater to
cathode.
A faulty C.R.T. can also show a
bright raster but before replacing the
C.R.T. check that the G2 screen grid
control on the line output transformer ( T5445 ) is set correctly or if
the control is at fault then it is
necessary to replace the line output
transformer (T5445 ). The C.R.T. can
go open circuit heaters this will give
sound but no picture this fault is
surprisingly rare so check the supply
feed from the line transformer

(T5445) check for windings open
circuit or dry-joints on connections
leading to the C.R.T. tube base. In
some cases however no heater supply
is due to open circuit feed resistor in
the heater supply line. Poor focus can
be caused by a faulty C.R.T. but
inmost cases this is due to the lead
into the C.R.T. tube base making
poor connection or corroding or in a
few cases breaking off. In some cases
however there may be excessive
bright screen with horizontal flyback
lines across the screen with the set
then tripping because there is no 200
volts on the C.R.T. base. This can be
due to faulty D6445 short circuit or
resistors R3445 ( lohm) and/or
R3840 ( 100 ohm) check resistance
or by replacement .If there is no
raster the set will sometimes trip if
the screen voltage is turned up but
the eht is alright. Check the diode
D6832 (1N4148) for open circuit on
the C.R.T. tube base.

Various fault guide on Al OE
If the sound keeps varying and the
red LED blinks this is due to capacitor C2009 (100uf 25v) check by
replacement.
If there is ghosting and the Painter
IC is not at fault check filter ( 1451)
on the SSB panel.
If the picture is alright when cold
but after about 15 minutes the
contrast slowly decreases. This then
leaves a dark picture but the teletext
and on screen graphics are alright
then suspect C2246 ( luf ) surface
mount capacitor on the SSB panel.
On a few cases of this chassis the
set starts up in factory mode this
gives a letter "F' which appears on
the screen. If the set does not respond
to the remote control or manual
keyboard then to clear the problem
there is two solutions. Methodl use
the update for A10 Compare to exit
this "F' mode. Method2 For this
method you need a universal remote
control ( RU880 ) firstly programme
the RU880 with the factory mode off
code ( system 27; data 127) by means
of instruction.
Press CD on the RC->CD is dis
Press SMART until the RC display
timer. Press cursor up to close
SETUP option on display.
Press 0/K > the display becomes
ENTER CODE.
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John Parker
Ferguson FTV32100 (Professional 8500
chassis).
This set was stuck in standby. I
found the HT would not go above
30V. I could not find any short
circuits or signs of overloads. I
removed DP12 (SCR). This
immediately got the set running with
normal picture and sound. After
much substitution of parts on the
secondary side I found ZP2 (a surface
mount 15V zener) to be faulty. It
measured OK out of circuit.

Sony K1112512.
When I switched this set on a loud
bang occurred from the power supply
and a six-inch flame appeared in the
vicinity of C601 (0.022uF). After the
flame extinguished itself, I found a
direct short circuit across the
reservoir capacitor. It was not the
reservoir cap but C601 that shorted.
Replacing C601 brought the set to
life with normal sound and picture.

Sony KP41DS1U.
This projection set had what looked
like red, blue, green flaring across
the screen. Adjusting the G2 had no
effect. Transistor Q701 (2SA10910)
was leaky collector-to-emitter on the
red tube base PCB. I have had this
fault several times.

deflection panel. Closer investigation
around the frame IC Q301 showed
that Q372 collector (a surface-mount
transistor) was never soldered. Resoldering cured fault. However this
was not the end of the story: the
green gun started arcing. I had to
replace the green gun and set it up.

Toshiba 50WT29B.

Matsui 2811PLICUC2040)

This huge projection set had no
picture. Sound was OK. TV picture
was obtained on its SCART sockets
when connected to another TV (as
the monitor). Turning up the G2
showed a slight picture was present.
Waveform and voltage checks around
Q510 TA1316AN video IC showed it
had normal video input with normal
sandcastle and clock and data
signals. The ABL line was at 6V,
which seemed about right. It seemed
that the video was blanked.
Substituting a signal panel showed
that the fault was possibly on the

This TV was completely dead.
Attending to the usual dry joints in
the line stage I was rewarded with a
set that started up then would shut
down. Checking the supply lines
showed they were present and
correct. The line drive would come up
then disappear. Checking the frame
output showed it to be distorted. I
found its 45V to be correct at pin 8,
but its other supply at pin 4 was low
at 16V. I found the frame IC to be
leaky between pins 7 and 9 at about
82 ohms. Replacing the frame IC
cured the fault.

Michael Dranfield
Bush DVD141TV combo
This 14-inch TV/DVD combo tripped
out at switch on. I have had a lot of
trouble with this type of frame chip
in Daewoo sets that the Bush used,
so my first check was a resistance
reading on the 45V line-derived
frame supply. There was a bidirectional reading of approximately
10 ohms across the 45V rectifier
diode D403, and I immediately
suspected the frame output chip,
which turned out to be OK. After
disconnecting various components, I
came to the source of the 10 ohm
short which turned out to be a small
brown disc ceramic capacitor C413
(680pF) connected across D403 to
snub out overshoots and protect the
diode. I have had disc ceramic caps
slightly Leakey before but never
usually as low as 10 ohms

Goodmans TV14T3DVD
The customer who brought this set in
said it was only six months old but
the shop had refused to take it back
for repair as she had lost the receipt.
It was dead, stuck in standby. On
removing the back, the first thing I
noticed was signs of excessive
heating around the power supply
chopper transistor. In fact even after
a few minutes in standby, the
chopper transistor's heatsink was too
hot to touch. However the power
supply was running OK so this was
not the cause of the problem.
Scope checks revealed the line
transistor had a good base drive but
was not conducting. It tested OK
also, but a replacement brought the
set on. Then I noticed the
manufacturer's logo on the transistor
was 'NEW' - obviously a very dodgy
make, which got me thinking about
the one in the power supply that was
getting so hot. When removed, this
also had the logo 'NEW.' Once I
replaced this with a branded
transistor, it ran very cool.

Grundig ST/0-725 (CUC6330I Chassis
This set came in for frame collapse,
caused by a dry joint on the frame
scan coil socket. After doing some
other joints I ran the set for a day
and it was fine. I had the set running
when the customer came to collect,
but 20 minutes later, the customer
rang up to say the set would not
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come on when he got it back. He
brought the set back to the shop and
it powered up but had no sound or
picture. I turned up the Al control
and I was expecting to see frame
collapse but instead, the set
displayed a blank un-modulated
raster. A check around the micro
revealed no activity on the SCL, SDA
bus. Now I once had a peculiar fault
on one of these sets - it was stuck in
standby and the cause was a faulty
infrared sensor. On his model it can
be simply unplugged from the front. I
did this and the set came on. When I
removed the old three-pin sensor, it
was found to have a 20-ohm reading
between two of its pins. The sensor is
of the same variety used in Tatung
sets but with the Tatung only the
remote stops working when the
sensor goes faulty.

Hitachi C28W440N Weste1111A1(33
chassis)
This set had a blipping power supply.
Checks lead to a short circuit
electrolytic capacitor C luF 250V —
that is part of the standby thyristor
circuit.

Mitsubishi black diamond BDS29S (Vestell
11AK19 PRO chassisl
This set worked but had vertically
rolling on-screen graphics. Checks
around the frame chip led to nothing
and a sandcastle pulse was entering
the micro on pin 19. The repair was
for another dealer who was not in a
rush so I put it to one side for a bit.
Eventually another set came in and I
was able to take comparison
waveforms and voltages. I found that
in the working set, the frame part of
the sandcastle pulse was 1V, and in
the faulty set it was only 0.5V. This
led back to transistor Q420 whose
DC bias at the base was insufficient
to fully turn on the transistor. Now
bias does not come from V„ through
a resistor, but from a clamp diode
that rectifies the potted down line
flyback pulse from the collector of the
line output transistor, and this is
where the trouble lay. Diode D602
(1N4148) was open circuit.

Sony 111128LS60U
This heavy TV was dead and
flashing the error code for 'no
vertical sync.' Now whoever thought

up the error codes on these sets got
his sums wrong. The cause was
nothing to do with the frame output,
but was in fact an open circuit
primary winding on one of the line
driver transformers (T8802), and as
the frame supply is line derived no
line operation throws up a frame
error, so beware!

Sony Vi11S150U
This box had been struck by
lightning and came in tripping.
While making some measurements
in the power supply, the box came on
but displayed 'no sat signal received.'
I decided to replace the LNB control
chip IC500 (LNBP11SP) as I have
had this faulty a few times, but it
made no difference. A check on pin 5
of the LNB enable pin - I should have
done this in the first place - revealed
that this was only 0.63V. It should be
5V to switch the LNB on. This comes
from pin 66 of IC605
(TL16C552APN), used as a port
expander for the micro. Pin 66 had a
bi-directional reading of only 8 ohms
to ground and was also found to be
very hot. A replacement cured the
fault and no other damage had been
done.

Sony VTXS760U
Before delving too deeply into a box
stuck in standby, check C819
(2200uF) in the power supply. You
may find it has dried up.

Tatung T32W250S
This set was dead. The cause was a
dry joint on the line scan coil socket.
However this is more likely to cause
damage in the line drive department
than to the line output transistor. In
this set, as with most with this fault,
a surface mounted diode was leaky
in the line drive circuit DL15
(PRLL5158). It had a low reverse
reading. Take care when testing, as
this is a schottky diode with a very
low forward reading anyway.

Sony KV29LS3OU
This 29-inch set came in dead with
the standby LED blinking an error
code. It turned out that the line
transistor (BU2515DX) was short
circuit and the line transformer had
shorted turns - not uncommon with
the grey transformer. When these
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had been replaced the set now came
on, but with a very small picture in
the middle of the screen. Also it was
very bright, with flyback lines and
incorrect RGB drives - all classic
symptoms of a crashed EEPROM.
However I e-mailed a friend of mine,
Nigel Goodwin, who works for a big
Sony dealership and he said this is a
common fault on 4/3 sets using this
chassis and the cause was not the
EEPROM. Instead he advised to
change the micro combined jungle
chip IC001 (TDA9394H-N1-5-0423),
an 80-pin SMD chip. When it came,
the one supplied had a different
mask ROM number, but after fitting,
the set came on OK and required no
setting up apart from tuning in the
TV channels.

Thompson ICC11 Chassis
The customer complained of lines
down the left hand side of the screen.
This turned out to be striations, a
fault that used to be very common on
TV sets 20 years ago, but a fault I
cannot remember when I last saw.
The line linearity-damping resistor
RL26 (1k ohm) was dry jointed and
looked like it had been getting very
hot. When it was touched it
disintegrated.

Wharfedale M2126
This set had only 70V on the HT rail
and no line drive. I connected a
100W bulb across the HT rail and
switched on. Now the HT rail was
only 50V but up came the line drive
waveform and the frame stage was
heard to be running. The culprit
turned out to be the HT rail
smoothing electrolytic C641 100uF,
which was open circuit. This
surprised me, as the set was so new.

Neil Baker

There are four capacitors across the
bridge C502/3/4/5/ value 102k. One of
these was blown apart, along with
the bridge rectifier D506 short
circuit.

Philips 28PW6006
Field collapse was reported on the
job card and sure enough, a thin
white line was present before the TV
shut down to standby. All was well
when the frame output IC TDA8359J
was replaced along with a safety
resistor down by the line output
transformer R3488 4.7 ohm safety
resistor.

Philips 216112550 (6908E chassis)
Ragged verticals and a very dark
picture for 10 minutes was the report
before the TV was watchable. It was
found an electrolytic C2580, which
was a 470uF 16V was very low in
value. I also replaced C 2843 220uF
close by for good measure, as this
also had poor ESR

John Coombes
Panasonic model TC14S311.
Color lines on picture.
If looking at the color lines on picture
which is negative like it is set on a
different system NTSC or SECAM.
This fault can be traced to eeprom
IC1205 ( ST24COZAB1 ).

Philips model 24PW6006/05 Chassis
L01.1E.
Dead
If the set is dead and there is no red
LED, check the diode D6560 (BYV29500) for short circuit. This may give
a loud ticking sound from the power
supply to give an indication as to
where to look for the fault.

David Peckham

Wharfedale 350 Pal
This set was dead with both the set
fuse and the mains plug fuses blown.
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Daewoo OTY21180
When I reached this customer's
house the set was dead with the
mains fuse o/c. I fitted a
replacement, put my fingers in my
ears, shut my eyes and switched on.
Sure enough the power control IC, an
STR-F6653, blew itself apart. I
replaced it. The emitter resistor and
the fuse then followed the same
procedure to be rewarded with EHT,
sound and picture. Wonderful!

LG 20P30111/VCR Combination
White streaks on playback which
varied when the aerial lead was
moved or unplugged was the
complaint with this set, which lived
in a primary school and was needed
for a lesson that afternoon. The fault
was simple - the video head earth
connection did not connect, but the
amount of disassembling and
rebuilding was a real pain. Still it
kept the teachers happy and I got
another job out of it.

Sharp 32LF9211 Illeste1111111(45111
The power supply on this TV, which
is fitted with the Vestell 11AK45B
chassis, had gone into self-destruct
mode. Besides the chopper mosfet
(Q102) which had a hole in it, I had
to replace the control IC (MC44608),
the opto-coupler (IC 100), D104/5
(BA159), C111 (220pf) and the 2A AC
fuse. A check on the diodes on the
secondary side of the chopper
transformer and the line output
transistor proved that they were OK
so it was time to switch on and a
picture and sound appeared.

Philips 32PW9523 (M02.25)

Grundig W 82-2030
The fault was ragged verticals and
an over-bright picture. The cause
turned out to be two Electrolytics
C606 10uF 250V and C605 47uF
160V. Replacing these cured the
fault.

(33nF), C508, 509 (47uF 63V), R503
(1R 3W), R502 (4R7 5W), R508
(10K), R509 (330R), D511 (BYT52)
and last but not least the chopper
transistor Q504 (BUH517) completed
the repair.

Coby TV-DVD2150
I do not know where this one came
from but the thing was dead with the
mains fuse shattered. It turns out
the power supply uses discrete
components and is similar to the
infamous Onwa circuit and the same
parts were faulty. Q501, 503
(2SC1815) and Q502 (2SB774),
ZD501 (8.2V), ZD501 (9.1V), C507

This set was tripping with the LED
flashing. Checks in the line output
stage , proved that C2418 (220pf 2kV)
across the line output transistor was
short circuit. I fitted a replacement
and switched on to be rewarded with
a surge of EHT before the LED
started flashing again. Further tests
led me to transistor 7478, which is a
mosfet transistor on the same
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heatsink as the line transistor and
was short circuit. I used a BUZ90AF,
which worked a treat.

Akura TPT11028WSSN
The customer said that this TV was
making a ticking sound and would
not come on. The power supply was
tripping of course. The line output
transistor measured ok as did the
line output transformer. The fault
was traced to CD27 (2n2 2kV), which
was short circuit. On switch on the
set fired up but the picture was
offset, (as if the line phase was
maladjusted), dry joints were
responsible as a tap on the line
output transistor heatsink proved. A
blanket re-solder of the line output
stage provided a cure.

Bush 216791113(
This set was dead with no standby
light. "Simple," I hear you say, and I
did exactly as you would have done
and headed directly for the
electrolytics in the power supply
primary. Sure enough the 47uF 63V
coupling capacitor had a high ESR.
Replacing this had no effect however,
but I noticed that when the set was
switched off, the 320V on the
collector of the chopper transistor
decayed rather quickly. Yes you're
right, the smoothing capacitor was
open circuit and a replacement
(100uF 400V) set matters right.

Bush 2138TS11.
I arrived at the house to be
confronted by this TV, which was
dead. The mains fuse was open
circuit so I disconnected the
degaussing coils, replaced the fuse
and switched on. The set burst into
life and I was rewarded with a
beautiful picture, not necessarily the
right colours mind, but a picture
nevertheless. A replacement positor
(resistor with positive temperature
coefficient) restored everything to
normal and the customer crossed my
palm with silver.

got the back off, disturbance testing
(a smart tap with the handle of a
screwdriver) sent the set snowy etc.
and proved that there was a dry joint
on the motherboard. I eventually
traced the fault to L501, the AFC
tank coil that was dry jointed.

Bush 2866NT1L
This set was dead with no standby
light. The mains fuse was intact and
there was 330V at the collector of the
chopper transistor. I started by
checking the electrolytic caps in the
power supply primary and found
that C112 (47uF 35V) had a high
ESR. A replacement made no
difference however, and I found
R103, a 47k resistor, was open
circuit. Replacing this brought the
set to life and I was rewarded with a
wisp of smoke as the safety resistor
for the audio stage died. I don't know
why but the audio output chip
(TDA2616Q) had gone short circuit.

Hitachi 028WF5606 (11AK45B5 chassis]
This set came in with a narrow
picture down the middle. It did not
take long to notice that R613 33 ohm
2W resistor in the east/west circuit
had burnt out. I checked most of the
components in this stage C623,
C624, C622 and D611, all proving
correct. Nothing for it but to replace
R613 and switch on. The outcome of
this was that the scan coils started to
arc. Looking at the tube label you
may have guessed: a Philips/LG
W66ERF022X0133, another inwarranty request to apply for.

Philips 25 PT4458/05 (I.04E chassis)
Bocce D28118115 IC series)
Dead and tripping was the fault. A
s/c line output transistor was the
cause, and the reason it was short
circuit was the transformer and the
line scan coil plug had both desoldered themselves. A new
transistor and a good re-solder
produced a good picture.

Panasonic T1129AD2DP
The customer complained of a loud
crack when the set was switched on,
which was caused by a dry joint on
D544 in the line stage. The other
fault (not reported) was East West
distortion that was cured by going
into the service mode and adjusting
the width and E/W controls. To get
into Service mode; Bass on max,
Treble on min, press 'F' on the set
then volume - on the set while
pressing reveal on the remote.
Pressing 'N' gets you back out.

Philip Salkeld

Sony AVM 2151U

Panasonic 1112811111

When I got to this house the lady
said that the sound and picture went
off after the set had been on for a
while and her neighbour, who knows
about these things, thought it might
be the picture valve. Anyway when I

This in-warranty set came in stuck
on standby. There were no rail
voltages present. A phone call to
Panasonic Technical was most
helpful. He advised me to re-solder
the chopper transformer, line output
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transformer, tube base and finally
connecters Gl, G2, G3 and G4, which
connect `G' board to the mother
board. I did this, re-soldering at the
same time which brought the set
back to a working condition.
Panasonic is using-lead free solder,
which does not impress me.

This in-warranty set came in totally
dead. Straight to the power supply.
Cold checks brought me to 3532 4.7
ohm 0.5W, which had a crack in it.
Looking further brought me to the
two control ICs, 7511 TEA1506T and
7531 TEA1620P, which were both
damaged. Checking again, 6536
SB180 diode was short circuit. I
always replace the opto-coupler in
Philips power supplies 7513 and
then hope for the best. Fortunately it
restored the set back to working
condition.
3532 P/No 4822 05210478
7511 P/No 9352 72043118
7531 P/No 9352 73952112
6536 P/No 9322 18825673
7513 P/No 8238 27402070

Beko 284248WAS
The customer complained that the
picture went off but the sound stayed
on. The field engineer was lucky - the
fault was on when he arrived. There
was no brightness - obviously a line
drive problem. He soldered the line
stage thoroughly and when tried, the
set worked. However a few days later
another call was in. Eventually the
set was brought into the workshop.
The fault was temperamental but
tapping around the line driver
transformer sometimes brought it
back on. I replaced TR501 from a
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scrap set. This brought a conclusion
to the fault.

Goodmans GT1169W4SIL MA831 chassis)
The customer reported that the
colour was 'not right' - not much help.
The set was put on the soak test.
When it went faulty the grey scale
turned purple indicating that the
green output had dropped out. When
the back was removed I noticed that
the tube was a Philips, but when the
tube neck was tapped there were no
green flashes like there generally are.
I replaced the TDA6108JF on the
tube base but the fault was still
there. Applying the scope on the
green cathode showed activity. No
other option but to replace the CRT
W66ECK001X13, which proved to be
the fault after a long soak test.

Goodmans GTV69W4SIL (11AK37 chassis)
The fault on this set was that the
picture had moved across to the right
leaving a black straight line down the
left hand side. Going into the service
menu and selecting horizontal
position had no effect. This proved
that it was a hardware problem. After
checking a number of components in
the line stage, I eventually came
across R683 2.2k ohm 0.5W open
circuit - it is next to L602. Of all the
Vestell models this one seems to give
the most obscure faults.

Panasonic T11-32PM1
This set came in dead. The standby
light would come on and then start
blinking. With these models in the
past I have had dry joints on the
wire connectors that link the two
panels together. Only this time it
was not the problem. A phone call to
Technical provided the answer replace Q850 2SA1668LF603 in the
secondary of the power supply, which
restored a fully operational set.

Thomson 28WF201G (ICC17 chassis)
The customer complained that when
he was watching Sky, part of the
words at the bottom of the screen
were missing. For example on Sky
Sports News, when the latest news is
running along, the words were being
clipped. All that was required was to
reduce the height slightly, but how
do you get into the service menu?
Good question. To enter service
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menu: Television into standby,
switch off with on/off switch. Volprog-pushed in together on front of
TV. Switch on, press exit button,
then customer menu button. Go into
preference option, select format, set
to 16:9. Press exit button then press
blue Fastext button. This will bring
you back to service mode. Go into
geometry and adjust height. Then
come down to store, press OK, and
then set into standby to store. Once
you get started, it is quite easy.

Panasonic Til-W2811411P (Euro4 chassis)
This set came in virtually dead.
When you switched it on, the
standby light appeared and using the
channel up/down button on the front
of the set continuously, a mosaic
coloured raster appeared. This
indicated a frame fault. A cold check
on the frame LA7845N IC451
revealed nothing out of the ordinary.
Tracing the LT rail from pini to the
line output transformer brought me
to D558 1SR124-4AT82 m was short
circuit and R559 0.33 ohm safety
resistor part No. ERQ12HKR33 open
circuit. Replacing these two items
corrected the standby problem.

Hitachi 028WF5606 (11AK45 chassis)
It is amazing how a dry joint can
cause so much bother. The set
belonged to a relative, so I went one
night to watch it to see if I could see
the fault. He complained of no picture
but the sound stayed on. During my
stay it worked faultlessly, so I then
made arrangements with him to give
me a call when the fault developed. A
week later, about 9pm, he rang to say
there was no picture. I dashed around
and sure enough he was right. While
removing the back, the picture
appeared. IC600, the field output chip,
was dry jointed blanking out the CRT.

Boll Longhurst
Tatung T25T395 TV
The fault was only present from 'cold'
switch-on. The sound was present
with a blank raster, which had some
six lines across it at the top. After a
few minutes a picture would gradually
appear in sections across the screen.
The effect was like a black curtain
drawn across the central area of the

screen, which slowly reduced in size as
the picture filled the whole screen. No
amount of freezing or heating would
give clues to the faulty component.
Finally a 'junior moment' of
recollection that this fault was similar
to Philips 3A chassis, I think it was,
where the field boost capacitor was
the cause. In this case that capacitor
is C2415. It was completely open
circuit! Once replaced, all was fine.

Bush WS76138111111111(19 chassis) TV
I had repaired this TV a few weeks
previously, when loss of all video with
just a blank raster, if the Al voltage
was increased, necessitated the
replacement of the TDA6108JF on the
CRT PCB/socket assembly. It was
returned with the same IC at fault, so
I decided to contact Bush Technical,
where the ever-helpful 'Victor', is
always ready to solve fault problems,
The actual CRT PCB (it was a very
small rectangular one with one corner
cut off diagonally) is the cause of the
fault. Because the spacing between
the base socket pins is very close,
inter-pin capacitance can cause a
discharge effect, which damages the
IC. I was able to obtain very cheaply,
the improved PCB/socket assembly
from Charles Hyde, Their order code
is ALB1614. Apart from being larger,
the new PCB has slots drilled
between all the socket's pins to
prevent flashovers, etc, and sockets
fitted which have to be removed to
accommodate the lard-wiring' to the
main PCB. The only wires that have
to be swapped around are those in the
four-wire ribbon cable, which carry
the 200V and heaters supplies, etc.
The six-way ribbon cable can be
soldered in place of the removed
socket, in the same order as they are
removed from the old PCB's holes.
This is a modification well worth
doing if the TDA6108JF has failed.

Goodmans GT11211 TV
Dead with a very quiet rapid ticking
noise coming from the power supply
was the fault. My initial checks for a
short circuit line output transistor,
etc., drew a blank. Suspecting a
short circuit secondary diode, etc., I
checked them all in circuit to no
avail, so decided to de-solder them
one at a time to see if this stopped
the 'tripping' effect. Then inspiration
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struck! Check the main HT across
C5, the smoothing capacitor. It was
only 220V, because it was totally
open circuit. A nice new 100mF 400V
replacement was fitted, which solved
this problem.

Philips 32PW9534/05 TV MD2.25 chassis
The initial fault was that the TV
would go off to stand-by after some
two hours of use. If left to cool down it
would then work again. I was called
in when it went off one day and
stayed off. The line output transistor
had been destroyed through dry
jointed pins on the line driver
transformer pins. Fairly
straightforward I thought. However,
at switch-on, all that happened was
that the red LED flashed with the TV
refusing to come on out of stand-by.
To proceed with this secondary fault
meant locating the 'service socket' S89
near the microprocessor. To enter the
Service Default Mode short pins 1 to 2
(there is an explanatory diagram
printed on the PCB itself). The TV
was then switched on as normal and
worked perfectly. At this point, while
the TV is operating, change the
shorted pins to 2 and 3. In this mode
error codes will be displayed. In my
case it showed errors 44 and 47
among other numbers, which
confirmed the FET circuit ref. 7470,
an IRF620F1, had expired. It is
necessary to empty the 'Error Buffer'
of the current fault codes once the
repair is completed. In my case a new
FET sorted this little problem. Phew!

Sony KV1411611
When first powered on, the EHT
would just rustle-up then die with
the TV reverting to stand-by and the
red led flashing in cycles of two. In
this case the cause was a faulty line
output transformer. All was well
once replaced.

Toshiba 111 Model 2103TB
I had collected this 'dead' TV because
in the customer's home, I had found
the cause was a short circuit across
the line output transistor. Bench tests
confirmed the line output transformer
was the culprit. It was duly replaced,
the TV was 'bench-tested' and I
returned it. This particular customer
was on the perimeter of my territory,
so the 'job' involved a fair amount of
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driving. I mention this because as I
was about to depart, cheque in hand,
the customer pressed the remote's
stand-by button, which switched off
the picture to a blank blue raster, and
NOT the whole thing to stand-by.
Quietly cursing my luck, I suggested
the best option was for me to return
with what I suspected was the faulty
part, and replace it at extra charge.
The 'stand-by' switching involved
some four transistors, although Q803
looked the most likely cause of the
fault. Upon returning I checked Q803
in circuit. It was definitely showing
shorts across all its junctions.
Thankfully this proved to be the case,
and once a new 2SC2023 had been
fitted, a perfect 'stand-by' was
achieved. And the moral of this story
is: always check the stand-by function
works!

Grandly TV Model MW-2700DPULF
ICUC2059 chassis)
When powered-on, there was just a
quick 'blob' of a picture in the centre
of the screen before reverting to
stand-by. As it was situated in a first
floor flat and was a bit of a brute,
and only a kindly 70 year-old lady to
help me get it down the stairs, I
decided to make a show of knowing
what was the cause of the fault. Off
came the back, out slid the chassis,
and Eureka! The pins of the field
output IC were all pretty well open
circuit, due to dry joints. I resoldered them, and anything else
that looked dubious, as this was a
one-shot attempt at success. Lo and
behold the beast burst into life. One
very happy old lady and a very
chuffed me. I don't know how the old
dear would have got it down the
stairs if I had failed.

Philips 14P11503/01 Combination
It was dead, but very quietly
tripping. Having ascertained that it
wasn't a line output short circuit,
etc., my tests led me to short circuit
diode 6391. When replaced with a
BYW98-200, full working order was
restored.

Sanyo Model CE28WN5-B TV (E116-828
chassis)
More often than not, when first
switched on, the picture would twitch
with variations in picture height, etc.
Upon investigation the connections of
the field output IC were very poor,
and looked to be the cause of the
fault. However, once soldered, plus a
few more in the same area for good
luck, the fault persisted. Pretty well
anywhere I tapped and prodded, the
fault could be cured or instigated.
Frustration began to set in. The
`very touchy' area was eventually
localised to regulator IC642. This was
the cause of the fault. Once its
connections and adjacent regulator
IC641 connections were also resoldered, I was rewarded with a
stable picture.

Wharfedale TV Model M2126
This one displayed a blank blue
screen with the word 'KEY' and three
dashes. It was asking for the
customers PIN code. If forgotten, do
not worry. Press the 'PP' button
three times, and then all will be fine.

Matsui TV Model 1420T
Although totally dead, there was a
nice 320V across the main smoothing
capacitor. Time to investigate the
start-up circuitry: R510, a nasty
little 1M5 was the culprit. A better
quality, metal oxide replacement
restored life.

Glyn Dickinson
Philips 28PW6517 (WE)
Clicking on and off was the complaint
here. There was a vague burning
smell coming from the CRT base
where a small disc component was
getting hot. This isn't a capacitor —
it's a thermistor between aquadag
and true earths to provide a reference
potential. It's also a red herring as
the fault is due to the line output
transformer. The HR replacement is
HR7057. Amazingly for a Philips, the
set worked fine after replacement
with no other damage.

Panasonic Euro-2L
If one of these arives with a shortcircuit line output transistor, remove
the metal screening plate under the
digital section and resolder the lugs
from the top can. This will prevent
the fault recurring. Incidentally, the
digital processing IC which causes
all sorts of faults and used to come as
a kit is now obsolete.
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The days of
TV revisited
By Keith Hamer and Garry Smith
ur article in the October
2005 issue of Television
certainly generated some
interesting and useful feedback
and we thank the many readers
who took the trouble to either
respond via the Letters page or
get in touch via E-mails. It proves
that readers have a keen interest
in the subject of archive
television and scrutinise
everything that is printed.
Let us see if this article stirs
more memories from the halcyon
days of early television.
Unfortunately gremlins did get
into the final version of our
article and the last paragraph in
question, under 'Foreign
Interference' should not have
been included - this was
originally part of an idea about
the general growth of television
in parts of the UK.

0

Above: The Ferguson 3660, one of the last
dual-standard TV receivers to be
manufactured, fitted with the Thorn
(BRC) 1400 Series chassis.
Below: The ITA Test Card D from
Caradon Hill.

Caradon Hill
As several readers have rightly
pointed out, there was never a
BBC-1 Band III relay from the
Caradon Hill site to supplement
the North Hessary Tor Channel
2 broadcasts.
The Channel 12 Caradon Hill
405-line outlet referred to
belonged to the ITA and this
would have been made clear in a
transmitter list but lack of space
prevented its inclusion.
Although the Wenvoe Ch13
signal penetrated parts of North
Devon, it aired BBC Wales but it
did offer an additional service to
anyone wishing to use it.

St Hilary
Richard Reynold's implication
that TWW did not exist until
1964 is contrary to other
information. Indeed, the EBU
List of Television Stations (No. 5)
published in 1960 lists the St
Hilary Channel 10 service as
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`TWW Ltd (TWW)'.
Channel 10 had commenced on
January 14th 1958 to serve South
Wales, the north Devon coast, and
parts of Somerset,
Gloucestershire and Dorset with
coverage extending as far as
Blandford Forum.
Channel 10 carried some items
of a local nature for South Wales
but was not strictly dual-region,
as far as separate transmitters
go, until the second St Hilary
transmitter began transmitting
on Channel 7 in early 1965, with
the aim of providing a service

with a strong emphasis on Welshlanguage programming.
In the Spring of 1964, TWW
discovered that they would
shortly be required to introduce a
service for the whole of Wales in
addition to the service already
being provided for the west of
England and south Wales.
Earlier in 1964, at short notice,
the company had undertaken the
broadcasting commitments of
Wales (West and North)
Television Ltd (WWN), a company
based at the Wales Television
Centre in Cardiff.
The company had supplied
programmes to west and north
Wales from 1962 under the
Teledu Cymru banner but ran
into financial difficulties around
two years later.
Meanwhile, the Independent
Television Authority announced
its intention of extending the
Welsh network of transmitters by
adding a new aerial to the St
Hilary mast in Glamorgan.
The sixty hours of
programming required each week
to provide the two services from
St Hilary comprised of
programmes produced at TWW's
studio centres in Bristol and
Cardiff, supplemented by
material sourced from the other
independent companies and films
purchased externally.
The complex technical process
of blending programmes and
commercials into the two services
and feeding the two separate
signals to the transmitters was
carried at out a new master
control room at Pontcanna,
Cardiff. The original control room
could cope with only one service.
The existing equipment from
the old master control room had
to be transferred to the new site,
piece-by-piece without any break
in the daily transmissions.
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405-UNE TRANSMISSION DETAILS
BAND I
CHANNEL

SOUND (MHz)

VISION (MHz)

B1
B2
B3
B4
B5

41.50
48.25
53.25
58.25
63.25

45.00
51.75
56.75
61.75
66.75

Final Number of Transmitters
IN
BBC

0

24
16
19
21
19

BAND III
CHANNEL

SOUND (MHz)

VISION (MHz)

B6
B8
B9
B10
1311
B12
B13
B14*

179.75
184.75
189.75
194.75
199.75
204.75
209.75
214.75
219.75

176.25
181.25
186.25
191.25
196.25
201.25
206.25
211.25
216.25

Final Number of Transmitters
ITV
BBC

5

3

0

0

5

Fig. 1: The ITA tuning caption radiated
by the Moel-y-Parc transmitter.
Earlier versions displayed the transmitter
names rather than the name of the
programme contractor.
Fig. 2: The BBC Wales1Cymru
Identification Symbol.
Fig. 3: The TWW Channel 10 logo
radiated from the St. Hilary transmitter.
Fig. 4: The Teledu Cymru logo.
Fig. 5: A psychedelic identification logo
from Harlech TV.
Fig. 6: The HTV Wales logo.
Fig. 7: The Rediffusion London station
identification logo.
Fig. 8: The well-known Rediffusion 'star'
which twirled between commercials.
Fig. 9: The "Bat's Wings" Identification
Symbol from BBC West, radiated by the
Wenvoe Channel B5 transmitter.
Fig. 10: The BBC Scotland version of the
BBC "Bars Wings" Identification Symbol.

"This channel was never used.

There were two announcers'
studios, one for each service,
seven telecine machines and an
adjoining glass-panelled videotape area which housed three
machines - the area was specially
treated to absorb the noise which
the VTR machines created whilst
in operation.
In addition to the new master
control room, an extra studio was
required to cope with the increase
in local programme production.
The total cost of the TWW
extension and development

7

6

project was about £380,000,
making it one of the most
modern television production
centres in Europe.
Incidentally, ITA 405-line
transmitters at Abergavenny,
Brecon, Ffestiniog and
Llandrindod Wells entered service
during 1969, the same year
that colour was introduced to
ITV and BBC-1.

Wenvoe UHF Service
Regarding the replacement UHF
service from Wenvoe, Richard was

9

correct in pointing out that HTV
never aired from Caradon Hill
or Huntshaw Cross, only
from Mendip.
The text was a little ambiguous
and should have read to the effect
that those viewers wishing to
continue receiving HTV (West)
would require aerials directed at
the Mendip transmitter, located
south of Bristol.
In areas further along the
South Wales coast, alternative
transmitters such as Huntshaw
Cross or even Caradon Hill would

10
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need to be used to continue
receiving English broadcasts but,
of course, these would originate
from Westward Television, a
different ITV contractor.
Since the introduction of
digital TV in 1998, Huntshaw
Cross reception has been
degraded by Carmel digital. In
the village of Caerhendy, the
topography meant that Carmel
pictures were severely affected
by multi-path distortion and
Huntshaw Cross was the only
viewable option, until digital
struck and degraded all four
channels! A repeater was
installed which relays Welsh
programmes but not everyone
in the community favoured
this move.

405-Line Memories
Both Alan Pemberton (Sheffied)
and Simon Hockenhull (Bristol)
recall that as BBC relays (both in
Band I and Band III) took their
feeds off-air from the main Band I
transmitters, the effects of
Sporadic-E could still be
experienced if the offending
signals entered the receiving
antenna at the relay site.
Assuming that a substantial
and well-designed receiving
antenna was used at the relay
site, the resulting protection
offered from continental
broadcasts should have been far
superior than that provided by
viewers' own aerials, particularly
in areas of low field-strength
shielded from the transmitter
areas but exposed to incoming
Sporadic-E signals.
Some of the relays also
produced subtle 'mysteries' for
the TV DX-er such as the relaying
of Sporadic-E signals on
unusual frequencies.
Simon once lived in West
Cornwall on the edge of the North
Hessary Tor service area and low
field strengths meant that
Sporadic-E interference was
rife during the summer
months creating many
viewers' complaints.
Viewers using the Channel B1
transmission from Redruth did
not escape the wrath as Redruth
relayed the off-air Channel B2
signal from North Hessary Tor.
Unlike other parts of the
country, which were assigned
extra Band III stations, viewers
in the south-west had to wait for
the opening of the new 625-line
service from Caradon Hill,
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Redruth and Stockland Hill
before being freed from the
dreaded continental interference
problem on BBC-1.
Interestingly, 405-line viewers
who were still relying on the
Redruth B1 service, benefited
greatly when the new 625-line
service commenced from Redruth
and Caradon Hill.
Instead of relaying the Channel
B2 signal from North Hessary
Tor, the 625-line Redruth
BBC-1 broadcast was converted
to 405-lines.
There was probably nowhere
else in the country where the new
UHF services were more eagerly
awaited or taken up. As a TV
technician, Simon remembers
seeing a rash of new UHF aerials
being erected in 1971 with many
viewers replacing their old sets
for the new single-standard 625line mono TV sets.
BRC (Thorn) 1500's, the
ITT/KB VC200 and the Pye
169/569 series of receivers seemed
to be the most popular of the,
then, new sets. Of course, many
people rented in those days so it
was just a case of upgrading an
existing contract or replacing
the existing one.
Alan tells us that ITV also
conducted 405-line colour
tests using PAL, SECAM and
NTSC formats.

Multi-Channel TV
In those early magical days of the
sixties, ITV stations were truly
regional with relatively few
networked programmes. Some
sitcoms and quiz shows were
shown at different times, or on
different days, so if more than
one region could be received, the
viewer need not have missed
their favourite programme. Don't
forget that the sheer luxury of
domestic video recorders was
many years away.
In the Derby, one housing
estate was treated to multichannel television. This involved
receiving Granada signals from
the Emley Moor mast thus
providing an alternative ITA
region to ATV, which was the
main service provider for the
area via the Channel 8
transmitter at Lichfield.
At some stage, a third ITV
region was to be added, which
was referred to as 'West ITV' by
neighbours, but as the family
home was not connected to the
cable, first-hand experience of

this ITA station, was not possible.
With hindsight, we can only
conclude that signals would be
received from the Moel-y-Parc
transmitter, which broadcast
mainly in the Welsh language.
Band III must have been used
for delivery as the other main
channels were allocated Band I
frequencies, namely BBC
Midlands on Chl, Granada ITV
on Ch3, ATV on Ch5.
BBC Midlands and BBC North
occupied their true channels on 4
and 2 respectively. Perhaps there
are some ex-Telefusion
technicians who could add
more information about the
third ITV region?
Later, the cable system
developed severe leakage and the
Granada ITV pictures in Band I
could be viewed on the family
receiver which was not connected
to the system.
As one can imagine, Band I
was packed with strong overactive nuisance carriers from five
405-line channels thus making
life for a budding TV DX-er
extremely difficult!

Double Your Money
The hope of receiving additional
ITV regions over greater-thannormal distances had first been
inspired when a French
contestant appearing on the quiz
show 'Double Your Money'
claimed that his family in Paris
would be watching the show via
an elaborate aerial system
rigged up by a technical friend
at his home.
The big break came in late
1967, when, after an exhausting
school cross-country run one cold
foggy afternoon, the urge to play
with the TV tuning in the
comfort of a warm living room
became irresistible.
A simple rod aerial which
plugged directly into the aerial
socket of the ageing Philips was
temporarily in use at the time
and on switching to Channel 9,
steady pictures were seen, which
were later confirmed as
originating from Croydon when
the Rediffusion star symbol
appeared between the adverts.
The signal finally weakened
and no amount of aerial
repositioning would restore the
picture to its former glory. By 5
o'clock, Channel 9 was blank
once more: tropospheric
propagation had been
unknowingly encountered.
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BBC and ITV 405 ne transmitters
Channel 81
Crystal Palace 200kW
18kW
Ashkirk
12kW
Divis
10.3kW
Redruth
7kW
Thrumster
5.7kW
Llanddona
Llandrindod Wells 1.3kW
520W
Scarborough
380W
Grantown
Churchdown Hill 250W
Pitlochry
212W
160W
Weardale
Skegness
120W
Sheffield
50W
50W
Weymouth
40W
Llangollen
Kendal
25W
Penifiler
25W
Carmarthen
22W
Lochgilphead
20W
20W
Wensleydale
Ballater
10W
Millburn Muir
10W
3W
Kinlochleven

V
V
H
H
V
V
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
V
V
V
V
V
V

BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1

V
H
V
V
H
H
H
V
H
H
H
H
V
H
V
V

BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1

V
V
H
H
V
H
H
H
H
H
V
H
H
H
V
H
H

BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1

Channel 82
Holme Moss 100kW
Rosemarkie
20kW
North Hessary Tor 14kW
1.4kW
Swingate
1kW
Londonderry
700W
Oxford
Kilvey Hill
500W
Brighton
400W
100W
Cambridge
Ballachulish
60W
50W
Ayr
Hereford
50W
Port ellen
50W
45W
Cardigan
20W
Rosneath
9W
Dundee Law

Channel B3
Kirk 0' Shorts 100kW
100kW
Rowridge
Tacolneston
40kW
Skriaig
12kW
6kW
Bressay
Morecambe Bay 5.3kW
2kW
Blaen-PI4
Barnstaple
200W
170W
Swindon
Bexhill
150W
Northampton
90W
50W
Lame
Machynlleth
50W
50W
Rye
Richmond
45W
30W
Abergavenny
25W
Kilkeel
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Isles of Scilly
Llanelli

20W
16W

H
V

BBC-1
BBC-1

Channel B4
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1

Sutton Coldfield 100kW
28kW
Sandals
27.4kW
Melvaig
17kW
Meldrum
Manningtree
4.8kW
Haverfordwest 4.3kW
3kW
Oban
1kW
Les Platons
100W
Bude
50W
Ballycastle
40W
Okehampton
40W
Whitby
35W
Betws-y-Coed
Folkestone
35W
30W
Sidmouth
29W
Newry
25W
Hungerford
Perth
25W
Girvan
20W
13W
Hastings
7.8W
Holyhead

Channel B5
100kW
Wenvoe
17kW
Pontop Pike
14kW
Orkney
Forfar
5.3kW
Brougher Mountain 3.4kW
Douglas
2.8kW
Fort William
1.6kW
1kW
Peterborough
Toward
234W
50W
Ffestiniog
35W
Kingussie
Campbeltown
30W
Canterbury
30W
Aldeburgh
25W
Dolgellau
25W
20W
Eastbourne
Maddybenny More 20W
10W
Bodmin
9.6W
Ventnor

V

BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1
BBC-1

30kW
28kW
21kW
10kW
1kW
1kW
250W
100W

Anglia
BBC-1
BBC-1
ATV
Southern
Yorkshire
BBC-1
Yorkshire

Channel 87
St. Hilary
Belmont
Bala
Whitehaven
Marlborough

400kW
Lichfield
Burnhope
100kW
Presely
100kW
100kW
Strabane
Rumster Forest 30kW
Richmond hill
10kW
Rothesay
1 kW
Bath
500W
Brecon
100W
Newhaven
50W

AN
Tyne Tees
Harlech (Welsh)
Ulster
Grampian
Border
Scottish
Harlech (English)
Harlech (Welsh)
BBC-1

Channel B9
Durris
400kW
Croydon
350kW
Black Mountain 100kW
Stockland Hill 100kW
Winter Hill
100kW
Fremont Point 10kW
Llandrindod Wells 2.5kW

Grampian
Thames/LWT
Ulster
Westward
Granada
Channel
Harlech (Welsh)

Channel B10
Black Hill
Emley Moor
St. Hilary
Dover
Arfon
Bedford
Aviemore

475kW
200kW
200kW
100kW
10kW
3kW
1 kW

Scottish
Yorkshire
Harlech (English)
Southern
Harlech (Welsh,
BBC-1
Grampian

Channel 011
Mendlesham 200kW
Caldbeck
100kW
Chillerton Down 100kW
Angus
50kW
Moel-y-parc
25kW
Huntshaw cross 500W
Abergavenny
100W
100W
Llandovery

Anglia
Border
Southern
Grampian
Harlech (Welsh)
Westward
Harlech (Welsh)
Harlech (Welsh)

Channel B12
Caradon Hill
Winter Hill
Mounteagle
Membury
Lethanhill
Ammanford

200kW
125kW
50kW
30kW
2kW
20W

Westward
BBC-1
Grampian
AN
Scottish
BBC-1

Channel B13

Channel 86
Sandy Heath
Sandals
Moel-y-Parc
Ridge Hill
Newhaven
Scarborough
Bath
Sheffield

Channel B8

100kW
20kW
100W
100W
25W

Harlech (Welsh)
Anglia
Harlech (Welsh)
Border
BBC-1

Wenvoe
Selkirk
Belmont
Ballycastle
Ffestiniog
Rosneath
Llanidloes

200kW
25kW
20kW
100W
100W
100W
20W

BBC-1
Border
BBC-1
Ulster
Harlech (Welsh)
Scottish
BBC-1

Further information
Readers who are interested in
long-distance tv reception and
archive TV may like to visit our
website at:
www.test-eards.fsnet.co.uk
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Charles Arundel
Daewoo Model DP42SP chassis SP115
Fault: No picture just bright
horizontal and vertical lines
covering the whole screen. The
sound was OK. Measurements
around the power module of both
low and high voltages proved
correct.
Further investigation revealed,
that the problem was caused by a
loose LDVS plug on the digital
PCB from the video PCB.
Therefore there was no proper
signal arriving at the Digital
Board for it to process.

Daewoo Model DSP4210 chassis SP110
Fault: Picture OK except for a
broad vertical area down the screen
about 6" across. A faint picture can
still be seen in the background in
the area of the screen.

This Plasma has five
individual data drive PCBs along
the top and five along the bottom
of the screen.
Each of these can be replaced,
unlike the drive ICs on the later
plasmas, which are fitted to
flexible connectors and are
connected directly to the screen.
It was therefore decided to
ascertain if one of these PCBs
was the cause of the problem. The
appropriate top PCB in line with
the broadband area was replaced
but the fault still remained.
The bottom data drive in line
with the broad band was then
replaced but the fault still
remained. The flexible leads from
the data drive PCBs back to the
digital PCB via the connector
PCB were checked for proper
connection but the fault was still
apparent.
The problem was eventually
located to a fault on the upper

right union PCB, (which is just
another name for the upper right
connector board). The board was
replaced and the fault cured.

Daewoo Model DP42SP chassis SP115
Fault: Picture initially OK then
after a few minutes, patches of
solarisation appear which
eventually starts to cover the
whole screen, then eventually the
picture completely breaks up. A
faulty digital PCB caused the
problem.

Daewoo Model DP42SP chassis SP115
Fault: Slight patches of
solarisation (patches of yellowish
speckles) in certain areas of the
picture. This can usually be
attributed to maladjustment of
the voltages on either the power
module or the X and Y sustain
boards, after they have been

replaced, due to a fault condition.
However, these voltages may also
require slight adjustment, as the
screen gets older.
The adjustments must always be
conducted with the plasma in service
mode and the white picture selected.
This white picture must not be
produced externally by a pattern
generator.
There are three potentiometers
on the power module and four on
the Y sustain and one on the X
sustain PCBs.
There is a paper label stuck on
the back of the screen near the
power module, which has had six
voltages written on it during its
manufacture to enable the screen
to produce optimum results.
Therefore, the voltages on each
PCB must be reset to the voltages
on this label.
However, there are eight
potentiometers on the three PCBs
but only six relate to those on the
label.
This is because two pots on the
Y sustain PCB are manually set
by eye. These are the ramp down
(which must be in the centre of
its travel and the ramp up which
must be 15 degrees clockwise of
centre.
The main two maladjustments
that cause solarisation on the
picture, are the V-scan pot,
located on the bottom of the Y
sustain PCB, whose test point is
difficult to locate because it is the
small area of printed circuit
which is the negative side of
capacitor CY10, which is not
actually inserted in the PCB.
The other potentiometer is on
the power module and is the 170V
V-Sus adjustment.
The voltage should be set very
close to that marked on the label
because it greatly affects the
maximum wattage drawn by the
screen, when on peak white.
However, as the screen ages, it
may require a slightly different
voltage to that on the label, to
produce optimum results and
remove any signs of solarisation.
Unfortunately, in this
particular case voltage
adjustments could not completely
remove the solarisation.
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Therefore, the only cure was to
replace the actual screen.

Daewoo LCD Model DLP-3212 LCD CTV
chassis SL-210P
Customer complains of a split
picture down the centre of the
screen, dark on the left side and
brighter on the right.
This is not a fault. The
customer has inadvertently put
the set in demo mode, which is a
feature in the main menu that
shows how wonderful the MGDI
engine produces an excellent
picture.
This MGDI engine is actually
an additional circuit in the video
processor that reduces the signalto-noise ratio and uses other
clever devices to improve the
quality of the picture.
Therefore the picture on the
left, when in demo mode, shows
the results after it has been
processed by the MGDI circuitry.
The customer was therefore
asked access demo mode and
switch it off.

Daewoo Combination TV/VCR Model
GB20H1T chassis CP062
Fault: Can't select preset in the
menu to enable set to be tuned in.
This was caused by a corrupted
EEPROM. Daewoo supplies blank
replacements but when fitted, the
correct parameters are loaded
into it from the set's micro.

Daewoo Combination TV/VCR Model
GI114112T chassis CP062
Fault: Can't store height settings.
If the height of the picture
requires adjustment, the new
settings cannot be stored when
conducting this adjustment using
the customer remote control, in
Service mode.
The only way to do this, is by
using a service remote control
type R3OSVC-5

Daewoo DVD Recorder Model
DR2100P
Fault: Intermittent recording of
channels and when you chose a
thumbnail picture of a previous

recording, the machine reverts
back to its RF tuned channels.
This problem was cured, by
replacing the MPEG board.

David Bullock
Philips 32PW9618 32" Television
Chassis EM6EAA.
`Blurred picture' read the job
card on this monster set, but
when I tried the set it was worse
than that. It sprang to life, up
came a faint picture, then it
instantly died, to the
accompaniment of a cracking
sound. Hoping for a fat and juicy
dry joint I hastily dismantled it
and studied the chassis
carefully.
Sure enough, there was a
classic burned out joint on a line
transformer connection to the
chassis, and after the usual
cleaning, re-tinning and resoldering, I tried the set again
with a light heart. Then it
suddenly went off, again with a
crackling noise. I must have
missed another dry joint, I
thought, as I started again. But
the boys and I combined were
quite unable to find a further dry
joint.
I idly plugged the set in again
as were stood discussing it, and
this time, as the picture came
and went, again with the
crackling noise. Only this time
Paul thought that it came from
within the plug-top. He was
right. The negative lead had halfpulled out.
At least, after we'd secured the
mains lead, the fault was
consistent, the picture appearing
as a few faint and random, defocussed blobs. We had never
seen the like of it before.
The power and line stage
voltages all read normally, except
for one or two of the line-derived
HT lines, and these were not far
out.
After much discussion we
decided to indict the line
transformer, and fitted a new
one. At first we feared the worst,
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but after making adjustments to
the screen voltage and focus
controls, we were rewarded with
a good picture. The set, a very
expensive one, was only 18
months old.

Samsung SP42W5HF11/11E6 42" Rear
Projection TV Chassis 1544020
The picture on this set had a
definite red cast, and there were
red corona arcing lines in top left,
which told us that there was
arcing somewhere that was being
picked up at the start of the line
and frame scan.
We also noticed that the set
was slipping into and out of
convergence.
We've had this trouble before,
and each time it has been due to
arcing within, or on the solder
joints of RZ127 or RZ128, which
are both 3.9R.
But this time these were
allright, and going deeper into
the convergence stage we
suspected trouble within STK392040, the convergence IC. This
proved to be right. A replacement
cured the trouble.

Philips 32PW9516/05R 32" television
set. Chassis MG2.1EAA.
What an absolute and frightening
monster this set is! Its stand is
solidly built into the cabinet, and
removing it is quite a complex
and time-consuming job.
Nevertheless, it is worth it,
because otherwise the set stands
37" high on the bench!
To remove the stand, first
remove the back of the cabinet,
release the two clips on the
underside of the top front of the
cabinet.
This allows the removal of the
inbuilt glass plate to the top of
the cabinet front.
Then place the set on its front.
The securing systems for both
sides of the aluminium front legs
can now be seen.
Remove the single screw and
pull the steel securing rod that
passes down the left leg. Then
twist and remove the leg. Adopt a
similar procedure to remove the
right leg.
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Then undo the two plastic
screws underneath the cabinet.
This allows the removal of the
bottom section of the stand,
which incorporates two very
heavy glass shelves. This renders
the set itself much lighter, so
that two persons can easily lift it
onto the bench.
This set was dead, and we
found that the mains fuse S1053
(3.15A) was open. This was
because T7540, the chopper
transistor type STW8NA60 was
short circuit.
Advancing into the repair, we
found a further IC was short
circuit — the MC44603P, as was
D6572, the 5.6V zener diode, type
BZV85-05V6.
As though this wasn't enough,
we then found that R3546 and
R3547 — both 0.39R - were opencircuit, and that relay RY1002, a
type 250V (at an astonishing 10A
capacity) was seriously
troublesome, in that its contacts
were badly burned and arcing
when it fired.
Replacing all of these items
restored the set to its excellent
performance. All that now
remained was to re-fit its stand
and hope that its owner was up to
settling our bill.

Goodmans 32" W322NS Colour
Television Chassis F19
This set declined to start up and
we eventually discovered a joint
on a line transformer pin that
looked perfect until we disturbed
it, when we found that the pin
was tarnished and black and
electrically insulated from the
panel.
Cleaning and re-tinning and
re-soldering it restored results,
but the centre of the screen was
dark and blurred. As we were
settling to diagnose the trouble
the picture gently ballooned away
and we found that the line
transformer overwind was hot.
A replacement line transformer
cured this trouble, but the set
then had east-west bowing, and
this we cured by replacing D26 in
the correction circuits, a BA 157
diode, which was short circuit.

We now saw that the picture
was 'breathing', and since we've
had this before on this series of
sets, we cured it quickly by
replacing C69, a 400V .022mF
condenser, so enabling us to get
another set off the bench.

Matsui TVR 180 Combination TV/VCR
I never could take to any
combined television/video
recorder set, so I approached this
one with little patience.
It was stuck in standby, and I
eventually tumbled to the fact that
its EEPROM had lost its message. I
installed the correct dump into it,
and was delighted when this brought
the television section to life.
All that now remained before
sliding it off the bench was to check
the performance of the video
recorder. I should have known that
this would bring further trouble, and
it did. The whole lot went dead
again.
I concluded that the EEPROM
must have a faulty bit in it, and
replaced it with a new and blank
one, and again installed the correct
dump into it. This time the set
worked well on all sections and I
boxed it up with some relief and bade
it goodbye.

Hitachi C28W2TN 28" colour television Chassis Al
This customer, who keeps a small
hotel, brought us three of these
sets. As always with these (among
others), I checked to see if any of
the tubes were the troublesome
Philips ones that bore the dreaded
ECF letters sliced into their
numbers.
One was, so I checked its tube
base and found, as feared, that
some of the components were well
cooked. This one I gave the set
back to him and pointed him
towards the local tip.
Both of the other two were
tripping, not an uncommon fault
on these. I tried the first, which
tripped its way leisurely to
channel 1, as they do.
So I opened it and found a rich
crop of dry joints, most of them in
the centre of the board, around
ICs 951 and 952.
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Having re-soldered these and
any others I saw, I dared to hope
that the set was cured, but on
soak test it tripped again, and
discovering the cause led me a
dance.
I finally found that it was due
to a well-cleated but never-beensoldered tag on VR950; the HT
preset potentiometer. Resoldering this cured the trouble,
and the set behaved well on an
extended soak test.
Now for the other set. This
one was tripping too, more
positively than the first, and I
set about a similar jointsoldering exercise, but even
after fifteen minutes soldering,
it was tripping just as much.
This suggested a definite
fault; that a voltage was
excessive or that it was drawing
too much current, and the set
led me a merry dance.
I thought that I had cracked
it when I found a short-circuit
Q951 (BD438) in the 26V line,
but in fact that was only half
the trouble. The R947 (82k, 5%)
was practically open-circuit too.

Toshiba 33271811 television receiver
Chassis C2D
This was another giant set. It
came in as dead, and was riddled
with dry joints in the line stage.
After a few minutes of resoldering I tried it and was
delighted when I heard the
welcome rustle of corona.
But this was not the end of the
repair. The picture height and
linearity geometry varied as I
watched, slowly changing from
normal to quite unacceptable,
when it became stretched at the
top and cramped at the bottom.
Driven by custom, I began to look
for physical leakage from C322
and C317. Not this time,
however. The cause was C305, a
50V 1mF electrolytic condenser.

I checked around its power
supply circuits, expecting to find
a solid fault there, but in fact all
was normal there, including its
output voltage of 145V. The line
transistor was allright, too.
Then I noticed the tiniest black
dot on the line transformer
overwind. It turned out to be a
smoke-hole from its internal
cooking. A new transformer did
the trick, and the set then
produced an excellent picture.

John Coomhes
Goodmans model TVC202TS
If the set is completely dead
then first check the primary side
of the power supply. Check the
power regulator IC801 (STRF6653) for short circuit, also
check resistor R809 (0R27 2W)
for open circuit checking
carefully diode D806 (UZ13BM)
and Q801 (KTC3207) and/or
Q802 (KTC3207).
If all these components are at
fault then replace also D828
(1N4937G) and the thyristor
1822 (X0202DA) on the
secondary side of the power
supply but be sure to replace all
the components at once to avoid
failure of power supply again.

WC model AV32T25EKS.
Dead: Although this set is dead
the standby LED is lit which
means the fault can be traced to
a faulty capacitor C907 (220uF
400V) for loss of capacity or a
high ESR reading.
If this proves to be negative
then check transistor Q521
(2SD2553) and also diode D521
(BY228). Check both by
replacement if necessary as an
incorrect reading may not be
located.

Bush WWS1614 Chassis PT92

Bush model 2866NTI

This one came in as dead, but in
fact its red LED was lit, and
when switched from standby, it
momentarily flickered green.

Dead: if this fault occurs then
check the power supply for
resistor R109 (680k) for open
circuit.
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Toshiba model 28W3311 chassis
11AK31
Intermittently tripping: if the set
does intermittently trip then
check capacitor C829 (47uF
250V).
Beware if this fault is allowed
to continue for to long because it
can destroy the power supply.
If the power supply is at fault
then replace 1C800, Q801, C860,
D892, D896, R805, R852 and
resistor R855. All must be
replaced to restore normal
operation.

Philips model 28PW6515 chassis MOE
East/West fault: if there is an
east/west or pincushion distortion
then check capacitor C2962
(4.7mF 10V) by replacement. If
this proves to be negative
however then suspect and replace
a faulty painter IC7064.

NC model AV28WFT1
Cuts out: if the set cuts out after
a few seconds from switch on, and
there is also no EHT present be
sure to check the surface mount
zener diode D301 (5.1V) for leaky
condition which will cause a low
voltage supply line to IC301.

Panasonic mode111132111110 chassis
Euro 5
Tripping: if when turning the set
on it begins to pulsate from the
power supply, be sure to check
capacitor C584 (390pf 2kv) for
short circuit.

Hitachi model C28W411TN chassis Al
Tripping: in this case if the set is
tripping and the LED is also
flashing then check capacitor
C957 (1000uF 10V) by
replacement.

Philips model 28PW6515 chassis 1110E
Fold-over at top of picture: this
fault could be due to faulty frame
output IC but not in this case.
We traced fault to diode D6505
(BYD33D) and a replacement
restored normal operation.
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Sony model K201)X20

Thompson 24WK25US CTV

Whistling from power supply: if
this fault should occur, check the
mains smoothing capacitor C603
(330uF 450V) this will make the
power supply whistle and also
distort the picture.

On/off switch faulty would not
stay latched in: it is worth taking
the back off and looking at the
clear plastic knob before ordering
the on/off switch as the knob
splits and slid up the shaft of the
mains switch CHS can supply the
knob part 20104JM

Hitachi model CL28W460N
Incorrect geometry settings: this
fault can usually be traced to the
corruption of the memory which
is due to the EEPROM device
IC502 (24C16) collecting
incorrect data or ruined due to
flashover from EHT arcing or
transient spikes along the mains
input voltage. A replacement
IC502 and setup of all functions
will restore normal operation.

Neil Baker
Bose 32425OWNS CTV
Intermittent picture fades on
and off was the customer's
explanation of the fault. The
most likely cause is the heater
chain and the fault was found to
be R529 dry jointed at both ends.

Base 32425OWNS CTV
The purity was miles out. We have
had several of these TVs and also
Sharp ones. The PTC was taken
out but it does not rattle.
Manually degaussing the TV
cures the fault for a few days in
some cases. Or if the set is run
without the PTC then it is OK
after several days use.
Taking the PTC apart, one of
the resistive conductors has
splatter damage. Always replace
these on spec. `MZ73 B 18ohmM' is
printed on top. SEME seems to
supply a cheap version of this
part.

Bush WS6614 SIL/A
This TV was tripping: check two
capacitors as either can cause this
fault - CD18 Value 471k 2kV or
CD22 222k also 2kV in our set. Both
were split.
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back and remove the power block for
inspection, but once again nothing
obvious.
Time to make a decision, my
better judgement being to order the
power block Part No. 146851014 at
£114 + VAT.
It proved the right choice,
bringing the set back to a working
condition.

Decca D280440 (28BKIll CTV
No sound or Picture if you adjust
the screen a blank plain raster
appears.
Check TP6 regulator transistor
on the large heat sink. This had
been overheating and destroyed
itself, but not totally short
circuit. The part was a BD441. It
is worth checking while inside
this set CL18 (10uF 250V) beside
the LOPTX. It
goes o/c.

Philip Salkeld

Goodmans GTV42P4 Plasma
This in-warranty set came in
with the picture pixelating,
accompanied by a squealing
noise.
Bush technical came to my aid:
check IC in U454 position; if it is
LM2576 change it to a LM 2596S
Part No. 453007. This IC can be
found on the power supply panel on a
heat sink next to a choke.
It is worth noting that Beko
produces this power supply and in
later `134' sets the power panel has
been changed again. Happy days.

Schneider TV92-85239M
Bush Model Box 66NSIL
This one-month old set which was
bought at a local supermarket at
an amazing price of £99 was
stuck in standby.
Some of these sets are Beko
chassis. I noticed that R525 1R5, the
HT feed to the line output stage, was
getting very hot. Disconnecting one
end restored the HT to the correct
145V.
A point worth noting is that these
sets do not work with a dummy load
to check the power supply.
Everything in the line stage checked
OK. No alternative but to order the
line output transformer TR502 Part
No. 057834EL2 and when fitted
restored the set back to normal.

Sony KF42S112000 Projection
This set came in dead with the
standby light flashing. The fan
was rotating but the lamp unit
XL2000E was out.
The lamp unit comes out from the
front and you generally find that the
glass is cracked or the filament is
blown, but neither had occurred.
Next step was to remove the lower

This monster came in with the
fault: sound and no picture.
Strange fault for Schneider sets
in general as the faults are
normally line output transformer
arcing, blowing line output
transistor.
To add more confusion, the picture
appeared. When on soak test, the
picture would fade away - a clear
indication of a tube heater problem.
Indeed it was a dry joint on the
heater pin of the tube socket.

Bush 11F6683VPL 11AK45B5 ONASSIS
This relatively new set came in
with the sound crackling mainly
when the set was first switched on.
One morning the fault appeared
and the first thing I noticed on mono
the sound was clear, this ruling out
the sound output stage.
Once the set was put on the bench
and freezer was used, the fault was
located to the multiple sound
processor chip (MSP3411) Part No.
30009354.
The number of in-warranty
repairs that are coming in is out of
control.
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John Parker
Hitachi C2163DS
U1K30 Chassis)
This new set produced no picture.
The HT rails came up but no picture
and sound were produced. I found
the HT rails were present and
correct. The line output transistor
had HT and line drive at its base. It
was also at its emitter - this should
not be. The emitter was never
soldered. You may ask why I never
noticed this first. I scoped the drive
on the component side. When I
looked underneath, the non-soldered
joint was immediately obvious.

Panasonic TK-32PK2 euro 4
This set had an interesting fault:
with a test card displayed, there was
vertical jitter with diagonal lines.
The jitter caused the horizontal lines
to move about 3mm. I scoped the

frame waveform at the scan coils.
This appeared perfectly OK. All the
HT rails were present, correct and
stable. Studying the diagram
showed that the frame waveform
goes to the P board, which I believe
is a dynamic focus board. So out of
instinct, I adjusted the two focus
controls on the LOPT. This
immediately had an effect,
suggesting a fault on the P board. I
next decided to remove the focus
leads from the tube base. The fault
cured, putting the unmodulated
focus lead on the tube base showed a
nice sharp stable picture. Going
back to the P board, I found I
disconnected pin 3 (horizontal out) of
IC3901 AN5442K. The fault
immediately cured. I checked the HT
rails to this IC with a scope. This
showed it had a stable supply. I also
checked the caps around the IC with
an ESR meter. These were OK, so I
decided to replace IC3901. This
immediately cured the fault.

JVC A11281111T5EKS
This set had a screeching sound. On
other JVC sets, this is normally
caused by a corrupt EEPROM. Not
in this case. I found pulses, which
were volume dependent, coming from
IC603 MSP3410D MSP IC.
Replacing this IC cured fault.

Philips 28PW631528
A10 chassis
This set came in with the report of
no tuning. When I switched
on, there was a dark raster,
as if there was a beam-limiting
fault. I checked the EHT
information line at the collector
of 7273. This appeared to be OK.
I also checked the HT rails,
which also appeared to be OK.
I checked the video drive to the
tube. This was low in amplitude
but OK in DC level. I decided
substitute the painter board.
This showed the fault was on the

main board. I then decided to
check whether a TV picture
could be tuned in, something I
probably should have done earlier.
The set did not tune in.
I decided to check the 33V rail.
This was missing. Tracing the
circuit back to the deflection
panel, I came across 7408
(BF423 Transistor), which feeds
the supply to the 33V zener
diode 6481 via R3409. Transistor
7408 had 141V on its base,
141.7V on its emitter, so its
collector should have had some
voltage, but did not. I measured
7408 (PNP): it measured OK. I
could not find any shorts at its
collector, but by chance I was
measuring 7408 base and
noticed the front of the TV set in
my mirror had a picture. There
is a fed resistor to the base of
7408. It is R3414 (100k). I
measured it out of circuit. It was
open circuit. Replacing R3414
brought back a normal picture and
a nice bright display. When my
meter was connected to the base of
7408 and the earth rail, the
meter's internal resistance was
enough to develop a
voltage to turn on 7408 and
produce a picture.

Neouia NE02005DT
This LCD TV has a built-in DVD
player. The fault with this unit was
no tuning. The serial data and serial
clock was present at the tuner but
the 5V rail to the tuner at pin 17 was
missing due to inductor L100 being
open circuit. I managed to obtain the
inductor from a scrap board. This
cured the fault.

Thompson 52RW6115
projection TV
This huge projection set would
switch on and shut down with the
standby light flashing. I found
CP150 (2.2mF) to be bulged and
leaking. Replacing this capacitor
cured fault.

Replacing this cured fault. I suspect
the column driver on the panel may
be faulty, but I cannot prove it.

Ferguson FTV28FW2
ak49 chassis
This TV had no sound. Headphone
output was present. Also audio was
getting to IC400 (sound output
stage). Supplies were present and
correct. I initially replaced IC400
(TDA8928J Class D amp) but this
did not cure it. More detailed
investigation showed that C450
(100nF surface mount cap) was short
circuit. Replacing this cured fault. I
since had this twice, so this could
become a common fault.
LGRE32FZ1OPX--this tv came in
with a bright white raster with
flyback lines,the 200volt rail was
missing to the tube base because
R443 (one ohm )was open
circuit,however this was not the end
of the problem a short circuit existed
on the 200v rail on the tube base this
was caused by IC901 TDA611Q video
output ic. Being short circuit,this
fault was caused by a faulty tube so
replacement of the tube,i.c and
resistor cured fault.
Toshiba 28YT56 AK49...this set
was totally dead,no standby light
on,if you listened very carefully you
could here a tripping noise isolating
the line stage got the set
running,this suggested an overload
in the line output stage,I initially
measured the line output transistor
this was ok,measuring on the
secondary of the lopt via the rectifier
diodes I found a direct short on the
200volt rail at D612 CATHODE,this
feeds the supply to the tube base,
which contains IC900 TDA6108,it
was this i.c that was short
circuit,replacing this i.c and soak
testing for several days showed
everything was now well.
Panasonic 32PK3—euro 4,this tv
had a convergence fault,I attempted
to adjust the conevergence rings on
the tube neck but this did not
improve it sufficiently,I had to fit a
new crt a W76EKW10X21 to cure
fault.

Matsui LM31NS1 =pone!
This LCD set had a vertical green
line down the left hand side of the
screen. I had to replace the LCD
panel. When you get the panel, you
get the inverters and drive board.
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SHARP 28LF92N AK45
This set had a frame callapse in 4:3
mode only this is cause by a corrupt
eeprom relaced this and set up its
adjustments,I thuogt all was well but

after an hours use and occasionally
changinf aspect ratios the eeprom
appeared to corrupt again however
switiching of the set and switching
on again cured fault. I decided to
replace the micro, the old one had
3.3.106-11 printed on it the new
micro had 4.3.139LI on it obviously a
later version,replacing this and a
long soak this showed all was well.

Dave Peckham
Thomson 33MS25UD UCC111
This set was dead with the LED
flashing 2,7. It turned out that the
frame output IC (TDA 8351) was
short circuit and ZL13 was open
circuit. Replacing these two
components got it working again.

Ferguson T59N
The complaint with this set was that
it was intermittently going off tune.
After a bit of poking around I found
that IVO1 was intermittent in its
socket. A clean up of its pins was all
that was required.

Sony KV 21T30
Intermittent red, green and blue was
the fault on this machine. I soon
found that the output transistors on
the CRT base were dry jointed. Resoldering provided a cure.

Grundig 170-540
This TV had a bright screen with
flyback lines before tripping out. The
fusible resistor supplying 200V to the
CRT base was o/c of course. Why?
Because the RGB amp IC (TEA
5101) was short circuit.
Replacements effected a cure.

Michael Dranfield
Bush 2038TSIL INK° chassisl
This set came in with no signals and
a snowy picture. After checking the
tuning voltage and if the set was on
the correct channel numbers for the
area, I touched the IF output pin on
the tuner with a finger. As the snow
on screen changed, two possibilities
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remained - either the tuner was
faulty (I have had this before), or the
EEPROM flipped and changed one of
its settings, which is also very
common. When I went into the
service mode to check the tuner
settings, I saw straight away it was
set to 'ALPS' but the set was fitted
with a Philips tuner. Resetting this
cured the fault and made for an easy
repair. Note though, that to get into
the service mode on this model and
many other models fitted with the
Beko chassis, you will need a special
service remote control handset.
These are available from SEME for a
little over £20.

JMB 66W Dieste1111111(19
chassis)
This set came in dead with the mains
input surge limiter resistor open
circuit and the chopper FET dead
and shorted. I replaced these and
carefully checked for dry joints that
could have contributed to the failure,
but found none. When I switched on,
up came a perfect picture and sound,
but after a very short while I could
smell something burning. However
the picture was still fine. At first I
could not find where the burning was
coming from, but the chopper
transistors heatsink was getting very
hot, so whatever was faulty was
probably in the power supply. After
some careful sniffing I spotted it: a
diode, hidden away underneath two
big resistors, was smoking. This was
D824 (BA159). It had split open and
was leaky, part of the chopper
transistors snubber network. With a
new diode fitted, I confidently
switched on. Sound and picture were
fine but now the chopper transistors
heatsink was running hotter than it
did with the faulty diode in - how
odd! This was eventually traced to
D825 (BA159) in series with the
power form correction coil - it was
short circuit.

Nakio N-2850W.
The fault on this set was very
intermittent. During the day the
picture would blank out leaving just
the sound on. However a slight touch
on the Al control would bring the
picture back on for a while, but this
turned out to be a red herring as the
line transformer was not faulty.
After much searching and changing
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of components without success, the
culprit turned out to be the CRT, a
Philips W66ECK001. A quick tap on
the neck produced a blanked out
picture. I should have realised all
along: any set fitted with a Philips
CRT is very suspect. Since this I
have come across another four of
these sets under various brand
names with the same problem, and
all destined for the landfill. I must
however give full credit to Toshiba
whose sets were fitted with a batch
of dud Philips tubes. On several
occasions now, I have given Toshiba's
telephone number out to customers
who after telephoning customer
service are offered a brand new
replacement tube at much reduced
cost. The last one I fitted was
supplied by Toshiba at only £80 plus
VAT including delivery, which goes
to show that if you don't complain
you don't get. I would not
recommend trying to complain to
Safeway or whatever supermarket
sells the Nakio brand though!

Wharfedale LCD321011F
This 32-inch LCD set appeared to
have an intermittent fault - it would
return to standby after a short time.
If you then switched the set on, it
would run OK again for a while and
the sequence would repeat. After a
while I realised this fault was not
intermittent, and with a stop watch
I discovered that the set was
reverting to stand by after 5
minutes and 8 seconds every time a bit like the timer that initiates
shut down after the transmission
has finished when no sync pulse has
been detected, so now I had
something to go on. After obtaining
the service manual and spending
considerable time studying it, I
found a signal from the IDTV PCB
was signalling shut down on
connector PL500, even when the set
was receiving an analogue
transmission. We do not have
digital yet here in Buxton. The
source of the shut down signal was
coming from IC100 (STI5518BQC),
which according to the ST datasheet
(that runs to 277 pages!) is a 'single
chip set top box decoder'. However
when I removed the PCB for
inspection the fault was obvious.
Most of the pins from 157 to 208
must have missed the screenprinting solder paste at the factory,

as they were not soldered to the
board at all. For good measure I
reflowed all 208 pins. This cured he
fault.

Tatung T32W250S
[Professional 2500 Chassis)
These sets suffer from two
problems: insulation breakdown of
the line output transformer causing
arcing, and a dry joint on pin 1 of
CNF3 which is the live end of the
line scan socket. Unusually, the dry
joint here causes no damage to the
line output transistor itself but does
leave a trail of destruction in the
line driver stage and east-west
modulator. After resoldering the
scan socket, you will usually find
the set comes out of standby but is
dead. In his event, check pin 3 of the
line driver transformer for a
voltage. If it is missing you will
have to replace RL1 (15R) safety
resistor and DL2 (BAV203) surface
mount diode. Next, carefully check
the following diodes, as at least one
of them will be short circuit: DL14
(BYW36), DL5 (BYW36) and DL15
(PRLL5818) surface mount. Also
take note that this is a Schottky
diode and when tested will have a
very low forward resistance reading.
It is not shown on the diagram as a
Schottky type. Diode ZL2 (6.8V
SMD zener) may also be damaged,
but if you do not have a zener diode
tester, it is just as easy to replace it.
This should now get the set
running, but do not be surprised if
you have excessive width with eastwest distortion. In this event, check
safety resistors RG4 and RG5 both
2R2. If either or both of these are
open circuit, replace them along
with zener diode ZF2 (BZT03-051),
ICF1 TDA8358 frame east-west
output IC, and for good measure,
CG2 (lpF 250V) as it can dry out.
Apart the faults listed these sets are
quite reliable.

Charles Arundel
Daewoo Model IITY21114G8
incorporating chassis CP520
The customer complained of a high
pitched squealing noise. The fault
was eventually located to a dry joint
on diode D809 in the power supply.
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Daewoo Model GB20113NTS
incorporating chassis CP185
The fault was frame collapse but the
usual causes i.e. faulty frame output
IC was not the problem in this case.
Further investigation revealed no
sawtooth frame drive waveform to the
frame output IC. This was initially
thought to be due to a faulty Video
processor IC but was eventually found
to be due to a faulty EEPROM.

Daewoo Model DUB2850
incorporating chassis CP780
The customer complained of a very
slight buzz from the left-hand
speaker during quiet passages, when
the volume control was set very low.
The buzz did not get louder when the
volume was increased. Initially no
problem could be found but while
putting an ear close to the left
speaker with the volume turned
down to just one dash showing on the
On Screen Display, you could just
hear a 50Hz Hum. This hum
disappeared when the volume control
was reduced to zero. Although the
customer had not complained of this,
there was also a weaker hum coming
from the right hand speaker. The
cause was eventually traced to an
earth loop pick up problem. The cure
is to first remove wire link J071,
situated adjacent to the switch mode
power transformer T801. If the level
of buzz is still apparent, then also
remove wire links J015 and J016,
situated behind the audio amplifier
1602, black heat sink.

transformer OK, line drive waveform
present but looks incorrect. The
problem was traced to a faulty
EEPROM.

Daewoo DVD/VCR Recorder
Model DF4150P
The customer complained that when
the machine was switched on the
display said 'WAIT' and would do
nothing else. This was found to be
due to the system not booting up
because the micro on the PCB under
the DVD loader was not
communicating with the micro on the
MPEG PCB. The cure was to replace
the complete DVD loader assembly,
which includes the PCB.

Daewoo DVD/VCR Recorder
Model DF4150P

Donald Bullock
Philips 32141116006/01 MOUE
chassis]
This bulky set came in as dead, but it
worked well when we connected it up.
While we were telephoning the
customer to learn more, it suddenly
died, and we found that the line output
transistor 7460, had a base-emitter
leak. A new one failed within minutes,
which spurred us to discover that 2455,
a 47mF 25V electrolytic, had
fallen in capacitance to 37mF.
Replacing both items produced
a lasting repair.

Firstine FI2801STS-N
I11AK19 P5 chassis]

Daewoo Model DSC3210EGB
incorporating SC140 chassis

Daewoo MID Recorder
Model DR2100P

At switch on there was no LED
illumination and instead of starting up,
the set merely chirped merrily before
noisily tripping. The customer had
reported intermittent east-west bowing
before its failure. We found that Q605,
the line output transistor, type
BU2508AF, was short-circuit, and
surmised that this had been caused by
the very dry joint in its supply link
J613. Having corrected these faults we
tried again, only to find that the action
of operating its controls to bring it out of
stand-by, was met by its red LED
flashing to green before going out then
reverting to red again. After many
attempts, the set did start up, but with
an over-bright raster and predominant
fly-back lines. The cause proved to be
R914 on the CRT base panel. It had
risen from its nominal 47R to over
800R, nd a new one cured all the
set's troubles.

The customer complained the set
kept switching itself off. The fault
was traced to a dry joint on resistor
R819 situated in the power supply.

Skipping during DVD playback.
Cure: re-grease the slide bars on the
DVD optical assembly.

Daewoo 2594ST

Daewoo COMBI CTV/DVD Model
DDT21119S incorporating CP093
chassis
The picture brightness was
flickering. Re-soldering a dry joint on
C820 cured the problem.

Daewoo COMBI CTV/CTV Model
DIIT21119S incorporating CP093
chassis
Dead - HT correct but no EHT. Line
output transistor and line output
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Green screen all the time. Resoldered dry joint on ICN01.

Daewoo DVD/VCR Recorder
Model DF4150P
DVD not recording. E to E and
playback OK. The fault was traced to
a dry solder joint on ICCO2 in the
power supply, causing it not to be fed
with 2.5V.

Daewoo DVD Recorder
Model DR2100P
No operation. The fault was found to
be a dry joint on D821in the power
supply.

Daewoo DIM/VCR Player
Model SD8800P
Picture quality problem during VCR
playback. This was a brand new
machine sold the previous day. The
fault was found to be a clogged Video
Head drum. It was then discovered
that the customer had played an old
cassette, which must have lost some
of its surface particles from the tape,
and clogged one of the heads.
Luckily, a clean with a video head
cleaning stick soaked in Isopropyl
alcohol, cured the problem.

This set suffered frame collapse — of the
top half of the frame only, and what
picture we had was badly defocussed.
C411, the 2.2mF 160V electrolytic, was
completely dry, giving no reading
whatsoever on our capacitor ESR
meter. C305 and C403, both 470mF
25V, and both in supply circuits to the
frame IC, produced a high ESR reading,
as did C413, 47MF 160V. All were
replaced, but there was more: D407 and
D408, both of type BYV95C, were found
to be leaky and replaced, and to
complete the repair, the frame IC Type
TDA8351 was replaced. The result was
a full linear frame and a crisply
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focussed picture. It had been a lengthy
repair, and we then adjourned for a
mug of tea.

Goodmans G11166W1
This set was dead and tripping.
Experience directed us to Q605, its line
output transistor, and sure enough, it
had failed Thankful for the prospect of
a quick repair after the previous timeconsuming job, we fitted a replacement
and switched on. It failed immediately,
and after a good deal of work we found
a nasty, but well-hidden dry joint on
one end of C626, a 12nF, 2 kV
condenser in the line stage. Replacing
this, together with the newly blown
transistor satisfactorily completed the
repair.

Daewoo DINT 2881
Intermittent, said the job card, and we
found that while its LED changed to
green at switch-on, the set remained
dead. We found that IC 1820, the set's
5V regulator type S7805PI was opencircuit. A replacement cured the trouble.

Schneider SW 2803T
The complaint here was sound but no
picture, and we found that when we
increased the brightness by turning up
the Al control, the frame was collapsed.
We soon discovered that IC401, the
frame IC, was faulty, but it took us a
while longer to discover why we still
had a partially collapsed frame after
replacing it. The trouble was in fact due
to two associated resistors, R326 and
R327. Both nominally 0 22R, they were

practically open-circuit upon test.
Replacing them completed the repair.

Philips 32P1N95/6/051137'
TelevisionllEAA chassis)
This set had the aggravating fault of
tripping to standby whenever the
televised scene changed. Prejudice
drove us to turn our attention to the HT
regulation circuit, and we were
rewarded. Both R3546 and R3507,
nominally 0.39R, had risen, not overdramatically, to 0.60R, but it was
enough to cause the havoc that so upset
the customer. Replacing both did the
trick and we understand that our
customer's nerves are much better.

LG n1511132
This 15" set suffered from an
intermittent picture because of its
backlighting instability. We replaced
the eight-pin SMPS IC type KA3883C,
which has no reference of its printed
circuit panel, and this improved, but
failed to banish, the fault. We then
found that C51 and C55, both .22mF at
100V working, were down to 0.15mF
and 1.7mF respectively, and replacing
these completed the repair. We had
trouble locating suitable condensers,
but Chas Hyde managed to obtain some
for us — at the crazy price of 24.23 each!
Their Special Order Part Number is
23004YE.

Akura
These older 10" colour sets, which work
on mains and 12V car battery, are still
about, as they are popular with

caravanners. This one suffered from a
common failing in that it failed to work
on battery, and we weren't surprised to
discover that its built-in DC converter
output was down from 17V to only 3V.
Akura now offer an improved and
updated converter for about £20, and
we elected to obtain and fit one, rather
than repair the existing one.

TosiMm AV Bear Projection
set Model CT1148PMDB
(DDSS chassis)
'Terrible picture' said the job card on
this terribly heavy monster, whose
cabinet is made of 2cm thick chipboard.
This was an understatement, for the
convergence was terrible. It took three
of us to get it onto the bench. The
convergence circuits use two ICs, both
type STK392-110, and they were both
at fault. Replacing them restored a
normal picture, and all that remained
was to get the set off the bench and into
the van.

Philips 21PT1666/05
(1012EAA chassis)
`No picture' said the jobcard, and it was
right. Although it was a fairly new set,
we smelt burning as soon as we took
the back off, and quickly found that its
line transformer was split around its
waist. Its type number is 11425093D,
which is equivalent to the more
popularly identified HR8342. Seeing
the trouble it had suffered, we had fears
for the line output transistor, a
BUT11APX, and they were wellfounded. Replacing both items cured
the fault.

Philip Salkeld
Sony KV-X2182U (BE-3B CHASSIS]
This set was stuck on standby and
with Sony sets it is never obvious what
is causing the problem. A phone call to
Sony Technical was most helpful. He
advised me to disconnect the
protection line by removing D505, and
the set fired up. Replace C613 (100mF
160V). The set did exactly that and
C613 put matters right.

Bush 2051
This set belonged to an old lady, and
when she phoned me, she mentioned
that her eyes were poor but she could
see black strips down the side of the
screen. When I called out the fault was
striations, a problem you had when the
1k resistor across the line linearity coil
was open circuit in the old days. I
decided to have a quick look and my
attention was drawn to C424 (10mF
250V), which was bulging.
Replacement removed the striations.

JVC AV-28VM1EK
Six of these sets came in from a
working men's social club, but one in
particular had a lack of width, with
east-west bowing. A dry joint on
C528 was noticed and resoldered,
fully expecting it would cure the
fault. To my surprise the fault
persisted. Checking the east-west
circuit showed nothing. My thoughts
turned to C528 where its pin had
been arcing. Could it have possibly
destroyed IC401 TDA8350Q? This
incorporates some east-west
circuitry. After replacement there
was still no change. Next step was to
remove C528, which looked perfect,
but it was open circuit. Replacement
of C528 (470nF 250V) corrected the
picture size.

Sony KV-36FS70
This was a heavy set and because it
had an intermittent fault, had to be
brought in to the workshop. The set
would try to start up and then go

into standby. As the standby light
was not blinking, I knew it was in no
kind of protect mode. Heating the
power supply brought the set back to
life. I decided to replace all the
electrolytic capacitors around IC
6651, but the fault persisted. The
next step was to replace IC6651
TOP209P Part Number 875946889,
and to my surprise this put matters
right.

Sony KVE2532U (AE-2 CHASSIS]
This old timer brought back
memories. The customer was
connecting up a new Freeview box
when he suddenly noticed that the
picture had shrunk. When these sets
were in their prime, what used to
happen is that the tube flashed over,
corrupting the microprocessor. This
resulted in lack of height. All that
was required was to go in to the
service menu as follows: press the
CH+ and CH- at the same time and
press the on/off switch on. TT comes

up. Then press menu, followed by the
up/down buttons on the remote
control to Demo. Press OK, from
CXD2018 on the screen, press OK
again, then select vertical size. Using
the right and left buttons adjust the
correct height. Then press OK.
Finally switch the set off to store
setting. At the time, we had a few
complaints about this height problem
and in my wisdom I phoned Sony
Technical who promptly told me
there was a modification to prevent
the micro from corruption, but
because it was quite involved it was
not worth doing. He went on to say to
inform the customer that if this
would happen the first time, it could
happen a second time, but would not
happen a third. To make this last
statement he must have obviously
given it a bit of thought.

Welltech 40736
You never know what chassis will be
inside these type of sets, but once
again it was a Beko. The Beko
chassis is also in the Watson
FA7175TS (supplied by Makro). A
very common fault on this chassis is
`stuck on standby', and when brought
out of standby, starts to trip. Look no
further than the line output
transformer, shorted turns. The
number on the side of the
transformer is 13525048A and can be
supplied by most distributors.

Bush RF6683VPL

chassis)

Power supply faults in the earlier
11AK45 seem to have slowed down.
The dead fault symptoms are now
appearing in this chassis. Instead of
replacing D808 it is now D817
UF5407. Up to now, one component
replaced, and the set works. Nice
little earners. The Silvercrest model
CT2805 has the same chassis.

Ferguson D78N (ICC9 chassis)
This set lived in a country pub,
mounted on a shelf. I was grateful
when two strong helpers came to my
aid; what a weight. The landlord said
the picture was curved, obviously an
east-west fault. Racking my memory,
I recalled a capacitor used to cause
this fault. Due to the layers of dust
on it, no way was it going into the
car. Off with the back and after a few
minutes' study, I went for CL42
(4.7mF 63V), which cured the fault.
Needless to say I was not involved in
putting it back on the shelf.
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Neil Baker

John Parker

Panasonic NVHD605 VCR

Hitachi C2976TN

We took a customer's repaired TV
back only to find he had unplugged
his VCR and this was now Dead.
Taking it back to the workshop, we
found that the two capacitors C15
and C16 in the power supply were
low in value. 47uF 63V
replacements got the machine up
and running.

This relatively old Hitachi was
stuck in standby. HT was present at
the line output transistor but the
switched voltages were missing. I
could not initially find any shorts on
the secondary HT rails. I decided to
ground the collector of Q952. This
immediately brought up the
switched voltages. My line drive
appeared momentarily, then the set
shut down. I could not restart the
set. I found the line output
transistor had gone leaky (Q751).
This was due to C704 (2.2nF) being
virtually short circuit. Also C703
(10nF) tuning cap was stressed.
Replacing these parts got the set
running, with a narrow picture and
with no east-west correction.
Studying the circuit, I found R618
(47R) to be open circuit. Replacing
IC601 (TDA8350Q) and R618, and
then switching on rewarded me with
a field (frame) collapse. I rechecked
my soldering but this was OK, so I
isolated R618. Up came the frame,
so a fault still existed in the line
stage. I next disconnected the eastwest coil L751. A puff of smoke
came from the LOPT stage. I could
not see exactly where it came from.
My HT rail was still present but my
line drive was missing at the base of
the line output transistor. It was
OK at the line driver collector Q701.
I disconnected the base of the line
output transistor and scoped the
print to see if the drive was now
present: it was not. Luckily I had a
scrape panel. I removed the line
driver transformer and fitted it to
the set. I also noticed R730 was dry
jointed (emitter resistor of line
output transistor). Resoldering this
and fitting the drive transformer got
the set working. A long soak test
showed everything was OK. I
measured the suspect transformer.
It appeared to be short circuit on its
secondary. (Strange?)

Bush 286111Til
Dead. No standby LED. There was
only 43V on the collector of the line
output transistor. This led us a song
and dance for a while until we found
a safety resistor o/c - it is R867,
which is 0.33R. It is found just in
front of IC804. Also check for the
usual dry joints in the EW area.

LOM/C8700
We have had a couple of these in
recently. With one, the drawer
would stay open and would not go in
unless pushed and then it would
come straight back out. The other
just would not open but in the
display it was getting the correct
command. In both cases it turned
out to be the open/close switch that
was faulty. It is on the small PCB
with the tray loading motor. It can
be taken apart and cleaned, but it is
best to replace.

1.0 RE28F110PX CTV
The customer struggled in with this
large TV, which kept going off
intermittently. This showed up
instantly for a change. Looking
around for dry joint on the
regulators, I noticed that in fact the
dry joint was on pin 1 of the line out
put transformer. This was very
crusty. Resoldering all the
transformers pins cured this
monster, just in time for the
England match.

Panasonic TX25MD3 CTV
The job card reported that this set
could take 20 minutes for sound and
picture to appear. Once there the
picture could take on a very smeary
effect. The usual cause is the tuner
unit and this was no exception.
Taking out the tuner and
resoldering most of the connections
cured this TV, with excellent
pictures still being

Ferguson FTV28WN1 (AK37)
This set had no tuning. The field
engineer had replaced the tuner,
but fortunately he sent the original
one with the set. The tuner he had
fitted was an incorrect one there
were no option codes in the service
manual for the tuner. I decided to fit
the original tuner. I was rewarded
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with a very noisy picture. All the
option codes were correct for the
tuner. I found the supply voltage,
serial clock and serial data present
at the tuner pins. There was however
no AGC voltage at pin 1. I measured
pin 1 resistance to earth: it showed a
direct short existed. Isolating pin 1
showed the fault was not in the
tuner. Studying the circuit diagram
and lifting links found capacitor
C201 (47uF electrolytic capacitor)
was short circuit. This is an
extremely rare fault. I have seen
large power supply electrolytics go
short in amplifiers, but I cannot
remember seeing a small electrolytic
cap go short.

Sony KDF-E50A1211
This new DLP projector had no
picture with 11 flashes of the
standby LED. According to Sony
service bulletin 06TV078, three
diodes - D5701, 5703 AND 9616 need to be replaced. However when I
did this, the fault was still the same.
I decided to go back to basics and
check the supply voltages. I found
the supply on the AG board, which
feeds the ballast PCB, was missing.
The 17V, 11V and 33V were also
missing. I had a power supply fault. I
found R6618 (0.1R, 2W) open circuit
due to the chopper FETs D1606 and
D1607 being short circuit. I replaced
these along with IC1601 and the opto
coupler PH1601. This provided a
complete cure. I was rewarded with a
lovely picture.

Philips NTS3500 DVD PLAYER
This DVD player had no fluorescent
display. All other functions worked. I
checked voltages to the display. At
first glance these appeared to be OK.
I checked drive signals to the
display: they appeared to be present
and correct. I then noticed the
display was now working, so there
was the possibility of a dry joint.
Resoldering the display electrodes
did not cure the fault. A thorough
search in the adjacent area of the
display using my magnifying glass
showed that C2721 was dry jointed
on its negative leg. It is part of the
VGL voltage generator circuit.
Resoldering cured the fault.

(185V). It was present at one side of
the fuse on the Y sus panel but not
the other. Obviously the fuse was
open circuit. A direct short circuit
was present on the Y sus panel. I
suspect the module block was short
on the Y sus panel. Unfortunately,
individual parts are not available. I
wonder when manufacturers are
going to allow us to repair panels to
the component level.

Philips 32PW8118/05 IEW2 CHASSIS)
This set had an east-west fault.
There was no e-w drive at 7480
drain, but east-west drive was
present at its gate. The drain had no
DC. Studying the circuit diagram
showed nothing obviously amiss. I
replaced 7480 to be greeted with the
same fault. Looking physically at the
circuit, I found a 200mA fuse
connected between 7480 drain and
the junction of D6422 and D6423.
The fuse was open circuit. Replacing
this cured fault.

Sony K032E116511
This set would switch on then
immediately shut down with the
standby light flashing twice.
According to the service manual, this
means over-current protection. The
HT appeared to come up and shut
down. You could feel the static on the
screenline drive was present briefly,
but the frame drive did not come up.
I initially replaced the frame IC6700
STV9379, but this did not cure the
fault, so I checked supplies during
start up. The voltages seemed a little
low to the frame IC. By sheer luck I
noticed the main reservoir cap C6661
(470uF, 450V) had a bulged top, so I
removed it and measured it. It was
open circuit. Replacing C6661 cured
fault.

Philips 32PW6006/05 (1.01.1H

LG 42P113RV

After replacing the CRT due to the
set cutting out, I had to tune the set
in the workshop generator. I did an
auto tune. The set found the local TV
channels, but the image, not the
workshop generator around
696.25MHz. The image was very
noisy. I replaced the tuner. this
immediately cured fault. The tuner
had gone low gain at its higher end.

This plasma display had no picture.
The standby light went green. All the
voltages came up except for VS

Panasonic TX32-PM1 (GP4 Chassis)
When I switched this set on, I got a
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line collapse, i.e. no line scan. This
was very unusual. On removing the
back, I found the wire on the scan
coil had come away. After
resoldering, I was rewarded with a
picture with an east-west fault. I had
EW drive at Q701 gate but not at its
drain. I found Q701 (2SK2049) to be
leaky along with R706 (10R) open
circuit. L704 (8.2mH) had shorted
turns and R713 (8R2) open circuit.
Once these parts have been replaced,
I was rewarded with a normal
picture.

Grundig TVR5120
This TV/VCR combi came in dead
with a short circuit line output
transistor. The usual cause of its
failure is a dry jointed line driver
coil. However in this case, the LOPT
was faulty. Replacement provided a
complete cure.

Martin McCluskey
Goodmans 285NS [Daewoo CP715)
`No picture' was the customer's
complaint with this 28" TV. Sound
was present at switch on, but there
was no rustle of EHT and the tube
heaters appeared not to be lit. In fact
the line output stage seemed to be
inactive, but a faint spark was
produced when a meter probe was
applied to the collector of the line
output transistor. The line stage was
working but with reduced efficiency.
I found the scan coils sub-panel to be
dry-jointed. There was no damage to
the plug or socket, and re-soldering
provided a complete cure.

Bush WS 6671 (11AK19)
The set appeared to be dead. The
standby LED was out, but a faint
tripping sound came from the power
supply area, accompanied by a
clicking from both speakers. The HT
voltage measured 80V and the other
secondary supplies were very low.
Much time was wasted checking for
overloads before I discovered that the
HT smoothing capacitor C813 was
open circuit. A new 47mF 250V
restored normal operation.

Black Diamond BDS2851S
111AK31-111
When powered up, the set would
revert to standby after two seconds.
There was no rustle of EHT but
during the few seconds the set was
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on, a field buzz was audible from the
scan coils. I found that R817 (130k)
in the HT feedback regulation circuit
had risen in value to over 170k. I
made up a replacement using 120k
and 10k components and this
brought the set to life again.

Hitachi C2886TN
When switched on, there was a
squeal from the line output
transformer, then the set reverted to
standby. I have had this fault before
and went straight to C717, a blue
disc capacitor near the transformer.
It checked OK using a digital meter,
but showed a very slight leakage
when measured with an oldfashioned AVO meter on the high
resistance range. A replacement 1nF
1kV capacitor cleared the fault.

Bush DVD142TVIAK461
`No sound' was the customer's
complaint with this 14" TV DVD
Combi unit. The picture was perfect
but there was indeed no sound,
though a plopping noise came from
both speakers when the set was in
standby. On test with the back
removed, I noticed a heatsink at the
back of the main circuit board
became very hot after only a few
minutes. Further investigation
revealed this to be the audio output
IC. A new TDA7496 restored the
sound. This chassis is also used in
some Goodmans models.

Hitachi 02114 TE
Field flyback lines covered the top
three inches of the picture: also the
Teletext and on screen displays
rolled. All was well once the TA8247
field output chip and boost capacitor
C605 (100mF 35V) were changed.

Hitachi C2856TN
The set was 'dead' with the red LED
pulsing slowly. There was a 75-ohm
short circuit measurable from
collector to emitter of the line
output transistor, though this
component was not faulty. The
culprit was C704 (2.2nF 2kV), a
blue disc capacitor in parallel with
one of the E/W diodes. That was not
the end of the story: there was a
bowed picture because the TDA
8350Q field and E/W output chip
had been damaged by the other
fault. Once this component had been
changed, the set produced a firstclass picture.
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Hitachi C28WD2

Samsung model SP42W5HF1

There was no sound or vision — just a
faint blank raster was visible. If the
screen control on the line
transformer was turned up and down
a few times, a picture appeared, but
in green and blue only. A meter
check on the tube's red cathode pin
produced a reading of about 90V.
There should have been a bright red
raster but the tube had an internal
fault. Another one for the scrap heap
(It has probably been covered in
shrink wrap by now and sold from
the back of a plain white van!)

No start-up. If the set does not start
up, check ICZ103 (STK392040)
and/or resistor R127 (3.9R) and
R128 (3.9R). check for open circuit.

Sony KI132DX50
There was a click from a relay when
the set was brought out of standby,
but no sign of life, though the HT
voltage rose to about 100V, then
dropped to zero. Replacing the line
output transformer cured the
problem. The part number is 8 598
834 40, and a pattern one is
available for a reasonable price.

Thorn P1465

Funai model L5100U
Dead. If the set is dead but the
power LED is lit, check the start-up
resistors R7 (270k) and/or R8 (270k)
for open circuit.

Panasonic model TC14B3R
Dead. If the set is completely dead
and the mains input fuse F801 (4A)
has blown, along with resistors
R806/R807 being both badly burnt,
check capacitor C406 (471nF) for
short circuit.

Panasonic model TC14S3R
LED flashing. If the set is not
starting-up and the LED is flashing,
check resistor R811 (220k 0.5W) for
open circuit. If still in trouble then
check R804 (220k 0.5W) for open
circuit.

Toshiba model VTV1402

Dead was the complaint with this
Tatung-based portable TV. The
power supply is based on the TDA
4605 control IC and replacing the
series-connected startup resistors
R802 and R803 (15k) cleared the
fault.

Intermittent start-up. If there is
intermittent start-up with no
voltage supply to the line driver,
check the feed resistor R504 (270k)
to the switching transistor for open
circuit.

Sanyo CB 5156 [EC3 — A21 chassis]

Naiko model N1003

When the auto tuning facility was
used, the set would not stop
searching after a channel had been
found. If the stations were stored
manually, they constantly went off
tune. Replacing the TDA 8361 jungle
IC cured both faults.

Shuts down after a short time. If
when switching the set on, the
picture comes up with AUX
appearing on the blank screen, but
then quickly shuts down, this is due
to faulty capacitors C1 and/or C2 (2
x 150uF 30V). Check by
replacement.

DIM Recorder BNI 1000R
This machine was completely dead. I
had no service information so started
with a visual inspection of the
separate power supply panel. Two
capacitors C46 and C47 (1F 16V) had
bulging tops, and new replacements
brought the machine to life again

John COOMbeS
Sony model KV32FQ86U [chassis
AE6Bill
No start-up. If the set does not startup and the LED flashes three times,
check transistor Q8121 (2SK2679)
for short circuit on the east/west
PCB.

Naiko model N2866
Stuck in standby mode. If the set
will not start-up from standby mode,
check transistor TD02 (BU2525AF)
and also capacitor CD64 (2.2nF 2kV)
by replacement.

Hitachi model 31PD5200
Plasma TV
Dead. If there is no power on the AC
section, then check the photo coupler
PC001 (PC123) for short circuit. A
replacement will restore normal
operation.
If the set is dead but the relay
switches are on and off continuously,
check the diode D114 (ERA91-02) for
short circuit.
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Sony model KV2OWS1A
Dead. If the set is dead and after
checking all the power supply
outputs are low, check IC602
(SE135N) by replacement.

Goodmans model GTV14111111
Lack of height. If there is lack of
height and it cannot be adjusted,
check transistor Q603 (BC848) for
short circuit.

Panasonic TS-W28114 [Euro4
chassis]
Power supply faults
Dead. The first and most obvious
check is the mains input fuse F802
(3.15A) check for open circuit or if it
has violently blown. The state of the
fuse can help to decide how serious
the fault is or give a clue in which
area to start fault finding.
If the input fuse has just gone
open circuit, replace with an
upgrade fuse of 5A advised by
Panasonic and retry as it may have
failed due to old age or just slack
tension on the wire, so parting
company from the fuse cap.
If however the fuse has blown,
then check the Power regulator
IC801 (STR-F6654LF51) for short
circuit. If this proves to be negative,
check the degauss thermistor inside
the posistor case.
If the fuse proves to be OK then
check transistor Q853 (BC847B) for
open or short circuit. Check also the
opto coupler D805 (TLP621GR-LF2)
by replacement.
If any of the power supply
components are at fault, always
replace as a block of components in
the power supply to avoid a further
power supply problem later costing
time and money.
If this all proves to be negative
then check capacitor C869 (100uF
25V) for low capacitance or high
ESR. If this capacitor proves to be
OK check capacitor C871 (1mF 16V)
for short circuit. This is the
decoupling capacitor on the collector
of Q852 (2SC1383-S) but also ensure
the transistor Q852 is not short
circuit.
If this proves to be OK check for
open circuit on pins 5 and 6 of the
chopper transformer T801. Also
check for dry joints on all the pins to
avoid further trouble at a later date.
If the power supply powers down
just after switch on, and the line
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stage fails to start, this can be due to
the fusible HT feed resistor R877
(47R 2W) having gone open circuit.
If the set is stuck in standby
mode with the standby LED lit,
check for faulty SMD transistor
Q854 (BC847B) by replacement. If
there is no start-up and capacitor
C871 proves to be OK then check
diode D867 (IN4001) by
replacement.
If all this proves negative but the
set still remains dead, check the
error amplifier IC850 (SE140N).
Check by replacement or DC
conditions. This could however be a
fault in the line stage.
Check also diode D853
(MA2180BLFS) for short circuit, or
if not reading faulty, check by
replacement. If however this proves
to be OK but the set will not startup, check diode D867 (IN4001) for
leaky condition.
In a few cases the set will switch
into a standby mode randomly, but
it will then switch back on. Suspect
a faulty diode D868 (1N4150T-27).
The diode is situated near the
standby relay (RL801) and feeds the
12V supply to the relay.
At this point it is also worth
mentioning that IC801 (STRF6654LF51) can also cause the same
fault condition. On a few sets we
have found that intermittently the
set will trip, which is usually caused
by transistor Q857 (2SA1018QTA).
Check by replacement because it
is difficult to read a fault on the
transistor, both DC or resistive. If
there is intermittent remote control
function, check the power supply
transistor Q852 (2SC1383QRS) by
replacement.
In a few rare cases, if the set is
dead we have found resistor R877
(0.47R) to be open circuit. If the
mains input fuse F802 has gone
open circuit, do not forget to check
the bridge rectifier diode D801
(RBV-608LF-B) for short circuit.
If all else proves to be negative
but the fuse keeps going open
circuit or intermittently blows,
check the chopper transformer
T801, or this maybe due to
intermittent breakdown in the
windings, or a more permanent
fault would be shorted turns in the
transformer.
If all in the power supply proves
to be negative then it may be
necessary to check the line stage.

Line stage faults
If there is no picture, no audio, and
the power supply keeps pulsating,
check the line output transistor Q551
(BU2508) for short circuit.
If the line transistor Q551 that is
fitted is a BU2508, be sure to replace
with a 2SD1577. Also be sure to
check resistor R507 (100R 1W) for
open circuit or by replacement.
If the line output transistor Q551
keeps going short circuit, check the
HT voltage and volts on the collector
of the line output transistor Q551
and if they are varying from 140160V, suspect a faulty error
amplifier IC850 (SE140N). Check by
replacement.
Originally there was a line stage
kit (TZS9EK001) but this has now
been discontinued and replaced by
line transistor (2SD1577LB). On the
other models TX28MD4, TX28MD4L,
TX28LD4DP, TX28LD4DPL,
TX28XD4/A, TX28XD4L/A with
Q551 (BU2508AXLB) is replaced
with 2SD1577LB and resistor R507
(270R 1W) to (100R 1W).
If however the line transistor
Q551 is a 2SD1577LB and it is short
circuit, check for dry-joints on the
line driver transformer T501.
Resoldering will normally restore
normal operation.
If still no line drive to the base of
the line output transistor Q551,
check capacitor C509 (47uF 35V) for
short circuit. If this proves negative
then check the line driver transistor
Q503 (2SD2398-M2). Check for dry
joints or open circuit.
If none of these faults eliminate
the problem but staying in the line
stage and the set remains dead, then
check transistor Q552 (2SD1877) for
short circuit.
If in some cases the mains input
fuse F602 is open circuit, then check
the line output transformer T551.
Check for shorted turns in windings
between pins 2 and pin 7.
The line output transformer T551
can be responsible for several
problems, one of which can be
excessive brightness caused by a
faulty G2 screen control. Also there
maybe incorrect focus, which can also
be caused by the focus control inset in
the line output transformer T551.
If the picture is dark or there is no
picture, this can be the cause of low
G2 voltage from the line output
transformer. Check DC conditions or
by replacement.
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If there is intermittent loss of
picture then check pin 11 and pin 7
for dry joints. If this proves to be
negative, then check the
plug/socket (E3) pin 4 and pin 5 for
dry joints. If still in trouble then
suspect a faulty line output
transformer T551 and check by
replacement.
If the power supply voltage is
correct to line stage and the line
driver components are correct,
check the 8V supply to IC601
(VDP3120BPPB1) pin 50. If this is
missing, then check coil L606
(4.7uH) for open circuit.
If there is excessive height and
width, which also gives a dark
picture due to G2 voltage down to
200V, replace coil L554 and
resistor R702 (8.2R).
In a few cases we have found
east/west faults due to faulty diode
D701 (ISS133T-77). Check by
replacement. If it is difficult to
centre the picture, then check and
replace IC701 (TEA2031A).
If the picture is shifted
vertically and there is a line jitter,
replace the video processor IC601
(VDP3120BPPB1). This IC601 can
also cause flashing picture and line
tearing.

If still in trouble with no startup or dead set then check IC601
(VDP3120BPPB1) for dry joints or
incorrect DC conditions.

Frame stage faults
The most common of the frame
faults is frame collapse, giving a
horizontal white line or in some
cases no picture - just a rainbow
effect.
If there is frame collapse then
check the frame output IC451
(LA7845N) by replacement. If this
proves to be negative then check
diode D557 (EU02) and/or resistor
R555 (0.33R) for open circuit.
If still in trouble then check
diode D558 (ISR124-4AT82) and/or
resistor R559 (0.33R) for open
circuit. If there is still frame
collapse, then check the diode
D454 (ERA15-02V3) for short
circuit.
If all proves to be negative then
check the scanning coils (FRAME)
for open circuit or they maybe dryjointed or at worst then may have
shorted turns.
If the latter, then there maybe
smoke or arcing from the point of
contact were the windings go short
circuit. If the DC resistance checks

prove to be OK on fame and line
coils, check the plug/socket (E4) for
dry-joints or high resistance
connections.
If however the frame output
IC451 (LA7845N) has gone short
circuit, then the set will not start
up from a standby mode, choosing
to go into protection mode.
If however the set switches to
standby mode after start-up, check
diode D558 (ISR124-4AT82) for
short circuit. If there is no start-up
and the LED blinks check resistor
R559 (0.33R) for open circuit.
If the set intermittently shuts
down, check for faulty capacitor
C454 (220nF) by replacement. If
however the frame output stage
proves to be operating correctly
then check IC601
(VDP3120BPPB1) for dry joints or
check pin31 for a frame drive
waveform.
If the frame drive waveform is
missing then suspect IC601 and
check by replacement. In a few
cases if the set switches to standby
mode intermittently check for dryjoints on resistor R601 (100R) in
the frame protection circuitry.
To be continued in the
September issue

John Coombes
Continued from August issue

Panasonic TK—W2884
Eeprornimemory faults
To reset the memory just press at
the same time status button (info)
from remote control and P-button
which will carry out a self check.
If the set is dead then check the
EEPROM IC1102 (27C2001-F18)
check by replacement. If the set
comes out of standby mode, but the
EHT from the line output
transformer T551 starts pulsating
immediately but there proves to be
no failures within the EHT
secondary, then this can be tracked
down to a faulty EEPROM IC1102
(27C2001-F18) check by
replacement. If the set switches
itself into standby mode randomly,
but then comes back on, check also
the EEPROM IC1102 (27C2001-

F18) check by replacement. If there
is picture foldover but only in the
AV3 mode check the EEPROM
IC1103 (XGL2-01LA) check by
replacement. If the sound suddenly
whistles and the Dolby adjustments
can be called in the sound menu,
suspect and replace faulty EEPROM
IC1102 (27C2001-F18).

Audio faults
The first check is to ensure if
there is no sound due to loss of the
29V to pin 10 of the sound output
IC251 (LA4282). If the voltage is
present, but it is very low, then
suspect the sound output IC251
(LA4282) as being at fault. To
ensure the LT voltage is not low due
to the power supply at fault, just
dry joint the supply pin or pins to
see if the 29V then rises indicating
the fault is in the power supply or
IC251. If after dry-jointing pin 10 of
IC251 the voltage remains low, then
check capacitor C264 (2200uf 50V)

for short circuit. Replace before
tracing back to source if still in
trouble with low voltage. If there is
a loss of channels (left/right ) check
the audio output on IC251 (LA4282)
to ensure right channel is correct on
pin 7 and left channel is correct on
pin 11. If this proves to be alright
then check the loudspeaker
left/right and associate connections.
If however there is no output check
that there is input on pin 2 for left
channel and pin 5 for the right
channel input. If the input is correct
then replace IC251 (LA4282). If the
input is not present on pin2 (left)
and pin 5 (right) then trace back to
the audio processor IC2101
(MSP3410DPOB4) check associate
components or DC conditions, if still
in trouble it maybe necessary to
check by replacement.
If the set is dead but by removing
the external loudspeakers the set
then comes back on, replace resistor
R2702 (150kohms) on the (C) PCB,

because the supply line is low at
18V instead of 22V. If there is still
no picture or audio and the power
supply pulsates, check all the
external connectors to the
loudspeakers.
If the surround sound output
IC2704 (TDA2030AV) is very hot
and there is a smell of burning,
check diodes D2716 and/or D2717
(2x mA165) check for open circuit. If
the set shuts down when the rear
surround speakers are connected,
firstly ensure there is not a dead
short on the speakers or leads
making sure there is no tape joins
or damaged lead with bare wire
showing through the plastic cover. If
this all proves to be alright then
replace diodes D2716/ D2717 (2x
mA165) resistor R2702 (150kohms)
IC2704 (TDA2030AN) and IC2701
(STR10006) it is necessary to
replace all components listed if
there is no fault detected on some
components.
The replacement of all
components will avoid the ruin of a
limited number of components all
over again adding cost and time to
the repair. In a few cases we have
had sound distortion on one
channel. To overcome this problem
we have replaced the audio
processor IC2102 (MSP3410D).
Finally in the audio output stage if
the audio crackles and the volume
varies, suspect and replace faulty
audio output IC251 (LA4282).
Before replacement ensure there are
no dry joints on the output pins of
IC. If there is no audio or picture
with a loud squealing noise check
for faulty diodes D2714/ D2715 (2x
ISS133T7) replace both if only one
at fault.

Video/CRT faults
If there is just a blank raster
with no video output and DC
conditions are correct on IC601
(VDP3120BPPB1) then replace the
video processor IC601. If there is
blank raster or frame collapse when
the channel is changed, check for
dry joints on the serial clock data
(SCL) line pin 50 IC1101
(SDA5450C48) micro processor to
and from the EEPROM IC1103
(XGL2-01LA) check connections on
resistors R1116 (100ohms) and/or
R1121 (100ohms). If there is weak
contrast this can be due to high
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resistance resistor R558
(120kohms). If this proves to be
negative then suspect the video
processor IC601 (VDP3120BPPB1)
check the DC conditions or check by
replacement. If there is a loss of
picture and no on screen display
suspect faulty micro processor
IC1101 (SDA 5450C48) check the
DC conditions or replace. Also if the
video processor IC601
(VDP3120BPPB1) is at fault it may
not let the set start-up from standby
mode. The LED will be lit when in
standby mode but the set just
switches off after trying to operate.
If there is no red this maybe due
to faulty transistor Q351 (2SA1767)
check by replacement.
If still in trouble then check the
red CRT heater this maybe open
circuit. If this also proves to be
negative then check the RGB output
IC351 (TDA6103QN3) check the DC
conditions very carefully or just
replace. No green, check transistor
Q352 (2SA1767) and/or no blue
Q353 (2SA1767) check DC
conditions. If this proves negative
then IC351 (TDA6103Q-N3) should
be replaced. If there is excessive
red, blue or green suspect CRT as
being at fault. If the set is dead, this
maybe due to protection mode
operating due to a fault internally
in the CRT. In some cases if there is
a blue picture intermittently with
flyback lines where the set then
trips after a few seconds, this is due
to a faulty CRT. Due to cost of CRTs
this would make the job beyond
economical repair.

Tuner/IF fault
The first check with a tuner fault
is for noise on screen, if there is
noise on screen then suspect faulty
tuner unit TNR001 (ENG275066 ).
Before condemning the tuner unit
check that all DC conditions are
correct to tuner. Also check for dryjoints if this is an intermittent fault
on the pins or internally on the
aerial socket. Check that the aerial
socket is correctly soldered on the
earth side to the tuner body, this
will also give snowy pictures and
poor quality sound. If still in trouble
then check the supply voltage to the
tuner unit, if this is missing then
trace back to Q850 (2SD2396) check
for dry-joints or open circuit. At this
point ensure there is a tuner IF

fault by inserting a signal in the
SCART to eliminate all other
possibilities. If the tuner unit proves
to be alright then check the
EEPROM IC1103 (XGL2-01LA)
check by replacement. If set still at
fault, check that the 33V line is
present on the tuner unit, if this is
missing check resistor R112
(100ohms) for open circuit or check
also resistor R113 (22kohms) for
high resistance. If the centre pin
connection to the tuner unit is
broken, this may require the
addition of a piece of wire to remake
a good connection on the tuner PCB.
If there is no signal and this only
occurs on certain channels, suspect
and replace leaky SMD transistor
marked BR inside the IF section on
the tuner unit. The type of SMD
transistor to use is
(MSB1218ART1).

Teletext faults
If there is no text after start-up
when the set is cold, check the micro
processor IC1101 (SDA5450C48)
check by replacement. If this proves
to be negative, check if the text is
missing or corrupt due to the crystal
X1101 (TSSA121) and that it is
running at 6MHz. If incorrect, then
check for dry joints or by
replacement. If still in trouble check
the associate components capacitors
C1103 (22pF) and/or C1104 (22pF)
check by replacement.

Miscellaneous faults
If the east-west correction is
incorrect check that the 27V is
present on pin 6 of IC701
(TEA2031A). If this is missing,
check the fusible resistor R701
(100ohms) for open circuit. If the
voltage on IC701 pin 6 is correct but
IC701 (TEA2031A) keeps failing,
then it is necessary to replace coil
L701, which should read about
7.3ohms. If the coil and IC701 are
both alright check for faulty Q701
(BC857B) check by replacement.
If there is no colour through the
SCART connection but it does
operate correctly on RGB suspect
faulty EEPROM IC1103 (XGL201LA) check by replacement.
If there is no picture on AV1 or
AV2 but the sound is operating
correctly suspect a faulty video
processor IC601 (VDP3120BPPB1)
check the DC conditions or replace.
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In a few cases we have had
excessive brightness due to faulty
video switching IC3401 (TEA 2114)
check by replacement.

Remote control F.

4
The remote control is very
reliable and tends not to give to
many problems on this set. The
usual problem which haunts nearly
all remote controls is the battery
connections. If the battery contacts
become corroded due to battery
leakage, this can cause no operation
or intermittent operation of all
functions. One of the worst
problems is were the battery
contacts have corroded so badly that
they just fall apart leaving a
replacement the only option. They
can also develop dry-joints which
prevent the voltage reaching the
remote control PCB. The last of the
faults on this remote control can be
dry-joints on the LED usually by resoldering normal operation is
restored.

Charles Arundel
Daewoo faults
Model GB20V3NTS [chassis
CP1851
This set was dead. The fault was
traced to a short circuit D806
BYV95C in the power supply.

GB14C3NTBI. [chassis CP1851
A faint whistle could be heard
coming from the speakers during
adverts.
This is due to a software bug in
the video processor IC 1501.
To cure the problem the IC has to
be replaced with a modified version
type TDA9361/N2.
After you have replaced this IC,
you probably won't be able to
receive any signals after attempting
an auto search, or if it does tune in
channels there may be no sound.
This is because you have to ensure
that you have reset the tuner and
system options after putting the set
into service mode.
To access service mode first select
programme number 91, then adjust
the sharpness to minimum and exit
all menus.
Now quickly press the following
sequence of buttons on the remote
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control; red, green, menu.
Now toggle down to the tuner
option and enter the code for the
type of tuner in the set. This is
written on a label on the tuner.
For example the code for
Daewoo/Samsung tuner is DW and
the code for a Philips tuner is PH1
or PH2 (try both).
Once this has been done, you
must choose the correct system
option for the UK. Toggle down to
the system option whilst still in
service mode and select the code for
PAL I/I which is TU.
You should now be able to auto
search all channels.
However, it may also be
necessary to replace resistor circuit
reference R527 with a 620ohm 1/6W
from it's original value of 430ohm to
correct the contrast level.

The cure was found to be a
necessary modification to remove
transistor Q837 and short circuit it's
base to collector.
However, later type version 03
chassis have already had the
transistor removed, so suspect a
faulty Thyristor circuit reference
1822 type X0202DA

Model DDT-21119S [chassis CP0931
The fault symptom here was
intermittent sound. A dry solder
joint was found on capacitor C415.

Model DSC-3210 EGB [chassis
SC140)

This set had no sound. This was
traced to C570 4700pF in the phase
lock loop circuit breaking down
under load.

The complaint was a very faint
50HZ buzz from the left hand
speaker when the volume was set
low. It did not vary with any volume
adjustments.
The cure was a modification to
the ground points.
Fit a piece of insulated cable
between two the ground points of
P703 and of 1602 (pin 15 of the
sound amplifier).

Model GB20C4NT plasma (chassis
CP1851

Model DTZ 2881GB [chassis
CP520F)

This set had no picture. The HT
was down to 10.8V and there was no
line drive. The fault was caused by a
faulty EEPROM.

This set was dead. The LED went
green but there was no picture or
sound.
The fault was due to capacitor
C430 680pf 2kV going short circuit.
Unfortunately this also damaged
resistor R420 l0kohm 1/4W and
diodes D520 and D521 type 1N4148.

Model GB14C3NBI. [chassis CP18)

Model 0113212 [chassis SUMP)
This is a high definition model
with a DVI input and separate
3.5mm jack socket for the sound.
When a TELEWEST cable box
installer tried to install the
customer's new HD cable box, he
found the TELEWEST box only had
an HDMI socket, so he had to leave
without completing the installation.
The answer to the problem was to
provide an HDMI to DVI lead for
the reception of the high definition
picture and a separate left and right
phono to the 3.5mm jack lead for the
audio.

Model GB14H2NS [chassis CP0621
This is a VCR/TV Combi
machine. The complaint was a
mechanical whirring noise and
clicking coming from the machine
when in stand-by mode.
This noise was found to be caused
by intermittent operation of relays,
which feed the head drum motor,
causing it to spin up intermittently.

Model DP42SP [chassis SP1151
This is a Plasma monitor with a
separate tuner box to receive TV.
The fault was a black band down
the right hand side of picture. This
is usually due to a faulty drive IC
connected to one of the flexible
connectors attached to the screen.
However, in this case it was due
to a bad joint on a surface mount
capacitor CCC2, situated on the
lower left connector board. This
joint had been arcing and
eventually burnt the printed circuit
away. The complete board had to be
replaced.

Model DP42SP [chassis SP1151
The fault symptom was small
black elongated dots evenly spaced
across the whole picture. The fault
was eventually traced to a faulty
video PCB.
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Model DP42SP [chassis SP1151
The screen produced a band of
vertical coloured bars on the picture
and the remainder of the picture
was solarised (looks negative).
This is usually a video or digital
board fault, but unusually in this
case it was one the ICs on the lower
scan board.

Philip Salkeld
Bush669311 [chassis 11AK45B51
The customer complained he had
lost some of his digital stations. I
called to the house and when I
discovered Channel 5 analogue was
very snowy, I had no hesitation but
to tell him the aerial was faulty.
Typically, he would not accept what
I was saying. Next step was to
suggest that we try his set on one of
his neighbour's television aerials.
This I did and then putting the set
into auto-tune revealed all the
stations. The things you do to please
a customer! While I was doing this
he mentioned that when he put the
set into standby the red circular
light blinked a few times, then there
was a flash on the screen and then
the standby light remained
constant. I had not come across
that before, so I agreed to
investigate and phone him the next
day. I contacted Victor at Bush
Technical, who told me that this
was normal. When you place the set
into standby, the digital side of the
TV re-sets itself for the next time it
is brought out of standby.

Sony 811-3211810011 [chassis HEM
The customer complained that
the set would not come on first
thing in the morning, but when it
did spring to life it would work
perfectly for the rest of the day.
When I put this set on the bench I
just knew it would become a real
headache. The symptom was a
blank raster with a coloured
humbar going up the screen. Then
after about 20 minutes the sound
and picture would come on. Flexing
boards and tapping around for dry
joints was a waste of time. I decided
putting a call into Sony Technical
may be a good idea. The person I
spoke to informed me this was a
known fault. I needed to replace
Q4003 and Q4004 2SK2036 which
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are both surface mount transistors
P/no. 8-729-028-28. As this is a
heavy beast I kept it on the bench,
ordered the two items and waited
for their arrival. Sony spares are
quite quick and when they arrived I
lifted the main printed circuit to
find them. Using a magnifying glass
I scanned the board, but they were
nowhere to be seen. After admitting
defeat, I phoned Sony Technical
again. I spoke to a different person
this time who also knew of this fault
and he explained that these two
transistors are under the digital
can. He went on to explain that
when you remove the can and the
digital boards, there is a metal strip
secured by 7 solder tacks onto the
main board and when you remove
this metal strip you will see the two
surface mounts. Two hours later the
parts had been replaced and I had
replaced the covering components.
This restored the set to a working
condition. I have said it before and I
will say it again I dislike Sony TV's.

PYE 521012565/05B [chassis
090AEI
This set belonged to an old age
pensioner who was not interested in
a new wide-screen, LCD or plasma
television, so the instruction I was
given was to do my best. The fault
was a plopping noise coming from
the set and then after 10 minutes
the TV would burst into life.
Fortunately, I've had this fault
before many moons ago. The
problem is where the back of the set
joins the cabinet. The printed circuit
board bends and a number of
surface mount components in the
line and power stage become dry
jointed. Removing the board,
turning it upside down and
soldering them is all that is
required.

Toshiba 28W33B [chassis BAKU
I put this set on the bench for my
last job of the day, the fault was
that the picture was too wide. This
fault I have had numerous times
before. The problem is that the
12nF capacitor in the east-west,
which is found behind the line
output transformer, is short circuit.
However, after replacement the
picture was still too wide. The next
day with a clear head, I started to
check the east-west stage,

eventually I checked D606 UF5407
which read strange in circuit. On
removal it had the normal forward
resistance, but its reverse reading
was 8kohms. After replacement all
was well.

Bush 11F668311PL
This customer had four of these
sets from the dealer before we were
involved. The complaint being that
on pre-recorded tapes the picture
was pulling at the top of the screen.
It reminded me of the problem that
used to occur a number of years ago
where you had to use a predesignated channel number to
correct it. The fault was also on
SCART. The remedy is to go into the
menu, select picture and come down
to VCR mode and put it into the
"ON" position and store it.

JVC AV-28GT1S1F [chassis
11AK45B51
This set came in with the usual
problem, geometry and the 4:3 mode
blanking out, which of course is the
EEPROM IC502. The original
EEPROM was a 24LC16B which
JVC supplied and was fitted with
the minimum of trouble. Later on
JVC started to supply 24 C 16A
which again cured the fault, but
setting the geometry in the different
modes took much longer. Now they
are supplying a new EEPROM to fit
with a new CPU, fortunately when
you go to the service menu JA129 is
displayed. This software is what has
been used in the UK. The action to
take is to fit the EEPROM as
normal and replace micro P/no VE20235966 at the same time. A
further note on this update
procedure is that you also have to
change R278, R279, R280 P/no VE30012673. Failure to replace these
three surface mount resistors will
result in a dark, lack of contrast
picture.

Hitachi C28W410SN
The customer complained that
there were lines on the screen and
then the set would close down into
standby. Lines on the screen put me
off soldering the usual dry joints on
the regulators which are on the
huge heat sink down the centre of
the main board. Soak test bench
was the best option and after a
couple of days the fault showed up
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with white flyback lines and then
the set would go into standby.
Tapping the CRT base would
instigate the fault. A mass soldering
job on the base failed to put matters
right.
Cleaning the tube socket was the
eventual solution.

AV-28GT1Bff (chassis
11AK45B51
The reported problem with this
set was that the customer dropped
it when he was moving it from one
room to another. After removing the
circuit board from its plastic frame,
I noticed a nasty crack on it. The
broken print in the power and line
stages was across the fine print so
rewiring was out of the question.
The only option now was to phone
JVC spares to see if a board was
available. The man I spoke with
informed me that there was a pink
label on the board and the middle
number is the part number, VE20120603 at £87.30 + VAT.

Les Mainstone
Sharp 5105-03H
The customer complained that
this set would take four to five
minutes to warm up. Sure enough
after the allotted time and some
squealing from the set, firstly the
sound then the picture appeared. I
turned my attention immediately to
the group of capacitors serving the
secondary side of the power supply.
Although visually there were no
suspects, C712 (220mFd, 25V) put
its hands up, it read 94mF on the
capacitance meter. Replacing it
cured the problem.

Thomson 28101(41 (chassis ICC20)
This 100Hz television worked
perfectly for some hours on the soak
bench, despite the work sheet
indicating that the set would fail
after only a few minutes. Eventually
it decided to misbehave, switching
to standby. I tried to restart it using
the remote and was rewarded with
the front LED flashing 2 followed by
7 indicating a problem in the frame
or line circuitry. I stripped out the
main PCB and had a good look
around the print. I removed
capacitor CL033, after noticing a
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hair line crack around one of its legs
and checked its value. It read OK on
my capacitance meter but I replaced
it to be on the safe side. After
tidying a few more suspect joints, I
reassembled the set and gave it a
long soak test before returning it to
its owners. Unfortunately the set
bounced after three days, this time
however the line output transformer admitted its failure on my
tester. A replacement cured the
problem.

Panasonic TK32:PS12 (chassis
Euro 9L1
Thank goodness for my hydraulic
lift to help this heavy beast onto my
bench. I quickly traced the dead
monster's problem to Q551, the line
output transistor (2SC5905). After a
thorough voltage and resistance
check I signed this one off.

Mitsubishi Black Diamond
MD3250PFS (11AK33112 Chassis)
Another heavy brute displaying
no signs of life arrived. A quick
check around the power supply
revealed a short circuit Q102,
(P6NC6OFP or 2SK2645). The
following were also short circuit,
D140 and D141 (BA159/BY228),
C115 and C118 (220pF, 1kV). After
replacing the above, I also changed
IC106 (MC4460B) and R100 (lohm,
5W). The set then behaved
normally.

Amstrad CTV 3028N
One of my quickie checks with
any dead set revealed this fault in
moments. After checks for shorts in
the power supply and line stage
revealed nothing, I monitored the
voltage on the main smoothing
capacitor. Normally if the power
supply has failed at switch off, the
capacitor maintains a heavy charge.
On this set however the volts
returned to zero immediately at
switch off, this indicated a faulty
capacitor. Replacing this cap (C105
100Mfd 400v) cured the fault.

Toshiba 21523B2 (Pacific chassis
PTV3606)
The line output transistor Q401
(2SD2499) had shorted on this one
because of dry joints on the legs of
T401, the line oscillator
transformer. Q501 (2SK2651) also
gave up, along with R509 (0.22ohm),

and D528 (MTZJ18D). After
replacing the above and thorough
checks, the set behaved itself at
switch on.

John Tennant
Hitachi C28WD2TN (Chassis Al)
Whilst on test after the usual
mass solder up, I noticed slight blue
smearing to the right of any white
or blue in the picture. Of course the
fault had not been reported but was
sure to be noticed when the set was
returned. Fortunately replacement
of Q814 BF422 and Q805 and
BF423 cleared the fault. These
transistors in the blue drive
circuitry are located on the tube
base panel.

Panasonic TX-1404T (Chassis 11851
This portable was unable to find
any stations. A new EEprom IC
obtained from SEME cured the
problem, but the picture had a
distinct lack of height. The service
mode can be accessed by selecting
channel 99, setting the sharpness to
minimum, then holding the down
key on the set whilst pressing mute
on the remote. The cursor keys on
the remote are used to select and
adjust. Use the TV/AV button to
store and N to exit.

Panasonic TX-28P62/E (Chassis
Euro 4)
East-west distortion was the
complaint with this set. Unusually
though the sides of the raster were
bowed outwards with the distortion
so severe that both the left and right
hand side were almost semi circular.
Fortunately entering the service
mode and adjusting the picture
geometry provided a cure. The
service mode can be accessed by first
setting the bass to max and the
treble to minimum and then pressing
F followed by volume on the TV at
the same time as index on the
remote. Use the red/green text
buttons to step up or down and
yellow/blue to adjust. Use the STR
button to store after each adjustment

Grundig CUC 5360
The owner complained that the
set had been taking longer and
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longer to start up from cold and
now refused to start at all.
Replacing the three power supply
primary electrolytics cured the
problem, but while on test I
noticed an annoying background
whistle on the sound. Re-setting
the upright nicam panel provided a
cure.

Grundig CUC 5360
Intermittent frame roll on this
set was cured by soldering all the
dearth contacts on the strip that
runs around the edge of the
chassis. As the customer had also
mentioned a very occasional loss of
chroma, I replaced the trimmer
C5073 on the decoder panel, which
is the usual cause of this problem.
The set has now been back with its
owner for several months with no
further problems.

Altai SP71L1 / CT2867
No picture was the complaint
with the set. Sound and on screen
graphics were unaffected. With no
RGB output from the TDA 8366
decoder/jungle IC, the sandcastle

pulse at pin 37 of the IC seemed
the logical place to check.
Sure enough it looked to be
incorrect with a much wider than
normal base section. Checking at
pin 39 for the horizontal flyback
reference pulse (6V) revealed a
badly distorted waveform. To cut a
long story short, CK 53 120n 63V,
a small red capacitor near the
LOPT was faulty. It read perfectly
on a meter but replacement cured
the fault. This capacitor forms part
of the pulse feed network from the
LOPT to pin 39 of the IC.

Panasonic NV-NS 820

Philips V8 630/07

Matsui 28NO3

Occasional tape looping was the
complaint with this VCR. The
quality of some budget tapes and
customers using head cleaning
cassettes, leads me to doubt
whether some faults can be blamed
on the machine. In this case
however, a close examination of the
supply spool soft brake revealed
that a V shaped groove had been
worn into the felt pad. Replacement
of the brake and a lengthy test
proved all was well.

The power supply unit was
tripping on this set. HT
rectifier diode DP12 BYV
28/600 was short circuit.
Replacing it brought the set
to life but with a bright white
raster and flyback lies. RL18
33ohms in the RGB output
supply voltage feed was open
circuit. Presumably one fault
had led to another, but I decided
to give the set a long soak test
before pronouncing it fit.

This machine exhibited severe
tracking errors with pre-recorded
tapes. Examination showed that
on loading neither guide
managed to reach its locating
slot. A check of the alignment
marks on the sliding rack and the
take up loading arm gear showed
them to be misaligned. Removing
the grease from the loading arm
gear revealed some well rounded
teeth. Replacement of the gear
plus a clean of the always suspect
mode switch provided a cure.

Philips
2880L
The front LED on this large silver
beast flashed from red to green for
several seconds before returning to
red. A quick check of the power
supply indicated its working status.
No shorts in the line stage, but a
faint whine from the line flyback
transformer. A replacement cured all
problems.

This DVD/tape recorder arrived
completely dead. A check around
the power supply found C14 and
C14a (20001.a 10V) capacitors to be
leaking and D8 & D8a (40v20a or
BYS27-45) diodes both producing
peculiar readings. Replacing the
above brought the machine to life.

OL024A
Not having much experience with
LCD as yet, I approached this one
with some trepidation. There was no
LED so I checked with SEME and
was amazed to discover a CD
manual for mere pennies. With its
help I quickly found T701 had an
open circuit primary. It's the SMPS
transformer in the set's power
supply, although on the SEME
listings it's marked as a coil. After
replacing it, a pat on the back when
the set kicked off.
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I stripped the TV chassis out of
this dead set and had a quick look
around. I/C 7310 (MC44608), in the
primary side of the power supply had
cooked, so in went a new one.
Although TR 7300 (2SK2750),
appeared OK, I changed it anyway
and, after a thorough cold check, I
confidently switched on. Still no life,
not even a glow from the front LED.
The line stage check revealed no
problems. HT measured 9.2V with
no 5V start up voltage. A check in
the standby circuitry revealed a short
across the collector/base on TR7381
(BC557c), replacing it brought up the
5V standby rail, but the HT had risen
to only 29.3V. By this time the age
old worry about the economic sense
of carrying on reared its head, so I
decided to give it just fifteen more
minutes. A good job I did, the next
component I checked was the
thyrister type device 7341
(TL431CZ), it had shorts all round. A
replacement brought the set to life.

This arrived completely dead with
no front LED. The main reservoir
capacitor was fully charged leading
me to suspect a primary power
supply fault, wrong! A cold check
around this circuit revealed no
problems, as did the line stages. I
normally start scratching my head at
this point but, by spreading my cold

search to the secondary side of the
power supply, I came across a short
circuit diode D805 (BYD33D), it
supplies the 12V rail. A replacement
revealed no other problems.

Sor
10U
I dislike this chassis because of
the difficulty of PCB removal. Any
work carried out in the line stage in
particular requires multiple plug
removal. The job itself seemed
straight forward, a dead set with a
short circuit line output transistor,
Q802 (2SC5251). The line flyback
transformer showed peculiar
waveforms on my scope, so both
items were ordered after the usual
haggling with the customer. This is
where things went awry. After two
days on the soak bench, I confidently
returned the unit to its ungrateful
owner. Five minutes after I left the
house, the set packed up again. I had
fitted a cheap version of the
transistor instead of the Sony
original, so be warned!

Panasoni
Euro 10E
I see quite a few of these sets from
another dealer, and I must say the
majority of faults are associated with
the processing side (when factory
repair of the XV board is the only
option) or corrupt software.
Therefore when the above set arrived
with both front LEDs lit, but the
remainder of the set dead, I

suspected software. After removing
the chassis the set momentarily fired
up with full screen and graphics, but
no remote control. I moved the
chassis to take some measurements
and the set shut down. Much moving
and flexing resulted with the set
starting again. After a lot of wasted
time, I came upon the TV TEXT PRO
IC (84 pin IC1101 SDA5550), its
surface mounted on the G board. A
replacement from a scrap chassis
cured all of my problems.

Goodman;
rg F19
Why do customers tell you
whoppers? 'Been like it for two
months,' the blond lady said, not
looking me in the eye. The set had 6
or 7 centimetres missing from both
sides with a slight East/West bow on
an otherwise reasonable picture.
Having replaced loads of charred
C73 and burned R82/R83 (15K)
components on the F19 chassis, I
confidently quoted for the repair
expecting to get the go ahead. 'I'll
have to think about it,' she replied. I
ground my teeth hard, thinking of
the wasted fuel and time and left the
house. Next day she rang again. 'The
sounds gone now!' I resisted the urge
to slam the phone down and
informed her that the set would have
to come in to the workshop. 'The
price you gave yesterday would
cover that then,' she whined. I'll not
bore you with my diplomatic reply,
but needless to say I ended up
removing the back, finding only two
screws instead of the normal eight
holding it on. Out came the chassis
and surprise surprise, bright new
solder around the main suspects and
not a dry joint in sight. One of our
less able colleagues in the trade had
partially put the fault right, but then
messed around with the geometry.
Bells then rang with the no sound. I
quickly turned the set off, held the
volume up button on the set and
switched back on using the mains
switch, immediately pressing the
standby button on the remote and
the set came on in the service mode.
Pressing the down arrow button until
I reached INIT CTVFOR-P V1.3, then
pressing right arrow button, I waited
a few seconds and the sound popped
on. A thorough set up of the
remaining geometry cured all the
problems. Press the yellow button
(MEM), to store the settings.
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Tatun

se
...,
The frame folded itself up from
the bottom on this portable at switch
on. I replaced the frame output I/C
(TEA8172) to no avail. Diode
D411(1 N4003) had a peculiar
reading in circuit, although once
removed pleaded its innocence. I
replaced it and this cured the fault.

DAVID PACKHAM

This oldie but goody suffered from
no sound or picture, but had two bars
in the display that eventually faded to
one bar and the set could then be
switched on with the remote control.
I checked around the electrolytic
capacitors in the secondary side of
the power supply and found a
number of them had a high ESR
reading. I replaced C604 and C606
(both 1000g 35V) C604 (lpf 63V)
C610 (2j1F 63V) and C601 (10jiF
63V).
I switched on to be rewarded
with a completely dead set, no
display or anything, guess what? The
on-off switch had gone open circuit.
A replacement switch got the set
working properly again.

863NTX/A (A K
The fault was no sound or picture
with the standby light lit and all the
voltages from the power supply
correct. The line output transistor
was OK, as was the LOPT. There
was 150V to the line stage and 150V
on the CRT base, although a
working set would produce 200V
here. My frequency meter showed
that there was no drive to the line
driver transistor. While scanning
around the board, I noticed that
there was a coil (not in the manual)
in the earth return from the audio IC
that looked distressed and sure
enough was open circuit. I
measured from this point to chassis
on the low ohms scale and
discovered that there was no
connection. I followed the print and
it led me to the emitter of the line
output transistor. Tracing this back
brought me to jumper wire J613,
which connects the line output
transistor earth to the line
transformer earth. Measurements
here proved that one end of the
jumper was open circuit.

Phi(

f4457 (L1.02)

This set was dead with no LED lit.
There was 300V on the drain of the
chopper transistor, but there was
only 12V on pin 8 of the control IC
(TEA 1507). There should be 300V
present at this point and tracing the
circuit back I came to R3527 (2k)
that was open circuit. A replacement
cured the fault. I should mention that
something had been spilt via the
bottom front of the CRT and left a
brown mess around the area, so this
could have caused the problem.

Naiko N -2850W (PT92 -111
This TV came to me with the
complaint that it had gone off with a
terrible smell. When I tried it, the set
would revert to standby. With the
back off, I had a good look around to
see if there was anything obvious. It
didn't take long to spot CD18 a 2nF
2000V disc ceramic capacitor which
had burnt up. A replacement
restored normal service.

PX
Rear projection sets are always
difficult, but at least you can charge
a reasonable amount for the repair.
The complaint with this one was no
green. I was ready to condemn the
green tube, although tapping the
tube did not seem to make a lot of
difference, whilst tapping the base
panel could sometimes instigate the
fault. I re-soldered the base panel,
which made no improvement. I
eventually traced the fault to the
focus pin on the CRT base itself. A
replacement provided a cure.

This set came in with a bright
white screen with flyback lines
before it tripped off.
Sure enough the 200V supply
fusible resistor was open circuit
because the RGB amp on the CRT
base was short circuit. Replacing the
TEA 5101A and 1052 resistor got
things working again.
(Cha!
This was dead with no EHT surge
and no LED flash. Into the van with it
then. When I got it onto the bench, I
found that the HT was about 28V
instead of 135V. The other voltages
on the secondary of the power
supply were right as was the standby
5V. The line output transistor was
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short circuit from base to emitter, so
I replaced it certain that the set
would work. No such luck. All the
reports on the BE3D/E chassis
suggested that either the 391d2
resistor in the power supply, the line
output transformer or the EEPROM
were faulty. Even though the tranny
read OK I replaced it to no avail.
Eventually I got round to checking
the voltages on IC602 which were
28, 50 and 155V. These were
obviously wrong as pin 3 was
supposed to be connected to chassis
via R608 a 0.47Q 2W safety resistor.
This proved to be open circuit and a
replacement mended the thing.

This set was dead with the LED
flashing. I made various checks in
the customer's house but was still
faced with the prospect of bringing
the set into the workshop. Out of
respect for my back, I decided to just
take the chassis into the workshop.
On the bench I tested the usual
suspects, LOPT etc. before
measuring from pin 3 (V. supply) of
the frame output IC (TDA 8351) to
chassis. This measured short circuit
and further checks proved that ZL13
was open circuit. Replacing these
two components got it working
again.

Ferl
This set was intermittently going
off tune. Various colours also kept
disappearing. Gentle tapping on the
mother-board proved that the area
around IV01 was extremely
sensitive. There were no obvious dry
joints, so I removed IV01 from its
socket and cleaned its pins. The set
then worked well.

base was open circuit of course.
Why? Because the RGB amp IC (TEA
5101) was short circuit.
Replacements affected a cure.

;2MW7DB
Dead set. It didn't take me long to
find that the HT fuse F470 (1.25A)
was open circuit. Logically the first
place to go is the line output stage
and sure enough the line transistor
was short circuit. A replacement
lasted about 20 seconds before it too
met its fate. I removed the LOPT
which smelt as though it had been
arcing internally, so a replacement
was ordered and fitted. I turned the
set on, with my fingers crossed, and
was rewarded with sound and
picture. Then the width began to
reduce and I turned off the set
quickly to save the transistor.
I checked all the capacitors,
diodes and resistors in the output
circuit, but all read OK. Then I
noticed in the driver circuit an
electrolytic that was positioned
perfectly under a 5W wire-wound
resistor, C416. It was (1001uf 63V
105°) and it decouples the HT to the
line driver transformer and sure
enough it read open circuit. A
replacement and a soak test proved
that the set was now OK.

TX -281.D1
This TV had two faults. The first
was intermittent sound and picture
that could be instigated by tapping
the tuner. Re-soldering the earth
points and the IC's in the tuner cured
that problem. The second fault was
red and green flyback lines at the top
of the picture that were caused by
the frame flyback capacitor C456
(220pF 63V) which was open circuit.

Son
The complaint with this set was
intermittent red, green and blue
dropping out. I soon found that the
three output transistors on the CRT
base were dry jointed. Re-soldering
provided a cure.

ind
This TV had a bright screen with
flyback lines before tripping out.
Checks on the CRT base proved that
the 200V supply was present at the
input connector, but not at the RGB
amp IC (TEA5101). The fusible
resistor supplying 200V to the IC
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The customer said that they had
smelt burning before this set went
off. I found that the mains fuse was
open circuit and D5545 and the
bridge rectifier diodes were all short
circuit. These faults were all caused
by item 2544, disc ceramic capacitor
(2nF 2kV) which had split. I replaced
all these components and D2543
(2nF 2kV) as a precaution.

the tuning menu couldn't be entered.
Turned out that the EEPROM was
faulty, a replacement cured the
faults.

)a 36ZP3:
This set produced a confusing
array of faults from video smearing,
through various colours on the
screen, lines down the screen and no
picture at all. A deal of head
scratching went on until I came to
the digital DFS panel that was very
sensitive to movement. There proved
to be dry joints on the voltage
regulators and also on the microprocessor on the reverse of this dual
sided panel.
,;
(A8.0E)
The complaint from the customer
was that they couldn't read the
subtitles and teletext was not
working. When I got to the house
sure enough the frame was too high,
but also the width was too wide and
the East/West was bowed. There is a
widescreen and cinema East/West
panel on this TV which is soldered to
the motherboard. When I removed
the panel to do cold checks on it, I
noticed a dry joint on the East/West
transformer. Re-soldering this and
other suspect joints sorted the
picture faults. The teletext? The
customer only used a satellite
receiver and did not have an aerial.

Alamf

'7 T.; ; Mk 11

Th is set arrived with field fold
over at the top. On examination, the
electrolytics C414 100pF 35V, C413
1pF 250V and C412 470pF 35V all
read low. Once these had been
replaced, a normal picture was
produced.

This set was tripping making the
usual chirping noise. Once the back
was off, we went straight for the blue
capacitors in the line output stage.
One of them C2420 152k at 2kV was
split and black, a replacement cured
this monster.

Fergut—; This TV was off tune and the
raster was displaced vertically. The
voltages to the tuner were ok, but

1
The job report was dead, standby

193

LED flashing. The power supply had
no out-put so we began checking
components in the power supply and
found that R621 120k was open
circuit. Also check/replace R620
120k.

1

TF2P1-90

extra pin. The extra pin on the
Thomson socket can be cut off. The
extra pin found on the Panasonic
socket can be ignored as this pin is
not there on the Thomson socket.
Once fitted all was well with the TV.

(

Grun&,,
{;)

We have had a number of these in
for repair lately, the soldering is
poor. This one suffered from frame
collapse, so I checked the frame IC,
it looked reasonable. Running over
the legs with the soldering iron and a
perfect picture was restored.

This TV refused to acknowledge
any of the remote control handset
commands. The fault proved to be
the three-legged black plastic
encapsulated infra red receive. I had
an identical unit on a scrap TV,
which cured the fault.

Bush OTV18SIL
This relatively new TV came in
with frame collapse. All that was
required was a new frame IC TDA
81 74AW, once this had been
replaced and after a good soak test,
it was returned to the customer.

Dead no display, only the green
one touch playback light was on.
Checks in the power supply led us to
replace C116 1000pF 16V
electrolytic and a clean of the tape
path brought the machine back to
health

77S
The tripping was caused by a
short circuit line output transistor —
Q521. A very expensive 2SC5904.
As no definite cause could be found,
the HT line drive and the flyback
transformer were all OK, a cheaper
BU2727AF was fitted. It too
immediately failed. The subsequent
cause was found to be the 200V
rectifier Diode — D553, short circuit.
When replaced, plus the 200V
smoothing capacitor, with the
correct line output transistor fitted,
all was well.

Q551 the line output transistor
was short circuit. The cause was a
badly arcing focus spark-gap within
the CRT base socket. Unfortunately
the Panasonic socket is obsolete.
However, I had in stock an identical
socket used in the Thomson ICC17
chassis (part number 80298800).
When compared they both have an

794

With this TV Combi the remote
control hand-unit worked for an hour
or two and then that was it. This fault
proved to be the three legged infra
red receiver unit (CHS Part
No.ALB2039).

PHILIP SALKELD
Bush 2

4:11:2.i 11A1(.1 4.4
This is a fault I should have
reported before now. The set came
in dead with the usual tripping noise,
and the resultant BU2508AF lineoutput transistor short circuit. This is
normally caused by dry joints on the
tuning capacitor or the scan coil
plug. However, on three occasions
they have all been perfect.
Inspecting the board, there is a small
coil, circuit ref. J649, which is either
open circuit or burnt out (I replaced
it from a scrap board). This coil is
connected to the scan coils, which is
the cause of its failure. Between the
aquadag of the CRT and scan coil
yoke, there are four rubber wedges.
These become contaminated, which
effectively shorts the scan coils to
chassis. What I do is to give the scan
coils and rubber wedges a good
spray of WD40, and let it soak in for
30 minutes. This will bring the set
back to working order. Run the set
for a couple of days to remove any
odour it may leave.

This set came in with a blanking
fault, but when selecting teletext it
was perfect. When you came out of
teletext the picture appeared
momentarily. It was difficult to look

beyond the EEPROM IC502, for
where the fault lay. I have reported
before there had been difficulties
with this device. When placing the
order, what arrived was another
EEPROM with the modified part
number, VE-20120620-SA. I decided
to only fit the EEPROM to see what
the outcome would be, the result
being it cured the blanking problem,
and minimum amount of geometry
adjustment was required. The
teletext was slightly dull, so going
into the service menu and selecting
teletext brightness, (ADJ148) and
teletext contrast (ADJ149) and
adjusting them to 100 and 120
respectively, produced a sharp
teletext display. A couple of days
later another one of the models came
in with the usual not coming out of
standby problem. In went the new
EEPROM and with a little bit of
patience a satisfactory result was
obtained.

iarfedale 32PF1
The customer complained the
picture went out of focus. On soak
test I noticed that the picture width
jumped in and out. This chassis I
have never seen before. There is a
vertical board that plugs into the
main chassis, next to the LOPT. This
is where the dry joint was revealed
on L2 an East/West coil.

4P11184/t

IMB1

The set came in totally dead. After
removing the back, it was clear the
mains fuse, T1.6A had violently
blown. An obvious short circuit
somewhere, but after checking the
bridge rectifier diodes and chopper
transistor, no shorts were observed.
Next step was to remove the PTC
circuit ref. 3310 and try the set. This
worked perfectly apart from purity
errors. A new PTC was ordered and
when it arrived the next day it was
replaced, and the fuse immediately
blew. I decided to remove the
deguass plug to isolate the coils
around the CRT, but once again the
fuse failed. Out of desperation I uprated the fuse from T1.6A to 2.5A. I
tried the set again and it worked. A
few days soak test showed no further
problems.

On 59P7,
The customer said the set was
working until the grandson started to
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play with the handset, which
rendered the set into standby. The
assumption from that was the set was
in child lock. As this set was old, it
meant searching through dozens of
manuals to find out how to come out
of it. Fortunately I found out: With the
remote control press the fastext
buttons in the following order, red,
green, blue and yellow.

Bush 21
This set was dead and when you
brought it out of standby the LED went
to green then reverted back to red.
During the time it was on green, all
the HT and the LT rails were correct.
The rail volt of about 12V was present
on the collector of Q601 line driver
transistor. I removed Q601 STX112AP
which I am not familiar with, and
there was the added complication that
the circuit diagram does not indicate
that it is a Darlington type transistor.
There were strange readings on its legs
which prompted me to order one.
Replacement of Q601 restored line
drive and in turn a working set.

Toshiba 2987'. -

r,7

This set came in with excessive
height. Using the hairdryer and freezer
did alter the height variation. The
usual coloured case 2.211F and 3.3j.tf
capacitors were not in this model,
they were always the fault in height
problems with older Toshiba models. I
had a TA8859CP Q302 in stock, so
for the want of doing something I
replaced it. To my surprise it cured the
fault.

solarised picture and it was decided
that the fault was on the main video
processing PCB.
It was established from DAEWOO
spares dept. that they could supply a
complete replacement chassis.
However, after fitting it and
powering it up, it could only
produce a white raster with HEAT
RUN on the screen.
A call to Daewoo Technical,
revealed it was necessary to use a
service remote control to switch this
option off and enable all functions to
work correctly.
Piniewon

1 B4GB

;20
When powered up, the set came
on with flyback lines on the picture.
Then there was a pop from the
speaker and the picture appeared.
The cure was to reset the G2
voltage to the CRT whilst in service
mode.
This is achieved by selecting
channel 91, reducing the sharpness
to minimum, exiting all on screen
display menus and pressing
sequentially the following buttons on
the customer's remote control, Red,
Green, Menu. This will put the set
into service mode. You can then
toggle down to G2 adjustment and
then adjust the screen potentiometer
on the LOPT to put the green line in
the middle.
tI1Pwqo
The set was dead. The fault was
traced to a dry joint on resistor R834
in the power supply section.

Tedsonic CTVO:
This set was dead with the mains
fuse black. Once I checked TP01
P4NK6OZFP chopper transistor as
short circuit, you had to suspect
serious problems in the power supply.
It did not let me down, RP01 5Q open
circuit, RP06 3.9MQ 1/2W open
circuit, RP13 1 MQ 1/2W open circuit.
I also replaced IP01 TDA16846P to be
on the safe side. I changed all these
components in block.

CHARLES ARUNDEL

;C140
Set won't power up. Diode D880
in power supply was found to be
faulty. Type DRGP15J

)o ,
I.1W00-41 SC1,;.
This time the set would not come
out of stand—by mode. The fault was
traced to a faulty capacitor in the
line stage C430, 680pF, 2kV. This
usually means R420 1.5k and diodes
D520 and D521 type 1N4148 are
damaged, but in this case they
checked out OK.

Dao
OP
This set produced a badly
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When powered up, this set

wouldn't come out of stand-by
mode. It was noted that the HT tried
to come up then died away. The
fault was traced to a faulty EEPROM
causing a very distorted line drive
waveform. Therefore, the line stage
would not open up correctly and
damped the HT.
DDT -"- 14

-S
The horizontal width needed
increasing by about 1/8th inch,
either side of the image. This could
not be achieved by adjusting the
width in service mode.
A call to the manufacturers
revealed that you can adjust the
width using a service remote control,
if the CRT is type A51ERF135X70,
but if the CRT is type A51ERF135X80
the width cannot be adjusted.
Guess what type was in this set,
you guessed it, the one ending in 80.
The manufacturer goes on to say
check the main + B voltage in the
Power supply, the power I/C, the
Micronas I/C and the related
components in the horizontal circuit.

DUB:J;
C1)700 Chas
The picture was shifted to the left
by several inches.
The fault was traced to a faulty
chip ceramic capacitor CC521
(22001AF 50V) situated on the main
side of the PCB connected to pin 16
of 1501.

ew

3212

The customer complained that the
left side of the picture was darker
than the right side with a vertical
line down the middle, separating the
two images.
Initially, this was thought to be a
fault, but it was eventually
discovered that the set had
accidentally been put into DEMO
mode. This DEMO mode is actually
the MGDI mode, selectable in the
OSD features menu and can be
switched on or off.
It's purpose is to show how
wonderful the MGDI engine (Meta
Genuine Digital Image I/C) is at
improving the quality of the image!
This is demonstrated by letting the
left side of the picture be produced
without the MGDI I/C working and
the brighter right side of the picture,
showing you the improved image.

195

DaeWOn

.7D3

This set had no sound or
picture, the LED was green
showing that power was entering
the unit and it had come out of
stand-by mode.
It was known that Daewoo
currently only supply complete
PCB's for this chassis rather than
expect you to work down to
component level. The power to
this set is supplied by a 12V A/C
adapter. Therefore, there is no
separate power module in the set.
It only has a main video processing
PCB, an inverter board and screen.
The input voltage to the inverter
was present and there was a slight
glow coming from the screen when
viewed in the dark. So it was
decided to replace the Main PCB
and this affected a cure.

High pitched whistle after sets

been on for a while. This problem
is usually caused by loose
windings on the line linearity coils,
circuit reference L401 and L402.
However, it has now been
discovered that a capacitor circuit
reference C408 0.3pF 400V which
is the A/C coupler of the East/West
correction waveform to the line
scan coils, can also be the cause of
this high frequency whistle.
The cure is to re-solder the
capacitor into the PCB making sure
it is pushed hard down into the
board as you solder, so it can't
vibrate. If this does not cure the
problem, replace the cap but also
mount it close to the PCB.

PETER EXETER

Bought in with the symptom
dead and tape stuck inside. When

we switched on, it powered up OK
and the tape ejected. We then tried
play and record, which performed
OK. Next the DVD side was tried
out, and we found that it would
play a disc OK, but after about five
minutes of recording, the whole
machine shut down, and stayed
that way until it was unplugged for
a while.
The next step was to check
voltages on the power supply, and
the SW5R8V supply was about 4V.
This dropped somewhat when
DVD record was selected and
eventually the machine switched
off. The fault was traced to C1209,
and as soon as the DVD
mechanism was removed, it could
be seen that the cap had blown its
top. Had the cap not been located
under the DVD mechanism, it
might have not taken so long to
trace the fault. A replacement cap
brought the machine to life again
and restored the DVD record
function.

v series, Telev cion
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Ithers faults ono' tips
dirtti -- from the
manufacturers own service
depa

ents and experts

DEMO PLASMA FAULTS
421f' chassis SP115
Fault: Broad black band down left side of
screen.

Solution: Initially the service agent
diagnosed the screen to be faulty and
replaced it. Unfortunately, this did not
effect a cure.
The fault was eventually traced to
four open circuit resistors RCC1, RCC2,
RCC3 and RCC4. These resistors are
situated on the extreme right of the Right
Connector PCB and feed the Data Drive
I/C's bonded onto the flexible connector
that feeds the screen.
Fault: The customer complained that on
his brand new Plasma, there was one
green pixel missing on the image.
Solution: Although the screen was
replaced in this instance to satisfy the
customer, Daewoo's policy on missing
pixels is, no more than 3 missing in the
outer circle of the image and no more
than three missing on the inner circle,
total six.
So the customer's Plasma screen was
well within specification.
It is actually very difficult to produce
a screen without one or two pixels
missing and therefore a decision was
made to adopt the above policy when
these screens are manufactured, so as to
keep the cost down. It is considered, that
up to six missing pixels are hardly
noticeable on a moving picture, at a
reasonable viewing distance.
Fault The fault description on the report
that accompanied this Plasma was 'a line
across the screen'.
Solution: A line across the screen would
normally be caused by a faulty
connection to the upper or lower scan
boards where they feed the screen via
the four flexible connectors. Alternatively
it could be a fault on one of the 8 I/C's
on the scan boards.
However, a thorough examination of
the flexible Data Drive connectors along
the bottom of the screen that feed the
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screen from the 28 driver I/C's via 7
connectors, revealed that the centre
connector was split down the left hand
side. This split was diagonal only about
1/2" long, but long enough to extend into
the printed wires within the flexible
cable, so breaking the circuit of three
wires, thus causing the fault.
It is considered that the engineer
involved in the initial repair of this
product did not mean the fault was a line
across the screen, but a line down the
screen, and upon checking for correct
connection of the central flexible DATA
cable to the screen from the connector
on the Right Connector PCB, he
probably damaged it by being careless
when he removed it from the connector
board.
Admittedly, the process of removal
and reconnection of this flexible
connector to check correct seating is
difficult without tearing the plastic. This
is because of the confined space
between the connector on the board and
the heat sink for the DATA drive I/C's.
The sensible thing to do is to remove
the two screws holding the heat sink,
which then allows easier access to undo
the hinge which retains the flexible cable
to the connector.
Fault: The fault was several vertical lines
across the screen.
Solution: Replacement parts were fitted
to establish the cause of the fault as
follows:
a) Replaced the DIGITAL PCB because
this generates the Data that eventually
addresses the Pixels on the screen.
(The lines were still apparent)
b) Replaced the white flexible ribbon
cables to the CONNECTOR LEFT PCB
and CONNECTOR RIGHT PCB
because they feed the data from the
digital board to these Connector
boards for onward transmission to the
Drive I/C's. (The lines were still
apparent)
c) Checked the three data drive
connectors PC5 to PC7 on the
CONNECTOR LEFT PCB and the four

on the CONNECTOR RIGHT PCB,
because these connectors feed the
Data directly to the Drive I/C's. (The
Lines were still apparent).
d) The X Sustain Board was now
replaced because this also feeds the
Connector boards with timing signals.
e) This only leaves the Drive I/C's which
are bonded onto the flexible ribbon
cables that are attached directly to the
screen.
Therefore, the whole screen needed
replacing because it is not possible to
replace these Data drive I/C's without
specialised equipment.
Fault: The fault was faint ripples across
the screen. These took the form of
alternate horizontal light and dark lines
about a 1/2" wide across the whole
screen.
Solution: This problem only occurred
when the plasma was first switched on
and the lines gradually faded away after
5 minutes. From then on, the picture was
fine until the set was switched on again
from cold.
The fault was traced to the Video
board because replacement of the board
cured the fault. Unfortunately, it was not
possible to trace the actual component
causing the problem because circuit
diagrams are not available from
DAEWOO only complete PCB's

Daewoo TV fulls
.5430 USING
CP780
Symptom: Slight 50HZ buzz, mainly
from left-hand speaker, when volume set
very low. The buzz disappears at
minimum volume.
Reason: Earthing loop pick up problems.
Cure: Remove wire link J071, situated
adjacent to the switch mode power
supply transformer T801.
If level of buzz is still apparent, then
also remove wire links J015 and J016,
situated behind the audio amplifier VC
1602, black heat sink.

Model DTY2880GB CP520
191

Symptom: Set dead due to several
components burnt up in the power
supply. The following have been
reported as being damaged but not all in
every case: 1801, R804, R806, R808,
D809, C805, C810, D820 AND 1804
Reason: It appears that certain
waveforms in the power supply that
control the current are not 100%
accurate. Therefore, this makes the STR
(1801) go short circuit causing R804 to
become defective. This creates a chain
reaction and most of the above
components will be damaged. Therefore,
to protect this sequence of events from
recurring, after the components have
been replaced, up-rated values have
now been fitted on the production line
and are listed below.
Cure: Immediate difference is that
resistor R804 has been changed from an
R-M Oxide type to a 2W 0.18 Fusible
PRODUCT 1)4T 4

resistor part number RFO2Y188K.
Four capacitors have also been changed.
C810 from a 470pF to a 1000pFlkV part
number CCXR3A102K
C820 from a 1000pF to a 470pf IkV part
number CCYR3A471 K
C850 from a 820pF to a B 1500pF 52V
part number CCXB1H152K
C808 from a 10uF 50V to 10uF 100V
part number CEXF2A100V.
When the above components have
been replaced, check/replace the STR
1801, the Opto-Coupler 1804, R806,
R808, D809, C805 and D820.

RED and GREEN.
Reason: The set is in CHILD LOCK
mode. This possibly occurred if the
tube flashed over and corrupted the
EEPROM, rather than the customer
accidentally entering Child Lock
mode.
Cure: Switch on the set, using the
customer's remote control. Enter
MENU, toggle down to Features, select
Child lock and turn it off.

11131 TV/DVD
19/2 HTS
This bulletin has been raised
because of the confusion over the
main parts required for above models
due to two different chassis being fitted
to our TV/DVD Combi's, but using the
same model number.
For main parts list, noting
differences in chassis and model
number, see table below.

Symptom: Set will not come on using
the ON-OFF button and the front
control buttons and the LED flash
MAIN PARTS
D\ D LOADER

NUMBER

REMOTE. CONTROL

LOPT PARI

MODEL

FACTORY MODEL

CHASSIS

PART NUMBER

PRINTED ON

PART NUMBER

NI 4113ER

DDT-141195

DDT-14H9EZE-S

CP-099F

97013020700

DDM-4011

48E5552E02

50H00011177

111)T-14H9S

DDT-14H911ZF-S

CP-099F

97QD020700

DDM-4011

48135552E02

50149000177

' DDT-21149ECF-S

CP-099E

9701/020700

DDM-4011

48135552E02

50E10000235

DDT-211195

DDT-211191CF-S

CP-099F

9701)020700

DDM-4011

481355521302

50110000235

DDT-21H9S

D77)-21H9UCT-S

CP-0931

48500/90 10

I)DM-4041

48E5552(1 1901

50H0000279

DDT-21119S

DTD-21H911CY

CP-0931'

48504109010

DDM-4041

48135552C1901

50H0900279

DDT-21H9S

DTD-21H9C1CP-S

CP-093F

48504409010

DDM-4041

48B5552C19111

50H0000279

DTD-14119GB

DTD-141-19LIZF-S

CP-093F

4850M09010

DDM-4041

486555201901

50110000209

DAD LOADER

DDT-21H9SL

NB. Please note that the two chassis can be easily identified because the CP099F chassis is a double decker, having
the power supply as a separate PCB mounted on a plastic frame to the rear and above the main signal PCB. The
CP093F has the power supply as part of the main board. Both chassis then have a separate DVD loader mounted on
the main board towards the front.

This bulletin has been raised
because of the confusion over the
part number of the main signal PCB
used in these LCDs that have the
same or similar model numbers, but
MODEL.
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CHASSIS

use different chassis.
In fact, the two chassis concerned
can easily be identified by the
position of the aerial socket and the
power adaptor input socket, when the
set is viewed from the rear.
In short, if the aerial socket is on
the right and the power input socket
Screen Type

Aerial Socket

is on the left, then the chassis is SL110P.
If the aerial socket is on the left and
the power input socket on the right,
then this has an SL-120P chassis.
For main Signal PCB part number
list, noting differences in chassis, see
table below.
Main signal PCB

DLP-17D3

SL-120P

N/A

DSL 17D3

SL- 110P

N/A

DSL-17D3

SL-120P

N/A

I LEFT

DSL-211D3

SL-110P

N/A

i RIGHT

PTMPMSE033

DLP-20D3N

SL-120P

LG

LEFT

PTMPIAISD125

DLP-20D3N

SL-120P

ALO

LEFT

PTMPMSD122

• LEFT
RIGHT

PTMPMSA122PC
PTMPMSA929
PTAIPMSA122PC
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phigips 11 53510 DVD player
This DVD player was dead. The fuse
in the power supply had blown. The
cause of its demise was IC101 (an STRNW6856) which was short circuit on its
supply pin 5. Also, resistor R154 (0.47Q)
was open circuit and Zener diode D104
was short circuit. I had to get these parts
from a scrap panel as the power supply
is only available as a module. Once the
above parts were changed I soak tested
the unit proving all was now OK.

7:32o
Saisurg :DIVCR —1This DVD player was dead. I found
diode D1535 to be short circuit on the
secondary of the chopper transformer. It
is a HT feed diode and replacing it
brought the DVD player back to life.
Recently I have repaired several of
these DVDNCR recorders, on two
occasions the DVD recorder would not
record DVD-RW discs. Replacing the
laser drive cured the fault, although I did
try cleaning the lasers first.
I have also had another two of these
combi-recorders come in with no picture
via the SCART. Before you get the circuit
diagram out, try pushing and holding the
PSCAN (progressive scan) button. After

about 30 seconds an install menu
appears, tune in and you will find all will
be well again.

connector lead from CN1807 and the
regulator mounted on the chassis was
not fitted correctly, re-fitting cured fault.

Matsui Den recnrder
DVDR100

PanaSonir TX9SPS-500 (Fawn
10 r haqsic)
This set had normal sound but there
was no picture just a blank raster, but I
found teletext was working. Studying the
block and circuit diagram, I found the
video signal entered IC601 VDP3130Y
video processor, but did not appear at its
outputs. I checked the supply rails to this
IC and clock and data were all present
and correct, so I replaced IC601. This
cured the fault.

The customer had complained of
poor sound and the disc not ejecting
properly. When I looked at the unit, I
found it to be dead. I found capacitors
C14 and Cl 4A (both 22001.1F) to be open
circuit. This was pretty obvious as the
tops had burned. Replacing these
capacitors got the DVD recorder
working. Next came the problem of no
eject. After removal of the metal plate
which encloses the disc in the
mechanism and manually manipulating
the gears to get the CD tray out, I found
the loading belt had stretched. Replacing
this small belt cured the eject problem
and a clean of the laser and a thorough
soak test showed all was now well.

HitachiXM130 hi-fi system
The customer complained of no radio
reception and no display on the radio
tuner module of this component system.
After removing the cover I found the 5V
rail at connector CN1807 was missing.
The 9V rail was present at the regulator
mounted on the chassis. However, a
careful examination showed the

TOShi3Oa 21-11756AK49
At switch-on the set would make a
thumping noise as if there was an
overload. I checked for any short circuits
or any overloads in the secondary side,
but could not find any obvious faults.
Next I removed the line transistor and
used a bulb as a dummy load across the
HT rail. I switched on and the HT rails
came up, but I could smell burning. A
visual search showed the source of the
burning to be coming from the
primary of the power supply. A
resistance check in the primary side of
the power supply showed that D816
was short circuit. Replacing this diode

got the set up and running. However,
there was a second fault, I had a bright
white raster. I found the 200V HT rail
was missing to the video driver IC on
the tube base. This was due to resistor
R906 being open circuit on the tube
base. I could not find any other issues
which could have caused this fault, so a
long soak test showed all was now OK.

.zviausicti (FE2 chagsi$)
When I switched on this set there
were three lines at the top of the screen
with four flashes of the standby LED
(error code 4, no vertical sync). I also
had no graphics. I scoped the frame
waveform at pin 5 of IC501 (an
STV9379A), this was distorted and I
decided to change IC501, however this
did not cure the fault. I could not find
any obvious faults around the frame IC,
so I decided to change the EEPROM.
This made a slight difference, as a
number 4 now appeared on the display,
but no main graphics. I next decided to
change the main jungle chip IC001
(TDA9394H/N1/5/1031) and the
EEPROM together, this brought the
graphics menu back. I was now able to
tune in all the TV channels, but the
picture was shifted approximately 9"
upwards with severe trapezium
distortion. I attempted to adjust this in
the service mode with little effect.
Studying the diagram I could not see an
obvious cause of the fault. I did notice
the vertical sync pulse went to the
velocity modulation board to connector
CN1701. Removing this plug cured the
fault. I was now able to set-up the
picture correctly to a test pattern, so a
fault existed on the velocity modulation
board. The vertical sync pulse goes to
pin 1 of IC1902 and un-soldering pini
cured the fault. I then re-soldered pin 1
and the fault had completely gone,
strange. I put the set on a long soak test
(4 days) with no re-occurrence. I can
only assume either a solder splash was
present or component legs might have
been touching. It is also possible a very
intermittent fault exists in IC1902 if the
customer returns it I may have to
change this IC.

checked all the associated resistors and
capacitors and eventually found the
cause of the blow up. Capacitor CP19 (a
680pF cap) which is connected to pin 1
of the chopper transformer was very
leaky. In fact it had a whole in its side.
Replacement and adjustment of the HT
showed all was well. I soak tested the
set for a couple of days to be certain all
was OK.

rha-Q4-k)
This set came in with a bright white
raster with flyback lines. The 200V was
present at the CRT drive panel, but not
at pin 6 of IC24000, 24030 and 24070
(all are TDA6106Q). I found IC24030 to
be low resistance between its supply pin
6 and its output pin 8. Replacing this IC,
re-soldering the main chassis plus and a
long soak test showed all was now well.
I cannot help but thinking there may be
a fault in the CRT and this set may well
bounce back to me.

erguson -Fry vil-W2 (AK49
haqsis)
This set was dead. The standby light
was on but the set would not come out
of standby. The 3V standby voltage was
present and correct going to the micro. I
initially decided to check for any short
circuits on the secondary supply lines.
None were found so a more detailed
check was required. The micro
(TDA12020H a Hercules type IC) was
receiving remote control signals at pin
32. However, there was no clock or
1.8V rail. According to the manual the
1.8V line is switched on via Q114 from
a control line called DECDIG coming
directly from the micro. This control line
was not present. I decided to try and
force the 1.8V line to come on by short
circuiting the base emitter of Q110.
Unfortunately this had little effect. I
decided to do a resistance check on the
1.8V rail, this showed a direct short
circuit existed on the 1.8V rail. Isolating
various links brought me to the
conclusion that the micro IC100 was
short circuit. Unfortunately if you do
change this IC, the set will not come on
as they are not currently programmed,
so a new chassis is required.

ro 440ED

chassis
This set went bang according to the
customer. On internal investigation the
input fuse FP1 was black. I found TP2
(chopper mosfet STP4NA80) was short
circuit, along with diodes DP1 to DP4. I
replaced the chopper IC (a TEA2262). I
856
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Power supply faults.
If the power supply is dead, but there

is a slight ticking noise, check the FET
transistor Q7521 (STP7NB60F) also
Q7522 (BC847B) and replace diode
D6526 (BZX384C22). If the set is still
dead, then check under line stage faults. If
the fault is proved to be in the power
supply by isolating the line stage, check
IC 7520 (TEA1507) and check resistor
R3523 (470) by replacement or
resistance reading. If still in trouble then
check the diode D6523 (IN4148) for short
circuit. If the set switches to protection
mode check for faulty VDR 3345, check
by replacement. If there are problems
within the power supply then it may be
necessary to use a power supply kit
(312278590600) for the L01.1E chassis.
The kit contains:
3523 4700 resistor
3527 0.2252 resistor
3532 2.2k0 fusible resistor
6500 Bridge rectifier GBU4JL-7002
6523 IN4148 diode
7520 TEA1507P/N1
7522 BC847B
7521 STP1ONK8OZFP FET transistor
6526 BZX384-C22 diode
7515 Opto coupler TCET1104(G)
3526 0.150 1W with sets with 3/5W
amplifier only
3526 0.220 1W with sets with 10W
amplifier only
The replacement power supply kit
can be used to overcome a dead set
which also has a ticking noise. In some
cases if the set just goes off after
operating for a short time, it is necessary
to enter the service mode. To do this,
check service manual, then press
standby to clear corruption on data line
in the error buffer. If however the set is
dead and the red LED is not lit, check
the driver pulse on pin 6 of the control
IC7520 (TEA1507). At this point, if the
pulse is correct, check the voltage on
pini VCC this should be 11V or above.
If the voltage is lower than 11V suspect
capacitor C2526 (470nF 16V) check by
replacement. If the set just switches to
standby after a few seconds, check for
faulty capacitor C2563 (100nF). If this all
proves negative, check the voltage on
transistor 7561 (PDTC143T). If there is
no volts on the base were there should
be 3.2V, check transistor by
replacement. In a few cases the set will
switch to protection mode for what
would appear no reason. If this is the
case, replace voltage dependant resistor
(VDR) 3345. Many of the faults that
occur may look like power supply faults,
but the line stage with a short circuit will
also shut down the power supply. This
may mask the true fault area.
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Line stage faults
One of the most common problems
from the line stage to cause the set to go
into protection mode is the incorrect
setting of the G2 screen control (VG2) on
the line transformer (5445). This fault can
also be very intermittent making it difficult
to find. This can be due to incorrect
setting from an earlier service
investigation or the screen control (VG2)
itself can be faulty. This can very often be
proved by setting up correctly, then lightly
tapping the screen control and watching
for brightness variation or monitor to
(VG2) voltage for variations. If this is the
case, then replace the LOPT (5445). If
however, the set will not start-up and the
relay clicks but the set stays in the standby
mode, replace the LOPT (5445). If the
LOPT proves to be alright, but the set is
dead with a ticking noise, check the line
output transistor 7460 (BU4508DX) for
short circuit. If after replacing 7460 it goes
short circuit again, then check and
replace 7461 (BC337/25), 7463
(BC337/25 ), 7462 (PDTC143ZT) and
capacitor C2455 (47pF). On rare
occasions the relay may trip due to a
faulty line driver transistor 7461
(BC337/25) check by replacement. If with
this fault you check the error codes, do
not be confused by the readings because
the 12V line can drop to 9V and the error
code will not relate to the fault. If the line
stage is whistling and the line output
transistor 7460 (BU4508DX) gets hot very
fast, then replace the complete power
supply kit (see above). If the line transistor
7460 repeatedly fails, check the line drive
circuit and replace capacitor C2455
(47pF, 25V) check by replacement.
If the width of the picture varies or
switches to protection mode
intermittently, check the supply voltage to
the line stage. If the voltage to the line
stage is varying, then replace the control
IC7520 (TEA1507). If the set is dead with
the standby LED lit, check the line driver
transistor 7461 (BC337/25) for open
circuit and replace capacitor 0455
(47pF).
If the set just switches to off when the
picture appears, suspect and replace
7443 (BC557B) for normal operation. If
the set trips almost immediately after
switch on, then check and replace
transistor 7480 (BD135). If still in trouble
then check transistor 7441 (BC857B),
check the DC conditions or just replace,
because it is not always possible to read a
fault on the transistor. If this all proves to
be negative, but there is a East/West fault,
lack of height or the set just switches off
after a few seconds, then check for a
TELEVISION December 2006

faulty EEPROM 7602 (M24C08). If this
proves to be negative and there are
strange happenings like the
microprocessor 7200 being destroyed,
check for faulty 3.2V regulator 7560
(L78L33) check by replacement to avoid
further destruction of 7200
microprocessor. If there are any more
intermittent faults within the line output
stage, then check for dry-joints on the
capacitors and the line output transformer
(5445). If still in trouble then check the
line driver transformer (5461) also for dryjoints. If there is excessive width, then
check capacitor 0467 (15nF 400V) for
short circuit.
Error code faults
Error codes
0 - No error
1 - X ray over voltage protection
2 - High beam protection
3 - Vertical guard protection
4 -12C error while communicating with
the sound processor
5 - Power on reset (POR lit) 3.3V
protection +8V protection
6 - General 12C error
7 - Power good (over current) protection.
8 - East/West protection (large screen
only)
9 -12C error EEPROM error
10 - I2C error PLC tuner
11 - Black current loop instability
protection
The error codes are all listed in the
power supply fault section, but these are
some of the problems giving error codes
on the display and the components at
fault.
The first error code which is (0)
indicates no fault. The next is error code
(1) and this is not used in the UK. Error
code (2) this is the line protection, check
7460 (BU4508DX), 7461 (BC337/25),
7462 (PDTC143ZT), 7463 (BC337/25)
and 6467 (BAV70). If unable to locate a
fault on these components, then just
check by replacement to avoid further
problems. If error code (3) shows on the
display this is vertical/line protection,
check for faulty frame output IC7471
(TDA8359J) or check for dry-joints. A
replacement will cure both faults.
Error code (4). This is showing that
there is a communication error with the
sound processor IC 7831 (MSP34X5) also
check associate components. If this
proves to be negative then check by
replacement Error code (5). This is a 12C
data fault which can be due to a faulty
microprocessor IC7200 (TDA 95XX)
check by replacement. If this all proves to
be alright, then check the 3.3V line and
the 8V LT line. Be sure to check these

before replacing the microprocessor
IC7200. If the error code (6) is showing on
the display, check the general I2C and the
serial clock (SCL) and the serial data (SDL)
lines. Check the resistors R3624 (100Q)
and/or R3625 (100Q ) for open circuit. If
still in trouble then check IC 7200
(TDA95XX) by replacement If error code
(7) shows then this means power supply
protection is low, check for faulty
transistors 7521 (STP7NB6OFP) and/or
7522 (BC847B) also check by
replacement Error code (8) is East/West
protection which is only shown on the
large screen TVs, just check East/West
components. If the error code (9) is
shown, this is due to a faulty EEPROM
IC7602 (M24C08). If this proves to be
alright, check data on pin 6 7602 and if
missing check resistor R3603 (100Q) for
open circuit. If there is still a fault, then
check pin 5, if no data check resistor
R3604 (100Q) for open circuit
If error code (10) shows then suspect
faulty tuner unit (1000). But before
replacing the tuner unit, check that the
tuning volts is present on pin 9 of the
tuner. Also check that the 5V is correct on
pin 7. If this is present then replace the
tuner unit (1000). Error code (11) is the
black current loop protection, so check
for faulty CRT or check the R.G.B. output
IC7330 (IDA 6107/08) check the DC
conditions or by replacement. There may
be some faults which may display several
error codes 5, 11, 6, 10 and 4, often
indicates a fault where the set switches off
and if left it will switch back on again.
This can be the result of degauss relay
(1515) switching, or in most cases it is due
to the incorrect setting of the G2 screen
control (see Line stage faults). If the error
code (10) shows there is usually a faulty
tuner unit, but beware, this can also be
due to a faulty digital transistor 7482
(PDTC143ZT) in the line driver circuitry,
check by replacement
Frame stage faults
The frame stage on this set does not
give many problems. However, the most
common is that the set will go into standby
mode shortly after switch on. This is due to
a faulty frame output IC 7471 (TDA8359J)
check for dry-joints or by replacement If
there is a slight vertical jitter noticeable on
the bottom of the picture, check capacitor
C2244 (100pF) by replacement The last of
the frame faults is excessive frame scan at
the top of the picture. This may just be a
faulty frame output IC7471 (TDA8359]).
But if still at fault, check the decoupling
capacitors C2252 and/or C2253 (2x1 nF)
in the frame drive circuitry from IC7200
pins 16/17, check both by replacement.
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Audio faults
If the sound is missing then the first
suspect must be the audio processor
IC7831 (MSP3415). But before
replacement, check DC conditions to
the IC. If however there is intermittent
loss of audio, check the power down
signal into pin 69 of IC7200
(TDA95XX). If this is lower than 2.5V,
check capacitor C2619 (1pF) by
replacement. If there is no audio from
the SCART then replace the audio
processor IC7831 (MSP3415). If the
audio is low via the SCART but alright
on analogue reception, there may be
no luminance in the picture on SCART
AV2, check 7801 (HEF4052BT) and/or
7802 (HEF4053T) by replacement. If
this all proves to be negative but still
no audio, check the audio amplifier
IC7901 (AN7522N) check the DC
conditions before replacement.
Remote control faults
If the remote control is not working
check the obvious first and replace the
batteries. If this proves to be negative
then check for corrosion on the battery
terminals, if they are corroded then
clean and readjust for good contact. If
the remote appears to be working
correctly, but is still not operating the
set, check for dry-joints on the infra red
receiver 6692 (TSOP183G). If all this
proves to be OK, but the remote
control will not work, check for dryjoints on the LED in the remote control.
If after all this there is still a problem,
then check capacitor C2619 (lpF) by
replacement. If the capacitor C2619 is
at fault it can also cause no front panel
functions as well as no remote control
operation.
Miscellaneous faults
In some cases when changing the
TV channels the power supply will
shutdown. This is due to a faulty
control IC7200 (TDA95XX) so check
by replacement and leave on soak test
for a few hours.
If no sync or poor sync should
occur, then this is also due to faulty
control IC7200 (TDA95XX) with a
replacement restoring normal
operation. Note: This loss of sync will
only usually occur after the set has got
warm. This can be induced by using a
hair dryer carefully to increase the
working temperature of the TV, heating
IC7200 to exhibit the fault.
Also if the set suddenly shows white
flyback lines for a short time, this is due
to a faulty control IC7200 (TDA95XX)
and a replacement will cure the fault.
In a few cases it is necessary to
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check the option codes (check service
manual or label on the back of the
CRT). This can give incorrect East/West
correction or wrong picture position. It
can also give a snowy picture.
If there is no picture only a
snowstorm, no audio, but the on
screen display (OSD) is working, check
resistors R3460 (3.9 k5.2) and/or R3488
(4.7Q) for open circuit.
If just a white picture shows with no
remote control operation and a red (F)
letter shows up on the screen, press
volume + and programme keys and
hold for about 5 seconds this will
restore normal operation.
In some cases you may get
brightness variations or a ballooning
effect due to faulty capacitor C2561
(47p.f 160V) decoupling the 140V
HT line.
On a few sets and only the ones
fitted with East/West correction this
may give a dark vertical band down the
left-hand side of the picture. Check for
faulty capacitor C2415, the value is
dependant on model being repaired,
check the service manual.
If a fault occurs with no picture on
the upper half of the screen and the
sound is alright, check the 13V and
50V LT supplies for low voltage or a
ripple content.

Toshiba model 28N338
If the set is dead due to FET
transistor Q801 (MTP6N60E) gone
short circuit with the mains input fuse
F801 (3.15A) blown and this becomes
a repeated failure, this is due to dryjoints on posistor TH800 (PTC 9Q).
Beware, after re-soldering dry-joints on
TH800 and replacing Q801, before
switch on also replace IC800
(MC44608).

Betio model 28422NDS (142
chassis)
If the set is dead and the mains input
fuse F601 has blown, check the bridge
rectifier diodes and FET transistor Q601
(2SC2545), IC601 (MC44668P40),
C606 (100pF ), R606 (0.4752 0.25W),
R607 (0.33Q 1W ), R639 (15Q 0.5W ),
R605 (3.9k52 0.25W ) and opto coupler
PH601 (ET1100). Check all
components by replacement and be
sure to up-rate F601 from 2A to 3.15A.

Alba model CTV6683 (chassis
11AK19)
If the set is dead and the LED
flashes, check resistor R867 (33Q) for
open circuit.

Pro-line mode/ 1485R (chassis
CP185)
If the set fails to start up check
resistor R802 (75k52) for open circuit in
the power supply.

Alba model CTV6683 (chassis
IIAK19)
If the set is going into trip mode when
switched on, check capacitor C829
(47pF 160V).
But if this proves to be alright, check
resistor R816 (1.5M52) check for increase
in resistance or by replacement.

Toshiba model 321756
If there is frame collapse and the
frame output IC appears to be alright,
check firstly to see if the capacitor C609
(47nF) is not mis-shaped, which could
be due to capacitor going open circuit.
If this is the case then also check diode
D609 (BA159) and D610 (BYW98-200)
which often goes short circuit also
causing resistor R629 (0.4752 1W) to go
open circuit. If D609 is short circuit,
then check resistor R627 (0.4752 1W) for
open circuit.

Sharp model LC32GA6E LCD.
Goes into standby mode after short
operation.
This fault proved difficult to trace,
but we finally located problems in the
power supply where we found IC703
(TNY266P), bridge rectifier diode D763
(SIWBA60B) which were leaking.
As a precaution also check/replace
the optical isolator PC702 and diode
D756 (SR24) all these components can
be located on (G) PWB.

Tatung model T28 441
If there is no picture but also no on
screen OSD and only a blank raster,
then this can be traced to transistor TP6
(BD441) or diode DC4 (IN4148) check
by replacement.

Sharp model 281.F9211.
If there is intermittent start-up on this
set, check for dry-joints on resistor R130
(10k52). Re-soldering should restore
normal operation.

Philips model 17PT1666/05
(chassis L01.2E)
If the standby LED is not lit and there
is a whistling sound from the chassis,
check transistor 7402 (BUT11APX) for
short circuit. Also be sure to check
IC7471 (TDA9302H ) for overheating
and producing dry-joints on the pins.
Due to the overheating this may have
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caused damage to the print which will
require repair and replacement of
IC7471.

JVC model DR
SEKPIDVDR/VCR.
If the unit works alright for a short
time but then goes into a faulty state,
replace the power regulator IC5101
(STR-G6653).

Hitachi model CP28WD2TAN
If there is a intermittent bright picture
which gives saturated white or in some
cases the reverse extreme black level,
check for poor connections on the wire
links marked (I). They are located
around the transformer and the video
processor IC501. For a complete cure
be sure to re-solder all these
connections.

Panasonic model TX32PS12
Shutdown after a few seconds: If the
set shuts down, but momentarily the
screen shows a rainbow effect, then this
can indicate a frame fault. In this case it
was not the frame output IC at fault or
dry-jointed, but diode D558 (ERB9302E) had gone short circuit and the feed
resistor R578 (0.390) which proved to
be open circuit.

jVC model AV28ED5B chassis
11 AK52
If the set is dead and the power
supply is ticking then check capacitors
C821 and/or C822 both (22001.1F 25V)
check by replacement.

Philips model 14PT1686
If the set is dead check the mains
input fuse 1500 (4A) if blown, check
FET transistor 7521 (STP7N6OFP) for
short circuit. Also check 7522 (BC847B)
and resistor 3523 (470). But before
switching set back on, check and
replace IC7520 (TEA1507) along with
replacement capacitors 2523 (1.5nF
3KV) and 2527 (470pF 3KV). If however
this all proves to be negative, then
check diode D6561 (BYW76V) by
replacement.

Sharp 32)W731-1 (GA20
chassis)
The customer told me he was
watching the television when he heard
a crack followed by the loss of sound
and picture. Once on the bench I
established that the HT was low and,
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remembering the crack, I removed the
LOPT which in turn restored the 150V.
I checked the price from Sharp Spares
only to pass out with shock. So I
settled for a compatible type, which
turned out to be an HR8830. When
replaced it brought the set up, but it
had a dark picture and an East/West
problem. Adjusting the boost control
had no effect, removing the boost
lead from the tube base and
connecting the meter onto it, proved
the boost control was working. Next
step was to remove the tube socket
from the base. There I noticed the
socket was burnt. Another socket
from a scrap chassis restored a nice
bright picture.
Now for the lack of width and
curvature. Looking around, C607
100nF 250V was split open, R611 a
10K0 1W was open circuit, as was
R627 120K52 1/2W. However when
tried again, there was no improvement in the fault. Time for more
checking, which brought me to IC
501 UPC 358C, where two of the pins
were short circuit on this East/West
correction chip. Replacement of this
brought a conclusion to the situation.
All this bother from a LOPT.

Bush WS6674 (PT92
chassis)
The customer complained that
when the sent went off there was an
awful smell of burning. On inspection
the line stage was like charcoal, this
is caused by the glue that is placed on
the board which contaminates and
becomes resistive. Not a problem,
because I have changed a number of
complete circuit boards in the past
which were advertised in Television.
Apart from minor adjustments, all the
previous boards have been installed
without any problem. However, on
this occasion there was a reduction in
the height. Going into the service
menu, press — volume on front of set
and the teletext sub page button on
the remote at the same time. Selecting
the height adjustment still left the
height short. A phone call put me on
the right lines, there are two resistors
RD54 and RD55 that run down the
side of the frame chip. Compare their
colour codes on the board you have
fitted with the original one. If the
colours are different interchange
them. They were and when
interchanged, followed by readjustment of the height brought a
conclusion to the job.

Hitachi 32 LD6200 LCD
The customer had complained he
had lost his teletext. To remove the
back you must first remove the stand.
Once the back was removed there was
no obvious cause for the fault. A
phone call to Hitachi technical was
most helpful, he suggested that the
cause would be either IC 32 or IC 33,
which is on the tuner printed circuit
board. Both integrated circuits did not
look nice to change so I took the
cowards ways out. The set was in
warranty so I ordered a new board,
part no. VE-20186762. You have
probably realised by now that VE
stands for Vestel. Replacement of the
whole board put matters right.

Bush BTV1701-BLK Combi
This portable combi lived in a
teenagers bedroom, you know the one,
always clicking the remote control.
Her father phoned me to report that
there was no sound on the stations but
there was sound on the tape. He
brought the set to me where I also
noticed teletext was missing. My
immediate thought was micro
corruption and I remembered Bush
technical sending me a programme
sheet to re-install the data. Before
attempting to enter the service mode,
make sure the set has been off a few
hours. Press and hold - volume on the
TV and press number 6 on the remote
control at the same time. To move
from address to data, press 'enter', and
press 'play' to alter address. Press
'stop' to alter numbers on data. To
store, switch off at 'power' button on
set. There are about fifty addresses but
only two will be wrong, one for the
sound and one for the teletext. Once
you get started it is quite straight
forward. You will need to contact Bush
technical and they will fax through the
correct data figures.

Grundig 5T70-700NICIFT
CUC2O3IJ Chassis
I wish the boss would stop selling
second hand televisions, one service
call and the profits gone. This was
typical, the set was sold on the Saturday
and the customer phoned on the
Tuesday to say it was not working. The
field engineer went out and brought it
in and put a fault tag on it showing it
was stuck in child lock. I was hoping
somebody in the workshop knew how
to remove it and come forward, but
nobody did. Looking through endless
service manuals, which were covered
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in dust, eventually I found the answer.
With the remote control, press vol+
and then switch on, press OK and auto
tune appears, press text button, this
stops auto tune. Enter 7038 which
cancels the lock.
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This set lives in the spare room so I
can watch the football in peace. Most
faults in these models are down to
power and time-base stages. However,
over the last few weeks I have noticed
the contrast level has been decreasing.
When the set had been on for an hour
it did slightly perk up. This suggested
capacitor trouble, so a grab for the
hairdryer was an option. Not quite
knowing what area to heat, I gave it a
general blast. When the contrast
started to improve, use of the freezer
brought me to C2448, 47pF, 250V
which was very sensitive. This
capacitor is situated next to the LOPT.
Replacement of this component
brought the contrast back to normal.

KV-28FX2Ou
as S=
The customer complained the
colour was wrong. My immediate
thought was purity errors and when
you get this problem you know you

are in for a hard time. I have no doubt
you have moved the position of the set
and found that the purity error moves.
Now, having said that, this happens
mainly on larger cathode ray tubes.
When it was brought in the workshop,
initially there was no problem, but as
you were watching it, partial
degausing occurred, which resulted in
purity errors. A gentle tapping around
in the degausing network in the power
supply brought me to RY600, which
momentarily corrected the fault. The
relay part no. 1-755-018-11 when
replaced solved the problem.

the tuning volts and cured the fault.

100.,
I have two Matsui VCRs, one in
common use and an older one (VXA
1100) used occasionally for copying
tapes. A friend recently came from
Kenya with a video diary of a house he
is building and I asked if I could make
him a copy. Hooking the two VCRs
together revealed a problem with the
VXA 1100. The tape would load 0.K,
carry out the required function, but then
Sony
-1 6WT1
(BE4
unload after 10 seconds and shut down.
chassis)
My friend was going back to Kenya
We do not often get small screen
the next week so a quick repair was
Sony sets into the workshop. The fault
required. I managed to get a drawing
tag said, cannot hold the stations.
and service tips (from
When it was on the soak test bench it ,.....„aleservicejnfo.com)
h :
and
developed tuning drift. Cannot
removed the cassette tray to start
remember last time I had this fault, but
checking the main PCB. It was then
I recalled the 33V Zenner diode which
necessary to override the BOT/EOT
was associated with the tuning volts to
sensors by shorting TP1010 and
the tuner. Looking at the circuit, the
TP1011.
supply originates from the +B 118V
To my surprise the tape now loaded
from the power supply. Tracing this via
and almost operated perfectly on all
R030 22KS2 and D002 regulator and
functions. This led me to check the
then onto the tuner pin. D002 when
BOT/EOT sensors and sure enough BOT
frozen and heated was very sensitive. I
had failed. Replacing it restored the
replaced it with the conventional
machine to full working order and I
ZTK33 Zener diode which stabilised
copied my friend's diary.
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Symptom: Repeated failure of line
output transistor Q401.
Reason: Failure in line driver circuit.
Cure: Check/replace C401 10pF
capacitor.
NB: Should LOPT have already been
replaced by an equivalent,
please replace with an original
Daewoo LOPT

_SSiS N-10.11042SPC a5NIN
Symptom: Video OSD inputs don't

PA CP e

match input sockets on Jack Board,
after replacing the video board.
Reason: Video inputs not set
correctly in service mode.
Cure: Enter service mode and select
the correct inputs in the MISC JACK
menu. I.E Select VIDEO for the GB
Jack board and MONITOR + for the
Korean Jack board.
NB: The GB Jack board has two sets
of Composite Video phono sockets
and two sets of Component Video
inputs, whilst the Korean jack board
uses an AV jack and has bayonet
sockets for Component/RGB Video
inputs.

Symptom: 4A Mains fuse blown
open circuit when set switched on
via the on -off switch, never by
switching on from stand-by mode.
Reason: Degauss coil resistance too
low, causing in-rush current to
exceed 4A.
Model DSC3210 resistance can be as
low as 90, it should 24Q.
Model DSC3220 resistance down to
17.55 should be 22Q.
Cure: Replace Degauss coil by
faxing our spares for the relevant coil
by model number. Do not replace
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the fuse with a 4A anti-surge fuse
type, you must fit a 4A fast blow
fuse.
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module, marked (GND).
You must refer to the service
manual for details of these
adjustments as there are two other
potentiometers on the "Y" Sustain
board, which must be set by sight.

Symptom: Set dead due to faulty
Power module or "Y" Sustain or "X"
Sustain board.
Reason: The Hybrid I/C's on "Y" or
"X" Sustain boards gone S/C or
several components on the power
board burnt out.
The Hybrid I/C's are under the
large black heat sinks, two on each
board.
They can be checked by using a
meter set to Q connected across the
top left and top right vertical rows of
the pins of the I/C's, located on the
reverse side of the board.
The burnt components on the
power board are surface mount
resistors on the top right corner of
the board, and there are three more
down near the first transistor
mounted on the edge of the board.
Cure: Replace the relevant faulty
board, but ensure you reset the
voltages on each board according to
those on the white label on the rear
of the screen. NB: These voltages
must be reset whilst producing a
white raster in service mode (refer to
the service manual for access). The
first three voltages on the label
relate to the power module and the
forth and fifth to the "Y" Sustain and
the sixth to the "X" Sustain board.
You must use a good quality voltage
meter otherwise you will get
incorrect readings.
All voltage adjustments relate to
loops of wire purposely attached to
the boards for connection to your
test meter, except for the forth
voltage, which is the negative print
connection of a missing capacitor
CY10, on the "Y" Sustain board. The
Ground connection for all
adjustments is a loop on the Power

Seko's IL A flip
questions
Beko's service department answers
some FAQs on chassis identification,
production date and service modes.
BEK0 TV chassis identification
from model number.
Chassis are identified by the 3rd
and 4th digit in the model number.
If the 3rd digit is a number, add 10
to complete the chassis number.
The first 2 digits are the CRT size
and the last digits are the cabinet
style and TV specification.
For example: 284248WNS = 28in
/ 14.2 chassis / 48 style cabinet /
widescreen, nicam, silver. Or
32C727WNS = 32in / C7 chassis /
27 style cabinet / widescreen,
nicam, silver.
2. BEKO TV production date.
Production date is determined by the
first 3 numbers of the serial
numbers, 1ST number = year , 2nd
number = month.
For example: 401123456 =
January 2004 or 612123456 =
December 2006.
3. Service anode.
Service Mode access falls into 2
categories.
A. Pre 2004 production. Service
Remote control required.
B. After 2004 production.
Customer Remote control is
required:
Method: Select Menu, press 9301,
use PR + / - to shift and VOL + / to adjust.
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